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Jjlotts anrl f/Ilippin11s.
THE Rev. John A.. Powell went insane at
Findley, Ohio, ber.nuso a book which he had
written mot no ~ale.
SINCE Talm:tge's last sermon, announcing
that " religion is dead," his antics in the pulpit are fully explained. He is only waking
the corpse.
IF the .Jews in Germany had been sound,
thoroug}Igoing imperialists instead of the incorrigible libemls that they are, would Court
Preacher Stocker be so hot against them ?
TALMAGE reported to his congregation recenLly, !IS the result
his observation On a
recent trip of 2,000 miles in the country, th!tt
'/religion is dead." What sort of company
)!oes the Tabernacle preacher keep on his
tmvels?
WHILE Mrs. Jessie Martin, of Hampshire,
was coming out of church she slipped upon the
icy steps and broke her leg. This should be
au all-sufficient waming to people who will
insist up~n going to church O\t Sunday instead
of going skating.
IT is whispered in Vatican circles that Leo
XIII. intends to resume quietly and by degrees the state ceremonies of the Pontifical
Court as they were celebrated eleven years ago,
even to going down into St. Peter's and reviving the splendid ceremonies in that famous
basilica.
THE " A.urora," the Pope's organ, announces that two hundred yards outside the
gate of San Pancrazio a priest has discovered
a new catacomb, with various galleries, and
containing twelve chapels, the greater part of
which are adorned with paintings admirably
preserved. The new catacomb extends from
San Pancrazio to the Villa Pamfily-Doria.

of

A. BUG has turned up in A.sia Minor which
feeds upon the eggs of the locust. Where a
.cluster of locust eggs is exainined tlte destroying insect appears in the Inidst of them. Locusts from time immemorial hav made themselvs disliked in A.sia, and the new bug, which
is believed to deposit its eggs in the live locust's body, has general sympathy and encouragement.

FoR the great cathedral at Melbourne an
anonymous gift of $50,000 has been made. If
the money that has been thus foolishly lavished in builcling up the grossest error and
fraud the world has known could hav been
used in the dissemination of real knowledge,
and in providing for tlto comfort of the poor
and homeless, how much better .the world
would be to-day I
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since the German railroads charge high rates Only a single verse had been sung when the
for the carriage of earthly tabernacles from venerable brother Bain, a trustee, entered at
the head of a party of anti-instrument men,
which the spir1t has flown.
and ordered them to carry out ~he organ. The
ONE of tho advantages pertaining to the new
young men of the circle rushed forward, and a
method of engraving by electricity-an electric
scrimmage ensued; but the old men were stalspark pen having been invented for the pur·
warts, and the organ .wa8 thrown into the
pose in Paris-is that the artist does all parts
street.
of his work, and with no more trouble than if
A.T Belleman, near Reading, Pa., was laid
working with an ordinary pencil, and can
even operate in a dark room, without any the scene of a holy fight. Great excitement
other light than tho glare from the induction spread over the surrounding country. In the
spark. If a sheet of thin paper be attached to village aforesaid is a church which has been
a plate of copper or ~inc, it is said that an on- jointly occupied by two differentdenoininations,
graving may be made with extraordinary but for worshiping the· J)ame unknown God.
The rival denominations were Lutheran and
facility by this device.
Reformed Dutch. Their zeal in fighting the
THE .Disciples' church in Louisville, Ky.,
devil is surpassed by. their ardor in fighting
tried to make a creed which would suit all the
each other. A. recent letter from Reading to
members. They found it impossible to agree
one of our dailies give the following statement:
either theologically or otherwise. Theological
The Rev. B. D. Sweizig is the Lutlteran pastor,
discord grew into pugnacity, and at the latest
and the Rev. R. S. A.pple is the pastor of tlte
accounts the business of creed-making had
Reformed body. Some months ago there ~as
reached a point at which tlte pastor and his a difficulty between the two congregations, but
adherents, complising about one-third of the the trouble was ainicably adjusted. Now there
church-members, were excluded by the rest. is a split in the Reformed congregation, owing
Those who remained ure said to contemplate to the pastoral relations of the Rev. Mr. A.pple
leaving the creed business where it is, in order with the church. The congregation has dito avoid any more unpleasantness.
vided·into A.pple and anti-A.pple parties. Some
WHILE the unrecognized religious orders in
Prance hav been dispersed, the recognized ones
are threatened with the loss of all their privileges. Bills now pending in the Chamber
propose to oust them from sites or buildings
belonging to the state, and to abolish their exemption from direct taxes. A. circular has
also been issued by the taxing department
giving instructions that convents and monasteries carrying on any kind of labor shall
henceforth be subject to trade licenses, no
matter though the receipts be appropriated to
charitable objects.
IT took an informer, a warrant of seizure,
four United States marshals, several lookouts,
and a horse, trnck, and driver to arrest a
wretched, poverty-stricken German in an eastside tenement house in tltis city, who, after
being out of work for weeks, took to making
cheap cigars without a license in order to keep
a wife und three sick children from perishing
by famin. The value of the 364 cigars seized
is about six dollars. The colossal malefactor
was trapped, red or rather brown-handed, at
his nefarious work, and now lies in jail to
await the action of the grand jury.
MR. SEEBOHM, a recent traveler in Siberia,
says that " birds go to the A.rctic regions to
breed, not by thousands, but by millions."
A.nd he tells us that the cause of this migration is the search after food, which is there
provided for them with lavish prodigality.
" Se.ed or frnit eating birds find an immediate
and abundant supply of cranberries, crowberries, and other ground ft:·uit, which hav remained frozen during the long winter, and are
accessible the moment the- snow has meltedj
while insect eating birds hav only to open their
mouths to fill them with musketoes."

MR. FRoUDE is about to be anticipated by
Mr. F. Martin in the promised biography of
Carlyle. There is no averment that the author
of the "Statesmen's Year Book" has gone
into the merits of Carlyle's life with the same
care as the author of the life of Cesar would
be sure to go, but he has collected a multitude
THE attempt to introduce un organ into the
of facts, and is qualified by previous training
to arrange them in a systematic and effectiv Presbyterian church ut Toronto gave rise to a
violent row. The question of instrumental
way.
music in the worship has been discussed for
A. LOT of reverends of Brooklyn are accusing years, and recently a majority of the session
the Rev. Mr. Talmage of tho same godly city voted to permit the use of a small cabinet orof lying and pet~ury, and, what is worse, they gan in tho weekly singing-school in the baseare proving it, too. It is a pity to see Presby- ment only. The opponents of the measure
terian. clergymen show such unimosity toward regurdcd this as the beginning of an abominaeach other, and that they should be guilty of tion which would next be curried into the
such crimes. Verily, verily, if all the bad Sunday services, and the older members bedeeds of these " men of God " could be shown cume greatly excited. Bro. McMichael, the
up, what a monstrously large and monstrously chorister, ordered the organ sent to the church,
black record it would all make I
but when it arrived the sexton refused to open
IN the municipal cremation furnace at Gotha, tho door, and several young men carried it in
in Germany, you can get yourself incinerated surreptitiously by a back way. The music
for $16. Since the establishment of the fur- circle met that evening. The Rev. Mr. Kirknace, two years ago, tl1irty bodies of the no- patrick occupied tho chair, and made a short
bility and gentry hav enjoyed its hospitality. address to the effect that even an organ might
Persons, progressiv but poor, who are preju- be sanctfied for religious purposes. Then the
diced against interment should go to Gotha practice of a psulm for the ensuing Sunday
while they can still call their souls their own1 was begun, with an organ accompaniment.

A. HAPPY New Year to alii
How Do you like our new dress?
NAVIGATION on the Hudson has closed for
the season.
A. NEW plot has been discovered to assassin·
ate the Czar of Russia.
SEvERAL electric light companies hav incorporated in this city lately.
HoRNELLSVILLE, N. Y., suffered a loss of
$30,000 by fire on the 26th ult.
GEoRGE ELioT, the celebrated novelist, died
on the 22d, aged about sixty.
A. RECENT storm demolished eighty feet of
the new iron pier at Long Branch.
THE sun celebrates the close of 1880 by a
partial eclipse on the last day of the year.
JoE CooK, in whose inouth truth is stranger
than fiction, is peddling his inspired bosh
through Scotland.

OWING to religious persecutions, many Jews
weeks ago there was an election to deterinin are einigrating from Germany to England,
whether Mr. Apple should continue as pastor, France, and Belgium.
and it resulted in eighty-~o votes being cast
THE clergy of Montreal united' in denouncagainst him and only three votes for him. A.t
ing Sara Bernhardt, but she played there to
that time Constable Kraemer, of this city, was
over-crowded houses.
deputized by Sheriff Kemp, and he was present
A. MAN in Paterson, N. J., has spent thirty
at the election, which passed off qnietly. Yesterday was the first time since the election that thousand dollars in thirty years trying to intlte Reformed congregation were to hold regu- vent a perpetual motion maehine.
lar services, and the anti-A.pple party were deGEN. ScoTT, ex-Governor of South Caroterinined that those services should not be held lina, during aquarrel shot and killed a man
if the old pastor was to preach. Representa- in Napoleon, 0., a few days ago.
tivs of both factions were in Reading on SaturSNoWsToRMS throughout the country are
day. The latter party engaged Constable Jno.
M. Sharp and Sergeant Ressler of the city po- pretty general, and there can be no eomplaiut
lice to preserve order. The officers left this about a green Christmas this year.
city on Saturday evening, and took the train for
THE crew of a British ship, th2 City of MonLeesport,. about eight miles from Reading. They treal, recently lost at sea, passed .five days in
found several officers of the church waiting for the rigging before they were rescued.
them at the station, ·whence they were rapidly
THE recent billiard match in Puris for $1,000
driven across tlte 'cOlmtry, u distance of about
six miles, to the church. Sergeant Ressler, who and the championship of the world, between
arrived here to-night, givs tlte following facts: Slosson and Vignaux, was won by the latter.
"We were driven to a building that was forFwons are making havoc in the northern
merly used as a schoolhouse. We fom1d that
part
of England. The basements of four
the church building was in posse._"Sion of tlte
anti-A.pple party, who had stationed a guard thousand dwellings in Manchester are flooded.
on duty for tlte night. There were three of
THis is the year in which, according to
these guards, who were relieved every few Mother Shipton's prophecy, the world is to
hours. A.bout a mile and a half from the come to an end, so don't fail to pay the
church building we saw bright lights burning printer.
in the windows of a farm residence, and we
THE recently-elected President of Switzerwere told it was the headquarters of the A.pple
party. The rnin came down in torrents. Ser- land, M. A.nderwert, committed suicide on the
;ices were to begin at ten o'clock. A.t about 25th ult., by shooting himself with u revolver
nine o'clock Sheriff Kemp and a squad of dep- in a public promenade.
uties arrived on the scene.
The officers say
THE Boers in South A.frica huv had a short
tltat the Rev. Mr. Apple's friends were in the but decisiv revolution. They hav declared
majority. In all, over four hundred persons themselvs independent of British rule, and eswere in attendance, They were aroused to tablished a republic. How long they will stay
the greatest excitement. The members of the free remains to be seen.
party opposed to Mr. A.pple had placed their
THE Pope is opposed to the land agitation
men at the door of the church, tightly wedging
them in so that no one could effect an entrunce. in Ireland. He thrives on tho poverty and
The anti-A.pple party hav engaged lawyer consequent ignorance of the Irish. Between
Boeker as their attorney. By noon the Rev. Peter's pence for the Pope and unjust rents to
Mr. A.pple arrived. upon the scene. He was a landlord, the poor Irish are ground pretty
soon surrounded by his friends, and began to fine.
use harsh words, which soon led to blows.
A. BILL is before Congress to perinit the setThe fight was· kept up until the sheriff was tlement of whites in Oklahoma, in the Indian
compelled by force to quiet tho riot. A.fter the territory; This move is made to avert a conexcitement hall subsided everything was in flict between the government troops nnd those
confusion. Benches, chairs, Bibles, hymn- colonists who desire to enter tlte Indian terribooks, and other articles used in the melee, tory.
were strewn around tho church. Fortunately
ON account of the trouble;, in Ireland, the
no·sorious injuries were inflicted. The sheriff,
witlt his deputies, then left the scene, and the British Parliament has been ealled together a
crowd soon dispersed.;, This afternoon word month earlier than usual. Not only are tM
was received from Belleman that the trouble prospects of a favorable settlement of the land
had been renewed and twenty of the anti-Apple trouble poorer than ever, but the agitation is
members. arrested and hold for trial for being spreading into England, and English farmers
engaged in the affair of yesterday. More talk seriously of seeking relief from tho curse
of landlordism.
arrests are to be made to-morrow.
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___onrl and JI.D'nsini1S , ·as th., _"Light_~~ .Asi.·a" in the beautiful poe.m of_t~at

of'':anity the vain_ ima_ gi~ation~ _a~d the unverifiable
name by Edwm ~old.. Those crQwded, toll~ng notions of theology, '\VhiCh sc1ence does !lot and can
. · milliontJ' of .~sia.. hav. s~ffered ~ost,_ and so hav n~t affirm.; -~gnp~~ics .could. be .n.ame~ !D?re truly
•· · ·
·
· ·
· · •learned to resign the:t;neetv~ as !lOne others ba~ <'l uan, from the· affi1·matrv~ 81tle Infin-Itists m . d1stinction
·ConstruetiV Liberalism.
:: Tl1~y lea]:Iie~· to Je~l deJight ~11, annihil~tion,. in ~he fto.m Finitists; Pers'¥alists, ;~nd all .AnthropomorLESSON I.
Ide~ of absorption 1l}to the'Tufimt,.when hfe, "like t4e plusts.
.
\
·• · · ·
·.
.
··
-dew-d):op, slip!! into t?e .shi~i~Ig sea~" ThJl.t .is_ ~he a~m~· · Hereaf~er we shall see that self and selfishness, here
Agnostici!lm is not .Atheism, but the negativ side ,of tbe~enthusul.smoheslgn,at.wn .. ;From a ~U.):Ulai.vrew ,an.d.hert~after, really_doepeud upon and are caused by
of. the scientific affirmation of, and resign~J.tiori to,' the the little poem, " The Hmdoo . Skeptic,"· prmted this personal contradwtwn of the Inflili.t to an extent
above; is ine:xpressably sweet and. of permanent value .. few of.us as yet apprehend.·
..
Infinit as th!i basis of Scientific Cosmology.
TEXTS.
Let it be. "learned by heart" and kept in the heart, as
It is a sufficient point for this lesson to show that
N. B.,.-It would be wall if the folloWing texts could not that good old Anglo,Saxon phrase, learning by heart, Agnosticism is but a negativ name given 'by those who
impliea. Those verses eoho the fathomless sea of sor- only look behind them when standing before the
only be· committau to memory, but "learned by hiart."
row, sadness, and contradiction which has always greatest affirmation of all of the ages. The InTHE' HINDOO· SKEPTIC.
underlain human life, and· from which a noble,resig- finit is the necessary affirmativ basis of a Cosmos
nation in the conception of the infinit, and rest upon a known ble to us by laws; that all laws of science
I think .till I weMy with thinking,
world of law about us, is the only escape or relief.
snppcse this infiuit, and our modern world can
Said the sad-eyed Hindoo King,
Our modern science has certainly and happily not be conceived as existing without' it. For instance
And I see but shadows around meillusion in everything.
brought us much more than this conception of re!!ig- if the law of gravity operated in a finite world all it~
natio?-~ut t~is ~t has bi·ous-ht too, and has enf~rced matter would lon~ ago hav &"ravitated to a common
How lmowest thou aught of God,
and JUStified It m a new hght so as to enable It to center and hav ex1steuce only m the eternal equilibriOf l1is fllvor o1· his wrltth?
st;ly'evermore. Omnia exeunt in mysterium. All nm of death. Every other law has its similar necesCan the little fish tell what the lion thinks?
Or map out the eagle's path ?
thiugs go out into mystery, ·~aid the old theologian. sity of infinit background. So, too, the human mind
But,
properly speaking, there is no mystery. N oth- never could exist in perfect liberty without this conCan the finite the infinit reach?
ing is mewed or sealed up by a God, as that won1 ception of an infiuit world of time, space, force, matDid the blind diseover the stars?
means. There is simply a limit to human capacity ter, and law about it as a boundless field of thought
Is the thought that 1 think a thought,
Or a throb of the brain in its bars?
to find out and understand, that is all.
·
and feeling. A limit would otherwise be felt by the
.A.ll tllings go out into the Infinit, say the modelll soul, which would make our pent-up life a prison
For aught that my eye ean discern,
scientis~. And before that fact and the conception term.
Your God is what you think good;-·
The Infinit is not, therefore, a negativ conception
of the iufinit we can only bow in silent reverence.
Yourself flashed back from the glass,
When the light pours on it in flood,
The Infiuit is a modern discovery that takes tlw only, but the great affirmation upon which all
place of the old universe. Thei·e was once, before the which we can conceive must be thought of as
You preaeh to me to be just;
Copernican astronomy, a supposed univerBe 7~ i.e., a resting. It is the nec'essnry back-log of existence and
And this is his realm you say,
world revolving on itself, with a personal God out- practically the most useful thing or conception of all.
And the good are dying of hunger,
And the bad gorge every day.
Pide of it to rotate and govern it, and who therefore Before it science lights the tire whose light an'~
<:rested
it. That world, and the whole conception it warmth banishes the ghosts, bogies, and hobgoblinh\
Yon say that he loveth merey,
expreS!Ied, has passed and vanished before the new of theology, and at the same time givs life, knowl- .
Aml the inmin is not yet gone;
11stronomy. That universe and all of the gods and edge, and comfort to those who learn to know its ;
That he hnteth the shedt.ler of blood,
And he slayeth every one..,
·
idea• baeed upon it hav vanished because of the mod- mlue.
ern
and
true
conception
of
the
In:finit,
and
"like
the
What,
then,
is
the
proper
order
of
the
affirmativ
You say that my soul shallliv,
baseless fabric of a vision, hav left not a wrack conceptions or steps from the in:fiuit down to man?
'l'hat the spirit ean never iliebehind." "The infinity of worlds and of space," as
'\Vhat is the new cosmology which science has
If he were eontent when I was not,
Why not when I hav passed by?
the martyr Giordano Bruno taught it, has finally given to us in place of the old?
taken their place. (See Draper's "Conflict," TheolLet us follow its steps :
You say I must hav a meanin~;
The
questions
of
firmaments,
epherrs.
1.
The most general conception of an Infinit e:xi8 t.
ogy-Weaving.)
So m'ust dung, and its meanmg is fiowers.
cycles, epicycles, and gods hav disappeared BI<rt ence about us, and whcih includes all we can know, is
What if our souls are but nurtut·e
become past issue!!. Those who now discuss Theism commonly and properly called by the Anglo-Saxon
For, lives that are greater than ours?
or Atheism are as far behind the age as those who name, "1'11E WORLD." This word means by its root
When ihe fish swims out of the water,
discuS!! antipodes and the four corners of the earth. age or endurance, the old, the age unending, that
When the bird soars out of the blue,
Negativllf, therefore, scientists are Agnostics (f1:om "which endureth forever." It is a term at once simple
Man's thought may transcend man's knowledge,
the Greek
not, and gnosco, I know). That is, they and true, and either it or the term" Trm lNFINIT,
And your God be no reflex of you.
recognize that the old Ptolemaic system, which was should take the place in use of the scientifically false
Evolution is a change from an inde:finit and inco- the ori~in and basis of a perso?a~ God n:nd of all th~- word. "universe," which '":'ill always keep us tangled
herent homogeneity to a definit coherent heterogen- ology, IS gone, and that 1ts childish notiOns of a um- np With the false Ptolemaic astronomy and the Chriseity, through continuous differentiations and integra- verse and of gods cannot be properly affirmed of the tian theology, which is at bottom merely a corollary
In:finit. They do not know how any one can know in- of it.
tions. (H. Spencer, First Principles, p. 216).
finity, nor how the assumption that it is a person, or
2. Within this infinit world. floats the starry space
The extent of the difference and subordination of this or that, can be affirmed of it without illusion or or the starry world, which we commonly· and propconvergent parts is the measure of the progress of the fraud, or blasp~emy, or ~1~ of these thre~ c<?mbined. erly c~ll by the Gree~ ~ord, "THE CosMos," i. e., the
Btit has not this AgnostiCism au affirmativ s1de?
beant1ful order. This Is the knowable world to man.
organism, or organization. (Goethe.)
'
3. Through this cosmos our BUn-world floats and
Look at the laws of evolution and progress which
Ist's denn so grosses Geheimniss, was Gott und der Me~ch are given above as our texts from Herbert Spencer moves, at;Jd · ha~ its own wondrous laws by which
und die Welt sey?
and Goethe. We learn at once from these the all- we conceive of It as a whole, our solar system.
Nein l Doch niemand h~rt's getne; da bleibt as gehaim.
important law that all analysis, all differentiation, all
4. The next step is down to our own little planet,
Is it then so great a seeret what God and the World and Man negations, -must always be the result of a higher and the Earth, with its moon and world of tides, motions
may be?
more comprehensiv synthesis, integration, and affir- and laws. It is hardly poetry to think of Hertha (th~
No I But no one is willfug to hear it, so it a secret remains. matic;m. Things are loosened asunder only because a hearth as "The Mother of all; the Mother and the
-GoETHE.
higher combination calls for them. When, therefore; nurse." Between the earth and the Infinit lies the
INTRODUCTION.
we see things, creeds, theories, and belief!! going to sublimest of sciences, astronomy, which describes for
.Politics are fate, said Napoleon, and he told the pieces we must not run around howling, as the theo- us the knowable celestial cosmos, as its Greek etypoets to base their tragedies upon the catastrophies logians do, and err that all society and everything and mology teaches, i. e., aster, a star, and nornoB, a law.
which his "destiny" made the uncontrolable power everybody are gomg to chaos and destntction. They
5. As we alight upon the earth we are interested
thereqy simply prove that they are "blind leaders of in the nature of the objects which are the forms of
of his modern world,
Finance iB our fate-as yet, but is not, let us hope, the blind," wholly incapable of reading the signs of matter in mass. This study we call natural philosoalways to be the capricious, inhuman power by whiCh the times as their ideal Master taught them to do. phy or physics, from the Greek word physis, uatme.
we liv or die, as the golden God, without moral law Instead of flying backward we must look forward
ti. We next pursue the component parts or the eleor right, crushes us to earth in poverty, or lifts us to into the bearings of events, and follow the'higher law ments of these objects in mass as far as we can (about.
affi.uence, and therefore to honor and happiness of combination, that is, the new integration, which has ti7 of them) and learn their properties, and call that·
among our fellows.
really brought about the dissolution of the old, aud science chemistry, a word having its rqot and idea in
This God bas condemned to Sunday banishment in that will certainly let us fall unless we clamber np the Greek words chymos, juice, froin cheo, pour. ,
rural solitude one formerly accustomsd to speak to upon the new.
7. Among the chemically compound suustances
his fellow-inquirers on that day of the more serious
The great policy of practical safety is this recogni- found on the earth exists one, the most wonderful of
·
matters of law and life. ·
tion of new integratious. That is the true law at once all (and changiug iuto many forms and variations) to
1
To lament this absence, or, like Ovid at Tomi, to of reform and of all true conservatism. We shall 11ee which is given the Greek name protoplasm (protosend back Tristia to absent friends, would not avail in our future lessons that we hav in tliis law of inte- plasma, the first formation or substance of life). This
or serve. Let us rather become present to each other gration the ever-ready key, the philosopher's stone, is the most wonderful of substances because it J?OSin spirit and review and muse over the lessons we· the compass, the true means of ohservation by which sesses the property of iutemal change and actwn,
sought to learn when younger years and hopes were the latitude and longitude of human life, social aud i. e., the process we call life. 'Ve do not know that
ours.. In that w~y many who no~, al31s! ~an liv an_d individual, may be calculated and its safer conduct life does or can exi~t, ~r w_bere or wh~n or. how ex1
be With us only m our heart may still giv us therr secure·d.
cept as a property of th1s kind of cull01d or Jelly-form
love and cheering co-operation.
Now, when we applr this chief of the laws to Ag- matter.
What, then, were the tirst worJs we found it neoes- nosticism we find that It is miscalled, because it is the . a. The simpler forms of this matter are found in the
sary to.learl! as the . be&'i~niug of a new. life which uega.tiv expr~ssion of the highest ;possib!e ~ff;irmation lowe~· forms of living organisms, called monem or
should be Lrberal, SCientific, and constructiV?
and mtegrat10n man can know of the mtimt world protuts.
They were these:
about him. Negativly it knows no personal God, beb. Out of these protists arise the almost number1. Besignation as to the unkn·owable In:finit.
cause affirmativly science has discovered that there is less species of vegetation, including all plants, trees,
2. Trust in Law as the basis of life and the solu- no conceivable limit to space or time, matter, or force, etc., and also from the same source are evolved:
tion of the world.
using the term force as a synthesis of the chango~;
o. The .species of animal life leading up to the an3. Guura,qe, faith, and labor in and for the prog- of matter. 'l'his affirmation of the lnfinit excludes thropoids, and terminating in man.
ress and triumph of Humanity.
limit or vacuum. It is the highest integration co118. 'l'he uext step is the Society of man, the socialLet us take the tirst wor<l as our subject for to-day. ceivable. Within its boundless ocean of existence, as ogy of Humanity. 1\lan arose out of the brutal state
Resignat-ion (Entsag·un,q, or the saying of ourselvs we conceive it, floats our little knowable world or by gregarious and associativ habits. He has never
away, is Goethe's word for it) mur;t be tile . first GoBmos, with its suus and galaxitJs, and our sollu· sys- beeu ai>le to exist e.xce]Jt as a part of a society of.
lessou. We can learu its meaning, in ru9,imentary tem as our center in space.
.
some kiud.
The first lesson of resignation before the in:fiuit
Sociology is therefore the great human science or
forms at least, in every age. Tue Stoic Emperor
Antoninus taught it as well as the ideal Christ of world, the first lesson of coustruotiv Liberalism or history of Humanity as a whole.
~alestine n?r less Goet~e, "the so~t9f. his century," Positivism, is, therefore, in the highest d~gree affirmI~ this Humanity as .a wl~o!e eac~ people and
m modern tunea. But 1t hal latelif come to us &fr~ ~. It a.fiirm.s the in.:finit, and lets fall mto a. hmbo nation or state must find Its ongm and Its true place.
~ ~\
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Each individual has. his origin, duty, and place
in his people, nation, and state, and is controled
or influenced by their laws and customs, i. ~.,
MoRALs, under which he is born. These he must
practice with more or less concurrence with othe.rs or
he cannot liv in society at all.
Morality is, therefore, the next science, and is inevitably deduced from sociology.
10. Next follows Language, or LINGUISTIOs, the
common instmments of feelings and thought.
11. The next step or science may be called EsTHET·
lOS (from the Greek aisthanomi, I feel).
·
For the individual man is composed of emotions
summed U'p by a figure of speech as if located in the
Heart, from whence we are told "are the issues of
life."
12. Psychology, including Logic, would follow as
the next science, for feelings result in thought commonly located in the IIead.
13. Then comes action or Practical Life, the next
and last step, because it is the result of thought. It
may be said to be located as the Hand.
This order of the sciences makes them .the thirteen
steps of the modern golden ladder which reaches
from the simplest act or thought of every individual
upward to the Infinit. Each science is a round or step
by which that ladder is let 'down to us in a regular
&eries of correlation of the forces.
The solution of theWorld about us which they giv
is .the Positiv Philosophy. It is the cosmology of
science and of Liberalism, Every religion rests at
, bottom upon its cosmology. Theology is weak now
simply because its cosmology has failed. It is becoming known that there is neither firmament nor
universe nor a creator possible in an Infinit 'Vorld.
The cosmology of science, as above sketched, mmit
take the place of the old childlike, and now childish,
story of Moses and Ptolemy, and be made familiar to
every Liberal mind. Before its conceptions of the
Infinit and ·of the beautiful order of the Cosmos, with
its sciences as circles of knowledge ever descending
down to :Man, he can never stand without the deepest
feeling of awe, reverence, and noble resignation.
This is the new Cosmology, and the first lesson
which it not only teaches but, as we shall find hereafter, inspires.
Our next lesson will be the Trust in Law.
T. B. W.
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BETWEEN THE REV. A.. HATCRARD .AND MRS. ANNIE
BESANT, AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
Some few weeks ago, when !irs. Besant was leeturing at the Phrenix Hall for the East London
Branch of the National Secular Society, a challenge
was offered to her by a church of England clergyman, the Rev. A. Hatchard, to debate "The Existence of God." This challenge was at once accepted
by 1\'lrs. Besant through Mr. Haines, a most eamest
East London Freethinker. The reverend gentleman
then wrote, asking that Mrs. Besant would chanO'e
the question, substituting for a two nights' debate the
propositions: "That the Jesus of the Gospels is a
Historical Character," to be opened by the Rev. A.
Hatchard; and "That the Influence of Christianity
upon theW orld has been Injuriomr," to 'l?e opened by
Mrs. Besant. Mrs. Besant accepted this change, and
the debate on the first proposition took place on
Wednesday, November 24th, before a large audience.
The chair was very impartially filled by Mr. Turpin,
one of the official representativs of the Christian Evidenoe Society. The Rev. A. Hatchard is curate of
St. SavimJs, Shadwell, and has been a curate in the
diocese of Manchester. His opening speech was his
best, but in making this he seemed to hav exhausted
his store of arguments, and his later speeches were
)not always in good taste. It is possible that Mr.
_,~Hatchard may not be used to oral discussion, and may
hav, therefore, been occasionally hasty in 'some of h 1s
~expressions. In one instance, where the reverend
:\gentleman presumed that his antagonist and hie audi_"Jence were equally unacquainted with German litera"~ ture, he was simply clumsy. To treat the translator
of Buchner with Buchner's approval and indorsement
~as if possibly unfamiliar with Buchner's language
..jWas worse than pointless, and scarcely served to gain
rfavor with his auditory, who sharply expressed disi.._j approval. It is a pity that the whole of the audience
~could not keep perfectly quiet when words of an un.,.. pleasant and irritating kind are spoken, although we
::are obliged to record that a good deal of provocation
-was given by Mr. Hatchard. Mrs. Besant's speeches
must tell their own tale; but we may say that we
never heard her to greater advantage, and the ringing
applause and waving of handkerchiefs at the concluston of her last quarter of an hour were full evidence
as to the e:ffl!lct she had produced upon the arudience.
THE DE:IU.TE.-FIRST NIGHT.
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Mr. Turpin in the chair.
Tlxe eha,irman in opening th~ proceedings stated that

he had expected his friend Mr, Cowper would hav
taken the chair that evening, and .that Mr. Cowper
not being able to be present, another gentleman had
been named; but he also waa .unable to preside, so
that the lot had fallen upon him. It was, however,
not the first time he bad taken the chair in the Hall of
Science, but be was pleased to see that since he had
last occupied that post there a change had taken place
in the Materialism of the hall, and he hoped that in
course of time a change might also be effected in the
Spiritualism of the hall likewise. He hoped that they
would allow him to sit still, by listening quietly and
without interruption to both the speakers in the ensuing debate. The Rev; A. Hatchard was to contend
that the Jesus of the gospels was a historical charac,
ter, and Mrs. Besantwould contend that he could not
o<)cupy that position. The order of the debate would
be as follows: The Rev. A. Hatchard would open in
the affirmativ, occupying half an hour; Mrs. Besant
would then follow in the negativ, occupying another
half hour. There would then" be four speeches of a
quarter of an hour each, two from each speaker; and
Mr. Hatchard would close the debate with another
speech of a quarter of an hour's duration. He coneluded by asking for a fair hearing for both sides of
the argument, whieh, he said, was better for the subject, better for the debater, and better for the audience; and he trusted that the dignity and character
of the disputante and of the audience would be such
that that debate might be looked back upon in the
future as a model debate. He then called upon the
Rev. A. Hatchard to open in the aftirmativ.
Mr. Hatchard, who was greeted with applam1e,
then rose and said: _ .

Mr. Chairman, Mr. Bradlaugh, Ladies, and
Gentlemen: I stand before you here this evening to
prove that the Jesue of the gospels is a historical
character. Now I can well understand that some
persons may think that a superfluous task in the pres~
ent day", but as there are those on the present platform
who question it, it may be necessary for me to
go through some of the evidence by which we prove
.this matter. But as it is utterly impossible to make a
jump in the mind from now to more than eighteen
hundred years ago, so to speak, I do not intend to
ask you to make what I call a jump from now to the
time when Christ was bo:rn .. I intend to take you
back by what is called the bridge of history, the
bridge of history over the gulf of time.
Now here is an ordinary English copy of the scriptures. I put that in the hands of a man, and he
looks at it and examins it.' After this examination
he says, "I see here an account of an extraordinary
character, but how do I know that this is a true account? and how do I know that these books. really
come down from the time you say they come down
from?''
Now you know very well what the authorized English Bible is, and you find that the same Bibles are
in the hands of Christian sects all over the world, for
between the Roman Catholic Bible !tnd the English
Protestant Bible there is really no difference .. Here
we hav the church of England and the Roman Catholic church, and a large number of bodies of Dissenters, of Independents, Baptists, Wesleyans, and many
other sects or parties, who all accept the same book.
Well, now you see that this is the fact that the
Chi·istian world receives that book to-day.
We may make a jump right back from now certainly to the time of Mohammed, who believed in the
historical existence of Jesus, and we may make another jump backward to the fourth century~ Now,
you may ask me how do I prove that the Bible was
not altered during those centuries, and my answer is
that the Bible we hav is the same as the book was at
the invention of printing, as you may see by the
Bibles which are now in the British Museum. Now,
you are well aware that it is something like 400 or
450 years since printing first came into use, and we
jump back over that period without any difficulty.
Now, during the age of manuscripts, we can go back
without any difficulty at all to the year 325, where
you see the Council of Nice. Through that period,
the age of manuscripts, what guarantee had we that
those manuscripts were not altered? Simply this:
These manuscripts, in various languages, were scattered about all over Em·ope, over a good part of Asia,
over the north of Africa; they were in the hands of
conflicting sects and parties, so that no one could
alter them in the slightest degree. It would be impossible to interpolate the story of Jesus of Nazareth
without its being discovered.
Now, you see from these diagrams that I hav taken
you back to this period here (pointing to the diagram
fixed on the platform). I hav taken you over the
easiest period. We now come to the time of Constantine, who was the first Homan emperor who proclaimed himself a Christian. I am not going to discuss the character of Oonstantine. I dare say those
of yon who hav paid any attention to this matter
know that in the time of Constantine there was a
great dispute between the Ariana and the ol'thodox
party, and I suppose you al'e well aware that Athanasius was the person who maintained orthodox, and
that Arius was a man who maiutained unorthodox
Christianity. Now, Eusebius really is the man who
is said to hav presented to the Council of Nice the
Nioene Oreed, and, although some of 1ou are Free-

thinkers, you hav been in the chm·ch of England, and
I venture to say that a large number of you hav been
baptized in the church of England. Consequently
Jou know the creed of the church of England which
refer to when I speak of the Nicene Creed.
The Nicene Creed is said to hav been pres.ented
to the Council of Nice by Eusebius. I stand here to
tell you that fr9m the work of Eusebius W(l :receive a
very important part of the evidence respecting the
Christian church, that is, as regards its early hi~tory.
It has been disputed by thinkers whether Eusebius is
a truthful historian, but I put.him beforeyou~to-night
as a truthful historian. As to what is said in Taylor'•
"Diegesis" and other similar works, I do not trouble
myself to answer them, for I fmaintain that the " Diegesis" is an utterly unreliable book, and that ita
quotations are inaccurate. I could giv you plenty of
instances to show that Taylor is quite unreliable; and
I make nothing at all of ,the remarks of such writera
as Taylor.
We hav the Chril'ltian faith promulgated and pronounced in that Nicene Creed that we read every
Sunday in the communion Bervice of the church of
England. I hav got back now to the time of Athanasius, Arius, Eusebius, and· Constantine, when Christianity was proclaimed as the religion of the
!{oman empire, and when, as you know well, it
became allied to the state. In this fourth century
I find the very same Christian. creed maintained by
those writers whose names I hav placed here (pointing
to the diagrams), viz., Augustine, Jerome, Chrysostom, and Basil. Here are these writers belonging
the to foirrth century, by whom the Christian faith
is promulgated and taught as it is put forward in the
four gospel!! and in the writings of St. Paul. ·we find
it substantially and practically the same a11 in those
writers whom I hav mentioned to you aa belonging
to the fourth century.
I now go back into the third century. I hav here
the name of Tertullian, who, as you are well aware,
was one of the greatest writers of the Christian
church, and Cyprian, Minucius Felix, who was a
Latin writer, and who wrote what would now be
called an "Apology for Christianity." I next come
to Origen, who was one~of the greatest writers of the
church, against whose name you will see I hav pl-aced
the dates 184 to 253. Now, this Origen was in many
respects one of the most eminent writers the church
has produced, according to my own opinion respecting him and his teachings; but he teaches clearly the
same Christian faith as we hav.
We now &ome to Clement of Alexandria, who was
a predecessor of Origin, and we get to Pantamus. It
would take me too long to enter into the details, but
it is perfectly clear that Pantoonus was a Christian
teacher. We hav only some fragments of his writings preserved to us. He is said to hav been a great
traveler into the East, and discoverer of a manu~cript
containing an account of the gospel. He is one who
is put forward by the Christian thinkers as a link in
the chain of historical evidence.
I now come to what are called the so-called apostolic constitutions. I do not put them before yon as
the work of the apostles, but they hav come down to
us by that name. Mrs. Besant will lose her time in
attacking me upon these [laughter]. Don't laugh
until you hav heard what I hav to say. I put
them before you as occurring in the third century,
simply as a record of church practices and customs
that were popular in the third century. Coming now
to the seoond century we find an eminent man named
Polycarp first mentioned. He, also, was a professor
of the Christian faith, and is said to hav suffered
martyrdom. Tertullian, you will observe, is mentioned in the second century as well as the third ccntury, because he reaches over 3 part of both of them.
I hav next the name of Irenreus, who was an eminent
Christian of the second century, lrenrens, who also
was an eminent believer in.the Christian faith. vVe
now come to the crux of the whole thing. vVhen we
get here, then begins what Freethinkers call theditliculty. I present to you Justin 1\lartyr. J nstin
Martyr is really a most important man in the history
of the Christian church, and also in the record of the
history of the Christian faith. He was a very popular Christian in his day, and he presented one Apology (so-called) for the Christian faith to the Homan
emperor. Of course there are two apologie!l which
are known to the world under his name. I stand here
to maintain one. I could maintain the two. I mainLain the first one. What does he tell us with respect
to the Christian faith? He tells us the same thing
as we hav in the four gospels in the present day. l
will giv you one or two of Justin's quotations. lt has
been arranged that the quotations shall be printed
from the books, so that there will be no mistake
whatever about what is read. I giv you a quotation
from his first Apology, which runs thus:
"At the same time an angel was seut to the same
virgin, saying, 'Behold, thou shalt conceive in thy
womb by the Holy Ghost, and thou shalt bring forth
a son, and he shall be called the soli of the l11ghest,
and thou shalt call his name Jesus; for he shall save
his people from their sins;' as they hav tauyltt who
hav writt<en the histoty of all things concerning otu·
Savior, Joous Christ."
Anothea- quotation from the same: "For the apostles in those memorials which are written by them,
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tt;hich are called ,qospel.s, thus delivered it, 'that pute that St. Paul was present at l{ome in the time

Meanwhile of the attack by the good, "We, Us &
Co.," the Brotherhood looked as placid as the moon,
and I fear a trifle blank. I knew I was the target of
these, the good, and was the cause of .their wailing
and woe, though they dared n~t mentwn. my name
in print or pulpit. But their accusatiOns. came
thicker and faster; and upon the accumulatiOns ?f
gentle sweetness and blessedness I spake, as said
Othello. I will explain further.
I am playfully called hy friends the "Bishop of
the Brotherhood," and to a share of .the good who
know me I am the head-center of their hate, for. the
only reason, so far as I know, that I do ~ot heheve
as they do. They had nursed courage m me and
kept it warm until I took do,;11 my old wm:-mus.ket,
loaded it with a stub-pen, aimmg and shoot~n~ ng~t
at eyes through the papers. Instead of lllJl~ry, It
opened the. eyes of the pu~lic, and the previ~usly
blind saw JUSt as well. I will quote you a caid to
show how gently I dealt with the right reverend's
letter signed " S. :"

Jesus, taking bread, blessing it, commanded them to of Nero. I find in the time of St. Paul, or about that
say, Do this in remembrance of me; this is my body; time, Claudius Coosar ordered the Jews out of Rome,
and taking the cup in like manner and giving thanks on account of a disturbance.
to say, This is my blood."' I need not tell you that
Time being called by the chairman, Mr. Hatd1ard
this refers to what is called the institution of the sat down amid loud applause.
.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Lord's Supper; "For in the Memoirs which I say
were co-qiposed by the apostles, and those who became their followers, it is written that' His sweat fell
Telling Experience.
like drops of blood, while he prayed and said, If it
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
be possible, let this cup pass from me.' In giving up
Reading
in
your
paper
Goddard's letter to Leland-a
the ghost on the cross he said, ' Father, into thy
letter chock full of vim and soul, and yet from a
hands I commit my spirit,' as also I learned from
"small fellow," as he calls himself-the thought
the _11femoirs" (Exeter Hall Lectures, pp. 140, 141).
struck me whether or not a little experience and perI hav given you now one, two, three quotations
from Justin Martyr's Apology. I stand here to tell sonal history from a large fellow, weighing 225, and
you most distinctly that the Christian faith, as taught over six feet tall, on the devious ways of a checkered
by Justin Martyr in his first Apology, is practically and liberal life, would be ac<'eptable to yon and your
and really the same as what we hav in the four gos- dear readers, to whom we are friends, and they can't
·
pels which exist at the present time. Now, I know help themselvs.
Well,
here
I
am
at
my
own
sweet home in Berrien
that some person may say that it is not quite the
CAHD.
exact words, the same as we hav them to-day; but I Springs, the sweetest village in Michigan.
''The undersigned does not think the. Brotherl!ood will
"
Three
score
yem·s
and
ten
are
on
me,
say, What of that?
condescend to reply to 1m anonymous mnl n:rcsponsJI~lc COI~l
A.nd my hair is white as snow."
I present you with a short notice from a wellumnieation signed 'S.,' in regard to the Order, pnbhshed m
knoV{n book, which I got with considerable difficulty. But my heart is warm, my head as level as usual, my 'The Journal' of last wel•k. Gentlemen-nnd mneh less tho
It is an old copy. It is called, "Introductory Lec- affections strong, my love of truth '(as found down at followers of the mPck 1tnd lowly Jesns, who, 'wiH•n he was
tures to the Study of the Books of the New Testa- the bottom of things) most sacred to me, mild as a reviled, reviled not again '-do not usc towar~l those who
differ from them on reli.rions ancl morttl qneshons the lanment," by John David Michaelis, published by Ton- cooing-dove to look at generally (I send .you my gna"'e
of rcvmwefnl llnlt uneultnred society, to wit, 'fiendish
son, in the Strand, 1761. The reason I quote from picture to verify this); but when truth, my I_mmo~tal 1\ateo' 'haters ~f God ' • fiemlish resolutions,' 'infemal false, ., ' vile and Pxecrable
'
this is simply this : I could hav brought· you a num- pet; is assaulted, then the thunder and hght_nmg hood,'
wretches,' etc., ete. 'Tl le pu bl'w
ber of the modern writers in Germany, but Free- come in, I grasp my old army musket, hold It at will be slow to belieYc tlutt any sneh language was nsed ~y
thinkei·s are very fond of quoting from this book, so " present," place my back against the rock of immu- any Christian man or woman, or approved ~y such, ~nd ~ill
infer that the said :trt.icle is spnrions, tendmg to lmng n~to
I was told. I believe it to be a substantially good table truth, and say,
disrespect the C!tnse of Christ mHl the good name of the Chnsaccount of the gospels. These acccounts, "like other
"Come one, come all, this rock shall fly
tian people and churches of Berrien Springs. .
. .
From
its
firm
base
as
soon
as
I."
ancient writers, they quote merely from memory, and
"May the good God, from whom all blessmgs ~ow, forg1Y
therefore inaccurately." You know that was not an This is my doctrin, as Robert says.
the writer of that article and all who may (tpprovc 1t!
"WORTHY PuTNAM, C. of A.. B. of H."
age of printing, but was an age when they had only
Walk in, dear friends, readers of THE TRUTH
manuscript rolls on which the scriptures were written; SEEKER; be seated, and I will tell you a thing or two
I administered a like treatment, seriatim, to all the
and it was a custom to quote from memory, and of the life and theological times we hav had in combined forces of evangelical alli~nce and holy war
therefore not so verbally as we should do in the Berrien Springs.
.
against the Brotherhood here, and It gav~ them all a
present day with the carefully printed book lying
I am well known as a Liberalist and Spiritualist. quietus, so they could not, or at least did not, peep
before us. I say that the four gospels, as we hav I-saw the world covered with theological darkness, in press or pulpit after that. ~hey were defeated,
them to-day; is substantially what Justin Martyr and gross unreason hanging over the people. I knew and gave up an open fight and fair field, but resorted
teaches us here in the second century.
that the great ten-to-one outside of the churches do to guerilla warfare. "Anything to beat that PutTwo other confirmatory evidences : All of you not and cannot accept and believe theological dogmas nam" was then the war-whisper. They knew the
present, I suppose, hav read what is called the letter as taught, and that doubt is permeating and honey- hold I had upon the schools, the young people, and
of Pliny Jumor, or Secundus, to the Emperor Trajan combing the evangelical world. I knew that the the children. They may have learned .that the sweet
with respect to the treatment of the Christians. If religion of humanity is the religion to be, in its own little girls would come of an evemng and hang
yon want outside testimony to the testimony of the good time, and I thought, and think, that time is bouquets of flowers upon the knob of ~y door and
Christian sects or societies, and if you want a record near at hand. I thereupon conceived the idea of run away like little sprites. The holle~t. of the
as to their practices, .yon hav the reference most starting an organization of, the outsiders into a body, female persuasion circulated freely and enJomed ~he
clearly and unmistakably in the letter of Pliny. He founded upon humanity and natural morality on a young, under holy influence at home! not to n?tiCe
records in the public letter to 'l'rajan, which of course basis so simple, specific, and self-evident that all me on the streets. This worked qmte well With a
was well known at the time, the existence of this unconverted persons could unite and accept its prin- few for a time; but I sent a circular to every house
people, who ht!ld substantially the same Christian ciples. I accordingly, by the approbation of a few in the village, in which was the following parabelief whlch we hold to-day.
noble minds, instituted the Brotherhood of Humanity
I go back now to another heathen writer, Suetonius, at Berrien Springs, placing on its primary card, as a graph:
"If, however, any lady, lady's boy, or lady's maid, s!w?ld,
who certainly does make distinct allusion to the central and basic principle, the following:
in their simplicity frown on me on account of my convwtwns
Christians. He makes an allusion to the Christians,
of trnth, good, a~d duty, I slmll giv them ~ silent passing
" Believing what is known, to no creed confined,
notice pitying their follv and not annoved m the least, go
!Jut then again we hav here the testimony of Ignatius.
Our brothers are the true of all humankind.
right ~n in my search aftc{· the good and ti·ue."
This Ignatius is a great name in the early church.
Love truth, do good, be just and kind to all:
Exalt the right, though every ism fall."
I put Ignatius before you as really one of the ChrisThis put a quietus upon that foolishness.
tian writers who bore witness in his day and generaThere was one more shot iii the locker; " one more
The above gem of principle and goodness was
tion for the Christian faith. Clement of Rome comes written for me by that dear, good, aged, poetic soul, left" as the autioneer says; a clernier on the "sittingnext.
I pliwe him before you to-night .boldly ; Eliza D. Valentine, of Natick; Massachusetts. The do~n-upon" principle," in the shape of a public inboldly I place him before you as a Christian writer principles on the primary card (which I append) sult to me, directly, by four holy sisters, two very
who is well known, and who bore testimony in the came right home to good sense and good heart, and strong in goodness, and two weak in intellect, which
first century to the same facts as we hav in the pres- the Brotherhood of Berrien Springs soon numbered culminated on this wise: A man once well known
ent day.
.
two hundred members of Berrien county and oue and beloved here had become a poor wanderer. He
Next to Clement comes Hennas, who wrote what hundred honorary members, scattered through the died in a distant state, and his good wife went and
we call "The Shepherd." Under the head "Apos- states and cities from Maine to California. The holy brought him home for buri.al. I was sel~cted to
tolic Writers," or writers in their days, we get, first people took alarm. They saw " their craft was in peiform the last sad rites to Ins memory at his grave.
of all, St. John, who lived according to the Christian danger." The timber from the .forest, relied on to On my commencing that service those four holy
church until the end of the first century. I place build up their churches, they found leaned from women started and walked away from the grave
before you the testimony of Tacitus, recorded by the them. "A low, slumbering earthquake lay pillowed with a gait, vim, strut, and spite, in look and action,
skeptical historian Gibbon; I place before you Taci- in fire," but they could not find a vulnerable point of which, if compared to the locomotion of tom-tnrkies,
tus as a witness to the truth substantially of the eruption. But they found· one, as they thought. A would demoralize the turkies badly. They halted at
Christian faith. I also place before you the testi- member of the Brotherhood died, directing that his about fifteen rods distant, and stood in the cemetery,
mony of Josephus. I know all that Freethinkers say Masonic brethren only should do his funeral service; four living monuments of the grace of God. When
with respect to Josephus, and I may be told that he but his remains were preached over by a right rev- I pronounced the last sad fare~ell to P?Or Frank,
was a Jew; that he would never hav written the pas- erend in a hell-fire-and-brimstone sermon, pronounced and said rJone (the saddest word m the umverse), but
sage which, I dare say, you all know, but I say that with a vim and a spite. All but the pions (I not lost to the lovi11g memory of father, mother,
Josephus seems to be something of the Freethinker should say good) were pained. The Brotherhood brothers, sisters, wife, and children, and these other
himself, and I place him before you as one who just criticised the proceedings by resolutions. Then dear friends who hav known him long and loved
mentioned and alluded to the fact of the Christian "the ball began." The right reverend preached him well, tears fell like the gentle rains, and sadly
church or sect.
three sermons against the Brotherhood, using bitter, the mourning friends took their homeward 'Yay.
I next pass to St. Peter and St. Paul, and I defy insulting, yet " Christian" words. Not satisfied
A "poor sinner" (all such are natural fnends of
all the Freethinkers in Europe to break down the with this, he wrote a letter to one of our papers, mine) remarking to me soon after upo.ll the godly
testimony of the Apostle Paul contained in these signed "S.," denouncing the Brotherhood in such conduct of those four retiring sisters in the Lord,
four epistles-the Epistle to the Romans, the two to amiable Christian phrases as the following: "Fiend- said, "Putnam, if those women should find you in
the Corinthians, and the Epistle to the Galatians. ish resolutions," "haters of God," "fiendish .hate," heaven they would retire in the same way, and the
Even the Freethinkers of Germany hav allowed that "infernal falsehood," "vile and execrable wretchefl," whole heavenly host would stop their singing, swing
these are the works of the Apostle Paul.
etc., etc.
their harps over their heads, and yell, Good-bye, ye
If I undertand rightly, Mrs. Besant does not
Anthony Comstock, Jr., and two stupendously bogus samts, you are not welcome here!"
believe in a great first cause and moral ruler of this pious ladies of high culture in the cause of Christ,
What a wicked thou_c:ht !
world. I do. I am not ashamed to say it. To me large in faith, and small in reason (smaller feminin
I will just say in conclusion, as the minister says,
a universe that has always been, human beings whose lights promising to assist), armed with a paper con- that those dear sisters in the Lord injured themselvs
life is simply confined to this world, and who hav no taining charges against the Brotherhood, and ex- so much in that "sitting-down-upon" process that
souls, are simply ridiculous and monstrous. I stand horting members of the order to withdraw, went they hav remained standing ever smce.
here before the Freethinkers in England, and I am through the town like medicin and made a " blue
Thus endeth the first lesson, and an item of my- renot ashamed· to say that I believe in a great first )londay" for Berrien Springs. One sweet lady told ligious experience. I hav now mostly ceased wntin~
cause, a great moral ruler of the universe, who· I her good husband if he did not withdraw from the and religions fighting, yet I hav much data of expenbelieve exercises a superintending providence over all Brotherhood she would not sleep with him. Under ience on the musty leaves of memory which I m~ght
things.
like fears of dire disaster fourteen of the members not write up and out except upon strong temptatiOn;
The testimony of St. Paul proves imlisputably that withdrew. The "cansus withdrawi" of some busi- but I giv special notice to my dear Christian friends
Jesus of Nazareth was a historical character, an ex- ness men was simply trade. The vacuum was filled they must not even attempt to punish me for my retraordinary character, and I say a divine character or in a little longer than no time by thirtycsix new mem- ligious convictions nor assault my life-long reputa·
per~on. LPt me remind you that there can be no dis ber&.
t ion n(lr tny cita(h•l 11f imhwrtal t.rnth, fot· t.lw foun-
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dation of which I hav dug down to the bottom of monstrated it as a mental problem and can announce .As ye would that others should do unto you so do ye to
them.
things. I am not provided with a swivel in my neck the result as an axiom. Reading excites reflection,
110 that when one cheek is smitten I can turn the and reflection }Jroduces conviction .. Remember that Let evel"y thought and word and act promote the kinguom of
heaven on earth.
other to the assailant. I will not do a wrong and I unpunished liberty of thought is the.goal, and that
Contented with the Past,
will not endure one. I hav an arsenal of swords, we hav been made mental ·slaves, and are still kept
Thankful for the Present,
}Jistols, pitchforks, gnus, bayonets, brickbats, blun- so by the Christian forces, who still hold the fort and
·
Hopeful for the Future.
derbu~ses, and battering rams (all mental you under- punish us as for crime for vowers of thought, inno- Love to Father God and Brother man ;
.Adoring the Good, the Beautiful, an<l 'rrue.
stand), by which some one might get hurt. You will cent per se, and beyond our control.
not infer this from my very amiable-looking picture,
Our most effectiv :reading is perused by the Liber.·
PLEDGE!
but my ever faithful and magnanimous friend, shown als themselvs, who do not need it, except for daily ·
the undersigned, do solemnly pledge ourselvs to folat my side, has the real grit, with all that that word menta,! food, as "the whole need not a phy1:1ician, but lowWe,
the Rules of this Brotherhood .accoriling to the best
implies, you may be assnrccl.
those that are sick," which means the poor bigoted light we hav, asking "charity that thinketh no edl" to
Now, my dear Bennett, I want your picture, I do, sinners who hav had the most monstrous. untruths consider, in its judgment of our conduct, our organi7.ation,
as Bro. Babcock says.
pounded into them, as was once the case with us. location, education, and temptation.
The right reverend referred to, by previous design This reading should go to them. Some who are fond
[PI'Om N. Y. Truth.)
and arrangement, left for other pastures green in ten of fire for something or somebody else will treat it
Another
Step
Toward Centl·alization.
days after receiving his quietus by the Brotherhood, with flames, but most will read it quasi-confidenwith our hearty inclorsal through the J?aper as being a tially, and the reflection upon it will tell. The tendThe centralizing influence in the Republican party
great helper of the order (indirectly). His church, ency will be to loosen them, and eventually cure them in Congress is again at work upon the mails. A
the foremost in attacking us, we left to pursue their of their horrid ideas and .orthodox foolishness. The provision has long existed on the Federal statute
own ways of goodness, knowing that like the earth it article of good Elmina on Liberal libraries is a brill- books authorizing the Postmaster-General to refuse
contained interr1al elements of eruption. The result iant idea, really a golden nugget presented to the the delivery of letters or money orders to illegal or
was a new minister, who first bounced the church, Leagues and Liberal forces. I say to the Leagues fraudulent lottei·ies. It may be within the province
then the church bounced him; and now the both par- all, and Liberals generally, Go right to work and do of the United States government to prevent the prosties lie heels up, hors dzt combat, at the beam ends of something about it.
titution of its mails to the use of swindlers, and there
the even scales of justice.
.
Send out THE TRUTH SEEKER "far and wide, on its certainly would be no objection on the part of honest
The Brotherhood; though reported, in the interest mission of mercy, good sense, reason, and truth. It citizens so long as the prohibition operates only
of the cause of Christ, dead, yet they arc alive and is the most effectiv missionary on the Western Con- against that· class of people that prey upon the
well, making no public fuss about it, but think firm, tinent, a two-edged .sword that always hits and credulity of others; but there is danger enough in
act firm, stand firm, believing what is known, and no hurts, and never fails of results. A clergyman of the principle of putting an espionage upon the mails,
more; taking truth for authority and. not authority for talent, in charge of a good congregation, who is my though for the best purpose, to make even the protruth. Its fundamental principles are so self-evident, confidential frrend, tells me that he reads it, and vision of the Federal law extremely doubtful in its
simple, and natmal that nothing but work is needed, knows that other ministers do in private. I know this benefits. It is giving the Postmaster-General the
backed by means, to bring in and organize the great friend does not believe the doctrin he preaches, and al"bitrary power to adjudicate ex parte upon the busiunconverted of the country. I think I do know this he strongly hints that he knows that other clergymen ness of citizens, determining without any opportufrom our experience here. If one man of indepen- do not. The ways and means are to let THE TRUTH nity to them to be heard in their defense that they
deuce, talent, and means in each county could and SEEKER and compeers, Liberal books, and tr;tcts by are swindlers, denying them mail facilities, and
would do all the thinking, all the writing, all the mail, and circulating libraries, fall thick as leaves in fastening an odium upon them which no man ought
thinking, all the walking, all the talking, all the Valombrosa into parsonages and. orthodox homes, to be compelled to bear without a fair and opeu trial.
praying, all the paying, all the extending, all the de- thus turning the tables of missionary work, and placBut the amendment now proposed, at the suggesfendiug, and stand up br·avely and bear all the curs- ing truth where it will do most good. But how shall tion of the Postmaster-General, too, is to strike out
ing, all would. be lovely. But no one can work for this be done? I answer,Bytheuseof money. Buthow the words "fraudulent" and "illegal," thus authornothing, board himself and others too, all his life. shall this be obtained? I will rise and explain. Lib- izing that functionary to prohibit the use of the mail~<
His body, patience, and pocket will grow seedy and erals, of every name and· sort, my voice is unto you, to all lotteries, no matter how legal their status, or
ragged after awhile. I refer this matter to Leland, and unto you I call. I mean especially the rich in how honest their operations.
Elmina, Goddard, Walker, Green & Co., for· consider- means and strong in faith. I say," Shell out!" not
There is a graver question involved. in this propoation _ and essays on the cause and cure of this so· much as a donation as for your own protection and sal than the mere question of the moral character of
condition of things.
happiness. The orthodox pay out liberally to pre- the business of carrying on a lottery. It is an act ou
Allow me to switch.off from the track of experience vent being damned in future, but yon are damned the part of the general government which would
to exposition of the use of Liberal work. Oui bono, already by them; and from the fort they hold, and deprive the states of their rights respectively to regwhat good.? I answer, the world is enslaved in from behind the coward's castle, they treat the inter- ulate the business of their own citizens. It would
thought by the evangelical and Roman alliance of est and reputation of yonrselvs and families most establish a police regulation within states whose
the civilized world that still holds the fort. But in damnably. Think and talk of this uy night and day, policy might be opposed to it, and it would withhold
what way? In this-the unconverted unbelievers are at home and abroad, by land and by sea; remember the use of the mails from men engaged in a lmsines;.;
denounced, and that continually, by pulpit and press, this intensely when you make your wills, and "shell which their state might recognize and protect as
in modified terms in this age to be sure, but in fact out," "giv down," and thereby giv happiness and legitimate and legal.
and effect, that such are enemies to God, criminals in religious liberty to your fellow-men, and. gain for
Such a proposition ought uot to be considered in
fact in his sight, so great and infinit as to deserve yourselvs great names. Again I say, "Shell out !"
connectiou with the particular business whidr it aim~
and receive by the judge of all the earth a sentence . Perhaps you may say, "Shell out yomself." Well, to cripple, but npon broad., general principles, for if
to the agonies of fire of eternal duration; and for I hav done that till my hairs are gray, my motion the precedent is once fully established that Congress
what? Why, simply because the outside world do slow, and my exchequer cries aloud for mercy; but I may deny mail facilities to one class of lmsiuess
not and cannot believe as the church does. I tell look at the humble efforts I hav made for liberty of enterprise, which has a legal standing in any state,
you, Liberals of every class, name, and nature, in the thought, and I see arising a little monument to my they will sooner or later widen the scope of their
name of humanity and. in sight of all the gods and memory.
prohibition, and every kind of business to which the
demons of the univercrelum who, if reduced to the
Libei·als all, to you I call. I offer you my hand, and mails are a necessity will be subject to the will of
least common denominator of diabolical atrocity, hav a "good bless yon !" in my heart for every one. Congress.
could not and wo"i1ld not do it; and no god that is a Don't fight, don't wrangle, don't hate each other!
A less radical movement was frowned upon by the
god has ever said he would. (The logical deduction Don't divide yourselvs, but your enemies to conquer. Senate in 1836. It was in connection with the slaveis that Christians are worse than clemons.}· I de- Universal law works in harmony, and that always holding interest. J olm C. Calhoun proposed that all
nounce it. as a damnable lie in two senses; I denounce tells in results. Don't throw overboard the captains antislavery documents should be destroye(l by po~t
it as against the universal natural sense of justice in of your ships; they might sink by such foolishness. masters immedi;ltely upon coming into a slave state
mankind; I denounce it as against every law of jus- -Strive ~o see who can best work and bes~ ag;ree. through the mails. It will be obsened that be dill
tice in the universe. That concentrated demon should Don't hrt Robert G. Ingersoll because he vanes from not go so far as to propose that antislavery dol'narrest every Christian teacher and church in this world many of you in ways and means. You cannot hurt ments should not be carried in the mails, which
for criminal libel of his better nature, if there was a him if you do hit him. He is the noblest Roman of would hav been analogous to the proposition now
court of adequate jurisdiction to administer justice yon all. He i~ a brilliar~t star ~n the zenith of this before Congress; but his bill was defeated.. upon
upon it.
country, thro~rmg out Ius blazmg beams of golden constitutional grounds, such senators as Clay aml
You say that the rack, the dungeon, and the stake thought and lrght, backed by great moral worth and Webster arraying thernselvs against it. From that
hav passed away. First, let me tell you that the Lib- intellectual strength, 'Yhile in the dismal nadir is a time until Anthonv Comstock's law against the
erals passed them away by standing up boldly in the countless ho~t preachmg . about the fall of man and passage of vile lite;·ature through the mail, it was
face of civil power and demanding that such atrocities total depravrty, and praymg that Ingersoll may be understood that Congress had no power to regulate
should cease, arid they did cease. But I will tell you cast down. This won't do, don't J:'OU r.Jee?
.
mail matter by its literary character. It was assumed
how they can and do punish yon in this age for asSo much, my clear: Bennett, fr~m your fnend that any letter upon any subject, however expressed,
serting your diverse but honest religious convictions. 'Vorthy, and -I would rt were worthrer. But "what might go through the mails, and that any interferThey will slander yon by lies (for the glory of God is writ is writ." Like Hamlet's ghost, my thoughts ence with such productions as ought to be Jistributed.
would work more mischief in the dangerous preet•. .
like St. Paul) to affect your moral character or general would 1!-ot down.
good reputation; they will undermine your business;
_Recerve the benechctron: And now ma_y gra.ce that d.ent it might establish than it could do good i~r its
they will injure your social' standing; and ·when they is grace, g~·eat l?eace, harmony, and. lovmg kmd.ness particular application. Comstock, however, atm?d
are permitted to perform service over your remains be and abrde wrth you and all Lrbcrals, of every at the suppression of a traffic so vile and dPmorahzby preachinO" the "truths of the 0<rospel " as they call name, now and henceforth.
\V OR'l'HY PuTNAM.
inO" which had spread itself over the country under
it, they cal~ly pretend to believe and. l~ave others to
Berrien Springs, Jlfich., Dec. 10, 1880.
co~er of the sanctity of the mails, that there .w~s ~10
infer that yon are a great criminal before God, who
P. S.-I inclose the card of the Brotherhood of dissenting voice when he proposed to prohrbrt rts
transmission through these channels.
will con'sign yon to eternal torture for the sin of un- Humanity:
W. P.
This law w.as speedily followed by the one probelief. This is what they do and delight to do. And
this is what they will do and cont.inue to practice till
BROTHERHOOD OF HU:M.ANITY
hibiting the delivery of letters of fraudulent and
you arise in numbers and in the might of noble men
AT BERRIEX SPHINGS, MICH.
illegal lotteries, and now it is propm<ed to go a step
fm•ther and put all lotteries, honest and legal as well
and women demand the unpunishable liberty 0f hononJEC1'S oF 1'HE oRDER:
as fraudulent and illegal, under the ban.
est religious conviction.
'l'o promote Unity, Soci!tbility, Charity,
Should this measure be carried into effect, it is
But you say, What can we do about it? Now, Bro.
Friendship, Kindness, Hone~ty,
Putnam, what means of action and plan of revoluTruth and Justict~ in the Humane. difficult to conceive what may come next. The pro•
hibition party might become sufficiently strong in
tion do you propose? I will state them ncgativ and
ITS PRINCIPLES :
ConO"ress to deny mail facilities to the liquor trade,
affirmativ. First, reforms that are permanent, civil
Btllicving what is known, to no creed confined,
not;ithstanclinD" that that is a legal and legitimate
or religious, work slowly as the accretions of the
Our brothers are tho true of all humankiu1l.
business in rw~rly every state of the Union. The
rock, solidly, gradually. Cyclorles are iconoGlastic
Love truth, do good, be jnst and kind to nU;
next step might be to shut out heretical rl'!igious
but they do not build. Disputations, earnest or \
Exalt. the right though every ism fall.
publications from the mail, and from that pomt tht•
angry, do not convince any one, bnt confirm more.
chasm is not very wide to a suppression of 11olitical
strongly previous convictions.
ITS GOLDEN RULES 0~' LIFE :
documents.
Reading is t~e thing, and that exactly. I hav de-:
Keep an Even Mind.
1
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and cruel as that of the priesthood. Many times skeleton in the closet that cannot be got rid of. I
they hav become like a great overgrown cancer on know as much about so-called religious consolation as
the body politic. Through their fanaticisms an~ in- anyone, and I know that whenever its meaning: is
ordinate ambitions they hav plunged whole natiOns confronted with an honest and earnest purpose, gomg
[.A L"·ture Delit,tl-.d at App/elJet Hall, Chicago.]
into
the most blood-thirsty wars that ever laid waste to church is like gathering nettles for roses, or kissThe Clergy.
ing the cold and pallid lips of death and declaring
the fair fields of earth.
BY GEORGE CHAJ:NEY.
that
they are warm and tremulous with life and love.
From
time
to
time
men
hav
risen
who
hav
sougllt
/
When
the world was honest in its faith, they called
to
reform
the
priesthood,
like
Jesus
and
Luther,
but
There are in these United States of America seventv thousand men and a few women who come on their work a more powerful hierarchy has been it ghostly consolation, and only sought it when there
under the title of this lecture. They do nothing to birilt. Jesus himselfis looked upon as a great high- was no more hope of earthly comfort.
Every priest is a salaried servant in a carnival of
increase the world's wealth, and yet they are fed and priest. Both king and priest wei"e born of fear ;
clothed. They travel on their local railroads for both are eternal prnrpers; both are relics of barba- death. His work is to hold a false mask over the
half price, and are dead-heads at most of the lectures, rism; both retain then· power by virtue of our rev- horrid skeleton of superstition, and to twine flowers
charity concerts, and circuses. Tlrey do not always erence for antiquity. What a farce is a king in a around the dagger of fear. He is a pall-bearer at
go to the circus, and when they do, it is for the laud- civilized country! He livs in costly palaces. At his the funeral of human joy, and a hangman at the
able purpose of studying zoology. They are called feet thousands of better men and women kiss the murder of human intelligence. In escaping from
"reverends" and "rig]1t reverends," "deacons" and dust in servil hitmility. Vast revenues must be this service I felt like one who had fled from a
" elders," " fathers " and "priests," "parsons'' and raised by taxing the creations of labor with which to charnel-house. I do not say theRe things from any
"preachers," "bishops" and "archbishops," but all support him. He is clothed in vanity, and plays but ill-will, but even as an escaped slave might describe
varieties come under the general title of "the a harlequin's part in the great drama of life. All the the bondage from which he had fled in order to
clerav."
ambitions he kindles in the hearts of his subjects are hasten the delivery of his friends and brethren from
B~fore I go any further let me tell you that this vain and selfish. Instead of protecting the people the dominion of the lash and bloodhound.
I would take from the clergy their pl"iestly funclectnre is not devoted to the abuse of the clergy. I from war, he is more likely to involve them in it.
.do not intend to say half such had things about them Where valor and wisdom are needed on the battle- tions. I would withdraw them from the service of
as tl1e man did whom they worship as a gQd. He field, he is found often entirely destitute of the de- ghosts to that of suffering human flesh and blood.
called them "ravening wolYes," "whited sepul. mand that called him into power. His vanity and I would keep them from gazing idly into the skies,
chers," "blind leaders of the blind,"" liars, and chil- folly keep the land impoverrshed in times of peace that they may see the flowers blossoming at their
dren of their father the devil." Taking into consid- by maintaining a vast standing army. Now, we hav feet. I would stop them from spending valuable
eration the service they are engaged in, I verily learned in this country that the people are the true time to save people from imaginary hells, that they
believe that tl1ey are, on the whole, better than we sovereign power. Instead of serving in degradation may help to fill up the real ones of i~norance, povhav any right to e::q)ect them to be.
a king, we strive to select men of capacity and states- erty, vice, and crime. I would take from them tho
Though the thing for which I am most truly tha.nk- manship from our number, and bid them serve us. livery and badge of servitude and clothe them in the
ful this morning is that I am no longer a clergyman, We hav learned that to cover the land with a net- beautiful garments of liberty.
I hav no fault to· find with individuals, but I do
still I bear those whose company I am quite willing work of railroads is better protection than all the
to dispense with for the future no malice. They are glittering steel of bayonets. We hav found that to say that this whole thing is like the worship of a
more to be pitied than blamed. There are among dot the land with furnaces and factories is a surer deadly serpent, the sowing of thistles, the culture of
them many of the best of men. There rises before safeguard than 'a Chineile wall or a coast-line brist- a cancer, the working for peace by maintaining a
my imagination many a minister's home, sacred with ling with cannon. We hav learned that the intelli~ standing army, the spreadmg of a pestilence by
kindly memories of the past, of eyes soft and tremu- gent volunteer soldier, who fights for the protection giving away for cbarity'11 sake the garments of the
lous with light and love, of hands clasping in strong of a happy home and a free republic, is better than dead, as the pouring of oil instead of water upon a
but tender embrace, of footsteps as soft as the velvet the soldier who is trained to fight as a profession. destructiv fire. Seventy thousand men in this counfoot of time, of voices as gentle as a summer breeze, We know that the best way to avoid war is to make try alone employed to teach people to despise the
laden with the breath of many flowers; of a sweet no preparations for it save in the general prosperity flowers of earth to gather impossible ones in the
welcome that left no room for donbt, and of greet- of the land. But while we hav in this country out- skies; to hold the embraces of human love as sinful
ings that slew at once embarrassment. Remembering grown the king, we are most grievously priest-rid- in order to enjoy those of a ghost; to be ignorant
these things, and how unselfishly many of them labor den. The creation of mortal fear is to us a hideous concernin~ the revelations of science in order to be
for humanity, I say again that they are better than mockery, but the offspring of immortal fear has his wise in the wild imaginings of some half-savage
we ought to expect. .Still I believe they would all be foot upon our necks. All our property is taxed indi- Eastern sheik; to shun as vanity the grand creations
better men, at least more manly men, and do more rectly to support these servants of shadowy ghosts of immortal genius in the drama and opera for the
good in the world, if they were engaged in some and defunct hobgoblins. Though we no longer sake of enjoying the dull monotonies of the sermon
other work.
murder the bodies of our children to appease these and the prayer-meeting.
This cannot last. The intelligence of the world
What are the facts in human nature and history specters of fear, we still murder their hearts and
that are responsible for the existence of the priest? minds by the wholesale. When a fanatic like Free- has left the church. The real intellectual leaders of
By going back to the cradle of humanity we find man repeats the inhumanities of the past, we cry out our day hardly consider it worth noticing. The
that the priest and king were produced by the same against these murderous practices, and yet the finest great world is too much engaged with more imprinciple; and that principle was fear. Our savage buildings in all our cities are the endowment and portant concerns to trouble itself much about these
follies. Thousands of men who go to church do so
ancestors feared two kinds of foes, seen and unseen. support of the same.
About them lurked other savage tribes ready to atChristianity, in its primary meaning, is only an out of mere complacency to a superstition they deem
tack them at any time. They wanted some one who offering of humanity to appease a villainous and a too powerful to oppose. The books that the church
was strong and valiant to lead them in battle. If one blood-thirsty God. Theology is the barbarian's in- writes are no longer read. Pious people buy them
of their number could wield a heavier ax, bend a terpretation of the universe, and, in the light of out of a sense of duty, but seldom read them.
stronger bow, run a swifter race, or throw a spear a science, is all the baseless fabric of a dream. Every Church people are no longer controversial, because
longer distance, he was chosen chief or lord or king. god is the fossilized nightmare of a savage brain; they are ignorant of the fundamental articles of their
About them, they ignorantly imagined, lurked every miracle is the folly of ignorance. All worship churches. Ministers who are influenced by their
unseen powers. To their untutored minds the light- of the unknown is the stammering of fear. Ages of congregations instinctivly shun theology. A good
ning's lurid bolt, the earthquake's rude shock, the devotion change the n~e into love, but the serpent sermon is a bundle of pretty sentences that don't
volcano's fiery storm, the destroying p!lstilence and is coiled within the flowers. These seventy thousand mean anything in particular. If a church gets a
fsmin, were all wielded by evil spirits seeking their men are all employed to feed and keep alive a crawl- minister who preaches so that the people remember
harm. To their thought the woods, the seas, the ing, deadly, slimy serpent of superstition. Every and talk about what is said, there is sure to be
mountains and leavee, were all infested with these black robe is symbolic of the dark clouds of gloom trouble. Whole regiments of ministers meet in conunseen foes. They wanted some one to coax or buy and terror that hav risen from the swamps of the vention and pass resolutions upon almost every subthem into good behavior. They had sheep and oxen, world's ignorance and brutality. I am not blind to ject beneath the sun, without changing to any perenemies taken in war, the first fruits of the land, and the fact that there are plenty of people who still ceptible degree the things they resolve about. The
!lOmetimes, out of the impotence of their fear, their believe in gods, devils, ghosts, heaven, and hell, and intellect of the world has left the church stranded
own children to giv to them. The men who officiated that these beliefs are the comfort of their lives, and upon the barren rocks of speculation. No flower
in these rites of sacrifice were supposed to be made that it is a dear and sacred privilege for them to blooms there. No wave of joy kisses them. They
~acrecT by their labor. Thus was born the priest, fa- maintain the ministry. Nor do I deny their right to are all black and moss-grown. Science has conquered.
thered by fear, mothered by terror, and empowered do so. They hav always been taught that thi~ is the It has already rung upon the dial of time the deathby a supposedly sacred character springing out of the consolation·of life. They hav never had any chance knell of superstition. We no longer fear the church
idea that these unseen powers must think more highly to compare their experience with that which looks a~ an intellectual power. The stamp of inferiority,
of those who offered them these gifts than of the upon all these- things as degrading superstitions. as Mr. Ingersoll says, is upon every orthodox brain.
common people. This simple fact is at the bottom They know not the high joys of a free mind and a Even children laugh at its old wives' fables. Politof all distinctions between laity and clergy. These fearless heart. They hav never compared the intoxi- ical parties begin to beg for the votes of its oppofirst priests naturally established numerous rules con- cation of courage with the stupor of faith.
nents. Publishers cater tt> the tastes of unbelievers.
cerning these offerings. Some of them were the
The power of habit and woe is something wonder- The name of Joseph. Cook, the latest champion theremost trivial and disgusting, such as shaving their ful. :Many a slave has hugged his bondage as a of, has become a byword and a reproach. 'l'he
bodies, putting blood on their right ear, right thumb, divine blessing. In olden times men tormeuted their brightest minds of England, France, Germany, and
and right great toe, or anointing their bodies witl1 poor bodies with stripes and hunger for pleasure, America are openly infidel to its doctrins. A French
ointment, or the pronouncing over the entrails of a lived in caves and tombs, or crouched for years in drama that stabs superstition through and through
bird killed above a running stream certain magical one position on the tops of pillars for sweet consola- was nightly applauded in New York. The passion
words. The Old Testament is full of these sickening tion.
play is to be a part of this winter amusements. In
and barbarian details. Many of these priests being
The history of religion is the history of self- every city leading church members are to be found
sincere in their fear of the gods they served, would deception. The blessed consolations of religion are willing to pay Ingersoll a dollar to hear him smite
fast and pray until, in their excited imagina- still of the same order as those of the pillar and with all the power of wit and ridicule, of pathos, of
tions, they beheld the faces or forms of these tomb. Thousands of people expect to praise God for tears and laughter, all that they profess to regard as
ghosts, and heard them speak. What they heard sending their fathers and mothers, brothers and divine.
they told to the people, and these words were re- sisters, to hell. Millions hav believed that the torIt is useless to ignore these things. Straws tell
ceived as revelations. All the first priests were thus ments of the damned would augment their pleasures which way the current is going. But these are logs
looked upon as mediators, or go-betweens. As these in heaven. Many people find more pleasure in a w?i?h can be seen by all. For the present I am
revelations hav generally instructed the people that funeral than a wedding, while to thousands a hang- wrllmg to acknowledge that the clergy may be in
they couldn't please their gods in any better way ing is a feast of joy. It is principally the same part a necessary evil. Millions of people still think
than by taking good care of their priests, they hav strange freak in human nature that leads people to they need their services. Young men still enter
been so liuerally cared for that they hav always had find pleasure in going to church, to be told of eter- upon it in the spirit of unselfish devotion. But we
much leisure time to devote to study. Hence they nal torments, or of the pleasure that awaits them who know these things cannot keep silent, nor keep
at first were the oracle11 of wisdom and the cultivators after death in the embrace of a ghost.
from doing our best to teach mankind that they will
of knowledge. As long as they retained their supeA veil of poetry and mysticism is drawn over the- be much better off when they can dispense altogether
riority the power they wielded was enormous. In the ology by human love and genius, but there is always with the services of priests. I intend to do what litllistory of humanity no power has been so exacting a ghost at the banquet table that will not down, a tle I can in this direction, because the life of every
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minister who is not stupid is a tragedy. I know Ibut who will come and take you by the hand, and l stolen from Africa would be benefited by the Chriathat you will find many ministers with a self-satis-' say; "Cheer up, old fellow; I will stand by you as, tian example of the gentlemen who stole him.
fied and contented look who go around hugging their long as I hav a dollar to help myself with."
I If preachers would turn their attention to cooking
honors and easy life. But while their stomachs may
·
[coNCLUDED NEXT .WEEK.]
·
i for the next three months they would do more good
be full, their brainil will be empty. Many of the11e
I' than they hav_ done by preaching in the last 300 years.
are good, well-meaning men, against whom it would
A man has a better right to love his wife than love
be folly to be vexed; who,because they are sincere,
Ingersoll's Creed~
God.· He .cannot help God, but he can sunound his
find favor and comfort in their profession. But with
..
Iwife's life with a halo of love and tenderness and
the men who read, who understand the world, who LACONIC. AND E~GRAMMATIC EXPRESSIONS FROll ms,i joy.
hav the passions and ambitions of men because they
LATEST LECTURE, "WHAT ¥UST WE no TO BE I "They shall lay hands on the sick and they shall
SAVED."
hav brains enough to see the probabilities and opporrecover." This was foretold of the preachers. But
tunities of life, existence is a tragedy. The life
I do not wish to be a charity angel.
when they get sick themselvs they fly to the doctor.
they liv in their studies is divorced from that of their
Honest industry is as good as pious idleness.
.A little miracle now, right here-just a little
public ministrations. The intellectual sweets of
Every demenstrated fact is a verse in my Bible.
one-would do more toward the advancement of
their lives all hav to be stolen in secret. A blush of
Every schoolhouse is a cathedral in my religion.
Christianity than ·an the preaching of the last thirty
shame degrades them in their own self-respect every
Real charity is to help the poor to help themselvs. years.
time they stifle their honest thought. The authors
The Presbyterian God damns people to glorify
Study the religion of the body in preference to the
whos~ ~ompany they keep, whose glowing thoughts himself.
religion of the soul. A healthy body will giv a
and hvmg words of genms are to them more than . No devil has ever been so bad as the 'Presbyterian healthy mind, and a healthy mind will destroy supertheir daily food, are by their creeds condemned to God.
stition.
eternal torment. Their real life must be hiduen beChrist believed the temple of God to be the heart
Jesus Christ was a Nazarene peasant, a great, good,
neath lock and key while they masquerade in artifi~ of man.
and serene man, and I pay him the tribute of my
cial face and unnatural garments before the public.
There was never a Presbyterian half so bad as his love and my tears. But for the theological Christ I
Having the wants and ambitions of men, they are Icreed.
hav no respect.
forbidden to satisfy them. Because they wear a false
I hav no ambition to be a winged pauper of the
The best man ever God made deserved damning,
face, the world puts on a mask whenever they come skies.
according to the Presbyterians, the moment he wal'l
before it. From them men and women hide their
If ever I go to heaven 1 want to take my reason done, and then thiuk that we must go back to the
natural lives. It is almolit impossible for them to with me.
same shop for repairs!
know the world. They are always treated as comIf I owe Smith $10 and God forgivs me, that don't
If I meet in heaven some man whom I gouged on
pany, and kept in the parlor. They become effemi- pay Smith.
earth out of $300, and which God forgave me, he'll
nate and unnatural. They are as unpleasant company
If we can't hav a heaven without a hell, then-abol- be likely to make it imcomfortable for me and make
to natural men and women as an egg cooked only on ish both.
.
me wish I'd settled ia another star.
one side is disagreeable food to most people. Do
God will not damn a g~od citizen, a good father, or
It is easier for a camel to pass through the eye of
you think they are not sensible of this? Do you im- a good friend. .
,
.
a needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom
agin that they are complimented to hav the world
Upon the shadoWy shore of death. the sea of trouble of heaven. But when did yori see a rich church
play hide-and-seek with them? Would you like to casts no wave.
.
member unload because of this text?
feel as though you were regarded as a hired eavesIf there is a God in the universe he will not damn
An infallible pope is no more absurd than an infaldropper to a God? Would you feel it an honor- to an honest man.
lible book, and a good deal better in some ways, for
hav men and women afraid to let you know what they
There is only one true worship, and that, is the you can change the pope but you can't the book, lill·
are made of, for. fP.ar you would tell tales out of practice of justiee.
less you keep revising it all the time.
school? It is true they are called embassadors from
Whenever a man can climb, help him climb, and
The Protestants say miracles ceased with the aposthe g_ourt of heaven, but they are none the leslil treated make him climb.
tolic age. The Catholics say they are going right
as though they were spies. Do you think that they
Fear is a kind of dagger with which hypocrisy as- along now just ail much as ever they were; aud I
do not know that they are employed to help people sassinates the soul.
think they are. The new ones are just as good as
deceive themselvs and one another? They enter
After baptism you belong to the firm and get ras- the old.
.
upon this work, most of them, in all sincerity. cality at first cost.
Gradually, however, as reason's flame grows brighter,
I will never ask God to treat me any fairer than I
George Chainey.
the darkness and falsehood of theology are revealed. do my fellow-men.
George Chainey, the new recruit to Liberalism from
This discovery, that they are wedded to a body of
Our murderers are all saved. They go from the the orthodox pulpit, is doing a grand work in westdeath, and consecrated to the service of the grave, is gallows direct to glory.
ern New York and northern Pennsylvania. During
a tragedy in itself. You say if they do not believe
People who hav the smallest souls make the most the last few days he has lectured in Farmington,
it, let them renounce it. That is easier said than fuss about saving them.
Macedon, Palmyra, Salamanca, Steamburg, and
done. With their faith in these doctrins goes trust
Make the best of this world ; do the s;tme of the Randolph. Next week he will speak in Bradford,
in a divine Providence. A wife and children are de. next when you get there.
Olean, and Corry, Pa., two evenings each. Mr.
pendent on them. To them the world is all strange.
Let any church get control of power and you hav Chainey would like to speak every evening during
The material wants of life become more real anu the end of political liberty.
the next two months in some place in western New
valuable as the B]Jiritual fade away like ghoste at the
If I go to heaven and see even one of .thos!) I love York or northern Pennsylvania. His terms are readawn of day. Occasionally the circumstances are in hell, I'll want to emi~rate.
sonable, and parties desiring his services are requestsuch that one has the courage to break the fetters
There is not a word m the gospel about keeping ed to correspond with the undersigned at once 110
and be free, but ninety-nine out of every hundred Sunday and going to church.
that arrangments can be made some time in advance
who come to this awakening find it impossible to
The most sacred edifice ever reared is home; the that will save railroad expense. 1\:Ir. Chainey is an
break the strong net of destiny. A church is not most sacred altar the fireside.
able, eloquent speaker and admirably adapted to
As if an infinit God would stand angry forever and the work he has undertaken, that of giving the peolike a boarding-house, out of which one can go because he does not like the coffee. There is in it, ever at the insect called man !
ple mental liberty. I hope my Liberal friends in
especially to the minister, a good deal of the characChrist was a _blasphemer in his day, and the every town in the vicinity above mentioned will imter of a marriage for better or worse, for riche!:_ or scribes and Pharisees crucified him for it.
mediately arrange for one or more of Mr. Chainey's
poorer. It becomes a home from which it is hard to
The first church is the Catholic. She i11 the mother lectures. Friends, let us now improve this opportugo in obedience to the stern voice of duty and con- of all, and she believes the most.
nity of greatly accelerating the Liberal movement in
science. Soft, honeyed words of love entreat them
The men who saw the miracles all died long ago. this section of country.
H. L. GREEN.
to stay. Bright eyes and fair arms hold them back. I wasn't acquainted with any of 'em.
Salamanca, N. Y.
All the gathered friendship of. years of devotion
Dignity is a mask some .people wear to keep you
holds them captiv. Their whole training has de- from finding out how little they know.
Encoru·agement and a Correction.
prived them of that healthy manhood that prefers
Just in proportion as a nation is most religious it is
the "storm and tempest of thought rather than the nearest being a nation of paupers.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
dead calm of ignorance and faith." To forego the
John Calvin and John Knox fitted each other like thank you for the nice bundle, forwarded last week,
love and confidence of dear friends is by no means the upper and lower jaws of a wild beast.
containing all of your foreign letters. They read as
an easy task. It is easy for us to excuse those who
Presbyterianism looks upon a baby as a lump of if they had written themsel-vs without any effort
thus turn aside from the path of rectitude because total depravity; I, as a bud of humanity-.
whatever. I hav no word of fault to find with them
blinded by the gathering tears of human affection.
I want to satisfy every mother rockmg her baby except they do not last long enough. Now that yon
The ministry is not perhaps so much to blame for that she is not raising kindling wood for hell.
are home again, may peace and plenty wait on you
I would rather be annihilated than sit at God's during the coming new year. To this end I hope our
this hard state of things as those are who sit in the
pews. Let the congregations hire them as teachers right hand and know that a man was damned.
friends will all renew and pay up their subscription!!
rather than as attorneys sworn to defend a cause,
If you go to hell it will be for not practicing the very promptly.
whether true or false. Let them invite them to virtues which the Sermon on the Mount proclaims.
Dear Liberal friends, let us realize how much betpreach their doubts as well as beliefs. Let them be
The church of Home teaches that we can make ter our editors can labor if we, their readers, all do
willing to treat a man decently and respectfully even God happy by burying girls in his penitentiaries.
our parts without begging, even if we hav to make a
though he does renounce their creed. As it is,
If you forgiv others God will forgiv you. That's little sacrifice. I giv you all a kindly greeting, and
churches pay a premium on insincerity and hypoc- a fair bargain. You get nothing more than yon may each and every one of us liv at peace with ourrisy. They tempt their ministers to deceive them by earn.
selva and all the world, making our lives gracious
showing their· teeth to everyone who tries to nudeHeason is the light of the soul,. and if you havn't with a healthful, natural morality, growing each day
ooive them. You who belong to the church may de- the right to follow it, what hav you the right to fol- braver, grander, more tender, thus showing our
nomiCe me with your lips for telling these things, low?
myth-believing friends that real goodness is not
but in your heart of hearts yon know I speak the
The churches for hundreds of years h;tv always dependent on a hope of heaven or a cringing fear of
truth. EveTy man and woman of common sense will been willing to trade off treasures in heaven for cash hell.
And,_ friend Bennett, allow me to correct a statesee at once that these things are sadly and fearfully down.
true. While, then, I excuse the clergy; while, then,
It is more important to love your children and ment I saw in THE TRUTH SEEKER of December 4th
I say nothing against them personally; while some home than Christ; you can't help him and you can't in regard to Bro. Walser's paper. Instead of its
of the best of men are to be found in the ministry, hurt him.
being "suspended," it is to become a weekly. I
yet I claim that they would be far better out of it,
'fhe Episcopal church is very fond of dignity. Let received the last monthly issue yesterday, and mailed
for no one can continue subject to these influences everything be done decently and in order, no matter him to-day my subscription for next year. I would
not hav the nice little Libe;rallose a single subscriber
and not suffer from them. They not only tend to who goes to the devil.
emasculate, but also to make heartless. 'l'here is a
If Christ were to come again and the churches because of a mistake. I feel mueh interested in Mr.
show of humanity, but on the whole it is so artificial were to try to crucify him, as they did before, I Walser's conception of a town for Liberals. To somQ
that there is no real warmth and comfort. If you would do my best to prevent it.
of us, footsore and weary from long journeyings over
were in real, downright trouble, there are not many
The church of England exists by law and a man is a ·via dolorosa, it looks like tt real city of rest, a home
ministers you would send for. You know too well ., .. ved by act of Parliament. I suppose thousands of beyond the storms.
that thei·e is Tom or. Harry, who swears and drinks,
uls hav been damned on demurrer.
HENRIETTA L. BUCKNER, M.D.
Rockford, Ill., Dec. 8, 1880
and gets the better of you when he Cll.u in a bargain,
\Vhitfield believed in slavery because thQ negro
1
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friends t}_link it of the greatest importance that souls
be brought to Jesus, but we think it of far greater
consequence that they are brought to the temple of
D• M • BENNETT ' E DITOR.
h 1
f th
reason, and that they learn to know. t e aws o
e
universe and the importance of obeymg them. Y~s,
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEAR. let THE TRUTH SEEKER hav a widely-eA.-tended circulation and a healthy growth.
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error should be willing to contribute a little to dispel
the hell of ignorance which still curses the world.
20. Because there is no better way to disseminate
the truths of Liberalism than by the general circulation of Liberal periodicals and publications, and
because there are none better calculated to meet this
want than TnE TRUTH SE"EKER a!1d its publications.
These remark are not written in a boastful spirit,
but as statements of fact susceptible of the strongest
proof.

1. Because it is an outspoken, unfaltering, and
"Stop My Paper."
fearless foe to supernaturalism, ecclesiasticism, and
New Year's Greeting.
theological falsehoods.
There are many disagreeable sounds to be heard in
.
2. Because, besides being. an unbeliever in the the course of a lifetime, many phrases and sentences
·we WIBh a Happy New Year to every patron of fables and myths of the past, it is a firm believer in most unpleasant to the ear; but to a publisher none is
TnE TRUTH ~EEKER and to everyreader under whose! the eternality of the universe-the sum of all matte:t, so harsh and grating as "Stop my paper." To the
1 May 1881 prove to be all forces, all existences.
eyes the~e hnes mey fall ..
publisher of a Liberal journal this is particularly dis.
th~ happiest year of your hve.s! Many of you h~v
3. Because it is the largest Liberal paper in the agreeable, because, in the first place, his list of supenJoyed a due degree of happmess and com_fort m world, containing more than a third more reading pmters is pretty sure to be only of moderate length,
t'he ye~rs that are _pass~d away, ~ut may th1s new matt~r than any Materin:listic or Spiritualistic paper and in the next place he has the painful conviction that
) ear exc~l them all In th~s respect.
published at the same pnce.
the reader who says, "Stop my paper," thereby
And ~~ _by chance sickness, trouble,. ?r sorrow
4. Because it is equally fair to Spiritualists and deprives himself of the mental pabulum which he
sh?uld VISit· you, m~y you hav the fm t1tu~e and Materialists, giving both sides a chance to be heard. stands in need of. To the editor of TnE TRUTH
phil_osoph~ t? bear 1t m~nfully_ and not ~~~nge or
5. Because it has no stockholders or rich bankers SEEKER the command to "stop" has a niost dolorous
11uail befme_1t.1 If the defendeis of superstitiOn and to furnish means to keep it going, and has only to sound, and he trusts that those who have the least
old theolog1~al errors asp_erse you and traduee you depend on its friends and patrons who are willing to regard for his tender feelings will not giv it. To
~or the truths sake, h~ed It not, and remember that make a reasonable effort to make it a success.
please him and keep him in a happy frame of mind
It has ever been so smce man had the courage to
6. Because its editor has been vigilant and indus- is by no means a difficult task; and the whole secret
advance beyond themasses and oppose the musty_ old trious in the discharge of his duties. No American consists in having a good full list of enthusiastic
errors of former ages. In~ependent and brave thmk- editor has put in more holirs of toil in the same patrons who do not suffer themselvs to get far in
ers. hav ever ~ad to pay this pen~lty ~o the powers of period.
anears, who are interested in extending the circula7. Because its editor has been economical and tion of the paper, and who never grow weak-kneed
daikness and m~olerance. Be~r m mmd-that blessed
are ye when b1gots shall rev1~e you _and ~ersecute self-denying. No editor has come nearer living on and cry out" Stop." .
The sum of three dollars a year, or twenty-five
you, and sh~ll say all ~anne1 of evil agamst you bread and water to keep his paper alive.
falsely, _f~r 11ghteousne~s _sa~e.
_
.
8. Because it was not engaged in for the purpose cents a month to help keep up the circulation of
Accmdmg_ to the p1edwtwns of Mother ~h.Ipton of making money, nor for losing money, but to giv such a paper is certainly not a heavy tax, and there
and many _PIOphets, astrologe~s, sooths~J:"ers! d1vm~rs, the _Liberal-minded people of America, at a reason- is probably no better way in which the same amount
etc., 1881Is t? be a year of d1re calam1~1es, mc!udmg able price, an organ of free thought, free speech, of money can be expended to do more real good. It
the baneful mflu~nce of planets, famm? pestilen_ce, and a free press.
~
is better to cut off some other luxury, to economize
9. Because its publisher, besides giving the largest in some other direction, than to shut off this food for
war, bloodshed, w1~h ~umerous other d1reful evils,
not th~ least of whwh 1~ the total e~d of the world, and cheapest Liberal paper in the world in the seven the mind, and thereby endanger the very life of the
accordmg to Mother Shipton, who sa1d,
years he has been at the work, has published a greater journal which most of all should be sustained. If
"The world to an end shall come
number of books and pamphlets, and at lower prices, friends and readers could only realize how much
In eighteen hundred and eighty-one."
than any other Liberal or Freethought publisher.
more agreeable it is to receive the name of a new
Believing no more in Mother Shipton's prophecy
10. Because its editor, besides attending to the subscriber than an order to "stop my paper," some
than in Father Jeremiah's, Uncle Ezekiel's, or Cousin duties of the paper, has in seven years written more would doubtless do differently from what they do. To
Daniel's, we look for this comparatively diminutiv books and pamphlets-more pages-than any other "stop the paper" is virtually a stab at its very life,
globe to continue to course round the sun every Infidel or Freethought writer in the world, and in and if enough giv such stabs its death must inevitably
three hundred and sixty-five days many thousands of three times as many years. No Materialistic or Spir- take place.
There are some who have given such orders, and
years to come, as it has in millions of years in the itualistic writer is known who has written eight thoupast. So we wish all the readers of THE TRUTH sand pages. But very few in any line of authorship we have thought they ought not to be obeyed. We
SEEKER, and THE TRUTH SEEKER itself, may find a hav written so much in a whole lifetime.
.
shall send this issue to such, hoping they will recon11. Because the paper is the object of the intense sider their vote and giv it that THE TRUTH SEEKER
happy, prosperous year in 1881-a year which reads
backward and forward the same.
hatred of false teachers, the lying, hypocritical priest- shall liv and flourish. But if there are those who
ly class of the country. Their enmity has been dis- are positiv that they want THE TRUTH SEEKER no
tinctly shown on many occasions.
longer, and are determined they will not pay for it
Our New Dress.
12. Because the priestly, ecclesiastical power has more, will they be kind enough to drop us a postal
We trust our readers will be pleased with our made the editor a victim, with the hope of crushing card informing us of the fact? We trust, too, there
improved appearance. The change can hardly es- him and destroying the paper. On a base, false pre- are but few Liberals who wish to stop the :r,aper
cape the notice of the most unobserving. This type text they arrested and convicted him, and immured while they are owing for it, and are unwilling
is new and clear, and even those with failing eyes him in prison with the hope he would die and that to pay the debt. "Honor bright" shtmld be our
motto.
can read it with ease. It is from the foundry of Ph. his paper·would also die.
13. Because at the· behest of this intolerant
Heinrich, 195 William street, in this city. The
change from the old to the new has necessitated an ecclesiastical power he served out a·n unjust sentence
More Light ! More Truth !
outlay of several hundred dollars, but it is hoped the of thirteen months in a dismal prison, at hard labor,
This issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER will be brought
investment will tell in the satisfaction imparted to shut up with felons and criminals of the lowest charto
the notice of many persons who hav not been in the
·
acter.
our readers. There is no reason why THE TRUTH
habit
of reading its pages. To such we wish to make
SEEKER in typographical appearance should not be
14. Because, notwithstanding the cruel and maequal to any other paper In the country. Where licious attacks upon him by his Christian ene- an earnest appeal. If you approve of the objects and
mies and their coadjutors, two hundred thousand purposes of the paper, if you think it ought to be
truth is found beauty should also dwell.
Liberal-minded people of this country not only sustained in the effort it is making to educate and
expressed warm sympathy for him, but he has been convince the people that there is something higher
Extra Truth Seekers.
recognized and indorsed by the principal and best and better than a belief in myths aud fables, you are
Two copies of this issue will be sent to every Freethinkers of Europe, as a co-worker with them in requested to become a patron of the paper, and therepatron with the hope that they will be used in ob- t~e cause of human progress and mental emancipa- by render a little aiel in the promulgation of nature's
truths. Three dollars a year, or twenty-five cents a
taining new subscribers, commencing with the new twn.
volume. We particularly request that each friend . 15. Because THE TRUTH SEEKER, from its incep- month, is not a. heavy tax on any man, especially
will place the extra copy sent him in the hands of a twn, has earnestly fought the unequal warfare of when you obtain in return the full value of the little
person most likely to become a subscriber. Let us unpopular truth against popular error, and will con- investment. Let those who can remit for a year do
again urge our readers to use their exertions to tinue to do so as long as it exists; and when from so; let those who do not wish to go in so deep try it
obtain as many new subscribers as possible. THE old age and debility its editor lays the harness off, he for six months and send $1.50; if there a1;e others
TRUTH SEEKER family is already pretty large, but it ~rusts brave successors will assume it and keep up the again who prefer to begin with three months they
ought to be ten times as large as it is. There are 1rre1?ressible conflict with error which he has waged. can do so at the same rates. The terms are twentytens of thousands of people scattered over the counHi. Because three dollarsayear-twenty-five cents five cents a month, whether for twelve months or for
try who are not believers in theological fables, but: a month-is a very slight tax upon those who clo not a single month. IJet every one who reads these
yet take no Liberal paper. They should become and should not pay any pew-rent, contribute aught lines send in his name for a year, or some pmtion of
acquainted with THE TRUTH SEEKER and read it to the feeding of idle priests, nothing to the build- it. Let those who hav become converted make an
!rom we~k to w~ek. It is hoped the extra outlay ing and decorating of churches, nothing toward effort to convert others. Let every one who decides
mc~rred.m senclmg out these thousands of duplicate spreading "the gospel" in heathen lands. There are to take THE TRUTH SEEKEH try to induce his neighcopies w1ll_be bread cast upon th~ waters, which will but few who are not able to devote twenty-five cents bor or friend to take it also. Let the good leaven of
return agam before many days m the form of hun- a month toward the spreading of truth, especially reason and truth leaven the entire lump of humanity.
dreds and thousands of new patrons and readers.. when they receive full value every week in return.
'-';'h~re a:e great numbers of ~en and w:omen ?-OW' 17. Because every Liberal-minded person in the
Only a Reasonable Request.
Bitt_mg. m darkness ~ho are m need of the hght ~country ought to feel a laudable pride in seeing the
whwh IS to be found _m THE_TRUTH SEEKER. Those, paper liv and flourish, ca1Tying the glad tidings of
We wish not to be importunate in our demands,
of us who are bles_t .m making our. esc_ape from the: truth and mental freedom to every town and city but now that we are beginning a new year, we urgently
mental slav:1:y ansmg from a behef m the myths! every village and hamlet, and to every humbl~ wish that all our readers who are in arrears would
and superstitiOns of the dark ages of the world household.
square up their accounts, and thereby furnish us the
sh?uld make an ear~est effort to enable others to: 18. Because it is a bond of union and a medium of motiv power to keep the car of progress in motion.
~nJOY the same benefits. Let u~ see ~h~ will send· social exchange between those holding liberal and It is imperativ that we should hav the money to meet
1~ the names of most new~ubscnbers Wit~m the next progressiv views. Here all-from all parts of the the heavy weekly bills which hav to be paid. We
SIXty days. We ~av pro~1sed an appropnate present country-hav a chance to be heard and to commune would gladly publish TuE TRUTH SEEKER and other
~o the one. wh? will send m the greatest number. It with each other.
publications, and send them free over the entire land,
1s a very J~Rtifiab~e emulation to endeavor to excel' 19. Because, while the advocates and suppmters of but we are not able to do so. They all cost money,
each ?ther In _Ieadmg other less favored mortals to superstition and pious fables giv in the aggregate and a good deal of it, and we hope our friends will··
the hg~t of truth. There are many souls to save.: vast sums to placate the priests and spread false- not ask us to wait on them longer. We need it for
Who will do most to save them? Our Christian hoods, those who hav the truth and hav discarded spreading ttuth and doing good. We hope no one
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will object to pay his just dues to aid in so worthy
an object.
Of course every real truth seeker whose time has
expired will renew as promptly as his circumstance,
will permit.
·

1
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The Cost of Publishing.
There are a few who complain because the price
of THE TRUTH SEEKER is so high, and who think
it ought to be furnished as cheaply as the New York
Tribune, Sun, and other weekly papers which hav a
very large circulation. These people arrive at a conclusion without understanding the facts of the case,
and it is not strange that their conclusions are incorrect. Let us try to throw a little light upon ·this
subject ..
The most expensiv feature about getting up a paper
is the type-setting. With THE TRUTH SEEKER the
type is all set up expressly for this paper, while with
the T1·ibune, and other papers of a similar class, the
reading matter.is principally made up from the type
used in the. daily issues, so that the composition
for the weekly costs little or nothing. This item
alone saves about three-fourths of the expense.
Again, in order for a paper to be published at a low
price a large circulation is very essential. It costs as
much to set the type for one copy as for fifty thousand. Until Liberal papers can hav a circulation
much larger than at present it cannot reasonably
be expected that they can be published as cheaply as
the T1·ibune and other papers which hav a circnlation nearly ten times as large.
Another important feature in the profitable conduct of a paper is making the advertising space
available. All the expenses of some papers are more
than paid by the revenue from the advertising columns. With THE TRUTH SEEKER not one-fiftieth
part of the expenses of the paper is thus paid.
Again, THE TRUTH SEEKER has nearly double
the amount of reading matter that many of the cheap
weeklies afford, and of course it must cost more to
get it up. These combined m~uses must be sufficient
to convince those of ordinary perception that THE
TRUTH SEEKER cannot be furnished as cheaply as the
New York Tribune.
If any of ourJriends hav taken up the idea that
THE TRUTH SEEKER is paying a profit, and that
money is being made by it, they are much mistaken.
It is by the practice of the strictest economy that
it has lived till the present time. Were it not for the
moderate profit that has been made on the books
which hav been sold, it is doubtful if the·paper could
hav lived till the present time. It is hoped that the
Liberals of America will not be too parsimonious and
begrudge THE TRUTH SEEKER the means necessary
to life and health. Every dollar made by it besides
sustaining life shall be devoted to the dissemination
of the literature calculated to enlighten and elevate
mankind. To make tj1e paper cheap, giv it a large
circulation. As soon as its enlarged circulation will
justify a reduced price, the reduction shall be made.
IN our next a list will be given of the English
works we hav for sale, and we will now only call attention to the "National Secular Almanac," of Ep.gland
(Bradlaugh's). It contains a great amount of Liberal
reading matter of a highly interesting character.
Price twenty-five cents. We will also hav for sale
a similar Secular Almanac published by Watts & Co.,
London. All our English books are still in the
Custom House, but we will hav them soon, and be
prepared to fill orders.

Letter from an Old Veteran.
DEAR MR. BENNETT : Returnin~ yom album
enables me to add a word for your pnvate ear, or, if
worth your space, send it abroad.
There seems to be peace at present between us and
his grace of the department of obscenity in our theocratic republic.
For which let us congratulate ourselvs in general
and yourself in special and particular, on whom onr
double sovereign, civil and religious, laid the iniquities of us all. '
Indeed, it seems to me we are passing under a
new yoke of three bows-capital, the Hepublican
party, and the evangelical church. And these three
are one. And as an old English saint long ago said
of the Christian trinity, " More one because three,
and more three because one.''
And I see that we are expected to hold our
ton~ues and wipe ancl lay down our pens and accept
in Silent submission this diabolical conspiracy against
all civil, political, social, and religious liberty, and
permit it to triumph unchallenged, nnresisted.
For one of the most popular Protestant pulpits in
your city, or in the nation, has already fulminated
Its decree that unless we desist in our efforts at selfpreservation, "the American people will rise in protest and carry out the purpose of the society which
is seeking to incorporate into the fundamental law of
the land the name and the government of God.''
Probably you hav seen the audacious threat in the
newspapers. If so, you can witness .that, though
I hav transposed the words, I hav not in the
slightest perverted or disturbed their exact meaning.

And the pulpit voices the omnipotent power as well
as purpose of almost the whole evangelical church,
as now virtually wedded, in most unha)lowed union,
to the Republican party. And an accredited Christian clergyman is to be head of our theocratic, plntocratic-rellublican nation. .
.
And, friend Bennett, never forget that in the
church, not up in the pulpit, but down in the church,
are myriads of e~J,rnest men and women, conscientious after their sort, who are just as ready to die as
to kill for their religion and their God. And they
are the mightiest element in the new confederation.
They are its spirit, its soul, its conscience, its "in hoc
signa vinces /' and by that sign we are to be subclued if subjugated at all.
The wealth, the numbers, the respectability, as the
world esteems it, the influence of office, the educational institutions, the trade, the commerce and the
conscience of the nation, such as is counted conscience, or religion, all these are marshaled as our
common foe. And all these we are to face and be
conquered by them. But pardon so long a letter and
believe me, dear Mr. Bennett, yours for all good
words and works.
P .A.RKER Pu,LSBURY.
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chair was moved across the room and turned upside
down, and the table at which we were sitting was
raised about eighteen inches from the floor, where
it remained for a moment and then gradually de·
scended.
The testimony of our senses in the above remarkable manifestations is no less reliable than in the
fact that we liv, move, and hav our being. Who
will present the true. hypothesis upon which these
marvels can"be explained?

[In corroboration. of the foregoing will be added
the following condensed statement by Moses Hull.
The thousands who know him will unitedly testify
that he is a man of truth and veracity:]
NEW YoRK, Dec. 23, 1880.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: A
few days ago· I called at 238 West 34th street to see
Dr. Henry Slade. A sitting was proposed. I first
carefullv examined the table at which we sat and all
the furniture in the room, and was fully satisfied that
there were no connecting wires or other machinery
or accessories of fraud.
I had a pair of slates which were joined with
hinges, and were entirely clean, having no writing
upon them. A piece of pencil half the size of a kernel of wheat was placed between them, and they
Slade's Mediumship.
were closed and laced upon my arm, and while in
The editor of the Roc/eland Advertise?" has recent- that position, in broad daylight, Dr. Slade not
ly paid a visit to Dr. Slade, arid published an account touching them, a message was written upon them by
of the same in his paper, from which the following invisible agency. I could hear the movement of the
e~tractl:l ar~ made. We are pers~mally acquainted pencil while the writing was being done, and feel
with the editor and are sure he will make no state- the consequent vibration. The following is themesment which is not correct or which he does not be- sage which I found upon the slates when I opened
lieve to be correct:
·
them:
"So much .has been said o{ Doctor Slade and his
"Dear friends, it would do me a great favor to hav
so-called mediumship that we determined, for the you call at 34 East 34th street and say to my friends
benefit of ourself and our readers, to make a per- I came to you here. I am anxious to hav them
sonal investigation of his powers, and accordingly, a know we liv after what is called death.
few days ago, we directed our steps to his residence
"I left the earth form on the 26th clay of October,
at No. 238 West Thirty-fourth street, New York 1880. My age was 66 years. I had my own private
city. We were the first caller that morning, and opinions as regards death, and I find I was not far
having made the appointment by letter we found the out of the way. I came here last week and made
doctor in readiness. From the reception room on this request, but it has not been noticed. I am in
the first floor we were immediately invited to the hopes to reach my friends and let them know I still
seance room, which is apparently an ordinary sitting- liv. My name is
CruRLES FRosT."
room, on the second floor. A cheeiful fire was
To test the correctness of this communication I deglowing in the grate and two large windows flooded termined to visit the street and number designated.
the room with daylight. We were inviteclto a seat Upon calling at the house, the following dialog took
at an ordinary leafed table, which, at the doctor's place:
suggestion, we inspected minutely and then slightly
"Is there a family by the name of Frost residing
changed its position in the room. Upon placing our here?"
hands upon the table it creaked and trembled and
" There is."
loud raps were immediately heard. We then took
" Can I see some member of the family?"
two clean slates and placing a small particle of pen" Whom do yon wish to see ?"
cil between them laid them on the table before us,
"Any member of the family. Would prefer to
when the movements of the pencil were in:imediately see Mrs. Frost.''
distinctly heard.
" Who shall I say wants to see 1\Irs. Frost?"
"We requested the medium to hold the slates from
" Mr. Hull, from Boston."
the table and immediately beneath our chin·, and unThe servant retired, and in a few moments reder this change the writing continued. Meanwhile turned and said:
our hanclf? were upon the table ; we raised them
" Mrs. Frost cannot see yon to-day."
slightly two or three times without the knowledge
" Then let me see auy other member of the famof the medium and we noted that the moment we ily.''
broke our contact with the table the writing ·ceased.
Again the servant retired, and again returned,
This suggested the idea of asking Dr. Slade if he saying:
could get communications alone,.and his reply was,
" If you hav anything important, send it up.''
"Never.'' Three taps upon the slate indicated that
" I can't send my message. I wish to see some
the writing was finished, and upon examining the in- member of the family.''
ner surface we found a communication in teleThe servant retired. l11 a few minutes a gentle.
grapic dots and dashes, which, as transcribed by the man came to the door, and in an imperious manner
young lady in charge. of the Nyack office, reads as inquired:
follows:
" What do yon want?"
" ' Omnis suJficientia 1Wst1'a a JJeo est. (.All our
'' I am on a tour of inquest, of investigation, and
sufficiency is from God.')
you will understand it all in a moment. Do yon
know, or hav you ever heard of, Dr. Slade?"
"Immediately after this came the following:
"No, sir; I never heard of him. Who is he, and
" ' 1Jea1· Sir : Try the spirits. Prove all things why do yon ask ?"
and hold fast to that which is good. This is our
"He is a Spiritual medium."
object in coming to yon, is to hav yon prove all
" well, sir, we in this house kuow nothing of
things before passing judgment. Yon don't know Spiritualism or Spiritual mediums, and what is more,
me. I am Wm. Perry.'
·
we want to know nothing of them.''
" Our next experiment was with a pocket compass,
" That will make your testimony the more valwhich we placed upon the table, mid to our astonish- uable. It also confirms what I hav on these slates.
ment the magnetic needle was moved in any direc- I am an investigator of Spiritualism, and with that
tion ,ve requested, either verbally or mentally. view a little while ago called upon Dr. Slade. When
Many other slate com1nunications were received nn- in his presence, and with 110 visible hand touching
der the most varied and rigid test conditions, pre- these slates, the pencil, while the slates were closed
eluding the possibility of the medium's instrumental- and lying securely on my arm, wrote this message.
ity in their production, and finally a lengthy commu- Please read it, and tell me whether it is true.''
nication in Latin, signed L. de Long, of which Dr. G.
He read the message, and said:
Bloede, of Brooklyn, has kindly given us a literal
" Charles L. Frost did liv here; he died on the
translation~ This message is apparently from itn 26th of last October; his age was sixty-six years.
ecclesiastical source, and is probably a quotation from The facts here stated are all true; but then yon could
the Catholic vulgate. We hav not yet had the time hav got them out of the newspapers.''
" I liv in Boston, and usually hav enough to do
to investigate.
"Next occm'red a series of remarkable physical phe-' withou~ consulti!Ig the New York 1~apers for obitn.
nomena. A slate held .in our left hand was suddenly ary notwes. This messsage came m the manner I
seized and carried underneath the table to the oppo- hav described. I did not come here to persuade you
sit side, far beyond the reach of Slade, whose feet that I am au honest man, or that this is an honest
and hands were held beneath our own; here it re- message, but to convince myself whether the message
mained a moment in a perpendicular position and is true, as well as to fulfil a promis I made to the
was again suddenly returned to our hand. "':e writer. I ha~ done my dt~ty._ The statements :you say
then placed upon the slate a. pencil and held It ~re all_t1ye. Fhe message mch.cates your lack of mterest
beneath the- table, when the pencil was immediately III Spmtuahsn;t. You h_av I.nadvertently c~~Ifirmed
thrown, by a circuitous course, upon the table. that part of this commuuwatwn. Good day.
Invisible hands appeared to pat us familiarly and
The f_orego~ng statement I am ready to confirm
tug at various parts of our apparel; an upholstered by oath if desired.
MosEs HULL.
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but unless accompanied by good deeds are in many vain, for it is incorporated into every fiber of hi• or
cases but sounding brass.
.
. her being, and while we would not .tl~i~~ of worshipI think, a1 a rule, we are too captwna; and while ing such, they do teach us the posstbii!tieil of human
we exhibit a good deal of courage ta get out of the nature, and that the condition of Nirvana is attainTruth Seekers-Who Are They 1
old traces, we are apt to carp .at those. that are un- able.
If the truth seeker stops to count number11 and
I often wonder if those who profess to be lovers of willing to be saddled and bridled with our new
draw a comparison between the hosts of the church
the truth stop to ask themselvs seriously what the hamess.
truth is, and whether, after all, they are honest with
The weakest intellectual feature that seems very and state that confront us, and the little army enlisted
themselvs and others in their professions and prac- visible to my mind is the disposition of many ad- under our banners, we should expect the timid to
tices.
vanced thinkers, and apparently earnest seaJ:chers shrink back in utter dismay, and declare it was
'l1:uth seekers should be ready at all times, and after truth, to retain the childish disposition of man- folly to contend with such great odds against us.
under all circumstanaes, to accept it, whether found worilhip. The following of Col. Ingersoll wa11 a What then? , Shall we quietly lay down our arms
"on heathen or on Christian ground."
case in point, and one that. exhibited more weakness and submit, or shall we not rather gird on our al'mor
Truth seekers should be men and women of high than any orthodox followmg for many years. We more securely, and with a sublime faith in the
moral and intellectual courage, for along the higb- trust the very amusing outcome will cure this child- omnipotence of truth, sing, with Gel'ald Massey:
ways and byways of truth there is not standing room ish distemper in our ranks.
" 'Tis coming up the steps of time,
·
for a coward.
If we are truth seekers our work is clear, for our
A.nd this " old world" is growing brighter.
We may not see its dawn sublime,
~Outside of mathematics there is little that is abso- one main object is to make mankind ·better and
Yet high hopes make the hem·t throb lighter."
lutely true, while there is much that is relativly so. nobler in all respects.
All our investigations and researches will keep in
Like good health, it is always more or less tinged
The skeptical world has been called faithless and
with some shade or admixture of pain and error.
view the simple principle of human cult~re. To Infidel so long that those who do not understand it
The trouble with most of us that are sincere in our attain this end we must know ourselvs; and lll order hav come to believe that we are chronic doubters,
efforts to reach the best possible condition of mind to obtain this knowledge we must acquaint ourselvs having little or no faith in anything or anybody.
and body, which is the truest condition and the one with the uses and functions of every organ of the The very reverse of this is nearer the truth. We
most in accord with truth, lies in the fact that we body and mind, and with the true relations of the doubt little but insincerity and error. We hav the
carry into the investigation some preconceived opin- masculin and feminin elements.
most sublime faith in the caJJabilities of human
The proper relations of the sexes will at once de- natu~e, in. its. innate ~oodness If p~ace~ in proper
ion, some intellectual bias, that we esteem as tme,
and around which we desire to group other thoughts termin the truth of the how to perpetuate the race, relatiOns, m Its touclung sympatlnes If properly
and opinions we deeni important, as words and and will settle beyond dispute many of the false appealed to, and in its heroic self-abnegation under
phr~ses in a sentence.
conditions that result in crime and misery.
many circumstances.
The researches of science and the inroads of radiWe are losing more by timidity and cowardice
Those whom the church esteems iiTeligious, and
cal thought hav cleared a'Way much of the 1·ubbish than from all other causes combined. Were we as who themselvs accel?t the appellation, are often the
and many of the stumbling-blocks that impeded the courageoug for the truth as we are desirous that it most devoutly religious in the highest and best
march of mind. The very narrowness of ecclesiasti- should be universal, the Comstock laws would uot sense.
cism has been its ruin. Its foolish attemJ?tS to dam long disgrace the statutes of the country.
If a willingness to serve the race by example and
Why should we as " truth seekers " care for Mrs. precept, amid the jeers and scoffs and ridicule of
up and destroy the swelling tides of investigation hav
been as futil as the puny efforts of a child to stay the Grundy? No class of reformers ever made any those they seek to elevate, is not an evidence of the
current of a brook by his tiny obstructions. The on- headway that wasted time in trying to appear re- best religious culture, we will yield the question and
ward flow of intellectual investigation will brook no spectable. We are outlaws to the ch~uch, and 'tis say that religion is but a name, and that name a
delay. It laughs at all opposition. Neither prisons better to. realize the fact and make the best of it. They sham.
nor cowardice or treason can check its progress.
claim divine origin. We deny it. They claim a divine
Of this fact we are assured, that every element of
What is truth is a question that each individual right to dictate what is right for men to believe, and true reform is an enla1·gement of the area of truth,
will answer for himself or herself, and the more im- what they shall reject. We deny it. They claim to and that this principle has always been the inspi1ing
portant one to our individual selva is the method we be God's special favorits. We deny it. They claim to be motiv that sustained the world's greatest heroes who
adopt in our search to obtain it.
better than others. We deny it. They claim that sought its elevation.
.
Of this we may rest assured as a starting point, Christianity is the only true religion. We deny it.
Smely the truth seekers of this day and generation
that all that is written or recorded in an:y form, or They claim that Infidelity, as they term it, is an ene- do not purpose to manifest less courage and perpreserved and handed down to us by traditwn, is but my to God or godliness. We deny it. They say sistency than those who hav preceded them, for if
the opinions of human beings like ourselvs, with no that we are sure to go to an orthodox hell if we so, one of the grandest elements of human nature is
right to aiTogate what we shall or shall not believe; don't repent. We deny it. In fact, we deny nearly in the process of decay. Instead of degeneration,
and that every "thus saith the Lord" is an unjust as- all they affirm, and affirm much that they deny. let us giv evidence of a more healthy and permanent
smnption of an authority they do not possess, which There is an "irrepressible conflict" between us. (J'rowth, and let each truth seeker feel the measure of
true reason at once rejects as spurious and despotic. They are satisfied with the little measure of truth his or her responsibility.
GEoRGE LYNN.
The mind thus freed from all theological incum- they hav, and consign us to perpetual torments for
brances, reason is enabled to sift much of the chaff desiring more truth and refusing to magnify their
from many questions of importance that in their little mole hills into mountains, and crowning them
(From the Boston ITIDesliuatarJ
order will present themselvs.
kings to rule over us.
A Plea for Union.
One of the most important factors in an honest
The fight is between the truth seekers and truth
_
seeking for the truth is the element of justice, for i1 fearers; and as for us, we are quite willing to be a
Mr. Editor: We hav all read H. L. Green's plea
is much better to suffer wrong than do wrong. We soldier in the ranks of the former, and what pity we for union on the secularization of our government.
must be careful in seeking after new truth not to dis- hav to spare is reserved for those little souls whose All Liberals are urged to walk up and stand up and
card any of the old and tried, for there is no mort> clear eyes perceive the truth, but whose timid minds· lift up in support of the great bolt at Chicago. The
false position than a disrespect for the right and dare not face its responsibilities.
indignation of every friend of universal liberty is infeeling of others.
It is at this particular point in our progress that voked to head off the Christian big,ots who are at this
No line or system of thought, political, religious, we feel to realize our true conditions and relations. time as busy as Satan in a foolish and pueril effort
or social, among any people in any age of time, but The larger measure of truth is accompanied with to squelch Mr. Morse's "Passion Play." They think
what contained some grains of truth; and it is not two distinct conditions, viz., a larger degree of free- it is sacrilegous and somewhat blasphemous, and hav,
likely that any system will be devised, however !tis dom and an increased amount of responsibility. it seems, for a season, sh11t it off in New York, and
aided by popular science, but what for generatlbns Strange and paradoxical as it may seem, it is never- Mr. Green springs to the defense in genuin earnestto come will be tinged with error.
theless true that the freedom that truth offers has ness. What does this all mean? Why leave his own
These I hold to be self-evident truths, and these more fetters than chattel slavery. Chattel slavery well~meaning, upright coadjutors to l'ot in jails, and
alone should dispose ill! to assume the proper mental lessened all responsibility, for a creature robbed of rush into this sectarian quarrel between the writer of
and moral attitude as true investigators, as honest all his rights was under no obligation to be honest. a blasphemous stage play and the Christian sects in
truth seekers.
The truth which enlarges the mind and givs full New York ? Is friend Green " changing work," or
We look back with pleasure on the great amount scope to the powers of reason and reflection obli- is he in eatnest to defend what the sectarians deof good the schooling of the Episcopal, the Method- gates it to dispense as freely as it receives. We hav nounce as wicked, destructiv of the "religion and
ist, and the Universalist churches hav done for us. no right to waste or hide the blessings of mental morals of the young?" The young are the especial
Their earnestness, conscientiousness, and persistency and moral illumination while others grope in mental care of the Grundy family.
put to shame the laziness and cowardice of many bondage and darkness:
As a Liberal, I take no stock in the "Passion
Liberals.
As members of the race we owe it to our species Play." I think it may, I hope it will, rive the old
We look upon the work of Mother Ann Lee as to make the best of our opportunities. It is true theological foundation still dee1;er; but what cons~
one of the greatest contributions to a true material that our ~ood offices may be refused, and very often quence can it be to a Rationalist whether or no the
and social state the world has ever known; and our best mtentions misconstrued and misunderstood, life and parentage of a myth be lauded or hissed on
while we do not accept it as the ultimate, its demon- but even that will not justify us in neglecting our a New York stage? Did not the Chicago resolution
strations in the line of a true life are too valuable to duties or in persisting in pushing forward our work. in favor of free transit of mailable matter shock the
be lightly thrust aside or talked about with levity.
Men and women are but grown-up children; and chastity of some Liberals? and did not some noted
We esteem the phenomena of Spiritualism as an because old systems of thought keep them in niental Christians come to their succor? Now the account is
aid to the broadest, clearest, and most educated con- childhood we must treat them as we treat our chil- balanced. Suppose the New York editors call this a
ception of the great principle of all tmth, of which dren, that know not what is best for their well- Christian country, they don't mean anything by that,
material science only touches the outer rim; and being.
more than to repeat a popular lie.
upon Materialism as an excellent teacher in the same
Hide it as we may, it will crop out that too many
But "you see by this that the church intends to
direction. As a truth seeker, or seekers, no isms Liberals feel that as they are all right as regards rule." Gracious goodness! The church intends to
should or will stand in the way.
many of the old slavish notions, what care they how rule! Will Mr. Green tell us when the church in
We must lay aside all those precious little hobbies others are or feel. This is supreme selfishness; and this country did not rule? I am seventy-five years
we hav been riding to our several vanity fairs, and if this were all that Liberalism or truth seeking had "in the country," and my memory runneth not to
hav only the simple object in view to attain to that to offer, 'twere better if they had kept on the old the contrary.
.
But the Rev. Dr. Newman said something in one
condition of moral and intellectual stature that will shackles.
exhibit the best and purest man and womanhood.
If there is one thing more sacred than another it is of his late sermons about Col. Ingersoll. Says the
"By their fruits ye shall know them" is a truth that finding the truth, and having it find a man or worn- Rev. Newman, "There ought to be a power someno Liberal can dodge. If our searching for truth an to dwell in.
where to close his lips and prevent him from utterdoes not make us better, 'tis quite evident we hav
There is no trouble in telling the Liberal and ing his blasphemies." They put a notably good man
sou~ht in vain.
truthful soul, for it is an open, generous, and brave in Leverett-St. Jail for blasphemy, and other good men
Liberals must not bolster themselv11 up with the one. It is tolerant, genial, and courteous. It is in jail for circulating esoteric anthropological pubidea that they are advancing the well-being of man- cultured in the highest sense, as its honesty and lications. I suggest to the Rev. Dr. Newman to put
kind if their lives do not 11how the fruits of a larger equity are as transparent as the light of noonday.
Col. Robert in the mail bags to the address of
generosity, a more exalted nobility, and a finer and
You can always rely on such a soul, for no childish St. Anthony.· Yet some people contend, and Comclearer liense of justice in letter and spirit. Good fears, petty ambitions, or trifling egotism inars its stock swears, that Col. Robert shall not go in a mailwords, fitly- spoken, are jewels of inestimable value j judgment. Such a one has not sought the truth in bag, but shall go where Kneeland, Lant, Heywood,
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and Bennett went. No doubt it would be prayer
and praise to his holy conception.
· We hav Garrison, Phillips, Pillsbury, Parker,
Mott, Chapman, Southwick, Lunay, and Jay as. our
·fathers and mothers, and not a son or daughter of
them bolted because Garrison introduced a resolution denouncing the United States government as
"a covenant with death and an agreement. with
hell." Garrison ap.d his associates were high-toned
reformers.
The last and most ·uncertain way to preserve union
is to "bolt." Friend Green has repeated this reason for his withdrawal from the Liberal Lea~ue
Congress until he believes it, no doulit. Pnest
Woodbury withdrew from the old Anti-Slavery organization in 1844 for the same or similar reason.
"Too far and two fast."
Yours for Freethought and a right to say so,
A. H. Woon.

18~1.
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heated. Some molecules, such as carbon,. appear to cordance with experimental photography, for it baa
be capable of stopping undulations of all wave been found that the long waves will act only upon
lengths and tq be heated by them; others are only heavier molecules. It is true, vision may be good
affected by undulations of particular wave lengths, when there is no purpurine, but there is no doubt
or of wave lengths between special limits. In this but that this substance is secreted in the eve, and
case it is a species of sympathetic vibration. The that it is photographic in its properties, ancl so far
distinction between the molecular vibrations and the must he taken as_ an element in any theory of >ision;
undulations in ether that result from them must be but the chief point here considered is that objectivly
kept in mind, as must also the effect of the undula- light does not exist independent of the eye, that
tions that fall upon other molecules. To one the light is a physiological phenomenon, and to speak of
name heat is applied, to the other the name of radiant it otherwise is to confound a cause with an effect.
energy is given; and it matters not whether the It is, hence, incorrect to speak of the velocity of
undulations be long or short, the same molecule may light; it has no velocity. It is radiant energy that
giv out both.
has the velocity of 186,000 miles a second. It is
Now let a prism be placed in the path of such rays incorrect to say we receive heat from the sun. What
of different wave length from a single molecule, and we do receive is radiant ener,qy, which is.here tramlwhat is called the diipersiv action of the prism will formed into heat. This is not hypercritical, but is in
separate the rays in the order of their wave lengths, accordance with the knowledge we hav to-day. The
the longer waves being less refracted than the short- old nomenclature we use, but without definit mean-------.~-----er ones; but the energy of any one of these will ing; the latter is left to be inferred from the con[Prom tluJ Scierliif!c Amuican.]
depend upon the amplitude o.f undulation, which in nection or context. If a man should attach to the
turn will depend upon the amplitude of vibration of water main in a city a properly constructed waterWhat is Lightt
the part of the molecule that originated it, but in wheel, the latter will rotate; but it would not be
If on opening_a text-book. on geology one should general the longer waves hav greater amplitude, proper to say that he received rotation from the
find stated the VIew concermng the creation and age though not necessarily so. Consequently, if a ther- reservoir. What he received was water with a cerof the earth that was held a hundred years ago, and mopile he so placed as to receive these various rays, tain pressure; in other words, a certain form of
this view gravely ~mt forward as a possible or alter- and. their energy be measured by its absorbtion on energy, which he transforms into rotation by the
nativ hypothesis wtth the current one deducible from the face of the pile, each one would be found to heat appropriate means; but by substituting other means
the nebula theory, one would be excused for smiling it, the longer wayes more than the shorter ones, sim- he can make the same water pressure maintain a
while he turned to the title-page to see who in the ply because the amplitude is greater, but for no other vibratory motion, as with the hydraulic ram valve,
name of geology should write such stuff. N everthe- reason, fpr it is possible, and· in certain cases is the or let it waste itself by open flow, in which case it
less this is precisely similar to what one will find in fact, that a short wave has as much or more energy becomes ultimately molecular vibration, that is, heat.
most treatises on physics for schools and colleges if than a longer one. If the eye should take the place The analogy holds strictly. The trouble all comes
he turns to the subject of light. For instance, I of the thermopile it would be found that some of from neglecting to distinguish between different
quote from a book edited by an eminent man of these rays did not affect it at all, while some would .forms of energy-energy in matter and energy in
science in England, the book bearing the date Of produce the sensation of light.. This would be the ether.
1873:
case with any waves having a wave length between
"There are two theories of light ; one the emissiv the limits of, say 1-37,000 of an inch and 1-60,000 of
A New Year's Greeting.
theory; . . . the other the vibratory theory;" an inch; any shorter waves will not produce the senjust as if the emissiv or corpuscular theory was not sation of light~ If instead of the eye a piece of
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I do not know how I can
mathematically untenable sixty years ago, and ex- paper washed in a solution of the chloride of silver better begin the New Year than by doing something
perimentally demonstrated to be false more than should be placed where the dispersed rays should for my own special pet paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER.
forty years ago. Unless one were treating of the his- fall upon it, it would be found that only the shorter
The world is full of good people and good papers,
tory of the science of optics there is no reason why the waves would affect it at all, and among these shorter but the people are all possessed of a variety of
latter theory should be mentioned any more than the ones would be· some of those rays which the eye tastes, propensities, aims, and desires, and no two of
them are ever entirely alike, and so we always feel
old theory of the formation of the earth. It is not could not perceive at all.
It was formerly inferred from these facts that the certain preferences and nearnesses for certain ones,
to be pretmmed that any one whose opinion is worth
the asking still thinks -it possible that the old view heat rays, the light rays, and the chemical rays were and therefore while admiring and loving all that is
may be the true one because the evidence is demon- different in quality; and some of the late books good, and having a broad general ness of affection
strable against it, yet while the undulatory theory treating upon this very subject represent a solar for very many persons and papers, I confess to feelprevails there are not a few persons, well instructed spectrum as being made up of a heat spectrum, a ing a special love for a special few, and as is very
otherwise, who still write and speak as though light light spectrum, and an actinic or chemical spectrum, natmal, I want all the world to see and appreciate
has some sort of independent existence as distin- and the idea has often. been made to do duty as an the peculiar merits of these my personal pets, and
guished frotn so-called radiant heat; in other words, analogy in trinitarian theology; nevertheless it is help me make them more useful and desirable than
that the heat and light we receive from the sun are utterly WI·ong and misleading. · There is no such they already are, and hence these few following
· there are · no words to the ·readers.
specifically different.
thing as an actinic spectrum; that Is,
Just now is the very best time for us, who so love
A brief survey. of our present knowledge of. this such rays as special chemical rays; any given ray
form of energy will help to show how far wrong the will do chemical work if it falls upon the proper our darling TRUTH SEEKER, to each one of us put
common conception of light is. For fifteen years it kind of matter. For instance, while it is true that shoulder to the wheel and do our share of work for
has been common to hear heat spoken of as a mode for such salts of silver as the chloride, the bromide, it, and show by our deeds our appreciation of the
of molecular motion, and sometimes it has been etc., the shorter waves are most efficient; by employ- efforts of its brave, indefatigable, industrious, and
characterized as vibratory, and most persons hav ing salts of iron one may get photographic effects patient editor, D. M. Bennett, to make it the very
received the. impression that the vibratory motion with wave lengths much too long for any eye to per- broadest and boldest as well as most useful, interwas an actual change of position of the molecular in ceive. Capt. Abney has photographed the whole esting, and instructiv of all the Liberal papers. Its
space instead of a change of form. . Make a ring of solar spectrum from one end to the other, which is platform is so large that there is opportunity for all
wire five or six inches in diameter, and, holding it sufficient evidence that there are no special chemical shades of belief, opinion, and doctrin to be disbetween the thumb and finger 'at the twisted ends, rays. As to the eye itself, certain of the wave cussed in its pages. The Spiritualist and Freelover,
pluck it with a finger of the other hand; the ring lengths are competent to produce the sensation we the Mormon and monogamist, the Catholic andAthewill vibrate, hav three nodes, and will giv a good call light, but the same ray will heat the face of a ist, the Republican, Democrat, or Greenbacker, the
idea of the character of the vibration that constitutes thermopile or produce photographic effects if per- tetotalist and moderationist, each and all hav a
what we call heat. This vibratory motion may hav mitted to act upon the proper material, so there is no chance to prove, if possible, the especial doctrin they
a greater or less amplitude, and the energy of the more propriety in calling it a light ray than in call- prefer, even though in direct opposition to the bevibration will be as the square of that amplitude. ing it a heat ray or an actinic ray. What the ray lief of the editor. And can we prize these privileges
But the. vibrating molecule givs up its energy of will do depends solely upon what kind of matter it too highly or do too much to preserve them? Shall
vibration to the surrounding ether; that is to say, it falls upon, and all three of these names, light, heat, we be content to merely pay for our one copy of the
.loses amplitude precisely as a vibrating tunin~ fork and actinism, are names of e.ffects of radiant enm·,qy. paper and giv nothing more for the good of so glowill _lose I~. The et~er t_ransmi_ts the energy .It has The retina of the eye is itself demonstrably a photo- rious a cause as universal mental liberty?
While Mr. Bennet givs away thousands of copies
reomved m every dn·ectwn With the velomty of graphic plate having a substance called purpurine
186,000 miles per second, whether the amplitude be secreted by a:r.propriate glands spread over it in each week, shall we not do something? Methinks I
great_ or small, and whether the number of vibrations place of the sll ver salts of com,mon photography. hear from each and all of you the jubilant cry, "We
be many or few. It is quite immaterial. The form This substance pm-purine is rapidly decomposed by will !" And amen, say I, and here is my dollar to
of this energy which the ether ti·ansmits is undulatory J. radiant energy of certain wave lengths, becoming back it, to pay for two fifty-cent subscribers, who, I
that is to say, not unlike that of the wave upon a bleached, but the decomposition is attended by cer- trust, will themselvs become admirers and workers
loose rope when one end of it is shaken by the hand. tain molecular movements; the ends of the optic for the cause. Begin, each one of you, this New
As every shake of the hand starts a wave. in the nerves, which are also spread over the retina, are Year, with a clean TRUTH SEEKER record by paying
rope, so will every vibration of a part of the molecule shaken by the disrupting molecules, and the disturb- all that is due, and getting as many new subscribers
start a wave in the ether. Now we hav several ance is the origin of what we call the sensation of as you can, and those who cannot get one can do
methods for measuring the wave lengths in ether, light. But the sensation is generally a compound just as much by paying for three months for some
and we also know the velocity of movement. Let one, and when all wave lengths which are competent appreciativ reader, thus giving a New Year's gift to
v =velocity, l =wave length, and n =number of to affect the retina are present, the compound effect a friend and glad encouragement to our brave and
we call white or whiteness. When some of the rays noble leader, D. M. Bennett, who, I trust, will not
vibrations per second, then n = vl and by calcula- are absent, as, for instance, the longer ones, the feel too modest to lay this greeting before his many
!4!1
tion the value of n varies within wide limits, say optical effect is one we call green or greenness; and readers, so that all may hav the chance to know that
from ht10 14 to 20><10 14 • But all vibrating bodies the special physiological mechanism for producing "many littles make a mickle," an~ onr many aids w~ll
are capable of vibrating in several periods, the long- the sensation may be either three special sets of giv our pet paper such a New 'Year's boom as :Will
est period being called the fu:ndamental, and the nerves, capable of sympathetic vibration to waves of put it high and dry above all danger of debt, tnals,
remainder, which stand in some simple ratios to the about 1-3~,000, 1-45,000, and 1-55,000 of an inch in or discouragements.
" Our paper must now be dedicated
fundamental, are called harmonics. Each of these length, as Helmholtz has suggested, or, as seems to
To truth's supreme control,
will giv to the ether its own particular vibratory the writer more probable, the substance purpurine is
To virtue and progressiv thought,
movement, so that a single molecule may be con- a highly complex organic substance made up of moleThose riches of the soul."
stantly giving out rays of many wave lengths pre- cules of different sizes and requiring wave lengths
of
different
orders
to
decompose
them,
sothat
a
part
Respectfully
and hastily, ELMINA. D. SLENKER.
cisely as a sounding bell givs out sounds of vanous
of
the
substance
may
be
quite
disintegrated,
while
.
.
pitches at one and the same time.
W. F. JamEso;r- IS. no~ East to ~old lus debate
_Again, when these undulations in the ether fall other molecules may be quite entire throughout the
upon other molecules the latter may reflect them visual space. This will account for most of the chro- with :Moses Hullm this mty (Repu?h~an Hall~ ~~n.
away or they may absorb them, in which case the matic effects of vision for complementary colors, 3d 4th, 5th, 6th, and 7th, on l\1ateriahsm and l::)pmtabsorbing molecules are themselvs made to vibrate and for color blindne;s, by supposing that the pur-l uahsm. Address until Jan. 7th care of TBE TRUTH
with increased amplitude, and we say they hav been purine is not normally constituted. This is in ao- SEEKER, New York.
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your politics. You will please find~ inclosed a five- tween Mrs. Besant and A. Hatchard, a full report of
dollar money order to pay my subscription.
which you will see in next week's National Refm·mer.
Now in regard to your ~trip around the world, ~The hall was well filled; I might truth say packed.
I count me one of three hundred t0 subscribe fiye The parson had the first half-hour, and no doubt did
Shall the Journey Round the World be Madel; dollars for the trip; and if you go, don't forget to ilis best to prove that the Jesus of the gospels was a
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T
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Very JW;ppctfnllv,
N. CASTLE.
nent and l11s authol'ltles. At the end of half an hour
0
ve
ar~ o rna { up a . un
or t e JOUine)'~ ~n
··
she sat down and he rose to reply, He was very exeach contl'!butor to be e?tJtled to a book conta:~mg
MINNEAPOLrS, MINN., Dec. 22, 1880.
cited and waxed wroth, completely losing his head,
thP.letters of. travel. \\ e accepted the propos~tlOn,
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER, Dear Sir: Put me down for He wandered from the question altogether, relating
saYmg
tlwt If the necessary
fm1ds were furmshed one o f t h e three h un d re d , as suggeste d . I d ou b t I'f h ow h e h a d b een an army c h ap 1am
· an d wasn •t
.
·
we would
undertake the JOUrney, and return to each you can serve t h e cause o.• trut h m
· any b e tter wa,y. a f rai'd of a ny b oc1y,. an d the aml'Je nc e 11ad better mm
· d
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volumes
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,.ot t 11eh s1g ts an mc1 ents super fi uous. I n w h at way coul d your rea d ers b e no t b e 1aug 1Ie(1 a t b y any b oc1y tl1ere-h e 1{new a 11
.
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of t 1e oug Jomney. SuJCe t en numerous letters
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All th'
hav been received upon the subject. A very cheering more ms ructe an mtereste 9. .~.our escnp Ions a. ou n 1 e 1s anc1 . con ~ con u e
em a 11 .
. . IS
one was from Mrs. C. M. Piper, August!L, 1\Ii~h. (which are vivid and your applications are admirable, and tirade, as yo~ may Im~gm, caused bursts of sat,Incal
has strangely got mislaid), in which she spoke iii we will be lon~some when they are enderl.
laughter, whwh was .III~e ~ red flag to a b~1ll, and
fiatterina terms of our letters orderhw three copies
Very resvectfully,
E. N. KINGSLEY.
almost all the rest of Ins tune was taken up m defying his ile~rers and Charles .B~adlaugh.' who. wa~ on
of "An Infidel Abroa 1," and 'agreeing'\ 0 contribute
NILES, MICH., Dec. 20, 1880.
the platfotm, but took no part. m the discussion. rhe
live dollars toward the journey round the world, and
ten dollars if necessary. The following are letters
D. l\:L BEXNETT, Dem· Sir: My son, Dr. C. R. Row- chairman at las~ had to call the rever.end gentleman to
from other friends bearin" upon the same sub'ect:
ley, s·Jbscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER principally in order, and ~et !urn to pursue tl~esubJect! ~mt he really
o
J
anticipation of reading your letters, which were had very little to say when Ins authorities had been
SNoWVILLE, VA., Dec. 24, 1880.
written during your late tour in Europe. He was shown to be very sorry ones. 'l'he tables of the disDEAR FRIEND BENNETT: \Ve hav been thinking over very much interested in them, and he says if you putants· contained several books of reference, and
the proposition of thy making a trip round the conclude to make the tour round the world, as has the audience was particularly amused when the parworld, and hav come to the conclusion that we can been proposed in a late issue, you can put his name son on three sepamte occasious said, " I hold here in
not better invest five doll<trs tlmn to send it to thee down for the five dollars upon the terms stated, my }HLnd" such and such a book; "this is a very
for this puq1ose, We shall probably never be able viz., that he is to receive the two "fat" volumes rare work, and one which I obtained with great cliffito see any of· these far-off places onrselvs, and the containing your worldng up of all the places you culty, and if l\Irs. Besant has not a copy I shall be
next best thing will be to enjoy them through the may visit. And, by the way, I feel quite confident very much pleased to make her a present of it at
eyes of <LD "Infidel abroad," who not only lets no that I could take quite a list of subscribers in this the end of the meeting." The difficulty he seemed
important object pass his scrutiny, but has a happy state for such a work.
Fraternally,
to hav in getting his books struck every one as somefaculty of letting others see with his eyes even betC. S. RowLEY.
what comical. There is another debate to take place
ter than they could with their own.
next Wednesday between the same individuals, at
And we also realize that the lllore thee learns, sees,
DEs 1\IoiNES, IowA, Dec, 24, 1880.
which I hope to be present.
snd knows, the better qualified thee will be to lead
READERS OF THE TRUTH SEEKER : I re!Lcl in THE
When you see Prof. Rawson, kindly giY him my
aud guide us in the right way and tell us the high- TRUTH SEEKER of Dec .. 18th lihat D. l\I. Bennett, editor, best regards. I wish I could hav seen more of him
est and best truths.
proposes to anew peregrinate our planet, if three when in England.
But we shall miss thee every time we think of huudred of his friends will send him five dollars each
:My mother wishes me to say she was glad to hear
THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER office and thy vacant chair. St,ill, to establish funds with which to commence his enter- af your safe arrival, and sends her kind rememas there is no good unmixed with ill, we are pre- prise, promising in return for such favors to present brances.
Yours fraternally,
JoHN DRYDEN.
pared for some slight drawbacks to so hopeful a plan each contributor of five dollars with two volumes
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT : I ha v been a reader of THE
as this.
brim-full of such interesting matter as will be gathTRUTH SEEKER for two years and a half, and it is
We send our best wishes, and trust that not only ered up on the journey.
three hundred friends, good and true, will follow our
Now ·here is an enterprise that comes within the needless for me to say that I like it more and more
example, but many will feel able and willing to send range of easy possibilities. And judging by the char- as I become better able to appreciate the n0ble prindouble or q nadruple the sum.
acter of Mr. Bennett's European lettars we ,should ciples it so ably defends. It is so well freighted with
Affectionately,
Is.uc and ELMlNA.
hav a fund of reading matter that will be worth ten substantial food for thought, furnished by the a.blest
and most heroic thinkers of the past ages, as well
times the outlay.
CRosswiCKS, N.J., Dec. 26, 1880.
Besides, his interesting letters to the paper will as those of the present, upon all subjects pertaining
FRIEXD BE:K:KETT : In a recent issue of The TRUTH engage the attention of a great variety of readers, to tl1e welfare of mankind in this wol'id, and your
SEEKER there is a proposition for thee to resume thy thus opening the avenues to more extensiv Free- duties as its distinguished editor are so onerous that
travels abroaLl, making a tour of the world,and that thought reading. So, by all means, let us send our it seems almost like imposing on good nature for
a fund be raised for that purpose by a subscription hero out into the world to gather fresh stores of your humble servant and patron, who has but just
of five dollars each. Tl1is arrangement meets my knowledge, where he will for a time be free from learned the A B C's of Liberalism, to send you a letapprobation, as THE TRUTH i:)EEKER makes no objec- the evil influences of an atmoRphere into which such ter that will take up some of your valuable time and
tion, aud is willing to eontribute to the pleasure of detestable creatures as Comstock, Colgate, Benedict, space which might be far more profitably filled. But
his patrons by writing a series of letters of his sight~ etc., breathe. 'l'hese c.aused him to drink the dregs after reading yonr article entitled "A Few Plain
·seeing while on his journey. I will contribute ten of Christian· gall at Watkins, in Ludlow, and at Words," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of the 27th ult., I redollars to a fund to aid in this enterprise. I hope Albany. As he suffered mentally and physically, wlved to write to you without delay and send you
there will be an early and generous response, not we suffered in degree witil him, by the injustice done my subscription for the year, beginning on Jan. 27,
even putting off until the New Year t1 begin the him and our common cause. But let us liv down the 1881; and I was fortunate enough just then to get
good work.
C. S. ELLIS.
past as best we can and send him forth to gather fresh you a new subscriber for a year, so inclosed please
knowledge of men and things which he will send to find a post-office. order for six dollars.
I was sorry to learn that, despite your rare abiliHASTINGS, MICH., Dec. 21, 1880.
us in due time, like a rich harvest of intellectual
Bro. BENNETT: I wish to promptly second the mo- joys, real pictures of things, and Mr. Bennett will see ties, energy, and perseverance in the pursuit of
truth, and your great economy, you are again in
tion of your California correspondent that THE TRUTH them devoid ot mawkish sentimentality.
SEEKER constituency send you on a tour round the
Hoping this enterprise will meet with general ap- circumstances incompatible with your happiness.
world and hav you giv us a pen picture of China proval, I pledge myself for five dollars, to rdse However, there is nothing surprising in this, for
it has been the fate of nearly all the noblest deand Japan. I agree with your many correspondents when called for.
A. CLEGG.
fenders of oppressed humanity that preceded you
wb.o hav complimented your" Letters from Europe."
Several others hav written in a similar spirit. in the same cause to be very poorly paid for their
From them I derived a clearer idea of the habits and
customs of the people, and the general aspect of the G. W. Smith, North Huron,' N. Y., says, "You can great, persistent, and in the end successful .effort to
country than I ever had. After reading the first let- count me in 011 D. C. Coleman's proposition." Chas. elevate their fellow-men to a strict sense of their
ter I felt that I had been on a voyage across the C. Moore, Clement, Ill., "I will be one to contribute rights and duties. But in your case, now it is made
ocean, and just so with all the principal points visit- on D. C. Coleman's plan and take a copy of the books." all the more painful to every lover of justice by the •
D. J. Bown, Meriden, Conn., writes that he will take fact that your troubles are caused by the neglect of
eel and described.
Now for my part, a description, especially of China two shares and twv copies. J. Josephus, Pittsburgh, a. large number of your readers, who hav received
and Japan, written in your plain and easy style, Pa., adds his name to the list. \Vm. Smith, Geneva, in useful knowledge from THE TRUTH· SEEKER many
would surely be very interesting. I will subscribe N.Y., says he will contribute to the enterprise to the times the value of the price charged for it. I hav
five dollars in support of tile project if the requisit extent proposed. Daniel E. Ryan, New York, says no doubt that some. may be unable to pay, but the
amount be raised at the time stated.
he will be one; E. Gastineau, also of this city, says most of them can pay if they only make up their
Iu addition to the fact that each subscriber would the same. E. R. Shoemaker, \Vaterloo, Ind., and oth- minds to. Neglect to do the right thing in the right
time causes a great deal of unhappiness among us
receive his money's worth in the books, it would be ers, do the same.
highly gratifying to thus add another to many honIt remains with friends to decide whether we shall and greatly retards the progress we all desire to see.
ors of wilich tile editor of 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER has go or not. If sufficient funds to defray the expenses I hope that Freethinkers, with their keen sense of
recently bt>en the recipient, and also show your ene- are forthcoming, we will not back out. Upon inquiry, right, will be the last to silow ungratefulness to their·
mies, such as Messrs. A., B. and C., that their however, we find the probable expense of the journey benefactors.
efforts to crush, hav, and ever will, fail. Hoping you will be greater than our estimate. Four or five hunTHE '!'RUTH SEEKER has, with untiring energy and
will receive the three hundred orders i'or "An Infi- dred will be required to giv five dollars eaeh to make indomitable courage, defended all tho rights claimed
del Around the World/' I remain,
the unuertaking safe. It would hardly do to get two- by the most radical in onr ranks. Its editor even
Sincerely yours,
GEo. WooD.
thirds of the way around the world, and then hav the went to prison in defense of another man's right to
money giv out; it would be .an unpleasant predica- differ with him. This act of his should prompt us
FARLEY, IowA, Dec. 22, 1880.
ment to be placed in. Of course those who are wil- all to giv him a helping hand in his present troubles.
Count me one that will giv five dollars toward send- ling to contribute to the "Round the World Fund" We will all be the happier for so doing, and thus
ing you around the world on the terms you offer. will let us hear from them.-ED, T. S.
prove ourselvs worthy the name of Libemls.
There ought to be one thousand such in this country.
I read the "Letters from Europe" with great inThat would giv you a good send off. I think I c1m find
terest, and I believe they alone were worth a year's
A LETTER FR0~1 LONDON.
one or two more here by a little effort. You will hear
subscription. Inclosed find fifty cents in stamps to
DEAR .FRIEND: I hav received a parcel of 'l'RVTH ilelp THE '!'RUTH SEEKER. '!'his is the best I can do
from me substantially in a few days. Our Library
SEEKERS this week for which please accept my very at present. I hope you hav not appealed to your
Association intend buying a few books soon. It will
best thanks. I hav not yet found time to read them readers in vain. Accept my best wishes for your
be a small order, but every little helps both you and
all, buL am hard at them in all spare moments. I am health and the prosperity of THE TRUTH SEEKER
the cause we hav at heart,
particularly interest'ed in your letters from Europe,
·
Yours truly,
PAUL GARIEPY.
Respectfully,
H. GILMORE.
and at times greatly amused at your descriptions of
the churches and their contents.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav been a subscriber to THE
BENTON HARBOR, lVIrcH., Dec. 20, 1880. 1 On Wednesday evening last :\ir. Flint and myself TRUTH SEEKER for tlll'ee months, and as I hav not
l\fR. D. M. BENNETT: I like your religion, but damn, went to the Hall of Science to hear a discussion be- se!'ln a single letter from New Hampshire, I thought
1
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I would write a few lines and let you and your readers know that there are a few Liberals in the old
Granit state. I don't think that "Ver a tenth of the
people of Acworth and vicinity are members df any
church, and about the same number are Liberals
(though some of them are of the timid class); the
rest-well, I don't know what they are, and I do not
believe they know themselvs. They are not Christians; they don't believe that all of the Bible is
true, but believe some of its fables are trne, because
they hav never heard the other side of the story;
but don't know what Liberalism is.
I lend my papers and books where I thinlr they
will do the most good. I am trying to get some of
them to subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, but they
all plead poverty, but I am as poor as ·most of them.
I know I can't afford to take so high-priced a paper,
but had rather go without something else. A.nd then
I hav adopted a novel way to get the money to pay
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Three years ago I found a
sprout in my potatoes, and by carefully selecting the
seed for two years hav got a new variety, which I call
the Infidel potatoes (and they are the best I raise). Last
spring I prepared a small piece of- ground to plant
with my Infidel potatoes, and dedicated the crop to
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I planted, cultivated, and harvested them on Sunday, sold tlte crop, and paid for
THE 'rnu1'H SEEKER, and I think my time was a great
dea.l better spent than if I had gone to church to
hear a minister preach ignorance. The plan worked
so well this year I shall try 1t again next yeat·.
Now there are but very few that can't get three
dollars by a little extra work evenings or Sundays,
or by saving a few centt; a week from their expenses
they can get enough to take a Liberal paper or buy
a few cheap book. I know of poor women in this
town who take in sewing nights to get money to
pay their minister's tax with. I think Liberals ought
to do as much to spread the truth as Christians do
to perpetuate falsehoods.
J. A.. ALLAN, JR.
FRIEND BENNETT : Since my last to yon I hav had
the misfortune to lose my companion. She died suddenly at Valley Falls, Kan., after an illness af about
twelve hours. She was a noble, true, pure woman,
devoid of superstition and blessed with intellectual
faculties which enabled her to merit superiority to
many of her age, and, naturally enough, oor loss is
irreparable.
I delivered a course of lectures at Valley Falls and
vicinity, which were well received. I wish to be considered a worker in the cause, and will be so recognized by the Liberal fraternity as soon as my surroundings will admit of an introduction. Excuse this
letter; I am in no condition to write to-day. I inclose
you names of a few who hav never taken your paper,
as per request.
M. FILLMORE GREEN.

MR. EDITOR: The Republican and Democratic parties, we discover by the election returns, are nearly
equal in number::.. This seems to me to be the Liberals' golden opportunity, for we, if united, can hold
the balance of power. Now, then, let us urge the
demands of Liberalism upon the coming administration, and if they are granted we shall know the Republican party is in favor of common honesty, and
therefore good enough for Liberals; but if these demands are not granted, then it will prove that, being
not for us, they are against us and on the sicle of
downright dishonesty. If such be the case it would
be desirable that the Democratic party should not
disband, for it may yet be our only salvation. We
remember with gratitude that it was the Democratic
senators who prevented the God-in-the-Constitution
party from putting their bloody old Jew God into the
most sacred of all documents, the Constitution of the
United States. But we hav some faith yet in the Republican party. Let us test it and see if our faith is
in vain. If such should be the case, then by virtue
and authority of our united numbers let us put the
reins of government into the hands of the Democrat
party and prove i_f they hav any common honesty.
Yes, let us prove all things and hold fast that which
is good.
Yours truly,
RoBERT SwAIL.
MR. EDITOR: As so many hav set to for the object
of giving their views, why should not I giv mine?
I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov. 27th a call to
Liberals to aid in pushing on the Liberal car, although not expresi5ed in those words. Now I would
ask of what is this Liberality composed-of Spiritual,
Atheistic, Infidel, and half orthodox principles all
combined? Let me giv my views of Spiritualism. I
saw in a number of your paper some time ago a
Spiritual dose by Isaac Paden. His best argument
was to this point-that the life of a cornstalk passed
into the ear of corn, and that proved a future existence.
I wonder what becomes of the life of a stalk that
has no ear, and does it go where the ear ought to
be and then f1tll off? I hav got over the orthodox
distemper, and do not intend to catch the Spiritual
epizootic if I can help it, and I think I can.
And if I don't intend to believe in a God perched
up in the clouds or above them, and nobody now
knows where_:_and those who hav known hav forgotten-! say, if I can't believe in this big thing I will
not believe in this little one called spirit without
better evidence than Mr. Paden's; for: a big God is
as possible as a little spirit.
LPt niP. t.rv one of MrR. RlenkPl'':'< n.r.crnments. ~hP

says sexual ltJtercourse out to be only for procreation,
and outside of that' should be utterly avoided; and
she undertakes to· prove that this· is lil~ely to become practical by referring to the slow growtlt of
temperance societies at first, and then the after-reS'llt of long-continued exertions.
But let us think awhile. Ir'we are l!'reethinkers,
let us see if there is any difference -in the two natures, that of the sexual passions and of the appetite for intoxicating drinks. The first is natural, and
the organs are natural. Th.e other is artificial. The
child that never tastes of rum will not thirst for it,
and was not born with a rum-glass by its side, in its
hand, or any place else.
I will send you one dollar to aid you in paying
your expenses caused by comstock & co., all spelle
with little letters.
CHAS. CHAMBERS.
l\IR. EDITOR: We hav taken your paper about a year
and think it the best paper we know of. We read
with much interest your letters while yon were in the
Albany Penitentiary We often thought what cruel,
unmerciful Christians President Hayes and wife must
be to keep you in torment in that terrible prison
when they could hav released yoli. Your letters from
Europe were very interesting and instructiv. It is
indeed strange that people with half common sense
will be so fooled by those hypocritical old priests. I
thank you for doing the greatest work that has been
done to liberate. the minds of the people from the degra11ing influence of Christian creeds and dogmas. Find
inclosed a draft for $2.93. I wish you success in your
noble work and hope you may liv to see the good time
coming when Comstock laws will be blotted out and
men and women will join in making laws that cannot
be used to clog the wheels of progress.
Your friend,
LuRY A. CRAPSEY.
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your paper. I would like to hear of its increased
circulation a thousandfold. Very respectfully,
CHARLES C. MooRE.
DE.\R FRIEND BENNETT: Though a stranger, to me
you seem a friend. Your visit to the cathedmls,
churches, fine palaces, and many other points of interest, in Europe is ended, and as a consequence of
time your letters must soon end. '.rhey hav been
very interesting and much enjoyed by our little home
circle, for in mind we hav traveled with you, and
now we bid you w.elcome home, where scenes more
natural greet the eye.
Please accept the inclosed as a wee mit·e toward
aiding your paper in its· good work.
Hoping you may be blessed witfi a happy and prosperous New Year, I will close. Yours in truth,
!SORA PIPER.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: You will please put me down
for one copy of the book containing your letters
from Europe. So far I hav read them all, and I
must say I hav enjoyed them about as well as anything I ever read in my life. They are always
looked for and read before any other matter in the
paper, We like the paper generally, and pass it
around as soon as we hav read it. I hav taken it
since your Humphrey-Bennett discussion, and one
year extra besides, and I've not one copy left for
any reference. If that don't get the subscribers I'm
beaten. I think I can get one or two more to take
a copy. I will if I cn.n do so, as all yonr writings
are good to read.
Fraternally,
W. HoLGATE.
D. M. ·BENNETT: I congratulate you most heartily
on your safe return home.
With renewed determiuation and improved health
I feel sure THE TRUTH SEEKER will not be allowed to
flag in the slightest degree, but will continue to be
the most interesting paper now published in the interest of Fl"eethought.
I sincerely wish its circulation could be increased
twofold every three months.
You know how I am
hampered here, but still I will do all I can to help
enlarge the sphere of its usefulness. I inclose three
dollars to renew for 18Bl. ·
J. A. W ALSHAL.

DEAR l\1R. BENNETT: I am SO delighted to know you
are safe home again, and those letters from Europe
are so grand they are worth three dollars to any person who read them carefully. Now, right here I
want to say to the patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER, pay
your dues. I know it is not pleasant for M:r. Bennett to be reminding you of your arrears. I would
rather do without coffee than be reading the glorious 'l'RUTH SEEKER and be in debt for it. Always pay
FRIEND BENNETT: I am once more reminded that
in advance, anll it will soon become second nature.
Mr. Bennett, the greatest writer of the age, is at work my subscription is out and that you desire it to Le
again, and we must furnish the means or the ma- renewed. I know you would prefer it for a year, and
I would rather make it so; but having so many ways
chine will stop. Truly yours,
SARA VAN SICKLE.
for my small salary, I am compelled to divide and
D. M. BENNETT, Dear Sir: Inclost;)d please find $3 take smaller doses. So you will please find a dollar
inclosed anrl will continue the pa[Jer in accordance
as subscl"iption to THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year.
Your European correspondence is excellent read- with that amount.
Glad to hear you are safe back from your Brussels
ing for me, and I hope this tour will giv you great
satisfaction in your happy old days. You hav seen trip and that yoli had a right good time. I hav folsights which I would like to hav seen myself, Your lowed you along by the light of your European letreception by our English friends must hav been ters with interest and pleasure. I can agree with one
grand, and pleased me very much. Apropos, won't of your correspondents in saying that the literary labor you hav accomplished would kill six government
you send me a copy of your diploma?
clerks. How you ever got time to see all you did and
Very friendly yours,
C. R. LEONHAUSER.
then write it out so elaborately as you hav, and get
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $3 on subscription. I your proper sleep too, is a mystery to me. I think
hope to catch up some time. We find we could as we can call you the "machine writer." I was hopwell go without food for the body as the brain; in ing you had got an audience with the pope, and am
fact, I think the more the mental digests, the less real sorry you did not. I thinlr it would hav been a
the physical requires. We were glad to hear that rich exhibit as you would hav shown it up, the meet_
you were able to break away from the hum-drum ing between God's great vicegerent on earth and the
life of an editor. and seek in travel that vigor and biggest blatant Infidel of modern times. Why did
strength you so much needed. We see that while you not push your way in anyway? I am sure your
you were enjoying the sweet recreation (which no nose "is good enough and handsome enough t.o be
one knows better how to enjoy than yourself), you poked before the pope or any other dignitary, divine
were gaining seeds of truth and intelligence to be or mundane, A.nd I think your nose has a bucking
scattered far and wide over our land, and it is hoped able to take care of it too, let who opt)ose that may,
it may fall upon good soil, and thereby do much pope or plebeian. A.fter giving us such a wilderness
of churches, monas tries, etc., etc., in and about Rome
good to the cause of liberty.
and other places, to miss seeing the pope was almost
Respectfully yours,
H. E. HowARD.
a fault in you, but we will let you off this time.
Yours truly,
C. GARWOOD.
BROTHER BENNETT: I don't want to Be among your
delinquent subscribers. I would as soon think of
going to a hotel and getting my dinner for three
DEAR BRo. BENNETT : I inclose you three dollars
hundred and sixty-five days and six hours and not for THE TRUTH SEEKER from Jan. 1, 1881, to same
pay for it. I would not sponge the reading of an- date in 1882. My old friend, you can scarcely imagin
other person's paper. If I think enough of a paper what an immense satisfaction it is to me to enjoy
to read it, I will pay for the same. I hav received the privilege of reading so excellent a paper as THE
many sample copies of papers, and some of them I TRUTH SEEKER. Some three or four years since Dr. E.
want to take and intend to soon, The Physiologist is Moyer showed me the first copy I ever saw of the
one, No one will make a friend of Leroy and Flora paper, and I was almost about to say 1 had
Dutton by going out of their way to find fault with rather lose one-half of my farm than forego the
our friends Bennett, Mendum, and Seaver, and think pleasure of reading so grand a sheet as the everwe will furnish them means to d.o it with.
welcome TRUTH SEEKER. ·Your letters from Europe
I hav got one more three months' subscriber. Please are worth more than three times the subscription
-take it out of the order; the balance old Santa Claus fee. Depend upon me as a life subscriber, and also my
leaves to get a good turkey for Christmas. 1 want assistance in getting you new ones. You certainly
to get all the subscribers for you I can. I don't deserve the support of every true, sensible Infidel in
want a premium for doing my duty; it is glory our country. You can well afford to do without the
enough to help you in time. of distress.
high-toned assistance of "The Liberal Association"
l\fy friend, there are no words to tell the joy 1 felt folks when so many thousand common-sense Inlidels
at your release from prison. My heart was so glad are willing to render you assistance. Your friend
for our only D. M. Bennett is coming home.
and brother,
SoLOMON HILL.
I am your friend,
FLORA D:UTTON.
"AN INFIDEL ABROAD "-or letters written during
our ten weeks in Europe-850 pages, with an index,
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed $1.25 to pay is printed and in the binder's hands. Orders are
dues, and $3.25 to pay subscription. I could not tell now in order. Those wishing them to contain a
when my subscription expired or I would hav renewed
·
f h
1 ld
at once, The three dollars sent yon last year was steel-plate engravmg 0 t e author s lOU
say so, as
the best-spent money of my life Your letters from a portion will be put up in that way. Price $1.50.
Europe alone are worth the price. All who read
THE TRUTH ·SEEKER will in the end be made better
R. McCLEAR w1·ites : "I like 'John's Way' very
men and .women. The growth ,in honesty, consist· much, and so do all here who hav read it or heard
encv. an·l fnirnNl': r·nn hP ~N'n i11 nnv on•· w11n n'·•rl~ it 1'Pfl'1. T in('lM<> ~ rlolhr for six mon' <'opi<'~."
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A. New Year's Welcome to Truth.

I'Truth

liT 8.,\J\[UEL P. !'Vl'Z'!Al\I.

Onward and sunward Is the truth's delight;
It leaps to morning from the womb of night;
It loYes the glorious splendor of tbe sky,
Therefore we seek the truth with coura,ae high;
With ardent soul unto the bights sublime
Where glows the secret wealth of endless time.

1 Dlscuolon on Prayer. Bennett and two Clergy·

strange,

course;
lllake It a petty slave, a smiling clown,
To weave for them the glow of fashion's crown,
But trllth despises this small narrow play,
And still unto the stars it wheels away;
It would be monarch of the farthe~t zone,
And so men fear it and Its fire disown.
But we do take the truth because we know
That in its pathway lies the heavenly glow,
That In its darkness lurks a noble world
That by Its living breath will be unfurled;
We know that It will bring to golden shore
From the rude billow and the tempest's roar;
That it will tlash immortal hope and joy,
And gleam the splendid light without alloy;
That it will turn crude nature into blaze
Of ~'Osmic grandeur, Into jeweled days
Of wondrous peace and quiet and delight;
Tloat it will be sweet angels to the sight,
And all the hidden worth of things unroll,
And clothe with royal garniture the so1u.
Ah, though a giant, still it works in love,
And rings the music of the spheres above,
And we ,,-ill hail it with the glad New Year,
And with the march of time. resound its cheer.
We greet it,ancient as the starry frame,
Yet fresh as every morning's dewy fiame;
We fiing the laurel o'er its conquering brow,
The Only God to whom we giv our vow.

-

Onward and sunward, truth, pursue t1Jy way,
Through the bleak night unfold thy sparkling
day;
'
Th-rough desert-pilgrimage we follow thee
To thy unbounded bright felicity.
We know thou wilt reward our every toil,
And sprinkle blossoms on the barest soil,
We seek thee, seek thee, seek thee evermore,
l!'or thou alone canst stainless wealth outpour ;
Through thee the light of heaven and earth grow
8Weet,
And sweeter as thou mak'st our llfe complete.
We are thy servants, and to thy stern grace
And darkling majesty we bend our face;
Thou art so bitter in to. day's despite,
And yet so glorious In to-morrow's light.
0 truth, we love, we worship, and we strive
B!mply and singly in tby way to thrive;
And we are sm·e that endless crownings come
From the deep heart of thine eternal home.
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Not In t11e highest place, 'mid mirth's wild, fmious 149 Age of Shams.......................... , .......... .
150 The Liberty of Printing and Reply. Hurlbut
fiow.
and Wakeman ..•...........•...••..••...•.•.•.••
No ruined maid, no coward calls me vile,
151 What Is the Bible? .111. W H .................... ..
As doth thy bleeding heart, thy mournful smile." 152 A Hemarkable llook. R. W. Dong las .......... ..
153 Liberty and MoraUty. M.D. Conway .......... ..
The tears fiowed down the old man·~ snowy beard, 154 !Wmlntscences of Tnomaa Paine. David Bruce •.
While the cool homestead's dewy shade they
SCIENTIFIC SERIES.
neared.
" A lovely wasted form I yonder see,
Some maid that loved thee well hath followed
thee."

I

8

DIRECTIONS FOR ORDERING<
BlUCEI!-Btate hlp;ht and welp;ht.
Taulssa-Giv measure above the hips.
Write Y<>ur llddreea,atate and county, In a pWn manDIII'.

PRICES:
LadlP•' Bra.,••,
•
G•n••' Br"o•e, Rupnare Truu, •
•
•

.ALEX ADAMSON,

~

710 Broadway, N.Y.

~lt

81.00
1.60
1.00

Sent hy mall to any Part of the United States or Cana4a
. on receipt or price.
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Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.

ll[e, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
B
1 !lfedicin Chief from happy hunting gr01mds. He
2 say he love white chiefs and ~quaws. He travel
2 like the wind. He gu to circles. Him big chief.

2 Blackfoot want much work to do. Him want to
2 show him healing power. ll!ake sick people wen.
5 Where paper~· Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
10 right away. No wampum for three moon.
8

WIN E S !

~ :'~c!':;':~e:a:i~~~~~~~~~~~dw~~t :!::~
2

~

8

~

2
10

~

5

5

to be healed, also to those that desired to be devel·
oped as spilit mediums, for three months for three
three-cent etampe. The three months closed with
the following resnlt: 3,~05 persons hav sent for the
paper by mail, one thousand persons hav received
it at the office; and the hundreds of testlmohiale
that hav been received of its wonderful work' in
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav falthfnlly kept
3

WINES!

George Bischel,
No. 4 St. Marks Pl. (8th St.>,
NEW YORK,
Hecomrnenda hie
Choice Stock or Imported and No tiT
(Ohio and Callfornlo)

This epirlt message wae first published in " Mind
5
2 and ll!attm:," January IO, M. 8. 32, with the an.

WINES AN.IJ B.RAN.IJIES.
The Finest a.nd Furest in the Ma.rkat,
At the Most .Reasonable Prices for the
Holidays.
City Delivery Free.
TRY BEFORE YOU BUY.

i f~~~~·. :.-~:;~~~~:::~~b~~ !'e~ J;:~

" In 110me eases or thla kind
benefited by its
PREVENTION
use. That all may hav an opportunity to test the is better than onre."-Samuo! Colgalt's Pamplll.t. p, 7.
merits of the paper,' the price for the future will be skAnd st111 the Unttod S~tea Revised Statutes 8,893, Jla&!l
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents; ~u~t!:;:.~?~~~ K~!Ya~~ 1g-~~~:~rnt~;t ~.i"~"at~':'~ea"t1~~~
twelve sheets, one dollar. , Send a silver ten cent
a'il~ctg~[r.~:':;~\~e ~~~~~.~~~ J~:~~~~~~~J"';g,"J'~gl~i~ and
piece If you can. Address James A. Bliss, 713 San· only
for purposes of personal pur!ty, preaernt!oa or
rom street, Philadelphia, Pa,
health, and prevention of disease, which

5 paper, and thousands hav been

2
10

i

8
~
1
5
1
5

10
10
2
2

·s
5

~

IO
2

Anthony Com!ltock set out to Suppress,

.A. Proposition.

bringlnl' It before
I am prepared and will send to any one address,
Three Grand .Jnrles,
direct from my office, one sheet of " Blackfoot's "
l\Iagnetized Paper, postage paid, every week for and which has now become celebrated as the
one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
COM~TOCK Sl'RINGE,
cents; three months for one dollar. Address. with cannot come within the provtslone of eald federdl or state
ammmt inclosed, James A. Bliss, 713 Sansom st., statutes. Over 1,000 sold In the Iaiit year. The
Philadelphia, Pa.

Greatest Godsend lo t11c Sex

2
5

gotten up In this generation. Bent, securely boxed, witb
$Y3.cl't.\.:~ctlons. Con1idon~'fM:efEl>rEW8~; Price
50tf
209 West Slth st., N.Y.

THE COMING PIANO I

2
1

1
2

n

2
I
2

Not for a. day, bnt for an time."

Corre,pondence Wanted.

NARVESEN PIANO,

s

8

A gentleman with a ~ood bome wishes to corre"j,oud

rrl~~~\;'\;~~. fqUlte0r'iaft~tfc ~1~~8 ~rgl';,"rr.~bject. to

Unequaled for rlehne88 of tone.
R. M. WALTERS,
Warerooms, 27 East 14th st., Plano Row, New York.

2

10

Pianos exchanged, bought, and sold.

Should road tho prelude to
ltl

2

~

1863,

1881,

THE AMERICAN ART JOURNAL.

1
5

TBII

2

Oldest and Largest-Circulating
Weekly Mu•Jcal Journal in
the UnitPd ~tates.

2

DXVOTBD TO

2
2
8
5

10
10 Is quoted 1111 an authority upon Art matters an over the
10
world.
0
AN INDEPENDENT CHI TICAL JOURNAL
0
2
8

g

2
5
5

MEDICAL COOD SENSE,
A scientific treatls on sexual and other d!sell8ea, shawl~
~~~~r~~a~:?un~~~";e ~;tr~~y?~vt:";;'!::'r:~\,~T.re; 10

centth

Holiday Presents Given Away!
The F'Teethlnkers' Badge Pin for three snbscr!bers or
Complete lllustrated Works of all tho Poets,fa:ld binding
:.1b~~~d~dgee (postage on book 10 cents), or two sul>-

WM. M. THOMS, Editor.

5

s

SINGLE AND MARRIED MEN

Manufactory, 230 and 232 East 86th at.

~8

lg

MUSIC, AR r, LL I'ERATURE, AND

Dil. KINGET'S HE.AL1H JOURNAL.
At 50 cents per annum. Also Illustrated Dictionary, or
~~~~·s Liberal J~~~Xiki>f~L~~V-!~~~"gb~~A:~ pie
4t50
811 F..ast 14th street, New York.

tl FREE BOOK FOR THE SICK.
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; show
how Chronlo Dlse!IBes can be positively ourod by an or1111
nal system of practice. It oontu!ns vnluable and eng.
0

%~J::u ~~~fly l:. :ue6Y~Kt,"~~;~~~scllrg:AC..t\~s c~~c-:.'~~~ ;~a

THE MUSIC TRA.IJES.
Ea.Qh number Is"' oomplete Historical, GraPbio, and
Crit!CIIl Record of all the Events Of the Week
In the World of Musio.
---

be sent bl ma!l to any one sendln~ their llddre88 and a
three·cen stsm~.y'rfrtl_f''lH'ffl~b\Mi:tsHING co.
129 East 28th street, N.Y.

Subscription, $3.00 per Annum.

Ruptures Cured

PUBLISHED EVEHY SATURDAY AT

~

nd •
SAM'L HINDMAN,
Campbell HID, D1.

1m50

5

s

10

No. 23 Uuiou

Squart~,

New York. By my ltledlclll Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appllance
tn ao Day11,

ltl.

8
8
5
8

CATARRH

2

CANNOT

8

"'Tis dark, the beauty wakes on every side,
Whil<~ scented dew-drops bathe the llly'8 pride.
For lust and plide hav dashed my life away.
My God cares not tor me, why shmud I pray?"
"Take her, my son, begin t11e opuning year,
With every duty that can make life dear.
~Jwngh powp and !!how the swin18h heart may
move,
·
'l'he music 01 the univeraeli love.

The only cure Is the dan11erom operation of the knift,1A
the hand!t of a skilful suraeon. Those R11ilcted who do not
wish to risk the above.uamed operation, it would be ad.
Villllble to procure one o! ADAMSON'S BAND TRUSSES.
They ure pronounced by al! who use them the best and
only TruBi that hold• the rupture •m11·e and protects both
parts of tlle groins. The diagram showo the mode of tit.
ttn, and adjusting thto celebrated 1'ru8i.

one piece or the be•t elastic web, adJu•t~d throuKh the
1 star
plat< on the back, and rei;lulated by the two et«klu ~
8
8 rl\lttn to the back of the panta.
2

And kint;lle in darkness l!'rcethought's living 107
IUS
fiamel
110
Go scatter the gloom superstition entaileth
111
On vassals who fain wonld In freedom rejoice.
112
113
Where rancor and proud persecution prevalleth,
114
Lift boldly yet J.cindly a powerful voice.
115
116
Go travel where ignorance deeply hath shrouded
117
liB
That migHtiest marvel of nature, the mind;
illnmln lone spirits, long crushed and beclouded; 119
Be strength to the falteting and eyes to the 120
1~1
blind.
12'1

Down on the sward her tender limbs she fi1lllg.
" Yes, thou art safe, thy dearest friends amonll.
But my lost soul is left. 19h, can it be!
No friend in earth or heaven to pity me!

~

2

s

To The Truth Seeker.

The Prodigal Son.

5
%
5

48

Logic or Pr4yer. Charles Stephenson........... "
90 B!olo·!lolani4. Otto Cordates ...................... •
91 Onr Ideao of God. B. F. Underwood ............. .
82 Tile lliO!e; is It Divinely Inspired Y Dr. D. Arter.
93 Obta!nin11 Pardon for :>ms. Hudeon Tuttle ..... ••
!J.l The New Raven. Will Cooper .................. ..
95 Jesno Christ. Bennett.......................... ·"
96 Ichabod Crane Papers ............................ •
97 Spec!•! Prov!dences. W. s. Ben................ ..
98 l!nakes. M1·s. K D. Slenker ...................... .
BY MARY E. TILLOTSON.
99 Do the Works of Nature Prove a Creator? Sciota.
Anniversary of Thomas Paine's Birthiay.
Bpeed, speed on thy mission, brave heralcl of ghld· 100 lOth
Bennett et alo .•• •••••••.•.•...••..••.••••.•••.•••
102 The Old Hellgion and the New. W. 8. Bell ......
ness!
100 Does tbe BioJe Te•oh us all we Know? Bennett
Rich tidings of mercy and justice proclaim ;
1U4 Evolution of Israel'• Uod. A. L. Rawson ........
15bed light, love, and peace on the children of sad·

ness,

•

men ........................................•....•

7 The »tory of Creo1tion-. Bennett ................ ..
"
................ .
9 The Story of the Flood"
................ ..

8 The Old Snake I! tory.

Some dread the truth, It looms so dark and 12
And brings to honored custom such wild change;
It seems a whirlwind that will rack the eartb,
And raze the temple where love once had birth
And saw the gladsome vision of the day;
Truth Is a giant that men still would slay
Because It is so vast nnd swift and l:l'Rlld,
And l'!ll:'CS with such thunder through the land,
And whirls discomfort when they dream of peace,
And will not from its dreadftu tumult cease;
Men hate the truth for its relentless force.
Would bind it from its fierce wide-wandering

Cts,

ReYbcd Lbt.

No

Truss for Hernia or· Rupture.

Seeker Tracts.

BE CURED

Rel!&ble references given. Bend stump for O!rcnlar.
Bay In wha~ paper you saw thislldvsrtfsement.
Address
OAPT, W. J... COLL):NGS.
i!lt48
8mltbvllle, Jetrereon Co., N. Y.

4Jorrespondence
Wanted by

&

Liberal German of very Liberal eduootlon

;i;~\~i~~:. ofA':J~~e~nt~~i'f~ J'&~ft~T111X~E~,bjeot
4bl

.

Bunker Hill, .Maooupln Oo., Ill,

Hone1t ()orrespondence Wanted
•~

<I""

to $20

.

J.. youn~r man wishes to corre1poad with Radical ladte
betw..D tha &fl8 of 20 and 25. Object, mntu"f improvePE:a DAY. at home.·. lamplel.'!'lll'1lh .. m~t. Blondes preferred. Addrcu. LIBJ£1UY, C'!f&~
frefi. iKfuaon & 0!>., Portland, Me.
TBVTB aEBEEII olli09, 141 Elilhth IC,, N- Y.wk ..... -

THE TRUTH SEEKER,<J A.N1"J ARY 1~ 1881.

Dr. Bryan's Electro-Voltaic an~ Magnetic Belts ·an~ ·Appliances
FOR IMBUING THE HUMAN. ORGANISM WITH NEW LIFE, HEALTH, AND STENGTH,

A. Self-Curativ for Nervous, Chronio, and Organio Diseases Without Medioin.
&pproved and Recommended by the most Eminent Authority, and lndol'sed by Convlncin~r Testimony or thote who bar u11ed them.

f.'ig, 1-HIGR f'OWI:R
,on NERVOUII DEBIUTY
ltdf'OTENOY,•o.,

BELT, WITM MAQNRT10 TUMUt,U81
,ORGANIC WDKN£&8, PROBTRATIONf

fOR ORDINARY CAUIEBJ

They EtrectnallJ Core all Deran;emcnts arblnr; from a lots or
Yltal Forl·e, sucla as

F.ig.. 4,

BAOK ~lEW ~F NO.t,

·Nervous .Debility ancl Jkhaustion, .Dyspepsia, Epilepsy, Kidney Complaints, Impotency, Spermatorrhea, Hysteria, Liver Complaint, Nervousness, General nt
Health, Wasting Away or Decline, Urinary Diseases, Lumbago, Neuralgia,
Costivness, Organic Weakness, Spinal Troubles, Female Disorders,
Heart .Disease, Lung Disease, Paralysis, Physical Incapacity
and Prostration, Melancholia and Brain Troubles, Muscular
Weakness, Loss of Power and Premature .Decay.

They hav also been sncees~fnl in Removing Ovarian and Abdominal Tumors,
Prolapaus Uteri, Leucorrhea, and Barrenness.

f-'i(J..

Fig

2-LOW ..OWER B'ELT, FOR NERVOUS AND fUNOTlONA\,

ntE kiDNEYF;l AND BLADOER 0 GENERAL NERVOUS OEatUTYA
FOR ORDINARY O.C.SESo

OERANOEUENTBI RHEUMATISU1 DYSPEPSIA, GENERAL DEDIUTY

o.e.

F'fg. ·a

Flcf.,

8-00MDINtO Af!PLIANOI! 1 FOR OYSI"EPSIA 1
0' THE LIVER • OOWELS, RPINAL W£AICNEG8, NERVOUS PROG"'
'tltATION 1 FUNCTIONAL PERANDI.MENTil,

.UPtHAL

.lPPL.IANO~

WITH

&0.,

BnT, "OR SPINAL ANO

BR.IoiN 0t$0ADER8, PARALYSIS, HYSTERIA,&. G!:NERAL NERVOUII

•c.

Fao Simile of Diploma. Reduced Siz&.
THOSE WHO ARE BENEFITED MOST BY DB. BRYAN'S ELECTRO-VOLTAIC AND MAGNETIC BELTS AND APPLIANCES:
PROSTRATION, fOR ORDINARY OASE.So

First. It hae been generally conceded by the mediool:facnity that Electricity and :Magnetism will
llene:tlt any person whose health is below the normal standard, that is, anyone whose bOOltb is bad,
&-who has any derangement of th~s tem.
Second. .All Rheumatic, Nem
o, or Nervous .Affections are more rapidly cured tbnn diseases
of a ditterent natm·e· yet individu
sun·ering fl'Om mental inertia, Loss of l\lemoryt-and confusfon
of Intelloot expet·ienoo probltbly the most prompt relle~, while Kidney Diseases and vieeas.es of the
Heart or Livet• are ·more slowly cured; but Consumptive derive rapid bene:tlt, the condition soon
changing to those more favorable, consequently they ru·e highly t·ecommended in all pulmonary
diseases.
Third. Indigestion, Catanh, Headache, Dizziness, Loss of VItal Force, Loss of A.mbition, NerVous
Debility Seminal:Wealmess Impotency, Constipation, etc., will receive immense md llnd pet·manent
benefit lroru wearing the .Appliance, aud it is believed to be the only Permanent Cure for these
di~~eaee&.

Fourth. The Delta and Appliance!! will benefit all who are out of health, for they giv a constant
cun·ent of lif~in~piring inilueuce, and every nerve, joint, and muscle in the whole system will fairl;y
tingle with stl'engtb and vigor under the man,elons t·ecnperatlng power.
-F!ftb. They are a perfoot substltlJte for medlclns, and will cure many old Ohronic Atl'ections
that hav nevet· b~ helped by mcd!cin. They ac~ as a Dlood I:t!rlfier, and thus etlectually cme
BCI:ofula and Skin Dtseases, particularly those resulting fl'Om Syphilitic causes1 and they also net as a
Tonic, by building up and strengthening the debilitated system, whether causeu by impntdent habits,
sickness, or old age.
Sixth. .Applied in the form of a Truss, they are the only remedy that will make a radical ollie of
Rupture, a.nd at·e so far SUlJerior to the ordinary truss that they gtv no trouble m· inconvenience in
weo.ring them. )for Prolape.us Uteri and Female Weakness generiilly the¥ are unsurpassed.

ILLlJSTB.A1..b.D PAM.1HLhT S.bNT ON A.PlLICAT.1. 01'1.

ELECTRIC APPLIANCE COMPANY (LIMITED),
No. 2 Bond Street, New York City.
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fldds and flnds.
SuRELY the Rerpent will bite without enchantment; and a babbler is no better.-Ecclesiastes
X,

11.
·~OF

two eyils, choose the less,,, is a just nu1xim

then, and then only. when there IS no other alternativ-whcn we must take the one or the other;
bnt it i~ mere folly to incur ('it her when it is in our
power to avoid both·. 'l'hose who speak of "a fault
on the J'ight· sille ·· should be reminded that though

a great error is worse than a less, there

i~

no right

$ille in m·ror.-Archbishop Whately.
IF !'n1 designed yonlordling's ~lan~
Ry nature'R law designed..:.
Why was an independent wi~h
E'er planted in my mind?

!

D. M. Bennett's Publioa.tions.

A VIOLIN-A low tavern.

A TWO-F001 rule-Don't wear tight boots

THE school question-Know your le"son?
WAS the l\Iaic! of Athens macle of Greece?

intnnts, obituary notices, er,ttnphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal

:g.;L~~!.i~~~·~~~!~ e~.f.ID¥~ w0~tc~1 •?;~ca!t'a~~tbr:,~~itO:,Wi~ ~~
11

1

ltatlons tor. V<~rious public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, 50
cents; -cloth. 75 cents.
Trutl~ Seckm· Llb1·ary.
Tile Heat-llen11 oCtile Heath. A 1lnclywrltten
'I' be World's Sages, 'l'llinkcrs, and Re· Rudlcnl
romu.ncc. Dy Wm lfcDonnoll, nuthor of Exeter

================
GREAT g>ins-ll!onutain canons.
CHAMBER music-The IJeautifnl snore.

orgHnizing societit•s, mn.t"l'ingc, funcl't\l sorvtcca. naming of

~~~tt~tl~t~"i:guti~.fd ~~~~f,'~~~~~~d 0~ 1N1~;o~l~~':-~d(~110°;.~:g ~eaJ~c~~~tp:,Pcc';~~"c~t{; gfot~~ii'.2'5~c.

not ClJrlstlans), from t-Ile time of Menu to the

~.Y_(JO~,· mM .rBocc·~ n,cgtltl.t e1 • 0g7e~sp, ~~g.e_s,_'Svo.

.,.,

0

•0

11

:;,.1,

50

~resent.

Cloth, $3.<Xl; eatltcr,

c:i\~~e:::::::t":P:::'eset~[i.!':::. ~~~~~~,~,~11 :~e~~~~

~~N[g.~nG~g~\~\\r~s1~~~~~o~~~·;'"S;[~~.;;l'~~cin~:l~·- ~t. ~~:::
nett.

Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00 ; leather, $4.00;

UlO·

500 pages. Price
Natltaniel Van~·ltan. A Radlclll no,·el of marked
d~~~~ to
frederlka Mllcdonn]<l. 40.1 pages. Price rc2
'l'lte ])arwins. A domestic Rad!cnl story. By Mrs.

f?:

Elmlnu. Drake Slcnkcr, author of John's 'Yny, Studying
the Bible, u.n<-l nmuerous essays. 257 pp. PaJ>Cr, 50 ccntH;
cloth, 75cents.
Joint's 'Vay, A pleasing domestic Radical story.

A PLACE for eyerything-Onr baby's month.
rocco, gilt edges, $-1.50.
.
'l'HE barber's apprentice iR nstmlly n strapping
The Gods and Reli~;•ions of Ancient and By Mrs. E. D. Slenkcr. 15 cents_,
fellow.
l!lodern 'l'imes. Vol. I glvs" full necount of all the
'l'lte Cle~ynutn's Vietints.
~.ads

tile nations of the enrtll htl.\" worshiped. including

THI~ 'l'ower of Babel was the fir·st continned story J,~:;~-~~td. ~~:~'Jllb?;,~~5 ~~~es?J~~-t,V~~~If. ~!~~~~i>e~~~~~~~

A Radical stora

ri~~~~~ &~'J:·~~~{~~~ r~.11fal~~m~l~~tri't~.by the professc

on record.
all the rcll~lons systems of the world, lnclndlng Judaism. Ffo,~~h~rJtfu~~t~dt~odn~elj);~il~;J~~'lre~~~~~~i~~~r~r
0
1
"HAY you been on a bn"t lately 1" said the shonl- ~~~~~~~:eg~~~~'fun~1nf~ [£:t~;~~Yr~. t~Jg ~;~~~- ~~~i'n.'f. Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.
cler-bmce
to
the
corset.
Bennett,
written
In
prlsou.
In
cloth
$3.00 per \"Ohnne. or
'l'he Adventures ot· Elder Trlptoletnus
If not, why nm I subject to
$5,00 for the two vols.; in leather, $7 00; in moroccu1gilt 'l'nb. Containing startling and •Interesting disclosures
His cruelty or scorn?
THE composer who was !tt work on a polkn ~aill edges. $8.00
nbout hell, its locality, mngnitude, climate, employments,
etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Or why has man the will and power
he was composing a hopern.
re~t~W~r1J~f:er~Mt,~'~ff.i 0J:;,1d~~1in¥~~Ym~~to t~~~- Gottlieb: His Life. A Romance of earth heaven,
To make his fellows mourn?
-Bnrns.
SollE ·women
born to blnsh unseen, at least fs~if~~~!~~l :~ft~~~~iY
~~. ~1iw~~~~sE~~e~~g~:n~~~fel~: and hell. Beautifully written by S. P. Putnam .. 25 cents ..
'VHEN we say that pleasure is the end or objec.t they are never seen to blush.
sor of tile London University. 1,115 pugcs svo. In cloth,
t11tronicles ot' Sinton Cltristtanns. His
of life, we do not mean the pleasures of the
manifold und wondtlrful adventures in the Land or Cos.
GIRLS who lJang their hnir ::;eCnl to be trying to $4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
mos. A new scripture (evident!:,- Inspired) discovered by
debauchee or the sensualist., as some, from ignoor"~~!aM~~~~.oU!~l!~!~!~~~e.Vr~Si,~~f~~~~~~~;;~~~ I. N. Fl<icl. From tile English. Very riel!. 25 cents.
rnnce or malignity, represent, but freedom of the wear chin whiskers on their foreheads.
Antberley•s Life of ,J esns. His character nnd
1
body from pain and of the son! from anxiety. .For
TIIERE is nothing in tile four qmtrters of the ~;.'1 ~J"Wr~;~ 1!;'~~e~~~i.~~d • ofc~~;p/g~~ I;~~~ J~/:~ ~~~~~f~)i doctrlns. From the Annlysis of Rellglou• Beltef. By Visit is not continuous drinkings and I"cvellings, nor ~~~=-more tmreliable than the hind quarter~ of a ~~~~~~~~.~Bt~':f:~~. t"~. In cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; count Ambcrley. Pnpcr, S5 ccntsi cloth, 60 ccuts.
the society of wo1nen, nor rare viands and other
Jesus. Christ. HIR ltfc, mlmclts, deity, teachings,
null hnporfcctions. Dy "\V. S. Bell. 25 cents.
0
luxuries of the table that constitute a pleasant life,
IT requires l>nt a short time for fi young lady out clJ~~~~ ft~€_,t'gte ~; If~~~~~·~~~~~~~~~ o~\'>~~~Tt~el~~;
Uesnt•rect.iou of Jesus. Showing the contrndlcbut sober· contemplation thnt searches out tile shopping
to learn-the connter~igns of the dry goods Re£iy to Bishop at Llnndaff, Letter t-o Mr. Jl.'rsklne, Essuy tlons nnd doubts In which the snbjeot Is Involved. Dy W.
grounds of choice or a\·oidance and banishes those
11
S. Bell. RC\·Iscd edition. 25 cents.
traae.
t~tsr;~:
l?~itttl~~~ersctgse~t~~:~c
c~t~i~,n~~Jl~~h~{efltfdg~~
g~
chimeras that h:.u·as:;; the ntind.-EJ)iC'urns.
A.u Outline ot· tile Freuelt Revolution :
1
1
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ijJatts and Uklippings.

THE cold wave has rolled on, but let no one be
deluded into a false security. Manitoba is just
getting her hand in.
IN the present year's Jewish calendar for
5641 (A.D. 1880) the total number of Jews in
the world is set down by the editor at 8,900,000.
THE Roman Archeological Commission hav
sent an urgent protest to i1 Syndic against the
granting of a concession for a tramway along
the old Appian W,ay.
THE Mayor of Athens t~legraphs to the
Lord Mayor of London that a magnificent
and complete statue of Minerva Victorious, a
masterpiece of Phidias, has just .been discovered.
'l'HE congregation owning the Parker memorial chapel in Boston, which cost $110,000,
has voted to sell it to Isaac B. Rich, a leading
Spiritualist, for $15,000. The reason given is
the rapid multiplication of Unitarian churches
in that city.-Sun.
GooD ENoUGH.-The Roman Catholic church
authorities at Montreal hav abandoned the idea
of completing the mammdth St. Peter's cathedral, which has been building at great cost for
ten years. _ The wulls will be razed and a
church of moderate size will J;>e erected.
IF the German persecution of the Jews goes
on all winter, by March we may hav a marked
influx of immigrants bearing the well-known
Hebraistic features. They will perhaps feel a
kind of hopefulness in the names of President
J. Abraham Garfield and Vice-President C.
Absalom Arthur.
A PASTOR at Grundy Center, Iowa, was recently very sick, and, believing that he was
near death, confessed that he had not long
before been on a most deplorable spree in Chicago. He did not die, however, and his wife
not only deserted him but reported him to the
church. His people are more charitable, and
will probably let him off with a reprimand.
IT is hardly worth while for the English
to complain that American rifles are secretly
imported into that country, when they are sent
in large quantities from Birmingham itself.
Perhaps some of the· English gunmakers and
gun dealers disapprove of the Land League,
but not in any such extreme way as to refuse to
sell their arms and ammunition to whoever will
buy.
.
MICHAEL SoLIS a citizen of Bogota, in the
republic of San Salvador, is reputed to be 160
years old; he therefore beats the record of old
Parr by eight years. Mr. Solis is extremely
methodical in his life, and attributes his age to
sobriety. He only eats nourishing food during
a single half hour daily. On the 1st and 15th
of ev!'ry month he fasts, and only drinks
water.
LoRD LIFFORD, who is a resident Irish peer
of unblemished honor and repute, writes in the
Nineteenth Oenttt'Nj.' " Ireland cannot be otherthan t)le poor, degraded country that she is,
not by any action of the British government,
, but by the vices of her own sons." Lord Lifford is descended from Hewitt, an English
judge, who was about 150 years ago created
Lord Chancellor of Irelund.
A PROSY bishop in the House of Lords
rose to speak, and announced that he would
divide what he had to say into twelve parts,
when the Duke of Wharton interruptetl him,
and begged he might be indulged for a few
minutes, as he had a story to tell them which
he could only introduce at that moment. A_
drunken fellow was passing by St. Paul's at
night, and heard the clock slowly chiming 12.
He counted the strokes, and when it had finished, looked toward the clock, and said,
"D--n you, why couldn't you giv us all
that at once ?" There was an end to the
bisnop's story.
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A:N aerolite fell on Bidwell's f~W-·m in Cali-

THE deep sympathy which actors cherish for
sorrow and suffering, despite all the friction
with unpleasant sides of the world which most
of them undergo, has just been shown in London. A member of this body died some weeks
ago from injuries received on the stage imd left
one little daughter a friendless orphan. The
principal persons connected with the stage in
London gave a performance at Drury Lane to
assist the child, and between money taken at
the doors and subscribed $10,000 were collected.

fornia, and was sent to the state Geological
Society. Bidwell sued the society for remuneration, and the terrestrial chunk was seized
WAR between Greece and Turkey is said to
by the sheriff. In the sheriff's office a diffibe a certainty.
culty arose in entering the seizure. " Shtick
BENJAliiiN K. PHELPs, District-Attorney of
it down as a piece av iron," said Mr. Ringrose.
Mr. Walsh objected to Mr. Ringrose's coarse New York, died on the 1st.
generalization. "There's as much shtone in it
BLANQUI, the noted French -revolutionist, is
as iron," said he. "Call it an oxidized mass," dead. He spent much of his life in prison.
said Mr. Cummings. Sheriff Murphy strenuTHREE miners were mwetl in on and killed
ously objected to this, however. He was satin a coal mine near Richmond, Va., a few days
A GALVESTON millionaire, applied to by his isfied to let the word " oxidiZed " go on the ago.
friends to allow his name to be put up for the books, for no one would know what it meant.
OWING to the recent heavy snow-storms,
" But," said he, firmly, " every omadhaun
United States senatorship, said he aimed at
knows what mass manes, and be hevins we most of the Long Island railroads are blockanother office. " Seat in tl!e cabinet, eh r"
aded.
can't touch religion."
"No, not that.'' "Foreign mission r" "Nor
EPES SARGENT, the well-known Spiritualistic
that. Gentlemen, I'll be candid with you. For
MR. BRADLAUGH proposes attacking the pen- writer, died in Boston on the 30th ult., aged 67
years I hav been trying to get the city author- sion list in the. next session of Parliament by years.
ities to hav the slop barrel at my back gate demanding the appointment of a commission
A TEN thousand dollar Methodist church was
emptied once a month, and hav failed. I am of inquiry on the subject. He does not object
determined to hav that barrel emptied, so I hav to pensions that hav been fairly earned, but destroyed by the flames at Madoc, Out., on the
applied to the city council .for the position of denounces the perpetual pensions granted to 2d inst.
driver to a scavenger cart.".
A PARTY of engineers and workmen hav
the families of the dukes of Richmond, Grafton, and Marlborough, the earls of Amherst, started from Paris to begin work on the PanHERR MAKART is at present engaged on an
Kinnoul, and Nelson, and Lord Rodney. He ama Canal.
immense picture which is likely to create a
reckons that if the money paid to the illegitiTHE Chinese government is making heavy
great sensation next spring. It represents the
mate sons of Charles II. and their heirs had purchases of arms, ammmlition, and war vesinterior of an Italian bath house, ornamented
been invested at 3t per cent compound interest sels in Germany:
.
in the richest style of the Renaissance. In the
the fund realized would be more than the enbath a-number of beautiful women and chilA FIRE in New Orleans on the night of th1·
tire national debt. Mr. Bradlaugh claims that
dren disport themselvs delightfully, while
1st destroyed four htm!lred thousand dollars·
many persons now receiving pensions hav no
others sit or,lie about in various stages of unworth of property.
claim upon the nation.
dress. Near the center one fair dame lies exRowELL, ~he English pedestrian, has retired
tended on soft cushions without any pretense
A WOMAN complains to the Cincinnati E71r from the track with a-fortune of $50,000, all
of covering, while a number of charming little <[ltire1· that her sex ·is compelled by fashion earned by his legs.
naked children play around her. It won't do t<J suffer d,readfully from cold. " Even when
A CHURCH war .between rival factions, each
for that picture to be brought to these shores; clad for the street," she says, "a woman is
Comstock would go for it before he oould nowhere near so thickly covered as a man, un- of which wants its own pet minister, is in progress at Reading, Pa.
sleep.
less it be about her chest and arms by a fur
THERE were 344 business failures in this city
E. H. CHAPIN, the celebrated Universalist garment. Her head is usually not protected
during the past year, the liabilities amounting
clergyman of this city, has recently passed the at all, and in the· other direction her warm
to over nineteen million dollars.
bound of earthly life. By the orthodox Chris- clothing stops at her hips, for below that her
A DENTIST at Plainfield, N.J., was frozen to
tians he was for many years termed an Infidel skirts are only a shield against the wind; withbecause he did not believe in the sweet doctrin out keeping out much cold. There is a gen- death a few nights ago on the street, only :t
of eternal hell-fire for ninety-nine-hundredths eral feminin aversion to flannel next the skin, few minutes' walk from his residence.
of the human family. But as he made only arising from the prickliness of the one and the.
THE number of immigrants landing at thif •
about half the distance between orthodoxy and delicacy of the other. Below the knees the port during the past year wtts within a few of
Infidelity (error and truth), he came to be only covering is a stocking. So it is that the 321,000, surpassing the record of any previou,
quite respectable, and even some of the elect girl in the sealskin sack, looking so mighty year.
ventured to raise their hats to him and say, comfortable, really suffers greatly."
THE residence, at Newport, of James ]-(.
" Good morning, Mr. Chapin." He was a
Keene,
the California millionaire, was burnt to
NINETEEN
of
the
brethren
of
the
Methodist
worthy and quite a talented man-head and
shoulders above thousands of the hell-defenders church at Bellamon, Pa., hav been convicted the ground on the last night of the old year.
of rioting. The Rev. R. S. Apple had been re- Loss, $200,000.
and lovers of a hell for others to feel.
engaged by one faction as pastor, and disTHE scandal concerning Roscoe Conkling
BisHoP ELDER, coadjutor to Arch bishop Pur- missed by the other. Taking the benefit of the and the wife of ex-Governor Sprague, of Rhode
cell, Cincinnati, in his diocese of the Catholic doubt, he resolved to continue preaching. His Island, is said to be ruining Conkling's political
church, has issued a strict. order to the clergy opponent barricaded the doors, and created prospects in this state.
which causes some excitement. He enjoins such a riot that the sheriff was compelled to
THE New York 1'ruth, in its issue of the
plainness in dress for children at first commun- disperse them. Nineteen of them were prose4th, acknowledges that the Morey letter is a
ion, prohibits round dancing and church en- cuted. By the latest advices the fight was still
forgery, and claims to hav traced the author.
tertainments and dancing of any kind after in activ progress, with the ante-A.ppleites conWho he is, however, Truth does not say.
dark, enjoins strict enforcement of church laws, siderably ahead. · A church election was held
WE hav had plenty of frost and snow in thi~
and on all matters prohibits the clergy from with several officers of the law present to keep
receiving money on deposit; advises full Chris- the pions brethren from killing each other, and city during the holiday season, and skating
tian names for children instead of abbreviations the anti-A.ppleites were able to poll the greatest was never better. The thermometer registered
or pet names; enjoins the use of plain music 11nmber. Up to the present moment no news as low as twenty-five and thirty below zero in
some parts of this state.
and such as is not heard in places of amu>e- of a murder there has been_received.
ment or intended to show off the voice of the
THE Irish Lmtd League movement is spreadA CHRISTIAN woman in Boston who was
singer or the genius of the composer.
ing rapidly in this country. Thousands of
formerly in good circumstances is reported to
members are joining every week, and large
THE stir made by Dr. Tyng' s sermon on '' So- be making shirts and clotHing for a !urge
sums of money are being raised for the assistcalled Modern Miracles " has increased rather firm, the members of which ure church-memance of the Irish tenantry.
than abated. The discourse has been pub- bers. For the sewing on a lady's ulster she
A GANG of expert forgers, who had just comlished in pamphlet for!ll and is widely circu- receives one dime. For shirt with six butlated. Dr. Tyng says he has been much mis- tonholes and gussets the price is sexen cents, menced to flood this country and Europe with
understood and misrepresented. Several of and for lined flannel shirts eight cents. It w.as forged bonds and certificates, has just been
the religious papers hav attacked him sha~ply. not a very " Merry Christmas " with this broken up by the detectivs of this city. Most
The Ohri8tian at Work has asked the opinion woman, as she had to work far into the night of the forgers are in prison.
of a great many theologians as to the possibil- to earn enough to keep body and soul together.
A NARROW guage railroad, which it is exity of present miracles, and publishes about The good people who buy the garments made
pected will ultimately run direct from this city
thirty replies, nearly all of which take the by this woman and other toilers of her class
to Mexico, is being pushed rapidly between St.
ground that miracles c6ased with the days of exult over the bargains they secure, and tell
Louis and Texns. Sufficient money to con.the apostles. The discussion has opened in each other where they etJ,n get such things for
plete the road has already been subscribed.
such a way that the brightest minds of both the lowest cent. In Ute face of thousands of
ENGLAND has now upwnrd of fifty thousand
Catholic and Protestant churches may be ex- equally hard cases we are told that a kind
pected to take a hand in it before it is over. Providence governs the affairs of this world, the troops stationed in Ireland. Thus far open
Meanwhile more wonderful cures are reported destinies of individuals, and even that a spar- ruptmcs between the troops und the people ha v
through the agency of mortar from the chapel row cannot fall to the ground without his been avoided, the agitat<Jrs desiring to accomplish their purpose wholly by peaceable means.
at Knock.
watchful care I

a
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Report of a Debate
BETWEEN THE REV. A. HATCHARD AND MRS. ANNIE
BESANT1 AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
FIRST NIGHT.-GONTINUED.

Mrs. Besant then rose, and when the loud and continued applause with which she was welcomed had
subsided, said :
Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen : I am
glad that in dealing with a question so important as
the present I hav the pleasure of meeting one who
deals fairly and honestly with the subject ; so th!t
if in this debate no satisfactory result comes to the
audience it at least will not be the fault of the
Christian disputant who opposes me.
A very large part of Mr. Hatchard's speech I shall
not touch, because I do not think that I need in any
fashion ·deal with it. I allude to what he has told
you with respect to the fourth century and the time
after it. The difficulty of Mr. Hatchard is not to
prove that Christ was believed to be a historical personage after the fourth century, but to bridge over
the years between A.D. 1 and .A.D. 300. I conceive that if he can bridge over t4at, theB my position would be a difficult one to maintain. I admit
that from the time of the Council of Nice the Christian churches were strong and spreading, and ·that
after that period Christ was recognized through a
large part of the civilized world. But you cannot
carry the history of Christ and the history of the
gospels over that terrible chasm of three centuries
after the birth of Christ. If even yon can get so far
as A.D. 200 you hav practically knocked away the
eupports on which the Freethought platform stands.
I quite agree that we are not here to discuss the
character of the Emperor Constantine, nor even of
the Fathers. We hav to deal with the reliability of
the views of the Christian Fathers ; we hav nothing
in the world to say to their character. They may
hav been very good or very bad; we deal with them
as witnesses of the truth or falsity of the particular
Christi~n teaching witJ:r which we are concerned.
The subject for debate Is that the Jesus of the gospels is a historical person, and clearly the character
of Constantine cannot make the historical character
of Jesus either more clear or less accurate than my
opfonent can show it to be.
am obliged to dissent from the view to which my
opponent has given utterance, viz., that exactly the
eame Bible is in the hands of both Protestant and
Catholic. The Douay Bible differs in many respects
from the Bible received in Protestant churches ; and
nothing is more common than for a Roman Catholic
to warn his hearers on the peril of their souls not to
read the Protestant Bible, while on the other hand
the Protestant cautions his followers that the Douay
version of the scriptures is misleading and therefore
not to be received.
• Carrying back the same Bible through the era of
printing to the era of manuscripts, and going back
as far as we can, we find that no one pretends that
there are any manuscripts in existence earlier than
those of the fourth century, so that we cannot trace
back our manuscripts over that critical period of
which I spoke. But taking the manuscripts which
are in existence and comparing them together we
find they are not all alike, and the more we compare
one with another the more discrepancies do we find.
We hav it on the authority of Dr. Angus that there
are no less than a hundred thousand different readings in these manuscripts. If there were but one set
of manuscripts, so to speak, there surely would be no
need for the years that the translators hav been
epending on their labor of revising the New Testament. If there is one received set of manuscripts
there would be no difficulty at all. Then again I
come to the Arians and the Catholics ; but, I do not
think I need dwell on them, because the Arians admitted the historical character of the Jesus of the
gospels as much as the Catholics.
It has been urged by my opponent that the creed
known as the Nicene Creed, which was adopted by
the Council of Nice in the year 325, and which we
are told substantially embodies the Christian teaching of that period, as well as of the present day, is
the same creed as the one we now call by that name;
but I would remind Mr. Hatchard that the last part
of that creed was not adopted at Nice, nor presentid
by Eusebius, but that it was added at the Council of
Constantinople, and was not consequently in use
until many years after the time at which he alleges
the creed was adopted and used as a whole.
I now come to Eusebius, and you will observe that
I am taking these points which hav been raised by
my opponent, one by one, before I grapple with the
real difficulty. The work of Eusebius is put forward.
ae thoroughly reliable. I would remind my opponent that Em;ebins himself says that he chose the
materials for his history for edification rather than
for a ~uracy; and that is not a promising beginning
for a historian, as you will all allow. But if Eusebius
i• to be relied on, the letter of Jesus to Agbarus is

thoroughly authentic, for that is given with a particularity far greater than is his general wont.
.
We hav now come to Jus tin and the earher
Fathers · and here with your permission, instead of
following step by 'step the line which my opponent
has taken, I will begin at the other end, and work .up
to these apostolic Fathers on whom my opponent
seems so much to rely. I shall serv~ the cans~, I
believe, of Freethought better not by Simply makmg
isolated objections to the v~ews ~f Mr. ~atchard, but
by showing also the heretical views whiCh we hold.
I propose, therefore, to try to place before you my
own views as to the Jesus of the gospels. I shall try to
giv a coherent account of the heretical view! ·and I
shall urge that it is more ~n acco~dan?e with the
facts of history, human expenence, sCientific thought,
and common sense to take the heretical view which
we take than to accept the view that the Jesus of the
gospels is a historical character.
We are agreed apparently that the. Jes.us of the
gospels is a supernatural chara?ter. _HI~ bnth of .a
virgin, the marvels surroundmg his mfancy, his
wonderful baptism, his temptation by the devil, his
miracles of healing, of destruction, and of selfdefense, his foreknowledge of his own death, his
transfiguration, the mystenous darkness surrounding
his cross, his resurrection from the dead, his ascension into heaven-if yon take all these, it is impossible to deny that his life is a supernatural and miraculous on(il from beginning to end. I do not say
that you cannot remove all these miraculous and
wonderful smTotmdings and still leave, untouched,
the simple Jew who went about as a teacher of the
people; but if you remove the miraculous, you hav no
longer the Jesus of the gospels. Clearly the supernatural is the appropriate framework for the incarnation
of Deity; the miraculous is the proper paraphernalia
of divine royalty. There may hav been a Jesus,
then, who led a simple human life ; but I hav to
deal simply with the J esns of the gospels, and I
shall endeavor to show how I conceive that various
myths floating about became crystallized around the
figure of Jesus of Nazareth.
I cannot admit the supernatural ; I cannot admit
the miraculous ; and therefore the very assertion
that the Jesus of the gospels is a miraculous and
supernatural character is a great stumbling-block at
the outset. There are so many incarnate gods in
human history, and they all present the same birthmarks. They are always born at such a remote
period, or at some such out-of-the-way place, that it
is practically impossible to subject their claims to
any kind of scientific investigation. Their births are
always surrounded with prodigies ; they always
work miracles when they grow up ; there is always
something mysterious in their deaths ; they always
ascend triumphant at the last-these are the great
outline marks of all the incarnate deities which our
world has known; and I allege that Jesus is one of
these mythic characters, that the principal features
of his life are possessed by him in common with
thousands of rivals, and that he cannot in any fashion be distinguished from them. The essence of the
spirit in which science meets the record of miracles
is the spirit of Hnme, that it is much more likely
that men should hav been deceived than that our
whole experience of nature should hav been contradicted:
"A miracle is a violation of the laws of nature,
and as a firm and unaltf'rable experience has established these laws, the proof against a miracle, from
the nature of the fact, is as entire as any argument
from e:x--perience can possibly be imagined.
There
must, therefore, be an uniform experience against
every miraculous event, otherwise the event would
not merit that appellation. And as an uniform experience amounts to a proof, there is here a direct
and fufl prooj; from the nature of the fact, against
the existence of any miracle ; nor can such a proof
be destroyed, or the miracle rendered credible, but
by an opposit proof which is superior. . . Upon
the whole, then, it appears that no testimony for any
kind of miracle has ever amounted to a probability,
much less to a proof ; and that, even supposing it
amounted to a proof, it would be opposed by another
proof, derived from the very nature of the fact
which it would endeavor to establish. It is experience only which givs authority to human testimony,
and it is the same experience which assures us of the
laws of nature. When, therefore, these two kinds
of experience are contrary, we hav nothing to do but
subtract the one from the other, and embrace an
opinion, either on one side or the other, with that
assurance which arises from the remainder. But according to the principle here explained, this subtraction, with regard to all popular religions amounts, to
an entire annihilation, and therefore we may establish it as a maxim, that no human testimony can hav
such force as to prove a miracle, and make it a just
foundation for any such system of religi<'·n" (Essay
on Miracles," ed. 1770, pp. 160, 161, 178).
I may say that I at once accept that position of
Hume. You all act upon that belief in your daily
life, although you don't all act so in re~arcl to the
gospels. We do not trouble om·selvs to mvestigate
modern miracles. Even those who accept and believe in the miracles of the gospels pooh-pooh modern
ones, and pass them by with contempt. We hav so

often in our experience found peo.rle to be mistaken !
We hav so often found that testimony brealts down
owing to enthusiasm, love, fear, ignorance, inaccuracy of perception or of memory ! Hut we do not
find the same changeability in the course of nature.
We hav not had experience of constant failures in
the relation of natural causes to natural effects ; and
we reject the miraculous because it is contrary to the
facts of the world as we know them. We believe
that witnesses, however honest, are more likely to
hav been deceived than that the order of nature
should hav been violated. We hav to deal clearly
with this point. If we are to accept miracles, the
evidence must be overwhelming in its strength. But
when we tm:U to examin it we find it is lamentably
weak-marvelously meager.
Two principal sources of information present themselva. First, we hav what is sometimes denominated
profane history, but which I will call secular history;
and, secoiHlly, we hav sacred history, divine history,
and to that I will add the testimony of those Fathers
of the church on whom my antagonist so much relies.
With regard to the outside history-from pagan
writers-! will not giv yon "my own opinion, but I
will giv you the opinion of Gibbon, and simply
allow you to.judge whether the life of Christ as it is
recorded in the gospels could hav taken place with so
little notice; and with respect to the passage from
Josephus and others which my opponent has quoted
to you, I allege aud shall prove that they will not
bear the slightest investigation.
The evidence of the Christian Fathers which has
been adduced would not be accepted, I will not say
in one of our high courts of justice, but even in a
county court.
Gibbon asks: "But how shall we excuse the supine
inattention of the pagan and philosophic world to
those evidences which were presented by the baud of
Omnipotence, not to their reason, but to their senses?
During the age of Christ, of his apostles, and of their
first disciples, the doctrin which they preached was
confirmed by innumerable prodigies. The lame
walked, the blind saw, the sick were healed, the dead
were raised, demons were expelled, and the laws of
nature were frequently suspended for the benefit of
the church. But the sages of, Greece and Rome
turned aside from the awful spectacle, and, pursuing
the ordinary occupations of life and study, appeared
unconscious of any alterations in the moral or physicatgovernment of the world. Under the reign of
Tibcrius, the whole earth, or at least a celebrated
province of the Roman empire, was involved in a preternatural darkness for three hours. Even this miraculous event, which ought to hav excited the wonder, the curiosity, and the devotion of mankind,
passed without notice in an age of science and history. It happened during the lifetime of Seneca and
the elder Pliny, who must hav experienced the immediate effects, or reeeived the earliest intelligence of
the prodigy. Each of these philosophers, in a laborious work, has recorded all the great phenomena of
nature, earthquakes, meteors, comets, and. eclipses,
which his indefatigable curiosity could collect. Both
the one and the other hav omitted to mention the
greatest phenomenon to which the mortal eye has
been witness since the creation of the globe" (Decline and Fall, ed. 1808, pp. 178, 179).
Tacitus is a pagan writer relied upon by my opponent. Tacitus tells us nothing of the miracles. He
tells us only that Christ was put to death as a CI·iminal under Poritins Pilate, but the fact that he was so
put to death does not prove the miracles. Allow
that this phrase of Tacitus is authentic-even then
the passage is worthless from the point of view of
my opponent. It simply proves that one Christ was
put to death in Judea; it proves nothing as to the
Fmpernatural and miraculous Jesus of the gospels.
But I may at once say to you that so far from this
testimony of Tacitus being unchallenged, it is very
seriously challenged. All the manuscripts we possess come down from one copy which belonged to
Johannes de Spire in A.D. 1468, and taking the view
that this passage may hav been inserted, as it is evident that it easily could hav been, we find as a strong
confirmatory fact that Eusebius is the first to quote it;
none of the earlier Fathers quoted it at all, so that
you cannot find a trace of it before the fourth century.
We now come to Suetonius. Wbat was it that
Suetonius said? He tells us that forty years after
Christ's death-no, about A.D. 40-the Jews rioted in
Home and one Chrestus was their leader. If, therefore, this passage from Suetonius be applied to the
Christ of the gospels, then, some years after he had
been put to death in Judea, had risen from the dead
and ascended into heaven, he is found leading the
Jews to insun-ection in Rome, and. this does not appear to me to be any sort of evidence for his life in
Judea. But there is a very curious remark of the
Emperor Adrian which is not generally quoted by
Christian writers, so I will giv it now: The emperor
wrote from Egypt that the "worshipers of Serapis
are Christians, and those are consecrated to the God
Serapis who, I find, call themsevfl the bishops of
Christ." This interesting faet is ndt dwelt upon by
Christian apologists. But the si1e.uce of pagan
writers is well summed up for me by a. Christian
writer; The Rev. Dr. Giles, henefJced clergyman of
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the church of England, givs us, in this w01·k ("Christian Records,") exactly the points which I hav been
putting before yon. He says: "Though the remains
of Grecian and Latin profane literature which belong
to the first and second centuries of our era are
enou,gh to form a library of themselvs, they contain
no allusion to the New Testament. . . . The
I~atin writers who lived between the time of Christ's
crucifixion and the year 200 are Seneca Lucan
Suetonius, T~c.itus, Pe~sius, Juv.enal, Marti~l, Pliny
the Elder, Slims, Itahcus, Statms, Quintilian and
Pliny the Younger, besides numerous others of inferior note. The greater number of these make mention of the Jews, but not of the Christians. In fact
Suetonius, Taci~us, and the Y?unger Pliny are th~
~::mly R;oman wnte!;s who. m.entwn the Christian religIOn or Its founder ( Chrrstian Records, by Rev. Dr.
Giles, p. 36).
So mnc~ for the atguments regarding Christ which
are found m pagan and Roman writers. I shall hav
to deal now with the others. Let me say at once
that I do .no.t challenge the existence of persons
called Chnstians ; on the contrary, I admit that
they existed-a long time befote Christ was born. I
think they existed long before the birth of Christ
into the world, and I may here again remark that no
arg~m.ent brought forward to prove the existence of
Chnstian~ can ~av the slight~st weight in deciding
the questiOn at Issue. The pomt between us is not
the existence of Chris: ians, but the historical character of the Jesus of the New Testament. I now come
to the passage in Josephus. Mr. Hatchard says that
he alleges that this I?assage was really written by the
person whose name rt bears ; I answer that it is im" possible to bring forward the name of one man of
note of the present day who accepts it as genuin. It
is now almost universally given up, and the ev~dence
of its interpolation is vety clear. Take the passage:
"Now, there was about this time Jesus, a wise man
if it be lawful to call him a man, for he was ~
doer of wonderful works-a teacher of such men
as receive the truth with pleasure. He drew
over to him both many of the Jews and many
of the Gentiles. He was [the] Christ; and when
Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal men
amongst us, had condemned him to the cross, those
that loved him at the first did not forsake him, for
he appeared to them alive again the third day, as the
divine prophets had foretold these and ten thousand
o~her wond~r~ul things ~oncernin~ him ; and the
trrbe of Chrrstrans, so named from hrm, are not extinct
at this day" (Antiquities of the Jews, book xviii.,
ch. iii., sect. 3). I will now tell you why I do not
believe· the passage to be true. The Jesus of the
gospels in the first place did not draw many of the
Jews unto him; on the contrary, he drew extremely
few, and was remarkably unsuccessful as a teacher.
Then he did not draw many of the Gentiles; on the
contrary, he alleged, according to the gospels, that
he was not sent to save the lost sheel? of the house of
Israel; so that you find Josephus distmctly in contradiction with the book he is called to prove. Then,
again, it is stated he was the Christ, but how was it
possible for Josephus here, a Jew, in his own book
to affirm that which his own opinion ancl religion
taught him most strongly to deny? For a man who
was not a Christian, but a Jew-who did not accept
Jesus as the Messiah-to make this statement in his
own book, was practically to call himself " hypocrit,"
and to stand before the world a self-convicted hypocrit out of his own mouth.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Wealthy Liberals.
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will remember
that, a few weeks ago, I called for the names and
addresses of wealthy Liberals. A very fair response
has been made to that call. I hav received many
names and suggestions which I am very glad to get.
But I am confident· there are others yet to hear from,
and I ask the readers to put .on their thinking-caps
once more immediately after reading this, and, without waiting till they forget it, take a postal card and
send me some names. Lecturers and secretaries of
Leagues ought especially to be able to do this. Very
important results may grow out of it.
I hav prepared a circular appeal for effort, for
union, for organization, and for material aid to the
National Liberal League, which I wish to hav reach
every prominent Liberal in the country. I will send
it on application to any one who will send his name
and address, with as many others as he can think of.
Address
T. C. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.
201 East 71st street, New York.
W. F. JAMIESON is expecting to return West after
February 1st, at the close of his debate with Moses
Hull. Address him care of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
New York.
THERE is probably no period of history in the
world more interesting or more important than the
French Revolution in the last century, and, in his
"Outlines," Mr. Bell has traoed it ably and in an
interesting manner.

Free Sunday Debates.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
above named meeting holds debateR in a: large and
co.mfortable hall in this city, on Broad street near
Vme, Su?day afternoons and evenings. .It is attendeel by Lrberals and church members who discuss
theology very freely.
The Liberals mostly are of the solid Materialistic
class, and sach blows as they hurl against the church
are.w~nderful; ~ast evening I attended and enlisted
their sympatlues m a good work by talking to them
in the following strain:
FRIENDS: I hav a few earnest questions of which I
ask you to take particular note, and you will under~tand that I hav good and sufficient reasons for askmg them:
1. D~ you appreciate the blessings of mental liberty which you enjoy at these meetings?
2. Do you know if such meetings had been attempted fifty years ago, yea, if you had dared to deal
such blov.:s against churchianity as you do here, that
your portiOn would hav been mobs, rabbles, rotten
eggs, and jails? •
3. Are you glad you are not in so much danger
now, but do you know you would be had not great
souls accomplished hrml work for you?
4. Are yon aware that the way has been paved for
yo~ by heroic martyrs who bav endured these perse·
cutwns?
"Y~s,:• you answe~. Then this evening we all hav
the prrvr_lege of helpmg to )?ay this debt.
Jeremiah Hacker, of Berlm, New Jersey, has done
much for the ...cause of mental liberty. For more
than a quarter of a century he edited the Pleasure
Boat, of Portland, Mai?e, and from every number
hurled as bold and mighty shafts against priestcraft, superstition, and bigotry as were-e:ver hurled
by mortal man. He labored thus when it cost him
nearly everything-almost his life. Besides this he
is one of the most faithful humanitarians, one ·of the
truest lovers of the human race, one of the most
beautiful and pure souls on earth. He is now between
80 and 90 years of age, and still does all the good he
can. We are now enjoying the fruit of his labors
while he is sick and suffering. Shall we neglect on~
to whom we owe so great a debt, or shall we do
something for one who has done so much for us?
. I was. imp;essed to cor:re here among you MaterialISts to-mght mstead of gomg to a Spiritualists' meeting.
Spiritualists' are very benevolent, but some of them
seem to think that no matter how mueh Jeremiah
suffers here, he will soon be soaring· far away in the
summer home, where he will hav sufficient reward·
but you, Materialists, who believe our heaven is here'
~ill certainly contribute largely toward making ~
httle heaven for this good man aud his faithful companion bef?re they ~ie. And I hope the SpiritualISts, too, wrll do therr duty, as t!;tey are humanitarians. The Christians, too, will remember that Jesus
said, "Inasmuch as ye hav done it unto the least of
these my brethren ye hav done it unto me·" and as
they would consider Jeremiah Hacker, 'with his
Infid~litY,, .one ?f the least among the brethren,
then m aidmg hrm they would be doing something
for Jesus.
To-day we send him $5, which is but a small payment on the great debt we owe Jeremiah Hacker.
S.ADA BAILEY.
1 hiladelphia, Pa., Dec. 13, 1880.

That A-dam Fruit Story and its Effects.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : An
enthusiastic Episcopal lady was very desirous to hav
~~ stop writing abo~t ~iblical superstitions, and
JOlll her church. I said rt would please their devil
too well.
"How so?" she excitedly asked.
~ replied, "Because yon orthodox people are the
onl~ ones who believe in th~ devil as an existing
g~nms, ancl therefore entertam ancl hav to placate
him; ancl then I would, anomalously, bav to acknowl.
edge his existence and pulpit sway also.
"Furthermore, as your Bible God could neither
control nor destroy the devil, so, about four thousand
years after man's fabulous fall, your God sent a very
tardy atonement for the devil's misdeed, it is supposed, to let every one know that their entertainm~nt of th~ devil was forgiven (St. Paul said God
wmked at wnorance); and so an orthodox host think
t~ey can still I?ractic~ deviltry with more impunity
wrth sue~ atonmg behef. Surely bacl people are their
own devils, and should not make one poor, mythical
devil bear all the blame for the sins of mankind, as
the equally. mythical :first man was said to in eating
A~dam frmt set to ensnare him by his Gocl, as a
fiendish tempter, according to your Holy Bible teachings of the fall of man.
"Now/' I said, "I would like to ask you, as an orthodox, m accordance with your superstitious belief
in the existence of a devil and a hell, suppoee that
your mother should be so unfortunate as to go to hell
and you to heaven, do yon think that you could be
perfectly happy while you knew that your mother
was in torture which was to last forever?"
''I suppose so," was the inhuman reply.
Shocked by such a de&ecra.ting creed and vile oon-

fession, I said, "Such inhuman selfishness on your
part would fully entitle you to hell tortnres, if there
IS any such; but really I must do you the credit of
not believing you to be so void of common humanity
and parental affection, and so, charitably, think you
do not speak the unbiased truth."
Such· necessitous conclusions from the orthodox
blasphemous hell doctrin make fiends of God and
man, and so that doctrin is a disgrace to humanit:y in
any age, and even to barbarians. Better deny the
existence of any God than believe in one who is the
maker of devil and hell. How any sensible mind,
having a due adoration for a beneficent creator, can
accept such a dogmatic, infamous characterization of
God as his true presentment, so revolting to man's
sense of goodness, is beyond the couception of a
Rationalist, though it may shamefully serve the purposes of designing priests and ministers to giv such
a fiendish character to God, to hold their thoughtless
and affrighted dupes, besides their thus teaching inhumanity to their fellow-men.
Far, far better to accept the Rationalist's doctrin
of the good God of nature, whose beneficent and admirable adaptable works, designed for the greatest
good for the greatest number, alone proclaim his exclusiv goodness everywhere. As those laws, controling all nature, must b.e impartially cosmic in their
inexorable actions, so they may work harm, occasionally, to a few, while beneficently designed for the
general good of all.
CHAS. E. ToWNSEND·

Locust Valley, N. Y.

"A Lonesome and Sad Set."
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
the October number of Scribner's Monthly its editor
uses this language: "They ,must be a lonesome and
sad set who deny Christ as the revealer of the fatherhood of God, Christ as the exemplar and inspirer of
a divine life, Christ as the mediator between God
and man, Christ as the author of the highest code of
morals ever promulgated upon the earth, and Christ
as the hope of immortality."
If it was true in .ancient times tl1at God was the
God of the Jews, and all other nations of the earth
Wel'e without hope and without God iu the world;
and if it is true that the fatherhood of Gofl, as taught
by Christ, is limited to his few faithful followers, and
that all unbelievers go wandering about, lost goats
without a shepherd, then they, no doubt, would be a $
sad multitude too numerous to be called a "set," and
too great a company to admit of lonesomeness. The
idea that unbelievers in old theological myths must
he a lonesome set is not original with the editor of
Scribner's Monthly. It rises in the mind of every
bigoted religionist, and everywhere the question is
asked, "If you destroy our present religious faith
what do you propose in its place?" I remember being
accosted by a self-styled Christian in this wise: "Mr.
Brown, don't you sometimes wish when yon lie down
on your bed at ·night, Oh that my peace was made
with God?" I replied: "No, sir. I hav no quarrel
with God. He holds me in the hollow of his hand
and I move only as he givs me liberty and strength.
When a child I used to pray on going to sleep,
" 'If I should die before I wake,

I pray the Lord my soul to take,'
"But now I hav no feats of being overlooked in
the great economy of nature." My questioner went
his way to church with his Bible and hymn-book
under his arm, thinking that he had done God some
service. Those who deny Christ are the majority of
mankind, but supposing only two or three unbelievers
in existence, the appellation, "a lonesome and sad
set," would be very inappropriate, !lt least it seems
so to me.
I hav no .faith in the mediatorship of Christ, yet I
walk in the temple of God believing in his everlasting love and kindness, his fatherhood extending to
everything and my brotherhood extending everywhere. All nature and all nature's works are my
companions. Whatever of society these may be to
those of superstitious faith,
" In reason's ear they all rejoice,
And utter forth a glorious voice."

NELSON BROWN.

Cheshire, Mass., Dec. 6, 1880.

Notice.
The engagement of 1\irs. A. H. Colby and 0. K.
Smith in Rocl1ester has been extended to the 1st of
March. The Liberal League bas added several new
members since Mr. Leland's stirring articles hav appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER. Parties wishing the
services of 1\irs. Colby and. Mrs. Smith can address
them at 36 Sophia street, care Amy Post .•
THE stormy petrel is named from the .Apostle
Peter, because it is often seen apparently walking on
the waves. Sailors call them Mother Carey's chickens, and dread their presence, as a harbinger of
stormy weather, as they revel in storms.
MR. BELL's "French Revolution " is, like all the
productions of his pen which I hav seen, a very
thorough discussion of the ~nhjrct.-A. H. Brrrr?+'ord.
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The Bible.
WITH COMMENTARIES BY VOLTAIRE.

SAUL.
''There was a man of the tdbe of Benjamin whose name was
Kish a man of power. He had a son whose name was Saul, of
a go~dly presence, and taller by a head than any of his people.
"Kish the father of Saul, had lost his asses. And Kish, the
father of'Saul, said to his sou, Take now one of the servants
with thee and go seek the asses. After having sought for
them, the' servant said, Behold now, there is in yonder city a
man of God, an honorable man ; and all that he saith cometh
surely to pass : let us go thither ; peradventure he can show us
our way that we should go. Saul saith to the servant, But ii
we go, what shall we bdng the man? For the bread is spent
in our vessels, and there is not a present to bring t" the man of
God: what hav we?"
Unbelievers pretend that this passage. of itself
sufficiently proves that the Jewish priests and
prophets were nothing more than roving beggarmen
or mendicants, similar in all points to our village
soothsayers, who told fortunes and indicated the
hiding-places of things that had been mislaid or lost.
Lord Bolingbroke, Mr. Mallet, his publisher, and
Mr. Huet, liken them to Smithfield mountebanks.
Dom Calmet, much more well-advised, says that if
presents of money or food were given them, it was
only out of respect for their persons.
" And the servant answered Saul again, and said, Behold, I
hav found here in my hand the fourth part of a shekel of silver:
let us giv it to the man of God that he may show us our way.
"Before time in Israel, when a man went to inquire of God,
thus he spake, Come, let us go to the seer: for he that is now
called a prophet was before time a seer."
These same unbelievers take advantage of this
quarter of a shekel-of this shilling given by a little
goat-herd to the prophet Samuel-to cover theiwhole
Jewish nation with contempt. Saul and his servant
make inquiries in a small town for the address of the
seer, of the wise man who should enable them by
his science to recover two or three asses that had
d ·
· f
h dd
gone astray, just as one wou l mqmre or t e a ress
of the village shoemaker. This name of seer, which
was given to those who hav since been called prophets, these eight or nine pennies offered as a present
to him who is represented to hav been a judge and
·
h
1
di
t th
a prmce among t e peop e, are, accor ng 0 ese
adverse critics, the most palpable proofs of the crass
stupidity of the unknown Jewish writer. God-fearing commentators think quite the contrary. The
simplicity of the little goat-herd in no degree lessens
the dignity of Samuel. If he took eight pennies
from a small boy, on the other hand he anointed
two kings, and cut up a third piecemeal. These three
three performances denote a very great Lord indeed.
"And Saul said to his servant, Well said; come, let us go:
and thev went into the city where the man of God was; and as
they went up the hill to the city. they found young maidens
goil.1g out to draw water, and sard unto tltem, Is the·- seer
here? And they answered him and said, Behold, he is
before you: make baste, now, for he came to-day to the city.
Now the Lord had told Samuel in his ear a day before Saul
cam~, .saying, 'fo-motTow, ~bout this til.ne, I will se~1d t~ce a
man out of the land of BenJamin, and thou shalt anomt hrm to
be captain over my people Israel, thttt he may save my people out of the hands of the Philistines: for I hav looked upon
my people because their cry is e;ome unto me. And when
Samuel sa.;. Saul, the Lord said unto him, Behold the man
whom I spake to thee of. This same shall reign over my
people.
"Then Saul drew ne..tr to Samuel in the gate, and said,
'fell me, I pray thee, where the seer's house is? And Samuel answered l::laul, and said, I am the seer ; go up before me
unto the high place; for ye shall eat with me to-day, and tomotTow I will Jet thee go, and will tell thee all that is in thy
heart. . . . Then Samuel took a phial of oil and poured it
upon his head, and kissed him and said, Is it not because
the Lord hath anointed thee to be captain ove!- his inhedtance ?''

The iearned Dom Calmet examins first whether
the vessel containing the oil that Samuel had in his
pocket was an earthen pitcher, a drinking-cup, or a
glass phial, although glass was then unknown to the
Jews· and he cannot decide this question. Not only
had Samuel a revelation that Saul's asses had been
recovered, but he poured oil on his head as a mark
of his royalty; a_nd hence it is tha~ since that ~vent
every Jewish kmg has cal~ed htm Self-Anomted
Christ in the Greek translatiOns, and that the Jews
hav c~lled the mighty kings of Babylon and of
Persia the Anointed, the Anointed of the Lord,
Christ of the Lord.
It is said in Leviticus that Aaron, prevaricator and
apostate though
WlJ:S 1 was anointed \;>Y Moses in
his quality of hi~h-pnest. In effect, It may hav
happened in the wilderness, in the midst of a fearful
destitution, that a vessel of oil being found, Moses
poured it" over the head, beard, and clothes· of
Aaron. This ceremony proved agreeable to a starving, destitute people, and as the Lord of heaven and
earth presiJ.ed at it, it was holy. The Jewish highpriests were afterward instated in their functions
with the same anointing of oil. All rites and ceremonies should be public. Samuel, however, did not
at first oil the head of Saul in the presence of the
assembled people. Apparently he considered that
he could not giv a more august character to Saul
than 'by anointing him with the same oil with which

?e

he himself had been anointed, though it is not at all
sure that Samuel had been anointed. However this
may be, .the Jewish kings were the only pot~ntates
that received this mark of royalty. No prmce of
antiquity has ever been known to hav been anointed
by his subjects. This custom was taken from Italy,
and it is presumed that the Lombardian usurpers,
converted to Christianism, thought to sanctify their
usurpation by having oil poured on their head by
the hands of a prelate. Clovis was not anointed, but
the usurper Pepin was. A few Spanish kings hav
been anointed likewise, but the custom was long
since abolished in Spain. It is said that an angel
was sent down from heaven with a celestial bottle,
filled with oil, to be used in the ceremony of the
coronation of the kings of France; but some of our
learned doctors hav regarded with doubt the history
of this bottle, called the holy ampula, and the divine
nature of its origin henceforth must remain an open
question.
"When thou art departed from me to-clay,· then thou shalt
find two men by Rachel's sepulcher in the border of Benjamin
at Zelzah; and they will say unto thee, The asses which thou
wentest to seek are found. . . . After that thou shalt
come to the hill of God, where is the garrison of tl!e Philistines: and it shall come to pass, when tho11 art come thither
to the city, that thou shalt meet a company of prophets earning
down from the high place with a psaltery and a tabret and a
pipe and a harp before them, . . . . ttnd the spil.it of the
Lord will come upon thee, and thou shalt prophesy with them,
and shalt be turned into another man. . . . And when
Saul came thither to the .hill, behold, a company of prophets
inet hil.n, and the spirit of God came upon him, and he prophesied among them. And it came to pass when nil that knew
him beforetime saw that, behold, he prophesied among the
prophets, then the people said one to another, What is this that
is come unto the son of Kish? Is Saul also among the prophets?"

We concede that the text is embarrassing; that
distinction must be made between different periods;
that l)eradventure the copy~sts hav made transpositions· that what was true m one year may not be
true 'in another. It is possible, even, that those
three hundred thousand men may be reduced to
three thousand; it is so easy to make a mistake in
figures. The reverend f.ather Dom ~almet express~s
himself as follows: "It IS very possible that there 1s
a little exaggeration in what is told of Saul and
Jonathan."
"And Samuel said unto ttll Israel, Behold, I hav hem·kened
unto your voice in all that ye said to me, and hav made a
king over you, . . . and I am old and gray-headed, . . .
arrd he withdrew."
Mr. Huet, of London, says here again _that this
retreat of Samuel upon seeing Saul with such a number of followers clearly p1·oves his spite and vex~
tion at being no longer in power. But even were 1t
so, even had Samuel given way to such weakness,
where is the prelate who would not be chagrined at
the loss of his power and prestige? We shall see,
however, that the power of Samuel in no wise decreased.
"Saul reigned one year ; and when he had reigned two
years over Israel . . ."
This same Mr. Hnet here cries out against the
contradiction and the anachronism. In other places,
says he, the scripture tells us that Saul reigned forty
years. It is certain that there is here an apparent
contradiction, and Dom Calmet himself has been
unable to reconcile the texts. Possibly there may
be an error on the part of the copyist.

"And the Philistines gathered themselvs together to fight
with Israel, thirty thousand chariots, and six thousand
The oil with which. s.aul had been ~noin~ed must horsemen, and people a~ the sand which is on the sea-shore
hav possessed. some divme pr~pe~y, sm.ce It all at in multitude: and they came up and pitched in l\lichruash,
oiice :nade him a prophet, a dtgmty fat above that eastward from Beth-aven."
.of a kmg.
Messrs. Leclerc, Freret, Boulenger, Mallet, Boling''And Samuel called the people together unto the Lord to broke, Middleton, protest against these thirty thouMizpeh, and said unto the children of Israel, Thus saith the sand chariots of war. Doctor Stakhouse, in his hisLord God of Israel, I brought up Israel out of Egypt. . . . tory of the Bible, rejects this passage entirely.
And ye hav this day rejected your God, wl;10 himseli saved
you out of all your adversities and your tribulations.; and ye Talmet says that such a number of chariots of war
hav said· unto him, Nay, but set a king over us. Now, there- seems incredible, and that so many hay never been
fore, present yourselvs before the Lord by your tdbes and by seen at once. Pharaoh, he continues, had but si:x:
your thousands. . . . And when Samuel had caused all hundred; Jabin, king of Azur, nine hundred; Sesac,
the tribes of Israel to come near, the tribe of Benjamin was king of Egypt, twelve hundred; Zazar, king of
taken. When he had caused the tribe of Benjamin to come
near by their families, the family of Matri was taken, and Saul, Ethiopia, three hundred, etc.
the son of Kish, was taken."
·And again, the critics are at variance with the
learned Dom Calmet with regard to the. nine hunCritics hav found fault with Samuel for having dred chariots of King Azor. It is generally conanointed Saul king and made him Christ without ceded that the use of cavalry was unknown in all
having first assembled the people and obtained their the land of Canaan until comparativly a very late
suffrage. If a bottle of oil sufficed to make a king, period. We hav already remarked that in this hilly
any one so minded might get himself anointed by locality, broken by caves and ravines, the ass alone
the curate of his village. This objection might was used for equestrian purposes. Supposing, even,
indeed obtain in certain countries, but Samuel, who that we reduce these thirty thousand chariots to
was the seer, knew beforehand that even had the three thousand, we shall not then satisfy the unbepeople drawn a king by lot, the lot would hav fallen liever. We know not how to explain this passage.
on Saul, and that then the people would recognize Should we assume that the text has been corrupted,
their legitimate and already anointed sovereign.
the answer would be that God, who dictated the
" Then Samuel told the people the manner of the kingdom, text, should hav prevented the altering of it. Then
and wrote it in a book, and laid it up before the Lord. . . ." we should answer back again that he has indeed prevented the faults of the copyists touching all essenThey maintain, likewise, that to choose a king
tial things, but it may not be so with regard to war
through the chances of the dice-box (as Boulenger details, which are not necessary to our salvation.
says) is a very absurd thing; that in such case the
lot might fall to a fool or a knave; that with the
"When the men of Israel saw that they were in a strait, for
Greeks and the Romans it was indeed the custom to the people were distressed, then the people did hide themsel vs
choose their king of the revels in this wise; but that in caves, and in thickets, and in rocks, and in high places,
and in pits."
in graver matters we should act with gravity and
seriousness. The answer already made to this critic
The critics say that if Saul had three hundred
is that God directed the proceeding, and not only thousand soldiers and a prophet, being a prophet
inspired the dice according to his own good pleasure, himself, he had nothing to fear; and he need not
but likewise the will of the people.
·
hav fled into caves, even though the country be full
With regard to the law of the kingdom, pro- of them. It may be that at this period there were no
nounced by Samuel, it is not known for certain if it paid armies who remained constantly under the flag.
be Leviticus or Deuteronomy. Some commentators
some of the Hebrews went over Jordan to the land
are of opinion that it was a law made by Samuel of "And
Gad and Gilead. As for Saul, he was yet in Gilgal, and all
himself.
the people followed him trembling.
" "
.
"And he tarried seven days, according to the set time that
About a month after, Na~ash, the Ammomte, came up Samuel had appointed; but Samuel came not to Gilgal; and
an_d encamped agamst J abesh-g~lead: t,md all the men o~ J abesh the people were scattered from him.
smd nnto Nahash, Make a covenant With us and we Will serve
"And Saul said, Bring hither It burnt-offering to me, and
th~~.
. .
.
peace-offerings. And he offered the burnt-offering. And as
And Nahash, the Ammomte, answered them, On this con- soon as he had offered the burnt-offering behold s
1
clition will I make a covenant with you, that I may thrust out came· and Sal1[ went out to meet him th~t hem'1 'ht a~u~
al~ your right eye~. And the elders of Jabesh said unto him, him. 'And Samuel said, What hast thou (lone? And §auls:~d,
Grv us seven days resp.!te, that we _may ~end messengers unto ... Because thou earnest not within the days appointed, and
all the C?asts of Israel. and ,~hen, If there be no man to save that the Philistines gathered themselvs together at l\1ichmash
us, we wtll come OJ!t to thee.
.
. · therefore, said I, the Philistines· will come down now upon m~
Now, S~ul_ (c?mmg after the herd out of th~ field), havmg to Gilgal, and I hav not made supplication unto the Lord: I
passe? a reVle~ a~ Bezek, found that the children of Israel forced myself, therefore, and offered a burnt-offering. And
were m number three hundred thousand, and the men of .Judah Samuel said to Saul Thou hast do e f 0l' hl . th
thirty thousa1_1d·. And on the mo.rrow Saul. put the people !n hast not kept the com::Uandment of the \ord t~~ b~d; f~~
three com_pames, and they ~me mto the ?II~st o~ the host
now would the Lord hav established thy kingdom upon Israel
the mormng-watch, and sle'.l the Ammomtes nub! the heat of for ever. But now thy kingdom shall not continue; the Lord
the day.
· hath sought him a man after his own heart, and the Lord hath
Unbelievers are not surprised at seeing Saul return- commanded him to b_e captain over his people, because thou
·
f rom th e p 1ough , b u t th ey s t renuous l y re f use to hast not kept that whwh the Lord commanded thee."
mg
contemplate him at the head of three hundred thouMr. Huet, o.f London, sa_ys that in this passage
sand combatants at the very time when the author ~amuel only gtvs proof of hts spite and jealous feeldeclares the Jewish nation was held in servitude; mgs toward Saul. He assumes, with Estius and
that they had not a lance nor a sword; that the Phil- Calmet,. that Samuel was not high-priest; that he was
istines, their masters, would not even allow them an only pnest and prophet; that Saul was one and the
iron instrument with which to sharpen their ploughs, other likewisei that he had ptophesied as soon as he
mattocks, or pruning-knives. Our Gulliver, says had been anom~ed, and that he had the right to
Lord Bolingbroke, has such fables, but not such con- offer/eace-offermgs. Samuel, says he, seems to hav
tradictions.
faile to keep his word to no other end than that of
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finding an opportunity to blame Saul, and to render and possess equal power to make and enforce the upon whom it is practiced is easily to be seen from
him hateful to the people. For ourselvs, we cannot law, all depending simply upon qualifications alone. the fact that only male children are subject to it,
concede that Samuel deserves such an accusation. The wise and the good only should lead and govern, and no conesponding rite exists among the Jewll
Huet may attribute to him harshness, but assuredly and is not woman wisest and best of all?
with regard to female children. The circumcision
not rascality. That would be all very well had
She rules by love and moral suasion, and will in of the Jews plainly has no other _object ~han to co~
Samuel been a p•·iest anywhere else but among the time do away with all physical pains and penalties pel the little boy upon whom it IS practiced, by th18
Jews.
I instead of being as now their frequent and helplMs ineffaceable bodily mutilation, to become at all
".And Smnuel urose, and g>tt him up from Gilgnl unto vic~im: Every now and then s?me tale of. woman-~ event.s .a J~w whe~ he grows up to manhood. 9irGibeuh of Bejamin. .And Saul uumbei·ell the people that I wh1ppmg by a brutal husband IS made pubhc by the CU?JCISIOn IS no~hmg but a produ.ct of very ancient
were present with him, about HLx hunch·ed men."
press. But, alas! to one thus exposed do not we all pnestcraft. It IS a wrong, fiendish, an~ unnatural
,.·
.
. .·
.
know right close by, if not in our own homes, just custom and strictly opposed to religious l~berty. T_he
The read~I Isdou~tless veiy much sm pused .to find such dreadful occurrences, not alone among the ig- Jews of this country can, of course, abohsh that nte
1 10
Saul . ~ wrth. but SIX hun:lred ~e.n when an mstant norant and lowly, but preachers and professional without abandoning one tittle of the moral doctrins of
ago he_ ad thi ee hundred an.d thu t:y: thousand. ~ e gentlemen are often found applying the lash· to the their religion.
?av aheady accounted for thi?: armies were not paid wife and daughter, or the little, helpless maid-of-allFrom the above, it is to be seen that the churches
m t_hose d~ys, an~ could be disbanded at a very short work, and it is only when woman shall become sex- of this country hav not· yet made a right or full use
notice, as m the time of our feudal anarchy.
ually free, when she owns herself, and man is com- of the religious liberty guaranteed them by our noble
=::..::=~~~ · · ··-·-- ··
· -~--- ·----~--- pelled to ask instead of commanding, that this cruelty American Constitution.
f'lrg.,.nmunt'ttt. ft'gniJ.
to our sex will pass away, and love, respect, and jusVery respectfully yours,
JoHN G. HARTWIG.
~, h{ .. {
"
~
tice will reign supreme.
St. Lo1ds, Mo., Dec. 30, 1880.
" May the grnce of Mother Nature
.And the light of reason's ray
Our Temperance Critic Again .
Elmina Replies to Her Critics.
With our honest, firm endeavor
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· :
Guide our feet in wisdom's way.
"Let Elm ina proceed with her hobby . . . hav
From it never
Your arguments in favor of a moderate use of
endured many a bore and expect many more," says
May we heedless turn away."
intoxicating liquors may be satisfactory to the
Bodge. "Our gifted friend has evidently failed to
ELJIUNA DRAKE SLENKER.
majority of your readers, but unfortunately, or
meet or be joined in companionship with one in abotherwise, they lack the merit of originality.
P.S.-As
very
many
are
inquiring
of
me
the
adsolute or nearly magnetic affinity, or she would not
Who ever saw a blear-eyed, red-nosed toper who
dress
and
terms
of
The
Alpha,
the
leading
paper
in
write as she does," says another friend.
did not profess an admiration for" true temperance "
The first evidently fails to perceive the importance the field of sexual and moral reform, I here giv a in all things, especially in the eating of bread and
of the subject that is agitating the greatest philan- notice of it, and hope all who can will subscribe for beef, or one who did not, in his own family, prohibit
thropists and humanitarians of the age, tnat of it, thus aiding and helping one of the grandest move- the deadly sin of gluttony? Or who ever saw a man
right generation and hygienic morality, and the last ments for the elevation of our kind the world has with a chronic thirst for something stronger than
seems to ignore the great and grand idea of self- ever yet known. The Alpha is published on the first coffee who was not sure of having "sufficient concontrol and present self-abnegation when used as a of each month by the Moral Education Society, of trol" over his appetite to keep himself form inebriety,
means to greater and better good to the temper- No. 1 Grant place, Washington, .D. C., at $1 a year. and who did not look with pity not nnmingled with
ance reformer, and to all others who need recon~empt upon his weaker brother.
forming. Ehnina blames no one for not feeling the
Religious Liberty.
You say that you saw very little drunkenness in
same interest in her hobbies that she does herself.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: wine and beer-drinking Germany, but I think, withIf they did she would hav no call to speak, for Our American ·Constitution grants full religious out doubt, if you made good use of your eyes you
others, better qualified, would then do better work. liberty and unconditional liberty of conscience to saw a great amount of poverty, misery, and brutalBut as the field was lying comparativly fallow, she every inhabitant of this "land of the free and home ity, caused by the use of the· above-mentioned
has been sowing a small portion with such seed as of the brave." In this respect also that sturdy Ger- liquors. In no country in the so-called civilized
she possessed in the hope that some little good would man ought to be satisfied, who, in order to wave an world is woman so shamefully maltreated and abused
be done.
.
answer to an insolent question concerning his creed, by her brutal, beer-drinking owner and master.
Were our friends as sure as we who labor for sex- is reported to hav said, "I believe that fourteen
Luther complained that in his day there was
ual reform are that intemperance in this line is far pounds of beef will giv a good soup."
enough "barley destroyed in the breweries to feed
more injurious, physically and morally, than another
For the cultivation of religion there exist churches all Germany." Where the children's bread is turned
sort of intemperance can possibly be, they would in this country, which constitutionally are strictly into poison, there may we look for squalor, crime,
prpbably feel more interest in the subject and think private affairs, and not being subject to any special and wretchedness. Despite the nan·owness, bigotry,
some other motiv th_an a mere want of "magnetic state control can act as freely as they choose, pro- and superstition of the churches, I would rather see
affinity" was the governing one. Now I cannot im- vided they do not violate the laws of the land. The my sons occupying a corner of some orthodox fold,
agin a more delightful drink than a rich and luscious polygamy of the Mormons in this country is a gross from which tbe wolf of intemperance is excluded, in
glass of wine or a well-made cup of milk-punch, but violation of the laws of the land-of those laws preference to joining with that band of reformers
I never taste them, though the "affinity" is strongly which stamp bigamy as a crime. The polygamy of who mistake license for liberty, and who in breaking
developed between my appetite and the fiery fluids, the Mormons is nothing but an aggravated kind of away from authority leave morality behind.
and the same as regards sausage-meat and mince- bigamy, committed by them in a systematic way.
Albany, Wls., Dec. 18, 1880.
C. L. MoRGAN.
pies, two other indigestible evils. Of these last I do It is a product of modern priestcraft, and, being a
partake occasionally and sparingly, for they belong crime, does not promote their moral and religious
What Liberalism Has Done.
to the category of lesser harms, but the former I welfare. By giving it up, voluntarily or forcibly,
In my early religion~ experience, the. lake of fi_re
never touch, not only because they are poison to me, the Mormons will only cease to commit a crime, and
and brimstone was an Important plank m thE} Chrisbut because those who aim to teach should them- not surrender one iota of their religious liberty.
selvs lead in the right way as far as is practicable.
How do the other churches in this country avail tian platform. Heaven would hav been incomplete
Friend St. John, in a recent TRUTH SEEKER, themselvs of the religious liberty granted them by without it. We had pious souls in those days, to
is more nearly right; but I think he will in time see our American fundamental law? Let us see. ]'am- whom heaven would hav been as beefsteak without
farther than he now does, and learn to look higher ily is and always has been the moral basis of human gravy unless they could look down from their blessed
for the greatest happiness than sex intercourse and society. But the Catholic priests of this country abode and see their ungodly neighbors in that seeththus come to see that this nature-given taste~ or de- submit to compulsory celibacy on account of a canon ing caldron writhing in remediless tortures.
Such piety don't so abound now, and, of course,
sire is given "only for procreativ purposes," and that of their church. Their church, according to our
all other indulgences are unn-atural and debasing. American Constitution, has no legal right to prevent such lake, in so close proximity, is not so indispensaThose who truly love and are physically fitted for them from marrying and founding homes and £ami- ble now as seventy-five years ago.
Somewhere about the year 1808 Universalism made
producing offspring will always desire them, and lies. Matrimony, being the holiest of human relaits
debut in what is now Yates county, New York.
there is no danger of "the race running out." It tions, is recognized as a, legal institution by the laws
would be well if it could run out in many lines. It of this country. That compulsory celibacy is an Like other new ideas, it had to contend with prewould be well if the low, degraded, and criminal invention of medieval priestcraft, and has nothing conceived notions. The opposition was sometimes
class would cease to populate the world with mnr- to do with religious liberty. Its very name of com- direct; sometimes slantindicular. One individual,
derers, thieves, and all manner of animals. And it pnlsory celibacy impli~s that it is opposed. to r~lig being asked the then common question, "What's the
"No."
would also be well if the feeble and weak mentally wus liberty. Its end ~s to keep the Cathohc pri.ests news?" replied, "Havn't you heard?"
and physically would do the same.
·
subject to the pope- m Home. But as Amencan "Well they've sent off for a whole ship-load of
I am reading a story in the Cincinnati Gornme·rcial, citizens, the Catholic clergy of this country hav in canvas~" "A whole ship-load of canvas! For
of a people in Mizora-in the heart of the earth- truth nothing to do with that foreign spiritual paten- what?" "To enlarge Father Abraham's shirt. His
who are all women, all blondes (the highest type of tate and cannot be legally compelled to heed his bosom isn't half big enough to hold all creation."
The doctrin of salvation-'-universal or otherwisehumanity). It is a serial, and seems to be only well dictates. According to our American religious libbegun as yet, but it is a beautiful picture of what we erty no rna?-, the pope ~t Rome included, has ~ Ieg~l is better understood now. Sensible people, in this
might develop into did we think less of sex-pleasure right to dictate anythmg to another man m th1s sensible age, make the sublime discovery that
and more of true knowledge, pure science, and real country for the purpose of promoting the moral and heaven, or happiness, is in proportion to inherent
happiness. As yet in Mizora, the writer has never seen religious welfare of the latter. The Catholic priests and practical goodness-to purity of heart and
.
.
.
even a picture of a man, or heard the name men- of the United States, by throwing off the shackles of purity of life: .
In no cond1t1on, save as above, IS happmess attamtioned, but all is peace, love, harmony, and happiness compulsory celibacy, would only avail themselvs of
there, and domestic misery, sickness, and intemper- the religious liberty guaranteed them by our Amer- able. Who has such conaition is prepared for all
ance are things unheard of. Now, we don't wish to ican fundamental law. Compulsory celibacy must contingencies. Purity of heart and of life would
eliminate man from our world, but we do wish to be considered as a fiendish, immoral, and unnatural turn hell out of doors and make heaven there.
There the wicked-,-our own wicked-cease from
lift him above the sexual, and into the intellectual, thing.
plane.
The Methodist church of this country, by compel- troubling, and we are at rest.
From the wicked of other folks we hav nothing to
We would cultivate the body and carefully study ing its clergymen to change their homes every
•its needs and requirments, but more as a casket for three years, thus preventing them from founding fear. When we hav trodden down all the wicked
the mental and moral than for its own evanescent permanent homes, does not come up to the require- in us, as ashes, under. the soles of our feet, we find
. pleasure-feelings.
ments of our American religious liberty, which de- heaven everywhere. Thunderbolts of the wrath of
We would hav men and women educated together,_ nies the right of compulsion, for religious reasons, man, in the name of God, may fall like hail-stones.
With us .all is calm, sunshine, and gentle breezes,
and hav them work together, and pull together, each in any shape whatsoever.
Finally, the circumcision of the Jews of this conn- perpetual verdure, and perpetual bloom. Amen.
as the equal half of the other; each giving, yielding,
PRENTISS.
and accepting on the same great plane of perfect try, practiced by them on male children when they Glory hallelujah.
unity and equality. The man must be just as kind, are eight days old, is also not in harmony with the
moral, polite, and refined in word, look, and act as the religious liberty guaranteed by our American ConTHE orange is the longest-lived fruit tree known.
woman. In the home let each be one-half of the stitution. That this rite has nothing to do with and It is reputed to hav attained the age of three hunwhole head; in the legislativ halls of the nation there is not indispensably neces&ary for the promotion of dred years, and has been known to flourish and bear
also shall the two be made equally eligible to office, the moral and religious welfare of the individual fruit for more than a hundred years.

------
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iir'h 1/1 f
Ito visit in our homes. All visiting should be that
_______ ----~~· .!.~os ~?!_-~'t_________c : = I ~:~~~I~a;~~c}~~e~J=~~~~us~1~~-~t 1!~I~!g~l::e~o!; ~~~:1~£

and far more serviceable for the legitimate theater
and opera to be open on Sunday; ~hat it is no ~ore
a crime to pay at the door than m the . colle_ctwnbox. They hav already found this out_m ChiCago,
[A Lecture Deliver«! at Appl<!bu Hall, Chica.Qo.l
Ipastoral visitation than language ~an describe. No and other cities will soon follow. The Idea of theThe Clergy.-Concluded. ·
·one has any right to come meddhng between lmsband and wife. A wife ought to be ashamed to ask ology has bee!-~ tha_t it is g:o~d for man t~ be sad;
BY GEORGE CRA.INEY.
ap_y other man to pray for her hus~and. Why the idea of scwuce IS that It IS good for lum to be
glad. There is no mcdicin like a good laugh. .
Then, the clergy are not the best of company to should a minister !?ray, "Lead us. not n~to t~mpta
The common conrse of every man's life brmgs
natnr:11, common-sense people. If you want to' tiau," and then straightway lead h~mself mto It?
enough tears without consecrating one day in seven
unbosom yourself, to compare with another. your I We do not need them _to offiCiate at wed_dmgs. to ()"loom and sadness. Of all days, Sunday should
boldest, freest thought and most secret aml;n~wns, _t\ll this talk about God I;emg a match-.maker IS stuyon do not seek for your coD;ficlant a munster. pid nonsense.. If th.ere IS such a supen?tendent, we be "'the brightest and fairest. We can be served
There is no class so lamentably Ignorant of human ought to legislate him out of the busmess for t~e much better in this direction by the regular drama
nature. It is this that givs the average sermon such great and awful blunders he makes. The church m and opera than by the church. Wl;en we ?ec~me
a far-away sound. It is the language of Canaan, its doctrin of marriage has degraded that pure and intelligent we shall find that there IS more mspi~·a
and to yon there is no meaning in it.
sacred love· tha~ is alw!lys the true m~rnage. In tion in a great play like Hamlet' or an opera hke
Tlw faults of the clergy are not so much venal as reference to this questiOn, the educatiOn of our Faust than in all the sermons ever preached.
Some think the theater on the decline. 'l'he fact
petty. They are inclined to. be jealous of each young people is simply in~amous. Let every young
is
it has not yet taken its true place in the world.
other's honor and success. Did yon ever hear one man be taught to adore his lady. Let every young
minister say a real g0od hearty word of praise of woman venerate herself more than the temple of It requires intellectual . development ~o enjoy the
another? bf course you hav in public, for there God or Christ. The saddest sights that meet my eye creations of art and gemus. When th1s comes, the
they pray for a brother as ~hough they th?ugl~t hiJ? any time I walk the streets are the young men who children of genius will take their proper p~ace.. No
a blessed man, but behind his back they will piCk his hav emasculated themselvs and the young women time or place will be too good for the~1 to mspu·e us
sermon all to pieces or declare he must hav stolen it. who hav murdered their sex and beauty on the altars by unfoldi1w as in a picture, the hghts. If the
For their sake and yours it will be a blessed day of religion, lust, or fashion. 0 cruelty infamous l future has ~~ythiug like a ch1~rch, it. wil_l be the
when we hav no priests. We don't need them, I hate with every drop of my blood the church that mingling together of all that IS best m literature,
because instead of fostering fear and superstition we slays the actual body in order to save an imagina~·y art, music, and the drama into a flood of beauty and
should do our best to destroy them. To do this we soul. It is time that we preached with Walt Whit- joy that shall refresh and inspire the hearts and
must substitute theology, the barbarian's interpreta- man a salvation for the body. Grandly and heroic- minds of men. The clergy and the present church
are not a success at this. The proprieties and _contion of the universe, with science, the explanation of ally he says:
ventionalities
drown out any tendency to mirth,
the civilized man. The sword of science is so sharp
"Divine am I, inside and out, and I make holy
that it is killing the ghosts. Its light is so powerful whatever I touch or am touched from. The scent of while the ideas of theology are a p~ to develop a sort
that it drives away the very shadow of fear. It these arm-pits, aroma finer than prayer; this head of holy, or, more properly spealnng, funeral tone.
clears the brain of unhealthy dreams. It reveals the more than churches, Bibles, and all the creeds." If It takes a long time to get over this, as some of you
may hav observed this morning.
glorious fact and law of life and conduct, that happi- anything is sacred, the human body is sacred.
We do not need the clergy to giv grace and revness is the only good. It opens to us a wide fiel<l of
And the glory and sweat of a man is the token of
intellectual certitude in which we can feed to our manhood untainted. And in man or woman, a clean, erence to life. As long as one class is cousiclered
heart's content. It shows us the utter impossibility strong, firm-fibered body is beautiful as the most beau- more reverent than another, we draw false lines of
of grasping the infinit, and thus prepares us to enjoy tiful face. For without this there cannot be love, distinction between men of equal worth and reverthe contentment of humility. It enlarges our interest and without love there would be no art, or poem, or ence1 and so create an aristocracy that is worse than
in the earth on which we liv, and leads us to value literature. Without this the world would be a that of wealth or blood. Instead of encouraging the
the present time. We learn in the wisdom of Touch- prowling wilderness, and yet the church has over- idea of leadership, we need to develop that of indestone that to hav is to hav. We cease to neglect the shadowed the meaning and importance of this with pendence. Before the mind of man becam~ .l~r.ge
body in the interest of an imaginary and merely its ideas of total depravity and divine grace. The and strong enough to seize upon varied possibilities
hypothetiual soul. vVe cease gazing into the skies public part of the marriage is entirely for the pres- of life in truth, love, justice, liberty, and joy, and
by discovering that the real meanings of life are ervation 'of social order, and no marriage should be blending them into one perfect picture, to hold them
blossoming like the flowers at our feet. Science legal unless performed by a civil officer; not a mere as a standard toward which to strive, it naturally
murders pain, and even defies the curse of God by magistrate who is too often picked from the lowest fastened upon some hero or superior man as a guide
lifting some of the burdens thereof from the world's demagogs and holds his court in the back room of and example. This may still be well for some; but
motherhood. It depopulates graveyards and dark a grocery or a saloon, but one appointed for this pur- it is time we encouraged a nobler aim. To b~ true
nights of spooks and ghosts for our children ; de- pose and clothed by the state with at least as much to ourself is better than to follow some one blmclly
stroys for them the awful thoughts about hell and honor as a judge. If people who believe in religious as a guide, though their self be nobler than ours. It
devils that affrighted our young minds. Science is a ceremonies want them, let them hav them; but the is this discovery of the worth of independence that
white-winged messenger of love, while theology is a state has no business to take any cognizance of them. makes it impossible for one man to be taken from
dark-robed demon of fear. Science is an eagle that Neither do we need the clergy as comforters. When all others and exalted as an object of worship. This
flies upward toward the sun, but theology is an owl the heart is smitten with real grief, I fancy it says can only be done in a credulous age, among a people
that haunts the night with doleful sounds. What we with Job, "Miserable comforters are ye all." If who are ignorant of nature, and who lack the mental
want is the schoolhouse, not the church; the teacher, they would come to our sides as men with no profes- power to discern truth, virtue, and justice as princinot the priest. All sorts of foolish books hav been sion of light beyond the boundaries of life, with no ples, and so need to hav them in some object-lesson.
written about the reconciliation of science and talk about resignation to the will of God, and out of The growth of knowledge, in science and literature
theology. It would be just as wise to talk about a a pure human sympathy and fellow love, keep us is so vast, the forms of beauty in painting, sculpture,
marriage with fire and gunpowder. The property of company, a tender word woald be welcome. But the and architecture so many, the opportunities to do
science is to destroy theology. The two can not liv average funeral service makes a mockery of grief good so multitudinous, that it is impossible for any
together. They are mortal foes. It is a battle of and an auction of consolation. It demands a resig- one man to gather all these up into himself. In the
life and death. I think the victory is foreseen by nation we cannot feel, and offers us sympathy that days of hero-worship, or when the priesthood was a
most. The church must wane and the schoolhouse is ghostly and unreal. Who wants to be preached at beneficent power, this was far different. Science
increase. :Miracles and providence must go out when the heait is crushed and bleeding, and the was unborn, art was in its cradle, religion or theocbefore invariable and immutable law. God must heavens are hung with sable? Better eternal silence racy was the only form of government, so that,
giv up the ghost before the indestructibility of force than any attempt at oratorical or rhetorical display at though deep and forceful, the channel of possible
and the motion of all matter. Angels will be for- such a time. Real love is seen and felt best in the human activity was still narrow, and one large
gotten when n;en and wome_n, aided by intelligence, eyes that are soft and tremulous with its light, in the nature could fill and overflow its banks. This can
do better serviCe for humamty. We shall cease to _silent eloquence of flowers, the unselfish deed, and be so no more. However we may crave a personal
leader, a moral and intellectual pastor or shepherd
pray when we learn to respect ourselvs. We shall unpretentious anticipation of our slightest need.
I would not deny to any one who cherished it the who can answer our every question and supply our
leave off crying to God for salvation when we find
that we control all the saving forces of the universe. immortal hope, but to argue about it or to preach it every deficiency of hope and courage, he is not to
Science is the true savior. Railroads, telegraphs, is to disperse it. While love and death endure, its be f01mcl again among all the sons of men.
As the world grows wiser and better, all forms of
telephones, gas, electric light, public parks, baths, star will shine above the grave, but to demand that
museums, and art galleries- these are the true this hope be· changed into a belief is to a waken hero-worship decay. Monarchies go clown before
rising republics. Hierarchies tremble with the palsy
apostles. Every creation of labor and each clever thoughts that are best asleep.
invention of the brain is a promis of hope and salvaIt is claimed by the clergy that without this belief of death before the growing reason and conscience
tion. Our redeemer liveth in the thought and love there remains nothing but despair. This, however, of mankind. Titles become mere words that hav no
and hope of man. Progress, development, education, is far from true. To us, who have not this belief, meaning for an honest man but that of a vain conwealth, manners; ~·efinement, liberty, fraternity, and death is but the ceasing to liv, and we can never ex- ceit. Aristocracies become empty and shallow beequality are the divine a-gencies of our redemption. perience that. It is like going to sleep. We are fore the ever-increasing glory and genius of an
Every creed is a clog on our wheels; every priest is awake, and in the morning we remember being awake enlightened people. Are not these the signs of the
a sworn foe to all these things. Oh, my friends, we and wondering how long it would be before we times? Do you not see that we will make no more
need salvation. For centuries these men hav been would go to sleep, but never do we remember when kings, crown no more emperors, exalt no more orders
plea~ing for some power in the skies to bring it, and we fell asleep.
So unconsciously, but for the horrid like the clergy into a senseless reverence above
lo! It comes not. Let us answer their prayers by superstitions of theoloO"y, would life end in the others, and that those who are thus exalted must
showing them that it is deeds, not creeds, that are dreamless sleep of etern"'al rest. No dreams are bet- take their. places in the rank and file of this great,
wanted. Let every city be lighted by electricity ter than bad ones. "Hearts of dust do not break." earnest, and toiling humanity? I know· that it will
until night is turned into day; let all the houses be No wave of SOJTOW rests upon the silent shore of the be objected to all this that the clergy and the church
produce the morality and conscience of the world.
warmed by one grand system, and so winter be continent of death.
.
turned into summer, and much of all present crime
Neither do we need the clergy to amuse us. Still, We are told that when these things are gone there
would be banished. Let every child be educated, the nearest they come to being useful is in this eli- will be no law of righteousness controling the
and let that ec!ncation be useful rather than orna- rection. In most city churches the minister is select- world; that life will be a chaos without law or
menta_!, developing t~e body and training the senses ed for his dramatic and elocutionary abilities more order, in which the master motiv will be every mal
to qmckness and skill, and the present evil of the than the quality of his doctrin. The trustees con- for himself and the devil take the hindmost. N othworld :viii ?e reduced still more. Let the en~ of all sid~r his drawing power in the same way that a the- ing is farther from the truth than this. Morality or
our le,g1slatwn be the cle.vel~pment and happmess of atncal manager does that of a star. The choir is righteousness is the accumulated experiences of all
m~nkmd, and our salvatiOn IS sure. In order to learn selected for. its operatic ability.
The architecture the centuries. There is a natural morality and an
this ~e must unlearn all that the church te!lche~, and decoration of the churches are taking on the artificial one. The first comes in the natural course
and discov~r that t~e work of almost every pnest IS warmth and brightness of the theater. Tbe most of events; the other is entirely dependent on one's
an obstructiOn to this developmell:t•. a cloud of gloom popular ch~1rches are to-day but amateur places of religious training. At the best this is only the
and fear between us and tlus shmmg star of prog- amys~ment. In this they are doing a good work by morality of hire and barter. People who are good
ress. However good and true the clergy may be, bmldmg a bridge across which the world will travel for religion's sak"e acknowledge the baseness of their
their work is wasted, be?ause it provides for none of from the ministry of tears to that of laughter. They motivs when they say that if they believed as we
the real needs of humamty. We do not need them will help people to see that it is equally appropriate do they would hav nothing to restrain them from
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iJ.oing wrong. Natural morality is the fruit of all drama unfo!d to us. the page of history, and permit us human beings to endure a life of harrow~ng ~oil, and
the centuries. Every dart of. p:tin, every glow of to feel ~eatmg agamst ours the throbbing heart of past what other fates we know not, by our chil~births.
love, every tear of sympathy, every thrill of joy, generatiOns; the splendid works of art in painting and. It should be enough to stop all propagatiOn of the
every star of hope, all the struggles of humanity to in sculpture, that seem to envelop us with their beauty, species should we see but one in sorrow. But we
find what is just :mel true from the beginning until with all the wonders of human thought and love ; look upon thousands who are victims of their parents'
now, ha~ ~ade ~~s what we are. We cannot escape subdue m~ and uplift m~, fill me with delicious glad- indiscretiou and in_human shortsightedness.
.
from thiS mhentance of tendency to right-doing if ness, makmg me sometimes tremble and weep with
Do we fear pumshment because of a cessatiOn on
we would., The goodness that is in onr hearts to- joy. Before all this vastness and grandeur, which ?ur parts of generating? Not the thou~htfn!. And."
day has grown in the affection of countless mothers make of all creeds, dogmas, and preachments, stupid If we do? Was not slavery an evil whiCh we
as they hav watched with sleepless patience above impertinences and senseless profanations, I can no suppressed with our lives Did not our fathers and
the cradles of their children, and in the hearts of longer be a priest nor entertain any respect for the grandfathers sacrifice their home comforts, their lifefathers as they bav toiled on by flaming forge, on work of the clergy.
blood, for the cause they considered just, for a mass
giddy scaffold, among roaring machinery, in deep,
of human beings; and would we not as readily do
dark mines, through summer's heat and winter's
the same? They feared not death, aye, they expect"Our Evils."
cold, in order to keep the wolf of hunger from those
ed it; but yet they pressed boldly forward to the
It is an exceedingly astonishing fact to a sensible- rescue.
they love. It is born out of danger of war and the
jcf of victory. It is like the atmosphere that sur- minded person who will reflect without superstition The evil of causing misery upon human beings by
rounds us. It is part of every fiber of our being. or without fear that be is committing a sin by the ushering them unasked into this comfortless world
It would be just as sensible to say that a loss of a exercise of his natural mental faculties that nearly is a thousand, aye, ten thousand times more an evil
belief or the work of the clergy would do away with all the strifes, bickerings, contentions, and discords, than the slavery of the South. A shame upon us
the air we breathe, or the water we drink, as destroy both national and social, are caused by the Bible, or as slave producers, bringing those of our own image
rather by the faith extracted therefrom, in many into a life of daily slavery, and binding them down
the fact of morality.
·
It is also objected that the clergy are the emba.ssa- forms, by the multitude.
by our own acts to a life of toil and discord. How
The public in general, however, do not appear to can we do this, knowing that we ourselvs bitterly
dors of God, and that a belief ii1 God is essential to
the happiness of mankind. This, too, is absolutely realize the enormity of their error in thus allowing a regret the event of our own birth?
false in the light of reason and fact. Thousands of book-more properly, it se.ems to me, a novel-to
This, then, is another prevalent en-or consequent
the best and noblest men and women living to-day plant barriers before them in the already difficult upon the abominable belief centered in the Bible.
Did any one ever know a minister to expound
hav no more belief in a God than you hav in fairies passage of life, causing the evils mentioned.
Can we believe the Bible to be reliable after care- every passage in the Bible? Not at all. There are
and witches. We do not deny the existence of a
God, because that is to be dogmatic by affirming fl.llly reading the first book, that of Genesis, and portions of the book which they could not, with
safety to their own reputation, touch upon, because
something of the unknowable. But whoever believes reflecting philosophically upon the words therein?
Let us remember that, relying upon that book, we those passages conflict one with another and show
in a god cannot be noble enough to belong to himself, nor extend that right to any one else. Those believe that this so-called God placed us upon earth; constant contradiction.
It says: "It is easier for a camel to pass through
whose theology has dwindled down to this last point let us remember that we also believe this being is
of belief in a God are very near to the kingdom. all-powerful, viz., possessing .t.he power of fore- the eye of a needle than for a rich man to enter the
kingdom of heaven," therefore we must infer that to
Still while they cling in any way to that small bit of sight, etc.; in short, perfect.
He therefore, in placing Adam upon his lands possess wealth is to forfeit our admission to that
theological wllarf, they cannot know the large, rich
life of him who has launched his bark out bravely on knew the consequences, could look from that time to much-talked-of locality-heaven.
Again, it says, "A murderer cannot enter the
the shoreless sea, and who daily discovers some new the present, and from the present on and on forever.
island of beauty, wonder, and dfllight. I would not He sees the sorrow and suffering prevalent to- kingdom of heaven," and in another chapter,
cast one word of reproach on those who claim that day. He knows they will result from his deed, yet "Though your sins be as scarlet, they shall be washed
they know God by the universal shining of his light. he heeds not ; he is hardened, calloused, brutal, ty- as white as snow;" what can we infer from that?
Does Anthony Comstock read the Bible? If so,
Still, there is to me so much degradation, injustice, rannical, and devises ways and means of torture for
and bigotry springing out of this belief that I cannot those he has power to create, and who could never can he resist the duty, under his organizationy of expelling it from circulation as coming under the bead
refrain from antagonizing the purest and loftiest hav done him harm.
The Bible teaches ns the Golden Rule-do ye unto of obscene literature? Surely he deserves reprimand
theism as the last str<mghold of that superstition that
leads man to seek for truth in the skies when it is at others as ye wish to be done by-and that by con- for his negligence, and is unworthy of his reputation
his feet on the earth ; to offer his devotions to a tributing toward the happiness of others we ourselvs or position.
Will a minister, in his sermons, explain those pasphantom instead of to suffering flesh and blood, to are made happy.
This God had the. power to create us and to place sages to which Comstock's attention should be diwaste his energies on another world when they are
all needed in the present one. As long as men be- us in a beautiful garden, where we might bav been rected? No ; he is too cliscreet ; be knows his ina.
lieve in a God there will be for them something be- ever happy, and thereby gladdened his heart by the bility, and too fondly treasures his position amongst
yond the truth that is more than the truth. While scenes of our joy. But no; he places within us a his deluded congregation.
Is it not marvelous that such a state of affairs
they listen for the voice of God they will be unable to mind insufficiently strong to resist 'the temptation
hear the clearest voice of reason and of nature. God which be plants before us in the shape of a tree of should exist amongst an enlightened nation ?-that
will stand between them and a true knowledge fruit in the Garden of Eden to tantalize us; and be- their eyes and ears should be closed to all reason ?
of themselvs. They will cringe and crawl in the cause of that weakness of mind we are doomed to That they should daily expend thousands toward the
dust when they ought to stand erect in the glad sun- our present state, struggling amid sorrow and innu- support of such farcical church ceremonies and
light of truth, undimmed with a single cloud of fear. merable grievances, and with the Bible to tell us teachings, while our poor, who sadly need the money
Vihile they believe in a lawgive1·, they must be blind that there are ten chances to one that we will, after thus lavished on the beads of the ministerial imposto the beauty ani meaning of a law. While there is all, be doomed to be everlastingly consumed by hell- tors, are looked coldly upon· and are barred even
from the church .doors where that money is expended?
to them a power that is more than the sum of nature, fire.
Is this a just God? Should we worship this spir.
Where is our manhood, om womanhood, our
and a man that has called forth both the world and
us from naught, they must continue to sing their itual tyrant? Should we allow such a threatening book honor, our sense of justice? Where is the observcomposed of inconsistencies to remain in our midst ance of the Golden Rule to be found ? Why do we
doleful song.
or to be drilled into the minds of our young? Will not exercise our mental faculties in a straightfor.
" Oh I tell me no more of this world's vain show."
we not realize the fallacy of such ridiculous faith? ward, philosophical manner? Why are we not cog.
It is also sarid that the work of the clergy stands Shall we not awaken to a realization of the dangers nizant of our duty?
directly related to the sentiments and fine feelings which this book imposes upon us by the effect it
We hav allowed a monstrous wrong to creep into
of life. No; in reality we who hav renounced this faith seems to hav upon the minds of our citizens and our our midst, a viper that will cling and rob us of our
hav but put ourselvs where these sentiments swell into co1mtrymen and women abroad, causing, as I bav cherished hopes of freedom, of happiness, of peace;
far deeper and broader currents. We no longer ex- said, bitter contentions against families and nations? that will bring sorrow upon the heads of those we
plain them away with a creed, or quench our wonder Should we allow such ridiculous teaching to pro- persist in bringing on earth. We hav committed a
in sense less omnipotence. Our hearts throb with gress? Should we allow it to act as a preventiv to wrong; we must undo it ere it is too late. We must
constant pulsations of joy at the touch of these perfect harmony between the countries of our world? open the eyes of the multitude. We must drive suwaves of feeling that break upon us from life's shore- Should we allow it to creep into our politics, and perstition from their minds. They must be waked
less sea. Our heart-strings are strung into a more there thrust its poisoned fangs, causing dire commo- from their lethargic stupor, in which state they hav
delicate harmony with every sympathetic touch of tion, corruption, malipe, and discontent?
been dreaming fanciful, childish dreams, and. be
nature's hand. All the changing lights and shadows
Let us cling close to that Golden Hule-do unto brought to a realization of their dangerous proximity
thereof find reflection in more }Jeaceful depths. We others as we wish to be done by-and thereon hang to the yawning abyss before them. Let them awake,
humbly confess that we cannot grasp the infinit, and our happiness, our peace, and filial affection for all repair the misdeeds, grasp their brothers and sisters
the reward is a sweet contentment enriched with nations, our protectiOn
·
from wars and harrowing of all nations by the hand, and say unto them: "We
perpetual wonder and delight. Above and beneath scene and sounds-sounds that now daily float to us are one; our friendship is unbiased by superstition,
us floats the unknown, shoreless and vast. We through our press, bringing details of constant strife and we will liv our lives for each other, with a due
see no beginning and no end. Deep calleth unto throughout our lands.
appreciation of our several interests, and with our
cleep. We waste no more time in building a tower
I believe there is not one man or woman in a firm purpose in view to lend a helping hand and reto try and touch the sky, for every creed is but a thousand that can truthfully say they are really move the barriers in the paths of our several life
tower of Babel. Nature seems to be our mother. happy and perfectly content. Look deep down into journeys, avoiding all abuses and practices which we
We fling ourselvs gladly into her arms, and content- their hearts, and you will find there lies a regret know and feel to be, by reason of our natural ining onrselvs with hel" we find that her skirts are that they bad ever been made; that their entrance stinct, detrimental to those interests, and contamifringed with beauty, and that the crown of eternity into the world had ever been effected; but they nating in their touch." And when we pass from this
rests upon her majestic brow. To all questions of the are· helpless.
earth it will be with a joyful remembrance of our
infinit and another life, we say, "I do not know." I ' Let us look at our own city in the neighborhoods just deeds and observance of the laws of nature, and
only know that the morning and evening's hush ; the of poverty. See the wretchedness, the squalor; see a sense of filial affection toward those of our brothsplendor and glow of night; the first faint, delicious the dirt-begrimed faces }Jinched with agonizing hun- ers left behind; a happiness supreme, and with no
odors of spring ; the summer's effulgence; the ger! Ask them if they are content, and they will fear of an unhappy future.
E. E. L.
autumnal glory, and the splendors, the keen delights reply, "Oh, that I had never been born!"
of winter, the Ipyriad wonders and beauties of its
It is remarkable that we fail to think of these
GEN. GRANT is writing an article for the February
snow and ice ; tfie flow of a river like a stream of w01·ds and reflect upou their significance. Whose number of the No1·th American Revietc, advocating
silver across the landscape of a peaceful valley; the fault that we were born? Why, our parents'. And the Nicaragua canal scheme. The same number of
uplifted majesty of a mountain; the solemn, mystic why did our parents bring us into the world? Oh, the Review will contain a contribution by Judge
music of the ocean's roar ; and, more than all these, well, the Bible tells us we must "increase and multi- Tom·gee, author of "The Fool's Errand," entitled
the grand music evoked by human ge_nius, that
ply;" and then, too," we like children." These, then, "Aaron's Rod in Politics," and one by Oliver Wen"Comes o'er the ear like the sweet sound
are their reasons ; the first, that ruinous belief in the dell Holmes, on "The Pulpit and the Pew."
That. breathes .ur>n a ba~~ of violets,
Bible; the second, selfishness.
Oh, that the people's eyes could be opened; could
Stealing and gmng odor;
HONEY bees were unknown in America until they
the magic of those splendid children of genius like Ibe made to see clearly, not blinded by superstition, were brought here by the early European settlel"li.,.
Sbakspere and his noblest interpreters, who in the and be made to realize that we are daily causing The Indians called them the white man's fly.
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I chlorate of mind, and the scores of other combma- optic nerves are essential to seein9, ~o ~ wen-organtions into which ·it should enter. If mind is really ized brain and nervous system are mdispensable to
an element as he asserts, it must hav combining the production of a good m~nd or _intellect. No
D. M. BENNETT, EorToR.
power with' other elements, and the chemical com- matter how large the fountam of mmd, no ~at.ter
·---:--==
' ~-c-=cc=--=-=~==-:::==- .pounds thus produced could at least be shown.
how near it is, or how direct the orgamzatwn
P-~-~fJ!~l~~ EVERY SA~~~D~~-~~$3.~0 P_E_R Y_E_A
__,...R
__ ·· 'I If t_here is an elem~nt in th_e cosmos th_at .m~kes draws from it it amounts to nothing unless the
--- ------ ---------.-··· --------. --.
. the mmd of man, or IS the mmd o£ man, If It IS a organs are such as will produce the important reThe large;t and cheap~t RculUXIl Jo1wnal pUbl!$hed. m Europe form of substance that does the thinking, it must be sults. Despite all that Mr. Chapman can say _upon
or Ame:·ica, containing nearly sev~~ hund1·ed ~q=:e uwh~ mo1·e insisted upon that it is homogeneous in its na:ture, the subject the organs are what d·oes the busmess.
of reculmg matter than any othe1 701trnal of its lctnd.
and, when drawn upon from the great fountai~ ~r Unless the~ meet the necessities, the fountain and
----------··-==-=·"' ······ ··-----------c=--==- reservoir, it must always present the same pecuhan- the element amounts to little.
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 8, 1881. ties, the same characteristics. If this element has inMr. Chapman seems to be of the opinion tha~ e~ec
1 telligence, or is
i~telli~ence, if it a~ts up?n the tricity or magnetism is this mi_nd element ":hiC~ he
brain of human bemgs, It must be umform m the estimates so highly, and tnumphantly mqmres
"Thou2:ht
and
~
. Mind."-A
. Reply.
. results produced, in the character exhibited.
.
w h ere t 11ey come f rom. W e canno t tell him where
Friend Chapman IS out at considerable length m .:But what are the facts? N 0 two minds are ahke. electricity comes from any more than we can
his final article _upon this subject, on p~ge_ 26; but, An endless diversity exists. Can this be if the him where anything else comes from.
All that I~,
unfortunately, m the exuberance ?f his Ideas, he fountain is homogeneous-all a1lke? We hav: heard is here and that is as far as anybody knows. This
presents few or no p_ro?fs to sustai_n the theory he of jugglers pouring brandy, w~isky, rum, ~m, and much is known with regard to electricity-it is one
adYocates. Theory It IS, and nothmg more. The- wine from the same bottle; but It must certamly re- of the forces existing in connection with matter. It
ories upo~1 a g~eat variety of subjects hav been quire a far greater juggler to draw millions of di!- is produced by the dissolution _or decoml?os_ition of
abunda?t m all times.. Amon~ these may be named ferent minds from the same great bottle or fountam some of the metals (such as zmc), by fnctwn, and
the claim that there IS a man m the moon, and that of the universe.
various processes for gathering it whei:e it exists. It
th~t orb is composed ?f "green chee~e .." It can be
If Mr. Chapman's theory is correct, when the ne~- is convertible into the other forms as hght and heat,
said for these t~eones that ther_e Is Ju~t about as born babe enters the world, sets up a separate m- and they are convertible into it, and neither are
much proof of their ~ruth as ~here IS of fn~nd ~hap- dividual existence, and begins to draw from this great known to hav any existence save in close connection
man's "element," which furmshes all the mmd m the fountain of mind, it should be able to draw precisely with matter. The fact that electricity can be conworld. . .
.
.
.
the quality of intelligence which the fountain con- verted into light and heat is most conclusiv pro?f
Not Wishmg to follow our fnend m all his re- tains and he must ever continue to draw the same that it is not one of the simple elements. There IS
~arks, ~r t? say all that. can be said up?n the sub- quality of intelligence so long as he keeps up t~e no known element that can by any possibility be
Ject, a portiOn only of his arguments Will be con- drawing process. It should be the same. when he IS converted into another element. The alchemists of
sidered.
.
.
.
a day old as when forty years. It should not be a few hundred years ago held that the baser metals
If the brother IS correct that the mtelhgence feeble when he draws the first in infancy, nor in the could be converted into gold, but though they kept
amon_g men !s whol!y dependent upon this. element decline of life, when age and infirmity come ~pon up the t.rial for centuries n?t an ounce of lead or copof mm_d whiCh _he Imagms fills the vault of star~y him. The intelligence from this great reservOir of per was ever converted mto gold any mo~·e t_ban
space, If there IS st~ch ~n elem~ntary substance m mind should always be the same, whether drawn by m:ygen can be converted into hydrogen, chlorme mto
such proft~s~ quant_Ity, It certamly must possess a small spiggot or a large one.
_
.
carbon, or sulphur into calcium.
·
. . .
So, too, animals-dogs, horses, Blephants, buds,
We agree with l\ir. Chapman that electncity IS of
fixed q_uahties,. easil.Y demonstrated to ~he comprehe_nsw~ of mtelhgent peop_le. If this source reptils, fishes, insects, like bees and ants-should all the highest necessity in the phenomena of vegetable
of mn;-d IS a real el_eme?t, hke oxygen,_ hydro- be able to draw the same grade of intelligence or and animal life, as well as in the motions of the
1
gen, mtr_ogen, ?r chl~rme, I_t must be fixed m c~ar- mind, for Mr .. Chapman will not deny they all hav heavenly bodies. It is indisp_ens~ble in t~e various
acter, umform m mamfestatw?, and _capable of bemg intelligence, and· many of them in a marked degree. functions of the human orgamzatwn, and m the propresented to the senses-of bemg weighed, measured, They must all be drawers from his great mind duction of sensation and intelligence, and the transand tested.
.
.
fountain, and must draw precisely the same element. mission of the same over the nerves of the body; but
No person can JUstly cla1m he has found an There should be no difference in it.
there is not the slightest proof that it is an element,
"element,:' an original, simple form. o~ s~tbstan?e,
But the facts will not sustain his theory. A new- that it is matter, or that it thinks or reasons or pasunless ~e IS able to produce some of It m It~ nativ, horn babe is the most perfect know-nothing that can "esses intelligence in the slightest degree, any more
uncol?bmed st~te .. All the elements, recogmzed by be conceived of. Though provided with drawing than light or heat. Each is of the greatest imchemists and sCientists hav been so produced. Take, facilities from its mother's breast and also from Mr. portance in the animal. econo~y, bt~t n~ither is an
for instance, oxygen. It forms, probably, ~alf the Chapman's great fountain ofintedigence, it is entirely element; neither can thmk; neither IS mmd.
bulk of. the e~rth and the a:tmospher~ whiCh sur- ignorant and helpless. A calf, a chicken, or a
We wiH repeat what we said on a previous
r?unds It. It IS ?e.ver found m nature I~ an un~om- partridge ten minutes old is immensely smarter and occasion, that from all the facts to be gathered upon
bmed state, but It IS very usual to find It combmed more activ more intelli<Yent than a human babe that the subject, mind m· intelligence is the of orwith ne~rly all the other elements, from w~ich it can has drawn' from this ~arv~lous fountain a year or ganization, and that there is not a particle of proof
·be re.adily sepa_r~ted and r~duoed to. a _simp~e, un~ more. How can this be possible if they all draw that any intelligence ever existed not the_ result of
combmed conditiOn. ~n thi~ state It IS weigh~d, from the same great reservoir of mind? How is it if organization. It may be considered the highest ef~eas"l;lre~, and tested m. vanous ways, S? that Its all draw from this unfailing fountain of mind-ele- feet that organization has produced, and it is perfect
Identity IS as well established as though It were an ment that the idiot and the imbecil are so much or imperfect just in proportion as the organism is
ingo~ of gold or a ?ar of pig-iron.
.
.
inferior to the sage and philosopher? Why is it perfect or imperfect. The reason why a bee or an
It IS the same With all elements-some sixty-eight that the Bushmen of South Africa and the nativs of ant has more intelligence than a snail or a lizard is
or seventy of them. They are seldom found isolated Borneo and Australia are so far inferior in intellect because it is of a superior grade of life and has a
and uncombi?ed in _nature, but nea!·ly always. more to many of the inhabitants of Great Britain, France, much better apparatus for producing intelligence.
or less cm;nbmed With each other. ~arbon, m t~e Germany, and America? The very fact that there The reason why a man has better intelligence than a
form of diamonds, and tea~s and grams of gold rn is such an immense difference in the quantity and baboon is because he has a more finely developed
quartz and sand, ar~ exceJ?tiOns to the general rule. quality of intelligence received appears to be a posi- brain, more intricate and elaborate convolutions,
They ~re usually umted w1th other elements, but can tiv proof that it is not drawn from a vast homo- a better kind of machinery for thinking and reasonbe ~asily separated when the proper means are. u~ed. geneous fountain of mind to which all hav equal ing.
It IS because they can be separated 3;nd exhibited access. If it is the battery or brain that makes the
If in the economy of the universe it is the nature
th~t the learned men of the worl~ ad~1.t them t~ ~e wide difference observed we might as well regard the of man to ha-v a dual existence, another stage of life
pnmary elements, and, but for this ~bihty to exhibit brain as the source of intelligence, and not flounder after this rudimentary state is passed, if we continue
them, they nev:er could b~ recogmzed or acknowl- around in an imaginary fountain of mind-element. to hav intelligence, the same can only be produced
ed~ed. The s1mple assertiOn or _the?ry that they I( it is the brain that so modifies the intelligence by an organization capable of producing it, the same
exist wou~d not answer for the sCientific men of the which it draws from the mind reservoir to produce as the functions of sight, hearing, and muscular
w:m:ld. Each element has to be. separated ~nd ex- the interminable diversities which exist we may as activity are produced. If we retain our individual
hib!ted, and the mo(lus operandz of s~paratwn ex- well cease to look at a supposed fountain of any identity after what is called death, we must retain
plarned, so that ~ny person can accomph~h the same simple element as the source.
an organization, if not as crude as our present bodies,
It is true that nature contains all the elements that at least equally as material and perfectly organized.
result, or the existence of the element will never be
ad~it_ted.. Mr. Chapman cannot thus separa.te and exist, and is the fountain whence is drawn organiza- Without this no reasonable conception can be formed
exhibit his supposed element, nor can he mform tion life sensation and intelligence This is easily of the continuance of mind, intelligence, and indio~he~s how to separate it an~ weigh it, consequently trac~d f;om proto;lasm evolved fr~m cruder forms vidual identity.
his discovery cannot be admitted.
of matter, and which is the necessary condition
Mr. Chapman properly alludes to the method of
All the known elements are a~ted upon ~y so~e whence cells and animal life could only hav been the new process for converting the latent light and
?f ~he other ele~ents. Oxygen IS most. soCiabl~ m produced, and so on up from the monads and heat in coal into electricity for lighting buildings
It~ mtercou!·se With the other elements_; It combmes simplest types of life though worms, fishes, reptils, and streets. This is an instance of the correlation
with them m thousands of ways, affordmg ~n al~ost birds, quadrupeds, and mammals up to man-all hav of forces, and illustrates how one force is convertible
endless number of compounds. Oxygen IS an Im- life all hav sensation all hav intelli<Yence but in into another. What perhaps millions of years ago
po_rt~nt_factor in nearly 3;ll ~he acids;_ it is called the wid,ely varying degree~. This great v:riety 'of in tel- became the magazine or storehouse for the sun's light
aCidi~ymg e~ement or pnnC!ple, and In the form of ligence depends solely upon the ever-differing organ- and heat in the coal deposits of the earth, to-day by
an aCid readily acts upon all ?f the metals, _earths, izations. The muscular strength of a fish-worm is simple machinery is converted into electricity, to be
and othe~·s of the elements ~ormmg sulphates, ~1trates, very different from that of an ox; the sight of an reconverted into light. It is believed that this force
e~c. It IS _the element _whiCh makes combustiOn pos- owl is very different from that of an eagle; the of converted electricity will ere many years become
Sible, a~d m the bm·mng process, whethe~· slow, as intelligence of an oyster is very unlike that of man, not only the source of the greater part of artificial
the rustmg_ of ?Ieta_ls, or. by the more rapid_process and this difference arises wholly from the difference light used among us, but become as well the motiv
of co:nbustwu, It umtes with th~ elements acted upon, in the organizations producing these results. All of power for driving much of our machinery, prop_ell!ng
formmg a numerous clas_s of oxides an_d oxalates.
course draw from the great source and fountain of trains of cars, boats, etc. In a somewhat similar
. ~arbon, h:rd;ogen, mtrog:en, chlorme, etc., hav nature; but as muscular strength is not drawn from way, by the combustion of digestion and the assimiSimilar com~nnmg powers With the other elemen_ts, a simple element of strength, as good eye-sight does lativ process, the human stomach, combined with
though less m extent, but they _can ~lways be e~s.Ily not exist in consequence of a fountain of the sight- the other parts of the organization, daily converts
separated. and re~uced to thei~ pnmary cond_ItiOn element, so intelligence does not exist because of, meat, bread, and potatoes into the finest thought, the
when their pecuhar character Is clearly perceived. and is not drawn from a fountain of the element of most beautiful prose and poetry. The Chinese were
As ~~r .. Chapman cannot separate his element nor mind.
not so far wrong when they held that the stomach
ex~nbit It to our comprehension, we ca~not admit its There is just as much reason for claiming that is the seat of the mind. Without the stomach and
existence, or that ~e bas made.a real di~cov~ry.
there is an element of muscular strength, another of appropriate fooa to impart nutrition to the brain
If Mr. _Chapman s element IS a rea_hty, hke oxy- audible perception, or hearing; another of sharp eye- and other organs of the body, no mind or intellect
gen, hydi ogen, ca~bo~, Sl~lphur, lead, Iro~, etc., etc., sight, another of nervous sensation, as that there is an can exist. To repeat, without a stomach, and food
he should show It In Its compounds If he can- element for mind. As large, well-developed tnus- to put into it, without the blood and circulating
not produce the simple substance. He shoul~ be clesimpart muscular strength, as a fine hearingappar. system, without,the brain and nervous system, there
~le to exhibit oxide of mind, liulphate of mmd, ·atus insures acute hearing, as good eyes and healthy 1 can be no thought or mind, Mr. Chapman's great
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To those who are over a year in arrears for THE
the mental shackles with which men and women are
bound should be removed, and they be taught to be TRUTH SEEKER we wish to say just a word. You
free to think and act for themselvs. This can be cannpt reasonably expect us to continue sending ~he
done in no way better than in the spread of Liberal paper unless it is paid for. As much as we dishke
to remove names from our list who hav been there
papers and books.
• We are willing to send specimen copies to ~on est, for years, we must do so if we hav nothing to
inquiring people in all parts of the land, with the encourage us to continue on. Those who refuse to
hope that some of the seed will fall upon good pay must not think it strange if their paper ceases to
ground, and spring up and bring forth fn1it. But make its weekly visits. We once more express the.
the number of TRUTH SEEKER readers and patrons hope that such will be just enough to remit the sums
can be best increased by Liberal friends through?ut they are indebted to us, that they may end off fair
the land. If they will make the effort; the readmg and square with the paper that has endeavored to
of THE TRUTH SEEKER can be much wider than it serve them faithfully.
is. The paper can go into many more families, and
West India Correspondence.
do a great amount more of good. Let every reader
Voltaire's Writings.
undertake to make THE TRWTH SEEKER family much
PoRT .A.U PRINCE, lliYTI, W. 1., Dec. 18, 1880.
On page 20 of this issue is given a chapter from larger than it is.
FRIEND BENNETT : Thinking a few lines from thit!l
Voltaire's Commentary on the Bible, translated from
almost unknown section of mother earth would inthe French by Miss Ellen Carroll, the first time it
terest you and the readers of your paper, I w.ould
" Is Spiritualism True 1"
was ever translated into English. We hav desired
ask a brief space for a few remarks.
to bring out a large volume of one thousand pages,
The New York Herald, Jan. 4th, contains the folI arrived here on the sixth day from New York.
octavo, of Voltaire's writings, to he one of the books lowing notice of the Hull-Jamieson debate: "A dis- I left there on the 14th of November. Yon rememcomposing the '!'ruth Seeker Library This desire CllSsion took place last evening in Republican Hall, ber it was unusually cold at that date, everything
was intensified as we visited the room in his residence 55 West 33d street, between Prof. W. F. Jamieson, having a wintry appearance. With a few days out
at Ferney, Switzerland, and also as we stood by the of Chicago, and Moses Hull, of Boston, on the ques- from New York-to use a sailor phrase-running
side of hit tomb in the splendid Pantheon at Paris. tion 'Is Spiritualism True?' Prof. Jamieson took down the latitude, we find midsummer weather,
We should proceed to carry out this plan at once did the negativ and Mr. Hull the affirmativ side, the where the lightest of clothing is right up to the
our finances admit of it. To get up such a volume moderators being Messrs.· Charles Partridge and E. fashion.
costs a good sum of money, and, unfortunately, we R. Goodrich. For the opening the argument was
I hav just returned from a trip inland. The mail
hav it not to thus invest.
made on the proposition, 'Modern Scientific Materi- steamer leaves to-day for New York. The next mail
If, however, enough of our patrons will a~ree to alism is Sustained by Nature and Reason.' Each is two weeks hence. So yon see our means of comtake a copy of the work when produced, we will pro- speaker was allowed twenty minutes at a time and munication with the outside world is rather limited.
ceed to get it up and hav it ready to deliver in the each made three addresses. P1·of. Jamieson said To a stranger dropping down here from a wintry
spring. Such a volume of Voltaire's theological that eighteen years ago, in the state of Michigan, he region the situation is rather novel ; in fact, the
writings· ;;hould be printed, and every Freethinker's had a controversy with Mr. Hull, and the result scene changes. I hav visited several towns and
library should contai? a co~y. His writi~gs, i;n ?ut- was that at the close Mr. Hull announced his iuten- places during my travels. A description of one will
ting sarcasm and tellmg satire, as well as I'; bnlhant tion of renouncing Adventism, a· form of belief which suffice for nearly all.
litera1·y ability, hav never been equaled. It IS thought he had defended. In the debate last evening Prof.
This old town of Port au Prince, the capital of the
that his Commentary on the Bible should form a part Jamieson contended that no proof could be given to free and independent republic of Hayti, ha.s some
of the volume. It would probably make in all some show that the soul of man lived in a future world. very attractiv features about it-1 mean to a stranfour hundred pages, the additional six hundred pages Mr. Hull presented facts on eminent authority to ger. In the first place, the Haytians are all colored
being made up from his other religious writings.
show that there was a spirit world.''
folks with rare exceptions. The French language is
We call the attention of our readers to this extract
nearly universally spoken here.
from his Commentary with a view of seeing how they
The manners of the people are deGidedly French,
ORDERS
for
"An
Infidel
Abroad
"
are
coming
in
are pleased with it. A quiet vein of unbelief will
that
is to say, gentlemanly and courteous to each
be found underlying all. If those who decide that freely, but we are quite willing they should come other as well as to strangers. Every man, on slight
still
more
freely,
and
will
endeavor
to
accommodate
they will take a copy of Voltaire's theological works
acquaintance, takes off his hat to yon. I wish some
will let us know, we will be enabled to know what to all. When a man writes a book, nothing suits him genius would invent a self-tipping hat. I would inbetter
than
to
hav
it
sell
well.
A
journalist
in
one
do in reference to bringing them out.
of the Eastern states, writing to a friend similarly vest in one immediately.
The streets are filthy, with smface drainage. The '
engaged in this city, uses this language in reference
pig is the natural scavenger, consequently a priviOm Thanlrs.
to the volume:
"When Mr. Bennett's book of travels is com- leged character. The donkey monopolizes the prinWe wish to express our thanks to th~ kind patrons
pleted
I must hav a copy. I read most of his letters cipal carrying trade. I hav seen one of those patient
who hav promptly renewed for THE TRUTH SEEK~R
animals carrying two large, well-filled hampers, one
for the coming year, and to th~se who hav sen.t m in the paper, and found them very interesting-never on each side, and a large, lazy wench sitting on top,
read
a
sketch
of
travels
that
was
so
easy
to
comprethe sums for which they were m arrears. It Is a
balancing a gourd or calabash, about the size of a
pleasure to work for such friends, and om· gratitude hend-followed it as closely as though it came right large pum1Jkin, filled with tiaffa, a vile mixture made
goes out toward them. B1~t all whose names are on from his month. He is- a very able man with his from the nativ sugarcane, upon her head, a couple of
our list do not belong to this class, but seem content pen. 1 think if he advertises this book thoroughly strings of chickens tied by the legs, head downward,
to let month after month and almost year after year and introduces it among the journalists there is a apparently with little or no inconvenience. Not a
pass away without their d_ischarging their in_debted- fortune in it. It is the best work of the kind ever light of glass to be seen anywhere except in thecaness for this paper. We w_rsh such could reahze how in trod need."
Let those who desire a copy send in theii' orders at thedral or chm•ches. The windows are all doors,
much injustice they are domg us,_ and _how much they
once.
It is a good time to strike while the iron is that is about as near as I can express it. They are
are withholding the very matenal vitally nec~ssary
invariably open except to keep out the sun. The
hot.
to the life and success of the paper.
houses are on the arcade principle, a portion of the
We wish we were able to publish the sheet withhouse projecting over the sidewalks. Every house
THE N .A.TION.A.L SECULAR SoCIETY's ALMANAC FOR or store, as yon pass, has a half dozen or more women
out calling upon friends for aid, and to send it to
hundreds of thousands all over the land. But as 1881.-Edited by Charles Bradlaugh and Annie sitting around the open door, varying in shades of
this is not the case, as we are dependent upon the Besant. Contents : Table of Wages, Interest, etc., color from the nearly white to the jet black. Then,
sums daily received from friends and patrons to meet 1880, Its ·work and Promis; The Usefulness of with the ruins, together with earthquakes, revoluthe constant expenses, we can only request. all. to be Beauty; On the Early Writings of Great Men; tions, bombardments, and fires, Hayti is all broke up
as prompt as possible with ~1s. The begmmn9 of Heaven and Home; The Oracle of Reason; Free- -a relic of former greatness or French luxury during
the year is a very proper t1me to square up fHE thought in Holland; Table for the Conversion of slavery times. From the balcony of my hotel, back
TRUTH SEEKER arrearages and to pay for the year Sci en titic in to English Measures ; What Bacon of the town proper, a panorama i~ spread out before
already entered upon. For the prompt we hav grat- Meant by Atheism; Heaven and Hell; Social Evolu- yon, the finest that ever came under my observation.
tion of Freeth ought in France; Land Law Reform A strange looking town with a beautiful bay before,
itude; for the slow we hav hope.
League ; The Malthusian League ; Freethought verdure-clad mountains on either hand, a beautiful
Organization; The International Federation of Free- valley spreading away in the distance, teeming with
New Subscribers.
thinkers; England; Belgium; France; Italy; Ger- a luxuriant tropical vegetation, with here and there
We are making quite an e~ort ~o ad~ new names many; Spain; The United States; New Zealand and a beautiful residence. I would say, and I think I
to our list. Those who make It their bnsmess to pub- Australia; Hindostan; Voters' Claims; Redistribu- can demonstrate it without the possibility of a doubt,
lish Liberal papers, which arA necessarily unpopnla1: tion of Electoral Power; List of ninety-one Divisions that the island of St. Domingo, as far as climate and
with the masses who support the myths and fables ?f in which Mr. Bradlangh Voted; Christianity a~d other natural features are concerned, stands far above
former ages, nearly always find that a h~rd, up-hill Science; Landholders of more than 50,000 Acres m any other country or clime as an abiding place for
struggle is far frQ.Ill being as remnnerat1v as man1 Great Britain and he land; The Liberal Government; man, black or white. But I am forcibly reminded
entei1Jrises are. •This has been the ~lmost nm- Population of the Earth; Hints for the Home; A of the old missionary hymn:
form experience of those ~vho hav pu~hshed Free- Few Perpetual Pensions.
" Though every prospect pleases,
These articlt's are by different able writers, makthought journals. They wish to see theu pape~·s hav
Yet only man is vile." ·
a wide circulation, and the number of their pa- ing sixty pages of very interesting Radical reading
Here yon find the black man in his natural eletrons increase. We certainly belong to the class here matter. Price 25 cents. For sale at this office.
ment, climate, and conditions suited to his natural
indicated. We would be glad to hav TnE TRUTH
wants, no one ·to interfere with his social, political,
SEEKER reach thousands who now never see it. It
l\IR. T. B. WAKEMAN's manuscript for his Second or religious opinions, be they what they may ; yet
would afford us great· pleasure could one hundred Lesson was not received in time for this issue, but is as he stands to-day he is practically a failure. Pothousand people weekly perus~ itsya~es and become in good season for our next. From the way in which litically, to maintain this republic, the streets are
familiar with the truths whiCh It aims to demon- the Introduction and First Lesson are received, the paraded with armed men. Religiously, he is the
strate and learn that the old fables and superstitions series will be highly appreciated. Thereis no ques- dupe of designing priests. The church of .Rome is
which' are palmed of. as truth. by a pa~d set of priests, tion but what much systematic and scientific informa- the dominant religion, which accounts for this charwho are directly interested m keepmg up the delu- tion will be imparted in these lessons.
acteristic opposition to modern improvements. There
sion, are not what they are represented to be, and
is not a plow or agricultural implement on the island
are unworthy of the confidence of ·sensible men and
to Iliy knowledge, and I made diligent inquiry. Not
women
WE thank the kind friends who hav sent us the a steam en gin, but plenty of priests. No schools
It should be to the interest of every liberal- . names of Liberals in their respectiv localities_. Do~lbt worthy the name.
minded person who has become convinced of the. less many of them hav looked for the promised little
I will write you again when my time is not so
great fraud that has been practiced by priests upon : J.?resents in. return. The 1·eason they hav not b~en limited.
•
JAMES McivER.
the credulous masses that truth should take the place: forwarded Is because we hav been too much. occupied
ONE hundred years ago the great botanist JLin()f error in our. beautiful country, that the power of, to attend t? it. ~s soon _as we reach the time when
priestcraft and mental servitude should giv place to i we hav a httle leisure this duty shall not be lo~ger nreus was condemned fc:>r teaching the sex of.plants,
and his publications were suppressed.
the more benign influence of reason and truth, that, deferred.
fountain of mind, element to the contrary notwithstanding.
Our friend also seems to think he has discovered a
new god, which he names" Condition." We wish
there were no worse gods than this lurking around
in the darkened minds of men. Condition and circumstance are of course important considerations in
every result and event that take place, but why
either should be termed a god is difficult to understand.
We will go no further now. If Mr. Chapman is
not answered, we will defer the contract till some
other time.
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is suspended. All but the mind organs ~~:e as activ Igod Condition. ~ ay, the very destiny of the r~ce, as
as ever. If sleep is an attribute or conditw_n of the w~~l as of t?e umvm:se, hangs ~n that ?ne wm d ~on
physical org!lnism, then the body should ~e m a cat- d%twn. It_ IS the m1g?~Y level ~y whiCh all thm_gs
aleptic condition for that and that only IS the only move. Without conditiOns the1e could be no piOThought and Mind.
'
'
'
.
sleep the body ever experiences. Thousand~, then, gresswr:.
.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: pass through a long lifetime without the physiCal or-. -~ertamly yo_u _w1ll n_ot, dare not, asser~ that elecOnce more and for the last time, I desire to call at- ganism having one moment's sleep. vVhen the body tricity, etc., ongmate m glass, rubber, zmc, or any
tention to this profound and deeply interesting sub- is in a cataleptic sleep the mind is always awake and other snbst~n?e used as a gen~rator of thes~ _eleject.
activ, as the wondeifnl visionf: and experiences me~Its. Fnct~on and combustiOn are conditiOns
Man is and always has been an unsolved mystery. which are afterward related always and abundantly winch are n~cessaryto ge~emte m: concentra~e the_m.
The church has always persecuted those who discuss prove. The mind being the superior and more pow- All the e~1g1_n do_es that IS used m ~o_nnectwn With
these questions from a philosophical standpoint, and erfnl element would very qnickly consume and wear the electnc light IS to ma~e the conditiOn that ~a~h
it is not surprising that those who hav outgrown all out these frail organisms did it not cease periodically ~rs or concentrates the flmd fro~ space. ConditiOn
the dogmas, creeds, and lies of supersti~ion should to exercise its functions.
IS the god that compels obed1en~e. If these eleseek the solution of the problems what IS thought,
Catalepsy, or trance, then, is sleep of the body, m.ent~ 'Y"ere not foun~ every_where m greater or less
mind and life? what is man? whence did he come? while ordinary sleep is of the mind or spirit. Science quantities, t?er: we might With_ s_om~ reason conclude
and .;hat is his destiny? by rules that harmonize must certainly stand by me in this assertion. Is the that th~y exist 111 a latent conditiOn m amber, rub be~·,
with nature and reason. It is not only our right but urain the ultimate, or is there something beyond or glass, zmc, etc., etc., but_ every cloud that passes IS
our duty to fathom all myste1:ies and solv:e all p_ro~- behind that receives, reads, and digests the messages mo~·e or less charge~. with_ them. Often the maglems. Away with the-pervertmg, paralyzmg prmci- that come in from tho outer wol'ld? If it is the netic currents are vlSlble m the northern heavens,
pie of faith ! Giv us reason, godlike reason, and God brain, then the ·mind is a myth. If there is a mind streaming up to the zenith and be,rond. Eve_ry le~f,
himself, if there is a God, must flee away to there- to which impressions must ultimately come, then the blade of grass, _and frost crystal Is a~ electnc pomt
gions of impenetrable darkness, or we should fir;d mind, if produced by the brain, is superior to, and that g?'~hers or cbspenses_ the ac~umul_atmg clements of
him. If there is a God, let us hav some proof of It. possesses attributes and power totally unlike, in every el~ctncity and ma~netism. The frostwork on o~r
As friend Babcock says, "even a leg" dangling respect, the producing cause. We are, then, abso- wmdow panes, W~IC.h assumes so many fa_ntastic
from the clouds would be accepted as evidence. Let lutely compelled to conclude that the mind is really shapes a~d forms, Is arranged by the mag1tet1C cu.rus find something in the universe that cannot be ac- the entity or individual acting in harmony with, as rents whiCh play ov~r. the surface of. the glass, set Ill.
counted for by natural law, and then w_e hav ~~u~d far as possible, and using, the physical organism for r:roti?n by the con~ItiOns condensatiOn ~r;d crystala clue to God, and not before. If then~ Is a _spirit 111 1 the accomplishment of a certain purpose.
hzatwn. By certam processes, or conditJons, these
man that thinks, reasons, remembers, Imagms, and
In former articles I hav shown bow mind manifests wonderful elements can be gathered and stored away
wills in conjunction with these. physical organisms, itself by thought undulations, and that absolutely no in the magnet an_d Leyden jar.. I ~o ~ot a~sert p~si
we should find some proof of It. I hav sought for substance is ever transmitted by undulations; there- tivly, but I believe magnetiSm IS Identical With
this proof, and believe I hav found it. I may not be fore thought cannot be "essence matter" or sub- mind and the nerve fluids.
able to mak~ othe1:s see as I do, ne_vei:theless to my stance in any sense. Without dwelling on this point,
All known elements, or nearl:y: so, can b~ ~rystal
mind the evidence IS clear and convmcmg. .
.
I will try now to show how mind originates, or lized. _Who knows but magnetism, electncity, and
Heretofore I hav spoken of thought as bemg Sim- whe1·e mind elements come from and then shall leave other kmdred elements, are gathered from space by
ply a mani_festation of the mind, just as walking is a the subject for the present.
'
combns~ion ~,ithin ~he hnma_n_ organis~, and there
manifestatiOn of the body, or as waves result from
In your criticism, Mr. Bennett, you demand, if crystallized mto mmd or spn·It orgamsms. Every
casting a pebble into water. _When I sa~, "My there is a spirit or mind element, that we gather and thought the mind produces cr,rstallizes more or less of
thoughts," I do not mean ·my mmd, for that IS what exhibit it, as we do oxygen, hydrogen, etc. Now, the atoms of these subtle flmds, and_ th~ fact or_ ext?inks; nor do I mean elements when I say proper- at the risk of being ridiculed, I will say I believe perience b~comes the law_o_f crystallizatiOn. _Thmkties.
this has already been done in two different ways- ing, then, IS the crystalhzmg process by which the
In your criticism you somehow fail to giv me the one by a natural and the other by an artificial mind is built up and becomes stronger and stronger.
credit for having made this distin~tion. Yo~ say, process. You and I, and every other human being,
-'~gain! I ~ay_, I b~lieve. it is a fact that. the mag" He see~s to r~gard thought, or mmd, ~sa pnm~ry hav been gathering and exhibiting this myste~·ious netic flmd IS Id~ntiCal With_ the nerve flmds of the
element.
A gam, "If thought, or mmd, or hfe- and subtle element from our earliest infancy .. 'I hose body, and that hfe and all Its processes are dependforce, or spirit matter, is an element," etc. Now, to who hav secured the choicest lot, and hav the best ent upon the presence of these subtle and impondermy mind, it is absurd to say thought, or _min_d, for organism, through which only can it manifest its able fluids: All our l~ves, from e_arliest inf_ancy, are
the,r are ~ot synonymous terms. The mmd IS that presence to a physical world, are in_deed the favored we gathermg and ~tormg away t~Is mysteriOus s,~?
which thmks, and thought, the result, cannot be ones of earth. Mind elements manifest tbemselvs or stance or magnetic element until death, when m
' ident~cal with the rroducing canse.. ~hinking is ~he can be exhibited exactly as magnetism, heat, elec- the twinkling of an ~;ve" the body is _discharged, ~nd
exerCise of the ~md, and by _thmkmg ~he mmd tricity, and all other imponderable elements do-by nothing but cold, lifeless, un_magnetie clay_ re!J?-ams.
g~ows stronger, JUSt as the physical orgamsm does the phenomena whick are the result of their activity ?'his wonderful pow_er t~ thmk, reas~n, Will, tmagWith strong manual labor.
or motion.
m, and remember, with ail the magnetism that filled
It is not th~ ?rain t~at thinks, _will~, imagins, or
When the Leyden jar or magnet was invented, a the body, has left instantanem~sly. How like the
remembers-It IS t?e ~mel; and _mmd IS able t? p~o- m{\ans was furnished by which life or mind elements Leyden jar! ~he human orga.msm seems to be an
du~e these results JUSt m proportiOn to the faCilities could be gathered and exhibited. I am fully sa tis- exact parallel with the Leyden Jar; perhaps I should
at Its. command.
.
.
fied that magneti~m, or the magnetic fluid, is identi- say is identical. Both can be gradually l_oaded or
· Without the organ of time the mmd cannot pro- cal with the nerve fluid of the human organism. This charged with the same element, and both discharged
du_ce music. As well _e1:p~ct a man to chop wood wilt explain disease and healing by " laying on of instantanem_Isly: _The only difference. is. the capacity
w1t~out an ax. The ~mel Itse_lf may be abl~ to ap- hands." When a certain organ or part of the body of the one IS hmtted, the ?~her unlimited._ I~ the
preciate the most beautiful musrc, but not havmg the has lost its power to attract the needed elements, or one there must be a crystalhzmg process, while m the
machinery to produce ~t, it is impotent. I hav when some stronger part robs the weaker, the mag- other it is wanting. I am co~pelled, then, to. conknown many who al?l)!'eCiate to t_he fullest_ extent the netic fluids becoms unequally distributed; it is then elude ,that mind_ elements exist _as separate, mdemost rapturous musiC, but by ro~ce or by mstrument that the healing hands, as magnets, restore the equi- pendent, and pnmary elements m and throughout
could never produce aught but discord.
Iihrium.
space, and that without the inflow of these elements
_Yo~, say, ~'It is the org~nism that makes the
Again, when the system bas become debilitated, the mind could never be organized or hav an existmmd.
I thmk the _above, With ~any o_ther parallel and there is a lack of the vital fluids, the presence of ence it; any sense.
.
.
.
a~d equally as startlm~ facts whiC? I might pres~nt, a strong, healthy, and magnetic person is of the
I wrll further say, m conclusiOn, that If a_ place
disprove absolutely ~his ex~raordmar;v a_ssu~ptwn. greatest possible benefit. An equilibrium i11 instantly could be found _where these mind _or magnetic eleYou speak of the br~m as domg the thmkmg_, JUSt as established between the two persons, and the sick ments do not exist, th~n that place_ Is_ exactly ad~P.tcd
th~ eye does the seemg and the ear the hearmg, etc. immediately become strong and well. The healer to the accursed machmery of C~nst1an s~perstitiOn,
It IS a well-known fact that t?e _eye does_ not see, nor being a natural magnet at once draws from space the for then men would of necessity be "like dumb,
does th~ ear hear. The I _W"Ithm_ sees With ~he eyes, elements he has given away, and the eqnilibrium is driven cattle," void of all reason or power to think.
hears With the e~rs, and thmks With the b~am. ~he again restored. In other words, I regard every hu- In those barren, blank, and desolate regions, faith,
ey~s and ears, With atte~dant nerves, ar~ Simply ai~s man being on this earth as a magnet or Leyden jar. beautiful faith, would flourish as "a green bay tree,"
or mstrume~ts to t~e mm~l. If the optic and au~Ic The magnet and Leyden jar I consider the iJ,rtificial and priests, like human swine, could tsrow fat and
nerves are Simply aids or mstruments, the~ th~ b_ram, process above alluded to. In these, magnetism and lazy, with never an Infidel or Spirituahst to trouble
t?e gr~at central nerve, the matter of which IS Iden- electricity can be stored away and exhibited just as or disturb. Such would indeed be a fit place for the
trca~ With that of all the_ lesser nerves, ~ust ~Is? be we exhibit mind, by their phenomena.
Christian's heaven. There the saints would be so
an mstrument of the mm~. Ar;d I _believe. It IS as
You ask me to weigh spirit or mind element when idiotic that no ray of intelligence or trace of memabsurd to say that the brai?, wlnch IS nothmg but it bas been found and gathered. I shall ask yon to ory would reveal to them the awful sufferings of
n~rve matter, creates the mmd as to declare tha_t the say truly if you know anything whatever of electric- loved ones in hell. Perhaps I am wicked, but I am
pmno_ or the house ?reates the m_an. There IS no ity, magnetism, or heat, except by its manifestations. so happy with my Infidel reason, which, with no eye
~scal?mg t~e cor;clusi?n that the1:e IS a_n el~ment a?t- Now that you bav discovered these fluids by their of faith, tells me I shall never hav to spend a thou~~ m CO~Junctwn :VIth th~ bram W~Ich IS superiOr manifestations, I shall askyou to weigh them. Take sand million billion trillion quintil~n, etc., etc., etc.,
m lt~ attnbutes, which r~ce1ves ~nd d~gests messRges the'horse-shoe and Leyden jar and wehrh them both ages in such an idiotic heaven that I now and then
~ece1ved through s~~satwn, whiCh bemg made up of before and after they become charged.• Do you find love to indulge in a few moments of thought and
Impo_nderable o~· spi_n~ substance, must hav and use a any difference? There is absolutely no difference. self-gratulation. I hav had a narrow esca1Je. Once
physical org~msm ~f It would see, hear, handle,_ an_d Very well; then there are elements so "impalpable" I was a close-communion Baptist. Once I had on
learn of physiCa_l thm~s. We say ~hat" the b~am IS that they bav no weight, and so mysterious as to that straight and narrow jacket, and if I hav not a
the ~rgan of the _mmd." Js. this utterl:y Without defy all search and analysis except by their peculiar right to be happy over my narrow escape from the
meanmg? If there II:! 1;o oueu element as mmd, why, manifestations. It is to be hoped that those who Baptist's close-communion, idiotic heaven, then there
then, do :you seeak of It as such~ If you mean that ring so· many changes on the term "spiritual ·mani- is no magnetism, electricity, or fire in hell, or religyour_ bram th111ks, then W?uld. It not be far more festations" will bring their mighty intellects to bear ion in the reason and honor of Thomas Paine, Ben.
consistent to say, "My br~m tbmks, not my mind?" upon electrical, etc., manifestatious, :mel perhaps they jam in Franklin, or Thomas Jefferson.
:w-hy d? you, w~o so consistently advocate a ~eform may discover something else besides spiritual maniFriend Bennett, this seems to be a good place to
m spelling, conti~ue _to ~se conf~ssedly m~anmgless festations that is "exceedingly thin."
close this discussion. I begin to realize that I am
terms? You say If _mm_d IS anythmg at all It must _be
Where do electricity and magnetism come from? getting out into water so deep that I cannot touch
the r~su~t of orgamzatw_n and a product of the bram. Answer this question, and I will tell you where min a bottom, and I will agree to keep still if you will.
How IS It, then, that mmd, ~he most complex an_d elements come from.
However, should you, with your more experienced
stable element of rna~, rem~ms ever th_e same, or IS
Are electricity and magnetism latent, and coneen- pen, and far-seeing, analytical, and Materialistic
constantly accumulativ, while the bram atoms or trated in unlimited qnantities in certain mbbish, or mind, again with your criticisms upset my crazy
ele~ents are the most unsta~le. of the bodj? Wh~n is all space filled with them, ready to obey the com- Spiritualistic notions, and prove me a "deluded felwe he_ down to sleep, ~hat IS tt that sleeps? Is It mands of certain conditions? ~ere I to giv a word low" who thinks he "has a mind as is a mind," ;v?y,
the mmd. or. the J:ody: If. the ~ody sleeps, ?ug-ht that should embody all the sigmficance and all the I may resurrect myself from my shell of obliviOn
D; 0 t respiratiOn, digestiOn_, CirculatiOn, ~nd assim_Ila- attributes of the gods, I should name condition.
into which I now crawl and try again.
twn to cease? Not a functiOn of the physical orgamsm
This universe, and all that is in it, iB ruled bv the
Yours for more light,
E. A. CHAPMAN.

N.
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Extracts from Rev. Dr. ,J. A. Thayer's Thanks-' vanced movement, the abolition of slavery. Was Spain, Portugal, Ireland, and Italy; wonderful! progiving Sermon. •
this advance step...due to the church? Let the facts digious ! What morality, intelligence, and civiliza-

answer. The prominent leaders in the anti-slavery tion ! Christianity has done heaps for them there.
CRITICISED BY A. ALLEN NOE.
movement were Gerritt Smith, Wm. Lloyd Garrison, There we see the demonstrated effects of the ship
·
. 1 1f 1
· . .
Abby Kelley, Abner Kneeland, Frances Wright, Zion taking the lead and the state following in its
I tIS not a veiy t 1an t u tas 1t to critiCise a popular W d II Ph"ll"
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t"1 M
B · · F W d wake. While France is the most Infidel nation on
minister of one's own town, but we proceed in defense' J e~ e R G.·~~~· ucpre ka opt~,ll benpmMm"lt. .Sa et, the globe, it is also the most prosperous. These are
of truth rather than let error 'go unreuuked. It is .offs (ufa · · I tmgs,) ardeRr bi s Durly, I on Nu t- great big facts, yet this reverend gentleman fells his
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IXI e ua eress, ence a 1 era .
everen sir,
~ru , rave s s ow y, w I e error flies 011 rapid were they inspired by the church of Christ? The fused to Issue thanksgiving proclamations. We bav
wmgs.
.
first article that appeared in opposition to slavery about done with the reverend gentleman, and will
In speakmg of the progr,~ss of our conn~ry, the was from the pen of Thomas Paine. Jefferson said, conclude by saying that the extracts of his sermon
r(lverend gentleman said :
In contemplatmg our "Nothing is more certainly written in the book of which we hav quoted are false throughout, and we
futm:e, I see but two cl?nds upon our h01·i~o!'· !he fate than that these people shall be free." Were challenge him to substantiate them by facts. We
first I~ a ten~e~cy to drift away fro;n ~he rigid ,Piety they inspired by the church of Christ? While these challenge him to a denial of our statements in
of o_m fa~hms mto .a Godless ~atena_hsm, a Chnstle~s noble souls were laboring to free the slave the min- reply. The reverend gentleman is guilty of either
RatiOnalism, or a lifeless sen~Imentalism. I~ ought to isters who were inspired by the church of Jesus wilfully or ignorantly misleading his hearers. The
be k1~o~v.n t? all. that t~e bas~s of all morah~Y. ~nd of were opposing them by quoting scripture to prove old ship Zion sails down to the present day bearing
all CIVI}IzatiOn. IS ~an s. f.ee~mg ?f responsibility _to that slavery was a divine institution. _Garrison with her a banner which bas ever opposed human
God. rhe f~Ir .~Iup Z!on IS _bemg scuttled by ItS applied for a church in Boston to plead for the slave progress, liberty, reform, and civilization. She tried
It IS pa~smg ~trauge that the but was denied one for that purpose. It was then to stifle the Copernican idea that the earth is round,
godl_ess enenues.
ommpotent _Jehovah of the Bible! With. about s~venty that Kneeland, the Infidel editor of the Boston and burnt Bruno at the stake, one of the earliest adth~msan~. VIcegerents to help him, Will permit t~e rnvestigator, opened his doors for the Infidel to plead vocates of that idea. ffile invented the guillotine,
slup of Z_IOn to become scuttled and thereby ~endered for freedom. Not a church in Warren forty years the block, the rack, the thumbscrew, and other
unseawm thy, a~d they all on boa1:d, With God ago could be bad for an antislavery meeting. If methods of torture. She lit the fires of Smithfield.
at the helm, Ius son Jesus, and his othrr part the counsels of the church had been adhered to the She flowed the blood of millions of innocent victims
~the Holy Ghos.t), on board and watching an~ labo~- galling chains of slavery could yet be beard on ~very she bas put to death for opinion's sake. • She has
mg for the shtp s we~fare, an.d there, too, I.s their plantation of the sunny south. You, reverend sirs, hunted down and put to death innocent victims of
el~er br?ther, the ~evil, who Is alwa_ys at his post who were inspired by the church of Christ were but Columbia's land. She has imprisoned some of the
fnghtenm~ weak-mmded people, getting them abo':t pious stumbling-blocks in the way of freedom and noblest heroes for liberty of our day. She has oprea~y to JUmp on. board, so t?at. by a few tra.giC reform. Not one ex-slave can point to a church posed most all inventions, saying the inventors were
stones, some pr~ymg, psalm smgmg, and weepi~1g and say, "To the teachings within thywalls do. I owe possessed of the devil. She stands to-day upon the
by the army of vicegerents, they get aboard the ship. my freedom." Abraham Lincoln was an InfideL blood of Christ and is crimsoned over with the blood
What a gallant crew ! What a br~ve set ?f fellows! He gave liberty to four millions of bondmen, with of the world's noblest heroes. While the Infidel
T_h~,boss a.t the }~elm, ,p?od fellows m the ~Ilot house, one stroke of the p.en, as it were_. Was he inspired Paine was laboring to plant the tree of liberty on
hiS sata~uc maJesty m the. hold attendmg to the by the church of Christ? Not until after the anti- American soil, the founder of the Methodist church,
fire, keepmg up steam, the ship _well manne~, and yet slavery movement became strong and popular did John Wesley, was laboring in England to girdle it.
they allow a few Godless, Chnstless unbelievers to the church come to the rescue. It is to those anti- While Infidels were trying to burst the galling chains
get on boa;d . and scuttle tl~e ship of Zio_n. What, christian, Infidel reformers, lovers of liberty, justice, which bound Ethiopia's sons and daughters, the ship
r~verend Sir, IS the mattm:w1thyourold sh1p? Jes'!s and equality, that the colored people owe their free- Zion was trying to prove by the Bible that those
d!~~~ to save your crew, did h~ not? Is no~ your ship dom, and you, reverend sirs, know it, yet you hav chains were forged by Jehovah.
Now, while Liberals are trying to separate church
sailing on the blood _of Christ? Your vicegeren~s the brazen effrontery to stand in the pulpit and say
~ere called by .God himself, and yet yon ~ho bav It every advance movement in government is due to and state, as the fathers intended it should be, the
m charge let It get scuttled. Yom ship must be the church. The reverse is true and a minister priesthood is trying to hav them clasp hands or to
made of poor timber. Christ's blood is getting low, who don't know it is not fit to t~ach a Hottentot. bav the ship Zion sail in front. We hav no objecand tb~ good ship of Zi_?n has run foul a snag~ while When, in the name of all that is high and holy, will tion to ministers teaching the beautiful truths spoken
her _officers v:ere e~tmg yellow-le~ge~ chicken~. these hypocritical priests become sufficiently just to by Christ upon the :Mount, but they hav no right to
Agam your slup of ZIOn ~oats no scientists, no phi- render unto Cmsarthe things that are Cmsar's? When sow the seeds of error. They hav no right to claim,
losophers, no first-class tbmkers. _
will they giv credit to whom credit is due, and quit as this reverend gentleman did on Thanksgiving day,
~he reverend. !?~ntleman sees a cloud _on our maligning those noble, Christless unbelievers to whom that all progl·ess, morality, and advancement are due
honzon, and he IS frightened. We guess rath.er be we owe our civil and religious liberty, and to whom to the church, for it is untrue. They hav no right
sees the car ?f progress. :a:e bear~ the thundermg of the slave owes his freedom? The reverend gentle- to sour the minds of the young against unbelievers
t~e car of sCience. T!1e ~~~Ip of Zwn started a long man c~pped the climax in the following. Hear him: by makin& i~ _app.ear that they are barbarians and optime ahead of the sCientific car, yet the latter bas "The ship of state can only sail the seas of life in posed to CIVIlizatiOn and reform. They hav no right
to claim for the church the merit that is due to
overta_keu the former, run i~to her, and scut~led her. the wake of the ship of Zion." ·~
She Will. make no progress til_! the1 r~n her mto hell
Here he struck the key-note. He not only favors a Christless unbelievers, and to do it is dastardly mean
fo~ repau:s. ~hose cl_ouds, Sir, Will mcrease .. Yo~r union of church and state, but would put the church and hypocritical. The reverend gentleman claims
ship of ZIOn Will receive a more severe scuttlmg m ahead and would hav the state follow in its wake. that the ship Zion is being scuttled by its godless
the future. The ~cientific car of progress will r?ll He would hav an established religion to prevent enemies. It is to those Christless enemies that we
on and on, gather.m~ up. tbe·prtssengers ~s they dnft people from drifting away from the rigid faith of mostly owe what we are. Deny it, reverend sir, if
away from the rigid piety of onr Puntan fathers. the Puritans into Godless Materialism and Cbristless you dare! The ship Zion deserves to be scuttled
That car has on board the scientists, the philoso- unbelief. That Christless cloud on our horizon and hung upon the beach with its blood-stained banphers, ~h~ thinkers, t~e hum~nitarians, the reformers, troubles the church, and it has been laboring both ner as a relic of barbarism and cruelty for millions
an~ this JOlly cre'Y will roll mto_t~e New Jerusalem ~ecretly and openly to unite church and state by try- yet unborn to gaze upon. The reverend gentleman
while that old bigoted, superstitiOus, bloody, sent- mg to get an amendment to the Constitution to whines about the ship Zion being scuttled, and would
tied craft is below being washed and repaired. Good- recognize the Christian God. This amendment came fain unite church and . state so as to compel the
Christless unbelievers to help repair and float it upon
bye, ship of Zion, you deserve your fate.
near passing the Senate a few years ago.
the
sea of oppression. The union of church and
The reverend gentleman further said, "Every
The chureh is determined to effect a union of church
upward step in the advance of government has beeu and state. The masses of the Libei·a]s will say no state is antagonistic to the principles of the fathers,
made possible, and has been inspired by the pioneer- danger. Fellow Liberals, our indifference is the dan- unwarranted by the Constitution, and dangerous to
ing of the church of Jesus Christ." What an absurd ger. Remember, eternal vigilance is the price of lib- our liberties. Any person of intelligence who will
statement ! He could not hav strayed farther from erty. Let us not be caught napping. That cloud utter the sentiment m public or private should be
the truth. The Declaration of Independence was an worries the priesthood. They are determined to branded as a tyrant, a traitor to his country, an
advance step. Who deserves the honor? Let the bring that Christless crew which has scuttled their eneiJ?Y to civil and religious liberty, and a foe to hufacts answer. Our forefathers petitioned Parliament ship of Zion back to the rigid faith of the Puritan mamty.
Warren, 0., Dec. 8, 1880.
for a redress of their grievances, but the thought of fathers-that rigid faith which caused those who
independence never occurred to them until after were inspired by the church of Christ to banish
ALL religions hav something in common; all bav
Thomas Paine advanced the idea in his famous book Roger Williams, hunt down Quakers and bore their
called "Common Sense." He it was who fired tongues-that rigid faith which -made it a crime something divine. The time bas gone by when Christhe American mind for liberty. He may well be to lodge a Quaker, which hung Mary Dyer on Boston tianity, in view of its confessors, could claim a mocalled the father of the Declaration of Independence. Common. Such would be the fate of the Christless nopoly of saving truth. Recent r>tudy of the ethnic
After the struggle began Paine was the first to pay unbelievers if those who are inspired by theehurcb religions bas abated the contemptuous aversion with
which Christian orthodoxy was wont to regard them,
money out of his own funds to carry on the war. of Christ get, the power.
During the darkest days of the Revolution be was in
The reverend gentleman claims the basis of all waving them aside as damnable impostures or execamp inspiring the soldiers with his presence and morality and civilization is man's feeling of responsi- crable superstitions, and their receivers as without the
words of cheer. When the army was unpaid, but bility to God. Another statement the facts will not pale of salvation. This was the view with which
half fed and clothed, and about to arise in mutiny, warrant. What do the red men of the forest know Christian missionaries in former times engaged in the
Paine wrote the book called "'fhe Crisis," in which about responsibility to God, yet they are more moral noble enterprise of rescuing those lost peoples from
he said, "These are the times that try men's souls." than people of civilized Christian nations. Indians their imminent doom by drawing them into the
That book was circulated through the army, and it of the same tribe won't steal from each other nor Christian fold. They knew nothing, or next to nothrekindled the flame of liberty, and, said Washington, slander and deceive each other as Christians will. ing, of the religions they wished to supplant; but
did more to gain our independence th<tn a dozen They will steal from each other, slander, backbite, simply assn~ that not being Christian, they must
victories. He named our country the "United and sue each other. What a saintly crew sailing on be utterly ana only bad, and that all that held them
States of America." He l.·ocked this country in its the scuttled ship of Zion. Reverend sir, the Indians must perish everlastingly.-F. H. Hedge.
cradle. We are more indebted to Paine for what are more moral than we here in enlightened America.
I THINK "John's Way" a good book. J. EvANS.
liberty we enjoy than to any other man. Will the What immorality they do possess was taught them by
reverend gentleman dare say he was inspired by. the those who were inspired by the church of Christ.
Mns. SLENKER's "John's Way" is just the book
church of Jesus Christ? We say without fear of sue- They were found to be very clever and friendly by
cessful contradiction that those who took the lead in the humane Wm. Penn, who belonged to the Quaker we want. It is entertaining, interesting, and instructhe American Revolution were Infidel to the Christian sect, who were tortured by the rigid Puritans. There tiv, and then the price is only fifteen cents. This
J. HAZELTINE.
religion. Were they in~pired by the church of Christ? are tribes in Africa whose ideas and practices of comes within the reach of all. "'
Thomas Jefferson, who is called the father of morals and justice is far above any Christian nation.
THE Sandwich Islands is the only country in the
Fearing, bowing, scraping to God, is the basis of
Democracy, was an Infidel. He refused to issue
Thanksgiving proclamations. Was he inspired by ·all that is good and grand, is it, reverend sir? world where there are no illiterate people. Every
the church of Christ ?
How is it in those Christian nations where those in- child is compelled by government to be taught to
Let us drift on down to the next great ad- spired by the church of Christ hav full sway? Take read and write.
1
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the Chinese trip, and those who will 'contribute coming to you? I think he is low enough :!'or that,
toward the expenses];will be amply repaid w_hen though perhaps I am mistaken.
JOSEPH BARNES.
Yours for truth and freedom,
perusing the letters which you will write upon vanous
subjects fr'om ancient .countries.
Lours LANGE. , MR. EDITOR : Your favor received. Yes, we are
Yours for progress,
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I wish to congratulate you
getting along finely in our colonial enterprise.
on your safe 1·eturn, upon the happy and proper
discharge of the eventful duty, t.he courteous and 'MR. D. M. BENNETT : Long may you and THE Sev.eral new houses are going up now in Liberal,
kind reception, and the honor received as well as TRUTH BEEKER wave. Through its columns I eagerly and everything seems to be on the boom. I will
bestowed, hoping that it may in part return some followed you in your travels in Europe, losing not a make you 'a present of a desirable lot if you will
equivalent for your sacrifices and sufferings in de- step that you reported, and my pleasure was second accept it. I send herewith my subscription to THE
G. H. WALSER.
fending the rights of American citizens and univer- only to yours, and my knowledge of the old coun· TRUTH SEEKER.
sal mental freedom, and gi v recuperation and strength. tries better than ever before.
[Many thanks to B1·o. Walser. We ·will accept
Would that God or nature would rejuvenate you
with gratitude the kind offer he makes of"the present
JAMES T. FARRIS.
Respectfully,
some thirty years,· to renew and continue the battle
of tt lot in his new town, and possibly when we lay
for the glorious cause-tl:e full freedom and happiFRIEND BENNETT: \Ve hail thee once again, our off the harness of journalism we may go out there
ness of man.
standard-bearer! Welcome back to thy nativ shore. and spend the remainder of our days.-ED. T. S.]
I should be pleased to learn, through your paper, Knowing the many greetings with which you would
bow much the contributions for your late journey be submerged, I delayed lest mine might prove the
MrsHTER BENNETT : I dinks now dot I wrides you
fell short of the expenditures for the same. I feel '' fata.l straw." Your letters from Europe are inter- leedle letters und sends der monish vor your baper.
confident or hope that every true and generous- estina and your detestation of. orthodoxy will crop I reads him yet, und likes him, but sum dings I likes
hearted Liberal will respond in sums of less or more, out. "'shall be glad when humanity and Christianity not very mootch.
,
as large amounts are m:ade up of small ones. That shall hav so evoluted that rasping retorts will no
I used reads der Index, dree, vore, vife yare, und
will at once wipe out the deficit.
longer be a necessity. Every pioneer must "blaze" der Mishter Abbot gits, och, mine Gott, how fery
I will say in reference to the suggestion of a COITe- the way, travel rough ways. Our consolation is in pig, dot py shimmeny he clinks he vo_s efrypodys.
spondent of contributing five dollars to pay your ex- the consciousness that the way once established the So he shwells und shwells dot he shphts him oben
penses around the world, it would giv me pleasure oncoming future niay travel in luxurious carriages. und shpills him all oud, und now he brints no more
to respond to his suggestion, and will double the
Yours truly,
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
babers.
amount if he will join in giving five dollars to cancel
Now, Mishter Bennett, der beebles all say py der
a debt that was created for the Liberal cause, name1\IR. EDITOR: If D. 1\f. Bennett had not gone to Gongress vere you vas dot you pig man too, und now
ly, the ~xpenses to the Belgium Congress of the Europe we should not fully know his wonderful ability 1 say you shust look you high oud dot you getch
Liberal~ of the world, of D. l\1. Bennett, or balance to observe, remember, record, and describe what he
not dot shwell, und shplit zickness und der bucl{et
unpaid.
sees and experiences. Thousands hav passed over the gicks you ofer doo.
l\Ir. \Vakeman's great argument at Chicago never same ground that he did, but no one I ever read has
I wrides blenty now, und I shust sends mit der
was touched by any one, or an attempt to answer, recorded :;o much or described it as well. That he letters dree dollar monish vor your baber one yare
and stands as a tower of truth and logic, in answer could see and tell so much in so short a time is more more. Yours fery faidfully,
J. GurwrTs.
to the wail of suffering which came up from the un- surprising than his writing so much in prison.
just imprisonment of a Bennett, Laut, Hayward, and Were he not so much need~rl at home he could
D. 1\I. BENNETT, Dea1· Sir: I hav read your letters
scores of others, and their families made destitute, benefit the world vastly by traveling all the time,
with the fresh arrest of Barter unQ.er these iniquitous for he t-ravels with open eyes, a loose tongue, a re- froin Emope with much interest and pleasure, and
and cursed laws. And the bolters dared not say repeal. cept iv disposition, and a retentiv and superior descriptiv liked the way you had of taking the sanctity out of
saints end cathedrals, while you giv due credit to
My kind regards to Mrs. Bennett and Eugene.
mind. Do not fail, you who are able, to buy the all who deserve to be called true saints. You are one
Truly and fraternally yours,
D. R. BuRT.
book.
who can write equally well in sunshine or shadow,
[In reply to our venerable friend's inquiry we hav
Liberals, r" earnestly entreat you not to disparage scoring to the line all the same. It seems to me
to state that $220 was contributed by friends to de- each other's opinions, views, and labors, although your pen must go by steam or some occult power,
fray the expenses to the Brussels Congress. This they may differ from yours, and you may not per- as it never tires; you drive one of more force than
sum was divided equally with Mr. Rawson, but was sonally entertain them.
St. Peter's, if not so large, and you should be styled
not half enough. Our own expenses amounted to
Nature has a great variety ·of work to do, and a St. Bennett.
L11NA HuTCHINSON.
$400, but $150 of this amount was used in seeing parts great variety of human organisms through which to
or Europe not necessary to an attendance upon the do it. In nature's great workshop there is a division
Bro. BENNETT: Inclosed please find money order
Brussels Congress.-ED. T. S.]
of labor, but to the eye of the true philosopher and for three dollars, which will pay subscription up to
philanthropist each is at work for all, and all f0r September 1, 1881. I like it yet. I am glad you are
each. Especially is this true of truth seekers and home again and will publish all your letters from
FRIEND BENNETT : Pnt me down for five dollars to reformers. Many who, like myself, hav battled for
make a circumnavigaLor of you, as doubtless your many years agaiust old orthodoxy think that there Europe. Though pretty well informed with regard to
enemies will, in the future world-if there is oneEuropean matters, through reading, I find many
make a salamander of you. We w.:nt a man to tell is urgent need of reforms in the practical lives, rela- things in your letters I did not know before and
tious, and habits of all classes of svciety without any
us just what he saw as plainly as if we beheld the reference to religious or political opinions. If any probably never would hav known had it not been for
Your friend,
W. H. GALE.
scenes with our own eyes. Your plain, matter-of- man or woman feels it to be his or her duty to write you.
fact English is just what is ne0ded to do that.
Your 'fRUTH SEEKER in its new dress is a delight to or talk about pareq[age, or the social or sexual relaFRIEND BENNETT : In response to your appeal for
tions, or dress reform, or any other unpopular but
the eye.
important sul>ject, every true Liberal should hail aid I herewith inclose two dollars, which pays my
In your "New Year's Greeting" you say, "Ac- them as co-workers for the common good, and not, subscription to A.pril 1st. I hav been engaged in jourcording to the predictions of Mother Shipton and as is often the case, treat them with neglect or con- aalism and hav a large amount of money due me on
many other prophets, astrologers, soot,ltsayers, disubscriptions, and readily realize that if each one
vines, etc., 1881 is to be a year of dire calamities, in- tempt. 'l'his idea, that any truth, any organ, func- would promptly remit the amount due you would
tion,
or
relation
of
the
human
body,
is
not
fit
or
eluding the baneful influence of planets, famin, pes.
bl 00 dshe 1 " ete
decent to be talked about in public in a proper man- soon be relieved from embarrassment.
Friends of FI"< ethought and free speech cannot aftilence, :war, ..
l'
·.
•
ner, comes only from those who care but little for
You discredit the whol~ of lt. So do I, m the sense humanity and who "prefer a destroving ignorance ford to let THE TRUTH SEEKER beg for bread, and to
that this much-abused mfant-year (not three days -to a savi;lg knowledcre " Not long. since when I neglect to sustain you who were made our represenol~ yet) will ~e much_ ~ir;,_erent from. o~her yea:s. ~ was lecturing on te~l;erance, a ~oman ~vent out tativ in the Albany Penitentiary would be as unjust
thmk the lad IS promisin,. In fact, ~t Is alway>S per- because I mentioned the effects' of tight lacing upon as Christians hav always been to Thomas Paine. I
fectly s':'fe to prophesy square!~ agai~st all ~a ?-10 us the unborn. I could easily forgiv her, for she is an igno- am not in a financial condition to offer aid without
prophemes. So here. go:s agalllst M~ther Shipton rant orthodox but I know of some pretended Liberals imposing a. hardship Oil myself and those dependent
and all
1 era 1 an d moe1es t as s h e. It 1"ll upon me, yet I will be one of the number to loan or
. her brood. 1881 1s to be the br1ghtest, best, w h o are a b ou t' as I"ll"b
?eautlfulest ye~r that the sun ever shone upon. There becomes truth seekers to be afraid ·of or shrink donate five dollars to assist you if necessary, and if
Is to be more Joy, more peace, more healt~, than any from the truth upon any subject, or to treat its necessary let me know. Yours for mental liberty,
one year ever b~ought the rae:. Postal savmgs ?anks advocates as unworthy of rec,Jgnition. Tllirty-five
E. S. :McCoMAS.
will be estabhshe~. FractiOnal cm:rency :vill ~e and forty years ago I was insulted, egged, stonell,
adopted, s~ that editors c~n mor_e readily obtam the~r and my person in danger, for speaking of truth that
D. M. BENNETT: Dear Sir: I was once a devotee of
dues. Delinquent ~ubscnbers will pay up be~ter t~Is is now popular. I say, then, \Velcome to all those
h
"t ·
"
"t
" the church, but hav, I trust, broken the bonds forh
Year than any prevwus one, whereat every editor Will b
.
.
. th
rave, umam anan sou 1s w o can go I a 1one,
wear a benignant look: hke the full moon m
e a 1· when they are inspired by a love of truth and human- ever. Through the advice of Mrs. Blenker I commenced a few months ago to take your paper. I hav
manac. The planets Will not get drll:nk.
M. Ben- ity. Ingersoll does not ueed the praise sympathv
nett will go _arou~d ih~ world ; :vill wnte a book and support of Liberals, but Mary E. Tillotson au"d sent you a few names as trial subscribers, and to-day
about the tnp which Will be a thmg of beauty for
tl
dl send you fifty cents for another trial subscriber for
h
d
A f
I
·
many o 1er mora 1 eroes o.
s or me, g 1a y three months.
ages.
I also feel that THE TRUTH SEEKER is really a ne. I P.xpect all these things to be fulfilled against the accept all reformers and all reforms that shall tend
whole host of gabbling grumblers that are always to produce a better humanity, and therefore a better cessity in my house, and I don't see how a Liberal
feeling as sorrowful as the old maid who was weeping and happier life on earth. Oh, my fellow Liberals, family can do without it.
To-day I send you a draft for five dollars, which
bitterly because supposing she should get married let us try. to appreciate ·each other's work on the
J. H. CooK.
please apply as directed.
and hav a baby and the baby should fall down three great temple of humanity.
Wishing you a happy and prosperous New Year,
flights of stairs and break its little wapsy totsy neck,
D. M. BENNETT: I was glad when I learned of your I remain your true friend, well-wisher, and brother,
boo! hoo! boo!
.
J. W. A.
If my prophecies are not fulfilled I will agree to safe return from Europe, and read with pleasure the
take refuge in the Bible (which is worse than a year report you gave of the wonderments you saw when
in A.lbany Penitentiary), Ez ..·kid xiv, 9: "If the proph- there. It is curious to see to what extent some peoD. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find money order
ets be deceived when he hath spoken a thing, I, the ple will go in luxury and idleness when· the funds for three dollars to continue my subscription to your
can be filched from the pockets of the preducing paper. I am a little ·behind time, but was obliged
Lord, hav deceived that prophet." .A,u!.en.
classes. Superstition and ignorance work wonders to wait until now for money that was due me.
W.~. JAMIEilON.
when combined. Do you really suppose that these
I would like to buy some of your .books, but canD. 1\1:. BENNETT, Dear Sir.' I ha v read your letters blanketed gentry real! y believed the stuff they were not now. Times are hard and money scarce, and I
from Europe with great interest, and, I confess, dealing out to their hearers? It looks curious to me, fear they will be much harder, now that the Repubwith advantage to my stock of knowledge of certain but the humans are queer creatures. We are not lican party has a new lease for running the governthings and places. As I saw in a recent 'l'RUTH much above the monlceys, and in many respects be- ment four years longer.
SEEKER the suggestion by some friend that you should low them. Just think of the millions of treasure
How long will the American people be content to
travel in China and other A.siatic countries, I hasten expended ~very year in making engins of war for be bought and sold like cattle by this party, and
to show my approvaJ of it, and pledge five dollars slaughtering each other iq. civilized and enlightened that instead of using their reason and standing up
toward the traveling fund. Without aiming at flat- Christian countries, so called.
like men for principle and right? I believe in the
tery I will s~~y what scores of Li!Jera.ls and others hav
I like your paper. I admire your independent Greenback-Labor rarty, and hav since it first started
said about your letters : '!.'hey are interesting and spiri.t. I say let every one do and say us he likes, in 1876; and when before election I heard men say,
instructiv, beoause they are written by one of the so long as he does not infringe on the privileges of " I believe in the Greenback principle, and I
people for the people. Therefore, dear sir, agi_tate others. Does Comst<lCk ever interfere with letters think the partR will sometime be in power, and that

J?·
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it is the only party that is working for the good of
the people, but I can't vote for it now; it ain't
strong enough to do anything yet, and I don't want
to lose my vote," I used to think, "you poor little
animal called a man I; would rather be a woman,
with no rights at all, than, having the grand rights
of citizenship, to sell my birthright for such a mess
of pottage, fearing to do right because I might not
be on the popular side."
I must congratulate you, dear Bro. Bennett, on
your safe arrival home from Europe. I was glad
you went, and am glad you hav returned. I am
glad you are writing such grand, good letters descripti v of yonr journey. The fact is, I hav been
many times glad on. your account the last few
months, but the first and biggest glad was when you
were released from the Albany Penitentiary. May
the time be long ere you see the inside of a prison
again. I would rather hear of you in those mental
and spiritual prisons of the human race, the churches
and cathedrals.
1 hav not written you before since you were in
-Albany, so excuse the length of this, and believe me
a truth-seeker in every direction and your
True and sincere friend,
MRS. L. T. R. AKIN.

whirligigs peculiar to the now-a-day d~moralized
church, technically termed Christianity.
The spirit of your paper, in rational economy, is so
much ahe(l.d of the gross popular bigotry of instinct.
which humiliates the priest-ridden class of our count!Y just now, on our little earth (a mere speck in the
great spaue of nature's unlimited program), so that
in a hundred years hence people will look back in
wonderment at the pre-conceptiv. reasonings in Bennett's paper, in contradistinction to the biased mentality of the classes victimized in ignorance under
the attorney-tricks of dit::tatorial dead beats now
working as "ministers of the gospel."
MoraL-Keep up the spirit of THE TRUTH BEEKER,
and enthuse the vitality of Liberal Leagues all over
the land.
Respectfully,
FRANK O'MAHONY.

1

is a most worthy man, and truly deserves our aid
and sympathy: and I now ask every Liberal that is
in moderate circumstances to send him s'ome money
accompanied with a few kind words.
Brothers and sisters of THE TRUTH SEEKER family,
I appeal to your best feelings in behalf of our aged
friends Mr. and Mrs. Hacker. Just think of the
burden of seventy or eighty years, and feeble health,
and, what is worse, unfortunate circumstances eonstantly reminding them that they hav lived a little
too long.
I know what it is to be poor. I know, too, that
friends are sometimes scarce on such occasions; but
don't let that be ~:<aid of us. lhav asked Mr. Hacker
to go to the poorhouse rather than suffer for want of
food and clothing. I now ask the Liberals to reach
out a helping hand to our needy brother and ~:<ister,
D. M. BENNETT: I hav sent you no word of congrat- and if possible help them.to the privilege of laying
ulation since your return from your European trip. their heads upon their own pillow to breathe their
But this was not because I did not think of you, for last farewell to earth and friends under the sacred
there is not a day passes but what your name is on shelter of their own roof. I know ·that Mr. Hacker
helped the poor when he had health and ambition
my tongue.
F. F. FoLLETT.
to carry the burden, and I am very much ashamed
D. M. BENNETT: Your letters from Europe are good that those whom he sheltered and fed and clothed
reading for the Protestants and other Infidels of the should turn the cold shoulder to him now,· when he
New World.
so much needs their kindness or a portion of the
D. M. BENNETT: I was glad to see your announcePiol:ls soul! I do not wonder you sought the com- .gratitude that is justly due to him. Again, dear
ment, "Home Again," for it seemed sort of lone- pany of the saints ! 'rhey are now in the waning of brothers and sisters, I humbly ask that we all join
some while you were so far away. I am glad you their millennium. We now see Christianity in its hands and help these friends through the bitter New
enjoyed the trip so much, for I think it was your fruitage, its golden harveslj. its sere and yellow leaf, Jersey winter that lies before them. Their addrese
due after being so long confined in that "beautiful and a person- of your religious turn of mind wouldn't is Berlin, New Jersey.
MARGARET FLINT.
Christian institution."
go
to
Europe,
especially
to
Italy,
to
visit
and
take
I was very much pleased on reading the account
MR. EDITOR: Again it becomes my pleasure to say
of the reception your European friends gave you. items in factories and machine shops. No, bless ymit to the readers of your valuable paper that we-I
It was grand and well deserved, as was also the old soul, Christianity has dealt yuu some pretty hard mean a large and intelligent audience, composed of
reception given you .at Chickering Hall, which was blows at her outposts, and I don't wonder you feel men with LL.D., M.D., ·D.D., and Prof. attached to
gloriously grand, and clue, in view of the sacrifice like exposing her rotten vitals. You need no excuse their uames, and I might also say members of the
for visiting the cathedrals, and the wonder is that
you had to endure.
Elgin Liberal League, and, bless you, ladies, yes, a
I herein inclose three dollars for the renewal of you could gather so many important items in s.o lit- good number of the fair sex, all of whom seemed to
tle
time.
I
regret
that
you
could
not
extend
your
my subscription to your paper. I would hav been
expand somewhat through the influence of the able
glad to hav done it SO')ner; but, with old age and trip to the Holy Land so as to see with other than speaker-listened the other night to Mrs. H. S. Lake
Christian
eyes
the
wonderful
evidence
of
the
plenary
infirmitiea, I can't always bring things around as I
inspiration of the holy scriptures. Perhaps Lot's in her very able lecture "Individualism." I tell you,
would wish.
Liberals, don't let this littltY woman, who is so willI hope a long life, peace, and prosperity are in wife, with her fingers and toes all intact, would hav ing to work, be idle, for it more than pays to keep
conviu.ced
your
obdurate
heart
and
bowed
your
stubstore for you and your dear wife, who has suffered
born will. Your route home by Mt. Sinai, Alexan- her at work. There was a ''reverend" gentleman,
so keenly on your account.
dria, and the pyramids would not hav been amiss. yes, a man with .D.D. to his name, called on me toRoBERT SEAvER.
Yours with much esteem,
Perhaps you could tell us whether that rock in the day to say that he heard last night a good logical
discourse, something to set people thinking. N nt
BRo. BENNETT: Please accept my earnest greeting wilderness has dried up yet, how long after the flood wishing to enter into details of the lecture, st!lffice it
the
pyramids
were
built,
or
illform
us
when
and
by
on your safe return from Europe. I am so glad the
to say it was sound good sense, and ought to lead
friends of truth thought you worthy to represent whom the library at Alexandria was destroyed. All those who heard it onward and upward from the
these
are
matters
that
interest
us.
them at Brussels, and that you succeeded in going
But I will not detain you to read my musings. I groveling superstitious ideas of the church to a more
despite the opposition of your enemies. I can never
thank
you for your vicarious suffering for freedom noble manhood. Think for yourself.
tell you how much I hav enjoyed. your letters, for I
J. W. ARCHIBALD,
of speech and the press, and hope they will not be
do not believe any person could giv a greater amount
Sec. Elgin, Ill., Liberal League.
lost in behalf of the many who now divide them. I
of information in so small a compass, besides being
believe with Bob. Ingersoll· that the family is the
spiced with fun, and I really think we hav had
MR. EDITOR: Find Jnclosed post-office order for nine
holiest place on earth, but free speech and a free
another "Innocent Abroad." Let me say here that
dollars, list of names, etc. Let me assure you i1
press
will
protect
and
purify
it.
my failure to send you greeting on your return to
givs me great pleasure to thus much aiel the canst'
Inclosed please find three dollars to renew my sub- of universal mental and physical liberty.
liberty and home was not an intentional neglect. I
scription.
Yours,
L. H. IDE.
deferred at first, knowing that very many would
I notice that you are "getting it hot and heavy "
write, and you would hav so many to meet and greet,
1\fR. BENNETT: Happy to hear you are home again, for falling in with the customs of the country by
and finally one thing and another hindered till pro-. but I feel bad to see how the Liberals are treating "taking something," because in your judgment it was
crastination, the sly old thief, filched all the time, you in not paying for their paper. I think it is well a benefit to do so. I will not attempt a vindicatiOit
and the next thing I knew you were off for Europe; worth the money. I hav been taking it twelve of the drinker or the abstainer, but for myself, I
so I consoled myself with the thought of what you months this month, and I feel that I cannot do with- am a drinker-an occasional drinker; some years,
said in your greeting to your friends, who had writ- out it. I look for it every Saturday, and sometimes I perhaps, three times; other years, thirty. But I am
ten that they were dear, and the m&ny who had do not get it until Monday, and I tell you I miss it. not a scientitic drinker, neither am I a scientifie
not, were dear to your finer feeling, that sentiment
Inclosed find a post-office order for four dollars; eater, walker, or breather; but at least I am on the
is spiritual and could not be expressed in words. I three dollars for THE 'rRuTH SEEKER for 1881, and one learner's bench, and I trust I shall improve. That
hav been trying my best ever since I noticed that dollar for H. B. Brown for the defense of Mr. Barter. which we eat and drink, and how much, must deyou are in need of funds to send subscriptions for Poor fellow, I would like to see him get ahead of pend largely upon our avocation. Had I been wit!,
1881 and hav finally succeeded, and inclose herein
you by the side of the glacier vault, I should cer·
with best wishes for health and happiness for you and those bigots. Oh, for the time when such men as tainly hav tipped glasses with you, and with the wib
Comstock will be in Hong Kong or some other place. of the day exclaim, "I'm looking at you." It's a~ I
yours, and success for the paper and all connected
I often vdsh I had the money to help you along,
with it.
• Yours truly,
H. E. CoNKLIN.
for I love the cause you advocate, but you know a very well for any one to talk of running two headf'.
but one is enough for me to attend to; perhaps a
D. M. BENNETT: Welcome home 1 Inclosed please workingman has not much to spare. I was glad to little too much sometimes. It is the misfor:une or
find post-office order for my next year's subscription see how the English Liberals treated you. Being an society which is founded on Christian theology tha1
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, $ 3.00 • I want the paper kept Englishman myself I felt proud that there were individuals can bestialize themselvs not only witJ,
going and shall hope to hav the pleasure of remit- some good men and women who could sympathize alcoholic drinks but with even roast beef and plm1:
ting three dollars a year for it, for many years yet. with you, Mr. Bennett, I do not wish anything with pudding, and impose themselvs upon some other ivWith anxious desire for your continued success,
the paper, for I think your paper is cheap enough dividual or individuals, the latter having practicall~·
As ever, yours,
JoHN A. JosT.
without giving other things with it. I am trying all no escape. It is the church morals, then, that ar•·
I can to get subscribers and I giv all my papers at fault, and if we would hav peace on earth an•!
good will to me~, we must perfectly despise the bab~·
MR. EDITOR: I notice by your "ticket of leave" on away.
Mr. Bennett, I hope the coming year will be a bet- god atonement f;aud and all its accompanying unmy paper that I hav been swallowing it down someter
year,
and
that
your
subscribers
will
pay
up
is
the
truthfulness.
what beyond the legitimate term of my subscription,
WM. FRAY.
hence I cry peccavi (your recent wanderings among earnest wish of your friend,
I cannot believe in the doctrin of irresponsibility.
Roman churches will tell you what this Latin verb
nor yet the other extreme, which to about the same
DEAR BEN:IiETT: In taking my last TRUTH SEEKER extent teaches irresponsibility. If I am anything, 1
means), consequently I inclose you a post-office order
·to boost my appetite up again ahead of your favors, from its wrapper I noticed that I was nearing the am an Infidel Spiritualist, and this is why I like TE!·~
time when I should renew my subscription or qui- TRUTH SEEKER; it does not fossilize and become a
as far as the "tin" will stretch.
Having graduated as a journalist, under the disci- etly withdraw from the band that I hav associated Pharisee.
I started out to write a letter, but I am "up a tree,··
pline of old" Father Ritchie," of the Richmond, Va., with in thought and purpose during the brief years
Enquirer, I know how uncomfortable it is to Nlit?- that your paper has lived and breathed among us. for I would rather walk twenty miles ; my back would
rial sanctity when subscriptions dtte do not come m As usual, I opened first to the page of friendly cor- stand it better. How you, in your ten weeks in Eutimely to your crib, sd as to make the printer's respondence, and there I found the name of J. Hacker rope-plea&ure trip, as some one calls it-got off so
"mare go," and the editor's pot boil! We. ought, in signed to a letter written by him to the Ron. John many lines puzzles me. You must hav substituted for
mundane courtesy, to imagin ourselvs, under trying Cosgrove, of Washington. D. C. In sorrowful medi- your vertebra something which is conspicuous "from
ordeals, in the tried one's place, and we would know tation I read and re-read both of their letters, and behind the bars," yes, one of the heaviest of thos"
concluded I would ask your permission to say a few bars.
DR. GEO. HARDCASTLE.
how it is om·selvs.
THE 'rRuTH SEEKER, as propagated by Bro. Bennett, words to both of these men, for they are my broth1\fR. EDITOR: After reading your appeal in THE
ranks foremost among the scientific periodicals now ers, and I want them to reckon me in whenever they
adapting their views, their reasonings, and their ar- take account of stock. Accept my thanks, brother 'fRU'l"H SEEKER 1 concluded to send on my subscrill·
.
guments to lead as well as co-operate with an age Cosgrove, for your kind gift to our aged brother Mr. tion in advance to help you out.
I hav been very much interested with your letters
of ripening and progressiv intellectuality, for the Hacker, and may you ever be surrounded with friends
benefit of the masses who, while wielding the innate and a comfortable, pleasant home. I thank you for from Europe. You certainly giv a grand description
power of brawn and sinew, are yet not mentally de- every word and line you hav written to brother of that old country. Those letters alone are worth
veloped in self-confidence to deprecate old-fogy Hacker, and for the money you hav sent him. I the price of the paper. Long life to you, and a
priest-craft, with all its dogmatic impudence, its irra- accept the kind act as a favor done direct to myself. Happy New Year.
Yonrs rM<pef\tfnlly,
tional so-called miracles, and its irreverend biblical May your life be long, happy, and useful. Mr. Hacker
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The Truth Seeker's Prayer ;
the Echo of the Times.

~r,/T'ruth Seeker Tracts. D. M. Bennett's Publications.

Whose writings, Lord, tend most to build
A temple with true wisdom filled;
That shows most plainly error's snares:
And garners wheat-burns up u.ll tareH!
EcHo: Voltnire's.

0 God, I fear those names I bear
Are satan's whispers in n1ine eur;
Tell me, 0 God, whose book displays
Pure eommon sense and truth always t
ECHO: Volney's.

Cts.
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BY ROBERT SW AIL.
0 God, thou cause of civilization,
Of the bright minds that ble~t ench nation,
Which shines the brightest through the gloom
Of ages past? God show us whom I
ECHo: Hume.
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·why Don't God Hill the Devil? .A. Series
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Cloth, large 12 mo., 440 pp. Price, $2.
For eale by
D. M. BENNETT.

Sixteen Sa,·iors oa• None. By Kersey Gra\'CB,
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From Behind the Bnr!!l. A series of letters
written In prlaon. By D. ~- Bennet-t. Over 700 pages.
Price, $1.50.
An Infidel Abroad. .A. series o! letters written
during a visit of ten weeks in Europe. By D. ~I. Dennett.
850 pages. Price. $1.50.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
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108 The Holy Bible a Historical Humbug. S. H.
Preston ..................•........................
110 Invocation to the Universe. Bennett ..........•
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BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or
One." Two hundred and twenty-four errors are pointed
out and thoroughly exposed.

Christianity and Materialism. ui cents.
Whnt Liberalism Offers in Place ot·
Christianity. 10 cents.
Seientifie iJI aterialism: Its Menning and
Tend euey. 10 cents.
sr,tritualisnt t·a·om a Materialistie Stand·
po nt. 10 cents.
Paine the Political and Religion!< Reformer. 10 cents.
Woman: Her Past and Present; Her
Rights and ·Wrongs. 10 cents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
Will the Coming Man 'Vorl'lhip God?
10 cents.
Crimes and Cruelties of ()hristianity. 10
cents.
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discussion between Mosca Hull and Rev. W. F. l'urker.
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cents; cloth, $1.
'I' he Geuernl Judgment; or, Great Overturn.
log. By Mosca Hull. 10 cents.
'I'hat 'I'era·ible· (tuestion. .A. Radical work on
love and man-lage. By Mosca Hull. 10 cents.
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President of the Northwestern Christian University,
Indlanapolla, Ind, Accurately reported. 188 pp. Paper,
50 cents; cloth 80 cents.
Underwood·lllarples Debate. .A. four nights'
debate between ll. Io'. Underwood and Rev. John Marples .
Fully reported. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
The

Jnmieson·Ditzler

Debate.
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TRUTH SEE.KER LEAFLETS.
Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.
This little Instrument Is designed· especially to develop
writing mc<liumshtp, also to be a rcliul.Jle means of com.
munication with the 8pll·it world. The ndvantuges claimed
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ern Symposium .................•...... ;.........
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'I'lte Pro and Con ot· Supernatnral Re- ~'t;:t~~h~r
wood. Second. linch lnatrument is separate I~ magnet.lzcd
Discount on one dollar's worth 10 per cent ofl'; on two ~u'ft~?~x.U~;~~J'."tf~l!7~~~~1)>~~~~~n~e~enrl; Jot~;
PER D.A.Y at home. Samj>leo worth f5
~~j~~~~;~~~n~~t'![ A1~ ,y~~~~~~n~ fn~c;)~g~~ ~~o.!:ll~~~~~~~.
free. Stinlon & Co., Portland, Me,
~~IJ::: ;~~g; ~ "o~: on live dollars' worth, 40 oil: 1 on ten I!Ocenta.
and hi1 Hf.irit guides to tue purollaser. Price. co cents
The Trntb Seeker <lollection of l>orm,s, each, ore .00 per dozen 1S snn•n-+,~i~~.s~i,ft~i;t-~,~~~I~~:
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42 Elijah the Tlahbite.
" ............. .
4S Qnlatlanlty a Borrowed System. " ............ ..
44 lllesign A~ment Refuted. Underwood ........ .

The New Raven. Will Cooper .................. ..
Jesus Christ. Bennett ............................ .
lchabod Crane Papers ........................... ..
Special Provldencea. W. S. Bell ................ ..
Books f"or Sale.
Snakes. Mrs. E. D. Blenker...................... .
Do the Works of Nature Prove a Creator? Sciota.
I hav a number of copies of Austin Kent's books and 99
Anniversary of Thomas Paine's Birthday.
racts treatin~upon social and theological subjects which 100 lOth
Bennett et als .. ................................. .
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That nnslumbering silent night
Listened with a deep delight;
And the tranced strain to hear,
Evm·yone with ravished ear.
All the thronging stars drew near;
And the brook with tiny sigh,
Rippled to the melody.
And the fire-files in the grass
Sparkle to it as they pass,
And the far, low-breathed waterfall
Which from music deep doth call.
Deeply diapasioned all;
'Til Aurora's herald ray,
Call the lark to hail the day,
And the soul of starlight born
Sleeps at the portal of the d"' wn.
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.A. Midsummer Night.
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62 The Jews and their God .......................... ..
68 The Devll'a Due.BIIIs. Jobn Syphers .......... ..
64 The Ills we Endure-Their Cause and Cure. Ben.
nett ............................................. .
65 Short Sermon No.2. Rev. Theologlcus, D.D .... .
66 God Idea In HistorY. H. B. Brown .............. ..
BY CHARLES BRA,.DLEY.
67 Sixteen Truth Seeker Leaflets. No.2 ............ .
68 Ruth's Idea of Heaven and Mine. Susan H.
"The Nightingale whose song doth huRl! the
Wixon ........................................... .
69 MISBionarles. Mrs. E. D. Slenker ................ ..
night. "-Skakt?pere.
70 VIcarious Atonement. J. S. Lyon ............... ..
71 Paine's Anniversary. C. .A.. Codman ............ ..
All hid in shade the nightingale,
72 Shadrach, Meshach, and Abed·nego. Bennett .. .
With such sweet breath told his tale,
7S Foundations. John ~phers ..................... ..
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47 Cruelty and Credulity of the Human Ruce. Dr.
Daniel Arter .................................... .

Since prnyer is all an empty vapor,
I wish I knew of some good paper
Which is for light an earnest speaker.
And a sure guide to a truth seeker.
ECHO: TRUTH SEEKER.
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40 Bible of Nature versns the Bible of Men. John

Some angel send to set me free.
Whose voice resounds from pole to pole,
Whose teachings ne'er will injure soul?
ECHO : Ingersoll.
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Short Sermon. Rev. Theologlcus, D.D.' .........

0 God, look down and p1ty me;

tllC Bible, n.nd numerous essays. 257 pp. Ptt}lcr, flO cents;
By D. M. Ben- cloth,
75 cents.
Joint's ll'u:y. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
lly Mrs. E. D. Slenker. 15 cents,
'l'hl' Gods and Reli~·tons of A.ncaent ntul
'I'he Clet''"Y•nnn's Viet.hns. A Radlcnl atoery
ltlodern 'J'lntes. Vol. I givs n full account uf nll the
gods the nations of the earth h:.w worshiped. including vivill1y portrayi'hg the wrongs committed by the profess d
Jehovah, 81\tan, The Holy Uhos~ Jesus Christ. Virgin men of God. By Mrs. J. E. Ball. 25 cents.
Mary, and the Bible, 835 pngcs, Svo. Vol. II. describes fully
The Outcnst • .A. deep, 1\ncty.wrltten Ratllcal story.
all tflC religions systems of the world, tucluding Jud:\ism. From the London edition. By Win wood Heade, author of
:Mohammcdnnism nnd Christhmity; the latt~r occupyinf. Martyt·dom of Man. SO ccnt8.
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~r The A.dventlll'es of Ehler Tt•ii>Colemus
$5.00 for the two volB.; iu leuthcr, $f\ OOi iu morocco,gilt 'l'ub. Cuntulnlng startling nnd Interesting disclosures
al>out hell, its lucultty, magnitude. elhnu.tc, emlJloyments.
edges. $8.00
Supernatnral lteligion. An Inquiry Into the etc. By the RcY. Geo. Ht.,.~gcrs. 15 ceuts.
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ism eYer written. By F. W Newman, Emeritm~ ProfesChronicles
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~.l'(); leather. $0.00; morocco, gill edges. $5.51.1.
mos. A new scripture (evidently inspired) di8coycretl by
Annlysis of'Reli;;ious RelieC. .A.n Examination I. N. Fidel. From the English. Very rich. 25 cents.
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sucrcd Writings of the world.
..:\lilbei·Iey's I~it"c ol" Jesus. His character und
By Viscount Amberley, son of the ln.te Lord John Ru3sell, ductrinti. From tlle Ann lysis of Religious Belief. By ViB·
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.Jesus "b•·ist. His life, miracles, deity, tcnehiugs,
nnd imperfections. By 'V. s. I~ ell. 25 cents.
The Great. "'orks of 'I'hoanns Paine. In·
Jtesu•·••ect.iou of Jesus. Showing the contntdleeluding The Age of Henson, .Examiu:.~.tiou of Prophecies,
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Dell. Revised edition. 25 ceuts.
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morocco. gilt edges, ;$4.fl0.
tory.
Ey )V. S. Bell. 25 ccuts.
The foregoin& seven volumes n.rc culled "The Truth
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Nature's Revelntions ot· Cltnraetei": or
Jesus Clll'ist. D. M. Benuctt. 10 cents.
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tures. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Joscpll Simms. Bcnuett. 10 cents.
M.D. 650 pl\gc•, Svo. Cloth. $8.01.1; leather, $4.00; morocco,
Ei;;hth >utd J,ust J,ccter from Ludlow•
gilt edp;es, $4.50.
Street. .I nil. By D. M. llcunctt. 10 cents.
I,ettea·s f••ont Albany Penitentinry. By
D. 1\I. Bennett. 25 cents.
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A Few 'Words about the Devil, nnd OC-her
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Jordtm, etc .• etc., with a life of Paine and a stccl-pln.tc
The Trut-h Seeker In Bound Volumes. Volume
portrait. 12nm. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50•
I., $1.50; Vol. II. (16 months), III .. and IV., $2.50 eachi Vols.
Paine's Grent Wot•k!i (eoruplete) In one \'Ol· V., VI., and VII .• $3.50 each. Entire set, by cxpn~ss, $15.
ume, as 1\0oYe. $3, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political "'orl~s, Including Common tc~~~~t~:, ::~J~:it~!~fil-den~ftlc~~l~~}r~hc fgr%1~rl~!~fi
Sense, The Crista, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.51.1.
In theology. The only cdltlonln Engllsll. ~5 ccuts.
The Age ot· Reason. An investigation of true
Religion Xot llistory. An able examination of
and fabulous theology. 'Vithout a peer m the world. the Morals and Thcologv of the New Testament. By Prof.
Paper. 25 cents, or 5 !'or $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
F. \V. Ncw1nan, of the Londo.n UniYcrsity. 25 ccuts.

2 panlon book. to" Tile World's Sages," etc.
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26 Underwood's Prayer ............................... .

27 Honest Questions and Honest Answers. Bennett.
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'l'lte CllamJHons of the Chut•cll ; Their
'J"he ])lu•wins. A domestic Radical story. By Mrs.
a Crhnes and P~rsecutious. Blogmpllical sketch co
s of prominent Christians fllr worse than lntidcls; A com- Elmiutt Dmkc Slenkcr, u.utllur of John's Way, Studying
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28 Ales"';ndro dl Cagllostro. C. Sotheran .......... ..
29 Paine H~ll Dedication Address. Underwood .... .
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Oh, cease, thou evil spirit, cease,
And let my doubting soul ha ,. peace.
Lord guide me by thy gentle hand
To some bdght star in this free land.
ECHO: Kneeland.
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Lord, bid those fiends to fiy away,
Or stop mine ears to what they say.
Giv true men's names or giv me none
While waft the gentle zephyrs on.
ECHo: Jefferson.
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12 Balaam and his Ass.
u
•••••••••••
18 Arraignment of Priestcraft.
"
.......... .
~~ g~~""i~~ D~~~i~~le Ike. Syghers::::::::::::::::::
16 Fog Horn Documents.
u
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17 The Devil Still Ahead.
"
................. .
18 supped Up Ajf,'tn.
..
........ , ...... ..

21 The Great Wrestling Match. "
.............. ..
22 Discussion with Elder Shelton. Bennett ........ .

Great God, the devil's in the air,
For doubts attack me everywhere.
Giv me true books to store my brains
And exorcise my soul from pains I
ECHO: Tom Paine's.

orgnnlzlng societies, mnrriRge, fnnerul services. nnming of
1ntnnts, onituary notices, cpitllphs, etc. Also 52.=i_ Liberal
u.nd Sp1rlttw.l1Rtk Hymns for public meetings, 1uncrllls,
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ttntiona for V<ll"hms pul>lic occuslons. 550 pp. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the DlseaAes of Women, and the various c<tuses
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VOLNEY'S RUINS; or, Meditation on the Revolutions ING !'.mDrt:AL COMMON SENSE-nearly I oOo pages 200
illustr.•tlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 'Lexington a've
of the author, from the latest Paris edition, with his notes New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be aci~
and mustra.tiun~:~. To which is added, The Law of Nttture, dressed. In its issue for Jan. 19. 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
and a short biographical notice, by Count Daru. Price, $1. Se.Ein:R thus speul<s of Dr. FOOTE and his \l}edlcal publicaVOLNEY'S NEW RESEARCHES IN ANCIENT HIS- tions: "We know him (Dr. :B'oote) personally and Intimately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
TOI{Y. Price, fl.50.
Imparts that he Is a man of the highest lncentlvs and
THE PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY OF VOL- motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and ima
TAIRE. Two volumes In one; containing 876 large octavo proving his fellow-beings by giving such Information as Is
0
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calculated to enable them tobe more healthy, more
rd~g~~t ~~~~~~8~ ~~ r~-~gtn~IJtrl~3Sin ;:~~C~~iits? t!~i~at:e~ wen
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
htt~ing, besides tile whole of the London editions, several His medical works possess the highest value, and hav been
articles from a mu.uuscriRt tram~lated several years since introduced and thoroughly read in hundreds of thousands
~!.,~/[~~n~ ? fnXgi~'~ft~o~~ others translated hnmedlately of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testia
10
mony to the great benefit they hav derived from the physTHE IGNORANT PHILOSOPHEH, and Adventures of iolugicnl, hygienic, aud moral lessons which he has so ably
pythagoras In India. By ~I. do Voltalro. Price, 10 cents. imptLrted."
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to
JEHOVAH UNVEILED; or, The Character of the Jew- CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Ish Deity Dellueated. A new and valnaiJle book. Price, Price of the new Popular Edition, by man, postage prepaid, only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANT55 cents.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
THE DEVIL'S PULP11'. By Robert Taylor, with a ED.
129 East 28th st., New York.
sketch of tile author's life. Price, $2.
ASTRO-TUEOLOG!CAL LECTURES. By Rev. Robt.
Taylor. Price, $2.
of Empires. Translated under the immediate inspection

de~~e~ a~aEJ:,~~~I§is~g,~lf.-r"81~fs~Y.~~1t;,rut~;e?;~'t1 ~hfi,~~

or elbewllere so tully and faithfully set forth. By Hev.
RobeJ·t Taylor. Price, $2.
1

"f~;:n~ig~itt~~~ £-Cvi¥~ P~~Iiit~~P_K~~rl1¥J~~io~~~~f~e~:

RADICAL AND REVOLUTION.ARY!
A Shaking up of Social and Sexual
Subjects!

PHYSIOLOGIST, 1881.

mons," etc. Price, $1.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURE; or. Laws of tho Moral
SARA B. CHASE, :M. D., Editor.
~
and Pllyslcal World. By Baron D'Holbach, author of
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER, Associate Editor.
"Good Beuse," etc. A new n.nd improved edition, with
notes by Diderot. Translated from the l<'reuch by H. D.
JANUARY NUMBER NOW READY.
}{oblnson. Two volumes in one. !~rice, $2.
THE LETTERS TO EUGENIA; or, A Prcseryatlv Fewer Chlldren and Better,
1
Femlnin Follies and Foibles,
1
~~~~~~t ,!~N8 ~~~t~~-~J~d~~i{u~X Jl~.runTPt~,r~~;~~~ f\·~~
The Prevention of Conception,
tile Froucll by Authouy C. Mld<lletou, M.D. Price, $1.
Muot the Chinaman Go?
GOOD SENSE. By Baron D'Ilolbach. Price, $1.
The Social Evll,
'!'he Jews,
COOPER'S LECTUHES ON THE SOUL. In which the
doctrln of Immortality Is religiously and philosophically
Ruin,
considered. PrlcCl, 75 cent.s.
Are eome of the subjects token up and tr.eated in a way to
THE INFIDEL'S OR INQU!R.t;;R'S TEXT-BOOK, be- delight the understandlni of whoso readeth. $1.50 a year.
k~~~~ ~~~;~·;~ci>r1~e~h~i:een lectures on the Bible. By samrJrf copies 15 c~~~~ness ~~;~';,"ger, ~J:~~~;t~,NN.Y.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OJ!' ROBERT COOPEH. Price.
15 cents.
EXETER HALL. A theological romance. "One of the
0
~"ri':s;"~/;,t;l,~iJ ~';;~t;~ces of the day." Price, paper, 60
~rs

F ree th"lll k

THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH. ByWm.McDonneH, author of "Exeter Hall." Price, $1.50.
FAMILY CREEDS. By William McDonnell, author of
"Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, $1.25i paper, 75 cents.
THE DOCTRIN OF INSPIRATION; being an Inquiry
Concerning the IufaUlblllty, Inspiration, and Authority of
Holy Writ. By tile Hev. John lllacuaught, M.A., Incumbent of St. Chrysostom's church, Everton, Liverpool,
England. !)rice, ~1.50.
MAN'S NATUHE AND DEVELOPMENT. By Henry
George Atkiuson, F. G. S., and Harriet Martineau. Price,
$1.50.
HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL OF NICE, A. D. 325•
with a Life of Constantine the Great, and a general ex hi~
~~~g~rs~f ~~eD~~~~~~:He~~~~~~~~~~$\~" days of tho early
HEROINES OF FREETHOUGHT, containing Blo~f.~~ll~flt~~::wC::ore:~~~~~lli~7:.emale writers. By
THE RAINBOW CREED. By the author of "Where
are my Horns?" Price, $1.50.
RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. The orlglu of all re\lglous
worship, translated from the French of Dupuis, contaming
a description of the Zodiac of Dender~h. Price, cloth, :s:;·
THE APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT, being all the

rn~~l~~r~~~:~~~sc~~~u~I~sefo Pj~~~~ 8~;rst~~s~~p~;·tf~~.u!~~

' Badge P1•n

Single badge, $1.50; club of one-half
dozen, to one address, $8.40: club of one
dozeu or more, to one address, $1.35 each.
One badge free for a club of 15; two free
for a club of 25. Badges of solid gold.
Packages registered aud postage paid.
Remit by post-office order or registered
Iettter, and mention this paper.
N. B.-The above are net prices, without discount or variation.
·
Address the origlnatt'\Jlf~ t"~'\i't':ficHILL,
smeow51
lli~est Richfield, Summit county, Ohio.
In~titute.
Established 1865. Incorporated in accordance with the
laws of the state of New York. This Institute, so long
and favorably known under the superinteudence of Dr.
Klnget since 1865, is located at 517 !J:ast 14th street, a few
doors east from Second avenue, New Yorl!:. Havingbcf?n
engaged in the special practice of tre~tlag chronic diseases for oyer thirty years, Dr. Kinget IS able. to concen.
trate his long experience for the benefit of h1s P!ttlents,
many of whom are located in evefY. st1te of the U•H.on, the
Dominion of Canada, and the British Isles. Dr. Kmget, a
graduate of King's College, London, England, is the
author of "Medic:.t.l Good Sense,"" Sexual Philosophy,"
"The Natural Law of Population," and is editor of the
Health Journal. Tills Institute Is conducted by~ sta!I of
experienced, skilful physicians, who devo~e the~r whole
time and attentiou to the treatment of all CHRO.NIC DISEASES of BOTH SEXES In separate d.epartmerets. The
Institute is well known to many lcadmg physicians, to
whom reference can be mt!.de, who will giv assurance ·that
aU patients will be treated skilfully· and honorably.
Among other diseases of a chronic nature. special a~ten-

Manhattan M(•dical

their companions, and nut included in tile New Testament
by its comDilers. Price, $1.25.
APPLES OF GOLD. A story book for boys and girls.
By Miss Susau H. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
QUEEN MAB, with Notes. By Percy B. Shelley. Price,
50 cents.
HISTORY OF MOSES, AARON, JOSHUA, and others,
deduced from a review of the Bible. Also remarks on the
morals of the Old and New Tes.tament, and some of the f~~~ i~~!~~e~~'reJ~rt;~o~; o~xt~l;u~it~ri~u~~;~~:~a~ s~~:
ancient phllosophers. By J. M. Dorsey. Price, 75 cents.
Jepsy, Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, Kidneys, ana: Skm,
STUDYING THE BIBLE; or, Brief Criticisms on Some wphilitic and Scrofulous diseases, aud all Diseases of
o! the Principal Scripture Texts. By Ehnlna Drake
omen. 'Questio~d!~~s!n'"a~~sR~eKi~r8i¥~ tr~£I.ication.
Blenker. Price, 75 ceuts.
Sm50
517 East 14th street, N.Y.
REASON, THE ONLY ORACLE OF MAN; or, a Compendious System of Ntttuml Religion. By Col. Ethan
Allen. Price, 50 cents.
A LEGACY TO THE FRIENDS OF FREE DISCUS·
1[7
l
SION. By Ben/amln OIIen, formerly Lecturer of the
BJll.
•
Society of Mora Philanthroplstr, at Tammany Hall, New
York. Price, $1.
THE BIBLE OF RATIONAL MIND AND RELIGION,
Rational Hellglon and morals. By Thomas J. Vadlen,
M.D., of St. Lonls, Mo. Price, $3.
HELVETIUS; or, The Urue Meaning of the System ot
Nature. Translated from the Freuch. Price, 20 cents.
DIVINE AND MORAL WORKS OF PLATO. Trans.
lated from the original !.Treek. With Introductory dissertations aud notes. Price, $2.50.
THE PROPHET OF NAZARETH; or. A Critical Inquiry into the Prophetical, Intellectual, and Moral Char~
acter of Jesus Christ. By Evan Powell Meredith, F. A.
1'~~~~~:
S. L. Price, $·1.
experience,
HALF HOURS WITH SOME ANCIENT AND MODERN
CELEBRATED FREJ<.:THI.NKEBS: Thomas Hobbes, Lord
~C~\~~if~r !~8
Bollngbroke, Condurcet, Spinoza, Authony Collins, Descartes, bl. de Veltairc, John Toland, Compt de Yolney,
forms o¥a~;:vt!iW~~
Charles Blount, Percy Bysshe Shelley, Claude Ariau Hel~
extonsiv and success0
1
worth ten times the
i:!~sTlf~~~E ~a':t~gHtu~!~~~uTtio~~~ B~f~~~~~*~i~~~;~~
cloth i price only $1,
Paine, Baptiste de Mtrabu.ud, Baron D'Holbach, Robert
Taylor, Joseph Darker By 11 Iconoclast," Collins, and
: uNo person should be without
Watts. Price, 75 cents.
author is n. noble benefactor."
TALLEY RAND'S LETTER TO POPE PIUS VII. Trans·
sample sent to all ou receipt of 6 cents for
Iated from tile French Into Portuguese by D. J. Monteiro,
and from Port guese Into Enghsh bv H D Robinson
author refers by peJmlsslon to Hon. P. A. BISSELL,
With a memoir ':,r the author. l'rlcc, 25 cents..
. M.D. President of the Natioual Medical Association.
DEVELOP'
lENT
OF
RE~IGIOUS
IDEAS
AJdress
Dr. W.street,
H. PARKER
ORIGIN AND
.n
-¥
No 4 Bultlnch
Boston,
I.
AND BJ<.:LilWS, as manifested In history and .. seen by Mass
reason. By Morris Einstein. Price, ~1.
ThC author may be consulted
TESTIMONIALS TO THOMAS PAINE. Complied by •on all diseases requiring sklll
_,
Joseph N. Moreau. Price, 15 cents.
a.n.:::d~ex:·p::e~r~le:::_n:::c:::e::·_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS. By Francis Wright. :gf~~g~s~;~ a'ri~t[1h; 1!~t:Jg1~.tr.~~~g~. ?~Pd;~[s~s, the Greek "In some cases of this kind
HUME'S !J:SSAYS. Essays and treatises on various subPREVENTION
jects. By David Hume, Esq. With a brief sketch of the
author's life aud writings, ,to which are added dialogs
is better than cure."-Samuel Col_qate's Pamphle~·l?: 7.
concerning na.turalrcllgiun. Price, $1.50.
fAnd still the United St.J.tes Revised St ttutes .,,:;H3, page
THE KORAN. A new English edition of the Koran "of
amended July 12, 18i6, and the state l.tws, make it
Mohammed, to which Is added the llfe of Mobammed, or 769
pullishable
by fine and hnprisonmont to mail or deal in any
the history of that doctrln which was begun and carried article or prescribe
such, for preventing conception.]
on by hlm In· Arabia. Price, $2.
But that simple cleanser, designed and sold solely and
THE FESTIVAL Ol' ASHTAROTH. A tale of Pales- only for purposes of persout\1 purity, preservation of
tine, founded on the destruction of the Moabltes by the health, and prevention of disease, which
Jews. lly A. C. Mlddlet<>n. Price, 10 cents.
THE BIBLE IN INDIA-Hlndoo Origin of Hebrew and Anthony Com!!tock set out to ·supChristian Revelation. Translated from ·• Le Bible dans
press,
Inde." By Louis Jaoolllot. Price, $2.
THE' CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE bringing It before
AMERICAN REPUBLIC. By W. F. Jamieson. Price,
Tbrce Grand Juries,
fi.75.
TRANCE-DYNAMIC CURE. By La Roy Sunderland. and which has now become celebrated as tho
Price of Trance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.
COMSTOCK SI'RINGE,
KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS. Price, S5 contr.
cannot come wltllln the provisions of said federal or state
statutes. Over 1,000 sold In the last year. The
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The Principle; or, Harmonia! Order.
By J. B. BOOZE.
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LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS

Ruptures Cured

For "ale &t Tlu• Trnt.il Se .. ker Ollh·•·
Thomas Pnine
F. E. Abbot
PJ.ine's Bust
F·rothtngham
:wen<lell Phllllpo
Paine'B Monument
Voltaire
Emerson
Rousseau
Garrison
Humboldt
Henry,.Bergh
Peter Cooper
Goethe
D. R. Burt
Schiller
Aug. Comte
, B. P. Andrews
Heine
Walt Whitman
Alex. Pope
Froude
John Milton
Max Muller
Goldsmith
'V arre n Chase
Shelley
James Parton
Byron
lVm. Denton
Burns
Dr. Slade
Washington
A. J. Davis
Franklin
Foster
Jefferson
. J. M. Peebles
John Adams
Francis Wright
E. V. Wilson
iia~·~~~ams
G. L. Henderson
Jackson
Prof. Fiske
Lincoln
~~~~~~1~·
Lincoln's Monument
Gerrltt Smith
P. V. Nasby
Beecher
Henry C. Wrl~:ht
J. s. l\1111
Tllton
Sumner
Moulton
Edgar A Poe
G. W.Curtls
Greeley
Th. Nast
J. G. Bennett
Caste liar
Chas. A. Dana
Tennyson
Phebe Carey
Darwin
Allee Carey
Tyndall
Elizabeth C. Stanton
~~~r;;cer
Susan B. Anthony
Lucy Stone
Proctor
Julia Ward Howe

By my Medicnl Compound and
Rubber Ela!~tic Appliance
in 30 Day!!.
Rellable reference's given. Send stamp for Clrcnlar.
Say tn w~Ur'ts~r yoiJJ;!,.'; .W~";dc5'l~Hf3~t.
1St46
Sm!thvllle, Je!Ierson co., N.Y.

Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.

Me, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
J'r[edicin Chief from happy hunting grounds. He
say he love white chiefs and squaws. He travel
like the wind. He go to circles. Him big chief.
Blackfoot want mucb work to do. Him want to
show him healing power. J'r[ake sick people well.
Where paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
right away. Wo wampum for three moon.
This spirit message was first published in " l'rlind
~~:Era~gh
and Matter," January 10, M. s. 32, with the anHolyoake
~~~rin~~::ls
nouncement that magnetized paper woui.ll be sent
Mary F. Davis
Ingersoll
Emma H. Britten
Underwood
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
Elmlna D. Slenker
:Men dum
to be healed, also to those that desired to be develSusan H. Wixon
Se!LVer
L. Colby
D. M. Bennett
oped as spirit mediums, for three months for three
W.S. Bell
Dr. Hnre
three-cent stamps. The three months close'l with
J. C. Bundy
'/Jfft~ 'tioTI,·nEd wards
S. S. Jones
the following result: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
Mrs. J. Conant
Asa K. Butts
paper by mail, ~ne thousand persons hav received
Dr. Mary E. Wal.rer )full fig.) W. F. Jamieson
Geo. Francis Train
Kersey Grayes
it at the offlce; and the hundreds of testimonials
H. L. Green
that hav been received of its wonderful work in
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav faithfully kept
promises. From January 10th,l'rL S. 32, to January
lOth, l\1. S. 33, over I5,000 persons hav sent for this
paper, and thousand8 hav been benefited by its
"Some Mistakes of Moses."
use. That all may hav an opp01-tuuity to test the
This volume is printed on toned paper, in clear, bold merits of the paper, the price for the future will be
type, and handsomely bound in muslin, containing 275
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents;
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
twelve sheetS, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
This book contains the ~rlnclpal points that Mr. Ingerpiece if yon can. Address James A. Bliss, 713 San~~~t~~b~:~e ¥ha~~J~~~Ie;~tt~~~'tt;~ hue:~ ~~~~i~ittig~~~ som street, Philadelphia, Pa.
irsued are incorrect, fil1ed with mistakes, aud consist of
only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two
hundred and seventy-five _pages 1u the book just issued.
Correspondence
The book Is unanswerable in its facts n.nd logic, inimitable
in its style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and Wanted by a Liberal German of very Liberal education
pathos.

Col. Inge~soll's Works.

:ri~t~~~~~J. ofA':t~~~:s~nt~'iWi'lP Jll',i,"~\J~~~~E~,bject,

"The Gods aud Other Lectures."

Bunker Hlll, Maconp!n Co., IlL

4tl

CoNTENTS.- "The Gods," "Humboldt," " Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality,','" Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

Medical Works Sold at this Office.

"The Ghosts and Otllcr Lectures."

JII. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.50.

Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook. Price $1
Hygiene of the Brain, and the Cure of Nervousness. By

th~i~eba~~:;l~~~~e~t1~ri~~~dDc~~~~s~y. t¥~L~:Jg~r~~~!

CosTEXT1'i.-" The Ghosts," 11 Liberty of Man, Woman M.D. Price, $1.
and Child," "Declaration of Independence," "Farming in
Without Pain; or, A Code of Directions for
Illinois," 11 Speech at Cincinnati," "The Past Rises Be- A Parturition
most of the Pains and Dangers of Child-Bearing.
fore Me Like a. Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 Byvoiding
M. L. Holbrook. Price, $1.
cents.
Aids to Family Government; or, From the Cradle to the
Both volumes bound in one, price, paper, $1.00.
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor, Clark Mllls.
Cabinet size, price, $Vil.1. Keatly packed and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer of this great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fola
lowing prices:

~~E:~i~~ ~!r~~Yiestzc a ~ a a : . • ~ ~ ~ ce~ts
Life-siZe, Lithograph, 2lx27
Postage paid.

•

•

•

50

"

D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.

------------·-·-·----~----

MRS. ANNA CONNELL'l''S

Improved Redemption,
The Only• Gray Hair Restora1iv
in Hte l.Uarket WUhout Lead,
Silver, or SulplJur.

scp~~lt a:d i~~:~~~ ~~r~~~l i~~e~cl!Kr&!:8f:t: c~;hG~!:

tay 8chlickeysen. Price, $1.
The Relations of the Sexes.
Price, $1.

By Mrs. E. B. Du!Iey.

ofs~~~·}~~~~~~~I A~gl:~t~fi/i,a~~Jgr.,~~.r Eirl'l:l~~
Trail, M.D. Price, $1.
What Our Girls Ought to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley.
Price, $.2:).
The Better Way; an Appeal to Men In Behalf of Human
Culture through a Wiser Parentage. By A. E. Newton.
Price, paper covers, 25 centsi cloth, 60 cents. 12 copies by
man, paper covers, $2.
The School Garden. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 cents.
5 copies, $2; 12 copies, $4-.

fo~J.i~c~ft?ye~~J!ijn'lfe.;ft'iNe0o~fe~ss~; ~~~l'e~~n~\~'":.

30 cents.
The Philosophy of Human Beauty; or, Hints Toward
10

P~:~cakr.:r~~l~ <l'~ol13~~k~· ~;q~r:s. ~:k1:J~~es, M.D.
Price, 30 cents.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for Intemperance. By
Harriet P. Fowler. Price, SO cents.
iu~'W:If:' ~~ fr~·;i,e~~~-~~:~g~, ~7~~nf>r~~I} $1~~. Keep.

WHY DON'T ·GOD KILL

It is warranted to restore the grayest hair in three days
to Its original color. It stops the hair from falllng, and
makes it grow. Cures all scalp diseases, numbness, etc~
Large packages, that will last you one year, $1.00, the
powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any address on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular.

T~ere

is no

trouble or expense in making. Address
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
45 Bond street, New York.

N. B.-This preparation wlll change red or sandY, hair to

a beautiful brown, and no detection of art; will make it
look perfectly natural. Has the same e!Icct on the eye
brows; wlll make them dark and heavy. One app!lcatlon
S mo2
w1ll convince vou.

A Proposition.
I am prepared and will send to any one address,
direct from my offlce, one sheet of "Blackfoot's"
lll>lgnetized Paper, postage paid, every week for
one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
cents; three months for one dollar. Address, with
amount inclosed, James A. Bliss, 713 Sansom st.,
Philadelphia, Pa.

SINGLE AND MARRIED MEN
Should read the prelude to

MEDICAL COOD SENSE,
1

THE DEVIL?
Price 25 cents.

BY M. BABCOCK.
Sold by D. M. BENNETT.

Honest Correspondence Wanted.

sexual and other diseases, showing
Ah set1entiftc tt r~: tla~ nbest
methods of treatment..._derlved : A young man wishes to correspond with Radical ladle
e rue ~~eusr 1 plractico of thirty-five years. Yrice, 10 I between the age of 20 and 25. Object, mutual improver·
gotten np tn this generation. Sent, securely boxed, with ft rom
ment. Blondes preferred. Address, LIBERTY, care o
special instructions. Confidential terms to agents. Price cents. a su s u
TRUTH SEEKER olllce, 141 Eighth st., New York city. 2t1
$10 Address
SAM. H. PRESTON,
51itf
209 West 34th st., N.Y.

Greate!!t Godsend to tile Sex

Holiday Presents Given A way l

~~~~~~~et~for~l.s~eh~st~l~~~da~~t~gti~~yg.'fW~r'fJ;::ough-

Corre~pondence

The Freethinkers' Badge Pln for three subscribers. or
Complete Illustrated Works of all the Poets, gold binding
IN TWO PARTS.
A gentlemau with a good homO; wlsl!es to correspond and gold edges (postage on book 10 ceuts), for two subPrice, 50 cents.
with ladles forty or fifty years of age. Object, to !lnd a scribers to
DR. KINGET'S HEAL'llj JOURNAL,
GREAT PANORAMIC ILLUMINATIV AND lLLUS- Ilfe-pai·tner. Materialistic Tle"i,'t:r.';.~[ef[~~bMAN
TRATIV SCEN!J:S OF "THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
At 50 cents per annum. Also Illustrated Dictionary, or
lm50
Campbell Hill, ll!.
HARMONIAL ORDER,"
Burn'a Liberal S~)l_i_ Book._ for one snb•cr!ber. Sample
CENTRAL rUBLISHING COMPANY,
BY J. B• BOOZE.
A WEEK '12 a day at home easilY made. Oostly m~~·
817 Ra•t 14th straet, New York.
outfit free, True & ('o., Anr.n•tn. 1\f1lno.
For Sale by D. M. HRNNETT

$72

Wanted.

MACHINERY~

II!l!ld, Foot and Power Presses. Die Work of all.ldnd&
:Pe-rforating Die& a

8~oialt1J.

.

E. B. STIMPSON, Sl Sprul)eSt.,N.Y.
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o/1 Ufltought.

(Jdds and f§nds.

READ THIS

OF

THE man who drinks 'ulf and 'alf gets of'n otf.

THERE is no real obedience without power to
disobey.-Parker.

11~ l'

STANDARD WORKS.

A SQUAw just died in ,V,\shington territory who
BEAUTY in a woman is like the flowers iu spring; was 114 years old. Her c1cath i.~ attributed to tobacco Rnd whisky, which she hall usml iuunoderbut virtue is like the star in heaven.
Published by D. :ttl. RENNET'~',
ntely since 1776.
'I.'HE empire of a womnn is the empire of soft.
1-11 Eigl•th St.• , :New York.
ii!R. SMITHERS helim·es in nnlucky numbct·s.
n~ss, of address, of complacency. Her comuumds
}~or instance, he says, ies nnlncky to ba.v thirteen
are curesses, her Inenueos tears.
'Fhc ''Vorld's Sage!ii, Thiulicrs:
pe1·sons at u table when there is only dinner and Refo•·mer!l. By D. :M. .bl<l~NET'l',
BRETHRE...-., be not children in understauding:
enough
for
tfm.
Editor
or THE TRTJTII SEEKER. Octavo i
howbeit, in malice [i. e., vice, wiclwdness], be ye
A LITTLE girl who had been very obsernlnt of ;econd edition; enlarged nnd revised. Being
children, but in understanding be men.-1 Cor.
her parents' mode of exhibiting their charity, be- Lhe biographies and important doctrines of
x.iv, 20.
rhe most distinguished teachers, philosoTHEY who imagin truth in untruth, and see llll· ing asked what generosity was, sl1e answered, "It
phers, reformers, innovator~, founders of
truth in truth, never arrive at truth, but follow is giving to the poor all the old stutf you don't
want yourself.''
new schools of thou;ht and religion, disbe·
vain desires. They who know truth in truth, and
untruth in untruth, arrive at truth, and follow t.rue
A CrN.CINNATI youth, in a two column account of ievers in current theology, and the deepest
hinkers and most active humanitarians of
desires.-l3uddlm's "Dhammapada.''
11 wedding, says thnt the btil!e wore a gown with a
"surplus neck ;·• that the bridesmaids had gowns he world, froni Menu down through tbr
THE religious sense is as yet too feebly deYeloped that were u surplus in the neck," a..nd that the mcceeding three thou•>lnrl. years to onr own
in most of ns; but certainly, in no preceding age ha v brille's mother wore a lavemler satin" cut surplus ',ime. Price, cloth, $3; leather, $t!; mO·
men t.'l.ken up the work of life with more 'earnest- in the neck." In fact, he seems to hur thought ·ocr.•\ gilt f'dges. $<1.50.
·
ness or with more real faith in the unseen than at tlmt too many clothes were worn.
Tbc Champions of the C1mrcll :
the present dRy, when so much of what was once
l'bcir {;rimcf!l and Persecutions. By
THE ADYANTAGES 0!<' POLYGA)IY.
deemed all-important knowledge bas been con.>. AI. llENNE'IT. Bwgraphical sketches ol
si~ned to the limbo of mythology.-r'iske's "Un·
We halted at a railway station in Utah for din- ·minent Christians, from tke time of the
ner. A white-haired but not very sanctimonious
seen World."
·eputed founder of Christianity to the
Hli: who still needs the expectation of a future saint occupied the chair next to me.
Jresent. A companion book to "The
"A
resident
of
the
country?"
I
asked.
recompense as a spring of action stands in the
World's Sages, Thiukers, and Reformers."
B Oh, yes; for twenty years.,.
outer court of morality, and let him take heed lest
Jontaining a correct history of the distin·
~" ~Iarried l"
he fall. l<'or supposing th~tt in the course of his
~uished ornaments and diabolical characters
''Some.,
life this belief is overthrown by doubt, wh~tt then
1
lf the cburcb. A. fu1l sccount is given of
~· nrore than one wife ? '
becomes of his morality? How will it fare with the
be bloody wars which Christianity has in
"I think so. I've got a few scn.tt.erell a bont ~e1·e
latter, even in the case of the foqner remaining
1umanly waged to spread its -rule. It 8lS"
nnshnken 1 He who does good in view of fn~ure and there."
~ives a history of Jesuitism for three centu·
"Believe in polygamy, I presume 1"
beatitude acts, after all, only from selfish moth's.
The whole is baseli upon Christian
"Certainly; I'cl never hRY m'\de u living if I · :·ie~.
-Strauss.

mthorities.

hadn't.,'

THERE is a long line of fanatics extending from
the time of Jesus, reaching from century to century, marching on front age to age, with the banner of the cross over their heRds Rnd the gospel on
their tongues and fire and sword in their bands.
The last of that apocalyptic rubble hnv not yet
passed by. The clouds of d'lrlmess hide them.
What need to tell of our own fathers; what they
su:tfered; what they inflicted? Their crime is
fresh Rnd unRtoned.-Theodore Parker.
ALL the laws of the univer,;e hav hall existence
from the beginning, yet how recently is it that
electricity has been discovered! And do we yet
know what tbis power implies? Did the earth
ever do other than go round the sun? Yet how
long is it since man found this out? And are the
spiritual (psychological] truti1s of man's nature
more easily discovered than the pllysical phenomena which suiTound biro? 'Vhy should there
not be development in these as well as in those?
-Lessing.
THE celebrated Pilgrim Fathers, who fled from
the tyranny of Laud and his abettors to America,
and are described as having "sought only freedom
to worship God," had no notion of allowing the
same freedom to others, but enacted and enforcecl
the most severe penalties against all WilD ditl'ered
from them, and compelled the evel·-venerated
Roger Williams, the great champion of toleration,
to fly from them to Rhode Island, whm·e be
founded a colony on his own truly Christian system.-Archbishop Whately.
MANY persons are of such a llispositiou as to be
nearly incapable of remaining in doubt on any
point that is not wholly uninteresting to them.
They speedily make up their minds on each question and come to some conclusion, whether there
are any good grounds for it or not. And judging,
as men are apt to do, in all matten, of others
from themsel vs, they usually discredit tile most
solemn assurances of any one who professes to be
in 9:. state of doubt on some question, taking for
granted that if you do not adopt their opinion you
must be of the opposit.-Archbishop Whately.
APPEARANCES all testify to the reality anll permanence of death; a fearful onus of proof lies
upon those who contend that these appearances
are deceptiv. When we inteJTogate the vast universe of orgRnization, we see not simply life and
death, but gradually gl'Owing life and gradually
approachil!g death. After death all that we hav
ever known of man is gone; all we bav ever seen
of him is dissolved into its component elements· 1t
~oes ~ot disappear so as to leRYe us at Iibert; to
1magm that 1t may hav gone to exist elsewhere
but is actually used up as llUlterials for other pur:
poses.-Greg's "Creed of Christendom."
THE love of acquisition should, like every otber
impulse, be kept within reasonable bounds and
subordinated to higher aims; but in the teaching
of Jesus it is ignored from the very first, and its
effectivness in promoting culture and humanitarim~ tendencies is _mis~derstood, Christianity,
in tbis respect, mamfesting itself as a principle
direct!? antagonistic to culture. It only prolongs
1ts existence among the enlightened and commercial nations of our times by the emendations
wbich a cultivated, but profane, reason has made
in it, tbis being, at tlw same time, so magnanimous, or, perhaps, so weak and hypocritical as to
impute these emendations not to itself but to
Christianity-to the spirit of which they are on
the contrary, entirely opposed.-Strauss.
'
WE are perpetually reminded of the evils pro.
duced by wealth and the sinfnllove of money and
yet assuredly no other passion-exeept the lo~e of
knowledge-has been prodnctiv of equal benefit to
mankind. To it we owe all commerce and industry. Industrial undertakings and trade hav made
u~ acquainted with the productions of many com1.
tnes, hav ar~used our curiosity, eniarged the
field of our VISIOn. by bringing us in contact with
natwns of varwus 1deas, customs, and languages,
accustomed us to vast undertakings, to foresi~ht
and ~rudence; taught us, besides, many useful
techrucal crafts; and, lastly, endowed with valuRble I?-e~n8 for the . preservation of life and the
alleviation of suffermg. All this we owe to the love
of money. Could theology succeed in extirpatin
it, these influences wonld cease, and we should, i~
a measure, relapse into barbarism.-Buckle.

Price, clo•h, $3; leather, $<1 ~

noroeeo, gilt edgrR, $-1.1>0.
How's that?"
~~ 'Vell, you see, stranger·, I used to think a, good
Analy§is of Reli;;ious Belief. By
deal as yon do. I had 160 acres of htnd and one 7Iscu;:~T AMBERLEY, son of Lord JJhn
wife, bnt didn't make much lieadwny. There was
'tusse!l, who was twke Premier of England.
too much work for one man to attend to. Finally
Jomplete, :from tbe London edition. 'l'his
I froze to a second wife. She took her share of the
en:.:.rkable work has attracted unusual fit! enburdens like a perfect briclr, Rnd affairs moved on
ion ia England. It is tbe work of a brilliant
in better shape. Then I got to tllinking that if two roung lord of Christian parent3, who was
wives were better than one, three would be better
lrought up in t:.e Christian faith, but who,
than two, consequently I took a third, and my af- 1pon investigation and rtfiection, became s
fairs improved still more. I mappecl out the busilecided unbeliever ; the reinlt of which is
ness of the ranch and gave No.1 herpart,andgave
he elaborate work hero named, the prepar~·
a part to Ko. 2 and R part to No.3, and toolr a part
ion of which occupied him ~everal years
myself. Everything went on like elockwork. Our
Price, cloth, $3; leatbe!', $4; morocco,
little community was thoroughly organized. Fi:tit. e<lgeB, $4.50.
nally I concluded that a fourth wife would be
The Great 'Vorks of Thoma~
quite an advantage, and I looked around and
secm·ed her. I fonnd th~ ~IC more wives I had P&iue, (:orupletc. New edition. Thl
·htapest aud bEst ever soU. Contains Lif~
the more land I conlll woffi:. I now operate 240
lf Paine; his theological writings-the Age
acres of one kind and another, and hay six wives
to assist me, and I've got things so systematized ,f Reason, Ex~mination of Prophecies,
down that everytbing goes on quite lovely, and I R~ply to Bishop Llandsff, Letter to Mr.
don't hav much to do myself. Polygamy is a groat J!;n.t.ine, Essay on Dreams, Lette:: to Camille
institution, my friend, and you'll never sueceed in Jordan, Of tile Religion of Deism ; biR poitical Writings-Cclmmon Sense, The Crisi·
the world until you marry a few times. Sometimes one of my wives gets a little offish-like, but No"· I. to XVI. inclusive), and Tte Rig:bt
f :Jilall. All in one octavo volume, with !
instead of making a great row aJJout it anrl getting
Cloth, $3;
a divorce, as you do in California, I simply stay ine steel pertrait of Paine.
.:athPT, $-1; morocco. gilt, $-i.SO.
a way from her for a day or two, and then when I
do happen around she smiles all over her face ,tnd
Supernatural Rcli{:iou: An 11nshe loves me in a desperate fasbion. Oh, yes, I .a.uiry into the Reality of Dh·inc
may marry seYeral times yet before I die, anll the Revelation. Decid£d•y the ablest wutk
mol·e women I marry the richer I expect to get:"
.1 thJs ltne ever published.
Probably DO
11

CHILDREN'S QUAINT SAYINGS.

.vork printed in England excited greater in·
erest than this. It we,s issued anonymous!),

The London Truth advertised recently to giv a
nd the great inquiry was, "Who is the
prize of two pounds two shillings fm· the quaintest
uthor ?'' It is most damaging to the ch\ims
sayings of a child. Several hundl'ed coutribntions
r Chriftianity, and its positiOns and state·
were sent in, of which the following are the most uenta have never been refuted l.Jy the clergy.
pointed:
·tis very scholarly, and en tors into the ex·
As we were talking one day about churches and
mination of the original Greek in detail and
their curious ceremonies, a little boy remarked Nith great exactness. Three 8vo vdumes in
!hat be hall seen a christening, a fll1leral, and a
·ne, revis':'d and corrected, and accurately
wedding, but he had never seen a divorce.
ep oduced from the latest London edition,
Jack (aged four, taking a walk): What becmnes
of people when they die? llfRmma: They turn vhieh Eells at $15 00. The London Ti:mes,
n speaking of this great work, uses this Jan·
into dust, dear. Jack: What a lot of people there
~uuge: "No b:>Ok published in tbeworld, at
must be on this roRd, then 1
Tottie : I woncler why dolls are always girls, .ny time or in nny age, bas had the influence
Tom ? Tom: Because boys hate to be malle babies >nd efieGt on the thinking part of the com.nuuity as this work. It bas done more to
of.
>pen the eyes of the ignorant and eredulous,
A child seeing a bill on a telegraph post: 011,
•nd sweep away the cobwebo of dogma and
mamma, look; a message bas fallen down!
A precocious boy of six years, listening weRrily mperstition, than any other book." Pub·
bhed complete in a volume of 1,000 pages,
to a long-winded tale related by a prosy relativ,
to_ok advantage of a short pause to say, slyly, I .vith a full index, at the following low prices:
Wish that story had been brought ant in numbers.
~1oth, $-1; le1ther, $5; morocco, gilt edges,
Little baby ie very ill, Charlie; l am afraid he $5.:)0,
will die. Well, if he does die, mamma, he won't
Na!urc's Revelations or ·cllaracgo to the bad place. 'Vhy, Charlie, how can yon ~~r; or, Physiognomy Illustrated.
know that? Oh, I know he cRn't, mamma; he's Lk:u-' the moral aud vollttve dispositions of
got no teeth to gnash.
manki'-U LB m::.nifested in tbe human form
Little boy, learning his catechism from his md counter;ance. lly JusE;::>H SIMMS, M.D.
mother: Q. What is a man's cbief end 1 A. His L'hia work is the fr-uit 0f twenty yean,' dili·
head.
;ent observation of nature, and pre>t;;.ts a
Girl (yawning over lessons): I'm so tired· I 1ew and complete analysis and cla~sification
should like to go to sleep. Boy: I'll tell you what
•f n,e vowers of the human xpind and IJody,
to do, then; get up early to-morrow and hRv a
IZ>gether with the physiognomical sigos by
good sleep before breakfast.
which every faculty is disclosed. Iu one
1\famma: And David was able to kill that great
b1g mn~ Golmth because God helped him. Harry volume of 650 Svo rp.; iJlustraten by 260
(aged s1x): Well, I don't call that fair, mamma; ~uts. Ptice, clolh, $3; leather, $4; mor'Jcco, gilt • d·n·R, $4.60.
that's two on one.
Paine'!! Tllcological Works. In
A little girl had a penny given her to pnt in the
ne ;uJuwe, cumprHnng At!e ot Reason, Excollection-box at clmrch. When slie dropped in
the coin, she exclaimed, That's the way the money .miuatiuu uf Pruphec1es, Reply to Bishop
Llaud,.ff, Letter .to Mr. Eskine, E>say on
goes, pop goes the weasel.
Small. boy, watching his sister iron a piece of Drcauos. Ol the Religion of Deism, etc.,
wo1·k with bird's nest of eggs done in crewel on with a Lite and fine &teel portrait of Paine.
it: I say, sister, if you keep the iron so long on ClotL, $1.60.
those eggs you'll hatch 'em.
Paine's PoUtical Works. In one
A_Httle girl, seeing two love birds billing and V<.lULi!<, cum:,.dsir•g Cummon l:)ense, The
coomg, w,as told that they were making IOYe. Crioi:; (Nos. I. to XVI. inclusive), Tbe Rights
Why don t they marry? she asked; then they
Man, !>nd Life <•f Pa,ine, with a fine steel
would not make love any more.
portrait. Cloth. $1 .50.
A. fond mother said to her son: Tommy, my
'1'~1c Age of Reason. By THoMAS
dear, I am_ gomg to g1v you a little companion PAINh.. Lar6 e type. Poper, 26 ~:ents; cloth,
soon. Wh!Cli would yon prefer, a little boy or a ,)O cents.
little girl? Well, mother, replied Tommy, if it is
'Hw Age ot' Rcasoi). and t11c Exall the same to you, I would rather· hav a little amination of Propllccics. By TlloMdonkey.
As PAINE. Large t)·pe, Paper, 50 tents;
A little girl, aged five, going to bed one night cloth, 75 cer.t•.
and kneeling down to say her prayers, said, Oh:
{)ommon Sense. By THOMAS PAINE,
mamma, may I only say amen to-night? I am so His first and most important political work.

or

tired.
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cents,
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.'il he IU;;-hts ot M.au. lly 'l HO.hi..;\B
PAnE. Wmteu in deteuse of hi6 fellowm!ln. A. work almost withollt, a peer i..n the
wnrld. Large type. Paper, 1)0 cents; elotb,
§0 CPntR.
Li:fc of Thomas Paine. By CALVIN
BLANCHARD. 12mo. Lt.t·ge type, wit.h a fine
steel portrait of Paine. P<•per, 4.0 cents;
clo• h. ?'5 cents.

The Heathens of tile Jleatb. By

WM. McDoNNELL, author of Ex..t,er Hall.
A rndical romance. Paper, $1.00; cloth,
$1.50.

Career ofRcligious ldca!l: Tbeh•
Ulti·mate tile U.eligion of Science.

By lluDsoN: 'l'U'l'TLE. An able exaruimltion
of the sources of the past religionB of the
world. 140 pp. 12mo. Paper, 1>0 cents;
clotb, ?'I> cen •s.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Storie!<, Essay!!, and Lectures. By D . .M.. ·
BJ£NNET'1'. Embracing a variety of subjects,
the whole making nearly sevea hundred
pages. The subjects treated can hardly
pTove uninterest•ng to the reader. Paper,
?'5 cents; cloth, $1.00.

The Uumplarey-Bennctt DiscusA debate between Rev. G. H. HuM-

sion.

PHHEY, Presbyterian clergyman, and D. M.

BENNETT, Editor of '' 'l'he Trutn Seeker."
Three propositions were discussed, viz: 1.
Did unbelievers in the Bible do as much fo·r
American independence as believers in it?
2. Has Infidelity done as much as Christianity to promote learuing and science? 3. Is
tllere a stronger probability that Infidelity is
true than that the Bible is divine? Bennett
1ffirrning; Humphrey denying. CJQth (550
pp.). $1.00.

'J'Ilc Burgcss·Un(Jcr,vood Debate.

Between Prot. 0. A. BuuGESS, President d
!he NJrtb.westcrn, Cllri.stiau Uuiversity at
lmlian;polis, Ind., and B. F. UNDERWOOD,
of. Boston, Mass. Held during four days at
Aylmer, Out., commencing Juae 291• 187ii.
Reported IJy John T. Hawke. FIRST rnoPO·
EITION: " The Christian RE ligiun, as set
forth in tre New Testament, is true in fuct,
and of divine origin." Burgess in the affirmative; Underwood in the negative. SECOND
PRoPoSITION: "Tile Billie is erroneous in
many of its teachings regarding science and
mord.ls, and is of human origin." Und?rwood in the affirmative; Burgess in tllc tJe,:rative. 12mo. 188 pp. Price, paplr· 50
~.ents; clllth, SO cents.
Tile Ci ccd of Christendom: Its

!Fouudati..
Conll'astcd with ils
Superstructure. By W. R. lihEG, au-

thor of "Euigwas of Life," "Literary anu
Socbl Judgments," etc. F. W. Newm'ln, in
speaking or this work in the " Fortnightly
Review," says: "Some twelve years ago in
a, London drd.wing·room, one of our ~ost
.minent men of science asked, 'Why do not
the bishops answer Mr. Greg's Creed of
Christendom? They are bound to answer it
-if they can.' In the lifetime of the present
generation the earliest work at all similar
was that of l'rlr. Charles Hennell, which, in
various respects, had great merit; but .Mr.
Greg,,coming later, had the advantage of
access to many able German r~searcbes, and
his work continues the most complete on al.l
sides; to it one may most confidently appeal·
when assailed by eager Christians with the
cunent commonplaces of their warfare.
Since bishops, dean'!, learned canons, and
:.cademic divinea do Dot reply formally to
so thorough, clear, and learned a, treatise
which has beea so long bdur!>l the.public, w~
!Jave tue best of proof attainable that this
lli-;torical argument-occupying~ precisely
tne g.round Which English academicians
have chosen as their own-is unanswerable."
One volume, mown octavo, wit:O, com·
plete inacx. The London edition r.o~d f01·
$5 ,Price nf American edition, cloth, $1.50 •

'lile
bate.

Uudcrwood-ltlarple!l

Bet1~cen

De-

B. .1!'. UtmJJ:RWuCD 1'!
Boston, and the Rev. JoHN MAHPLEB; d
l'oronto, Ont. Htld at Napanee, Ont., in
July, 1875. T\Vo propositions discussed:
FIRST: " Thu~ Atheism, Naturalism, and
.\'lodern Skepticism are Illogical and contrary .J Reason." SEcoND: "The Bible
consisting of the Old and New Testaments;
t:vidences beyond all other books its divine
origin." Marples affirms; Underwood de·
nics, Reportt<.l iu fu·l, and revised by the
·lebaters. 111 pp. Paper, 35 cents; cloth,
GO cents.
Interrogatories to :Jehovah. By
D. ~I. DE~NJJ:T'l', A oeries ot close questions
upou a gno:at variety of subjects, trom the
ongin of Deity and the universe, the c-reatioP
of the earth, man, and woman, the tlood thl}
Bib!e, the old patriarchs and prophets; d~wn
l? the doctrinHl points embra~ed by the
C.hurch. Wtth a lull-length portrait of JehOV:1h according to the Btble. A bold and
radical work. 12mo, 250 pp. P11per, 60
ceuts ; cio\h, 71> cents.

The Pro and Con or Supcrnatu·
rat l~cligion; or, An An~wer to the
Que>tlun, liave we a Supernaturally-Re•
veukll, lnfulJib.ly-Inspircd, and ~liraculousJy.
A.tt,stld Religion iu the World ? By E. E.
GUILD, ex- U uiversalist clergy man ; together
with u BkM!Ch of the author. In four purts.
Paner, 30 cents ; cloth, 50 cent8.
'l'ruth Scclicr Leaflets, ot two pages
each. '!'htl'LY·two in nmuer; 4 cents per
dozen; Scents for the set; 21> ctnts per hun·
drld; $2.00 p• r thou~rmd.

Adventures o1'.Eidcr Tri)ttolcmus
'J:'ub. Uowpns~s imp<,rt~tm ~>u:l ~t!l.rti.,ng.
dtsc!OSUtes concerning
morals, employments,
AWV. GEORGE :;:loGERS.
Ut.tle work. f'~Wer. 1~

hell,, its magn!lude,
climate, ew,
By
£. rich, interefltiBj
centa..
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J!Jot~s

and Uklippings.

TwENTY .American cities to-day contain over
100,000 people each; twenty A,merican states
contain over 1,000,000 peo];Jle each.
TrrE nineteenth centenary of Virgil is to be
commemorated by erecting a monument to him
in Mantua, his birthplace.

New- York, SatlJ-rday, January 15, 1881.

became famous, and Dickens when she had
yet much of her best work to do. During all
the years in which she labored, it is perhaps
trne that only one novelist ,of extraordinery
genius had arisen. It is perhaps true that the
position filled at one and the same time by
Dickens, Thackeray, and George Eliot can be
claimed at the present moment, if claimed at
all, only by a single novelist-by Thomas
Hardy.

j sciENCE HA.LL, ut sth st., }

1

NEA.R BROA.DWAY.

pet sound, when one is setting out on a journey; a crow perched on a dead body floating
do:wn the river, and a fox crossing one's path.
THE Portland Argm says the name of 0. M.
Cousins, the Methodist minister, has been a
familiar one in religious and temperance circles
for some time. He was foremost in denouncing the use of liquors, and held himself up as
an exemplar of all that was good and pure.
But in the Supreme Court at Saoo a few days
ago his wife Nancy was decreed a divorce
from him, and the custody of the children
given to the mother. The charges that Mrs.
Cousins brought against the Rev. 0. M. were
extreme cruelty and refusal to provide even the
necessaries of life. Evidence in this case
clearly showed that defendant was very cruel
toward his wife, at times beating, choking,
and otherwise brutally ill-treating her. He
made the · most fearful threats to her, thus
making her life a burden to her, until she
could stand it no longer, and sought relief
from his abuse in divorce.
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IT is rumored that Lima has been captured
by the Chilians.
DuRING the past year there were twenty-five
murders committed in San Francisco.
THE tunnel under the Hudson river is progressing at the rate of four feet a day.

ll;: was neither an actor nor 11 jonrnalist, for
VENUs, Jupiter, and Saturn are now so close
FouR men were burned to death in a beer
he was 11 clergyman by tmde ; but he spent in the evening sky that·they can all be taken in
tank in a brewery in this city on the 6th.
Sunday in the Tombs for intoxication all the at a glance, and they make a brilliant picture.
.A BosToN boy, aged nine, has be€m indicted
same.
Venus, which in the telescope appears nearly
for the murder of a companion. aged eight.
PooR's Railroad Manna! for 1880 shows 64,- in the shape of a half moon, is nearest the ho.A WEALTHY Irishman who died recently in
397 miles of railway in operation in the United rizon and the most conspicuous. Jupiter comes
Philadelphia·
left $300,000 to different religious
next,
not
so
dazzling
as
Venus,
but
yet
exceed-·
States, the earnings of which were for the year
institutions.
ing every fixed star in brightness. Saturn is a
1879 no less than $529,012,999.
LocKPORT, N. Y., had a $600,000 fire on the
.A JURY recently decided that John Dick, of few degrees to the left of Jupiter, looking quite
5th. Several hundred persons are thrown ont
pale
by
contrast,
although
eqnal
to
most
of
the
Warsaw, N.Y., had 11 right to sit in his pew
of employment.
in the German Lutheran church with his feet first magnitude stars. While these three giv
beauty
to
the
western
sky,
Orion
and
Taurus,
FouR men lost their lives by the explosion
elevated upon the back of the seat in front of
with the Dog Star at their heels, lord it in the
of a steam-boiler in a smelting establishment
him.
eastern heavens, and Capella glitters overTIME rights most evils more effectually than at Newark, N.J.
MooDY and Sankey h11v found the regenera- head.
man can. " The dissolution of the Oneida
IT is now proposed in the Senate to place
tion of San Francisco a longer job than they
THE teacher of a large Bible class in a Community as a community seems imminent," General Grant on the retired list with the rank
anticipated, and they hav been compelled to neighboring town is ill pleased with his pastor
says the Utica Herald. The recent incorpora- and pay of General.
forego a visit to New Odeans. Next summer and some of the church people, and therefore
tion of a stock company in its place, with a
FouR persons were killed in a collision bethey will go to Europe for pleasure. This is secedes from the church iii which he has laa capital of $600,000, divided into twenty-fivegood for the cities they do not visit.
bored for over a. dozen years, and takes his dollar shares, tells the whole story. There are tween the police and a mob at Ciaremorris,
THE RaUway Age presents a summary show- class to a church of another persuasion. In now about three hundred members of this Ire}a~d, a few days ago.
ing the mileage of track actually laid down in departing, he issues a manifesto, the earnest famous family, about evenly divided as to sex,
THERE were more miles of railroad track
the United States dming the year 1880. The spirit of which there is no mistaking. He calls and all but sixty-five or seventy over sixteen. laid in this country during the last year than
footings show that 7,027 miles of new track his late pastOr "the dwarf," and is proud that There are forty families. The stock, none of during any previous Yllar.
were laid during the past twelve months on at he has a hundred million or more of dollars to which is to be sold to outsiders within three
G. Q. CANNON, the recently-elected Morm•n
least 234 different lines. These figures are back him. Considering the liinited cost of Sun- years, is to be divided according to this scheme: delegate to Congress, has been declared ineligreater than for any year since 1871, and the day-school appliances and theological furnish- Those who contributed property at the time of gible, as he is an alien and 1'1 bigamist.
mileage is greater by 54 per cent than that of ings, this backing ought to be ample for all the joining receive of this new stock one-half the
THE ship Indian Chief, of Liverpool, was
1879.
wants of the class for a long time to come, amount put in. The remainder of the stockis
wrecked a few days ago at the mouth of the
.A MAN with the enormous wealth now pos- whatever ecclesiastical struggles are in store to be divided according to the terms of service Thames. Eighteen persons were drowned.
among all persons sixteen years of age and upsessed by Mr. Vanderbilt could add to it very for it.
PRpF. VENNOR, the Canadian weather
REV. DR. FoWLER, of the Methodist Mission- ward. Children under sixteen are to be prorapidly; in fact, it will double itself in twenty
prophet,
has been offered an important posivided
for
by
the
company
until
they
attain
that
ary
Society,
has
provoked
criticism
by
affirmyears if put into four per cent bonds and let
alone, save to add the annual intere~t. With ing that six hundred million of heathen are age. The company will carry on its old work tion in the Weather Bureau at Washington.
ON the 13th of last month a Japanese steamthe present" start" which Mr. Vanderbilt has doomed to suffer the inconceivable and never- of .farming, fruit canning, silk works, and
in bonds and dividend-paying stocks; it will ending torments of hell unless the Christian trap factory, and giv employment to about a er, with eighty-two persons on bonrd, was lost
in the Japanese Inland sea. Sixty-four lives
be an easy matter :tor him to be worth at least people of this and other countries hurry mis- hundred outside hands dming the season.
were lost.
$250,000,000 should he liv twenty years hence. sionaries and Bibles to the rescue. Rev. Dr.
THE diRcussion in regard to hell now takes a
It is said that he is worth more than half that Newman rebukes Rev. Dr. Fowler for such
.A coLLISION between a Spanish and an Enof
new
shape,
owing
to
the
wide
difference
utterances, and cites eminent Methodist
sum now.
glish
steamer recently in the Mediterranean, reauthority in support of the theory that not opinion just expressed by two representati v sulted in the sinking of the latter vessel and
SoME time ago the fourteen-year-old daughMethodist
theologians.
The
question
was
for
only the little heathen babes but millions of
the drowning of forty-five persons.
ter of a printer named Byrd of .Atlanta, Ga.,
grown-up heathen will be saved, although they some time as to whether there is a hell or not,
died, in the opinion of the attending physician,
.and,
if
there
is,
whether
the
punishment
in.AFTER months of slow travel from the wharf
may never see a Bible or hear a missionary.
but has not yet been bmied, owing to the fact
flicted on those who go there will continue for- to Central Park, the Egyptian Obelisk has at
Now which of the two, Fowler or Newman, is
that portions of the body still remain warm
the exponent of the orthodox Methodist doc- ever or will abate after a certain time. In its length reached its destination, and will be
and life-like in appenrance. This fact became
new shape the discussion is to be not so much placed in position during the coming week.
trin on this interesting point?
known while the mourners were preparing for
as to the nature and duration of future punishTHE police of this city hav made a move in
PEoPLE who wonder at the report~ of our ment, but as to who will go to hell. Theathe funeral ceremonies. The body is. in a
the right direction. .A few days ago they
coffin at the cemetery in the dead-house. vanishing forests may find that event less re- logian Newman and theologian Fowler are
entered a church fair and put a stop to several
The physicians are puzzled und unable to say markable when they learn that 300,000 cubic agreed as to the belief that there is a hell.
lottery games in progress there, much to the
f~et of pine were turned into matches alone Theologian Fowler nms the missionary society
whether life is extinct or not.
indignation of the pious gamblers.
.A YOUNG lady in Primghar, Iowa, who was last year. Shoe pegs consumed 100,000 cords which carries the gospel tc the distant heathen .
.A BILL is before Congress dirwting the Presmade a convert to the Baptist faith was led to of timber, lasts and boot-trees 500,000 cords of He says that these heathen by hundreds of
ident to purchase land in Mexico or Central
birch,
beech,
and
maple,
and
the
handles
of
millions
must
go
to
hell
unless
they
are
conthe chilly water to be baptized just after om·
.America whereon to colonize all negroes in th11
first cold snap set in. The water had scarcely tools as much more. There is a forest of verted, and that they can be converted only United States. .Another bill provides for the
nearly
a
million
telegraph
poles
in
the
United
through
the
channels
of
customary
missionary
moistened her stockings before she nervously
election of postmasters by the people in future.
snatched her hand from that of the elder who States, and about 300,000 new ones are used effort. Theologian Newman believes that
for
additions
and
repairs
every
year,
each
pole
there
is
a
chance
for
a
great
many
of
these
FRANK LAMMENS aml Mrs. l\Ieierhoffer were
was leading her, and exclaimed, "It's too cold.
I'll wait till spring." That is a pretty sensible representing a tree, while 2,000,000 cords of heathen. It is easy to see that there is room hanged at Newark, N.J., on the 6th, for the
young lady. If she could only see a few copies wood were burned up in brick making. It for endless dh·ersity of opinion as to the divid- murder of r.-rrs. Meierhoffer's husband. Each
of THE 'rRuTH SEEKER she would probably de- takes 75,000 acres growth thirty years old wood ing lines between the classes of the heathen charged the other with being the only guilty
to supply the annual demand in railroad ties. who, according to theologian Newman's view one. On the ·same day two men were hanged
fer the cold bath in public altogether.
.Altogether it is rather remarkable that our for- of the case, are not marked for the evil place. in Philadelphia, one for wife-murder and the•
THE LJndon Telegraph attributes much of ests hav lasted as long as they hav.
Newman believes that heathen infants who other for killing his mistress.
the misery of the Irish peasantry to their in.AMONG other bad omens in India may be die before they are old enough to know the
OuR first week of this year was a week of
coniglble "mania for early marriages." The
mentioned a snake or jackal crossing one's difference between good and bad are not sent
disaster in all parts of the world. Storms and
existence of this" mania," answers the PaU
path; hearing a person cry when you are to hell. He would also exempt a great many
shipwrecks at sea, and floods and fires on land,
Mall Gazette, is an asstunption which is not
going anywhere; the cawing of a crow and of the adult heathen. Jnst where a little tGgether with an unusual number of murders,
justified by facts. The Irish neither marry
the crying of a kite; a cat crossing one's path, heathen ceases to be an infant aml becomes
suicides, and fatal accidents, seem to indicate
earlier nor multiply more rapidly than the Enand the seeing an empty pitcher. .As com- enough of a heathen to deserve eternal punthat we are being gradually prepared for the
glish or Scotch. The statistics as to early
pared with the bad, there are but few good ishmimt for his sins is one of those nice quesfulfilment of Mother Shipton's prophecy.
marriages are conclusiv. They show that only
omens. .Among those may be mentioned the tions on which Methodist and other doctors of
nine per cent of Irishmen marry before they
PARIS village, Clark county, Virginia, wM
following: The meeting of 11 dead body being ~ivinity might frutlessly argue nntil doomsday.
complete their twenty-fifth year, while the percarried away, and no one crying with it; see- ''!'here are many theologians who claim that snowed in on December 20th, and the inhabitcentage among Scotchmen is sixteen, and
ing a pitcher with a rope attached to it, or a the heathen who haY never heard the gospel ants came near being starved and frozen to
among Englishmen twenty-three.
Brahman carrying a jug of holy water from will not be judged according to gospel law, death. When tl relief party from a neighborBY George Eliot's death, sums up the Lon- the Ganges j a lizard creeping up one's body; and will consequently not be punished a~ if ing village reached Paris they found the peodon Academ;y, we ltl'e left with only one living hearing a bride cry when she is leaving her they had lived under gospel privileges. The ple on short allowance of food and fnel, and
novelist who is absolutely of the first class. parents and going to li v with her husband; whole subject is full of inextricable niceties of many of them suffering dreadfully from frost
bites. Their wants were soon supplied.
Thackeray died soon after George Eliot hearing the bell of a temple strike, or a trum- possible argument.
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thinker on this platform on philosophy or science, if
.
"Mo dhe dares to come. (Laughter, and a vowe,
esty.") I say I learn from the examples of Freethinkers whom I hav yet to learn are very modest
themsel;s. You cannot charge me with kno~ing
nothing about physical science. I say. that sme~ce
has no contradictions whatever of the miracles whwh
are recorded in the New Testament. (Laughter.) I
tell you that if you like to. take the. pains, which I
do not believe you Freethmkers will do.
("Question.") If you interrupt me I sit down. ~~at
minute. I am no paid lecturer of ,tlie Chnstian
Evidence Society. I come here ent11:ely upon an
independent basis. I tell you that this volume of
Bampton Lectures $oes _elabor:tt:el:f into _the question
about law. I cannot m my hmited time here tonight, read a passag~ from. this book. I bring it
under your notice; but I Will read a passage from
John Stuart Mill. I suppose all of you know something about him. Now, in his book on "Logic,"
which I take it that you all know, second volume,
and 159th page, he says : "But in order that any
alleged fact should be contradictory t~ a law of
causation, the allegation must. be, not Simply that
the cause existed without bemg followed by the
effect for that would be 110 uncommon occurrence;
but that this happened in the· absence of any adequate counteracting cause.. ~ow in the case o_f an
alleged miracle, the assertiOn IS the exact oppo~It of
this. It is, that the effect was defeated, not m the
absence, but in consequence of a counteracting c~use,
namely, a direct interposition of an act of the Will ?f
some being, who has power over nature; and m
particular of a being whose will being assumed to
hav endowed all the causes with the powers by which
they produce their effects, may well be supposed able
to counteract them. A miracle (as was justly
remarked by Brown) is no contradiction to the law
of cause and effect; it is a new effect, supposed to be
produced by the introduction of a new cause. Of
the adequacy of that cause, if present, there can be
no doubt; and the only antecedent improbability
which can be ascribed to the miracle is the improbability that any such cause existed" (Exeter Hall
Lectures).
(Applause.) Don't cheer too soon.
The thing simply means this, that you must deny the
existence of a God to deny logically the possibility
of a miracle. If I am not mistaken, Paley says the
same words; and I think that Mill must hav seen it
in Paley. I giv you John Stuart .Mill, not that John
Stuart Mill is any great prophet with me, although
I hav a certain admiration of the man.

[From tho Nat:onol Reformer.]

Report of a Debate
BETWEEN THE REV. A. HATCHARD L'U> MRS. ANNIE
BESANT, AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
FIRST NIGHT,-cONTINUED.
MR. HATCHARD.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen: Mrs.

Besant, in her opening remarks, referred to Dr.
Angus, and to the fact that he was one of the present company of revisers of the New Testament, and
also to the fact that there are a large number of
various readings of the New Testament in existence.
I am pleased beyond measure, because I lived with
Dr. Angus for four years. I know him well, and I
know him for a thoroughly trustworthy scholar.
Now Dr. Angus has repeated over and over again
in p1;blic that all these various readings, in what are
called the manuscripts of the New Testament, do not
alter a single doctrin of Christianity, and do not
alter a single important fact in the history of Jesus
of Nazareth. I hav here Dr. Angus' "Bible Handbook " and if Mrs. Besant has not got this book I
will 'present her with a copy at the end of this
debate. Here is the book, and Dr. Angus goes very
elaborately into the qu~stion of t~ose various manuscripts and these varwus readmgs. Now? :Mr_s.
Besant told you that we had no manuscnpts m
existence older than the fomth centmy. I suppose
that is the fact. But then I say this : Will Mrs.
Besant produce to me the original manuscript or
manuscripts of anything-say of any classical work?
No ! There is no such thing in the world, and it is
perfectly well known that there is not a single case
where we possess the original manuscript or manuscripts of any work of antiquity. We hav only a
few manuscripts-certainly three-which are said to
be the oldest manuscripts of the New Testament in
existence. These old manuscripts which we hav tell
us precisely and substantially the same story and
the same tale of Jesus of Nazareth. Reference has
been made to the difference which exists between
the Douay Bible of the Roman" Catholics and the
authorized version of the Protestant, but I fail to discover any new or any different facts related in the
Douay Bible which do not also find their place in
the Bible which the Protestant uses. Why, at one
time I acted as a military chaplain, and I hav by me
MRS. BESANT.
now a small Testament which was published by
There are one or two points which hav been
authority, and bearing the imprimatur of the late alluded to by my opponent in reply to my previous
Cardinal of Westminster (not the present one), and speech which I will deal with before resuming my
in that book I read the very same facts as I read in criticism on Josephus. The first of these is that of
the Protestant Bible. The Romish church published the 100,000 readings which I mentioned-the existthis Testament by authority, and they were not ence of which is not even challenged-none of them
simply content with putting at the top of each gos- affect any important doctrin in the Bible. I will
pel the name of the author which appears at its head leave you to judge of the accuracy of that, after I
in the Protestant Bible, but also the date and cir- hav adduced one or two facts. In the First Epistle
cumstances under which it was supposed to be writ- of John, chap. v, verse 7, we read : "For there are
ten. We hav, therefore, as I hav already stated, three that bear record in heaven, the Father, the
only a few old manuscripts, but we hav a vast Word, and the Holy Ghost: and these three are one."
number of a later date. A word about the different Now, that is one of the passages which you do not
readings and the supposed difference which they make. find in the older manuscripts; it is the solitary asserI hold in my hand what I consider an important little tion of the Trinity to be found in the Bible. Surely
book. It is the New Testament of Tauchnitz, of the Trinity is important. Take next the doctrin of
Germany. If yon want to know about what the eternal punishment. That is a doctrin about which
various readings are, and if you cannot read the the new reading of the Bible will probably giv us
Greek Testament, this book (published by the firm very different views to those now· held. Some of
of Baron Tauchnitz) will giv you the various read- you may hav read a pitiful letter which appeared in
ings at the bottom of each page in English. I sup- the Athenceum a short time back, in which the writer
pose you know that these books in Germany are pub- asked whether the rumor which had reached him was
lished by a firm which has gained a good amount of true, viz., that the revisers of the New Testament
celebrity, whose name I hav mentioned. This is the were going to translate a well-known passage in the
thousandth volume. They thought they would pub- Lord's Prayer no longer "Deliver us from evil," but
lish the New Testament, and actually here, in this "Deliver us from the evil one." It is admitted that
little book, they publish the New Testament, the there are no manuscripts which cau be traced back
authorized version, with all the various readings beyond the beginning of the fourth century, but Mr.
here in English underneath. Was the firm of Tauch- Hatchard says I may say the same about any
nitz, or was Tischendorf himself, afraid to let the classical work. Not one of the originals of the
public know about these various readings ? Cer- Greek or Latin works which hav come down to
tai~ly not. As y~m. hav heard, t~ere is a body of us is now extant, and it is urged by my
revisers w:ho ar~ ~Ittmg a~ Westnunster. They are opponent that I ought to treat· them in the same
engaged m revismg the Bib~e, but I_ c~allenge Mrs. fashion as I hav treated the Bible. My reply to that
Besant to_prove that they w~ll. alter It IJ?- any impo~- is that it is precisely because I do treat the Bible in
tan~ part:cular or any Chns~Ian ~octnn. Here IS 1 the ~arne way as any other ancien~ book that I
Scnvener s 9reek Tes~ament, ~n which are condense_d reqmre some proof as to the authorship and authenall th_e vanous. re~dmgs_ which are known. This ticity of w~at is ~herein contained. If I find a clasbook IS one which IS considered a very good author- sical work m which are related a number of miracuity, -and it is one which theological students are made lous events, I do not believe them as matters of
to re~d . . Here, the~, is Sc~·ivene~'s. Greek_ Testament; fact or of history any more than I believe in the
here IS Trschendorf s Enghsh editiOn of It; prove to miracnlous events which the Bible, narrates. We
me, from these books, that there is any difference now come to what has been said about Er. Tischenbetween this and the ordinary authorized version. dorf, and I may tell you that I do not lay much
Mrs. B~sant has _spoken to you at some _length. l~p.on stress upon Tischendorf's authority, and I will tell
the s~bJect o~ miracles, and ~lieges the Impossibility you why. According to his own confession, he disof a sm~le mrracle ever havi!lg ta~cen place. Now, covered one of these manuscripts of which you hav
I beg of all of you here to-nwht, If you hav never heard..in a monastery on Mount Sinai, and while beread ~he volume of J?ampt~~ Lectures, by Dr. Mo~-:1 lieviug that he was in possession of the most priceley[' Lectures on Miracles ], to do so ~t once. This less of treasures, the most ancient copy of the word
volume I was ordered _to read b,Y the Bis~op of ::\Ian-/ of God in existence, he kept it to himself for fifteen
chester, and I ,thank h~s Lordship for havmg ordered Iyears before he announced his unparalleled discovery
_me to read It..
Wil~ tell you _why. I am not ·to the world. The roan who would thus keep for
Ignorant of Clmstian SCience. I Will meet any Free- fifteen years the most valuable of the manuscripts in
I'

1

!

the world is not a man, I say, who ought to be thoroughly relied on.
•
.
I will now take up Josephus. where I la1~ him
down. I will giv you the _last pomt, al_ld that IS t~at
the second and fourth sect10ns run straight on, wh1le
the third section which consists of this passage
which is said to 'be a forgery, is not connected in
sense with those two sections I hav mentioned. The
end of the second section reads thus: "Since the
people were unarmed, and were oaught. by men prepared for what the:f were a?out, ther~ were u. great
number of them slam by this means, and others of
them ran away wounded; and thus a11 end_was put
to this sedition. . . . About the same time also
another sad calamity put the .Jews into disor?er."
I allege to you that these two paragraphs winch I
hav read ought to be read consecutivly without the
intervention of the other paragraph, and that they
make sense so read, while the first words of the
fourth section hav no meaning after the third.
I hav now disposed of the Latin writers. I hav
disposed of Josephus. I hav said the best I can _say
briefly about them, and ~ s~all best con~ult the time
and the work before me If, mstead of gomg over auy
ground twice, I leave you to judge yourselvs betwe~n
myself and my opponent. I h:w now got four Witnesses absolutely uncorroborated-four witnesses for
whom we must try to find some sort of evidei~ce, an~
I must remind you that we waut overwhelmmg evidence, for no less a question than the supernatural
character of Jesus is now at stake. I must say I
regret that Jesus only cam~ int~ the world to a very
ignorant and barbarous n~tion, m a_n oJ:scure .corner,
and in such a way that It was qmte Impossible f~r
any large number of people to become aware. of his
existence in their midst. We haY at least a nght to
expect that when. four of his. immed~ate followe~·s
and witnesses of his alleged mrracles Sit down ~o giv
us an account of what they had seen, the veracity of
our witnesses shall be unimpeached; that they shall
giv us a coherent ac~ount of thei~· hero's life.
I will take the pomt as to their competent knowledge first. You do not find it state~ _in the g:o~pels
who the writers are, and, therefore, It IS very difficult
to judge of their compete.n~y as historians. Furt~er,
there is no lack of records m the early church claiming to be, equally with the four gospels now under
consideration, authentic narrativs of the events which
we hav here recorded. We hav, in fact, no less than
thirty-four different gospels in addition to the four
which are now received, and seven of these at least
hav come down to us at the present day. We only
know the others by extracts. Then, in Luke, I find
that the author of Luke does not pretend that his
gospel stands by itself. Luke distinctly tells us: "Forasmuch as many hav taken in hand to set forth
in order a declaration of those things which are most
surely believed among us, even as they delivered
them unto us, which from the beginning were eyewitnesses and ministers of the word; it seemed good
to me also" (Luke i, 1-3). He does not even pretend that he is himself an eye-witness, and I say to
my opponent that there is no proof of his accuracy
or of the truth of his story. we· hav no less than
ninety-eight other writings, which are said to be
written by Peter, James, Matthias, Andrew, and
others, fifty-six of which are still extant; so it is not
only Matthew and John, among the apostles, who
are singled out for the honor of writing Christ's
story; the difficulty is to tell which are genuin and
which spurious, for, according to Mosheim, it was a
habit of the early Christians to take great names in
order to cover the want of merit or truth in their
compositions. He says: "For not long after Christ's
ascension into heaven several histories of his life and
doctrins, full of pious frauds and fabulous wonders,
were composed by persons whose intentions, perhaps,
were not bad, but whose writings discovered the
greatest superstition and ignorance. Nor was this
all. Productions appeared which were imposed
upon the world by fraudulent men as the writings of·
the holy apostles" (Ecclesiastical History, ed. 1847,
page 31).
.
I quite agree with that view of Mosheim, and I
leave it to you as a view of a Christian historian.
I am told by my opponent that, passing for a
moment the four gospels themselvs, I shall find them
proved by the Fathers of the Christian church, and
I am referred to Polycarp as one of the Christian
Fathers on whom my opponent relies. I find my
opponent says that he relies upon him, but I am
bound to inform you that hardly any quotations can
be got from Polycarp which are continuous with
texts of the gospels. My contention with regard to
the gospels is that of Dean Alford. There were a
large number of early traditions floating about from
mouth to mouth, which, after thus floating about,
and being added to and changed in the course of
many years, at last became crystallized in the form
in which they are known to us. For instance, Polycarp says, " Beseeching the all-seeing God not to
lead us into temptation, as the Lord hath said, the
spirit indeed is willing, but the flesh is weak." But
such a conjunction of words is nowhere found in our
gospels.
Coming now to Ireml3us. Irenreus is a man for
whom I hav always had a considerable amount of
sympathy, because he is the first man who really
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puts forward the idea of fou?' gospels at all. , But I
must allow that my faith in him is shaken when I
find him giving this as a quotation from John:
"John related the words of the Lord.concerning the
times of the kingdom of God: the clays would come
when vines would grow, each with ten thousand
shoots, and to each shoot ten thousand branches, and
to each branch ten thousand twigs, and to each twig
ten thousand clusters, and to each cluster ten thousand grapes, and each grape which is crushed will
yield twenty-five measures of wine. And :when one
of the saints will reach after one of these clusters,
another will cry, I am a better cluster than it; take
me and praise the Lord because of me" (Iren. Hoor.,
v. 33).
.
I cannot find that in the gospel of John as we hav
it to-day. Then when I find that the reasons which
are given by this same Irenoous for accepting the
- four gospels are that there are four corners to the
earth, and four spirits, and that Christ sits in the
midst of four-faced cherubims, I begin to be still
more doubtful about him. I allege, then, that I
cannot accept such evidence as this-evidence which
is absolutely unsatisfactory, and which we can only
regard as the nonsensical ravings of a religious
enthusiast.

learning in other matters of the historian. And was never brought against him), and also his religfirst I will give him and you the benefit of the quota- ion, to the ridicule of his enemies. It is further
tion, enlargin~ a little on yours: "How shall we particularly worthy of remark that the darkness
excuse the supme inattention of the pagan and philo- and earthquake at the crucifixion are both explicitly
sophie world to those evidences which were presented recognized and mentioned as facts by that acute adby the hand of Omnipotence, not to their reason, but versary of Christianity, Celsus; who would not ~ave
to their senses? -This miraculous event, which made such an admission if he could have possibly
ought to hav excited the wonder, the curiosity;'ancl denied them" (Introduction, vol. i, P· 229).
the devotion of mankind/passed without notice in an
There are other satisfactory reasons for the silence
age of history. It happened during the lifetime of of many profane writers, which I need not adduce
Seneca and the elder Pliny, who must have expe1·i- here, my purpose being, at present, !herely to expose
enced the immediate effects, or received the earliest the perversions of Gibbon. It is certainly an unenintelligence of the prodigy. Each of these philoso- viable character in a writer who .would seek to dephers, in a laborious work, has recorded all the great lude those who implicitly trust in him for inf~rmaphenomena of nat·w·e, earthquakes, meteors, comets, tion which is beyond their own reach to attam or
and eclipses, which his indefat-i,qable cariosit!j could prove.
collect. Both the one and the other have omitted to
(To BE coNTINUED.)
mention the greatest phenomenon to which the mortal eye has been witness since the creation of the
[From tile New Ym-k Sun.]
globe. A distinct chapter of Pliny is devoted to
Edison's Electric Light.
eclipses of an extmo1·dinary nature and unusual
Bright sparks flew out of the smokestack of Edidm·ation, but he contents himself with describing the son's machine shop at Menlo Park, N. J., the other
singular defect of light which followed the Ifiurcler evening. The 5! train brought down from New
of Uoosar, when, during the greatest par~ of the year, York a score of capitalists and stock-holders to view
the ~rb of ~he sun appeared l?~le and Without splen- the electric light. Messrs. Morgan and Wright of
dor (Declme and Fall, vol. 11 • P· 379).
Drexel, Morgan & Co., and the Messrs. Fabbri, were
(To DE CON'fiNUED.)
The fame of authorship and the plaudits of Infi- among them. The party climecl the stairs leading to
clels are but poor and unsatisfying compensation for the old laboratory, and found the inventor shinning
the falsehood of the man, and the obscure and illit- around the apartment, and wearing an old fur cap.
What Objections to Christianity~·
erate Christian may well prize his superior lot when His neck was swathed in several yards of old black
MR. MAIR1S l'IFTH LETTER.-CONTINUED.
the only charges which an historian of such acumen silk. After a visit to the machine shop, where scores
Yon call my particular attention to the alleged and elegance as Gibbon can bring against his faith of workmen were bending over their lathes in gasfact that unfortunately Matthew and Luke "com- are those founded on palpable untruth and perver- light, steam power was turned on a nest of electric
Instead, however, of criticising myself, I generators, and they began to churn out streams of
pletely destroy all they wished to gain by the story sions.
offer as ample refutation of the above quotation the electricity.
of a miraculous conception of the Virgin Mary and
Mr. Edison returned to the old laboratory, and
the deific paternity of Jesus, for in giving his gene- following remarks from Thomas Hartwell Horne,
whose
introduction
is
as
unanswerable
to-day,
with
approached
a table fringed with magnetic batteries.
alogy they explicitly make him to be the son of J oseph. If they told the truth in this, their dream and all the boasted progress in every department of Infi- An instrument resembling a German wheel of fortune occupied the center of the table. The inventor
vision stories are not worth a straw. One or the del science, as it was on the day of its first edition:
"The sentences printed in italics are those in turned the dial to the right. In an instant eight
other was certainly untrue. Jesus could not have
been the son of both Joseph and the Holy Ghost, which the skeptical historian has had recourse to hundred electric light were aglow within the radius
and if Matthew and Luke are guilty of falsehood in those misrepresentations which unhap}Jily pervade of a mile. Each light cast a pale orange tint upon
either case, their testimony is valueless all around." too manv of his splendid pages. On the passage we the snow. The laboratory, the machine shops, and
Undoubtedly .a single falsehood in the accounts of remark}irst, that the eclipse being confined to Judea, many private dwellings were also illuminated. The
its immediate effects could not necessa1·ily have been glossy beavers, gray mustaches, gold-rimmed spectaMatthew and Luke make their testimony dubious
experienced by Seneca or Pliny, neither of whom cles, and ivory-handled umbrellas of the capitalists
and forbid the idea of their inspiration, hut before could have been on the spot in the reign of Tiberius, were brought into bold relief.
I accept your dictum in the case let me refer to the
when the eclipse took place, nor can it be proved that
Mr. Edison suddenly turned the dial to the left.
genealogies they give of Christ. The former says,
they had immediate information from all parts of The eight hundred lights went out, and the orange
"Jacob begat Joseph, the husband of Mary, of whom the globe as soon as any extraordinary phenomenon glow faded from- the fields of snow. A few sickly
was born Jesus, who is called Christ" (Matt. i, 16). had taken place. Secondly, neither Pliny nor Sen- gaslights made ~he capitalists appear like shad?ws.
There is nothing here to " explicitly make him to be eca have left any works that correspond to the histo- The dial was agam turned to the right, and the mght
the son of Joseph," and there is no other chapter in rian's pompous description. Seneca does not treat on hundred lights again flooded the snowy fields with
Matthew giving a genealogy. An examination of eclipses at all; _in the passage ref~rrecl to he speaks light. It was not a brilliant light. It distressed the
Luke is equally damaging to your argument. He indeed of ea1·tlj.quakes, but only m a very cursory eye no more than gas. The subdivision seemed pertraces the genealogy from Joseph back to Adam, manner, and does not instance more than four or feet. Each light in the apartment was turned on or
opening with the words, "Jesus himself began to be fiv-e because his object was evidently not to write a off by a thumbscrew, the same as gas. A strap was
about thirty years of age, being, as was supposed, the hist~ry of them, but to investigate their symptoms, adjusted to an electric engin so small that it would
son of Joseph, which was. the son of Heli'' (Luke iii, causes, and prognostics. The same remark applies go into a shoe box, and the same power that made
23). Thus neither of them teach that Christ was the to Pliny with respect to earthquakes. They are the electric light set in motion two sewing-machines,
son of Joseph. Matthew records that Joseph was mentioned only to introduce philosophical observa- a pump, and a blower. The exquisit little ~ng_in r~n
the husband of Mary, but explicitly states that he tions. The historian, therefore, has but very feeble as noiselessly as an escapement watch. With Its aid
"knew her not till she had brought forth her first- props to support his assertion. We may reasonably the power required to run one light runs a sewingborn son: and he called his name Jesus" who was Imagine that if Seneca and Pliny have recorded all machine.
conceived in her by the power of the Holy Ghost, and the great phenomena of nature, they must of course
Ni'ne generators were in. use. The i?ventor. is
Luke preserves the current supposition of the day, have explored the Grecian and Roman histories, making a huge generator whiCh he says will furmsh
having previously recorded the truth as to the mi- which were immediately open to their inquiries. electricity for 1,000 or 1,200 lights, under the work
raculous conception of Christ. I presume that you Now let us try an experiment as to what they have of a Powers en gin. With this en gin an assistant
had in your mind an old Infidel quibble founded on derived from those sources with respect to eclipses. says that he gets forty per cent more speed with the
an ignorant misconception of the purpose of these Do they mention the total eclipse of the sun, when same amount of fuel. The faster the generators regenealogies, but forgot its exact purport. If flO, it the celebrated plague happened at Athens in the fi_rst volve, the more electricity, and consequently the
will be a proper objection to discuss hereafter, but year of the Peloponnesmn war? Do they mentiOn more light.
is entirely irrelevant to the thesis under discussion. the solar eclipses on the day when the foundations · "The light is now perfected," said the inventor,
Considerable space is taken up with an elaboration of Rome were laid ? Do they mention the eclipse " and I am now awaiting the action of the comof the list of alleged crucified saviors. But there is foretold by Thales, by which a peace was effected pany."
.
no proof. The greater part of the assertions is made between the Medes an!l the Lydians? It would be
The caritalists departed on the 6: 30 train in the
on the authority of the writer of the "Anacalypsis," too tedious and useless to ask for many others, which light of the eight hundred lights. On the way to
a privately printed book of absolutely no authority might ~e mentioned '!ithout any fea_r of our _ques- New York one of the stock-holders said: "We are
whatever. No acknowledged scholar that I know of tions bemg answered m ~he ~ffirm~t1ve. T~M·dly, entirely satisfied with the light. It is no stock-jobwould think it any aid to an argument to refer to him. the distinct chapte1· of Phny, m whiCh accorclmg to bing speculation. I don't believe you could buy a
As to Ctesias, I have not his work before me, but he the historian's lofty representation, we should expect share of stock for love or money. We hav already
is regarded by scholars as of very little authority, to find the subject of eclipses exhausted by his full taken measures to introduce the light in New York
being an exceedingly credulous and careless writer. and elaborate detail, consists of only eighteen words, city. All that is necessary to make a plant in the
For my own part I frankly confess that I am not at the purport of which is that eclipses of the sun are city is to get an engin and transfer the generators
all convinced that he preserved the verse quoted, for sometimes of extraordinary duration, such as t~at from Menlo Park to some station down town. The
you have adduced no proof. I judge it a mere par- which took place on the death of Coosar, and durmg trouble is that we are already beset by hungry poliody on some Christian hymn. So with the hymn to the war with Anthony, when the sun appeared pale ticians. Under Mayor Cooper's administration they
Prometheus-it is merely an alteration in a word or for neal'ly a year. Lastly, this miraculous preter- wanted to tax us twenty cents per lineal foot to lay
so of two of Watts' stanzas, as your readers will rec- natural darkness did not pass without notice. Omit- our mains. In addition to this, they wanted three per
ognize. Those who implicitly receive Mr. Higgins' ting the suppos~d attestation of i~ by Phle~on (a cent of our gross receipts after five years, and a
statements as final would accept his pronunciamento pagan chronologis~ who wrote dunn~ the r~Igi~ 0 pledge to light the city ever afterward at ten per
that "the modern Christian rendition of Prometheus the emperor Hadrian, and whose testimony IS Citect cent above the cost of the light. Considering that
being bound for thirty years to a rock, where vul- by Julius African us, a writer of great eminence and the gas companies pay the city literally nothing- for
tures preyed daily upon his vitals," is "an impious probity, who lived at the beginning of the third cen- their privileges, we think these demands refreshmgly
Christian fraud." I can easily afford to pay no at- tury, we may remark that there are two other tes- cool. we don't want to be forced to go to Newark,
tention to this or the unsupported assertions and con- timonies, not founded on the statements of Phlegon or Brooklyn, or Philadelphia to introduce the light.
clusions-so far as they have been quoted-of Rob- and Thallus, which unequivocally confirlJ! t~e ev~n- We want to make our start on Manhattan Island,
ert 'raylor. To any reader who is curious to pursue gelical history o! the darkness at the CI:umfixwn, VIz., and, under Mayor Grace's administration, we are in
the investigation further as to the alleged plagiarism those of Tertulhan and Celsus. In his aJ?ology for hopes of receiving a fair consideration. Giv us a
of the gospels from the mythical or partly mythical the Christians, which was addressed to their heathen decent show, and you will see the light in practical
tradition of Prometheus, I would recommend a pe- adversaries, Tertullian expressly says, "At the ?no- use in New York within a year."
rusal of 1Eschylus' poem. I doubt not that if he rnent of Oh?-ist's death the light depa1·tecl from the
accepts your conclusiOn he can accept the immensely s1m and the land was dm·kened at noon-day, which
THE owl eats birds, feathers and all, and mice,
more credible idea that Shelley copied his beautiful wo~de1· is ?'elated in you?' own annals, wid is p1·ese1·ved in you?' a?'chives to this day." If the accou?-t skins and all, and after a little while his stomach
"Prometheus Unbound" from the scriptures.
I will, however, linger a moment to note a charac- of this extraordinary darkness had not be~n regis- separates the feathers, skins, and bones from the
teristic perversion of Gibbon, not so much from the tered, Tertullian would have exposed both himself to meat and rolls them together in a ball, which the
·intrinsic weight of the sarcasm as from the fame and the charge of as~erting a falsehood (which charge bird throws np.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 15, 1881.
f/Ion(tqutticafion~.
Is Mind Material?
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
will commence the discussion of this ·question by
laying down as my first proposition that mind is an
immaterial spirjtual entity, that it is in fact the "I
am that I am," the thinking, reasoning myself; that
thought is a volition of the mind, as is walking or
speaking a volition of the physical organs ; that the
will is the executiv, I will say, function of the mind
to carry into effect that which the mind has determined to do. I am conscious-if I can know anything
of my own existence, my own identity, separate and
distinct from every other being in the universethat I hav the control of my own will, my own
thoughts, my own actions, and that alone is what
constitutes me a responsible bein~.
Now, for instance, I am here thmking of this writing, and can in an instant turn my thoughts to any
other subject or place by the exercise of my will to
do so, from here to New York, San. Francisco, London, China, South America, from the north to the
south pole, to Mars, Jupiter, Saturn, the Milky
Way, or any other point or place that I know of or
hav heard of.
I can r.emember the place of my childhood, and
can in my mind place myself there in that very spot,
can see the same objects that I saw then and there
just as distinctly as I can see this paper upon which
I am now writing: All this proves that I hav the
control of my own will and thoughts.
My next proposition is that this mind is not theresult of the material organization of the brain, but
that the brain is an organization through which the
mind acts, in connection with the rest of the physical organs, to mauifest itself to other intelligences
like itself in other similar organizations, which can
receive through the organs of sense the signs of
thought, and understand thoughts thus communicated
to them.
And my third proposition is that force is not an
inherent property of matter, and no more susceptible
of proof than that force anq life are entirely independent of matter and material organization, only as
a medium through which mind, the author of or
cause of force, the same as thought, can act as stated
in the preceding or second proposition.
I know that if I strike a blow with a hammer in
my hand, force operates in that act, but I know as
well that it is the result of the exercise of my will.
There might be many other propositions stated,
' but they would all be necessarily involved in the
first after all, as the second and third already stated
are, and the three now on hand will do to begin with.
Others can be brought forward, if necessary, hereafter as weJl as now.
So I will proceed to giv some of my reasons for
the first proposition. And I will say on the start
that I must approa9h the subject from my own standpoint. I know of no way to arrive at correct conclusions but to reason from cause to effect and the analogy of things in nature.
And on this principle, as I find myself here as I am
in the world, conscious of my own existence and the
surroundings of nature, the question naturally arises,
How came this to be? As no effect can be produced
without a cause, so far as I can see, there then must
hav been a sufficient cause for all I can see of life
and force in the universe.
I will begin with myself. I can think, can reason,
can understand many things-the causes and effects
in the nature of things-but I cannot see my own
mind, nor feel it, taste it, or smell it; but I know that
I am a mind. But a mystery to myself I cannot comprehend or unde1:stand is the why or wherefore or
cause of my existence any more than I can of the universe. But am I to deny it because I cannot understand it? So far as I can know anything, I know that
my mind is the power that governs every act of my
life, and the same is recognized in our fellow-beings.
That mind governs matter-and everything we behold around us carries this conviction to our minds in
all the business operations, in the mechanical, commercial, political, social, and every relation ·of lifewe understand and therefore conclude that when
there is a failure, lack of intellect, of business
capacity, was the cause. If we see a train of cars
running with almost lightning speed over the rails,
we consider it the result of mind-work, thinking in
the construction of the engine, the cars, the road, the
engineering, and all of the arrangements in connec.
tion with the operation-as a demonstration of mind
over matter.
Now, then, mind is the result of the organizations
and forces that it controls. That is contrary to the
rule of cause and effect and the analogy of things.
We all know what an effect a sudden surprise, the
excitement produced by the fear of some imminent
danger, will hav upon the physical organization, producing a fearful rush of blood to the brain, a trembling of the whole system, a complete paralyzation of
the power of action, unconsciousness, and sometimes
death..,-all simply the result of the power of the mind

•

ways as finite minds are so known to act limitedly
upon' matter; or, to be more rational, may we not
suppose that some subtil matter only is intelligent,
and so controls all unthinking matter into its coherent actions. One or the other is necessay to account
for the co-operativ action of the varied elements in
the production of all phenomena. The highest intelligent co-opera~ion _in nat~re is in ~ivin~ laws to
matter to combme m defimt proportiOns 111 perfectin(J' animal organizations suited to attract and develop
th~t subtil entity, cosmic mind-matter, as individual
forces, as the only imaginary origin of such wondrous potency in matter, which mind only can bequeath.
· We see the potency in matter, but not its origin,
except by analogy with the operations of man's
Reply to J. lUng.
mind in constructing far less wondrous machines, in
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : which we know that his mind has given all the
To attain truth is my only purpose. In your issue potential laws for the actions of his body upon other
of December 18th, Mr. King objects to my theory matter employed in their construction, knowing, too,
of the materiality of mind in my paper on the "Sub- that such machines could not come into form without
til-Materiality of Mind and Its Individualized De- his co-operativ mind, as matter, of itself, has no such
velopment," in your issue of November 20th, and potencies. Then, as co-operating mind is necessary
more particnlarly because I therein assume the for man's handiwork with nnthinl(ing matter, how
existence of an infinit mind, God, which is also much more is a material, co-operating, infinit mind
material, and who thus mechanically givs controling ( n.s a mechanically-operating functional part of malaws for the actions of all unthinking, unintelligent terial nature) necessary for the grander works of
matter, as the creativ factor.for all phenomena of nature in giving all its laws of potentiality? We
all know that matter has its potential laws of action,
cosmos.
My paper, I think, fully proves the materiality of adequate for all that exists; but as such matter is
all minds, to unbiased reasoners, as mechanical forces, unintelligent, and so is unthinking, its coherent acts
i. e., will-force power acting controlingly npon unin- cannot be self-acquired, but, as with man's limited
telligent matter; as we lrnow our finite intelligence control of matter, is necessarily by his co-operating
controls our unthinking bodies and much othel· mat- will-force, so must universal, unintelligent matter
ter, which none other than a material mind could hav its controling, co-operativ, infinit, will-force
effect. That unintelligent matter cannot, of itself, act power to giv its coherent laws of potentiality.
Now the antagonists to sncb intelligent origin of
as if it was intelligent, unless primarily guided in its
laws of action by an intelligent will-force; thus to all the potential laws of matter, to giv any rational
account for nature's coherent works, always acting force to their views, must be able to explain how,
for an adaptable pm·pose- matter always pursuing upon their crude hypothesis of inherent, self-acuseful and esthetic ways. In other words, unthink- quired potency, unintelligent and unthinking mate-ing matter, in the absence of a controling intelli- rials can possibly assume, of themselvs, to co-operate
gence, cannot be conceived as having a discriminat- and so act as if they were intelligent; to adjust
ing power to act co-operativly (as co-operation is an their varied elements, in needed proportions, and
exclusiv intelligent process) in definit proportions, always unvarying for every compound and necessary
for a purpose which the varied elements always adaptable condition, in the varying requirements of
pursue, to effect all phenomena in cosmos. That, different periods in each world's growth, suited to
therefore, an infinit intelligence is the only imagin- each stage of successiv organic needs. Until such
able factor, in the disposition of universal, unthink- adequate explanations are forthcol!ling from the
ing matter, as Mr. King sarcastically adds, "must supporters of inherent self-potentiality of matter, ·
hav a God, else there could be no action in the they had better yield to the necessary conviction that
universe of matter; all would be cold and dead, like a universal, co-operating mind-factor in will-force is
the only rational explanation of coherent phenomena
our moon."
Mr. King ought to know that because this side of throughout the universe, as man, limitedly, is known
the moon, like the poles of our earth, is snow and to perform with matter by his will-force acts.
ice covered, is no sufficient cause to assume a similar Mind, by invention, and then by will-force acts,
condition for the other side of the moon, as their being the only primal potential first cause of the
characteristics hav always been dinimically very direct actions of any and all unintelligent matter
different. This side of the moon has always faced everywhere. Such ·is, self-evidently, the God of
our earth· in all its rounds, and so the constant nature, as the most subtil-material intelligent part of
attraction of our earth upon this side of the moon, in matter, acting mechanically (matter upon matter) by
the process of hardening its crust from a molten will-force upon all unintelligent matter, as his unmass, elongated it toward the earth 1 by dinimical conscious metaphorical body for all impressions and
calculation about thirty miles, and· such elongation is expressions, as our bodies and much other matter,
shown in photographs of the moon; and therefore is which our senses take cognizance of, are to our
raised above its encircling atmosphere, as a true minds, and our minds, reciprocally, thus act by willsphere, and so is cold and drear. This does not for?e upon such unthinking materials as the only
apply to the other side of the moon; and so that side assignable cause and effectiv use of unthinking
may be tooming with animal and vegetable life for matter.
Mr. King says "matter acts chemically and not
aught that Mr. King or science knows.
With such knowledge only of the condition of this mechanically," as I assume. Is not chemical action
side of the moon, Mr. King draws the baseless con- mechanical action ? "One material acting upon
clusion that all sides of the moon are equally situate another material by physical force or power; by the
and equally dead, hence with gloomy forebodings he laws of motion without intelligence or design," in
as unwarrantably and gratuitously suggests "that the things thus interacting (vide Webster).
Mr. King says1 in effect, "that two infinits cannot
thousands, yea, millions of worlds throughout the
boundless universe may be in the same dead and des- occupy one infinit space." If, as I rationally claim
olate condition;" to favor his unfortunate hallucina- (because satisfying all the demands of science) the
tions and so not well-considered pet theory, or pre- universe is an~ alw~ys bas beer; occupied by intellipossessions, that the unfeeling chance potency of gent and non-mtelhgent matenals as coeval and inmatter is adequate for all acts of nature, and "so dependent forces, I see no way of escaping or refuting
there is no use for an intelligent God " asking the such philosophy by any such sophistrv any more than
idle question, "Has God forgotten these unfortunate in denying that man's body and mind co-exist in the
worlds ?" Is not this a gloomy, cheerless, and un- same organism, mind, in both cases, controling the
grateful view of nature, simple permission without associate qnthinking materials. If, as Mr. King
the slightest foundation in known facts, is merely supposes, unthinking matter always and entirely
borrowing trouble and trying to make other minds filled space, and so there was no room left for an infin~t mind, h?w,_ on that ~ypothesis, could the present
equally chaotic?
·
Mr. King says "that all attempts to prove that solids and hqmds of this globe ever hav been imintelligence governs universal matter must prove a mensely expanded in space, and, also, without their
failure," though, I suppose, he admits that all of contraction leaving a void? The fact is that matter
man's works, though limited, are exclusivly controled is elastic (not atomic) and capable of expansion and
by his intelligence, and that such works unintelligent contraction; so that when one section expands anmatter could not assume by its own potency. The other contracts, and vice versa; and, by tlie latter
same rule must apply to universal unintelligent matter, process, thl!s e_xpands. and etherealizes matter (the
"must hav a God." Mr. King further says, "If same applymg m makmg of all other globes) until
matter has the inherent property and potency of pro- spac\') is now mainly occupied by what we call tenuducing all phenomena, then a God is superfluous, ous ether.
In middl_e of next to last paragraph in Mr. King's
would hav nothing to do." This ij' begs the whole
question of the origin of the laws and potency paper, he, m defiance of all rules of courtesy, in the
of matter; opens the whole question of inherent po- lack o~ a~gument agab:;st my reasoning, or even of
tency in matter, or its bequeathment by intelligent appreCiatiOn of the subJect, rudely indulges in much
will force. Can Mr. King imagin· that all matter is 1~ersonal ab.use, which only injures himself and his
intelligent, that it should thus coherently, intelli- hgbtly-cons1dered cause, and so will leave any
gently co-operate for varied purposes, in varied phe- fu;ther reply on that point to his reproving conCHAS. E. 'foWNSEND.
nomena? for all co-operations are exclusivly intelli_ SCience.
gent actions, which force matter into all its coherent
Locust Valley, N. Y., Dec. 21, 1880.
over the body, the physical organization of mind
over matter.
Now in case of death as the result, has that mind
destroyed itself, unintentionally terminated its own
existence, committed suicide? If the mind is the
result of the material organization of the brain, that
is just exactly what it has accomplished. In other
words, the cause of the mind's existence, upon which
the mind was dependent, and which must of course
be superior, has been overpowered by its dependent,
and both the mind and the body destroyed together,
or the rule of cause and effect hav been reversed,
and the effect has turned around and killed the cause
and itself too.
JAMES HALE.
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a rally that will tell for Liberalism in•
this ~tate. Now, friends, this cause is yours as well
as mm~, and its success or failure will rest with you.
So agam I say, Let me hear from you. Address me
at St . .Johns, Perry county, Ill., P: 0. box 89.
Dec. 29, 1880.
F. F. FoLLETT.
. P. S.-1 hav rec_eived no money to report for durmg the month of December. I take it for granted
yon hav: been too much occupied with the holidays
t~ be mmdfnl of me and the work I am doing for the
Liberal cause. Well, I hav weathered the storm so
far, and for a few days I hav fallen into the hands of
a few good Liberal friends in St . .Johns and Duquoin .
·
F. F. F.

-
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of the ocean running into the crater and extinguishing the fire. Think· of it, my gentle reader, cold
water from the ocean running into the crater which
extends into an ·intensely heated mass of liquid fire,
seven thousand nine. hundred and twenty miles in
diameter. lmagin the terrible explosion which would
instantly occur at _th~ introduction of a large J:>o~y
of cold water to thrs mtensely lwat~d matter withm
t?e crust of our earth. It would fhn~ all the Ill:atenals of our earth beJ:ond t_he bonnc1aries _of .Jupiter.
Another modern hght m astronomy mforms us
tha~ our. moo_n and the plane't Mars are dead and
.Jupiter rs dymg. He also says the moon was once
inhabited, but at present there is no life there. He
thinks the moon much older than the earth, and yet
the igneous expounders say it is a child of this
planet. The moon, Mars, and .Jupiter in any day
never appeared fuller of life and health than at
·
present.
Mr. Editor, in my opinion there is as much if not
more ignorance manifested in geology as in theology. I would earnestly advise all who believe in
the igneous theory to send two dollars to my address
and purchase my book entitled "The Hollow Globe."
It completely annihilates that foolish idea, and givs
rational views concerning volcanoes, earthquakes,
and their necessary uses.
Yours for all truth,
M. L. SHERMAN, M.D.
Adrian, Mich., Box 1,205.

Through the courtesy of the Editor of 'fHE 'fRUTH
SEEKER I a~ permi~ted to address you once more on
a subject whwh clarms your most earnest consideration. While my appeal is more directly to the Freethinkers of Illinois, it is a subject. of equal importance to every Liberal. in this cOliutry. From my
exp~rienee durin_g .my travels in the interest ?f Liberalism I am sattsfiecl that we neerl a consolidation
of our forces for activ work in the interest of Freethought. And the direction of our action should be
to the end that every person may hav equal rights
before the laws, and that, too, impartially, irrespectiv of ~h~ir religious. or non-reli~ious opinions.
The Chnstian church Is-through Its vanous agencies-busily engaged-insidiously though it may be The Igneous Theory vs. the Hollow Globe.
-in getting laws enacted, both by our state and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
United States legislatures, that may be used for the your issue of November 27th I find an article purabridgment of the rights of those who do not accept porting to come from the Popular Science Monthly,
or believe in their superstiti9us dogmas. And it is treating upon the future of the universe, asking the
high time that we awoke to the dangers that are sur- following questions: Is the heat of the sun mainrounding us, from laws being enacted, under the tained? How long has it lasted? Are there any
guise of Christian legislation. You, my readers, who signs of increase. or diminution?
are readers of this paper and other Liberal papers,
The popular idea that the sun is a body of light
are conversant with this thing, and neerl not that I and heat to the utmost bounds of its solar system,
should enumerate the various ways by which the and is fed by planets and comets falling in as fuel, is
ch1;1rch is. tr~in~ to encroach _on. o~u· right_s as free not maintained by any explained demonstrated facts,
cittzens of tlus country. And It Is Imperattvly nee- neither can it be. No man possessing original proessary that we become united for the preservation of gressiv thought can accept the unnatural and inconour rights as Americans. In union there is strength. sistent igneous theory gotten up by the elder HerObituary. ·
We are not weak from lack of numbers, but we are schel, and more fully elaborated by Laplace, the
weak from a lack of unanimity. I am satisfied that French astronomer. Had this theory first been inDeparted for the "Land of the Hereafter," on Dec.
there are more than one hundred thousand adult pro- troduced by ordinary men in humble life, it would 7, 1880, after a sojourn of nearly 92 years, Reuben
fesl3ed Liberals and Freethinkers in the state of Illi- hav been ignored as a vain delusion unworthy of Billings, who was born at Longmeadow, Mass., Feb.
no is; and not one in a'thonsand of them belong to any rational minds, yet there are a few would-be leaders 13, 1789. His father, Thaddeus Billings, was once a
activ, working Liberal organization, and not one i11 in the Spiritual ranks whose astronomical and geo- preacher among the Shakers at Enfield, Conn.
ten of them take any Liberal papers. This ought not logical ideas are illuminated by the scintillations Married, April 30, 1809, to Sally Denis, of Delhi,
to be so. We should unite our forces for self- coming from the same spirits who are now passing N. Y. Moved to Pompey, N. Y., in .June, 1812,
defense, and be prepared to ward off any approach- through the ignorant teachings they advocated while where he resided at the time of his death, at which
ing danger. "Forewarned is forearmed," and by on earth.
time he was the oldest man in the township. His
uniting our forces in time we may ward off further
These sagacious expounders of the Laplace the- wife (my mother) was three years his senior. Born,
ory inform us that our earth, with all the sun's sys- Feb. 22, 1786, and died, .Jan. 6, 187 5. Two children
encroachments and remove those that threaten us.
The National Liberal League givs us a platform tern, was at different times or periods peeled off from still survive him, an aged sister of 70 years and the
of principles on which we may all unite. No man the sun's surface and thrown out into space, and our writer, aged ,54 years. In 1832, Reuben Billings
or woman in this country who is willing to accord to earth coiled itself up, and by the law of condensa- united with the l\1. E. church, at Fabius, N. Y., and
everybody else the same political, religious, and civil tion became so intensely heated that the materials of was in fellowship with that denomination for seven
ri~hts that they desire for themselvs can find any- which it was composed were in a state of fusion. years, but being misused and stigmatized as a "nigthmg to object to in the declaration of rights put Prof. Hitchcock says the fusion was ten degrees ger. Abolitionist," he quietly withdrew from that proforth by the National Liberal League. The League hotter than white heat. Now comes the wonderful slavery denomination and ever after his own mind
is comparativly a young organization. Its growth climax of inconsistency. These wisacres declare waS' his church. Being quite Radical in his views he
has been gradual but vigorous _from year to year that in this heated condition the outside matter was often denounced and traduced by canting hyposince its organization. In its every action thus far cooled off and formed a crust of some forty miles in crit or self-styled Christians. The teaching and exit has shown its readiness to strike for the right thickness around the remainder of this intensely amples of .Jesns Christ, in the main, he generally
against the wrong.
heated mass of seven thousand nine hundred and approved of, believing him as tending toward the
It is the object of the League to organize state, twenty miles in diameter.
type of a perfect man, rather than an incarnate God.
county, and local auxiliary Leagues all over this
I llppeal to the intelligent, scientific readers of THE Remarks were made at his funeral, on the lOth ult.,
country. Some of the states are already thus organ- TRUTH SEEKER to inform me if they are acquainted hy Major Carpenter, a Liberal Spiritualist, who gave
ized. We of Illinois are in the background in this with any substance composing our earth which could us his views on the great "problem of life," presentrespect. But, as I hav said before, this is not from come within one hundred miles of a body of matter ing to us the emanation theory and referring to
a want of numbers.
eight thousand miles in diameter, heated ten de- events connected with the life of the deceased.
Now, as the member of the Executiv Committee grees hotter than white heat, without being melted?
At the grave appropriate remarks were made when
for the state of Illinois, I want, as soon as it is possi- Again, how is it possible that these learned geolo- we deposited the mortal remains of my father near
ble to do so, to organize a state League in this state. gists can build· a crust forty miles in thickness down the ashes of an angel beloved mother. Here is
And I would like to hav it composed of members on this hell-hot mass and hav it remain intact so where all knowledge seems to end, and where faith
from every part of the state of Illinois. Now, my people can exist upon its surface? I say, without steps in with more or less assurance to tell our final
friend Liberals, please re:"read my article on this sub- fe~r of successful contradiction, that a ernst the size destiny, but
ject in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Dec. 25th, and then of our earth's ernst never has and never cail be formed
From whence we came, and whither we go
s(md me a dollar and become a life member of the which would surround such a body of heat but
Is more than mortal man can know.
Illinois State Liberal League. I hav placed the what within twelve hours after it was placed there
H. A. BILLINGS.
membership fee for all those who will join me in the water in the ocean would boil and pancakes
becoming charter members of the Illinois State could be fried on the outside of its crust. If the
League at one dollar. The League may, after a crust were made of steel, such a fire would soon
Paine Not Junius.
permanent organization is effected, deem it advisable render it so hot that no life could exist upon its smto place the joining fee at a larger sum. I believe face while the fire was raging inside: Suppose a
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
the fee for joining the Iowa State League is five coal stove, three or four feet in diameter, were filled Relativ to the claim set up that Paine is the author
dollars.
inside with red-hot coal, and never allowed to cool, of the letters of .Junius, recently published in THE
But I hav placed a life-membership fee to those when would the outside of the stove cool off? Never THUTH SEEKER, allow me to sng~est against it that
who will join as charter members at one dollar, in until the fire inside was extinguished.
similarity of style is uo evidence. .Junius borrowed
the hope of getting a good large membership to
Again, suppose a red-hot ball, ten feet in diam~- his from Bolingbroke; and no doubt Paine had read
start with. And I expect by that means to get funds ter, were thrown out into space to cool off, where .Junius, and his style was suggested. But Paine
sufficient to pay the expenses of the convention that would be the last heat, on the inside or outside of blazes on yon like a sun of calcium light, ever bright
it will be necessary to call in order to perfect the or- the ball? It is a well-known fact that heat radiates, as clearest noonday, with occasional bursts a thousand
, ganization. I shall giv notice of the convention just and I know of no materials composing our earth times hotter and lighter; whereas .Junius is a steady,
as soon as enough persons wishing to become mem- which can stop its radiation as long as the fire is shinino· orb. But this against the claim most of all:
bers hav sent in their names to make it safe for me maintained.
Paine declares he never published a syllable in Engto call the meeting to complete the organization.
I would inquire of the fire theory expounders if land, and also says that" this great cause [the AmerNow I hope that every true Liberal in the state of they will, in the plenitude of their wisdom, inform ican rebellion] first made him an author." Why
Illinois will giv this matter a candid ·consideration, me why it is so cold if the sun has existed, as they should he hav so asserted if it was false? Of all
and not hang back, thinking somebody else is the say, millions of years before the earth was peeled off living souls, Paine was the most obstinately truthful
one I am writing to. My brother and sister Liberals from her outside surface, and all this time was send- and honest.
of the state of Illinois, I mean yon all, by sending ing into space the same amount of light and heat as
I~et me add that often as I hav read his "Crisis"
your joining fee to me you will secure your member- since. Why is it, if the sun is so intensely hot, that and "Rights of Man," I never take them up without
ship whether yon are able to be present at the con- the nearer yon approach it the colder it grows, and beino· astounded at the intellectual power of the
vention or not. But I hope that all who possibly in going out five miles from the earth toward the writ~r. .Tnst imagin the situation: Three million
can will be there. Let me hear froiil you ! I am in sun perl?etnal snow is found? The balloonists inform colouists all loyal to the crown, all cm·efnlly educated
earnest in this matter. Thus far since my appoint- us that m six or seven miles from earth not only is it from cmdlchood into servil obedience to kings, lords,
ment on the Executiv Committee I hav worked com- cold but total darkness is all around. Why is it so ptistors, and masters, armed merely in self-defense
parativly alone in this state in the League interest. I much colder in December than in .June, the sun being against the ravishments, a_ssanlts, etc., _of the L_ord's
need your help and co-operation. Will yon giv them about the same distance from the earth, also on the anointed; nearly all the nch and soCially emment
to me?
5th of February and the 5th of August it is the same ready, like spaniels, to caress t!w whipping handsOr will you withhold your support, and by so distance.
not the first whisper of separatwn· from the mother
doing compeLme to abandon the work and. leave the
Aeertain scientist whom I :vot of, and who th~nks tyrant. ~ow, with soul, ~n.d mind f~~ll of the sitnafield? The manner in which you respond to this that what he does not know IS not worth knowmg, twn, begm and read" Unsrs No. 1, ar~d on. Yon
call will be your answer.
informs us in his geological works that there was a will then begin to hav a just conceptiOn of who
I would like to be able to call the convention for time when many more volcanoes were in existence ancl what Thomas Paine really was, and as an Amerthe organization of the Htate League as soon as t~an at the. presen~ time, hut which hav become ex- ican to appr~ciate what you-yes, ycm yourselfMarch or April.
tmct by bemg contrgnons to the sea-shore, the water 1 may owe to Ius memory.
CLARK:£ IRviNE.
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Of as the boundless ocean in which this knowabll.;l us little more than his objectiv half of ':a synthetic

and star world of man floats.
IsunNow
what are the warp and woof of this Cosmos?

philosophy" as if the whole. W_c chensh the h_ope
that he may liv long enough to discover that he IS a
IWhat holds it together and makes it one to us? In man and not merely a thinking. ma?hine. T~e ~bI a word, ITS LAws. Our sensations of what we call jectivmust find its value and solutiOn In the snbJeCtiv.

===================== .
Constructiv Liberalism.
LESSON II.

Imatter are the woof, that is, the phenomena of the
I outer world, which we touch, see, hear, -smell, and
Itaste, or, in a word, sense.

THESIS.
THE Cos:~.ros is conceived of as held together by
The warp by which we construe and conn~ct togeneral laws. The knowledge of those laws is the gethe~· tl~~ whole cosmo~ are t~e Laws by whtch we
best and greatest acquisition of the human race.. arrange n~ phenome!ra, ~- e., things as th~y appea~ to
Upon them rests scie'irce, or all we can know; our us? accord~ng to their observed ~mva?"YM{J ?·elatzons
practical life, or all we can do; and our art and of successz~m and ?'esemblance. The kn~wledge of
emotional life or all we can feel.
'these relatiOns, or laws, as we c~ll them, gr_v~ to man
'
the invaluable power of foreseemg or prevismg some
TEXTS.
phenomena from others to an extent wonderful and
(To oe learned by heart.)
f l
use u . because It
. eA Jlams
. how and when
Jlan, the minister and interpreter of Nature, understands extreme.ly
This IS wonderful
1
Of the Order· of Nature, either in the world of matter or of
d
the mind, onlv so much as he has observed; nor more does Phenomena occur, so that we may say that we ~tn e?·'""
he know, or ·is he able to know.-Bacon's J.yovmn
Organum. staJ'd
, them, and ar·e able to annex· them to ourselvs
as a part of our own thoughts and senses.
For Natnre is not conquered except by oberlience-lbid.
It is useful because by this knowledge of how p~enomena occur we are able to foresee them, to proVIde
1'\ature is made better by no mean,
against them, or to change or modify t~em to our
But nature makes that mean; so o'er that art
own uses and for our own benefit. This no other
Which you say adds to Nature is an art
. t h e L or d
That Nature makes. You see, sweet maid, we marry
being but Man can do, and this makes h rm
A gentler scion to a wilder stock,
of the Cosmos. The Laws of Nature, i. e., of the
And make conceive a bark of baser kind
Cosmos, are his tools by which he can serve an a save
By bud of nobler race. This is an art
himself and his race and carve out his own fate.
Which does mend Nature, change it rather. but
But this, Man can d.o only by obeying and using
The art itself is Nature. -Skal.:spere (Winte?·'s Tale).
these self-same laws. This we are taught by two
memorable passages of the two Masters of English
From GotLhe.
THE DIVINE.
DAS GOETTLICHE.
philosophy and poetry given above as our texts.
In that way Man shares with "great creating naNoble let man be,
Edel sey der Mensch,
Hilfreich und gut!
Rich in help and good;
ture, her own powers, and is a part of herself to
For that alone
Denn das allein
perfect her for man, and. to make the cosmos his
Distinguishes him
Unterscheidet ihn
home.
Von allen Wesen
From all the beings
There may be nothing new in these re-statements,
Die wir kennen.
Whom we know.
but these laws and this power of modifying phenomFor unfeeling
Denn unfuelend
ena by them are great affirmations of mind and feelN atnre is to all j
Ist die N atm;
ing,
and are new in the view that they take the
Alike the sun shines
Es leuchtet die Sonne
place entirely of the old theological notions of a
Ueber Boes' und Gute;
O'er the evil and good;
And to the evil-doer
Uml dem Verbrecher
Will and special Providence as the governor and adGlaenzeu, wie dem Besten,
As to the best gleam
ministrator of the world. They are new and unDer Mond und die Sterne.
The moon and stars.
speakably important as the foundation of the new
Liberal, Positiv, Scientific, General faith of ManNach ewigen, ehmen,
Under eternal, brazen,
Grossen gesetzen
Mighty laws
kind, which shall bear as its fruit new societies,
Muessen wir Aile
Must we all
laws, moralities, and hopes for all mankind. But
Unseres Daseyns
Our being's
of
that hereafter.
Kreise vollenden.
Circle complete.
There are several consequences of this discovery
Man, and he alone,
Nur allein der Mensch
1 and reign of previsable and modifiable Laws which
Vermag clas Uumoeglichej
Can dare the impossible;
are inevitable, but which some people like to deny.
Er unterscheidet,
He distinguishes,
Let us look at some of them.
Waehlet und richtet;
Chooses, aud jrtdges;
1. The displacement of the theological or will
Er kann dem Augenblieh
He to the moment can
theories of the world makes it useless to ask the why
Dauer verleihen.
Continuance lend.
of anything. We can know nothing of causes
Er allein darf
He alone can
either first or final.
All arguments from design 01·
Den Guten lohnen,
Reward the good,
purposes in Nature are simply instances of our own
Den Boesen stJ·afen,
Punish the bad,
Anthropomorphism, and are childish fancies to be
Heilen und retten;
Heal and save;
Alles Irrende, Sch weifencle
All the ening, straying,
recovered from as we recover from the measles and
Nuetzlich verbinden.
Usefully combine.
chicken-pox. The I-Iindoo Skeptic in ou~ first lesson
left nothing further to be said on that subject.
Der edle Mensch
The Nobleman, then,
"Mankind set out intentionally to find the why, and
Sey hilfreich and gut !
Shall be helpful and good;
Unermuellet schaff 'er
Unweariedly shall weave
in their vain search for that they hav found the laws
Das Nuetzliche, Rechte,
The useful, the right.
which place the how in their hands as the key to the
Sey tms ein Vorbild
Shall to us an emblem be
Cosmos.
Jener geahneten Wesen!
Of imagined Ideal Ones !
The Liberal, that is, the Liber, the freedman, that
is,- the man who has become emancipated from the
COMMENTARY I.
Islavery of theology, always asks for the how and
.
From Co~ue's Posiliv Catechism (Introduction).
.
_ leaves -the why to the savages or their suc~essors,
Practically the faith of man never had _but one obJeet If who suppose that they understand the Infimt, and
you pre;ss to the root of the ma_tter. Thi.s was. to form a the final causes of the world about them.
conceptiOn of the order under which man hvs, With the new
d
S .·
.
·
of determining our relation generally to that order. Man
2. But we may be aske ~oes . crence giv ~o .nmty
might ascribe that order to fictitious [theological] causes, or whatever to the Cosmos. Certamly. The umty of
he might study its real [scientific] laws; in either case his ob- Man's world, which is the Cosmos, is Man himself.
ject was t~ estimate t~at. orde1: which was indepe_n~lent of him, Man is the nominativ case in all scientific parsing of
wrth the VIew ~f ~ubm~ttwgto tt better or of attm'!mg a g?·eat_e?· existence. He is the subject and a subjectiv unity
powm· of modLfymg Lt. Every system of relig~ous doctrms
h · · h
I
·t'·
t
f h
necessarily rests on some exphmation, no matter what, of THE or synt esis IS t e on Y pos~ IV one, 0 man, o .t e
WoRLD and of MaN-the twofold object at all times of our world as he can understand It ; and the world exrsts,
feelings, thoughts, and actions.
as to him, only as he understands it. Any objectiv
COMMENTARY n.
synthesis, that is, any absolute explanation of the
world outside of man, is impossible to him until he
From Harnd .Martineau's Autobwgraphy, Vol. i,pp. 84. 85.
r had fairly laid hold of the conception of general laws. ' ' understands the Infinit and settles that, which is childMy laboring brain and beating heart grew quiet, and some- ish to talk about. Man must ever remain the center
thing more like peace than I had ever yet known settled down of his own world, and only by a figure of speech can
upon my anxious mind. . . From the time when I became con- he regard it as objectiv, that is, as external and forvinced of the certainty of the action of laws, of the true im- eign to himself, for the purpose of scientific investiportance of good influences and good habits, of the firmness, in
short, of the ground I was treading, and of the security of the gation. Science is a boomerang; it goes out to hit
results wluch I should take the right means to ascertain, a new and conquer the world as if hostil to man and then
vigor pervaded my whole life, a new light spread through my returns ; or like a retriever it lays its conquests at
mind, and I began to experience a steady growth in self-com- man's feet and finds no value for them except in his
mand, courage, and consequent integrity and disinterestedness. uses. Man is his own, and only, final cause to all the
. . If I hav had the blessing o( any available strength under
sorrow, perplexity, sickness, and toil, during a life which has world he can know.
Thus Science has two halves. 1. Objectiv, or the
been anything but easy, it is owing to my repose upon etem,al
a7Ul irreversible la1os, working in every department of the uni- worlcl of phenomena and. their laws considered as if
verse [the world], ~oithout any intmference from any random independent of man.
will, human o1· divine."
2. Subjectiv, or the same phenomena and their
laws considered in relation to man, and leading up to
THE LESSON.
and ministering to his institutions, life, etc. These
In our last lesson we found that Science in its two halves must ever be used as the complements
higher discoveries and integration had pra~tically of each other. When we go to a place do we sec
given us a new cosmology, i. e., a new Heaven and a everything we pass by the way? No, we see only
new Earth.- The old firmament and universe, with one-half. The other half we see when we return ;
their creating Gods and Heaven, hav been swept and then we bring home all we can of knowledge,
away. In their stead Science reveals to us THE Cos- gain, or goods for our own use. Philosophers are
Mos, the beautiful order, or ornament, as the Greek constantly overlooking the relation of these two
word means. 'fhe Unknowable Infinit is conceived halves. For instance, Mr. Herbert Spencer has given

I

8. There are two other scientific terms that as
students of constructiv Liberalism you must become
familiar with, viz., Static and JJynarnic.
The order or law that is observed in any class of
phenomena at rest, or as they stand, is called the
static law-from the latin sto, I stand; but the order
that is observed in the variation and changes of
phenomena is called a dynamic .law, from the. Greek
clynamis, force or power. Statzcs. treat. of tln.ngs at
d h
t
rest ; dynamics of forc~s an t mgs m mo. IOn or
change. Thus in anatomy we hav the statrcs, and
· p h ysw
· 1ogy th e c1ynamics,
·
m
of th e h urn an system
. ·
Aitd I'n soci'ology the laws and cu:;toms
are the statiCS
.
.
I'd 't f'
· t
t a given trme But the his
or so 1 an Y o socre
·
hY a
f th
· ·t
]d · tory and successiv c anges o . ~ soCie y wou . giv
its dynamics or continuity of actiOn. Here agam our
modern philosophers are generallr in fault. _They
giv us only what they see, and found them·Ies of
reform or change only on solidarity. This vitiates
most of the communistic and socialistic schemes of
reform which are presented, and which charm Liberals for a time. The correctiv is to• remember that
society is the dynamic growth of a complex organism, and that it must be studied historically and in
continuity. It can only be wisely and usefully reformed by modifying its phenomena according to
the laws of its progress. For instance, this is the
trouble with the beautiful and. inspiring speculations
of Fourier, who seemed to think that society could
be manipulated into harmony, like so much musjc.
He was evidently as ignorant of the terrible powers
of human nature and of its collectiv history as though
he had come to the earth as an angel from another
planet.
4. Two other terms are necessary to secure your
outfit in Liberalism, viz., theo?·y, as contrasted with
hypothesis.
Theory (from the Greek theoro, I see) means to see
clearly, so as to hav the correct verifiable law of
phenomena. The theory is really the scientific law,
and is used in that sense in scientific parlance. As
the theory or law of gravitation. But more commonly the word is used to imply that although the
theory or law may be abstractly true, it is nevertheless impractical and visionary, and such as can only
end in speculation.
Hypothesis (from the Greek npo, under, and
tithemi, I place) is a theory or law which is provisionally assumed, i. e., placed under phenomena in
order to help ns find the true law by giving us the
motiv and opportunity of making tests to discern it.
Hypotheses are thus the scaffoldings of the science,
or the wooden semi-circular heads over which its
arches are built and rest until the keystone can be
found and put in so as to hold it firmly evermore.
Hypotheses are extremely use_ful in all branches of
science if they are not taken as laws or theories.
A working hypothesis is often invaluable, but
must not pass for· more. For instance, in the grand
science of the Cosmos, astronomy, we bav a grand
hypothesis as to the origin of the solar system, commonly but wrongfully called the nebular theo?·y. It
is not yet a theory at all in any soientfic sense.
Nor is it likely to became one for many ages.
Solar systems are of such slow growth that though
we get their statics readily we hav not sufficient
observation to giv us their dynamics. We hav their
observed order, but their genesis is buried in the
depths of time and space. Another hypothesis on
the same subject is presented by Prof. Proctor in his
"Other Worlds than Ours," known as the aggrega·
twn hypothesis. It is to the effect that the sun and
planets hav been aggregated from cometary and
meteoric matter, collecting as we know it does now,
and that they are still young and growing, and.
hopeful for an eternity to come.
This latter hypothesis seems much more plausible
than the former, which is purely speculativ. Yet
this nebular "theory" is presented in school books
and popular lectures as if it were really verified
science. Mr. Herbert Spencer has adopted it as a
foundation for his evolution -philosophy, and closes
his "First Principles" with the most doleful chapter
ever written, ·describing minutely the death and
funeral of our solar system. Nothing can be more
unscientific than this imaginativ usc of unverified
hypotheses. It was in this sense that Newton said,
1£ypotheses non jingo, "I do not merely fashion hypotheses." Would that his followers in astronomy
and philosophy would follow his example.
You need not be much bothered with further technical terms if you will treasure up the affirmativ ones
above given, viz., the World, the Infinit, the Cosmos,
the Laws, objectiv and subjectiv, static and dynamic,
and lastly theory and hypothesis. Let these words be
as familiar as a b c and you will hav something to
tie to for the future. Let me in that view also ask
you to become well acquainted with that rmeltum in
parvo, THE EPITOME of the Positiv Philosophy and
religion, published by the SoCIETY oF HUMANITY in
this city. What has been said will enable you to
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master the chart in that little work, and whoever does
So then we gladly turn to Earth again,
so will become founded in Liberalism as upon a l!'A.UST is seen reclining on a flowery bank, weary restless and
To hide ourselvs in childhoods veil.
longmg
for
sleep.
'
·
'
rock. *
Behind me, then, the sun must stand_;
The reign oj Law instead of the 1·eign of' Will was ARIEL, accompanied by tones of 1Eolian Harps addresses his
The cataract roaring between the crags
'
ushered in by t?e Copernican system at about 1600. cl ves as to their duties to the suffering Faust.
I'll gaze upon with rapture ever growing.
Since then the Immense progress of the human intelFrom fall to fall it drops in thousand,
When the Spring's return serene
lect in thought and knowledge has eclipsed all that
Then other thousand, streamlets breaking;
Showers blossoms over all ;
While floats aloft spray o'er spray.
it had hitherto acquired in the countless years or
When the fields with blessings green
How grandly springing o'er this storm
ages
its .existence. . Civ_ilized and educated yeople
Greet Earth's children with their call·
A.rches the constant change of the varied bow'
'£hen the might of elfish bands
are qmte drfferent bemgs m all except physica form
Now clearly marked, now shading into air,
Flies to help where'er it can ;
from what the majority of the human race were beA.s it wafts away its cool and Inisty shower.
Good
or
bad,
with
kindly
hands,
fore that date. They inhabit a different world and
That mirrors, pictures, all our human toil,
Soothe will they Misfortune's man.
Follow the thought-wouldst grasp it clearlyare becoming adapted to a new heaven and earth.
Ouly in a colored reflection hav we life at all !
Ye who circling flit round his head,
The physical, material, and practical life of man
A.ct well the part of noble Elves !
T. B. wAKEMAN.
has also moved forward with equal pace. The dreams
Calm the grim conflict in his heart ·
?f Bacon h~v been fully realized. The age of printWithdraw the burning arrows of re:norse ·
mg passed mto the age. of steam, and the age of elecCleanse his inner, self from its fearful past..
Beechei·'s " Excrescences" of Christianity.
tricity is upon us. The bolt of Jove has become a
Four are your vigils in the nightly watch ·
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
tool in the hands of man-the unbound, defiant ProDelay not to fill them all as his friends. '
H. W. Beecher says that Ingersoll in his lectures
First, pillow his head on the coolest turf,
metheus.
lays bold of the "excrescences" of Christianity, and
Then bathe him well in dew from Lethe's flood·
One other consideration will bring us to what may
Soon will his crampen'd limbs extend
'
so condemns the whole system. He goes on to say,
be a great treat to you all, a translation from Faust
When
restful
sleep
givs
strength
to
meet
the
day
·
" What if a physician should point to the lepers, the
with which this lesson must close.
'
Thus fulfil the Elves' fairest duty,
· '
blind, the cripples, the imbecils, and then deplore
We hav just observed what the reign of law has
Restore him whole to the holy light!
the condition of the human race because of a small
done for the two H's, the Headand Hand of man.
CHORUS OF ELVES.
percentage of unfortunates !"
But it is said that his intellectual and practical prog(In solo, duet, then many alternating.)
You, Mr. Beecher, bav read history, and full well
ress has been gained at the expense of the third H,
you
know that from the time Christianity got the
his Hea1·t. This is not so. The assertion and claim is Serenade: (The twilight vigil.)
upper band in power more than a thousand years of
made by those who hav failed to get their eyes fully
When the air warmly breathes
mental darkness settled over Europe, and distinO'er the green encircled plain,
opened to the new morning light.
guished that time as the "dark ages." Full well
A. Inisty veil, an incense sweet,
Sympathy with and love for the WORLD and MAN
Drops the Twilight gently down ;
you know that during these "dark ages," when
hav enlarged the human heart beyond all former
Whisper then the sweetest peace,
Christianity
was paramount, the world abounded in
conceptions of emotion. Man has learned to feel and
Rock his heart in childhood's play,
cruelty, ignorance, war, and degradation unpreceexpress his unity with nature as his mother, and with
A.nd o'er the eyes of the weary
dented. You know that the Crusades and other
Draw to the portals of the day,
his fellow-men as his brothers.
cruel wars were Christian. You know the persecuThe drift of modern poetry and painting could not Nott~mw: (The night vigil.)
tion for opinion, culminating in such as the Massacre
be understood by a man who lived pri01·to 1600. What
of St. Bartholomew, the Inquisition, and centuries of
Now sinks the night. inclosing all;
could he make out of modern landscape painting or
Eaeh star leads forth his brother star;
horrors, were Christian misdeeds illustrativ of a
the poems of Shelley, Byron, and Goethe? This
The greater lights and starlets small
system, and not mere "excrescences." Such as youremotional and poetical value of the Cosmos is the
Twinkle near and glance afar;
self in those days, when they did not actually burn
Twipkle here in lakes reflected,
point to which our subject to-day directs your attenor slay or imprison, yet concuiTed 'and raised not a
Glance
above
in
clearer
night;
tion. This sympathy with nature is a new inspiralittle finger as protest, were sharers in the guilt.
While,
crowning
gifts
of
deepest
rest,
tion. The sense of repose upon law enables Man to
You, Mr. Beecher, are aware that Christianity is only
Rules the Moon in glory bright.
fall back upon Nature as his best, enduring, and immodified by compulsion of modern society, and that
Matutino:
(The
early
morning
vigil.)
partial friend. This is expressed in the remarkable
essentially she is the same now as ever. The imprispassage from Harriet Martineau given above with
Quenched at last are weary hoUl's,
onment of Lant, Heywood, Bennett, Besant, BradVanished alike are pain and joy.
our texts. But more than this; man has by natural
laugh, and such, are the modern persecutions of the
Know before, thou wilt recover
selection become adapted to his Cosmos, so that it
church, who does not spill their biood because sociTrust
anew
the
break
of
day.
seems as if it had been made for him, instead of he
ety forbids. Yon concurred in their imprisonment,
The vales look green, the hills swell high,
from or for it. He finds in it, therefore, by adaptaGathered in their.shade of morn ;
and had their lives been taken you would hav contion, sympathy, and finally, by symbolizing, the supWhile in waves of silver drifting
sented thereto. These misdeeds are not to be exOn to the harvest, rolls the corn.
port and echo of his own life, designs, thoughts,
cused as "excrescences;" they are part and parcel of
and feelings-as in Bryant's Thanatopsis. When, R®ille: (The waking vigil.)
a system called Christianity, of which ·system you
therefore, man is crushed and heartbroken by crime,
are a prominent exponent and apologist.
Wish
on
wish
to
fairly
earn
remorse, or misfortune; too far gone, it may be, to
Gaze toward the Glory there !
Your argue that the race of man should not be
claim or obtain the forgivness of-his fellows, he finds
Lighter now are slumber's chains,
judged by its small percentage of blind and lepers
his heart medicin and nurse in nature. His renewal
Sleep is but shell-cast it forth.
and cripples. The mentally and morally blind and
Without delay awake, awake thy heart.
becomes a part of her process, impartial, slow but
the lepers of to-day are those who cannot or will not
Though
halts
the
crowd
in
mazes
lost,
sure. The man who is touched by nature need never
see and appreciate the value of human liberty, and
His All the Noble-one can gain
be lost. This cosmic regenerativ power of nature
the progress of mankind from degradation and want
Who quickly sees and promptly grasps.
over the human heart is the turning point in Goethe's
to a better condition. Your "bread-and-water-goodFaust.
ARIEL to his Elves,
enough-for-the-working-man" is in strict accordance
Faust is beyond doubt a genuin part of our mod- (White sublime sounds announce t!Ie 1ising sun, heard only by the ·with the teachings of Christianity past and present.
1
ern Bible. It is the" Divine Comedy" of Liberalism, spirits.)
Hark! Listen to the hours' storm
High intellectual attainment, so called, that aims at
the book we must study, refer to, and quote till it
Sounding loud to spirits-hearing.
the elevation of a select few at the expense and degbecomes as familiar as household words. It must beSee, the newborn day has come;
radation of the many is but a maniac's effort-is
come with Shakspere a common bond of thought and
The gates of rock jarring crash,
leprosy, blindness, and mental infirmity past excuse
feeling to the Liberal world. Both Parts of it must
Phebus's
What
din wheels
of noiserolling
bringsdash;
the light!
or apo1ogy; an d no t even a preach er can rnak e us
be read together, so as to present the whole plan to the
The beat of rays, the clarion cries,
see differently.
F. J. EMARY.
mind thoroughly, though some of the Second Part
Blind the eye, the ear astound;
Osceola, Iowa, Dec. 6, 1880.
may not be understood. The salvation of a man in
The unheard is heard but by itself.
the actual power of the devil, overwhelmed with the
Now escape, each into his blossom-bell,
The Use of Reason.
most terrible sins and crimes, beyond all human feelDeeper and deeper there to dwell,
To -THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: We
ing or sympathy, without any savior, forgivness, or
Or in the rocky cleft beneath the leaf,
Stricken by this din, yon will be deaf!
find reason appropriated to instinct and producing
divine aid-that is the story and triumph of the Second
results corresponding with "intuition when approPart of Faust. How it is done by human strength,
FAUST (slowly awaking):
priated to reason," which we call wisdom coming
usefulness, and love only, yon may see in the last
The pulse of life beats now with fresher force
down from above, under the law of adaptation, to
act-the crown of modern poetry. But the first step
'l'o greet this mild, ethereal dawn;
teach men and animals to understand the difference
toward that victory is the charm of Nature alone
Thou too,_O Earth, hast ontstood this night,
between good and evil ; otherwise animals would be
over the desperate heart with which the Second Part
A.nd breathest new-created at my feet.
aliens to man universally, as the wild beasts of the
of the Drama opens.
Hast so soon begun to throw thy joy around me?
forest are.
A.rt waking and moving that mighty command-·
Why has the following lite1·al, linear translation
Strive ever forward to the high1!8t life.
"Mind and Matter," "What Is Thought?" etc.,
been written out instead of asking you to read it in
by E. A. Chapman and kindred spirits, with their
Bayard Taylor's metrical translation ? Because it is
The world below still lies in twilight's glow,
negativs in matter, are doing much to expand the
the sense rather than the poetry that you are to
The groves eeho with life a thousandfold;
human intellect and reconcile man -to infinit wisThrough vale to vale draws the morning mist;
grasp; but read his translation too, and by all means
While in the depths sinks the heavenly light;
dom, power, and goodness, through this intuitiv facthe original. 'l'he man who can giv Goethe's sense
Each twig and branch sprouts with life anew
ulty and the heralding of Freeth ought by THE TRUTH
and poetry in English has not been, and probably
In the moistened dell where they lowly slept.
SEEKER.
. Yours truly,
CHAs. PARRY.
never will be, born.
Each tint und hue from its background starts,
Lansingbu1·gh,
N.
Y.
The healing and awakening of Faust out of sin,
Each flower and leaf drops its trembling pearls--------~--------shame, and misery unspeakable by the influences of
A. paradise grows real within my eye.
No Annihilation.
Nature, figured as elves in their play; the command
Upward gaze! The mountains' grand peaks
and resolve " to strive ever forward to the highest
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : No
Announce before the solemn est hours;
life;" all this, told in poetry that fairly sings in the
They dare the first to enjoy the eternal light
recognization of 'anything in nature after dissolution
heart as you read it, introduces the story of the salWhich later bends its course down to us;
and transmutatio.n takes place.
Now to the A.l ps' green slanting meadows
vation of Man under the new faith and without any
I make this statement as being true, and defy any
A.
newer
glow
and
light
is
lavished,
theology whatever.
one to produce anything in nature to the contrary.
A.s step by step it downward gains.
Then, if this be true, how can we recognize each .other
It strikes me now! blinded soon, alas !
'l'HE A.WA.KENING OF FA.UST.
after death.
A. ERWIN.
I turn away with eyes pierced with pain!
Lebanon,
Or.,
Dec. 14, 1880.
SCENE--A pleasant landscape in spring at tile approach of even·
So is it, too, when n cherished hopo,
ing twiligllt.
We think attained to our highest wish,
~iRs. H. S. LAKE will lecture for the Port Jervis
Finds fulfilment's gates open to its wing.
ARIEL and his Fairies (as spirits and influences of Nature) hover
(N.Y.) Liberal League on the 9th, 16th, and 23d,
So ii there breaks from eternal bars
around as elfish forms.
A. flood of glory, we stand overwhelmed.
1 and will speak at the Linesville, Pa., celebration on
Our torches of life would we light again?
* A.n EPITO~!E of the PosiTIV PHILOSOI'IIY an,] RELIGION'with
: the 29th and 30th. Parties wishing her services for
A.
sea
of
flame
surrounds
us-what
a
fire
!
charts, etc., and a letter of Ha1Tiet Ma1·tineau on the Positi v
a course of lectures on other dates will please address
Is it love, is it hate, that glowing conquers ?
Philosophy, pp. 60, published by the Society of Hmnanity. Sold
her at once at Port Jervis, N.Y.
Alternating,
with
might,
pain,
or
joy?
_
at THE TRUTH SEEKE~ office, price 25 cents.
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sands are becoming very' wealthy, some counting per cent; $50,000,000, twenty-five per cent; $10,000,their wealth by tens of millions, while the gr~at 000, thirty or forty per cent, and so on.
.
masses, amounting to many millions, are becommg
These rates may be out of due proportion and
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
poorer and poorer.·
. .
excessiv, but 'taxation should be graduated so that
t
d
t
d
th
ce
t
ali
atron
of
wealth
the
wealthy of the· country should sustain the exTh
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R.
IS en ency owar
e n r z,
. .
h
______ is steadily becoming more obvious. W~thm the penses of the government, and so heavily that t e
---=--=--'---=--'============- ------- -·- memory of those who hav arrived at mtddle age amassing of immense wealth should be stopped. It
17te lm·gest and cheapest Radical Journal published in Em-ope families and individuals hav been seen to advance cannot tend to the welfare of any country for a few
or Ame1·ica, containing nea·rly seven hunil1·eilsquare inches more from the ownership of only moderate wealth to the to own all the property or the wealth, and for the
of reading matter than any other jounwl of its kind.
possess on of hundreds of thousands of millions. masses to hav little or nothing. If these vast accuThere are several in this young country who now mulations are rendered undesirable, it will not lessen
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 15, 1881. count their wealth by millions of dollars, while a the amount of the aggregate wealth, but. afford the
smaller number hav engrossed each the enormous masses a better chance to gather a share of it. This
sum of one hundred millions, or well on the way power for a few to amass unlimited wealth must be
Centralization of Wealth and Power.
toward it. And all this without their really honestly checked or in another hundred years a very small
Man is aggressiv. He loves wealth and power. earning a thousand dollars of the sum of which, b_r number of capitalists will own all the wealth of the
He has shown a fondness for acquiring more than sharp scheming and fraud, they hav robbed their land and from fifty to one hundred millions of the
his due share of what has been regarded as valuable, fellow-men.
people will be little better than paupers. The same
even to the inconvenience and suffering of his felMany whose heads are not yet very gray can re- course we hav been pursuing must lead to this result.
lows, and he has exhibited a decided partiality for member when Cornelius Vanderbilt was worth but a.
Not until vast wealth in the hands of individuals
making his will paramount, and his fellows about limited number of thousands of dollars. When he is made undesirable will it be prevented; and in no
him subservient to his rule.
died, a few years ago, he was worth over fifty mill- way can it be made so, so easily as in a just system
In the primitiv condition of man love of power ions of dollars, and to-day ~is son is :vorth OI!e hun- of graduated taxation. Let a stringent law be entook precedence over love of wealth. Love of wealth dred millions or more. Hrs annual mcome IS reck- acted that dishonest representations as to the amount
has grown with civilization. In the infancy of the oned at not less than ten millions, and the Cincinnati of taxable property owned, or an effort to shield it
race man's aggressiv disposition led him in the direc- Commercial has calculated that W. H. Vanderbilt from taxation, shall subject the owner to a forfeiture
tion of personal conquests, and this for securing the can easily double his wealth every twenty years, and of the half or the whole he possesses. Or at all
gratification of his passions, and the bringing of his that even in that brief period, together with his events let means be taken to secure an honest payweaker companions into submission to his will. These stocks, bonds, dividends, and constantly accruing in- ment of the graduated tax.
led to violent conflicts and bloody encounters.
terest, he may probably be worth the appalling sum
As corporations, like railroad companies, are as
These contests for power were first of ai1 individ- of two hundred and fifty millions !
fond of amassing wealth as individuals, let the
ual character, then families became involved in them,
Jay Gould is rapidly progressing in a similar same law apply to them. Let the basis be that the
and then tribes. The same spirit which caused a course, his wealth being computed at over fifty mill- wealth of the country shall pay its taxes and that
muscular individual to seek to rule otlier individual, ions, and rapidly increasing. The Astors are worth those who hav the most wealth shall pay the most on
caused the strong tribes to bring weaker tribes into more than that, while the Stewart estate does not every thousand dollars they possess. That rule will
subjection. To obtain this power and to crush the fall short of it. There are so many other instaii.ces be very different from the one now in vogue. The
rights of others countless bloody deeds hav been per- of excessiv wealth in our country that even an enu- excessivly rich now manage to greatly escape taxaformed, and unhappiness and misery hav been spread meration of them wouid become tiresome. There are tion while the poor are taxed beyond their ability to
over the face of the earth. This desire for power few that will hav the hardihood to claim that this pay. This can all be changed if the masses will act
has led to the most sanguinary wars, the most cruel monstrous accumulation of wealth in the hands of a intelligently in the matter and in concert. They hav
slaughters, to car,nage, wretchedness, and woe.
few is right, legitimate, and honest. Nol}e can truth- the power in their own hands, and all that is neces"Man's inhumanitytomanmakescountless thousands mourn." fully insist that it is conduciv to the wefare of the sary is for them to do is to use it.
country for one man to be able to accumulate
The centralization and aggrandizment of power is
This thirst for power and dommron actuated nearly fifty or one hundred millions, while thousands of an evil of perhaps as great magnitude as the centraliall the ancient ~ations w~ich history des?ribes .. !he I his fellow-beings inevitably must be deprived of zation and aggrandizment of wealth. Power largely
Aryan race whrch occup1ed Central Asra exhibited the wealth of the world, and be even dragged down accompanies wealth, but chiefly is wielded by governthis aggressiv spirit in prehistoric days. They sub- to poverty and direst want. Excessiv wealth in the ments. It is wielded first over the masses m its imjected surrounding nations and tribes to their rule, hands of a few must cause excessiv poverty on the mediate country, and is also extended to their coloand when they spread over Europe their power was part of the many. This excessiv wealth is nothing nies and dependencies, as well as to weaker govern_
ments.
severely felt by all who came in contact with them. less than robbery.
The Persians shed the blood of thousands to establish
Important questions arise here: Shall this unjust
The governments of Russia and Great Britain are
their rule over other nations and tribes. The Hin- and disastrous course be continued forever? Shall striking examples of this governmental power. In
doos did their share. The Scythians were ~xceed- the few continue to constantly become richer, and the first the people are sorely oppressed and .their
ingly warlike and aggressiv. The Chaldeans and the many to become poorer and poorer? Shall one rights crushed under foot. It is much the same in
Assyrians struggled through blood and carnage for in a million of the inhabitants of the country continue Germany, whlie with Great Britain her power is not
power. The Egyptians waged many devastating to amass million after million, being able to count only over her own tGiling millions but ovQr her nuwars to extend their rule. The Grecians kept up the their ill-gotten stores by from twenty millions to two merous colonies and dependencies. There are doubtbloody struggle for centuries and for a considerable hundred millions, while fifty millions of people are less many now living who will see the time when
period were the masters of the world. TherRomans forced into poverty, often the most abject, and a large blood will freely flow in consequence of this conflict
succeeded them, and by causing rivers of blood to portion of this great number without a home in this between the oppressor and the oppressed. And this
flow many nations were made to bow to their impe- fair land, or a place to lay their heads? Shall the may take place any day in connection with the presrious will. The Teutons, the Franks, the Gauls, the few continue to add to the millions which they can ent land troubles in Ireland. Nations are too slow
Britons, etc., hav for. centuries exhibited the same .not use, while the great bulk of the population are to learn that justice is the best policy, and that the
bloody efforts to extend their power over their fel- sinking in penury and want, many unable to find highest good to the state is secured by placing proslow-men.
employment, many suffering the maddening pangs perity within the easy reach of the masses. If all
With love of power, love of wealth has kept steady of hunger, many forced to see their wives and little the people of a country were in thrifty, comfortable
pace. Gold, silver, diamonds, pearls, precious stones, ones suffering for the want of a mouthful of bread, circumstances the state would be in a far better conand numerous works of art and the results of skilful and hundreds of them driven to a suicide's grave? dition in every way than if seventy-five per cent of
handicraft hav been seized in hundreds of instances Can it be that the down-trodden masses will patient- the population were in abject poverty. How to eleby victorious armies _and heavy trib1~te has been laid ly submit to this crushin~, enslaving process, and vate and improve the masses is the chief care of the
upon conquered nations. To acqmre the greatest never do aught to change rt?
best governments.
amount of gold, to horde up the treas?-res of the
It does not require that a person .should possess
Centralization of power, as well as centralization
earth, has been the rage of tyrants and misers.
remarkable far-seeing ability to arrive at the conclu- of wealth, has a strong foothold in our own country.
Within the various nations the precious treasures sion that this course cannot safely be pursued in- It is sufficient to arouse the apprehensions of thinking
ha_v not only bee~ mad!y sought for, but the co:rm:non definitly. It is coming to this-the masses must people t0 notice how centralization on the part of the
soil, the nat~ral mhentance of all~ has been serzed either yield up all their right to property, homes, general government has increased within the past
and made private property. Sometn:~es the land has comfort, and even to life, or they must rise against.the. twenty years. The war of the Rebellion necessitated
?een en grosse~ by the state and the king,. but oftener oppressors, the monopolists, the stealers of millions, a strong central government and justified an exercise
It has been clarmed as the property of chrefs, barons, and take from them the enormous wealth which they of power on the part of the president and his assistants
d~kes? lords, counts, etc.? wh? had the _power to hav gathered to themselvs. Existing evils will be that had never before been justifiable. Congress was
se~ze It an~ to enforce their clarms. In thrs waJ:' the corrected peaceably or by force. Men will not al- very quick to seize the power which the exigencies of
sOil, to whrch ~very man has ar; equal natural. nght, ways suffer and starve while almost endless millions the times granted them, and they hav used it to a
has for centunes been grasped m the hands of a few of wealth are amassed by those who scarcely- hav greater extent than justice and a high regard for state
who were able to deprive their fellow- beings of their earned an honest dollar.
and individual rights would warrant. All governjust and natural rights and render them poor, deThis accumulation of immense wealth in the hands ments evince a readiness to seize and wield power,
pen~ent serfs, peasants, ~nd slaves. Had it been of a few while ten thousand times as many hav and our own has proved no exception to the rule.
possible f?r me_n to hav seized_ the water on the eart~, nothing, is an excessiv evil. How can it be prevented?
An instance of the exercise of this unwarranted
and the air whrch surrounds rt, and made them pn- Until the accumulation of such vast wealth in the power was the passage of the postal laws of 1873, by
vate property, _h<;>rding ~hem for th~ir own aggrandiz- hands of the few is stopped the evil of course cannot which our government took upon itself the right to
ment and deprrvmg then· fellow-bemgs almost of the be abated. It must be made undesirable for indi- examin the people's mail for its moral qualities, and
right t_o drink and to breathe, there is little doubt but viduals and corporations to hoard excessiv wealth. to refuse to carry certain matter in the mail·, though
what It would hav been d~me. Fortu!rately these This can be done by an honest system of graduated fully stamped according to law, because some postnatural elements are too flmd, too elastw, too exten- taxation.
master or assistant might deem it not possessing the
siv, too difficult to monopolize, to.admit of their being
Let poverty be taxed nothing. Let moderate requisit moral character; and to establish in every
taken from the ma:sses,. otherwise the ,roor to-day wealth be moderately taxed. Let excessiv wealth be post-office in the land a system of espionage that
coul<l quench their t~rrst by natures bever~ge excessivly taxed. To repeat, those who hav nothing would be abhorrent to the most despotic government
and breathe the pure arr of h~a~en only ~y payrng should be taxed nothing; those who hav a little should in the world. The postal system belongs to the enthe l~rds and rulers for the p~t~Ilege of domg so.
pay but little; those who hav much should pay in pro- tire people, to saints and sinners alike, who pay the
Thrs landmonopol:y, ~he abrh~y of the few t_o rob portion, while those who become possessed of vast legal price for sending matter through the mail, and
the many ?f o:vne_rshrp m the sot!, has wo~·ked meal- sums should be made to shell out very freely.
one class has no right in justice or under the Consticulable mi~ch~ef m ne_arly al! the c<;>untrres on t~e
Le~ a scale of taxation something like this be tution to deprive another class of equal mail priviglobe. Thrs Is what Is makmg serious ~rou?le m adopted: If a man simply owns a home worth a leges. The hypocritical plea of morality, or enmity
England and Ireland to-day, and must mevrtably thousand dollars, or less, let him be free from taxa- toward unbelief, makes no difference with the prinCIlead to bloodshed; The same _monopoly ex~sts in tion. If he owns $10,000 let him pay one per cent ple. Oppression is oppression, under whatever name
~a!lY othe~· countrre~, anu ~ven ,m our own _fan· land annually on the amount; if $50,000, one am1 a hal~ it is -applied, and it makes the abrogation of Consti·
rt rs_a raprclly growmg ev~l. T~c l~nd, hke what per cent; if $100,000, two per cent; $300,000, three tutional guarantees none the less objectionable
else Is regarc1~d as wealth, IS passmg from the hands per cent; $500,000, five per cent; $1,000,000, ten per because it is done in the name of morality and
of the many mto the grasp of a few. A few thou- cent ;$5,000,000, fifteen per cent; $10,000,000, twenty religion.
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It is far from reassuring to see that PostmasterGeneral Maynard is again recommending to Congress the enactment of additional laws to further use
the postal department as a detectiv-spy syste~ to
effect the conviction and punishment of a class of
offenses that legitimately belong to the different
states to look after and punish. It is sufficient to
excite alarm to see the general government constantly encroaching upon the provmce of the state
governments and upon the rights of the citizen. As
we hav state governments, it is eminently proper
that the general government should allow them to
discharge their legitimate duties and not needlessly
inte1fere with their rights and prerogativs. An
unwarranted usurpation of power on the part of the
general government over the states, and subversiv of
the constitutional rights of citizens, is as reprehensible in our republic as if under a monarchy or despotism. It should not ruthlessly trample upon the
rights of the humblest citizen within its borders.
The people can hardly be .too much alive to the
preservation of their guaranteed rights and privileges, and they cannot be toojealous of the encroachmentil that may deprive them of these sacred rights.
A general intelligence, a widespread determination
that constitutional rights shall be preserved and that
no pretext shall be employed to deprive these valued
principles of liberty, arc what is needed in this and
every emergency.
Other centralizations of power-the danger imminent from railroad and other monopolies, corporations, etc.-will be considered in a future article.

Mother Shipton's Prophecy.
Several references hav been made of late and from
various quarters to this somewhat remarkable prediction. Common report has it that Mother Shipton
lived in England some four hundred years ago, and
thus her now famous prophecy was written several
centuries before it was fulfilled. Whether she wrote
her prophecy in rhyme, whether she wrote it or spoke
it in prose and some other genius put it in verse, or
whether she ever enunciated it at all, are probably
matters of some doubt. This much is known, that
many years ago the following had circulation in
England and in this country under the name of
Mother Shipton's Prophecy. Whether, if she prophesied this, it was all she did in that line does not
appear to be well established. If she really was a
correct prophet, it is perhaps to be regretted that
she did so little in that direction. If the Hebrew
prophets, the two Isaiahs, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel,
Amos, Joel, Micah, Haggai, Zechariah, Nahum,
Habakkuk, Zephaniah, Hosea, Obadiah, Jonah, and
Malachi had prophesied considerably less and
Mother Shipton rather more, it is not certain the
world would hav been a very heavy loser. Thu,s
Mother Shipton:
'' Carriages without horses shall go,·
A.nd accidents fill the world with woe;
A.round the world thought shall fly
In the twinkling of,an eye;
Water yet shall more wonders do,
Now strange, but yet they shall be true;
The world up-sidecdown shall be,
A.nd gold be found at the root of a tree.
Through the hills men shall ride,
A.nd horse nor ass be at his side;
Under water man shall walk,
Shall ride, shall sleep, shall talk;
In the air shall men be seen
In white, in blue, in green;
Iron in the water shall float
A.s easy as a wooden boat;
Gold shall be found and shown
In land that's not now known;
Fire and water shall wonders do;
England shall at last admit a Jew;
The end of the world shall come
In eighteen hundred and eighty-one."

Whether that prophecy was made four hundred
years ago or not, whether it was written before the
events took place or not, whether it was written by
Mother Shipton or not, this much can be said in its
favor: It is far more concise, far less vague and
loose, than the wild and heterogeneous productions
attributed to the parties aforesaid, and the best of
all, there. is no "Thus saith the Lord" about it.
Herein it contains no falsehood.
It is true Mother Shipton made no allusion to
the printing press, taking photographs by the sun's
rays, the telephone, making ice by machinery, electric light, the Keely motor, ancl several other things,
but she hit railroad riding, tunneling, iron steamers,
etc., remarkably well. But we hav a hundr~d.copies
of Paine's "Age of H.eason " that we are wllhng to
wager against a good farm or a first-class h~use .and
lot that the world does not come to an end m eighteen hundred and eighty-one.

What Must we Do to be Savetl ~
This. last published lecture of Col. Ingersoll's has
been recently issued, and several copies hav been
forwarded to fill the orders received for it. · It is in
the Colonel'~ elegant, incisiv, convincing style, which
no one has been able to closely imitate. In this he
pays more attention to the dogmas of Christianity
and the teachings of Jesus than in any of his other
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dis~ourses.. It is a question whether any of his pre- made they will notify us of the fact. We wish to
cedmg lectures excel this in ability. Price, 25 cents. be correct, and to do wrong to none. We are quite
content if our patrons pay us once for a given year,
and do not wish them to pay twice for the same
The Hull-Jamieson Debate.
thing. If errors are made we trust our friends will
These two valorous champions held in Rep~blican regard it as not intentional. A true Liberal should
H~l! in this city on five nights of last week a never be dishonest.
The little tabs on the wrappers are printed once
spmted debate on the pro and con of Spiritualism-Hull for Spiritualism, Jamieson against it. in four weeks, consequently when remittances come
A good deal of interest was enlisted, many of both in soon after they are printed it will be three or four
ways of thinking attending the discussion. As a weeks before the change in the figures appears. If . ·
matter of course both knights were victorious, and after that time the change is not seen, we will be
each utterly demolished the other. This was, at glad if friends will call our attention to the matter.
If we hav had dishonest or careless help in our
least, the verdict of the listeners-the Spiritualists
thinking that Hull demolished Jamieson, and the employ, we hav them no longer, and we trust from
this time forward there will be little ground for
Materialists that Jamieson routed Hull.
W. F. Jamieson has gone to Boston to arrange for complaint in this direction.
a debate between himself and Mr. Hull, Jan. 23d,
24th, 25th, 26th, 27th .. They will also hold a debate
Thomas Paine's Birthday.
in Vineland, N. J., and will attend the Paine celeThe Fourth Liberal League of this city-of which
bration in Linesville, Crawford Co., Pa., and follow
with a debate, Jan. 31st, Feb. 1st, 2d, 3d, and 4th. the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is President-has
The purpose of these gentlemen is to make debat- invited the other Leagues of the city to unite with it
ing a distinct profession-something like revivalism in suitably observing the 143d anniversary of the
in Christianity, but far more honorable, courteous birthday of the Author-Hero, in Science Hall, 141
and dignified. They maintain there is no reason Eighth street, on the evening of Saturday, the 29th
why joint oral discussions should not be held all inst. The invitation has been accepted, and the obover the country. . Their personal relationship is servance in memory of the revered man will take
entirely friendly, but they show each other's doc- place at the time and place named. Several speakers
trins no quarter. The audiences that heard their de- will be in attendance and address the meeting. An
original poem will be recited, and a pleasant reunion
bate he1•e were highly interested.
_
Address Moses Hull, 37 Harrison avenue, Boston, enjoyed. Friends in the vicinity of the city are in.
vited to attend, and from those who cannot be presand W. F. Jamieson, Vineland, N.J.
..___ ._........_
ent letters will be received and presented to the
meeting. Thomas Paine is worthy of all the honor
.we can possibly show him, and it is hoped none will
How to Send Money.
We hav the best of reasons for believing that a be backward in according it. Let the meeting be
well attended.
considerable number of letters containing money,
and designed for us, hav failed to reach us. This
Our New Dress.
has occurrred so frequently that we hav come to the
conclusion that there are dishonest employees in
We hav received ~nany co~plimentary letters with
Uncle Sam's postal department. It has possibly come regard to the new suit we ·donned at the beginning
to the knowledge of some of the clerks who hav the of the year. Some of our contemporaries speak of
handling of our letters that some of them hav in. the same, also, in the kindest terms. The Boston
closures of money, and it is with sorrow that we Invest!ga~or uses the followin~ flattering la~guage.
think some of them are dishonest enough to abstract, We ;y1sh It ~any years ~f contmu~d prosperity and
an occasional letter before we hav a chance to see 1 that Its publisher and editor may hv long enough to
them.
· see its circulation doubled:
These letters. necessai·il;:- hav to pass through sev-. "As we are going to press we received the New
eral hands, and from the trme they leave our patrons' York TRUTH SEEKER in a new dress and new headtill they reach us there are proba_bly twentyyer~ons ing, but with the same old edit~r, D. l'vl. Bennett,
who hav a chance to filch letters. If they are mclme_d . who is as industrious and persevermg as usual. ~he
to do so .. That all ~re. not strwtly_honest there Is 1paper makes aver;: neat appearanc~, and the readmg
good reason for behevmg. An ordmary letter can! matter, as always, IS good. We wish our New York
easily be abstracted from the mails, and no one be: contemporary the best of success, a long life in seekable to tell when or by whom it was taken.
ing for the truth, and an unwavering boldness in proFor this reason it is unsafe to send money or, claiming it."
stamps in a~ unregistered letter. If a _let~er contain-/
. .
.
.·
ing money 1s abstracted or lost, there 1s httle chance 1 The Wzn~ted Fress, always gemal and fnendly,
for tracing it. up and finding where it was lost. It is i makes the kmdly remarks :
very different with registered letters; a record is 1 "Bennett's N. Y. TRUTH SEEKER comes to us this
kept of them, and, if they go astray, it can be ascer- i week in a new dress throughout and with a new
tained where and by whom. Of the nearly three mill-; head that is a decided improvement on the old one.
ions of registered letters delivered in this city within In its contents it surpasses any number yet issued,
the past year, but a single letter was lost, while of and is altogether a creation for Bennett to be proud
unregistered letters hundreds, doubtless, failed of i of. Every Liberal in the land should take THE
their destination. The postal department does not; TRUTH SEEKER and keep it on the center-table with
hold itself responsible for registered letters that may the one book which all Infidels possess, the Bible.
be lost, but it will take pains t? trace them up. The
The Se mour Times and Mind and Matter also
safeguards thrown around registered letters? and the·i speak co~limentary of our new, bright appearance,
ve_rY. small perc.entage lost-on_e ~etter Ill three,. and take pleasure in the same. We thank our kind
mllhons-makes It a_ s~fe way to ~~mit money..
friends for their good wishes, and trust that an
Mon_ey orders are st1l.l safer, for if the order IS lost. amicable spirit may long be cherished by all toa duplicate can be o?ftahmed. Dl ratftshon aNew: Yortk I ward each other.
bank are also safe; 1 t ey are os , t e money IS no , 1
_ _ _ _._._ _ __
and a duplicate can also be issued upon application.,
A- t .., Th T tl S k .
A large share of the post-offices in country districts
gen s .tOr
e ru l ee ei •
are not money-o.rder offices, but all register letters.
The following persons in different parts of the
Where money-orders cannot be obtained, registering! country are authori_zed to take subscriptions for TH;m
should not be neglected. Funds in money-orders, TRUTH SEEKER and orders for TRUTH SEEKER pubhc
drafts on New York banks, money by express, and in cations and Liberal and Spiritualistic books and pamregistered letters may· be sent at our risk; ~ut if! phlets generally :
sent in unregistered letters it must be at the rrsk of
MRs. CoLBY AND SMITH, l'viRs.FANNYC. ALLYN,
the sender.
MRs. H. S. LAKE,
F. F. FoLLETT,
W. S. BELL,
MosEs HuLL,
Imperfect Bookkeeping.
w M. F . J AMIESON1
H • L• GREEN1
We are aware that friends hav occasion for dissatA. 0. PHELPS,
DR. A. B. SPINNEY,
isfaction at the wav in which their accounts hav been
S. D. MooRE,
DR. E. MoREY,
kept in this office. • Carelessness has been shown, if
Dr. J. L. YoRK,
C. S. RowLEY,
not a more reprehensible characteristic. First, ~e
J. S. BEDEL,
JAMES A. BLiss.
hope it will be remembered that w:e hav.be.en herem
In addition to the above, every earnest friend is
the office but a small share of the trme Withm the last requested to act as agent and obtain all the new subeighteen months, and ~he filling. of orders and the scribers he can. The larger the number of truth
keeping of accounts had to be mtrusted to others. seekers in the country the better.
That they were not as accurate in all cases as they
We thank those who hav kindly sent us names of
should hav been cannot be denied.
Liberals for sample copies, and we will always be
Our system of
accounts
· otl1e1·s . Otii" '-rrish
is while we l1"v to
. keeping
h
T
r t with
h TRUTH
th g 1a d t o receive
·•
SEEKER patrons IS or: t. e mal _mg . IS •. w ereon e spread the truths of naturalism and rationalism as
"bl
time when the subscriptiOn expires IS given. When . d
a year or six months are paid for the figures are WI e1Y as possi_e_._ _ _....,_ _ __
changed to correspond with the payment made. Little
other account is kept. If the clerk is careless in not
WE qrv ~his week on ~he last page a partial hst
marking these figures for changing, or if the printers o~ the Engh_sh works we hav for sale~, The same
do not their part correctly, an error is the result, IWll~ be co.ntmu~d n~xt week, when the Elements of
when even though the best of motivs are intended. , Somal Smet~ce Will be named. ~e hav a good
We hope friends will make due allowance for stock of thrs v_alnable work for om 1eaders. Over
such mistakes1 and when they see an error has been! 600 pages. Pnce, $1.50.
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cold, rings were formed on the exterior which in
time successivly bursted and by the force of gravitation assumed new orbits of their own around
the common parent, the sun. Kepler's laws explain
The Coming Perihelion.
why planets pursue their orbits in the manner they
The celebrated Mother Shipton's prophecy that has do, and are too well known to need repetition here.
passed the rounds of the press for centuries will un- Bode's law of progress led to the discovery of the
doubtedly be on another voyage around the world minor planet Ceres in 1801, a discovery since folin 1881. Curio~lsly enough, the wondmful predic- lowed by about one hundred and seventy minor
tions contained therein hav all been· verified, with planets in the same region between Mars and .Tupione exception, namely, that the end of the world ter, which Sir William Herschel designated as astewill come in 1881. It is true that some of our Sec- roids. The law that led to this discovery is given in
ond Advent brethren hav time and again looked for Sir John Herschel's "Outlines of Astronomy," lith
its fulfilment in advance. It will be well enough to edition, page 505, viz., " The interval between the
inquire what the coming perihelion of the four lead- orbits of the earth and Mercury is nearly twice that
ing planets of our solar system portends in its physi- between those of Venus and Mercury; that between
cal, moral, spiritual, and religious aspects ; and. the orbits of Mars and :Mercury nearly twice that
perhaps we may get a rational glimpse of the true between the earth and Mercury, and so on." Almeaning of the Shipton prophecy.
though the law proved a notorious failure in the
The word" perihelion" is derived from two Greek cases of both Saturn and Neptune, yet years before
words signifying "about" and "seen," and in the discovery of Neptune it foretold the existence of
astronomy it means the point in the orbit of a planet the broken planet which is represented by the asteor comet which is nearest to the sun. Longitude is roids between Mars and Jupiter.
another of the elements, by which the orbit is deterThe failure of Bode's law in the cases of Saturn
mined. In astronomy two or more heavenly bodies and Neptune has led modern astronomers to investiare in conjunction when they hav the same longi- gate the cause, and it has been found that the facts
tude. The word" conjunction" is derived from the indicate that the earth and Venus seem to hav charLatin conjunctio, which means to join together. The acteristics of half-planets and probably were originsun and moon are in conjunction at the time of new ally only halves of a broken ring, which explains
moon. The lunar cycle, or golden number, was the fact that the distance of Mars is only a little
based on this fact by Meton, an Athenian astrono- greater than one and a half times that of the earth,
mer. The lunar cycle begins with the year in which while the like is trne also of the distance of Neptune
the new moon falls on the first day of January. compared with that of Uranus. Bode's law, as corThe cycle of the moon is a period of nineteen solar rected and modified by these facts, now indicates the
years, after which the new and full moons fall on existence among the planetary distances in the solar
the same days of the year that they did nineteen ·system of three ratios, viz., a whole-planet ratio, an
years before. In general a heavenly body is in con- exterior half-planet ratio, anil an interior half-planet
junction with the sun when it is on the same side of ratio. The evolutionary law of planetary difltances
the earth and is in a line with him. When Mercury when compared with the fact, givs us the following
and Venus are in a line between the earth and the suns and plant)ts in our system, viz., 1. Sun; 2. Mersun they are said to be in inferior conjunction. cury; 3. Venus; 4. Earth; 5. Mars; 6. A broken
When the sun is between the earth and one of the planet represented by the asteroids; 7. Jupiter; 8.
planets, the latter is in superior conjunction.
Saturn; 9. Missing halfcplanet interior to Uranus;
The planets Neptune, Uranus, Saturn, and Jupiter, 10. Uranus; 11. Neptune; 12. Undiscovered exterior
the four leading planets of our solar system as far -as planet of our solar system. According to this evoluknown, are to be in conjunction with the sun in 1881. tionary law of planetary distances there still remains
This event has not occured for nearly two thousand a missing or undiscovered half-planet interior to
years, and it will not occur again for a like length Uranus. I hav added another missing or undiscovof time. On the 21st of April Saturn and Jupiter ered planet beyond Neptune, as it has been suggested
will be in conjunction with each other. On the 22d by others heretofore. By a new law which I shall
of April Jupiter will be in conjunction with the sun. introduce it will be shown that a planet will prob~lay 3d Venus will be in conjunction with the sun, ably be discovered outward from Neptune, or that a
and May 6th Neptune will be in conjunction with subsequentringwill burst from the sun andeondense
the sun; And on the 6th of September Uranus will into a new planet interior to Mercmy, but the latter
be in conjunction with the sun, while on the 21st of cannot be without interfering with the established
September Mars will be in conjunction with the sun. law of planetary distances, Mercury being only
Other conjunctions occur of smaller planets, among twenty-eight millions of miles from the sun, therewhich is the perihelion of Mars, May 26th, as well as fore the undiscovered glanet must be found to exist
the fact that Neptune and Jupiter will be in con- beyond the orbit of Neptune. As Neptune is disjunction with each other on June 18th. The conjunc- taut from the sun two thousand eight hunch·ed ruilltion of Ju.Piter with Satmn referred to above will not ions of miles, the law of evolutionary planetary disoccur agam for twenty years. Of course it is scarcely tances would require us to look for the imdiscovered
worth while to mention ~lercmy's numerous con- exterior planet of the system in the regions of space
junctions with the sun, or the numerous conjunctions at about five thousand millions of miles from the
of other planets with the moon, yet a transit of Mer- sun. It is quite probable that telescopes will hav to
cury over the sun's disk will occur November 7th, be improved or enlarged before a dark planetary
and will be of importance to astronomers. In addi- body can be seen at such a distance from the earth,
tion to the foregoing there will be a partial eclipse that is, a planet of such magnitude as would be exof the sun on May 27th, a total eclipse of the moon pected to belong to our system.
June 11th and 12th, an annular eclipse of the sun on
Another evolutionary law will hav to be considN ovember 21st, and a partial eclipse of the moon on ered in order to explain why another planet exterior
December 5th. Enough will happen in the move- to Neptune will probably be discovered in thefuture.
ments of the planetary bodies in 1881 to demonstrate Nature is symmetrical and harmonious in all she
to us whether such unusual phenomena hav any di- does. Order, in the shape of mathematl.cs, is one of
rect perceptible influence on the earth's atmosphere the fundamental laws of material formation or evoluor its inhabitants.
.
tion. The laws of arithmetical and geometrical
Planets are in opposition when they are 180 de- progression, as well as the other ratios of mathematgrees from the sun. It may be noted here that the ics, are well known to hav recognition in material
four leading planets will be in opposition as follows: formation as well as in the laws of animate and inUranus on .March 1st, Saturn on October 31st, Nep- animate motion. 1. Positiv, negativ, male, female,
tune on November 7th, Jupiter on November 12th.
indicate natural laws which proclaim that all indiThe probable atmospheric disturbances arising vidualization is dual; 2. The laws of attraction
from these phenomena will be a matter of direct which govern the union of all chemical atoms and
interest to the inhabitants of earth. Such unusual elements demonstrate that the union of two atoms or
phenomena among the planets of our system must elements produces a third or compound body which
be productiv of un~sual atmospheric changes. The corresponds to the triangle; 3. In the fingers of the
character of these changes will be difficult to foretell, hand we find the counterpart of the polygon, or five;
but the unusual early storm of October 15th seems 4. In the symmetrical comb of the honey bee is
to indicate cold for the winter. The natural result found the counterpart of the hexagon, or six; 5. The
might be said to be a very hot summer. Over spectrum of the rainbow givs us the harmonious
twenty years ago Dr. K T. Trail predicted pesti- blending, seven colors. The music scale is anlence in the shape of cholera, yellow fever, small other illustration. It has been suggested that odors
pox, and· other epidemic diseases, in the summer of are graded with seven; 6. As we rise higher in the
1881. I do not pretend to say that such shall be the scale of evolution we naturatly look for the more
fact, but I feel satisfied that we may reasonably complex. All systems of astronomy agree in dividlook for extreme atmospheric changes and commo- ing the heavens into twelve, as is shown by the
tions for the next year to come. There was an un- twelve signs of the zodiac. It has been discovered
usual number of accidents on aocount of storms the by a scientist of the Franklin Institute, Philadelphia,
past fall.
that the number five rules the body of man, while
To elucidate the questions involved in the coming the number seven rules the brain; taken both toperih_elion of t~e planets, it will be ?ec_essary to giv gether, they show that twelve rules the highest
a l;mef synopsis of the general prm01ples of law order of beings on earth. As there is always barwhich JSOvern the evolutron gf our solar system. mony between the physical and intellectual laws of
Accordmg t? the. nebulous theory of Laplace, the evolution, it is reasonable to infer by analogy that
matter con tamed 111 our sol~r system once covered'! the number twelve rules our solar system in its
the whole space now occupied by our system. As higher aspects. If we admit the force, of this reathe matter was gradually condensed by the action of soning we can reasonably expect to find that "the

missing planets of our system are how in existence
or hav been broken into smaller minor planets in the
ages of the past. The only escape from this reasoning is to assume that the facts are not accurately set
forth or to deny mathematical harmony to the solar
system.
As already intimated, we may expect great and
unusual physical disturbances of all kinds both to the
earth and its -inhabitants. In the moral sphere of
action we may expect unusual upheavals. Such has
been the-case for the past seven years. Crime, corruption, and exposure seem to hav gone hand in
hand.
In the spiritual domain there has been a great
variety of very wonderful psychological phenomena
constantly projected before the public for one"third
of a century. Various explanations of these phenomena hav been put forth, but none of them seem
to explain all the facts involved in such a satisfactory manner as the theory of the avowed Spiritualists
-that it is of a supermundane origin. If the Spiritual theory is the correct explanation, it at once
opens up questions of supreme importance to mankind, as well as furnishing a key to unlock the mysteries of all the old religions of the dark past.
Heaven knows that there is much in them that needs
such a rational key founded on natural phenomena
in order to make them even intelligent to the progressiv thought of this enlightened and moderately
tolerant age.
As it is self-evident now that the inhabitants of
earth as a mass cannot rise in the scale of develop.
ment faster than the perfection of our planet will
permit, it follows analogically that there is an intimate relation between the physical development of
a planet and the intellectual, moral, social, and
spiritual condition of its inhabitants. This view of
evolution would lead us to expect that the unfoldment of man had been going on for almost untold
ages. It is quite probable •that the growth of our
earth required five hundred millions of years before
man could exist on it, and from the best geological
data it may be reasonably-inferred that it has taken
man two hundred millions of years to arrive at his
presont state of unfoldment. If he has passed
through one-half of his evolutionary career, this
would still leave two hundred millions of years for
the earth to be in an inhabitable condition for man.
Three hundred millions of years for the earth to die
would giv twelve hundred millions of years, the
probable duration of earth as an individual planet.
Some authorities hav placed it at about fifteen hundred millions of years.
A brief glance backward into the dark labyrinths
of the night of time would reveal to us that man has
evoluted from the grim, blood-thirsty savage up
through the patriarchal, imperial, monarchical, and
only now is getting ready for the republican form
of the social order. Only the uninformed can assume that we are yet on the top of the evolutionary
hill. Some of earth's inhabitants aspire to a new
order of social order, where love shall be the cornerstone, where each works fGr all and all for each in
one common brotherhood of man.
The advance vanguards of science are still pushing
aside the cobwebs of mythology in all the old mythological religions of the past. In fact, some of these
savants assume to probe the supposed incomprehensibles of supernaturalism and show them to be explained on a perfectly natural although probable
supermundane origin. The state of science is now
advanced far enough to enable us to see glimmerings
of how humanity is gradually elevated in the scale
of growth. The researches of scholar~, antiquarians,
and historians hav shown us that the method of elevating humanity has been systematic during the ages
of the past. In regular evolutionary intervals of
time individuals hav appeared as the representativs
of a new truth. In the religious realm of thought
these individuals hav uniformly been called saviors.
One author (Kersey Graves) has shown that there
hav been sixteen crucified saviors recognized among
the nations of the past, to say nothing about the innumerable host of reformers, philanthropists, heroes,
and martyrs of the ages. Human beings usually
imprison, neglect, or murder the apostles of all new
truths which conflict with their old notions ; and
their dePcendants afterward canonize them as saints,
martyrs, saviors, or gods. It is to be hoped that
mankind will he more sensible in the future, and instead of deifying men that they will exalt the new
truths they teach by putting them into practice.
A careful analysis of the evolutionary intervals
will show that one of these so-called saviors or messiahs appears about every 2,250 years or thereabout.
Other lesser saviors or martyrs appear often ip dif~erent nations. The coming perihelion of the planets
IS one of the most important physical and spiritual
epochs that has occurred since the time of Jesus
Christ. Whether this event means that he shall giv
way to more advanced truth I will not assume .to
say, but one thing I will say, that the sway of his
principles shall at farthest be overshadowed by
higher truths soon, and at farthest in three hundred
years or so. Some think that the new cycle will
begin in 1881, while others think three hundred years
longer will be required for his sway. The end of thti
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world predicted in the Bible, and which the Second
Adventists as well as Mother Shipton all look for, is
this cycle of planetary conjunctions in I881.
If it should prove correct that an undiscovered
planet exists beyond Neptune, it would of course be
the oldest and most perfect pla_net in the system. It
may reasonably be surmised that it plays an important part in the 2,250-year or messiah cycle. The
influence it exerts in the coming conjunction cannot
be imagined until it is discovered.
The coming conjunction is very important in another respect. The metric system is founded on the
length of the ten-millio;nth part of the ten•estrial meridian, or the distance between the pole and the
equator. The decimal monetary system is founded
on mathematics in its simplest form. The length of
our day is one revolution of the earth on its axis; the
week and month are regulated by the moon, while
the year is one revolution of the earth around the
sun. Various cycles hav been proposed for enumerating the passing years. The_lunar and solar cycles
are too short. The Jewish calendar givs us 5,64I,
the Julian period, 6,594; Anno Domini, I88I; Geo.
Francis Train's psychologic era, 54, I think; the
Mind and Mattm· Modern-Spiritualism era, 34; and
E. H. Heywood's Year of Love, 9; while the Japanese, Chinese, Indian, and other periods giv equally
reasonable starting-points for chronological eras.
The objection that can be raised against them all is
that they are sectional eras, which may be very important to the persons, nations, or religions which
they propose to honor, but as a scientific chronological cycle they are destitute of a scientific basis. They
are useful as showing that science has not given us a
basis for a universal chronological cycle as yet. They
are defectiv in another direction. If it could be assumed as among the probabilities that the Christians
could convert all other faiths to their religion, then
the universal adoption of- the Anno Domini era
might be expected. Still it would be absurd to suppose that the· inhabitants who lived in the closing
days of man's existence on earth would burden themselvs by dating letters or ·commercial notes with the
wonderfully long chronological cycle of A.D. I99,99I,881. The same objection would apply to all the
other proposed cycles. They are not based on evolutionary cycles, but on fixed periods, hence must
prove impractical and unscientific, and can never
command universal adoption by the brotherhood of
man.
To my mind the way to obtain a scientific chronological cycle is to take the most important planetary
cycle in our system, and then date backward as well
as forward from it. The coming perihelion or conjunction is certainly the most important event known
to us, unless the 2,250-year messiah cycle can be
proved to hav an important physical foundation; we
will in all probability hav to wait for the discovery
of the planet exterior to Neptune before such fact
can be demonstrated. In the mean time I suggest
that scientists unite on the coming planetary conjunction as the proper beginning of a new chronological
era. We can use the Armo of the present Christian
period, because the Latin language is more generally
recognized as a universal language than any living
tongue. The words pm·ihelion and cycle are both
derived from Greek, and could not, according with
the rules of word-building, be linked together in one
phrase; but happily we hav an appropriate word
which has·a Latin origin, viz., the word conjnnction
is derived from the Latin conjunctio, which means to
join togethm·. This will giv anna conjunctio for use
in place of Anno Domini. Then, instead of dating
A..D. I88I, it would be proper to write A..C. 1. If the
language was spelled phonetically it would be written A..K. 1.
Let astronomers calculate backward to the time of
each past conjunction of these leading planets as far
as human history can penetrate, or to the different
geological periods if they can. Then let historians
adjust their histories of the different nations to this
new chronological cycle, and the measurement of
time both ways will be very simple. The different
cycles can be named first, second, third, e_tc., so that
we can definitly measure time for all time in a regular mathematical manner.
I suggest that all reformers unite on the first of
January, I88I, as the new scientific chronological era
anna conjunctio, ot· A.. c. 1. I suggest that THE
TRUTH SEEKER lend its influence to the new era with
the hope of calling the attention of other reformers
to the subject. In this way a union of reformers
would carry great weight, and force the scientists of
the world to investigate the subject of a scientific
chronological era. If they can settle on something
that will be more scientific than what I hav proposed
I shall be heartily glad to adopt it. We must hav a
thoroughly scientific chronological cycle. Let all
put their pens to the movement by writing· all letters
other than legal documents with A..c. I, or A..K I, for
the year I881.
JOHN BRoWN SMITH.
Redwood Falls, Minn., Jan. I, A..c. 1.
VwK'S FLORAL GumE.-Of the many guides and
seed and plant catalogs sent by our seedsmen and
nurserymen, and that are dofng so much to inform
and beautify and enrich our country, none are _so
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beautiful, none so instructiv, as Vick's Floral Guide. Robert R. Livingston, Benjamin Franklin, including
Its paper is the choicest, its illustrations handsome, himself, he expressed his apprehension that his docuand given by the hundred, while its colored plate is ment, on which he had bestowed so much thought,
~gem. This work, although costing but IO cents, would fail to meet the' diverse views of the general
IS handsome enough fo_r a gift book, or a place on assembly. The Doctor endeavored to allay his overthe parlor table. Pubhshed by James Vick, Roches- sensitivness by jocularly relating the story of John
ter, N. Y.
_ Brown's difficulty of preparing a boot and shoe sign
to please the tastes of his many friends and neighbors. In conclusion he soothed Mr. Jefferson by
Thomas Paine.
saying he must expect great mutilation of his imporA. REPLY TO WM. HENRY BURR.
tant manuscript.
To THE EDITOR
HE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
I reiterate Lam a great admirer of Mr. Paine and
With Mr. Wm. Hen
urr, of Washington, D. C., almost hope the time will come when his valuable
and tens of thousands of others, I am a great admirer works on human rights and human capabilities will
of the labors of Thomas Paine, and am second to no be used as a text-book by statesmen, and as a readone in the appreciation of his invaluable services in ing book in our public schools-displacing that old
the cause of liberty, both religious and political, the razor-strop, the Bible. Let friend. Burr enlarge his
benefits of which the world is now enjoying; but un- ideas of this planet and conceive it possible for two
like Mr. Burr my admiration will not allow me to great men to exist on its surface at one and the same
close my eyes to historical facts, or endeavor to de- time. Could Mr. Jefferson be other than a great hutract from the merits of others. In your issue of manitarian statesman who could giv utterance to 'the
December I, I880, friend Burr has a lengthy article expression of his ideas on slavery, yes, almost proasserting Mr. Paine to be the author of" Junius' Let- phetical, "I tremble for my country when I know
ters." That these letters were written by some earnest that God is just?" And again he says, in his "Notes
well-wisher for the better administration of parlia- on Virginia," "We are told the slaves, the blacks,
mentary power and for the correction of parliamentary are naturally thieves and sly pilferers, etc. Well,
misrule is very evident; but daringly exponent as they be it so; can we not pardon them for stealing a small
wel'e, refined in diction, and intimate as the author part, when we hav stolen all .71"
DAvm BRUCE.
certainly was with the characters and personages of
B1·ooklyn. E. D.
whom he writes, it is doubtful that they produced
much effect, other than like the annoyance of a scoldLiberals Should be Liberal ..
ing wife. These abuses in the British government
It is a shame that we who are Liberals do not
were well known to exist. The officials knew it, the practice our liberality more toward our own cause ..
people knew it, and the notoriety of these letters ex- The writer of this does not desire to claim exemption
isted mainly in their treasonable character. "Well, from this blame. He has given freely to churches
go on with your scolding, old woman; but don't you until the narrowness, bigotry, and insults of Chrisdare to raise the broom handle !" was the silent lan- tians drove him to close his pocketbook against all
guage of the parties assailed. So much for the let- church beggars.
ters of Junius. The question friend Burr raises is,
'When Comstock as agent for the Christians of the
was Mr. Paine their· author? Little does Mr. Burr United States in their movement against Liberalism
imagin that he is trying 'hard to prove Mr. Paine a and Infidelity began his raids it seemed to me that I
foolish liar. I am certain Mr. Bun in his admiration was criminally foolish and soft if I gave any more
has overlooked the point blank statement in his toward sustaining them. It was merely aiding them
works that he certainly was not their author. If to persecute my brethren. Let me just say right
friend Burr will turn to Mr. Paine's "Crisis" No. 2, here that if Liberals would cease to contribute any
published in Philadelphia, Jan. I3, I777, directed to more toward sustaining Christian ch11rches, minisLord Howe he will find the concluding lines running ters, and missionaries, and would giv the one-te!lth
as follows:
part of their former favors to such affairs toward
"'I'hus far sir, I hav endeavored to giv you a pic- sustaining their own cause, you, Mr. Editor, would
ture of present affairs ; you may draw from it what not be forced to make the appeals you do.
consolation you please. I wish as well to the true
Wake up, all ye Infidels! Just think how much
prosperity of England as you can, but I consider in- a poor Christian has to giv to his church. And yet
dependence as America's natural right and interest, nine-tenths of us begrudge the annual pittance to
and never could see any real disservice it would· be sustain our newspaper, while we are actually, yes,
to Britain. If an English merchant receives an order actually, supporting newspapers that either denounce
and is paid for it, it signifies nothing to him who us, or are too cowardly to utter a word for us. There
governs the country. This is my creed of -politics. is no doubt about this.
·
If I hav anywhere expressed myself overwarmly 'tis
Now, if we are really sincere, and no hypocrits,
from a fixed, immovable hatred I hav, and ever had, we are guilty of moral crime in contributing one
to cruel men and cruel measures. I hav likewise an penny to supply the enemy with the sinews of the
aversion to monar(_lhy as too debasing to the dignity open war he is making on onrselvs, our leaders, and
of man; but I never troubled others with my notions our cause.
till very lately,and neterfublished a syllable in EngIt is only a few days since I heard a wealthy man,
land in my life. What
write is pure nature, and an Infidel open and avowed, who glories in the name
my pen and soul hav ever gone together," etc., etc. as he ought, talk as though he begrudged the money
Of the Declaration of Independence, I think it for THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year. Yet were that
was friend Burr who asserted and had proved to his man a church member there is no doubt that, he
own satisfaction that Mr. Paine was also the author being a wealthy man as he is, his church would get
of this immortal document. His persistency in urg- out of him in various ways, such as pew rent, priest's
ing forth his convictions and his denunciation of Mr. salary, church repairs, lights, fuel, "yaller-legged
Jefferson's accredited authorship really seem to par- chickens," etc., etc., hundreds of dollars. He would
take of malevolence. No one doubts that the ideas part with it here willingly, and console himself that
of Mr. Paine, whose Radical views, popularized he was laying it up above, "where moth and rust
through his great work "Common Sense" (published doth not corrupt "-an insurance against hell fire, in
in Philadelphia, Feb. 14, I776) were therein embod- heavenly banks.
ied, gave tone to the principles set forth in that bold
Yes, since this united, pre-(j.etermined war is being
document. And no one need doubt that Mr. Paine· made Qn us all by these Protestant Jesuits, we are
(being then in Philadelphia), might hav been consult- criminally foolish to giv to the enemy, and not to giv
ed by Mr. Jefferson, but that the constnwtion of the to our own.
document certainly was the labor of Mr. Jefferson,
Let every Liberal who reads this furnish to THE
the proof is too abundant. Mr. Burr's ill-nature TRUTH SEEKER the name of every free-thinking man
again shows itself in his labor to prove that it was and woman he can, and at the same time do someonly in the latter days ·of Mr. Jefferson's life-the thing toward getting subscribers and circulating
document becoming sanctified by time-that he books and pamphlets in behalf of our cause.
ungenerously allowed himself to be thought its
HoLT.
author, and arrogated to himself a portion of its
national glory.
The Human Beings that Hav Lived.
Now, if friend Burr will hunt among Dr. FrankThe
Rev. Mr. Murray, in a recent lecture in Music
lin's papers connected with his memoirs, published
Hall,
Boston,
in considering the subject of 'the numby his grandson, William Temple Franklin, and
printed by William Duane, ir:. Philadelphia, I809 ber of people that hav lived upon this globe, made
(six volumes), he will find several allusions 'to Mr. use of the following language:
"Now the population of the earth is I,OOO,OOO,OOO,
Jefferson, one from the Doctor highly complimenting him as the author, his name passing down to pos- and a generation dies every thirty years. In every
terity. in equal glory with this bold declaration. And thirty years, then, I,OOO,OOO,OOO of human beings go
the Doctor should certainly hav known, as he was out of the world and I,OOO,OOO,OOO come in. Forty
one of the committee of three delegated to prepare years ago the church tau9:ht that the world was
the manifesto. He says (page 360), "It was defini- 6,000 years old. She doesn t to-day pretend to guess
tivly drafted (and adopted, with a few slight altera- within IOO,OOO years 1?-ow old the world is. Very
tions) by that eminent patriot, philosopher, and' friend well. What has been the population of the world
of maukinll, Thomas Jefferson, then one of the re- since the race began? Who can estimate the numpresentativs in Congress for Virginia, as a docunient ber? By what arithmetie shall you compute the
of considerable interest and curiosity." So Mr. swarming millions? Take the globe and flatten it
Burr will perceive that the knowledge of Mr. Jeffer- into a vast plain, 24,000 miles by 24, and would it
son being its author was far from being a recent accommodate but a fraction of the human beings
that hav lived upon its surface? Where is the localassumption.
In presenting the prepared document to the com- ity of the judgment to be then? Can it hav a
mittee of five, viz., John Adams, Roger Sherman, locality?"
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I am .an ardent admirer of this-to me-new re• tribute eno"ugh that you can giv us a double number
ligion, and, although I am not abunda?tly supplied the first of May. Yo1.1 say you would giv it away
with monev I reel that I wouldalmost dtstress myself were you able to do it. I'll see a dollar on the ven======================== .pecuniarily 'in order to learn from reliable a?thori~y ture, and if you will make the trial will send it on
JAMES N. ARNOLD,
about those musty old countries from whtch th1s in time. Will you do it?
CASHTOWN, PA., Jan. 7, 1881.
Ch. N. L. L. for R. I.
MR. EDITOR: I am entirely in sympathy with the Christian religion was ado11ted. ·We hav unquestionmovement of the tour nrouud the world, and will do ably had able men traveling and writing from_ all
those old religious landmarks, and upon the subJect
my pare in helping defray expenses.
VINELAND, N.J., Jan. 3, 1881.
of religion, but- almost all of them were in the ernRespectfully,
W. 0. SMITH, l\1. D.
D. M. BENNET'£: I hav been higl1ly entertained and
ploy of reiio·ions institutiotiS or biased in favor of instructed by your excellent letters from over the
Christianity~ so that all such~~ were unfai~· ~nd sea and I trust it will not be long before you will
DUBLIN, l\Io., Jan. 7, 1880.
D. M. BENNETT, Dear Sir: Put me down for five prejudiced in favor of the J~;.~t5tble and reltgwn. ha~ sufficient means to connnence your proposed trip
R. P. FELLows.
dollars for those fat volumes you propoee to publish I do want to hav the report of" a fair, unprejudiced around the world. Very truly,
of the sights you will see on the trip you will soon write1:, such as I. think· you would be-no, I think
you would be bitterly against reli?ion, bu~ ~ think
make around tite world.
S:NowviLLE, VA., Jan. 5, 1881.
I recently sent you two new subscribers for THE not unfair; and as anything agamst rellgwn as
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER FnrENDS: I've just received a
preached
now
suits
me,
the
more
bitter
the
better
I
THUTH SEEKER, and I think I can sC'nd you some more
letter from "Alhaza," mailed from Lexington, Ky.,
think I would like it. So put me down for five December 30th, in which she says she has not resoon.
Respectfully,
F. L. YALE.
dollan:l; and when yon get enough other subscrip- ceived one stamp since the few I sent l1er. I suptions to make up the fifteen hundred dollars, let me posed, of course, her appeal, so simple and yet so
AMBoY, MINN., Jan. 3, 1881.
know
and I'll forward it, When I know the enter- touching, would open all hearts. But no doubt very
FRIEND BENNETT: I will be one of the three hundred to giv five dollars for your trip around the prise is an established fact I will see how many more many of you would hav heeded the call had you
world, as you hav suggested, and would consider the five dollars I can obtain. I hav three already. If been able to address her directly, but all who wish
you obtain the necessary funds, please mark out the to, our Bennett can put in a stamp or two and a few
money well~invested.
MosES KuNzELMAN.
;:oute you now think you would take and the places kindly words ancl he will forward botl1 to her. She
you would visit, and where yotl would expect to re- really needs the necessaries of life, and deserves our
EscA..'!ABA, l\IrcH., Jan. 4, 188i.
;1lain the longest, and object in visiting each of the aid, inasmnclt as she has done good work for years
~IR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 1st the places. How I should like to hav you visit India
question is asked, "Shall the journey arvund the and ·find there records, indisputable records, that in distributing Liberal books and papers, as well as
world be made?" I answer, Yes. And you can put would estnblish the fact that the Jewish religion be- send1ng out Liberal sentiments tltrougl1 the press.
my name ou your book for five dollars, to be paid longed to their country, and with dates long anterior To think of a sick woman in need is hard indeed
when wanted. I am sure your letters of travel will to those of Christianity! I want to be able to hurl when we realize the severicy of the weat,her und that
inake a very readable book; and as much as we shall into the teeth of these pious frauds the fact.s that she is far away among strangers.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
miss you in the editorial chair, we shall be happy there are dates, positi v dates, re[tching thousands of
to know that you are enjoying yourself in foreign years beyond their creation, in which tllis same reRocKFOUD, ILL., Dec., 20, 1880. ·
lands and that we shall know something about those ligion was taught and practiced, and can denounce
MR. EDITOR: Please continue THE TRUTH SEEKER for
countries that we know little of now. C. HowARD.
them as thieves and swindlers. So long as people another year. Your paper and tl1e Boston Investi,gaare sent into those countries whose interest it is to tor are my household gods. May they both flourish
SToCKTON, CAL., Dec. 28, 1380.
keep Christianity afloat, they will invariably report until their object is accomplished.
MR. EDITOR: Your recent letters in your paper are in favor of that institution. So we want no more reYours ·truly,
GEo. TuLLOCK.
the best descriptiv reading I ever perused. I thirik ports from Christians or their ken. Agitate this
you would make a success of the China and Japan matter, keep it rolling, and I feel confident that it
MR. EDITOR: Years ago wllen on an ocean steamer
trip proposed by our California friend. I will take will soon be an established fact that you will be on
bound
for California, we had a dominie on board
one of the books when published.
the "rolling billows of the deep" in the near future. who was continually attempting to turn the cabin
Respect~ully,
W. F. FREEM.~:N.
Truly yours,
D. D. LAKE.
into a gospel shop for prayer-meetings, One day
on deck several gentlemen were complaining of what
DwiGH'r, ILL., Jan. 7, 1881.
RoYAL CENTER, IND.
a bore the dominie was, when I said that I wished
l\IR. BENNETT, Dear Si1': Count me one who will «orne one would go and say to him: "You believe
MR. EDITOR: I see by your issue of Jan. 1st that
promis bids fair for you to take a trip around the contribute to your trip around the world. I am of the Bible to be the inspired work of God, and you
world. Therefore I will contribute five dollars for the opinion that five Jollars cannot be spent to bet- pretend to eX[Jlain it. Now tell us, are the words
the object, and l\Ir. G. Z. Flagler says you may put ter advantage. I think you can see more, write more that are recorded in the Bible as being spoken by
him down. 1 think that $5 invested to help send you about it, and make it more interesting, than any Balaam's ass to be regarded as the words of revelaaround tLte wol"ld will be about ll.S good an invest- other man. Your letters from Europe are splendid. tion or as the words of the ass? If of the ass, was
You ask how we like the new dress. I like it w·ell. he inspired? and if inspired, wae he a prophet?"
ment as can be made with so small au ttmouut of
moue; in more ways than one. In the first place, It suits me. I want to ask yon why you did u.-.t
This excited the risibility of a Mr. H., who roared
judging from the letters you wrote in Europe, we bring home one of those pagan gocls and set it up with laughter and said it was the best thing he had
shall hav a rich harvest of knowleJge not otherwise in your office. It might hav been a great help to ever hearCI, and o!'f he went to tind the dominie. It
attainable. Besides, it will help giv you one year of you in keeping away Comstock and the Y. :rvr. C. A., shut that functionary's clap-trap.
C.
pleasure, which will belt; to counteract the misery and also ·to stand sentinel while you make your trip
Your friend,
GEo. HENDEE.
you must hav suffered the thirteen months that you around the world.
SANDUSKY, ILL., Jan. 4, 1881.
served in the Christian bastile at Albany. Besides, it
1\'IR. EDITOR: I am glad to read of your return home.
LEADVILLE, CoL., Dec. 28, 1880.
will show to Comstock and his company that ynu are
MR. EDITOR: I write to tltank you for your letters Your letters were very interesting. A friend and mynot dead, but moving around to gather knowledge
from every quarter of the globe, and that ·Liberals from Europe. They are well worth the price of THE self read "The Gods and Religions," and we think it
of the country will susteiin you in all Efforts where TRUTH SEEKER for a year. I ul~o second the motion one of the greatest works in the world. Truth seekknowledge can be found. Now let the Liberals of of D. C. Coleman to send you around the world, and ers are increasinfl" here and Christianity is sinking,
the country contribute their five dollars early, t.hat will go him five dollars better to raise the amount thank, not God, but reason. I hav tried to get subyou may hav plenty of time to get ready for 1he necessary to pay the expeuses of trip. Inclosed find scribers for your best of papers, but the people excuse
money order for five dollars, for which please giv themselvs by saying they are not able to pay for it.
trip.
Respectfully yours,
WM. WALKER.
Well, we will try to lie neighborly, They may read
me credit on my subscription.
ours till the papers wear out, and we will let them hav
I
ar?1
truly,
F.
H.
MooRE.
LYNDoN, KAN., Dec. '25, 1880.
a little jaw to boot as often as we can. You will allow
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Count me for five dollars for
me to say the church here (Methodist) has, to resort
ST. JoHNS, Mrca., J;tn. 5, 1881.
e proposed trip round the world, as I must hav the
D. M. BENNETT: You ran put me down for five dol- to gambling, fishing-for-candy festivals, etc., to make
books describing the same, for our little D. M. Ben- lars for your trip around the world,. and my wife the mare go. Why not pray for anything they want if
nett, who is growing to be a fine boy, now past fif- says she wishes you will let her go along. But my the Bible is so sure as they say (Mark xi, 24)? Why,
teen months of age.
J. M. PERT.
_,
wife is a very foolish woman, always uneasy a.nd because they don't believe the Bible is true. On the
ever ready to emigrate. And if in heaven she is per- 22d of this month the Methodists of Sandusky neighRocKFORD, ILL., Jan. 6, 1881.
mitted to f'elect her wings she will not be satisfied borhood will establish a lying, gambling, swindling
MR. BENNETT: You may put my name down for till she has a pair that will enable her to distance post-office to raise funds to build a house in which
your future volume "An Infidel Around the World." all others. 'Twould be just splendid to see her and they will worship God.
L. McDANIEL.
Just here Dr. G. W. Brown has stepped into my Elmina, with Gabriel in the rear, coming in on the
office; he says, "Tell Bennett to count me in." Now home stretch.
Yours very truly,
M. BA:scocK.
PRAIRIE CITY, OR., Dec. 25, 1880.
if we do not come to time we will be lagging and
P. S.·-When you get among the poor heathen you
D. lVI. BENNETT: I see that the time for which I
not begging, as your typo puts it in my letter in the can say that you are the authorized ageut for the sale
hav paid for THE TRUTH SEEKER has about expired;
issue of Jan. 1st.
of "The Ghost of St. John,'; by M. Babcock.
and I shall send to Congress City to-morrow to proShould you make the journey around the world I
[H our friends should decide to send us around the cure -money order for three dollars to renew for
much desire you to carefully examin the condition
of our foreign missions. For years I gave generously planet, it would be very agreeable to hav companions another year.
I ltav deferred sending the money a little longer
toward them, according to my met•ns, ancl the on the journey. Should Mrs. Babcock conclude to be
. preachers promised me no end of blessings and re- one, we will try to induce her not to fly away and than I ought or than I intended; but, like yourself,
I often find it quite difficult to get hold of a suffiwards. One or two told me if I ever traveled in leave us behincl ..:_ED. T. S.]
cient quantity of the "filthy lucre" to meet my
those pagan lands I would get back all I gave, with
most urgent demands. Although some weeks hav
compound interest. I shall never visit those counBOSTON, MASS., Jan. 3, 1881.
tries I fear, but should you see any of my compound
FRIEND BENNETT: Your "new dress" of THE TRUTH elapsed since your return, I hope it is not too late
interest lying loosely around pleaseGlay violent hands SEEKER is splendid. I like it much.· It would be ~L to congratulate you on your successful journey and
upon it, in the name of common sense, justice, and the capital thing if you could travel arouml this "base- safe return. I had some serious misgivings in regard
flag of the free.
Your;; respectfully,
ment world" and see its wonders and relate them in to your safety when I learnerl that you were rash
MRS. H. L. BucKNER, M. D.
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am sure there are hundre'cls of enough to venture upon that element which has so
your readers, your humble servant being one or the frequently been used as a means of destruction for
l\IT. VERNON, IND., Ja1J. 7, 1881.
number, who would like to read your descriptions of the wickerl. In the event of a storm that was likely
FRIEND BENNETT: You ean count me in for five dol- here and there and everywhere. With many kind to wreck yout· ship, I was satisfied that should they
lars for the "Round the World Fund" and to take recollec.tions of the past and many sincere wishes of r.ast lots you would be thrown overboard, but had
little hope that Jah would prepare a ''great fish"
books in exchange. Your friend, A. ED. HARLEM.
good fortune for you in the future, I am as ever,
for your accommodation, with special instructions to
Fraternally thine,
W. S. BELL.
land you safely at New York. Perhaps you owe your
CENTRAL CrrY, Col., Dec. 30, 1880.
safety to the fact that you had on board some revMR. D. M. BEN:NET'r: Please put me down for one
HAMILTON, R.I., Jan. 3, 1881.
erend with more titan ordinary influence with him
share of that fund which you propose on rmge 812
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Let me thank you for those who r1iles the storm, and t.hat that influence was exof your paper. I 1vill not only willingly giv tlmt to letters from Europe, and, if not too presuming, make
pull down ignorance and superstition, but I thin!{ I a proposition. I think the first anniversary of your ercised in your behalf with.the hope that should you
can safely agree to furnish you n<tmes sufficient for return from Albany should be noted, a.nd suggest be spared to j.,urueyto.Llwtland where the.grandeur
and ma~·niflcence of God-houses are made a specialty
fifty dollars, perhaps more; that many, anyhow.
that THE TRuTH SEEKER friends shall chip in and con- you might be induced to turn from tho error or
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your ways, or, in Christian parlance, be snatched as
·
11 brand from the burning.
As there is said to be more joy in heaven over one
sinner that repenteth, e.tc., there would indeed hav
been a grand old time amongst the sanctified had
they caught the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER napping; and I agree with the reverend that the hope
of such a prize was worth a tremendous effort.
But the most reasonable theory for your escape is
that since the convention of the gods, and his illsuccess at that time, Jah has rel!tpsed into one of
those long and profound slumbers from which Mercury found it so difficult to awaken some- of his
predecessors.
One of our friends seems disposed to complain becauHe you devoted so much of your letters to a description of cathedrals. Now I take an altogether
different view of that matter. Aq you hav undertaken
to war upon superstition, and as the greatest superstition is fostered by the church and in the name of
religion, it is fitting that you should hav gone into
its strongholds, acquainted yourself thoroughly with
its mode of working, sought· out its weak points,
and in every way possible thoroughly posted yourself in regard to this, the greatest curse that has
ever befallen the human race.
The only mistake I think you made was that you
did not visit. God's vicegerent on earth while you had
an opportunity. You may never hav au op})Ortunity
of calling upo)1 Leo "thirteen times" on earth again.
And although that may be no great disadvantage to
yon, I should llav been pleased to know you bearded
the lion in his den; but as you apear to hav become
quite familiar with St. Peter, perhaps he will at some
future time introduce you to his holiuess.
I hav been expecting, since your return, to lwar of
·your arrest by that conservator of public morals, who
must hav beeu immensely shocked when he read the
letter in which you ·speal~ of a fountain representing
perfectly the attitude of the little lost boy when
obeying one of nature's laws. It is well that the one
who executed that work of art did not liv in New
York in Comstock's time, for if one-half that has
been said of· him is true, lle has arrested many for a
less vffense.
I am truly sorry that Bro. Green should hav regarded it as his duty to withdraw from the old
League, in which and for which he had long labored
so earnestly and efficiently. Tile suggestion of sister
Slenker in regard to forming libraries is a good one
and one that has frequently been spoken of by some
of the members of Union League No. 196. Hoping
that all your old subscribers will prompl:ly renew,
and that many new ones may be added to your list,
Yours truly,
A. L. THoMPSON.
I am

Your letters from Eul"ope hav been very interesting,
and some people that. would not hav thought of reading THE TRUTH SEEKER were anxious to read them,
and by that means I hav been able to circulate
THE TRUTH SEEKER more than I other-Wise could hav
done.
A. FRIEND.
1\ioDESTO, CAL., Dec. 26, 1880.
D. 1\i. BENNETT, EsQ., Dear S·ir: I read your reply
to my letter, and feel glad that you approve of my
provosition in regard to your trip to Egypt, Palestine, Arabia, Bombay, Calcutta, China, Japan, Australia, and San Francisco. Now try to do all you
can through your valuable paper to get subscribers
by May 1, 1881. I hav the promise of five subscribers all ready, and am proud to say they are intelligent well-read men of families, and of high standing
in the county. They say with me that a work giving your circuit of the above places would be a valuable addition in every home, public school, and
library. I hav read nearly all the writings of travelers for the past twentyyears, and none givs me the
plain, authentic facts I gleaned from your letters
from Europe. Wishing· you may gain your point and
make the trip, I also hope if you do that when you
return you will not plead poverty and hav your
photo taken with a trunk on the end of your stick,
(See S. F. Wasp, of Dec. 18, which I send with this
letter.) Wishing you a Happy New Year and lots of
good luck, believe me your well-wisher,
D. C. CoLEMAN.
[Our friend alludes to a caricature of Gen. Grant
who is represented as a white elephant.-ED. T. S.)
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"Brethren and sisters, I feel it is my duty to take
up the cross and tell what the Lord has done for
my soul. I am a poor sinful critter, and hope you
will all pray for me." Generally by this time the
utterance was choked, and a few tears concluded
the effort. However, a duty was performed, and t.he
poor soul was happy. Now, the question is, How
many of such poor critters would it take to make a
Putnam? And yet they will set up their little hate,
and let their vile tongues loose at such a man. It
reminds me of a little cur about the size of my foot
that would stand up against the shoulder of a very
iarge dog and with any amount of growling and
teeth-showing dare him to fight.
F. 1\fALCOLM.
SNOWVILLE, VA., Jan. 6, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER, in its
fresh, New Year's garb, is here, and looks as clean
and neat as a pin. At first we hardly recognized it ·
as our old and beloved friend, so greatly did its
change of apparel alter it: but the more we see it
the better we like it. The print is clear and easy to
read, and altogether it's ever so nice, I wish I could
place a copy in everybody's hands and induce each
one to read it and ten thousand of them to subscribe
for it.
And right here let me put in a word on my own
hook to my own personal friends and the man¥ who
hav kindly sent me appreciativ greetings in regard
to my· articles on "Sexual Intemperance." I wish
to say to these in particula,r, as well as to others
who wiil do so, that, judging from letters sen~ me,
second-hand, and a very few first-hand, .ma.ny hav
ordered their papers stopped on account of these
articles being such that they did not like to lay them
before their families. While I can flllly appreciate
these scruples, which are only too natural in the
present condition of society, I still feel that I hav
done a well-needed work in sowing a few good seeds
in this field of reform. But I regret more than I
can tell that even one person should cease to aiel or
read the paper because of what I may hav said in
it, and so I ask my special friends, each one, to try
and get new subscribers and send it in as Elmina's,
and thus make up to our perhaps too liberal publisher his loss by being so broad and free as to admit
into his columns such unpopular, thou~h useful,
tn1ths as these upon sexual intemperance and its
deplorable consequences.
" Yet it is right, I know that it is right;
My heart, my conscience, all my highest, best,
Proclaim my duty spite of honor's crest,
Or love, or joy, or other'~ woe or bliss.
It must be done, though utter nothingness
Should be the bare result of all its glow,
It is the right, and I must meet the blow."
-Putnam's. Prmnetheu<J.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.

BURLINGTON, KAN., Jan. 2, 1881.
1\fR. EDITOR: What has happened at your office? I
hav written and mailed two communications for publication, one during the election campaign, giving
my views as a. Greenbacker and on national issues,
another after the division of the Liberals at their
Chicago Convention, giving my views on that question us a Radical Liberal. That, I expect, went with
the other, into the waste-basket, so that I l!av not
had a hearing on either subject. I must ilay that I
hav always admired the liberality you hav manifested
in the columns of your paper in publishing both
sides of all questions, either religious or political.
If my friends will not consider me egotistical, I
would mention that aithougll my finarrce is limited
-I am a laboring mechanic nearly sixty years of
age-l hav done what I could to help forward the
Liberal cause wherever I hav resided for the last
twenty-eight years. I hav been a subscriber and a
reader of your paper since prior to its removal from
Paris, Ill., to New York. I hav purchased a number
of books at your office, and hav circulated four petiSNowviLLE, VA., Dec. 31, 1880.
tions, the first for the pardon of J. A. Lant, 250
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : "ris ·the eve of the New Year ; names ; the second to repeal or amend the Comand while all the world. are making good resolutions stock law, 275 names ; third, for the pardon of E. H.
for the coming twelve months, I begin my work by Heywood, 300 names ; fourth, for the pardon of D.
ADRIAN, MICH., Jan. 4, 1881.
saying a few words in appeal for "our paper," the M. Bennett, 350 names, and I hav mailed you a
MR. EDITOR: I agree with D. C. Coleman and others
New York Physiologist. The world is fuli of good pa-· number of new and old subscribers. At the time of
pers working for good aims, bnt not one is attempt- your imprisonment I obtained fifteen trial subscrib- that you are the right man to make a trip around
this little planet of ours, and to take your time for
ing a bettP-r work than ours. We are striving for ers and a few for a longer time.
it. You need not waste much more of your time
sound minds in healthy bodies; for right generation
I hav perused the history of your travels in Euand less of it; for happy homes and pure lives; for rope with interest. I hav read every letter published with those Christian cathedrals and their forms of
the freedom and equality of men and women, men- in your paper, and I will take the liberty to inform worship, as from what you hav already said we are
tally, morally, and sexually. We want homes where you that you excel any traveler or writer I hav ever pretty well posted on the matter now. But we will
two heads rule by the just arbitration of reason examined in your descriptions of foreign countries want to know something about the old Brahman
tempered by love. We want a few well organized and their inh<Lbitants, according to my perception of and Buddha religion, and their temples of worship.
Also of the Christian missionaries, and in what
and happily situated children, and no others. In mind.
esteem they are held by the religionists of the east.
fine, we work for the general health and havpiness
The branch of Liberals who divided and left the
of all the world. And thou, my sister and brother National League at the Chicago Convention reminds But we will not dictate to you, as by your le,tter3
who read this, I ask thee if thou wilt not do a lit- me of the Colonization Society during the antislavery from Europe we hav all confidence that you will giv
us such a history of the places through which you
tle for so noble a cause. 'Ve all need to do some agitation. The conservativ Liberals think of 1miting
good work in life. This may be thy one chance; the church with Liberals in an effort to secularize may pass as no other traveler ever has. And now
pass it not by, but now, while my words are ill thy our government, but I think they will do as much as Mr. Coleman has made one proposition, which is
mind, begin the new year by sending me a dollar at in that direction as the Colonization Society did in a good one, and with which many it seems are
least for a trial of " our paper." I do not think thee the emancipation of the Southern slaves. To my willing to fall in with, I will now make another
can hav a better New Year's blessing than this vis- mind the signs of the times betoken that the ques- proposition, and it is this: I will agree to send to
itor will bring thee and thine. That it may enter tion of churcll and state will not be settled without you between now and the time you may leave the sum
of fifty dollars in cash for books, tracts, and THE
many a home, bringing cheer, hope, and gladness, considerable hard work on the part of the Liberals
TRUTH SEEKER, and I will now commence by sending
is the earnest wish of
ELMINA D. SLENKES..
in rescuing our government and public press from you a P. 0. money order for seventeen dollars' worth
the grasp of the church oligarchy. C
B
• of literature. As I now hav my home mrttters on the
MR. EDITOR: In compliance with your request in
.
.
HRIS. ROWN.
farm in such a shape (or nearly so) that I can be
THE TRUTH SEEKER, I forward you the names of peo[Fnend Brown IS al':ays welcome to_ our ~olumns, away as well as not, I am going out on missionary
ple I know to be somewhat Liberal.
I hope that you may be successful in getting their but we fear some of his l~tte7s hav mis~arn~d. We work, to lecture on the origin and progress of the
hav seen but one commumc~t10n from h~m smce o~r Christian religion, and in the place of this superstiorders for THE TRUTH SEEKER, one of the most logireturn.
_That was ~a:n~ed lll to be pnnted, ancl1t tion to point out the path that will lead us upward
cal papers printed in America. Welcome home to
was a ~Is take that It did not appear. ~e are grate- and onward toward a higher and happier life; and
your old sanctum!
f~ll to him for the effort he has made m behalf ot as for the hereafter, we will not bother our brains
We hav been having a few lectures at the Opera
THE
TRUTH SEEKER.-E:D. T. S.]
about that now, bu.t we will hold ourselvs in readiHouse, Salamanca, by George Chainey, who calls
ness to attend to the things of the hereafter when
himself an Agnosti.c. To say that he is a fine speaker,
INNERKIP, ONTARIO, CAN.
we get there by having fulfilled all the duties of the
a scholar, and a gentleman would be to speak in
1\fR. EDITOR: Your issue published on New Years present life. I will take with me literature that will
meager terms of his oratory and eloquence. The
audiences were rather small in number, but big in day is one of the best. Sparkling thought and live read as I talk. So if I fail in talking it out plain
intellect. He intends to remain here some eight or ideas crowd each other from beginning to end. The enough they can furnish themselvs with the reading
. ten days longer. In the mean time we shall try and extra copy sent was handed to my son, who will matter at the same price as though they were at
your office in New York.
S. D. 1\IooRE.
hav him speak in our school district. We cannot become a subscriber at once.
Those European letters are well worthy of all the
but think it a mistake in him and Green withdrawDA vrs P. 0., LA., Dec. 25, 1880.
praise they are getting from your readers.
ing from the National Liberal League.
.FRIEND
BENNETT:
For
many years I hav been a slave
I
am
expecting
a
rare
treat
from
those
lessons
of
'
A. F. ALBRIGHT.
T. B. Wakeman. Some years ago I read Herbert of the church and superstition. I rejoice to-day that
Spencer's ''First Principles," and those papers will I am free. 1\Iy mind has been led from error to
WELLAND, Dec. 27, 1880.
trnth by the grand lectures and orations of AmeriDEAR FRIEND D. 1\I. BENNETT: I am an Englishman, refresh the memory with ideas requiring thought.
I was delighted with the ~xperience 0f Worthy ca's greatest son, B. G. lngersoll. All men owe you
in the seventy-fHtll yoar of my age, and hav been a
member of the Society of Friends most of that time; Putnam. He must be a grand old man. I think I a debt of gratitude, and· you deserve the thanks of
a year agCJo I resigned my right of membership, as I mu~t send for his likeness. I could not help c®m- all free men and women because of your imprisoncould not longer be making a profession of what I paring his religious experience with that of a good ment. For your conviction the church deserves the
did not believe. I am a regular subscriber for THE many others that I hav .heard in my younger days fate which she is surely meeting in this land of
W!.r. TAYLOR, M.D.
TRUTH SEEKER and hav much pleasure in its pornsal. in religious meetings. Het'e is about the gist: freedom.

TRE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 15, 1881.
Kill the Devil.
Why not Josse kllee debll!
Besse ting Josse can do I
:Makee veto on de evil,
Makee mendee for de " Fall,
Damee snakee-save
all.
Mabee Josse kilee debil,
Savee Chinaman from woe.
Josse headee berry level,
Josse makee goodee so I
Dissee way God-damee.sin,
Disse makee Josse win.
When will Josse killee debll ~
Josse havee mightee will.
Josse headee goodce Iebel,
llfuchee mercee, much skill.
"Godee makee big mistakee,"
·• God no killee damee makee."
Josse comee killee debil,
Chinaman he not can tell.
Mabee ueber killee debil,
Puttee Chinaman in hell.
Godee ben·ee unconcernee,
Hotee hellee makee bnrnee.

us

Dot Night .After Glishmus.
:BY W. A. FAZE.

'Twas dot night after Grishmns,
Down by mine saloon,
Not a cushtomer comes,
Not even a coon.
Dose dables stands idle
Yere dose gample~·s do l>lay,
Unt dot fool mit his"money
Gets parted away.
Dese schooners vas 1·esting
Down-side-up over dere,
Like dey vait for dot bummer
To order his peer;
Dose chairs unt dose benches
Looks like dey vas dumb,
Unt dey Yinks at each udder
Cause dat rowdy don't come.
Den I stirs up dot fire,
Unt I makes dings all right,
Unt I dinks uf dose games
Dot dey blays evry night.
Somedimes dey blays euchre,
Unt den dey blays bluft~
Yen.dey lies tmt dey sheats.
Unt dot kind of stu1f.
Dose deacons and elders
Blays checkers unt dice,
Cause dey say dot dose poker
Don't vas very nice.
Dot's de vay mit dosa Ghristians
Ven first dey begin,
Dey don't would blay carts,
Cause dot vas a sin.
Vas a lot uf young fellers,
Dey calls Young llfen's C. A.,
Brings a note from dot breacher,
Or, by tam, dey don't blay;
Cause venever you trust dem
You don't git dot cash;
Uf all nf dose dead beats
Dey is de worst uf dot trash.
Dey haY a game uf dere own,
Unt dey calls dot pe-dro.
Vendat deacon blays mit dem
Den dey calls dat San-cho.
Somedimes dey feels gilty,
Den dey schwears by St. John
Dot dey makes dot game better
Den dey blays mit dot don.
But of all of dose games
Vat dey blays evry night,
Dere is one looks so funny
Dot I dinks don't vas right;
Dey deals round dose cards,
Den lie says vat you .pout!
Unt he says, vel I beg,
Dat dey calls seven out.
Somedimes dose little boys
Gets an old, greasy pack,
Unt dey vateh dat old man
Yen he turns him his back.
Den dey stheals dem away,
Unt dey hides in dot hedge,
Unt dey blays mit dot game,
U nt dey calls dot old sledge.
Dot game was so schtrange,
But I don't could tell why,
Dot dot two spot vas low,
But dot one spot vas high;
For dot biggest fool living
In under dot sun
Knows dot two glasses lager,
Vas better as one.
But tish sure 'bout dot game
Yot dey calls seven out,
Dot dot gam pier ven dealing
Knows vot he's about.
But Elot seven out game
Don't right to me seem,
Yen dot jack vas such fool
To be took by dot queen.
Yell! dey say vote for Garfield
But dot boom beat dem Dutch,
But if dot ish dot boom
Den I don't like him much;
I schtay in dot saloon
Until midnight is near,
Not a rowdy comes round
To buy me my peer.
Den I gets myself mad,
Unt goes my counter pehind.
I say Chake, hav a drink?
Unt I say, I don't mind;
Den I takes down dot Bourbon,
Unt I makes me a sling;
Dot vas heaven to dot tramp,
Unt vould tickle dot king.
Den I looks in dot drawer,
Unt I counts up dot cash,
Unt I foote up dot profitIt vas nothing but trash;
Yen I count. all doile nlckela,
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Unt I cmmts demagain,
It vas nothing, but nothing,
And always, de same.
Now all my good bceples
In dot city al'ound,
In all dot vide world
There don't can be found
A city with half so much
Gospel within
Vere dose beeples can !Joast
Dot dey's got so much sin.
Der reason fur dot
1 pelieve 'twas dcr trutc,
Yen a man be vas mean
He don't bav to skntc;
Unt dose Ghristians vill say
'Twas au In:fidel game,
Unt on dot poor clevil
Dey lay all dot blame.
Unt now my good friends,
Yen dot story did end,
Don't say dot poor devil
He don'tgot some frieml;
I'll tell you one and all
From dot pole to dot isthmus,
Dot dish all come· about
On dot night after Ghrismus.
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M. Gn>!tlnean bt his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
i'f.'h'g8!r"P'fp~\~
cf~·~~;
never before pub-

.Jstge':C:!w

,"{:Iter

Spirit':lalistle Workl!l,
Beyond the Veil. Claimed to be dictated by the
spirit of Paschal Beverly Randolph, aided by Emanuel
Swcdenborg, through· the mediumship of Mrs. Frances H.
~~~~~r:ilor"~nf~f~h. L~~~~.Hutchlnson, .with a oteel

Bl~~~l ~::;,~~~~:S~t~l~~!~~. '\~~f~s~scoi.fuft~r~~t~~

$1.

dl~~tr~~6e~J!,~~i~~~~!!'il~ll0t;,~ 1A~~~~~V.iRlke~

Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
'I'he Contrast: Evan;:;elicallSill and l!ilplr•
itualiSill Co111parcd. Jly Moseo Hull. Paper, 60
cents; cloth, $1.

~~'fh~Y ~~.~:.li~t ~~~~t:,'ent; or, Great Overturn·
That 'l'crrible' Question. A Radical work on
love and marriage. By Moses Hull. 10 cento.
Hereal'ter. A scientific, phenomenal, and biblical
demonstration of a fntul'e life. By D. W. Hull. Paper, 50
cents; cloth, 75 cents.

K~~~m~t~D.~~sluYrs2~~!~::.; or, the Heavenly
ltlattic's Offering. A collection of original poems
and songs. By lllattle Sawyer Hull. 25 cents.

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.
The Jamieson·Ditzler Debate. A nine
This little Instrument Is designed eopeclally to develop
days' debate on God, tile Bible, Christianity, and Liberal- writing medlumship, also to be a reliable means of com.
Ism. Between Wm. F. Jamieson and Bev. Jacob Ditzler, munlcation with the spirit world. Tbe advantages claimed
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Pro and Con ol· Sn}>ernatural Re~ ~'l~.ft?\~';,r w.~~g~~~~· ~~;:. 1~.\~~ngf~;!r:f.~,gJ ~~llg1f:J
wood. Second, Each Instrument Is sepal'atel,l' magnetized
1
to
$20
PER DAY at home. Samples worth 15 ~~lft~?!'~.u~1~~~ttl's\ f~~~~~~? 1>~~"e~~ni6'~n~ Jot~; In tile cabinet of the noted Bliss ·medlumo, of Phlladelpbla,
5
$
free. Stinson & Co., Portlan<l. Me.
and carries with It a developing lntluence from l\Ir. Bliss
50 centa.
·
and his ~plrlt guides to the purchaser. Price, 60 oenta
WEEK In yonr own tllwn. Terms and 15 <int1lt
The Truth Seeker Collection or Forms, eaob, or ftJ\00 wr do~~en.
Addl'IIS!I JAS. A. BLJBS,
$66 Atree.
B. Jil&lfett & Co .. Pbrtland, Me.
HYillil•, Rnd ReettRtton•· COnta1nlntr torma tar
718 S&nlom St., Phtladlllpb!a, Pa.

THE TR1JTH SEEKER,

Hooks for Sale by
D. M. Bennett.
VOLNEY'S RUINS; or, 1\Iedltat!on on the Revolutions
ot Empires. Translated nuder tile Immediate Inspection
of the author, from the latest Paris edition• with his notes
and mustmtiom~. To which is added, The Law of Nature,
and a short biographical notice, by Count Daru. Price, $1.
VOLNEY'S NEW RESEARCHES IN ANCIENT HIS·
TORY. Price, $1.50.
THE PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIOJ:'[ARY OF VOL.
TAIRE. Two volumes In onefcontalnlng 876 large octavo

r..~~~~~t~~~·n'i:is~ ~t,'i~.~gtn~~~rn~sin ~~~1l~ ils{f~!~i~::ee
5

htl~lug, besides the whole of the

CHRONIC DIS EASES,
J:imbraclng those of the blood and Nerves, the Dl8ease•of
en, the Disenst!s of Women, and the various causes
Physical and social, leading to them are plainly treated by
that plainest of books, PLAIN HOME TALK. EMBRAC·
ING MEDICAL COMJIION SENSE-nearly 1 oOO pages 200
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Le:Xlngton a've
New York., to whom all letters from the sick should be ad:
dressed. 1n it~ issue for Jan.19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SimKI<R thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and Ills medical publica.
tiona: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Intimately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
Imparts that he Is a man of the highest lncentlvs and
motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and improving lila fellow-beings by giving such Information as Is
well calculated to enable them to be more healthy, more
happy, and to be better nnd more useful men and women.

London e~ltlons, several
1
articles from a mn.nuscrtgt tran~:~lu.tcd several ycal't:l since ~~ t~::d~1~~cg~~g~~~~rgl~~~~~ t~~~Sifnh~~:~~gs ~~dtl!~~sba~~~·
~r.,::,f[/.~nf.\?ln~~~~~j;~;,~~~ others translated Immediately of famllles, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the great benefit they hav derived from the phya.
THE IGNORANT PHILOSOPHER, and Adventures of lologleal, h,Yglenlc, and moral lessons which be has so ably
Pythugoms In Inula. By J\1. de Voltaire. Price, 10 cents. imparted.'
Purchasers Of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to
JEHOVAH UNVEILED; or, The Character of the Jew- CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Ish Deity Delineated. ·A new and valullble book. Price, Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, postage pre.
paid, only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANTss cents.
l\IURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COJ\IPANY,
THE DEVIL'S PULPI1". By Robert Taylor, with a ED.
129 East 28th st., New York.
sketch of tile author'sllf~. Price, $2.
ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES. By Rev. Robt.
Taylor. Price, $2.

de~~~ ,?uaEE~W~is~g;~~r" J'J:f~T~Zt~;nt~ie~;~~1 g;,~~~

RADICAL AND REVOLUTIONARY!
A Shaking up of Social and Sexual
Subjects!

or el&ewhere so fully and faithfully set forth. By Rev.
Robert Taylor. Price, $2.
.

"f.~J'D~~~~~SWt.;vO.~ P~Y;it~~~~rJ.~~~~~o~Y~~f§e~·~

mons," etc. J'l'ice, $1.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURE; or. Laws of the l\Ioral

~~u8ol~hS~ ~:!,,~t~~d.A ~~wnt~~~ant:~~~~~~c! Jt~t~~:o~iit~
1

1

notes by Dlderot. Translated from the French by H. D.
Robinson. 'rwo volumes in one. !>rice, $2.
THE LETTERS TO JJ:UGENIA; or, A Presen•atlv

tt~~~~~t ,.li~Nli~~:t;~cJ~~~t~:urc~X J:ro1·~:~rdP~J 1 ~f~~

the French by Anthony C. Middleton, M.D. Price, $1.
GOOD SENSE. By Baron D'Holbach. Price, $1.
COOPER'S LECTURES ON THE SOUL. In which the
doctrln of lmmortnllty Is religiously and philosophically
considered. Price, 75 cent.s.
THE INFIDEL'S OR INQUIRJ<:R'S TEXT-BOOK, belro'\,~1~ J~~~~~~~c¥'r~~e~h!';~een lectures on the BIIJie. By
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ROBERT COOPER. Price
15 cents.
EXETER HALL. A theolog!cal romance. "One of tile
most exciting romances of the day~" Price, paper, 60
ceuts; cloth, BO cents.
THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH. ByWm.McDon.
nell, author of " Exeter Hu.U." Price, $1.50.
FAMILY CREEDS. By William McDonnell, author of
"Exeter Hu.ll." !""rice, cloth, $1.25i paper, 75 cents.
THE DOCTRIN OF INSPIBA 1'ION; being an Inquiry

PHYSIOLOGIST, 1881.

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

~~~:r o~n~0es"u~e n~r.~~tlt~· ~~~~~~~:~~h ar'r~r~~~~~. 1,-~~: a~~~n~u03r~:i~fr~dition, revised

Charles Blount, Percy Bysshe Shelley, ClauSe Arian Hel-

Paine, Baptiste de Mirnbaud, Darou D'llolbach. Robel't
T~t-ylor, Joseph llt.~.rlmr
By "Iconoclast," Collins, and
Watts. Price, 75 cents.
TALLEYRAND'S LETTER TO POPE PIUS VII. Trans·
Jatcd from tho F'ronch into Portuguese
J. Monteiro,
wahf:;o~e~~:;~~~~t~e a~~\:'or~"p~~~~. ~~ centP.· Hoblnson.

IJfiD.

ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS
AND BELH;FS, as manifested lu history and. seen by
roason. lly .Morris Einstein. Price, $1.
TESTIMONIALS TO THOMAS PAINE. Complied by
Joseph N. Moreau. Price~ 15 cents.
A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS. By Frances Wright..
~fi'l~~~~N;~ a';';~t~h;~~~tr,g~~r·~~1 g!, ~Pdg~[~s, tho Greek
HUJ\IE'S ESSAYS. Essays and treatises on various sub.
jects. By David Hume, Esq. With a brief sketch of the
author's lifo and writings, .._to Which are added dialogs
concerning natural religion. Price, $1.50.
THE KORAN. A nc\V Engllsh edition of tho Koran of
Mohammed, to which !a added the lire of 1\Iohammed, or
tho history of that doctrln whlcll wos begun and carried
on by him In Arabia. l'rlce, $2.
THE FESTIVAL OF ASHT A ROTH. A tale of Pales·
tine, founded on tho destruction of tho Moabltes by the
Jews. lly A. C. Middleton. Price, 10 cents.
THE BIBLE IN INDIA-Hlndoo Origin of Hebrew and
Christian Revelation. Translnted from ·• Lc Bible dans
Indo.:• By Louis Jacolllot. Price, $2.
'l'HE CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE
AMERICAN UEPUBLIC. By W. F. Jamieson. Price,
'1.75.
TRANCE-DYNAMIC CURE. By La Roy Sunderland.
Price of Trance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.
KNEELAND'S :t'fATIONAL HYMNS. _Price, S5 cents.

The Principle; or, Har1no·
nial Order.
By J. B. BOOZE.

Thomas Paine

~~~~~:: ft~~umentr

F. E. Abbot

W~!~~~F~hfiliPI

Voltatre
Rousseau

Emerson
GarrJson

Schiller

D. R. Burt
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Alex. Pope
Jolin Mllton
Goldsmith
Shelley
Byron
Burns

Fronde
Max Muller
Warren Chase
James ·Parton
Wm. Denton
Dr. Slade

Jefferson
John Adams

J.lll. Peebles
:!<'ranees Wright

Jackson

Prof. Flake

1r":~fr~f~on
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Ruptures Cured
By my Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in·30 Days.
Reliable references given. Bend atam~ for Circular.
say In w~Ur':f~r yo~_:::;: .W~"t.dcb':hi:W8~t ..
1St46
SmlthVllte, Jefferson Co., N, Y.

~~tt·.fr•vl•

ira~i~~ams

~:

tl~~~~·s Monument
Gerrltt Smith
Henry C. Wright
J. S. Mill
Sumner
Edgar A Poe
Greeley
Castellar
Tennyson
Darwin
Tyndall

~;.~pg;c~r

r: ld~·g:raon

~rt: ~"a':tif1:•

P. V. Nasby
Beecher
Tilton
Moulton
G. W. Curtis
Th. Nast
J. G. Bennett
Cbas . .A. Dana
Phebe Carey
Allee Carey

~~::'if.hAu.;J,~".i'ion

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

KNOW THYSELF!
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LIST OF PHOTOGRAPHS
For Sale at Tke Truth Seeker Oftlce.
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Proctor
Lucy Stone
~g'Eli."ur.:h
Julia Ward Howe
itlitN rfftlf~~· srt~huli'N.tolssoclate Editor.
Holyoakc
~~~ri·n~~:ils
Ingersoll
Mary F. Davis
Underwood
Emma H. Britten
JANUARY NUMBER NOW READY.
Mend
urn
Elmlna D. Slenker
Fewer Children n.nd Better,
Seaver
Susan H. Wixon
Femlnln Follles and Foibles,
L. Colby
D. M. Bennett
Dr. Hare
W. S. Bell
Tbe Prevention of Conception,
Judge
J.
W.•Edwarda
J.
C. Bundy
1\iust the Chinaman Go?
Lizzie Doten
S. S. Jones
The Social Evil,
Mrs. J. Conant
Asa K. Butts
The Jews,
Dr.11ary E. Walker (full fig.) W. F. Jamieson
Geo. Francis Train
Kersey Graves
Ruin,
Are some of the subjects taken up and tr.eated in a way to H.L. Green
del!ght the understandlnX of whoso readeth. $1.50 a year.
Sam!'J~fcoplcs 15 c~~;~ness 'Kl~~~"ger, ~Hi{~~~~E~:Ns.

Single badge, $1.50; club of one.half
dozen, to OJ;).e address, $8.40: club of one
dozen or more, to one address, $1.85 each.
One badge free for a club of 15~ two free
for a club of 25. Badges of solid gold.
Packages registered and postage paid.
Remit by post·ollice order or registered
~~?~W~l~.g t~~ l\~~~u~~~t~;,fi~s~i::'ct~~~g~~~ ~t.'lt.~1~:~~::.~
lettter, and mention this paper.
bent of St. l:lnysostom's church, Evcrtou, Liverpool,
N. B.-The above are net prices, withEngland. Pl'lce, ¥1.50.
out discount or variation.
MAN'S NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT. By Henry
Address
the
origlnatl'U'lJ'~ £a~'ii't1'r'h:miLL,
George Atkinson, F. G. S., and HnlTiet Martineau. Price,
$1.50.
smeow51
West Richfield, Summit county, Ohio.
HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL OF NICE, A. D. 825,
with a Life of Constantine the Great, and a general exhl·
bltlon of the Christian religion· In the days of the early
Manltattan Medical Institute.
Fathers. By Dean Dudley • .l'rlce, $1.
HEBOINES OF FREETHOUGHT, containing Blo· Establfshed 1865. Incorporated In acco!'dance wtth the
laws of the state of New York. Thts tnstitute, so long
L'i-'f.~;~11~~t~~;:wr:;o£"ei~fc~~l~~75~emaic writers. By and hvorably kn&wn under the ~uperintendence of Dr.
Klng~t since 1865, Is located at 317 East 14th street, a few
THE RAINBOW CREED. By the author of "Where doors east from Second avenu~, New Yor~. Having be~n
are my HornsY" Price, $1.50.
engaged in the special practtcc of treatmg chronlC diS·
RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. The origin of all religious eases for over thirty years, Dr. Ktuget is able to concentrate ~is long experience for the benefit of biB pntlents,
:3~~~:.rpt;g:;~tlb~ f~~~\~~~f~~g~e~~~u~Asc~o~~~h~i$1. many of whom arc located In evcrr st:tte of the Uniou, tile
Dominion of Canada, and the Brittsll Isles. Dr. Kinget, a
THE APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT, being all the graduate
of King's College, London, England, is the
author of "Medical Good Sense,"" Sexual Philosophy,"
f~1~~~~~~1il~~~sc:~~u~f~sc~ T1g~~~ 6\~;Ts~1;rsn;P~~~f~~~~~~ "The
La.w of Population," and is editor of the
their companions, and not included in the New Testament Health Natural
Joumal. This Institute Is conducted by a staff of
by Its compliers. Price, $1.25.
0
1
0
APPLES OF GOLD. A story book for boys and girls. ~fJ:~~~~c;tte~~f~nuioPlfr~s~~~~~:'Jl of:ti Jft~ b~riCwfj¥~~
By Miss Susan H. 'Yixon. Price, $1.25.
EASES of BOTH SEXES in separate departments. The
QUEEN MAB, with Notes. By Percy B. Shelley. Price, Institute is well known to many leadmg physicians, t.o
whom reference ca.n be made, who 'Yill giv astiurance that
50 cents.
all patients will be treated skllfully and honorably.
HISTORY OF MOSES, AARON, JOSHUA, and others, Among
other diseases of a chronic nature, special attendeduced from a review of the Bible. Also remarks on tile tion is c:iven
here to those of the nervous system, as Sell!motals of the Old and New TC8tament, and some of the inal Weakness,
Nervous Exhaustion, Impotency, Eptancient philosophers. By J.l\1. Dorsey. Price~
cents.
lepsy Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, Kidneys, and Skinl
STUDYING THE BIBLE; or, Brief Criticisms on Some ~yph!Utic and Scrofulous diseases, and all Diseases of
or the Principal Scripture Texts. By Ehnina Drake
women. 'Qnestio~d.}~~s~nva~~sR~e~iffd~T~ tf.B~ication.
Slenker. Price. 75 cents.
Sm50
817 East 14th street, N;Y.
REASON, THE ONLY ORACLE OF MAN; or, a Com·
pendlous System of Natural Religion. By Col. Ethan
Allen. Price, 50 cents.
A LEGACY TO THE FRIENDS OF FREE DISCUS·
SlON. By Ben/am!n Offen, formerly Lecturer of the
Society of Mora Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, N~w
York. Price, $1.
THE BIBLE OF RATIONAL MIND AND RELIGION,
Rational Religion and morals. By Thomas J. Vadlen,
M.D., of St. Louis, Mo. Price, $8.
HELVETIUS; or, The True Meaning of the System ot
Nature. Translated from the French. Price, 20 cents.
DIVINE AND. MOBAL WORKS OF PLATO. Trans·
lated from tile original Greek. With Introductory dissertatfous u.nd notes. Price, $2.50.
e errors
close
8lic..'ltion t.o
may
restored
THE PROPHET OF NAZARETH; or, A Critical InB. L. Price, $4.
·
HALF HOURS WITH SOME ANCIENT AND MODERN
CELEBRATED FREETHINKERS: Thomas Hobbes, Lord

j

"Some Mistakes

or Moses."

This volume Is printed on toned paper,:ln clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound in muslin. containing 2i5
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal points that Mr. Ingersoll has made against the l'entateueh in all his lectures on

~~s~~~~r~ctinc~~~Et!~fi~~t!r~~gt ~~W~4~:~~ ~~~Jeg;~t~~~s~Yf

Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.
life, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
Medic!n Chief from happy hunting grounds. He
say he love white chiefs and squaws. He tra'f'el

~~:c~~r:~~t !';,~ ~~riirf~e~o. HID'mb~a~~~

show him healing power. :Make sick people well.
Where paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
right away. ~o wampum for three moon.
This spirit message was fu:st published in " i\Und
and Matter," January 10, M. s. 32, with the an·
nouncement that magnetized paper would be sent
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
to be healed, also to those that desired to be devol·
oped as spirit mediums, for three months for three
three-cent stamps. The three months closed with
the following result: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
paper by mail, one thousand persons hav received
it at the office; and the hundreds of testimonials
that hav been received of its wonderful work in
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav faithfully kept
promises. From January loth, l\f. S. 32, to January
lOth, M. S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for this
paper, and thousands hav been benefited by its
use. That all may hav an opportunity to test the
merits of the paper, the price for the future will be
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents;
twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
piece if you can. .Address James A. Bliss, 713 Sausom stl·eet, Philadelphia, Pa.

only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while th~re are two
hundred and seventy-five pages in the book JUst issued.
Cori'espondence
The lJook is unanswerable in 1ts facts and logic, inimitable
in its style. and tilled with wit, satire, eloquence. and Wanted by a Liberal German of very Liberal education
pathos.
with a lady of means entertaining Liberal views. Object.
matrimony. Address, HENRY GILDEMEISTER,
Bunker Hill, 1\Iacoupln Co., lll.
"The Gods and Other Lectures." 4tl
CONTE~"'TS.- u The
Gods." ... Humboldt," .. ,;r'hm~nas
Paine," u Individu<!lity," "Heretics and Heretiiea. Prlce,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 00 cents.

"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."

Medical Works Sold at this Office.
Eating for Strent,h· By M. L. Holbrook. Price $1.

:M~l~~6\~~~0 il:i~.£~in:P~i~ttf1~r2~re of N en-ousne~s. By

th~~~eCa~~:; ~~~~e~t1~~~~dDC~~:~s~y ~¥~L:S:Jigfbar~~i!

1

Col'iTE~TS.- 11 The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man1 'Voman,
Price, $1.
and Child" u Declaration of Independence," .. }t'arming_in 1\I.D.
Parturition Without Pain; or, A Code of Directions for
IIUnois," 'u Speecll at Cincinnati," ''The Pa~t Rises .He- Avoiding
most of the Pains and Dangers of Chlld·Bearlnc.
fore Me Like a Dreo~m." Price~ cloth, $1.2a; paper, 50 By M. L. Holbrook.
Price, $1.
cents.
Aids
to
Family
Government; or, From the Cradle to the
Both volumes bound in one, Price, paper, $1.00.
sc~~~O.::lt a:d Nrc:~}{~ ~~{~fa1 ;~~c~cY:~;i]c50~f:c: c~;~~~:
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
ta±~;hM~~a~l~~~-J~~~· ~~xes. By Mrs. E. B. Dutrey.
By the celebrated sculptor Clark illi!IJ!.
Price, $1.
Cabiuct size, price, $2.50. Neatly ~mcked and boxed ol~~~a}~~a!~~.flil tr~~~~~~fifna~~;;gro:: Effj'"~~~~~
ready for shipment. Every admirer of this great Apostle Trail, M.D. Price, $1.
of Liberty should hav at least one.
What Our Girls Ought to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley.
PHOTOGBAPHS OF l\IR. INGERSOLL,
Price, $1.25.
The better Way; an Appeal to Men !n Behalf of Human
By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, ~t the fol· Culture
through a Wiser Parentage. By A. E. Newton.
lowing prices:
Price I paper covers, 25 cents; cloth~ 60 cents. 12 copies by
mail, papCl' COVCl'St $2.
~ ;~~~~: g~/~~,iesize ;. • .. .. ~
~ ~ ce~ts
The School Garden. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 cents.
5 copies, $2; 12 coplee, $4.
Life-size Lithograph, 21x27
•
50 ..
Postage P•id.
D. 1>,1. BENNETT,
fo~'i\~~rt?;~~g!(inh"~art~~Ve':,~~~~·"fi; ~~l'lre::.r.:.n~~l~c:.
00 cents.
141 Eighth street, New York.
The Philosophy of Human Beauty; or, Hints Toward

8
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MRS. ANNA CONNELL'l''S

Improved Redemption,
The Only Gray Hair Restorativ
in the lJiarket Without Lead,
Silver, or Sulphur.

10

P~:~·k~:~~~~ <l'oof1J~:· ~~c'l,Y;:,· M~1~~"Jo$~es, 1\I.D.
Price, 30 cents.
Ve(;letarianlsm the Radical Cure for Intemperance .. By
Harriet P. Fowler. Price, SO cents.
ln~W:lf.o ~~ r,-;.~,l."I~~~-1(;\~~~g~. ~~tt~n'f,~~l.l $~~£.Keep.

THE GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

und enlarged, just published. It ts a. standnrd medical work, the best in th<: EngIt Is warranted to restore the grayest hair In three days
lish Iu.nguage, written by a. pllystcirm of great e:x?er1ence,
to whom was awarded a gold a net jeweled medal by the to Its original color. It stops the hair from falling, and
Natioual MedicAl Association. It t~ont.ains beautiful and
v~ry expensiv engravJngs. Three hundred pages, more makes it grolt; Cures all scalp diseases, numbness, etc.
than fifty valuable ·prescr1ptious for nll forms ot pl'eYalliug
Large pnckages, that will last you one year, $1.00, the
disease, the result of many years of ext~uslv and successful pl't\ctice. either one of which Is wot th. ten t,im~s the powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any ad·
priCe of the book. Bound in French cloth, price only $1,
sc¥h~~~i~~R 01~~~eitdSays: 11 No person should be wl\~out dress on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular.. There Is no
this valuable book. The author Is a noble benefactor.
Au illustrated sample sent to all on receipt of 6 cents for trouble or expense In making. Address
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
postage.
The author refers by permission to Han. P. A. BISSELL ,
M.D., President of the Natlopal Medical A~oclatlon.
45 Bond street, New York.
Address Dr. W. H. PARKER
No 4 Bulfinch street, Boston,
L.
N. B.-This preparation will change red or sandy hair to
111
~~~;, author may be consulted
a. beautiful brown, and no _detection of arti will make it
on all diseases requiring sklll
and experience.
look perfectly natural. Has the same effect on the eye.
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THYSELF
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In some cases of this kind

PREVENTION

brows; wlll make them dark and heavy. One application
Smo2

will convince you.

is better than curc."-Samuel Colgate•s Pamplllet.J'· 7.
fAnd atlll the United States Bevlsed Statutes 8,893, page
71lil amended July 12. 1876, and tho state laws, make It
I am prepared and will send to any one address,
punishable by line and Imprisonment to mall or deal In any
at·tlcle, or prescribe such, fol' preventing conception.]
direct from my office, one sheet of ''Black-foot's"
But that simple cleanser, destgucd und sold solely and l\Iagnetized Paper, posta.ge paid, every week for
only for p~rposes of personal purity, preservation of
one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
health, and prevention of disease, which
cents; three months for one do~ar. Address, with
Anthony (:onutock !ilet out to Sup· aruonnt
mclosed, James A. Bliss, 713 Sansom st.,
press,
Philadelphia, Pa.
bringing It before

A. Proposition.

Three Grand .Jtu•ic!!,
and which has now become celebrated as the

(:Ol.ti~TO(:K Sl'RINGE,
cannot come within the provisions of said federal or state
statutes. Over 1,000 sold In the last year. The

SINGLE AND MARRIED MEN
Should rea<! the prelnde to

MEDICAL COOD SENSE,

A scientific treatls on eexnal and other diseases, e~o'jln~
the true nature and best metboda of treatment,< er vo
gotten up In this generation. Sent, securelY boxed, with from a successful practice of thlrty•ilve years. Price, 10
special Instructions. Confidenthtl terms to agents. Price cents.
flO Address
SAM. H. PBESTON,
OOtf
:l09 West Slth st., N.Y.

Greatest Godl!lcnd to the Sex

Dollday Presents Given A way:

Showing the System, Origin, and Development Through·
out all tile Moral, Pllyslcal, and Jlletaphyslcal World•·
IN TWO PARTS.
Price, 00 cents.

The Freethinkers' Badge Pin· for three eubscrlbers, or
(:orre~pondence Wanted.
com lete Illustrated Works of all the Poets, gold binding
A gentleman with a good bome wishes to correspond and ~old edges (postage on book 10 cents), for two BUll·
scrlbers
to
with ladles forty or ilfty yearn of
Object, to find a
DR. KINGET'S HEALTH JOURNAL,
GREAT PANORAbriC ILLUMINATIV AND ILLUB· llfe·partner. Materialistic vle'S"Al1'1~Lefl:WbMAN
TRATIV SCENES OF "THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
At oo oents per annum. Also ruuetroted Dictionary, or
1m50
Campbell H!U, Ul.
HARMONIAL ORDER."
Burns' Liberal Son_g Book, for one subsori~<;\;;A.Nsaymple
OENTRAL PUBLISHING CO'-UL
,
BY J. B· BOOZE,
A WEEK e12 a day at home easllv ma<le. Costl;y ir~·
s17 East tfth street, New York.
outfit free. True & Co., Aucusta, :Maine.
:r~r Sale by D. M. BENNETT.

"f."'

$72

BonRlD DEATII OF A BELIEVER t:S GHoSTS.-" 0 my, rse
Jest hf.(lrd om of dem G-JI.O.S.T staries 'bout P>·of. rntelna's
Gh{)St, and dt. Devil catch me sw·e."

BY M. BABCOCK.
Price, 25 cents.

For sale by D. 111. BENNETT.
U1 Eighth Street.

MACHINERY.

Band, Foot and P~wer Prcese11. Die Work of all klna
:PerforaUng Die• G Speoio.Uy.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31 SpruoeSt...LY,
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.As THE twig is bent the boy is inclined to shoot 1 Discussion on Prayer. Bennett and two Clergy.
IF it is not right, do not do it; if it is not true, do
out the door.
not say it.-.Antoninu8.
·
men .....•..........•.....•.......................
SAILORS had rather" double the horn" oa shore ~ :fg~ 8fg'ifn~kg~~~~-n. Be~nett:::::::::::::::::: ·
llfAKE friends and you will hnv friends. J\fake
9 The Story of the Flood.
"
....... : ......... .
enemies and you will lutv enemies.-Anon.
than at sea.
[tg~l\t~an~r.~~~~~ft1llbira~. ne;lnett:::::::.::~
THE Detroit P'ree Press asks, " ls a clothing store a
EVERY religion that casts •t shadow over the
12 Balaam and his .Ass.
"
•..........
14
soul or tends to produce a gloomy stat~ of mind is coterie, a pnntry, or a yestry:"
18 Arraitnment of Prtestcru.ft.
.......... .
an offshoot of some form of devil-worship-is
8~'iu1;t~~l~~~~~le Ike. Sy}lhers::::::::::::::::::
THE first .American inscription put npon the obhell-engendered and false.-Utre1ws.
elisk will be, •· Post no bills."

~

2

THE most powerful being on earth is man; the
WHAT this oountry wants is less politics and
most beautiful is woman. The graces unite in her; more pumpkin pies.-Elmira P1ree Press.
in him the forces. He loves her as the embodiRUNNI:NG your business is very much like courtment of all the virtues; she worships him as the
ing a girl. No one else cm1 boss the job but yourincarnation of omnipotence.-.Anon.
self.
ONE world at a time-this is my doctrin. It is
SOME folks are unfortunately three-handec!. They
sald in the New Testament, "Sufficient unto the
day is the evil thereof," and I say, sufficient unto hav a right hand, a left lmnd, and a little behind
each world is the evil thereof. And suppose, after hand.
J\fRS. P ARTI:NGTON suid that a gentleman laughed
all, that death does end all. Next to eternal happiness, next to being forever witl1 those we love so heartily that she feured he woulcl bnrst his JOCUand those who hav loved us, next to that is to be lar vein.
wrapped in the dreamless dralJcry of eternal
PATRICK
the Zebra: ·• Phut kine! of a baste is
peace.-Jngf1'soll.
that-the mule wid his ribs on tllC outsicle o~ his
IT would be more consiotent with intellectual or shkin intoirly !"
·
spiritual freedom to liv under the whole ;\Iosaic
A CINCINNATI dyer recently went insane from
routine of external practices, than un<ler the obli- political excitement. We snppose the more he
gation of receiving the philosophy, history, chrored the madder he got.
nology, and astronomy of the Bible. Whoever
A YOUNG lady on being aske<l. where hct· nativ
does not feel this cannot be a judge of this question. :Mental freedom-the right to giv free scope place was, 1·eplied, "I hav none; I am the daughto the noblest powers of his nature-woul<l. be a t€r of a Methodist minister."
dead letter to such a man. -J. Blanco TVkite.
A bU.N who has ridden in a country stage-coach
THE:&E arc some opimons in which a man should knows how cream feels when it is being churned
stand neuter [neutral?], wit,hont engaging his as- into butter.-Boston Transclipt.
sent to one side or the other. Such a· hoveliug
A LITTLE boy being told by his mother to take a
faith as this, which refuses to settle upon any de- powdershchadprepared, he exclai.mecl: "Powder,
termination, is absolutely necessary in a mind that powder, mother"! I ain,t a g?n.,
is careful to avoid errors and prepossessions.
ON being asked whether he was guilty, a New
When the arguments press equally on both sides
in matters that are indifferent to us, the safest York criminal answered, ''l guess I am, judge, but
method is to glv up ourselvs to neither.-Addison. I'd like to be tried all the same."

01;

SoME modern apologists are fond of arguing that
Christianity was revolting to the ordillary mind,
in order to p•·ove that its success was miraculous.
They are afraid to admit that it was adapte<l. to the
wants of the time lest its growth should be regarded as spontaneous. And therefore do their
best to prove that human nature is naturally revolted by purity and humility, just as Warburton
declared it to be so corrupt that nothing but the
fear of hell could preserve it from utter decay.-

l\IR. BUDD asked her, "Rose, wilt thou be mine?"
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Rose answered, " I am sorry it cannot be, for a 64
rose cannot be turned into a bud."
65
66
"Do wE eat too much ?" askecl the Detroit Free 67
Press, am! out of :five dozen boarding-house keep- 68
ers sixty answered in the aftirmativ.
69

"DARN the newspapers; why can't they leave
such items out?" exclaimed an undertaker when
he read an article warning people not to eat green
Leslie Stephw.
fruit.
"llrERCY !" exclaimed an old lady, on :first seeing
THERE is no doubt that a judgment may be
formed of nature in general from looking at each an engraving of the passage of the Red Sea by the
nature in its most perfect specimens; and what is children of Israel; "mercy I what a famlly that
a more perfect speciman of a man than those are manhadl 1 '
who look on themselvs as born for the assistance,
l\IA:to.-y physicians claim that intemperance is a
the protection, and the preservation of others? disease. It must be contagious then; at any rate a
Hercules has gone to heaven; he never would hav man who gets drunk usually catches it when he
gone thither had he not whilst among men made
goes home.
that road fo1• himself. These things are of old
L."' a severe gale a lady asked a neighbor if he
date, and hav, besides, the sanction of uni\-ersal
was not afraid his house would blow away. "Oh,
religion.-Cicero.
no," was the answer, "the mortgage on it is so
All the alleged properties of the soul, whence its heavy as to make it impossible.'.'
immortality is deduced, are most arbitrarily at"WHEN I was your age," said old farmer Brown,
tributed to it. We hav learned from closer observations in the domain of psychology that the ''I rose 'vith the lark.''
u
I be8.t you clear out of sight,, said Tom, wearibody and soul, even if we continue to distinguish between them as to separate essences, are ly and triumphantly," I've been up all night with
nevertheless so nearly united, the so-called soul so him.''
entirely conditioned by the nature and circum"JoHN, why was you so late last night?" "It
stances of its material organ, the brain, that its wan't so very late-only a quarter of twelve."
continuance is unimaginable without it. , . A "Oh, how dare you sit there and say that? I was
thing so closely and completely bmmd to a physical awake when you came in, anditwasthree o'clock."
organism can as little exist after the latter's de- "Well, isn't tll_ree a quarter of twelve?"
etruction as the center of a circle can exist after
A wAG circulated a report that a certain rich old
the dissolution of the circumference.-Sirauss.
farmer had been "running rapidly through his
IF Noah's righteousness sufficed for his salva- property." The farmer called on him to "retract
tion, why were his family equally admitted to the slander," when the wag said he saw him "runfavor? That they were not guiltless beings is ap- ning through his property " with his brindle bull
parent from the patriarch, i=ecliately tl'lat the after hinl.
judgment was over, :finding cause for cursillg one
WHY HE COULDN'T DRINK IN COMFORT,
of the three lJranches of which it consisted. There
" Is this a barroom ?" ·asked a strapping fellow in
was partiality in excepting these sinners, as there
was in making exceptions among the animal a coonskin cap and a butternut suit, as b,e eyed the
tribes, if they were justly liable. And what a con- pile of glasses and glittering bottles.
"Certainly, sir; what'll you hav, sir?" answered
fused lesson hav we from the constrnctiv sentence,
the harmless animals suffering because of guilty and inquired tile white-aproned attendant.
"I reckon not," responded the coonskin, glancman and the guilty family saved because of the
righteousness of one of them I The judgment was, ing around suspiciously. "'Vhere's the barrels
you
sit on ?11
moreover, wholly ineffectual as a remedial meas"We keep the barrels in the cellar."
ure. Wbat was to be gained by sweeping off one
"Where's the gang sittin' around the stove and
wicked generation, to renew the earth with fresh
generations of inevitable sinners 1 .And why if ready to waltz up at the sight of. coin?"
"We don't allow any sitting armmd here. When
the judgment was suitable for cmTection should the
divinity hav pledged himself never to repeat it? a gentleman drinks he goes out."
"Whm·e's the man with his eyes gouged out 1"
The gullt must recur and why not the punishment !-Strange's "Legends oj the o&d Testament "
demanded coonskin, in a whisper.
"We don't hav any such parties here. Can I do
RIGHT generation and right living are the foun- anything fm· you?"
dation stones of all organizations. We cannot
"Ain't yo11 got any odd noses somewhere 1" asked
hav good workers unless they are born good, and the visitor, with a worried expression.
then properly reared and carc<l -for. .And where,
"No, \Ve havn't," responded the barkeeper,
then, is the impropriety of this "plank" in a really :firmly.
broad and liberal platform ? While life is such an
"Will the man who tomahawks strangers be in
abundant principle, or property of matter, it is directly?" interrogated coonsldn after a short
absolutely necessary there should be some check pause.
·
to the increase of the human family just as there
"Don't lmow any such man. 1f you want anyis to all other forms of life-animal or vegetable. thing, ask for it."
There are few animals who would not in time
"But the fellow that shoots the glass out of your
overrun the earth were not the increase checked, mouth without spilling the p'ison.; where might
and the same of plants. If any single variety ~~r
.
could produce to its utmost capacity, and under
"Perhaps you had better go away from here. I
the most favorable circumstances, it would mo- think yon had better go out."
nopolize the whole earth to the exclusion of all
"Say them words again, pardner. That sounds
other living identities. Now science am! knowl- like it. That's natural."
edge are all the time removing the obstacle3 to
" Get out, or I'll throw yon out."
man's health, improvement, and long life, and
"Oh, now you're whisperin', stranger! Fling
making it easier for him to "perpetuate and in- it ovm· to me. Club me once or twice. Put a bulcrease," as well as to prolong individual lives, and let through this nigh lung. You're a shoutin' now.
the day is rapidly approaching when something
Gimme some judgment sunrise. Talk to me again.
will hav to be done to" check the increase," if we Why didn't yon declare yourself at :first, pnrdnm· 1
would hav a world of joy, happiness, and intelliW!JY clid yonlwid hack? Throw me the tan hark."
gence, instead of one of misery, want, woe, strife,
And hcpouredoutanallopathicdose and downed
and starvation, where a favored and lucky few it, paid for it, and walked off.
would be enabled to hav enough to eat, to say
A mmmtaln man can't enjoy his whisky in a barnothing of all the comforts and luxuries now so
room that doesn't in eome way remind hinl of
abundant and desirable.-Elmtna D. Slen!w-.
home.
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1/Jolts and Qllippinys.
ON the 28th of last month took place the
thirty-fourth case of cremation at Gotha.
The first occurred on the lOth of December,
1878.
THE exports of grain from the port of New
York during the year 1880 reached 107,000,000 bushels, an excesil of nearly 18,000,000
bushels over the exports of any previous yeur.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH, who has been challenged to fight a duel by M. Laisant, of Paris,
offers to submit the question of his acceptance
of the challenge to the decision of a jury of
honor.
THE Chicago T1il>UTM thinks that there are
no grounds for a Chinese labor scare. In a
population of 684,000 in California there are
less than 80,000 Chinese, and the number is
rs.pidly diminishing.
M. D. CoNWAY writes from London that
English ladies at present dress in much better
taste than their American cousins. Their
toilets are not so loud now, and in elegance
eclipse those of the Parisians.
THE authorities in London recently sent a
detectiv to Mr. Bradlaugh to inform him that
they were in· possession of sworn information
that there was a plot to assassinate him. The
person who gav the information said that he
had ever heard a party of foreigners arranging
to kill Mr. Bradlaugh on his way home from
the House of Commons.
A. NUT for Vanderbilt to crack. If the birds
could think, what would they think of us under the present relations of labor to capital?
Why, precisely what we should think of the
birds if we saw one crow sitting amid a heap
of grain so large that he could not eat it in a
thousand years and a host of half-starved
birds slaving themselvs to death to add to his
pile.
THE Rev.· Dr. McCosh of Princeton takes a
more hopeful view of things than some of his
brethren. He is not alarmed by the presence
of Agnosticism, Materialism, and pessimism.
In a recent Monday lecture at Boston. he bade
the doubting Down-East saints take fresh
courage. "The time for reaction has come,"
he said. "We are at the darkest hour. I am
looking for the sun to rise.''

New- York, Saturday, January 22, 1881.

some quarrel or other, after making it a very
uncomfortable place for the newcomers and
others over whom he has tyrannized.
FRANK LAMBERT accused his uncle, the Rev.
Wm. G. Browning, who was executor of the
estate of Mr. Lambert's grandfather, Wm.
Browning, of having frimdulently induced him
(Lambert) to sell his interest in the partition cf
his grandfather's real estate for $10,000,
knowing such interest to be worth $20,000.
Judge Lawrence, in Supreme Court, Special
Term, yesterday, in a suit by Mr. Lambert
against the Rev. Mr. Browning, gave judgment requiring the latter to pay the difference
between the price he gave and the actual value
of his nephew's share.
THE progress of languages spoken by different peoples is said to be as follows : English,
which at the commencement of the century
was spoken by only 22,000,000, is now spoken
by 90,000,000; Russian by 68,000,000 instead
of 80,000,000; German by 66 million instead
of 88 million; Spanish by 44 million instead
of 82 million; Italian by 80 million instead of
18 million; Portuguese by 18 million instead of
8 million. This is for England an increase of
810 per cent; fQr Russia, 110 per cent; for
Germany, 70 per cent; for Spain, 86 per cent,
ete. In the case of France the increase ha.s
been. from 44 million to 46 million, or 86 per
cent.
THE spiritual materialization business goes
on briskly. Mrs. Crindle is the latest medium
to astonish the believers. A. feature of her
wonders is the variation in the sizes of the dead
persons who appear. The Boon.er of Light
says : " One of the forms was that of a child
about four years of age, with the most exquisit
face poet's or painter's fancy could embody in
verse or put on canvas. It!! baby prattle and
singing were quite bewildering a.s its childish
accents ros_e and fell in the' Sweet By and Bv.'
A. majestic form of exqnisit mold and fine proportions, beautifully arrayed in white satin
and pearls, with a diadem on her head, was
announced as the Empress Josephine." Another of Mrs. Crindle's ghosts is a gentleman
who talks through a trumpet.
A.N association of physicians in Hamburg
hav been studying the case of Kobelkow, a
Russian, who was born without arms or legs,
or anything to supply their places except a
very short stump attached to the right shoulder, yet who can drink, eat; lire off pistols,
thread needles, and even write. Indeed, he can

THE truth is that the supposed natural
wealth of Central Africa has no existence. The write so well that for a year and a half he
acted as copyist in Russian employ. A.ll this
East African expedition has done great good he acquired the ability to do with his mouth,
by bringing this fact to the knowledge of the aided by the stump dependent from his right
civilized world. The clear and positiv evidence ·shoulder. Although by·birth such a monstroswhioh it affords on the subject will tend to pre- ity, Kobelkow does not present a repulsivspecvent waste of money, waste of effort, and waste tacle. He has always been in good health,
of life in enterprises which would certainly cheerful, rather pleased to see the interest that
prove futil in such a field.-Sun.
· besides, happily married
he awa.kens,.and is,
IT is a poor rule that will not work both and the father of two sturdy children.
EvERY now and then some orthodox newsways. The proposition of "the Essex County
Grand Jury to re-establish the whipping-post paper points with an appearance of pions
for wife-beaters has a good deal of justice in exultation to the fact that New England Uniit. The gentlemen who amuse themselvs ta.rianism is no longer making any converts to
staving their spouses' ribs in and decorating speak of. The implication is that Unitariantheir persons with bruises and stripes would ism, as a working religion, is a failure. But
not be so liberal in these demonstrations if what, then, are we to think of orthodox New
they knew they would receive a taste of the England Congregationalism? From figures
same treatment themselvs. The lash for the published in the Christian Mirror, it appears
wife-beate; has proved valuable in England. that of ten financially prosperous C1mgrega•
Why should it not here ?
tional churches in the state of Maine, three did
THE Rev. Mr. Shorey, in a Sermon preached not receive a single new member last year, five
in Boston Music Hall, said, " The political received one new member apiece, one received
bosses are not more exacting or jealous of their three new members, and the tenth church repowers than the religious bosses in the church- ceived four. That is to say, these ten churches,
es.'' He gave this as one of the reasons why with educated and eloquent pasters, with the
many people stay away from church. There approved machinery of Sunday preaching,
are many instancee in ·which a cheap sort of Sunday-schools, prayer-meetings, and pastoral
tyrant, who could not anywhere else find a visitations,' with an aggregate membership- of
chance to rule, acquires a certain amount of 2,226, hav only twelve new members to show
superiority over his brethren, and beoomes for the work of twelve months. A.t this rate
what Brother Shorey call a "religious boss.'' the I71AUpcndent estimates that religion-we
There is more of the " boss " in the nature of take it to mean the orthodox Congregational
s~oh a man than there is of pure and undefiled variety-will beo&me extinct in these Maine
religi(.\n He generally gets the church into oommunities in two generations. Here is a
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state of things that might well hav more seri·
ous comideration than it has yet received at
the hands of the assemblies, conferences,
synods, councils, presbyteries, and preachers'
Monday meetings.-Sun.
THE embellishment emblazoned on the cover
of a domestic missionary journ8J. is intended
to convey the idea of an angel relieving the
necessities of poor orphans. The angel wears
large spreading wings like thase of a goose.
On her head is a great round bread plate, intended either for a hat or for a halo of glory.
Beside her stand two children. In her right
hand is a bowl of porridge with which she
covers the face of one child, and from which
she makes him drink in a way calculated to
choke him. In the other hand she holds the
nose and chin of the other child in such a
manner as to indicate her desire to close his
mouth and nostrils, and thus asphyxiate the
lad. But as the picture is labelled " Charity,"
it is evident that the intentions of the angel
are better than at first sight they seem.
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THE ice harvest on the Hudson is the best for
fifteen years.
FoRTY-oNE deaths from diphtheria occurred
in Brooklyn within a week.
FoUR murderers were hanged in Pennsylvania and New Jersey on the 18th inst.
THE steamer Arizona which arrived Monday
brought to this port $500,000 in gold.
MRS. DR. CARTER, sister of Col. Robert G.
Ingersoll, died of apoplexy in Erie, Pa.

TALMAGE's son, a young lawyer, is dead and
buried. The father feels the bereavement
acutely.
TAMPico, Mexico, is said to be reduced to
great straits for food, not having a pound of
flour in the city.
NEW JERSEY is a very pious state. A. man
has been arrested in Ocean Grove for driving
HAvANA is said to be the least religious of fast on Sunday when going for a doctor.
civilized cities. There are in that city a numA. DisEAsE called the black plague has broken
ber of old church buildings which are used for out in Lloyd's neck, Long Island, among the
storehouses and cigar factories. The cathedral, swine. Several deaths occur among them
in which are said to be the bones of Christo- daily.
pher Columbus, might be supposed to be wellattended, even if only by strangers visiting it . MR. J. B. BRowN, a wealthy banker of
from curiosity. But even in this remarkable Portland, Maine, aged seventy years, fell upon
old sanctuary the congregation does not aver- the slippery sidewalk and the fall caused his
age more than thirty persons. The strangers death.
THE house G>f Timothy Given, near Rockin Hf!>vana do not generally inquire for churches
on Sunday as they do in other cities. There ville, Md., took fire about midnight of the 12th,
is no register of the churches kept at the ho- and an old man and two boys were burnt to
tels, and when an exceptional hotel guest hap- death.
pens to ask a hotel clerk where to go to church
A. LARGE barn in Lancaster county, Pa.., was
that official opens his eyes in astonishment, as fired by an incendiary and fine imported Jersey
if he only imperfectly understood what a cattle valued at fifty thousand dollars were
church is, and why any body should want to roasted alive.
go to one.
MRs. KATE LErniNGER has been arrested for
THE religious statistics of the Maine legisla- having two husbands. What can the foolish
ture ought to attract general attention. They woman want of two husbands when one is
show the religious status of New England. It often too many ?
is the drift period in New England theology.
THE Ansonia alock company's factory was
One hundred and eighty-two members comburi;J.ed, at a loss of forty thousand dollars.
pose the Senate and House. Of these only
This is the second fire they hav sustained witheighteen, or one in ten, are orthodox Congrein four months.
·
gationalists, accepting the original New EngA.
BOY
in
Philadelphia,
three years old, heatland faith. Nevertheless, only seven of the
18~ were born outside of the state.
N ativ ed a poker aiid thrust it down the throat of an
stock, but an alien creed, accortiing to the infant, killing it. This is the youngest murPlymouth Rock standard. If these eighteen derer on record.
Puritans were disposed to persecute, as did
OYSTERS do not like petroleum. Many in
their anceRtors of notable memory, they would the vicinity of Hunter's Point, L. I., are refind a fair assortment of victims among their ported dead from the effects of the refuse from
fellow-members, namely, sixteen Baptists, the oil refineries.
three Quakers, three Churchmen, and one
THE weather has been colder in Mexico then
Roman Catholic. More than thirty of these
legislators hav no religious preferences; more ever before known. Ice froze in the rivers two
than thirty are universalists, while of the col- inches thick. Similar reports come from all
lege graduates in the legislature, about twenty parts of the south.
in all, only three are Congregationalists.
THE Western Union and the American Union Telegraph companies hav consolidated,
J. MARTIN, in the New York Sun, under the monopoly being thereby increased. They hav
head of "A.n A.dmoni tion to the Clergy," goes been skinning each other, but now they will
on a.s follows: "Modern evangelists, surroundskin the people.
ed with gr~ndeur and magnificence, with palaCoNsiDERABLE excitement exists in Washingtial mansions to reside in, well clad and fed,
ascend to their cosy pulpits on Sunday and ton over the taxing of nearly half a million
preach humility and self-abnegation. They dollars' worth of church property. The pious
exhort you to feel contented with the sphere portion wish to prevtl.nt the Lord paying th11
of life in which it has pleased God to place same rate of taxation that other property-holdyou. They impress upon the plastic heart that ers pay.
this condition of existence is merely probationBERNHARD McCoNE, a very wealthy Irishman
al, the valley of the shadow of death, a vale of of Philadelphia, died recently. He donated
tears; while they th"mselvs enjoy to the full- three hundred thousand dollars to various inest possible extent the good things of life stitutions. Like many others who die he left
in their almost endless variety. Still, tol- nothing for THE T.&UTH SEEKER. May he rest
erably intelligent people pay tribute to such in peace.
men, and continue to acknowledge them as a
MICHAEL LouGHRAN, a man of prayer, and
faithful reflex of Christian faith. Now, I ask,
can it be a matter of such great surprise that who is determined to do nothing else but pray,
modern religion is growing more and more was brought before the Jefferson Market
contemptible in the estimation of the world's Court at the instance of his over-worked wife,
growing intelligence? Let the rich prelacy of who is tired of supporting him in idleness. It
the Christian faith eviden<l4l their honesty of not uncommon to see persons remarkably giftpurpose less in their precepts and more in their ed in prayer possess few valuable qualifications.
examples."
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eral instances which the gospels do not record. Now,
then, I shall be told that Paul was deceived! that
Paul was an enthusiast! that Paul was a demagog!
that he invented these things.! that he was a dishon[From tho Natwna! Reformer.]
est man! Great heavens! I open the epistle to the
Romans and I read one of the most logical, convincReport of a Debate
ing, and satisfactory works with regard to ChristianBETWEEN THE REV. A.. HATCHARD AND MRS. ANNIE ity that could be penned. Read· them ! Are they
BESANT, AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
the words of a dreamer? Are they the words of an
enthusiast? Never! Why, ladies and gentlemen---"
FIRST NIGHT.-cONTINUED.
members of Parliament, or whom you please-they
MR. HATCHARD.
are the words of a sober, honest, cautious, logical
As our time is precious, I proceed at once to busi- thinker, a man brought up..at the feet.of the greatest
ness. If I remember rightly, Mrs. Besant challenged of Jewish rabbis-Gamaliel.
my reference to Suetonius. Mrs. Besant quoted from
the Rev. Dr. Giles, from his book on the " Christian
MRS. BESANT.
Records." I hold in my hand another book, which I
Mrs. Besant, who then rose to make her concludshall be happy to giv her if she has not got it. It is ing speech, and was received with hearty applause,
called Dr. Giles'" Heathen Records." I quote from said:
I will first as briefly as possible finish the arguthis, and there can be no double-dealing in the matter, as Dr. Giles givs in the one page the Latin and ment upon which I entered, showing theweakness of
the other the English. This is what Suetonius says the evidence within the first century on which my
with regard to Claudius: "He expelled from Rome opponent relies. The dispute which is supposed to
the Jews, who were continually making disturbances, be mentioned in Suetonius has nothing to do with
having Chrestus for their instigator." My version of this debate. If the persons there mentioned were
it is this, and you Freethinkers of London may laugh Christians, if Suetonius did mention them, it goes for
at it if you like: just about that particular time when nothing in this argument ; I admit the existence of
Claudius Cresar lived, there was a discussion and a the Christians, and I make this admission in order to
dispute amongst the Jews in Rome about Jesus as to show you that I don't trouble to stop and challenge
whether he was the Messiah; and Claudius Cresm· that which might refer to Christians, but which does
says to the Jews, "Depart! go!" There, you ·hav not refer to Christ. I neither deny, nor challenge,
my version of it. Laugh at it if you like. Nero: nor accept the reference to John the Baptist in
" The Christians, a race of men of a new and baneful Josephus. It does not come within the limits of this
superstition, were punished." Now, here is the pas- discussion, which has reference only to 'the question
sage; I don't care what you make of it. Well, now, I of the existence of the historical Jesus depicted in
am not going to be led away by any red herring the gospels. Paul may hav been a very wise man or
drawn across the trail. [A voice, "Argument!"] I a very foolish man. It does not touch the subject
am arguing! I hav told you that I believe in the with which we hav to deal to-night. I am still d~<almiraculous element. Laugh if yon like. Now, then, ing with the first speech of my opponent, the one
listen again, if you please. 1'Irs. Besant says that which contains all his real arguments.
she does not think much of Irenreus, whose name you
Speaking of Ignatius, whose name is put forward
hav mentioned here [pointing to diagram]. I simply, by Mr. Hatchard, I may say that I do not accept
and I say as briefly as I can, proceed with my argu- Ignatius as reliable. He tells us, indeed, that the
ment. What Mrs. Besant says about Tacitus I will star appeared to the magi, and further that "all the
not say a word to you on. I hav not the slightest rest of the stars, with the sun and moon, formed a
doubt that you will go awa7 and say, "What an ig- chorus to this star" (Ep. to the Ephesians, chap.
norant, benighted man!"-L" Question; question."]- xix). Why rely on his story of the star and reject
at least that is the way I believe you talk about his story of the chorus? It is alleged with respect
clergymen. [Cries of" Question" and interruption]. to Justin Martyr that the "Memoirs" of which he
[The Chairman here remarked that it would be bet. speaks are the same as the gospels ; but it is adter to go on with the argument and not indulge in mitted by my opponent that many of the texts are
personalities. J
not the same. Printing not being invented, we are
Ladies and gentlemen, there is no animosity in my told that the manuscripts of these works were costly
mind. I speak to you fearlessly and frankly. I and not attainable by the people, and that it is very
stand here without fear or favor. If I understand likely in quoting from memory that these slight inMrs. Besant's "Freethinkers' Text Book'! rightly, accuracies should occur. But I urge that the only
she does admit here substantially in this book the reason fer quoting these authorities at all is to show
accuracy of the passage in Tacitus. I may hav mis- that their gospels and yours are one and the same,
understood her. Very good; then I say I put the and if you admit that the quotations are inaccurate,
passage of Tacitus before you, and let me say all the what becomes of your proof ? Yon hav yet to prove
Freethinkers in Europe, or any body of Freethinkers, that Justin Martyr_ had access to the same gospels
cannot break it down. I hav consulted with men older that we hav to-day, and we must also remember that
than myself. I hav a knowledge of the Secularist that Justin Martyr quotes the acts of Paul as authorparty, not of to-day, but of twenty years or more. itativ, just as he does the "Memoirs." In quoting the
LMurmuring, and a voice, "Proceed to business."] I text as to the sweat falling down as "drops of
say now Mrs. Besant has told you that the Christians blood," I think my opponent ought to hav told you
were known, as I understood her to say, before the that the words "of blood" do not appear in Justin,
time of Christ. Freethinkers of London, I stand here and destroy his argument. Justin was trying to
to say that there is not an atom of proof of that. I prove that the prophecy, "My bones are poured out
hav read that little book, "Chrestos," which is adver- like water," was fulfilled in Christ when "his sweat
tised in the National Reformer, and published by fell down like drops while he was praying" (Dial.
Williams & N orgate. I hav read that, and I sim- chap. ciii). It is hardly fair to insert "of blood" in
ply say I was rather amused in reading it. I simply order to make a resemblance where there is none.
pass it by. There' is not an atom of proof. There Then, again, if you take the story of Justin you will
were the sects of what are called the Pharisees, find it very different from the story of the gospels;
the Sadducees, and the Essenes. I challenge the for instance, that Christ was born in a cave and not
proof, and know it can't be brought, that Jesus of in a stable, and so on, with a mass of small discrepNazareth belonged to the sect of the Essenes. Bring ancies. You might fairly say, How do you explain
to me the proof that Jesus of Nazareth and John the the general likeness which you find in the four gosBaptist belonged to the sect of the Essenes. Here pels? I believe that various churches had various
let me giv you this, and I am glad that Mrs. Besant oral versions of the life of Christ, and that as the
has let herself into my hands. I hav a great respect years went on they grew vaguer and vaguer, and it
for Mrs. Besant. I hope to see Mrs. Besant return was thought wise to write them down. This is the
to the Church of England. I bope to know that view taken by Dean Alford, and it is the one which
Mrs. Besant is from this platform preaching the g,os- I am inclined to adopt, in common with many
pel of Jesus of Nazareth. [Cries of" Question."j
others.
Mrs. Besant has challenged the testimony of J oThis is the view which is taken by the Rev. Mr.
sephus to Jesus of Nazareth; but will she challenge Sanday, and which is to a great extent ~held by
it with regard to John the Baptist? Josephus givs Canon Westcott. I allege, and I am quoting from
you an account. I say that Josephus substantially Canon Westcott's work on the Canon, where he sums
confirms the gospel bistory when he givs you an up the value of the evidence from the Apostolic
account of John the Baptist, which nobody ventures F'athers: "1. No evangelic reference in the Aposto challenge, as far as I know; and grant me John tolic Fathers can be referred certainly to a written
the Baptist, and I will prove Jesus of Nazareth by record; 2. It appears most probable from the form
collateral evidence. I don't care a straw about that of the quotations that they were derived from oral
passage about 10,000 this and 10,000 the other; it tradition; 3. No quotation contains any element
amounts to nothing.
which is not substantially preserved in our gospels;
Now, before I sit clown I want to drive home to 4. When the text given diffel"S from the text of our
you the testimony of St. Paul the apostle. You can't gospels, it represents a later form of evangelical tratell me that Paul the apostle never lived, for, if you clition ; 5. The text of St. Matthew corresponds
do, I will overwhelm you with Jewish testimony. more nearly than the other synoptic texts with the
Oh ! I know all about this matter. Many of my quotations and references as a whole" [Canon of the
friends are Jews, and I tell you Jews hav armed me New Test., eel. 1875, p. 62]. That is the conclusion
for this conflict. If you want something to read I come to by Canon vVestcott. That is, I should-say,
will make you a present of this (holding up a book); substantially accurate, save that I should, of course,
I. believe you've got a library here. What do I-fincl somewhat demur to his third st~ttement .. I turn then
in Paul the apostle's writings? He substantially fr~m this evidence, which js- no evidence at all, and I
corroborates the gospel narrativ, and he supplies sev- will only say further that if _you want to break down

the whole of the argument as to the existence of
these written o·ospels in the first century, turn to
that remarkabl~ work called "Supei:natural Religion." There you will find the Apostolic F~thers dealt
with one by one with an exactness and detail which
I cannot here pretend to use. I hav, then, failed to
find corroborativ evidence outside ; I hav failed to
find in the writings of the Fathers t4e enormous
weight of evidence which I require. Remember; I
want evidence of the miraculous. I hav now to deal
with four uncorroborated witnesses. Do I find that
my four witnesses agree with one another? Do I
find that their testimony is one? that the voice i1:1
one although it comes from four mouths? Remem.
ber the story of the birth of Jesus. Reconcile the
story in Matthew with the story in Luke. Find how
in one gospel we are dealing with people who come
from Nazareth. Read the other where you hear
nothing at all of Nazareth in the first place, and
when reference is made to it later, it is made in a
way that clearly indicates that it was not their own
home, but a new place to them-" a city called Nazm·eth."
Take the story of Herod, and I must say that
it is strange that Josephus, who has told you the
story of Herod with great fulness of detail, has not
one word of this remarkable and monstrous crime.
Pass around the story of the birth and take it bit by
bit. See how Herod, instead of troubling himsel
about the wise men and their star, might hav gone
to the temple in Jerusalem, his own capital, and there
hav seized the young child; remember how, according to Luke, Jesus was carried to the temple, had
sacrifice offered for him, was greeted by Simon, and
rejoiced over by Anna. Take the difficulty that
according to one account the young child and his
mother fled down to Egypt to escape from Herod
and only returned after Herod's death, while accord~
ing to the other they went up to J ernsalem, and a{ter
quietly performing all the duties imposed by the
law, returned peacefully to "their own city, N azareth." It must, indeed, be a miraculous child who
managed to be at Nazareth and in Egypt at one
and the same time.
Pass to the story of the temptation. Do you believe that that is matter of history and not a myth?
Do you believe that there was a wonderfully high
mountain, so high and so curiously placed that from
it you could see all round a sphere? and that Jesus
and the devil went flying through the air to it, and
then flew off to Jerusalem and perched on a pinnacle
of the temple, surely to the amazement of the people
in the streets?
Pass to the comparison of John and the three
synoptics. You will find they bear no likeness; that
they are different in incidents, different in place, different in character.
Pass to the story of the crucifixion, and learn how
Christ was crucified at the third hour, although he
was exposed by Pilate at the sixth, and how he was
standing in full view of the people at the same hour
that he was hanging on the cross, enveloped in
miraculous darkness. I am dealing now with the
historians themselvs, having failed to get any satisfactory evidence outside the records for which we
require proof.
.
Pass to the story of the resurrection, the very
center of the Christian creed, and learn how one
woman went aceording to one gospel, and two and
"two and others," acoording to the rest; how' they
went while "it was yet dark," although sun was rising; how they wondered when they found that the
stone was rolled away, although the stone was still
there unrolled away, and they saw an angel come
down and roll it away and sit on it. Learn how one
angel, or two, or a young man, gave them a message
to go to the disciples.. Learn how Christ overtook
the~ and gave them exactly the same message over
a gam. Learn how the women were so frightened
that they said nothing to any man, although they ran
and told the disciples all they had seen. Learn how
~lie disciples went to Galilee although they remained
m Jerusalem ; how they saw Christ twice at least in
Jerusalem, although they did not see him until they
got to Galilee; learn how in Galilee some "doubted"
his resurrection, although they had him before their
eyes. Learn how Christ ascended up into heaven on
the day of his resurrection, and then learn how he
remt;ined on earth forty days explaining the things
concerning the kingdom of God. Don't take the
contradicti?ns on my word? but t~ke t~e four gaspels, make If you can anythmg which Will seem like
a reconciliation of one to the other, and give a coherent life of Christ-that was my first step towards
heresy. But !f ,YOU ask me whence does the story
come, I reply It Is the story of the sun-god spread
through the whole of eastern lands-of the child
born in midwinter, in the sign of the Virgin, surr?unded by wint.er's danger~, pas~ing on through the
Signs of the Zodiac, strugglmg with darkness in the
critica~ time o~ spr~n$', ri~ing a~ Easter, triumphing
over _his enemies, rismg mto mid-heaven, sitting on
the right hand of God the Father, sending down his
b~ams to make the bread and the wine-symbols of
his very body and blood. Whence does Christ
come? ~e comes _not only fro~ the. sun~god, but
from C4rishna, the mcarnate Indian deity; Chrishna
born of :Devaki;' hymned by devas, flying from th~
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wrath of Kansa; Chrishna, who had the children
sl:tin around him while he escaped; Chrishna, healing the sick, causing the lame to walk, opening the
eyes of the blind, ~aising t.he d~ad, m·ucified, risen,
ascended. ;you wrll find ]urn, wrth the sacred stigmata on his hands and feet,• carven in the ancient
Indian temples which remain to-day. Where does
Christ come from? He comes from every place
where superstition has been stronger than science.
He comes from every land where people hav for
ages marveled at the mysteries around them which
they could not understand ; where they made their
theories first and found their facts afterwards. I
urge to' yon that my opponent has failed. The
Fathers hav lamentably broken down in their evidence. No pagan writer givs us any fact which can
buttress the Christ of the gospels; and when you
come to your four witnessei! you cannot for one moment trust them, you cannot for one moment believe them, when they tell you the story of your
Christ. I say of him, in the words of the Roman
poet, "All these figments of crack-brained opiniatry
and silly solaces played off in the' sweetness of song
by deceitful poets, by you, too credulous creatures,
hav been shamefully reformed and made over to
your god."
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letter to Claudius Cmsar telling about the ministry: and among the most highly civilized race". It is a
and ?eat~ of Jest1s, when Pilate had been reealled 1 constant saying among African tril1es that formerly
by Trberms and was superseded by another procu- heaven was nearer to men than it is now; that the
rator,. so that whell: Claudius became emperor, A. D. 'highest god, the creator himself, formerly gave les41, Pilate was ~ot m Judea at all, and never wrote a sons of wisdom to human beings, but that afterward '
le~ter to Cla.udms. You might with the same pro- he withdrew from them, and dwells now afar from
pnety have mtroduced as 'governmental archives' i them in heaven. The Hindoos say the same, and
the remarkable story of the handkerchief of the they, as well as the Greeks, appeal to their ancestors,
woman Veronica, on which handkerchief Jesus instan- who had lived in closer communion with the gods, as
taneously photographed his own picture, and which their authority on what they believe about the
afterward cured the emperor Tiberius Cmsar. If you gods."
have a taste for those 'big stories,' you can find
Hence until the scriptures are proved false your
plenty of them in the canonical and uncanonical argument is valueless. To make it of any force you
gospels. There have been doubtless hundreds of have to assume what you cannot prove, very much
them, and gotten up by interested and ingenious after the manner of our modern scientists. Still let
forgers."
us follow you. The Bible, you allege, borrowed
Your smile is contagious, and I presume that every from Brahminism, because Brahminism teaches:
reader of my last letter and this will have a similar
1. "A personal creator of all existences." But,...
experience. You might indeed claim a victory over this is an eternal truth, acknowledged even by Infimy excessive credulity were your foundation stable, dels. To be sure, science, the glory of the present
but unfortunately for your argument it is not. In day, pausing in the midst of her inconoclastic trithe first place, I did not quote from the "Gospel of umphs, has found that the world was made without
Nicodemus;" and in the second, if you will glance a maker, or was eternal, and man was created by
at the quotation, you will find that it is directed blind, lifeless, mindless, purposeless laws, or evolved
"Pilate to Tiberi·us," not Claudius, as you allege. from dead matter, or by the sun, as Prof. Tyndall
It was customary for the Roman governors through- seems inclined to assert. A personal God is thus
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
out the different provinces of her vast empire to needless, and as science is eminently utilitarian, he
transmit to Rome written accounts of the most im- must be declared non est. Universal consciommess,
portant events of that region, which reports were however, still clings to the old belief. without any
What Objections to Christianity 1
filed in the governmental chambers. These different diminution in its faith; and not only myself, but I
MR. :AfAIR's FIFTH LETTER.-CONTINUED.
documents were called the Acts of the officials who judge many a reader will subscribe his assent to the
sent them. Among others Pilate sent an account of being of God. Reason also enters her protest, and
I feel the greatest freedom to characterize the per- his reign to Tiberius, the Acti Filati, which was ex- conscience refuses to bow to the "philosophic faith,"
versions of former Infidels by proper titles without taut in the l~oman archives in the time of Justin as Mr. Huxley calls it, which, as he acknowledges,
fearing having infringed on proper courtesy, but Martyr and Tertullian, both of whom in their a polo- has not been proved, but against which so far every
when I detect equal errors in your representations I gies often quoted from it. It is from preserved discovered fact bears heavily. The Bible, then, must
am extremely loth to apply epithets. Besides, the fragments of these that I quoted. You will thus see have copied from an alleged-or even say, provedepitheta ornata of a discussion seldom carry any that had you given my letter a less careless reading, pre:vious religion bec~use it is built on ~ found~tion
force. To correct, therefore, without forgetting to and been more anxious to discover truth than to whwh reason, consCience, and the umverse Itself
be courteous, the ridiculous aspect in which you make detect supposed error, you would have been spared prove to every man to be stable. So evi~ent is the
Bishop Watson appear, I shall lay before the reader the mortification of publishing your own careless- existence of God that while the Psalmrst asserts
your excerpt and asser~ion, contrasting it with correct ness. I presume, too, that many readers swallowed that "the heavens declare the glory of God, and the
quotation without further comment than is necessary your witticisms with significant nods, without the firmament showeth his handiwork," and declares
to obtain a truthful understanding of his meaning. slightest testing of its reliability. When a letter that it is the fool who" hath said in his heart, There
You say: "Bishop Watson's reply to Gibbon hardly is plainly printed "Pilate to Tiberius," it is unpar- is. no God," yet the Bible never ~ttempts to prove
meets the case. 'However mysterious the darkness donable stupidity to criticise it as being directed to hrs· existence. To argue that the Brble has borrowed
at the crucifixion might have been, I have no doubt Claudius.
from earlier religions, if there are any, because the
the power of God was as much concerned in its proWhen it suits your purpose you make a distinction former contains! li~e the latter, a b~lief in a personal
duction as it was in opening the graves and the res- between Judaism and Christianity, and when you God would be srmrlar to the assertiOn that I borrow
urrection of the dead bodies of the saints that slept, consider it more advantageous to your cause you view from, say for the argument's sake, Lord Bacon, when
which accompanied that darkness' [Third Letter to them as identical. There is no consistency in such I say to my wife after a rain storm, "The sun shines."
Gibbon.] Thus the bishop would be glad to prove argument. The fact is entirely overlooked that Juda- We shall see ?efore we concl~de that your argument
the d.a~kness by the rising of the dead, and probably ism was a dispensation professedly designed to intro- amo~nt~ to thrs, that for the Brble t~ have come from
the rrsmg of the. dea~ by the darkness."
duce a higher one, compared with which it was God rt .rs necessary that every doctrme must be p~re
I have looked m v~m ~hroug~ my copy of Watson "beggarly elements." Repeatedly is this confession revelation never known before, and yo~1r r~a.somng
for a~y such reasomng m a Circle.. At the end of of its own insufficiency and its replacement by a bet- would .co~ pel a preference for untruth, rf ongma!, to
the .fifth !etter I find what I p~esume IS .the paragraph ter c<wenant taught even by itself. You show also trut~, rf rt has been k:~J.O~ before. Yet even rf I
fr?m .whwh ym~ quote .. I W.~ll q?-ote rt more f?-lly, a hatred to the Bible, which, while it is undisguised, admrt the g:reater ~ntrqmty ~o the Vedas, ~hen I
With _rts prophetr~ op~mng:: Ijear I may b~ hable and so is preferable to the sly, Judas-like treatment compare therr doctr~nes, teachmgs of polythersm as
to rmsrepresentatwn ~n th~s P_lace, _but I beg It may 1of many, yet speaks little for your philosophy or sci- g1:oss as the poly~h.ersm of the ~reeks and ~omans,
be observed that however shght m degree, or how- entific desire for truth. The truth of the denial that wrth the pure, spmtual monothersm of the Brb~e, for
~ver confined in extent, the dar~n~ss at the crucifix- the gospel was preached to Adam and so downward, thi~ rea15on alone I J?lay be pardon~d for refusmg to
ron may have been, I am of upmwn t~at. the power as briefly set forth in my fourth letter, must be beh~ve that the wrr~ers of the Brble had acces~ to
o.f God ~as as supernaturally exerte.d m rts prod~c- judged by circumstances. It seems, though, some- VediC pages a;rd copr~d from them. An~ then, smce
~wn, a:r;d m that of ~he earthquake whwh accompamed what of irony in a disputant who has laboriously the m?st anm.ent Hrll:do.os refer to therr. ancestore
rt, a.s m the op~nmg ~f the graves and the res.ur- attempted to prove "that the dogmas, rites, sacra- for therr d~ctnnes, clarmmg that th.ey recerved theJ?l
rectwn. of ,the samts whrch followed the resurrectiOn ments, and ceremonies as held to and used by Chris- f~om God, rt maJ:" be that, though drst~rted by tmdrof Chnst.
tians were believed in and used by pagans hundreds twn, the truths m them we.re ~evelatwns fr?m J.eInstead of it ~e~ng an argume~t. "to prove the of years before." I do not think that you have the hova~, a true a:ccount ?f whwh IS alone con tamed m
dar~ness by the rrsmg of the dead, rt for~s n~ part temerity or disregard for tmth to deny that the Jews, the Brble, possrbly derrved from the sons of Noah,
o_f hrs argument whatever. Af~er expressmg ~~s. be- several hundred years at least before Christ, looked to retrace no further.
hef that the darkness was shght and of hmrted for a coming Messiah on the strength of the asser(To BE CONTINUED.)
~xtent, lest any one sh.ould charge him with r.educi;rg tions of certain books which they believed to be of
It to natural ca~ses, Brshop ~ atson affirms hrs beh~f divine origin, and that in him and .through him they
r.L'he Gospel Jesus a Myth.
that however shght and hmr.t~d the darkness was rt expected not only their own salvatiOn but the salvaMrs.
Besant,
in her debate with the Rev. Mr.
was as supernatural as the rarsmg of the dead at the tion of their pious dead. I will direct attention to
resurrection of Christ. That. is the whole design of prophecies of Christ's coming in the Old Testament 1-Iatchard, by a historical blunder weakens one of
the paragraph quoted; there Is not the remotest ap- before this discussion is closed, and will now take up the strong~st points against the historical existence
proach to any such circular argument as is held up the list of parallelisms between the several religions of Jesus. She says that Eusebius is the first to quote
to the laughter of the reader.
named in your last letter and the scriptures. It seems the passage from th~ Annals ?f Tacitu~ ab?ut Christ
Your affirmation about Sue toni us, Tacitus, and J o- farcical almost to devote s.race to a lengthy examina- being put to death m the rergn of Trberms by the
sephus has often been met and the contrary fully tion of them, and I certamly should not were it not procurator Pontius Pilate. The fact is that the existproved. The denial that Pliny referred to Chris- that they are an extract from your compilation, ence of the so-called Annale of Tacitus, which contians has to me, however, all the charms of startling "The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern tains the passage about Christ, was never known at
novelty. With your permission, however, I shall Times," a work which a writer as eminent as James all until the year 1429, when the forged work first
leave further criticism on this paragraph until I have Parton has praised. According to you the Bible has made its appearance. Tacitus did not write the
examined the succeeding ones.
borrowed from Brahmanism because the latter is the Annals, but Poggio Bracciolini did. He produced
The next paragraph reads: "Imust confess to you more ancient, and a similar argument is the proof for the last s'lx books of the Annall5 in 1429, for which
that a smile unavoidably came over my face as I a like charge of plagiarism from all the other relig- he received a fortune. Then in his old age he forged
read your attempt to prove that there are 'govern- ions you adduce, Zoroastrinism, Buddhism, Egyptian- the first six books, but died before completing the
mental archives ' referring to Jesus. Yon gave a ism, and Confucianism. Whether I accept it or not, sixth. These were brought to light by his son, a
quotation from the apocryphal gospel called the I doubt not that you do the statement of many long time after the death of his father, and palmed
'Acts of Pilate,' or 'Gospel of Nicodemus,' as it is scholars that the Vedas date between 1500 and 2000 off on the pope for another munificen.t reward. ~he
also called, which, so far as I am informed, no re- B. c. But the revelations of Jehovah, the beginning father was secretary to seven successrv popes, durmg
spectable authority regards as anything else than of true religion, claim to date two thousand years a period of forty years, and the son was also secrespurious. The book is made up of .the most absurd before the earlier of these dates. If Bibli-cal chro- tary to Pope Leo X. when the steward of. his holiaccounts of Jesus descending into hell, about the nology is true-and its falsity has not yet been ness discovered the.first six incomplete books of the
conversation which took place between Satan and proved in our debate-your argument drawn from Annals.
Further details on this subject will be found in the
Hades, of the objections of the latter to Jesus being these religions loses all weight, so that at the very
taken into his dominion, of the shattering of the outset you have built the apex of yonr pyramid "Hevelations of Antichrist," which exhausts the
gates of hell, of the conversations with Adarb., Seth, before providing a foundation. If God really spoke whole subject of the historical existence of Jesus and
John the Baptist, etc. Much of this gospel is too to Adam, to Abel, and to Noah, then the parallelisms, proves conclusivly that no such person existed in the
ridiculous for anybody to believe, and no sen- if any, between false religions and the Bible is an reign of Tiberius ; in other words, that the gospQl
sible person for a moment suppos6s that Pilate ever argument favoring the Bible, not disputing it. And Jesus is a myth, but that there was a Jesus who was
wrote a word of it. Pretty 'governmental arch- that he did speak to the progenitors and early inhab- stoned and hanged about 75 B.c., among whose disives' indeed! Is that the best kind of proof you itants of our earth is the testimony_ of all false ciples were Simon Kepha, alias Peter, and the aposhave to offer? The bungling of the forger who got religions as well as the true. As Max Muller says, it tle Paul, both of whom lived and died before the
ANTICUIUST.
it up may be 11een by the claim that Pilate wro1e his is "an idea which we :find .both among the lowest Christian era.
1
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than the life of a newspaper,.but if this man will keep
me alive let me liv without being offensiv.".
The idea that either Paine or Junius borrowed
their style, and that they differed. in st:yle in any pa~
Forces, Moral and Physical.
ticular, is very erroneous. Their umty of style Is
conceded by Prof. Deflslow.
I am conscious. This consciousness is not susceptiBut what shall I say to a writer who, though a
ble of proof or disproof from without. I choose
some things in preference to others, and I feel the
total stranger, calls me repeatedly his "friend," and
at the same time says this," His denunciation of Mr.
responsibility of it: Philosophy may demonstrate
Jefferson's accredited authorship really seems to par.
that I could not bav chosen otherwise than I did. It
makes no differeMe to me if Ihav made a mistake;
take of ma1evolence ?" And this, "Mr. Burr's ill
I regret it, nev€rtbeless. It is not of the slightest
nature again shows itself," etc., toward Jefferson ?
consequence to me to prove that there is an infinit
Does such a pseudo "friend" expect a good-natured
To Whom It May Concern.
reply? When and where bav I exhibited malevolence
consciousness before and outside of all individual
consciousness which bas from all eternity chosen and
BY WM. HENRY BURR.
or ill nature toward J effenson? Hav I not repeatedly
determined everything to be just as it will be. If
Hear ye! Be not de~eived by supposing th.at apologized for the falsehood of Je~erson in ~is old
there is a moral governor of the individual moral after riding a bobby for nme years I bav yet to d1s- age, when it seemed useless to hnr;t to ~vOid any
beings that exist, all I bav to say is, Let him govern. cover that the animal is lame in all four feet, or longer the confession of the autborshi,P which eve;yIf be is not omnipotent over all physical forces, his blind in both eyes. ·If any of you suspect I am.a body believed and ~here was none to d1sput~ was ~Is?
existence is a useless hypothesis. He is but the fool or a knave please ask some one who knows me. I say again that It was perhaps the wh.Itest he a
minion of matter, after all, or rather an idle fancy I lived fifty years in New York state, and from 1838 statesman ever told. I wish I could admire the poof the mind. There isno evidence that be governs to 1869 was nearly all ~be time a resident of the litical principles and conduct of John Adams and
morally, and consequently none that be governs city.
Geo. W asbington as much as I do Jefferson's.. He
physically. Still there is such a thing as moral f50VOn Sunday, the 21st of January, 1872, exactly one rode to his inauguration on horseback and abolished
ernment, and nobody, with the gallows, the gmllo- hundred years after the date. of the last .lette~ of the aristocratic court which Washington bad introtin, and the prison in sight, will doubt that there is J unius I announced at a meetmg for free d1scusswn duced.
Washington drove a four-horse coach.
such a thing as physical government. They are both in W ~sbington, D. C., the discovery that Paine Helm bold and Grant did the same in the national
exercised by human beings, really by nothing higher, wrote those remarkable letters, and I held in my capital. I long for the republican simplicity of Jefexcept abstract truth, whatever that may be.
band the first printed copy of" Junius Unmasked," ferson. I am sorry be ever said be wrote the DeclarMy point is this : These two kinds of government containing the proof.
ation, but am I to be blamed for vindicating the
should not be mixed. They don't harmonize. The
Two years or more ago Prof. Van Buren J?enslow, truth of history?
moment you begin to govern physically you cea~e to literary editor of the Chicago Times, .Pu~~Ishe.d an
But what now will my accuser say to this from
govern morally.
·
essay in that paper on "Thomas Pame, whiCh I Col. Ingersoll?
.
Yougovern morally when you choose that which never saw or beard of till August last. In that essay
"Certain it is that Jefferson could not bav written
is best, or persuade others to do so in view of all the be mentioned a number of works on the Junius anything so manly, so striking, so comprebensiv, so
consequences, without yourself controling those con- question, and lastly ".an a~onymous wo~k, p~lblisbed clear, so convincing, and so faultless in rhetoric and
sequences. You predict, but. don't threaten. Your in Washington, D. C., m 1872, attributmg the rhythm as the Declaration of Ind~p~mdence."
moral government may be very poor if you predict authorship, both of the letters of Junius and of the
Or what will he say to the opmwn expressed by
what is beyond your knowledge, as bell beyond the Declaration of Independence, to Thomas Paine," of that .most excellent judge of mental caliber, the late
grave, for example; but it is still moral government. which be said, "Its argument, derived from unity of Theodore Parker?
If you kindle bell-fire around your subject, either of literary style, mental characteristics, identical be"His [Jefferson's ]intellect was not very profound,
green wood or dry, in this life, it is no longer moral liefs, and other internal evidences, is conclusiv." nor very comprebensiv. Intelligent, able, adroit as
government. The Christian theology posits a moral In the same article be adduced further evidence of be was, his success as an intellectual man was far
governor over mankind in this life under title of identity.
from being entire or complete. He exhibited no
Holy Ghost, who strives to govern here-with small
I know not exactly when his article first appeared, spark of genius, nor any remarkable degree of origisuccess, however-without using physical force. but some time afterward, to wit, in July, 1879, be nal, natural talent."
But this mild sort of government, as to the bulk of published another on" Junius," in which be adduced
Once more, take the judgment of one of Jeffermankind, is wholly to cease in a future world, and an item or two of external evidence on behalf of son's contemporaries, a statesman of highest inteleternal punishment, without any design of govern- Paine, and refuted the claims set up on bebalf of lect. This is from a journal of the late Henry J.
ment whatever, is to take its place.
Philip Francis and others. But somehow the pro- Raymond:
It is undeniable-or at any rate I do not deny- fessor began to waver as to the conclusiv evidence
"This, Mr. Webster said, was like Jefferson, who
that men who believe in a Holy Ghost may and do that Paine was Junius, and conjured up "four reason- told him once that in early life be resolved to bav
exercise a certain degree of beneficial moral govern- able objections," only one of which be deemed "well nothing to say to John Marshall, for be would always
ment over their fellow-men. But it does not follow taken."
get him to admit certain propositions, which be
that their faith in the Holy Ghost is the cause of it.
Well, when be came to republish these, together could not question, and then be would lead him to
How could that faith bav any other effect than to with several other very able essays, Col. Ingersoll conclusions which be would not believe and which
diminish their sense of responsibility? We see wrote a fine introduction to the book, but raised be could not avoid. This, Webster said, was charhuman nature the victim of vices-sins of the indi- three more objections to the identity of Paine and acteristic of Jefferson, who had no reasoning
vidual against himself. We are perfectly conscious Junius. My answer to the four objections appeared faculty."
of some power of control over these vices, both in in THE TRUTH SEEKER of September 18, 1880. A
I forbear to finish the quotation, lest my accuser
regard to ourselvs and others. Is it possible that prominent lecturer and author complimented me in should charge me with more malevolence. But the
our sense of obligation to exercise this moral power a postal card by saying, "I think your article on Declaration of Independence being a masterpiece of
is going to be otherwise than diminished by throwing Ingersoll and Denslow completely unanswerable." rhetoric and logic, I affirm, with Col. Ingersoll, that
it on a superior being? Do you exert yourself the Prof. Denslow bas since replied in the Investigator Jefferson could not hav composed it.
more to save a drowning child because you believe of January 5th and 12th, and my rejoinder, I hope,
But now comes a new point never before discovthere is a person present more able to do it? Quite will appear in the same paper of January 26th. In ered.
Franklin said that Jefferson drafted the
the contrary.
it I call attention to this remarkable admission of Declaration; and Franklin, being on the Committee,
The whole history of Christian theology shows a the xrofessor:
must hav known about it. True, but if he was in
strong tendency to neglect the moral and physical
" s to Col. Ingersoll's second point, viz., that the secret, as I bav not the least doubt be was, and
evils of this world in the struggle to save from the Paine knew at that time but little of Englishmen, if at any time be bad to say anything, what would be
imaginary horrors of the next. The mania bas ex- Junius expressly declares his obscure social position; say? That some one else wrote it? Put yourself
tended to the infliction of punishment for imaginary and Mr. Parton's statement that Junius was ignorant in Franklin's place and consider bow you would hav
sins against God, acts which do not in the slightest at first band of the prominent men of whom be to finesse about it. I bav not much doubt that
degree injure any human being. Even the very super- wrote, is confirmed by every other trustworthy Franklin discovered soon after making the acquaintstitious are beginning to see that those punisbmeT'ts statement on this point."
ance of Paine in 1774 that be was Junius. Hence
do not increase the respect for God in the bosoms of
If that is not a giving up of Prof. Denslow's only the total silence of Franklin~s writings on the subthe "profane."
objection, viz., "that Paine's means of knowing the ject. Hence the fast friendship between the two
When personal vices proceed to the extent of act- state and court secrets were inadequate to the de- men. Franklin, the Solon of that age, detected in
ually breaking the peace or seriously threatening it, mands of Junius," what is it? I furnished the tes- Paine what no other man did, and be found use for
doubtless they' must be repressed by physical pun- timony of Mr. Parton and of Junius himself, which Paine's talents in America.
ishment. The virtuous bav the right of self-protec- overthrew Col. Ingersoll~s second and Prof. DensDo I, then, make Franklin also a liar? Yes, if
tion. But even that right bas a choice of means. low's only objection to the identity of Paine and you choose to put it so, but an exceedingly harmless
Public sentiment is often stronger than penal laws. Junius.
liar at that. Franklin was a cunning old fox.
One thing is certain, that virtue is not and neverwas
But now an objection is presented simultaneously When the Federal Convention bad failed after six
the child of an act of Parliament, Congress, or state by two tyros, with entire confidence that it is fatal weeks to make any progress, be moved that they try
legislature. It is the child of good example and dis- to Paine, and one of the writers is certain I bav over- what virtue there was in prayer, and supported the
interested teaching. Knowledge promotes virtue as looked the point-blank statement of Paine that be motion in a speech that would do credit to a parson.
w:ell as power. Ignorance is the strongt!st ally of was not the author of the Junius letters. The objec- The American Tract Society says the motion was
VICe.
tion was completely answered in" Junius Unmasked," adopted, and the Convention finished its work in
Yet every one who expresses the conviction that nine years ago, and several times since. (See Truth short order. But the fact is, the motion was not
virtue becomes stronger and bUlllan homes safer and Seeker Tract No. 131.) .But if other readers will adopted, and it took three months to finish the
happier as penal laws against personal vices become bear with me I will answer it again, together with framing of the Constitution.
fev,ver and less stringent is stigmatized by a certain the writers' other points.
If anything would tend to make me ill-natured or
class of theologians as a promoter of vice. If be bePaine says truly: "I never troubled others with my malevolent, it would be such animadversions as these
lieves the sale of intoxicating drugs vicious, be must notions till very lately, and never published a sylla- from professed Freethinkers and admirers of Thomas
favor a prohibitory liquor law or be denounced as ble in England in my life." And yet be bad more Paine. Many of them bav treated me as if I bad
himself vicious. If be venerates the mysteries of sex to do with the publication of his" Plea for the Excise- committed a crime, others as if I bad stultified myand loathes obscenity as he does carrion, be must men" in 1772 than with that of the authorized edi- self in maintainin~ the integrity of a self-evident
support the legislation and lying of Anthony Com- tion of his Junius letters the same year. He himself liar. Will Freetbmkers please enlighten tbemselvs
stock or be denounced as himself obscene. No doubt published neither. And as for the expression, by reading the evidence on this question ? I worship
ecclesiastics really mean to favor virtue and discour- "till very lately," there is no trace of any literary no idols, but I do insist that if there ever was a man
age vice, yet they strangely resort to some methods work by Paine or Junius before April 28, 1767.
worthy of the highest admiration, the author of the
which cannot but increase it. They repel exactly
Again, be says the cause of America made him an letters of Junius and the Declaration of Independwhen they should attract. If they could only see autbor. That cause crops .out in the Junius letters ence is that man.
tbemselvs as others see them they would first of all from first to last. Nor did Junius expect to become
_:;__--~---assume an independe"nt attitude, refusing all subsidy an author, for be wrote privately to Woodfall, July
IT is related of one god that be ca.me amid thunfrom the state; disclaiming all sanctity, they would 17, 1769, asking him to correct another publisher's derings and lightnings, in order to tell the people
exercise simple humanity. Claiming for tbemselvs eprint of his letters, saying, "I did not expect more bat they should not cook a kid in its mother's milk.

UkD11f11(1lnication~.

a divine mission emanating from the in.fini~ly holy,
and for their book the moral tone of whiCh IS far bebind that of the a~erage literature .of the age, !nfallibilit:y as the pure and only revelatiOn of the divme,
they simply throw away their power as good and reasonable men over all the viciously inclined who bav
the power of thinking. If the man of Nazareth we~e
again to visit the earth be would find the salt of It
rather among the decent Atheists th~n the doctors of
divinity. When was it ever otherwise?
Boston, Jan. 13,1881.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
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Some left their shining abodes to tell women that
they should or should not hav c~ildren, or to infor:n
a priest how to cut and wear his apron ; and to g1v
directions as to the proper manner of cleaning the
inte~tins of a bird.-Ingersoll.
Mother Shipton and her Prophecy.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
d B
B
b
Don't b e a 1arme ' ro.
ennett, a out "Mother
Shipton's Prophecy!" Did you not know that those
prophecies which relate to modern times and appear
true are quite recent fabrications, like the Bible
predictions, made after the events took place?
"A Mr. Charles Hindley, of Brighton, England,
acknowledged years ago that he was the author of
most of the 'prophecies' published in 1862 in what
purported to be a reprint of an old version of the
fifteenth century prophecies."
I hav .had this in print for several years, so did not
scare on tha_t humbug, and hope none of your readers will. The whole force and significance of the
assumed prophecy lies in the fact that all but the
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~iscordanc~ in hu?J.an natt~re.. Stripped of all imag-1 call the birthplace of all existing thought, because
mary dres~mg, this earth, m 1ts present stage of un- from thence tloats, like the light from the sun, curfoldment, IS really a rough and rugged island in the rents, rays, streams of magnetism. There is not a
ocean _of space, where physical might rules with un- minute's time when this flood discontinues. And s_o,
re!entmg sway, and where nature exacts from man as the giant, the son of Mars and Ertha, in his fight
tml a~d tithes to the very uttermost. It is, in truth, with Hercules, received new strength whenever he
a rudimentary or preparatory life for a more ad- touched his mother, I hope the giant thinkers and
vance~ one, where the elements are more concordant, volcano spirits will succeed in conquering the Hermore 1ll unison with the :peace and love elements of cules of superstition and bigotry.
human nature. With this view of things, the most
Mr. Fitz's miracles of Moses crossing the Red Sea
unbalanced of us can toil and struggle and suffer and the Lord delivering showers of manna and quails
· d t f 1 th kf 1 th t
r b
l"f
b d
d
• Th J
d
an ye ee
an u
a we IV ecause I e means can e one every. ay yet.
e ews passe . over
so much more and reaches so much farther than the an arm of the Red Sea, and as t}le ebb and flow of
hour when death closes our eyes forever upon the the tide reach that !evel country, the Jews simply
scenes of earth.
crossed at the time of ebb. The manna is yet fallBut with all our wistful yearnings toward the bet- ing, but only from .the branches of the· bread-fruit
ter life, we must not forget that it is the humanity tree abundantly growing in the wilderness, and the
of to-day that needs assistance; that right her~ in quails, or rather pigeons, still fall one month in the
our midst our activ love and labor are always de- year. After they pass the MediteiTanean Sea they
manded in the service of human helpfulness.
are so lame on the wing that they may be caught by
ELVIRA WHEELOCK.
hand. The only miracle I can see is how Moses
Janesville, Wis., Jan. 1, 1881.
managed to stay forty years in a wilderness he might
hav tramped over in two days.

A New Theory of Thonght.
Yours for progress and light,
"To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1':
CHARLES NAUMANN.
If "woman's work is never done," it is more so with
[.l<'I'Om. the National Reformer.)
farmers in corn-gathering time. I hav long neglected to send you the power which makes society circuGeorge Eliot.
late, but here it is at last.
·
The strongest woman's brain of this generation
Rare enjoyment is afforded in your European let- has passed away into the eternal silence. The news
ters. I felt as thongh I were taken back to those of George Eliot's death has come with the sadness
old towns ~nee more. I felt like stepping forward of a personal loss to many a one who knew not her
and translatmg for you when on the St. Gothard you face but who reverenced her mind. Her name has
Reflections.
were told of the silent monks and "didn't under- shone aloft so long that it seems impossible to beTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: stand a wo;d." These monks are very useful people, lieve that it no longer symbolizes a living person;
During the holidays it was fearfully cold here. One strange as It may sou~d. They wear out then· lives yet George Eliot is not dead, for her life is with us
morning the mercury stood twenty-five degrees be- among their everlast1~g ocean of _snow ~n the effort still in. the w?rds. her genius gave to us, and her imlow zero. The intense cold was so sharp and pene- to res~ue from the ravmes and dnfts, With t~e help mortal work IS with us although her mortal brain is
trating as to make it dangerous to be out of doors of their dogs, the lost travelers who are starvmg and passing back into the nature which formed it.
long at a time. On that arctic day I reflected thusly: freezing. Many lives .they save at the. risk o~ their
Marian Evans was born some sixty years ago, and
There can be no God, for if there is he would not be own, and only after thirty years of act1v serviCe are of her early history but little is known. She was
so cruel as to make such weather to freeze every they allowed to remain at the monastery and pre- quite young when, through George Henry Lewes,
she became one of the contributors of the Westminpoor man's potatoes in spite of all he could do to pare the tea.
save them. True, he may delight in artistic frostWhen I receive my mail I look over the contents ster Review, and the whole of her intellectual life
work on cathedral windows, and forget all about of THE TRUTH SEEKER first, and enjoy the sparks of was passed side by side with the brilliant philosothe potatoes in the cellar, but I don't believe he thought so lavishly thrown out by the volcano spirits pher who won her girlhood's love and her woman's
would; and so I must throw the God idea overboard who write upon Materialism and Spiritualism. loyalty. In addition to this nearest friend, her ciraltogether. I thought, too, that since our earth has I too am interested in the question of "What is cle was a remarkable one; John Stuart Mill and
not developed into a more balanced condition we thought?" Please allow me to contribute my mite. Herbert Spencer were among those who were strong
need not expect its inhabitants, as a mass, to be anyI transplant the creativ power to produce thought enough and brave enough to stand by her side. For
thing but unbalanced beings. So long as life must from the North Pole (now do~'t laugh and shake in those days the world did not smile on her as in
be one unceasing battle to conquer the adverse your head) about the same as daylight on the later years. Society closed its doors against the unelements; so long as
tempests, hunicanes, photographer's plate creates the image of the married wife, and was as rigid then in its determinaearthquakes, cyclones, wind storms, drouths, surrounding objects. Just so magnetism imprints tion not to know her as it was anxious afterward to
alkaline tract~ desert places, famin fields, arctic on the substance of our brain the picture of thought. be admitted to the honor of a word. Even in the
cold, and scorChing sun heat make up a part of the As the photographer, by the use of daylight, may in- notices of her life, it is pitiful to see how the busearth's spectacular scenes upon the stage of nature, crease his picture to any size, so we in comparing band of more tha.n thirty years of love and faith is
we cannot hope for a millennium upon earth. We ·thoughts create new ones.
pushed out of sight, and the husband of a few
may cry ourselvs hoarse in our efforts to elevate huThe, so to say, spiritual nourishment of the big months is paraded, merely because the one was an
mani ty to higher conditions; but it will a vail little brain, the gray mass, or the committee on resolu- illegal and the other a legal tie. Yet George Eliot
so long as the elements of earth and air conduct .tions, is magnetism; while the small brain, the herself would be pained and shocked if she saw the
themselvs so cruelly, re0klessly, and destructivly. It white mass, or committee on ways and means, de- life-long lover ignored as part of her life, and her
would l:)e contrary to the law of correspondences to pends on electricity to direct the movements of the loyal nature would claim for George Henry Lewes
hav it otherwise than it is. It is true that there are nerves. A few examples will show this. In mes- the honored place at her side, which is his and his
here and there beauty spots and scenes of divine en- merism we see that a person destitute of magnetism alone by the right of their long fellowship of .heart
chantment, and seasons of bloom and fragrance and may speak and move his limbs under the direction of and mind and life. His influence is marked on
vintage, upon this torn earth, and in harmony with the mesmerist, but all unconscious, medium-like, givs every work of her pen, and since she closed his eyes
these we find an occasional human character approx- the answer as the questioner would answer himself. she has been dumb to the world. ·
imating a happy balance in organization and action; I hav rescued from the claws of a hawk hens and
George Eliot was nearly forty years of age ere
and these here and there beautiful Edens, together pigeons which remained paralyzed a few minutes she wrote her first novel; she came to her work with
with these rare reposeful characters, are the prophe- after the hawk was driven away, although they ap- faculties mature, experience ripe, and with culture
cies of that coming time when the earth and its in- peared to be conscious. So are frogs, mice, and little broad and deep. For many-sided humanity, for
habitants will hav evolved into better and more har- birds, so to say, struck by lightning when the eyes of wide sympathy, for humor and for pathos her work
monious conditions. But as the material world will the snake are fixed upon them. One stroke of the has, not unfitly, been compared to that of Shakspere.
probably never become entirely tempest-stilled, nor wing would save little birdy, but electric influences The great bard himself need hav felt no shame if
free from the extremes of heat and cold, we cannot prevent it, whilst the trembling frame and pitiful Mrs. Poyser, Hetty, Maggie Tulliver, Tito,Dorothea,
hope for the perfection of soul development in this sounds of agony show that the thinking and feeling has been his own creations. How different is each
sphere of existence; but in another life that we are capacityis not mterrup~ed. Or see the man that has ~f ~hese, yet how perfe~tly human is each; how they
born into when death, like a good mother, soothes softened the small bram by the gases of rum, and hv Ill memory, not as pwtures we hav read of, but as
us into a sweet, spiritual slumber from which we consequently dissolved his electricity. He tries in people whom we admired,. loved, despised, reverawake into the new life.
vain to speak correctly, or walk straight. His effort enced. Alas! they liv longer than their maker.
Mrs. Slenker, in her warm and flowery south-land to be correct shows that his big brain is at home and
George Eliot dead? Nay, such lives are immorhome sits and talks like a philosopher, and no doubt trying to do well under unfavorable circumstances. tal. While the Hnglish tongue livs, George Eliot
livs u'ke one, though it has been my fortune to know I want to show by this that magnetism is the main cannot die, and the sex that claims her rises in her to
many people who could talk but could not liv phi- powe~· to produce thought.
a higher l~vel, and in.th.e diadem that crowns ~oman
losophically. At all events, Mrs. Slenker seems to
1'his brmgs me back to theN orth Pole and volcano hood Marwn Evans shmes as one of the brightest
hav taught herself to be content with the "death- spirits. Combustion creates magnetism. The great- gems.
ANNIE BESANT.
ends-all" theory. She looks at her blooming flow- est combustion is that of mother Earth. Geologists
ers, at the calm blue sky above her, and on all the tell us that the heat of our globe increases so that
There will be a convention of the Spiritualists of
brightnesses of her bus:r yet con~emp_lativ life, and three hund~·ed m.iles ~eep. the diamond.w~:mld melt. New Hampshire, at Manchester, commencing Saturthinks that the uses and Joys of th1s brief earthly ex- It takes a lively 1magmat10n to carry this mcrease of day, January 22, 1881, at 10 A.M., and continuing
istence are enough to satisfy any aspiring soul. It heat to the center of the globe, and we hav to look over the following Sunday.
is fortunate for her, believing as she does that death quick for a vent for the escape of the gases, or the
The object of this convention is to form a state
ends all of individual consciousness; that she can be thin crust of earth will explode before anybody has organization, for the purpose of strengthening and
so much of a philosopher. Her spirit and life are time to put on their life-preservers to swim through advancing the cause of Spiritualism.
attuned to the harmonics of earth, to its reposeful the ocean. of fire.
E. B. CRADDOCK, Chairman of the Com.
aspects. But in most human lives there are barren
This safety valve is at the North Pole, a volcano
spots, unanswered longings, tempests of fe~ling of huge di~eusion~. The norther~ lig:hts, ~ suppose,
THE Spiritualists and Liberalists of Van Buren and
which rise and surge through the soul, to be stilled are volcamc eruptiOns; and as their hght IS seen on
only in the calm of desolation; experiences which both hemispheres, the crater must be hundreds of adjoining countries will hold their next convention at
dash into atoms almost every earthly hope, like the miles wide. The current of heat may hav produced Breedsville, Mich., in Gray's Hall, commencing Friterrific cyclone that swee~s the ground cl~ar of every a mild climate in that ~egion, .and conscque_ntly an- day evening, Feb. 4, 1881, and continuing over Sunvestige of life and vegetatwn, and no possible earthly other vegetable and at~Imal. k1~gdom CI"eatw~ ml!'y day the 6th. Dr. A. B. Spinney, of Detroit, and
experience can fill out these shattered and beaten hav followe'd, and our unagmatwn may run Wild Ill Mrs. E. C. Woodruff, of South Haven, are engaged
as speakers, and a good time is anticipated.
lives into those of rounded hope and happiness. The forming the polar man.
.
L. S. BuRDICK, Pres., Box B, Kalamazoo.
discordant play of the elements of this materi!l'l uni- .- This ~Teat orifice th3;t mother Earth has succeeded
E. L. '\VARNER, Sec., Paw Paw.
verse is parallel with the fact of almost umversal Ill keepmg from the s1ght of profane eyes so far I

last:

'· 1'he world to an el)d shall comoIn eighteen hundred and eighty-one,"
Hav proved true ; and no wonder, for they were
written since the events occurred. So much for
prophecy !
Yours for another score of years, "Mother Shipton," notwithstanding.
ELr,A E. GmsoN.
Bar1·e, Mass., Jan. 17, 188L
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Was Robert Burns a Liberal1
BY GEORGE CH.AINEY.

But few call this in question. Still there is, I
find, upon the part of· Scotch Christians a growing
tendency to make him out a pions and devoted believer i1i orthodoxy.
No man has studied more thoroughly the life and
genius of Burns than Carlyle, and while he pronounceR him one of the heroic and godlike productions of humanity, he declares that he had no faith
~n revealed religion.
To decide who is right in this controversy we
must study, first, somewhat into the times of Burns,
~nd, second, get some idea of the chatacter of his
genius.
No spot on this planet bas ever been so cursed
with orthodox religion as Scotland. No people hav
ever beim so priest-ridden and fettered with superstition as the Scotch. The history of Scotch religion
is the most barbarous and cruel of any that bas yet
been written in blood. Under the darkest night of
the Spanish Inquisition there was light and beauty
left in the homes of the faithful Catholics. But
Scotch religion was more cruel to its adherents than
to its opponents. It had mercy for neither friend
nor foe. The Scotch kirk, or church, was, in the
times in which Burns was born, the greatest curse
and tyranny that ever a:ffiicted any people claiming
to be civilized. Almost every minister was a tyrant
-every man and woman in a parish was his slave.
He was feared alike by rich and poor. The privacy
of homes was invaded to see that no one staid away
from church. No man or woman could engage
themselvs in service without his consent. To pass a
minister in the street without saluting him was a
crime. They assumed to hav a more direct control
over the bodies and souls of men than was ever
claimed by any pope or priest of Rome. So constantly did they pretend to hold in their hands the
power of God over life and death that all sorts of
stories sprung up of instances where men for opposing
them had been threatened and brought to sudden
death. It is no wonder that through indulging in
this kind of power and arrogance they became merciless, and that religion was turned by them into a
system of daily persecution. According to their
teachings, all natural affections, social pleasures, and
innocent amusements were regarded as sinful.
It was.a crime for a mother to wish for a son or
to be anxious about the welfare of her children.
Cheerfulness to laughter was a great crime, though
they might occasionally smile. To smile on Sunday
was a sin, while on week days it is said that the most
godly only sighed, groaned, and wept.
No wonder, when they were compelled to sit under
sermons from two to six hours in length that taught
them it was wrong to enjoy beautiful scenery, to be
pleased with the beauty and perfume of flowers, a
crime against God to walk in the meadows among
the daisies, and in sound of the skylarks on Sunday,
or to sit in the open doorway of their gloomy homes,
where the warmth and brightness of the sun might
attract their minds away from the serious and sober
contemplation of religion. The shadow of this horrible nightmare of superstition rests upon every
Scotchman's brow until this day.
Though through the large humanity of a Burns
and logic of a Hume the sunlight is gradually breaking, yet the darkness of superstition still lingers.
Such a fanatic as Moody can gather there a larger
harvest than in any other place in Christendom,
while in most churches it would be still considered
a crime to praise God with an instrument of music
or with anything besides a psalm tune.
In all other places a wedding has ever been regarded as a fit time of mirth and gladness, but the
Scotch clergy thought otherwise. At the weddings
of the poor they would allow no rejoicing, and at
those of the rich it was customacy for one of them
to go for the express purpose of preventing any
excess of gayety. We can hardly conceive of a
better way to accomplish this end. But think of
two hearts tremulous with the joy of love, intoxicated with the fulfilment of youth's happy dreams,
holding to their lips the cup of life's purest joy, forbidden in the name of religion to rejoice or to surround themselvs with the cheer of mirth and pleasure!
But though the church was all-powerful, and no
one could eat or drink, smile or weep, without heeding its command, yet morality was never among any
people at such a low ebb. Though marriage was
thus watched over by the church with suspicious
eye, almost as many children were born out of as in
wedlock. The most pious elders and deacons often
had to imitate "Holy Willie's Prayer," while the
amount of whisky consumed at au ordination or
presbytery was only rivaled by the length of the
sermons and prayers. Though there was such outward display of godliness, it was mostly but the
garment of hypocrisy, while all beneath was filth
and corruption.
The clergy, not satisfied with tyrannizing" over

their congregations, quarreled fiercely with each
other over the most trifling textual differences; so
that two or three of them never met together Without a d.isgraceful jangle.
.
. .
Of course, there was here and there a mmrster
that rose in character and humanity above the class,
some homes where true piety lived and made pure
and bright the family life, such as was described by
Burns in the "Cotter's Saturday Night."
Think of Robert Burns being bol"U into tmch a
condition of things-capable of appreciating the
most f!nbtle beauties of nature, and yet taught that
to do so was a crime ; possessing the most ardent
passions, and yet surrounded on every side with
temptations to lawless indulgence!
Though most of the transgressions from the path
of virtue ascribed to him hav been traced to the
malice of his foes, it is not fair that we should judge
him· by the same standard as we do ourselvs. If
he cannot be entirely cleared in this respect, yet the
common opinion of Burns' immorality is entirely
false, and to one who by his songs has made the
world so much sweete1· and better to liv in we can
afford to forgiv much. That the dark and horrible
religion of the Scotch church is being replaced by
that of the fireside, the sweet loves and joys of
home, we owe much to him who sang,
" To make a happy fireside clime
To weans and wife,
That's the true pathos and sublime
Of hU!I!an life."

In reading the poems of Burns, we must remember
that he was describing, just as he saw it, the life and
character of his age. The prayer of Holy Willie
illustrates the kind of holiness that prevailed under
the influence of Scotch orthodoxy. It represents its
dark and ferocious character in being addressed to a
God who sends one to heaven and ten to hell, all for
his glory.
While the worshiper acknowledges a life of constant fornication, yet through the grace of God he
assumes to be" a burning and a shining light" in the
church. Though he prays divine vengeance on all
who hav ever noticed and disapproved of the faults
he confesses, yet for himself he petitions for "mercies, temporal and divine, that he for gear and grace
may shine, excelled by nane."
With few exceptions, orthodoxy, rigidly interpreted, generally produces this kind of piety. Men
and women to-day are more moral because they no
longer believe in this selfish and corrupting system.
"The Holy Fair" is simply a description of a large
religious meeting, something -like a modern ·campmeeting. The various schools and shades of theology are most graphically described, while the twinship between this sort of piety and sensualism is also
honestly told.
Among the Scotch clergy there was here and there
a Liberal one who, in the place of theology, believed
in righteousness. Burns never failed to sing their
praise. When one of this number arose to preach,
the more pious arise in anger and go out-complaining of his " cold harangs on practice and morals "
-to console themselvs by giving the whisky-jars
and barrels "a good lift that day."
"What signifies his barren shiue
Of moral powers and reason ?
His English style and gesture fine
A.re a' clean out o' reason.
Like Socrates or A.ntoniue,
Or some auld pagan heathen,
The moral man he does define,
But ne'er a word o' faith in
That's right that day."

When Burns describes the joys of a social glass
with boon companions he is glorifying the pleasures
of the world over those of the church and religion.
Such was the blighting and withering influence of
Scotch orthodoxy that it was only by bold and open
defiance to it that any one could enjoy a ray of light
and pleasure. His nature was too large, his genius
too penetrating into the truth of things, not to perceive that there was more pleasure in the hearts of
the so-called wicked than of the righteous. The
true poet of nature is gifted with universal sympathy.
He sees and feels instinctivlv for and with all.
Many hav supposed that in these songs he always
related his own experience. This theory is now
known to be false. But to him there was far more
humanity in the excesses of the so-called wicked than
in the cant and hypocrisies of the professedly holy.
While in his "Cotter's Saturday Night" he sang the
praise of simple and sincere piety, yet no one ever
lashed with such terrible contempt the hypocrisies
and cant that are the product of all formalized and
systematic theories of religion. To him the real religion of the heart was found in pure love, friendship, and sincerity of soul.
·
The greatness of Burns consists largely in the fact
that he dared to defy, in the most reckless way, the
unnatural restraints and tyrannies of the church.
If in this recklessness he was sometimes led too
far to the other extreme we should not blame him so
much as the cruel system that had made it impossible for such a tender, loving heart to do otherwise.
The spirit of huma11ity was fighting in him for de-.
liverance from the oppressions of religious bigotry
and fanaticism.

Natural human love and joy had been so long repressed and persecuted in Scotland. that such a
nature as that of Burns could not fall to 1·esort to
any means in order, if possible, to end ~he oppressio~.
He who could mourn for a mouse drsturbed by hrs
plough, or for "the wee, modest, crimson-tipped
daisy," how must he hav felt at behold~ng the dark
and withering influence upon human hfe of false
theories of religion ! To him natural goodness and
human joy were the true religion; "an honest man,
the noblest work of God." Ile was emphatically the
child of nature, and so all through his poems, in contradiction to all the religious teachings of the age in
which he lived we find him glorifying nature.
Through all th~se shams :wd hollow delusions of
the times he looked directly into the very heart of
things and saw that the divine truth, instead of being
shut up and confined to some musty parchments of a
past age, glows in all nature and lives in every truthful soul. As the poet of human nature, Burns' was
the divinest influence that ever came to Scotland.
His SOIWS hav made its inhabitants more humane than
all the ~ermons, long or short, ever preached by its
priests.
The growin()" love of the people for this their
greatest poet i~ a healthier influence than all of its
orthodox churches combined. When we take into
consideration the nature of Burns, the lot in which
his life was cast, his brave endur:mce of his poverty,
the work he did, and the songs he sung, I think that
whateve1· may hav been his faults we must count
his life one of the bravest and noblest that has
yet been lived on this globe. That he escaped
free entirely from the superstition that afliicted
and cursed the world at that time I do not
claim. Such a stidden change would be impossible.
The brightest, clearest sky is generally specked with
some fleecy clouds that remind us of darke1· days.
So the freest, noblest life in days like those could
not quite escape from their shadow. His life was
one long struggle with and against the ideas of the
church.
Sometimes he thought himself an Atheist, at others
a Theist, and then again in a rational way a Christian, but never an orthodox one.
It is to me not at all surprising that once or
twice he used language which givs a slight show of
justice to the claim that he believed in revealed
religion. There are moments of weakness in every
man's life. To stand for the truth and sacredness
of nature was a far different thing then than it is
now. He who walks in the light of genius is compelled sometimes to suffer the torment of its absence,
and to cower before the foes which in its light he
would never fear. Such may hav been the fate of
Burns.
But whoever judges him from the inspirations of
his genius will find in its light no mingling of the
darkness of orthodoxy. . No man believing in a
devil or hell could hav written so wittily about
them as he did. He made every gloomy terror and
absurd dogma an object of satire. He preached a
new gospel of love as he heard it in the songs of
the birds and saw it painted in every modest wayside flower.
Genius, especially poetical genius, might be defined as anti-orthodoxy. There never was an orthodox poet, and never can be one. Even Dante
was a heretic to the faith of his time, while Milton
was regarded as almost the arch-fiend of heterodoxy.
Genius glorifies whatever it touches. It finds
"sermons in stones, books in the running brooks.
and good in everything." ' Behind the most material fact it finds a supersensual utility. It can never
subinit to the bondage of the priest, but ever flies
forward on the wing's of hope into the more glorious
future. The man of genius always represents a
coming more than the present age. It is only by
thus enlarging the life and hope of humanity that
genius has any existence. It is on this account that
every true genius has been a heretic.
Orthodoxy is standing still Heresy is going forward. Orthodoxy says, "All is here." Heresy says,
"Nay, there are better things yet to come." Orthodoxy is a shroud of despair wrapt about the grinning
skeleton of the past. Heresy is a star of hope
shining above the cradle in which slumbers the
possibility of the future. Orthodoxy says that religion has descended from the skies; heresy, that it
rises fresh with the dew of eternal youth upon its
brow from the human heart in all its loves, hopes,
and joys. Heresy, you see, is only another name
for genius.
To hav genius is to grow, to advance. It is to be
a prophet, not a priest. It is to know and love
nature, not to fear and hate it. Almost every poem
of Burns' is tremulous with a passionate devotion
to nature. His illustrations drawn therefrom a1·e
always strictly true to life.
He gathered much of his inspiration by opening
his heart to the charms of nature, though to do so he
defied the church tnat pronounced it sinful. Because he wooed her with amorous devotion, she
revealed to him many a secret that made him her
prophet and interpreter.
When religion shall fully descend from the skies
to take up its abode in the sweet loves and lowly
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duties of earthly life, it will find in Robert Bums one
of its most inspired prophets.
On his forehead
rested the light of that eomiuv day when natnre
instead of being held to be cursed, shall be regarded
as divine.
Beautify Your Homes.
It is impossible to believe in and love nature in
the same heart that loves and believes in orthodoxy. . !he h~me should be .as beautiful and pleasant as
Devotion to nature is just as inconsistent with or- It IS possible to make it.
It is the place of rest and ,pure enjoyment. It is
thodoxy as genius.
Burns was also the child and prophet of the peo- the refuge.from care and trouble and all the tumults
Md turmoils of life.
·
ple. Every poem is filled with the spirit of human.
It
is
the
one
spot
where
the
hea.rt's
purest
af;Iec-.
Ity. 'l'hongh flattered ::mel courted by the great and
rich, yet to him "princes and lords were bnt the twns garner themselvs and seek then chosen restmgbreath of kings." He never forgot from whence he place.
It ·
, fi
d
.
.
Is w~ma~ s rst. uty to make this dwellmgsprang. Rank to h.im wa~ always bnt "the guinea
stamp." Tyranny m ·all Its forms was to him a place, over whiCh she Is the mothet·-queen, as cheery,
most hateful thing. The French Revolution enlisted co~y, an~ lovely as she .can.. The first requisit for
his sympathies. Every stmggle of humanity toward th1s destred consummatiOn IS that she herself be
hlJ.ppy, hopeful, pleasant, and contentedly agreehu·ger liberty won his warmest devotion.
.
.
. .
How· could such a man uphold a system that is able.
To become this she must hv hygiemcally, she
fonn~e.d on. caste, that says king~ and priests reign
by divme right, and forges the hnks of the slave's must eat proper food, wear comfortable clothes, and
not be o~pressed by too many cares and burdens.
fetters by divine authority?
If she IS her own house~eeper she should study to
He was the poet of the people, and so the prophet
of the futmc when the geniuR of the people shall do her wol'l~ on the m~st simple and easy plan, cook
hav trampled under the feet of victory every vestige put a few dis.hes at a time and hav each as perfect in
ttself ~s possible. She must sav~ ~ork wherever it
of tyranny.
The hope of humanity is the heart of humanity. can be. done, and above all else hm~t the number o.f
Any system of religion that does not find its proofs her chzlclre;t to onl?f two or three at the most. .
Two children, tf well cared for and properly
in the natural instincts of the human heart, or that
exalts one class above another, must, in the very reared, ai'e all that one woman can possibly attend to
and. do her own housework, sewing, knitting, garnature of things, be false.
.
.
.
Orthodoxy is bound hand and foot with tyranny. demng, etc.
To those w~o thmk woman's work a small thmg
Destroy the presumptnons claims of priests to a
special divine· protection, of kings to a divine right, we :vould advise the careful perusal of the following
.
enthrone the people as the highest court of appeal, ad~ICe of Thomas K. Beecher :
above courts or synods, and there shall not be left . All men ?~tght to go. to (he woods, and rehgwusly .do then ?Wn washmg a~d genera~ work, s.uch
of it one stone standing upon another.
Whatever Burns' faults may hav been, he made as sewmg, cookmg, h~usekeepmg, and dish-~ashmg.
ample compensation in the consecration of his genius The wor)r of women IS no~ spoken of sensibly by
to humanity. Because he crowned the honest man, men unt1.l ~hey hav done It the~selvs. . Gentlemen
however obscure his toil, as "the noblest work of readers, It Is easy to talk ! , Bt1t JUSt try I~ on a very
God," and declared the fai-thful, tender human love modest scale once, and you ll honor workmg women
that builds and guards a home the truest and sub- more than ever. Do as I hav done-do a wash of
limest thing on eat•th, the idea of human brother- six pieces, and ~hen ~emember that a woman turns off
two hundred pieces. m a day. Look at your watch
hood is indeed becoming a religion.
As the champion of liberty and of every sweet and see how long It takes you. Look at your soap
humanity, Robert Burns was one with Robert Inger- an~ see how much you. hav used. Look at yonr
soll, and the first Robert was no more orthodox than white clothes, handkerclnef or towel, and see what
the second. Robert Burns was just as reckless in you hav done or not done, and never again speak
his defiance of the church as Robert Ingersoll, and harshly of 01: to. a woman o~ wash-day, nor o~ lannhated just as stoutly by the clergy. It is just as dry work as If It were unskilled labor. Try It. A
intelligent to try and prove one orthodox as the sympathetic gentleman, having washed two dozen
other. I wish I could iuspire all my readers with pieces, will never change .his shirt agai~ wit~out a
the purpose to drink deep at the fountain of his glow of reverence and gratitude. She did this. A
genius. A little study will break the rough shell of similar and salutary consciousness will come to him
the language. To me there is no poet so tender and wh? clat·~s his own socks, patches ~is own trousers,
splices his suspenders, and washes dishes. Look not
pathetic. Every line throbs with human passion.
While men come and go on this green earth they every man upon his own things, but every man also
shall weep and laugh at the touch of his genius. upon the work of a woman. Such an experience in
The nearer we come to his spirit, the more shall we the woods will go far toward the settling the
honor and respect our human nature as divine. woman question, by tPachiug us that we are all
While love intoxicates the soul of youth, or patriot- members one of another, and there mnst be no
·
ism is counted a virtue, will his poems continue to schism."
But with all her cares and duties there is none that
cheer and inspire. As much as any man who ever
stood in the light of the sun, he has left the world is more important than this one of making home
the brighter and better for having lived in it. His pleasant.
Neatness and cleanliness are indispensable to a
is one of the names that were not born to die.
When liberty shall hav dethroned every tyt·anny, cheery, cozy-looking home. A plain room, plainly
the light of love dispelled every shadow of hate, the furnished and scrupulously clean, is far more bright
joy of hope drowned every throe of despair, his and beautiful than a more pretentious one richly
adorned with costly furnitnre that is soiled, mutilatspirit shall hav mightiest empire in human hearts.
As the poet of the people, be is, in his best inspi- ed, and always in disorder.
A few thrifty, nicely-kept flowering-plants and
rations, what the. people shall become when the last
sad, dark influence of superstition and ignorance trailing vines are one of the most enlivening adjuncts
to a living room; and a sheltered, sunny windowshall be dispelled.
The fulfilment of his daring hopes will destroy shelf, just outside the window, is far better for them,
every injustice and wrong and fill the world with the in moderately cool weather, than the over-heated and
living joy of eternal right. Though the church of often dusty inside position, and they are also just as
his day held liuman nature to be totally depraved, easily seen.
A few nice pictures on the walls are always pleasyet out of this depravity he wove the most beautiful
garlands that ever decked the brows of mankind. ing. But no picture that shocks the feelings should
May the enthusiasm and tender pathos for humanity ever hav a place there. Pictures of death-bed scenes,
that filled his life, and drowned deeper than the war, murder, animal fights, and all other sonl-harsight of every human eye his faults, till all our hearts rowing views, ought never to be made at a1l, and espewith holiest consecration to the same religion of cially allowed within the sacred precincts of home.
Bright, gay, happy, and inspiring views alone
humanity!
should meet the gaze of the family circle.
Should there be unsightly objects in the room, and
A Private Letter from a Dear Friend.
recesses that contain necessary adjuncts to comfort
BosTON, Jan. 10, 1881.
l.\'h DEAR MR. BENNETT: I hav your letter inclos- and convenience, a bright chintz curtain will screen
ing your beautiful and well-deserved testimonial them from view, and will of itself make a pleasant
from the Secularists of England, and asking me to resting-place for the eye.
Should a bit of plastering fall from the wall, a
write for TuE TRWTH SEEKER. That I will gladly
do, to the extent of my ability, which is getting piece of white muslin neatly pasted over the place
small. I am glad to see THE TRUTH SEEKER in a will hide the defect and save all further scaling off
new dress, so neat and attractiv. I inclose something and droppings of litter.
In a thousand ways one can veil the ugly and add
to keep my subscription square. It is a wonder to
to
the beautiful, till the humblest little room may
me that the literary world does not see its obligations to you for defying a law which, impartially become a very bower of pleasantness and cheerfulexecuted, would imprison every one of them for own- ness.
The love of the beautiful needs the fostering care
ing a copy of Shakspere-if he could be enticed to
of every one who would make life pleasant and
mail it.
I trust your health is good and will lo,ng continue happy.
Whoever creates a lovely pictnre, whether 011 canso. The world, of course, will feel its obligations to
you after you are dead. I am happy to let it vas, in a poem, or ou the broad brown bosom of
mother earth, or in a cozy, cLeerful home, adds to
know that 1 feel mine while you liv.
the world's priceless treasures, and does something
Youri truly,
ELIZUR WRIGHT.

Qko11(11(ttnicatiort#.

toward elevating, refining, and happifying the race.
'' 'Mi~ pleasures and palaces though we may roam;
Be It ever so humble, there's no place like home.
A eharm from the sky seems to hallow us there,
Which, seek through the world, is not met with elsewhere.
Home, home, sweet, sweet home·
There's no place like home." '

ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
-·---------..;~-----

Musings of a Kalamazoo Skeptic.
To THE EDITOR Ol!' THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
A few simple reasons of the many why I cannot be· order, It
· has got to become a SPI't't
I ua l'IS t : F'irst m
~orne universal instead of local. Next, if it is what
It professes t01 be of spirit comnrtmion it can tell us
exactly where the steamer Alpena, on L~ke Michigan,
went down, and how many passengers were on board
and what their names were, also in what conditio~
the vessel lies. This could be done by locating on
each side of ti1e lake a certain point so that a line
~ould pass directly over it, and also t~ll just how far
on that line one would hav to go before he would be
just over it.
Let spirits prognosticate the weather to a certainty,
and foretell future events, such as elections prosperity of individual enterprises, foretell deaths, just
when they should occur, and in fact giv us something that we all could bankupon.
The facts are, they talk of subjects that our minds
cannot comprehend. They giv us tficks and perform them before our eyes, that we can~ot unders.tand. I hav seen jugglers go upon the stage and
tell people that the tricks they were going to perform
were tricks, and that we ·could do them as easily as
t~ey do provided we understood them as well as they
did; I hav seen. a man of this sort go upon the stage,
go Into the audience, borrow a plug hat, take it upon
the stage, set it down, and take out of it a pair. of
t~rtle-dov€s, and they flew up and lit on the scene
Wires ; next take out a pair of guinea pigs, and they
ran around on the stage, then take out a suit of doll's
clothes, then a loaf of bread, then a dozen or two of
eggs, and at last take out what seemed to me feathers enough to make two good pillows. This same
man came ~gain into the audience, borrowed a gold
watch, put It into a morta1·, took the pestle, and, before om· eyes, pounded it fine, then called for some
meal; a waiter brought it, he put it into the mortar
a_nd adde~ water, stirred i.t all up, put it into a large
tm can. With a cover, put It over a -coal-oil lamp and
baked It ; and then afterward took a knife and cut the
cake in pieces, took out the watch and gave it back
to the. owner apparently without injuring it. And
so I m1ght enumerate, but this must suffice.
Now not one of us could tell how it was done altho~gh he warned us previom;ly. When we go into
a Circle we are not thus warned, and if we were
what better off would we be? We could not the~
tell.
I own I am skeptical, but at the same time I profess to be teachable ; but I will not go as the person
does who attends a protracted meeting, ready to
swallow anything. I may hav to be like the nest of
young birds, who swallow down anything the old
ones see fit to put into their months. Neither will I
go up to Jerusalem or to Detroit or to Chicago, or
anywhere else where I believe they hav things fixed
up for the special occasion. What I want, and what
all l.\'Iaterialists in this country want, is the truth,
and we can receive that here as well as there.
Why am I not permitted to see my friends as well
as other folks? They tell us we hav not come into
the right condition, or that we are not en rapport.
Well, bow are we to be, unless we fall down to this
shibboleth? I believe, with Prof. Jamieson, that
it is one of the greatest humbugs of the age, and
will disappear as soon as its true inwardness is found
out. Anything but tricks for me, or fairy stories,
or stories of departed spirits returning to earth
again as they say.
I believe many of the Spiritualists are honest, and .
I count among them many good friends, hut I sincerely believe they are deceived, that their minds
hav become hallucinated and they cannot help themselvs. For all such I feel to pity them. I do hate
to read those articles wherein they say om· belief is
like a winter, a forest without leaves, where all is
decay, and we end in annihilation. They say· this
is our doctriu. Well, we only preach as far as we
know, and do not draw on our imagination for future
results. Their theory is very nice and pleasant to
t~ink upon, but they caimot demonstrate it by one
smgle well-authenticated fact which every person
can understand. Until such a time arrives I trust
they will not blame me for not becoming a Spiritualist. Universal k.qowledge is what we want, not
~pecial, and confined to comparativly a few. This
IS what I seek after, and nothing but this will satisfy
the longings of my heart.
JAMES S. BEDEL.
KALAMAzoo, 1\IICH., Dec. 10, 1880.
THE Jesuits bav obtained a papal decree condemning Galileo's doctrin about the motion of the earth.
It is all in vain. If the world. is really turning round,
all mankind together will not be able to keep it from
turning or to keep themselvs from tnming with it.Pascal's Letters.
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same opinion, that there was no hope for the prison- equally fortunate. When one has heard the good
er's life. Still Cornell refused to parden him.
news he should be anxious that others hear it also.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
He said he could not grant a pardon till the judge
It is to be regretted that so many of the Libwho tried the case and the district-attorney who erals of America should feel indifference as to the
PmJLISHED EVERY S.ATURD.AY .AT $13.00 PER YE.AR. prosecuted the case should express a wish that the success of Liberal papers. It would seem that
suffering man should be pardoned. Mrs. W. H. Van every man who has become Liberalized should take a
The largest and cheaipest Radical Jourruil published in Eu'I'Ope Allen, a woman of great sympathy and kindness of Liberal paper, and those who are able should patronor America, containing 1UJ(I;T'ly seven hwndred square inChes rrwre heart, frequently visited the hospital in company ize more than one and hand them to others when they
with her mother, wife of the superintendent, and are done with them. There is no means of spreading
ef reading matt6r than any other journal of its lcinul.
both felt deep sympathy for Mr. Phelps and wished the knowledge of Liberalism equal to giving a wide
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JANUARY 22, 1881. to see him released to die at home with his fam. reading to Liberal papers and books. They are the
ily. Mrs. Van Allen made a journey to Cobleskill good seed being constantly sown upo;n the soil of the
to see Recorder Smith, who wrote a letter'imploring mind. Let every one who believes that the good seed
Death of Charles H. Phelps.
the governor to release the dying prisoner, believing ought to be sown help to circulate Liberal literature.
On the morning of the 11th ins$. Charles H ~he e~ds of justice had ~een fully answered in the Let th?se wh? think THE TRUTH SEEKER is doing go?d
Phelps breathed his last in the hospital of the Al~ 1mpnsonment and suffermg the m~n had already en- yv-ork, 1s makm_g earnest efforts to spread the g:ood tidbany Penitentiary. Some seven years ago, while dured. Judge Westbrook, who tr1ed the case, wr.ote mgs far and Wl~e, do all they can to sustam these
cashier in the State Treasurer's office at Albany h a letter to the governor of the same tenor, askmg efforts and furmsh the ways and means to keep up
was in an evil hour, by men he deemed frie~ds~ that the man m~g~t be. 'let out to die. Prosecuting the '"!arfare. There are always some who get tired
induced to appropriate funds, amounting to $250,000 Attorney Moak.J?med m the sa~e appeal and ex- o; fam~-h~arted, yv-ho find one .excuse or another for
belonging to the state to the private speculation f pressed the opmwn that the errmg man had been diScontmumg their paper, and It beeomes the duty of
himself and those supposed friends, thinking ~e suffi.c~ently punished. But still Cornell refused to be those who are earnest and public-spirited to help keep
would be able to replace the money in timeto answer mermfu~.
.
. ~he nu~bers g?od. ~one can do so much toward
all purposes. But the facts were learned and hew
He sa1d to Mrs. Van Allen on one occasiOn that if mcreasmg the mrculatwn of ,THE TRUTH SEEKER as
arrested before he could effect his plans for restori as some of the rich men and leading citizens of Albany those who take it and know its value. They will
the funds. He himself retained but a few thousa n~ would petition him to pardon Mr. Phelps he would try to induce their Liberal and inquiring acquaintdollars of the money which was expended in maki n do so. "How many signatures, Governor, do you ances to help sustain the sheet that is struggling hard
his defense; the rest 'was invested by those "to w.h:! require?" aske~ Mrs. Van Allen. "Six~y will ~e to ,fight the battle of truth against error.
he executed checks and is still thus retained. Public en01~ph. Get s1xty good names and I w1ll let hun · Th~re ~re thousands 1~pon thousands who hav lost
sentiment set in strong against him, and his trial was out.
.
all fa1th 1ll the false claims of theology w~o ought to
verY: severe. He was convicted on three counts or
The !arge-hearted, sympathetiC woman. dropped take THE TRUTH SEEKER. Let _eve~y fr1en\} of the
spemfications, and was sentenced to five years' im- everythmg and walked and rode o!er ~he mt! of Al- sheet exert themselvs to accomplish 1t.
prisonment in the Albany Penitentiary on each banY:and sa'"! the fi~s~men of the mty,mcludmg men
count.
1toldmg offimal pos1twns, men of wealth, bankers,
Tried and Compromised.
While we were serving out our unjust sentence in lawyers, physicia_ns, editors,_ ~tc., etc., and hardl_y a
Mr. Baldwin, of Chicago, who was arrested many
that institution we were thrown in company with ma~ refused to s1gn the :pet1t10n that Phelps nnght
~- Phelps and became pretty well acquainted with be pardoned. She obtamed. double the numbe.r of months ago for selling or mailing" Cupid's Yokes,"
him. He had become utterly broken down in health names. that the governor sa1d ~ould be suffimen~, has had his trial. He was fined one h1mdred dollars
and was sent to the hospital. When we were ordered but still ~e woul~ not be. mermful. He broke h1s and given a few weeks in which to raise the money.
to the hospital we occupied the same room with Mr. own pronns; he VIolated h1s own wor~. He seemed No imprisonment, no incarceration with felons ! Mr.
Phelps, and sometimes a score of other sick and dy- to be g_overned by some strange obstmacy an~ was H. L. Barter, ef Davenport, who was arrested for
ing men. He was an amiable, pleasant man, and d~termmed not t? do wh~t all good people Wished publishing in his paper a story containing extracts
ke8nly felt the degraded position in which he had h1m to do !lnd whwh he himself knew he ?u~ht to from "Cupid's Yokes," and arguments condeiDllaunfortunately placed himself.
do. He d1d much as Rutherford B. Hayes d1d m our tory of excessiv sexual indulgence, has been able to
When taken to the prison he was placed in cell case when . 2.00,000 people asked for our release- compromise his case in the United States Court by
No. 1, which was near the outer door opening into after pro~1smg he would _gran~ a pardon he went paying one hundred dollars and costs. Really, things
the prison y~r~. In winter weather this was a very: back ?n h1s word and falsified 1t. Or _probably he are improving in the "obscenity" market. Heywood
exposed pos1t10n and caused him much suffering. ~as like Pharaoh. of old when he sa1d he woul_d was sent to prison for two years at hard labor and
Many a time when he came in from the workshop t Ielease the Israelites-he afterward hardened h1s fined two hundred dollars for mailing a copy of
e~t his miserable prison meal, water would freeze i~ heart, or God was accused of hardening it, an~ he "Cupid's Yokes." We were sent to prison for thirhis cell in fifteen minutes. None but himself could would not let the J?eople go.
e cannot. believe teen months, with three hundred dollars fine, for the
fully realize the weeks and months and years of posi- that God had anythm_g to do w1th hardenmg Cor- same thing. But now for the same act two men in
~iv agony he passed in that dreadful cell. He worked nell's heart? but that 1t all d.epe~ded upon _his o'Yn the west are let off on the promis to pay one hunm shop No. 1, over which "Brute, Monohan PI'e- con~~quent1al, stubborn, uny1eldmg, unfeelmg dis- dred dollars each, with not a word about any imprisonment! It look as though after awhile a man
sided as overseer, who, regardless of how severe the positl~n.
. .
.
weather might be, caused the windows to be kept
Durmg all th1s t1me the pamful suspense, the days, would be able to deposit in the mail a little pamopen, the cold air striking the prisoners, who were weeks, and months of hopes and fears, the _absol.ute phlet without losing his liberty for two years, and
forced to stand bv their work tables with their coats ag~my that Phelps endured can be only partially liD- being torn from his family and business. One hunoff and their shirt sleeves rolled up. Between the agmed. From day to day, for months together, he dred dollars for the present appears to be the ruling
c~ll a_nd shop poor Phelps, not of a very strong con- hoped the p~rdon would come. Whenever the. door price for mailing a copy of Mr. Heywood's pamphlet,
st1tutwn, contracted a disease of the lungs which has of the hospital opened he fondly looked hopmg a and perhaps after Garfield is inaugurated, and
finally taken him to his grave and released him from messenger had come to break the glad news to him. "Bob" fills an important place in the administrathe oolts a~d bars and prison keepers, he having It '"!as expected he would ~e released _before our te.rm tion, the price may be still further reduced.
By the way, it is hard to understand by. what
served out BlX years of his sentence.
explr~d. He was greatly mterested m the receptwn
He was kept at work in the shoe shop long after pronnsed us ~pon our retu.rn home, and he was right United States authorities can arrest a man on a
he was unfit to be there, and when he was scarcely extremely annous to ~ttend 1t. Bu.t Cornell woul_d criminal char~e, as in Mr. Barter's case, and then
able .to stand upon his feet, but at length he was not say the one mermful word. L1~e P~araoh, h1s le~ him off Without a trial upon the payment of a
permitted to enter the hospital where he passed a heart was ~~rd, hard, hard. Influential friends made stipulated fine and costs. Mr. Barter either did not
livin~ death of over two years. 'His sufferings both repeated VISits fro~ Rochester, and had interv~ews commit an offense or he did. If not, he should hav
physical and mental were intense.
With the governor m behalf of Phelps and received been discharged without the stigma of a fine. If he
. In the fall of '79 Dr. Geoghan, the prison physi- assurances that gave them gr~~t hope, and this intelli- did ~ommit an offense, the government attorney had
man, and the members of Superintendent McEwen's g~nce reached .the poor wa1tmg man only to buoy no r1~ht to l~t hill~: off without a trial upon the
family, seeing that Phelps must die and believing him ~p for a t1me, to afterward sink in the deepest pronns of paymg a little money. With all the greathis sufferings had fully atoned for the' mistake he had despair. The governor falsified every promis, broke ness of our government, it still has defects.
made, wished to see him released so he could close e':ery h?pe, and .drove. the poor man and his dear
his days with his unhappy wife and family who Wife to mexpress1ble gr1ef.
·
A Christian Blackguard.
reside in this city. Governor Robinson was ap~ealed
But de~th proved a far better friend than the man
Amon~ the names which hav been sent in to us
to for a pardon. He deferred acting till after elec- temporarily at the hea.d of the state government.
tion, and being defeated he decided not to act upon Death came at last to h1s release, and he is now at some friQnd gave the name of the writer of the
the case but to turn the matter over to his successor, r~st. If Cornell coul~ .hav had mer~y enough .to let following letter, and of course a copy of THE TRUTH
Governor Cornell. All this time Phelps was slowly him co~e home to d1e,. to all?w h1s dear. wife to SEEKER for January 1st was sent him. This harmbut surely dying, but hope bore him up. We watched nurs~ h1m and at.tend h1m durmg the closmg days l~ss act .s~ems to hav excessivly stirred up his Chrishim from day to day, from week to week, and from ?f h1s un~appy life, an~ allow her to close his eyes tian sp1r1t, and caused him to evince the same
month to month, and we saw how his hopes and fears m death, It would hav slmJ!lY been an act of justice. vengeful, persecuting spirit which for hundreds of
rose and fell as the dreary time passed· away.
But he had not the pro~ptmgs of mercy to perform years moved his brethren of the church. One has
When he become convinced that Robinson would such a ~ood deed. L~t It be remembered that A. B. only t? read the following delectable document to
be.satisfied. that he would not only like to see the
not pardon him he looked forward with great hope Cornell Is a man devo1d of mercy.
ed1tor of th1s sheet lon~er doomed to a prison cell but
that Cornell would be more merciful. He knew Corwould ~ake pleasure in mflicting the most cruel to;ture
Our Thanks.
nell personally, a~d had held a position under him
seve;al years ago m the Custom House in this city.
We wish to express our thanks to the kind Jriends upon h1m, and even depriving him of life and this
He mdulged the hope that Cornell would be merci- who hav exerted themselvs to obtain new subscribers for simply trying to dispense the truths of ;eason and
ful. .
.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. We instinctivly feel that science in contr~distinction ~o the myths and fables
~:;,Weeks had to pass away after the inauguration of every man or woman who sends in the name of one of theology. Listen to the 1gnora~t bigot :
the new governor before it would do to press Phelps' or more new subscribers is a true friend to the cause
NEW LoNDoN, Wxs
doleful situation upon his attention, and few can real- of truth and mental liberty. If we are in the right lst 13 Sl
ize the amount of suspense and agony the poor man if the doctrins of ~'~eethought are more true than th~ & had ought to be D . .A. M. Sir
Mr. D. M. Bennett
endured. At length pitying friends saw the gov- fables. and absurd1t1es of. theology, every person who It seems you hav got hold of my address m
· some way &
ernor and it;nplored ~i~ to do a deed of mercy. He h as h IS mental eyes suffimently open to see the superi- probably by some underhanded way & hav had the im od
expressed himself willing to do so if he could be con- ority of the teachings of science and reason over the to send me one of your. so called truth Seekers whitch I do~~
vinced that it was all right and that Phelps could not errors and claims of superstition should feel interested i~ank you for & herewith return it you by Express thinking
liv.
in bringing others to the knowledge of the truth and 8 att ~ou are t~he only man that wants it & it might get lost
Physicians we~e sent to exam~n the poor prisoner. in increasing our numbers all over the land.
w:e ~h~f~po inerr~~~ ~ftuh fs:llyentshrfough its columb s that you
· t h ·
f
P
or some num er of month
They sounded h1m, thumped h1m, tested him with
It Is
t e mterest o every lover of Freethought. & had on~y bre~d & water its 1!- pitty you had not been loft
various instruments, and gave it as their concurrent that .om forces may be augmented and our organs th~re untill the pre~ent you m~ght hav had time to reflect &
opinion that the unfortunate man had consumption sus tamed so far as possible. Every person who is thi~k upon ~he subJect that you are now ridaculing & if you liv
of the lungs and must die. The governor's own fam- convinced of the truths of Liberalism should feel untill you die and I har~y think ~ou know enough to keep
·
h'
.
.
your sensee that long but if you do JUst think how
t h b tily physician also made an examination and gave the d eslrOus
to see
Is neighbors and acquamtances ter it is for you to liv here in prison than it will b:~o~ youe if
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you still continue to print sutch a paper as you do, now. to be
shut up in the S E corner of Hell without eather bread or
watter, you will then call in vain for poor Lazrus to come and
cool your brimstons parChed lips
.
.
Now I want you to tak a hint without a kick whitch you
aught to hav & not send any more of your trash to me, if you
do I shall send it back by Express C 0 D, so it shant get lost
for you think more of them than I do,
So now with these few pleasant remark I bid you adew,
hoping you may in due time· ask your god to forgiv you & be
permitted to meet me in Heaven,
H HAMBLIN
.
New London Wis

Inducements to Subscribers.
To encourage the circulation and reading of THE
TRUTH SEEKER publications the following offers are
made to new and old subscribers alike:
For $5.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER wil~ be sent for a
year and either of the following works: Paine's
Great Works Complete, Amberley's Analysis of
Religious Belief, The World's Sages, Thinkers, and
Reformers, or The Champions .of the Church.
For $7.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER a. year and the two
large volumes of The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times.
For $6.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER a year al).d Supernatural Religion, by Prof. Newman. ·
For $6.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER a year and five
bound volumes of Truth Seeker Tracts, containing
over 500 pages each.
·
For $4.00 THE TRUTH SEEKER a year and either
of the .following: , Paine's Political Works, Paine's
Theological Works, Greg's Creed of Christendom, An
Infidel Abroad; Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammedanism, Nathaniel Vaughan, or The Heathens of
the Heath.
For $3.50 THE TRUTH SEEKER a year and either
of the following: The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion, From Behind the Bars, The Semetic Gods and
the Bible, The Issues of the Age, Underwood's Essays and Lectures, fn a bound volume, The Radical
Pulpit, in a bound volume, either volume of Truth
Seeker Traets, Thirty Discussions, Essays; Bible Stories and Lectures, or the Truth Seeker Collection.
New subscribers can be supplied with numbers
commencing with the current volume when desired,
and three numbers of the last volume will be added
gratis. Sample copies furnished upon application to
hand to inquiring friends.
Here are most favorable opportunities for securing
a large amount of Liberal reading matter at a very
reasonable price. Let the truth spread far and
wide.

A Liberal Offer.
Having arranged clubbing terms with the North
American Review we are enabled to offer that foremost of American periodicals, together with THE
TRUTH SEEKER, at the low price of $6.50 per year.
The Review is the organ of the best minds of America, nearly every writer of note in the country being
a contributor to it. It discusses the subjects that are
most prominent in the public thought at the time,
and presents both sides of all important questions.
It combines to a considerable extent the thoroughness of the cyclopedia with the timeliness of the
daily paper. It should be read by the professional
man, the student, the merchant, the manufacturer,
the farmer; in fact, by every one who wishes to
form intelligent opinions of the events of the day.

Co-Operativ Economy.
The great popular monthly, the Califo?-nian, and
THE TRUTH SEEKER, one year, for $5. 75. The
Californian is the best and most popular monthly
ever published on the Pacific Coast. It is the only
magazine west of the Mississippi Valley, and is full
of the vigorous life of the great West. Its large
and handsomely-printed pages are filled with interesting and valuable contributions from the pens of
many of the ablest and most eminent writers in the
United States. It is universally and highly commended by the local and Eastern press. It is the
rising magazine of the day, and its excellence increases with each issue. Yearly subscriptioq, in
advance, $4.00. Single number, 35 cents. Furniehed, postpaid, with this paper, for $5. 75. Send
your subscription to this office.

A Word of Appreciation.
Many friends hav interested themselvs in working
for the circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and in
selling TRUTH SEEKER publications. There are several of this class whose names we could· giv with
pleasure, but this time we specially wish to name two
friends who hav exhibited great earnestness and unselfish effort in this direction, to wit, Mrs. A. H.
Colby and Mrs. 0. K. Smith, who work together.
They hav sent in the names of many subscribers and
sold many TRUTH SEEKER publications, both while
we were in prison and since, and ha v never taken a
cent. of commission or made a penny by the operation themselvs. We feel that their names should
be specially' mentioned, Mrs. Smith's particularly,
who has made untiring efforts for THE TRU~H SEEKER, that friends of the cause everywhere niay know
who its true friends are. They are now holding

forth for a ~ew weeks in Rochester, N. Y. There
are others rwh~y worthy of mention and praise,
and whom we will gladly name on another occasion
~mt .a particular desir~ is now felt to render tard;
Justwe to these two faithful and worthy sisters ..

Paine's Birthday.
Let it be remembered that on Saturday evening,
Jar;ua,ry ~9th, the. 143d anniversary of Thomas
Pame s birthday will be commemorated in Science
Hall, 141 Eighth street, this city. Half a dozen or
.m?r~ speecheswil~ be made by differen_t persons, an
ongmal poem remted, letters from a distance read,
etc. Let all.be present who can, and those who cannot come, write ~ letter to represent them and to be
read a.t t?e meetm~. ~Jl honor to Thomas Paine,
Amenca s great friend.
---------

Book Catalog.
Mr. James A. Bliss, of 713 Sansom st., Philadelphia, has gotten up a neat little catalog of Liberal
an~ Spir!tualistic works, alphabetically arranged,
whwh he IS prepared to send to patrons in all parts
of the country. Among the works are TRUTH SEEKER
publications. Those wishing one of his catalogs hav
only to write him and he will send them gratis.
MRS. VICTORIA WOODHULL is soon to be married
to the scion of a wealthy English family, and is destined to move in aristocratic English sqciety. In
view of all this, she has been induced to come out in
the Court Journal and deny that she was ever a
Freelover, that she ever wrote on article in favor of
Freelove, or that she ever sanctioned any article on
Freelove that appeared in her paper. To those who
know her well this will .be a trifle surprising, but
perhaps nothing that she can do will surp·rise them
greatly. For a woman who lived with two husbands, or two men, at the. same time, and advocated
a woman's right to select the father of a child she
wished to be begotten, all this may do very well.
More than all the rest, her name is not Woodhull,
and never has been, but Woodhall, as she now calls
it, and soon to become something else. Verily the
people of this world hav some amusing traits!
THE Liberal, of Lamar, Mo., G. H. Walser, editor
and publisher, has become a weekly. We hav received No. 2, but No. 1 failed to reach us. It is
overflowing with of interesting matter. It has the
kindness to use the following language of us: "Tim
TRUTH SEEKER comes to us this week in a new dress
and looks as tidy as a pin. THE TRUTH SEEKER is the
largest Liberal paper published in the world, and
every week is brimful· of good reading matter. It
ought to receive a generous support from the Liberals."
Thank you Bro. Walser for your genial words.
May success attend you, lo, these many years, and
may your teachings find response in thousands of
hearts.

English Works.
Prominent a-mong the books which we bought in
London is the "Elements of Social Science; or,
Physical, Sexual, and Natural Religion." An eA.'])Osition of the true cause and only cure of the three
primary social evils, poverty, prostitution, and celibacy. By a Doctor of Medicin. Nineteenth edition. Thirty-seventh.thousand. 600 pages. Price,
neatly bound, $1.50.
Translations of this work hav been published in
the following languages: French, German, Dutch,
Italian, Portuguese, Russian, Swedish, Hungarian,
and Danish.
Opinions of the press:
"This is the only book, so far as we know, in
which-at a cheap price and with honest and pure
intent and purpose-all the questions affecting the
sexes, and the influence of their relations on society,
are plainly dealt with. It has now been issued m
French as well as in English, and we bring the
French edition to the notice of our friends of the
International Workingmen's Association, and of our
subscribers in France and Belgium, as essentially a
poor man's book."-National RefMmer, edited by
Mr. Charles Bradlaugh.
"The 'Elements of Social Science' is a most remarkable work, written by a man evidently with
great knowledge of pathology and political economy.
It will be greatly liked or disliked according to the
'school' of the reader; but no one can fail to consider it as one of the most remarkable works of the
day on the subjects of which it treats. We are told
that it has been largely read in London by medical
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sufficiently highly of this e~raordinary work· we
can only say, conscientiously and emphatically,
is
q, blessing to the human race."-People's Paper. By
Ernest Jones. ,
"It is because, after an impartial consideration of
this book, we feel satisfied that the author has no
meretricious professional object to subserve, that we
are induced to use its publication as a text for the
discussion of a vital and· pressing subject· and because it bears evidences of research, thorough
although misapplied, professional education, some
pretensions to philosophy, and a certain earnestness
of misguided conviction of the truth of peculiar
prevalent economical theeries, which seems to hav
led him off his feet, and to hav induced him to
ye~ture. upon any extravagance in their support. · It
I~ In vam ~o attempt to hide these subjects out of
sight. This one book of six hundred closely-printed
pages is in its third large edition. It is of no use to
~gnore the topic as either delicate or disgusting. It
IS of unive~sal interest. It concerns intimately every
human bemg."-From an adverse review in the
Weekly Dispatch, January and February, 1860.
"This work has had eleven English editions, two
French, a German, and a Dutch one; and is about
to be published in Italian and in Portuguese; and we
who hav read and meditated on it rejoice with the
author at this success, auguring for it new and increasing good fortune.
"He is convinced that in this lower world too
many people are born,· and lienee very many of
them are
. condemned either to a premature death , or,
w h at IS worse, to. a wretched life, oppressed by
hunger and suffermg. He comes forward, therefore, t~ propose what we ourselvs hav modestly
urged m o_ur 'Elements of Hygiene' since 1864,
w:he? we said, 'Love, but do not hav offspring.' A
diSCiple of Malthus and of Stuart Mill, he is well
versed in modern philosophy and in political economy, and studies the abstruse problem in all its
aspects, setting out from the most elementary domestic hygiene to raise himself gradually to the
lofty regions of human dignity and civil progress.
A foe to all hypocrisy and prejudice, the author of
the 'Elements of Social Science' calls things by their
rea~ names, and shrinks only from the excessiv suffermgs and privations to which ·the poor children
of Adam are condemned. He is firmly convinced
that to measure human fecundity in accordance with
the economical production of families and of nations
is the most certain means of destroying pauperism
~n~ all the forms of want. And in this, perhaps, he
IS m error, for the evils of modern society hav many
sources, and with the drying up of one (perhaps even
the most fruitful), another and another would present themselvs, which only the combined and constant labors of future generations will perhaps be
able to overcome. However this may be, the courage with which the author faces one of the most
formidable problems of human society is most
praiseworthy.
.
"Human morality is gradually changing its center
of gravity to rest upon a more solid and durable
~asis. In this new morality the doctrins of Malthus
and those of the author of the' Elements of Social
Science ' must also hav a large share. In the place
of almsgiving, which humiliates, in thP- place of
charity, which caresses an evil that it does not know
how to cure, there will be substituted a preventiv
philanthropy, which, by studying want and suffering
In their most hidden and deep-seated springs, will
be able radically to remove them. Jurisprudence,
medicin, and morality follow the same movementare aiming at the same end-to prevent rather than
to cure."-P1·ojesso?· Mantegazza, of Florence, in

it

the Journal Med·ico di Casa.

From James Parton.
My DEAR EDITOR: Accept my thanks for your new
book, "An Infidel Abroad," and the kind words which
accompanied it. That book of yours is another proof
of the old saying, that perfectly sincere human speech
is always interesting. The curse.of modern writing
is insincerity and half sincerity. That is the chief
reason why so very much of it is dull and unreadable.
The simple way to make a hit in authorship or editorship is to strike right out from the shoulder at your
object. I do not mean that a writer is to disregard the proprieties and decencies of civilization,
nm: show disrespect to those who differ from him in
opinion. I mean merely that he who speaks to his
fellow-men with directness and simplicity of what
really interests him will be heard with attention.
You hav done so in yol!-r book, and hence it is racy
and readable. I wish you had had more time, but
then you had not. If you ~o around the world I hope
you will take your time to It and write at more leisure.
Very truly yours,
JAMES PARTON.

P. S.-Mina and hav THE 'l'RVTH SEEKER well pro"We hav never risen from the perusal of any vided for. Let us hav one paper in New York in
work with greater satisfaction than this."-hwesti- which honest men utter their real thoughts-not
merely the thoughts they think will be acceptable to
,qatar.
"That book must be read, that subject must be the reader. Mr. vVakeman's articles are of more
understood, before the population can be raised than golden value. He is one of the most enlightfrom its present degraded, diseased, unnatural, and ened of our limited race, as well as one of the most
P.
.mmoral state. We 1·eally know not how to speak noble-minded. There is healing in him.

men."-Medical P1·ess and Circula1·.
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f!/:ommunic('ltions.
The Liberal League.
To THE EmTOE OF THE TRUTH SEEKEE, Sir:
Herbert Spencer says :. "The mere gathering of
individuals into a group does not constitute them a
society. A society is formed when, besides nearness,
there is co-operation. So long as the members of
the group do not combine their energies to achieve
some eommon encl or ends there is little to keep
them together. They are prevented from separating
only when the wants of each are better satisfied by
uniting his efforts with those of others than they
woulcl be if he acted alone. Co-operation, then, is
at once that which cannot exist without a society,
and that for which a society exists." It is evident
that CO-Operation is essential tG the existence of SOCiety, and unless there is a full recognition of the
fact that co-operation of individualities is a fundamental necessity in the very structure of society, no
society will be formed with cohesion enough to
accomplish any worthy end or ends.
"But co-operationi mplies organization. If acts are
to Le effectually combined there must be arrangements under which they are adjusted in their times,
amounts, and characters."
The National Liberal League, seemingly, must in
the event of success conform to these general laws.
As a society it can not, it will not, escape the usual
· environments of societies in general. And soci ies
are not so unlike each the other as not to legitimate
the inference that similar needs and conditions come
alike to them. However widely the puq:>Oses of
different societies may be, it is evident no such wide
difference exists as to the use of legitimate means for
the attainment of these widely different purposes or
ends. All societies demand as a condition of success
multiplicity in unity, or co-operation through organization. These are conditions without which reasonable hopes of success cannot"Qe entertained.
The Liberal movemP.nt of a hundred years has lost
much, and has thrown away much of its power,
because of the light Yalue it has put upon organization. This, no doubt, is partly due to the memories
of the past, so filled up with abuse, as seen in the
bloody records of religions, which hav been the true
outcome of theocracies and ecclesiastical organizations, and partly from the fear that the individual
will be lost in the organization. We can readily see
the force of this reasoning, but we must remember
that the bloody pages of history owe their existence
to the assumed fact that these ecclesiastical organizations were acting only in the name of their divinities, and were only doing the will of the same. But
we of to-day are in no such fear, for we are reasonably emancipated from those conditions which rendered church organizations so formidable.
The organic cohesivness of the National Liberal
League compromises no individual rights. It has no
infallible dictum. It has no bible of antiquity
which we must believe or be damned. It has no
thumbscrew, no fagot, no threat of torture, though
we are under its organization. You or I, if not
pleased to remain within the organization, can step
out, and we are in no danger from thus doing.
I know that there are many of our Liberal people
who seem to think if they allow their names to be
put upon paper in any way connected with any of
our Liberal societies they are signing away their
liherties, and yet how absurd it is to look for the
prosperity of our Liberal cause without co-operation,
without organization. I think if the Liberals of
this country would work as they can, if they were to
do their level best, we could redeem this land of the
brave and free in the next ten years. I mean that
we could reach thai point where, in the councils of
this nation, the church would no longer rule
supreme. I do not think that this will ever be done
by any kind of strategy, no fighting with concealed
weapons. I am not a believer in that kind of warfare. I do not suspect that we are to win by any
attempt on our part to deceive the church. The
success of our cause is in the loss of power to
the church. That they are to aiel us in this work is
among the most imbecil of expectations, or that we
are to secure the silence of the churches by telling
them that we mean nothing, that we are a harmless
pack of fools, that our success does not mean their
fall from the dizzy bights of their ecclesiastical domination, that the demands of Liberalism when granted
will leave them in possession of the earth as theirs,
held for th.eir Emanuel, for the benefit of God's.
elect.
Nay, nay. The success of Liberalism in this land
means the loss of power on the part of the church.
It means hostility, but not hate, not thumbscrews, not
the dungeon. It means the hostility of an open, fair,
fight. No strategy, no lies. It means to the church
that we propose to win by fair means, ancl only such.
Liberalism claims the right to win on the ground of
justice to man, woman, aud child. We will not in this
fight trespass upon the rights of any man, woman, or.
child, let them be in the churches or out of them.
We will fight for the rights of a church as soon as
for our own, taking it for granted that she can hav

no rights conflicting with the general interest of effectiv action on the part of every memb"er of the
local Leagues. But an interest can be created in this
mankind.
Here we speak in the interest of one of the Liberal home work, in a I"eague of four, five, ten, twenty, or
organizations of this country, and in doing so we are any number if rightly managed. Is it possible for
of the opinion that what is true in regard to one, as any number of thoughtful men and women, having
to the best means to accomplish our purpose, is an understanding of the meaning of Liberalism, to
equally true as to the various organizations, because meet at regular intervals without creating an interest?
they mainly aim at the same end. The objects as Let the societies thus meet, though but few, and they
set forth in the platform of the National Liberal will soon build up an interest that will draw to them
League need not to be reiterated here, as they hav other thoughtful persons, and then a free interchange
been so long before the public, and hence are we II of views among these faithful few will· develop an
known. The important question itself is, How are increasing interest which will proclaim the coming
we to realize the end as set forth therein? The con- of liberty to the victims of superstition and a corrupt
ditions which are pre-eminently important are thus priesthood.
·
stated, viz., co-operation through effectiv organizaAgain, how soon such devotion would find aid in
tion.
the state conventions and in the national, and in
First. The need of local societies or Leagues. I securing men of ability to speak for them. Such a
am sure that to these we are to look for the force League would hav a living record, and from such
behind the throne, which is mainly responsible for well-disciplined men and women how readily we
the doing of the needed work. We cannot well could find those suitable to represent the Liberal
overestimate the value, the potency of these loqal work in the National "Liberal League.
societies in the performance of the work around
Secondly, we speak a word for state conventions.
which our fondest expectations cling.
I am inclined to think that through state qonventions
Second. Through state conventions of these we could accomplish much in the interest of our
Leagues. .
.
state work. An interest can be worked up in the
Third. In the last place, through the national state which will tend largely to secure co-operativ
annual congress.
action among the Leagues of the state, and thereby
Now, here is a trinity, as important in the interest we would get twice the .representation in the national
of our work as the trinity in the church-God, the congress that we do now. Let a state convention be
devil, and Christ. We cannot, any more than the held every year in the early part of the summer.
church, divorce either one of this trinity.
Having worked up an interest in that direction durWhat can be done to invest our local Leagues with ing the winter, we could hope for a grand success in
effectrvness? We hav two hundred of them. Surely bringing together the Leagues of the state in counit is a reasonable presumption that two hundred cil, comparing respectiv methods of work, and thereby
Leagues are a power if they are at work. How are learning the best method in eo-operativ work, and
we to obtain the real strength of the thousands of thus a rule for action would soon become formulated
associated individualities? That there is at least a into a general law. This is thE) way to make effectiv
very large possible strength none will call in quos- laws as well as those that are just.
tion; but to make this possible strength effectiv, this
If at the annual meeting of tQf National Liberal
is what we want. Can it be done? I believe that League there could be a meeting of the entire Board
it can. But it is a fact that many of our Liberalists of Directors, requiring perhaps a whole day or more,
are not informed as to how this work is to be done, for the purpose of hearing reports from the different
and here is where we need instruction. Here is states as to the work done, and the methods in the
where the third person in this trinity has a large duty doing of the same, we might thereby find the best
possible data to present to the National Liberal
to perform, of which hereafter.
An interest must be created in these local societies. League for its action. I think that there can be no
But an interest can be made to exist only as the les- well grounded objection to thus calling into existson of co-operation is learned. In the excitement of ence state annual conventions. Last year, largely
the moment, when there is a clear presentation of through the efforts of S. B. McCracken, of Detroit,
the Liberal League platform, comparativ strangers Michigan, such a convention was held. This was the
are called together, and at once a League is organ- first attempt of anything of the kind to my knowlAlthough the time and the weather were
ized, and everything looks promising. But how soon edge.
the zeal of the first meeting cools, and interest seem- most unfavorable, no doubt can exist in the mind of
ingly dies out. This is all legitimate, and is just any thoughtful person who attended the meeting as
what a reasonable expectation would warrant. But to the practicability of holding such conventions,
suppose that something more than the mere fact of nor the usefulness of the same. The state was quite
signing our names to the platform was made promi.- well represented by representativ men and women
nent-the fact of co-operation. This is the word, of the state. I hope that the matter will be fully
this is what needs to be accomplished. We are to consiclerecl, as I am satisfied that much strength
learn that having become members we must work all would come to the National Liberal League through
as one in this noLle cause. A League does not such conventions.
Third. The National Liberal League. This bocly
mean work for one, two, or three, but work for each
member of the League. If we are to look for some is an indispensable factor in the furtherance of the
one else, some one who peradventure has more work so much needed to be clone. At the annual
influence than we hav, to do the needed work, we session of the National Liberal League much can be
will only witness defeat. What we need, as mem- clone to aiel the local societies ancl the state convenbers of these local @Ocieties, is to feel that each one, tions in having reports macle to the congress as to
always including ourself, has a work to do. And the condition of the Leagues represented in the connot only this, but a firm resolution to do that work. gress. A clay or clays might be set apart solely for
When this spirit pervades our ranks we will soon see the purpose of hearing the-se reports from all parts
the results will be commensurate with these indi- of the nation. How full of interest the reports would
be, and what a large amount of practical wisdom
vidual co-operativ en.deavors.
But what are the stimuli which would reasonably would come of these reports ! And then this fact
secure these activ measures? We must in the first alone would be a strong incentiv to put in an
place plead with ourselvs the justness of our cause, appearance <at the congre£s. The fact that somethe reasonableness of the claims made. It would thing is expected of the delegates would induce many
seem to every well-developed Liberal that here in to attend; a sense of duty would come up as a reason
this one consideration alone is enough to inspire all for going. Then a report from the executiv officers
such with a spirit of work and sacrifice. But there of the states, with the advantage which they had
are many good reasons which should act as incentivs derived from the state conventions.
And thus would the National Congress be advised
to such minds to persistent work. The spirit which
as
to the condition of the work throughout the entire
prompts a man to set out fruit trees or shade trees
when he may feel that before the days of their fruit- union, and would understand through these reports
age, or before the shade tree shall spread its branches the needs of the entire field of labor. An annual
he will hav passed away, would make workers in our address sent out from the National Congress to all of
ranks to defeat whom it would be impossible. To the Leagues of the country would also hav a happy
work in the interest of our humanity, to loose sight result. I may be all wrong, but I am fully persuaded
of self for a day, and read the history of human woe that if these measures could be adopted we would see
J. H. BuRNHAM.
and the agony of humanity's great heart under the good results come therefrom.
Saginaw City, Mich.
domination of superstition and priestcraft, we will
find enough, as before, to inspire us with zeal in this
Liberal work. Are there not incentivs drawn from
Contributions to Defense Fund.
the needs which the reign of superstition and
F'RoM AuGUST 9, 1879, to JANU.&.RY 8, 1881.
priestly rule hav rendered evident? Needs which
a hundred centuries hav created through the misR. J. Ulman, $1.00; D. J. Frey, $1.00; Anonymous,
rule of these damning agencies, superstition and $1.00; Geo. M. Joselyn, $1.50; J. A. Haney, $1.00;
priestcraft?
Mrs. E. A. Eddy, $1.00; Mrs. Mary Jones, $1.00; H.
The people are still largely superstitious, and are I{aplee, $1.00 J. M. Post, 50 cents; R. Bell, 25
led or driven, as are the beasts, without their consent; cents; Lewis Cohen, $5.00; Geo. T. Baker, $10.00;
damned or saved according to the value which a Anonymous, $5.00; Dr. N. F. Channey, $1.00; Wm.
priesthood puts upon them. And then if we c:\re at Pr:eston, $5.00; 1\hs. M. Jones, $2.00; Mr. Gasford,
all for those that are to come into this world may we $1.00; Cash, $5.00; J. F. Ruggles, $1.00; J. R
not strive to make suitable conditions, so that the Hatenew, $1.00; Mary E. Barlow, $1.00; Dr. C. S.
hope might be entertained of having a better baby- Weeks, $1.00; Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker, $1.00; C. B.
hood out of which a better manhood and womanhood Peckham, $1.00; C. Muelherms, $1.00; Robert
would come to us.
Guthrie, $1.00; Werner Boecklin, $5.00; E. L. MeNow, these are among the primary incentivs to IClurg, $1.00; Mary L. Millspaugh, $1.00; Rufus
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· un t o t h en·
'-" own generatiOn
· as o th er
P erkins,.$2.00,· D. M. Worley, !ii,2.00,· E. Carpenter, ir1tellectually· . We m11st get on t of or·th od oxy IL·b
1 er~t 1s b e wrse
$1.00; .Tohn Haner, $2.00; Ernst Rhein, $2.50; B. through e~~lCatiOn and parentage. I am glad our reformers hav been in theirs.
F. Hyland, $1.50.
_ sexual, socr~l,. an.d mar.ital.relations are coming to the · Dr. Foote is an activ member of the Defense Al!!fr~nt for ngrd mvestrgatwn. I hav made myself sociation here in New York. If he were out of it, a
odrous for forty. years for wl"iting and talking a~out large part of its defense would be gone.
Orthodox Parentage, Hell, aml Fen.r.
them. ~ll hail, Slenker, Preston, Colman, PillsI am happy to add that annual members are also
To THE EmTon OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir· : bury, Trll~tson, Barry, Heywood, and many others coming, in response to the .same appeal which has
I am glad you permit the subject of parentage to be who see tlus matter as I do, ar!d ar? not to b~ sile~1ced stirred up Dr. Foote. They are, so far as received,
discussed in '!.'HE TRUTH SEEKER, although those by those who .see truth and hght m some chrectwns, E. Carpenter, Charlevoix, Mich.; D. M. Worley,
who discuss it may be called low, loose, lawless, but a;re to? WISe and pure t? see anything wronrs in J:cbai~Oll, Ohio; Louis H. Freligh and Louis H. Freimpure, indecent, etc
My parents were both our mherited orthodox social and sexual relatiOns, hgh, Jr., St. Louis, Mo. Will many others in this
zealous Methodists in the old Blue-law state of Con- laws, customs etc. Yes, the great mas~ of.the peo- Christmas and holiday time remember the League
1
necticut. I was begotten and in embryo during a ple are orgamcally
full of fear and of faith m unreal and become its supporters?
T. C. LELA.ND. ·
great revival period.
Having made hereditary gods, devils, heavens, hells, and judgment days.
201 East 1lst st., New York.
Sec. N. L. I~.
descent a study for forty years, I hav been able to Thanks to the light of science, the false and frighttrace the cause and origin of that which is, and has ful stories of ghosts, apparitions, raw head and
Mrs. Severance on ltirs. Slenker.
been,_ to me life-long ,organic curses and suffering. bloody bones, and witches I used to hear at night
PreviOus and years subsequent to my birth my par- around the fireside till I was filled and thrilled with
To THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
ents were attendants upou ::md filled and intoxicated fear and trembling, hav about "played out."
hav been greatly intetested in Mrs. Slenker's papers
with the fervor and heat of camp-meetings. They
If there is anything infernal it is to excite human on the subject of "Sexual Intemperance," but I think
both had great faith in their religion, and according fears about that which has no existence, whether by she is unsound in some of her positions. For into the law that two positivs prorlt1ce a negativ, not the fireside or in the pulpit. Let all, especially chil- stance, the assumption that all sexual diseases of
only in a grammatical but a cet·ebral sense, I was ch·en, be taught that there is nothing in the world to women are the result of sexual intemperance.
born a skeft.ic, and a natural hater of priestcraft and fear but our own ignorance and discordant brains,
In my experience for over twenty-three years as a
bigotry.
hav not faith e1iough for the purposes of and a true and happy life will follow in due time.
physician, I hav bad many cases, and some of the
a uonual, mundane life.
most severe ones I bav been called to treat were
J. H. CooK.
--------~--------My mother's naturally activ fear was, during my
unmarried women, those who hacl never had any
sex relations at all.
fetal life, often greatly excited--feai: of that hell
First Patter of a Shower.
I will agree with her that in many cases such
that in those clays (62 years ago) was depicted with
120 LEXINGTON AvE., NEw YoRK, Dec. 18, 1880.
so much ten·or, exciting language, and emotion, and
FRIEND LIILAND: 'l'h1•t letter from yom pen in THE TRUTH results as she depicts follow marriage, bnt that does
that fear was impressed upon my plastic brain, and SEEKER of Dec. 11th under the head of "How to Promote the not prove that no sexual relations are necessary or
was a most cursed, withering, damning inheritance. Leagu~s" is pr.actimtl and to the point. It ought to arouse an healthful. We find this is almost a nation of dysAh, reader, no tongue can tell, no language describe cnthus1asrn whwh shall extend even bevund the circles of the peptics, bnt that does not prove that we would be
local auxiliary Leagues. It points out "the way for those who
what my imaginativ, sensitiv nftture ;mffercd through are in sympathy with its objects to ally themsehs with this better off without food, or that it is not necessary
childhood and boyhood ft•om this inherited orthodox organization, even if there be not Liberuls enough to organize and useful. It only shows a disregard among the
camp-meeting fear _of the impending judgment day, an ;mxiliary League. Let all such become e1ther life or annwtl people of unden;tanding and living in accord with
And this members of the national organization. And why should we natmal laws in selecting the kind of food adapted
and my awful doom that I might receive.
extreme inherited fear was constantly excited by what not hav at least one hundred life members? if lam correctly to the wants of the system and using ouly enough
there is at this time only one. Put me down for to supply the natural waste and keep the,;;;uody in a
I was taught at home--what I heard in prayers and informed,
another. Inclosed you will f).nd my check co,-ering the fee
doleful hymns such as I was taught to sing. J\Iy moth- for life membership. I find it not a little inconvenient at this healthy, balanced condition. So in regard to this
er, my good, loving, but blindly-led mother, would tell time to make this contribution, but if we all wait until we can question of sex relation. We hav not studied the
me that if I was naughty God would strike me dead; do it as well as not, n \·ery important duty to a no less impor- subject sufficiently with reference to the natural law
that if I played or whistled on Sunday I would hav tant organization will be indefinitly neglected. Why cannot of use, but hav blindly followed laws and customs
throughout the country who lHIV either a business or instead of reason "and understanding.
to go to a lake of fire and brimstone, etc. And I 11Liberals
salj1ry which will insure them a comfortable roof and a tolIf men and women were to commingle only when
used also to hav awful dreams of the great judO"ment et·able outfit of clothing for the next twelve months tnm in
day, and be so frightened that I would be wakened and enroll themselvs as life members of the National Liberal love -was the basis, and a mutual demand existed,
League ? lf all who, with a little self-denial, could do this benefit, instead of injury, would result. But with
to gladly find it was not a reality.
When I saw a dark cloud and heard the peals of would do it at once, we might not onlv hav one hundred but demand on the one side, and submission on the
thousand life members. And the funds which would thus other, whether from a sense of duty or desire to
thundet·, the wind roaring, and saw the lightning one
be brought to the· treusury of the association would enable it
flashing, I trembled with terror, thinking it was God to do an amount of work which would more than quadruple please, disease and unhappiness must' result.
Improper food, which fails to furnish the necescoming to judgment, and I would run into the house, the present number of the· auxiliary orgunbi1ions, and place
catch hold of my mo$er's dress, or crawl nuder the the mttion~tl association in a position to command the respect sary materials to build good, strong muscles, fashbed, etc. Such, reader, is a mere allusion to what of those who only speak of it now in a way to misrepresent it ionable dressing, which presses upon and weighs
would fill a volume in detail, to what I suffered in and its put1Joses. It. would require but a small individual con- down the abdominal muscles, are frequently causes
tribution from each member of the auxiliary Leagues to honor of uterine displacement!! and diseases, while gross
my young days from inherited fear.
their presidents with certificates of life membership. In most
Thirty-five years ago I examined the head of a places the presidents of .the Leagues are, most likely, repre- food, which loads the blood with impurities, may
young man who had b~en through a Baptist revival. sentatiY men. When they are also men of means they will be develop either catarrh, consnll!ption, or leucorrhea,
There was much heat In his top head, and pain too. likely to respond to your invitation, and send the necessary without any local cause that can be discerned.
I hav known cases of prolonged uterine diseases
I told him and his parents that he ought to keep $25 to make them life members. But when they are not thus
blessed with abundant means, it would be certai.nly the grace- that had baffi.ed the skill of the most eminent il.ocaway from meetings, that he might become insane. ful
thing for the members of the aqxiliary to " chip in " and
He thought he had committed the "unpardonable obtain the certificate of life membership for its presiding tors to be perfectly cured by proper treating. I
hav also knowll men in whom abstinence had caused
sin," went to the insane asylum at Utica, N. Y., and officer.
seminal weakness to be restored to health and vigor
In
addition
to
yom
suggestion
of
life
and
annual
memberdied there a victim to his inherited blind faith and
ship for increasing the number and the financiaJ strength of by resuming sex relations.
fear.
Sexual abuses are almost universal and come to a
the national org,mization, I would propose to Liberals through"Nor doom, nor tower, nor twilight shade,
out the countrv to make contributions to the secretarv or great extent from the long-taught cloctrin of wo.man's
Nor hero fallen, nor beauteous maid,
treasmer of Liberal publications, and a gn•at variety of other inferiority and her duty "to submit herself unto her
To ruin all consigned,
things, to be set np iu an anteroom bnzar at each annual husband in all things," and it is ruinous in its effects
Can with such puthos touch my breast,
meeting, these articles to be sold for the benefit of the League
As on the maniac's form impressed,
treasury. I nm willing to initiate this project with a proposi- upon both women and men, and likewise injurious to
'l'he ruins of tha mind."
A properly-adjusted relation, founded
tion to furnish $25 worth of my publicatioi1s. Let it be under- offspring.
I knew, when a boy amid religions excitement, stood that either the secretary or tn'asurer can draw on me for npon love, entered into by nmtual desire, with a
several noble mothers rendered insane, and lost to my public.ations to this mnoni1t when they shall be wanted. If realization of the sanctity of the r.elation, regenerates
reason, hope, themsclvs, family, friends, and society other Libera.! publishers will contribute of their public>etions in the whole being by the highest magnetic exchange,
like manner, the book counter of the hazar will be quite atby this damnable magnetic, psychologic raving from tmctiv. There nre those engaged in mercant.il, manufactur- each being benefited by receiving the elements of
the pulpit. In 1843, during the l\lillerism epidemic, ing, and other pursuits, who could contribute some of their the opposit, and lifted thereby to a higher plane of
I knew in Chenango county, N. Y., a noble woman goods to the bazar. Libeml women throughout tile country existence.
Looking upon this relation as low, filthy, or
driven to insanity, to the great grief of her husband can make up vm·ious useEnlJittle articles for the same purpose.
and children. She raved and tore all her clothes off, I would suggest that they be useful articles rather than orna- obscene is the result of debanchery, and will never
ones in the main, ior the reason thnt Liberals aro gen- be found with parties rightly adapted to each other.
and was taken to the -asylum, the wreck of a cnlti- mentttl
orally practical people, and want to know the use of a. thing
That procreation is the only use belonging legitivated mind, the victim of the Miller delusion that before purchasing it. Ii eYery woman whose sympathies nrc
the world wa.s to come to an end, etc. That asylum with the ]~eague would make up something, eYen though it be mately to the sexual act is placing that relation upon
contained fifty of Miller's victims. Had he mur- o[ small value, the aggreg~ttion of these little things would a purely animal plane, whereas it is not only a gendered one of them, or even stolen a horse, he would afford a vast variety which woulrl meet the Ynried tnstos and erator of physical life, but of mental and spiritual as
hav been a criminal in court, and the subject of pnb- wants oi those who u.ttend the annnal congress. Let me ask well, quickening the whole being into !lOW activities.
the Ubemls who read this if they "·ill not end1 and all pledge
Giv women to understand thaL they are mistresses
lic condemnation, but he was a preacher of the themsolvs to send in to the treasurer. J\lr. 'J'. R. \Vakeman, !J3
extreme orthodox stamp, and, at most, only a little Nassau sti.·cet, New York, before the next annual meeting, such of their own bodies, and that they are to rule as
wild or premature. Oh, what awfnl volumes might books, manufactured articles, handiwork, etc., as they can queens in the realm of the affections, instead of
be written on religions insanity and its causes ! Oh, afford to contribute to. the cause. 'l'he pledges might be given belonging to their husbands, as they now do legally,
how my young, sensitiv mind trembled with terror by postttl canls or letters addressed to our worthy secretary. Let giv them a chance by equal rights before the laws
n Liberal I,eague boom for 1881.
and in society, which will invest them with powers
at :Methodist revivals in New York ns I listened to us Ihn.v
hav no doubt that eYery member of the League feels to
the doom of poor sinners from the divine preacher thank yon, as I do, for that ringing article, which informs us for pemmiary iudependence, with laws l'rotecting
tl:i'em from rape in marriage as well as ont, and eduwhom I was taught to reverence, and vainly tried to how to promote the Leagues.
cation in regard to the laws governing their being in
Trusting that it ma.y arouse others as it has me, I remain
like ! Oh, how 1 snffcr(Jd when women fell dowu on
Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE, Sr.. M.D.
every department of life, and the abuses of sexuality
the floor with "the power," and raved and foamed,
and minister, men, and women would shout and rant
This a pt·ompt example, which I hope will be con- will soon be remedied and the uses preserved. Rose
at the scene ! Often was I in the condition of the tagious. How many more Liberals are there in the tints of health will then take the place of the present
poet,
United States who love Liberalism twenty-five dol- pallor on the cheeks of women, and hearts weighed
"What hope, or whither to retreat r
lars' worth ? Could a thousand snch as Dr. Foote down by the chains of sexual slavery will rebound
E11ch nerve at once unstrung;
be found, the League would be invincible. We often with happy gladness in their·newly-acquired liberty.
Chill fear had fettered fast my feet,
Freedom for woman is what is needed; freedom
hear of disciples in the church who are instant in
And chained my speechless tongue."
season and out of season. '\Veil, Dr. Foote is one of in its broadest, highest sense, religiously, politically,
I tell yon, reader, that the people hav, by the law the few _cases out of the church; lmt at every " in- and socially; individual sovereignty. And from
of evolution through parentage, become organically stant" he is doing more good than a whole meeting- free mothers a race of moral and intellectual giants
orthodox. By this law what is habit :1ud education house full of dear brethren in the Lord. His sng- will be born, exempt from disease and premature
in the parent becomes organic in the child. I hav gestion abont our annual hazar, or fair, seems prac- death. For this much-desired condition, let us all
·
seen children three years old cry and b«g for whisky tical, and we hope others will take up the idea and use our best endeavors. Yours for all truth,
J ULI.A. H. SEVEIUNCE.
or a pipe because oue or both parents drank or make response. The old antislavery movement was
J.1lihvaulcee, Wisconsin.
smoked continually. So it is, socially, morally, or urged on and aided by festivals and fairs. Let the
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arrested and convicted, cast into prison, and for
what? For defending liberty and free speech. And
by whom ? By our Christian devils Comstock, Colgate, debased villains! R. B. Hayes is no better.
Thanks that his power is drawing to an end. Perhaps,
FALLS CITY, NEB., Jan. 11, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: You can count on me for a "V" for however, it will be while one bigot steps out a fogie
steps in. But let us expect better of Garfield. Time
your trip round the world.
Yours truly,
will tell.
Truly yours,
S. J. LENONT.
J. v. HA.LLENBA.UGH.
FALLS CITY, NEB., Jan. ·11, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: You can put me down to~ five
dollars to send you around the world. If enough
can't be secured at that, put me down for ten dollars. I am so well pleased with your travels abroad
that I must hav them in book form, with steel plate.
FRANK WELLS.
BELLEVILLE, KAN., Jan. 4, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Because I am willing and ready
to carry on the good work of liberalizing the world,
and because your letters from Europe were so very
interesting and eminently graphic in their delineation I will respond to the call for ten dollars for
two' copies of the work to be published descriptiv of
your travels around the world. You will draw on
me any day when tha fund is assured for that purpose.
Fraternally yours,
H. PATRICK, M.D.
FREEPORT, L. I., Jan. 11, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT : Count me one for five dollars on
your proposed trip around the world. I think you an
excellent writer for the occasion. I don't know that I
couid spend that amount in any way where I could
receive as much benefit as reading your letters of
travel. _I read all your letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER
concerning your trip to Brussels and back, and liked
them very much.
Accept my best wishes for your health and the circulation of your papf'r.
Very respectfully,
MRS. WILLIAM RAYNOR.

MEMPHis, Mo., Jan. 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I unite with your hosts of friends in
congratulating you on your safe return from roaming among the tombs.
Your letters were exceedingly interesting and
instructiv. You seem to hav met with no dead devils
-all gods or goddesses. It does not enter into the
scheme of Christians to kill their devil, he being their
principal stock in trad'e,
I think you should hear from at least five hundred
at five dollars apiece to warrant you in starting on a
trip around the globe. But w_hen you get promised
what you think will suffice let me know and I'll send
five dollars.
I hope you will "take in" the Garden of Eden, and giv
us a correct map of those four holy rivers described in
holy writ. It seems they originate in a little garden
plot, and diverge to the cardinal points. I say little
garden, for even Christians must consider it to hav been
A-dam outrag-e for Jehovah, bad as his character is
according to the Bible, to doom the twain to cultivate
a garden of more than an acre, while yet in a state of
nudity, with eyes unsealed, and without pruning hooks
or any horticultural implements, and Eve still innocent
of the apple and snake.
Profane rivers are "formed on the opposit principle,
small rivulets unite to produce them. What a surging
flood it must take. at their source in the garden to form
four such remarkable rivers. Anu that must hav been
another source of terror and danger tJ Adam and Eve.
The roar must be awful, and they might hav stumbled
in and been swept out of the garden by the terrific
current.
But we shall consider whatever you say of the garden
as authentic.
STEPHEN YouNG.

RENOVA, PA., Jan. 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Put me down for $5.00 to aid in
sending you around the world. I consider this a
good investment, as I feel confident that upon your
return, and after the publication of"the book, I will
BAXTER SPRINGs, K.AN., Jan. 14, 1881.
receive something worth $10, anu thereby double my
BRo. BENNETT: I hav been at work here for several
money I will remit whenever you are assured that years in behalf of trnth, freedom, and humanity,
you will undertake the trip.
and especially for you and the noble beacon-light of
Yours truly,
GEORGE W. :S:uBER.
humanity, THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav worked with
more zeal and inspiration for that than any other
CHAMPLIN, MINN., Jan. 7, 1881.
cause. I ask every one I see (except those who I
MR. EDITOR: The friendly letters in your first num- know would feel insulted) to take it, and giv away
ber for the new year in regard to your round trip mine alter I hav read it. I think the truth .has restrike me with delight, almost to excitement. It is just ceived a new impetus here and will spread fast.
the thing we want. You are without excep 1ion the
J. H. Cook gave us a lecture, and 0. A. Phelps
choke or the Freethinkers to undertake that grand three able and effectiv lectures, last week.
but hazardous journey. Your descriptiv letters of
I hav enjoyed the reading of your letters from
your European travels hav given us 1)roof of your Europe more than I can tell.
ability to giv us a rich feast of information from your
I, too, will giv you five dollars to go around the
pen. You will hav to go, and be sure to visit the world, and send me two volumes containing a derock-hewn temples of India. Put me down good for scription thereof. May you liv to do this great
five dollars when you arc ready to start.
work!
H. CRUM.
J. KINSER.
NEW BRUNSWICK, N.J., Jan. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : Though l read with great pleasure
your European letters, as I hav much of your other
writings (not all by any means, for you must hav a
steam engine attached to your arm and brain), I
would rather subscribe five dollars to hav you stay
at home and conduct THE TRUTH SEEKER than to send
you to China (where I spent four-and-half years)
and around the globe. You are needed here. After
your worK of reformation is finished (say one hundred years from now), you can count on me as a
subscriber for a foreign trip.
·
Yours,
HoRACE L. FAmCHILD.
LisBON, IowA., Jan. 8, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Count me one that will giv fi"ie dollars toward raising the necessary funds to send you
around the world. I wish I could send a number of
names, but· I am a school-girl only fourteen years
old. If the book comes out I will try to hav it placed
in our town library if none of the other Liberals
around here do. Nothing will please me better
than reading those books. Yours truly,
ANNIE LAURIE SAILOR.
NoRTHFIELD, MINN., Jan. 11, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: '!'hough a stranger to me,
I hold you my friend. The suggestion made by D.
C. Coleman, of California, strikes me very favorably.
Count me as one of the number for $5.00 toward
sending you around the world.
Your letters from Europe (those that I hav read)
were very interesting aud instructiv. our descriptions were so clear and vivid that I almost fancied
myself present at every scene. I am over anxious
to read the "Infidel Abroad." Please send me one
containing steel plate engraving. Please accept my
best thanks for that symbol, "We Seek for Truth."
I prize it very highly. Thanks, too, for the parcel of
TRUTH SEEKERS; they are reacl with eagerness, then
circulated. In that way they fall into hands which
otherwise would be ignorant of its existence.
I am indebted to my friend Sadie Rice for the
first TRUTH SEEKER that I ever saw. I presume if it
had not been for her I would still be ignorant of the
existence of one of the heat papers in the world, and
ignorant, too, of our brave and noble hero that was

EAST RoDMAN, N.Y., Dec. 27, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: I want the paper another year, and
you will find a post-office order for $3 to pay for the
same. I will second D. C. Coleman's proposition
with a V that you visit tlle Holy Land, if no other
country, though I should like very much to read your
travels around the world. Mark Twain, in "Innocents Abroad," did up Palestine somewhat and was
the means of opening my eyes to some of the pious
frauds of the Christian church. I will agree to dispose of five copies of your book as soon as completed. Also I will canvass my town and· sell as
many more as I can, and really I think that Liberals
could do nothing to better account to break up those
monstrous lies and myths which hav been for the past
eighteen centuries the stock in trade of priestcraft
than to accept your offer in No. 51. I think that
it would be going direct at the foundation of as false
a system of religion as there is on earth.
I heard a sermon a few days ago at a funeral, from
a Universalist standpoint, combating skepticism, and
such arguments, good only from the coward's castle,
could not stand a minute in a fair discussion.
It is no wonder that Christian nations are particularly noted for their dishonesty, hypocrisy, and
bloodthirstiness. It is the sure outcome of its teachings that crime and sin can be propitiated by prayer
to an ever-changing God or through the belief in the
blood of the Savior. If there could be an easier method
still exhumed from the mind of some monomaniac for
the remission of siu it would take the place of Christianity in a very short time. It is the easiness and
quickness with which sin;; are bleached out that particularly recommends it tor patronage, and generally its
patrons need some whitening to make them fit for decent society.
M. E. R,osE.

Comstock and that Christian Benedict pla0ed you
behind the bars for no crime. I hav no respect for
them.
-I wish to say that I will subscribe five dollars for two
volumes on your trip around the world. I hope you
will go. Your writings are so interesting, giving such
a plain history of that old country. If five dollars is
not enough I will giv more. I think the $200,000 ought
to be made up for you instead of Grant. Hoping to see
you some time, I remain,
A. SHERMAN.
BozEMAN, MoN., Jan .. 1, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I favor friend Coleman's proposition
that as many as feel disposed giv five dollars and
send you to China, Japan, and Judea, and get a history of your travels.
I pledge five dollars to that object. ·Pass the word
along the line.
BYRON PLUM.
[Similar 'letters to the foregoing hav been received
from other friends, agre0ing to contribute $5.00 to
the Round-the-World Fund and take in exchapge
the promised two volumes. Among such are the
following: E. Van Buskirk; F. S. Ray, $10; G. B.
Purdy, J. J. Reuscher, Louis Goddu; John Heibel,
John G. Reichel, J. J. Reuscher, C. B. Tucker, W.
F. Freeman, W. 0. Smith, M.D., A. E. Haslem, Wm.
Fray, L. P. Santy, Amos Knapp, A. Cohn, A. Bennett,
F. A. Day, Joseph F. Burr, L. F. Johnson. Abe
Fiske, F. F. Blodgett, Abner Kimball, Jacob Neihart, M. H. Coffin, J. M.' Woods, H. S. Hall, Chas.
Wiltse, Icahabod Stafford, James B. Denton, Wm.
Holgate, Wm. K. Gerhard, Henry Tilly· and a
few others. As we said before, it rests with our
friends whether we i:nake the circuit of the planet
or not. It will require a good many at $5.00 apiece
to make up the necessary amount.-ED. T. S.]
FALL RivER, Miss., Jan. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Many thanks for the copy of "An Infidel Abroad." It is really .the best book of travels,
for so short a period, that I hav ever read, for I followed you all the way in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
gave away the papers that others might be pleased
also. I sent some papers as far as Montana, and
one person told me the letter from Rome was the
finest from the Eternal City he had ever seen. I shall
take great pleasure in giving favorable notice of the
book, and hope you will feel encouraged to make the
proposed tour around the world, that you may gather
information and material for another volume.
I congratulate you upon your safe return, and I
know you must feel, after all you hav seen, that
"there's no place like home."
THE TRUTH SEEKER in its new dress and handsome
type is a perfect gem. It is just right now, and presents a lovely appearance; and I trust it will continue to grow in grace and beauty, and ".may its
shadow never grow less."
I am greatly pleased with T. B. Wakeman's articles. "Constructiv Liberalism" is very fine.
With thanks for your kind wishes, which I fully
reciprocate, I am, as ever,
Your sincere friend,
SusAN H. WIXON.
CHICAGO, ILL., Jan. 4, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see the improved appearance of THE TRUTH SEEKER and you may rest
assured I shall do what I can to extend its circulation. I am delighted with the article of Mr. Wakeman's on "Constructiv Liberalism," and let us hav
more of it.
We Western Liberals know "the stuff heroes are
made of and propose to recognize it.
Fraternally,
MRs. H. S. LA.KE.

CENTRAL, S. C., Jan. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: During the last seven years I hav written you quite a number of letters. It has been a great
pleasure to me to correspond with you, especially
when my communications were acknowledged. I
used to feel that I was some advantage to your
paper and the Liberal cause generally, but it seems
those days of usefulness hav passed away, leaving
me a drone in the hive.
T must now say what I once thought I never would
say, and that is, Stop THE TRUTH SEEKER to my address. This is the hardest sentence I ever wrote in
my life, and is like burying a dear friend. But I feel
it my duty, and the sacrifice must be made.
I hav stood the pangs of conscience that all honest
delinquents feel too long already. But I only did so
under the hope that my health would improve and
I become able to pay you up and still take your
paper. I had made myself almost certain that a
favorable change in my business would take place
with the close of the year 1880; but just as I was
about to realize my cherished hopes an unlooked-for
·misfortune blasted every prospect of success and
made me poorer than ever, and now shame forbids
me to sponge on you any longer.
In ordering you to stop the paper I beg leave to
CHAMPAIGN CITY, ILL., Jan. 8;1881.
say that THE TRUTH SEEimR and its editor are no less
DEAR FRIEND: I wish to ·say that I ha,v been a con- dear to me now than at any time previous. TH!Jl
stant reader of your valuable paper for three or four TRUTH SEEKER is still my darling paper, and its ediyears. I could not get along without it. There are tor, in my estimation, one of the greatest and best
many good articles in it. While you were in (>rison I men on eai·th, and I only beg of you to think of me
watched you. I hav found you what I call a true as you used to when I was in better circumstances
man. I will say right here I respect you far more than and, working diligently for your paper. I am still the
I do R. B. Hayes and wife. They work well in the same man in mind and principle, but not financially.
Grundy family. They are afraiu to do an act of sim- I further hope you will not despair of getting what I
plejustice. I can never forgiv them for the course they owe you. I urn determined to pay you if I hav to
pursued in not setting you free when that contemptible do so by sending you ten cents at a time; and if I
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liv long enough to get you paid up, and your paper
is still alive, I will take it again as far as I can pay
for it.
It is a hard struggle to giv it up. I now think of
the long Saturday nights when I will hav no paper
to make me forget my poverty and misery. How
rnnch I will miss it none but myself can know. As I
said before, it is like burying a dear friend.
I now take a sad, sad farewell of you and your corps
of employees. I hope you will sometimes think of me
as ypur old friend, and reflect that I don't leave Y')U
from choice, and hav only yielded when prostrated
by disease and poverty. You now hav, as you always
hav had, my best wishes for your present and future
prosperity.
Farewell! Farewell! R. M. CASEY.
P. S.-My warmest emotions of friendship will follow you if you make the trip around the world.
R. M. C.
[No; no. This old friend's TRUTH SEEKER shall not
be stopped whether he has money to pay for it or not.
So long as he wants it he shall hav it if we are able
to continue its publication. It would be well if some
generous persons who hav the ability might also hav
the inclination to contribute something toward furnishing the paper to such ardent admirers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER as Bro. Casey is when not able to pay
for it. There are many such in the country.-ED. T. S.)
ExcELSIOR, MINN., Jan. 11, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: You must be greatly bored receiving so many letters, but I am a little girl only
fourteen years old and don't know any better.
Through the kindness of friends I hav read your
history for the past couple of years in THE TRUTH
SEEKER
.
While you were in trouble I hardly noticed how
good a paper it was; but now that you seem to be
happy I hav found it will be hard for me to do
without THE TRUTH SEEKER.
It is a bad time of year for one like me to make
money, so Mr. Bennett, if you will send me the
paper for a couple of months I pledge you the word
and honor of an Infidel maiden that I will pay you
for it, and I think by that time I shall be able to
take it longer. I would like it to commence with
Mrs. Besant's debate.
Your friend,
·
BmDIE SHucK.
P. S.-Whether you send the paper or not, I shall
not join the church.
B. S.
[Most assuredly we will send THE TRUTH SEEKER
to our young friend, having full confidence that she
will pay for it ·as she says, and that she will be a
regular reader of it for years to come. We hope our
little t~ister Birdie has a long and happy life before
her. We hope to hear from our young friend again.ED. T. S.]
CrNO!NNATI, 0., Jan. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Religions of all kinds are a delusion,
inasmuch as gods and other states of existence are
all fudge. Such things never existed as facts. From
beginning to end it is all founded on fiction and
purely imaginary, and the whole fabric is built upon
falsehood and deception. When nothing but the
square truth stands to the front the whole business
falls fiat.
I care not when, or Vlhere, or by whom a religion was invented, it never possessed one particle of
truth outside of the present life. There is neither
sense nor honesty in any religion constructed on a
theory that mankind never ceases to exist. Death to
all is the end of life, and total extinction, and almost
every priest knows this to be true, but is too dishonest to say so.
T. WINTER.
SouTH BARRE, N. Y., Jan. 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: We hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from
its first issue in Illinois. Told yOu at the time we
would giv you the half-dollar for the cause, that we
were out of the woods, and that we did not need your
little beacon, but being honest and earnest you continued to send it to me, and finally, as many can testify, the little thing became more and more earnest
and truthful, until it has taken on full dimensions,
and we think it is now the most outspoken and fearless truth seeker (as its name implie ) in all our
country.
Friend Bennett, I can not flatter, nor will I, but
we just want to say the road to truth is right straight
ahead, and more than that we will sav, you come as
near traveling that ro"ad, in my opinion, as any public man on our continent. Some think Brick is close
on your track, but then the clergy don't hate him
half as bad as they do you, nor is he half so damaging to them. Then there is Robert, a great, goodlooking, sarcastic, logical fellow. But he cat·ers to
political interests. Well, he is a big magnet, and I
suppose he commands big pay.
Well, brother, many names could be mentioned In
both sexes at this time that are doing much to break
old dogmas and myths o the past. Thanks to
science • and natural law more than to God, the
mists are cle~ring away and tlie light of truth is
shining in upon our understanding. Why, friend
Bennett, the people for the last decade hav learned
more how to appreciate such a glorious man as was
Thomas Paine than in all their lives before. The
time is coming when he will rank second to none of
his age-would hav done so from the first but· for
the Wily, lying priests. But, thanks to knowledge and
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truth (which is power), they are fast losing their humanity for once, and sent a strap of a boy up
h~ld on the human growth. Thanks to the few that town without any letter of apology to giv ''old Phelps"
are coming out and tryiug to reclaim their dignity . his fifteen cents.
.
and manhood; it is much easier to be truthful than
I shall make no comments. I hav but stated the
otherwise. We are told they are usflfnl to happiness facts in the case. I must say, however, before leaving
and human growth. We say, nay. Why, they always the subject, that it was a very rough joke. And though
as a body hav opposed all· and every new idea or I am here in a Christian land, in a Christian boardingimprovement. It would be as novel for a priest to house, and going to a Christian school, with I} Chrisimprove or patent any new or good thing as to put tian uncle prindpal of that school, I say to the Chrispockets in shrouds. Who ever heard of either. They tians' enemy, 0. A. Phelps: Keep on in the good work
lmow (that is, some of them) that true mental growth in which you are now engaged. Strike those sledgealways dwarfs theology, but I pass them over to hammer blows in defense of liberty, love, and law,
their own brother Chainey; he can do them greater and the people will bless you for it in a hundred years
justice than we, as he has been one of them.
to come.
S. V. MULKEY.
Well, now, kind friend, we will say a few words
WESTCHESTER, IND., Dec. 27, 1880.
that will interest far more. Inclosed find $2, which
MR. EDITOR:· I was in Tennessee in October and
brings me up to date and a little more. Will close by
part of November. I found a few Liberals there, but
wishing you success.
M. B. DELANO.
none who had ever investigated. I circulated a few
TRUTH SEEKERS, leaflets, and tracts, and since my
BARRE, MASS., Jan. 9, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: I hav been wanting to write you ever return home hav sent several TRUTH SEEKERS to parties
since your return from Europe, and say, with the there. After I read THE TRUTH SEEKER I always mail
it to friends in different states. I inclose the names
many others, that your letters are excellent.
Your trip around the world will bring the river of some that call themselvs Liberals here. They
Jorda.n, the Read Sea, Mount Sinai, Jerusalem, etc., talk Liberalism freely, but attend a· church and pay in
very near to us poor Infidels, and more facts than our their dimes and quarters to· the Sunday-school.
Christian friends are willing to admit. Go ahead and hav tried hard to get some of them to take THE
shakC' old theology to its center with wicie-awak(l TRUTH SEEKER, but cannot. When I hear of them
helping the Sunday-schools and churches it makes
truths, sound castigations, and scathing ridicule.
The new heading to THE TRUTH SEEKER is a decided me mad. I don't like to hear them talk Liberimprovement, besides giving more space on the first alism unless they will support it. If they would
let the churches go, and help get up a reading school
page to those charming items that interest all.
I hav been ill all this time, but hav ventured to for Sundays, the church here would go down, as it is
engage· myself to lecture for the Albany Liberal Club, about gone anyway. I hav kept lending THE TRUTH
January 23d, 25th, 28th, and 30th, on the subjects, SEEKER to all of them, and they read my Liberal books,
"The Bible Not Reliable," "Are Christians Followers but I hav got sick of keeping them in reading matter,
of Christ?" "When we Die Shall we Liv Again ?" and hav ab0ut concluded to let them go to l.
Yours for humanity,
A. BRoWN.
"Life and Services of Thomas Paine."
Don't you think those are good subjects? They
EATON RAPIDS, MICH., Dec. 6, 1880.
were selected by the Committee.
MR. EDITOR: While attending the Hornellsville
Yours for the truth,
ELLA E. GIBSON.
Convention I ubscribed for your paper for three
months, and ha.v come to the conclusion that it is
SALEM, low A, Dec. 23, 1880.
my duty to become a permanent subscriber. I hav
D. M. RENNETT: I send with this the names of taken the Boston Investigator nearly ten years, and
three new subscribers and the renewal of my own as I pay nothing to build ch\1rches or support priestsubscription for 1881. Although not half the number craft, I think I can afford to. take two Liberal paI sent you when the paper was in its infancy, it is the pers. Inclosed find post-office order for $3. 75-three
best I can do under the circumstances. My health to renew my subscription for one year, and 75 cents
is very poor, and has been for four years.
from a new subscriber for three months and Paine's
Now, brothers and sisters, if any of you that are over "Age of Reason."
Yours truly,
A. ATWOOD.
seventy-one years of age can do better, I shall not
envy you in the enjoyment of the happiness that is
Don't stop my paper short of my death, and then
and always must be associated with rendering good to send it to the one who most comforted me and
our fellow-beings.
lulled me into pleasant and eternal rest. If. I find it
We cannot all be great; hut we can at least en- otherwise, I will pluck up my ears and put up my
deavor to be good. Great men are not always wise, hands, and fight it out on the same line.
neither do the aged understand judgment, hence the
Ever for our cause,
E. W. HATHAWAY.
second split· or bolt in our National Liberal League.
Tell it not in New York, publish it not in the streets
EPHRAIM, UTAH, Dec. 11, 1881.
of Washington, lest the Christians rejoice-lest the
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed money for
daughters of the Young Men's Christian Association the continuatit>n of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am indeed
triumph, and say, See how these Liberals love one sorry that you hav to ask for your dues in the colanother!
Fraternally yours,
F. A. SHELDON.
umns of your paper that is so richly worth the
money it costs. The only fault I hav to find is that
MEDICINE LoDGE, KANsAs, Dec. 30, 1880.
I can't keep it at home. There are a good many
MR. EDITOR: The able and eloquent champion of people here that like to read it, and I am willing
Freethought, Prof. 0. A. Phelps, has given us a call they should just long enough to get a taste. Then I
and delivered a course of free lectures in this city think if their taste is good they will soon want a
upon the following subjects: "Evolution," "The Bible paper of their own, as well as books treating on the
at Variance with Science," "Special Providence an glorious principles of Freethought. I frankly acAbsurdity," and "The Plan of Salvation a Failure." knowledge to you that the books and papers of your
It is needless for me to say that Mr. Phelps is an publication hav made me happy and cheerful many
able and eloquent speaker, handling each individual fold more than the money I gave in exchange for
subject with all the ease imaginable. Well is he them could hav done.
worthy of the position he holds in the National ExecI hav been told there is a gentleman somewhere
tral Committee, and I sincerely hope that all his in space that pays a hundredfold for one. I am
future years may be bright and prosperous, so that happy to say that I found him without going so
the cause of Liberalism may claim him as one of her high, as I do not like the church up there this time
good and noble workers.
of the season. I would rather go to New York, and
In spite of Christian opposition and the extremely I hav assured people here that if they will only save
disagreeable weather (the Lord being willing), there three dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER they will be rewas a pretty fair turning out of intelligent-looking men warded a hundredfold.
and women, who· testified by their constant cheering
I am so much delighted with your letters from
and exclamations of pleasure that they appreciated Europe that if you should take a notion to visit the
the soundness of his logic and the strength of his place where the immaculate conception and birth
took place you can count on me for $5.00 to comargument.
If it would not be too badly out of place I would mence on.
Yours truly,
R. CLAWSON.
like to relate a little occurrence illustrativ of the ill
WHO WILL "GO AND DO LIKEWISE?"
feeling Christians bear toward Mr. Phelps. By chance,
the third lecture and an exhibition to be given by my
BERRIEN SPRINGS, MICH., Jan. 8, 1881.
uncle's (Rev. A. H. Mulkey's) school were to be on the
MR. EDITOR: The way I get subscribers for THE
same night. The principal of the school sent Mr. TRUTH SEEKER: I go right out among the BrotherPhelps a complimentary ticket for the entertainment, hood of Humanity and the Liberals generally, with a
whereupon he gave way at the same .time, knowing copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER (Jan. 1st), in my pocket ;
that he held the success of the exhibition in his read to them a few select paragraphs-on the prinpower.
ciple that tasting a piece of cheese shows the qualNow let us see the result of this generous-hearted- ity of the whole-say to them, "Hand me a dollar,
ness. Our friend presents his ticket at the door, but and I will order you a liberal supply of Liberal food
there is a Christian doorkeeper there, who says, "No, for four months," and they hand over, as the. $8.00
sir; your fifteen cents." He would not even look at money order Inclosed will show. This I find Is the
the ticket.
way to do it. Liberals, go and do likewise.
The question, Why did he do this? The answer i_s,
I belong in heart both to the Liberal League and
For pure Christian devilment and nothing else. Agam the Secular Society. The first is sapping the foundathe question, How do you know? Because he told tion of a rotten fabric, and the latter will draw the
me so.
legal fangs of the inmates.
Yours ever,
But .to my story. Our friend paid the admission fee,
WoRTHY PuTNAM.
stayed until the close, was not asked to say a word,
and went home without his fifteen cents, all to render
THE male eel is vel'l. rare .. The f~male contains
the Rev. A. H. Mulkey a favor.
nine
million eggs in Its ovar1es, wh10h are nearly
The next morning the principal hearing of this Christian act of his Christian doorkeeper, yielded to his two feet long.
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Belshazzar.

E'en us Aurora's pu1·ple gqsll
l.lathes the pale morning sky.

BY ALIIAZA.

lie kissed her lips, lw kisseclllcr brow,
Come to my bosom, thou beautiful fiend,
He kissed ller sunny hair;
];'or the terrible charm of tiline eye is too sweet
Fl'Om every leaf ancl wooing hough
For aught bnt n. ntonarch its glnnces to tneet.
Love's echoes filled the air.
No brow but mine own on thy bosom has leaned.
I'll try to speak smoothly; tbe gmpe brings no
The mighty hills stoocl up to gaze,
evil
i'he pa.nsiug sun the stars restrained;
To the l'aughtiest man who was born to be civil.
'l'lle conscio\ls heusen veiled its face,
While in the bower love's silence reigned.
I'll drown all thy glory, thy hair I'll bedew
----··----------·.
Witll the dell, purple tide of the cluster I press;
THE Standard Cme Company, .No. 114 NasI ask in return but a sister,::; c~u·e::;s.
rn stain th:r fair nnns with my loye's gorgeous sau street, New York city, will send to any
hue,
address a box oi Emery's Standard Clll'e (PureAnd the mist of tby robe and the down of thy
ly Vegetable Cream-Coated Pills), a neverbreast;
Come, queen of the vintage, and watcll by my rest. failing remedy for A.gue, Billiousness, and all

lllalarial Diseases. Standard Cure is pleasunt
Perhaps I am dreaming. How dreary and stark
Is the gloom of the lights, for they luridly burn! to take, contains no quinine, merenry, or poisons
All objects 'll'e trembling; how madly they turn! of any kind.
'lllid exquisit statues I grope in the dm·k.
:lily people are starving! Hav any complained?
But you know that my coft'ers so often are drained.
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BY ROBERT SW AIL.

That fabled pearl of greatest price
Is not the pearl for me;
'Tis but an ignis-fatuus
That cheats humanity.
The greatest gem there is is truth;
Though it be rough-hewn and tmconth
'Twill shine when paste is faded.
Oh that's the pearl for me.
Oh that's the pearl for me,
Oh that's the pearl for me.
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I want to supply every LitJeral in America. lluy fresh
Garden aml Flower Seeds direct from tlle grower, pust1\gc
paid, chcu.pcr th:~n you can grow tl~e.m. 1 ~till undersell
any lirm in Amenea. Illefy competitiOn. ~estern seed::~
beclt· the world. ~line takl! the le:\d. Fresh, l!ure, cheap,
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The joys that Christians covet
.Are not the joys for me ;
They're but imaginary
And may not ever be.
I'll be content with present good
That is not bought with Jesus' blood;
Pure love and truth and friendship,
Oh they're the joys for me.
Oh they're the joys for me
Oh they're the joys for me.
I would not bear the cross of Christ,
I rather would be free,
Nor bOlllid in superstition's chains
In mental slavery.
I want no cross on Cal vary,
A use for it I cannot see;
Much woe to man it bringeth,
'Tis not the cross for me.
'Tis not the cross for me.
'Tis not the cross for me.

When Adam and Eve, in Paradise,
Had little else to do
Than just to multiply their joys,
To chat and bill and coo,
Adam his beaming eyebalis turned
Full on her glorious beauty,
And at her feet in rapture knelt,
And whispered, "Love and duty."
The whisper woke love'sproper blush,
The blush dawned in her eye,
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"There is perhaps no art th:it can cl<Lim the attention of
the human mind of more importance than alleviating human t:mtieriug, stopping tl1e progress of di!iicase, and thus
extending the period of human life. And I know of no
physician more successful in the practice of this art than
Dr. R. r~. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. His success in nearly
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That heavenly rest that's sought by saints
I do not want to see,
For it would be to those who love
A hell of misery.
No loving heart at rest could dwell
And !mow their loved ones were in hell,
The grave would be more welcome,
A sweeter rest for me.
A sweeter rest for me,
A sweeter rest for me.
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That dark old road that some pursue
Too narrow is for me,
Where use of reason is forbid,
Where by blind faith we see.
But wisdom shows a broader W!Ly,
Where knowledge shines as bright as day,
Where truth and science travel,
Oh that's the road for me.
Oh that's the roacl for me,
Oh that's the road for me.
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The crown that Christians hope to grasp
Is not the crown for me;
]~or it is a delusion,
And, lilw a mist, will flee.
The brightest crown is h!J.rnan love,
That's wasted not on things abo,-e,
But twined around our brethren.
Oh that's the crown for me.
Oh that's the crown for me,
Oh that's the crown for me.
Man has slain man for love of God,
For him dealt cruelly.
This monstrous love to God above
Is not the love for me.
But there's a love that makes us free.
Which loveth poor humanity,
Gi vs joy instead of sorrow.
Oh that's the love for me.
Oh that's the love for me,
Oh that's the love for me.
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exposition of two thousand biblical errors in science, hisUobert COOJ>er's Holy Seri}»tu1·es Ana•
tory, morals, religion, u.nd ~encral events. Also a delincaDiscount on one dollar's worth 10 per cent o!I; on two Iyzed. lly C. Bradlangh, 25 cents.
worob, 20 ol'l : on five dollars' worth, 40 o!I ; on ten
Essays
ou ~liracles, By David Hume. 10 cents.
Ug~r~fra~~1b1~1:~~~J8~~ ~~;Ji~~[lt;1 o¥e[g~y:gD6~~rt:s~ dollars'
dollars' worth, 50 otr.
Cloth, large 12mo., 440 pp. Price, $2.
(Jottrt Flunkeys:' Their Work and WB.Kes; B:f li·
As few or aa many ot. any atven k1IId lllliJ be ordered aa
ta.ndrlng.
6 C61!t8.
For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
desired.
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Books for Sale by
D. .M. Bennett.

CHRONIC DISEASES,

VOLNEY'S RUINS; or, Meditation on the Revolutions
of Empires. Translated under the immediate inspection
of the author, from the latest Paris edition• with ills notes
and Illustrations. To whlcills added, Tile Law of Nature,
and a short biographical notice, by Count Duru. Price, $1.
VOLNEY'S NEW RESEARCHES IN ANCIENT HISTORY. Price, $1.50.
THE PHILOSOPHICAL DICTIONARY OF VOLTAIRE. Two volumes in one; containing 876large octu.vo
fr"ges, with two steel engravings. Price, $5. Tills Is the

~~~f~~,aggsf~~:\I7gr~~;:le g}tW:~ ~o~~~nE~~Vt1 ~n~~~~~~~~
0

1

articles from n. mn.uuscrlRt translated several years since

W.,~/fh~"~;!n~gl~~ft1~~~ others translated Immediately
THE IGNORANT PHILOSOPHER, and Adventures of
Pythagoras in India. By M. de Voltaire. Price, 10 cents.
JEHOVAH UNVEILED; or, The Character of the JewIsh Deity Delineated. A new and valuable book. Price,
S5 cents.
THE DEVIL'S PULPIT. By Robm·t Taylor, with a
sketch of the author's life. Price, $2.
ASTRO-THEOLOGICAL LECTURES. By Rev. Robt.
Taylor. Pt•lce, $2.
THE DIEGESIS · being a Discovery of the Origin, Evidence, and Eurly Blstory of Christianity, never yet before
W'obe~~~'f~~f~r.sop~f!Z $~~d faithfully set forth. By Rev.
THE SYNTAGMA. By Rev. Robert Tar,lor author of
"The Dlegesls," "Devil's Pulpit," "Astro-'Ihco\ogtcal Sermons/' etc. Price, $1.
THE SYSTEM OF NATURE; or. L~ws of the 1\Ioral
1

LIST OF PHOTOGRAPMS

Embracing those of the blood and Nerves the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the' various causes,
pilyslc~l and social, leading to them axe plainly treated bv
that pl.tlncs~ of books, PLAIN HOME TALK, EMBRA()'.
ING MEDll:AL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1 000 pages 200
illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington a've
New York~ to whom all letters from the sick should be ad:
dressed. 1n Jts issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRU'l'£1
SEJo:I{F.~,thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica.
tlons: We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Intimately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
Imparts that he Is a man of the highest lnccntlvs and
motlvs, whose life has been spent in ihstructlng and improving his fellow-beings by giving such Information as Is
well calculated to enable them to be more healthy more
happy, and to be better and more useful men and wOmen.
His.medicul works possess the highest value, and hav been
intioUuced and thoroughly read in hundreds of thousands
of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the great benefit they hav derived from the phys.
iologicall. hygienic, nnd moral lessons which he has so ably
impa1·tea."
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK arc at liberty to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, postage prcp~tld, only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANTED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
129 East 28th st., New York.

!For Sale at The Truth Seeker office.

,2.

JANUARY NUMBER NOW READY.

$!.~.

HISTORY OF THE COUNCIL .OF NICE, A. D. S25,
with a Life of Constantine the Great, and a general exill·
~~lg~rs~f 1~cD~~~~~~Jle~7ll1!~1~~~$\~e days of tile early
HEROI:NES OF FREETHOUGHT, containing Blofi~f.~~:11~frt~~~:w~f0rc~~~~oe~l~~7rmllie writers. By
THE RAINBOW CREED. By the author of "Where
are my Horns?" Price, $1.50.
RELIGIOUS WORSHIP. The orl~ln of all re11~1ous
1

THE APOCRYPHAL NEW TESTAMENT, being all tile

f~~~~Isfi~til~~~s~:~~u~f~seio PJ~~~= g~:fs~x~fsn!P~~ff~~,u!~a

0

0

~~t1.:f' o~n~ cs~s Sfi~r~t~tlrti· Q~~'i: ~~:~u a~l~r~~~re. ¥,-~'X:
1

B. L. Price, $4.

HALF HOURS WITH SOME ANCIENT AND MODERN
CELEBRATED FREETHINKERS: Thomas Hobbes, Lord

~~~

o.¥-wo
lished.

0

~~~:n ~~~fly ~ ~e;{~Kt,a~~s\~~scftf~~t~~ttl~s cl~e':,~~~~ ~~H

Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.

Me, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
1\fedicln Cllief from happy hunting grounds. He
say he love white chiefs and squaws. He tra>'el
like tlle wind. He go to circles. Him big chi0f.
Blackfoot want mucb work to do. Him want to
I\~~~e/;~~~V
show him healing power. :Hake sick people welL
Elizabeth U. Stanton
'Ybere paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
Susan B. Anthony
right away. No wampum for three moon.
Lucy Stone
Julia Ward Howe
Tllis spirit message was first published in ":Mind
and l\[atter," J::muary 10, M: s. 3Z, with the an~~~Y~':.'f.~h
~~~fin~~,:';(.
Ingersoll
Mary F. Davis
nOlmcement tllat magnetized paper would be sent
Underwood
Emma H. Britten
to all wllo were sick in body or mind that desired
:.Uendum
Ebnlna D. Blenker
Seaver
Susan H. Wix:on
to be healed, also to those tllat desired to be develL. Colby
D. M. Bennett
oped as spirit mediums, for tllree months fo1· three
Dr; Hare
W. S. Bell
three-cent stamps. Tlle tllree months closed with
tYgz1~ 'bo1':;nEdwards
~: ~: Y~nn~[
the following result: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
Mrs. J. Conant
Asa K. Butts
paper by mail, one thousand persons hav received
Dr.Mary E. Walker (full Jig.) w. F. Jamieson
Geo. Francis Train
Kersey Graves
it at the office; and tlle lllmdreds of testimonials
H. L. Green
that llav been received of its wonderful work in
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
tllat Red Cloud and Blackfoot llnv faithfully kept
promises. From January lOth, l\L S. 32, to January
lOth, l\L S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for this
"Some Mlstakel'l of Moses."
paper, and thousands hav been benefited by its
This voJume is printed on toned paper, ...in clear, bold use. That all may hav an o])portunity to test the
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, contalnlnij; 275
merits of the paper, the price for tlle future will be
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents;
1
0
so'fi\ :sb~~d~ an~~nsst ~~~ f~~~~~~~~E~~n~~l ~~~\~~~i~f~~ twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
that: subject. ~le pamphlets that hav been surreptitiously piece if you can. Address James .A. Bliss, 7I3 Sanissued are incorrect, tilled w1th mistakes, a•Jd consist of som street, Philadelphia, Pa.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

Vitau~lta~ft~,f~~~fr~8b~

"Antichrist:"

youth or too close apbusiness_may be restored

Proving conclusivly that

revised and enlarged, just ubmedical work, the best in the ~ng-

~~l~~~~~h~~~~ ~~~~~~~YaaggfkY~~~tje~eV~8a~~~~fr~ent<teC

Greatest Godsend t.o tile Sex
gotten up In this generation. Sent, securely boxed, with

~f~clXJX~~~~ctlons. ConJiden~~k~e}i~~&"E't!/8~; Price
50tf

209 West 84th st., N.Y.

Price, 00 cents.
E~~:':;Y1_~~-~t~~~~~rc~,' ~'h~~a~;I~'if.~~~~on'i~~n ..t.fe';:,~~
der Wilder, Frederick Harrison, ,V, R. Greg, unli Prof.
GREAT PANORAMIC ILLUMINATlV AND ILLUS· Huxley.
THE EvoLUTION Is much Improved. Send twc"Jt.
TRATIV SCENES OF "THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
HARMONIAL ORDER."
~1j{.ST ~~;stB~YJ~~~~~vu-¥~~~:r, and sec. Address A.lts ·

For Sale by D. M. BENNETT.

Prof. Fiske
Fred Doutt las
N. P. BanKs
P. V. Nasby
Beecher
Tilton
Moulton
G. W. Curtis
Th. Nast
J. G. Bennett
VIlas. A. Dana

~:I: ifi~3.\'rson

't>'k'AJf8%1fa1JEJ1\d'X£ i~~g.j'{_

TUTE, Boston, entitled "THE SCIOF LIFE, or SJ<~LF-PHESERVATION •11

THYSELf

BY J, B· BOOZE.

Jackson
Lincoln
Lincoln's :Monument
Gerritt Smith
Henry C. Wright
J. S. Mill
Sumner
Edgar A Poe
Greeley
Castellar
};~1~on
Tyndall
HHu' ~peeyncer
~11
Proctor
DraEer

KNOW THYSELF!

Hi:AL

rlee, 211 oenta.

be sent by mail to any one sending their address and a
three-eent stamp to ~y cost of mallin[
MUR AY HI~2r~~t ~Ifii?t~e~~N. Y.

~~~~.;,?avis

Manlaattan Medical Institute.
CoNTENTS.- "The Gods," "Humboldt/' u Thomas
Paine," '"Individuality," "Heretics and Heresies." Price,
Established 1865. Incorporated In accordance with the cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
laws of the state of New York. This Institute, so long
and favorably known under the iuperintendence of Dr.
Klnget since 1865, Is located at S17 East 14th street, a few "The Gho8ts and Other Lecture!!."
doors east :from Second avenue, New York. Havin~ been
0
1
~~re;;gr ~~e~h~his~;c~~a·¥~Dt~.ck~!g~te~;~~~l~~~ ~o~c~ ~: CoNTEl'I""TS.-" The Ghosts," "Liberty. o:f Man, Woman,
trate his long experience for the benefit of his patients, lff~~l~:~l~,;; ~-fc~g~r:tti~Yn°ii~~~;i:'~ 1 ~?f~~e,;a·~tFIR~i~'b~~
many of whom are located in every state o! the Union, the
Dominion of Canada, and the British Isles. Dr. Klnget, a fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
cents.
8
ru~g~~t~f M~J.\1~~ G~~~e~c~n~~,I!~,og~x~~g~grl~s~ ph~~~ Both volumes bound in one, price, paper, $1.00.
"The Natural Ln.w o! Population," and 1s editor of the
Health Jou.7tal. Tills Institute Is conducted by a staff of
experienced, skilful physicians, who devote their whole ·'What Must We Do to be Saved?"
time and attention to tile treatment of all CHRONIC DISEASES of BOTH SEXES In separate departments. The th·~~~~eiJ>h0u~~~.~s af~otr~~i~~n~~~~~ds~~~s c~~r~ci~i! b~
Institute is well known to many leading physicians, to
whom reference can be made, who wtll giv assurance that the author. Price, 25 cents.
all p11tients will be treated skilfully and honorably.
Among other diseases of a chronic nature, special attenBUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
f~~~ i~~::~e~~~re:J~rt~oo~; o~;~Iiu~~i~~u\ri[~gi~Ca~ S~~:
lepsy, Diseuses of the Bladder, Luugs, Kidneys, ana Skfn,
Cabinet size, price, $2.50. Neatly l'a"cked and boxed
~yphilitic, and Scrofulous diseases, and all Diseases of
~~~fu~~~;~ffo~1~n~av ~~-f~Kstu.g~i.rer o this great Apostle
women. Questlo'i"d~~s~nva~~"rf.":&Hf8~.'}~i'n\~lcation.
Sm50
Sl7 East 14th street, N.Y.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices:
Imperial, or lar~e size
40 cents
- 20 ..
Photo,
or
card
size
THE untold mlserles that result
Life-size Llthograph,~21x27
50
from Indiscretion In early life may be
Postage paid.
alleviated and cured. · Those who
D. M. BENNETT,
doubt this assertion should Burchase
141 Eighth street, New York.

Nnttonal Medical Association. It contains beautiful and
very expenslv engravings. Three hundred pages, more
Charles Blount, Perch Bi'J""hc Sheller,. Uiuu8e Arian Hel- tho.n fifty valuable prcscr1ptlons for all form_a of prevniling
diseuse, the result of many yeal't3 of ext ens tv and. successf:~~~8'r1~~~~i~a~i~gH~In:~~~0¥~o~6a~0B~¥!~~~*8b~f~!S ful practice. either one of which is worth ten times the
Paine, Baptiste de Miru.baud, Baron D'Holbttch, Robert price of tile book. Bound In French cloth; price only $1,
Taylor, Jo~eph Barker By "Iconoclast," Coll1ns, and
se~f~~t~naJ~~ 0_l~ft~~td8nys: "No person should be without
Watts. Price, 75 cents.
this vnlua.ble book. The author is a noble benefactor."
TALLEY RAND'S LETTER TO POPE PIUS VII. TransAn lllustmted sample sent to all on receipt of 6 cents for
lated from the French into Portufsuese b!ID. J. :Monteiro, postage.
W~ilf~o:e~~f~':,~~tse" a~~i:'or~np~~~~. ~ ceu:.· Robinson. M~~·.e ~~~~!':te~~fg;~J~l ~~Wt\~~~1°:1.'r:~i~,sn.J:-o~i'am~~ELL,
Address Dr. W. H. PARKER
ORIGIN AND DEVELOPMENT OF RELIGIOUS IDEAS
11;.
AND BELIEFS, as manifested In history and seen by No 4 Bulftnch street, Boston,
Mass.
reason. By Morris Einstein. Price, $1.
author m<>y be consulted
TESTIMONIALS TO THOMAS PAINE. Compiled by onTile
all diseases requiring skill
Joseph N. Moreau. .Price 15 cents.
and experience.
A FEW DAYS IN ATHENS. By Frances Wright.
Embellished with tho portrait of Eplcurus, tile Greek
u In some cases of this kind
philosopher, and the author. Price, 75 cents.
HUME'S ESSAYS. Essays and treatises on various subPREVENTION
jects, By David Hume, Esq. With a brief sketch of the
author's life and writings, jto which are added dialogs
is better than cure. "-Samuel Colgate's Pamphlet, p. 7.
concerning natural religion. Price, $1.50.
[And still the United States Revised Statutes 5,89S, page
· THE KORAN. A new English edition of tile Koran of
Mohammed, to willcills added tile life of Moilammed or 769, amended July 12, 1876, and the stata laws, make it
punishable
by fine and huprisomnent to mail or deal in any
tile history of that doctrln which w~s begun and curried article, or prescribe
such, for preventing conceptiou.]
on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
But that simple cleanser, designed and sold solely and
THE FESTIVAL OF ASHTAROTH. A tale of Pales- only for purposes of personal purity, preservation of
tine, founded on the destruction of tho Moabltes by the health, and prevention of dfsease. which
Jews. By A. C. Middleton. ·Price, 10 cents.
THE BIBLE IN INDIA-Hindoo Origin of Hebrew. and Anthony Coml!ltock set out to SupChristian Revelation. Translated from ·• Le Bible dans
Inde." By Louis Jacolllot. Price, $2.
THE CLERGY A SOURCE OF DANGER TO THE bringing It before
AMERICAN REPUBLIC. By W. F. Jamieson. Price,
Tlu·ee Grand .J'urie!!l,
f1.75.
TRANCE.DYNAMIC CURE. By La Roy Sunderland. and which has now become cclebi-ated u.s the
Price of Trance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.
.
COMSTOCK Sl'RINGE,
KNEELAND'S NATIONAL HYMNS. Price, S5 cents.
cannot come within the provisions of said federal or state
st,atutes. Over 1,000 sold In the bl8t year. The

By J. B. BOOZE.

J. M. Peebles
Frances Wright

Single badge, $1.50; club of one-hair
dozen, to one address, $8.40: club.o:f one
dozen or more, to one address, $1.35 -each.
One badge free for a club of 15i two free
for a club of 25. Badges of solid goltl.
Packages registered and postage paid.
Remit by post-ofHce order or registered
lettter, and mention this paper.
•
N. B.-The above are net prices, with· ~~~d~~~u~;g~,r;::~t~~fl~~te~n e~afne~h':h~~~~hj~;t afs~~~~
The book is unanswerable
fts facts and logic, inimitable
Correspondence
out discount or variation.
in its style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
Address the orlglnatt'Jd'~ ~a~'ii'berlCHILL.
Wanted by a Liberal German of very Liberal education
pathos.
with
a
lady
o!
means
entertaining Liberal views. Object.
3meow51
West Richfield, Summit county, Ohio.
"The Gods and Ol11cr Lectures," m4ttrmony. Address, H~~~i'rim~f'io~~~~~~.'.ru.

~a~~~o~~7fec{:g~~f~:.t, J~~~nq~~~a~~tg~~l tC~l!h~~ 1~g;:

The Principle; 0r, Harmo·
n.ial Order.

Jefferson
John Adams

qf

their companions, and not included in theN ew Testament
by Its compilers. Price, $1.25.
APPLES OF GOLD. A story book !or boys and girls.
By Miss Susan H. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
QUEEN MAB, with Notes. By Percy B. Shelley. Price,
&>cents.
HISTORY OF MOSES, AARON, JOSHUA, and others,
deduced from a review of the Bible. Also remarks on the
mor&ls of the Old and New Testament, and some of the
ancflmt philosophers. By J. M. Dorsey. Price, 75 cents.
STUDYING THE BIBLE; or, Brief Criticisms on Some
of the Principal Scripture Texts. By Ebnlna Drake
Blenker. PriQe, 75 cents.
REASON, THE ONLY ORACLE OF MAN; or, a Compendious System of Natural Religion. By Col. Ethan
Allen. Price, 50 cents.
A LEGACY TO THE FRIENDS OF FREE DISCUSSION. By Ben/amln O!Ien, formerly Lecturer of tile
Society of Mora Philanthropists, at Tammany Hall, New
York. Price, $1.
THE BIBLE OF RATIONAL MIND AND RELIGION,
Rational Religion and morals. By Thomas J. Vadlcn,
M.D., of St. Louis, Mo. Price, $3.
HELVETIUS; or, The True Meaning of the System ot
Nature. Translated from the French. Price, 20 cents.
DIVINE AND MORAL WORKS OF PLATO. Translated from tile original Greek. With Introductory dissertations and notes. Price, $2.50.
THE PROPHET OF NAZARETH; or, A Critical In-

.4. FREE BOOK FOR THE SICK.
Containing nearly 100 pages, in pam_phlct form; shows
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an origi·
nal 2ystem of practice. It contains valuable and sug.

fn

.MAN'S NATURE AND DEVELOPMENT. By Henry
George Atkinson, F. G. S., and Harriet Martineau. Price,

:~~~~rp;[ot\::S0 ;~~~ f~~Wi~~~flj5~~~e~a~u~if~~oJ~~h~i$1.

Reliable references given. Send stamf. for Circular.
Say In w~Ur':fs:r yo(]:;;": ~:~~dc~UiW&~:·
13t46
Smithville, Je!Ierson Co., N.Y.

Goldsmith
Shelley
Byron
Burns

ifa~i~~ams

SARA B. CHASE, M.D., Editor.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER, Associate Editor.

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

~~t ~gft".::n

Ruptures Cured
By my Dcdic:tl Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30 Days.

!la"xug;;,llcr
Warren Chase
James Parton
Wm. Denton
Dr. Slade

rr~~~Yf~on

Fewer Children and Better,
!i'eminin Folltes u.nd Foibles,
frt~i~~t ,Jl,pNg 1 ~~:t~~ej~rd~~:ur~X J~.ronTPa~-!f~Pea3 1?r~~
11 he Prevention of Conception,
the French by Anthony C. .Middleton, M.D. Price, $1.
Must the Chinaman Go?
GOOD SENSE. By Baron D'Holbach. Price, $1.
The Social Evil,
The Jews,
COOPER'S LECTURES ON THE SOUL. In which the
doctrln of Immortality Is religiously and philosophically
.
Ruin,
considered. Price, 75 cent.s.
Arc some of the subjects talwn up and treated In a way to
THE INFIDEL'S OR INQU!RJ<:R'S TEXT-BOOK, be- delight the understanding of whoso readeth. $1.50 a year.
coplcs15 cents. Address
S. H. PRESTON,
ft'o!j,~~~ d'.\'t~~~?c~'rne~il1~:ccn lectures on the Bible. By Sample
5~tf
Business Mannger, 209 W. 34th st., N.Y.
AUTOBIOGRAPHY OF ROBERT COOPER. Price
15 cents.
EXETER HALL. A theological romance. "One of the
~~:s;e~{;];~~~~~I~ts~cos of the day." Price, paper, 60
THE HEATHENS OF THE HEATH. ByWm.McDonnell, author of " Exeter Hall." Price, $1.50.
FAMILY CREEDS. By William McDonnell, author of
"Exeter Hall." Price, cloth, $1.25i pn.per, 75 cents.
THE DOCTlUN OF INSPIRATION; being an Inquiry
Concerning the Infallibility, Inspiration, and Authority of
Hoi{ Writ. B{; the Hev. John Macnaught, M.A., Incum~~~la~~. S~ric~~rlf.~:om's church, Everton, Liverpool,

D. R. Burt

~~~~-l;~ftgn

PHYSIOLOGIST ,1881.

notes by Dlderot. Translated from tile French by H. D.
Robinson. Two volumes in one. Pt·lce,
THE LETTERS TO EUGENIA; or, A Prcscrvatl.-

Schiller

~~~r?o~~~~

fi~fn~omte

A Shaking up of Social and Sexual
Subjects!

~n8o:Cl~~i~~~~~~~~d.A ~~WBt~~~ni~;~1~ ~dc!~itt~~~ ~ig~

F. E. Abbot
Frothingham
Wendell Pbllllps
Emerson
Garrison

~~~~~ldt

RADICAL AND REVOLUTIONARY!

0

Thomas Paine
Paine's Bust
Paine's Monument
Voltatre
Rousseau

83
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Medical Works Sold at this Office.
Eating for Strength. By M. L. Holbrook. Price $1.
Hygiene of the llrain~ a_nd the Cure of Nervousness. By
M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.50.

th~\~eba~~~~:l~~~~e:t~~ri~~~dDO~¥~.ps~Y M~L~g&ar~~~!

M.D. Pr1ec, $1.
Parturition Without P:~in; or, A Code of Directions for
Avoiding most of the Pains and Dangers of Child-Bearing.
By M. L. Holbrook. Price, $1.
Aids to Family Government; or, From the Cradle to the
1

s~ ~~lt a~d l;:;Ji'~ ~;{~~~~ ;~~c~cl~g;i~c50:0f~t: c~;1h~!:

tav Scblicke~·sen. Price, ~1.
Tile Relations of the Sexes. By ~lrs. E. B. Duffey.
Price, $1.
Sexual Physiology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition
of the Fundamental Problems in Sociology. By R. T.
Trail, M.D. Price, $1.
What Our Girls Ought to Know. By Dr.l>lnry Studley.
Price, $1.2:;.
The Better 1\ray; an Appeal to Men in Behalf of Human
Culture through a Wiser Parentnge. By A. E. Newton.
Price, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 12 copies by

m!!Nil&1~~fv6~~d:~.

By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 cents.

5 copies, $2; 12 copies,$.!.

fo~ B~c~rtfye:~fJltn~ej-t~ivPae~~~~~s~~ ~~ID~~~n~~\~C:.
1

SO cents.
The Philosophy of Human Beauty; or, Hints Toward
Pbysicnl Pe 0feiitJon. By D. H. Jacques. Price, $1.
New Hyg1en1c Cook Book. By Mrs. M. M. Jones, M.D.
Price, SO cents.
.
Vegetarianism the Radical Cure for Intemperance. By
Barnet P. Fowler. Price, 30 cents.
ln~'\\f:lro ~~ rr~~i_cr'itk IA\~;~g~. ~~ir.in~;%~~1 $~n~. Keep-

THE GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

'rHE STOR.Y OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Life, Trial, Execution, etc., 1!1 a myth.
For sale at this ot!ice

Price, $2,00,

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
.A Series of Letters written Dur·
ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages.

Price, $1.50

.A Proposition.
I am prepared and will send to any one address,
direct from my office, one sheet of "Blackfoot's"
Magnetized Paper, postage paid, every week for
one montll for forty cents; two months for seventy
cents; three months for one doUar. .Address, witll
amount mclosed, James .A. Bliss, 713 Sansom st.,
Pbiladelphla, Pa,

SINGLE AND MARRIED MEN
Should read the prelude to

MEDICAL COOD SENSE
A aoientulc trea'bis on sexual and other diseases, show in~

~~u}r~:u:~::'ulru:,~~~~e
~~~~~~!~;!::'~t~~tew
cents
Holiday Present!! Givea Away!
The Freethinkers' Badge Pin for three subscribers, or
Complete Illustrt\ted Works of all the Poets, gold binding
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THE highest visible·power on earth is man.
The highest visible :eower in the spirit world is
the spirit of man.-AMn.
OH, fear not, in a world like this,
And thou shalt know ere long,
Know how snblime a thing it is
To suffer and be strong.
-Longfellow.

ANUARYiF~2,

A CHILD died recently on Leroy sb·eet of eating
matches. If walking m>ttchcs only :p1·oved i\S serious in theil· effects, what a blessing it would be to
a long suffering commtmity!
"IF you are a quiet, honest citizen, J1ow did
these skeleton keys and brass knuckles happen
to be in your coat-tail pockets?" "I reckon, judge,
me and the policeman must hav changed coats in
t11e scuflle. We were very much excited."
"BIDDY," said a lady to her servant, "1 wish you
would step over and see bow old llfrs. Jones is tlu"ll
morning." In i\ few minutes Biddy returned with
the information that llfrs. Jones was seventy-two
years, seven months, and twenty-eight days old."

As for religions, it may be aaid that to the believer they are all equally true; to the statesman,
all equally necessary; to the philosopher, all
equally false.-Gibbon.
WHAT is hallowed ground 1 'Tis what givs birth
To Sacred thoughts in souls of worth.
Peace! independence l truth l go forth
"YES," said the steward of the steamer, "I adEarth's compass round,
mit that the salt beef was bad, the potatoes rotten,
And your high priesthood shall make earth
the bread sour, and the tea poor, but the rest ef the
All hallowed ground.
-Campbell.
proYisions were good." "What were the rest of
CONSIDER that thou also doeth many things the provisions?" "Oh, salt, pepper, and mustard."
wrong, and that thou art a man like others ; and
A WICKED New Yorker perpetrates the followeven if thou dost absUlin from certain faults, still
thou hast the disposition to commit them, though ing: "Boston recently celebrated its two hundred
either through cowardice or concern about reputa- and :fiftieth anniversary, and it is said that some
tion, or some such mean motiv, thou dost abstain of the hotels served up for the occasion spring
chickens born on the identical day the city was
from such faults.-Antoninus.
founded."
THE Deity I serve is that of Plato and Pythago.AN Irishman, on being asked why there was no
ras as well JlS of Jesus. To make him propitious,
it is not enough to be charitable and humble. We record or trace of any of his race being found in
must be great. We must cultivate the lofty facul- N<?ab's Ark, replied that all his countrymen at
ties of the mind as well as the sweet instincts of the that time were very rich and had boats of their
heart, in order to be in co= union with this inft- own. "And besides," he added," they would not
nit power, this perfection itself, which preserves sail with beasts, anyhow, as Noah did."
"lilY wife," remarked a prominent manufacall things in kindness, but which reigns in justice.
After thy example, 0 Perfection without bounds, turer, "never attends auctions. She went once,
man should make himself just; and there is no just before we were married, and seeing a friend
on the opposit side, nodded politely, whereupon
justice without knowledge.-George Sand.
the auctioneer knocked down a patent cradle and
To me, indeed, it appears that even those studies asked her where she wished it delivered."
which are more co=on and in greater esteem
THE editor of a newspaper that has adopted
are not without some divine energy. So that I do
not consider that a poet can produce a· serious and phonetic spelling, in a measure, received a postal
sublime poem without some divine impulse work- card from an old subscriber in the counti·y, which
ing in his mind. Nor do I think that eloquence read as follows; "I hev tuk your paper for lev en
abounding with sonorous words and frnitful sen- yeres; but if you kant spel eny better thnn you bav
tences, can fiow thus without something beyond ben doin fur the las to. munths, you may jes stop
mere human power. But as to philo8ophy, that is it."
the plirent of all the arts, what can we call that
AN illinois editor having engaged a new rebut, as Plato says, a gift, or, as I express it, an in- porter, received the following as his first effort:
vention of the gods.-Cicero.
"We are informed that the gentleman who stood
THE progress of mankind does not stop with any on his feet under a pile-driver for the purpose ot
one generation of workers, however faithful they having a tite pair of butes druv on, shortly afterh&v been. The advanced guard of workers, the ward found himself in Chiny, perfectly naked,
explorers and discoverers, the feUers of forests and without a cent in his pocket."
and the climbers of mountains, those that lay
A WESTERN minister told the t111stees of his
the ax at the root of old superstitions and deal church that he must hav his money, as his family
the first heavy blows at enors and wrongs, making was suffeting. ":Money!" said one of the ti·ustees;
the air ring with the sound of their battle-axes, "you preach for money l I thought you :preached
and thus, perhaps, first awakening their neigh- for the good of souls!" The miriister replied, "I
bors to the fact of there being such errors and can't eat souls, and if I could, it would take a thouwrongs-these pioneers will be needed as long as sand such as yours to make a meal."
humanityJlas before it any progress in truth and
WHEN the old sailor came home from a whaling
right still to be achieved.- w: J. Potter.
voyage he saw at once what ailed the preaching:
THE doctrin of the eternal burning of the wicked •· The minister's smart enough, and he says a great
and the companion doctrin that the wicked were many good things, but tha sermon don't hav any
the· great majority of mankind, the thronging harpoon in· it." The farmer meant the same
multitudes upon the broad road leading to de- thing when he said of the clergyman, "He's a good
struction, hav held their place too long in Chris- man, but he will rake with the teeth up."
tian ·belief to be brushed aside by a word. The
THE Fitchburg Sentinel remarks: " A young lady
ages when those doctrins were unquestioned were
the ages when the Bible was believed in without in this city, taking the advantage of leap year,
decided
to stick up for her rights and make a
reserve or qualification. The age when these doctrins are becoming a burden intolerable to be :proposal, which she did by proposing to the
borne is one in which the question of the inspira- young man who had been keeping her up nights
tion of the Bible givs rise to innumerable difficul- that he clear out and giv some one else a chance.
ties in the minds of all intelligent men who still There is now a 'vacant chair' in that residence."
incline to hold the doctrin in a general way .-M.D.
IN a cemetery near old Fort Hamilton, in the
~Seuer.
town of Winslow, lllaine, is an ancient blo<* graveWE might almost doubt whether the terrible stone, with tbis inscription: "Here lies the body
doom of such millions is a divine judgment, or a of Richard Thomas, an inglishman by birth, a
proof that there is no God who cares for mortals. whig of '76, a cooper by trade, now food for
But we are able to liv under this cloud, and feel worms. Like an old Rum puncheon whose staves
such fresh strength as neither the heathens nor the are all marked, numbered, and put together again
Christians before us could possess. It is the great- by hisl'rfaker."
eat h&ppiness of man, and the most indestructible,
A cow that wore a belt ha;ing been run over and
to hav to look with trust on what is going on and killed on a railroad, the owner brought snit against
with hope on what is to be. Amid all that is weak the railroad company for damages. It was proved
and perishable grows an endless fulness Qf new that the engineer rang the bell and tried tof1ighten
strength. The roots of ournationallife are sound- the cow off the track. But the farmer's lawyer
devotion to the family, reverence for justice and also proved that the cow rang her bell and tried
morality, diligent labor, mighty activity every- to~ frighten the engin off the track, !IJld so the
where. That is our joy and honor in these modern jury decided in his favor.
timea.-FTeytag.
A GooD story is told of General Butler's sarcastic
"IF heaven is our home," asked Calvin,' what retort upon a l\fassachusetts judge whom he waa
is the earth but a place of exile? Only because teasing for a ruling favorable to a cause be was
GO<\ has placed us in this world, and appointed us defending in court. The judge got out of patience
our functions therein, must it also be an endeavor at last, and somewhat testily exclaimed, "l\lr.
to ful111 the same; it is solely the divine command- Butler, what do you think I sit here for!" The
ment that imparte a true value to our earthly general quietly shrugged his shoulder and re•
vocations, which are in themselvs devoid of such." plied, "The court has got me now."
This is clearly a miserable compromise. If our
CoUNSEL
for
a
burglar
at
Galveston
asked
for
earthly occupations are valueless in themselvs,
this value cannot be imparted to them from with· an adjournment pending the arrival of material
out; but if they do possess such Yalue, it can con- witnesses. "What do you expect to prove 1"
sist in nothing but the moral relations which are asked the court.
"That my client is qniet, sobsr, and hardworkimplied by them. ·JIIan's earthly existence bears
its own law, its rule of guidance, its ends and aims ing."
"By whom do you expect to prove this?"
included in itself.-Btrauss.
"By the officers of the penitentiary, where he
IF Christ is not God, the man who denies him to spent five years."
be God is certainly prima facie [presumably and at
WE hav endured with commendable patience
the first look of the matter] right, though it may the appalling phantom, the young man who wears
perhaps be possible to show that such a denial can- two. watches; with Christian resignation and panot be made in practice without attacking a belief tience we hav borne with the ymmg man who
in morality. We may, or it is possible to assert wears his watch in the outside pocket of his coat,
that we may, be under this miserable necessity, but when we meet the elegant youth who wears
that we cannot speak undiluted truth. Truth and- his silk embroidered socks outside his slippers to
falsehood are, it is perhaps maintainable, so intri· show the monogram on the toes, there is going to
catelY blended in the world that discrimination is be bloodshed, and don't you forget it.-Hawkeve.
impossible. Still the man who argues thus is
bound to assign some grounds for his melancholy
A GENTLEMAN called upon a rich friend for some
skepticism, and to show further that ti'le destl.1lc- charity.
tion of the figment is too dearly bought by the as"Yes, I must giv yon my inite."
sertion of this truth. Therefore I might be con"Do you mean the widow's mite?"
tent to say that in such cases the innocence of the
"Certainly."
plain speaker ought to be assumed until his guilt
"I should be satisfied with half as much as she
is demonstrated. If we had always waited to clear gave. How much are you worth?"
aw11.y shame till we were certs.in that our action
"Seventy thousand dollars."
would produce absolutely unmixed benefit, we
"Giv me, then, your check for thirty-ftve thou·
should all be worshipers of Mumbo Jumbo.-LeBiie sand. Th&t will be half a! much as the widow
RIPphen.
gave, for she. yon know, gnve her all."
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him a communication to that ·effect. Many that, if the bottom facts could be got at, it
and peculiar are the experiences of the .sensa- would be found that the Methodists, Baptists,
tional Brooklyn preacher. So far as yet ap- Dutch and German Reformed, and Congregapears, however, the Rev. Mr. Haynes has the tional churches were no more successful. If
SoTHERN, the celebrated actor, died recently
.A WRITER in Lippirwott's Magazine says that
whip-hand of the malcontent hard-shell breth- new churches are springing up i~ the West,
in London.
of the 15,000 words employed by Shaksp~re
ren.
old ohes are dying out in the East. ''The fallabout 6,000 appear but once.
.AN earthquake, lasting about ten seconds,
THE Rev. George H. Vandeusen, a. member ing off in church attendance over the land is was felt in.Maine on the 20th.
·
SoME uneasy souls in the Presbyterian church
he
says.
"
.All
attempts
to
co~
undeniable,"
of the Troy Conference, stationed at West .Amof England want a. liturgy. .A recent discusceal
or
falsify
such
facts
are
both
cowardly
and
THE obelisk was placed on its pedestal in
sterdam, Montgomery county, N.Y., was put
sion of the question in the Birmingham Preson trial in the United States Court on a. charge criminal. The first thing for our churches to Central Park on Saturday last.
bytery disclosed the fact that there was no genof forgery. It is claimed that the defendant do is to face them."
TiiE Philadelphia Permanent Exhibition has
eral desire manifested !or such an aid to worWITH more than half the world the name given up the ghost. It did not pay expenses.
in 18791forged the signatures of five different
ship.
persons to as many affidavits for the purpose Jew is a synonym for meanness. How many
CAMP-MEETING John .Allen, the chaplain of of obtaining a pension for himself as a mem- Christian landlords would do well to imitate
.A FmE in Peoria, lll., a few days ago, dethe Maine House of Representativs, prayed ber of the Second New York Cavalry.
the example of the Jew Sir Nathaniel Roths- stroyed a forty thousand dollar grain elevator.
that God would make the new Governor " as
child, who regularly turns back half the rents
.A TERRIFIC storm recently prevailed in the
EXPERIMENTs by Prof. Cohn, of Breslau,
wise as a. serpent and as harmless as a dove."
his agricultural tenants pay him to them, Mediterranean. Fifty vessels are reported
The Governor thinks there was sarcasm in that with the electric light show that letters, spots, though they are by no means excessiv
lost.
and colors a.ra seen at a much greater distance
prayer.
enough to be oppressiv I There would be
through the medium of electric light than by many eminent names unknown to the synagog · THE workmen in Weber's piano factory, in
THE editor of a Western religions paper
day or gaslight. The sensation of yellow was
this city, are on strike against a reduction of
thinks better of his waste basket than ever increased sixtyfold as compared with daylight, more honored if the suggestion this one of
wages.
many
Jews
sets
were
followed.
There
would,
he did before, for on New Year's day some- of red sixfold, and blue twofold, showing that
THE English government is trying the experhaps, be no Land League in Ireland, if the
body put a chicken and a. rabbit into that rethe electric light would be very useful where it owners of the soil were not such good Chris- periment of prohibiting Land League meetings
ceptacle, which is generali.y consecrated to the
is necessary to .observe signals at a. great dis- tians that the misery of the people they beggar in Ireland.
reception of poetry.
ance •.
for their own luxury can, in their eyes, prove
CoMsToCK has put his sniveling cant about
HoMEOPATHY has received a severe blow in
.AN Ohio paper proposes to number the hours no bar between them and heaven.-Truth.
obscenity and his struggle to suppress it into
Spain. The cure of Scudoni has declared
of a day and night consecutivly from 1 to 24,
trom the pulpit that any sick person belonging
THE Rev. C. C. Goss, in his last Sunday book form.
or from midnight to midnight, thus doing away
to his parish who has tried to cure himself by with A.M. and p. M. in railway time tables and evening lecture on " Husbands and Wives," _ EIGHT persons were drowned by the sudden
homeopathy will, in the event of death; be reelsewhere. The advocate of the proposed new gave the following recipe for obtaining happi- flooding of a coal mine at Redruth, Cornwall,
England, on the 20th.
fused the rites of the church.
method says that there is no more reason 'for ness within the family circle. Things far less
.A BET:&OTHED couple at Fairfield, Iowa, had having two 12 o'clocks in one day than there is truthful than this hav been enunciated from
THE great question among politicians at
a quarrel and broke their engagement. Both for two twelve-mile posts on a twenty-four mile the pulpit. Srud he: "I will show husbands present appears to be who Garfield will select
a.t\empted suicide the same night, but their railroad. That is the way they still sometimes and wives how to brighten the sky of domestic for his cabinet officers ?
life. They should adapt themselvs to each
lives were spared. On the following day, con- reckon time in Italy.
BY the explosion of a boiler at Dewsbury,
other's tastes, habits, temperaments, likes, and
vinced that they did not desire to liv apart,
THE Rev. Father O'Reilly, of Carondelet, dislikes. Neither should formally coi:nmand Yorkshire, England, recently, eleven persons
they had a. minister unite them.
Mo., had some repairs made in his church by a the other to do anything, and neither should were killed and sixteen injured.
Gov. LoNG, of Massachusetts, disapproves of German carpenter. The job was completed be glum and obstinate. Of all kinds of silence
MT. BAKER, in the northern part of Washcapital punishment, but he despairs of induc- late on Saturday night, and on Sunday morn- glum silence is the worst. What should you ington territory, is in activ eruption, throwing
ing the Legislature to abolish it, and will en- ing the workman went to take away his tools. do, then? Why, harmonize your views. For out clouds of smoke and ashes.
deavor only to substitute some easier. means of The priest forbad him to remove them, but he instance, take a. wife who runs after every new
LIM.A. and Callao hav both surrendered to the
death for hanging. He thinks that morphine paid no heed to the order, and was presently fashion, and finally gets on an unbecoming
Chilians,
and the war between the sister repubInight be used, and will officially recommend knocked down by the clergyman. .A lively dress. Suppose the husband snaps out, ' Take
lics must soon stop. The Peruvian dictator;
its use in place of the noose.
fight ensued, and tha result was a. victory for that dress off; take it off, I tell you!' don't
Pierola, has fled.
THE Baptist clergymen in this city ha.v been the mechanic. "Hold on," Father O'Reilly you think that that woman, like the Dutch
THE Rev. Edward Purcell, brother to the
cried;
"
don't
you
know
you're
striking
a.
vicar
discussing "What the Bible says of the future
justice of the peace, is swearing all over inside?
state of the wicked," and hav concluded that of Christ?" ".All right," was the response; But, on the other hand, suppose the husband A.rchbishop, died a. few days ago. He was
says, 'Just step in front of the mirror, dear, manager of the disastrous semi-church bankthe wicked will inevitably go to hell. .Also the "I'm the devil, and I've got you now."
ing bnsine~ a. couple of years ago.
righteous, which experts can scarcely detect
F:&ANK OSBoRNE disturbed the meeting in and see how you look,' and he pulls it up here
from any superior conduct exhibited, are to Orange county, Ind., when Rev. Potts was and there, and shows how it misbecomes her.
.A TRAIN on a Guatemala railroad recently
shine in great and eternal glory.
preaching. Potts had been annoyed in the Then she goes and takes that dress off. I tell jumped the track and rolled some distance
.A P:&EACHEB in Rook county, Kansas, had same manner several times before by the same you we can't and won't be driven any more down the side of a. mountain. Nearly all on
been for weeks conducting a wonderfully suc- crowd. Having armed himself with a club, he than any other animals. I notice that hus- board were either killed or fatally injured.
cessful revival. " Dear brethren and sisters," at length ceased preaching, took the club, and, bands and wives ought to be careful in the use
.A MOVEMENT has been started in this city to
he said one day," this is the last meeting that marching to the seat occupied by the disturb- of their English. One of my classmates got hav a. whipping-post established at which to
that
don't
amount
to
be
a
doctor
of
divinity;
I shall hold It is impossible to keep up a. ers, mauled Osborne over the head till he was
punish such crimes as wife-beating. .A bill for
fervor on corn bread and molasses for myself badly beaLen, when the crowd rescued him. to anything, as it is not hard for any fool to the same purpose has bee:r: introduced in the
he
has
money
and
influence;
and
become
one
if
and an ear of corn a day for my horse. God The preacher was arrested and heavily fined,
Missouri legislature.
when he left the neighborhood. It is question- this D.D. had a. wife who said me for I and is
bless you."
for are, and her husband and she had a fuss
.A NUMBER of oil tanks, at Point Breeze, Phil. MR. HEN:&Y GEoRGE has reason to feel a just able whether so zealous a. soldier of Christ every little while about it. The fault was hers,
adelphia, took fire a. few days ago and exploded,
should
be
treated
in
that
sort
of
way.
pride at the attention his great work, " Progfor she could hav stopped her blundering hab- scattering the burning oil in all directions. The
ress and Poverty," is attracting in Europe as
THERE are many persons in the West who it, while it was impossible for her husband's shock of the explosion was felt for miles. The
well as in .America. .Already four editions hav believe in the curativ powers of the mad-stone. fine ear to get used to her bad use of language.
damage amounts to $150,000.
been published by the .Appletons. The work .A man who was bittten by a niad pig near Te- The principle can be applied to all othe~
SNow-sLIDEs and avalanches are of frequent
is now being got out in London, Paris, and St. cumseh, Neb., traveled all the way· to Savan- things. Married people ought to be careful to
Petersburg, and a. beautiful edition of 10,000 nah, Mo., to try the famous mad-stone owned avoid giving offense to each other's taste. .An- occurrence in Utah this winter. .A few days
copies has aiready appeared in Berlin.
by old Uncle John Nelson. The stone imme- other thing : Take that well-developed young ago several persons lost their lives by a snowdiately
adhered to the wpund, which is said to couple standing at the hymeneal altar. One slide in .Alta canon. The bodies of seven of
THE Rev. Dr. Van Dyke, of Brooklyn, publicly accuses his ,Presbyterian brother, the be proof positiv that the patient's blood was develops into a solid, plump rotundity, while the victims ha v been recovered.
Rev. Dr. Spear, of having avowed in the hear- poisoned, and remained clinging to the sore the other becomes lean and lank and haggard,
THIRTY men started on a six-day tramp for
ing of his fellow-presbyters a purpose to push from early morning until sundown, when it like Pharaoh's lean kine. Each is disappoint- a. belt and purse of money in this city on Monhim to the wall and to assassinate his reputa- dropped off. The patient departed feeling that ed in the way things hav turned out. But day last. There were five thousand spectators
tion. Mr. Van Dyke further says that, so far he had been cured. Uncle John Nelson has didn't they,promis to take each other for bet- present at the start. Seven men dropped out
M the Talmage affair is concerned, he has owned his mad-stone since 1848, and has used ter or for worse? If the husband should de- of the race in the first twenty-four hours.
a conscience devoid of offense toward God and it in over a hundred cases where men hav been velop into a. leviathan, the wife ought to be
.AN express train was thrown from the track,
bitten. He avers that it never failed to work satisfied. People's habits change after marman.
wrecked, and. burnt at Tioga Center, N.Y., on
a
cure.
riage. I knew a. man who became a. drummer
THE Rev; Emory J. Haynes, of Brooklyn,
Sunday last. ·Four postal clerks and an express
HERE and there a preacher of position and for a. dry-goods house, and stayed away from messenger were burnt to death, and from
started out in life as a Methodist preacher, but
borne
nights,
while
his
wife
got
to
grumbling
became convinced that the itinerancy didn't in:tl.uence is beginning te wake up to the sig·
twenty to thirty passengers were more or less
agree with him, re-examined the question of nificance of the statistics showing the astonish- at his absence. Finally there was a row. Who injured;
·
was
to
blame?
The
man
was,
because
he
the proper mode of administering baptism, was ing breakdown of the churches considered as
THE
severest
storm of the season prevailed
immersed, and aeon lrlter accepted a call to the agencies for the conversion of sinners. Thus should hav remained at home, business or no
throughout
the
Eastern
and Middle states and
business,
long
enough
to
keep
his
wife's
heart
pastorate of a Baptist church at a salary of the Rev. Dr. Cuyler, of Brooklyn, in last week's
$5,000 a year. Now it is reported that ami- Independent, says the official statement that warm. I wish to God, I was going to say, that Canada on Friday and Saturday last. Telegraph communication and railroad travel were
nority of his parishioners, old-fashioned Bap- 5,400 .American Presbyterian congregations people could get out of their heads the notion
almost suspended in many places. In this city
tists; are dissatisfied with his preaching, which hav only 4,200 new communicants to show for that at the first little marital row that springs
they find lacking in spiritual nutriment, want last year's work-less than one apiece-is "ab- up after marriage they must get up and separ- hundreds of telegraph poles were prostrated by
the weight of ice on the wires.
him to pull up stakes again, and ha.v even sent solutely ap_pa.lling." 1le avows the opinion rate.
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[From tM National Reto,.,..,..]

Report of a Debate
l!li:TWEEN THE REv. A. RA.TCHABD AND MRS. ANNIE
Bli:SANT1 AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.

FIRST NIGHT.--cONTlNUED.

age next to that in which it was done, in the reign
of the Emperor Nero; at which time the fore-mentioned Tacitus and others attest that very many
were punished because they professed the worship
of Chriet." I say, I put this problem to Mrs. Besant,
and I should like her to write some articles upon it,
which I promis to read. If Jesus of Nazareth never
rose from the dead, how comes the belief, not only
of the Apostle Paul, but of the early Christians, that
such was the fact?
You come down, I say, upon the fact, or believed
fact, that it was Jesu!l and the resurrection that these
early preachers of the gospels believed in, that it was
believed that it was decided by abundant witnesses.
How came the extraordinary change in the Apostle
Peter if the resurrection never took place? Peter
before and Peter after the resurrection are as opposit
as li~ht and darkness. The trembling coward who
forsook his master and denied him, the man who
afterward wept bitterly, was the man who stood
boldly before the Jewish Sanhedrim, who told them
the bitter truth right home as I hav told you here
to-night; told them that it was this very Jesus who
had been raised from the dead. Peter went forth
into the world a bold, brave man to do his duty.
Then there was St. John and Paul; but Paul was
deceived, you will say. How came it that all the
early disciples of Jesus Christ were deceived? How
came this doctrin preached in Jerusalem immediately
after the crucifixion if it was myth and fable? I
simply tell Mrs. Besant that I know as much about
the sun-god as she can tell me; I simply stop here to
say whatever truth there may be in these myths and
fables of the sun-god that immediately after the
crucifixion of Jesus of Nazareth, the story of his
resurrection was proclaimed in Jerusalem. (Cries
of "Proof.")
Yes, amongst Freethinkers and
skeptics. There is an abundant amount of testimony
of every imaginary kind that it was Jesus and the
resurrection which was the belief of the early Christians. All through the Acts of the Apostles, all
through the Epistles of St. Paul, all through the
early Christian writers in the early centuries, it was
the belief in this. It was preached at·the city and at
the time by the men in the place; and I take it such
men as St. Paul, Peter, James, John, and others,
were far better judges than we are here to-night
whether the resunection of Jesus of Nazareth, in
whom I firmly believe, took place or not.

MR. IiATCHABD.
I shall not for one moment contend with Mre.
Besant in her eloquence, for to-night I stand here to
bear witness for the truth, and on this platform of
all places in London. I stand here to vindicate the
indisputable, historical, and most important facts
that the world knows of. I simply tell you that,
besides the heathen testimony which I hav only briefly
alluded to to-night, there is a great deal of Jewish
testimony which I hav not time to go into. Mrs.
Besant has referred to the book entitled "Supernatural Religion." Here it is; and I tell you that that
book has been dissected as an anatomist would
dissect a body. Get Westcott on the "Canon of the
NewTestament,"4th edition, and read his preface,
and see what he says. I ask, is not the author of
"Supernatural Religion'" shown to be untrustworthy?
Mr. Cowper told me to be sure and mention here tonight that Mr. Nicholson, of the London Institution,
had examined his quotations and found them to be
inaccurate. We hav heard a good deal from Mrs.
Besant i11 her last speech about Chrishna and such
like, but she has made her remarks to the wrong
opponent. I spent years in investigating the Indian
religion, and next week I will endeavor to go at
length into what Christianity has donein India, and
I will introduce to your notice Chrishna-that is,
Vishnu. Why, there is no dispute whatever. (Cries
of" order," and" question.") I say that the whole
story that Mrs. Besant has brought before you is not
worth a single mention. I say distinctly about it;
that you can't prove that the story of Chrishna was
in existence in India at an early period. It was
probably known about the sixth century. You shall
hear something about Vishnu next week. You shall
!lee !J-im. Chrishna is identified with Vishnu, and if
I were not in a public hall I would tell you some nice
tales about Chrishna. In the old Jewish traditions
there are so many facts of the gospels corroborated,
and there is one fact which is related in the Talmud,
which I will mention to you. It is there stated that
SECOND NIGHT.
about forty years before the destruction of Jerusa"That the influence of Christianity upon the world hM been
lem the power of life and death was taken away injurious."
from the Jews, and so it happened that Pilate was
MR. BRADLA.UGH in the chair.
the person who had to put Jesus of Nazareth to
h ·
death. I know all about the cross in heathen conn.
The c airman in opening the proceeding eaid:
·
I k
·
"My duty as chairman is not likely to involve any
tnes.
now It all. Produce me-you can't prof
d
duce me- the crucified saviors besides Jesus of sort 0 nee for any work on my part provided you
N
h If I
d
of the audience understand two things. First, that
azaret .
ha followed the bent of my own you hav no right during the time either of the disinclination I should hav brought with me and quoted putants is speaking to challenge any remark that
a whole host of German authorities, but when I either of them may make. Any cry of "Question,"
went to Stonecutter street the other day, and th.ere
f a·
b .
.
.
Mr R
I
any cry o Isappro atwn, IS entirely out of place.
saw
. amsey, found that Mr. Ramsey didn't Those of you who are in favor of either of the
seem to think much of German authorities.* ·He speakers may applaud if you please; but you must
turned up his nose at them. Well, I thought, you remember even then that sometimes you waste their
are a fair specimen of the men I shall hav to meet, time in doing that. To. call "Question," or to make
quote them. I could hav quoted you any other remark, is entirely out of place, and only
f&nd I won't
rom a 1arge number of German authorities, for they does an injury to.the debate .. I do not know that I
hav been my prophets for many years past. But I
d
bl
. h
h'
bring before you a book, by Grotius, on the "Truth nee trou e you Wit anyt mg else .except to menof Christian Religion." I hav never seen the book tion that the rule of the debate is that the opener
shall hav 30 minutes; Mr. Hatchard 30 minutes in
ll.nswered. "Sec. IL The proof that there was reply; and then five speeches of 15 minutes alter~
such a person as Jesus.-That Jesus of Nazareth nately, the opener concluding as on the ·last occaformerly
lived in Judea,
in the reign of Tiberius the swn.
·
Th e subJect
·
R
.
for d ebate for thie evening is the
oman emp_er?r, IS. constant1y acknowledged, not proposition, to be affirmed by Mrs. Besant, "That
only by Christians dispersed all over the world, but the influence of Christianity on the world has been
&lso by· all the
· · ·
, I now call upon Mrs. Besant to open the
h Jews which now are, or hav ·ever m:Junous.
wrote srnce t at time; the same is also testified by debate.
·
heat?ens, that is, such as _di~ not w;i~e either of the
:MRS. BESANT.
Jewish or of the Christian rehgwn, Suetonius
Tacitus, Pliny the younger, and many after these:
Mr. Chairman, Mr. Hatchard, and Friends: The
That he died an ignominious death.-That the same affirmation that I make to-night is, "That the influJesus was.crucified by Pontius Pilate, the president ence of Christianity upon the world has been inof Judea, IS acknowledged by all the same Christians jurious." I propose, in my first speeches, to giv you
notwithsta~ding it might seem _dishonorable to the~ a mass of facts on which I rely for proof of this
who worship such a Lord. It IS .also acknowledged affirmation, and, even at the risk of wearying you, to
by the Jews, though they are not Ignorant how much giv you a condensed statement of historical occurthey lie under the displeasure of the Christian 11, rences which serve as foundation for the position I
un.der whose government. they everywhere liv, upon take to-night. In my last speech I will sum these
this account, because their ancestors were the cause up, but in the earlier ones I shall merely pile up my
of Pilate's doing it. Likewise, the heathen writers facts which you can verify for yourselvs. In order
we mentioned ?av recorded the same to posterity; to lend clearness and vigor to the affirmation, and to
and, a long time after, the acts of Pilate were render it; if false, more easy to refute, I propose not to
e.xt!lnt, to _which. the Christians sometimes a.r~eal.ed. make a general and discursiv attack, but to endeavor
Neither did Juhan, or other opposers of Chnstiamty, to prove five special propositions. I allege of Chris?ver ?all it in question. So that no history can be tianity: 1. That it has discouraged learning ; 2.
Imagmed ~ore ?ertain th~n this; which is confirmed That it has supported tyranny, and has be·en the
by the testimomes, I don t say of so many men, but enemy of liberty; 3. That it has used persecution
of so many people, which differed from each other. more largely than any other creed; 4. That it has
Notwithstanding which we find him worshiped as upheld and aggravated slavery; 5. That it has not
Lord throughout the most dietant countries of the ensured purity of morals. If I can prove these
world.
propositions, it will be fair for me to say "that ·the
"Sec.IIL And yet,after his death,was worshiped by influence of Christianity on the world has been
!l'ise m~n.-And th~t not only in ou~· age, or those injurioue." I allege, further, that the whole of this
Immediately foregomg, but also even m the first, the mischief has its root in the Christian theory, and
that each of the faults alleged in the propositions
*It is uue to Mr. Ramsey to say that he entirely denies this may be defended by Holy Writ. That, therefore,
~~BBertion of Mr. Hatchard.
these faults are not excrescences on Christianity, due

to the wickednese of man, but are portions of. the
creed itself, and that modern Christianity in partly
escaping from them has become less Christian while
becoming more civilized. I propose to show the root
of each of these faults in Christian theory, and then
to demonstrate its development in Christian practice. 1. That Christianity has discouraged learning.
Throughout the Bible knowledge is an accursed
thing. For eating of the tree of knowledge man
was expelled from Paradise. Solomon, said to be the
wisest of men, givs his judgment as follows: "Lo, I
·am come to great estate, and hav gotten more wi&dom than all they that were before me in Jerusalem;
yea, my heart had great experience of wisdom and
knowledge. And I gave my heart to know wisdom,
and to know madness and folly: I perceived that
this also is vexation of spirit. For in much wisdom
is much grief; and he that increaseth knowledge
increaseth sorrow" (Eccles. i, 16-18). Isaiah prophesied against Babylon," Thy wisdom and thy knowledge it hath perverted thee" (Isa. xlvii, 10). Jesue
proclaimed, "I thank thee, 0 Father, Lord of heaven
and earth, becauE!e thou hast hid these things from
the wise and prudent and hast revealed them unto
babes" (Matt. xi, 25). Paul wrote, "For ye see
your calling, brethren, how that not many wise men
after the flesh, not many mighty, not many noble are
called: but God hath chosen the foolish things of
the world to confound the wise" (1 Cor. i, 26, 27).
Again: "Let no man deceive himself. If any man
among you seemeth to be wise•in this world, let him
become a fool that he may be wise" (ibid ii, 18).
Again, "Knowledge puffeth us, but charity edifieth"
(ibid. viii, 1). There are many more of. the same
type which time forbids me to quote. "This beatitude of nescience was very acceptable to the classes
among which Christianity first sprea'd, and the
natural result of canonizing_ignorance and ana thematizing knowledge was very soon seen.
Mosheim tells us of even the great lights of the
second century, that "they are worthy of little
admiration on account of the accuracy or depth of
their reasonings. The most of them appear to hav
been destitute of penetration, learning, order, ap_plication, and force" (Ecclesiastical History, ed. 1847,
p. 53). As the centuries went on the darkness grew
deeper and deeper. Hallam tells us that schools
were" confined to cathedrals and monasteries," and
were " exclusivly designed for the purposes of
religion;" that Charlemagne and Alfred were the
greatest scholars of their time, but that Charlemagne
could not read, and Alfred had but an imperfect
knowledge of Latin. Of the "prevailing ignorance,"
he says," it is easy to produce abundant testimony.
Contracts were made verbally, for want of notariee
capable of drawing up charters; and these, when
written, were frequently barbarous and ungrammatical to an incredible degree. For some considerable intervals scarcely any monument of literature
has been preserved, except a few jejune chroniclee,
the vilest legends of saints, or verses equally destitute of spirit and meter. In almost every council the
.
h
Ignorance oft e c1ergy forms a subject for reproach.
It is asserted by one held in 992 that scarcely a single person was to be found in Rome itself who knew
the first element of letters. Not one priest of a thousand in Spain, about the age of Charlemagne, could
address a common letter of salutation to another. In
England Alfred declares that he could not recollect
a single priest south of the Thames (the most civilized. patt of England) at the time of his accession
who understood the ordinary prayers, or could translate Latin into his mother-tongue. Nor was this better in the time of Dunstan, when it is said none of
the c1ergy knew: ~ow t~ write .or translate a Latin
letter.· The homilies which they preached were compiled for their use by some bishops from ·former
works of the same kind or the writings of the Chrietian.Fathers" (Europe During the Middle Ages, ed.
1869, pp. 595, 596).
In the tenth century a little light struggled to penetrate from Moorish Spain into Christendom, but for
a long time with small success, for wherever a mind
struggled to think, Christianity promptly shut it up.
in_Sp~in itsel~ 119 men were imprisoned by the In~
qmsitwn, not for heres:y but for science: Roger
Bacon, a monk of the thirteenth century, bears witness to the prevailing ignorance, "Without mathematica~ instruments no science can be mastered, u he complams sadly, "and these instruments are not to be
found among the Latins, and could not be made for
two or three hu~dred pounds. . . . . The admira ble books of CICero de Republica are not to be found
!lny~her~ so far as I c~n h~ar, though I hav made anxwus rnqmry for them m d~fferent parts of the world
and by various messengers. I could never find the
works of ~eneca, though I made diligent search for
them durmg twenty years and more. And so it ie
with many more most useful books connected with
the science of morals" (Green's Short History of the
English People, ed. 1878, pp. 133, 134). His own
studies were rewarded with bread and water and a
dungeon, and pen and paper were taken from him.
H~ ~ied in the prison of his monastery. In the same
spmt Torquemada burned six thousand pricelese
Ori~ntal books. Not a single great discovery lighten!
Christendom from the time whereat Christianity destroyed pagan scienoe until thlil stir of mental life
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brought about by heresy. Calvin, among reformers, in 1502 the number of the expelled was raised to
"4. A divine and inspired law.giver who inhated knowledge as Torquemada among Romanists. 3,000,000, the Moors being driven out, and a vast structed the people in what God required of them."
Calvinists hunted Bruno from Geneva if Catholics number perished on the way. Torqnemada has the I suppose you refer to Moses as the biblical lawburned him at Rome. Later, Buckle givs a long list following record: "Burnt at the stake alive, 10,220; giver. He was not divine. I am not sufficiently
of learned men imprisoned merely for their science. burnt in effigy, the persons having died in prison or acquainted with the Vedas to know how far the
(See "History of Civilization," vol. ii, pp. 230-242, fled the country, 6,860; punished with infamy, con- parallelism extends, but I cannot see what proof
fiscation, perpetual imprisonment, or loss of civil this is that the writers of the Bible committed
ed. 1869.)
To-day all the chief leaders of thought are out- rights, 97,321;' total, 114,401" (Freethinker's Text- plagiarism. While truth carries undoubtedly to
side the pale of the churches. Mill, Darwin, Book, part II., p. 472). Cardinal~Ximenes has 52,- those who are of the truth its own credentials, :Moses
Spencer, Bain, Huxley, Tlndall, Clifford-these, the 855 viCtims. In Spain alone 31,912 persons were proved also his divine legation to his contempomolders of this century s thought,· are alien to the burned alive, and 291,450 more perished for heresy; raries by the miracles he performed, besides the
Christian creed, and hated by the Cht:istian churches. in the Netherlands Alva put 18,000 heretics to death, personal attestation which the Almighty gave on
I affirm, therefore, that "Christianity has discour- by his own confession, and 50,000 were put to death burning Sinai; and miracles, prophecies, and inherent
aged learning." 2. That Christianity has supported in the· year 1566 only; in 1572, 14,000 Huguenots truth and life alike confirm it to us. It is probable,
tyranny and has been the enemy of liberty. Passiv were slain in Paris, and tens of. thousands more however, that you regard Moses as a mythical per8ubmission has ever been the political doctrin of the throughout France; Henry VIII. of England slew son; if so, you are opposing your speculation to the
church. Paul commanded: "Let every soul be sub- 500 heretics who rejected his "Six Articles;" Mary historical proo{ of Manetho, Artapamis, Tacitus,
ject to the higher powers. For there is no power killed 277 Protestants; Elizabeth a large number of Diodorus Siculus, Strabo, Longinus, and many other
·
but of God: the powers that be are ordained of God. Roman Catholics; in Ireland Roman Catholics were ancient historians.
The four objections thus far considered, urged
Whosoever, therefore, resisteth the power resisteth under the most cruel laws; the misery there to-day
the ordinance of God, and ther, that resist shall re. is largely due to Christianity, Orange fanaticism against the originality of scriptural religion from
ceive to themselve damnation ' (Romans xii, 1, 2). and popish bigotry being equally blood-thirsty, and Brahmanism, will be more fully seen in their real
Peter, in the same spirit, taught: "Submit lourself Ireland will never be at peace until heresy has cured character when we further reflect that the facts to
to every ordinance of man for the Lord s. sake; the brutality generated by Christianity; in Scot- which yon object are all absolutely necessary to any
revelation from God. I take it as an axiom of
whether it be to the king as supreme, or unto gov- land Dissenters were killed and tortured.
ernors. . . . Honor the king" (1 Peter ii, 13,
Christian leaders proclaimed the duty of persecu- nature that there is a personal Creator, and, from
14, 17). Kings hav granted huge wealth to priests, tion: "In Germany, Luther cried: 'Why, if men the state of man, there is a necessity for revelation.
and priests, in return, hav taught absolute submis- hang the thief upon the gallows, or if they put the We have but to reflect a moment to perceive this.
sion to kings. Mosheim thinks that Constantine -rogue to death, why should not we, with all our As Paley graphically puts it, "I deem it unnecessary
turned Christian because he saw "the admirable strength, attack these popes and cardinals, these to prove that mankind stood in need of a revelation,
tendency of the Christian doctrin and precepts to dregs of the Roman Sodom? Why not wash our because I have met with no serious person who thinks
promote the stability of government by preserving hands in their blood?' Sandys, bishop of London, that, even under the Christian revelation, we have
the citizens in their obedience to the reigning pow- wrote in defense of persecution. Archbishop Usher, too much light or any degree of assurance which is
ers" (ibid, p 87). According to the same historian, in an address signed by eleven other bishops, said, superfluous." I regard it also conclusively self-eviCharlemagne converted the Saxons to Christianity 'Any toleration to the papists is a grievous sin.' dent that if there is a revelation from God it must
for the same reason, hoping that the gospel would Knox said: ' The people are bound in conscience to be in written form,.otherwise it never could bepre"induce them to submit more tamely to the govern- put to death the queen, along with all her priests.' served and handed down with any degree of accument of the Franks" (ibid, p. 170). It is noticeable The English Parliament said, 'Persecution was racy. This necessity and the consequences of not
that dissent, which is always a step toward Free- necessary to advance the glory of God.' The Scotch being committed to· writing are seen in. heathen
thought, is, in civil struggles, on the side of free- Parliament decreed death· against Catholics as idol- mythology, which is, I have no doubt, in many cases
dom, while the orthodox creed is always on the side ators, saying 'it wa:s a religious obligation to exe- traditions of many events that have really occurred,
of passi'v obedience. Thus Cromwell, the inde- cute them' " (Freethinker's Text-Book, Part II., p. but which, by the lapse of ages and the different
and imperfect channels of communications, have bependent, Milton, the Socinian, and Martin, the 474).
Atheist, fought side by side for liberty against
I admit that most religions persecute more or less, come distorted and transformed into what now is no
Charles and his bishops. In the same spirit, during but let my opponent, if he can, produce the record of more reliable than the wildest fiction. And I think
the struggle under James II., the church taught the any superstition drenched in blood as is this Chris- it equally evident to every reasoning mind that if
duty of passiv obedience and preached that resist- tianity. Until such a record is produced, I affirm God has made a revelation, he must have employed a
ance to the king was a sin against God. I affirm, " that Christianity has used persecution more largely m:an specially fitted, as Moses was, before he could
therefore, "that Christianity has supported tyranny." than any other creed." 4. That it has upheld and prepare a people to keep his truth until- the time
3. That it has used persecution more largely than a,qgravated slavery. Slavery is admittedly taught came for such fuller revelation of himself as he
any other creed. The duty of persecution is taught in the Old Testament (Lev. xxv, 44); it is nowhere should afterward choose to make when the peopleboth in the Old and New Testaments. The passages denounced in the New. On the contrary, slaves, trained beforehand by separation from surrounding
in Deuteronomy are well known. It is commanded euphemistically translated servants in our Bible, are nations and a burdensome but typical ritual, such as
touching the heretic: " Thou shalt not consent unto exhorted to be obedient and submissiv, and Paul the Jews were, to become the missionaries of the
him, nor hearken unto him; neither shall thine eye !lent back to his master a fugitiv slave, recognizing world-would be ready. This argument is so clearly
and irresistibly traced out by Dr. Walker in his
pity him, neither shalt thou spare, neither shalt his rights of property.
thou conceal him; but thou shalt surely kill him;
Let me say at once that slavery was universal in "Philosophy of the Plan of Salvation" that I canthine hand shall be first upon him to put him to the old world. But it was surely the duty of Chris- not but again refer any real truth-seeker to it.
death, and afterward the hand of all the people" tianity to strive against this universal curse. In- However, I return again to the fifth alleged plagiar(Deut. xiii, 8, 9). Touching a city of heretic!!: stead of so doing it was silent respecting the wrong, ism of the scriptures from Brahmanism.
"5. The doctrine of the trinity-three gods united
"Thou shalt surely smite the inhabitants of that and even aggravated the bad condition of the slave.
city with the edge of the sword, destroying it utterA very remarkable testimony is given in a most in one." I have already referred to this and proved
ly, and all that is therein, and the cattle thereof, unexpected quarter to the supreme vileness of Chris- its dissimilarity to the Christian faith.
" 6. The sacrifice of animals to appease an angry
with the edge of the sword" (ibid, 15). ThiS', we tian slavery. Charles Dickens was admittedly a
are assured, "is right in the eyes of the Lord tty Christian, yet here in his own journal we hav the God."
The Bible goes back to Adam for its derivation
Ged" (ibid, 18). Many other passages of like spirit following: "Indeed one of the most horrible
are familiar to you. In the New Testament the features in this most horrible traffio is the fact that of animal sacrifices for sin. This practice has been
Christiane are weak, and the vengeance against fathers sell their children, and brothers their broth- universal ever since the fall of man. The scripture!!
heretics is partly delayed till the next world. In ers, without thought or care; that fathers and alone, of all books of traditions, gives a rational
fact, as they could not burn in this world, they were brothers do worse than sell to another master their account_ of its origin. Its universal practice is a
comforted with the hope that their enemies should daughters and sisters; that all natural dtities are universal confession of sin and the need of a Savior,
burn on the other side of the grave.
violated and all natural boundaries overpassed. In which, with the attestation which every man's conJesus promised: " Whosoever shall not receive no other country, and under no other condition of science gives to him of this truth, is more cogent in
yon, nor hear your worde, when ye depart out of slavery, hav such things been done before. In favor of Christianity than all the arguments Infidelthat house or city, shake off the dust of your feet. Mohammedan slavery natural ties are respected as ity can produce. When once a soul realizes its lost
Verily, I say unto you, it shall be more tolerable for sacredly as the most perfectly legal ties, and the condition, neither unbelief nor good works can give
the land of Sodom and Gomorrah in the day of moralities of society are regarded and enforced it ease. It is then that "the blood of Jesus Christ,
judgment than for that city" (Matthew x, 14, 15). from bond· as well as from free.
Slave- his Son, cleanseth us from all sin." Judge how
The same spirit is shown in Luke xix, 27: "But owners would as soon think of preserving conjugal much your objection favors your cause. Brahmanthose mine enemies, which would not that I should fidelity among their sheep and horses as among their ism undoubtedly borrowed sacrifice from previous
reign over them, bring hither, and slay them before slaves. The farmer who sells his· calf, and the religions, and so retracing, if proof e~ternal, one
planter who sells the suckling from the 'mother's way or the other, could be produced, the fact would
me."
Nay, persecution was to enter into social life. breast, act with exactly the same feeling and from be seen that the revelation of Jehovah to our first
. . . This has never been in parents originated the custom. Brahmanism thus
John writes to the "elect lady:" " If there come the same motiv.
any unto you, and bring not this doctrin, receive any age of the world's history before. Judaism, in borrowed from Jehovah's appointments, and the
the Greek and Roman times, Mohammedanism, all Bible is Jehoyah's book.
him not into your house " (2 John, 10).
" 7. The efficacy and importance of prayer in
The power of the sword passed into the handl!l of recognized the rights of nature in their slaves.
affecting
God."
·
Christianity
is
the
only
faith
whose
professors
hav
Christianity when Constantine ascended the throne,
It is human nature to pray, and because the Bible
A.D. 324.
In 380-394 fifteen statutes were passed by violated and destroyed these rights" (Household
teaches men to pray-which reason also does-is to
which pagans and heretics were forbidden to meet, Words, vol. xiv, p. 137).
my mind no prqof of its Hindoo origin. Perhaps
were made incapable of making wills, or of receiv(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Mr. Howe-who, in the Hornellsville Conveution,
ing legacies, and so on. In fact, you hav some of
according to Mr. Chainey, "prefaced his address
the same wicked enactments that still disgrace your
What Objections to Christianity 1
with an invocation to a conscious power outside of
English stfitute book in the nineteenth century. At
1
llR. MAIR S FIFTH LETTER.-CONTINUED.
him "-is unaware that he borrowed his idea of
this same date the first heretic was burned in Spain.
'' 2. Revelation from the Divine Being to the prayer from Brahmapism, yet such is the case if
In 1784, 'in the same country, the last human sacriyour argument is sound.
fice by fire was offered up to Christ. Between these human race."
" 8. The doctrine of incarnation-God visible to
"3. Profuse sacred scriptures''-the latter includtwo stakes, who can measure the misery wrought by
Christian hands? I giv you a few instances; you can ing the idea of th~ former. Number 2 is_ true agail!-. mortals."
Vishnu, according to Hindoo mythology, had
fill in more from your own reading. The ]J;mpress God did reveal himself to men, as the Bible (and, If
Theodora, in Armenia, in the ninth century, put yon please, the Vedas) asserts. Still I do not see nine avatars, or descents. The first was in the form
100,000 Paulician heretics to death; in the twelfth that the necessary conclusion is that the Bible copied of a fish, the second a tortoise, then a boar, a man60,000 Albigenses were massacred in one town alone; from the Vedas because they both assert. this;, do lion, a dwarf, then a hero, then l~ama-Chandra, then
in the fifteenth 3,000 persons were burned alive, and you? The argument that the latter was the original Chrishna, and lastly Buddha-a tenth is yet to come.
17,000 fined or imprisoned for life in Andalusia of the former because they both claim to be the The above enumeration I deem ample refutation to
during one year; during another 950 persons were word of God is too abstru'!'!e for me. I should think every reasonable miud of your charge of plagiarism.
burned alive in the town of Ville Reale; in another the rational thing to do would be to test which, if The Vedas, however, do not teach the doctrine of
incarnation.
the Jews were upelled and died by thousandi, while either, was oorreot.
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Not
"9. God cohabiting with a virgin, producing an
Buddhism does not (No. 37) "believe in e::~..'}>iation store for some time, and was sold out.
offspring half God and half man."
and atonement," and it is rather ironical to call that succeeding in that, he, through the influence of
There is no such thought in the Bible.
"a future life" (No. 38) whose highest fruition is his father-in-law, an exciseman, procured a position
"10. God's son coming into the world to save annihilation. The alleged parallelisms that I have in that office, where he remained several years
it.,
not considered, while, perhaps, somewhat exagger- at a nominal salary of fifty pounds a year. In
the mean time, between hours, Paine wrote ~any
This statement is offered without the slightest ated, I see no reason to criticise.
I will now return to your denial of the genuine- articles for papers and such like, which were pubproof. I deny any parallelism, or that the Vedas
ness of the historical passages I quoted from Tacitus. lished by the proprietors, and not by Paine, he being
so teach.
"11. The conflict between God's son and devils It is amusing to observe with what determined igno- then too poor, under so small a salary in the excise
and evil demons. 12. A belief in a holy breath or rance and effrontery Infidels assert all ancient his- office. This acco.unts for Paine's writing, "I never
torical references to Christianity to be interpola- troubled others with my notions till very lately, nor
the Holy Ghost."
As far as I know, Brahmanism has no such teach- tions. I know not at which to be most astonished, ever published a syllable in England in my life."
Writing for others to publish is very different
ings. In fact, with two or three exceptions, I might the gross ignorance or the assuming impudence of
deny them all, for the assertions are unsupported by the English writer who asserts in the Edinburgh from being a publisher of the manuscript. He says:
Revie·w his ability to prove the entire " annals of "What I write is pure nature, and my pen and my
any proof.
"13. A belief in animals bearing away sin and its Tacitus" a forgery, supported in his claim,_ as I see soul hav ever gone together. My writings I hav
he is, by the writer who signs himself "Antichrist" always given away, reserving only the expense
effects."
The teaching of scripture is, "For it is not possi- in a later issue of your paper. I had intended to of printing and paper, and sometimes not even that.
ble that the blood of bulls and of goats should take prove at some length the existence and crucifixion I never courted either fame or interest, and my
away sin;" but that the whole dispensation during of Jesus Christ by quotations from ancient pagan manner of life to those who know it will justify
which this was commanded was typical of the true historians, with substantiation of the genuineness of what I say. My study is to be useful; and if your
sacrifice, who should in very deed "bear away sin the passages quoted; but as the subject will more lordship [Lord Howe J loves mankind as well as I do,
and its effects." When you instance a religion that proferly present itself before us in a future thesis, I you would, seeing you cannot conquer us, cast about
was in existence before Christianity which has any wil abandon my design until then. In the mean- and lend your hand toward accomplishing a peace"
similarity in this respect, viz., ordaining sacrifices time I will oppose the judgment of the Infidel Gib- (Crisis, page 25).
Paine, in "Crisis" No. I, writes in that number,
which are professedly imperfect and typical, there bon to your assertion that "a proof to show that the
may be some show of reason in claiming a plagiar- passage in the 'Annals' is a forgery is that the page 8, December 23, 1776: "The heart that feels
punishment of the Christians by Nero is plagiarized not now is dead. The blood of his children will
ism.
from Sulpicius Severns, an elegant Christian writer, curse his cowardice who shrinks back at a time when
"14. A belief in immortality."
You believe in immortality, therefore you bor- about the year 400." On the passage to which you a little might hav saved the whole and· made them
rowed it from Brahmanism. Will you abide by refer, that elegant but bitter enemy of the Bible happy. I love the man that can smile in trouble, th-ilt
says: "The most skeptical criticism is obliged to can gather strength from distress, and grow brave by
your own logic?
" 15. Places of happiness and misery in a future respect the truth of, this extraordinary fact (the reflection. 'Tis the business of little minds to shrink,
persecution by Nero) and the integrity of this cele- but he whose heart is firm and whose conscience aplife."
If there are such places, and the Bible is a revela- brated passage of Tacitus. The former is confirmed proves his conduct will pursue his principles unto
tion, it must of necessity teach of them. At the by the diligent and accurate Suetonius, who men- death. . . . Not all the treasures of the world, so far
same time it alone gives a rational account of them; tions the punishment which Nero inflicted upon. the as I believe, could hav induced me to support an offenand if the Brahmanistic heaven and hell are similar Christians. The latter may be' proved by the con- siv war, for I think it murder; but if a thief breaks
to the Buddhist, which my present reading is too sent of the most ancient manuscripts, by the inimit- into my house, burns and destroys my property, and
limited to allow me to positively affirm, a simple able character of Tacitus, by his reputation, which kills or threatens to kill me or those that are in it,
description of the Vedic conception would show the guarded his text from the interpolations of pious and to bind me in all cases whatsoever to his absolute
falsity of the alleged parallelism. As I have re- fraud, and by the purport of his narration" (Gibbon, will, am I to suffer it? What signifies it to me
whether he who does it is a king or common man, my
marked before, your accusations would cause it to vol. ii, pp. 407, 408).
A cause resting its case upon such flagrant mis- countryman or not my countryman, whether it be
be necessary to be above reproach to prefer untruth
to truth. Originality, or rather dissimilarity, would representations and wilful ignorance, which, though done by an individual villain or an army of them?
. Let them call me rebel and welcome. I feel
be with you the alone test of inspiration, and prefer- repeatedly e::~.."Posed, are yet as repeatedly and unblushingly reiterated, may well excite contempt. no concern from it.
There are cases which
able to it.
"16. Expiation-one person atoning for another. But there are many to whom research is well nigh cannot be overdone by language, and this is one.
impossible who depend upon leaders who, proud of
17. A mediator, Redeemer, and Savior."
It is the madness of folly to expect mercy
These are kindred ideas, advanced, like all the the applause of 'their followers, are either too dis- from those who hav refused to do justice, and even
others, without the slightest substantiation. If you honest or too bigoted to confess their disingenuous- mercy where conquest is the object is only a trick of "
think it worth while attempting proof, I will then ness. It is of such that I would ask whether an war."
argument in which so many misrepresentations are
criticise.
·
1 leave off here the part that Paine took in the
"19. The altar used in worship, also the rosary." contained is not to be viewed with suspicion, and struggle to make this a free country, and now I copy
Neither of- these are used in the New Testament. would put the personal request to each reader to from Junius' Letter No. 7 to Sir William Draper, a
carefully and honestly test the grounds of his own member of the British Parliament in London, March
"20. Baptism, both by water and fire."
skepticism.
I should be obliged for some substantiation.
3, 1769, four years before Paine leaves for America:
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
" Sir: An academical education has given you an
" 21. The extraordinary qualities of holy water.
22. The confession of sins."
unlimited command over the most beautiful figures
Thomas Paine vs. Thomas Jefferson.
of speech. Masks, hatchets, racks, and vipers dance
I suppose you refer to the confessional.
through your letters in all the mazes of metaphorical
"23. Going on pilgrimages to holy places; and,
AN ANSWER TO DAVID BRUCE.
confusion. These are the gloomy companions of a
24. Celibacy and chastity to be observed by priests."
To-day, January 20th, is my birthday. I am disturbed imagination, the melancholy madness of
There are no such teachings in Christianity. Holy
water is a popish superstition and unscriptural. seventy-six years old, and I profess to know some- poetry without the inspiration.
Chastity is undoubtedly demanded of all true wor- thing of the history of my country.
"I will not contend with you in point of composiWhy did William Templeton Franklin, the grand- tion. You are a scholar, Sir William, and, if I am
shipers of Jehovah, but celibacy is not commanded
on any Christian, and there is no earthly priesthood son of Dr. Benjamin Franklin, publish at so late a truly informed, you write Latin with. almost as much
date as 1809, after the death of Thomas Paine, that purity as English. Suffer me then, for I am a plain,
under the present dispensation.
" 25. Belief in miracles and their great efficacy." Thomas Jefferson was the author of the Declaration unlettered man, to continue that style of interrogaI am at a loss to determine what is meant by the of Independence, 1776 ?
tion which suits my capacity and to which, considerJefferson was only the chairman of a committee of ing the readiness of your answers, you ought to hav
"great efficacy" of miracles. It seems rather droll
to say that any Christian believes the miracles re- three to present the paper to a committee of five- no objection . . . . Do you then really think that if I
lated in the scriptures because the Brahman puts himself being one-for their consideration, and not were to ask a most virtuous man whether he ever comfaith in the miracles of his system, or that Chris- the author, which has given rise to the story of his mitted theft or murder it would disturb his peace of
tianity borrowed from Brahmanism because Christ drafting the document.
mind. Such a question might perhaps discompose
Jefferson, at the time, was a young man, thirty. the gravity of his muscles, but I believe it would litperformed miracles.
'In every parallelism in which the succeeding re- three years of age, while Paine was thirty -nine years tle affect the tranquillity of his conscience.
ligions adduced agree with Brahmanism the argu- old and of experience in the governments of both
"Examin your own breast, Sir William, and you
ment militates against itself. For instance, the countries. We find no writings of Jefferson's to will discover that reproaches and inquiries hav no
doctrine of expiation is alleged to be common to most compare with the Declaration of Independence be- power to affect either the man of unblemished integof them. Now the scriptures, if they borrowed it fore it was published to the world, while all the rity or the abandoned profligate. It is the middle
from Brahmanism, did not take it from Zoroaster writings of Paine abound in the same style of compound character which alone is vulnerable, the
language as the Declaration.
nor from Egypt.
man who, without firmness enough to avoid a disLet us compare the writings of Paine. He says honorable action, has feeling enough to be ashamed
But it is too tedious to minutely examine the
other alleged plagiarisms. They refute themselves. in the "Rights of Man," page 162 : " At an early of it."
I will merely take space to deny that the following period, little more than sixteen years of age, raw
There are fifty~two of these letters in all. The last
and adventurous, and heated with the false heroism one was published in 1772 or 1773, a short time before
have any place in New Testament teachings:
"14. Both systems have monasteries and monks. of a master who had served in a man-of-war, I began Paine left England for America. In his last words
the carver of my own fortune, and entered on the writer promised that "if Junius livs you shall
"15. Both have nunneries and nuns.
board the privateer Terrible, Captain Death. From often be reminded of him," which promis was ful"16. Both have images of virgin and child(?).
this adventure I was happily prevented by the affec- filled in America during the Revolution in that
"17. Both revere the cross as a symbol(?).
tionate and moral remonstrance of a good father, " Crisis."
·
"18. Both have confessions of sins.*
"19. Both use the miter in priestly paraphernalia. who, from his own habits of life, being of the Quaker
If you ~onnect the writings of Paine together by
profession, must hav begun to look upon me as lost. a careful examination in the language he used all
" 20. Both use the dalmatica and cope.
But the impression, much as it ~ffected at the time, through you will be able to come to the conclusion
"21. Both use
. double choirs.
be_gan to we~r away, and I. entered ~fterward in the who drafted the paper. Jefferson, as the chairman
"24. Both have the censor with five chains.
pnvateer, King of Prussia, Captam Mendez, and of the committee of three, placed it before the com"27. Both use chaplets in religious ceremonies.
went in her to sea. Yet from such a beginning, mittee of five for their consideration.
"29. Both worship departed saints.
and with all the inconveniences of early life
"30. Both have images representing saints.
Philadelphia, Jan. 20, 1881.
E. HASKELL.
against me, I am proud to say that with a per" 32. Both have religious pr0cessions.
severance undismayed by difficulties, a disinterW. F. JAMIESON is engaged at present in a hand"33. Both use litanies in worship.
estedness that compels respect, I hav not only con- to-hand conflict with Moses Hull at Hartford, Conn.
"34. Both think much of holy water.
"36. Both believe in God and earthly females tributed to raise a new empire in the world, founded The people are much interested in the debates. At.
on a new system of government, but I hav arrived at the close of the Hartford debate Mr. Jamieson goes
pegetting a hybrid offspring.
an eminence in political literature, the most difficult to Vineland, N. J., to discuss with Hull (Jan. 23-27).
"40. Both use altars and temples.
of all lines to succeed and excel in."
Jan. 29th and 30th will help Linesville Station,
"41. Both believe in holy pilgrimages."
Let us go back awhile. After Paine left the man- Crawford county, Pa., celebrate Thomas Paine's
•I suppose you refer to the popish usage of Ule confessional. of-war, or privateer, he kept a small retail grocery birthday, to be followed by a de·bate with Hull.
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lit.tle fishes, ra~sing the ~ead, curing the deaf, the generally done it wonld stop the manufacture of
blind, and castmg out devils by wholesale and retail. inspired prophets and Christs, and Mohammeds,
J. M. KING.
Surely no mere man could do all this. We must Smiths, and Freemans cease to be.
either believe he was a God or an impostor, for if he
really performed so many miracles he was more than
Don't Overload.
man; but if he performed these wonders by jugglery,
Not to speak of otlier worlds, the world which we
he was a great deceiver and impostor. The probability is very strong that there never was such a occupy is said to contain some fifteen hundred millbeing, either God or man, but, like all the gods of ions of inhal:iitants who are said to be God's children.
heathen mythology, was purely a mythological char- And it is supposed that there is nothing in the world
acter. .[See Taylor's "Dievesis," "Revelations of that would so please God as to hav each one of his
Antichrist," "Sixteen Crucified Saviors," and "The children load himself with a long prayer and fire it at
him once or twice a day. Consequently about one
Gods of Ancient and Modern Times."]
Friends ha v always borne strong testimony against hundred million "soldiers of the cross" volunteer
hireling clergy and priestcraft, yet venerate and their services, join the "army of the Lord," and
reverence the Bible, the . corner-stone and stock in day after day, and year after year, they load and
trade of priestcraft. Christ himself, though he fire. There are big guns and little guns. Big guns
affected to oppose priestcraft, was a self-constituted with a big bore, that make a big noise, and small
priest, and held in veneration the high-priests, such guns that make little or no noise at all. And it is
as Moses and David and the prophets of the Old hard to tell which of the two, big or little, makes the
Testament. It is true he did not take money for his best shot. They usually get on their knees, shut
services as a priest, but made out to get his living, their eyes, take sight, and fire at God's ear.
Now let us make due allowance for poor powder,
and was unscrupulous about the manner of getting
it. He sends his disciples out and says: "Behold, I blank cartridges, and bad guns, that hav become a
send you as lambs among wolves. Carry neither little breech-burned owing to long and constant use,
purse nor scrip nor shoes." He tells them how they and say that one shot in ten hits the mark. And,
are to proceed, that the laborer is worthy of his hire, then, notwithstanding the great waste of ammuniand the house or city that won't receive them is tion, the prayers would hav to enter God's ear thicker
and faster than a charge of shot ever entered the ear
worse than Sodom, and he curses all such.
Whenever a man gets a notion firmly fixed in his of a rabbit from an old musket.
Now if, as it is supposed, God is able to separate
head that he is highly favored and inspired by the
Almighty to preach the gospel, there is nothing too and properly answer each prayer without getting
absurd or monstrous for him to say or do. Charles things a litt1e mixed, we must confess that he is posFreeman got the notion firmly fixed. in his head- sessed of a very extraordinary business capacity.
and got it from that barbarious old book, the holy Some of these prayers are for rain, some for dry
Bible-that God required him to sacrifice his little weather, and some for the souls of their neighbors.
1.'he Friends.
daughter, Abraham-like, and he and his wife ·actu- They pray for the sick and then show their lack of
ally did the horrible deed, and they stoutly main- faith by going for the doctor.
A butcher buys an old bull and sells it to his cusThe fact is plain, to me at least, that the Friends tain that it was the will of God, and was no crime.
as Friends or Quakers, can progress no further~ But we are told that Freeman is crazy. Perhaps so, tomers. Every soldier of the cross at the table asks
'l'hey arc the same to-day that they were in the days but not a bit more so than all the rest of the holy, God to bless the food set before them. So that God
of Fox and Penn. If they desire to advance, they so-called, and inspired prophets and preachers from is asked to bless the old bull in pieces, when as a
must step right out of Christianity into Infidelity, for Jesus down to Freeman. George Fox was honest, matter of business economy, if there is any efficacy
there is but one step, and thousands hav taken, or are conscientious, upright, and a man of ability, yet he in prayer, the butcher should hav· had God bless the
about taking, that step. I do know from personal would walk into a church in time of service and old bull before he was disposed of. But men love
observation the Society is honeycombed with unbe- contradict and denounce the preacher in the pulpit, to practice, so they load, shut their eyes, and fire,
lief in Christianity and the Bible; and it is admitted although he well knew he would be kicked out and load and fire, and unless there is a .great waste of
that the Society of Friends turn out more Infidels- get a severe beating for it. He literally fulfilled ammunition, God is the worst-peppered target that
that is, more disbelievers in Christianity and the the requirement.of Jesus to resist not evil, and was we can think of at just this present time.
With so great a press of business on hand it would
Bible-than any other denomination, according to terribly and outrageously abused for it. .
their numbers; and this is the logical and legitimate
Lorenzo Dow, the great preacher, would ride till not be surprising that God should make some misresult of the Hicksite branch, at least. It is admit- his horse gave out, would then trade him off for a takes. Let me state a case. Two years since I was
ted, too, I think, that the Society is on the decrease, fresh one, or, if he was unable to do that, would invited to deliver an address at the memorial meetbut this is probably true of all other societies, for abandon him and finish his journey on foot to meet ing of Thos. Paine, at Saranac, and whilst I was
we see it frequently stated in the papers that there his engagements. Thousands of people attended talking, just over the way there were some of God's
is of late a great falling off of attendance at the his preaching, and such was his zeal and energy in soldiers doing some pretty tall shooting. There
churches. .
the Lord's work that after delivering a sermon he was one fellow who rather overloaded, as some
This is an age of reason and science, and the more could not take time to pass through the crowd to the thought, and when he fired himself off the report
the people think and reason the less they will be door but would spring out of the nearest window and was truly a-w-f-u-1 ! He prayed that my tongue
bound by narrow creeqs, rules, and dogmas. If be off like a race-horse to meet his next engagement. might be paralyzed. And, strange as it may appear,
knowledge and science continue to advance as they
One would suppose that the Almighty, when he he was deprived of his speech that very day, whilst
hav for the last fifty years, it will only be a matter inspired men to preach the gospel, should hav in- my tongue still continues to wag just a few. Now,.
of time when this old barbarian book called Bible- spired the people with the fftith to believe what did God make a mistake and go for the wrong man?
the so-called inspired word of God-will be of very these holy, inspired s~rvants taught them. This, it The doctors said that his trouble was the result of
little account; in fact, it is now of no account in the seems, he has sadly neglected to do, for a good many natural causes, as he had over-exerted the muscles of
scientific world; it is only reverenced by the igno- of his inspired servants hav had a hard road to his throat, which, when interpreted, means that when
rant, .the credulous, and the superstitious, which, travel. Jesus himself, the so-called founder of a gun is overloaded, either the breech or muzzle must
unfortunately, has been the most numerous class. Christianity, had very little luck in making prose- suffer. Well, after about three months the soldier
As the people advance in true science and knowl- lytes, and was put to death. John the Baptist was recovered, and probably will load lighter hereafter.
St. Johns, Jan. 13, 1881.
M. BABCOCK.
edge there is a corresponding decrease in the super- beheaded, and Paul, it is said, suffered martyrdom.
natural and all kinds of superstition, and conse- Hundreds, perhaps thousands, of inspired servants ~f
quently a decrease in inspired prophets and preachers the Lord, if we are to believe they were such, sufLost Sheep Returning.
that pretend to teach their ignorant and credulous fered death without making proselytes. George
It will be remembered that the League at Angola,
fellow-creatures a kind of heavenly supernatural Fox suffered terrible persecutions, and he was un- Ind., went off after Green fields and pastures new.
knowledge that the Almighty, in his infinit wisdom, doubtedly one of the very best of his tribe, and The secession was accomplished in an underhand way
has not taught them.
made but a few proselytes comparativly. Joe and by the regulation vote of 8 to 7; but the minorIn this age of reason and science it is hardly likely Smith, the Mormon prophet, had pretty good luck ity, determined not to be put down, went to work
there will be many more Christs, Mohammeds, for an ignorant vagabond in making proselytes; but and reorganized, added more members and applied
Peters, Pauls, and Joe Smiths, and a host of other he had to suffer martyrdom. And Brigham Young, for a new charter. The League at Angola, thereinspired drones and saintly humbugs that hav in- his successor, had splendid luck in the inspired busi- fore, is again in the field, loyally attached to the
fested this world with a worse than Egyptian dark- ness of catching gudgeons, and lived in clover and National Liberal League, with forty members, and
ness. It is not at all likely a Luther, a Calvin, a died a natural death.
Thos. Tasker as President; H. Freygang, Secretary,
Wesley, a Fox, or even a Hicks, can rise again; but
The time is not far off, it is to be hoped, when a and Thos. R. Moffat, Treasurer.
it is now becoming in order for a Bradlaugh, an man who undertakes to palm himself off as a prophet,
I hav also to reP.ort a new League at Deadwood,
Underwood, and an Ingersoll to rise and giv their a go-between, an imaginary something called God, Dakota. The No. 'given to it is 23, to take the place
that he knows no more about than the ox or the of one of the seceders at Syracuse, in 1878. It
fellow-creatures solid and wholesome Jood.
I hav been reading the New Testament some of horse, and his fellow-man, pretending that he is in- starts with 29 members, all first-class citizens of that
late, and am amazed how intelligent people believe spired to tell the will of this imaginary being to his place. The organization of this League is due to
and venerate such unmitigated stuff and ridiculous fellows, who know quite as much about this God as the enterprise of Mr. D. P. Wilcox, who is its temnonsense as it contains. Early in life I was led to he does, will be regarded as knaves, hypocrits, or porary secretary.
reverence the character of Christ; but the more I fools, or a happy mixture of all three, and treated
I hear that the prosecution, un~er the Comstock
read of him, and the older I grew, the less reverence accordingly. This army of holy evangelical tramps law, of Mr. H. L. Barter, late editor of the Pilot at
and respect I hav for him. If there ever was such a and saintly deadheads that anually sweep over the LeClaire, Iowa, will be compromised by the payment
person as Jesus, and he was to appear on earth, he country like a pestilence and are worse than the of a light fine-$100 and costs. His offense was the .
would now be treated as a vagabond and a tramp, grasshoppers, the Hessian fly, and potato bug all publication from week ·to week, in the Pilot, of a
and would honestly deserve the title. According to combined-these saintly and sanctimonious tramps story called "Libra Dawn," by Mrs. Maria L. Folthe book itself, he had no home or visible means of and howling dervishes won't take money for their lett, of LeClaire. This ends the last of the Comsupport, but led a sort of vagabond life, performing heavenly services, oh, no; but somehow they man- stock cases which the Defense Association has on
miracles and living from hand to mouth off the fruits age to dress well and liv at the head of the pile off hand to defend.
T. C. LELAND,
of others. Like all such inspired impostors, or so- the fat of the land. They are the sworn enemy of
201 l!..ast 71st St., New York.
Sec. N. L. L .
. called reformers, his business was not of this world, the devil, yet the devil, Jesus, and the Bible are
or his business was to talk, not to work.
their sole stock in trade, which if they were deprived
THANKING Mrs. Slenker for her kind suggestion, a
I believe Friends don't believe much in miracles, of their occupation would be gone, and they
few
stamps would be thankfully received by Alhaza
and also don't believe Jesus was God; but how are would then hav to go to work.
they going to account for the many miracles that he
Ignorance is the mother of all supernaturalism Croft, Lexington, Ky.
performed, such as turning water into wine, feeding and superstition. 'The only way to remedy this
"JOHN's WAY" is the best story I ever read in my
four or five thousand men, besides women and chil- stupendous evil is to treat it liberally with strong
A RHEUMATIC OLD LADY •
.. dren, with six o1· seven loaves of bread and a few doses of knowledge and science. If this could be life.

Christianity and Buddhism.

The writer of the article, "Christianity and
Buddhism," in the Sun of January 9th, after pointing out many remarkable coincidences in the two
ethical systems, maintains that the former is not
borrowed or :plagiarized from the latter, because
says he, "it Is not until toward tpe end of th~
second century after Christ that Buddhism comes
clearly and specifically into view." Admitting the
last statement to be true, I aver that it is not until
toward the end of the second century that the ethics
of the gospels, or even the gospel history itself,
comes clearly into view. (See Supernatural Religion.)
What part of the gospel ethics or history do you'.
find in the New Testament epistles, or even the
apocalypse, which were written before the end of
the first century? There is a single allusion to the
crucifixion under Pontius Pilate in 1 Timothy vi
13; but I find no evidence of the existence of that
epistle before A.D. 130, or later, and it certainly was
not writ~e!I by Pat~l. (See D~v. Int., N. Y.)
GnostiCism, whwh worshiped an ideal Jesus,
antedated the Christian era, and it seems to hav
adopted some of the features of Buddhism, such, for
example, as the abhorrence of beastly sacrifice and
aversion. to the slaughter of animals. Buddhist
ethics, perhaps, did not come clearly into view till
toward the end of the second century; but that was
just the time that real Christianity began to prevail
a~ opposed .to the then everywhere prevalent Gnostimsm; and m the course of a century or two, in the
desperate struggle for ascendancy, real Christianity,
called Catholicism, overcame the ideal, or Gnostic,
t
sys em.
W. H. B..
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gimmnunications.
"Slade's M:ediumship."
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
a late issue of your paper, under the above caption,
is an account of a spiritual seance with Dr. Slade, in
which the editor of the Hockland Advertiser took
part, he haTing visited1she medium by appointment
for purposes of investigation. A statement by Moses
Hull is also appended in co1Toboration.
The writer givs, apparently, a very candid account
of the remarkable phenomena which took place in
his presence, and asks, "_Who will present the true
hypothesis upon which these marvels can be explained?"
1\Ir. Hull givs an account of an alleged slate communication which was received at the sitting with
Dr. Slade from one Charles Frost, deceased, who
gave date of demise, age, etc., and requested the recipient to call at a certain street and number in New
York to convince his (deceased's) friends that "we
liv after what is called death."
Now, with much deference and respect for the
honesty and sincerity of many Spiritualists and some
so-called mediums, bein_g a hard-headed Materialist,
I will, with your permission, Mr. Editor, giv my hypothesis of these alleged spiritual manifestations.
In the city of Toronto, some eighteen or twenty
years ago, I attended a magical performance in the
Mechanics' Institute, given by the late "Prof .. Anderson, the great Wizard of the North." The professor did p:~any wonderful things, produced phenomena some of which I was then quite unable to
understand, but he made no claim to any assistance
from supernatural agencies. Among other things
he announced that his daughter, a young lady who
accompanied him, would, with her back to the audience and blindfolded, tell any one the time his
watch indicated, or what he held in his hand, etc.
Of this asseveration I felt skeptical, and took out pencil and paper and wrote upon it, asking the young lady
what I was writing. Although a distance of thirty or
forty feet away, with her eyes carefully bandaged
and her back to us, she was able promptly to tell me
every word I was writing. This puzzled me. The
other tricks were magic, but there was evidently no
magic about this. Though I was not able at the
time to discover the modus operandi of all the other
tricks of legerdemain, I was satisfied they could all
be readily explained by the magician himself. But
here was something outside the province of magic,
and utterly inexplicable on any sleight-of-hand data.
What, then, was the explanation? what the hypothesis ? How did she read the writing without the use
of the natural medium of vision? Here animal magnetism comes to our rescue. In the science of psychology, though yet in its infancy, we find the solution. She read the writing in one of two ways. She
was either clairvoyant, in which condition she could
see the words independently of the natural organs of
vision, or she was able as a "mind-reader" to get
in rapport with my mind, and thus get the impressions. But, it may be queried, does science giv any
account of such conditions ? If not, the facts-incontrovertible ones-are present, awaiting generalization and explanation. What is clairvoyance? The
nascent science of psychology may not yet be able
to giv a full and conclusiv answer to this question_
It is nevertheless a well-established fact that the
clairvoyant subject can see through opaque bodies,
eyen at a distance, and without the use of the eyes
at all. The psychological explanation of this phenomenon which seems most plausible is this: It is
well known that electricity permeates almost all substances, and exists in the surrounding atmosphere.
In clairvoyance the brain becomes surcharged with
electricity, so that it becomes in equilibrium magnetically with the circumambient air. In this condition
opaque bodies become transparent to the brain, even
the skull _becoming t_ransparent, so that the subject
can see without the atd of the natura1 organs of vision. This explanation seems reasonable and not in
contravention of science so far.as ascertained in that
direction.
Some occurrences in my own personal experience
may be related here as pertinent to the subject under
consideration. During one or two years of my
school-days, subsequent to the experience at Prof.
- Anderson's performance, and while in rather delicate
health, I was a somnambulist, and was betimes in a
clairvoyant condition. Sometimes when I would
get up in my sleep my elder brother would turn out
too, to hav a little fun, as he called it. He would
get our school books, and put questions to me in the
different branches we were studying, and I would
answer the~ all correctly. I would readily work
problems whtch I found myself unable to solve in
my waking state, and would be wholly oblivious in
the mornillg of everything that had passed. One day
while out shooting 1 lost my powder-tlask, and hunte~ in vain fo~ it in_ eve~y place where I supposed it
might be. That mght m my sleep, while in a clairvoyant state, I saw the tlask very distinctly a
mile aw:ty under a balsam tree, on the east side. So
viviu was the impression on my mind in the morning
that I started and went straight to the spot indicated

in my sleep, and found the flask just where I saw it,
and in a place where in my waking state I had no
expectation of finding it; for as it turned out, I had lost
it some time before I supposed, and consequently
had not looked there at all the day before.
But what has all this to do with the spiritual phenomena? our Spiritualistic friends will ask. Considerable. It is a species of the same genus of psychological manifestations which spreads its psychic
wings over all the varied phenomena of Spiritualism.
The gradually-developing science of psychology will,
I think, without a doubt, ultimately explain all. The
manifestations attested by the editor of the Rockland Advertiser and Mr. Hull, as noted above, will
come within the range of natural principles and their
rationale be made clear without any reference to supermundane agencies. Indeed the communication
purporting to hav come from the deceased Frost to
Messrs. Slade and Hull, assuming its entire authenticity, is, I venture to think, resolvable now on natural principles with the light we already hav in this
direction. I would suggest as a very probable hypothesis that the medium had the facts as to name,
age, date of demise, etc., of the late Frost all in his
mind previous to the communication, and through
the potency of will and personal magnetism was
able, in conjunction with Mr. Hull and by his co-operation, to produce the writing upon the dlate without
the use of his hands. This theory is strengthened
by the fact noticed by the editor, viz., that the moment he broke his contact with the table the writing
ceased ! The other physical manifestations noted by
the editor, assuming their reliability, could also hav
been produced by the same agencies.
It is true there are some eminent scientists who
accept the doctrins of modern Spiritualism. It is
also true that some respectable scholars and scientists still accept the doctrins of Christianity and the
Mosaic account of creation-Prof. Dawson, for instance, of Montreal, a man of extensiv erudition and
deeply read in science. It is also true that many
learned and intelligent men hav fully believed in
witchcraft. Almost every system, good or bad, wise
or otherwise, since the world began, has drawn unto
itself disciples. from the high and low, the learned
and the unlearned. I therefore think, with these
facts in view, that our friends the Spiritualists lay
entirely too much stress upon the fact that their system has been espoused by a Wallace, a Crookes, and
a few other learned and able men.
The case of modern Spiritualism, fairly put, stands
thus: Under the mass of very questionable "manifestations" is a substratum of genuin phenomena requiring explanation. Science is not as yet able to
explain all these phenomena. It is, therefore, not
at all surprising, considering the proneness of human
nature to hav a theory of some sort for everything,
numbers of people adopt the Spiritualistic theory to
account for phenomena they cannot in any other way
explain, especially as the theory is a pleasant
one, and one with which the highest feelings of
many excellent people are strongly in sympathy.
ALLEN PRINGLE.
Selby, Ont., Can, Jan. 14, 1881.

" The Beginning of Wisdom."
The great, wise King Solomon has the reputation
of saying, "The fear of the Lord is the beginning of
wisdom."
That may be the right end for some to begin at,
but it's rather low down.
As humanity ascends from the barbarous· to the
civilized and enlightened, fear is left behind.
Thought is parent of Feel and grand-parent of
Act. Standing upright before the burning throne of
God in our own souls, squaring our every thought by
our divinest ideal of the true dignity of manhood
and womanhood, what use hav we for fear?
:M:an, as he is, is not the most delightful theme for
meditation. When manufactured up into the likenessof the sublime architect, he may be worth looking at. We think he will. In my three-score and
twenty-three excursions round the sun I hav occasionally come in contact with man as he is; couldn't
well get by it.
So far as the feminins are concerned, I've dealt
only with the ideal-hav known them as angels only.
At this respectful distance they appear pretty nice.
How well they would bear the test of near approach
I'm not able to say; hav no disposition to try it. It
might dispel a comfortable delusion. This may be
one of the cases where ignorance is blis11.
Men, so far as I am acquainted, are in smne of
their characteristics not wholly unlike hornets.
On a warm summer's day, some years ago, I had
occ:;.sion to board up the south side of a building.
Two powerful tribes of hornets were deeply, earnestly, engaged erecting habitations under the eaves.
I built a scaffold about -six feet below the eaves,
and mounted with my traps, bringing my head in
close proximity with the two rapidly growing structures.
The little folks did not regard m'y presence with
indifference. A strong delegation came forthwith,
and warned me to "get."
_
I said to the delegation: "Gentlemen, I come with
no hostil intentions. I hav duties to attend to here

aR well as you. Here is room enough for both you
and me. , We hav only to be a little careful and not
tread on each other's toes. I confide in your magna.
nimity; you may in mine.
They didn't leave me till they read my character.
Finding no element of fight nor fear, they went quietly about their work, I about mine. We worked all
day in food neighborly sociability, the proverb,
"Two o a trade can't agree," to the contrary notwithstanding.
PRENTISS.

Freethought Libraries.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Now that the long wintry evenings and stormy,
blustry days are upon us, ·affording the most leisure
-to many at least-of any part of the year, I would
like to urge upon Liberals all over the United States
the propriety of supplying themselvs with Liberal
papers and books. It will be both pleasant and
profitable to the individual, and to the cause at large
the benefit will be almost incalculable. "But,"
says one, "we are not able to purchase one-tenth the
books we could read during the winter."_ All right.
You can do as we hav done. Let some one in each
city, village, or country neighborhood talk the matter up with his or her Liberal friends, call a meeting
at some private house, and ascertain how much each
one is willing and able to devote to the purchll.se of
books. One may giv fifty cents. Very good. In.
vest it in a book that will cost fifty cents. That
shall be his share in a library. Another, more able,
may giv ten dollars. Now select four or five or six
volumes, sufficient to exhaust the ten dollars, and
these shall be his share in the library. And so on
with the next, and the next, until all hav given what
they can.
Now elect your officers and giv your association a
name, and order your books in the name of your association. Almost all dealers will discount to you if
you hav an order of ten dollars or more. Now if
you hav raised fifteen dollars you can purchase as
many books as you can read well this winter. Each
member will ha.v the benefit of his own investment
as well as of that of all the other members.
Then I would suggest that you prepare for your
next purchase of books by saving the money which
you hav been in the habit of giving to the church,
and placing it in your treasurer's hands, and by the
first of next December you will probably hav plenty
of cash on hand to purchase more books than you
will be. able to read during the following year.
With these books in your hands you will be able to
"larrup" the Christian "till he can't rest." Besides,
you will occasionally find a lukewarm brother who is
willing or a little anxious to search into Freethought
principles, and unto him you should lend your books
even though you had to do without for a while yourself. If he will read, in nine cases out of ten the
truth will make him free.
~nother ~dvantage t~at is derived fro~ the possessiOn of Liberal books Is that many a Christian will
read them and think over the matter who .would not
discuss it orally with you for a moment.
Some of our leading Liberals hav thought it best
to form a new political party, unfurl a new banner
to the breeze, and "fight it out on that line if it takes
all summer." But we must remember that our army
is yet comparativly weak, that we hav to contend
with the best-organized power the world has ever
known, and that we are living in an age and country
whose people hav not entirely for/?otten the old
principle that "might makes right.' Under these
circumstances it behooves us, as liberty-loving people, to mass such an army as will be invincible by
any force that the enemy can call togethe-r. In
order ~o do t~is w~ sho_uld open recruiting officesfree Liberal hbrartes-m every school district in the
United States. From Maine to California, from
Lake Superior ~o the Gulf of Mexico, let every man,
woman, and child hav a chance to read Liberal literature.
One dollar from each Liberal in almost any neighborhood in the land will he sufficient to start the ball
rolling, and as it goes down the hill of time it will
gather, as the proverbial snowball, until it sweeps
everything before it. For twenty long and weary
years the Abolitionists toiled continually to free the
s~aves _of Great ·Britain, a~d for an equal length of
time did a few brave, heroiC souls plead for universal liberty in the great North American republic ·
but not until they had raised an army from th~
cradle were they enabled to strike the shackles from
four million slaves. So it will largely be with us.
The army of progress must be mostly recruited from
the growing youth. The youth of to-day is the man
of to-morrow. "As the twig is bent the tree's inclined." Upon the next generation which steps upon
the stage of action depends the perpetuation of political and religious liberty in this republic. Already
is the coil of the anaconda felt about the tender form
of liberty. Already is the cold, slimy form of the
snake finding its way about the throats of American
freemen. Through the intluence of the church, legal
enactments hav robbed us of one-seventh of our
time, forced us to support a paid chaplaincy in our
army and navy and prisons, and in our congressional
and legiel&tiv halls, and taxed us to pay for the
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reading of their Bible and singing of their psalms
and hymns in our public schools.
Christianity has forced American industry to feed
and clothe, in good style, an idle population of sixty
thousand priests, who "toil not, neither do they
spin" except long yarns about Moses and the Lamb.
It h~s, on one day in each week, shut every door in
the land except the church door, and that it . has
thrown open that we might come together and giv
up the few pennies which we may hav been able to
save from the last week's toil. It has used all the
means at command to ostracise us in all the relations
of life, and then shouted itself hoarse in slandering
us after death." It has filled our land with prisons,
prostitutes, and paupers, murderers, thieves, and defaulters.
What is the remedy for this great and terrible
wrong? Where is the silver lining to this blackest
of clouds that is lowering over American freemen?
By what means are we to tear away the bony fingers
of the fiend that is every moment clutching at the
white throat of liberty? Through the slow but sure
process of intellectual development is the only
peaceful and p~rma.nent road to success. By the
more general diffusiOn of absolute knowledge and
scientific truth is the crown of victory to be placed
on the Liberal brow. Once let a man become possessed of a reasonable amount of knowledge of the
why's and wherefore's of the phenomena with which
he is surrounded, and the superstitious creeds and
doctrins of a dirk and ignorant past vanish from the
mind like fog before the morning sun.
Then let us see to it, and see to it now, that something is done toward shedding a ray of intellectual
li~ht upon every hearth-stone in our land. Let every
Liberal be personally urged to take at least one.
Freethought paper and buy one Li.beral book. Let
Liberal tracts, lectures, papers, and books be profusely scattered in every school district in the United
States. Let every Liberal assert his individuality,
and work continually for universal mental liberty.
A continued, tireless, and united effort is sure of
success. Let us work without ceasing.
Farley, Iowa.
H. GILMORE.

while Abner Kneeland was publishing sectarian
papers, made it possible for Ingersoll to speak in
palatial halls to the tune of five hundred dollars a
night to the rich, cultured, and favored of the land.
He now livs, old, crippled, and _;forsaken, in his
lonely home in Berlin, Camden county, New Jersey.
And that other war-horse of ancient renown, D.
Tuttle, the once doughty editor of the .Divinity Phy~
sician, of Poplar, Crawford county, Ohio, who was
another of the old pioneers who paved the way for
us and owned his
·

ject is the kingdom of darkness." "That religion i1
a superstition in fashion, and superstition is a religion
out of fashion.;• Never was there so great an utterance. The soul or spirit is the mere shade, appearance, and shadow of the body acting and moving in
one or more. places in space. Like sound, color,
flavor, odor, and motion, or any one of the senses, a
mere fleeting, perishable appurtenance or manifestation of organized matter. Therefore the immortality
of the human soul, or any soul or spirit, is a positiv
physical impossibility. And it may be demonstrated
" Gr9ttoes and fountains and orange tree groves,
in this way: We will take for example two beings,
.And all that enchantment has told,"
A and B, who know each other. A knows that B
He, too, and his aged wife. are needing our aid for exists. And this knowledge in A is what we call inthe bare necessaries of life. He as well as Mr. tellect, soul, or spirit, but not a real third being or
Hacker became poor because he could not hoard entity separate from both A and B. B knows that A
up while he saw others . needed. So for these I exists, and this knowledge in B is intellect, soul, or
spirit, but not a real fourth being or entity separate
bespeak your occasional aid and kindly words. .
With so much to do how can any of us be idle ? from both A and B. Knowledge separate from body
The hours are all too short, and, strive as we may, is like a shadow, a mere non-entity. · Would you exmuch must be left undone. Day by day I find more pect to resurrect a shadow or a non-entity? Would
and more to work for, and yet twenty-four hours you expect either to be immortal and survive the
never lengthen into forty-eight, and so I call upon body beyond the grave ?
When a Deist, Spiritualist, or even a Materialist
you, my beloved friends, to join hands in the good
undertakes to determin what matter cannot do, he
cause and good works.
only proves his own destitution of knowledge in preYours hopefully and earnestly,
ELMINA.
tending or presupposing he is acquainted with most
or all the properties of matter, when in reality he
An Entirely New and Original Demonstration knows but a very limited number of them. It is
on Soul or Spirit, and Its Certain Materi- maintained in the schools by the old Spiritualists
that inertia is a property of matter. This is false
ality and Mortality.
and maintained by no scientist of this age. That
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : matter cannot think in man. This is an error, beMind without body is like shadow without substance. cause the brain is the organ of thought, and matter
There are in the world two subjects too hard and thinks in all other animals, then why not in man, a
too heavy for any Deistical Christian or Spiritual superior beast, or more properly, a more lively and
philosopher to solve. The Deist, Free Religionist, intellectual animal? But the new Spiritualists say
and Spiritualist are all sensible, good, keen, quite that matter can and does think in all animals, therelively, and sharp on the great Bible religion, Christ, fore they infer (and the conclusion is drawn logicdevil, God, and on all the gods of all the people; but ally) that man and all other animals hav but one and
on these two subjects, viz., soul and necessity, they a like spiritual substance to think with, differing only
are all nothing; they know nothing; they never did in degree of intelligence.
·
know anything; and never will know anything as long
Let us inquire into the meaning of the word
as they retain their present prejudices and organiza- thought, knowled~e, spirit, or soul. What is it?
tions, and believe in Spiritualism, or possess one Why, the answer Is plain. It is simply the action of
·
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thought belon~ing to any system of religion on earth.
brain, called thinking. But is there either inside
Please He P mina 0 eep er ons llLOVmg. Not one Deist, Religionist, or Spiritualist in five the
or outside of the brain a real entity or actual being
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : I feel as if I,must talk a hundred ever had one positiv, natural, and clear idea called thinking, knowledge, soul, or spirit, material
little to you every week or so, just to keep you near on soul or spirit, and but a very small number of or immaterial ?
·
to my heart, and to enthuse you up to a good work- them ever had any adequate idea of philosophical
All beings are born and die, but is there a real
ing point. And now I wish to tell all of you who necessity.
·
being called birth or death ? All beings digest food
hav not plenty to do that I shall be glad for you to
These· two subjects are only left for such men, and circulate blood, but is there a real being called
help me.
such mighty geniuses, such intellectual giants, as digestion or circulation? All beings liv and breathe,
First in order is to get all the subscribers you can Hobbes, Helvetius, D'Holbach, Hume,Collins,Shaftes- but is there a real being called life or breath? Dogs
for our darling TRUTH SEEKER. One paper will do bury, Voltaire, D'Alembert, Spinoza, and Cooper, of and other animals hav instinct, and vegetables grow,
the work of an army of men, and we must help ours the last two centuries; and Lewes, Mills, Reade, but is there a real being called instinct or growth?
to do its work in all possible ways. Never destroy Greg, Huxley, Tyndall, Maudsley, Ingersoll, Under- One body impels another, but is there a real being
or lay away a copy of it. Keep them moving; l(,lnd, wood, and some others, of the present century to called power or force? Vibrations of the air cause
mail off, and circulate every one. I often make a solve. That is in every way splendidly satisfactory the quality called sound, and all bodies move, but is
single paper go eight ways, by taking each leaf to in the highest degree, historically, analogically, ex- there a real entity or actual being called sound or
wrap up eight separate packages to go to eight dif- perimentally, physiologically, and physically prob- motion? And bodies produce sound and motion, but
ferent families, and who knows what may be the able to most of scientific men; falling short only of did you ever hear of sound and motion producing
entire logical, scientific, and the same as mathematical body or even sound and motion?
mission of those little seeds thus sown broadcast?
Second, all who possibly can should send in $5.00 demonstration of the non-existence and mortality of
Thought or knowledge is always a mere mechanpromises for Bennett's trip around the world. This the human soul after death. And they, each of theni, ical product of body or matter, as all these facUI
will pay you a big interest, and the good cause a giv positiv, complete, logical, scientific, and physical demonstrate. Thought, knowledge, or I!!Oul is a bare
still larger one. His " Infidel Abroad,. is his most demonstration of the truth of philosophical necessity. property, relation, condition, or mode of matter or
To what these greatest, wisest, and best of all men body. Now to say that this property of matter, or
valuable contribution to Liberal literature.
The trip round the world will of necessity im- hav written about the materiality of the soul during action of substance, or mode of body is not matter,
mensely surpass even this grand and unique volume. life, and its non-existence and mortality after death, substance, body, or a real being, nothing can be
Hasten, then, and send in the means. If I were able I will, ere I conclude, add the positiv, physical, and more plain. But to make of this property of matter,
I would contribute fifty dollars, and think it well scientific demonstration of the non-entity of the soul manner of substance, or mode of being a r~al entity
given in a grand cause. The world seen through or spirit and its mortality. And the only argument or actual being, or even a spiritual being, nothing
Infidel eyes will be a book that ought to sell every- yet used against the said scientific demonstration has can be more false or preposterous. Whatever has a
where. Even the pious will want it, out of curiosity been given by the brother of the Rev. Henry Ward beginning must hav an end. Whatever has been
if from no higher motiv. It will be invaluable for Beecher, Chase, and Eccles, as follows: "Man's soul created must be destroyed. All individuality, selfall our Liberal League libraries, and indeed I c:i.n or spirit thought throughout all eternity, though he consciousness, and personal identity commenced to
hardly anticipate what it will not be or wait for it to was never conscious of it." (And the same kind of be, therefore they muet all cease to be.
be begun.
.
.
.
false allegation and argument about man's pre-existNe~'t, I lay it down as a position that no future
Third, start libraries. As S. D. Moore m a recent ence has been alleged and used by the same kind of science or wisdom can shake or move, first, that
number of this paper says, order books, and thus you dreamers for the last three thousand years.) To all reason; logic, and science prove that there can be
will help Bennett to funds, and your leagu_es, fam- which I answer in the words of the great and wise no creation of any real being or actual entity. Secilies, and selvs to the very best of good reading.
Locke, "That kind of thinking I did through all ond, that reason and science prove that there can
Fomth, help all the Liberal papers as far as you eternity, that I knew not of then and know nothing be no annihilation of any real being or actual entity.
can, especially_ those in your own locality. Many ~re of now, amounts to me to just no thinking at all." Third, that all consciousness, identity, and individasking me which are the best papers to subscribe Why cannot nature, so lavish in her resources, afford uality had a beginning at birth, and are annihilated
for. I tell them first and foremost THE TRUTH to annihilate souls of men (and she does every-time during sleep, then why not end at death? All
SEEKER, which I consider the broadest, fairest, and man sleeps or dies) as she annihilates souls of insects? through life consciousness, thought, knowledge, soul,
boldest of all the Freethought papers. And next on Would it not almost enhance her glory, consistency, and lilpirit are created and annihilated during waking
my list is our Physiolo,qist, telling of right genera- a!Jd harmony to believe it?
·
and sleeping, then why not annihilated forever at
tion, right living, and how to make happy homes.
That, dreamers and religionists, is the question, and death? We had no knowledge before our birth, or
And thirdly the good o,Id Boston In~estigator, the nature has no reply. "The fearful secret of five during sleep, then how or why hav any after death?
pioneer paper in the field of Infidel literature, and thousand centuries has not yet found a voice. The
Then from the foregoing scientific principles this
one that has breasted the storms of Christian hatred whole evidence lies before us. We know what the conclusion is unavoidable, that every thought or
and malignity for over fifty years, and has 'Quilt the greatest and wisest hav had to say, w4o hav written spirit or soul created at birth and annihilated during
first memorial hall ever raised in honor of the good on the affirmativ of this question, in favor of and sleep, created again on waking, and all through life
and brave Thomas Paine. Then comes the unique, about an immortality; and we know how after eagerly created at one time and annihilated at another, is
sharp, and spicy Seymour Times j the pure, high- devo~ring all ~heir a_rguments, our hearts hav sunk not a real entity or actual being, but merely the
toned, regenerativ Alpha, and a long list of oth.ers, back m cold ~1sappomtme~t; and to every proof !is quality of an entity or property of a being, thereeach having its own special claims to our attentiOn. _we read o~~ hps hav rephed mom:~fully, _That Will fore exists not forever.
These are a few of the irons Elmina wishes her n~t stand.
Sear~h through traditiOn? I:Istory, all
These are a few and only a few of the many natfriends to help care for. Then there are ?ur hon?red smence, and _all philosophy, the world WI~hm you and ural difficulties and appalling objections and demonaged friends who paved the way for us m the t1mes the worl(l withou~, and as ~ume, V:oltaire! W~tson, strations attending on ancient and modern Spiritualwhen to be aheretio was to walk the fie~-y furnace and Robertson ~aid (~xcept I.n Christ, which Is no ism and immortality.
JoHNS. WALKER.
of hatred, persecution, wrong, and oppression. Jere- proof of anythmg), there .Is not the sha,~ow of a
miah Hacker, who walked miles through storm and shade of proo! that man s~rvives the grave.
"No sTAR ever rose and set without influence
The young mtellectual giant, as Lord Bacon termed
tempest to deliver free lectures to the poor and oppressed long before you and I saw the light, and the immortal Thomas Hobbes, said that "this sub- somewhere." It is the same way with the hen.
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can nevertheless be most oppressiv, breaking down eral years to Europe, and both in England and France
healthy and legitimate opposition and spreading a his brain and his pen were almost incessantly em.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
baleful influence over the country.
ployed in the t?_ervice of his fello"!-men. In England
The national bank organizations and the consoli- he wrote the "Rights of Man;" m France he was a
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDAY .AT $3.00 PER YEAR. dated monopoly which has grown up upon the deputy in the national legislature. Here he wrote
power conceded to this privileged class a.Ie also the ".Age of Reason," which has undoubtedly done
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe fearful tyrannies most injurious to the interests of the more toward breaking down the errors of theological
or America, containing n.early seven hundred square inches '!TWre masses. We hav seen this power grow year by year teachin~s than any work written before or since.
since its incipiency some ei~hteen years ago until it What his " Common Sense " and his "Crisis " did to
of reading 'lnatter than any other journal of its 'kind.
has become a monster of frightful mein. Its power free the people of this country from the bondage of
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, J.ANU.ARY 29, 1881. also ramifies our legislativ halls and our, courts of a king, the ".Age of Reason" has done toward free.
justice. It has brought men and money within its ing the world from the mental bondage of priest.
toils, and has become a tyranny upon the necks of craft, superstition, and bigotry. Few men hav been
Corporations, Consolidations, and Monopolies. the people fearful to contemplate. We hav seen it more shamefully traduced than this man who dared
It is to be regretted that however useful are the controling legislation, shaping the finances of the to expose the hypocrisy of those who for centuries
institutions among us, they tend to consolidation and country, influencing panics and depre11sion, and plac- hav led their fellow-men astray. He showed up the
monopoly. Thus from being a blessing to the ·peo- ing most onerous burdens upon the backs of the peo- falsehoods which hav cursed the world as they
ple they become almost a curse. Railroads hav done ple. It becomes the duty of the public to check this were never exhibited before. There hav been few
great good to the country. They hav opened up and moneyed tyranny if they would not become the veriest greater men.·
.A meeting of those who delight to honor the
caused the settlement of remote parts of the country, slaves to one of the worst forms of oppression in the
memory of Thomas Paine will be held this evening
placing their products within the best markets, world.
· ·
.
thereby bringing into profitable tillage millions of
In the same category with other consolidations and at 8 o'clock in Science Hall, 141 Eighth street.
acres that otherwise would still hav remained in monopolies is that of the express companies. We Speeches will be made by several persons ; original
wilderness or unbroken prairie. By the aid of rail- hav seen them consolidate their forces and unite for poems will be recited, and it is hoped an enjoyable
roads cities of large size hav been built up and states the express purpose of making their power more time will be experienced by those who honor the
hav been made populous. By the facilities which supreme and fastening their power more closely deeds of Thomas Paine. Let there be a full attend.
railroads afford, our country has been practically upon the people. These companies possess much ance of the friends of the .Author-Hero in the city and
widened, and the empire, so far as population, agri- utility, and hav served a good purpose among us, but vicinity. While similar meetings are held in various
culture, and wealth are concerned, immensely en- they are also rapidly becoming a wealthy monopoly, parts of the country let us not be remiss in our duty.
which will brook no rival, which will allow no .Admission free. Let those who see this notice be in
larged.
·
h
d
· h
·
.
But with these mammoth blessings, with all that healt Y competition, an whw do all m their power attendance.
said railroads hav done for our country, they hav to make the public tributary to their avarice. Every
afforded the occasion or excuse for the greed of men such act of consolidation of capital and power in- ·
Death of an Old and Dear Friend.
and corporations to aggrandize themselvs and to op- creases the monopoly and places them farther and
Dr. Charles Winterburn was found dead in his
b ·
ll
farther from the people and makes it more and more
press the masses. Railroads hav mlt up a sou ess impossible for rival establishments to compete with bed last Sunday morning, having died of heart dis.
monopoly more oppressiv to the people than would them. No matter how useful the business pursued, ease. He had not been feeling well for about a
be a king or an emperor. The railroad interests h
week, but was not believed to be in immediate dan.
hav even consolidated into a power which seriously ow necessary the articles manufactured and sold, ger. He was a man of good constitution, and en.
threatens to take away the liberties of the people by the consolidation of a few large corporations or joyed fine health. He was born in 1815, and was
· 1 ·
b b ·
f
h'
firms into one compact monopoly strong enough to
overriding their egislatures, Y uymg ranc Ises, break down oppositiOn and to make the public feel consequently sixty-six years of age. '
He was an old and good friend of ours, our ac.
by corrupting the fountain-heads of law and justice, the weight of their power-if it is the purchase of
yes, by controling our law-making bodies and cor- wheat, the making of flour, the manufacturing of quaintance having been intimate for twenty years.
rupting our courts of justice.
clothing or shoes, it is all the same, monopolies and We became asquainted while living in Cincinnati
So great has this evil become, so great is the mag- consolidations of several establishments into one and while attending the Radical lectures of Moncure
nitude which these corporations and monopolies hav mammoth establishment with mammoth powers for D. Conway, now of London. We compared notes
reached, so powerful hav they become in the hands
.
oppresl'lion Is a mammoth evil of which the people exchanged views, and mutually enlightened· each
h
h
of designing men, that we now see t at one man as ought to be aware, and ought to look upon with the other. He removed to this city a few years before
the control of hundreds of millions of dollars' worth keenest jealousy.
ourselvs, but upon our taking up our residence here
of property, and governs by his own will thousands
But so far has this mania for consolidation and our warm acquaintance was renewed and continued
of miles of road, built with the people's money and monopoly been carried that it is seen in very many till his death.
patronized by the people's labor and wealth.
di
·
E
h
k
f h
He was, take him all in all, a very remarkable
This evil of consolidation and monopoly has reached
rectwns.
ven the mate -rna ers 0 t e country, man. He was born and reared in England, and in
such a fearful extent that the over fifty thousand as the papers iuform us, hav consolidated and formed early life was a mechanic, being liloth a carpenter
.
.
.
d . h
a gigantic monopoly in the manufacture of this usennles of railroad m our country
t e con- f u ll'ttl
1
Th us th e t en d ency of th e t'Imes IS
. and wire worker. After this he became a clergyman,
t' are· unf er
t th
I eart'ICe.
trol of three or four corpora I?ns, m .ac
.ree or manifested. Capital seems inclined to aggregate and for many years was a preacher in the Methodist
foudr mend, w hohnot 0~1 Y: rul~ ~~h a~ ~obn Will ~he itself and to form powerful monopolies which bode church. He preached in this city after removing to
America., But ultimately hA lost faith in the dogroa s an a11 t a.t pe ams 0 em, u uy up ~ no good to the masses.
legislatures causmg the member.s to vote as the rail.
.
.
.A 1
'
.
1 these mstances of consolidatiOn are mere ex- mas of theology, and gave up preaching, thinking it
road masters desire. They coerce as the_y please the emplifications of the irresistible conflict between better to be an honest man than to preach what he
election of United State~ senators? an~ m tha~ way capital and labor. Capital in this long contest so far no longer believed. He returned to his former meabsolutely control the highest leg~slativ body m our has b
. t .
C 't 1 h
b
rf 1
·
h th
d th
'll
een vic orwus.
api a
as een powe u chanical pursuits.
While living in England he had had opportunity
country. It has got so t at
e money an
e WI enough to disregard and override the rights and
of Vanderb_ilt, Jay ?~uld,. and Tom Scott, who a~e interests o'f labor. This avariciousness on the part of frequenting one of the hospitals of the country,
the three railroad millio~aires and magnates. of this of capital will doubtless continue making further and learned much of the practice of surgery and the
country, are more poten~ m the control of legislatures and further aggressions bringing ~eater and more treatment of diseases. In Cincinnati he turned his
and Congress than any mflue~ce tha.t ca~ be brought onerous wrongs upon the people, until a reaction attention to the study of medicin, and beCJame proto ~ppo~e them. Wh_en they wish legislatiOn to further takes place and the evil cures itself. .As long suf- ficient in all that pertains to diseases and the remetheir wishes they wield the power that proves more fering as the people are they will eventually tire of dies used in their, cure. He possessed a remarkable
potent than anythin~ that can be brought to oppo~e the yoke and will make~ resolute effort to throw it memory, never forgetting what he once had learned.
After practicing a few years in Cincinnati he rethem. They can do JUSt about as they please. Th.eir off. In that day it is possible that money will not
iiDJ;tlense ~ealth a~d the tr~mendous powe.r with be the tyrant that rules the people; it may be shorn turned to this city, and succeeded in building up an
which. their conso~Idated railroad system mvests of some of its powers and be again reduced to the extensiv practice. .Although he often playfully
them are fearful mdeed. Well may the watchful ranks and be compelled to submit to the latent boasted of having "shoved the jack-plane," he poso?servers _of the country stand aghast when they power of justice and right. The money power ap- sessed an unusual amount of medical knowledge,
VIew the u:~mense t~ranny n~w saddled upon the pears now to be rushing on to its destruction with not one physician in a hundred being his equal in
people. This consolidated ~ailroad monopoly has headlong speed, and will probably continue to rush facts and ideas. He graduated in this city, and was
become so strong that .a Umted States ~enator can on in its work of aggrandizement and grinding op- a devotee of the homeopathic system. His efforts
scarc~ly be ~lected who 18 not a tool o_f this pow~r, or pression until the sufferers will endure it no longer; in this line were attended with great success.
He entirely outgrew the effects of his early theowho .Is not well known to be suseeptible to their po- when they will hav spirit enough to arise in self-detent .mfluence.
.
.
.
.
"fense and vigorously strike their tyrants to the earth. logical education, and was an earnest Freethinker,
Year by year this monopo~Ized power IS becommg With the celerity with which the monopolists are though he had a steadfast faith in existence beyond
stronge_r, and v~ry soon nothmgwill be ab~e to s~and now progressing in their mad career it cannot be the grave. He often expressed himself as having no
~efore It. It will not only control the entir.e legisla- many years before the wrong will be so far consum- doubt of the reality of spirit life, affirming that he
twn of the. country, but no governor n~r presi~ent can mated that the people will arise and hurl their op- had received proofs strong enough to place the matter beyond a question in his mind.
be phtced. m ?ffice not acceptabl_e to It: This P 0 ':1'er pressors from their golden thrones.
of consolidatiOn and monopoly IS rapidly becommg
He was also an ardent believer in the ancient scithe most alarming tyranny a people ever had to conence of astrology, if science it may be called, believThomas Paine's Birthday.
tend with, and which threatens to make the entire
ing the stars and planets hav a marked influence
country subservient to it. Vanderbilt and Gould are
Let it be remembered that this, the 29th day of upon the lives and fortunes of ·human bein~l.!, and
adding from ten to twenty-five millions of dollars to January, is the 143d anniversary of the birthdat of that these influences can be calculated with smentific
their wealth every year. Hundreds of miles of rail- one of the world's noted men, a man who gave many precision. His reputation as an astrologist became
roads are annually coming 'into t.heir power, and well years of his life to secure freedom to his fellow-beings quite wide-spread, and many resorted to him to conmay justly alarmed people ask where all this is go- struggling under the load of oppression which tyrants suit the aspects and portents of the stars in their
ing to end. What is to be the result of this rapid had placed upon their shoulders. His powerful pen various interests. It was deemed remarkable by
rush into the power of wealth and the tyranny of aroused the energies of the .American colonists one many who visited him how he could so accurately
railroad consolidation? It is a most appaling state hundred and five years ago, and kindled in their describe their past life as well as their present conof things, a tyranny that has not before been known hearts such an ardent love of liberty as nerved them dition, and from which they inferred his predictions
in the world.
to prosecute to a successful result one of the most of the future were likely to prove true. That they
.Akin to this railroad consolidated monopoly is the momentous struggles for liberty the world has did thus prove, many hav borne strong testimony.
consolidation of the telegraph companies. There are known. But for the important aid rendered by
He regarded astrology as an accurate science,
some three companies in the country, and they hav Paine in that eventful period it is unlikely that that which requires as close study as any other science.
recently united their power to make another gigantic glorious victory would hav been achieved. Truly The influence of the several planets being conceded,
consolidated monopoly which must inevitably be in- was it said by those who well weighed the truthful- their position at particular times, and the ever varyimical to the welfare of the people by another power ness of their words, that the pen of Paine did quite ing power which they exert, owing· to. this change
not amenable to them and over which they can hav as much toward achieving .American liberty as did of position, constitutes the work and study of the
no control. While the telegt·aph consolidation cann
astrologist. Dr. Winterburn was consulted by perthe sword of Washington.
become so powerful as ttut of the r4ilro.di,
Th!1-t great work accomplished 1 he returned for sev- sons in nearly all positions in life, including physi-
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oians, lawyers, bankers, brokers, merchants, speculators, etc., and many hav spoken in the strongest
terms of his remarkable ability.
In his medical practice he also made use of his
astrological science. When called to see a new
patient, if the case was at all serious, he learned, if
possible, the time of birth of the patient, and consulted his chances of recovery from an astral standpoint, and prescribed his remedies with direct reference to the planetary positions and the patient's
nativity. It is only necessary to add that his success in the treatment of disease was not surpassed
by any physician in the city.
He was a very kindly, genial, tender-hearted man;
an excellent companion, and trusty friend. He was
very generous to those in impecunious circumstances, and in his. medical practice gave away many
thousands of dollars to those unable to pay. We, in
common with the great numbers who knew him, will
d~eply feel that we hav lost a true friend, who
cannot easily be repiaced, and that his equal in all
respects will not soon again be seen in the world.

· Spies and Informers.
It is gratifying that at least a portion of the community are becoming able to see the true character
of spies, inveiglers, and informers, and that the
liberties of the people should not be at the mercy
and disposal of that detestable class of persons.
Assemblyman Murphy of our state Legislature has
made a direct hit at the great wrong which for some
years has been practiced upon the victims of these
spies and informers by introducing a bill to prevent
the evidence of the principal spies of the societies
for the suppression of vice and crime from sending
any person to prison. Like a certain judge in the
West, who expressly said that the oath of a profess.ional spy and detectiv should not be used in his
court to deprive a person of his liberty, and that
it was unworthy of belief, Assemblyman Murphy
thinks it is about time some protection should be
afforded to the victims of this class of men. These
victims, in numerous cases, hav been prosecuted
and hav been sent to prison, ruining their reputation
for life. The proposed bill is as follows:
"An act in respect to the testimony or the offering
of testimoJ.l:y of certain persons who serve as agents,
informers, or spies.
" Sec. 1. In all the courts of this state whenever
it shall appear on the trial of a person charged with
having violated a penal statute that he was assisted
in the alleged violation, or induced or inveigled to
violate such pooal statute by some person acting or
claiming to act in the capacity of agent, informer, or
spy for any society or association, or for any individual who is not a prosecuting officer under the
laws of this state, the testimony of such person so
acting or claiming to act as agent, informer, or spy,
and also that of every other person acting in conjunction with him, shall not be received in evidence."
·
If this bill passes it will put an end to the class of
prosecutions instituted by such men as Comstock and
Whitney of Colgate's and Crosby's societies, and
they will no longer hav it in their power to send to
an ignominious prison, to deprivation and disgrace,
people far better than themselvs. Many an unfortunate person has been imprisoned and ruined for
life by the unsupported testimony of these intriguers,
spies, and informers, who set themselvs at work to
put up a case against the victims of their malice, and
1t is high time this injustice was stopped. A writer
in Albany to one of our dailies uses the following
language:
"There hav sprung up within a few years certain
chartered organizations or societies which make a
specialty of prosecuting the infraction of some parttcular law. Their system of employing detectivs
or spies is often hateful, especially to an American
citizen. The average man is predisposed to obey
the law. A bad or useless law which infringes on
his personal rights, when offensivly enforced by intermeddling persons, his sense of being a freeman
pushes him either to evasion or resistance. The
temperance fanatics and the Comstock and Crosby
specialists each hav their hired spies employed to
entrap unsuspecting persons into the violation of onc
of their pet laws. A statute which will exclude the
testimony of informers of the class spoken of, when
offered in our courts, would be an advance in the
rules of evidence every way in harmony with the
principles of American republicanism."
It is to be hoped the Legislature will hav the good
sense and justice to pass the bill.
· WE ask the pardon of our numerous friends for the

~elay we hav been compelled to exercise in answer-

mg letters and in filling orders. 'l'he details of office
work hav been rather heavy of late, and our force
peing weak we hav not been able to attend to our
friends as promptly as we could desi1·e. We trust the
delay will be of short continuance.
Goon AnviCE.-Send twenty-five cents and get a
copy of Bradlaugh and Besant's Secular Almanac.
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with the hearty support of Liberals all over the
land."

The following kind letter has been received from
Bro. and Sister Walser :
Scientific Curativ.
D. M. BENNETT, .Dear Sir: We hav laid out the
The attention of our readers is called to the adtown of Liberal for the benefit of Liberals, where vertisments of Wm. C. Wilson on pages.78 and 79
they can congregate in a good country, build homes, in reference to the cure of diseases by magnetic belts,
and feast on the fulness of mental liberty, untram- corsets, and appliances. From the most reliable
meled by the jealousy of the green-eyed church. information we are convinced that these appliances
And we ~now of no better way to serve them than possess remarkable virtue, and that without the use
by don~tmg one of the lots to aid you in making of a particle of medicin the most astonishing cures
your tr1p around the world, the account of which -as are being performed. Paralysis, loss of nervous en~ill be given by your_pe_n will do more good in giv- ergy, rheumatism, and stiffened joints seem to yield
mg the people a true mstght into the manners, cus- to this gentle influence. Many of the cures pertoms, and religions of other nations than a like trip formed, of which we hav the strongest proof, are
by any other citizen of our country. For that pur- indeed remarkable.
pose, and as a slight token of esteem which we enterThe cure is in this wise: In the belts and corsets
tain for you as an exponent of Freethought, we beg are numerous small magnetic pieces of rolled steel
you to accept of the inclosed deed duly executed and and brass riveted together and quilted in the goods.
recorded for an eligible lot, situated on a beautiful The e:ffiuvia of the body acting upon the metal plates
street, one hundred feet wide, in the town of Liberal, generates a gentle but steady current of magnetism.
Barton county, Mo.
This, imparted to the system, supplies the loss of that
We hope our Liberal friends will contribute to its most essential fluid, the absence of which is very
further value by fencing and ornamenting it with often the cause of disease. The cures performed are
trees and shrubs.
in direct conformity to the laws of nature, and are
With the best wishes for your happiness and suc- not based on charlatanism or fraud. The thing is
cess, we remain your friends, G. H. W ALBER.
well worthy of investigation.
HARRIET P. w ALBER.
The Elements of Social Science.
WARRANTY DEED.
THis !DENTURE, made on the tenth day of JanThe following is the continuation of the opinions
uary, A.D., one thousand eight hundred and eighty- of the European press with regard to this excellent
one, by and between G. H. Walser and Harriet P. work:
Walser, his wife, of Barton, parties of the first part,
"This is one of those books o{ which little is
and D. M. Bennett, of the city of New York, in the spoken, but which ·nevertheless are wont to produce
state of New York, party of the second part;
a quiet, lasting effect, while finding their readers at
. Wit~esset~ : That the said parties of the fir~t part, length in this way that under the influence of pecum cons1deratwn of the esteem we entertain for him liar circumstances one person confidentially tells
as a reformer and defende-r of true mental liberty, another that in such and such a work there is someand one dollar to us paid by the said party of the thing to be found.
The author is, as a
second part, the receipt of which is hereby acknowl- natural inquirer, what one must, perhaps, still call a
edged, do, by the presents, grant, bargain, and sell, Materialist and a Darwinian. As a political econoconvey and confirm, unto the said party of the sec- mist-and he is by no means an insignificant political
ond part, his heirs and assigns, the following economist-he belongs to the left wing of the free
described lots, tracts, or parcels of land, lying, being, trade school, to which, in spite of some differences of
and situate in the county of Barton, and state of opinion, he lends on the whole a great impulse,
Missouri, to wit: All lot No. three (3), in block No~ anticipating with confidence its ultimate and comseven (7) in Liberal.
'
plete victory throughout the whole cultured world."
To hav and to hold the premises aforesaid, with - Vierteljahrsschrift fur Volkswirthschaf~ und Oul·
all and singular the rights, privileges, appurtenances, turgeschichte.
and immunities thereto belonging, or in anywise
"One must first accustom himself to the openness
appertaining, unto the said party of the second part, with which the author treats his themes.. But the
and unto his heirs and assigns, forever y" the said G. work is unquestionably most instructiv and interestH. Walser hereby covenanting that he is lawfully ing, and is written with great knowledge of the
seized of an indefeasible estate in fee in the premises subject."-Hessische Mo1·genzeitung, December 24,
herein conveyed; that he has good right to convey 1871.
the same; that the said premises are free and clear
"No one who has turned his thoughts to the
of any incumbrances done or suffered by him or solution of the most burning of all questions of the
those under whom he claims; and that he will war- day, the social question, and who .wishes to devote
rant and defend the title to the said premises unto to it his mental and practical energies, will be able
the said party of the second part, and unto his heirs to leave unread this book, whose anonymous author,
and assigns forever, against the lawful claims and basing himself on the Malthusian essay 'On the
demands of all persons whomsoever.
Principle of Population,' deduces from it with keen
In witness thereof, the said parties of the first logic a peculiar and most striking theory on the cure
part, hav hereunto set their hands and Peals the day of the three primary social evils-poverty, prostituand year first above written. G. H. W ALBER,
tion, and celibacy.
Whatever"may be said
HARRIET P. w ALBER. against this fearless laying bare of the most intiWe return our most sincere thanks to our gene- mate relations of sfwial .life and against his whole
rous brother and sister, and as a part appreciation of theory, purely and undisguisedly Materialistic as it
their kind gift, we will send them an assortment of is, even the opponent of the daring Socialist will
our publications to present to the public library of be unable to deny him the merit of scientific closethe town of Liberal. We trust the town will grow ness of reasoning, and, what is quite as important,
apace and become noted for its numbers, prosperity, of warm and zealous philantropy; he will rather
and happiness. This hope does not spring from the honor the moral courage and mental energy which
fact that we now hav a lot in the town, but because the author must hav had to work his way out of the
we wish well to everything pertaining to the welfare bewildering maze of hitherto unsolved problems
and conflicts to a conviction so logically consistent,
of Liberalism.
That our readers may know something more of so luminous, and yet so opposed to established instithis interesting town in which we now own a lot, we tutions and to the moral sentiments in which men
herewith transfer from the columns of the Liberal hav been brought up."-Konigsbe1·ger Ha1·tungsche
Zeitung, December 4, 1871.
of the 13th inst. what brother Walser says of it:
"Liberal is growing every day, and mind this reTHE .No1·th Arneriean Review for February is the
mark, in five years we will hav a city of several thousand people, and what is better, all Liberal at that. literary phenomenon of the month. First we hav an
"Our offside friends hav many predictions about earnest an:d patriotic article by Gen. Grant, advocatour success. Many of them gave us six months from ing the Nicaragua canal project. The genial "Autothe time we struck the key note of Liberalism in crat of the Breakfast Table," Oliver Wen dell
Barton county, to sink forever into oblivion with our Holmes, follows with an essay entitled "The Pulpit.
Liberal coadjutors. Two years hav about rolled and the Pew," written in the best spirit of the Chrisaround and we are still here. When we spoke about tian philosopher, in which he endeavors to show the
our colonial enterprise they sang, •Castles in the air,' need that he believes to exist for a revision of the
and indeed it has proved to be so from the appear- prevalent theological ·creeds. Under the quaint
ance of the new houses already up and going up in title of "Aaron's Rod in Politics," Judge A. W.
Liberal. Now they console themselvs by saying Tourgee emphasizes the obligation imposed upon
that we will soon lose our identity as a Liberal com- the Republican party by the Chicago platform, of
munity, that orthodoxy will supplant us. That is making provision for educating illiterate voters.
in the future, but we will beg leave to say that we James Freeman Clarke makes a valuable contribuhav made many converts from Christiani~y to Lib- tion to the discussion of the authorship of Shakseralism, but we hav yet to learn of one conversion pere's plays. The grave evils that may result from
from Liberalism to Christianity. We are gathering the partisan character of the United States Supreme
around us a class of the best people in the whole Court are pointed out by Senator John T. Morgan.
land, and to say that they can be converted to the The sixth of Mr. Charney's papers on the "Ruins of
Central America " is devoted to a de!!cription of the
dogmas of the Bible is a slander on intelligence.
"Our highest ambition is to get up at Liberal a Pyramids of Comalcalco, which must rank among
good institution of learning, whe1:e our young can be the most stupendous monuments ever erected by
taught the true elements of knowledge without the man. Finally, Walt \Vhitman writes of "The
trammels of sectarianism in any of its forms ; and Poetry of the Future." The Review is sold by
we know that our efforts in that direction will meet booksellers generally.
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Prof.. Henry Appleton at the Liberal Club.
Friday evening, the 14th, the subject of the lecture announced by the Vice-President was, "Ireland
as Discussed by a Nativ Irishman." Mr. Appleton
was introduced to the audience by the Vice-President, Thaddeus B. Wakeman.
Ireland, said the lecturer, is a country rich in land
and in minerals, whose mines hav as yet not been
worked, nor hav her people been given an opportunity, without restraint, to work the soil. Independence in any such degree as is enjoyed in this
country has never been enjoyed by the people of
Ireland. Land is owned by the few, some being
possessors of as many as 170,000 acres, and many
mdividuals or estates owning from 15,000 to 100,000
acres of land; so that, by unquestionable statistics,
750 people own four-fifths of the soil.
British brutality has made Ireland what she is.
The soil of a country belongs to the people of the
country by right; but the soil of Ireland belongs to
England, and the tillers of the soil and natives of
the land hav become tenants. The Green Isle was
confiscated twice in one century, and was acquired
by England by fraud and conquest, and the nation
held at the point of the bayonet ever since.
Gladstone, as well as every statesman in Great
Britain, has agitated in Parliament the subject of the
land question in Ireland, but the subject of individual ownership in the soil has never been approached.
Individual ownership of the soil is the negation in
liberty, and where mdividual ownership does not
exist slavery will exist.
Upon the conclusion of the lecture the discussion
was opened by Professor Langerfeldt, who attacked
the lecture in all its most vulnerable points. The
fact of Professor Langerfeldt being a German, and
the subject of Ireland lectured upon by an Irishman
who had his heart there, accounted for the bitterness
of his speech.
~The nativ of Deutschland was followed by Mr.
Henry George of California, who declared that the
internal troubles of Ireland would never be corrected until it was torn up ro<:>t and branch, reformed
and reconstructed.
Vice-President Stephen Pearl Andrews discussed
the lecture in a liberal manner, as became a vicepresident of the Liberal Club, but permeated his
speech with socialism, collectivness, individuality,
materiality, and the positiv socialistic theory, declaring himself unqualifiedly a socialist and an individualist.
·
Dr. Gunn followed in a most elaborate speech.
Mrs. Dunleavy then presented the library of the
Club a valuable work upon the Irish question in a
motherly speech. Mr. King was then announced,
and said that since Stephen Pearl Andrews took hold
of this world people hav found out that there are
more problems in it than were ever dreamed of be·
fore.
The walls of the audience room were freely decorated with banners bearing the inscriptions, "The
Nation tfte Banker of the People," "No More
Bonds," "Justice to Labor," "A Vote for Principle
is Never Lost," and "No Land Monopoly," and
whenever the question of labor and its reward was
touched upon in the liberal manner of the members
of the Liberal Club the sympathy and applause of
the audience was with the speaker in proportion to
his liberality of expression.

the eecond I The increase of population from 1850
to 1860 wae 36 per cent less than the increase in the
number of churches, but more than the increase in
their capacity. From 1860 to 1870 it was 22 per
cent-much more than the increase of the churches
in either numbers or capacity. In 1850 the churches
could seat 61 per cent of the people, in 1860 they
could seat 60 per cent, in 1870 only 56 per cent.
How it is in 1880 probably no one knows yet. In
my own town, a steadily but not rapidly growing
western city of 10,000 inhabitants (by this year's
census), there are twelve churches, viz., three Norwegian Lutheran, one German Lutheran, two Catholic, two Methodist, one Baptist, one Presbyterian,
one Congregational, and one Episcopal. They certainly could not seat four thousand people, or forty
per cent of the population.
Dr; Schaff states that in 1776 the number of churches
in America was 2,972, while in 1876 it was 88,867.
To suppose these figures correct is su~posing a great
de~l, for those of 1776 are only gryen ·as rough
estimates, and those of 1876 abound m such roundnumbers as "Methodist, 40,000.~' ~uch as they are,
however, they show a centenmal mcrease of numbers (n~t capacity) gr.eatly ex?eeding, t~e increase of
populatiOn . . The falh~g off smce 1860 I~ theretor~ a
new phenomenon. This becomes espemally sigmfican~ when we ;e~ember that dunn~ this recent
peno~ the relativ mcrease of populatiOn. has been
grow:mg less, and that .the decade fro~ ~860 to. 18?0
was m the North a periOd of great actiVIty, while m
the South it witnessed. t~e abolition of slavery and
pretty much all the m.Isswn work tha~ has been done
am~n~ the negroes ilii~ce.. I hav. tned to get the
statisti.cs of member~hip m the different. churches,
but with the exceptiOn of the Presbyterian I find
them too sha~y.
.
.
The foll.owmg are the estimates .of commumca~t
membership presented by the vanous churches m
1878:
Moravians...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9,407
Baptists ............................. · . 2,656,221
Congregationalists.····················· 375,624
Presbyterians · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · 897 •598
Episcopalians .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 314,367
Quakers...............................
70,000
Lutherans . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 808,828
Methodists ............................. 3,428,050
Reformed Episcopalians.................
7,000
Reformed Dutch.·······················
79,000
Reformed German. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 124,596
Roman Catholics (this includes all Catholics) 6,375,630
A.dventists . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
10,000
Swedenborgians . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5,000 •
Universalists (organized).················
37,965

gaining ground from it. Two things, however, they
do show: That the only reliable statistics prove
Christianity to hav lost much ground, and that the
chief reason more like them are not attainable lies in
the fathomless capacity for falsehood exhibited by the
compilers of church figures. I asked a minister who
has assisted me to the above statistics why exact and
reliable figures were so seldom to be had; and received
the significant reply, " The churches are afraid to
publish them." No wonder.
C. L. JAMES.
Eau Claire, ms., Dec. 25, 1880.
[From the Scientific .American.)

On Aids to Hearing.

Until within a few years the old-fashioned ear
trumpet was the sole reliance of deaf persons as an
aid to hea1·ing, but since the invention of the telephone much more attention has been given to the
subject of sound, its product.i.on, and distribution.
Especially after the public announcement of the mis.
named microphone and its ability to enable a person
to hear a fly walk at a distance of a mile or more,
was the attention directed to devices for the benefit
of deaf persons, and there at once arose a crop of
various species of phones, such as the audiphone,
the dentiphone, and so forth.
They hav one and all failed in their purpose, being
quite inefficient compared with the ear trumpet.
The reasons for the failures will be plain to one who
considers what the physical conditions must necessarilr be.
Whenever a sound is produced in free air, the
latter immediately diffuses it in every direction, the
sound wave assuming a spherical form and traveling outward with a velocity generally upward of
eleven hundred feet in a second.
Now the strength of the sound, or in other words
its energy, is proportional to the square of the amplitude of vibration, and as diffusion goes on, the
energy is proportionally spread, so that at double distance the intensity is but one-fourth the original intensity. Secondly, whenever a sound wave strikes
upon any surface whatever it is reflected in part in
.
·
b b d
·
an echo and m part Is a sor e ; that Is, the body
presenting the surface is itself made to vibrate, and
generally the loss by reflection is as much as onehalf of the energy.
Now, what is specially wanted is to bring the vi.
h .
·
h
brations with t eir utmost energy mto t e ear so as
to shak;e the appropriate. bones there. In a normal
ear there is energy enough in the small part of the
spherical sound wave that reaches the membrana
tympani to make hearing easy; but if for some such
Total .............................. 15,129,286
reason as a thickened membrane more energy is reDr. Schaff tells us that the number of communi- quired to make it vibrate properly, the ·way to do it
cants in New York city in 1878 was 80,000, or about is either to bring the source of the sound nearer to
one in eight of the adultB. Assuming this propor- the ear, so that it shall receive the largest possible
tion throughout the country, the actual number of part of the spherical wave, which will be when the
communicants would hav been 5,501,000. But ac- source of sound, say the mouth, is immediately at
cording to the table of claims given above, one per- the conch of the ear-nothing will likely surpass
son in every three throughout America, taking in that for intensity-or else, by some special device,
men, women, and children, negroes, Chinese, and prevent the sound from spreading in the air, and di"Indians not taxed," must be a regular communicant! recting the wave with all its intensity into the ear,
Such ridiculous figures are not worth comparing. as though the mouth were at the ear.
In the light of these principles how is it with the
They teach, however, one moral-that ecclesiastical
audiphone? A more or less elastic surface is held
estimates are not likely to -be too small.
The candid and careful Presbyterians confess that by its edges between the teeth and hand, and some
they hav lost ground in the alarming ratio which the tension given to it by curvature. Of sound vibraSun lately published. Tlieir increase (without men- tions made in its neighborhood it receives its pro.
tioning deaths which are not reported) from 1878 to portionate part of the spherical wave, of which cer1880 was only about 3.6 per cent, or 18 per cent in tainly half will be reflected, another part will be reten years. But, of course, they must hav lost a great ceived by the hand and lost, while the remainder
[From th• New York Sun.)
many members by death in ten years; certainly will be di~tributed, first to the teeth, and from
Christianity in the United States.
enough, one would think, to reduce the increase to a them to the whole skeleton, the ear getting but a
much lower percentage than that of either numbers small part. Still, as the ear, even a defectiv one, is
IS IT DYING OUT ?-FIGURES THAT SHOULD SET THE or capacity of churches built between 1860 and }870. a marvelously sensitiv organ, there may be energy
PREACHERS TID~~G.
.
So that the only trustworthy church statistics ob- enough in the vibrations that are made in this abI hav col~ected here ~ fe~ statistics bearmg on the tainable converge on the conclusion that Christianity normal and roundabout way to enable one to hear
~re~t ~ue~tiOJ?-lately .r~Ised .m your c?lumns, whether is declining in an increasing ratio. If the capacity what is said.
Christianity IS declmmg m Amenca. They are of the churches continues to fall off in the same absoAny device for getting sound vibrations to the ear
fuller than any I hav seen yet, and all from good lute ratio as between 1860 and 18701 it has come down by the way of the bones must necessarily hav these
Ch~istian autho~ity-especially from an article i~ the in the decade just out to 5:7 per ce nt; but if in the diffusiv defects. None of them can bring to the ear
f:rmceton. Revze"!l . fo; ~eptember,. 1879, ent~tled same ratio to the increase of population, there should the sound vibrations with their maximum amplitude.
Progr~~s of Christiamty m the Umted States,' by be a positiv loss of about 20 per cent, which, at the The ear trumpet comes nearer to the necessary conDr. Phthp Schaff.
same rate would soon extinguish the dominant ditions than anything that can be proposed; for,
In 1850 the United States containe.d 38,061 church- religion. '
first, if the bell be spoken into there is no appreci~
es, valued at $87,328,801, and estimat.ed to hold
Incredible as such conclusions may appear, the data able loss by reflection nor from scattering, that is,
1,234,825 people. In 1860 they conta~ned 54,009 are far from the most unfavorable possible. They the spherical wave is not formed as it is in free air;
churches, worth $171,397,932, and holdmg 19,128,- say nothing of the increase within the churches of and, second, the tube opens near to the membrana
7_51 people. In 1870 th~ numb~r w~s 63,082, valua- Universalism, neology, and general skepticism; noth- tympani, and the whole energy of the sound is spent
~lon $35~,483,581, capamty 21,665,062. So that the ing of the secession of whole congregations, under on that.
mcrease m the number of churches from 18?0 to the ablest preachers of the times, from everything
If, however, t.he passage to the tympanic mem186~ was more tha~ from ~860 to ~870 by. 6,875. which has ever passed for Christianity; nothing of brane be nearly or quite closed by the thickening of
Dunn~ th~ same perwd the mcrease m capamty fell the increase of new religions bitterly opposed to the mucus membrane, then the ear trumpet will be
?ff 2,:157,615. But the value of chur_ch proper~ Christianity-of Spiritualism, for instance, or Mor- nearly or quite useless, as it would ah o be in the
mcreased $99,016,510 more between 1860 and 1870 monism; nothing of the growth of organized Infidel-. case of a tympanic membrane that wa ~ either too
tha~ between 1850 and 1860. Between 1860 and 1870 ity, from nought in 1870, to two hundred united Lib- thick to respond or too flabby. In the former case
the mcrea.se of ch?-rches f~ll off more than 43 per eral Leagues, besides seceding bodies in 1880; noth- nothing WQuld be heard, and in the lat er articulacent, the mcr~ase m ~apamty fell. off nearly 48 per ing of the mortgaged and insolvent condition of most tion would be very defectiv; but in g( o.eral, when
cent, but the mc.re~se m values gamed 117 per cent ! churches; nothing of the number which hav actually these abnormal conditions are ,not pres nt and one
The absolute _gam m the number of churches during been abandoned, sold under the hammer, and turned cannot hear with an ear trumpet, other devices will
~he first decade was more than 41 per cent, and dur- into theaters, factories, and even (in California) into be of no service, for the trouble is with~ he auditory
~ng the second less than 16 :per cent; that of capac- Buddhist temples; nothing of the thousand times nerve, and the judgment of a skilful a arist should
Ity was over !34 per cent durmg the first. de?ade, and repeated confession that Christianity cannot hold its be obtained in any case. When the ne1 ve is unimunder 14 durm~ the second. Hut val ua twn mcrea~ed own against Buddhism and Mormonism in America; pared and the passage to the tympanic I embraneiis
~9 per 9ent durmg the first decade~ and 107 dunng but that both these gross systems of superstition are closed, it is possible for on~; to get sonhl help from
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some form of the dentiphone; but for the ;eaeon
already given one· muet hope but for small eervice
from any of them. In most cases of deafnQSS the
ear trumpet is much the most efficient.
Many persons, however, are only slig!!tly deaf, who
need some aid, to whom an ear trumpet would be
highly objectionable, and who would be glad of
some substitute. For such persons it is well to know
that the common string telephone answers well.
Theoretically it fulfils the conditions. The transmitter prevents the formation of the· spherical wave
to any ex~ent, the string prevents the scattering,
while the receiver fits close to the ear, and it may
hav an appropriate tube to enter the tympanum, in
which case there is really but a very little loss. The
common ones of the market costing but ten cents a
pair answer every purpose. The thread need-not be
but two or three feet long, and the whole may be
carried in the pocket. I hav personally experimented
with these upon deaf persons, and am assured by
them that they are much helped by their use. One
may talk with such a deaf person with ordinary
loudness and be easily understood, when, without it,
what is said must be said so loud as to be heard in
distant parts of the house. A year or two ago I
tried to induce a manufacturer in Boston to make for
the market some of these instrumentil specially
adapted to the wants of deaf persons, but the reply
was that if made so small they could aek but a small
price for them, and the demand was not enough to
make it a profitable investment; but larger ones (for
a show of cost) were made for business purposes, and
five dollars a pair was asked. But, as said before,
cheap ones are just as efficient and much more portable.
·

and wae re~owned for. the effic~cy of his prayer!!.
Not only did the la~Iel'! of. Cairo eeek hie good
officee, &ut from the neighbormg towns and euburbs
thousands used to flock to him for advice. It now
comes out that he was in the habit of murdering a
la~ge percentage of his visitors. The effect which
this discovery had _upon soc~ety can be imagined. It
~ppears th~t the Wiff' of a. high Egyptian official visIted the samt and did not return. The husband became alarmed, and made the authorities search the
h?use of the. saint. The good man was found upon
hu1 ~mall ~trip of carpet deep in his_devotions, and
rockmg himself . bac~ward and forward upon his
knees. The officials did not dare to disturb him but
as soon as he had fini!!hed he was asked whithe; his
fair penitent had gone. At first he denied all knowledge of her whereabout!!. But the officers insisted
upon searching the house, and soon discovered her
cloth~s. Further search brought her jewels to light,
and m the garden was found a well filled with
corpses; uppermost floated that of the latest victim.
The murder being thus brought home, the sheik confessed a series of crimes which, for cool wickedness
exceeds almost anything on record. He was in th~
habit of calmly taking stock of the jewelry which
each of his visitors wore, and then, when he found
th.at the amount was worth while, of choking them
With a scarf, and concealing their bodies in the well
in his g~rden. The explanation of the possibility
of carrymg on. such a nefarious trade is quite curious. In mos.t mstances the husbands of the missing
women took It for granted that they had eloped with
some favored lover, and never thought of accusing
the holy man.

Old Jupiter.

The Higher Education for Women in France.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
What will the weather be? The best answer to
this question may be found in Prof. J. H. Tice's
"Weather Forecasts, or American Almanac." These
weather predictions are based upon astronomical
facts and are as positiv and certain as the revolution
of planets, and can be calculated with as much accuracy. It is one of the most important facts in nature,
and Prof. Tice is the discoverer. How valuable to
farmers, especially during harvest and haying. The
weather ie calculated for every day in the year.
Millions of dollars may be saved annually by a foreknowledge of the weather. Superintendents of
lines of ocean steamers, of steamboats, of state and
county fairs, etc., can prevent immense loss, vexation,
and labor by predetermining the timeti of heavy
storms, tornadoes, cyclones, etc. This is not mere
hypothesis, but stubborn fact, and throws a flood of
light upon many of the unknown and mysterious
operations of nature.
I hav tested these forecasts for the laet three years
and declare them wonderfully accurate. They are
calculated for the latitude of the United States. This
knowledge can be easily and cheaply acquired. The
basic laws are these: The solar system is a group of
electric bodies having the sun for its center and
fountain of electric force or electric waves. Every
planet receives a special charge of this force or energy,
at 80"', 170°, 260°, and 350° heliocentric longitude in
obedience to an electric law,-viz., "If one member of
an electric group receive a change every other member is similarly and simultaneously affected." Vulcan,
the recently-discovered planet, nearest to the sun,
Mercury next, Venus next, earth next, are the ones
that giv us our frequent atmospheric changes, storms,
etc., and they are always proportionate to the number and magnitude of the planets that reach these
storm points on the same day. Old Jupiter being 1,500
times larger than the earth, when he comes around,
once in about twelve years, and at each storm point
in little less than three years, he throws off such
tremendous broadsides that other and inferior
planets fairly dance in their orbits. He is strongly
affecting our earth and atmosphere now, and is 46,000,000 miles nearer the sun than ordinarily.
Pike's Peak and Mt. Walker hav receptly burst
forth in volcanic flames, and " Old Vesuve," in Italy,
is well stirred up, and tremendous storms, floods,
etc., in various parts of' the world denote his intense
electric energy.
Let me ask every person who may see this imperfect sketch to send twenty cents to Prof. J. H. Tice
& Co., 520 Pine street, St. Louis, Mo., and get his
Almanac. It will throw new light upon every
TRUTH SEEKER scientist and lover of nature's stupendous operations. Most respectfully,
D. HIGBEE, M.D.
Burton, .Mich., Jan. 8, 1881.

The discussiOn in the French legislature of the bill
to promote the higher education of women offers
many significant signs of the ferment that is working in French society. · The bill was introduced in
the Chambers by M. Camille See and in the Senate
by M. Henri Martin. Its object is to afford ""irls
e~ery advantage which the government high sch"'ools
giv to boys, and to strengthen the national unity by
withdrawing the girlhood of France from ultramontanist direction. It aims to democratize instruction
so as to bring it within the reach of girls who hav
often to liv by handicrafts. The curriculum is carefully elaborated, and not overcharged. The course
laid down embraces twelve heads, viz., moral instruction, French and at least one other modern tongue,
ancient and modern literature, geography, national
history, and a glimpse at universal history, mathematics, physical and natural sciences, hygienics, domestic economy, needlework, notions in droit usuel,
or every-day life law, drawing and modeling, music,
and gymnastics. Religious instruction is to be given,
if the parents wish, in the lecture-room ·of the
Lyceum, by the ministeril of their respectiv cults
authorized to teach by the minister of public instruction, out who are in no case to be resident in the
school. The bill also makes provision for a large
number of scholarships to be won at open examinatiQnS. This is done to stimulate the girls in the
primary schools. The author of the bill is a member of a Jewish family which has never been engaged
in finance, but has long been in the van of scientific,
social, and industrial progress, and he is the son-inlaw and nephew of the illustrious Dr. Germain. The
bill was opposed at great length, with some ability,
by M. Desbassys de Richemont. He was attentivly
listened to, but here and there the Left gave marks
of dissent, which were loudest wheu h~ stated that
the advocates of the measure insulted Frenchwomen
in declaring them behind the Americans and Swiss,
and even lees well-instructed than the Turkish and
Japanese girls. M. de Richemont feared that if the
science of the high schools killed Christianity, there
would be, as in Russia, a mob of well-instructed, discontented, feminin paupers, disabled, by being kept
too long in lecture rooms, from working at trades,
and ready to join hands with the Nihilists. M. Ferrouillat, the senator for Lyons and a Protestant,
warmly defended the bill, which would sweep away
the disabilities under which theologians had placed
women. He gave the author of the bill his heartiest
co-operation-firstly, because he wished the nation
to be united in heart and intellect; secondly, because
he wished to cut at the root of conjugal discord
which the unequal education of the sexes was engendering; and, thirdly, because the state, in justice,
ought to do as much for girls· as for boys. ·
M. Ferrouillat thought the great remedy for matrimonial broils would be the establishment of equal
rights to intellectual light. He maintained that
girls had as fine minds as boys, but that they had,
owingto theological prejudice, been kept down. By
grantmg justice to them, they would be rendered apt
to hereafter associate themselvs with the thoughts,
sentiments, pursuits, and moral and intellectual aspi~
rations of their husbands. The bill was not merely
to benefit the daughters of the bourgeois but
the dat1ghters of that democracy which the republic is bound to arm and prepare for the duties
and difficulties of life. The children of that demooraoy, boys and girls, should be flooded with

THE leading religious a d fashionable soci.ety of
Cairo has beQn much di 1turbed by an atromous
series of crimes just brou@ 1It to light. There was a
certain sheik, much estem ed by the aristocracy of
the Egyptian capital for I is sanctity as well ·a~ for
general wisdom and his 1 edical skill. Whenever
any one of the ladies mov ng in the highest society
was out of sorts, mentally •r physically, it was usual
to hav recourse to this per on, as a species of cross
between a father confesso and a medical adviser.
· The holy man was skilledL t the courses of the stars,

[From the HfftM Journal.]
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ecientific tnrth, and serious, practical, positiv knowledge. He thought nothing could be more liberal
than the provisions of the bill for religious instruction.
. M. Henri Martin defended the principles of the
bill, clause by clause, and was aided by M. Jules
Ferry, who mounted the trilmne several times. M.
Gavardie opposed the schools, arguing that neither
Joan of Arc nor Joan Hachet graduated in such objectionable places, which under the domination of
municipal councils would be nests of Infidlillity. M. •
Chesnelong, when the curriculum was under delibertion, proposed to substitute religious for moral instruction. H, he said, God was banished from the
program of studies, the collegiate young ladiee
would grow up Materialists and Atheists. The
noblest work of Christianity was the Christian
wom~n. M. Jules Simon. proposed the entire supp_resswn of the paragraph relating to moral instructiOn, ~~ich M. Batbie said could not be independent
?f rehgwn; but they were beaten. The bill passed
Its first reading in the Senate by a majority of eleven
votes. On the whole, we may reflect with a certain
an;ountof patriotic pride that the opponents of women li education talk even greater nonsense on the
other side of the ocean than they do here.
.

· The Terrors of tllat Dreadful Hell.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER , Sir :
"There is a dreauful hell,
And t)Verlasting pains,
Where sinners must with devils dwell
In darkness, fire, and chains."

The foregoing is one of the little verses which my
Presbyterian mother (long since laid in the. grave)
taught me as soon as my infant tongue could lisp imperfectly those impressiv words. All through the
period of my childhood days, through buoyant youth
and mature manhood, even down to hoary age, the
terrors of that "dreadful hell" hav hung over the
pathway of life, often embittering my entire existence. How dreadful to my young imagination was
the thought that there was a possibility of my being
doomed to spend a long and never-ending eternity in
such a pit of remediless woe tormented in fire and
brimstone forever and forever with the fell fiends
of perdition.
To escape that dreadful place was the first thought,
t)le first purpose, and the all-controling object of my
hfe for more than forty years. The terrors of that
dreadful hell so overwhelmed me that every other
object in life was SE'Condary, or of no account in comparison with the effort put forth to escape that miserable place. The Creator was always represented
to me as being holy, just, and good; and yet so
tyrannical that I could not persuade myself of the
possibility of gaining heaven by striving to be good
and to liv right. A vast, deep pit, miles in circumference and miles in depth, ever yawned before me,
the bottom of which was covered with rolling billows of liquid fire and brimstone, in whieh wicked
boys and girls and naughty thieves and murderers
were cast alive; and their terrible wail was always
ascending up to the surface of the earth, ''Lost forever ! Lost forevE>r ! "
Oh, is it not a burning shame that intelligent people in this nineteenth century should teach their
children such damaging falsehoods? And then, if
the youngsters refuse to believe the incredible representation they must be denounced as Infidels. Ten
thousand thanks to high heaven that within a fe'\\'
years past I hav broken off that hellish yoke of sacei•
dotal oppression and am now soaring in the broad
fields of truth and investigation, where the terrors of that dreadful hell giv me no concern. I hav
been priest-ridden during a large portion of my life,
but for a few years past I hav seen things in their
proper light. The terrors of an endh•ss hell no
longer make me afraid, for the reason that there is
uo such place and never was. The creed of the
church is founded on palpable falsehoods. I feel
within no promptings to g~lin that heaYen of joy and
love which my good mother represented to me as reserved beyond the sky for holy childreu after death,
for there is no such place in all the broad realm of
the Creator.
The controling purpose of my life now is to do
right, to deal honestly and humauely with my neighbors, to exercise myself as a good and estimable citizen, and to take care of myself first and extend aid
to the needy and destitute afterward. Since I broke
off that miserable yoke of a dec<>itful priesthood and
hav exercised myself to take a truthful, a philosophical, a correct, and scientific view of mortal life, I
hav taken more satisfaction and real comfort than I
experienced during all the fifty years of my existence.
SIGMA.

Another Debate.
Arrangements are being·' made ·by the J..iberals
and Christians of Independence, Kansas, for a joint
discussion between 0. A. Phelps and the H,ev. C. W.
Pool, to be held some time in March. A deep
interest is being manifested. Mr. Pool is said to be
an aUe defender of the Bible, and the Liberals are
looking forward to the debate with great hope that
it will advance tile cause of mental freedom.
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DovER, ARK, Jan. 12, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: I am also in for $5.00 for the trip
round the world. The money is ready at any time.
Yours truly,
E. M. JENNINGS, M.D.
DovER, ARK., Jan. 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I wish to invest $5.00 in your proposed trip around the world. I will send the money
as soon as it is decided that you will go.
Respectfully,
H. L. BAILEY.

Going to Brussels in the common interests of all
Liberals was all right, but this pleasure trip is out
of all reason. I think, and I know others who bElieve, that it will be best for you to stick close to
THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I sincerely hope the voyage
around the world as proposed will be abandoned.
Let those who hav money to giv so freely answer
the many calls already set forth in THE TRUTH
SEEKER. There is work to be done at home, and it
is not necessary to go abroad to find a decejtful,
covetous, desi~:ning clergy and priesthood who are
ever on the· alert to destroy the welfare and happiness of all men who oppose them in their humbuggery and fraud.
,
There is hard work here at home, and you seem td
be a capable leader and an honest, faithful worker;
and the Liberals of America need your services here
at home, and those having money to giv, let them
giv it in aid of those who are battling for liberty in
America. There is hard work to be done here, and
I hope to see you stay by it.
The clergy of this country would; I hav no doubt,
unite in sending you on a voyage around the moon,
but we cannot spare you yet. I am opposed to the
"round the world business."
Yours kindly,
T. J. B.

shameful manner in which God's peculiar people had
treated Mr. Phelps. Since then J.D. Cotton, of this
town, was sentenced to imprisonment for impropel"
conduct with some of the little girls of his school.
He -wasn't an Infidel either. No air; he was "Qrought
right up in the nurture and admonition of the Lord,
was an expounder of God's holy word, and when Mr.
Phelps applied for their building he made the big.
gest howl. The strangest thing of all is that Abraham's bosom is filled up with such characters, while
the best men and women in our land are hellward
bound and without the comfort of an occasional drop
from the godly finger of the blest. I can only say
that it is very strange. Yours very respectfully,
S. V. MULKEY.

HARLEM, N.Y., Jan.~ 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I am glad to know that I am not
NoRVE:CL, MICH., Jan. 9, 1880.
the only one who on reading your very interesting
MR. EDITOR: It is with a feeling of unfeigned esletters from Europe wished you to go, like Grant,
teem and gratitude that I write to acknowledge the
around the world. Yet I did not for one moment
receipt of your favor of the 3d, and also the copy of
think such an event would ever be consummated,
the testimonial of sympathy and fraternal feeling
but on opening my TRUTH SEERER, I am fairly dazed
accorded you on the eve of your return home from
with the flood of requests, each subscribing $5.00 for
a trip fraught with so many incidents worthy of rethat purpose. Please put me down for another $5,
membrance and record, as your excellent letters into be paid when called for.
dicate. Would that I could say that I too could
I trust your wife will pardon us all for our selfishadd $5.00 to those already proffered to assist you in
ness in not expressing our sympathy for her and
a journey round the world, helping to spread the
asking her to make the sacrifice for our benefit. I
YREKA, CAL., Jan. 8, I. U. S. 105.
wreath of laurel so' finely represented on_ Miss
wish she could accompany you.
Yours,
MR. EDITOR: Why dost thou date from Anno Dom- Churchill's beautiful little badge until the leaves of
E. BELL WHITNEY.
ini? I believe thou admittest it i<' extremely doubt- learning meet and intertwine at the bottom, and
ful whether such personage ever lived. And to use universal mental liberty is felt and acknowledged
JAMESPORT, Mo., Dec. 13, 1880.
it because it is common is truckling a little too much by the whole brotherhood and sisterhood Qf the globe.
MR. EDITOR: To say that it was a great pleasure .to to fashion, is it not? Why not date from some epoch
l\iy extra number of Jan. 1st has gone on its misread your letters from Europe searcely expresses my that we hav an objectiv or ejectiv consciousness of? sion, hoping it will add a subscriber to you list.
ideas, for I could almost imagin that I was traveling
Thy friend,
T. M. KELLY.
B.S. LUOE.
with you while reading them. I see in your issue of
[It being the universal custom of this and EuroJanuary 1st many encouraging letters for the round pean countries in counting years to recognize the
BUFFALO, N. Y., Jan. 9, 1881.
the world trip. Now, that has the ring of pure fabulous starting-point of the Christian era, it is far
VERY DEAR BROTHICR: I am excused from the happy
met·1l. I say let us hear from the heathen through more convenient to follow suit in this case rather family circle to drop a few lines to you, and not the
an Infidel. We hav had missionary lies peddled to than to E-stablish another point of reckoning. We least to send on my practical approval and indorseus long enough; let us now hear some Infidel truths. would like to see a change made in this r"espect, but ment of THE TRUTH SEEKER by inclosed check for
So count me $5.00 on the Round the World Fund on the dates recognized by a larger share of the civil- subscription and $2.00 for brother Leland. It is the
the terms you offer.
Yours hopefully,
world hav still to be recognized. When the only true way of praying for truth to succeed is to
w. D. SHULER. ized
mythical system is effectually discarded, the system find the sinews or war, for the brave soldier both
of dates will probably go with it.-ED. T. S.]
needs to hav ammunition, arms, and supplies, and
FRANKLIN, IND., Jan. 16, 1881.
without money the supplies will be scanty, and a
MR. BENNETT: I see by the paper of last week that
CHARLES CITY, IowA, Jan. 17, 1880.
weak campaign will be the result. We must meet
your expenses to Brussels were not paid by three
MR. EDITOR: Let me congratulate~ you on the ap- the enemy equally well provided for as they are to
hundred dollars. I think that is a shame. Inclosed
find another dollar to be applied on my part of the pearance of THE TRUTH SEEKER in its new dress. It hav victory.
I hav believed Liberal meetings would be better
debt. If there are not three hundred more Liberals is an honor to the cause of Liberalism. The type in
the
heading
is
now
in
proportion
to
the
size
of
the
attended
to make them more prefaced by musical
that will respond to that amount, I shall hav to
conclude that our party is not made up of as good page. Success to you! May yours ever be a free and other entertainments previous to a lecture.
paper!
E. C. WALKER.
Thousands of young people care nothing for what is
materials as I had thought it was.
preached, but go to hear the sweet music and see
If you conclude to go around the world, put me
BERRIEN SPRINGS, MICH., Jan. 18, 1880.
E>ach other. They are a sort of sacred entertaindown for $2.00.
Yours for liberty, L. B. WEBB.
MY DEAR BENNETT: Your card of the 14th inst. and ments which cost as much as a stock company's
"An Infidel Abroad "are received, for which I thank performance. But it is necessary to attract. They
NEw HAYEN, CONN., Jan. 13, 1881.
want amusement and to meet one another.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5.00 you most kindly and cordially-in fact, severely.
Next, I believe if a beneficiary fund was connected
advance payment for my subscription to THE TRUTH I had read the matter of the book in the paper,
but in looking into the work I find I had taken only with the Leagues it would keep many a League
SEEKER.
I hav ueen exceedingly interested in your travels a portion of it down. It is mostly new to me and from going down. To know that at the death of a
in Eiirope, and if you conclude to circumnavigate the wife, and we are reading it anew. It contains most brother Liberal or his wife they should have $1,000 or
globe count me in for another $5 for that purpose. valuable information-in fact, "valuable information $2,000 would induce many to join who now join other
oozes out of you," my dear Bennett. There are books beneficiary societies and hav to take an oath that
Yours most faithfully,
L. F. JoHNSON.
I hav read twice, and even thrice, and with renewed they believe the holy Bible is the word of God when
interest. ''An Infidel Abroad " is one such.
they do not believe anything of the kind. Little
OGDEN, UTAH, Jan. 12, 1881.
Yours cordially,
WoRTHY PUTNAM.
is said on that point when asking a man to join, but
MR. BENNETT : I received the two copies of No. 1
P. S.-An orthodox lady wishes to read the book. good reason is shown why when you die we pay in
of your paper for 1881, which is all that can be exW. P.
$1 each. If the man dies the widow gets $2,000, and
pected, indeed all that can be borne by the dimmed It will be good for her complaint.
eyes of the dupes of theological deception, blinded
if the wife dies the man gets $1,000. With this feaby the ignorance and superstition of priestcraft. Glo- .
IRVING, MINN., Jan. 12, 1881.
ture to the Liberal Leagues, all dormant Leagues
rious thought ! The growing light of truth is by
D. M. BENNETT: Your gentlemanly reply is at hand. would be awakened to labor, and thousands who
degrees piercing the dark shadows of past ignorance. Allow me to reciprocate your kind expressions and to wish to avoid discussions would quietly unite and
As THE TRUTH SEEKER is gaining admission into the extend to you my sincere wishes for your abundant encourage the spread of Liberal reading where it
chambers of reason when it has been long standing contentment and long and prosperous and illustrious cannot enter now.
on the outside and 1;ersistently knocking at the door, career as a vigorous leader of Freeth ought, an honI would like to hear opinions expressed on the
may its light continue to shine and increase in ored and fearless champion of popular liberty, and formation of a beneficiary in connection with the
brightness till the fogs of superstition are cleared a ~ost effectiv destroyer of the superstitious abomi- League. ThosA lovely verses by Mary Tillotson in
away, and all the dark deceptions of theology are nat~ons of the masses.
No.1, Vol. VIII, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I find adapted
laid bare and open to the light of reason.
I mclose the $20.00 for those seven volumes. They to the music "Speed Away, Speed Away." And,
I want the Hindoo Bible, if it can be got without will assist me in opening the eyes of the blind.
Bro. Bennett, you omitted to send us a copy of
pa.ying extra price or giving you extra trouble.
Truly yours,
WM. G. JEBB.
" The Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, Hymns,"
You may put me down for fiTe dollars for a record
etc., and we want it. Put me down for "An Infidel
PERKINSVILLE, IND., Dec. 11, 1880.
of further travels. The chief trouble is we cannot
Abroad," with steel plate. It is comforting to hear
D. M. BENNETT : Inclosed please find three dollars of those arches and colonnades where sleep the great
well spare you from your post as chief guardian of
to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER. ':I.'imes are hard and Voltaire and Rousseau. Hoping to yet shake your
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
money scarce, but while orthodoxy is putting forth hand, believe me, Yours truly,
Will send you money for late books shortly.
S. B. BANCROFT.
With highest regards and best wishes for undis- every exertion to bolster up its soul-dwarfing, civilization-retarding, and misery and insanity-producing
turbed progression in your good work, I am
EMBREVILLE, PA., Dec., 12, 1880.
doctrin I deem it my duty as one of the small facYours truly,
JoHN A. JosT.
MR. EDITOR: Within you will find three dollars for
tors in the great army of progress to contribute my
Similar letters hav been received from numerous mite toward supporting THE TRUTH SEEKER in its no- the current volume of your paper.
other friends, some of which will appear hereafter. ble fight in the cause of human enfranchisement
I try to keep myself and family liberally supplied
Among the names of those who hav sent in pledges from the intolerable burdens of fear, superstition, with reading matter. For the greater part of the
to the Asiatic fund are the following: G. Levor, E. and tithes which orthodoxy has fastened upon strug- last year we hav been in receipt of one county daily,
B. Stimpson, Isr'l.el Palmer, Harrison Keeley, James gling humanity.
five weeklies, including THE TRUTH SEEKER, and four
E. Bishop, D. Neilson, John Clem, B. Tl10rp, C. W.
Go on with the good worlr of enthroning reason, monthlies. The county or home papers cannot be
Hall, Samuel Bass, L. B. Webb, Fletcher Blodgett, science, and progress in the place of Christianity, readily dispensed with; the Greenback or financial
A. W. Goodnow, Robert Helm, W. B. Ford, John Bul- ignorance, and stagnation, and in the glorious future reform papers are the most lively and courageous
mer, S. Young's brother, Charles Knorr, Silvester millions will rise up and call you blessed.
of any publicatiocs receivfld, and every week they
Brown, P. C. Johnson, Wm. Rowe, M.D., Philip
come bristling full of points of the greatest interest
J. M. FARLOW.
Brinkerho1'f, J. Hoke, M.D., Henry Smith, E. B.
to every American citizen, and readily digested by
Southwick, l\i.D., Sam. Webber, Max Deere, W. H.
all not wholly stultified by party prejudice.
MEDICINE LODGE, KAN., Jan. 7,1880.
Jordan, 0. B. Brown, John Cosgrove, James Shiner,
Now, Mr. Editor, if you would divide your time a
MR. EDITOR: I hav just received the books I sent
W. J. Burns, Joseph Manhart, E. Livezey, Freeman for, and am highly pleased with them. I was a lit- little between priestcraft and moneycraft-for they
Parker, Wm. Trumble, John Durant, C. D. Morse.
tle disappointed, however, upon not receiving New are closely connected, and the latter is just as false
Year paper. I think my ten dollars were well spent. and rotten as the former-you will wield a twoCEDAR RAPIDS, IowA, Jan. 12, 1881.
I would not be deprived of your good paper for that edged sword which would be as dangerous to the
MR. EDITOR: I notice it is a common thing for your amount.
money power as the sword that hung over the head
subscribers and patrons to advise you as to what
I would ever so much like to contribute toward the of Damocles. You hav done a great work in exposyou had better do to employ your time. For one, I journey around the world, but am not able to do so ing the errors of popular theology and Christian
protest against this " round the world" business. at present. In my other letter I told you of the superstition; but there is need, and I think a greater
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need, of a thorough ventilation of the specie-basis
fallacy and the national banking system, including
the funding policy and the retirement of the greenbacks and the recoining of 75,000,000 Bland dollars
into dollars of 250 grains each.
Whatever you may think about it, I would b<3 glad
to hear your opinion.
What has become of the numerous Greenback correspondents of your paper since the election? We
want to hear from them often. The cause is not exhausted, nor has it suffered in the least from the
vote cast for Gen. Weaver, the gall;:mt standard
bearer. On the other hand, the future is bright with
hope, and the sldes are uncoluded. While our arguments stand unrefuted we shall labor on with zeal
in behalf of poor, depressed humanity.
W. !. HARVEY.
LowELL, NEB., Dec. 31, 1880.
:MR. EDITOR: About the third of Decem beF I sent
you a letter in answer to Mr. C. L. Morgan, which
appeared in the issue of the previous week, and which
was supposed to be an answer to one that I had previously written. I also inclosed two dollars in said
letter in answer to your appf:lal. Please say if you
received the same. And C. L. Morgan's letter was
very far from truth, making me to saiY that wine was
so cheap in England that it was cheaper than tea or
coffee, and that I argued that as a reason why it
should be drank.
Now, the whole of. that statement is untrue. I did
not say anything of the kind. I did not argue why
it should be drank. I did not say it was cheap nor
that it was dear. My letter appeared Oct. 9th. The
part referring to drink was as follows: I trust I shall
find Mr. Morgan a better Liberal than he appears to
be. Mr. Bennett has gone to Europe to represent him
as well as all other subscribers to Freethought. I
suppose the gentleman don't expect him to imitate
Dr. Tanner, a.nd that he will allpw him a little tea or
coffee. If so, I wish to tell hiin that tea and coffee
drinking in England is dearer than ale, for in many
places from fourpence to sixpence is charged for one
cup of tea. On the other hand, you can go into the
finest public houses and get a good glass of ale or
stout for threepence, sit in a well furnished room
where a good supply of daily newspapers are kept.
So you see one can buy four glasses of ale or stout
for the price of one cup of tea.
. I am glad to find that the people of England are
coming to appreciate the great powers of that noble, honest, and undaunted man, Charles Bradlaugh.
I bacame acquainted with him about fifteen years
ago when I was living in London, and hail, rain,
blow, or snow, I always attended his lectures. Once
I was traveling in· the west of England, and while
stopping in the town of Plymouth I noticed a bill
stating Mr. Bradlaugh would address a meeting. I,
in company with three othe~ commercial travelers,
attended. The hall was full. Mr. Bradlaugh appeared on t.he large stage, and though he had many
friends in the hall not one would show their face on
the stage with that noble man, not even a chairman.
Was he daunted? No; b,e was as bold as a lion.
Seeing the state of affairs, I said to my three friends
-one of them as well as myself being an Infidelthis will never do; our place is on the stage; he may
want our help. And the next minute we were seated
by the side of one of the best men the world has
ever pvoduced. And I believe the day is not far distant when he will be in the cabinet; and, further, I
believe the day will~come when many of the monuments that are now standing in London will be
broken up and made into concrete to lay the foundation for a noble piece of work to the memory of
that great man. .
Would it not be a good plan to send a copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER to each clerk and treasurer of every
county? Yours for truth and liberty, though it may
grieve a few,
G. GRAY.
LocusT VALLEY, N. Y., Jan. 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER becomes more
interesting in its discussions of abstruse philosophy
of mind and matter, as generally apprehended, and
its other erudite subjects; in fact, is the most instructiv periodical we hav, Thanks to your wide liberality in free discussion of most important matters
to all, thus eliciting public thought and expression,
of which more anon.
Yours truly,
CHARLES E, TOWNSEND.
INGALLS, KAN., Jan. (), 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I want to say we are going to
hav a Liberal League here, to be called the " Orange
Township League." I lectured in our schoolhouse
twice last winter. The first time the Methodists tried
to break the meeting up; the next time they succeeded
by throwing gravel and dirt in at the door. I then
sent for all of In'gersoll's lectures, the "A
of Reason," your paper, the Investigator, one dollar's worth
of Your tracts and other books, and those that
would read I let hav them, and of course I made
lots of converts, But with all the pleadings of the
church it did not get one added to it this winter at the
revival here, which was largely attended on account
~ ot the preacher being Boston Corbett, the man that
~ shot Booth.
.
it I lectured here some three weeks ago, and forth~ with the church got out a warrant for my arrest, but
W: when they found out tb.ey could not scare me into

~~

silence, and they were told to arrest and be d---d,
and that I could stand six months in jail for the
Liberal cause, they gave it up, never served the warrant, and settled all costs. I gave out notice for another Liber I meeting, and the schoolhouse was forbid us;· but we held our meeting, as the house was
not locked. They then got a lock and closed it, but
we still hold our meetings in private houses until we
can open the schoolhouse, and we will hav it done
before long.
Your friend,
A. BuTTERFIELD.
-FRACKVILLE, PA., Jan. 13, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND: Rev. W---n, of Frackville, Pa., on
Sunday, the 9th inst., uttered the following from
his pulpit: "Dear Brethren: I thank God that there
is a devil, because if we had no devil we would hav
no one to fight with; no light, no victory, no crown,
and no heaven to wear it." To which the brethren
responded "Amen."
Allow me to make one remark: This sort of porridge, along with other porridges, forced the writer
to seek better food among Liberals. Is it any won·der?
Yours truly,
THOMAS PHILLIP.

77

stance.
I will ask Mr. Chapman to make good
sense of the following quotations from his article in
THE TRUTH SEEKER for January 8th. Here mark you
his expressions, "Spirit matter." Now I want you
to prove that spirit is matter. Now I want you to
prove that spirit is matter of any kind. "Mind, you
say, is that which thinks." I deny that mind thinks,
and also deny the existence of spirit, and it is for you
to prove it p,s you hav asserted it. I want to know
also-what you know about "mysterious substance."
Did you ever disclose a mystery? I do not wonder
at your adding, "I am getting out into water so deep
that I cannot touch the bottom."
Now, Bro. Chapman, I want you to make this mind
and spirit as clear as the "leg dangling from the ·
clouds" you speak of, or, better still, hav them
brought upon the _dissecting table and examined,
and I want it distinctly understood that nothing but
occular and demonstrativ proof or real facts will
satisfy. No hearsay, no beliefs, no I think, or I say
it is so and so. Nor yet a long string of nonsense
on paper that would reach from New York to
LaCrosse.
·
I want to find out if you are tarnation cute as the
"Yankee who slapped his hand out of the window
every morning just to see whether it was light." I
am with all due respect your well-wisher.
J. PETTEY.

...
MEMPHIS, Mo., Jan. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Ed ward Butler, of this vicinity, a
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, recently lost his
only children, two bright and promising sons. They
died of diphtheria. Roy, aged 11 years, died on the
BURR OAK, MICH., Jan. 18, 1881.
23d of November, and Otto, 13 .years, 5 days after, on
the 28th.
·
MR. EDITOR : As long as I breathe the vital air of
Roy was skeptical in regard to Spiritualism, while heaven, or any of my posterity (which are not few
Otto was a firm believer. When it became evident already), that know their right hand from their left,
that Otto could survive but a short time his parents and retain reason enough to know good from evil,
apprised him of their fears, and aRked him how he or black from white, and the general tenor of THE
felt about going. He replied that for their sake he TRUTH SEEKER continues to be so audacious and
would rather get well an'd stay, but if he could not irreverent to Mrs. Grundy and the cherished faiths
he could be company for Roy. He remarked -to his and issues of our fathers to the unhallowed extent
mother that they' could no longer help her ·work, of even denying that there could hav been three
but that she would not hav so much to wash after evenings and three mornings before the sun was
made, and that the world is the shape of a pancake,
they were gone.
He inquired of Mr. Baker, a kind and sympathetic and has foundations, and that one can see all the
neighbor, whether he had .ever lost any children. kingdoms of the earth on the top of a high mounMr. Baker replied that he had lost a little girl. tain, and that three is one, and one is three, and
"What was her name?" asked Otto. On being told that the world stands still and the sun goes round
he said he would try to find her pnd send word to it every twenty-four h'ours except once when Joshua
stvpped it nearly a whole day so God could kill a
him ill he could.
Having often visited at Mr. Butler's, and become few thousand more men, women, and babes by
warmly attached to these boys, I attended a seance throwing down great stones from heaven upon their
at Mr. Mott's (this being his home) on the evening devoted heads while it was yet daylight (of course
of the second day after Otto's death, hoping to meet he couldn't see where to direct this heavenly artilthem for my own satisfaction, as well as to be able lery after dark), I shall take the pa])er. The trouble
with you, Bro. Bennett, is that you don't reckon by
to report to their bereaved parents.
My wife greeted me -as usual (and several others), the godly rule of mathematics. That's what's the
and I inquired after them. She informed me that matter. You see with your natural eye and undershe had seen them since they entered spirit life, and tand with your human and fleshy heart and brains.
that they were then at home with their parents, You must be born again, and then you would see
adding, "Tell Mr. and Mrs. Butler not to mourn for that three is one and one is three just as plain as
them as they will be with them most of the time." you can see that a boy can be as old as his father!
Well, now really, after a little reflection since writing
Here I remarked that I had hoped to see them.
(But't did not expect to after that, as they were the above, I hav come to the conclusion that you will
three miles away.) I was called to the aperture sev- plead mental inability to receive and retain saving faith
eral times during the evening, and on going the last in the divine revelations of God's blessed word in Holy
time I saw. some one far back in the cabinet but so Writ that would make you wise unto salvation.
indistinctly that I did not recognize him, and in- Therefore, as I am prone to forgiv the sin of ignoquired, "Who is it?" Without replying,' he came rance, and love mercy, you may imagin I forgot the
forward, and I soon saw it to be Otto, and exclaimed, little word doubt, to start out with as the first word
"It is Otto." He bowed twice, but could not speak. of this epistle. I think it would snit us both much
He then reached through the aperture, patted me on better. I make it a rule every time I write to a Libthe forehead, and retired. I saw his parents next eral publisher to send a little of the one thing needday, and of course what I had witnessed was a sat- ful, therefore yon will find inclosed money order for
isfaction to them. They had intended from the first five dollars, for which please send the books herein
And now, dear brother, as myself and
to visit Mott's as soon as Mrs. Butler's strength and named.
seven
full-fledged
and stalwart Infidel sons partially
circumstances would permit. They hav now done
so, and relate with joy their meeting with their dar- owe our clear sunlight of truth and reason to the
columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER and other words
ling boys.
from
your own and Eugene's powerful pen, I bid
At their first appearance they were unable to speak
plainly. After they had retired, Dr. Reed, one of Mr. you God speed and would say,
Roll forward, dear brothers, roll forward the day
Mott's band, parted the curtain , thrust his arm,
When all wiJI rejoice and believe in thy way;
shoulder, and face quite into the circle room and
When reason and truth shall be more shed abroad,
beckoned Mr. and Mrs. Butler to come to him, and
.And knowledge and manhood dispense with the God;
informed them that their sons would appear again,
Thus as down-coming time in fancy I stood,
and that he would do all in his power to enable
them ·to speak. They ·soon materialized again and
.And grappled with truth and belief in a God,
were able to make themselvs understood.
The voices of science enchantingly said,
Otto assured them that it was he whom 1 saw, and
Oh, man, trust in thyself and not in a God.
that Mrs. Young came for him and accompanied him
Yours in love of truth though it slays old church
to the seance. He requested his parents to giv his dogmas on the right hand and on the left, and makes
respects to his teacher and Mr. Baker, and tell him the vipers squirm.
,
M.P. THURSTON.
that he had seen his little daughter, that she is happy, and sent. her love to him, etc. He also SJ?oke of
LAY your sons in early coffins, aye ! and your
myself, and as the boys well knew my frugiVorous daughters too, with tears of joy, ratheJi than that
proclivities, as I had often reveled in t~1eir orchard they should come up an~ drift aimlessly. on~ into the
of delicious apples, they requested thell' father to world, without a fix~d aim or purpose m life, or be
present me with. a peck of apples in behalf of each forced into an uncongenial occupation which they
as presents. Roy assured· his father that. he believes hate and ,qespise.-Susan H. Wimon in Apples of
in spirits now. Mr. and Mrs. Butler assure us that Gold.
···
Otto and Roy used the same familiar terms and
peculiar phrases that they used to in their private
Osq.A.R P. Fo.A.L writes : "Please send me two
home circle while in their earthly forms, which made more copies of 'John's Way.' Plain argument, unit seem and which it really was, a family reunion, spiced with ridicule, has very little effect on the
and for' the time made them almost forget their be- average Christian. Now 'John's Way' is most neatreavement.
Yours,
STEPHEN YouNG.
ly spiced with this effectiv commodity of ridicule,
and its shafts hit straight home. 'Uncle Tom's
LACRoSSE, Jan. 17, 1881.
Cabin,' as a thorn in the flesh of many an advocate
MR. BENNETT: Mr. Chapman has been in THE TRUTH
SEEKER several times lately with long articles on the of slavery, had no small part in effecting the emansubject of mind, and made a ~ood many assertions, cipation of slaves; and if Infidels would,run 'John's
Way' into the Christian camp it would probably
but to my idea has demonstrated nothing.
Now, I want Mr. Chapman to prove ·to me the emancipate a great majority of the slaves Of Chrisreality of mind, for he fails to do so, though it runs tendom. The several copies of this book sent me
through all his Ion~ article as a reality or real sub- are all out busily skirmishing, and I need recmits.
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No Seet in Heaven.

[The following poem is. reprinted by request.]
Talking of sects 'til late one eve,
And the various dOctrins that saints believe,
That night I stood, in a troubled dream,
By the side of a darkly !lowing stream.
And a churchman down to tile river came,
When I heard a stmnge vuice call his name,
"Good father, stop; ere you cross this tide,
You must leave your robes on the other side."
But the aged father did not mind,
And his long gown fioated out behind,
.As down to the stream his way he took,
His pale hands clasping a gilt-edged book.
"I'm botmd for heaven, and when l'm there
I shall want my book of common prayer;
.A.nd though I put on a starry crown,
I shall feel quite lost without my gown."
Then he fixed his eyes on the shining track,
But his gown was heavy and held him back,
And the poor old father tried in Vttin
.A single step in the fiood to gain.
I saw him on the other side,
But his silk gown tloated on the tide,
.And no one aslrcd in that blfssfnl spot,
Whether he belonged to the church or not.
Then down to the river a Quaker strayed,
His dress of sober hue was made:
":My coat and hat must be-ali of gray,
I cannot go any other way."
Then he buttoned his coat up close to the chin,
.And staidly, solemniy, waded in,
.And his bmad-brimmed hat he pulled down tight
Over his.forehead so cold and white.
But a strong wind carried away his hatA moment be silently sighed over thatAnd then as he gazed on the further shore
His coat slipped otfand was seen no more.
As be went into heaven his suit of gray
Went quietly sailing away, away,
And none of the tingels questioned him
About the width of his beaver's brim.
Next came Watts, with a bup.dle of psalms,
Tied nicely up, in his aged arms,
And hymns as many, a very wise thing,
That the people in heaven all aronnd might sing.
But I thought he heaved an anxious sigh
.As he saw the river ran broad and high,
And looked rather surprised, as one by one
His pst<lms and hymns in the waves went down.
And after him with his MSS,
Came Wesley, tl:le pattern of godliness,
But he cried, "Dear me. what shall I do!
The water has soaked me through and through."
And there on the river, far and wide,
A. way they went down the swollen tide;
And the saint, astonished, passed through alone,
Without his manuscripts, up to the throne.
:J'hen, gravely walking, two saints, by name,
Down to the stream togethet they came,
But as they stopped at the river's blink
I saw one saint from the other shrink.
Sprinkled or plunged, may I ask you, friend,
How yon attained to life's great end?"
u Thus, with a few drops on my brow."
"But I've been dipped as yon see me now."

u

" And I really think it will hardly do,
Ae I'm close communion, to cross with you;
You are bonnd, I know, for the realms of bliss,
But you must go that way and I'll go this."
Then straightway plunging with all his might,
.Away to the left, his friend to the right,
Apart they went from this world of sin,
But at last together they entered in.
And now, as the river went rolling on
A Presbyterian church came down,
Of women there seemed an innumerable throng,
But the men I conid count as they passed along.
And concerning the road, they could never agree,
The old or the new way, which it could be;
Nor ever a moment paused to think
That both would lead to the river's brink.
And a sound of mourning, long and loud,
Ever arose from the moving crowdu You're in the old way, and rm in the new,
That is the false, and this is the true."
Or, n I'm in the old way, and you're in the new,
That is the false, and this is the true."
But the brethren only seemed to speak,
Modest the sisters walked, and meek,
And if one of them chanced to say
What trials she met with on the way,
How she longed to cross to the other side,
_Nor feared to pass over the swollen tide,.
A voice arose from the brethren then,
" Let no one speak but the holy men,
For hav you not heard the words of Paul,
Oh, let the women keep silence all?"
1 watched them long in my curious dream,
'Till they all stood on the bank of the stream,
And jUBt as I thought the two ways met,
But all the brethren were talking yet,

.And would talk on till the heaving tide
Carried them over side by side;
Side by side, for the way was one,
The toilsome journey of life was done,
And priest, and Quaker, and all who died
Came through alike on the other side.
No forms, no crosses, no books had they,
No gowns of silk, nor suits of gray, '
No creeds to guide them nor MSS,
For all had put on •christ's righteousness:

114 Naseau street, New York city, will send to any
THE Standard Cure Company, No.

address a box of Emery's Standard Cure (Purely Vegetable Cream-Coated Pills), a neverfailing remedy for A.gue, Billiousness, and all
Malarial Diseases. Standard Cure is pleasant
to take, containll no quinine, mercury, or poisons

of a.ny kind.

Invalids are Respectfully Requested to Read the following Open
Letter:
TO THE PHYSICIANS AND THE COMMISSIONERS
OF CHARITIES OF THE CITY OF BROOKLYN,
Gentlemen: Two years ago in Europe I invented
and patented a magnetic appliance for the relief
and cure of disease. :My system is one that was
never before attempted, but the simplicity places
it among the many great improvements in the history of science which, after its inception; has
caused thousands to wonller why so valuable an
addition to the necessities of our race should hav
been so long overlooked.
The success of my appliances in the cure of disease in l:ngland was such that over thirty thousand persons were clothed in them, and not one
case of failure when the proper appliances were
worn as recommended. In the face of such success
in .J<;nrope, I determined that the people of America should be made acquainted with the fact. I
arrived in Brooklyn only a few months ago, and
commenced the sale of my goods at 465 Fniton st.,
since which time I hav, in Brooklyn and neighborhood, over a thousand persons wearing my appliances for the diseases mentioned in my advm·tisement-all of whom came to me only as a last
resort, having failed to get relief from any of their
physicians, and these persons were as readily relieved as were those in Europe-ninety-nine per
cent of whom will tell you to-day, on applicction to
them, that my appliances gave them all the relief
promised. .A printed list of my clients is at your
disposal, so that you may satisfy yourselvs of the
truth of the above statement: ~Iy proposition,
therefore, is that I hand over to the medical men
of Brooklyn, as a body, five thousand. dollars'
worth of my appliances, to be used on the·persona
of the sick poor now aild likely to be in your charitable institutions. '!.'he only condition I make is
this, that I myself clothe the patients according to
my own judgment, and be allowed to retain watchers, at my own expense, that the patients do not
receive any medicin of any kind during the wearing of my t<ppllances, and that a proper report be
supplied from time to time, so that I, at my own
expense, can publish the record of the cured by
my appliances. 1 fLlrther wish that every medical
man in Brooklyn should call at my manufactory
and examin for himself the process of manufacture, and make himself thoroughly acquainted
with my system. J\fy factory is open for inspec:
tion at all hours to any physician, chemist,
or scientist, and in close proximity to my own
business premises the same physicians may see
for themselvs the patients who hav been relieved
by my appliances. Every physician and chemist
who has examined my goods hav availed themselvs of my invention and are to-day wearing my
appliances and recommending the same to their
patients with marked success.
The aforesaid gift of FIVE _THOUSAND DOLLARS' worth of goods will be delivered from
time to time, as agreed upon by a committee of
yourselvs, on application to me a few days in advance, stating the diseases for which they are required, so that I can apply the best possible form
of my invention. Hoping that you will avail
yourselvs of my otter, I remain, gentlemen,
Your obedient servant,
WILL~Al\I WILSON,
No. 465 Fulton street, Brooklyn.

Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.

merits of the paper, the price for the future will be
as fOllows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents;
This ll~le lnotrument. Is deotancd Npeclally to doyelO!J
twelve sheebl, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent wrltln& medlumohlp, aloo to be a reliable meano of aom.
piece if yon can. .Address Jamee A. Bliss, 713 San- munloatlon with the spirit world. Tbo ad.Y&ntagea <lialmed
som street, Philadelphia, Pa.
~1;.'"t~\~~r ~~~~t~!~ ~~ ~~~~~~~~ik::..:r.~: ~~llgi\':d

wood. Second, Eaeb lnotrumont !1 oeparately m~~~:netlzed
In the eablnot of tbe noted BllY mediums, of Pbllliilol)!hla,
and carrlea with It a donloplng lnllueneo from Mr. Blllli
and hlo oplrlt guldoo te tile purehasor. Prl .., !Ill cnta
eacll, or ~.IJO per doBUns Baaoo~~~•.,~f~&tp6fr~~~

"FEWER CHILDREN

AND BETTER." FRESH SEEDSthat NEvER FAiL:
Be&t,

IMPORTANT TO PARENTS.
15 cents.

Price,

Ck~apest,

and Pure111.

I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
I want to supply every Liberal In America. Buy freoh
Garden and Flower Seeds direct from the grower. postage
paid, cheaper than you can grow them. I st111 undersell
1 1

~~rt~h~.~o~~erifl'ne ~at":~g~0:.1'aeJ. t ~~-.~~~t;;;,nct~~~

Address,

and warranted. Prices below every llrm. I glv more extra as presents than allllrms. I haY lsoued 50,000 prettiest
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and

~~:.er~~~~uf:rdf~~~ &~~~r.:~e&·ul~o~d~'::.,~ d8~t.'rc,~ :~

S. H. PRESTON,

see that Ilbeat them all.

R. H. SHUMWAY,
Rockford, lll.

10UI

209 West 34th street,

CONSULT

New York.
Correspondence lVanted
With a relined, cultured, and Liberal gentleman of middle

ag1d'~r~~ho Is c~~~t'k~I~~~~;~t~!u~!"g~R:~::'~~ce.
2t5

THE SEYMOUR, IND., TIMES
Is one of the most Widely known and best heeled papers
In the great Mississippi Valley. It w111 complete Its 25th
year in March, 1881, if the day of judgment doesn't come
prior to that date; and It Isn't at all l!kely that even Gabriel's toot horn ca.n set it back much.
The Seymour 1im« has but few principles. Most papers are bothered and hampered With principles; but the
'l"imes having Uut few of 'em, and not one solitary politic
to its name, is free to slip in a word for Truth, Justice,
Mercy, and Humanity whenever it can get a chance.
The Seymour ~I'imt!!s is for light and for useful knowledge, and It has no faith In hum buggery and superstition.
It Is tbe only paper In the great West that lo able to run
without a god or dev!l or ghost.
The Seymour Tima Is paying $4,000,000 (four m!IUon dol·
Iars) a head for ghosts, though, and it wants all it can get.
It is also paying the SH.me fii'ure tor virgina who are mothers, or sons who are their own fathers, or fathers who are
their own sons.
The Times makes It a business to defend the holy ministers of the Lord from the slanders of the wicked. Those
ood men,. full of the love of God, ~n do no sin. They :ue
constantly tempted. however, of the women and of l:ia~n.
and accord!lii to the wicked they fall often and hard. This
the Seymour Tima denies on the general principle that
the love of God shed abroad in. the heart leaves no room
tor stn and none can get in or could stay there a minute
1f It did.
The Seymour Timt-.s is a large ~ix-column quarto, beautifully printed In bold type.
If you are a Freethinker,yon want it; if you ain't, you
want lt.
Price, $2.15 a year; Gmonths, $1.10; S months, 150 centa.
Stamps received for change. ~t least send two red stamps
for sample copy. Address
J. R. MO~HOE, M.D.,
Seymour, Ind.

HONEY

BEES!

THE NEW SYSTEM OF BEEKEEPING.

6

th~ ~Vm<:,~:~~J.~~i~!e~::t!~~h:~~~;t'tt~earJ,~~~~~

"There 1a perhaps no art that ean claim the attention of
the human mind of more Importance than allnlatiD& human autre ring, ltoppin& tho progreae ot dtaeaae, and thua
extending the period of human l!fe. .A.nd I know of no
0

!'J~:~~~~F~J~;..~':,'f~:l~~~.t~~ Y:"fl1~ :u~~~~j~~;~~
~~J~r.n·H! a~~~~~ g~a,.~~~e~~~~ ~·c:~~~~~tri~Y;

practice. Th!.o I know by actual trial, havlnc been rol!eyed of a bad case of kidney dloeaae by hlo now method
when all other means fa!led. Try him, by all moano, If
you are a.fl'l!cted with any of tho malad lea Incident to thil
age. I doom It my duty to oay thlo much tor tho beno1lt of
suffering- humanity."
•

c.fi: ~~I'"s"E~1 o~~~~rJ!Jill~c'¥'6 ~~TIU~ ~pi-

•.rwo hundred pounds oC Honey in sJDall furth a new and oc!ont!tlc method (novor beforo kno~
Klass boxes t"roJD a Hive ol·
~':,!g~;~io~~;~. ~~ro~Jt~.l"~~ou~~E£<g~~~.!'t1:::
Bees every Year.

and Impotency, &ivinK the eauae.
Great prollts In Feedln& Bees. Swarming Controled. on Spermatorrh<ea
horrible elrecta, and cure, which eono!.ota of •he
No Loss of Bees in Winter. Every one who has a farm or IIJ"lilptom'!r.
JUternal«emedy spoken of above. No mcdicin tak4n.
garden ca.n now keep bees with pJea1ure and profit.
Conoultatlon
In
penon,
~.00; by letterhfree and lnYited,
Send for circular and full particulars.
Wilsonia magnetic appliances, invented and
1
1
1
AddreSB
Mro. LIZZIE E. COTTON,
fa~
:r~:t:.::f:.=.
~?I.~nl~~~
ri~. ~patented by William Wilson, 1ec1<urer on Electrical
West Gorham, Cumberland <.:o., Maine.
St5
VIneland, N.J.

r.":lbl8tv'r,

Therapeutics, author of "The Trial of llledicin,"
'~The Language of Disease,,,'' ?tledical Fallacies,,,
etc., etc., 465 Fulton ~treet. Wilsonia magnetic
appliances may be obtained at the above address.
They w!ll relieve and cure every possible disease,
less a totally rotten lung; are as comfortable to
wear as any undergarment; they fit all parts of
tile body, and the infant just born, or the octogenarian, can wear them without the slightest
danger. They produce no shoks, cause no sores,
and the horrors of medicin can be entirely dispensed with. Price list and pamphlet containing
the names of thousands of persons sent on application.
/
:I'he physicians, scientists, and electricians of
.America are completely nonplussed at the marvelous results following the introduction of my
invention. It is now a recognized fact that to
wear the Wilson garments is to attain to perfect
health.
Invalids living at a distance may rely on a cure,
no matter what their malady. The above open
letter to the physicians of Brooklyn speaks for
itself to the value of my goods.
N. B.-In writing to me, do not nse the prefix
"doctor," that being a title the mos~ unenviable
to myself, as every advertising quack and brainless licentiate of our colleges too proudly parades
it before the thoughtless public. In ordering
goods from the distance, all I want to know is the
nature of the disease and size of waist.

Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.
Me, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
Medicin Chief from happy hnnting gronnds. He
say he love white chiefs and squaws. He travel
like the wind. He go to circles. Him big chief.
Blackfoot want much work to do. Him want to
show him healing power. Make sick people well.
~jlere paper go, Billckfoot go. Go quick. Send
nght away. No wampum for three moon.

SUPERSTITION IN .ALL .AGES. .P<1!5 to .P<1!20 !Tee.
PER DAY at home. BamplN worth
B1rlaaon & C&., Portland, Mo.

ta

Price, liO eento.
GREAT PANORAMIC ILLUMINATIV AND ILLUS.
TRATIV SCENES OF "THE PRINCIPLE; OR.
HAR1d0NIAL ORDER.."
BY J. B. BOOZE.

For Bale by D. M. nEN1fln'T,

t1.ee,2& centa.

WRU In your own to..,. Tenns an(
$66 .A.rr...
:a. Jlalle"- & Co.. Pot1bo.nd, Be.

tsoul!llt

CHRONIC DISEASES,

THE SEMITIC GODS AND

BIBLE.

TH~

Embraclnr; thooe of the blood and N erveo, the Dloeaoea of
Men, the Dtsea&es of Women and the various oonsea,
phyole&l and ooclal, leadln'ito them a.re .}!lalnJ:: treated

'i!.

0

i~J 1}\"itel~li ~ 8:ftvl'o~ ~N~~:earfi,oooE:!:~200

lllustrot!ono, by Dr. 1!:. B. FOOTE, of 120 LexlnKton ave.,

:r~!.~~rtyntyt!'~~~ ~~f':Jt;:~J~Y!Ws~~r~~~~~g~\~ ~:;.';
thno speaks of Dr. FOOTE and hlo medical pub ileaTreating upon the Gods or the Se- SBRKJIR
tiona: "We ltnow him (Dr. Foote) personally and lntl1
mitic ~ations, cludin;" Allah,
~~~~j, arh~n:ar. "! ~a':,ll ;p~~=·'t.~~~~~tt~~:~w~l·~
Jehovah, ~atan, the HolJ"
motiva, whose life has been spent in instructing and im·
1
Ghost, Jesus tJhrbt, the
~~1T~~fc~\~f!a o~-~~t,:'~ ~r,:,;,v~~'h!u,;~;~g~~;.nm~i!
Vir;-in l'tlary, and
happy. and to be better and more useful men and women.
1
1
the Bible.
~ tr~~~~~g~t~~g~~1~; t~e~ f~t"~.iJ:~s~ ~~dt~~~J!
of famll1es, who to-day ot&nd · read.r to bear wlllln& teot;lbeT~;~~/!~~~~ E~J~c~~~:~;;~cg;s~~~l!:~~t book to mon.r to the great benellt they hay derived from the pbya.
loloilcal, h111lenlo, and moral leooono which he hu 10 ably
impartea.'
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty~
838 large pages. Paper COYer&, 60 cente; cloth, $1.00.

JUDAISM, CHRIS fiANITY AND
MOHAMMEDANISM

This spilit message was first published in "l\find
and llfatter, ". January JO, M. s. 32, with the announcement that magnetized paper would be sent Exam1:ned Histor£cally and Oritically.
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
It is thought to be the
to be healed, also to those that desired to be developed as spirit mediums, for three months for three Most Dama;-ing Exhibit or Chris·
three-cent stamps. The three months closed with
tianity that has Appeared.
the following result: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
paper by mail, one thousand persons hav received
BY D. M. BENNETT.
it at the om·ce; and the hundreds of test!monial11
that hav been received of its wonderful work in
500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
that Red Cloud and Billckfoot hav faithfully kept
promises. From January loth, M. S. 32, to January
lOth, M. S. 33, over 15,000 persons l;lav sent for this
Thirty-two In nnmber, of nvo Pll&eo eaah, Theoe are
paper, and thousands hav been benefited by its terse and plthi and well ealculated"for_aenoral and ~..,p
dl8t.rtbatlon. !'riCe, 8 eta. tor th• let.! • N., per It--,
u&e. Th&t all may h&v an opportunity to t~~Mt th
or wo d.ollan ,_. ~

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.

CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by ma!l, FRE!IIl.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by maiJ. poota_g!l p~
pa_ld, only $1.50. <Jontente table free. AG,.NTS WANT·
ED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
12V East 28th ot., New York.

Ruptures Cured
By my .Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30 Day11.
Reliable references given. Bend ot&n!f. for Circular.
~-~~~dC~~lr~~t.
Bay In w~u:.r.:r
1St46
Bmlthv111e, Jetreraon Co.,)(, T.

yo:J.:::

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JANUARY 29, 1881.
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Freethinkers' Badge. Pin. ENGLISH BOOKS
SOLD BY D.

BENNETT.

Single badge, 1!.!50; club of one-half
M.
dozen, to one addreiJs, $8.40: club of one
dozen or more, to one addrel8, $1.85 each. PUBLICATIONS 'oF CHARLES · BRA.D·
One badge free for a clnb of 15; two free
LA.UGH A.ND MRS. BESANT.
tor a club of 25. Badges of saUd gold.
Packages registered and poetage paid.
Works by Charlea Bradlau&-h.
Remit by poat-oll!ce order or registered
Jettter, and mention this paper.
Freethinker•' Text-book, Part I. section
•
N. B.-The a bon are net prlceo, with· I.-The
story and origin or man aa told bJ' the Bible and
0 u~ dlacount or varllltlon.
Addreao the originator and rtentee,
~~":~~· B~':,~.\_0fn Jl~th:v~~\c~~ .t~l111:1on "I How baa it

Ri~~J. .su<?n\~tR.;,.~~Ohio.
Manhattan Medical ln8titute.
Well

smeow51

./t~Jf.e:Occ~:,?,.?nt of the House or BrunaHere»y ; Ito Moral!ty and Ut111ty. 80 cents.
to1rr~·~~c~~~:i. O:M~e~~llpelll Written": Reply
Cromwell and Washin&-ton. Aeontr!IBt. 20c.
Five Dead Men Whom I Knew when Ltv·
lnfr. Robert OwenLJoouph Mazzlni, John Stuart Mill,

]l:otabl!ahed 1865. Incorporated In accordance with the
Jaw• of the state of New York. Thla lnotltute, oo long
and ravorabl.y known under the superintendence of Dr.
Klnget slnoe 1865, Is located at 817 EMt 14th street, a few
dOOra east tram Second avenue, New York. HaTin~ been Charlea Sumner, and edru Hollln. 15 cents.
~~e~hrhfft~c~~a¥.':"~ti.c'k1~gt,{t"t!1 ~t~;~~a~~c~~: w'f:~:rt~o~~e~o~ 1~5~~~~-ated, Who Bean It, and
trate hlo long experience for the benefit or his patients,
many or whom are located In every state of the Union, the
Dominion of Canada, and the British Isles. Dr. Klnget, a po~~r!Wa~ ~~~lt,~: ~~~e'!::alth1UI. An eoaay on the
fu~~~t~t M~~~~i G~~~ae~~n!::,I,l~,aCex::~g~gft~:Ph~~ A.merican Politics. 10 cents.
u '£he Natural Law of Popull\tion," and is editor of the ca!'~!~:~n'J~~~~~~!".~n~ec::~~ales. With recent
Health Journal. 1'b!a Inatitute lo conducted by a atarr or
'l'he Land, the People, and the Comin&"
0
~GE:r~~~c:rr:e~~~~~~,Nirc"~~~"a~~:n~ af:il~l:!Nb"#rcwf5£~~ Strn~;~rle. lU cento.
EASES of BOTH SEXES In separate department.. The
R·eal Representation or the People. 10 cte.
Inotltute Ia well known to many leading phys!clane, to
Plea t·or Atheism. 10 cento.
!'uho~{l~~{."n~~ll"'~~e t~~~~d w:k'li't~\l,.' 1 ~:~·u~~~~~ti\;~ Hall :Uan a Soul 'l (New edition.) 10 cento
LU"e of David. 10 centi.
Among other dlse!IBes or a chronic nature. special attenLit"e of Jacob. 5 cents.
f~~~ i~~::~e~:,reJ~rt:~~: oixt~:u~rl~ri~u~~;~~~~a~ s~~: Life
of &braham. 5 cento.
Jopay! Dlaeasea of the Bladder, Lungs, Kldneyai.lana skfn1
Life of !loses. 5 cento.
~ph ltttc, and Scrofulous diseases, and all
iseases or
Life of Jonah. 5 cente.
omen. Queotlo~d!~~~~nva~~\{'_"i{Hf8~¥·',' tf.f}.lcatlon.
Is there a God T 5 cento.
Sl7 Eaot 14th street, N.Y.
'l"oryiaJn frontl770 to 18711. 5eenta.
Letter to A.lbert Edward, Prince oCWale»,
on .t'reema»onry. 5 centll.
'Vhy Do Men Starve? 5 cento.
THE untold mlserlee that result
from lndlacretlon In early 11fe may be 5 r.::erty and it11 Effect upon the People.
alleviated and cured. Those who
Labor's Prayer. 5 centa.
doubt this assettlon should flurch&lle
Who was J esna 'l 5 cente.
~g: 'l>'k'An'~tlfal;f~l)~J'A'~ ~~~gj'l What Did J esns 'I" each 'l e centa. .
TUTE, Boot<1n, entitled "THE SCI·
The 'l"welve A.postle». 5 cento.
r£~~8~a~~t~~~~~~~::,F~~~~~="o~T~~N.~~ 'I'he A.tonement. 5 cents.
leal deb!llty, or Tltlll!ty lmpalred~y
A. Few Word» about the DeviL 5 cents.
the errors of youth or too close ap'Vere A.dam and Eve our Firat Parents":
pl!catlon to business may bo restored 5 cents.
.
and manhood regained.
Bradlaut;h's Political Essays. Cloth. fl.
Two hundredth edition, revised and enlarged, juot pub·
Bradlan&"h'll "l"heolofrical El!lllaYil· ClQth. 11.
Uohed. It Is a otsndard medical work, the best In the Eng.
Five Debates. Between C. Bradlaugh and Rev. Dr.
~h..~~~·:;; ~~~tr~~~Ya ag~/1~~~~Je~ef.a"~~~~fr~ent~e~ Bailee,
Hcv. Dr. Harrison, Wm. Brown, .M.A., ThomJtUt
National Medical Association. It contains beautiful and Cooper, and Rev. R. A. Armstroag. In one Tal. <Jlo&b. 11.

:r::n!

•

q!

KNOW THYSELF!

"l~Z, ri'Me..?n,r.ia~l~gJ::~~r~tiJ;,Wa~ .!lffa~~~ o~ag;:;:,!TI1~: e:?nno~ho~·~:!Vn~~:r-::.d _:~~:,'.~~:~~~~~

disease, the result ot many years of exteusiT and success·
!ul practice. either one of which Ia worth ten tlmeo the
price or the book. Bound In French cloth; price. only •1,
oont by mall pll!!t•pald.
.
The London Lancd says: "No person ehould be without
this valuable book. The author !a a noble benefactor."
An 1Jiuatrated ..mple oent to aU on receipt or 6 cents for
P~i;'::uthor refera by ermiS81an to Han. P. A. BISSELL.
M.D., Preoldent or the ~atlonal Medical A.uoclatlon.
AdareBBDr. W. H. PARKER
No 4 BulD.nch atreet, Boston,
Haaa.

The author may be consulted
on all d!seaaea requiring skill
and experience.

HEAL
THYSELf

THE GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

Cooper-.

~cents.

Hall Man a Soul T A debat• with Rev. Wlll!am
Westerly. 40 cent1.
Chri»tlanity in Relation to Freethou~rht,
Skepticism, and .t'aUh. llepl1es to three dta.
couraos by the Blahop or Peterborough. :lO cents.
D~g:.lle~a~'c:.':~ the Bible. A debate with Rev.
What does Christian Theism Teach": A.
debate with tae Rev. A. J. Harrlaon. 20 cents.
Is it Reallonable to Worship God": A. debat• with ReT. R. A. Armstran11:. 40 centi.
Works by Mrs. A.nnie Besant.
Freethinkers' Text•Book. Part II. Section
I.-Evidences of Christianity unrel!able· Section ll.-ltl
origin P•ll:"n; iection Ill.-Its morality fallible l Section IV.
-Condemned by Its history. Bound In cloth. •1.25.
My Path to Atheism. The Deity or Jeoua; In·

~~';:1:,tJor~it~~nn!~e~~~ ~~l:.'"t':fc!'gf~~=ly~"~iri'~.i r,ed
rejected i to&ether with eo me

e~ya:

on the hook of com.

man prayer. Cloth. $1.25.
Marria~;e, 118 It waa, 118 It 18. and aa It ohould be. 40
centa.
The Law of Population; Ito Conoequenceo and
Ita Bearing upon Human Conduct and Moralo. 100,000 sold.
40 centli.
An~rnste Comte ; Biography of the &Teat Freno.h

WILLIAM WILSON.,
Patentee, Sole Manufacturer and Inventor of the Wilsonia. MagneticAppliancet~, ·

...ae

Jr'tT:t.'rON S'l'., :S:ROOEI.YN.

A Single Corset,

8a&."4',

~nt

in four hours

aamaa

aat~m mm-caa~a

ca.n be made to order

of measurement.

.Agmts Wanted m Towns UnrepretJented.

'l':S:li: COMINC

WlN'l'~.

FOR COLD FEET,
Wear the '•Wilsonia" Magnetic Soles. They will keep the feet warm
in the coldest or wetteat weather (and free from Rheumatiam.)

FOR 'WEAK CHESTS AND LUNGS,
Wear the "Wilaonia" Magnetic Chest Protectors or Lung Inviiorators. They will give protection and conatant warmth in the cold
est or wettest weathM.

FOR RHEUMATISM OR LUMBAGO,
Wear the •'Wilsonia" Magnetic appliances. They 'Will give certain
and effectual relief in all cases of Rheumatism, Lumba~o. Rheumatic Gout, &c.

FOR ASTHMA AND THROAT AFFECTIONS,
Wear the "Wilsonia" Magnetic Throat Protectors or LunJl In vigor.
ators. They will give relief, ease and comfort.

FOR COLD HANDS AND CHILBLAINS.
Wear the "Wilsonia" Magnetic Wristlets and Belts. They will
11trengthen the hands for writini, &c., and keep them warm and free
from Chilblains.
The following are a few References in whose special _cases the best medical _nssistnnce in
this city had been availed of in vain, among them a few m whose cases consultatiOns bad been
held and operations decided upon. But the Wilsonia Appliances hav~ng been used, t~e. h_orrors
of the knife and poisonous drugs were dispensed with, and the patients are now reJOicmg m
the blessings of restored health ; but not wishing to disclose the n~ture of e~ch sel?arate case,
I simply give names and nddresses, leaving each per~on to tel~ of Its effe_cts I~ their o':'n wa!,
and however wonderful may seem the cases given m the p>rmted testimomals obtamed m
England, yet here in Brooklyn the results ':'ill ~pon inquiry be found equally remarka~le . I
therefore wish every one to make personal mqmry of persons who have worn my appliance£'
before they purchass for themaelv~ or friends

~~!~~gol~i}~t~~~n;~~~J~nRh~~':~~:ren~~~~1gh~~

ltlam !or the general reader. 25 cento. ·
England, India, and A.fghanistan. 80 cento.

tr.f!:l!o~":~ l}~!!!i~~~a~:.r~rc~~~~h eome hlnti
The True Basis of Morality. A plea for utl11ty
10 cents.
The Gospel of Atheism. 10 cents.
Is.lbe Bible Indictable? 10 cente.
Tbe Gospel ot" Christianity and the
pel ot" Freethona-ht. 10 cento.
Vbri&tian Proa-ress. 10 Q.,. _
The Political Status of Woman; a Plea for
Woman'• Rlghte. 10 cente.
Natural Relili\"iOn Vll. Revealed ReU~rion.
lOoente.
On Eternal Torture. 10 centa.
On Prayer. 5 cente.
Giordano Bruno, the Freethought Martyr or the
16th Century. 5 cents.
Landlords, Tenant·Farmers, and Labor·
erll. 5 cents.
Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. 5 cents.
The God Idea in the Revolution. 5 cento.
En~rlish Republicani»m. 5 cento.
'I" he En~~;lish Land System. 5 cente.
Mrs. Be»ant's Ellsays. Bound in cloth. •uo.

aa the Standard of MoraUty.

DORII.m DEATH Ott' A BIU.IJIIV1!llt. IK GHOSTS.-'- 0 my, r1t
Works by Ewd. B. Avelina-, D. Sc., F. L. s.
jut lw!.rd om af dem G·H-O.S.T storits 'bout Praf. Yntema'l
Gholt, and d< Devil cotch me sure.'"
w~::~~~~~~ .?{.l~~sw:a;;~rlr~fnf.:!I:!J· ce~ti.eply to
Science and Secularism. 10 cento.
BY M. BABCOCK.
Science and Reli&·ion. 5 centi.
Price, ~ cente.
For aale by D. M. BENNETT,
The
Sermon on the Mount. i centl.
141 Eighth Street.
Superstition. 5 cents.

"Antichrist:"
Proving oonclusivly that

"f!~~~t ~jag~~~~~ ....~~. ~~'tn.,t;, :~~~Ji~rt~~~~~~~~"~t'~

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
HI• Birth, Lif'e, Trial, Execu·
tlon, etc., Is a myth.
Price, e2,00,

Mil!leellallteoua.
Bradlaugh and Bella.nt•s Trial. The Queen

fudgments of Lords Justices Bromwell, Brett. and Cotton.
A verba.t!m report. Neatly bound In cloth. fl.50.

Ara::h&':f.'t~~~~::. ~~~~~~~w~B~~dl!t.~!fh•
Past and Present of the Heresy Laws.
w. A. Hunter, counsel t'or Hdward Truelove.. 15centa.

By
By

The Population ct,nestion. By C. R. Drysdale
M.D. 40 centll.
Alcohol. By C. R. Drysdale. M.D. 20 cente.
'J'obacco and the Diseases it Producel!l. By
C. R. Drysdale. M.D. 10 cents.
The Education of Girll!l. By Henry R. s. Dalton,
Du.r~ B.A. 20 cents.
Ish's Charg-e to W•men. By Henry R. e. Dutton,
B.A. 15 cents.
Religion and Priestcratt. By Henry R. B. Dnt
ton, B.A. 10 cents.
On the Connecf.lon of Christianity with
Solllr Worslaip. Translated fr<>m Dupuis by T. E.
Partridge. 40 cents.
NOTE.-In reference to the few persons named above, I hnve tnken them as they occur
Clerica\Usm in France. By Prince Jerome
Bonaparte. Translated by Annie Beeant. 25 cents.
in my books, feeling assured thnt each person will give their experience and the effects Of
tl.50
Natural Reason vs. DiviDe Revelation. my appliances in their respective cases. But being only a few months from Europe, "where
J ul!an. Edited by &>bert Lewlns. M.D 25 cento.
eoi<tlr ByThe
Methodist Conference and Eternal Pun. thirty thousand people are wearing my goods, "it 011nnot be expected that absolute cures have
lahmunt. Do Its Defenders Be!leve the Doctrln? By Joe·
eph Syms, formerly Wesleyan minister. 15 cents.
been effected in so short a. time "in all cases,;, but in every instance it will be found that
Hosl)itals and DiMl)entlnries. Are they or · decided improvement set in even where all medicines had failed to give the slightest relief,
Chriatlan growth? By Joaepll Syms. 5 cente.
Man's ,_.lace in Nature: Or man All animal yet given time "even in the worst cases" a cure is certain, but some persons will get worn out

For eale at thlo amce

AN INFIDEL .!BROAD.
A Series of Letters written
ing Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.

a

BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 page8.
Price,

M.ALAOm FLYNN ••• ,,. •• ••••••••••.•..••.•••••.••••• e ••• ••• ••• , , , ••• •• :4:8 Ch&ttncey Si

THEODORE TRUAX ......•.....•..................•••.••• , •••....••.....•... 376 Dean St
LUTHER SMITH .....•...........••................•........................ 1 Willow St
H. W. LOVEJOY ..................•.......•••...........•.••••.......•. 123 St. Marks Ave
Mr. HOBBY, Builders' Merchant .................•....•........•............. Coney Island
Mrs. F. BENNETT ...............•.....•...........................•.... 499 Franklin Ave
Mrs. CLINTON ...•...........•.•••.....••••........................•... 205 Livingston St
WM. BAULSIR .•....................................•................•.... 36 Fleet Place
WM. F. TRUELSON ...............................................•. 277 Schermerhorn St.
W. H. EDWARDS •••.••.............•.......•......................... 154 Vanderbilt Ave
J. W. BAULSIR ........•......••..••.•................................•..••.. 100 Dean St
Mrs LIGHTHALL ••..•.•.......•••... , ..................................... 705 Pacitla St
Mrs. DR. RUGGLES .........•........•.....•.•..••...•.•................. Livingston St
G. W. BROWN .....................•.•.......••......•............ 34 South Portland Ave
LOUIS BERWIN, Picture Gallery. • . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . • • . . • • • . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fulton St
G. W. SHA.W, Stove Merchant. . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • • . . . • • • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fulton St
Mrs. BOYD ....................•..........•...••.....•..•.•.•.................. 325 Smitli
Miss WELCH, City Employment Bureau .....•....•••••• , .•.... 79 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn.
Mrs. DICKENSON .•..........................••....•..••...•......... 511 Clinton. Avenue
Mrs. GREA.VES ....... : ....................•..••.•••••.••............. 184 Clinton Avenue
.JOHN W. HASTINGS ........................•........•.....•............. 102 Fleet Place
Mr. E. NILSON, Decomtive Sign Writer ...........•••....................... 413 Bridge Sf;
Mr. KERNAN, Confectioner. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fulton St
Mr. HALL •..•...................................•.•..................... 184 Clinton Ave
Fulton St
;JAMES GILDERSLEEVE....................... . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . .
Mr. POMEROY ...•...•...........•...............••........••....•.... 437 Lafayette.Ava
T; J. HALES ..............••..••...........•.••..•.............•.•..•..... 455 Fulton Sf;
LEVI BROWN. . ••.•.•.........•....•......•.................•......•.... 78 Herkimer St
DR. CHADWICK. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • • • . . . . . . . . • • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
President St
DR. CLARKE .....................................•.•.....•.•...•....•. , . . . .
Court St
Mr. CHARLES SCUDDER ........•.................................. , .. Northport, L. f.
Mrs. COVERT............................................................ Northport, L, L
Mr. DAVIS, Builder ..................................................... Northport, L. L
Mr. WOODHULL .............•........ ·~ ..•..••.............••....•... Huntington, L. I.
Mrs. PETERS ......................................................... Huntington, L. :r.
WM. GARDINER .......... _..................... , .................. Eaton's Neck, L. I.
T. J. TRUAX ....................•................• ·.•..... Barrett St., Schenectady, N.Y.
RAYMOND CLA.RK, Esq .........................••.............•. St. James' Hotel, N.Y.
.PROFESSOR DAVIS.................................................... 34 Pine St., N. Y.
Mr. JOHNSTONE .......................................... , , ...••.•.... 117 West 15th St
Mr. GREGORY........ -..........................•.........• , ••. , ........ 322 West 26th St
HUGH BROWN, Estate Agent.............•..•...•......... , .•••. , .. 141 Eighth St., N. Y.
cHARLES BURTON PHILLIPS' ' ' . ' ' . ' ' ' ' ' ' • ' ' ' I ' I ' I ' I I ' • l • • • I • I • I I I Science Hall, N. Y.

ftn"ut~~~- "i~~-~-~~~:U~~afn":•·

am_pJSic::~P'i:ic ~~~f:.:.mfiy j~~;~~·s:rmo. 15 cts.
Robert Cooper's HolY. !!icripturea Ana·
lyzed, By c. Bradlaugb. 25 cents.
Essays on J11tracles, By Davu• Hume. 10 oenta.
Court Flunk97111 Their Work &nd Wapa. J1J Q.
Sw.ndrliJa, aOlllita.
.

B,l

by drugging !llld poisoning, and then expect a magical-cure.
common sense must be appealed to in such instances.

That is impossible and ouz
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D. M. Bennetfs Publications.

"Some Mistakes of Mo11e11."
This volume Is printed on toned paper; In clear, bold
Grv man and woman the l"igbt to life, liberty,
AN observer says the handsomest girls marry type,
and handsomely bound In muslin, containing 275
land, and home, then God will reign on earth and homely men. That spoils our chances of marrying pages, 1~mo. Price, $1.25.
the devil wlll be unknown.- F. ,l{, Smith..
a handsome girl.-1!."\c.
u WHY, Polly,, said be1· n1otl1er, u what a tim'e 80~~:sb~~:d~~n~~~ t~~ ~~~~~i~~~E~hn!r1 ~\!\~~u~~f~i
You may pave heaven with gold andembellisb
thato<subject. ~e p"mpblets tkat hav been surreptitiously
its canopy with the choicest gems, but don't ask you·~,e been. Where'~ the cotton I sent yon for?" issued ure incorrect, filled with mistake!~, aud consist of
Polly, who hns lost the money: ~·Yon shouldn't only about fourteen or fifteen page•hwhlle there are two
honest labor to foot the hilL-F. J[. Smith..
hundred and seventy-five pages In t e book just Issued.
send little things like me to buy totton."
The book Is unanswerable In Its facts and logic, Inimitable
KEEP the law~ of life in spirit and letter,
In Its style, and filled with Wit, satire, eloquence, and
A
SMALL
boy
went
to
see
his
grandmother.
Arter
pathoo.
Keep the mind free and without a fetter,
looking eagerly rOtmd the handsomely furnished
This life's but a school to prepare for a better.
room where she sat, he said, "Oh, grandrnamma, " The Gods and Other Lectures."
-Anon.
where is the miserable table papa says you keep?"
CoNTENTs.- u The Godl!!l,'' "Humboldt," "Thomas
THE time is coming when we slwll say as little
You should never sleep with anybody stronger Paine," 11 Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies." Price,
of God as possible, never dispute about him, force
cloth, $1.~; paper, 50 cents.
than
-yourself
in
cold
weather.
He
will
wind
himno one to pray to him, but leave worship to the
sanctuary of private conscience, and this we shall self up in two-thirds of the blanket and leave yon
shivering on the comfortless sheet every time yon "The Gho!ts and Other Lectures."
do when we are truly religious.-George Sand.
turn over.
CONTEN'fll!l.- The Ghoets," "Liberty of Man;, Woman,
EVERY soul, the philosopher says, is involun"I UNDERSTAND that Dr. Jones is abroad," said and Child"" Declaration of Independence," 11 Jlarming in
tarily deprived of truth. Consequently, in the Brown. "Is he traveling for his health?" "I sus- Illlnols,'' 'n Speech a.t Cincinnati," "The Past Rises Be ..
:tore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper. 50
same way, it is deprived of justice, temperance, pect," said l<'ogg, "that he is traveling for his pabenevolence, and everything of the kind. It is tients' llealt.h. I know one of them who has im- ceE;th volumes bound In one, price, paper, $1.00.
most necessary to bear this constantly in mind, proved on his traveling."
for thus thou wilt be more gentle toward all.A SCHOOL-TEACHER in Iowa had the debt of the •' What Must We Do to be Saved!"
Antoninus.
world all nicely figured, up to a cent, when a ChiInterpolations are the :fouilda.tion stoneli o~ evirY orIT is a satisfaction to a man to do the proper cago man went and got trusted for a codfish and thodox cllurch." Thoroughly raviiid und aorr&ctid by
works of a man. Now it is the proper work of a forgot whether it came to seventeen or twenty- tile author. Price, ~S conti.
man to be benevolent to his own kind, to despise seven cents. It was awful mean on the schoolfll'fSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
the mo'l'ements of the senses, to form a just judg- master.
By the celebrated sculptor Clark MIIIJi.
ment of plausible appearances, and to take a surA LITLLE girl once said that she would be very
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
vey of the nature of the universe and of the things glad to go to heaven, because they had plenty of _ready for shipment. 'Every admirer of thli great Apoitle
which happen in it.-Antoninus.
preserves t,here. On being cross-examined, she of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
LET it make no difference to thee whether thou took down her catechism and tl"iumphantly read :
art cold or warm if thou art doing thy auty; and "Why ought the saints to love God? Because he By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices:
whether thou art drowsy or satisfied with £leep; makes, preseryes, and keeps them."
Imperial, or large size
.
40 cents
and whether ill spoken of or praised; and whethGr
ITALIAN universities are now open to women,
Photo, or card size
!Xt "
dying or doing something else, for it is one of the and the young female pioneers of co-education are
Life-size Lithograph, 21XZl
liO "
acts of life, this act by which we die. It is suf- learning English in order to shriek with effect to
Poitage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
ficient, then, in this act also to do well what we the young gentlemen on the other side of the
141 Eighth street, New York.
hav in hand.-Anloninus.
room: " Go 'way, now, you a wfnl thing I I think
LORD SHAFTESBURY, the author of the" Charac- you're real mean, whoever threw that spit-ball."
The World's !lttxteen CruciO.ed
teristics," conferring one day with ]l[ayor WildSavtor11;
A CHICKEN lived, a chicken died,
man about the many s"cts of religion in the world,
His drumsticks and his wings were fried,
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
they came to this conclusion at last: That notHis feathers by a dealer dried,
withstanding these infinit divisions, caused by the
BY KERSEY GRAVES,
And very •hortly after dyed.
interest of the priest ana the ignorance of the
Author of" The Biography o! Satan" and "The Bible o!
Soul
he
had
none;
admitting
that,
Bible•" (comprising a description of twenty-seven blblea),
people, all wise men are of the same religion.
containing new, startling, and extraordinary revelations In
How comes it? There upon he1· hat,
Whereupon a lady in the room, who seemed to
religious history, which ulaclose the oriental orlglu of aU
His plumes-a mortal chicken's-rise,
the doctrlns, principles, precept~, and miracles of the New
mind her needle more than their discourt!e, deA glorious bird of paradise.
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many o! Itil
manded, with some concern, what that religion
sacr&d mysteries, besides comprising the history of al.xwas. To which his Lordship replied, ":Madam,
A YO~G eel, that had been rated a nuisance, and te~~~g~~$~~~F'~~~~i%fds.
D. M.BENNETT.
wise men never tell."-Jokn Toland.
told by his relativs two or three times one morning to" get out," tied a knot in its body and slid
THE belief in satanic agency had a fearfully
part way through it. Its mother's sisters coming
The Bible of Bible!;
tragic side, in the contemplation of which one
up and exclaiming, "What now?" the young eel
OR,
shudders at the awful and nncontrolable power of
observed: "Oh, you needn't concern yourselvs TWENTY -SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS.
the religious ideas over nnenlig!Jtened human
about me. I'm a noose, aunts." This fable teaches
nature. The long delusion of witchcraft, with the
By KERSEY GRAVES.
whatever you like.
thence resulting persecutions which desolated
Containing a description of twenty-seven· Bib lea and an
NEWLY married husband, jocularly: "Well, exposition o-r two thousand biblical errors In ac!enc<ll hllChristendom with ghastliest honors and conntless
deaths, was the natural outcome of this belief. dear, if there is a smash on the line, you're well ~~·a'f~~~"ch~~~~~.:'iaa~d tt~n~~c'i~ft~;,~~~~"~~~ nt~
Those terrors which darkened and perplexed the provided for. I've made my will, you know.'• Christian Bible, and an examination of their Doctrlna.
Clolh, large Umo., 440 pp. Price, p.
life of former generations bav passed away. Newly married wife, playfully: "Yes, love; but
For sale tiy
D. M. BBllNETT.
Like specters begotten of nightmare.and the dark, don't you think you'd better run and get an insurance
ticket
for
the
largest
amount
you
can
1
It
with the dawn of a new intellectual day,
would be so handy to buy mourning. Black alThe fiocking shadows pale
ways did become me so I"
Troop to the infernal jail.
Eating for Stren~ttb. By M. L. Holbrook. Price -'1
Hlglene of the Bralnp and the Cure of Nervousneu. By
A M.fu.'>' who wanted to buy a horse asked a friend
Satan, the head and sovereign of this spectral how to tell the horse's age. "By his teeth," was
50
Mitve':0!J'~~~~~~f.Ner~g~s 't ~pepsla, and Headache:
jail, is passing from the fear and faith of manthe reply. The next day the man went to the their Causes, Prevention, and Cure. By M. L. Holbrook,
kind, and a load, whose agonizing pressure we but horse dealer, who showed him a splendid black
$.Without Pain; or, A Code of Directions for
faintly conceive, has been lifted from the mmd.- horse. The horse-hunter opened the animal's Mfart.ir~l1g;,
Avoiding most of the Pains and Dangera of Chlld-Bearln11.
Hedge.
·
mouth, and gave one glance, and turned on his B~ta;. ~ ~~~W;¥.ov~i:';;e~t: or, From the Cradle to the
0
To the scientist and cultured thinker there is no heel. "I don't want him," said he ; "he's thirty- 6
".t¥~li a~!:::~~ ~m~~&1 ~~~cM:E;~;o
c~;~t:
sort of impropriety in discussing this subject of two years old." He had conn ted the teeth.
tav Schllckeysen. Price, $1.
'fewer and better children" in our public papers
The Relations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. B. Dn11ey.
A CHAT WITH SALVINI.-On being introduced to
or public meetings. To the true lover of his kind.
Price, $1.
the great tragedian I opened the conversatio.n by
1
and the real seeker after the highest and best
remarking, "Signor Salvin!, chiaro scuro macaro- ol~h~a}~~a:~~N~l ~r~~t:~~jjfna~~;;~ro~: Eiioll~ ~~
truths, no question that concerns man's health, ni," to which he courteously responded, "Signor
TWk~<ftir ~A~eo~\iht to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley.
welfare, or happiness can be impure or undebata1
Americano, andante stilf;ltto." I was delighted to
ble, either publicly or privately. It is custom, hear it, and replied, "Mezzo tinto Vittorio Eman- P'if1~ f ~l~er Way; an Appeal to Men In Behalf of Human
Culture through a Wiser Parentage. By A. E. Newton.
fashion, and 1\frs. Grundy who create public sen- uello viva voce." That seemed to please Salvini, Price,
paper covers, 25 cents; cloth, 60 centa. 12 copiea by
timent in this respect, and we therefore desire to and he remarked, smiling, "Plamsslmo staccato
m!f1~l~~t~~fv3.!:~d.~~. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 centl.
educate this trinity in a broader and purer Libmio." I agreed with him, and said, "Bravo lazza.- 5
eralism, and show them that "to the good all
'i:i~~~.~~~~~~~r;::r~tlv and Paaslv Home Gymnastlca
roni piano." He seemed to like the idea very much for
Healthy and lfinhealthy People. By C. Klemm. Price,
things are good." We wish to create a reign of
and declared quite earnestly," Rando organo grin- 30
common sense, where no subject that is proper
i~~tsPhllosoph of Human Beauty; or Hints Toward
derini." I then shook hands and withdrew, as I
for private discussion may not he talked of in pub- saw many of his friends waiting an opportnnity to Physlcal Perfectfon. By D. H. Jacques. Price, $1.
New Hygienic Cook Book. By Mrs. M. M. Jon011, M.D.
lic, and finnlly prove to them that true morality is speak to him.
Price, SO cents.
of the heart, and to be pure we must think pure
THERE was a Detroiter among the trio of ofll- Hi~f~t'i!'.I~J~IJ'e~~elrtg~~~ ~e'::'t~.for Intemperance. By
thoughts as well as speak them. This covering up
Talks to My Patients.; Hints on Getting Well and Keepor even half-veiling a thing is only another means cials who passed over the route of the Butler Rail- Ing Well. By Mrs. R. J>. Gleason, M.D. Price, $1.!10.
.
of auggestlng or increasing prurient and improper road to secure the right of way. In some cases
farmers
cheer-tully
signed
off;
in
others
money
thoughts, while a frank, clear, and candid discns8ion lays all open to the gaze and makes all rights had to be used, but in one case the committee
fonnd a most determined opposition. The road
proper and correct.-Elmina JJ. Blenker.
For .Sale at The Truth Seeker Oftlce.
would divide a widow's farm, and she was indeSOME time ago I remember reading in the pendent, obstinate, and defiant. She knew that her
~~P,Fe~[:,.~•
~u~fe";cer
j~~~i>eebles
Rochester JJmwcrat a story to the following e1l'ect: haystacks would be destroyed by sparks, her live
Frances Wright
Recently the ofllcer in waiting at the table of his stock run over by trains, and her slumllers dis- Paine's MonnmentProcto
0
holiness had the misfortune to spill· the salt. Leo turbed by the rattle of trains, and she wouldn't ~~~:~~:n
~~!Ei',.~gh
~: l:~~ e~on
Holyoake
Prof. Fiske
jumped up to see if any of the precious grains had listen to argument. In this emergency one of the Humboldt
Goethe
Ingerioll
FNr.ePd. DBoaungla•
fallen on the fioor, IJeing persuaded that if it had committee said:
Scbl.ller
UnderwoOd
.kll
been so he would soon hav been a dead man. On
"Madam, do yon know of any widow in this ~~fn~omte
~~~~~~ m
~;,!~~~by
satisfying himself that none of the salt had reached neighborhood who would be willing to board a Alex. Pope
L. Colby
Tilton
Dr. Hare
Moulton
the fioor, but had fallen on the table, he comforted gentleman connectea with the construction of our John 1111lton
i¥!~~ 'Y,'bfe~wards ~h~:artlo
himself with the reflection that it only indicated road ? He is a widower and prefers to board with Goldsmith
~~~g~Y
Mrs. J. Conant
J. G. Bennett
the death of a cardinal. Accordingly, a cardinal a widow.''
died a few days after. Such is the story. Now
"No, I don't know as I do. Is he a nice man 1"
t"J:~Ington
D~r ~~\Jf· .falk- ~g:"lieAcfr:~a
Mr. On JJit, as everybody knows, is a great fabri"Spiendid man, and has money in the bank. We Franklin
Geo. Francf. Train Allee Carey
H. L. Green
Elizabeth C. lltancator, as well as a great propagator, of lies. But want him to permanently locate at this point and Jefferson·
John Adams
F. E. Abbot
ton
are
in
hopes
he
will
take
a
wife.
It
is
unfortunate
if there is any truth in the above story, in what a
iia~i,;;;~ama
~~~~~'\F~~Wups t~~ns"t::'thony
deplorable position does it show the pope to be? that-"
Jackson
Emerson
Julia Ward Howe
"I never did take boarders," she mused, "but-" Lincoln
If an Irish bog-trotter betrayed such weakness
Chai. Cheney
Garrison
Paulina DaTis
"If yon only could, now, I'm sure yon would not L I nco 1 n's Monu- Henry Bergh
and aberration of mind, would not Biddy say to
ment
Peter Cooper
Mary F. Davis
him, " Get along with you ; me grandmother regret it. He is extremely fond of children and Gerrltt Smith
D. R. Burt
Emma H. Britten
would hav been ashamed of snch a childish snper- would be like a father to your little ones."
Y.e~'lf?u WriKht ~~t wgrr::n f~':'~~'k~J~~~~er
"Perhaps I might, to accomodate you."
etition?" ];'rom the gospel according to St. lllatSumner
Fronde
D. M. Bennett
thew we learn that Chtist said to his followers,
"Ah I thanks. He would be here next week if Edgar A Poe
Max Muller
W. S. Bell
J, C. Bundy
Greeley
Warren Cbaoe
"Ye are the salt of the earth," etc. (verse 13); and this right of way matter was decided, but as it is Castellar
James Par~on
S. s. Jones
if hie holiness spoke and asked as is alleged, he is he may not-"
~=~:r~on
irr~s~~ton
~i~j:r::i~~on
"certainly good fo1· nothing but to be cast out and
" Do you agree to pay damages if you burn my Tyndall
A. J. Davia
Kersey Graves
trodden under foot of men." Instead of being a barn?"
leader of men and the chief pastor of some mill"Of course we do.,
ions of. two-legged rational creatures, he is not fit
" And I'll probably get used to the noise ?"
to be placed in charge of a herd of swine. Let no
"Oh, of course. In a week you won't mind it.
one tell the story to Sitting Bull or the Zulu Ceta- Fact is, you'll sit up every night till midnight, anywayo, for they would certainly split their sides how, after the gentleman arrives."
with laughter. 1f this report is true, we may well
•' Oh, no, I shan't. I shall never love again.; but
say, "Such puerility is scarcely fit for the school- if he is a nice man, and loves children, why, I don't Hand, Foot and Power Presses. Die Work of all kinde.
l!erfo.,a,ting D·tea a Bpeoialtf/.
room, but rather for the nursery, and cornea very know as I ought to stop your road. I guess I'll
near the cradle."
sign,"
£~B. STIMPSON,
19
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Truth Seeker Library.
The Worid•s Sages. Thinkers, and Re·
f'ormers. The Biographies of three hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and philosophers (who were
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
:?YD. M. Bennett. 11075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; 1eather,
.,..00; morocco, gilt eaiil:es, $4.50.
'l'he ChamP.Ious of' the Church ; Their
Crimes anttJ:''ersecutious. Blographlcalsketchea
of prominent Christians ft\r worse than lutldels. A companion book to "The World's Sages.t etc. By D. M. Bennett. 8vo. 1,119 _pag~s. Cloth, ~.w : leather, $4,00; mo.
rocco, ant ed&es, &1.50.
The Gods and Religious of' Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I give a full account of all the
ROds the nations of the earth ha v worshiped, !nclnd!ng
Jehovah Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
Mary and the Bible. 8S5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fnlly
all the religions systems of the world, Including Jndalam,
Mohammeilaulsm, and Christianity; the latter occuJ>ylng
S72 pages, going fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By D. AI".
Bennett, written lnprlson. In cloth, ~.00 per volume. or
$5,00for the two vo!sumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
gilt edges, $3.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con.
tolnlng nearly 1,300 pages-a complete edltlon-wlth two
steel engravings-a medallion portrttlt, and a full length
likeness of the author. Cloth, $S.UOlleathcr, red burnished
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $•.50.
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelation. Decidedly tne most thor·

r.':lf~:~~ :~R~~~~Iv Bwm;,~ W. ~~w'i,~~:::·E~e"r~f~.i~f':t

sor of the London un1verslty 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth,
$4.00: leather, $5.00; morocco, IIIII edges, $5.50.
Analysis of' Religious Belief'. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, aud Sacr"d Wrltlnga of the world.
By Vlsconnt Ambcrlcy son of the b~e Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of Engmnd. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8yo, In clotll, $3.00; leather, ,4.00;
morocco, gilt e<fges, f.,l.50.

The Great Works ot· Tltomas Paine. In·
clnd!ng The Age of Reason, Examlnl\tlon of Prophecies,
Reply to Bishop at Llandaf!, Letter to Mr. Ersklne EBB&y
on Dreams, Letter to Camille Jordan, The Rellg1on of
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rights of
Man· the whole preceded by the Llfe of Paine, nnifa steel
plate' portrait. 800 p~e.t, 8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
m~'i:'.:'cf.;f.,~fnd.ge:! ht!iOvolumes are called "The Truth
Seeker Library~' ~all are ordered together and sent b;r
express, one dollar will be deducted from the price or
ea.cb.
Nature's Revelations of Character; or
PhYsiognomy Illustrated. The science of ln.
dlvldual traits portrayed by the tempenunents and fea.
tnres. lllustrated by 260 wood cuts. -By Joseph Simms,
M.D. 650 pages ,Bvo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
111t edges, $4.50.
Paine's Works.
Palne•s Theolo~tical Works. Including The
Age of Reason, Exlimlnatlon of Prophecies, Letter to the
Bishop of Llaudatr, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a ateel-plate
portrnlt. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one volume, as above. $3, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political 'Vorks. ln~ludlng Common
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age of Reason. An Investigation of true
and fabulous theology .. Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age of'Reasou and Au Examination
ot: •he Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
Common Sense. Paine's ftrst work. 15 cento.
The Crisis. Containing nnmbers from I. to XVI.
lncluaiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The Rights ofMau. For the oppreBBed of human•
lty. Paper, 40cents; cloth, 75cents.
D. M. Benuett•s Works.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
formers. 1,075 P!lges, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
moroccot gilt edges, "'.50.

C~i~e!'~':.':P:.t~~e:~tf~s. cr.,~_rc~i1l'~:!~

· Cloth, ~.00; I esther, .4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Gods and Relidous or Ancient and
Modern 'I' hues. Two VOlumes. Written In prison.
In

cloth,~.OO

per volume,or$5.00 for the two volumes;

ln.Jeatber, $7.00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
From Behind the Bars. A series of lettera
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Price, ~1.50.
•
Au lnftdel Abroad. A series of letters w;rltten
during a visit o! ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
$1.50.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
upon the gods of the Semltlc nations Including Allali,
Jehovah, Sats'!t the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the VIrgin
Mary, and the J>lble. To the latter 230 pages are devoted,
showing that book to be a very Inferior production for,.
first-class G<ld. SSS large pages. Paper covers, 60 cen to;
cloth, $1.
Judaism. Chr.btlautty,aud Mohammed•
auism examined hlstorlcaUy and critically. It Is
thought to be the most damaging exhlblt of Cbrlstlanlt;y
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.

a~kif.7cPJ::~~~~!'i:.i~~~~t~~!~.~~~s~~~

cloth,$1.
The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Irumphrey. 550 pages. Price, ~1.
Beuuet·t·Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lord G<ld
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50
cents.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. BelngS,OOO queatlons propounded to his Jewish G<ldshlp upon a great vari-

ety of subjects. Paper, 50 centst cloth, 75 cents.

What 1 Dou•t Believe. What I Do Believe.
Why and Wherefore. (Fortlrcomlng.) 850 pp.,
12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
· Deacon Skidmore•s Letters. First De1100n of
Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church Incidents
and his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

AnthonY Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Eighth and Last Letter t'rom Ludlow•
Street Jail. 10 cents.
Letters rrom Albany Penitentiary. 25
cents.
Matter. Motion. Life. and Mind. 10cents.
The Gods ot'Superstltiou. 8 cents.
The Great Rellgioul!l or the World. lOctB.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
;resus Christ.· Considered u.s an Infidel. 10 cents.
An Hour With the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Saints and Sinful Shepherds. 10
cents.
Honest 4tnestlons and Honest Answers.
5 cents.
Au Open Letter to J e11us Christ. 5 centa.
B. F. Underwood's Works.
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influence o
Ohrlstlanlty on Civilization; Christianity ann Materia!lam;
What Liberal!!!!!) otrers In Place of'Chrlstlan!ty_; Sclentlfta
Materialism; Woman; Splrltnallsm from a Materlallstlo
Standpoint; Paine tbe Political and Religious Reforme rp,
Materialism and Crime· W!ll the Coming Man Worsh1
G<ld? Crimea and Cruelties of ChristianitY: the Anth odrltJ
of the Bible; Freethought Judged by Its Fruits; Our 1 eas
of God. 800pp., paper,60cents; clotb,$1.
t:uftuence ot: Christianity upon Civilization. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15cents.
What J,iberalism Offers in Place ot
Christianity. 10 cents.
,.
Sclentlftc M aterlallsm : ltllllleau1D.. ancl
Tendency, lOcents.
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A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
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THB.-Je!~its are reported to be negotiating
for the Imperial Hotel a.t Dover, in Engl¥ld,
which is to, be occupied by a number of' the
THE na.tiona.l debt of England is held by brethren expelled from France. They hav
about twenty-three thousand people-; tha.t of leased Pea.k House, nea.r Sidmouth, a. large,
fine place, with , extensi v grounds and comFrance by about ·four million.
manding charming views of the sea.
TJ.LMAGB a.nd Bernhardt continue advertising
each other. It is now the player's turn; the
A CHURCH in the interior of Pennsylvania.
last notice ca.me from the pulpiteer.
wants money, a.nd proposes to raise it by a
THB Scientific American estimates tha.t more fa.ir. To start the fair the pastor asks for dothan $35,000,000 wa.s brought into the United nations. "Send cash," he sa.yll, "but if not
ca.sh, then send us anything tha.t we ca.n turit_
States last year by foreign immigrants.
into cash." Already poultry a.nd provisions of
A LOCAI. preacher prayed in meeting," Lord, various kinds are coming up to the help of the
keep us from living in the seventh chapter of Lord against the mighty.
Romans, a.nd help us into the eighth."
AMONG the Hindoos it was formerly the case
THE Roman Catholic priest a.t Lewistown, tha.t the Bra.hma.ns were the only educated
Ill., went on a. hilarious spree with a. party of people. The la.w of caste'6ut off all the others
youn~ fellows, a.nd has been deposed by his a.nd kept them in compa.ra.tiv ignorance. Most
bishop.
of the converts to Christianity ca.me from the
A LITTLE Sunday-school girl whose father is lower castes. The indications now are tha.t
a tailor sa.id to her teacher, "I ca.n a.lwa.ys tell caste is breaking down, a.nd tha.t a.ll are to ha.~
when father ma.kes a misfit, for when he comes an equa.l chance for enjoying the advantages
of education.
home he givs fits to mother a.nd me."
A PAsToR CoNFESSES..- The Rev. B. C.
OUTSIDE of Ba.ltimore there is not one ~elf
Miller, of Roxbury, N. Y., boarded with Mr.
sustaining Baptist church in a.ll the sta.te of
David Williams a.nd became very fond of Mrs.
Ma.ryla.nd. This statement is ma.de by a. corWilliams. A neighbor coming in unannounced
respondent of the Examiner and Chronicle.
one day caught the good man a.nd the goon
THE Rev. John .A. Huegli, of Detroit, has wife in very close contact a.nd immediately rebrought a. snit for $5,000 a.ga.inst the ma.n who tired. It soon got noised around, a.11d the good
accused him of withdrawing from the Roman shepherd confessed that he wa.s kissing the
, Catholic church a.nd joining the Lutheran in ~ood sister, but it wa.a a " holy kiss." Of
order to marry.
course it wa.s holy.
Two pyramids built by a king of the Sixth
A WATCHMAKE:& ,of Copenhagen hii.S conDynasty hav peen discovered to the north of structed a. clock tha.t needs no winding up. It
Memphis. They were buried beneath the is kept going constantly by means of a.n elecsand, The vaults and chambers a.re covered tric current tha.t operate& on the spring a.nd
with inscriptions.
maintains an:unviu-yiJ]g. a.nd permanent sta.te
THB Interior complains tha.t some of the of tension. Attention to the electric battery
ministers who send items of church news too once or twi<>e a. year is a.ll tha.t is necessary to
frequently giv information -regarding themselvs, keep the·clock in motion for an indefinit time.
instead of tha.t which is of public interest in If this is true, it probably comes nearer being
perpetua.l motion tha.n anything yet heard of.
regard to religious work.
THE potency of our clergy is illustrated by
the fa.et tha.t Chiga.go is the only .American
eity in which Bernhardt has not, thus far in
her tour, been assailed from the pulpit, and her
receipts there were the smallest.
·
AN English doctor says that in large cities
night air is often the best and purest a.ir to be
had in twenty-four hours, and tha.t fully onehalf of a.ll the diseases afllic ting humanity a.re
occasioned by people sleeping with their winiows shut.
STEPHEN G:&EER and R. Luckey were attending a revival meeting held in the United Brethren church. They quarreled a.nd made attempts to strike ea.ch other. They then withdrew from the church, a.nd in a. long a.nd
bloody contest outside Greer stabbed Luckey
nine times, making fa.ta.l wounds.
THE daughter of a clergyman at Napa, Ca.l.,
went to a circus. On the following Sunday her
father preached on sinful amusements, and
used her case a.s. a.n illustration. In the Sunday-school tha.t afternoon he said .tha.t she was
impenitent, a.nd moved her expulsion ; but a
vote being taken the pupils failed to support
his fatherly motion.
UP to Dee. 31st the French government had
expelled, a.ll told, 5,768 members of religious
orders, including 2,464 Jesuits, 409 Franciscans, 406 da.puohins, 294 Dominicans, 240
Oblates, 239 Benedictines, and 126 Redemptorista. The 1,450 Trappists, though equally
smitten by the decree, ha.d not as yet been
turned out of doors.
AFTER " very spirited bidding," a pew in a
Christian church in this city was knocked
down by a secular auctioneer in a secular salesroom to an opulent Christian for ,$760. _Fancy
che fa.ce tha.t ~a.ul of Tarsus would hav m11.de
over a.n announcement that Pew No. 58 in the
·Church of the Disciples,· J erusa.lem, ha.d been
knocked down, after very spirited bidding, to
ibrot~er Demetrius for 760 ~hekels I But
"Th83' didn't now eT~hln' 001niba-Judee.'

THE dissatisfied party in the church of England ha.s accepted the invitation of the Archbishop of Canterbury to state what reforms
are needed in the government a.nd management
of the church. The statement i~ a. formidable
one. It asks for the repea.l of the Public
Worship Regulation act, the dismissal of Lord
Penza.nce, a.nd the declaration tha.t a.ll the a.cts
done by him a.re void, It demands the abolition of Privy Council interference with the
church, and the removal from the House of
Lords of stipendiary.
IT is remarkable that the working classes of
Germany hav taken little part in the anti-Jewish agitation. At a. stormy meeting in Berlin
the other day, in which the Jews were denounced as a people " unfit to mix with other
races," a workingman ha.d the courage. to state
that " after sevenl:een years' hard work in Berlin, although a Christian himself, his experience was tha.t Jewish employers ha.d, as a rule,
treated him far better than his co-religionists."
He accordingly proposed a resolution " in favor
of religious liberty." The result was tha.t the
meeting hissed him a.nd turned him out.
THE Free church of Scotland is in something
like a. free fight over its methods of praising
the Lord. .According to the custom which has
long prevailed in most of the churches of Scotland, this church ha.s ma.de nse of psa.lms exclusivly. The young people demand a. change
both in the style a.nd volume of their praise
material. The collection which they ha.v been
using for ma.ny years contains less than two
hundred psalms. They want a book of hymns
a.nd psa.lms containing in all about 370 metrica.l compositions. The battle over the rejection
or adoption of this book rages fiercely. In
connection with it the old fight about organs
comes up. The venerable Dr. Begg is one of
the most earnest in his opposition to musica.l
instruments of a.ll kind&, and exerts himself to
the utmost to prevent what he calls the desecration of the ehurche1 by organs and b7 eompo•itioDJ which are UllinJ.pirtd.
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UP to the beginn!ng of J1jhe month the Rev.
Dr. Todd'• church, in the city of New Haven,
professed in its manual to believe in " the condemnation of the wicked to everlasting punishment." It has now discarded this cheering
formula, 'and leaves the future fa.te · of the
wicked a.n open question, contenting itself with
professing a. belief tha.t the Lord will come to
judge the world in righteousness. This action
on the part of a church under the eaves of
Y a.le College will not lessen the a.nxie~ of orthodox Congrega.tiona.lists, East and West,
over the present drift of things in the denomiria.tiori.
,
A SHORT time a.go some RuS!lia.n pea.sanis
were drawing water from a well in Ga.dia.tch,
when one of them spied a. picture of the Virgin
floating on the surface of the liquid. ThEly_
w_ere soon ~oined .by two villa.g.f ~.!(whof;~e
p1cture bemg pomted out __to ;,~he),i\1, ,iiecl'a.red
that, only two hours previo~ly; th~y ha.d seen
it flying a.bout.hi the a.ir, and watched it a.s it
gently descended into the well. This story
spread throughout the district of Gadia.toh like
wildfire, a.nd as soon as it ca.me to th~ ears of
the landowners upon whose propeffl the" holy
welll~ was situated, he lost no ijme in building
a chapel over the spring.,-"Tp tlilll chapel the
popull).tion of th_e dislndha.s 's1nce repaired in
daily increasing numbers, 1ea.ving the churches
empty 'of their congregations even on Sundays
and saints' da.ys, so tha.t the looa.l clergy eventua.lly a.pp-Iied to the police authorities for a.n
official investigation of the alleged miracle. In
compliance with this requisition, the Sta.novoi
of Ga.dia.tch forthwith betook himself to the
chapel, seized the miraculous picture, a.nd deposited it in the police office. Subsequent inqniry has brought to light the fa.ct tha.t the
Virgin's counterfeit presentment ha.d been purchased of a. traveling peddler by the speculativ
landowner above mentioned, who ha.d utilized
it, with the assistance of his peasa.nt1'5', for the
creation of a sacred shrine upon his estate, and
ha.d a.lrea.dy cleared a. handsome sum by appropriating the money offerings of the pilgrim& who had flocked to the " holy well"
from a.ll parts of the surrounding country.
This ingenious gentleman is safely in prison,
a. waiting his tria.l for sacrilege.
IT is somewhat painful to see tha.t quarrels
a.nd contentions a.re still prevailing in ma.ny
parts of the Christian brotherhood. In Tarrytown, N. Y., a serious difficulty between a pastor a.nd a. leading member ha.s just been hushed
up. In Bellema.n, Pa., a. fierce war between
the Appel party a.nd the anti-Appel party has
been raging for severa.l weeks. It was hoped
the quarrel had subsided, but it has broken out
a.new. The Rev. Mr. Appel a.nd his party had
been shut out of the church, and they ma.de a.
formidable attempt to gain possession. The
Rev. Appel ga.ve it ·out that he would preach
again in the church if it cost blood, a.nd
his friends were determined to accomplish it
if they ha.d to go behind prison ba.rs in consequence. But their opponents were on the a.lert,
and were too strong for the Appelites. They
guarded the doors a.nd windows of the church
both da.y and night armed with bludgeons.
Appel a.nd a. number of friends went to the
church a.t 9 A.M., and demanded, in the name
of God, admittance to the church, but the sta.lwart Christia.us with the bludgeons did not
recognize their authority, a.nd held their ground.
The Appelites considering discretion the better
part of valor, concluded to make no a.tta.ck,
a.nd assuaged their disappointed feelings by
holding service out doors in a snow-storm. In
concluding his service the Rev. Mr. Appel announced that in four weeks from da.te he
would hold service in the church. " No you
won't," shouted a. half-dozen opponents, who
stood about the do<Jr of the church. " You are
not our minister, a.nd you can't come in." A
few minutes afterward the Rev. Mr. Appel
left the fr•nt of the church followed by his
bodyguard. The crowd lingered for a long
time, and ftna.lly dispersed without -doing any
v:tolenoe. ·

THE business part of West Point, Ga., waa
burnt on Friday last.
AN attempt was recently made to assassinate
the President of Hayti.
CoAL oil in large quantities ha.s been struck
in Ontario county, N. Y.
OwmG .to the severity of the winter many
fine orang~ groves in Florida. are ruined.
H~~ ha.s nominated Stanley Matthews, of
O'tio, to be a judge of the Supreme Court.

.

THE United States of Columbia has applied
for admission tO the Universa.l Postal Union.
A LOCAL steamer was recently lost near
Singapore. Nearly a.. hundred persons were
drowned.
- ,_.
THl!-foolored Republicans of the South are
endeavoring to secure Senator Brnce a place in.·
G&rfield:s cabinet.
~-!.'f;._
PRo:r. HuxLEY ha,s .been appointed inspector
of fisheries in England:· ,.,The duties are light
and the salary goo!!.
.. .
·Jif
DR. BoND,a.feaalng citl'~~ of~Sa.line county,
.Arka.nsa.s, wa.s recently buried a.live by the
caving in .,.9f a._ well.·
A DESPERATE labor riot took }Jlace a.t Leigh,
England, a. few da.ys ago. There were twenty:
thousand miners present.
,.:c;'
·
"'
THE Rev. Mr. Sa.pp, ex-treastlr~ of_.Andrew
county, Mo., ha.s disappeared:'
ts offiCia.lA~
counts were $2,000 short.
,,
..
A wollt'AN in Toronto recently killed her two
children in a fit of anger. She then attempted
to commit suicide, but failed.'
THE Chinese of this city commenced the celebration of their New Years on Sa.turda.y last.
They keep up the festivities several da.ys.
GREAT damage ha.s been done by the floods
in the southern and central parts of Spain.
The railroads in ma.ny places a.re under water.
FouR young children were burnt to death at
.Altona., N.Y., a few days a.go, the house having taken fire during the absence of the par·
ents.
A MAD dog ran through the streets of this
city a few nights ago, savagely a.tta.cking all he
met. He bit twenty persons before he was
killed.
THE British hav met with se,·ere reverse!!
in their recent encounter with the BoE'rs in
South Africa.. In the last con:flict several hundred men were lost.
THE state trials in Dublin are over. The
jury disagreed, a.nd Parnell and his associates
in the La.nd League movement are free to con•
tinue the a.gita.tion.
THE streets of this city are in a very bad
condition, owing to the heavy falls of snow
which ha.v accumulated, a.nd street blockades
are of daily occurrence.
GAMBLING houses in this city are being pretty
thoroughly broken up by the police, but gambling in private club rooms is becoming more
preva.lent tha.n ever before.
T.m: Oneida. Community, since its change of
base, seems to be in a. more flourishing condi•
tion tha.n ever. They ha.v mere orders for
their goods tha.n they can fill.
SENATOR FosTE& has been nominated by
Hayes to ta.ke the place of United States District-.Attorney Woodford in this city. It may
be possible to get Colgate indicted for his vaa·
eline anti-conception pamphlet now.
THE wa.lking-matoh which ended on Satur·
day night last proved to be the most interestin'
tha.t ever took place. Of the thirty sta.rten
only five held out to the finish. John Hughea,
tbe wiLner, ma.de 568 miles in six days, and
ha.d severa.l hours to spare. This biata the
previous record by two mil•·
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ifli§cussioq.
[From till National Reformer.]

Report of a Debate
BETWEEN THE REV. A .. HATCHARD .AND MRS. ANNIE
·BESANT, AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
SECOND NIGHT.-GONTINUED.
:MR. HATCHARD.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen: Before I
enter to-night upon what I hav really to say, I want
to say one word, and that is this : I am exceedingly
obliged to all those friends who hav written me a
lot of letters regarding this debate, telling me what
I was to say and what I was not to say. But I can
only use my own brains, and not other people's, and
if I don't follow the course that some persons present
say that I ought to take, it is because I think I am
doing the right thing in what I am about to do. I
may say at once that I don't intend to follow Mrs.
Besant over all the ground she has gone upon, but to
tell you another story. I fully expected that she
would follow the course which she has. to-night,
because she has printed these opinions. I will giv
you another picture, which is a.contrast to the picture which she has presented to you. It has been
said by some persons that Christianity did not introduce many new intellectual truths to the world.
That is directly the fact, but my contention is that,
in short, both the revolution and the revelation of
Christianity-that the change effected by Christianity-was a moral one and not an intellectual one. I
say that Christianity has nothing at all that is not in
harmony with the highest philosophy and the highest science, and I am prepared to prove that; bl\t I
do say most distinctly that Christianity was intended
to he a moral revelation to the world, and I stand
here to challenge the-world to-night to contradict
that which I am about to set before yon. I suppose
there is no person present who has not read at some
time or other the first chapter of St. Paul's Epistle to
the Romans. If you hav not read that, I do most
earnestly request yon to do so when you get home,
and to ponder it and think most carefully over it. I
may he told at once that it is only St. Paul who
speaks this, and, in short, that he is not worth attention. Let me tell you that St. Paul simply givs the
WGrds of many of the writers of antiquity- he
exactly givs us a picture of the heathen vices of his
time, which, ladies and gentlemen, are so truly
abominable and defiling that before an audience in
which there are a great many ladies I would rather
not read the verses. If there were only Mr. Bradlaugh and a few gentlemen here, and the doors were
locked, I would not mind going into these subjects.
Ihav told you that that was the state of the heathen
world, and that it was a true and faithful picture of
what the heathen world was at the time of St. Paul.
Now, mind you, St. Paul is corroborated by a mass
of testimony, and by a number of evidences which
are literally overwhelming. You may ask me what
were some of the prominent vices which were practiced at the time of St. Paul. Slavery was one, and
slavery was universal. I may he a most ignorant
person, hut I say that J esns Christ had love to man;
I see that St. Paul had this; I see in the principle of
Christian brotherhood that there was laid the great
principle which opposed slavery in the ancient
Roman world; and, with all due deference to our
chairman, I say that it was Christian principle and
Christian feeling which opposed slavery in the Southern states of America. You may think I am a very
ignorant man in saying this, hut I say it was Christian feeling in the Roman Empire, too, that was the
cause of slavery being gradually given up. From
different councils and different ancient authors we
see that it was the church of which yon hav heard so
much to-night that stood between the slaves and
their masters-that extended the power of her protecting hand or arm on their behalf. A Roman
Catholic friend of mine-a Roman Catholic, mark
you !-has taken the trouble to collect in the British
Museum for me a whole mass of authorities upon
this question, and I tell you that they are so vo_luminous that they hav astonished me. 1 will giv l\lrs.
Besant my notes if they are of any use to her. I
speak respectfully.
·
Just for a moment or two let me refer you to
Juvenal. Juvenal is truly what is called a satirist.
Juvenal, mind you, was not a burlesque writer.
Now let me tell you that Juvenal is one of the greatest names in Roman literature; and any of you who
cannot read the Latin may buy a translation for
about a shilling. Now I say distinctly that what is
taught here is exactly the truth. This is Dryden's
translation. I wish there were no ladies here. The
sixth satire is so had that I cannot read it before this
audience. I say the picture of vice and immorality
and profligacy here is something which is simply
·alarming.
Now, our chairman knows the Luxembourg, in
Paris. They hav a collection of beautiful pictures
there, and amongst them there is a splendid painting of "The Romans of the Decadence," and of the

profligacy depicted by Juvenal and St. Paul. There
1s shown what Juvenal aays and what St. Paul says.
I hold in my hand "Horace." Listen just to this.
This is a quotation which I looked out this afternoon. · It occurs in the first· book of his satires, and
in the third satire. He is speaking .about the punishment of the slaves, and he goes on in this way:
"Lastly, since the vice of ire, likewise other vices
adhering to fools, cannot be cut off entirely, why
does not reason use her own weights and measm·es,
and, as each thing is,- so coerce offenses by punishment? If any one should fix that slave on a cross,
who having been ordered to take away a dish shall
hav licked the half-eaten fishes and warm. sauce;
among sane persons he would be called more insane
than Labeo" (The Classical Student's Translation
of H01·ace, ed. 1844, pp. 160, 161).
Do you understand what this means? It means
this, that a man-mind you, this Horace was a
heathen-a slave who simply partakes of a piece of
any delicacy-say a fish, is' punished, his master
having supreme power over him, by ordering him
away to be crucified on that account, and that is the
custom or practice which Horace alludes to. The
cruelty, the vice, and the immorality of the Roman
Empire is something that you can hardly credit.
There are no common books which giv a good
account of this, simply because the majority of
authors do not like to defile their pages with the
immorality and licentiousness that abounds in these
classics, but here is one which does. This is a wellknown book, which was published some hundred
years ago. It is called "The Advantage and N ecessity of the Christian Revelation shown from the
state of Religion in the Ancient Heathen World."
It is by John Leland; doctor of divinity, who Mr.
Bradlaugh well knows is the author of a book
against the Deists. I say that that book is a black,
appalling, fearful picture of what the state of the
heathen world was morally.
I say nothing about Jerusalem when Jesus of
Nazareth came into the world. Don't take my word
for it, but listen attentivly to what I say; and I stand
here against all the Freethinkers of England, I stand
here before all the world, to bring evidence of what
I hav said of the awful and appalling vices in Rome
and the neighboring nations at the time when Jesus
came into the world. It was because Christ came
with the pure gospel, because it reproved and
denounced the follies of the time, because it taught
purity of morals and uprightness of life, that a large
number of the heathens were so opposed to it and
him. Why, if you will only get these two small
volumes you will see for yourselvs. These two books
are "The Early Empire," and the "Age of the
Antonines," by Mr. Capes, the Reader of Ancient
History in the University of Oxford. Now the
truth is this, these two books giv the same kind of
account, but not so extended as I hav told you with
regard to Leland. I am going on at great length,
showing you the state of the heathen world, because
I think it is very important tha.t you should kilow
what the world was like at that time, and what
Christianity has done to make it better. If you will
only look carefully over the pages of another author,
Mosheim, you can see most clearly what were some
of the vices, anr1 how Christianity operated in correcting these follies, in teaching these people higher
and nobler views of life. I say the influence of
these truths was such that at the time they were
preached they purified the people. Within the first
few years their effects were not so apparent, but as
time rolled on-between the time of Paul and the
time of Constantine-the rapid advance in teaching
men nobler and higher ways of life was apparent in
that age, and is apparent on the page of history.
Why, ladies and gentlemen, I should hardly dare
to tell you what so great a man as Pla.to taught !
What did Plato teach? Did Plato allow fornication? Did Plato appoint a community of women in
his republic? 'l'hat is, men were to hav wives in
common. Read Plato's "Republic." You see how
these vices were the great curse of the heathen
world. They were really a large part of the means
of the decline of the lioman Empire. If I do nothing else to-night than leave this upon your minds let
me tell yon again that the change wrought by Christianity was a moral change. I did not hear the book
mentioned by Mrs. Besant, but the view placed
before you by Mrs. Besant was much the same as is
presented in Draper's " Conflict between Science and
Religion." In that book you get a one-sided view,
and I tell you that there might be a very different
picture painted by another hand. Christianity was
not so much intended to be an intellectual change as
a moral change, and I stand here to-night to tell you
that that moral change was effected in the Homan
Empire by Christianity to a very great extent. I
believe I may say entirely so. You will say it may
be true, but Christianity is now worn out, and people do not believe in it; in short, that it is dead. I
stand be1'e to-night to bring before you facts as to
what Christianity effected in the Roma.n Empire in
the first three centuries, between the time of Jesus
of Nazareth and the time of Constantine, and also
facts as to the great change which has been effected
in India during the last eighty years. I stand before

you to-night to defen.l Christianity from this charge
of being rlead. I can defend it, and hav done so
through a large part of England and Ireland before
to-night.
Mrs. Besant told you last week in very eloquent
words about Chri ;bna. There is not an atom, not
a tittle, of proof that the story of Chrishna existed
before tl1e time of Jesus of Nazareth. I hold in my
hand a book that is somewhat well known. It. is
this: "Christ and other Masters: a Historical
Enquiry," by Archdeacon Hardwick. This hook is
published by Macmillan. His object is to draw a
picture of the various religions of the ancient world,
and he goes very cia horately into the question of t.he
religions in India. I stand here before you to-night
to tell you that there is not a tittle of proof to show
that the story of Chrisbna, aR we ]mow it in the
Indian hooks of to-day, existed qefore the time of
Jesus of Nazareth; but there is a "\•ery great amom1t
of evidence to show that the story of Chrishna
became popular in India about the sixth century, in
the form in which we know it now, and you would
he astonished to see the evidence which Archdeacon
Hardwick givs in this book. His notion appears to
be that the original story about Chrishna got mixed
up with the story of our gospels, when they found
their way into India. (A laugh.) Let me toll the
_g-entleman who laughs that I can prove it to he the
truth, and I tell the gentleman who laughs that I
hav made it my business to understand these thi11gs.
I cannot finish my snbject to-night. Some time in
January or February I hope to come here and lecture on these subjects. I can lecture for an hour, ·
and I shall be happy to meet l\Irs. Besant in the same
way as we meet now if she likes.
In India they chiefly worship three gods-Brahma,
Vishnu, and Siva. Now, I only, to-night, hav to do
with Vishnu. Vi~<hnu is' the second person of the
Hindoo triad or trinity. Don't confound this with
our doctrin of· the trinity. Only ignorant persons
do so ! There is no similarity or resf'm hlance, and
no one who knows anything of the subject would
confound them. This person, Vishnu, whose name
means to enter or pervade, the Hindoos believe bas
had nine incarnations in the past, and one incarnation in the time which is to come. I say this Vishnu
is supposed to hav been nine times incarnate, and he
has one to come in the future. In one of these
incarnations he is called Cbrisbna, and he is one of
the most popular gods in India in some parts.
Ladies and gentlemen, I wish to he a free man !
I don't challenge persecution or prosecution, and,
therefore, I am not going to tell you about Chrishna
to-night; but I hav books on this platform that if
the chairman likes to read to you I will see that he is
sent to prison for doing it. I hold in my hand
Ward's "History, Literature, and Religion of the
Hindoos." What is Ward's evidence? These books
are the original, and they were printed in India.
What does Ward, who stands unchallenged before
the world, say? He givs a picture of degradation,
of fearful immorality, in India, which he dare not
print in English. I could tell you a tale, hut I won't.
Ladies and gentlemen, you know I hav been brought
on t.o the Freethinker's platform, and I must do my
duty; and the heads of the church in London, who
know well I am here, and what I am doing, and who
hav sanctioned my coming, will hold me responsible
if I don't do my duty.
Now, then, besides the evidence which is supplied
by Ward, I hold in my hand the memoirs read
before the Anthropological Society of London, volume ii, page 264. Dr. James Hunt, an intimate
friend and acquaintance of mine, was the president.
It is headed, "Some Remarks on Indian Gnosticism '
or Sacti Puja, the worship of the Female Powers,"
by Edward Sellon, Esq. I don't wish to get sent to
prison, and I don't wish to read it to you. The
worst of this is in Latin, and it shows distinctly the
same kind of black picture of degradation, of vice,
of immorality that existed in the l{oman Empire at
the time when Juvenal wrote his satires, and when
Horace wrote his satires which I hav referred to.
What abOl{t Christianity? I stand here to-night
fearlessly before all the Freethinkers of this country,
and I say Christianity has so altered the whole tone
of Indian society during the lar t eighty years-has
so completely and thoroughly altered the moral tone
-that now there is a totally opposit state of things
to what there was eighty years ago.
I came here armed for the fray, I told you last
week. I hav brought with me testimonies to the
results of Christian missions, which I trust that our
Chairnoan and Mrs. Besant will look at-at least, I
earnestly pray that they will. There are testimonies from the late Lord ];awrence, Lord North brook,
Lord Napier, Sir Bartle Frere, Sir Donald Macleod,
late Lieutenant Governor of the Punjab, and Sir
l{ichard Temple. There are so many that I won't
go over more of them, except Prof. Monier Williams. Let me tell y0u, Freethinkers, that these
testimonies no one -can shake down, that there is a
mass of evidence to show what Christianity has done
in lndia-(interruption)-of what Christianity has
done in India. Keep quiet. That they are simply
overwhelming, and before I hav done with you this
night I will show it you, and more still. It will he
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Gracious ! how saults of demons while the gods churned the sea with been led to belieye that the Vedas of the ancient
the mountain Man dar and forced it to disgorge the Brahmans, the A vesta of the Zoroastrians, the Tripi(TO BE CONTINUED.)
sacred things and animals, together with the water of taka of the Buddhists, the King of Confucius, or the
life, which it had swallowed. These three stories re- Koran of Mohammed are books full of primeval wislate, I think, to the same event shadowed by a moral, dom and religious enthusiasm:, or at least of...sound
What Objections to Christianity~
a metaphysical, and an astronomical allegory, and all and simple moral teaching, will be disappointed on
:MR. MAIR's FIFTH LETTER.-CONCLUDED.
three seem connected with the bieroglyphical sculp- consulting these volumes. Looking at many of the
It is not argued that there are no truths taught in tures of the old Egyptians. The fourth avatar was books that have lately oeen publiflhed on the religpaganism, for it would seem that a belief in a Cre- a lion issuing from a bursting column of marble to ions of the ancient world, I do not wonder that such
ator, in immortality, in personal sinfulness, in future devour a blaspheming monarch who would other- a belief should have been raised, but I have long felt
reward and punishment, in heaven and hell, and a wise have slain his rehgious son, and of the remain- that it was high time to dispel such illusions." The
day of judgment might possibly be vaguely perceived ing six not one has the least relation to a deluge- Vedas themselves distinctly disclaim inspiration,
by reason and a sense of justice. But they could the three which are ascribed to the Tretayug, when however fondly the Indian theologian may argue for
never be anything more than mere belief, and that tyranny and irreligion are said to have been intro- it~ "In many a hymn," writes. the foregoing aunecessarily very confused and imperfect; they could duced, were ordained for the overthrow of tyrants or thority, "the author says plainly that he or his
have no authority over the life, and could produce no their natural tY.pes the giants with a thousand arms friends made it to please the gods, that he made it as
certainty to the heart, unless the wish of Socrates formed for the most extensive oppression, a11d a carpenter makes a chariot (Rig Veda I, 130, 6. v,
was fulfilled and some one sent from heaven with in the Devaparyug the incarnation of Chrishna was 2, ii), or like a beautiful vesture (K V. v. 29, 15); that
knowledge and asRurance to men. The young man partly for the same purpose and partly with a he fashioned it in his heart and kept it in his mind
whom Cicero introduces as anxiously studying his view to thin the world of unjust and impious (R. V.I. 171, 2); that he expects as his reward the
arguments for the immortality of the soul, bnt who men who had multiplied in that age.
. As to favor of the god whom he celebrates (R. V. IV., 6,
while joyously convinced while the page was open Buddha, be seems. to have been a reformer of the 21)." James Legge, in his introduction to his transbefore him, was yet again skeptical when he closed the doctrines of the Vedas, and though his good nature lation of the texts of Confucianism, bears like witvolume, rightly represents the feeling of uncertainty led him to censure those ancient books because they ness to the alleged '·bibles" of the Flowery Kingin the hearts of all the ancient pagans on all impor- enjoined sacrifices of cattle, yet he is admitted as the dom. "The ancient books of China do not profess
tant topics of the future existence, and e.ven as to the ninth avatar even by the Brahmans of Casi "(Asiatic to have been inspired or to contain what we should
being of God and the chief good in this life. Chris- Researches, vol. iii, p. 339). The tenth avatar is yet call a revelation.'? It is interesting in this connectianity on the contrary, to those who receive it, brings future.
tien.to remember that when the Vedas became pop1 have given the full quotation that the reader may ularly known to the natives of India, to whom they
the only thing that can rest the conscien<;e and bring
peace and assurance to the heart-knowledge. "If also judge for himself how reasonable the opinion is had long been "a fountain shut up and a book
any man will do his will he shall know of the doc- that the idea of Christ gn:w out of the above incar- sealed," the claim to their divine inspiration was relinquished by the Brahma Somaj, the most enlighttrine whether it be of God." Millions have tested nations.
the promise and borne witness to its absolute truth.
Sir; William Bays in another lecture: " There is no ened of their sects.
Infidelity cannot adduce from the writings of the shadow then of a foundation for an opinion that
In conclusion, a word about your a,uthorities,
ancients any such assurance or unity of belief in any Moses borrowed the first nine or ten chapters of Gen- which I snppo£o~e to be a proper subject of criticism.
one important truth that Christianity reveals as are esis from the literature of Egypt, still less can the Neither James F. Clarke, Sir William Jones, nor
found in the writings of all Christians. The being adamantine pillars of our Christian faith be moved Max Muller at all uphold your views. Mr. Kersey
of God, immortality, the resurrection, are held by by the result of any debate on the comparative an- Graves iB an uncritical and utterly unr.eliable writer,
all Christians with the conviction and assurance of tiquity of the Hindoos and Egyptians or of any in- whose conceit and assumption is only equaled by
absolute knowledge, while before the advent of quiries into Indian theology."
his ignorance and incompetency to judge between
But accurate chronology is your· greatest enemy. authority and nonsense. Jacolliot is not only unreChrist they were mere guesses. It is therefore absurd to assert that the scriptures borrowed any You cannot prove that any of the resemblances liable, but, according to the testimony of Prof.
of these 'from other religions, not only because the which are claimed between Christianity and any of Muller and Prqf. John Fiske-an Agnostic whose
priority of these religions has not been proved, but the religions of the world are anterior to the captiv- word should certainly be law for lnfidels--contemptalso because while reason seems to teach them, the ity of the ten tribes of Israel, and I believe they are ibly unscrupulous. Mr. Godfrey Higgins, while a
Christian revelation alone has confirmed them, all post-Christian. The alleged "oldest of books," man of considerable learning, was an imaginative
alone has given them any consistency, alone has the Rig Veda, cannot be proved to be as old as parts and very credulous old English gentleman, who,
removed from them the various superstitions, of the Old Testament, a fact which Prof. Muller, while he had the leisure and taste to amass conimmoralities, and false teachings under which they with all his devotion to Sanskrit, acknowledges siderable interesting data, had not the critical acuwere buried, and alone given them power over the (Chips, vol. i, p. 5). As a discerning critic says, in a men to sift the wheat from the tares. Dr. Inman,
heart, as it was probably the cause of their being review of the last th1ee chapters of Mr. Mallock's while somewhat of a scholar, I hope had more
held in the world at all. God spake to Adam, God "Is Life Worth Living?" "Seven hundred years common sense in his theories of medicine than of
spake to Noah, and from this source it is altogether before Christ, and two at least before the birth of the the-ology. None of the ideas of the foregoing writers
probable all that was and is true in false religions founder of .Buddhism, the ten tribes of Israel were are original ; they are merely elaborations of the
transported en masse almost to the borders of India. defunct nonsense of Volney and Dupuis. Another
sprang.
Equally absurd is it to object to or charge plagiar- About one hundred and fifty years later the Baby- of this precious school was Robert Taylor, of
ism on the scriptures because false religions recite lonish captivity dispersed the rest of the nation whom you give a glowing but erroneous account
l!everal facts which the Bible asserts to have oc: probably still more widely, a dispersion from which in "The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers."
curred. The characteristic ·insincerity of unbelief is they never more than partially returned. The J\Ir. Taylor was first a minister, then an Infidel, then
borne witness to by this very charge, because a prophecy of a child to be born, son of a virgin, and recanted, again affected Infidelity, married, and
former generation of Infidels profess to reject the yet the mighty God, might thus hav been carried far passed himself as a Christian. In his first Infidelity
scriptures becam~e, as they alleged, prominent facts and wide through India before Buddhism had in he wrote '" Diegesis," and other Infidel books.
I have looked over the "Diegesis," and it is cerlike the deluge, the ark, the savmg of Noah, etc., are fact a history at alL"
The Vedas make no reference to a trinity com- tainly one of the most impudently ignorant
not attested by other than scriptural writers. Thus,
if other creeds support the scriptures in their recital posed of Brahma, Vishnu, and Siva, nor is there any and dishonest productions that have ever fallen
of facts, Infidelity arraigns the Bible for plagiarism teaching of an incarnation. It is only in Hindoo under my eye. But he recanted all this when he
-if they are supposed to be silent on the same salient books that are acknowledged by all critical authori- found Infidelity did not pay. I have lying on the
points, Infidels refuse likewise to believe on the plea ties to be after the establishment of Christianity, table before me a work of his after he had again
of insufficient evidence. We may wonder that any from the first to the twelfth and even later centuries professed Christianity, written against Infidelity,
honest, reflecting mind could be deluded by such dis- A.D., that the doctrines are ta,ugbt of which you, fol- called "Natural History of Religion; or, Youth
lowing Mr. Graves, who followed J\Ir. Higgins, who Armed against Infidelity and Religious Errors.'' I
honest shifting.
It will be seen, however, that unless there are derived his cue from Messrs. Volney and Dupuis, judge he is a poor authority for either side. The
weighty reasons, as there often are, for the silence of claim Christianity borrowed. But the real probabil- case is very similar to the story they tell of a man
pagans, many scriptural facts must find a place in ity is that they all copied from the so-called apo,cry- who had been prominent as an anti-Masonic orator. ·
their histories and religions also of this kind. The phal gospels and the teachings of that corruption of After a while he went West and joined the Masons,
and then returned to the same village where he had
Garden of Eden, the fall of man, Adam and Eve, the Christianity, the Nestorian heresy.
And this is especially true of the story of Christ- declaimed against them and became as strenuously
l!acrifice of animals, the giants before the flood, the
deluge, the saving of Noah and his family, etc., na, or Chrishna, as you spell it, though the general their advocate. A lady who was afraid that her
would naturally be expected to be found i.n all relig- preference seems to be Krishna.. There is ·no simi- husband would be. influenced to join them under his
ions and mythologies. They are facts which oc- larity at all between the m:eamngs of the words sophistry met him in the street one day and accosted
curred in the infancy of the world, before men were Christ and Krishna, as the former means, as every him: "Mr. - - - , some years ago you preached
scattered over the earth, and hence traditions of them one knows, "anointed," and the latter I am informed against Freemasons ?" " Yes." "And now you
must be found among many nations, and such tradi- signifies black. He was not born of a virgin, and, as preach in favor of them ?" "Yes.'' "Well, were
tions uphold the integrity of scripture. Nor need we the famous astronomer Bentley demonstrated by ex- you lying then or are you lying now?"
But I must stop here, asking your and the reader's
l!lhrink from adducing the very avatars or descents of act mathematical calculation founded on his horoVishnu of Hindoo mythology-which you have scope, he must hav been born .A.D. 600 if at all. The indulgence for the extreme length of my letter,
I am, sincerely yours,
G. 1\1. 1HAIR.
brought forward to prove the plagiarism of the idea curwus reader will find many other facts interestingly
of the conception of Christ-as thus confirming bib- grouped in a little book by the editor of the CincinD. M. Bennett's New Book.
lical truth.
·
nati Gazette, which is a· criticism of Mr. Graves's
.
Mr. Bennett has published his European letters in
Sir William Jones, to whom you have so often ap- works and to which I am indebted for part of this
. book form, under the title of "An lnti~el Abroad.''
pealed, in a lecture before the Hoyal Asiatic Society, and the last paragraph.
The claim than Ahriman is a prototype of the bibIt is. wonderful h.ow Mr. Bennet~ picked up so
bears witness of the nine avatars. " The three first
apparently relate to some stupendous convulsions of lical teachings of Satan is another Infidel assertion, much m so short a time .. ~e ha~ piCt~r~cl the perour globe from the fountains of the deep, and the easier made than proven. There is every probability sons, pl~ces, and scenes VISit~d With a VIvidness t.hat
fourth exhibits the miraculous punishment of pride that it is an addition to the early Persian religion, almost Impresses upon us his own pe~s?nal r~ahza
and impiety. Firstly, as we have shown, there was and it is at least doubtful if Cyrus, Darius, or Xerxes ti?n of them. Th?se who _hav. not VISited Europe
in the opinion of the Hindoos ·an interposition of ever heard of him. The religious formula engraved ~Ill fi11d a fun_d of mfor~atwn m these letters that
Providence to preserve a devout person and his fam- by the last two on the rooks at Persepolis and Nags- It wo~ld be difficult to fi~d elsewhere, clothed m so
ily (for all the pundits agree that his wife, though i-Rustam omits all mention of him, and the historian pleasmg and comprehensiv a style. He leads us by
pleasant ways. throng~ the wonders of Home, Lounot named, must be understood to have been saved Herodotus is equally silent.
The religious books of the East themselves are for don, 11-n.d Pans. to Witness . the stupendous works
with him) from an inundation, by which all the
wicked wer~ destroyed; next, the power of the deity the greater part infantile babblings. I had intended a?~ _var~ed gemus of the h,I¥hcst pas~ and pr~sent
descends in a form of a boar, the symbol of strength, introducing quotations, but I have already trespassed Civihzatwn of the world. lhe work IS one of the
to draw up and support on his tusks the whole earth too much on the patience of the reader. I will con- most pleasing among the many books of ~ravel, and
which had been sunk beneath the ocean; thirdly, the tent myself with one or two quotations from Max should. be read by all who take pleasure m coutemsame power is represented as a tortoise sustaining the Muller, whose word on Sanskrit is the highest living plating ~hat tht; past has produced and what the
glohe which had been eonvulsed by the violent alii- earthly authority. He says: "Readers who, have present IS produowg.-.R-ogres.!.
·said that Christianity is dead.
ignorant you must be !
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veins, and although the strongest.niotivwas to knock of the Father and the Son, neither made nor created,
down the man who affronted him, he has ca1led in nor begotten, but proceeding." How easy!
the opposing motivs to such an extent that, all being
First: "The Father is made of none." This is in
combined, they weigh heavier than the once strong- the present tense, showing that God has ever been
The Freedom of the Human Will.
est motiv. Do we not all admit that we hav this and is now i_n a state of formation or being made,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I power, and do we not in our moral nature feel that and as man IS the greatest maker that we know anyobserve in Mrs. Besant's report of the proceedings of when tempted by a strong _motiv we ought to exer- thing about, we conclude that man is continually
making this God or Father. But what do they make
Brussels Conference of Freethinkers, as published in cise it ?
A young man meets in a· stage-coach a woman. him of? The creed says of none, which must mean
the National Reformer, that there was an interesting
discussion of the metaphysical question concerning the After a few hours' conversation with her, !'lhe being no thing or nothing . . Now as the Father is made of
freedom of the will-whether it is always governed fascinating, he finds himself in the chains of love. nothing, he is nothing still, for every man knows
by the strongest motiv, or whether it has a self- So powerful is the newborn motiv which has crossed that something cannot be made of nothing, so it is
determining power, and acts as it pleases. Will you his path that in obedience to it he is willing to lay perfectly plain that the Father is nothing.
indulge me in a few thoughts on this subject?
himself and his fortune at her feet. Her presence
"The Son is of the Father begotten." Now it is a
About the middle of the last century Jonathan is his heaven, and her absence is hell. He would long-established fact that like begets like, and as the
Edwards wrote his famous treatis on the will, which cheerfully risk his life in a duel with. a rival in order Son is of the Father alone, and I hav shown the
stands to this day as a monument to his genius. ln to secure the prize of'her love. He would marry Father to be nothing, so the Son must be nothing
it he proves that the human will is, in a sense, passiv, her instantly if it was possible. Her beauty and also.
and is governed, and ultimates in action, by the loveliness of character, which he has discovered,
The Holy Ghost is of the Father and the Son pro- .
force of the strongest motiv ; not the strongest constitute the strongest motiv, moving power, in the ceeded. Now as the Father and the Son are nothmotiv really in existence, but the strongest as it world now acting upon his will, and he is governed ing, could anything else pt·oceed from them but
appears to the actor himself, and the strongest pres- entirely by it for the time being. But that does not nothing? Consequently the Holy Ghost is nothing.
ent before the mind at the time of action. Edwards' prove that there are not opposing motivs, one of which,
Now we understand it perfectly; w·e hav God the
work was designed to be a defense of the Calvinistic o:r all together, may change the complexion of the F'ather, nothing; God the Son, nothing; and God
system of theology generally, and particularly of the whole case. The young man has as a fellow-traveler, the Holy Ghost, nothing; and these three nothings
two doctrins of the election of the saints to eternal a life-long friend, an old man who has traveled the are one nothing. How easy the trinity comes in I
life and happiness, and the reprobation of the non- ways of love himself, and that friend says, Young·
Now I think this is so plair, "that a wayfaring
elect, who compose the larger part of the human man, pause and reflect. And, beginning with num- man though a fool need not err therein."
family.
ber one, he goes on to giv ten reasons why by no act
This creed was formed over fifteen hundred years
Now, while a man may repudiate both these theo- he should yield permanently to the motiv which has ago, and the clergy bav been trying to mystify it
logical dogmas, and all the rest' that hang to them, he enslaved him. The first reason is as light as a ever since. If they had shown it to the people just
may bold to the metaphysics;'{)£ .Edwards, and call feather to the lover, but at the giving of the fourth as it is, how much happier the world would hav been,
it, with the Duke of Argyle, ~The Heign of Law," or fifth, the youth begins to feel shaken in his pur- for it is the most simple, the easiest to be underor" the machinery of the universe," including human pose; or, to speak metaphysically, the strongest stood, and the most correct description of this pervolition as well as dead matter.
motiv weakens and lof'les weight as it lies in the sonal Godhead that I hav ever seen.
The only objection that a Rationalist can make to scale, and the opposing motivs in the other scale
Mendon, Mich.
DR. E. B. SoUTHWICK.
Edwards' doctrin that the will is governed by the gather in weight and numbers. By the time the old
strongest motiv is that it seems to make man a mere man gets to the tenth reason, the strongest motiv, as
Proceedings of Secular .Association No. 1.
machine acted upon from without by an absolute it once was, has become the weakest. All this
"It mus' be now de kingdom's com in'
God, who has the whole world of motivs at his dis- because the agent, when tempted to act by the pres"An' de year ob jubiloo."
posal, thus destroying man's accountability for his ence of the strongest motiv, paused and let his mind
Goody gracious, Mr. Bennett, I must tell you of
actions, and blotting out the distinction between go through the process of reflecting, whereby his
our meeting last night ! We are all so glad that the
right and wrong. Let us test the questions by a lit- whole course of actions was changed.
tle inductiv reasoning:
If there be a flaw in this argument, the writer is secularization of the nation is so soon to be accom1. Is it not a fact, according with the experience hot aware it, and will be glad to hav it pointed out. plished under the new dispensation. Last night the
of every age, that a person is conscious of his free- To be sure, no attempt is made to reconcile the Greenville Grand Pacific Secular Association, No.
dom to act, or not to act, just as he pleases ? Con- absolute freedom of the human will with the unitary 1, held its first meeting in the chapel. It would hav
sciousness of a thing is the best, nearest, and shortest and unbroken plan of the world expressed by the done you good to hav seen the people of our village
evidence in the world of the truth of that thing. theological phrase, the sovereignity of God, that con- flock to our noble standard-literally all except a few
Argument and demonstration are only longer methods trols the act of every living being by presenting the "obscenity repealers."
The President, Col. Pope, being absent, the Treasof proving to a man a proposition that does not come strongest motiv. But these two seemingly opposit
within the realm of his own consciousness, but only facts compose a mystery, but not an obscurity. It is urer, Col. Begundy, presided with universal satisfacof his intellect.
an absurdity to say that a part is equal to the whole, tion. He happily introduced Col. Spendwind, who he
2. Is it not a fact, proved by science to the satis- or that two straight lines can inclose a apace; but a said would address the meeting.
Col. Spendwind commenced by congratulating us
faction of every intelligent mind, that man and his mystery is a fact so high above us, and so round,
actions, like any other thing, form links in the that there is no place for the human intellect to take that the people of Greenville were the first to enroll
eternal chain of causes and effects which it is the hold of and subject it to examination. Look at the themselvs under the glorious "grand pacific" banner,
province of time in its revolutions merely to unfold? mysteries which hang round the whole subject of which is very·soon to "secularize" the government,
The modern doctrin of the conservation of force electricity, and defy us as yet to understand it. We and bring that happy· time which by faith christenshows that the universe is a unit, and that all per- do not puzzle our brains and stand still because we dom has long seen, proclaimed in a Bethlehemite
sons, things, and events are but fractions of the cannot reconcile the conflicting features of the phe- stable. He thanked God that those who hav for
unit, that there is a plan or system of things which nomenon. We hitch it up like a mule, and put it to many years been hurling the irresistible shafts of
reason, argument, and ridicule against the church
dispenses entirety with miraculous interposition, but work in the service of man.
and
the dominant party, to the great detriment of
is executed by the unbroken operations of natural
This, then, seems to be the conclusion of the whole
law.
matter. Our understandings teach Ulil that our per- our. cause, hav at length become sensible of the
3. Is it not a fact that of the countless murders sons, and our volitions, which lead to actions that injury done to the feelings of our Christian friends,
committed, no man was ever yet known to excuse exert momentous influence on human affairs, are all and hav resolved to do so no more, but in the future
himself because he felt that he was irresistibly necessary parts of the iron-linked plan of the world, turn their attention to the cause of "Secularization."
impelled to do the deed? The point I make is that which time in its progress reveals. The relations He dwelt at considerable length upon the unparalwhile it is true that the plan of the world includes in between these parts are so intimate, old effects being leled outrage of the Catholics of New York receivits design and execution the voluntary actions of all only new causes of future effects, as to justify us in ing public funds for the support of their schools;
organized beings, no man excuses himself for a bad saying, without a figure of speech, that that part of and as they are universally .Democrats, and are by
act on that account because he is conscious of his the universe called our world is a unit. We are no J;Deans expected to rally under our glorious banner
freedom to dQ otherwise.
conscious, nevertheless, and therefore harbor no of "Secularization," this ought to end at o·nce. In
4. As to the reconciliations between the conscious- doubt, that we are perfectly free in our actions, and conclusion he expressed the well-grounded hope
ness of a man's freedom to act or not act as he do exactly as we please, without compulsion from that before the expiration of the present year the
pleases, on the one hand, and on the other hand that any quarter, and are therefore responsible for our church everywhere throughout our land would rush
the universe is a plan, including every person, thing, actions. And we know from a thousand experiences to the " Grand Pacific plan of Secularization," and
and moment of time, that is a matter we hav nothing in life that when distracted and unable promptly to that by the 1882d anniversary of the birth of our
to do with. Facts are facts whether we compre- act by a variety of conflicting motivs we hav the Savior, the lion of Infidelity and the lamb of Chrishend their relations to each other or not. Facts power to sit in judgment on the case, examin these tianity would lie down together, and be led to preen
alone are the objects and subjects of all knowledge, motivs deliberately, call in others from a distance, pastures under the shade of our glorious banner of
and the" facts we hav mentioned are on all hands and by reflections make the whole of them to change "Secularization." (Universal applause.)
Bro. ~ ee~ly rejoiced in the early prospect of the
admitted to be such.
places, the weaker ones at the moment taking the
5. If it be true, then, that the will is invariably place of the stronger, and the strongest of all at the "Seculanzatwn" of the government ; for then his
governed by the strongest motiv presented to the time taking the place of the weakest. This is the children in the school will no longer be compelled
mind is not man a mere irresponsible, moral mauhine? reason why men feel responsible for their actions, to read the obscenities, vulgarities, and falsehoods in
'
and is not God an arbitrary despot impelling him and they could neither be nor feel responsible unless the pretended word of God.
He was promptly called to order by the chairman, ·
into sin, and then punishing him by the terrible ~·on they were and felt themselvs to be free.
who informed him that nothing could be allowed to
sciousness of guilt, and perhaps by a public execuEnon Valley, Pa., Jan. 20, 1881.
A. B. B.
hurt the _feelings of Christians. This is duly in cor~
tion for his offense ? To this I reply, Eve.ry sarw
porated m our Constitution, and a repetition of the
man, when he is tempted to commit a crime, or when
offense would subject him to expulsion.
he feels the superior force of a bad motiv tugging at
The .Athanasian Creed Explained.
Col. Gingerlost said that in the past he had said
his will, has the power to pause and reflect, by which
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
I mean that he has the power to call up the opposing came across the orthodox creed the other day for the much about the "Mistakes of Moses," "Hell," etc.,
motivs, and to study their numbers and their force, first time. I had always understood that it was but in the future he should be silent on all theee
until they outweigh the one that prompts him to something entirely beyond our reason to compre- points.
Prof. Upperwood declared he had dwelt mu'ch on'
action. This goes upori the presumption that there bend or understand. I think I hav heard Col. lugeris always in existence somewhere a stronger motiv soll hold it up for ridicule on this account. I was the "Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity," but wae
to do right than to do wrong, and the business of a surprised when I came to read it to find how easy it now an advocate of the new di-Spencer-ation.
Adjourned to meet next Wednesday evening in the 1
moral and accountable agent, when he is tempted, is was to understand. I read it over several times, to
to hunt up that motiv or motivs by the mental proc- ·be sure there was nothing incomprehensible about it. Presbyterian church.
The hearty congratulations indulged in showed
ess called refleution. The Quakers hav a rule that And then the doctrin of the trinity is perfectly simwhen any one is provoked to speak or act unadvised- pie when you understand the orthodox creed. The the universal satisfaction of all. 572~ already enrolled.
SEOULARIST.
ly he must keep entirely silent 11ntil he can deliber- creed is this:
Greenville, Jan. 19, 1881.
·
ately count one hundred; an irritable man one bun"The Father is made of none neither created nor
dred and fifty. During this time the blood bas a I begotten. The Son is of the Father alone, neither · P. S.-Being a poor speller it is a wo~der if I haT
chance to, cool, and go more slowly through the made nor created, but begotten. The Holy Ghost is made no errors in orthography.
S.
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regarding religious infatuation hav not been. exagA New League.
I be~ieve that Liberal~, ":ho are neces~arily the g~rated. But what shall be said of Protestant counOur
friend
J.
H.
Burnham, of Michigan, is stirring
most smcere and enthusiaStic admirers of the real tnes_? Ther~, too, the army of paid priests and pious up the Liberals of his state. Last week he was at
marvels of nature, will be much interested in learn- p~nswners still shout, "Glory to God in the highest; Lowell, and the result is the Lowell, Michigan, Auxing that a key-bo~r~ of undressed stones, giving him alone shall we serve." And while solicitations iliary Liberal League (No. 29), John M. Mathewson
forth the most melodious sound~, h_as been curiously are Gonstantly made. to the wealthy and great, as President; and James H. Weeks, Secretary.
'
collected. Mr. Baudre, of Pans, IS the gentleman well ~~to the ~u~ermg poor, for " offerings to the . This League takes the place and number of the
who after a quarter of a century's perseverance .and Lo~d, the Chr;st1an God has superabundant gifts, Albany, N. Y., auxiliary which seceded with Mr.
search t~rough every part of France has succeeded while. the pressmg wants of Christian men are com- Abbot in 1878.
in p~ovmg the truth ?f his hypothesis that the parativly overlooked, vast numbers being still allowed
I am happy to be able to report the following
quarnes of ~ature contamed, ready and waiting only to remain in their normal state of destitution. Verily additional annual members:
the
home
of
pauperism
is
in
Christian
lands
for ~he magiC touch of man, all the various notes of
Henry Gildemeister, Bunker Hill, Ill.
With kindes·t regards to Mrs. Bennett a~d yourm1~swal harmony, and that her great and tuneful
Joseph Henry, Salina, Kan.
self,
.I
remain,
Yours
truly,
W.
McDONNELL.
vmces ~ere not dumb in the stone any more than in
J. Francis Ruggles, Bronson, Mich.
Lindsay,
Ont.,
Jan.
25,
1881.
man, bll'd, or tree.
James McDonald, Fort Fred Steele, Wyo. Ter.
This "geol?gical piano," constructed through the
C. S. Rowley, Jackson, Mich.
strange devotiOn of a .man to his idea, has three full
Elizabeth M. F. Denton ~
Personal-Just Once. /
octaves. The stones, s1mply balanced by strings upon
Prof. Wm. Denton,
' f Wellesley, Mass.
a wooden ~rame, ~re un~ressed flints varying from . While. conducting th~ Secretaryship of the N aS. B. Bancroft, Buffalo, N. Y.
three to Sixteen n~ches m length, irregular and of twnal Liberal League Without money compensation
John Brown, Buffalo, Kan.
every shape, such, m a word, as Dame Nature in her I find that it will ~e necessary to earn bread by th~
Wm. Gorman, New Britain, Conn.
sweat
of
my
brow
m
some
other
occupation.
I
canall-wise and supreme will,_ has seen fit to deposit, long
Juliet H. Severance, M.D., Milwaukee, Wis. ,
before Adam was a sucklmg babe, in the bowels of not steal, and ."to beg I am ashamed." I hav been
Fifteen Liberals in all hav now joined theN ational
her p~t daught~r, our Mo_ther Earth. There they young, and now I am old; yet never hav I seen my League as annual members. This is a fair beginning·
.
hav lam, treasurmg up thell' wealth of soul-stirring seed begging bread.
but there is room for a thousand more. Every fiv~
Fdrtunately, I hav a trade. Since 1845 I hav been
melody, through the countless ages of the past.
annual mem~e.rs help the League treasury as much
then
reporter
in
the
first
a
phono_graphic.
teacher,
T? attempt, by means of prosy, articulated words
as a new auxiliary, and each one exerts his influence
to g1v an adequate idea of the purity and pervading courts of this mty, m government service and as in his locality.
secretary
of
various
societies
and
corporati~ns.
Of
sweetness of the tones .Mr. Baudre knows how to
I am gl~d also to report ~he following life memdr~w from _these uncouth flints would be a vain task. ~ate years I hav done less reporting and more teach- bers-addmg Dr. Foote",agam to make the list comIt. IS, we thmk, _no exaggeration to say that sounds mg. Some of the best reporters in the profession plete: E. B. Foote, Sr., M.D., 120 Lexington avenue
of such crystalline clearness hav never before greeted are ,P~~ils of mine. L~st year I accepted a profess- New York; Chas. Eckhard,Earle'sHotel,New York~
the ear of man. These singing stones mf1st be seen or.ship m a p~onographiC college. This year I de- D. N. Harwood, Shelbyville, Ill.
'
and heard to ?e _appi:eciated. Such is the testimony clined; . and, smce my e~ection .to this Secretaryship,
This too is a fair beginning; but there is room for
of the most di~t~nguished men, as, for instance, the I hav given my whole time to It, earning nothing in a hundred more. Every life member helps the
composer Rossmi (who said to Mr. Baudre that had any other way. This cannot last. I pro..-.ose to League treasury as much as five auxilliaries, and ena~en been. ignorant of music he-Baudre-would hav resume teaching, not fo~ ~he profit of emplo[ers, but ?le_s us to put forth the effort to organize five auxiln_1vented It); the poet Victor Hugo, the great scien- on my own account, givmg three hours' time to it Ianes.
tist ~yndall; and on this side, Dr. Wheatland, Prof. daily for pay. This will· leave me ten hours a day
Let the good membership of all kinds go on.
Eustis, Dean of the Scientific Faculty at Harvard to work f~r the. League for. nothing. St. Paul
"While the lamp holds out to burn
PI:of. Gibbs of ~he same university, Dr. Thoma~ mended sails while he saved souls. I will mend
The vilest Christian may return."
H_Ilt, former president of Harvard, and many other souls while I fill the sails of the Liberal League·
T. c. LELAND,
thereby
I,
too,
will
be
an
independent
apostle,
and
Widely known men, who unite to speak in enthusiastic
201 Bast 71st St., New York.
Sec. N. L. L.
"not be chargeable to any."
-'
terms of the singing stones.
Phonographic
shorthand
is
yet
a
new
profession. It is Mr. Baudre's intention to exhibit the stones
-No Compromise.
m N e_w York _city, gi~ill:g. an interesting lecture upon perhaps the only one that is not yet crowded. There
is
a
growing
demand
for
sharp,
smart
young
men
the flmts, t~eir pecuhant1es, many of which are not
To :ruE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
only very smgular, but also of keen scientific inter- and wo~en phonographers in the courts, in counting your .Issue of Jam~ary 22~, I notice. that you a.re
rooms,
m
telegraph
offices,
in
editorial
sanctums·
est, t~eir histor:f, th~ir. ~xecuting operatic and poplabormg under a slight misapprehensiOn of facts in
ular airs upon h1s pnill.ltiv though perfect key-board, and it i~ a gente~l, not ~everely laborious, and fairl; regard to my release from the grasp of obscene
well-paid
pursmt.
It
IS
also
a
good
foundation
to
and what has proven not the least interesting part of
Comstock and the United States courts. The facts
the program, inviting all present to test the accuracy be~i~ upon, est~blish a character, and rise to higher in the case are these: About two weeks previous to
of tl:.e n_otes, a~d address _him a!Iy qu~stion or request positi~ns.. Havmg charge of the correspondence of the time fixed for trial I received a note from Hon.
corrcernmg, or m connectiOn With, his marvelous in- ~he prmmpals of firms and presidents of companies James H. Lane, prosecuting attorney, with a request
It throws the clerk into intimate relations and enable~ to call for consultation. Complying with the restrument.
This lecture and exhibition must attract the curi- him to make valuable acquaintances and form profit- quest, Mr. Lane stated that the prosecution was
ous as well as the scientific, as, in addition to the able business connections.
willing to withdraw the suit providing I would
natural curiosity of brute stones, graded on a scale . Phonography can. be ~cquired by st~ady applica~ ack:'owl~dge t~e publication and mailing of the Le
of more than two full octaves, and emitting more twn three hours a day m from four to six months. Clair Ptlot, whwh I had already done before Comperfect sounds than any musical instrument not to The average gain is one word per minute per day. missioner White at the time of his arrest. Mr. Lane
speak of the persistent genius of the man ~ho col- One hundred lessons will giv one hundred words per then agreed to take the case to Keokuk, without my
lected t~em? it throws new light on the probable uses minute, which is sufficiently rapid for clerk, secre- attendance, and ask the court to impose a nominal
tarp, .or amanuensis purposes. One hundred and fine of $100 and costs, after which he would see that
o~ the flmt m the ages of primitiv man. It will be
fifty
lessons will carry the pupil up to one hundred the fine and costs were remitted.
given at Steck Hall, No. 11 East 14th street (near
Under such circumstances, I felt it my duty to
5th ayenue), o~ Thursday evening,,February 3d, com- and fifty words a minute, which is sufficient to report
mencmg at 8 o clock. Tickets (at 50 cents each) can most sp~a~ers verbatim. This speed is the standard accept the terms offered, and walked out of the office
be secured at TnE TRUTH Sll:EKER office, at Steck for admiSSIOn to the Law Stenographers' Association ~nee more to breathe_the air of freedom and personal
Hall, or at Brentano's, corner of Union Square and of this. city. The compensation for phonographic liberty. So you see It was not a "compromise." It
clerks IS from $500 to $1,000 a year, according to was a square back down and out of the case on the
16th street.
·
E. G.
capacity, and for reporters from $1,000 to $2 000 a part of th~ gover~mell:t. ~ hav never acknowledged
year. Beginners, however, hav to commen~e on to any gmlt or vwlatwn of law, and never will.
Letter from Wm. McDonnell
lower salaries and work up. At present, and for a
Yours truly,
H. L. BARTER.
'
AUTHOR OF " EXETER HALL," " HEATHENS OF THE few years to come, a well-qualified stenographer is
Davenport, Iowa, Jan. 24, 1881.
pretty sure of getting a position, as the demand is
HEATH," "FAMILY CREEDS," ETC.
increasing faster than the supply.
Errata.
MY DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Accept my thanks
If any young Liberal who reads this would like to
for the copy of the " Infidel Abroad'' sent me I en~ag-e in this pursuit I will fit him or her for the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
hav again read many pages of your letters f~·om positiOn of clerk, secretary, or amanuensis for $100; my article in your issue of January 29th the sense of
Europe with renewed interest. Most travelers when or, to take a reporter's position, for $150, payable a statement was spoiled by your printers. The sendescribing their journeyings dwell much upon nat- for every twenty-five lessons $25 in advance. I tence, "I hav known cases of prolonged uterin disu.ral scenery- mountain, valley, and lake; rock, wish to take from five to ten pupils only at one time. eases that had baffied the skill of the most eminent
n':er, and waterfall; and forts, castles, and ancient Further particulars will be given on application. to doctors to be perfectly cured by proper mating," was
rums ai:fl also brought prominently before the reader. the undersigned.
made to read" cured by proper treating." My name
·
But while not overlooking these, you take us into the
A~other hint I will giv to Liberal young men was also wrong.
m~st famm~s museums, art and picture galleries. seekmg mercantile or business positions.
Our trade - I like ~he idea of a fund to help furnish ToE TRUTH
With peculiar zeal you lead us into splendid with the Spanish republics s~uth of us is increasing SEEKER to those unable to pay for it, and send you
churches ~nd cathedrals, and we gaze in wonder at year by year, and most busmess houses must hav one dollar for that puq:JOse, hoping a hundred others
th_e towermg and magnificent varied forms of materi- one or more cl_erks who write and speak Spanish. will do likewise.
Yours,
JULIET H. SEVERANCE, M.D.
alized super~tit~on. We s_ee a. glut of pious pomp The language IS one of the easiest to be acquired,
and pageant1y. m ev~ry d1re~twn. Every city and and any clerk with an outfit of Spanish and phonogtown, ~ven while havmg a maJority of its population raphy would be sure of commanding a good situation
Personal.
paupenzed and degmded, must hav, it seems its with a good salary.
vV.
F.
Jamieson
will
giv a course of five lectures
palatial eccl~~iastical structures, as if to awe 'into
Now, Mr. Editor, plea~e lay this proposition before in Garrettsville, Ohio, Feb. 7th, 8th, 9th, lOth, and
w~ater serVIlity the lUlreasoning slaves of blind your readers; and if a few of them would like to
fmth. Statues and pictures of Madonnas of infant accept it I will work for them for a term and for 11th. Subjects: 1. "Evolution," 2. ''Astronomy and
Ancient vVorship," 3. "·Death, the Bright Side from
g~ds, and of crucifixions, and those of apostles, the League till the crack of doom. T. C. LELAND.
the
Light of Science; 4. "Is Christianity the Cause
samts? and martyrs, also adorn or disfigure the most
201 East 7lst street, .New York.
of Civilization?" 5. "Thomas Paine's Services for
c~nSJ:!ICUous places in c~urches and on highways,
American Freedom." Address at Garrettsville, 0.
wmnmg ~he ~·eady. worshw of votaries who feel no
degradatiOn m their prostrations before these or in
"THE Darwins " is an animated, vigorous, and
''Orthodox Hash,
the more than semi-idolatry with which the~ hav life-like story, and is written in 1\lrs. Slenker's usual
learned to regard the skulls, and bones and rags vigorous! sledge-hammer style, and is bristling with With a New Change of Diet," is a new little poeta:'d other relics _held by t?~ priests as .wo~·thy of th~ sharp pomts, every one of which is driven clear home ical pamphlet by Warren Sumner Barlow, author of
hi,ghest veneratiOn. Heligwn, particularly in Cath- and doubly clinched. The book will be extensivly "The Voices," "If, Then, and When," "Progress
ohc c?untries, is delusion almost complete. There rea~, a~d cannot fa~l to be admired by all reformers of l\lanhattan Isle," and other poems. It is in the
credu~Ity se~ms to be boundless.
In early life I ~or It~ JUSt and forcible condemnation of the use of author's own usual pungent, incisiv style, and con~xpenenced m my own case something of this feel- m~oXICants, tobacco, tea, and coffee.- Seymour tains many sharp hits at current theological absurdi, ties. Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.
Ing, and I therefore believe that your statements Time~.

'
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5. That the laws of the properties of bodieil of
matter in mass, which are formulated under the
science of Physics-to wit, Barology, Acoustics, Ther.
mology,Optics, Magnetism, and Electrology:-are also
instances of the same general Laws of the mdestruc.
tibility, equivalence, and correlation of forces and
matter.
6. That the Laws of equivalence, composition, and
decomposition of the ultimll:te known const~tuents of
bodies, known as the smence of ·Chenustry, are
also instances of the same fundamental laws.
7. That all of our knowledge of an outer world is
to us but modes of feeling called sensation. That
matter is what is so felt considered as at rest.
That Force is a synthesis of the changes in matter
and not an entity.
·
That Law is a record of facts and changes formu.
lated by human intelligence, and not an entity,
force, god, or matter.
That Cause is the correlative antecedf'nt, and Effect
is the correlativ consequent, of any phenomenon
taken together with the conditions existing around
it.
That Space is the perception of interval or differ.
ence between what is felt or thought of as matter.
_ That Time is the perception of interval, in our
states of feeling, or in the changes observed or
thought of in matter.
These definitions, together with the texts given
above, seem to be needed in order to get the material
sciences, Astronomy, Physics, and Chemistry, down
upon the hard-pan of the human or subjectiv synthesis, upon. which all true Science must rest, if it
would escape the bogs of Theology and Metaphysics
as their foundation, and which are the only foundations usually given to them. ·
How much these definitions imply, what loads
of Speculativ, Theological, and Metaphysical nonsense they affirmativly displace, will be gradually
perceived as we advance. They are the subjectiv
or human foundations of the grand Material
Sciences. They are the needed axioms which connect these Sciences directly with MAN as the center
of the human Synthesis or new Faith.

THE LESSON.

Do not turn away from the texts and commentaries given to-day because they may seem at first
unusual or abstruse. A little reflection will make
Constructiv Liberalism.
them intelligible, and they ~ay. become . of. great
LESSON III.
value in founding the new faith. m you.r mmd. ~et
THESIS.
us giv the attempt to learn a patient tn~l. InevitaThe relations of Man to his world hav been so far ble ignorance is the only tolerable vanety. ~here
made oudby Modern Science that they giv an affirm- is nothing more mean and cowardly than wilful,
ativ and ~onstructiv basis for human life, thought, boastful, and pretended ignorance, and yet that is
very popular. The teacher 0r lect;t~·er, to say nothand feeling, to the exclusion of Theology.
ing of the preacher, who hypocntically professes
Law, matter, force, cause, life, are capable of rel- humble ignorance is pretty sur~ of a . ro~md of
applause from audiences who thmk he IS, m that,
ativ but affirmativ and reliable definitions.
one of them, and whose "fellow-feeling makes them
wondrous kind."
TEXT DEFINITIONS.
If any candid inquirer does try .to straighten out
I.-INORGANIC.
the world so as to liv in it somewhat intelligently,
Science has two distinct procedures :
these champions of ignorance set upon him with
1. The investigation and classification of relations, condensshouts of scorn or ridicule as if he were guilty of
ing them into Laws.
2. The mathematical investigation of the relations of such some crime or absurdity.
It is time to fix the value of this pretentious
relations, i. e., the reason of such Laws.
A. Law is the formula of the facts.
humility of ignorance. Let it be confessed, then, at
A Theory is a formula of the reason of those facts.
once, as shown in our last lesson, that in any ultiA. Hypothesis is a postulate which helps Theory where ob- mate or absolute sens!') in which Theologians and
servation halts.-G. H. Lewes (Life and Mind, vol. ii, p. 299).
Metaphysicians talk, man knows nothing and can
know nothing. But this is just the kind of ignoMatter is the Felt viewed in its statical aspect.
A.ll we know is Feeling and the changes of Feeling.
rance to which Priest and Presbyter will not conWe class the Felt apart from the Changes, the one as Mat- fess. What no one can really find ont they take
ter, the other as Force.
·
great credit for knowing. With them formulated
The qualities of Matter are our feelings.
The pr(}perties of Matter are its qualities viewed in reference ignorance appears as the highest wisdom, especially
to-the effects of one body on another rather than their effects if it has come down te us as antiquated and savage
tradition. Ignorance is invaluable to them, because
on us.
Force is the activity of the Felt.
.
their God exists only in that which has not been
A. Fhenomenon is a proces.~; its causation is a proc.ession. found out, and disappears like ghosts at the dawn of
Nothing acts by itself; nothing is in itself [but in its correlativ
knowledge.
antecedents and c:onilitions ).-.Ibid, p. 232.
· But when they apply to relativ and human
scienc-e the charge of ignorance, or that it is
II.-ORG..L...,IC.
Life is the definit combination of heterogeneous changes, too limited to become the creed of mankind, the
both simultaneous and suc:cessiv, in correspondence with co- charge must be met by the assurance that science, in
existences and sequences.-Herbert Spencer.
exposing theology, really takes its place. Science
is the law, and so the real creed of the world.
Life is the process of reaction which takes place in protoplasmic bodies only (however small or large those bodies may Every Liberal must therefore study it, not as others
be) in answer to the forces, changes, and conilitions to which do, for use or honor, but as the basis and substance
of his religion. In that view it acquires an interest
But now it is claimed that we hav reached an impasthey are subjected.- The Evolution.
and charm that makes the dryest details more inter- sible gap, which lies between these material sciences
For the tree of the field is man's life.-Deut. xx, 19.
esting than the cleverest fictions.
and the organic or vital Science of vegetable and
The general laws and results of each of the animal life known as Biology.
Suchst du das Hoechste, das Groesste? Die P.flanze kann es
Special Sci~nces hav been so popularized by easy
Some God, it is still generally claimed, must be
ilich lehren.
and beautifully illustrated text-books that there is invented to help us over this bottomless chasm in
Was sie willenlos ist, sei du es wollend, d11s ist's.
-Goethe and Schille1'.
no reasonable excuse for the Liberal who fails to get which even the Law of correlation, so true everySeekest thou the highest, the greatest ? The plant can teach it a pretty good hold of their methods and results. where else, wholly fails.
thee.
Every one should keep within easy reach some of
Even Carlyle, in his glorious ·"Sartor Resartus,"
What that unconsciously is, consciously be thou; that is ali l these popular and beautiful scientific works, espe- thinks this gap is the end of Science. He exclaims:
cially in Astronomy, Physics,_ Chemistry, Vegetable, "Poor Devil! Doth not thy cow calve? doth not thy
COMMENTARIES.
Animal, and Human Physiology, then in Sociology bull gender? Thou thyself, wert thou not born?
1. We can never again behold the heavens which appeared and History, to be followed by Morals, Art, Lan. wilt thou not die? Explain me all this . . or weep
to the early navigators and to the Chaldean shepherds; that guage, Psychology, Logic, and 'some works on Syn- that thou art hitherto a Dilettante or sand-blind
panorama has belln replaced by one which is the consolidated thetic and Positiv Philosophy, like Spencer, Comte, Pedant."
thought of llipparchus and Kepler, of Galileo and Newton.
These words finely illustrate the ignorance of
For it is the mind which sees, and the mind sees what it has or Lewes. At a proper time we will hav a list of
been taught to see. We are neyer left to ourselvs. From the such w~rks presented in THE T~UTH SEEKER as a which we spoke above. Instead of weeping, if we
first the child is told" what" things "are;" his attention is s\1ggestwn to those who would h~e to know what only giv the subject fair attention, we shall find that
ilirected to the distinctions already established. A.t his moth- kmd of a world we hav fallen heir to, and how to the explanation is already fairly made out by
er's knee he learns the legends of a mythologic past; at his survey and work the great farm. A small part of, Science.
school desk he spells the wisdom of a line of sages ; in his
library he fortifies himself with the results of research. . . the time and money wasted upon trashy literature I There is really little more " mystery" now in
His utmost effort is to see from the shoulders of the Present a ll:nd ." am~1sements" will become the paying part of. Biology than in other branches of Science when the
little further into the future. Every one is weak standing alone; hfe If so mvested.
.
increased complexity of the phenomena, and the
he leans on others and is strong.
. No matte~· ~hat the defects of educatw~ hav been. kind of explanation possible, are considered. But
2. Our perceptions are never isolated. . . lf we see the
bud, after we hav learned that it is a bud, there is always a m the past, It IS never too late to be curiOus and to Science is in a far different condition now from what
forward glance at the flower arrd a· backward glance at the seed, learn something. Liberals are 1_10t worthy. of the. it was when Carlyle meditated Sartor, and proves
dimly associated with the perception. But what animal sees name who do not know somethmg of thell' own how soon it can silence the· ignorant reproaches
such things? What animal sees a bud, except as a visual sign creed. It is not enough ~o earn that honored name' of ignorance.
of some other sensation?
to be able to expose the. bible.s and creeds of o.thers;
What Newton and Laplace did for the material
3. Thus on all sides it appears that nature embodies the
transfigured desires of m.an ami the idealizing spirit of man. It they must. become affirmativly gr.o~nded m the Sciences in the last century, Darwin, Haeckel and
is the work, the emotion, and the thought of Humanity. Watt ~aws .of Smence. "If the~ haughty, divme .Ignoran:e their compeers hav done for Biology in our century.
and Arkwright hav not more transfigured and intensified the wsultmgly asks: Is this the man? Is It you, Sir, Their success has made it a glorious thing for us to
available forces of nature than Wordsworth and Turner hav that know things?" Shakspere's reply may be both liv as their contemporaries.
transfigured and idealized her esthetic aspects. It is in this truthfully and morlestly used,
i For an outline even of the "vital sciences" as now
sense we must interpret Comte's sayings that the living are
"In
nature's
infinit
book
of
secrecy
: constructed by the great modern Biologists, refermore and more dominated by the dead, and that between man
A little I can read."
! ence must be had to their works.
Surely nothing
and nature we must place Humanity.-G. H. Lewes (Life and
To aid, then, and to further· the general review of can be more interesting than the works of Darwin,
Mind, vol. ii,pp. 122-124).
the sciences above recommended, the texts given Huxley, :fnd Haeckel, and it would be idle to· try to
FLOWERS.
above will be very useful. It is only by such gen- condense them here. In them we are indeed made
Your voiceless lips, 0 Flowers, are living preachers,
eral fundamental conceptions that the details of the to pass a great gap, from the great material world
Each cup a pulpit a11d each leaf a book,
Sciences can be understood, mastered, and connected. with its many elements to the little organic world
Supplying to my fancy numerous teachers
From loveliest nook.
The Laws that as warp hold our Cosmos together, with its five or six elements, and which is nothing
pass from science to science, step by step, pyramid- more than a microscopic m old existing only on the
Floral Apostles ! that in dewy splendor
like, up to and include Man himself.
·
surface of our planet when compared with its mass" Weep without woe and blush without crime,"
Let us giv the first clauses of the new creed. It and how small our planet is in the whole cosmos l
Oh, may I deeply learn, and ne'er surrender
might be worded in the old formula, somewhat in Never forget that gap nor compare the great world
Your love sublime !
this wise, as far as the material word is concerned: to the little, or vice versa.
In the sweet-scented pictures, 'heavenly .Artist,
A few words as to another gap, as' to the force!!
I believe
With which thou paintest Nature's wide-spread hall,
1. That the World that surrounds Man is infinit operating, may be useful_ to get over the effects
What a delightful lesson thou impartest
and unknowable to Man, except as he 'is able to which the divine and boastful ignorance has largely
Of love to all!
observe it and its laws as they appear to him.
'produced on the average reader, to wit, that
Not useless are ye Flowers, though made for pleasure;
2. That the Cosmos is the order of the world in Biological phenomena cannot be understood and
Blooming o'er field and wave, by day and night,
so far as known or knowable to Man; and is known are in fact, utterly "mysterious."
Let no one
From every source your sanction bids me treasure
to him and modifiable by him only as interpreted by take this for granted without a trial.
Things
Harmless delight.
his senses and observation.
are in one sense all apt to be mysterious and
3. That the fundamental laws of the Cosmos at wonderful, which is only saying . that we are stupid
Ephemeral sages l what instructors hoary
For such a world of thought could furnish scope?
present known are the Law of Correlation and Con- and ignorant. In sciences so comparativly new our
Each fading calyx a memenJ.;o rrwri,
servation of Forces, and the Law of the lndestructi- best theory may be properly held only as a working
Yet fount of hope.
bility of Matter.
hypothesis, but as such the law of evolution is to
4. That the lawA of gravitation and of the move- Biology and Sociology what gravitation is to astronPosthumous glories! angel-like collection l
mentA of the heavenly bodies, known as Astron-. omy and physics. Let it be understood that it is the.
Upraisecl from seed or bull! interred in earth,
omy, are illustrations of this general Law of Corre- only theory or hypothesis that has a fact to stand
Ye are to me a type of resurrection,
A. second birth.
-Ho~ Smith.
lation,
' upon. The hypothesi& of " creation" has uot a singli
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fact. Not a single instance of creation has ever
But where did the protoplasm cqme from? Evibeen known to occur. Indeed under the law of cor- dently from the material world out of ·whose sixty .
relation it is impossible and unthinkable.
or seventy elements it has gathered its six or seveil.l
There ought to he no end to the interest with which But when or. how this substance was first produced
every intelligent person should follow the tracing out it seems idle to speculate. That it is being formed
of the true steps of our own race into the fact of be" now wherever the proper condition!! occur we shall
iug. Darwin, Haec~el, Huxley, _are three leaders in probably soon learn. There are so inany chemical
this work of revelatiOn, and their· books are all de- forms of it, and of substances similar to it, that it
signed to ~e popular, and a_re readily understood with will probably not be long before it will not only be
a little patience and attention. They are 110t for the found but ~ade or prepared by our chemists.
specially learned alone, and do not need a priesthood
Of its existence as the first round of the vital ladto interpret them. Haeckel's books are especially der there is no doubt. From this simple life-exhibpopular. The glossary at the end of the volumes iting substance up to man," the paragon of animalsshould be first consulted, and then common sense and -the beauty of the world-in action like an angel,
observation, and a little of the time that is usually ~n apprehension like a god," Haeckel takes us by I
wasted, will open up the new and true world of won- simple stages from age to age of animal evolution
ders to the reader.
and geological development. First he shows the
The first wonder is that all this living world, vege- simple unnucleated gelatin. From this simple untable and animal, from the speck that the finest mi- celled plasm he shows that cells are formed as in the
croscope can hardly reveal to the giant trees of the case of the "Monera" and simple Amcebre, viz., proforest, or to the elephant, whale, or Man, is re'tlly tists or first animal fonns, without sex. They propbut the va1·yin,q forms of one siml)le substance, now agate simply by division or throwing off of cells, and
commonly known as Protoplasm. We, and all living form the simple, general, and ancient kingdom of livthings known, are but partR of one Protoplasmic ing beings, from which on one side plants hav been
'Vorld. In its simplest forms this substance is a jelly, evolved, and on the other side animals, ending in
and as it is slightly varied in form or constituent 1\ian. The first chapter in Biology is this most inparts we call it Proteiue, Fibrine, Albumen, Caseine, teresting world of simple forms or protists, and then
etc. But at its simplest it is the proteine, plasson; or the vegetativ processes of plant life, with its glorip1·otoplasm which is woven up into the living world. ous revelation of phrenerogams or open love by
Of what does this singular colloid, i.e., uncrystal- means of flowers, which hav been evolved from the
lized, substance consist? Chemists tell us that of one lower life fonns.
hundred parts there are aproximately of Carbon, 55.;
If attention is paid, so as to become familiar with
Hydrogen, 7; Nitrogen, 16; Oxygen, 21; Sulphur or the vegetativ processes of these two worlds first, there
Phosphorus, 1 or 2. W'"ith these constants other sub- will be much less of difficulty, and thus much less
stances-as phosphate of lime to form the bones, and "mystery " afterward in unraveling animal and
iron for the blood-are brought in and made useful human physiology. The principal difficulty in unfor various purposes in all animal bodies.
derstanding these higher and more complex forms of
But the condition and beginning of all life, animal organic action, or life, is that the first steps hav
or vegetable, is the presence of this singular Nitro- not been mastered in the growth and cell life of procarbon plasm or jelly. By reason of its entire de- tists and plants. Supposing that to be done, to some
pendence upon this substance, life, and all the prop- extent at least, our next lesson will glance at the
CI-ties of life, are entirely cut off from and are never " mysteries" of animal life and mind. Now let us
to be attributed to inorganic matter nor to unproto- turn to the esthetic side of our subject.
plasmic substances, nor to "entities" or " spirits,"
Hav the feelings of man remained unmoved in the
which hav no known substance at all. There is a presence of this affirmativ revelation of the organic
chasm here, a gap that is intelligible ; not "myste- world? By the example of Faust we showed how
rious," but an observed fact to be honestly recog- the cosmic emotion had a regenerativ influence under
the new faith, healthy, healing, invincible. The world
nized.
For what is life? It would be pi:etentious to giv of plants and flowers teaches also "the best and the
any very fine or final definition, but we do at least highest" by its constant tending to the fulness of:
know of it as the" process of reaction of protoplasmic life, the highest life it can gain. The lesson of quiet, i
bodies only (however small or large those bodies may persistent, unconscious performance of duty taught
be) to the forces or changes to which they are sub- by the plant is the one lesson we are to i\lustrate in
jected:" This p1·ocess is the -peculiar and exclusiv our conscious struggle and toil of life. Still more
property of pro~oyl3:sm. Its molecules are chem~cal!y are we taught by the opening flowers, which are the
in unstable eqmhbnum, and a change at one pomt m loves of plant life. The human soul has ever gathani body of it is followed by a change continuing ered them to itself as the symbols of its own moods,
and reacting throughout the molecules of the mass. loves, hopes, sympathies, and even eternal destiny.
Thus we for the first time gain a clear notion of what
I shall not trust myself to speak on this subject,
life is-it is not material nor spiritual, not a force which each one has or will make too sacred for words
nor an entity, but a process or succession of changes by his or her own heart version. Two interpretations
in bodies of protoplasm, consequent upon the envi- of flower symbols let me lay before you, because of
ronment and its changes and forces.
their singular beauty and apparent contradiction.
This process is not the result of the component The first. in our texts is a "·Hymn to Flowers," which
parts of the protoplasm itself chemically considered. closes with hope, in strange· contrast with the beauThat is, life is not the chemical or correlativ result tiful poem which will close our musings to-day. The
of the matter or forces of the elements which make contradiction, as good novelists are wont to do, will
up the protoplasm, but rather it is the correlate of be left for you to ponder over and solve if you can
the forces and conditions~which externally act upon until our last chapter. The symbols will perhaps
the protoplasm and so cause the reactiv vital change then become clearer. Meanwhile let them both be
or process. Chemistry and chemical forces make the felt and enjoyed as they are. The explanation will
substance protoplasm to be of such texture and state come in the proper time.
that it reacts to the forces of the world about it
This closing poem from Rueckert, "The Dying
in a way we call living. This living is the result of Flower," is in it&elf exqui£o~itly beautiful and touchthe outer forces and conditions to which it thus cor- ing. It will ha van additional charm for those who not
responds. To illustrate:
long ago heard it recited before one of the Lib~ral
. The .shaking of a jelly is not from the chemical societies of New York hy a lady whose sterlmg
changes in its substance, but from the jarring from the wm-th, grace, and usefulness made her then the
world about it. So life is the action of organisms in flower, but whose devoted and noble resignation
answer to their environment. W P must not here now, under threatening fate, givs to her flower symlook for single lines of correlation as we iso- bol a sad reality, so that it seems no longer a symbol
late lines of change for inquiry in physics and or a poem, but the story of a beautiful human life.
chemistry. In all organic and social sciences
My translation is 110t only linear and literal, but
every event is a correlate not of the components of by the revising skill and taste of Mr. Courtlandt
the organism hut of the world then existing and act- Palmer kindly given, it has become poetical to a
ing upon the organism which is in a state to 1·espond. degree that I believe is unusual in strictly accurate
Protoplasm is in a state to respond to its environ- translations. ·It may be done better. It deserves to
ment as a whole, and this continuous response i.s what be done as well as possible. I would thank the
we call life. It is a fact observed and to be accepted reader, who may appreciate it, to help me to transfer
just as we accept every other fact in nature. It is it still more perfectly ~o our language.
just as mysterious as every other fact, but not more
• 'l'HE DYING FLOWEIL
unless we wish to make it so.
What lr.lgions of ghosts, spirits, and assumptions,
DY FRIEDRICH RUECKERT.
materialistic and other, are laid forever by this dis'l'HE POET.
covery at the threshold of the new WOI'ld of BiolHope on ! 'l'hou wilt outliv it yet,
ogy! The gap exists, but science fully accounts
Liv till the spring's retmn from death;
for it and explains it.
The flm'vers are hoping one and all,
It follows of course that~ life has not been " ere•
'l'hough blasted now by Autmnn's breath;
ated " nor spontaneously generated. It has simply
In silent potency of buds
always· existed wherever protoplasm has existed un'They hope the weary winter through,
der the proper conditions of moisture and warmth to
'rill stirs the vital sap again
And bids the green burst f01·th anew.
enable the process of changes which constitute life
to go on. ln the simpler forms of plants and aniRoffe I du erlebst es noch,
ma:ls we see this fact· of the suspension and revival
Dass der Frueling widerkelu:t.
of life frequently illustrated in the restivation of dry
Hoffen aile Blnmen doch,
and wet seasons, and the hybern.ation of winter, and
Die des Rerbstes Wind verheert,
in the resuscitation of animals· drowned o:r su:ffoHoffen mit der stillen kraft
J.hrer Kuospeu winter lowr
~t~6
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Bis sich wieder regt der Saft
Und ein neues Gruen entsprang.
THE FLOWER.

Alas I I am no mighty tree,
That for a thousand summers grew,
And which from out a winter's dream
Will weave its spring-horn poem anew.
Ah me ! I'm but a summer flower
Awakened by the kiss of May, .
Not e'en a trace of me there'll be
· When o'er my grave the snow-drifts play.
Ach, ich bin kein starker Banm,
Der ein Sommertausend lebt,
Nach vertraeumtem Wintertraum
Neue Lenzgedichte webt.
Ach, ich bin die Blume nur,
Die des Maies Kuss geweckt,
Und von der nicht bleibt die Spur,
Wie das weisse Grab sie deckt.
THE POET.

But surely, since thou'st bloomed at all,
Thou little life of modest mood,
'l'ake.cheer! for seed crowns every flowerThat law at least holds ever good :
Then let cold death's relentless stOrm
Thy dust of life all-widely strew,
From out that seed-dust thou wilt yet
A hundredfold thyse!J' renew.
Wenn du dann die Blume bist,
0 bescheidenes Gemueth,
'froeste dich, beschieden ist
Samen allem,.was da blueht.
Lass der Sturm des Todes doch
Deinen Lebenstaub verstreun,
Aus dem Staube wirst du noch
Rundertmal dich selbst erneu'n.
THE FLOWER.

Tis true there will liv after me
Bright flowers who like me will bloom;
Eternal is the world of green,
Yet every floweret fades so soon !
But though they liv as once did I,
Yet will my own self life l»e o'er,
Now am I, I, so real and true,
Before I was not; ·soon-no more-!
Ja, es werden noch mir bluehn
Andre, die mir aehnlich sind;
Ewig ist das Ganze-gruen,
Nur das Einzle welkt geschwind.
Aber sind sie, was ich war,
Bin ich selber es nicht mehr;
J etzt nur bin ich ganz und gar,
N(cht zuvor und nicht nachher.
And though through them the S~'s.warm glow,
As now through me may pour 1ts light;
That fact my fate will soften n~tThat drops me into endless rught.
0 Sun! e'en now thine amorous eye
Woos from afar life soon to be;
Why uow as if with scornful smile,
Mock'st thou through clouil-rifts at me?
W enn einst sie der Sonne Blick.
.
Waermt, der jetzt noch mich durchflammt,
Lindert das nicht mein Geschick,
Das mich Jlllll zur Nacht verdarumt
Sonne, ja du aeugelst schon
Ihnen in ilie Ferne zu;
. W arum noch mit frost' gem Rohn
Mi.J: aus Wolken laechelst du?
Ah me! that e'er I gave thee trust
When kissed by thine a wakening ray;
That to thine eye for life I turned,
Until it stole my life away.
E'en now the remnant of ruyday
From thy mock-sympathy shall fly;
I will close fast my sicken' d heart
From thee, alone with self to die.
Weh' mir, dass ich dir ·vertraut,
Als mich wach gekuest dein Strahl,
Dass ins Aug' ich dir geshaut,
Bis es mir das Leben stahl!
Dieses Lebens armen Rest
Dienem Mitleid zu entziehn,
Schliessen will ich krankhaft fest
Mich in mich und dir entfliehn.
And yet my fir~est ice of hat~
'fhou mel test mto tears amam.
Oh take take thou my fleeting life,
Etern;l one, to thee again!
Thy bright beam suns the bitter woe
E'en from my inmost soul away.
For all of thine that came to me
I, dying, giv thee thanks to-day i
Doch du schmelzest meines Grimms
Starres Eis iri Thraenen auf;
Nimm mein fliehend Leben, nimm's,
Ewige, zu dir hinalif ! ·
J a, du sonnest noch den Gram
Aus der Seele mir·zuletzt;
Alles, was von dir mir kam,
Sterbend dank' ich dir es jetzt:
For breathings of the morning breeze
To which 1 waved through summer's tide,
l<~or all the troops of butterflies
That o'er me danced in dainty pride;
~For eyes that brightened at my grace,
For hearts that of my perfume drankSince 'tis of th~se my li"fe thou mad'st,
'Tis thou, Creator, I would thank.
Aller Luefte Morgenzug,
Dem ich sommerlang gebebt,

Aller Schmetterl.inge l!'lug,
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Die urn mich in Ta.nz geschwebt,
.A.ugen, die mein Glanz er:frischt,
Herzen, die mein Duft erfreut,
Wie aus Duft und Glanz gemischt,
Du mich schuffst, dir dank ich's heut.
.A. little jewel in thy world,
A.lthough so very small was I,
Thou lets'dt me bloom in the field of earth,
Like yonder stars in thy fields of sky.
One breath yet I hav left-my lastBut this, my la.st, no sigh shall be;
One glance I'll cast to heaven above,
The world will then be one with me.
Eine Zierde deiner Welt,
Wenn auch eine kleine nur,
Liessest uu mich bluehn im Feld
Wie die S~em' a.uf hoehrer Flur.
Einen Odem ha.uch' ich noch,
Under soli kein Seufzer sein,
Einen Blick zum Himmel hoch
U nd zur schoenen Welt hinein.
Eternal fia.me-hea.rt of the world,
Oh, let my light go out in thee ! ·
0 Heaven, spread out thy tent of blue;
My withered one now drops from me.
Yet, 0 Spring, to thy splendor ha.il!
Ha.il, morning incense of the plain !
Without regret I fall asleep,
Without a. hope to rise a.ga.in.
Ew'ges Fla.mmenberz der Welt,
Lass verglimmen mich a.n dir!
Himmel, spa.nn dein bla.ues Zeit,
Mein vergruentes sinket hier.
Heil, 0 Frueling, deinem Schein,
Morgenluft, Hell deinem W ehn !
Ohne Kummer schla.f' ich ein,
Ohne Hoffnung a.ufzustehn.

T. B.
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More ill-Advised Legislation.
Some ten days ago or more Assemblyman Murphy introduced into the Legislature of this state a
bill to prevent the evidence of detectivs, spies, and
informers, who act without authority from the district-attorney, being taken to send persons to prison.
To countera·ct this bill, and to increase the power
already reposing in Comstock's hands, Assemblyman
Warring introduced a most objectionable measure,
which provides that the Society for the Suppression
of Vice shall directly enforce all laws in relation to
raffiing, lotteries, betting, gambling, etc., and also
indecent or obscene plays.
If thia bill becomes a law it will virtually supersede the offices of the police and the prosecuting
attorney, placing the power instead in an agent
created by an ecclasiastical society, a position not
provided for by the Constitution of the state or
of the United States. The person holding this
position will be empowered to enter any theater or
place of amusement and arbitrarily close it should
he take a notion to do so. It would clothe him with
power in that direction that is not possessed by the
chief of police, the prosecuting attorney, or the
mayor himself. He will be made the sole arbiter,
with dictatorial power over gaming of every dellcription, even of the most innocent sort.· As has been
11aid by one of our dailies, "He could forbid what
lotteries he pleased, and allow others to operate. He
would, in fact, be clothed with a power equal to the
district-attorney, sheriff, and superintendent of police
all in one.
As this bill is introduced ih the interests of ecclesiasticism and of the church party, it is to be
expected that every influence within the control of
the party will be used to secure its passage. It
has been asserted that Anthony Comstock himself drew the bill, and that he wishes an increase
of power to oppress and array his fellowbeings.
before the courts and to thrust them into prison
there is not a particle of doubt. The influence
of the church will be brought to bear in the
case, and as monstrous as the proposition is, great
fears are entertained that it will become a law.
However meritorious it may be to suppress lotteries and improper exhibitions, it is most desirable
that they should be done by the appliances provided
by the Constitution of the state, and in existf>:nce,
and not by the exercise of ecclesiastical power or by
the self-appointed agents of sectarian societies. It
is to be regretted that any who count themselvs as
Liberals should for a moment advocate and sustain
that kind of legiillation. We hav already had too
much of it, and it is to be hoped the principles of
our liberties will be not further endangered, and that
the guarantees of the Con11titution will not be needess ly disturbed.

·Most desirable would it be that honest and efficient men could be appointed to the position!! of
pto!lecuting"attorneys and policemen and then there
would be no need of ecclesiastical societies for the
Prevention of Vice and the Prevention of Crime to
employ unprincipled agents at salaries of $4,000 or
more per year to usurp or hav delegated to them the
power justlybelonging to the prosecuting attorneys,
policemen, etc.
. .
Ecclesiastical justice, or rather ecclesiastiCal control, has been the most tyrannical and sev.ere the wor!d
has known, and it is greatly to be dreaded les~ m
the last quarter of the nineteenth century that kind
of power should increase among us. Let every
lover of liberty, every reasonable man, frown d?wn
this species of usurpation and unnecessary legislation. Let us look to the officials and couts provided for in our Constitution, and discountenance so
far as possible the creation and domination of
sectarian and "religious" societies. If our judges,
prosecuting attorneys, and policemen fa~l to perf?rm
their duty, let them be replaced by upnght, e~ment
men; but let not any more Comstocks or Whitneys
be empowered to imprison and disgrace men better
than themselvs. Let us shun ecclesiasticism-as we
would a upas tree.

1es1.

like the running down of a clock, without pain or
suffering. He bids fair to liv twenty year11 longer,
and we hope will continue to enjoy reading Ta~:
TRUTH SEEKER till a hundred years of age. Hi
thinks it the best Liberal paper in the world.

Our

Balaam~s

.A.S.S.

Consistency is a jewell We never felt the force
of the above remark tnore amazingly or amusingly
than when trying to get to the end of the almost
interminable address of the " Association for State
Secularization," with which our seceding friends at
Chicago hav favored the world, but not us, for
no copy of it has been allowed to reauh our benighted sanctum. A friend has kindly smuggled a
copy in for us, much as a copy of THE TRUTH
S:ii:EKER would reach the exquisitly pure Mr. Bundy.
That life is short and some articles are long was the
first reflection when we began to wade throu~h the
fourteen closely-printed columns of this admirable
Address, for admirable it is to such a degree that its
merit excuses its length, and there could not possibly be higher praise. No abler vindication of the
National Liberal League has .yet appeared, and the
reason is that it is simply and purely National Liberal
League work, and belongs to the movement that the
League can only effectivly foster and represent. It
Thomas Paine's Birthday
is an egg that ought never to hav been laid outside
Was celebrated in an unostentatious manner in Sci- of the League, and which never can be hatched outence Hall, in this city, on Saturday evening last. A side of it. Its appearance outside of the League is
fair audience was in attendance. The editor of simply an accident which both and all parties interTHE TRUTH SEEKER presided, and made only a few ~sted in the same cause had better forget as soon a1
brief remarks. Speeches were made by T. B. their zeal and interest in the cause can get the
Wakeman, S. P. Andrews, H. B. Brown, Captain upper hand of personal differences and animosities.
Great men with great undertakings may learn much
George Lloyd of New Rochelle, and Mr. J. W.
Fankel of Newark. A fine original poem for the from our feathered friends, as 1Esop proved long
occasion wali read by S. P. Putnam, and another by ago. Hens who hav been very important, fussy,
H. A. Stone. Prof. A. L. Rawson intended to hav and proud will sometimes get on a strike and refuse
been present to deliver a short speech, but illness to honor their old nests if adjusted with modern
prevented. The remarks, however, which he had improvement!!. Yet lay they must, for the egg
written out were read by S. P. Putnam. The already grown within cannot otherwise be disposed
speeches delivered were appropriate to the occasion; of, and so out of mere spite the egg is dropped outand were well rendered and duly appreciated by the side in the cold, and the cackle is raised just as
audience, who applauded heartily. Mr. Putnam's though the result had fallen in the genial nest,
poem and some of the speeches will perhaps appear where it would giv a future chick. The egg must
be put back into the nest where it belongs, and the
in a future issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Several letters were read from friends at a dis- hen must go with it or soon furnish material for the
tance who ,were not able to be present. Attention pot-pie.
That is to say, thil! grand Addresl! has no sense,
was also called to the condition of Paine's monument at New Rochelle, being considerably damaged place, consistency, or meaning outside of the Liberal
by the ruthless hands of visitors, who, probably to League movement. It is only consistent with, and
possess themselvs of a piece of the monument, hav its logic directly leads to, the resolutions of the
broken off the corners and thereby defaced it mate- last congress of the League as to the Comstock
rially. Donations were called for to repair it, as legislation, on account of which its authors prewell as the wall around the enclosure. A collection tended to secede.
Why shall we go for abl!lolute divorce of church
was taken for the purpose.
It i11 cheering that the birth of Paine has been and state in all other particulars, even to the smallcommemorated in so many places in the country. est details, as to taxes, oaths, tests, laws, Bible-readAt Knickerbocker Hall in this city another Paine ing, chaplains, thanksgiving proclamations, etc, etc.,
meeting was held by a select company, at the same as they so ably specify, and then hand over to the
hour as the above, by gentlemen who were not a ware churches and their Agents the enforcement of the
in time that a meetin~ of the kind would be held. in criminal laws that bear directly upon freedom of
Science Hall. An enthusiastic meeting was held in thought- and speech, and of the press and mails ?
Paine Hall,Boston. Another celebration was observed Why strain at gnats and then swallow the largest
at Linesville, Pa.; another at Kansas City, Mo.; an- camel that foreign ecclesiastical law is really trying
other at Waverly, Iowa. We thank the friends who to acclimate in our country? If secular government
sent us invitations to be present, including one from il! the thing for every other offense, why do these
Dowgiac, Mich. Thomas Paine assuredly is worthy advocates of secularization insist upon church and
of the remembrance and gratitude of every free amateur society sensorship and government as to the
offenses that touch most nearly the free thoughts and
American citizen.
feelings of the people ?
Why do they insist that the United States pol!tAn Aged Truth Seeker.
offices shall be used as detectiv bureaus of those
Mr. John Grant, of New Orleans, a venerable church amateur societies instead of being simply a
reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, called upon us a few post-office of and for the people?
days ago and afforded us a most pleasant interview.
The complete secularization of the governments,
He is in his eighty-fifth year, but is as straight and state and national, was just what the League asked,
activ both in body and mind as most men at fifty. and all that they asked, at Chicago. If our veneraHe has been the father of nine children, four of ble but fussy fowls had quietly meditated upon the
whom are living; has now thirty-one grandchildren situation instead of flopping outside, their egg would
and forty-eight great-grandchildren. He has been hav dropped in the nest, where it belongs. And now
a resident of New Orleans and Mobile nearly sev- that they- hav ~one outside, what can they do? Try
enty years, and never left his home on account of to assoCiate With the clergy? 1Esop's geese with
any epidemic disease, and passed through one siege the cranes ! What do the cranes, who are living by
of yellow fever. He is a man of remarkable health preventing the secularization of the state, care for
and preservation for his years. He inherited a fine them? . A few semi-clerical senti'mentalists may
constitution from his /arents, nativs of Maryland, pretend that they wish justice, bu_t their words are
and has never impaire his system by intemperate or merely paliations of their accusing consciences.
injurious habits. He has never made use of alco- They can do nothing, and dare to do nothing that
holic drinks, malted, fermented, or distilled; has will deprive the churches of pay and power. Priests
made no use of tobacco since he was seventeen years of are not the birds to make geese of the)llselvs by
age, eats no animal food, and takes no medicine. He plucking their own wings. A thousand years of
eats but two meals ada y, taking one or two boiled eggs legal and illegal robbery hav taught them the art
for breakfast, with milk and oatmeal pudding. For too well for that.
dinner he takes rice and milk, with potatoes or other
But a step from 1Esop to "Holy Writ" reveals our
vegetables, bread and butter and a cup of coffee. seceding friends in their true role. They went out of
He has been an unbeliever in the dogmas of the- the League to curse it. They were told at the time
ology for more than seventy years, and enjoys the that they could not do Dtherwise than re-perform
hope of life beyond the grave. He has been an the part of Balaam's Ass. They could only bless in
activ man all his life. He has been a government spite of their ba ulkiness and wish to curse. And so
contractor in public works, being the oldest of that their Association, or State Secularization (AI!s.)
class in the country. For many years, also, he was givs out a bendiction that covers all that the Leagu~
steam boating.
they left bas at heart. The absurdity and inconHe believes if nature's laws are followed in pre- sistency is :personal to the Balaams only; the A.S.S.
natal conditions, and if men and women will liv they ride, IS all right, but never ought to hav bee~
right from their childhood up, they will suffer very driven out into the wilderness to curse the Israel,
little from disease and pain and liv to old age, dying, where it was foaled and fed, and of which it is and
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must be really a part or cease to be Liberal A.S.S.
at all.
We hav treated this subject as seriously as we
could, but ·one of our Western friends, a sterling
Liberal, though somewhat of a humoriat, attended
the great Convention of these Balaam's, and givs
its true inwardness in an amusing light in another
column.
We hope the Address may_be put into a form in
which we can giv it a much larger circulation than it
is likely to get. Good poultry wont often lay outside the nest; but when they do we_ will do all we
can to get the eggs back to the nest where they
belong.

What Objections to Christianity 1
REPLY TO MR. YAIR's FIFTH LETTER.
MR. G. M. MAIR, IJear Sir: After having been
home several weeks from my European trip I have
J·ust taken the. .time to read your very lengthy letter,
No. 5, comprismg eight instalment!'! of an aggregate
o£ twenty-four columns, equal to six dozen pages of
an ordinary-sized book. If the length of your letter
could be accepted as argument, a fair-minded J'ury
would probably accord you a ver.dict; but as tha_t
- can
hardly be done, the decision will be deferred. On
the other hand, if the magnitude of your effort
indicates the necessities of your side of the q!lestion,
none could deny your cause to be in great straits.
After the length of your remarks, I find myself
unable to see that you have overthrown my arguments or poiiitions. I do not conceive it necessary
·for me to follow you in all you have said, nor to use
in reply half the space you occupied. I will only
notice some of the points you have attempted to
make, and mention some of the mistakes you have
made.
First of all, let me say I did not intend to indicate
the precise source whence Christian dogmas were
derived, whether from Indian, Persian, Chinelie,
Chaldean, or Egyptian sources, but attempted rather
to show that such uogmas existed before Christianity was known in the wo:r:ld, thereby indicating
where its theories or ideas might have been borrowed . And 1 shall insist that those notions or
creeds cannot be considered new or original which
had been believed. and promulgated centuries earlier.
Few of the systems of the world's religions ~ave
been Original or new ,· few have had an existence independent of other previous systems. They have all
been founded in error and superstition, which has
been more or lelis borrowed from older systems. A
marked peculiarity is found between them, showing
conclusively that they were borrowed more than
invented, as I think I have sufficiently shown.
Chisti:mity forms no exception to this rule.
It, moreover, is not my business to show th~tt the
religions of paganism were true, that they were
perfect, or that their sacred books were written by
inspiration, or that they were more faultless than the
more modern system of Christianity. I do not
believe that the Vedas, the Puranas, the Shaster, the
Pymander, the Koran, or the Eddas were written or
dictated by Deity, but doubt not they were penned
by the finger of God quite as much as were the
Jewish or Christian scriptures. I cannot see why
one nation or .people should have any superiority in
this respect over othen. I readily admit that the
Vedas do not claim to have been written by inspiration, or by the direction of heaven, ~tnd it is precisely the same with the Jewish and Christian
scriptures. In. scarcely a book in the two collectiona can the chiim be established that the writer
ever claimed that he wrote by the dictation of the
Divine Being. There is not the slightest authority
for thinking those books were written at the dictation of heaven, save the assertions of priests, who
lived hundreds of years later, and who, of course,
knew nothing about it. There is not room for a
rational doubt that all these books, like all others
that were ever produced, were written by men.
Men only can write books; none others have ever
written books.
I readily conceded that pagan nations were polytheists, nor do I conceive that fact is particularly to
their credit and I cannot see that it is to their discredit.
If there is virtue in believing in one God it would
seem more virtuous to believe in several gods. I
notice that in the third paragraph of your letter you
say it is set down for a truth that primitiv man was
monotheistic, while in the very next paragraph
you quote Max Muller to prove that he was polytheIstic. It is a little difficult to see how both propositions can be true.
I hav not undertaken to prove that there was an
accurate resemblance between the trinities of India,
Chaldea, and Egypt and that .of Christianity, but
that the conception of the trinity is much older than
Christianity I sufficiently demonstrated, and you hav
not refuted it~ It would indeed be very stupid in
the founders of a new religion if they could not make a
slight divergence from or improvement over the religious systems of a previous age. That India, Chaldea,
and Egypt did believe in trinities and triads many
centuries before the Christian era no sane man will
deny. If the Christian trinity is true it always was
true. It was true when God is believed to have
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talked with Adam, Noah, Abraham, Moses Samuel in the wrong, and that to harbor the belief of a
David, Solomon, Isaiah, Jeremiah, and Ez~kiel.
Christian is intensely absurd. I am inclined to be
the Holy Ghost and the Son were real individualities fair with you, and declare you both correct in your
and formed part of the godhead when God talked so opinions of the other. They believe that Gautama
confidentially with Moses, and was so intimate and was an incarnation of the great God, and you say
~amiliar ~ith him as to show him his back parts, it it is false. You believe that Jesus was the incarn:l.-·
IS very smgular, to say the least, that to a special tion of the great God, and they say you are wrong.
agent and devoted friend, to whom, in fact, he was I pronounce the knowledge of one as great as the
~o much indebted to carry out his plans, and even other, that their conclusions are as correct as yours,
m preserving his honor and equanimity among the and yours as correct as theirs. _
gods and people of surrounding nations, he never
even hinted that he was not a full-fledged god and
It is very easy for you to disbelieve the divine
that it required his two partners, the Son and the paternity of Buddha. I do not believe that his
Holy Ghost, to make up a regular full and perfect mother Maia was impregnated by a ray from a star.
God, with all the attributes and perfections of a first- I do not believe it any more than hfu do; but I
class deity.
believe it just as much as I do that
ary was imlt is almost inconceivable that a communicative pregnated by the Holy Ghost coming upon her an'd
the power of the Highest overshadowing her. It
sort of God who had plans and purposes that he
ld
·
h
b
wished his creatures to know and/ understand wou
reqmre a great deal more t an a· ogus
h ld
·
. k
d
Matthew telling a dream-story of which he knew
s ou
never give even a wm or a no ·as to nothing, or a bogus Luke'A story of a vision of
his three ply character It is ha d 1 t 0
·
r ' a so,Ghostcomprebend if " \he Son and
the Holy
were which he had no knowledge wha-tever,. to cause :me
just as old, just as powerful, and just as individual to believe such an improbable and impossible thed· d
d t
h
·
b
f h fi
ory or statement. You may reach a very high state
an m epen en as t e semor mem er 0 t e rm, in heaven by virtue of your credulity, but I doubt it
how they should be illing to be k t h 0 ll · th
w
Y m e very much. I am sure I do not wish ·to win heavelli
background fo r ov er Wfo ur tho usa n d ep
years an d no t b e by siiCh means. I grant you that the story about
allowed to be see n or k n own, nor th eir
· names even the paternity of Buddha is only a legend, but that
breathed to Ab r.aha m, Moses , J 08 h ua, ·G'd
I eon, N a- of Jesus is equally as much so-simply an idle
than Isai'ah · Jeremi'ah or Ezekiel o e e t
dream-story, and nothing more, without the slight' who , could d ea'
' n r vth'
n
Daniel
1
,
r m ou t more 'h'dd
en
mgs est proof whate.ver. How men of intelligence, like
than any man before or si'nce All the th ee G 0 d 8
·
r
yourself, can be gullible enough to swallow such an
must have been very secretive and known how to
l
'
·improbable
story and utterly impossible event is
play the game of "mum" extremely well to allow
.
'
very
hard
for
me to understand. But thousands
two thirds of the only three Gods or of the only o e
n upon thousands of the simple devotees belieyed it of-.
God to keep thei·r names and thei·r exi'stence a pro
·
- Buddha and Christna and several others, and you
found secret for over forty centuries. It is either so, and thousands upon thousands of others believe it of
or Moses Dani'el & Co were extremely stupi'd
'
·
' Jesus. I cannot see any difference ill the facility
with their lifetime intercourse with God, not with which each class of believers accept utterl.y
to find out a tenth part as much about Jesus
improbable statements without a scintilla of proof.
and his companion and the Holy Ghost as any little 1 pity both classes and those equally deSunday -school boy or gi'rl now learns before they .."re luded. But that the belief in Buddha, as of
ei'ght years old · God I·s easi'er to find out now than Christna, was cherished by millions long before the
he used to be ' or the
· sons and daughters of men are name of Jesus had been spoken, I have not only
vastly sharper than in the beginning when God was scores of eminent writers and historians to sustain
young
B ·
.
.
f h
. .
h
me, but the rock-temples in various parts of. India,
. d
ut concernmg t 1 IS octrme o t e trm1ty-t ree which are known to be older than the Christian era.
beings without body or parts comprised into one be- Even if it is generously admitted that the vagaries
I·ng wi'thout body or parts- I trust you wi'll grant me about the parentage of J esus were not necessari. 1y
the same privilege you enjoy. You entirely discredit borrowed from India or Egypt, it must be insisted
what I·s a sacred truth to the Brahman ' to the fire upon that the legen d s an d stones
·
·
1ous
of miracu
worshiper of Persia, and to the holy priests of conceptions had existed in India, Chaldea, and Egypt
Egypt, and you hav a perfect right to do so. I claim hundreds of years before, and that those countries
the same right by your trinity----:1 do not believe in were not 80 far away as to render the borrowing and
it at all. The pious Hindoo strongly believes in his blending of religious superstitions and absurdities
trinity, but y~m snap your fingers at him, and speak very eas.y and natural.
flippantly about his monster gods and baseless vagaries. I think just as little of your trinity. I can see
You are generous enough to admit that of the
you have no more to base your belief upon than he false religions of the world the belief in the teachhas, and I snap my fingers, etc., just as you do. I see ings of Buddha is the best, and express the willingjust as much proof that God is a quadrinity, or a ness to accept Buddhism as divine had it the same
quintimity as that he is a trinity, a triad, a duad, or proofs of divinity that Christianity has. Allow me
a monad. .All these absurd notions I regard as the to say that, having embraced Christianity, and being
outgrowth of superstition and ignorance. Let me a devout believer of its doctrines, you are very
call your attention to a short communication in this naturally prejudiced in its favor, and your judgment
issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER on the "Athanasian is necessarily biased, while with me the case is
Creed," in which Dr. Southwick gives his clear different. I am an impartial observer, being unbi~
understanding of what the trinity is : First, "the ased in my opinions by both systems, and I must
Father is made of none," nothing; "the Son is of give in my verdict that I see about the same justthe Father begotten," also nothing; the Holy Ghost ness in the claims to divinity in one case as in the
of both the Father and Son, not begotten but" pro- other; but if any difference exists it must be deceeding," but equally nothing. To you this may be cided in favor of Buddha. He lived a much longer
"disgusting levity;" but to me it seems equally as life, practiced far more self-denial, uttered a far
sensible as your incomprehensible, impossible trinity. greater number of lessons of morality and selfI cannot see any justice or propriety in your as- abnegation, he has had double the number or folpersing the honest Brahmans and Buddhists because lowers, and still has; his followers have been less
they believe in nine incarnations and one yet to come. sanguinary, less pugnacious, more peaceful, more
If it is a virtue to believe in one incarnation, to be- moral, and in every way as divine. That Buddhists
lieve in nine, and still look for another, ought to be are far older than Ch1·istians you will not be able
nine times as virtuous. That Jesus was an incarnation, to disprove.
of Jah, Jahveh, or Jehovah, you of course fully beBy way of parenthesis you throw in the remark
lieve. But as you easily throw all their incarnations that there cannot be but one religion possessing
behind you and call them the grossest of absurdities, proofs of divinity. I know not what author~ty you
so I throw yours aside and pronounce it the hugest have for making such a statement'. If one system
kind of an absurdity, and it is simply amusing to see has divine qualities attached to it, why may not others
believers of one form of superstition and fallacy con- that possess very similar characteristics? Is divinity
demning«'others for believing no greater absurdity a quality so limited and so exclusive that only one
than their own. It is singular how you can so easily system can boast of possessing it? Indeed, you
condemn a Hindoo for having a faith very similar w remind me of the newspaper cont.est which took
the one to that which you think is the only thing in place some thirty or forty years between the prothe world to prevent damnation. Yon are like the prietors gf two Townsend's' Sarsaparillas. One was
patent-medicine man who denounces all other nos- Jacob Townsend and the other was S. P. Townsend.
trums as frauds and quackery while with most earn- Both claimed to be the true and the original, and
est tones he assures those who will listen to him that almost the divine. For months the war waged
they must take his physic or die. I do not ~ant any lively, and it seemed bard to decide which was the
trinity-physic or god-physic. The pure hght, the real, simon-pure, original Jacob, and I do not know
pure air, and the pure water of nature are eno~1gh for as it ever was satisfactorily settled; but the hoodme. These, with healthy food, proper exercise, and winked people finally lost all interest in the matter,
sensible habits, will preserve good health. I require and found both to be humbugs and ceased to patronno theological doctor to administer to me wafers, or ize t.hem. It is much the same with your rival
pieces of bread, which, after making a few passes 5ystems of religion ; many are 'finding that your
over them, he calls the body of God and says all who claims to originality and divinity are without truth,
do not eat of it must go to hell. I am clearly of the and are relegating both systems to the domain of
opinion that the Hindoo preaches no greater ab- human production, denying the divinity part in toto.
surdity than the Christian.
·
Until divinity can be better proved than it has yet been
You have a good dea,l of fault to find with the up to the present writing, it is idle for you Chrisbelief of the :Buddhists, and readily condemn them tians, ali well. ali the Buddhists, to lay special claim
as the advocates of the grossest errors. I under- to it.
[TO !Ill CONTINUIUJ.]
stand they are equally certaiu that you are also

ll
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mountebanks, unprincipled tricksters,. and lo'Y vii· istic science has not yet found laws to account for
lainR who are always for sale to the highest brdder, them or because new fields or realms are presented
and ~hose business "is to deceive. Only the gennin for e~planation, are simply repeating the errors· of
·
phenomena, which occur in broad daylight and in the the past.
The Absolute Proofs of Continued Existence. presence of thoroughly reliable and well. attested I shall next consider levitation, or the moving of
mediums, will be presented, and not the tnckery of inanimate and ponderable bodie~ withou~ visible conBY E. A. CHAP:MAN.
unprincipled villains and tricksters who are. always tact. Bodies are moved, first, m obedrence to law
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si?·: r~ady to betray the truth for a few pa:ltry preces ?f and force alone, and second, in obedience to intelliIn THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 2d, I made a partial srlver. We s~all rely on su?h medmms as Mr.s. o-ence and force, apparently contrary to law. The
statement of what Spiritualists accept as absolute ·Conant, Mrs. Srmpson, Mrs. Rrchmond, A. J. Davrs, first class which includes the movements of air,
proofs of a conscious future existence, and of the J. R. ~ ewton, Charles N. Foster, S. V. Mans~eld, E. water ships, falling bodies, etc., we may readily
under~tand, but when chairs, tables, stands, etc.,
communion of spirits with mortals.
v. Wilson, and Henry Slade! and such rel?Iesenta· poise
them.selvs on one or two legs, an~ walk around
· ·
·
·
·
·
II
tivs of science as Zoellner, Frchte, Flamarwn, Ak.
In contmumg thrs subJect I wrll say to a , let us
k f W ll
C k
Varley Sar·gent Kiddie a room, dance, or beat time to ruus_IC, w.hen they
·
h b
a
fi ld
f t
L'b r
sa o ,
a ace, roo es,
,
.
,
,
step obu~ mto t de bl~oda . tel s o
rue kl era rsml, Buchanan, Edmunds, Hare, Mapes, and others equal. manifest in a variety ?f ways all the mtellr~enc_e of
where rgotry an
m m ? erance are un nown a:nc I as renowned. and fin all ' on the most talented and a human beino- depnved of speech, when art1cles
where we can study th(,l philo.llophy of human exrs~- l~arned erfor~ers of J:agic, snob as Belachini, of furniture se~m thus endowed with life, hearing,
ence through glasses that reveal truth exactly as It ~I k
P H a·
dJ
b By the unimpeach. memory, and reasoning faculties, we ~1av a class of
is. Whatever we do should be done in a spirit of ~-bals e1-ydne, ouf tiln, an 't aco s.
sllnll pr·ove abso phenomena entirely different, and winch cannot be
·
·
d ·
· d
d
ll a e ev1 ence o 1ese WI nesses we ••
·
chanty,, wrth and ear;~~t e~Irte to o goot ast;e" lutely the occurrence and the spiritual significance of accounted for by the ordinary laws which govern
as recerve goo . . orne e us .reason oge er. clairvoyance, clairaudience, healing by laying on of matter. We must remember that science in its
should be
· rr of ponder·able
bo"r'es
researches has yet scarcely crossed the threshold of
· the bmotto hof all
d dtrue L1berals, and those
h' h an aR, 1ev1't at'wn, or mo , ·m,
,
u
who chum to . e sue an
.o not come up to t .rs without visible contact, independent slate writing, the invisible realms of the universe. Mind, spirit,
.·alr'zat• s of baudo or the essence of matter is as yot almost an unknown
standard are Liberals only m name. I am certam
h h
I b r
s.. . 1 matena. 1.IZa t'lOllS an d d emate
. 11' ' 1 011
' "''
~here are very many w o. onest y e reve _PI2tua- faces, full forms, flowers, draperies, etc., rappings, quantity. Here we l~;tv inanimate ~bjects endowed
1sts are deluded and decerved, that some da~, some
.
·
s'c d. ams the wonders of temporarily with mmd-powers whwh do not and
. ht
.
d1
f th
· d " "ll b f
d no1ses, 1rg .s, voiCes, mu 1 , re,
,
e !fl.m
Wl
e oun the trance or mesmeric condition; talking and writ- canuot belong to the objects moved. We know abas yet ~n d Iscov~re aw 0
that will explam awav the spu1tual theorv. Some .
.
k
t
s s · 't photoo-raphy paint solutely that no inanimate object was ever stirred
are really sincere and "honest in their opin-ions that ~ng m dun nown thon~ueha' s psln d fina"'try' sh;ll con~ but by the application of s~me force outside of and
· · r·
·a·
mrr an
many o er p
e , an
.
t~e p h en omena of Symtu_a lS~n are n. lCll1ous 1y sid~r the wonderful sig·nificance of the fact that foreign to it, acting upon 1t, and as we know . too
1
s lly and unworthy of mveRt1gat10n. Such doubtless h
h
b.10 k 6 out afte. ao-es of silence that knowledge is the manifestation of a_n oq~amzed
would hav ridiculed Benjamin Franklin and called t_ eser/ enmfena t
all'
\h-~ country but intelligence, it ?nly r~~ains for us ~o 1dent1fy the
1
01
'
him a silly old fellow. His kite, key, and Leyden Slmu ane· t hs y, nt~ on 1fy th ovetrh 1
intelligence whrch or1gmatcs and d1rects the force
·
h d'd · h h
'fl'
·
amouo- a 11 e na IOns o
e ear .
By ~ay of pr~mise I will state, ~s I hav d~n_e be. which produces those movements.
Jar, and w~at e I.· ~It _t em,we.re t~·~ m~ ~a~ters~
but ~ho thmks of udlcuhng BenJamm Fr ankhn to fore, that the nmverse is both physiCal_ and spmtnal,
Now flesh, blood, bones, and brains are not mind,.
day· . .
.
visible and invisible, ponderable and Imponderable, and if there is power in mind that is yet incased in·
So tnihngTa matter as the falh~g of an apple re- activ and assiv, positiv and negativ, intelligence- the flesh, as those who oppose the spirituar theory
vealed to Newton one of t?e gia_ndest truths the the essenc~ and spirit of matter-and matter itself claim, sufficient to produce these phenomena, theu
w?rld has ev~ known. Is It possl_ble the world of stri ed of all force and life; that knowledge is a we see no reason why mind when not so encumbered
sc~ence has progressed ~o that po~nt ?where small ma~i~estation of the invisible, and that by know]. cannot p1·oduce them. Our friends, the Materialists,
thmgs are no longer wm thy of notiCe . Some hon- d
b olutely identify ourselvs- to so-called, claim that by some hocus :pocus process,
.
s · · r· t . d
t d th t th
e ge on 1y can we a s
estl y b ~ I1eve pmti~a lS s are e~en e ~
a
ey each other, or spirits to us; that spirits belong to and which they call "unconscious cerebration" (moonhha':" a _kmd _of s_often~ng do~ tthel brlam whlchd r:endteh~s dwell in the invisible realms of refined and ethereal. shine wouicl be equally as appropriate), we produce
t eu· rmagmatwns· mor ma e y arge,~ an }n
IS ized matter, and that if they cannot identify them. these manifestations and don't know it. Now, I will
way a?cou_nt for w~~t th~y c~ll the vaganes and selvs to us and prove absolutely their identity as aiv a thousand dollars to any man who will make a
halluCiqatwns of Spultuahsm.
r·lVlng,
· COl1sC1'ous entities
then it is impossible for us table beat time to music, tell the exact age of, or
.
h
.
. b .b
. ,
.
.
0 ne says, " C onvmce
t e_m .n~ any Wtl} t. e~ a~ to do so who are yet m the flesh. The physiCal 1s sub- giv a correct mess~ge from, s~me in_dividual they
no r:;oofs and then th~Y_ w1ll JOm th~- }i~aterwhsts. ject to so many variations, resemblanc~s, a~d tr~ns· i1ever heard of, or hft a heavy plano w1th heavy men
That s true. I once J~med the Chnstla?s and_ no formations that as a means of absolute 1dentlficatwn, sitting on it, or p_roduce rappings, ~nd prove theJ:" did
longer banker after a.to_mng blood or _sa1_JCt1fied fa1th, it is very unreliable. It is only the mind that is it with their mmds. "UnconsciOus cerebratiOn"
therefore I should JOm the Matenahsts who are stable and by its manifestation which is knowledge ought to be capable of a scientific demonstration .
. h us now a II b ut .th e " con~mue
..
d m
. our nex t ·" we are
' able to prove absolutely
'
w1t
our identity and'
The question is; is it our minds, is it the devil, or
Another says, "It 1s my deb berate purpose to ex. that of our friends ..
is it our loved ones from spirit life who are present
plode every vestige of Spiritual manifestations." To
We are fortunate, then, in being compelled to rely but invisible? vVe claim, and are willing to testify
which I say, All righ~, brother. If you will only e;<- mainly on this most reliable of all methods of iden- nuder oath, that we do not do it. If our minds proplode them so they will stay exploded, I for one will tification the intelligence or knowledge which om duce these phenom~na we certainly _think we ~hould
hold up both !lands. ~he world has been cur~ed friends i;1 spirit life manifest to prove the spir~t know it. If my mmd can make a plano beat tmre to
long enough w1th false 1deas about a future exrst- ual significance of these phenomena. I shall agam music with heavy men sitting on it, and I not know
ence. _The agitatio~ of this subj~ct has caused un- present as our first proof those mysterious rappings I am the cause, it is the funniest conundrum I ever
told m1sery and cnme. T?ere 1s. but one way ~o which occurred at Rochester thirty-two years ago. The heard of. I am a geni, and the "Arabian Nights"
stop the acctu-sed rule of pnest~y brgots, and that IS intelligence which produced those rappings spelled is true, every word of it. Hurrah for "unconscious
by the same methods Franklm and Newton em· out a message which claimed that_ the person whose cerebration." Those who believe in that kind of
ployed.
.
'
. spirit was communicating was murdered and the "spookery" should be able to swallow the worst
We must discover and promulgate the truth. This bocly buried in the cellar. Search was made, the ghost story ever heard of and do no violence to their
~s just what Spiritualism means, and wh~t _Spiritual- body found, and the message verified in ~very partie· credulity. Surely our friends will not feel hurt if I
1sts propose t~ do; and t?e ~a~t tha~ C~nst1ans make ular. These points are too well authenticated to be laugh a little. They hav laughed so many times at
war on us w1th such vmdwt1v sp1te 18 pr?of that disputed. Here was knowledge coming fro!ll an our credulity, and we hav borne it so gpod-naturedly,
they understand what we are about. It 1s a fact invisible, individualized intelligence, and thrs we it's a pity when we discover their credulity is so
that the more people know the more they find there claim to be the first authentic and absolute proof of much larger than ours, we can not be permitted to
is yet to learn, and it is equally true that' m:my future existence the world has ever received. If smile just a little.
thi?k. they hav learned all_ that i~ 'Yorth knowing. those rappings occurred, something produced them,
We are perfectly satisfied there is no devil, thereTh1s 1s the great trouble w1th Chnst1ans. They are and as no other solution has ever been given; and as fore, we are compelled to conclude that either evil
taught that wisdom is foolishness with God, that we hav an identified cause which harmonizes with all spirits, or good spirits, ?r ~oth, are 'the ~uthors of
they must substitute faith for knowledge, must trust that we know of the universe, we claim that the this work. As they cla1m 1t and prove 1t I see no
in_ ~ esns, the Holy Ghost, a~oning blood, . bibles, spirit of the murdered pedler did produce those rap- reason why we are not compelled to admit it. If
mmrsters, creeds, prayers, and Ill fact everythmg but pings as claimed. It might be. ~ske~ why he didn~t evil spirits can manifest there is no. reason why our
reason, and ~he less they know t~e more ·they can expose the murderer. In sp1r1t life revenge IS fathers, mothers, wives, and children may not also.
trust and believe_. They are consistent. But. ~hen quickly discovered to be an investment that d?e~ not Had these phenomena been unaccompanied by intel·
men and women w_ho hav _o~tgrown all supers.tltiOns, pay,_and as they see that our treatment of cnmmals ligence, and, therefore, failed to threaten to overwho acknowledge no r~hgw_n, cr~ed, or £art~ but is unphilosophical and more to satisfy revenge than throw the religious and scientific dogmas of the
that of reaso~, who a:e ng1d mvest1gators of SCience, justice, they are silent on this point. When we past, not a man living would hav stopped short of a
heroes and pwneers lll the great struggle for human learn to treat criminals as we ought, then doubtless thorough investigation and knowledge of their
l~be_rty, de_clare that "dea_th ends all," and fix the will the spirit world aid us in running them down. cause.
~1m1ts .to hfe and_ progressiOn, when they refuse to These spirit rappings occur to-day in-the p_resen_ce of
Men like Huxley, Carpenter, Tyndall, and Spur.
mvestrgate and rgnore well-known facts and phe. thousands of the most respectable and mtelhgent geon ignore these phenomena simply because they
n_omena, 'Yhich can be ~h~ only rational pr'oof of con- people on earth, and they are invariably 1ccompa- are incompatible with their dogmatic notions con.
tmued e:x;1stcnce! and ndiCule th~se who do, they are nied by an invisible intelligence which manifests ceruing matter, death, and future existence. These
' not .c~ns1st~nt, m _fa?t are playm~ the role ?f the knowledge of and_givs satisfactory ~ests concerning men, who, like Franklin, ought to be the first to in.
Chnst1an ~~t~ Chnst1an left out. S?me say, ' ~f we a former earth life. These rapp1ngs are almost vestigate, join hands not only in ridiculing but
had a begm~mg_we must_ hav an endmg," but ~CI~nce exactly identical with the tickings hearcl in the tole- crushing out these phenomena, which promis to settells us nothmg m the nmverse ever ha_d a b~mn~n_g, graph office. These two systems are not only iden- tle forever the great problem of the destiny of the
therefore, all the elements both physrcal and spmt- tical in the manner of work but also in the trans- race, and which has kept the world in turmoil and
ual of w~ich we are composed, always existed and mission of messages. As 'messages are received, wars during ages of the past.
always wilL
both systems must require an operator at the other
l{idicule is a power, and none realize this more
But I am to deal with absolute proofs aud not end of the line, and as the raps first occurred at than men of science and priestly bigots. The world
argument. We shall with Zoellner treat Spiritual- about the time that telegraphy was discovered, we to-day appreciates the grand work done by such men
ism as a science, and subject all our facts to the cru- claim that we hav proved that the rappings are the as Galileo, .Frankliu, Paine, and Morse. They too
cible of scieutific reasoning. The universe is divided ticking of the spirit telegraph through which we ran the gantlet of ridicule and cruel persecution.
into the physical and spiritual, and all facts pertain- receive messages from spirit friends. If these rap- The sneers about the raps, table-tippings, etc., hav
ing to the spiritual may and donbtless will be event- pings arc a swindle then the telegraph must be, and been rung in the ears of the people till thousands
ually scientifically classified. I believe Spiritualism there is no truth in it. To unbiased minds they arc dare not investigate, dare not be known as Spiritualis the greatest of all sciences: I shall commence just as worthy of investigation as the loudest thun- ists, dare not admit they hav conversed with their
with the Rochester rappings ancl finish with inde. der, and so long as no other explanation is presented fr!iends iu spirit life. l hav heard strong men say
pendent slate-writing and full-form materializations by those who oppose o:.rr theory but ridicule, we they hav thus conversed with spirit friends and then
which now oucur in the presence. of a score of well- shall adhere to the belief that spirits produced them. prove tl}emselvs the most abject cowards by saying,
proved and ~eliable mediums. We shall pnt upon Nothiug can occur but in accordance with uatural " Oh, but I am not a Spiritualist. I don't want it
the stand ummpeac~able witnesses, men of science, law, and those who ignore and ridicule these mani- known I hav told you this, or that lever attended a
the !Jrofov.nd~st thmkers of the age, not obscure feBtations of invisible intelligences-because material- Spiritual circle."
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Such is the power of ridicule. Ashamed? Of and daughter. Mr. Wilbur, of Greenville, an Ad- best energies to the promulgation of Spiritualism a1
what? The man or woman who will close t.he door vent_ist minister, in a speech, said: " I hav this day a scientifically-demonstrated proof of immortality.
in the face of father, mother, wi_fe, or child, and re- received absolute proofs of spirit communion. · I
So much for proof No. 2. The above facts in
fuse to converse with them because people laugh, is know now that I shall liv again. No more faith for reference to the movements of ponderable bodies
an arrant coward, unworthy the respect even of me. Spiritualism is true, and I shall now go back we claim do absolutely prove continued existence.
brutes.
and undo the errors I hav promulgated. I thank God Here we hav power and identified intelligence.
Any one visiting Henry Slade, now in New York I must now work out my own salvation. I shall What more do we need ? I will add the following
city, will bear ·rappings and see objects moved by in- build on a rock."
to the testimony already adduced: M. Belachini, of
visible- powers, and witness many other phenomena
Prof. Zoellner, i? "Transcendental Physics," says: Germany; J obn N. Maskelyne, of London; Robert
in broad daylight, with every facility possible for "Henry Slade havmg proceeded to St. Petersburg to Houdin and Prof. Jacobs, of France, the most
thorough investigation~ Many. other ~ediums I fulfil his engagements with Mr. Aksaoff and Prof. learned and skilful conjurers the world has ever
might name equal-ly as reliable, "but Mr. Slade bas Boutlerof, and to present the ph.enomena of psy- known,_all declare that these manifestations are not
been tested and is fully indorsed by the ablest chography to the scrutiny of a committee of scientific fraudulently produced, and announce their adhesion
scientists and professors of magic living. Between experts, has had a series of successful sittings, in the to the spiritual theory (See Zoellner's Transcendental
·
slates which may be locked or tied. together, and course of which writing ha_s been obtained in the Physics).
Prof. Zoellner says, in his dedication to his third
furnished by the investigator, and which Mr. Slade Russian language. At one sitting writing in six difhas never seen or touched, while hanging from a gas ferent languages was obtained on a single slate. On volume of Scientific Treatises, to Wm. Crookes,
jet, lying on the table, or held by the sitter's hands, Wednesday, February 20th, accompanied by M. F. R. S.: "By a strange conjunction, our scientific
messages are written, the scratching of an inclosed Aksakoff and Boutlerof, Slade had a most successful endeavors hav met upon the same field of light, and
bit of pencil being distinctly heard corresponding to sitting with the Grand Duke Constantine, who of a new class of physical phenomena, which prothe writing, and are always from the so-called received them candidly, and himself obtained writ- claim to astonished manJdnd, with assurance no longer doubtful, the existence of another material and
ing on a new slate held by himself alone."
dead.
I condense the foliowing from a statement made
The evidence presented in the following testimo- intelligent world. As two solitary wanderers on
high mountains joyfully greet one another at their
in the Nov. 27th issue of the R.-.P. Journal, under nial is of great value:
the caption, "Dr. Henry Slade:"
"At the house of Epes Sargent, on the evening of encounter, when- passing storms and clouds veil the
"Dr. Slade came to this city I think in June, 1870. Saturdny, March 13th, the undersigned saw two summit to which they aspire, so I rejoice to hav met
I was introduced and had a sitting. I received on a clean slates placed face to face with a bit of pencil you, undismayed champion, upon this new province
slate placed under the edge of the table a character- between them; we all held our hand!> clasped around of_ science. If ever the ideal of a general peace on
istic communication, signed by the full name of my the edges of the two slates. Mr . Watkin's (the me- this earth shall he realized, this will assuredly be the
father. Another, addressing me as 'dear brother,' dium) hands also clasped the slates. In this position result, not of politic:1l speeches and agitations, in
requesting me to tell the writer's husband a great we all distinctly heard the pencil moving, and on which hum:tn vanity always demands its tribute, but
many things in regard to herself and signed by the opening the slates found an intelligent message in a of the bond of extended knowledge and advancing
full name of my youngest brother's deceased wife. strong masculin hand in answer to a question asked information, for which we hav to thank such heroes
I then asked the spirits to write on the slate while I by one of the company. Afterward two slates were of true science as Copernicus, Galileo, Kepler, Newshould hold it before my eyes., Two raps. I then clasped together with strong brass fixtures and helcl ton, :Faraday, Wilhelm,·Weber, and yourself."
Lowell, Mich.
asked, Do yon mean by that signal that you will try? at arm's length by Mr. Cook while the rest of the
Three emphatic raps. I then turned my back to the company and the psychic held their .hands in full
From Mr. H. L. Gre@n.
table and medium, holding the slate before me. view on the table. After a moment of waiting the
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
slates
were
opened
and
a
message
in
a
feminin
hand
In a few seconds the pencil was moved by some invisible agency, writing, 'A. Farnsworth is well and was found on one .of the inner surfaces. There were I thank you for your scathing arraignment of Gov.
happy." On hearing the writing Dr. Slade rose, five lighted gas-burners in the room at the time. Cornell in your issue of the 22d inst. for his conduct
leaned forward and said, ' That is something we do We cannot apply to these facts any theory of fraud, in the case of Charles H. Phelps. If what you say
not often get.' The name I did not recognize, but and we do not;-see how the writing can be explained of the governor is true, he should be detested by
the writer claimed persistently to be a relativ. I unless matter in the slate pencil was moved without every lover of humanity. I cut out your editorial,
and sent it to the governor for his consideration.
"F. E. BuNnY, M.D., EPES SARGENT,
then took the slate to my brother, who, without hes- contact.
THE TRUTH SEEKER makes a fine appearance in its
. "JoHN C. KINNEY,
HENRY G. WHITE.
itation said, 'It is probably our eldest brother's first
new dress and with its greatly improved head. I
" JosEPH CooK,"
·
wife, whose name was Abigail.' I had known her
well, but she passed away many years ago. The ·These gentlemen do not seem to accept Carpen- am glad you "put a bead on it" so much superior to
phenomena of pencil writing without visible contact ter's "unconscious cerebration" theory. Joe Cook the old one. And the contents, I think, hav improved
in plain view of the sitter is not new in Dr. Slade's since said, "Spiritualism is a toad, and my mission iH since the first of January. 'I'. B. Wakeman's articles
presence. In this instance it contained all the ele- to pluck the jewel from its head and giv it to the are admirable, the only objection to them being that
ments of a most perfect and convincing test of spirit people." It sounds well to hear such crawling, ly- they are a little to profound for the ordinary reader.
to see articles from the pen of Hon.
power if not of identity. I think no candid, fair- ing reptils as Joe Cook rant about toads. His rep- I am pleased
7
Elizur
"
right
in THE TRUTII SEEKER-one of the
minded person can visit Dr. Slade without receiving tilian brain for once found. its true level. The pubbest men Liberalism ever produced; and the speeches
something convip.cing and satisfactory.
lic will find the jewel whether Cook fills his reptilia11 and articles of George Chainey read well. I hope he
"P. E. FARNSWORTH,
mission or not. When I think of that pious monster will often favor your columns with his clear, p'ol"19 Park Place, New York city."
my mind reverts to the reptilian age, and I can ished, and sensible communications.
Fill THE
A short time since I visited Dr. Slade and received almost see those horrid reptils as they emerge from TRUTH SEEKER with the productions of Wakeman,
the following significant message, written between their slimy poolB all dripping with mire and filth un- Wright, Parton, Palmer, Bradford, Chainey, and
two slates while suspended from a gas jet. My wife speakable. We bid this slimy, lying, hypocritical such other thinkers as they are, and it will not only
and L. A. Baker,· of Lansing, were with me, and all monster begone. Spiritualism needs not the services be the best-appearing Liberal paper in the country,
distinctly heard the scratching of the pencil. The of liars, calumniators, and hypocrits.. Poor, per- but will surpass all the others in real value. We
verted, dying Christianity is your nativ element, and want much better Liberal papers than we hav now,
slates hung almost directly over our heads:
" My Dear Friends: Can you tell me why a theo- she is welcome to your services. Yet I would gladly and much better readers of them-readers who are
logical education should be so constructed in its sen- "pluck the jewel," if there is one, from his reptilian willing to aid them with pen and purse.
timents, so prejudicial in its tendency, constantly head, and illuminate it with the glorious light of the
Soon the annual town-meetings will come off in
seeking to keep the masses in ignorance of this gospel of truth. We believe "the greatest of these this state. At those meetings will be a fine oppordivine truth? Is it because they do not want to see is charity," and I for one can practice this even to- tunity to get subscribers to petitions for the taxation
the light that will lead them from error and preju- ward toads with false jewels.
of church property. I hav just got published a large
dice ? Spirits come to earth to make all mankind
The following well-attested fact must be accepted quantity, and will be pleased to send to any persons
better, so you may enjoy the spiritual to which you as positiv proof of continued existence. No other who will circulate them. Can't we sEmd up one
all must come.
,
H. C. WRIGHT."
hundred thousand names to this legislature? I will
explanation is possible.
Giles B. Stebbins, of Detroit, related the following, also furnish the address of the Secular Association,
In that sitting I saw a large table rise and remain
suspended a foot from the floor, was touched and which I condense, at the late Lansing camp-meeting. a pamphlet of 24 pages, for 10 cents. It is the most
graBped by what felt like invisible hands, saw the It also appeared over his own signature in the R.-P. complete st:J.tement in favor of what the National
Liberal League and the National Secillar Association
keys of an accordeon manipulated by an invisible Journal. He says:
H. L. GREEN.
"I was at the late Cassadaga camp-meeting. demand that was ever published.
power through an entire tune, saw a slate held by
one of Dr. Slade's hands half concealed under the Mr. Kellogg and my.self examined two slates
[F.-om tho Boston Invatigator.]
edge of the table,. while on it I heard the scratching and then handed them to Mr. R. W. Saur, a medium
"A.n
Infidel Abroad.''
of
Titusville,
Pa.
Mr.
Saur,
being
on
the
rostrum
of a pencil as it wrote, on the upper side, answers to
This is the title of D. M. Bennett's latest book,
questions we had written on the under side, and care; before a large audience, then held the slates upon
fully concealed, the scratching correspond~ng to the the outstretched fingers of his extended hand. We embodying his letters written during a ten-week,,
words written, and the answers matching the ques- then heard distinctly the scratching of a pencil trip in Europe; and _if every Infidel would go abroad
tions every time. During the entire sitting Dr. inside. The slates were turned over and the scratch- to such good purpose as Mr. Bennett, it would be
Slade's left hand was on the table in contact with ing was continued. When the scratching ceased I worth while to send t1Iem all away-occasionally.
But really .these are the fullest and most interestours, the slate being held by his right hand, which opened the slates and found a message signed H. H.
was in full view, and the writing being on the side Bouse, which I at once read to the people. A l\Ir. ing letters from Europe it has ever been my fortune
farthest from his hand, opposit his thumb, just under Rouse, chief of police, of Titusville, then came for- to read. Besides being interesting and entertaining
the edge of the table. My face was within a foot of ward, and on examining the writing, said, with tears they co tain a vast amount of valuable and useful
the slate, and I krww absolutely the writing was pro- in his eyes, 'That is from my brother.' He then i_nformMior:. \Vhat a voli.1me for winter evenings,
duced by a power unseen. Mr. Slade sat with his took frqm his pocket a letter, the last received from for old and young ! Everybodyshould hav a copy,
body turned toward me and from the table, and at that brother, and on compari.ng them, the writing and it is hoped that the talented and industrious auon the slate was found to be an exact fac-simile of thor may dispose of so many thousands, and hunno time was· any part of his body beneath it._
The same day Mr. Babcock, author of "Why the writing in the letter, the· signature especially dreds of thousands, of these books that he will feel
abundantly able, in a_financial point of view, to make
Don't God Kill the Devil," in a speech, said: "Some- being-perfect."
The fact that the late Prof. Hare, widely known as t~e tour around the world, and then tell the story of
thing touched me on my person opposit Mr. Slade
which felt like a band. What it was I cannot say, au able scientist, and an honorable man, found evi- his travels as pleasantly and agreeably as he has
but I know it was not Mr~ Slade... and I knowralso, it dence of continued existence in the movements of done in his ten-weeks' trip to Europe.
SuSAN H. \VuoN.
was not the devil nor the Holy Ghost." Also Mrs. ponderable bodies, is a fact that is worthy of our
L. A. Pearsall, of Disco, and Mrs. L. S, Bailey, of most eamest consideration. He constructed an apDEAR .FmENns: I hav arranged with l\Ir. Bennett
Battle Creek, told me they were lifted by an invisi- paratus with the letters of the alphabet so arranged
ble power and held suspended for a number of sec- that they could be moved without contact, and so as to sell the "Darwius" myself, and I ask all
onds. Also Dr. Johnson, of Coldwater, told me he while it was so placed that the medium could not pos- who would like a simple story embodying our prinreceived a message written in the handwriting of his sibly see them, they were moved so as to spell out for cipl~s to try the book, and thus help me to help our
father with unmistakable proofs of his identity. him message after message from his friends in spirit glonous cause of universal mental liberty and social
Also Mrs. John Dexter, of Evart; Mich., received life .. This, to him, under absolute test-conditions, freedom. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Er,lrrNA_D._SLENlUl:l{.
messages in the well-known writing of both husband convinced him, and he ever afterward Jevoted his'
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BALTIMORE, MD., Jan. 22, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I wish to contribute the amount
of $5.00 to aid the Asiatic expedition particularly,
and to make a suggestion or two when you :reach
the land of the Mongolians. Our priestcraft, as you
know, hav been busily engaged ever since we can
remember in trying to teach theae so-called benighted people about our God, who of old commanded and
sanctioned murder, theft; rapine, and all manner of
atrocious villainies. And if the Asiatics had in any
noteworthy degree accepted their teachings and patterned after the God held up to them, I should
tremble for your safety among them. But inasmuch
as their nativ virtue and the better inculcations of
their nativ religion hav doubtless allowed but a
small hold for our priestly humbuggery, I think you
will find them leading comparativly correct lives.
I hav no idea that you will find them as our theoogy teaches, the father divided against the son, and
the son against the father, etc., and that a man's
enemies shall be those of his own household. Now,
I want to suggest that you procure an interpreter,
and througp him expose the humbuggery and true
inwardness of our missionaries that are among these
people. Display before them the immaculate book
itself, not only that they hav not come to send
peace on earth, but a sword, but that to be his true
followers they must deny father and mother, wife and
children, even hate them and their own lives also.
I think the Mongolians will hav sense enough, if
we hav not, to tell them, in the language of Col. Ingersoll, that they''' won't do," and repudiate the
Christian crowd of vagabonds that infest their country. ·
I want you to be a regular scientifl.c, truth-advocating, and priest-crushing missionary among them.
Then we will accomplish a triumph over superstition, and the friends of Freethought will be proud
of their well-tried champion's trip round the world,
Your friend,
E. LIVEZEY,

one copy to each of the three hundred subscribers.
PEoRIA, ILL., Jan. 15, 1881.
In case you succeed I am willing to be one of the
1\fR. BENNETT: Max Deere and myself will giv you $5
three hundred.
Yours respectfully,
each for the trip a,round the world. We would like
to see the Testimonial if you hav any left.
W. H. PEARCE.
. SAM:. WEBBER,
DUDLEY, ILL., Jan. 20, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT : Inclosed please find money
W:\SHINGTON, D. C., Jan. 1881.
order for six dollars.
1\fn. EDITOR: After consulting with Mr. John CosYou will put me down $5.00 for your journey round grove, you may count each of us in for the trip
the world. Philip Brinkerhoff -says tell you to put around the world with the proposed collateral.
down $5.00 for him. I am with you to the end.
.
JAMES C. LEHMER,
M. RowE.
CARDOVA, ILL., Jan. 19, 1881.
D . ..:M. BENNETT: You can count on us for $5.00
for that journey around the world. We would like
to hear what you would hav to say about the condition of the heathen, both intellectually and morally.
We think your Christian pJ:oclivity is not so strong
but what you could tell the truth about them, and
that is what we do not believe observers hav done
heretofore.
l\L and J. HoPE.

EAST DUBUQUE, ILL., Jan. 25, 1881.
1\fn. EDITOR: I will hold myself ready to contribute
$10 for your trip around the world, and will forward
the same as soon as I can learn from you that you
hav so determined. It appears from your showing
that there is a deficit of $140.00 on the Brussels
fund. Well, it will stand as a lasting disgrace if
this is not wiped out by the Liberals, and will not
lool{ very mucll like liberality if any portion of the
$400 is left for you to pay. Where are the many Liberals that were urging you to accept the duty of
representing them in that Congress, which you did?
I should like to· inquire of such if they can sletlp
quietly without respouding in a material form to aid
in paying the expenses of the same. There are, as it
appears, a large number of Liberal friends ready to
urge upQn you certain duties who consider their duty
ended upon your accepting the same. I wish Leland
or Palmer would write an article showing up such
contemptible liberality. I gave only five as called
for, but consider it my duty to giv at least ten :inore
if required.
Your showing of the apathy of some of your patrons is rather discouraging, I must confess. I am old,
with the infirmities of age falling thick and fast upon
me, but I am not so deep in my dotage as to consider
three dollars of more importance than my principles.
I said to one of your subHcribers the other day upon
his saying," I am owiug Bennett some, and hav con-.
eluded to pay up and stop my paper," "I shall lose all
respect for you if you do. You know that our busiuess transactions are large, and hav you not often
said that I was liberal with you? If you do as you
propose, what reason can I hav for continuing this
liberality if you abandon the support of the principles we both profess to love? Yours is the only Liberal paper that comes to your office, and if you back
down, the church and your enemies will rejoice and
sneer at your paf't. Giv a bold fight for the right,
and you will succeed. May God and nature forgiv
me if I ever yield principle for three dollars, as it
would be in this case." I believe he will continue his
paper. I am driven to the conclusion that Freethinkers as a class are the least willing to giv aid in
support of their blood-bought rights. Shame on
them ! the Bridgets of our kitchens hav more liberality.
D. R. BURT.

RocK RAPIDa,IowA, Jan. 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I am reminded by the little tab that
my subscription has expired, and that the needful is
wanted to help open the eyes of the blind, and to
crush the great monster, superstition; and a few more
gigantic blows like the ·lecture of George Chaiuey's,
and T. B. Wakeman's "Constructiv Liberalism," will
enable us to say, ''I see Satan fall from heaven." I do
wish I could see those two men and thank them personally for such words of truth and soberness that are
able to separa.te the truth from error. How can a
cause fail with such noble champions? If you hav
partially lost a great champion and noble man, as one
of the leaders of your noble band, the herculean" Bob,"
you hav one, yea, more than one, who can fill the
breach, whose sterling blows hit both right and left,
and that will soon draw an invincible army, and the
great cloud of error and superstition will grow small
and beautifully less, until truth shall hav free course
and honor, and be hoi10red by all men.
The improvement in the appearance of the good old
TRUTH SEEKER is very good. I will get a new subscriber for the extra number that I received if I hav to send
SILVER PLUME, Col., Jan. 10, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Put me down for $5.00 for the rouBd for another copy myse'lf. In all these years I hav disthe world trip. Hoping there will be enongh to raise tributed all my papers among reading men, free;
and if you hav received no subscription in this
all the funds you will need, I remain, Yours,
county except mine, they must be theologically
ABE. FISKE,
hide-_))ound monuments of Talmage or Joe Cook crazyology.
ST. THOMAS, ONT., Jan. 15, 1881.
About the trip around the world, could you not be
M~. EDITOR: Put me down for $5.00 for that trip
divided
?-one-half go, and the other half remain as
round the world, and had I time to wait upon them
personally I hav no doubt I could get a few to sub- flag-bearer for THE TRUTH SEEKER? But anything
scribe the above sum also. I agree with your corre- that will make the cohorts of error and superstition
spondent S. D. Moore, of Adrian, Mich., that what avaunt, and afford you happiness while doing good, is
we want to know about is Buddhism, Brahmanism, in order; and if you lack just five dollars, when the
and more particularly about Christian missions, their rest hav all spoken, I will send it to you instead of
effects upon those who hav received the Christian giving it to build a Methodist house of error and superreligion, and its extent, influence, and prospects; and stition. If you should go, please enlist in your service
I am sure that those who contribute to the trip will the great apostle of St. Johns, M, Babcock, to close up
GALT, ONT., Jan. 24, 1881.
receive more than value in information never before their rear and spike their guns. He is a brick, and a
MR. EDITOR : A friend has sent me a few copies of
large
house
of
such
bricks
would
be
a
greater
sight
given to the public.
Co-operativly yours,
than all the old musty cathedrals you saw while in THE TRUTH SEEKER, commencing with No. 7, from
D. NEILSON.
Versailles, and my wife has been reading them with
Europe.
Yours,
C. W. HALL.
great pleasure. It is a fixture in our house, and we
MofiNCE, ILL., Jan. H, 1881. ·
want you to go around this little planet and tell us
Lmw LAKE, MINN., Jan. 15, 1881.
FRIEND BE..'!NETT: I hav been very much amused in
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find three dol- something about i.t in your own way, boiled down so
the reading of your letters of travel in Europe, and lars for my paper. If you should get enough sub- we can get at it, just as you did in your letters from
hav taken some pains to hav others read them. All
scribers to your Round the World Fund, count on Europe. We want you to take Mrs. Bennett with
seem well pleased. They could n·ot wait after they
you, and tal{e your time and enjoy yourselvs; and
me for a "V."
Respectfully,
0. B. BROWN.
had read the first two letters, seemingly, for the
although I am a thorough temperance man, I do not
next number. I gave a young Catholic the papers to
wish to see you handicapped with prohibition or any
CoTTONWOOD, RAN., Jan. 6, 1881.
read. He was delighted with them ; said he would
ERo. BENNETT: I passed my station. .Here is three other dead right. Count me in for $5, which will be
purchase the letters if they were published in boo[{ dollars for a round trip. Count me in five dollars promptly sent in any way you choose on a hint in
form; but the description given of the monk funeral for your trip around the world.
your paper.
·
WM. E. RENWICK.
settled him. He thought it was sacrilegious.
Your well wisher,
L. P. SANTY.
[We thank our friend for his pledge and his kind
I see by the last two papers that you may take a
words. On many accounts it would be pleasant to
trip round the world. That will certainly please all
WINNEMUCCA, NEV., Jan. 16, 1881.
hav Mrs. Bennett accompany us should we make the
Liberals who hav read your letters of travel in Europe.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I .send $20 to assist you on journey around the world, but there are some diffiYou will please put my name dgwn for $5.00 pay- your trip around the world, on which I hope you
able when you want it; also Charles Wiltse and soon will be able to start. Your "Infidel Abroad," culties in the way. Not the least will be the want of
Ichabod Stodard $5.00 each, all of Momence. I think when ready for delivery, I shall be pleased to see and funds. We find that it will be a more expensiv journey than we at first supposed. If funds enough al'e
· you can get five hundred names.
read, as I hav only read a few of your letters from contributed to take one it is all that can be looked,
Fraternally,
H. S. HALL.
Europe, but was very much interested in them. The for, to say nothing of two. Besides, the journey
style you hav -of telling what you see is captivating- would be too long and tiresome to please our better
OTTAWA, ILL., Jan. 15, 1881.
and a person like you with such a wonderful gift half; and still more, we cannot both be absent from
MR. EDITOR: Put me down for $5.00 for your trip should be on the go.
round the world. Your extra 1:lopy of Jan. 1st l hav If you should chance this way overland to San home at the same time for so long a perlod. There
disposed of for three d:>llars, on condition you send Francisco, let me know by telegram two or three is a good deal to be looked after here at home while
it the remainder of t~he year. I like yoUi' new dress hours before the train should arrive here and I will we are away.-En. T. S.]
very much. It helps my old eyes.
meet you at the train. Yours truly, W. F. STEVENS.
Very respectfully,
SYLVESTER BnowN.
SALINA, CAL., Jan. 11, 1881.
[We heartily thank our generous friend for his libEn. TRUTH SEEKER: I hav three besides myself who
erality and promptness. If the proposed journey is
SYRACUSE, N. Y., Jan. 19, 1880.
not made his money shall be returned. If the jour- will subscribe $5 each for you to write up the world
MR. EDITOR: You may put me down for five dollars ney is made it will be in an eastern instead of awes- from an Infidel standpoint. I think I will get some
for your trip around the world, and as I notice quite tern direction, visiting Europe first, then going from more soon Our best wishes to you and Mrs. Bennett.
a number of your correspondents hav each their in- Greece to Constantinople, then Egypt, Palestine, InEver yours,
W. B. FoRD.
dividual pet schemes for your investigation while dia, China, Japan, etc., returning to San Francisco.
abroad, I also hav mine, which in a. few days I may We will be most happy on our way home to call on
HAMMONTON, N. J., Dec. 26,1880.
submit to you for your prayerful consideration.
our generous friend, also to see many other good
FRIEND BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER is doing much
Yours truly,
RALPH HELM.
friends on the western :;-ide of our cvntinent.-Ed. T. S.] good wherever it gains admittance. The Christians,
as a class, are afraid of it, as the clergy are of
CARMARGO, ILL., Dec. 28, 1881.
ALTOONA, PA., Jan. 23, 1881.
Paine, Draper, and Robert Taylor. Yet its sentiFRIEND BENNETT : Inclosed please find draft for
MR. BENNETT: I sincerely hope you may obtain sub- ments are gaining ground. Some are daring to think.
eight dollars, for which senq me your work entitled scribers sufficient so that you can make the circuit of Many of the articles of your contrilmtors can not be
"Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times " the globe. Please to visit the grave of Adam and excelled. '!'hey contain many valuable thoughts,
and one year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.' Eve, tell us something about the dogs of Constanti- Your letters are excellent, and I know of no work
You spoke in your paper that you would circum- nople, bring me back a Circassian beauty, stop at from which so correct a knowledge ca.n be obtained
navigate the world provided you could induce three Altoona and visit the largest railway shops in the of the people, and especially of the Roman church
hundred men to giv $5.00 apiece, and you publish world, and put me down for $5. Yours for success, · in the places you visited, as from' these letters,
in book form the history of your trill and l•l'esent ·
J BuRNs.
RoLLIN BRADLBY.

w.
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MANCHESTER, IowA, Jan. 24, 1881.
•
·
ST. Lours, .Mo., ,Jan. 7, 1881.
SHEL:BY, MIOH.
FRIEND BENNETT: Put us down for two shares for
FRIEND BENNETT: You are a splendid traveler and a
DEAR FniEND BENNETT; Inclose 1 sou will find eight
that trip around the world. Just let us know when dollars, three for THE TRUTH SE/Rli!R or the presen.t sensation, no odds where you work. Your cynicism
you want the money.
Yours for truth,
year, $1.50 for THE TRUTH SEEKElt to l·e sent to my and descriptions of gods, virgins, and. saints are only
C. W, MEAD & Co.
brother-in-law, P. H. Parsons, lL::r. n, Minn.; $3 eclipsed by Voltaire. By all means start again, and
for two copies of "The Infidel Abrl,ad," or letters don't come back until you complete the circuit. I
LovELAND, CoL., Jan. 23, 1881.
written from Europe; the other 50 cents you can send will gladly throw' in my little mite to help you keep
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: You can put me down fur a in tracts or any other reading of interest as you see your journalistic Hag flying in your absence.
boOl{ of your trip around the world. I can get a fit.
.
Your letters from Europe are truly interesting and
WM. LORHBOUGH,
couple more.
I hay been a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER from instructiv. I hav learned more from them about the
its early existence before you went to New York. people of France, Italy, and Switzerland than I ever
CROTON LANDING, N .. Y., Jan. 24, 1881.
Am pleased to find it growing better and stronger in knew before.
FRIEND BENNETT; Please put me down for $5.00 the advocation of its truth principles from year to
Inclosed is my fare for another year'e trip on your
toward your trip around the world. By the way, if year. At first, but few were found bold enough to truth-seeking ship. I would be glad to hav "The
you come across the Garden of Eden, Balaam's ass, speak in its behalf, but now its influence begins to Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Timei'.''
or righteous Lot's wife, don't forget to forward tilem be felt, and many speak in its praise as being truth- but am too poor and must be content.
home. They would prove quite attractiv to 'rHE ful, honest, and bold. Long may it liv and become
Respectfully,
Mrs. L. G. ToliiFS.
TRUTH SEEKER office.
Yours fraternally,
widespread in circulation, and should you take the
c. E. PETEllSON. trip you contemplate around the world, you can put
ALLIANCE, OHio, Jan. 18, 1880.
me down as one of the three hundred. I feel that FRIEND BENNETT: In your excellent letters from
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Jan. 16, 1881.
I could not invest five dollars better. I hav read over the sea I hav been highly entertained as well
FRIEND BENNETT: I am pleased to see offers of
your letters from Europe with great pleasure, feel- as instructed, and hope it will not be long before
assistance for that "round the world trip" coming
ing that your description of men and places was you hav means sufficient to commence the trip you
1n so freely. I can fully meet mine of $50, and will
clear and beautiful and in no wise influenced by the propose to make around the world.
not be at a-ll surprised if, upon a thorough canvass, I
bane o superstition.
Yours truly, 0. F. GREEN.
Your friend,
CARRIE E. WEIR.
should be able to nearly double that offer. I was
not only surprised but really astonished at the numGANANOQUE, ONT., Jan. 17, 1881.
LAKE VILLAGE, N. H., Jan. '19, 1881.
ber of people I find who are in sympathy with me
FRIEND BENNETT: I am willing to go $5.00 to help
FRIEND BENNETT : After so long a time I hav got
in my fight against this Christian religion founded
you to "swing the circle;" in other words, take Hor- one subscriber for your paper, for which you will find
upon the imagination of a superstitious. people.
We want to institute a Liberal League in our town. ace Greeley's advice and" go West," and keep going inclosed three dollars. Your paper grows better and
better every week. If. I were able I should send it
You will please giv me all the necessary informa- West until you arriVfl back at New York.
Fraternally yours,
HENRY SMITH.
into many families. All that the people want is to
tion whereby we may be enabled to proceed in a
read and think.
proper manner.
MAUSTON, Wrs., Jan. 14, 1881. • Your article on centralization of wealth and power
We hav in our town two newspapers, one weekly DEAR MR. BENNETT: You may put me down for
and one daily, which also issues a weekly. The five dollars for your Infidel trip around the world. is good. It is Gem. Weaver's idea in full. Let the
daily, notwithstanding nearly all connected there- If you dare risk your life I dare risk a "V," even if people be taxed according to their property. Worthy
with are unbelievers, refuses to publish any Liberal I hav to borrow it. I am certain to haT my money's Putnam is very good on telling experience. T. B.
articles for fear it may injure its trade, while at the w.orth if you liv to return, and I hope you will. I Wakeman and Mrs. Slenker, bless them! are tip-top.
same time they admit that not one-fourth of tlleir can't pray for your return worth a cent, but I can If I could write as well as think it would be loud,
support is derived from the church or from church wish you may hav good health and as prosperous a and radic:-tl too. Your trip around the world, I
believers. How strange it appears to an outsider journey as any other man could hav, and I think it guess, will be sectue. I hope s0. Oh, I wish I could
that any institution which derives but litLle benefit will go as far into eternity as any prayer man may help! The Banner of Light sent me their paper free
for six mouths, bless them! You are all working for
from another should take sides with the one and offer up.
Wlll. HoLGATE.
humanity.
Yours truly,
J. M. CooK.
oppose another from which it obtained the material
upon which it keeps up'its existence! I think we will
MURDOCK, ILL., Jan. 18, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Indosed you will find an
bring them around by and by,
MR.
EDITOR:
I
hav
delayed
sending the money to article for publication, handed to me with a request
The weekly, on the other hand, is more progressiv
renew my subscription for some time, hoping to get to send it to you for that purpose.
and--·will publish any article which may be intelligiyou a new subscriber, but failed to succeed, s the
It is well to call the attention or the people to
bly written. I see by its last issue that a Liberal
writer proposes to furnish them an articl!J every beautiful, sweet-scented Christians would rather giv these things as the party in power is so careful of
week, which they giv notice will be published. So their money to the clergy. I am very well pleased the morals of the people as to waste a great deal of
far so good. Now if we can get a Liberal League with your paper, especially your letters from Europe. time harping upon the dangers or sending little
started I think we will wake up this 8,400 altitude to If you intend making a voyage around the world I ·'Cupid's Yokes" through Uncle Sam's mail bags,
a sense of being not so near heaven as they expected hav $5 you shall hav. Please excuse tardiness this and a great deal of money prosecuting men for
time. You will find $3 inclosed to pay for my paper doing just what they hav a constitutional right to do.
they were.
another
year.
Yours truly,
W. H. JoRDAN.
Which is the most licentious, a Mormon or a conI am accused of being of a too progressiv tempergressman, is a question to be answered by those
ament. I in reply claim that no one can be too proBUFFALO, N.Y., Dec. 29, 1880.
who are distressed about polygamy.
gressiv for the good of mankind. They may be for
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 to pay for THE
·
CoNSTANT READ E
their individual advancement financially or socially,
TRUTH SEEKER for 1881. I think there is ·no paper
but not otherwise.
Under date of October 1, 1879, G. ~. Palmer, M. D,
My reforms consist of three. I ask that for the doing more to open the ey~s of creed-bound Chris- Surgeon-in-Chief of the Freedman's Hospital and
After
readin
my
paper
I
send
it
to
some
ti'Bns.
advancement and benefit of the whole people we
Asylum at Washington, D. C., states : "That in
do away with the present form of religious worship, other person to read. During the last three months thirty-nine of forty-eight cases of confinement, the
that we substitute for the old style of financial leg- I hav sent it to a young man, a son of a Methodist mothers were not martieo Of these, twenty-four
islation one in which the government shall control clergyman and a member of the same church, who were first on the part of t~se mothers, and yet they
the currency, and say what quality it shall be and came to mal{e us a visit last May and was with us are far from being abandoned and dissolute. There
of what it shall consist, and not try to satisry a hun- four months. He read various Liberal books and is no law in the district to reach them, nor are the
gry working [man with one-fourth the quantity of papers, and went away rather a spoilt Christian. p ll'tners of their guilt amenable to law, a circumfood necessary that he do the labor required of him. He writes me that five of his fellow-students at the stance very much to be deplored."
And the last, but not the least, is a spelling reform telegraphic school who were Christian believera hav
"Religious exercises and chaplain services hav
whereby our children may be enabled to obtain an been converted to Freethought. The paper is read been performed by theological students, licentiate
education in much less time than by the present in the school until it is worn out. I get similar re- preachers, who receive their board for their services."
ports from others to whom I hav sent your paper.
method.
"As evidence that the patients are well cared for
Fraternally yours,
A. H. FRANK.
I see many of the newspapers throughout the counhere I will cite the fact that most of them, white
try are taking steps toward such a reform, but I
and colored, when cured leave the hospital with
BAXTER, Ks., .Jan. 17, 1881.
should like to see them adopt the full "fonetik"
reluctance, and most of those wh? hav been treated
MR. EDITOR: We hav had Prof. 0. A. Phelps here, here when again overtaken by accident and disease
standard; and right here allow me to suggest to you
this: THE TRUTH SEEKER claim to be a progressiv who delivered three lectures, and who has been lec- apply a second, third, fourth, and even a fifth time
paper, willing to hear and puolish all manner of turing in our neighboring towns to crowded houses. for admission."
opinions, why would it not be a good idea for you He is a very energetic worker in the cause of Liberal·
We hazard the opinion that there is not a state in
to publish one page of TH TRUTH SREK'IR in fonet- ism. He is a good orator and well posted, but I fear this Union, or a territory, in which the father of a
he
will
giv
out
physically,
as
he
is
of
a
rather
weak
iks? If you find it accepted and encouraged by
bastard child is not amenable to law, except the
. :Oistrict of Columbia, and nowhere else except
your readers, add another page, and so on at your constitution. He needs rest.
I am sorry I cannot do more for the cause of Lib- heathen Africa. Here is business for Comstock,
pleasure. Simply add a key to the sounds of the
vowels, at the head of the page. I do not think you eralism; but it keeps us all busy down here in Kan- Cameron, Conkling, Hayes, and company. This
could add more to yoUl: paper in any form than you sas to make a living and owe no man anything.
announcement was sent broadcast through the U. S.
The constant dropping of THE TnUTH SEEKER down mail, thus informing the licentious that in Washwould by so doing. For myself, I know I should
look to that advancement the first thing when l on. our Western towns is wearing away the rock of ington no law exists to punish the men who bring
open the paper. Of course you hav studied this sys- superstition and corruption, and fast making inroads misfortune on women. No law ! No, no. But
tem, and must admit its advantage~o children and on old dogmatic orthodoxy. May the grand work $40,500 was appropriated of the money of the people
foreigners in their studies, but it may not haY oc- etill go on, and I wish you all the succees in the of the United States to support for one year the
Yours truly,
J. D. McCLURE. aforesaid asylum, which included the board, of which
curred to you to begin its adoption by degrees as I world.
hav suggested. See as an instance hu for who, rits
the chaplain and licentiate preachers had for their
"WHAT MUST WE DO TO BE SAVED ?"
for writes, sez for says, favr for favor, lanygwag for
services. Please don't misread licentiate and call it
language, tungs for tongues, tha for they, snod for
WILBON, KAN., Jan. HI, 1881.
licentious. This would reflect on the clergy.
snowed, letrz for letters, hwil for while, forinerz for
FRIEND BENNETT: The other day at Wilson, Kansas,
Then in the Columbia hospital for women and
foreigners, red for read, silabel for syllables, etc,
ae two gen'tlemen, Frank. ¥eade and Prof. Leffer, lying-in asylum, during the year ending June 30,
If there is luck in odd numbers, I should be lucky were quietly discussing the merits of Col. Ingersoll, 1879, "299 were treated, of whom one death ie
with my three "hobbies," Infidelity, Greenbackism, their conversation was interrupted by Geo. Baird, a recorded." See report of P. J. Murphy, presiding
and fonetiks. I hav one satisfaction when I find deacon in the Presbyterian church at that place, who physician and surgeon in charge.
People ridiculing them of being able to reply, Well, in language more deprecatory thaJl polite called the
These and other official reporte ehock the moral
they may look absurd, ridiculous, and visionary to Colonel a liar. For thie uncalled-for insult, Frank- pride of a virtuous and free people. Has it come to
you, but their final adoption is simply a matter of who is Frank by name and frank by nature-promptly this, that no law exists in the District of Columbia.
time, For this age is becoming too far advanced in knocked tile deacon to the floor by a blow over his to check licentiousneee or obscenity? Was there
intelligence to go on forever taldng as their guide eye, compelling him to go to bed with a piece of ever any matter sent through the United States mail
the rules and customs of people with but a crude raw beefsteak tied over the injured member. The more corrupting than this, giving notice that no law
idea of what was really the bei!t for themselvs, let deacon on thilil occasion, however, was not emphatic exists in Washington to punish? Comfortable
alone framing laws and establishing rules and regu- as at a11other time, when in reply to the accusation quarters are provided free to the mothers and babes.
lations for an era so far ahead of them in every of a Methodist brother who. eaid he had stolen his And the acting clergy hav "their board for their serhay, he told him he wae a. "G-d d-d liar!" Noth- vices." See oxocativ documente, pages 1,009 and 1;010
illlle:utla.l of knowledge as we are.
of 1879-80. 1
lni like belni a. Ohrl1tia.n I
X.
Yours truly,
D. D. LAKE.
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And pray, how Is our Anthony to know sure
Of secret vices and forbidden joys?They drive him to disguises and decoys.

A Priest's Soliloquy on the "Infidel
Abroad."
AN .A.CROSTIC.-BY SADA BAILEY.

Dare he around the world to go, and write such
letters home1olere curses on theology-as he wrote when in
Rome!
Behold l the circ.le will be formed, magnetic, far,
and near;
Embracing all the Infidels within each hemisphere.
No end to agitation then. Truth seekers will in·
crease;
Nowhere can prlssts the people blind, or idlyliv
in peace.
Eternal God, Christ Jesue, come I we priests are
in a fintter ;
This ~an we know will tell the truth-truth that
we dare not utter.
.Talmage says religion's dead-we'lllose our bread
and butter I

Evolution; or a Tale of Tails.
AN EXTRACT FRO)! DR. MONROE'S NEW UNPUB-

LISHED .d.ND UNFI;'<ISHED POEM.
189.

All thie, however, the base Infidel denies;
Nor can we wonder when we once refiectCan there be truth in him who shuts his eyes
To reYelutiou, and who dares neglect
His Christian duties ?-who re-crucifies
Our blessed Savior-daring to reject
The preached gospel and the precious gore
Shed on the cross that sin might be no more?

THE SEYMOUR, ·IND., TIMES BOOKS SOLD BYD. M, BENNETT,

Is one of the most widely known and beat llee1ed papers
In the great .Misbissippi Valley. It will complete lts:l5tll
200.
yenr in March, 1881, if the day of judgment doesn't come
prior to that date; and It Isn't at all likely that even Qu.
And ir for dollars fom·teen he could hire
~'ive girls to play nude Eve for hotll"s some three, brlcl'a toot horn can set it back much.
The Seymoul' 1imts has but few pt•inclples. Moat pa.
For him and friends, the wicked who admire
pers are bothered and !tampered with principles; but tho
Such exhibitions, by like bribery, ·
Times having but few of 'em, ,and not one solitary politic
Could be like served, and thus God's fearful ire
to its name, is free to slip in a word for Truth, Justice,
Be terribly aroused. Thus Anthony,
Mercy, and Huutu.nity whenever it cnn get a chance.
In ferreting out vice, God's wrath a Yerts.
The Seymour ;J.limes is for liKht and for useful knowl~
edge, and it bn.s no fuith In humbuggel'y und superstition.
And the prerogatiYs of church aeserts.
It is the only paper In the great W ewt that Is ~>ble to run
201.
without a god or devil or ghost.
The Seymour Times Is paying $-1,000,000 (four million dol·
And vice; thnt church and state would undermine,
Iars)
a head !or ghosts, though, and tt wants all it can get.
Jfinds Tony's schemes as sly us snakes in gra5s;
It
ia also paying tlic same rtgure for virgins who are moth.
He plays it on the heathen awful fine,
ers, or sons who are their own fa~hers, or father& who are
In various ways; but we will let them pnRs,
their own sons.
For in our Tony church and state combine
The Times makes it a business to defend tile holy minis.
To giv the world ussurauce of an ass,
ters of the Lord from the shmders of tho wicked. Tho••
With knave enough thrown in to indicute
ood men, full ot the love of God, can do no sin. They are
Foul conjugation of Dame Church with state.
constantly tempted,llOWeYer, of the womou and or Sat-au,
an<laccurdlug to tile wicked they fall often and han!. Till;
202.
the Seymour 1Jmes denies on the geuel'll.l prtuclple thal
But this I say with no ill will for Tony,
the love of Uod shed u.bt'oad in the heart leaves no roou1
for sin and none ca.n get in or could stay there a ruluutc
lint just to allay the roaring heathen's wrath,
I! It did.
Who lays about him, with cold eye and stony,
The Seymour 1.'imes is a large stx~column quarto, beauti.
And with much logic aml his sword of lath,
fully
printed In bold type.
Contesting, teasing, wanting testimony,
I! you ru·e a Freethinker, you want it; if you ain't, you
And trying to turn men from the beaten path
waut it.
That leads the Christian upward to his crown,
Price, $2.15 a year; 6 months, $1.10; S months, 60 cents.
To follow him in unbelief and down I
SUunps received for change. At least send two red stamp~
for sam1;1e copy. Address
J. R • .MONHOE,.M.D.,
203.
Seymour, Ind.

And as the average heathen hates oppression,
And interference meddlesomewitll freedom
Of press and speech, and will make no concession
Of rights he claims to hav (and seems to need 1'HE NEW SYS1'Ei!I Oli' BEEKEEPING.
'em),
'I'wo hundred pounds ot· Honey in small
To mail facilities-to his discretion,
p;lass boxes Cron• a Hive ot"
Whether to work on holy days or heed 'emBees every Year.
We bnv to curb hlm gently~giv him rein,
Great profits In Feeding Bees. Swarming Controled.
No Loss of Bees iu \Viuter . .b. very one who naa ~farm or
Then lie with Anthony for him again.

HONEY
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Can we respect the skeptic who pretends
He can't believe a sou was his own father,
Or ·vice l'~rsa, for redeeming ends,
When scripture says 'tis sot Or rather,
Are we not bmmd to see that he ascwds ·'
Had we not ought to m.1sk onrselvs and gather
.About his bouse at deadly mid of night,
And fix his head in a strong rope's deadly bight?

204.

We bav to h·eat him gingerly because
He seems exceediugly to multiply;
He is more contumacious than he was,
Claiming he can with true believers vie
In purity of life; he hoots ut laws
That plant the gospel in om· schools-and why!
He knows the gospel, if it would abound,
lllust be sown early in untilled ground.

191.

Proscribe we may, but 'tis no longer legal
To pinch, imprison, stab, or skin or burn him:
No saucier feller marched and H fit mit Siegel,"
So Christ upon the cross does not concern him;
A cawing crow, that jeers the soaring eagle,
205.
That from its dizzy bight may scarce discern
He multiplies apace, us I hav said,
him.
And so must be a little bit placated;
A buzzard fiopping round the Christian fiock,
We find him even at the nation's headThat they may not molest nor rout nor rock I
In office everywhere, but not elated;
192.
He leads inour'best colleges, whence spread
Those scientific heresies so hated;
Oh, there is comfort in the contemplation
He almost owns tbe forum and tripod,
Of endless torment for the wicked man; _
And thrives, for all I know, by grace of God.
He scoffs at Jesus and rejects salvation
Upon the Savior's blood-atoning plan;
206.
.And yet Bob Ingersoll, with much oration,
But I must hurry onward. I reveal
Will rob us of this comfort if he can,
A growing 'tendency toward verbosity,
And giv us not a thing in place of it;
Which may in time make the judicious squeal,
Therefore we want his horns hauled in a bit.
And wish the hard shot hell-ward with velocity
193.
Akin to lightning. And sometimes I feel
That
it were well to weave in some monsh·osity,
Men who deny the Bible, hav they rights?
Some blood-and-thtmder hero, broke from jails,
:May we not, for the good of God and man,
Remove tbem when the Lord removes his lights? To lend a charm to my dull tale of tails.
May Christian: men not kill them if they can ?
207.
The wolf, the lion, the mad dog that bites,
Because a tale of blood and savage deeds
Ha v stronger claims upon our mercy than
Has fascination for your modern lad,
The impious wretch wbo scoffs at holy writ
He rolls and ruminates his cud, and reads,
Or the true creeds engrafted upon it.
And swears when grown he'll be as smart and
194.
bad;
He'll be a foot-pad, herding with half-breedsI say true creeds, and by true creeds I mean
He'll steal a pistol, run away from " dad''
Those that enjoin faith, prayer, and chant of
psalm
He'll rob the stages, and he'll wed a squawAs the chief Christian; duties make you lean
He'll be a frontier hero-an outlaw l
Upon dear Jesus, hoping he will damn
Those who deny him, but yet still will screen
THE Standard Cure Company, No. 114 NasEven murderers owning up that he's the lamb
' sau street, New York city, will send to any
That taketh sin away, whese blood was shed,
And who still liveth, though reported dead.
i address a box of Emery's Standard Cure (Pure195.
ly Vegetable Cream-Coated Pills), a neverWe hold that murderers wbo believe and pray
failing remedy for Ague, Biliousness, and all
.AJ.·e innocent as babes compared to those
Malarial Diseases. Standard Cure is pleasant
Who, like cursed Judas, our dear Lord betrayed.
to take, contains no quinine, mercury, or poisons
They may be good and moral, but are foes
I of any kind.
·
If they deny the Christ; and Christians may
Lay snares for them and fill their lives wlth
woeSpecial Notice from Bliss' ChiQf's
May lie about and rob them-'tis no sin;
All'i fair that's needful for our Lord to win.
Band.
Me, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
196.
Meilicin Chief from happy hunting grounds. He
Thus thinks brave Anthony, the Christian's friend, say he love white chiefs and squaws. He travel
When in pursuit of the cursed Infidel,
like the wind. He go to circles. Him big chief.
He spares no measure ueedfu to the end,
Blackfoot want much work to do. Him want to
Which is to cage the wicked in a cell.
show him healing power. l\lake sick people well.
.
.
.·
.
.
Where paper go, .Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
His_letters of decoy we can commend,
, right away. No wampmn for three moon.
Lrkewrse the schemes he understands so well,
This spirit message was first published in "Mind
To tempt the unwary mto overt acts,.
and l\Iatter," January 10, M. s. 32, with the an1
Then serze and charge them hmne wrth stubborn , nouncemeut that magnetized paper would be sent
facts,
I to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
197.
: to be healed, also to those that desired to be devel; oped as spilit mediums, for three months for three
Because tbe ends to be attained are great· three-cent stamps. The three months closed with
The Infidel to trap and bring to grief;
the following result: 3,405 persons ha v sent for the
The cause of Christ to avenge and vindicate,
paper hy mail, one thousand persons hav received
Which justifies theY. 11!. u. A. chief,
it at .tbe office; and the hundreds of testimonials
.Armed as he is with powers of church and state,
tbat hav been received of its wonderful work in
To play tbe sneak, the spy, the assassin, thief,
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
Or aught besides best fitted to deceive,
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav faithfully kept
.And cause the heathen to disgorge and grieve.
promises. From January lOth, M. 8. 32, to January
198.
lOth, 11!. S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for this
And, as the agent of the vice society,
paper, and thousands hav been benefited by Its
Vice he may use to track and puuish viceuse. That all may hav an opportunity to test the
May pay bad girls to strip-then with propriety
merits of the paper, the price for the future will be
March them to prison naked in a trice;
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, teiY cents;
01·, loitering, scun their cbanns to full satiety,
i twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
Then march them o1I, tbe naughty things (but : piece if you can. Address James .A. Bliss, 713 Sannice) I
! som street, Philadelphia, Pa.
And take them nude before the "jedge," because 1
To doff their wbes outrages Christian laws t
A Proposition.

I
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BEES!

gardeu cau no\Y keep bees with pleasure aud proll,.
::;end for circula.r and tuli pa.rticUIH.rs.
.A.u<lress
.Mr..Ll:l:llE E. COTTON,
St5
West Gorham, Cumberlund Co., Maine.

" FEWER CHILDREN
AND BETTER."
IMPORTANT TO PARENTS.
15 cents.

Price,

COLBY & RICH'S PlJBLICATIONS.
Works by A. J. Davia.

an~~~~~!~~~a::;~."~':~~:.$s~~~ Plvlne

A Stell"r Uey to the Summer Land. Prlc<~,
cloth, 75 cents i paper, 50 ceuts.
.
Magic Stuff. An Autoblo~:ruplty or Andrew Jack.
son Uavis. Price, $1.75.
.
Views of our Henvenly Home. Cloth, 75
cents; pn.per, 50 cents.
Ar,.bula; or, the Divine Guest. Prlco, '1.50.
Children's Pro~·t·essive Lyceum. Price, 60
cents.
·
Al,proaching Ct•isis; or, Truth vs, Tlleolou.
Price, ~1.
Answers to Ever-Reeurring Clnestiona
t'ront the i'col)ie. Prlcl\, $1.50.
ltistoJ·y and ll'hilosophy of Evil. Price,
cloth~ 75 c~nts; pu.}JC\', 50 ccuts.
Denth and the Afte•··Life. Cloth, 75 cents;
paper, 50 cents.
l'llorning Lecttu·es. Cloth, $1.50; paper, 75cents.

ct:~fs~~~~:~~!p~'~U,~n~:.· Thoughts for tile_ Aae.
Hnrbinget• ot· Ilealtb, Price, $1.50.
l'llemoranda of I•et·sons, Places, and
Prtcc, $L:t1.
'I' he Ui:ll<l<n. null their Earthly Viettma.
Cloth) 5ll cc Ill~; l~<·lJCl', 25 Cl~nts.
. .
I•itilosot>by of Sl>ecial Pro'\'idencea.
Cloth,50ccnts: puper,SOcents.
Free 'A'boug·hts (1oncernin;r Religion.
Cloth, 75 cm1ts; paper, 50 cents.
Penet.rnlia, Containing Harmonh•l Answers. Price,
$1.75.
Philosophy ot· Spiritual Intercourse.
Price, $1.25.
The Inner J,ife; or Spirit .Mysteries Explained.
Price, $1.50.
The 'l'emple: On Dl•cascs of the Brain and Nerves.
Cloth, $1.50; paper. $1.
'I' ale of a I•hysicinn ~ or, the Seeds and Fruits of
Crt me. <.'loth, $1; pn.per, 75 cents.
'l'he Fount,.in: with Jets of New Meanln111.
Price, $1.
'l'lte Genesis and Etlties of Conjnaral
Love. Cloth, 75 cent~: paper, 50 ceuts .
Sacred Gospels of Arabnla. Price $1.
Evt~uts.

\\'orks by Thontas R. Hazard.
Blasphetny: Who arc the Blasphemers? Tho
Orthodox Christ~tms or Spiritualists? Pt1.per, 10 centa.
Eleven Days in Morn•·in. Paper,10 cents.
Civil and Relig·ious I•ersecution in the
State ofXew York. Paper,!Uceuts.
Medhuns nod l'lledhunsili}). Paper .10 centl.
Ordeal of LUe. Paper, 50 cents.
\Vorks by P. B. B.audol})b.

Address,

S. H. PRESTON,
209

West 34th street,

New York.
Correspondence \Vanted
With a refinod, eultured, and Liberal gentleman of middle
agl!Jlr~~ho ia c~~bl~~rJP~~~~:t~nffu~~r~;~~iOfuce.
:11;5

.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic Pri.st,

::;~ H~ti~ ad'h":};;'~~~~;p;;n~:~~:?;l~e,."bJu~~dEi~~/'g\'f:'J.
0

dogma~

and left as his·· Last Will and Testament" to hb
parishioners, and to the world, to be published H.fter hi~
death, the above-named work, entitled "Commou
Sense."

tiJnh~~~~\t~l1~ii!alw;~~ii~~dJ~ ~~~!c~i~~~~c~~~t~~:

ment of the Christian system haa ever been made, uot
even by Voltaire, as ile himself confesses. The following
~·~~~opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning tile
NEWBURYPORT, M. .U!Il!.,
1r!ISS .ANNA.. K..""OOP, iJf-ar Madam:

Sept. 281 18i8.

To
The wOrk of the honest pastor, Jean Mealier, ls the most

~g~i~~~ ~"enn~ut~ep~d~tclct~w¥~~:n~i~f~e~~~. li~~fft~~

son" is mer~ mtlk and water to it, and Voltairu~s .. Pnilosophical Dictionary " is a basket of champagne compared
w1th a cask of fourth-proof brandy. YDu hav done a virtuous and humane aci in translating his book so well.
JA.MKB p ..1RT01f.
Price, clot~~k:OUY'.Jl'}.f.:o:>.it Eighth st., New York.
Tile same book Is to be had In the German language.
Agents wanted.
·

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THt
BIBLE.

Treating upon the God8 of the Se·
mltic I\alion11, Including Allah,
Jehovah, !!'Stan, tile Holy
Gllost, Jesus Cbri!lt, the
Virroln Mary, and
the Bible.
To tile latter 2SO pages are devoted, showing that book to
be a very lnferlor production for a Jlrst-class UOd.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
SSSlarge pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.00.

JUDAISM, CHRISfiANITY AND

MOHAMMEDAt\ISM
Examined Historically and Critically.
It is thought to be the
Mo11t Damaging Exhibit of Chris·
tianity that ha1 Appeared.
Price,

$1.50.

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
te~.)~/!:ll;ftll1n a~~~~W'c~fc::res~~~· ~~':atlJa••:ll:~·

distribution. Price, 8 cts. for tile set:
or two dollars per thous~nd.

After Death: The Dlscmbodlment of Man. Price
$2.
Love and its lliol<ten IUs tory, and tbe
Jla.st.er 1•1tssiou~ Price, ~2.50.
.
Cn•·ious Life of P. B. Randolph. 60 cents.
Pre•Adamite ;Jlan: Demonstrating tile Existence
of the Human Race upon tills Earth 10U,UOO ye~rs ago •
Price, $!.50.
\Vontan's Book: A Life's Issues or Love In all ita
PhasL'S.

Pr1L'.c, $2.

Seership: The ~lagnetlc ~llrror. Price, f2.
'I' he \\'mulcrful Story of Ravale&te; also
Tom Clark tFHi his "'ife. Price, $2.
T be X cw lllol,.. 60 cents.
'l'hc (,lhostly Lnnd. 50 cents.
\\'orks by .Uien Putnam.
Witchcraft of Xew England Explained
by lllotlern Sph•itnnlisln. Price, $1.50.
Bible .:tlnr•·et-\l'orkers. and the Powerwlllch
helpeu or ffi<i.tie t11em pcr1 ur111 l!ftghty ·works, and utter
lu~jlll"C,l \Yortls; tng,~t-leJ' Wltll 'ooJIIC .Personal Traits and
rl~~2l~~sr~~t!~~-1~! ft~~:ct~~~~~:,A~~f~~~$1~~5~ Jesus, or New

ve~fg~:1~~~ilt~~;~J·t~~lt!:!~~io~~~r!~~~~~~~~~:~li:
Xnaty,n S))it•H; His Portrait and his Life. Cloth,
75ccnt-1!; pilper,Wcenta.
.'llesJn erisJu, Spiritunlistn, \Vitchcraft,
aud Hit·acte. Pl'ice,:iU cents.
S)tirit "\Vorks. Prlce,25cents.
'l'ipJting His 'I' abies. Price, 25 cents.
l\'orks by ~lrs. Entma ll,.rdinge Britten.
Electric Physician; or, Sel!-cnre by Electricity,
Price, 10 cents.
·
ltloderu Anu•riNtn St,irifnaltsm. A Twenty
YearS: Hccurd ot the Ctmimullion lletwccn Earth and the
'Vorld of Spirits. I'rice, cloth, $3.75; abridged edition,
containing ull but engravings, $1.50.
\\'orks by J. M.I•eebles.
linmortnlity, und Our Employments Hereafter.
I' rice, $1.50.
Travels Around the \\'oriel; or, What I Saw
in Polncsia, China, lndJa, Arabia, Egypt, and other u Hea-then" Countrie~:~. Price. $2.
Seers of the Ages. Price, $2.
S})irit.unl U:nrntonh•s. Price, cloth, Illuminated
cover, 35centSi papcr,20 cents.
Parl~er l!ientorial Hall Lectures. Price,
~Scents.

Darwini,.nt vs. Spiritualis1n; or, The Con·
filet Between lJarwinl:nH and Spiritualism. Price, 20
cents.
SJ)iritnalisnJ Defined and DeCended.
Price, 15 cents.
.Jesus: Myth, l'lian, or God? Price, cloth, 75
cents; paper, 5o cents.
Wih•h·I>oi!lon nnd the Antidote. Price, 85
cents.
•
Buddhism and '()hristianity FRee to
Fn.ce. A iJ1:-4cU,iJion het.wccn a Buddhi~t priest and an
.BngJtsll clcrgym,tn. J>rJcc, 25 cents.
()hrist, the ()oruer·Stone of Spiritual•
lstn . .Price, 10 cents.
S()iritnnl Hlll'J,-; A Collection of Vocal Music tor
the CUolr, Congrcg.lt.!OU, atHl Boclal Circles .. By J. M.
PcelJle~ 11.nd ,J 0. H,trrett. E. H Bailey, musical editor.
Price, cl\lth, $2.UO; abrid gell edition, $1.110.
\Vorl~!!

by Robert D,ale Owen.

A~~bro~':;:~t~g 1~M;,,~~.J:; or, Twenty-seven Yeoro of

BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Rovolatlon1

Great J:l.artnouia: Be ina a Phlloaoplllcal Renta.
~$~ ~~~t~\;;e~.at:p~~~es¥r~8~~j. ~~t Celestial Universe. r 11

J eta., per hundret

199.
i I am prepared and will send to any one address,
The Christian law may peep in ladies' rooms
direct from my office, one sheet of" Blackfoot's"
If per ad venture it lead,; to disclosure
Magueti:red Paper, postage paid, every week for
Of what, from their pursuit, the law presumes,
,1 one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
Same ladies make--of hidden charms eKpos ure ! cents; three months for one dollar. Address, with Hand, Footnnd Power Prceoee. Die Work ofall.ltlnd&
To men lWt thel.r own pri&stJ&, nor even their j' &mQUilt mcb:Jsed, Jame11 .A. Bliss, 718 S8.nsotn at.,
P~forattng Die& I& Speoia.U1J.
81'001Il&lPhiJ.B4el.phia, Pa.

MAc H'--=-==-=1
N E=---==--=-=--nv.

t:. B. STIMPSON, 81Spraoei~l.

Beyond the Breaker!!: A Story o!thePrcaeDt
Day. l'rlcc, $1.:i0.
.
Footfalls on tbe·Bound,.ry of Another
World. Price, $1.75.
Debatablf> L"ntl Between this World and
theN ext. Price, $2.
Worl<s by Hudson Tuttle.
Arcana of Spiritualism. Price, $1.50.
Arc,.nn of' Nature; or, the History Md Laws o
Crc'ltlon. Price, $1.25.

u,;}J~~I!t'!;~c~,,~u~.;'rtt~~~~p\;].i\~hu~ta.111~;!:,~~~1~is.11 p 1 rlt
'l'he Ethie" of Spiritualism. Cloth, 60cento
papar,4U c~u ts.
Origin and Auti'lnity of Phyaical M~n
lclentlll\l&IIY Conoldercll. Price. auo.
Add1·eaa D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elarbtb
Jr. Y.

•t.

THE TR1JTH SEEKER, F~13RTJ ARY 5, 1881.
Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.
~m~g~::,~8~t,;'~~w:;.e.~~~,~stge~~gl!e~erl~~~~~~~~~~~ ~~';,~;:e

~unic,~tlon with the spirit wor 1d. The n.<lva.ntages claimed

01 cr other Plu.nchettes now In the market are as t"ollows·
First. the pasteboard top, Instead of varnished or oiled
wood. S~cond, Euch instrument Is separately magnetized
In the Mblnet of the noted Bliss niedlums, of Philadelphia,
and e<Lrrles with It a developing llitluence from Mr. Bliss
and hili sptJ'It. gntrlea to tbe purchl\ser. PJ'Ice. 00 cents
each. or $5.UU per dozen.
Addre•s JAS. A. BLISS,
718 Ssnoom St., Phlladelpbla, Pa.

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL.
Bel!lt, Clwap«'!!it, aud Purel!it.

Frefthinkers' Badge Pin.
Single b:~dge, $1.00; clllb o! one-half
do.zcn. -tO one addrc~s, $8..10: o1uh of one
dozen or more, to one address, $1.85 each.
Oue IJa.dge froe for a oluiJ of 15; two free
lor a club of 25. Badges of soll<l gohl.
Packages registered aud postage paid.
H.eruit t>y po~t-u.lJJce order or registered
lettter, and llltmtlon this paper. . ...~~
~. B.-'l'lle uuove are net prlceo, with;
out dlacount or variation.
....-.-.
Address thO orlglnatl'ltJ'~ etM-tel~GHILL .
West Richfield, .Summit caunty, Ohio.
Smeow51

ltlanbat tan Nl\. dical lm>titute.

I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.

I W>lllt to supply every Liberal In America. Buy fresh Established !865. lncorpomted In accordance wltb tlte
Garden and Flower Seeds direct from the grower, postage laws of the state of New York. Tit!• Institute, so long
pttld, cheo.per thu.n you can grow them. I still undersell and favorably known under the !mperintendence of Dr.
any firm In America. I defy colt! petition. Western seeds Kiuget since 1865,_1s located at 817 hast ltlth street, a few
betlt tlle world. Mine take the lend. l...,re1h, pure, cheap, door11 cast from Second (\fenue, New York. H~ving been
and wllrranted. Prices below every ftrm. I giv more ex. engaged In the spoclul practice of treating cltronte dlstn• as presents t!Jan aU firms. I hav Issued 00,000 prettiest ewtel:i for over thirty years, Dr. Kinget fs aole to concen~
books Oil gardening ever printed. Every vegetublo and trat~ his long experience for the benefit of hls patients.
1
many of w:hom are located In every state of the Union, the
~~:,er/e ~~u;~rdt~~g &~~~l~~ea·ul~ 0 ~~d~~~~ dg~t!ro~~
Dominion of Canada, and the Brittsh isles. Dr. KJnget, a
ace tltat Lbeattltemall.
R. H. SHUMWAY,
graduate of King's College, Lolldon, ~ngl&nd, Is the
lOtS
'~) .
Rockford, Ill.
author of "Medica.l Good ::;cnse," ''Sexual .Philosophy,"
11
The Natuml Lu.w of Population," and is erlitor of the
llealth Joumat. Tltls Instttllte Is oollducted by a stan: of

:ga
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~~~gg 1~~~0~~t'e~~.~t~~u~opt1tfcsi~!;~':fli;'~0of!tl JfiAt~riJBr~~

.I!:A::>ES of BOTH S~XEo Ill separate departments. The
lu~t1tute is well known to mauy leading physicians, to
w lwm reference ca.n lle mu.Ue, wao wUl giv assurance thu.t
all patlellts will be treated sklllully an<! ltonoral>ly.
Among other diseases of u. chronic nature. special atten-'
tlon is gtvcn here to those or t11e nervous system, as Seminal Wcaknesa, N eryous Exhaustion, lmf}otency, _!!;pllepsy. Diseuses of the Hludder, Lungs, Kidneys, and Skln,
Sypltllltlc, alld Scrofulous disease•, and all DlsellSes of
women. Qllestlo:i"da~~.~llYa!f~"I:."I~W<"i\1:~·~ :f."f}!catlon .
Sm50
·
SI7 East 14tb street, N.Y.
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-WILLIAM WILSON.
Patentee, Sole Manufadurer nnd Inventor of the Wilsonia MagneticAppl~oet.

465

F't1I~li'ON

ST., lS:ROO:S:LYN.

A Single Corset,

in four hours

ma&.~. <!g.at mm~~

ant<~g.m nt~.~J:ma~a

oa,n be made to order

of measurement.

Agents Wanted in . Towns Unrepresented.

THE COMINC WINT:B::a.
FOR COLD FEET,
Wear the ••Wilsonia" Magnetic Soles. They will keep the feet wal'Dl
in the coldest or wettest weather (and free from Rheumatism.)

FOR WEAK CHESTS AND LUNGS,
Wear the "Wilsonia." :Magnetic Chest Protectors or Lung Invigorators. They will give protection and constant warmth in the cold
est or wettest weather.

A regularly educated lind legally quulllled phyalclan, and

the most successfu? as his x._ru.ctice wll~rovc.

FOR RHEUMATISM OR LUMBAGO,

ofs~Jfiss't\~.ro~&ihll¥bim1~m1~~~d l~~'\.~~~¥~

the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual exccas in maturer

~~~ts~n~ e~~ri~n~~~:~~~~r~u~i~'ssel~~~ (~~i~e i;:}f~'T~~~
~~;~~t8J;pY~~~~sF~~~il~t~r~i~~~~~~~o~1~1t~~~'f.e~~\;~!

Wear the "Wilscnia" Magnetic appliances. They wfll give certain
. and effectual reli~f in all cases of Rheumatism, Lumba~o, Rlaumatic Gout, &c.

Goufu~don

Of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., ren.
dertng marriage Improper or unhappy, are thoroughly and
penu:mentll. cured by an External Application, wltlclt Is
'he Doctor a l.utest u.nd greatest medtca.l discovery, and
wltlclt lte huo so far prescribed for tltla baneful oompl&lnt
tn all its stages without u failure to cure In aalng1e ease,
and aome or them were in u. teJTibly shattered condition i
had been in the Insane asylums, many had }'ailing Sick.
nesa-.l'"its; ottJers upon the verge of oonsumpt1on; wlllle
~~:~sf ~=~~;e~~- become foolish a.nd hardly able to take
Syphllls posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from Lhe
}li~~:~·u~~~~~rrh;:tv~~~~~~!~~t~~~C~1~r~~id~ Rupture),
AU diseasei of women-such tis Amenorrhrea (or delay of
the first menses), Dyemenorrhrea (or laborious menstruation). Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhwa (or
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or faUlllg womb), etc.-treated
wl\h equal succeaa.
A GREAT DOCTOR.

FOR ASTHMA .AND THROAT .AFFECTIONS,
Wear the "Wilsonia" Magnetic Throat Protectors or Lung Invii(lr.
a.tors. They will give relief, ease and comfort.

FOR COLD HANDS AND CHILBLAINS.
Wear the "Wilsonia" Magnetic Wristlets and Belts. They will
strengthen the hands for writing, &c., and keep them warm and fre~
from Chilblains.
·

th~e~Vm~:~'i~J.~~ir;:;,e~:cr;~~~:~g~:~t~~e:J,~~~i~~
"There is perhaps no art that can ch1.tm the attention of
Lhe human mind of more Importance titan alleviating Itu.
man sutfering, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
extending the period of hutnall life. And I know of llo
1

8

t~~~~~~F~8~:,s~~<'f~~~~a!~,t~~ y_raiJ.\ sc~u~c!~! t~r~~~r~~
d~J~~~BJ! s~~~~i~ g;s;~eizs~ef~~~~ ~~~~?~~~f!ri:~~;

THYSELF

il'HE GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

fJractlce. This. I know bJ, actual trial, ltavlng been re.

~~"e"nd ~f1 "o~t~~ee.:'J. ~~~~?:d'. dl~~~~~ g~· i:tY"'m~~o~

you ure atrl!cted with any o! the maladies Incident to this
age. I deem it my duty to BIIY tit !a muc!J for tlte benetlt of
su:tierlng humanity."

cfi: ni~r;;sE'ff~1 o~~'&'ki\?rd1'i~D~0 ".fb ~~T~~ ~m~I-

rorth b. new and scientitlc method (never before known~
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps,ltls PRIVATE COUNSI>LOR, treating
on Spermatorrhreu. and Impotency, giving the cause,
eymptoms. llonil..lle effects. and cure. which consists of the
~xterna.l Remedy spoken of abol'"e. 1Vo medicin ta.km.
ConsultAtion in person, $5.00; by letter, free and invited,

~~~t~~l;,~e;e~.\'!~;.""i~~~~~r\~. W?."'~~hf8W~~·
Vlllelsnd, N.J.

c1>5
t $20
~
0

PER DAY at home. Samples wortb $5
tree. Stinson & Co., Portlanil, Me.

The Principle; or, Harmonial Order.
By J. B. BOOZE.
~~:i~~~.t~tor~f."~'h~~~~~~~d~~~~~;~Y:\:.'r~Q~r'tro~u~~:hIN TWO PARTS.
Price, !10 cents.
GREAT PANORAMIC ILLUMINATlV AND ILLUSTRATIV SCENES OF '"THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
BARMONIAL ORDER.'"
BY J. B· BOOZE.

rice, IS eente.

For Ssle by D. M. BENNETT.

<!>66
A WEEK In your own town. Terms
'I'
tree. H. Hallett & Co .• Portland, :Me.

and '5outftt

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing tbose of tlte blood and Nerves, tlte Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various Cl\UBes,
1

f~!t" ~:g~ ~~ct,~~k~~'i!UiNt 1~b"J~" -F~W: tt~1"b."J

ING ~IEDWAL COMMON SENSE-nearly !,uOo pages, 200
I!Justrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of I20 Lexlngtoll ave.,
Nd ew York, to whom all letters from the sick should be ad.
ressed. ln ita lssuo for J<m. 19,1878, Mr . .Bennett's TltUTll
S••K~R thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and lila medical Pllbllcatlona: "We kllow him (Dr. ~·oote) personully and Inti·
mately, tmd we say .w!tlt all the assurance tltat Imowledge
imparts that he ls a man of the llighest inoentivs. and
motive, whose life has been spent tn instructing and 1m~
Provlllg ltlB fellow-beings by giving such lnformutlon 118 Is
~ell calcuh1.ted to enable them to be more healthy. more
appy, nud to be better and more useful men ~nd women.
llls medical works possess tlte blghestvalue, and hav been
introduced u.nd thoroughly read in hundreds of thousn.nds
Of families, who to.duy stand ready to bear willing testimony to tbe great benefit they hav derived from tlte pltys.
lologlcal1 hyglelllc, and moral le&solls which he Ims so ably
lmpurtcu.'"
COlNurcltusers o! PLAIN HOME;, TALK are at liberty to
SULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by tnllll. FREE.
Pr~Idce o! tlte new Popular Edition, by. mall, post11ge pre.
• , only $1.00. Contents table free. AGENTS wANT.
.MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
1211 East 28tlt st., New York.

Ruptures Cured
By my Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30 Days,
Sen~ stamp tor Olrcnlar.
n What paper you saw tltls advertisement.
lSt4S
AddreSB
C.APT. W . .A.. COLLINGSCo
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _s_m_l_t_h_vll_I_e_,~Jell:erson ' ., N.Y..

!:e_!la1ble references given.
""'">'

A FREE BOOii FOR THE Sl(;il._
~~ntu!nlng nearly

100 pugeo, In palnpltlet form; shows
nat Cltron!e Diseases
can be positively cured by an ot•lgl·
practice. It cont!lluo l"llluable aud sug.

8 crrstem

0[

n~.in ~otes on neurly all tlte cbroulc Ill• to whlclt tlte
be 116!!t ~ly Is snl>ject, besides lllustmtlv ooseo, and will
thr&e-e 611 f-=~ any~~o'}"~~ ~beir addreos anda
R"O~Y lULL PUiYtiSHING 00.
1150 Eaot·:~t~th ot., New York

HoRRID DKATH OF A BBLIEVER IN GllOST~.-·· U my, l's,
Jut heard on< of dent G-H-0../S.T stm"i<s 'bout" Prof. Y1>Wna'.'

Ghrut, and dt. Pevil cotch me surl!.''

BY M. BABCOCK.
Price, 25 cent...

For oale by D. M. BENNETT.
141 Elglttlt Street.

"Antichrist-:"
Proving conclusivly that

THE STOR.Y OF JESUS ·CHRIST,
His Birtii, Life, •rrtal, Execn·
tiqn, etc., 18 a mytiJ.
Price, '2.,00,

For oale at tbls o1l\ce

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A Series of Letters written Dur·
ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages.
Price, $1.50
A WEEK$i2 a day at bome eaallym.irle~-co.t.Jy
$72 nnt-1\t free. True & Oo.. Anscust.n.. Mftitlf\.

The following are a few References in whose special .cases the best medical _assistance in
this city had been availed of in vain, among ~hem. a few 1~ whose ca~es consultatiOns had been
held and operations decided upon. But the Wilsoma Appliances havmg been used, t~e- h_orro;s
of the knife n.nLl poisonous drugs were dispensed With, and the patients are now reJoicmg m
the blessings of restored health ; but not wishing to disclose the n~ture of e~ch sei?arate case,
I simply give names and addresses, leaving each per~on to tel~ of Its effe_cts 1~ their o~n wa;·.
and however wonderful may Beem the cases given m the pnnted test1momals obtamecl m
England, yet here in Brooklyn the results ~illll:pon inquiry be found equally remarka~le ~
therefore wish every one to make personal mqUiry of persons who have worn my applianclli
before they purchase for themselves or friends

M.AL.A.OHI FLYNN, , •• t • , •• , • , • , , • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , • • • , ~ • , , , • , • , • • 48 Cha-uncey Si
THEODORE TRUAX .....................................•................... 376 Dean St
LUTHER SMITH. : . .•....................................................... 1 Willow St
H. W. LOVEJOY ....................................................... 123 St. Marks Ave
Mr. HOBBY, Builders' Merchant ............................................. Coney Island
Mrs. F. BENNET'!' ..................................................... .499 Franklin Ave
Mrs. CLINTON ......................................................... 205 Livingston St
WM. BA.ULSIR...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .......... 36 Fleet Place
WM. F. TRUELSON .............. ; .................................. 277 Schermerhorn St.
· W. H. EDWARDS ..••................................................. 154 Vanderbilt Ave
J. W. BAULSIR ..............•............................................... 100 Dean St
Mrs LIGHTHALL ..•....................................................... 705 Paci:fio St
Mrs. DR. RUGGLES ...................................................... Livingston St
G. W. BROWN .................................................... 34 South Portland Ave
LOUIS BERWIN, Picture Gallery..... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fulton St
G. W. SHAW, StoveMerchant............. ....... .................... ......
FultonSt
Mrs. BOYD .....•........ : .............................. : ...................... 325 Smitli
Miss WELCH, City Employment Bureau .....•....•........... 79 DeKalb Avenue, Brooklyn
Mrs. DICKENSON.; ...................................•.............. 511 Clinton. Avenue
Mrs. GREAVES ...............................•....................... 184 Clinton Avenue
JOHN W. HASTINGS ..................................................... 102 Fleet Place
Mr. E. NILSON, Decorative Sign Writer ..................................... 413 Bridge St
Mr. KERNAN, Confectioner................................... :. . . . . . . . . . . .
Fulton St
Mr. HALL •.................................................. ; ........... 184 Clinton Ave
JAMES GILDERSLEEVE. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Fulton St
Mr. POMEROY .............................................•......... .437 Lafayette Ave
T. J. HALES ...... : ....................................................... 455 Fulton St
LEVI BROWN. . ........................................................ 78 Herkimer St
DR. CHADWICK... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . • . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
President St
DR. CLARKE............................... ." ............. ~. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Court St
Mr. CHARLES SCUDDER .............................................. Northport, L. I.
Mrs. COVERT. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ......................................... Northport, L, L
Mr. DAVIS, Builder ..................................................... Northport, L. L
Mr. WOODHULL ...................................................... Huntington, L. I.
Mrs. PETERS ......................................................... Huntington, L. :t
WM. GARDINER..........
• ....................................... Eaton's Neck, L. L
T. J. TRUAX ............................................. Barrett St., Schenectady, N.Y.
:RAYMOND CLARK, Esq .......................................... St. James' Hotel, N.Y.
PROFESSOR DAVIS..................................... . ............. 34 Pine St., N.Y.
Mr. JOHNSTONE ...................................................... 117 West 15th St
Mr. GREGORY.................... , ..................................... 322 West 26th St
HUGH BROWN, Estate .Agent..................................•.... 141 Eighth St., N. Y.
ORARLES BURTON PHILLil'S. , , . , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , , Science Hall, N. Y.

NOTE.-In reference to the few persons named above, I have taken them &!! they ooour
ln my books, feelin~ assured that each person will g-ive their experience a.nd the effeats Of
my appliances in their respective oases. But being only a. few months from Europe, "where
thirty thousand people are wearing my goods," it cannot be expected that absolute cures have
been effected in so short n time ''in all cases, ·• but in every instance it wiH be found that
decided improvement set in even where all medicines bad failed to give the slightest relief,
yet given time •'even in the worst oases" a cure is certain, but some persons will get wom out
by drugging and poisoning, and then expect a magical oure. That is imposaible and ou1
common sense must be appealed to in suoh instances.
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V}qu:§ of g[hought.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

q}dds and finds.

! D.

"Some l'tlistakes of l'tlose•."

M. Bennett's Publications.
Truth Seeker Library.

Thlo Tolume 11 printed on toned paper,"· In elear, bold
FULFIL now, 0 Lord, the desires and petitione
A YERY disagreenble old gentleman dies. .A
The world'• Saires, Thinkers, and Re·
of thy servant•, as may be most expedient for nephew, charged with the duty or preparing his type, and handsomely bound In muolln, contalnln11 :ll5 f'ormers. The Blographlca of three hundred or the
most
dlotlnKulshed teachers and philosophers (who Were
paseo,
12mo.
Price,
$!.:!G.
hem.-81. Ohr'y$Os!om.
epitaph, sngge~ts:' "Deeply rell'retted by all who
not Christians), from the thnu o1' Menu to thv present.

80~~~:.b:~d~~n~~n.~ ;~: ~~~~~[~~~E1~n~I t~:\~~u~~:~~
~I.'IIE good which any one who follows virtue de·
thllt.oubject. 11f.'e pampbleto th~t hav been ourreptltlouoly "·OOt morocco, gilt eUges, $4.50.
IT llARDLY PATS.
"ires for himself he desires also for the rest of
issued a~.re incorrect, tl1led wab. mt&takes, a;1d couai1~ at
'l'he ()hamPions oC the ()lturelt ; 'l'lteh·
A New Jersey merchant met an old ncqutl!nt- only about fourteen or fifteen pS.JCCB, while tllere nrw two Urinte!iland 1•erseeutions. Dlo~~:raphlcal sketche•
mt\nkind, and that the morethe·greutNhis know·J.
juot lsauod. of prominent Christians fur worae t11un Inlldels. A com.
ance on a street car the other day, and after some hundred and seYenty.five pafte• in ~he book
.,,!go> of God.-Splnoza.
1
book to "The World'o Sages," etc. Dy D. M. lleu.
general remarks tbe lttttet· said:
'fnh~t~"~M:. u~~3"ii'JJ~b~l~~ ~ft:c:tl~g, ~f~~~i.:'~::t~~8 panlon
nett. ilvo. 1,119 pa~~:~•· Cloth, ~.00: leather, ,4,00: mo.
>VE; ignorant of onrselv•,
;occo,J:Ilt edll:es, 14.150.
"I saw a newspapel'notice that you bad failed." pathoo.
!.leg often our own harms, which the wise powers
'•Yes, I went by the board."
The Gods nnd Religions of' Ancient nnd
Deny us for our good; so find we profit
"Tile God!! and Of her Lect.ure!l." )[odern Timea. Vol. I Kiva a full account or all the
uverybad?"
goda the nations of the e11rth hav worshiped, Including
lly losing of our prayers.
-Shakspere.
"Yes, pretty bad."
CONTBNTe.- " The QQdl" ".llumboldt," "Thomas Jehovah Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
.Paine," 11 Individuality," u HeretH!I and Hereaiea." Price, Mary, and tile Bible. BS5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fully
"Outside speculation, I suppose!"
GREAT Jove ! this one petition granta lithe rel1KlOus systems of the world, Including Judaism,
cloth, $l.:l5; paper, 50 cents.
·
u Partly."
Mohammeaanlsm, and Christianity: the latter occu pylns
Tlton knowest best what mortals want1m pages, KOing fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By D. M.
" Creditol'S willlng to glv- you a chance to re·
Asked or unasked, what's good, supply,
Bonnett, written In prloon. In cloth, $S.OO
volume. or
cover?"
"The
Gllo!t!l
and
Otlter
Lectures."
What's evil, to my prayer deny!
$~ OOfor the two volsumeo: In leather, 17 : In morocco
''Yes."
· <;\·
-Prayer of a heathen.
CoNTENT~.-~~ The Gho1t81 " u Liberty of Man1 Woman, alft edll:eS, $S.00
"Glad of it. I suppose you'll soon be all right!"
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con.
t~fn~~~J~~;; ~~:~~r::i~~n°c1~~~~1~~~~1_,¥t~e,;~~ltR:~~\~~ t.alnlnK
nearly 1,ll00 pll&es-u. complete edltlou-wlth two
"THE great help to memory ts.writing,"Lord
"Yes. I tell you what, It is very disagreeable fore
Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.~5; paper, 50 steel enKravlnKB-a medallion portrait, and a full length
Bacon !tad said. Locke emphasizes the dictum. bnsinc~s.. I bad to plead family extravagance, and centa.
lll<eneos of the author. Cloth, $S.OO: leather, red l>urulolied
Both volumes beund in one, prlce, paper, 11.00.
edll:eS, $4.llll; morocco, Kilt edgeo, $4.50.
and adds : "If yon hav not tried \t, yon cannot im- my wife, who hadn't had a new dress tor six
agin the differCJICe there Is in studyin::- with and months, was as mnd as a hop. ·I proved that I bad
Supernatural Reli110ion. An Inquiry Into the ·
of divine revelatlsn. Decidedly tne most thor.
without a pen in yonr hand. The thoughts that given too much to the church, and the minister '' Wltat Must We Do to be Sa,'ed t" ;reality
<>ua:h and exhaustlv worl< on the claims of supernatural·
come unsought and, aR it ·were, d1·opped into the cn.lled and raked me over the coals. I had a clerk
4om ever written. By F. W. Newman, Emeritus Profeo.
mind are commonly the most valuable of any we abscond with a lot of cash, and the creditors made t;~a~!e~~a~~~-~~· a.f~ot~~i~:;n~:~?a~d·t~~~· .g~:;te&IJ ~; 110r of the London University 1.11~ pages, Svo. In cloth,
f'.OO: leather, $~.00: meroccO. gill edge•, $5.50.
bav, and therefore should be secured, because they me own up that be was my brother. I supposed the aw.thor. Price, ~ canta.
Analysis of Religious Belie C. An Examination
seldon1 return again.''-Fosttr'i Locke.
that I had lost $500 by a fire, but they :tlgured that
tOt the Cree eta, Rites, and Sacred Wrlttn~a of tho world.
BUSTS OF R. G. INGJi!RSOLL,
lly VIscount Amberley •au of the b1to Lord John Ru•sell,
I was $100 ahead. I figured on having enough to
IF hnman reason is to decide when there is prop.
By
the
celebrated
aculptor
Clark
Mlll8.
twice
Premier of Enjl.and. Complete from the London
pay thirty cents on the dollar, but somehow they
i45 pnges, a~o. ln cloth, $S.OO ; leather, .!.00:
er occasion for miracles, it would seem that by all
Cabinet size, price, $2.50. Neat!]' packed and bond edition.
got hold of enough to pay ninety.eight, and put all ready
morocco,
Kilt edges, ~.50.
for shipment. Every admirer or thla ll:l'lat Apostle
meanR they ought to occur in this age of ·skepti·
the coste on me. I lost four weeks of trade on the or Liberty olloult! hav at leu•t oue.
The Great Works ot· Thomas J>aine. In.
cism. When wn.s the!'c ever so much unbelief that
eluding
The
Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,
top of this, and I'm feeling awful blue. 1t hardly
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGER!OLL,
;Reply to Bishop at Lland$1f, Letter to Mr. Erskine! Essay
needed to be com'inced as to. day! Let us ha v a
pays to fail-unless you've got a partner to help
on
Drea.ms
Letter
to Camtlle Jordan, The Rellg on ot
1
By Surony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fOI· Deism, Common. Sense,
,;nod, substantial miracle, such as the standing
The Crisis. llnd 'l'be Rights of
bluff creditors."
loWIDK prlcea:
still of the sun In the heavens, which all eyes conld
:Man· the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
A WEDDING POSTPONED.
40
eenta
plate
portrait.
sou
p$fes,
avo.
Cloth, $S.OO : leather, ~.00:
see and at wbicb there could be no cavil, and it
20 ..
William Parker appeared to be a yonng man of
would confound all Infidels at once and might pos.
m~~.\'c?.;,!l,1;,?,dg;:'j ht~\•olumeo are oalled " The Truth
00
Seeker Library~'
all are ordered together and sent by
sibly throw the ranks of believers into some tern. twenty.fiye with an open countenance and a mind
D. M. BENNETT,
express, one dollar will be deducted from the price of
firmly "sot;" but on the letter point the audience
porary confmt m-F. R. lnrle;,•.
Ul El[lhth •treet, New York.
each.
were soon undeceh·ed: One of. the spectators in
Nature's Revelations of {)haraeter; or
Fhysiognomy Illnstrnted. The science of In·
:ll1rRACLE wot'king priests arc only successful court wa~ a father with a bad squint to his left
<Uvldual
traits portrayed by the temi>eraments and fea.
Tile
'Vorld's
~lxteen
t::ruci:lied
among credulously disposed people. llfiracles eye. Another was a mother with fingers booked
turea. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Jooeph Slmmo,
Savior!!;
M.D. i50 ~ges ,avo. Cloth. $S.OO; leather, $4.00; morocoo,
can only be received by those who think it less jnst rig-ht to secure a ftrm hold on a broomstick.
likely that nature should speak falsely than that A third was a young woman with a sllarp chin, OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST. alit edgea, ... 50.
Paine'!il 'Vork•·
man should deceive. Those who believe in this red curls, and a ::-reat sorrow. Little by little the
By KERSEY GRAVES,
(
change [the change of bread and wine into the very truth was unraveled. That there William Parker
Paine's Theologieal 'Vorks, lncludlna: The
of Reason, Examination or Prophecies, Letter to the
blood and body of the Lord Jesus) through conse· was eng-aged to marry that there girl with a sharp Author of " The BloJl'Rphy of &tan " and " The Bible of f Allie
Blbleo" (comprloini a description of twenty.ocven blbleo), \' lllshop of Llands.ti, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camlll6
cration cannot l.Je touched· by argument. Tlleybav chin. Indeed, tbe day bad been set, n.nd it was cont<~ining new, startling, and extraordinary revelationa in : .;Jordan, etc., etc., with a llfe of Paine and a steel.plate
closed their eyes that they may not see, their ears yeoterday. Her parents hnd gone to an expense religions lllstory, which dloclooe the oriental orl&ln at all · portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, ~1; cloth, '1.50.
the doctrtns, principle•, precepts, and miraclea of the New
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one TOJ.
that they may not hear. :So known logic can reach of fifty dollars for a bridal fea•t, and the minister Testament, and turntahina- a key tor unlockin&: many of iti
them, for they haY shut the gateways whereby it came and waited and talked and Wllited, but the s~1cred mysteries, beaidei comprlaln& the htatorJ of aix- ume, aa above. ~. $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political 'Vorks, lncludlnK Commoa
teen
oriental
crucllled
godo.
could enter. They are literally dead in their su- groom came not.
D. M. BENNE'fT.
Sense, The Crisis, and RIKbts of Man. Cloth, ~1.50.
Price, f2. For oale by
Six hours before he was to be wed William read
perstition, buried ]Jeueath the stone of their faith.
The A~e ot· Reason. An Investigation of true
a magazine article to the etfect that a woman with
and fabulous theology. Without a peer In the world.
-.Jfrs. Annie B.:sant.
The Bible of Bible•;
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for
Cloth, 50 centa. .
a sharp chin could make a husband ao miserable
THE victims of fanaticism outnumber those of in four weeks that be wonld welcome death as a
011,
The Age oCReason and An Examination
everyotber and ::til other passions that ha,· wasted relief. '!.'he article further said that n. father.in. TWENTY -SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS. -of the Propheciell. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
the earth. Pining in dungeons, bunted like beasts law with a squint to his eye was a bad old man to
By KERSEY GRAVEl!.
()ommon Sense. Palne'allrst work. 1~ centa:.
of prey, stretched on the rack, affixed to the cross, loaf on, and be put this and that together and
their surt'erings are the horror of history. Ko made up his mind to escape the noose ready to
high-wrought fiction, recording imaginary wars, slip over his bead. While the bride waited Will·
can· match the colors of their authentic tragedy. iam was growing drunk at the rate of ten feet an
A corruption of the text of the Vedas bas cast hom·, and when the clergyman walked home he
thousands of Hindoo widows alive on the funeral rJmost passed the alley in which the recreant
D.M. Bennett'• Work•.
pile. An interpolation of two 'words in the service groom lay eleeping.
Th"' World's Salfes, Thinkers. and R.e•
of the Eastern church bas driven whole villages in
"Were you ever here befm·e!" asked blshonor.
J'ormers. 1,07~ pate•, 8vo. Cloth, $S.OO: leather, ...oo I
, morocco, Kilt edges,$ .50.
Russia into fiery death. A sentence in the Book of
"No, sir."
Exodus bas been a death sentence to millions of
EatlnsforStren&th. BJM.L.Holbrook. Price-''
'
The {)ltamP.ions of the <Jhnrclt; Their
"Do you think yon can keep sober after tbi• !"
Hy~~:lene of the Brain and the cure of Nervouaneu . .8]' , ()rimes and PersecuUons. Syo. 1,1}9 pRKeo.
hapless women. And who shall compute the sum
The prisoner looked over hie shoulder at the M. L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.50.
, Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, &lit ed(ICs, $ •. so:
of the lives that bav furnished the holocausts of three accusing witnesses, and then whispered:
Liver Complaint, Nerrous Dyopepsla, and Headaehe:
The Gods nod Relill{ions oC Ancient and
their Causes, Prevention, and Cure. By M. L. Holbrook, · :Modern Tintes. Two VOlume•. Written in pr110n.
the Inquisition ?-Hedi!'·
"Say, judge, send me up for three months."
M.D. Price, $1.
ln cloth, ~.00 per volume. or S5.00 for the two Tolumeej
"Well, if you can behave yourself, I think I'll let
Purturltlon Without Pain; or, A Code of Dlrectlono for in leather i7 .00: In morocco. ~:nt cdgeo, $8.00.
IF the power of reasoning be the gift of the Su· you go," continued the court.
Avoldln~: moot of the Paino and Daniero of Chlld·Bearlna;.
'
'
By .M. L. Holbrook. Price, $1.
From Behind the Bars. A oer!eo of lettero
preme Reason, that we be sedulous, yea, and mili·
"Nol no; send me up.''
Aldo to Family Government: or, From the Cradle to the .,..rltten In prison. Over 700 pasco. Price, •1.50.
tant in the endeavor to reason aright, is his im·
50
0
"But don't come here again," answered the
An Infidel Abroad. A oerles of letters wrlttea
plied command. But what is of permanent and ]lldge, as be closed the docket and reached for his s"F~ft .~l lf:i~~~ ~:{~ial ;~~ "scY:~;{tl.c £~:t: c~;ha~!:
tav Scbllckeyaen. Price, $1.
during a vlslt of ten weeks In Europe. 850 Pili••· Price,
essential interest to one man must needs be eo to hat.
The Rel&tlono of the Sexes. By Mr1. E. B. Duffey. $UIO.
all in proportion to the opportunities and means
· The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treat1u1
'William was boxed. He went out of there sur. Price, $1.
A Bclentlllc a~d Popular Expooltloa upon the gods of the Semitic nations Including Allali,
of each. Woe to him by whom these are neglected rounded on all side•, and when the trio got him a!Sexua!PbysloloKY.
the Fundamental Problema In Soclolov. By R. T .. Jehovah, Satan the Holy Ghost, Jesuo Christ, the Vlr~:ln
and double woe to him by whom they are with· out of the neighborhood they either changed his Trall, M.D. Price, $1.
Mary and the Bible To the latter :ISO pages are devoted,
What Our Glrlo Ou~:ht to X:now. By Dr. Mary Studley. •hawing that book 'to be a yer]' Inferior production for a
holden, for be l'Obs at once himself n.nd his neigh. mind on sharp chins or killed him--Detroit Fru
Price, $1.2.o.
tlr~t.cla 88 God. 333 large Pa~~:eo. Paper covers, 60 cen~:
bors. That man's soul is not dear to himself to Press.
cJ\t':r~ei~~~n';~Y~ ~~~P~~\~ti;~.lnB~•r,\~rN~!%":. : cloth, $1.
whom the souls of his brethren are not-dear. .As
SHE DISGRACED THE FAMILY.
Price, paper covers, :15 centa: cloth, 60 centa. 1~ coplu by
Judaism, <Jitrlstianity, and Mohammed•
tar as they can ba influenced by him tiH!yare parts
mall, paper covers, $2.
anism examined hlstorlcalfy and critically. It Ia
A traveler in the state of Jllinol• came to a but
The School Garden. By Dr. l!lchw&b. Price. :!0 &en~. thought to be the moot damaging exhibit o! Clirlotlanlt]'
and properties of his own soul; their faith is hi"
0 1
faith, their erTors his burden, and their righteous· on the prairie near Cairo, and there baited. He 5 ~~g~~re~~~;1 ~ ~ ,;';'; !'ctlv and Paoolv Home G:rmnMtleo · that hao appeared. 500 large P1111eo. Price, $1.50.
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IJotts and Qllippinns.
FaoM 18-i8 to Jan. 1 1881 California turned
out in ~old and silver '$2~139,258,000.
MR. BRADLAUGH continun his attacks on
the British pension list, which later in the ses•ion will probably be heard a. good deal
about.
TEN thousand Nestorian Christians residing
in the Persian provinces devaitated by the
Kurds hav sent a. petition to the Grand Duke
Michael, askin~ permililion to emi~ate to the
Cauca.su1.
Ma. THERON C. LELAND, who Sunday evening addressed the Liberal Leagu·e on" Social
Evolution," is not only a. thorough student of
social and religious topics, but he is a.lso one of
the .few ~rea.t shorthand experts of the a.~e.
Port J~nil lJa:ily Union.
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under the law relating to blasphemy In~ereoll
could and should be indicted.
·
lT was not in Italy in the dark ages but in
New York on Thursday that the intercession
•of a saint t? put an end to the diphtheria
scourge was Implored by many people. The
deity of common sense is the,J;eal one to be invoked. If it was applied to ~ plumbing and
sewerage systems there would be little cause to
appeal for the protection of saint or surgeon
any more. Until it is, all the saints in the
calendar will remain as powerlesi as the grotesque godii of a. Chinese temple would be in
the case.

that moment a. young man near the front arose
and walked down the aisle toward the door.
"There is a. gentleman," said the revivalist,
" who is tired of listening about Christ. He
FoUR thousa.nd English miners are on strike.·
is going straight to hell." The object of this
BISMARCK urges remedial and not repressiv
public rebuke turned and said, in a quiet, clear
voice, " Well, is there any message I can take measures in dealing with the Socialists.
to your grandmother, Mr. Moody?"
Two shocks of earthquake hav been felt in
THE Churchman thus formulates the apos- Ulster county, N.Y., within the last week.

lT seems that the English authorities hav
"allowed· to leak out'' the fact that Mr. Davitt
will be treated with extra leniency in consequence of his ill-health. This is a confession
that Davitt's arrest was an outrage, for the
law has no right to consider a. man's health.
If he is well enough to commit crime he is well
enough (in the eye of the law) to take the consequence•. The English government know
well that Davitt has committed no crime, and
hav thrown a. sop to the many-headed by their
announcement of Davitt'& tender treatment.

.A. BILL declaring "Inauguration Day " a
legal holiday has been favorably reported in
the House.
ARTICLES ha.v been signed for another international six-day walking match in this city, to
begin March 6th.

THE party in favor of instrumental music in
an Irish Presbyterian church recently ordered
an organ for their church. The opposition,
who think it wicked to accompany sacred
song with instrumenta.l help, went to the secular courts, and succeeded in having the orTHE work of restoring Palestine to the posgan stopped by an injunction.
session of the Jews drags along so ~lowly that
A.N experienced matron says, " .A. man will the receipt of $200 to help a. Jewish colony
eat soggy biscuits twice a. week without com- near Jaffa is chronicled as an important event
plaint when his girl invites him out to tea, but in the history of the movement. This sum has
when the girl become~ his wife, if there is the been raised by some Jews .in Chicago, who hav
faintest suspicion of sa.leratus in them the formed a society for the purpose of raising
neighbors will think the district school is out money in considerable amounts. It ha..~ been
conclusivly shown by eminent persons who are
for recess by the racket he ma.ke11."
well informed as to the Holy Land and the
BisHoP FALLows, of Chicago, one Sunday Jews that there is no enthusillosm for repossessrecently preached a sermon in which he ca.sti~ ing the land, nor any concerted plan of action.
iated Llle Rev. Dr. Tyng for the recent utterPARTY feeling runs high in Scotland over
ances which that gentleman mage concerning
the miracles at Lourdes and Knock. Bishop anything and everything connected with the
Fallows denies the miraculous nature of the old standards of faith. In the Presbytery of
alleged cures at these places, and says that in- Elgin, at a recent meeting, the subject of a
stead of beini miraculous they are preterna.tu- modification of the form of assent to the Westminster Confession of Faith was under discusra.l.
sion. A. man who was in fJ.vor of a modifica.Dit. OscAit JENNINGS, a physician of standtion of the present formula rose to offer a
ing in Paris, writes to the London Lancet that
suggestion, when he was assailed with cries of
in the treatment of mental disease he has con" Traitor l traitor l" These and kindred obstantly used music, which ca.lms and soothes
servations and shouts raised an uproar which
the mind, and is too precious an agent to be
continued . till the unhappy cause of the conneglected. Concerts form a. part of the regufusion consented to take his seat.
lar treatment in many asylums. It will be re.A.N effort has been made in the Legislature
membered that Saul found satisfaction in
of this state to secure the passage of a. bill to
music.
lega.Iize lotteries and raffles at church fairs .
.A. FRENCH physician'• experience goes to
Should this bill pass, the next in order will be
prove that widowers commit suicide more freone authorizing the sale of oyster stews with
quently than married men, and that the presno oysters at all in them, instead of one or two
ence of children in a. house diminishe• the
as at present. Following on this would, with
tendency to self-destruction in both men and
similar propriety, be a law permitting the
women. People who hav lived much in houses
picking of pockets by the ushers on church
and hotels with other people's children will
step and in the aisles; and still another statperhaps be disposed to question the latter conute should allow ministers to kiss the wives of
elusion.
their parishioners without being troubled, as
THII: clergy of Newburg now contest the the Rev. Mr. Miller was, to explain whether
palm for bi~oted imbecility. They are vio- the embrace was a. holy or an unholy one.
lently prote~tting against the employment of
" AN INFIDEL ABROAD " is the title of a. neat
workmen on Sundays in relaying a. railroad
volume of 846 pages, 'which has been sent us
track so as to spare the tra. veling public the
by the publisher, Mr. D. M. Bennett, of 141
inconvenience of a. day's delay in journeys.
Eighth street, New York. The author and
Protest, gentlemen, if you will. This is a big
publisher is editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
world, and its population ari not troubled by
last summer was sent as a delegate to an Inyour pious clamor.
ternationa.l Congress of Freethinkers held in
THE Methodists will send $25,000 to convert Brussels. This volume is a. compilation of
Italy next year. The Rev. Dr. Olin says he letters written to his paper, and describes in a
wants the sum as large as possible, for " that comprehensiv manner the author's impressions
is the best place to strike deadly blows against of the old world. It is largely historical and
the man of sin." But we ha. v a very wretched abounds with information, besides being
colony of Italians in this city, for instance, highly interesting in its pen-portraitures of
upon whom the mnney could be better spent; scenes and personages, both living and long
and as to the man of sin, you needn't go to since dea.d.-Ohautauqua Farmer.
Italy to find him.
MR. MooDY spoke in ~ne of hi~ San FranAT the opening of the February term of the
New Castle county court in Wilmington, Del.,
on the 7th, the chief justfce in his charge to
the grand jury made special and severe reference to the lecture of' Col. Robert G. Ingersoll
delivered in that city some weeks ago on
"What Shall We Do to be Savea ?" His remarkl 1howlfl that it wa• hi• impreuion that

cisco exhortations of the fate of those who,
though otherwise good persons, were not regenerated by divine grace. He referred feelingly to a. dear grandmother who had died unconverted, saying : " .Although she was good
and kind and dearly loved by me, I fear she
has met with. the reward of all who die not
owning Ohrist. I know 1he is iD hell.'' Ai

tate's creed: I believe in a chaotic nebula selfexistent, evolver of heaven and earth. .A.nd in
the differentiation of the original homogeneous
mass ; its firsi begotten product which was
self-formed into land and water, self-organized
into plants and animals, reproduced in like
species, furt!Ier developed into higher orders,
and ultimately refined, rationalized, and perfected in man; he descended from the monkey,
ascended to the philosopher, and sitteth down
in the rites and customs of civilization under
the laws of a. developing sociology; from
thence he sha.ll come again by the disintegration of the heterogeniz&d cosmos back into the
original homogeneousness of chaos. I believe
in the wholly impersonal absolute; the wholly
uncatholic church, the disunion of the saints,
the sur vi val of the fittest, the persistence· of
force, the dispersion of· the body, and in death
everlasting.
THE Presbyterians of this city are greatly
concerned about the decay of the downtown churches, and the lack of church accommodation for people who are moving into the new up-town localities reached by
the elevated railroads. It is among some
of ..,the most densely populated neighborhoods that the down-town churches ha.v
failed. Immense sums of money are spent
to carry the gospel to the heathen of the
Pacific islands, while for want of churches
most of the dosely-packed tenement-house
population of this city is allowed to go without
any goEpel. The tendency has been to build
churches in fashionable neighborhoods, where
persons of culture and means can go to them.
The poor people hav had to be content with
what are called "missions." Many of the
moderately poor consider it a degradation to
go to these, and would rather stay away from
all religious privileges than compromise their
dignity by patronizing anything short of a
stylish church. The Presbytery of New York
is trying to solve the very difficult problem of
what is to be d• ne and how to do it. The
necessity for wise counsel is ca.lling for the
best thoughts of some of the ablest clergymen.

THoMAs CARLYLE, the famous writer, died
last Saturday. He was eighty-five years old.
.A. MINISTER of this city preached last Sunday
on" the folly of sending missionaries abroad."

"RED" LEARY, the Northampton bank burglar, has been caught and forwarded to Massachusetts for trial.
IT has just been decided to postpone the
publication of the revised edition of the N ~w
Testament till May next.
THE Chamber of Commerce in this city are
taking steps to hav a. monument to Washin~
ton erected in Wall street.
LAKE MicmGAN is partially frozen over, and
a party of gentlemen indulged in a. sleigh ride
in Chicago harbor last week.
THE Senate has passed Morgan's bill denying the right of the pre~ident of the Senate to
count the electoral vote. It has also been
passed by the House.
CoMMISSIONER BENTLEY reports that the Pension .A.rrea.rages bill calls for $510,000,000, and
says that about ha.lf the pensions now paid
are on fraudulent claims.
IT is estimated that the loss to business men
of this city during the past week on account ot
the heavy snows which blockade our street.
has amounted to $150,000 daily .
THE .Assembly of this state passed a. bill forbidding the consolidation of the telegraph
companies, but it was ~feated in the Senate,
and the consolidation is now complete.
ON the bill to count the electoral vo.tes, in
the Senate, on the 3d, Senator Conkling voted
with the Democrats. He and the incoming
administration are likely to hav trouble.

THE new trial of Cadet Whittaker (colored),
who wa,s expelled from the West Point military
academy last year on a charge of havin: slit
.A. JERSEY clergyman has recently revived his own ears, has commenced in this city.
the slander, long since disproved, that Thomas
EviDENCE satisfactory to Truth has been
Pai,ne said on his death-bed, "I would giv
worlds, if I had them, if the 'A.ge of Reason ' discovered by that irrepressible journa.l that
had never been published." The well-estab- C. A.. Arthur, Vice-President elect, was born
lished fact is that when Thomas Paine was in Canada, and is consequently debarred by
dying two clergymen endeavored to get access the Constitution from taking his office.

to him, but he peremptorily declined their obnoxious attentions. They then set this story
afloat, which has rung from thousands of pulpits since that time, though recognized as
utterly false and groundless by every one who
has made any efforts to ascertain the truth.
The " .A.ge of Reason " was partly written
while its author was confined, momentarily
awaiting a summons to the guillotin. It is not
probable that the man who could write the
book under such terrifying circumstances
would hav wished to recall it when peacefully
passing away in his own house. Thomas
Paine believed the sentiments he wrote, and,
what is better, hundreds of thousands of others
believe them to-day. Believing them as he
did, it is impossible that he should hav desired
to recall their publication. .A.t any rate, it is
well attested that he never expressed such a.
desire. Would it not be more manly of the
clergy to attempt to answer some of Paine's
ar~uments-arguments that strike every reader
with their force-than to slander his memory
and by falsehoods intimidate their credulous
and superstitious auditors from becomin~ familiar with them ?-Truth.

'

THREE hlmdred and twenty-five thousand
dollars of the preliminary one million for the
World's Fair in 1883 hav been subscribed.
W. H. Vanderbilt, whose railroads will reap a
harvest if the fair takes place, gave only ten
thousand.
U.S. SENATOR McPHERsoN has had passed
a. bill in the Senate to appropriate $175,000 to
fit out an expedition to go in search of the
Jeannette, which was sent by the New York
Herald. to discover the North Pole, and which
has not been hear~ from.
ALL the Home Rule members of the British
Parliament were suspended and f@rcibly removed by tlie sergeant-at-arms on Thursday,
the 3d inst. Michael Davitt, an Irish agitator,
was arrested. Great excitement prevails, and
violent trouble is not improbable.
SACRAMENTo and Washington, Cal., ha.v sustained very heavy ppcuniary loss through the
overflowing of its levees by the Sacramento
river. The latcer place is completely inundated. Fortunately but few persons are reported
drowned, a.lthough the losi of cattle and lhtip
is large.
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Report of a Debate
BETWEEN THE REV. A.. R.A.TCR.A.RD .AND MRS. ANNIE
BESANT, AT THE R.A.LL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
SECOND NIGHT.-GONTINUED.
MRS. BESANT.

Let me say at once that in dealing with my opponent's speech I shall not take up to-night the question
of the likeness between Chrishna and Christ. Our
subject for debate to-night is not "The historical
character of the Jesus of the Gospels," but "That
the influence of Christianity upon the world has been
injurious." The proper place to hav dealt with
Chrishna, about whom my reverend opponent has
told yon so much to-night, was in last week's debate.
It is out of place to do so in the present debate, and
I trust he will not think me wanting in courtesy if I
entirely leave the question of Chrishna in,presenting
to you my view of the S\lbject at issue. There are
various points, however, which distinctly challenge
my position. We are told about the moral change
that Christianity has wrought in the world. You
may remember that my fifth proposition was that
0hristianity has not purified public morals. Therefore, I hav come prepared to deal with that part of
the subject. I will first take the allusions to slavery
which we hav heard, because I hav not quite finished
what I was about to say on that subject. 1\'Ir. Hatchard has urged that it was the custom, dealing with a
remark of Horace's, to crucify slaves in Rome for
very slight faults. I do not think it is fair to say
that because a Roman poet says that a master would
be mad to crucify his slave for a small fault, therefore crucifixion of slaves for small faults was general.
Allow, as I do allow, that wherever you get slavery you get the brutalization of the· masters as well
as of the slaves, yet I will ask you to contrast the
words of the Roman poet, stamping cruelty as madness, with the words of Jehovah, the God of the Jews:
" If a man smite his servant, or his maid, with a rod,
and he die under his hand; he shall be surely punished. Notwithstanding, if he continue a day or
two, he shall not be punished: for he is his mon-ey"
(Exodus xxi, 20, 21). I think Horace was a better
moralist than Jehovah. But I am told that Christian feeling opposed slavery in the Southern states of
America. I shall hav to deal with that in a moment,
but I will now take up the question of slavery where
I laid it down.
So far from Christianity discouraging slavery, if
you turn to Hallam's history you will find the following. I quote Hallam because he is often called
the judicious Hallam, and it throws a halo of respectability over my arguments: "It is a humiliatinv
proof of the degradation of Christendom that the
Venetians were reduced to purchase the luxuries of
Asia by supplying the slave market of the Saracens.
. . . This trade was not peculiar to Venice. In
England it was very common, even after the Conquest, to export slaves to Ireland, till, in the reign of
Henry II., the Irish came to a non-importation agreement which put a stop to the practice" (Europe
During the Middle Ages, pp. 613, 614). And in a
note he adds: "William of Malmsbury accuses the
Anglo-Saxon nobility of selling their female servants,
even when pregnant by them, as slaves to foreigners. I hope there were not many of these Yaricoes;
and should not perhaps hav given credit to an historian rather prejudiced against the English, if I had
not found too much authority for the general practice." That is the testimony of Hallam, that Christians were wont to sell slaves, and female slaves, not
only to their fellow-Christians, but even to the
Mohammedans, the Saracens, and sold them in a
condition which at least should _hav aroused a feeling
of humanity.
I pass from the testimony of Hallam, and I draw
your attention to the very different way in which the
Mohammedans, who were not Christians,- were taught
to treat their slaves. Every one who knows the history of slavery in America knows how the female
slaves had their children, born to their masters, torn
from them, and how you absolutely thus found the
father selling his own daughter, and the brother
selling his own sister. If you turn to the false
prophet, MohamitJ-ed, you find him saying: "Whoso
among you hath not means sufficient that he may
m trry free women who are believers, let him marry
with such of your maid-servants whom yGur right
hands possess, as are true believers. . . . Ye are
the one from the other; therefore marry them with
the consent of their masters, and giv them their
dower according to justice" (Koran, chap. iv). And
;tgain: "And unto such of your slaves as desire a
written instrument allowing them to redeem them::;elvs on paying a certain sum, write one if ye know
good in them; an~ giv them of the riches of God,
which he hath given you. And compel not your
maid-servants to prostitute themselvs, if they be
willing to liv chastely" (ibid, chap. xxiv). This is

not Christian teaching, but it is -the teaching of the
heretic; but I will ask you to contrast that with the
teaching you will find in the book of Exodus. You
will find there that a man may sell his own daughter, and that having taken a wife from those who
may hav been taken captiv, he may, if it suits him,
send her away if he does not care for her any longer.
And then you find Moses saying that the slave is the
owner's "money." There is a striking resemblance
between the teaching of Moses and the practice in
Christian lands; but it is alJeged by Mr. Hatchard
that it was Christian feeling and Christian teaching
which opposed slavery in the Southern states· of
America. That is rather a rash statement to make
in a hall which is filled with those who know that
Christians were opponents of the abolition of slavery,
and are acquainted with the general testimony which
comes to us from all directions.
I take a quotation from an admirable article lately
written for the National R~f'ormer by one of our
vice-presidents, Mr. Symes: "The Charleston Union
Presbytery, April 7, 1836, 'Resolved, that in the
opinion of this Presbytery, the bolting of slaves, so
far from being a sin in the sight of God, is nowhere
condemned in his holy word: that it is in accordance
with the example and consistent with the precepts
of patriarchs, apostles, and prophets,' ~tc. The Missionary Society of the South Carolina Conference of
the Methodist Episcopal church, by their board of
managers, said: ' We denounce the principles and
practice of the Abolitionists in toto. . . - . W l=l
believe that the holy scriptures, 'so far from giving
any countenance to this delusion, do, unequivocally,
authorize the relation of master and slave.' The
Hopewell Presbytery, South Carolina, said: 'Slavery
has always existed in the church of God, from the
time of Abraham to this day.'" This I admit to be
true. "The Presbyterian synod of Virginia, 'Resolved, unanimously, that we consider the dogma,
that slavery as it exists in the slave-holding states is
necessarily sinful, and ought to be immediately
abolished, and the conclusions which naturally follow from that dogma, as directly and palpably contrary to the plainest principles of common sense and
common humanity, and the clearest authority of the
word of God." That was the view, not of individuals, but of the churches in America, when the
slavery question was in agitation; and I will ask you
to remember one terrible proof of the Christian
opposition to all those who argued for slave abolition. The name of William Lloyd Garrison is identified with the struggle against slavery. Remember
how he went to "Boston and found that every church
there closed its doors against him, how he could find
no place to speak in, until the pulpit of Theodore
Parker was opened to him-Theodore Parker, who
had been expelled even from the Unitarian body for
the rank heresy which he -thought it his duty to
preach.
I urge Mr. Hatchard to be good enough to giv us
some proofs of the statements he has made, to point
out to us the resolutions of one church or of one sect
tending to show us that the Christians were foremost
in the trial to get abolition, to show that they
preached abolition from their pulpits, when to preach
it involved danger of life. I know that they joined
in afterwards, when the battle was over and won.
I will ask you to remember that the opposition to
Clarkson's bill carne chiefly from the Christians in
the House of Commons and the House of Lords, and
that Lord Chancelor Thurlow, speaking from the
woolsack, stigmll,tized it as a "miserable and contemptible bill," and as utterly" contrary to the word
of God." These are quotations which can easily be
verified, and I will ask my opponent, when he next
rises, to explain how, with this evidence before him,
he can say that G~ristians were in favor of the abolition of the slave trade. I submit to him that this is
absolutely unsupported by any kind of evidence, and
is directly negatived by what I hav laid before him.
Remembering the general mildness of Greek and
Roma,n slavery, remembering how the slaves were
the teachers of the young, and how freedmen often
rose to places of honor and dignity, I allege " That
Christianity has ttpheld and aggravated slavery."
We now come to the curious statement which my
opponent makes to us that Christianity is consonant
with science; and I propose here to put the argument
in the hands of a very capable writer, one of whose
works I will. bring before you. I notice that my
opponent the other night in his last speech to which
I had no right of reply, laid very great stress upon
German authority; but that, in pity for our ignoranae, he refrained from quoting a single German
writer to us. I will ask your patience for a moment,
because I think it as well to meet the challenge. I
will read a passage of Strauss, so that we may see
whether he, a representativ German Freethinker,
shares Mr. Hatchard's opinion with respect to Christianity and science being in harmony with each
other. I hav here a German edition of a work by
Strauss, and I propose to read the extract in German,
asking your pardon for doing so. Strauss deals witlJ
Christianity and science in a very interPsting way,
and it is an extract from him by which I will answer
this part of my Opponent's speech. The title of the
book from which the quotation is given is "Der alte

und der neue Glaube," that is, " The Old and the
New Faith.'' [We giv the translation.-En. T. S. :]
"The position and order in which the creation of
the heavenly bodies is given furnishes the most de.
cided contradiction. These come, ~ccording to every
consideration, too late. The sun IS first- created on
the fourth day, after and notwitstanding that the
change of day and night ~a~ alrea~y taken place for
three days, a change that IS Impossible and unthink.
able without the sun. l\Ioreover the earth is created
several days before the sun, and both it and the
moon hav only an attendant relation to the earth.
The stars too are only thought of afterward as an
appendix. This is a complete reversal of the true
relation of the order and rank of the heavenly bodies
and one which is sadly unbecoming in an infallibl~
revealed record."
I hav a word to say about one part of my oppo.
iJent's speech which was most startling. He told us
that, in the first chapter of the Epistle to the Romans,
the la~o·uage was so bad that he would not defile
your e~rs by reading it to you. I would ask Mr.
Hatchard to remember that these words are read in
the churches when the first chapter of Hornans hap.
pens to be the lesson for the day, unless, indeed, the
clergyman be better than his creed, and feels that he
ought not to. read it before decent men and women.
Does not my qpponent know that there are passages
in the Bible infinitly worse than this chapter which
he refuses to read before you on account of its
language? Does he not put this Bible into the
hands of little children, though he will not read it
before grown men and people to whom the world
has taught the knowledge of evil? Not road the
New Testament aloud before women because of its
foulness! But oh, sir (turning to Mr. Hatchard), 'that
I would not defile my little daughter's ears with this
foulness was one of the· charges against me when
your creed took away from me my child.
JllR. HATCR.A.RD.

Mr. Chairman, Ladies, and Gentlemen: Before I
go on with some of the remarks which Mrs. Besant
has made, I wish to say distinctly that we both came
to discuss the influence of Christianity, and a far as
I am concerned I hav distinctly kept to the subject.
I say that I hav not wasted a word from the subject,
nor wandered a word, because I know this subject
moderately well. I did not come here to discuss the
Old Testament; I came here to discuss Jesus Christ
and his teaching and his influence on the worl!l. I
know perfectly well that it is a very cheap argument,
indeed, about what is related in the books of Moses
about slavery ; but I want to see the same thing in
the New TPstament. I find nothing in the teaching
of the New Testament about this treatment of these
slaves, about the women and such like. I hav cut
o:ff that part of the argument--[laughter and interruption].
[THE CHA.JRMAN: I shall be obliged if our friends
will remain pelfectly quiet except so far as they may
applaud during Mr. Hatchard's speech.]
I did not come here to discuss slavery, and I allege
most distinctly that it has nothing to do with the subject of the influence of Christianity upon the world.
It would take too long to giv you the evidence, chapter
an_d verse, how Christianity did ameliorate the
world. But down to the time of Constantineroughly, three hundred years-it was Christian sentiment and Christian teaching that taught the doctrin of Christian brotherhood that put down the
slavery that existed in the ancient world. With regard to what Mrs. Besant has told you about persecution, the unfortunate thing is that I agree with
every word she says; and if I had to come out on
this platform to lecture on what has been called
Christianity in the world, I should say the same
thing as Mrs. Besant. I say when not only the
Romish church, but the Protestant church likewise,
persecuted and burnt people at the stake, or did all
the other awful things that we read about in history,
that they were not acting upon Christian principles
in any sense whatever. They were acting in the
same intolerant way that an ancient heathen nation
acted when they compelled Socrates, as you hav so
often heard, to put himself to death. I find that all
sects and parties hav in their turn persecuted those
that opposed them. I find a most extraordinary history of persecution with regard to Protestantism. I
find that Elizabeth burnt a large number of Catholics, and I find that Mary persecuted a large number
of Protestants. When I go to India I find a similar
display of intolerance. Why did not the Brahmans
let the followers of Buddha alone in India? How
comes it that they persecuted each other? Why,
ladies l),nd gentlemen, the story ought to be well
known to you. It was because of the persecuting
spirit of the Brahmans, who could not tolerate the
free spirit of the Buddhists ; because the Buddhists
opposed the followers of Brahma the Buddhists were
driven out and persecuted most fearfully. I say most
distinctly-and let this be my answer in full whether
you think it is a good answer or not-when the
Christian church was guilty of persecuting various
persons and burnt !hem at the stake, that it was not
acting upon Christian principles; it was not acting
upon the principles of the New Testament.
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Lest you should go away from here to-night without hearing the truth, let me hasten on. I told you
that I had here in my hands these testimonies by various great Indian authorities. These men are witnesses-witnesses to the truth. I know Sir Bartle
, Frere does not meet the approbation of some people;
but I tell you most distinctly that as an officer of tbe
government he is a competent witness to what has
been done. [Interr11ption. J
[THE CHAIRliiAN: If any inteTI'uption is offered I
shall allow Mr. Hatchard time for it.]
Thank you! Mr. Bradlaugh, is certainly one of
the fairest chairmen I ever met.
These men are competent witnesses of what takes
place under their own cognizance and their own observation. But you will say, "After all, these testimonies are only the testimonies of single men;" but,
ladies and gentlemen [holding up a blue book], I hav
brought you a document which nobody can challenge. Our chairman knows what it is. I wish to
read this with all the earnestness that my strength
will allow me. This one was broken like this for a
printer;· but, friends, I bold here a blue book. The
covers· are gone. It is called" Statement Respecting
the Moral and Material Progress of India During
the Year 1871-2." I hav here the next volume, I
believe, showing the progress of India morally and
materially during 1873. These are, of course, official
books, and I take the trouble to get these in order
that I may show that my statements can be supported by indisputable evidence. I find here five pages
with respect to the progress of missions, Christian
missions, in India, and what they hav done; and I
may tell, you the Church Missionary Society had
these reprinted to take about the country to read to
the people. I only hav time to read briefly, so to
speak, an extract, the last extract. It is called
"General Influence of Missionary Teaching." This
is not the word of a missionary deputation; it is not
the word of a single official governor. It is the word
of the official report in the blue book; and it says
this (ladies and gentlemen, I ask you to remember
these words): "But the missionaries in India hold
the opinion that the winning of these converts,
whether in the cities or in the open country, is but a
small portion of the beneficial results which hav
sprung from their labors. No statistics can giv a
fair view of all that they hav done. They consiger
that their distinctiv teaching, now applied to the
country for many years, has powerfully affected the
entire population. The moral tone of their preaching is recognized and highly approved by multitudes
who do not follow them as converts. The·various lessons which they inculcate hav given to the people at
large new ideas, not· only on purely religious questions, but on the nature of evil, the obligations of
law, and the motivs by which human conduct should
be regulated. Insensibly a higher standard of moral
conduct is becoming familiar to the people, especially
to the young, which has been set before them not
merely by public teaching, but by the millions of
printed books and tracts which are scattered widely
through the country."
Christianity, they tell us, is opposed to education
and knowledge!
"On this account they express no wonder that the
ancient systems are no longer defended as they once
were; many doubts are felt about the rules of caste;
the great festivals are not attended by the vast
crowds of former years; and several theistic schools
hav been growing up among the more educated
classes, especially in the presidency cities, who profess to hav no faith in the idol-gods of their -fathers."
,
Now, there is much more that I might bav read,
and if I might be allowed to publish it in the
National Reformer, I should like to do so. Now,
perhaps you would like to see what things were in
India before the introduction of Christianity. I think
I hav about three minutes left, and I will show yon
some pictures I hav brought with me of the gods
they used to worship in India. That [showing the
first of a series of large colored diagrams fixed at
the back of the platform] is one of the idols. That
is Siva. That represents Kali or Durga. She has a
thousand names, and it used to be that human sacrifices were constantly offered to her. It would take
me a full night to tell you of the horrors of the worship of that most hol'l'ible and disgusting goddess.
That is one of the old things which hav been put
down. There you hav what is called the "swing
festival;" and I tell you here to-night that the swing
festival-one of the most horrible things-bas almost entirely dted out because of what Christianity
has taught.
Here is another thing, the exposing of infants by
the banks of the Ganges. That is dying out. Here
we hav the festival of Juggernaut; and I stand here
to-night to tell you that this festival, which used to
be attended by say 250,000 Hindoos, has now only
about ten thousand. I cannot tell you all that Christianity has done in India during the last eighty
years. Is it dead?
Here is another picture. Here you hav the burning of the Indian widow. Was it not Christianity
!).nd Christian sentiment which put that down ?-and
you know how deeply rooted it was in the Indian mind.

The te!ltimony with Tegard to what Christianity has
done in India in effecting a moral change, a moral
alteration, a moral revolution, is something wonderful. I hav testimonies in this book (Indian Missionary Manual, 1870, John Murdoch) which are enough
to convmce anybody. I say distinctly, what I hav
told you a bout the moral progress in India, the alteration in the public mind, has been brought about by
Christian teaching and Christian preaching in the
land.
The late Miss Mary Carpenter was a friend of mine,
and she and I and Sir Mutu Coomaru Swarmy, with
some other frienils, established a" National Indian
Association" in Manchester, some years ago, to make
known in this country what was being done in India.
You say, perhaps, that you don't take my word for
it; but I can· bring forward chapter and verse to
prove all that I hav told you. Well, then, you hav
seen what I hav tried to do to-night. I hav tried to·
show a parallel between these two things-what
Christianity effected morally in the Roman empire
during the first three hundred years down to the
time of Constantine and what Christianity has effected in India in the last seventy or eighty years.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)

I From tht San Francisco Jewish Times.]

The Wandering Christian.
The wandering Jew is historical. Throughout
the ends of the earth he is world-famous. He aptly
typifies humanity in its suffering, its heroism, and
its eternity. What shall we say of the wandering
Christian? The latter is conspicuously typified by
the notorious Moody, the revivalist, who at present
honors this city with his valuable presence. For
over eighteen hundred years the wandering Christian has lived on the credulity of mankind. From
the days of Peter and Paul to the days of Moody
and Sankey he has fed and fattened upon the foolish
fears of humanity. He toiled not, neither did he
spin, and yet the lilies of the field were not arrayed
like unto him. He bas robed himself in costly and
funeral black and adorned his "sacred" person with
the spotless choker like unto the fair white snow
that crowns the everlasting hills that sit amongst
the clouds. He has never soiled his dainty hands
with honest and honorable toil; he has wandered
about the earth a sponge and parasite, absorbing the
dollars of the rich and the poor alike, and clinging
with ferocious tenacity to the hulk of superstition.
With a cunningly-devised fable he has gone amongst
mankind, and, assuming an air of piety that would
deceive the devil himself, succeeded in decoying
innocent children and hysterical women into the
fold. Women and children and weak-brained men
hav ever been the material from which the wandering Christian priest, preacher, revivalist, evangelist,
or colporter has sought to procure .converts. With
these alone has be been successful. He preys upon
human weakness. The emotional element in mankind has been the harp of a thousand strings upon
which he has played with consummate ability.
This has been his stock in trade, and through it·· the
wandering Christian has easily procured his bread
and butter, laughing all the time at the curse which
condemned men to earn a living by the sweat of
their brows.
The wandering Christian loves ease and comfort.
He even goes so far as to delight in having his bread
buttered by a lovely convert, while he sits and
praise.s the Lord that he is not like unto others; that
is, in plain language, that he does not bav to work
for a living. He can sing psalms all day with
unction; but ask him to cut a cord of wood, or hold
the plow for an hour, or even feed the chickens, and
you insult him, you commit a heinous offense against
the dignity of "the cloth." Labor is not divine
with him; honest toil is not a blessing. He is not
at home in either. But place the wandering Christian in a big church, with handsome pews and wellcarpeted floors, giv him a big organ and a nice choir
composed principally of pretty lady singers, light
the gas and turn on the heaters, so as to make the
atmosphere deliciously semi-tropical in its temperature, place a,bushel of Bibles around and about him,
giv him a mixed but lively congregation of saints
and sinners, then start him on "I Love Jesus," and
the way that wandering Christian will "play fantastic tricks before high heaven" will even "astonish the Jews." That is where he is at home. The
work is congenial to him. He is an immense card
in this kind of business, and if you don't believe it
go and hear Moody and Sankey at Dr. Stone's
church. The great talent of the wandering Christian is to talk most about that of which he knows the
least. For an hour at a time Mr. Moody will talk
about heaven. The unsuspecting hearer, like the
writer, for instance, would imagin that the revivalist
had been there a thousand times. He has made
charts of the whole route, and talks as flippantly
about the way to get there as he would about taking
a trip to Red Dog Gulch or San Leandro. Now if
Mr. Moody could see through a tombstone farther
than any other man, we might hav some faith in
following his directions along the road that leads to
heaven. But we know that he is as blind as a bat in
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that matter, hence we are not astonished that other
bats should believe in his ravings.
.
The means employed by Mr. Moody to "bring
souls to God" are those used by the wandering
Christian wherever we find him. To work upon the
emotions and imaginations is his great forte. If
Mr. Moody, instead of lounging luxnri~usly in Dr.
Stone's church, would make a raid on Tar Flat and
the Barbary Coast and rescue the souls who are
reveling there on the ragged edge of perdition,
snatch them bald-headed before the throne of
grace, and make good honest men out of them, then
the Jewish Times would sing his praises until the
angels in heaven heard our songs of rejoicing and
re-echoed back the glorious refrain. If Mr. Moody
would go about and labor in the houses of sin and
COTI'uption, if he would visit the dens of infamy and
call men and women unto .repentance and righteousness, then could we sing peans in his praise. If he
visited the jails and the penitentiaries ,and moved
the hearts of the hardened criminals there to love
and respect for man and God, then could we chant
songs of praise in behalf of the great revivalist.
But we can bav no sympathy with him in the wishywashy, namby-pamby, milk-and-water pabulum be
expectorates at Dr. Stone's church. There's nothing
in it, and every sensible man, regardless of his
religious bias, knows this. Yet Moody's ranting is
a perfect picture of the wandering Christian the
world over. There are thousands of good and
honest citizens, sincere in their opinions and kind
in their conduct toward their fellow-creatures, who
are heartily sick and tired, if not disgusted, with
the wandering Christian as typified by the wind and
fury fanatics of Moody mold.
Rev. Mr. Isaacs Loomis' Remarkable Seance.
Liberals, gentlemen of. education and m(;lntal cuiture, why is it that you and the learned portion of
the church so perfectly blend in the sacred union in
science, if so be what is called science may at some
time turn out to be all in vain and be laid aside as useless? Becaus~ our higher education was not founded
in natural things. Its statics, geometry, astronomy,
and geology hav been misleading, and their errors
hav been assumed as truths. And hence the antiCopernican mists hav not been cleared away, and to
this day darkness is put for natural light, and Christians an<l Liberals in science form one brotherhood.
MY REM.A.RKABLE sEANCE.
I sought for an interview with the goddess of
learning, and cried, For the sake of the world, help
me ! As I gazed on her, she said : As I move, so
moves the stm, and the earth rests. As I will, God
hears and answers prayer, or there is no God to
hear. When I taught that gods of gold were
worthy of adoration, my Israelitish pupils cried,
These be thy gods, 0 Israel! Under my unerring
guidance the educated of 1880 execute their grand
geometrical march to the tune of a divine mau wlw
died, not knowing the cause of sunrise. I hav so
bewildered reasvn and blinded faith that the most
highly gifted of all classes of men believe that on a
single atom there is field sufficiently large to reeeive
the attractions of all other bodies in the solar
system. On the minds of my theological pupils I
can produce anything I will, for it is the accident of
education which makes the student the kind of minister be hopes to be. For example, I will select the
·livine the01·en, John iii, 16, "God so loved the world
that he gave his only begotten son," and then call
on a few of superior tact to show the meaning of the
quotation.
1. This man of God has· studied the original scrip~ures with the intention to understand them, and he
says, God never bad a son, and hence Christ's death
was without saving efficacy.
2. Equally pious, holy, and fervent, my next pupil
demonstrates that God's love in the gift of his son
assures us of the salvation of every man.
3. I lead in the way ,of Newton, and taught him,
in the Section VII. of his Principia, to describe bow
bodies rise and fall in appearance, not how they
really rise and fall.
4. The profoundly sublime J. W. Draper, M.D.,
LL.D., charmed by my virgin beauty, and doing
homage to the mistress of the intellectual world,
dared to bav a conrlict between religion and science.
Dear man, so moral, that I am glad to know it, having the divine qualities so richly inhering, I call you
to a rec 0 nsideration of the facts of nature.
Yours,
REv. W. IsAACS Loo:Mrs.
SuPPOSE that any tyrant could establish so complete a system of espionage as to be informed of
every word which any of his subjects might utter.
It is obvious that all criticisms upon him would be
laudatory in the extreme, for they would be all prononnced, as it were, in the presence of the tyrant.,
and there we know that no one dares to express even
dissent of opinion. The unlimited agency of the
Deity is equivalent to this nniv~rsal espionage. _He
is conceived as the unseen w1tness of evcrytlung
which passes our lips-indeed even of onr thoughts.
It would be madness, therefore, to hazard an unfavorable judgment of his proceedings while thus constantly under his supervision.- Philip Beauchamp.
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§dito l[ial.
Paine's Monument at New Rochelle.
A little over forty yean< ago a monument to the
memory of Thomas Paine was erected on the farm
he owned, ahout two miles north of the village of
New hocbelle, in Westchester county, and some
eighteen mUes from this city. It is a square column
of granit, in the Grecian style, with a life-size
medallion of Paine surrounded by a wreath. The
four sides of the monument are covered with quotations from Paine's work, neatly cut in the granit.
It stands in a small square lot by the side of the
road leading from the New Rochelle to White
Plains.
Thousands of persons hav visited this monument,
and from a spirit of desecration or from a desire to
possess a piece of Paine's monument, considerable
depredations hav been committed. Persons bav
taken boulders and knocked off the corners of the
monument as high up as could be reached, often interfering with the lettering. This givs the monument a ragged, damaged appearance, in which COliclition it should not be suffered to remain.
It is pr0posed to round the corners and recut a
few hundred of the letters so as to make the monument look as good as new and prevent its being
damaged again in the same way. An estimate has
been made by stone-cutters as to what these repairs
will cost and the sum is set at one hundred dollars,
including some needed repairs to the wall surroun~
ing the lot whereon the I?onument stands. . It IS
wished to make these repairs upon the opemng of
spring and to accomplish it the money will bav to be
raised. A committee has been appointed to see that
the work is propelly done and paid for. The same
consists of H. B. Brown and D. l\1. Bennett, of New
York, and Capt. George Lloyd and Mr. Secord, of
New Rochelle. Mr. Brown is treasurer. Subscriptions for this purpose are solicited from the friends
of Thomas Paine, who feel disposed to th1.1s contribute and will be duly acknowl~dged in these columns. The same may be sent to Mr. Brown or to
the editor of this paper.

Singing Stones.

tQctivs as Comstock were put on the stand. they.
ought to mom1t them 1tnd tear them all to pieces.
(Laughter.)
Mr. Whitehead, continuing, further argued that
Comstock was particep[j criminis in this crime, if
crime there had been committed, and that in this case
his testimony wn.s insufficient for the grand jury to
find a bill of indictment. The nature of Comstock's
calling walil such as to destroy his credibility as a
witnei's.
Mr. Graham said that this matter should be sent
before a police magistrate for investigation. This
society say they know of what stuff Comstock is
made, and we want to know also of what sort of stuff
be is made. We want to lay him on the anatomical
table and dissect him and see the sort of stuff he is
made of.
District-Attorney Bell argued that the other side
had not advanced a single ground upon which the
motion could be sustained to quash the indictment,
and held that the court bad already decided that the
grand jury could take up a case without it having
been before a police magistrate.
Mr. Graham, interrupting, said they wanted the
other side to build their bouse upon their foundation.
They had considerable more to say than they had
said. They desired to hav an examination of the
grand jury or some of its members, and to bav the
records of the grand jury before the court.
A
greater outrage than the indictment of 1\Ir. Simmons
had never been presented to a court, and they desired
to know from the records of the grand jury just precisely what Comstock had testified to, if any testimony he gave. His client was an innocent man, he
contended, and maintained they would show that the
indictment was not worth the paper it was written
upon.
l\Ir. Bell said that there was no authority in the
state for calling for the proceedings before the grand
jury.
Mr. Graham still maintained his belief that Comstock gave no positiv evidence to the grand jury;
that he merely haranged them and told them he
was engaged in the suppression of crime, and the
grand jury rendered indictments, not knowing what
they had indicted his client for.
Mr. Bell contended that the proposition of the
learned counsel to summon and examin the grand
jury was preposterous, and to go into the grand
jury room would seriously affect their work in the
future. It would be dangerous to establish such a
precedent. There was no irregularity on the face of
the indictment, and be maintained that the court
should dismiss the motion.
The case was here laid over till another day, Mr.
Gr~tham stating that he should require over an hour
in his final argument.

On Thusday evening of last week we attended at
Steck Hall Prof. Baudre's exhibition· of what are
called singing stones, which were mentioned by a
contributor in our issue of last week. The stones
_are irregular oblong flints, from eight t~ sixte~n
inches in length by one and a half to three _mches m
thickness, as they were dug out of the sand m France
within the past twenty-five years. They were suspended by twine on a frame-some twenty-seven in
number-and were played upon by the professor by
striking them with oblong stones of a smaller size,
Book Notices.
when beautiful tones were drawn out. He played
THE BIBLE BALANCED; or, THE INFIDEL's TExT
upon them much as a pianist would upon his instru- BooK. Comparing some of the best teachings and
ment, and di~c~ursed beautiful music, rend~ring in sayings of the Bible with those of sages and pbilo~o
the most arti~tiC manner several popular aus. By phers who lived previous to the authors of the Bible;
the most p~tient search n:nd testmg aJ:?opg many f.-and also 'l partial exposure of its errors. By George
hundreds of stones, a s~dfiCient number g1vmg tones C. Darling, Charlotte, Mich.
were found from which_ enough were selected to
This is a very convenient and useful publication of
~ake UJ? the ~egular musi~ board or octave~, chord- 124 full pages. The quotations from the Bible are
mg perfe?tly. In tone. It IS a wonderful thmg t.hat in the left-hand column of the page, while quotations
unattract1v fimts should possess such sweet muswal of a superior character from pagan sages, philososounds, and that a man shOl~ld be able to play upon pbers, and teachers are in the right.hand column.
them as on an organ or p1ane .. Nature doubtless The work is divided into chapters, each treating a
possesses many wonders not yet discovered.
different subject, and the whole follow·ed by a collection of the various imperfections in the characteir of
the Bible God and of the book itself, consisting
Legal Opinion of Comstock.
principally of biblical quotations. It is a valuable
Before Judge Gildersleeve's court in this city a case compilation and a grand aid in obtaining a bird's.eye
was recently brought against .1/:achariah E. Simmons, view of the fallacies of the Bible and. its deity. Sold
the lottery dealer. His counselors, John Graham at this ofiic{l. Price, 50 cents.
and H. M. Whitehead, moved that the indictment be
quashed on the ground that a preliminary examinaINGERSOLL IN CANADA. Second edition. Revised
tion had not been had in the police court, but that it
bad originated in the gr.and jury room at the instance and enlarged. By Allen Pringle.
When Col. R. G. Ingersoll visited the Dominion
of Anthony Comstock. a['hey contended in their argument that there was no legal evidence before the in the spring of 1880, and delivered at several points
jury, and that the grand jury never passed on the his inimitable anti-theological speeches, the orthodillerent counts of the indictment, but passed on dox of the entire country were thoroughly alarmed,
them by one vote. In the course of his argument, and the church was greatly distmbed that people
Mr. Graham expressed himself very freely, character- should flock to hear the great Infidel. It was felt
izing Comstock, among other things, as a "hound" incumbent on the faithful that the Colonel's arguand a " hireling." Truth givs the following report: ments should be answered, and consequently several
Mr. Whitehead contended that the indictment answers and refutations duly appeared, notably
could not hold good on the evidence or information those of Wendling, Archbishop Lynch of Toronto,
of a hired informer of the Society for the Prevention Bystander, a Rationalist, Mr. Bray, and others. Mr.
of Crime, and Comstock was no other than an in- Allen Pringle, of Selby, Out., wrote a reply to these,
former who went about and devoted himself to at- of which 2,000 copies were published and readily
tempting to seduce persons into the commission of disposed of. To meet the demand he has just issued
crime. There had of course to be a buyer, and it 4,000 more, revised and enlarged. The little work
was agreed by the society that Comstock sh0nld be is extremely well written, and the refuters are
such buyer. He further argued that when this man thoroughly answered. It contains argnments and
became a buyer he participated in the crime, and his facts most interesting to Christians and Freethinktestimony or whatever he said before the grand jury ers. Price 20 cents. Sold at this office.
should go for nothing; it had no legal weight. .Mr.
Whitehead alluded to a bill that was now pending
KNIGHT TK\IPL..\IUSi\1 ILLUSTRATED. A full and
before the Legislature to gi v this society more complete Illustrated Hitual of the six degrees of the
power-to form it int~ a sor~ of court and to make council and commandery, comprising the degrees of
Uomstock the prosecutwg officer.
[ Royal Master, Select Master, Super .B:xcellent Master,
Mr. Graham interrupting, said that when such de- Knight of the Red Cross, Knight Templar, and

Knight of 1\Ialta, with a sketch of their origin :md
character. Ezra A. Cook, Chicago. 341 pages.
The numerous illustrations show the initiations
sians ()'rips and symbols. Not being a Knicrht'
0
' b
'
h
Templar, a Mason, or a member of any secret order,
we are not able to say whether the book tells the
truth or not, bnt we presume it is mn.inly correct.
The reader will luw an opportunity to judge for
.,,._..
himself.

_______ ________
New Papers.

The Rights ofMan. A weekly journal devoted
to its name and pnblished at Salem, Obio. It has a
good name and seems to be a good paper. Three
numbers of this sixteen-page paper bav reached ns,
and from the slight reading given it we pronounce it
ably conducted. It is largElly devoted to political
and financial subjects. Price of the sixteen-page
edition, $1.50 per year; eight-p~ge edition, 50 centi
per year.
The Scientific Investigator. Devoted to scientific
and Spiritualistic philosophy. Published at Portland, Or., at $1 per year.
·
The Old and ..L\ ew. By E. Searl, Morrison, Ill.
Published semi-monthly. This neat little fom·~page
journal, at 50 cents a year, well filled with original
prose and poetry, ought to find patrons enough to
keep it alive. It is of a Spiritualistic char-acter.
CEPHAS B. LYNN lectured before the Second Society of Spiritualists in this city last Snnday evening,
on the relation between "Spiritualisum" and the
church. The same truths, he said, lay at the foundation of botl1, only they were differently interpreted.
He urged Spiritnalists to dissociate themselvs from
the adherents of Materialism. He disavowed his
own intention of joining the church, bnt in effect
advised his bearerR to do so, considering clmrcl1
members a little nearer worthy their fellowship than
Materialists. Adopting a figure of speech, he said
that Spiritualists should capture the machinery of
the church, and then use the unexplained phenomena-the "winnowed residuum "-of their own philosophy as a lever to draw inspiration from. This
startling metaphor drew forth applause. He closed
his lecture with an invocation which was very painful, and remarked that he would speak again next
Slmday.

f/lommunicafions.
Dr. Winterburn.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
your issue of Jan. 29, 1881, I notice an article headed
"Death of an Old and Dear Friend. Dr. Charles
Winterburn was found dead in his bed last Sunday
morning, having died of heart disease."
It is not with the intention of being contrary that
I beg to differ in opinion to the report of the cause
of the death of Dr. Winterbnrn, although that report
is probably a1 near the truth as the alleged cause of
death of nine-tenths on record at the Bureau of
Vital Statistics of the city of New York.
Having the time of birth of Dr. Winterburn at
hand, I wish to show from his nativity that it was an
impossibility for him to hav died of heart disease.
In the first place, he had no planet whatever in his
nativity in the sign Leo, which sign governs the
heart, neither was the sun (which is part ruler of the
heart) in any way affiicted.
The real cause of death in his case was paralysi!!
of the brain, which is shown by the planet Mercury
in the sign Aries (which sign rul"es the head), leaving an· opposition of Jupiter, and being in exact
square to the cusp of the first house, and the evil
planets Saturn and l\Iars are both in conjunction in
the ascendant (the ascendant, or first house always
rules the bead and face).
The Doctor's death is shown by the evil planet
Saturn transiting the sign Aries and coming to an
opposition of his moon, the moon being the " giver
of life," or the main supporter of life in his
nativitv. At the time of his death Saturn was
within ·eleven minutes of an exact opposition to the
moon. Also Mars was on the very degree and minute of his ascendant and within four minutes of an
exact square of his.l\'lercury in the sign Aries. N othing could be more marked in indicating that the
cause of death was not in the heart but in the head,
and that his brain became paralyzed. There never
bas been known a case of a person with such a nativity dying of heart disease.
One week before his death, or when Mars came to
the cusp of his ascendant and in square to his Jupiter,
that night he was lying in bed and he became blind
and unconscious, remaining so for possibly an hour or
two; that does not show anything like heart disease.
The very next aspect, which occurred on the 23d
of January, was the final stroke. He appears to hav
been comcious that he would not liv by these influences, ancl mentioned the subject at breakfast to his
family on the morning of the 22d.
That he had premonition these aspects would end
his life is indicated by his showing his nativity to a.
friend, who is an amateur in astrology, on the night

r
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of the 22d. He asked his friend what lH~ thought of except the yellow fever in 1878 ~tnd 1879 in New Orlenns Mr. Wakeman, the Treasurer; but as he could noi
those aspects which were about to take place in his Gra1_1a~la, Vic~sburg, and Memphis; the black pest and diph~ go, they fell back on the Secretary. He went and
own nativity. This friend told the doctor that he thena 111 Russia and part of Turkey, and t'le cholera in India; told them what he knew about "Social Evolution,"
ld · 1 ·
h k"
b f
yet every one knows that long droughts are bec0ming more
h
thong h t t ey won
gtv um a 8 a mg up e ore common; the heats of summer are felt to be more opprt>ssiv and he improved the opportuuity to see with his own
they went by. He did not hav a long-lived nativity, aml destructiv to human lire, mo'"e pP.ople dying from heat eyes and hear with his own ears how outspoken,
and it is probable that nothing could hav been done in cities with the mercury at 85' than in former years at 95o; courageous, enterprisipg citizens could manage' ,an
to hav prolonged his life.
malatial fever wa~ never before so commor. among :111 classes, auxiliary League and make it a success. It seems to
Some years ago, whPn speaking with me as to the :tnd steamboat and railroad accidents are almost of evcrv·-day be easy enough to do. All successes are easy. Only
varionB canso~;~ of death in nativities, he told me he occurrence. Tbe$e are some of the effects of our earth not
getting its usual share of life and magnetism from the sun, failure makes a hard road to travel.
expected his aspects would cause paralysis, and that on account of so manv of the other superior planets being- in
The leading memhers of the Port Jervis League
would be the final cause of his death.
their perihelion nnd drawing more than their usual share of life are, Joseph Weed, President; R. A. Conklin, SecreOutside of my own family there is no death that andmagn~tism from that body."
tary. The orchestra is composed of James Hhodes,
could hav brought greater affiiction to myself. He
When the large superior planets are in their violin; Wilmot M. Vail, flnte; Wm. T. Builh, bass
was one of those few men who the more you knew aphelion circuits, far removed from the earth, we viol; E. Wickam, piano. The brothers W. M. and
him the better you ·appreciate him, and his original
get a 1ong pretty well, there are no-or compara- R. M. J. Vail, prominent members, ar~ old a:nd s_ucf ·
manner 0 thmking made him a 1ways an interesting tivly very few- epidemics, pestilences, or famins; cessful merchants in the place. There IS no flmchmg
companion. One could never hav a few minutes' but under the perihelion or proximations of the supe- about them on any demand of Liberalism. The
conversation with him without learning something.
· d l"f
d
Comstock legislation g~'tS no quarterfrom them nor
His knowledge of homeopathic materia medica was rior P1anets orgamze I e strugg1es an succumbs, from any others in the League. The Vails remember
long drouths, epidemics, pestilences, and famins
truly marvelous, and" he was a man, take him all in abound.
and speak kindly of Brothers Mendum and Seaver,
all, we shall not look upon his like again."
The anxious physicians hav sought in vain for who hav visited there; also of those other two good
He became interested in astrologJwhile attending two thousand years among the fogs and fens of fellows, W. H. Burr and "Antichrist," and hav aneca course of lectures given on that subject by myself earth for their cause; hav explored diligently the dotes and reminiscences to tell of them all.
The secretary left Port Jervis with a g-ladness that
some fourteen years ago in this city. He was a dili- air, the water, terene emanationij, the forces of catagent student in astrology, and it was of infinit ad- lysis, zymosis, and eremacausis, and they now hav there is one such League, but with sorrow that all a~e
vantage to him iu diagnosing and prognosing dis- supposed in the3e latter days that they hav found it not like unto it. There are a few, and may theu
eases in his practice of medicin, and, as you say, in malaria, animalculro, and contagion; in fine, they tribe incrense. With tl1e whole 206 auxiliaries alive
when he was called to see a new patient he tried to hav projected hypotheses, launched forth theories, and flourishing the National Liberal League would
procure the time of birth of the patient, and pre- discoursed sagely on occult qualities, and explored be a power that the opposition would no longer find
T. C. LELAND.
acribed his remedies with direct reference to the faithfully all the avenues and sources of disease this it profitable to lie about.
planetary positions i_n the pa~ient's nativit~, and you world of ours contains, and are as far removed now,
say tha~ his success m the ti~a~men_t of dis~ase was in this day, as they were in the days of Hippocrat\'s,
LEAGUE §Ian for February (No.4), organ of the
not smpassed by at~y physrcian m ~he mty, but the father of medicin, from a true and satisfactory National Liberal League, double number, sixteen
should yon ~a~k to Ius patient~
w_rll _find th~re explanation of the cause of epidemics. Some phy- pages, will contain the w~ole of the address of the
was no physteian to be compaie to him m ma_k~ng sicians hav long since given up the search in despair, "National Association for the Secularization of the
cures. For 1 nan~ yearil he :vas . the. ~nly physiCian and assigned it to be the will of God or the ven- State," issued by the committee, B. F. Underwood,
tha.t I hav calle~ m consnltat101;1 m difficu_It cases or geance of God for our sins.
R. C. Spencer, and Van Buren Denslow. Price, 5
senons attacks m my _own family. Had It not been
The scientists of Europe having paid particular cents single; 6 copies for 25 cents; 13 for 50 cents;
for astrology I doubt ~~
would hav been any more attention these late years to the sun spots and mak- 30 for $1; 100 for $3. Every Liberal ought to take
than an ordma_ry physietan, although he was a man ing faithful and close observations, and having dis- one hundred, a:ad every Liberal should send for a
of unco~mon mt~llectual powers.
.
covered that those large sun spots only occur when dozen or more to circulate.
Had I~ ?e~n his for~une to h~v studied astrology th.e large superior planets are in their perihelion, we
League Man, monthly, per annum, 25 cents.
and medicm m early !Ife, there I~ no ?oubt he wou~d are more likely to hav a more rational hypothesis of
Address
T. C. LELAND, Sec'y. N. N. L.
hav made a secon~ Hippocrate~, JUdgmg by the ~·apid the cause of epidemics, etc.
201 East 7Ist street, N. Y.
pi:ogress he made m the shor~ time he was acquamted
I cannot better close this article than with a clipWith astrolog.{. Indeed, HIPl? 0 ?:·ates would ~!ever ping from ?ne of the Ne':' Y?rk dailies. of ~an. 31,
Debate.
hav been the . father of me~rcm had he beenigno- 1881, showmg that the sCientists, even m thrs connElder Clark Braden and W. F. Jamieson will derant of astrology, and Galen s name would hav fallen try are nbw making observations in the right direcbate in Linesville Station, Crawford Co., Pa., Feb.
into oblivion had it not been for his knowledge on the tio~s:
14th, 15th, 16th, and 17th, on the following resolusame subject. Galen declared "anatomy to be the
"This has been a stormy month on the sun. Tempests
right eye of physics and astrology its left." Hip- powerful enough to sweep every li.-ing thing from the fnce of tion:
"Paine w&s infamously untruthful, totally wanting·
pocrates says that "the man who did not well under- the earth hav spent their force upon the great glowing orb,
stand astrology was rather deserving to be called a and their effects hav been visible at the distance of ninety odd in integrity, utterly unreliable ; expressed remor~e •
fool than a physician." If he had said that the man million miles. Those who hav not looked at tile sun through and regret for his Infidel :vritings; express~d. hi~ dewho did not well understand astrology was ra.ther n telescope since 1878, when its broad disk was as free from termination to correct his attacks on Chnstiamty ;
spots as the polished gold case of a watuh, would be astonished abandoned a good woman forty years before his
deserving to be called a wholesale murderer than a nt the change in its telescopic appearance. It is now like the
physician, he would hav been much nearer the shield of a warrior, dented nnd pierced by many fierce strokes. death.
"!,Clark Braden, hav clear proof, proof beyond _the·
mark.
On some days an opera glass powerful enongh to define the
The persecutions astrologers hav had to endure for curve of an actress' eyebrow has sufficed to show the clark possibility of all doubt, that my charges agamst
several htlndreds of years, thank heaven, are now nucleus of a solar cyclone . .Spots larger than this earth hav Thomas Paine are true. Signed,
"d" 1
·
1
appeared and vanished. Day after day the whole surface of
"CLARK BRADEN, affirmativ.
coming to an end, and t h e n ICU e agamst astro ogy the sun has been mottled and wrinkled mtder the strain of
"W. F. JAMIESON, negativ."
appears to be dying out.
forces so tremendous that in comparisG>n with them the strength
In the preface to a ·pamphlet I published some of a volcano seems puny.
Four days' debat.e, two sessions each day, affirmati:me ago on "Astrology and Astro-1ledical Botany,"
"There hav been only three clear d:Lys during Janunry tiv opening, negativ closing each sessio~. Speeches
I said:
when, with an onlinary spyglass, the sun's disk appeared un- twenty minutes each, two hours each sesswn. Hedge's
spotted. These sun storms nre not likely to decrease in fury
" The reYi val of the ancient science of astrology is now as- for some yeats yet. The new spot period is just beginning, Rules of Logic to govern the debate. Address all
sured beyond a doubt. 'rwenty yeiLrs ago, when I first com- and before it passes astronomers hope to hav learned far more letters toW. F. Jamieson, Linesville Station, Crawmenced publishing Broughton· s Monthly Planet Reade1' a1Ul As- about this interesting and puzzling snbjet•t than they know ford Co., Pa.
trological Joumal, at that time the only publication of the kind now. 'rhe weight of evidence shows that there is"a close relaGEORGE Cn.AINEY's address IS No. 3 Union Park,
in the world, the word 'astrology' had to be spoken in polite tion between the condition of the sun and the earth's meteorsociety with 'lmted breath; the nstrologers were telegatell to ology. Hundreds of telescopes are daily turned upon the sun Boston, l\Iass.
the category of fools and knaves, :Lml the ministers of ~he gos- from all quarters of the enrth, 11nd careful recoJ"ds of obserpel consigned them to the torments and torture? of_ the mfernal vations are kept.. There has been a YIISt advance in our knowlMENTAL maturity, at what age do we attain it,
regions. The newspapers, lecturers, and penodJCals of thttt edge of the great luminary since the second Herschel sugge5t- that is to say, those of us who are not predestined to
day mentioned the word' ust1:ology' <?nlywhen.tlt~y.wiLntecl to ed, only some twenty years ago, that the cmious bright spots
·create a laugh, or to hold up tts votanes to pubhc t·tdtcule; and in the stm known as· willow lea.-es might be gigantic living perpetual greenness? It has been said that a man
I know from dearly-bought experi~nce th_at astrologers ~ad. no beings, whose intense vitality lllttde them glow so dazzlingly. may be a fool at thirty, and yet die a _sage. . Rather
more rights, eithl'r in the uomrnnmty or m. a comt of JustiCe, Yet what has been learned is slight in comparison with what questionable, that. The fool at forty rs admr.tted by
than a 'nigger' lmd ' awoty down South' m the days of slav- remains to be learned."
metaphysicians to be a hopeless case. Let him who
ery. But thanks to the lectures and writing ~f Profs. Tynhas learned nothing by experience at that age stand
L .. D. l3nouGnToN, M. D.
dall, HttXley, and Durwin, the. scales are droppmg frorn pe~
from the world of action ; he is not fit to play his
ple' s eyes, and they ure beginmng to find o~1t that the world IS
part in it. His only safety is in being dry-nursed by
governed by fixed laws, and tlutt ' llliracles 11re at a dJscotmt.
.A Model League.
some stronger nature than his own. Dull youth~, or
Ministers no lonooer prmteh sermons agamst astrology, and on
Nestled among the hills at the confluence of three youths called dull, sometimes mature, however, mto
account of public attention being umwn to the near approach
of the perihelion of the planets, ulmos~ every I_tewsp~tper, h?th rivers is the ueat, picturesque village of Port Jervis, great men. Sheridan, we are told, was a parti~ularly
in this country and Europe, hiLs contmned articles advocatmg N. Y. H seems to hav imbibed free principles from stupid schoolboy.. Perhaps. the fault wa~ m th_e
the belief in the influence of the planets.
schoolmaster, not m the pupiL There was m Shen"The London Evening Standard of July 6, 1880, in com· the mountains around. Though there are several
menting on Mr. B. G. Jenkins' paper on meteorology nnd plall- churches, yet its largeF<t, fullest, happiest meeting of dan's days, and there are yet, multitudes ?~ bad
etary influence, read by him before the Dulwich College Geo- citizens every Sunday night is its Liberal League. teachers. Pedantic pedagogs of the Doctor Bihmber
They hav a fine hall hired by the year, and they pro- class are as plenty as blackberries, and the mill-horse
logical Club, saiu:
"'From tho Iotty hl&"hts of modern "clonco we hav l>een nccu". vide a speaker for every Sunday night, whom they system ·of education is still in vogue.
Overcrammed
tomed to look dO\'rn \'rlth pity tLn<l contempt upon the astrologers of
At the open- students rarely ttu·n out well, while those who cannot
tho mltldle Uljes, the weak dubbleu in ~cicnce who wore fooli•h contrive to pay when pay is required.
onough to belwve that tho sturs illld un mtl~teucu upon num.. An ing of the lecture season tlw lelldiug members sub- be crammed generally do. If there be anything that
allusion to ustrologerM wo.s tLhv>Lysgootl to rtusc alu.ul!'h Ill u smence
It is better to be
meeting aml tho a"trologors autl alchemists wcru c!Msed togethl•r scribe liberally as a basis to go upon during the is unpromisinO" it is precocity.
n~ eithm! drclll.01Cl'B or clulrlntn.us. 0! late yea,rs, howe'\:oF, a certtun
comparativly ignor~nt at five-and-.twenty than _to
renctionllas set in. The nstrologer 1s beconnng rebab1llt~tted very year, and then they are unmiimous in adopting one
We entuely agree With
rnpitlly. 'l'he intluencc of tl)e planets upon tho. eu~'th 18 no\y •td- church usage, they take up a collection after every be a prodigy at thutecn.
nnttetl to be very tlietinct nm!fresh proofs of then· dJsturlnl11.: mfiulecture. And what is more, it is a collection, a lib- the doctrin that the most useful part of man's educaence" are constantly crophing Up.'
'· "A few scientific men having made observations on the eral one, amounting to nearly or quite $10 every cation is not that which he receives in schools and
colleges. The world is the university in which _the
coincidence of the sun spots with extraordinnry fent.ures of Sunday.
weather, and also dbcovoring that t~1e s~m spots w~re CtLUsed
A valuable feature, which is always interesting grandes~ an~ most use~ul le~sons. are taught, and m a
by the influence oE the planets, and r_n tins way havmg gr:~du and always draws, is the music of the orchestra. way which fiXes them mdeltbly m the memory. The
ally Jed the thinking public to rccofimze t!mt thte .master. mmds This is inexpensiv, ns it is furnished by the members Groves of Acadomus are not to be despised ; but let
of former generations were not. entirely nustnken m tmmng ~he
him who desires to be a man among men beware of
mutations of weather and of mundane events to planetary m- themselvs.
Mrs. H. S. Lake is a favorite speaker with the Lib- neglecting those paths of wisdom which lie through
fluence, the day is now fast diLw~ing when astrologY: s~all
again take rank with the physi_cal smcnc~~. and the prcd_ICtwns erals of Port Jervis, as she well deserves to be. She tho marketplaces of mankind. Wisdom is not a
of the astrologer will go hand m haml With the calcuhLtions of has occupied their platform one or two seasons for thino- that can be injected into us with a scholastic
the astt·onomer.
courses of lectures, and is there this season. To fill forc~rg-pump. It can only be acquired by observa
"Although the approaching perihelion of the planets has not a disappointment in her absence last Sunday night, tion, reflection, and the independent exercise of thi
as yet produced any particular !amib. except in lrelan1 and
eertain parts o.f Ru,ssia anQ. Turkel; nar any noted pestilence Januar;r 30th1 this League sent to New York for judgment.
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Gulliver's travels with the facts of human experience. by Protestant Christians. One o~ the signs by which
the early Christians signified the~r contempt. for .the
And for the same reason.
Jews who· bad crucified the Savior was then· reJection of the Jewish Sabbath. The observance of Sat.
11.-The Sabbath.
I.-The Creation.
urday as a special clay of worship soon fell into disTEXT.-And God blessed the seventh day and sanctified it; use among the followers of Jesus, but Sunday, the
TEXT.-And God said, Let there be light, and thel"e was
becausE' that in it he had rested from all his work which Ged day of his resurrection, at length came to be reguligl-t.-Gen. i 3.
Our preacher is not a Hebrew scholar, as are his createu and made.-Gen. ii, 3.
larly observed among them in memory of the sacred
orthodox contemporaries; and he is, therefore, like
The human intellect cannot adequately grasp the event though not as a Sabbath in any wise modeled
the majority of mankind, compelled to absorb his idea of deity resting. The idea of an omnipotent after 'that of the Jews; and when under Constantine
share of divine revelation from more favored serv- God with muscles to tire, nerves to wear, and tissues the religion of the primitiv Christians was amal.
. ants of deity.
to consume is somewhat beyond mortal comprehen- gamated with that of idolatrous Rome, Sunday was
If any confidence can be reposed in students of sion.
made a Christian holiday.
the language, the text, as quoted, is not correctly
We cannot understand how his limitless power
From that time until the beginning of the seventranslated from the Hebrew. They tell us that the could enable him to flood the earth with light, and teenth century, it was a holiday of ~he church,. and
He brew equivalent for "God" in the text is plural, make it disappear and return at regular intervals with the Catholics it is little more than a hohclay
anrl that therefore the rendering should be, "And three days or even long periods before the sun had yet. It was observed for the purpose of public worthe gods said, Let there be light, and there was begun to blaze in the firmament. We can under- ship; but cessation from labor and pleasure, especialstand the ease with which such a being would collect ly pleasure, was not required or expected. On the
light."
.•
This, however, is a matter of slight importance. the waters of the seas into one place and heave up the contrary, after religious services the day was devoted
It only shows that the author of the beautiful poem, dry landin a day. We can see the trees and fruit to amusement.
which the first chapter of Genesis truly is, was not and flowers grow and ripen without sun or rain. We
But when the Puritans arose, they distinguished
a believer in one only God.
are fain to be dubious when told that by a single themselvs from the Catholics and other ungodly peoFollowing the chapter further down, the reader command he instantly made the light of stars to ple in a variety of ways, among the rest by turning
cannot but be impressed with the sublimity of the shine upon the earth, some of which are so far away Sunday into a Judaical Sabbath, forbidding labor
power that could produce light from darkness by a that their rays are centuries in reaching us; but re- and pleasure, calling it "the Sabbath," and applying
mere command, without the aid of the sun. The flecting upon his omnipotence, we are forced to con- to the first day of the week the full force of the
sun was not created until the fourth day, while the cede it. We can even believe that he selected for his command to observe the seventh.
light was separated from the darkness on the first.
own chosen people a fe'w tribes of nomadic barbariThis whim of these pious lunatics, in much less
This, too, is of slight concern, for with God all ans, leaving the more civilized inhabitants of the than two hundred years, became an indisputable docthings are possible. And, though day and night are earth to suffer under his displeasure in ignorance of irin of the Protestant church. What Saturday has
now produced by the revolution of the globe upon his existence. In short, there is nothing so impos- always been to the Jews, that hav they made Sunday •
its axis, whereby a constantly changing portion of sible that omnipotent deity cannot accomplish it. to the Christian.
its surface is always in the shadow, and the remain- But when asked to imagin that he endures fatigue in
The absurdity of regarding the day with any
der under the rays of the sun, it is in no wise re- his wonderful labors, our credulity is taxed to its ut- special veneration in alleged obedience to a divine
markable that the Almighty should hav originally most limit, unless we also ascribe to him human command, in the face of its history, must suggest
made day and night without the operation of this attributes, which would hav 'the disadvantage of itself to the most orthodox mind. If there is any
now unyielding natural law. His powers rose to the effectually ending our confidence in his omnipo- divine command in respect to Sabbath observance it
necessities of the occasion, for he had a hard week's tence.
applies to the seventh day of the week, not to the
work before him. He could not be expected to creWe cannot understand the fatigue of God.
first; and the Jews are obeying it, while Christians
ate the firmament (separating the waters below it
Nor why he should take a whole day to recuperate set it at defiance. And yet the Sabbatarian influence
from those above it), or the dry land, or •the seas, or his exhausted powers.
of the Puritan bigots who worshiped God with long
the grass, or the herb, or the fruit tree, or the moon,
Nor, indeed, how he managed to make the affairs faces, long hair, and consciences long or short accorclor the sun itself, without light to work by. There- of the universe jog along while he rested, unless he ililg to the emergency, has come wandering down into
fore, he made the light first.
had a dormant partner somewhere who took a day on the latter half of the nineteenth century, closing
Still, one can hardly resist the thought-no doubt to relieve him from his toil.
libraries, art galleries, and theaters; forbidding all
a wicked thought-that the author of this poem had
The text fairly bristles with interrogation points; pleasures; shutting off many of life's conveniences
not yet leamed. that the sun is the fountain of light but we hav a mission beyond asking questions. and comforts; making Sunday a day of misery to
for the earth, and that the regularly recurring dark- These bothersome doubts will arise sometimes, and children and a bore to men; educating tender conness is caused by the earth's revolution. The im- we cannot help it; we shall endeavor, however, to sciences to rebel against the use of the day for
pression is natnrally very strong that if he had, he direct attention to a more practical if not more seri- rational recreation, and setting it aside exclusivly for
would ha v caused the god (or gods) to construct the ous consideration suggested by the sacred language. l?raying, psalm singing, preaching, and discussing
sun first of all. Had he done so, he would. at least
The text is the scriptural origin of the Christian frivolous points of a frivolous and revolting doctrin.
ha'" saved modern theologians much vexation and Sabbath, "God blessed the seventh day and sanctiNevertheless, the Sabbath sentiment among Chrismental worry in their efforts to rationally explain fied it." The Jews, for whose sole and especial ben- tians has its uses. Without it, the low paid servants
the separation of light from darkness, and the growth efit he originally manifested himself, therefore, and of pious believers would hav their noses kept down
of grass, herbs, and tree§, without the radiant and in obedience to a command he afterwards delivered to the grindstone in one continuous round of toil
warmth-giving sun, for three whole days-indeed, them, observed it as a day of absolute rest. It was year in and year out; and an eminently respectable
for three long and indefinite periods, if we are to ac- to them the Sabbath, and to them it is the Sabbath class of the community, Christian clergyman to wit,
cept recent explanations of another theological diffi- to this day. The seventh day, which, by the way, would find their occupation and their salaries gone.
culty.
is our Saturday, they are to keep holy; on it they are
But, as we said before, this is of no moment. to do no work. It must be devoted exclusivly to
[From theN. Y. Sun of Jan. 2d.]
In fact the whole chapter is of little value except for worship, all labor and pleasure being strictly
Under
the Mesmeric Spell.
its poetic merit and its exposition of an ancient re- avoided.
ligious belief, which are enjoyed by Homer's Iliad to
In :Masonic Temple on Friday night ~Prof. A. E.
Although Protestant Christians now agree with the
quite as great an extent. As a history of the crea- Jews in requiring a strict observance of a Sabbath, the Carpenter gave further experimentswith some of the
tion it is the veriest fudge. We may believe that in authority for which they derive from the same scrip- mesmeric subjects whom Dr. Geo. M. Beard tested
the beginning God (or the gods) created the heaven tural source, they strangely enough do not observe in his office on Thursday. The experiments of Prof.
and the earth. But who believes that day and night the same day. Both sects worship the same God, and Carpenter were more varied, and he had as many as
were distinguished on the first day before the crea- profess to find ·his commands in the same book; but seventeen persons on the stage and in the body of
tion of the sun; the firmament created on the sec- while one obeys the command to keep the Sabbath the house in a trance at one time. Of the eight men
ond; the waters and the dry land separateil, and day holy by abstaining from work and recreation on and boys and five women on the stage about twograF'S, herbs, and trees brought into full growth on Saturday, the other professes to obey the same com- thirds were persons with whom he had previously
the third; the stars, sun, and moon made on the mand by similarly abstaining on Sunday. To one it experimented. The others were new subjects. Prof.
fourth; fishes and fowls on the fifth; and beasts, is wicked to work or play on the seventh day of the Carpenter says that about one woman in three is a
reptih•, and man and woman on the sixth? And all week; to the other it is so only on the ·first.
subject, and about one man in six. The professor
less than six thousand years ago! No one,
In this difference the Jews clearly hav the best of got his subjects in a trance state sometimes by pressThe story evidently refers to days as periods of it, upon authority. God certainly rested from his ing his fingers lightly on their eyelids or temples,
twenty-four hours each; but modern geology has tremendous labors of a week on the seventh day, sometimes by twirling a cane in .front of them, and
RO effectually knocked the bottom out of the narra- and it was the seventh day that he lilessed and sanc- sometimes by waving his hand before their eyes. To
tiv ·thus rendered that theologians hav fallen upon tified and made the Sabbath. It is this Sabbath too bring them out he would snap his fingers in their
the theory that these days are long periods. Where- that he commanded should be kept holy. Christians faces, speak loudly to thema and they would rouse
by they make a greater mess of it than ever.
justify their practice on the theory that Christ with a start as though from profound sleep. Some
This explanation is a good enough :Morgan for the rose from the dead on Sunday, and that in commem- had their eyes fixed in a stare, like a sleep-walker's,
faithful now; but if it does not soon giv place to a oration of that event the Sabbath was changed from while in the trance, and others acted like a person in
better, the whole narrativ will go into the limbo the last to the first day of the week. But they pro- a normal condition.
where many another sacred story is moldering.
duce no authority from either the Old or the New
Calling a stoutly-built lad of sixteen or eighteen
An intelligent and candid man has only to read Testament to justify their innovation. The last to the front of the platform, Prof. Carpenterput a
the account to perceive that it is purely of human words the Almighty spoke to man upon this subject cane in his hands and told him to hold it back on his
invention. It tells the story of creation as an igno- are found in the Old Testament, and there he is neck. Then he told him he could not move the cane
rant and barbarous people would tell or receive it. very explicit about the seventh day.
from its position, and the lad struggled and twisted
The natural laws which giv us clay and night, make
We hav many good Christian friends for whom in vain to do so. Then he asked the lad his name.
changes in the seasons, produce grass, herbs, and we entertain the liveliest affection, and we cannot "Cummings," was the answer. "You can't say it
trees, and separate seas from the dry land were un- contemplate the terrible tortures of hell which they again," said the professor, and the lad's lips twiched
known to the ancient Jews. They evidently believed are indubitably destined to undergo for their persist~ but no soqncl came from them. Then the professor
that the blue ether above was a solid substance ent disregard of the seventh day of the week without told him to go to sleep, and laid him on the floor in
through which lights large and small blazed and a shudder. For ourselvs we are content. We ex- a profound slumber.
shimmered; that light and darkness were entities pect to find more agreeable companionship there
A lady subject was put in the trance state, and
which could be separated like maggots from a piece than in the so-called realms of eternal bliss. But we told that she could not take her clasped hands apart.
of cheese; that grass could grow and trees bear fruit know that association with Ingersoll, Voltaire, Paine, She tried it without success until the spell was rewithout the rays of the sun or the droppings of t-!J_e Franklin, Jefferson, and a host of other brilliant moved. ·Stepping up to a woman seated on the platrain; and that a mist could rise from the ground minds and true hearts, will be no compensation to form, the professor waved his hand in front of her
without heat to evaporate the moisture within or them, as it will be to us, for the sulphuric heat in which face and said he was sorry to say that her nose was
upon the earth.
they must eternally sizzle for neglecting to remember bleeding. She jumped up, clapped her handkerchief
Accordingly, the story was written as we find it. the Sabbath day and keep it holy.
to her nose, aud tried to suppress the imaginary
All efforts to reconcile it with the truths of science
When we contemplate the history of the Christian bleeding until a snap from the professor's tingers
or the demands of reason are as abortiv as would be Sabbath, we cannot but wonder at the sentiment of roused her from the dream. To another woman a
. an attempt to reconcile :Munchausen's exploits or sanctity with which it has been so recently invested cane was handed, and she couldn't unclasp her hands
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because she bad been told she couldn't. Another
liberty than we possess. Our ideals keep us under
held the stick until the professor told her it was hot.
whip and spur for this simple purpose, assuring us
She dropped it and rubbed her imaginary burns until
that the object of our desires is attainable. Toleraut in her natural state.
tion for the opinions of others will not deter us from
Trui-1 Freedom.
P Prof. Carpenter next told all the eight men to look
using good Anglo-Saxon words to express our honest
at him. Then he told them to go to sleep: Every
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: convictions regarding their useful or baneful influ~ne obeyed immediately. Some fell on their neigh- There is a vast amount of spiritual and mental luxury ence. While I would not willingly wound the feelbor's shoulders, some slid out of their chairs upon in the possession of that freedom that is independent ings of any human being by treating· with levity
the floor at full length, and others dozed while sitting of all theological and ecclesiastiGal fetters, and the opinions he deems sacred, I must in justice to him
nearly upright. Each was aroused by a snap of the attainment of this condition was not the work of a and others, as I understand it, assert what I deem
finO"ers and a cry of "All right" from the profe~sor, day or a year to the greet mass of us that were in- true and useful, and expose what seems pernicious.
rubbed his eyes in bewilderment at his position. doctrinated with the importance to our eternal weiIn according others the largest measure of right to
Three or four of them were bewitched again and set fare of a belief in and a compliance with their teach- criticise and exhibit any defect in opinions I enterto work trying to catch an imaginary something that ings and demands.
tain, no principle of justice or generosity is violated
was biting them between the shoulders. One boy
Many of us can remember how timidly and fear- by me in subjecting the opinions of others to the',
got up and scratched his: back against one of the fully we first listened to opinions or read statements most exacting and searching investigation. Less
wings of the stage in his agony.
thatcalledinquestiontheirtruthfulnessanduse. The than this would mar the basic element of true freeOne of the best subjects was a man between forty- influence of early teachings, and the still.more potent dom, the possession of which is all-important.
fi
factor of living examples by those we were led to
There is an untold inspiration in the freedom that
five and fty years of age, an employee of the Amer- love and reverence, became ingrained and imbedded
is
based on high moral and mental justice. We
ican Bank Note Compan~. He was put in a trance so deeply into the very marrow of our being that no
by a wave of the hand, an was asked if his coat was trifling cause or causes could induce us to change our should at all times be more ready to court the opinnot on with the wrong side out. He glanced at it, opinions or convictions. To hear what we had been ions of others than parade our own, for certainly our
quickly took it off and turned it, and put it on again. taught as sacred termed nothing less than the result true growth depends very much on the support it
'!'hen the professor inquired if it was not somebody of superstition or distorted imagination was a shock receives from the best that other minds impart.
True freedom, like true love, would soon degenerelse's coat, and the man said it was. "That young to the sensitiv nerves of many who to-day are among
man has your coat, hasn't he?" said the professor, the foremost of those who are in the possession of ate were it not continually sustained by its readiness
to receive. and impart. The cultured soul, like the
leading the subject down the aisle and pointing out the largt>st and truest liberty.
a pretty young lady in the audience. "Yes," said
The right to question all principles and opinions well-cultivated soil, yields a generous harvest. Freethe subject, who proceeded to demand the young that concern humanity is one of the inherent rights dom, generosity, and love are a " trinity in unity,"
lady's sack. The professor waved his hand before and privileges that true freedom confers and rational and to keep ourselvs in harmony with these is to
attain and enjoy the highest possible measure of true
the young lady's face, and she immediately took off Liberalism claims and defends.
freedom.
GEORGE LYNN. ·
the sack and exchanged it for the man's coat,
The persistent advocacy of this right, as well as the
which she put on. The man wore the white sacque sturdy blows dealt right and left against the citadel
The National Liberal League.
back to the platform, and was only aware of his of superstition, has imparted courage to the weak
trade when out of the trance again.
and been a light and joy to those desiring escape
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Imaginary molasses to which the professot· called from their prison-houses of mental and spiritual When getting my chattels insured I always prefer a
the entranced ladies' attention set them all to rub- degradation.
stock company to a mutual one, because I abhor a
bing their hands vigorously, and then they all washed
The largeness of the liberty that the rational Lib- dun at an inconvenient season. I find it easier to
themselvs in an imaginary brook to which their at- eralist enjoys as compared with those that continue pay a debt of five dollars when I hav the meney than
tention was ?all~d. ·One of the ladies, the ~ife of a .to worship creeds and theological formulas is as the one dollar when strapped.
federal offiCial m Brooklyn, threw ~nger nng~ and light of noonday to Egyptian darkness. In the case
Now, as I wish to join the National ;Liberal
bracelets recklessly about the stage m .her desire to of the former, reason and intelligence exercise their League I respectfully beg leave to offer a suggestion
get the molasses off her hands. When the1 were highest functions in ·discovering the causes and uses for the consideration of those who run the machinery
handed back to her with the remark that they. were of whatever will aid in human culture of body and of the institution. It appears that the framers of its
hot, she declared that she could not hold them m her mind; while the latter must follow a beaten and con- Constitution did not make the best use of their
hand.
tracted path at the bidding of those that fear reason knowledge of arithmetic, either in figuring up
The young lady who exchanged her sack for the and who dread to face the conclusions of unfettered the number of dollars or the number of memberman's coat was persuaded ~hat she 1I~d a toothache, intelligence.
ships. If the fee for a life membership had been
and an elderly gentleman m the audience was mesWhen and while the church ruled the world true fixed at ten dollars instead of twenty-five, I hav no
merized and convinced that he was a dentis.t. He freedom was impossible. It was sacrilege to call in hesitancy in saying that the membership would be
was told that t~e cane the J?ro~essor handed him was question its right to dictate opinions and control ten tinies what it is. Its exchecquer would be better
cotton, and tned to put It m the young woman's thought. It was blasphemy to ridicule its absurdi- filled, and the Liberal army would begin to look fortooth.
ties and abominations. No crime was greater than midable to orthodox vision.
Sevente~n persons were next mesmerized a.nd told heresy, and naught but the most severe capital punMr. Leland was quite right when· he remarked that
it was ternbly hot. The women took off thell' wraps ishment could atone for so grave and impious a mis- "life memberships would of course be few." If the
and fanned themselvs, the men divested themselvs demeanor.
League aimed at aristocracy By fixing the fee at
True freedom is broad, generous, and ennobling. twenty-five dollars, which is beyond the reach of the
of coats and vests and mopped their brows with their
handkerchiefs. The Bank Note Company's employee It seeks to embody into our daily lives the largest plebeian orders, and excludes them from its benefits,
while in a trance was told that he was a ten-year-old measure of toleration for all honest differences of then it has missed its calling. Liberalism, like reschoolboy, and the Brooklyn lady was convinced that opinion. Still further, it rejoices that there are dif- ligion, ought to be cheap enough for the poorest, beshe was his mother. The two had a serious time ferences of intellectual conclusions on almost all cause its creed aims to promote the welfare of all
when her attention was called to the mud on her im- topics that present themselvs before the human mind humanity. How to utilize its scattered forces is the
aginary son's trousers. She washed his face in im- for solution and analysis.
all-important question to be considered. These must
aginary water and he squalled because he got imaginUniversal agreement would soon produce mental be organized, or mustered into service, and the only
ary soap in his eyes. A game of marbles in which stagnation. The agitation of thought is not only the feasible plan is to open the doors of the National
mesmerized old men became boys, a proposal of the "beginning of wisdom," it is the steady culture that League wide enough to admit the commonalty as
professor's to two mesmerized boys to going in swim- is essential to its health and growth.
well as the nobility. There are doubtless thousands
ming, which they proceeded to carry out by taking
As no two pairs of eyes can see any material object of isolated Liberals who would like to become identioff their clothes, and the fright of the entire mesmer~. at precisely the same angle of vision, so no two fied with this noblest of human institutions if the
ized company when the professor told the members minds can understand or appreciate any particular terms were not so unfaverable.
that the cane he threw among them was a snake were mental question in its general principles and details
The annual membership, which does not entitle
other amusing scenes. The exhibition closed with a at the same exact angle of thought.
the holder to vote, is simply equivalent to no memgrand political mass meeting in which one entranced
The measure and quality of any person's mental bership at all. But says some one, "You can be an
man supposed himself to be Gen. Butler, another freedom do not consist so much in what he be- annual member and vote as a proxy." This kind of
Senator Blaine, and so on. Four or five subjects lieves as in the spirit he manifests toward those who subterfuge is not admissible. I pay for the privilege
were speaking at once, each oblivious of the others' materially differ from him; and therefore those of voting my own sentiments, not those of somebody
presence.
. principles that develop within us the most catholic else. Let the Constitution be so amended as to giv
After the experiments Dr. Beard, who was pres- spirit of toleration confer upon us the largest meas- annual members the right of franchise, or reduce the
ent, invited some of his subjects to visit his office n.ext ure and best quality of true freedom.
life membership fee three-fifths, and hundreds desThe rational Liberalist and Spiritualist should titute of congenial home associations will flock to its
week. He expressed great satisfaction at the tests
he had seen.
possess this spirit in an eminent degree, for the sim- standard. Old orthodoxy will soon be compelled to
ple reason that they are conscious that it is not only "yield its yams," which will in turn be convert_ed
[Fl'om the Libet•al.]
their right, but also their duty to examin in the most into nourishment for the green bay-tree of Libfearless and critical manner all matters that come eralism.
An Infidel Abroad.
I attribute the split at Chicago mainly to that
· within the range of their comprehensions, and to
Lying before us is D. M. Bennett's last book, en- deny, doubt, or accept as to them seems true or characteristic of humanity which a late correspondtitled "An Infidel Abroad," which my discerning false. No fear of a future hell, or a present one, ent has denominated "stuck-upitivness." It seems
. wife says she would rather receive as a present than weighing a feather's weight to warp their judgments quite as natural for the man to feel stuck up who bea diamond, and I rather appreciate her taste. It is a or modify their conclusions.
lieves that he has evoluted from some lower type as
book of 846 pages, and contains Mr. Bennett's admiHow different with the creed-bonnd serf! He or it is for the man who believes. that he was created a
·
rable letters while in Europe last fall. 'fhe book is they must first see whether it is in harmony with the little lower than the angels.
In the inauguration of a new reform it is high
full of interesting matter descri:J?tiv of men, manners, creed. If so, all right; if not, however reasonable it
places, peoples, in a way pecmlar to Mr. Bennett, may seem to his better judgment, and how well sus- time for Liberalism to cease squinting in the direcwho has the happy faculty of telling all about all tained by popular science, the mental eyes must be tion of the church to see whether its action shall be
things in the most simple and pleasing manner possi- closed and honest conviction stifled.
approved by those whose respectability is only a
It is not possible for true freedom to flourish in mockery founded upon time-honored superstitions.
ble. It contains more facts of interest pertaining t@
the old country than any other book of the same size such on atmosphere,_ o~· to g~rminate in such a soil. Heresy is never at first considered respectable, but
we know of. Price, $1.50.
I often wonder how It IS possible for our opponents when the heretics become sufficiently numerous, recto be as generous as they are; and the fact that they ognition is compulsory. Therefore, whoever believes
do exhibit continually a good deal of toleration that Liberalism is vital not only to the establishment
MR. R. FRANK, Mill, Wisconsin, writes: "The toward us who handle so unmercifully their pet but the perpetuity of individual liberty must be
Darwins" and "John's Way" will hav a powerful theories is a positiv demonstration that their doctrin given a chance to conscientiously express his convicinfluence for good. Mrs. Slenker is very able; her of total depravity is a theological falsehood. No tions, for thus only can the stupefying influence of an
stories are clothed in an attractiv garb, and in such system of creeds, however bad, can utterly destroy ignorant prejudice which sits like a mighty incubus
plain language that they are brought withi~ the the elements of justice, love, and freedom in the enthroned upon the minds of the people be counterJ. J. BuRDGE.
acted.
comprehension of all of us. I love and venerat·e her human soul.
Columbus, Ohio, Jan. 18, 1881.
writings.
We are continually seeking a larger measure of
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I do not greatly object to your imputing to me ig- l!ltrange that you can believe that a wise, good God
norance of your l!lcripturel!land attributing my inabil- would alternately harden and soften Pharaoh'l!l heart
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
ity to understand some things as you do to my want of at one time disposing the monarch to do what wa~
knowledge of the Bible. It is a characteristic of wished of him, and then directly preventing his do.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Christians to insist that Infidels know nothing of the ing so, and :keep this up day after day and week after
- ===--. Bible, but the rule is the opposite of this. Infidels week, that he might have greater opportunity for
TM largest and clwzpest Radical Journal published in Europe are usually better acquainted with the Jewish and showing what feats he could perform. To you these
or America, containing nearly seven hundred squareinches more Christian scriptures than are Christians themselves; tales may appear godlike and pi·o ba ble, but to me
•I 1·eailing matte1· than any otht11' journal of itslcind.
but you ul!le some terms that common courtesy would they seem the idlest of imaginary fables. As, how.
seem to disapprove. "Disgusting levity," "bastard ever, miracles are set down as a separate thesis I
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 12, 1881. learning," etc., would look better omitted, for they will not further enter into a consideration of th~m
are uncourteous. To say because I referred to the now.
nurl!lery tale of Jack and the Bean-stalk that I
I think you make a lame effort to account for the
What Objections to Christianity l
"filched it from Thomas Paine" is quite uncalled discrepancy between. the stories of Matthew and
I did not remember that Paine ever alluded to Luke about the miraculous and divine conception of
ltl!:PL Y TO YR. M.A.:lR'S FIFTH LETTER.-CONTINUED. for.
it; but whether he did or not it is pretty common Mary, the mother of Jesus, and for 'the total silence
You count Buddha a sinner and insist that Jesus property, and and anybody can venture to refer to of Mark and John upon the momentous subject. If
did nothing wrong, and made no mistake. Your par- Jack and his bean-stalk without being charged a god was begotten by the Divine Father and the
tiality for your favorite undoubtedly leads you with filching. I am a much older man than yourself, Holy Ghost upon the person of a young Jewish dam.
to make such remarks. You have little authority and though you think your religion much better than sel, and if the samQ divine being employed four
for what you say. The story of Buddha shows mine it does not warrant your being impolite or un- scribes to narrate for the salvation of the world the
him to have lived a life as sinless as that of Jesus. truthful.
origin and work of the individual thus begotten it
That the latter gave way to anger and cursed; that
I agree with you that the gods of the. Egyptians, would seem that he should have given the correct 'in.
he beat and scourged the money-changers in an unas well as of other nations, were· personifications of format_io~ equally to the four, so that they could
merciful manner; that he instructed his disciples to
the elements and forces of nature, and I must con- relat~ It m the· same manner. But, to the contrary
take a man's ass without permission; that he strolled
fess it difficult to understand how the dignity of those of this, we find that all Matthew has to say about it
into the cornfield on the Sabbath and plucked corn
gods is thereby lessened. As the Jewish· God rep- is ~clumsy statement of a dream that Joseph i&
without the owner's consent; that be commended cutresented all the forces of nature and was a perl!lonifi- claimed to have had, when he had no po11sible
ting off the right hand and plucking out the eyes;
cation of all nature itself, it is hardly fair to deny to way of knowing whether Joseph had a dream or not
that he encouraged idleness and mendicancy and
pagangodsthesameprivilege.
ThattheJahveh of the or if he did dream whether he dreamed the truth o;
recommended his followers to make no provision for
the future; that he consigned fallible mortals to ever- Jews wae little more than a nature-god there is an not. Mark has no~ a word t~ say upon the subject,
abundance of proof in the Jewish scriptures. That probably not knowmg anythmg about it, or if he
lasting fire; that he exhibited want of courage and forhe was a fiery god or a god of fire is seen by many knew, considering it not of l!ufficient consequence to
titude in the hour of death, cannot be denied; and
passages,
among which are the following:
mention. :r.uke narrates a vision which Mary had,
it all proves that he was not faultless.
"And there came a fire from the Lord and con- and for whiCh there is no authority save this recital~
You compare Buddha's belief or want of belief in
8 God with Jesus's, but fail to show wherein the be- sumed the two hundred and fifty men that offered ~e certainly had no possible way of knowmg what kind of a vision Mary had from fifty to a
lief of Buddha in that respect is not as rational and incense" (Num. xvi, 35).
"Get you up from among this congregation that 1 hundred yeara before the time of his writing. He
true as that of Jesus. If the Buddhists do believe in
a hell or hells the same have the good quality of not may consume them as in a moment" (Num. xvi, 45). ~oes ~ot te~l us how he found out that Mary had am.
"I will come up into the midst of thee in a mo- n~terview With the angel Gabriel; "he does not even
being eternal ; there is a possibility of getting out,
ment,
and consume thee" (Ex. xxxviii, 5).
hmt that God told him anything about it, nor any
while the hell of Jesus and his followers is everlast"And the angel of the Lord appeared unto him in more than does. Matthew does he· intimate that he
ing. If the Buddhist's hell has worms and reptiles,
was inspired to write au he did. Had he even aet ud
it cannot exceed in horror the eternal fire of the a flame of fire out of the bush" (Ex. iii, .2).
"And Mount Sinai was altogether on a smoke, be- such a claim we should be at liberty to believe him
Christians'. Nothing can be conceived of more painful and horrible than being plunged into a perpetual, cause the Lord descooded upon it in fire " (Ex, or not, the same as with Joseph Smith when he telll!l
·
us an angel informed him where to find the golden
unquenchable fused lake of brimstone and fire, and xix, 18).
"And there came out a fire from before the Lord plates. on w~ich the Book of Mormon was engraved.
to have to endure its agonies for ever and ever. Give
me a Buddhist hell, a Brahmanic hell, a Persian hell, and consumed upon the altar the burnt-offering and John IS as silent as the grave about the miraculoul!l
conception, and from this we are at liberty to infer
an Egyptian hell, a Grecian hell, a Roman hell, or the fat" (Lev. ix, 24).
"And the sight of the glory of the Lord was like tha~ he k_new ~othing about th~ Holy Ghost having
any kind of a hell, in preference to a Christian hell.
an mterv1ew With Mary, or of his being the father of
You accuse me of garbling in the quotations I devouring fire" (Ex. xxiv).
"The mountains melted from before the Lord, Jesus. Although the l!lalvation of the world is bemade from Malcom regarding the Buddhistic people
of Burmah, but your charge is unjust. I quoted cor- even that Sinai from before the Lord God of Israel" lieved to hinge on this very little circumstailce the
Evangelist John, who you believe wrote by direct
rectly, and did not garble nor misrepresent. You (Judgel!l, v, 5).
"His
throne
was
like
the
fiery
flame,
and
his
guidance
from heaven, has not a word to say
should not make false accusations. I was under no
about it. This ihould be remembered.
obligations to quote all that Malcom had to say:1n wheels 111!1 burning fire" (Dan. vii, 9, 10).
"For our God is a consuming fire" (He b. xx, 29).
But granting for a moment that the mir8culoul!l
his book because I chose to give' his evidence toifun·:
That he was regarded as light or the sun the fol- conception did take place, we are left in great doubt
ing a certain point. I never heard it called "garas t? how it was. done. We know very well how
bling" to quote a single verse, even, from any chap- lowing quotations will show:
"There is none like unto the god of J eshul!lun, who ordm.ary conceptiOns are accomplished, and that
ter in the Bible, though it might be vastly more just
than in the somewhat lengthy quotations I made from rideth on the heaven in thy help, and his excellency certam laws have to be complied with, certain means
on the sky" (Deut. xxxiii, 26).
adopted, or the result cannot follow. You seem
Malcom.
"Extol him that rideth upon the heaven11 by his m':ch oppose~ _to my thinking ~hat if Mary did conIf some of the people of Burmah lie and steal, it
ceive by a spmt of the masculine persuasion, it w 81
must in truth be admitted that the tendency in that name Jah, and rejoice before him" (Ps. lxviii, 4).
"Who layeth the beams of his chambers in the by the same procedure employed in all other cases,
direction is much less than in all Christian countries.
If their thieves were equal to Christian thi~ves, their waters ; who maketh the clouds his chariot; who but what real!lon you have for such objection I do
not know. It is well understood how males of the
frail houses and insecure fastenings would not walketh upon the wings of the wind" (Ps. civ, 3).
"H_is ~oin~ forth is from the _end of the ~enens anima_! kingdom, in?luding man, are able to beget
protect their valuables. I have conversed with
several persons who have traveled in India, China, and his mrcmt unto the ends of It, and there IS noth- offspnng, and there IS no other known way possible.
If then a male of divine existence wisheu to beget an
and Japan, and their uniform testimony is that the ing hid from the heat thereof~· (Ps. xix, 6).
"Yea, he sent out his arrows and scattered them;· offspring, it is only reasonable to suppose that he
people of those countries are more moral, less inclined
to stealing, robbery, etc., than the people of Chris- and he shot out lightnings, and discomfited them" would be governed by the same law of necessity
controling all other males in the universe. You
tian countries. It is very common there both in the (Ps. xviii, 14).
The idea of fire and light is as conl!lpicuous in these have no grounds to be shocked at this inevitable
town and the country for houses to be left unlocked and
unp~ot.ected. Thatcustoni would hardly answer in any and other passages as anything that can be found ?onclusion, which must be arrived at. If he found
Chnstran country I know· of. A few months ago, about Ra or Osiris of Egypt, Agni of India, Ormuzd It necessary for a female to perform her special
Professor Morse, a man of extensive scholarship and of Persia, or Baal, Chemosh, and Moloch of Baby- functio~, a male would be equally necessary to perinformation, a native of New England, but for many Ion and Phamicia. The latter passages give in fig- form his, and you have no reason to offer to
years a professor in a university in Tokio, Japan, urative and poetic language a fair idea of the sun in the contrary. If, as you suggest, the operation
while on a visit to his native country, delivered a the heavens, considering the limited amount of could be accomplished different from the univer&al
lecture in Cooper Institute upon the character of the information the Jews possesl!led of the motion of the mode, you might as well dispense with the female
Japanese believers in the Buddhistic religion. He he1wenly bodies. It is pretty clear that Jahveh was alto~ether. If it was God's purpose to have the
described them as very affectionate, polite, genial, as much a crude idea of the sun as anythin~-an affair wholly miraculous, he could, perhaps, have •
accomplished it without the services of a woman·
temp~rate,,cle~n, a~d moral. He said they never imperfect conception of nature.
You seem much interested in the recital of the he~cou!d have brought his son bodily from heaven o;
used mtoxiCatmg hquors, used no oaths, or what il!l
termed "swearing " words, the strongest word in highly improbable stories of the plagues of Egypt, have spoken him into ex_istence. I mus~ insist that if a
their language used as an invective being equal to and I could not help wondering how you could have female was necessary m the enterpnse, a male was
our word vexation. He gave them the credit of being confidence enough in those silly tales to take the a~so necessary, and that both Lad their special £unothe most cleanly in their persons of any people he trouble to repeat them. Can it be possible that you twns to perform.
ever saw, and theft and robbery were almost believe that the waters of the river Nile and all
Before leaving this aubject altogether I wish to say
unknown ~mong tbem: They would make a strong the other waters in Egypt were converted into blood; a word or two more of the discrepancy between the
contrast With the Itahans, the most devout Chris- that the dust of the country was changed into lice; two statements of Matthew and Luke. 'l'he former
tians in the world, who are often extremely filthy in that a fatal murrain was sent by· ~ :nerciful God in attempting to descri?e the birth of Jesus, say~
their personal habits, and greatly addicted to taking upon all the cattle of the country, kllhng every one that Mary was found With child of the Holy Ghost
what does not belong to them. This trait is far not belonging to the Jews; that unheard-of flies and when Joseph, knowing he was not the father of th~
more conspicuous in Christian countries than where lo~usts ~ere sent to torment and kill vegetable ~nd chi~d, made up his mind to quietly put Mary away,
the Buddhistic and Mohammedan religions are in ammal hfe already destroyed; that next after this a whiCh he probably would have done had it not been
the ascendant. Mr. Malcom says, as you show, thick and dense darkness covered the land for three for the dream in which the angel of the Lord
that no religion is comparable with Buddhism, days, through which the light of the sun could not assured the old man that the.child was of or by the
excepting, of course, Christianity. Being a Chris- penetrate any more than through a solid stone wall; Holy Gho11t. This is all that Matthew haa to say 8s
tian priest! he could not admit that any religion il!l that the next movement of a merciful God was to to how the child was begotten-firt5t, Mary wal!lfound
equal to his own. He condemns Buddhism because it destroy all the first-born of the land, not only in- (by whom, no one knows) to be with child by the Holy
teaches dependence upon personal merit. In the view eluding the first-born of all the Egyptians, but also Ghost, after which Joseph dreamed, and upon such
of many sensible people that enhances its value. It of their cattle as well, which had been so unfortunate authority as that the world is commanded to believli
would at least seem as sensible and as honorable for as _to be killed twice before.? This killing of poor in the miraculous conception, or go to hell. Luke'
men to strive to excel in good deeds as to depend innocent dumb animals the third time over was the version is quite different. According to this write1
upon the merits of another.
hardest piece of cruelty ever narrated. It seems Mary was not found to be with child by the Hol1
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Gholt Joseph wail not con1ulted upon the 1ubject, diahonesty i1 fully equal to Matthew's. If we ~~ore make me believe that Prof. Max Muller and Jame!l
he had no dream, and no angel appeared to him. to believe that Jo!leph wa!l not the father of Je11n!! Freeman Clarke believe in the miraculou!J cenception
But the angel GabriQl made a visit to Mary and let me again a!!k, Why mention hi!! name in an of Jesus, and that he wns the Lord God, the creator
made an appointment with her for 11. vi1it from the attempted genealogy of Jesus? Then if Matthew of the heavens and earth. I am inclined to think
Holy Gho!lt, when he should come upon her and the wrote the truth about the genealogy of Joseph, they uphold my views quite as much as yours, but
power of the Highest should overshadow her, and Luke told not less than forty falsehoods, for he gives that is immaterial.' Quotations from them must be
she should conceive.
the names of forty-one persons from whom Joseph accepted as trustworthy.
Without again stopping to refer to the impossi- descended, and only one is the same . as given by
Your stronger dislike seems directed toward
bility of knowing what conver!lation took place in a Matthew, and that is David himself. Matthew Godfrey Higgins and Robert Taylor. What they
private interview between Gabriel and Mary, we see states explicitly that Joseph descended from the line wrote is too damaging to your pet system, and
Luke knew nothing about the angel appearing to of Solomon. Luke juflt as positively states it 'Yas you "must needs asperse their reputation as
Joseph whil~ asleep,, and that Matthew k.new notb- from Nathan, another son of David. If one told the reliable authors. I think you misrepresent them.
ing of Gabriel's viSit to Mary, and nothmg about truth the other told a falsehood, and there is no way ?odfrey Higgins was an educated, intellectual,
the Highest overshadowing her. As neither corrob- to get around it. Joseph could not have descended studious, candid, honest, and devoted man, who
orates the statement of the other, and as neither is from both Solomon and Nathan. It is u!Jeless for spent a quarter of a century in investigating the
1upported in what be says by ariy other witness, you to try to equivocate or evade. It is perfectly religions of the ancients, and gave to the world as
the world has the clear right to decide that the useless for you to try to throw dust in the eyes of the result of his researches most valuable informadream story, the vision litory, and the miraculous our readers by presuming that I made use of" an old tion that had not before been generally known.
conception story are not proved.
Infidel quibble." There is no quibble about it. If His "Celtic Druids" is a most important work, and,
If in modern times, in any civilized country in the Matthew wrote the truth when he said Joseph so far as I am informed, has never· been disproved.
world, such a remarkable, impossible event was at- descended from Solomon through twenty-six genera- His "AnacalypsiR" is a still more valuable work,
tempted to be established upon the assertion of a tiona, Luke told a falsehood, and many. of them, and opens up a fund of information most important
llingle witness, and he not present when the event when he said it was from Nathan and forty-one sue- to the world, ~nd ~bich . c.an be relied upon. It
occun;ed, there is not a court in existence that would ceeding generations. Or if Luke wrote the truth, matters not whether Its ed1t10n was two. hundred or
harbor the tale for a moment. If a thousand young then Matthew told the falsehoods. You can take ·two hundred thousand. A falsehood IS not made
women in a condition likely to become mothers were which horn of the diltmma you uboose, but you true by being repeated a million ti~es, nor does a
to assert that no man had cohabited with them, and must not insist that both told the truth. It is yon truth bec~me falseh_oo~ because prmted but two
that the child wall begotten by God, the Holy Ghost, who are "quibbling" when you attempt it. It is a hundred times. H1ggms was too pure, too able,
or the Holy Spirit, not one of them would be believed Christian quibble-a· Christian falsebood-t~ say and too honest a man to be effectua~ly aspersed
for an instant. But either case would undoubtedly that Matthew and Luke both gave the genealogy of by John T. Perry and yourself ... It IS very easy
be just as true now as in the days of Joseph and Joseph correctly, or that either in giving that gene- t? say be "had .not the Oi"ItiCal acumen .to
Mary. What God did nineteen hunch·ed year!! ago alogy showed that Jesus, if divinely begotten, was a Sift the wheat ~rom the. tares," but such. fhphe does to-day. If Mary could become a mother descendant of David.
pancy does not disprove him. The trouble 1s, he
without the office of a man, so can the Marys and
It is surprising how you and other sensible people had too much acumen in sifting truths from untruths
Sallyii of our own time.
can belien that such clashing stories are the word of for the credibility of the Christian system. He
God, or was ever dictated by the creator of millions effectually showed that the dogmas and traditions of
Allow me to say that the Ch ristian system rests
Christianity had existed in oriental religions centu.
f
t
d
·
t
l
k
t
upon ex reme Y we a , nnsa IS ac ory, an
nnsus- of worlds and systems. Pertinently does Paine ries before Christianitv was known. Yon cannot
· d t es t'Imony. Th ere IS
· no· JUry
·
· tl1e conn t ry inquire respecting these so-called evangelist1: "If prove Higgins guilty Jof inability, dishonesty,· or
t ame
m
. they cannot be believed in their account of his llat- falsehood, and until that can be done you might as
wh .IC h con ld fi n d a ver a·IC t upon sue h nnre r·1abl e ev1·t
·
1
·11
h
h
t
k
d
d ence. A n w a rna es I worse IS, as WI
ere- ural genealogy, how are we to believe them when well leave him in the enJ·o.vment of the. reputation
a ft er en d eavor t o s b ow, th a t th e t wo b oo k s f rom they tell us he was the son of God, begotten by a which a good life vouchsafed to him .
·
1ous an d 1vme pa t er- ghost, and that an angel announced this in secret to
w b .IC h th e s t ory of th e m1racu
You seem to delight also to asr)erse Robert Taylor,
't f J esus IS
· t a k en were no t wn"tten b Y th e par- his mother? If they lied in one genealogy, why are A. B. and A.M.. True, he once believed in the
ll1 y o
·
h
h
b
h
l\1
h
we
to
believe
them
in
the
other?
If
his
natural
be
t1es w ose names t ey ear-t at
att ew was not
Christian system and r)reacbed it, hut being an honwn'tten b y Ma tth ew, an d L uk e no t wn'tten b Y L uk e. 1t manufactured, which it certainly is, why are not we est and intelligent man be became better informed
· b a.d enoug h t o h ave t o b er·1eve th a t l\I· a tth ew (w h ose to 11uppo!!e that his celestial genealogy is manufac- and learned more imrJortant truths that proved the
18
· no t c1a1me
· d t o b ave b een wn"tten 1ess t h an tured also, and that the whole is fabulous? Can any falsity of the claims set up for Christianitv
ospe1 IS
.. He had
· t'y years a ft er J osep h d reame d a b ou t t h e man of serious reflection hazard his future har)piness an OI)I)Ortnnity of not only investigating the truths
ft y or SIX
.
H o Iy Gh os t) cou ld k now any th mg
a b ou t t h at old upon the belief of a story naturally impossible, of Christianity, but also of testing its mercy. Be· f oun d th a t I·t was no t Ma tth ew repugnant to every idea of decency, and related by cause he gave utterance to his honest convictions he
d ream, b u t w h en 1·t IS
w h o wro t e 1·t , th a t w h a t passes f or h'IS gospe 1 was persons already detected of falsehoods?" In such a was twiue or three times sent to JHison on a charge of
· ex1s
· t ence t'll
not k nown t o b e Ill
I tli e m1'ddl e of t b e muddle, in such a mass of falsehood as this, your blaspbem~·,which, by the bye,is no longer used as a preof Christianity takes its rise.
J
secon d cen t ury, an d t h at a t b est 1·t ·IS rna d e up of un- "divine" svstem
J
text for sending
the advocates of unpopular truths to
reliable legends and from a kind of folk-lo1·e of the
Your attempt to show the truthfulness of the claim prison. If be made a statement or two not fully corcountry, it is at once seen bow unreliable the basis is that the light departed from the sun at the moment rect, it should, by way of palliation, be remembered
upon which Christianity rests, and how little founda- of Jesus' death, though this impossible phenomenon that be wrote under great disadvantages while imtion there is for believing that the girl Mary became was only confined to Judea, a very circumscribed mured in a Christian prison for presuming to think
a mother by a process different from all the other country forty miles wide by one hundred and forty for himself and to give expression to such honest
instances in the world. In the first century and a in length, is hardly worthy of attention. You may, views. His works are mamly reliable, and have not
half of our era, when the new religion of Christianity if you please, believe that the light of the sun has been disproved. If in comparatively early life to
was forming and being made up by the scraps ever departed, save in that portion of the twenty- please personal friends he returned to the support of
and dogmas having a previous existence-some per- four hours constituting a day, when the earth in its the Christian system, he soon yielded to his better
haps of Asiatic and some of Egyptian origin-it would revolution turns from it. You may, if you choose, convictions and supported what he honestly believed
have been extremely easy for some of the early believe th:tt the light of the sun could depart from to be the truth, though far more unpopular than the
fathers or priest!! to have written out the story as- the world so far as that fractional part of the earth's current creed. Later on, after suffering obloquy and
cribed t.o Matthew, taking existing legends and tradi- surface is concerned, while the surrounding countries persecution from merciless, unforgivin2" Christians,
tiona as a ,basis, and drawing upon his own imagina- knew nothing whatever of such an event. I do not he married a French lady and retired to France,
tion as necessary. This theory is far more probable care to contend with you on that point. I simply where he ended his days faithful to his convictions.
than that Matthew wrote the story, or if he did write <lannot believe that the light of the sun was ever 1 deny that he recanted and went back to the church
it that his hand--was any more moved by heaven than withdrawn in that way, and I regard the assertion in the latter part of his life, and call upon you to give
mine i!l at this moment. There is no grounds for be. that it did as of the same unreliability as the story that proofs that he did, As for the work of his which
lieving the story true or that it is divinely ins1Jired at the same time the graves were opened, and the dead you say you have before you entitled the "Natural
!lave that the church for sixteen centuries has de- lying in them were reanimated and went forth into History of Reli!!ion," etc., let me inform you upon
manded that it be accepted on pain of hell-fire for- the city and mingled again with their relatives and reliable authority that you. are entirely mistaken.
ever. I do not accept it at the dictum of priests, former companions, but of which remarkable circum- Your book was not written by Robert Taylor, the
hell-fire or no bell-fire. I believe it was written stance nobody knew aught save Matthew. These lnRdel, but by an altogether different Taylor. There
wholly by the hand of man, and that it conveys pal- l\1.unchausen tales require altogether too much gulli- is nothing like beinc accurate, you know.
pable and lielf-eTident untruths .. And the same with bility on my part to accept. If my escape from the
Your slighty remarks about the late Dr. Thomas
Lukli and the other "evangelists."
sulphurous lake depends upon my believing such Inman are unworthy of a fair-minded disputant.
It is a difficult task for you to make the different yarns, then 1 never shall escape. ..
Dr. Inman was a most respectable gentleman, brother
genealogies given by Matthew and Luke harmoAllow me to say in th1s connectiOn that I think of the founders and owners of the Inman line of
nize and appear consistent with the theory that the you have hardly succeeded in demolishing Gibbon. steamships running to and from this port. He wa!l '
Holy Ghost was the father of Je ;us .. If it is true Notwithstanding your effort to the contrary, his re- a man of great education, research, and honor. Conthat Jesus had. not an earthly father, when in attempt, marks·quoted by you will still stand as sound and trary to your assertion, he brought out many views
ing to give his genealogy how absurd, false, and perfectly legitimate.
·
and facq> not previously mentioned by other writers.
misleading to give a line ending with Joseph, who,
You seem dissatisfied with !lome of my authorities. They were not "mere elaborations of the defunct
we are to believe, bad no more to do with the pater- This is not at all strange. Christians are not in the nonsense of Volney and Dupuis." Here is concennity of Je!Jus than had the chief priest of Jerusalem.! habit of approving of the testimony that condemns trated unfairness and untruthfulness. Inman's works
If Joseph was not the father of Jesus, Matthew un- their system, and they fain would decry everybody, :tre entirely ditl'erent from those of Volney and
mistakably tells a falsehood. When he starts out to who shows that they have set u1J claims that cannot be Dupuis. , The writings of these are not "nonsen!le,"
give the genealogy of the individual and to show that verified by truth. Yon say neither J. F. Clarke, Sir neither are they'·' defunct." Few bitter writers have
he was a descendant of David, he ends with Joseph William Jones, nor Max Muller at all upholds my lived than Volney, and I have never .beard of his
the husband of Mary. If Joseph did not beget views. What of that? Cannot I quote them as to positions and arguments being disproved. No man
Jesus, why, in the name of all that is true and con- matters of antiquity in oriental religions even if they had the hardihood to accuse Dr. Inman of untruthsistent, give his genealogy and palm it off as the do not arrive at precisely the same conclusions I do ? fulne 15 s while living; and it hardly looks well in you
genealogy of Jesus? This very futile attempt is You do not deny the correctness of my quotations to asperse him now that he is dead. As for Kersey
enough to condemn the veracity of the writer, to from them, but try to evade it by saying they do Graves as an authority, so far as he correctly quotes
!!how that he was not guided by divinity, and that not uphold my views. But they do uphold my Godfrey Higgins or other reliable writers, his statehe is wholly unreliable as a witnes!l. It would have views, so far, at least, as my quotations from them ments can be taken in all confidence, and it does not
been far better to not attempt to set up the claim extend, and I think much farther. Sir ·william answer him to set up a cry of his being "uncritical"
that Jesus was a descendant of the murderous and Jones adhered to the Christian system, and perhaps and "unreliable." Had any of the foregoing writer!!
adulterous David than to show that the descent was he had good reasons for doing so. He held good defended the Christian system yon would uot have
through Joseph, who is claimed to have had no more positions under his government, which is the found it necessary to say a word in their dispraise.
to do with h1s paternity than with yours or min11.
head of the liltate religion, and which conferred
(TO B~ IJONTINUED.)
And Luke only makes the matter wor11e. He also honors and emoluments upon hiW. It would hardly
AN INFIDEL ABROAD. D. :M. Bennett'li letten
attempts the equally difficult task of showing that be natural for him to turn against those who had so
J eliUII descended through Joseph from David. His 2"reatly befriended him. You can, however, hardly from Europe. $1.50 ....
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Forward the hero ranges to bold strife,
Ready to venture still his dearest life
For that which makes the world most good and fair,
Ready for man and truth to do and dare !
0 h~roes shining on the ways of time,
Valiant and strong, resplendent and sublime!
The flower of nature that no frost can kill
The fire of feeling and the strength of will:

[Poem read at tht Paine Gt/.ebratiou, Science Hall, January29,

Oh, how the past is lighted with your fame,
Touched by the wonder of your spirit's flame,
S~ayed by the marvel of your heart and hand,
Pierced by the glory of your dauntless band.
'Tis ye that from the dark hav made the light,
Compelled the earth to show its riches bright·
'Tis ye that harnessed forces wild and rude; '
Before the secret wealth of chaos stood
And wrenched the crown that each and all may wear
The S'>vereign glory that the weakest share. ·
'
0 ye hav trod the land of Greece elate,
Fronted the ueast and scorned the tyrant's hate
Built in the glowing air the city's pride,
'
And o'er the tossing sea new lands descried,
Outfaced the sphinx, and solved its riddle deep,
So that man learned to soar and not to rreep.

Fair Italy has been yom bounteous home·
Sweet inspirations from its heavenly dom~
Hav made you strong ~s the Olympian gods.
Your blood has nourished its immortal sods
So that they bloom to-dJty with deathless flowers,
So that to-day one sees the golden hours
That haunted Virgil's soul and Dante's brain
And flushed sweet pictures in their lofty strain.
England has been your glory and your woe;
There hav ye sufferefl, quenched your lightning glow
Amid the shadows of the scaffold grim;
There hav ye perished with your hope still dim·
There hav ye reigned in blaze of sorrow's crow~;
There hav ye struCJk the ruthless despot down.
0 heroes ! many are your words and deeds
_Throbbing in sword, in lyre, 'mid bitterest needs
Ofcruel war; in artist's fire divine;
In him who flung the plummet and the line
To measure deep the universal plan;
ln him whose buoyant arches rivers span;
In symphonies that great Beethoven woke;
In the sweet murmurs of the organ stroke;
In thought that Shakspere, like an ocean's roar,
Flung on the heedless world, forevermore
To ring and swing with music's amplest roll,
Answering the myriad questions of the soul
With lightest note and awful thunders vast;
With storms of terror; sweetest pictures glassed
In the calm radiance of its swelling breast·
The grief of monarchs and the clown's swift jest.
These are what heroes render mighty ones,
The workers and the makers of the suns
That shine so sweetly in our heavens to-day
And fill and thrill us with unending ray.

And in this band, amid the foremost throng,
Worthy the poet's ~rdor and his song,
The clou~s of ~a~ce shrinking from his face,
~<\.nd lea~mg hJ.J? m pure heroic grace,
In star-like maJesty o'er bigot's bane,
We welcome 11nd we honor Thomas Paine.
0 royal soul! 0 reckless genius grand !
Spurning thy safety, ready to giv thy hand
To truth and freedom. Where they led the way
Still wouldst thou follow though all shou-ted navAlo?e, with but t?y conscience for thy guide, ·
While cowards, kmgs, and priesthoods a~e defied.

Oh 1 beautiful the hope that poured its star
In this new world across the ocean's bar
Glittering against the dark of ancient y~ars ·
Man's way seemed opening mto golden spb~res
Of boundless effort, and new visions flushed
Upon his fervid soul; new splendors rushed
Along his far horizon, like fair dawn '
When the pale radiance of the night is gone.
Here freedom drew at last its amplest breath
The swelling life that knows no touch of death
From the broad rivers, mighty hills, and plain~
That stretched a thousand leagues with golden grains
• Of endless riches in their sparkling breast
Hidden for this, the latest and the best '
The age when mind was shaking off its' fear,
Worthy the heaven that its own force made clear,
Yet still the tyrant's chain and minions ruled
And olden custom the weak heart befooled · '
And liberty went stumbling, blind though ~trong.
Men feared to break the fetters linked so Jonf' ·
They only dared for half-way measures fight,'
Knew not the secret of their growing might.
Knew not what made their battlefields sublime
The ringing war--notes of a deathless time
Not till the master-mind the secret blazed
Outr.1yed the new and the old structure ra;ed
Rung the glad word that touched the future'~ we·tl
Flung wide its doors with magical appeal.
' '
That word was !!!dependence, and this gain,
The heart, the mmd, the soul of Thomas Paine
Launched like a whirlwind on the troublous st.rife
And made it regnant with immortal life
'
Kindled to ~ope t~ features of despair:
Made suffenng easy, death itself most fair.
Who would not die for such a vision sweet
A country, a republic, where the feet
'
Of weary millions fi?d a resting-place,
W~ere man at last JS clothed with sovereign gr·ace ?
Th1s was the wealth of power Paine gave the worhl·1
He met the crisis with bold flag unfurled,
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And struck the keynote of our mighty land,
Made truth and frPedom in clear union stand,
\Vhence progress stretches onward like a flame
While with it burns aloft his deathless name. '
0 flag we love that floats upon the air
In constellated glory, ever fair,
-.With streaks of ruddy dawn and flashing white,
Of human hope the emblem broad and bright
Tossing and heaving over land and sPa
'
As if the heart of heaven outbloomed in thee,
And all the waiting ministries unseen
Of man's desire flashed in thy billowy sheen0 happy flag: the grandest in thee wrought,
Was born of Thomas Paine's far-rettching thought!

And when the storm of revolution rolled
O'er wretched France he was the leader bold
That 'mid the tumolt saw the eternal right:
He fought the despot, but with Justice's might.
So when the multitude, to madness stung
As if by pain their eousciPnce had been wrung
Till naught was left. but bitterness and hate,
For reason's lofty voice refused to wait,
An~ like an angry beast would slay the king
As If he too were but a senseless thing,
Brave" Paine defended him, though dun"eon's gloom
And death itsPlf appeared his certain d;om.
But he was steady 'mid the awful stormHis " Rights of Man " was not a shallow form
• To let the multitude outrage the same
As despot did, and yet receive no blame
Because the many and the despot one~
Justice by many cmmot be undoneDespot and slave hav rights no law can take
No crime can strip of and no fortune shake:
And for these rights, the rights of eac:h and~.
Not made or unmade by a tyrant's fall,
·
And vested not in party, but mankind,
The rights essenti;ll to a thinking mind,
The rights that eome because a man is man
That can't be dead no matter what the uan'N o king, ~o _Priest, an_d no majority,
Though millwns vote rt, can from you from me
Take these great rights that with our manhood are
Forever and forPVer without barAnd for these rights Paine dared to speak and die
I Not for a friend alone, but enemy.
'
Still more than this, he saw the deathly hold
Of superstition, and the darkness rolled
Upon the mind of man by holy lies,
The stupid incense rising to the skies
Of hr,llow hearts and terror-stricken fools
Cowed by a book-the sp<>cter sheet of ghoulsWhere a great demon takes the place of truth
And nature's coar~euess slaughters nature's r~th.
He saw this giant wrong, this dreadful spell
This fear-created despot and dark hell,
'
And though the fashion made its worship grand,
It's horrors covere_d o'er with service bland,
And though the wrsest dared not speak their mindSo deeply did the cruel fetters bindYet Paine, the bravest, struck the blow that still
With sweep of ages has more power to kill
As truth and freedom make their couqu.,ring way.
H~ has been cursed; ?e w~ be blest to-clay:
Smence shall crown h!m With each triumph new
Because the words he ~po~e, though rough, were true.
A.nd truth, though plam, IS better than a lie;
Though we~lth and culture giv it livery
An_d make_ It s_eem an angel of delight
It rs a. devil strll, a curse, despite
The music and the eloquence it has.
Oh, giv one truth, though ugly, barren, crass,
Just dug from earth, a metal sharp and wild,
To all the falsehoods that hav ever smiled
With gold and jewels and the polished throng.
Lies may be swee~ but t~e:y a_re ever wrong;
Truth may be plam but Jt Is JOY sublime.
Lie e'en for virtue and it is a crime,
While truth may pierce with anguish, but its knife
Is ever that which frees the highest life.
All honor then to Paine whose reckless.pen
Made truth so homely, yet so rich to men·.
He would not write like courtier or a slave
And so the priesthood cursed him to his gr~ve.
But 'tis ~ot ended yet, the battle cry
Is s?unding on, the flag floats in the sky;
While ~ruth and freedom still must win their way,
The prrests and despots see their fatal day.
Falseho_od 1s los~ng all its charms and power,
.
Flees w1th t~~ mght and dreads the morning's hour;
Pale superstrtwn finds that man is free
And like a god makes his own destiny '
And snaps his fingers at its heaven and hell
And knows that in his own world he can d~ell
And make it beautiful; that in his arm ·
ThPre lies creativ energy and balm·
That he can build his palact> and his throne
And send his angels to the farthest zone.
Oh, bright the future with its full red glow
Of ardent hearts and sweeping summer's glow·
We've past the winter of our discontent
'
The spring is with the golden autumn blent
For still we plant and still the harvest grows'
We plow the soil and pluck the perfect ro~e.
Forward we look and \"!asp the happy years
That, garlanded with tr~rth, dispel our fears
And make us patient sprte the wrougs we see
For th~y must vanish, many though they be.
But while w~ gather h?pe and fresh delight,
And walk wrth bonndmg step to some new bight
While cheering prospects open far and wide
'
Melting to glory in the still untried
'
Let ~s think d~arly of t~e wondrous past,
Its hfe flows With us-wrth our fate is castAnd is an impulse most divine n,nd high
In bone, brain,_ muscle, skill, and energy.
The pa~t ha~ g1~ted u~ with mighty prize
Out of Its tolls, rts pams, and agonies.
Apd _as we gaze upon its silent years
Smkmg before the bri!Jiance that appears
!!'rom the far-quickeni~g bo_som of to-day,
Amid the stars that sbme wr th vivid ray
Flooding our path with <still uncounted gain
Is the heroic, noble, splendid Paine.
'
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Thomas Paine Defended.

To THE EDITOR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The columns of your paper are too valuable to be
wasted in useless wi·angling by Mr. Burr and myself
over the undisputed greatness and value of Mr.
Paine's labors as a writer, and which has produced
such mental intoxication in friend BuiT. Equaily I
share with him an unbounded admiration for the
literary greatness of the great reformer. B1_1t let us
not seemingly render onrselvs ridiculous by attempting to add fragrance to the rose or another
tint to the rainbow. As a reformer, exponent and
champion of the rights of humanity, he certainly
heads the van.
I regret Mr. Burr takes offense at my attempt to
correct some of his historical errors. They a:t:e,
however, unimportant, and I am inclined to let the
matter drop, for, as Mr. Paine truthfully says,_
"when the tongue or pen [as with Mr. Burr] is let
loose in a frenzy of passion, it is the man, and not
the subject, that becomes exhausted."
Ah, no, Mr. Bennett. Rather than hav the valuable space of THE TRUTH SEEKER wasted, or spoil
friend Burr's happiness, I am willing, to please him,
to concede 1\lr. Paine wrote the Junius letters; that
Dr. Franklin was a cunning old hypocritical fox;
that Mr. Paine told a foolish, useless lie; that
Tho,mas Jefferson was a very superficial reasoner
and orqinary writer (his presidential messages and
philosophical "Notes on Virginia" to the contrary);
that he basely and meanly allowed himself throughout his long life to be thought the author of the
Declaration of Independence; that it was no evidence of friendship in Mr. Jeffeison's sending, in
1802, a war vessel to bring his friend Mr. Paine
safely back to the United States after an absence of
fifteen years.. Although a little Quakerish, I hope
Mr. Burr wrll overlook my addressing him as
friend.
In the articles of Mrs. Slenker and Mrs. Severance
I hav beco~e quite interested, and they are fully
worth therr space.
Mrs. Slenker's remarks on
sexual intemperance must keenly strike public
attention. I hope she will fHlly demonstrate the
truth of her teachings and prove that the human
f :rnily ~ill so continu~ to improve through her
ol)serva~wns and restramts. on sexual imprudence
that a hrg;her type~! _m31nkmd may be the ·produc~.
By refernng to the divme word" we are reminded
o_f the various attempts, e:A.-periments, and suggestiOns of Gocl to the prophets, priests, and warriors of
old to i~1prove. the. hu~an species to remedy his
grand mistake m creatiOn, but which after all
pro.yed to. be wr~tche~ failures. Appa~ently God:
seerng W:Ith ?Iorti~?atwn that all these experiments
resulted m strll r:usmg crops of murderers. thieves
and madmen, conceived the idea of an "iminaculat~
concept!on," an_d went personally into the overshadowmg busmess.
But, alas, with no better
result !
. ~ can readily pc!·ceive in the far future the possibrlrty of a -yery hrg~ o~·~er of dev~lopment in the
human specHs by a JudiCIOus selectwn of materials
and that p~ilosophers, statesmen, or artisans may b~
created, as It were, to order.
DAVID BnucE.

Brooklyn, E. IJ.

America as Bad as Europe.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Send
me the "Infidel Abroad." It is the most interesting
book I ever read, and I hav perused some thousands.
I am by nature more inclined to criticise th'an to
praise, but I muP.t praise this book. All is found in
~t. It i~ reading f0r everybody; it is as pleasant as
mstructiv. Your statements and assertions are all
right excel?t an error about Leopold II., who is not
d~ad, but IS yet all but the reigning king of Belgmm.
Well, you hav seen the friends of civilization and
Christianity in the churches of Rome and in the
streets of Naples, and Dr. C. De Pape and D. Bris.
mee, whom you saw at Brussels, could hav shown to
you a list of m01:e than five hundred priests who hav
been condemned f?r attempted rape on the chastity
?f thousands of children and young pupils. Well, it
IS _because.we apprehend the same degradation for
this beautiful country t~at we European Freethinker~, or rather c?smopohtan naturists, are differing
With most Americans who think that we are too radical, too merciless. It is to prevent this universal
slavery and ~ppression that we projected the universal federatron of the world's Freethinkers or Liberals.
Do you think the thi_ng is ~·ight? Do you think
that those of our Amencan fnends were right when
they asked us, ~hat do you want us to go to learn
over there? . Did Mr. Bennett learn nothing over
there? . I thmk ever;r one of us can always learn
so~ethmg b.y travelmg and by meditating. We
thmk there IS no other means to prevent the universal cataclysm than the universal federation of the
Liberals all over the world. It seems to us that this
" great free laud" is nearer to servitude than freedom. Long enough hav we thought and said the
contrary. Let us be sincere and see reality.
~· Petty, the old American Liberal who looks at
thmgs not only on the one side, but on all sides1
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lately said: "It appears to. me t~wt the sole e~ort ~f
Christians is to break the little liberty we hav m this
countr~ What better state of things can be expected when the habits of a Christian peo:ple are
entirely rotten ? They talk honesty and pract1ce rascality. Men are the willing tools of priests and
political bulldozing humbugs. If the people had not
been corrupt. there would hav been no corrupt systems or laws. If. the poor people of to-day were
raised to power to make laws, with their present
ignorance, they would be just as big rascals and
cheats as the men we hav in power to-day. Let the
working people become rich and they would be about
as miserable as they are at present."
In Iowa we hav H. L. Barter arrested for publishing the writing of some respectable ladies. In Kansas, the most Liberal state (say some), the bigots
arrPsted a poor man for cutting his wheat on Sunday
and had him fined $80. Here at Salina the editor of
the Western .Reformer, S. Paris Davis, is menaced
and his paper stopped and himself put in jail
because he published an article of Mrs. Elmina D.
Slenker's on "Women and Their Mission."
All over the United States has been preached,
prayed, and practiced during the two or three last
months the corruption that they call the " electoral
campaign," and such is the progr~ss for which we are
indebted to Christianity. There is but one way to
bring back the people to morality and happiness.
Educate them, teach them science; but scientific education is difficult if not impossible in the actual situation of socie~y, impregnated as it is in its bones
as in its books with the religious virus. Here are
a dozen of churches in good conditiop, their priests
or preachers comfortably kept, and but one scientific teacher, who is living in privation. If Liberals were as numerous as Infidels we could end
. this, but Liberals are very few.
And now let
them associate and federate and try, and if they
don't succeed there will still remain but despotism,
misery, suffering.
Yours for the great fight,
Salina, I{'an., Dec. 30, 1881.
JosEPH HENRY.

Is Mind Material, or is it a Property of Matter?
This subject has had a pretty good airing through
the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last four
months. First, Mr. Chapman opens the subject, in
the last volume of THE TRUTH SEEKER in the affirmativ; then following him" came Mr. Moore, with· a
very brief" article, taking the negativ.
Then
, comes Dr. H. L. Sherman, a writer who takes a
still more positiv position than even his Spiritual
colleague, Mr. Chapman, claiming that even thought
is a material substance; then Mr. Chapman follows
him as a critic. In the course of his criticism he
spoke of the doctor as being the author, through
spirit influence, of a book called the "Hollow Globe,"
and he spoke of it in a rather derisiv manner, which
I did not think was exactly gentlemanly, as this had
nothing to do with the questiop. at issue; but in your
last issue I see the doctor has made capital of this as
an advertisment for his book, which, I think, will
square up accounts all around.
Your article in reply to Mr. Chapman, wherein
you support Mr. Moore on the theory of mind, I
thought put the matter beyond quibble; but I notice
in a later issue two more articles by different writers
on this question, both in the affirmativ. This makes
four on that side and only two on the negativ. Now,
no two of these Spiritual disputants seem to agree
between themselvs on this question, while you and
your colleague seem t.o be entirely united, and to me
hav made the question plain that mind is simply a
word we use to express the function of the brain,
and, as Mr. Moore says, always comports with that
part of the brain that gave it birth.
It seems to me, Mr. Editor, that tQ any one who
has made mental science much of a study this logic
of yours and your colleague's is very plain. The
origin of mind, or what mind is aside from matter, is
something that science has never undertaken to explain and, in my humble opinion, never will, for this
reason, that there is no basis in the domain of nature
to build on; therefore, like theology, it is a good
subject for the unscientific to theorize and speculate
upon. But with your permission, Mr. Editor, I
would like to submit to your readers the testimony
of Winwood Reade, an eminent English scientist
and traveler of the present century, on this
this question as I read it in his book, the " Martyrdom of Man," pages 411 and 412; then if the affiirmativ is willing, 1 think we may as well leave it for
the present with our audience, the readers of THE
TRTnH SEEKER. I will quote:
"We shall now proceed to describe the rise and
progress of the mental principle. The origin of mind
IS an inscrutable mystery, b'\lt so is the origin of
matter. If we go back to the beginning, we find a
world of gas, the atoms of which were kept asunder
by excessiv heat. Where did those atoms come
from? How were they made? What were they
made for? In reply to these -questions theology is
garrulous, but science is dumb. Mind is a property
of matter; matter is inhabited by mind. There can
be no mind without matter; there can be no matter
without mind. When the matter is simple in its
composition, its mental tendencies are also simple; the

atoms merely tend to approach one another and to
cohere; and as matter under the influence of varied
forces (evolved by the cooling of the world) becomes
more varied in its composition, its mental tendencies
become more and more numerous, more and more
complex, more and more elevated, till at last they
are developed into the desires and propensitit·s of the
animal, into the aspirations and emotions of the
man, But the various tendencies which inhabit the
human mind, and which devote it to ambition, to religion, or to love, are not in reality more wonderful
than the tendency which impels two ships to ap-proach each other in a calm; for what can be more
wonderful than that which can ~never be explained?
The difference between the mind of the ship and the
mind of man is the difference between the acorn and
the oak."
TIIINKER.
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Some years since he walked into the shop of
a book-hinder at Meadville with a large, fine edition
of the Bible under his arm and requested the bookbinder to embellish the cover of his Bible with the
words, "Holy Absurdities, " in gilt letters. As the
binder was orthodoxically inclined it was some time
before "Whit" could make him understand what he
desired done.
Since then his large family Bible, lying on his
center-table, has attracted much attention. As Susan
R Anthony was leaving his house a few years
since, where she had been a guest one night on one
of her lecturing tours, Mr. Bailett said, "I hope, Mis~
Anthony, you will not forget us." "No," said she,
"I shall not forget you, and certainly never shall forget your Bible." I once said to my friend Bailett,
"As you do not believe in the orthodox God,
why do you use his name so often in· your conversa" Is Mind Matter~"
tion?" He answered," To show my contempt for him."
But "Whit" Bailett was the soul of honor. No
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I one ever doubted his word, and I do not believe he
find the above question often discussed in your col- had an enemy in the world, Possibly some orthoumns. I think it is well that it is so, for I do not dox bigot may hav disliked him for his outspoken
think that either man's body or his mind was ever m,anner on religious questions. But his words were
"created," but that both were evolved conjointly and taken by all classes as the truth. His oaths had
from something. To. me the more important ,ques- more of humanity in them than most of the orthodox
tion is, Which of the two isthe factor or the respons- prayers. After his ill health_ precluded him from
ible motor in the product called man?
following the avocation of conductor our citizens by
I suppose it will not be denied that matter (so
· ·
h'
1
called) is subJ'ect to the law of classification, and that a 1arge maJOrity elected Im po ice justice of the
village.
certain classes may exist conjointly for a specific
And he said to me, "I do not pretend to know
purpose, and then distinctivly for a different one.
much of law, bllt I shall endeavor to decide all the
Admit that mind is material, does it belong to the cases that may come before me in accordance with
same class of material of which human brains are justice, as near as I can." And that is what he did
composed? If not, then a distinction is made. in his official capacity as a magistrate. 1
Grant this distinction to be admissible, then brainH
matter and mind-matter are two distinct essentials
e died at the age of forty-three years, leaving a
kind, intelligent wife and a bright little son named
in the ·composition of man.
Fr k f
Now should we affirm that brain-matter is the
an 'o the age of nine, to mourn his loss .
"Whit" Bailett has for years been a subscriber to
eliminator, the factor,the agent in the production of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and a great admirer of its edmind matter, is it not equivalent to saying that the itor. During the time Mr. Bennett was in prison, how
human brain is both the father and mother of all often did Mr. Bailett come into my office and relieve
human thoughts? But this lacks proof.
his mind by expressing in his characteristic manner
Does brain-matter reason? If not; then in the his opinions of Benedict, Comstock & Co.! I think
production of reason in human thought it must rise their ears must have tingled during some of these
above itself. Another inductiv absurdity.
occasions when my friend was relieving himself of
Again, does brain-matter take cognizance of vir- his righteous indignation against these oppressors
tue, of justice, of right, ar~~ wrong~ If not, and yet of the editor whom he held in such high esteem.
should It unfold these qualities of mmd-matter, would
Mr. Bailett was a deep thinker and a fine writer,
not the stream be about two miles higher than the and if he had not been so modest might have atfountain?
tained distinction as such. He often read to me able
Now suppose we reason by comparison, thus: A and finely written articles from his pen, and I as oftwater fountain sends forth a stream; the stream givs en insisted that he send them to the Liberal press for
foliage and flower to the plain, but destruction and publication. But he would decline my request by
death in the deluge of a city. Now where lies the saying, "Oh, no, that is not worth printing. I only
prime cause of the good in the flower, or- of the evil wrote it for amusement."
in the destruction of the city? Is it in the stream
Personally I feel that the death of friend Bailett
or in the fountain which gave it birth?
is a great loss to me. He was one of the few LibSee once more, from brain-matter there issues a eral friends of my town who often visited me and
stream of mind-matter filled with love and hate. with whom I felt free to converse, I always ,liked
The one fertilizes the plains of human sociability, to see friend Bailett and his intelligent dog "Watch"
the other crushes in ruins mighty empires.
call at my office or at my house. I !<peak of his dog
Now upon which should we look to bestow our for the reason that he is the noblest animal of the
praise or blame, the brain-matter, the motor-power, kind I ever saw, and Bailett loved him as a parent
the prime cause, or the mind-matter, the effect?
loves a child, and tl1e affection was fully reciprocated.
0 man! there are questions more mighty than the
Mr. Bailett was buried as he requested to be, and
simple one, "Is mind material?" Ere long the true also in accordance with the wishes of his good wife,
philosopher will reverse the above predicates and without the aid of a clergyman. If there is any
wisely comprehend that pure intelligence is the real truth in Spiritualism I should hav pitied any priest
motor, the infinit lever that uplifts and builds all who had attempted to perform any of his incantagrosser things; that the varied whole of man's phys- tions over his remains. I think "Whit's" spirit
ical, visible structure are but so many feelers thrown would hav made it lively for him.
out for the use and benefit of that wisdom, that in tel;
· H. L. GREEN.
ligence, that spirit, which livs and dwells within,
t-here to ripen, then unfold, and to liv forevermore.
Extract from a Letter of Elmina's.
Berville, .1llich.
E. B. WHEELOCK.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT : I've just received a letter
from H. L. Barter, in which he tells me his business
Obituary.
has been broken up and his family left destitute
J. W. Bailett, of Salamanca, N. Y., died at his through the unjust persecutions of Comstock and his
father's house in Tennessee. on Tuesday last. Mr. a'llies. I hav just borrowed a dollar and sent him,
Bailett has been foi· the last two years a victim of as I feel that we all owe him a little for good work
consumption and two months since left home for done in publishing Mrs. Follet's "Libra Dawn," a
Tennessee, thinking the milder climate might prove story no other paper would hav ventured to print,
and yet one embodying good physiblogical truths
beneficial to his health.
For seventeen years previous to his illness he was that all should know and understand.
Though in great need of aid, our friend does not
conductor on the A.[and G. W. R. R., and during
that time made hosts of friends among the traveling ask alms. He only wishes such Liberals as feel
public. No conductor was ever more popular with financially able to send him a few dollars each, adthe people among whom he moved than "Whit" dressed to Mrs H. L. Barter, 1616 Brody street,
Bailett, as he was called. The wants of mothers and Davenport, Iowa. The name and address of each
children left in his care were sure to be well looked correspondent will be carefully registered and a copy
after. He had an intelligent head and a great heart. of the new paper he intends starting will be forFor that reason he despised orthodoxy and the or- warded in compensation. Relief is only temporarily
thodox God. He always expressed himself in strong needed, and asked for in deep regret that circumEnglish when he spoke of either. Many a pious stances should demand it, and so I put the matter in
soul has been shocked by "Whit's" denunciation of thy hands, friend Bennett, for the'l to use thy judgment as to ways and ·means.
Thine,
their "damnable theology."
Jan nary 24, 1881.
ELMINA.
He hated with an intense hatred tyranny, whether
exhibited in a man or in a God. He had no respect
for a God who would damn to eternal pain his own
THE doct.rin which from the very first origin of
children.
religious dissensions has been held by all bigots of
"Whit" Bailett was the oddest "'enius nature ever. all sects, when condensed into a few words and
produced.
His €ccentricities, which were always I~tripped. of rhetorical disg~ise, is simply this : I am
those of an effectiv and witty character, made him 1 m the right and yon are m the wrong. When .Yo,n
an attractiv and an agreeable companion. What- I are the stronger you ought to tolerate me, for It IS
ever he said was sure to attract attention, for it was Iyour duty to tolerate tn1th. ~nt .wl~en I am the
peculiarly his own thought cx]_Jressed in his peculiar I stronger I shall persecute you, for 1t IS my duty to
style,
'persecute crTol·.-liiacaulay.
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far as they can, as we ~;ee by the chu~ch of Scotland
at tl1e present time; and we are contmu.ally. hearing
of various ~ects expelling and ex com mumcatmg those
of their members who· dare to exercise a little of the
.\LLEGHENY, PA., Feb. 2, 1880.
common Sf\nse in relil&ious matters that they apply
FRIENDBENNETr: Count on me fora"V"onthe
to ~ecular concerns; and this spirit will never die
"Round the World" trip.
G. W. DARBY.
out until people emancipate themselvs from the
power of the prie5ts. Educating. the masses will do
BLUFFTON, OHIO, Jan. 31, 1881.
mueh toward gaining the des1red end, and FreeMR. EDITOR: You may put my name down for a
thinkers should fight hard for the purpose of having
"V" to help pay for that trip around the W?rlJ. I
nothing but secular teaching in the government
think I will get the full value of the money If I get
•chools. If the Bible is read, why not also the Koran
the books of travel. I hav " Grant. Aro~md the
and the Book of Fo and the sacred books of th&
World " but it is not so complete as It might be.
chief religions of the world? One ie quite as necesYour ~oney is ready as soon as it is certain that you
sary as another. No religious works should be
JlO.
Respectfully,
WM. HANENSTEIN.
placed in thn hands of children. In nearly all of
them there are many things that would not be tolPRESTON, IowA, Jan. 16, 1881.
erated in other books, and surely no one can maintain
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav received twu numbers of
that it is desirable for either boys or girls to wade
your paper !or 1881, which reminds me that .my subthrough accounts of murder, robbery, adultery, and
scription is due for this year ; hence find mc~osed
mysterious CL.nception. It is quite time en?ugh w~en
three dollars, which please place ~o my credit. I
maturity is attained to peruse these mterestmg
take the highest pleasure in perusing the pag.es of
details.
your valuable papt>r, containing many intelhg~nt
The churd1 here is deplorin&" greatly the falling off:
articles from your contributor;;, as well as the eLhtoof the percent::ge of conversions, and although
rials, and especially your splendid letters !t·om .Europe.
buildings are erected and priests multiplied, and
I hav read the writings of many traveler;; belore, but
much wrestling with the epirit re~ortect to, still ~he
none so good as your,;.
harvest is considerably smaller than they would hke
I see that some brother suggests a trip a~o~nd the
to see.
world to which I say, Amen. If the requisit numWe are paseing through a transition period, and I
ber will contribute please count me in for five dollars
find in my journeyings to and fro, and conven>ing~
and the books when printed.
with men, that there is a strong feeling of indi:trerThere is one d··partment of your lJaper t~at I ~uch
FROM A LONDON FRIEND.
ence to religious questions abroad. I m~ge all whom
admire and that is tlle ''Leiters from Fnends.
It
LONDON, ENG., Jan. 2S, 1881.
I can to get over this feeling and take their stand
almost' seems like meeting those friends from all
MY DEAP.. MR. BENNETT: I see you hav placed a new
parts or the country and ~aving an interchan~e of style of heading to your paper. I like it bett~r than on our l'Jide, striv.ing with all their might to drive
superstition from the minds of their fellow men and
thou"'ht and friendly greetings !rom them. I :-;hall
tne old on .. , it is so neat, plaitJ, and e:trectiv, and
do rl{y best in ol>taining subscri' ers for. you. I make could scarcely be improved upon. The report of women. H all· Freethinkers do the same our cause
of humanitarianism ought to make rapid strides. It
it a point to solicit subscriptionli for Liberal papers.
the discussion between Mrs. Besant and Mr. Hatch- i;; progressing surely if slowly, but we should all like
Yours fratern lly,
JoHN DURANT.
ard will no doubt be as interesting and instructiv to to see it make fa~ter headway. The great army of
your numerous readers as to myself. I think a Je- emancipation must not be numbered by the members
BALTiliiORE, Mu., Feb. 3, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND: I am in accord with the proposeJ trip bate does more real good to the cause of truth than of societies. There are many free lancers who prefer
around the world and shall try to na\· the '' V "rea~y a lecture or newspaper article on one side only. It not to join any union, but they all do good work.
when it has crystallized into a fact that you will shows up t.he strongest and weakest points of the The best and quickest way will be by supporting the
surely set out on the mission. I will say that I ve:y subject in dispute, each party to the discussion be- Freethougllt publishers, laying out all the m'oney
much doubt if the proposed amount uamed w1ll ing placed upon his mettle and doing his bes.t to they can spare in the purchase of Freethought liter•
carry you around anJ enable you to get up the three demolish the arguments of his adversary by bnng- ature, and inducing others to do the same. They
hundred books needed. You oug·ht at least to be gone ing forward better ones. To properly appreciate a may always rely upon getting their money's worth,
a year or a year and six months. We wauL tos~e.the debate it should be heard, and then arterwarrl the and at the same time ao:~ist the cause of truth.
Fraternally yo.urs,
J. S. D.
worlG-as it is, impartial and free fr,m: superstitiOn, report read over carefully, the more times the betthrough a genuin In:l'ldel's eye;;. I think al.so th~t ter, so that tht~ most prominent points may be
you ought to hav a suitable companwn of hke dis- impressed on the mind of the reader !or his own use
ON WITH THE D.l.NCE.
position and curiosity. Is thNe not some g~od on some future oecasion.
DAvENPORT, IowA.
As most Freethinkers are at time~ involved in
Freethinker of ample personal means who woulu hke
MR. EDITOR: Now that the last case requiring atargument
with
the
believers
in
what
is
very
erroto make this trip wit.h you, -and who will be a help
neously termed the Christian religion, and hav not tention at the hands of the Defense Association has
and not a drag?
been withdrawn, a few remarks in regard to mainn you should make this journey and visit Japan always at their tongues' end names of authors who taining the eniciency of that organization may not
may
be
quoted
with
great
effect,
it
would
be
a
great
and China, I hope you will not skim along the
be entirdy out of order. During its existence the
coast but penetrate the interior, if it is possible, boon to such if some one having the time and association has done a good work in meeting and
knowledge
were
tu
prepare
a
small
work
handy
for
and giv the interior life o! those countrie~, the habrepelling the aud&cious attempts of religious bigots
the pocket, givitJg a list of writer~ on controversial
its and manners of the people.
to fasten the slavish chains of intolerance upon the
I trust you will not fail to vbit Palestine, that land topics and stand<trd authorities on both ~ides, with press of the country. And now "bile a lull in the
a
few
line~ descriptiv of the works o! each. Such a
of ignorance and superstition, and unmask it. Let
storm affords op)lortunity for a breathing-spell, we
us hav the trutb. about it as near as you can c_ome book would meet ·with a re .tdy sale and do m ncb should be admonished that "eternal vigilance is the
at it. The thing is to get started and starteJ r~ght. good to the ca.use of truth seeking.
price o! liberty,'' and relax no e:trort to put the
The atrangest thing to my mind is that the defenders
I hav faith that you will do it up about nght.
a~sociation on a financial footing to successfully
o!
the
faith
strenuously
maintain
that
Jesu~ Cnrist
Believe me yours,
. C. GARWOOD.
was the rea.l and only son of God, and consequently repel all fnture invasions of the rights of American
all
his teachi•gs were divine, and while pretending freemen. That other ca~es will arise calling for deNAPLE!!, N.Y., Feb. 3, 1881.
to
believe
all thie ouly cousider the one thing neeJ- fense on the part of the association no one can
F:rtiEND BENNETT: I incloae po~tal order for THE
doubt so long as the obnoxious and tyrannical
TRUTH SEEKER for another year. Please put my name ful to save their poor, pitiful, shriveled-up, paltry Comstock law remains upon our statut.es. As we
little
abortions
of
soul~ is to believe that Christ died
down for $5 for your trip around the world. H you
hav seen to our great relief during the trial just
conclude to go I will 11ee to it the money is there in for them, ca!ting on one side altocether his com- withdrawn in the U. S. Court at Keokuk, the Detime. We shall be glad to get a fair history of the munistic injunctions to loTe one anothE'r, to ha.v all fense Association is exercising a healthy influence in
''heathen" countries, and there ia now no oue we their possessions in common, to return good for eTil, the courts and among those who would establish an
!!lhould be better pleased to hear from than you. It be meek and long suffering, holding him· as their espionage over the morals of the oi)eople the most
is only a short time since we knew much of the great example, anJ following in his footsteps, laying up tyrannical the world ever saw. Hence we say build
religions or the world which the Christians call treasures in heaven, and de~pising a.ll earthly things. up and establish that branch of the National Libheathen. Not till recently could we get auythin~~: Of course it is ver~· -easy for wt>althy members of the eral League and be ready for t.be next victim of
like an impartial report. We had aupposed in our flock and well-feu, lazy sht>pherds to say these church intolerance and Christian hate.
ignorance that Christianity in numbers was largely tea.chinl&S only apfHied to his immediate followers,
H. L. BARTER.
in the ascendency, but a little investigation shows and were not meant for all time, but it is very aurpri!ing
that
they
can
get
people
foolish
enough
to
the reverse; also that many of those so-called beCINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 30, 1881.
ni&"hted heathens are far in advance or us both in belieTe them and sub~cribe money !or the purpose
Mit. EDITOR: There is Tery much talk all the time
of
keeping
them
in
·luxury
and
idleness.
How
the
moral~ and religion.
The comparativly few who
about souls, and millions of dollars are paid to save
are interested will not be able to control thought prie!ts must laugh when alone at the ease with them !rom nothing. This soul business is the most
much longer. The· tende11cy now of all the ancient which they can gull their audiences, who may well extensiv of frauds, and it is something Tery surprisreligions seem to be to dissolve before the rays 0f be compared to sheep; they are simple enough in ing that the world is so blind on the question.
science and reform. Doubts are now everywhere felt all conscience. When Mr. Moneybags goes to a What is this soul? Nothing but the intellectual
concerning things which were once currently be- particular chureh he will finJ plenty to follow him, outcome of a material organism, and without euch
it is so re~pectable to go where he does. If it were organism no soul can exist. Before man's birth
lieved.
Yours fraternally,
J. W. PRICE.
not !or its respectability, the chapels aud churches there wae no intelligence, no thought, no consciouswould soon be empty. Little the "hearers of the ness, no soul. So also will it be when man becomes
BRo. BENNETT: I propose to the Liberals of tlli~
word" care !or what has been said. I was pa!sing extinct. Death is a sleep from which no man ever
country for each one, so far as possible, to donate
a church this morning when the worshipers were awakens: and all the cant and jargon ~bout a deathfifty cents to Bro. Hacker, which will insure
leaving, and overhearJ frag_ments of conver11atiun less soul is the scheme of the hypocrits to plunder
him a home and the comfort~ o! life without disindulged in by some of the believers. One little their dupeii.
T. WINTER.
tressing any family. It will giv me satisfaction if
party was discussing the pro~pects of skating during
this meets the approval of the friends of the cau~e.
the ensuing week, and an elderly individual, apparScoTT, IND., Jan. 30, 1881.
I will inclose my part to you for that purpose.
ently tt1e I)Wner of house propetty, was informi.Dg an
FRIEND 'BENNETT: By the workings of an almighty,
Yours for progress,
MARY R. CHILD.
ancient female that he lately lost :tlfty JlOunds by a unchangeable, and just law, we hav been called to
defaulting tenant. Not a word about the tidings of part with two beloveJ Liberal friends, George Ruth,
DEADWOOD, D. T., Jan. 17, 18~1.
comfort and joy it is preammed they had just been
F:rtiEND BENNETT: You can count on me for $5, or hearing. And these children of God howl and snivel who died on the 25th of this month, and Austin
$10 if necessary, toward the trip around the world. at the earnest trur h seeker and honest doubter or ~he Ruth, his brother, who died on the 28th, aged reIt will be a gooJ t bing for mure reasons than one. infallibility of the oreeds that hav been in all ages spect ivl y twenty-seven and thirty-four years. They
I ean think of several: 1. You deserve lt at the the curses of our race, and whose e:Xponents hav leave behind them to mourn their untimely death
hands of Liberals; 2. The cause needs your letters; camsed the deepest misery to millions. of their an aged and widowed mother, one brother, one
3. i he project will be very disheartenillg to ortho- fellews! . Tl!~ same spirit of persecution is still sister, a1,d a host o! friends and neighbors.
They were men that were well respected by all
doxy and quite as encouraging to all classes of truth rampant with true believers, and it is no thanki to
lovers; 4. No better slap in the face could be given them that they do not still torture and burn all who who knew them, and wlll be mis~ed by the entire
A. B C & Co. (that Band C should be double); i. No hav th\j timerity to think_!or themeelv~. They go as community; men that no yawning hell uor roaring
orthodox devil or lyiug priest could rocare iuto the

~tltr§

!from· Jlritnd§.

better mean~ could be adopted to advertise T~E
T:rtUTH euit.n; ~ ..The eum of human knowledge Wlll
ba increa!!ed and human ignorance lessened to a
much greater extent than could be done with the
same monf\y any otl1er. way.
There are very likely other reasons, but the above
are deemed sufficient, especially when one reftects
that you spent a year in prison for no reason at ali,
and that less than half the number has often hanged
a man or made him PresiJent.
.
Fellow Liberals, truth demauJs of us more s!l;cnftces than we hav been in the habit of makmg.
Our cause is humanity, and it demands a free ~se of
our money, a breaking ayvay from parties and chques,
and the bearing aloft of our standard even at the expecse of social ostra~ism.
.
Think of the gross superstition that yet ~over~ tlns
fair land and permeates childhood and old age. Think
of boy preachers away out here in this land or .gold
and gloss telling sensible men and women! With a
flourish of agony, thut he is "tired of burymg people in Chri~tless graves!" Yes, we nee? to. work l We
need to form Leagues for truth and JUStice, to scat."
ter truth-telling literature, and to send the old warhorse of THE TRUTH SEEKER abroaJ to write some of
it from other lands.
Inclosed find post-office order for $3, for which
send THE TRUTH SEEKER to Charles Federal. Deadwood for one year, commencing when you get this.
'
Yours for universal mental liberty,
D.P. WILCOX.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 1~, ·1se1.
pa,tent wash of the blood of the lamb of the old
!'lheep; men that didn't believe that a just God aver
sont she-bears to 1ear into shreds little prattling,
dimple-cheeked school children; men who took no
etock in n. God that would kill a man anrl his wifP
because they kept back a part of their hard-earned
money from the priest; men who would not, under
any circumstances, worship a God that wonld,
through his general, Moses, order the slaughter of
all the gray-haired men, aged and middle-aied women,
and little rosy-cheeked boyli of a whole nation for
no other plausible reason than that he might
prostitute thirty-two thousand pure and virtuoue
dau!lhters to the lusts of a damnable and designini
priesthood. Yet notwithstanding all this, some relativ or would-be triend employed a priest of the very
much sanctified city of Angola to officiate at the
burial and tell a large congreiation that George and
Austin Ruth had both gone to hell. What a consolation for an aged mqther and mournin!l friends 1
C. H. WooDWORTH.
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wondrom; overshadowing power; and dnn't ¥OU never you can see the genial and intelligent expression of
surrender one item of your heartfelt piety no matter hie~ countenance. The loss of him ie eo great that
what Infidels may say. or course I want that book. we feel none is able to fill his place in our commuSuch piety as that can giv should be scattered far nity.
and wide. All should drink of the waters of this
Though late in the day, I wish to sav we welcome
Pyerean spring. Who should grudge a smail sum to you on your return home. We fondly followed you
in your journey to Europe and read your letters with
get such cathedral re!igjon as that?
In addition to your imported cathedral r~ligion, do decided pleasure. Please 11end me two copies of your
not forget the iconoclasm peculiar to THE TRUTH letterli from Europe when printed in book form.
·Your friend,
JoHN MAHAR.l.
SEEKER. Giv no quarter. Let your bugle blasts ring
with no uncertain sound. Play toady to no clique.
NoRWAY, IowA.
or ism. Be fearV:>ss, positiv, but shrewd, that sleuth
To THE LIBERALS OF IowA: The campaign or 1881 is
hound• of the law do not decoy but to crush where
now open. The first thing to be done is to print the
they can.
Constitution of the Iowa League, that it may be put
Strike I noble friend, for our freedem and fires;
into the hands of our county committee and townStrike to the death all idamous li:ars I
ship workers to inform them of our duties.
Strike till the beast and his image shall ~o
Money is wanted !or this purpose and to print a
To the bott()mless pit of remediless woe I
church taxation petition, pay postage, etc. This
Strike, for the beast is the Catholic church;
petition must lie at every polling-place in the etate
Strike, for her image* is now in the lurch I
next fall. In due time the Iowa League will ask of
Strike now, for Protestantism must fallevery candidate for the general assembly his opinThe beast and the image, Babylon and all;
ion regarding the taxation of church property, and
BuRR OAK, MICH., Feb. 3, 1881.
One thrust of the lance sure never will do,
MR. BENNE'IT: In my letter that appeared in THE
upon that opinion will depend the votes of SecularThe
beast
of
the
seer
must
be
thrust
through
and
throu~:h,
TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 29th the typos destroyed tt\e
ists.
The weapons are reason and science aflame
sense and gist of the piece by first omitting the
A small eum from each Liberal in the 11tate will
'Gainst arms that are puny and spotted with shame;
three first words of said letter, comprising the whole
giv us all the funds wanted. But we must not wait
Asserting obedienee to natural law
upon one another. Now is the accepted time for work.
of the first sentence, which are the following, "Stop
As means to uplift the race without flaw
my paper."
Send all sums to our Treasurer, Mrs. Cornelia
To positions of gods and goddesses grand
Boecklin, Burlington, Iowa, or to me if you so
The second is an interloper in full of five words,
Is our work for the future, you well understand I
prefer.
and should not hav been there at all. They are
So light away, Bennett, you lead in the van,
Send me names of all live, outepoken Liberals you
these, "I shall take the paper.~·
And millions will rally to follow a man
know, or know of, at the more post-omces the better.
The third error consists in the word "doubt,"
Especially do I want to hear from Adair, Boone,
which should be "don't." But either word has bad - Whosli motto is Truth most pointedly spoken
Buena Vista, Calhoun, Cherokee, Clay, Crawford,
Till the ranks of the foe are routed and broken;
sense or no meaning there by the omission of the
Davis, Dickerson, Franklin, Grundy, Howard, Hum-·
first sentence at head of letter.
When Comstock shall hide his dastardly head,
boldt, Kossuth, Louisa, Lucas, Marion, Mills, MoThe fourth and last but not least error is where
And '!Ill who abet him are conquered or dead.
nona, Montgomery, O'Brien, Osceola, Page, Palo
the typos make me bid you Godspeed, a word I hav
'Tis thus that the air shall be purified well,
Alto, PocatJOntas, Ringgold, Sioux, Union, Van Bunot used in any such sense for many years past and
And the curse of the ages be cast into hell;
ren, Winnebago, and Worth.
don't intend to for the next thousand years te come.
The smoke of their torment shall cease to arise,
Push on the column I Work for a whole LiberalThe type setter simply droppid one o and picked ur
For the advent of an~:els shall dawn from the skies;
ism-Liberalism that ilil what it olaims to be, the
a bii G instead of a little one.
The darkness of error shall then fade away,
Liberalism that knows no lines of belief, that fearli
Yours in truth,
M. P. THURSTON.
And the light of true scienee shall roll in the day,
not to face issues as they arise.
Of truth, peace, and love with conquering sway I
ARLINGTON, KAN., Jan. 18, 1881.
Shall Iowa be the· banner state? Bro. Goddard
Henceforth shall the warmth of religion inspire,
and Dakota reacLL for the territorial laurels.
FRIEND BENNRTT: We had Prof. M. Green here last
And lift all uniJeasinJ:ly higher and higher.
week, who delivered three lectures. The first was
Send the names, stamps, money, and information
The loved but not lost shall work by our side
on "Infidelity vs. Christianity;" the second one was
that shall place Iowa in the front rank of the states.
If love and content hold-fast and abide.
"Church and State;" and the third, "Chilization and
E. C. WALKER,
Be patient and firm as Hercules' gates,t
Progress the Child of Infidelity." All three lectures
Sec. and Ch. Ex. Com. Iowa League.
To break into foam the waves of tile fates.
were very able, and the profeseor made many friends
For truth shall be victor in conflicts of time,.
HEMLOCK HoLLow, PA., :Tan. 22, 1881.
here. He is a logical reasoner, fully postetl on all points
And yours be a. triumph that's truly sublime.
BRo. BENNETT: I hav been an Infidel a good many
wherein we differ from the superstition of the presD. HIGBIE, M.D.
years, but never was so bold as to speak my opinion
ent and past ages. Would cheerfully recommend Prof.
*Protestantism is the " ima.~:e " of the beast.
untif'I took your paper. I did not know that there
Green to our friends as a lecturer, and hope they
tGibraltar.
were so many men of my belief in the United States.
will giv him a call when they wish a lecturer. He
should certainly be encouraged.
When I saw that there were so many Infidels it
DANVILLE, Jan. 16, 1881.
Christianity is on the down grade. Here formmade me bold enou~h to 1peak my opinion. I S!!.V
D.
M.
BENNETT:
Please
find
inclosed
a
post-office
erly were three sectarian organizations, now there
Infidels, beca.uee tile bigots call us Infidels. They
We do not are all Christian bigote in our town, and they shun
is none, and ministers can seldom get a congregation order for $3.00 for our paper for 1881.
to listen to them; their influence is gone never to feel like missing one number, nor do we feel like me as thou~:h I were a rattlesnake. They got a man
be. revived again it is to be hoped. Instead of silly eating the bread of charity while we can help it, and of their own stamp to start a etore. They wouldn't
do!lmas we hav free investigation on all subjects, you are struggling eo hard to giv us good, wholesome trade with me unless they were obliged to. He
both sacred (if there is such a thing) and profane. food for the mind. We hav enjoyed reading your started without any ca.pital and could not trust.
We are in a new countcy, and not wealthy; there- letters eo much ; you giv such vivid descriptions of Now they begin to come around when they want flour
fore cannot at present contribute as much to the all you see that one enjoys without the fatigue or and pork on credit, and say if I am an old Infir:el I
cause as we would like, but we hope this state cr! travel all the grandeurs ttnd real enjoyment of home do more to accommodate them than any man in the
affairs will not continue much longer. There are a quiet at once, while following you in your journey- place. The preacher in our town said they shouldn't
ing. What changes a year brings forth! Your travels allow me to liv, but should kill me. For all that, I
few who could do something if they would.
Inclosed you will find $5-$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER were far more enjoyable, probably, from the experi- can't. giv up THE TRUTH SEEKER, su I inclose money
for James L. Miller for one year. Direct it to Arring- ence you had undergone at the hande of your per- for another year's subscription.
Fraternally yours,
ton, Kan. Also "Truth Seeker Collection of Forms, secutors. Liberty is dear to every soul, but nev~r fully
R. c. GLOSENGER.
Hymns. and Recitations," and "Open Letter to the St. appreciated until we hav beP.n deprived of it. You
are
doing
a
work
that
will
liv
after
you,
which
will
WEST NEWTON, MAss., Jan. ~4. 1881.
Johns School Board," by M. Babcock, the two
MR. EDITOR : Please find inclosed three dollars to
above-mentioned books to be 11ent to Henry Schit!- cause all lovers of liberty, justice, and equality to
bauer as above, and $1 to be applied to the National revere your name, while your persecutors will only pay my subscription to the good old TRUTH SEEXEit
be remembered in connection with the part they took up to January 1, 1882. I would sooner go without
Defense Fund. Yours truly,
H. ScHIFFBAUER.
in trying to destroy you and your influence. But one meal of victuals every day than do without
" Ever truth comes uppermost,
your paper. I hope you will make the proposed trip
BURTON, MICH., Dec. 20, 1880.
And ever is justice done."
around this little spot of earth, and if I had plenty
BRo. BENNETT: Glad to hear of your safe return
L. H. Gu:aLEY.
of the· golden god, or even good health, I would chip
from your European tour; of your devotion to cathein and help to pay your expenses. But woe is me!
drals, saints, paintings, priests, etc.; of your ability to
NIMI!liLA, OHIO, Jan. 25, 1881.
I hav neither health nor wealth, so you must take
measure the hight, length, breadth, density, and
MR. EDITOit: Inclosed please find. two dollars, which the will for the deed. Wishing you success, I am
value thereof; or your extreme religious awe, devotruly your11,
CHAs. N. WooD.
tion, and piety, aroused for the first time into such please credit on my subscription.
Prof. Ebberly, of Smithville, Ohio, was lecturing
intense activity at the sight of the imposing jossST. JosEPH, Mo., Jan. 22, 1881.
houses of Jahveh. Surely the Catholics should be here last week on "The Harmony of Science and
B:ao. BENNETT: Next month my contract expires for
profoundly grateful, and ought you to raise a sonorous Religion." Can't you send him something that will
Te Deum for having done the thing up in such sancti- stop him from fooling his time away and humbug- your valuable paper; inclosed is post-office order for
monious style, and for giving such solid shot avd ging people? He thinks that Col. Ingersoll is honest $3.00 for one more year. I cannot be without your
ironical shell in commendation of their papal, sacer- and talented, but is to be pitied. There are a num- paper and can har<lly wait till the week is over. I
dotal, pecuniary, substitutionary, celibate, indelicate, of Freethinking men in this town whose families are also send you an invitation to come to St. Joseph to
insensate, roseate, triplicate, triumvirate, cardinalate, connected with the church. I hav been supplying our concert in Christ church. You might just as well
relicate, prostrate system of unceremonial religion! them with Liberal tracts and books until the women go to a consecrated place and stay away from the
With votaries of every grade of genuflexions listening of this toWi1 begin to think that I and my family are opera house. Those grasshoppers don't know what
means to employ to make money. They are runS. 'l'RAN!lUE.
to priestly mummeries in unknown tongues and re- the worst people in it.
ning in opposlition to the theater, restaurant,
ceiving benedictions proportional to their ignorance,
[The following letter should hav appeared some ice-cream parlor, variety theater, etc. Such a thing
don't you see they must be blessed?
as a theater wilL in tin;e not exist. The church
Now we· all perceive why all people!! and nations time ago, but was mislaid.-ED. '!'. 8.]
will be to rent at five 0r ten dollar!! a night and it
CHARLE!l CITY, IowA, Jan. 3.1Ml.
and kimlred a11d tongues should buy your book deFRIEND BENNETT: You will please change 1he name will be n great economy to those engaged in that
scriptiv of that ancient and wondrous system of
cathedral religion which made such a profound im- of Levi Cheney to Mrs. D. Andrews. Mr. Cheney died businees. I expect to visit New York soon and I will
.pression upon your religious nature as to send you on the 7th of April last, having reached the age of bring with me a sermon delivered by the bishop of
Yours truly, L. LIETHMULLEit.
;through all the cathedrals of Europe from London to eighty-three years. He was an earnest Liberal, and San Pete (Utah).
.Rome-from St. Paul's to St. Peter's-where the found- for twenty-five years had been a believer in the claims
TAKE good c~r~ of human nature and you take
-er of their religion said: "Foxes hav holes, birds hav of Spiritualism. He was a good, !dud-hearted, connests, but the son of man hath 110t VI here to lay his scientious man, beloved by all who knevv him. He· good care of rehgwn: .Out of the best human hearta
head. Blessed are the poor; the rich hav had their was a warm friend or yours. Mr. ·Editor, and defend- grows the best r~hgwn, ~s largest cr?ps grow
consolation." Of course this commends pomp and ed you most earnestly when those unkind attacks from the finest sorl. ~ultrvate, make nch, make
show, smoke and inc('nse, miter and surplice, priests were made upon you by your enemies, Abbot, Bundy broad, make eympathetrc, make true and noble the
ad nauseum. Of course you hav seen the thing in & Co. He insisted that your course in the matter was soule of men, and you are ltll'e to grow thQ no bleat
all its richness, beauty, and simplicity, and felt its ri~ht. I inclose to you his photoira.ph, by which religion.-Hermtt:n Bisbee.
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IThere ag~in I will roam at the dawn of the day,

Nightingale and Bullfrog.
BY CHARLES BRADLEY.

Mlnln arlds.

-HOJJter.

Sing to me, muses.
Jog on, jog on the foot-path way,

-B,

And merrily bent the style;
Your merry heart goes a' the day,
Your sad tires in a mile.
-.4nl.'llucus.

Anima-Vagula-blandula
Hospes, comesque corporis,
Qua nunc abebts in loca,

Palllda.frlglda-nudula,
Nee ut soles, da.bis joca.
-Ad7"ian's Add1·ess to Ids Soul.

0 light and joyous spirit,
Guest and companion of the body,
Into what regions are you now departing,
Pallid, cold, naked,
And no more·merry as you used to be?

-B

In scented dale

Of haunted vale,
The stars a-peeping in,
Sang nightingale
A low, sad tale,
Whose sweetness knew no sin.
In lilied nook

Of gleaming brook,
Lil' pad over his poll,
With frog-like grace
The bullfrog bass
Bellowed with all his soul.
The air was still,
And rill and hill,
And listening orbs above,
Drew near to hear,
With ravished ear,
That wondrous song of love.

And when labor is o'er through the valleys I'll
stray
And feel myself blest at the sight of the streams,
Which enwmp me with pleasure through life's
early dreams,
Through the Delgany vales and the hills of Bellvue,
And the green parks of Tinna my walks I'll
renew.
:Wen now in my fancy the country I scan, V>lle of
From the Down's lofty mountains to the
Dunran;
Through the vista of time I lqok back on the day
When the stones in the brook of Glendaragh I lay,
»'hereon I could step, as with pleasure I bore
l\Iy love o'er its waters to high Altadore.
Through thil·ty long years with its changes I've
seen
The Hermitage still is as fresh in the scene
As when o'er its rough broken stones I would
tread,
Where the cloth for our picnic between them was
spread,
When the sweet voice of l\Ia~rgie was heard through
the dell,
As it joined with tile notes of tile birds as they
f"ll
On our ears from the cone-covered pines in the
glade,
'Till I felt as though Orpheus was hid in the shade.
I'll leave thee, Columbia, my long foster home,
And back to green Erin again will! roam,
And there will I dwell until summoned from men,
To meet in the heavens my l\Iaggie again.

MRS. ANNA t.:ONNELL'l''1'i

Improved Redmnption,

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

'rreating upon tile Gods of tile Se.
The Only Gray Hair UestoJ·ativ
mltic Nations, Including Allah,
.Tebovall, Satan, tire Holy
in the Ma1·kct \\'ilbout Lead,
Ghost, .Jesus Chrbt, tile
Sih"er, or SUIJ•llur.
Virgin Mary, aud
tile Bible.
It Is warranted to restore the grayest lmlr In three <lays

To the lntter 280 pages arc devoted, s)lowlng that book to
to Its orlgluul color. It stops the lmlr from falling, and be i\ very luferlol" production for a first-ci~•• llod.
makedit gro\v. Cures all scalp diseuses, numbness, etc.

Larg;e packages, that will last you one year, $1.00, tho
powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any a,d-

BY D. M. BENNETT.

898 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.00.

fiE IESl PAP£11 tit

dress on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular. There Is no
trouble or expense In making. Address
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
41 Bond street, New York.
N. B.-This preparation will change red or S!\udy hair to
a beautiful brown, aud no detectiOn of art; will make it
look perfectly m\tural. Has the same effect on the eyebrows; will make them dark aud heavy. One application

wm eonviuce you.
6

,
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FEWER CHILDREN
AND BETTER."
IMPORTANT TO PARENTS.

THE Standard Cure Company, No. 114 Nas15 cents.
sau street, New York city, will send to any Price,
address a box of Emery's Standard Cme (PureAddress,
4
ly Vegetable Cream-Coa,ted Pills), a neverS. H. PRESTON,
Reverie of the Irish Emigrant.
failing remedy for A.guc, Biliousness, and all
Malarial
Diseases.
Standard
Cure
is
pleasant
209 West 34th street, New York.
BY WILLIAM COTTER WILSON.
Sweet home of my childhood, dear sylphs of tile to take, contu.ins no q uininc, mercury, or poisons
See Physiologist for .February.
of any kind.
glen;
Loved sprites of the Dargle, I eourt ye again I
Oh, lead me in spirit thy mountains among,
Though far from the fir-crowned coverts of song,
In the wilds of Columbia, midst mountains of
snow,
An allen I roam, where her wild torrents flow;
Still the silver-tip wa tcrs of Powerscourt vale,
And the scenes of my ·childhood loom up through
the gale:
The streams of the Vartry purling on to the town,
Where the brown heather'd mountains of Wicklow
look down
On my loved Enniskerry. by the rock-severed
Scalp,
Which pales in its beauty the snow-covered Alp_
When the erinason-faced sun o'er the Sugarloaf
fell,
.A.nd nature in silence reigned over the dell,
On its evergreen hillocks I would stay me to rest,
With the cheek of my l\Iaggie, love, laid on my
breast.
While away in the distance the headland of Bray,
Looking o'er the Atlantic, our thoughts would betray,
And pictures of freedom, of wealth, and of ease,
Stript the glen of its beauties, our hopes to appease.
We talked of the joys in the land of the free,
And pictured in fancy our home as 'twonld be;
But fate, c1uel guardian, kept watch at my side,
And robb'd me of l\Iaggie, my hope and my pride.
In the Vale of Ovoca they laid her to sleep,
And left me to wander alone o'er the deep;
Far o'er the wide ocean, o'er mountain and plain,
I hav sought me a home, but hav sought it in vain.
]'or where is the home without those whom we
loved?
Or where can we rest from our friendships removed?
Then let me go back to the glen of the Downs,
To the sweet Dargle streams and Ovoca's green
mounds.
Let me watch the wild cataract over the l<'all,
Once more the glad days of my childhood recall;
Let.me hear the sweet note of the skylark on
high,
And the linnet's shrill song in the covert hard by;
Let me wander again through the Ballyruan glen;
By the Scalp overshadowed, deep hidden from
men;
Where the well of St. Kevin, low nestling from
view,
Ia covered by tributes which pilgrims bestrew.
Oh, how well I remember when l\Iaggie and I
Stopp'd to drink of its waters all parching and

1881.

Has been tho foremost of nll industrial publication:; for
the past Thirty-li'our Years. It is tho oldest, larr;rest,
chen pest, and the beat 1ceckly illustrated paper devoted
to Engineering, Mechanics, Chemistry, New Inventions,
Science and Industrial Progress, published in the United
States. Circulation over 50,000 a week.
Every number contains from 10 to 15 original engravings of new machinery, novel inventions, Bridges, Engineering works, Architecture, improved Farm Implements,
and new discoveries in CholUistry. A year's numbers
contain 832 pages and several hundred engravings, and is
conceded to be The Best Mechanical Paper in tho. World.

TERMS:-One Year, by Mail,
$3 20
Six Months,
1 60
Address and remit to MUNN & CO., Publishers,
37 Park Row, New York.
May be had of all Newsdealers.

--+--A T E N T S obtained on tho best terms
in all countries. Models of now inventions
and sketches examined, and advice free. Tho
official list of all patents is .pubhshed in tho
Scientific American the week they issue. Over

100,000 patents have been applied for by tho
proprietors of the Scientific American. Pamphlet containing laws and full directiOns for
obtaimng Patents, Caveats, Copyrights,
Trade Marks, etc., free.
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Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDANISM

Me, Red Cloud, speak for Blnckfoot, the great
1\ledicin ()hief from happy hunting grmmds. He
say he loYe white chiefs nnd squaws. He travel
like the wind. He go to circles. Him big chief. Exam,ined Historically ancl Orit£cally.
~lackfoot want much work to do. Him want to
show him healing power. lllake sick people well.
It is thought to be the
Where paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
right away. No wampum for three moon ..
Most Damaging Exhibit o:f Chris·
This spirit message was first published in "1\Iind
tianity that bas Appea1·ed.
and lllatter," January 10, M. s. 32, with the announcement that magnetized paper would be sent
BY D. M. BENNETT.
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
to be healed, also to those that desired to be devel500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.
oped as spilit mediums, for three months for three
three-cent iltamps. The tht•ee months closed with
the following result: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
paper by mail, one thousand persons hav received
it at the office; and the hundreds of testimonials
that hav been received of its ,.-onderful work in
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav faithfully kept
promises. From January lOth, llf. S. 32, to January
lOth, JIL S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for this
paper, and thousands haY' been benefited by its
BY JOHN MESLIER,
use. That all may ha v an opportunity to test the
A Roman Catholic Priest,
merits of the paper, the price for the future will be
0
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents ; ~~ B~ft~~ aJ::~:~~:~'ffi:n~~ ~~~~ll~ea~ju~~i~~~Y~fo~~
twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a ~ilver ten cent dogmas and left as his" Last Will and Testament" to his
piece if you can. Address James A. Bliss, 713 San- N~~~~ior::s~ ~b~v~ni~e'dor~O~~~e fn'i~fl~~e<t ~f;:m~~
Sense.u
som street, Philadelphia, Pa.

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS•

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.

1

ti~~i~~~ath~'L1r~ alw~~~ii~~dJ~ ~~~~c~i~~hTn~c~~t:~:

ment of the Christian system has ever been made, not
eveu by Voltaire, as he himself confesses. The following

A Proposition.
I a.m prepared and will send to any one address,
direct from my office, one sheet of "Blackfoot's"
liiagnetized Paper, postage paid, every week for
one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
cents; three months for one dollar. Addresa. with
amount mcloied, James A. BU1s, 713 &msom st.,
PhiJadelpl11&, Pa.

THE SEYMOUR, IND.,

Is the opinion of a distinguished :!liberal concerning the
book:

NEWBURYPORT, h:l.ASS., Sept. 23, 1878.
To }fiBS ANNA K..'"'i'OOP, Dear Madam:
The work of the honest pastor, Jean Mealier, is the moat

curious and the most powerful thing of the kind which

~~~ ,l~f! ~ee~~urfuflko~~~e~.ati'rh~o~~ a~3i~g;~~;!e~se,?~~yg:

sophical Dictionary" is a basket of champagne compared
00

~~~aa~~s~~~!~~~;~tY~ t r~~Y:ri~~· hJ ~~o~as6 ~~11. a TirJ AllES p .ART ON.

~riMES

Price, clot\l~li~~l~~~}.f.·.~41 Eighth st ... New York.~,
The oame book· Is to be had In the German language.
In the great Mlsslsolppl Valley. lt wU! complete it• ~5th Agents wanted.

Ia one o! the most widely known and be!t heeled papers

year in March, 1881, if the day of judgment doean•t come

prior to tha& date; and It Isn't at all likely that even Ga.
briel's toot horn can set it back much.
The Seymour 1imes has but few prlnclpleo. Most pa-

Books for Sale.
I ha.v a. number of co,Pies of .Austin Kent's books and

n1

'I' I-][ E

Address for the Paper, or concerning Patents,

MUNN & CO.,
No. 37

PARK

Row,

NEw YoRK.

Branch Office, cor. F & 7th Sts., Washington, D. 0,

Iron-Clad and Manna Series.
IBOX CI~.\.D SERIES.
Atoneuteut. Charles Brt\dluugh. 5 cents.
Secular Rest>onsibility. G. J. Hulyoake. 5cts.
Buddhist XihiUsnt- Prof. Max ~Iuller. 10 cents.
Religion of" lnhtunanity_ F. Harrison. 20 cts.
Relation of l\"itcbcraft to Religion- Lyall.

15 CCllt::3.
Essay on Miracles. Dtn-id IIumc.

lOeeuts.

Land Question. Charles Brad laugh. 5 cents.
""pre A<llun and Eve Our First Parents 'l

Ch:n·ltJs llradl.mgll. 5 cents.

\Vlty Do Men Starve? Charles Dradlauglt. 5 cts.
I~ogic of I .. ife, Deduced from the Principle of Free.
thougnt. G. J. Holyuake. 10 cents.
A Pie•• Cor Atheism. Charles Bradlaugh. JO cts.
14arge or Suaall F:tlllilies? A. llolyoake. 5
cents.

Sn}>erstition Disi>layed, with a Letter of Wm.

Pitt. .Austin Holyoak c. 5 cents.

Defense of Seeular ~rineiples_ Chas. Watts.

5 cent::3.

•

'

Is the Bible Reliable? Charles Watts. 5 cents.
'l'he (Jhristian Deity. Charles \Vatts. 5 cents.
l'loral Value of" the Bible- Chas. Watts. 5 ets.
Jo'reethougbt and Jloderu Progress. C.
Watts. 5 cents.
Christianit-y: Its Nature and Influence on C!Yilization. Charles 1Vatts. 5 cent!::!.

Thoughts on Atbeis>n- A. Hulyoake. 5 cents.
Is '!'here a l'loral Governor of" the Uni•
verse? .A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
PhiloSOI>hy of" Secularistn- C. Watts. 5 cts.
Jias ltian a Soul? Charles Dradhlugh. 5 cents.
Is There a God? Charles Dratllaugh. 5 cents.
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Poverty; Its Cause ·and Cure. 111. G. H. 10 cents.
Science and Bible Antagonistic, C. Watts.

pers are bothered and hampered with principles; but the tracts treating 5upon soCial and tlleqlogical subjects which 5 ceuts.
Times having but few of 'em, and not one solitary politic !~i~e~oal~ ~t~ p~~~~~J:,efo ~ti~' B~~~zfs~<Xsstgci;~fu;ddreso
Christian Sche111e of"Redem}>tion. Charles
Watts. 5 cents.
DELOS DUNTON,
to its name, is fre~ to slip in a word for Truth, Justice,
Mercy, and Humanity whenever ft can get a chance.
Tile Seymour 1'imes Is for llght aud for useful knowJ.

edge, and It has no faith In humbuggery and superstition.
It Is the only paper In the great West that Is able to run
dry;
withou& a god or devil or ghost.
When we split up our 'kerchief and swore to be
The Seymour Times Is paying $4,000,000 (four million dol.
true,
Iars) a head for ghosts, though, and it wants all it can get.
It is also paying the same figure for virgins who are moth.A.e our path by the suicide's grave did pursue.
When the remnant's we hung on St. Kevin's ash ers, or sons who are their own· fathers, or fathers who are
their own sons.
tree,
The Times makes It a business to defend the holy minisWe swore then forever ne'er parted to be,
ters of the Lord from the slanders of the wicked. Those
And there by the bush-covered church in the ood men, full of the love of God, can do no sin. They are
Glen
constantly tempted, howev~r, of the women and of Satan,
We prayed to St. Kevin again and again.
and according to the wicked they fall often and hard. This
The somber-leaved holly in the vale of Glencree,
the Seymour 11mes deuies on the general principle that
And the hills of Glencullen found pleasure for me, the love of God shed abroad in the heart leaves no room
While the sides of the Douce towering up to the for sin and none can get in or could stay there a minute
If it did.
sky,
The Seymour Times is a large six-column quarto, beautiThrough its rock-channelled surface the Dargle
fully
printed In bold type.
supply
If you are a Freethinker, you want it; if you ain~t, you
With the silver-tipped waters that danced through want it.
the vale,
Price, $2.15 a year; 6 months, $1.10; 3 months, 60 cents.
Scarce touched with the sunshine, or brushed with Stamps received for change. At least send two red stamps
the gale;
for sample copy. Address
J. R.l\IONROE, M.D.,
Through the sylvan retreats of the Dan and the ------------------------------ Seymour, Ind.
Tay."
Ladies of Illinois and Indiana.
And to old Glendalongh I would wander away.
A young man (l\Iatcrlallst) would like to correspond
Ah, bleak :Massachusetts, I'll bid thee farewell,
with a young lady of like views. Addrcrs
.A.nd aback to my home in the holly brook dell,
1t7
BOX 132, V andalla, Ill.
Where the e'!"er·green oaks, and the cypress, and
yew,
O'ershadow the ruins of Kilmacanague;
Through the dark narrow glade where the brooklet THE NEW SYSTEM OJJ' BEEKEEPING.
steals by
'l'wo hundred pounds of" Jloney in small
glass boxes f"rom a :llive or
The pass in the mountains, towering up to the
Bees every Year.
sky;
Great profits In Feeding Bees. Swarm! nib Controled.
Where the Downs from the Sugarloaf, split by the
8
stream,
:~rk~ri c~~Bn~e; k~~ 1b!:~·w~tie;fe~~uer:'~rid p~~~f~rm or
Send for circular and full particulars.
Keep baok by their shadows the 1un's piercing
Addr808
Mrs. LIZZIE E. COTTON,
beam8t5
West Gorham, Cumberland Co., Maine.

HONEY

BEES!

4teow

Carpentersville, Kan. Co., Ill.

Slxh·eu

savior!!~

or None.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Being a. reply to John T. Perry's u Sixteen Saviors or
One." Two hundred and twenty-fomr errors are pointed
out and thoroughly exposed.

ofT~t~.G~~\i~tr;·e~f~I?PE~~~:~is~f~~f 66~~~/~ ~~ ~l~~cihoh~

examins all of .Mr. PelTy's witnesses and authorities, one

~fin~~~g:r~sta~~:p;~r~mhi~~~~:~ Ta~: ~ftne:ss::~ sg~r;

cross-examina,tion not only contradict each other and

;~~I~~~~~~~~~fecgnf~~~te~~fi ,Zf~~~~s~~o1';1nt~~o~a~~-f t~t~
{~~t~~~e~ff~?l~r:~~~f;.rj;~1ri't~g~l;~~~· w1~asthgi:sd~~~~~~

but that some of his witnesses seem to turn 11 state's evi.
dence" against him and testify for Mr. Graves. And in
0

~~~!l ~ut~h~~~g~:· ~:ril~ra~~~~~a~~~~~~of~~~ ci¥alifst~rf~ii

testimony a~a.iust :Mr. Per~ that is absolutely overwhelm·
ing. Price, 5 cents, pa'Wo,!1;; h~ly bouij~M. BENNETT.

1

to~?eiicG~f~~l~J!~J. orio~ehft~lwuld tbe Atheist Fear
Poverty; Its Effects on the l'olltlcal Condition of the

People. Clmrles Bra.dlaugh. 5 cents.

MANNA SERIES.
New Life of" David- Charles Dradlaugh. 5 c~nts.
200 Questions 'Vitbout Ano;we•·s. 5 cents.
Diato~ue Between a Uhristian Mission•
<Ory auJ a Chine!:le BJ:ouutariu. 10 ceuts.
Queries Submitte(l to the Bench of Dish•
O}>s by a 'Veak but Zealous Christian. 10

cent&.

Seareh After Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoakc.

5 cents.

N cw Life of" J ouab, Chas. Dradlaugb. 5 cents.
Chas. Bmtl•

A Few Words About the ])evil.
laugh. 5 cents.

New LiCe of Jacob. Charles Dradlaugh. 5 cents,
Daniel the Dreamer. A. Holyoal<e. 10 cents.
S~•ecimeu of" the Bible. Esther A. Holyoake,
10 cents.
Acts ot" the Apostles; A Fnree. A. Holyoake. 10
cents.

Ludict'Olls Aspects of CIH'istianity. A. Hol·
yoake. 10 cents.
..,'l'welve Apostlml. Charles Drodlaugh. 5 cents.
\VIto 'Vas Jesus Christ? Charles Bradlaugh.
cents.

'Vhat Did Jesus 'Eeac!t? Charles Brad laugh.

·1 cents .

New Life of" -~b•·aham. Chc.,. Dradlauglt. 5 cts.
NelV Jr.&f.J of ?JI3SC§. Ch~rles nr.o:11augll. fi cents.
A 5c~n~~l· P._!lo~·~-:~·-:'":':•, A. Jln\··n ~~:r•. l'P1' dw·.,lOcts.

MACHINERY.

.l:land.J!'oot and Powar Presses. Die W<lrk of allldndl\.
'P6Tforat11ng DW. a 8JHH1U&ItJ1.

E. B. STIMPSON" SlSIJMO'lll:'lt..J.'l,,

T+_+
E TRlJTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 12, 1BS1.
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Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.
1

w~rl~g~:~~8~~~~~Wg,e~l~~s~eg~~e~e~~ij,Y~ ~a~~ ~¥vc';}gr.

Freethinktrs' .Badge Pin.
'\J.M.~

munleutlon wltb tbe splrlt World. The advantages claimed
over other Planchettes now in the market are as followS·
First, the pasteboard top, Instead of varnished or oiled
wood. Second, Each Instrument Is scpa1·u.tely maS'netlzed
In the eablnet of the noted BUss mediums, of Phlludelphla,
and curries with It a devetogtng Influence from Mr. Bliss
1
:gh~~~ lf.!Jfi~e~uJ~i:n~ t e P'f8~~::J
Biifi'iles~ts
71S Sansom St., Pblladclph!a, Pa.

Single badge, $1.50; club. at one-halt
dozen, to one address, $8.40: club or one
dozen or more, to one address, $1.3;> each.
<;>ne badge free for a club of 15; two free
tor a club or 25. Badgea of solid gold.
Paekuges registered and postage paid.
Remit· by post-office order or registered
lettter, and mention this paper.
out discount or va~at~o;;::The al>ove are net prlceo, wlth-

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL.

Addres• tile or!glnatzb'b~ f_ab'wte~CHILL
Smeow51
'
West Richfield, Summit oounty, Ohio.

jfff. 'X'.'

Be!it, Cbt•apest, and Purest.

.,.. lUaubauan Medical lustitutc.

I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.

111

I want to supply every Liberal In America. Buy fresh Established 1865. Incorporatod In accordance with the
Garden and Flower Seecfs direct from the grower. postl:lge laws ot tbe state of New York. This Institute, so long
pu.ld, cheaper thn.n you can grow them. I still undersell aud favol'ably known under the iuperintendence of Dr
amy firm in America. I defy competition. Western seeds Kin get slnee 1865, Is located 1\t 317 ..,_t 14th atreet a !e.;
beat the world. Mine take the lead. Fresh, pure, cheap, door11 east from Second avenue, New York. HavtnK been
and warranted. Prices below every firm. I glv more ex- engaged In the special practice or treating chronic distrn as presents tllan all firma. I hav issued 50,000 prettiest eases for over thirty years, Dr. Klngct is able to coneen·
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and tru.te his long experience !or tUe benefit of his patients,
11ower pictured and described. Worth maay dollars to any many of Whom are located in every state of the Union, the
one. Send for free Garden Guide and Seed Catalog, and .Uotniniuu uf Uanada, and the British Isles. Dr. Kinget, a
see that !"'bent them all.
R. H. SHUMWAY,
graduate of King's College, Loudon, England, ia the
lOtS
Rockford, IU.
1
1
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WILLIAM WILSON,
MEDICAL ELECTBICI.A.N,
Inventor of the "WILSONIA," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of "The
· Trial of Medicine," "The Language of Disease," Medical Fallacies," &c., &c.,

4S5 F't1LTON ST:REET, :B:ROOKLYN,
May be Consulted Daily from 10 A, M, to 8 P. M, Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but are so scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
can be worn by different members of the same family from time to time.

~~i~~~r £~t~r~ei~! ~o~~P~~~t i~·~,.·: ~~au1~ ~f~~~¥hlh~

JJ.eu.llh Journal. This Instltutl! ls conducted by a statt of
experienced, skilful physicians, who devote their whole
time anti attention to the treatment or all CHRONIC DIS·

CONSULT

~ fit~~t~t~~ lsB~'~ff :~~~S~11 ~~~~nl~~Jl~~a~~f:~n~ 1~
0:.,,.,
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Q.l

W.IJUUI

reference can be made, wllo wll1 giv u.sauranee thu.t

1\11 v•tlentw will be treated skilfully and bouar-..bly.
Amoug ulla:J' Uh;euHeli of a cln-ou1c nature. speciul atten·

~ f~~~~; it!~~~~u~~:·eJ~;~~~: o~;~1;u~;{o~~u\:';~~:UC~~ s~llj:
iii

~

.
~

lcpoy, i.Jhmaseli of the Bladder, Lun~!-3, Kidney11, anti Skfn.
tiyph111tic, und Scrofuloua disealj~.:tJ, and all Dlseasea of
wumu11 ,,uostto~da~~s~nva~~·I~."iHff<l.~!}~ttfi.lcatlon.
~n15U
~17 East 14th street, N.Y.

THYSELF!

~

THE nntold miseries that result
from lndlocretlon In early life may ue
alleviated and cured. Those who
doubt this asaertion should flurchase

A regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and

th8d~~:~,rluf;,~~s~ ~l 'li'I~fH_~~tl6~t'ig}f{8~;nd

SEXUAL
1
DISEASES, SPEHMATOHRHiliA, and IMPO"l'E~CY as
rg~ ~'k'lf&~ iaW~lJ\J.rt ~~gf'l
the rewult of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess In matUrer
TUT E, Boston, entitled ·• THE SCI~
years, and other cn.usca, producing some ot' the following
ENCE OF LIF~ or SELF-PRESERVATIOX."
effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions (night emissions
by dl'm~ms), Dimness of Sight, Uefectiv Memory, Physical
~~ll~ia'll't~'T~~~fr~~b".Y
lJeen.y, Pimples on li'aee, Aversion to_ Society of Females,
or too close apContu~lon of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc .• etc,. renmay be restored
dering tmurlage improper Qr unhappy, are thoroughly and
permanent?:" cured by au External Application, w illch ta
the Doctors latest and greatest medical disco\·ery und
which he has ao fur prescribed for this baneful comPlatnt.
iu u.U Its stl\ges without a fatlure to cure in a. single case,
and some of them were in a terriUly slmttered condition ;
had been in the insane asylums, many bud }'alllng Sickness-Fits; others upon the verge of consumption; while
~~:~sf~~~~;~~~- become fool1Yll and hardly n.ble to take
Syphilis posltlvly eured and entlrelyerndlcated rrum the
ft,~~!~·n~~~g~~ll;:llva~~is~!;~~tu~1~f!t~r~~~Jd~ l:upture),
"No person should be without
All diseases of women-such as ~rnenorrhrea (or dehly of
author is a noble benefactor."
the first menses). Dysmenorrhcea (or laborious menstruaAn
sent to all on receipt of 6 cents for
tion), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucurrhrea (t'r postage.
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falllng worn h), etc.-treated
with equal success.
M~J·.~ P~~~t:fe~~t:;:1~l ~~ifo~!lofi~dfe.Sn.A!'ao~at\~~~ELL.
Address Dr. W. H. PARKER
A GREAT DOCTOR.
No 4 Bulfinch street, Boston.
(;
th!e~Vm~~~1~J.~~i~:Se~~JI~i1 ~&:~%~~~tYte~J.'~~~~1~1:fr~~ Mass.
author may be consulted
" There is per~s no art that can claim the atteution uf onThe
dtseases requiring sk1ll
the human miria-of more Importance than alleviating hu- and ull
l!s.perience.
man suffering, stopping the progress of disea~::~e, and thus
extending the period of buman life. And I know of no
physician more successful in tbe practice of this art than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. Hfs succe~::~s tn neJ.rly

HtAL

TrtYSELF

~~J~Falf~ s~~r~~~ g~;~ae~~eio~~~ ~o~~~~~~W!ri:r~Y~
&:;'v".}l"gr a ~~lsJ.~~wkpdn:e~~~~,.li~"k/~~~~~wb:;;.:'tt{oed

THE GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

when all other means failc:i'. Try him, by all means, if
JOU are afflicted wltb any of the maladies Incident tu tllls
age. I deem tt my duty to say this much for tile benefit of
autre ring humanity."
Dr. Fellows will send for two S-cent sta..mps his MEDICAL ADVISER; or, NEW GUIDE TO HEALTH, setting
forth a new and scientttic method (never before known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause,
e:ymptoms, horrible eft'ects, ami cure, which consists of the
~xternal Hemedy spoken of above. No medicin taken.
Consultation in person, $5.00; by letter, free and invited.
which are kept strictly eonf!dential In all cases. Charges
for treatment reasonable. Address Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,
________________________________V_In_e_land,N.J.

Sciatica and Lumbago Belt.
DESCIUPTION OF AEOVE GA:RMENTS.
Each Eylet is a galvanic cell attached to a series of powerful magnets. They are light
as ordinary garments, and produce a soothing yet exhilirating effect upon the system,
without causing shocks or sores, as in electric belts or galvanic chains.

$5 to ~~0 fr~t_I§~~~-~~~jo:tt.~R~eti:ortn_$"
The Principle; 0r, Harmonia! Order.
By J. B. BOOZE.

The "Wn.soNrA ,, JL.\.GNETrc ~'\.l'PLIA.~CE~ are the Dc-"'p!lir of Phygicians, nnd the Annihilation of Quack
Xostrnms and Leo-alized
Quackery. Thon""nds or persons are being constantly hurried on to Apoplexy
0
and Paralysis by ll!e nse of Cephalic Snuffs and "IYa>ilcs. Catarrh can be readily cured without nny of
these nostrums.

THE "WILSONIA" CORSET AND MAGNETIC BELT

Showing the System, Origin, and Development Through.
out all the Moral, Pbyslcal, and .Metaphysical Worlds.
IN TWO PARTS.
Price, ~ cents.

For Ladies and Gentlemen will cure Asthma, Catarrh, Loss of Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Kidney Disease, Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspepsial nnd every form
of Female Weakness.

GREAT PANORAMIC ILLUMINATlV AND ILLUSTRATIV SCENES OF "THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
HARMONIAL. ORDER."

SEND FOR PRICE LIST'Containing THOUSANDS OP 'l'ES'l'li1fOKIAI,S.

BY J. B. BOOZE.

riee, 25 eentl.

For S&le by D. M. BENNETT.

$66 A WEEK

In your own town. Terms and $5outftt
free. H. Hallett & Co,. Portland, Me.

C H R 0 N I C DIS EASE S,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, und the varfoua causes,

f~Jt~~~~~ ~~"L~~"~~~'i!~'ii'Nt 11i8'~e ..Fli?. tt~r~'it.~:

ING ~1EDICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1,000 puges, 2(X>
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B . .l<"OOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,

a'r~!.~~rki;1:~~ ~~i':J~~~J;~~8~~~r~~!'i~~~g:l\~ ~~~:~

BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medleal publications: " We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lntl1

1

~~~1!~ a&daft:ais -:i ~a~ ,fJ'~::s~~~~~~tt~~~:~1~le~~~
motlvs, whose life hus been spent In lnstruetln~~; and lm-

The u Wllsonla.U appliances are not mere plasters which becOme useless after a few weeks' wear, but they retain..
their curativ powers for twenty years, and can be worn by ap,y member of the same family from time to time.
Persons who read this notice may wonder that I had not advertised my dlscoyery before. Tbe fact 1a, I deter...
mined when I arriyed in America not to publicly advertise until I had five hundred patients in an~ city, to whom I
could refer as ev-Idence. I hav uow over one thousand persons in the city of Brooklyn ready to testify that my gal ..
~~~o-y::~~~t1~ 11bte~\f~~~il~'rri;m~~~l7~ci~~n~~~~sf~k~dde~~~~·gd t~e!f~ge~~cept a rotten lung, and even where the
HORRID DEATU OF A. BELIEVJ.!R lN GHOSTS.-" 0 my, Fu
~ere In t~IC etty of hrooklyn the paralyzed lnw been restored ; patients suffering from infiammatory rheumatism
jest heard~"" of dem G-H-0-S.T storits 'bout Prof. Yn~a's hav been taken off their crutches; nerve mal~dtes, bearing on manta, hav been completely cured: martyrs to vari.
cosc veins, whose l~gs hav been bound in eht:ot1c stockings for twenty years, hav cut away their bandages, and are now
Glwst, and dt Devil cotclt me sm·e."
as free from varicose yeins as th~ healthiest person living ; children who had never walked !rom l>lrth up to three,
eight, nnd tweh-c years of age, are now walking about as other children. In short, the cures effected by my appll.
BY M. BABCOCK.
ances seem so mlmculous that the above statements sound like an Arabian Nlght,s tale. Nevertheless, these facts can
Price. 25 cents.
For 111\le by D. M. BENNETT,
~l}eb~~~~~~~~~~a'~Tg~:~~a~~ o~~~~i;U~~ ~ ~R~ l'n~~~~l~i~~t~car?~l\~1~ r~l~~~~~les Commissioners of Brooklyn must convince
141 Eighth Street.
My offer of tiYe thousan:f dollars to the physicians and Charities Commissioners of Brooklyn Is stlll open, and will
continue so to be for six months.
I nm prepared to go into the hospitals and wUl only take their incurable cases, sufl'erlng from paralysis, loeomot ~r, ataxia, inflammatory and chronic rheumatism, congestion of the kidneys, pleuro-puemnouia, or any disease their
mcdicins hav failed to reach-less an absolutelv decayed lung.
If the citizens of Brooklyn continue to sutter from any o:f the above maladies, they haY themselvs to blame.
Proving conclusivly that
The cost of
apflhmces. though seemingly expenP-tY, I~ one hundred times cheaper than the present method or

"Antichrist:"

mr

1
pur~l~~~~~ ~~lJ"~~~ ~~icJ>1~~~~~ Ej t'~ssti~~ft~)~~~~nfdrn~~i~ f~N~~·qu1ries of those who hav been cured, before you waste
~~Y~~,c~\~{:Jlo~.~~~nb~ ~hl~v~~~~u~~ri~g~l!1~~~,~~~~ri~ THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIS1, your time in ca1Hng upon me.

happy, and to be better and more useful men aud women.

f!\~;:a~~~ct~ii3lt~Fg~~Y~f t~~~d11 F~~1~~;:~~3~ ~~dt~~ri~~~

at families, Who to-day sfund ready to bear willing testi-

mony to the great l>enetlt they hav derived from the phys.
lologlca\i hyglenlc, and moral lessons which he has so ably

'Wu"ici'~wi~rs at PLAIN HOME TALK are "' IIbert to
CONBUL1' ITS AUTHOR, In person or bt mall, FRkE.
Price Of t!Je new Popular Edition, by mal,._ postage pre.
paid, only $1.50, Contents table free. AG..,.NTS WANT·
ED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
129 East 28th st., New York.

His Birth, Life, Trial, Exccu·
tton, et{'., Is a mytl1.
Price., $2,00,

For sale at this omce

1

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.

1

I court the fullest scrutiny, and prefer not selling you goods until you lltn- inquired of those who llav been cured.
To you wllo are suffering, and are now under the care of your physicians, prevail on them to cal! upon me, and ac.
quaW~t~t;1~~s;~~i~e~~~G~fJ1~~~~i~~~~~~~~g~py~~lng any l'tatcments in regard to the same.
Male and femnlc assistants alwarsln attcndtmce from 10 o'clock, A.M., tm 8 a• clock, P. ~.
_,
My appliances are being used w th as marked success ln England as In Brooklyn and New York.
REFERENCES IN THE CITY

m'

BROOKLYN AND NEW YOHK:

¥ttk61~WJJ{:~ijfx~3~J·~~~~"J;.;".,t.;t. Ik~'IHB1fo\~-J~%~~~~t~~\~~~~lreet.
LUTHER SMITH, I Wlllow Street.

Dr. CHADWICK, President street.

M£;. ~r~~~~~~f.~tt~~~:C':"ker, car.
DA !VJ:D COLLIER confectioner, 181

A Series of Letters written Dur· iVtiJ'~tif:t~~~J~. ~~M~J':at;:'tzgncy !l:~·. ~r~~~U·sc~8&\m~~; Northport. E~~~~~~MH:'ii.t with Cuptaln Bush,
~~~~~f!.dnENNE1'T, 499 Franklin ave. M~·J:o\ VIS, builder. Northport, L. I. Eft~'ilNI~r'fiAYLIS, Armenia, Duching a Visit of Ten Weeks
0
Ruptures Cured
~'i'f. ~~(UI~lli,~t f1~v~rK'I~~~-strcet. ~l::S.Y.2~~N£1f.;~l~~i~'~:1~·F I. M~f& ·b:i.·v1s, Sl!f FL•tbush ave.
in Europe.
WM.F.TRUELSON,277 Sc~ermerhorn WM. GAHDINER, l:Hton's Neck, L.!. P. DORLON, 73 Lawrence street.
By my Medical Compound and
•treet.
T. J. TRUAX.Barrett st.,Schenectady, RICHARD MAWSON, 590 Hicks street.
1
56
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Rubber Elastic Appliance
:f
;J
:~£ti11iW~oJ~J:nn~t~~~~i~
ave. R~ Y.IioND CLAim:, E•q., St. James· M.'~\,~stofr~~:'f1i~i'~~t ~v~~:'f:a~icm.
In 30 Days.
Mrs. LIGH"l'll ALL, 705 Pac!fie street.
Hotel, X. Y.
W. MAHSTO~, 184 South Second street
850 pages.
Price, $1.50
Mrs. Dr. RUGGLES,Llvlngston slreet. Prof. DA V1S,34 Pine st., N.Y.
J. H. BAR.c"E1, 3(17 Fulton street
Reliable references given. Bend stamp for Circular.
Bay In w~jfr'~:r
.W.I"t.dob'i~fN~~t.
18t46
Smithville, Jefferson IJo., N.Y.

yo:s.Ao::

ll f'RE~ HOOit. FOR THE SIVIL
Containing n"eurly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows
bow Cllronlc Dl•eases enn l>e positively eured by an onlgl.
nal system of pract.lce. lt contains valuable and suggestlv notes on nearly all. the cbronlo Ills to which the
uuman family Is subject, besides lliustratlv ruses, and will
be sent bl mall to any one oendlnfn their addresa and a
Lllree-cen

atam:r£-&':&lta~fU'~tl'/tiSHDr& co.
11111 Eut :18th 1t., N•w York

<iP72--A WEEX-,l2aday nt~home easily ma4e..- Ca•tly
t~~~e~_.:_ Troo....t Co.~ Anguata~MAflt&.

__

G.W. BROWN, 3! S.mth Portland ave. Mr. JOI1NS1'0NE, 117 West Fifteenth D. V. ~'AIHWEATHEH, 28 & 30 s"pruce
LOUIS BERWIN, picture gallery, Ful- street, N.Y.
otreet, N.Y.
tun street.
Mr. GHEGOllY,S22 West Twenty-sixth E. C. LEWIS, Si Seventh •treet
G. W. SHAW, stove mer .• Fulton st.
street, N. Y.
Mrs. FALES, 52 Seventh aYe. ·
Mrs. BOYD, 3"25 Smltll street.
II UGH llHOW N, estate agent, 141 8th ~Irs. M. H. LARNEL, 37 Wnsllln[ton ot.
Miss WELSH, City Employment Bu· street, N, Y.
Mr.J.CAMPBELL,restaumnt,6oCourt
renu. 79 DeKalh ave.
CHAS. BURTON PHILLIPS, Science street.
~fro. DICKE~ SON. 511 Clinton nY.
llnll, N.Y. , .
THOS. J. DICKENSON. SSO ,Jay street.
Mrs. GREAvES. 184 Clinton ave.
.JOHN I> M ·Khl< SIE.952 St Marks a\'e. ,JOHN VAN HORN, 98 Phlllp st N J
JOHN W. HA8TINGS,!02l'lcet place. Mrs. AHMSTHONG, 117 Rapclyen st.
Mr. CHAS. R. MILLER, E•st New York
~lr. E. NILS0N, dccoratlv otgn writer, Ilr. ,JAI"OB VAN HOilN.1,!40 Fulton •t Mn;. ADSIT 198 Slxtb ave
413 Brldfic st-reet.
Prof. CHARLES HATCH SMITH, 881 Capt. MAin iN. 38 Pulaskt"streot
Mr. KERNAN,eonfectloner, Fultonot. Stat<' street;
DAVID WATSON, SS5 E. 29tll st.; N.Y.
Mr. HALL. 184 Clinton ave.
MR. MARKEY, ""loon keeper, cor. Mrs. CISCO, 18 Hanson place.
JAMES GILDERSLEEVE, Fulton st.
Smith and Degmw streets.
MlBB C. STEVENS, 200 Bergen street.
N. B.-Pcnons wlllsee that 1\ll JUy references are close home wherft I 1\m aellhlg my gnrment.s1 not. in distant re.
&:lana where no one is known.

1i~

TliE TRUTH SEEKE:R~ FEBRUAR-Y 1~~ 1881.

"8ome Ml!llake8 o.r MiO!!el."
"You are now one,': said the minister to the
THE free man thinks of nothing le~s than of death;
wisdom consist~ not in the meditation of death happy pair he bad just tied together witilll. knot
that
they conld never undo. "Which one!" Mked
but of life.-Spinoza.
the bride. "Yon will lH\V to 11ettle tbnt for your
DISTRUf>TFUL ~en•e w.lth modest caution ~pealr~,
aelvs." s11.id thecler~~:yml.n.
It still looks home, and short excursions makeQ;
A GALVESTON wom11.n, jn~t mn.rrlcll, ""i•hlnl< to
But rattling nonsense in full volleyii breaks,
!mpreas her husband with her ability a• 1. house
.And, never shocked and never turned aside,
keepe1·, bawled out to the servant ns she entered
Burlits out resistless with a thundering tide.
the door, "l\Iatildn, brinK" me the wa•hbonrd; I
-Popt.
want to wash the potatoes for dinner."
OUR greatness will appear
SHE was 11. big, buxom lll.IS, and when her amall
Then most conspicuous when great things of
beau called one evening, ahe sll.id,
~moll,
"Good evenin~r, Lilly."
Useful of hurtful, prosperons of adverse,
"I'm no lily," he replied, surprised !It the !dell.;
We can create; and, in what place soe"er,
u you're the lily; men are never liliea."
Thrive under evil, and work ease out of pain
"Yes, sometimes they are; and yon especi~tlly
Through labor and endurance.
-.Milton.
are a lily."
LIKE the baseles~ fabric of a vision,
"How's that ?"
The cloud-capped towers, the gorgeous palaces,
"Lilllputian."
The solemn temples, the great globe itself,
He then looke~ 11.8 if he wished he were an ele
Yea, all which it inherit, shall dissolve,
phant.
And, lilre an unsubstantial pageant fadlld,
A BosTON man besought his wlfe, he belna- but
Leave not a rock behind. We are such stu:!f
three ·years man-ied, for the privilege of a nl~rhtAs dreams are made of, and our little life
key. u Night-key t" she exclaimed, in tonea of
Is rounded with a sleep.-Shaksp<!rd.
amaEoment, "what use Cl.ll you hav for._ ni~rht
hi~

I

IF atate 11.pproprlations of public money are
made for the suppo1·t of chaplains in the army and
navy and other institutions, is not th.ls enforcing
the Christian religion by law! .Are not laws made
enforcing regulations and rules for teaching the
Christian religion in our jails and prisons, and in
nearly all charitable institutions and sectarian
schools! This government is emphatically a
Christian government, and even the President
hinlself dares not go in d.lrect opposition to church
decrees and church demands.-.Elmina D. SknktJT.

WHEN I asked him if he believed in personal immortality, he said he thought no one had a right
dogmaticnllv to deny. No one knew that we were
not immortal and there were rational theories of it
that could be held. But he was inclined to doubt.
He questioned whether life, thought, consciousnesa
were not results of organization, a1 the perfume
was the result of orj!"lln.lzation in a rose, or music
in a piano. Bnt he il no dogmatic denier on th.ls
point, and th.lnks that at pre•ent it ia beyond ua.Talk with H. Spmca.
WHAT has Rationll.liam to S"-Y to us when we
stand face to face with the mighty destroyer of all
living th.lngs! "Your creed may be good enough
to liv by," say objectors," but is it good to die by!"
A creed that is good in life must needs be good in
death, and never yet was a hero-life closed by a
coward-death. What can better smooth the bed of
the dyini" man than the knowledge thll.t the world
ia the happier for his living, that he leaves it better
than he found it, that he has helped to raise and
purify it 1 What easier pillow to reat the dying
head on than the memory of a useful life!-Mrs. A.nnie Bttant.
PERsECUTION is " wrong in1l.icted for opinions;
and surely assaults on character fall under this
definition. Some persons seem to th.lnk that persecution con~ists in pursuing error with fire and
sword, and that therefore it has ceased to exist,
except in d.lstempered ima~rination~, because no
class of Christiano amon~r us is armed with these
terrible weapons. But no. The form iii changed,
but the spirit livs. Persecution haa given up its
halter and fagot, but it breathes venom from itli lips
11.nd secretly blasts what it cannot openly destroy.
-Dr. Channing.
NoNE claim" immortality" for the brightness of
the steel when oxidation has so disfigured the sm·face that rust has superseded all bl"illiance; none
claim "immortality" for the sweet odor of the
rose when the vegetable mass emits only unpleasll.nt smells and exhibits unsightlv rottenness; none
claim "i=ortality" for the color of the beautiful
lily decayed and withered away. Those who claim
inlmortality for what they call the soul should tint
elearly define it and then a.t least try to prove that
the attributes they clai.m for oonl are not the attributes of what we know as livin~r body.-Bradlaugh.
THEN infant reason grows apace and c11.lls
For the kind hand of an assiduous care.
Delightful task 1 to rear the tender thoug-ht,
To teach the young idea how to shoot,
To pour the freoh instruction o'er the mind,
To breathe the euliven.lng spirit, and to fire
The generous purpose in the glowing breast.
Oh 1 speak the joy, ye whom the sudden tear
l!urprises often, while you look around,
And nothing strikes your eye but sights of bliss,
.4ll various nature pressing on the heart.
-Thompson's Seasons.
THERE is the same diverelty in Rationaliam as in
Christian.lty, because human nature is diverse, but
there is also one bond between all Freethinkers,
one great saving truth of Rationalism, one article
of faith, and that is that ·• free inquiry is the right
of every human soul;" diverse in much, we all
11.gree in th.ls, and so strong is th.ls bond that we
readily welcome any thinker, however we may
d.lsS:gree with his thoughts, provided only that he
think them honestly and allow to all the liberty
holding their own opinions also. We are bound
tog-ether in one eommon hatred of dogmatism, one
common law of liberty of thou~rht and speech.Xrt. A.nnie Buam.
WERE the same pll.in~ taken to imprMs truth on
the mind in early infancy that Is often taken to inculcate error, the great principles of ,our conduct
would not only be juster than they are, but, in conlieqnence of the aid which they would •·eceive from
the imagination and the heart, trained to conspire
with them in the same d.lrection, they would render us happier in om·selvs, and would intluence
our practice more powerfully and more habitually.
There is surely nothing in error which is more
congeni"-1 to the mind than truth. On the contrary,
when exhibited separately and alone to the underatanding, it shocks our reason and provokes our
ridicule; and it Is only by an alliance with truthS,
Wh.lch we :tlnd it di1l:lcult to renounce, that error
ean obtain our aBient or cemm1.nd enr raverence.
-Dugald Bt#wart.

koiy when the Woman's Em~tnc!pation Lea~rue
meet• Monda.y night, the Ladies' Domestic llfls
s!on Tneaday, the Sisters of Jericho Wednead~ty,
the Women's Science Circle Thursday, the Daugh
tera of Nineveh Friday, Women'• Pro~rrasaiv Art
Association and the Sutrrn~re Band on !tlternate
Satnrday n.lghts f You atay at home and see th!lt
the baby doean't fall out of the eradle." He staya

I

COLLEGE ISKETCHl!li!!.·
Who strides the sh·eets of Boston town
With such majestic tread!
Whooe lip is covered o'er with down!
Whose hat-band is dark red!
Who, when he wa.lks upon the str10et,
Of jockey club doth smell!
Whose hs.lr is parted, oh, so neat!
He is a Harvard swell.
Then who is this, with winning smile,
Whose whiskers are jet-black,
Whose overcoat's the newest style,
His trousers ten years back !
Whose wicked eye is full of sin,
·
Who drinks much beer and ale,
Who wears a sknll and cross-hone pin!
A masher he, f1·om Yale.
But no, who's this, who, full of atrite,
Yet still is pale 11.nd sad,
Whose greatest comfort in th.ls life
Is in his agt1e pad !
Who, when his Faculty say No.
Is gentle, meek, a.nd mild,
But positivly will not 110!
'Ti~ Plinceton's fevered child.
-A.cta Columbiana.

'l'U.UTH SEEKER rrRACTS.

Col. Ingersoli's Works.

Uldds and ~nds.

Thl.- Tolume 11 printed on toned p&per. In olear, bold
type, and handsomely bouuU in muiliu, coutainini 275
p~ges, 12mo. Price, 11.~5.

T.h!s book contain• the principal points tllftt Mr. lnger-

aoll hus made

~~~oaainst

the Pentl\te.uch in nll hi1 lectureli on

that' subject. The..pampllleto th.at huT been surreptltlousl.J'
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\Vorld'!i !l>i:s:teen Cruci:fit'd
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OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

By IrnRSEY GRA.VEil,
Antlier of" The Blor::rapliy of &tan" and "The Bible of
Bibles" (comprlolnl! a doocrlption of twenty-oeven blbleo),

40
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\Y1xon ........................................... .
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5~ An Open LLttcr t" .lcsus Christ. Bennett ....... .
53 The Bf!Jlo Gtnl Disproved by Nature. W. E.
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50 "
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D. M. BENNETT,
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SO Address on Paluc"s139tll Birthday. Bennett.... .
81 Hereafter, or the llu.l•-W<L{ Hou~e. Syphers ..... .
8'.2 C!lristian Courtesy. U.1. .llcnnett ........•......

TWElfTY-SEVEN DIVINE REVEL.A.TION!I.
By JrnRSET GRAVES.
~; ~i~~:~~!~~isS~~~~;~lll:.~u.H ~[.· AR~V~j~p~rfi>;;pp·~~·,
Contalnlnc a description of twenty-seven .B!bleo and an
J..~ondon ......................................•..

expoaition of two thoua&nd bt bllcal errors in acience, his- 85 1\Iatrcr. .Matton, Ltfe, nnd .Mtud. Bennett ....... .
tory, morala, relie-ion, and ~enera.I eTenta. Alto a. delinea0
1

gg~i~{ia~h~~gl~~~~J• :~ ;x:J~~~;lci: .¥e~~y:an•~kf:.~
Cloth, lal"l!e 1:.Uo., ~ pp. Price. $1.
For l&lo by
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A little love,
A little glove,
A little rosebud !or a token ;
.A. little sigh
For daya a-one by
.A. little ~rirl heart-broken.
-Botton Courier.
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Anotherm!ln
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Dr. Hare
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1
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Julia. Wn.rd Howe
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5
Lincoln
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Cllao. Choaey
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160 Sabbath Observance. W E. Uolcm<w ......... .
s
LIn co 1n'o Monu- Henry Beralt
Paulina DaTil
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s
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Mary F. Davll
162 Elghtll Letter from Ludlow Dtt·ectJall. Bennett
10
Gerrltt Smith
D. R. Burt
.li:mma H. Br!tt011
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Sumner
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1
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Max Muller
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Warren Chase
J. C. Bundy
rogeneous. B. F. Underwood..................
8
fll.rml
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Jamoa Parton
3. S. Jones
S Darwinism. ll.l•'. Underwood.....................
8
Tonnyso11
Wm. Denton
A.oa K. Butts
Oh, to think,
~Literature of the Insane. F. R.Marvln. ........
5
Dr. Blade
W. F. Jamleoea
Darwin
Responsibility uf Sex. Mrs. Chase, JIL D.........
8
As yon hear the sound so nice
.A.. J. Davia
Koney Grana
Tyndall
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Gru.duil.tetl
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J.
McCarroll...........
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7 Death. Fred erie H. 1\larvln, M.D..................
S
Once or twice
8 How do Marsupial Animals l'ropllKate their kind?
WANTED.
%
A. B. Bradlol"tl.............. .. . . . . .•. . . . . . . . . .. .
That the price
8 The Unseen World. P1·or. John Flsltc............
10
A r:ood eook In & llrot-clOAo boardln=:-hOuse, to whom 10 Tlie Evolution Theory-Huxley's Three LecDoel not pinch you like a vise,
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tures.............................................
10
A dollar for a alice
11 h AmericR. the 1\ew World! L. L. Dawson.....
11
ft~x~98.
J. =p~~~l!lJ:iiJ>.;:
No thicker than the liquor
12 l£Volutton 'l'eaclJcii neither Atheism nor M ~ucrlallsm. H. S. Brll!ham.M. D.................. .
Of the lee, lee, lee,
18 Nibble at Mr. John l•'lske's Urumb for the Mod.
Correipondence Wanted.
Of the lee, ice, ice, ice,
ern Symposium..................................
18
Ice, ice, ice 1
.A. progresslv young lady desires correspondence wltlt
Discount on one dollar'• worth 10 per eent olf; on t-ll'o
Oh, the lee erea:ml Oh, the eohbler 1 •h, the iee 1 gentlemen of similar views between the ageo of 25 and 40. dollar~~' wortll, 20 olf : on 1!ye dollara' worth, 40 oll! 1 on tell.
ObJect, pleasant corre_s_l)ondencehposslbly matrimony.
dollalw' -.rort11. 10 oll!. . .
_.
-Bollfto1l, 1'1-aa~tri~Jt.
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T:il:E Bond-Street church of Toronto is out
with the three other Congregational churches
of that city. Its late pastor, the Rev. Mr.
Handford, had a bad reputation, and his immoralities were frequently made public>; yet
the congregation stood by him, and it was only
after the .church had been formally cut off
from fellowship that he was i:l.isniissed. The
dispute now is about taking the church back
into the union. A humble expression of contrition ia demanded and refused.

to the necessity of getting its rations in the
best way it could, and sometimes these rations
hav been both few and short. It has been ob-.------·--·-liged to draw its subsistence from the cheapest
FIVE million tons of ice is this year's crop.
THE three large Jesuij;, schools in Paris hav
boarding-hc;mses, and to suffer from great
not only been evacuated, but their doors hav
H:A.NLAN won the race againat Laycock on
scantiness. The officers and others who now
been walled up by order of the government.
leave Commissioner Raillton formerly gave him the Thames on the 14th.
iNTERNAL dissensions in the Central Presbythe homage which they would to a beino-whom
EIGHT cases of small-p.ox were discovered in
they considered their superior, but tb:y now one house in Jersey City last week.
terian church in Rochester resulted in the resregard hi n as a very common sort of a man,
ignation of the pastor, the Rev. Dr. S. M.
THE Spanish ministry has resigned in conand threaten to show him up in ways which sequence of financial differences with the kil'l~.
Campbell.
will not reflect glory on him. The seceders
IN a heated discussion in Ireland one of the
A BRoOKLYN alderman last week introduced
MR. ANDREW McLEAN, one of the editors of ancl Raillton are both in Newark, and both
opponents of the Rev. Mr. Cain, o! Belfast, the Brooklyn Daily Eagle, read a paper before
a
bill
in the Board to exempt ministers' houses
doing their utmost in their own way to evanspoke of that gentleman as " a lineal descend- the Spread-the-Light Club, at No. 365 Fulton
from local taxation.
gelize that city.
,mt of the man who a long time ago killed his itreet, on " The Land Que5tion in America."
THE Bohemian, an English steamer, was
Mr. McLean, in his paper, said that the dome
THE German Lutheran church, occupying a
brother."
completely wrecked off Crookhaven with a
THE Rev. ~· V. Backman, of Armington, of this great republic could not be declared hallat 666 Ninth avenue, held a fair, ending loss of thirty-five lives.
Ill., got drunk on communion wine, whipped completed until th6 land question in America December 12th, and among the articles raffied
JoHN SA.BY, of Aurora, Ohio, has been
his wife, and broke nearly all of the parsonage had been solved. Just previous to the ad- for were two suits of clothes. The drawing
arrested for brutally beating his little girl befurniture. How that good shepherd must hav journment of the club a series of resolutions was in charge of Jacob P. Dorr of 792 Ninth cause she wouldn't say her prayers.
·
were passed setting forth that the Spread-the- avenue, a trustee and the acting Prasident of
loved his Jesus l
Light Club of Brooklyn declares that the anti- the Church Society of seventy-five members.
FERNANDO WooD, the well-known New York
THE reinforcements gomg from Great rent and anti-interest agitation now inaugu- The Rev. Frederick Heinle, the pastor, charged
politician, and for several terms mayor of thia
Britain and from India to Soutli Africa show rated is the first step toward the emancipation Dorr in the Yorkville Police Court recently
city, died at Hot Spri_ngs, Ark., on the 14th.
how much money and blood a great nation of the working masses in the United States with having retained for his own use one of
THE Illinois Senate and House hav passed
claiming to love liberty can expend in crush- from oppression through capitalism and wage' t~e suits whieh. had been won by Theodore
Ing the independence of a little far-off com- slavery. The club advises the workingmen of L~etz. Dorr sa1d that the cl~thes, together re~o~ution~ condemning England and sympathiZing w1th Michael Davitt in his tyrannical
munity, seized and annexed against its will.
Brooklyn. and all other American cities and With some bottled soda and gmger ale, were
arrest.
not.
c·alled
for
after
_the
fair,_and
the
Rev.
Mr.
towns
to
organize
anti-rent
leagues
immediP .A.RIS has a. !ociety fashioned after the
THE House Committee on Foreign Alfairs
ately.
Hemle had told h1m that 1f no one claimed
model of Anthony Comstock's, known as the
them by Christmas he might keep them for has adopted and instructed the Chairman to
Police of Public Morals. It has carried on
ONE of the singular natural phenomena himself. They were not called for. The report a. resolution affirming the Monroe
its operations, also, after the model afforded
known in this section is the formation of two cause of the Rev. Mr. Heinle's complaint, Dorr doctrin.
}:)y ;Mr. Comstock, until a legislativ decree has
ONE m~n was fatally injured and eight
geysers in the strip of country known as the Sag, alleged, was that a split had occurred in the
been enacted abolishing it, and that must hapauout a mile and a half from Mr. Patterson's congregation, and he hau sided against the others brmsed and burnt by a car getting off
pen here sooner or later.
Dorr was discharged. In the the track at Communipaw, New Jersey, on
ranch, on the Shonkin. They were first seen minister.
THERE is a movement in St. Louis to about a. month ago. They are situated in a course of the testimony it came out that the the lOth.
strictly enforce the Sunday law. By a pro- small canyon running out from the wall of rocks Rev. Mr. Heinle's salary was only$40amonth,
THE northern portion of California has been
vision of the act, Jews may work on Sunday on the east of Alkali Lake. Two geysers hav and that as it had not been paid for fiyg so deeply flooded that steamers floated over
if they religiously ob~erve Saturday. The appeared, one of them being of monster pro- months, he sued the church in the Seventh the submerged land, taking away the people
Globe-DeiTWcrat declares that if interfered portions, throwing up a column of hot water District Court and obtained a yerdict of $65. and their stock.
with it will employ Jews exclusivly to get out and steam over one hundred feet high, the A marshal levied on the church property.
GEN. HusTED has introduced a bill in the
the Monday morning edition.
other spouting about fifty feet, but with a
THE onslaught on Ingersoll made by Chief New York Assembly to incorporate a comTHE Philadelphia. TirMs is responsible for larger proportion of water. The diameter is Justice Comegys at Wilmington, Delaware, pany to supply New York city with watl'r
the assertion that President Hayes drink; about four inches. The geysers are intermit- was from the bench, and the remarks were from Lake George,
whisky, brandy, wine, and beer, but never in tent in character, and are activ during the addressed to a grand jm·y. Ingersoll had
A JOINT resolution of thll two Houses of
the presence of his wife except when dining morning hours, about eight or nine o'clock. lately lectured in the place. The j11dge said: Con_gr~ss has been passed direc~ing Mr. Hayes
a
sandstone
The
formation
of
the
country
is
out, when he excuses himself by saying "I
"Blasphemous language was used near where to m nte foreign nations to participate in a
guess it won't hurt me," or, " I'm n 0 t feeling and gneiss, and has all the appearance of being we are assembled by an audacious disciple of World's Fair in 1883.
nry well to-day." He could not do it better an ancient river bed. What has produced this the defamers of revealed r~;cligion for the purTHE Parliamentary Committee of the trades
curious phenomell'm it is of course useless to pose of exposing its doctrins to contempt and
if he were plain Deacon Hayes.
speculate, as there is no evidence of ancient ridicule; and, to what some consider the re- unions has memorialized l\lr Gladstone, recADAM MANGLE, a farmer, of Hinckley, Ill., v9lcanic activity, and no· hypothesis can be
proach of the people of this city, no man ommending reform of land tenure in Irebnd
thirty-eight years old, who has a wife and formed which will account for it.-Missouri
sti>pped forward to call him to account for his as. the _proper means of repressing agrarian
three children, was lately crazed by religious River Pr68s.
defiance of the law of the state. I say to you cr1me m Ireland. Mr. Parnell will sail for
excitement. Escaping from his family,
that
the law of this state is against the insult- America in a few days.
THE Society for Ethical Culture shows its
Mangle went to church in a terrible storm Sating of God by reproachful or derogatory
THE Senate and House met in joint convenurday night with nothing on but his shirt. sensible philanthropy in the provisions it
language or expressions, and exciting the tion on the 9th and formally counted the
He was terribly frozen, and it is thought his adopts for furnishing trained nurses to the
passions of the people by treating their re, electoral vote and declared Garfield and
legs will hav to be amputated. He will per- sick poor, not to make their bodily helplessligion
with contempt. No community such as Arthur . elected. The Senate Committee on
ness the text for canting mis~ionary work, but
haps die.
to make it an excuse for doing them what good ours can exist as a healthy, moral organiza- Elections is going to investigate the story that
THE Salvation Army claim to be marching
it can. As Professor Adler says, "There is no tion where men are allowed to speak without Arthur was born in Canada.
victoriously on in Newark, N.J. There is an
PETER CooPER celebrated his ninetieth birthdifference between Catholic pneumonia and challenge against the very and only foundaoccasional deserter from the hosts,, however.
Protestant pneumonia, and Jewish pneumonia tion upon which it securely rests-the over- day on the 9th by presenting to the trustees of
One of their loudest exhorters, calling him~elf
and Infidel pneumonia, and if a man has pneu- ruling power of God. When we dethrone His the Cooper Union a receipt in full for the
George W. Walters, was alrres ted on Friday
monia at all he deserves to be healed. There Majesty and erect in his place our own no- $70,000 he has spent the past year on the
on a charge of larcenously abstracting some
is no difference between Catholic suffering or tions of right and wrong, we shall soon pass building, a check for $30,000 to furnish
jewelry and other articles from the house of
into a state of life not restraining, but, in further facilities for accommodating students,
Protestant suffering, or Jewish suffering or
Mr. Joseph Niblo, No. 98 Union street, where
effect, promoting our inherent propensity to and another for $10,000 to be added to his
Infidel suffering, in any form. If a man sufhe had secured board.
fers at all he deserves to be relieved." But evil, for no candid man can pretend that our "Golden Wedding l!"und," the interest on
THREE churches in Michigan City, Ind., you cannot insinuate that belief into the impulses are not toward the gratification rather which is annually given to institutions which
wanted a revival, but neither one of the three spirit of orthodox charity, and it givs, and will than in restraint of our passions." His honor aid poor children. The fund now amounts to
was strong enough to secure by itself the ser- continue to giv, not so much to gratify those added that blasphemy was an ancient common- $80,000.
vices of an evangelist or promoter of revivals. who need its benefactions as to flatter its faith law offense, and was also made a crinle by a
'l'~E Potomac overflowed its banks on the
So these three churches, Congregational, Meth- in it~ own creeds. Consequently the hypocrit Delaware statute as long ago as 1740. The 12th, and a part of Washington was subodist, and Presbyterian, united their forces and who is willing to profess anything he profits .Punishment until 1826 was the pillory, the merged. The floor d the Census Office WM
engaged Evangelist Munholl, u~der whose per- by will be its pet eharge, and Prof. Adler and brand, and the whip. He said that Ingersoll covered by three feet of water, the botanical
suasiv efforts about fifty sinners were induced his Liberal kind will be the chief dependence might be arrested· by any officer without a garclens were flooded, and most of the hotels
warrant, and added: ''It is, I hope, hardly
to lealJ"e their wicked ways and make profes· of honest and self-respecting distress.
necessary to say to this community, and to had fr:om one to five feet of water in them.
sion of religion.
From all parts of the country heavy freshets
THE Salvation Army has suffered from the assure the people of it, that if any one shall
A WRITER in the Star, one acquainted with
are also reported. In Pennsylvania, New
be
convicted
of
the
crime
of
blMphemy
there
the sales of photographs, says: "Tom Paine secession of several of its trusted officers. They will be no stint of the full measure of punish- Jersey, Virginia, Ohio, Delaware, Connecticut,
has always sold well as long as I can remember, say that Commissiomer Raillton worked them ment the law now prescribes. And we shall Illir:ois, and Louisiana immense damage has
and sells as well to-day as ever; but I think nearly to death and made them go out in all in no wise be deterred from the performance been done by water. In the Northern states
that of all the persons whose pictures I sell, kinds of weather with inadequate clothing, in- of our duty by the sneers of the devotees of great ice fields were added to the flood, and
Bob Ingersoll outsells all. He is constantly in sufficient food, and exceedingly meager pay. any other faith than that of the body of the many wharves along the various river fronts
demand. It is amusing'to me to hear there- The people of this country hav never taken people of this state, or the deprecatory expres- were crushed and carried away. The loss all
marks of purchasers, who discuss, pro and hold of the work of the Salvation Army with sions of those who think the right of free over the country will probably mount up into
con, the merits and demerits of various per· sufficient enthusiasm to provide for the pay- speech will be infringed thereby."
the millions.
meo.t of ita bill&. The A.rmy baa been driven
eons whote pioturet art before them."

and f![lippinns.
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Now these people die of starvation by hundreds which came from the death-bed when men tried to
and hy thousands. Christianity hal'! indeed pro- buy their way to heaven; the Roman Catholic opened
greijsed to a remarkable and alarming extent. But heaven's gate with a golden key. Later, the ProtI am told that the persecutions I allege are the effect estant used the key of the blood of Christ, to be had
[From the National Reformer.]
of what is called Christianity, and not of tnw Chris- for the asking; and so you find that Christianity did
Report of a Debate
tianity. I can only judge the tree by its fruits. I not insure purity of morals, because it did not teach
BETWEEN THE REV. A. HATCHARD AND MRS. ANNIE only know that every Christian church did perse- that crime was unpardonable, because it taught that
BESANT, AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
cute; there was nothing to choose between one and however wrongly you acted you might easily escape
another; and I say that wherever you get rrligion punishment from God by giving something to his
SECOND NIGHT.-CONTINU:ED.
there you get persecution; wherever you get relig- priests before your last hour came.
MRS. BESANT.
ion sincere, there you will hav persecution. Perse· not prepare d to Cl1t1"on 1"s less to-day beca11se Freethought is so
lim. JJATCII.ARD.·
I understand that M r. H ate h ar d IS
defend the Old Testament. Of that I am glad, al- widely spread that even Christians themselvs are
Mr. Ohai?·man, Ladies, and Gentlemen: Mrs.
though it ·is strange that a Christian clergyman not sure of the eternal damnation of the heretic, and Besant has thrown out some very bold challenges. I
should say so, for I find in the New Testament that they do not like to burn him. But the suttee is proceed as briefly as I can to answer one or two of
Christ laid it down that any one who should break abolished, we are told. The suttee has been very them. She has drawn you a very black picture· inthe least of these commandments of Moses, he shall much exaggerated; Abbe Dubois has told us that out deed of what the- church was in what I call the midbe called the least in the kingdom of heaven; and of a population of thirty millions ouly about thirty die ages. But the unfortunate thing is that I perwhile I find Christ altering some of them, and saying widows a year committed suicide in that way. But fectly agree with her, because I was taught the same
that it was said "by them of old time" do so and I ask, are there not in every Christian country more thing in a theological college. Let me ask you
so, "but I say unto you," do something ~lse, yet he suicides in one single month than you find in a year another question. During the dark ages, as they are
never said, "It was said by them of old time, you by this Indian suttee?
called, when the people were many of them very proflimay flay your slaves nearly to death, but I say unto
I put one other point. Mr. Hatcbard adntits that gate, and I i·egret to say that many of the clergy
you, set them free."
other religions hav gone wrong, and I agree with him. were not much better-I say, where were the scripIf slavery in the old world was as abominable'as Christiauity, however, claims to be what no other ures, and whose was the New Testam~nt? I do ask
Mr. Hatehard bas said, that makes tbP conduct of religion is; the revelation of an almighty God, and I yon most distinctly to carefully read over some good
the Apostle Paul in sending back _the fug~tiv slave urge that it is no excuse for its enors to say that it ecclesiastical history. There are a great many small
to his master worse than I .hav pictured 1t, where has done no worse than the other religions of the histories which you can e:~sily buy, if ~on do not
slaves were constantly the instructors of the young, world hav done. It will be my duty in my last- ·care to read the large work of Mosheim, as Mrs.
and where freed slaves rose to the highest positions speech to sum up the various points which my oppo- Besant has done. Yon will find this unless I am
in the polity of the Roman Empire. l\Ir. Hatchard nent has not dealt with, but I should like him to deal greatly mistaken. As the ages rolled on from th•!
says that India is totally different now from what it with that r, markable argument from Strauss which time of Christ, say to that of Constantine- take the
• was when we took it. I am sorry to say that I I read to him. l\Iy fifth allegation is that Christiani- year 325, the Council of Nice-gradually it appears
admit that contention, although I do ·not think it ty has not succeeded in pur{{ying morals, that it has to me that the Bible was laid aside, the people were
will help his argument very much. I may say in not insured their purity. I am glad, however, to very little acquainted with it, and we to-day cannot
explanation of the groans with which the name of be able to say that the Christian scriptures are not, understand the ignorauce of the clergy of the
Sir Bartle Frere was greeted that he is regarded on the whole, as bad as Christian practice i the New twelfth and thirteenth centuries. The truth is that
here as a man who has done more harm and shed Testament, at least, does not teach gross vice, al- when Martin Luther found the Bible, and rP:~d it,
more blood than any living man. And when I am though very faulty morality, but the influence of it was like a revelation .to him. The New Testatold of the few lives rescued from the car of Jugger- Christianity has not insured purification of morals. ment, as far as the intelligence of the people was
naut I wonder how many thousand people hav been I know that it is urged that although Greece and concerned, was non-existent. Now, therefore, it
offered up as sacrifices to the war-god to please Rome were great intellecti.1ally, they were very bad appears to me that true religion-such as we
Sir Bartle Frere. The change is indeed alarming morally. Could not exactly the same be said of Paris read in the New Testament-gradually declined
since Christianity first made its way into India. and London to-day? It is not enough to say that during the fourth, fifth, sixth, and seventh centuBefore then the nativs "had reared cities larger they were bad, unless you can prove that you hav ries, and so on, over a large part of Europe.
and fairer than Saragossa or Toledo, and buildings made thihgs better. Christianity has utt·erly failed
Curiously enough, learning died out in Europe in
more beautiful and costly than the Cathedral of to improve upon the morality of paganism on most the same way. With the rise of Christianity in the
Seville. They could show bankers richer than the points, and while it sinks far below it in iutellect, it earliest times there was a new school of Greek learnrichest firms of Barcelona or Cadiz; viceroys whose does not rise above it in morals. I admit that in ing; but, as the ages rolled on, curiously enough
splendor far surpassed that of Ferdinand the Catho- Plato's republic there is a community of women, a true religion died out; I freely admit it; and gradlie; myriads of cavalry and long trains of artillery thit.g of which I utterly disapprove. But I might ually it seems that. learning died out as well; and
which would hav astonished the Great Captain" very fairly urge that there is plenty of authority in curiously enough again at the Reformation they
(Macaulay's Essays, p. 502).
the Bible for the foulest polygamy·
came back at the same time; at least, that is my
Instead of persecution, as put by :Mr. Hatchard,
Let us see what was the condition of society after version of it. I hav here "The Life of Leo X." I
l\Ir. Torrens draws the following picture: "Neither 400 years of Christianity. Salvian, a Christian min- learn here that learning and true religion-that is,
Moslem nor Hindoo was incapacitated for public ister, writes: "Who is there," he asks with honest New Testament religion- came in together. I am
employment on account of the belief in which he indignation, "who is not rolling in the mire of surprised that 1\:Irs. Besant brought in the Epistle ef
had been brought up. l\I0hammedan princes gladly fornication? And what more? What I am about Paul to Philemon. What do I find here? I read
confided to learned and astute Brahmans civil trusts to state is grave and mournful. The very church in the sixteenth verse, with regard to sending this
of importance; and many a Mussulman rose to bon- of God, which ought in all things to please God, slave or servant back again, these words: "Reor and won fortune in a Maharajah's camp. . . . what does it but provoke him to anger? With ceive him not now as a servant, but above a servant,
The governments of southern Asia, when we bPgan the exception of a very few, who fly from vice, what a brother beloved, specially to me, but how much
to meddle in their affairs, were strangers to the sys- is almost every Christian congregation but a sink more unto thee." This man, the poor, broken-down
tem of penal laws which were then among the cher- of vices? . For you will find in the church scarcely slave, who fled to the Apostle Paul for refuge, was
ished institutions of our own and nearly every other one who is not either a drunkard, or a glutton, or an sent back to his master, not simply as a slave to be
European stat€'. While no Catholic in Ireland could adulterer, or a fornicator, or a ravisher, or a robber, crushed and. beaten and trodden down, but as a
inherit freehold, command a regiment, or sit on or a manslayer, and, what is worse than all, almost beloved brother to be treated well, honestly, and
the judicial bench; while in France the Huguenot all these without limit. I put it now to the con- kindly. I hold in my hands a book which I dare say
weaver was driven into exile beyond the sea; and science of all Christian people, whether it be not so Mrs. Besant knows well, "The Education of the
w bile in Sweden none but Lutherans could sit as that you will barely find one who is not addicted to Human Race," by Lessing. Of course I don't put
jurors, and in Spain no heretic was permitted some of the vices and crimes I hav mentioned; or Lessing forward as orthodox by any means whatever.
Christian burial-Sunis and Sheahs, Mahrattas and rather, w lio is it that is not guilty of all? Truly, you Lessing has been discussing the education of the world
Sikhs, competed freely for distinction and profit in will more easily find the man who is guilty of all than and the various systems of the world. I hold myself
almost every city and camp of Hindostan" (Torrens' one who is guilty of none" (Miall's Memorials of that the human race has been educated-educated
Empire in Asia).
Early Christianity, pp. 366-367). That is the purity in the same way as you educate a child-and Lessing
In order to strengthen that, I read again in the of morals which was insured by Christianity after here says: "A better instructor must come and tear
Quarterly Rev_iew: "Philip IV: and our own Eliza- four centuries of work. It is extremely useful to us the exhausted primer from the child's hands. Christ
beth were the contemporaries of Akber; and while that Christians hav quarreled as much as they hav,. came! That portion of the human race which God
Europe was convulsed and desolated with the wars for it is from the mouth of a Christian who wants to had willed to comprehend in one edncational plan,
which arose out of the Reformation, India reposed .do away with Episcopacy and to prove that the early was ripe for the second step of education. He had,
in unexampled prosperity under the tolerant sway of church was not perfect that I am able to bring you however, only willed to comprehend on such a plan
her Mussulman autocrat. While Philip was extin- this very valuable testimony on my side of the argu- one which by languag8, mode of action, government,
guishing the last embers of industry and commerce ment.
and other natural and political relationships, was
in SJlain by the unremitting persecution of Morisco,
Again, let us see what Mosheim says of the third already united in itself" (Education of the Human
Jew, ap.d heretic, and waging the most sanguinary century: "Many were sunk in luxury and voluptuous- Hace, pp. 46-';1:7, ed. 1858). And then he goes on
warfare against the civil and religous liberties of the ness, puffed up with vanity, arrogance, and ambition, to discuss Christianity.
Low Countries, Akber was endeavoring to blend, possessed with a spirit of contention and discord,
My version of it is this, that the world in various
under one peaceful ancl equitable government, the and addicted to many other vices" (p. 73). rrhat is ways, by modes of governm~nt, by systems of philosodiscordant elements of the vast Indian population" the Christian historian on the church even in the phy or science so-called, educated itself up to a certain
(Vol. lxviii).
third century. And shall I not find in the middle point. Christ came into the world, and when he
We hav not only introduced Christianity, but we ages that vice was literally everywhere? Shall I came he made a moral change, or rather, the beginhav driven the people to a misery that they never not find, if I want to discover the very worst char- ning of a change; because Christianity has not efknew in the old days. Hear the words of Mr. acters, I must go to the center of the Christian fected a violent revolution in the world and a vioPhillimore: "There is no spot of the earth where church, to Rome under the rule of the popes? Shall lent change. I am not afraid of any comparison
all that is necessary for the support of its inhabitants I not find that the priests encouraged the people to between Jesus of Nazareth and Buddha. It is only
is raised with more facility. . . . Spices, grain, commit crime by the sale of indulgences, by virtue those who don:t know about Jesus and about Buddha
indigo, sandalwood, opium, pepper, vegetable;;, and of which they could do whatever their passions led who are afraid. I will come here SOJ?e night and
fruit are equally abundant. Sugar, though it re- them to do with i!llpunity? Shall I not find that show you the difference and the relatiOn. Jesus of
quires more labor, can be raised with the same sue- the first movement toward a purer morality came Nazareth left his words upon the world in the minds
cess. The cattle, though small, and yielding little from those very heretics whom they put to death? of his disciples to produce fruit. In the early ages
milk, more than compensate by their numbers for There was no difficulty in the way of the sin, because they did produce this fruit. Then, unfortunately for
their want of strength. Fish swarm in the rivers, there was no difficulty in the way of the forgivness; the world, the world disregarded them, till by and
the woods are full of game.
. . When we and the Christian doctrin of the New Te~tament has by, at the time of the Reformation, Martin Luther
seized upon this land, the overflowing of its soil fed entirely destroyed the chance of stopping sin. By arose. There was John Wiclif, Jerom~ of Prague,
distant regions" (Ili~tory of Englaucl during the the gifts of the sinners the church grew wealthy. and others, who helped the Refo~matwn forward;
reign of George nr., vol. i). [The quotations were Every day brought riches to them. You find that and by and by there comes Martm Luther, and he
read from "England, India, and Afghanistan."]
the richef:l of the church are made up by the riches was followed by a great number, as you well know,
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throughout Germany and throughout Europe, perThe "Bible in India," by .T:lcolliot, has been de- thougl1t is directing the pnl)lic opinion of this connhaps with the exception of Russia.
You had nounced by Professors l\Iax Muller anrl Fiske as a try. Priestcraft ;s melting away like fog before the
this New Testament-the words of Jesus of Naza- "disgraceful piece of charlatanism." But Jacolliot's morning sun. The audience was well pleased with
reth-again brought to the front, which our friend chief Catholic opponent in Paris says it is written Mr. Remsburg.
Yours,
P. V. WisE.
Strauss, in his "Life of Jesus" (of which l make "with good faith, of absorbing interest, a learned
Mrs. Besant a present), tried curiously enough to up- work on known facts, and with familiar arguments."
A "Terribly Wiclred Man."
set, but faj]ed. Strauss was driven away completely Ten years' residence and study in India surely ought
Scene--The
post-office in Mount Vernon, Ohio.
out of the field by Neander and such-like writers. to hav fitted Jacolliot to know more about Indian
Dramatis
personm-Two
pious citizens and the
There is hardly a single thing which Strauss has put antiquities than college professors in England or
forward that even the very Freethinkers of to-day America. Jacolliot is still writing in Paris, ·and his reporter waiting for the mail to be changed.
1st P. C.: "Jim Irvine is dead."
hav not given up. I say that Strauss as a power has volumes number over twenty. In one of them," Les
2d P. C.: "Indeed! That is sudden. What ailed
died out. I made it my business to inquire of one of Fils de Dieu" (The Sons of God), he professes to
the best German houses, a publishing firm, as to prove by astronomical records that Brahmanism ex- him?"
1st P. C. : "Well, you see, be drove out to his
what was the influence of Strauss in Germany now. isted fifteen thousand years ago, and that Christna
They told me that Strauss was practically dead, that was born 4,800 years before Christ and died farm last Sunday·, caught cold, and now you see the
result."
·
only those who put forward Strauss-and-water-i. e., 4,760 n.c.
ANTICHRIST.
2d
P.
C.:
"I
reckon
it
was
a
judgment on him.
Strauss disguised-had any influence with the public ..
There is never any good comes pf Sabbath-breaking.
I proved to you beyond dispute and against the
Paine Celebration at Linesville, Pa.
It will be a hard blow on his family. Jim was a
cavil of all the Fl·eethinkers in Europe, Strauss interribly wicked man. He has not been inside of a
cluded, that Jesus of Nazareth, the Jesus of the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
church
for years."
gospels, actually lived as a historical character; that To cheer the brotherhood of Freethinkers wherever
1st P. C.: "Yes,. that is too true.
But more
the gospels and epistles are substantially a true ac- they may be, I send the following notice of a Paine
count of what he said and did; and in consequence celebration which was brought to a close in this people than Jim's family will miss him."
Getting interested at this point, I ventured to
of the teaching of the early Christian teachers, that place on Monday night, Jan. 31, 1881. The celebraChristian churches were established in the East cer- tion was of three days' duration, and was closed with remark : "You say that Mr. Irvine was terribly
tainly and in a large part of the Roman empire. By a grand ball, in which over seventy couples partici- wicked. In what did his wickedness consist? Di~l
the teaching of these disciples and Christian teachers pated. The principal speakers were Mrs. H. S. Lake, he abuse or fail to provide for his family?"
2d P. C.: " Oh, bless your soul, no ! He was
a great moral change was effected. Now, then, I say who is temporarily located at Port Jervis, N.Y.;
good
to his family, but-but he swore terribly."
most distinctly, and I wish you not to go away from Moses Hull, of Boston; W. F. Jamieson, of Chicago;
Reporter: "Did he cheat his creditors?"
thisplace and forget it, that I don't stand here to-night and Rev. A. A. McMaster, a UniversaJist minister
2d P. C.: "No, indeed. No one can say that
to defend persecution. I also say distinctly I know who is fast outgrowing the trammels of his church.
Jim cheated him, if he did know how to make
some little of what such men as Professors Huxley
The celebration was in every way a great success.
money. When it comes down to principle, Jim had
and Tyndall put before the public, and I hav yet to The attendance was as large a11 could be accomodated
more of it than many better men, and it's a pity he
learn that there are any real contradictions between with seats in the largest hall in the place, and the last
never joined the church."
the highest science as taught by these men and evening every foot of standing-room was taken and
Rep.: "I understand he was wealthy. Did he
Christianity as taught in the New Testament.
scores went away unable to get inside the hall.
ever oppress or distress the poor ?"
Mrs. Lake gave great satisfaction here. It is
Mrs. Besant is, I hav no doubt, sincere in the view
1st P. C.: "Not he. He was really kindshe has taken of Christianity, and which she has hardly too much to say that she completely captured
hearted, and no poor man ever went to Jim in dispublished to the world in her books and various the heads and hearts. of the whole Freethought com- tress that was turned away empty. But he didn't
writings. But I say she has drawn you one pictur(;l munity. Mrs. Lake can tear down and she can build believe in heaven, hell, God, or the devil."
to-night-the picture which you Freethinkers most again. She can set forth the true as well as exRep. : "By your own account he was a kind,
like to hear-but I stand here to paint the other pic- pose the false. An effort will be made to hav Mrs. upright, honorable, and benevolent man, and his
ture, that there is no real contradiction between the Lake come this way again.
death a loss to s6ciety. Then how can it be that he
Messrs. Hull and Jamieson convinced all that they was so terribly wicked?"
highest science as taught in the present day and
true religion as taught in the New Testament. I are in their proper place in life, doing much good in
1st P. C.: "Well, you see, for a man of his wealth
deny emphatically that the highest intellects are agitating thought, which is the beginning of wisdom. arid influence, it was an awful thing for him to set
against religion.
I ask who is Professor Owen? Mr. Hull had never been here before, and he sur- S1tch an example of unbelief'."
Who is Dr. Carpenter of the London University? prised our people by his wit and daring genius.
Here, Mr. Editor, you hav the difference between
Mr. McMaster did some good work in the meeting church morality and Infidel morality.
Dr. Carpenter believes as much as I believe in the
historical existence of Jesus of Nazareth, and also by his onslaught on the orthodox hell, and by showYours for the latter,
HErORTER.
that Jesus of Nazareth was the teacher which I put ing that some parts of the Bible at least could' not
possibly be true. Mr. McMaster formerly preached
before you last week.
The Late Charles H. Phelps.
Ladies and gentlemen, answer me this if you can. in this place, and has many friends here who were
delighted
to
hear
him;
but
there
are
a
few
UniversalYou Freethinkers are indebted to Christian scholars
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
for the very knowledge that you hav of the Bible, ist bigots here who giv him the cold shohlder be·- am instructed by the Rochester Liberal League to
and of its past history in Europe during the last cause he is man enough to avow his honest convic- send you the inclosed slip cut from the Rochester
eighteen centuries; and it is out of the armory of tions and come out on a free platform and take a step Dem.ocrat and Chronicle, with request for publicaChristianity that you hav got the weapons that you in advance of some other Universalists. Shame on tion m THE TRUTH SEEKER.
such bigots! for while they do not enter themselvs,
hav turned against me.
•
Respectfully yours,
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
they will not permit others to enter, like they of old.
A. E. TILDEN, Sec. R. L. L.
Several Christians took some part in the meetings
The
following
resolutions
were passed by the Liband did what little they could to uphold the great
_
.Mr. Mair in Error.
myth of the past eighteen hundred years. These eral League of liochester, January 31, 1881:
\VHEREAS, We learn through the public press, and more speTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : zealous gentlemen succeeded in but one thing, and
from THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 22u insbmt, that Chas.
Mr. Mair has got himself into another hole. Shall that was in increasing the attendance at each session. cifically
Friends of mental liberty everywhere, let the suc- II. Phelps died in the prison hospital at the Albany Penitentiary
I call it a Mair's nest? He says he has a book
on the 11th inst>mt, of. consumption induced by cmel nnu itientitled "Natural History of Religion; or, Youth cess that has attended organization at Linesville be human exposure during a confinement of about six years for
an
enco~ragement
to
yon.
Six
years
ago
six
women
an offense justly meriting imprisonment, and after luwing enArmed Against Infidelity and Religious Errors," and
that it is written by Robert Taylor, author of the and their husbands, or the other way if you like it dured great mentnl as. well as physical suffering for the single
"Diegesis," ,after he became reconverted to Chris- better, six men and their wives, met in a gnns~ith's error of an otherwise unblemished life and chanwter, and after
having been denied tt pardon by the goYernm· of the state of
tianity. The book is "By the Rev. R. Taylor, little shop and agreed to organize a Liberal League New York upon petitions and requests that rendered such
in
this
place.
It
was
accordingly
done,
and
now
we
Curate of Hart, in the county of Durham, and author
pardon eminently proper and reasowLblc ; therefore,
of the 'Key of Knowledge and Nature' (London hav some fifty-five members, representing as much
Resolved, By the .Libeml League of Hochestpr, that the
1832)."
. moral worth, brains, and cash as any church in the refusal of the governor to exercise the executiv clemency inIt is an abridgment of a larger work then unpub- place. We rent a hall, hav it furnished with our own vested in him, in t11e case of Charles ll. Phelps, thus
denying him the consolation of passing to another world
lished, and evidently the fruit of many years' study. furniture, pay our rent in advance, own a set of amidst
the kind attentions and loving c.:are of a faithful wife
dishes
to
use
at
our
suppers
and
festivals,
ha
v
a
balRobert Taylor the Infidel never recanted, so far as I
and sincere friends, was impolitic, unwise, inhuman, umeasoncan learn, but in consequence of a quarrel with Mr. ance of over one hundred dollars in the treasury for able, and an act that the true historinn of the present age
Carlyle he ceased to preach Infidelity, and having future lectures and activ work. Our League is unan- should denounce in like explicit te1·ms.
Resol:ved, 'rhat such refusal justly characterizes the exccutiv
married a lady of wealth he retired to France, where imous in standing by the National Liberal League,
in one of the best and most ennobling phases of lmhe spent in tranquillity the remainder of his years. in whose support I hope something will be doJ;~e the deficient
manity, a wise and considerate sympttthy which should form a
•
This was soon afttlr his release from his second im- present month.
prominent element in the clmm~ter of the goYcrnor of this or
Mes1u·s. Hull and Jamieson are holding a discus- any other state in whose hands the pardoning powe1· and the libprisonment. in 1829, when he wrote his masterly
sion
on
Spiritualism
and
Materialism
this
week.
I
erty of thle citizens are placed for wise ami h!imane purposes.
work, the "Diegesis." So far as is known he wrote
Beao/;ved, That it is a sad commeut on the c.:iYilization of the
no work afterward. I suspect that in marrying a hear the opinion·expressed that the one who speaks
wealthy woman he agreed to be silent on theology; speaks last will win the discussion, so evenly do. they nineteenth century when >ve feel impelled to believe that death,
to many a tlrmtded monster whose icy touch will p<tmlyze in
and I further suspect that being impecunious in seem to be matched. The good that will come of it time the unfeeling heart o( thll state's highest ollkial as well
ill
in
the
agitation
of
the
subject.
G.
W.
B.
spite of his great success as a lecturer and author,
as the misguided subject of these resolutions, was to him more
his marriage was a bribe to silence him.
kind, considerate, and humane in opening the prison door
than was the titled functionary that sought to ke<>p it closed;
His lectures were reported and sold by the hunThomas Paine.
and we hope that he mtty never be compelled to feel that the
dred thousand, but probably he derived little or no
measlll'e he meted . to Charles II. Phelps has been-measured to
CELEBRATION IN ST. JOS]j:PH, MO.
profit ther~from.
him in return ; and we commend to him this proposition as a
His "Diegesis" is full of newly-discovered facts,
The Turn Verein Society and St. ·Joseph Liberal su.fe guide to all his future executiv action : " ln all things
and though it has been denounced by Christians League duly celebrated the 144th Anniversary of the whatsoever ye would tlmt mC'n should do unto you, l1o ye even
(and, I am sorry to say it, by some Infidels) its main birth of Thomas Paine, the real savior of man, at so to them."
Reo~olved, That the ·kindest symp<tthies of t.he memb~rs of
positions cannot be refuted. And I undertake to say Turn Hall, on Saturday evening, Jan. 29, 1881. ·
that it contains no essential errors of fact.
Owing to the sudden thaw, which produced a great this League are hereby tendered to the widow 11,ud friends of
the deceased, and tlmt a copy of these resolutions be preMr. Mair says Godfrey Higgins was "an imagin- slush, there was only about seventy-five gentlemen Rented to lwr, and to the press for publication.
ativ, credulous old English gentleman." He was a in attendance.
A:c~rY PosT, Pres.,
worthy magistrate, and died suddenly at the age of
The jl:forning Herald gave a report which was
A. E. TILDEN, Sec.
sixty-two, just after completing the two volumes of very fair and manly', and a great improvement upon
the "Anaqalypsis," upon which he bestowed twenty any notice that we could get a few years ago.
MRs. H. S. LAKE, who is re-engaged by the Port
years of study and research, averaging nearly ten . The Gazette, of this city, also gave a very fair nohours a day. He frequently quotes largtlly from tice, and contained a well-written anc:.J. learned edi- Jervis League for the month of February, would like
"the learned and ingenious Deist, the Rev. Robert torial on the morning of the 29th of January. So to make eugage!llents in New York, Pennsylvania, or
Vermont for the months of March, April, aud 1\iay.
Taylor," who, he says, has superseded him in one likewise did the 1-Ierald.
These facts ehQw conclusivly how -rapidly Free- Address her at Port Jervis, N.Y.
part of his work, to wi~, about the Essenes.
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J/JJisc~llat(totts.
The Latest from Jahveh.
REVELATION GIVEN SEP. THE 5TH, 1881, TO D. Jl!.
BENNETT.
Behold; Verily, Verily, Saith the Lord your God
unto yon D. M. Bennett I am the Lord God who
h1.th commanded this Revelation to be written that
you may know the Lord liveth who bath created all
things which bath been created even from the beginning of the world. Wherefore I the Lord God
command you to repent for I am angry with those
who keep not my commandments whioh are written
in the holey Bible. Nevertheless I the Lord forgive
those who repent of there evel deeds and do them no
more, but if they repent not, and continue to do evel
they shall not enter into the Kingdom of God. Behold
Verily, thus Saith the Lord to you D. M. Bennett if
you will repent and keep my commandments the
Spirit of the most high Shall rest upon you and you
shall be a mighty insterment in my hands for the
acomplisbment of a great and marvelous work in
thease days which I have already commensed to
performe. Verily I say unto you those who claim
to be .Christians have not kepe my commandments
therefore mine anger is kindeld against them and if
they repent not they shall be cast into a lake of fire
and brimstone to suffer eternal punishment wbare
they will be constantly tormented by the Devel who
hath power over them. For they contend one
aganst the other when neath of then are right. And
they testefy of me when they know know not the
truth There£are I will pore out my spirit upon th
ungodly and cause them to set an example for those
who call themselves Christians. Fore Behold the
time is at hand when all Churches shall become as
not, and even th lufidel shall be honerable before
me Saith the Lord, and I will ca.use him to speak
th truth and contend against the Churches that
they may reseve th truth from those who hath no
Faith iu me. Verily I say unto yot~ Robt G. Ingersall
is a mighty instrament in my hands for He boldly
declairs the truth aliso Kersey Graves, and Thomas
Paine, have boldly dec laird the truth to the Churches
who profess to be Christians but are not. Therefore
I the Lord God will c>use destruction to come upon
the Churches untill there shall not be one left upon
earth except thy reseve commandments froiii me,
to restore a perfect knoledg to the inhabetents of
Earth of the things pertaining to eternal Salvation.
Union, Utah.
• A. A. TANNER.
[We are much obliged to Jahveh, as we presume
we should be, for his remembrance of us off here in
this benighted city, where we are trying to do about as
well as we know how, though we cannot more than
half believe that J ahveh wrote the above. We are
inclined to think it is more Tanner than J ahveh. But
then it sounds rather natural, a good deal as Moses
used to talk for him, and probably with about the
same amount of truth. The "verily, verily" sounds
very familiar. Why should not Tanner talk for
Jabveh just as much as Moses, Solomon, or Joseph
Smith? He is out there in Utah where Jabveh for
twenty-five years has been in the habit of coming
down and getting the prophet Brigham and brother
Heber to talk for him. Possibly brother Tanner
may bav cqme into possession of a little piece of the.
prophet Brigham's mantle. If, however, Jahveh did
write the above communication, we would say he is
not well enough up in spelling and capitalization to
obtain a certificate to teach in a good country school.
We would just observe for J ahveh 's benefit that
p-o-r-e does pretty well when used as a noun for the
very small apertures through the skin, but when
used as a verb indicativ of emptying out the fluid
contents of a vessel, it will not quite do. Probably
it has been a good while since Jahveh went to school.
We would advise him, between his other odd jobs, to
pay a little attention to spelling and grammar.
It is gratifying to learn that he is at last beginning
to hav a just appreciation of Christians as well as Infidels, and that the former stand a good chance to
"catch it" in the next world when the" devel" fully
gets his own. We shall in that day shout, with a
loud voice, " Go it, Splitfoot ! giv those pious hypocrits a good warm corner !"-En. T. S.l
A.

He Wants to be a Mason.
It is pretty well known that Comstock has been
very anxious for six months or more to gain admittance to the order of Masons. He seems not fully
content with the backing which the Christian church
affords, and to increase his power and the number of
eupporters, he wishes to become a Mason. About
half a year ago he made application to one of the
Brooklyn lodges of Masons, but some of the members deemed him a man not honorable enough for
that or~er, and he w~s ulackballed. According to the
rules of the fratermty, he could not make application again until after a lapse of six months. He has
n,ow m_ade application ag~in and to another lodge.
Comm1ttees llav been ap}JOlllted to look up his record
and see if the Masons can afford to saddle themselvs
with suoh a load. They are l%rning- that the man

bears a very unenviable character, and it is doubtful! need any comment from nR. But Tony Com~tock
if it will be deemed advisable to take him into fellow- does not view it in that light, anil even Col. Mnrship. It is very sure that by doing 80 they will not phy's lib0ral offer to l1elp Comstock's bill along if he
increase their own respectability. If masonry has ~o I permitted Murphy's measure to he grafted on it met
be saddled with all the iniquities of Comstock it will with by no means polite refusal. The Society for
hav a heavy load indeed. The following is from the Sn}1pression of Vice has no use for such a law, or
Truth:
rather those who make tl1eir living off it l1av none,
AMBITIOUS ANTHONY.
for when it passes their occupation ~f leading men
To the Editor of 1'ruth: It appears that Mr. Anthony Com- into temptation and delivering them over to evil will
stock is a. very a.ctiv man in certttin walks of life, for which he he at an end.
may thank his backers, probably. He has chosen his vocaThey can be spared, however. So the sooner Col.
tion and should be content~d to follow tt without attempting to Murphy's bill becomes a law the better.
drag into his service an ancient and honorable society, as he is
doing in his attempts to gain admission to the order of Free
Masons. He was rejected last year, and has renewed his apCEPHAS B. LYNN spoke again last Sunday before
plication this, but to another lodge. There cun be only one the Second Society of Spiritualists of New York.
motiv in his seeking to enter the lodge, which is to use its
good name liS a. means of introduction in his business of spy, He was not, as much as on a former occasion, aninformer, deceiver, ami defamer. His work may be necessary noyed by the restlessness of some of the younger
to a cert.dn extent, and in the hands of an upright, couscien- people in his audience. Humanity, he said, would
tious man, omitting the two latter items, would only benefit outliv all the creeds and dogmas which bad affiicted
society, but when it is prostituted to the uses of private ven- it. Spiritualism, as a religion, would go with Chrisgeance or self-glory the injury is unquestionable and ext~nsiv.
It is to be hoped that the fraternity of Free Masons will not tianity, Buddhism, and the rest when its work was
hav this extra loau to carry. 'l'he police are alive to the attempt done. Immortality was a fact in nature, and not
he is making to get additional powers for mischief-m11king in the property of any religions sect, tl10ugh some sects
his proposed bill at Albany, anu sorr.e of them consiuer it claimed to be its sole proprietors, and offered it as a
wonlu work a usurpation of. their duties, and be a threateneu sort of spiritual chromo to such as would accept it
danger to indil,idualliberties, especially as Comstock is backeu at their hands and take their creed with it. This to
up by a religious society which cannot be trusted with powers Mr. Lynn seemed ridiculous.
that rightfully belong to the police.
CAUTION.
"How," asked the speaker further on, "is crime
to be abolished? How is a proper adjustment of
wealth to be secured? How sha.ll poverty and
Comstock's Show.
[Comstock & Colgate's vice society held .their an- misery be relieve(!, and the kind amenities of
nual meeting on the evening of the 15th inst. The friendship be made to bud and blossom in the
following appeared in one of om• dailies of the 14th:] ecstacy of love? Will the average Spiritualistic
lecturer accomplish these results? Not much. Will
We are in receipt of the following invitation, acLhe Christian minister do it? Far less. No, the
companied by tickets of admission for "gentlemen
legal scientist is the person we must look to. The
only" to ·the meeting referred to, for which we hereby acknowledge our indebtedness to Mr. Comstock: coming man will b.e a lawyer, not an evangelist."
The services were closed by the audience singing a
DEAR SIR: We again send our personal appeal to you, a.ud selection from one of Charles Mackay's poems to the
bespeak your presence at our seventh annual public mePting.
to be held in Association Hall, corner Twentv-third street and tune of "Auld Lang Syne."
Fourth avenue, Tuesua.y evening, Feb. 15, 1S81. The foes of
purity and corrupterR of our youth are massing their forces
Two New Leagues.
against the laws and the highest interPsts of the community.
No. 35. Tamaroa, Illinois. W. C. Myers, Sec'y.
Laws are set aside and uefied because of the lac:k of a healthy
No. 48. Philadelphia, Pa. Alfred Jenkins, Sec'y.
public sentiment. We seek to reach business men with the
facts. Will you kindly assist us by distributing the inclosed
NEW LIFE MEMBER.
tickets to your gentleman friends.
Very respectfully yours,
SAMUEL CoLGATE, President,
Walter C. Wright, Boston, l\Iass.
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK, Secretary.
NEW ANNUAL MEMBERS.
It would hav been less offensiv to our sensibilities
had the invitation been signed by some other name
Amy Post, Rochester, N. Y.; C. W. Austin,
than that of Samuel Colgate, who will be remem. Rochester, N. Y.; E. Curtis, Rochester, N. Y.;
bered as the head of the business house which some L. 0. ·warren, Rochester, N. Y.; Seth N. Allen,
time ago mailed circulars containing a prescription Maple Rapids, Michigan; Alfred ·wan·en, · Cincinfor accomplishing an unlawful purpose-circulars nati, Ohio; G. C. Fink, Foxburg,' Pa.
such as· are excluded frpm the mails under penalty
These additions make 206 Leagues, 4life,.and 22
of long imprisonment and heavy fine, and for the annual members, and there are more coming. Life,
mailing of which more than one man has served a $25; annual, $1.
T. C. LELA...'m, Sec'y N. L. L.
term between stone wallf'.. Mr. Colgate was fortunately friendly with the United States District Attor·Parker Pillsbury Dowu East.
ney Woodford, who squelched the prosecution that
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Perwas instituted, although his first assistant pronounced Colgate's act clearly criminal, in which he haps a word from "down East" may be. acceptable
was sustained hy the precedents created by Judge to you and your readers.
Liberalism in its more extended sense has hardly
Benedict.
·
.
Nor do we like the inscription on the tickets," For yet taken root in the "Pine Tree state." I cannot
gentlemen only." But that we can pass, inasmuch hear that a League exists in any part of it. Antias the tickets were prepared by Comstock, and it is slavery of the Garrisonian type never flourished, exnot strange that his mind should hav become some- cepting in Portland, Bath, and a very few other
what affected by the congPnial occupation in which places. The Liberator was not much more patronized than is now TnE TRUTH SEEKER1 and some of
he has been so long engaged.
We shall, however, attend the meeting, for we our very fiercest proslavery moos occurred in Portland.
should like very much to know who those "foes of Of course the present activ and acting generation are
purity and corrupters of youth" are that· exist in con- not responsible for them; know little about them
sequence of a "lack of healthy public sentiment." except as history, and the history of the country
It sounds very much to us like an insult to the com- from 1830 to 1860, really, in some respects, our most
munity to thus intimate that any impurity or any heroic period, is little taught or read, and so very
corrupters of youth are sustained by public senti- little known.
But I am sorry to say the woman suffrage probment.
We shall take pleasure in presenting to our read- lem finds almost as little favor here to-day as did
antislavery thirty and forty years ago. This very
ers this new discovery of Comstock and Colgate.
week the Senate has pa~sed adversely upon it, and
doubtless will again next year and the next, and per[From T1-uth.] ,
haps till some political ~arty can prol9ng its power
Check for Comstock.
by the woman vote, as d1d the Democrats with the
Tony Comstock has been lobying in Alb;:~,ny for Hibernian and the Republicans, afterward with the
his outrageous bill to confer upon the society he rep- emancipated Ethiopian.
resents and its agents a power which would render it
Still, there are some liberal, noble-minded and
absolutely autocratic. To concede the privileges he large-hearted men and women here. I was invited
claims of making arrests without warrant and irre- to assist with an oration in a little observance on the
spectiv of the courts or the police, and of putting 144th anniversary of the birth of Thomas Paine,
the regularly constituted officials of the law under on the 29th of last month. Before crossing the New
the orders of t~e society and its agents, would be to Hampshire border, our train was wrecked by the terelect the single will of a private individual, whose rible snow-storm and tempest, detaining me from
p~~t record is a strong indorsement .of his irresponsi- Saturday noon till Monday morning. On Sunday
b1hty, more potent than the law Itself, whos-3 vio- my fellow-passengers, learning of my destination
lators are the excuse for his and his society's exist- and disappointment, asked if we might not bav the
ence.
Paine address where we were. We were very comFortunately for the publio Tony Comstock does fortably quartered and cared for at a large farmnot enjoy the field by himself. A more disinterested house, and the family, one of whom is a subscriber
reformer bas a bill to provide for the clipping of this to THE TRUTH SEEKER, uniting in the request and
outrageous society's pinions instead of the expansion proposing to invite in the neighborhood, it came
of them. Col. Murphy's measure requires that in about that on Sunday evening we had a Paine celecases where decoys hav been used to lead men into bration and oration in Etpite of the elements, and
the commission of an offense against the laws in or- probably the first ever held in the " Granite state."
der to punish them, the evidence of the decoy shall And it was well approved, too.
not be received by o.ur courts.
On Monday I reached Portland, and on W ednesThe logical reaaon for suoh a lew iw too evident to day evening delive1'ed :UY leoture. . That · niF.t
J
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brought a delegation from Cape Elizabeth, across the
ferry, that could not hav come over on Saturday had
I arrived. They were so well entertained that they
invited me over to their town. for the following Sunday. On that day I gave two Liberal lectures in the
Union Hall, and on Tuesday evening following, by
special request, I delivered my Paine oration, and the
hall then, as on Sunday, was filled with appreciating
and apparently approving audiences, and I think a
Liberal r~eague will very soon be organized here, as
the first fruit of the labor so unexpectedly, accidentally, and, the good people might say, so "providentially" bestowed.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
Portland, Me., Feb. 12, 1881.
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the !tate and adjoining states are invited to be pres- I
The Temperance Question.
ent. Also all mediums and all interested in the
Spiritual and Liberal cause are invited.
To THE EDITOR OF TaE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Arrangements will be made for the accommoda- I don't me~n to trouble you and the readers of TaB
tion and entertainment of all who attend at reason- TRUTH SEEKER too often with my communications,
able rates .. Further notice will be given in due time. but would really like to say a few words on the question which has been discussed somewhat in the colL. S. BuRDICK, Pr('sident,
umns of our paper recently. I mean the drink quesBox B, Kalamazoo, Mich.
Miss J. R. LL'l'E, Secretary,
tion. I may not meet the views of many in taking
the position on this.question which I am about to do.
312 Woodward Ave., Detroit, Mich.
However, I beg the forbearance and indulgence of all
your readers, and will endeavor to be as brief in
The Liberal Club.
treating the question from my own standpoint as may
LECTpRE FRIDAY EVENING BY THOMAS CUSHING ON be.
COSMOGONY.
True temperance, as I view the matter, is not necThe audience room of Science Hall, in Eighth st., essarily confined to the use or consumption of ardent
Self-Stultification.
near Broadway, was crowded to hear the celeprated spirits. I hav seen persons who had never, to my
A correspondent charged me with "malevolence" lecturer, Thomas Cushing, upon his favorit subject, certain knowledge, used ardent spirits even in the
·
and " ill nature " toward Jefferson. I proved the "Cosmogony."
minutest or more 'infinitesimal quantities, but who
charge baseless and false. His first dnty, if he re- · The lecturer being introduced by Vice-President were what might be called very "heavy eaters."
plied at all, would be to apologize for the injustice Wakeman and received cordially by the audience, 'l'hey reminded me somewhat of Dr. Johnson, the
to me. Instead of that he assails me again in the said: "The science of geology has, within a compar- lexicographer, in their intemperate and inordinate
same offensiv style. He professes to regret that I ativly recent period of time, become one of the consumption of "meat and drink:" The learned docshould "take offense at his attempt to correct my branches in the curriculum of study. in our higher tor was not infrequently so much engrossed wit~ the
historical errors," when every reader of my article institutions, and it is fast becoming a popular science. pleasures of the table, so I hav rear!, as to carry his
knows I hav made known. But conscious that it is But, while people manifest a commeudable desire to indulgence therein to such an extent as to present the
himself who has blundered, he now pretends to say become acquainted with the structure of the planet striking spectacle of one whose brow was bathed in
that the errors are "unimportant," and he wants "to upon which they liv and its relations to other planets, perspiration, and displaying the veins of his forehead
let the matter drop." 'Veil, why then didn't he many are satisfied with the statement, In the begin- in such bold relief that they resembled small whipcords.
·
drop it instead of going on to pettifog his case and ning God created the heavens and the earth."
Savans of different nations hav had different theocast further reflections on me? He tries to make
Yet I suppose a case of this sort would not, in the
me out a libeler of Franklin, Jefferson, and Paine, ries and hypotheses concerning the manner in which opinion .of many, subject the party who so greatly
over-indulged to the imputation of being a victim of
and in the same breath stultifies himself by squarely the work of creation was effected.
Some were imposed by -priests upon the people, intemperance. There seems to be a mistaken idea,
charging that "Paine told a foolish, useless lie"
when he said he never published a syllable in Eng- while others may hav been deduced from correct and which is quite prevalent, that intemperance simply
means an inordinate, immoderate, and excessiv use of
land. His "Plea for the Exciseman," in 1772, was extended observations.
The Chaldeans believed that originally all was or indulgence in ardent spirits. But having lived
not published by himself, and· "Common Sense"
was indbed his first publication. But he knew that darkness and water. The Persians were taught some many years, and having closely, carefully, and imthe style would betray the practiced writer; and in vague notions by Zoroaster. The Celts of northern partially considered this question, I am led to reply
keeping the secret which Junius promised should Europe were taught from their "Edda " that the in the following terms, "Not so, friend Plutus." I
perish with him, if he resorted to a little artifice to universe was a chaotic mass in the beginning, and honestly and candidly and truly believe that we can,
avert suspicion, how thoughtless for a professed that their deity, "Odin," produced the planetary any or all of us, become the victims of intemperance
to a greater degree through inordinate indulgence in
admirer, how malevolent for a pretended defender bodies.
Among the cosmogonies of the Greeks, that of "the pleasures of the table" than in any other manof Paine, to characterize it as a" foolish, useless lie !"
Pythagoras is worthy of attention as stating the re- ner.
W.H.B.
sult of scientific observation, namely: "Nothing perAsk any physician how large a percentage of his
ishes, but things merely vary and change their form. cases are due to this inordinate indulgence at the
Paine Commemorated in Flint.
To be born means that a thing begins to be some- table, and I am sure you will be greatly surprised
To THE EDITOR oF TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : thing different from what it was before; and dying is when he tells how completely these cases of illness
Judging from myself, you and your readers will be ceasing to be the same thing. Yet, although nothing due to over-indulgence in "bread and meat," and
glad to hear that we ha~l a 'I,'homas Paine celebration retains for a long time the same image, the sum of the other items which enter into the formation of the
in Flint, Mich., Jan. 31st. It was an impromptu the whole remains constant."
daily bill of fare, outnumber all other cases of malaffair. We had but little time to think or do. The
Aristotle speaks of great changes occurring upon ady. I am not speaking at random here. Where
Lord or something else sent Bro. Burnham our way, the surface of the earth as the results of natural there is one person made sick by the excessiv use of
and we were happy in securing his attendance. A agencies capable of effecting greater changes in the "ardents," I believe the number of those whose
few of us hurried up some decorations of flags, ever- future than they hav in the past. He says: "The sickness is caused by excessiv consumption of the
greens, and mottoes. "Reason before Faith," effect of the changes of the earth are lost in the im- articles which supply our tables is far greater. I
"Know ledge versus Superstition," "Liberty," "Jus- mensity of ages. As time never fails and the think it is time for a new departure in the manner
tice," and "Truth " were among them; and over an universe is eternal, the Nile cannot hav flowed on and method of treating the drink question.
ancient sword that served in the Revolutionary days forever. The place where it rises was once dry, and
Very truly,
EDWIN H. BARTLll:TT.
we put an inkstand and quills, and surmounted it there is a limit to its operation, but there is none to
South Dartmouth, Mass.
time. Seas and rivers perish, deserting some lands
it with "The pen is mightier than the sword."
I opened the exercises by reading a poem dedi- and invading others, and everything changes in the
The Foreign Press on the "Elements of Social
cated to our hero, and then J. H. Burnham, of East course of time."
Science."
During the past time it is certainly pospible that
Saginaw, entertained us with one of his stirring, logical, and important lectures, which was highly the sun's axis may hav changed so as to become
"Though quite out of the province of our journal,
enjoyed by the large audience. Justice to him for- slightly inclined to the plane of the elliptic. All we cannot refrain from stating that this work is
bids me to attempt even a synopsis. In response to a these planets rotate upon their axes and their rotation unquestionably the most remarkable one, in many
call, I concluded the mental exercises by an im- is in the direction of their circuit around the sun and respects, we hav ever met with. Though we differ
proptu poem. Then came a basket picnic and a of the sun's rotation. It is hardly possible that upon toto ccelo from the author in his views of religion
dance. All seemed to enjoy themselvs. I don't see any other hypothesis all these coinetdences could hav and morality, and hold some of his remedies to tend
how they could help it. .Michigan cooking givs any occurred. From without, inward, the interplanetary rather to a dissolution than a reconstruction of socione an appetite. This is the first time the bright spaces decrease in a tolerably regular ratio from ety, yet we are bound to admit the benevolence and
little city o'f Flint ever celebrated Paine's birthday, 1,062,000,000 miles between Nepttme and Urania to philanthropy of his motivs. The scope of the work
but I hope it will not be the last. Some Liberal 31,000,000 between Venus and Mercury. The time is nothing less than the whole field of political econbooks were sold by Mr. Hoyce, a well-known Lib- required for the completion of the circuit of each omy."- The British Journal of' Homcepathy, Janplanet around the sun decreases in the same direc- uary, 1860.
eral.
" The motto of the work, 'The diseases of society
Go around the world, Bro. Bennett, if you can; tion in a similar ratio from 164 years; in the case of
and if you do I will take two of your books, to be Neptune to eighty-eight days, the length of Mer- can, no more than corporeal maladies, be prevented
paid for before you go.
· cury's year.
or cured without being spoken about in plain
All the facts tend to confirm the idea that the neb- language' (John Stuart Mill), and its dedication to
"An Infidel Abroad" is superexcellent. All
ular mass which formerly constituted the planetary the poor and suffering, are sufficient to show the
ought to read it for its solid information.
I am to be in Detroit and Flint two or three system has steadily increased the rapidity of its tendency of the author. He uses, indeed, a directmonths longer, workiug for the melting away of rotary motion as it has cooled and contracted, and ness of expression, an outspokenness, which is selthat in proportion to the rapidity with which this dom met w~th in our times, and will probably in
creeds, that humanity may blossom.
c. FANNIE ALLYN. rotation has been accelerated has been the frequency most circles of so-called refined society be styled
of the separation from it of the planets.
very shocking, if not cynical, though in reality it is
The changes which await the planetary system in not so. The author only calls by their names things
My Wife's Picture.
the infinit future are matters of speculation. It is which we medical men also hav to discuss openly
And oh my, such a picture ! It was taken by believed that after the matter of this system shall among ourselvs and with patients, but which are
E. A. Chapman, the great artist and advocate of hav been completely disintegrated and its heat en- treated by polite society according to the Parisian
Spiritualism. The law givs me a two-third interest, tirely dissipated this heat will be reabsorbed and the proverb, 'cela se fait, mais cela ne se clit pas.' The
and I hav bought her third interest and offer this matter redistributed, and that thus, during the future author, as appears from the title and from his promagnificent picture for twenty-five cents, and should as in the past eternity, a ceaseless round or an infinit fessional knowledge, is a medical practitioner. He
anybody want my picture they can hav it for ten succession of transformations may take place.
merits, therefore, the attention of his colleagues,
cents. I don't brag on ·mine, but my wife's, for a
•rhe usual discussion upon the lecture was indulged the more so because, in the first place, they would
combination of proportions, love and fire and good in by members of the club, and the evening's enter- scarcely guess from the title that this is a book for
looks, beats anything in the market.
tainment was closed by the summing up of the lee medical men; and, secondly, because his medical
Addr('SS
M. BABcocK.
colleagues alone possess the education which permits
turer.
St. Johns, Mich.
them to estimate without prejudice the aims and
Truth's Sunday Sermon~.
efforts of the author, to try the truth of the facts
Under this caption we commenced last week the which he lays down as premises, and, after due conSpiritual and Liberal Convention.
republication of sermons from Bible texts as they sideration, either to accept or reject, or to limit and
The Michigan State Association of Spiritualists originally appeared in Truth for Sundays. They amend, his conclusions and proposals.
The
and Liberalists will hold their annual convention at hav attracted a good deal of attention by their bold- author's remarks on the social questions in general
Fenton Hall, Flint, Geness.ee county, Mich., com- ness and vigor of style, and will be perused by the are among the best and most deeply-felt we hav ever
mencing on Wednesday, March 23, 1881, at 2 o'clock readers of 'l'HE Tm>TH SEEKER with decided pleas- read."-.Schmidt's Jahrbucher der gesammten MecliP. H., and continuing over Sunda;y. All speakers in ure. They will be Continued from week to week.
zin.j
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You object to my theory in regard to the absorp- for supposing that matter in the spirit world is ho.
tion of mind elements on the ground that scientists mogeneous.
hav not as yet recognized or classs~d such among the
In a former article I said that worlds grow old,
- --Thought and Mind Elements.-A.n Appendix. primary elements. This, to my mind, is not a strong and that the spirit or essence of all the matter of
·To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir; argument. It is an insinuation that scientists hav which worlds are made pass out into the great resdiscovered it all and know all there is to be known. ervoir of space. This being true, there must be as
Yom able and interesting reply to my argument on Th
b
1
t . th
.
th
many elements imponderable in space as there are
"Thought and Mind," in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan.
ere may e more e em en s Ill
e umverse
an
.
d
a·
hav as yet been discovered. It will not do to or were in those worlds when living. Of course, as
8 t.h, calls for a few correctiOns, an ' as an appen tx, thus stick stakes and fix limits. If man is a dual matter givs up its life principle or elements, condi.
I will present a few additional thoughts, so that in b .
th
tb"
b
t . th tb t tions cease. It therefore loses its attl·activ power,
justice to myself I may not be left on the field en- emg, en no mg: can e more cer am an a
tirely lwrs dtt combat. A combatant who bas the the physical is bmlt up of the physical, and the and other younger and more vigorous worlds, where
pluck to renew the contest, even against heavy odds, spirituahl frol?-tand ouft otf the spl irituatll. Thhis. ne~essid- ~:~it~::e oterongm~if f~~~~-fl~~~tu~~lle:~p\:~.ce~~:
should not be considered totally vanquished until he tates t e exis ence o wo rea ms- 1e p ystea an
cries enongh. You seem astonished that I should spiritual-which act upon each other and interblend wonderful results that are predicted from the coming
theorize in regard to thought and mind, and press so harmoniously that with our physical senses it is perihelion of the planets. A line of attraction will
most emphatically the claim that there are and can quite impossible to comprehend their existence and be formed, and an interchange amounting perhaps to
true relation to each other. Could we know abso- an equilibrium of the spiritual elements of the entire
be no elements known to man that cannot be gath- I t I th
d "f .
. fl
f th . . "bl
d solar syJ>tem will take place. The younger planets
e lllVISI e an
ered, weighed, and exhibited in their substances, like u e Y e mo I ymg 111 uence 0
·
imponderable realms of matter and intelligence to- will receive from the older, and henceforth we, the
oxygen,
etc., etc.
· "bl e, rna t erta
· I wor Id a b"on t us, we,· I inhabitants of the earth, will be breathing in and
Yon regard
my suggestion or theories in regard to d ay upon tl1e VIS!
the existence of etherealized or spiritual elements in do not doubt, would be overwhelmed with astonish- assimilating to a much larger degree than heretoment. Think for a moment. Were it not for the fore vitalizing elements far in advance of and supe.
space,<which may or may not, as the essence of matt"
f r ht
t
. I t" t f
1
ld b rior to what hav hitherto been found belonging to
ter, hav been evolved from it, and their being appro- ac IOn
Ig ' no a smg e m 0 co or cou
e
riated to the building up of mind as an entity in found throughout this earth. All vegetation would this planet. The new impetus which earth's inhabP
blacken and die. The flowers would lose their tints itants, as well as all nature, will here receive will
man, as very absurd indeed. All this you hav a
d th f "t th · fl
Th
th ·
f
enable the race to cleanse its blood and slough off
erfect
right
to
do,
and
so
long
as
we
both
"keep
an
e nu s
en· avors.
e ear ' Ill a ew h b ·a
b"
d
.
f ·
P
good-natured,"
and earnestly seek to find and pro- hours, would become one vast ~harnel-house of t e orn u1cers o Ignorance, Igotry, an superstimulgate the truth, only good can result. Either man death. All life would die; not a living thing would tion at a much more rapid rate than now. A crisis
and the universe are dual in their nature, or they are be found. And yet light is only the manifestation is evidently at hand. It will be the end of a cycle,
not. If there is a positiv, there must be a negativ, of the invisible ether, or something which cannot be and if Mother Shipton had said cycle instead of the
and in all matter where we fiud the life forces activ, gathered, weighed, or exhibited. Light is only the world, she would hav said just what was intended.
we find the positiv and negativ conditions; and if agitation or motion of the invisible ether. Light is
You deny that matter possesses spirit essence or
in seeking to harmonize with science that which the condition which compels the chemical union of parts with it, and especially do you deny that this
in nature the Christians call God we are to be the two realms, just as it does the union of elements essence can be attracted to and enter into other
debarred from all facts and theories but what upon the photographer's plate. With this grand forms of life. You claim that all there is of life,
are fully demonstrated we might as well lock up our exhibition of the harmonious interblending of the force, mind, or spirit is generated from these bodies
school-houses, return to superstition, "like the sow to two worlds, which, like a beautiful carpet, is spread or created by the processes of digestion, assimilation,
out all over this earth, how it is possible for intelli- and combustion in the stomach, brain, and muscles.
its wallowing in the mire," and cease to struggle~
Really, I was not aware that the world had pro- gent men and women to fail to see and comprehend Combustion is disintegration, and cannot occur exgressed to that point where theorizing is no longer is a problem I cannot solve.
cept by the aid of an atmospheric or spiritual element.
in order. I was not aware that modern Materialism
Scientific men are just beginning to investigate the Keep away the oxygen from your fires, and your
was so ironclad and rock-bound that it could enter- forces and elements of the invisible realms. Who coal and wood would be a long time burning. But
tain only those facts or theories already proved. has not heard of England's Carpenter, and his silly this is not the combustion of .thought. If a simple
Astronomers must no longer theorize about worlds explanation of the power and intelligence that pro- combination of elements by the process of combustion
they hav never seen. Copernicus and Galileo were duce spiritual manifestations? His explanation is is all that occurs in the brain, then our stoves ought
out of order, or would be to-day, in declaring in "·unconscious cerebration." Joe Cook calls it" psy- to think. "Perhaps," I hear you say, "they would
theory that the world is round and that it moves. chic force." Others, "mind-reading," or "will-pow- if they had brains." Very well; throw a handful of
Columbus, and all such who theorize about what er." The preachers say,'' It is the devil." All these brains into your stove, and see if you get thought as a
they hav not seen, weighed, and tested, only ill us- theories, whether born of science or theology, exceed result. Why not get together a lot of brains, bones,
trate how extremely absurd. it is to rely on facts in absurdity any theorizing I hav been guilty of. ligaments, muscles, blood, etc., and introduce a little
not already absolutely proved. Newton, Franklin, The recent experiments and discoveries of Crookes, combustion into the heap, and see what will result?
Morse, and Fulton were fine examples of this unfor- Zollner, and Buchanan ought to convince the world If thought cannot be evolved, perhaps a little yeast
tunate tendency to speculate and theorize. We are that there is a realm of undiscovered and heretofore and magnetism might induce assimilation and digesno longer to be permitted to theorize about light, entirely unknown elements all about us, and that only tion, and then with combustion, your theory being
heat, or any other of the supposed inponclerable by exploring, investigating, and studying the ele- true, a human soul ought to be evolved and to manielements, or of the thousand and one theories which ments of these realms can we ever hope to under- fest itself by exhibitions of intelligence. Of course
as yet are only partially demonstrated. If the stand the marvelous phenomena which everywhere you may be right, and consequently I be wrong,
world should adopt the plan of considering only present tbemselvs.
about this union and harmonious interblending of
those facts or theories which hav been fullv demonProf. Zollner, in the dedication of his "Transcen- the physical and spiritual, but I can not believe it.
strated, progression would be bung up, like "Uncle dental Physics" to Mr. Crookes, says: "By a Let us look at nature and see what we find bearing
Ned's, violin.
strange conjunction our scientific endeavors hav met on this question. It seems to me it needs but a
Really, friend Bennett, I would as soon go to the upon the same field of light and of a new class of glance over the broad fields of earth to prove that
Christian's heaven and eternally shout hallelujah, and physical phenomena, which proclaim to astonished we are surrounded by an ocean of spiritual elements
play on a little harp, and throw taffy at a conceited, mankind, with assurance no longer doubtful, the that a1·e modifying these grosser forms in a great
selfish, cruel, vindictiv, lying, hell-and-clevil-creating existence of another matf!rial and intelligent world. variety of ways. No human being has ever yet told
God, as to be deprived of this blessed privilege of As two solitary wanderers on high mountains joy- what that substance is that tints the grass, the rose,
free thought, free speech, and free theorizing about fully greet one another at their encounter, when the violet, or the lily. No human being has ever yet
what the blood-washed call "the mysteries of god- passing storms and clouds veil the summit to which gathered, weighed, or exhibited it.
liness," etc.
they aspire, so I rejoice to hav met you, undismayed
What scientist has ever gathered the aroma of the
I am not and cannot be satisfied with what is champion, upon this new province of science."
rose, peach, apple, pear, clover blossom, or hayfield,
already known, and, like yourself, I must hav, not
Would it not be wise to pause when such ~ntellect- and classified them as primary or combinations of
faith, but evidence that will satisfy my reason. ual giants and representativs of science as Crookes, primary elements, and exhibited them? Likewise
·We, as a race, hav but just begun to learn. We are vVallace,Zollner, Buchanan, and Sargent talk about the flavors of the various fruits? What is it that
surrounded on all hands by mysteries. The dark new and unexplored realms of science and new causes the bitter, and what the sweet? although
clouds of superstition, which for ages hav been red worlds of material and intelligence? It is a small these latter I believe to be only conditions or modes
:with th~ horrid fires of eternal d~mnation, are rap- matter to impeach. the scie~ce of men of m_y caliber, of manifestation. Yet what is it? It is just as perIdly rolhng away, and we are JUSt beginning to but when by so domg Y?U. Imp~ach the sCie~ce pro- tinent to ask. Shall we deny that these subtle ele-;
discover what a glorious universe this is. Now, with mulga ted by such men, It IS qmte another thmg.
ments exists because science has not yet been able to
our liberated reason, we may clare to search for even
In your "reply" you say it is impossible for mind .place them in its scales and weigh them? Where do
God himself. The church has preached "hands off" elements to exist as I hav claimed, because men of. these elements come from? Take a heap of dirt and
about as long as it can, and now it is the duty of science hav never discovered them; they hav not subject it to the closest analysis, add all the elements
every liberated mind to assist in solving the un- been gathered, weighed, or exhibited; and if there ever used as manure or fertilizers, analyze it again,
solved problems and mysteries that are all about us is such an element, "it must be homogeneous, there- and nothing absolutely is found approximating in
and that we are a part of. We ought to be ashamed fore birds, animals, and human beings ought to pos- the remotest degree the odor of the rose. Analyze
that there is ·so much yet that we don't know; and sess the same degree and kind of intelligence."
the air; nothing of the kind is found there. If sciif there is any one thing that will cause posterity to
Now what I said about magnetism and electricity ence can.not find it by its rigid materialistic methods
loathe and hate Christianity as the most blighting may hav been so interpreted, but I did not intend to of analysis and tests, we must pronounce materialcurse of all ages, it will be the fact that it taught say that the spirit world was made up of a homoge- istic science a failure, and must look elsewhere. We
the darkness of superstition instead of the light of neous element. I said" magnetism and kindred ele- will try Zollner's and Crooke's new science; and as
knowledge ; that we must throttle our reaRon and ments" (kindred does not mean homogeneous) were it is claimed to be a step in advance, perhaps it will
substitute in its stead the damning principle of gathered, stored away, and crystallized into mind or help us. Analyze the nutrition and fluids drawn
faith i that all knowledge of all mysteries is to be spirit organisms, and that thinking or thought was from the soil by the plant, also every atom of the
looked for, not in nature, but in an absurd, unau- the law by which this is done, or by which the ·mind plant, shrub, or tree, and not a trace of the aroma of
thenticated old book of lies and obscenity, and that or spirit organisms are strengthened and built up. the flowers or t~e flavor of the fruits or color is
the author of the flames beneath and the stars above We certainly accumulate mind, or grow in intelli- found. Whence do they come? In my last letter I
is lJ: liar·~aud a bloody, obscene, torture-loving demon. gence, exactly in proportion to the amount of think- spoke of condition as playing a very important P.art
It IS evidently our duty when we find facts which ing we do. We can take our choice .. We can, as we in the economy of nature, and now let us see 1f it
bear upon the mysteries of nature to use them in exercise the physical or intellectual, strengthen the will not help us in solving this problem. If we can
weaving theories, as men in the past hav done, and body or the mind. It is evident that the body not find what we are looking after in the soil,
depends for its sustenance and strength upon phys- in the elements drawn from the soil, or in the
been reviled and persecuted for it too.
In regar~ to th_ougbt and mind, I do not, as you ical elements and conditions, and the mind upon substance of the plant its.elf, we, as I said before,
seem to thmk, claim absolutely that I am right, nor spiritual elements and conditions. It is true the must look elsewhere.
With that wonderful
that I.hav _made any new discovery. I only say, to I mind while in conjunction with the body is com- law of chemical affinity, of attraction and .remy rnmd, It ar;pears so, or I believe thus and !!O, and pelled to work within certain environments or limits. pulsion, and knowing that the rpositiv and negativ
~nde_av?r to giv facts to. prove it, hoping I may be It must do its thinking and manifest itself to a phys~ both attract and repel, we will n<;w examin some of
f~rmshlllg a clew t~at will suggest to some other. ical world with a physical brain. But because mind nature's. work, and see if by so doing a little light
mmd the true analysis of these great problems.
I is an aggregation of spiritual_elements is no reason may not be found that wild b0ar upon this subject.
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The great work accomplished by the vegetable the progressiv scale of matter. As the essence of spirit as his must ever rebel against the tenets of a
world is to liberate oxygen and store away carbon.
matter becomes, by. these processes, more and more Calvin or a John Knox.
Carbon, which if set free elsewhere is attracted, r~fined _and_ethere~hzed, hivher and higher forms of
I was at·Ayr twice last summerwhile oxygen i.~ liberated and repelled, exactly the h~e sprmg mto existence, and finally it becomes so
" Auld Ayr, wham ne'er a place surpasses
reverse of that performed by the animal kingdom. ~1~hly r~fined and endowed with life pripciples that
For l10nest men and bonnie lasses."
We attract and utilize oxygen and liberate carb0n. It Is possible for creatures with souls to be "molded
So the two kingdoms, by the law of attraction and and fashioned" o.ut of them.
I strvlled along the banks o' Doon, visited the
repulsion, mutually interchange elements and susMan, in the earlier ages cf this earth, was not Burns (Burness*) cottage, the room in which Burns
tain each other. Does not this prove my theory found, because the elements out of which to make was born, the Alawoy kirk, gathered clippings from
true that we attraP.t elements thrown off or evolved his. mind had not yet been evolved and perfected. the rose, woodbine, and ivy that entwine the "Brig
from other forms ? Every atom of the fluids and This may be a seeming contradiction to what I hav o' Dorm," over which Tam O'Shanter was flying
solids which the plant draws from the soil must pass elsewhere stated that mind· or soul elements are upon his gray mare "Meg" when the de'il rushed ·
through the leaves or foliage. Plants breathe very drawn ~rom the great reservoir of spirit. I hav out of the old kirk grounds and pulled off the tail
like human beings, and the foliage is the lungs of never said I thought all of mind entity is constituted of his noble charger. I crossed the "auld brig
vegetation. In the foliage the substances drawn of elements drawn from the great uviversal reser- o' Ayr," built in 1252, and was feted and toasted at
from the soil become carbonized, so scientists of the voir. There must be such a combination of elements the "Tam O'Shanter· inn," the. old tavern in Ayr
old school would say, but the new science would hav that the soul will eternally be recognized a'3 a ahilcl where Burns and his "cronies," Tam O'Shanter and
it carbonized and spiritualized. Light, which is but of this earth. The spirit of matter, as it is evolved Suter (shoemaker) Johnny used to resort, and where
the vi bra tory motions of the universal ether, is the ~rom the rocks, is ever reaching out after its affinity
" The landlady and Tam grew gracious
all-important condition necessary to this breathing. m space, and the fruit of the union is new forms,
Wi' favors secret, sweet, and precious."
Without this light the plants wither, fade, and die, new life, ~nd adde_d energy, powe~·, and beauty.
simply because without light· they cannot breathe.
I certamly beheve the evolvmg of mind ele- I sat at the same table at which they sat and in the
While, then, the substances drawn from the soil ments or intelli~ence to be not only the principal same chairs that they sat in, sipped Scotch ale from
are passing through the leaves, those not liberated part but the most interesting part of the gr"at book the same- mug that Robbie sipped from more than a
are exposed not only to air elements, but also light of evolution; and those who ignore the ex"stence hundreq years ago, and in the same room, upon tl;te
elements.
Hight here is the great mystery, and ~.nd evolution of these elements are as foolish as wall of which hangs an original letter in a frame
right he~·e it must be solved, for nowhere else in the Christians, who are content to feed on the shucks of written by the poet to a gentleman of note at Edinwliole htstory of the plant do we find a single clue faith. It would be well if Materialists, instead of bu.,.gh beggi ,g his criticism upon a poem he had
to the origin ot· cause of colors, odors, or flavors, etc. denying these wonderful truths, would turn Spirit- just written, which he didn't dare publish without
If elements from the air are attracted and utilized, ualists and investigate this ".new science" for tbem- counsel, as it might bring down the shafts of the
hav we not just as good reason for declaring that selvs. Perhaps a little inspiration, under proper church upon him. He and the kirk were like oil and
elements drawn from the universal ether are also conditions, from those despised spirits would quicken water to each other. He said he chose the tavern
utilized? If the carbon of the world is drawn from their faculties, and they be enabled to see the truth instead of the church as a choice of two evils. Yes,
nature ~nd humanity were his first and only loves.
the air, ~here do tlie colors and odors come from? as others do and as it is.
While in England I also passed through Thetford,
I will now close by giving ·One more theory, which
It seems that light is just as necessary as air, and
light. is only the vibrations of the universal ether, I regard as pertinent to this discussion. l believe where the noble Paine was born. That village h:Js
which, by its varying law of vibrations, exhibits all this earth is destined to become a sun, likewise all at this time three or four thousand inhabitants, ani
the tints and colors of the spectrum. . At this point of our sister planets. I believe there are magnetism, is situ;1ted exactly upon the line that divides Norfolk
new and needed elements are taken on, or breathed electricity, and other kindred elements in and about ancl Middlesex counties, and is a part of each. But
in, while those that are no longer needed are ex- this earth; both activ and latent, enough, when Thomas Paine was born in Norfolk county. I
pelled. What is it that under the vitalizing or liberated and activ, to produce a sun as brilliant as passed through that village when en route from
London to Norwich. And you and I, yon will
the sun that illuminates this earth to-day.
quickening power of light is here done?
In the auroral and magnetic digplays we already recollect, Mr. Editor, saw the table at Mr. TrueIf plants could liv and breathe and grow without the aid of light, we might then concludli that hav the beginning of a self-illuminating atmosphere. love's upon which Paine wrote his" Rights of Man,"
only air elements are needed. Here·then is the.pres- Jupiter is already beginning to giv light of its own, and upon which he might hav penned the Junius
· Fraternally,
DR. ANDREWS.
ence and action of an etherealized element that is and the time is not far distant when this system will articles.·
just as essential as air. If the action of the light hav two suns instead of one. Double stars or suns
*Burness was the name of Robert Burns' father, but the
element is as essential as air, then we must conclude revolving around each other are very common. poet
left ess off in writing it.
that spiritual or etherealized elements enter into the Bright, shining spots on Jupiter hav attracted the
attention
of
astronomers
of
late,
and
much
speculacombination. This then solves the problem as to
The Modern Devil.
where the colors, perfumes, etc., etc., of the plant tion has been indulged in as to what it portends. We
must
bear
in
mind
that
this
universe
is
progressiv,
To
TilE
EDITOR
oF TilE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
come from.
·
With _this view, friend Bennett, am I not justified and that the possibilities of matter are infinit. Mat- all the churches throughout our country the preachin speakmg of "the great reservoir of spiritual or ter is the infinit, and there is no infinit in the uni- ers are fulminating their anathemas against a horned
and hoofed devil, who is going about like a roaring·
mind elements?" If the universal ether which fills verse but matter.
It will no longer do for the Materialists to shut lion s~eking whom he may devour. The principal
all space contributes of its elements to sustain and
build up life forms on the planetary bodies, as it un- their eyes to these important facts. !f the vegetable business of the churches is to fight the machinations
doubtedly does, I hav certainly prpved my theory world, which combines in such a wonderful degree of this evil one. Millions of dollars are expended
true. It may be claimed that light is a manifesta- the useful and ornamental, the physical and spirit- every year, and hundreds of sermons are preached in
tion belonging to the visible and material universe. ual, is made up of elements drawn from earth, air, every pulpit to effect this end. But there is a devil
Granted. For precisely the same reason, I shall and spirit, may not man, with his wonderful gifts of that stalks through our country at noonday, whose
claim that spiritual manifestations belong to the in- intelligence, be likewise made up? Surely man, influence is producing all that is deplorable. There
visible and material, for they originate the same as with his godlike attributes of reason and thought, is is not a church but what treats him with the greatBst
courtesy and obeys all his behests. The preacher
light in the realms beyond.
In order to hav light not inferior to vegetation.
He who persists in looking down into the earth and his flock are his fast friends, and are ready to
we must hav a universal ether, and we should never
hav suspected the existence of such an element bad beneath his feet for all theTe is in the universe to-day exclaim, Great is thy influence and great is thy
it not been for its mode of manifesting itself, which has not yet felt· nor entered into the progressiv spirit power; for these we love thee! Yet their horned
is by light, imparting not only vitality but odors, of the age. Be assured that Spiritualism means far devil is no match for this one in the amount of mismore than the raps and table-tippings. It means the ery he ·inflicts upon the human family. In every
colors, and flavors to material forms.
It is claimed, and with good reason, that the coal solution of all mysteries and all problems by the in- country he robs the poor to bestow great wealth on a
beds are,. to a large extent, the sunlight of past ages. herent principles or laws of matter in harmony with few. He builds colleges and churches with money
Already the world is being supplied with all the reason, and the death of all. creeds, dogmas, false he filches from industry. There is not a crime in the
E. A. CilAPM.L~.
long catalog of crimes that he is not immediately
flavors of fruits and the perfumes of flowers dis- gods, and superstitions.
or remotely the chief cause of.
Lowell, Mich.
•
tilled from the coal. This again proves my theory
--------~~-----He sits in the halls of pride and feasts with fiendtrue that elements are drawn from the great reserThomas
Paine and Robert Burns.
ish delight on the poverty and suffering he has
voir of spirit-matter. The wonderful discovery has
been recently made that sound will travel on and
To TilE EDITOR oF TilE TRUTil SEEKER, Sir : caused amongst earth's toilers below. He is welwith a beam of light; that wherever a beam of light Two articles from t\l'O gifted pens, which I hav just comed in the parlors of money kings and dandled on
can be sent or received there sound may be conveyed perused in TnE TRUTH SEEKER of January 22d, hav the lap of aristocracy, yet is worshiped by the penniless wretch whom he has robbed of his labor and
and messages be sent far exceeding in rapidity and inspired me to take up my pen and write Amen.
ease any system of telegraphy ever before invented.
The first is that of ·william Henry Burr. I am his manhood.
Not only do the churches and ministers of religion
If light may be made the vehicle of sound, may not fully convinced that he has the right of it; that the
other properties and phenomena equally as marvel- immortal Thomas Paine WftS the al!thor of both the yield to his sway, but all governments and legislativ
ous attP.nd this wonderful element? Who has not Junius papers and the Declai'ation of Independence. bodies bow submissivly to his mandates. More
observed that every leaf or blade of grass terminates Yes, I believe that Dr. Franklin be:-ame aware that than half the world are his willing slaves, and
in a delicate point? These undoubtedly are elec- Paine was the writer of the Junius articles, and that bow obsequiously to his power. His legitimate
~rical points, :w:hich gra_dua~ly dispense the magnet- they were the foremost cause of Franklin's inviting work may be seen in the hovels and rags of the
poor. The starving, landless Irish to-day are brought
ISm or electn01ty that 1s hberated by the grinding him to come to America.
to
their condition by thts insatiate fiend. Yet his
processes of nature's mill. Could we beho'd from
I also believe Paine was the author of the Declaraevery tree top, shrub, blade of grass, and flower the tion of Independence. That Jefferson was the power over humanity is so great that the enlightened
streams of etherealized elements that arc passing off writer (penman) there is no doubt; but that 1\'Ir. nation of England is marsh;J.ling her forces to assist
into space with these physical eyes as we behold the Paine modeled and gave to it its spirit and positiv him in crushing out the life and liberties of the poor,
grosser forms of matter, language would be inade- character is almost self-evident, for therc:n is easily downtrodden Irish. Tliis devil is Interest. Would
quate to express our admiration and wonder. Go traceable the same indomitable will and purpose it not be well to hav less to say about that old mythout in thu mQrning and examin the hoar-frost. that animated the great author of "Common Sense," ological devil until we rid the world of this· real
·
Millions of little crystals shoot up from every point "Rights of lVIan," the "Crisis," and, I may add, the devil, interest .'?
I hav long considered the subject of interest the
and surface.
They am electrical points which Junius productions.
nature has improvised for a purpose. Wherever a
But dismissing the subject of "friend" Burr's most important point for reformers to attack. Not
f~ost crystal is formed there a jet 0f magnetism or investigations with a full "belief that he is in the that it is the weakest and most easily demolished,
kn;dred elements hav _shot off inLO space. This right, l will next s:ty that I always read what I see but because it is the strongest fortress now held by
bemg true, what a mtghty load of etherealized published in the columns of Trm TIWTH SEEKER the money power. In our grapple with Shylock, this
ANTIUSURY.
matter _this old earth is constantly yielding .up ! from the pen of George Chaiucy. This time he has must fall or victory will be his.
said
something
right
to
the
point.
about
the
immortal
These h_berated el~ments undoubtedly return again
AN brroRT.I.NT DrscussroN.-An eight-day debate
and agam-perhaps hav traveled these circuits ot1t Robbie Bnrns, Scotland's and nature's true poet and
of one form into another since the earth begun nobleman, and that is, that his great, humane, and has been arranged to commence at Columbus, Kan.,
n;tilli?ns of ~imes, and what is the result? Every fraternal spirit forever rebelleu. against the orthodox February 22d, between 0. A. Phelps and Rev. C. W.
Clrcmt that 1s. traveled undoubtedly marks one in tyranny of the kirk of Scotland. Yes, truly such a 1 Pool.
1
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ur cruder life here. It is only a question of degree; "Antichrist," and who h!ll'l undoubtedly devoted
and that matter is susceptible of almost interminable more time to the proofs and probabilities of Chrisgradations from the coarse to the fine is well proved. tianity in the first and second centuries than any
D. M. BE~T}.'"ETT' EDITOR·
Still it continues to be matter all the time, and can other man in America, says, on page 423 of his "RevPUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEAR. never become anything else. Matter an·d its forces elations": "That the Annals of Tacitus were forged
make up the universe.
They are eternal, the in the fifteenth century is now claimed to be demonalmighty-the
only
eternal
and
almighty, in our be- strated by the author of a book entitled 'Tacitus and
The larg~t and cheap~t Radical Journal pUblislwl in EuroptJ
Braccioliui,' London, 1878. For forty years Poggio
lief, which has an existence.
o·r Ame1·ica, conta,ining nearly sevtJn hundred square inches more
Mr.
Chapman's
talk
about
throwing
a
lot
of
brain~, Bracciolini was a papal secretary, and competent to
of reading matter tltan any other journal of its kind.
bones, blood, ligaments, muscles, etc., into a stove, commit such a forgery. In 1422, while in the receipt
expecting to produce thought thereby, is unworthy of a starvation salary, he was tempted by an offer of
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 19, 1881. of attention. Nature works in no such way, but fur- 500 sequins (nearly $50,000) to engage in some mysnishes all the m;ttter, force and organizations which ,terious literary work. Seven years later six books of
the Annals were brought to him by a monk of Saxproduce life and which produce thought.
The Mind E_lement.
The odors, c.olors, and flavors which Mr. Chapman ony. Then all Christendom rejoiced to learn that the
We are disposed to let friend Chapman hav the speaks of so flippantly and propounds questions about heathen Tacitus bad mentioned Christ crucified under
last word on this subject, and on this we are agreed, are' not primary elements, but are the results of organ- Pontius Pilate. The discovery was worth the money.
for be is disposed in the same direction. A column of ization, the union of many of the elements and forces Poggio, though a father both spiritually and carn;~.lly,
his "Appendix" is used to justify theories, and to show in the universe, the eame as man and his thoughts. was not a husband till the age of fifty-four. At sevIn Mr. Chapman's former articles he has talked enty-two he accepted the office of. secretary to the
that they may be properly indulged in. This was
scarcely nec~ssary._ We h~v not c?ndemned theor_iz- about the mind-element as a primary or simple sub- repn blic of Florence, and at seventy-nine he died,
ing nor forbidd~n It, but !'Impl:y hmt~d th!lt theones stance, and said that the mind or thought of man was leaving five sons of his old age. Up to the last he
are· not necessanly factfl. The wildest Imagmable the- this spirit element drawn from its capacious resting- was a busy student and writer. Fifty-six years after
ories hav existed since man first walked the earth, and place; but in his appendix he modifies his theory his death his fourth son was secretary to Pope Leo
this occupation of theory-making will doubtless be and uses the plural and talks about mind elements, X., at which time the pope's steward, stimulated by
continued indefinitly. Mr. Chapman has just as much soul elements, etc., and of course life elements. In a munificent reward, discovered the first six incomright to build up theories ~s any other man, but ~e this view of the case we are not so very far apart. plete books of the Annals, probably the unfinished
will hav to prove them a httle better than he has his If he givs np the idea that mind is a primary, work of Poggio in his old age."
theory of "mind-element" before they are universally simple element that exists somewhere separate from
He continues his remarks by allusion to the damour world, and admits that it is a phenomenon of aging fact that a passage in the pseudo Tacitus of
adopted.
The main point in dispute between us is, What is life, the result of the elements and forces in nature, Poggio is closely similar to one in Sulpicius Severns,
mind? If we hav understood him, he holds that it is we will not need to discuss the subject further, who wrote about the year 400, three hundred years
matter, an element, of which there is an inexhaustible and other appendixes will be unnecessary.
after the time of Tacitus. Aft.er a quotation from a
fountain somewhere in stellar space, from which
notice in the Edinburgh Review of Mr. Ross's work
all men and all animals draw enough to do their
(who is the authorwho denies the authenticity of the
What Objections to Christianity!
thinking or n:ake their th?u~bts. This ele;nent, being
"Annals") he closes by saying: "We are quite sat1
intellicrence, IS always thmkmg, whether m the great REPLY TO MR. MAIR S FIFTH LETTER.-CONTINUED. isfied with the conclusion that the cloud on the title
fountaln or whether drawn out into animal organizaIt is evident you are loth to part with Tacitus as of the Annals is at least as dark as that on the
tions, comprising 1,500,000,000 human beings on the a witness. This is not strange inasmuch' as he is the fourth gospel. And as for ' long tradition' we think
earth, to say nothing of the quintillions that hav left it, only pagan authority whom you can quote who is it will be found a little too long to prove Chr st was
and perhaps a million times as many inferior animals, even claimed to have mentioned the name of Christ. crucified under Pontius Pilate. 0 ' '
great and small. On thP. other hand, we hold that The more, however, the iubject is investigated the
Writing later upon the same subject, he repeats:
thinking or intelligence is a function of the brainal more/robable it becomes that Tacitus never men- "The fact is that the existence of the so-called An11ystem, as motion and strength are of the muscular tione the name of Jesus, and the claim that he did nals of Tacitus, which contains the passage about
system, digestion and assimilation of the gastric and is one of those misrepresentations to which, unfortu- Christ, was never known at all until the year 1429,
circulatory systems, sight of the eye and connecting nat~y, too many Christian writers, both early and when the forged work first made its appearance.
organizations, hearing of the ear, etc. It seems late, have been much addicted. It matters not very Tacitus did not write the Annals, but Poggio Bracto be no more difficult to comprehend that thoughts much what Gibbon's opinion upon the subject was, cilini did. He produced the last six books of the
are produced than that locomotion, hearing, seeing, for he had not so good opportunities of judging as Annals in 1429, for which he received a fortune.
and feeling are produced, and that all are the concom- are now possessed;
Then in his old age he forged the first six books, bnt
itants of life and organization. We can see no proof
The passage alluded to is found in what are called died before completing the sixth. These were brought
that thinking requires a separate element any more the Annals of Tacitus ; and it is the Annals that is to light by his son a long time after the death of the
than seeing, tasting, hearing, feeling, or life itself, believed to have been a production of the latter father, and palmed off on the pope for another muwhich is the sum total of animal organization and part of the fifteenth century. It is admitted on all nificent reward .. The father was secretary to seven
functions.
bands that such a writer as Tacitus lived in the successive popes during a period of forty years, and
Thinking is the result of the entire human organ- close of the first century and that he wrote several the son was also secretary to Pope Leo X. when the
ization, brain, stomach, the circulatory system, and works, among which were a Treatise on the Germans steward of his holiness discovered the first six incomthe nervous system, quite as much as aBy other func- Histories, a Dialogue on Orators, etc., but it ifl now plete books of the Annals. Further details on this
tion performed by the body, and perhays ~ore; but stoutly disputed that he wrote the Annals. If he subject will be found in the 'Revelations of Antithat it is a function, a result of orgamzatwn, seems was the author of them it is most singular that the christ,' which exhausts the whole subject of the hisproved by the endless diversity of thoughts and work was not known before the close of the fifteenth torical existence of Jesus, and proves conclusively that
degrees of intelligence that men exh~bi~.
If century, which is asserted to be the fact. If you no such person existed in the reign of Tiberius; in
mind and thought are matter, an element Similar to can show that his Annals was alluded to, and espe- other words, that the gospel Jesus is a myth, but that
oxygen and hydrogen, they must ever b~ the same. cially the passage referring to Christians, I ask you there was a Jesus who was stoned and hanged about
Oxygen is homogeneous, always the same, always to point out when and by whom.
76 B. c., among whose disciples were Simon Kepha,
alike, though modified by its thousands of combinaThe reasons given by Taylor for believing the alias Peter, and the Apostle Paul, both of whom
tions. It is so with the other known elements. If whole thing a forgery have great weight:
lived and died before the Christian era." On this
mind is an element like oxygen and hydrogen it
1. None of the Christian Fathers made the slight- subject Taylor says, "I consider this celebrated pasmust be homogeneous, and when drawn from the est allusion to it, though the same would have sage to be a forgery or interpolation upon the text of
great reservoir or ocean it must always be the same served them a better purpose than any other author- Tacitus."
article; but directly the opposit is the result. No two ity of the kind they were able to use.
The least that can be said on this subject is that
persons hav the same thoughts or mind, no two draw
2. Tertullian refers twice to the Histories of Taci- the only pagan authority upon which you can depend
the same from Mr. Chapman~s stellar fountain. No tus, but never to the Annals.
with the slightest confidence is 1hus terribly shaken
two organi:3.J.tions being precisely alike shows why
3. Eusebius, as searching as he was to find every- and needs more help to sustain him than can be
minds are ever unlike, and the same explains why thing that could be used to strengthen the Christian found. That the passage referring to Christ was
the mind is affected and diseased when the body is. cause, made no mention of that passage nor of the written many centuries after the events are said to
We go as far as Mr. Chapman in recognizing Annals.
have transpired there is the strongest grounds for
the finer forms of matter and the subtle forces of
4. The language of the passage is exaggerated, belief; and this ie corroborated by the fact that not one
electrici'ty, magnetism, chemical affinity, attraction, improbable, and incompatible with the gentle and of the· sharp, lynx-eyed early writers in favor of
etc., etc. We admit the importance of these-and cultured Tacitus, who, if in his day Christianity was Christianity made the slightest allusion to it. The
of others perhaps not yet understood-in making up what is claimed for it, would not thus have character- fact is perfectly established that hundreds of spurilife, the grand result of the universe, but w~ _cannot ized it.
ous gospels, false documents, and forgeries were
clearly see his dual system of matter and spint. We
5. Because in the genuine writings of Tacitus no produced from time to time to uphold and establish
regard the universe as a great unity-one system- allusion, directly or indirectly is made to Christ or the story of Jesus, the baseness of which has been
employing coarser and finer forms of matter, the lat- to Christians.
fully exposed, and that this portion at least of the
ter evolving from the former. These and the conTaylor makes use of this language, and instead of Annals of Tacitus is of the same character there is,
comitant forces are always at work in producing the aspersing him I call upon you to refute it : " The as shown, the strongest reason for believing. If an
results attained.
first publication o£ any part of the Annals vf Taci- early existence of this passage or o£ the Annals itself
We hav never insisted that this is the ultimate tus was by Johannes de Spire, at Venice, in the year can be proved, it devolves upon you t~ do it.
state of our existence, nor that it is not in the econo- 1468, his imprint being made from a single manuBut if it will be a special gratification to you to
my of the universe to produce continued life; but script, i? his own power and possession only, and admit for the time being the authenticity of the sinwe do hold that if we hav a contined existence, if we purportmg to have been written in the eighth cen- gle passage in which Tacitus is said tohav alluded to
continue to liv, move, and· think, we must hav tury. From this manuscript, which none but the Jesus it amounts not to very much, only that the
bodiGs, organs, and brains, as we now hav, com- most learned would know of, none but the most writer three-fourths of a century after the alleged
posed of matter and within the universe, though the curious would investigate, and .:.one but the most in- death of Christ heard that his followers, "branded
material be far more subtle and refined than that terested would transcribe, or be allowed to trans- with deserved infamy," had been cruelly treated by
which makes up our present organizations. All this cribe-and that too, in an age and country when and Nero. If the passage were genuine, it would -not
may be within the power and province of the uni- where t_o. have suggested but a doubt against. the deserve the appellation of historical proof, but eince
verse and help to form its wonderful economy. We authentiCity of any document which the authorities a very dark cloud is thrown over its genuinenese, it
do not divide existence or substance into matter and had once chosen to adopt as evidence of Christianity falls hopelessly to the ground.
epirit, but regard it all as matter, though ranging would have subjected the conscientious skeptic to the
As to the identity of the Goepel of Nicodemue and
from the bank o£ clay to the finest ether that mau fagot-from this all other manuscripts and printed the Acts o£ Pilate, the best of 'Elvidence is to be adbas ever found. Invisible and almost impalpable copies of the works of Tacitus are derived; and con- duced. It is to be found in the Ante-Nicene Library,
hydrogen is just as really matter as the block of sequently in the forty-fourth section of the fifteenth Vol. XVI., the "Apocryphal Acts of Revelations."
grauit, and s~ ?f al! the. fi_ner. forms in whiqh matter book of these Annals we have the celebrated pail- The Introduction,· page 11, says that "the Acts of
exists. If spint exists, It IS >nmply a form of matter sage."
· Pilate was also entitled the Gospel of Nicodemus."
combined with the forces inseparable from it, as in
A' frielild of mine who writes over the name of To the same effect we have the concurrence of Tisch-
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endorf, one of the very best Christian authorities, family ?f Adam, and a thow~and years later from mately he became a civilized being, building citiel!,
and he attributes the production of the work to the the family of Noah, all the nations and tribes of constructing machinery, and writing and printing
second or third century, a period so prolific of spuri- men on the earth have descended. The same story books.
ous and false gospels and epistles. See pages 124 ~ells how the earth, sun, moon, and stars were made
The lesson to be learned from all this is that Jpan
and 222 for the different versions of the Gospel of In the same week that man was before which time was not created in the beginning in a high state of
Nicodemus, the first part being entitled the Acts of there was nothing, or, if something in a very crude perfection; that he did not fall from a state of hapPilate, and the second part the Descent of Christ chaotic state-" without form and ;oin."
' piness and perfection to a state of utter wretchedness,
into Hell. In the firRt Latin version of the second
S~ience, which gives us far more accurate infor- but rather, instead of falling, he has gradually been
part, chapter xii, it will be found that Pilate did matiOn than this contained in the Bible, convinces rising, becoming more intelligent and better fitted to
write "a letter to Claudius, king of. the city of us that that Jewish statement of the cosmogony keep up the battle of life in the great struggle of
Rome," about the crucifixion of the son of God; so of the wor~d and the universe is totally false. Ge- existence. We infer also that as man did not fall,
that the assertion that Pilate is claimed to have ology unmistakably ·tells us that this earth has is not lost from the source of his existence, he needs
written a letter to Claudius is not so very ridiculous existed in its present form for hundreds· of thou- no finding and requires no savior to bring him back
after all. On page 224 is another Report of Pilate sat;tds and. probably many millions of years. Man to the imaginary altitude from which he fell.
to Augustus Coosar, anrl following it another version existed on It, though probably in a primitive savage
It is believed that the birth-place of the human
of the sa:me. On page 231 is given the copy of an- Atate, a hundred thousand years ago. The p~oofs of race was in some part of the earth where the climate
other clotimed ~ocument, the Givings Up of Pilate, t~is I will not stop to produce unless you call for was mild, so that before he knew how to make cloth·
and lastly, a httle further on, will be found an them.
ing or construct dwellings he would not suffer fi:om
·account of the "Death of Pilate." In all these preThe precise
Astron~my tells us of the solar system, of which the severities of climatic extremes.
tended .documents, or, as you are pleased to term the sun IS the center, around which revolve the locali•y where this beginning was made· cannot be
them, "gover~~ent archives," Pilate appears as an earth, seven other planets, five of them much larger known. So many years have sped away since that
excellent Chnstian, and may in fact be termed the· than the earth, and two or three hundred asteroids all knowledge to be had upon the subject does not
first Christian martyr. The damaging fact however of smaller dimensions. It tells uR that the stars en3:ble _us to penetrate the age of dense darkness
in the whole business is that the docume~ts are arl which we see with unaided eyes, and countless thou- whiCh mtervenes. The farther back the geological
spuri~:ms, fo10t one of them having been written by sands of others brought to light by the aid of pow- epoch of man's first appearance on the earth, even to
Pontms Ptlate, and had no existence till the second erful telescopes, are largely suns, the centers of other the Miocene period, the more cumulative is the proof
century, when a certain number of Christian geniuses systems, with smaller globes revolving around them, of the unity of origin of the various races. But
lived, capable of getting up gospels and sacred docu- as the earth revolves around its sun. The writers of when it is undertaken- to fix the site of man's first
ments to meet the needs and demands, which fact I the Jewish Bible knew nothing of this. They knew appearance it is not easily accomplished. Looking
think I will be able to show, further on as fully as not even that the earth was round, nor that it turned at his slender organization and the absence of any
you wish.
'
daily ~p_on its 3:xis and coursed yearly round the natural protection against. sevPre cold, it is reasonaI~ ~he edition of the Apocryphal New Testament sun, milhons of times larger than itself. The author, ble to suppose that he originated in a mild latitude,
(Wil_ham Hone, Ludgate Hill, London), in the. intro- or authors, of the Jewish story evidently thought anrl many have conjectured it was not far from the
ductiOn to the "·Gospel of Nicodemus, formerly that the earth constituted the universe; that it was Indian ocean in the central or southern portion of
called the Acts of Pontius Pilate," this languageis a flat surface, having "ends," "foundations" .and Asia. To this theory men no Jess learned than Pr.of.
used: "Although this gospel is, by some among the "pillan'l," with a comparatively small body; tbe sun Sclater, Prof. Huxley, Lubbock, Tylor, artd scores of
le~rned, supposed to have been really written by to give light by day, and another small body, the the. ablest writers the world has produced have given
NICodemus, who became a disciple of Jesus Christ, moon, to giv light by night, while the little twink- their assent.
Notwithstanding the great antiquity which is
and conversed with him, others conjecture that it ling s·tars were made in a hurry, thrown in for
was a forgery toward the close of the third century makeweights or good measure, and set up in the justly clai~ed. for the American continent by general
by some zealous believer, who observing that there firmament a ~;hort distance above the earth for orna- consent, pnonty, so far as the human race is conce~ned, ~s conceded to the opposite side of the globe.
had been appeals made by the Christian9 of the for- mentation or amusement.
The writer or writers tell us that from Shem, Ham It Is beheved that from Ce•iitral Asia came the races
mer age to the Acts of Pilate, but that such Acts
could not be produced, imagined it would be a ser- and Japhet all the nations of the earth hav sprung: which have made up the civilized nations of the
vice to Ch_ristianity to fabricate and publish this and that ~urin&" the lifetime of Shem large and pow- earth, India has been termed the cradle of the
gospel, as It would both confirm the Christians un- erful natwns m the eastern part of Asia and in world's literature, civilization, aud religion. Its hisder persecution and convince the heathen of the Egypt arose, and that kingdoms and large cities were tory, languages, and literature are thought to be older
truth of the Christian religion. The Rev. Jeremiah established. Common sense and universal experi- tha~ t~ose of Persia, China, Chaldea, or Egypt.
Jones says that such pious frauds were very com- ence tell us that this cannot be true. The world has While It has been the birthplace of civilization and
mon among-Christians even in the first three centu- never advanced that far in the lifetime of one indi- literature, it has also been the source of the mytholries, and that a forgery of this nature, with the vidual, and the strongest proofs exist that man lived ogy, theology, and superstition which have cursed
the world.
view above mentioned, seems natural and probable. on the earth long eras before nations, languages, or
_Ancient Asia was peopled by the Aryan nation or
The same author, in noticing that Eusebius in his literature were established and before kingdoms and
tnbes,
who occupied the main portion of the conticities
were
built
up.
Ecclesiastical History charges the pagans with havLearned scientists agree that millions of years ago nen_t south of tlre Himil~yas. They were a peaceful,
ing forged and published a book called the Acts of
Pilate, takes occasion to observe that the internal the earth was in a molten state, and that in- a~~I~ult~1ral people, and a~ta~ned to a fair degree of
evidence of this gospel shows it was not the work of computable ages rolled away before it cooled suffi- CIVIlizatiOn.. It was t~Is people who worshiped
any heathen, but that if in the latter end of the third ciently to admit of vegetable and animal life upon Indra, Agm, Varuna, Mitra, Soma, Maruts, Usha11,
century we find it in use among Christians (as it was its surface. A very large portion of the earth's Yama, etc., who were personifications of the powers
then certainly in some churches), and about the same crust consists of chalk, which is made up of shells of and manifestations of nature. Their descendants at
time find a forgery of the heathens under the same exceedingly small creatures that live and die under a _later p_eriod conceived and worshiped Brahma,
title, it seems exceedingly probable that some Chris- water, creatures of the same character as at this VIshnu, Siva, and the numerous other gods which the
fertile brains of the Hindoos were able to imagine.
tians at that time should publish such a piece as moment are forming chalk-beds at the bottom of our
A b_ranch of the Arynn family occupied Iran or
oceans.
A
layer
of
chalk
one
foot
in
thickness
is
this in order partly to confront the spurious one of
Persia, and these were more monotheistic in their
the pagans, and partly to support those appeals not ~ormed in less than a . century, and is thought to
d~ity-worshiping proclivities and principally recogwhich had been made by former Christians to the reqmre a much longer time, so that, as ·the chalk mzed Ormuzd as their great deity, with Mithra, the
Acts of Pilate ; and Mr. Jones says he thinks so. beds in the southern parts of England and the northsun, and Ahriman, the arch-devil of the world .It is
more particularly as we have innumerable instances ern parts of France exceed one thousand feet in believed that people from Iran or Persia settled in
thickness,
it
is
very
safe
to
conclude
that·
they
could
of forgeries by the faithful in the primitive ages,
Chaldea and Assyria, where their gods were Baal or
grounded on less plausible reasons. Whether it be not hav been lees than one hundred thousand years Bel, lia, Mendach, Nergal, Nebo, with Ishtar, Asin
forming.
And
any
table
of
the
earth's
crust
canonical or not, it is of very great antiquity, and is
tarte, or Ashtoreth, etc. That these were all older
appealed to by several of the ancient Christians. shows ns that there are rocks of great thickness than Jab, or Jahveh, of the Jew-s there is little room
above
and
below
the
chalk,
for
the
production
of
The present translation is made from the gospel pubfor doubt.
lithed by Grynmus in the Orthodoxographa, Vol. I. which millions added to millions of years were reThe Aryans were a thrifty, enterprising race of
How
easy,
then,
for
a
person
not
blinded
quired.
tom. II., p. 643."
people, and. traveled ~estward, settlin~ in the
by
superstition
to
see
that
the
Bible
story
upon
From this and all other authentic information that
w-estern portiOns of Asia, Greece, Etrusma, Iberia,
can be gathered upon the subject this damaging fact which the Christian religion is based is not only not Gall, Britain, Teutonia, and Scandinavia. Modern
divine,
but
wholly
unreliable
and
false
!
to Christianity is made most conspicuous, that there
The Bible tells us that man was created upon a Europe has undoubtedly still a large admixture of
are no reliable records proving that such a person as
very
high plane, perfect and without fault, and from Aryan blood. Philological proofs are abundant
Jesus Christ ever lived ; that all the gospels and sothat the present languages ·of the European nations
regarded sacred stories about him are forgeries, this state he suddenly fell into the lowest depth of are ou~growths and evolutions of the ancient tongue,
crime
and
degradation.
Science
and
research,
on
the
spurious, or the mere rehash of legends and unreliaof whwh probably the Sanskrit is the best defined
ble traditions that cannot be traced to any real othe~ _hand, give the assurance that the primitive representation.
events that ever took place. ~n the place of all this conditiOn of man was very low down, but a slight
The Aryans were a religious people, and regarded
the most reasonable conclusion that can be arrived remove from the animal kingdom. He dwelt in caves with worshipful veneration the various grand operaat is that the mention in Josephus, the letter of and holes in the earth, lived as the animals lived, tions of nature. They believed that the sun, moon
Pilate, the passage in the Annals, and the almost un- and knew little more than the animals. The bones stars, clouds, rivers, and the like possessed life be:
counted number of gospels and documents of the of the human species have in many parts of the earth cause they moved, and they readily conceived that
early centuries are spurious forgeri<>s and interpola- been found side by side with the bones of animals these had a far stronger life than their own, obeying
tion wholly unworthy of confidence. A cause which that for thousands of years have been wholly unknown a will more powerful than they could exercise. It was
depends upon such evidence for proof is weak in the world, and under such circumstance as to bnt a short step from this recognition to the belief
prove that they lived together upon terms of equality.
indeed.
:Subsequent
to this state the " stone age" came on. that a living person actuated each moving body and
THE SOURCE OF CBRII!TIANITY.
When man slightly progressed from his original element in nature, and that this person was a god.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
~ ll do not undertake to givel the precise origin very low degree, he prepared for himself axes, knives,
of Christianity, but I think I have shown, and etc., of stone, with which he felled trees, killed and
"Elements of Social Science."
can further show, that very similar views had dressed game, etc. These stone implements have
"The author treats, in an open and unre8erved
been largely entertained in the world long been found in great numbers in various places, provbefore the word Christianity was used or known, ing that many thousands of years ago, before men manner, the diseases of the human frame, ae well ae
and that there were several sources whence the knew aught of the metals, they crudely formed their those of society, because he is convinced, with Stuart
Christian story and dogmas could have been de- implements of stone. The earlier and later stone Mill, that they cttn only in this way be prevented
rived. And it is hardly worth while to impute .any- ages must have extended over many thousands of and ~ured .. ln truth, we h~v learned from many
years expenence tha~ such IS the case. We bring,
.
.
thing to a supernatural source when natural sources years.
From these primitive conditione man elow~y pro- therefore, to the notice of our readers, and recomare found in abundance.
The Jewish scriptures, which Christians have gressed, acquiring, as necessity impelled and experi- mend them to procure; this excellent book.-.Sonnadopted, tell us that man has existed on the earth ence dictated, more and more knowledge of language, tags-Blatt, Organfur die F1·iedenker .Deut~chlw~di
'
less than six thousand years, and that from the agriculture, architecture, and social life, until ulti- edited by Dr. August Specht, January 26, 1873.
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which must hav taken him many a day, for the Lord the sincere and competent student is ever scanning
had already created every beast of the field and and discerning, ever looking out for and apprehendevery fowl of the air, we are told that he was put to ing new truth and adding it .to the a~ple store he
ITI.-The Origin of Man.
sleep, and a rib was abstracted from his body, out of has inherited from noble ancestors who did the same.
•
which Eve was made.
TE..-;;:T.-And the Lord God formed man of the dust of the
These are <Jlearly two accounts of the creation of
h
ground; and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, and
man became s living souL-Gen. ii, 7.
the human species. And they go to show either t at
This was done early in the second week of crea- the first and second chapters of Genesis are not by
tion, unless the first and second chapters of Genesis the same author, or that wl,len the· author wrote the Hints ·slipped between Elmina and Her Critics.
are two distinct accounts of the same events.
second he had forgotten the narrativ of the first.
BY l\IARY E. TILLOTSON.
In the first chapter we hav, step by step, the procIt is very difficult to understand that the Supreme
ess which the Almighty pursued in his great un- Being should hav. superinten.ded the writing of two
As all believe in temperance, the point at issue
dertaking, from the first day till the sixth. On the such contradictory accounts of so important an event seems-to be what transcends it. That there is much
first day he created light; on the second, the firma-- as the creation of mankind. In .pne we are told that sexual intemperance is no more doubted than that
ment; on the third, trees, grass, and herbs; on the man was created on the sixth day, before the day of there is alcoholic intemperance, and there is no more
fourth, the sun, moon, and stars; on the fifth, fish and rest and of both sexes precisely as the oth~>r animals danger of lessening it unduly than that of a]coholic
fowl; on the sixth, animals, reptils, and man.
wer~ · in the other the inference is striking that drinks. In discussing either it is necessary to refer
And on the seventh day God rested from all his Ada~ was created after the day of rest, and it is to causes, for each is the great effect of many
irresistible that he lived a long time without a smaller causes, the turniug away of which is the right
labors.
He seems then to hav surveyed his whole work mate.
remedy. The appetites for both are usually inherand observed, as we are told, that there was not a
But it is not difficult to understand that an igno- ited, and both are created by 'like causes; hence,
man to till the ground. How such a statement can rant people in an early age should hav accepte~ whatever abates either is likely to the other, though
be reconciled with the assertion that man was ere- these stories as genuin narrativs of the origin of all they do not always adhere in the same person. The
a ted on the sixth day of the first week we do not things. They knew of no animals or fowls except abatement of both is so requisit as to justify any
pretend to explain. There are different theories, those peculiar to a small territory, f?r the~e were solicitude.
one of the most plausible being that man was created no menageries or works on natl~ral history ~n those
Hygieue has been showing that these causes are
in material form on the sixth day, but that the breath days. There was therefore nothmg extraordm~ry to milder stimulants and condiments deranging the '
of life-the soul-spirituality-was not breathed these people in the statement that one man revi~~ed body and receiving- too little attention. Tea, coffee,
into him until after the seventh. This explanation and named them all. As they were not a cntical tobacco, pickles, highly-seasoned pies, cakes, meats,
has been used to reconcile the Mosaic account with people, it is not strange that they should hav accept- and lard in all forms, stimulate, excite, heat, irritate,
the Darwinian theory. It assumes that man was for ed both these traditions without for a moment ques- disease, and produce countless abnormal-states, and
a tim9 only an animal, and that not until the breath tioning that both came from the same author, ~nd appetites grow clamorous.· The sooner this is well
of life was breathed into his nostrils was he endowed were one continuous and consistent story. They known, tl1e sooner will a proper estimate be put on
with immortality, or in the words of the text, that he were a superstitious people, and it is quite in har- pure bodies and people begin. to change toward
b£came a living soul.
mony with the trait that they should hav c?me to temperance in all things.
There is a theory, too, that the first chapter of regard these traditions as veritable revelatiOn of
Both sexes nearly equally violate law in abusing
Genesis is only a general account of creation, the deity.
·
their powers, and misery is becoming unendurable.
second being to some extent a recapitulation, but
The stories, however, are evidently fictions and of Women may suffer more from sexual than alcoholic
more in detail. By this theory it appears that different authorship. Of this they bear internal evi- excess, because closer partners to it, and maybe they
man was created on the sixth day, the fact being deuce. And when the two are compared, each tends deserve to for doing so much to contribute to the
related in the twenty-seventh verse of the first chap- to show the falsity of the other. .
. excessiv appetite by their unnatural appearance and
ter of Genesis, and the details being reserved for the
The ancient id~a was that all thmgs were a special influence, the fashions they accept not only doing
second chapter, in the ~eventh verse of which they creation. Accordingly these traditions attribute to this, bllt enfeebling them more than all other intemthe God of the Jews the creation, by special
are given.
I · act, of perance combined. The fashion intemperance with
These explanations may pass current with those everything animate and inanimate.
t IS not so women not only equals both the other great scourges,
who start out in their intellectual exploration with much our purpose, however, to discredit that notion but underlies and overtops them, blinds and depletes
the assumption that the Bible story is infallibly true, as it is to direct attention to the inconsistency of the men, and so disables women physically, mentally,
and that all facts discovered, instead of being narrativ which the . Christian world regards as eli- and morally that they cannot assert and take social
weighed with it,'are to be cut to its measure. But vinely revealed and the only true acc~unt of _the rights. The displacement of vital viscera by pressto the seeker after truth who does not care what con- origin of man. Man may hav been a speCial creatwn, ure, the down-dragging effects of weight and perelusions he may reach so long as they are tme, and but he could not hav been created male and female plexity by skirts, the coldness and exposure of the
whose only object is to ascertain the truth, not to on the sixth day of the first week, if there was no lower limbs, in present costume, are sufficient to
reconcile the doubtful story of an Eastern poem with man to till the ground in the beginning of the account for their sickness and make it impossible to
inconsistent facts, such explanations and theories seconli week, nor any woman until after Adam-~he decide what is due to other intemperance, so largely
appear childish.
only man-had named all the animals and fowls, do results of this fall on the sexual system. When
Let us look at the two chapters, and compare them which was also in the second week. If he was t;;lothing is suited to use, being beautiful because
with the same candor that we would compare two created on the sixth day of the first week, it is not natural and productiv of naturalness, beauty, and
chapters of any other book.
true that there was no man until one was made from joyous vigor in women, and other habits are made
In the twenty-seventh verse of the first chapter the dust in the second week; and if the first man normal, the sexual appetite will be so moderated as
we are told that on the sixth day God created man was created after the great day of rest, certainly to admit of regulated order, not that a preci~;e rule
in his own image. Then we see that on the seven\h none could hav been created before that day. Or if will apply to all; liberty here, as- elsewhere, will
day God rested.
on the sixth day of the first week both man and ennoble by self-responsibility. With normal diet,
And at this time there had been no rain and there woman were created, it is untrue that man was with- drink, and attire, our many barbarous customs will
was not a man "to till the ground. Thus we find it out a helpmeet unless the almost numberless animals disappear. Equality for women will be a mighty
in the second chapter.
and fowls were named, which was not begun until disinfectant, and a few generations under good
So goes the story, and if it means anything it after the day of rest.
auspices will so wash out the virus of past lascivimeans that after the creation, including that Of man,
And if in this respect either story is untrue, dis- ousness that, in view of present life, which makes
and after God had rested from the labor of creation, credit is thrown upon the whole.
sad wrecks of many half-grown boys, men will be
there were yet two things lp.cking to Iiiake his work
He must be credulous indeed who will accept as surprised at their genial happiness through comperfect and permanent. One was rain and the other inspiration a story so utterly contradictory of itself, fortable abstemiousness. ·
man!
or two stories so utterly contradictory of each other,
Conceding propagation the legitimate province of
To remedy one deficiency a mist was made to rise that any second-rate fiction writer of to-day who a moral force, people desiring offspring will counsel
from the earth and water the whole face of the should make a similar blunder would be ashamed of on this naturally arising question, Are our organic
ground. This seems to hav been a needless effort, his stupidity.
·
energies and compatibilities likely to produce best
when a few punctures in the finnament would hav
If God wrote the accounts, he is not so expert in results from a single exercise ? The decision of a
given the earth a generous supply of moisture from authorship as he is the business of making and run- healthy pair with equally privileged volition can be
the waters above it. But let that pass.
ning a umverse. And he has made such a mess of trusted. If they conclude an exercise once in two,
The second deficiency was supplied by the crea- it that he ought to be gratified to know that there four, or six months is temperate and power-begettion of man out of the dust of the earth.
are men whom he has so imbued with respect for ting, Elmina will doubtless concur.
There is, according to the text and its context, a his greatness that they Will not insult him by attribBut it is asked,_ What is temperance after the
distinct division between the labors narrated there uting to him the authorship of the Mosaic account of prolific season of life is past? The same hoarding
and those narrated in the first chapter, as if the the origin of man.
and cherishing of full power, is reason's response.
first were before the day of rest and the lat-------------------Here are proofs that every child even should know.
ter after it. And yet we find the statement in
"A l'.IAN's charity to those who differ from him There is 110 av<:nue ~f waste and loss that so readily
the first chapter that man was made on the sixth upon great and difficult questions will be in the ratio devitalizes and degrades, calling strength so largely
day, while m the second chapter it appears that of his own knowledge of them-the more knowledge into its drain from every organ. And there is no
after all the labors of the six days and the rest of the more-charity." Jnst so; the bigot knows eve~y other storehouse of efficiency and alacrity like this
the seventh there was not a man to till the ground. thing. If he is a Catholic he has the infallible heal~~y, unruflied deposi~ory of sweet composure, or
But more. On the sixth day man was created, church at his back, and so cannot err. If it has de- that m emergency so f::uthfully supplies a call for
male and female. Man was not alone for a day. A creed that the earth is a flat, and that the sun and aid from brain, hands, or feet. As a basis of love
helpmeet was provided for him· at once, and appar- the moon hav nothing to do but dance attendance attraction it should possess normal, untaxed vigor.
ently without the sacrifice of a rib either. And yet upon the said earth, he must believe, so far as he To mend habits of over-activity, it pays attendant
we find in the second chapter that when man had can, that such is the scheme of the universe. If he restraint probably more fully than any appetite for
been made from the dust of the earth, he had no hu- is a Protestant, of the vulgar type, he has only to foul food.
man society whatever until after the Garden of swallow a text or two on any given subject, and
Some find it hard to abstain from articles injuriEden had been planted and he placed in it; nor until learn, from an infallible book, what he ought to be- ous. Good Elmina don't drop sausage and pie filled
he had performed the Herculean task of naming lieve. The Catholic bigot and the Protestant bigot with burning pepper and covered with nauseating
every beast of the field and fowl of the air.
alike hav no need of inquiry, properly so ca:lled, and swine's grease, nor retain hygienic dress before
He must then hav been without a helpmeet for a it is useless to attempt to enlighten them. "They vicious frowns. But there are those who can easily
long time, a very long time.
are joined to their idols," and must be severely let drop any wrong. I am glad she works nobly for
The Lord promised to make him one before he alone. Even thus "the water-lily, in the midst of many things, aud she may hug an endless rest till
commenced this job of naming the animals, but ap- waters," as Coleridge so finely says, "gladly expands the growth of her deathless S]Jirit fills her arms with
parently·from some notion that Adam might find a its petals at the least pattering of the shower, while angels.
suitab~e mar~tal partner amo~g th~ ~nimals or_fowls, the dry and ariel shrub of the desert coils up itt>
Liberals who will work for humanity will be
and With a view to eco?-omy m ongmal matenal, the leaves and repels the waters that would fertilize and develOJJing well if they don't learn they can't die
fulfilme_nt of the promis :was postponed.
enrich it." The big_ot closes his ears that he may .till they see their flesh entombed. Mter freedom
After the beasts and btrds were named by Adam, 1 not hear, and shuts hl8 eyes that he may not see, but is achieved there may be time to_~enjoy discussion

Qkom11utnications.
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fr.om
thed tree of knowledge, render1"ng us all totally a_s t h eir representativ,_a_nd proposed to furnish a pord
. eprave and nothing more thail poo1·, crawl1"ng, ab- t IOn of t h e f un d s reqms1t for that purpose. This was
Ject 1ser_fs of h_ ell and damnation. But· bark'· ·Man especially pleasing to Mr. Bennett. He bad always
s_ uref y IS destm_ed for som_ etbing nobler tba· n'tb1"s. He b a d a d_ esire to visit Eurt~pe, and the favorable opIS ast becommg consciOus· of h1"s true desti.ll·ati.on portumty now presented Itself. Tb_e results of his
and _when ~nc~ f_ully enshrouded with the knowledg~ o_ bser_vations during his SOJ. ourn in Europe are given
of h1s own mdividual possib 1"II.ti-~s, he w1·rr, WI.th roses m t b_Is vo Inme, and one may be assured that it difof beauty strewed along b 1"s pathway, come foi·tb f ers m so many respects from previous accounts of
re_ deemed,
regenerated, clothed 1·n the ai·mor of t raves
1 t b at, ev_ en t_o one fl}miliar with the subJ"ects
h
.ng
b bt, truth, justice, and love, ever 1·mpelled onwai·d t reate.d upon,_It WI 11 b e new and refreshing reading.
Y ot_h the moral and natural forces of the world, M r. B ennett mvests everything with a new interelt
b_rea_ kmg the fe_tters of dea_th, and ·mov1·ng 1·rre- f rom t b e f act t h at_ b e does net feel obliged to bow
SIStibl_y on to a h1gh_ er and holier plane of eXI"stence. ·d own at every sb nne, take o:tf. his hat to every· reS
ncb
W IS man's destmy. .
pute d b o1y_man or place, or_do homage with his lips
bile writing· this I am under the shadows of the to W: h at h IS reaso_n tells him is not worthy of it.
mo_st gorgeous church ed1"fice 1"n tb 1"s c1"ty, "'200,000.
A ga_m, h e ca11s tb m_gs h y t h eir
· nght
·
;p
names, and recb_ e1_ng the cost of construction. It 1·s of the Ca·Iv1·n- ogmz~s 3; wrong m the extravagances of church
1st_w
f b type. Here the poor dup"'s
"' of 1·gno1·ance and orgamza;t IOns t_ h at a d orn t h eir temples with tinsel
a1t.
·
d are consecrated _to the tods ·and taught the t run;tpe_nes, W b I1e b urn_ an b em_gs
in rags and tatters,
ru_ 1ments of bypocnsy at rst cost, the pr1"est f amis b mg f or f oo d '· s.1t at t b e1r porches, btlgging for
bemg looked upon and believed to be one of God's th e cm;nmon necessities of life, The book will giv a
go-?etweens. Under this hallucination his credulous ?etter 1dea of every-day life in Europe than any simsubJects are yea~· after year held in mental bondage Ilar vo1ume that bas come to our notice.
a?d ~ade ~o believe that his _vicegerency really cons1sts \n takm~ care of and bavmg utter control of their
[From Tntth.J
• 1_me of 800 pages IS
souls salva_twn.. Every ~u~day morn 1"ng 1 hear the
Th1's ''0l1
· rna d e up of a series of
echoes of h1s vo1ce procla1mmg the teachings of old letters ,ongmally published in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Moses and St. Paul thous_ands of years ago, which is The ·wnter was a delegate to the International ConIndividual Liberalism.
To THE EDITOR o:r THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir · no~ worthy_ of the cons1~eration of an intelligent gress of Freethinkers, held in Brussels last summer
It is six months since I hav written you, but' don't belng.. It IS only where Ignorance and superstition and these ~etters are an account of his experienc~
think I bav forsaken you. Certainly I bav not for predommate_ over reason that these teachings of a from the t1me he left the dpck in New York until
during my silence in the way of epistolary 'cor- ~ude, ba_rba~IC- a!Se are ~ober~y listened to or believed the vessel on which he returned was moored at it
respondence I bav been growing deeper and broader m. Th1s CI~Y IS ~ pnest-ndden one, although it again.
As may be inferred from the title, what Mr. Benin the infinit space of Liberalism. My time lias been has one Umver~~hst ?burch, which I hope is in a
constantly absorbed either in earthly pursuits of prosperou~ con_dltiOn, Its God being a gentlei)lan nett saw, thought, and beard was not of a piece with
business or Liberal pursuits of good scientific knowl- m compar1so~ to the orthodox God. The people of the ~ommonplace of European t1:avel. Prior to atedge. I bav followlid you from Science Hall across the Um_ve~·sal~st God are, as a rule, quite plainly to be ten.dmg t?e Congress he made several visits to interthe broad Atlantic, thence into and over Europe, seen dnftmg m_to Liberalism. I bav respect for that estmg pomts-; betwee_n Liverpool and Bmssels, and at
p~ople and their God, as I believe them to be ene- ~be ?lose of It~ sessiOns h~ ~-esumed his travels, tak~a:ck to your home, and much to my :stock of instrucmies of orthodoxy..
~ng ~~ several Important Cities, where his FreethinktiOn bav I added thereby. I am a disbeliever in
So
priest-ridde~
_are
we
here
that
we
hav
six
gormg
mstincts ·led him to view localities and recall
miracles, _but it seems perfectly miraculous bow you
cou!d wnte so very much upon so many different geous God-wo_rsh1pmg temples, those of lesser impor- events of local association which are not visited or
subJects and keep up such a constant dEiscription of tance thrown m, one mammoth Calvanistic institute .reflected upon by the stereotyped style of the Yanthe many wonderful things which you bav been real- for the turning out of Presbyterian ministers, and a kee_ aLr_oad who puts his trip into type. The combi!Y an eY:e-witness to,_ and such a minute and thorough counterpart of Comstock's Christian Association. n~twn m Mr. Bennett of Yankee and Infidel makes
mterestmg explanatiOn too. Why, it seemed just as All these we bav to save man's depraved soul from h1s book_ especially interesting to a Freethinker.
though the reader himself were the beholder. Cer- hell, but not even a fire alarm bell to save the city of . Speakmg of the Rev. Newland Maynard, one of
tainly no traveler, ancieut or modern, ever'wrote so 22,000 souls from a disastrous conflagration. Should h1s fellow-passengers, Mr. Bennett describes him
we be some day swept out of existence by the fire- p~easant~y, _and says : "I'll venture be has but
much in so short. a time,_ dispensing so great au fiend the clergy would proclaim aloud that it was a sJI~ht fa1tb m the superstitions and flummeries of reamount of useful mformatwn. Really, Mr. Editor,
conde~nation b~ougbt upon US oy providence for ~Igwn, and believes in making life pleasant and
those eighteen letters are a history in tbemselvs well
not
bem_g m.or~ Imbued with the spirit of the Holy JOlly. · · · I doubt very much whether be
worth twice the price of one year's subscription to
Ghost, Irresistible grace, and predestination thus really has any more faith in the huge nonsense than
THE TRUTH SEEKER, in whose columns they appeared.
Let me say, it was with the greatest interest and allowing orthodoxy to come to a "standstili," and I hav."
overtaken by be1·esy in which slumbers not onlv the _While. in Paris a phase of the morality of the
wonder that I waded through them. Even my dear
deatbknel~ of t~e former, but man's future happiness Wicked City was brought to his attention in the case
wife, _who is ti~ged with Calvi~ism, though rapidly a?compamed With the many possibilities of his indi- of an ~meri?an residing ~t a hotel, who, having a
recedmg from 1t, was struck With astonishment and
vtduahty. The state p1:ison is another institution, c~mpamon Without confen:mg the title or dignity of
highly interested while I read to her the wonders of neede~ for the suppressiOn of crime, but in wliicb Wifehood upon h~r, was _eJected; a~d remonstrating
Europe as given by an eye-witness in the personage
there IS n? need of a chaplain at the .expense of the that he thought m Par~s a man bad a right to do
of an Infidel abroad.
state _to _dispense the teachings of theology to a class what he pleased, was mformed that if his room
I thirst for more knowledge. My soul yearns for of_ cnmmals . . Who ever beard of a convict leaving had opened on the court it would hav made no difmore_ real wisdom. I am not _satisfied to let you pnson after bemg "nurtured in the admonition of the ference, but as it opened on the street the proprieties
remam where you are. Go ye mto all nations and
~ven for a long term of years, that did not in must be observed.
proclaim unto us a new gospel founded upon science Lord,_"
a maJOrity of cases turn around and commit some .J!ollowing i~ f~om Mr: Bennett's description of a
a_rt! literature, a?d civi!ization; bring to us glad ?ffense? The_ st~tistics show that a very large major- v~s1t t_o Voltaue s mansiOn: "We were shown into
~1d1~gs of great JOy. F1rst form a trinity, by makIty of all cnmma;Is ba~ bad a theological training h~s pn~ate ro?ms, w~e1:e he _used to write, perhaps,
mg mcarnate truth, reason, science; then let knowl- f?rced u~on them m theu youth. Their souls' salva- h1s Philosophical DICtwnal'les,' his 'Commentaries
edge be our savior, ignorance our destroyer, nature twn received all the priests' attention, their minds O?- the Bible,' his 'Pocket TheGlogy,' and others of
our preserver, progressiv investigation our redeemer- none. .H.ad they been first taught morality, and been his nearly one hundred v:olume~historieal dramatic
~gospel proclaimed by one apostle, not four, leav~ the reCipients of a thorough secular education, been the?log~cal, and philosophical. We sa~ his arm:
mg no chance for one to call the other three liars, taught the la~s of the I_and and to obey them, chan, ~Is bPd, an~ the mausoleum intended by the
and the three the other one a bypocrit, fool, and thereby becommg good citizens, invested with the MarchiOness de VIllette to contain his heart which
scoundrel.
profound truths of Science and nature's laws bv which nev~rtbeless lies with his body in the Pantheon at
In order to establish this new gospel, you can put the universe is governed, in contradistinctioil to the Pa_ns: Around the_ rooms are nearly two dozen
me down for $5.00, to apply on "around the world" gross fallacies and de~aucberies of theology, bad pamtmgs, s_oi?e of h1s nea~ frien?s, and others being
fund, also $5.00 for the "Rig-Veda," in which will be placed before them the hves and characters of Bruno fancy, poetical, and classiCal pieces, but no crucitruthfully written the gospel according to St. Ben- Copernicus, Kepler, Newton, Paine, and many mor~ fi~d ~ods ~r sour-looking saints. . . . Benjanett, "and it shall come to pass " I will remit the of that class, instead of the lives and characters of mm F rankhn and George Washington were also
above amount just as soon as you call on me.
saints and the conflicting stories of the crucifixion, tb~re. · · . · Two or three busts of the great
_Oh ! by the bye, d?n't fail to. visit the place of been taught to study the realities of this world wnter were m the room~one life-size and the others
"Immac_ulate conceptiOn," and g1v us some light on
rather than the wild vagaries of "the world to smaller."
that subJect, and stop the flow of human blood which come," that knowledge is heaven, ignorance hell, . On his departure from London for home the leadbas already coadjulated upon the beautiful forms of there would be no gloomy prisons to cast their shad- mg Freethinkers of England tendered :JHr. Bennett a
twenty million dear souls and discolored nearly all ows over the earth, no criminals to disgrace the farewell supper, at which were present, besides a
the. rivers. of _Europe for . ei[Shteen hundred years, name of humanity.
.
larg~ c~mpany ef others, Charles Bradlaugh, M.P.,
durmg whiCh t1me the Cbnst1ans bav over this one
Your letter accompanied with copy of the symbol of A~me Besant, Dr. Drysdale, and Dr. Aveling. Comgreat bone of contention also been the enemies, sup- cordial ~ympatby and brotherly love at the hands of phmentary speeches were made ani! a beautiful illupressors, and haters of all inventiv genius, geological the ~atwnal Secular Society of England was duly ruinated address was presented to the guest by the
and astronomical discovery, and scientific research. r~ce1ved and noted. I co~lld not be with you New York Nationa~ Secular Society of England. Following is
What bas Christianity not been guilty of? How L1berals at the celebratiOn _of the I 44th anniversary a selectiOn from the address, which bears Bradmuch longer will this horrible state of affairs con- of the author o_f our A1~1encan Independence; how- laugh's signature as president : "1Vitbout free
tinue to exist? Not long. Theology is rapidly ev_er, I. was w1th yon m spirit. My library con- speech no s~ar~b for truth is possible; without free
drift~ng . in_to the reefs on_ly to be wrecked by t~ms _Ius great work~ complete, my parlor walls his speech no discovery of truth is useful· without free
the Irresistible surges of sCience, there to remain h!e-size steel engrav1!lg encased in a beautiful heavy speech progress is checked and the nations no longer
stranded upon the rocks as a relic of barbarism. gtlt frame. All ball to the life and services of march forward toward the noblerlife which the fu?-'hen reas~n ~nd _knowle_dge will bav the a~~endency Thomas Paine and the cause of Liberalism!
ture holds for man. Better a thousandfold abuse of
lU contrad1stmctwn to Ignorance, superstitiOn, and
Aubttrn, lV. y
L. DE vVITT GRISWOLD.
fi:ee _speech than a denial of free speech. The abuse
faith. Man's intelligence will then be his God, en<hes m a day; the denial slays the life of the people
throned in his developed brain. . Man will then turn
and entombs the hope of the race."
Onr
New
Book.
his attention to this world of ours wherein dwelleth
¥r. Bennett's book, though crude in composition,
lFront the Banner of Light.]
no imaginary gods, no white-winged angels, no clo- AN iNFIDEL ABROAD. A Series of Letters written while on a owmg to the fact that the letters were not revised
ven-footed devil, no burning, foaming, surging hell
Ten Weeks' Vis1t to Emope. By D. l\I. Bennett, editor a~ter their ,first publication, is a contribution to the
except the hell of ignorance which we to-day see ari
o_f THE ~R~TH i::iEEKER. New York: Libemlnnd Scien- history of F reetbought, and as a book of travel in
tific Pubhshmg House, 141 Eighth sh·eet.
. around us, fostered by a lyinl?:, hypocritical clergy
well-known pl~ces it covers ground and presents
proclaiming to be doing Gods work, that they ar~
It having been decided to hold an lntemational ~ersonal expel'!ences of an interesting character enreally his vicegerents, specially called to warn hili Congress of Freethinkers at Brussels in August last tn·ely and agreeably novel to the reader of the ordipeople of their unpardonable sins inherited by eating the friends of Mr. Bennett desired him to attend it nary run of books on European tours.
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Fadmor, Babylon, and many other:>-; the gt·ear. pyramids, the tombs of the kings, and other works of
nations. who are said to hav been uncivilized and
without knowledge. Investigate critically their surroundings, and giv us the best light on their growth
and early associations.
or course the Brahmans, with their pagodas and
temples, will require attention, and an inquiry into
the early antecedents of the Semitic nations of that
part of the world will only prove that in point of
age Asia will not bear off the palm as the most ancient part of the world, in spite of the story of the
Garden of Eden.
Will forward subscription for TRUTH BEEKER at as
early a date as possible. Not wishing to be too proii:s: I remain in the bands of brotherhood,
'
Yours fraternally,
ED. PAYNE, M.D.

19~

1881.

fit and gladly would double it if possible. Inclosed
find $3.00, which place to my credit on account.
Yours truly.
FRANKLIN PECK.

GALT, 0NT., Feb. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Much as I dislike to take up your time
let me say to you once more I thank you with all
my heart. for thA books. Had you known me a lifetime you could not. hav made a better selection. I
HAVERHILL, MA.Ss., Feb. 7, 1881.
wa 11 just in the last stages of starvation for a little
MR. EDITOR: You can count on a mite from me
common sense to read, and am just like a little child
when you get ready to start around the globe.
who wakes up to find that good, St. Nick has filled
"Yours truly,
·
J. M. ORDWAY.
his panties. boots, hat., and all with just what he
wanted and flies from one to the other or the· good
1\!T. HURoN, N.Y., Feb. 5, 1881.
things without being able to tell which pleases him
MR. D. 1\L BENNETT: Your friend A. Boughton has
most. But we are all children.
jnst requested me to inf0rm you that he is quite
My pa~)er arrives at 9 o'clock Saturday, is kept till
ttnxious (as well as myself) to hav one man go round
Monday evening, then passed over to an inquiring
the world who is not arraid to speak the truth, and
mind with instructions to pass it round to any one
HITES CovE, CAL., Jan. 25, 1881.
you can count on him for five dollars for the round
who will read and circulate. As I told you berore, I •
To
THE
EDITOR
oF
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER:
trip.
Yours, etc.,
GEo. SMITH.
will advocate it, pay for it, and lend it to any who
I send you five dollars
are not so bigoted as to burn what they cannot anLuMBER CITY. PA., Feb.. , 1881.
To go rounil the world,
swer: It fills the bill.
So
the
truth
seekers'
banner
MR. EDITOR: Please place me down as a subscriber
Now, my dear sir, as you are aware, I am 11 meShall nevPr be furlPd.
or $5.00 to aid you in your tour around the world.
chanic and not a writer or scholar, and if I should
It
shall
wave
in
all
countries
When you get en.1u~:;h mbsclibers let me know, and
appear rough or egotistieal be sure t9 remember
Beyonil the blue main,
the above subscription will be forwarded.
there are millions of us, and we want your works.
In memory of a p~ttriot,
Send me by mail two copies of "'.rhe l)arwins,."
The illustrious Paine.
'rhey are pre-eminently fitted for our mental caliber
one copy of "An Infiel Abroad." and a photograph
and we want an Infidel around to travel to relieve us
Success to you Bennett,
of Mrs. Elmina D. Blenker.
Yours truly,
from stewed missionaries and fricasseed col!)orter's
With health, strength, and speed,
THOMAS KmK.
gush, twaddle. and books that our public libraries are
You won't need a sword
tilled with. I had rem! abQUt war from childhood, and
To establish a creed.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, Jan. 31, 1881.
when I enlisted in the 2d Bat. Cav. N.Y. S. Ynls., I
Canaan
.
The
hornets
of
FRIEND BENNETT : Put me down for five dollars to
learned something of war. I had read of the MissisWill
all
let
you
pass,
aid you on your trip around the world. I know I
For you will not, like Balaam,
sippi -river; when I saw the muddy stream in the
will get ten time" the value in your writing. I take
Converse with an ass.
Gulf of Mexico miles out !rom sight o! land I learned
THE TRUTH SEEKER through Mr. Ashman or this city,
of the mighty river. So you will benefit by this calm,
and I like it and am a genuin Infidel and a helper
When out in far country
philosophic view of the world and its inhabitants; it
Keep on the rig it trail,
in the cause of common sense and liberty. Let me
will add immensely to your paper. I do uot share
Or
you
may
liv
like
Moses,
kn'ow when you want the "Y" and I will remit.
the fearB of your friend, that the cause will suffer in
On
manna
and
quail.
·Y~urs very truly,
JoHN P. MBAKIN.
your absence or THE TRUTH SEEKER languish. On the
The ~reat wrestling angel
contrary, I believe the cause will be doubly strengthWill look with a frown,
FARMER CITY, ILI:.• Feb, 2, 1881.
Because his cathedral
ened fur thousands would read the paper for those
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed I send yon draft !or
You will shortly pull down.
lette~·s who would not otherwise. I hav no fears of
three dollars for the paper for another year.
your
executiv ability to leave t.be paper in hands that
I
see that y<mr paper
Your European letters were keenly appreciated,
will
foster
and cherish its growth. And unless you
Is yet in its youth;
and we think your proposed voyage around the world
should lose yourself altogether in "Simon's Hole" I
Nature
will
guide
you
would be a grand move for Liberalism. Your
can't for the life of me see why you can't fight on
To seek for the truth.
European trip has demonstrated the proposition that
the under side as well as the upper, especially as the
You might meet a seer
D. M. Bennett can do more work, and better, in a
Somewhere as you pass,
enemy is entrenched and fortified an·around this won·
given time than any other living man. It is not
Like Saul, son of Kish,
derful little ball.
.
When he went for his ass.
likely you can make the voyage in so grand a style
While I b.av been writing this my .wife has been
nur be ovated by so many grand scallawags as Gen.
FREDRICK GARDNER.
reading aloud Chapman's absolute proofs of continGrant was; but then you can do a work a thousandued existence, and I now close to take up your reply
fold more valuable to mankind than was his. Where
CINCINNATI, 0., Jan. 30, 1881.
to Mair's fifth letter.
Gen. Grant saw nothing worthy of note to his counMY DEAR BENNETT: Count me in for $5 to the round
I consider your imprisonment was vicarious. You
trymen, you can open a mine of wealth to yours. the world fund. Yours,
LEwrs BENJAMIN.
suffered that we might be free. Mrs. Bennett sufGen. Grant's object was, among other things of less
fered as much as you, and is as mueh entitled to 0ur
importance, to learn by observation how to govern
MoLINE, Jan. 30, 1881.
sympathy aml kind wishes. Believe me a friend,
and control men more perfectly. Yours will be to
BROTHER BENNETT: Bince the first offer of uniting as
'
W. E. RENWICK.
teach men how to more perfectly govern themselvs. a sort of juint stock comp<~.ny to send our TRUTH
Go by all means, and when vou are ready call on SEEKER editor on a voyage of discovery around this
CLEVELAND, 0.
me for a five to help you on your journey, I hav mighty glooe, I hav felt a lively interest in the
FRIEND BENNETT: Still the cry comes, "Go to
the promis of two or three more fives from other plan and closely W<ttched its progress, to hav an Europe, India; circumnavigate the world!"
We
parties who will want your book of travels.
opportunity to become a shareholder, even at the say, Stay at home, and will head an opposition subYours for around the world,
D. W. SMITH.
risk of abridging some of our current expenditures scription with five dollar5. Y6ars are fast· receding
in order to meet the needful outlay. As so good a with you, and we don't wish you to serve as bait
WHITE RocK, Nev., Feb. 2, 1881.
number hav already taken stock, I think it is time !or sharks. You are needed in the editorial sancFRIEND BENNETT: I should hav written to you long to advance some thoughts on my mind.
tum. THE TRUTH SEEKER is improving; its tone more
ago, but scarcity of coin prevented me, and as I am
Curiosity exists in relation to the Mvors who con- even, elevated. Let it become tlle best journal in
entered on your books a life subscriber, I presume quered and ruled Spain for centuries. What is their the la.nd-one that every cultured Liberal may be
you rested easy on my delay. Of course every Lib- status? . And what is Carthage, that once was the proud to read and circulate l
eral in the country wants you to make the trip rival of Rome? Great interest. belongs to Egypt., the
The lecture of George Chainey, delivered in Chiaround the world, and all that are able will advance ancient seat of learning. How was it possible that cago, is apropos. May his clarion tones cease not
the five dollars to hav a chance to read your inter- such VCI.st stores vf manuscript and book-knowledge till Charon ferries him to the" other side!"
esting ietters.
could be accumulated solely in Alexandria, and
'l'he Hatchard-Besant debate rehabilitates past
Inclosed find $11.50-$5 !or THE TRUTH SEEKER for when burnt the knowledge therein contained lost, conditions--demonstrates that Nina Morais, in North
1881, and "Nature's Revelations of Character;" $1.50 and no learned men or copies of books Jert? Our .American Review; has the advantage of Miss Harfor "Infidel Abroad," and $5 !or the trip around the agent will need a great scope and use of means to daker on the "ethics of sex" question.
world. If you don't go I shall want some other grapple with pagan relics in this ancient country of
Allen Noe's criticisms of the "Thanksgiving Serbooks for the $5. I hope you will be able to go, for desvots and slaves. Will he return to us a satisfac- mon," by Rev. Dr. J. A. Thayer, is timely, If all
I think mankind in general will be benefited by it. tory account or theory of the pyramids? Will he the false assumptions of the clergy in their claims
Fraternally yours,
Y. J. BaRRETTE.
unravel the mysteries, tlle science, the objects, of as to what Christianity has done for civilization and
the wonderful mummies? Are the mechanical arts morality were as promptly and ably refuted, much
MARMORA, ONT., Jan. 11, 1881.
and powers by which the pyramids were erected falsity would b.e silenced, and error and prejudice
FRIEND BENNETT: I am very glad you hav had such preserved, and is the knowledge of how obelisks were eradi< ated from the minds or those not accustomed
an enjoyaule time in your European tour, and I am carved ant.! raised still extant and known to human ar- to investigate, think, and reason !or themselvs. The
sure all those who hav read your letters hav enjoyed tisans? It seems to me like a large view to see iu the masses are accustomed to aece11t their mental pabuyour de."cription of what you saw and did. I en- mind's eye an army of stone-cutters carving an obe- lum ft•om the lips of the priest, and public opinion
joyed them thoroughly, as they carried me back to lisk of 100 or more feet in length out of solid rock. has been and still is ready to brand and ostracize
my boyhood days when I employed myselt rambling I mistrust no stone-mason could now be found to him who dares assert the contrarv. Like the fabled
among many of the scenes visited by you. Travel- undertake the job. Let the famous city and story dmgon's teetlt, may Noes, Folletts, Phel})S, Goddards,
ing is always fascinating and enjoyed whether wan- of Solomon hav its proper notice with the story-book Walkers, Partous, Bennetts, Wakemans, Besants,
dering among the scene!! of art, with its sublime of Moses and the land of the Pharavhs. Constanti- Slenkers, Severances, etc., spring forth to roll on
conception of what might be, or feasting your eyes nople, as the Jlrincipal city and headquarters of the mighty car of progress and reform!
on the grander b~auties of nature, with its beautiful Mohammedan bigots, should be visited; aud consid"Telling Experiences," by Worthy Putnam, proves
conceptions of wnat now is. Lovers of nature and er why with Jerusalem it was surrendered up" to him a worthy man at the post of honor and duty.
art can realize in their min d's eye the picturesque heathen Infidels, and Ct1ristian and Jewish priests
"Col. Ingersoll's Creed" is worthy the hero.
descriptions you hav therein given of the places vis- expelled. Shall our agent visit the land of the Medes
Glad to hear of Dr. Slade's mediumship again.
ited; awl thus revisit in spirit those which they can- and Persians and see their untold riches? Can he We see no Spiritual papers of L;tte, but we do know
not -but would willingly do in the body also.
explore the British-ruled . empire of India, giv- that those called dead still liv and at times do manIf there is any prospect of your making a tour of ing reports interesting and instructiv? The ce- ifest themselvs to mortals; that they aid, guide,
the worlrt as proposed, you may set me down as one lestial empire tha.t claims greater antiquity than any cheer, and direct us many times if we but see with
who will advftnce the $5 neeessary as per proposi- other government must hav particular notice as the the spiritual eye and hear with the s11iritual ear.
tion. Should the idea be carried out, I would sug- home of C<>tifncius and as a beehive of humans.
"Truth-Seekers-Who are They?" by George Lynn,
gest that the work be illustrated (if t!Je cost be not I would also hav Japan ventilated as affording. fur- is full or choice thoughts.
too great) with gems of the wonders in architecture, ther material for the truth seeker after a correct
Mrs. Slenker is full of good works and words; but
of temples, palaces, buildings, scenery, etc., etc., as I·mowledge of the truthful arts as well as useless, on the sex question we differ as to some of her conmay prove interesting. By all means pay particular pernicious ideas. On the way out or back I want clusions. Truthfulness, conformity to nature, yields
atten~ion to Egypt, China, and Hindostan. Vi8it the information concerning the ruins so notable in Cen- harmony, happiness. A life of celibacy is unnatural.
caves and temples of Elephanta, D~ccan, Ellora, und tral America. For these and kindred objects I fe·el Tl1at some are gluttons is no reason that all should
otheril of India; the templeii of Thebes, Palmyru., it a pr!viledge to pledie my $5.00 sllare of the out- abstain !rom wholesome, nutritious food. "There

NELSON, KAN., Feb. 4, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Put me down for $5 if you make
that expected trip around the world.
WM. B. BRISBINE_,_

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY. 19~ 1881 . .
are two extremes," says Buddha, "which the man
who has devote<l himself to the higher lil'e onqht
not to follow-the habitual practice on the Oll<l hand
or those thingS WhOse attractiOn!~ cJppend UpOn th<:'
passions, and especially of sensua.lity; and the habitual practice, on the other hand, of asceticism.
But the Tathagata has discovered a middle path
which avoids these two extremities; a path which
opens the eyes and bestows understanding; which
leads to peace of minci, to the higher wisdom, to
rull enlightenment, to Nirvana. And this is the noble
eightfold path: right views, high aims, kindly
s'peech, upright conduct, a harmless livelihood, perseverance in well-doing, intellectual activity, and
earnest thought."
We contenu that the happily married are they
who can the most truthfully tread this eightfold
path; each sustaining, each imparting, thus mutually aiding the other.
An attempt to inculcate and establish a code of
moral ethics with sexuality ignored as the highest
morality would be as absuru as to seek to substitute
early communal or slave marriage in lieu of that o:
spiritual affinity, or to accept biblical astronomy iu
place of the Copernican theory.
"Constructiv Liberalism," by T. B. Wakeman, is
full of interest. We read it first to see what it was;
must read it again to understand what it is, to
digest it; must dream over it to make it a part or
ourself, our thoughts.
The edito'rial in your issue of the 15th ult. on
"Centralization of Wealth and Power" lays hold of
vital interests. The centralization of wealth and
power a!'e assuming threatenin~ proportions. Power,
rightly directed, is a blessing; but who can foresee
the ends to which governmental power or the powerful influence of great wealth may be directed?
Individual safety requires that a balance of power
be maintained. Opposing political parties should
hold a balance in government. The will, the voice
of the great labor-producing masses should serve as
a balance to the power of wealth. There is no
greater truth than that "sxisting evils will be corrected peaceagly or by force." Oppressors and coercers must learn that eternal justice will be conserved, peaceably, if may be; by revolution if the
only alternativ.
Desiring peace and blessings upon our great fraternity, love and sympathy for all i-hat is good and
pure, hopefully we labor and wait.
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
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I had rPad the I11clfm for years before I ever flaw ignore the theological teachi11gs and creeds of to-dt,y.
a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Finally I was requestedJin my humble way (hf'mmed in ou all sides). I bav
to subscribe for 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER. I refused, ·be, been an advocate or all phases or reform for twentycause one papl:'r of the ki t1d was Pnongh and I was~. five years. My Liberal l!Otions hav earned for me all
satisfied with the Index. Finally I did subscribe for tile epithets that malice can invent to injure my moral
THE TRUTIJ BEEKER and I read both papers faithfully' and professional rep.utation. I can fully sympathize
for more than one year.
with those who by maintaining Liberal views su~er
"Abbot's attack on Bennett" caused me to financially, and in various other ways.
subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I wished to hear Thanks to Mrs. Blenker for her good 'contributions in
both sides. Having the utmost confidence In the favor of her sex. I believe in the co-education or
Index my sympathil:'s were with it. I read the whole the sexes. Yours for eternal truth,
coutroversy, and very slowly and very reluctantly
H. A. LERR, M. D.
was forced to the conclusion that Abbot was the:)
aggressor, and much the more to blan:e. My judgBERA1U, Jan. 24, 1881.
ment was convinced an:l yielded long l'efore my inMR. EDITOR: We had thought of discontinuing THE
dinations yielded. My own experience, thus far, as TRUTH 1:5EEKER, but your letters from Europe and
<Lbove related was exactly the experience of my wife. the scientific part in your paper are so interesting we
Tt1e effect upon my wife and s~lf was somewhat concluded to send for it for 1881.
different. She became so disgusted with the whole
As knowing ones say that the world is coming to an
matter as to consider the reading of either paper a end in 1881, it wiil be well to hav the documents
luss of time, and bas acted accordingly. I was so on hand to carry us through.
disgusted, with the course of the Index that I dis-·· I will send you six dollars for THE TRUTH SEEKER
continued my subscription to it; but hav continued for 1881 for my neighbor.
HENRY K. PARR.
an attentiv reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am now
WALNUT, IoWA, Jan. 1, 1881.
about to discontinue my subscription to THE TRUTH
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for
SEEKER,,but the fault I find with it is complimentary.
There is too much of it. It contains too many good three dollars, which you will please credit on my
things. I am S[)epding too mucl1 tim in reading it, subscription. Your paper, which was always good,
more than I can well afford. I may ubscribe again has greatly Improved both in style and matter since
another year, but d uriug tne present l must bend my your return from Europe. Your leader on "The Centralization of Wealtt1 and Power'' sounds the tocsin
energies in another direction.
of a political revolution. Let me second your plan of
I believe I hav paid to Jan. 1, 1881.
Please discontinue the paper on the receipt of graduated taxation with all my limited influence.
this, a-nd notify me of the amount of my indebted- it would result in the gradual and equitable distribution of the vast fortunes that hav been so inness up to date of discontinuation.
Long may THE: TRUTH BEEKER prosper, and soon humanly wrested by legislativ injustice from the
may the object (equal freedom for all, regardless of toiling millions whose labor they represent, but which
opinions) for which it labors, be realized, is the ardent hav been concentrated in the hand!:\ of a few favored
drones in the human hive. n your plan be adopted
wish of
G. E. CoRBIN.
the revolution, which is inevitable, will be accom(This is about the last reason that has been ad- plished peaceably; otherwise, sooner or later,:violence
duced for discontinuing 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER, becau5e and anarchy must attend its accomplis~ment.
there is too much of it and tvo good. u it is a fault
Your own remarks on the question, "Is Thought
it is one we shall not try to correct. We shall keep Substance?" are the best that hav appeared in your
on making it a~: full as it now is, and just as good paper. I hav react Spencer's" Biology," and it seems
as possible. We hope after Mr. Corbin has been de- to me tha.t his definition of life embraces thoughtprived of it awhile he will again return to its bright, "'the continuous adjustment of iuternal relations to
instrucLiv pa~es.--En. T. S.]
external relations." Man is composed of pllysiological units-a colony of intimately-united ultimate
LINESVILLE STATION, PA., Feb. 4, 1881.
individuals. These units, 'though primordially simDEAR BROTHER BENNETT: Moses Is busy; I hav to ilar, hav been organized-that is, specially preparedbe his amanuensis· these days. It devolves upon me
for their share in the division of physiological labor.
this afterncon to perform the pleasant task or writJust as in a colony of people some are farmers,
WACONDA, KAN., Feb. 1. 1881. . ing you. '
others millers, others blacksmiths, and others tailors,
FRIEND BENNI!:TT: A Gernlan tells me that the
We are having a good time here; find a good
way the mass of ice is gotten into the rear of the many Liberals who are truly worthy the name. The so, in the aggregate of units called man, some units
beer vaults which you mentioned in your letter from Paine meeting was a glorious success. The Liberal co-operate as a class to acc0mplish something necesGeneva, Switzerland, is in t!)is way: There is a strong Leagues were compelled on the first· day to adjourn sary to the good o! the whole community. That class
frame of wood~work erected quite water-tight be- from their own hall to a larger one, bJit even the is called an organ, and its special work is called its
tween the two apartments, and a small stream of Opera House. could not accommodate all who wanted function. Before these units were organized their
work was not specialized, but general and crude.
water is admitted through the top when it·is just on to attend the meeting.
Primordially, each was a jack-at-all-trades, good at
the point. of freezing; the doors at the entrance of
Three ministers spoke from the platform, setting none. But each little unit llad in itself the undevelthe cave are left open, which causes a very cold forth their own views in their own way. The meetdraught of air and thus freezes the water solid, ing opened on Saturday, continued over Sunday and oped and potential possibility at one and the same
when the planking is removed in the spring, expos- Monduy night (or rather Tuesday morning), with a time of either an intellectual element of the" gray"
ing the ice. This may not be the fact, but it looks grand ball. The· Liberals o! Linesville may well of the brain, or as a suitablE'! element in any other
part of the body. 'l'he lowest rhizopoda present no
feasible.
congratulate themselvs upon the glorious success of
If you can, please bring me half an ounce of sand their late enterprise. They hav shown to the world different parts, and yet they feed and grow and move
about, a structure less speck of animated jelly, at once
from the river Jordan and a small chip from the· that they are alive and in earnest.
all mouth, all stomach, all skin, all limb, ant! all
great pyramid, and another from Balbeck. This is
Moses and Mr. Jamieson concluded their debate lung-a "life without organization," as Prof. Huxley
quite che~l{y, but I hav plenty left.
this evening. Neither one has 11.5 yet converted the observes. Does this structureless mass think? Is it
Yours truly,
GEORGE W. CHAPMAN, M.D.
other, probably never will. " Great men will differ." not all brain just as much as it is all mouth, or skin,
Ahem!
or stomach, or limb? Is not thought a mode of
WOODBINE, KY., Jan. 25, 1881.
Dear Brother, you hav many friends in this vicin- action as much as any other vital process? Is it not
FRIEND BENNETT: I received your paper of January ity. Liberalism is marching onward. Spiritualists an adjustment of relations em braced in the biologilat. Was very well pleased with what I saw of it . and Materialists 11re shoulder to shoulder in the cal definitions of life? We might just as reasonably
I read a part of the paper. There was an old hard- movement here. This is right; we hav one common erect digestion, or respiration, or any otber vital
shell Baptist preacher at my back. He looked over foe to meet.
process into an immort<tl entity. If we only enlarge
my shoulder and read George Chainey on the clergy,
Moses joins me in good wishes to you and yours. the range of such speculations by analogy we can
when he became so enraged that he snatched the We shall work our way westward as the way op€ns. deny the fact of cleath at all. But you hav exhausted
paper from my hands and threw it into the stove,
Believe me, yours most truly for the cause of hu- the subject so ably that I am ash<tmed of doing
and said that no such paper should be read in this manity,
MATTIE E. HULL.
anything but thanking you for the paper.
C)untry. I did not get the pap·er so as to see the
I must not close without t11anking Mr. Wakeman
subscription price. Now I want you to send me as
FARMINGTON, UTAH, Jan. 31, 1881. for his masterly contributions. I am anxious to hear
many sample copies as you can spare. I want to
MR. EDITOR : We keep up our little League organi- what you may reply to Mr. Mair's last. Whatever
distribute them· among my friends. It is a new zation here and hav regular semi-monthly meetings. you do, don't call names. It m<ty be very honest and
thing here. I tllinlc there are a good many. citizens I am pleased to say that we are in full accord with sincere to call a lie a lie, but it sounds much smootb'!lr
that will support the cause afl well as myself. Giv the National Liberal League in its movements gen- to call it a mistake. I am quite interested with Mrs.
my name to every writer of like character in the erally, and T. B. Wakeman and T. C. Leland in par- Besant's discussion. If I am permitted to express an
. United States.
Yours truly,
E. FARIS.
ticular; they fill the bill to a T .
opinion, I think Jliair is doing better than Hatcbard.
We hav talcen especial pleasure in following you I wonde!' if Hatchard givs away books every time he
to Europe and back, and would much like in the holds a discussion. I never had much" brotten up."
THE REASON WHY.·
MR. EDITOR : Some years ago, when the Ind.ex same manner to follow you around the world.
Ain't it" kinder unperlite "to be offering women books
The members of the Libeml Leagqe of Utah wish in that public way without auy intentions, as one
was published in Toledo, Ohio, I subscribed for it.
and continued to read it for years. I was pleased to join me in kind regards to you, wishipg you a might say? Does he do it out or charity, or gallantry,
with its professions and thoup;ht them honest. I long life of continued usefulness and success in your or egotism, or pure cussed meanness? or don't I
well remember the import of editorial comments labors both financially and otherwise.
understand it? ! guess I don't,
.
Respectfully and fraternally yours,
concerning a Liberal paper which was st.uted in
If you make that trip around the world won't you
WALTER WALKER, Sec. L. L. of Utah.
Canada a few years ago. In that editorial the editor
come and see a fellow, or will you go a.round the other
P. S.-1 ought to hav mentioned that THE TRUTH way? You know how New Jerusalem was rebuilt.
of the Index complimented- the Canadian publisher
on the neat appearance of his paper, etc;, and es- SEEKER continues to be all we could ask of it, and Every fellow built a little about his own house. Now,
pecially that he had declared his il_l.tention to fight we much admire it in its new dress.
W. W.
if you go arounct the W()rld and come near my house
the Liberal battle on general principles and evade
I'll help you a lift on the road If it spoils a day in barpersonalities.
LIMA, MICH., Jan. 17, 1881.
vest time.
J. K. P. BAKER.·
In this connection the reader's attention was
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find $3.00 for the renewal of
THE sixth annual convention of the New England
called to the fact that the Index had never been my subscription to your paper for 1881. I wish to
guilty or repe ting uncomplimentary and suspicious say I truly admire your course and Sl1irit. ~ou Freelove League :meets in Science Hall, 712 Washgossip relatiDg to clergymen, which may be so fre- speak yo11r conscientious convictions. The harder ington street, Boston, Mass., Sunday and Monday,
quently seen in thf} public l)rints. The rPader was the blows the better. The breastwork of supersti- Feb. 27th and 28th. Rachel Campbell, J. W. Stillexpected to infer that the course of the Index was tion must tremble when such broadsides as yours man, L.A. Wiley, J. H. Swain, Mrs. Annie Bowdrie,
fair, honorable, and dignified ; a.ud that it would are brought to bear upon it. The signs of the A. P. Barnes, E. H. Heywood, a.ntl other &pe&kera
never stoop to personalities.
times surely indicate that the risin~ ~enerat~Oll will &re expeote<l.
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BY E. D. liEL:U, A.M., M.D.

No one so well as he who wears the boot
Can tell how much it gall or pinch the foot;
No one can know so well as he who feels .
How much iujustice from his honor steals,
Or filches from his hard-earned dues and claim,
To boost some favorN; up to wealth and fame.
How often in life's struggle do we find
That modP.st merit comes out far behind,
While brazen impudence and selfish greecl
Insure a certain plO!>spect to succeed!

Oh, who will clearly demonstrate
That clnvPnfoot exists?
Or that we liv beyond t11e grave,
And dispel all doubting mists 1
All ye who know we shall not die
Hold quite a lucky card,
For fo1· tbis knowledge we wl!l glv
Five lnm<II"e<i dollars reward.
Oh, prove it true that there exists
A heaven of endless joy,
Where those who love the Lord will dwell
In bliss without a!Joy.
And 011 this bell of which they tell,
'Vhich oft <9nr nerves has jarred,
We'll giv to know if 'tis just so
J<'ive hundred dollars reward.

"There is a tide in the affairs of ~en,"
Said 1\[r. Shakspere, and we say again
(Men praise what others praise, or right or wrong),
Once gain the current., you'll be pushed along,
Hav wealth and honor heaped on you beside,
Though but a shyster, so you keep the tide.
No one believes, except the honest fool,
That men grow rich who keep the golden rule,
That honest merit, or that modest worth
Are prized at half their value on this earth.
Keep what you've got, get all the 1·est yon canThe ruling p:\Ssion ftnd cfljef end of n1nn.
Keep others !Jack. or pnll them <!Own, if need,
From off the ladder that yon may succeed.
Consult nobody's ft>elings but your own,
This world in chi<>f W<lS nia<lc for yon alone:
Xo other's honor half so nice or dear
.As is you1· own-fln nxion1 very clear.
Conscience is educatable, you know,

Some may reply, cush cannot !Jny
A proof of God above.
Then.wllo for lo,·e of God will spc11k?
Yes, wilo will do it for love?
:For love of God or zeul for truth
, Who will our pr•<yers regard,
And speak the truth for love, or take
J<'ive hundred lloUm·s rewm·u?
Some noble men w onld scorn a bribe,
I<'or trnU1 alone tl1ey fight;
No love or fear of God or man
Compels them to do right;
And truth's progress no creeds or cash
Could force thcut to retard.
Enlighten us, ye noble nlen,
We'll mention no reward.

So train it iu the way you- wish to go,
X or let it gh· you any great eoncern'Ti3 quite t:::l<tEtic and will serve you1· tnrn.

The unfortnnate and orphan turn away,
Be generous only where yon'l·c sure 'twill prty.
GiY to the church a liberal "npply
To pay throngh purgatory when yon die.
As for the rest, land Beecher to the skies,
Who struck out hell and left you paradise.
Amass a fortune, so that when yon rot
Your na1ne will s!1ine without a ~tuin or spot
Upon a gorgeous shaft of Purian stone,
Coupled with many virtnes-not your own.

This is no hoax; we·ll foot the !Jill
With prayers or tears m· cash.
We want tile truth. though heaven falls
And all things go to smash.
"'\.Ye are sincere, so do not fear,
And our questions disregard,
.iPor we will giv, us sure u.s you liv,
five hundred dollars reward.

'Twill be a pleasant pastime for the poor
Tbat yon hav "TOn1:'e<i or turned from out yonr
door.
Or some unfortUnatP. you once oppressed,
To stop and contemplate and read with zest.
Your friends will bless you tbat yon are no more,
And soon will squander what you left in store:
·will grieve for what your splen<li<l funeral cost
lllnch more than for the selfish friend they lost.
Thus endeth the" code,, and my song is sung,
THE Standard Cure Company, No. 114 Nao"Let the galled jade wince" whose witbers are
sau street, New York city, will send to any
wrung.
address a box of Emery's Standard Cure (Pure--------~-----ly Vegetable Cream-Coated Pills), a neverfailing remedy for A.gue, Biliousness, and all
BY WILLIAM P. ROGERS
.Malarial Diseases. Standard Cure is pleasant
To ye, all ye preachers, 'tis really unpleasant
to take, contains no quinine, mercury, or poisons
To do such a duty as mine is at presentof any kind.
To tell you quite freely my own honest views
--------~~--~---And giv you your plain and self-evident dues.

Address to -the Clergy.

Special Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.

Five <li:lfel·ent Bibles I've read at my leisure.
And considered them all a great family treasure,
As showing the corruption of priests and of kings,
life, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great
Their lies and debauchery, and many such things. 11Iedicin Chief from happy htmting grmm<ls. He
say he love w!Jite chiefs and squaws. He tmvel
The Protestant, Catholic, the :ilfohamme<lan like the wind. He g0 to circles. Him big chief.
Blackfoot want mucn work to do. Him want to
Koran,
show him healing power. Make sick people wen.
The Shaster, the new l'llormon bible, and so on.
"'Ybere paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
Each tells you his bible by divine inspiration
r1ght away. No wampum for three moon.
Was written by man and vouchsafed to his nation.
This spirit message was first published in "lllin<l
and Matter," January 10, M. s. 32, with the anBut as all of them differ, how plain is the odds I
nouncement that magnetized paper would be sent
Those men were inspired by five <lifflrent gods;
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
The apocryphal testament of twenty odd books
to be healed, also to those that desired to be <level,
As good as your other and as reasonable looks,
oped as spirit mediums, for three months for three
Was collected with yours when all were in writ- three-cent stamps. The three months closed with
ing
the following result: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
.And given to Constantine, famed for his fighting. paper by mail, one thousand persons hav received
He summoned a council when all were collected, it at the otllce; and the hundreds of testimonials
And twenty odd books by their votes were re- that hav been received of its wonderful work in
jected.
healing the sick and developing mediums prove
We are sure that all honest men would deride
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav faithfully kept
The idea that a council sbould ever decide
promises. From January lOth, 11'1. S. 32, to January
By their vote or their word, either comely or odd, lOth, l\I. S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for this
What books were or were not words of God.
paper, and thousands hav been benefited by its
use. That all· may hav an opportu~ty to test the
Better, far better, yes, better you'd b<i,
)Derits of the paper, the p1ice for the future will be
11Iy clerical friend, if you '<I only be free.
You thresh the old straw, yes, and keep threshing as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents;
twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
on
When the grain is all out and to mill it has gone. piece if you can. Address James A. Bliss, 713 Sansom street, Philadelphia, Pa.
If you cared for your fiock tht> price of a button
Beyond wearing their wool and eating their
mutton,
You would not compel me to mournfully sing
I am prepared and will send to any one address,
Of the blunders and plunders of an orthodox ring. direct fi·om my office, one sheet of "Blackfoot's"
ll[agnetize<l Paper, postage paid, every week for
W.ere you like good Job in eschewing evil,
And ceased to preach lies of your hell and yom· one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
cents;
three months for one dollar. Address, with
devil,
And calmly you opened your bearing and sight, amount mclosed, James A. Bliss, 713 Sansom st.,
Philadelphia, Pa.
.And ask of each action, lily_ soul, is it right? .

.A Proposition.

Now repent of your liei with a genuin grief;
Turn over a new, irreproachable leaf;
Then we'll consider you not perhaps sainted,
But yet not so black: _:tS you oft hav been painted.

Five Hundred Dollars Reward.
BY ROBERT SWAIL.

Hark all ye money-loving men
Who in truth's ways are wise,
A grand reward is offered for
Some honest, square replies.
Yes, ce1·taiil seekers after truth,
Who error would discard,
Will giv if you will answer true
Five hundred dollars reward.
there an overruling power!
there a place called hell !
there another life for man!
We beg of you to tell.

-
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By KERSEY GRAVES,
! Autilorof"Tile Blographyof Satan"and "TheBihleof
i Bibles" (comprising a description of twenty.seven bibles)

IMPORTAN.T TO PARENTS.

MRS. ANNA CONNELL"I'S

Improved

Rede~ption,

The Only Gray Hair Restorativ
in the Market Without Lead,
Silver, or Sulphur.

Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its
tile history of six.
j Prlce,$2. For881eby
D.M.BENNETT.

, ~~~1e~r~K~f~~';;'C;~~~1;i,':ts:omprlslng

Ad dress,

S. H . PRESTON ,

I

209 West 34th street, New York.' BOUJ{S SOLD BYD. M.BENNETT.
See Physiolo,qist for February.

I

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDAhiSM
rr.· to · ll
d Or·-.·
Exam.-~ed
""
.U.tS rtCa Y an
tHCa ll

y.,

It is thought to l.Je the

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

dress

~n receipt of $1.00.

Send for circular. There Is no

trouble or erpense In ma.klng: Address

MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
41 Bond street, New York.
N. B.-ThiB preparation w!ll change red or sandy hair to
a beautiful brown, and no detection of art; will make It
look perfectly natural. Has the same effect on the eyebra we; will make them dark and heavy. One application
Will convince you.
smo

h~f~t~~~aggs:~g:ttt~~;~~l~\ee~~t~h~ ~o~~~:~~l\~~n~!~~~~~~
1

articles from n manuscript transh1ted severn! years since
by a friend of Volt.<lrc, nnd others translutcd Immediately
from the Fr~nch ed itlon.
The Ignorant I•llilosoJ•her, and Adventureo
of I'ythagurus In Ind!.>. By .M. de Voltaire. Price, 10 cto.

9~~~tco~~:~~~;~,!::~f11:.HPrl~: J.obert Taylor, with

a

11

'I' be ~yntRg•nn.

nr. Rc,-. Robert T11ylor, author of

The Dlegcsts, .. •I lJC\'II's 1 ulpit •. , UAstro-Theological Lecetc. Prlct>, $1.

t.urc~,t·

'rile Systcno of Nntnt•e; or. Lawo of the Moral

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
Thlrty.two In number, of two pages each. TheBe are
terse and pit~ and well calculated for general and cheap
g~s~~~~ft~Ts P~:~Ro~~~J_or the set: 25 eta., per hundred,

--·-------------

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY

JOHN MESLIER,
A Roman Catltolic Priest,
\Vila, after a r,astorsl service of thirty years at Etreplgny
and But in Champagne, Fnmce. wholly abjured religious
dogmas and left as hts u Last 'Vlll 11.nd Testament to Ills
8arisllioncrs, and to the world, to lie published after his
~~~~: the u.bovc-muneti work, entitled '- Comtnon

8

11

This is a powerful work, anti is attracting much attention from the Liberal puL::lic. No·more scn.tlling arrnign.
ment of the Christian system has ever been made not
~ven by yoltaire, as lle himself confesses. The follo~ing
:,S ~~e: opmlon of a dlstlngulsiled Liberal concerning the

0

NEWBURYPORT, lliss., Sept. 28, 1878.
To MISS ANSA KNOOP, lJear .1'1/adam:
The work of the honest pastor, Jean MesUer, is the most
curious anti the most powerful thing of the kind which
the last century produced. Thomas Paine's "A2c of Rea..
son, is mere milk and water to it, and Volta.treYs 1o Philosophical Dictionary" Is a basket of champagne compated
wfth a cask of fourth-proof brandy. You hav done a virtuous and humane act In translating his book so well.

Price, cloth, $1.50; !?" er, $1.00.
D. M.

JAMES PARTON.

BEN~ETT, 141 E!gilth st-. New York.

A~ehnet:'wn.i~t~g~k Is to be had In the German language.

Books f"or Sale.
1 hav a. number of copies of Austin Kent's books and
tracts tref)oting upon soctaland theological subjects which
I will ma1l at 25 cents per set, post paid, to any address
and devote the proceeds to the Defense Association.

DELOS DUNTON,

4teow

Carpentersville, Kan. Co., Ill.
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by H. D.

The !.etters to Engeninb or, A Preservatlv

t~~~~ J:)~t !\~~~~;~s~=t~~:~C~~.d~:l~i\; r~x Ct~.~~:!~ri~:3hfr6~
I

• he French by Autllony C. Mludlcton, M.D. Price, fl.
Good Sense. By D:>ron D"Jlolbnch. Price, $1.
'rolney~s ltuius; or, Meditu.tlon on the Revolutiona

ttr

.Empire~.

Tmnsbt.ed under the immcdintc insEection

~:;lJ 1f~~~~i~!:~i~l~!~mt~> ~1 ;f~~~sfsP~~!t~J~!i:~~nL:,~~fhN8a~~~~
;.nU

o.\ ~fwrt

1

1

biographical notice, by Count Daru. Price, ,1 •

Volney's Xew Rescnrches in Ancient
.Uistory. Price, $!.00.
Jehovnh Unveiled; or, The Character of the Jew.

lsll 1>cit.y Dcllncu.ted. A new uml vu.lunble book. Price,
85 cents.

ComJ•let e " 'ork.~ of 'Ji'hOJIIR8. PRine, Secre·
taryllf t!Je Committee or t-'oreign Affl\lrs in the Ameri-

11

~~d r;.r;~~~~~:~~~~~>ll~u,~~it~ !~~~~. u;\ 1~~ 11YgN tl~~da~~o~o~~~~1

sketch of h1:i life. 3 vols. Svo., cloth. Price, $7.00.

l'nlne's J>oJif.icul 'l"rit.in;:-s. to which Is pre·

nxed a brief sketch ut' the ::nthnr's life. A new edition,

wtth atltlithms. 2 vuls. Prlec, $5.00.

i•nine's 'l'heolo;:;ienl nnd llliscellaneons

\\"'ritings .. 12mo. Ctllth~!t. 'l'his etlltlou contains the
LSt 'VIIl and 1'cstatlleut uf Thomas Paine, wherein he
.;.~p~...'scs of his re;\l and pcr~nnul pr1lpcrty, amounting to
. ·till!' ttwusands of dullnrs, which cumptctcly disproves
1ose pious stories rcspcctlr~g J>aine's poYerty and destiutiuu lu his last hours. l)t·ice, $2.50.
Life of 'rhotnns l~aine, author of ''Common
Sense," 01 Rlgbt:t 11f :M:tn.'· "Age of Reason," etc., with
;.;ritica1 and exp!:~na.tory obs,!n·ut,Jons on his writings, By
GUIJcrt Vale. IJricc, $1 t'O.
Life or PRine. Dy J. E. Rcmsb~rg. Paper, 50 eta.;
cloth, 75 cents.
L

lllorRI Physiolo:.;-:r: A Drlcf nml Pl.,ln Treatls on

the Jlopulntlon liuegtiuu. By Robert l>tlle Owen. Price,
00 cents.

S('riJlturc .\.Jut.J:rsls; c.r, The Divine AuthenticIty ot the BI!Jie l)Jspl'oYcll uy lt~ Own Evidence. By Bartholvmew SonnHer. Price, 20 eents.
:r11e .-\.str<>nom,· and 'Vorship oCthe An•

'fi2MDNTHS
WeeklY Exnress
Chica~o

handsome newspaper at;

l::.c-_.,,-.,,....-·-

a

seven columns to

post-paid for Two
10 Cents. Well
plain tn>e. One
a. Review of Pro·
D;;.C:{iverie,s. Explorations and
amount of

Home and
in·
A

for
crimeA.

A

circu·

ctents. By UtlrH.:rt \".de. Pr1cc. 20 cents.
Ele~Rnt

J·;xtrRets fron• tlle Bible.

(Per.

haps wdeganl would be a tnoi'c llrL)pcr term.) Price, 10
CClltS.

Antiqnit)" Rnd Duratio:• of the \VorJd.

By<;. Toulmtul.

Price, :lU cents.
PaJ•ndisc :i:.os1: or, The Great Dragon Cast Out.
Price, 60 cents.
,
The Yahoo; u satirical rhapsody. Prlcc,75cents.

Cooper's i.N•tnr<'" on the Soul. In which the

doetrtn of immort,alilY 1.-t n;liglously and philosophically
l'rke, 75 cent~.

con~idcred.

The lnfi<;••l's or Inquirer'" Text-book, be·

substau~.;c of thil t~.;l..a lectures on the Bible. By
Hobert Cooper. Price, $1.

lng tlte

Antobio;;;•·a;.>hy of I:ohert Cooper. Price

15 ccuts.

'I' he Doeti·ine oi"InsJ•irntion; being nn Inquiry
Gonccrning the lnfalltbility, Inspiration, and Authority ot
Holy 'Vrit. B{; the l{ev. John .Macnunght, _)tl.A., Incuma

8~ 1~lagJ. t:l~.ric~!r(t:~~om·~ church, };verton, Llve.rpool,

1

Jlan•s NRhn·e and De,·eJOJUnent. By Henry

Jeorge

THE
Mining Company,
HUGO PREYER, Pres.,
A. C. EDWARDS.,. Vice. Pres
C. C. BABCOCK, Sec'y,
M.l>L POMEROr, 'lrea$. .,
Principal Office, 433 Larimer street,
Denver, Colorado .
The mines of this company, four in number, arc situ.
at.ed ncar Crosson, on the line of the Denver & South Park
RaiJroad, and but 48 mHeg from Denver. This camp is
cons1dered one of the best in the Btntc, and Its easy access
certainly commends it to the favora.ble consideration of.

the public. The Stonewall Mining Company Is or~anlzed
under the laws of Colorado, and bas an authorized- capital

of $1,000,000, divided into 10(M)()() shares of ten dollars each
and arc Placed on the market for the present at two dot!
lara per share, or a discount of eight dollars from the face
0

i'l:~ut'et~cO:t c~~~l~nAJ;~~s~~PJe~~~~~~te :1~o ~~~~t~~r~'d~

vance in tile prlce of st,ock, which wJll soon be made

The mines of tile Stonewall Mining Company are all
true fissures, and as a gual",mtce that they arc worthy of
confidence, samples of ore will IJc sent to any one who
wfll send ten cents to the Secretary to pity postngc, or to
any one visiting the office of the company aamples will
cheerfully be given. Write at once for prospectus.
Address all orders for stock to either
.

1•'. G.

The Rain how

STONEWALL

2t8

Atkin~vu,

jl.;;.).

. Hugo Preyer, President,

C. C. Babcock, Secretary, 433 Larimer St., Denver, Col.

Wanted.

\r.

Large packages, that will last you one year, $1.00, the

J.P. Mendnm•s PnbUeattons. .
·
'l'he PhilosophieRI Dicdonary or VOl•
tait•e.. Two volumes in one; containing 870large octavo
r,ages, with two steel cugrav!ngs. Price, $5. Tills Is the

Most Damagtu;- I~XIlibit ot· CltriS•. T,:~J:~~-~-o:P~~~·:.$1_Iogieul I.ecturcs. By Rev. Robt.
tianity tltal has Appeared
The Ui<;;;esis: being n Discovery of the Origin, Evl.
"
deuce, und Early l.lbwry uf Chrlsthmity, never yet before
BY D. l\L BENNETT.
¥[0 ~~~~'T~~;fgr_soPtr'nl[. ~~~-tl faithfully set fortlt. By Rev.

To correspond with some friend ot THE TRUTH SEF.KER
It Is warranted to restore the grayest hair In three days either
physichm, blacksmith, or shoemaker wllo would
to Its original color. It stops the hair from falling, and like to pur'.fSS~c~tcasant hoE~ ~~I.Wif~f~8tJli,~trlct.
2tR
Bervllle, St. Clair Co., Mich.
makes it grow. Cures all scalp diseases, numbness, etc.
powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any ada

contuinfng new, startling aud extraordinary revelntlonstri

1

15 cents • ' religious
history, wh!cil disclose the oriental origin of au
the doctrine, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New

Price,

11

Church dogmas prove~ we thirst fol' truth,
X or care at whut expense,
But demonstrate them unto us
By rules of common sense,
And skeptics here in Belvidere,
Direct their ImmlJle bard
To tender you most joyfully
~'ive hu.udre<l dollars reward.

Then all the priests in this orthodox: border
Would forbear e'er to plot for his pocket and
order.
Come, come, ye vile clergy, the lamp may yet
burn,
The vilest of priestcraft yet may return.

! Tile World'!! !iilxteen Crucifted
" FEWER CHILDREN
i
Sal'ior";
I
'
AND BETTER." I OR, CHRISTIA.NlTY BEFO~E CHRIST.

To find the truth of all those things
We ha> tl"ied mighty hard,
But failed, and" so will gh· to know
Five htmdre<l dollars reward.

The Modern "Code."

lrc my

Horns~··

s .. and Harriet

(~reed.

l)ricc, :&1.50.

Ueligions 'VorshiJ•·

Martineau. Price,

By tile author of" Where
The orlf]n of all rc!if.lons

·~ct~~~~rp;~g~~~~w~(~ r~(:}:li~~ ~!a;;~~~ae~~r~. u~jt~e~ c~~h~ f!.

0

1

(lueen lllnb. with Notes. By Percy D. Shelley. Price

;() CClltS.

.

~~~J~J~!lr~~n~~~~Y~; ~r"t~:~i,;re~ 8l'~~~~~~k~~h~

;Lt~~~~~~{'~bU~!~~~~~~~.~n~l~Je.'ll~~~!~~~~t~~~~~:~r:e~ft!?e

Jfs:,:~•ll>"r'~'~'•.:·~~~~~~; ~r~~~~cf ~~lt~~'?:aon_J~~~

-llcnkcr. Priec, 73 ceutd.

Reason ll1<• Only Ornele of ;tiRn; or, a Com·

pcndwu~ Sy!'.ti'HI of .No1tnr~l l:ellglon.
Allen. Price, fill cents.

.. ~!.:e~cr;.,~,y,~~~~~
:~oclcty

By Col. Ethan

1

J:'fe~?~r~~:~~f~ Ze~t~r~i~r~g;

of Mul' .I l>!Iihmthroplstg, ut 1'.unmany Hall, New

\Cork. Price, $1.

n:~~~ri;,~A~~~:~.~t~~:~t:n~,~~~"~lllj;t<}~~~~~~J_IIf.!t~:'n"

.M.IJ., of St. Lbuls, Mo. Price, $3.

8 8

N!t~~~~~r~~~:.~~~t~~Ll;:!~~ ~~~y..:~~~~!~u1>~fc~1:~ le ~~8~ of
Divine an•llllo•·nl 'Vorl<N of Plato. TranB·

late1ll rlJin till: ~o1·Jginal (Heck. With introductory disscr·
tations a.ud ntJt c~. J>ricc,. $2.50.

HulC IIo:us wiH• Some A•wlent nud Mod•

ern "elebJ·uted Ji"reethinlit~rs: Thomas Hobbes,
Lor,l iluJinghrokc, Condorcet. SP,lnoztl.{ Anthony ColJins,
Dese,trtcr_; 111 de Voltuh·c. Joiln l'ol.•n<. Compt de Volney,

~~~~:;,sF r~~~;~t,,~~f~~ tDf1~1!h~,~ 1 !~ i~e·%C~~~u~~~~~~~~

::f:

thew Tindal, O.l\'lrl Hume, D1·. 'l'lwm.~s Burnet, Thomas

Pahc, B:1ptlstc dt~ Mir.Lilaml, Dar<~·l D'Holbactlt Robert
Taylor, ,Joseph B ~rkcr By "Ic.1n ,eJu.st," Collins, and
Wutts. Prfcc, 'i:Jcent~.
1

T~·~~~~~~~~~~:~~~c l.~!~~~~· t~A~ •;~r~u~u:::tt~ };~3:
Correspondence Wanted.
11
c"M~~~·g}~l~:w:rgvl:~ g~~~~:n"i:~"::~~~~~~~~n!1l'o~ ~~\~~;~~: ~~f~tr~~~~·:;eKt~.r~~~"t~~: a~"t\~or~ ~~~~~~,bls ~e·n~:
Testilnonials
t.o
'l'bomRs
i•nine.
Compiled
~bject,
pleasant correspondence, poSBil>ly matrimony.
by Jvt:icph N. 1\h.re.m. PrlCl', 15ccuts.
:lt7
Addre••
INDEPENDENT, care T. S. omce.
A Few Day" in Athens.

MACHINERY.

!lfau4. .ll'oo~ and Power Prceee11. Die Wurk of all lr:l*.
J>twforaUng Diea

a B,peoU&ltg.

£.B. STIMPSON, 81SpmoeBt..JI.'l.

lly Frunccs Wright.

~~rnt~~~~l~~~~ a~~trh;':l~tfi6~~.tr11~1g~; ?~l~~~[~s,

the Greek

](inne"s E~s'l:r"'· F.:~~n.ya n.nd treatises on vo.rlous
:;wt)eets. lly lJ., vi· I itnmc, E~tl- WJth u. brief sketch of the
~utlwr's ltre ua:l Wl"lting~. to whlcll .a.ro ud(\etl dialogs
·~Juccrnlng llLtur.~l r~:tglllll. Price, 11.00.
'l'l1e Festivnl ol" Asl1taroth. A tnlc of Pales·
Une,1ouudc-11.tll t .. e desta·uctlon of the 1\loa!Jitcs· by the
Jewa. By A. c. Mhlulcton. Pt·lce, 10 cents.
Kneeland's National Hymn•• Prlco,85eta-.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, FEBRUARY 19, 1881.
Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.

Manhattan Mrdical Im•titutc.'

This little Instrument Is designed es/&eelally to develop

:~~~~~tr.;~~~~?,sm~·s~r~;~g~d~ H, !'~~..~t~~~~ gf..t'ii:~.i
1

over other Planchettes now in tile market. are as !ollowsj
First. the pasteboard top, instead of varnished or ollea
wood. Second, Each instrument is separately magnetized
ln the cabln~t of the noted Bllse mediums, of Phlludelphla,
and Cllrrles with lt a develogtng lntluenee from Mr. TIUss
~gh~~~~ lf.IJl"ne~"Jg~:nto t e P'f8~~::: J
B~I'§es~ts
718 Sansom St., Phlladelphla; Pa.

lS:"K.'

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL.
Bc!it, <::lnapt•st, ahd Purcl!lt.
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
I want to supply every Liberal ln America. Buy fresh

~:fd~ec~l~~ge~ ~i;~~~ ~g~d~~~Jr~~~~r~~e~~e ~r~U1i~~~:~~ii
1

any firm in America. I defy competition. Western seeds
beat the world. Mine take the lead. Fresh, pure, cheap,

~~~~a':~~~~~~t~·th~~i~~1f fi~~~~ 1'1~~~~ ~~~ed ~~~~~~rt1~!t
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and

g~:.errfei~~u;0erdf~~~ &~~~r~~e&·ul~o~hdii§~~ld dC~~~o~~ :~~

see that !;beat them all
lOtS

R. H. SHUMWAY,
Rockford, Ill.

CONSULT

Estallllshcd 1865. Incorporated ln accordance with the
Iuwa of tho state of New York. This institute so ton
aud ~favorably known under the liluperintendenC:e of Drg
Klnget since 1865, ls located at 817 East 14th street a 113w
doors east f~om Second avenue, New York. Having been
engaged ln the special practice of treating chron1c diS·
eases for over thirty years, Dr. Klnget is able to concen.
trate his long experience for the benefit of his patients
many of whom are located in every state of the Union, tlu;
Dominion of Canada, and the British Isles. Dr. Klnget, a
graduate of
King's College, London, England is the
author of 11 Medical Good Sense 1" 11 Sexual Phil~soph:y ,
"The Natural Law of Populatio'n," andJs Ctlitor of the
Health Journal. This Institute Is conducted by a stall of
experienced, skilful physlclans, who devote their whole
time and attention to the treatment of all CHRONIC Dls.
EASES of BOTH SEXES ln separate departments. The
Institute ls well known to muny leading physicians. to
whom reference can be made. who wllllglv assurance that
all patients will be treated skllfully and honorably.
Amoug other diseases of a chronic nature, special attention Is given here to those of the nervous system, as Seminal 1Veaknese, Nervous Exhaustion, Impotency Epi.
l~psK, Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, Kidneya, and' Skin,
~P liiJtlc, and Scrofulous diseases, and all Diseases of
omen. Questlo'X'd~~~s~nTalf,~s:rf.er'tlff{i~lj.~ ~fi!catlon.
8m50
817 East 14th street, N.Y.

WILLIAM WILSON,
MEDICAL. ELECTRICIAN,
Inventor of the "WILSONI.A," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of "The
Trial of Medicine," "The Language of Disease," Medical Fallacies," &c., &c.,

465 F't1LTON STREET, :BROOKLYN,
May be Consulted Da.ily from 10 A. M, to 8 P, M. Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but are so scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
can be worn by different members of the same family from time to time,

THE -GHOST OF ST. JOHNS.

JesFf=
~~~~~ "t-J.O.rs.TE~~e?~l::Jsp;.~f~ Yn~;!a~!
Gh08t, and dt. Devil catch me sure."
BY M. BABCOCK.
Prtce, 25 cents.

~·or

l!lle by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth Street.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

l'llE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Li.fc, Trial, Exccu·
tion, etc., Is a myth.
Price, $2,00,

For sale at this omee

Sciatica and Lumbago Belt.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.

of

.A Series
Letters written Dur·
ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY· D. M. BENNETT.
Price, $1.50
850 pages.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

Price, 50 cents.
GREAT PANORAMIC ILLUMINATIV AND ILLUS·
TRATIV SCENES OF "THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
HARMONIAL ORDER."
BY J. B· BOOZE.

rice, 25 cents.

For Sale by D. M. BENNETT ...

WEEK ln your own town. Terms and f5 outfit
$66 Afree.
H. Hallett & Co .• Portland, Me.
CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing tlwse of the blood and Nerve•, the Dlsensesof
Men, the Dlsenses of Women, and the various causes,
physical and social, leading to them nre plainlY treated
that plainest of books, PLAIN HOME TALK, Eli!BRAC.
ING .MEDICAL COMMON SENSE-nearlY 1.000 pages, 200
lllustratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be addressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medlcul publlclltlons: "We know him (Dr. ~·oote) personally and lntl."

ur

"Some Mistakes or Moses."

The Bible or Bibles;
ORo

TWENTY-BEVEN

DIVINE

REVELATIONS.

By KERSEY GRA YES.
Containing a description of twenty-seven Bibles and an
10

11

1

· ·t'o~~~~~~l~fr!rr~iot~ , ~rid de~~ :!t~ v ~~r~~ ~~:gt~~~~~l~~::
tC!hon of the characters of tf.e prluclpal .Persqnages_of the
rlstlan Bible, and an examination of their -Doctrlns.
~::';~~~: 12mo., 440 pp. Price, ,2. D. M. BENNETT.

10

TilE "WILSONIA" CORSET AND MAGNETIC BELT
For Ladies and Gentlemen will cnre Asthma, Catarrh, Loss o" Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at tho
Lungs, Kidney Diseaae, Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspepsia, ant.l every form.
of Female Weakness.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST Containing THOUSANDS OF TESTINONIALS.

so?i~:sb~:d~~n~~~~~ ~~: ~~~~~i~~~E~~n~I t~~\~~u~~f~~

The" Wilsonia" 8.ppliances are not mere plasters which become useless after a few weeks' wear, but they retain
their curntiv powers for twenty years, and can be worn by any member of the same family from time to time.
Persons who read this notice may wonder that I had not advertised my discovery before. The fact Is, I determined when I arrived in America not to publicly advertise until I had :five hundred patients in on~ city, to whom I
could refer as evidence. I hav now over one thousand persons In the city of Brooklyn ready to testify that my galTano-magi;tetic belts will remove and cure every malady known to man. except a rotten lung, and even where the
1
0
hav begun to decay, my appliances will arrest the decay and heal them.
~h!t~ ~t~f:.u~~~s)jj~~b~li~ ~ft,c:tJ~~. ~~~n~~~~~ lun!ZB
1.iere in the city of Brooklyn the paralyzed hav been restored; patients suffering from inflammatory rheumatism
pathos.
hav been taken off their crutches ; nerve mahdles, bearing on mania, hav been completely cured~ martyrs to varicose veins whose legs hav been bound in elastic stockings for twenty years. hav cut away their banaages, and are now
free froin varicose veins as the healthiest person living~ children who had never walked from birth up to three,
"The Gods and Otller Lectures..'' as
eight and twelve yenrs of age, are now walking about as other ehildren. In short, the cure~ effected by my appll11
ances' seem so miraculous that the above statements sound like an Arabian Night's tale. Nevertheless, these facts can
CoNTENTS·- "The Gods,"
Humboldt,"
"Thomas
Paine," 11 Individuality," 11 Heretics and Heresies." Price, all be substantiated. and my oyen letter to the physicians and the Charities Commissioners of Brooklyn must convince
cloth, $1.25i paper, 50 cents.
the ~~~tJ~~~1dJ;~~'l'h~h~~~~ d~{r;~tiron ~~!h~~~~~i:g~~~r3h~~~~;~~b~mmlssioners of Brooklyn is stlll open, and Will
Gllo~»ts nnd other Lectures."
The Ghosts," 11 Liberty of :Man, Woman,

CoNTENT~-"

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women. fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25i paper, 50
•
~~~::d~~~c~~~3~~fg~~T5~ t~~~Jtir:ts~;~~~Js ~~dtR~~s~~~~ cents.
Both volumes bound in one, price, paper, $1.00.
Of families, who to-d11y stand read)' to bear w1111ng test!·
mony to the greut IJenellt they hav derived from the physIological, hyglenlc, and moral lessons which he has so ably
"'Vhat Must We Do to be Saved?"
imparteu."
Purchasers of PLAIN •HOME TALK are at liberty_ to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, ln person or IJy mall, ~'REE. t~~J~!e~I?tou~~~~,s aT~ot~~;gt,n~~~~~ds~dB ~~gcit~ra' ~~
Price of the new Popul11r Edition, by man1 postage pre. the author. Price, 25 cents.
.
paid, only $1.50. Contents table tree. AGENTS WANT·
ED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
129 East 28th st., New York.
By the celebrated sculptor Clark 1\Illls.
A. FREE BOOK FOR THE SI<::K. CaiJlnet size, price, $2.50. N ently packed and boxed
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows ready for shipment. Every admirer of thla great Apostle
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured IJy un orlg!. of Liberty should hav at least one.
nal system of practice. It contains vuluable and sug.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
~~~~:n ~~~f1y0l:, ~elij~~t,a~~;l~~s c/:f~~~~~tl~s d,~e':,ll,f~~ ~~g By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices:
be sont by mall to any one sending thell· address and s
~~Et~i~~ ~~id~:eslze _ . _ - _ - _ - _ ~ ee!1ta
three-cent stam~
ws~i':f.f~li~tisHING CO.,
Llfe-slze Lithograph, 2lx27
•
.
•
50 "
159 Ea•t 28th st., New York
Postage paid.
A WEEK tt2 a day at home easlly made:-Co•tlY
D. M. BENNETT,
outfit free. Trua & Co., Augusta., Maine.
141 Eighth street, New York.

$72

The "WILSONIA •• MAGNETIC APPLIANCE.> are the Despair of Physicians, an<l the Annihilation of Quack
Nostrums and Legalized Quackery. Thousands of persons are being constantly hurried on to Apoplexy
and Paralysis by the use of Cephalic Snuffs an<l Washes. Catarrh can be readily cured without any of
these nostrums.

tllat'subject. 1~1e pamphlets tl<at hav been surreptitiously
issued arc incorrect, filled with mistakes, a•1d consist of
only about fourteen or 1lfteen pages, while there are two
hundred and seventy.five paHes in the book just issued.

~~lr!~c~\~[~~o~-~~~b~ ~htf~~'b~u~~i~g~'iil~f,l~.nd:~i: ~ft~n~f~~!?·:: ~~:~l~r:;i~~rifr~~~~f,'~~~f~eee,;~~tFif~~~'iJ~~

&18tl

Each Eylet is a galvanic cell attached to a series of powerful magnets. They are light
as ordinary garments, and produce a soothing yet exhilirating effect upon the system,
without causing shocks or sores, as in electric belts or galvanic chains.

This volume is printed on toned paper,."in clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound ln mnslln. containing Zi5
pages, 12mo. Price. $1.25.

1
1
1
~~~~;, at~~r~:ai. ': ~~a~ ~J't~:·~~~~~~tt 1 ~~n~1~ e~~~ "The

motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and im-

DESCRfPTION OF ABOVE GARMENTS .

conii~~e ;~e~~1 ~;l~~ s~~ f~~tr~e hospitals and wi11 only take their Incurable cases, suffering from paralysis, locomo·
t·"r,ntaxta, inflammatory and chronic rheumatism, con~estion of the kidneys, pleuro-pneumonia, or uny disease their

me1~cfg~ ~fW/e~;~egft~:Oeoa:~~~~t~~~~~~~~~~irc~~ean g~·the above maladies, they hav themselvs to blame.
111

The

COE~ot of

mr appllances, though seemingly expensfv, Is one hundred times cheaper than the present method of

pur~~~sJ~~ ~hl~~~ ~~fmf\f~~~~i~Ji~:slf~~Jr~)~~~{~rl~~i~ ~Nif~·qutries of those who hav been .cured, before you was to

youf ~~~it, \~1 ~WAr1s~~g~d~, and prefer not selling you goods until you hav inquired of those who hav been cured.
To you who are su:fferin_g, and are now under the care of your physicians, prevail on them to cal! upon me, and ac.
quaint themselvs with my ihventlon before making any statements in regard to the same.
Note tile address, 465 Fulton street Brooklyn.
:Male and female assistants always In attendance from 10 o'clock, A. Y •• till 8 o'clock, P.M.
My appUnnccs are being used with as marked success in England as in Brooklyn and New York.
REFERENCES IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK:
MALACHI FLYNN,_4S Chaunce;~: St. T. J. HALE.s, 4!i5 Fu 1ton street.
Mr. HENDERSON, undertaker, cor.
THEODORE TRU<\X, 876 Dean Street. LEVI BROWN. 78 Herkimer street.
Jay street and Myrtle ave.
LUTHER SMITH, 1 Willow St.reet.
Dr. CHADWICK, President street.
DAVID COLLIER, confectioner, 181
H. w. LOVEJOY !25 St. Marks ave.
Dr. CLARKE, Court street.
Columbia street.
Mr. HOBBY,bulldel"ll' merchant,Coney Mr. CHARLES SCUDDER, Northport, E. P. PARKER, with Captain Bush,
Island
L. I.
Naw Yard.
Mrs. F. BENNETT,499 Fmnklln ave. Mr. DAVISL!Jullller. Northport, L. I. EUGENIE BAYLIS, Armenia, Duch.
Mrs. CLINTON, 205 Livingston street. Mr. WOODHULL, Huntington. L. I.
ess Co ..,_N. Y.
WM. BAULSIR, 86 Fleet place.
.Mrs. PETERS. Huntington, L."I.
MARY lJAVIS, 31}> Flatbush ave.
WM. F.TRUELSON,277 Schermerhorn WM. GAliDINER, Eaton's Neck, L. I. P. DORLON, 7S Lawrence street.
•treet..
T. J. TRU AX,Barrett st.,Schenectsdy, RICHARD MAWSON. 590 Hicks street.
W H IIDW ARDS !54 Vanderbilt ave. N. Y.
Mrs. E. A. THOMPSON, 865 State st.
J. 'w."l3AULSIR,100 Dean street.
RAYMOND CLARK, Esq., St. ,Jn!hes' E. W. STORJ\IS, Pleasant ave., Harlem.
~!l"l!. LIGHTHALL, 705 Puclftc street.
Hotel, N.Y.
W. MARSTON, 184 South Second street
Mrs Dr RUGGLES,Livlngston street. Prof. DA VIS,S4 Pine st., N.Y.
J. H. BARNEY, S07 Fulton street.
G.W. BROWN. 84 South Portland ave. Mr. JOHNi!lTONE, 117 West Fl!teenth D. V. FAIR>I;EATHEH, 28 & SO i!lpruce
L'io~f~tr~~t~WIN, picture gallery, Ful·li!~~'C\'l'!~~oftY".s22 West Twenty-sixth E~~~£\J:~h~."st Seventh street.
e- W 5HA,V, staTe mer., Fulton st.
etreet N.Y.
Mrs. FALES, 52 Seventh ave.
M.rs BOYDA 325 Smith street.
HUGH BROWN, estate agent,l418th Mrs. M. H. LARKEL, S7 Washington st .
.Mls~ WEL<SH, City Employment Bu.
•trcct,Y. l".
Mr. J. CAMPBELL, restaurant, 67 Court
rc•n. 79 DeKal11ave.
CHAS. nURTON PHILLIPS, Science street.
.
Mr• DICKENSON, 511 Clinton nT.
lla1l, N.Y.
THOS. J. DICKENSON, 8SO .Jay otreet.
Mrs: GREAVES.l84 Clluton ave.
JOHN lJ McKENSIE,952St Marks nve. JOHN VANHORN, 98Pil11lp st. N. J.
JOHN W. HASTINGS.l02 Fleet pl•ee. Mrs. A H>\!STRONG, 117 Rapelyea st. Mr. CHAS. R. MILLER, East New York
Mt. E. NILSON, dccoratlv olgn writer, Dr. JA!'OB VAN HORN.1,HO Fulton st Mrs. ADSIT, 198 Sixth ave.
M;~ 8lJ~~1~~;.:'~reotloner, Fulton st. P'Si~t~~~e~~ES HATCH SMITH. 981 g'tfi~~It~o~:~la~~'J~&eo~~; N. T.
Mr. HALL. 184 Clinton ave.
MR. MARKEY, saloon keeper, cor. Mrs. CISCO, IS Hanson place .
.l'A,MES GILDERSLEI!:VE, Fulton st.
Smith and Degraw streets.
Mise C. STEVENS, 200 Bergon stroot.
l!T. B.-Pc1'80ns will seQ that n.ll my references are elose home where I am lolling my gnrmenti!. nnt In distant re.
gionl where no one Is known.
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I•UBLI<Y.._'I'IONS OF E. TRUJ,J,O'VE.
A STA!\'TIING nuisance-The fellow on lilt• curb-·
WELL. well l solt'o to-rto. sacco d!'iile-tmmy a full
ElenJents of~u(•inl Seif!.ll('C; or, Phy~tcul, Sex
sack cou1es fron1 !l crooked furrow; nud he ·who stone.
uul, and Nutnr~.\l Hcttglon. All c:.:.po8ltlnll ut the true Cuuse
. "~;:rt'cn rr n It , .•
wtll be captain of none but hono;st men will lla ,.
A CRUEL husband calls bl• wlfo
~~~~s~n!ft.~~:~e~\~~ t~~~t~~~;~ rl;~~~y;~{t~~~~i"I1ff~U~~~a~~~~~·:
small hire to pay .-G"'org6 Eliot.
because she never a1p·ees with him.
Will now make en-gagements to
ry1 fOl'ty thoU!~~~Utl Of thilll ycrn. V<\}UlliJle
and ru.dtcn.l Wllrk
1
LIFE'S but a day r.t mo•t,
ONE of the best things Artemus Ward ever got
deliver lectu1'es week-day
! ~lii ~~~e1~~~~l~~n~~!t1; b~~\u~u.rn ~i~th,u.~~~~r; ~&,o~~~~~~
Sprung from night, In darkness lost;
$1.50.
otrwas a new sixty-dollar overcoat.
evenings and Sundays
Hope not sunshine every hour,
'Voltllire's Pbilo&ol•hlelll Dictionary. Re·
THE" envelope" mutrls much worn. It iitamps ON SUBJECTS OF VITAL INTEREST
Fear not clouds will always lower. -Burns.
~~~bte~ft~~~~~l~~~ ~~:;'.~~~~ ·~~~~~~~~:. ';,~'~J;'~,~~lga~~rT'~~
its weart'rasready for the next male.
TO EVERYBODY.
voli
.• cloth, neu.rly 1,000 puaea, fS,
To TURN away from the stan-y templea and petA LOCOMOTIV is like a mustard plaster, because
rifled doctrins of supernaturalism, and read Bacon
'Voltaire's
Pbilosophlclll Tales, Ro•
FIRST COURSE.
mances._ nnd Satires. Contntning Candide, or the
understandingly, and know Kant, and walk hand it draws, and because it is tender behind it.
1
1
Ftrat
lecture:
THE
STRUGGLE
FOR
TRUTH.
in band with Herbert Spencer, Is like coming out
~~~t~~ rft!o~~~~i~l~~!~~~~kl~! : ~~Jg ~~n~~~g;~'tYtctft~!~:
THEY say Chicago girls never find it hard to
lecture: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN SCIENCE or Pupll of .Ntlture; Jolmny, or the Sage und the Atheist;
of some Druidical grove of saCI'if!ce into the pure elope. They make rope ladders of their shoe- Second
AND RELIGION.
the Man of forty crowns; the Princess or Babylon; Momnon
air and lightsome day for which we were made.- strings.
the Phllusoplter; the 'Vhite Bull; Pluto's Dreum; l!ababec;
Thtrd lecture: GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
Waterl.
Fourth lecture: CO~IMON SENSE VERSUS ORTHODOX a Con,·er~:~ntion witll a Chinese; tlle l3hLck unll the White;
1 11
THEY tell us matehes are made In heaven, but
cmmrrrA N ITY.
Jf ~:~~~c~~1~~11~~~r;ic~0i~e~1~ry
THE reformer finds no enemy so bitter, no in- somehow they never smell that way when you Fifth lecture: THE CHRISTIANS' GREAT QUESTION, ~~~u~,g~r~~~~htit!~s~.f:1~
rich, und they are wnLt.e·n in the author's sut1rtcu.l 1 humor.
"WHAT WILL YOU GIV ME IN PLACE OF uus, nnd lnnnitable t;tyle. Slti page~:~, double culuwna,
ertia so sluggish, no resistance so obstinate, ~s tha_t stri!<e 'em.
CHRISTIANITY?"
Cloth, $1.50.
from organized ecclesiastielsm. It is the htstory
PROFESSOR.- What are the con•tituents of
Whenever desired, Prof. Jamieson wtll &tv a •econd
Tile Prophet oC NAzareth. A crtttcal Inquiry
of all reform, from the pt·ophets stoned in Judea quartz 1 Student-Pints. A bland smile creeps course, embracing the following subjecta:
Into the Prupuetl<ml, lutellectuul, and .Moml Chu.ructer of
and the martyr crucified on CalVary, from Socra- over the class.
Jesus Christ, 1lS e:xempllucd In his predictions, hlw pre~
SECOND COURSK
cepts, hhi actions, his du;courses, and his soc tal Intercourse.
tes drinking the hemlock in prison to Lovejoy
lecture: WHAT ARE THE PRINCIPLES OF lly Evan Powell Merclltth, ~·. A.l:L L. 1'1tls work has at.
THE thrifty man will always pnt something Ftrst INFIDELITY?
murdered at Alton, that It must contend to the
trt\cted greu.t uttonttou in .~!:niland. 6a6 PlliCS tlvo, In cloth,
away
for
a
rainy
day,
even
if
it
is
nothing
but
a
death with the old and truditional church.-Ednah
Second lecture: HOW WAS THE BIBLE MADE I OR, $2.50.
stolen
umbrella.
DID.
UOD
EVER
WRITE
A
BOOK?
Immortality oCthe Soul. By Robert Cooper.
IJ. CMney.
Thtrd lecture: IS CHRISTIANITY THE CAUSE OF Price, 50 cents.
liiAIDEN lady's quotation slightly altered from
THE Christian asks why we do not associate the
CIVILIZATION T
Rl\tionalism, By Geort~e Jacob Holyoake. 25
Mosaic record with the stories of Munchausen and an old aphorism: "Where singleneas is bliss 'tis Fourth lecture: IS CHRISTIANITY SUPERIOR TO ccnta.
'
PAGANISM?
Arabian Nights as well as with Minerva and Midas. folly to be wives."
H101C-Hours 'Vith Freetlllnkers. First and
Fifth lecture: THOMAS PAINE, AUTHOR·HERO OF
second series. <.::ontl\lnin&- the 11Veli of 48 .Freethlnken,
I reply that the former are simply tales, while the
THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
"I'M going to come down on you hard," as the
lly Charles llrl\dlaugh aud John Watts. ln cloth, -~.W.
latter are theological faets, just as pious, holy, in- rain said to the umbrella. "I'm not to be shut np In
Jachin and Boaz. An authentic key to the door
TERMS.
•pired, and credible as are the Bible facts of our that way," was the reply.
of .FreemWionry, both u.uclcut anll modern~ ~5 centa.
Either couroe will be given at so low a rote a• to practiera, and as many hav firmly believed in them, as
An Hour n'illl Hara•ict .-.Jilrtlneau, with
A FANATIC is a man who think• the whole cally place the lectures within the mean• of almost any
history, old temples, and old inscriptions testify.extrtlcts from her Autobiography. lly Mrs. Harriet Law.
world is a pack of fools, because they won't look community:
lU cents.
.
Elmina IJ_ Slenker.
Five lecture•, $60 and ratlruad fare from Chicago.
through his green glasses.
Three lectureE~, $-15 and railroad fare from Chicago.
I KNOW that many regret that hard words are
B~~:a~:f.%~?..~ LJ.~~. ~J~g~~~~e~e"~ri.crrestrtal Phy•ica.
Two lectures. '35 and railrot\d fare from Cllicago.
How rs it that trees can put on a new dres•
The whole ten lectures, $lOU a.nd expenses.
used against Christhmity, and we regret that hard
Six_ Nights' Discussion between Thomas
amount necessary for a series of lectures ts raieed Cooper
words must be used; but the hardness of the without opening their trtmks? Because they leave byThe
and Joseph llarker un the Being or a Personal
subscription, and the lectures are made free to the (lad
out
theil'
summer
clothing.
and a Future Life. 4U cents.
words is their truth. They would not be hard
public.
Tile
Rein~
nud Attributes oC God. By Sir
Our work has a te!ltng e!l:ect tn Ltberaltzlng the
words if they were false. Truth is always hard
THE man who dropped into a chair containing
Let us not relax but rather redouble our William Mackintosh, author of the "Electrical Theory of
toward error. The Sermon on the Mount was hard a tack has been uneasy ever Iince, and now sits churches.
tlle Universe:• 20 cents.
efforts In behalf uf Freethout~ht.
o the Pharisees; the emancipation proclamation down on the installment'i)lan.
A l,etter frona JCome. Showtng the confonntty
Subscription papersld~r~:s"•W.o~.aJX~i~~8N-,
was hard to the slave-holders; and so l<'ree Religion
REBECCA- "Yes; a man who is continually
t~~~ee,~.l~~~[ht~~de~~~~~~~m~f ~be<.:~b~~:~~m~~~etR~~
StS
112 •nd 114 Cl~rk at., Chtc•t~o, Ill.
is hard to Cbristianity.-L. K. Washbum.
man ism." 40 cent~::J.
sticking his nose into othei' people's business can
THE good man is a priest and minister of the he said to possess a roam in' nose.
Ye <Yomic History oC Heraldry. By R. H.
Ed~:ar. 142 P•~~:e•. Profuoely tlluotrated. 5o centa.
gods· devoted to that divinity which hath its
THEY had women doctors in Egypt over 3,000
d welllng within !Jim ; by virtue of which the man
years ago. They used to bend over their patients,
FoR FEBRUARY (No. 4),
is tmcontaminable by any pleasure, invulnerable
PUBLICATIONS OF WAT'l'S & ()0,
croonin&', "Let me kiss him for his mummy."
to every grief, inviolable to every injury, insensi'Vorlis by <Yilarles \Vntts.
Orga.n
of
THE
NATION
At.
LIBE!!AL
LEAGUE
ble to every malice; a :fighter in the noblest fight,
"I PRESUME you understand niy business," said
Freethinkers' 'l'ext·Book. The history of
dyed deep with justice, accepting with all his soul the census-taker to the acrobat; "I merely wish to
(Double number, sixteen pages),
Freethought, Its rise, progress, and triumph. lu erath,
that which the providence of the universe appoints know your occupation." •·o yes! I tumble," re- Will contain the whole of the Addres• of the ":l<atlonal $1.25.
Association for the Secularization of the State," issued
him. . • He remembers al•o that every rational plied the acrobat.
Tile Bible ami Cllristianity. 15 cents.
being is his kinsman, and thiLt to care for all men is
Freetllon~rht and Modern Proa-ress. 10
~~nt~~r~~m{f~~~~l~W .B.P~ic¥,n~e~:'n~~d8i~&t~·i ~P~~~f~S ~~~ cent&.
"How
no
you
keep
out
of
quarrels!"
asked
one
in accordance.wlth the nature of man.-Amoninu1.
25 cents; 13 ror 50 cents; SU fur $1; IW for ~. Every
friend of another. "Oh, easily enough," was the League ought to take one hundred, and every Liberc~-1
"'lay Am I an Atheist 'l' or, Theism Crtttctsed.
10 cents.
THE Sermon on the llfount is generally refen-ed reply. ''If a m!ln gets angry with nie, I let him should send for a dozen or more to circutate.
Address
T. C. LELAND,
o a.s a gem of excellence, yet it is full of !laws; not hav all the quarrel to himself."
Cllristianity : Its Nature and InOuence. 10 ceDto.
201 East 71st St .. N.Y.
StS
Sec. N. L. L.
even the beatitudes stand criticism. Indeed, first
Christian Sclleme oC Redemption. 5 cento.
"lL-.ow ail men by these presents," read an
of ali, we hav to settle the text. Is Luke right or old bachelor lawyer. "Why don't they put women
WANTED.
Science and tile Bible Antagonistic. 10c.
Matthew 1 Luke, instead of "Blessed are the poor in, too?, asked his lady client. u Because," said
Tile <Yilaracter oi'<YilrJsl. 5 cents.
A good cook tn a llnt-cl!Uls boarding-house, to whom
1n spirit," has, "Blessed are ye poor; and woe the old b. l., •· if one woman knows it all women ltbernl wat~e• wtll be patd. Pleaae addreos
Christian Evidences <Yriticisecl. 5 cent•.
Bax•lli.
J. S. LYON, M.D.,
unto you that are rich, for ye hav received your know it."
The Last Seven Pamphlets, bound together, SO centa.
2t7
SP!!!li~eld, Mo.
consolation," which is a miserable sentiment.
Assorted 'l'raets.
A
MARRIAGE
notice
begins,
"John
Knox
ha•
Also, instead of "hungering after righteousness"
Position 'Vanted.
he makes Jesus bless those who hunger (i.e., are taken a wife." Well, that's nothing. It isn't near
5
.;;,~~s~h.fl~~t'ITtb~ce:ttl;
~~ crt~\'l~Ji~o~~l :a~"u~do;? thse ~i~~~~
Middle-aged lady destres position tn office or famtty (no
starving) and curse those who are full. The dif- so had as if he had taken the cholera or small-pox, objection to trnveliJli' South tf desired). State require- Thu t:ln~1st1an Notion of Man's Ultimate Existence, 5
cents;
.Englbh
~unconformity:
What has 1t lJone for
"ELLEN," care this ottice. lt8
ference is startling and scandalous.-F. W. New- or yellow fever, you know. John ain't sobadoffas menta and salary.
..Mental .Freedom and National Progress? lOcents; The
you think.
Englizih Church a J!'aUure u.s a Reforming Agency, 5 cents;
man.
OrtHodox t:hrhulantty: lta !Jere use 'l.'ested by Modern
HARVARn student (who bas Just failed in a Chi- Medical Works Sold at this Office. Thought, !i cents; Atheism and Crime, Scents. .For the
IF Jesus had been, as 1s constantly alleged, a
series,
3U cents.
perfect character, he \\!Ould not; in pardoning nese sentence, to professor)-" Thou tea-chest-"
Eating for Strenl/:th. By 111. L. Holbrook. Prtce ,$1
of the Brain.~J.nd the Cure of Nervousnese. By
<Y10tholieism and ltationalism. A review of
a woman guilty of adultery, hav exempted Professor (furiously)-" What I you dare to-" M.Hygiene
L~ Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.50.
two
nights'
di~cusslou with a Catholic. 5 cents.
her from punishment on a false principle. The Student (calmlyproceeds)-"Thou teaches a most
t~i;eba~~~~~p~~~e~t~~~~~~dDC~~:.ps\ry ~~L:«J~fl:r~Yc! Origin of~llrislinnity and the Htstortcal Valne
tenderness of heart that is lenient to the mistakes difficult language."
of tbc l\ ew Testament. Two utgbts' discu:unon wtth the
1\I.D. Prtce, $1.
ftlld faults of the unfortunate is deserving of
Parturtttun Without Pain; or, A Code of Direction• for Rev.ll. H. Cowper. 2U cents.
WHEN a lllichlgan minister I• ahontto elope with
praise, and when Jesus said to the woman, ... Go the wife of a parishioner he preacheo a farewell A votdtug most of tile fa Ins and Dangers of Cbtld-Beartng.
1\1. L. Holbrook. Price, $1.
F~~~u:~:~ef J:~b?t1?z~ r~~~r;~i fo~~en~~~:~f gfs;~:_
thy way and sin no more," we admire his words; sermon and exalts the duty of patience and long ByAtds
to ~·amtty Government: or, From the Cradle to tbe siou with tlle Rev. Alexander t~tewart. 25 cents.
50
but when he said, •· Let him that is without sin suffering. This sort of pours oil on the troubled
s'1~~li
lfi~l~~ ~m~;;., r~~c'iicY:~~~~c
c~;';}~;: The Divine Origin or <YhristianUy. Vercast the :first stone," be enunciated a principle waters in advance.
batim report of two nlgnts' debatu wltb Vr. Sexton. 20
taT~~hN~J:.~j~~·J~~N~·xe•. By Mrs. E. B. Dnriey. cents.
which, if carried out in practical life, would exPrice,
$1.
A
SINGULAR
FACT.-A
Galveston
gentleman
has
\Vorks by Au•tln Holyoak e.
empt from punishment e\·ery criminul on earth.ob•erved that when he ~roes-out hunting andhas aN~~i'~~a!~~:r;;, j}r~gl~::;~ 11fn"~~!tgru~~: EJ;"11.tt~~
B. F. Underwood.
ou~h~~5~t
gnc!~~se~is~~~~nc:~3 ~:?1': b\v~~:;;hJ~~'af~~1
his glm with him, and he wants to ride on the
THE universality of an opinion among men who street car, he has never yet had occailion to signal TWk:/Jl~r df~~e'otlght to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley. 5 cent~; The Apostles of t:hrlst: a .Farce in ::;everal Acta,
10
cents;
LudicruuH
Aspects or Chri~::Jtiu.nlty: a HepJy to
Price, $1.2.'i-.
hav received a similar education does not alford a street-car driver twice.
The Better Way; an Appeal to Men tn Behalf of Hnman the Bishop o! Manchester, 10 ceutH; ::;uperst.ition Visany presumption in its favor; for however great
Culture through a Wtser Parentage. By A. E. Newton. flJ.ycd: the celebrated Letter of Pitt, .Karl Chatham, with
0
"WHAT do you ask as a salary?" asked an Price, paper covers, 25 centsi clotb, 60 centa. 12 copies by
the deference is which a wise man will always pay
tgf~k~~;~~ rie~{s ~;r~e01t~~~e~~ c:~\~~r~·a~c~bae~·~~~:~e~to common belief upon those subjects which hav American hotel keeper to a young man whom he m)}'kl~'h~~pvJ~d!~. By Dr. Schwab. Prtce, 50 centa. what Passes as the 'Vord or God. lU cents; Dan tal the
. lJreamer, tu cents; Does there Kx.ist a .Moru.l Governor of
employed the unbiased reason of mankind, he cer- proposed to engage to attend his bar. "Five dol- 5 ooptes, $2; 12 copteo,$4.
the Universe 'I 5 centll.
1
tainly owes it no respect in so far as he suspects it lars per week with the run of the bar," he replied, fo~~~c1ft-~ye:~ J'Un'l:"~.d"t~Ne·~tl~:"'i; ~~fl~~nfr\~":.
Works by George Jacob Holyoak e.
SO cents.
to be influenced by fashion or authority. Nothing "or fifteen dollars without."
The Phtlo•ophy of Human Beauty; or Hints Toward
can be more just than the observation of Fontenelle
The 'l'rial oc Tlleism. Handsomely bound. 2&1
A YOUNGSTER while warming hie hands at the Pbyolcal Perfection. By D. H. Jacques. Prtce, $1.
New Hygienic Cook Book. By Mrs. M. M. Jone•, M.D. pages. $1.25.
that " the number of those who believe in a system fire was remonstrated with by his father, who
SO cents.
Life 1\nd Character oC Ricllard Carlile
already established in the world does not, in the said, "Go a way from the fire-the weather Is not Price.
Vegetartantsm the Radical Cnre for IntemperaDce. By 20 cents.
least, add to its credibility; but that the number cold." •· I ain't heating the weather; I'm warming Harrlet P. Fowler. Price, SO cents.
of those who doubt it has a tendency to diminish my hands," the little fellow demurely replied.
ln'iai\':,f~ ~~ fr~'."R~'ji. lf;1l~l;'.g~, ~~g~nf,%,~1.1 $~~~.Keep- A l:!:r!e'~~~ lu~~~~g~~~~~~h~~=~·in En&-land,
lt."-IJugald Stewart.
Limits of Atlleism. 10 contl.
MR. JAMES BoWEN, seventy.one, and Miss Cassie
Lofil'iC oCLU'e. 5 cents.
CHRISTIANITY is now on trial at the bar behind Cassell, sixty-eight, were manied in Washington
PHOTOGRAPH~
which it had sat as a judge a thousand years; and the other day. Fifty years ago they were lovers,
Loa-ic oCDeatll. 5 cent•.
the judge on the bench is the scientific spirit it had but the bride's parents broke up the engagement
LiCe and Last Days of Robert Owen. 1
For Sale at '1'11• Truth Seek.,, Offi•'"•
cents.
so often remanded to the dungeon or consigned to because they were too young. ·Father Time had
Reasoning Crom Facts. A System of Every
the flames. The dogma is di:!credited in the high removed that objection.
~~fn~i's"lu~~ne
R;,~fe"rncor
io~~~eebles
Day Logic. 50 cent•.
places of thought. Repeated modifications, definiPaine's Monument Procto
Frances Wright
A SOUTH END maiden asks: "When a young
0
r..lf:N"~~nr~~~·operation tn En&' land. vot
tions, restatements, made for the purpose of read~g~:J~~n
R~:C/!',.gh
~: J':,~~ e~n
justing it to the bun:Kln mind hav so far impaii'ed man comes twice a week with a carriage and Hum bold~
Holyu•ke
Prof. Fiske
Co•operalion In Rochdale. Vol. I., 40 cents
takes
a
young
lady
to
the
theater
and
a
supper
its integrity, loosened its compactness, and thinned
Vol. ll., 5U cents.
·
~gl~A?e"r
tftfueer:'~~od
~:~ lfi~~f1.aa
its substance, that even in its private haunts, afterward, and makes her magnificent presents,
'I' he Social Mean• oCPromotlng Temper
what
does
it
indicate?"
It
indicates,
madam,
that
ft~fti~omte
~~~~~~m
~;,~.;~~~by
ance. 15 cents.
,
among its most staunch friends, it is no longer
Alex. Pope
L. Colby
Tltton
what it was.
Millions still profess the doc- he has got more money to fool away than we hav. John Mitton
Working <Ylass Representation. ~ centt.
Dr. Hare
Moulton
Uoldsmtth
Judge J.WEdwardsG. W. Curtla
trins, but millions do not; and the millions who do
The Logic or <Yo-operation. 2 cents.
HE softly kissed his sleeping wife,
Th. Nast
Shelley
Lizzie Doten
not are the most intelligent portion of tbe human
Then with a lingering look
The Policy or co-operation. 5 coots.
Byron
Mrs. J. Conant
J. G. Bennett
race.-0. B. Frothingham.
Of fond affection straightway went
WJ.:t:'tngtoll
n~.r W~'iflf·.faik- ~g~IieAcfr~~"'
tt!~~.J~a.!;:;.~~e:.:~ofc':,~r..lly
In the Forma
And kissed her pretty cook.
Frankltn
Geo. Francfs Tratn Altce Carel)
THE recipe for making a Christian varies in
Alas for him I the gentie wife
~~g~rfcfams
~: ~: ~hh~~
E~~beth ·Stan·
Works by John watts.
ditrerent churches and in different ages. The dose
He thought asleep was not,
J. Q. Adamo
Frothingham
Susan B. Anthon.y
The Lo&'IC and Philosoplly oC Atheism
of dogmas given to the patient depends >tpon his
Mad1son
Wendell Phltlip• Lucy Stone
110 cents.
And for her cook and hubby, too,
mental condition. A century ago infant damnaJackson
Emerson
JuUa
Ward
Howe
<Yilristlan Theory of' the Destruction of
She made it mighty hot.
tion and a hell of fire were necessary to a sound
tt,n~J~ln'• MuDn-~~~:;o~ergh
~~~in~i:'a~~~
tile World. 5 cents.
Christian character, but there is not much appetite
IN Philadelphia two ladiee met on the street,
ment
Peter Cooper
Mary :to•. D•vt•
Cht•islinn Doctrine oJ' !Ian's Depravity
to-day for Calvinism in its pure, unadulterated and one said to the other, "Why, you look very Gerrltt Smith
D. R. Burt
Emma H. Brtttell , ReCutcd. Scents.
Henry c. Wright S. P. Andrews
Elmtna D. Slenker
WI
W i
·
form, so the· doctors of theology hav modified happy this morning; what has happened?" J.
s. J11tll
Walt Wbttman
Su•an H. Wtxon
to 'Vere tile
r ters OCtile New Testa
the prescription to suit the taste of the age. "Ob, I've just been up having my fortune told," Sumner
Froude
D. M. Bennett
·m
__
e_n_t_?__5_c_e_n_ts_·--------------~
Max Muller
W.S. Bell
j
There is less total depravity given than was the reply, "and the woman says I'm to marry EllgarAPoe
Warren Cllase
J. C. Bundy
G. w. Foote's Pamphlets
formerly, and the doctrin of election is con- twice more, hav diamonds, and camel's bah· Greeley
C•stellar
James Parton
8. Junes
considerably watered. The absolute deity of Jesus shawl, and that I can go to the opera six times in fi:~~l~oD
}Jr':'s~J~ton
w".V~j:~l:oD
~:~~~1nrism
tile 'I' rue Pllilosoplly of Lite
15
is not insisted on to the extent that it once was, a week if I want to." "Dear me I I don't wonder Tyndall
A. J. Davis
Kersey Graves
Futility of Prayer. 10 centt.
and the inspiration of the Bible is reduced a great that you are happy. But you won't say anything
Crc"tion Story. 5 cents.
deal from tile old standard, it being allowed that to your husband?" "Oh, of course not. Poor
Noah's Floocl. 5 centt.
parts of the Old Testament area little too much for man I He's good to me, and it might hurt his
SE~KER
the reason to swallow, wblle the moral sense is feelings to know that I am going to marry twice
Eve and the Apple. 5 centlt.
Thll'ty-two In Dumber, of two page• each. Tbeoe are
C!d'ended with the odor at eome at Us pa61!11ogei.- more. I think l'U tell him tb&tl l'm Ukeq to llte terae and ptth}' ~nd well calcnlated for_ t~enenr.l and c[le&p
'.1/he Bible DiTtne. 5 ontlt.
diatrlbutlou. Price, 8 eta. for Clw H&l :lila.., pw 111111Clne1t
X.ll"W~~
G.n~C1...
A.t.betua aiUIKoraU.. 10 _.,.,
Ol'twv4ollllll*~
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is most notable in France, which possesses whose pulpit he will occupy. Further, Mr.
twenty-three societies of this kind, or more Beecher has lately renounced Christianity,
than any other country in the world. This and by inviting him and listening to him, a
,OLD Sate could ha.v made lots of cash last may be one salutary result of the last war, forbidden sanction is given to the man and
THE River and Harbor bill has passed the
week by selling: chunks of heat to people; but when it was found that the Germans knew his course. Some of Mr. Beecher's rather ir- House.
he won't giv tho people what they want in this more of the geography of France than the reverent ~cripture comments Me quoted in
THE three per cent funding bill ha.s passed
proof of this charge, aud with many ejaculaFrench themselvs.
world; he always reserves it for the next.
the
Senate.
THERE are two bishops staying at Cannes- tions of "Horrible I" "Shame I" etc., Mr.
"DoEs your father over preach the same
THREE hundred miners of Salineville, Ohio,
the bishop of Gibraltar and the bishop of Thompson closes his appeal. Quite a. number
sermon twice that you know of ?" was asked
Jamaica.. They are known there, says the of prominent citizens ha.v signed the protest, are on a. strike.
or the six-year-old !laughter of a. clergyman. London World, by the abbreviated names of it is said, and it remains to be seen whether
JoH..'l W. YouNG, son of Bril:'ham, has been
The child replied, "I think he does ; but he
"Gib " and "Jam." They are extremely Beecher will be warned not to a.ppea.r.-Gin- arrested for bigamy.
hollers in different places."
THE subsidy bill for steamships has been
popular, and are both in great request a.t five cinnati Gazette.
PAsToR MARSDEY said to his Meth•dist con- o'clock tea. parties. Hy the way, that mild
THE items which compose the" table of con- defeated in the Senate.
gregation, at Yarker, Ontario, that if certain
but fashionable form of entertainment is tents " of some of the religious papers giv eviHAYES has been made an LL.D. by Harvard
members persisted in attending dancing parties
alwa.ys spoken of by one of the fairest of the dence of miscellaneous mind and versatility of
they must withdraw from the church. Six fair visitors (hailing from the other side of the talent on the part of the writers. .A. leading and by a. Baltimore college.
Gll:N. WALKER announces that Cincinnati Is
persons instantly stood up and asked for dis- .A.tla.utic) a.s a" cream spree."
denominational organ has in its latest issue,
the geographical center of popula.tio~.
missaL
"DE reason what for we presented de resig- ·"Poetry-Christ's Question; Princeton ColRECENT remarks by Carlyle, as reported by nation of our pastor was for de Cfl.USe da.t his lege; Salt Mackerel." It cannot be denied
ELEVEN negroes, accused of various crimes,
the Rev. Dr. Cuyler: "I wad like to see services had become dis beneficial to de church,'' that some of these are better subjects than were lynched on the 18th in Tennessee.
America. Ye may talk about your Dimocra.cy was the lucid statement of a. colored trustee in others for the exhibition of the poetic talents of
GEN. HANCOCK has accepted a.n invitation
or any other 'cracy, or any kind of poleetical answer to a.n inquiry il.8 to the pastor's· motiv the denominational muse. Even for a. relig- to be present a.t Garfield's inauguration.
rubbish, but the secret of ha.ppine;:s in America. for leaving. Many a. white brother who has ious poet" salt mackerel" presents difficulties
Two Senators und six Congressmen were
is that ye ha v gat a. vast deal of land for a. very resigned his pastoral charge owing to the real both in the way of versification and of the infound in a. gambling house recently in Washfew people."
or imaginary disagreement of the climate with traduction of true poetic thought. The one ington.
WHILE a.n anti-Jew war rages a.t Berlin, an his wife's health might just a.s appropriately brief word which a.t once suggests itself a.s the
OuT of a. church revenue of $30,000 last
anti-German campaign has begun at Pesth, ha.v summed up the case by admitting that his most appropriate rhyme for" salt mackerel" is
where the authorities latPly declined to permit services had " become dis beneficial to the said to ha.v been omitted from the newly-revised year the Brooklyn Tabernacle ga.v less than
$7QO to the poor.
performances in the German tht>ater, and a. church."
version of the liCripture and the word" Hades"
REv. K. B. TUPPER, of Chicago, is accused
substituted for it.
paper remarks that everthing that opposes
FRANKIE HARPE& has been living in Coshocof setting fire to the Michigan avenue Baptist
Magyar interest must be exterminuted, if neces- ton, Oh10, for months as a. man without the
.A. CLERGYMAN residing in a town near
church of that city.
sary with insect powder.
soft shyness of the sex ever betraying that she ·Springfield, Mass., recently preached in a.
THE physiologist Leo Baltzer has lately exca- was a. woman. She even went so far as to Springfield church, having preached in the
'l'HE Saratoga. of W a.rd's line last week made
vated from the alluvial stratum of the Steiger- steal some small sums of money, and in prison same church about a. year ago. Through the quickest winter passage on record between
tha.l, near Nordha.usen, Germany, the skeleton was not detected. She used to drive for a. liv- some strange forgetfulness, he had omitted to this port and Havana..
of an antediluvian rhinoceros in an excellent ery stable, and was evidently a woman's make a. memorandum of what sermon he had
THE contribution-boxes are going round for
state of preservation.: The hight of the animal rights woman, for she voted last fall in both preached on the first occasion. When, there- subscriptions to build up "Gen. Garfield's.
must ha.v been nearly seven feet, and its bulk elections in Coshocton county. Frankie mi- fore, on this latter vi~it he announced the church" at Washington.
nearly that of a.n .African elephant.
grated to Uhricksville, and still continued to same text as before, and proceeded to read the
.A. sPECIAL embassy is to be sent to Mexico
same sermon, some of the brethren winked a.t to negotiate a. new treaty to further commerGRACE GREENWOOD describes George Eliot steal. This time arrest led to exposure.
some of the others, and there was a. general
a.s "exceedingly plain, with her a.ggressiv
THE Massachusetts Congregationalists are wreathing of the faces of the congregation with cial interests between that country and the
jaw and her evasiv blue eyes ; but a.s she
United.Sta.tes.
grew interested and earnest in conversation a. mourning over the fact that 200 of the 526 gentle smiles. The pe'lple talked about it a.s
Congregutiona.l
churches
in
that
state
went
they
went
out
of
church,
and
the
talk
came
to
FERNANDo WooD's funeral took place in
great light flashed over or out of her face till
for
a.
whole
year
without
recei'ling
any
new
the
ears
of
the
gentleman
who
had
preached.
Washington
and the remains hav been brought
it seemed transfigured, while the sweetness of
In Illinois 483 Presbyterian Instead of being complimented by the fact to this city for burial. They will be interred
her rare smile was something quite inde- members.
churches ha.v less members than they had that the people remembered what his sermon with the honors befitting the deceased.
scribable."
when the report was made to the .Assembly of was about, he was much displeased a.t their
THE Commercial .Advertiser accuses Hayes
THE Chicago Sabbath .Association has under- 1879, and there are 183 churches which ha.v taking any notice of the blunder he made.
of promising one position to three men. If he
taken to enforce the Sunday law in that city. received no new members. If the good that
VERY different were the policy of the first did it is not the first time he has broken his
" The complaint .is not so much that people is done by the churches is to be measured by
work on Sunday," says the society's circular, the number of persons. professing conversion, settlers of New England and their treatment word. Mr. Hayes is not a. Washin~ton.
" but that they play. It is against sinful rec- it would seem as if it did not pay ~.keep of the Indians, and how little they understood
THE New York sugar refiners and John
the true character of William Penn and his Sherman are a.t war. They want to import
reation that we are moving." It is customary these churches.
friends may be learned by the following copy high grade sugars under low grade na.II!es, but
to open the Chicago thooters on Sunday even-'
WILLIAM NosntAND,a. funereallooking chap, of a.n original letter of Cotton Mather, discov- the Secretary put a. stop to it by imposing the
ings, though there is a. law against it.
who dropped into the prayer-meetings of the
· .A.T a. meetin"' of the .American, Philological Salvation .A.rmy at the Odeon theater, in New- ered among some old papers in th• Massachu- full duty.
Society in roo~ 36, Cooper Institute, CoL Bliss ark, N. J., a. few evenings since and exhorted setts Historical Society. It bears date " SepKING, of Philadelphia., and Lyon, of Pittspresiding, a. paper was read by Dr. D. P. sinners to repent, has been arrested for alleged tember ye 15, 1682," and is addressed to" Ye burgh, the peoples' sa.ndidates for mayors of
Holton relating to the age of the obelisk a.t fraud. He asked Joseph Niblo, one of the ex- aged and beloved John Higginson:" "There their respecti v cities, were elected. This is a.
Central Park. He deduced from the hiero- horters, for a. night's lodging, and in the morn- be now a.t sea. a. shippe (for our friend Elias severe defeat for the machine politicians of
glyphics inscribed upon the obelisk, and from ing he was missing, and so were a. pair of val- Holdcroftof London did advise me, by the last Pennsylvania..
the researches of Prof. G. Seyffarth, that the uable gold sleeve buttons and numerous other packet, that it would sail some time in .August)
SENATOR CoNKLING has been visiting Garage of the obelisk is 3,7(32 years, and that it articles. He was subsequently seen in the called ye Welcome, R. Green was master, field. Speculations a.s to the incoming Presihas
about
a.·
hundred
or
more
of
ye
herwhich
was completed in 1881 B.C.
lower part of the city. Other charges are ex- etics and ma.ligna.nts called Quakers, with W. dent's Cabinet are rife, but nothing is definitly
THE TriJJune dared to print the following: pected to be made by persons who had been Penn, who is a.t ye head of them. Ye General settled, except, perhaps, that Blaine will be
The Brooklyn clergymen are consiuering the duped by a. confidence man answering to the Court has accordingly given strict orders to Secretary of State.
propriety of a. revival movement, not so much, description of the funereal worker.
Two hundred rate payers of Ottawa. county,
Master Malichi Huxlett, of ye brig Porpoise,
apparently, to bring in new members as to
OBERLIN is anything but a. stagnant place. to wa.ylaye ye said Welcome a.s near ye coast Canada., recently refused to pay the land tax,
wake up the old ones. .A.t their meeting ·Mr. Its people ha.v a. good many ideas-some ir- of Codd as may be, oo.d make captivs of ye and forced the sheriff to eat the warrants for
Pentecost said incisivly that 1 ' in the early days reverent persons might call them notions- said Penn and his ungodly crew, so that ye st>izure which he served. . Troops ha.v been
of the church three thousand converts were and when they exist they are pretty sure to Lord may be glorified and not mocked en ye ordered to that place.
made by one sermon, and now it takes about be ventilated. The present sensation arises soil of this new country with ye heathen worTHE Western Union Telegraph Company has
three thousand sermons to make one convert." from the facts that the Rev. Henry Ward shipps of these people. Much spoil can be
increased its stock from $41,000,000 to $80,PROF. GooDWIN, one of the five professors Beecher has been invited to lecture in the made by selling ye whole lot to Ba.rba.does, 000,000. The courts are appealed to by sevthat form the .Advisory Board of the Harvard town, and that the trustees of the First Con- where slaves ietch good prices in rumme and eral parties to set aside the consolidation and
College .Annex, says: "The past year's expe- gregational church hav opened that building sugar, and we shall not only do ye Lord great declare the watered stock im·a.lid.
rience a.s a. teacher in the new college for for his use. The Rev. George Thompson, service by punishing ye wicked, but shall make
THE Brooklyn ministers h~v appointed a.
women has convi~tced me that our plan prom- formerly missionary to .Africa., is particularly ga.yne for his ministers and people. Yours, in
committee to 'devise a. device whereby they can
ises more for the higher eduootion of women shocked at this action. He claims that many ye bowels of Christ, CoTTON MATHER." Wilconvert the city of churches. They say the
than any one which has been suggested. other citizens, like him, are filled with deep liam Penn did indeed sail "in ye shippe Welwhole city is " out of Christ," and that more
.Already in its undeveloped condition it offers grief, and he protests against "the humilia- come," and a. goodly number of his friends
people go to theaters than to prayer-meetings.
"''oung women better a.dva.ntag~ than any tion;" first, because it would wound many with him, but the Lord did not allow 11 Master
PARNELL has addressed the Land League,
institution in .A.melica offered to young men hearts; second, because it would be a. world- Huxlett to wa.yla.ye him near ye coast of Codd
wide disgrace to Oberlin, and a di~honor to and make captive ye said Penn and hie ungodly recommending them to appeal to the people of
fifteen years ago.
IT may be taken as a. sign of the spreading God, to receive as a. public lecturer one whom crew," a.r.d the ministers and people did not England and Scotland to stand firm and disinterest in geographical science that within many hold to be a bad man. Mony believe receive the "great gayne " that their sale in regard government threats. He will not come
the !Mt ten years the number of geo~aphical him tu be a.n adulterer, and in accordance Barbadoes fQr '' rumme and sugar '' 'WOll.ld to .America, as he aa.ys his pla.oe is in Pa.rlla.mmt.
IOciMt.tell hu more thaa tr.bled. The inanue .with tbam W'lll the late Prelllldent. Finn1111, haT produoed.
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Report of a Debate
Bil:TWEEN Tim REV. A. HATCHARD AND MRs. ANNIE
:a:ESANT, AT THE HALL OF SCIENCE, LONDON.
SECOND NIGHT.-'CONCLUDED.
MRS. BESANT.

It is my duty to sum up the results of this debate
so far as they appear to touch the question, to point
out the arguments which my opponent bas omitted
to notice, and, lastly, to put before you a brief
sketch of what the world was before Christianity,
what the world became under Christianity, and what
the world is to-day.
.
I must first remark that my challenge touching
Strauss has remained entirely unanswered. Not
only has my opponent failed to answer the argument
drawn from Strauss, but be has even mistaken the
very book used. He has jumped to .the conclusion
that I was using Strauss' best known work, the
"Leben· Jesu," although I twice gave the title of the
book really used. In the quotation read, Strauss
points out the utter disagreement between the Mosaic account of the creation and the facts known· to
science. But my opponent says that Strauss is not
now read in Germany. Well, the book is in its sll."tb
edition, and that is pretty good for an unread man.
:My reason for using Strauss will hav been very
obvious to you. :My opponent, in a way which was
scarcely courteous either to the audience or to myself, sneered at us as ignorant of German, and said
that he- could hav overpowered us with German
authority, but did not, as we should know nothing
about them. So I thought I would test his own
knowledge of German, and I am inclined to think
that theresult is hardly satisfactory.
Now for the missionaries and their work. :MajorGeneral Stuart, in a book I hav here, implores the
government to stop them on the ground that they
are undermining our rule in India and are rendering
revolt probable. As to their moral influence, listen
to the words put into the mouth of a Hindoo by Abbe
Dubois : " You speak of morality, and of purity of
manners, and you boast of a great superiority over
me in these respects. But, pray, how comes it that
from the very .accounts you are not ashamed to publish even in this, my supposed thoroughly corrupted
country, it appears that in each of your respectiv
metropolises, London and Paris, you reckon no less
than forty thousand-prostitutes?
· You speak
in high terms of your civilization, of your refined
education and manners, but how comes it that amid@t
the advantages you, claim over me in these respects,
crimes and vices of every kind are more prevalent
in your countries than in mine? From whence
comes it that, with the superior education and civilization you boast of, your cities and towns are filled
with thieves, sharpers, pickpockets, swindlers, gamblers, forgers, false coiners, and other knaves of
every description, most of them happily unknown in
my supposed thoroughly corrupted country?"
But we are told Dr. Owen and Dr. Carpenter are
Christians. I do not know if Dr. Owen be a Christian. If so, it may explain his taking the wrong side
on evolution. But Dr. Carpenter no more believes
in the deity of Christ than I do. He is a Unitarian,
and it is not fair to bring forward in defense of
orthodoxy a man who is three parts a heretic.
Mr. Hatcbard admits that Christianity brought
forward no new intellectual truths, and he has not
denied-indeed, be could not-the ignorance that
reigned while Christianity was supreme; so my first
proposition stands. Christianity took hundreds of
years before it tried to abolish slavery. Mr. Hatchard asserted that it abolished it in the Southern
tates of America. I gave three important authorities in contradiction, and though Mr. Hatchard has
spoken twice since he has not given one authority in
support of his statement, so that, as regards slavery,
you hav.. Mr. Hatcbard's bare assertion on one side
and all the facts on the other.
The persecution on the part of the churches is admitted; in the face of history it could not be denied.
Has not the. influence on the world tended to hoiTible persecution? But we are told that Christianity
was practically aead during the middle ages, and
revived at the Reformation, when Christianity and
learning came back together. But if so, Christianity
died when it was wanted and came back when it was
superflous. But, says Mr. Hatchard, the human race
was educated like a child. Is that so? Are the
laws of Moses fit for a child to follow, or even to
read? Are . these ~ruel, persecuting, bloodthirsty
laws the laws by whiCh God. educated his creature
man? Why, the worst father or mother among you
would not ·train their children as God is said to hav
trained his.
Friends, I urge to you that Mr. Hatchard has ntterly failed to prove his own position and that be
has left my points absolutely unshaken. The only
place wherein he even tried to show that Chtistianity has been, useful was in India, and here he did not
touch the terrible evidence I gave you on the other

side. So much for the debate. Now for a general the chair here to-night. It is the first time I hav
view of the influence of Christianity on the world. been present on this platform before you, but I trust
Carry back your minds to the old days, long, long be- it will not be the last: I sincerely hope that Mrs.
fore the birth of Christ. Come with me to India, and Besant and myself will meet again under similar
see the wise men studying astronomy, mapping circumstances in the early part of the c0ming year.
.the heavens, recording the motions of the stars. There 11re one or two points to which I should like
Come to Egypt, and see the learned there gazing at to refer.
The Chairman here rose and intimated that this
the starry worlds around them, climbing ,to a knowledge which Christendom afterward destroyed. could not be allowed.
Mr. Hatchard (to the Chairman): May I just say
Come from .the East, come from India, and from
Egypt, into Europe, and stay awhile in Greece. Re- one word respecting Strauss?
The Chairman: I say that I must stop anything
member Greece in the days of paganism, in the
days of her glory I Vicious? Aye, but Christendom but the mere motion.
Mr. Hatchard then moved a vote of thanks to the
had the vices, but where had it the magnificent intellect
which Greece and Rome gave to the world? [Cheers.] Chairman, which was seconded and put by Mrs.
I would ask you now, friends, not to cheer me, for I Besant, and carried unanimously with loud applause.
The Chairman briefly responded, thanking the
hav much to say and brief time for speech. Wait in
Greece and look around yon. See the canvas glow audience for the attention paid on both nights, and
under the pencil of Apelles. See the marble grow declared the meeting closed.
to life under the chisel of Phidias. Art was beautiful, and lent her grace to life, and hand in hand
Is Mind Material1
with Art went Science, her sister. ·Philosophy rose
in the writings of Democritus and Epicurus. The
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
golden groves of Athens were musical with the voice I notice in my article on "Is Mind Material?" pubof Socrates, with the teachings of Plato; matbemat- lished in your issue of January 15th, toward the
ics found such mastery in Euclid that you send your close, that tlie little word is placed after the word
children to school to-day at the feet of_the old pa- mind makes the positiv assertion that mind is the
gan. Greece gave birth to the drama. Tragedy rose result of the organizations and forces that it controls,
to her most majestic expression, comedy found the which is a direct contradiction of my second propomirthfulest utterance, for art was there as many- sition, and which is if placed before the word mind
sid~d as nature .. And _the sterner sci~nces had too would modestly ask the question, Is mind the result
their place_; physical SCience. was cultivated, _nature of the organizations and forces that it controls? as I
was questw_ned,. natural pJ'n~os~phy w~s bmlt up. _intended to say.
·
And . all thiS With.out Chnstiamty.. SCience gre~,
And now, to further illustrate niy idea of the indeand hfe was _beautif~l. The very Idolatry had ~ts pendence of mind over and of the material organi~ea~ty, for It worshrped the natural. But Cbns- zations, let us commence with some· of the lower
tiamty was born, and mstead of the glow and the grades of life manifestations as seen in vegetables
glory of paganism, the "world grew gray at the insects etc We see the plant grow up from a germ'
breath" of the Galilean.
Pass from Greece to at first'a sp~out then develop buds stems and leaves'
Rome. Cicero is to-day the model of the purest and manifest ~ kind of life that we c;ll vPgetabl~
eloquence. Statesmen go to school. t~ th~se ol_d life, and in some kinds we can see what would almost
teachers, who were pagan and not Chnstian m th_eir seem to be intelligent life, as in the sensitiv plant
tho_ught, and learn from them st~tely eloquence With that will recede from your touch, and the running
W~ICh they used to sway the natiOns. Such were the vine in its climbings and the reaching forth of its
might, the glory, and the beauty of pagan Greece tendrils, which seem to feel their way around obstrucand Rome.
. . .
.
.
tions in order to find the most convenient and secure
And no~ Christiamty IS born-born Ill Jud~a place to fasten on :n order to bold the body of the
among a_n Ignorant and a bar~ar~us people. Chnst vine in its place and secure it from the injury it
?omes With. wo~ds of love on his hps a_n~ a destroy- would be Pxposed to without that support. It seems
mg ~word Ill his hand. See the cross IS Ill the band to be working to save its own life just as much as the
of his servant the church, and she goes among the fox or bare in fleeing from the pursuit of the hound
poor, and her influence spreads until she climbs the at its heels
thr?ne of the Cmsars. And n~w she bears the cruciNow in ·looking at that manifestation of life it
fi:x; Ill one band ~nd th_e sword m the other,_ an~ she does not appear to me as if the peculiar organization
reigns from the Imp~nal throne. The crucifix IS her of that vegetable were the cause of that manifes£>ymbol, and l~ok at It,well. A dead man _hangs on tation of life; but on the contrary, as if what
the _cross, turmng me~ s t~ought~ to death mstead of life there is were the cause of that growth of plant
to life. See from his nven Side flow water all:d and vine, and that the material organization· is
blood; water for the ~ears that shall be s~ed f~r h~s merely the medium through which that manifestasake; blood for the lives that shall be spilled m h_Is tion is or could be made to our senses and through
name. See how she w:alks over Europe, the cross m our organs of sense to our own minds. Of insects,
her hand. The _land IS as the Gar~en of Eden be- the honey-bee and the s':lider furnish examples that
fore her, but behmd her a desolate wilderness. The serve to illustrate the nature of insect life and in
ar.ts decay; the schools disappear; all knowledge is those two cases we can see what is called ins~inct by
Withered at the breath of the church. Intellectual the philosophers of this world, but it ib an instinct
death everywhere. meets our eyes. Gloom a_nd dark- that produces results that equal in some respects
ness envelop C:hnstendom-darkness only hghtened anything the human mind is capable of. The shape
up br t_he lur~d flames from the s~ake where the pf the honey cells, six-square, just the shape exactly
heretic IS burmng, and yet more lund flame of the to fit together and occupy all the space and no waste
hell beyond the_grave.
. .
.
room, as perfectly as a square or triangle would do,
But see, there IS a gleam of hgb't breakmg throu~h and at the same time the nearest to a circle possible
the blackness of the sky! It comes from Spai~, and accomplish the object, appears to be the
where. the followers of the false prophet are. SCI- J,"esult of intelligence and of a mathematical calculaence IS born, new-born to bless the earth. But tion; and all the rest of the bees' work in the manuround the cradle of the infant He~cules gat_her the facture and storage of the products of their labor,
serpents of t_he church. They hiss and bite and the honey, may well put to the blush the boasted instruggle; t~eir. f~ngs are the. dung~on and the stake, telligence of very many of the human species who
and the child ISm sore penl of hfe; but he fights consider themselvs the head and front of all the inteland catches the hydra necks _and strangles them, an_d ligence in the universe. And the work of the spider
the serpen~s no l?nger can bi.te. Yet the struggl~ IS in spinning his silken thread on which he will sus?ot o~er; It contmues even till to-day .. The crucifix pend himself, apparently in mid-air, and the unacIS stncken to the earth; the sword IS broken and countable intelligence manifested· in managing to
dashed from the hands. of the church. It can no carry that slender thread from one point to another,
longer touc~ the body; It can only cramp the soul. yards apart, and elevated perhaps as high as the
~ut we. Will free the souls. o~ men as ~e h~v freed tops of buildings, with no possible connection beth.eir bodies. Instead of rehgwn _we _will giv them tween them higher than the surface of the earth,
sCience. Instead ?f heave~ we _will giv them earth. challenges the admiration and skill of the proudest
Instead. of creduhty_we ~1ll giv them. knowledge. intellectual genius the human species can boast of;
Instead o~ fear w~ 'Y'Ill. giv them love-lo_ve on the and the sagacity shown in the selection of the place
earth whiCh Chns~Iamty bas darkened mstead of to build his web where it would be the most likely
fear of_ the hell whiCh the churches ~av dreamed. to entrap the victim it is designed for, and the
We raise a nobler. te~ple and we bn~g a grander manner of weaving and form of the web, all point in
creed. Our morality IS based on expenence, not on the same way indicating a degree of intelligence as
.
.
' nee d s, not on, Gd'
reve latwn;
on mans
~ s com man d . far as it goes' for that particular
purpose, equal' to
Tbu~ at length shall ~he world reg~m Its old beauty, anything the human mind can boast of. I can see
and It shall be beautiful, because It shall be conse- in those examples how the principle of life can be
crated. to man, and shall no longer be darkened, be- manifested through theee peculiar organizations, and
cause It belongs to God.
that is all.
Of the organizations I know nothing, only as I
.Mrs. Besant resumed her seat amid tremendous can judge of their organizations by the results, as I
applause, accompanied by the waving of hats and do of ev£>ry cause and effect. And also with the
handkerchiefs and shouts of "Bravo!" which con- lower orders of animal life we see manifested what is
tinned for some minutes.
evidently intelligence in a certain sense. I hav· seen
When silence was at length restored,· the Hev. A. horses that I thought knew more than their drivers,
Hatchard rose and said: 1 trust you will hav the and dogs that seemed to know more than their mascourtesy of Englishmen on my motion to accord to ters. Hut that does not prove to my mind that it is
Mr. Bradlaugh a hearty vote of thanks for his taking .the peculiar material or-ganization of their brain that.
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is the cause oJ that intelligence, because I see that and independent of this material organization for its
The Terrible Raihoatl Di~aster.
intelligence manif€sted through that organism, but existence, with power to govern and control the
To
THE
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER,. Sir :
that such exhibition of intelligence could not be whole concern; and according to the law of cause
The following communication appeared in the
roade without that organization.
ancl effect, cannot be the result of the organizations Elmira JJaily Advertiser. It may be of some interAnd with ourselvs, the principle seems to me to be and forces that are subject to its control.
est to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. H. L. G.
applicable. 'Ye _could never know what our fellow,
J A:l\IES HALE.
I hay just finished reading the very full account,
beings were thmkmg about unless we could know what
published in last Monday's edition of your paper, of
they ~ere doing or had ~een doing:, and iti~ u1~on that
Another Friend's Views on Mind, etc.
the terrible disaster that took place on the Erie Railprinmple alone that we m our courts of JUStice and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : way on Saturday night. It makes one's blood run
everywhere else decide upon the character of every I hav been much edified of late by the perusal of cold to contemplate the terrible suffering of poor
person within the circle of our acquaintance. We sundry articles in your paper by various persons on Brewer and his postal-car associates; and I do not
are in our material organizations simply mediums the subjects of thought, mind, spirit, body, etc. wonder that your reporter, who is probably a Christhrough which, by means of our organs of sense and Much interest has been elicited from most or all tian gentleman, says, "When we think of the tragedy,
the power of speech, we can manifest ourselvs to our of you. I am an unlearned man, but with your leave rebellious thoughts are apt to rise against the destiny
fellow-beings and every other intelligence within will giv a brief statement of my views.
that so sha:ped the ending of their lives, and the utMan's embryotic state is anterior to the fetal, most faith m Providence is necessary to reconcile the
the reach of that manifestation.
Judging from cause and effect, it appears just as properly speaking. About that state I'll say nothing mind to the wisdom of the All-Wise in so sadly terreasonable, and more reasonable, to suppose that the here. But during this state we grow, formulate, minating such valuable manhood." And it is imposmaterial organization is the result of some mind and mature, after which we are ushered into the sible to reconcile such a dark tragedy with the belief
power than that the mind is the result of material outer air, which we instantly inhale. This inhala- that a God of infinit power and infinit love rules
organization, for as far as I can see, the mind is the tion is the change from the fetal to the air life. the universe. It can't be done.
·
power that controls every organ of sense, the organs 1'his change quickens sensation into action, and we
The doctrin of the Christian church is that God
of speech, and every organ and faculty for the feel pain and cry. Next, in quick succession, we is a being of love. Their Bible declares that "God
proper exercise of which l am responsible. The are able to hear, see, taste,· and smell. Sensation is is love." This church holds that he can do whatheart will continue to beat without the direct action fully developed, and it, in turn, quickens thought ever. he pleases, and that he is everywhere present, or
of my mind, but if I hav a will to do so I can rmt a into action. The multiplicity of thoughts consti- at least takes cognizance of all that transpires.
stop to its pulsations in a very short space of time, tutes mind. Mind, in time, contains many parts, as Now if this theory is true, God knew when this
and I hav no more doubt that my heart is pulsating will, reason, memory, etc. Moreover, mind grows, postal-car rolled down the bank that there was no
under the direction and control of an unseen intelli- changes, modifies, and qualifies from this till the power that co.uld save these suffering men but his ingence, an eternal mind, though in perfect accordance air life terminates. Does the mind then die too? finit power, and still he did not "reach forth his
with law, the law of nature, which law is only an This question, I admit, I am not able to answer. But hand and save them." He had the power to save
expression of the will of that mind of that intelli- this I do think: if any part or portion of man livs them, and if he is a humane being he must hav had
gence, than I hav of my own existence. My God is after death in a conscious state, it is his mind. I the desire. Then why did he not rescue them from
not a God of condition, nor my mind, source, and know not whetlylr man possesses a spirit or a soul, the flames? I submit that question to my Christian
·power a vast reservoir in ethereal space of an element but I do know he has mind; and some men and friends for their consideration. There is not a
from which veculiar organisms rlraw just the quanti- women hav minds very highly endowed by nature. human beir::g on the face of the globe so lost to the
ties regardless of quality that are necessary for their The existence of this I believe to be sumultaneous dictates of humanity that he would not have torn
present needs, which theory would also imply the with that of the body. But I must allow this to be open the burning car and dragged forth the victims
necessity of a mind, an intelligence, to start with in conjecture. I promised brevity.
if he had had the power to do so.
order to perform the operation.
My own mind concludes that man is made,
There is only one solution to this question, and
In regard to the senses, the mind has perfect con- changed, and formulated up to what we find him by many of the best minds of the ninPteenth century
trol of them. The eye answers the purpose of a tel- and through his own mind alone. This is not hard hav adopted it. That solution is, "There is no such
escope, or a microscope, to present object!! to the to conceive when we follow up the differentiation God in existence."
mind. It is a lens by means of which material ob- theory of modern scientists. Take, for illustration,
In the old days man believed in the existence of
jects are reflected upon its retina, and by some means, the common hog with a snout and other requisits this orthodox God more implicitly than he does to-day,
as incomprehensible as my own existence or that of for rooting the ground for his food, together with and he then relied with more faith upon his protecthe universe, is conveyed to my mind, and I see it. I his scavenger-like proclivities, and then of a sudden tion. And while that faith lasted he made but little
know that I see it, or else I can know nothing. That or gradually withdraw all the food he now subsists exertion to protect himself from accidents, famin,
object is imprinted upon the retina of my eye on the on from the places he has been wont to find it, and or disease. But as he lost faith in this imaginary
same principle, in the same way, that an object is im- let it afterward be found growing on low vines and God he gained faith in himself, and learned if man
printed upon the object-glass in the camera of the herbage, just above his ordinary 'reach, and let it is to be saved anywhere he must save himself. And
photographer, and photographed in my mind, and thus continue to grow year after year, a little higher in the good time coming we will all learn the imwhen that isdone I can shut my eyes and see that every succeeding year, use and adaptation would portant truth that there is no higher savior known
object. a thousand times if I wish to do so, just as dis- enable him to stretch and elongate his body and to humanity than man. Brave men made an unsuctinctly as I saw it at first. Besides, the eye is under snout to equal the necessary requisit to enable him cessful attempt to save these poor postal clerks from
the co11trol of myself just as much as the telescope to obtain his food. But at length nature might tire the devouring flames, but the fabled orthodox God
is under the control of the astronomer. I can direct of this mode of feeding, and, as a substitute, through failed to put in an appearancQ at the time and place
it to look where I please and to do as I please. It use his hoofed fore feet would change to fanged that required his almighty aid if it was ever reis an instrument that I use to accomplish what it was feet, better enabling him to take his food; and in quired anywhere.
·
made for, what it was designed for. The eye shows time, too, he would acquire the use of his hind feet
Then there is another thought suggested by this
design as much as the telescope. It tells as plain as to stand and raise himself on, thus qualifying him- great cala:mity in relation to orthodox theology that
nature can tell anything that it was made to see self for the task of procuring his ever-receding food. I desire to mention. Possibly some or all of these
with for my use.
Yet another change is gradually taking place in men who were burned to death were not Christians.
But the eye itself sees nothing any more than the the vegetable kingdom. Bush food is diminishing If so, according to orthodox Christianity, they went
camera sees. I hav seen a statement somewhere not and low tree food increasing. Our animal now sees from a burning car into an eternal burning hell,
long since that. where there was sufficient light tempting fruits growing on the boughs of low, large- there to groan in agony throughout eternity.
The whole country is shocked by the terrible tragthe image or likeness of a murderer might be re- bodied trees, yet just beyond his reach. He does
fleeted upon the retina of the victim's eye and remain without it the first few years, and grows lean and edy that took place at Tioga Center. That lasted
there after death, and by that means the murderer lank. The ripened tree fruit falls plentifully to the but for an hour, yet the whole civilized world has
could be detected.
ground, but his long snout and half-bear appear- contemplated for hundreds of years, with seeming
But the eye would see nothing. The mind had left, ance hinder him from getting at it to good ad van- indifference, an orthodox creed that consigns 99 out
but the organization of the eye would remain just tage. At length the sense of taste forces an idea of every 100 to the pains of eternal fire. And we
as perfect as ever until dissolution began to destroy through his mind. He resolvs to try to help himself are told that in the future world the good (?) people
that organ. And the sense of hearing is under to get up the tree, goes and makes an unsuccessful of earth will be happy while viewing the great car
the control of the mind as well as the eyes. There effort, and then another, and thus repeats them till called hell on fire forever, in which will be imprismay be hundreds of sounds ringing in my ears, and he succeeds. He climbs or walks around in such a oned millions of human beings, among whom will
while my mind is directed intently upon one particu- bungling way that he falls a good many times to the be our friends, fathers, mothers, brothers, sisters, and
lar sound, unless the others are so loud as to drown ground, but, the tree being low, escapes nearly children. That creed is not true. It is the most
the one I wish to hear, I will scarcely notice them. unhurt. It is not long before he finds himslf a ready wicked lie that man ever uttered, and I am thankful
And if it is really necessary to prevent sounds from climber, and soon finds his plight changing for the that a nobler humanity is fast rooting it out of the
H. L. GREEN.
troubling me, I can stop up my ears, and all the better. In course of time he migrates to other opinions of the world.
organs of sense are under the control of and subject unknown parts in quest of other food and other
to the mind.
.
haunts.
Giv the Mediums a Show.
And the evidence seems to be just as clear that the
After an incomputable number of years we find
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: On
brain is subject to the mind, as well as these other him metamorphosing into. a gorilla or some "missing Dec. 22, 1880, a Boston medium wrote to a Western
organs.
link," then again into some variety of ape, and finally correspondent the following predictions, which were
We know that continuous hard thinking tires the into man, where he must needs remain a long time a digression from the subject matter of the letter.
brain, and that it needs and must hav rest at times in yet. The world contains human beings to-day that The great calamity near at hand was fulfilled in a
order to be able to stand the strain put upon it.. And are but few removes above some of the higher order fearful railroad disaster in January, and in fact by
yet the mind has the conti:ol _of· the whole matte_I·· of animals. And man unquestionably retains some several severe disasters of one kind or another. It
I can stop that intense thmkmg and let the bram of the traits of character of many of the lower may be well to place the prediction on record regardrest or not, just as I plea~e, and the br~in seems. to animals-a proof of how far the law of inheritance ing financial matters to certain individuals, which
hav nothing t? do about It only ~o submit to m_y Will. will extend.
does not, however, infer a general financial panic or
And again, I can think of anythmg I ?av a mmd t?,
And through all these successiv changes every crash. The year l:_las surely started in with more
and the brain must perform my will, whether It animal has been seemingly forced to possess a mind than the ordinary number of calamities and fires in
would or not, if it can.
instructing him how to procure his living and enjoy cities.
Yours,
WATCHER.
I could go on with a:rguments almost indefinitly in life; and these minds cause their bodies to be shaped
Wiscon8in, Feb. 9, 1881.
support of this proposition that the m_ind is in~ep~nd~ and grow in the best manner possible to enable
ent of and not the result of material orgamzatwn, them to procure their living. Hence the mind is the
PREDICTIONS.
and may in another article hereafter giv some more product of sensation cast in nature's mo~d, and
"1881 will be a year long to be remembered in
illustrations of my views on the subject. But I do cannot and (it see~s to me) ?eed not. survive the financial circles. :Many serious things will occur
not wish to take any more space in your columns bod;t:; ,;Yet I cheerfu~ly admit the mmd may hav during the year. Fires in large cities, accidents, and
than 1 consider really necessary to present. my,;,<;arpaqt·t~s and votenme~ that may yet, and even now loss of··life on land and sea. (A groat calamity is
thoughts in as· condensed a form as I can and _giv a do, display themselvs I? ways and modes not by ~s now near at hand.) There will be some of the heavclear expression of my id~as to the underst~ndmg of compre?ended. And th~s .may_yet be the metaphon- iest failures ever known. Mapy who feel secure will
those who may take the tlme to read these lines.
cal sphmx to unravel Spmtuahsm.
fall, and many who are almost in poverty will be. The mind appears to be enthroned supreme over
T. W. KELLY.
come immensely rich."
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fectiv that he had to call out to Adam before he knew
where he was.
· "When a searching investigation had brought the
facts to his knowledge, Adam, with the cowardice
Ingersoll Interviewed.
1V~-The Fall.
which has cl1aracterized conservativs in all times,
Col.
Ingersoll
has been interviewed on the inter.
She. in
TEXT: And the woman s:tiu unto the serpent, We may eat threw all ~he blame upon th~ poor woman.
of the fruit of the trees of the garuen; bnt of the fruit.of the turn th1·ew it upon the serpent. But he proved him- esting topic of Delaware and the charge of Judge
tree which is in the midst of the garden, God bath said, Ye self a worthy patron-saint of radicalism; for though Comegys of that state to his grand jury in reference
shall not eat of it, neither shall ye tonc:h it, lest ye die. And his punishment was greater than the others, he made to the diRtinguishcd pagan's late public expression 1
the serpent said unto the woman, Ye shall not surely uie;
of Infidelity while ·within the limits and confines of
for God doth know that on the day ye eat thereof. then your no complaint nor any effort to shirk responsibility.
that
state.
Here
is
the
story
which
our
children
are
taugl1t
to
eyes -'"hall be opened, and ye shall be as gods, knowing good
"Hav you read Judge Comegys' compliments to
and eviL-Genesis iii, 3-5.
believe as a true revelation of the introduction of sin
into the world. The, supreme architect of the uni- you?" asked the reporter.
There are few religions, if indeed there are any, verse is pictured as a mortal with limited vision, lim" Yes, I hav seen his charge, in which he relies
which do not hav at least one God and one devil:--a ited knowledge, and limited power. He approaches upon the law passed in 1740. Afer reading hia
good spirit and a bad. Judaism was no exception, man with a lying threat upon his lips, and punishes charge it seemed to me as though he hau died about
and from Judaism Christianity derives its God, the one of the beasts of the field for exposing his deceit. the date of the law, had risen from the dead, and
maker of all things, and Satan, who introduced sin
The story is such as might be expected to grow gone right on where he left off. I presume he is a
into the world.
from the imagination of a poetic barbarian. There good man, but, compared with other men, something
Satan is supposed to hav been embodied in the was good and evil in the world, for the origin of like his state when compared with other states. A
serpent of the text, and in that form to hav tempted which it seemed necessary to account; hence God, the great many people will probably regard the charge
Eve. In this incident we find the origin of one of serpent, the tree of knowledge of good and evil, the of Judge Comegys as u11christian, but I do not. I
the fundamental doctrins of Christianity. The fall temptation, and the fall. As an allegory it has a consider that the law of Delaware is in exact accord
of man from a state of perfection into the abyss of crude beauty. But as history it is refuted by common with the Bible, and that the pillOJ-y, the whippingsin was the penalty of disobedience.
sense anti by the observation of the g1·owth of the post; and the suppression of f1·ee Rpeech are the nat.
How a state of perfection can be consistent with knowledge of good and evil in the mind of a child ural fmit of the Old and New Testaments. Dela.
even one act of disobedience, with the slightest devi- which from absolute moral perfection, the equivalent ware is right. Christianity cannot succeed, cannot
ation from rectitude, we do not pretend to say. We of intellectual darkness, develops with the child's exist, without the protection of law. Take from orhav, however, the assurance of theologians, who growth into a mixed condition of good and evil col- thodox Christianity the protection of law, and all
ought to understand their business, that Adam and ored and influenced by the moral state of the Rociety church property would be taxed like other property.
Eve were in a state of perfection when they com- in which it develops. The acquisition of knowledge of In the state of Delaware, if .Alexander von Hummitted the first sin.
right and wrong is a natural intellectual process stim- boldt were living, he could not be a witnes!l, although
Long before Eve was created, according to the rib ulated and guided by education and association. The he had more brains than the state of Delaware has
tradition, but in the second week of her existence, story of which our text forms a part roughly sketches ever produced, or is likely to produce as long as the
according to the story told in the first chapter of the process in the form of allegory; but there is no Ia ws of 17 40 remain in force. Such men as Huxley,
Genesis, God placed Adam in the Garden of Eden, more rational excuse or justification for declaring the Tyndall, and IIaeckel could be fined and imprisoned
giving him leave to eat of every tree of the garden incident to be an actual fact than there would be for in the state of Delaware, and, in fact, in many state11
except the tree of the knowledge of good and evil. accepting Homer's Iliad as a divine revelation. In in this Union. Christianity, in order to defend itself,
He was solemnly warned not to eat of that, for in truth, each of these is a poetic record of national puts the brand of infamy on the brow of honesty.
the day that h~ should, so said the Jewish God, be superstition-one, that of the Greeks and Romans; Christianity marks with a letter "C," standing !or
would surely die. This, however, was only an idle the other, that of the Jews.
"convict," every brain that is great enough to a:s.
threat, as the event proved. For some one of the
cover
the frauds. I hav no doubt but that Judge
As a history of ancient Jewish tradition the story of
inscrutable reasons which hav prompted God to do thb fall is valuable precisely as all mythologic stories Comegys is a good and sincere Christian. I know
· innumerable absurd things since the world began, he are. It is through these traditions that we read the nothiug of his character except as I gather it from
did not desire that the noblest work of his creation- thoughts of people long since passed away. But as this- charge, and after reading the charge I am forct'd
man-should distinguish between good and evil. a history or revelation of the origin of evil in the simply to say Judge Comegys is a Christian. It
Whether it was his desire that man should enjoy
seems, however. that the grand jury dared to take
human race it is worthless.
both without a knowledge of the difference, or
Even the church is coming to regard the narrativ no action, notwithstanding they had been counseled
whether he foresaw that with the knowledge of evil as allegorical; but it has not yet proceeded so far as to do so by the judge. Although the judge had
would come a propensity to evil, is not made clear. to divest it of the divine atmosphere in which it has quoted to them the words of George I., of blessed
Certain it is that the Lord was very anxious that man floated for so many centuries. ,
memory; although he had quoted to them the words
should not bav a knowledge of good and evil.
It is still the authority for that church doctrin with- of Lord ~hnsfield, who became a judge simply beTherefore he denounced the most extreme penalty out which the doctrin of the atonement would fall to cause of his hatred of the English colonists, simply
he could conceive against that which would en- the ground, and with it the divinity of Jesus of Naz- because he despised liberty in the new world; notlighten Adam upon the subject. He threatened him areth. Christianity requires implicit belief in. the fall withstanding the fact that I could hav been punished
with instant death. "For in the day that thou eat- of man from a state of perfection to a condition of with insult, with imprisonment, and with stripes,
est thereof thou shalt surely die," was his language. sin by an act of disobedience. By this act all men and with every form of degradation; notwithstandBut the serpent, the most subtle beast of the field are lost. But as no man wants to be lost, and the ing that only a few years ago I could hav been
which God had made, a shrewd, sharp, cunning fel- devotees of Christianity are each especially solicitous br.mded upon the forehead, bored through the
low, but well-disposed withal, turned the matter to make his own calling and election sure, the doc- tongue, maimed, and disfigured, still, such has been
over in his mind, and correctly concluded that
trin of the atonement is brought into play, whereby the advance, even in the state of Delaware, owing, it
knowledge of good and evil would not kill at sight. the elect who are lost in Adam's fall may be re- may be, in great part to the one lecture delivered by
He either fathomed the divine purpose and learned deemed through the mediation of Christ Jesus, who me, the grand jury absolutely refused to indict me.
that it was not God's intention to impose death as came among men to save sinners, and gave up the The grand jury satisfied themselvs and their conthe penalty for disobedience, or else he knew that mortal life he had assumed as a vicarious atonement sciences E<imply by making a report in which· they
the God of the Jews did not possesR power over life for the sin which Adam's disobedience introduced declared that my lecture had' no parallel in the hab.
its of respectable vagabondism;' that I was 'an arch.
:_nd death. ·what theory he acted upon cannot be into the world.
•;·~t,titly determined now; it is, perhaps, enough to
The credulity of modern Christians will be a more blasphemer and reviler of God and religion,' and
.l:iHn"N that whatever theory it was, it led to a sound prolific subject for wonder. and ridicule as the world recommended that should I ever attempt to lecture
o: ·ndusion.
·
advances than is now that of the Romans, whose again I should be taught 'that.in Delaware blaspheh.nowing, therefore, that death would not follow warlike operations were guided and determined by my is a crime punishable by fine and imprisonment.'
I must admit that for Christians the report is exceed.
d; ~obedience, and being of a radical disposition, the entrails of a fowl.
ingly mild and gentle. I hav now in the house letti1m in the belief that a diffusion of knowledge is
ters that passed between certain bishops in the
g ~d and not evil, for which belief, like the faithful
THE Republican, of London, England, speaks of fifteenth century, in which they discussed the pro.
radical he was, be was willing to measure swords
with all the powers of the universe, he cast about us in the following kind and complimentary manner: priety of cutting out the tongues of heretics bdore
for an opportunity to notify man that the threat of "THE TRUTH SEEKER, of New York, comes forth they were burned.-Some of the bishops were in favor
death for eating of the tree of knowledge was only resplendent in a new dress of type, and with a fresh of and some against it. One argument for cutting
heading. The familiar, if somewhat involved, illus- out their tongues, which seemed to hav settled the
intended to intimidate, and that he would not surely
trated title, representing Benj. Franklin in a chem- question, was that unless the tongues of heretic wore
die.
But Adam was a stupid conservativ, than which ist's shop, bas given way for a tasteful and effectiv cut out they might scandalize the gentlemen who
nothing is more .repulsiv to a well-regulated radical, engraved headiug, in which the title of the paper were burning them by blasphemous remarks during
and the wily serpent avoided him to seek an audi- alone app3ars. Friend Bennett is a jovial and efficient the fire. I would commend these letters to Judge
ence with Eve. He told his story in a plain, editor, and the epistles which he occasionally prints Comegys and the members of the ~rand jury.
"If Christianity is right Delaware is right. H
straightforward way, which carried conviction. He from his readers shows that his efforts are heartily
appreciated. The letters that he wrote for his paper God will damn anybody forever simply for being
at~sured her that Gou well knew that in the day she
and Adam should eat of the tree their eyes would be describing his tour in Europe hav highly pleased the intellectually honest, surely he ought to allow the
Freethinkers of America, and they (the letters, not good people of Delaware to imprison the same genopened and they would be as God himself, knowing
the Freethinkers) are to be published in a volume, to tleman for two months. Of course there are thou.
good and evil.
The fruit was eaten by Eve, who gave her hus- be entitled, 'An Infidel Abroad.' The book will be Rands and thousands of good people in Delaware,
band a part, and he ate also. The result verified a novelty, and will doubtless hav a good sale. We people who hav been in other states, people who haY
listened to Republican speeches, people who hav read
the serpent's prediction. Neither of them died on shall hav something to say on its appearance."
the works of scientists, who hold the laws of 1740 in
that day or the next. They lived to a ripe old age.
Alamontada.
ntter abhorrence; people who pity Judge Comegys,
It was not until hundreds of years after this event
With this issue we commence the publication of and who bav a kind of sympathy for the grand jury. ·
that they passed away.
And their eyes were opened, just as the serpent an excellent romance from the German, translated You will see that at the last election Delaware
had assured Eve-they knew good from evil.
for THE TRYTn SEEKER by Mr. Ira G. Mosher. The lacked only six or seven hundred of being a civilized
The immediate re:mlt of this knowledge was a story possesses thrilling interest, is extremely well state, and probably in 1884 will stand redeemed and
sense of shame at their nakedness, so intense that written, and very radical in character. Almontada regenerated, with the laws of 1740 expunged from
when the Lord came down into the garden in the was a galley-slave, but an unbeliever in the dogmas the statute books.
cool of the day, and was saunte:-ing about, probably of the church. His repli~s and arguments will be
"Delaware has net had the best opportunities. You
wondering what this zoological and horticultural es- found to be of a deep aud thoughtful character. It must rememher that it is next to :New Jersey, which
tablishment of his amounteu to after all, Adam and is a good time with the commencement of th~ story, is quite an obstacle in the path of progress. It i1
Eve hid themsel vii among the trees.
for new subscribers to begin. It will its~lf repay just beyond Maryland, whicn is another obstacle. I
For an omniscient being the Almighty displa.yed a the reader the subscription price of the paper. How heard the other day that God originally made oya
sad ignorance of the momentous event that had many new rtmders will begin with the story of Ala- ters with legs, and afterwards took them off, know.
occw-red in the garden while he was attending to montada? It will be issued in book form a.fte,r j~ ing that the people of Delaware would starve to
business elsewhere. His eyesight, too, was so de- appears in these column~.
, death before they would ruu 1:A> oatdt ~·
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"Judge Comegys is the last judge who will make
sur.h a charge in the United States. He has immortalized himself as the last milestone on that road.
He is the last of his race. No more can be born.
Outside of this he is probably a very clever man, and
it may' be does not believe a word that he utters.
The probability"is that he has underestimated the intelligence of the people of Delaware. I am afraid to
think that he is entirely honest for fear that I may
underestimate him intellectually and overestimate
him mor.1lly. Nothing could -tempt me to do this
man injustice, though I could hardly add 'to the injury he has done himself. He has called attention
to laws that ought to be repealed, and to lectures
that ought to be repeated. I feel in my heart that
he has done me a great service, second only to that
for which I am indebted to the grand jury. Had the
judge known me personally he probably would hav
said nothing. Should I hav the misfortune to bearrested is his state, and sentenced to two months of
solitary confinement, the judge, having become
acqnainted with me during the trial, would probably
insist on spending most of his time in my cell. At
the end of two months, he would, I think, lay himself liable to the charge of blasphemy, providing he
had honor enough to express his honest thought.
"After all, it is all a question of honesty. Every
man is right. I cannot convince myself there is any
God who will ever damn a man for having been
honest. This givs me a certain hope for the judge
and the grand jury. For two or three days I hav
been thinking what joy there must hav been in
heaven when Jehovah heard that Delaware was on
his side, and remarked to the angels, in the language
of the latg Adjutant-General Thomas, ''The eyes of
all Delaware are upon you I' "
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The Vice Society.
To THE Eni'l'OR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
must ask you to keep space open in your next issue
for my report of the seventh annual public meeting
of the New York Society for the (Manufacture of
and the) Suppression of Vice, not having been able
to get it roa(Jy for this week's number. 'l'he man, agers of that society hav learned a measure 'of prudence and discretion, taught them by our criticisms
on their former meetings, which criticisms hav been
echoed and improved upon throughout the country
by t~e press generally, so that they omitted any
meJtt.wn of Infidels and blasphemers at this year's
meetmg. The lottery dealers are more legitimate
game. The business of stamping out Freethinkers
and blasphemera is transferred, just now, to Dela-
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apertures in the cloth? This, to my knowledge, has
never been allowed, here at least. I think this would
be a good way to convince people of the "truths" of
Spiritualism, and in such a light as mentioned every
thing inside the cabinet could be plainly seen. I hav
never been told the reason why this could not be
done without disturbing the spirits. Mr. Editor,
don't you think this would be a good test? I want
some one to tell me why it would not, and when I
hear from some one I will ask some more questions
and giv some of my own convictions.
Yours truly, - G. GuNNESON.
IN THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 15, 1880, ap[The above is respectfully submitted to Mr. Chappeared a statement written by Charles S. Trenchard,
of Aurora, Col., making very damaging .accusations man. Itis not altogether in our line.-En. T.S.]
against Mr. A. F. Kibbee, of Brooklyn, N.Y. We
[Fmm the Word.]
hav since found them to be false in every particular,
AN INFIDEL AnROAn.-A series of letters by D. M.
and Mr. Trenchard himself now writes a letter to
that effect. Mr. Kibbee is known to friends of ours Bennett givs in 846 pages what a careful observer
who can vouch for his char~cter in every way. Mr. saw during ten weeks' travel, enabling readers to
Trenchard's statements were made out of whole visit Europe and return with much valuable informa?loth, and we regret they should ever h,av appeared tion for $1.50. From Albany Penitentiary to the
Brussels Congress, and hearty reception by :European
m our paper.
Liberals generally, was indeed a pleasing transition !
Address the author, 141 Eighth street, New York.
[l<'r<m1 tho S~n Francisco Post.]
ware, where Col. Ingersoll bas given offense by not
subscribing to ~he dogmas of the local church as
protected by the local statutes, whether said statutes
are or are not in accord with the. Constitution of the
United States, which is "popularly supposed to guarantee liberty in reli~ious opinion. The arrest and
punishment of Col. Ingersoll for blasphemy might
start.~ social ear~hqua~~ th~t would improve the
conditiOn of public opmwn m that most catholic
state.
A. L. RAwsoN.

One of Moody's Converts.

[From the New York Sun.

"Is there no one else," said Mr. Hallenbeck the
'rhe Millions who Do Not Go to Church.
other night at an inquiry meeting, "who will rise
and giv testimony?" There was silence for half
We hav alreacly presented statistics to show that
a minute when a short, bull-necked, red-headed man fully half a million of the population of New York
with diagonally gazing eyes stood up, trembling of an age to attend church are regularly absent from
with emotion. He said:
,
our churches on Sunday.
"Brethren, I've been a great sinner. I was the
This great number is not chiefly made up of the
cause of an infant sister being scalded to death be- vile and degraded, the vicious and the dissolute, of
fore I was four years old, and I frequently got drup,k those who make no pretense of obedience to moral
even at that early age. I broke my mother's heart and religious principle. The greater part of these
before I was seven and sent her to the grave in such people who keep away from the churches and refuse
anguish of mind that she moaned for three days af- to listen to the sermons of the preachers on Sunday
ter she was dead, and it was a week before we could are among the reputable, law-abiding, intelligent,
industrious, and sincere inhabitants of the city. If
quiet her sufficiently to bury her.
Only six weeks ago, standing by the bedside of any one should take a census to-day of the congregamy aged father, he besought me with his last bi·eath tions in the churches and of those who remain away
to reform, and I took out his false teeth before he from them, for virtue and all the more estimable
was cold, went through his pockets, left him, and got qualities of human nature, would not the absent macleaned out at faro in less than two hours. Here is jority compare favorably with the minority present
a pawnbroker's ticket for his watch and chain. For in the temples of worship?
The Hev. Dr. Bellows answers yes to this questhirty years, two weeks, one day, and forty minutes
I never drew a sober breath, until I came into one of tion. And he has taken pains to proclaim the· fact.
these revival meetings and heard the sermon about He goes further and asks whether the signs do not
Daniel and the performing lions. That broke my show that church-going is so steadily declining that
heart-he was such a great lion tamer. And when it will eventually fall into disuse altogether.
The Rev. Dr. Goodwin bas been gathering statisI heard Mr. Sankey siug I became so troubled that
I wanted to get out, but I couldn't on account of the tics of church attendance in Chicago, and he finds
that there, as in New York, the majority of the peocrowd, and I had nothing I could throw at him.
"But I've found peace; I struck a piece the same ple regularly keep away from the churches. The
night in a poker game. I don't mean that. That Methodists hav one-third of their pews vacant every
was the night before. I bav found true peace in Sunday. It is very little better with the Baptists
believing, and when I am standing on the celestial and the Episcopalians, and the Congregationalists
battlements, just one blaze of glory, I shall hav the bav more unoccupied sittings than any oth~r denompleasure of telling the saints what I am now about ination. The Protestant churches of Chicago hav
to tell you, dear brethren-namelv: that I am aooent together about 100,000 sittings, but only two-thirds of
for Bilkin's Treasury of Art, com.plete in fifty-four them are filled. Even if we add the attendants
parts, issued monthly, delivered free, 40 cents a on the more fi-equented Roman Catholic churches,
month, and the most beautiftll work of the present we should probably find that less than a quarter,
century. If all you sinners will step up and giv me perhaps not more than a fifth, of the half a million
your names as subscribers, you will find peace. I inhabitants of Chicago are church-goers.
And the same state of thi11gs seems to be of genmean yon will never regret-"
But at this juncture four deacons and two or three eral prevalence. In the New _Englai~d t?wns of
genuin converts yanked Lim bodily from the in- large size, the churches are not mcreal':m~ m. memquiry meeting, and, to their credit be it said, threw bership, even where they are not actually fallmg off,
him half across the street, where he lay moaning and they hav a large proportion of vacant seats on
feebly, "Complete in fifty-four part!', issued monthly." every Sunday. Yet the population bas steadily and
They watched him until one of \V ells, Fargo & Co, 's greatly increased, so that, in relation to the whole
large wagons came by and ran completely over him, number of inhaLitants, the number or church-goers
and having satisfied themselvs that he was now at exhibits a large decrease compared with twenty-five
rest, returned to the inquiry meeting, announced the years ago. Nor does church attendance make a betglad tidings, and sung the 148th hymn--the chorus ter showing at the West. The Presbyterian churches
of Illinois, for instance, instead of gaining memof the last verse very softly.
,
bership, had, in 1880, 414 members less than they
reported in 1819.
How·Would It Workl
If the proportion of absent?es from c~mrch which
To TErn EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: we find iu New York and Chicago obtams throughA late is!!ue of your paper contains an article on out the country, they comprise of our fifty millions
"Absolute Proofs of Continued Existence," by E. A. of people, between thirty and forty millions ! Even
Chapman. Please introduce me to Mr. Chapman. if we deducted from this startling total the sick and
Being rather inquisitiv, I would ask him some ques- disabled, infants, and others incapacitated for
tions on some points which I can't convince myself church-going, and also allowed a larger proportion
of. For instance, .we are together in a room with a of church attendants for the agricultural regions, we
medium, and a cabinet with red flannel stretched should find that the number of people who remained
on three sides of it, and a curtain of the same mate- away from church far exceeded the number who frerial hung on a wire or rod in front. vVell, the me- quented the houses of worship or of preaching.
And yet, with these many millions refusing to acdium is securely tied with muslin strips to an upright
stake fastened to the floor in the cabinet, where also cept tl~e proffered religou~ teaching, with t_he facts
are the various things to be used by the spirits, such regardmg the steady declme of church-gomg and
as bells, guitars, tumblers, tamb~urines, etc. Then the spread of Infidelity stm·ing them in the face, our
the curtain is closed, and in a short time the racket various religions denominations remain supine and
commences. I would say, also, that in this room are doubtful of what means to adopt for meeting the
as many as six gas jets burning at full head, conse- perilous emergency.
A revival needed? N otbing is so much needed.
quently considerable light penetrates into the cabinet. Now we (two of us) take seats say fifteen feet But it must be a revival of pure and undefiled Chrisapart and six or eight feet from the front posts of tianity in the churches themselvs-among the Bapthe cabinet, one of us holding a small rope tightly tists, the Methodists,· the Presbyterians, the Congretied around the medium's ankles. Now, the question gationalists, and the Episcopalians. They need a
to 1\lr. Chapman or any other man who may be aLle more vital faith and a more consistent practice.
to enlighten an investigator is, Under tho above con- And when they all become Christians in deed as well
dition would it retard the work of the spirits to hav as in name, we shall hav a revival that will be
one of us peep through one or two small holes or another Pentecost for the church.
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Uf~anslaiions.
Alamontada, the GaUey-Slave.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHAJ:\'N HEmRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.D.

Publisher's Preface to the German Edition.
The following narrativ was wntien 111 the winter
of 1801-1802 at Bern, where the author, retired
from public life, wished to dedicate his time to some
useful purpose. Through intercourse he had become
acquainted with many of those who were secretly
troubled in spirit, and had learned or guessed at
their hidden ailments who, entangled in doubts, had
lost their God and the joys of their existence. He
would attempt to re-establish in their souls the sacred
belief and faith in virtue. The touching dream of a
night inspi1·ed him ; it was an angel that swept by
him, but which he vainly tried to stop. As imperfect as w:as the narrativ that at first appeared in
1802 (published by Orell, Fuessli & Co., Zuerich), yet
within the first decade it reached its fourth edition.
This satisfied the author that he had not underestimated the usefulness of his work. Therefore he
made some necessary, although still imperfect, improvements. May it yet serve to refresh and
strengthen many a spirit_!
FIRST BOOK.
CHAPTER I.
Abbe Dillon seated himself on a green grass-plot
by the lake shore, shaded by an entangled foliage of
trees hanging over us from the steep rl)cky wall.
"Here is room yet on my right and on my left,"
said he, and his eyes smilingly invited us to rest by
his side. Roderick seated himself, and I followed.
All three were yet in silence, occupied following the
train of thoughts of our interrupted conversation.
On the opposit shore glowed the evening sky
above the mountains, coloring the highest rocks and
the peaceful Alpine huts with a mild rosy light.
Golden stripes glimmered between bluish shades
over the snowfields of the glaciers. In the distance
the mountain peaks vanished in a violet hue among
the clouds.
" By heaven !" exclaimed Roderick, who seemed
to be deeply moved by the charms of the evening
landscape, "how little is needed to be happy under
the srm if one only nestles himself with childlike
confidence closely to the bosom of the eternally good
Mother Nature! She is blameless, she is holy; and
he who loves her, him she sanctifies ! And the anxious heart, excited by gloomy passions, repOfles
quietly on the maternal breast, and the hundreds of
hopeless wishes are forgotten in a sigh of inmost
contentment !"
"Excellent, my genial friend !" said I to him.
"And if this inmost bal?piness should ultimately
prove only a sweet deluswn, whether we are for a
brief space of time promoted to the ranks of the
gods by the magic power of wine, or the melody of
music, or the beautiful play of colors of a landscape
or something else, is quite the same."
The abbe smiled. Roderick grew gloomy, and
continued after awhile, "And do you not believe
that one can be very blissful, nay, lastingly blissful?"
"Very blissful? Oh, yes !" I answered. " But
lastingly blissful? Well, if also in that I am to
agree with you, you must first definitly explain
what you term 'Mother Nature.' You, dearest
Roderick, are a poet; I am, unfortunately, a stiff,
matter"of-fact man, who demands definit ideas.
And therefore at times we do not at all agree, VI bile
our hearts always beat harmoniously. Let me speak
open-heartedly. I took your exclamation at the
sight of the lake scenery, so mildly illuminated by
the setting sun, to be the result of your own happy
disposition. But hav you always this happy dispollition ? Can you lastingly retain the same? Does
it depend upon you, arbitrarily, to giv to or take
from yourself emotions? Even feelings,. even reason overwhelming emotions, belong to nature. You
a e young, you love and are loved. A beautiful
future floats before you.
Your fancy indulges in
magic play. You are happy. But a few years flutter by ; your pulse beats slower ; your hair grows
white, and the paradise, that yet blooms before you,
extinguishes with the setting sun. Man is no two
days alike."
The abbe grew serious. Roberick appeared to
become a little sensitiv. "And, with permisi!ion,
what do you call happiness?" said he.
I answered: "Happiness I call contentment, and, if
you will, pleasure, perchance. The happy man is so
only throU!zh circumstances, only through circumstance!! .u.n~'"'"dng his desires. The poor one is made
happy through inheritance, the industrious through
the blessing of his industry, the fame-thirsty through
the celebrity of his name, the lover through returned
love-but all this is the work of circumstances.
These changed, and the happy one becomes miserable."
"That is not what I mean !" said Roderick; "I
speak of a state of the soul in which one feels last'ngly at peace with one's self."

"There ilil," I replied, "there is on ea_rth no lasting happiness nor lasting unhappiness, because circumstances never remain the same, but daily change.
But I know a certain state of mind and heart which
I call blissfulness, because in this beautiful world
two great ideas, soul and eternity, are mysteriously
united. This state is independent of chance, above
the vicissitudes of earthly things. The soul itself
must prepare it, and it may last forever. Powerful
time, even, which dries out our bodies, bleaches our
hair, and· devastates our senses, has no. influence over
it. Fortune can not increase nor misfortune diminish it. It is not connected with either, and it alone
increases happiness and decreases misery. Is it this
blissfulness,- this inexhaustible contentment, Roderick, that you mean?" ~
"That's it !" exclaimed Roderick.
"Virtue, the spring is called. Not everybody on
earth can be happy, but everybody on earth can create
for himself this blissfulness. For witbin the breast
of every mortal lies the moral law and the irresistible reverence for the ·same. The man who need
not blush before himself in the remembrance of his
ow:q deeds, the man witJ. pure heart, stands above
the workings of destiny; he is equally blissful in the
depths of misery as upon the bights of prosperity.
We hav beneath the moon nothing under our control; outside of ourselvs nothing belongs to us lastingly. To become rich, renowned, and beloved does
not depend upon us; to be virtuous depends on each
individual's will. Fate is our master in everything,
but over our virtue no fate has control. This is .the
blissful state for which all should strive, an(], Roderick, it is really not so difficult. Act so that you
never lose your self-resp~ct !-behold, this is the
thread that will lead us out of the labyrinth.
Goodness of soul imparts to man that highness, that
self-reliance, whif'h makes him godlike and a citizen
of two worlds. Before him the crowns of earth sink
unattractiv in the dust, and death itself through him
is deprived of its terrors. With virtue in my heart
I am on earth in paradise. I desire an eternity, an
imperishabl13 existence of my soul beyond the grave,
but I am not in need of that to complete my blissfulness here on earth. The virtuous man, independent
of the world that surrounds him, elevated above
fate's storms and sunshine, expects nothing even from
a future after death. He is free. So is God free.
The philosopher accepts what falls to him, as gift,
as fortune, without demanding it as a recompense
for sacrifices made. For that is no virtue that demands reward !"
Roderick stared at the ground before him, lost in
meditation.
Abbe Dillon, who had hitherto remained silent,
laid his arm around me, and pressed me to his bosom.
" Friend," said he, " thy ideal of virtue is more than
human. Like him, none has yet walked on earth.
Ab, where is that holy soul which at the grave can
smili:cgly renounce a recompensing eternity?"
"Your virtue is more terrible than lovable !"
added Roderick.
I answered: "Dear friends, if I in my dying hour
shall hav cool consciousness-if from this moment to
the next were my last-so would I myself be the
man with that awful ,renunciation, although I am
n_one of the most virtuous among men. . I hav no
nght to ask recompense for my virtue, consequently
I need nl) eternity for it, and much less for my mis-.
takes."
Roderick looked at me with doubtful eyes.
"Really," said he,--'' I can hardly believe that you
are speaking in earnest. Your virtue is an awful
goddess, whom I cannot worship. No man, born of
dust, will ever embrace her. A virtue which is so
self-sufficient that she needs neither an eternity nor
a god can only be an attribute of a god, and not of
a tender, human heart."
"Your judgment is too severe," answered I. "We
speak of that which might procure for us lasting
blissfulness, independent of the fickleness of fortune.
I say that the consciousness of having done
right can accomplish this. My house can become
the prey of flames; a revolution can annihilate my
rights and bring me to poverty; death can overtake
father, mother, sister in my arms. I shall suffer, intensely suffer, be very unhappy, but all this is not
sufficient to destroy the inmost peace of my soul, for
there will remain to me the one consolation that I
am not to blame for these misfortunes ! '\Vere my
grief so great that I could not master the thought;
why weepest thou over the perishable? Could thou
expect anything else from dust? then time would
bring about what the strength of my soul would be
unable to accomplish; it would heal the wound. A
few years, and ov~ the ruins of my hut and the
graves of my lovAd ones will grow the moss of forgetfulness. With the consciousness of virtue in my
heart I fear the sword of no tyrant, and no hemlockbowl. I shall just as quietly receive alms as bestow
them. I shall go to my grave with the same tranquility as to my bed. What can yon say against
that, dear abbe, and you, my beloved }{oderick?
Tell me, if you can,.anotber source of blissfulness,
beside this ! I know only this, that so long as I am
virtuous, the peace of my heart i 1 preserved, and I
am blissful. I need no other hope. It dependri Qdl

me to be good, and, consequently to be lastingly
blissful."
(TO BE CO~TINUED.)

Ukommunicaiions.
Liberal Bigotry.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TIWTH SEEKER, Sir :
It is with much reluctance that I send you this, as I
hav wTitten and sent you so very much matter -\vhich
has failed to find space in yom· paper; and presuming
that this will ineet with a like fate renders the task
quite discouraging. Nevertheless, I hold to the principle that it is the editor's privilege to select his matter for publication and reject what -he pleases.
I wish to pass a few remarks on Mr. John G. Hertwig's discourse on "H.eligious Liberty," as published
in your issue of Jan. 8, 1881, and while I criticise so
sharply his false philosophy of religion and social
liberty, I trust he will take no offense, as we are
dealing with facts and not with men.
First, our friend says that our American Constitution grants full religious liberty and unconditional
liberty of conscience to every inhabitant of this land.
This is very true and likewise very just. But our
friend Hertwig does not abide in this spirit of freedom and justice, but turns his weapons upon Mormonism and polygamy, and thereby becomes a violator of the Constitution which he had just set out
to defend.
Polygamy has just as good a right to liv and be
protected under our Constitution as has any other religious sect or order. It is not for us to discriminate
between any religious orders, nor is it any of our
business how many wives a man has nor how few, or
whether he has any at all, so long as he deals justly
and according to agreement with those he has, also
so long as there is no compulsion in making women
wives. And whosoever lends his voice or raises his
hand to suppress polygamy or any other sect or
order by compulsory means will hav pointed a weapon at the very heart of his own life and liberty, not
excepting President Hayes nor Gen. Grant, nor even
our good friend Mr. Hertwig.
I presume to be a Liberal in the broadest sense of
the word, and it matters but little to me what my
neighbor does nor what kind of a moral life he livs,
so long as he does not infringe upon any personal or
individual right of myself or neighbors.
Our friend further says that the :Mormons by giving up polygamy, either voluntarily or forcibly, will
cease to commit a crime, and will not surrender one
iota of their religious liberty? What, force them to
surrender the very forts of their religion, and then
not depriv.:l them of one iota of their religious liberty? Can it be possible that our friend calls this
commo'1 sense for you and me to believe?
Laws cannot of themselvs make crimes. They may
limit the freedom of action, and impose penalties and
punishment on those who overreach those limits.
Will our good friend :Mr. Hertwig please point out
the crime of polygamy in a sense to be received by
the class called Liberals?
I will venture to say that there is a less violation
of the true physiological laws of nature by polygamy than by the single-wife system, unless you hav
become converts to Elmina's doctrins as presented in
sexual reform.
Again, our friend seeks to deal a blow to Catholicism. But he is just about as far from truth and
justice as he was in treating Mormonism. He terms
Catholic priest .celibacy compulsory. There is no
such thing in Catholicism as compulsory celibacy.
Like all other religious denominations, in bas its peculiar system, and rules which denominate the order
or sect, of which, to render one a member, he must
submit to those rules laid down as the system of its
peculiar oi.·der. No Catholic is compelled to be a
priest, nor liv a celibate life ; but if he chooses to
become a priest, be must consent to the rule and liv
a celibate life. Nor is any person compelled to become a priest or remain one contrary to his will, nor
to become a Catholic, nor remain one, either in this
country or any other that I hav any knowledge of.
All religious denominations or sects hav their peculiar hobbies-! call them superstitious hobbieswhich distinguish them as such, and if any person
wishes to become a member he is required to submit
to each of them accordingly, let it be Mormonism,
Catholicism, Methodism, or any other ism, and it is
not for me nor any other person to seek to conclAmn
or suppress any of. them. If they derive any comfort or pleasure by uniting with any of these denominations and becoming members thereof, it is a matter belonging strictly to tbemselvs, whiyh to interfere with or condemn would be an invasiOn on personal rights and religious liberty.
Our friend also pronounces the celibacy of Catholicism, as re1.1resented, fiendish and immoral. Wherein, pray, is 1t fiendish and immoral? Would not our
Liberal friend pronounce celibacy a crime, like
polygamy, and hav it amenable to some bi,goted law
of his own creating ?-like many other laws of oUr
land, a curse and an obstacle to human progress.

If \.he celibacy of CathQlicism is cQmpllliQry,
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fiendish, and immoral, certainly the celibacy of lieve, which is the compeer of THE TRUTH, SEEKER resting on one certain form of theology. No, the
Shakerism is much more so, because it is a requisit in the exposit_io~ of free speech, a free press, and reverse of this is true. Drowning men grasp at
of each me~ber and is compulsory in the strictest the gen~ral prmmples of i_ndividual liberty and per- straws. The churches will, of. course, seek governsense of the word with every member of the order. sonal nghts, wh~ch sentiments hav long existed mental recognition, indire.ct support, and even direct
But, like the celibacy of Catholicism, it is only ren- among the Amencan people as the idols and the support, as their attendance and voluntary contribudered so by the voluntary consent of each member. ideals to be attained only in a more propitious tions fall off. It is fair to ·presume that there is
Will not our friend say also that the celibacy of future.
about where the shoe pinches. In either case they
Shakerism is fiendish and immoral? And if it is
I took a few subscribers for the paper at Albion, want to be "charity angels."
fiendish and immoral, should it not, like polygamy, an•ong the wealthiest, the most intelligent andreThe" Christian law of marriage." Just so. The
be amenable to some law? And I would ask our spectable families in the place.
recognition of marriage al! a civil contract reduces
Liberal friend where on the face of the whole
I hav also visited Parma, and I hav met with the preacher's influence .and his supply of greenearth will we find a people that surpasses the Shak- some of the clearest heads, warmest hearts, and backs.
ers in sobriety, veracity, and purity. Ah! they lead most activ, determined Liberals and Spiritualists in
No Bible in school, no superstition; no superstithe world in these, and all other isms must sink into this place also.
.
tion, no preach; "no preach, no pay." No Sunday
.
In each· and every place I hav visited or which I laws, no pew rent; no prayer, no chaplaincies; no
insignificance.
Shakerism and Mormonism are two extremes, but may visit hereafter, I wish to enlist as many as pos- Thanksgiving, no turkey.
if we allow the door of discrimination to be opened sible to open communication with THE TRUTH
The last two resolutions are rather rich. No, the
for the purpose of suppressing Mormonism it will be SEEKER and with the National Liberal League and to proposed amendment would not tend to any union of
only a matter of time when the suppression of Shak- do all they will to spread the papers and the books church and state. The state would simply do the
erism must follow in the catalog.
or circulars, and thus in this most effectiv-and per.- dirty work for the church, and save the church all
Mormonism, Shakerism, and every other ism, hav manen~ way !lnd manner to. help on the goo<l work tr0uble and expense. Everybody could then join a
a perfect right to liv under the American Constitu- of enhghtemng and elevatmg the people in these secular society. Congress, under clerical instruction,
tion as we now hav it, and any attempt to suppress most salutary lines of civilization and true refine- could pass the appropriate laws to carry into effect
the new amendment. There would be no question
any of them is an open violation of the Constitution ment, whieh is b'ut a more perfect naturalism.
raised of repealing Comstock laws. Such blaspheof the American government ; and when our presiRespectfully,
C. S. RoWLEY.
mous writers as Ingersoll and Bennett would be
dents lend their word and influence to suppress Morcared for at public expense. The wicked. would
monism, or any other ism, simply to tickle the ear
That National Reform Association.
and please their bigoted constituents, it is an open
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : cease from troubling, and the weary Christian souls
disgrace to ~he Amer:ican government. .
. TheN ational "Reform" Association has been formed would be at rest-the rest of mental and moral
If there ~s al!yth_mg about Mormomsm. th_at _Is. "to maintain existing Christian features in the death.
It cannot be done. These pious "reformers " are
wrong or u~Just It Will prove .a canke1: thatwillm Its American government," such as Sabbath laws, the
o'Yn good tm!-e destroy the VItals of It~ ow? system, Bible in schools, etc. At a convention in the interest on the earth a thousand years too late for such a
With~ut the ~nterventwn of any out~Ide m;fi~ence. of this movement recently held in the First Metho- project. Experimental knowledge has pushed the
ln ?Ider to pies~rve and protect our liberty I_t IS ab- dist Episcopal church of Syracuse, N.Y., the follow- world out of their reach. Let them go back to their
musty volumes and hold solemn communion with the
s?lu~ely necessa1 y that we do no~ ~eddie With. t~e ing resolutions were adopted:
fanatical old church Fathers. Without their aid, and
.
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hbe1 ty of ·others-so
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d
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h
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f.·
th · ht
d .· .
f
eso v ,
a Cl':I some y Is oun e , e t e ami1y, m
d oes no t m Imge upon . e ng s an pnvi1eges o human nature,.Jtnd 1s, therefore, like the family, an arrange- without fear of their displeasure, the moral growth
others. Let us see to It that woman IS made the ment and institution of God ; that nations are moral persons of mankind will go on hand in hand with material
equal of man in every respect, then if there is any and are therefore accountable to the moral government of God and intellectual progress. The scientifically enlightened man will not again go back to the ignorant
woman that wants a wife-sister or sisters let her hav and subject to his moral laws.
·
them. But I will venture to say that ther~ will be
Resolved, That from the beginning of our national existence savage for a model for machinery, government, or
h
l ·
d h
we hav regarded ourselvs and hav been regarded by other
"ll d · .
but f ew _w h 0 ~I
esue sue a re _ation, an t at nations as a Christian people, and that it is both our duty and religion.
Gentlemen, your avocation iR gone. Science no
Mormomsm will soon be a stranger m our land.
privilege to continue to maintain the Christian features of our
longer fears superstition. Knowledge ceases to go
In closing this sharp criticism allow me to pass a government.
few remarks on Jewish circumcision, the .treatResolved, That we view with anxiety the continual and too to school to ignorance. Man has at last chosen,
ment of which our friend deserves great credit for o_ften. su~ces_sful assaults whLch are made u_pon _all our Chris- once for all, for his guide the present dawn, the
introducing at this time. i consider that the posi- han mstitutwns, such ~s _the use of the ~Ible m scho~ls, the coming noonday, in place of the midnight darkness
.
. .
.
.
. . .
Sabbath laws, the Chrishan law of marnage, prayer m our
twn
occupies m re.latwn to Cll"CUmCISIOn IS sub- state and national legislatures, etc., and recognize the duty that marked the culminating point of the Christian
stantlally correct and JUSt, and deserves the support which rests upon all Christian men to stand together for their system. For pur race, that for more than a hundred
thousand years has been groping in darkness and
of all Liberal people.
defense.
.
. .
.
Circumcision is an infringement upon the infant's
l!esolved, That a w:Itten_C~nstitution f~rmed for a Christian despair, the future is full of hope.
GEoRGE W. MoREHOUSE.
rights and any person guilty of inflicting unnecessary natwn ~nght to contam .a dis~nct decla.ra?r>n of the purpose of
. '
.
.
.
the nation to govern Itself m a Christian manner, and we
pam upon an mfant should be subJect to a law that deplore the fact that the silence of our own Constitution in this
Notes from Dakota.
PETER SouLE.
respect is used as an argument against all that is Christian in
fixes a penalty.
Portlandville, N. Y.
the usage and administration of our government. We recogLiberals are beginning to learn the lesson of comnize the necessity of harmony between the written Constitution
pensation; that man pays for all he achieves; nothand
the
actual
facts
in
the
life
of
the
nation
;
and
we
maintain
A Letter from C. S. Rowley.
that the tme way to effect this harmony is not to abolish the ing for nothing, nothing from nothing, nothing reTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Al· Christian features in the administration of our government, mains. This is the law of the universe. Man must
though during the last two weeks we hav had but to introduce into the Constitution an explicit acknowledg- hav an intuition of an order beyond his comprehenment of those Christian principles which lie at the foundation sion of beauty, goodness, and justice in nature, bethe severest cold and storms of this extraordinary of
all government.
winter, I hav been out obtaining subscribers to
Resolved, That the amendment of our national Constitution yond his dearest dreams of ideals beside which his
THE TRU11H SEEKER and working in the interest of so as to contain an acknowledgment of Almighty God as the own pale into insignificance. These are incentivs
the National Liberal League to. the best of my source·of authority and power in civil government, the Lord that will lift and never depress.
Jesus Christ as the ruler of nations and his revealed will as of
As I sit musing by my pleasant fire this evening
ability.
Spring Arbor, Mich., was the first place visited. supreme authority would be no infringement of the rights of the scenes of youth come trooping back again like
any class of our citizens, any more than similar acknowledgThis place with such a significant and poetic name ments, more or less explicit, in the Constitutions of nearly thirty the recollections of a splendid dream. All I am tois the hot-bed, so to speak, of the Free Meth- of our states ; but would be simply the exercise of a nation's night I owe to Liberalism.
Liberalism is the morning star, " orthodoxy" the
odists. This very enthusiastic and earnest sect of undeniable right to acknowledge its God and to declare the
faint glimmer of a will-o'-the-wisp. There is a
Christians hav a college at this place, and it seems to fundamental principles on which its government rests.
Resolved, That such an amendment, so far from tending to quiet and restfulness about Liberalism as of the
be the head-center of one of the~ most activ and
any
of church and state, is directly opposed. to su··h
earnest evangelical denominations in the Western union,union
inasmuch as it recognizes tl1e nation's direct relations to stars asleep on the ocean's bosom, or the evening
states. There is said to be over one hundred stu- God, and insists that the nation should acknowledge thes~ rela- zephyr as it bears murmurs of peace on the scented
dents in this school, and many young men who are tions for itself, and not through the medium of any church breeze.
Liberalism is a sunbeam in the prison cell of the
preparing for the "Christian ministry."
It so hap- e·stablishment.
pened that I was in this place on "recitation day,"
The resolutions are certainly explicit enough so mind, and like kind words blesses him that givs and
him that takes.
and I was kindly and cordially requested to be pres- that Liberals need not be misled.
"Orthodoxy" is the stagnant pool, Liberalism
ent at the recitals, and the professor, seeming to giv
Civil society has been developed to its present
deference to my age, or for some other reasons, in- state by a natural process of e,volution, and the idea the mighty ocean; the church is the magpie reveling
vited me to take a seat with him upon the rostrum, that it is in any sense an "institution of God" is in the carrion of antiquity, while Liberalism is the
and he introduced me to the audience and said to the antagonistic to scientific truth. That notion is one unwearied bird of the mountains, basking in the sunstudents and spectators in attendance that I would of the numerous "twin relics of barbarism." Mon- light of the empyrean.
There is a fine opening in Dakota for Liberal lecgiv some recitations of original poetry, and thus archs hav ever claimed to derive their powers from
favor the school with some examples in elocution. God, but under republics individuals hav been sup- tures. The territory is fast filling up and the field
Suffice it to say that my efforts in these lines before posed to hav natural rights, not derived from God, should be taken at once before the tares are sown.
I meet people every day who say: "Mr. Goddard,
this school, as in many others, appeared to be well- which is practically only another name for church
what do you believe? Do you believe in a O:od ?"
received, as I was the recipient of many congratula- authority.
tions and invitations to visit the place and run into
This chnrch pretension of civil government being I answer, No I do not believe in a God, but in Godthe school again. I took a few subscribers for TnE subordinate to "God's moral governmellt" is snb- Good-that's the way I spell it, and I know no devil
TRUTH SEEKER in the place and vicinity, and I unly versiv of all liberty. It tends to center all power in save evil. Drop the d of devil and spell God,
hope that the harmony and fraternity which seemed the church. With the Constitution amended as pro- g-o-o-d, and you hav a pretty good creed. Good
to spring up between this noted school and myself, po11ed, the laws made in pursuance thereof would be and evil-these are stern realities and no phantoms
· as a visitor within its precincts, may not be disrupted such as the churches wonlrl dictate, and "God's of the imagination.
But if you answer people as I am compelled to
upon ascertaining that my personal views upon re- moral government" would indeed be above the civil
ligious subjects do not fully agree with the narrow law. There would be a revival both of religion and every day, they take it as an insult upon their
sectarian sentiments of the patrons and leaders in the dark ages. True science and the hig.her civiliza- mighty wisdom on the deity question.
I find a large part of my happiness in realizing the
tion would receive a check such as the Greek and
the Spring Arbor college.
Albion, was the second place visited since I hav Homan civiliza~ions received eighteen centuries ago. ideal; but more completely in idealizing the real.
The. laws of. correlation and conserv~tion of energy
set out to work more directly in the interest of THE Let us hope the world is enough wiser now to
TRUTH SEEKER .and of far-reaching and compre- effectually work to prevent the nations from being and of attractiOn forever destroy the Idea of creation
hensiv reforms, which, as I can clearly see, it antici- plungeil into another thousand years of ignorance, or annihilation of either matter or fmce; yet Moses
is still believed and the rib story is above par with
filth, and superstition.
pates.
The theory of our govemment, "from the begin- the ignorant. It is the strangest thing in the world
I hav recommended THE TRUTH SEEKER as the
best exponent and the ablest advocate and defender ning," has been in favor of religious liberty, and to me that Liberals do not establish schools and
of the first principles of the _A,merican Constitution Infidels, Jews, and Christians are alike entitled to its colleges for,the promotion of their ideas and the
now published in the English language in any land, protection and it:> honors. '¥ ashington, Paine, .facts of science.
Freethought cannot grow in the habitat ofjigno.
li'ranklin, Jefferson, Adams, Henry, and their comso far as I am informed.
CH.A.RLES H. GoDDARD.
There is no paper published in the wodd, I be- peers never risked their all to establish a government ranee.
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papyrus, and the skins of animals, many thousands Moses, having ascended Mount Sinai, gave them the
of years must have passed away.
moral law which became the basis of the Jewish
The Vedas of the Aryan race, the ancient Hin- religion, and which in time became also the cornerD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
doos, are claimed to be the oldest literature in exist- stone of other religions." ·
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. ence. They consist of hymns of praise aud adoraThe claim that the Jewish scriptures are the oldest
. = = tion, couched in sublime language and addressed to records in the world is most absurd, and cannot be
The lo,rgest and cheapest Radical, JqurnaJ, p'libl~hed in Europe the powers and forces of nature, personified by the sustained. Moses is claimed to be the author of the
gods Indra, Varuna, Ag~i, etc. Authors ~ifi~r to oldest portion of them, and he flourished, according
or America, t»ntaining nearly SCiJtm hundred square inches more
the extent of thousands of years as to the ant1qmty of to the chronology of the book itself, fifteen hundred
of reading mrztter tlum any other jqurnal of its 1.:-ind.
the period when the Vedas were written, but they are years before the Christian era. That men wrote and
far older than any known writings of the Semitic inscribed long before that time is most clear. UnNEW YORK, SATURDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1881. race,' or the Jews. It is probable the version of the fortunately, however, for the antiquity of the PentaVedas as now known is a compilation of far older teuch and other portions of the Jewish Bible, there
thoughts and aspirations, uttered many centuries be- is no proof that Moses wrote any part of it, or that
What Objections to Cluistianity 1
fore, and handed down orally as a legend from gene- any portion of it was written more than seven or
:al!:PLY TO MR. MAIR's FIFTH
LETTER.-CONTINUED. ration to ~eneration.
eight centuries before the time of Christ, and probaThe behef in Brahma has been accepted thousands bly not much of it previous to the fourth or fifth.
" Thousands of years have passed," says Prof.
Clodd in his "Childhood of Religions," "since the of years, but the Vedas are far older. They hav ex- century before our era-after the return of the Jews
Aryan nations separated to travel to the north and isted and were used and sung long before Brahma was from the Babylonian captivity. I will undertake to
the south, the west and the east. They have each worshiped or his name uttered. The Institutes of show this fact as we get along further with our disformed their languages; they have each founded Menu, though a()credited an antiquity of three thou- cussion. As modern as the Greek nation and myempires and philosophies; they have each built tern- sand years before our era, are young in comparison thology may be considered, there are excellent
pies and razed them to the ground; they have all to the older Vedic hymns.
grounds for regarding them as older than the Jewish
grown older, and, it may be, wiser and better. . . .
Haug, Wilson, Jones, Muir, Muller, Whitney, and nation. It is admitted that Homer and Hesiod
Besides haTing common names for their chief gods, the numerous others who hav studied and written up lived nearly a thousand years before our era, and
the Aryans had words to express the duties which the subject of oriental religions, differ, as observed, that they sung of their gods, of the battles that had
they felt must be fulfilled toward the powers whose thousands of years as to the age of the older Vedas. been fought and victories won. I think you will be
smillls they coveted and whose frowns they feared, Max Muller, who gives them less antiquity than most unable to prove that any part of the Jewish scripas sacrifice, prayer, altar, spirit. Sacrifice is the others, places it at 1200-1500 B.c.; Prof. Whitney, tures were. in existence at that time.
.
oldest of all rites. Man's first feeling toward the 1600-2000 B.C.· while Dr. Haug believes the eldest. In passmg, It may be well to say a little more
gods was fear. They ruled over all things. Life to be 2000-2400 B.C. Talleyrand, one of the ablest ~bout the antiquity. of the Persians and thei: religand death were in their hands, and therefore it men that France or the world has produced, in his IOn. That th~y exiRt~d contemporaneous With the
seemed needful to offer them s.omething to win their celebrated letter to Pope Pius VII., in alluding to Arya~s, of ~~I?h famil.Y theY: were a ~ranch, and
favor. When he saw that 'the blessings of heaven the antiquity of the human race, said: "Monuments o~cupi~'d.adJOI?mg terntory, IS ve.ry ev1de~t .. As
outnumbered the ills, fear gave place to love, and in Asia are still in existence whose authenticity can- ~Ith India, C~ma, and other coun~nes, there IS no~ a
thank-offerin,qs were made. As the feeling grew not be doubted, and which prove an antiquity of at h~tle uncertamty as to bow far u~to remot~ ant.Iqthat the gods must be better as well as. stronger, the least fifty thousand years. And indeed we find in u1ty w~ have to penetrate to obtam the earliest Illdesire to have their forgiveness for bad deeds done Egypt, Ethiopia, Arabia Felix, and Chaldea the re- formatiOn about .that p~o.Ple. They :W~re the foundand for good deeds left undone led to sin-offerings." mains of an antiquity whose splendid origin is lost ers of th~ Magtan relLgwn, the ongmal sun and
No one pretends, 80 far as we are informe~, to fix in darkness. India, a country as vast as Europe, with fire-worshipers, of whom the .Parsees ar~ the dethe precise era when the Aryans began to. use writ- a more dense population, claims a still greater antiq- scendants. Zoroaster was ~heir .great p~1l~sophe~,
ten language, but that written language is of ex- uity. China and Japan trace to 54,000, the begin- teacher, ~nd prophet, and his perwd of hfe.Is vantreme antiquity is admitted on all hands. Which is ning of civilization, which they prove by an unbroken ously estimated at from five hundred to SIX thouthe oldest form of written language is a matter of series of records, and by monuments and inscriptions sand years before our era.
Heeren, the historian, after giving a description of
some dispute. Three principal forms of written Ian- on marble, stone, iron, and copper, the existence of
guage are reco~nized, to wit: 1. Hieroglyphics, or which fills the mind with admiration at the ingenuity the splendid palace of Darius at Persepolis, uses this
symbols; 2. Cuneiform, or arrow-head shaped char- of man in those remote ages. Even Tartary-barren language: "Solitary in their situation, peculiar in
acters, representing words; 3. The alphabet, pho- and uncultivated Tartary-exhibits in its extensive their character, these ruins rise above the deluge of
netic characters representing sounds or letters. Some deserts the noble relics of the remotest civilization. years which have overwhelmed all the records of
claim the greater antiquity for the cuneiform characAt the very time which Moses fixed upon human grandeur around them, and buried all traces
ters, while other learned writers insist with much for the creation of all things, the Hindoos had lived of Susa and Babylon. Their venerable antiquity and
reason that the first written language known to the five thousand years in a state of high civiliza- majestic proportions do not more command our revhuman race was pictorial representations of animals tion, with a ppoulation of 200,000,000. Forty- erence than the mystery which involves their conand other objects in nature, by an ingenious system eight thousand years before Moses, China con- struction awakens the curiosity of the most unobof which they managed to convey ideas and describe tained a still larger population than India. Many servant spectator.
Pillars which belong to no
incidents. These hieroglyphics have been found thousand years before the time in which you assume, known order of architecture, inscription!! in an alphalargely in Egypt, Chaldea, and Assyria. In the lat- most holy father, that Adam was created, the three bet which continues an enigma, fabulous animals
ter two countries the famous cuneiform inscriptions continents of Asia, Africa, and Europe, were which stand as guards at the entrance, the multiplicwere also largely used. These represent arbitrary inhabited, with the sole exception of the vast ity of allegorical figures which decorate the walls,
words, not sounds or letters. The Chinese characters, and sandy deserts found in some parts of Tartary, all conspire to carry us back to ages of the most
though different .in form, are similar in use; that Arabia, and Africa. But wherever in the midst of remote antiquity, over which the traditions of the
nation has no alphabet. All written languages ha-t- these sandy plains and deserts a fertile spot was met East shed a doubtful and wavering light."
ing an alphabet were devised long subsequent to the with, it was nat~r~l for its inhabitants to fancy that
Diodorus Siculus describes the same Persepolis,
use of hieroglyphics, cuneiform, and Chinese charac- they 'Yere the ongmators of the human race; and. the the tombs of the ancient kings, etc. Ctesias says
ters. The alphabet is comparatively a modern inven- ~a~e Idea wo1;1ld naturally occur to those ~~o liv~d that "Darius, the son of Hystaspes, had a tomb
tion which has been credited to the Phrenicians. m I.slan.ds whiCh were seldom or never VISited till prepared for himself in the double mountain during
The Hebrew and Greek, having an alphabet, in com- navi.gatwn bec~me better u;'lderstoo~ and more ~x- his lifetime, and that his parents were drawn up
parison with the hieroglyphics and cuneiform and tensively practlced. Even m AmerJCa, although Its with cords to see it but fell and were killed." These
Chinese inscriptions, are counted modern languages. disco:very by E1;1rol?eans dates only a few ?enturies, tombs still exist a~ong the ruins on the face of the
I saw in the British Museum numerous tablets and remams of antiqu~ty a~e found there .which carry mountain. The figures of the kings are carved
cylinders filled with cuneiform characters, believed ?ack the ~poch of Its existence to a perwd not to be thereon. One of them is standing before an altar,
to have been made not less than four thousand years mcluded m the chronology of the world by Moses.
on which a fire is burning. Above the altar is a ball
ago; and I there also saw the celebrated Rosetta stone,
"The high state of civilization of the first known representing the sun. Over the effigy of the king is
a little more than three feet one way by two feet the nations, such as the Chinese, the Indians, the Chal- suspended a wingPd, half-length figure in fainter
other, and about ten inches thick, covered with hiero- deans, the Arabs, the Greeks, and the Ethiopians, is lines, and resembling him. In other places he is
glyphics and characters, discovered in Egypt about presumptiv evidence of their stand on progressiv civ- seen contending with a winged animal like a griffin.
a hundred years ago. Though it is believed to have ilization-a stand wh1ch must hav lasted many thouClarke thus comments on these ancient ruins:
been engraved but a few centuries before our era, it sand years; and therefore when the Chinese prove "All this points at the great Iranic religion, the
furnished a very convenient key for the far more that they were a civilized people fifty-four thouF~and religion of Persia and its monarchs for many centuancient inscriptions on obelisks, temples, rocks, etc. years ago, while the Indian claims one of still great- ries; the religion of which Zoroaster was the great
I saw the Egyptian obelisk in London, another in er antiquity, we must necessarily suppose that thou- prophet, and the Avesta the sacred book. The king,
Paris, and eight others in Rome. Nearly all of them sands of years elapsed before they discovered the art as servant of Ormuzd, is worshiping the fire and the
are covered with hieroglyphic characters which are of representing ideas or thoughts by means of char- sun-symbols of the god; he resists the impure
dated back nearly four thousand years. The obelisk acters or figures engraved upon marble or metal. It griffin, the creature of Ahriman; and the halfbrought from Egypt and recently erected in our own is then evident, most holy father, that among the length figure over his head is the surest evidence of
Oentral Park represents the same age of antiquity, and many blunders made by Moses in Genesis not the the religion of Zoroaster. For according to the
is claimed to be very close upon four thousand years least of them was fixing the time of his creation of Avesta, every created being has its archetype or
old-undoubtedly cut, inscribed, and erected before the world at a time when the earth not only did Fereur (Ferver, Fravashis), which is its ideal essence,
·Moses was born, if such a character ever lived. exist, but had an immense population, and actually first created by the thought of Ormuzd himself, as
Whether Egypt or India is the elder, it is clear reckoned 50,000 years of civilization; besides his his Fravashis, and these angelic essences are every.
from the Bible itself that the Egyptians are a much pretending to lo<_>k upon the Hebrews as the fore- where objects of worship to the disciples of Zoroolder nation than the Jews, for when Abraham, the most ancient people on earth, forgetting, or feigning aster. We have thus found in Persepolis, not only
accredited father of the Jews, was a comparatively to forget, that they were a mere gang of slaves, who the palace of the great kings of Persia, but that
young man, he journeyed into Egypt, where he had originally ,escaped from ldumea during the most ancient system of dualism, the system of
found a powerful nation having a king, .armies, internal dissensions which desolated that country. Zoroaster."
cities, and a wealthy country.
Aftel" having pa!lsed into Egypt they still preserved
The early age of Zoroaster may be appreciated
It is highly probable that man existed on the earth their primitiv conditions, and it was only after the in that Plato wrote of him four hundred years before
tens of thousands of years before he had progressed lapse of many years, and after having robbed their our era, and that Herodotus, who wrote still earlier,
far enough to have· a written language. His prog- masters (as their forefathers had formerly robbed minutely described the religion of his followers,
ress has ever been slow and gradual, and this was un- the Idumeans) that, induced by Moses, they crossed which was of the same character as the religion of
doubtedly the case in his primitive condition. For the Hed Sea in Ethiopian vessels; and having en- the Parsees practiced many centuries since. Plutarch
ages it is believed he was so rude and savage that his tered Arabia Deserta, they gained the WO<?ds of Hen- also wrote of Zoro·ister and the Magians and set
spoke.n ~anguage was of the most imperfect character, on, where they maintained themselvs during forty their era five thousand years before the Trojan times,
contammg but a few words to express his urgent years, living by robberies and plunders they com- or nearly six thousand yean1 before the Christian era.
wan~s. As he increased in intelligence his langu;tge mitted at night on the people in the neighborhood, He meutions the two principles of good and evil,
also wcreased, and ~hen he became
advanced as the produce from these robberies being called by Oromazes, or Ormuzd, and Arimanius, or Ahriman;
to be able to i , , · ··- ·..• · though/ • ~.1\T.:~·tablets~ Mose~~ "maiWa from heaven." It was here tV '-',.._._ "''thras1 the mediator. He said that Oromazes
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eprung from the purest light, and Arimaniue the ~y preventing the adoption of Plato's superior eth- church had laid aside the boasted morality it has
opposite, from pitchy darkness. The first made six ICS. Plato ceased his u~eful career some centuries placed in the month of the self-styled sacred priest, it
gods, of benevolence, truth, justice, wisdom, wealth, before Mos~s~as b?rn; and this is the reason why his would have saved to Europe oceans of blood; and if,
and pleasure. Arimanius on the other hand made a manner of hvmg, h1s prudence, his disinterestedne;:s on the contrary, the sublime and pure morality of
like number of contrary or evil spirits to oppose them. h_is moderation and goodnesR, and many other quali: Plato had been adopted in its stead, or if this Greek
As the Assyrians conquered Bactria, the home of ties, were only known to philosophers. If Moses had philo~opher had been looked upon and acknowledged
Zoroaster, twelve hundred years before the Christian been thus gifterl, his code of morals would have bPI!n as a true legislator who could be profitably followed,
era and this was the last of the Iranic kingdoms, they based npon the same philosophical foundation, and certainly mankind, and Europe more especially,
ha~ing previously vanquished the :Medes, Hycra- its inculcation would have produced the most salutary would not have looked for a legislator in a corner of
uians, Parthians, Persians, etc., and as Zoroaster effects _on the min~1s of the Roman slaves among Asia, and amidst an abject nation justly detested by
must have lived before this conquest, his time is ~hom It was as entirely unknown as the name of its the whole world. Plato (and this ought to be a high
taken back to a period no less remote than 1,300 B.c. Its sacred author.
recommendation with those who delight in dreams)
Bunsen suggests that the date of the great teacher
"If J esns harl been described by the same pen and was the first man who discoursed on the immortality
was fixed by Aristotle, which carries it back not less endowed with the same attributes which Plato select- of the soul, who drew a picture of ·paradise and of
than 6,000 years before the Christia1~ era. He and ed for his jttst man, the picture of his virtues no the happiness we would enjoy there.· He was the
Eudoxus, according to Pliny, place him six thousand doubt would have inspired the new catechumen with first man who promised rewards and a crown of glory
years before the death or Phto ; HernV.ppus five sympathetic interest for the wrongs of others.
to the virtuous who had suffered on earth, while he
thousand years before the Trojan war or about
"The virtues of Plato's just man, abu~ed, while threatened the wicked with the s"everest punishments.
6,350 B.c. Bunsen adds, "At the present stage of he l~ved, by a rude and ignorant people, and then Again, Plato was the first man who spo 1ie of a purgathe inquiry the question whether this date is set too con8Igned to die by the hand of a public executioner, tory as a place where unrepented souls went to atone
high cannot be answered either in the negative or could not fail to make an impression on the minds of for certain sim1 committed in this world. [Three
. affirmative." Spiegel in one of his latest works con- slaves who were dragging similftr chaiJJs, and suffer- thousand five hundred years before the pretended
siders Zoroaster as a neighbor and contemporary of ing from the same contempt. The doctrines of the mission of Christ, the Brahmans had invented a pur"
Abraham, therefore as living 2,000 B.c., instead of just man, who promised consolations in this life, and gatory iri which the bad angels were to remain one
6,350. Dollinger sets his time as somewhat later opened the gates of heaven in the next-these doc- thousand years. St. Augustine condemned the disthan that of Moses, adding that it is impossible to trines, I say, which confounded all classes and which ciples of Origen as heretics, because they admitted a
definitely fix the date. Rawlinson remarks that called all meu without distinction to the enjoyment purgatory; but, as souls are now redeemed from this
Berosus places him anterior to 2,234 B.c. Haug in- of the 8ame bliss, could not but be eagerly caught at place by means of masses and prayers, and those
clines to fix the date of the Gathas, the oldest by the unfortunate wretches, who, whilst dragging in masses and prayers are not to be had without money,
songs of the A vesta, as early as the time of this life chains of bondage, saw in death the end of the popes and their worthy satellites have discovered
Moses. Rapp, after a thorough comparison of their misery, and in heaven a reward for what they that St. Augustine was wrong.] He was the first man
ancient writers, concludes that Zoroaster lived had suffered on earth. Had the doctrines of Plato who described a third place of terror and horror,
1,200 or 1,300 n.c. In this he agrees with Duncker. found an echo in Jesus, and had they the.n been where kings, popes, priests, tyrants, and all imposThis is not far from the period given by Xanthus of preached with perseverance to the slaves, it would tors ought to suffer eternally as a meet reward for
Sardis, a contemporary of Darius, the oldest Greek have realized in this world all the fictitious happiness their crimes. Plato was the first man who spoke of
writer who speaks of Zoroaster. It is also the period promised in the imaginary heaven above; but his the felicity prepared for little children, whom he
given by Cephalion, a writer of the second century, apostles, by not adding the example to the precepts, calls" heaven's angels;" it was him who assigned the
who took it from three independent sources. These made Christianity from the very beginning look, in same glorious and happy posthumous existence to
data are taken principally from James Freeman the eyes of the well-informed, as a schism derived youths of either sex who should die guiltless from all
from Judaism, which led to others no less natui·al. commerce of sexes ; these he called " heaven's
Clarke's "Ten Great H.eligions."
Like all the religious teachers of antiquity, Zoro- Some looked upon Christ as the son of God, and as serapLims," and said that, floating or immerged in
aster's life was invested with portents, omens, and God himself, bnt begotten on a virgin by the opera- vast oceans of light, they joined the choirs of angels,
remarkable dreams. His mother was much perturbed tion of the Holy Ghost. [Fo, one of the Chinese who sang canticles of praises in honor of virtue. In
before his birth lest some evil should befall him when gods, was also born of a virgin who had been im- this delightful place were admitted all virtuous husborn, but a good spirit allayed her fear& by assuring pregnated by a ray of the sun. Brahma and Sammo- bands and wives; all dutiful·children who took care
her that Ormuzd would protect him; that the world uocodo took upon themselves the human nature, and of their decrepit parents; all those who had the gift
was waiting for him, and that he should be a prophet Vishnu no less than five hundred times.] Others, of speech and did not abuse it by falsehoods; all
to his people. When he was born, however, the evil however, looked on him only as a man predestined those who had a pure and feeling heart; all .those
spirits obtained possession of him and threw him by God to make his will known. These, although who Ecrnpulously respected the property of others;
into flames of fire, but he was not injured in tbe they denied his divinity, looked upon him as filled all those who relieved the wants of'the poor and im
parted consolations to the uuhappy; and, finally, all
slightest degree, coming out unharmed and refreshed with the Holy Ghost.
"The scandal caused by so many contrary opinion!" those who advocated civil equality, and to humble
as from a bath. He was under divine protection
through his infancy and youth, and when he attained on a subject which it was of great importance should the pride of kings and tyrants, came courageously
to manhood he retired to a holy mountain, devoting have remained undebated drew it to the attention of forward in defense of their country and their rights.
" Then be candid, most holy father, and frankly
himself to pio.us meditations and communion with the Roman Senate, who saw only a ba11d of advenGod. Upon his descent from the holy mountain he turers in the Christian sect. Obliged to hide them- confess that whatever is good or sublime in the re·bore with him tables of stone, or books of law, selves to escape the penalties of the law, they sought ligion of your God was plundered from Plato's
which had been revealed to him by Ormuzd on the an asylum among the intricate catacomus and quarries works, and that the morality of the just man traced
holy mountain. The same subsequently became a situated in the suburbs of Rome, where a thousand by the majestic pencil of this divine philosopher
part of the Zend-Avesta, or the Living Word, the windings enabled them to frustrate every effort made ought never to have been called Christian but
Platonic morality, and therefore that. your title
bible of the ancient Persians. This legend, as will to discover them.
"The different opinions which the first Christian;: ought to be 'The servant of God and vicar of Plato.'
be seen, bears a striking resemblance to the supposed
"If the apostles had styled themselves Platonilater legend of l\Ioses, who also went up into a burn- entertained concerning the nature of Christ led the
ing mountain, held an interview with J ahveh, and, Senate to institute inquiries in the country in which cians instead of Christians, or if they had modeled
he was b.orn, and thus they became acquainted with their doctrines on the morality of the Grecian just
returning, bore with him tables of God's word.
man instead of adopting the gross compound of JewThe close resemblance between the religion of Zo- the origin o£ Mary's son.
"Affidavits procured in the very center of Palestine ish ethics, it is more than probable that neither the
roaster, on the one hand, and Judaism and Christianity on the other, were sufficiently poiuted out in my and in the places fixed upon by the Senate were sent Roman Senate nor the tribunals would have prolast letter. A study of these will explicitly show to Home with the most conclusive evidence of the scribed their opinions; but these ignorant fanatics
compiled a heterogeneous mass of that which was
that the more ancient system of Zoroastrinism con- correctness of the report.
"These affidavits proved that Mary, who was of held most sacred in the ethics of the just man with
tained about every conception and dogma, rite, sacrament, and ceremony, that later on distinguished the tribe of Levi, and wife of the carpenter Joseph, all that was gross and licentious in J ndaism, and
who was himself of the tribe of Judah, had had an this brought on them the just hatred and ill-will of
JudaiRm and its partial outgrowth, Christianity.
We have, however, less to do just now with the illicit interuourse with a Homan soldier named Pan- every moral man. But what enraged above all the
origin of Judaism than with the origin of its child, ther, who served in the fourteenth legion stationed Romans and the philosophers of that time was the
Christianity, and the individual whose name it bears. in Egypt, whence he was detached into Palestine. :>tupidity and impudence of catechumens who sought
To arrive at the strongest probabilities in this direc- From this criminal intercourse it seems that a child out vf Judea a mean wretch, and in their ravings
tion is about all that can be accomplished. There is was born whom they called Arenias, and who wa;: made him lord of heaven, earth, and the whole unino historical proof that the character Jesus had a adopted by Joseph according to the Hmp.au practice, verse. So barefaced was the knavery of these Christian priests that they hesitated not to make their
real existence, though it is quite possible that one or although it was contrary to the Jewish customs.
"\Vith this Joseph he learned the carpenter's trade; puppet God talk in the most indecorous manner,
more persons by that name existed in Judea nearly
two thousand years ago. In this connection I will but after the death of his putative father he aban. that thereby they might have an apology for the
give the views of writers and others who have given doned his home and mother and became a vagrant. gratification of their own evil propensities.
"\Vhat audacity I what impudence ! Were I
much attention to the subject respecting the origiu Having met with a few vagabonds like himself, they
all took the road to Galilee, where they lived for sure, most holy father, that there is a supreme
of the Jesus story.
First I will make another somewhat extended quo- some time by begging. Having at last become the being to resent such abomination~, I would call on
tation from 'l'alleyrand's letter, before alluded to, leader of a band of robbers, he was' arrested by the his offended majesty to prepare his thunderbolts and
beginning on page 43: "All religious opinions, what- police of Jerusalem, and finally condemned to death to annihilate at one tremendous blow the whole
brood of priests."
ever might be their diversity or tendency, were tol- by the general acclamation of the whole people.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
"Such, most holy father, was the hero of your re- ,
erated in the l~oman empire; Christians and Chrissuch
were
the
first
fruits
gathere~
~n
that
ligion,
and
tianity alone were excepted on account of their origin from Judaism. The first apoRtles of this religion tree of which you now are the head. But 1t IS only
Repairing Paine's Monument.
were vulgar men without any talent. When they by ptirsuing the same system of imposition and wiukThe
subscriptions
for this necessary work hav not
endeavored by their new doctrine to destroy the edness that your predecessors and yourself have been come in as freely as desirable. It would seem that
prejudices of the people, who were brutified by edu- able still to retain spiritual and temporal power with the only monument in the country erected to the
cation, if they and their successors had been more a portion of mankind. However, it is a great pity, memory of the man we so much revere should not go
skilful or better read in Greek authors, and had med- as far as your nefarious scheme is concerned, that another yeat" in the dilapidated conditio1: in which it
itated on. them, more particulaaly on the life and the apostles undertook to dispute about the ~Iatu~·e.of now is. The following are the sums donated up to
death of the great Plato, they certainly would have their Christ for this, as we have seen, led to lllqmnes the present time:
gathered from an attentive perusal of his writings a about his o;.igin, which ended in showing that his
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purer, holier, and more perfect code of morals than bastardy was his only claim to a distinction from the .M. Reiman,
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though this horde of mistifiers of Plato have Leen by benefited !Jy it, have always set up the standard of G. S. 1\lc-,
public opinion reduced to their fOI"mer state of obscur- rebellion; and haviug 0!1ce roused up th~ !Jassions of
Let the generous-hearted who honor the memory
tty, yet the baneful effects of the whole system have the ignorant, they coutmued to keep alive the mo~t
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If
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betmi~~ble, especially among the lower classes,
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f/Iotl(tl(ttnication~.
Intemperance.

than many of the medicins prescribed from the
school of Dr. Parker.
Friend Bartlett quotes from Dr. Parker again,
who says, "Alcohol is the one evil genius, whether
in wine or ale or whisky, and is killing the. race."
That is to he understood in the abuse or excess in
·the use of it, particularly when we hav an inferior
g-rade of liquors flooding our American market since
the accursed Maine law came into existence by the
legislativ influence of pretended Christians with
narrow-minded intellects and despotic souls.
Our laws are good to prevent the sale of intoxicating liquors to the A:merican Indian, for when
they use it to excess they become frantic, bnrbarous.
and dangerous to be near white people. We don't
find the king-s or queens of Europe, or the better
educated class of society, committing crimes injurious to their neighbors by the usc of intoxicating
liquors.
·
·
I agree with my reformed. friend Bartlett, who
has seen much of the horrors of delirium tremens,
that I should be very much disgusted at such intemperate abuses in the use of wine, whisky, ale, or
cider. We don't, aR a common practice, arrest a
man for murder or for horse-stealing or for housebreaking or for arson whom the officers of the law
find intoxicated, for that class of unworthy citizens
must perform their dirty work while perfectly sober
to make their business a success.
If intelligent men hav not. more control of their
intemperate habits than by going into a reform club
with proscriptiv laws of teetotal abstaining, I think
such specimens of humanity and prog-ressiv ideas
ought to be buried in oblivion. No liberal son of
American freedom should countenance prohibition
laws, Maine laws, municipal, national, or local laws
to be fastened round the necks of the American
people as di>spotic fetters to rob the workingman of
his beer. In the dark days of our Revolution, nt
the battle of Brandywine, it was the stimulant
from the intoxicating bevernge that made the weary
soldier rejoice onward and onward to victory. If
they had the delirium tremens, where would they
hav been? In a drunkard's grave. But they did
not UF<e it intemperately, and it gave them cheer and
encouragement in the arduous task they had to perform.
Temperance orators and pulpit orators are two
necessary evils in a reform club. They are like a
lighted candle-the blaze and the wick are cloge
together; always anxious to tamper with. human
rights and sustain religion!'! wrongs. I hav spent
considerable of my time in some of these temperance
reform clubs, aud I know something of their general training. It is useless to enter into detail.
For a good, sound, logical advice, I would recommend friend Bartlett to study more closely into
D. M. Bennett's views on the temperate or moderate
use of wine. For the purpose of searching all
questions that may agitate the mind of the American public, I trust you will giv this a space in TuE
TRUTH SEEKER,
Respectfully yours,
St. Joseph, Mo.
M. H. BLACKFORD.

League deserve to hav their names and efforts heralded far and near. Other Leagues in larger towns
would do well to pattern after brave League No. 36.
At the close of the celebration Messrs. Hull and
Jamieson began a debate on Spiritualism vs. Materialism. It is hardly necessary to say that with two
such champions of their respectiv causes the battle
was full of interest to the auditors. Leagues should
make it a point to secure the services of these gentlemen for a debate. No fear need be bad of creating
dissension among the members who differ in their
views upon these questions. Courteous, pleasant, firm
friends, but unsparing of each other's arguments,
Moses Hull and Prof. Jamieson beautifully exemplify
the Liberalism of which they are they are the distinguished advocates. I trust they may be beard
from the lakes to the Pacific coast. Every community securing their services will be mentally enriched.
I find as I wander over the country much reason
for encouragement in the cause of Liberalism. Yet,
enthusiast that I am, I can but lament that every
League is not inspired with the missionary spirit,
and every community alive to questions of vital interest to all, viz., the liberation of the minds of the
people from superstition and the development of a
Liberalism so broad that no soul need feel the shadow
of a bond. Oppression is at work on every band, ever
activ, ever vigilant. The tyranny of creed and capital (twin devils who would bind the limbs of liberty)
is crushing many a life, and though they cry, "How
long, 0 Lord ! how long?" bewildered, dazed, and
cowardly, they still refuse to act.
·
Ah, fellow-citizens,_it was not thus your fathers
won the mighty heritage of freedom called " our
fatherland." In peril, smoke, and blood they beat
the tyrant back, and gave to us the liberty we now
enjoy. It seems but little now, compared to human
needs, and if we felt the spirit which did animate our
sires we should not sit in satisfaction and idly fold
our hands while pallid labor pleads for justice, and
state with church combines to cramp the human
mind. Let us on every hilltop build the fires of liberty ! Sons of rebels~ you were not born for slaves !
MRs. H. S. LAKE.
Port Jervi.s, N.Y., Feb. 12, 1881.

Intemperance not only destroys the healt~ ~ut
inflicts ruin npon the young and helpless, for It mvades the family and social circle and spreads woe
and sorrow all around it, cuts down youth in all its
vigor, and manhood in its strength, and age in its
weakness. The drunkard may bav possessed a heart
overflowing with human kindness whose boyhood
davs were hallowed by high and noble aspirations;
and had the teachings of a kind and loving mother
been followed through life what a noble man he
might hav been! but no, like many others he fell; and
how? through the use of intoxicating ih·ink, perhaps
by seeing men wlio profess ~o be Cbri_stians frequenting these places and takmg the soc_Ial glass as
they term it. He is led on step by stf'p until at last he
is ruined-eternally damned, the Christians say; but
are they the ones to lend him the helping band to
raise him from the g-utter and place his feet upon a
firm foundation? No, instead of that they pass him
by and say, I never knf'w yon; and it. may be that
through their influence he took his first glass, for we
all know the Christians drink as well as those who
do not profess to be Christians. And are thi1_1gs to
go on in this way, ruining both body ani!. mmd of
earth's noblest sons. Metbinks I hear an answer, No.
But bow is it to be stopped ? The answer comes, By
prayer, and prayer alone. I answer, By law, and law
alone.
Do you believe a God that will command the sun
and moon to ~>tand still while one of his chosen band
slays thousands of the human family will answer
prayer in behalf of a _mother's lost and ruined son ?
You call God merciful and just! Is there any justice or mercy in his allowing hundreds, yes, thousands, to be ruined by the use of strong drink, when,
as you say, he can stop anything, yes, everything, by
the lifting of his hand ? Is it through the mercy of
this all-wise being that homes are ~pade desolate,
wives robbed of their husbands, mothers of their
sons, and children of their fathers. This is mockery.
Better be an Ingersoll, a Paine, or a Mrs. K D.
Slenker, than one of these so-called Christians.
Carpente1·'s Hall, Philadelphia.
What does their religion teach? It teaches instead
To THE EmTOR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
of giving to an unknown God, "Raise the fallen,
Carpenter's Hall, in the city of Philadelphia, is one
clothe the naked, feed the hungry, and giv to the
of the oldest 'ttssociations of Pennsylvania, having
poor."
oeen instituted forty years after the settlement in
This, my friends, is what you term Infidelity. This
the province of William Penn, and at his death in
is the religion taught by D. M. Bennett, he that
1736 be bequeathed his library to his fellowthrough the conniving of the church was thrust into
memberR. At that time this hall became the great
prison, and taken from his family for thirteen longcenter of gatherings for the redress of grievances or
months; and why, because they were afraid that
the assertion of rights, and all the town meetings·
through his influence the church would be ruined.
were held on the lawn in front or within its walls.
And is it through the prayers of such a body that we
A town meeting met in 1774, demanding the then
are to be freed from this bondage of intemperance
convening Assembly to send a cemmittee to Gov.
that is devastating our land from east to west, from
Penn, whose reply was read to the effect that he saw
north to south? Nothing but law will free us from
no necessity for calling the Assembly together,
this vile curse and restore to us our once happy
upon which they appointed another committee to
homes, kind husbands and fatherfl, and affectionate
wait upon the speaker of the Assembly, demanding
sons, make glad-eyed women out of weeping wives
a positiv answer.
and sorrowing mothers, and make children that would
They then assembled at .the Merchants' Coffee
Lectme
Notes.
shrink when they heard the. dread footsteps rush
House on Second street near Walnut, and walked in
From
Illinois
to
New
York
is
but
a
short
distance
to meet father at the door. This, my friends, and
a body to Carpenter's Hall, and resolved that all
in this age of palace cars.
not prayer, is the only effectual way.
their transactions except such as they should resolve
Until
the
last
month
I
hav
been
doing
battle
for
MRs. GEORGE CARPENTER.
Liberalism in Chicago and vicinity. On the 6th of to publish be kept secret. They remained in session
Fredericksburg, Iowa.
January r transferred my field of operation to the until their labors were completed, July· 22, 177 4.
June 18, 1776, this hall became the nation's birthold Empire state. For several Sundays previous to
Wine Drinking.
place,
where the people met to deliberate upon the
my departure from Illinois I spoke to large and enTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, /5ir: thusiastic audiences at Elgin, which is a thriving, gi:eat question of the day, which on the 4th of July,
1776, declared the colonies free a-nd independent.
Friend E. Bartlett, of Monroe, Wisllonsin, in his energetic town.
.
letter of November 28, 1880, is very intemperate in
The Liberal League there numbers some twenty- Paine enters and is introduced; and is the first to
his opinions in criticising D. M. Bennett's personal five members, and is in a prosperous and healthy con- talk independence. The committee is horified at
views upon the use an.l the abuse of a little wine for dition. It iudorses the action of the National League first with Paine's sentiments, for no one till now has
the stomach's sake and often infirmities, as Paul, the at Chicago. Its originator is Mr. I. W. Archibald, a breathed them.
When the Congress met, Mr. Cushing made a moapostle of Christianity, recommended it, who thanked Liberal who is a Liberal in more than one sense of
God that he came in sight of a tavern where he the word. He is always alive to the interests of the tion that it should be opened with prayer. It was
could be refreshed on his way from Malta to League. He has sorne excellent supporters in Mr. opposed by Mr. Jay, of New York, and Mr. Rutledge; of South Carolina, because they'were divided
Patmos. Christ, to whom the Christian world is James :Metcalf, Wm. Saunders, and others.
daily bending its knee as the great redeemer of
Arriving at Port Jervis, N. Y., I found a League in religious sentiments, some Episcopalians, some
mankind, turned water into wine at the marriage of fifty members, who hav rented a hall for the year Quakers, some Anabatists, some Presbyterians, and
feast at Cana in Galilee, not that be wished the and propose to keep their light "trimmed and burn- some Congregationalists, and could not join in the
guests to become intemperate or intoxicated, but to ing." The seating capacity of the room is about four same kind of worship.
On Sunday, the 23d of June, 1776, a committee
use it for what it was intended-for man to drink hundred, and at each lecture it· has been filled to
.and be merry, fo_r where a crowd gathers together overflowing. The energetic offi.cers of the League was appointed to draft a resolution declaring the
to be merry happmess a_Jso abounds.
.
. . provide fine music at each session, and thus the peo- senses of the conference with respect to the indeDrunken~ess IS an evil, and -~he condemnatiOn IS pie who assemble are ministered to in various ways. pendence of the province from the crown of Great
s-reat. that Is pronounced agamst the unfortunate This is my secourl month's engagement with this Britain, and to report next morning.
Ou Monday morning, the 24th of June, the commebnate-" The, drunkard shall_ n?t ente~· the king- prosperous organization.
.
do~ o_f heaven.
Why do Chnst1ans VI?late that
On the 27th of January I left here for Linesville, mittee brought in a draft of a declaration of indeterrif)mg Qommand and enda~ger t_heir future Pa., Paine celebration, being absent one week. pendence for the colony of Pennsylvania, unanihappmess? :Men of Infidel or Liberal I(~eas alwaJ:S There also I found a larg-e, prosperous, and live mously agreed to:
WHEREAs, George the 'l'hird, king of Great Britain, in vioknow_ when they hav enough. of anyt~mg t~at IS League. They hav a hall which they rent by the
lation of the principles of the British Constitution and of the
pleasm_g to their taste: Their appetites do? t be- year, adorned with mottoes, evergreens, and pictures. laws
of justice and humanity, hath by an accumulation of opcome _mtemperate, for It would destroy their sur- It proved too small, however, to contain the crowds pressions unparalleled in history excluded the inhabitants of
roundmg pleasure.
who came f1om far and near to do honor to the mem- this with the other colonies from his protection; and,
Dr. William Parker asks the question, "What is ory of Thomas Paine. .For seven sessions they came W BEREAs, He hath no regard to our numerous and dutiful
·
It .IS an e;ctra_?t m
. the pro- and went, and feasted on the mental' pabulum pro- petitious for a redress of our complicated grievances, but hath
a lhl'~"A
co o · . . . pOison.
cess of distilhn~, b~t y~u c~n use It with s!).fety as a vided for them; and, best of all, the clergy came out lately purchased foreign troops to assist in enslaving us and
hath excited the savages of this country to carry on a war against
beverag~ by dilutmg It With water. Fusil oil ~s to hear aud sLowed their colors right bravely, ques- us, ancl also the neg1·oes to imbrue their hands in the blood of
more p01s_onous a~d dangerou~, but we _d~ not use It tioning and replying to the disciples of the new dis- their master~ in a manner unpracticed by civilized nations
when we mdulge m str?ug drm~ when It IS pure and pensation. Altogether, the Linesville celebration waa and hath lately insulted our calamities by declaring that h~
_
?-nadulterated.. ~ure hquor, wlien mode~·ately used, a success, financially as well as otherwise; and the will show us no mercy until he hath reduced us, etc., etc.
lS a better zned1c1n for the human or IUnmal system energetic and efficient officers and members of that
This declaration has the. sentiments of Thomas
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Paine in his "Crisi~" N ~· 1., wr~ttenbefore 'l'~omas
Jefferson arrived m Phrladelph1a from Montrcello.
I hav copied this from the records now in Carpenter's Hall.
·
The name' of Thomas Paine should be dear; to
every true American for the interest he took in the
year 1776, and I hope it will be famed in the annals.
of history to the end of /time for his establishing
upon a lasting foundation the liberty of one quarter
of the globe from oppression, and that it may'be
transmitted inviolate to our posterity.
P~itadelphia, Feb. 7, 1881.
E. HASKELL.

outside world, this government. called the United It's a lie, and you ought to know it is, so, now; but if
States being their agent.
.
·
you won't print any more of them well pray for you.
Now would it not be monstrous if this agent shall Now please be good, and remember that God might
by cautions, slow, crafty intrusions and usurpations strike you with lightning. Yours for the love of
become the absolute master of the whole, trampl-ing Jesus.
Mrss SuSAN TUTTLE.
the Constitution that created it under foot, and conquering by force or guile every state and binding all
A Word to Liberal Liberals.
togethet· into one adamantin consolidation?
DEAR
FRIENDS:
The old veteran Freethinker, DanIt were 'easy to show that sfich a Union cannot last
without war and military despotism. Power consol- iel Tuttle, of Poplar, Crawford county, Ohio, has
idated over a continent striven for by t.wo parties sent me some of his .Divinity Physicians, which I
must grow absolute. But power scattered, directed would like to sell for him. These papers, though
among forty or fifty .small states, though it keep up printed nearly thirty years ago, are as bold and out'rhe Reason Why.
a constant fermeut and agitation, with occasional spoken as •our darling TRUTH SEEKER, and are cpock
explosions and petty- wars, tends more and more to full of fire, vim, and energy. They are umque,.
sharp, and witty. Printed. when su~h utteranc~s
132 WEs'r MAIN S1'REET,
l
equality and democracy.
·
RocrrES1'ER, N.Y., Fe)J. 11, 1881. 5
This last statement is an axiom with historiogra- wer~ far more damaging to the reputatiOn and busiHoN. ELIZUR Wmmrr, PRES. N. L. h, IJea1' Sir: I am h
H
ness prospects of the speaker than they now are,
OLT.
instructed by the Liberal League of Rochester .to write to you P ers.
they are worth preserving as sacred mementos of
and- ask you why the League Notes are published in an obscure paper of irregular pniJlie~ttion, one not extcnsivly read, Sacred Scriptures Revised and Boiled .Down. the brave pioneer who blazed a way for our beloved
papers to pleasantly travel in.
insteml of in a pttp~r like 'l'nE TRUTH SEEKER that is very generFriend Tuttle and his wife are very old and rheually read among Liberals tbroughout the eonntry; and also to
ExoRDIUlii.-Liberally educated in all the theologrequest you to answer through 'l'rrE 'l'Itu'l'H SEEKE!t. I bav ical isms of. the past, and having made the sublime matill. He can barely hobble from his chair to the
not yom particulttl" address, sol send this in care of the Inves- discovery that the sacred scriptures, graciouslyvonch. bed and I hope all who can will send ten cents or
tigato1·.
llespcctfully yoms,
A. ~- TILDEN,
sa fed by the learned council of the ''most high and mo;e for
copy or two of his Physician, so that I
::icc. It. L. L. -mighty Prince James, kiug of Great Britain, France, may, ere long, gladden his heart with a nice little
To THE EDITOR OF 'l'rrE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I and Ireland," is behind the age, we patriotically sum of "the needful."
hav received the above letter from an auxiliary resolve our honorable self into an ecclesiastical connYours expectantly,
EunNA D. SLENKER.
Liberal League, and wish to say through your col- cil, and with much pious labor, care, and diligence
Sno'wville, Va.
umns, in answer to it, that I hav always supposed bring forth the following:
THE . TRUTH SEEKER has published all "League
OLD 'l'ESTAMENT.-Fond parents, wishing to estabOld Jupiter.
Notes." The Executiv Committee has ardently lish a colony in a new country, clear a spot, plant it
Under
the
above
heading, in your issue of Jan. 29,
wished to reach people beyond the subscription list with trees, and make it like a garden. They put two
1881;
D.
Higbee,
M.D.,
of Burton, Mich., informs us
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, out has not had the funds to of their children there, one of each persuasionbuy copies of that able and voluminous journal for mere youths they were-and say to them: "You see that "Pike's Peak and :Mt. Walker hav recently burst
any extensi v gratuitous distribution. It must, if it we hav given you all the needfuls for horticultural forth in volcanic flames." The a hove information
would not run hopelessly in debt, either print the purposes a_nd an instrument of a tho':lsand string.s. greatly surprised me, and were ~ not livi?g daily
almost in sight of Pike's Peak I mrght possrbly hav
League Notes itself or employ some small journal When arnved at mature age, once m twenty-srx
believed it.
publishing them to furnish extra copies. The latter moons, when you hav a telegram from us, with anIn justice to the old Pea~, who, since 1805, when
was found to be the cheaper method.
thems of adoration and praise, you may touch the
discovered by Lieutenant Prke, and ascended by Dr.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
chords of that instrument and we will send you a James has borne an enviable reputation for peace
little a11gel, and thus shall your number be increased and sdbriety, as he has for mill~ons of years, allowuntil yon become a great nation. But see that you ing the rocks to testify, I feel rt my duty to correct •
Wl.at of State Rights~
make no unhallowed use of the instrument. This
Owing to the fact that the secessionists organized shall be the test of your integrity, your wo:cthiness Dr. Higbee's statement in regard to the oldest
and fought against the Union under a banner whose to receive the rich blessings we hav in store for known and fourth highest peak in the state, being
14 336 feet above sea level. There are few or no
chief motto was state rights, a great many peopie you."
cl~ar evidences of a volcanic origin to be found in
habitually confound the idea of state rights with
'Visdom is not a birthright inheritance. It is a any of the mountains of Colorado. As to Mt. Walker,
the doctrins of secession and rebellion. This is plant of slow growth, sometimes through sufferin~.
it was not given in the geographies when I went to
really a great misfortune, for ours is a Government
Itching curiosity to try the chords of t~e mysteri- school, and I cannot help sus~ecting he m~ans ~t.
under a Constitution that is strictly a state rights ous instrument drew the youthful colomsts mto a
Baker in Washington 'l'er:, whrch al~ know rs now ~n
document.
youthful indiscretion. ·They see the blunder, they
The centralizing consolidatiouist is as much in feel it. He tries to lay it on her. Bad chivalry a state of eruption. I thmk Dr. Hrgbee equally m
error when he says in speaking of Prof. 'rice's weather
error as was the rebellious secessionist. Hamilton, that. She lays it to turtiwn quid.
forecasts "These weather predictions are based on
who of all the men of the revolutionary war days
They do hav an accession, and say, " We hav gotwas most in favor of a consolidated Union and op- ten a man from the Lord." The sequel demonstrates astronoU:ical facts and are as positiv and certai? as
posed to extreme state rights doctrins, has left on that they hav gotten him too far from the Lord the revolution of planets," etc. It must be admrtted
that some of Prof. 'rice's predictions rn·ove true, but
record this expression, "The liberties of the people entirely.
far less I think, than those of Prof. Richard Mansill,
will survive or perish with the rights of ~he states."
This youthful indiscretion demoralizes the c?lony,
The United States Supreme Court has declared that and now the question arises, How shall humamty be of Rock Island, Ill., whose theory is that the disturbthe rights of the states are as clearly defined by the cleaned up? the church, the Rev., the clergy be ing influence of the perihelion and aphelion passages
of the planets and the longitudinal conjunction of
Constitution; and are set off by boundaries as unmis- cleaned np?
these
bodies is the true natural base and cause of our
takable, as the physical bounds that divide state
NEw TESTAMEN'r.-Holy eternal parents plant a worst meteoric agitations. I would ask Dr. Higbee
from state.
·
second eolony like unto the first; same outfit, just to compare the two and report ~ext year, and I will
[N. B.-Decision not yet overruled.]
this slight variation in the instructions: "The use,
The states hav sovereign and absolute rights. the sole and only use, of the harp of .a thousand do the same. Yours for correctiOn, ·
.Denver, Gol., Feb. 11th.
IRA A. ScOTT.
We select for illustration a subject that no one will strings is to be _le~ alone, not meddled w~th, .manner
dispute and all can comprehend. Every state is en- nor shape. Tins rs the test of your asp_rratwn and
[Fran• the Boston Investigatm·.J
titled to two U. S. Senators in Congress. Suppose self-control, your fitness for the manswns of our
.Freedom
Above All Things Else.
that the great states of New York, Pennsylvania, eternal brightness."
and Ohio, with their milli<:ms of population, should
Onr
esteemed
friend
and co-worker, J. S. Verity:,
This second enterprise is a success. Now are the
prevail on Congress to declare that Delaware, "new heavens," so long existing in prophecy only, in the' Investiqator, truly says:
with its very few thousand inhabitants, shall not hav being actualized in this our day.
"\Ve hav two seceding organizations from the
two senators. Here is a state right like many other
The "new earth, wherein dwelleth righteousness," League on account of favoring repeal of Comstock's
similar state rights provided for by the Constitution. is forthcoming. It will furnish better material for laws-one by Abbot & Co., at. Syracuse? an~ the
Had Delaware but one thousand people and New the "new heavens" than is now lying about loose.
other by Ingersoll & Co., ~t Chrcago. ~t _rs evrdent
York a hundred millions, still, in the great law-mak.Jn the "new earth" children can be born in good from this that there is a drfference of opmwn among
ing branch of this govemment, Delaware is the shape, physically and mentally, no prenatal no~· sub- Liberals on this question; but if offense come of our
equal of New York, and one thousand people, equal sequent insult nor abuse; no lack of t_he affectiOns. difference of opinion, it is better that the offense
to two hundred voters, hav as much power as a
PERORATION.-To all who make scnptures, expect- come than that the truth should be concealed. What
hundred million, equal to twenty million voters. ing others to read, we re~pectfnll.y suggest: ~Va_it till is the League good for if it can't defend free speech?
Not all the power of this government could deprive yon are sureyou hav an rdea, au Idea that wrllmter- Shall we follow the example of Green, back down
these two hundred voters of this right, except by a est somebody besides your o:wn ~ear self. vVhen and turn around, and thus acknowledge that Comsto_?k
force as unlawful as that by which the highway rob- sure you hav an idea, put that rdea m the fe\~est po_s- and Abbot are right, that fre~ speec~ and free mar~s
ber takes from his victim his plunder. Now the one si ble words; put the words together mechamcally m are wrong'! Let us g? f?r. hberty first and or&"amwho denies the state rights doctrin simply declares pursuance of the laws of language. Let your sen- zation second. In a Chrrstran government, Infidels
this right to two senators could be taken legally from tences be short; don't send your reader away back hav no rights that Christians are bound to re~pect!
They hav organized a society for the s':lppressiO!l of
Delaware. This is but one instance out of many to hunt for your nominativ or antecedent.
that can be cited.
In this fast age, with such deluge of would-be vice, meaning thereby the suppr_esswn of free
Here is the fact: thirteen states originally created reading· matter, if writers woul~ ha v read~~·s, t?ey thought and free speech, when exercrsed by ~nfidels,
a fourteenth power to do for them what was incon- muso write not wholly for thcrr own edrticatwn. Atheists Spiritualists, Freelovers; and Lrberals.
Shall we' allow. the churches to tell us what is. moral and
venient and costly for each to do for itself. Instead Nothing personal intended.
PHENTrss.
of having thirteen ministers to each foreign power,
P. S.-TIWTH SEEKEU types arc set with peer;ess what is immoral, what is decent and whatrs.obscen~?
vVe might as well ask them to tell us what ~~ true m
thirteen different supreme governments, thirteen fidelity. Amen.
l ·
religion. They sen.t Abner !{neeland to pn_son f_m:
armies, supreme courts, etc., one would suffice for the
blasphemy for denymg the exrstence of thetr rmagmwhole; therefore let a fourteenth power be called
Babcock Ghost llook.
ary God, Heywood to prison for circulating ~hat
into being as agent for all the others. The rights,
powers, and duties of this agent, this "fourteenth
:MR. BENNETT: How dare you print s~10h an awful they call 3:n immoral an~ obscene book. What diffe~
power, are set down in the d(lcument known as the book as that book on ghosts r I've read rt, and would ence does 1t make to Lrberals whether they call rt
Constitution. By agreement made at the time, other hav thrown it in the fire if it hadn't been borrowe?. blasphemy or obscenity? It i~ persecut~on, oppre~
states or communities in the world might come into Tar and feathers are too good for a man that wrll sion, tyranny, all the same. It rs the demal of mans
this agreement. The thirteen did not aU at· first print such an awful book o~ 1.res .' 1·res.' rres·' .B nt most sacred right-the right of free spe.ech ; yet
come into it, but several remained out and came iu Mr. Bennett, if yon won't prmt any more our socrety these inconsistent tyrant are themselvs cn·culatmg
one after another. They came in just 1is Canada, of Christian women will pray for you. Babcock the Bible, a book far more obscene than the boo~
'
Mexico, Brazil, Japan, and Great Britain might yet keL·ps selling them and say::; it is the L_est book he proscribed."
enter it, to wit, as sovereign states, binding thcm- ever wrote or saw and that every word rs true. Oh,
FOlt good readin~·and much valuable information
selvs forever, under the terms of the Constitution, oh, what a liar ! ' He calls it "The ?host of. St.

a

in one accord, to act as one nation before the whole Johns," and says it Q~·shadowed a gu·l one t1me. send fol' Bradlaugh s

~i s~culal'

Almanac." 25 conts.
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EuREKA, Wis.,'·Feb. 11, 1880.
MR. EDITOR: I see much in your paper of late about
your taking a trip around the world. But it seems
to me that before much is said or done in that direction a certain little woman should be consulted and
see what she says about it. It is true that she has
dispensed with your society a good deal for the last
two years, and she may hav got so used to it that she
can get aloug very well without you. H so, all right;
go ahead. With her consent, you may count on me
for five dollars; also my brother J. M. authorizes me
to pledge him for a "V."
Yours truly,
E. B. RoUNDS.
0

tumble this year, we won't get them, won't need
them, nor the five dollars either, so there won't be
any loss.
Now, Liberal:;, come forward. This is the year of
grace. So let us reap a good harvest out of the fulness of D. M. Bennett's brain. Do not ~iss the
dumce. You may never hav suoh an opportunity
ag-ain.
.
Your letters from abrond were very interesting,
an·• it seemed, when rending them, as if I were actually with you and seeing things with my own eyes,
your accounts were su vivid.
I like the new dress much better than the old,
and the paper comes full or truth and sparkling
thought from beginning to end.
T. B. Wakeman's lessons are very instructiv, and
Mr. Chainey on "The Clergy" was simply grand ..
I believe every word he uttered is truth. I sometimes go to church myself, and the thuught runs
through my cranium when I see the dominie in the
pulpit, What great and miuhtv truth will he propounll to-day? But alas I When he gets wound up
and set going I can hear the same old pass-words I
heard years ago when I belonged to the craft. The
same tone, the same appeal to the heart and pocket,
and the same talk about the slothfulness of Christians, and Jesus Christ nnd him crucified, and the joy
and peace Christians enjoy.
When will they cetise dealing out such slop at these
gospel shops? I hope to liv to see the day when
people will hav more respect for themselvs than to
listen to such nonsense.
·
" We want no counsel from the priest,

MISTHER EDITOR: I hav read in your cowardly paper
letthers from English, Dutch, nnd nagers, but niver
before hav I heard of an Irishman. I am an intili·
gent gintleman, and I am a goin' to rason ye out of
bein' agi11st God.
In the first place, what d'ye 'spose that God thinks
of yees that ye don't love him? Faith, nowIse bringin' some of yees to tl1e pint. D'ye bleave there iver
was a Captiu-Gineral George Washington of Amerikv? 'fhen, faitll and bedad, if ye do you must bleave
that Christ did li v and tllat God did begit him. By
the holy horrors of Gotham,. ye can ni rer stand •P
under such argumentation HS this.
Be jabbl'fs, if I had $5 you would find it inclosed
for the purpose of sendin' you around the the world
to thfl divil and gone. Yes, I WJuld giv my whole
No bishop's crook or gown;
farm if I had one to git ye away from that TRUTH
No sanctimonious righteousness,
SEEKER. Tt1en might all the bloodv murther accidents
No cmse, or godly frown."
befall ye for all I'd care, "goat" that. ye are.
Fraternally thine,
A. F. THoMSoN.
TIMOTHY McFLAERTY.
P.S.-By me soul, the Holy Ghost 'tas been workin'
CARBONDALE, KAN., Jan. 23, 1881.
on me a!l tile time, I forgot to say that I am helpln'
·D. M. BENNETT: Count me one that will giv $6 to
God along in his business.
send you around the world on the terms you offer.
T. McFLAERTY, GoD & Co.
A.nd now right here allow me to suggest that the title
of the book be so chosen that canvussers can avoid
GALENA, ILL .. Jan. 24, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: My subscritJtlon ran out Jan. 1st, and the general prejudice against Infidel works. While
I see you puq)ose a trip around the world. I think that course will not deter any friend from subscribing
it a good thing, and you must put me down for $5. for the book, it will put our Liberal literature in the
f0r I am well pleased with your last book of travel. hands of many prejudiced Christians.
Yours for truth,
W .BROWN.
Send me a postal card when you will be ready; and
I will send you a check on New York for $8, three
JoRDAN VALLEY, O:a., Jan. 29, 1881. ·
for the paper and the remainder for the books.
1\I:a. BENNETT: Put me down as one of the three
W. ENNOR.
hundred to giv tl ve dollars for your trip around the
world. Since I read your letters ft·om Europe I conRocHESTER, MICH., Feb. 22, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: PleaEe count me in for $5 for the cir- sider the money will be well invested.
I am sixteen years of age, and I ha.v read your
cumnavigation of the planet, and let me hav a book
paper for nearly two years. I think it its the best
comprehending what a pair of Infidel eyes hav seen
Liberal paper in the world, and I hope three hunby the way. Perhaps a true statement in regard to
dred of its subscribers will decide to send you five
t.hose old, moss-back, oriental regions was never more
dollars each for your trip, and to show Comstock
needed than just about the present time. Money & Co. what the Infidels can do.
forthgoing when called for. Yours for life,
Respectfully yours,
WM. R. KING.
c. H. GREENE.
HICKORY GRovE, KY., Jan. 22, 1881.
PICTURE RocKs, PA., Feb. 14, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: I see by yom· issue of January
MR. EDITOR: I want you to add my name to the list 1st there are several subscribing to the fund to send
for your trip around the world. Will send you $5 you around the world; an<l as I am a boy sixteen
when you think you hav enough names to warrant years of nge, and wish to learn something of the
you in the under.aking. I hav read some of your let· history of the world, I hav concluded to· send you
ters of travel in Europe. I consider them just grand. $5 H you make the trip. Your money will be ready
Yours for more light,
IRA SMITH.
when desired. I am inclined to cling to the Liberals, and will do anything in my power to uphold
FoRT FAIRFIELD, ME., Feb. 4,1881.
Yours truly,
C. H. MooRE.
MR. EDITOR: I suppose when you look over your list them.
of delinquents you think it hard for professed. LibGENESEo, ILL., Feb. 11, 1881.
erals to keep you out of your pay so long, but I beFRIEND BENNETT: I will l>ledge myself to take a
lieve the majority feel as bad about it as you do. I copy of the book you may write on the tour you prohandle a goou deal of money in the course of a year pose to make around the word, but I am not in a
and hav a good many ways for it, and hav to wait till 1\nanclal way to advance the money.
every one's turn comes around, but yont s is sure to
I hav read the writings of ministers who hav travcome around as long as you print THE TRUTH BEEKER. I
eled in Palestine and the Holy Land, but their accan't do without it as long as I can get the money to
counts did not exactly suit me. I once heard a lecpay for it, so you can reckon on me as a liffl subscriber. rurer, a minister of the gospel, who had been in tile
I hav been reading about your trip arollnd the world.
Holy Land, explain how Samson of the Bible legend
I want you to go, although I shall worry about you all
could catch so muny foxes in one night. He said
the time you are gone, as every Liberal will. It is a
there were a great many foxes thet·e now, and all one
long and perilous journey. We want you to liv a half
would hav to do would be to hang up a piece of meat
century at least to giv these Christian bigots h -1. I
in the yard that surrounds the house and the foxes
think by that time they will be wiped out. You can would come in the yard after the meat. When there
reckon on me for $5, so notify me when the time was a sufficient number in just clo~e the gate and
comes. .
F. GRANT.
there you had them like so many sheep.
You see it is a nice story for Sunday-school chilBAsco, ILL., Jan. 22, 1881.
dren to believe, but it never would ''wash" with
MR. EDITOR: Take my name on your list for $5 for me.
the corning book of your travels around the world H H you do make the trip around the world, do not
you hav names enough to enable you to go.
omit visiting the Sandwich Islands, and let us know
Fraternally,
JOHN DIDIER.
just how the Christianizing influence obliterated the
ol"iginal inhabitants or nearly HO. There iH a chance
OwEN SoUND, ONT., CAN., Jan. 28, 1881.
to make a poi·nt that will tell against the foes of
DEAR. BENNETT: It is not otten I trouble you in this liberty, the Christians.
M. M. ALLEN.
way, thereforil I take the liberty to address a few
~
remarks fur 'l'nE TRUTH SEEKER, my idol. In the first
DENVER, IowA, Feb. 5, 1881. ·
place I want to than!{ 1\lr. Coleman for 1 he idea of
FRIEND BENNETT: I don't wonder so many are callsendin~ you aro1nd the world in search of truth. ing ont for you to go "around the world." They reWe want something we can rely on. We can't take member your letters from Europe. But you hav
Christian history 1or trutl1, fur a Rev. ·Dr. Manning never yet been paid for all the outlay and toil they
asserts in effect that if hbtory won 'L teach what the cost you. I fear it may bo thus in your circumnavichurch wants it to teach it must I.Je made to teal.!h it. gation project. You hav arrived at a point in which
'fh,t'::; splendid, but so it is.
,
perhaps !•rudence would require that you Jay aside a
Now you can put me down for a "V" for that trip, little of your honest em·nings for a coming wet day.
to be pai<.! in when calle<.! upon. I want those vul· We, your frieuds, can benefit you far more pecunia-'
umes for my chlldrun to read when they grow big rily by buying $5.00 worth or those many books alenouw:u to read. But should thl..e old globe take a ready published than by inducing you to go to great
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expense and trouble to publish another for t5.00, and
perhaps loee by it. I don't want you to go. We ne~d
you here, and will need you still more in the future.
When you are on the point or embarking, if I can
raise the amount, I will giv you $5 not to go. When
thunder-storms arise, and great men become little
by forsaking their principles, to which they never re•
turn, WQ need such svirits' as you, Wakeman, Pillsbury, Leland, Wt·ight,' and Lucy. Colman, that the
Ltbern.l ship shall ride steadily on her way:
Our Paine celebration was a grand success. About
eight hundred were in attendance at the Overa House
in Waverly. We were disappointed in speaker& from
abroad, but everything passsd otl' very pleasantly,
the dance continuing till abOut 2 o'clock Sunday
morning.
Yours for the right,
M. FARRINGTON,
ALTOONA, PA., Feb.' 1, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: The 144th birthday of the author-hero,
Thomas Paine, is past and gone. In this bigoted
orthodox city there are but few who hav the manhood to praise his name; but few who hav the courage to do him honor.
There are some persons here who call themselvs
Freethinkers, but most of them, being in bu,.,lness,
are afraid to speak their honest thought. But
we ha.v a few that dare to speak out boldly and
freely and defy the teacbiugs of the church and the
warnings of hell-fire-and-lJrimstone preachers.
On the evening of Jan. 29th a few of us met at a
private house to ce1ebrate the birthday and venerate
the memory of him who said, "The world is my
country. to do good my religion."
The time was spent very pleasantly, and upon returning to our homes and partaking of " nature's
sweet restorer, balmy sleep," we awoke without seeing
ghosts, hobgob I ins, giants, and such like as are pictured in the "Pilgrim's Progress," whose author sit1
in heaven with the holy angels and looks down upon
the form of Thomas Paine roasting in hell for writing the ''Age of Reason," a lJOok that a certain
bishop said made skeptics by the thousand. In this
city the church is very powerful. E\·ery Sabbath
morning seventeen clergyman endeavor to tea(•h a
weary people how to die while they ought to teach
them how to liv. They warn the Freethinkers or
their approaching fate unless they repent, and now
and then endeavor to tell tile people that Col. Ingersoll's Infidelity is weakening because he shed tears
of sorrow at the grave of his loving brother. A few
weeks a~o a Lutheran preacher delivered a sermon
to a large .congregation, his subject being, "'fhe
Dying Saint and the Dying Sinner," and it is said
that there was not a perso•: but that shed tears in
all that vast assemblage. He dwelt chiefly upon the
agonies of hell and tile happiness of heaven, of the
death-bed of the sinner and the death-bed of the saint.
What cruel ideas those are to impress upon the
minds of little children I What terrors they must
bring to the ignorant and credulous! -Let us then as
Freethinkers I.Je free to utter our honest convictions,
be free to stand firm upon the eternal rock of truth.
Christianity must fall. Its foundations are giving
way already. Its idols are tumbling to the ground.
Let Infidelity advance. It is the lighthouse to the
wrecked and ruined mariners or superstition. It is
the foe of orthodoxy, but the friend of man. It was
the I{Uiding star of hope to Voltaire, the glittering
sword of reason to Thomas Paine. It was the forerunner of liberty in the past, the mesRenger of truth
at the present, and the only road to happiness in the
future.
M. T. BuRNS.
BozEMAN, M. T., Jan. 26, 1881.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: I met with another unghostly
emblem of inspiration the other day in the shape of
a new subscriber. I say '' unghostly" because my
ef!ort was not insJ•ired by a ghost or any of the family.
I say "inspiration" for·the reason that it was through
a sense of duty that the ef!ort was made. You will
receive the mite, not alone as an evidence of appreciation, bu~ also an indication of my faith that the real
essential to the success of your battle against the
itosts of suverstition depends on aid of this character.
It is apparent to every one at this age that
the printing-press is a host within itself. Yet for
necessary vitality it must hav pecuniary aid in the
shape of punctually-paid patronage. When a rel!gous paper goes down we conjecture that there is an
indication of absence or patronage, a falling oft of
membership, a decline or power, the powder wet and
a ... battery spiked." Therefore I say let us all come
to the front and make our press a monument to our
cause. There is no better way of showing our strength
and thereby influencing the tone of the entire secular press or our country.
I like much to read the many interesting and instructlv communications to your paper. And while
those of a C(mgrat ulatory character are well enongh,
I must confess that to me it would seem that their
intrinsic excellence might hav been greatly augmented had they contained the· name of some new
.;ubscriber and the much-needed three dollars. But
I presume circumstances rendered it impossible,
therefore contentment prevails. My motto is, Material,
practical, substantial, and pet·manent ald. This is
what you need, what you want, and what you should
huT. It is marrow, bone, and muscle.
I hav a forebodin~ that there 1s too much borrow.
ing and loaning THE TRUTH 'BEEKER. And to a poor
Western mortal. it seems much like cheating the edl·
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tor ltke receiving " cities for which we labored not."
Tb~ reason I speak of It is that I aee much of it done
het·e, and apjlrehend that it Is done_ el,;ewhere. In
some localities one subscriber furnishes the paper for
tile neighborhood. This givs the ed!tot· no show, ot·
at least ct slender one. And I can't conceive that it
is morally right. H this tP.rritory Is a criterion for
the whole country, no doubt you _bav from five to
ten regular readers to each subscriber. To me this
8 eems like a starving-out process. At the same time
policy would dictate that it should be loaned judioiously, as this would induce subscription,
Please don't think that I wish to dictate. What I
hav seen here seems so much like thoughtless injustice to you that I could not withhold dropping a word
f
ti
h t
d
t b·
or two b y way o SuRges on t a we · o no orrow
quite so much, support our paper better, and prove
out· faith by our works.
Therefore please find inclosed ~ for this new subscriber. As I reslue fourteen miles from tlte postoffice, .I indull.re iu the hope that I may find mvre
subscribers before reaclllng it. We are having orthodux weather now, which means severe. The thermometer stood 38 below zero thl's morning.
Truly yours,
THOS. BuR:a:.
P.S.-As I expected, on my way Llere to the postoffice I coliPcted mon~y for three other new sub•crlbera to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
T. B.
[We thank our frienrl for his effort in behalf of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. He is entirely correct in his views
about the necessity for material aid to keep it running. Fur this purpose a hundred .dollars in money
will go much farther ln paying expenses than a thousand dollars iu sympathy. He is quite correct, too,
in thinking that every reader of the paper ought to
be willing to pay tor it. It is no advantage to any
publisher for thousands to read his paper without
helping to keep it up. Deadheads make poor truth
seekers. Every person who reads it regularly ought
to feel morally bound to help pay its expenses.-ED.
· T. B.)
LIBERTY, KA.N., Jan. 31, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: You and I are in the minotity on
the drink question, as all except F. J. Emary pitched
Into you because you took a glass of wine. I wish
to tell you that you are not alone,· even though the
other side does all the talking. I would like to ask
those who are throwing !!tones if they are perfect
themselvs. Don't they drink strong tea or coffee,
which, I am told by medical men, are nearly it not
quite as bad as wine and beer, or perhaps use tobacco till they are as dry .as a nutmeg? M. L.
Bonnel says she believes "we are each one our
brother's keeper." So doubtless did the churt:h
when ·she tortut·ed and burnt the heret~c~ that they
might not lead other souls to hell.
Now I protest against any one governing my
stomach, and I do not claim any right to tell any
one what he shall eat or drink, or what he shall not.
I know that this Is done. It has just been done in
thh state by a little more than half telling the lesser
halt that they cannot buy or sell or make.
Because some make drunkards of thomselvs, therefore no one shall ha.v any kind of liquors. Would
it not be about as reasonable to prohibit the manufacture and sale of powder, laudanum, poil!!on, etc.,
because &ome people kill themselvs with these
things? I am told we average eighty suicidt>s per
day in the United States. Allowing that alcohol is
the greatest curse, when you hav done away with
that, will not something else be the greatest curse
then? Then the question is, Where are you going
to stop?
Slusder says alcohol Is a poison, and that human
experience has so demonstrated. Then in case of
the bite of a ratttlesnake, does it take one poison to
cure another? Now it polson could cure poison, how
is it that whisky is about the only thing known that
will cure the bite of a. poisonous snake? I wonder
if some of you who are so willing to 11revent the 1ale
of whisky would not cbauge your mind just a little
if you were bitten by a snalce and a friend had rode
thirty miles to the nearest town where whisky could
be had and you were told that it was against the law
to sell it and the doctor could do nothing for you
without it.!
I hav known just such an occurrence right here.
A man got some whisky from another who did not
obl'y fanatics, but not in time to save his life.
What I .object to is that these people are trying
to compel total abstinence. It may be better to abstain, then to try to convince us of the fact; but when
YOil try to force us, a. thing which we believe you
haT no right to do, we rebel.
As whisky is poison, and is made from grain, is
not the grain poison? If It Is turned t'o polson in
the aot of fermentation, does it get the polson from
the air? If not, where does it get it?
·
People can be fanatic on other subjects besides rellglon. No one must prevent them from thinking, but
they seem perfectly willing to govern othet· stomachs.
I believe education is desirable, but I do not believe iu forcing it down any one's throat. I know
that Is where I difr~r with a great many; ln fact, I
am in favor of frEedom in more than rPllg-ion.
Yours for freedom,
J. E; HoLMEs.
1

liM.~:

NBWBtJRY, M!ss., Feb. S, 1881.

I tender you all ttle congratulations

!0" lun' reOltfftd

GD

your

Ncaf-

froiD the olutCJhH

of bigotry, and the execrations heaped upon vonr
perseoutorl I ·wonld multiply ten thousand times.
Yom· reception iu Europe was the fitting comple·
ment or the indignities yon received het·e at tile
hands of the church.
Most respectfully,
NATHANIEL LITTLE, Jr.
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This answer being true,
But they're not proper judges

Of what they neYer knew.

E. W.A..

DE~VER, CoL., Feb. 2. 1881.
MR. EDITOR: In your i:;sne or J;Lll~ 29, 1881, Jllhn
S. Wnlker, in a lung-, lauored, say-notlllng arli(}.le,
attempts to sum up wh,Lt he tue<~nt to bav
SOLEBURY. PA., Dec. 25, 1880.
FRIEND BENNETT: Permit me, If you please, again said as follows, "I lay it down that r~ason and
to ventilate some of my desultory thoughts in your science prove that there can be no annihilation of
any real being or actual entity." Arte;: making this
highly valuable paper.
positiv assertion he turns squarely around in the next
In as few words as possible,
11enten('e and says that death annihilates all. Will
I'll try the truth to hit,
Mr. Walker try and harmonize his thoughts before
As brevity of speech I hold
To be the soul of wit.
he throws them at a thinking public?
'
May Liberals all united be,
Yours truly,
HuGo PREYER.
And may their numbers swell
To banish priestly rule,
CAMBRIA l\IILLS, MroH., Jan. 24, 1881.
Their devil, and their hell.
FRIEND BENNETT: I send you one dollar to renew
my subscription to your lJ<L[ler. I would like to send
May common sense be held at par,
you more, but I am not able. I am a life-subTo settle wayward strife,
scriber, aud I am seventy-two years ol'l. I bad
Ani! be to all the Bethlehem star,
rathet· go with one meal a day than do wir.lwnt the
The guiding star of life;
May all rejoice upon their way
paper.
HuGH VAN WERT.
The babe of truth to find,
Cradled in the soul of man,
RocK FALLS, ILL., Feb, 15, 1881.
Of man's immortal mind.
FRIEND BENNETT: I see you make a favoraule notice
of l::learle':; "Old and New," printed in Morrison in
May all be free to utter thoughts
this county. I hav been acquainted with Mr. Searle
ln their peculiar way,
for many years. and know him to be a man wit b a
And not be guided by the priests,
Who onlv preach for pay j
iood soul, but like most of 1 he consdentious reformTheir waning light is fading
ers, is not appreciated. He is a vigorous \Vl'iter,
Upon the scroll of time,
either in ]10etry or prose. He has not mueh of this
As science rears its lofty head
world's gootls. Perse:2ution took from him a farm.
In every earthly clime.
He ever siuce has been counectecl with differ<"nt refotmatory papers. l commen•l him to the patronage
Their stale theology must die,
of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. 'l'uke his paper
Be buried with the past,
As greater light is coming,
a. year at fifLy cents. You willuot regret it.
To set them nll aghast.
Yours,
,V. E. LUKENS.
I take no credit to mvself,
As t.eing wise or good,
SPRING CITY, PA., Feb. 1, 1881.
I only state impre58iv views,
MR.
EDITOR:
We
had
quite an excitement here the
As they impress I should.
otller day. One of our hunorable, esteemec..l citizens
of this vlace had the miEfottune to lose his wire, who
.My theoretic theol't'm of all nature broad,
11assed to the spirit world. Dudug the excitement
A..nd one almighty, uni-rersal Science-God,
I will elucidate in langu11ge best I can,
and pre~1aration for burial one of our young lu.dy
To bleet conception in the mind of man.
Methodist conYerts who had access to the house went
. I'n studied deep the root of all to find
through the bureau and stole the dead v;oman 's wedThe greatest puzzle to the human mind,
ding
ring, seven rlollars in guld and silver, and a new
That which ever did exist in endless time,
coat valued at $15. Now this lamb L•f Jesus is bound
The mighty God o1 all, the Great Sublime t
to ap[•e<~r at court. Is not that splPnt.lirl for one of
God's children who would not read THE TRUTH SEEKER?
The prime original cause of all,
Di-rersity combined,
Your well wisher,
THOMAS WRIGHT.
The all of all of mRtter,
And all of all of mind
CLEVELAND, 0., Feb. 6. 1881.
Is one almig-hty force or power,
FRIEND BENNETT: We Hre told that there i& n•joicSusceptible of change,
i
h
h
1
From one condition to another,
ng in eaven over t e conver~ion of one s nner.
So wonderful and strange,
Be that ns it may, I am happy to herein send you
the name of a new subs~ribPr to THE TBUTH SEEKER,
All things are formed from the unseen,
a. gentleman or thought, c•clture, ability, and infiuence. Abom a year or more a.:o he chanced t.o meet
The fountain source of all,
Of all the things that may be seen,
the piont>er, Allo.'n Noe, and to see a number of THE
However great or small. ·
TRUTH SEEKtR, and the leaven of conversion has
Men may doubt it as they will,
wrought the ,, change of heart." Htl is a. Liberalist
But science wields the sway,
To prove that all of all is matter,
now, not only in sentiment, but witil purse ; he
Or power, I would say t
handed me three gold dolla<s to forward you as his
subscliption to THE TRUTH SEEKER. You may depend
John J. Woodward, in his "Analysis of the Human upon us as "seed sowers," for after reading the paMind," commenees thus: "Tllroughout the e111 ire pets we een'd them on their mission, and hope you,
realm of nature the naturalist finds but one substance with us, mny reap the harvest.
existing under a variety of forms, diverse modifiea.- S:nce living in this city I hav often attended
t.lons or modes of existence, anll that ·substance or church, and must say I am thoroughly disgusted with
entity is matter; and however subtle, ramified, im- the nothingness, the dry husks and sightless skeleperceptible, or invisible it is, yet ever subject to tons wilh which the mass are fed from the pultdt. We
certain laws, though its conditions are somP.times are astonished that educated, cullured men can stand
such as to be known by its effects only."
in the pulpit and sustain their enthusiasm with such
senseless trash. Rev. Chainey knows, and he says
Here the naturalist finds an end.
they "don't believe it themsel vs." Through all their.
He only sees the flower.
assumed zeal we see the ghost or a salary, yellowHe fails to grasp the all of alllegged chicl\ens, popularity, and soft, white bands .
.Ethereous f!Ubstance power.
Loving the truth most,
GuAOE L. PARKHURST.
If any think my Tif'ws are wrong,
Please show me where and how.
NoRTH YAMHILL, OR., Jan. 10, 1881.
Before the truth I humbly stand,
MR. BENNETT: Dear old m~Lrtyr for tllo cause of
Prepared to make my bow.
rlgbt, I t;ee by the paper that you are horne again.
CltUMBS OF THOUGHT.
I hope you llad a merry Cllristm tS among your
Crumbs of 'hought that come unsought,
many frienc..ls, and I wislt you a happy New Year.
Like waves upon the sea,
I ha. v very mueh enjoyed reading your very
• And
dash with fury on the shore,
interesting letters from Europe. Tiley are Vt!ry inDetermined to be free.
teresting to one like me, living away up in the mounIdeal thoughts, when t-lothed in word1,
tains of the Coast Range in Oregon.
Resemble nuts, I trowI liv ten miles from Nortlt Y<LtUhill, on the road
ThPir outer covering must be pie~
leading from the Willamette Valley over to the
Their inner truth to know.
coast at Tillamook, and still the paper finds me reg·
A question came to me of late,
Which I will answer here
ularly every week. We keep an accommodation
In a kind of friendly, jovial way,
house for traveler:> and pleasure-seekers. The mall
In languague plain and clear.
stops here. If in your next travels you should make
Ques.-What period of mundane life is the most, our coast a visit, come and stop a week with me and
enjoyably happy?
I will show yo.u trees from my door 250 to 300 feet
Ans.-I wonld say, Let the birds of the air expound high, and I w1U take you out on an elk. bunt and
the lesson. When they choose their ma.tes and build i toughen the mu~cles of your legs, and gtv you tha
their nests, may we not reasonably conclude then to 1 best water to d_rink, and the beat air to breathe, you
be the most enjoyably happy period of their lives?· ever had. Fnnts in Oregon are very plenty. There
B also with mankind.
are thousands of busltels of apples, pears, and plums
9
g-oing to waste every Yt>ar in the valley of the
When two loving souls unite,
Willamette. We hav only bPen here from grnssIn holy wedlock bonnd,
hoptler Kansas two years. We like it llere very
No happter period of their livet
01 uch.
On earth is ever found.
I hav calculated to spE'nd a week canvassing for
Then all the ,faculties of soul
In h:mnony do blend
the paper this winter; but owing to the pressure ot
To find congenial, loving ma~,
business, I am afraid I shall ha.v to giv it up. I
A more than common friend.
will send you a list of names or Freethinkers that
- . meiU _. ---.mtlfanv.
clo 11,011 take your paper.
Yours,
G. W. Salmi.
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Ballris, Queen of Sheba, aud Solo•
mon.
BY ALHAZA.

Xneel not, bright Balk!s, 'tis I that must worsblp.
Who shall inhale tbe rich balm of thy breath I
Dnr"k-eyed gazelle, every glance doth enrich me,
Charm me, with spells that are sweeter than
death.

Oh, go not wiwre 'tis a sin !
Nothing pays that yon can win.
The satldest song that's ever been
Is the cry, u I can't get out ugain !''
Of the Bottled Fly.

Special Notice from Bliss' Chi@f's
Band.

~6,

!noOKSSOLDBYD. H. BENNETT. DOOJ{S SOLD DY D. M. BENNETT.
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PUBL~CA'i'ION§

i!H§I!JlELLANEOUS RADJ:CAL \VORii:S,

0---.;-CHARLES

;BRAD·
LAUGH "\.1\'D MRS. BESANT.

Exeter n:nn. .A thcolofi!cal romance. •<one or the
~~st~;e~1~tt\~~~O~~~~~ccs of t lC day.''. Price, l?aper, 60

'i'h :> lili<•:tt.Boens ot'the Heath. By Wm. MeDon.
nell, aut!IUl' uf "Exeter Hall." IJricc, $1.50.
.t'am ily tJ•·ecds. By W1llhun blcDonnell, author or
' Exeter Hu1l."· Price, cloth, $1.21?; paper, 75 cents.
TWt.c Da[[ of Rest.• By Wm.l\1cDonncll. author or
;· EC~~ \~~· Hal,, "'T.l.lo Heathens of tho Heatll," etc~· Price.

Works by Cbarlc~> B•·adlaugb.
Freetitoiou<.ers' Text-bool~, .t•art I. Section
I.-The story autl origin of man ruJ told lly the Bible and
scieucc. Seetlun 11.-Whac Is rcliglou 1 How has It
grown'! Buuutl in cloth. Price, $f.
lutl>enduncnt of tile House ot· Bruns•
\\·ic.li:. 4U cents.
He•·csy ; lts Morallty and Utility. SO cents.
When \Weo•e Our Go10pels \Vritten 'l Reply
to Dr. Ti~clleutlor.f. 2LI cents.
. Crmnwcl.:l and \VItsllington. A contrast. 20c.
Jo'ive Deud l!Icn \Vlion1 l Jinew wJten Ltv•
ing·. Hobert Owen, Jvscpll .i\lttz:t:mn, Julu1 Stul\rt Mill,
Cna.l'les Sumner, and Lcdrnllolliu. 15 cents.

1\Ie, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, tire gr·ent
Wild mountain roe, let me drink of thy beauty;
l\Iedicin Chief from happy hunting grounds. He
say he lo\'e white chiefs and squaws. He travel
Thou hast rich spices and gold from the mine;
1
Lov'st thou no more thy pale gems from the
~~':c~~;ot~~~t ~~r~ '~~r~irf6e~o.Hffiu~~~a; ~i~~
ocean,
show him healing power·. lllnke sic:k people well.
Lioness, bounding from bowers like thine !
Where paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
right away. No wampum for three moon.
Say, dost thou pity the heart that"is breaking!
'£!tis spirit message was first published in "J\Iind
Bring'st thou from Yemen one hope or one song
and l\!atter,, J~muary 10, M. S. 32, With the Ull·
Breathing of faith or of love that Is holy?
nouncement that magnetized paper would be sent w~:~~~~~~~Je~?~. it 5~~~~~:lted, Who Bears It, and
Lean on my bosom and pour it along.
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
Jesn§, Shelley, antll!laltllus • .Aa essay on the
Brings't tbou a draught from a cool, sparkling to be healed, also to those that desired to be devel- populaLiun (!UC::>tiuu~ 10 cents.
fountain,
An<ci•ican Politics. 10 cents.
oped as spirit mediums, for three months for three
Life ot'Georg·e, I'rinceof\Vales. With recent
.A. haven of rest in the sand's burning sen?
three-cent stamps.. 'l'he three months closed with contr.J.stlri
and cmncltleuces. 1U cents:
Sad amid joy, at a feast I am starving;
the following result: 3,405 persons h:tv sent for the
The Land, the A•eople, an(l the Condng
Bathe my wan lips and bring calmness to me.
paper hy mail, one thousand persons ba v received Strug;~·1e. 10 cents.
ll.>ctd J~cprcsentaHon ot'the PeOJ>lc. 10 cts.
it at the office; and the hundreds of testimonials
I ha v all riches and wisdom ami splendor,
I 'lea H>r Atheisin. 10 ceuts.
that hav been received of its wonderful work in
Sobbing alone 'neath the wild midnight sky.
Ha!ii Nl~&n a !oioul? (New edition.) 10 cents
healing the sick aud developing mediums prove
Is there a heart that will love rue forever,
Life ol David. 10 cents.
.A.nd kiss from my lips the last breath when l die? that Red Cloud and Blackfoot lmv faithfully kept
Life of .Jacob. 5 cents.
promises. l<'rom Jmmary lOth, III. S. 32, to January
Life ofAbrahatn. 5 cents.
Paradise bird, thou hast notes that can ravish
lOth, 111. S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for this
Life of :l.i.oses. 5 cents.
Hearts that are sinking in misery's floocl;
paper, and thousmrds bav been benefited by it:<
Lit~ of J .anab. 5 ccuts.
Say, canst thou charm the foul stain from this use. '!'hat all nmy hav an OJ>pmtrrnity to t('st the
is t.ilei"C a. God? 5 cents.
purple,
Toa•yisnl h·on• 1770 to 1S79. 5 cents.
merits of the paper, the price for tile future will be
Dyed in an ocean of madness and blood!
Lette•· toAi:be•·t Etiward, Prince oflVales,
as follows: one sheet, postage paid, ten cents: OJ:i
.i'~r,~eHG.U.,!jOJll"Y. 5 CCUt8.
'
twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
Oh, what are greatness and glory and power,
\\'.by Do iii en St•n·,·c 'l 5 cents.
piece if you can. Address James A. Bliss, 713 SanTrembling in misery, shivering with fear· a!
{:;~t!:e•·t.y an<.! its Eti'eet upon tile People.
5
som street, Pltiladelphia, Pa.
Lord of the beggar, the outcast,' the homeless,
LaOox·~§ PI'ayer. 5 cents.
Monarch of poverty, ruin, and tears.

The Grapevine and Its Fruit.

0

A Proposition.

direct from my office, one sheet of "Blackfoot's"
BY ELLA A. BACON.
l\Iagnetized Paper, postage paid, every week for
Beneath my window the grapevine grows,
one month for forty cents; two months for seventy
Twining its tendrils here and there;
cents; three months for one dollar. Address, with
Through its crooked branches the sap that flows
amount mclosed, James .A.. Bliss, 713 Sansom st.,
:Bursts forth in young 'shoots green and tlowers Phil:ldelphia. Pn.
fair.

1

IH,.lOI'Y ot· the Connell of Nice, A. D. 1!25,
with a Lifo of Constantine tho Gt·cut, and a general exht..
~~~ft~rs~i M~on~!:~~~~~1c;~lljl~l~~:~$tl.l~ days of tllo early
.W:Ieroincs ol' F•·cetl•ought. <Jontalnlng Blo.
Sketches of Frccthougnt female writers. By
Mrs. 8ara A. Underwood; Price, $1.75.
'i'lte ,\.iH)m•ypbal New 'l'cstament. Being aU

graph_Ict~l

~~~ (f'l~1P~!~ 1~·~~8{~~~: cacnu'i~~}~csr t~~~~~su~t'bt1!~~~~~sa~tr~~
th~s. :11H! tl1cir
Te~.;ttunent

compn.nions, ami not included In the
by its couwners. Price, $1.25.

lfew

B~\\~~X,f~.~~ll~~~~~~- Ap;fg~;$f.~~~ for boys and girl&,
'l'~e

ll'rOJ>hct

o~

Naznrcth; or. A Critical In.

~~~~·r. oVl~oc;~~se ~ft~.f~~~t~~l~~~~~~n~c;~l~lii a~(~r~~~~~~ ~~X~

S. L. J>rlce, $4.
Ori~1n nnd lllicveloptncut of Re.:tglons
lth~as ltll:ltl BeJliefs, tlS twmlfcstcU iu history and seen
lly reason. By Morris .Einstein. l.Jricc, $1.
'l'bc liorau. A new Engllslr c~ltlon of tho Koran or
1

1

~~ \W~t~~~·~u~loa~:~1~~c ~ri~~~t~~~~~;~~~~~·ob~~~~o~~ri~r~r~·1g,~

un by hhnin Arabia. Price, $2.
'rhe Uiblc inlndin-Hindoo Orlglu of Hebrew and
Cllri:~tian Rovclation.
Tru.uslntcd from u Lo Dible dana
lnUe.'" By Louis Jucolliut~ Price, $2.
Tt'lUICC•Dynaanic Cure .By La Hoy Sunderland.
Price uf 'l'r;.mce, $1.50; Dymnntc Cure. $1.

nr!~~~ r~J~b~;~~!~~~~fs: ~yc!t~t~~~uPrl~~' ~6f~~~1~·~enfs~

}let per, 50 cents.
no.l>lc of Bibles; or, Twenty.Scscn Dl\'lnc Rcve-

\\rj;.o u·as Jlcsus"! 5ccnts.

I am prepared and will send to any one addresR.

1S81.

\\'hat J!Hd Jesus '!'each? 5 cents.
'.i'h.c 'ii'v.i·et,·e ...-~. postt(~s. 5 cents.
'~he ..:\.ttn.te~1ent. 5 cents.
A Jl.'ew \l'or<!s about tioe Devil. 5 cents.
'\\'et·e A<i:uu nuu ,;,;,·e ou.- .iFirst Ptu·ents 'l

~~~xl,~l~~· c~~~)l~;Ui~':fo~~ t(~~~cnr;;l~~n3f Oti~li~l.~r-~~~:~1!~ p~~~e~~
t~IH'l\,

hl'>tory, murals, religion, nud gcnC1'1d events. Also n.

-~;r~~A\~·lU~iliaa\~1 cn1~l~a~~~7{9n~f c~~~~,"lf~t~~f~:~a~l~~~(~~~~~

trias. By Kersey Gr•wes. Price ~.00.
\Vordd'" Sixteen Crnciftc(l S~tviors;
E•·•uil.augh"s Political Es§ays. Cloth. $1.
Oi', .;nrist.ia,nity Before Cl_1r!st. Contottutng new nnd start·
hug nwclatlous In rclig1uu~ hllitory, wtucll disclose the
ll!i':ti(Huu;.;·ll~s '.i'h-eolog'ical Estjays. Cloth. $1.
.i.·'i'\·;c J>cba.tes. Bct.\\.reen C.l3radlaugh and He\·.lJr. ui''C:lulurigin of nil the dr1ctrins, principles, precepts, and
miracles of the Christian New Testament. <tnd furnishing
Dc~ilt~e, l~cv. lJr. Harn~uu, Wm. Druwu, M.A., '1'l1om~
1
1
c'uup0l', auU Hcv. H. A . ..::i.I'uistrui:lg. 1u une Yl>l. Clutn. ~1.
~~~~/~~fn~nlg~k~~;t~~~
~1x tt~eri i:~~~dt:~~~~~~~~c~e~~~es~
On the :n~in~· of u God as ~in.ke1· ;.uut Go,·~ By l\.er::icy Graves. Price, $2.
Then the blossom and the young green fruit
Clt'li<.Ol' o.fl!.:tle fL1 :ni-.·e•·lic. A U1scus::,1vn wltll Tlluma.s
IEbl.c in the Uulnnec. A text-book for lnvestJ.
CUOlJCr. ;lO Ct.!llt::i.
Hang in tiny clusters from the vine;
gar.ur~. By Hcv. J. G. Fi~h. Price, $1.50.
"
ikn~ ?uUlU a ~·~Gal? A debate with Hcv .. ""illiam
. But I know that their flavor will not snit
\\' e::.r.erJy. 4U cent::..
Ol•L
'l'!neoi~:.-Y Turned lJt>siclc Down, or
FoR
FEBRUARY
CN
o.
4),
Till their hearts shall glow like the ruby wine.
Chr-istianity in Relation to I;'reet.houg· .... t, Ri~ht Side u I>· By Rev. T. ll. T;tylor, A; M. Cloth,
§JH.e,pliCiShi" H.J.Ul .l'allu. Hapliea tu t.lJ.ree ills- ;rL25; paper, $1,00.
So I leave them upon the straggling bough,
Organ of THE NATIONAL LIIlE!lAL LEAGUE cuur~c:s
lJy tile .i:Hsaup of .Pererourougu. :.!1.1ccnts.
:'l!o:!crn 'rhinkcrs: What they Think unci Why.
Drinking the sunshine, the dew, and air,
Uo:~, ~fian, and the Bible. A debate witll Rev·
By V. H. Denslow, LL.D. ~itll an iutl'oduction lly RoD·
(Double number, sixteen pages),
Dr. L.dlet:. :.!U.cents.
Till through each cluster true nature's plow
ert G- Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.50.
\'fuat does t:hristinn 'Ifheisn1 'I'ea.cb? A
Will contain the whole of the Address of the ")\ational
Shall work its wonderful mission there.
§n}>erstitiou in AU Ag·cs. Dy John Mesller.
Association for tile Becularization of the State," issued. deth; ·.: witll tllc Hcv. A. J. llc~rrbuu. :.!U cents.
.~_\ Huru.l.ll Catholic priest.
Price, clotll, $1.W; pupcr,
UJ the committee. B. F. Underwood,.R. C. Spencer, and
)3ut some will pluck ere the fruit is ripe,
I>< : • .il~eu.sonai>le to \\'orshij> Go(l? A de- ,._l.W.
Van Buren Denslow. Price,. 5 cents smglc; ti copies for batu Wlth Hcv. ~.A. Armstrong. 4u ceuLs •
.A.nd, tasting its acid, will frown and say,
,\.ntiqnity of Christ>anity. By John Al25 cents; 13 for 5U cents; 30 fur $1; lW for $3. Evei'Y
bc:-gcr. 12mo, 61 pp. Price, cloth, 5tJ cent.:~i paper, 25
"This fruit is evil, and we will wipe
~~~~~eseon~~~r ~ d~~~~ g~~~~~ut~r~il;~~~~tc~very Liberal
Wor1<s by l!ll·s ••<\.nnie Besant.
cents.
Its existence out of the world to-day."
Address
T. C. LELAND,
Frectllinli.:ers' 'i'ext-Eoo!L Pa•·t II. Sectlnn
Essays on ;,nnd, Jintter, Forces, Tbeol·
201 East'71st St., N.Y.
3t8
Sec . .N. L. L.
I.-Evidences of ChritJtianity uureliablc; :::iccuun 11.-lts ogy, etc. By Cllarles E. Townsend. Extl'a cloth, 12mo,
But wisdom whispers: "Be wise and wait,
origin pagan; Section 111.-ltsmuruilty talliole; bcctwnl V. 40.1 pp. Price, $1.50.
The fruit now so acid will sweeter grow,
-Condemned Uy its hill tory. l$unuU 1u clotll. ~:H.:l5.
And through its clusters the purple light
Sequel t~ Essays, By same author. Price, 75
My Path to Atheism. The Deity of Je•us; Inspiration; Atvuemeut; btcrn~d Pumshmeut; pr,.ycr; He- ccuts.
Shall borrow its hues from the sunset ~low.
veaJcll reHgwu <UHi tuc c.\.l:5leucc ul tluU all cx.o.mlncU autl
§(•riJ>t.n•·e Sl>Cetdattons. iVIth an lntroducSingle badge, $1.50; club of one-half l'~JC~Ll!J.; toger.her Wltll !jUlHC Ct'Si\..fS Ull ttle I)UU.I:i: Ol CO Ill· ti,)n
"Then as ye pluck from the laden vine,
un the creation. stars, earth, prlmitiv ma.n. Jutla1sm.
dozen, to one address, $8.40: club of one mvu pmycr. CluL!l. iil.:25.
etc.
lly Halsey H. Steven:::;. .ExtrtL- cloth, 12mo, ·119 pp.
Lifting its clusters one by one,
dozen or more, to one address, $1.35 each.
~In.;:-riag·c, :...s iL \=.·~~~.as It Is, and as it should be. 40
Pnce. $1.50
One badge free for a club of 15; two free Ct!lll.::).
Tasting the pure, rmfermented wine,
for u club of 25. Badges of solid gold.
Faith
und Reason ; Heart, Sou1, and Handwork.
Whose press was the genial, smiling sun,
'l'~~e Lau· o.f Jl.::OJ.Hll::&tion; Its Conoe(!UCncesa.nd
Packages registered and postage paid.
f[.~~.'ll.sey U. ::it evens. Extra cloth. 12mo, 4<11 pp. Price,
Remit by pust-otlice order or registered Its lieariug upo.il HUlll;,_~u CUtlUUct :.mU .:\lvralo. lW,lA.IO sultl.
"You will wisely conclude that nature'~ way
40 Ct!Ul~.
letttcr. and mention this paper.
'i'he ~Iodet·n Thinker. By vnrious authors.
_1\.u~·nt:tle CoJDte; Biography of the great .Frenr.h
N. B.-The above are net prices, with·
Was the very best. Through the crooked vine,
tllmh:.cr, \Vltllob:etclled ut lu~ plnlu~uplly, iliti religion, a.nd Tieing the most atlnmceU speculations In philo:ioplly, sciout
discount
or
variation.
Through the sour fruit that you plucked that day,
ence, theology. and suciulugy. l:;econd number. Bvo,
lu~ ~uc.wlugy; belllg a ~llurt ami cvnvcn1cnt te;;;ume of Pos.Address the origlnatf'tJ'l]'~ t"~'W&er'icHILL.
160 pp. J>ricc, $1.00.
iLl.::)lll fur tuc ge11er.d reu.Ucr. :.!3 ccut.s.
The sap has turned into sweetest wine."
Smeow51
West Richfield, Sum.'mit county, OhitJ.
Po,.ith·ist Primer. Being a series of fam1llar
Ln~iand, Iodin., and Afghanistan. 30 cents.
HaT you caught the thought that my rhyme conconversatiung
the Religion of Humanity. By 0. G.
Ci ~·Ii and R.eHgiou.s LHJoCI'iY; with some hints David. Price. on
75 cents.
..
taKcn1 t'UJ.ll tile 1- rcucu l;,evuluuuu. 1a ceitts.
tains,
'i'h-t-~ 'i'rue Basis· Cl~· .~.lio1·aJity. A plea for utility
The Ethics of Posltlvisnt. A critical study.
That truths through crooked channels :flow;
By Uiacumo Barzelluttl, Prufessur of Phtlosollhy ~tt the
as Llw dW.nd.ard.ut .Mur.:.~.tuy. lUcent::;.
And oft we fail to perceive their liglit,
Licco Dante, Florence. Extra cluth,12mo, 327 pp. l'rlcc,
'l'.ue GoS})ei ot.Aiileisut. 10 cents.
$2.UU.
But at last we catch their fire and glow!
]{§ tJ1e li.ifiie Indictable? 10 cents.
T1tron:o:-h Roane On. A memoir ot Chr!Rtlan and
BETTER~" 'i'ile Gospel ot· tJin-istiauity anti til <'I
.A.h I then do they prove a nectar sweet,
'
anticllristitw
experience . .By Xathanicl Hamsuy 'Vaters.
pel oJl i''rcct.lllou;;Aat. lU cents.
Extra cloth,12mo·, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
Which we with our eager souls do grasp;
Clu·istian Progt·e:-J!i. 10
.
For they help to make our lives complete
(1hrist
of
t•nul. By George Reber. Extra cloth,
'The lP'oiHical St~tlins o<:'\Vom~tn; a Plea for 12nw, 400 pp. Price,
$2.00.
And hold us firm in their loving clasp.
TVuuw.n':; 1~IglU:::i. 10 cellL::i.
CultivnHon of Art, Ami Its Relation to Rcllglou•
u~.~a.il. R~ligio!i vs. Revet~led Religion.
Price,
15 cents. 10~~~'
Purit:.mism a!ttl :,ioacr-c..Tctting. lly A. R. Cooper. 12mo,
cent:>.
-18 pp. Price, tlexiblC cloth, 35 cc~~; paper, 2U ccuts.
On Eternal 'l"'ortitre. 1'J cents.
'l'he llistoricul.iesns of .Naz~trcth. By M.
\..i11 Ji.~rayei~ .. 5 cents.
Address,
Schlesingc.r, PH.lJ., HahlJl of the Congregation Aushe
Spite of failure, spite of danger,
Giord.ano Bl"UUO, the Frcethought Martyr of the Emeth,
Aluany, New York. Extra clotu, l~mo, 98 puges.
16t.l.l Century. 5 eeuL~.
Persevere.
S. H. PRESTON,
Price, 75 cent:::~ .
.i.~aJuilo•·ds, 'J'enant~Farillers, and Labor,;,
To all doubts and fears a stranger,
Tile Case Against tnc Chnreb. A summary
5 cents.
209 West 34th street, New York. e.t:s.
Persevere.
Liber!.y, Equality, and Fraternity. 5centa. of the arguments a~;.l.inst Christianity·. Price, 00 cents.
When a noble course heginnlng,
Per,.oual imu~ortality atul Other Pa·
'i"lae Gi'ti la~e~• in the Revolution. 5 cents.
pet·s. lly .Jm;ie Oppenheim. Extra. cloth, 12mo, 98
See Physiologist f"or February.
Doubting, wavering is but sinning;
English J.tepublicu.nisnl. 5 Ceuts.
p~l.gcs. Prtcc,7.J ccntt~.
'Ji'&>e Enr;lisn Land System. 5 cents.
If success you would be winning,
Soul .:Problen»:s, '\Vlth Paper~ on the Theological
J.lrs. Be~ant's Essays. Bouud In cloth. $1.20.
Persevere.
Ameutlment and the tit'ltC Pcrsuna!lty ldea. Hy Jo 1wph
B. I.Jeck. I>apcr, 12nw,li:l p.tgc.:~. Price, 25 cents.
Though ignoble tongues assail you,
'tVorks by Ewd. E. Avcling, ~· Sc., F. L. S.
Coufessious oC an Ituluire•·· 'Yhy anU What
Persevere.
Aml ~ By.LunesJ.J.ck~on Ju.rvcs. l'ricc,$1 :t5.
'i!'he Value <>fthis Earthly Life. A reply to.
Let your courage never fall you,
Soeiulisn~ ~tn<l Utilitariunisnt,
By John
1Y .1:1. MaUock'!-3 •· HI Lite Wurth Livmg." 4U cents.
Persevere.
Stunrt .Mill. Price, :iil.~O.
§ci.CIIIICe and. i~ecularisin. 10 cents.
Bright the future :flows toward you,
Nemesis
of
F~titlo.
By
Anthony
Fronde.
Price.
~ch~uee
a;ut
.iteiigiou.
5
cents.
HUGO PREYER, Pre;.,
A. C. EDWARDS. Vicll-Pres.,
$1.50.
Your own deeds will yet reward you;
C. C. BABCOCK, Sec'y,
M. M. POMEHOY, 1>·eas.
'rhe SeJ.~ilHHl on tjte li'.l.ount. 5 cents.
f!iuperstition. 5 cents.
Christian an•l Deist. Price. $1.00.
Let not hate nor fear retard you,
Principal 01Jlce, 433 Larimer street,
Persevere.
Denver, Colorado.
Socialism. Reply to Rev. Roswell C. Hitchcock.
By a ~UR1ncs8 :.\Ian.
lllisccllancons.
The mines of this company, four In number, are situated near Crosson, on the line of the Denver & South Park
Bradlaug-h and Bclant's Triltl. The Queen
Jlodcrn l'i)"m!>Osiunt. Price, $1.25.
Railroad, and but 48 miles from Denver. This camp is o.ga.iust Bradlaugll and Besaut. 'Vitll portraits and auto'I'l"ia I of :n. JI. )Jennett. Price, cloth, 75 cents;
considered one of the best in the state, and its C<LSy access graphs ol detendants, anU u.n appeumx contttining the
.
or Lords~ ust1ces Bromwell . .Brett. and Cotton. paper, 40 ceuts.
BY CHABLES BRADLEY.
~~~~~n~Jig_oTrg~ng~o~~~al1\1t~f;~r~~~p~0nU:\~~~~t~~?z~J Judgments
A vcri)U.tlm report . .r..eatly buuuUlnc!otll. ti1.5U.
Son~c :lH..taJ< .,.,. of;,loses. lly Robert G. Ingerunder the laws of Colorado, and has an authorizetfcapital
J3iog·t·aplily of tJil~trles · Br~tillaugil. By soll. lJrtcc, $1.2:l.
My son, glv me thy heart.
-Old WorM.
of $1,000,000, divided into 100,000 shares of ten dollars each, Adc·Jpll b. Headmgley. ~2 pp., crown 8vo. $2.50.
· The God" and ~~thet• I.ccturcs. By Rohcrt
and arc placed on the market for tile present at two dolLook on me with thy large brown eyes,
].':t!sit and l!"•·csent. of the Heresy Laws. By
G. Ingersoll. Price, clvth, $l.2.J; paper, 50 ccntfl,
J"hlllp, my king, for round thee the purple glory lles lars per share, or a discount of eight dollars from the face W. A. Hunter, counsellor hdwu.rU Truelove. 15centd.
value, thus enabling those who purchase at once to derive
The Obosts 1tnd OUter J,c.,tnres. lly Ro!J.
or babyhood's royal dignities;
The Jl>opuJatiou 4!\uestion. By C. R. Drysdale crt
the bene1lt not only of dividends, but also from the adG. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.25; ptlpcr, 50 ccntB.
Lay on my neck thy little hand
M.D. 40 CCllLS.
vance in the price of stock, which will soon be m~'de
The mines of the Stonewall l\Itning Company are all
'l'bc Gods, etc., and 'rhc Ghosts, cte., In
With love's invisible scepter laden.
Alcohol. Ily C. R. Drysdale. M.D. 20 cents.
one
volume. Price, 1mpcr, $1.00.
true
fissures,
and
as
a
guarantee
that
they
are
worthy
of
Dinah Haria Jfuloch.
atul the nh;e~tsesit Produces. By
confidence, samples of ore will be sent to any one who C.Tobacco
H.. iJrysUale. M.D. lU cents.
'Vhat l'llnst \Vc D'o tone Saved 'l Price, 25
will send ten cents to the Secretary to pay postage, or to
ru ~lng you a ~ong of a little word,
T .iC Education ol'Gil'ls. By Henry R. s. Dalton, ecnts.
any one v1s1tin~ the oflicc of the company samples w111
As mighty little as ever you heard;
B.A. 2U cents.
cheerfully be given. Write at once for prospectus.
'\Vas ('Jiol'i,.t a Gocl 'l Conclu•lons drnwn from
Address all orders for stock to either
The song of a :fiy, not eat by a bird,
I sit•,. tJba•·ge to 'Vomen. By Henry R. s. Dutton, apustulic wriLingl:l. By .l!'. Mensing.l. Price, $1.50.
2t8
Hugo Preyer, President,
B.A. 15 cents.
.
For' twas in a bottle the death occurred
of Colcn!tlo on the Pcntatcncb.
C. C. Babcock, Secretary, 433 Larimer St., Denver, Col.
lteligion nnd I•rie!ltcratt. By Ilcnry R. s. Dut A Ab!'ltl'aet.
comprchensiv summary ur lliijhop Uolenso's ur~ument,
Ot this poor Fly.
ton, JLA. 10 ccuts.
.
!~~.~~~:1~ ~~~~s.tho Pen~n.tcuch is not histortcnl y true.
On the Co••nection of Cill'iBthtnity with
5
Wanted.
Up the bottle and down again,
§olnr Wor,.hii•· Translated from lJupuls by T. l!..
Sclf·Conti·a(liction§ of the Bible. Ono hun•
With many a buzz of fear and pain,
Partridge 40 centij.
.
and forty.fnur proposlt1una, wlt,hout comment, om ..
The ery of nature made in vain,
(J!eric-n.Hslln in F1·ance. By Prince Jerome drcd
bodyin~ most of the pa.Ipable and strlkjng snU'...contradicBonapu.rte Tl'illlHlatcd by Annie llesant. 25 cents.
tions of tllc HllJLe. Pl'lcc, 25 cents.
For oh, he can't get out again:r~atural l!.~ •. a.son "\'s. J)ivine ltevela.tton.
The bottled Fly.
'i'~te R1Jag·vn.f! Gitn.; or, A Discourse on Divine
Dy Juiiau. ~.l,.wttuy I•oberL LC"w1ns,·.M.V. 25 cent.:~.
Jn:iwt~t~tl Krisllna nml Arjnun.. By J. Cockburn
'l'hc Iliet.i•oclist tJonfci·encc and Eternal Pun· ~Ia.tt.er-t
Never go where 'tie a sin;
'l'hvuJ~).,U.J.
l'ricc, $1.75.
·
ishment. lJo it;; 1Jcfenders Believe the Doctr1n? By JosNothing pays that you can win.
eph Byms. fol'werly )Ve.:;leyan minister. 15 cents.
Tlae. q;I•••·j~ty a. l'lource of Dnn;.;·c•• lto th<'
~~(~~:!t"It~u.n
C}lUbJic.
By ·w> li'. Janitcs u. Price,
The sadde;t cry that's ever been
Jl!losl>ian !s nn<l. IHst>cnsnric,.. Arc they of
Clll'ii:;Lian gruwth 'I lly Jm;epll Cymij. 5 cents.
Is the cry, " I can't get out again I"
11
1Unn'!"s l !u<•e iu .Nu.tn.Jr(~: Or man an animal
Youth',. Libc~·al Guide for thctr Mom! Cultul'e
Of the Bottled Fly.
umo.1g,.;t animals. By Joseph Symti. 15 cents.
·
n.nd He!lgious En.light(~nment .. By Prot'. H. i\I. Kott1nger,
·
li'hiic;o;ophic "\.thcistn. By Joseph Syms. 15 cts. A ..M. l'rlel', $1.
1\lusic of the summer air,
O•·tloo11<».:: JI:a!t!lt, wit.h ,. Chn.n::,·c of Diet.
Hol>crt Cooper's Jll.oiy ~Cl'iJ>tn•·es Ana-:
Home in every garden fair,
Dy
Warren
su·mner
Harlow.
Pr
.~..,
cents-.
ly:.;eci. Uy C.llradlaugh. 25 oents.
4
Oh, why in the worfd did he crawl in there
'i'hc Voices. A poo .1 In fcur ·part•. Ly Warren
IC"stoy!l on Miracles, By David Hume. 10 cents,
Sumner ll.trl1JW, One ot t.,itc most trenchant yc t sensible
To :maJ<e bimaeU & bottled despair 1
(Jnurt Flunkeys: Their Work and W&~~ello By Q'. l!latlres
on the notions, sn perstttions, dog111ns, and !neon.
The poor Fql
s candrlng. 6 centa.
slstent practices o! ecoleolastlclam cxb,.nt. Price, il,

'ii'''"'

5 ceut.s.

LEAGUE "MAN"

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

" FEWER CHILDREN
AND

IMPORTANT TO PARENTS.

Persevere.

THE

STONEWALL
Mining Company.

The Bottled Fly.

1

I

•

i48
Bliss' Magnetized Planehette.

Manluuta~l JJinlieaD Infititut.e.

Th!o l!ttle Instrument. Is designed espec!i\lly to develop
rittug mediumshlp, also to IJe a relhdde mera.ns of eomiriun!cat!on with the spirit wor1d. The advantages claimed
over other Planchettes now tn the mtt.rket nre as follows;
First. the p<tateboard top, Instead of vnrnlahed or oiled
wood Second, E1LCh tnsuumcn~ is separately mu.gnettzed
In the cabinet of the noted Bliss mediums, of Phll!ldelph!a,
and carries with It a developing lntlueoce from Mr. BUss
and h!s s~!rlt guides to the purchase~. Price, 50 cents
each, or$ .00 per dozen 718 Sans~~~~,"~~~defp~~~~~:

Established 186!3. Incorporated In accordance with ·the
laws of tile stute of New York. This institute, so long
anfl fn.vurab1y known under tl1e superintendence of Dr
Kinget since 1865, Is located at 317 El:lst 14th street, a feW
doors east from Second avenue, New York. Having been
engaged ln the. special pructtcc of treating chronic diseases for over thirty years, Dr. Ktnget Is able to concen.
trate his long experience for the benefit of biB patients
many of whom are located tn every st<Jte of the Union th6
Dominion of Canada, and the British Isles. Dr. Ktniet, a
gradun.~e of King's College, London, England Is the,
~uthor of "Medical Good Sense,"" Sexual Phil~sophy,"
The Natural Law of Potiulatton," and ts editor of the
Health Journal. Tills Instltute Is conducted by a stal! of
experienced, skilful physicians, who devote their whole
time ';'Ud attention to the treatment of all CHRONIC DIS.
EASES of !lOTH SEXES In separate departments. The
lustttute Is wen known to many leading plJysiclans. to
whom reference can IJe made, who will igiv assurance that
all patients will be treated sklllully and honorably.
A mong other diseases of a chronic nnture. special at ten·
t 1on Is_ given here to those of the nervous system, as SemInal 'Ve<Lkne~::~s, Nervous Exhaustion~ lm~otency, Ef,l·
lepsy, D!seas~s of the. Bladder, Lungs·, Kidneys, and Sk n,
~philttlc, u.nd Scrofulous diseases, :and all Diseases of
omen. QuestioX'uS~~s~nya~~s Jf.eKiiJG~~~ :'f.f].icatfon.
Sm50
817 East 14th street, N.Y.

·-------

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL.
Best,

(;Ju~apelilt,

and Purel!lt,

I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
I want to supply every Liberal In America. Buy fresh

G:~~~ec~I~~~e~l~~~~~ ~~~d~~~r~~~;r~g~~~c ~r~WtTriJ3:~;f~

f.oy firm In Amcr!c<t. I defy competition. Western seeds
beat the world. Mine t.ake tile lead. Fresh, pure, cheap,
nud warranted. Prices below every tlrm. I giv more extra as presents than all 1\rms. I ha v issued &MKJO prettiest
books on gardening ever prl~ted. Every vegetable and

g~:,er~et~aui;rdf~~~ a~~~r~~ea·utre0~~hd1~1;:e~ d3~~ro~~ ~~a

see that Lbeat them all
JOtS

R. H. SHUMWAY,
Rockford, lll.

CONSULT

WILLIAM WILSON,
MEDIG4L ELEGTIUGIAX,
Inventor of £he "WILSONIA," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Anthor of" The
Trial of Medicine," "The Language of Disea8e," Medical Fallacies," &:c., &:c.,

465 F'C'LTON STREET, :B:ROO:B:LYN,
May be Oonsnlted Da.lly from 10 A. M, ·to 8 P.M. Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but are so scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
.can be worn by different members of the same family from time to time.

·"Antichrist:"

'i:

Proving conclusivly that

...

!

THE STORY OF JESU~ CHRIST,

~

=

His Birth, Lif"e, Trial, Execu·
tion, etc., is a myth.
For sale at thiB otllce

;

~

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.

~

of Letters written During a Visit of Ten Weeks

= A Series

"'

A regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successru~ 1 ns his practice wtll prove

Cures all forms or PRIVATE_,__CHRONW,mid SEXUAL
DISEASES, SPEIWA'fORRHucA, and IMPOTENCY, as
the result of self-abuse In youtll, sexual excess In maturer
yeu.rs, aud other cn.uses, proUu~tng some or the following
etrects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions (night emissiou8
hv dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defectlv .Memory Physical
Decay, Pimples on Fu.ce, Aversion to Society ot'Fenmles,
Confusion of Ideas. Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., rendering IDILrrlage Improper or unhappy, are thoroughly nnd
permanent~ cured by an External Application, which ts
the Doctor.!\ latest nud greatest medica] discovery, and
which he has so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
In all its stages wltliout a fatlure to cure in a single case,
and some of them were in a terribly sh<LttcreU condition ·
had been in the insane asylums, mauy had FatUng Sick~
ness-l'...lts; others upon tbe ver:;; of consumption· wllile
~~i~l ~:~s~~~~-IJecome toolts and hardly aiJle take
Syphilis posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated froni the
1
ft~~~~~\n<ruig~ ~0:iLV!tt;3~~~!!~~tu~1C~I~r~~~Jg~ Rupture),
All diseases of women-such u.s ~meuorrhrea (or delay of
the first menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstruation), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or fall!ug worn~). etc.-treated
with equal success. as the follfJwing will show:
"DEAR DoCTOR: If theklud thought shafts I d,,ny send
you are received. I wi!l nut ueed to tell you that lam tee I.
lng better tlllll.n tor t~cven yeurs, nor express my gratitude
in words If c'·cry kind and grateful thought I send you
were a blossom, yo~ would IJe a pyrmnld of llowers."
The aJJovc lines, trow Annie .b;. Edwards. of Alliance, 0.,
Is only a s<~.mple of the many grateful expres::;lous received
by ~he Doct<;>r from suffering women whose diseases pe•
cullar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of their
own households.
.A GREAT DOCTOR.
Kersey Graves the noted author and lecturer, writing to

to

~Pfh~;~~opu:;J~~S'n1j':ri ~~~te~~ecf~c:r":etl~~~t!~~~~~i

in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages:
Price, $1.50

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some l'tlistakes of" Moses.';
This volume Is printed on toned paper, hi clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing Zl5
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal points that Mr. Inger.
soli has made ¥i".alnst the Pentateuch In all his lectures on

i~s~~~u~~;~ctfncorr~E~~fJ~~et~~~:t !~:~:~~ ~~;Jeg;!~1i~~~~

only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two
hundred and seventy-five paftes in the book just issued.

'fnh~t~ 0~~l:, u~~~".Jr8~~b~t~~ ~fr,c~tt':~. 1~Y~i/~~~~.ta~~
pathos.

" The Gods and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods," "Humboldt/' u Thomas
Palne,u "lnd1v1dualtty," 11 Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 00 cents.

•

.. The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
CoNTRNT~--h

The Ghosts,"

•l Liberty of Man, Woman?

the human m1lid of more Importance than allevtu.tlng hu- W?n~~!~?~:: ~te~~~X:fi~~n°!t!~~~i~'~~?~lfi~e,;~{~fFsi~\~~
man suffering, stopping the progress of dlaease, and thus fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper~ 50
extending the period of human life. An<ll know of no cents.
Both volumes hound ln. one, price, paper, $1.00.
physl~lan more succeBBful In the practice of this "rt than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. His success In nearly
all forms of chronic diseases seems to be aJJsolutelv won&
- dertul. He seems to hav no use for the word u fall 'r In his "What Must We Do to be Saved?"
pructlce. Tills I know by actual trial, having been relieved or a IJad case of kidney disease IJy his new method
when all other means failed. Try him, by all means if
you are afflicted with any of the maladies Incident to this
~erfn~c~::'rJ~Il[[y~,\'tY to aay this m'!ch for the benel!t of
.BUSTS OF R. G. INGJ;;RSOLL,
Dr. Fellows will send for two S-cent stamps h!s MEDI·
CAL .ADVISER; or, NEW GUIDE TO HEALTH, setting
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
rorth H. new and sclentltlc method (never before kuowu)
Cabinet size, price, $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNS.b:LOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause, ~1~!t,~~y"~~~;;)~n~~v ~if:!stag~~rer of this great .Apostle

ixiC~:;i\{~~r:a~i:P~~~~s~tigo~~~e, ;~!~~~~~s:~~: the

Consultation In p(_!rson, $5.00; IJy letter, free and Invited,
which are kept strictly con.lidential In all cases. Charges
for treatment reasonable. Address Dr. R. P. l'ELLOW:S,
;;;;;:;--:--:;;:-;;-::;-o;mn--n,...,~::-;:c=::--~V~tneland, N.J.
5 to cl'20 PER DAY at home. samiiies-wortii-$5
'P
free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.

$

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

PHOTOGRAPHS OF 1\IR. IN&ERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated at11st of New York, at the following prices:
Imperial, or large size
40 cents
Photo, or ~rd size
_ 20 11
Life-size Llthograph,_21>:Zl
50
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
1411i:lghth street, New Yorx.

MRS. ANNA (;ONNELLY'S

Improved Redentption,-r

Sciatica and Lumbago Belt.
DESCRIPTION OF AEOVE GARMENTS.
Euc)t Eylet is u galvunic cell attached to a series of powerful magnets.
They are light
as ordinary garments, and produce a soothing yet exhilirating effect upon the system,
without causing shocks or sores, as in electric belts or galvanic chains.
The "Wn.soNIA ,. ~L\GNETIC ...<\.rPLIA.NCE., are tho De<::pair of Phy8icians, and the Annihilation of Quack
rmd Legalized Quackery. ThotH~nnds of persons are being constantly hurried on to Apoplexy
and Parnly•is by the use of Cephalic Snuffs and Wa•hes. Catarrh can be readily cured without nny of
these nostrums.

No~trums

THE "WILSONIA" CORSET AND MAGNETIC BELT
For Lntlies and Gentlemen will cure Asthma, Catarrh, Loss oc Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Kidney Disease, Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspeps.ia, and every form
of Female Weakness.

·~
SEND
G\0 !..»_

FOR PRICE LIST Containing THOUSANDS OF TESTIMONIALS.

C>~

Treating upon the Gods of" the SeThe Wllsonla" appllances are not mere plasters which become useless after a few weeks' wear, but they retain
1
mitic Aalion11, Including Allah,
the~ec~~t~~~t~~:~df~~f~~~~f[eY:ar;'.;~~dC:~tgitwfrga~ ~g{a~:~~:~gf~~edfs~~!~m~~f~~~~ t~~ ~ci lfs~·I tleter.
Tlte
Only
Gray
Hair
:Restorativ
Jehovah, !'!alan, Ute llol)
mined when I arrived In Amerlc& not to publicly advertise until I bad five bundre:f'patlent.B In on• city, to wbom I
could
refer
a~
evidence.
I
hav
now
over
one
thousand
persons
1n
tbe
city
of
Brooklyn
ready
to
testify
that
my gal·
Ghost., .Jc!lus (Jhri!it, the
iu. the l'tlarket WHbout Lead,
fu~o-~!~t~~~n b~~e'6111, ~m~~~~i~~c~~~e11~~~~~aTtl~~d~e~~~:~d t~et'lfi~~~~cept a rotten lung, and even where the
Virgin Mary, and
~ere In the city of :Arooklyn the paralyzed hav been restored ; patients suffering from Inflammatory rheumatism
Silver, or Sulpl1Ul'.
tlw Bible.
bav been taken off their crutches ; nerve mal tdies, bearlnE on manfat..hav been completeih cured ; martyrs to varl·
0
It Is warranted to restore the grayest hair in three days
To the latter 230 pages are devoted. showing tlmt book to
~~~~evee}~~inw~~:i~~=~sv~frisIJaeset%~~~ena1t~iiJt~t~~t~c~~~~~ ; ~~11~~!~ ~eh~'h~~v ri~;:;v;;lie~lrf~~~dt~~b ~t t~~h~~!,
be a very Inferior production for a l!rst-class U<>d.
to Its original color. It stops the hair from falling, and

BY D. M. BENNETT.
SSS large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; cloth,

WEEK In your own town. Terms
$66 Afree.
H. Hallett & Co .• Portland, Me.

makes It grow. Curce all scalp diseases, numbn$Ss. etc.
~1.110.

Large packages, that w!ll last you one year, $}..00, the

and $5outtlt

powders to make eighteen ounces, post"pald to'a!>;Y ad-

CHRONIC DISEASES,

dress on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular. There ;Is no
trouble or expense In making. Address

Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes
physical and social, leading to them are pl>lln!Y treated b,;
that plainest of books, PLAIN HOME TALK El\lllRAC'·
ING MEDICAL COMMON SENSE-ne>1rLY !,uOO pages 2(10
lllustmttons, by Dr. ll:.!l. .t'OOTE, of !:W Lexington aye.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should JJe adgrassed. In Its issue for Jau. 19, 18i8, Mr. Bennett's TUU"fll
KEKI<K thus speaks or Dr. FOOTE and his medical publications:" We know him (Dr. Foote) personally nnd Inti·
mately, and we say with all the assurance tltllt knowledge
l mparts that he Is a man of the highest Incentive aud
motlvs, whose life has been spent tu !nstructtug and tm.
proving his fellow-beings by giving such tnfornmtlon as Is
well calculated to enu.JJle them to l>e more healthy, more
bappy, and to be better and more useful men 1\.U<l women.
His medical works poBSeBB the highest value, and hav been
lnftroduced and thoroughly read In hundreds of thousands
o famll!es, who to-day stand ready to bear wllllng test!·
j"fnlj to the great benefit they hav derived from the phys1:;,o~r~~-l!,ygl.enlc, and moral lessons which he has so ably

~urehasers

of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Ubert;y_to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or br. mall, !!'REE.
~lcde Qf t,fe new Popular Edition, by mal , . postage pre.
on1Y ~!.~. Contents table free. AGENTS WANT.
MURRAY lliLL.PUllLISHING COMPANY,
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __:1:::29:.:Ea::'::s::t_:2S:::::th st., New York.

E'b •

A. t'REh BOOR FOI& 'l'llh !!!h)il$
Conts,lntng nearly 100 pages, Jn pamphlet form; shows
hoi' Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an orlgt.
na system of practice. It contains valuable and aug.
~esttv notes on nearly all the chronic Ills to which the
bgmantf'tmtly Is subject, besides tllustratlv eases. and will
sen Y mall to any one sendtug their addreBS and a
three-cent
stam_l> t<>_I>ay cost of ma!l!ng.
MU.RRAY .!ilLL PUBLISHING CO.
159 East 28th st., New it'ork
.A
ttlWEEK.t
f
t!JI a day at home easily made. Oootly
0n
rae. True & Oo., AnKUsta, M&lbe.

$72

11

eight, and twelve years of age, are now walking about as other children. In short, the cures effected by my appli·
ances seem so miraculous that the above statements sound like an AraW.a.n Night's tale. Nevertheless, these facts can

:~eb~~~~~~~~~~~fo~:~~a~~ o¥~~el~tf~~ ~ :1~: £~~~~;.~:~eaJ~ 1 t:; r~~6~~~ies Commissioners of Brooklyn must convince

My offer of five thousa.n~dollars to the pbysfcians and Cbnritlcs Commissioners of Brooklyn Is still open, and will
conttuue so to IJe for six months.
I am prepared to go into the hospitals and will only take their Incurable cases, suffering from paralysis, locome.
t'"~r, ataxia., Inflammatory and chronic rheumatism, con~estlon of the kidneys, pleuro-pneumonia, or any disease their
me~~cfg~ ~1~1z~~~cgft~ioeoail~~~~t~~~~~st~I~~~~:;;~~e~nlu~f·the above maladies. they hav themselvs to blame.
The co!:lt of my applbnces. though seemingly expensfv, Js one hundred times cheaper than the present method of

pur~~~~~l~ ~~!n~~i~~fcJ\~~~~~gJit~t~~~JJ~1~~:i3r~~i~ ~Nfrlquirles of those who hav been cured, before you waste
your time in calling upon me.
.
I court the fullest scrutiny, and prefer not selling you goods until you hav Inquired of those who hav been cured.
'l'o you who nrc suffering, and are now under the care of your physicians, prevail on them to cal! upon me, and aaa
N. B.-This preparation will change red or Bandy hair to
qva~~t~h~l~st~d~~-c~~~~6~f!"J1~6~~~~~~~]j~giffri~tng any Rtatements in reg,lrd to the same.
a IJeauttful brown, and no d~tectton of art; will make It
Male and fem.lle asslst<mts always in attendance from 10 o"clock, A. )f., t1ll8 o'clock. P. ~My appliances are l.:lelng used with as marked success in England as iu Brooklyn and New Yorklook perfectly natural. Has the same el!ect on the eyeREFERENCES IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK:
'brows; w!ll m~ke them dark and lle&.vy. One application
.MALACHI FLYNN, 48 Chaunc"/t St. T. J. HALES, 455 Fu 1t<>n street.
Mr. HENDERSON, undertaker, cor.
8
will convince you.
Smo
i~¥g~~~r'ff.~Y.1~m~!i'1l't~eet[.eet. B~'b\li.~0~~i2. :l:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-t. DiVibtr"C'6t~Mir,rt!,';,::£~.;uoner, 1s1
H. W. LOVEJOY, 123 St. Marks ave.
Dr. CLARKE, Court street.
Columbia street.
Mr. HOBB }:",bulltlers' merchaut,Coney Mr. CHARLES SCUDDER, Korthport. E. P. PARKER, with Captain Bush,
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,

41 Bond street, New York.

M~!~'W?rlE:-I:(ETT, 499 Franklin ave. M~JA. VIS, builder, J<orthport, L. I. E~~17NI~1AYLIS, Armenta, Dueh·
Wr'i:'i. <fliliE~frl.~s' fl~~~~~~~~.street. ~l::;..~g?fN~X:ti,~li,"~lg;,ti.~"F I. M~1~0 ·b~:v1s. 31!> Flatbush ave.

W.M.l•'.T Hlf ELSON ,2;; Scllermcrho"n WM. GAHDINEH, Eaton's Neck, L. I. P. DORLON, 7S Lawrence street.
street.
T. J. TRUAX,Barrett st.,Schenectady. RICHARD MAWSON. 590 Hicks street.
W. H. lWWARDS, !54 Vanderbilt >We. N.Y.
Mrs. E. A. THOMPSON, 865 State st.
J. W.llAlJLSIH, IOU llcan street.
RAYMOND CLARK, E•q .. St.•James" E. W. STOHM~,Pieasant ave., Harlem.
~~~!: 1J~Gmi~8CJ's:~fvY:;~;r,~,~~~.~~~t. Pt~~-t~A.~il·SJ Pine st., N.Y.
J~·J~~~~1'l,;i',1~,s~~~i~:~~~.:'~.street
G.W. BROWN, 34 South Portland ave ..Mr. JOHNSTONE, 117 West Fifteenth D. V. ~'AIRWEATHER, 28 & SO Spruce
LOUIS llEHWIN, picture gallery, Fnl· street, N.Y.
street, N.Y.
ton street.
Mr. GREGORY,322 We•t· Twenty.slxth E. C. LEWIS, 81 Seventh street.
G. W. SHAW, stove mer .• Fulton st.
street, :K. Y.
. Mrs. FALES, 52 Seventh ave.
~ff:S ~frrs,1~' 3n~t~~~~)~g;inent Bu. H~~~~~t.~{oi:N, estate agent, 141 Bth ~~~~lU\it~tl[e~rta;;:JJi.nij~8~.i':t
rcau. 79 DcKal01 ave.
CIIAS. BURTON PHILLIPS, Science •trect.

~~~: ~h<JJi'~ij.;~~fs}b\l~[;~~~,'~.~v.
)}B.~ ~·~hENSIE,9o2 St Marks ave. "5~{j~· ~fJilflifNSWPl~ J~r_ s~~~t:
JOHN ·W. HASTl.::>GS,J(r2 Fleet plnce. Mrs. ARMSTHONG, 117 l<apclyea st.
Mr. CHAS. R. MILLER, East'kew York
Mr. E. NILSON, decorntlv BIJin writer, Dr. JACOB VAN HOHN.1.140 Fulton st Mr.. ADSI'1',198 Sixth ave.
413 Bridge street.
Prof. CHARLES HATCH SMlTH. SS! Capt. MARTIN. 88 Pulaski stree~.
Mr. KERNAN,coufeetloner, Fulton st. Stato street..
DAVID WATSON, 885 K. :19th st., N.Y.
Mr. HALL. 184 Clinton ave.
MR. MARKEY, saloon keeper, cor. Mrs. ClSCO,J!l,~son.CP!ace.
J.A.JdES GILDERSLEEVE. Fulton st.
Smith and Degraw streets.
MIBB 0. STKv AJ>~S, 200.Hetl"gWI street.
N. B.-Persons wUlsee that all my references are close home where I am oelltng my p:rmento, not In dlstantregfon'i where no one Is knolVD~
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w-oman.
COLD For Every Deterndnecllllian or"""dS,
I
t<n,

GRE;A'I' HO .. I~ OJ.•' 400 f!OE~IR"-'""' ,
.\ii.lO a Jl.Jay 'Vitllout ~apital G ld 1 W
Class. llvw tv t-:.et lucu, <'l' 11 w 10 ll;3ke :fuue~ ~<:J a l~:u .. ~t

~l'IU (! Lllc human Hltn~l ~s mn

·?,

it not more,

\

"i"OlJNG'~

Durable Watcheo

'
' "
•Oll.lliB{;:e

®!!"

~hatt:Ji.l'71 ~Vork~ng

th~u any oth~t· suLject.~.;..: l~~u~~~teo~~e~;

.;. ~' PRICES TO SUH TilE Tl:Uf.S

. _ ECRETS we uev r l..J..::~ st ... ht at the 1J~:1. tl.tat we ar-e Uthlrl"s·ln" persons without cnpitnl

We.cn\1 ,;peoial~~;ttention to our N"w lmitatirm Sih·Pr
Iliiii'III~ . ••Se ''htt.-!1, These Wntohcs nre put up· 1

tllat 'ery _larg~ cl:lR~q ot our pe~'~ple tba.t ure batlin~ an 1 IHrugglu;-'g hard through life with~
person ma'
on a altl-'
\ aekly or montllly puta.nce. \\ e have started a hrge number or 11 ero:o 11 H in bus1nel! tha~
lo not lea'VP. tbur hof:UeS at a!l, and cl~ar frum $25 to $50 t•er wcoli::, L;r- f ).1 n\Tll,.! ~trica~.- u~:
tlrectiouslaitl rl'wn lll the BooK OF :SEcnF.Ts. Reac'ler \"1'\U can maltt:! tl'ulH'Y just lUI t&st us
:hose, we htwo •poken of. WILL YOU MAKE TilE EFFORT1 It has alre•dv paved tho W!IY for •
tnan,. a yonug 1ust~ toward tuakxng h1s 1?rtnne_, and l!o rl0es not TN}t:i 1e money to start ~ith
for the Book tells hwt how to commence bzl-Szness 1.t·tfhnu! ;~w.rz~y. and he got>B on stf'p by ste and
~oon accumulates a thousau.d dollars or mo!e before h ~ has l'f'ally nn idea of 1t. Our ~~F...A.T
~.O?K OF S~cnErs 8honhl te 1n the hands ot eyery person who desires to better their coulltlUn in ltfe-every lady that wants employment, every man. boy or girl that can F. are an
.1our o.r two ea~h day (111 t_he start. Mu~h of the infurma.tiou co~t u~ 1 ~rl!e a 1nouu ts~o 1ws· ·
se~s wd!t. the R~ght to Publt..•h the same to lhe 1.onrld. One ~ecret alone co !'It lH~ with tb.
l~ge to use 1~, $250. You can be the pos>essor of.ALL for FlFI'Y CE,TS. If you have an occ 11 • 1 t 1 ~n th·
e. pr!VI-~
)our time rlurmg tbA da.y. :ron ran c\evote your even tug~ to many branches ,lf the bu::tinesst" w~ l.tnve g~~
ta1es
t~p
1
18
Book o,·er 400 :methods to tnake :money fast. Out of au the chances tha re ffere en n
one tn WhlLh, aL·coru~tlg to~ our ownjttdgment ~ou can do the be~t. and yon wil1 coma out \~~~t~riousc..;. A~!ect t~e
. Three ;<elrS>l"O,Ill the.city ofPlnhdelphia,lived a man and wife, in a gurrot bedroom without work ·
ue en •
frienO.s. Fo"'tunate!y for h1m. he wa~ tt)ll of this Book of SecretA. He s'lntfor it aud f
. 'ln tu•nce or
1·
or:s p!are of hu.:::iness h~ s1iJ th·1t he ma.1e overTweh~o Ta n•u1.nd DJll:J.rs rlrt:l.; r~·om r~~f h~1:~./6'!~· iu ttlle.h~\h-. !
th1s U to'r . .QS-Ph'"' be'r i•1mi 1d tl!at W9 send VOUII~:"'S Great Dool.: of secrets 1e~\h 9"'"
>,•
llrothers Violet In.k Secret, also t!Je se0tet auJ tu ltu~trur:h ,n~ xu t A .,,n':s r 1 ~ht t 1 'n~ 1~uf ~~~~~~
Turkish Per.fnnte, "I"' tne l;ec•ut ofnfanufactnring the CHENG WENG STARCH POLIS!! All F F~~;'''c" tl.'
'lh:eu Lo k ol 8dcrds lor One Dollar, get two of your friends to send with you and you wiJI htn-s ;<our o~n ~oKk f~~~~·
dltt~sppartntlJ.rualnngthesl.tghest llearhray. \\npJ1nt outclaarlyhow any
,1~ak? a start IU bu-.:t.ness tor t?enlsPlves and 11 t lhl dependant any lm.1grr

g1egan ·1;-, I:ni!rand Two Ounce Ilunti11g CuseR, ~'hey 11 ~. ~
ve;y bar.llom""• dmnble W~<chcs, E!'cd,•·nt 'fimfl.Ke!m.
a,,J cannot be told from Sohd Silver Watches th
cost titre~ timeR thl much.
at
We will ':nd the Imitation Silvel' American Cylinder
Movement '\\ ut, h to nny address by Registered Mail 0
receipt of $i> Otl.
' 11
Imitation Silnr W>ltch with Full Jeweled Ameri
~cv~·r lll~vemrnt, E.xpan~ion Dnlnnce, only _ $6.cOg
Im1tauon Silver Huntmg Case Swiss Cylinder .
4 Oii
Oreide Gold Hunting Ctlse Swi~<B Cylinder
.
4• (}O
Tbe~e W atthes nrc good time, keeper-, but. we c~pcci:lll
recommend the W>ttch with. Jewe.icd Amm·imm Lrve~
Movemeut.
ery Hnnd~omc Nickel Silver Ch,,ins nt $1.00 l'nch.
Send money by l'. O}loncy Order or Regi~tcred Letter
to lH;JiUJ Dh.l\lf'H 1 ';·~ ~21! l'la~~.-.u Sl., N.Y.

.,,r,.,

I

I

fi

Y

r?

PA~~!t~~!f~!i!s~~G~!!n~~b2~g!,~"!"I
;o~~ave ~lll Society.
Visits. Social Partieq, on the Rtreet in Pubitc Places in Trav~linng r~ ~c. wn, .._~.l~~~~Oll, (.ouversalion. Fr!l~1ully

Table, Making and Recelvinu Preseuis Courtship Weddin Etl
'h r~vm~ an
l Ill~. Letter Wrftlng, at the
how to Dress Tastelnll\" T-;,iletts ,.:ith .
I • I.
f g . qnette, C rtst•mng, Ftmcrals, etc., with Hu''l!•stions
•
Simp e,rec pes or lmprovmg the Cornple~wn, etc. Price by malt ao Cent•
•.

T~e ~.entlemen's Perfect Letter Writer Or Hints and Hel T 0
J~e~tcr \\ rhuig. A COlll!llt-te and Instructive Guhle for the Correspondent cont;inin n ver
ps

C'Ollcdiou of ~(iscellaneon~ BuBiness Letter~~ nu~iness Letters ot'Introduc.tion 'Lett;rs of . Y Sll~perior and origin~!
catlon 1~1r Em.ploynaent. Letters ot' A pplicauon tor increasA of Salarv Crpics oi· testimonial~ r~( Iti ~~t te-rs ~f ;ppll-

~endlttong, }'aruiliar ann Socb.l CorreFpondenc~. Sor.inl LrffE'Tfl 01' IntroductiCln. CoDf.!rRt~{Iafi()llelllle;sc 0 d icoro·
:r o!~A Ce~emouy nn•t CompJ1ment. Ceren1onutl. \1sitin{Z, Official and Profe~sionRl Ct~rds RuJeEt for Con 1° e~.ri',

ob ;t;. es a'ld

T~f '"

e<::t an

M~etlngs, Postal Ratoo and llegulailons, BuBiness Law and Bu•in~ss Ma~ims Intere~f'~:;;, 1'~l'

arms of adc.. ress. etc:.

·

Prire b;~ m~il 30 Ce~ts.

~.

The ~adies' Perfect Letter Writer And Guide To Corres ond

ContanllDt!_ 8 VPTy Rnperfor and original collection ofMi~celianeous Letters
d N t
"t l~l f
p
ence.
together w1th a large amount ofintbrmation in re~nrrl. to spelling, Punctustfgn, Or~~~~~~ :t~.e p~j~ePb;r~~i~c;gt~~~

§elections for Autograph and "ft"riting Album~

This 1

Jt is a "c~.'· ~' o
. 'n terestOr!gu:al and ~elected, a.n<l is arranged in such manner as to mske each r"election a'~jl"pl.lati n.1 of
\ P.rses both
1
n;en<1!7, Dedicatory. Atfection&te, Humorous, Floral Miscellaneous, and ether Verse~ snita~l:.esr~ ~ ~n It i ~~ntaifs
10
}.loums, on all occas10ns.
Plica by mr:.i1 30 ~~~f9 _ n u
l::!g Volume has been prepare<! to snpply a naed which bas been long tdt

A Cotnplete

~uide

To Flirtation. Containing Handkerchief G!

T:m and Parasol Flirtations, and a complete Langnage of Flowers. Price by ma.il 10 Cents.

'

ove,

The
Economical Cook Book Or How
To Pr
N' n· h
Moder,te Cost. Containing nearly 500 carefully tried llecl es fo
.
epare ICe IS es at a

s:E.':.'tFb"akes.Oysters,
Clall!s, Meats of all
etc., Puddmgfl, Pies. Pr£--

kmds, Poultry, Eggs, Veget,bles, Sauce for 1\Iea!s and Pud~ing•_r :;;.~mit
&E?rvea, Pickles, &c., &c. Also a chapter on Cookery for Invalids·
, re
.

Price by mall 30 Ceo ts.

The
Japanese Fate Book, Or The Wheel Of G
ld A c
1
,
preter o! Dreams, h•ving also attached to eacil!Jream its fortnnate
. 0
.
omp ete I nterptea o>'cotfee cup; how to read you• fortune by the white of fin egg ~umb:rs. al:o Fortnne Telhng by ground• in a

Tl!e Acorn Charm, Apple-paring Ch!n"m, to know how soon,. erao" 0 ~ 0 ma e your Lover or Sweetheart comA,
tutnra husband will have, eto.
P
n Wlll~e married, to know what fortune you:'
Price by mail 30 Cents.

World Manufacturing Co., 122 Nassau Street, New York.

Nt:w Songe--One (lent

Each!-I~ew

Songs

94 Sunday Night, When the Parlor's 100 Willie, We have Mlised You.
' b~by Mine.
:.; Such an Education has my Mary 95 The Gipsy's Warning.
[FulL ~~ ~·~::~~~~~Poor Hotli!e.
[Ami,
98 Swinging in tho Lane. ·
i Ella Ree.
184 Paddy's Land.
100 We Met 'twas in a Orowd.
r> The Old Cabin Home.
D011't bo Angry with Me, DarlbJ!I.
102
'Tis
but
"Little
F&ded
Flower.
fl The Little Ones at llome.
1103 Tonch the H~rp Gently, My 185
186 Tho Old Village School on the Green
8 Home, Sweet Hom~.
167
WoodmapJ Spare That Tree.
Pretty
Louise.
10 Many C:m Help One.
189 Darling ru.innio Lee.
104 The Girl I Left Behind Me.
ll Klllarney.
1~0
!Hat Flirtation-Comic.
105l
Little
Buttercup.
[His
Aunts.
12 Bee that r.Iy Grave's Kept Green.
Flirtation of the F~n--Oomio.
106 His Sisters· and His Cousins and 191
13 Grandfather's Clock.
194
hy did She Leave Him 1
107
arry
Me
Back
to
Old
Vlrginny.
14 Lnllaby--J. K. Emmett's.
195
A
Qniet
Little Home.
1i The Harp that once thro' Tara's 11,9 rutty Wells.
196
ThouhaetLearned
to LoveAnothe·,
110
1
Billy's
Appeal
to
Hls
Ya.
[lTiy.
16 America.
[Halls.
2.03
There's
None LikG 1\ Mother, il
111 When the Swallows Homeward
17 Sweet Forget-me-not.
ever
ao
Poor.
112
The
Old
Man's
Drunk
Again.
18 woore was Mosl;s when the Light
19 Nancy Lee.
[Went Ont. 113 Tho Two Orphans; or the Brooklyn 204 You were Flili'e, but 111 Forgive
[Yon.
115 Prjltty as a Picture.
[Fire. 207 The Bells of Shandon.
20 Write Me a Letter from Home.
2u9 Wh!Bper Softly, Mother's Dying.
22 Old Folks at Home-Swanee Rib bel'. 116 I Am Waiting, Essie, Door.
210
Erin's
Green
t:ihore.
117
Three
Perished
in
tho
Snow.
24 Sweet By and By.
211 Will You Love Me when I'm Old Z
118 Slight Hints-Comic.
26 Whoa, Emma.
119 Take Me Ba<::k to Home and Mother 213 Gathering Shells by the Sea Shom.
27 Katie's Secret.
214 Littlo Rosebud.
120
Oome,
Sit
by
My
Side,
Little
Darling
Yon11 Remember Me.
29
Rocked In the Cr:>dle of the Deep. 121 .Kiss Me Mother, .Kiss your Darling 215 By the Bad Sea Waves.
1·L3 A Flower from Mother's Grave. 216 Come Into the Garden, :Maud.
30
Kathleen Mavouroen.
217 The Harp; or Ireland's Resurrec31 I Dreamt I Dwelt in Marble Hall& 124 The Old Log Cabin on the HilL
tion.
128 Shabby Genteel.
•.il Wear!ng of the Green.
218 Where there's a Will there's a Wa.y.
'II When You and I were Young, :Maggie 128 Oh I dat Watermelon.
219 God Bless My Roy at Sea.
130 ~mlng Thro' the Rye.
..1 We Parted by the River Side.
131 Must We Then Meet as Strangers 220 Annie Laurie.
16 When I l:s:.w Sweet Nellie Home.
222 Sherman's March to the Be!..
136 '
ere the Grass Grow• Green.
31 Sweet !"pirlt, Hear My Prayer.
214 Come, Birdie, Come.
137 Darling Bessie of the Lea.
39 Shamus O'Brien.
225 Now I Lay Mo Down to Bleep.
138 The .Kiss Behind the Door.
~1 Maggie 'e Secret.
139 I'll Remember Yen, Love, in My 226 Ever of Thee.
d Bur!esqne Stump Speech.
140 Mary of the Wild Moor. [Prayers. 227 Nurah McShane.
M I Cannot Call Hor Mother.
228 Love Among the Roses.
141 Old Wooden Rocker.
'~ Poor Old Slave.
230 Der Deitcher GaL
142 Speak, Only Speak.
IS T&ke this Letwr to My Mother.
232 Old Arm Chair (as rung by !'led
145 Mollie Darling.
t9 A Model Lov~ Letwr-Comio.
{Barry.)
146 You may Look, but You mus'n't 239 The Bailor's Gr:>ve.
.eo Female Btrhosgem-Comic.
147 My Datll!hter Jniia.
[Touch. 242 Farmer's Daughters; or, Ohl"'lteru
')il How to R>ila a Lndy.
in the Garden.
148 The Raflle for a Btovo.
Ci~ Wife's Oommandments-Comio.
243 Oh! Dem Golden Blipper!!.
~\ auaband's Oommandmenta-Comio 149 B,.fln of Gilead.
150 There's Always a Beat In the Parlor 24~ Morning by tho Bright Light.
~o$ Rules for Bummers.
151 Driven from Home.
[for You. 246 Poor, but a Gentleman stilL
~6 Little Old Log Cabin In the Lane.
152 I've no ~iother now, I'm Weeping. 249 Nobody's Darling but Mine.
Jj7 Bll!':Oara .Frietchle-Recitatlon.
251 Put My Little Bhoea Awny.
153J Pultfor the Shore.
f8 Marching Through Georgia.
252 Darl!ng Nellie Gray,
15~
Nearer, lily God, to Thee.
60 Widow in the Cottage by the Sea.
2o5 Little Brown Jug.
155 ood News from Home.
&2 Fire in the Grate.
2o6 Ben Bolt.
156
Fisherman's
Danghter.
jl3 WR!ldBrlng Refugee.
257 Good-bye, Sweetheart.
157 Shells of the Ocean.
~
mue-eyed Nellie.
260
Sadie Ray.
158
Massa's
in
de
Cold,
Cold
Ground.
0
159 Bay a Kind Word When You <Jan. 270 Tim Finnigan's Wake.
: TJ..htr~~·~c~£! t~nme.
273
The Hat My Father Wore.
160
Cure
for
Bcandal-Comlo.
f9 \ The Heart Bowed Down.
275 I've Only Been Down to the (l!nb.
161 1Twilight Coterie.
70 Take Back the He.art.
277
Kisa Me Ag11;ln.
162
Strangers
Yet.
'12 The Faded Coat of lllue.
279 The Vacant Ohair.
163 Castles in the Alr.
73 Hold the Fort.
280
The
Sweet Bunny Bonth.
165
I
Cannot
Sing
the
Old
Bongs.
7' Slavery Days. [Deck-Rc..t'ltatlon.
283 Como Home, Father.
'15 I!er Mule Sthood on the S'ncamboat 166 Norah O'])leaL
284
Little
Maggie :Ma,y.
167
Waiting
My
Darling,
for
Thee.
til Little Barefoot.
286 Molly Bawn.
'fl MyOid Kentucky Homo, Good Night 163 i The Rose of Tralee.
288
Bally
In
OUT AlleJ.
169
I
.Jennie,
the
Flowor
of
Kildare.
'19 'rbml art so Near and Yet so Far.
170 I'm Luuely BiBee My Mother Died. 290 Poor Old Ned.
130 'l'lic Sword of Bunker Hill.
292
Man
In
the
Moon, 1!1 Looking.
171
The
Di·nnkard'sLona
Child.
as Ofll.cu Rilles-Comic.
172 Tenting on the Old Camp Ground. 295 Broken Dowu.
il2 The Gray Hairs of lily Mother.
3QO
My
Little
One's
Waiting for Me.
17:1 Glove Flirtation-Comic.
& I11 be all Smiles To-night, Love
174 Flirtation of the WhlP-<Jomlc. 301 I11 Go Back to My Old Love Aga.ln
35 You've Been a Friend to Mo.
802
The
Butcher
Boy
175 The Slave's Dream.
66 Lleten to the Mocking Bird.
178 Don't You Go, Tommy, Don't Go. 305 I'se Gwine Back lo Dixie.
67 Wheq the Cnrn is Waving, Annie.
808 Where is My Roy To-Night 1
177 Aweet Evangeline.
1!8 She Never Blamed Him, Never,
810 The Five Oent Shave.
178 The Good-Bye at the Door.
69 Bil~er Threads Among tte Gold.
819
Linger Not, Darlln~, .
go Little Robin, Tell Kitty l';n Coming 170 'Tis Hard to Give the Hand where
326 Dancing in the Sunugnt.
the lle~rt Can Never Be,
D3 Hor Bright Smile Haunts Me Still.

I

I

I

281

j

TRICK CIGARETTE CASE.

You tell the

kind friend,
who is wil·

~~/i;e thtln~

smoke et
your ex·
to

~onse,

,':lr.

h liT~
smiles nnri
str o t c h c s
forth his

h11.nd, wllen

I

;~!~sc~~efi~l!~1~~~'d.nn

p{~;~i~n~~~~~~Jrf.J~,.~~~::: :·::: :::::::::::::::::::::: J~~:

k:,~~~n~~~clt~q,Vv~fti

Addre,., WORLD MA!{UFACT"GRI!'i'G CO ..

122 N.Aasau STnEET, Nxw YanK.

ten tirnc!l tho monev,"
-N.Y. Time!'!· "We
b:n•a never soen lt1
equo.l
price, flnl!lb or eon.tents."-Chris. Advooate.
'·A perfect Dictionnry nnrl llb1ary or rclcrcnce-Loslle's Illu1.
News, N.Y. One copy of the American Populnr Dictionary
(lllustrntcrl), the greutcst nnd bc"t book eYer puollshe!i, post.
pn.irt t:o nny adri1'11SS on receipt or$ 1 • JffrJo;ntlro Slltlsfuction

~;~~;~w~;~· go~~ ar~~P~~s ~~~,~~~~i.~~~d ~~~( ~Jv~rt g"~c:!e
R~llln.

'""Money-

m~t.y

be acnL at nur rhk In a THain letter.

Worid M~nn~loturlng Oo., 122 N~ss~u flt., New York.

1?-00K·KEEPING AT A GLANCE.
" ~orrrct treatise on Double-Entry D 'ch·Keeping,
stmplillNl so that its principles are rea<lily undtrstood,
and a thorougb knowlodgo qult kly acqnir<d. Framed
to repres<Dt tho doings of an ordinary buslne•s lor one
month, showing bow and where e•cb tra"•actlon should
be entered, and glvlng • clrar statement of o11'airs at the
rnd of that time.
T11IR book wlll b~ louua a boon to the Student, useful

I
I

to tho Accout,tent, .and 'DV'Ilua.ble to DmtiDP.Bs. Men tn
genera.I,
A better knowledge of B<•Ok·K•cping cau be gained

i'OJ?Ui.Ait IS@:HGS tJQ:i:'iS'.i:AIJ'~!a'!l ADDJlD.

Wo will send 10 of the above Songs-your own selection-for 10 cents. fifty for 30 cents, and
one hundred for liO cents, all rostpald by me.il. Remember, we wlli MO&J;~ send less than
10 of these Songs by .Ma'i,.
Send CURRENCY or
OwE-cENT Postage-stamps, if~ good order.

:PLEASE :MENTION THE TRUTH SEEKER IN EVERY LETTER.

American PoP•

12 by ma.il, post-paid .................................... \il.~j

I

WORLD MANUFACTURING CO., 122 Nassau Street, N. V.

lo I thoclgnintense amazement of

lrom this book In one day tban from ar:v ctbcr book cf
the ~lnd in a week. l'' foct, I\ r.an b•n·"dor•tood at. onco
J'mc~ llY MAIL,

c6 CENTS

WORLD MANUFAOTURING CO.,
122 Nasso.n Eltreel, N•w Yo• II.

THE COMPANY IS REPRESENTED AS PERI'ECTLY RELIABLE.
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) s<:IENCE

l

H.~L. HI ~th

NEAll BROADWAY.

st., } '!:'
1:1.!3 per Year•

from dictation, and a large needle was stnck
into his neck without his betraying any sign of
sensibility. A fit of somnambulism, it was
stated, sometimes comes on him while walking
· THE Baptist pastors are evidently ashamed
E. C. HAYDEN, the Vermont wife murderer,
out of doors, and when in the hospital he was
of their opinions, for they do not want any rewas hung on the 25th.
observed
copying
music,
having
no
recollection
porters at their association meetings.
·
MR. HAYES has ordered that no more liquor
of it on awaking. The doctors there also noAT a public breakfast in Scotland Joseph
ticed his automatic submission. The court ac- be sold at the military stations.
Cook said that he intended to visit India to
cordingly ruled that he was not morally or
A REVOLUTION has been begun in the little
preach the truth to the Hindoos. What he
legally responsible for his actions.
state of Antioqua, South America.
IN a Chicago church a deacon's term'-of
attempts to palm off as truth is fully ninety
SENATOR MATT CARPENTER, of Wisconsin
office recently expired, and as the man had
A PAPER which Mr. John Aitken recently
per cent falsehood.
died
on the 24th of Bright's disease. ·
THE experiment of irrigating lands in the made himself obnoxious to his fellow church- read before the Royal Society of Edinburg is a
members,
they
agreed
to
teach
him
a
lesson
remarkable
contribution
to
the
subject
of
the
IT
is said that Bosnia and Herzegovina are
neighborhood of Paris with water from the
sewers is said to be working successfully. by dropping him. So, to his great astonish- origin of the fogs, mists, and clouds. Accord- to be taken into the Austrian empire.
Steril tracts of lands hav been converted into ment, when the time for election caine, another ing to Mr. Aitken, who has made a great many
THE Truth says Col. Ingersoll wants the
tertii plains, while no increase of sickness man was quietly elected to fill his iJlace. He experiments with moist air at various tempera- tender of the office of Attorney-General.
among the inhabitants has followed, as was at once resolved on revenge, and made his tures to determin the conditions which produce
A CHINAMAN in a city court the other d.ty
resolution perfect. He declared that either condensation of water vapor, the latter always
:apprehended.
the pastor should leave the church within six condepses in the ~mosphere on some solid wanted five dollars for kissing the Bible.
AT a Land League meeting in Ireland the months or else he would leave it himself. This nucleus. He furth~r concludes that dust- parMR. PiiTFEE has been given $10,000 for
other day, an impassioned speaker was thus pious ex-deacon is now reported as spending ticles in the air forin the nucleus on which the
injuries received on the elevated road in this
dccltLiming: "Qur creator gave the land to much of his time and energy in seeking to vapor condenses, that, if .there were no dust,
City.
mtm for his own. He gave it first to Adam-." entangle the pastor in some unwise talk which there would be no fogs, no mists, no clouds,
l\lR. LABOUCHERE, Bradlaugh's colleague,
"Arrah, be asy about Adam," interrupted a will result in his downfall.
and probably no rain; that the supersaturated has bought a partnership in the PaU Mall
voice from the crowd, " Adam was evicted
air converts every object on the surface of the
THE Salvation Army people are whacking earth iuto a condenser, on which it would de- Gazette.
widout compensashin."
away at each other as if they had never been posit as dew; and, finally, that our breath,
A TRAVELING theater troupe were arrested
AN Aberdeen gentleman carefully quesfriends. Commissioner Raillton writes from when it becomes visible on a frosty morning, in Alabama last week for playing cards upon
t ioned thB optician: "What number must I
St. Louis concerning Bentley and Jones, who and every puff of steam as it escapes into the the cars.
wear after these cease to be strong enough?"
seceded from the organization and are labor- air from an engin, show the impure and dusty
AT a recent trial a fire engine in this city
"'l'his one," said the optician, showing him
ing in Baltimore. He intimates that these state of the atmosphere. These results hav got under way for a fire in one and a half
another pair. "And after that?" "This."
ex-brethren a.re of no account as gospel labor- been verified by Mr. Aitken at temperatures as seconds.
'
"And after that?" " After that I after that I
ers, and that it is to him a horrible idea that low as 14° Fahr.
You'll need a little dog and a string I"
PRIVATE
dispatches
received
in
London
say
they should seek to convert the sinners of
that peace has been declared between Chili
THERE is nothing like faith. Dr. William Baltimore. Bentley and Jones hav abandoned
THE people of the churches of Brooklyn are
A. Hammond says, in the International Re- the Salvation Army uniform, and now array by no means enthusiastic in regfu:d to the and Peru.
view, that he gave water from Lourdes to a themselvs in garments of black cut much like movement of a few of the dominies for a day
MR. ,l\lcMAHON in the IJouse accuses Hayes
pious patient, calling it something else, and those woru by high-church ministeri. The of fasting and prayer. The fact is largely private secretary, Rogers, of corruptly influher symptoms were at once aggravated; but army has not made t.he impression on this per- commented on that some of these dominies are encing legislation.
when he used common water, telling her it was verse and sinful generation which the an- not sufficiently in accord with each other to
Two men were fatally and four dangerously
from the miraculous spring, she as quickly nouncements of its generals and other officers render their co-operation in efforts to secure a injured by an explosion of fireworks at Greenled the public to expect of it.
improved.
revival very felicitous. Two of the brethren ville, L. I., on the 23d.
THE Chicago Sabbath Association has underTHE congregation of the Methodist church were conspicuously arrayed against each other
THE Turkish Porte has ordered thirty
taken to enforce the Sunday law in that city. at Waterford, New Jersey, do not at present in one of the greatest church fights that ever million cartridges from this country, to be
agitated
Brooklyn,
while
one
of
the
others
re" The complaint is not so much that people dwell together in unity. A meeting was held
delivered in three months.
work on Sunday," says the· society's circular, for the election of a board of trustees. There cently spent Sunday morning in denouncine;
Two hundred -thousand dollars hav been
his
pulpit
the
blameworthy
course
of
from
" but that they play. It is against sill'ful rec- has been considerable dissatisfaction manireation that we are moving." It is customary fested lately at the action of some of the another brother in making an exch.,nge of voted by Congress to establish a coaling $tation
to open the Chicago theaters on Sunday even- church's officers, and the election was an ex- denominations. 'l'his last-named brother has on the Isthmus of Panama,
ANOTHER six-day go-as-you-please pedestrian
ings, though there is a law against it.
citing one. After the choice had been made, exposed himself to the criticism of his fellowwork~rs by condemning the style of most of the match for the O'Leary champion belt was
two
of
the
officers,
one
of
whom
was
disapA ooon parson, who had the happy faculty
sermons which Brooklyn people listen to, and started last Monday morning.
of saying a kind word for everybody in whose pointed and angry at the result of the ballot, by saving that it' takes three thousand such
behalf one could possibly be said, recently began to abuse each other. .Each charged the sermons as are now preached to make one
THE senatorial.deadlock in the Pennsylvania
officiated at the funeral of a farmer who was other with dishonesty, and th~y were about to convert. It is thought by some, even of those Legislature has been broken by the election of
known as the meanest and most miserly man exchange blows, when friends iuterfered and who would like to hav a revival, that if the John I. Mitchell to the U. S. Senate.
in the neighborhood. Instead of execrating separated them. The meeting was dismissed, proportion of con verts to sermons is to be as
GEN. GRANT says the success of the \Vorld's
the deceased for his extortionate and niggardly but the pugnaciously inclined Christians re- light as this, there will not be sermon power
Fair depends upon whether Central Park can
newed
the
quarrel
in
front
of
the
house
of
habits, this kindly-disposed clergyman simply
enough on Long Islaud to make a murk on be obtained as the site. If this is so, the Fair
spoke of liim as " the best arithmetician in worship. Friend3 again prevented the fight. such an ungodly population as Brooklyn con- is doomed to failure.
the county."
THE Rev. Henry Ward Bee-cher probably tains.
IN getting out of his carriage recently,
THE residence of the last kissing pastor is at surprised some of his congregatiton a week ago
ANOTHER mi)lister, the Rev. Thomas P. Gladstone slipped on the ice and fell, cutting
Kingston, N.Y., and his name is Miller. This by announcing that he had cancelled all his
Slicer, of Brooklyn, has renounced evangelical his head severely. He was confined to his
reverend gentleman called his peculiar· form of lecturing engagements and proposed to begin
orthodoxy. He announces that, in his opin- house for several days.
osculation" holy" kissing, but that does not a series of revival meetings in the chm-ch. He
ion, old theology is breaking down and giving
THE Attorney-General of this state has been
seem to hav made it any more pleasant to the wanted Plymouth Church to car;ry a torch of
away, and that he cannot obtain the consent directed by the Legislature to institute a quo
husband in the case. But, as usual, the affair light above the world when he first took hold
of ills conscience to preach it longer. He is warranto suit against the watering of stock by
is patched up. The lady has talked her hus- of the work, and now he wanted to develop
only one among many ministers who hav of the telegraph companies.
band over, and Miller will probably not lose personal religion in the hearts of the people.
late years thrown off their orthodox allegiance,
his seat. He will continue to break the bread He was ready to carry on the work and to do
Gov. SPRAGUE, of Rhode Island, is forcing
and the majority of them hav been, like him,
of life with th.e same holy' unction as before.
all that he knew to aid the people in the
expounders of the old Puritan .faith as ex- his suit for divorce from his wife in the courts
Lord's work. He did not want to work alone,
THE writer of an elaborate treatis on the
pressed in Congregationalism. And if what of that state. Senator ConkHng and a shotbut he had no fear of a lack of sy-mpathy and
origin of evil has sufferE-d at the hands of the
Mr. Slicer charges is true, the only reason gun are mixed up in the suit.
support. The meetings will be commenced
proof readers. He meant to say, "The soul of
why the number is not far greater is that his · AT a Republican caucus of the House it
next week, and will be held every day, beman is of divine origin; the body of man is of
clerical brethren are afraid to declare their was decided that that party should oppuse any
ginning at four o'clock in the afternoon.
Satan." But the 'wicked printers hav made
real opinions. Among themselvs, he says, apportionment under the new census that
When Beecher goes into the crazy revival busihim to say that "the body of man is of Satin."
they agree with him in thinking that the life gav~ the House less than 319 members.
ness it is about time for the end of the world.
has gone out of the orthodoxy they profess and
This, however, is not worse than the c~~:se of
THE Egyptian obelisk was formally prethe line of a hy!Iln which, by a similar manipTHE Appellate Court in Paris: the other- day assume to preach; but they dare not make the
ulation, or a lack of carefulness, was changed quashed a sentence of three months' imprison- admission in public. They therefore content sented to this city by Secretary Evarts on the
from the triumphant expression, ''We raise our ment for incendiarism passed on a man named themselvs with avoiding any discussion of the 22d. The net cost of placing -the monolith in
lofty shouts," to the very infelicitous and un- Didier, it being proved that the defendant 1vas old dogmas in their sermons, and carefully position was $102,576, which Wm. H. Vanderbilt paid.
·
poetical one, ''We raise our lofty snouts." a somnambulist, and irresponsible in that state abstain from giving expression in the pulpit to
THE passage of the three per cent funding
Thus does old Satan slyly interfere with 1lhat for his acts. A doctor sent him to sleep in an their honest opinions of them, lest thev shock
Which was meant.
ante-chamber of the court by simply looking their congregations, and so imperil their live- bill in the Senate was made the pretext for a
FRoM what is already known of the new ver- fixedly at him, and then, retiring to a dist.tnce, lihood. "They hav their livings to earn and financial flurry in Wall street last week.
'llion cf the New Testament, it is certain that in pronounced his name, where. upon Didier rushed their families to support,'' says Mr. Slicrr, Stocks went down ten per cent, and many
-at least 'two places a word hitherto familiar has toward him, despite the efforts of the turnkeys "but I am young, strong, and healthy. 1 C>Lll men were ruined. The national banks, by
.given way to one less used in common Speech. to prev•mt him. In the presence of thejudges, earn my living, and I cannot conceal my con- withdrawing legal tenders from circulation.
were the cause of the semi-panic.
Oapernaum, according to the revised text!! of moreover, he wrote a lett.ar with his ey011 shut -.&cientious convictions."
Luke, is " brought down unto Hades," instead
of tg hell, as hitherto; while in the same gospel it is said of the. rich man, in the parable of
Lazarus, that "in Hades he lifted up his eyes,
being in torments." Should this substitution
prove to be general, perhaps polite people, including, of course, newspapers, will henceforth
feel obliged to spell the word, when used outside of scriptural connection, as H-~.
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from still another side, as you giv him that flattering
title."
"Of him I can speak only withreverePce," snid the
aged man; "he has been to me, thrnughout the who·le
V.~The Devil.
Alamontada, the Galley-SlaTe.
course of my life, the most remarkable· personage.
TEXT.-And the Lord God said unto the serpent, Because thou
him I WHS restored to myself ana the world.I hast done thi~, thou art cur~ed above all cnttle, and nbove
T~SLAl'ED FRO)f TilE GER:IfAN OF JOHANN llEINRICll Throu()'h
5
Oh. , what l111Sf)eakable !1'ood he has done me. every beast of the field; upon thy belly shalt thou go, and dust
DA...'URL ZSCllOKKE, BY IRA G. 1\IOSUER, LL.D.
1 I hou eu t a11 th e days of thy. l'ife·, an d l w'ill put enm1'ty
and not even a 'thank you' has he recei veo' ·m return. " shat
between
thee and the woman, and betweep thy seed and her
CHAPTER I.-CONTINUED.
Dillon was deeply moved. Beneath his gray eve- seed; it shnll bruise thy head ·and thou shalt bruise his heel.
The abbe said: "Yon come very near the truth. lashes melted a tear. His lips quivered as if whis- -Gen. iii, 14, 15.
Virtue can contribute much to our pe:1ce, but not pering in low tones. The melancholy mood of the
The crime which the serpent, had c.ommitted was
all. Am I mistaken, my beloved one~<, if I believe venerable old man seemed to impart itself to us, and his exposure to Eve of the Lords deceit.
that each one of you takes too one-sidt>d a view of each one gave himself up to·tbe turbulent curren~ of
The Lord bad said that in the day man ate of the
man? The one of yon sees in l1im nothing but the his emotions; none disturbed the other's meditatiOn .. fruit of the tree of knowledge he should surely die.
sensnHl beinv, exposed to the wildest ~~orms, as well
I shall never forget this beautiful .~oment. Even But the serpent told Eve it would not be so, and she
as to the gentlest flattering breezes of hfe; .the other nature about. us seemed sympathizmgly to enter ate. So did Adam. And they lived for nearly a
views him only as spirit, and only HS such mdepend- into our dreams. 'Ve sat in the shade of the rocks; thom~and years. It is not strange that the Lord
ent of flt>sh ami blood ! Ah, my beloved ones, let us but before us floated in a bright, half-transparent should hav vented his rage upon the wily serpent
ask of omsel vs; for the sake of a one sided opinion, mist the mountain range. with its peacal,Je Alpin~ who had penetrated his deceit_an~ circumvente.d his
neither too much nor too little. Let us remember world, the higl1ts of which were wreathed with the de 8 ign to keep the human family m a state of Ignoglory of a gold-red sky. A~1d darkly, betwePn them ranee.
that we are not merely E:pirit!"
I thought it propL~r to int<.>rrnpt the abbe, saying, anrl here, the lake spread Itself beneath our feet.
It is quite evident that the serpent here referred to
"You are of th,p opinion, then, that virtue alone, So separates th~ fathomless ~raYe from t~e yara?ise was not a god, but one of the animals whom the
and the consciousness of having clone right, are in of eteruity, whwh we sometimes behold m Imagma- Lord had created and which had passed before Adam
themsell's not suffieient to make us lastingly blissful?" tiori.
for a name. Whether he walked upright, or was a
"Very well, I do not mPan to he mistaken,"
Like a soft breath from the other shore, the even- quadruped, or whatever shape he possessed, there
replied Dillon. "Yon remarked 3; little whil~ a~o ing air, slightly rufliing the surface of the .lake, can be no question that he was an animal-not a
that no misfortnnes werP able to disturb the blissful floated coolingly ~round our temples, and lost Itself, spirit.
condition of a ri{)'hteous man. 0 friend, I hav seen, sounding in the thicket above us like a sigh.
"The serpent was more subtle than any beast of
dnring my long Tife, many a noble man to whom his
Dillon awoke. He seized our hands, drew us near the field which the Lord God had made," says the
virtue has givt>n no consolation. Just take an every- him, and said: "You, loved ones, are young and first verse of the chapter. "Thou art cursed above
day life's occurrence. llav you not among your happy! Easy it is to smile when life smiles upon all cattle and every beast of the field," "upon thy
acquaint:wces an upright man who suffers fr?m hyp- us, and to find m·iler and goodnes_s everywhere, and belly shalt thou go," "{lust shalt 1 hou eat all the
ochondria? The good;natmecl l1ypochondnac who in the hours of leisure to build systems for hu- days of thy life," and the woman's seed" f-hall bruise
for the welfare of his fellow-man makes the greatest manity."
thy head and thou shalt bruise his heel," says the
sacrifices will yet anxiously draw in question his
"Yon hav really al:1rmed me, dear abbe," said I text. Here is nothing to indicate thHt the serpent
own virtue. He sees committ~d faults tioating be- to him," and all that I hear from yon assures me that was a spiritual adversary. Clearly the reference is
fore him bke gigantic E:pecters, and of the good seed for some unknown reason you deviate from my own to one of God's mundane creations-the snake.
that he has sown he knows not where it fell. At convictions. But, I conjme you, explain yourself
Viewing the narrativ as an allegory there is no
all e\·ent~, I believe there is in this world none so more fully. Tell me, what is there in this world difficulty of explanation. The snake has always been
wholly disconsolate and unhappy as tLe hypochon- better and more consoling than virtue? What com- a repulsiv object. From the earliest times it has
driac 'who prefers the unconsciousness of sleep, or fort in suffering is sweeter than that which innocence gone upon its belly. There has always been enmity
non.existeuce, to wakefuh1es~, or even the consciOus- givs to our souls? 'Vhat stre~gthens the heart. more between it and the seeil of w.oman. And her seed
ness of high honesty. But you will tell me he is ;wainst a world full of enemws than the feeling of has bruised its !Jead, while it has bruised his heel.
sick! \V t:ll, my dear, he is nevertheless a man uprightness? I know no other .support in the day of vVhat more natural to the ignorant mind than to atwithout a blissful di~position, notwithstanding all his trial than this. Nature offers It to every mortal." tribute this inborn enmity between man and the snake
virtue. This, therefore, does not suffice to make him
"'Veil, my beloved ones," said the abbe, "the to a curse? When the barbarian poet sang of the
happy."
eveninCY is beautiful. We cannot enjoy it better creation, of original innocence, of the introduction
Hoderi~k assented to the abbe.
I felt the force than ii~ mutual conversation, in which the soul must of knowledge and the origin of sin, his imagination
of his objection, as I myself knew one of the noblest lift itself up to the sanctuaries of humanity. As I sought from among living things one upon whic~,
men, who, in spite of all his self-denial, never felt before spoke the name of Alamontada, I was then apparently, there restefl a curse, for a representativ
that sacred quietude of his inmost being which I ready to do what you now ask of me. I wanted to of the instigator and promoter of sin. He found it in
had made the heritage of the pure heart.
relate to you who that noble one was, and how I the most repulsiv reptil of the earth, which he preDillon continued :i'fter a pause: "l\lan is not spirit made his acquaintance, and how he departed from sented as originally an animal of the field whom God
alone· he is so closely interwoven with the physical me. These recollections of him are still beneficial had degraded. Thus the introduction of knowledge
' hardly dare draW the hne
. betWePn the tWO. and refre~<hillg to me."
that We
and sin, which are truthfully linked together-for
ThereforP. the most virtuous one is not always
"Helate!" cried Roderick. "A man, a galley- perfect innocence and perfect ignorance are almost
pleased with the mem~ry of !1is past, aw'l the honest slave, whom Dillon honors with so much sincerity synonymous-is represented by the eating of a forman can be plunged Iuto Circmnstances where the must be an extraordinary man."
bidden fruit, while the degraded condition of the
consciousness of goodness alone is inca paule of giving
"Before I begin the story itself," said the abbe, snake is accounted for by a divine punishment imhim cousolation, much less of i·n i~'ing him above hi:s " may I first be allowed a remark? You must, be- posed upon him for playing the part of a tempter.
misery. Nay, still more, we are not always strong fore you hear the narrativ, become acquainted with
A miud unfettered by theological dogmas will acenough, with the hest will, to let nur reason speak; Alamontada's svirit; without the latter you would cept this story of the creation and the fall as an ailewe ouly 'too often sink relaxed back into the embrace not be able to understand the former. You woulcl, gory, leading up to a recognized condition of man
of our sensual nature. Here, my beloved ones, is as it were, stand beside a beautiful corpse, and long and his surroundings, rather than a narrativ of actual
needed another staff on which the suffert>r may lean in vain for its missing soul.
facts. Adam and Eve are personifications of preif he is not to become a prey to his misery."
" You also hav (and your happy youth protects you historic man; the forbidden fruit is a representativ
not against the serious thought that, sooner or later, of the principle of evil which is supposed to exist in
comes to every independent thinker with irresistible the human mind; and as a people not given to abCHAPTER II.
force) you also hav already~ as your C?nversations stract contemplation look to an external influence for
Dillon was silent. I felt myself not entirely re- betray, meditated upon the aJm and destmy of your the original temptation to sin, the serpent is given
futed, but my positions, which· I believed to hav uni- existence upon this earth. I request you to pursue that role, and his degraded condition is accounted for
versa! value, were opposed only by exceptions and this thought; for what is there of greater impor- by the curse which followed his interference.
doubts. The opponeut had ouly aroused, not sa tis- tance to us here below?
But whether this story was written only as an alle"Man is born, by slow degrees becomes conscious gory or as a divine historical revelation, there can be
fied, my curiosity. "It needs another staff than
virtne," sqid he, but as yet he had not named it.
of existence, and ripens into maturity. Without his no intelligent doubt that the serpent cursed in the
I turned to him, and noticed now that he· was wish he was placed in this endle~s universe. An text was not a spirit, but only the progen!tor of modOC<'upied with a great thought, or under the influence unknown power thrust him into this life of turmoil ern snakes.
of a powerful emotion. The venerable man leaned between flowers and thorns; he smiles among those,
Indeed, there does not appear in the scriptures to
his ann upon a rock; his head had sunk down upon and weeps bleeding beneath these, and asks, ..Who hav been a belief a,rnong the Jews in an evil spirit
his breast. A melancholy seriousness was visible in cast me hither? Who has the right to deprive me until long after their passage of the ·Red Sea. The
every feature, wl1ich otherwise wore only the ex- of what I possessed before, insensibility, non-exist~ only spirit recognized is Jehovah himself, and the
pres:sion of the mildest repose.
ence?' But no voice responds to lJis questions.
only antagonists with which he is brought in contact
My friend Hoderick, also, was not indifferent to
"He may console himself about the darkness from are men and gods of alien nations and this serpent of
the melancholy mood of the abbe.
which he emerged, but he does not ·remain indifferent the text.
"You are growiug sad," s~.id he, and pressed his to the changes of the present. 'Who am I?' asks
Gradually, however, a devil in constant conflict
hand warmly. ''Look up, dear Dillon, tLe evening he. · 'What am I tn do in this world? Why must I with the Almighty found a place in the theology of
is too beautiful; shall we willingly spoil our enjoy- liv? Is it to learn an art, a handicraft, or a science, the Jews, and eventually became so thoroughly natment of it?
·
by means of which I can finally procure for myself uralized that when Christianity separated from Juda" It is true," said Dillon, and smiled again. "But a shelter, food, clothes, and certain comforts of ism Satan was taken along as a necessary part of the
I am not sacl. Our couversation touched the moF<t life? That would be a miserable aim, not worth theological furniture, and afterward ornamented and
beautiful secrets and d~sires of humanity. There the pain of existence and the many tears. And yet adorned with the cast-off garments of the devils of
arose in my memory a thousand presentations and every thing in human life tends toward that,, as if heathen mythology.
.
recollectioiJS, and I saw again in ~pirit that saintly that were the principal object. Every one labors,
And now the devil of Christianity is falsely identiform which had appeared to me in the days of my gathers, presses on to incrPase wealth, possession, fied by theologians with the serpent which tempted
youth, and to my erring soul, like a genius, showed and power, and is suspended between cares and Eve in the Garden of Eden.
the better path-good Alamontada! calm, amiable hopes, and judges others only by this standard.
All the ancient religions patronized devils. The
sufferer! Am I not right, beloved ones, you know The world thus resembles a desert, in which all seek Brahmans had their Siva, the author of sin and death,
this dear name already r"
and struggle and save in order to secure themselvs the promoter of generation, and the antagonist of
"To me it is entirely unknown," said I, "and yet against starvation.
Brahma, the creator. The Persians had their AriI believe I hav heard you meution it once before."
lTo BE CONTINUED.]
manes, condemned to remain three thousand years in
"Alamontada!" exclaimed Hoderick; "what! the
the realm of shadows-while Ormuzd, the god of
galley-slave, from whom you read to me that subW. F. JA-r.IIESON, at the close of his debate with light, created the bright and beautiful ¥'Q.rld-and
lime passage out of yonder bundle of pavers? Truly Elder Clark Braden, will deliver a second course of I who on his release assumed command of the forces
I am sorry that the fellow, with all l1is genius, i lectures in l\lauston, Wis., March 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th, of evil to wage a relentless war upon Ormuzd. Ariended at the galleys. He might hav risen to emi-l: and oth. 'l'hose wishing lectures should address him j' manes even transformed himself into a serpent by
nenoo. But how then? You seem to esteem him there.
eating a certra.i.n fruit, and glided upon his belly iD
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th dust tempting mankind to sin. The Egyptians
had their T:yJ?hon, the power of evil and a bitt~r
enemy of Osm~.. And Pluto, ~f the Greek mythology is so fannhar to the ordmary reader that he
need only be referred to.
.
:May we not in these mJ:ths of anCient he:tthenmore ancient tha~t the natwn of the Jews-find the
origin of the devtl of our day?
All these devils were of nearly or quite equal
ower with the god of light and good. So is the
bhristian ·devil. They were all adversaries of the
god of their respectiv mythologies, and though. at
times defeated they were never conquered. So wtth
·his satanic majesty. Siva was the author of sin and
death and the promoter of generation according to
the Hindoos. So was Satan according to Christian
theology, which erroneously assumes that the serpent
of Eden was the identical devil who tempted Christ
on the mount. Arimanes was cursed by the good
god of the Persians. Sq was the suhtle serpent of
Genesis by the God of the Jews. He commanded
the powerR of evil against the ho'ly battalions of Ormuzd. So Satan commands the legions of fallen angels in hell against the hosts of ht>aven. Arimanes
even gave the god of the Jews a suggestion for his
allegorical description of the fall of man by eating a
mysteriou~ fruit, ~nd in the form of a serpent tempt.
ing mankmd to sm.
That there is an evil influence acting upon mankind
no one can or will deny. But it is innate in the human mind. It is an individual propensity. It proceeds from the spirit of selfit:;hness which to a greater
or less degree animates every man. Much of the
so-called sin in the world, however, is only a revolt
acrainst an artificial code of morals established by
tl~eologians- Men are not disposed to murder or
steal or otherwise iujure their neighbor unless cupidity, anger, or revenge, all legitimate childr!'n of selfisbnest<, prompts them. But they are disposed to
violate the thousand and one commands of the
church, which are sinful only because the church
says they are sinful.
This selfish spirit from which emanates all the
really sinful acts of man, we repeat, is an influence
from within, and such it has always been. No devil,
no serpent, no personal spirit, now prompts or ever
prompted it_ The 'Contrary theory had its rise among
ancient, imaginativ, and non-speculativ people, whose
minds at the time the theory originated were not
sufficiently comprehensiv to grasp any metaphysical
idea pr 'Sen ted in abstract form. Their ideas were
personified. It was so with the Hindoos, with the
Egyptittus, with the Persians, even with the Greeks
and with the Jews.
The Jews at first, according to the sacred writer,
made one god, the creator and goveruor of all things,
wherein they had a rational advantage over other
nations who distributed supernatural functions among
a variety of gods.- But in time the Jews transferred
the superintendence of sin to Satan, and now Christianity, which grew from the root of Judaism, and
upon which heathen mythology was grafted at an
early day, recognizes him as a diHtinct goa in hourly
conflict with the Almighty for possession of the
world and the souls of men.
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wealth too, individual and massed into ring and
monopoly, at the nation's command? And when
church and state are so nearly one as that, a trinitarian preaeher can be made President of the United
States.
One thought more, and charge your readers not to
forget it.
·
Exactly as the Democratic party gave itself away
to slavery and slave-holders after the administration
of John Quincy Adams, which closed in 1829, just
so since the abolition of slavery has the Republican
party made itself the suhtle, willing, unscrupulvus
ally of moneyed monopoly, until now the rule of
the controlers of the cash is becoming more intolerable than ever was the reign of the "lords of the
lash."
. PARKER PILLSBURY.

ers," meaning one dollar per bushel. Arriving in
market, he was offered $1 50, hut, intent on having
the shiners, he refused. The purchasei·s finally
learned what he wanted, and paid him oue dollar a
bushel, arid be returned home happy at his success.
Grant's executiv ability as cbirf magistrate is a parallel case. He could see no value in any money
except the round shiners, and every message teemed
with resumption, crushing the business life of our
nation to death. Oh, the curses that his administration has entailed on our poor country! I will add
that I was a Grant man, and voted for him both
terms.
Better late than never! If this communication is
not too wearisome I would like to add a word in
commendation of the efforts of sister Slenker to elevate our race out of the quagmire of sexnal intemperance. Of the many different questions that are
Be Temperate in Temperance.
being agitated for the improvement of the people, I
To THE. EDITOR o:F THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In think this the most important; and of all the curses
your paper of January 8th I notice a communication this curse is the most prolific of family quarrels,
on temperance by C. L . .Morgan. And as I think C.
entailing on our posterity the disease of inordinate
L. Morgan somewhat out of place as a Liberal, I
lust for the gratification of our baser passions. This
must hav a word to say in this temperance talk.
intemperance is one of the most damnable evils exC. L. Morgan is somewhat like a lady that I am tant.
well acquainted with, who about a year ago lost four
Bro. J. H. Cook, in your issue of Jan. 22d, struck
of her children by scal·let fever. After burying
another key note of reform. His article is virtually
them her remaining child took it. The doctor con- on hereditary transmiRsion, although he givs it ancluded to change treatment, and said he would giv other name. I consider it a twin to the evil which
some whisky toddy. The mother rerlied that she would Mrs. Slenker condemns, but born of different parrather see him dead and buried with the re'lt than l·nts. When we take into consideration that during
that he should taste whisky. Oh, such bigotry! Away three fourths of a year of our existence in an embrywith such nonsense! If whisky will save life, we otic state we are subject to the maternal will, and
want it for that purpose, but not to use until it has de- that that will is influenced by surroundjng circum·
stroyed the life it has saved.
·stances, we are astonished to see how indifferent
Let us be wise and be liberal. I hav known several people generally are in regard to the laws governing
persons in my lifetime whose lives were saved by the procreation of our species_ Exce.ssiv indulgence
whisky. But that does not make me believe that 1 of the baser passions is the cause of over-population,
ought to driuk it like water and make -myself worse pauperi!'m, crime, and uutold misery. If we underthan a hog. I hav seen several who hav been ruined stood the laws of hereditary trausmission we should
by it, and a miserable death has been their portion. make fewer cruel laws and would hav more charity
I hav used it too much in my life, but hav not let for our fellow-man and try to elevate his moral,
one drop pass my mouth for more than a year, nor mental, and physical condition through the instrudo I expect tv only as medicin. But if I thought it mentality of the laws of humanity, aud would dewould do me good, I would use it, or any other pend less on physical force so characteristic in the
poison, and I think I ought to be the judge. I execution of the laws of our country.
am willing to leave every one to judge for himself,
I am a radical Liberal. My platform is broad
and I think that C. L . .Morgan and others ought to enough far all questions.
CHlUS. BRoWN.
do the same. There is too much ortho.doxy iu this
dictation to suit me.
A . .ERVIN.
To Elmina's Critic.

A Letter from Kansas.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Our cold weather commenced with the first days of
N ovem her, 1880, the thermometer n•gistering o'o below zero, something unusual for our Kansas climate.
Our coldest morning was that of January 14-2P
below zero. \Ve hav had continual cold weather
since the 1st of November, with occasionally an intermission of a day or two_ There is ice on the
Neosho, and water has been very low in rivers,
creeks, and wells; but the spell was broken on the
5th inst. It has rained and snowed for forty-eight
hours, during which time eight inches of water hav
fallen. We think here that it is the advance of the
snow storm.that prevailed throughout theN orth and
East on the 1st and 2d. The coldest winter I hav
experienced in nine years' residence in Kansas was
'7tl and '79. Sixteen inches of snow fell on the 12th
and 13th of December, and we had good sleighing
for forty days. The mercury registered in all during the winter 182° below zero. The coldest days
were the 2d, 3d, 4th, and 5th oi January, 15, 18, 19,
and 20 below zero. The 2d, 3d, and 4th it was at and
below zero during the three days.
The question is being agitated in the columns of
TnE TRUTH SEEKER whether Bro. Bennett shall circumnavigate our mundane sphere ; and I hasten to
giv my opinion on the subject for what it is worth
by answering, Yes, for we hav had positiv proof
from your letters while making your limited tour
in Europe that you can write up the history of the
country and people in advance of any writer and
traveler I hav ever perused. By all means go, and
I will contribute something if possible. I am a
mechanic, nearly sixty-three, and not very flush in
the material requisit to the advancement of reform,
as I would like to be.
In your travels we hav it demonstrated that the
pen · is more potent than the sword in the
elevation of our race, for we hav had the public exhibition of a man in the person of U.S. Grant, whom
the politicians caused ~ make the trip for a third
term purpose; and what did we learn of benefit to
our country? I answe,·, Nothing. He was looked
upon by foreign aristocrats and potentates as a wonderful man bec:.~use he had commanded large armies
and butchered men, and during his eight years as
President approved more unjust and oppressiv laws,
the Comstock law not excepted, than all the Presidents before him, and in fact his administration was
devoid of statesmanship, and a failure. As to the
welfare of our country, his financial policy remind:;
me of a circumstance that happened a number of
years ago near Albany, N. Y. A farmer wi8hed his
boy to market some wheat for him at Albany, but
he could uot enumerate dollars and cents, so the

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It
will giv me much pleasure to correspond with your
paper whenever events or thoftghts in my journeymgs furnish worthy material for your crowded columns.
Does it ever occur to you that mnny Liberals who
write and speak much and well hardly appreciate the
magnitude of the great work we hav in hand? The
difference between a moral ana a political movement
in human affairs need not be, should not be very
great. But such is the present type of Americau
politics that the difference is wide as heaven and
hell. The clergy hav married the church to the government, and a vaRt moneyed monopoly now rules
both. So we are even now not a democracy but a
plutocracy, and tending more and more to a theocracy in fact if not in form. The lords of the lash
forty years ago cared nothing for party names.
Whig or Democrat was all the Rame to them. An
oligarchy of slave-holders was the thiug desired,,and
the thing they had, too, for forty years, though slaveowners were more numerous then than are great
monopolists and millionaires to-day.
·
And the slave-owners were always on the verge, if
not over the verge,. of bankruptcy. And yet they
ruled. They were always a minority in Congress,
and yet they ruled. And the clergy sanctified with
eermon, sacrament, and solemn prayer the slave system with all its abominations-" abominations that
welt mi,qht shame extremest hell!"
And if a comJ'mrativly few slave-holders, and miserably poor besides, could, with the aid of the clergy,
control the government completely, no matter what
harty was in power, years after years, what cannot
e done now when the ruling party has not only ·the
IUpport of church and clergy, but nearty aU the father told him to accept nothing but " round shin-

First and foremost, few of us liv as well as we
know. We see higher and better truths than we
carry out in daily life. Elmina does not claim to be
pei·fect. She does not say she teaches only what she
livs, but that she aims to liv .as nearly what she
thinksright and true as is practicable.
She is not entirely convinced that vegetarianism is
best for all constitutions and conditions.
What would the Esquimaux: do if compelled to liv
on fruits and grains ?
vVe must use discretion and judgment in all things.
Pork, as a rule, is unhealthful. Yet even hogs, if
reared as they are here, on open range where they
can.be clean and breathe pure air, may i:nake more
healthful meat than s~all-fed cattle or cholera-diseased fowls, or bad wheat full of smut, or milk and
cheese from sickly cows. I eat very little lard or
sausage, and use less spices. But I do not entirely
eschew them as I do fermented liquors, for I do not
consider them so e11tirely innutritious and poisonous.
Nor do I think a small cup of weak coffee as harmful as a glass of iJe-water if taken only once a day
at meal-time. Milk is better than either, and so perhaps is moderately cool water.
And as to the hygienic dress, it was not unretained
because of "vicious frowns," but simply because our
family did not like me to be so marked an object of
distinction for so little of real utility. I am not sure
but that my present dress is the more hygienic of the
two. It is all (even underclothes) cut loose, wrapper
fashion; no belts, no undue pressure on any parts,
and the air can freely circulate over the whole body,
which, with pants buttoned at the ankles, it would
not do. The loose, flowing Grecian robe has gt>nerally carried off the palm, but for some kinds of
work the short dress is rreferable, and let those who
need it be free to wear tt. I did when I felt it best.
Each must judge as to the personal happiness and
convenience as to what dress best suits, providing all
are hygienic.
And the same as regards sexual co.mmerce. Very
few will be materially injured by even a .monthly
indulgence, but is it highest and best? Is it really
right? Is this pure nature? Should pleasure ever
come in where so impo~·tant a question as the generation of species is concerned ?
Elmina leaves all free, aml would reetrict no one'e
"privileges." · She only points out the right as she
sees it. ~he might not object to "arms full of angels," if she could really believe in Ruch feathered
c:reatures, such intangible etherealizations. In the
mean time, we'll all seek for the best, and liv it as far
as we can.
Sister .Mary is one of flnr greatest leader~, and
thobe who follow her will not I.Je greatly led astray,
even if they hav now and the.n a fabe dream of
angels' wings.
Heartily and truly,
SM'WVille, Va.
Ewwu. D. Suum:11::a.
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of life than another. Tho idea that God ever autlw_rity, in the General ~ourt of .Massachusetts,
"breathed the breath of life " iuto anything is not knowmg all about a ve~sel, 1ts captam and passen.
entertained by this bold anti eminent thiuker, and in g-ers, then about fifteen days at sea from England
this he differs from Darwin.
The forgery firf't appeared in the Easton (Pa.) A 1·gu;
Repairing Pain~;J'S lUonument.
The professor claims that as no miracle is dragged in 1870, and was then very different from the present
The subscriptions for this necessary work hav not in to account for the formation of a crystal none is version, which changes some of the names and cir.
come in as freely as desirable. It would seem that necessary for the first forms of life.
·
cumstances. It would be interesting to reproduce
the only monument in the country erected to the
The various methods of progression in life by the two versions in double columns, they would
memory of the man we so much revere should not go variation, hereditary transmission, modification, and differ just like the old canonical and apocryphal
another year in the dilapidated conditior. in which it natural selection are ably treated and expounded by stories.
W.. H. B.
now is. The following are the sums donated up to him, backed by the ablest scientific names of the
Washington, IJ. 0., Feb. 26th.
the present time:
day, in the first part of the work.
In the next portion of the work the significance of
M. Reiman,
$5.00
Dr. E. B. Foote, $1.00
Rawson on the Vice Society.
H. B. Brown,
Infidelis,
1.00
1.00 the "pointers" in geological succession, rudimentary
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
D. M. Bennett,
1.00
Rufus Perkins,
1.00 organs, etc., are taken up.
My
intention
in attending the seventh annual meet.
His
main
difference
with
the
men
who
advocate
Augustus Owen,
W. F. Porter,
.25
1.00
E. M. Macdonald, 1.00 the natural origin of man consists in bringing in the ing of Comstock's Vice Society was to report their
1.00
G. S. Me--,
W. H. Burr,
2.00 spiritual part of the question, and in the idea of a prvceedings, supposing that the· customary brag
Wm. T. Costigan, 1.00
Newark L.League, 5.00
Robt Legg,
.25 spirit, who is a part of nature, not outside of her, bluster, and bombast would be the order of the even:
John Johnson,
, 25
.James Levesey,
.25 and has pushed on the development of man. He ing exercises. Our former friendly admonitions had
Robert Cardwell,
John Musgrove,
.25
.25 says matter is alive, and claims that the Darwinian produced a salutary effect, and there was less lying
school treats matter as dead. They think it doubt- less deceiving by cooked-up reports, less misleading
Henry Cardwell,
.25
ful if mau could again appear on the earth if it was by imaginary or exaggerated statements of the awful
Let the generous-hearted who honor the memory to be reduced to a molten state, while he believes moral condition of our public schools, fewer cases in
of Thomas Paine help a little in the needful work. that man is the fruit of worlcls and the object to which "our agent" had risked his precious life in the
defense of purity (Query, How about Greene street?)
which nature pushes whenever she has a chance.
A. BRIGGS DAvis, editor and publisher of the
The work givs the whole of the development and actually no attacks on Infidels nor blasphemy:
Battle-Axe, which many of our readers will remem- theory in a small space, ably handled, for a most And yet the whole tone of the meeting was a deep
color of misrepresentation and acting for effect. The
ber, passed his fiftieth birthday on February 27th. reasonable figure.
We learn he is in poor health and also in impecunious
It is a work of one hundred and eighty-seven venerable, gray-haired President (Vaseline Preventiv)
circumstances. We hav been invited to say to our pages, finely printed and bound, with over forty Colgate tried to look and act like an innocent man
readers that donations to him will be acceptable. vVe engravings. Price, postpaid, $1. For sale at this who had not violated the law he pretends to be activ
in enforcing. The reverend young prayer-maker
extend the invitation along the line that those who feel office.
stiffiy moved through his part like a third-rate actor
to remember him in any amount they choose may feel
free to do so. His address is Brentwood, N. Y.
"SExUAL ETHICs."-A private letter to parents, pretending to instruct his God as to what would b~
physicians, and men principals of schools, relating to acceptable from him in aid of the society, and really
sexual ethics, has been recently issued by the Moral trying to teach the dearly-beloved brethren how to
Comstock Trying to Become a Mason.
Education Society. It is worthy tbe attention of contribute, but considering that the ba!lkets retumed
In a recent issue our readers were informed how every one who desires the increase of public and pri- nothing to speak of, he also· failed. The Rev. Dr.
the infamous man Comstock was trying to improve vate morality. It will be sent for a three-cent stamp Thomas did his acting to order and with better suchis own reputation and befoul that of the order by by the Moral Education Society, No. 1 Grant Place, cess than most of the others, but even he played
applying for a membership. That he has not found Washington, D. C.
against the grain of his co.arse make-up in slandering
entrance to the ancient an.i honorable order is easily
the ancient Greek artists on a subject impossible for
seen. The following notice of his case appeared in the
such men as he to know enough about to be consisTo the Liberal Public.
Corner Stone, a Masonic journal, of Jan. 29th:
tent and reasonable. He indulged in oratorial finDEAR
FRIENDS:
I owe you the profound gratitude works of the cheap kind, which fizz and stink. The
"Some person had the temerily to accept the application of
that miserable spy, Anthony Comstock, for initiation and ad- of my heart for the interest many of you hav taken dramatic effe~t of announcing the contributions of
vancement in our Mystic Art, and pbdug the ~arne in Aurora in my utterances since I left the service of theology. l\lr. Cornelius Vanderbilt and some nameless person
Grata Lodge 756, Brooklyn. The record of this famed lodge, I hav been too much occupied in the strnggle of life (possibly Mr. President Colgate) fell quite flat. There
whi~h has been so honorably distinguished by its present R.
to answer all the personal letters that hav come to was not even one clap or cheer.
W. Master, Bro. Wm. H. White, should not be marred by one
The star of the performance was of course "our
whose reputation we refrain from discussing in these columns. me. Let me thank you for your words of cheer, adLet Comstock continue on in his vocation; every age and miration, and earnest sympathy. I desire to spend the agent." His effort was carefully prepared for him
every country has its decoys and spies, but Masonry needs balance of my days in working for the perfect en- by some paid :writer, except the hypocritical and
material different from Comstock-men, not puppets."
franchisement of the human mind. I hav undertaken canting phrases, which were evidently original. He
The same journal of Feb. ·5th contained the fol- to deliver a regular weekly lecture in Paine Memorial. began by an expression of" gratitude to almighty
Hall, Boston. I should like, as far as possible, to God" and a quotation, "God moves in a mysterious
lowing:
hav you all members of my parish. ·will you join it? way," and proceeded to giv his own biography in
" Our remarks in last issue, referring to the spy-decoy ComMy plan to allow you to clo this is to publish my outline, omitting some details that were necessary to
stock, hav been generally commented upon by craftsmen, and
the opinions universally expre~Red are in perfed accord with lectures in regular weekly numbers. I cannot, how- a statement that should hav at least Linted at "the
what then appeared. One venerable brother who occupied the ever, do this until I hav subscribers enough to pay truth, the whole truth, and nothing but the truth."
position of 'freasurer m:~ny years ago in Excelsior Lodge 195 the printer's bill. Will all who will take a weekly There are some of his victims who were induced by
was much gratified with the Only Live for taking a stand copy of my lecture, at one dollar a year, please drop him to commit crime that he might hav them punagainst the admission of this cur into our honorable fraternity." me a postal card to that effect? The money can be ished for his glory who would not join in his expressent as soon as convenient on the receipt of the first sions of gratitude to his almighty God, unless they
The issue
Feb. 12th had this:
"We trust that the following will suffice, which we st'\lect lecture. If every one who reads this notice will im- believed his God capable of doing simil~r or worse
from among a number, to show that the decoy spy is not mediately become a subscriber I shall be made very things, and then they could only pretend to be gratewanted in our honorable fraternity. We answer to the follow- happy. Yours for liberty or death,
ful as Comstock does now. If his God moves in a
ing that Comstock has not as yet been initiated, so we leam,
GEORGE CHAINEY.
mysterious way, and Dr. Crosby indorses the my8and the lodge is .Aurora Grata 756, which meets at 306 Fulton
Address No.3 Union Park, Boston, Mass.
tery, deceit, and decoy business, of course he can
street, Brooklyn, on the second and fourth Wednesday evening
____._..,_ _ _
·_
only go ahead in his work of secretly undermining
of each month.
the
reputation of some unsuspecting man or woman
" ' Corner Stone: Can you furnish the information through
Dr. Franklin Didn't Say It.
engaged in honestly earning a living. Such mystery
your live paper what lodge initiated into its companionship
that ravenous wolf in sheep's clothing whom you call Cur
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: is not as popular as it once was-say in the glorious
Comstock, for there are those who wish to aYoid his fraternal Misled by a blunderer, whose name I still merci- time of the Spanish Inquisition, or even three years
friPndship, on the prindple that truth and light hav nofellow- fully suppress, I did not dispute the authenticity of since, when in the fomlth annual report of this society
sl:ip with" ways that are dark and tricks that are mean?_"
'·'No good cause needs propping by lying and trickery, and his assertion that Benjamin Franklin said that the it was so confidently assumed that Freethinkers were
if Comstoek's methods of suppressing evil makes him a" hero," Declaration of Independence" was definitivly drafted soon to be stamped out like a small fire. And yet" our
as the New Hampshire Journal says, then the church had bet- by Jefferson." The mistake is repeated hy the chief agent," speakiug in his character of secretary of the
ter adopt this" hero's" method of turning men from sin to of blunderers, Mr. Underwood, in the,Seymour Times, Vice Society, took extra care to say that it was not
holiness.
M. M.' "
and with an air of triumph he asks, "Was Franklin, the business of the society to create crime. We
In the same journal of Feb. 19th is this brief too, guilty of deliberate lying as to the authorship never used the word "create," preferring the nonof that paper?"
theological word "manufacture," and we insist that
notice:
I hav just taken the trouble to look up the author- "our agent" should go to Albany, not to get power
" The decoy-spy Comstock will be balloted for in .Aurora
Grata Lodge 756, on Wednesday, February 23d, at its rooms, ity, and l am happy to fintl that Benja~in Franklin to usurp the duties of the police, but to amend the
306 Fulton street, Brooklyn. It is the duty of every brother never told that lie-never said anything of the kind. title of his society, as before suggested, by adding
who has writlen to the a. s. regarding this cur, to visit .Aurora It was another le!lser Franklin who said it, and he the word "manufacture."
Grata Lodge.''
didn't know any more about it than any of my asThe raid on the lottery dealers is legitimate and
.
congenial work, and one in which all honest men and
It is to be hoped that the notorious informer sailants.
Wm. Temple Franklin wrote the memoirs of his women can wish them success, but why not leave
and spy will be blackballed in the next meeting of
the Aurora Grata Lodge, and the despised man thus grandfather .Benjamin, and published the work in that work to the police? Pay the police and the Vice'
will be justly rebuked. A period of six months 1809. On page 3ti0, Vol. I., speaking of the Deelara- ,Society both for one work? The lottery, whether in
must elapse before he can make application for tion of Independence, the grandson says, "It was de- a church or in a policy shop, is a means of enriching
membership to any other lodge, when it is to be finitivly drafted by that eminent patriot and friend a few at the expense of the many, and in the hands
W. H. B.
of unprincipled managers is simply an organized syshoped he will be as well understood as he is now. of mankind, Thomas Jefferson."
Washington, .D. 0., Feb. 27, 1880.
tern of deceit, fraud, and robbery, falling almost
No honorable society wants such a person for a
wholly on the poorer working cla~ses. A religious
member.
society like Comstock's should begin with the church
'l'hat Forged Letter of Cotton Mather ..
lotteries, when they would make some healthy public
Book Notice.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : opinion with which to attack Simmons & Co.
Is DARWIN RIGHT? OR, TRE ORIGIN OF MAN. By William The clumsy forgery of a letter by Cotton Mather,
. On leaviug the hall I was accosted by Mr. Britton,
Denton, Wellesley, l\Iass. Denton Publishing Co. 1881.
proposing to capture Wm. Penn and his crew of who seems to wear his livery as as~istant vice agent
This last work of Prof. Denton's treats of the Quakers, and sell them for rum and sugar, reappears somewhat uneasily. If he does not like his work as
sulJject in the author's usual scientific, liberal, and in TuE TRUTH SEEKER once more. I hav several he seems to wis.h us to believe, why does he not s~ek
honest manner, going right to the root of the question. times exposed the fraud, but I suppose it will con- some other occupation? Actions spt>ak louder than
He agrees with Darwin, Wallace, Huxley, Haeckel, tinue, nevertheless, to be believed, like the gospel words. His work is congenial or he would leave it
aud others in the. natural origin of mau, but goes forgeries. On the 15th of September 1682, Uotton to others to do. He hoped THE TRUTH SEEKER
further in some respects. He shows that there ,is no Mat~er, a divinity student, 1\J years of age (he was would not scathe him as it has in the· past. It will
more necessity for a miracle in one part of the line ordamed two years later), writes like a man of not, so far as I am concerned, without just and su:ffi1
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· nt provocation, as it. has always had.

It rPqnires things, for what is a cathedral in Rome hut human' lui parlais dtt diable Y. il eut peur-Je suis reine."
The pope is described as a man whose hands are
mpires rend and gnaw the mnocent and unsuspectShould THE TRUTH SEEKER writers drop the wor<l tied, and whose feet are kissed. An ariRtocratic
ya and more than ordinary prudence to withhold create entirely, it would be of no loss to thinkers, woman is made to say that God will think ~wice be~~~ion when a well-known bad and vicious fraud and bnt be of much benefit to Abraham Lincoln "plain fore he condemns a great lady such as she IS. Here
~ecoy is seeking under cover of a _religious cl.oak t_o people," and especially to the non-progressiv priest- is a good aphorism, "Words are to thoughts what
nter a society that could be prostituted to his pn- hood in all lands.
DR. E. B. WHEELOCK.
gold is_to diamonds ; thougl).ts and diamonds need
~ate purposes, however vengeful and hurtful to good Berville, Mich.
setting, but not much." At another place he conmorals. I did oppose Comstock's application for
cludes that most people must be physicians, because
membership in tht> order of Freemasons for good and
they inquire after his health. Suddenly he comsufficieilt reasons. Mr. Britton said that if he was
plains that Frenchmen and Italians use too many
rejected now he would propose him in his lodge,
A Relic of Voltaire's.
superlativs, and adds, "The English approach the
Americus, where he knew he would l>e accepted
Romans in this matter; they reason, we talk." The
Voltaire died May 30, 1778. Would it be fair to
without a word of objection. It is hoped that Amermemoranda of Schiller, Beethoven, and some Engicus lodge will he able to act on the merits of the say that the world has arrived at its final opinion of lish celebrities hav heen published. Those of Goetl1e
the
man?
The
majority
of
those
who
care
for
the
case if it ever comes before it.
A. L. RAwsoN.
are still kept at Weimar, and Voltaire's are, most of
most remarkable of all eighteenth-century Frenchthem, hiden at St. Petersburg. The one rdic of him
men is divined into a small group of ardent defenders
now published proves him to hav been co1:1sistent and
and a whole army of critics. The defenders are honest. Just before his death he wrote, " I am
Phonogra},hy Taught by Mail.
mostly Parisians; they are joined by some French
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: provincials and a remnrkably small number of for- about to die; I worship God, I love my friends, I do
Quite a ~umber of readers _of THE TRUTH SEEKER eigners. It is perhaps not strange that Voltaire not hate my enemies, and I abhor superstition."
hav apphed to me to know If I can teach them pho- has more admirers in Spain a!)d Italy than in Gernography without .their coming to New York. many, England, and the United States; bU:t it is
Origin of the Species.
Please let me reply to all that I can teach by mail, curious that so many writers of the Germanic family
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir;
but it is not the lwst way. It is more laborious to should look upon Voltaire as a man tO-be criticised
me as I hav to teach l>y writing-, which is work, in- and condemned rather than studied and understood. The theory of some naturalists that each species of
and animal kingdoms had a
ste~d of by word of Inouth, which is also work, but And yet the world owes Voltaire cool justice. The both the vegetable
not so slow and hard work. I hav to charge just as fact that the very name of Voltaire is still strong single origin in a certain locality, and by various
much per lesson; but the pupil, if he succeeds, sa;ves enough to excite opposition and sneers illustrates the means hav been distributed over all parts of the
the expense of a journey and living in New York. power of the man without any reference to the ques- world, where they would flourish, I most emphatiThe difficulty in teaching 'by mail is to convey tion whether he used his talents in the right cause 0r cally denounce. That it is more reasonable they
sounds Oil paper, thrc.ugh the eye, to the ear of the not. The·man whose mere name excites opposition should originate in one place than another, where
pupil. It is not easy ·in that way to explain and after a hundred years must hav been at least a great latitude and climate are conduciv to their growth,
convey sounds which nature intended to be addressed force while he lived. Or has he acquired the fame I cannot understand.
The object of this earth, as well as all other
by the tongue directly to the ear. But by various of the destroyer only?
·
planets,
is for t~e satisfaction of l~ving creatures ~nd
illustrations and devices it can be done, particularly
Perhaps the fairest and coolest estimate of the
if the pupil has had such training in the analysis of man Voltaire has been formed by a few exceptional intellectual bemgs. As a necessity to the subsistlanguage into its elements as he ought to hav had, Germans and Englishmen·, and Strauss may be men- ence of animated creatures, vegetation was the first
but seldom gets, at school. And pupils who wish to tioned as the type of this very limited class. But product of the earth, and doubtless the polar regions
avail themselvs of that method may send me $10, the final verdict is yet to be pronounced. And it is were first to be clothed in verdure, as by the cooling
and I will write them ten letters of instruction. This reasonable to assume that Voltaire's private papers process that locality would first be in a condition for
may be a trial course, and the pupil can then decide will throw some new light upon his character and the germination of vegetation. By the wear of
whether he ha~ the taste, qualification, and determi- the history of his mind. Meanwhile history teaches time the internal heat of the earth gradually subsides, the crust extends deeper, and the surface be.
beyond much doubt that Voltaire was the most influ- comes colder; and torrid regions, the last to develop,
nation to go Oil with it.
lu my recent statement on the subject I meant to ential Frenchman of the last century, and that he has
are now ~ost luxuriant, while frigid countries are
interest those young men and women who are seek- caused more· than any other man a redistribution of
so devoid of caloric aB to allow scarcely any vegeing a trade or looking out for a profession, and who are authority in French matters. In matters of faith
able and willing to pay for rapid and thorough work, and taste he represented the opposition, and the op- tation to grow and mature.
Now the principles of all the species, both of vegjust as they would go to a university to study law or position has been successful if n_ot triumphant .. o~ etation and animation, existed in the earth before
medicin oo· theology in order to work at it and get a taire represents far more than d1d Rousseau the spmt any development of_ them took place; and by the
living by it. A few such hav applied, and I think I of advanced and elegant society such as existed in
natural forces, through fixed laws in nature, the
France up to 1789. The Girondists followed Vol- earth brought forth the necessary means for the
shall hav some pupils around me. T. C. LELAND.
201 East Seventy-first st., .New York.
, taire, while Rousseau is the first of the Montagnards. support of centralized spiritual identities. Nature,
-....-.It is certain, nevertheless, that Voltaire's philosophy then throucrh infinit intelligence and perfect laws,
cannot compete with earlier and later rivals, and that deve'loped ~ low order of animation directly from
Creation.
his opinions on Shakspere as well as ancient art hav vecretable growth. These various species of aniTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH. SEEKER, Sir: been overruled. At the same time he was as much m~ed nature, through successiv gen~ration_s of
Is it not requisit that all reformers should be plulos- as any one man can be t~e creator nf the eigh~een~h amalgamativ progress, hav developed m~o. h~gh~r
ophers? If so, why not become philologists as century, its shallowness mcluded. As a figure m his- orders and man, the great acme of all spmt life m
well, and coin new words with new meanings, so as tory he will always be prominent, and in the history earthly' tenement, is the grand resn l t.
to hav them correspowi to facts? 01' else let us giv of his time and country he is properly regarded as
Before animated nature was developed on earth,
new meanings to old ones, so that truth may not be the most prominent figure of all.
the earth herself, a living, moving, and thinking
lost in theological fog.
When Voltaire died, his private papers and manu- being, possessed within herself all the const!tuents,
The meaning of the word create is usually sup- scripts went, together with his library, into the im- when fertilized by the sun's warmth and hght, of
posed to be a process, of making sorn~thing out of perial palace at St. Petersburg. Both were deposited both the vegetable aild animal kingdoms; and her
no~hing by the fiat of infinit power. Agret>able to in the Hermitage which the Empress Catharine had most productiv age in the germination of the species
natural philosophy and good sense, this i~ n_ot and" added to the Winter Palace for herself and her spe- was when her internal heat produced the most activ
never was true. Yet in the above sense It IS very cial friends. Tb.e same woman purchased the libra- operations with her electric _force~, aB the true princommonly used both by the learned and unlearned. ries of Diderot and D'Alembert, the pictures once ciples for a nucleus germ existed m the e_arth everyAud, when so used, is constantly misleading the owned by Bruhl, Cboiseuil, and Baron Crozat, and a where by the action of the elements, not m the form
common thoughts of mankind, and thereby stultifies part of the famous collections at Houghton Hall. of a centralized seed.
their better judgment. At least this is too true of But the Emperor Nicholas hated Catharine almost as · All productions ar~ natural to their lati~ud~s and
those. who only look to pulpitarians for their philos- much as he detested Voltaire, and if one of the Vol- climates, and what will spontaneously flounsh m any
oplly and the meaning of words.
taire manuscripts has now been printed, no o?-e o~es locality would originate from th_e natural forces
Should a TRUTH SEEKER say to persons thus edu- Nicholas any thanks therefor. About thirty-five operating in the earth at that penod when her concated fro;m infan~y to manhood through all the years ago Leonzon Leduc, a Freilch scholar, was very ditions were adapted to such developments.
grades of popular theology, from the Sunday-school anxious to see Voltaire's "Sottisier." After much
I would state that Darwin and others hav devoted
up to the Moody and Sankey college, that God never trouble he received permission to read the manu- pages and chapters to the distr~b?tion o~ the specie!!,
created anything, would it not sound to them script. He was not allowed to copy it, and four sol- presupposing that they all ongmated .m one. place,
extremely horr.ible, yea, blaf'phemous?
diers saw to it that I"educ obeyed orders. But and even mention chunks of wood With acc1dental
Yet a little rational thinkiilg should convince any another man had copied the work, Rostopshin_, and he seeds upon them as having floated. three thou~and
one that nothing, in an absolute sense, can ever be is the same man who defended Moscow agamst N a- miles on salt water, and pigeoils. With seeds miX~d
created or made into a positiv something, because poleon by burning it. Rostops~in c~pied the with the occasional dirt upon then feet, whereby, I?tme philosophy rationally affirms that whatever "Sottisier" in order to prove Voltaire's wickedness. their migrations, they hav helped to seed the contisomething that now is always was iu some mode or By an accident Leduc has recen_tl_y ol!ta!ned this nents and islands of the earth. ·
form of existence.
copy, and has printed a small ~~1t10n of 1~ for the
But such means are unnatural, unnecessary:._ and
If a new meaning, then, can l>e given to the word use of his friends. The "Sott1s1er" con tams Vol- inconsistent, as no lands hav eve~ yet been _diBC?Vcreate, so as to signify a process of unfoldment, a taire's memoranda, little notes and comments, and a ered without their natural vegetatiOn and anm.atwn
development of something tangible from out of sort of literary diary. Most of the entries m:'lke but exis:ing upon them.
.
.
. .
BOJ?ething intangible, from ever-existing or self- a sentence or short paragraph each, and their value
It is natural for certam productiOns to ~ngmate
existent substance, then could reformers and all seems to consist chiefly in showing the growth of spontaneously from ~he soil a~ the present t~me. In
others use the word conscientiously.
ideas in Voltaire's mind.
this region, where pme forests abound, and m places
Rostopshin wanted to prove with the he~p of the where scarcely a tree or. bush can be found, exc~pt
But this new meaning would so spoil old theology
~h~t it will doubtless take precious time to establish "Sottisier" that Voltaire was credulous, Ignorant, pine, when the. pine is lumbered ~:ff not a pme
and bad. Leduc venerates the memory of Voltaire. growth anew will appear, but seemmgly that el_e1t In the present Christian (pagan) literature.
That clnss of writers known as Spiritualists, in But he is right in not throwing the book upon the ment is exhausted. Oak, the natural t>uccessor, ~Ill
?rder to correct the common thought or false mean~ market for it would certainly not add to Voltaire's appear in hundreds of tiny shoots per acre durmg
mg_ of the word C1'eate, are using others in its place rt>putation, while it helps to explain the operati~n ~be first summer that the ground is not shaded, a_nd
whwh more truly correspond with philosophic facts. of his mind. Some of the most famous utterances m no parent root or acorn can be found from whiCh
~uc_h, for instai).ce, as evolve, unfold, de·velop, or to the Essai sur les Moeurs and the !:Jiecle de Louis they grow.
FRANCIS D. LAcY.
lll~IVidualize, identify, or make manifest, all s.igni- XIV. appear in the "Sottisier" for ~he _first time,
Nirvana, Mich.
fymg the various processes by which the self-exist- either in a rudimentarfr form ~r no~ d1s_gmsed under
ent in:v~sible becomes manifest through the tangible, polite phraseology. Thus RICheheu IS. spo~en. ~f
WE hav just finished reading "John's Way" and
t~P. VIBI ble; or, as Sweden borg would affirm under with bitter hatred, and the French natiOn IS cnti~Is law of correspondences, that everything visible cised quite freely. Optimism is ridiculed, and sa~ire are perfectly delighted with it, and I now send for
1B. ~rom necessity correspondential to something in- coupled with :French esprit pervades most entnes. two more to loan to our neighbors or to any one who
MELLIE NEwKIRK.
VlSlble, which is the real of ~ll yj.sible or tangible Thus Maintenon is made to say to Louis XIV., "Je will read them.

:~re than ordinary reticence _to look on while human thoughts developed into structure, made visible?
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co-extensiv with the governmental domain itself, of society as the body politic, and we refer to the life
then they shall be bought, owned, and managed by of a nr·tion in pretty much the same terms as we do
that government." Otherwise, in my estimation, to the life of a man. But still, I believe that never
the rights of the many will never be maintained as has the destinction and relations between the indiAnti-Monopoly in the Ligllt of Philanthropy against the Nivileges of the few. This is the only vidual and social organisms (with all the important
and Sociology.
real solution of the qut>stion I can see, and is at once consequences involved) been scientifically formulated
.ADDRESS iw COURTLAXDT PALMER BEFORE THE NA- confirmed hy a comparison of onr people's post-office till modern sociology took hold of the question.
TJOXAL
ANTI-MONOPOLY
LEAGUE, WEDNESDAY with the Western Uuion telegraph consolidation, the
'Yell, gentlemen, if these two organisms exist, the
first of which sends a letter from New York to San individual and social, the simple deduction is that
EVENING, FEB. 16, 18~1.
GENTLEMEN: 1\Iy memory loves to linger upon the Francisco for three cents, the second a telegram of we hav not only the one but the other also to con.
sider and provide for. Society is a life. Just as the
8trong but kindly features of a man now dead, who ten words for two dollars.
The very principle that this League. enunciates cells of our bodies combine to form our individual
in early youth renounced his scant inheritance in
favor of his needier si!'ters, and who, the railroad brings us fac.J to face with the hard problem of indi- organisms, so do we? men and women,. unite as living
being then unknown, journeyed hy sloop to New vidual versus social rights of the old political econo- molecules, to constitute the larger hfe of society.
York, which was at that time scarcely more than a my based on !<elf-interest vei~sus the new political When our frames are in a healthy condition the
good-sized town. His whole financial capital was economy founded on a higher view of man as· a blood courses along, carrying its vital supplies to. all
summed up in the traditional shilling. Employed social being and vested with social rights and duties. the organs-a conges~io1? an_ywhere ca:1ses suffering
The undeniable fact is that labor, acting upon the e"\·erywhere-and so It IS With the somal organism.
as clerk, which in tl10se days meant porter too, he
labored morning, noon, Hnd night. By dint of free gifts and f,n·ces ·of naturr, is the source of all Repletion in one class means starvation in another
honesty, economy, and industry he worked his way wealth, and it is equally true that labor doe!l IJOt and general distress and discontent.
reap its equitaule share of the rewards. Through
from employee to master, from poverty to wealth.
And further, if the last reason I quoted from
That man was my father, and yon will all recall the squeezing-out process of competition the stronger Spencer (showing why society is an organism) is
some parallel to him, for my description only pre- are yearly working toward the top, the weaker to- true, and true it undoubtedly is_, then in the ~arthly
sents the portrait of our model American man of ward the bottom; the rich are growing richer, the and human sense we must affirm that in and by this
poor poorer, and instead of a just distribution of larger organism we, as individuals, actually liv and
business.
.
And how cim we fail to admire the shrewdness, earth's products we find the meanest of all mean mo'Ve and bav our being. Without its toil and
ilturdyplnck, and tirele"Rs perseverance of such a char- power concentrating itself in the hands of the few, pl:ovidence we could .not liv a day. I cannot do
acter, which, amid the fierce struggles of trade, ena- viz., the power of ir~esponsible wealth. Our bank- better on this point than to cite the words of the
bles a man like this to distance his competitors and ing, insurance, telegraph, and railroad comp:tnies, venerable Peter Cooper, whom the Sun newspaper
wrest success from the very jaws of opposition?
· our great business Louses, such as dry· goods, gro- justly calls New York's greatest citizen. They are
It is the picture of individual enterprise upon its bet- ceries, etc., etc., and even the control of real estate, taken from an address delivered by him in this
ter side, and this same individual enterprise it i1:1 are, or are becoming, thus monopolized, and such a building, l\Iay 31, 1871: "I cannot," he says, "shut
which, uy its inherent ener~y and push, has done thing as free competion practically exists no more. my eyes to the fact that the production of wealth is
more than aught else to build up our national com- Against these overpowering agglomerations any new not the work of any one man, and the acquisition of
merce and raise our country to its pre1:1ent bight of man enters the race so weighted down that victory great fortunes is not possible without the co-operamatPrial renown, and which, by extending and is next to impossible. For a few years many such tion of multitudes of men; and that, therefore, the
strengtheuing itself through corporate combiuations, tyros may struggle on till one of our decennial individuals to whose lot these fortunes fall, whether
has given ns all those wonderful developlllents we money panics flings up its turbid waves and engulf~ by inheritance or the laws of prodiwtion and trade,
daily see in the departments of banking, insurance, them while their cargoes are landed on the decks of should never lose sight of the fact that as they only
telegraphy, and transportion, not to mention many their more powerful rivals, who, by their superior hold them by the will of' society, expressed in statute
strength, are enabled not only to outride the storm, law, so they should administer them as trttstees for
other similar mammoth growths of trade.
But now the question comes, How far may this but gather in the spoils the feebler ones bav lost.
the benefit of society, as inculcated by the moral
And thus we are brought not only to a considera- law."
individual enterprise be legitimately carried? How
far may the few go on appropriating to their own tion of the injustice inherent in this system, but also
Here, then, from the mouth of this aged and
behoof the gt·eat powers of steam and electricity, the to a view of its danger. Injustice is always danger- philanthropic sage, whose faith is proven by his
soil, and all the other great faCilities for production ous. It was Louis XIV. who, in the arrogance of works, we find·one of the solutions of the problem of
and exchange which natural and human justice his belief in the divine right of kings, exclaimed, wealth in its individual and social aspects. The
declares should be free to all? For, brought to its "L'etat, c'est moi," "the state, it is I," and that view be takes is merely a transplantation of the old
extremest ultimate, this process could only mean that expression, or the idea involved in it, was the pre- Christian doctrin that as we derive all from God, so
a few great financial potentates or incorporated-com- cursor and gave the impulse to the French Hevolu- we owe all to him, and are stewards of his bounty.
panies would own the whole of our great planet tion, and I would warn those who to-day are reposMr. Cooper, while so believing, reduces this
while all earth's citizens would be their moneyed ing on the diviue rights of property to take Thomas dogma to a more practical shape by affirming that
Carlyle from their libraries and read again his story private wealth, being the product of human society,
slaves.
This, of course, sounds like exaggeration ; but is of that world tr:1gedy.
must be held by the rich in trust for society.
But, I now ask, Is there any way of escape from
it so very wide of the mark, in view of what your
But the next inference to be drawn from our
the
maze
of
this
dangerous
public
injustice?
Is
admirable address to the people says on page fifteen,
sociologicai doctrin is more immediately to the point
where, in speaking of the state of California, it there any principle to show us (even though dimly) on this occasion, and it simply is to the effect that
how to reconcile individual and social interests? For when private enterprise so overleaps itself as to
remarks as follows?
blot out individual enterprise, take away the spur of trench on what should be public enterprise, why,
" There monopoly is king. There a few men control steam
profit from industry, and you overturn our present then t~ public or state must step in on fair terms,
tran~portation. They hav annilitlated competition. There is
not a farmer, not a pn•Jucer, between the mountains and the civilization. Yet, on the other hand, the greed of put the individuals out and put themselvs in. Our
Pacific who does not pay them heavier tribute than con,- gain must not become so great and grasping as to city, for instance, supplies Croton water at a nominal
quered people ever paid to their conquerors. They fix the result in general wrong.
rate, while our gas companies (with several needless
Talue of the farm, the mine, the mill, and the forest. They
I think that science presents us with a solution of
decide year by year whether the producer shall make a profit this vexed question, for which I am largely indebted sets of gas mains) bleed us ad libitum. Our city
runs its fire department, a company our "L " roads,
or a loss ; whether his children shall travel toward the academy or the poorhouse. They name senators and judges. to Herbert Spencer, whose little work called "The and extending the illustration to the United States
They hav their candidate for the presidency. They hav Study of Sociology," is now used as a text-book in government, I cannot see why a nation which conbound the prosperity of California in fetters of iron as fatal as Yale College. If you will turn to Part II. of hiE: ducts its post-office and custom-bouse cannot also
death, as unyielding as the grave."
great work, entitled "The Principles· of Sociology," manage a national railroad and telegraph system,
But all this evil, you may affirm, is the result only you will there find chapter ii thus headed, "A Soci- and also (which is even more needed in my estimaof the abuses this League wishes to correct, such as ety is an Organism." I can only gi y here the barest tion) a national (really national) banking.
freight discriminations, watering of stock, corrupt reference to his argument. He says that socic·ty is
Innumerable iuferences might be drawn from our
control of legislation, etc., etc., all of which it· is not a mere aggregate of separate individuals, which, sociological law regarding humanity considered in
your present aim to remedy by means of proper laws; like an audience in a theater, disperses when· the play its continuity and solidarity, for it means, in my
and just. as our governments hav a right to regulate is over and exists no longer, but rather is a living view, the dawn of a new civilization; but confining
the rate of interest for the people's good, so also, you organism, analogous in many respects to the human myself to the question we are on,_ viz., of wealth and
maintain, statuteR may be ordained restrictiv of those body itself. For iustance, the human body grows. of its social nature, I may allude to the co-"operativ
men "who recognize no respon~'<ibility but to their So does a society. Again, one body, taking its con- stores of England, which bav been so successful
stockholders, and no principle of action but personal r~eption as its date. of. birth, undergoes great changes there, and whi"h J'llr. A. R. Foote is endeavoring to
and corporate aggrandizment."
To Lhis most of structure and function; so too does a society in introduce in this country, the purpose of which is to
worthy aim I say Amen, for great would be the the course of its evolution, as witness _how in early secure a fairer distribution of -profits. Schultze
stages of culture each man is his own farmer, tool- Deutsch's schemes of banking and iusurance in Ge.rgood accomplished by such reforms.
But suppose these objects attained, will the pur- maker, merchant, etc., etc., but bow, as time goes on, many are analogous efforts.
poses of this League hav been effected? To whid1 vast divisions of labor. and occupation occur, by
But you will again ask, "Is individualism to die
I answer, in a measure, Yes, but to a great extent, means of which commerce, manufactures, the arts, out?" I answer, It cannot die out, for happily it is a
No, for as lung as gi·gantic pub tic enterprises like educ,ttion, and all the departments of life become law that as society becomes complex and cultured,
our railroad and telegraph systems are privatel!l assigned to their respectiv workers.
the indiviuual becomes more differentiated, more disBut Spencer's third reason (and the last I here tinct, and more self-sovereign, but this can only be
controled there must be warfare hetween the private
interests of the stockholders and the public interests cite) why society is an organism is the one that for by a greater though freer subordination of the indiof the people, and even uuder the best of regulation us is most in point, viz., that as in the human body, vidual to society.
laws, when best administered, we should still see the so in the social body there exists mutuality of deBut in the present state of conflict between private
few swollen plutocrats !lmassing their profits from pendence between the parts as among each other and and public claims, I can only see that it is the necesthe unjust tax they levy on the public; siuce, even also between the parts and the whole; and thus the sity and therefore the duty of each man to work
eo restt·icted, their powers become too great to admit more humanity develops the more interdependent ahead amid sharp competitions of life and gain what
of ~pposition, and all competition starts handicapped and unified its many classes become, till, as Carlyle he reasonably can. He must, for self-protection and
aga111t;t them.
says, an Indian can't quarrel with his squaw on the for the protection of his business, retain large reserves
lakes of Maine without producing a rise in the price or else the next financial crisis will overwhelm him ;
What, then, are the purpoeee of this League?
It thus announces two of its fuudameutal princi- of furs in London. To harmonize as well as may be and as the life is more than meat and the body than
ple_s: "We advocate and will support aud defend such vast relationehips it is that governments arise. raiment, he is justified, as the meed of toil and honthe nghts of the many as against the pt·ivileges of Their purpose is to act as the balance-wheel to the esty, to feed though not satiate his soul on art, love,
the few;" and "corporatious, the creation of the general clock-work and make it all keep t-ime ..
and beauty.
etate, shall be controled by the state."
But; on the other hand, he must learn to recognize
Now all this solidarity of interests has always been
Tu make the first of these statements consistent more or less clearly perceived in the past. It was the social responsibilities of wealth. Though moneywith the set.:ond it S"ems to me that the s<econd mu,;t shadowed forth in the old l{oman fable of the Bells giving has its place, the day of mere dole and charity
be thus ameuded, to wit, "Corporations, the creation and the .Members. St. Paul said that •' no man liv- has passed away forever. \Ve must effect improveof th~ state, shall be controled by the state; and eth to him;~elf," and that we are all "members one of ments through change of systems, and not be content
when mflated to such magnitude that ,they become another;" and we ourselva are accustomed to speak to compromise with our consciences by mero alms-

THE TRUTH SEEKER~ l\1:AROH p,
j!iving; and while the large-heai·ted are making (as
they mnst make) their gains under our present hard,
competitiv system, they will seek to sustain and
promote every endeavor which attempts to substitute
for this Darwinism in trade those more beneficent
ameliorations which can only come through co-operation, be that co-operation public or private in its
nature.
This means the Christ spirit adapted and applied
to the complex exigencies of our new age. It means
the establishment among good men and true of a
new chivalry founded not on war but on industry. It
means one of the signs of the kingdom of heaven on
earth; and may its coming not be too long delayed!
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paroxisms of distress, was the seat of all the trouble 1·ib, who must hav been made to see to enable her to
-the defectiv part. The dust, probably, had not perform the labor required of her as help. She was
been well refined; sifted, and purified. It may hav designed to trip about the garden, attend to its culbeen taken from the base of some ant-hill, and one ture, gather in its pr.od nets, and wait on the
of those .little busybodies stayed in the soft mold man, her master. For the Bible says that the
and worked its way to the side, and there lay tick- woman saw that the tree was for food and pleasant
ling at the. ribs.
to the eyes ; therefore she, unlike the mlln, was
ThA nllrrativ does not state, but another rib mul't made possessing sig-ht.
It is qnite important to ob~erve that the command
hav been inserted to complete the symmetry of the
formation. No builder would remove· an imperfect with regard to the forbidden tree was not given to
piece from a construction and not insert another in the woman. What the creator had to say to his
its pl:lCe, and surely we could not impute such want creatures was addressed to his son and not to his
of judgment to the creator of man. If another. rib son's servant, nor did she receive any like command
had not been inserted, the stnteture would hav been from her master. Her knowledge of the prohibition
incomplete; the perpendicular would not hav been came directly from the serpent. Adam prob!J.bly
plumb; man would hav been au unbalanced forgot to inform his help of the existence of this peThat Stolen Rib.
~tructure; his locomotion crab-like or sideways. culiar tree and of its deadly properties when he
The serpe11t seeing the
A LECTURE DELIVERED DEFORE THE LIBERAL CLUB The anatomy of man as>:ures us that he is supplied ordered her to gather frnit.
BY E. BELT.E WHITNEY.
with au equal number of ribs on each side, thfi're.fore woman·employed in the garil.en opened the dialog
MR. PRESIDENT, GENTLEMEN, AND LADIES : In another rib must hav been inserted before the first in a familiar sort of banter thus, "God hath said ye
submitting to your consideration the question, "Was man conld awake from his deep sleep a perfect shall not eat of every tree of the garden." The
woman rPplied, "We may eat of the fruit of the
the Removed Rib of Adam an Imperfect Bone?" I imnge of God.
But what of thA removed bone? It was a part of trees of the gardPn." The keen reply proves conclushall confine myself mainly to the Mosaic account of
creation, as we and every child in Christendom are the material of which the semi-heavenly gem was sivly that the woman never before heard of the comtaught to read it and instructed to believe it to be composed, and could not be carelessly thrown away, mand. Doubting the serpent, and being ignorant of
the locality of the prohibited tree and of it<~ nature,
divine revelation without question or query, and its notwithstanding its frailties.
Previous to the removal of the rib the creator she gathered its fruit and set it before her master.
consequent effect on woman.
A close economizer very seldom throws away; or diAcovered that the man required help. So t.he Lord In this first act of duty the removed bone is accused
destroys that which can be conveniently utilized' in God said (according to the biblical .account),. I will of sending God's image on tbe double-quick down to
molding into form the conception of the mind. If make him help. It is not good for him to be alone. perdition, an act so monstrous that nothing short of
the material be valuable, every particle of waste or Whatever induced the crAator. to make man help, the sacrifice of his heavenly son could atone for it.
refuse is carefully collected and laid away until it or to discover he could not be alone, we cannot say. But how, according to the Bible narrativ, we are at a
·
shall be required.
The Bible givs no clew beyond mere conjecture. loss to see.
It is an indisputable fact that when an accusation
· In all formations the skilful artist takes the utmost The garden may hav been neglected, while the godly
care that the beauty, strength, and utility of the. image looked lean and hungry and afraid to go of guilt fastens it~elf on an individual, he is doomed
structure may ineet the most perfect development of around alone, conseque"ntly he required both help to bear under suE:picion all the misdemeanors of an
the original design. All dross adhering to gems or and protection. An opportunity was now offered entire community. Such was unfortunately the conjewels is carefully removed. All metals used for for utilizing the removed rib. It could be made up dition of the first woman. Being made of imperffi'ct
suspicion, and readily
machinery, every stick of timber, every block of into a servant for his image. It was just the thing material she was already under
1 ·ing capable of committing
supposed
to
be
the
only
b
marble used for th.e erection of houses, or the build- for an inferior being. Like a close economizer,
ing of ships, are thoroughly inspected before being according to the Bible, wbi~h says, And the rib the first crime. So Adam complacently cleared
used. All fabrics must be free from flaw before which the Lord God took from the man mane he himself when accused by the Creator by saying "I did
being made into garments. All structures are woman and brought here. From where, the Bible not do it; it was my help you made for me out of
formed of particles, pieces, or parts; and, to insure does not say. Probably from his shop or laboratory, that bad rib.?' In this very grave offense, so long
a perfect whole, every piece, particle, or part must or from some place where he had placed the rib for charged to the woman, we can only see the imprefections of the removed rib di~played in a sort of careblend in harmony with each other. Should the safe keeping, and "brought her to t~_e man."
less indifference, a disregard of station, a disposition
slightest flaw be discovered in any one piece, part,
There must hav heen some previous understanding to gossip and loiter about., and so delayed her time,
or particle, however small, the entire formation between the creator and the man relativ to the re- and thf'n in prli'suming to eat before her master,
wonld be condemned as imperfect, and, if not re- moval of the rib and of utilizing it into help for which has ever been deemed a piece of impertinence
moved, complete worthlessness would be the inevita- him. For on being informed of the successful com- in a servant .. Even then there is some plausible
ble result. ID: conformity to this law of exactness, pletion of the work of making the removed rib into excuse. She may hav been commanded by her masthe artist plies his brush, the sculptor his chisel, the help for him, Adam doubtless rubbed his eyes, tel to taste of ev<..!rything first, as security t.Q his own
mechanic his tools, until the eye shall see in bold yawned, rolled over, and taking a good look at the safety, as everything was new and fresl1, and having
relief the grand reflection of the mental vision.
removed bone, now in the form of a living creature, no knowledgt of the poisoning properties of vegetaThis same law, in which we see so much strength, all the previous distress, pain, trouble, and wretched- tion; and knowing, as Adam did, there existed a tree
beauty, and harmony, seems to hav bpen the gov- ness she had caused him while she lay stowed away in the garden of ·a deadly nature; and the woman,
erning principle of the creator in making man. in his side, and the deep sleep necessary to frill on being soulless, might gorge herself on the forbidden
According to the Mosaic account of thnt unique him for her removal flashed over his mind,for from the fruit free from its deadly effects.
piece of work, the removal of a rib from the side of imJ?ulsiv su!1"gestions of these recollections, he exNow let us see what this removed rib did that so
man, I claim,'was because of some imperfection in da1med, "You troublesome, co.udemned, accursed annoyed heaven and distressed the world. ·what
the structure, and not for the purpose of affording thing, bone of my bone and fle~h of my flesh, thou was her crime? She did not disobey her maker. He
material for the formati()n of woman, as all subse- shalt be callei! wo-man." In c::tlling the removed rib, gave her no con maud; nor did she disobey his
quent results conclusivly prove.
now in the form of a living being, man, the godly earthly image, nor did she heed the serpent. Then
The making of the woman (for she was not like image deemed an explanation necessary. For, said where-in did sb!' err? In what was her sin and great
man created) seems to hav been an afterthought, for hE', she was taken out of man, the prefix explain- crime? LE't us turn to the third chapter of Genesis
a certain p~rpose, as I shall endeavor to show.
ing itself-troublesome, accursed, condemned man. aud see. ''Because," says the creator to the man,
The first chapter of Genesis informs us that after The godly image, with a masterly inrJtinct, at once "thou hast hearkened to the voice of thy wife, the
.everything was made and pronounced good, God passed the heavy part of the labor or work imposed help whom I gave thee"-there was the crime! The
on them over to her who was now his help, for said first sin ever committed was listening to the voice
said, "Let us make man" in our own image.
The fifth chapter of Genesis givs more fully the he, "Thou shalt be the mother of ourra.ce." The of a creature whom he knew to be constructed af
particulars of the creation of man, and further in- godly image had given birth to one and that quite condemnecl, rejected material, a being far below him
forms us that God created nothing without a pre- satisfied him. For the advent of Eve endows man in attributes or station. Throughout all history,
existing motiv, as he ~ivs a reasun for the object of with the honor of being the first mother.
both sacred and profane, we learn that there is noththat creation. As an mevitable consequfi'nce attendEverything made previous to the birth of woman ing which so belittles a man as to listen to the voice
ing all formations, the existence of one thing was. pronounced good by the creator, but with regard of a woman or to Le advised or ruled by her. 1t is
suggests the necessity of another. So after the to the quality or intrinsic value of the being made of a weak point. in hifi composition, .. crime that he
world was made, the creator seems to hav discov- the removed rib he maintained a profound silence. sneaks and shames under as the consequent result of
ered that some one was required to till the ground. He simply made her without the benediction of good this Bible record supposed to be divine. The Bible,
At this discovery the narrativ states, "And the Lord or the assurance of possessing a soul, or of bearing as I ha.v shown, dec 1ares that the first sin ever comGod formed man out of the dust, and breathed into any likPness to him, or of being his daughter. On mitted by man was " listeuing to the voice of a
his nostrils the breath of life, and man became a the contrary, she is termed in holy writ as the woman." All through the Bible man is warned
living soul." And "God took the man and put him daughter of man, produced of man and partaking against this great sin. Rt. Paul made it a special
in the garden to dress it and keep it."
only of the defects of his removed rib. The re- theme, and dwelt on its horrors with great anxiety.
We see from this statement that the garden was moved bone or rib;.now an animated, self-motiv He charged the saints by no weans to listen to their
intended to supply food, and the creator wisely power, begins to fill her misssion as help or servant wives and their profanity. There is no crime menadapted the man with a corresponding appetite. to feed the godly image, and while thus employed its tioned in the Bible witt, more horrifying results.
You may eat, says the creat0r, of every tree of the imperfection begins to assert itself in a manner quite "For hearkening to the vJice of thy wife," said the
garden but one, and at the same .time stated the different from that which so disturbed the godll creator to the f.rst man, "I will curse the ground,
penalty that would inevitably follow in consequence image before its removal from his side. Had 1t expel you from Eden, and from the sweat of your
thereof. You will please bear in mind the woman been left there the tlaw would hav affected only the own brow shall you he! p yourself to your own bread."
is not yet made.
physical formation, and man ever remained in a deli- A great punishment for one made to be waited on
Subsequent to the final completion of man, and cate condition, or died at once with pleurisy or heart by a servant. (CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.)
previous .to the formation of woman, we may sup- disease.
pose the creator discovered some imperfection in
Hut in gathering the products of· the garden to
the structure, and reasoned thus: My man does not feed the man she seeks the society of beasts, reptils, The Northern Wisconsin Spiritual Conference
come up to my expe<;tations; some of the component and evil spirits, and holds familiar converse with Will hold its quarterly meeting March ] lth, 12th,
parts of his make-up must be defeotiv; a slight tlaw them, and so delayed in preparing his repast that the and. 13th, at Omro, Wis. James Kay Applebee, of
somewhere; a little dross, probably, sticking about man became so hungry he was glad to eat anything Chicago, who will be the principal speaker, is one of
the jewel I meant should be as near like myself as his servant set before him, without question, for the the most talented orators in the Freethonght ranks.
possible.
,
Bible says he ate the fruit she set before him and said All lovers of -truth are invited to be present arid parLike a skilful artisan, the creator minutely it was good. And I hav no doubt that ie smacked his ticipate. The best vocal aud instrumental music has
examined his work, and, finding the difficulty, like a lips and sent her for more.
been secured. Let all be present the first day of
humane surgeon before submitting a subject to the
Previous to the birth of man's help he must hav the meeting. Please notify the secretary of your
knife, the Lord caused a deep sleep to fall on the lain in the garden in the condition of many other intention of attending. Usual courtesies to all.
man, and the Lord God took out one of his ribs and spenies of new-born creatures, bliud and helplesfl, Hound trip tickets can be obtained.
closed the flesh instead thereof.
until the magic smelL of food opened his eyes. But
PROF. W. M. LocKwOOD, Pres.] g
In t~e, side, then, which mll!t hav p~eeented it seems to hav been quite different with the removed DR. J. C. PHILLIPs, Sec., Omro, Wis.
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ing, in the execution of which his bones were even I 7. T~a~ inasmuch as when J oseph~1s described the
laid bare. He still, however, kept up his cry of new rehgwn of Juclas or Jest~s of Gah_lee he expressly
"Woe," and when questioned as ·to who he was, assert<:'d that no other arose m that time.
.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
whence he came, etc., his only words were, "Woe,
8. When J osel?hus accounted for the obstmacy of
woe!" Finally in his wanderings and ravings he th.e Jews at the Siege. of Jerusalem
reference ~o a
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.90 PER YEAR. cried, "Woe to myself also;" and at that moment a Widespread _expectatiOn that a mess1~h was .connng,
----- - - - - - - - :-::---- --=- stone was thrown from one of the engines and struck he had nothmg at all to say of a messiah havmg then
Th~ l£Lrgest and cheapest Radieal Journal pUblished in Europe him and he fell dead.
already come and risen from the dead, "as the divine
01· America, containing nearly seven hundred squa1·e inihes mo1·e
Another was Judas of Galilee, who taught new prophets. had foretold." If it.~as Josephus who wrote
of 1·eading matter tltan any other journal of its lcind.
doctrines, and who had a band of followers composed ~he spuno_us passage recogmzmg Jesus as the promof fishermen and sailors, among whom were two Is.ed me~s1ah he would .assuredly have referred. tomessiah
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 5, 1881. name d SImon an d J oh n. Th"IS J ud as, w hose name him agam when the subJeCt of a looked-for
d f
seemed afterward to be changed to Jesus, though a was .on hand, and he ~ould have ha ar more to say
man of considerable force of character was not noted of him on other occaswr~s.
.
What Objections to Christianity~
for his good deeds. His career was at 'the time when
The perpetr~tor of this for~ery or pwus fraud un.
REPLY TO MR. MAIR'S FIFTH LETTER.-CONTINUED. Jost>phus was governor of Galilee, against whom this c~oubtedly realized the necessity of s?me .confirmaIt is far from being improbable that the current J udas, or Jesus, strongly protested, and against whom twn from the pen o_f a contemporary Justo nan .of the
he strove to stir up the populace. In the wordR of wonderful eyents m. th.e story of the traditiOnal
story of Jesus was made up of legends and accounts by
Josephus,"
he took the laws of Moses into his hands, Jesus, and without ~hmkn~g of th~ ~wkward fact t~at
some person or persons who really lived not ~ar from
and
came
into
the midst of the people, and said, '0 J_ose.Phus had descnbed wrth preCISIOI? a far more mthe time in which h~ is located. Most plausible and
my fellow-citizens if yon are not disposed to hate s1gmficant prophet a~1d never ~e-etwned Jesus of
probable theories of this kind have been _baseil upon
certain facts that have been brought to hght. Two Josephus on your dwn account, have regard however N aza~·eth: he l~Igge.d m the spunous pa~sage. h ~er
to the Jaws of you country, which your commander- h_aps m h1s est.nnatwn th_e _fact that wlnle the .Istoor three years ago I had the honor of publishing a
in-chief is going to betray. hate him therefore.on nan had descr1 beil the rehgwus sect~ that had existed
small work, translated from a Hebrew document, the
little book being entitled "Sepher Toldoth Jeshu: both these accountEZ and bring the man who has fo~· more t?an half a centur! after PII!lt~'s recall, they
The Book of the Generation of Jesus." The same acted thus insolent!; to his deserved punishment." sa1~ nothmg: what~ver of ~he Chr~stia;n.s, th~re}Jy
By the shrewdness of Josephus and the treachery on tac1~ly assertmg t~en· non-existence, JUStified h~s Ill·
also appears as an appe~dix. to the :work ~ntitled
"The Revelations of Antichnst." It JS nothmg less the part of the followers of Judas,. or Jesus; who be- sertmg the foregmng passage to remedy t?e e':"Il and
than a gospel believed to be older than th~s~ in the trayed him, he was brought into the presence and cau~ the gospel story to he more credible m the
.
,
.
New Testament and thought to be the ongm from power of the governor, who rebuked him for his eyes of the wor~d. .
mischievous
and
wicked
conduct,
and
finally
set
him
T?the
~cclesiast~cal
but
chshonest.
Eusebm~,
who
whence the story wa~ draw~. This singul.ar prod_uction had been alluded to m somewhat d1sparagmg at liberty. This Judas, or Jesus, was said to be the fiouns~ed_m the fme __part of ~he f~mtl~ cen_tmy,_has
terms by Lardner, Voltaire, Taylor, and others, most founder of a new religion, and a sect of considerable been ~Iedrted the makmg of this foiged mt~Ipolatw~,
as he IS the first.one who ever alluded to I~. J,us~m
of whom regarded it as spurious, and consequently numbers was the result.
J o~ephus describes these characters with consider- ~art:r;r, Tertulhan, and others of th.e ea;her Clmsclassed it among the many spurious gospels which
appeared within the first three Christian centuries. able minuteness. He gives }ull details of various tian li_athers :would ~ssuredl_y ha':"e notwe.d It an~.called
1
The Rev. S. Baring-Gould, in his "Lost and Hostile religious sects which existed in the country, but has attenti?n to It had It bee? m existence m then day
Gospels," published in London not many years ago, not a word to say about the Jesus of gospel story or but as It ha~ no~ been wi:rtten the~ are ver~ excusable
has two versions of this "hostile gospel," which he the system of religion which it is claimPd he estab- ~o~· not quotmg It or saymg .a wmd. about It. When
translated from the original Hebrew. A friend of Jished. This is a very damaging fact for the credi- It IS remem~ered how easy It was m t_hat age of the
mine who has been studiously exploring all works bility of Christian claims. Josephus was a profuse world f?r mterested m~n a.nd c~py1sts to chan_ge
treating upon the origin of Christianity was gratified writer, who entered minutely into the history of manuscnpts. and J?ake mtei polatwns. as necessity
to find a copy of W agenseil's Tela Ignae Salance, every principal personage, and particularly of the seemed to dictate: It c~nnot be 'Yondered at t_hat an_
published two hundred years ago, wher.e he found many religious sects which existed at the time he unscrupulou.s p~rt1san h~e E~sebms should yield to
this legendary gospel in Hebrew, with what he lived and previously; and to have said not a word the temptatiOn m that ihrectwn.
ANOTHER GLANCE AT ANCIENT FAITHS.
terms a rough Latin translation. He lost no time about such a remarkable character as Jesus Christ is
I will not stop here to examine into the varioul!l
in rendering the Latin into English. This transla- said to be, who performed such wonderful miracles,
tion I published in 1878. Its hero, Jeshu, was born though he lived amidst those who must have seen theories that have been devised to make clear the
106 B.c., being the son of a betrothed maiden, Miriam and known Jesus if he really existed at the time intricate muddle which invests the story of Jesus and
(Mary), by Joseph Pandera, an adventurer. By the claimed, amounts to almost proof po11itive that no the early period of church history, nor attempt to
decide which is the most probable solution that has
power of a charm stolen from the holy of holies he such personage had an actual existence.
The same remarks will also apply to Philo, an- been advanced of that of which there is no historical
cured lepers, raised the dead, and wrought other
miracles; wherefore he was arrested by the elders of other learned and profuse writer and historian, who proof, but. before leaving the subject will take
Jerusalem, scourged, crowned with thorns, and by lived at Alexandria, Egypt, at a somewhat earlier another brief view of the more ancient religions of
order of the Sanhedrim stoned to d.,ath and hanged date. Though he wrote of many of the religious sects the world.
As far back in antiquity as the religion and history
on the day before the Passover and the Sabbath, in which abounded at his time, he had nothing to say of
the reign of Queen Alexandria, about seventy-five Jesus Christ, and nothing to say of Christians, his of the Asiatic nations extend, it is claimed in certain
followers.
quarters that Druidism is a still older system. In the
years before our era.
Without stopping to quote any of this older goF<pel,
The spurious passage interpolated into the writ- most ancient Vedic hymns, and in other of the sacred
or to examine the probabilities of the story, it cannot ings of Josephus recognizing Jes.us and his divine literature of the Aryan race, allusion is made to a.
be denied that the narrative is equally as consistent, character reads as follows: "Now there was about "White Isle" in the north-west, whence emigrated
equally as well-sustained, as is the story of Jesus. this time Jesus, a wise man, if it be lawful to call the people who brought civilization and the knowlIf the one is true it is undoubtedly the basis of the him a man, for he was a doer of wonderful works, a edge of the true God unto the Aryan country, and
other, or even if it is untrue it may have served as teacher of such men as receive the truth with pleas- who established there the religion which for thouthe basis of another fiction. This basing one fiction ure. He drew over to him both many of the Jews sands of years has since been active. This White
upon another cannot possibly add anything to the and many of the Gentiles. He was (the) Christ. And Is!e is held by the advocates of ancient Druidtruth of the second production. That the gosp·e] of when Pilate, at the suggestion of the principal men ism to be the isle of Britain, and that the people and
J eshu is older than either of the gospels of Jesus among us, had condemned him to the cross, those religion of that portion of Europe are even older than
there is good ground for believing, and that the that loved him at the first did not forsake him, for those of central aud southern Asia.
older story could have been taken for the foundation he appeared to them alive again on the third day; as
Within the last few days I had an interview with
of the newer story or version is not difficult to un- the divine prophets had foretold these and ten thou- an educated Welshman who is well versed in
d ... rstand. I will, if you desire, in my next give you sand other wonderful things concerning him. And ancient Welsh literature and the traditions of the
quotations from this gospel of Jeshu to enable you the tribe of Christians, so named from him, are not ancient Druids, and he informs me that they have in
to see 'how like it are many passages in the accepted extinct at this day."
the Welsh language a large amount of information
gospels of the New Testament.
This is now pronounced on nearly all hands a respecting the belief, rites, and history of the ancient
Not to attempt to give all the possible sources clumsy and barefaced imposition. The grounds upon Bards and Druids which has never been published in
whence the stories and legends of Jesus and the doc- which the spuriousness of the passage is based are English but is now being translated into our language.
trines of Christianity might hav been drawn; not to numerous and are acquiesced in by critics of nearly He informed me that he had witnessed excavations
follow the ideal speculations of Strauss, in which he all shades of opinion.
in Wales where the bones of human beings, accomarrives at the conclusion that the Christ of the Chris1. It is a gratuitous and unnecessary intermptioii panied by flint knives and implements, had been
tian story is a myth; not to accompany Renan in his of the stream of the narrative, and has no connection found side by side with the bones of tigerR and eleromantic "Life of Jesus" and his more realistic with the paragraphs which precede or follow.
phants, which animals have not been known to exist
an uments and conclusions as to the existence of
2. It is out of place and not in Josephus' manner in those high latitudes within the historic period, and
su~h a personage as Jesus, I will briefly allude to a to make mention of the Christian "tribe " as "not probably not foi· fifty thousand years before. There
somewhat remarkable work published within the extinct at this day" in a paragraph referring to the was doubtless a time when Great Britain was warm
past year by Reeves & Turner, 186 Strand, London, time·' of Pilate's procuratorship, when, according to enough to be inhabited by the animals of the tropics,
entitled "The Jesus of History and the Jesus of Tra- the testimony of the New Testament writers, the but it was long, long, long ago.
dition Identified." The author of thiF< work is Geo. name and sect did not then exist.
The religious belief of the ancient Druids was a
~olomon, an educated and wealthy Hebrew of the
3. In no case would Josephus denominate the pure nature-worship, the sun, light, and air being
i~:<land of Jamaica, and who also holds an official po- Christian sect a "tribe." He would have called them personified in their creed in one supreme being, OM,
sition under the British government. By making a sect as he did other sects of which he wrote.
by the Hindoos later written AUM, and by some of
~opious quotations from Josephus he shows rather
4. An orthodox Jew, loyal to his religion, as was the Semitic races, EOA, loa, Jah, Jehovah; by the
COIIClusively that the story of Jesus as given by the Josephus, would never speak of a heretic or one who Grecians and Romans, Jove, etc. The Druids were
four evangelists is of a mythical character made up of was endeavoring to establish a new and opposing proficient astronomers, and the heavenly bodies attwo or three real personages who had an actual ex- system of religion as" the Christ," and assert of him tracted a large share of their attention. The twelve
i~tence about the time that Josephus wrote. The that he had risen from the dead after having been in signs of the zodiac were with them a sacred number.
first was a fanatic or insane person named Jesus, who his grave three days. That passage was undoubtedly Twelve bards met together in their sacred groves
for seven years and a half roved about the country written by a believer in Jesus or one who wished to ·around a holy rocking stone to consider matters pernear Jerusalem, often visiting the city, and who establish that belief.
taining to the public, and this was the origin of trial
claimed to be a prophet, constantly crying, "Woe,
5. That Josephus should have mentioned none of by jury.
woe to Jerusalem!" He was a meek, harmless fel- the" ten thousand wonderful things concerning him,"
They used many symbols indicative of their religlow, without followers or influence. He pursued no instead of turni!g them off in that wholesale, slip- ious tenets and observances, and among these were
means of livelihood, and when he was offered food shod manner.
the sacred circle representing eternity and the Infinite.
by those who took pity on him he partook of it but
6. While he mentions with particularity the other These Druid circles were found within the past year
returned no thanks. He pronounced woe upon the fanatic, insane Jesus being brought before Pilate he engraved in stone on the highest points of the
Roman oppressors of the country, and was brought has nothing to say about the gospel Jesus when Pyrenees mountains; and Schleimann, in his exca- before Pilate and sentenced to a most severe scourg- treated in the samQ manner,
vations at_ the ancient city of Troy, found in his con~
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A.h I Lover! Brother I Guide I Lamp of the Law I
tinuous dig-ging, seven cities, one below the other, structed in the form of a circle, with a serpent atI ta)l:e iny refuge in thy name and thee!
and in the lowest he found the Druidic symbols as tached to it, the circle, be it remembered, being used
I take my refuge in thy law of good I
clearly defined as they are found in Wales, and it is as a symbol of the Supreme Being, and the serpent
I take my refuge in thy order I Om!
estimated that that lower city of Troy must be not of the Divine Son. The ruins of a single temple
The dew is on the lotus I Rise great sun I
less than one hundred thousand years old. From are said to cover twenty-two acres.
.
A.nd lift mv leaf and mix me with the W&ve
three to five thousand years ago the Druids occupied
Om Mani Padme Hum I The sunrise comes I
Gaul Iberia, Germania, and Scandinavia, as well as
To return for a moment to the religions of Asia, I
The dewdrop slips into the shining sea!
Britdin, Caledonia, and Hibernia. The Scandina- will remark that it is hardly worth while for you to
Of course there is more poetry and imagination
vians w~re brothers of the Druids, and their systems attempt to deny the existence of Buddha, or at all about this story of Buddha than real truth-more of
of religion or mythology were of a similar character. events, the belief in him, and that he was believed the rich, oriental, ornamental word-painting than solid
The worship of the Allfather,. a personification of to have lived not less than five hundred and fifty reality; but it is no better with the Jesus story. Of
thH sun, was much like the worship of the Druids in years before the Christian era. In fact, this is the course I do not believe that Maya, the mother of·
their adoration of the great orb of day.
date upon which nearly all authors agree in fixing Buddha, was impregnated by the ray of a star
The Druids hold that the ancient Vedic hymns are the time of his birth. I do not remember of consult- through the great efficacy of a dream, or that all
Druidic, that the Institutes of Menu were the same, ing a single cyclopedia or other authority which sets nature bloomed, and that impossible horsemen and·
that Menu or the first man is the same as the origi- his date at a later period than 540 B.c. As to the riders came forth at the moment of his birth, but it
nHI man which they believed in. The similarity of manner of his conception and entrance into the is just as true as that Mary was impregnated by a
the symbols used by both the Druids and the ancient world, as believed in by his numerous followers, a ghost, holy or unholy, and that angels came ani!
Hindoos are made alike, including the figure of the short quo.tation from Arnold's beautiful "Light of: sang to the shepherds on the occasion of the birth of
Jesus, while watching their flocks in the fields in the
cross, which was originally as symbol of the male Asia " will suffice to show:
organs of generation, the creative or procreative
month of December, and that a star should come
The scripture of the savior of the world,
powers. The round towers, steeples, and obelisks
Lord Buddha-Prince Saddartha stvled on·earthdown from the vaulted heavens, millions of miles
In earth and heavens and hells incomparable,,
away, to guide two or three old men to the manger
were first used with the same view and were more
A.ll honored, wisest best, most pitiful;
or the cave where the little Jesus lay. There is any
or less common in all the ancient nations.
The teacher of Nirvana and the law.
amount of absurdity and impossibility in both storiPs,.
The resemblance between the Dmidic religion and
but this has been the case in the inception of all
'Rhus came he to be born again for men :
that of Zoroaster in Iran or ancient Persia is most
religious systems, and it is just as true in one case as
marked. Both worshiped one main and supreme
Below the highest sphere four regents sit
the other.
The pious Buddhist implicitly believf'e
creator. Both bowed down to the S'ltn as his visible
Who rule our world, and under them are zones
the overshadowing story, and al~ the rest of it,
and active representative. Both ·worshiped in temNearer, but high, where saintliest spirits dead
about his Ravior, fixed up for his acceptance, aud
Wait thrice ten thousand years, then liv again;
ples and at altars on the highest eminences or mounA.nd on Lord Buddha, waiting in that ~ky,
the gullible Christian devotee easily swallow~
tains; both were controlled by ihe same astronomical
Came
for
our
sakes
the
five
sure
signs
of
birth,
in
the Jesus story of the miraculous conception,
ideas, including the movements of the sun in his
So that the (4lvas knew the signs, and said,
birth, singing in the clouds, miracles, death, resuryearly course; both made much of the signs of the " Buddha will go again to help the world."
rection, ascension up into the clouds, and everything
zodiac, precessions of the equinoxes, etc.; the princi- "Yea," spake he; "now I go to help the world
else that inventive bishops and priests may have
This last of many times; for birth and death
pal gods of both had sons, the Druids Hu, or Hesus,
borrowed and written. This is the tribute to RuperEnd hence for me and those who learn my law.
and the Persian Mithra; both these we1·e Redeemers
I
will
go
down
among
the
Sakyas,
stition
that the devotee of every system of religior ·
and Mediators; both had their annual Christmas holUnder the southward snows of Himalay,
is expected to pay. But alas ! the Christian is comidays and festivals on.the twenty-fifth of December,
Where pious people liv, and a just king."
pelled to accept and believe the greatest abQurditil'S
wl)en the sun, after its burial of three days at his
That night the wife of King Suddbodana,
of all, an<il he is forced to take it second-hand
Maya, the queen, asleep beside her lord,
lowest declension, began to rise and dispense light,
Dreamed a strange dream; dreamed that a star from at that. The Buddha story certainly has one merit,
life, vegetation, joy, and happiness over the whole
if merit it may be called, and that is originality or
heavenface of the earth. The festival was kept in both
Splendid, six-rayed, in color rosy-pearl,
priority. This the Jesus story assuredly has not.
countries with the greatest pomp, display, and magWhereof the token was an elephant
Buddha
was before Jesus if morning is before noon.
nificence, the sun receiving their highest adoration
Six tusked and whiter than Vabuka's milkWith all your twisting and ingenuity you cannot
with music and many demonstrations of gladness
Shot through the void, and, shining into her,
escape from this. To claim that the Buddhj.gtic
Entered her womb upon the right. A. waked,
and gratitude. Both believed in the existence of a
story
and philosophy were borrowed from th(
Bliss
beyond
mortal
mother's
filled
her
breast,
!IU])l"eme evil being who dwelt in the dark regions under
A.nd over half the earth a lovely light
legends and myths about Jesus is as false and
the earth, where bad men and women were compelled
Forewent the morn. The strong bills shook; the waves
ridiculous as it would be to assert that Benjamin
to take up their residence at the close of life; both
Sa.nk lulled; all flowers that blow by day came forth
Franklin obtained his theory and proofs of electricbelieved in angels and demons, and both in states
A.s 'twere high noon; down to the farthest bells
ity from Samuel B. Morse, or that Gutenberg stole
Passed the queen's joy, as when warm sunshine thrills
of happiness and unhappiness beyond the grave.
his notions of printing from type from your humble
Wood-glooms
to
gold,
and
into
all
the
deeps
It was the same with the Egyptians. They were
servant.
A. tender whisper pierced. " 0 ye," it said,
like the Druids in their adoration of the powers and "The dead that are to live, the live who die,
The story of the immaculate conception of
forces of nature. Both regarded the sun as the
Uprise, and bear anq. hope! Buddha is come."
Christna, of his virgin mother and gJdly father, of
Whereat in limbos numberless much peace
highest object of worship, and, in his different posihis miraculous preservation, of the slaughter of little
Spread, and the world's heart throbbed, and a wind blew
tions, as morning, noon, evening, night, personified
innocents-at the comn.tand of a wicked tyrant-for
With
unknown
freshness
over
lands
and
seas.
him by their different gods ·and symbols. The
the purpose of destroying him, of his being very
A.nd when the morning dawned, and this wa5 t.old,
Egyptians also held in full the conception of the
The gray dream-readers said: " The dream is good !
sweet upon the damsels of his country, about his
celestial virgin and child, and these were objects of
The crab is in conjunction with the sun;
having a band of disciples who followed him and
The queen shall bear a boy, a holy child
their highest worship.
•
listened to his parables and teachings, of the numerOf wondrous wisdom, profiting all flesh,
The Druids claim that Pythagoras taught their
ous miracles he performed, of the powers of evil and
Who
shall
deliver
men
from
ignorance,
doctrines and was in reality a high Druidic bard or
enmity finally obtaining the power over him and
Or rule the world, if he will deign to rule."
priest. They insist that everything he taught was
putting him to death on a tree by the side of the
Druidic, even to the doctrine of metempsychosis,
In this wise was the holy Buddha born :
river Ganges, followed by the most · astounding
which was common to both.· They claim the same
phenomena of nature; all this is as beautifully told
Queen Maya stood at noon, her days fulfilled,
also of Plato; that his philosophy and belief in the
as that of Buddha, and probably is just as true, but
Under a paisa in the palace grounds,
immortality of the soul was Druidistic in its strictest
A. stately trunk, straight as a temple-shaft,
I will not ask you to listen to it in detail. It is
With crown of glossy leaves and fragrant blooms;
sense. The same were the fundamental ideas of the
written; it was written thousands of yea1·s ago.
A.nd, knowing the time come, for all things knewGrecian and Roman religions, though many con·upThat it is older than the story of Buddha is proved
The
conscious
tree
bent
down
its
boughs
to
make
tions crept in through the passions and ignorance of
by the ancient statues of him in the old rock temA. bower about Queen l\Iaya's majesty;
men.
ples of India; and the fact that Christna was held to
A.nd earth put forth a thousand sudden flowers
They also hold that Judaism is not.hi_ng more than
To spread a couch, while, ready for the bath,
be the eighth avatar of Vishnu, and Buddha the
a distorted and corrupt form of Drmd1sm; that the
The rock hard by gave out a limpid stream
ninth, conclusively proves that Christna is the older.
Of crystal flow. So brought she forth her child
table of laws, communings with God, sacrifices to
To pretend that the conception of either was deP>tngiess-he having on his perfect form
him, the tabernacle, and holy of holies, were much
pendent upon the Semitic race, and that the imaginaThe
marks
thirty
and
two,
of
blessed
birth;
the same in both.
tive, ideal, poetical, inventive people of India,
Of which the great x:ews to the palace came.
I do not undertake to say that the claims of the
But when they brought the painted palanquin
Persia, and Burmah were under the necessity of
Druids are all well founded, that their religion or
To fetch him home, the bearers of the poles
comi11g over to the Mediterranean Sea to a small
Were the four regents of the earth, come down
nationality is more ancient than that of the oriental
branch of the Arab family which inhabited the
From Mount Sumeru-they who write men's deeds
nations but that it may all be so I will not undermountainous tract, nearly forty miles wide, called
On
brazen
plates-the
angel
of
the
East,
take to' dispute, and they claim to have philological
Judea, to borrow or steal the idea of a _god begetWhose hosts at-e clad in sil1•er robes, and bear
and other proofs to confirm it. Whether the Aryans
ting a son upon a virgin, of this son's wonderful
Targets of pearlj the angel of the South,
of Central Asia are more or less ancient than the
Whose horsemen, the Kumbhandas, ride blue steeds
career and final viole1•t death upon a tree, when
Druids, this truth it! indisputable: that t~ey have. a
With sapphire shieldR; the angel of the West,
not a single person in Judea, poet, writer, or philosBy Nagas followed, riding steeds blood-red
great antiquity, far greater than that whwh Chnsopher, can be found who knw; anything about such
With
coral
shields;
the
angel
of
the
N
m·tb,
tianity can boast.
When Julius Cresar visited
events ever taking place, is altogether too absurd to
Environed by his Yakshas, all in gold,
Britain before the Christian era, he found the Druid
claim the attention of a sensible person for one
On yellow horses, bearing shields of gold.
worship in full power in what are now the British
minute. It would be equally as sensible and .equally
These with their pomp invisible came down
Isles, and found that it was a very ancient system
A.nd took the poles, in caste and outward garb
as truthful for Utl in this COUntry to Set up the claim
Like bearers, yet most mighty gods; and gods
and had been in vogue for an unknown length of
that Alexander the Great, Julius Cresar, CharleWalked free with men that day; though men knew not: magne, and Napoleon Bonaparte obtained their
time, and they had then begun to fall into decay.
For heaven was filled with gladness for earth's S!lke,
They were suhjected to the greatest cruelty and permilitary knowledge and ability from Robert E. Lee
Knowing Lord Buddha thus was come agnin.
secution by Cresar, and also by some of the subseand Ulysses S. Grant.
This beautiful description of Buddha's mission in
quent kings of England. The most urgent and cruel
You object to my orthography of Christna, but I
means were devised to exterminate the bards and the world and the great deeds he performed are thus have authority for it, and there is no law ~gainst
their system of worship. They were driven into the continued to the. extent of a volume, and I am sure spelling his name with a C. If you wish to spell
mountains and caverns, they were forced to change no theologian, not excepting Calvin_, Knox, and _Ed- Christ with a .K., I will not object. When I was over
their written language to enable them to keep their wards, with the poe~
atts thrown 1~, has descr1b~d in Italy last summer I noticed they spelt Jesus with
records, and they had to use the utme>st secrecy and the entrance and miSSIOn of Jesus m the world m a G, and perhaps Jehovah, too, but it did not discaution to preserve their sacred ceremonies and more beautiful language, or dressed the crude con- turb me. I thought they paid their money and
ception in more fascinatin~ colors. l\iatthew's and should be permitted to take their choice.
forms of worship.
They have left many· monuments behind them in Luke's overshadowing stones certainly do not surlTo BE CONTINUED.]
various parts of Britain and France to prove their pass it. I,et me just give the closing lines of the
great antiquity and the earnestness and intensity of grand poem:
FRr~NDS who would like to see a· specimen copy of
their religious faith. At Stonehenge, it is thought,
Ah, blessed Lord ! 0 High Deliverer !
the New York Physiologist will please send Elmina
was the cathedral of the Arch-Druid of Britain;
Forgive this feeble script which doth thee. WTong,
a stamp or two for one. Snowville, Va.
Measuring with little wit thy lofty love.
and Avebury, with its avenues, was originally con-
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when our "clan" hav solved all the mysteries of the Bro. Munsee stayed at home, slept on a soft bed,
universe you will be willing to listen to us if you comforted the widows, and finally knelt on a cush.
hav time. We shall know as much then as you think ioned seat and thanked God that "we had won the
God does, and yet you may not be able to find time victory." No wonder Ingersoll says, "Any man who
A. Letter and Reply.
can believe in an eternal hell and not go insane has
to listen.
EasT TRoY, Wrs., Dec. 5, 1880.
Well, we won't bother you with the solution just got the heart of a snake. and the con!lcience of a
hyena."
CousiN DAN : Your letter has been lost from my now.
The man you rely on for information about obfolio, and I don't know as I can answer it in detail.
You think no one has a right to doubt anything in
I am sorry yon are losing all confidence in every- the Bible unless he knows all that is in the universe. scene literature is Anthony Comstock, a man who
body and everything. I know that this is an uncer- I think I hav a right to doubt ;1.nything that has hired (as was proved in open court) three girls to
tain world and we are surrounded by uncertain peo- never been proved. The Bible has never been proved strip stark naked and dance before him, and stood
ple and uncertam institutions. But death and taxes to ine either as to its authenticity, its inspiration, its and watched them for an hour and twenty minutes.
President Hayes said "Cupid's Yokes" was not
are sure; perhaps some other things.
tnithfulness as a historical record, or in any other
Yon speak of the great puzzle of the universe way, though I hav sought diligently for such proof, obscene. Attorney-General Devens, in a public
unsolved. Well, that is none of my business. The and studied it for years with a determination to be- letter, said it was not obscene. I hav read it, and
God who made the universe has shown his ability to lieve. I hav examined both sides of this question. though I think some of it is not in ·good taste, it is
run it for several thousand years with less clashing Yon hav examined one side a very little, and hav not nice and clean compared with much of the Bible. I
and confusion than we see in the affairs that man "time" to examin the other. Yon and I are oppo- can point you to lots of passages in the Bible which
takes part in, and I hav enough to do that belongs sits. You hav very little faith in rnankind.and un- neither you nor any decent man would dare to read
to my duty to God and mankind. With regard to limited faith in Christ; I hav unlimited faith in to a public audience. You had better pick the beams
Beecher and others, I am no man-worshiper, and do mankind and none at all in Christ.
out of your own eyes. When Christians quit circunot believe that orthodox cussedness is better than
I hav asked favors of my fellow-men, and some- lating their "inspired" nastiness there will be at
any otl1er sort.
times they hav been gr11.nted; but I hav prayed to least a decent cloak thrown over the hypocrisy by
As for Ingersoll and his clan, I remember they Christ for years, and for all I got for others or my- which they seek to crnsh those they cannot meet in
were filling the mails with obscene books and papers, self I might as well hav prayed to the Virgin 1\'Iary, an open, honorable way. I say, make a fair comand, when stopped, their convention poured forth a or kissed the big toe of the vicar of Christ at Rome. pariRon; and if any Infidel writes, publis!Ie!l, or
stream of filthy blasphemy so mean that the vilest I am a paga·n, pure and simple, not a Christian in circulates anything more obscene than some of the
"word of ·God," hang him. Ingersoll says those
papers in the country were ashamed to report their any sense.
language. And the Infidels thernselvs knew that
You think the true remedy for all life's wrongs is who are trying to blacken his character are not fit
the law against obscene literature would prevent it in following very near to Christ. That may do very to black his boots. He says that any man who says
being sent through the mails. Many of our acade- well in this age for those who want to be on the he favors the circulation of obscene literature is a
mies and seminaries hav. stopped publishing cata- popular side, who fear to be misrepresented and lied liar, and that is much truer, as well as plainer, than
logues with names of scholars, because these vile about, and who fear the ostracism which the "meek "holy writ."
knaves use them to direct their moral poison to the and lowly" are sure to visit upon all who refnse to
I loved sister Lizzie and aunt Lucy, but I know
scholars.
wear "the theological old clothes supposed to hav that Lizzie was always troubled with the hard feaGod's law provides for hypocrits and unbelievers been cut out by certain apostolic tailors eighteen tures of her creed, struggling on the one hand with
her tender heart to soften it, and on the other
in the same place. I do not like their company, so hundred years ago."
shall not follow their teaching or their example.
Yes; we need inore of the spirit of Christ, more of hand trying to believe it trne. Severe in her cenThere are some who shout "hosannah" one day and that spirit which established the Inquisition, which sure on those who avowed disbelief, and on the other
"crucify" the next; some Peters who follow the incited the Crusades, which burnt Servetus and hand. trying to suppress her own d<mbts with .the
master afar off; some J udases who try to sell their Bruno and imprisoned Galileo; more of that spirit prayer, " Lord, increase my faith," sister was a
savior very cheap; some Ananias or Sapphira boasts which burnt witches and cropped Quakers' ears; kind, loving woman, and the only harsh thing about
of having consecrated himself or herself and all they more of that spirit which "came powerfully" upon her was connected with the Methodist creed .. I never
hav to Christ, when they would not giv a dollar to Samson and inspired him to slay a thousand men saw anything about aunt Lucy that made me think
save the redeemer's cause from dying out, or those with the famous jawbone; more of the spirit that she was a Uhristian. I don't recollect ever seeing
who try to preach the gospel from starving.
said, "He that loveth not the Lord Jesus Christ, let her read the Bible, and I am certain she never called
Some of the tares may be removed, but others. him be accursed;" more of the spirit of him who my attention to it while I lived there. I read the
must remain until the harvest, lest the wheat be came not to "send peace on earth but a sword," and Bible less while at your home in Vermont than at
pulled up in trying to remove them. But the God who will pronounce the final benediction, the con- any other time of my life, but you instructed me in
of the harvest will remove the wheat from the chaff, summation of the divine plan of salvation, "Depart, the philosophy of Horace <k_eeley, which was better.
and he promise!! no good to the chaff.
ye accursed of my father, into a lake of fire prepared I used to work there till my poor boyish arms ached
My mother and your sister followed Christ, and for the devil and his angels." We need more of clear to my shoulders, and when it was nearly dark
he cheered, strengthened, and sustained them in that spirit which induces sixty-five thousand preach- I could go and get the cows. Once when: you and I
rnauy a dark and trying hour, and they went horne ers in this country to fortify themselvs behind their were knocking cow-dung to pieces on the meadow,
happy in a savior's love. John, the beloved disci- pulpits and revile and lie about such men as Inger- the steamer Saltus came aloug. The lake was as
ple, leaned upon the savior's hreast at the last soll, Parton, Chainey, Bennett, Jamieson, and their dear as glass. I could see the inverted steamer and
supper, followed him to the judgment hall and the co-workers, telling the mean, malicious lie that they the mountains down in. the depths nearly as plainly
cross, received his last message to his mother, and favor circula~ing obscene literature.
as those on the surface. The boat seemed flying behad less to regret than those who followed afar off,
Yon say we are surrounded by uncertain people tween the sky above and the sky below. I was·
and was doubtless much nearer ready for the day of and uncertain institutions. Yes, ·and one of the most standing in a dreamy trancet imagining the walkingPentecost. ·
uncertain institutions is Christianity. It is so uncer- beam to be some hngg giant, when yon called out to
Those first days of the church are a picture of the tain that its· advocates dare not examin its founda- me, " Hallo there ! hurry up with your snail's pace,
church of to-day-a poor representativ of a savior's tions themselvs.
or we'll not get through for dinner." The enchantlove, yet the best which God, the almighty father,
You say you hav little faith in mankind, yet you ment was broken, and I came down to the poetic
has been able to get out of poor, frail, erring hu- would blame me for not believing the most improb- occupation of scattering· cow-manure. If I could
manity.
able stories because it was an ancient rumor that only hav kept my mind upon the employment of
Judas went out and hanged himself. Ingersoll they were t0ld by Matthew, Mark, Luke, etc. I am knocking dry cow-dung with a wooden mallet I
and the enemies of Christ hav less sense of honor certain men can and do lie. They do lie now, and should not hav found any puzzle in the universe and
than Judas, or they would either repent, like Peter, they tell more and meaner lies in the interest of might hav died orthodox.
.
or go and hang thernselvs, as their leader did.
But supposing my mother and grandmother beChristianity than in almost any other interest. I
Now, my dear cousin, I am as much disgusted would believe Robert G. Ingersoll as readily as any lieved the Bible, can I believe it on that account, if
with hypoctisy as you are. I hav very little faith man on this planet, but if he should tell me that he I do not think it is true? Doubtless I had some
in mankind, but I hav unlimited faith in Christ. I had seen a dead body restored to life after it was ancestor not very remote who thought the earth was
believe the true remedy for all life's wrongs is in partly decomposed, that he had heard devils talking tlat. Does that perceptibly affect the shape of the
following very near to Christ. We need more of out of men, that a man struck a rock in a desert with earth?
his spirit, more of that patient meekness which a stick and a river of water ran out ·large enough. to
You think it a lamentable fact that there are those
receives the kiss of Judas so soon after the agonies supply three million people and their cattle; that he who would not giv a dollar to spread the glad tidings
of Gethsernane, and with Calvary so near. When had seen a flock of quails large enough to made a of eternal damnation or to support the disinterested
we hav that spirit we will move steadily on, never solid wall around the earth twenty-five feet thick, preachers of that inspiring doctrin. Think of those
stumbling over the faults of others or puzzling and forty feet high; that he had seen five thousand preachers having the cheek to take money from unourselvs with the doubts of unbelievers. When men, besides women and children, stuff themselvs on believers ! Won't they be happy up there to know
they are able to tell us all the mysteries included in " five crackers and two sardines," I should think he that the good-natured unbelievers who helped to
that phrase, "In the beginning God created the was crazy or had been affi.icted with softening of the support them while they lied about Paine, Voltaire,
heavens and the earth," if I am not too busy in brain and been converted.
and Ingersoll are in hell !
doing what my hands find to do for God and huBut you do not -like the company of unbelievers,
I hav not "lost faith in everybody and every~anity, I will listen to them if they do not speak thing." I hav faith in people who hav been born and so I suppose you will eschew mine. I love and
diSrespectfully of my savior. Please write soon.
once, but lose confidence somewhat when they hav respec.t you as a man, but if your creed makes you
Yours truly,
E. H.
so bigoted that you want to cut my company because
been "born again."
You say the puzzle of the universe is none of your I don't happen to believe that God Almighty came
THE REPLY.
business, but it is mine. The crude guesses of an- down to Palestine, was born a little Jew baby, lived
cient igno~am~ses do not. satisfy me. The hard, about thirty years, and was killed, I shall hav to
BEAVER CrTY, NEB., Dec. 15, 1880.
~OU!!IIN ENos: Your favor of the 5th is just re- cruel, and mfimtly merciless creed of Christianity, an abide by it. If you can be happy in heaven when,
c~tved, and though I take it for granted that it was eternal hell for the major part of mankind, I abhoi· .looking down into hell and seeing me stretched out
on the burning marl and eager devils turning me
kmdly meant, I am compelled to say that if it man- with every drop of my pagan blood ..
carefully ovet: with their forks in order to get a good,
ifests the spirit of Christianity, I am glad I am not
"I am sick at heart of craft and cant,
even roast, I guess you will not miss me much if you.
a Christian.
Sick of the crazed, enthusiast's rant:
throw me off now.
Profession's smooth hypocrisies,
You say you will listen to unbelievers if they do.
This is an age in which the truth must be told, and
And creeds o! iron amllives of ease."
no_t _!!peak di?respectfully of your savior. That is the
spmt of domg to others as you 'would that they . If that creed ~s true many of my best friends are I am one of those who are "set aside" for the purpose
should do unto you ! Slander us and falsify our po- m bell. God mtght as well damn me as them. I of telling it. Infidelity to-day means fidelity. If
sition, and tlien obligate us to be very tender of your stood bee~de_ Henry R. Putnam. A preacher told us the whole world forsakes me, and I go to hell for it,
feelings. Christians cannot now apply the th!lrnb- how her01c 1t was to fight and if need be die for our I will tell what I think is true and denounce what I
Ever your cousin,
screw and the rack as they used to, so they benevo- country. Putnam was an outspoken Infidel. He was think false.
DA.NIEL PmESTLEY.
lently wish us to be accornrno?ating enough to go struck by a shell in front of Petersburg, and merely
and bang ourselvs, as the rnythtcal Juilas did. See- had time to call his wife'li name and say "Tell her I
MR!!. H. S. LA.KE begins a course of lectures in
ing yo~ seem to kno:w how ~ udas did it, please tell ~ied f()r my country," and he was gone. 'If the creed Binghamton, N.Y., March 6th. Parties wishing her
me whtch way he k1lled h1mnllf firflt. You think ll!l true, he weat to hell for hit patriotism, while services will address her there.
·
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many times or any udder number. But remember than all, that Joe Cook's sermons and lectures-were
~ere am only one prize. If you don't draw de i·ight inspired.
.
ticket, den away you go a flukiu' to a hell of eternal
No, belubbed, there's no sincerity in the educated
~orments, where, arter you bav been a hundred bill- preacher. His education alene convicts him as a
IOn years you will find dat you are more dan a thou- liar. His conduct in life shows him to be an actor,
~and ~llion years too soon for de first bell for brek- tak_ing part in a.monstrous poor play, having no plot,
0 speak I~ss pareg?r!cally, dar am upwarcls acti~n, or anytbmg in it but the most alJsurdest abus.
of two hundred different 'hgwns. Is you foolharily surdity. A play gotten up hy some old .Jewish wag
~~w_ugh to put your grappling irons on any 'ticklar and handed down and used by the church as a collar
h~Ion an' lay yom·,h.opes of eternity on grab bin' de to put around the necks of their Jambs.
pl'lze? I~ any one llgion of de two. hundred is the
Pr.eachers sincere? They believe in the tex of this
corre~t tbmg dep de balance mnst be all wrong. Den evenmg or any portion of the Old or New Testawhat IS you gwme for to do? Do right. Liv de life ment? Don't you ever get flO far down on the trail
of a man, an' if you am a woman be one. You can't of insanity as to beli'eve 1't. Take all the trades and
be a. man an ' a bypocrit, nor a woman an' a. scandal professions in these United Stat_es ancl you wi'll find
t 1
y ou can fl op on your kn~es .an' pray a?' that. those belongin' to the ministry bav done more
re. ai e~··
pmy ~Ill you done get de rhenmatiz 111 a chrome to disgrace the fair name of man than any six others.
state 111 !our ~nee-pans, and symptoms of lockjaw Of co~rse they don't go to prison, 'case there's pows~ow deiselvs 111 your mouf, and ~elong to a red-bot erful mfiuence brought to bear, especially by the
OI tbodox church, and bold a pew m the amen corner,. daughters of Zion, to save the criminal, who takes I·n
an d perform some very useful exploits so that every] b d
d
body can behold the advantages of Spiritualism, then anc · ~ eacon ~n. treasurer of the Young Men't: one hand the blood-stained and tear-bedrabbled
and not till then can any well-balanced mind accept Christian AssoCiatiOn, and trus.te,e . of . an ?rpban's han~r of Christianity, while the other band is up to
its claims.
home, and bole lots of good paym srts m Zwn kase all manner of wickedness
u
Y.ou are long-winde. d in prayers and givin' in of 'speTo sum up : No man o~ woman 011t of the I·nsane
moreover, bipeds are not the only- animals possessed
'
1
of organic minds. Quadrupeds and all animated nences never spenencec ·
asylum!<, and who knows enough to read or write
nature hav mental powers in a greater or less degree. . Bnt I tole yon what dey all don't amount to·tbe can believe the egotistical vaporings of Christ a~
Why then should they not also hav a second exist- pm-fedder of a bummin'-bird in a tornado carryincr mentioned in the previous foregoin' portion of this
thousands of trees and hundreds of tons of 1·ubb'Is,.,h excrutiatingly interesting sarmon.
~
ence or a perpetual !!pirit life, and also show off a ·
few monkey shines on the circus principle?
111 its breff. Dat 'ligion am a mighty poor thing.
There will be no collection taken up this evening.
Dear brother, the world bas been too long cursed Look at de time. J~st in prayin', preac~in', singiri', I dun fu1:git to say that the quart~rly salary dne yer
with priestly trickery and pious shams, and these so- and, stomach-aclun about what poor mtserable sin- pastur Will not be accepted by btm for the simple
called mediums are only priests or priestessse under ners you be ! Aint the time lost in dis made up by reason that he made a winning by backing his white
another name. People are going insane too rapidly the wolves in Zion's fold preying on one anudder'? hoss Old Truth agin Uncle Snow's big black Joe
through the excitement of knavish charlatans, hell- After the udder kind of prayin' and exhortin' and Cook, and Old., Truth brought in two bnndred dollars
fire revivalists, and all manner of excesses in the more prayin' den don't dar come in business· hours into your pastor's pocket. For all these mercies I
·d
·
de stealin', perJ·nry in and out of court, bearin' fals~ humbly thank the waywardness and general slowness
wil superstitions of the period. It is time a halt
should be called before our grand ()ld planet becomes witness, seducing sisturs in Zion, and pulling and de- of Joe Cook-the black boss.
a univetsal madhouse. If such craziness is called famin' the characters, and a shovin' into poverty's
Furthermore, if any of the brudders or sisters will
science, the less we bav of it the better.
gutter ali they can, jess so long as they can rise up hav ro~st due~ o; P?Ssum for ~h~s evening's meal,
they will so sigmfy It by remammg until the rest
I firmly assert that there is no power or wisdom on the rums they bav made?
now existing or that ever did exist capable of proving
Then C?mes iu the prayin' and exhortin' and clars on~, and 'scort tbeir_pastor to that lovely home
man has any more than one life, which begins and more praym'. And who am the wussest of the hun- wbar peace and ple~ty reign. Commence climing to
ends on this planet, and that a disembodied spirit is gry pack?. I dunno. My acquaintance with these your feet and warbhng the sweet hymn commencin':
oleomargarine hypocrits in black with white chokers
Oh, happy day that fixed my choice
impossible. .It is anti-natural, and must be false.
Friend Bennett, if the money inducement was but who should be adorned with the zebra costume~
On thee, proud Reason, for my guide;
taken out of these dogmatic and crack-brained swin- of Sing Sing and tote around a ball and chain-! say .
Well may the priests &"iv up their bizz,
my acquaintance with these, to use the language of
A.Ynsd tellllno morthe the ~es thtehy vdmade,
dies you would soon see them vanish and be no longer !{
1\1 K
.
e , we may . ey g1v up e ay,
a curse and barrier to the true and steacl y progress of ev. r. allocb, 0~ ~an Francisco, these spawn of
And make their grub some other way.
mankind. Yours for solid truth and daily delight bell, am e:\:tremely hmrted. But I won't call names
Happy day, happy day,
right here in an honest and useful body,
but tell you how to spot 'em. When curiosity imWhen the old Bible's laid away.
Ot"ncinnati, 0.
T. WINTER.
pels yon to enter one of the howlin' shops of Zion,
Gunnison's Prayer.
Y?U will find -t~lereBeveral different·grades of people,
First, there Will be a few dere out of curiosity, on
0 thou infinit an.l merciful being called God, bear
The Backwoods Preacher "Givs Away" his the back seats, like yourself. Then there wiil be thou my bumble prayer. Be thou lenient to me for
fa~hion's slaves, come to show dere fine clothes. not praying as would be fashionable, and grant at
Brethren.
DEARLY BELUBBED AN.D BELUBBEDESSES: Dis And away up to the gospel-box you will see the rip- least a few of my requests.
To those suffering the pangs of hunger, and from
ebenin' I must rely on my faultless memry for de tex' raving, snortin', rampant, bowlin', and the slowas some church. scamp done stole my only Bible. speakin', oily,cuss who rolls up his eye, like a dyin' the present "cold snap," extend your mercy ip. the
Before nex Sunday I will buy annuder one. I'se h.en, and who walks along jess as quietly as a mocca- shape of food an~ fuel. Keep the famis~ed poor in
'sbamed to 'knowledge datI will purchase dis obscene· sm snake can crawl. Dese last fellows am the ones work seven days m the week at $1 a day m order to
book, but I'm obliged to as I needs it in my business to keep your eyes peeled for. Look out for them. enable their good and holy employers to pay from
of uneartbin' and tryin' to overthrow dis god ob su- Don't let them into your confidences-or houses. If $100 to $1,000 for a pew in one of your untaxed
perstition an' de works ob de crack-brained heathens they call at your homes on business connected with churches! Yes, 0 Lord, keep thy righteous hand
who bow down to a worse myth dan ole Jupiter him- the Lord, make an appointment at the cow-shed, and on the throats of the toiling and ignorant masse~
self. But it ain't gwine to be so bad arter all, 'cause come/ 'scm'ted by a cowhide and six-shooter. Of and withhold true knowledge from them. Let n~
I will purchase dis book ob filth when de night am course it am needless to warn you consarnin' coming man escape thy dire vengeance who is obliged to
pitch dark an' no one but de bookseller am a lookin'. in contact with the boss shepherd, the pastor. Trn: work on the Sabbath; but, 0 Lord, protect and shield
Dis beats some ob my Christian friends, for dey would TEUTll SEEKER bas shown up their murders, infanti- those who are devout on Sunday-thou knowest it
make similar purchases when no one but dereselvs eides, seductions, wife-beatings, poisonin's, and all covers all tbeir.legal rascalities for the rest of the
was round. But I forgiv dem, for dey know not the deviltries known to man. So there's no use of week. Help thou those who profees thee to cut the
what dey do, an' if dey bav money .dere church will hanging out any/ lantern when this great reflector throats of those who differ with them, and stop the
forgiv dem more freely dan I, 'cause dey will forgiv shows you where these smooth-f~ced syrens sit on m_ontb of nnJ;elievers. Le_~ their tongues be bored
dern in advance ob udder wickedness dey hav in dere Zion's beach to lure the poor ignorant sailors on with red-ho~ Irons, ala Puritan, cas~ them into prison,
blacken their nantes, and damn their souls in a Presmind's eye, but am not yet prepared to carry out.
life's sea to sm·tin' destruction.
byterian
bell ! Let thy grace abound on bigots who
Now hold your breff while I sling at you one of de
Similar to the Christian pastors, I done lose sight
·main stays of de ark of Zion, commencii1' 'bout as dis: of my tex 'casionally, so I will jess ax you to sling despise and persecute their brothers for not believing
"Him dat believeth in me shall hav life everlastin, your minds back to the beginning of the sarmon. If' thee to be such a monster as these whitened sepulan' him dat believeth not shall be damned."
you hav the tex in your miud, I jess wants to ax you chers would bav us believe. l3less thou, 0 Lord, thy
Can you stand it? It do come heavy, but let us if yon believe all the preachers believe in the truth- hot-houses, where young innocent humanity is wheebear up under it. De tex am plain an' 'splicit to a fuluess of the same. Not by any means. ·when dled anil scared into a belief repulsiv to them. Let
roughness. Your pastor am equally as confidingly you see a poor fanatic of a preacller, one of the poor thy Holy Ghost abound in the Sunday-school, because
· 'splicit when he say dat he'll be damned himself if he white trash order, poor in pocket and raiment, and if thou ~bould disseminate knowledge in its place, a
believes a word of it. Christ say be damn us if we still wretcheder in brains and education, then I say generatiOn would depopulate thy churches. Let faith
don't believe he am de boss savior, an' every man an' boldly that this ignoramus, who was raised on the and ignorance bav full sway on earth or a dire calamwoman of sense say to demselves, Damn sich 'strava- nursing-bottle of ignorance, ro~.:ked in the gum-trc~.: ity would befall thy army of one hundred thousand
gant nonsen!'le! Did you ever see an ole mule run cradle of superstition, and wearing later the buttE:r- able-bodied men. 0 Lord, think of it; they would
principally to cheek? Don't dis put you in mind of nut overalls and hickory shirt of conceit-that thil' hav to work! 0 thou Great Unknowable, reach out
It? De idea of so many miraculom>ly born an' poor benighted heathen do believe in di~>, and not thy hand to those "on the fence" and stop their
quickly put to death saviors being on his here earth, only that but goes in advance of his educated uretb- ears to that call of reason from the other side. 0
an' Jesuz de only one of the whole crowd dat damns reu, and believs, word for word, everytin' in the Lord, scare them back and shelter them from the
de world if dey don?t swear by him an' call him boss. Jewish legends and history, wbi(·h is now published foes of superstition! vVi1 h thy ali-seeing eye look
Egotism ! I should jess particularly remark dat your in one volume, with "Holy Bible" pasted on its upon man~s "iu1iumanity to man;" see the misery
that man causes his weaker brother! Cast a look
pastor shouldn't be s'prised if right here ain't where back.
egotism was born.
.
But when you axes me if the educated portion, the upon those languishing in "Chl'istian institutions"
Why, dis egotism lays over all udder efforts of de ringlet-p:trted-in-the-middle pastors, believe in it, I and cheer their living death with a pitying glance.
different saviors as de tip-top of a lighthouse towers say nay, nay, louder than a horse can. The poor re- Dry their damp and noisome ceiis and shed a tear
'bove de stranded clil.m whose bones lie bleachin' on ligious fanatic am sincere iu his belief. The educated over the injustice prevalent in a free land! Alleviate
de beach, or as the N ortb Star twinklin' millions of portion am not. The fanatic goes through life poor. the pangs and excruciating tortures which man must
miles 'bove de busy pismire's ]owly home, or as de The fashionable pastor waltzes on the trail of his endure and which yon are accused of being the
fact am, nature bas nuffin in her vast storehouse from lowly master to the clanging of silver dishes. His author of. Let love, truth, and justice prevail ! Rewhich to take to show de vast difference between de battle of life am a play, whar de heaviest artillery lieve all suffering ! Heal the sick and cheer the
egotism of dis texan' de common article in nee 'mong am the poppin' of champagne corks in the face of a dying.
"But, Lord, remember me and mine
de brainless .ones of to-day. Believe in him? Sho ! battery of smiles of the fair ones of his flock.
With mercies temporal and divine,
. See here; l'se gwine to get up a lottery.. I will put
He sincere? Why, bress your black faces and
That I for gear and grace may shine
in two hundred tickets. Evel'y one of you can buy white hearts, if it was fashionable be would jess as
Excelled by nane;
And all the glory shall be thine.
any ticket you choose. If a hundred of you wants to lieb preach from the Koran, take texts from Hobin-l'!htmt.
Amen, Amen."
invest in No. 44 I will sell dat 'tioklar number dat son Vrusoe, swear that the Arabian Nights-or, wuss
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I hav been reading consid~rable in you~ paper about
Spidtualism, and a few remarks thereon will be in
order. First, I think that if ever those spirits possessed any sense during their earth life they hav lost
it all since they arrived in the spirit land, wherever
tbat is, and this is how I account for the loss: You
see, on their passage or trip thither they must bav
been filtered through a very fine sieve, and nothing
but the chaff flew unto the shining shore. And now
that chaff displays itRelf in a Punch and Judy circus,
rapping and tipping tables, making chairs dance,
'bbl'
d f
scri
mg on s 1ates,
. b an
. ha ew other trickflhof necro. .
mancy, a 11 of w h IC IS t e c1earest case t at spints
out of bodies are the most consummate, cranky bnffoons, inasmuch as wise spirits would not be guilty
of such useless and unmeaning nonsense. Whenso-ever spiri.ts can show a few grains of common sense
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I lmv beeu very much pleased witll the reading of
yonr very interest.ieg letters from Europe.
I S<'e by reading the friendly letters tilere is a
prospe<"t of your going on a pilgrimage to the
BELMONT, N.Y., Feh. 18. 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: You can put me down fur five dol- oriPnt. If you should undertake the journey around
the world,_ I should prefer your graphic descriplars for your tri1) around the world.
tions to that of your peers, Seward and Gen. Gmnt.
JOHN LEILOUS, JR.
Would it not be as \Yell to hav some oue go wiLh
you'/ If you do go put.me down as one who will pay
CITY POINT, FLA., Feb. 11, 1881.
·D. M. BENNETT: I must say your letters from five dollars for the two volume;; of travels.
The extra paper I hav let a neighbor take to read;
Europe gave.me a better idea of the cities and placps
visited by you_than any other book of travel I ever he says he will take it for six months.
How pleasant it would be for you if instead ot the
read. I hope soon to be able to help make a cirtransmigration of souls, as believed by the ancient
cumnavigator of .you.
Fraternally yours,
c. L. FABER, Egyptians, there could be a transmission of the acquirements attained by Elihu Burritt, who was master of
fifty languages, and spent his time and talents in
OscEOLA, IowA, J<tn. 26, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: I hav been waitir1g to see if your peace congresses in various countries, although his
trip around the world was likely to be imaginary or efforts were soon followed by wars most destructiv!
real. The proposition begins to look like busine!>s,
I will close by wishi!•g you long life, health, and
therefore I will be willing to stand for $5 should the ·prosperity.
Your truly.
E. "E. CURTIS.
trip be undertaken. I would also be willing to giv
you a letter of introduction to my brother, lH)~ery
BRAGGS' CROSSING, WYo., Jan. 20, 1881.
far from Bombay, if you like. He is principal of a
DEAR FRIEND: When the time comes for you to go
high school, wherein he teaches many Brahmin on your trip around the world count me in for $5.00,
pupils. He is about as godly as I am.
which you will find inclosed in this letter. We wish
A little more fresh air after the Christian incarcera- you success and a pleasant journey.
tion would do you no harm. I cordially wish you
Your friend,
GEORGE BoGGS.
may soon get on the way and hav a pleasant trip,
beneficial to yourself and others. Yours truly,
RTONVILLE, JIJINN., Jan. 24, 1881.
.
F. J. EMARY.
FRIENil BENNETT; "Chalk " me down for a "V "
toward your trip around the earth. Will remit when
FORD RIVER, MICH., Feb. 9, 1881.
called for through THE TRUTH SEEKER.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed three dollars
Yours, etc.,
1\f. E. FELTON.
.for my paper for 1881, and put. me down for $5 for
ti.Jat trip around the world. If you are short at the
BENTON HARBOR, MICH., Feb. 12, 1881.
time of startillg call it $10, as I ca:n find some one
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed money-order
to take the books for the other $5. Be sure and call for five dollars for the around the world trip, and if
at Jopp:t, as that will be the nearest. route to Jeru- it so happens that yon should not get stamps enough
salem; and, while there, call up to the grounds of .to insure the journey, which I hope will not be the
the American colony, some five minutes' walk from ease, you will please send me the two volumes you
t.he city, and see if any of them are there yet wrote while incarcerated in the bastile at Albany.
awaiting the coming of their Lord and mast~r, Jesus· Now, readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, don't hang back
Christ. Myself, among many others, would be very in a good cause, but send the stamps right along to
much pleased to learn if there hav been any signs Bro. Bennett, so that he can get ready for an early
of his coming, as I helped to make up the number st.art on this most important journey. Let every
·Of dupes that went there in the year 1865 with the subscriber hand in $5.00, and I think you would be
in tc>n 1ion of staying there until we should see the loth to take three times $5.00 for what you will reS•Jtt of Man coming in all his glory and the final ceive in return.
winding up of the devil's kingdom and the estabNow, sir, please aecept my best wishes and kind
lisl:lmt'nt of peace on earth an : good will to man. regards for you and yours, both now and forever.
But h:1 ving got nearly starved out at the end of OIJe
Very truly yours,
N. CASTLE.
yt>ar, I returned back to America, not by the help <lf
the t>dttor of the New York Sun, as stated in Mark
VINTON, Jan. 28, 1881.
Twain',; "Innocents Abroad," but by the little reFRIEND BENNETT : When you get ready to start on
maitJcler that was left of the $2,500 on my departure your pilgrimage or sight-seeing around the world I'll
from the states. I want it understood by every lover send you a "V,". for I want to go with you (in
of trutlt that I and sev'lral others, having a lit.tle mind at least). Your happy faculty of description
money lett. were forced to pay $5 apiece for a deck takes one along without a great deal of cost or
p"ss;tge--i urnishing <·Ur own beds and provisions...:... trouble. If you should visit the Holy Land be sure
from J•>i>pn to Alexandria on board the excursion and hav your lamp along and well-trimmed, so as to
stea!.ller Qtwker City. Mrs. Beach gave out of l1er light it by the holy fire. You might make it pay.
own pock.et $1,700 to help those home that had no C. C. C. & Co. might pay big for a light. And you
mouey. 1Jnt mauy of us paid our fares there and might set up a miracle shop with it. Who knows?
back, and L>y hard work hav made a living tWer
Your friend,
M. BRANIN.
~ince aud hav sumethiug laid by for a rainy day.
Had I read Thomas Paine's ''Age of Reason" I
QUINCY, 0., Jan. 28, 1881.
never would hav gone to that particular part of this
MR. EDITOR : I hereby authorize you to place my
·earth which God gave to Abraham, including the name upon your list as a subscriber for the two volholy city, with all of its dirt and filth. I also visited umes of an Infidel Around the World. I trust that
ti.Je bir;hp.ace of the so-called savior of t.he world, non.- of us will be long held in suspense with reganl
and would be glad to hav that country pictured to to this wonderful and profitable undertaking,
the lovers of truth as it really is, and not by the pen Should it be necessary to increase my subscription,
of a religious f<w a. tic, who can see the glory of God rather than bav this prove a failure I will readily
in everythiu~, even to a stinking camel or a dirty double the amount called for. I shall do all in my
Arab. I do noL know of any one better than your- power to increase the subscription among the few
self who could do iL justice, having read with the Liberals and semi-Liberals in this vicinity. The exgreatest interest all of your writings from your first tra numbers of THE TRUTH SEEKER you sent to my
trip.
Your friend and well-wisher,
friends are doing marvelous work among the think·
JOHN A. DRISKO.
ing class, and I feel that they, like "bre_ad cast
tipon the waters," will in days to come make a grand
SALEM STATION, Wis., Feb. 15, 1881.
showing in fa>or or Freethought and unshaclde the
FRIEND BENNETT: I see by the tab on my paper that chains of fear and superstition. But like all work
I am inJebred to you for my paper since January of this character where investigation and solid
1st. I can't rest and owe you for THE TRUTH SEEKER, thought i.s the necessary stock in trade, it requires
tllat boldest and best of Liberal papers. Inclosed much time to reach the people, especially the ignoy"u will find $3 to square up to '82.
rant portion of the community.
Ar, twenty year:> of age I became a ske[ltic, and my
The Yolume "An Infidel Abroad" came safely to
way has grown brighter as time has rolled on, and hand, and is highly prized by all to whom I hav
llu\\' at "ixty I take no stock in the Christians' God shown it, and I hope soon to be able to giv you an
or heav,·u, or the devil and his abiding-place, hell, order for quite a number of them. I herewith inTo learn how io liv well and happy in this world dose pay for it and other matter.
t>nga::;es all tny ... ffort and attention. If I ever find
Wishing you success in this greatest of undertakanotlter wurld I will try and do as well there. No ings, that ot" freeing the human mind from slavery, I
macl Gurl iu wine that need::; prayers and incanta- remain your friend and well-wisher,
tions to conciliat<-.
C. H. CUSTENBORDEN.
Here's a h;Lnd tu ail THE TRUTH SEEKER friends;
and sbould you eonelude to take a turn about this
HURON, DAKOTA, Jan. 15, 1881.
cold planet·, put me down for $5 to help you along.
FRIEND BENNETT: Count me as one who will takfl
Fraternally yours,
A. D. CORNWELL.
ten dollars' worth of stock in your round the world
trip. I think shares should be ten dollars instead
BRIGHTON, Jan. 30, 1881.
of five.
Yours respectfully,
A. H. RISDON.
FRIEND BENNETT ; I see that my time is nearly expire,J for which I hav paid for the ever-w"lcome
CoNCORD, KY., Feb. 13, 1881.
TRUTH SERKER.
MR. EDITOR: Finding it incumbent upon us to reYou will lind inclosed seven dollars, three for THE mit again, we send you $3.00-$2.00 for THE TRUTH
TRUTH SEEKER and tliree dol;ars and fifty cents for SEEKER; the other Mr. Vance sends gratuitously, as
the North American Review, which I wish to read he says, to ·help Elmiua keep the irons moving.
for a year, to see how interesting it is, and the re~
You certainly hav made great improvement in the
mainder for that most unfortunate Infidel, J. Hacker, appear"ance of your paper. Though we had not benow in his old age left to the tender mercies of the fore found fault with it, we now admire it greatly.
people of the world.
By adopting Mr~ Greeu's suggestion it would be no

less than perfection. When Mrs. Slenker placed THE·
TRUTH SEEKER before all other papers she was doubtless right, though we cannot quite agree witli her in
regard to your letters from abroad, though they are
spleucli.l.
A friend once asked me which of all the books I
had ever read I preferred. I unhesitatingly replied,
n '!'he "\Yorld's Sages, Infidels, and Thinker~," and I
llav not as yet seen any reason to change.
I do not think T. B. Wakeman's lessons in "Oou:>tructiv Liberalism" difficult to comprehend, A:l
that is required is a little exertion of mind, the duty
of all readers.
Mr. Vance says should you make the much-talkedof trip around the world he will assist you to the
extent of his ability, believing generosity like yours
should always be reciprocated.
With many good wishes for yourself and Mrs. Bennett,
I am truly yours,
VIRGINIA E. VANCE.
GEoRGETOWN, CoL., Feb.' 4., 1881.
MR. EDITOU: You can count me in foz- five dollars
on your proposed trip around the world.
I luw read every one of your letters from Europe.
They were exceedingly intt-resting und instructiv; I
felt quite sorry when they were ended.
Inclosed please find four dollars for continuation
of THE TRUTH SEEKER till next January, also please
send the book "An Infidel Abroad."
Yours truly,
MRs. T. S. OLD.
SHAKERs, N.Y., Feb. 14., 1881.
MY DEAR MR. BENNETT: Sorry to spare you to g-o so
far; but if you conclude to go, count on me fur fl. \'e
dollars, for I must hav the books .
Yours, etc.,
G. A. LoMAS.
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Feb. 13, 188.1.
FRIEND BENNI>TT: I hav seen statements in some
newspapers concerning the number of theh' readers,
and find that they calculate each paper hus three
readings by separate persons. I don't know but it
may interest you to be told how one copy of THE
TRUTH SEEKER is read, and how many look for it from
week to week. In the first place, two of us pay the
subscription. ·The paper is left at my house during
the day by the postman, and my wife and daughter
look it over pretty well before I come home. I spend
the evening pleasant.ly and in excellent company
with THE TRUTH SEEKER. The next day I take it with
me to the printing-office where I am employed, and
leave it with the proof-reader, who has enough spare
time generally during the day to master it.o-; conwnts.
Then at night it is delivered to a particular friend,
who keeps it over Sunday. On Monuay evening I
can finish my reading, and then turn the paper over
to my next-door Jleighbor, who manages to get from
on,e to three other readers among his associates before he disposes of it finally. This neighbor has been
the direct cause of two subscribers, to my knowledge;
!low much further his influence has extended I cannot tell. So, you see, my one copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER has eight reauers, and with me it has become
so much a necessity and I look for it so eagerly that
I would let all the other newspapers go if I could
afford but one.
Wishing for your long-continued healt.h and prosperity, and with k:ndest. regards to Mrs. Bennett, I
remain,
Very truly, your friend,
R. H. CRESSINGHAM.
P. S.--Put me dowu for $5.00 for your trin around
the world. I enjoyed your letters from Euro,,e very
greatly,
R. H. C.

[It is all very well for THE TRUTH SEEKER Lo be
thoroughly read, and it would be well could every
number issued hav so manifold a reading. Still this
style is a little hard upon the printer.' If a single
copy of the paper has eight readings for one paying,
it remunerates the publisher rather poorly. If every
one of the eight would pay the price of the vaper it
would help the publisher in his up-hill business and
enable him to issue it at a less price. Some copies
of THE TRUTH SEEKER hav twenty readiugs while
but one of the number thinks it incumbem on him
to pay for what they enjoy. Probably 110 paper in
the country has more readings for the number paid
for. We submit it that this is hardly a just way of
doing. 'I'he paper is an expensiv one to publish anl!
requires a good deal of money to meet itg expenses.
If every person who reads it would pay for it "like a
man" it could be issued at a much less price- at
two dollars a year-and that would make it better
not orily for the publisher but the patrons who pa.Y
for it. Let every person who reads it feel that a
moral obligation re.sts upon him to help pay for
it.-ED. T. S.]
.
FoREST GROVE, OR., Feb. 4., 188,1.
FRIEND BENNETT: I am in favor of that proposition
of sending you around the world, and for that purpose (missionary) I will donate $5, and when you arrive upon holy ground I hope you will not be awestricken at the holy sight and get converted and giv
us a ·repetition of the travels of holy men in the
Holy Land. But instead I want to hav an account
of that country from the pen of one whose mind is
not beclouded with superstition. I attended a reverend's lecture on the Holy Land some time ago, and
among the many pious incidents of his travel, here
is a sample: Among the company en route to the
Holy Land was an Infidel who qid not believe fn the
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Bible or any religious creed, and they had not been
in the Holy Land twenty-four hours before that Infidel was worshiping G;od. Now, if the old dirt is
such a converting medium I should think that the
church would bring over a ship-load for the benefit
of us Infidels. Now, Bro. Bennett, forewarned is forewarned. If you do succeed in obtaining enough funds
lor the triP, let me know and I will remit. And I
"ill take $15 more in books of your travels after they
come from the press. Hoping that you will succeed,
I remaiu, Yours in opposition to superstition,
w. C. CLOW.
CAIRO, MrcH, Feb. 20, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: You can put me down for $5 for
your contemplated trip around the world. I am behind on my subscription, but it it is on account of
protracted illness of myself. I hav not been able to
be out of the house more than one-fifth of the time
since last fall, and I am not well yet, but I feel it
the duty of every lover of truth and progression to
do all in his power to promote the interest of the
same. I shall soon receive some money, and then
you shall be remembered. Very respectfully,
C. w. STOWE, M. D.
CARROLLTON, ILL., Feb. 17, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: I hav at last succeeded in getting
·another subsci"iber, so I now inclose money order for
$5-$3 for the paper for the new subscriber, $1.50 for
your book, "An Infidel Abroad," and 50 cents for Mr.
Hacker, if you will be kind enough to send it to him.
I hav not the address by me at this moment,
You may put me down for $5 for your around the
world trip. Whenever you let me know that you
want it it will be fortbcom;ng. You are very much
needed at home, but still I hope you will go and enjoy the trip and come back strong and healthy and
be able to seek for truth for several years yet. I
am some twelve years your senior, and hav done a
great deal of hard work. I could always hold the
plow much batter than I could the pen,
Yours for the cause,
WM. BLACK.
LESLIE, MICH., Feb. 15, 1881.
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I hav come to the
conclusion that it must be the clergy that will liberalize this country, so let us deal gently with them.
Encourage them to free their people from the yoke
of ignorance and superstition.
I want to tell you a little of my own experience in
that direction. We liav f0ur chur()hes in good running order in our town. I had always attended all
churches, so that I stood high in society, but always
talked and read to them when I had a chance. But
when I heard a good and pure woman preached to
the depths of hell I could not stand that, so I had
this notice put in our local paper: "I challenge the
four clergymen in Leslie to debate on the Bible. I
claim that this book is the work of man only, and
the people who support such false doctrins are mere
dupes. The clergy pretend that death is an awful
thing, and from this they derive their money-just as
a rumseller decorates his rooms to make his wealth.
What is the difference?"
That struck the people dumb. Not long after I
chanced to meet 'Some of the clergy on the street.
They said they wanted to talk with me. I invited
them to my house. I talked very plain to them, told
them I pitied the poor enslaved minds of their people, and they were the ones that should suffer, ancl
they agreed with me. I then read to them a letter
from your paper, entitled, "The Terrors of that
Dreadful Hell." I hav read that to a great many.
Church-members hav almost worn that paper out
reading that piece. The preachtlrs asked me very
kindly to come to church and they would preach a
good Liberal sermon. I hav always tried to do all
the good I could, and thinking I hav done some
good shall continue to do so.
Now I want to say a few words to the readers of
our grand and noble TRUTH SEEKER, Let us all be
careful what is said about sexual relations. We all
hav our family secrets, and that is all right; but if
we publish it to the world it is all gone. I always
band the paper to my friends and neighbors, but
there hav been a few I dare not pass around, as I
know what the church would say about tliem. They
say we hav no respect for ou1 selvs, which I know we
hav. I tl,link I can help you when you get ready to
take that little trip around the world, and I am sure
you will return in safety to us. I am sure ir' there
if there is any eft'ect in prayers or in good wishes, as
we would call it, you will return to us safe and
sound.
Yours in truth,
SARAH A. HAYNES.
NEvADA, OHio, Feb. 22, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose you $3, for which send
THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year. Nothing is more
pleasant to me than to be able to render you assistance by way of increasing your subscription list. A
man that has suffered as you hav simply for daring
to publish an Infidel paper ought by all means to
be sustained. ·You certainly deserve a circulation for
your paper amounting to a hundred thousand copies
weekly; and no doubt it will not be many years before the Freethinkers of America will do their entire
duty, and swell your list to that extent, [Gladly
will that day be welcomed.-ED. T. S.] You can put
my name on the list of contributors to your round
Lbe world trip. The five dollars will be forthcoming
lB soon as the announcement is made that the
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money is wanted. What a pit.y you cannot duplicate long ·time that if men and women were as particular
yoursE>lf and leave the veritable D. M. Bennett in in the propagation of their own species as they are
THE TRUTH SEEKER o!pce, performing his duty there to iml'rove the breed of their horses, <;.attle, and
while the real D. M. Bennett is on his way around sheep, there would be a great improvement in the
our planet 1· But wonders of such a character hav human family. Yours for the right,
long since ce•serl to transpire and find credence only
EPHRIAM POUND ..
at present as a matter of heaven's arithmetic in the
MR. E.DIToR: I am glad to see that you don't allow·
muddlecl brain of the ardent trinitarian. [A good
representativ will fill 9ur place in our absence.--ED. Gov. Cornell's heart less indifference for poor Phelps.
T. S.]
to go unrebuked. I was in the Court of Oyer aud.
On last Thursday evening John W. Clark, the emi- Terminer at Albany when Phelps was tried, and wei£
nent sciE>ntist of Chicago, gave us a lecture on the remember the man and the pitiable plrght his weakconstructiv and destructiv forces found to obtain in ness rather than his criminality placed him in.
Keep up good courage, Mr. Bennett, and smife
nature, and on Saturday evening following "Condensed Sunbeams" was the pleasing theme on which error, as you do, wherever you find it. The religion
he talked to us. Both subjects were handled in a of Humanity is about to be ushered in to supersede
most masterly and scholarly manner. The audiences that failure of failures, that knock-kneed creed of
were not verv large, but those present were highly Calvary, that "pioneer" of civilization, which turns
delighted with the very many interesting and orig- the suffering fr m its door with a •· Be ye clothed, be
inal statements made. Some one had put a slip of ye fed if the Lord wills !" and if you differ with
paper on the stand, on which· was written, "What them, "Be ye damned" also.
do yon gain by studying nature?" This the profesOf all the articles in ThE TRUTH SREKER, I like
sor answered most admirably; and if the author was those of '.r. B. Wakeman best, leading me, as they
present the answer will always be remembered; and do, and opening up to me afresh the channel
if good sense prevails in the mind of the party a through which my mind has unconsciously travelPd.
high est il;nate will in the future be placed on nature, I would suggest that Mr. Wakeman's inestimably
and the silly notions of a supernatural will be per- valuable contributions to Liberalism be printed in
mitted to go for what they are worth, and that will pamphlet form. I want them. [They will bfl so
be surprisingly little.
printed.-ED. T. 8.]
Please send me inside of ten days twenty-five copAgain, I say, take courage, Mr. Editor; the family of
ies of the Humphrey-Bennett Discussbn, ten Paine's truth seekers is on the gain and religion is on 1he
"Great Works," five copies of the work you wrote in wane. At any rate, I shall be ever proud to subprison, "The Gods and Religions of Ancient and scribe myself
A YOUNGER BROTHER.
Modern Times;" thirty "Age of Reason " in paper
MILWAUKEE, Wis., Feb. 15, 1881.
and thirty in cloth. Bill as usual.
FRIEND BENNETT: 'l'he Western Christian Adt,ocate,
Your friend and brother,
DR. E. MoYER.
Cincinnc~ti, February 9th, says, "Just now a multitude of people are praying for a revivaL and prayers
BucHANAN, CAL., Feb. 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I write you this to inform you for the conversion of the world are made througbthat if you are going to make the trip around the out the entire year in all our churches, yet bow
world I will send five dollars to help you out, If meager the results compared with the amount of
you go to P<tlestine, just hunt up Lot's wife and let praying!"
The results should be meager. If our God desired
us know about her. Yours truly, D. BucKINGHAM.
anything to be it would be without any regard to the
praying done by the Cincinnati clergy, no matter ho-,,
ExcELSIOR, MINN., Feb. 14, 1881.
DEAR FATHER BENNETT: H you knew anything about many millions of dollars they succeed in getting paid
Minnesota snow-storms and snowdrifts, and the dis- annually, or quarter annually, for their praying.
Moreover, as God Alm"ighty tells us in the book that
tance that some of us hav to go to the post-office, I
would not hav to ask your pardon for my tardiness he has given us that he does not intend to allow
in acknowledging your kindness. How different you very many to be saved, it becomes evident that the
must be from onhodox publishers! I knew you hac! laity shell out their "spondulicks" in vain when
a heart as big as a pumpkin, and of such material they employ their reverends, divinities, and doctors of
as never throbbed in an orthodox bosom; but do divinity to pray for results that are eddently unyou know I did not expect the papers on the terms desirable if not obnoxious to the diline mind.
Moreover, the CindnmLti people hav no right to
proposed? They came, however. I took the first
negotiate
with their clergy for a mass of prayers to
instalment into the school-room where I attend, and
the orthodox young people got hold of them before be said for the conversion of the world, and they lay
I had read them, so I did not get the first reading themselvs liable to censure as they pocket the aforeby a good ways, and I had about forty applications said "swag," knowing that every cent of this money
is paid them as a fee by those who hav been inducer!
to borrow.
My poor little letter in THE TRUTH SKEKER got me to believe that they (the clergy) are able to control
a long list of correspondents from north, south, east, the infinit powers to work either for good or evil as
they may choose to hav it, and that their influence
and west.
Mr. Spurgeon said some time ago that Joe Cook will be used for the benefit of those who are the
had scattered the skeptical hordes of America. I most liberal in their payments.
A celebrated personage, who it is supposed knew
think he did not know what a "stupendous truth "
he was telling. If I thought he would ever see THE at least as much as an avarage Cincinnati profesTRUTH SEEKER I would like you to' tell him that Joe sional soul saver, says (John xvii 9), in an address
Cook and many others lil{e him hav scattered thi:"m to his father, "Thou hast," etc. He did not pray for
so thickly that they can be seen with the nuked eye the conversion of the world, but for only those who
in every hamlet in this broad land. I hav so much were ordained from the fottndation of the world to
be saved.
to say, but my space is run out.
The cheek of the Cincinnati clergy is sublime in
Your little girl,
BIRDIE SHUCK,
claiming more influence over the throne above
than the savior possessed. But these men are emPoRT JERVIS, N. Y., Feb. 22, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose you a post-office ployed by the year to pray, and their contract imorder for $7, together with a list of subscribers which plies how much they are to pray and what they are
to pray for, and their salaries are proportioned to
I procured last Sunday after my lecture.
Nearly one hundred people were turned away from their supposed bulldozing ability or persuasiv influthe hall last Sunday night, unable to get in. If I ence. As they do not refuse to pocket the pay for so
should remain much longer a larger hall would hav doing, it seems as though they should appear to ento be procured. Six new members joined the League. deavor, at least to some extent, to make a show of
exercising some of their boundless influence that they
So the cause goes marching on. MRs. H. S. LAKE.
claim to be endowed with.
RoYAL.
ASHLAND, OR., Jan. 28, 1881.
AYER, MAss., Jan. 31, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Your note containing receivt for
THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1881 came to hand, also "An
FRIEND BENNETT: I am much pleased with Vulume
Infidel Abroad " came in good shape. Please send I. of "The Gods and Religions of Ancient and l\fodme four copiEs more, for which I inclose money or- ern Times." I am almost wicked enough to wi"h
der for $7.50. I am much obliged for the copy you your enemies would imprison you again to giv you
sent. Should lil{e to hav some of them containing an opportunity to write another work and augment
your likeness if there is no difference in price.
tbe cause of Freethought. If the "blood of the marI want to scatter the "Infidel Abroad" about this tyrs was the seed of the church," the persecution of
priest-ridden town as much as possible.
Infidels is the seed of truth and freedom. The ChrisFraternally yours,
· 0. CooLIDGE.
tian church seed bas been kept watered with blood,
Let Infidels to bloody, persecuting, hell-inventing
BouLDER, CoL., Feb. 11, 1881.
Christianity water their plants with the tears of human
FRIEND BENNETT: How much I admire the different sympathy, and giv every plant an even chance to
writers in THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER! Each number contains the pure air of heaven. Flowers do not quarrel
something new, something useful to humanity, to the about colors and odors. Why should men about
thoughtful. There is always something to lead one opinions?
Let us hav peace,
up higher in the scale of progression. If I were only
More light and less noise.
a scholar how I would like to pen my own thoughts
Let the oppressed go free.
to help fill its pages, as it appears to me to be doing
more to remove the film from the sight and mind of
Yours for the rigl1t always,
ELIJAH M:YRIClL
deluded man and woman than any other journal at
the present tfme I Perhaps other journals hav been
"JOHN's WAY" is very good indeed. I received it
equally as good in their place. THE TRUTH SEEKER has
advanced and opened a wider fielu for thought and at ten o'clock at night and sat up till four in the morn·
K. P. KIDDER.
improvement. How much I adrr.ire the writings ·o1 ing to read it all through.
Price, 15 cts. Address Elmina D. Slenker, Snowgood, pleasant, progressiv, thoughtful Elmina Drake
Blenker. I hav been satisfied in my ''"'n mini! fnr 11. ville, Va.
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1.,HE TRUTH SEEKER, MAROH ~' 1881.
Ghost of Lord Sl1aftesbury.
BY .ALHAZ.<I..

He did not ai'i'rlght me. I'm bac.kward returning
To cle><l' a wa ,. cosmical mi~ts if I c.an.
No chain correlated you'll tind ve1·y stable;
The world is one tiling, and another is man.
Just take him toJnpiter, where they lie dreaming,
The rocks and tile moss, in their dim-lighted day,
A. thoroughbred Yankee would iiOOn learn to
tlourish;
•
He could l!v on fried mushrooms at least for a
day.
Acidians there, and the great .Amphioxus
Would grow and develop by ocean and stream;
And corals, and shells, too, would murmur around
them,
They hav plenty of work and no leisure to dream.
To eat a small fish or be fanned by a seaweed
Is leaving small impress and wearing no scar.
Duns Scot us penntd folios of law on God'sforehead,
The autumn winds rustled, and now they arewhere?"
"Do you know," said my lord, "what John
Boehme thought of virtue?
He said it was higher and stronger than God;
And does it inhere in the heart if a demon
Or an~:el ia known by the path he has trod?"

Enrage the eternal!
He may, when he cnnllft himself
lly boot-straps to the moon, ·
Or bail the mighty ocean dry,
With nothing bnt a •poon.
0 man, dost think the snn was formed
For thy e>peclal cheer?
Or thnt because thou art so vile
The stars will disappearf
We doubt, and smile, and think we hear
.An animalcule ~ay,
Because pa peeped behind the scenes,
The world will pass away;
But I'll become an elephant,
}'or I don't do snell things,
To endless joy and truth I'll fly,
On two tremendous wings.
0 man, is not thy name conceit,
To dream that nature bends
Her vast resources, wealth, or power,
To meet thy selfish ends?
To dream infinity could mourn,
Been use tbou art perverse,
Or sntile when thou art virtuous I
Her laws for thee reverse?
Jllan can bnt speculate or dream,
}'rom whence comes nature's power,
Butgness if tile unknown is sweH,
Is bitter, flat, or sour.

Liberal Lectures!

.

FOR

; SPRING AND SUMMER OF 1881.

,f. F.

Prof.

JAMIESON

Will now make .engagements to
deliver lectures week-day
evenings and Sundays
1
ON SUBJECTS OF VITAL INTEREST
TO EVERYBODY.
FIRST COURSE.
First lecture: THE STRUGGLE FOR TRUTH.
Second lecture: THE CONFLICT BETWEEN SCIENCE
ANIJ Ull:LIGION.
Third ecture: GENESIS AND GEOLOGY.
Fourth lecture: COMMON SENSE VERSUS ORTHODOX
CHmsTIANITY.

A Proposition.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

When mental education
Explains the creeds that are rife
Then each god-wounded nation
Can read the laws of life,
And the lll essiah songsters
Will then annex his praise
With man-devouring monsters,
Which glide in ocean bays.

Thoughts ou Nature.
BY ROBERT SW AlL.
In drops of water natm·e's depths

The microscope unseals,
For myriads or living mites
A single drop reveals.
Her greatness or rn'inuteness how
Can any mortal grasp ?
An insect might as well attempt /
The mighty sun to clasp;
The smallest living thing that moves
And lives but for an hour,
What thought can it receive of man,
His goodness or hi8 power?
Yet smaller than the smallest mite
Thut is to man made known,
1.8 man himself to nature vast,
By truthful science shown.
His life is but a moment joined
To all eternity.
A drop, a flash, is man at best,
In nature's mighty sea;
How can he 1·each the infi.nit!
Or pass the furthest sta1·s 1
How can he grasp the great unknown!
Or burst his prison bars?
What can he know of the beyond,
That lieth back of all?
How can he glv a feeble guess,
With intellect so small?
How can he know but all that's seen
By powerful telescope
Is bnt what circulates within
A little ether drop
That tloats in nature's ocean vaet,
Which has no bounded shore,
On which no bark, with lightning speed,
Throngh ages could pass o'er?
If man is but a speck of nought,
With hail·'s width knowledge broad,
What can he know of future things!
First causes, or of God I
If then the inflnit's so great,
And man so very small,
Can he, though fearfully he strained,
:Move infinity at all?
Oh, is it possible that man
Can move the powers supernal t
Qan b<'t, wh&ae life'8 11. m&ment's fiaeh,

Medical Common Sense.

Address

D,. Jtl. BENNETT, 141Eighthstreet,N. Y.

LEAGUE •' MAN"
FoR FEBRUARY

~ECOND

COURSE.

TERl\18.

Either course w111 be given at so 1ow a rate as to prnctl.
cally place the lectures witl.lin the means ot ulmOtit any
cumntuuity:
Five lectures, $50 and railroad fare from Chicago.
Three lecturcg, $45 n.nd r.~ilroad tare from Chicago.
Two lectu1·cs. $:~5 and r.lllrmtd fare from Cl11cngo.
Tlle whole ten lectures, $lOU aud expenses.
The amount nccess~\ry fur a series of lectures is raised
by subscription, aud the lectures are made frco to the
public.

Sub•ctlptlon papel'li.A.':fdlr~;s""#.oJ?.aJX~fi'!;I~BN,
3t8
1n and 174 Cl•rk st .. Chicago, lll.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,
.J. Roman Catholic. Priest,
0

~~ il~~t!~ a&~:~~~~~:V;;~n~~~~~h~u~e~abJu:;l~~Y!;A~~~
do~m~

and left us b1s •• Lt\st Will and Testament" to his
parts:1ioncrs, and to the world, to be published after his
tlle above·named work, entltled " Common
...Sense."
This is a powerful work, and 1a attracting mucll attention from tLie Liberal public. No more scathing arra.ignk
d'eutll.

NEwHtTRYPORT, lliss.,
To 1\fiRS ANNA K."'OOP, JJear A/adam:

Sept. 23, 1878.

The work of tbe honest pastor, Jean Mealier, Is the most
curinus and the most powerful thing of the kind wblcll

~~ • ~f; :ienr~u~i~~o~~~e~.ati';~ur~a~~~V~~~!;;:;,~se.?~~W~:
1

sophical Dictionary " is a basket of champagne compared

1 11

1

lH.:Cllcssofthc.Lutllor. (.;loth, :i)3.0Ui leather, red. l.lurnlshcd
p~l!;CS, :fj4JWJ; morocco, gilt cc.I~;e.i, $J.50.
§ntJCrtu\tttral Reli!;'iOn. An Inquiry Into the
J·<..•,1Jn.y of divmc re,~clatito'll· lJceidedly tllc mur;t thor.
ough and cxlmuNtiv work on the clatmt~ of sut•uruo\Lurul-

!i~\~\~v~l~cwl~~tr~~:!il ~?lv~:~~j ~~ij~ :~.~ ge~~ kei:!~u\I:~~YJ~~;
11

$4.\.X.h leather, $5.00i morocco,

1

~r:Ut edge~.

1

$5.50.

,\.ualysis ol'ltcligious Beli~f. An Exnmln,.t!on
of the t;rccdN, Hites, a'H.i Sacred 'Vr1t.1ngs of tllo world.
By Vi::iCUUUt Ambcrhy tiUU of the 1.\te Lortl John nu~sell,
twice Prcmiet· ot" .Eng'mnd. Complete from the London
edition. 745 })nge~, Bvu. In clOtllt :;;:1.00; leather, $4.00;
muroc~o, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Gt•cat \l'orks ot· 'l'homns Paine. In.
eluding The Age ut HetLSon, Exnmlnw.tiHll of rruphccles,
He ply to lH::~Uo~ ot Llandatf, Letter to l\1 r. HrsKiue, .Eswy
•JU Vi"C.J.Ill8, Letter to Camlllc Jurdun, '!'no Heliglon of
Detsm, Cummuu Sense, '£he Crisis. uud The HtghtB of
~\bu; the whole preceded by the Life of Ptllno,u.ttd a steel
:;h~tc portr.tlt. Sl() p1_1gct::, Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, ~.OOi
morocco, gilt r.dgcs, $4.;)0.
'rhc t'orcgotnq cl'jht yotumes nrc called ''Tho Truth
1

~i~~i:s~~~~~J~~r ~1U ~~c d~~~~~~JoT;~!:;rt~~d p~~~ct ~~

each.
Xatnre'!l Revelations of (;haracter; or

rur~. lllu~tr:~ted l>y 260 wouli cuts. By Joseph Simms.
~~i~Cd~~s~$f.'OO.'s,~o. Cloth ..$3.00i leather, $4.00; morocco.

I•aine's 'Vorks.
Paine'" Theologieal 'Vol'lts, lucludlng The
.\ge uf Hcason, Examiu;.ttion of I)rophecies, Letter to tho
lHshop of Lhmdati, He ply to Mr. Er!ikluc. Letter tu Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., witn a life of Paine aud a steel-plate
:lOrtro.\it. 12mo. lu paper Cu\·crs, $1; cloth, $1 50.
Paine's Great "'orks (Contplete) In one vo~
·p'!.!C, as aiJo,~c. $3,~ $-1, $-1.50.
l'ainc's Political '''orks, Including Common
vcuse, The Crisis, and Rightd of 1\lun. Cluth, $1.50.
The Age of Reason. An lnvc"tlgatlon o! trne
.mtl fabuluus theology. ·without a peer in the world.
l'dpcr, 25 cents, or 51ur $1. Cluth, 50 ccuts.

Common Sen!le. Paine's first work. 15 cenu.
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to :X:VL
p,~pcr, 40 ccu~; cluth. 75 cents.
The Right!l o fl'llan. For tile oppressed o! human·
'ty. Paper. 4:Ucents; cloth, 75ccnta.
! :Jclusl\".

0

JAliEB PAKTOY.

Price, clot't~lr~~Jl!~JJ;:-!~·.er,h Eighth' st., New York.
The same book Is to be had ta tbe German lanilllage.
Agents wanted.

Books for Sale.
I hav a. number of

cople~

of Austin Kent's books and

D.JII. Bennett's ~Vorks.
The 'Vorl•l's Sages, Thinkers. and Re•
fornters. 1,075 p:tgcs. Svo. Cloth, ~.00; leatbt!r, $4.00;
norocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Champions of the (;Jant:c!a; Their
Crhne.li and PerHccntions. 8\~o. 1~119 pages.
V~t.;tll, $3.00i leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Ji~~~:r~C?flfn~:~l ~~~~1~~~~-o~~::~!~~t ~.~~-

cbth, $3.00 per YOlum.c, or $5.00 for t!lC t\VO vormne8;
~r~ciW ~~t~f~~~5ugg~t!oc~~~ a8~t t~~~l~~1~~~ :~b~~ct~~v~~c~ 1~ nlJ. le,lther,
~7 .ocr; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
and devote the proceed!. to the Bcfense Assoclad~m.
From Behbul the Bars. A series o! lcttera

DELOS DUNTON,
Carpentersyille, Kan. Co., Ill.

4teow

IVrltten In prison. Over 700 p•gcs. Price. $1.50.

f>-

.\.n lnfillel Abroad. A series of letter• written

JUDAISM. CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDANISM
It is thought to be the
Most Damaging Exhibit of Chris·
tianity tllat has Appeared.

.luring u. visit of ten wceka in Europe. 850 pages. Price,
~1.50.

Tlte ~emitic Gods and the Dible. Treating
0

J\L>.ry,
l:~~v~~~ s~~~. ~~ct~~~:e&b1~!t j~~~~s 't~~f~~~\~ #t ~=r~
and tile Btl>lc. To the
230 pages <HC devoted,
l.~tter

1:wwtng that l>oolt to be a very Inferior production for a
rirst-clJ.ss God. S33 large pa&:es. PH per cover~. 60 cents;
CI'Jtl!, $1.

,. f.r,::;:i~~:nfn~.f ~~~~.!r!~~· '!~d ~?!~,\t;~nl~1;
. !lUUght tt> be the most d.t.mllglng cxhlblt of C!lristianlty
r.lw.t tMiil appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.00.

1

'i'}lirty Discn!lsious, Bible Stories,Es!lays
'\!HI Lectures. 700 pJ.~cs. Paper covers, 75 cents;
:!:.>t!J,$1.

Tnc Hnmphrey-Benuett Discussion. A
lcb.ltc on Chrl•tlanlty and Iulldeltty, between ll. M. Den•
wtt and Rev. G< H. Humphrey. 5j() P•gos. Price, $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
:Jcnncttanc.l Cyrus Romulus 'l'ccc.l . •Jesus the Lord God
...:rc;.~tor of Heaven and E11rth. Puper, 30ccnts; cloth, 50
-~cnts.

Iuterro::;atories t.o Jehovah. Being s.ooo que&·
tions propounded to his Jewish Gods hlp upon a great varl.
0ty of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, ,5 cents.
~Vllat 1 Don't Uelleve, \Vltat I Do Believe,
\VIly nud Wherefore. (Fortt!Comlng.) 350 pp.,
l2mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Skillmore's Letter11. First Deacon o!

~A~n11~ 1~~~~:ft~~; ~~~·~r81~'rf~u:.r'n~t~tontlg~:.',[r~~m ,nc~~~~t;,
1

BY D. M. BENNETT.

Price, $1.50.

500 large pages.

" FEWER CHILDREN

MACHINERY.

"tt!.D4.,JB'oo~ 11'11<'1

15 cents.

Voltaire's Philoso)Jhical Dictiouat•y. Con-

riz~~saa~d8 ~~~J~~~!~t~~ t~~n~~~~i~~- hi! ~~o~~~ ~~~-a vir.

tvad'~~r~~nif~f~~~~~-H-r4ic~.n~e~:'u~~d81~'gl~·; ~P~~gT~~ ufo~

Price,

$s.Of

ccute.

book:

25 cents; 18 for 5U cents; SO fur $1; IW tor $3. £:very
League ought to take one hundl'cd, and every Lil.leru.l
shuuld semi for a dozen or more to circulate,
Addretl8
1'. C. LELAND,
201 East71st St .. N.Y.
St8
Sec. N. L. L.

IMPORTANT TO PARENTS.

Benn~tt, written in prison. In cloth,
per volume. or
:,;5.00Iur the two voh:mmcs; ln lettthor, ¥7 00; in mo1·occo

~~~tb1~e~1~~~~~:~g~ ~r;1~~ ~~~fee;;~~-oet~e lfu~roe~fg~ of~&f'\.cr:~~~:r:: af.'a~e1:~uE~~~!1;i~~~~~.n
Is the opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the

Will contain the whole of the Address of the "~a tiona!
Association for the ::5eculurizatlou of the 8tate," ii~.:Jued

AND BETTER."

~~2~~~~~e;~~~~TJI1~1ufdYi:t!~~~\1~. t~.f9 h~~~~~- <Kff:Yi:•~

ch~~6he~.orfcth~s a n~etm~~.tift~~~ r~~UJ;Ib;~d1~~L~! ~~; ~;,~~j~~ft~f.~~~:·~~r!:~~~~~~r~t~e:~in:J~~n~~!l;~c:ndff~~:
ell'urts lu behalf of Freetllougllt.

(No. 4),

Orga.n of THE NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE
(Double number, sixteen pages),

Jehovnll, ::5a~m. 'l'he Holy Uho8t, Jc~:~u:-l Chdst, Virgin
.\iary, ami the lllble. 8S5Jlagcs, flvu. Vol. 1I dc~crlbes fully
ulltlle religious sy~tems uf tho world, including Judaism,

~~~:~1111~1;~~~~1fni~~ ~~~~d;illi~J~ 01~¥~~~~t, ~L~,~~ ~t fiiTf\ ~nt~g

Moral Culture and Religious En·
llt,;hlcnwcut of Youtll,
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M.
Examined Historically and Oritically.

Price, $1.50.

'l'be Gotls an(l Religious of Ancient and
llodern 'l,itnes. '(ol. 1 gtvs a full nccouut of nll the

CHIW:lTIANITY ?"
Whenever desired, Prof. Jamle•on will J:l\" a second
courie, embraeln~: the fo llowlng subjecti:

~Jxtcen
CrucUied
This book Is a plain talk about t:.e human system, the The "\Vorld's
Savior!!;
habit.s of men and women, the causes and prevention of
disease. our sexual relations and social natures. It is med- OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
ical common sense applted to causes, prevention, and cure
By KERSEY GRAVES,
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
Anthor of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
women to each other, society, love, marriage. parentage,
~co~~.~~~~ft~~~~~gt~~~r~~;~~~g·~~~~ht~~b~~~~
etc. Embellished with two hundred illustrations. Price, ~gt~~~~
religious ~!story, which dloclose the oriental origin of all
$1.50. Sold by
D. Jtl. BENNE'I"I',
the doctrtns, principles, precepts, and miracles or the New
Testament, and furnlshiug a key for unlocking many of its
141 Eighth street, New York.
>acred mysteries, besides comprising the history o! sixteen oriental crurifiec.l gods.
Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

A BOOK FOR THE

'l'he Chau•I•ious of t.he Church ; Their
Urltues anti ••et·secut,ious. 'lllugraphlcalskctchci
.of prominent Uhrtstians tar worlic than ln11llels. A compnnton l>ook to u 'l'hc World's St~cs," etc. By J>. M.llen~ue~~O,e~YtoCd~~~~~~~~a. Cloth, .ou; ,leather, $4,00; mo.

Flfth,!W~~l' T\~ft.rH~U'Jiif4'' g~E£:-1' ~!1,'i~1JOJ1,

BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

YCUl H'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

fl.J}(

gilt. edges, $8.00

Speciaf Notice from Bliss' Chief's
Band.

The Knowledge of God.

Trnth Seelter Lil>r:uy.
The World's Sages, Thiukel's, and Rc·
foruaers. l'hc B1ugr.~.plllc9 ox ttu·co huudr!-Hl of tho·
most Ulstiugui::~llcd tcucller~:~ a_!.ld phtluauphcn~ ( wtw were
nut Uhrioth~U8), ll'ulU the tlmc ot Menu to the ~resent.
~t~~~~~~ei~it 01J~C~~$f.~~ Svo. Ulutb, $8.00; cutllcr,

gutl8 the nations of tlle earth hav wurship.ed, including

First lecture: WHAT ARE THE PRINCIPLES 01'
INFl!JELITY?
Second lecture: HOW WAS THE BIBLE MADE? OR,
DIU UOIJ EVil:!{ WHITE A !lOOK Y
Third lecture: IS CHRl<!TIANITY THE CAUSE OF
To search fm·the "priJ:!.Ciple" gently that guides us,
C1V!LlZAT!ON?
To know what a rose is, a sound, or a beam,
Fourth lectm·e: IS CHRISTIANITY SUPERIOR TO
PAGANISM'/
How much we belong to ourselvs or surroundln~rs,
lecture: THOMAS PAINE, AUTHOR-HERO OF
1\Ie, Red Cloud, speak for Blackfoot, the great Fifth THE
Is only to uselessly wrestle and dream.
AMERICAN Ull:VOLUl'ION.
llledicin Chief from happy llnnting grounds. He
Much stronger a u pTinciple ,, is than a "person;" say lie love white chiefs and squaws. He travel

like the wind. He go ·to circles. Him big cbief.
His glory may fade on some sunshiny day,
But love willli\' on when the !leavens are hoary Blackfoot want muc11 work to do. Him Wlillt to
show him healing power. lllake sick people well.
And the last beaming star sped in darkness a way, Where paper go, Blackfoot go. Go quick. Send
right a1vay. No wampum for three moon.
This spirit message was first published in "1\Iind
and lllatter," January 10, 111. s. 32, with the announcement that magnetized paper would be sent
BY THOMAS AIJ<GSTON.
to all who were sick in body or mind that desired
The Christian gods are dying
to be healed, also to those thtlt desired to be develAs did the gods of ohl;
oped as spirit mediums, for three months for ti1ree
Both priests and popes are crying
three-cent stamps. The three months closed with
For brain-made gods in gold.
the following re~ult: 3,405 persons hav sent for the
The time is fast approaching
paper by mail, one thousand persons 11av received
1\'hen wisdom digs tile grave
it
at the otllce; and the hnnd1·eds of testimonials
For feudal gods encroaching
that hav been received of its '~onderful work il1
On each priest-ridJen slave.
healing the sick and developiJig mediums prove
The gods of inquisitions
that Red Cloud and Blackfoot hav faithfully kept
Killed tlte wise and great,
promises. !!'rom January lOtll, lll. S. 32, to January
And gods in church position~
lOlh, :r.I. S. 33, over 15,000 persons hav sent for thi:>
l>ilfnse the seeds of hate.
paper, and thousands hav been benefited by it.
Tho5e gods are still baptizing
nse. Thut all may haY an oppmtunity to test the
Where Cluistiun p1inces rdgn,
merits of the paper, the price for the future will be
With savage laws advising
as follows; one sheet, postage paid, ten cents.
Their clans to lawless gam.
twelve sheets, one dollar. Send a silver ten cent
piece if yon can. Address James A. Bliss, 713 SanThe gods of ancient races,
som street, Philadelphia, ra.
Who fed on human blood,
At sacrificing places
Sucked the nectar flood.
And with the clans progressing
I am prepared and will send to any one address.
To present laws supreme,
direct from my office, <me sheet of" Blackfoot's"
They send the devil':; blessing,
llfagnetized
Paper, postage paid, every week fol
That snperst!tious stream.
one month for forty cents; two months for sevent)
The wars which slew the millions.
cents; three months for one dollar, .Address. wit.IJ
Caused by the Virgin's Son,
amount mclosed, James A. Bliss, 713 Sansom st.,
With Holy Ghosts in billions
Philadelphia, Pa.
Presiding o'er the fun,
And great Jehovah's legions
:l\1arched m human gore
From India's bnrning regions
To wild Hibernia shore.
EMBRACING

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

Pawer hco~e., l)je W 'lrk or all ii:ln&;,

lP',...fo'!!'<PMMifb ]J)~

~i::~

a

Speow.Jt~,

a .. STUVIPAON. 81S);l:m(lr&ilt...lt.11:

Address,
"- FREE BOOK FOR THE SICK.
S. H. PRESTON,
Containing nearly 100 poges, In pamphlet tonn; shows
bow Chronic Diseases can be positivelY cured by an orlgJ.
209 West 34th street, New York. nal system of practice. It contu.tns valuable and sug.
0
~~s~:n ~~~f1y l:. s':ze~~~t.a~~iftr~s cllf::.:'t~~t~~ c!~e'Z.h.f~~ i.~~
See Physiologist for .February.
be sent by m&ll to any one sending tb:elr addresa and a

&A coot of malliM;

three-oentatam;& to
l1

y

Bgt~ JStW!~)f~~~otk

!'ill ce-nts; cloth, 75 cents.

Anthony Comstock : His Career o! Cruelty and
Crime. By D. 1>1. Bennett. 25 cent•.
Eighth and Last Letter from Lndlow•
§treet .Jail. 10 cents.
f,euers t'rom Albany Penitentiary. 25
CIJUt8.
:11atter, lllotlon, Life, and Jilin(). 10 cents.
Tltc Go1ls of Superstition. 8 cents.
'l'!te Great. Religions of the Worltl. !Ooto.
Open Letter to Samnel <:ol::;atc. 10 ccnu.
Jesus Christ. Conslacrcd as an Infidel. tO cents.
Au Honr With the Devil. 10 cent..
Sinful Saints .and t§infnl Shepherd!l; 10
cents.
.Honest (loestion!l and Jlone!lt An!lwers.
5 cents.
An Open Letter to Jesn!l Christ. 5 conta.

n. F. Vnderwood's Works.
Essays anti Lcetnt·es. Embracing Intluenoe of
Christl•nlty on Civilization; Christianity and Materialism;

li::~·~~t\P.%~11 \o/o~:~~ 1 g{i~t;~aYi~~i·g~~~!ttl~~~;:;,~tii\~
1
~t~i~~f~~~~~~ ~~~n~r~i:,ee ro~\\f'~\~ngo~~e~~~ 1Y,~~t'W'~~if~

Gml1 Cr!mcoand Cruelties or Chrlstlanltv; the Auth orlty
of the Bible; FrcethoughtJudged hy ltstlrults; Our 1deal
of God. SOOpp., papcr.60cents; eloth,,l.
JuflnN•ce or <:hristiantty upon <:iviliza•
t~u. 25 cents.
<:hristianity au<l Materiali!lm. 15 cent!,
What J,iberalism Oft'er!l in Place of
Christianity. 10 certAI.
f1'
Seient-Ulo MatedaU•~n: Itll Ueanlus·a'll4

Teud&ne;r. lbcem:o,

.

'l.,HE TRUTH SEEKER, MA:Itott
Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.

l'tlanhattan Medical Instttutc."

This ltttle Instrument. ts designed especl!llly to develop
wrtttng medtumshlp, n.lso to lJe u rcltat.Jle men.ns of com.
rountcatlon wtth the sptrtt wor1d. The ndvuntages cLttmed
verothcr Planchettcs now In the market 1\re as follows:
~frst the p!tstehourd top, tnsteud of varnished or oiled
woad: second, Each Instrument ts separately ffit't.gnetlzed
tn the c~htnet of the noted Bliss mediums, or Phllcu:lelphla,
and curries wttll it t1. developing influence from Mr. BUss
and lito •plrtt guides to the purclhU!er. Prtce, 50 cents
each, or f.>.OO per dozen 718 Sans~~~~.s~~f:<ie1p~~.I~~:

Establtshed 1865. Incorporated In accordance with the
laws of the state of New York. Tbts tnstttute so long
and favorably known under the iUperintendenCe of Dr
Ktnget st nee 1865, Is located at Sl7 East 14th otrcet a few
doors east from Second ·avenue, New York. Having been
engaged In the Rpect•tl practice of treating chronic diseases ful" over thirty years, Dr. Kin get is aT>le to concen.
trute hts long experience for the benefit of hts patients
many of whom are located" In every st.Lte of the Union tlui
Dominion of Canad,o., and the Brtttsh Isles. Dr. Klng'ct, a
graduate ot Kings College, London, Englund ts the
!~uthor of u MediC<Ll Good Sense," u Sexual ·Phtl~sopby,"
The Ntlturnl Law of Popnh1tton," and Is erlltor of the
H<altlt Journal. This Institute ts conducted by a stalr ot
experienced, sktlful physicians, who devote their whole
tJme l,Lnd attention to th,e treatment of all CHRONIC DISEASES of BOTH SEXES ·tn separate departments. The
Institute ts well known to many leading physicians. to
whom reference can be made, w110 wlJI glv assurance that
au patients wm be treated sktlfully and honorably.
AmonJ!; other diseases of a. chronic nature, special atten.
tton is given here to those of the nervous system as Sem.
inal Wmt.kness, Nervous Exha~stion, Im.,otenCy, Ept.
lepsfil Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, Kidneys, and Skin.
W:P 1 litic, und Scrofulous diseases, and all Diseases or
omen. QuesttaX"cta~~s~uva~~sii'."H.Hfa~~~tf.fl.lcattan.
Sm50
317 East 14th street, N.Y.

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL
Best, Clu•apcst, and Purest. ·
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
I want to supply every LllJer!ll In America. Buy tresh
Garden and Flower Seeds direct from the grower. postage
patd, cheaper tlmn you can grow them. I still undersell
any firm In Amertco. I defy competition. Western seeds
beat the world. llltne t.11kc the lead. Fresh, pure, cheap,
and warranted. Prices below every firm. I giv more extra o.s presents tho.n all tlrms. 1 huv issued 50,000 prettiest
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and

~~:,ertfei~~uf:rdf~~~ 8~~'j~~e&·uid~o~~~ ~~~ d3!~~ro~~ :~ti

see that I.beat them all.
lOts

R. H. SHUliiW AY,
Rockford, Ill.

CONS.ULT

o!J 1881.

WILLIAM

1"9

WILSON~

MEDICAL ELECTRICI.AN,
Inventor of the "WILSONIA," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of "The
Trial of Medicine," "The Language of Disease," Medical l!'allacies," &c., &c.,

466 FTJ'L'l'ON

STREET~

BROOKLYN,

May be CoiiSulted Da.lly from 10 A.M. to 8 P.M. Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but are so scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
can be worn t;y different members of the same family from time to time.

"Antichrist:"

"i:

Proving conclusivly that

f

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRI~T,

~

His Birtla, Life, Tr-ial, Exccu·
tton, etc., is a myth.

IF.

=

Price, $2,00,

For sale at thts amce

AN INFJDEL ABROAD.
A. Series of Letters written Dur-

ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D.

M.

BENNETT.

850 pages.

Price, $1.50

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some Mistakes of Moses."
This volume ts printed on toned paper, In clear, bold
type. and handsomely bound tn musl!n, containing 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.:15.
1
sot
b~:d~':,n~~ns~ :J'~1,~~~~~~g1~n~1lli:\~~;,;~:~~
that subject. 1~1e pamphlets tllat hav been surrepttttous•y
issued are incorrect, tilJed with mistakes, a-1d consist of
only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two
hundred and seventy-five pages In tile book just Issued.
The book Is unanswerable in Its facts and logi~. tutmttable
in its style, and filled with Wlt, satire, elOquence, and
pathos,

ift:

l!!.

" The Gods aud Other Lectnres."
CoNTltNTS.- 11 The Gods."· "Humbold:t," "Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality,"'' Heretlcs and H_eresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
-

"The Gllost!l and Otltcr Lectures."
Co~'""TJt:NTR.-'"

The Ghosts,"

11

Liberty ot Man. Woman,

!t~fn~t~!!~':; ~fe:~~r:;i~~n°c1~~:1~'~~~$f~~e,;~tF~r:~~\~~

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper. 50
cents.
Both volumes beund !u one, price, paper, .1.00.

"What Must We Do to be Savedl"

Sciatica and Lumbago Belt.
.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mllll.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly facked and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer o this great Apostle
ot Liberty should hav at least one.

THE S£MITIC GODS AND THE

lBJBLE. •

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony. the celebrnted artist or New York. at the following prices:
~~8tc~l~; g!r~~:esize • • • . . • • • • ~ ce~tl
Ltfe-slze Llthograph,_2J.xZj
•
•
50
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yorll:.

l!IRS. ANNA CONNELLY'S

Improved Redemption,-

Treating upon llac Gods of the Sc·
mltic ~ali~us, lucluding Allah,
Thc Only Gray Hair Restoraliv
Jclaovala, !!!a tan, the II oly
GJaost, .Jcsu!l t..:brhit, the
in tltc Market Without Lead,
Virgin .ltlary, uud
Silver, or Suii»hur.
Ute Bihlc.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing that bOok to
be a Very Inferior production for a urst-class Uod.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
SSS!arge pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.00.

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.

Thirty-two tn nnmber, of two pageo each. These are
ted rse and pithy and well calculated for genernl and clleup
istril>ution. J'rlc~. 8 cts. for tlle eet: 25 eta., p~r llundr~d.
or two dolltu·s per thouQ)md.

Medical Works Sold at this Office.

It ts warranted to restore the grayest hair In three days
to Its Original color. It stops the hair from tailing, and

Pr"%~~1E~~ Girls Ouifht to Know. By Dr.lllary Studley.
C 1tlle lletter Way; an Appeal to ~[en tn Behalf at Human
u ure through a Wtset· Parontuge. By A. E. Newton.
Prtc e, paper cover•, 2~ cents; cloth, 60 cents. 12 coplos by
ma11•.P~per covers, $2.
~ T lle School Garden. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 cents.
cop 1cs, $2; 12 copies, $4.
Muscle-Beating; or, Aotlv and Pasolv Home GymnMtlcs
~~~n"t:~thy and Unhealthy People. By c. Klemm. Price,
PhThe Phtlosophy of Humau Beauty; or., Hints Toward
ys 1ct•l Perfection. By_ D. H. Jucqueo. rrtce, $1.
p~ge~ sJI~:~~~.tc Cook Book. By Mrs. M. 11!. Jeues, M.D.
Vegetartanlsm tho Radical Cure for Intemperance By
B a.rriet 1"•.FowJet·. Price, so cents.
·
to lily Patients; Hints on Getting Well and Keep.
lnTa!Wks
i
ell. By .Mro. U.- B. Gleason, M.D. Price, '!.50.
·
~72 A WEEK
a day at borne eaal]y made. Ob•tJY
'I'
outllt fre1!. True & CO., AlllfUSta, Matne.

'12

as ordinary garments, and produce a soothing yet exhilirating effect upon the system,
without causing shocks or sores, as in electric belts or galvanic chains.
Tbe "WIL!ONIA" llrAGN&"l'IC AlTLIANCES are the De•pnir of Phy•icians, and the Aunih!latiou of Quack
Nostrums and Lerralized
Quackery. Thousands of persons are being constantly hnrried on to Apoplexy
0
and Paralysis by the use of Cephalic Snuffs aud Washes. Catarrh can be readily cured without ~ny of
these nostrum•.

THE "WILSONIA" CORSET AND MAGNETIC BELT
For Ladies and Qeutlemen will cure Asthma, Catarrh, Loss of Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Kidney Disease, Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspepsia, and evt:ry form
of Female Weaknesa.
~

~

SEND FOR PRIOE LIST Containing TH()USANDS OF TESTIMONJAI.S. LC"iif.J1
.

~

-n::

The •· Wilsonia., appllancel!l are not mere plastere whfch became useless after a few weeks' wear, but they reta.ln
their curativ powers for twenty years, and can be worn by any member of the Btlme tamtly from time to time.
Persons who read this notice may wonder that I had not advertised my discovery before. .The fact to, I determined when I arrived tn America not to pubUcly advertise unttl I bad five hundred pattcnto In on• ctt.y, to whom I
could refer as evidence. I ilav now over one thousand persons In tbe ctty of Brooklyn ready to testify that my gal.
vano-magnetlc belts will remove and cure every malady known to man, except a rotten lung, and even where the
lun"" hav begun to decay, my appltances will arrest the decay and heal tltem.
'Here tn tile ctty at Brooklyn the paralyzed hav been restored : patients ouJrer!ngfrom tnnammatory rheumattBtn
hav been taken off their crutches t nerve mal•dies, bearinfc on manta, hav beeu complctelfi cured t martyrs to varl.

~~~C:ee}~ginw~~ii~~;~sv~trisb~elh~o~na1tmis~t~~~t~c~~~& ,o~~ft~~!~ ~eti'~'t!!~v g~;:rw:iJie~lrf~~~dt~~h

a::t~~h~~:,

eight, and twelve years of age, are riow walKing about as other children. In short, the cures effected by my applJ.
ances seem so miraculons that the above statements sound ltke an Aru.blan Night's tale. NeverthcleBB, these facts can
makes it &row. Cures all s~lp d,isea.ses, numbneBB, etc.
i~ebrit~~~~!~~~~~!jgu:~:affu oy;~~~U~~ ~~ ~~= £~~~~i/6gJear~~ 1 t~; r~~~~t.ies Commissioners of Brooklyn must co~vince
. Large packages, that w111 last you one year, $1.00, the
lily offer of five thousand dollars to the phystctaus and Charities Commissioners ot Brooklyn !B sttll open, and wtn
continue
so to be for stx montbs.
powders to make eighteen ouncco, post-patd to any ad.
I am preparod to go Into the hospitals and wtll only take their Incurable cases, oulrertng from paraly•ls,locomoof the kidneys, pleuro-pneumonia, or any disease their
dress on receipt or fl.OO. Send for circular. There Is no t'"'r, ataxia, inflammatory and chronic rhenmatism, con~estion
1
me1}"fg:
~ftTz~·~~egf
~,.>;,"o~l~~~t~~~~~~~~~rdfr~aJ,ean
u~fihe
nbove malad leo, they hav themselvs to blame.
trouble or expease tn making. Address
The co•t of m{ ap\'Jtances. though seemingly expenslv, ts one hundred times cheaper than the present method of
1
liiRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
pu~~~J~~ ~m~~ ~~fc.!'t~~~;~'gJ f~:tr~~~!t!~fn~r~~i~ fu'i'tfn"qnlrles at tho•e who hav been cured, betore you waste
your time tn calltng upon me.
·
41 Bond street, New York.
I court the fullest scrnttny, nnd preter not •elllng you good• until yon hav Inquired of th080 who,hav been cnred.
To you who are aun'erlng, and are now under the care of yonr physicians, prevatl on them to call upon me, and a«>
N. B.-Thto preparation wtll change red or sandy hatr to
qua~;t~h~~"!\.if~~!~2sff.~t~~~~l~~~~eJ~~t3'~ng any statements tn regard to the same.
a beautt!ul brown, and no detection at art; w!ll make tt
Male and female assistants always ln attenaance from 10 o'clock,
tillS o'clock.¥.><.
My appltances are being used with as marked success In England as tn Brooklyn and New York
look pertectly natural. Hao the same elrect on the eye.
REFERENCES IN THE CI'l'Y OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK:
brows; will make them dark and heavy. One appUcatlon

Eating for Strength. By :M. L. Holbrook. Price ,$1.
_.Hygiene of the Bruh~t ~nd the Cure of Nervousness. By
"'' L. Holbrook, .lii.D. Yrtce, $1.50.
hLiver ComphLint, Net·vous ·Dyspepsia, and Headache:
k.~~ ~~~g:~ir.reventlon, and Cure. By M. L. Holbrook,
Parturition Without Pain; or, A Code ot Directions for
ABvollltdtng most of the Pains and Dangers or Child-Bearing.
Y • L. Holbrook. Pt·tce, $1.
wfll convince you.
acttd~ to Fum!ly tloverument; or, From the Cradle to the
~· oo • By Bertlm 1\leyer. Price, p~tper, 50 cts.; cloth, ,1.
•• .., ru 1t and Brea1 a Natural and Sctentlllc Diet. By tlus-v l:!chUckeJ.sen. Price, $1.
Pr'f~e~ .~.eiJJ.t ons of the l:!cxcs. By 1\!rs. E. B. Duffey.

ofse~ual Phaslology. A Sctenttnc and Pofc11lar Exposition
Tra\l,eM~~-n ffi:.'lg~:tt~\.Problems In Socto ogy. By n. T.

DESC:RIPTION OF ABOVE GA:RMENTS.
Each Eylet is a galvanic cell attached to a. series of powerful magnets. They nrc light

A."··

Smo

LUTHER SMlTH, I Willow Street.

¥£k8"~JI~lUCfx4~f6h~~~')!t;;,t.;t. tkVrHfi6~~-J~!J't~t:'t5~~~~~~eet.
Dr. CHADWICK, Prestde11t street.

MS;. ~~~:i~~~'l/'i-t1~n..~~~ker, eor.
DAVID COLLIE[ confectioner, 181

Island.
lllrs. F. BE!'INETT,

L. I.
1\lr. DAVISHbutlder, Northport, L. I.

C&ptatn Bnsh,
Navr, Yard.
EUGI>NIE BAYLIS, Armenta, Duoh.

lii-:'IiJ2Jt/,~fi.Ii~·~e~lffn"t:B'aeney II:~. %~~s~8Ur\'Nili;Northport, E~~~~~Mll,;"i,t.wtth
~99

Frankltn ave.

~~- ~Ll~E~f!.i.W~ fi.i~~~~~-street. ~f~~-~~~~R~~~Ji~n~~~'L~F I.
Wlii.F.TRUELSON,277 Sc~ermerhom Wlll. GAlWUiER, Eaton's Neek, L. I.
T. J. TRUAX.Barret~ st.,Schenectady,
street.
W. H. EDW ARDS,lM V&nderbllt ave. N.Y.
J. W. BAULSIHi 100 Dean street.
RAYMOND CLARK, Eoq., 15t. James'

M~: hi~~fifftLks.~vlf~!rgns!~~~~t. P~~-t~:!vil,·M Pine st., N.Y.

0

:M:':~f "b~·v1fs. S!Ji Flatbuoh ave.
P. DORLON, 7S Lawrence street.
RICHA:Io'.IJ lilA WSUN. 590 Htcka 81l:eet.
:Mrs. E. A. THOliiPSON. S65 :>tate st.
E. W. STORMS, Pleasant ave., Harlem.
J':·H~t~~iR,:i'. :17~o~~~:~~ene~~treet
1

G.W. BHOWN, M £outh Purtland a"l""e. lllr. JOHNSTONE,ll7 West Fifteenth D. V. FAIRWEATHER, 28 & 30 Spmee
OUIS DERWIN, picture gallery, Ful- street, N.Y.
street, N.Y.
'< Lstreet.
Mr. GREGORY,S22 West Twenty·•txth E. C. LEWIS, 81 Seventh otreet,
I>, .BHA W, stove mer., Fulton st.
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No sonl is desolate as long as there is a hunuu:
a cannibal-" One who loved hb
being for whon1 it can feel trust and reverence.- · fellow-nten.H
Georg.: Fo'iiot.
WE suy a laying hen instead of a lying hen 1J ..
REPE~TANCE il'\ not n virtnt\ or does not spring ~._~a use she is on-nest.
from reason; b<tt he wl10 repents of biB act h'
.\ B 1T of lemon bound on a corn is said to ;rh
twice miserable or twice impotent.-Spinoza.
imnon aiU to the feet immediately.
Now the distempered mind
Has lost that concord of harmonious powers
Which forms the ~oul of happine~s. and all
Is otf the poise within. The passions all
Hav burst their bounds, and reason, half extinct.
Or impotent, or else approving, sees
The foul disorder.
-Thomson's Seasons.

A COHRESPONDENT asks us what is the relation of
a university to an ordinary college. A. step far-

bJ'

:..7nnlb<r'i'~]

No.
Co~1t3
1 l>iscussiou on Pm-ye;·. r.t'<Dctt. and oVtcl's ..... .
. 7 T be 8tor.v of Cr·cation. llcltnctt ................. .
~ The Old onake ~tory.
'" ........ -. .. _.... .
U 1'be Sturyof the l•'l(w!l.
u
................. .

i~ ;l~~J:~·~~~~~~~~~~~~{J \\.urrax;~.
1

12 BJ.ltl.ttm nr:[\ hhu\!!-~.
18 Arr.tigmuent 1)f l"ril'!\tl'r!l:a.

14
15
16
17
18

· · ·.. · · ·· .... · ·· ·

Bct~!lett ..... · ·· · ·
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CAREFUL bouse wife (lifting something from the
IT ought not to be the leading object of anyone to
become an eminent metaphysician, mathematician soup tureen): "La l who'd a thought baby's shoe
or poet, but to render himself happy as an indi- would turn tlp in the soup 1 But I knew it wasn't
vidual and an agreeable, a respectable, and a use- lost. I never lose anything."
ful member of society. A. man who loses his •igbt
JOHN nnd Ida married,
improves the sensibility of his touch, but who
Lived in Idaho forlorn,
would consent, for such a recompense, to part
'Cans<:> John hung around tile tavern,
with the pleasures which he receives from t!Je
And let Idaho the corn.
eye ?-Dugald Stewart.
A. CLOTHIER has excited public curiosity by haY·
A.LL truth is new at some time or other, and tile ing a large apple pain tell on his sign. When asked
fullest encouragement should therefore be given for an explanation, he replied, "If it hadn't been
to free and fearless expression, since by ench for an apple, where woulil the t·eady-made clothexpression only is the promulgation of new truths ing stores be?"
possible. An age of advancement is alway,; :ul
THERE is a brilliant future in store for the boy
age of heresy, for advancement comes from ques\vho, when he sees a ton of coal coming to hio
tioning, and questioning sprjngs from doubt, and
house, rushes to his mother, asks for the pepperhence progress and heresy walk ever huntl in
mint, rolls on the floor and groans, and says he
band, while an age of faith is also an age of staghas the cramp.
nation.-Mrs. A. Besant.
f
DID the prophet Isaiah ever eat at a railroad
WHEN remedies a1·e past the griefs are en dec!
station? It certainly looks so, for how coutcl he
By seeing the worst, which late on hope;; dehav described it so literally if he had not 1 "And
pended.
lte •hall snatch on the right hand and be hungry;
To mourn a mischief that is past and gone
and he shall eat on the left hand, and shall not !Je
Is the next way to draw new mischief on.
satisfied.~~
What cannot be preserved when fortune takes
"Now, villain, come with tnc before the judgPatience, her injury a mockery makes.
The robbed that smiles· steals sometltingfrom the ment seat of heaven!" cries the hero of a play by
ilL
Duque, of P,n•is, as he hurls the lteaYy vilthief;
lain into the car of a balloon, cuts the rope, anti
He robs hinu;elf that spends a bootless grief.
begins a duel with him with bowie-lrnives '\~they
-Skllk.<pere.
shoot upward to the skies.
!.IAN'S happiness is on earth, and can be known
and understood. The promotionoftbat happiness
u BY A LARGE MAJORITY."
Is an intelligible aim. The test of morality may
Three months ago, when two hundred of the
be applied by every one. It is a system which
leading citizens of Gunnison- City met in conveneverybody can understand, and which the com·
tion on a street corner, there were seven or eight
mon sense of each must approve, for by it man
llfichigan men among the crowd. When Colonel
livs for man, man labors for man, the etfects of
Parker presented the following resolution it was :1
each are directed to the good of all. and only in
lllichigan man who supported it:
the happiness of the whole can the happiness of
Resolved, That a committee of five be appointed
each part be perfected and complete.-.ifirs. A.
to wait upon Calabasll Sam, late of Deadwood and
Besant.
in!orm him t~at after sunrise to.-mor~·ow rno17ning
CANDID persons of all creeds may be willing to tilts crowd wtll open fire on htm wtth the intention of furnishing a corpse for our new graveyarll.
admit that if a person has an ideal object. his
The committee of five went out to find Samuel
attachment and sense of duty toward which are
able to control and disciplin all his other eenti- and deliver their message. He sat on a bench at
ments and propensities and prescribe to him a the door of his shanty, a shot-gun across his knees
rule of life, that person bas a religion; and though and a pipe in his month, and he preilerved silence
every one naturally prefers his own religion to while the chairman of t)le committee read the resany other, all must admit that if the object of this olution; then he asked :
u That means me 1 does it?"
attachment and this feeling of duty is the aggre".She does."
;(ate of our fellow-creatures, this religion of the
"They don't like my style of oarving and shootInfidel cannot, in honesty and conscience, he
ing, eh ?' 1 .
called intrinsically a bad one.-J. S..Jiill.
"That's what they kick on."
IF every good man that now pines with want
"Well, I won't go. You havn't got 'nufl' men in
Had but a moderate and beseeming share
the whole valley to drive Calabash Sam a rod. ReOf that which lewdly-pampered luxury
turn to the convention and report that I'm here
Now heaps upon some few with vast excess,
for the season."
Nature's full blessings would be well dispensed
"I forgot to mention," continned the chairman
In unsuperfluous, even proportion,
as he leaned on his gun, "I forgot to mention that
And she no whit encumbered with her store.
the convention bas adjourned. This committee
And then the giver would be better thanked,
finds itself in an embarrassing situation, and it
His praise due paid, for swinish gluttony
sees only one way out of it. On less you'll agree to
Ne'er looks to heaven amidst bis gorgeous feast, pack up and travel, tbis committee will feel call eel
But will-besotted, base ingratitudeupon to-to--"
Crams and blasphemes his future.
. -.iffilton.
"To begin shooting, you mean?"
"J£xaetly, Samuel, exactly. Yon may hav alWE should keep a perfect inditference for all
opinions, nor wish any of them true, or try to ready observed that two of tbe committee hav got
make them appear so; but, being inditrerent., the drop on you ?" •~ I see.n
receive and embrace them according as evillencc,
" Corpses which are riddled with buckshot hav
and that alone givs the attestation of truth. They
that do thus; i.e., keep their minds inditferent to a very unpleasant look," continued the chairman,
opinions, to be determined only by evidence, will as be rested llis chin on the muzzle of !Jis gun.
H Yes, that's so."
always find that the understanding has perception
"And it's kinder lonesome, this being tile firE!
enough to distinguish between evidence and no
evidence, betwixt plain and doubtful; and if they plant in a new burying-ground."
" Y-e-s, it may be.,,
neither glv nor refuse their assent but by that
"And so, take it all around, the committee
measure they will be safe in the opinions they
kinder Indulges in the llope that you'll see fit to
bav.-Locke's Conduct of the Understanding.
carry your valuable society back to the Blacl<
WE think that much of what is called piety IB Hills. You may ha v observed that three shot-guns,
worthless. !.!any hav fallen into the error tllat each under full cock, are now looking straight at
there can be no excess in feelings which hav God ye. We don't want to blutr, but it's gltting nigh
for their object, and, distrusting as coldness that supper time."
self-possession without which all virtue and devo"Well, after looking the matter over, I'm contion lose all their dignity, they ha v abandoned vinced that these diggings won't pan out low
tbemselvs to extravagances, which bav brought grade ore, and I guessl'li take a walk."
contempt on piety. 1\Iost certainly, if the Jove of
"Right of!'?"
God be that which often bears its name, the less
"Yes."
we bav of it the better. If religion be the ship"Right up this trail ?"
wreck of understanding, we cannot keep too fat·
uyes."
from it. On this subject we always speak plainly.
"Very well. While the committee feels sorry to
We cannot sacrifice our reason to the reputation see you go, and wishes you all sorts of luck it
of zeal. We owe it to truth and religion to main. hasn't time to shake bands. Step olf, now, and
tain that fanaticism, partial insanity, sudden im- fear you ain't used to walking, we'll keep these
pressions, and ungovernable transports are any- guns pin ted up the hill until you turn the half-mile
thing rather tban piety.-Dr. 07tanning.
bOWlder. Tral&-la-march !-Detroit F'r~~ Prea1.
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Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
ability. By .Frederika Macdonald. 4U4 puges. Price reduced to fl.25.
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1/Jofts and 'lippings.
TJIE average cost of converting sinners at
Waterbury, Conn., according to the calculation
·
of a pastor, is $800 apiece.

A. BILI• is before t-he Connecticut legislature
providing for ascertaining whether "life is extinct in a deceased person." ·
IT may, perhaps, furnish some idea of the
extent of the Maine lumber business to know
that 150,000,000 feet of logs will be driven
this year.

1.'HERE need be no more bets made, for the
state !enate has, by a ,·oce of 18 to 5, decidell
that the proper pronunciation o! the name is
Arkansaw.
THE Rev. II;. B. Cook became more popular
in ten minutes, at Siatersl'ille, N. Y., by
jumping into a swollen icy stream and rescuing
a drowning boy than by his two years of
preaching in the town.
EmrrrY-SEVEN of Mr. Hayes's recent nominations were allowed to fail in the Senate.
His career rapidly dwindled ut the close into
insignificance, being largely shorn of its chH
feature, the distribution of official patronage.

_
York, Saturday, March 12, 1881.

from the foot of the bed, refusing in every instance to part with any of those which gave
him the most exqmsit pain. Another miserable devotee was holding a flower pot ut arm'>
length. Judge of my surprise when he told
me he had held it there for five years. A.nother stood with arm uplifted, and had nro
power to lower it or move a muscle, tho member being dried, stiff, and dead, while the long•
finger-nails, like l>ird's claws, penetrated the
flesh on his wrist. All of these fellows loGked
molcly and sad.
JuDGE CHARLEs EDWARD FoRBES died recently 11 t Northampton, Mass., and left $300,000 to establish a free public library, but he
left also the condition that no ministPr of the
gospel is to hav anything to clo with it, anu
that no sectarhL!l bo .. ks on religion arE- t · bl·
aclrnitted to its sheh·es. If the town of
Northampton cloes not within three years accept the bequest the sum will go to Harvaru
College. l::>tt'phen Girard, half a century ago.
tried this sort of a condition in connectiot•
with· the beqnest with which he f•mndeu.
Liirard College in Philadelphia. His requirement W!l.S that no clergyman should evet
enter the building or grounds.

{

S()IEN«JE HALL, 141 8th St.,
NEAR BROADWAY.

continuous ribbon of paper. The signs registered of course represent sonnds, irrespectiv of
~pelling, and the machine can be used by a
person unacquainted with the language spoken.
The daughter of the iuventor worked the
machine successfully, taking down a speech
,·ead at average speed in Italian, and one read
in l!'rench by M. Gambetta, ;he being ignorant
of the latter langu<.~ge. A. comparison between
the opeed of the machine and that of the shorthand writers of the Chamber proved favorable
to the former. Further experiments will be
wade with a view to a. possibltl adoption of
the upparatus, which is already in u5e in the
[talian Chambers.
A. VERY clear idea of the value of so-called
re,·i val meetings may be obtained from a
lmowledge of the character of one lately iu
i'ull blast in Ohio. The prophecy falsely imputed to Mother Shipton that the world will
come to an end his year was firmly believed
tJy Emma Vandersmuuker, and it made het
insane. She went to religious meetings, and
dgguently exhorted the people to prepo1re fOI'
the great event. She moved her heare1·s
;reatly, and in one night twenty of them ueeame converts toChristiauity. Pastor Hacldet1
-;ays that, knowing the girl's lunacy, he was
in uoubt what to do, but concluued to let hel'
;o on, and a tremendous revival Is the consequence. It requires only the ravings of 11
m!l.uiac to teach people the great my~tery centuries of wisdom hav not su~,;ceeued in solviug.
We might imugiu those converts infected wtttJ
the 1unacy of their con ve1 ter if drcumstauccs
clid not empower us to believe that inftctiou
.vas eutirely unnecessary to reduce them tu
11er level. But what surt of a preacher is it
who abandons his pulpit to the rhap~odies of a
mad wom11u?

t $3 per Yea~
I
•

JAY GouLD has gone West.
HAYES vetoed the Funding bill.
THE Coercion bill has
Commons.·

pass~d

~()

the House., of
Jo

"f...8
A. co-oPERATIT dry-goods store is tol'J:1
opened in this city.

THE Democrats are in a minority in. the
House in the new Congress.
rlii
THE whole sum called for by the_ variohe
appropriation bills before the last Congre~e
was $191,280,1!l8.!l4.
:JJi
A. PROVISIONAL government has been <?re-anized in Peru. '1 he terms of peaee which1CJ;I}li
will make with her are not yet known. ;l·;;~:·
PANCHOT, who won the O'Leary belt'ib''tlio
~ix-day go-as-you-please race la..t week,';)N~lle
135 miles in 24 hours, the fastest walk '• on

record.
THE British troops hav met another i;ever!e
in South Africa. Gen. Roberts has lt:ft; England to assume command of the army•of occupation.
·

GERMAN physiologists hav been experimenti)
THE bark A.. E. Bottsford vras wrecked o:ll'
ing to ascertain the best means of restorinf:
Barbuda ou the lOth ult., and while tnying to
CHRISTIAN LovE. - The cable brings the frozen animal life, and they announce that the
rescue the crew thirteen nativs of that island
news from across the Atlantic that the Catho hitherto accPpted theory that persons who h!l.\
were drowned.
:i \.
lleen
exposed
too
long
to
extreme
cold
shonhi
liM and Protestants of Marsala, Sicily, hav
{T
HANLAN, the champion oarsman, 'ili. back
aroused the hatred which for over three centu- not be brought iuto cont11ct with warmth exfrom Eugland. His friends in TorontO gave
ria, has dwelt in their hea:-ts. The Catholic,- cept by slow degree is wholly erroneous. Dog~
him a reception, presenting him with"V!arioUJ
attacked an•l pillaged a church of the Protest- were frozen by artifi<:ialupplicatiou of cold uurued!l.ls and a check for $500.
ants, the minister of. which barely escaped til breathing and pulsatio11 had almost wholl}
ceased, and then attempts were made to rt'death.
GEN. GRANT and the World's Fair' CommitB&nrsH ladies strewed with flowers the path :;tore twenty of them in a cold room, twenty iii
tee hav gi\·en up· the idea of getting" 'Qentral
a
warm
room,
and
twenty
in
a
bath
of
warm
of General Sir F. Roberts as he left London
Park for their site. The preliminarY' million
for the Transvaal, there to crush a little com- water. Of the first, fourteen died; of tht
uollars is very nearly subscribed.
second,
eight;
of
the
last,
none.
The
wam.
PRESIDENT HAYES has shown singular dismunity of brave and upright farmers for daring
THE state asylum for the insane at .J?anto be free. In thi3 century there has been no bath brought about restoration in .a remarka- crimiuation by pardoning the criminal IJO>tma:;ter who robuecl. the government of a largt \'ille, Pa., was burned on the 5th. 'The· S50
more deliber!l.te national crime committed by blY short time.
people priding themselvs on being leaders of
TBE Methodbt ministersof the Springfield ;;um of money while iu charge of the Dead- inm.. tes escaped the flames, but many'~ir~y.ed
civiliz!ltion.
district of Massachusetts, in· their auuual wood pu~t-otlice and was sentenced to imprison- inte the woods. The building cost:th!) st!l.te
;:; ,, .. ,. .
ment for five years and a fine of $5,000 there- $500,000.
A. METHODIST revival at Bellefontaine, Ohio, meeting, had a lively two hours' discussion ot•
for,
although
he
refused
to
pardon
the
Mussel
THE tide in the rivers and bay around' N~w
is conducttld in a vigorous manner. The min- faith and he!l.liug. Severn! of the clerg"ymet•
.::ilough settlers, who are guilty of no cnme, York rose to such a bight that piers, ,st~~~ts,
ister in one meeting got down on all fours ancl held that prayer was effectual in healing the
and whose only offense at wor~t 'was the pos- and basements on the low ground were fiooqed.
capered up and down the aisle to illustrate a sick, but the mujority of the speakers believed
session and improvement of. land which they The tide was the highest that has occurred for
that
such
cures
were
wholly
the
result
of
imdog simile ; and on another occasion several
., .. ,.;,·. , .. , ·.
honestly believed to be the property of the ten years.
of the si~ters seized a young sinner of their agination and will. The Rev. Frederic Wood6
. ' ! \ - ··:: j
government, suuject to entry and location the
said
that
it
would
be
as
sensible
for
him
to
ask
THE
train
on
which
Mr.
Hayes
and·:pl\r.~
sex and .forcibly carried her to 1he chancel.
same as other public lands. Nor is it yet de- were going home from Washington· collided
She cried for help, and was rescued by her llod for $50,000 as for a sick man to pray for
restoration to hl'alth. His theory was that Cided by the :;upreme Court of the United with a heavy engiu at Severn Stlitioil;' Md.,
mother.
God did not interfere in temporal matters ut .::itutes that these l!inds are not the property of und was p>1rtially wrecked. Three' ·m~h'W~te
THIS has been a hard winter indeed for set- all, but only in things conceruiug the soul. A. the government. The:;e settlers fouud tht:
killed. Mrs. Hayes and the ludie~,~~tp.·.~r
tlers in the Northwest. The starvation and layman replied that he had been comforted iu land a deoert; tttey caused it to teem with luxwere thrown to the floor of the car, but, uo
freezing of cattle in Montana hav caused, it is the p~t by the preaching of Mr. Woods, but uri!l.nt harvests;· and a great many peoplt other damage was done to the party.,. '
· ,. :,,
said, a loss of about twenty per cent. Hay what he had said ou this occa:;iou about the use- honestly belie,·e they hav been wrougeu, if uot
' : I ' ' \ ; I I : :.~ :. '
has not been obtainable on the main lines of lessness of prt~yer greatly shook his faith.
robbed, of these lanus.-San Frarwii1co CM·oniAN Italian schooner vrent ashore! at C!i>ne,y
avel at any cost, and the deep snow has
d~. ln more than one iust.Lnc-e Mr. Hayes Island, Friclay, and out of a crew of fourteen
VIENNA physicians hav been examining with
made transportation and browsing alike imbas shown himself far more merciful to abso- men only one was saved by the Life'Sa\'Hig
possible. !Jay at $45 a ton in a country much interest a three-year-old pair of twins, lute criminals than to unfortunates who had Corps. Four of the crew while clinging't6.' t.lJ'e
who
are
not
less
of
a
uatuml
curiosity
than
the
where fodder does not usually enter into the
com~tted no crime whatever.
wreck maue an agreement to sirutiltan!39~s!I
exp .. nse account of stock rai~ing makes it :;iamese twins were. From the breast bone
cut each other's throats, which they" did .with
they
hav
but
one
body;
abQve
that
down
A. DISCOVERY of much archreological interest razors, preferring to die by their' 0wn ··band11
sometimes cheaper to kill cattle than to save
they hav two wholly separate and complete has recently been made in the Algerian Sahara.
them. Dakota has also a fuel famin.
rather than drown. They did not '~iicooeii 'ih
orgauioms. They hav ouly two legs and feet, .M. 'l'arry, who has ueen carrying on work in
A. LAWSUIT is in progress between the new- but four arms. The sense of feeling in the connection with the proposed Trans-Sahara killing themsel>s, but ran !l.rourill the' d~i!k
fashioned and the old-fashioned Quakers in two upper parts is entirely distinct and indi- mil way, having noticed a mound of sand in bleeding copiously until the ve~~~i"~Etp(~
pieces and they were swept into the ~ea.;\·, ... , ..
lndian!l., the C'ontest being over the posscssiou vidu!!l. A.t. the moment of medical inspection, the ne1ghuorhood of Wargia, had the sand
of certain church property, but arising from one of the he!!.ds looked peevish and occasion- dug up, and discovered the top of a spherical
GARFIELD was inaugurated on t~e ,4tiJ. ~th
differences of religious belief. One brunch of ally cried on account of a painful tooth, while dome. This naturally aroused his interest, more pomp and show than ever attended ·any
the Quakers no longer wear a peculiar habit; the other looked fresh and lively, and shouted and gettiug his Arabs to dig still deeper, he previous inauguration. A. bout 15>000 trooP's
they do not wait for the spirit to mo'"e them in "Mammal" Tho inuer arms come in couflict, f01md underneath the dome a square tower, took part in the procession. A. special .ses~oh
meetings ; they hav salaried preachers, and and cause fights between the twins. Though then a platform of masonry, and finally a com- of the Senate was held on Saturday,' ~nd: (l-~
hav abandoned many of the other long-estab- the pair hav one body below the breast, they plete mosque. Continuing the excavations, M. field sent in and the Senate confii:m~d the fp~
lished Quaker usages. The conservativ branch do not get hungry at the same time. The l'arry soon unearthed seven houses in perfect lowing Cabinet: James G. Blaine,' of,,.·l\laina,
claim that such worshiper:~ are riot Quakers at left foot seems only to be connected with the preservation, and came upon a subterranean Secretary of State ; William Windom, of
all, and should not be allowed to use Quaker left beau, and the right foot ·with the right w!l.tercourse. A.t the last news, nine houses Minnesota, Secretary of the Treasury ; Robert
meeting-houses.
head. One of the feet was pinched, and only had been disinterred, and M. Tarry was getting 'l'. Lincoln, of Illinois, son of Abraham' •tinadditional assistance to clear out the precious coin, Secretary of· War; W. ·H. 'HuntJ,! idf
lR one of the bazars, eays a letter from the head on that side cried out.
India, we saw some fakirs and devotees. One
AN interesting trial of a new stenographic watercourse, which he describes as eulficient Louisiana, Secretary of the Navy'; s .. IJ,iKiri:~
of· these· remarkable fellows had vowed to lie machine was macle in the French Chttrnber of to irrigate a small forest of palms. It is well woocl, of Iowa, Secretary of ·the·' Interibr ~
upon a bed of upright nails for twenty-six Deputies the other morning in the presence of known that the Sahara was at one time much Thomas L. James, of New York; Postmaster;.
:rears, and of these he had accomplished six- 1\I. Gambetta and a number of other officials more populous than it is now, 1md its traue Gt'neral ; Wayne Me Veagh, of· PentisylV'aili~,
teen when we saw him. His body was &tlenu- and members. 'l'he mechanism, which it~ an much more exlen~i v ; but no one seems to ha'\' A.ttorney-Gener11l. 'Ihe sdeeti~n is: genernll.Y
ated and full of sores resembling lept·ous spots. Italiau invention, is worked l>y a kind of key- supposed th11t <:itie:S had been buried und.:r its wdl reeei red by the country, but,' V.·itft the
We asked him for one of the nails which boat·d 8imil!l.r to that of a ,Fiauo, aud the steuQ- sun• Is so re<:t'ntly as since the introduction of exel'plion of the Secretary of St!lte',' ia"not ~
garded u a very lltrong body of iltlici.llU. t": ,,
Jiiened hill mileraW. body. He took one ~l'~Whio liig.ui &N autom..til.l&lly pritltsd on a M.obamm ..la.ujiiiD.
- ' \ J: ~! l ' ! f~

a true theory, wl1ich places all former science on the to do it longer is sure proof of atrocious ignorance or
sul1ject as much behind our age aE: the PtolC'maic sys- fraud. The Theory of Evolution is clemonf:tratt:>d
tem of astronomy is in contrast with the Coplc'rnican. by the best evidence, that i~, all the ·evidence that th~
SitJCe _the publication of Darwin's "Origin of Spe- theory requires, and it has no theory whatever
Constructiv Liberalism.
cies" in 1871 the tide of confirmation from. multitu- against it.
LESSON IV.
dinous facts has risl'n stronger and l1igher year by
People are;often mif'led, and perhaps de~ignedly,
year. Finally the fuJI and clear l'tatPment of the in regard to the kind and extent of the pi·oof reTilE SIS.
new theory in Hacckel's work;:, now well tran;:lated quired to establish this theory. It is not necessary
The explanation that modern Biology givs of the (published by D. ApJ,leton & Co., of New York), to prove the descent of everyl"pecies from another or
origin, growth, and distribution of vt>getable and leaves no excuQe for .future ignorance. The '' mys- from a ~ommon genus; it is only necessary to make
animal life on om Planet ·entirely· displaces 'tne teries" of life that perplexed the greatest intellects out one case, and then the law of evidence and inferassumption of "creation." It explains the origin of the past a~;e now open to ev~ry intelligent reader. ence is that all other species hav followed tlie same
and physical history vf Mankind, and is the sme In no way has Liberalism proved itself more con- law in their origination. All that Newton did was
constructiv basis of our practical and emotional life structiv than in these very arcana of nature. This to ·prove that the law of falling bodies on the earth
orgauic or protoplasmic world, as it now lies revealed could be applied to explain the moon's orbit. That
relativ to the organic wurld around us.
to us iu its laws and proc(·sses, is a ~<ource of wonder, one fact established the law of gravity. The applicadelight, and even of sympathetic triumph to every tion of that law has been the work of all suuseq1,1ent
TEXTS.
emancipated mind.
astronomers, and will be for ages.
1. "Know thyself I" This is the source of all wisdom, said
Never forgl't its three grand divisions:
The fact of Evolution has been proved far more
the great thinkers uf the pa~t. aml the sentence wa.~ writtt:>n in
1. There is the kingdom or domain of the Pro- abundantly than Nt•wton proved the law of gravity,
golden lettet:s ou the tem pie of tht: gods.· To know himselr,
Haeckel has estabLinmeus declared to be the t:>S~entilll, inJi~putaule dist nc:tiou tists, those simpler organisms of protoplasm which and it stands as ::t valid theory.
of man above all other crentures. I know, i1ule~d, in study, literally exist everywhlc're about us. The earth, ·the lished it as a fact beyond question in the descent of
nothing more-worthy of free aml thoughtful i\lan than the air, the watlc'r, and even our own bodies may be said the sponges.
Darwin has done it in regard to
study of himself. For if we look for the purpose of our exist- to swnrm with them. The microscope reveals to liS pigeons and nearly all of our domesticated plants
~nce, we c:annot possibly find it ooo~ide of oursehs.
\Ve IU'" an ever-present world or minute organisms which and auimals. Huxley and Marsh hav done it in regard
here for our own ~ake.-Ka1·l E1"n8t Bae1·, 1824 (Haeclcel,
rivals in intL·rest and is practically more important to to the horse. These simple instancl'S would be
E'DOlution of Man, 'DOl. i, p. 244).
us than the starry systems showu by the telescope in enough, but they could be addt:>d to by hundreds,
2. Is man a peculiar organism ? Dot:>s he originate in a inti!iit space.
and are increasing yearly as the records of organic
wholly different way from u dog, bird, frog, or fish? aud doe~
2. Out of these protists, on one side, Vegetable life past and present are compared. The missing
he thereby justify those who a~sert that he h11s no plac:e in l'urms hav arisen, clothing the earth with verdure, links come to light in the most unex11eeted p-laces.
nature and no real rdation~hip with the lower world of animal
life? Or does he den•lop from 11 ~imilat· embryo, and undergo loeauty, and food. They, as well as the proti•t:;:, can Science finds her treasurrs in the "Bad Lands" and
the same slow and gradual progre~siv modifications? The feed upou and assimilate di-rectly from the inor!!ani<· in the frozen islands of the Arctic, where, as Noranswer is not for an instant doubtful, and has not been douut- world the materials of which they are composed. denskjold repOI'ts, the shon's are f'trewn with the fosful for the last thirty years. The mode of man's origin and Tiley grow up out of th.e earth, and its disintegrated ~<il remains of apparently tropical animals.
But
the earlier stages of his development are undoubtedly identic:11l materials and juices are the materials of their growtli. these treasures, though useful to make out the sevwith those of the animal. stalllling diredly bPlow him in tht:>
3. But from the other side of the common pro- eral iustance!', are no long-er needed to prove the
scale ; without the slightetit doubt he st>Luds in this re~pec:t
nearer the ape than the 11pe does to the dog.-1'/wmas Hua:ley, tist world Animals hav as certainly originated: They theory. That has been done, and there is -no scienare said to differ principally from plants in their tific ht{pothesis whatever against it. It is only neces1862 (Haeclcel, Evolution uf Man, vol. i, JYf!· 363, 364).
ability to move, to feed only on food that has ueeu sary that it should be able to staud alone, and it is as
3. Felix, qui potuit rerum cognoscHe causas;
organized, i. e.. on plants or animals, and in the fact tirm as a rock, for there is no opponent. The creaAtque metus omnes, et inexorable Fatum
that they breathe or giv out oxygen, instead of car- tionists hav not a single fact. The Spiritualists l1av
Sm.jecit pedibus, strepitumfJ ue At·herontis avari l
bonic acid gas, as animals are supposed to do.
iudl:'ed tried to aid them by "materializii'g" into
Fortunatus et tile, De'Js q ni no \'it agrestes,
This distinction Let ween plants and animals seems exi:;:tence an occasional egg or a potato l But even
Panaque, Sylvanumque seuem, Nymphasque sorcres!
plain enough at first, but when both are traced up that fraull has exploded, and there is nothing
Quos rami fructus, quos ipsa >aleutia rura
to their origin among the protists the distinction left of the hypothesis 0f creation except its unSponte tulere sua, carpsit; nee ferrea jura,
fades out a11d is lost. No test by which plant may be blushing assumption. There is not the slightest
Ins11.numque Forum, aut populi tu.bularia vidit.
distinguished from animal will hold good in the worlrl proof that a siugle thing on the face of the earth has
of protists, in wllich both hav their common origin. ever been" created." Until such an instance is found,
Happy, who can of things the causes learn I
The more practical distinction is simply that the is there any alternativ but a~<sumpfion or silence?
'l'he broods of Fear, Fate inexomble;
Acheron's greedy roar beneath his feet he casts.
But while this is true, the distinction is to be made .
auimal has an internal stomach of smue kind in
Blest, too, is he who knows the rural gods,
which the food upon which it livs is deposited. between the theory itself and the tracing of the
Pan, Sylvanus old, and the sbter Nymphs l
From this food he sustains his life. His organs are dfscent of the several species under it, which can
distri lmted around or in relation to this stomach and generally be done only by the aid of hypothesis.
What fruits the boughs, what ready fields themselvs
its consequent alimentary canal so as to enable life That man is descended from former anthropoid aniOf their free will may yield, he joyful reaps,
Nor laws of iron, uor Forum frautic,
to ue fed from it. His limbs are disposed so as to mals we know by this law. Because, for instance, w&
Nor people'.:~ courts is he fated to see.
enaLle him to :;:npply this stomach and to eseape or can trace the steps by which the horse has descended
- Virgil 1 G., 2, 480.
defend himself wbile so doing. The plant has no from former hippoid ancPstor!', and can also trace
stomach or similar organ, but uses the soil as its food the steps in the history of other species and varieCOlltMENTARIES.
1. Writing, in 1868, " on the origin and genealogy of the store. Its mother :Ea1 this its only feeder and nurse. ties, we establish the law of de!'CI:'nt and heredity
But in the case of
human race,'' I insbted upon the extmordinary importance of lt needs not to move, 1ut ouly to liv aud die on her as the great law of Biology.
this circumstanee, and declared that we must acc:onling!) uo:som. Plant life is therefore little more than the l\lan, Haeckel can only trace, and1 only pretends to
"regard the Amphioxus with ~pec:ial veneration as that aniwa! simple development of tissues from the soil and air trace, the twenty-two stelJS of human descent hypowhich alone of all extaut animals C<Lll eu>tule us to form uu in which it grows. It may acquire a slight motion thetically. Thil-l is a proper use of hypothesis in apvlyapproxim>tte conception of our e~trliest Siluri>tn vertebrate or, like Veuns's fiy-tr11p, catch a ftw insects, but ing a general and verif\ed thl:'ory. In all of the
ancestors." This proposition has given wry great offense, nol
multitude of plants and animals it would be ridicuonly to unscientific theol ..gians, but also to many others, hardly for nutrition.
Ou the contrary, the animal carries its soil or lous to say that tl1e law of Evolution had not heen
especially such philosophers 11s still c:herish the authropoc:eutric error, and who look ou man as the foreordained object of food from which it lh·s within a stomach which soon proved until the descent of every ilpt'cies and variety
" creation," and as the true final cause of all terresniallife. becomes an ever-gnawing organ, and which he ca11 had been actually verified in all of the lin:ks. It
The "dignity of humanity," It was said by a churc:h uews- only fill Ly almost coustantly moving about. Thi:;: would be just as reasonaule to expect astronomers to
paper, is, by suc:h a St<Ltement as mine, "trodden Utoder foot,
motion thus caused is increased and pre~;erve(J Ly gi v us at once a complete taLle of e';ery astl:'roid or
and the divine rational consdenc:e of man grievously hurt."
'l'his indignation at my honest and deep re~pec:t for the "natural selection." The better the food, the better comet or else to giv up the law of granty. Modl:'rn
Amphioxu~, 1 am free to confe~s, is quite incomprehensible to the nutrition; l1ence the l1igher the otgani:;:m, he1IC1' Biologists hav dPmonstrat~d the law as ai.Jove stated,
me. If, on entering a grove of auc:ient oaks, we expretiS rev- the selecti0n of organized food ouly; heuce the greatly and now their vrincipal business is to apply it to the
erence for those veneraule trees, the life of whic:h has endured increased locomotion as a means of obtainiug it, fur- explanation of the organic world, and this can only
a thousand yearti, no oue thinks that unitatural. Ytt bow h1gb ther coustautly improved by sell'ction and the sur- be done gradually, l1y getting all the links possible,
above the oak does the Amphioxus, or even the Asc:idhw
organization, stand in thisJ·es1•ec:t! Aud what are a thousand vival of those who Lecome the fittest, that is, the and sup1,lying the missing imes by scientific hypotheyears of life of a vt>nerable oak c:ompared with the ma11Y mill- most able to outain the best food. This flil•damental si~, as the mi~sing verteurm or -lim us of a f<•s~>il
ions of years, the hi:story of which b told us l•y the Ampluoxus! difference that the plaut has the extemal aud sta- skeleton are generally supplied.
By doing this
But apart from all thiti, the Amphioxus (tikulles~, llrainles~ tionary eaith for its stomach, while the animal has Haeckel has largely completPd the line of human
and memberless as it is) desPrves all respec:t as bt>iug of ou;. his own stomach at,d assimilatt·s his food from descent, and with great probauility as to its general
OWJ;l flesh aud blood 1-Haeclcel's Evolution of .Man (end of
within him, implies ~11 the great distinctions in the correctn~ss. Future research~:-s may show that he
~~
has made some errors in l1is twenty-two steps. It
2. Now, as to the third test,that th~re are no other causes lives of each.
If this suggestion is grasped, th«:! physiology and an- would be strange if at this early stage of the applicompetent to explain the phenomena, I explained to yqu that
one :should be able to say of a hypothesis that no other known tomy of Loth plants and auimals are quite easily un- cation of the General Law to 80 complicated a mass
cau;,es than those supposeu by it are competent to gi v rise to folded and understood by auy one who will take up of facts he has Leen aule to giv every twig correctly
the phenomena. Here. I think, Mr. Darwin's view is pretty
iu the Lranching tree of life. He makes no such
l!trong. I really believe that the al/;emativ u either Darwini;m Haeckel's books aud read tht ru with the help of any
or wthing, for I do_ not .know of _any ratioual conc:eption or g~od work on vegetaule and animal physiology. No claim, but he does giv a very proLaLle working
theory of the orgalllc um \'erse wh1c:h bas auy sc:ien tilic posi- fairy tale can pmsiLiy·be half as interestiug as this l1ypothesis, and to thus lead us toward the truth is
It is
~O!J at all beside Mr. Darwin's. 1 do_ not know of any propo- :;tory of unfolding life, to say nothing of its practi- the best of aids for those who wish to find it.
ettton that has been put before us wtth the intention of ex- cal utility, which cannot ue overestimated. lt is truth that sheds the light by which truth is discovplaining the phenomena of organic n·~tm·e whieh has in its well k1Jown that our diseases, our health, foods, busi- ered, or, in the memoraule maxim of old Lucretius,
favor a thousandth part of the evidence which may be
adduced in favor of Mr. Darwin's ,-jews. Whatever may be ness, diversions, sympathies, iudeed, our whole lives,
"Truth holds the torch in the search for truth."
the objec:tious to his views, certainly all othPrs are ab~oluteh are depende-nt upon these protists, vegetables, and
out of court.-Proj: Huxley on 01igin of Species (HwnholJt animals, to which in our origin we are allied. They
There is another common misapprehension that the
library, No. 16,p. 21). ·
are now shown to be our next of kin for good or ill. general student of Evolution should escape from al!l
If we cut their acquaintance and ignore them, they soon as possible. It is to the effect that becau!'e all
THE LESSON.
will hav their reveuge upon our ignorance. We can animals are in some way related by evolution
In our last lesson it was shown that con!!tructiv only liv by haviug a practical knowledge of the laws therefore they hav all descended in a direct chain
Liberalism was not only affirmativ, but triumtJhant in of their life and growth from the simplest protists from each other. The liuks of the human chain
its explanation of the b~:-ginniug and growth of ve~e up to Man himself.
are only about twenty-two, but the side relatable. and anim!ll. life. _Theology, on the contrary,
Now Ly way of warning and distingttishing between ti,·s upon each link are numberless. The true links
can gtv no defimtwn of hfe or aecount of its various theory aud hypotllesis on this suujcct let us refer are probauly indi~ated by the Embryology of
forms and of their origin. Its Idea of "ereation" again to some of· the difficulti~s that the mod~:-rn l\lan, and that sCJe,,ce has euabled Hat'ckel to
is unthinkaLle and without a single fact to re~t upon Liology meets with among the people. The chief of trace in nature the approximate order of succession
for no instance of it has ever Lel·n kuown. Theolog; these is the persistent cry that ".Evoluti-on" is ouly a in the auimal ancestry of .Man. 'l'he direct line of
has nothiug to present but nescience, brag"adoeio hypothesis and not a pt·ove!j scieutitic theory. The desce11t is tllus indi~:atl!d: J>rotoplasm, the Protists,
and imposture. But evolution i_n Biology; on th~ theological crea tiouists ha v a tremendous iuterest at vV ormf', Tunicates (and the Arn:ph!OXU!; ), vertebrates,
0 ontrary, IB no longer a hypotheslS, but a discovery, stake in keepllig up thiB imprei!Sion, but to oontinu6 &lacian filiheR, Amphibiat the gilled and lunged
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Batrachianl'l, the .Amniota, the Marsupials, the .LeFr~m thenoe the Ape-like men, or speechless men, simple little self. But the finest microscope, and
ronr~, the ApeFI, 1\fan. In this way we find that the (Ahh) ancl MAN.
·
· all te!'lts, show that thii! little cell differs perceptibly
&ctnal line of ilt>Acent has left on one sirle the larger
These sta:ges are fully illustrated and explained hv in no way from any other germ cell except in the caart of animallifP, for example, the molliiBks, insectR, ~rof. Haec_kel in twenty-two steps, passing through pacity of assimilating the human male sperm, which
hi"'her fishes, reptils, binl•, quadl"llpeds, ancl the five geol?gwal epochs. Thus the or·igin aud history is probahly more like itself than any other, and so
br~ad.nosed ayes of America. In· onler ~o get this of Mank1ud as a race are tr:10ed ont and we hav their more as!iimilal.le. The capaciti~s which this cell
misapprehensiOn correctPd hy a true notwn of the Phylogeny, or tribe genealogy. But this is but the afterward rlevelops were 'not at all in it at the bereal body of our "Tree of Life," let the reader, be- fir~<t half of the argtiment.
ginning of this growth any more than the man is in
fore going through Haeckel's work in detail, examin . To confirm and explain this tribal history of Man the child. For instance, the oak tree is not at all
carefully the table and plate at pages 44 and 188 of Haeckel takes up Embryology and givs the history in the acorn, but the multiplication, by repetition of
his second volume. The rest of the book can be bet:. of the growth of the individual man before birth. or growth from the germ-cell of the acorn finally
ter read afterward as an explanation of those tables He shows that it is a condensed but wonderful repe- builds the oak out of its nourishment in the environand plates, which present an epitome of the whole titian of this tribal history. "Nomine mutato de te ment under which that growth goes on. So it ia
story.
.
f'abula narratur "-:-"Change but the name and of with the growth and heredity of all organic life,
Another false notion we hav mentioned before thee the story is told "-is his enforcement of the vegetable or animal, before birth or after. The
needs to be here specially guarded against, and it story of all animal evolution. This he is enabled to initiativ given by the male at the early stage of the
(alas!) is not prevalent among the uneducated alone. do by proving that the growth of eve1·y animal before germ growth givs it the conditions and warp under
It is the attemJ?t to exte~d ancl apply the p1·ocesses and birth is a suustantial passing throngh of each of the which the. material from the blood and nerve!l of the
Law of EvolutiOn outsrde of the pr·otoplasmic world. ~<tagPs of animal life; and that Man, as the highest mother is afterward as~imi!ated. This also may well
Thus the Universe, or Solar System, or the Euth, or developed of auimals, pass~s through every o11e of accmwt for the heredity from both parents. The
Inorganic Matter, is said to h:w evoz,·ed I This at- these stages previous to his birth. Man is thus seen predominating influence at this early period may in.
tempt has done more than anything else to discredit to b..J the epitome of animal life, because nearly all deed dete.rmin the sex.
the whole Theory of Evolution. Evcryborly knows of the animal kingdom below him may be considered
.Man, then, before birth, is the repetition of his
that stones do not grow; that crystals and solar sys- as arr~sted stages of his own development.
race in small; after birth the repetition of his protems are formed by aggregation from without; and
That this wonderful similarity in the stages of the gress toward civilization occurs in a similar way. In
that all of the changes of inorganic matter occur tribal and individual development is wholly ace~- body, minrl, and soul he is simply a child of Humanwithout that internal assimilation, reaction 1 and cel- dental is not supposaule. Still more foolish wourd ity-his true creator.
lnlar growth which is the main fact and cons tant proc- it be for" creativ design" to hav taken" with malice
Aga.in, by the aid of this working hypothesis, we
ess in evolntion or development.
These last two afot·ethonght" such a long, tedious, and painful way may at this early stage of our lesso11s gain some
words ha': no true or proper meaning or use except of getting us here. There is evidently some relation of definitions that will help ·us ever after. What is
~hen applre~ to the growth and succession of change~< cot use and effect between the g~>neral development of "life," "mind,"" Ewul," etc.? Prof. Allman, in his
m the orgamc world. 1f they are used below that the animal wodd and of the iudividual man-that is, able address on "Protoplasm," before the last meetworld, as they are, in re~ai'Cl to inorganic matter, they in Haeckel'~ phrase, between phylogeny and ontogeny, ing of the British Association for the Advancement
must be regarded a~ a figure of spepch, or else a misWhat is this relation ? Few questions ha.v beeu. of Science, seemed to infer that we ought to find
leading analogy, for tht>re is no relation of cause more interesting or puzzling. Several hypothetical wh:>t are called "mind" and "soul" in these little
and effect, nor homo!ogy, nor comparable likent>sS auswers hav been given, for example, in Darwin's cells of protoplasm, from which all human beings
between the aggr~gatwns and changes of inorg:tnic suggestion of " Paugenesis" nnd Herbert Spencer's grow. For if mind and soul were not there at the
matter and the lllternal cell g1·owths of protists, "l"'IJysiological Units." They both seem to lead the beginning, how did tht>y e':er _get into them or the
vegetables, and animals causing their enlargement followiug hypothesis:
embryo afterward? How IS It that one of theFie
and change from within.
If we could hav the patience to follow the growth little cells develops into a worm, another into a
. The" Evol11ti.on" Philosop_hy of Herbert Spencer of the individual embryo through the ways and dog, :.tnd another into a Man? How is it that one
IS a lamentable mstance of this attempt to bridge the phases by which it could be affected by the previous of these has more of a soul than the other, and how
two w jrlds of matter and life by a law that applies tribal history of the parents, the "mystery" may and where did he get it?
only to the ~atter. The only bridge between those disappear. 'l'he fact is that in all organisms high
The answer ·upon the above Cellular Genesie
two worlds I~ the L'lw of Correlation and Equiva- enough to hav an inside and outside skin (ento and hypothesis is quite simple.
lence of Forces. The ever-varying forms of the exo-derm) the female germ or ovum must in concePThe cells belonging to the simplf'r forms of
"Nebular Hypothesis" (if any one can now tell what tion assimilate the sperm or male germ, or both melt organisms hav life only, not mind, and much lesa
that is) plays an important part in all extensions of and are lost. If they do meet aud mingle, growth soul as even Prof. Haeckel seems to suppose. Mind
this kind. But however our solar !lystem came to commencefil, and that g•·owth is continued by mate- and 'soul are the inherited results of the disCiplin and
~e formed-w~ether by condensing gases, or coales~ rial fumished from the blood of the mother until Relection of the higher systems of the higher animals.
CI~g of meteoric ~atter, or aggregation of comets- birth. But the blood of the mother contains all of the Thus the process of simple reaction is llj'e, as in the
evidently has nothmg to do with Evolution in Biol- materials which the t•·ibe in its growth has stored Amrebre. The process of complex reflex: nervous
ogy, where only the _word originated and scientifically up. This is evident from the fact that the stages of notion; called thinking-, is mind, as in the Dog or
belon~s. _Mr. Spence~·'s philosophy is grand in all auimal growth are successiv and eumulativ, The Ape. The processes ~of thought and feeling as to
the bwlogrcal and social sciences, but it cannot be first stages are truly called vegetativ, and are little what is good and evil, or right and wrong, under
applied in astronomy, physics, or chemistry, except more tltan exosmosis and assimilation. The subse- the relations of human society, and especially a
by figurativ speech.
quent stages of animal growth are· more complex, society under imagined gods, may. be called the
Nor sh~uld it be taken for granted too suddenly but succeed each other and all remain. The blood is soul. Thus all o•·ganisms hav life. The higher
that our Ku·th was ever all at once a molten mass so fed by the disintegration of every part of the sys- animals hav also mind. Human beings only haT
~bat lif_e or protoplasm m_ay not hav existed upo~ it tern, and so contaius the molecules that hav been also souls. It follows that their souls are really
mdefimtly. The fact IS that mankind are only used in every part and stage of the animal's growth. large in proportion as they hav ~ttained to altruistic
slightly acquainted with one eai;th and one solar sys. Now when the egg is giveu off from the ovarium of instincts sentiments, and motivs. Thus, too, our
tern, a~d some )Jhilosophers are drawing immense the female, wha~ .happpens to it? It meets and can theory ~cientifically explains how it is that some
conclusiOns from that shght acquaintance. If planets assimilate only the makrials that will combine with human specimens hav souls so very smnll, and yet
and ~olar sys.tems could be compared, observed, and it. The egg can therefore take nomishment from, or liv and think. These definitions are !'imilar to those
mampulated Ill vast numbers, as protoplasmic bodies assimilate only with, the suustances that are suited found in Aristotle's Treatis on the Soul, which suga~d processes. h~v been by our mcdern Biologists, we to it; aud in the same order in which the egg or gef:ts them, and to which yo~1r attention is requested.
Let us close this lesson with our usual glance at
m1ght place Blmdar confideuce in our Cosmologists. embrio advances through its stages of growth will it
llut it is clear that the "genesis of worlds" has yet take up the molecules that Wl:'re deposited in the tlre emotional sidt>, or the esthetics, of our suuject.
to. be observed; till then, "growth" should be ap- parent's body during it! tribal hi:story in the very It is evident that the demonstrated kinship of man
same order in which those were depos1ted; for it i,; with the vegetable and animal world around him, and
phed only to org:lnic bodies ·aud social organisms.
In so far as Haeckel seems to giv couutenance to only in that order that they will be assimilable and upon w hieh he is wholly depeudent forlife, weaves new
the nebular or" nehulous" cosmogony, it should be able to nourish the new growth. And still further bonds of sympathy and .recognition b_etween him
understood as borrowed only and in no wise relateJ it is evident that the fetus will generally assume the and them. Pastoral poetry speaks with renewed
"The self-same power that brought me
to the biological Evolution he so admirably investi- samefurm that the tribal parent had dm·ing each of charms.
those stages; for the similar process of assimilation here brought also yon," is tlie voice from the roee
gates and expounds.
It only remains to apply the Law of Evolution to willformin asimilarmanner,and thusproduceasim- and rhododend1·on. The ·animals which hav been
Mankind.
ilar animal shape. .Man is the highest form of ani- domesticated; and hav now no possible safety in life
Of the existence of protoplasm as the first round of mal growth, and will therefore present a fetus g•·ow- apart from human uses or fancy, become his sacred
t~e vital. ladder t~ere is no doubt. From this simple ing tmccessivly through each of the stages of geueral wards. In their affection and ser·vice to l\lan he may
hfe-beanng and life-producing substance up to Man, life-that is, his ontogeny will be a picture of his well I"ecorrnize. as Comte has done, the miniature
"the paragon of animals, the beauty of the world; in phylogeny. This is the fact, and the result could "soul" that ~ay well giv them precedence over the
action like al\ angel, in appreheu,-ion like a God," be no other upon this hypothtsis of Cellular Gen- drones and unaltruistic human specimens.
This hypothesis seems to cover the whole
Under this new view of life, too, we cannot but read
H~eckel takes. us by simple stages from ~ge to age of esis.
ammal evolut1~n and geological developmenllt .l!'irst difiicnlty, for by following the capacities of the egg and cherish the works of those poets who hav inter~e shows the Simple unmwleated plasm. From its or cells to take their p1·nper nourishment accordiug preted rural life to us. No lofty flight of poetic fancy
Simple uncelled state he shows that cells are formed to their stage of growth, the iudividual is linked in will !'ever us from the earth and the earthly, from
as in the case of the "Monera" and simple Amrebre. all its growth to the stages of the general animal which the power that sustains our flight must come.
Ji'rom these simple-celled organisms arise the little growth that hav succ€'ssi vly provided that nourish- The homely employments and virtues of rural life hav
ever been and must ever be the nursery of all that
~any-celled organisms, as the 8ynamrebre. (See vol. meut, sud in the very same order.
u, p. 189.) .
Even after birth man's growth is in a similar way is really good or great in Man. "\Ve can never outl!'rom ~hose spring the organisms with an inner and socially continued by the iudividual through all the grow those who · hav consecrated it for us-our
out~•· skm (exo and ento·derm), which is the first stages of the social development of the human race Hesiod and Theoctritus, Columella and Virgil, 1Esop
~asis of the beginning of a stomach, as for example from savagery to civilization. He as a child assimi- and La Fontaine, Spencer and Gay, Bloomfield and
lD the Gastrredre.
From those stomached animals lates and passes through the culture of the several Thompson, Cowper a.nd Burns, nor less our consecome the worms, the TuniCata, and the .Ascidians. stages of the social progress of his race, and in no crati v Bryant and Whittier.
It is a singular and noteworthy fact that the word
Fr?m thence the rudimentary corded or back-boned small degree repeats it. In so doing he can assimi~mmals, as the Amphioxus, and the headless and late as he pr0gresses only the thoughts and feelings law, as a moral and social order, does not appear i'h
Jaw less vertebr·ates.
suitable to l1is t!tage of growth. '!'he girl takes to her Homer, nor, as I rem em her in that sense, in the Bible.
From thence the primitiv fishes; from thence thP dolls, AchiUes to his arms. Thus man is the micro- It first comes to light in the rural lif'e described in
cosm of his biological and social macrocosm, i. e., of the Work!'~ and Days of Hesiod. It is to that life.
true fillhes and the amphibia, the reptils and birds.
From the Amphibia and H.eptils, the Primitiv his phylogeny-of his whole race from its very that we owe this fundamental step in social progress.
'l'he text given from Vi1·gil is in the same liue of
Mammals, the vouched and beaked animals are begiuning.
traced.
•
·
The difficulties that this simple hypoth<>sis removes thought, and becomes truer as Science advances
For example, it bas been !'upposed year by year.
A Ftom thence the Placentals, lemuroids, and Semi- are ve1·y great.
.npes .
that. the human egg must hav some pe..:uliarities in
As an iostanc:e of how we may find the lessons and
.F~om thence the Apes, the Chimpanzee, Gibbon, its protoplasm c~ntainiug the :wonderful human oapa. law for the greatest in the lives of the least, the Bee.
Gonllll; n:nil Or,.,ng.
bilities of t.he fut-ure m11.n a.ll wrapped up in it11 own hivPs rnr! the ainglll Bee may tMaoh as well.
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out ex.ception been weJI received for a thousand times ere9ted and well-covered with th~ national r>olors
and through all these yer~r!l.
and the coats of arms of the several states. :Every
I hav met wi~h many intere!':ting incident~, epi- state was tbue represented.
In the evening the Pxtensiv grounds of the White
Cheerful work and subordination, then, accords florle~, and experiences among the people as I pass
with the duty to be done. Such nre the intimations from place to place. I find myself in the midst of Honse were illuminatcd with many l1'undreds of
of cornparativ sociology from that humhle source, and little groups of pPople of both St>Xes and of all ages Chinese lantrrns of various color!l, which in the Hgthey make the Beehive and its inhab~t~nts the best from day to day and hour to hour, and I am almo~t Igregate presented a mHgnificent appearHnce. The
introduction to our next lesson (the or1gm of human constantly lecturing or talking upon subjectil con- fire~orkA,. near the Treasury building, were very fine
sociology) we hav as yet, notwithstanding all that nected with the pr 0 E<pectiv enlightenment and im- and were probably witnessed by more than 100,000
Provement of the race in both a religious and politi- people. An appropriation of several thousand dolour greatest ·philosophers bav said or done.
How true this hee le~son is let Langstroth or some cal aspect, aR well as social, financial, and all ot.her Iars had been made for the fireworks alone, and the
other bee book prove to you. You will find no novel forms and phases of reform and advance~~nt, which, display of rockets, ~oman candles, national pieces,
as I appreh~nd, THE TRUTH SEEKER anticipates and etc., were in proportiOn.
,
more surprising. .
.
The following btts of poetry may also help to m- labors t~ brmg about.
.
.
A principal fe~ture of .the evening wa.s t~e inauguWe will clear away the rubbish of Ignorance and ration ball held m the new Museum bmldmg of the
crea~e your interest. It will be noted that Shakspere
speaks of the "King" and "Emperor" of the hive, superstition, and then erect a superstructure of fra- Smithsonian Institute. As the building cm·ers over
but to make his simile conform. to the facts, as since ternity, equality, and universalveace and happiness. three acres, and the series of rooms being divided by
Respectfully,
C. S. ROWLEY.
rows of colnmnFZ, the spare wns ample for the eight
discovered, you will hav to read Queen and Empr~ss
thousHnd perwns reported to hav cougregated within
instead. There is nothing to correct in the song of
its wall!'!. Fine music was dispensed by an on:hestra
our own saii1ted Alice Cary. It teaches that
of one hundred and 1 fty performers. The new
man, like the· bee, should liv at once for his Queen
President gave a reception in the Museum building
and his Hive, and how that becomes the charm and
in the earlier part of the evening, when thou~~ands
attraction which turns work to play.
A Visit to Washington.
T. B. w.AJtE:MAN.
had the opportunity of shakiug him by the hand,
after
which "the dance went on," and continued till
We
helped
to
make
up
the
hundred
thousand
perTHE BEEHIVE AS A MODEL STATE.
sons who journeyed to the capital of our country to morning. The immense hall was finely decorated,
So work the honPy-bees;
attend the inauguration of President Garfirld. It and everything was gay and festiv. Our dancing days
Creatures that by a rule in nature teach
was not that we felt anxious to witness the being over we did not attend the ball.
The art of order to a peopled kingdom.
On Saturday we were occupied in visiting the
inauguration ceremony of "swearing in a new PresiThey hav a. King, and officers 0f sort~;
Where some, ltke magistr>ttes, correct at home;
dent that we made the trip so mnch as to avail· onr- public or department building~", and were .much inOthers, like merchants, ,·euture trade abro>td;
selvs of the low fares to visit the seat of govern- terested in what we saw. The Capitol is one of the
Others, like soldiers, 11rmed in their sting~,
ment where we had never been. '\Ve left here on largest and finee:t stnuctures in the world. Its entire
Make boot upon the summer's vehet buds;
the
evening of Thursday, the 3d inst., and found we length must be nearly eight hundred feet. It does
Which pillage they with merry march bring home,
had
a large numb~r of fellow-passengers. The train not cover so much ground as the Vatican or St.
To the tent-royal of their Emperor,
was a full one, and we were an hour or two late· in Peter's at Rome, but is much finer in appearance
Who, busied in his maje:::ty, suneys
The singing maS•'ns bUIIdiug roofs of gold;
arriving there the next morning. It snowed some than the Vatican, and is not surpassed by St. Peter's
-The civileitizens kue>tdin~ up the honey;
three inches in depth in the uight, and toward morn- in external appearance, though that church undoubtThe poor mechauic porters erowding in
ing it turned to rain. In a few hours it partially edly cost five times as much as the Capitol-a sum
Their heavy burdeus at his narrow g;...te;
,
cleared
off, and by noon the snow had di>appeared. of $60,000,000.
The sad-eyed justice, with his smly .hum,
\Ve visited the House of Representativs while in
In company with a friend we visited the Capitol
Deli veriug o· er to exe<:ulors pale
.
The lazy, yawning urone.-ohakspere, Henry V., 1, 2. and wituessed the military procession escorting session in its last houri',· on Friday morning. The
Hayes and Garfie.Id in an open carriage along Penn- immense pile, includiug its dom<.>, the rotunda, the
sylvania avenue from the 'White House to the Capi- chamberE:, the library, and the many apartment!', is
TO A HO:-<EY-B:EE.
tol. The inaugnrating ceremony was set for 12 M. worthy of a full des?ription, but in thi11 brief notice
At 11 the crowd had gathered in large numbers on we will not attempt it.
"Busy-bouy, busy-bouy,
The department buildings are probably larger and
Always on the wing,
the east front of the c~pitol, aud for an hour and a
Wait a bit., wh~re you ha.v lit,
finer than any other government buildings in the world.
half it became more dense Hnd extended.
And tell me why you sing."
At 12:30, after a meeting had been held in the The St:1te lJepHrtment building is 1a marvel of size,
Senate chamber, the new President, accompanied by beauty, and richneE's. Dean Stan ey pronounced it
U]J and in the air again,
Flap, flap, flap!
the retiring one, Chief-Justice \Vaite, members of tme fiuest governmental builJing in the world. It
And nnw she stops, and now she drops
the Cabinet, Senator~;~, Representativs, and many is not yet completed, one large wi11g or division being
Into th& rose's lap.
other di10tinguished persouage!'l, among whom may in course of construction. The main business of the
be named 1\lr. Garfield's mother, wife, and chil- War and Navy departments is located in the same
"Come, just a. minute come.
1!1-om your rose so red."
dren, Mrs. Hayes and children, Gen. Hancock, and immense structure.
Hum, hum, hum, humThe Treasury building is of immense size, with
Col. H.. G. Ingersoll, emerged from the Senate
That was all she Sd.id.
chamber and apveared upon the platfnrm in front of large, flutecl, monolith granit columns at the enthe Capitol, when one President quietly laid aside trance!', and is thoroughly occupied with busy clerks
Busy~body, busy-body,
Always light aud gay,
the paraphernalia of office and became a private citi- and eager applicants. In wandering through the
It seemg to me, for all I see,
zen and another citizen became the chief officer in a immense eonidors and numernus offices much of
Your work is only play.
nation of fifty millions. · Tlle ceremony was an im- interest is to be seen. We saw some of the vaults
posing one. 1\Iore than fifty thousand people could where the monq nf the nHtion is deposited. \Ve
And now the day is sinking to
easily see Mr. Garfield while he was delivering his were iuformed that over $300,000,000 in bonds were
The goldenest of eves,
And she doth creep for quiet sleep
inaugural address and taking the oath, but ouly a in the vault~;~, with half as much in money-largely
Among the lily leaves.
comparativly small number could understand his gold and silver.
The Life-Saving department, in the upper portion
remarks.
" Come, just a momPnt come,
From your snowy bed,"
The return to the White House was an imposing of the ·building, where are exhibited the approved
Hum, hum, hum, hummilitary display. Several companies preceded the modes by which persons on wrecked vess~ls are
That was all she said.
carriage contaiuing the old and new Presidents, and rescued, is an interesting place to visit. The attwenty thousand soldiers in the richest uni- tendant described how by means of one approved
some
But, the while !'mused, I learned
· The secret of her way:
forms, and from all parts of the country, followecl, apparatus nearly ten thousand persons hav been
Do my part with chef'rful heart,
with bands of musicians well interspersed. It took rescued within seven or eight years. A cord at·
And turR my work to pla.y.-Aliee Cary.
fully two hours for the military, civil companies, and tacbed to a weight, which is fired over the wreck
clubs to pass ll. given point. Pennsylvauia avenue a few hundred feet clistant, falls upon the vessel,
was literally packed with human beiugs. Ten thou- by the means of which a large rope is drawn to
Notes by the Way.
sand or more were comfortably seated on the long the wreck and is secured. This forms thB line or
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : elevated seats put up for the occasion all along tl1e bridge on which a boat or peculiar carriage susSince I wrote you last I hav visited Concord, Homer, route. Tens of thousands of tlags, large and small, )Jen.ied on pulleys is pulled by strong cords to and
Tekonsha, Union City, Sherwood, Colon, and Athens, and of every conceivable style, were seeri on the ave- from .the wreck, conveying at each trip from the
working earnestly in the interest of THE TRUTII nue, and, in fact, in every street in the city. The wreck to the shore eight persons, thus saving them
SEEKER and of the National Liberal League.
town was indeed profusely decorated, and looked like from a watery grave.
I hav visited the higher schools in each of these a flower garden in full bloom. Some of the public
The Rogues' Gallery, where hundreds, and
places where I hav found them in session, and hav buildings were intricately and elaborately decorated perhaps thousands, of the portraits of forgers, counbeen very kindly and respectfully received; in fact I with the national colors, combined in wreaths, links, terfeiters, and other criminals are kept, attracted
hav been so much in the habit of visiting the schools and chains, portraits of distinguished chHracters, much attention.
in southern Michigan during the last quarter of a etc. This was particularly observable on the Pension
The :ftatent Office is ::t large, magnificent granit
century and speakiug briefly to the scholars that I building, which afforded a rich study.
structure. The thousands U]JOn thousands of its
should almost feel the loss of a great pleasure if I
'While quietly watching the pageant of the inau- models for all possible inventions, machines, and apwere deprived of the privilege, now that I am drop- guration of Gen. Garfield the great change that has pliances, classified and arranged in acres of upright
ping my professional occupation as a dentist.
IJeen made in our country in eighty years was· easily glass cases, required far more time for inspection
I hav received quite a fair list of new trial sub- realized. When plain Thomas Jefferson WHB inaugu- than it was possible to devote to them.
scribers in each of the above-named places, and I hav rated but few person were in attendance; no great
Opposit the Patent Office stands the General Postbeen received with more courtesy and cordiality than display of military, no gorge~us escort, andnothing Ofibe, which is also a magnificent edifice. It requires
I had really anticipated when I set out to work of the kind. When the oath had been administered a.great number of clerks to attend to the deta.ils of
directly in the cause of Liberalism and Freethought. he quietly mounted his horse and rode off by him- the public business in the different departments. We
In my visits at the schools I do not speak directly self to his resider ce, with no grand and expensiv were informed that not less than ten thousand clerks
upon any phase of Freethought, but rather confine parade. But he was an honest, true man, and made are thus employed, one-third of whom are females.
mysP-lf to general remarks bearing upon educational an excellent Presirl.ent. In keeping with the change Between 8 and 9 A M. they may be seen going to
matters and upon the sociabilities and friendships or that has been made since his day, what may we ex- their several posts, and at 4 P.M. their day's service
fraternal interests which beloug in common to all pect in another century?
is over. On Saturdays they stop at three.
well-bred, civilizecl, and euligl1tened peoph·s. And
\V e visited the building in the southern part of the
Perhaps tbe greatest curiosity of the day was to
I 'bav a large number of origlllal poems thoroughly walk along Peunsylvauia avenue and loo., at the city where the ban'k notes, stamps, etc., are engraved
committed to memory \l'hich I can recite, thus giviug tens of tllousands of people, every window, door, aud printed, but the visitors were so numerous we
examplei! in elocution. And sometimes I read some hun,ireJs of seats, some of. them huudreds of feet in could not wait for our turn to look through.
choice selections. f~om other auth~rs. In these wayll leugtb, t~e sidewalks, and even the streets, being litThe Agricultural buildings and department were
I bav had the pnvdege of occup_pug a passiug hour erally packed with auimated aud enthusiastic. men next visited, where grainl'l, seedt~, fruits, nuts, vege.
in the schools of southern Michigan for more thau and women. At the intersection of many of the tables, cones, woods, the products from which textil.s
twenty years, and my visiUI hav uniformly and :with- principal streets arohea or l'lp&nl!l of iron tubing were sre ml!ode1 a.re seen in l~trge nnmoors, aa well as every-Each for a.ll, a.nrl all for eae;h,
From each according to his Cll.pacity,
To each a.ccordiug to his need.
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thing pertaining to botany and vegetable growths of
The Paine Monument.
3. Do they giv the thief another garment when he
Th e· 11tt
. 1e d onntions for re )airing the Paine mon- h as sto 1en one ?
"'•II kmds. Flowers, fruits, and vegetables are beau.
.
·
1
tifully represented by counterfeits in wax.
4 · D o t h ey never ask return of him who has borument. at N ew Rochelle co1,1tinue to come in slowly,
The Smithsonian Institute iS' a most interesting and wdl be cluly acknowledged in a future issue of; rowed of them?
place. to.vi~it. ~he museum conta.ins cn_riositi ...s of TnE TJlUTII SEEKER.
,
5. Do they love their neighbors as themselvs? and
ail kmrls, mclud1ng nearly the ent1re ammal kmg~Mr .. Wilson McDonald, the well-known sculptor, of sel~ all they hav to giv ~t to ~he poor?
dorn, either in skeleton or stuffed, from the largest th 1s City, h~s been added ~ 0 the Committee having
6. Do they ha': all thm.gs 11~ common? .
7. Do they beheYe ·then· fnends and chtldren are
saurians and monsters of prehistorio times down to the work m charge, and 18 Chairman of the same.
the minutest animals. The pottery, idols, stone.and ~-lis effici~ncy, with the cooperation of Liberal totally ~eJ.n·av,ed,. a~d t1:e~t them ~s such?
bone implements, and articles of copper and bronze fnends,. will soonynsh the work to completion.
8. Is It 10 Chn~t s ~pmt when, If a man has taken
once used by the former inhabitants of 'this contiIn tins connectiOn we wish to remark that there is your cloak, you giv him your cap?
nent in the long past form a vast and interesting col- a strong feeling and conviction that a fine monument
9. Do ordina.ry Christians lay up no treasures on
]ection. Thg mineralogical collection is very exten- should be erected to the memory of Thomas Paine earth, but onlym heaven?
siv and fine. America equals the world in its ores in this city. It is proposed to make the monument
1.0. Do they liv among their neighbors as if they
and mines. The figures and heads of the aborigines a colossal bust of Paine in bronze on a bronze beheved that the millions around them were destined
of the country, as well as the Asiatic nations, are a pedestal (this material cannot easi!y' be chipped or to be tortured in e':e;Iasting fires?
conspicuous feature. The pottery and arts of differ- marred), and to erect the same in Union Square or
11.. Do th?se smi.hng crowd.s sh?w the h~rro~·, the
ent ages and nations are well represented. The Central Park. It is believed that permission can be angmsh, wh~ch behef W~)U]d mevitably bnng to a
.
..
models of ancient citit\S built upon the elevated rock obtained of the proper authorities for a fine statue of heart of ordmarY: humam~y?
12. If these thmgs be nght, then IS there still none
plateaus of New Mexico and Central Amei·ica are the great man to be thus erected. Thomas Paine
worthy of close attention and study. One cannot assuredly did enough for this country to entitle a that doeth good-no, not one.
look through the extensiv museum without blessing monument to him to stand in any park or public
the memory of James Smithson, who founded the square in this country.
The Infidel Abroad.
Institute.
lt is not proposed to erect this new monument this
'fhe Art Gallery, containing a good collection of year, but to hav it completed and in place by the
To THE EDITOR OF TrrE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
statuary and paintings, the bequest of the rich \Vash- time the World's Exhibition is held in this city in We hav just finished re-reading· the " Infidel
Abroad," and find it even better, as a complete
ingtou banker Corcoran, is well worth visiting. The 1883.
former are principally plaster copies of the marble
Money for this purpose is not asked for now, but whole, than it was in single letters. I think the
statues of Paris, l{ome, and Naple~:. Among them expressions of opinion are asked for on the subject, general verdict of the world will be that it is thy
we recognizPd many that are to be seen on the other and pledges for the work when the time comes for it belJt work. ·
.
side of thP Atlantic. l\lany of the paintings are very to .be consummated. Will the friend~ of Thomas ' Books of trav_el ~av always held a place second
fine, and compare favorably with the larger Euro- .fame let us hear from them ou the subJeCt?
only to real sCientific works, and this volume of
peau collections.
And, by ~ll means, let the small sum required for t?ine is the. first one ever written from a real AgnosThe vVashiugton Monument was visited, and the the reparatiOn of the New Rochelle monument be tic standpomt.
·
nearly three hundred steps were climbed to the top, sent in at an early day. It is a shamt> for that dilapIt is a precedent that will be followed by many
from which a splendid view of Georgetown, the Po- ida.te~ monument of a great and good man to remain others in the futu~e, b.ut still it will always be first,
tomac, Arlington Bights, the city, and the surround- as It IS three months longer.
and consequently It Will hav a name and a place no
iug country is obtained. Including the base, the
other can ever attain to.
tower has reached nearly two hundred feet in bight,
Chainey's Lectures.
We are all proud that "our Bennett" has done
to which nearly four hundred feet more are to be
this for Liberalism and Freethought. It reflects a
We hav~in pamphletform three lectures by George little shine of glory on each and every one of us
added. It is fifty-fou,r feet square.at the base, and
tapers very grarlually upward. It is built. of hewn Chainey, to wit, his great lecture on "The Clergy;" who look to thee as a leader, a champion, and a
blocks of marble and granit six, eight, and ten feet "Heads and Hearts;" and "Iconoclasm, or, the friend.
in length and two feet in thickness. Marble is used Church of the Future." Price, 10 cents each, or the
As I run over the "great works" of D. M. Bennett
on the outer side and granit on the inner. Carved three for 25 cents.
I ean but remember how I thought, as each one sueIt will be remembered that Mr. Chainey is at cessivly made its appearance, "Well, this is certain- ·
and engraved stones, with appropriate sentiments,
from the different states, Masonic and civic societies, presE!nt giving a series of lectures in Paine Hall, ly his ehef:d'amvre," and were it not for the grand
are in the inner surface of thg tower, and are in- Boston, and fro~ all t.he accounts we hear, his lee- ·prospect of his "trip around the world," I should
specterl with interest as one climbs upward. The tures are meetmg Wit? marked succe~s, and he certainly think now that the topmost bight wall
heavy stones for the structure are hoisted on an ele- is. uniting the various. Liberal elemen~s m a harmo- climbed. But to "liv and learn" is the motto of all
vator by steam. When completed the· monument mous bond. He Wish~s all. the Liberals of the who work for Liberal Freethought, and who shall
will be nearly six hundred feet in hight, the tallest country to. belo!lg to his parish, an.d they .can ~ 0 say when the utmost limit to the grand progress of
monument or structure in the world. The stones are so l?Y sendmg him ~he s~m o.f one dollar, whiCh wll~ any mind is reached?
now being hewn for the work, and the laying will be ent~~le t~em to rec~Ive his lectures for a y~ar, .one of
T~e "~nfidel Abro~d" shoul~ form a part of every
resumed in a few weeks. It will require several whwh WI!l ?e pubhshed weekly. , ~he puce IS very family hbrary wherem there IS a spark of Liberal
years to complete it, and will cost a vast sum of lo~, and It I~ hope~ the. response Will be generous. feeling.
.
His address IS No. 3 Umon :Park, Boston, Mass.
There are two sides to all questions, and this apmoney.
After becoming thoroughly wenried a friend took
plies as well to the views a traveler takes of what he
us in his. carriage over the principal streets of the Beautiful Pictures of Col. R. G. Ingersoll. sees in foreign lands as it does to any other subject.
city, wht>re are located the residences of the aristocThe grand cathedrals, the ruins of proud and lofty
racy, the foreign ministers, senators, etc. We also
A Liberal friend paints on concave glass (by the temples dedicated to Jupiter and to the glorious old
saw several fine bronze equestrian statues, of Gener. aid of photographs) most beautiful pictures of this orb of day, and the little barn-like country churches
als Washington, Scott, .McPherson, Thomas, and popular champion of Liberalism. The painting is in the backwoods, each and all hav a different look
others. \Vashington has unusually wide and smooth- secure between double crystals, and will not change when seen by eyes blinded and prejudiced by theoly paved streets, wide sidewalks, etc. The pavernen.t by age. These will be furnished, securely packed iu logical and mythological superstitions, and wl!en
of the streets is largely aSJ)halt-concrete, varying in boxes and mailed, at $2.00 for card size, and $2.75 seen by these c1eared an d b rightene d by the pure
for cabinet size. Frames of beautiful styles from 25
f
•
d
"il d b h
1·
compogition in different localities. The city pre- to 50 cents. Le,t those who wish for a beautiful 1ight o reason s ray, an gm e
Y t e p am, pracsents a very clean appearance, and is far more quiet
tical common sense of the observer.
than noisy New York.
,
.
picture of the Colonel send for one of these, and
Mr. Bennett has the rare faculty of endowing othW e viewed with considerable pleasure the public• they will surely be pleased. Address this office.
ers with the power of seeing through his eyes, and no
buildings and property in which we hav a fifty-millone ca.n follow his ~:teps as he so simply yet graphiionth interest, hut called upon neither the retiriug
MR. J. FRANK BAXTER is lecturing, singing, and cally describes his jourueyings in the great continent
nor incoming President. '\Ve hav no ohjeotions to giving tests this month before the Second Society of across the blue waters without feeling as if they too
R. B. Hayes retiring to private life, and he cannot :::lpiritualists. As a lecturer he probably would not had been there, and even eaten of the macaroni and
hav our respect in doing so. We cannot forget that rank as high as some who hav preceded him on the O'iven alms to the lazzaroni, lHl well as beheld the
he possessed not the justice and honor to release us same platform. He is, however, a good elocutionist, fat, fazy priests at mass, or chanting and singing
from uujust imprisonment, whim on more than one though he has a habit of emittiug his words with an therr pious balderdash to the empty air.
occasion he had promised to do so. He had not the explosiv dif!tinctness which sometimes becomes
Then, too, you see the mysterious wondt>rs of lacefirmness and justice to do what he knew was right. monotonous, imd there is· also danger of losing the m!\king, the costly paintings, carvings, and mosaics,
We shall hardly forget his very pious, veq bigoted, thread of his discourse in admiring the graceful man- and abo:ve all the grand and beautiful wonders of
and very cruel-hearted wife, who in carryiug out ner in which he unwinds it. In the course of his lee- nature, from the lowly Yalleys to the volcano's lofty
the intolerant principles of her rl)ligion weHt far out tures he does not neglect an occasional shot back- peak. You wander amid rare and fragrant flowers,
of her way to insist upon the co11tinued imprison- ward at the army of superstition within the church, green and clinging vines, rich and lusciOUB fruits,
ment of an old man who had committed no crimt>, and forward, so to speak, at the hosts of Materialism. <rems of silver and gold, and "all that enchantment
who had violated no law, but who had been unjustly He believes all things possible with spirits, and makes hns told," and even hears the pleading voice of the
deprived of his liberty because he presumed to be some statements in regard to phenomena in his own "captain" as he says, "You no likee me. I likee you
obnoxious to the hypocritical, intolerant church ele- experience which many confirmed Spiritualists in his same as mine brother; mine home your home, mine
ment. Let the pious pair retire to private life, be- audience can only feel it their duty to takA along- wifee your wifee, mine children your children." Or
l?ved by bigots, but witho1lt the respect of the more side .withou~ hoi~ting aboard. As ,a si!lger Mr. Bax- vary the scene by listening to Bennett himself as he
hberal portion of the American people. It is to be ter IS not mfenor to San~ey. llut It wa~ the a~- pleads for favor with :::lt. :Peter, who stands holding
hoped their successors are superior to them in many nouncement of the trsts whw~ he ·WOuld giv of his up the big key of heaYen. And can there be a
respects.
· mediumship that. drew a large audience. to .hear him hPaveu and no place therein fo1· good men, honest
Among the other sights that attracted our attention last .Sumlay even.u!g. . Verbal commumcatwns were and brave, who only ask for truth, right, and justice?
was Ford's old }.heater, which we Yisited, where the received from spmt fnen~s throu.gh the speaker, but If there is I hope all Infidels abroad and lulidels at
good and revered Abraham Lincoln was shot; we as they h!l'ppened to ~e friends ?f other persons than home will find a better· place than this could p:ssibly
also saw the house on the opposit side of the street t~ose pr~s.ent no one m the am.he~ce could fee~ spe- be.
where he breathed his last.
Clally edified by them an~ ~o skel;lt~cs were convmced.
llut just what I most want is for everybody to
We passed a pleasant evening with Mr. and Mrs. Mr. Baxt,~r has. a ~atmh.ar spmt wfiom he calls send in right off $1.50 for the book a'nd a promise of
Burr, and found them very genial people. We called "~tagar,. w~o.mspires hi~ to see and say strange $5.00 more for the "trip around the world." I beup~n Col. R. G. Ingersoll and Mr. c. P. Farrell, but thmg11 which 1t lS not perm~tted to others to know.
Iieve there are 1,000 Liberals who can do this, and
were not fortunate enough to find them in. vVe met
they will never be sorry if they do. Now is the
there, however, Mr. W. :::;. Bush, Mr. Mills, and anCoNWAY's CATECHISM (FOR TrroSE OF WEAKER CA- best possible tin:ie. Delays are dangerous. Let us
other gentleman whose name we canuot recall. The PACITY).-There is not a sane ma.n or woman who work while it is yet day, for we know not what tofulfils the duties prescribed in the New .Testament.
morrow may bring"fortll. So, my friend-thou who
interview was a pleasant one. .
Ou S;Lturday night we ret;urned to our home, well
L Do those people around ns turn the other cheek readest this-do thy best now.
pleased with the visit to the capital of our conn• when one is. smitten?
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKml.
try.
2. Do they 1·efuse to go to law against each other
Snow'IJille, Va., Jan. 21,_1881.
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moral law by a statement of its tenets, consequently He had danced stag dances at college, but they did
she could not be remonstrated with for its violation. not affect him like a dance with a woman.
But being made subject to the godly image, who is
TJ1e Rev. l\Ir. Cart~E>ge, in the same discussion
a reasonable being, .she can only be taught obedience also warned the saints with his experience, and said
That Stolen Rib.-Concluded.
to the law by the pnnishment inflinted on her by be was twenty years old the first time he danced
.;. LECTURE DEUVERED BEFORE THE LIBERAL CLUB him for its vio6tion, like other animals of instinct.
with a woman. The effect on him was awfuf.
BY E. BELl.E WlllTNEY.
The impE>rfections of the removed bone seem not
Said a clergyman to Chastine Cox, in his cell a
Alarmed at the queer turn of things with regard to ha..v seizf'd upon tl1e physical construction with the few weeks previous to his execution :
'
to the removed rib, ano fearing her approaching same deadly ·results as on the mental development.- -"My brother, what induced you to kiil Mrs. Hull?"
power in the form of help, the creator sought at If it bad, the consequences would hav been less dire.
"I don't know," stammered the culprit.
onr.e to instruct the woman as to her position, her
Physically, the woman is peculiarly constructed.
""\Vas it woman?"
·
atation, and h& relati ms to his image. He dia not Possessing great vitality, wonderful endurance, and
"Yah, yah; 'twas woman."
accuse her of disobedience to him, but on approach. heing exceedingly flexible, she is capable of bearing
"·what word shall I take to my congregation from
ing her simply said, by way of interrogation," lVhat any amount of pummeling without an adequate force yon?"
_
hast thou done?" And without accusing her of dis. for a return blow. This seems to he a wise pro.
"Tell 'em beware of women," he quickly rt··
obedience at her reply, attaching all blamP. to the vi~>ion of the creator for the safety of his son when sponded.
a: rpent and exoneratillg the goilly image, the ere. wi~hing to indulge his penchant to strike and The godly images hav ever been in the utmo8 t
ator proceeded at once to pass Fentence on the nothing to hit; he can gratify that parti!Jular reflex d1·ead lest they should lose power over the removed
accused man by informing her that she must be sub. of his creator-who is a god of war-on her with rib in the form of woman. If she refuses to obey
ject to the man; she was made for his help, and perfect safety to himself fmm bodily harm.
his commands he bf'gius to tremble in his boots,
must honor and obey him, be subject to and be ruled
The power of the imperfections of the removed laws arc made more binding, and edicts go forth.
by him. And as if indignant at her assurance, added ~ib, in the form of woma11, to harm the godly image, Tue Bible tells us that IGug Ahasuerus was 80
a punishment to the labors the gooly image had put It would seem from all snb!'leqnent teaching, exists alarmed at the disobedience of Vashti that he at
upon her as his help by saying, "In grent sorrow in her subtle cunning, distilled from its own defects, once called together his wise men to advise with
shalt thou bear children. No deep sleep shall fall reservoired in the brain, and made Yisiule through them what was best to do with women who dared
on thee for parturition." "What, thon too, Brute? the conduits of results. But the godly image had to disobey their husbands. If an entire army had
then will C:esar fall." Then, turning to the serpent, passed the office of mother over to this removeil rib, been battel"ing at his gntes, each _soldier bearing a
the creator proceeded to 11ass sentence on him for therefore she must exist as a necessity, but like a keg of dynamite, the kiu·g would not hav been
his familiarity to his son's servant, and said, "For fer?cious beast held in check, not by inclosures more frightened. Nothing would seem to giv the
this thou shalt crawl and eat dust all the days of thy wh_w? would render ~er usell'FS as a servant, but by godly images so grand a scare as to let the re.
life."
_
•rehg10ns and laws whiCh would prove more poweiful moved rib loose on him.
In niany countries
The organ of speech, the channel thrm•gh which than. t~e. lion's c-age, more straite_ned than tl1e women are kept closely confined, aud the godly
thought is conveyed and thereby much harm don(>, man.Iac s Jacket, more secnrc than pnson waiiB, and images wait on themselvs. In England, where
haviug already been found detrimental to the godly a pr~esthood to staud gnard o;rer ~er conduct. like they hav more scope, men are in the utmost danger.
image, must hav been hy the crl'ator at once se~Jtmels ~n watch-tower8, or h \e little boys on th.- The Argyle of London was recently refused a
silenced in the ~;erpent, as he has never been known bnnk of ~ pond to felt down every head that F:hould license, Lecausc women were seen to go there,
to utter an articulate sound since the memorable and dare to nse above Its surface to blurt out, "Leather capture gentlemen, and carry them off.
fatal chat with the godly image's first servant. His head!" Blocked at every turn, still the removed rib
In the city of New York repn•sentativs of the
only expression of thought is made known by a hiss de~es her maker and his ima~e, and sei~es on her removed rib hav been arrested and imprisoned for
of contempt or defb.nce. Man being left by the office as -help ~r serv~nt as a p1vot on whiCh to .sue. being found on the street after dark, to the great
creator ~o _de~l as ~e pleased ~ith the woman by cessfully turn .m feel!ng her '":ay- to p~wer.
insecurity of the godly image.
way of dJsmphn, feanng her desire for power, forced
The -godly Image _IS exceedmgly epiCurean. How
In the summer of I878 a line of steamboats were
on her the punishment of the serpent by command- f~r he reflects the image of his creator in that par. forbid by the godly images to land at Yorkville,
ing hPr to silence.
tiCula~ the Bible does not say. But man will eat N. Y., if Allam's removed ribs were permitted to go
From Ad)l.ffi to the prese It time silence is enjoined anytln~g, from an oyster to an ox. In all Christian ashore or on board at that place.
_
on the women as a divine command. SolGmon called countnes t11ey congregate into eating clubs. lu
The godly image never admits the equality of the
talkativ women brawlers and likPned them to the England they hav cluus for eatiug '!Jeefsteak . . ._ In removed rib, and shames at the fact of being. pro.
continual dropping of rain. St. Paul urged Titus to .the United States they form into clubs for eating- duced by a woman. ·Being born of a woman seemed
disciplin the women to silence that the word of God turtles and other reptih:, also clubs for eating clamS. to distrel!s-the patient Job more than all his boils.
might not be blasphemed. He also instructed the No politi<-:ian is tmpposed to be able to make a good The pious Milton seemed to 8purn the very thought
Corinthian!! to keep their women down to silence spee~h Without first electrifying the brain by de- of being born of a woman, and, in a streak of in.
for, said he, "the word of God is not out of them." Th~ vourmg a tbousa.nd or !lO of those heavyweights at a spiration, exclaimed, with the utmost contempt, and
fundameutal principle of all republics is free S_J?eech c<lambake. No godly irpage is supposed to be able iudeliuly fixed in black and white his dissatisfaction,
for godly images, and NilenJe for all representat 1vs of to make a good speech who does not rest its merits as he asked.
the removed rib as the safety-valve of Christian civ. on the corner-stone .of a good dinner. The same
"Ob, why did God, creator wise, at last create this
iiization. The clergy throughout Christendom, gov. quick eye th~t :fl.ashed in Eden has lost none of its
Novelty on earth, this 'defect' of nature, and not
erned by these Bible injunction!', forbid woman to shrewdness lP discerning this weak point of her
Fill the earth at o11ce with men as angels
Without feminin, or find some other way to
ente.r the di~ine mi.nistry. Her voice in preaching master-the possession of an insati~~le Z?-aw th~t
Generate mankind?"
Chnst and him cruCified would not only be in con- must ~e pampered and fed. In admimstermg to his
tradiction to divine commands, but offensiv to her appetite, the removed rib cunningly disarms all
Jesns denied ail relationship to such a being a!!
maker. But as a corresponding pri,·ilege to the ser- suspicion by her innocent deportment, low whispers
' pent's hiss the rel?oved rib is permitted to laugh a 8 anct, seductiv smile.s.
.
' mother. While he was in the hands of his enemies,
a harmless expressiOn of pleasurable emotion as she
Eve openerl the mfluence of the feedmg charm, and word was given him that his mother was inquiri11g
must under all circumstances look cheerful' in the ruined a world. Rebecca robbed Esau of hi9 birth· anxiously about him. Instead of sending to her
presence of her master; and while the Christian right by feeding her husband on pottage. Leah's mother's heart Boothing words of consolation, he -decler~y enjoi~ god!y silence on the woman, nothing well-co,oked mandrakes proved more powerful than sired to kno'Y by a quick, ulunt question who such a
grat1~es their vamty mor~ than to hear the silly gig. Hachels bea,?ty, and throu_!?h them she recaptured her being could be that claimed the relationSI1ip of
gle npple over the a,ud1ence at some effort of wit husband. Esther made a feast for her husband that mother ~o him, and declared that he who did the
from the sacred desk.
she might hav power over him. Cleopatra dazed will of his father was his mother. Throughout
"'Twas Rory O'l\Iore courted Kathleen Hawn.
Antony and purloined his reason by stimulating cups Christendom woman receives little or no considera.
He poulticed a heart and .;he swallowed it d~wn,'l
and delicate plates. Once let a woman tell a man tion after she ceast>s to serve man. Thus the wife
.
.
she can feed him well, can get up good dinners, and supersedes the mother, whe is no longer supposed to
!!_ays the parody. So the. clergy, With the glutmous it will so charm him that he will follow her about serve her son, and is neglected and forgotten, while
lmseed ?f M?ses, made shck and slab by the apostles, like a pet in leading-strings.
the mother-in-law is a mundane mons~rosity with
!!pread. Its shppery bulk bef?re women, whose gulli- . Seeing this new menace to his image from the felin propensities, roaming about on a perpendicular,
ble ~mnds gulp It d~wn Witho_ut a w~nce, at. which removed rib, the creator threw around him the ro. to destroy God'& image. She is a target for every
the clergy becoAle so lllfl 1 t~d Wl_th their own Impgr- tection of his wise prototypes. Thus Solomon,pthe shot, a black mark on the pages of every newspaper,
;~~c:at~e~o almost meet With the fate of the frog in wisest of holy writ, ~arns the godly images with from the powerful metropolitan to the village pennymuch earnestness agaml't her repast~, because, say~ a-liner. No undue advantage is e':'er supposed 1o be
_The remov_ed rib, not supposed to be endowed he, "her feet go down to death; her steps take hold taken of her defenseless position, for the Bible
wnh reason, lS made the fulcrum upon which the on hell." All thf'y know is to sit at their doors and teaches that she must never giv back word or blow.
Little has been said by the prophets with regard
godlJ: ima&"e res~s his . claim of opposition to her call you in. Drink no wine ! exclaims this wise
equality ,w1th _him, while he, being endowed with man of the BiLle to the godly images. 'Vhy? to widows. St. Paul, however, picks up the cue and
reason, an attnbute through which he is guided to Because it will "steal away your brains." Nay, with one single shot tills the vacuum. The elder
the knowledge of all good, and thereby raised far worse; because it will make you "swagger and Weller is nothing to Paul. Hear him. Don't
above his help, was not designed by the creator to swear and discourse fustian with one's own !Shadow." receive widows as co-equals in Christ uuder three
hold any relation of equality with her.
A still worse reason. Hear: "Because it will make score years old. The young widows do not receive
"An ideal of the moral law can only be con· your eyes see women." Beware of women and wine, at all, for they hav with them damnation. The
ce~ved und.er an empire of reason." l\lan, therefore, again admonishes the wise man of the holy Bible to Biule tells us of women being in league with the
bemg an Image of God, and endowed with reason the godly images. Christian civilization has modern- powers of darkness in the form of witchcraft. In
and possessing a soul, must be that ideal, and the ized this proverb to women and whisky. "Go not Europe and the United States she has been executed
~fm.ove~ rib, in the position of help! only_ an animal too near her," continues the wise prophet, "for a for practicing her dark art. Russia has recently
. I_D~tmct governed wholly by ammal Impulse or woman is like a jewel in the snout of a hog ; and burnt one of those so-called old hags alive. Chrislll~~rtwn. .
.
.
her mouth is as a deep pit" for the godly images to tian nations dare not teach the removed rib a know 1.
Humamty IS the com!Donwealth of reason." If fall in. So we may continue to quote, for the Bible edge of drugs lest she use the science to dest1·o;r
t?at be tru~, then the bew~ formed of the removed is fwJI of admonitions and wamings to his earthly gouly images in embryo. Throughout the in~>J-lired
nb, not bemg e~1dowed w1th reason, as is generally sons if sinners entice them to couseut not. But we word the figure of a woman is used to typify the
suppo~d, am~ Without t~e assurance of possessing .a fail to find one caution to the daughters of men, as vilest corruption and the most wicked. atrocities,
!!oul, can claim no. relatiOn to the moral law, or to women are termed in the B.iule against the tewpta- blood and caruage. Zachariah saw the damnation of
a city typitietl :form of a leaden woman pressed
any knowled~e of It, nor to. hum~nity, but can only tion of men.
,
'
best her. claim of lu~man Identity upon the first
The Christian ministry take up the Bible refrain in an epha. The adjectiv "leaden" seems to be lllt>d
ypothesis-th~t of bemg a creature made merely to and continue to warn the saints ag-ainst her contami- by the seer to more fully intensify the symbol, John
elur the godly Image · 'fh eref ore 1t
· Is
· qmte
· ob vwus
·
·
.
.
.
natmg
ulfiuence.
In a diSCUSI'IOII
bdore
the Presby· the revelator saw the abominations of a wicked
W:h.y the crea~or pla.t:ed her under the surveillance of t• riau ,.;ynod in Georgia, the l{ev. l\lr. Clevela11d city typified by a woman sitting on a scarlet beast
his I~age. l! ~r, bemg made of condemned material, deemed the practice of. dancing with a woman one lUll of names of bla;;phemy aud filthiness. Milton
her nnp~rfe~tlons wo_uld be. apt to assert thcmselvs of the mo11t perui<1ious of amuseLUents, and, like the dechres that when sin was uoru it assumea the shave
at any tu~e, and, bem_g vOid of reason, she could divine Solomon, warued the saints againsf its seduc- of a woman, which shape the Uhristian bard called
ray no chuUUJ to hum~ nor to a knowledge of the tiv charms. He said hi kuevr how it waa himself. execrabl~. Satan i$ placed. in the w.asculin as a
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iJestroyiu~ power. ~u~ his poten7 i~ completely
Evidently some great pecuniary profit mu 11 t stroy an empire, her 1iherty of expression demora1ire
ecliptied m the femmm. A she-devil or a she attach itself to her, from the fact that few godly a rPpnblic, her polemic presumption hellorize a
anything is supposed to by far exceed the masculin images are s~tisfied with one. All God's special world. She is the pariah of the human family, the
in ferocity when aroused. Holy writ is very partie- favorits of holy writ owned vast numbers of the re- prociucer of her own maRter, the express,-wagon for
ular to state that the bPars !'lent by the Lord to moved rib. Stimulated by that holy example, the conveying God's image from hiR creator to the cradle.
devour the forty children were she-bears. Jesus dis- same custom still prevails throughout the orient,
If equality had been the design of the Bible narcovei·ed a removed rib with seven devils in it. In and to some extent here.
rators it would he more logical to suppose that they
the prel'lent period a godly image who can liv with a _ . A gentleman in the Sandwich If.llands wrote to his would hav stated that the creator with one single
removed rib ten yPars and not become bald is con- agent in New York for a cargo of the removed rib blow with a broad-ax !<plit Adam in two equal halves,
gratulated on his good luck. The chief manager of of the white cast. If a man loses one he seeks to closed the flesh thereof, a nil two equal beings would
the mission at New Britain declared that the women replace her at once by one as near like the first as hav been the result. The Bible account of the origin
were the fiercest cannibals, and the most incorrigible posf.lible.
of woman menaces her liberty at every turn. It
to deal with; and that the feast on roasted missionWhen P. T. B:tmum sold his .menagerie a few hangs to her like a coffined corpse, beneath whose
aries recently at that mission was instigated by the years since, a godly image was seen to bid largely moldy lids a lifeless finger poiuts to the Pentateuch
women. Christian women outdo their heathen sis- on a tiger. Knowing him to be a private citizen, and apostles admonishing her that every effort made
ters in that direction. They devour that kind of he was asked what he wished to do with this tiger. by women for frePdo:in iR lost in the dying wqrds of
foorl "raw," like oysters on the half-shell. Nothing "Why," said the man, wiping his eyeF>, "I hav: just '-Vilkes Booth .when his right arm dropped in death
se·ems to so take the courage out of a godly image as lost my wife, and I thought of replacing her with this at his side, Us<!l(;'ss, uselet;S !
to find his removed rib his opponent; Dahomey, with tiger."
How any woman can engage in sending such an
one regiment of women, threw around himself the
A teamst€r inN evada, having loF>t his wife, namerl enemy to herself to peoples ignorant of such a work
mantle Qf invincibility before which England's gun- his mule Nancy for her, the mule so forcibly re- is beyond my conception. If the facts I hav stated
powder and Gattling-guns came to a dead halt. minded him of her; and, with tears in his eyes, he be not true, then is woman greatly belied, the
Cetywayo lost all courage on seeing the daughte1· of sairl the mule had kicked five hundred dollars' worth Bible a maligner, and the priesthood wretchedly dea Bt·itish officer shooting bottles fro!ll a fence. The of harness to pieces, and she still continued to make ceived or consummate knaves.
Czar of Russia· declared that the worst feature .;>f the leather fly.
_
A shrew is suppo!~ed to be one of the most untamNihili11m was that women were in it.
Baptism.
Notwithstanding the great precaution of her able of creatures. Vve never heard of but one being
To THE EDITOR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
maker, aml the instructions given to this image to tamed. Men may command armie11, govern mule!',
hold the removed rib in check, man assures us that anrl tame tig-ets, but men to tame a shrew are as Many years ago one said to Parker Pillsbury, "If
she is at the bottom of all ills. Shakspere declares scarce as Cresars, Alexander~<, and Napoleons. The you Abolitionists will let the church alone and cease
the teauhing of Infidelity, we can go with you; but
she is the close contriver of all harms. Kingdoms removed rib is supposed to be so treacherous in love
hav annulled her accession to thrones. Republics that the godly image has found it necessary to exact if you }Jersist in taking with Abolitionis!ll the odium
dare not enfranchis her. It is alleged that the from her an oath to honor and love under the pen- of Infidelity, we can110t." Parker replied, "If you
cannot be baptized with the baptism that .we are
Castellarrepublic was destroyed through the influence alty of divine displeasnre.
.
baptized with, you cannot go with us."
of women. The godly images are in the utmost ]n justice to himself the godly image mercifully
Although Liberals and reformers of every class
drearl of women's rule. They assure us that their instituted the law of monogamy, fee.ling that one may hav no written creed and acknowledge no
sway would. be so despotic that men would take to wife was fully as much as any earthly son of God obligation to submit to any ceremonial, they cannot
their heels and flee to the woods to avoid her rule. could well manage. So well has the institutio!l escape baptism. I do not refer to the sham baptism
The Lord God declared in so-called holy writ that worked to better his condition that to own but one that admits. to a sham supper where b~ker's bread
he visited the children of Israel with plagues be- removed rib at a time has become a fixed law and grocer's wine is "make believe " the body and
cause the women made the men sin. The recent throughout Christendom. It is a peculiar fact that blood of Jesus Ch1·ist, but the real baptism, of which
plague that visited Russia was said to hav been we hav no authori.;y for supposing woman partook the church ceremonial of sprinkling, pouring, and
fetched there in a woman's s4awl worn around the of the atonement. Dnring Jesus's stay on earth he immersion is a faint type and acknowledgment. We
shoulders of a soldier whom it first killed. Lord was associated with women, but only as waiters to know, as an instance, that E. H. Heywood has been
Brawley declared in an after-dinner speech before minister to his wants. He never ate with them. ~t baptized into the church of reformers. Those who
his constituents that the· women were the cause of the miraculous feast of loaves and fishes Jesus sard, know the purity of his personal character wonder
the recent great depression in business the British "Tell the men to sit ~own." W~o. do~hts that that such a baptism as he received should be renation wall then laboring under.
women were there, and m all probabihty pwked up quired. The venerable Elder Evans, of the Shakers,
The unmistakable fact of a defect existing in the the fragments and carried the baskets. At the last says, "When you hav read and studied the writings
removed rib of the godly image, and that it shows supper men only sat the table. Nor hav :ve any as- of Thomas Paine as much as you hav the writings of
itself through the braiu, is appai'ent in the precau- surance of there being any women m heaven Peter and of Paul, you will think as highly of him
tion of her master not to expose her to immoral in- or that any women ever go to heaven. If we as you now do of Peter and of Paul." Yet Thomas
fluences lest she take to vice, like fire to fuse, and :we to believe holy writ, heaven is one vast male Paine, his grave, and even his monument, were found
social ruin inevitably follow. He must watch her club house. God _is masculin, t~e son is mascnlin, worthy of baptism.
movements, her going out and her coming in, and angels are mascnhn, 'and, accordm~ to the .alleged
If any one thinks to join the Liberal chnrch and
select all her reading matter. In view of these paternity of Jesus, the Holy Ghost IS mascuhn. Nor be acknowledged as a member without baptism he
deplorable facts, she is forbidden to teach or preach. hav we any assurance that the mother of J:sus went will be disappoiioted. If Hobert G. Ingersoll flin<\hes
The widow Van Cott was told by the bishop of to heaven. We are told that :ve shall see In heaven when the rite is only commenced or half administhe Californill. conference that she must not preach, Moses and the prophets, Chnst and the apostles; tered, or before the final amen, he cannot be admitbecause she was a woman.
Abraham but no Sarah, Isaac but no Rebecca, Jacob ted much less become a leader. The priests of ·
Father McGuire said before women could preach but no H.achcl, the Lamb but no Mary. Milton says bigotry and intolerance stand with their fingers in
they must first dispose of their brains.
there was a woman in heaven. . She .was born there the bowl and waist-deep iu the font of filth ready to
A clergymen in Jersey City lost his parish for on the brain of Satan, but was With him thrown over baptize all who are truly converted to the use of
permitting a woman to preach temperance from his heaven's battlements, and made gate-keeper of hell. their reason, or follow the dictates nf common sense;
·
·
When heaven was .reveal.ed to. John he saw onl_Y and according to the bight of love for truth and
pulpit.
A clergyman in Brooklyn came near losing his men there, .clothed m :Vhite, With crown~ on their humanity will be the depth and blackness of the
parish for permitting a woman to preach the word heads, praismg God. !wally he says he did see one baptism.
. Yours truly,
NEU>ON BROWN.
of God in his church.
·
woman in heaven, whiCh was a great wonder, hut
(} heshire, Mass., Feb. 7, 1881.
Henry VIII. felt so degraded because one of his she did not stay there Ion~. Lis~en to the sequel:
queens got the best of him in a biblical discussiou The woman bore a male child, which was caught up
TnE contents of the North American Review for
that he ordered his exec·utioners to be ready to take to God. The woman then fled from heaven to a
March
must win the attention of all by the timelithe head off a woman who should dare to teach her place prepared for .her. in the wilderness. .If t~e
husband.
child hi:id been a gtrl It would hav fled w1th Its ness of the topics discussed. First, we hav a thoughtSt. Paul, acting under alleged divine in~truction, mother. The revelator th~n saw sevei:al t~ous~n.d ful and moderate article by Bishop Coxe on'' Theolforbade women to teacl,
men with the name of their father wntten m their OO'Y in the Public Schools." The author would
The government of the United States felt greatly foreheads. They were singing a new song. They sternly exclude from the school-room all sectarian
insulted because the wife of an Indian chief was were tile first redeemed among men because they dogmas, whether Papist or Protestant, but he insists
taken by Sitting Bull into their councils with Gen. never had been defiled by woiii:en. Another woma~ on the retention of the Bible, first. because that book
TeiTy, who drew back with contempt. 'l'he ridicule was revealed to John, ?ut not In heaven. She typr- is the prineipal fountain of our E11glish speech, and
ran through the entire press of the country that fied the blackest of ~nmes. She was drunken with secondly because it is really the base of our social
Gen. Terry had been "squacked" at.
the blood of ~he saints and the martyi:s. of Jesus. system. The second article is by Ctptaiu Eads,
The wisest disposition of the removed -rib as This is the unkmdest c!-It of all. The v1s!on of the who endeavors to show the practicability of his shipwoman by the creator, in his perplexity;was to place revelator conoborat~s St. Paul, who says I.t was the railway its advantaO'eS over all canal schemes, and
why th~ United St~tes can without risk guarantee
her in the condition of property to the godly image. women who urged lnm to perse~ute the s~mts.
In the condition of chattel its defect!>, develoved
St. Paul declares that nothmg effemmate shall the payment of 6 per cent interest on $50,000,000 of
into turbulence could be more readily subdued. enter heaven. Effeminacy, l?Y the learned apostle, the capital stock of the proposed company. Judge
The Bible assur~s us that man's wealth in those early iq. classed with th~ vilest cn~es. All thro~1gh th,e H. H. Chalmers, writing of the effects of Negro Suf.
ages consisted mainly in his WCimen and cattle. . In Htble, hom G~nesrs to H.evelatiOn8, the male IS Gods frage, bespeaks for th.e Southern States, while enthe Decalogue, the command not to covet the wife is special~y, and no ·doubt mear~t by .the ?reat~r to g~n gaged• with the solutiOn of thP great problem that
classed with a man's stock. There is no command ~rate hunself. Although f.mled ll~ h1s. desig~s by. a has been forced upon them, the Rympathy and counnot to· covet a husband therefore it is quite evident flaw in the framework of his own Imag~, lie IS sttll Rel nf the North. 'fhe other articles are" The Freeno command was given' to the woman any more than the. divine cous~det·ation on e~r.th. He IS, ~he ruler, School-System;' by John D. Philbrick, being a re~ly
to the cattle. She is my goods, my chattels, my legtslator, lawgtver, mas.ter, Citiz.en, people, prowess to the recent strictures of l\Ir. H.ichard Grant White
household stuff, my field, my- barn, my horse, my ox, his prerogativ, liberty htR watch~ord, e':er ready to on the public schnols; "Theological Charlatanism,"
my ass; mine to commrmd, mine t(<) work, miue to strike down the foe that holds him. \VIth a bound- by Mr. John F1ske, whose typical thPological .charlpunish, mine to hold in durance. Touch her who less domain he may go everywhere or anyw~Iere,· say atan is Mr. Joseph Cook; and finally, a review of
dares ! says the great tragedian.
everything or anything, ever ready for .a fig!It, ca- some' recent publicationil in Physics, by Prof. A. W.
. ~n all th~ wars Qf holy writ, young women or rous.es at home :;ud abroad, anl'l ~h;eps With his b~ck Wright.
maiden captivs were commanded by the Lm:d to be to his young. l!
the same dtvme word we learn
DEAR FRIENDs: I hav arranged with Mr. Bennett
divided up with other spoils between the pnesthood tha~ the removed nb froi?- the framework of ~anof
so
as to keep and sell .the." D.arwins" myself, an~ I
and soldiers, w bile the older women were put to which woman was made 1s t~e .source of all eVIl, ~he
death.
'
neg:;~.tiv of all good. ~ll reltgwns an~ all laws bmci ask all who would like a simple story embodymg
The desire of the godly image to repossess himself her with no higher r1g)1ts ~han.•to cnnge, bow, and our principles to try the boo~, and thus help _me to
of this removed bone is truly marvelous, and can serve in silence. AlllPgislat~on m the mo~'<tadvanced bel p our t,<l01·ious cause ?f um versa! mental liberty
only be viewed as a wise vrovision of 1 he creator nations with regard to hr;r h.u~rty seem stereo~yp_ed. and social freedom. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,
lest his image on earth, chating under trying ditlicul- All governments . hav special en~ctments . bt~dlllg 75 cents. Also, John's Way, 15 cents, and specities produced by her defects, should rise i!l his might ~?re rigorously th1~ supposed cunmng, erratic, mcor- men numbers of our Physiologist, 10 cents.
El.mNA D. SLENKEB, Snowville, Va.
and destroy her from the earth.
1gible c1·eature as rf her freedom to. act would de-
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scheme in thil'l, to get men to imagine that the true had churche~, Sacred !'Criptures, g'OSpPl!l, ann epi~tlea 1
history of Christ was of the same chal·acter as those probably the same 11s those in the. N~w Te~tament,
observed the festival of the Saviors passiOn, the
pt•odigious fables."
D.){. BENNETT, EDITOR.
vigil
of the great festival, the exer~iseR,, hymns, and
2. Tertullian, another eminent Christian Father of
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. the second century, thus admits that the doctri.n~s of practices obsei:ved by the church :rn his day. He
Christianity were to be fonnrl in heathen wntmgs: also quotes from Anrt>liu!l, ~pagan author.who wrote
"The heathens, from a drsig-n of curiosity, put our in the year 163, the followtng: "An_d th1s Mercury
TM largest and iMapest Radi«d Journal publi.~hed in Europe
was pl ;inly the Word by whom all tlnng-Aweremade,
doctrines into theit· works" (Cap. 46, 47).
or A.T114ric.a, oontaining n8.arly seven hundred squ.are in.ch& more
3. Melito, ong of the first bishops c,f the churcl1, in aR Heraclitus also would say, and. hy Jove, the same
of reading matter th.an any other journal of its kind.
an apology to Marcus Antoninus, says: "Pions m~n whom the b11rbarians 11ffirm to l1ave been in the place
are now persecuted and harrassed throughout As1a, and dig-nity of a principle, and to be with God, and to
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 12, 1881. which w~s never done before; and impudent syco- be God, by whom all things were made and .in whom
phants and such as covet the possessions of others, everything that is made has its life and bemg, who
taking occasion from the edicts, ·rob without fear of descended into a body, and by putting on flesh took
What Objections to Christianity 1
shame and cease not to pluJ;J.der those who~ have the appearance of man, though even then he gave
BJtPLY TO MB. lLUB'S FIFTH LETTEB.~CONTINUED. offended in nothing. . . . . For the philosophy proofs of the majesty of his nature, nay, and after
·
which we profess truly flourished aforetime, but hav- his dissolution was deified again" (Euseb. proeb.
By reference to th~ elaborate writings of Sir Wi~l- ing blossomed again in the reign of Cresar ~ngustu:, Evan. lib. xi, c. 19. See Lardner, vol. iv, p. 200).
iam Jones, Dr. Martm Haug, Horace Hayman Wil- thy ancestor, it proved to be above all thmgs omi8. Constantine the Great, the warrior who beson, Anquetil Dnperron, Bnrnonf, Bopp, Spi~gel, nons of good for thy king<lom. . .
Hetain, stowed power upon the church, used mnoh the same
J. Cockburn Thomson, Samuel Beal, James LeggP, therefore, this religion which grew as your empire atgumentt~, and in~isted that "the Erythre~n Sibyl,
D.D. J. l\luir, LL.D., also ViE:cotmt Ambe.-Iey's grew, which began with Augustus, which was rever- who lived in thP sixth age after the flood, did yet by
"Au;lysis of Religious Belief," Sir Godfrey Higgins's euced by your ancestors before all religion" (Euseb. the power of divine inspiration prophel'ly of future
"Anacalvpsis,"
Dr. Thomas Inman's f R
"Ancient
E cc1 II'1St., b 00 k IV,
· cap. XXVI")
matters that were to come to pa8s concerning God, by
.
r
Faiths" Lydia l\Iaria Child's" Progrf'~S 0
e Igwns
4. Origen, one of the greatest 9hristian authorities the first letters of 1=1ix lines of a 11oem, which acrostiIileas/' Samuel Johnson's" Ori ;nt ~1 _Relil;{iondf<," ~a~. of the first three centuriel', in reply to Cel~us, who cally make Jesus Christn~ Dei Filius Salvator, Crux.
Freeman Clarke's "Ten Great •e Igwns, an simi- had alleged that the worship among Christians wa~> And these things came in the yirgin's mind by way of
lar works by other· authors, it will bP. found, as be- common among the pagans, thus explained the mat- prophecy" (Gibbon's Decline and Fall of the Rolllan
fore observed, that the belief in gods begetting- sons ter: "To this I anSWQr that since I have granted that Empire, vol. ii, p. 2o9).
upon females of the human race, of th_e virgin .and some notions of good and evil are originally planted
9. Anuobius, the elder, a prominent Christian
child, was not only _he.ld _by many anCient natwns in the minds of men, we need not woJ;Ider that Hera- teacher, early in the fourth century, wrote seven
centuries before Chnstiamty was known, but also of clitus aud others, whether Greeks or barbarians, have hooks of "Di!lputationes Adversus Gente111," in which
demi-gods being crucified and othe~wise put to ~e!lth acknowledged to the world that they held the very he indorses the general sentiment of Ensebius and
for the sins of mankind; of a doctrme of tl.1e tnmty, same notions that we mention" (Book v ).
other Fathers, and says, "If Cicero's worl<s had been
immortality, angels and d_evils, heave~ and hell, _the
To further account for the awkwardness of hea- read as they ought to have been, there would have
eucharist, baptism, and mlracles, a~d, m short, With thens and Christians holding to the same doctrines, in been no need of Christian writers."
out particularizing, every dogma, nte, and CPremony another place he says: "God revealed those thing!'
10. Lactantius, another teacher who lived about
held and observed by the Christian church to-day. to them [the heathens] and whatsoever they have the same time, says, "If there had been any [among
This reply has already reached a ~uc~ greater well spoken" (Book vi). Of course Origen knew paganE:] to collect tbe truth which was scattered
length than I inten•led, and I ~onceive It hardly jnst about as much as to what God revealed to the among sects and individuals into one, and to have
worth while to introduce quotations here to prove Hiudoos, Persians, Egyptians, Greeks and Romans, as reduced it into a system, there would indeed have
this position. If you think there is any dogma or we of this day know. They obtained their religious been no difference between him and us" (Book ii).
dogmas of the Christian ch~rch that were not be- notions by invention and borrowing, precisely as
11. St. Augustine, p~rhaps the greatest of all the
lieved and taught by the anCient pagans, I. ask you Christians came by theirs.
early-Christian authoritie!', says: "In our time iiJ the
to point them out, that we may see whetht>r It cannot
5. Ammonius Saccus, another of the renowned Christian religion, which to know and follow i~ the
be shown that the ancients held to something very primitive church Fathers, gives his te~timony as to 1nost sure and certain health; called according to that
~imilar long before Christianity ~x~sted as a syste~. the common origin of religious opinions in this Ian- name, but not according to the thing of which it it
If there is one dogma of the Chnstian church th~t 18 guage: "All the Gentile religions, and even the the name ; for the thing itself, the same which it
held to-day that was n?t practiced
the _ancient Christian religion, are to be illustrated and explained now called the Christian religion, really was known
pagans, it is that of aunc!llar confessiOn, whiC~ was by the principles of universal pl1ilosophy; but that in to the ancients, nor was wanting at any time, even
devised but a few centunes ago; but as that IS en- order to do this the fables of the priests are to be re- from the beginning of the human race until the time
joined by the Catholic ~al~ of the .C~ristian church, moved from paganism, and the interpretations of Christ came ~n the flesh, from whence the true religyou will not, of course, InSist that It IS a part of real priests from Christianity" (Mosheim's Eccl. Hist., ion, not as having been wanting in former timeiJ, but
Christianity; so reaJly, so far as you are concerned, vo 1 I,
· P· 174)
having in later t:mes received a new name" (Oper.
there is no excPption to make.
6. St. Clement, of Alexanilria, born at Athens in Aust., vol. i, p. 12).
You object to some of the authors I have named to the year 200, was a popular early Christian writer.
12. Faustus, a distinguished bishop, in addressing
prove that Christiallity is merely rev~mped pagan- In his first book, "Protreti~'us," he exhorts pagans to St. Augustine, says : "You have substituted your
ism, a new formulation of the doctrmes that had embrace Christianity. In his second book, "Paida- Agapre for the sacrifices of the pagans, and for their
previously existed; but you will hardly refuse to ac- gogos," he explains Christian morals; while in the idols your martyrs, that you serve with the very
cept the testimony of the early Fathers of the third, "Stromata," he instructs upon gt:meral snb- same honors; you appease the shades of the dead
church. Let us see for a moment what some of them jects. In the last volume he says: "One article of with wine and feast:s; you celebrate the solemn
had to say upon the matter under consideration:
faith is that Christ is thP. first begotten of God, and festivals of the Gentiles, their calends and their
1. Justin :Martyr was born in the latter part of we have proved him to be the very Logos or uni- solstices; and as to their manners, those you have
the first century and died in the year 165. In his vers:l.l reason by which mankind were all partakers; retained without any alteration. N othi11g distin"Apology," addressed to Antonio us Pius, he Raid: therefore those who live by reason are in some sm·t guishes. you from the Gentiles except that you
"If, theu, we bold some opinions near akin to those Clni~;tians, n •twithstanding they may have paEsed assemble apart from them."
of the poets and philosophers in most repute among with you for Atheists; such as among the Greeks were
13. Abulmerar, another authority, ~ays: "We have
you, why are we thns unjustly hated? \Vhen we Socrates, Heraclitus, and the like; such among the in the first decade the sign of the Virgin, following
teach a general conflagration, what do we teach more barbarians were A braham, Ananas, Mizeal, ana Eli- the most ancient tradition of the Persians, the Chatthan the Stoics? By opposing the work of men's as." In the same volume he again says: "All virtu- deans, the Egyptians, Hermes, and 1Esculapin~, a
hands we concur with Meander, the commedian; and ous thoughts are imparted by divine iuspiration, and young woman, called in the Persian language Seclini
by declaring the Logos-the first begotten of God, that cannot be of evil origin which tends to promote dos de Darzama; in the Arabic, Adreuedfa; that i~
our master, Jesus Christ-to be born of a virgin, goon, therefore the G1·eek philosophy is good. But to say, a chaste, pure, immaculate vir&in, suckling
without any human mixture, to be crucified and God is the author of all good, and therefore the Greek an iufant, whieh some nations call Jesus, but which
dead, and to hav arise-!ll. again and a~cended into philo;o,.by is from God. It follows that the law was we in Greek call Christ."
heaven, we say no more in this than what you say of given to the Jews and philosophy to the Greeks 11ntil
From the foregoing authorities the lellding fact
the sons of Jove; for you need not be told what the advent of our Lord" (6 Strom. 17 ).
stands boldly out that not only is Christianity made
number of sons the writers most in vogue among
In another place he ventilates his theory of the up of the dogmas, rites, and practices of preexisting
you assign to Jove. There is Mercury, Jove's inter- diviue origin of pagan teachings thus: "This philos- religions, but that the leading ChriRtian Fathers well
preter, iu imitation of the LogoR, in worship among ophy the pagaus received from the fertilizing in- understood it. To the unprejudiced truth seeker the
you. There is 1Esculapin~, the physician, switten by fiuence of the divine Logos, wllich descended at the conviction is that there is nothing absolutely new in
a thunderbolt, and after that ascending into heaven. same time on the Jews, giving them the law and the the Christian religion, and that all, all, was made up
There is Bacchus torn to pieces, and Hercules burned prophets; and upon the Gentiles, giving them pbilos- of the fables, mytlls, and religious conceptions of the
to get rid of his pains. There are Castor and Pollux, ophy, like rainwhich falls upon the housetop as well nations who bad existed hundreds, if not thousands,
the sons of Jove by Leda, and Perseus Ly Dinre. Not as on the fields." Again, he argues by interrogation": of years earlier. From this conclusion there is no
to mention other~, I fain would kuow why you al- "Doth not Plato mention both the rivers of fire and escape.
ways deify departed emperors, and have a fellow at that profound depth of the earth which the Jews c_all
THE ESSENES.
hand to make afli<lavit that Cresar ascended intp Gehenna? Does he not prophetically Illention Tar
heaven from the funeral pile. As to the son of .God tarus, Cocytus, Acheron, Phlegethon, rivers of fire,
Apart from the possible source whence Christiancalled Jesus, should we allow him to be no more and certaiu other like places of punishment which ityruight have been derived, the great reality of its
than man, yet the title of 'Son of God' is very ju~ti- led to correction and discipline~"
existeuce is a fixed fact. That it did have an origin
fiable on account of his wi:;dom, consideriug you
7. Ensebius, the great Christian writer and author- cannot for a moment be disputed. Of all the possihave your Mercury in worship under the title of ity of the fourth century, while he admitted that ble sources of Chrililtianity, that of the Essenes pre' Word' and' Messenger of God.' As to the oLjee- Cluistiauity revealed· nothing new to mankind, seuts the one most probable. We learn fa·om Jotiou of our Jesus being crncilied, I say that sufferiug endeavored to explain the damaging fact away by sephus, as well as from Philo, that for about two
was commou to all the afort!mentioued sons of Jove, the miserable l1ypothesis that the devil stole the ~'euturies before our era the Jews were divided into
but only tlley suffe1 ed another kiud of death. As'to Christi au doctrines and gave them to the pagan poets three principal sects-Pharisee!!, Sadducees, and
his beiug born of a virgin, you have your Perseus to aud philosophers. Iu his Eccl siastical Hitstory, book Essenes. Tile last were probably the least numerbalance that. As to Lis curing the lame, the para- i, cllap iv, entitled "The l{eligion Announced by ous, but amounted to _fo_ur or five thousand iu Judea.
lytic, and such as were crippled from their Lirth, Christ Nothing New or Strange," be asserts that '~'hey_ wer~ a very re~a~wus. people, who BJ?ent the~r
this isrlittle,more than what you say of your 1Escula- every pious person, from f1brallam to the first of the t~me m domg: good, hvmg lives o~ self-dem~l, ascetipitw.?r·(i.•,,J;,,,'t_,::J;·<i<:liir~ ,. -~'''L ;.,u,ur '·"" ,.. ,Jmm~uracl:'~wasaChri:s_tian,and h~nce sayfl,'~T~e Cism,abstewwusness,a~<i apar.tialseparatwn fro~
'J'beraalpe•ChJi~&tl!llli:If~t4flr,J~n an<;Jtlwr ;p);a.HeA 1 ~~ys; ,l:el!g~;<?'!-·.f~!;J~IY~I;W~: ~o. ,"\ltV I!, ~4e ..d_octnues of Chnst IS the world: They practw~d cehba_cy, aud held their
"I~ ~aMib~:reM4!.1!il.~qiJ_e i(.hWil7s~s .tl,t\1!~, PH'! lJro,p.\l~.'fl.l!<!~:~ }ll;l'YL?r; a.~l·ifllgj!J ,rlo,<;~I,'l\\~~rr\ ,!~!~ ,l?ooJ~uii,;~GJh.~ptJ:lJ' 1 ,Hy<?n.erty m. co~m?.n, be111g. a. •mttJJ. and devoted
hadlfoh~tvldut.hat ,QI,J.~·1pt jWou.ld!co~~J~:.; .tJte ;}'.l;li"J,>.PBfl,, :Hi'.' J!Pt .. l.i9Tj7.,0,>1 W.~ 1 ~:}J:!l,~j y}:).p~~IiJ.Jh:l!J4tJI.e;rli g~,Vj:jf} )t'rl.!~hl:liiq_$104•, ';J;~l~!J,,lU',I~ffiqclj!QI.]J <;~mld only be kept
of -iw<Ipeliliiug.ethe .wi(k;•.d: 111 4i,a;e~, l!e~, ,t.J?.e llt;~J+lea;a., J'h~~y,'~.. ,~~se,a;ip~\VP,~:9J, \4tl.. ,~+~eJ;Jf.Ilel!,~!l1 ,~mfpr~,,J.h~; ,1,1p f~i'l,llhlle;!I\<!IJ?~rJ9I~~J<ljl;g~lH~mif)r~(Ijlt~~e,Q}lt~~a~~<;mkdln~ll
poets to briug;·fonw.ll-r-4 ...·~.\ .gr,e~J-t \~M.J:1· ~lf9.j §HJl!ll,~J ;J1a~. 'U?~ C.~Wf~~~i,a.,.~~YiiW~Iil ~~"~'.~'~.u.~ ~9~_g,i\)t;!.f.p~e1t.l;l.p,,~li A~kHltt:Ji\:iO~fSJ?,iWi~oWRIP;I'l~t~~~JJst.n~t~f. l!l.J"~~li~~JiJ
be caWid,,,the ,tOP~ ~4': i';...f\9i t}j.e. ,qtw~lt laymg his pen~jl Wth~.q.1 QJ}j·J.Sh ~.t·.ij~lA. 1 ~~);~av~ ~'ill(!hYW.-P•·>WAI.9i:,:'l'hey were a most md.fil9\I.AJ P\lt91ple,·!g~Jtli'&'.l<tlteiiw-~;
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attention to agriculture and the raising of flocks. ~aa Christianity invented by man." He- was ful1v seues in this connection, but will recur to it if you call
They despised riches; and neither poverty nor wealth Imbued with the idea that unless the r;;tatements
the Rubjt>ct up. Enough has been said to show that that
was known among them. When penwns joi Ied Josephus coulrl be denied and set aside the wholE' very religious, spiritu3l-minded se~t had an existence
them they were compelled to conti'ibute all they had fabric of Christianity fell t~ the ground. He ac- two centuries before Christianity or its reputed
to the common fund. Every one in the receipt of cused Josephus, in the account he wrote of that founder was known in the world, and that the ex!stwages or money for- any cause was expected to early people, of erasing the name of Christians ·and ence of the former was a good anrl sufficient reason
hand the same over to the custodian, whose business inserting the name Essenes instead.
for the existence of the latter. The Jewish people
The denunciations of De Qnincey against the of that period were in an active state of religious
it was to provide for- the wants of the community.
They rejected pleasure of all kinds as sinful, and a.ccount of .Tosephus ~id not avail to destroy his tes- thought; religious sects abounded among them, and
livP-d remarkably devoted and virtuous lives.
trmony. The latter hved at the very time when the it was perfectly easy, with some modifications and
They dressed coarsely, and preferred white to EsseneR were still in existence, and knew far more of corruptions, for Christianity to be the outgrowth and
other colors. Their d{lily lives were governed by them than De Quincey had the power to judge. And Ruccessor of the sect of Essenes. It is no more than
the strictest rules. Before the rising of the sun they the statemen~s of Josephus are thoroughly sustained has occurred in the world hundreds of times before
were to speak of'nothing profane, bu.t offered to the by other ummpeachable authorities, notably Philo and since. And it must be admitted that so long as
sun certain traditional forms of prayer as if beseech- Judreus and Pliny. Philo was born some fifty years a good and sufficient natural cause and source can be
ing it to rise. After the morning service they en- before Josephus, in the year 20 before the Christian found for any reality that has existed, it is perfectly
gaged in their daily toil, working steadily till the era, and Josephus in the year 37 after. Philo was futile and irrational to assign a supernatural cause, a
fifth hour, when they assembled, and, girding on a a learned, conscientious, and highly cultivated man, divine origin for it. It is perfectly easy to see that
garment nf linen for the purpose, bathed in cold and what he says can be taken in full confidence. In Essenism was the natm:al outgrowth of the systems
water. They next seated themselves quietly in the his essay-" On the Virtuous being also the Free" of religious belief which existed before it, and Chrisdining-hall, where bread was set before them by the (vol. iii of his works, p. 523. Bohn's edition), he give8 tianity was but the natural outgrowth of Essenism,
baker, and the cook brought each one a dish of sim- a full description of the Essenefl, of the pure, abste- with the various conceptions and- traditions from other
ple vegetable food. They made little or no use of mions, and virtuous lives they led, and his account sources which were easy and natural for an imitative.
animal food. Grace was said by the priest before sustains what Josephus said at a somewhat later date. and superstitious people to adopt.
each meal. The dinner over, they returned to their In his "Fragments" (vol. iv, p. 219) in an essay" On
At the advent of Christianity Rome was the politilabor, which they diligently pursued till the setti,·g a Contemplative Life," he gives a further account of cal mistress of the world, but the seed which had
of the sun, when all joined in a simple evening meal. this peaceful, self-denying, virtuous people, includ- been sown broadcast through the influence of the imThey made little or no noise to mar the tranquillity. ing their form of worship by reading their sacred mortal school of Alexandria had resulted in the disNo one assumed an undue share of conversation. scriptures and singing hymns, all of which I would integration of the Grecian and Roman mythology
Their quiet manner of life almost oppressed a stranger gladly quote did time and space justify.
as well ali the Jewish theocracy. The religious world
with a feeling of mysterious awe. They rendered
The elder Pliny, in his "Natural History," thus of Rome was in complete anarchy, and the multiplithe strictest obedience to the instructions of their describes them: "On the western shore of that lake cation of sects was very similar to what has repeatofficers and priests. In two ways only were the [the Dead Sea] dwell the Essenes, at a sufficient edly taken place sixteen or eighteen hundred years
common members permitted to act without author- distance from the water's edge to escape its pestilen- later. Paganism was corrupt and dead. The great
ity. These were helpfulness and mercy. The de- tial exhalations-a race entirely unique and beyond Cicero said priests dared not look each other in the
serving poor and destitute were to receive imme'diate every other in the world, deserving of wonder; men face on festival days lest they should betray the holrelief in all cases. Their benevolence was almost living among palm ·trees, without wives, without low mockery of their ceremonie!l. Phariseeism had
unbounded; but no member could give anything to money. Every day their number is replenished by a degenerated into hypocritical formalism, and Saddua. relative without the permission of the heads of the ·new troop of settlers, for those join them who have ceeism was the faith of the intellectual few, having
society.
been visited by the reverses of fortune, who are tired little place in the collective human soul. The Jews
The officers were selected by the members. Their of the world and its style of living. Thus happen!' as a nation had been subjugated, but the religious
courts of justice were co~osed of not less than one what might seem incredible, that a community in genius of that wonderful people produced !n the sect
hundred members, and their decisions were arrived which :qo one is born continues to subsist through of the Essenes the germs of a religious faith and a
spiritual power under whose influence the mighty
at with extreme caution, and they were irreversible the lapse of centuries."
and without appeal. Ordinary oaths were not perAs Pliny died in the year 79 of our era, it was im- military empire of Rome was crumbled and overmitted among them, but their word was stronger and possible for him to hav written about the Christians thrown.
It is quite possible that the con•'itions consequent
having existed for centuries. He was unmistakably
more sacred than an oath.
Their rules- required a novitiate of three yearfl, writing of the Essenes, from whom the Christians upon the failure of the old faith rendered it impractica
during which time the intending member was thor- probably descended. Thus, however damaging it i~ ble for the Essenes to longer maintain their sect as a
oughly tested as to his fitness for entering the soci- to the claims of Christianity that such a virtuous, secret organization. Containing the elements of a
ety. If admitted, the candidate was required to self-denying people as the Essenes were described ~-eligi?us faith, though take'!! from preexisting religmake fearful oaths that he would reverence the to be on all hands-a people who possessed all -the Ions, It perhaps contained the elements of a religious
deity, do justice to all men, hurt no man voluntarily virtues claimed by Chri&tians-De Quincey must be creed better adapted to meet the requirements of the
or at the instance of another, oppose the unjust, as-· compelled to admit that theEssenes had a real, bona time and age than what else was then· in existence,
sist the just, render fidelity to all men, particularly fide existence, though that fact throws the claims of it burst its narrow bounds, and through the influence
of such zealous teachers as St. Paul was founded as
to the officers of the society. He pledged himself to Christianity to the ground.
oppose theft, lying, and dishonesty. The Essenes
It is not difficult to trace the s_imilarity between the religion destined to triumph over other systems
were skilful in the treatment of diseases, and ap- Essenism and Christianity, and to understand that and perhaps ultimately to subdue the principal naplied themselves a!'siduously in learning the medical the sacred writings and beliefs of the one become tions of the earth. All this, or all of it that has
been accomplished, has been the result of natural
the scriptures and creed of the other. Thus:
qualities of plants that grew in their country.
The sick and aged were objects of especial care and
1. The Essenes were Communists and held all their causes, and the work of human beings. There ie
kindness. They condemned slavery, and are believed property and goods in common. This characteristic nothing cop.nected with it all that can be truthfully
to have been among the first people of the wotld of theirs was later adopted by Christians. See Luke, claimed as i·equit·ing supernatural forces, nothing bewho were strongly opposed to it. Their sacJed bookf' x, 4; John xii, 6; xiii, 29; Matt. xix, 21; Acts ii, yond the reach of ordinary powers and possibilities.
Gibbon adduced five causes for the growth of the
were carefully preserved, and read with the greatest 44, 45; iv, 32, 34, 37.
reverence. They rejected animal sacrifice. Tht>y
2. In dress they were simple; protection from the Christian religion: 1. The inflexible and intolerant
opposed anointing with oil. They maintained a de- weather and covering their nakedne~<s being all that zeal of the devotees of the system, though derived
vout reverence for the sun. They were not allowed was deemed necessary. Compare Matt. vi, 28, 34; from the Jewish religion, yet freed from the narrow
unsocial spirit, which, instead of inviting had deto insult its rays by any unclean act. They held Lulie xii, 22, 30.
that the body is 1p0rtal and its substance transitory;
3. The taking of oaths was strictly condemned, terred the Gentiles from embracing the law of Moses;
that the soul is immortal, but, coming from the sub- their answers being simply, "Yea, yea; nay, nay." 2. The doctrine of a future life, which had been
bono wed from older systems; 3. '!.'he miraculous
tlest ~ther, is lured as by a sorcery of nature into the See Matt. v, 34.
4. In diet they were extremely abstemious and powers ascribed to the new religion; 4. The pure
prison house of the body. At death it is relieved
from its bonds as from long slavery, and joyously rigidly restrained themselves from luxury, gluttony, and austere morals of the Christians, which they had
soars aloft. They believed that the faithful and vir- and an unbrid.led appetite. See Matt. vi, 25, 31; taken from the Essenes; 5. The union and discipline of the Christian republic, which gradually
tuous after death went to a heaven of happiness and Luke xii, 22, 23; Matt. xv, 15-20.
bliss, while the wicked were forced to a region of
5. A pe1-fect and willing obedience to the consti- formed an independent and increasing state in the
darkness and misery. For the full description by tuted authorities was strictly enjoined. It was the heart of the 1~oman · empire. To these have been
Josephus of this remarkable people see his" Wars," same with the disciples of Jesus; they were required added, 6. The want of a better religion then beginbook ii, chapter viii, and hili "Antiquities of the to render obedience to the. authorities to obey their ning to be widely felt in the Greek and Roman
Jews," book ::x:iii.
rulers and to 1·ender to Cresar the things that were world. These were outgrowing their crude polytheism, and began to look upon their "elegant myWith re~ard to the doctrines of the soul and a Cresar's.
future life, their belief bore a strong resemblance to
6. Fasting and secret prayer were required of the thology" with evident disgust.
Not to repeat what I have before said, I will rethe doctrines of Zoroaster, Pythagoras, and Plato, Essenes. See Matt. vi, 1-18.
•
which had an early home in India, Burmah, Persia,
7. Their works of philanthropy and deeds of hu- mark that every event which has taken place in the
Egypt, and the land of the Druids. That the Es- manity were in marked contrast with the narrow world has been the result of a natural cause or
seues of Judea were not the first to inculcate the prejudices of the other Jewish sects. See Luke ::x:, causes, and that such a thing as a Sltpernatural cause
has never existed. Thus the growth of Christianity
doctrines of the soul and a future life is well known. 25-37; Mark vii, 26.
That these views were drawn from people or nations
8. Their great veneration for light was much the bas not been the result of a supernatural cause, but
which had previously held them is only a reasonable same as Christianity later inculcated. See Matt. iv, it has been wholly in keeping with natural causes
conckusion. It has been thought, and with consider- 16; v, 14, 16; vi, 2.2 ; Luke ii, 32; viii, 16; xi, 23 ; and conditions. Christianity has not grown so rapable propriety, that their immediate origin was the xd, 8; John i, 4-9; iii, 19, 21; viii, 12; ix, 5; xi, 9, idly nor spread so widely as have other religions,
notably Buddhism and Mohammedanism, which like
Therapeuts of Egypt, a very similar people, a sect 10; xii, 35, 46.
of ascetic, religious healers. This view was acqui9. The Essenes had secret doctrines which were it were natural results, and were spread wholly by
esced in by several early writers, and Eusebius taught only to the. initiated, while for the common natural means.
After some apprQpriate remarks upon the nature of
adopted the same.
'
classes and uninitiated the doctrines were embodied in
It is not strange that such Christian writers as symbols and allegories. See Matt. xiii, 11, 15'; Mark "miracles," whwh is the subject of our next thesis,
I will bring this prolonged reply to a close, begging
Thomas de Quincey, when discovering that a. prior i v, 12; Luke, viii, 10.
10. The Essenes were enjoined to love each other pardon for the space occupied in my extended reexistence of such a people as the Essenes militated
against the claims of Christianity, and thoroughly and to be kind and. faithful. It was the same marks, urging the importance of the subject and the
accounted for its origin, should denounce Josephus's with the Christians at a later date. These re- extent of ground to be covered as my apology. .
(TO BE CONTL'WED.)
account of the Essenes as false. De Quincey semblances between Essenism and Christianity
did this, and went so far as to eay, "If there is a could be carried to a much greater extent, but the
WILL the patrons of THE TRUTII SEEKER who are
syllable of tr_uth in the main statement of Josephus, above are probably sufficient for present purposes.
then at one blow goes to. wreck the whole edifice of Further alollg in our discussion I will endeavor to in arrears Le kind enough to 1·enew? Every oue can
Christianity." He further said if there were such a show that the canonical gospels and epistles were tell·when the tillle patd for ex];lired by the date on
people as the Essenes which Josephus describes, probahly obtained from the Essenes and Therapeuts. the wrapper of his paper. · The money is reall1
"then there were C)J.ristians without Christ· there
I will not longer dwell upon the subject of the Es: needed.
UOU'Jll(dV :JWJ J;:<l.J. ,·n Plil"'' >""
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has ever been charged with blasphemy who thought began replying, and after the preaching uf twenty
God bad. For instance, it never would hav excited or thirty sermonll, not one of which, considered as a·
any theological hatred if a man had insisted that reply, was a success, I presume it occurred to these
God would finally damn everybody. Nearly all ministE>ra that the shortest and easiest way would
Col. Ingersoll Talks about his Threatened herE>sy has consisted in making God better than the be to hav me \ndicted and imprisoned. In this I
Indictment in Delaware for Blasphemy.
majority in the churches thought him to be. The entirely agree with them. It IS the old and time.
orthodox Christians never will forgiv the Universal- honored way. I believe it is, as it always bas been,
[The following report of an interview of a special ists for saying that God is too good to damn any- easiE>r to kill two Infidels than to answer one; alld
correspondent with Col. Ingersoll is from the Brook- hody eternally. Now, all theFe sects hav charged if Christianity expects to 11tem the tide that is now
lyn .baqle, and as it is fuller than the report from each other with blaspbe.my without any one of them slowly rising over the intellectual world, it must be
the Expes.~, given two weeks ago, and cont~ins many knowing reall.v what blasphemy is. I suppose they done by brute force, and by brute force alone. And
a-ood hits which that did not, the reader Will.doubt- hav occasionally been honest, because they bav it must be d one pretty soon, or t h ey w1'll not h av
eo
le ""S be interested in it.]
· d ou b t f uI 1'f t b ey h av a maJor.
·
mostly been ignorant. It is said that T orquemada the brute force. I t 1s
Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, g-enial and obliging, was used to shed tears over the agonies of his victims, ity of the people of the civilized world on their side
at his pleasant home to-night, and tal~ed ~reely of and that he recommended slow burning, not because to-day. No heretic ever would hav been burned if
matters in general; but I managed to pm h1m down he wisbecl to inflict pain, but because be really- de- be could bav been answ'ln'ed. No theologian ever
to the state of Delaware in particular, with the ~ired to giv the gentleman or lady he was burmng a called· for the help of the law until his logic· gave
·
.
chance to repent of his or her sins and make l1is or out.
question:
"I nnderstano, Colonel, that you bav been m- her peace with God previous to becoming a cinder.
"I suppose Judge Comegys to be a Presbyterian.
dieted in the state of Delaware for the crime of
"The root, foundation, germ, and cause of nearly Where did b:i get his right to be a Presbyterian?
blasphemy?"
all religious persecuti(\n is the idea that some certain Where did be get his rig-ht to decide which creed
"Well, not exactly indicted. The judge, who, I belief is necessary to salvation. If orthodox Chris- is·the correct one? How did he dare to pit his little
believe is chief jnstice of the state, dedicated the tians are right in this idea, then persecution of all hrain against the word of God? He mav say his
nPW cdurt~house at Wilmington to the services of heretics and Infidels is a duty. If I hav the right father was a Presbyterian. But what was his grandthe Lord by a charge to the grano jury, in which he to defend my body from attack, surely I should bav father? If he will only go back far enough be will,
almost comwanded them to bring in :\bill of in- a like right to defend my soul. Under our bws.I in all probability, find that his aHcel'tors w·ere Cathodictment ag-ainst me for wl1at he was plea"ed to ca11 could ki"ll any man who was endeavoring, for exam- lies, and if he will go back a little further &till, that
thP crime of blasphemy. Now, as a matter of fact, ple, to take the life of my child. How much more they were barbarians; that, at one time, they were
there can be no crime committed by man agaim~t would I be justified in killing .any wretch who was naked and had snakes tattoed on their bodies. What
God provided always that a correct definition of the Pndeavoring to convince my child of the truth of a right had they to change? Does he not perceive
~ deit~ has been g-iven by the orthodox churchrs. Joctrin which, if believed, would result in the eter- that had the savages passed the same kind of laws
They say that he is infinit. If so! he is .conditi~n.leE:s. nal damnation of that child's soul? If the Christian that now exist in Delaware they could l1av prevented
T oan injure a man by changmg ~Is condlti.ons. religion, as it is commonly understood, is true, no any change in belief? Tbeywould bav had a whip-_
Take from a man water, 3cnd he pensbes of thirst; fnfidel should be allowed to liv; every heretic should ping-post, too, and they would hav said, 'Any gentletake from him air, and he suffocatrs; be may die he hunted from the wide world as you would hunt a man found without snakes tattooed upon his body shall
from too much or too little heat. That i~ br>canse he wild beast. They should not be allowed to speak; be held guilty of blrtsphemy ;' and all the ancestors
is a conditioned being. But if God is conditionle!'s, he they should not be allowed to poison the minds of of this judge and of thoile ministers would hav said,
cannot in any way be affected by wh~t anybodY: else women and children; in_ other words, they should Amen !
may do, and co~seque?tly a sin ~ga.mst God 1s aE: not be allowed to empty heaven and fill hell. The · "w·hat right had the first Presbyterian to be a
im11ossible as a SIU ag:unst the prmCiple of the lever reason I hav liberty in this country is because the Presbyterian? He must hav been a blasphemer first.
or mclined plane. This crime called blaRpbemy wal' Christians of this country do n?t believe th~ir doc'.' ~ small dose ~f pillory_ ~ight hav change~ ~is
invented by priests for the purpose of defending trins. The pas~>age from the Bible, 'Go ye mto all rehgwn. Does tb1s Judge !bmk that Delaw:ue Ismdoctrins not able to take care of themselvs. Bias- the world and preach ·the gospel to every creature,' capable of any improvemeut in a religio.us point of
phemy is a kind of breastwork behind whi{:h l_JYP?C· coupled with the assurance that' whosoever believ- view? Does he think that the Presbytenans of.Dell'i•y has crouched for thousands of years .. InJuStice eth and is baptized shall be saved, and whoso be- aware are not only the best now, hut that thq will
is the only blaiphemy that can be committed, and lieveth not sball be damned,' is the foundation of forever be the best that God can make? Is there to
justice is the ouly true. worship. Man c~n sin most religious persecution. Every word in that be no advancement? Has there been .no ad vanceagainst man, but not agamst God. But even If man passage has been fire and fagot, whip and sword, ment? Are the pillory and the whir,ping-post to be
could sin against God, it has always struck me that chain and dungeon. That one passage has probably nsed to prevent an excess of thought Ill the county of
au infinit being would be entirely able to take care caused more agony among men, women, and chil- New Castle? Has the county ever been troubled
of himself without the assistance of a chief justice. rlren than all the passages of· all other books that that way? Has this judge ever had symptoms of
Men hav always been violating the rights of men were ever printed. Now this passage was not in the ~ny such disease? Now, I want it understood that
under the plea of defending the rights of God; and hook of Mark, when originally written; but was put I. like this judge, and that my principal reason for
nothing for ages was so perfectly delightfnl to the there many years after the gentleman who evolved liking him is that he is the last of his race ! He will
average Christian all to gratify his reveng-e and get the book of Mark from his inner consciousnes had be so inundated with the ridicule of mankind that
God in his debt at the same time. Chief Justice passed away. It was put there by the cburch-th:1t no other chief justice in Delaware, or anywhere elsP,
Comegys has taken this occasion to lay up for him- is to say, by hypocrisy and prie::stly craft-to bind will ever follow his illustrious example. The next
aelf what he calls treasures in heaven, and on the the consciences of men and force them to come under judge will say, 'So far as I am concerned, the Lord
last great day he will probably rely on a certified ecclesiastical and spiritual power; and that passage may attend to his own business, and deal with Inficopy of this charge. The fact that he thinks the bas been received and believed, and been made bind- dels as he may see proper.' Thus great good has
Lord needs help satisfies me that in that particular· ing by law in most countri€s ever since. What been accomplished by this judge; which show!", as
neighborhood I am a little ahead. The fact is, I would you think of a law compelling a man to Burps puts it, that a pot can be uoilei!, even if the
never delivered but one lecture in Delaware. That admire Shakspere, or calling it blasphemy to laugh at devil tries to prevent it.''
lecture, however, had been preceded by a Repub- 'Hamlet?' Why is not a statute necessary to up"How will this action of Delaware, in your opinlican stump speech; :md, to tell you the truth, I bold the reputation of Raphael or of Michael ion, affect the other states?"
imagiu that the stump speech is what a Yankee Angelo? Is it possible that God cannot write a
"Probably a few other states needed an example
would call the heft of the offense. It is really hard book good enough, great enough, and grand enough Pxactly of this kind. New Jersey;· in all probability,
for me to tell whether I hav blasphemed the deity not to excite the laughter of his children? Is it pos will say, 'Delaware is perfectly ridiculous,' and yet
or the Democracy. Of course, I hav no personal ~ible that he is compelled to hav his literary repu- had Delaware waited awhile New Jersey might hav
feeling whatever against the judge. In fact, he has tation supported by the state of Delaware?
done the same thing! Maryland will exclaim, 'Did
done me a favor. He has called the attention of
"There is another very strange thing about thie you ever see sucl1 a fool!' And yet I waR threatened
the civilized world to certain barbarian laws that business. Admitting that the Bible is the work of in that state. The average American citizen, taking
disfigure and disgrace the statute books of most of God, it is not any more his work than are the sun, into consideration the fact that we are blest or cursed
the states. These laws were passed when our honest the moon, and the stars, or the earth; and if for dis- with about one hundred thousand preachers, and that
ancestors were burning witches, trading Quaker believing the Bible we are to be damned forever, we these preachers p1·each on the average one hundred
children to the Barbadoes for rum and molasse!', ought to be equally damned for a !Ilistake in geol- thousand sermons a week-some of which are heard
branding people upon the forehead, boring their ogy or astronomy. The idea of allowing a man to clear through-will unquestionably hold that a man
tongues with hot irons, putting one ~mother in the go to heaven who swears that the earth is flat, and who happens to differ with all these parsons ought to
pillory, and, generally in the name of God, making damning a fellow who thinks it is round, but who bav and shall bav the privilege of expressing his mind;
their neighbors as uncomfortable as possible. We bas his honest doubts about Joshua, seems to me to and that the one hundred thousand clergymen ought
hav outgrown these lawa without repealing them. be perfectly absurd. It seems to me that in tbi11 to be able to put down the one man who happens to
They are, as a matter of fact, in most communities view of it, it is just as necessary to be right on the disagree with them without calling ou the army or
actually dead; but in some of the states, like Dela- subject of the equator as on the doctrin of infant navy to do it, especially when it is taken into consid'
eration that an infinit God is already on their side.
. ware, I suppose they could be enforced, though there baptism.''
might be trouble in selecting twelve men, even in
"What," queried the Eagle correspondent," was, Under these circumstances the average American will
Delaware, without getting one man broad enough, in your judgment, the motiv of Judge Comegys? say, 'Let him talk, and let the huudred thousand
sensible enough, and honest enough, to do justice. Is he a personal enemy of yours? Hav you ever preachers answer him to their hearts' content.' So
I hardly think it would be possible in any state to met him? Hav you any idea what reasons he had that, in my judgment, the result of tho action of
.
Delaware will be, first, to Liberalize all other states,
select a jury in the ordinary way that would convict for attacking yon ~"
any person charged with what is commonly know»
"I don't know the gentleman personally. Outside and finally to Liberalize Delaware itself. In many of
ae blaephemy.
of the political reason I hav intimated I do not know the states they hav the same idiotic kincl of laws as
"All the so-called Cbri!tian churches hav accnsed why he attacked me. I once delivered a lecture those found in Delaware-with the exception of those
each other of being blasphemers in turn. The entitled 'What l\Iust We Do to be Saved?' in this blessed institutions for the spreRd of the go"' pel
Catholics denounced the Presbyterians as bias- city of Wilmington, and in that lecture I proceeded known as the pillory and the whipping-post. There
phemers, the Presbyterians denounced the Baptists, to show, or at least to try to show, that Matthew, is a law in Maine by which a man can be put into the
the Baptists the Presbyteriam, and the Catholics all Mark, and Luke knew nothing about Christianity as penitentiary for denying the providence of God and
united in denouncing the Quakers, and they· alto- it is understood in Dela\Vare; and I also endeavored the day of judgment. There are similar laws in most
gether denounced the Unitarians, 'called them Llas- to show that It'll men hav an equal right to think, of the New Eugland states. One can be imprisoned
phemers because they did not acknowledge the and that a man is only und~r obligation to be honest in Mary laud for a like offense. In N ort? Ua~o~ina
divinity of J e1us Chri~;t, the Unitarians only insisting with himself and with all melh and that he is not no man can hold office that bas not a certam rehgwus
that ~!..tree infinit beings were not necessary, that one accountable for the amount of mind .that be ha8 belief; and so in several other of the Southern states.
infinit being could do all the business, and that the been endowed with-otherwise it might be that In half the states of this Union, if my wife and chilother two were absolutely useless. This was called Judge Comegys himself would be damned-but that dren 10hould be murdered before my eyes, I would
blasphemy. Then all the churches united to call t!te he is only accountable for the use he makes of what not be allowed in a court of jnstice to tell who the
Universalists blaspheme1·s. I can remember when1a little mind he has received. I held that the safest mnrderer was. You see that for hundreds of yearil
Universalist was regarded 'with a t)wusaud tirr¢s tbiug for every man was to be absolutely honest Uhristianity has endeavored to put the prand of inmore horror than an Infidel is to-day. There is ti.As and to express his honest thought. After the deliv- famy on every intellectual brow.''
strange thin~ about the hi~ttory of theology-nob. ery of this lecture various ministers in Wibniniton
"I see," pursued our inquirer, "that one objection
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to your lectures urged by Judge Comegys on the
grand jury is that t.hey tend to a breach of the peace
-to riot and bloodshed."
·
"Yes; Judge Comegys seems to be "afraid that
people who love their enemies will mob their friends.
He is afraid that those disciples who, when smitten
on one cheek tum the other to be smitten also, will
get up a riot. He seems to imagin that good Christians feel "Called upon to violate the commands of the
Lord in defense of the Lord's reputation. If Christianity produces people who cannot hear their doctrins discussed without raising mobs and shedding
blood, the sooner it is stopped being preached the
better.
.
.
"There is not the slightest danger of any Infidel
attacking a Christian for his belief, and there never
will be an Infidel mob for such a purpose. Christians
can teach and preach their viewR to their hearts' content. They can send all unbelievers to an eternal
hell, if it givs them the least pleasure, and they may
bang their Bibles as long as their fists last, but no
Infidel will be in danger of raising a i·iot to stop
them or put them down by brute force, or even by
an appeal to the law, and I would adviRe Judge
Comegys, if he wishes to compliment Christianity, to
change his language and say that be feared a breach
of the peace might be committed by the Infidelsnot by the Christians. He may possibly hav thought
that it was my intention to attack his state. But }
can a11sure him that if ever I Atart a warfare of that
kind I shall take some state of my size. There is no
glory to be won in wringing the neck of a 'blue
hen !'"
"I should judge, Colonel, that you are prejudiced
against the state of Delaware?"
"Not by any means. Oh, no 1 I know a great
many spleudicl people in Delaware, and since I hav
known mo1"e of theil" surroundings my admiration for
them has increased. They are, on the whole, a very
good peo)Jle in that state. They hav of course their
peculiarities. I he(lrd a story the other day: An old
fellow in Delaware has been for the last twenty or
thirty years gathering peaches there in their season
-a kind of· peach tramp. One day last fall, just as
the season closed, he was leaning sadly ag,1 in~;t a tree.
'Boys,' said he, • I'd like to come back to Delaware a
hundred years from now.' The boys asked, 'What
for?' The old fellow replied, • Just to see how d - little they'd get the baskets by that time!' And it
occurred to me that peo)Jle who insist that twentytwo quarts make a bushel should be as quiet as possible on the subject of blasphemy.''
And the Colouellighted a cigar and handed the
b ox aroun d an d Sal"d' "I guess you' h av enough f Ol.
this evening."

Conclusiv on the Junius Question.
"Junius Unmasked," says Mr. Un~erwood, "is, in
my opinion,· a weak performance. The essay of
Prof. Denslow is, to my mind, quite conclusiv."
Now for a bit of logic. Prof. Denslow, in his essay,
says, in regard to that "weak performance," that
"its argument, derived from m1ity of literary style,
mental characteristics, identical beliefs, and othel:
internal evidence, is conclusiv."
And now Mr.
Underwood indorses that conclusion.
Again, l\Ir. Underwood labors through half a
column to prove that Phillip Francis was Junius.
But Prof. Denslow argues at mueh greater length in
his essay to prove that Francis was not Junius, and
"that essay," Mr. Underwood says, "is, to his min(j.,
quite conclusiv."
Again, Mr. Underwood argues that the style of
Paine is not identical with or equal to that of Junius.
But Prof. Denslow asserts and argues the contrary,
afid Mr. Underwood accepts the professor's argu.
ment as "conclusiv."
Once more, Mr. Underwood is quite certain that
Francis was Junius; but Prof. Denslow says,
"Francis was a hard and meager writer, without
imagination, beauty, grace, variety, or even fluency,
without philosophy or rhetoric," and the professor't>
essay is, tG Mr. Underwood's mind, conclusiv.
In view of such self-ooutradiction!l, the most charitable supposition is that Mr. Underwood has not
·read Prof. Denslow's essays. And this suspioi~·n is
confirmed by his speaking of them in the singular
number, when there are two. I am also i.wl ned to
think th;lt
aaversary has scarcely read anything
that I hav written. At all events, when he says that
I "hav not given one fact that goes to show that
Paine was Junius," the assettion will pass for what
it was worth, coming from such a "profound and
able reasoner."
.
Here I might rest, but lest any one should be mit~.
led ·by the other points he rait>e!l, I will answer them
all. It is certainly too sweeping an assertion that
"the aoutest minds of England, and men of letters
generally, hav indiued strongly to the opinion that
Phillip l!'rancil'l was Junius." But for the indorsement of the claim by Lord 1\Iacaulay, I doubt
whether it would hav stood any better than any of
the numerous others before it~ · Mac:mlay, though a
scholar, was no critic, and his logic on this que:stion
has been justly characterize.d by th~ Hon . .A.htxa.ud~U"

mr

H. Stephens, in the International Review, as a nonsequitur. Nor did Macaulay, as Mr. U.1derwood
affirms, adduce any new testimony; he merely reviewed a work by John Taylor, who firi't set up the
claims in favor of Francis in 1816. But unfortunately the five points of Taylor's argument are all
founded on unauthenticated !etten;, first brought to
light by Woodfall's son in 1812, few· of which are·
gennin.
The recent affirmation by Mr. Trevelyan, that his
uncle, Macaulay, Pet ~he Junius controversy forever
at rest is treated by a reviewer in the J{ation with
derision. Two points raised by my adversary against
the identity of Junius and Paine are precisely the
same as two of the four presented by Col. Ingersoll,
and one of them is the only reasonable objection
which Prof. Denslow, in his seco td essay, was able
to raise. They were both answered: by me in three
Liberal papers last fall, and as Prof. Denslow has
since given up his only objection, it is unnecessarv
for me to repeat the answer thereto, or to the other
objection which Mr. Underwood raises, who, I presume, did not read my article. ,V. S. Bell complimented me by saying that he considered my argument completely unanswerable.
The assertion that Paine "did not make outrag<.>ous and libelous assaults upon individuals,"
publishing his attacks anonymously, etc., is refuted by the fact that he assailed Silas Deane
anonymously, and incurred the censure of Congress
for what they deemed· an outrageous lihel. And a
fu:-ther refutatio·t is found in the "Crisis Extraorrlinary," of August 9, 1775, which the liLrarian of
Congre~<s declares to b·~ by Paine. That anonymou~
publication assailed Gen. Gage as vindictivly and
furiously ·as Junius ever assailed King George or
any of his villainous ministers. An!l the other
twenty-nirre numbers of the "Crisis" of 1775-6,
written by "Casca," i. e., Paine, are full of such
anonymous assaults.
Another objection raised is that Paine declares
"'the cause of A~erica mad_e him an author." Tbat
cause crops ~ut m _the Jumus letters from first to
last. Nor d1d ~umus expect to become an author,
for _he w.rote privately to '\Voodfal_J, J u~y 17, _1769,
a~kmg h1m to ?orre~t a~other pubhsher s reprmt of
~1s letters, saY.mg, I d1d. not ~xpect m~re than the
h~e of a new~pap~r, but 1f. th1s ma~ "!',Ill keep me
ahve, let ~e hv W1thout.be1ug offens1v..
.
_One po;nt only remams to. be considered. I_t IS
said th:~;t ~~ ~.a.nua~-y, ~ 772, Kmg Geor~e re~arked
to a fnend,. Jumus IS kno"!n, and will wnte no
more." Junms ceaferl to wnte January 21st, and
"soon after," says Mr. Underwood (it was a year
d
h lf
F
·
· d
f
·
·
an a a ), " ran01s receive a ore1g.n appomtment." How remarkable that the king should hav
heard what W oodfall had known for some time, towit, that .Junius was about to stop writting! For
about two months Junius had been preparing a
dedication and preface for Woodfall, and giving
directions a bout the publication of all his letters in
a book, and W oodfall did not conceal the fact from
his friends. But that the king or anybody else
knew who .Tunius was is the bight of ab,;urdity. I
believe Philip Francis was. neve!" suspected till more
than forty years had elapsed, and there were· forty
claimants before him. Not until the lapse of
exactly one hundred years to a day was the public
announcement made, and the book first exhibited
containing the proof, which Prof. Denslow says is
cooclusiv, that Paine was the author of the letters of
Junius and the Declaration of Independence.
w. H. B.
[From Truth:l

A. Pair of Moral Specimens.
Anthony Comstock and Samuel Colgate hav gone
to Albany to lobby for the bill recently introduced
in Comstock's interest, authorizing the agents of his
society to make arrests as puLlic officers. In other
words, it confers official power on the agents of a
private 11ociety without imposing any corresponding
obligations upon them.
Colgate is the president and pious and respectable
figurehead of this society, of which Comstock is the
brains aHd stomach .. Colgate's greatest claim to notoriety, however, is that a proceeding was instituted
against him not long ago for sendiug through the
mails a circular giviug information of an immoral
character. The circular was sent in response to a
decoy request, after the manner of Comstock, and
was received by the decoy in due course of mail, and
in one of Colgate's business envelopes.
The case against Colgate was precisely like that
against Dr. K H. Foote, in which that gentleman
was tined $3,000, except that Colgate's circular was
unquestionably immoral ann illegal, while the book
sent by Dt·. Foote was a legiti"mate• publication, and
he would hav been acquitted had not Judge Benedict in effect directed the jury to find a verdict
against him. The proof of mailing was precisely the
same, and Colgate's defense was precisely the one
offe1'8d by Dr. .Foote, -which Judge Benedict repudiated, namely, that· the actual mailing was done
by a clerk.
llut Comstock, interceding with District-Attorney
Woodford, alao a member of the society, procured
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the release of the" respectable" president without a
hearing, although the magistrate and Mr. Fiero, the
assistant district attorney, both believed the case to
be one within the law.
Colgate goes to Albany to giv respectability anq
tone to the movement in behalf of Comstock's bill.
Great heavens !
But Comstock goes to do the work. He will but.
tonhole the members, and, with that repulsiv smile
known so well to all the officials of ~ew York who
hav been disgusted by it, will argue the necessity of
investing him with all the authorities of a sheriff or
policeman respecting arrests.
There is no one more restlessly eager to acquire a
name and fame for saintliness by employing deceitful traps and douLle~dealing to make and capture
victims than Anthony Comstock, and the warwhoops in which he indulges when they are sentenced, and he can add their names to his list of
victims, would be creditable to a Comanche.
Nor does his malignity end with conviction and
sentence. If any unfortunate case appears, and some
one, moved by the ordinary feelings of humanity,
endeavors to procure a mitigation o£ punishment,
Comstock flies in fury to the front, demanding that
no quarter, no mercy, be shown the victim, not infrequently the victim of Comstock's own traps, without which no crime would bav been committed. He
was never known to be merciful. Father, mother,
sister, wife, or child of a victim of his malignity is
to him but an outca~:<t, deserving no consideration,
and only the cold pity of the Pharisee.
Not content with the scavenger work of personally
detecting crime and making himself a witness, he
has more than once crt>ated crime to which he hus
testifiEd, and it has been reasonably suspel'ted that
he has fixed it sometimes upon innocent people-. But
his malignity is none the less in such cases.
,
This, in a .general way, is Anthony Comstock. To
descend into particular!l \\'Ould be to paint him iu
the most disgusting form consistent with the slightest semblance of humanity.
And he wants irresponsible power to make arrests.
And such a man as Colgate asks it for him, playing
the part of moral guarantee.
'\Vill the legislature confer such power upon such
a man?
Will they confer it upon any one?

My Religious Creed.
I believe the universe eternally did exist, .md is
governed by immutable laws and forces, inherent in
or pertaining to matter, but to wh.at e~tent tht"IH:
laws and forces may represent orgamzed mtellige1 cc
·
I know not.
.
.
,
,
- Does any man know mo~e of. an mfimt God ~ Can
tbe fin:~e comprehen~ tl~e mfimt ?.
.
. I des1re a progress1v 1mmortahty w1_th the retentwn of all ~he mental and moral constituents of my
present. bem_g.
.
.
. .
I beheve m the practiCe of hbe1ty, JUStice, goodness, and truth.
.
And _that bJ: the stnct observance of these. and
othe_r VIrtues Will be. secu~ed t?e ~~eatest hapl?wess
I~ossi_ble to ~e obtamed m.thiB hfe, and all future
life, 1f there 18. any~. .
.
.
~ do .not beheve 1t IS posstble to dnve a sharp ~ar
~am With the ~reat laws 0 ~ nature, and. che:~;t JUStwe by securmg an. etermty of ecst~tlC J;hss. by
prayer, and a few dutlCs performed, mamly msp1n·d
by the fear of. hell.
·
.
I do not beheve any reward should be ~xpected· m
this or any other world beyond what 18 honestly
earned or paid for.
·
I believe in individual responsibility, according to
ability and no more.
I believe man's individuaUty, with all his powers
and weaknesses, is the result of laws and forces in
nature, over which he had no control.
I do not believe in taking as authority the opinion
or say-so of any person on suLjects clearly unknowable, or on those that cannot be demonstrated by
facts or science.
Inasmuch as no infallible judge of what is right
and wha~ is wrong has as yet ever made his or her
appearance to me, I claim the right to decide for
myself according to my best judgment.
I do not believe in the doctriu that some men can,
and ought aR a religious duty, assist the Almighty in
compelling all other persons to believe just as they
themselvs believe.
But I do believe this arrogant, wicked, and Goddishonoring chdm, has been, aud still is the
main cause of all the religio.us persecutions and murders for God's sake.
I believe in according to all other persons the
same right to believe or disbelieve that I claim £or
myself.
G. w. BIDDLE.
ONE of the handsomest of publications is the fllustrated Scientific News, publu;hed by Munn & Co.,
New York. Every number contains thirty-two pages,
full of engravings of novelties in seieuce and the
useful arts. Ornamental wood work, pottery, vases,
and oLject!l of modern aud ancieut art are finely
shown. The March number contaiu11, among variolli
other subjeuts illustrated, a full description of thi
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manufacture of paper hangings, with engravings;
how the deceptiv curve is produced in casting the
ball by the baseball pitcher, his ·attitude, how he
holds and handles the ball, all fully illustrated. The
number before us also contains engravings of Capt.
Eads' pmposed ship railway across the Isthmufl, and
a novel hydraulic railway locomotiv. In addition
all this it contains many valuable recipt>S for artisans
and housekeepers. This publication will be found
instructiv and eJltertaining to all classes, but will be
best appreciated by the most intf>lligent. Publishen
by Munn & Co., 37 Park Row, New York, at $1.50
a year, and sold by all news dealer!!.
·

to

WILK.E ARRE, PA., Feb. 25, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I feel sure that I can sell from
teu to fifty copies of the book if you are to take the
trip around the world, in this city, and I shall make
au effort to do so. I am sorry that we cannot hav
twice the mat~er within the noble TRUTH SEEKER.
That is, swell it big with the thoughts of the advancing tide of freedom.
The world needs its truths repeated in every shape
until the old is completely rooted out.
Inclosed please find two dollars, price of "Antichrist," which please send me and oblige,
Yours truly,
J. R. PERRY.
ST. THOMAS, ONT., CAN., Feb. 16, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : I hav seen Ed. O'Donnell, A. Harrison, Ed. Swift, and friend, who I think will pledge
$5.00 also. The three named hav pledged $5.00
to the around the world trip. I see I am the first
from C<~uaua to pledge to that trip. I hope to see a
great many more.
Your friend and well-wisher,
D. NEILSON.

DAYTON, W. T., Feb. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: If you start arou!ld the world call on
me· fo1· $5.00.
J. M. GoRMAN.
SKANEATELES, N.Y., Feb. 6, 1881.
:\fR. EDITOR; It you decide to make a journey around
the world you may call on me for $5.00. Should
your letters prove as interesting as those from
Europe I shall consider the money well invested.
Yours truly,
JoHN L. MASoN!
HoRTON, MicH., Feb. 4, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclo><ed please find $3 to renew
my subscripti•m for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Also put me
down for $5 for your trip around tbe world.
I remain very truly yours,
ISAAC THORPE.
,
FoxBURG, Feb. 7, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND; Please put down my uame for $5.00
on the list for a trip-around the world.
Yours fraternally,
G. C. FINK.
EuREKA, CAL., Jan. 25, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: A year has rolled around
and tl.Je time to renew my subscription has returned.
Inclosed you will find post-office order for the
amount.·
Bnt now allow me to 'congratulate you on your
safe return from Europe. I am no doubt behind the
time with my congratulations, yet late is better than
never.
I assure you I hav taken a li\'ely interest in your
travels, and hav often stolen the hours from slet>J•
to read your letters from "Europe. I, like you, love
to travel, more from a desire for information than
curiosity; but w~nt of the thing needful has for
many years obliged me to stay on the little island
in Humboldt Bay, of which I am monarch.
The idea advanced in a late issue of your paper,
·that a fund be raised to defmy your traveling expenses to other countries, aud your offer in regard
to it, strikes me me very favorably. Count me as
one of the subscribers, and any time when the
money is wantetl I will send it.
Traveling improves the mind, and I was glad when
T learned from your letters that you bad given up
the folly 0f drinkin~ water when you could get wine
for near! y the same price. When will people evrr
get sense enough to learn that the moderate use of
wine is not injurious? I wish you were here just
now, for I hav a few bottles of excellenc ''Angelica"
right here at my elbow, and I could hav no greater
:>Ieasure than to empty a bottle wich you. or course,
: 1eitber of us will ever justify intemperance. I abhor
it; but it is silly in the extreme to advocate total
abstinence.
I like the new dresil of your paper, yet a little
incident occurred on reading the first n'Imber for
which the editor of the R·Jckland Advertiser and
Moses Hull owe me tan apology. I was readiug of
Slade's mediumship, but berore getting fairly throng-h
I wa.s seized with violent vomiting and choldng in
the throat. The story was evidently too much for
·me, and I was unable to get it down. My stomach
seems to get weatrer as I grow older. When but a
tender youth I swallowed the whole Lutheran creed
without the slightest inconvenience, and it set tolerably well on my stomach for a dozen years, but
sinee 1 bav vomited that up nothing will stick to
me but plain facts. I wish you would tell the two
ientlemen not to make their pills so strong in future

if they intend to distribute them among the public.
I am very sorry at the course Robert Ingersoll bas
taken in regard to the Comstock Jaws. Can it be
possible the Colonel is lie king up again what he bas
vomited? He certainly must know that an espionage of whatever kind is a disgrace to a free govern·
ment. I am confident if the pope tried to establish an Inquisition in America, Robert Ingersoll
would OPl10~e it, yet he upholds a system or espionag-e fnlly as contemptible as the Iuqnisition. Has
the Colonel lost bis manhood to cringe because
some pious frauda frown? I hav thought too much
of him to believe that. Yet let us not tum the cold
shoulder to him; he has his weak points like other
people, and may in riper years see them. Let us
take kindly by the hand those who aim to walk in
the paths of truth, no matter if their judgment does
mislead them SQmetimes, but let us detest such
in,corrigible wretches as Abbot and Bundy, who
will cringe like whipped pups on an even chance,
but stab a man the instant he is helpless, and who
trt>acherously tried to undermine your fair fame in
order to build up their own on its ruins.
Fraternally yours,
RoBERT GUNTHER.

---'

daughters after they came out of the cave. I will
hold myself in readiness to forward the money
whenever you wa.nt it. I want the books if you go,
and the "Irifi1lel Abroad.''
Yours for around the world, ENOCH WICKERSHAM.
VANcouvER. W. T., Feb. 14. 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I am also in for five dollars for your
trip around the world. Please let me kgow when
you contemplate starting, and I will remit.
Yours truly,
IRA WEAVER.
DRIFTWOOD, PA., Feb. 25, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: As regards the trip around the
world, I am willing to contribute $5 toward helping
the goou cause.
JAI\rES W. CoYLE.
JoLIET, ILL., Feb. 8, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: It is a little late to extend congratulations to our much-loved pa11er in its new dress. It
is a decided improvement. I lilte it, and I am glad
tbat you are home again, and in my selfishness I
hope you will remain there. I enjoyed your letters
from abroad verv much. But is there not enough for
you to do here? It seems to me that fiVery brave
soldier is needed now and here. We hav only a little way to look to discover the hydrn-hcad of oppression all around us, none need to ask wllere, or
in what direC'tion. And after your bitter persecution,
who so well fitted to aid our brave &rmy or teachers
in their labor of love to humauity as you? There are
many reasons why I should be glad to see you go:md to help you do so if it were possible-but it seems
to me that you are greatly needed here, for the prest>nt at least. My blood boils with indignation when
I see the contemptible persecutions that are heaped
upon our only brave and true workers for the truth
and from our so-called Cllristiuns. But then, my good
brother, what ms.y we not expect from m!ln-made
creeds, Bible, devil, and all? Nothing that may come
from that source will e\'er surprise mP. Very respectfully yours for all truth,
MARY L. MILLSPAUGH.

PATCH GRoVE, Wis., Feb. 20, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: We hav a live Liberal League in
this place, reports to the contrary not'>'l"itbstunding;
and it is composed of old, staunch Liberals for tbe
most part, who are able to appreciate tbe magnitude
of the great service~ of Thomas Paine, and they are
always glad to demonstrate that fact. At -a meetinp
of the League to-day they contributed two dollar~
;tnd twenty-five cents (which I herewith inclose)
toward repairs on the author-hero's monument at
New Rochelle. 1\Ir. George Ballantine contributed
one of the dollars. Mr. Ballantine is one of tbe oldest Liberals in this part of our country, having
preached the faith of the Materialist for over half 11
century. -Five 1imes the above amount could bar
been raised without difficulty if it had seemed necessary, but we wished to giv the other Leagues a chanct'
to show their patriotism.
. M. Y. B. HUMPHREY,
ST. JoHNS, ILL., Jan. 27, 1881.
Vice-Pres't of L!;'ague.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Your kind and sympathizP. S.-H ·you make that contemplated voyagr
around ''God's footstool," you may call on me fo1 ing lettP.r reached me by yesterday's maiL Tuauks,
five dollars. I shall want the book it I still remain many thanks, for your kiud nnd gent>rous sympathy.
I never receive a letter from you but that I think
on the outside of said stool.
M. Y. B. H.
<~.nd wonder how it is that people can abuse and mis-t·epresent such a noble, self·sacrificing man as :you
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Feb. 14, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will please find $4 l1av ever proved yourself to be. How few there are
in all of this country who dare continue to go on
to be applied as mentioned.
I received the extra copies you were kind enough 'loing battle for the right, st{;'mming tbe tide of opto send, and hav distributed them, but am rathe1 pression and persecution, all for thfl good of human•lisheartened in not getting more than one new sub· ity, with the hell-hounds of superstition continually
scriber at present. It seems to me people like tc 'tt their heels, and ninety-nine out of every hundred
t>e able to yse their thoughts and speak freely, and who profess to be the friends of tho cause which
like .to peruse the good and excellent essays 0f om r.bey are defending standing quietly looking on with
foremost Liberals and Freethinkers, but dreadful!\ r'oldPd arms, as much as to say, "Go it, old womau ·
dislike to put their hands in their pocl;ets to assist .{O it bear; I will take to my embrace the oue wh~
in disseminating the truths tau'!ht in those e~savs. comes out ahead in 'the fight."
How true t!Je sentiment expressed in these words
H you ask those professing to be Freethinkers a·ncl
Liberals to subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER or am ·'Man's inhumanity to man makes countless thou:
of our Liberal papers, the answer in genPral wiil ;ands mourn!" But thug has it been Fince the hisi>e, "Well. I really cannot afford it;" or, "011, well tory or our race began. Tile reformers of our genI hav passed through all that, yon see, and don'; ~ration hav been perst>cuted, tortured, and put to
need to know any more on the subject of religion;'" Ieath; by the geueratfons that. hav followed they
and yet these same men will spend from twenty i• 1av been honored and deified. There is not a score
tift y cents per week in tobaf'CO or beer, and are a~ ·>f people to-day in this nation who could go through
ignorant on all antl-t heological subjec· s as Balaa.m '> he persecution you bav and keep up as you do. I
ass; or some will say, '·Well, I would very mucl lo hope that those who are able to do so will come
like to take the paper, but my wife won't hav it in {orward with tl1e uecessary means to send you on a
the how:e, because her pastor says it's a naughty :rip aroui1d the world. and not let you stay there in
bad, Infidel paper." But, l\fr. Editor, the fuct oJ rHE TRUTH SEEKER office wearing yourself out with
the case is, they are too indifferent to the interest, •verwork. You, at your advanced age of life, cannot
f)f Freethought, and it really does dishearten a per. iong hold out if you continue to work sixteen and
,;on to mix with such indifferent and disinterested dghteen hours each day.
You say in your letter to me: "You must bav a.
Liberals.
Where one takes a Freethought paner there ougb1 hard, unpleasant time or it, roughing it around as
to be ten. They are all afraid of public opinion, am! you are. You must hav good courage," etc.
As I hav often said before, I counted the cost bea
hav but a moiety of principle in them.
I am very sorry to see by yowr paj)er that th1 rore I started in. I enlisted for the war with my
monument of Th.omas Paine has been so desecrated ~yes open, and I w<~.nt to say that I hav met with a
by rut bless hands; uuc I trust the Frt>ethinkers ol cew good, appreeiativ -friends in every place I hav
America will be liberal enough to raise the necessan visited, and in every case where I hav found a 'l"RUTR'
amount for repairs. Though but a workingman my- SEEKER reader I hav found a friend to the Liberal
.•elf, yet I must find a way to spare a little for so .!ause, and in this respect I hav been very fortnnate
i u coming down here into northern Illinois, for I
good an object.
With respect to your proposed trip around the hav been well taken care of since I came here by
world, I, though sadly deficient of the "needful" at he following named patroru; of your paper, 'lhomas
present, shall take a $5 ticket for the jouruey wit!J Goddard and S. D. Goodale, of Duquoin, and John
you, for I must say you hav a knack of writing you1 Bulmer, W. A. Thompson, and W. W. Hall, of St.
tmvels that goes straight to the comprehension of tiH· Johns. I owe muny thanks to these noble men and
most illiterate. Indeet:l, I really enjoyed your "Infi their equally noble wives !or the kiudncss I hav
del Abroad," or letters from Europe, like a romance. received at their hands during this severe cold winand I believe all will enjoy a trip with you around ter. But fair weather is coming, and I mubt away
and be attending to my master's business, yet I shall
the world.
I am happy to inform you that Thomas Paine's retain a post-office address here until I get into
birthday was celebrated by the Freethinkers of tht> the central part of the state.
You h11.v doubtless read the story about Jacob
City of Brotherly Love in a very approprbte manner.
Now, dear friend, as timf3 is precious with yon, ] sending his sous down into Egypt for corn in order
will close, hoping .that· yourself and better half are to preserve himself and family during tbe time or a
enjoying good healt.h this unfavorable winter, I re· !:{reat f;tmin, and how kindly they were treated by the
Egyvtians. Well, I hav met witll an equally genermain,
Respectfully yours,
WM. F. PoRTER.
ons reception in the Egypt of Illinois; but I hope
that I may not be guilty of showing the ingratitude
GREEN HILL, Omo, Feb. 22, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: H you ta!{e that trip around the that the children of I::;rael did when they stole all
-world, just dot me down for $5 to help you on your oe the jewelry and precious things they could get
way. I would like it if you would Yisit the cities of tl1eir thieving fingers on when they left the country,
the plains and investigate that 1:illar of ealt, if you I would be glad to remain with these good frieuda
can find it, and see if it ia tho wife of dear old longer, but I waut to organize a state League in the
righteous Lot, and what became of him and hi& two state of Illinois this spring, and I hav got to be up
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and .doing. Names for membership to the state
League oome in slowly, but I cannot think that the
Liberals of Illinoi:'l will let this opportunity to do a
good work pa~s unimprovt>d.
F. F. FoLLET.
Tllis from your ll.umLle friend,
SITKA, ALASKA, Jan. 20, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just read your appeal in
THE TRUTH SEEKER of Nov.ember 20th, and hasten to
respond in a substantial manner by forwarding you
one year's subscri11tion in advance for your brave old
paper, and I here expre~s the hope that all your
subscribers will help along the car of progress by
sending you at least your just dues.
Your letters from Europe In my opinion are more
than worth the price of your paper for one year. I
was surprised to learn that yon were in such straitened circumstances, and I believe it was the general
impression that you were making a fortune. [A
grenter mistal•e could hardly be made.-ED. T. S.]
Wislling you long life and health, believe me,
Fraternally yours,.
REUBEN ALBERTSTON.t!:.
THE DALLES, OR., Jan. 25, 1881.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: ExcuHe delay, as· I llav been
trying to get up a club of five, but only succeeded
In getting two for a year and two for three months
each. But I inclose the namE:s of a few 11ersons to
-whom it might be well to send THE TRUTH SEEKER.
I wonder how any one can think the paper highprice, I, about six cents per number. I would ratl1er
(and do) economize i.n c-ther matters and !Jav my
Liberal books and papers. I. like that idea of someone or a colony of Liberals. It would be the oasi~
in the desert. l\Ian v a foot-sore one, weary of livin~
without sympathy and sociability, could there unittin friendly converse. In s.uch a company I believe
life would not be one long battle for existence, a
constant protecting yourself against your fellow-bein~s. or cour~e all would not harmonize, but I thinl>
the Goideu Rttle-that be~t of all rules, but which no
one ever heard a preacher preach from-would be
followed dnser than among any other class.
I enjoyed Mr. Bennett's letters, and learned n. hundrerl times more from them than from 1'1. visit to
Enrope son:e years ago.
Please take my name as one of those to contributt>
$5.00 to the Ronnd the World Fund. I shalf feel myself more than repaid by ll.aving Mr. Benne~t s account
of his trareli!.
There are a great many Catholics and Protestantf'
berP, among whom therP is the usual amount of evil
doing and hypol·risy, The former held tht'ir swiudling fair some time since. by which their lady managers bonsted to l..tav made (extorted t!Jey oug!Jt to
admit) $100. Immet!iately aft~r--another time they
could ncit hav agreed so well-the Protestant churche><
combined in a grand charity bull I No one seea:s to
kno\V whether the proceeds are spent in charity Ol'
not. It was laughable to see the ladies and the
long-faced preacher:'! carrying the pies and cakes
down to the hotel the day of the b<tll. I wonder
what the good lady with whom I boarded last winter
would say to the churches giving a ball! She refused to let her daughter go to one with me, saying
the preacher!!, the Bible, religion itself, forbade dancing. For a church-t!!ember to go to a dance was to
be expelle!l when she was young, etc.
In the case of The D<tlles vs. the Methodist mission the cour~ has !]eeideu against the church. A
larg'l tract of land, city property, was claimed by
the Methodists as having been appropriated by the
government to them, but it is proved that they deserted it in 1847, and only when The Dalles built up
they returned, claimed the lantl, and with the church'~
U·mal rapacity extorted from th\3 settlers, many poor
familie" among them, a second payment though
meantime presenting to the already rich Masons u
plot for a hall, the Methodist preacher being one ot'
the fraternity. All honor to Judge Deady for his
righteous decision.
.Many thousauds of cattle and sheep hav died from
exposure and starl'ation. If half the energy and
momly spent in churches here were expended in trying t0 ameliorate the condition of suffering animals,
enacting laws to compel stock-owner!! to provide shelter and food, it would be a blessing.
Respectfully,
MRs. A. EVEREST.
CL~VELAND, 6., Feb. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: As my news dealer has given up the
newspaper trade, I will hav to send for your valuable
paper myself, as I cannot do without it. I hav
taken it for six or seven years. I think it is the
best paper in America. You "'ill find inclosed $1 for
THE TRUTH BEEKER. I will remit again before this
expires.
r noticed an article in your issue of the 29th,
beaded "Slade's Mediumship," by Allen Pringle, lr
which he makes a sorry attempt to explain tbe m
dus operandi of spiritual communications. I fear e
has plunged himself into deeper water than he anticipated, so much so that he nE~ver will be able to
come to the surface again.
Does he undertake to prove that a mind can become
sureharged with electricity so that it can see and
read what is not in that mind at tbat time, or that
a skull can become trauspttrent? It seems strange that
intelligent persons who wi 1 not believe the spiritual
theory will travel off into the (circumambient) air theory, or transparent skulls, or the surcharging of
mind with elemt:IQity1 or1 a.eeome call lfi,,nervouli'Odi~

force, which surrounds certain peculiar individuals,
and other theoriei'! too numerous to mention. No
man of scienc.. in this countt·y or any other country
can prove that a·minLl can he surdwrgecl with cll'ct ricity so as to pick up a piece of slate-pencil and
writn a fac simile or some def'eased 1wrson's han·lwriting between two slates that are fastenPd together.
All I ltav to say is that scme people seem ready to
believe all sorts of theories, no matter how absurd,
which cannot be proved under any circumstances, in
preference to the spiritual theory.
As this is my first attempt to write to an editor, I
feel somewhat timid, li>ut felt like saying a word on
the subject. I would beg your indulgence, and ask
youlto publish this. As I expect to be completely
annihilated by some circumambient-air or transparent-skull theorist, I will not trouble you a!:!'ain.
I say, long liv THE TRUTH SEEKER and brother Bennett!
Yours for truth,
CHAS. L. WATSON.

be a· female of sterling .worth, working for the good

nt the "hole l111man family, not confined to one
C"hnrclt nor one creed, but to benefit the whole, and
ll.ew to the line, Jet the chips fall whPre they may.
Yours for Freeth ought,
LEMUEL HaLL.

ALEXANDRIA, l\fo., Feb. 8. 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Yom· carL! received. Your claim Is
just, aud shoul•l hav'been paid last year. Please find
order for $5.35, which pays last year's subscription
and $2 on this. Now, by the help of God or the
devil, I care not which, I will try and be in arrears
no more. I think you publish the best paper in the
world, and if I should fail to pay for it I would
uever expect to enter the kingdom of heaven; though
I might be washed in Jesus's blood, it would fail to
hav the saving power. I was a subscriber for Bundy's paper for se>eral years. When he took t.he stand
against you I stopped it. You are doing a noble
\vork. Fight on, yon will couqner in the end, anLl
then we will bav liberty and justi~:e. If I had the
. UNIVERSITY oF VmGINIA, Jan. 27, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Although I am not personally means I would gladly a£sist in defraying J'OIH exacquainted with you, yet since reading the trial penses around th~ world, l>ut my means are limited.
I am, fraternally yours,
V .. F. HILL.
copies of your paper, and learning your "religious"
sentiments, I. beg to be· put down on your list of
friends. I had no idea there was such an excellent
CEDAR RAPIDS, IowA, Jan. 25, 1881.
paper as yours is published in the world.
MR. D. M. ;BENNETT: Inclosed tind post-office order
Inclosed find money order for $3 for one year's for three dollar!! for your paper for another year. I
~ubscription. I shall do all I can to advance the see my year is out; and I must hav the J>aper. I
interest of your paper. I would like my subscrip- am much ple .sed with the new dress, both in and
tion to commence with the paper containing Mrs. out, and see no reason why it. should not succeed
Besant 's first debate. .
and make its mark while you, Mr. Editor, are at its
As I am preparing myself for the bar, I havn'1 bead. We want more such papers in the land-bold,
time nor money now .to purchase any of your Lil,eral rear less, outspoken soldiers for· truth, justice, anti
books, but expect to get a full supply as soon as I the rights of humanity-to educate the youth of our
11.111 in a condition to read and enjoy them, ·whic!J country for our country's good.
Wishing for your
will be in July next. I must work now to be able welfare and the success of your paper, I rema.in, as
to earn my bread.
With best wishes,
ever,
Yours,
L. B. DAwSON.
GEORGE M. RAGSDALE.
PITTSBURG, PA., Feb. 8, 1881.
CoRN PLANTER, PA., Feb. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : I hav been scattering your papers
Mn. EDITOR: In sorue respects I consider your paper around lively since New Year's. Not only did I giv
a remarkable one. It is conducted on a plan more away the extra paper y0u sent me at the first of the
unique than any paper I ever saw. I hav saitl lately year, but I hav given away all my own vapers .since
hat it any one of average ability would take THE r!Jat time, and tbe result is I hav got for you a good
TRUTH SEEKER for a year, read it carefully, and think Liberal and I believe a nermanent subscriber for
over its., arious and divergent blossoms of thought THE TRUTH SEEKER. Another -young man to whom
a-; they bloom every week, he would at the end oJ i ga>e several papers suit.!, when I asked him to
that time hav a good~ strong mind and clear intel- :mbscribe, that. lie loved to read it, but th9 folks at
lect. And I thin!;: so mure anu more every time I home were down on him for reading such a paper,
read it. I shall do all I can, in fact, am uoing all I and so he would not promis to take it fur some
can, to brin~ it· to the attention of Ltberal-mindeu t ilne yet to come. Another gf'ntleman to" !1~ I g11.ve
people in order that it ma.y extend the area of ile two or three pap~rs saiJ they contained the best
t·eading matter he ever saw, and just suiteu him; he
usefulness.
B. S. MoRRISON.
had two papers laid away to giv to a friend of his
FoRESTVILLE, N. Y., Feb.
1881.
when he should first see ll.im, but unfortunately for
MR. D. M. BENNETT: P.ease find inclosed muney the papers, his wife discovered t!Jem, looked over
for the l'aper anoti.Jer yPar. As we !Jav taken it from tll.em, and then burned them, so !..tis friend was deits int'ancy I should not know bow to do without it prived of so much Liberal read!ng matter; but I
now. It answers for me better tllan going to churc!J shall see that be gets some more, as I intend to giv
on Sunday to bear an orthodox sermon, and many a.ll my papera away and so help the Liberal cause
of your correspondents Selt'm like old friends to me, and also the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Mt·s. Slenker· in particular.
It is hard to fight orthodoxy in this city as it hns
I will say to you that my husband, J. W. Bennett, got a stt'ong hold of the people, but the young and
passed away last April. He WHS always a good friend rising generat on is where we will get our wm~k in
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, ami it now falls on me to d< 1 upon our orthodox friends (or enemies, I should say),
this writing-, wliich he had always attended to. I will and could we draw the ladies' attention away from
Yours truly,
close by wishing you succ·ess.
1 he churches we would hav the battle for liL•erty'
MRS. J. W. BENNETT.
nearly fought, as the influence that sex has over the
male sex draws them to which ever side they may
BART, PA., Jan. 24,1881.
chance to be on.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find two dollari!-:-one dollar
I wish all kinds of sucress to your contemplated
and ftrty cents for the •· Infidel Abroad," and tlte trip around t be world. I wish I were able to giv you
remainder for the benefit of R. M. Casey.
1 he "V " required to assist you on your journey;
It was said of Greeley tltmt he could do the work however, I will promis to take the two fat volumes,
nf two ordinary men. Now it seems you can beat and will try and hav the money on band by the
that. I am not apt to bla,rney and flatter, but you time they are published.
Fraternally,
are the boss writer of the age. And in addition to
H. B. MAXWELL.
the amount it is sterling good sense.
What a contrast between the Tribune and THE
BucHANAN, MrcH., Feb. 25, 1881.
TRUTH SEEKER! The one iB bigoted, intolerant, and
FRIEND BENNETT: You are dealing heavy blows
exclusiv; the other perf eo tly tolerant, broad, and against supers tit ion. THE TRUTH SEEKER comes every
Liberal, and givs all a bearing. Horace Greeley, week well filled with unanswerable arguments against
although an 'honest man, <:•ould not afford to hav an the impositions of priestcraft and in favor of human,)pinion of his own ou religious matters. H the ity. Your letters from Europe were replete with the
T1·ibune was a bigot in Greleley's time, it is not less very kind of information we want of the places you
a narrow bigot now. If the New York daily papers ~·isited.
bad only spoken a good word for their brother of the
When the American Inqui~>ition imprisoned you
press you never would hav been sent to prison. They they buiided better than they knew for the cause of
knew as well as you and I that you were innocent me~tal liberty. BelieYe me ever your friend in the
of any crime, but, for fear of Mrs. Grundy, had not cause that is right.
JosEPH CoVERNY.
the courage to say a word t'or you. Then let ti.Je
branu of everlasting disgrace, .shame, and infamy
HoRNITOS, CAL., Jan. 29, 1881.
rest on those mean apd cowaruly souls.
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed please find seven dollars
Very kinoUy,
I. M. KING.
fvr the paper and books.
I commenced your paper about eighteen months
FALL RIVER, 1\fAss., Jan. 27, 1881.
ago as a trial subscriber; am well-satisfied with it;
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find. my checl< for will endeavor to get you more subscribers soon.
four dollars, for which please s~nd rue THE TRUTH You can put me down for $5.00 for your trip around
·SEEKER and "Infidel [Abroad,,. con:.mencing the the worlU. With best wishes for your health and
paper with the next number.
welfare, I remain your friend,
R. W. BARCROFT.
I called on Miss S. H. Wixon latlt Sunday evening,
and she gave me a copy of your paper to read (the
CHICAGo, ILL., Feb. 23, 1881.
first one I ever saw), and I am more than pleased
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Your paper is rapidly inwith it being an Iuftuel of the toughest kind, having
been a' subscriber and reader of tb.e Investigator for creasing in interest. I enjoy l'eadiug its able articles,
and can indorse much tlwt is contained therPin. I
over thirty years.
read all, holding fast that which most appeals to my
I was surprised to find THE TRU'l'H SEEKER such a
large anti ably-managed paper, and with such a large sense of rea!'lon and right.
Wishing you success in this glorious work, and in
list of able correspondents, some of whom I hav
known through the Invest·igator ifor years-Miss your every undertaking, I subscribe myself,
·
Your" foT trnth,
Er.T.A R WrrR".
Wixon, for on~, "Whom I hnv known ;!rom a ohilrl to
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To Elmina Drake Slenker.
liY MRS. H. L. BUCKNER,

And even yet the l\lilaneee
Bow down before it on their knees.

~.D.

The yeare, dear friend. are "'Pe!'ding on apace;
It seems but :rester-morn that we did greet
Within thy cot above the old mlll-racP,
Where breath or ftowers made every oranny
sweet.

Jesus Will Settle tl1e Bill.
liY STEPHEN WHITE.

It's true I'm" champion sinner,
Compete with any who will;
But to me the wrong is no matter,
~·or Jesus will settle tl1e bill!

I close my eyes this etormy winter morn,
The leaden present from my vision fties,
I see again the rose without a tho•·n
That clambered o'er thy porch in wanton guise.

I'll be sure R.nd repent while its early,
But at present will roam at my will;
Just ceasing in time to be sorry,
And Jesus will settle the bill!

The vine-wreathed columns frame thee standing
there,
Waiting to giv me words of welcome warm;
The summer sunshine fltlls upon thy hair,
.A.ddin&" thereto a shimmering, golden charm.

I will steal, I will rob, or I'll murder,
Or do any durk deed tllatl will;
Defraud my brother or neighbor,
l!'or Jesus will settle the bill!

Again I ~ee thee In thy hon~ehold "'ays,
Intent to do each homely duty well,
Again thy words, through witching twilight haze,
Weave round my heart their gentle, magic
spell._

This is the le~son that's taught us,
By those who the pnlpits do !IllThat for every wrong that's done by ns
Kind Jesus will soule the bill!

0 brave, true woman l thou hast been my guide
When I from myth~ and creeds hav sought to

rise,

But reason refu<es the ct·edit,
And llulds us our cout met~ to fill:
And I thiuk ut tile day of the judgment
l'Jl find lmust pny lliY own bill.

.

Dear thoul:"hts of thee, and of thy strPngth so tried
lii\V borne. my spirit.s up to clearer skies.
Thy bands than mine are stronger unto good,
Thy feet are swifter In the p11ths of right,
Thy heart on higher things doth ever brood,
The borders or thy life are fringed with light.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBUACI;sG

Medical Common Sense:

Whene'er I ponder o'er tby dA.ys of care,
The generous "elf-denilll thou bast kno'wn, _
BY E. B. FOOTE, MD.
A tender fragt·ance 1wrmeates the air
Like that of spring-time blosooms round me
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
sti'ewn.
habits of men aild women. the ru.uses and Prevention of
From love's rich chrrlice I now pour to thea
d·se<\.:Se, our sexual relations and sucia! natures. It is med.
A." full 1ihation ·• from my heart's best wine,
ica.l common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
Ani plel;;e my;elf, while tune rem tin< to me,
o! chronic -dise;.\ses, the natur<il relations of men and
To keep thy precious name on memory's shrine. women to each. other, society, l~ve, marriage, parentage,

Backbone.
When you see a fellow-mortal
Without fixed and fearless views
llt<nging on the skirtB of others,
W,llkmg in their CtLSt-Otf~hoes;
Bowing low to wealth or favor,
Wlth abJect, uncovered head,
Ready to retract or waver,
Willing to be drove or led,
Walk yourself with firmer hearing,
Throw your moral shoulders back,
Show your spine bas nerve and marrow,
Just the things which his must lack.
A stronger word
Was never heard,
In sense and tone,
Than this, Backbone.
~

When you see a theologian
Hugging clo8e an ugly creed,
Fearing to reject or question
Dogmas which bis priest may read;
Holding hack all noble feeling,
Choking down each manly view,
Caring more for forms and symbols
Than to know the good and true,
Walk yourself with firmer hearing,
Throw your moral shoulders back,
ehow your spine has nerve and marrow,
Just the things which his must lack.
A stronger word
Wa~ never heard,
In sense and tone,
Than this, Backbone.
When you see a politician
crawling through contmcted holes,
Begging for some fat position .
In the ring or at the polls,
With no sterling manhood in him,
Nothing stable, broad, or sound,
Destitute of pluck or ballast,
Double-sided 'Ill around,
Walk yourself with firmer bearing,
Throw your moral shoulders back,
Show your spine bas nerve and marrow,
Just the things which his must lack.
A stronger word
Was never heard,
In sense and tone,
Than this, Rackbone.

Liberal FOR
Lectures!
SPRING AND SUMMER OF 1881.

The argument of arms, was done,

Prof. W. F. JAMIESON

o. B. Frothin;rham.

The Reli;rion of Hum"nity. Third edition.
12mo. fL.OO.
Storiel!l f'rom the Lips of the Teachell'
Retold Lly ~ dl•c•ple. Wlthlltu•tratlons. 16 mo. fl.
•
Sto••ie&o1'the Patriarch&. 16mo. Cloth,,!.
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the following suujccta:
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Works by Anthony Fronde.
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Short StntUe• on Great Subjects. 2 volt.
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~l.5U i>er vol.
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Cnl vinilian. 1. vol. Cloth, 75 ceuta.
Second lecture: HOW WAS THE BIBLE MADE? OR,
lllU uUlJ EVEH WHI1'll: A BOOK I
·
vo~~~s.~ory of Enr.;'land. 12 vols. Cloth, $!.2~ per.
Third lecture: IS CHIU:STlANITY TilE CAUSE OF
ClVlLlZAl'lO~ I
Work• by Goethe.
Fourth lecture: IS CHRISTIANITY SUPERIOR TO
PAltANl:>MI
Fau .. t. Translated Into Engllah versa by Bayard Ta1·
Fifth lecture: THOMAS PAINE,AUTHOR-HERO OF lor. 2 \'ul•. Ill per vul.
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THE A.M.I>RlCAN HJ,.VOLUTlON.
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Wil!aehn .Meister. Translated b:r Thomas Car!yla.
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Our work bas a telling etrect In tlberallzlng the $t~J,~ the Orl;rln of Species. 1 val., 12 mo. Cloth,

etc. Embetli<hed with two hundred Illustrations. Prlco,
churches. Let us nut relax but rd.ther redouole our
$1.50. Sold by
D. l'll. BE~NE'I"I',
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lllore Criticisms on Darwin, nml Admlnlstra·
141 Eighth •treet, New Y"ork.
tivo Nihilism. 1 vvl., 12 mo. Limp cloth, 50 cents.
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BY JOHN MESLIER,
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Critiques anti Addresses. 12 mo. Cloth,$1.00.
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BY PROF. H. M. KOTTI~GER, A.M.
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deatll, the abu¥c-nameU work, entitled .. Coutmon N..1.turc Wlth illustrations and colored plate~. 1·: m11.
D. l'l[, BENNETT, 141 Eighth street, N.Y.
Sense."
clutu, $2.00.
This Is a powerful work. and is attracting mnch atten.
IInxley anti Yotunans' Eleanents ot
tion from the Lioerlll puUlic. No mure scathing arraignment of the Christian system hHS ever IJeen made, uut
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Is the opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the
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book:
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(Double number, sixteen pages),
1
to Cllarlema~:nc. 2 \'ols., 12 mo. Cloth, $3.
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World's fiixteen Crucified
Savlor11;
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

Tbe

By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of " The Blograph:r of Satan" and "The Bible of
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religious ~tstory, wlltch disclose the oriental origin of all
the doctrins. principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnlohlng a key for unlocking many of It•

land; Swift, Flood. Grattan, O'Connell. 1 vol., 12 mo.
Clutll,$l.i'i.

Hi!otory of England In the Ei~bteenth
Ceutul'y. In pres•.
History of the Rise nnd lnOuenee of the
Spirit or" Rattonali&an in Europe. 2 Toil.
sm~IIB vo. Cloth, $4.
Works by Sir John Lubbock.
Origin of Civilization, and the Primitive Con.
dltlou of Man. I Vol. 12mo. Cloth, $2.
Pre historic Times. as Illustrated by Ancient Re·
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Works by Lyell.
Principle!! ofGeolo"'y; or, The Modern Changes

of the .l:!:arttt and its 1 nlmblt<UJts, consitlcred as Illustrative
or Ueulugy. lllustrat.ed witll IImps. plates. and wuod cut&
A new aud entlrdy revised edition. ~ vola. Royal 8 w.
Cloth, $8.

sacred mysteries, besides compralng the history of sixteen orlenr...l crurlned ~:oda.
Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
· Antiquity of .Man. London edition. 1 val. Cloth•
~5.00.

JUDAISM. CHRISTIANITY AND
MDH AMMEDAt.ISM
Examined HiStorically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the
Most Damar;iu;:- Exhibit of Chris·
tianity tbat bas Appeared,

BY D. M. BENNETT.
Price, $1.50.

500 large pages.

Works by Henry Mantlsley.
.. n?~l7tu~t"r'.~J':!~~~.;s~~~~a~~~ ~~~~~;~~ec~n~~~w
Disorders. I vol. 12 mo. Cloth, $1.00.
Physioloa-y ofl'llintl. New edition. 1 val. 12mo.
Cloth,$2.
Responsibility in Mental Disease. 1 vol.
12 mo. Cloth, $1.00.
Works of' John Stuart .Mill.
Three Essays on Religion. 1 val. $2.50.
The Autobiography. 1 vol. $~.50.
Dissertations and Dlsensslons. 5 vols. $2.50.
Consideration" on Representative Gov•
eraunent. 1 vol. $2.00.
Examination of Sir William Hamilton'!l
Philosophy. 2 vols. $2.W.
On J,iberty: the Subjection of Women. Both In 1
val. $2.50.
Comte•s Positive Philosophy. 1 val. $1.50.
'I' he Subjeetion of 'Vomen. 12 mo. $1.25.
Principles of Political Economy. 12 mo.
$2.50.
.Memorial Vol. John Stuart Mill: His Life and
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Hnnse. by W. 1'. Tllurnton; HJs Mor.1l Cu..1r1tCtcr. by Her.
bert !:;pencer; Hi!i Hut anlcn.l StuJ.ics, hy Henry Turner;
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And Father, Gbost, and Son were one.
The .Ar!an heresy was cast
Among the rubbish of the past.
Bnt yesterday a theme of strife,
Worth more than wealth or peace or life,
,A truth divine with power to make
A thousand martyrs at the stake;
To-day an idle jest, a song,
A mortal bere~y, a wrong.
But when he laid hie e• rorE down,
The duke received an Iron Crown
Made from a nail of the true cross,
To which tile l!nest gold is dto;sA jtlwel of the L"mb .. rd state,
Conferred by Gregory the Great.
'l'be Lombard kingdom has gone dOWll,
9till tber<' f~ T.mrth«r<PK lmn Crown:

8'JIENTIFIC .A.ND R.\.TION.&LISTIC
.
WOIU{S.
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The Iron Crown of Lombardy.
RY J, X. P. liAKER.
Maurice, the EastCin monarch's, thanks,
Inspired the 8ang11inary Franks
To drive the Lombard from his home
To please the captions pope of Rome
Because the Lombards thought the Son
And Father not in •· substance one."
Cresar nor pope nor Frankish s"·orde
Can dispossess the Lombard hordes.
King Auther\s held his ci·eed and crown
Till death, resistless, cut him down.
His queen, Theotlolinda, took
As his successor Tnrln's duke.
ehe and the pope were in accord,
And soon converted her new lord.
Then all the Lombards, when they knew
lie was oonverted, they were, too,
So exarcb, pope, and Lollibard king
Could cease their wars, and pray and sing.

BOOKS"SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.

Single badge, fL50; club of one-half

dozen, to one address, $8.40: club of one
dozen or more, to one address. $1.35 each.
One badge free for a cluh of 15; two free

for a cluo of 25. Badges of solid gold.
Packages registered and postage paid.

Hemit IJy post.otilee order or registered
lettte1•, and mention this paper.

N. B.-Tile above are net prices, with-

out diacuuru or variation.

Address the orlglnatE'i;'lJ'~ t·m~Le~CHILL.
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BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Savlore or 16 100. $1.
One." Two hundred and twenty-roar errors are pointed
Works by Herbert Spencer.
out and thoroughly exposed.
Etht<il\tion-Intolleotual, Moral, and Phyolonl. 12mo.
orT~i~.O~~tv~~~ie~f~~~~~~:l~~i~f t~~~~:~ ?~ ~~~Jho~~ Cloth,
$1.2\
examins aU of Mr. PetTy's witnesses and nuthorJUett, one
Fit·st Prineiples. 12mo. Cloth, $UO.
by one, and arr;:ays them against each other, und some.
times against .Mr. Perry himself. The Wltnesaesln their
Es!I,.YI'I-Moral, Polltlml, IJJid E•thetlo. 1 vol,l2 mo,
cruss-examtnat1on not only cantradict eucb other and Cloth, $2.50.
tbemselvs, but cnndemn eacll other, showing somo of them
llh11'1tt·ation!fl of Unlveri'IRI Progr"""· J..
are nut quultned to act as witnesses in tne case. This
Selection or his best p.1pers. 1 val., 12 mo. Clol;h, $2.50.
1
1
{li't;t~r;e~ f!\\~r:-~~\l~.r~a~~i't~g:r~~~- w ~a~hg:·d~~~~~~~ Social !Unties; or, Tho Condlt!onB Esoontial to
but tnat some of hls wtt.nesses seem to turn "state's evi- Hum~n H••r.plness Specified, nnd the First of them Dovel.
dence" against him and testify tor Mr. Graves. And tn oped. 1 va . 12mo. Cloth, $2.50.
~~?~!~o~u't'h~\l,~?J:· ~rt~c'""~~~~~a~;~~~of~~r' :'\~f.t~rfJ~ The Principles ofBiolo"'y. 2 vola, 12mo. Cloth,
testimony aJ>.atnst Mr. Perry that Is absolutely overwhelm- $5.1!0.
'l'he Principles of Psychology. 2 vols.,l%
Ing. Price, <5centll, pa~~~~J~~
boull~M. BENNETT.
mo. Cloth, $5.00.
50~e~t!~"'lophy of Style. 12mo. Flexible cloth,
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Books for Sale.
I llnv a number of copies of Austin Kent'• books and
trdcts treating_ upon socfal and theolog:lcal suiJjocta which
I wUI mall at 211~er set, poot paid, to any addres.
lllld devote lolle
to the Defense Asaoclatlon.
4te,.,.,

O..rp<'nf!*,.q~~~~~~7~f.: T11.

M~1i~e~~~~~c!'n~z:;~se~~ti~';f~~~-;n.;.h(;\~8rtl'.hli&~ 4
Soclolo:.;-y •. 1 vol ,12mo. Cloth, $1.00.
Principlell otsocioloa"Y• Vol. t,.12Dto. 01o1111,
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Bliss' :Magnetized Planchette.
Thlo Uttle Instrument. to designed especially to deTelop
lting medtumshtp, aleo to IJe a reltuhle men.ns of com.
;;';,ntcatton wtth the spirit wor 1d. The advaut,•ges cl,•tmed
ver other Planchettee now In the market are as follows;
~trst. the P•l8t.ebourd top, Instead. of varnished o~ oiled
ood Second, E1\ch tnatJ·umont ts sep11.ra.tely ID1\gnetized
the c11htltet of the noted BIIBB medtumo, of Phllt~delptllll,
and Cllrrteo with It a developing tnOuence from Mr. Bit••
and hto •r,trtt. guides to the purchaser. Price, 50 cent.
e~~ch, or$ .00 per dozen 713 Sans~~~~~~t>~~.;1'p~~.I~::

fn

FRESH SEEDS that NEVEU.FAIL.
Bc&t, Cll<l'ape8t, and Purctlt.
I WILL NOT BE ~ERSOLD.
I want to oupply every Liberal to America. Buy fresh

a:1~eec~1 :~g 6~It~!~ ~~~d~~~r:~~r~gt6 ~l.e ~r~~~~ruJg:~:fi

fny firm in America.. I defy competition. Western seeds
betJ.t the world. Mlne t.a.ke the lc1\d. Freah, pure, cheap,
a.nd W11.rranted. Prices below every flnn. I gtv more extru. as presents th11.n aU firms. I ll11.V Issued 50,000 prettiest
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and
0

gg:.erj.,l~~u[~~r~~~ &~.~'J~~e~ut.r. ~t!'d ~~aid d3~~~fu~ :~a
that I beut them "II
R. H. SHUMWA.¥,
lOtS
Rock!ord, Ill.

Manlaactan- Medical ln&tltote.'
Established 1855. Incorpornted to !\Ccordance with the
laws of the state Of New York. ·Tilts tnetltute, so long
. and favoral!ly kt,!oWn under the •upertntendence of Dr.
Ktnget since 1815, taloc•ted at 817 E•st 14th street a few
d. oars east from Secqnd aYenue.,New York .. HaTing been
engaged in the ~pecial practice of. tre~tlng chronic diseuses for over thirty years, Dr. Klnget Ia •ble to concen•
trdte lito long experience for the benefit or hts patients
many of whom are located in every st.tte of the. Union th~
Oomlnton of Canadi', and the Brtttsh Joles. Dr. Klnget. &
gradu,•te of
King • College, London, England to the
~uth.or of 11 Medical Good ::lense," u SexUal Phtl~sopby :•
The Natural Law of Populution," and is etlttor of tne
Health Journal. Thlo Institute lo conducted uy a starr of
experienced, ektlful pbyotctano, who devote their whole
time llDd attention to t11e treatment of all CHRONIC DISEASES Of B01'H SEXES In aepardte department&. Tbe
Institute ts well known to many leading physlctano. t<·
whom reference can be made, wh.o wtll a:tv assurance th~tt
all Plltlents will be treated skilfully and honoratJI•
Among other diseases of a. chronic Ill:lture. special attei'1.
tion Is ~tven here to those of the nervous system, aa Sem.
lnu.l Weu.knees, Nervous Exhuustton Impotency, Epi.
lepsy, Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, ktdneyo, and Sktn,
W'phllitlc, and Scrofulous .diseases, and u.ll Diseases of
omen. QueottuX'da~~.~u ..a~~srt.e~lfJ/'.'f.:~~it.B~icatlon.
Sm!50
817 East 14th street, N.Y.

WILLIAM WILSON,
MEDICAL

ELECTBIC:I.AN~

In11entor of the "WILSONIA," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutic.!, Author of" The
·Trial of Medicine," "The Language of Disease," Medicall'allacie!J," &c:, &c.,

465 F'C"LTO:N' STREET, :BROOKLYN,
May be Clonaulted Da.!ly from 10 A.M. to B 1'. 'M. Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but are sa scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
' can be worn :;y different members of tM same family fr.om time to time.

1ee

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclu!ivly that

rHE STORY OF JESUS CliRl81,
His Birth, Life, 'l'rial, Execo·
tlon, etc., 11 a myth.
Price, ,2.00,

For sale at tbta omce

AN INFJDEL ABROAD
A Series of Letters written Dur:
ing a. Visit of Ten Weeks
in Enrope.
BY D. l\1. BENNE'IT.
__850 pages.
Price, t1.50
latest and
so far
stages without a
aud some or thetn were in a
hu.d been in the insane asylums.
ness--f'fts; othellf upon the verge
~~:r;:; tff~~~S~~~~- become t·oalish
Syplllll• pOstttvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
~stem. Uonorrhrea. Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Rupture),

Col. Ingersoll's Woi'ks.
"Some Mistakes of Doses."

ThtB volume ts printed on toned paper, tn clear, I.Jold
type, and handsomely bound to mnslln, contalntng 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.:15.
Thlo book contains tbe prln~tpal points that :Mr. Inger·
le1~·d~~~1~~~~~ ~~:r~~~~~~e~b~~ l~~ce~~r~~~~-(or delay of fiOll has made !¥fatnst the Pentu.teucf1 in all his lectures vn
th.e first menses), Dysmenorrhreu. (or 1.-.borlous menstrua. f~~~~u~Jr~ctinco~~l~!Iftft~~~~ti:t ~W:~~:~ !~tJegJ~~ift~ 8,~~
tton), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhma (or only about fourteen or tit'teen )tages, whlle there are £ wo
;1~ht~aJui;~~lc~~~. ~t~~~ ~~ft;~~~~i w~N~~~~;,~tc.-treated hundred and seventy.five paftea tn the book Ju>t i""ued.
"DRAR DOCTOR: If the kind thought shafts I datly !Cod ~n~~a~~l:.u:r~~b!;At. ~f:.c:~~, l~~~ut~~~~i.t.:~!~
~~~t~~~'il::~,H~ H':~~~Oie~~i,dn~~ t:~\rr~~Su:; ~:~i{~d~ patboa.
to words If every 1<1Ud and gr..teful tuought I send you
were a blossom. you would IJe a pyramid ot' llowers."
The above lines. rrom Annie K Edwards, of Alliance, 0. "The Gods ~nd Other Lectures."
ts only a sample of the many gr.lteful expressions received
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods " n Httmb:oldt," .. Thomas
by the Doctor t"rom suffering women wb.use diseases pe. Paine,""
Indtvlduallty," "Heretics &Pd Heresiea." l'rlce,
euuar to their sex hav made their lives so mltierable, and cloth,
$1.25; paper,liO centa.
wh" receive oo little sympathy from membera or their
own hou;eholds.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."

rg:

th!e~Vrn~~r~~~l_~~r~e~::!~~h:~~~~~ttre":J,~~:fki~

CoNTENTR.-'• The Ghosts," n Liberty Of Ma.n, Woman.
"There Is perhaps no ~rt that can claim tbe attention of tff?n~~~~~·:: ~P~:~~r;:;iC~n°~i!~~~i~,~~~f~~e,;~tifFs~~~~~
tbe human mind of more Importance than alleviating hu·
man sutferlng, .t~topping the progress of disease. and tbua fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
extending the period or human life. And I know of no cents.
Both votumea b&und tn one, prtco, paper, ,t.OO.
physician more successful tn the practice of thto art than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of VIneland, N.J. Hlo succeBBID nearly

~~J~FsJ! s~~~~i~ g~;~e~~efo~~~ ~eo~~~?~~~f!ri:~y~ "What Must '\Ve Do to be Saved t"
flracttce. Tills I know bJ, actual Wal, bavtug been rewi~"Qd ~~ao~~~;"':e~J. klat?id. d~~tt::t: g~ ~~1wm~:~~oa

yen are amtcted with any of the maladies Incident to tbls
age. I deem It my duty to aay thts much forthe bene!ltof
an.trering b.umanity ."
BUBTI!I OF R. G. IKGERSOLL,
Dr. Fellows wUI send for two S-cent stamps bto MEDI·
CAL ADV!:Sil:H; or, ~EW GUIDE TO Hll:ALTH, setting
By tne celebrated sculptor Clark MtllB.
forth a new and scientific method (never before known)
Cabinet size, price, $2.50. Neatly jacked and boxed
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the aame
numlJerof stamps, hts PlUVATil: COUNSKLOR, treating
on Spermawrrbrea and Impotency, giving the c~I.U.8e. ~~'t?b~~;~~~~~~n~i.v !ir~rata~~~rer o tht• jp'eat Apoetle
symptoms, llorrtl>le etJccts. and cul'e, wllicll consists of the
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
Kxternu.l Uemedy spoken of al.wve. No uU!dictn ta.km,
Consultation in person, $5.00; by letter, free and invtted, By !larony, tbe celebrated artist of New York, at·the fOI·
lowing prtceo:
1
~~t~:::.:~e;e:~~~;.""i~~~!~ ~~. _l;aB.~hE~~~?"
40 cents
~~g~r~~~ :r~':f:estze • • . • • ~
' :l)
M
;;;-;;---:;:=~n;;;nn-""~;-;==-,:Vlneland, N.J.
Life-size
Llthogrnph,
21x2'T
.
!50
cl!&:; tO $20 PER DAY at bome. Samples worth f5
l'oota&e p"td.
'I"'
free. Sttnaon & Co., Portbwd, Me.
D. M. BENNETT,..
Ul Etgbth stl'eet, New Yorlt,

all

THE SlMJTIC GODS ANO THE

BIBLE.

MRS. ANNA. CONNELL'l''S

Sciatica and lumbago Belt.
DESCIUPTION OF ABOVE GARMENTS.
Each Eylct is n. galvanic cell attached to a s~rics of pow~~·ful. magnets. They nrc light
n.• ordinary g:1rmcnts. nnd produce a sootht~g yet ~xh1hmtmg effect.upon .tln• E::stem,
without causiug shocks or sores, as 1U electnc belts or galvamc ohatud.
Tlte "WILSON!A •· MAGNsrrc APPLIANCE~ are tho De•pa!- nf l'll~•iciAn•, ftnd tbe Annihilation of Q~nck

;-; 0 •rmms and Legalized Qnnckery.
Thou•nnds of per•on! are bemg constantly .hurried on. to Apop.exy
""'! PllCalysis by the n•e of Cephalic Snn£1'• and Washea. Catarrh ean be readily cured Wltllout ~ny of

these nostrums.

THE "WILSONIA" CORSET AND MACiNETIC :BELT
For J,n<lies and Gentlemen will cnre Asthma, Catarrh, Loss o·~ Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at the
Lung;, Kidney Disease, TumNs, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspepsia, nnd Ovt·ry form
of Female Weakness.

~r~'

.':-'END FOR PRICE LIST C-Ont4ining THOUSANDS OF TES71JIOXJA LS. ~~81~~

~..-{6J.J

Improved Redemption,-

Trt>atlng upon abe Gods of tltc Se·
mille l'lalion!l, Including Allah,
The Only Gray Hair Restoraliv
.JcllovHil, l'lntun, Ute lloly
Gho11t, Jc!IUII ()hrhir, tile
In tile Market Wlllaout Lead,
VirM"ln Mury, and
Silver, or Solftlaor.
tile .Bible.
To tbe latter 280 pages are devoted, obowtng that boOk to
M a Tery Inferior prouuctton for a tlrst-clll88 llod.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
11311tarse pages. Paper covers, 60 cellt8; cloth, •1.00.

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.
:Medical Works Sold at this Office.

The .. wnsonia" appltances are not. mere plasters which become uselees after a few weeke' wear, but tl1ey retain
their curativ powef1' tor twenty years, and can be worn by any member of the same family from t1me to time.
Persone who reltd tbif!l notice may wonder thtt.t I had not advertised my discovery before. 'I' he fact ts, I deter.
mined wh•n I arrived !n America not to publtcly lldvertloe unttl I l1ad li\'e hundred patient• to on• city, to whom I
could refer ao evidence. I J>av now over one thunsand persons to the city of Brooklyn ready to testify that my ga}.
va.no.magnetic belts will remove and cure every malt\dy known to man, except a. rotteu lung, and even where the
lungs hav begun to decay, my appliances will arrest tbe deClLY and heal them.
Here In the citY of Brool<lyn tile paralyzed hav been restored : patients suffering rrom tntlammatory rbeumattt!lD
bav been taken off their crntclles ; nerve mal·dies, bearing on manta., ha.v been wmpletely cured; martyrs to var1~
It ts warranted to restore the grayeot ba!r tn three daye cose veins, whoee legs haT been bound in elastic stockings for twenty years, hav cut away tbelr banatt.ges, and are now
aa free from varicose veins as the hclllth.iest person living : children who had never walked from liirth up to three,
to Ito original color. It stops tbe hair from falling, and eight and twelve years at age are now walking about ns other chtldren. In ehort, the cures effected by my a.ppll·
ances'seem so miraculous thut 'the above statements sound like an Ara.l>ian Night's tale. Ne\'Crtheless, these facts call
makesttgrow. Cures all scalp dt•eaoes, nwnbneBB,ete.
all be subotantltLten. and my open letter to tne physician• and the Charities COmm1BB1onera of Brooklyn must convince
the most incredulou& that my 1nvention ts the most wonderful on record.
LB!'Ke package•, that wm last you one year, $1.00, the
My o:O:er of five thousand dollars to the pbysletano and Cbartt!es Commt•stoners of Brooklyn !o st111 open, and w!U
powder• to make efghteen ounceo, poat.plltd te any ad.· con\t~:;,e ;~e~~gl~ ·~~ W,~tr~~ boapttals and wtU only take tbelr Incurable CBReo, •u:O:ertng frqm paraly.ets,locomo.
t"'r, ataxia, Inflammatory and chronic rheumatism, con~estion of the Ridneys, pleuro-pneumonia, or any tltsease their
dres• on receipt of ,1.00. Send for circular. There Ill no
6 1
meW{~! g~izfea~~egftBioeo~~;~~t~~~~s~t~t"J~rdi;u"~ an u~fthe above matadtes. they hnv tbcmoelVB to blame.
trouble or exp~nse in making. AddreBB
The co•t of mr ap\'lfances, though seemingly expensfv,ts one hundred times cheaper than the present method of
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
pur%~~~~t J:.hln~ ~~fcJ'~~~_,"~1J'j 1~~."tf:~.R~1:~fnfd>rn';~i~ 1J8fn'qntrles of those wbo bav ~en cured, before you wasta

'1 Bond street, New York.
By M. L. Holbrook. Price ,$1
N. B.-Tbto preparation w111 change red or aandy batr to
M~l~U'~~~::fo~:'i.u'i~tnP~t~~.tg~~~re of N ervousueo• .. By
Ltvur Complaint, Nervous Dy•pepsta, and Headacbo: a beanttful brown, and no detection of art; w111 make It
tbelr Cause•, Prevention, and Cu1·e. By M. L. Holbrook, look perfectly natural. Has the same e:O:ect on the eye.
M.D. l'rlce, $1.
Parturition Without Patu; or, A Codo of Directions for brows; will make tltem dark and lleayy. One appllcattou
Avoiding must of the Pains aud Dangers of Cbtld·lleartng.
By M. L. Holbrook. Prtce, $1.
Smo
will convince you.
Atdo to ~·umtly Government; or, From the Cradle to tbe
Bc~ool. By Berth!' Meyer. l'rtce, puper, liO cts.; cloth, $1.
1! rutt and Brllll1 a Natural aud l:>clentltic Diet. By uu•·
tav behltckeysen. Prtce, $1.
The Helatlons uf the tsexes. By Mrs. E. B. Dutrey.
P rtce, '1.
Sexual Pha•lology. A Bctonttne and PoRnlar Expostttou
~fJ?,Vti'." ;:.r;~~~l.Problem• tn Soclo ogy. By u. T.
Pr~~~p~~ Girls Ought to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley.
Eating for

Stren~h.

Tbe better Way; an Appeal to Men tn Behalf of Human
Oulturo through a Wtser Parentage. By A. E. Newton.
Prtc e, paper covers, 2!1 cent•; cloth, 60 cents. 12 cople1 by
rna 11, paper covers, $2.
• Tbe School Gurdon. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 1!0 cents.
• ooptos, $2; 12 copies, f4,
f Muscle·Beattng; or, Acttv and Pasotv"'lome Gymn ..ttco
sS~!;L..e~~thy and Unhealthy People. By C. Klemm. Prtce,
p{fhT Phllosophk of Human Beauty; o'f. Htv.ts Toward

~t::'kt:~~~~
8oo:.1J~.;~· rt.;c~~::M.ll~'Ju'ies, M.D.
PrVegetartantsm
SO cents.
tbe Radical Cure for Intemperance. By
0

Ct!.

H arnet 1', ~·owler. Prtce, so cents.
~'\!.kauto My l'attent'\; Hints on Oetting Well and Koep.
e · lly Mrs. H. J>, Oleo.son, M •.l.l. Price, $1.l!O.
WEEK-eihdayat J1ome eaa11:v uu1d6.~
OllW 1'1'118. 'l'nle & (J(t., A1JIID8ta. Jlatml,

if2 .\

~l~MDN1H9
Chica~o WeeklY Express
ne\1r•po,])er of
to a
Two
Well

youf ~~it \'!,~/~'J'!.~~g~u5'ri':f, and prefer not oell1ng you goods unttl yon bav Inquired of those wbo bav been cured.
To you wbo are autferlng, and are now under the care of your physicians, prevail on them to ooll upon me, and&C·
quaint themselvs wttb my Invention before making any statements In reg~~rd w the l!llme.
Note the address, 465 Fulton street. Brooklyn.
,
Mu1e and female assist~nts u.lwuys tu attenaance from 10 o'clock, A. x .. ttu 8 o clock, 1'. M.
My appliance• are being used wltb as marked oucceos!n England aatn BroOklyn and New York
REFERENCES IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK:
MALACHI FLYNN 48 Cbauncer, St. T. J. HALES, 4.~5 Fu 1ton street.
Mr. HENDil:RiSON, undertaker, cor.
THEODORE TRUAX Si6 Dean !Street. LEVI BROWN. 78 Herkimer street.
Jay street and Myrtle "ve.
LUTH!l:H SMITH, 1 W11Jow Street.
I>r. CHA.l.lWICK, President street.
DA;VIV COLLH;H, confectioner, 1St
H. w. LOV!l:JOY, !28 St. Marks ave.
Dr. CLARKE, Court street.
Columbia otl'!'et.
Mr. HOBBY,buthler•' mercbant,Coney Mr. CHAIU.Il:S SCUDDER. Northport, E. P. PARK!l:R, with Captain Busb,
Island
L I
Na~ Yard. ·
Mrs. F. BE~n<ETT, 499 Frank!ln ave. Mr.'DAVI!!c!mtlder. Northport, L. I. EUG!l:!'IE BAYLIS, Arment~>, Ducb·
Mrs CLINTON 205 Livingston street. Mr. WOOlJtiULL, Hunttnl(tnu. L.I.
e59 Co.,_N. Y.
WM. BAULSI!i, 86 Fleet Pl~ce.
Mrs. PETERS Huntington, L. I.
MAH¥ vA VIS, 81~ Flntbush ave.
WM l<" TRU!l:LSON 2TI Schermerhorn WM GAlilli:ih;n. Eaton's :Neck. L. I. l'. DORLON, ill Lawrence street.
str'eet
'
T. J' TRUAX,Barrett st.,Schenect.ady, RICHARD MA \\'SON • 59\J Hicks n<"eet.
W. H. KDWARDS,154 Vanderbilt aTe. N.'Y.
'
, Mrs. E. A.1'HOMP::iON, 805 State st.
J. W. BAULSIR, 100 Dean street.
RA Ylo10ND CLARK, Eeq., St. James E. W. STOr;tMS, Pleasant ~tve., Harlem.
Mrs. LIOHTHALL,7~Pactncstreet.
Hotel, N.Y.
•
W. MAHS1pN, 1~ Soqth Sewnd street
Mrs. Dr. RUGGLJ!;S,Ltvlngston street. Prof. I>A V1S,S4 Pine ot., N.Y.
J. H. ~ARNE\, SU7 ~ Ultonstreet.
G.W. BROWN, S41iloutt1 Pvrtland ave. Mr. JOHNSTONE, 117 West Fifteenth I>. V. FAlHWEATHEH, 28 & SO :Spruee
street. N.Y.
OUIB BERWIN, picture gallery, Ful· street N.Y.
'< Lstreet
Mr GREGORY ,822 West Twenty-stxtb E. C. Lll:WIS, 81 Seventh street.
''.SHAW stove mer., Fulton st.
street. N. ¥.
Mro.l<'ALES, 52 Be vent!• a~·e.
,
.BOYD.~ Smttllstreet.
HUGH BROWN, estate agent, 1418tb Mrs. M; H. LJ\HNt;L, Sc '1\ aslllns_ton ot.
'1\t>., WKLSH Ctty Employment Bn. street, N, Y.
Mr. J. CAMPBhLL, restuurant,6t Court
reau 79 DeKal1> ave.
CHAS. BURTON PHILLIPS, Science street.
.,
Mrs. D'wKENSON, 511 Clinton av.
Hall, N. ¥.
THOIS; J. D~CKEN.SON. SS0 ~ay street,
Mrs GREAVES 184 Cltnton ave
JOHN D M!'KENSIE,952 St Marks ave. JOHN VAN HORN,,98 Pl11llp st. N. J,
JOHN W. HASTINGS,102l<'leet place. Mrs. ARMSTRONG, 117 ~~apelyM ot. Mr. CHA~ ..~· M!LL...:H, ~ast New Y"rk
Mr E NILSON decorutlv st&n writer Dr JACOJ.I VAN HORN.l.I.JO l<ultun st J\11.,, AlJSII. 198 :slxlh "'e.
4is Bridge street
' Prof CHAHLES HATCH SMiTH, 381 Capt. lilA HTil\, S8l'ulasktstreet
Mr. Kh:RNAN,confecttoner, Fulton st. st,."te street..
DAVI,U. W .1 TSON. SS.'\ E. 29th st.
Mr. HALL. 184 Cltnton ave.
MR. MARKEY, ealoon kee)llll' ~ Mrs. CI~C.ll, ,IS l)au,sojl plat:~~JAMES GILDERSLEEVE, Fulton at.
Smttb and Degraw ttreets
Mlso C. 61 b \ENS, nl Berw:en
N. n.-PerBOl!S wm see tbat •IT mr r<>tel'"rieeo •.re c!Oob' h6llle wbet'e
t18Uin~ m.r •nnent
a~!,J; '.:,·h<'l'~ &Xl

u:re 4~ kuuwn.

THE TRUTH.SEE:KER.":'"MARCH
9J~m§

f}dds and ifnds.

of g[hongltf.

FLoWER in the crnnnied wall,
I plm·k yon out of the <·r:tnnies:
Hold yon here, root and all. ill my hnnd.

Little !lower, but if I could nnderstanrl
What ) on are, root and all, nud all in all,
I sjould know what God and man i~.

So:;: "F.ttller. the lectm·er at the hall to-nigl"
that !nil>~ I' '"YS were only COlll'l'llti·nted 111
minosity of the earth's satellite. \Vlmt do yo1
think about it 1" IntPlligent parent: "All moorshine, my son, all moonshine!"
~aid

"STILL in fancy do 1 view thee," was the beginning of a poem he wrote to her when they wei'~
ONE cannot but respect the temper of the Norse- conrting. Tiley hav been man·ied a year now:
man who was willing to be bnptizcd: but when the and wben he nurses the teetl1ing baby he does not
missionary represented the alternativ as everlast- write anyt!Iing more about" still infancy."
ing damnation, and, :in answering to his question'
ing, assured him all his ancestors, not having
A DETROITER has been for the last two years
heard of the gospel, were in that predicament, collecting and mTnnging statistics of nn odd nawithdrew his foot f1·om the water, prefering rathe1· ture, and if the book is ever published rcaden
to be damned with his fathers tllan saved without will find nothing dry about it. He goes right to
them.-Dr. F. H. Hedge.
business on page one, by estimating that the nnmWE do not want women as soldiers and warriors, of lickings received by the average boy up to the
as jailors and hangmen, or as. constables and fourteen! 11 YP>U' is 125. This includes the spanksherilfs. The world will grow beyond these need~ ing process during infancy.
Out of everv 100,COO people in this country 1~,000
by and by, and until then there will be plenty of
men who are coarse, strong, and anirnal enough get up cross in the morning, but only a hundred OJ
for these offices. They grew out of m>tn's domi- 5o remn.in in that condition ve1·y long after breaknant, cruel, selfish rule, nnd to him belongs tlle fast.
Out of 50,000 men about 600 hundred will put up
work of putting them into force until the sweet,
patient, loving rule of woman renders them n\tll money on a bet. The 1·est will crawfish arom1d
and
finally back water on thf'ir assertions.
and useless.-Eimina D. Slenker.
Only ten women out of eve1·y 500 who start on a
IN Christian churches it is currently taught that journey by milroad consult a railroad map or lla,God may justly do what in man would be mon- tile least idea of the direction they take. 497 an·.
stt·ous cruelty. God is believed to spend eternity certain they took the wrong trn.in; 494 wish ttey
in burning alive those of his children who hav dis- had never started.
obeyed him, or who hav only not accepted his
The risk of being bitten by a dog is greatly overconditions of salv:ttion; or in subjecting them to estimated. Out of every 1,000 big and little doge
tortures of which burni11g alive would be a faint only two care to get into a row wit-h the human
symbol. But the same act would not for a mo. race, and those two are ready and willing to die.
ment be justified, or be judged as other than
The nuiuber of men who can put in a more plea•monstrous cruelty, in a man.-Samuel Longfellmv. ant evening down town than at their own firesid<
THERE are no two such tyrants in the WOI'ld as is on the decrease, and the number of wives who
fashion and authority, and yet ftlsbion is only are taking a little extra pains to make home mm·e
what certain people wear, and authority only pleasant tllan a concel't saloon is on the increase.
what certain people say. Let people change their
Out of everv 1,000 women who ride on street can
clothes, and fashion changes. Let them cbunge only twelve will move along to olfer ariot!ICI
their opinions, and authority changes. How. woman a chance to sit down; 998 of them ag-ree
cheaply do we surrender our independence 1 lf that it is a man's duty to stand up, even if there
our thought is true, it needs no indorsement. If is plenty of room, and the otller two a.re supremely
our action is right, it requires no sanction. Let indilferent.
us no longer follow the false teaching of the
Only one woman in 5,000 pays the first price
church, but the true teaching of 1·eason and con- asked for a bonnet, and only one milliner in 1,oou,science.-L. K. Wc1ikbum.
000 expects her to.
IT is far more important that you love your
The time occupied by the average man in buying
children tllan tho.t you love Jesus Christ; and a fn!l- suit of clothes is just one:fourth_the time ocwhy i If he is God, you cannot help him. but you cup1ed by tb? average woman m buymg a singk
can plant a little flower of happiness in evel'y •pUlr of stockings.
footstep of the child from the cmdle untL yo 1 die
THERE is an old woman living on Catherine
in that child's arms. Let me tell you to-uuy that
it is far ·more important to build a h.onse than to street who deliJ<ht• to find a case that all the docerect a cb1n·ch. The holiest tewple beneath· the tors ba v failed to cure and then go to work witl
stars Is a bome that love bas built. The most herbs and roots and strange things and try to elft·ct
sacred altar in all the -wide world is the fi1·eside at least an improvement. A few days ago she got
around which gather father, mother, and children. hold of a gil· I with a stilf neck, and she olfered an
. • While I llv 1 purpose to stand by the folks. old negro named Uncle Tom 1\elly fifty cents to go
to the woods and uring her a hornet's nest. Thi>
-Ingersoll.
was to be steeped in v iuegar and applied to tIll
I RE:UE..'\IBER walking, many years since, over a neck. The old man spent several days along t!Jt·
hill in Maine; and seeing the first buttercup of Holden road, and yesterday morning he secureo
tlle season, the question rushed upon my mind, biB prize and brought it home in a basket. \\"he1.
What, then, builds tllat? I stood astonished to be reached the Central I\larket he had a few littl<
tlle heart bt·fore an ol•ject so famiiiar, looliing purchases to mnke, and after g~tting some tea at
down lhrott!!h it into the great deeps of natuml u grocery he placed his basket on a barr·el near tbt
mystny, and the accompanying thought,· new otove and wen tout to look for a beef bone.
tllen, but never aftel'ward to be overcome, was,
1t was a dull day for a trade. The grocer sat h)
the miracle is natural order, not its interruption. the stove rubuing his bald head. His clerk stoou
But what builds that? Who can answer r This at t11e desk balancing accounts, and thrt!e or four
alone we know: the idea of the plant, as an indi- men lounging arouud talked of a new party to bt
vidual whole, is therefore the first to make it a founded on the 1·uins of Democracy. 1t was a sewhole.- David .d.. Husson.
rene hour. One hundred >1nd fifty hornets ht.d
THE universe i~ not "full of benevolence and gone to roost in that nest for the winter. Till'
intelligence," as Dr. Dewey asserts, but has wide genial atmosphel'e began to limber them up. On<
room for, and actually di~plays, a vast extent of old veteran opened hi" eyes, rubbed his legs, and
the opposit qualities. Plague, pestilence, and said it was the shortest winter be had ever know I.
famin; battle, murder, pain, cruelty, triumphant in all his hornet days. A second shook olf tin
injustice, affliction of the innocent, ignorance, lethargy and seconded the motion, and in fivt
folly, wrong of all so1-ts, abound in that little spot minutes the whole nest was alive and its own en
of the universe with which we are acquainted. If were l'eady to sui! out and investigate. You don'I
a principle of goodness be necessary to account hav to hit a hornet with the broadside of au axe t<for goodness in the universe, then a principle of make him mad. He's mad ali over all the time,
badness must be necessary to account for badness and he does't care a picayune whetller he tackles a
in the universe. It the unknown pl'inciple "must humrniug bird or an elephant.
The grocer was telling one of the boys that bt·
be conceived of as embracing in it an iufinit wisdom and goodness" when we look on the fair side and General Grant were !Joys together, when hL
of the universe, must it not in equal strictness of gave a sudden start of sm·pnse. ~'his was fo'l·
logic •· be conceived of as embracing in it an in- lOwed by several other s1ar1s. Then he jumped
finit" unwisdom and badness when we look on the over a barrel of sugar and yelled like a Pawnee.
~o111e smiled, thmking he was after a funn)
foul side 1-N. R. WaterB.
'
climax, but it was only a minute before a solemL
WHEN it Is no longer practicable to punish
old farmer JlliDiJed th1·ee feet high and canu
heresy as a crime, men hav practically abandoned
down to roll over a job lot of washboards. TheJ.
the orthodox theory of revelation. Religious
persecution belonged to the spirit of past uges, the clerk ducked his !lead and made a rush fm
and has been gradually dying out as that spirit the door. lie didn't get there. One of the othe>
has been informed and chauged; but It is the men who had been looking up and down to eet
pl'oper fruit and action of theology and belief in a what could be the matte1·, fdt suddenly c~lleu
upon to go hQme. He was going at the rate ol
fixed, infdllible revelation. Believers are now
forty miles an !Jour when he collided with tll<o
tolerant because the perfect, fervent, compelling
faith of the past is no longer possible. ~'bey clerk and they rolled on the tloor. There was nv
ought, logically, to persecute as fiercely as of yore; use to tell the people in that store to move 011.
Tney couldn't !any to save 'ern. They all feh
but, unconsciously molded by the spii·it of the
age, it is no longer in them to do so. The leu ding tlle rent was too high, and that tlley must vacall
races of mankind bav now new Intuitions >1nd a tlle premises. A yell over by the cheese-box wae
higher law of life, at whose silent bidding they giv answered by a war-whoop from the showcase. A
up tlleir theology in its spirit long before the ful- howl from the keroHene barrel near the back doo1
ness of time, when they shall abandon it in the was answered by wild gestures around tlle sho\\
window.
letteralso.-N. R. WaterB'!'he crowd went out together. Uncle Tom was
ONE of the most alarming signs of the times in justcoruing in with his beef bone. When a large>
the sphere of thought is the habit prevalent among body meetd a smalle1· oue the larger body kuoch
educated men, who certainly ought to be above it into the middle of next week. ~'he old man laid
such double-dealing, of deliberately obscuring, by around in the slush until everybody had stepped
a resort to loose figures of speech, or by the use of on him all they wanted to, and tjlen he sat up and
words of doubtful meaning, the lines by which asked:
alone one idea may be clearly distinguished from
•· Rev dey got de fiah all put out yet f"
another. The difficulty of thinklllg clearly would
Some of tli.e hornets sailed out of doors to fali
seem under all circumstances to b" natul'ally suf· by the wayside, and others waited around on tot>
ficiently great to keep people of superior intelli- of banels und baskets and jars to be slaughlereu.
gence from deliberate liltempts or complicity in It was half a hour befOI'e the last one wasdisposetl
attempts to make it more so. But what do we of, aud then Uncle Tom walked in, picked up the
aee? Pl'Omiuent men in religious, and even in nest,and said:
scientific, circles persistently lending tbemsel v•
"J)leu!Je dis will cure de 1tilfness in dat gal'o
to the ve1·y unwonhy and pernicious business of neck, just de sume, but 1 tell you l'ze got banged,
giving aid and comfol't to the popullil' fallacy that au' bumped, an' sot down on, till it 'll take a lmla
• • one thing is as true as anothel', and no k-uth is medical college all winter 1oo3 to get me 1M) I kin
IDWlh ~ce a.nyhow."-Anoll.
jump of! a strMet k;ya.r I"

-'J'mnyson.
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BOOKS SOLD BYD. H. BENNETT•. BOOKS SOLD BYD. H. BENNETT.
JnSCELUNEOUS BADlCA.L WORKS.
Exeter Hall. A theological romance. "One of &be
~~~~;\l~ ~~t~~fo~~~~~~cea ot tilo day;• Prlce, Pllper, GO
1
Til n R<·aCben" of't.he Hen:th. By Wm . .t4oDon•
nell, . . ut 1-..1r ut "~xcter Hall." Price, $1.50.
),'anl ily Creeds. By Wllltam JllcDonneii, autnor ot
• luctcr llUJI." Price, clotb, f1.25; paper, 75 centa.
1

•· ~~~r~'.!!f...'!fT~eJ~t:O.~s~rlh~~~~g?! ;,~t~r~~
10 cents.
Hcstory of' the Connctl of' Nice. A. D. 825,
wltb u Life of Uonstantlne the Oreut, aod n 110nera1 exhl·
~~:~~rs~t N~e0~~~~~~dle~~ll~~i~~:We <!Qys ot the early
Heroines of' Freetnon~rbt. Uontalnlng Blotf~tgz:l k~tt;~::W':!,[r\i:fc~~l~.\~emale wrltel'lo By
The Apocryphal New 'l'estament. Belnran

the cruspel8, epistles, and other pieces now extant attritJ.,.

PtmLIC.A. TI~:NS OF E. rBUELOVE.
· Elements or Social Science; or, Phyolcal Se
u•I aud .N.tur.l!(ellilon. An expoiJtlon oft.I<ltruu C.. :tau:! only our~ ott.Ie tl1tec prlm~rll' IJCI.ol cv1ls-pove~~
prJstltutluu, and cell<Jucy. By 11 Doctor ot llliJdlcln N •
ly forty thonsand ot tluo very v•lu~l>le and radical w~
11av J>een •old in E,l<'nd. H•ll nsmau~ntleastshonld be
~~~l/o_ln. Auorlca.
eatly bound In clot , nearly700 P•rea,
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary n
printed verbatim from tile •ix-volume edition sold l'.;r , 1~-

~~~~~V~n:',<I,';;'~~J~ \~sU'\~.:'i.:;,~~~vln111 of tile author. Two
Voltaire's Philosophica\l Talea, Romauces1 and Satires. Contalulnr Candide, or the
Optimist; :t.adli, or Fate; Tile 'World as It Goes, or the VIa-

ton of B.lbouc; A11cromcgaa, n comic romance; the Huron ,

or Pupil or :Nature; Johnny ,or tbe B.lge 11nd tbe Athelot:
tbe llfan oft arty crowns; t!IePrlncessot ll1by!on; Memnon
tbePhllosopher;tne White .J3ull;Plato'sDream;Bubabec•
a Conversation with 11 Chinese; the Black and the White:
the I~norantPblloeoptler; Indian Adventure; Lord Che.:

g~~. a~nd t:l:'e~rs~~~~~f~J:,';!~~ ~;r~~[;,~ehJ'T~ ~~~\Fe: ~r~g~ :~~ ~~~; ntrbeew~n~~ 1~ It;:~~'th!~:~~~~TC:f.t~~%~'l

Testament I>y Its compUel'l!. PrlcQ, $1.25.
App~es ot Go1<11. A story book for boytandrtris.
Dy Mi,._. Su.au .1!. Wi>:on. Price, $1.25.
The Propnet o;; Nazareth; or. A Cnt!C&I In-

~~~~ olrn~'e;~: ~:;w.~~t1~1· ~~~~ul!';~~~u aji~r~dl~ ~·~X:

S. L. Price, $-1.
Origin nnd Jjj)evelopment of' R~tl&'lOnll
ltlea!!l nod BeWieJ's, as manifested In history and seen
l.>y a·casou. lly Morris Einstein. Price, ~&1.
The Horan. A new En,fllsh e~ltlon of the Konm ot

:~~h:f~~~~d<ii tl:'a~ ~~it~I~d~IIIJ-~~~eb~h~o~:r~~~~J
0

1

on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
.
The Bible lulndtR-Bindoo Origin of Hebrew and
Cbrl;tlan Rel'elatlon. Translated from "Le Bible dane
lnde." By Louis Jacolllot. Price, $2.
·
Trance-Dynamic Cnre Hy i.& Roy Souderland.
Price of Trance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.
• Au Eye·Opener. "Cltateur. Par .1:-'tgault." Le
Bruu. Doubts o!lnlldela. By Zepa. Price, Clotll,15 ceots1
pJ.per, 50 cents.

Bible ol' Bibles: or, Twenty-Seven Divine Reve-

~a;zt~r~' ~~~~ftih~~of ~;~~w;~~~n3f})\ti~g!j·:~;l~~ r~~~~
ence, history, murals, reli&:ion, and general events. Also a.

g;~~:··8~~~t~at~en1gf~a~~'J"a':.' et~u"mf~~~f~ga~~~~':fo~

trlns. lly Kerse_y UrJ.I'es. Price ~-00.
The '\Vordru's Sixt~en Crncided Saviors;
or, Christianity Before Ubr!st. Cant •lulng oew and •tartJlng revehltlons in religious history. whiCh disclose the
or,ent.. Jorlgln of all the dnctr1ns, prmclples, precepts. and
miruclesoftbe Christian New Te;tament ... nd furnish inc
a. key ror unlooklog many of Its sacred mysterl•s, bealdeo
B~ml:~~~~d~v~!~tog1 ~~.•Jiteen oriental cruCIIled IIOda.
Bible in the Balance. A text-book for lnTMtl•
gatura. By Rev. J. G. Fbh. Price, $1.50.
Oltl Theolo~y Tnrne<l Upside Down or
Ril!;bt Side ifp. By Rev. T.D:'raylor, A. l\1. Cloth,
$1.25; p!lpcr, $1,00.
l'llotlern Tn1nkers: What they Think and Why.
~ft ~- fu~e~~lfwp~~e~clo~~:~l.~. Introduction by RobSuperstition in All A'f.es. Bh John Mealier.
prleat. . Pr ce, <.lot , $UIO; p.!oper,

t~.&J~m~n C;~.tholio

A.utiqnity of' Christ:kanlty.

betger.
cents.

l~mo,

By John Al-

61 pp. Price, cloth, 51..1 centa;

p~per,

:&5

Essays on l'IIin<l,_l'llatter, Forcea, Theol·
ogy, etc. lly Ch.u-les ..,;, Townsood, l>xtl'l> cloth, 12mo,
41» pp. Price, $1.50.
Sequel to Essays, By aam& author. Price, n
ceuts.

§('ripture Specnlatlons.

Wltb an lntroduc-

ttun un tbe creation, stars, earth. primittv

p}~ce~/t.~alsey U. :;_teven•.

m1LD,

JULtaism,

ll:xtroJ. cloth, 12mo, 41V pp.

Faith autl Reason ; Heart, Son., and Handwork.

f!.s~."'Lsey U. :>teveua. .l!:xtroJ. clotb. 12mo, 441 pp. Prl<:ll,

The J!Iodern Thlnk .. r. Dy various anthon.
Being the most advanced specul<ltions in ph1lui10plly,sclence, tb.eolugy. and aucivlugy.

l:iecond number.

Svo,

160 JlP· Price, f1.00.
Positivist Primer. Beln~t a oerles ot familiar
converutlvns on tbe IWII~:Ion of Bumauity. By C. G.
l!~vld. Price, 75 cents.
The Ethics of' Poslt1ivtam. A critical ~tudy.
By Gt.Lcomo Uarz~,}Jttl, .Professor of Phflosophy at t.l.lt:l
kl~~~

Dante, .l!"lorence . .Kxtr4 cloth,l~wo, 527 VP· Price,

'l'hrough Rome On. A memoir ot ChriRtlan and
antlchristlan experience. lly Nntb.anlel Ramsay w ..tel'Jlli<tr~ clotll, 12mo, 3:>2 pp. Price, ~1.75.
Christ ol' Paul. Dy George Reber. Extra cloth,
12mo, 4VJ pp. Price, $2.00.
Cnlt.ivation of' A.rt, Aod Its Relation to Religious
Puritanism and ~loney-Uettlng. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo,
48 pp. Price, tlexible cloth, 3:J ce:-ttd; paper, 2tJ cents.

The Historical Jesus oJ' Nazareth. By M.
Schlesinger. PH.U., Rabbi of tne <.:ongre~atlon Anshe

~ri~~?7fcl~~rJ.· New York. Extra cloto, 1 mo, 98 pagea.

The Case Agalnat tne Church. A snmmar;y
ot the arguments against Uhrlstlanlty. l'rlce, 50 cents.
Personal Immortality and Other Papers. By Josie Oppenheim. Extra cloth. 12mo, 98
pages. Pt1ce, 75 cents.
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Jlotts and g[lippinns.
PARK CoLLEGE, in Missouri, i> preparing
thirty-one young men for the Presbyterian
ministry.
THERE is a strong probability that the Wisconsin legislature will submit to the people a
woman suffrage amendment to the st.tte constitution.
IT is proposed in London to erect a statue of
Carlyle on the Thames embankment opposite
Cheynerow, and to place a bust of him ill
Westminster Abbey.
THERE was some doubt at the time as to the
genuinness of Dan Rice's conversion to Methodism, and now he is a clown in a circus again,
to the great gri~f of his religious friends.
UPWARD of 2,220 young girls are at present
attending the painting and drawing classes in
state and municipal schools in France, while
1,950 are studying music in the various colleges.
A. RESOLUTION has passefl. the Texas legislature requiring that women shall be employed
in the state department for every position they
are competent to fill, upon the same terms and
comdi tions as men.
"HALF-.BAKED evangelists'' is what a religious
paper calls some of the peripatetics who go
from church to church with morocco, limpbacked Bibles under their arms, putting on
airs as if they were Moody and Sankey.
RECOGNIZING as a fact that life prisoners are
notoriously the hardest to manage, for the
reason that, however well conducted and industrious they may be, they hav no clemency
to expect, an attempt is being made to amend
the penal code of California by having life sentences commuted upon the life insuAnce tables, and permitting the discharge of a prisoner
after the term he was likely to liv when sentenced has expired.
Tm: reverend Beecher is not getting along
swimmingly with his revival meetings in Brooklyn. Praying,singing, and exhorting hav been
abundant enough for more than a week, but
the Holy Ghost does not seem to work worth a
cent. No conversions hav been reported. His
competitor, the Rev. Talmage, as Holy Ghost
director, will soon show· whether he is any more
capable of bringing fire from heaven. Possibly
the wicked may do well to stand from under.
THE officers of the Anti-Monopoly League are
now engaged in establishing branch leagues in
this and other states. They hav received applications for the formation of leagues in
twenty-four states. On Tuesday evening a
branch was formed at 42 Beach street, for the
first assembly district. About one hundred
members were enrolled. The constitution and
plan of organization for every district in the
city will probably be completed on Saturday.
MisS Scuu., the principal of a Philadelphia
public school, taught her pupils that the Roman
Catholic religion was untrue and horrible.
Father Barry, pastor of the Roman Catholic
church in the neighborhood, made a formal
complaint to the B?ard of Education, and asked
that Miss Scull be forbidden to assail his religion. The Board is divided on the subject,
and a great deal of rancor is the result. Here
is another exemplification of Christian love.
Tm: Christian authorities of Russia easily
see the hand of God in the assassination of their
late czar, and promptly acknowledge the
same ; but they will tttke very good care to
execute every poor, unfqrtunate person who
will be found to hav aided in the deed done.
Now if it was the hand of God that did it, or
if he selected his agents for the work, they
should be honored and promoted for doing
God's work instead of being sent to the scaffold.
"A.ND you-are you glad to be relieved from
the cares of office?" asked a smart reporter of
Nr. Hayes. " Well, no, I cannot say I am
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particularly glad," replied Mr. Hayes. Undoubtedly he spoke truly, and from the depths
of a sorrowful heart. But, alas for Hayes I He
has no second chance. · No more visiting
statesmen ; no more doctored returns ; no
more purchased entrances by the back door
into the White House. A.ll that sort of thing
a!ld Hayes' greatness hav passed away forever.-Sun.
THE following cablegram has been transmitted: "In the Queen's Bench division, in the
action brought by a person named Clarke to
recover £50.0 penalty from Mr. Bradlaugh for
having sat and voted in the House of Commons
without having taken the oath, Mr. Justice
Matthew gave judgment that Bradlaugh's defense that the right to take an affirmation instead of an oath, as allowed in the courts of
law, applies also to the House of Commons, was
wrong. A.t Mr. Bradlaugh's request the execution in his case has been stayed in order to
allow him to appeal. In the House of Commons this afternoon (Mar. 11) J. E. Gorst (Conservativ member for Chatham) gave notice that
he would on Monday next move for a writ for
an election at Northampton in room of Mr.
Bradlaugh."
·
THE Sun has the following letter: "A. shabby-genteel being, representing himself as a
missionary of the American Tract Society, has
been making invasions into the quiet andretired homes in South Brooklyn. He called at
my house, and the servant answering his call
was surprised to see him rush into the hall,
and demand to see the 'lady of the house.'
When refused, he deliberately proceeded up
stairs, to the consternation of the lady. He
was intercepted before he reached the top floor,
and was ordered out of the house. Thereupon
he began to preach religion, and to denounce
every one in the place, because he could not
sell his books or tracts. He said that no
Christian would order him out, and kept upsuch a continual upbraiding of the lady that
she was frightened into buying the almanac
which he was peddling for twenty cents. I hav
ordered two horse pistols, three clubs, and six
pails of water to be kept in readiness fdr such
pious beings hereafter.
R. A.. R."
EvER since her death, certain of our preachers hav been troubling themselves to. divine
the fate of Mrs. Cross, or George Eliot, as she
is known iu literature. They hav written
about the subject, prayed about it, and
preached about it, as if it was their business to
settle it. The Rev. Robert Collyer of the Unitarian church could not let the occasion pass
without putting in his word as to the future of
George Eliot. "I believe her soul is at rest,"
said this clergyman, one Sunday, in a sermon
on the famous woman. · A.nd he told how he
magnanimously remarked to "a well-known
editor," when the news of her death came,
"I'm sorry I" To which the well-known editor replied, with sympathetic nobility of soul,
" So am I I" " That was all," said the
preacher, sententiously, "and I utter no condemnation beyond that." Sorry for George
Eliot's death? What difference would it ha.v
made whether they were or not? A.nd as to
George Eliot's fate, what is the value of any
one's opinion who holds not the keys of heaven
and hell and cannot penetrate into futurity ?
George Eliot was a great woman and a great
artist, and as such she will be held in honor
by the world. That we know. Imaginings as
to her fate are vain.
Now that som.e of the work of the revisers
of the New Testament has leaked out, the theologians and critics are engaging in sharp work
over passages on which new disputes arise.
One of these is the passage in the second chapter cf A.cts, which, according to the old reading, says that the Lord " added to the church
daily such as should be saved." The new version reads, " those that were bei.ng saved."
The old reading has been one of the strongholds of the most severe advocates of the docbin of the salvation of none but the elect, the
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idea being that only such as the Lord had
chosen for everlasting life had any chance of
salvation, and that the rest might take their
chances of being damned. The new reading
presents the matter in a simply historical light,
conveying the idea that those who made profession of religion were really the saved, and
not a lot of hypocrits or impostors. This is
but one instance. of the field which is opened
up for good discussion. Theologians whose
pens hav grown rusty for want of controversial
material will now be busily at work. One of
the results of this wilr be the shedding of a
great deal of valuable light from a variety of
standpoints on the true meaning of many important passages of scripture.-Sun.
VE&Y quietly and unostentatiously Mr. Bradlaugh has succeeded in bringing about some
hil:"hly-desirable results during his Parliamentary career. By a judicious use of his opportunities he has removed an irritating disability
connected with reliJ:"iOus education in Board
schools. Hitherto it has been found that any
application to withdraw a child from religious
instruction resulted in the child so withdrawn
being subjected to various indignities and dis:
advantages, and that it was difficult to exerciss the right given by law. Mr. Bradlaugh
conferred with the committee of council on
edRcation on this point, and elicited from the
government a promis that all zects shall be
treated fairly and equally, and that it will deal
with any authenticated case of such unfairness
as we hav mentioned. This is a valuable point
to hav gained, and is one that Freethinking
parents will be able to appreciate. Although
it is the fashion in some quarters to represent
Mr. Bradlaugh as having abandoned many of
the views which he advocated outside Parliament, we venture tO assert our hearty belief that
hiii conduct in the House of Commons is guided
and determined solely by a desire to promote
the interest of the people; and we may add,
further, our belief that by maintaining an attitude of independent friendlinel!s to the government he will be able to accomplish much more
valuable work than could be done by independent hostility to everything and. everybody.The Republican, London.
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Jltws of t~t Jlfttlt.
HRANT is in Washington.
THE new Cabinet was sworn in on the '/tl.!
BEECHER's Brooklyn revival has fallen ftat.
RIDGEWOOD, N. J., had a $20,000 fire on the
9th.
FoURTEEN counterfeiters were arreated one
day last week.
SmoN CAME&ON celebrated his eiihty-second
birthday in Havana.
A. CREMATION stock company has be&n
organized in thia city.
GJ.RFIELD defines himself as a temperance
man, but not in a narrow sense.
STJ.TEN IsLANDERS hav formed a company to
dig for Capt. Kidd's buried treasure.
Srx men were killed and seven wounded by
a boiler explosion at Buffalo, on the 11th.
THII: Pennsylvania railroad company has
bought the Philadelphia, Wilmington, and
Baltimore railroad.
THE Dutch Reformed consistory has expelled
the Rev. B. F. Miller from its ranks for kissini
his landlady too much.
MR. funs has gone to his home in the
West. He expresses himself ae much pleand
with the new administration.
Two hundred lives were lost by an earthquake at Cassamiceola, on the island of Ischi1t
in the Bay of Naples, on the 6th.
THI World's Fair is in a precarious state.
The people do not take much interest in it,
and the scheme may fall through.
HENRY G. PEARSON, late assistant to Mr.
J arne!, has been nominated to succeed th11

latter as postmaster of New York.
A.N armistice bas been declared between England and the Boers, which will probably result·
in England giving the Boers independence.
JuDGE J. W. McDILL has been appointed by
the governor of Iowa to the senatorship made
vacant by Kirkwood going into the Cabinet.

THE Englishmen won the go-as-you-please
THE pastor of a church in Weatherford, Tex.,
and
heel-and-toe walk last week. It was a
recently entertained his congregation with a
sermon from the text, "A.nd Pharaoh com- "hippodroming" affair, a regular walk for
manded to giv the children of Israel·no more gate money.
MAHONE, the Readjuster Senator, votes with
straw." After saying that straw is an important article, good for mourners at camp-meet- the Republicans. Probably Federal patronage
ings, and not bad for beds, besides having has something to do with it, as he was elected
been used in old times for making bricks, this as a Democrat.
pastor proceeded to pitch into one of the church
THE English steamer Drumduff sunk in mid
deacons who had been circulating unpleasant ocean last week. Her crew of twenty-three
rumors about him. He said, '' Pharaoh's men were taken off just before she sunk by
mean, ignoble, and unprincipled conduct can the American steamship Erin.
only be equaled by a deacon of the church in
SECRETARY WINDOM has decided thltt the
circulating rumors and reports hurtful to the
national banks cannot withdraw the legal
pastor's reputation and influence, which retenders they deposited to retire circulation. If
ports are unqualifiedly false.'' Then he told a
they wish to again become banks of issue they
fable about a wolf and a goat who were fightmust deposit new bonds to secure circulation.
ing, when suddenly the air became filled with
SEVERAL arrests hav been made in Ireland
buzzards. " Brethren," said the preacher with
great earnestness, " the buzzards are in the air under the coercion act, but the Land League
over this church.'' The congregation were is still unterrified. The prisoners are treated
divided in opinion as to whom the alleged buz- very leniently, and the Irish people say En:·
zards ought to go for first, whether the deacon land does not dare to proceed to harsh meas•
or the pastor. The pastor continued," Breth- ures with them.
ren, only straw should be given this deacon,
HENRY W. GENET, who was convicted in
and until grass ri~es, then, like Nebuchadnez- 1873 of obtaining under false pretenses the
zar, let him graze.'' The sermon was not cal- mayor's signature to a check for $4,802, and
culated to be spiritually edifying, especially to who fled from the city, but recently returned to
the deacon's adherents. It is not astonishing appeal his case, was sentenced on the 12th to
that at the business meeting of the church, eight months' imprisonment and to pay 11. fine
held a few nights later, the members were out of $9,604, He was one of the Tweed ring.
in full force. There was a revival, not of reTHE Czar of Russia was killed last Sunday
ligion, but of pugnacity. One member said
something about the braying of the jackass in afternoon by two Nihilists. He was returning
the lion's skin, while another remarked," If fr0m a review in a close carriage when a bomb
this thing goes on longer it will boil many de- filled with nitro-glycerin was exploded under
grees hotter, unless more prayer is used.'' 'l'he his cat-riage,·shattering it. The Czar stepped
impression among the outsiders is that this from the wreck, when another bomb was thrown
church, which is of the Baptist persuasion, is at his feet, mangling his legs terribly. He died
immersed in hot water, and needs to be 8et I in an hour and a half. The assaasins were
away somewhere in a desert place to cool off. 1 rrested.
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companion, a good relativ? Do I not find pleasure it is a mistake to believe that with the church re]ig-.
everywhere; and is it not I who gladly givs these ion would be forgotten. God and immortality will
things to others? Quiet yourself. Truth is man's never be forgotten. The y01~th and t~e maiden cling
happiness, the aim of reason; delusions . may, per- in solitude to these lofty obJeCtl'l, penshableness be.
comes their church, and death therein oceupies the
.!.lamontada, the GaUey-Slave.
haps, be pleasing in dawning childhood's time."
pulpit.. But the youthful powers, too little exercised,
"No,
no!"
cried
Roderick.
"I
long
for
this
dawnTRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
ing childhood's time after that vernal sky. Your soon sli.ceumb. The belief in revelation, formerly
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.BII
truth strips all blossoms off, and takes the brightness their support, lies brok\n there. _They are too feeble
to hold themselvs up without this supp?rt, t~erefore
CHAPTER H.-CONTINUED.
out of nature, and turns the warm heart to ice."
they soon sink into desponden?Y• whteh dissolves
"Or was I placed here to gather wisdom among
into some kind of silent desperatiOn and grasps after
the flowers and beneath the thorns? To train my
the sad remedies which I mentioned before."
mental faculties? To exercise the biddings of my
CHAPTER III.
"Ah!" sighed Roderick; "you hav there related
reason? The aim would be nobler. But that which
Abbe Dillon, who had thus far listened to us in to me my own history."
.
is my aim should be the aim of all. And yet that is silence, now arose. "Hear me also," said he. "Both
Dillon answered: "And to you I hav related mme.
not the case. Sorrow and care concerning bodily of you will, by the difference of your manner of per- But that is not yet the end of it. Now, if :you will
wants consume the greater portion of the time of ception, your ±:ancy, and your mode of reasoning, listen to me, I will relate to you also the history of
life. Only single hours belong to our intellectual scarcely ever become of one mind, one faith, one my recovery."
being. Of the millions of our fellow-beings only conviction. And your lot is the lot of all humanity.
TO BE CONTINUED.
the few care for the development of their mental Roderick's pain grieves me. But perhaps I am not
powers and the acquirement of high virtues. Na- so diseased as he at first feared, and may yet hav
tions hav arisen and disappeared again without the balm even for him. That you both would inquire
61ightest conception of such an aim. And why, then, after your destiny, into the nature of your being,
did they liv? Are not the thousands of human and concerning the value of your hopes, came not
beings, who, with confused ideas, in constant dark- unexpected to me. Both of you bore wounds out of
VI.-Cain alHl Abel.
ness, hurry from the cradle to their graves, human the battle between truth and deception; still the dif.
TExT.-A.nd Cain went ont from tho presence of the Lord,
beings like myself? The suckling who, without the ference between you two is, after all, not so great as and dwelt in the land of Nod, on the east of Erlen. And
knowledge that he was, died on his mother's bosom, you think. The wounds of the one are still bleed. Cain knew his wife, and she conceived and bare Enor·h; and
was he not a human being like myself? Is his des- ing; while those of the other, are, it is true, closed, he builded a citv and called the name of the city after the
tiny different from my own? '
but by no means healed. A thrust, and their light name of hi~ son Enoch.-Genesis, iv, 16, 17.
Next in importance to the creation of man ann his
"They answer: No, we are not created for this covering bursts. Both of you stepped out of the
world below. Our destiny lies beyond the horizon beautiful dreams of childhood and beheld that fall from a condition of perfect innocence into n.
. of earthly existence. We must through virtue merit which you hitherto hoped and helievPd fade like a state of sin are thA multiplication of the species, the
a better life. A bell is prepared for vice; a heaven shadow before the light of growing knowledge. The worship of the creator, murder,_ and the institution
for virtue. But how, if I would already find here one wants to return to the old, lovely delusions, and of cities. Each would be a topic for a long sermon,
below that our virtue deserves rarely a heaven, our summons for that his feelings and the power of his but they all culminate in the text we hav selected,
vices rarely a hell? Are not heaven and hell inven- imagination. He struggles in vain. For it does and for the purpose of our discourse may be considtions of an ignorant past, which for the divine within not grow dark again as long as the light of better ered together.
The rapidity with which each _foiiows the other is
and without had not yet a language; are they not knowledge burns. The other arms himself with the
figurativ representations of the mind, the spirit which pride of reason, and wants to harden himself against somewhat startling; and the md1fference of the
seeks a connection between itself and the eternal the most beautiful desires of nature. He, too, strug- sacred writer to the theories of modern investigaAll? Who has revealed to us a heaven, who a hell? gles in vain. For so long as his honest heart beats tors who presume to assert tl_m.t _a Ion~ period of time
intervened between the begmmng of human prom·eChristians say, God, through his word. BJtt the it will beat in accord with his desires."
heathen? and he whom education, fate, and in de"How, Dillon, will you rob us of all consolation; ation and the congregation of the people into cities
pendent thinking has led far from the teachings of even of that, finally, to forget what wretched crea- would be suspiciOl!S if it 'Yere not ('Onceded t~1at he
his fathers?
· tures we are in the universe, if we fully know our- was the amanuensis of deity. The truth of his nar·
rativ, however, must not be questioned. Upon it
I am destined for another world; why must I be selvs?" cried I in terror.
in this one? Perhaps in order to prepare myself for
"In truth," sighed Roderick, "very wretched, the depends the civilization of. th_e nin~t~enth century
the former? But what preparation had the dying most wretched in the universe! The animal is to be and the integrity of the Clmst1an rehgwn.
suckling? Why did he appear, scarcely conscious enYied, which in irrational blissfulness creeps along,
The story of which the text forms a part is one of
of existence, to smile and weep? Am I destined enjoys the merry moments of existence, and disap- the most remarkable in sacred history.
Man had eaten of the fruit of the tree of knowlfor another world? Why, then, is it veiled from me? pears, without lamenting the joys of the past, withWhy does no voice from the realm of the dead speak out fearing the darkness of the future, without know- edge, and had theFeby become as ~od himself,
knowing good and evil. And _lest he m1ght al~o eat
to me?"
ing his fate."
With a pale face, Roderick arose at these words
Dillon smiled at us. His look was full of gentle of the tree of life and become Immortal, God eJected
of Dillon. "Alas! abbe," cried he, "you! even sympathy. He uncovered his head, and the wind him from the garden, and guarded its precious fruit
you I How very unhappy am I! I bore my disease played in his thin locks. "Look here," said he," my with a flaming sword. Like many other enterprises
in secret, and was ashamed to expose to others my hair is snow-white. My life is spent. I expect of the LOTd, this 'las a failure. There is no record
hidden suffering. In you, only in you, I had conti- every day tbat busy death will knock at my cham- that Adam got ail'y of the fruit; but he acquired
deuce; I chose you for my physician. Ah! and ber-door. I expect him without trembling, and immortality in some way despite the Almighty, for
with a shudder I see the physician lay bare his when 1m" comes, away I fling my crutch, and with are not Adam and all his race imbued with immortal
wounds, and recognize in them my own!"
pleasure sink into his friendly, outstretched arms. souls, for the accommodation of most of which this
At first I was startled by Roderick's violent emo- Remember, beloved ones, this IS no doing of haugh- delightfully good God of the ~Iebrew and the
tion. I seized his hand and said: "How, dear Rod- t~ reason; no consequent of artificial delusion; for Christian has prepared an eveTlastmg hell?
After his expulsion from Eden, Adam turned his
erick, is that which Dillon has said so awful to yon? my fJhantasy is lame, and for many years my blood
I am sorry to hav made these things the topic of our has run slower. But there is yet something else attention to agricultural pursuits, and Eve devoted
conversation. But long ago these thoughts were which givs us courage, and I hav found it. I also herself to family affairs. One fine morning, while
familiar to me; long ago I relinquished my most hav battled and suffered, like you. I also hav been Adam was attentivly studying the market reports
beautiful hopes, and resigned myself to my cheerless in the desperate mood, like you, where all my hopes and wondering where all the competition came from,
fate, which is the fate of all mortals. Roderick, I broke down. But the angel who has restored me when he was presumably the only man in the busialso hav suffered like yourself. But I hav now ar- shall also heal your wounds. Be, therefore, not ness, he was startled by an exclamation from Eve,
rived at a conclusion. I will be virtuous, and with angry if I tear the bandages from them, and let who Raid, "I hav gotten a man from the Lord."
this virtue in my arms I will meet my doom with- them bleed afresh-bleed to death yon shall not. Now Adam was meek and long-suffering, but Eve's
out terror and without complaint. If there is a But I am tired. Let us sit down here on the rocks. confession nearly overcame his patience. He reGod, and he has with him and in his dominion the The evening is lovely. We converse undisturbed." strained himself, however, merely observing that it
eweet word recompense, so highly appreciated even
We followed the invitation of the amiable old was poFsible, but he thought she must be mistaken.
among mortals, alone for us children of the dust no man, who ~'poke with such assurance and cheerful- No doubt this episode caused Adam much vexation;
value-then I will perish, perish with the proud con- ness that he woud hav imbued even the strongest but if he ever entertained the idea of consulting a
sciousness, the repayi11g satisfaction: 'Thou gavest doubter with confidence.
·
oivorce lawyer he seems to hav been dissuaded by
to me what I did not ask, a life full of tears; but I
"I know your condition," saici he; "but do not the birth of Abel, which occurred soon after that of
hav borne it-borne it with courage, borne it in self- imagin you are the only ones who suffer from these Cain, and in regard to whose paternity Eve made
denial, and felt myself worthy of imperishableness doubts. Every man of some degree of education will no dark hints, as she had done about that of her firstand a better world. Thou dost not grant it to me. finally reach the point when~ you are as soon as he born.
Be it thus! No complaint shall cross my lips. So has roamed long enough, and in vain, about the edge
Cain, like his mother's husband, became a farmer;
I am greater than the world-managing fate!'"
of human knowledge. But few !'lpeak of it, feariug but Abel was a shepherd.
Roderick looked gloomily upon the ground. My to make other '• through their comfortless meditaOne day the two brothers brought an offering to
talk did not seem to please him. He shook his head. tions, as miserable as thf:mselvs. Or t.bey conceal the Lord. Cain brought the fruit of the ground and
"No, oh, no!" cried he, with painful voice; "I their grief, not because they fear to be misunderstood, Abel brought the firstlings of his flock. This prohav too much feeling to become great. I am a but to become ridiculous and despised. Many of ceeding has never been explained. There were no
human being, and more I would not wish to be. I them take their silent grief with them into their priests in those days, and }H'iests hav ever been
do not want anything else but that I may not in the graves. Many of them deaden their grief in sensual inseparable, in all religions, from material offerings
universe play the part of a madman, who sees every- extravagance, and while they become vicious in order to God. It has been uncharitably suggested that
thing without more beautiful than it is in reality. to replace the loss of higher joys by low ones, they some priest devised the story as an antediluvian
I desire nothing but that the outer world be in bar- use their rude philosophy as a cloak to hide their fairy tale to giv a divine origin to those offerings
mony with my inner world; that my reason should mean desires. Many of them make an artificial self- which in all ages and among all peoples hav been so
not delude me, and my heart not betray me. Woe deception, wrap themselvs in delusions, and become dear to the priest! v heart. Far be it from us, howunto me, if I am not rescued from this labyrinth; if the most zealoui! church· goers, as they were before ever, to impeach the narrativ. It is often difficult to
you possessed the truth, and I had imbibed my hap- the moRt zealous scoffers. Yea, beloved ones, your understand the holy Bible; but God's ways are not
piness only on the breast of a pious dream, I disease is more general than you thought it to be. It our ways, and it is enough for us to know that he
should only in vain bless my delusion, would in vain rages in the dark. I hear everywhere regrets at the has given us the dear old book as a sacred legacy.
sacrifice for it all your truth, and repurchase lost decay of religion, because the churches become It does not lie in weak, vain, foolish mortals such as
·happiness at no price ! "
empty, and half of those who still visit them visit we to question the truth of one word which the All{oderick's complaint moved me. I arose and them only habitually or for business' sake. I hear the mighty has inscribed upon its pages.
clasped him in my arms. "Dear Roderick," said I fathers complain that the sons are ashamed to pray.
Uain and Abel did brii1g offeriugs to the Lord beto him, "why then so faint-hearted?
Joy also I hear the mothers sigh that the daughters blush to fore there were any priests. 1'he Bible says so.
But while the Lord had respect unto Abel and his
reclines in the lap of truth. Am I not one of the speak an earnest word of God. It is certain that the
merriest men, in spite of all convictions, which vou reading of many an author and the cheering up .of offering, he had none unto Uain and his offering.
find so awful? Am I not a tender friend, a pleasant the ideas does harm to the ordinary church life, But Judging by human experience, this is somewhat con•
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firmatory of the exclamation of Eve during Cain's
Those who believe such rubbish to be of divine in- and will at once put the gag on when they fear any
infancy, by which she excited momentary jealousy in epiration must indeed hav the faith of little children. of their measures are in danger of being opposed.
However, perhaps it is as well that the people should
the meek breast of Adam. There was no apparent
And of such is the kingdom of heaven.
lose
their lib<>rties, as they cannot properly apprecause for the Lord's partiality. Cain brought the
ciate them. ThPy will then bestir themselvs and set
best he had produced, and Abel did no more. There
to work to abolish all useless institutions.
must hav been a secret motiv which prompted the
divine preference. What more probable than that
Another shining light from the United States is
the Lord should hav despised his own weakness, and
From a London Fliend.
busy quieting the fears of the elect here that skeptivented his disgust upon the innocent result? If Eve
cism is gaining ground. The "Rev." Joseph Cook, of
spoke truly, and, inexperienced as she then was, probTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Boston, lectured in Liverpool a few days ago on
ably she did, the Lord certainly knew of Cain's disgraceful origin, and sh:~mefully aware of his own It was a saying among the ancients that those whom "The Decline of Rationalism." He took for his
indefensible part in the affair, the very sight of Cain the gods wish to destroy they first drive mad; and texts, "The field is the world," and, "Every plant
may hav excited his hatred. That would be only Mr. Gladstone, the present head of the English gov whicl1 my heavenly father hath not planted shall be
natural. And it would rationally aceount for his ernment, apparently wishes to show his countrymen rooted up." He commenced his discourse by saying
ungracious reception of Cain's offering, which is oth- that it contains much truth. The Irish Coercion "it was no news to this city that there were now in
bill, which is the all-absorbing topic of the day, is the world no foreign lands." I hav struggled with
erwise unaccountable.
being urged forward by him and his supporters in this sentence for some time, and cannot make anyAs might hav been expf>cted, Cain got mad.
This the Lord noticed and inquired the cause; but an almost frenzied haste; and had it not been for thing of it. Perhaps sqrue of your readers may be
Cain was very mad and wouldn't tell him. Appar- the truly patriotic opposition of the handful of Irish more successful. After apparently eudeavoring to
ently, Cain suspected the Lord's moti\'s. He would members who are faithful to their country it would prove that Liverpool was greater than the Homan
hav been a foolish man indeed to get so very angry hav pa~sed into law long since. Such a suspension _empire in the days of Cmsar, he started on his subover so small a matter as the pretense of his anger, of liberty as is intended, and reign of terror as will ject by informing his hearers that he had just
anrl there is just the faintest reason to suppose that ensue in unhappy Ireland, is in no way compatible arrivedJresh from Germany as a student, and wished
with the professed principles of Liberals. Why, the to speak of the signs of the times in that country.
his mother had imparted to him the family secret.
Jlis anger rose so high that he killerl Abel. Then Toll"ieR, had they Leen in office at the present time, lie had found the German theological and evangel.
t.he Lord wanted to know about it. When he found would scarcely hav dared to introduce such a meas- i~tic lecture rooms crowded, and those of the liaout, he cursed Cain from the earth. But the curse ure; and had they done so, would hav been stoutly tionalistic only containing a few students where
opposed by the very men who are now supporting it. skepticism still prevailed. Young men were now
was vain. Cain didn't vanish.
Growing Litter in his rage, the Lord commanded But l\lr. Gladstone, although snuhbed by the reiguing eutering into the service of the church; skepticism
that the g1·onnd should no more yielrl to his hus- f;,~,mily and the aristor-.racy, holds them in profound was belllg rapidly overturned, and many of the
b:tndry, and denounced him as a fugitiv and vaga-' reverence, and takes his m·d~·rs from those quarters odious theories of unbelief put forward here were
boud. This curse, too, was vain. He did not become in a meek, obedient spirit. This is clearly shown by simply crumbs swept out of the doors of the German
a vagabond; he builded a city; and though it does his oppressiv measuref'l, for which his party cannot workshops and offered to us as good food. Strauss'
not appear that the ground ever yielded him its show that there is the slightest necessity, and his re: doctrin was overthrown, and both the author and his
fruits again, that may hav been for the ,·ery excel- fusal to do anything for the relief of the tenant books were buried.
He made the astounding assertion that no edulent reason that he didu't till it. The rashness of farmers anrl peasantry of the country. A!i! long as he
can
keep
in
good
odor
with
the
landed
proprietors,
cated
man, no skeptic, if he had any learning, would
this HeLrew God seems to hav been exceeded only
by his weakness. His curses were never anything he cares nothing for those who require assistance in deny at all that the different epi~tles of Paul were
their hour of dire necessity. The 1 oor and needy real historic documents which came into existence
but idle threats.
Nevertheless, Cain was so dismayed at the curse who looked for their salvation to the present minis- when they were said to hav appeared. The Infiilel
that in terror he exclaimed:
· try, relying on promises which were broken as soon theory th~t two hulldred or three hundred years
"My punishment is greater than I can bear. Be- as the end to which they were a means was attained, must hav u1tervened between the crucifixion and the
hold, thou hast driven me out this day from the face hav now found to their cost the worth of the words writings of the epistles and gospels was utterly exof the earth; and from thy face shall I be hid; and of "Christian" men. They were told from tim~ to plodecl, and Strauss had himself acknowledged such
I shall be a fugitiv and a vagabond in the earth!" time that there was no hurry, their case would be to be the case.
He went on to say that Theodore Parker's system
Indeed, in the agony of his fe::.r he forgot th<tt no seen into as the fitting opportunity arrived, and as it
man lived but his putativ father, Adam, and in tones was patent that nothing was inteuded to be done for had passed out of repute in America, and he did not
of snpplication he said, "Every one that findeth me them, they combined and after executing stern justice know of a single church to-day that followed his
two or three of their oppressors, their leaders arose, doctrin. Unitarianism was declining in Boston,
shall slay me."
The Lord, hearing this, and either intending to aud, deprecating summary execution~!, considering and Infidelity dying out generally in the states, and
take an unfair advautage of Cain's fears, or himself that more would be attained by legal means, formed the whole of the country fast becoming evangelical.
forgetting that Adam was the only other man alive, the trades union known as the Land League, the At the beginning of this century there was ouly one
put a mark upon Cain "lest any finding him should members of which dared to object to the system of church-member out of fifteen of the population of
kill him," the most ingenious plan, if there had wholesale eviction, and, assisted the homeless and the United States. There was now one in every five,
really been any danger, of pointing out Cain as the starving thrust out by brutal land-owners, generally and the prospect was never brighter. If this is true,
I should imagin the building trade will soon be lookmurderer upon whom the righteous wrath of the pop- Protestant pillars of the church, to die.
In a civilized, enlightened, free, and Christian ing up in your country, as some more churches will
ulace should vent itself.
Thereupon Cain went to the land of Nod, wher- country such a state of things could not be tolerateil be needed if people are being converted so rapidly.
Like all American sensational preachers, he had a
ever that may be. We hav the authority of the for a moment, and the Land League must be put
sa.cred volume for saying that it was east of Eden. down at any cost, and the first blow was struck by slap at Mormonism, strongly deprecating polygamy
But as no one knows where Eden was, the informa- the arreRt of its chief promoter, Michael D>lvitt. This and priestly tyranny. It sounds well for a parson to
tion is about as definit as that legislativ description is followed up by the Coercion bill, which is to he talk of priestly tyranny as if he did not approve of
of a South Carolina county boundary which is offi- retrospectiv in its action, and will also empower any it; but I presume he pref~rs this article being kept
cially described as run,ning "through a swamp in a police official to apprehend not only men but women as a monopoly in his own sect.
and children, and incrrcerate them for the space of
Is the R ... v. Joseph Cook of Boston mo~t kn:~ve or
wavy line."
And now comes the most remarkable features of eighteen months without trial, and to show the blind fool? Whichever he is, I do not think we hav
the whole narrativ.· In the words of the text, "Cain fury of the government, when it was proposed that much to fear from him. He is cunning enough to
knew his wife and she conceived and bare Enoch; an amendment l'hou.ld be introduced forbidding ar- decline appearing on the platform to defend hie
rests to be made between sunset and sunrise, it was creed agamst the attacks of the Freethought party.
and he [Cain] builded a city."
overruled.
It would be a great pity to deprive the He knows full well his inability to meet the argu.
Whom could the woman he married hav been?
After the murder of Abel, the only living people police myrmidons of the pleasure of entering a worn- ments of any one of our debaters.
Fraternally yours,
J. D.
were Adam, Eve, and Cain himself. She could not an's bed-chamber and compelling her to rise ani!
London, Eng., Feb. 23, 1781.
hav been Eve, for Eve was Cain's mother, and while dress before them preparatory to being hauled off to
under the lax morals of the time that relationship jail in the dead of night. One would think we were
might not hav been an impediment, the supposition back to the palmy days of the Inquisition, when a
Aid to Repair Paine's Monument.
is irreconcilable with the fact that Eve continued her woman could be torn from her home and friends to
satisfy
the
sensual
lust
of
some
foul-minded
priest.
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
marital relations with Adam and bore him several
children subsequently to Cain's exile. Moreover, Of course ~he was a] ways carried off on suspicion of The friends of Thomas Paine will probably make up
while Adam might hav overlooked Eve's snspicious heresy, the same as an Iri:shwoman will now be seized a collection at the next meeting of the Paine Hall
exclamation reflecting upon the purity of Cain'~> ori- on suspicion of being a stirrer-up of sedition. Splen- Liberal League for the repairing of Paine's .Monument
gin, it is not likely that he would hav permitted her did opportunities will be given, and greedily seized, at New Rochelle, N.Y. We hope some means may
to divide her wifely allegiance between himself and for any Jack-in-office to wreak his petty spite on any be taken to prevent its being mutilated after it is
a son as to whose paternity he had reasonable mis- one who has at any time offended what he considers repaired. Wishing you happiness and prosperity,
Respectfully yours,
J. P. 1\lENDU~r.
his dignity.
givings.
It does not redound to the credit of the English
Nor could Cain hav married one of his sisters; for
[It is proposed to round the corners of the monuthe order of events presented in the sacred narrativ Radicals that but one of them, Joseph Cowen-all ment in such a way that they cannot be broken off
precludes the supposition that any daughters were honor to him !-has had the courage to sirle with the nor chipped out without a great effort with a hamIrish party led by Parnell. Because the latter has mer or heavy implement.-ED. T. S.J
born to Eve until aft.er Cain's marriage.
There must then hav been other members of made mistakes at times, it seems to be considered
the human family besides those tlu~ Lord had cre- that he must needs be always wrong. Doubtless
(Fr"'l' a Marshallttwm (Iowa) Paper.]
ated and placed in Eden, and Cain must hav married posterity will think of him in a different manner,
and
will
regard
him
in
the
same
light
that
we
now
Obituary.
one of these foreigners. This presumption is fortified by the fact that immediately after Cain's wife look upon those who in times past hav fought and
Died,
in
this
township,
on the 16th inst., Mrs. Mary Dewey,
?ore him a son he builded a city. A city must hav struggled for the emancipation of their country from wife of Thomas Dewey. · A.ged 37 years.
mhabitants, and one family of two adults and an in- oppression.
Again the icy touch of death has Leen felt in onr
We see in the present instance how one evil act
fant would hav yielded a very meager municipal
midst, aud has taken away from us onE:l who was
will
lead
on
to
another.
It
was
found·
impossible
census.
universally respected and loved. Always patient
Men are saved by faith, and the more nnreason- to pass the Coercion bill without proceeding to and uncomplaining in bearing her own burden, yet
unconstitutional
measures,
and
so
arbitra1-y
power
able the proposition the more meritorious the faith.
for the sufferings of others she ever had a t;;yrupaHence we prPsent this narrativ as one of the. dearest was given to the Speaker of the House of Commons thetic tear. The memory of her kind voice and
to
curtail
the
right
of
each
member
to
discuss
the
treasures in the word of God. He who belitves it
loving smile will darhn many t-yes with tears. She
could not ~::scape salvation if he were to try. The question and pr11pose any amendment he considered wa~, iu the fullest sense, a true, uoble lady, an affecwor]J is dei:ititute of population other than a father, nece~sary. This is a d ... cid':!d case of ]Jlaying with tiouate wifl·, ami a loviug mother. She leaves a
rno~her, and sou; but the son marries a wife, l}ui!J~::~ erlgcd tuols, and those who introduced the game will
husbaud and iive child.reu, the youngest only five
a cny, anu is in mortal terror lest the indignaut pop- eventually find it a losing one for themst:!v~; for mouths old, to mourn their loss. To these we can
wheu
the
Liberal:>
are
again
in
opposition,
the
govulac~;~ ~::~hould take his life for a cl"ime ht~ has com·
ESA.u.
ernment of the day will employ the same tactics, only giv our heartfelt sympathy.
mittl'd.
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That Trip .Around the World.

TRUTH SEEKER., MARCil 19.,
wealth. There are a half dozen men in this country
who, by robbery and dishonesty, hav hoarded the
wealth that in justice belongs to the fifty millions of
the American people. Yes, hundreds of thousands
are in an abject state of penury and starvation today, while these few money- kings are rolling in
their ill-gotten wealth, growing richer and richer,
while the poor and starving are daily growing
poorer and poorer. Cannot these financial despots
take warning by what they see taking place in
Europe? Can they expect Americans to be more
patient and forbearing than are the downtrodden of
Europe? It is possible there is but one school in
which despots can learn, and that the same lessons
will hav to be repeated h.ere that are taught elsewhere.

18~1..

which, in response to the need, !!loon grew. The 11
they were happy till Talmages and Beecher" wer
developed. Reformers seem to be a special aversio~
of the author ~fa "Tale of. Tails," pr?bably because
they are not given to pennmg Byromc stanzas and
slurring science. But he manages to make hits at
the chur?h, ~nd. a good many. stro_ng denunciations
of that mstitutwn are woven m with the tail which
has such a prominent place in the Doctor's hcateil
imagination.
The book will amuse if not instruct, and we presume the doctor would like to sell a million or two
copies of it. It can be obtained of the author, or if
preferred to intrust the money to us, we will sell the
one we hav got and send to him for another, for we
actually could not keep house without it.

Several hav written to know what the prospects
are with reference to it. The prospects look favorable.
Over two hundred and fifty persons hav
pledged themselvs to advance five dollars each and
take a copy of the book, and more pledges are still
coming in. The matter lies wholly with ourfriends.
We hav agreed to perform the journey if money
enough is advanced to defray the expenses. This
promis will be fulfilled on our part. But we learn
our first estimate, based upon our European expenses,
was too low. By inquiring of the tourist agents
we are told that traveling in Asia is more e~:pensiv
Repairing Paine's Monument.
than in Europe, and that to see the interior of
JIJiStl[llal(tOUS.
Egypt, Palestine, India, Burmah, China, and Japan,
The subscriptions for this necessary work hav not
$:J,OOO or $2,500 will be required. It will be come in ae freely as desirable. It would seem that
very essential to hav funds enough to make the en- the only monument in the country erected to the
tire circuit of the earth and to visit the noted places memory of the man we so much revere should not go Mew Leagues and Life and .Annual Members.
on the route, and a dollar cannot be taken from our another year in the dilapidated conditior:. in which it
I am happy to report two new auxiliaries as folbusiness for the purpose. So if the money is not now is. The following are the sums donated up to lows: No. 53. Duquin, Ill., Thomas Goddard, Secreforthcoming the journey will hav to be abandoned. the present time:
tary; No. 55. Rochester, N.Y., W. B. Shelly, SecHow do we feel in reference to the matter? We M. Reiman,
$5.t;O
Dr. E. B. Foote, $1.00 retary.
hav two feelings; one is that we would like to see Infidelis,
Also four new life members: Courtlandt Palmer
1.00
H. B. Brown,
1.00
tke oriental world and witness the habits and cus- D. M. Bennett,
1.00
Rufus Perkins,
1.00 New York; Alonzo Van Deusen, New York; Wm~
toms of the people. It, would giv us an opportu- W. F. Porter,
.25
Augustus Owen,
1.00 McDonnell, Lindsay, Ont., Can.; John H. Dibble,
nity to learn much and enable us to impart consider- G. S. Me--,
1.00
E. M. Macdonald, 1.00 Santa Clara, Cal.
able information to our readers. Another feeling is Win. T. Costigan, 1.00
Also nineteen new annual members: B. F. EgglesW. H. Burr,
2.00
in favor of staying at home. The journey will be Newark L. League, 5.00
ton,
Jackson, Mich.; S. D. Moore, Adrian, Mich.; A.
Robt Legg,
.2£
long and in many respects tiresome, without any John Johnson,
.25
James Levesey,
.25 P. Heywood, Houlton, Me.; D. R. Burt, East Dupromis of profit. We fear the result it might hav John Musgrove,
.25
Robert Cardwell,
.25 buque, Ill.; Mrs. J. S. Lenont, Northfield, Minn.·
upon our business. We will hav to hire a person to Henry Cardwell,
.25
Patch Grove L. L., 2.25 Ward Witham, Janesville, Wis.; Stephen Brewm~
fill our place here, which will be no small expense, A. S. Wheeler,
1.00
Henry Felber,
1.00 Ithaca, N. Y.; Allen Holcomb, Cato, N. Y.; Wm.
and we fear it might be somewhat as it was last A .. P. Heywood, 1.00
W. R. Cameron,
2.00 Root, Cato, N. Y.; Melvie A. Clayton, Cato, N. Y.;
year when we went to Europe. Many thought we L. Harris,
.50
R. D. Shoemaker,
.50 Leroy Dutton, Grand Mound, Iowa; J. W. Schellmust hav plenty of money if we could afford to Dr. J. E. Jones,
.50
W. Gorman,
1.00 ing, Manchester, Iowa; L. B. Potter, Bellevue, Iowa·
travel, and were quite indifferent about sending in James Seba,
1.00
G. S. Bradley,
1.00 John _Collins, Sr., Athens, Texas; Hector W. Haight;
their dues or patronizing THE TRUTH SEEKER publiFarmmgton, Utah; H. W. Southworth, Farmington,
Let the generous-hearted who honor the memory Utah; K H. Schwarz, San Jose, Cal.
cations. Money had not come.in so slowly for years.
The result was, upon returning home we found the of Thomas Paine help a little in the needful work.
These accessions raise the list of life members
-----------·
journey had placed us over $300 out of pocket ·and
since the Congress at Chicago to eight, and of an.
that a debt of $5,000 stared us in the face. It is not
WILL the person who advertised in the name of nual members to forty-one. One important way to
yet all liquidated.
" Independent" for correspondents a few weeks ago, respond to my "ways and means appeal" is to swell
The success of THE TRUTH SEEKER il'l more dear to please send us her name and address, as we hav lost this list of life and annual members. Life, $25;
us than all other considerations. Rather than it the same? We hav over two dozen letters for "In- annual, $1.
T. C. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.,
11hould fail we prefer never to see the opposit side of dependent." Will "Liberty" and "Atheist" also
201 East 71st street, N. Y.
the globe or again cross the Atlantic Ocean. send their addresses?
Although, in case we go, the paper will be left in
.A New League Pamphlet.
competent hands, and we believe it will continae " ~HE _Besant-Hatchard debate on Jesus being a
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
as acceptable to our readers as it is now, yet if our histoncal character," and the "influence of Chrisabsence will militate against its i~erest, we muo.b. tianity upon the world," is now published in pamphlet The pamphlet to be issued by the Iowa Liberal
prefer to remain at home.
form of 100 pages. Mrs. Be~'<ant acquitted herself Leagu~ will contain about thirty-two octavo pages,
Our sole wish iotl to do the most good we can and grandly and defeated her opponent on every point. and Will be the most complete compendium for Libto please friends so far as possible. As politicians Se~d for a copy. It will do good missionary work. eral _organization and-propagandism ever published.
It Will be sent to all officers of the League, commitsay, we are in the hands of our friends. Those who Pnce, 25 centlil.
tee men, and those who contribute to the cost of ite
think we can·do the most good by making a journey
of the world, and writing up and publishing what
MRs. H. S. LAKE is engaged a month at Bing- publication. To meet the expense of publication
we see, will continue to make their pledges until hamton, N. Y. After completing her two months' the price has had to be advanced from that first anenough are made to meet the probable expenses. en~agemenL at Port Jervis, she visited this city and nounced. It is 15 cents each, three for 35 cents, eleven
The names of all such will be inserted in the volumes dehvere~ a le~ture before the Liberal Club, giving for $1. It will be of permanent value to workers in
when l'ublished, and to them the work will be dedi- great satisfactiOn. She is a brave, eloquent woman all parts of the country as well as of special interest
' and importance to those of Iowa. How many thoucated. On the contrary, let those who prefer us to and is doing much good.
sand shall we hav the pleasure of mailing? Don't
remain at our post at home express their opinion
freely. Up to this time, of thoee who hav
F .. J.A.~IESON is engaged in Mauston, Wis., in all speak at once.
I hav also prepared a churc4 taxation leaflet to
thus expressed themselvs twenty to one are in givmg his third course of lectures, embracing five in
favor of our going. A full and free expression is each. Full houses greet him in almost every town part of which a petition will be attached, which is
desired.
the interest increasing from the first lecture to th~ Just the thing for free distribution. 35 cents per
Whether we go or stay, our aim will be to do the close. He will remain in Wisconsin a few weeks. h_undred; $2.7 5 per thousand. Printed upon one
i!Ide ?nly, they are very convenient to paste up in
best we ca11 and to serve the friends of truth to the Address him at Mauston, Wis.
conspiCuous places.
extent of our ability.
E. C. WALKER, Sec. IowaN. L. L.
Book Notice.
Box 881, Cedar Rapids, Iowa .
.Assassination of the Czar.
. The Origin of Man; or, The Eg.rly Reforms. A. Tale of Tails.
[From 'Iruth.]
This shocking act has caused great constern~ttion
By J. R. Monroe, M.D., Seymour, Ind., 1881. Price 60
cents.
among the crowned heads of Europe. It is but natMore Food for the Vulture.
ural that every despot should tremble when killing
In sending this little pamphlet out our erratic
Comstock
was before a committee of the legislatyrants becomes fashionable. This remedy for curing friend pastes a little slip thereon which reads thus :
ture
last
week:,
accompanied by Colgate, the prellipublic evils may well be regarded as terrible, but it "To the Editor: If you can take time to glance
dent of his society, to urge the passage of a bill emmay be the only one truly effectiv.
th;~u~h this pamphl~t, _I shall be glad to read any
Alexander n. performed some good deeds, promi- cntiCISm a~d denunCia1non you may be pleased to be- ~owering hi~ to make anests and requiring the ponent among which was the emancipation of 23,000,- stow upon It; and should you ever be so unfortunate hce and ehenffs to act under orders from his eociety.
Readers of Truth know pretty well who Comstock
000 serfs, or slaves, but he was a great tyrant, and as to fall int? poetry, I will ch~erfully bestow upon is,
and we took occasion a few days ago to enlighten
~ent Illjny hundreds and thousands of poor unf.ortu- your productiOn that condemnatiOn you kindly accord
them about Colgate. The best thing the latter ever
nates, ·mcluding the learned and student class, to a to mine."
did was to make soap, and the best the former ever
miserable, lingering death in the frozen wilds of
~earing this covert threat in mind we shall deal
did was to use it.
Siberia. He was at the head of the most despotic gently wi.th the erring doctor.
In his argument before the ·committee Comstock
government in the world, where political ~nd per?'~e book is a. rollicking description of the
charged
that the district a-ttorney's offide is in disonal liberty is almost wholly unknown, where even o_rigm of rna?, With some philosophical reflecthe discussion of political questions is tabooed, and twns thrown m, ,qratis, we presume. But in his rect Opposition to the society in its efforts to supprese
the most ob~oxious syste,.m of e~pionage is kept up. story of the preacher and the woman Mr. Mon- o?sc~ne literature, and he expressly stated that the
As shockmg as was the takmg off of the Czar, it roe walks very close to that which in "Cupid's distnct attorney refuses to assist in su?h suppreseion,
that there were seventy cases of mdictments for
is to be hoped the result may be good, that conces- Yokes" he denounces vigorously. It is very Byronic and
vice which Mr. Rollins refuses to try.
r<ions will be made to the masses, and that measures without that poetical genius which makes Don Jua~
This is a matter between Mr. Rollins and Comstoc~;
of justice and equality will be inaugurated. It is a classic.
but we presume that Mr. Rollins understands the dugetting almost too late in the world's history for the
But after giving his passionate muse a free rein
ties of his office as well as Comstock can underAtand
continuance of the rule of emperors, king>~, and the doctor gets down to his subject, which is a tale
vopes. If assassination is the most effectiv remedy of tails, and givs his ideas on evolution, which science them for him. And we should hav reached a pretty
that can be brought to bear against them, let assas- he intimates, however, is mostly guess-work. 'rhis pass if the discretion wisely lodged with a prosecutmg officer were to be subject to the censorship of
sination then be looked for. There is a limit to is the way the Doctor thinks he started:
Comstock.
veaceful human endurance, and when the evils which
"A.~ ~rstonr ~aren~wer? but pollywog~,
. Comstock speaks flippantly of these seventy inafflict mankind can no longer be endured, the most
Lmng at.le1sur~ Ill their warm lagoons,
dictn;tents. We know nothing of them; but basing
summary measures, though bloody, may be expected.
Or, bat~ed ~ns?nltght, leaping like the frogs,
our JUd~ment upon ~ knowledge of his career, we
How is it in our own country? We are cursed
Or clunbmg In trees, like catamounts or coons."
feel perfec~ly ~ecure m venturing the assertion that
with a heartless aristocracy-a despotic rule of
The first want felt hy our a.nct>etorl'l was tails, Comstock tnst~_t7ated the o;!fense, if' an7J, in each case.

----·-----
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Gentlemen of the legislature should bear in mind
that Comstock does not detect crime already committed, and crim~nals al~eady g~ilty .. ~hat is neither
his business or hiS practice. His habit IS to lead men
It is
011 to crime and then prosecute them for it.
not long since a jury in one of his cases, compelled
to convict by the palpable fact that the prisoner
was guilty, immediately and urgently besought his
pardon because the evidence showed that he was
tempted into the crime by Comstock, the prosecuting
witness. Thus this social vulture makes the cases of
which he boasts. And it is to more effectually carry
on this system that he now asks greater power and
more authority.
How well. he is appreciated here may be inferred
from the fact that only a little more than a year ago
in a case in which he was the only witness, his evidence positiv and uncontradicted, the jury disagreed,
six members refusing to convict upon his unsupported testimony-six reput:<ble gentlemen refusing
to believe him under oath.
New York members of the legislature will hav no
difficulty in dealing with Comstock. They understand him. They know that business is dull with
him, and hence his new call upon the legislature.
But members from the country are liable to be
deceived by his sauctimonious manner and· Pharisaical grin. lienee we suggest to them that it would
be well to seriously consider· before they giv Mr.
Comstock power over the liberties of citizens, and
his society authority over public officials.
(]1'rom,

'l'he

Jewi~h

7lmes.]

ome Positiv Facts.
If the Jews merely believed in what is commonly
called reli~ion they would hav perished from the
face of the earth centuries ago. Religion in the
common acceptation of the term is simply the equivalent for sensation. It is emotion without reason.
Those who believe in religion, as thus defined, never
know, can never know, the name or duration of
their religion. This year theJ are Baptists, next
year t.hey are Methodists, the year following Episcopalians, then Congregationalists, and then Unitarians,
and so on to the end of the chapter. The next step
is Atheism. Men who hav given attention to this
subject must hav noticed that all Protestant sects
hold to the dogma of free will, and hence it logically
follows that the individual members may change
their religion as free will dictates. This change is
always the result of the emotions influencing the
imagination. A revivalist of twenty-horse power,
if we may use the illustration, will change the religous convictions of a mere emotional being converted
under a revivalist of seven-horse power; a revivalist
of forty-horse power will convert the convert of the
twenty-herse revivalist, and so on to the end of the
chapter. If you know anything of the history of
Freethinkers in the United States you must hav observed that nearly all hav graduated through various
sects, and all were moved by emotional appeals,
until they finally landed in the realms of Freethought. Once there the emotional element in their
nature was exhausted, and they experienced reality
without ideality. In a word, the great majority became either Atheists or Materialists. As such they
were, with rare exceptions, inflexible, moving neither
to the right or the left. This in brief is Protestantism; its workings and results.
It is curious to note that when men who hav
evolved from Christianity into independent thinkers,
such as Atheists, Materialists, and Freethinkers,
never afterwards yearn for Christianity. It is a
dead letter to them forever. Freethinkers, and all
other Liberals, as a rule, are in profound sympathy
with the noble ideal of Judaism, especially as regards the undying hope of freeing humanity from
the fetters of ignorance and the bonds of superstition
through the agencies of knowledge, reason, just laws,
and kind actions. Indeed, Epicureans (Freethinkers)
were in Talmudical times recognized as one of the
seven sects into which the Jews were divided. The
authority for this statement is Rabbi Hamburger, a
learned German Jew, and author of the very remarkable address entitled "The Non-Jews as treated in
the Talmudical Literature,'" now being published in
the Hebrew Review. We only wish every independent thinker in the United States could read this
?road, noble, and comprehensiv expoeition of JudaISm as it relates to non-Jews. It is the free will of
Judaism embracing and absorbing humanity.
Catholicism does not recognize free will. The
Pope is infallible. His bull is law; his edict irrevocable. Catholicism is a military system founded
on a religious idea. The Jesuits are the generals,
the priests the non-commissioned officers, the worshipers are the rank and file, and the pope is commander-in-chief of all. Who ever heard of free will
in an army-in the armies of Russia, Prussia, Austria,
France, 1£ngland, the United States, or any other
country? If free will existed the rank and file
would be the masters, the officers the slaves. Under the suppression of free will the officers are master~ ~nd the rank and file the obedient subjects.
This Is precisely the condition of Catholicism. Under the law and dogma of the " mother church "
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there can be no free will. Hence the militaY.if charof this world-wide organization. The Catholic
IS not governed by an ideal; that which directs, controis, and uses him is ecclesiastical law. A system,
not a principle, governs his whole life.
. The Jew has :Bis religion, but it is founded on an
Ideal, and this ideal is founded upon principle and
reason. He is emotional like the Protestant, but
this emotion is controled by reason; he is, like the
Catholic, governed by ecclesiastical law, but that
law is founded on r· ason. This reason is founded
on rational intelligence, and the intelligence comes
the eternal Jehovah who so wondrously governs in
harmony perfect the universe around and about us.
Thus we see that the Jew cannot change his religion
like the Protestant, neither can he be subject to an
alleged infallible will, like the Catholic. To acknowledge this mortal will would be to confer upon
mortal the attributes of deity, which is inconsistent
with his exalt.ed ideas of deity; he cannot change
his religion, for that would admit that he is bereft
of reason. He believes in free will, but it is as a
free man. The Jewish ideal of Jehovah is Justice,
Mercy, Love; to exalt humanity toward this idealno matter how far it falls short of it-is the hope,
the eternal hope of the Jewish heart. For this he
will endure all, he will suffer persecutions and tortures, the fagot and the flame. The Jew in his
ghetto and the Jew in his palace, the Jews the world
over, will suffer and die for this ideal. Peoples
who hav no ideal perish. Peoples with ideals survive. The Jew has survived, and being true to his
ideal, Judaism is eternal.

and cholera and fever and ague and rheumatics, to
"rough it" as best he could.
As Christian theology c;laims that God "created"
all things out of "nothing," and finished the job with
Adam, it ia a perfectly logical po,stnlate that the
material run a little short on the last job, or Adam
would not hav been left in an idiotic condition liable
to be seduced and led astray by a "weak, wicked
woman !" But from this digression let us return to
the "garden," where Adam did not seem to find it
entirely congenial among the reptils and bears and
wolves and wildcats and ringworms and hyenas
and rats and chipmucks and robbins and owls and
katydids and tape-worms and pigs and trichinre.
With all the others he saw they had of their kind to
get up little tea parties with, and hav church
sociables and grab-bags and pious lottQries and skylarking and a good time; but he was an odd sheep,
as it were, and very lonesome. So he spoke to God
about it, and he saw the point at once. It was then
that God evidently saw the mistake he had made,
and probably regretted that he didn't hav any old
"frlli'ments and fag-endlil of "nothing" (his original
material) lying around loose out of which to
"create" a mate for Adam and place it on an equal
footing-but it came in on the "ground flood," as the
stock jobbers say.
But the material being all used up he had to resort
to the next best thing; so, catching Adam in a deep
snooze under a grapevine, he ripped out one of his
ribs (already "created"), and made Eve out of that.
(I believe that the most pious Christians and profoundly leamed theological teachers claim that
this accounts for a man having one less rib on hie
[From tile London Republican.]
left side than on the right.)
But, as brother Wightman truly says, God did
1\'IR. D. M. BEN;NETT, editor of the New York
TRUTH SEEKER, sends us a handsome volume, entitled not breathe into her the ·"breath of life" and she
"An Infidel Abroad," consisting of a reprint of the did not become a "living soul" for immortality.
letters which he contributed to his journal while on She was an after-thought, made for the special pleasa tour through Europe. We had occasion to speak ure and accommodation of Adam, and that is the
of these epistles during the course of their original light in which tile Bible, priestcraft, and Christianity
publication, and we are now very glad to again hav always treated and r.egarded her, under the commake their acquaintance. Mr. Bennett is a shrewd mands of God to his trusted generals, Moses, David,
observer, and puts his observations on "men and Solomon, and many other of the old saints and
things" into plain English disfigured by no foreign patriarchs of Bible record, to say nothing of St. Paul
phrases. The book recalls to us the pleasant evening and his modern self-appointed agents, bummers, and
spent at the Hall of Science on Oct. 29, 1880, when expounders. I am aware this statement is now being
the testimonial on behalf of the National Secular So- vigorously denied, since some of the more enlightciety was presented to the brave martyr for freedom ened women begin to see the joke and are cutting
of publication. The literary merit. of the book loose from the priestly bondage to assert their claims
would hav been enhanced by a careful revision of in many ways to recognition and usefulness, morthe letters; but, as the author explains in his prebce, ally, physically, intellectually. But every woman of
that was, under the circumstances of the case, im- information, whether Christian or otherwise, knows
possible, and occasional verbosity must, therefore, be that the present advance of woman has been made
excused. A handsome portrait of Mr. Bennett graces in spite of the traditions of Christianity and Bible inthe work, which cannot fail to interest Freethinkers junctions, and it is a matter of wonder how so few
of them see that they are still the chief stay and
on both sides of the Atlantic.
support of that system of priestcraft that has ever
sought to degrade her sex. After being used so long
Woman Without a Soul.
to support the Bible and priestly degradation 6f h. er
MADE, NOT CRE.ATED.-A PRIESTLY REPLY.-ADAM IN sex, beginning to see where the ?>ible record places
THE GARDEN.
her, and beginning to ask for evidence that she has
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : an immortal soul, it must be comforting to be told in
Mrs. Hayden, a pious woman, seeems to hav waked eft"ect that she has no soul, and no hope, on Bible
up to the fact that the Bible, Christianity, and priest- grounds, because that book does not say that God
craft hav ever combined to degrade her sex to vassal- breathed life and soul into a "woman," but only
age and serfdom, even charging to her account the into a "man." And now to rob her of even the
"fall of man," original sin, and a world of lost souls mercy imputed to Christ for woman in error, when
for the courteous civility of offering an apple to her he said, " Go and sin no more," the American and
husband, or rather her only male and human com- foreign committee engaged f0o1: nine years in revising
panion on earth, Adam. And taking the holy Bible and correcting the '.' inspired word of God " in the
account of her existence for evidence, the thought New Testament, hav struck out that celebrated
flashes across her mind whether a woman has a soul evidence of mercy and charity_ and toleration for
to save at all, and she writes a long article in the women, and will expect that the seductions, dalliances,
Amer-ican Wesleyan, a rip-roaring :Methodil!t organ and licentious practices for which the men of God
published at Syracuse, N. Y., asking for Bible proof are so notorious as a class, will be condoned, excused
on this point, whether she is a child of God or not. or smothered in the future as in the past, by their
In that paper of Feb. 2, 1881, Rev. A. Spicer Wight- confiding flocks, so that they may continue to be
man replies to her in the following priestlike and men " after God's own heart," even as David of old
was in biB loving care for Uriah's wife, and as Soloconsoling manner:
" Her• demand for a specific text for every doctrin t~tught mon and all the Bible "men of God" were. Selah!
W. S. Woon.
will involve her sex iu serious difficulties. It is 1wt said in the
~cter

Bible that God breathed into 'woman' the ' breath of life,'
and that she became a 'living soul.' Neither is it said that if
BRo. BENNETT: Will you and all correspondent!!
any ' woman' be in Christ, she is a new creature, or that please to notice my change of address from Norway,
she was created iu the image of God.''

Selah ! Of course the Bible don't say so, but
is it not cruel in the priesthood at this late ~ay
to pull the scales from woman's eyes in this way,
after having her for its dupe and main support so long?
Bible history shows plainly that woman never was
"created" but was a manufactured article (as a mechanic manufactures sewing-machines of another kind)
out of matter or material already "created."
God worked six days in creating "all things that
were ever created," including a man, and then giving
a snort into his nose, he became a living entity, and
he named him "Adam." After God had finished
his job, like a good mechanic, he looked it carefuHy
over and pronounced it a "good," perfect job in
which he was "well satisfied." To be sure, the account shows that Adam was about as near an idiot
as he could well be, for he did not know good from
evil, but he was turned loose in the "Garden of
Eden," among the bulls and rams and goats and
elephants and snakes and lions and tigers and skunks
and lice and fleas and musketoes and lizzards and
measles and mumps and small-pox and yellow fever

Iowa, to Cedar Rapids, Iowa (Box 881), and direct
all communications and papers accoraingly?
.•
Fraternally yours,
E. c. vVALKER.

IF there are any who read THE TRUTH SEEKER that
want music arranged for brass or string bands, I
would like to hear from them. We Infidels ought
to hav Infidel bands, especially the town of Liberal.
I will arrange cheap for any one desiring arranging
done. You may address me at Aurora, Ohio. B. 0.
Fenton, musician.
To the deep delver for truth every aid is joyfully
welcome, and to such Newman's "Supernatural Religion" is a blazing light. That and Greg's "Creed
of Christendom" are two of the most scholarly and
irrefutable books that hav appeared since the sage of
Ferney mercilessly laid bare the hideousness of the
church. In fact he but stripped the veneer from the
building, while Greg and Newman have dug around
the foundation wall till the whole edifice shakes and
topples.-Liberall aper.
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They, by their naturalization, become an integrant
part of our American people, or nation, as freemen
the peers of all their American fellow-citizens.
Nativism and Knownothingism.
Even an American who is politically considered as a
.
nati v of this country may be a person of foreign
To THE EmTOR OF TIIE TRUTH SEF.KER, Slr: birth hecause at the time he 'was born his American
Your valuable jour!1al is devoted to Freethonght pare~ts liveci abroad. Such, for instance, is. the ~ase
and reform. For tlw~ reason I hereby beg leave to/ with the children that are born to an Amencan Ill a
offer :you for publication ~om~ free thoughts .o~ a· foreign land while he holds the office of American
subject with regard to whwh, Ill my humble opmwn embassador, minister, or consul there.
at least, a reform on the part of one class of the
What is the reason, if there is a just one for it,
American people, for the benefit of another class of that naturalized citizens are disliked by nativ Amerthem, is very desirable.
icans? By nativ Americans I do not mean aborigiOur AmPrican Constitution .says, "The exec~1tiv nes or Indians, but English-speaking people born
power shall be vested in a Pres1dent of the .Umted upon American soil, are meant, who, if they are
States of America," and at. anoth~~ place It .s~ys, Anglo-Americans, are descendants of the English
"No person except a natural-b?rn C!ttzen, or a ~1t1zen 1u:.tion in Europe. Has the area of the Uniteci
of the United States at the ttme of the adoptiOn of States been destined by "nature and nature's God"
this Con~titution, shall. be. eligible to the office of -to use the phraseology of the Declaration of IndePresident." ·A Constit.utt~nal am:nd:n~nt further pendence-to be exclusivly inhabited by descendants
says, "No pe~~<on constitutwn!ll!y mehg1ble to .the of the En!!lish nation, or by people speaking only
offic~ of President ~hall he eh.~~ble ,to that of Vwe- the English language? Whih• "nature. and mlture's
President of the Umted St~tes.
I' rom these. ~ro- God" always are just toward all mankind, such an
vision~s doubtl~s~ .ema~ate ~hat ::.recalled Nativism a~sumption woulcl involve the greatt".st injustice on
and h.nownotlungtsm, 111 th1.s c?mttry.
.
their vart, ou account of such a oue-sH.led preference
Natiyism and Kt!ow.notht?gH>m mean an aver~IOn agaiust all other nations, except the English, which
entertanwd by nativ mhab1~ants of o.ur Amencan is living in the British Isles of Europe.
repnhlic, chiefly Anglo-Amertcans, agamst thos~ of
The American peo.ple, it is trne, is an Englishth~ir fellow-citize?s u·ho_ were not born .on Am~ncan speaking nation'. Thi!>, as an outgrowth of the hissoil, but abroau 111 foretgn !ands. This aver!-liOn or tory of our country, is a firmly and permanently
dislike has can!'led the adoptiOn, hy those who enter- e~tablished fact. In EnO'lish our fundamental lawR,
tain that feeling, of the motto, "Americans should the Declaration of Ind;pendence, and the Constiturule America."
tion of the United States hav been written. For
There is, however, no cause for such a cry or de- these charters to the American descendants of the
mand, because the Uni~ed States of Ameri<'a are English nation, who were their authors and framers,
exclusivly ruled by AmeriCans, and not by the queen full and unconditional praise is due on the part of
of England, the emperor of. Germany, the emperor every naturalized American citizen. In English the
of Austria, the czar ?f Russia, the sultan ?f Turkey, other laws of this country hav been given and are
the emperor of Brazil, or any other foreign ~o~ent- given by the CongreF<s of the United States, and by
ate. The] are also not ruleci by freemen or Citizens the legislatures of the several states of our national
of foreign republics. The name "American" means union, in accordance with the charters referred to.
both natural-born and naturalized American citizens. In English the business of our American courts of
Naturalization, as provided for by our American justice and of our other American public offices is
~onstitution, is .t~e investrr:ent of an alien with the transacted. English, therefore, is, and for all time
nght~ and. ynnleges enJoy~d
a na!ural-born to come will be, the legal language of this land of
Amencan Cittzen. By naturahntwn a foreigner who the free and home of the brave, both to nativ and
has emigrated fro~ his nativ land to this conn.try adopted citizens. This has been achieved by the
becomes an Ame1:1~an and ceases t? h~~ anythi.ng descendants in America of the E11glish nation in
ft!rther to do, politically, as one ?f Its CitJ:.:;e.ns, w1t.h Europe. Even the common law of that nation, to a
hts former co~mtry. 'Vhen, by his own chOice, he IS great extent, rules this free and independent country.
b~ing naturalized,, he ?Iu~t declare on o~lth that he
Yet, although the inhabitants of the United States
Willt:mpport the ConstitutiOn of the UI.nted States, use English as their legal language, not all of them
and that .he absolutely r~nounces and abJu~·es foreVf~r speak it as their mother tongue. On the contrary,
a]~ allegiance and fideht,Y to every fore1gn power, the American people hav a cosmopolitan character
pnnce, state, and .sovereignty whatever. 11 e thus and consist of a mixture of nearly all races and naby oath (upon whwh a man must be trusted and tionalities on the globe, the element, however, very
bel~eved until he commits, .or is found guilty of, strongly preponderating which exclusivly speaks
per:Ju~y) ceases to be a foreigner a~d becomPs an English.
Aruencan, a member of the Amencan people or
One of the main tenets of the charters of our
nation, a citizen of the United States, and not mere- American freedom, is, as stated before, the principle
ly a "friend" of his nativ f~llow-citizens, that is, of equal rights to all, in all matters of public connot a kind of public nondescrtpt. But as a natural- cern, which was proclaimed to the world when the
ized citizen he is entitled to vote for and hold public American people assumed the station of a nation
offices, just as well as his nativ American fellow-cit- among the other nations of the globe, on the 4th
izeus do this.
day of July, 1776. According to this principle Na. Thus "jus.tice is establ~she?," which is .one of the tivism and Knownothingism, exhibited by nativ
aims for whiCh the Com~t1tutwn of the Umted States, American citizens against naturalized citizens, are
accordililg to its own preamble, has been ordained, wrong. Because George Washington, Thomas Jefand the American principle of equal rights to all, in ferson, Benjamin Franklin, and other great men of
all matters of public concern, is observed. This American history, were nativ Americans it does not
noble principle is laid down in the following passage follow that every nativ American is a Washington,
of the Declaration o~ Independence: "vVe hold these Jefferson, Franklin, or a great man of some kind.
truths to be !:lelf-evident that all men are created Otherwise no nativ American woulu ever hav to die
equal; that they are endowed by their creator with by a hangman's rope, or be an inmate of a state prisc_ertain inalienaule rig~ts; that ~mong these are life, on, penitentiary, or jail, or hav become a perjured,
liberty, and the pursUit of happmess; that to secure blood-stained traitor of his country, as was the case
these rights governments are instituted among men, with the leaders of the late rebellion in the United
deriving their just powers from the consent of the States, that involved a civil war of four years duragoverned."
tion. The Uuited States certainly no more than any
In flagrant contradiGtion to justice and to the prin- other country produces only good and wise men.
ciple of equa~ r!ghts to all, in all ~at~ers of. public Our globe, however, is a~a}Jted to produce such men
concern, NatiVIsm and Knownothmg1sm claim and eve1·ywhere, in all countnes.
advocate the exclnsiv right of nativ Americans to
The naturalized American citizen has to pay taxes
hold all public offices of honor, profit, and trust in and to bear all other public bmdeus at exactly the
this country. If our American public life be faulty, same ratio as his nativ American fellow-citizens.
the fault is surely not the circumstance that America He, therefore, by a reversion of the principle, "No
it not exclusivly ruled by nativ American~, but per- taxation without representation," so that it reads,
haps the circumstance that we may hav too many pub- "Taxation and representation," ought to e11joy aH
lie offices and officers in this free comJtry of ours, the privileges that are eujoyed by his nativ fellowwhere the people govern themRelvs. The aversion citizens, and among them the privilege not ouly to
and dislike nativ Americans eutertain against their, vote for, bnt al:so to hold, puulic offices of every
for this reason, unfortunate naturalized fellow-citi- kind. Or does our noble Americ:.m .priuciple of
zens are sometimes so strong that in order to giv vent equal rights to all Ameriean citizens, uativ or adoptand expres,ion to them those nativ~ form private ed, iu all matters of public conceru, aumit any other
associations, for in!'ltance of a charitable charactPr, interpretation? Certainly notfrom which they strictly exclude naturalized AmeriThis principle necessarily leads to the conclusion
can citizens.
that naturalized just as well as uativ Am~>ricau citiAdopted American citizens, a good many of whom zens ought to ue eligiule to the offices of Presidency
?orne t;O young to this country that they know noth- and Vice-Presideucy of the United States. But one
mg at all, or hardly auythiug, of their nativ land, of the provisions of the Ccnstitution, quoted above,
are frequently called "foreiguers" hy their nativ strictly aud distinctly foruids this.
fellow-citizeus. But this is wroug. As soon as they
.Because the idea aud priuciple of freedom, upon
hav taken the oath of citizenship, that is to say, the which the governmeut of the United States rests,
very mumeut they hav swom, as American citizen~, hav no lo..;al, national, but a universal, cosmopolitau
to support the Cvnstitution of the Uuited States, al- character, the constitutional clause referred to is
though tltq are persuns of foreign uirtl1, they cease wrong. The proscription of naturalized citizens it
to be "foreigners" in a politicall:lense of the word. con tams is as plain a violation of the principle of
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equal rights to all in all matters of public concern
as negro ·slavery was in this country before its aboli.
tion by the thirteenth constitutional amendment.
That proscription, therefore, ought to be abolished
too, by a constitutional amendment. It clearly is
the very root of the Nativism and KnownothingiRm
in this free country, whose nativ and adopted citi.
zenR ought to exhihit toward each other nothing but
good will, and least of all dislike and aversion on
account of the difference of their nationalities.
That constitutional clause grants a monopoly to
natural-born Americans. But such a monopoly, because it does not agree with the principle of equal
rights to all, in all matters of puulic concern, must
necessarily engender unrepublican pride, vanity, and
haughtiness in the hearts of nativ Americans. It
unfortunately makes them believe that by birth
they are Letter men than the rest of mankind, and
that men hailing from foreign countries are by birth
inferior human being~<. This notion is not only not
true but ridiculous, and in full contradiction to our
Declaration of Independence. Said monopoly is
wrong aud demoralizing, as in fact all monopolies
are. This latter truth has been clearly shown by
negro slavery awl its sad consequences in this country. Slavery, which was utterly incongruous with
justice, liberty, aud humauity, was, wltile it existed
in the United States, nothing but a fiendish monopoly in fa,·or of the former slave-holders.
Self-respect aud love of freedom, which are iden.
tical, are not confined to the Euglit>h nation or its
descendants in America, but universal among mankind, dwelliug in the heart of every sensible man of
every nationality.
No correct principle, therefore, is contained
in said constitutional proscription of naturalized
citizens. The framers of the Constitution, by establishing that proscription, committed as great a blunder as they did by making negro slavery a constitutional institution. The former, it may be repeated,
ought to be abolished just as well by a constitutional
amendment as was the latter. Said constitutional
clause, debarring naturalized citizens from the
Presidency and Vice· Presidency, is hmtful to the
interests of this country. It prizes nativity higher
than knowledge, intellect, and character. Suppose
any naturalized citizen to be better fitted to fill the
presidential chair, to the credit and benefit of our
American nation, than a nativ citizen. If such be
the case, this free country cannot avail itself of that
•nan's services on account of the constitutional proscription referred to. American civilization, being
thus at war with itself, can certainly not march at the
head of the civilization of the world. And what is
to be said of the case of a man whose nativ place
became, or becomes, a part of the territory of the
United States after liis 'birth? One may think of Texas and perhaps of Canada in this respect. Is he eligible
to the Presidency or not? This is certainly a puzzling
question. The boundary lines of the United States,
as is well known, were repeatedly changed since the
adoption of our American Constitution in 17&7.
The sooner the monopoly of nativity, contained in
the constitutional clause referred to, is abolished,
the more such an event will benefit our American nation. Naturalized citizens, if they are no
longer proscribed by the Constitution as to the two
highest public offices in the laud, will, of course, he
encouraged to become truer Americans, and exhibit
more puulic spirit and less clannishness, in case they
really lack any of the virtues of American citiz':lns.
There is no dangt>r that a •epeal of the coPstitutional clause refeiTed to would render the United
States a polyglot country. It is apparent that no
naturalized American citizen could make his appearance as a candidate for the Presidency or Vice-Presidency without having fully mastered and adopted
the English language, reading, speaking, and writing it as well as his mother tougue, and without
being thoroughly imuued with American principles.
His character, intelligence, ·aud judgment, not
the place of his birth or cradle, ought to entitle an
American citizen-natural born or adopted-to hold
auy pu ulic office, the Presidency and Vice-Presideucy included, in the United States.
Oue component part of our American nation are
the Germans of this country. By this so-called German elemen~ the Germans of the United States are
meant who were bont in Germany a~d speak German as their mother tongue, but who hav become
uaturalized citizens. Their children, having been
uorn in this country, are, properly speakiug, no Germans, but Americaus, and prove this fact Ly invaJ·iauly prefening in their conversation English, the
lauguage of the laud, to German.
'l'he German naturalized citizens of the United
States not rarely meet and experience Nativism and
Knownothiugism, and are frequently looked upon in
a prejudiced mauner by their nativ Anglo-American
fellow citizmts. Yet they are, on the whole, law-abidiug, well-behaving, iudustrious, aud thrifty people,
who largely hell' to develop the resources of this
country. They speak German among themselvs
because it is their mother tougue and easiest to
them. The German nation in Europe, from which
lhey hav come, is no more responsible for the diversity of languages than the English nation, whose
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tongue is the language of this country. Moreover, d-d stingy to pay pew rent." I hope there are but which uniler the circumstances is worthy of mention.
the German nation. from which they hav come is few such. This I know, that many of the noblest
Reaching Astoria as by appointment, I gave six
morally, socially, and intellectually as highly civil- men and women to be found in this country are lectures of the radical order. These folks of Astoria
ized and educated, and has as rich and noble a liter- Freethinkers. But all do not fully realize the great want strong food. Politics diviiled our people here
ature, as any other nation in the world. Aside from 'York to be done. But every day is bringing more a little, but I trust that time will smooth the feathour own American nation, the English, French, and hght t.~ ~he world. Science is driving ignorance and ers down and gooil feeling prevail. My thanks are
German nations of Europe stand abreast and not superstitiOn from the land, and although, friend due to William Chauer, Mr. and Mrs. Ross, Messrs.
behinrl each other in the front rank of civilization. B~nnett, we may not see it in our day, yet the time McT"aughlin, Nicholas, and others for a helping
From the above it will be seen that the German!'! w1ll come when the human family will reverence hand in my work.
of this country, having received a good schooling in truth and work for humanity in place of reverencing
I had intended to visit Oregon and other points
Germany, are as intelligent men as any other class myth and fiction and working for an imaginary God. on the upper Columbia in this trip, but the weather
of citizens. The majority of them are skilled me- Although I am compelled to retire from the ranks, I was such that I deferred it until the winter is over,
chanics or praetical farmers, and abhor politics as a wish all who remain to battle for the right great when I hope to speak at Walla Walla and other
profession. They argue that in a free country, success.
Yours fraternally,
H. L. GREEN.
points. ·To the friends down the coast let me say I
where the people govern themselvs, as little ruling
will leave home on the 23d inst. to speak at San
as possible by public officers ought to be done, and
Luis Obispo, Lompoc, Santa Barbara, Buena .Ventura,
California Letter.
the number of public offices ought to be as small as
L0s Angeles, San Bernardino, and other points, durTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: ing February, March, and April.
the welfare of the nation will permit. They think
Of the cause of Freethought and Spiritualism in
that the smallest private business, supporting a man Since I last wrote you I hav put in two months of
and his family decently and honestly, is preferable labor for the cause on Puget Sound, W. T., one of California there is a healthful growth. San Franto the highest office in tb.e gift of the American na- the most beautiful bodies of water in the world: cisco has been favored this winter with the ministradeeply wooded as it is to the water's edge with ever- tions of Thomas Gales Foster, well and favorably
tion.
The number of politicians among the Germans of living green, it presents a picture which the poverty known in the East, and at the present time Mrs.
Watson of Pennsylv~nia, the well-known and able
this country is cornparativly small. The chief reason of my language cannot describe.
The face of the country is mountainous; heneath exponent of Spiritualism is charming her audiences
for this fact, besides the one mentioned, and relating
to their business pursuits, is that English, and not the surface seems to be one vast bed of coal, and with the rich treasures of her head and heart.
Sacramento is quite alive this winter, notwithGerman, is the language of this country. Although above, the finest growth of timber on this continent.
the German naturalized citizens, as a rule, are no The trade carried on here in these products is some- standing the whole valley seems to be under water,
politicians, they are earnest citizens and take as deep thing wonderful, and for ship-building is not sur- except the city, which is protected by levees.
The legislature is in full blast, but, like the ocean of
an interest in the welfare of our nation as any other passed on this coutinent.
My first stop was at Victoria, on my way to the muddy water which surrounds them, their deliberaclass of Americans.
The German laugnage, which is so different from Sound, where I gave five lectures to large and tions are painfully slow and full of debris.
The Liberals here are favored with lectures this
the English, and which they speak in social inter- appreciativ audience!3, notwithstanding the storm of
course among themselvs, chiefly givs food to the snow and ice which seems to be the order of the winter by Warren Chase, who, though his locks are
Nativism or Knownothingism that is exhibited day in the winter season. The friends are still· at blossoming for the spring-time of spirit life, has a
against the Germans of the United States. This is work at Victoria for the spread of truth, and when mind richly stored with the gleanings of fifty years
easily to be seen from such phrases as "the Dutch," you are ready to receive subscriptions for the trip of toil in the cause of human liberty, and there
or "Dutchmen," by which the Germans of this coun- around the world I think the stalwarts, Messrs. Fell, seems to be no abatement in the power of his logic
Duck, Walker, and p:Iany others, will respond.
and magical effect '!f his earnest and rapid uttertry are meant.
At Seattle, my next sto_rping-point, I gave my ance. The highly-gifted artist and speaker, Ada
By the bye, this is the utterance of ignorant persons, who do not know that the word "Dutchman" sixth course of lectures withm the past seven years to Ballou, is here painting portraits, in which art she is
means a Hollander and never a German, and that audiences far beyond my expectations in point of not surpassed on this coast, and alternating with
the German language is about as different from the number and interest manifested. I gave nine Mr. Chase in Sunday evening lectures to large and
lectures here at this time, and the course closed with appreciativ audiences.
Dutch as the latter is from the English.
This is the home of Mrs. P. W. Stevens, a sister
lly far the greater num?er. of t~e G~rma_ns of th:e undiminished interest and increased audiences. I preUnited States, after then· ImmigratiOn mto this sented the claims of THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I always the late E. V. Wilson, whose name and labors are
country, learn the English language as fast and as do, and a goodly number promised to respond to the known in almost every state of this Union. Mrs.
well as po~sible, which is by no -means an easy task call for your proposed trip round the world, express- Stevens had not, like her brother, an opportunity in
to them, particularly if they arrive as grown persons ing satisfaction and confidenoe in the enterprise. early life for an education, but was apparently left
-Bro. Bennett, you hav many warm friends in Seat- to the ministries of unseen agencies for mental
from Germany, and are no literary men.
Anglo-Americans frequentl:y: upbraid the Germans tle, among whom are Mr. and Mrs. Yesler, the pio- development. And to my mind the attainments she
in America on account of the tastes of the latter, neers of the city, to whom I owe many thanks for has reached in the past twelve years are something
as to eating and drinking,_ acquired b:y: them_through kindness to me and assistance in use of hall for like a miracle, and the evidence she is giving daily
of spirit life is highly appreciated by the people of
the climate and productwns o~ their nativ land. lectures.
And also to your red-hot friends, Father Crane and Sacramento and all who favor her with a visit.
According to our Declaration of Independence every
Of San Jose, the Garden City of California, I may
American has the inalienable right to pursue his per- Messrs. Booth, Bloomquist, Smith, Peterson brothers,
and
many
others
whose
hearts
are
in
the
right
place,
say
peace, plenty, and a prospect for a bountiful
sonal happiness. The Germa~ na~uralized. citizen of
this country therefore has the mahenable ng~t to eat from whom, if I mistake not, you will hav a helping harvest prevails.
There is nothing distinctivly Liberal going on here
and drink what he chooses and pleases, provided he hand. This is as it should be, for if there is a cause
pays for it and does not steal it or swindle other p_eople on earth which is deserving of support it is the com- just now. But there is what is termed a young-peoout of it. This unimpeachable truth has sarcastically mon cause you are making against superstition and pie's meeting held in the California theater every
and with irony against the Knownothings been stated time-honored falsehoods which war against true Sunday at 2 P. M. with an attendance of ten or
twelve hundred people. This meeting is not religby a German of the United States in the following religion and true civilization.
Then,
in
the
language
of
St.
Paul,
I
fetched
a
ious
or opened with prayer; songs, recitations, and
rhymes, viz:
compass, and sailed for Port Townsend, the port of speeches with a broad scope is its order, and many
"Well the German, although he goes to school,
entry for the Sound, and also military headquarters. good Liberal and radiaal thoughts find utterance in
Yet ~lways, everywhere, remains a fool.
A newly-developed interest is the manufacture of spite of the clergy who are watching lest somebody
Why, look here, his wine or beer he qu_affs it;
iron from the 01·e which exists in great quantities should slop over against the church. Last Sunday
His dishtsteful sour-kront he swallows tt;
His sausages and bretzels, he eats them;
near at hand. In point of location and scenery, this meeting was addressed by our Unitarian minisAs to Swiss and Limburg cheese, he likes them.
viewed fl'om the table-bluff which forms its back- ter and a Mr. Champian, a radical Spiritualist from
But and that is the worst-for those things all
ground, the landscape has a charm not surpassed by Philadelphia, and myself. So yon see we are not
He tJays, and mostly shuns in debt to fall."
any other point on this coast.
without some Liberalizing means to stir the hearts of
I gave four lectures here with satisfaction to the people.
Nativism and Knownothingism represent, it is
I think, with Talmage, that the vital power of
true, only a sentiment, yet they are utterly wrong myself, and, I trust, acceptably to the people of
Port Townsend. THE TRUTH SEEKER has some so-called religion is dead, and that only the fashin principle.
.
.
.
.
While the English natiOn has given Its language warm friends here in F. H. Winslow, Messrs. Learn- ionable formality of modern churchism remains,
to the American people, other nations, by their de-. ed, Hastings, and others, to whom my thanks are due which can hardly be stirred into life by the craft
of a Moody and Sankey.
scendants on American soil, largely contribute to the for kindness during my short stay.
At Olympia I received a warm reception from
Now, friend Bennett, let me say in conclusion, you
development of our social and business life.
JOHN GEORGE HERTWIG.
the friends of truth in a well-filled hall each night. are doing a good work, as I see you, through your
My thanks are due to friends Young, Woodard, books and THE TRUTH SEEKIIR, which, I believe, is
Bt. Louis, Mo., Jan. 20, 1881.
Hawson, Sabine, and others for favors received; and the very best Freeth ought paper in the world as a
with a promis to return again some time in the medium of thought for the people. As to your
A Letter from H. L. Green.
sweet by and by I took the train for Astoria,- contemplated trip around the world, I am in hearty
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : lectm;ing one night at Tenino on my way.
accord. My five dollars will be ready when the
For the last twenty years I hav devoted m~self to
Tenino is simply a station between Tacoma and time comes; besides, will do what I can to advance
the Liberal cause, and I now find myself Without a Kalama, and the last place where any one would the interests of THE TRUTH SEEKER as one of its
dollar in the world with which to support myself think of stopping to speak, as there are but six or accredited agent~ for the Pa<Jific coast.
and family, and I am getting gray with age. I hav eight houses in sight. But Tenino deserves mention
You will find within money order for amount due
thoughtfully considered the matte.r and come to ~he in THE TRUTH SEEKER as containing a few live peo- you. Find also within my photograph, taken by
conclusion that it is my duty to Withdraw from Lib- ple, especially the telegraph operator and station- Peterson Bros., of Seattle, late of Chicago. Maybe
eral work almost entirely and devote myself to my keeper, Charles Heed, and W. S. Huston, who on a some of the .friends in the l£ast will like a glimpse
profession the law. So long as I was writing for previous occasion had propelled a hand-car fifteen of the most radical speaker on the coast. Hoping
THE TRU1:H SEEKER I felt somewhat justified iit re- miles to Olympia to hear me speak. On being asked all things which are good for you and yours,
ceiving it without paying for it, but as I shall not by Mr. Reed if I would stop and giv a lecture at
lam for truth,
J. L. YoRK. /
often find time to write for it (although I hope to Tenino I replied, "Yes; a man who will take the
THE TRUTH SEEKER, published in New York,
occasionally) I do not feel it would be just for me trouble to go through the rain fifteen miles to hear
longer to receive it without paying for it, and that I the gospel of nature preached will get an audience comes to us in a new and handsome dress, on a better
together right in the woods." And sure enough he quality of paper, and filled with the fragrance of
am not now able to do.
I leave the Liberal movement with the kindest had advertised the meeting as only a live man can anti-sectarian impiety. It is the leading Liberal
feelings to all who are engaged in it. It will be im- do and brought together about seventy people. Of journal of America., and has a very large following
possible for me not to take more or less interest in course I did my best, for such faith and devotion is of the most saintly sinners that ever made war on
the success of principles I hav so long labored for. not met with every day, and gave me inspiration the "elect" of the "Lord." Its editor and proThere are many noble Liberal men and women in often wanting in a larger audience. Parting with prietor, D. M. Bennett, Esq., is a man of extraordiour ranks, but too many who profess to be Liberals these kind friends on the following morning I ptu·- nary ability and energy; and if he is not as pious as
do not fully appreciate their duty to the cause. As sued my course with somewhat more of kindly feel- Anthony Comstock, it is because Christian piety of
one of our most eloquent speakers once said, "the ings in my heart for humanity at large, and the in- that kind is an abomination in the sight of gods and
reason many people are Liberals is that they are too crease of about twenty dollars to my worldly store, men.-Jcwish Times.
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miracles. In the Hindoo faith Brahma, Vishnu, and
Siva performed thoulilands of miracles hardly necesD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
sary to repeat. In the incarnations of Vishnu, when
he appeared in the various avatars, miracles without
end were related. When he cohabited with the virPUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEAR.
gin Devanaguy, and Christna was the product, the
most astoundmg miracles are claimed. It was
TM larg~t and cheapest Radical J()Urnril published in Europe
asserted that Christna performed many mira_
o·r .&~rica, containing nearly seven hundred square inches 'lTWre
cles, and his entire life was in close connection with
Gf reading matter tlwn any other j()Urnril of its kind.
the supernatural. Zoroaster's conception, birth, and
life were enveloped in miracle. His mother l1ad a
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 19, 1881.
miraculous announcement respecting him before he
was born or begotten. Miraculous prediction!!
were likewise made respecting him. After he
What Objections to Christianity 1
commenced his mission and went up on the holy
REPLY TO MR. MAIR'i FIFTH LETTER.-CONCLUDED.
mountain he hn.d a miraculous interview with God,
and received from him the law midst fire, thunderBefore I pass on to the subject of miracles I will
ings, and earthquakes. The celestial element de:first add a few authorities touching oriental religions
scended from heaven and set fire to the mountain
in addition to those already mentioned. With regard
itself. Many miracles are connected with his system
to the old idea of an immaculate conception and
of religion.
of a virgin giving birth to a child, I will refer to
It was the same with the mythology of Egypt.
Plaisted's "Oriental History," Malcom's "History
The account of the life and death of its godi is inof Persia," Ranking's "History of the Moguls,"
terspersed with numerous miracles unnecessary to
and Grote's "History of Greece." In these may be
repeat.
It is the same with the Chaldeans, Assyrifound accounts of young maidens being overshadans, Grecians, etc. Their religions were replete with
owed by gods of different nsmes, and who showed
miracles and supernatural occurrences. The Buda. decided penchant for attractive young females of
Our second thesis, according to your revision, reads dhists narrate great numbers of miracles connected
the human race.
Instead of Christ being the only son of a god be- as follows," Miracles and supernatural achievements with the conception, birth, life, and death of their
lieved to be born in humble life and in a humble have been as fully and as truly ascribed to other great teacher and redeemer. He was begotten by a
miracle, and miracles attended his birth; all through
place, it may be remarked that it was held of teachers and founders of religion aa to Jesus."
I
think
I
shall
not
have
much
difficulty
in
making
his life miracles abounded; he overcame hi!! enemiel!
Christna of India that he was born in a cave, and of
Osiris of Egypt the same. Some of the early gospels the truth of this proposition tolerably clear, and it and the power of evil in a most miraculous manner.
11ay that Jesus was born in a eave. See Fleetwood's would seem that but a limited amount of space will be At his death even the trees of the forest near which
necessary for the purpose. Every principal religious he breathed his last bloomed profusely with beauty
"Life of Christ."
That the stars were interested at the birth of system the world has known has been attended with and a fragrance that pervaded the country round
several of the pagan godii or demi-gods is described what were claimed to be miracles-events and occur- about. To narrate the miracles that are claimed in
rences wholly outside the ordinary course of nature. connection with the life and doctrines of Buddha
in many places. See Plaisted, page 87.
It
has been said of almost every demi-god and would require many Jliges. The same remarks will
Jesus was by no means the first reputed son of a
god at whosebirth the angels of heaven, the shep- founder of a new religion that he performed mira- apply to the religions of the Romans, the Germani,
the Druids, and the Scandinavians. They all claimed
herds, and wise ill:en played~ conspi?uous par~ .. Much cles, or that others performed them m his name.
It seems not a part of my duty in this instance to great numbers of miracles and supernatural manithe same was sa1d of Chr1stna, .l'Ybthra, Osms, and
others. When the latter was born, Colgate's "Egypt" enter into a disquisition on the nature of miracles, of festations. I can make out a long list of them if you
says, "Angels flew to the scene, shepherds surrounded their character, of their improbability and impossi- desire it, but unless you do I will not take the space
the cradle, and wise men caiJle from a distance, bility, but simply to show that they were believed in to enumerate them. All the systems of religicn inand made him an offering of frankincense and and held t.o have been performed by other teachErs contestably prove that in the matter of miracles
and 4ivine characters bl3fore Jesus. I will just re- Chrisoianity- has only been a copyist, a plagiariit, the
myrrh" (page 72).
Gravel! says, " More than twenty gods are reported mark, however, at the outset, that I do not believe in rmme as with all its oother features. Whether the
a.s having been crucified, and several of them, like miracles, or that a miracle was ever performed. I claims of miracles possess merit or not, whether a
Christ, while their bodies were reposing in the tomb, understand a miracle to be an event produced by belief in them is commendable or not, Christianity in
descended to hell, and after roal!ting there three days supernatural power in opposition to natural laws and no sense of the word can claim originality in that
they cut loose and came back to earth, finally as- causes, and contrary to the experience of mankind field; it borrowed its miracles the same as it has
borrowed its immaculate conception, its virgin
cended to the house of many mansions, and took or the world.
I do not believe in supernatural power, or that mother, its trinity, its angels and devils, its heaven
their seats at the right hand of the father of all the
gods." That those who first narrated the story of there is anything superior to or above nature-the and hell, and all its dogmas and doctrines. Confuthe birth, life, death, resurrection, and ascension of material and forces of the universe. I hold that cianism is about the only great religion that
Jesus had heard of some of these older claims there every event that has ever taken place was the result has not been invested with miracles and superis little room for doubt. That the latter story was of a natural cause or causes sufficient to produce it. naturalism. Confucius did not pretend to be
much a copy of the more antique myths is the most I deny that such a thing as a supernatural cause Qver the son of God; he did not pretend to have been
existed. Nature, or the universe, comprehends and begotten by a miracle; he did not pretend to{erform
rational conclusion that can be arrived at.
contains all powers, all forces, all causes, and hence supernatural feats; nor to be the author o impos..i. RECli'ITUUTION.
everything that bas taken place is natural.
sible supernaturalism&. His teachings had reference
In the discussion of this, our first thesis, I claim to
Many things are grand and wonderful, and many only to humanity, to good conduct, and to the affairs
have shown the following points or propositions:
phenomena, to uninformed minds, appear miraculous of this life.
1. That the belief of gods begetting offspring is and supernatural. When a tornado or cyclone
Judaism is made up of miracles, divine interposifar older than Christianity.
sweeps over the face of portions of the earth at the tions, and supernatural events and phenomena.
2. That the idea of a virgin mother and child rate of seventy-five miles an hour, prostrating trees, Miracles are at a high premium all through it.
existed many centuries before Christianity was dwellings, and animals, and by whirlwinds lifting Mohammedanism is another of the iiupernatural
known.
rocks weighing many hundreds of pounds and con- religions. Its prophet was called and commissioned
3. That the crucifixion of sons of gods for the wel- veying them considerable distances, it is very easy by miraculous power. He made a very miraculou11
fare of mankind was an old belief before the ilame for appalled men and women to imagine that a journey on horseback to the seventh heaven and back
claim was set up for Jesus.
supernatural power has caused it, and that a god in a very short space of time. He made his escflpe
~. That the belief in the miraculous birth, life, ani was angry and showed his power. When a bolt of from Mecca by miracle, he overcame his enemies in
resurrection of the sons of gods had been told electricity leaves a black cloud surcharged with battle by miracle, and at his death astounding mirathousands of times before repeated of Jesus.
it, and rives a tall monarch of the forest, or demol- cles are related.
5. That the belief in the trinity is many centu- ishes some stately edifice in the lapse of a second of
Perhaps the age of miracles, par excellence, or the
riel older than Christianity, and iii believed to have time, it is quite easy for superstitious people not in- period in which they were most strongly believed,
been the religious tradition of several nations.
formed of the powers of nature to imagine that a was about nineteen hundred years ago, and the claim
6. That a belief in a life beyond the grave was supernatural power has been employed, and that a was by no means confined to Jesus and his followers.
:firmly held long before Christianity was devised.
god has again become angry; but when duly under- Apollonius, of Tyana, was a r:emarkable character in
7. That the existence of gods and devils, heaven stood, the operation is found just as natural as the this line. His birth was a very few years before the
and hell, good and bad angels, were believed in long falling of an apple from a tree. Nature is replete time ascribed to Jesus, and as he lived a hundred
before Christianity.
with power and potency.
years, his life was much more prolonged, and quite
Many operations have become familiar to us now as eventful. Though there iii much more proof that
8. That, in short, all the dogmas and creeds of
Christianity had a previous existence in the older as natural occurrences that once would have been he existed than of Jesus, he was a great miraclesystems of religion.
thought miraculous or supernatural results. A single worker as well as philosopher, teacher, traveler, and
9. That ssntiments as pure, morals as elevated, century ago it would have been thought impossible religious reformer. Philostratus wrote his life in
were enjoined by other teachers as by Jesus; and by natural means, and in a moment of time, to con- full in the year 210 at the request of Julia Domna,
long before he is said to have lived, the " Golden vey intelligence, to transmit messages, from the At- wife of the Emperor Septimus Severns. The same
Rule," which is held to be the best lilentiment ascribed lantic to the Pacific, three thousand miles across the has been translated into· several languages. I will
to him, was taught by Buddha, Confucius, Socrates, continent, or from Europe to America under the repeat a part of the miracles ascribed to him.
Hillel, and others.
water of the ocean, and it would hav been thought
Before his birth the god Proteus appeared to the
10. That there is no historical proof that such a that supernatural powers must be invoked and mir- mother of Apollonius, and in reply to her inquiry,
person as Jesus of the Christian system ever had an· acles performed to effect such a result. But now we informed her that she should bring himself (Proteus)
existence.
know'that this is being performed every hour, and forth. The child was born in a meadow under a
11. That distinguished and unimpeachable writers that it is just as natural as calling to a person across temple afterward dedicated to him. When the
and historians who lived and wrote at the period the street and holding conversation with him. Every mother was near the time of her delivery she was
ascribed to Jesus, and soon after, though they event that can possibly take place is equally as nat- miraculously warned in a dream to gather flowers in
entered minutely into a description of teachers, ural when duly understood. Supernaturalism iii only a meadow. While her maidens were gathering the
leaders, and prophets of a lesser caliber and of vari- the dream and imagination of uninformed and super- flowers the mother fell asleep on the grass. While
ous religious sects, said not a word of Jesus or of stitious minds. Pretended miracles hav even been she was thus asleep the swans that were feeding in
a sect he established.
related to confirm the faith of the world. Every the meadow formed a chorus around her, and, clap12. That the sect of Christians was not mentioned system of religion in the past which recognized a ping their wings, sung in unison, while the air was
by Philo or Josephus, through they fully describe supernatural power claimed and related miracles to fanned as by a gentle zephyr. At this very time the
the Essenes, which was probably the sect from sustain it. If Christianity is proved true by its mir- remarkable child was born. A thunderbolt in the
which the Ubristians had their immediate origin.
acles, so are many other systems of religion both be- act. of descending to the earth turned upward and
:rh&t as there is nothing really new ia the fore it and since.
disappeared.
Chnliltlan lilyliltem, ail the story of the parentage, birth,
Oriental reli~iont~ w~;re filled with marvel.i and
Ali he passed from infancy into childhood he
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life, doctrines, death, and resurrection of its demigod had been held to, as well as the object and purpose of his life and death in saving the world, is far
older than the Christian system, it would seem
wholly unnecessary for God to leave his residence
above the clouds to come down to earth and be closely
confined for nine months, to pass through the stages
of gestation, infancy, childhood, and youth to manhood, to be put to a painful and ignominious death,
to reveal simplyto the world the same old e<tory, the
same old vagaries, that had been repeated thousands
of times before.
14. That the accepted gospels of the New Testltment were uot written in the first century, and
not till more than one hundred and fifty years
after the time that Jesus is claimed to have lived,
and that they were not written by Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John, to whom they are falsely ascribed,
but were compiled, fixed up, and issued in the latter
part of the second century, and have no historical
facts to stand upon.
I propose to adduce further proofs of some of the
foregoing propositions as we advance on; and unless
you call it out again, I will leave a further consiileration of our first thesis.
SECOND THESIS.-IDRACLES.
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showed _great s~gns. of strength. of mind and close-: 0~ a visit to Ethiopia he met with the Gymno- asc.ension is very differently stated. Matthew did
applicatwn. Hts time after this. was largely BJ?ent sophists! on which occasion a miracle was performed. not deem it a matter of sufficient consequence to
in Tarsus and 1Egre, where he received the teachmgs Thespeswn, the leader of the GymnmJOphists seeing mention it at all; Mark turns it off with these few
of the disciples of Plato, Aristotle, and other sages. Apollonius approach, commanded a tall eim tree words, " So, then, after the Lord had spoken unto
He was a devoted _follower _of Pythagoras. He ate under which they were reposing to salute the new- them, he was received up into heaven, and sat on the
nothing _that had hfe, and hved sol?ly on vegetables comer. Immediately the tree saluted him in a very right hand side of God." Luke says Jesus led hill
and frmts. After the death of hill parents he re- respectful manner, and spoke to him in the voice of disciples out as far as Bethany, lifted up his hands,
solved never to marry and to preserve ~otal silence a woman, which was easily understood.
and then was carried up. John deemed the matter
for fiye years. Later he traveled _to Indill;, J?abylon,
Later he took up his residence in Syria, and spent of such trifling importance that he had not a word
Arabia, S_u~a, Germa~y, etc_. Whi_le on his JOurneyli his time in teaching the people and in doing good. to cay about it. Possibly the committee who for
he had ~IBIOns and mtervieWii With _the d_ead. ~n When Domitian succeeded to the imperial throne of some ten years have been revising this word of God
Mount qaucasus he saw the very chams With wh10h Rome, and heard of some expressions of Apollonius have corrected all these contradictions.
the demi~god Prometheus had been bol1lld when ~e that did not please him, he cited Apollonius to ap.
.After the death of Apollonius he appeared to some
was crucified five hundred years befo~e. When, m pear before him; but Apollonius received by super- of his disciples at Tyana and convinced a young
the company of th~ Brah~ans, they ~Imultaneously natural means the intelligence before it reached him man of the reality of life after death. He was
struck th~ earth With their staves, It heaved ~nd in a natural way, and he started at once for Rome. worshiped some centuries as a god. One or more
swelled hke the waves of the s~a, and all standi~g Upon arriving there he was at once taken before the temples were erected to him, and thP. Emperor Alexaround. were elevated to the hi~ht of ~wo cubits emperor, who acculied him severely with- being an ander Severns had a statue made of him, which he
above It. They danced a chorus m the air and then enchanter, and ordered him to prison. Upon being kept in his private closet where he worshiped. Many
descended toge~her.
.
again brought before the emperor, he replied to the writers spoke very highly of him as a god or as.a
The f~ast whiCh the kmg of the J?rahmans gave to same with so much boldness that the emperor ordered very wise man. Ennapius said he was something
Apollomus exceeded the feast whiCh Jesus gave to his hair and beard to be cut off and him to be taken between a god and a man. Had the Christians only
the multitude when he fe~ the~? with five loaves to prison again, loaded with ch~ins, and cast among adopted him instead of Jesus, it is difficult to see
and t'!o fishes. Four Pyth1an tnpods came forward the vilest felons. By this time he was nearly a hun- why he would not have made just as good a reHe certainly lived much
~f their own accord; also cup-bearers of black brass dred years old. When one of his fellow-prisoners deemer as the latter.
hke the Ganymedes and Pelops of the Gr~ekli. The asked him when he would be set at liberty, he re- longer, taught much more extensively, and perearth stre~ed under them soft herbs hke down. plied, "If it depends on the judge, to-morrow; this formed miracles just as wonderful. There is far
B~ead, fnuts, a_nd_ vegetables of the season, together instant if it depends upon myself." Saying this he more proof that he had a real existence than that
With many dam ties used at feasts, came· of them- at once freed his limbs from his fetters saying "You Jesus had, h(:l is not nearly so much a mythical
selves, each in order, and bett~r prepared than the see the liberty I enjoy." He then put'on the fetters character, and it is hard to see why his life,
best cooks were capable of domg. The cup-bearers again. After being once more taken before the em- morals, and teachings were not equally as good.
of brass mixed the wine and the water for the com- peror he eluded the power of the tyrant, became This may possibly shock you who have so high a
pany and presented a small cup of it to each person invisible, and by supernatural means caused himself veneration for Jesus as a god; but your feeling
present. The _lame and bli».d were also cured, and ~o be instantly transported to Puteoli, three days' him is much like that of the adorers of Christna
many o~her miracles were performed.
.
JOurney away, wh~re he presented himself bodily to for that god, like the Persians for Zoroaster, the
On his. retu_rn toward Ephesus, and . while at his friends Demetrius, the philosopher, and Damis. Buddhists for Buddha, the Mussulmans for MohamSmyrna, mtelhgence w~s conveyed to him that a
After this he again traveled through Greece, and med, the Shakers for Ann Lee, and the Mordeadly plague was ragmg at the former city. He spent his time in t_eaching the large crowds that mons for Josiph Smith. Had you been reared in
replied that the journey was not to be delayed; and gathered to hear him. When Domitian was being either of those religions your veneration would be
no sooner had the words left his mouth than he and assassinated Apollonius was apprised of it at the mo- as great for the teachers named as it now is for
his companions were instantly conveyed to Ephesus, ment, and became so absorbed in what was going on Jesus. I consider myself quite impariial, and able
where he performed the great miracle of stopping hundreds of mile!! away that he became nearly un- to look fairly upon all, seeing no special amount of
the plague at once by causing the people to stone a conscious of what was taking place around him. His deity in either.
Other great miracle-workers have lived at differwicked demon which caused all the mischief.
thoughts and words were taken up with what was
While cin his travels over Greece he frequently transpiring ·at Rome, and among his utterances he ent times. Simon Magus was one. He lived in the
cast out devils. At Athens a youth was possessed of cried, "Strike the tyrant; strike !" A few minutes same century assigned to Jesus and Apollonius.
a devil which raved and swore fearfully, giving later he said, "The deed is done;" and it proved The miracle business flourished greatly at that
utterance to the most horrid expressions, and swear- upon investigation that he was exactly right in time. period. Simon Magus succeeded so well with his
ing that he would not leave the youth. Apollonius This remarkable instance of supernatural power of miracle-working that his Christian opponents acrebuked the devil and ordered him to get out of the vision is given by Philostratus, and Dion Cassius as cused him of being helpea by the devil. They have
young man, and at the same time . commanded the well, and they agree far better than do the gospel ever since been equally unfair and severe upon
devil to give a visible sign. The evil being pointed writers as to many incidents in the asserted career of competitors, whom they either accuse of ·being
co-workers with the devil or send to him after death.
to a statue standing bef01•e the royal portico and said, Jesus.
"I will make that fltatue tremble," whereupon it soon
When N erva ass11med rule in Rome he sent to Among the miracles performed by Simon Magus,
began to shake, and fell over on the ground.
Apollonius to. come· and consult with him, but the or in his presence, may be mentioned the followiflg:
Apollonius also attended a wedding and performed message returned was characteristic of the remark- When he was on one occasion being whipped by his
a wonderful miracle there. He ha!l a disciple by able man: "We will converse together, 0 Emperor, enemies, he caused the rods to pass through his body
the name of Menippius, who was in love with a beau- during a long time, when we will neither command as though it had been smoke, and it !s to be hoped
tiful and intelligent woman, whom he was soon to others, nor will others command us;" implying, of that they hurt him no more than if it had been
marry. When the nuptials were about to be cele- course, that they would both soon leave this world smoke. He caused stone statues to move like
brated Apollonius announced that the woman was and meet in the other. They both soon after died. living persons. He animated lifeless things. He
one of the Empusro, who passed under the names of This wali nearly equal to "This day shalt thou be converted stones into bread. He flew through the
air from one mountain to another, and from one
Lamiro and Larvre. As soon as he made this an- with me in paradise."
nouncement everything in the room vanished-the
There is discrepancy as:: to when Apollonius de- place to another, alighting on the earth gently and
gold and silver vessels, cup-bearers, cooks, and all parted this life. Some say he died at Ephesus; safely. When brought before Nero he assumed
the domestic apparatus. The phantom then appeared some that the exit was made at the temple of Die- different forms and shapes; he became a small child,
as if in tears, and begged not to be tormented nor tyma in Crete, and others that it was in the temple then an old man, and again a young man, changing
forced to make a confession. But Apollonius was of Minerva at Lindus. This disagreement in the both his face ;J.nd body. He raised a dead man to
peremptory, and the phantom confessed to being accounts of his death is not unlike the contradictory life. He called angels to his assistance. He changed
Empusro, and that she had. pampered Menippius with statements about the close of Jesus' career on earth. himself into a ram, and when in that condition his
rich dainties for the express purpose of devouring The writers of the canonical gospels disagree in head was taken off, and on the third day he rose
him. Thus the disciple was miraculously saved.
many particulars as to the reply that Jesus made to from the dead. Finally he built a town by super.After traveling all over Greece he journeyed to Pilate; as to the number of times the cock crew- natural power to please Nero, and from it flew
Rome. Here he was charged with treason, and was Mark says once, the others three times; the inscrip- through the air like a bird; but Peter, being his
about to be arrested. An official approached with a tion on the cross is differently stated by all; they enemy, prayed that he might fall, when poor Simon
roll of parchment in his hand, on which the charge differ as to when the crucifixion took place; Luke fell to the earth and was dashed to pieces.
I could fill many pages with the miracles said to hav
was written. His disciples took alarm at the thre~t- says it was Calvary, while the others say it was Golening aspect of affairs and fled in every direction; gotha; Matthew and Mark differ as to the color of been performed by various persons, but it is hardly
but Apollonius was all right; he simply stretched the robe Jesus wore, one saying scarlet, while the worth while. I have already shown what I underout his hand, and when the roll was offered not a other insists upon purple. They agree no better as took to show that many both before and since Jesus,
line or word was to be found upon it.
to what wali given Jesus to drink. Matthew says are said to have performed miracles and supernatural
Soon after this he met a funeral procession bear- gall mingled with vinegar; Mark, wine mingled with deeds equally as remarkable and impossible as are acing a young woman to her grave. She was of a myrrh; Luke, vinegar straight; John, vinegar and credited to him, and these claims of miracle-working
consular family, and all Rome condoled with the hyssop. The hour of the crucifixion is as diversely are even now set up in our own times. Of course I do
young husband of the dead woman. Appollonius stated. Matthew says the ninth, Mark the third, not believe that these miracles were ever performed
addressed himself to the procession, saying, "Set Luke the ninth, John the sixth. John says Joseph but the accounts are just as reliable and trustworthy
down the bier, and I will dry up the tears which you begged the body "secretly," Mark says "boldly." as about the miracles performed by Jesus, and I can
are shedding for the maid." He touched the-young Matthew says it was Mary Magdalene and the other believe them just ~s easily. Every claim set up that
woman, and u~tered a few words over her in a low Mary who first vi11ited the sepulcher; Mark says it miracles have been performed by any one is in.my
tone of voice, and she awoke from death. This feat was Mary the mother of James and Saloma; Luke opinion utterly and entirely false. Nature does not
was equal to that performed by Jesus upon another says it was Joanna and Mary, while John says it was do violence to herself; and God, if there is a God,
young woman in a similar condition. Which was Mary Magdalene alone. They differ as to how the does not violate his own fixed laws.
In closing this lengthy reply in which I fear I
the greater miracle of the two is an open question. stone was rolled away and as to the number of anHe traversed Spain and Africa, returning to Sicily gels seen there, and the positions they were seen in. have occupied more space than even you did, let
and Italy, performing good deeds and working mir- They show the same amount of inharmony of state- me suggest that hereafter we make our articles
acles on his way. At Alexandria he met Vespasian, ment as to whom Jesus appeared to. Matthew says to briefer, and not undertake to cover so much ground
who was on his way from Rome to Jerusalem. One two women, Mark one woman, Luke two apostles, at one time. This course will undoubtedly be less
Sincerely yours,
day a tame lion aJ?proached him and paid him high John one woman, while Paul has it Cephas. In the tiresome to ow· readers.
D. M. B.
respect. Apollomus informed those standing near announcement that Jesus had been seen, and how, no
that the lion wished him to inform them by what two of them agreed. They disagreed widely as to
I HA.V obtained more information about the leadhuman soul he was inhabited. He then said it was the persons Jesus appeared to after his resu.rrection
the soul ~f Amasis, one of the ancient kings of and the number of times. Matthew says ~wice, _first ing Freethinkers of our own and olden times from
Egypt. 1he moment the lion heard these words he at the sepulcher, and later to the eleven m Gahlee; "The World's Sages" than I supposed could be sold
T. G.
roared in a piteous strain, crouching on his knees Mark says three, first to Mary Magdalene, next to for $3.
and bursting into tears. The lion was then dressed two disoiples, and to all the disciples at meat; Luke
"NATHA.NIEL V .A.UGH.A.N" is a magnif!cent novel.
in colors and garlands,- and 11ent into the interior 11ays three times, John four times, and Paul six times,
parts of Egypt, accompanied all the way with the to Peter, to the twelve, to more than five hundred, to Its radical character and the ability of its author
sound of flutes and the singing of hymns.
James, to all the apostles, to Paul himself. The rank it with George Eliot's works.-P1-om a review.
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8/iStl[lJHt(tOUS.
Ways and Means.
AN APPEAL FOR THE NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.

The old. theologic creeds of the world hav, from
time immemorial, organized their Hdherents and
propagated their faiths by activ corporations and
through aggressiv combinations of meb.
These
religious organizations hav borne sway over humanity now for many thousands of years-the most
modern and persistent of them commen~ing nearly
two thousand years ago.
THE POWER OF ORGANIZATION.

body through which the soul of it can manifest itself.
Pious people giv to established, well-accredited organizations. Liberal people would giv freely for the
promotion of mental freedom if an organization existed powerful enough to promote it. There is but
one Stephen Girard in the first half of this century
and one James Lick in the last, because there has
been no Liberal organization pTominent and powerful
enough to attract the attention and command the
confidence of Freethinking wealthy men and women.
The National Liberal League, though only four
years old, will endeavor to grow and persist and supply the .needed demand.
Very few, even of thinkers, hav yet begun to realize
the importance of organtzation, the power of association, the value of cooperation, and union of f0rces. Two
woodsmen with handspikes pry up a log; that is a unit
or first step in organization, to join forces to do what
one could not do-what one has not the force to do.
Three put their shoulders to the wheel-that is more
organization. Ten capitalists join pockets and brains
to build and run a railroad. One. alone halO neither
pocket nor brains enough to do it. These are samples of material organization, which, as they increase
in their organized numbers, are endowed with tremendous power. One infallible pope divides up the
whole world into sees and dioceses, episcopates and
arch-episcopates, bishoprics and arch bishoprics, and
appoints a long hierarchal line of priests, vicars,
bishops, archbishops, and cardinals up to the papal
throne itself. This is spiritual assumption organized
upon a ground of material support; but it is an organization of prodigious power and far-reaching consequences.
On the contrary, observe now the few Freethinkers
in a town-say ten of them-seen perhHps about the
stores and groceries, talking Liberalism and complaining of the ostracism they meet and the snubs they
get from the pietists who are in power. Unorganized as they are, nobody fears them at all-nohody
even respects them-they are the social and intellectual outcasts of the place. But let these ten men get
together, appoint a chairman, secretary, and treasm·er, assemble weekly, arid begin to talk over chnrch
taxation and the expense to themselvs of other folks'
religion, and how to put a stop to church aggressions,
Sunday laws, religious exercises in the schools which
their children attend-do this, and the church takes
immediate alarm, and the ten Freethinkers are lifted
into immediate consideration and respect. Loose
talk ?n the street corners is cheap, but organizing to
talk IS another matter. That means business, and
talk may then result in action. Still more are the
churches scared, and begin to flutter and agitate
among themselvs as to what they must do about it
when these tf'n men annually, say in the spring, send
a ·delegate to a state convention, and again in the fall
send more delegates to a national convention. Then
they snuff something in the wind, and want to know
what is up. From that time on these groups of ten
begin to grow, extend their influence, and become
centers of discussion, agitation, education, and a
healthy public opinion.

Meantime, however, science hlls advanced; some
nearer approach to the true origin 0f things has been
discovered; clearer cosmical conceptions prevail,
and more practical theories of the conduct of life
actuate the minds of men. As the falsity of old
creeds has been shown, counter organizations for
spreading .light and announcing the truth on all subjects hav sprung into activity.
Organization hH's
built up the great pyramids of fraud, and organization must pull them down. After the fall thereof,
organization must clear also the ground, and build
up the lfew and the true. There is no other name
given under heaven by which the organized cohorts
of error can be vanquished and replaced by cohortA
of the good and true but by opposit and just afl
aggressivly persistent organization. The churches
to-day, with their faiths demonstrated as falsities,
their creeds as cruelties, and their liturgies as lies,
are yet by their organization able to keep the field
and maintain the sta1"t they hav gained on the whole
intelligent world. By their organization they contrive yet to giv color to legislation, to deprive society of one-seventh part of its time, to prohibit innocent amusements or dictate their form, to tax the
property of others and exPmpt their own, to levy
assessments on birth, death, and marriage, to impose
so-called moral obligations on their laity and exempt
the clergy, to extort secrets from the ignorant whom
they are able to frighten to the confessional, and,
generally, to reverse nature, turn innocent acts into
sins, and make obedience to natural law a crime.
Without organization on the part of freemen they
would be, indeed, they are, wholly at the mercy of
the organized believers in lies. Look at this statement sent me by a correspondent: A village of
~,000 inhabitants, five churches, forty-five members
m them altogether, hundreds of Freethinkers in the
place, and yet these five churches, with only fortyfive members in the whole or them, rule that town.
The churches are organized, the free citizens are not.
Suppose you are a farmer, and hav plenty of cabbage and potatoes, and are at liberty to sit down
and eat them, what is such a vegetable existence
worth if you cannot hav mental freedom? What is
it worth if yon want a certain book from New York,
and you send an order to the publisher accompanied
by the money, and he can't send it to you without
asking permission of the church who rules the state?
LIBERAL ORGANIZi'J:ION BEGUN.
And what makes it still more galling is that the
At
the
commencement
of the second century of
church is at liberty to send her publications uninthis
republic
the
Liberals
of
this country set about
spected and unopposed, no matter how obscene they
may be; and the Christian farmer can sit down and founding such an organization on a national scale for
eat his cabbage and potatoes, and order what books the purpose of remedying this state of subjugation in
he pleases, and hav them sent to him without which they find themselvs placed. They said, "It
is not in our stars, but in ourselvs that we are under. question.
If a play, even of their own pious kind, which lings," and we will organize a revolt. Accordingly,
they take a notion not to like, is pro"':losed at a thea- on the 4th of July, 1876, a representativ body of them
ter, they, by their organization, bear down on the assembled at Philadelphia and organized the National
press and public opinion and squelch it; while we, Liberal League. That institution has grown and
in our disorganization, hav but to submit. If a flourished ever since. At its first annual congress in
World's Fair is organized, and Congressional aid 1877 it had eighteen local auxiliary Leagues; at its
asked, they get it, and then the great organized second, in 1878, it had sixty-two; at its third, in 1879,
church dictates that the Fair shall not be open on deducting eight that had withdrawn, it had 113; at its
S_unday. They hav taken our money through taxa- last congress, in Chicago, September, 1880, it had 201
tiOn, and then prescribe the time, wherein we are affiliated, undetached auxiliaries, an average of more
most at leisure, when we shall not attend. These than doubling its growth every year since its founda~re two out of many examples of what the organ- tion. Since September three auxiliaries hav withIzed can bring to bear against no matter how large drawn and eight new ones hav joined, leaving a balnumbers of the unorganized. It is just like the ance of 206 still loyally attached.
As a matter of course, such an organization must
power of one
organized regiment against a
100,000 unorganized mob. Let the Liberals of this meet with difficulties. It has met with them. Not
country organize, then they will exert their fair well accustomed to methods of organization, the Libshare of intluence in the government, politics, amuse- erals hav had to experiment. They hav had everyments, industrieR, and social institutions of this thing to learn. The League expected to be encomcountry, and make their power respected. That is passed about with enemies, and has been in some dewhat the Liberal League wishes to do, and will do gree prepared to meet them. It did not expect foes
if it is once aided to get a good start.
' in its own household; but it has had them too, and
The following items are taken from one number of has di8comfited them. This it has regretted, but it
knew that "when al}. omelet is to be made, some eggs
the New York daily Times:
hav to be broken." He who is not for us is against
·~ Mr. Cyrus. H. Mc(?ormick ha~ given in all to the Presbyd
f · dl
h
tenan Theological Semmary in Chwago the sum of $ 200,000." us; an opponents, nen y or ot er, must get out
"Of the $370,000 required for the endowment of the new ~f th_e waY:. The League is now in good, compact,
A.ngelican Bishopric of Southwell, $250,000 has been sub- fightmg tnm, and lJI:epared to go industriously, courscribed."
ag~ously forward With its work_; and its wor~ is just
"The giftsthalreatuytmadfet bby hMrsh. Vablerida G. ~tone,dof Bos- as Important now as on the day It was orgamzed.
ton, out of e es a e 1e
y er us an , to aid an endow
colleges and seminaries in this country and in missionary fields,
SINEWS 01!' WAR.
amount to more than $800,000, besides $700 000 to churcheti
B
h"
f .
.
relativs, and friends, and various objects of charity."
'
, ut at t IS stage 0 .Its p~·ogres~ the ~ atwnal
"ll h
.
I~eague n~eds .a sounder financial basis. It IS organW 1 t ere never be such mumficent donors to the Ized not for d!!Jplay not for merely ornamental mr
1
cause of Freeth ought? N
t" 11 h
f
b
'
.
o, ~ev_er- I t. ~ cause ? poses, ut to work; and to work effectually it must
Freethought Is ORGANizED-till It has a hvmg, act1v hav the tools. The needful is necessary. Money

is oil. Here we hav the machinery-engin, boiler
wheels, cogs, gudgeon, bearings, and plenty of
steam, but lacking oil to lubricate with. Of course
the thing creaks and squeaks and heats its journals.
Hitherto the National LeHgue has pursued the
most economical methods. It has grown itself by
the inherent weight of its opinions and the merit of
its measures. It has had no adventitious aiJ from
money. It has never been puffed nor advertised; on
the contrary, it has been ti:Hduced and vilified. It
has been the subject of sneers from the Rev. Joseph
Cook because one year it reported only $200 in its
treasury. But it survives and livs on, spite of positiv obloquy or negativ notoriety.
The League has relied wholly on the devotion of
its adherents for the personal ~_;ervice necessary to
carry it forward. It has no salaried officers. It
never has paid a dollar of rent for office rooms. Its
revenues hav been small, but its expenditures hav
been kept small to meet them.
This limited enteq:irise, however, cannot always
continue. There is a saving which tendeth to poverty, and the League must not continue that stage of
poor economy. As the League grows the work of it
increases. But the value of its influence and enterprise also increases. Its correspondence alone is
already too heavy for one secretary. It needs activ
agents, from now on, to -enlarge its work, agents
giving their whole time for fair compensation. The
League Constitution provides for a state committee
in every state. The chairmen of these state committees are appointed annually by the League Congress. Vacancies are filled by the board of directors.
The chairman of each state committee ought to be
the best Liberal in the state for which he is appointed. There is work enough to take up his whole
time, and he ought to be paid. Then these state
chairmen make up a national committee, who hav to
be directed by a national chairman. He ought to
be a born organizer, and should be the busiest man
alive. As no man can work, year in and year out,
for no compensation, he must l>e paid. With a state
committee man busily at work in every state, and
their national chairman energEtically and intelligently directing them, the orthodox fur would begin
to fly in this country.
The following are some of the duties that would
devolve on these state committee men: They would
make it their business to get up town meetings,
county meetings, state conventions, and always to
organize auxiliary Leagues when possible. They
would look after the circulation of Liberal journals
and general Liberal literature, and everywhere set
the people to reading. They would scatter petitions
for the taxation of church property; agitate for the
removal of the Bible from the public schools; interview teachers; stir up public opinion against exploded doctrins and dogmas that get interpolated
into school books; get the Sunday laws discussed and
push for their repeal; attend political conventions;
jet Liberal principles incorporated into the platforms
of any and all parties; question candidates; contribute articles to the state and local press; in short,
each one would be the very activ, never-tiring Lib~ral _scou~ and ani! represei.Itativ in every state, keepmg It stirred up, and domg all manner of Liberal
work a~ opportunity for it arises. All this would go
on under the direction of the national chairman of
the executiv committee, and he under the advice and
cooperation of the board of directors, of whom he
is one .
But the Liberal League makes no war on religion
as such, nor on Christianity as a form of religion.
The League wishes only to eliminate thot:le srJiritual
intangibilities, but in vractice very painful realities,
from any influence or control in the state, and from
undue influence over public opinion. Take religious
creeds entirely out of the state, let their kingdom be
really not of this world, let the subjects of the state
be simply treated in law, in legislation, and before
the courts as equal :Jitizens, without any reference to
church or religious faith, and this League would hav
no further reason for being. If the church can secure
observance of the Sabbath, on her terms and in her
way, on the part of any number of people by fairly
reasoning with them and persuading them by the
facts of science, all well. But when she resorts to
force, ii!vad~s the ~:;tate and procures the passage of
laws, dtctatmg how other men, not devotees of hers,
shall or shall not spend any portion of their time,
she gets out of her sphere. The League, then, has
a reason for being, and will endeavor to limit her to
her rightful kingdom.
Also when she imposes her theological books, doctrins, and observances upon the public schools, attended by children of all religious faiths as well as
of none, she is equally out of her rightful placfl and
must be relegated back to where she belongs. Also,
if religion is a grace and a luxury-and she takes
luxurious .!tnd expensiv houses to enjoy it in-she
must pay her own taxes on those houses and stand
11 h .
f
· ·
·
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a ot e1 costs o enJO_Ymg It.
~t Wlthm her own
sphere the League will never disturb her-or at
least in no other way than as League principles, like
the sun, shine on all alike and convince on account
f th ·
bl
· ·
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eu reason a eness, JUSt as t e genera acts of
science do.
T. c. LELAND Sec N L L
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The Deepening Conflict.
Ideas ere never at rest. They drive us on whether
we will or no. Luther started the Reformation, but
he was afraid of it after a while and wished that he
had remained within the bosom of the church. He
did not realize that his thesis would carry him or the
w6rld so far along. So to-dliy many who entered
upon Liberalism with eager hope would fain stop its
course, for it seems to be taking on a too fierce and
revolutionary aspect.
· They want Liberalism to settle into a comfortable
night-cap order and dream the happy hours away.
They want no more fighting. Having made a
Sabbath day's journey in reform they are ready for a
good night's !'!leep.
,
But the army is in motion, and they who will not
advance must become a part of the lumbering and
useless baggage.
We may desire peace but we cannot hav it. We
may wish to wander in the green pastures and lie
down_ by the still waters, but if we hav a particle of
consCience the thunders of battle still call.
The irrepressible conflict and antagonism of the
old with the new is seen in the recent action of a
committee of a Unitarian church. They hav decided
that an honest and devout thinker, with high and
noble views of morality and religion, has no legal
claim within their body.
If he stays he stays on courtesy and is put on starvation rations.
Time was when Unitarianism was in the front rank
of the Liberal world, but now it is side by side with
orthodoxy. This may be a bad outlook for Unitarians, but it is a good sign for the world. It shows
that things are growing. Unitarianism, with all its
outside light and sweetness, is after all at its heart
bitterly sect,uian.
It is fundamentally super~aturalism, and hence
when the issue comes it stabs at the heart of liberty.
Unitarianism is now only a landmark of human progress. It is not, as it"once was, a spirit and a life.
The old fogy can dwell in its shadowy comfort, but
the fresh and earnest man has no place in its luxuriant
apathy. In the deepening conflict it has passed by
on the other side. It no longer helps the beleaguered
world. It is the priest and Levite.
Another sign that the battle is by no means over is
the refusal of the Massachusetts legislature to giv
Atheists the right to testify in a court of justice. It
seems impossible that in this enlightened age, in the
very heart of our civilization, so barbaric a refusal
could be made.
It shows the deep hold of ignorance and superstition upon the minds of men, and that in the shadow
of Harvard College the ghosts are still worshiped
as if Huxley and Darwin had made no discoveries.
Such things, however, should not make us despair
of the race, but nerve us to greater effort. 'fhe
deadly opposition we find should only make us bold
and enthusiastic. We must be ready to battle with
the old and at the same time welcome the new in
every form. We must not be frightened by the bugbears of the past nor by the strange appearances of
the future.
The conflict deepens. Is reaches from land to
land. The forces against us are subtle and terrible,
and as we change front old allies hecomc enemies.
Some is~mes touch their latent orthodoxy, and they
turn and rend us. This cannot be helped. It only
shows the vastness and grandeur of the interests involved, and that we are all building better than we
know.
S. P. PUTNAM.

were i~vited _and entertained by Hugh F. Blair. He
and_ hi~ family are the only Liberals in town. Mr.
Blair IS· one of the few men who hav backbone
enough to stan~ up independently in the face of a
whole. com~um~y an.d assert his honest opinions.
The discussiOn m Jamestown was largely attended,
and mus~ prove an eye-opener to many of its citizens.
Moses _will probably debate with Mr. Braden in Andover m the course of a couple of w_eeks.
So ~he ca'!se moves on. Would It not be well i~
the Liberalists all over. the country would e~ulate
the exampl_e of ~hos~ m w_estern Pensylvama a_nd
e3:stern Ohi~, un~te m the1r endeaYors, and stnve
WI_th. all their ~1ght fo~ the furtherance of those
prmc!p!e.s that WI_ll emanCipate the human mind from
superstitiOn and Ignorance? . .
Inclosed please find a subscnptwn for THE TRUTH
SEE~E~; Put us down f?r your book "Ar<_mnd the
Wmld.
We are scatte~mg Fr~ethought literature
wherever we go, and d?mg all m our power to remo~e ~he scales from bhnded eyes.
IIopmg tha~ we may. be able to send you good re~orts from ti_me to time, a~d that THE TRUTH
SEEKEU and Its contemporanes may prosper, I am
.
.
.
Fraternally,
MATTIE E. HuLL.
Lmesvdle, Pa., March 4, 1881.
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N. B.-Persons going over the F. and P.M. and
D. ~- H. and :M:. railroads. are requested to present
cei·tificates to secure reduced rates. Said certificates
wi_ll be furnished on application to the Secretary,
Miss J. R. Lane, 312 Woodward avenue, Detroit
Mich. All persons sending for certificates must in~
close three-cent stamp for return postage. Parties
a~e requeste~ t~ go fro~? d~t to Spiritualists' Hall,
City Hall bmldmg, Mam street, where the reception
committee will meet them and see that all are provided for. Come one and all and let us labor together for the advancement of truth and Freethought.
Membership certificates one dollar a year as heretofore.
Augustus D:~.y, of Detroit, will be in attendancf~
w_ith a large and _well-sele_cted stock of Spiritual and
Libera_l books, whiCh he Will sell at publishers' prices,
and will also take subscribers for all Spiritual and
Liberal papers.
LOCAL RECEPTION COMMITTEE.
w. R. ALGER,
A. CROSBY.
Mr. and Mrs. T. WOLCOTT, Mr. and Mrs. S. C. ALLEN,
Mrs. HARRISON PARKER.
L. S. BuRDICK, President,
Miss J. R. LANE, Secretary, Box B, Kalamazoo.
312 Woodward ave., Detroit.
-

Book Notice.

A Suggestion.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
It seems unnecessary, at this late hour in the day,
after so many abler pens hav eulogized "An Infidel
Abroad," for me to add my feeble testimony (as the
class and prayer-meeting Christians repeat), yet, nevertheless, I feel that I should be lacking in justice
and duty did I permit the book to pass unnoticed.
Truth, "the New York penny daily," sneeringly
so called by some of its would-be rivals, has most
faithfully review.ed the book, as hav many other literary critics and scholars, to say nothing of the kind
words of admiration and gratitude bestowed by
'!Cores of the friends of its author; therefore Mr.
Bennett is not only the hero of Ludlow and Albany,
but has become the hero of "An Infidel Abroad."
A perusal of his travels makes me feel 1 too would
like to view those scenes and behold what Mr. Bennett must necessarily leave undescribed. So much
in so little awakens astonishment at its density,
while the labor and care in transcribing and transmitting excites the curiosity to inquire if the indefatigable author ate, drank, or slept during his ten
weeks' absence, or whether he employed a score of
amanuenses to enlarge upon his thoughts as he briefly
jotted them down. None.but a worker could see and
write so much. A trip around the world might be
very pleasant and beneficial to him and vastly useful
to those who are compelled to remain at home, but
just now som13 of his friends feel as if he could not
be spared from his work here, among whom are Mr.
and Mrs. Aspinwall, of Loudonville, N.Y., the latter
of whom expressed herself something like this when
I met them in Albany, "I think uncle Bennett had
better remain in New York and defer his trip around
the world till sonie future time." So say I.
Yours truly,
ELLA E. GmsoN.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si1· :
I see it stated that no law exists in the District of
Columbia to punish the father of illegitimate children, and that Congress appropriates large sums each
year to sustain asylums and lying-in hospitals for the
care of unfortunate mothers who are the victims of
licentious fathers; also that at these hospitals and
a_sylu~ns there are allowed a flock of chaplains and
liCentiate preachers to do the praying for the institutions, who get their "board free" for their valuable
and pious services. Referring to the almost daily
record of the newspapers of the day of the licentious
practices, seductions, and dalliances with the ewe
lambs of their flocks by the priesthood of all the different churches, is it not very evident if there were
less "a?ting chaplains an~ licentiate preachers" who
get their " board for their services" connected with
these government institutions that there would be
far less illegitimate children and ruined women to bl'
cared for by public appropriation?
W. S. W.

Colonel Ingersoll.

[The following very sensible remarks are from the
editorial columns of the Brooklyn ,Eagle. It is certainly a sign of improvement in the world for a
prominent daily to speak out in this fearless manner:]
The Eagle of yesterday (Sunday) contained an
exceedingly breezy interview with Col. Ingersoll
concerning the Delaware judge who desired to hav
him indicted for blasphemy. It is, we take it, clear
to most men that grand juries are not designed to
answer the arguments of Infidels, and that Christianity is not very largely indebted to the persons who
hav from time to time made the common jail auxiliary to the pulpit. We may be reasonably sure that
~he doctrin of th~ trinity has not been popularized
Spiritual and Liberal Convention.
m the least by bemg taken under the special protecThe Michigan State Association of Spiritualists and tion of persons who hav eked out their limping logie
Liberalists will hold their annual convention at with writs of incarceration against disbelievers. So
Flint, Genesee county, Mich., commencing on vVednes- far as the offense called blasphemy is concerned, it
day, March 23d, at 2 o'clock P. :r.r., and closing is too vague to be defined by statute, and has no
Monday, March 28th. First three days of meeting meaning except that certain zealots hav, from time
will be at Spiritualists' Hall, City Hall building, Main to time, made it criminal to dis~ent from their opinEnterprise.
street; Saturday and Sunday at Fenton Hall, Saginaw ions. It is certainly a piece of intolerable assumpTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : street. All speakers in the state and adjoining states tion for any man to take it upon himself to deal out
When last I wrote you, soon after the Paine celebra- are invited. Also all mediums and a.ll interested in punishment in behalf of the deity. The infinit
tion in this town, I stated that we were soon to start the cause. There will be no printed program for beir;g wi~l, we ma,Y be sure, find_ the means of profor the West, and I supposed I was writing you the speeches. The board will arrange for lectures, and tectmg himself without the assistance of conceited
truth, for indeed we thought to hav reached Denver each evening announce the program for the following bi~otry .. There is only one phase of blasphemy
With whiCh we can hav any common concern in
or San Francisco as early as April or May. A change day. Good music will be in attendance.
Thursday-General business, reading of secretary's American society; that is when a breach of good·
has been made in our program. Our Western trip is
and treasurer's reports, and reports of all committees manners is committed. Coarse expressions fall under
indefinitly postponed.
the taboo which applies to all foul language, and
When we came to Linesville we had no idea of re- present.
Friday-Mediums' day, devoted exclusivly to me- against those who use it society ean defend itself by
maining more than about ten days, but so great was
?stracizing them. In this n_o l!enal s~t~te can hel]J
the demand here and in the surrounding counti·y that diums and their interests.
Saturday-Election of officers at 2 o'clock P.M., m the least. The defense IS m the hvmg sense of
we went immediately to work and hav been as busy
decency. If the truth were told we should probas bees ever since, in many instances holding meet- followed by report of camp-ground committee.
ably
find that men like Col. Ingersoll would not be
Sunday-Celebration
of
the
anniversary
of
modern
ing nearly every night during the week, and three
much complained of by the unco guid if they
times on Sunday. And now what do you think? Spiritualism.
Speakers will be entertained free of charge, and were coarse fellows who gave offense to cultiWhy, the Liberals of Linesville and other places
hav arranged foi: us to remain with them one year, every arrangement made for the entertainment of all vated ears. The charge of blasphemy is pressed
giving Linesville one quarter of the time, and divid- friends from abroad. There will be ample accomo- not because they are coarse but because they
are captivating. It is worthy of note in this
ing the balance in surrounding towns. Our friends dations for all.
Hates at hotels will be as follows: Hotel Bryant, relation that the Colonel is exceedingly strong in
will be no more sm·prised to read this than we are to
record it, for it is something of which we had never $1.25 per day; Sherman House, $1.00; Dayton, $1.00; point of character. It is a familiar mode of answermg Infidel arguments to asperse the character of the
thought until a few days since. Alas for the plans Washington House, 25 cents per meal.
H.educed rates hav been secured on the Chicago lntidels; to assert that they disbelieve because they
of mtce and men !
Since my last correspondence we hav held meet- an~ Grand Trunk Railroad. Two cents per mile covet the license which disbelief givs. The foul
ings one :::lunday in Linesville, two Sundays and each way from all stations between Port Huron and attacks made upon Tom Paine hav this and no other
three week evenings in Andover, 0., two evenings in South Bend. Tickets good from March 22d to 2Uth ~>iguiticance. In the Colonel's case this style of
debate won't do, for he happens to be a gentleman
Hartstown, Penn., :tnd one evening in Meadville and inclusiv.
Flint and Pere Marquette l{ailroad rates, one fare of exemplary life.
one in Conneaut Center; besides, Moses has held a
Of course, no cultivated mind will commit the
four-day's discussion in Jamestown, Penn., wi.;h and one-third for the round trip to those presenting
blunder of identifying the mCI·its of Christianity
certificates.
Elder Clark Braden, a Disciple minister.
Detroit, Grand Haven, and Milwaukee Railroad, with the conceited ignorance and driveling intoler. Hartstown is one of the most superstitious and bemghted places in this region. Our meetings were two cents per mile each way from all stations to ance of some of its self-constituted guardiaus. A
cause which can point to the faith of nearly twu
the first Liberal meetings ever held in the place. We those presenting certificates.
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thousand years, in whose list of disciples are to be
found poets, philosophers, historians, and the chibf
men of science, does not need the jailer as an
advocate.
In so far as the ardor of Col. Ingersoll is concerned, it is to be said that he appears as anxious to
deprive ordinary mortals of the comfort which the_y
find in their faith as any of the martyrs were to d1e
for it. The whole significance of Christianity can
hardly be understood by a gentleman who has a large
income, troops of friends, a keen relish for all the
fine things of this life, and more than his share of
the fat things of the earth. What charm has Atheism for the hungry, the naked, the friendless, the
oppressed?

Yon may count me among the three hundred l'or
a "V" toward your journey around the world. I
think you should hav $2,500 inatead of $1,500 to do
justice to the undertaking; and I think it can be
raised if Liberals will make an effort. I think I
::;hall be able to send you a few names to help make
up the amount.
H. N. RouTY.
WALTHAM, MAss., March 3, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: You may count me one for your
trip around the world, though I would rather you
would stay at home and giv the Christians your
broadsides of shot and shell. I did think of letting
TrrE '.rRuTH SEEJtER go,-but hav concluded to hang on
Yours truly,
for $3; every one helps a little.
GEORGE B. HEYWORTH.
MT. JACKSON, VA., March 3, 1881.
DEAlt FRIEND: As I see no one in Virginia makes a
start toward raising the thing needful for your trip
around the world, please find inclosed money order
for $8-$5.00 for around the world and $3.00 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, as my time is nearly out, and I can't
do without your paper. If you should not take the
trip around the world I will take five dollars' worth
of books. Yours very truly,
LEONARD WALTERS.

DoDD CITY, TEXAS, Feb. 15, 1~81.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the benefit of your
contemplated world circumnavigation. I hope you
will not desist from this Herculean tour. I think if
your health and finances are sufficient, you should go
by all means. I see a great many write you to
KALAMAZOO, MICH., March 3, 1881.
"count" them and put them down for $5, etc. Why
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav $5 that says go around the
don't they remit the money to you at once. I don't
L. S. BURDICK.
hesitate to do so, and trust in your honesty to refund world.
the money in case you don't go. Your character and
PENTWATER, MICI., Feb. 28, 1881.
actions are before the world.
MR. BENNETT: You can count Oil me for $5 for your
Rispectfully,
B. L. RoYcx.
trip around the world. I will subscribe l'or THE
TRUTH SEEKER about the first of April. Hoping you
OxFORD, N. Y., March 5, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I want you to add my name to may be able to start as soon as the warm weather
the list for your trip round the world. Will send you appears, and hav a pleasant trip, I remain,
Yours, etc.,
C. J. PEcK.
$5.00 when yon think you hav enough names to warrant you in the undertaking. I bav read your Ie: ters
MoDESTO, CAL., Feb. 24, 1881.
of travel in Europe. I consider them just grand.
FRIEND BENNETT: I send with this the payment of
Yours truly,
CHAs. BENNETT.
my subscription to your paper. Send me word when
your trip around the world is decided on, and I will
ANGELICA, N. Y., March 7, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : Count on me for $5.00 for your forward $20 by express for four of the books. I hope
proposed trip around the world.
you may receive every encouragement and soon start.
Yours, etc.,
J. T. BROWN.
Believe me,
Yours truly,
D. C. CoLEMAN.

new dispensation, never to be erased, but to be handed
down from one generation to another for the good
of mankind hereafter. Even as Galileo, Newton,
Herschel, Shal•spere, Bacon, and Franklin hav been
apostles in their own times for the advancement of
knowledge, so shall he be. Yea, verily I say unto
you, those are some of the twelve chosen from before
the foundation of the world as the al)O~>tles of the
new dispensation. Behold, I am their God, and my
name is Liberty and Free Speech."
A. A. TANNER.
Of course we are overwhelmed with gratitude that
the Lord takes such an interest in us, and that be
givs his vote in favor of our swinging round the
circle of the planet, that he promises us a pleasant
journey, a safe return, and most. of all that he haa
written our name in the Lamb's book of Life. W0
had not the slightest idea that such was the fact.
But if he had only sent us some $2,500 to pay our
traveling expenses, and about twice as much to help
keep up THE TRUTH SEEKER iu our absence, it would
hav been the handsome thing, and havwon our esteem
and confidence from that moment·.. The Lord is
thought to be far richer than Vand!irbilt, Jay Gould,
Tom Scott, and Bill Astor all combined, and he
could hav spared the amount named without feeling
it. If the earth were ours, and the fulness thereof,
or if we only owned a thousand hills and all the
cattle thereon, we would cheerfully make him a
present of $7,500. We duly appreciate being ranked
with Galileo, Shakspert', Newton, Herschel, Bacon,
and Franklin. We like that sort of company. We
far prefer such to Comstock, Colgate, and Joe Cook;
but we had no idea that the Lord had had hie
friendly eye on us so long, and that be had selected
us to make this proposed trip from before the creation of the world. Why, that was a long time ago
indeed! We trust we feel duly thankful for this partiality, and hope not to disgrace it.
The· great difficulty with us is to really believe
without a doubt that the great God who got up
millions of worlds from non-existence-who brought a
vast amount of something from nothing, and all
somewhere and everywhere from nowhere-really
spoke the above. We hav a lingering fear that the
prophet Tanner may be just a little bit mistakeu. But
we are inclined to thiuk he is just as honest and reliable as Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, Joe Smith,
and Brigham Young; and that God speaks through
him just as : 1 ucb as them; and that is not saying
very much e ther. We are certainly much pleased
with God's new names, "Liberty" and "Free
Speech." They are far preferable to "Jabveh,"
"Yahweh,"" Jehovah," the" God of War," the "Lord
of Hosts," the "God of Battles," a "Jealous God,"
a "God of Anger," a "God of Wrath," and all the
rest of it. Let us hope that God, even,.is improving
as he grows older. Liberty and FREE SPEECH forever!
-ED. T. S.

SACRAMENTO, CAL., Feb. 19'; 1881.
BuCYRUS, OHIO, March 4o, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND: a.m glad that you returned in good
MR. EDITOR: Put me down for five dollars l'or the
health from your European trip, and even my family voyage around the world.
Yours for the right,
enjoy your recital of the journey although they do not
SoL. BENSON.
like your sentiments in other respects.
Whenever you decide to make the trip round the
PRINCETON, Mo., Feb. 12, 1881.
world I shall contribute my share.
F:rtiEND BENNETT: The Methodists hav built a. new
Yours respectfully,
church on our prairie. It is not yet paid for. They
HENRY FUCHS.
hav had a big meeting in it; run it for some ten
ST. HELENA, NEB., March 15, 1881.
days. Some of the members got revived up, but they
MR. EDITOR: Put my name uown on your list for failed to catch a sinner, and providence smiled on
$5.00 to send you around the world on your terms them with so much snow, rain, and sleet that they
offered. It will be forthcoming at the first notice.
could not get to church, so the meeting broke up withRespectfully yours,
HENRY FELBER.
out being dismissed. It was then given out that it
THIS SETTLES IT MOltE.
would begin again in three days. There were three who
'BART, PA., March l; 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: I hav watched this thing closely.
went through snow and rain. The house was locked,
FRIEND BENNETT : U you conclude to make a trip and of course they left, and that is the last of it. I was I want to jump the same way the cat does. I see
nround the world count me in for five dollars, to be not there at all, nor did Igiv anything toward building clearly she's crouching for a leap clear around the
paid when calletl for. I should bP. pleased to hav it. My wire is a strong Methodist, and tried to get me world this time; anel, as she is a pretty good kind of
the facts in regard to the missionary business among to giv, but failed; then the circuit preacher came cat, she will take you along. The Asiatics are fond
the poor benighted heathen. I should judge you are and was anxious I should at least giv some timber ol' cats, particularly tiger cats, and you will be well
the right man to .giv such facts.
J. M. KING.
for foundation, etc. I finally said to him, "Here is a introduced, if uot chawed up. I hav beAn opposed
letter ol' Bob Ingersoll's; if you will read it and then all the time to your llOing, and I thought it would
CLEBURNE, TEx..ls, Fe b. 8, 1881.
say that you think I ought to giv some timber I be a good idea for you to take the trip. It seemed
MR. EDITOR: Put me down for $5, to be paid any time, will do l!O." He wo11ldn't read, so I thou~ht that that to me you were needed here, and I spoke to several
l'or the trip around the world, and so soon as the let me out.
good Liberals about sending you around the world
time to start comes around I will get you at least a
You can put me down for a book describing y0ur because I knew Macdonald and all the rats in the
half dozen trial subscribers, and by the time you get trip around the world.
printinji-office would play while the eat's away.
T. W. L"EMMAX.
back I think they will hav their eyes open so they
How that fellow that first broached it got the ide&
will be regular subscribers.
M. M. HAGLER.
I do not know, but I certainly first. thought of it. I
LANCASTE:R, Wrs., Feb. 21, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : I hope you will make the pro- wanted a book on original Ah Sin, and I know you,
WooDSTOCK, VT., Feb. 12, 1881.
0 Infidel sinner, could write one as none of the
DEAR MR. BENNETT: I do not wish to eulogize myselr, posed trip around the world. You may put me down righteous could. I hav been talking that book up
for
$5
to
help
pay
your
expenses.
Any
time
you
but seeing the subject of Materialism and Spiritualever since-in fact canvassing for it. Got all my
ism so warmly advocated in your paper leads me may need the money please notify and it will be wife's relations to subscribe for it first while there
sent
at
once.
Your
sincere
friend,
br10k to the position I occupied when Abner Kneewas some doubt about it, but now that you are sure
JACOB NATHAN.
land was imprisoned l'or irreverently speaking of Mr.
to go and the book as good as wrii I subscribe myMoses seeing God. I then took the Investigator, and
self. I will take a copy when it is published, not beTHIS SETTLES lT.-THE LORD SAYS "GO."
with others assumed the name ol' Infidel. It was
fore, and will pay $5 for it C. 0. D.-at three day's
given to us by the orthodox. I Wail prourl ol' the
The· prophet Tanner has bad another talk with sight-when the book is presented-provided I read
term, and held that name twenty-six years, and the Lord and again .,speaks. The Lord is on our it first, and see that you put plenty of Ah Sin in it.
should longer had I not found a better one. side.
Nothing stingy about any subscription of mine.
Thirty years ago I became a convert to Spiritualism,
UNION, UTAH.
Yours to the farthest verge of the green earth,
MR. BENNETT: When I learned you had some noa.ud hav never seen occasion to change my faith,
TEE CEE LEE.
which has grown with my knowledjie. This knowledge tion of taking a trip around the world, feeling interP.
S.-Il'
you
don't
go
I
won't
take
the book. I
increased till I became a writing medium of impres- estP.d in such an important enterprise, I made it.my
sions; not only that, but a seeing medium. I call my business to inquire of the Lord immediately to know knew you would not all the time.
N. B.-If you go within a mile of Whang Lee you
friends and seat them in a chair. When seated I see whether or not it was in accordance with his divine
them as when clothed in flesh, and talk with them will. Having been successful in obtaining a message are welcome to the best the house aff<1rds. He is a
or I talk for them. They impress me to do this. bearing directly upon the subject in question, I feel distant relation l)f mine (13,000 miles). Just mention
Call this, if you will, hallucination, but to me it is in duty bound to make known its contents. I hope my name and every latch-string in China will fly
T. C. L.
and trust you will in no way be offended in conse- out.
proof positiv that we liv again.
Please send me your "Infidel Abroad," and set me quence of my making such inquiry in your behalf.
PAINE'S MONUMENT.
down as one to pay $5.00 for your trip around the At any rate, here it is:
NEw YoRK, Feb. 1, I8ei.
"Verily, verily, saith the Lord God, hearken unto
world. Yours truly,
JoHN D. PowERs.
T. B. WAKEMAN, EsQ.: Do try and instil into the
me and I will reveal my will that you may know of
READING, MicH., Feb. 21, 1881. · a surety the Lord liveth who revealetb his will unto members of the Liberal Club and kindred believers
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Find post-office order for three the children of men. Inasmuch as you hav in- the necessity of immediate action in regard to the.
dollars for the renewal of my paper another yem·. I quired of me to know if the intended journey of the movement to restore the monument of Thomas
like the sledge-hammer blows that you deal old editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is in accordance with Paine. I would prefer to see a new creation iomeorthodoxy; but I disaPilrove of your communism and my divine will, verily I say it. is. and I will make where in our midst in conjunction with the repairyour vro[Josed method of taxation. To me, as to it a pleasant one for him. Hav I not chosen him ing of the one at New Rochelle, and I would be
millions or others, it would look more reasonable or even from before the creation of the world for the willing to subscribe thereto if you can make it feaconsistent to divide up at once thau to ~o through accomplishment or this very thing? Yea, verily I sible. Now that the iuitiatory step has been taken,
your graded-taxation iy&tem farct that I read in say unto you, I hav. And his name is recorded in I hope you will see that it is carried out so that the
your paper a few week:~ since.
the Lamb's bo~k of Life a15 one of the apostles of the vilifiers of Paine cannot say he has been forgotten,
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mains of a submerged continent, over which rolls in l But, alas! grim l'leath came to hi~ door,
silent and solemn grandeur the waves of the mighty
To take away a man of spirit am! nerve;
Pacific.
But what was it to him, uear friend,
Were I wealthy, friend Bennett, I would l~ve to be
He had no God or devil to serve.
your traveling companion and aid you in the grand Thousands more hav fallen in the line,
work you contemplate. Mrs. Dr. Buckner wrote you
Noble sons of their own free thought;
that I was litOOd for $5 on demand.
Men who hav the use of free speech
Truly yours,
G. w. BROWN, M.D.
Hav into the line been brought.
Witjl them Bob Ingersoll stepped in;
To-day we hear it preached in every town;
MAUSTON, Wis., March 8, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: This place is becoming celebrated as a And the time is not far distant, dear friend,
When reli&Jon, with all its hypocrits, will be knocked down.
Liberal stronghold. Concluded my second course of
ten lectures last night in Opera Hall. Am to giv a
Every young man who upholds free speech, free
third course commencing to-night There is scarcely thought, a free country, and freedom of the pre"'a
THE GRAVE OF GEORGE ELIOT.
a town in Wisconsin that might not hav a rousing should not hesitate in joining the Liberal League.
OsCEoLA, IowA, Feb. 25, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: On a wretched wet day at High- series of lectures every three or six months. Messn. We should hav one in this borough, but at present
gate Cemetery was consigned to earth the remains Holgate, Sykes, Phillips, Alsbacher, Turner, Judge the chances are rather slim. In the near future we
of George Eliot. A young lady near the spot went Grote, Adler, Kailer, and others too numerous to may stand some show of organizing. I would send
and looking into the puddled hole inquired, "Is this mention, are the activ Liberals here.
you a small contribution with this letter, but I am,
Yours fraternally,
W. F. JAMIESON.
the grave of George Eliot?" On being informed it
like all of my class (printers), a little hard up. You
was even so, she inquired further why they did not
will hear from me again. I am yet in tile years of
PHILADELPIDA, PA., Feb. 26, 1881.
bury her in Westminster Abbey.
rising manhood (twenty-one) and hope to write you
CHAMPION OF TRUTH: I am not dead yet, but read many more letters. I remain your Infidel friend,
Genius and worth and talent alone are not the
passport for honorable burial. Wealth and title and your paper as regularly as I eat my meals, and try to
w. H. WEIDENBACH.
fashion must combine, or the funeral will be very digest every subject. I also try to kesp up with the
advancing column of Freethinkers. I hav obtained
NoRDHOFF, CAL., Feb. 14o, 1881.
unosten tati'ous.
MR. EDITOR: I ha v a very good Christian friend
The poor unconscious dust may be slighted, but a great amount of genuin happiness by reading works
this star of genius, the author of "Romola" and issued from your orfl.ce, May the angels bless and who sends me the Chicago Standard, a weekly paper deof "Daniel Deronda," like the fixed stars of the fir- prosper you in your good work for mankind. I hope voted to the gospel according to John Calvin, and
mament, will shine with unborrowed luster long to see you before many weeks elapse and take one in lookinlit over a late number I find the following
good look at a hero, for it is a long time since I saw item, which I think decidedly rich : "A nation •s
after those who slighted her are forgotten.
one-one of the ri~ht kind. Adieu.
greatest need is not statesmen, not troops, not terriF. J. EMA.RY.
Your admirer,
EMANUEL M. JoNES.
tory, not wealth, not intelligence, but men who.fear
God." Tha same paper has a long article setting
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., Feb. 23, 1881.
HAZLETON, PA., Feb. 23, 1881.
forth the importance of "evangelizing America for
DEAR BENNETT: Will you be kind enough to head
FRIEND BENNETT: Your most valuable journal of the sake of the wolld." · And having that object in
this letter with tae name J. C. Bundy, that he may
know that I want my name taken off his mail list? Freethought and reform comes to hand every week view it is undoubtedly a grand idea to raise up a
I cannot stomach my name, hard as it is, on the regularly, and hardly can I wait till the week expires ~eneration of cowards controled by fear alone.
I like the new dress of THE TRUTH SEE:I:ER, Hnd
little tab on his R.-P. J. (Regular Pharisaical Junk), to note its appearance. Here in the coal regions
not even as a dead-head, till December, '81, as the many Freethinkers may be found, but the majority think the paper is improving in its general makeof them are somewhat backward in expressing their up, but I think it will be unneceasary for you to
tab indicates.
Evidently he or some other friend got my name views. Here the priests hav the upper hand, and they make any reply to friend Mair, as Mrs. Besant's
and address from a recent Jetter in your paper, in of course liv like kings. The members of their flock showing of the influence of Christianity on the world
which I incidentally mentioned the fact that I am a invariably make confessions, and for them to utter will be sufficient reply to all he can say in its favor.
Spiritualist. J. C. Bundy carefully omits to print the one word against the doings of the priest would in I am glad you open your columns to the di~cussion
town and state of his correspondents' residence their mind be condemnation forever. Right in this of sister Blenker's hobby. It is a subject that is of
wherever the subject matter makes it po~sible for little borough I could name at least one hundred In- vital importance to the human race. I think Elmina
him to do so. It is evident from this that he does fl.dels, but they dare not express themselvs as such, or has the right ideas on the sexual question, and is
not relish the idea of his readers being free to judge the church-going populace would look upon them as worthy of the highest commendation for her brave
or right and truth only from his standpoint. It ap- "agents of the devil." That's what the jumping Meth- defense of her principles.
Yours fraternally,
FRED. RoBINSON.
pears to me, Mr. Editor, that the patrons of a news- odist minister of this place terms them. In hisserpaper ought to insist upon not being impounded in mon a few Sundays since he went on to say that his
ONONDAGA VALLEY, N. Y., Feb. 28, 1881.
this way. If we submit to thus being '' corraled," flock was decreasing. "Agents of the daTil are in our
D. M. BENNETT: We hav two insurance offices in this
are we not sure to be fed much that is erroneous, midst. Bob. Ingersoll," he said, "is the general
and perhaps, if free hate be uppermost, that which agent, and he is every day adding to his flock. Parents, place; one nearly first-class for a country office, and
teach your children the doctrin of Chriatianity. Don't Presbyterian; the other about fourth or fifth-class,
is infamously untrue?
Now, if J. C. Bundy dares, let him giv me and thou- let your girls stay out after church. I know there and Methodist (one-horse concern); but both insure
sands of others a-chance to send his patrons a sam- are lots of young men who come to thia church just at the same rate. As the former is the most grand
ple copy of ai:ty free-principles paper we may choose for the sake of escorting the fair ones o! our flock to and popular, it gets the most custom. Prayers are
to send them, by printing the addresses as well as their homes," etc. Now, if the above sayings do not said in both every Sabbath, and blessings asked for
the names of his correspondents. Freethinkers want help to increase the ranks of Infidelity, then I am the people. Most of them seem to be satisfied with
nothing more than a free fight. Nobody's ·exclusiv willing to surrender myself immediately to the hypo- the promis of the kingdom of heaven in a futurecrits of Christianity. Yes, immediately, and never state. They don't seem to like infidels very well, a.nd
DR. GEORGE HARDCASTLE.
" Wing" for me.
again to utter one word against them. I hav studied seem to believe all the evil in the world comes by
the question thoroughly, although I am an Infidel of ·them. They are real idolators of th@ir own views,
C.lNTON, ILL., Feb. 28, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : The following slip is cut only three years' st~tnding, and a reader of that noble and shut their ears to all arguments of their oppofrom the Canton Ledger: "Mr. James Stockdale will expounder, THE TRUTH SEEKER, for only nine months, nents, and claim that all knowledge of science came
make an opera house of his late purchase, the Luther- but I hope I will be able to continue to read the same by the Christian religion. To believe an impossibility
an church building, if he can get some assistance until I turn gray. My father and mother were true they call a virtue, and not to believe it a crime.
from our citizens. Here is a chance to secure a good Christians, and they taught me nothing but the Chris- Belief is the great point on which salvation turns. If
_tian doctrin, but since I hav studied the two questions you believe Samson caught the foxes, and his other
place for public entertainments."
Mr. Stockdale, if I am not much mistaken, is a thoroughly I hav resolved to stick to the truth. 'rhe exploits in strength, and that Jonah swallowed the
Liberal. I suggei3t that this is an excellent oppor- reverend gentlemen are very frie::dly with me, and I whale, you are safe. Anything that will show you are
tunity for the Uberals of Canton and vicinity to suppose they think they can again mislead me into destitute of br~tins or reason will insure you that you
confer with Mr. Stockdale, and, if agreeable to him, their rotten paths; but no, they are mistaken if they are booked for the kingdom of heaven with a through
orjjtanize a stock company and purchase the build- imagin anything of the kind. When I believ@d in the ticket. If you use reason or common sense you will
ing, and then organize a Liberal League.
doctrins, ghost stories, and had many other such hav to take the down-hill road; but the old generalhypocritical ideas, I might say I was afraid of my own issimo's caldron is so much out of .order of late that
Yours truly,
J. W. A.
shadow. On retiring to bed a faint idea or imagination it is not much feared. Many good people hav doubts
DovER, N. H., March 4, 1881.
would co'me over me and I would sec standing at my of the Bible being all truth, but dare not say so.
MR. EDITOR: My patron saint is Judas. "Cos bedside something that would nearly scare me into
Christians seem to think Infidels hav no rights
why?" If it hadn't been for him Je$Jls would hav fits. One night after being in bed a few minutes which they ought to respect. Some ministers say we
been a failure, and I think he was as it is.
something approached me, stood there for a couple of ought not to study science, for it will make us skepYours truly,
A.M. CANNEY.
seconds, and then disappeared. I of course was fear- tical on reliiion. Perh~tps that may be true. I am a
fully frightened and could not sleep a wink, and after lover of it, and caa't well help it; and if I could I
RocKFORD, ILL., Feb. 211; 1881.
lying in a state of wttkefulness for some length of don't wish to. I think science is the salvation of the
MY DEAR BENNETT: Your proposed trip around the time I received what may be called a fearful "difter" world, because it does away with superstition, which
world meets my approbation, with the exception that right square on the nose. I jumped out of bed, skir- is the greatest devil on the globe to-day and causes
to do justice to the subjects of observation you ought mished the entire room, but could find nothing. What the most misery.
R. C.
to be absent two years at least, and your expendi- could it hav been, dear reader? I l!l&id then it was a
p
·
b'
GRANT, .l., Feb. 28, 1881.
tures should be thousands of dollars instead of hunghost, but I say now It was not mg more than imaginFRIEND :RENNETT: I am a reader and an admirer of
dreds, as contemplated.
There is -much that needs correction. Myers, in ation and sole belief in the Christian doctrins that THE TRUTH SEEKER, although not a subscriber; hav
his "Remains of Lost Empires," wandering among caused me to receive that blow or "di!ter" on the pro- read your letters from Europe with pleasure and
ruins, wherever he saw the phallic emblem cut upon boscis. That "difter" on the proboscis was what caused profit. I send $ 10.00 for the inclosed list of books as
.
stones, called it e. cross, and evidence that Christ for- me to make an investigation, and one which proved per advertisement in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
H. ~- BECK.
merly had been worshiped. Wm. H. Seward, visiting successful in every sense of the word. I hope that
all those who are still bound in those infernal chains
Buddhistic pagodas, and seeing sculptured images of
GitEENVILLE, OJ.t., Feb. 15, 1881.
the infant Christna and his mother, thought it was of Christianity will read this article and follow its
course·. When the (in your mind) day of resurrection
MR. EDITOR.: Please find inclosed three dollars for
copied from the Madonna and the little Jesus ..
Egypt and India are full of treasures to throw light comes to hand, I for one will be prepared. Following THE TRUTH SEEX:EJ.t, also five dollars for your book you
on our civilization and systems of religion. It only is.a short poem which I wrote while sitting in my wrote in prison. I like .THE TRUTH SEEKER better
wants a keen observer not wedded to creeds to journey bedroom thinking over the miseries of Christendom: than any other paper. I look on you as one of the
people's deliverers. You are doing a glorious work,
through those countries and gather the diamonds of
INFIDELITY.
striking right home to the point. These Christian
wisdom scattered all around.
From the time of Paine, !orne years ago,
sects I do not like. They are a great curse to the
:Elephanta should be visited by you, and instead of
Infidelity has grown a great teacher to be;
world. They are a curse too grievous to bear. I am
hours, you should spend days there and write an Many smart men in its paths ha.v trod
no writer; I am a farmer, and the farmers are the
ordinary volume from that spot of facts you could colWho tried to set all nations free.
most oppressed of any people on the Pacific coast,
lect in regard to its secrets.
Paine, he never lacked the courage
the rich getting richer and the poor getting poorer;
And going or coming, I would love to hav yon visit
To expose the sayings of scripture;
lots of law but no justice. Nature is my God; my rethe Eastern Isles and inspect those giant statues Night and day he studied hard,
i:Ji.,u i6 :o do what is righ•.
H. ~::::~::::-.:T.
there, the relics of fifty thousand years, and the reAnd by it drE'w the first picture.

or if remembered, nothing more substantial is given
than emp.ty words. Let your members leave the
diverse and intricate paths of theoretical verbosity;
let Mr. Andrews, whom I admire very much, possibly because I still hav a revenmce for that which
passeth my understanding-let him approach within
our reach, and with his efforts and a concerted action by all not only repair this one but in the near
future giv a new expression of our appreciation of
this grand abolitionist or humanity. I inclose herewith one dollar, and H you will prets the matter I
will write agai-n.
Youre,
INFIDELIS.
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Don'! Think.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

[The following is from Zion's Herald, and is
nn excellent setting forth of what is required
of Christian devotees:]

EMBRACING

Oh,leasethyseU to God! And lf Indeed
'Tis gh·en thee to perfonu so \'a.st a t<\Sk,
Think not at all-think not, but kneel und ask.
0 friend, by thought was never creature freed
·From any sin. from any mortal need;
Be patient! not by thought canst thuu de\'lsc
What course of life for tllec is right \\Ud wise~
lt will be written up. and thou wilt read.

Don't think. If yon think yon will weep,
And your sight will grow even more dim,
And your heart will more grievonsty ache.
And your life be more bm·dened for him.
Don't think; banish memory; work:
Work enrly and late with a wiJI;
For work to the wretciletl is all
Of earth's good that is lett to them still.
I Jon"t think; if yon think yon will donbt,

And doubting w illleatl to despair;
Confusions, cross-purposes, still,
Enigmas, are here and there.
Ilon't think; just work on while you can;
And then sit and lieten, and pray
}'or those who but lately began
To feel the fierce beat of tile day.
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Their costly buildings are untaxed;
This is unjust nnd needs correction,
Let them their share of taxes bear,
Or, no taxes, no protection.

Exam2ned Historically and Oritically.

Their chaplains are in Congress balls,
And in the nU.tiou's army too;
Thus we are taxed to help support
Religion and an idle crew.

It is thought to be the

Now, should the state hire Infidels
To teach tlleir views in halls or schools.
And churchmen taxed for tlwir support,
Would they not kick llk<J go\"ernment mules?
We are forbid to testify
As witnesses in courts of law,
If we should say there is no God,
A being no man ever saw,

Most Damaging Exhibit of t:IU"i,..
tianity that has Appeared.

BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.
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Though principles we do adore
Opposed to bondage of the mind,
Reason and lib<Jrty th<Jir name,
And in our hearts they are enshrined.
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~U~feeyncer.

J'.on~Peeblcs

Paine's MonumentProcto

Frances Wright

Humboldt

Holyoake

Prof. Fiske

If we should play or work that day,

I}~flleComte

re~~~~m

~e~C~~L>y

They stamp tile action as a crime.

Alex. Pope
John Milton

~~~:i~~u

One day in seven the churches claim;
~'or impudence tllis is sublime.

~~~r\~e~

The laws, except for conscience' sake.
Some Baptists and tile J<Jws as W<Jll,
But it denies tile right to us,
To play that day, or buy or sell.

~: i': rt~~~ e~on

Wfuee":~~od

~~~-~~~~as

L. Colby
Tilton
Dr. Hare
Jlluulton
tf:!J.~ J.ri'b~wards lfh~ii~~rtis
lllrs. J. Con~nt
J. G. Bennett
Dr. ll!ary E. Walk- Chas. A. Dana
er (full ti~.)
Phebe Carey
Geo. Francts Train Alice Carey
H. L. Green
Elizabeth C. StsnF. E. Abbut
ton
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Byron
Burns
Washington
Franklin
Jef[erson
John Adams

We are worshipers of nature,
With her we hold all days alike,
But priests would make us honor God
By force of law; tllis we dislike.
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Jackson
Emerson
Lincoln
Garrison
LIncoln's Monu- Henry Bergh
ment
Peter Cooper
Gerritt Smith
D. R. Burt
~e~~rfli Wright ~~t wgr;::n
Sumner
Fronde
Edgar A Poe
lllax Muller
Greeley
Warren Chase
Castellar
James Parton

What right hav they to order us
How we should spend the holy day?
Chinese or Jews might just as well
Command all men to go their way.
Is Christianity by law
Established in fair freedom's land,
Although the Constitution says
That Congress shall not so command?

~~~~r~on

ifr~s?a3~ton

Tyndall

Does not the Constitution giv,
As great a right to us to make
Them honor Paine, d<Jspise their God?
Who help<Jd us most, for goodness' sake?
Was not King George, by grace of God,
Our king 1 But Paine despised the fraud;
Our cause wit11 Washington be fought,
And conquered England's king and God.
Then we demand that Uncle Sam
Shall rule, not God, or freedom dies;
Free us from oaths and Sabbath laws,
And all our taxes equalize.

A. J. Davis
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Julia Ward Howe
Chas. Cheney
Paulina Davis
Mary F. Davis
Emma H. Britten
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D. M. Bennett

W:. S. Bell

J. C. Bundy
S. S. Jonea
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Kersey Graves

The Bible of Bibles ;
oR,

TWENTY-SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Containing a description of twentr·seven Bibles and an
exposition of two tb.ousand l)ibllcal errors In science, his0

~~~ 'o~ t~~sCh~~~~:~~nfd t~~n~~~~cl~;rt~er~:ga~~~¥~t1a~
Christian Bible, and an examination of their Doctrins.
Cloth. large 12mo .• 440 pp. Price. $2.

For ""le by

D.

~f.

BENNl!:TT.

SEED

Corrt:!!IHJDd~ nee.
A young gentleman desires to correspond with a few
progres~iv young ladies. Adtlre:;s
C. ll. H.uo1o:.-,

SEND TWO DOLLARS ~~RL'VI\i JP~~

wolj.b many dollars, FREE. Prices
all. R. H. SHUMWAY. Rockford, Ill
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The American Cyclopedia

\Vorld's

EYOLUTJO~, MAN, and 'l'Hg St:H-;NTIPIC
A. K. BUTTo, 13 Dey st., New Yorl<.

MAN.

~ixteen

Crucified
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YGUl H'S LIBERAL GUIDE,
A BOOK FOR THE

)IMIIICilwent or

BY PROF. H. M.
Price, $1.50.

Yuutll.

KOTTINGE~,

A.M.

Adtlress

D. M. BENNETT, 141 E!ght.h •treet. N.Y.

MACHINERY.

~~:toM 01nt'i l'tPWe< hco•eto.
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boldt ~Y Joseph Coulthard, Jr. Cloth,$1.50.
Letters of William Von Hnntboldt to a
Fentale Friend. Translated from the ~erman by
Catharine M.A. Couper. 2 vola. Cloth, $2.7;.
The Religion ot· the Heart. A Manual uf
Faith and Duty. By Leigh Hunt. Cloth, 75cents.
In Search oC Truth. Conversations on the Bible
and Popular Theology. By A.M. Y. Cloth, 75 cents.
The Life and Struggles of Wm. Lovett.
Cloth,$1.50.
Extr~tcts froiD the Koran. Compiled by Slr
Wm. Muir, K.C.S.I., LL.D. Cloth, $1.

an'flf,~d~fe~~s S~~o~~~d~ffn~~~~~h~n t~~ ~g~~~.':
parallel pages. By F.l>Iux Muller. Cloth, vol.l. $3.75.
Spinoza's Letters. 25 cents.

B~rhi~~7~;:U'Jar~~~~- s~~H:s~~fc'. J~fgt~".Y$~:7;
The Jade Chaplet: A collection of songs from the
Chinese. By G. C Stent. Cloth, $1.50.
·rhe Bible; I•lt the Word of God? By Thomas L.
Strange. Cloth, $2.
The Speal<er'!l COIIIJDentary. Reviewed by
T. L. Strange. Cloth:75 cents.
'rhe Development of Creation on the
Earth. By '1'. L. tit range. Cloth. 75 cents
.
The Legends of the Old 'l'estalllent. By T.
Stronge. ·Cloth. $1.50.
of Chris·

1

rellgluus glstory. which disclose the oriental origin of all
Prepaid by tile i:loctrlus, prlnclpl~s. precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its
1Ut12
sacred mysteries, bo•ldeo comprlalng the history ot sixteen oriental crucltled goda.
Price, $2. For lllole by
D. H. BENNETT.

Moral Cullurc and Religious En·

ei'c~e¥:;.~:;~t':Tb~~l~•af':.;,G~rMtr.~tf~:r1"n~f~l

of tlle Benares College. Cloth, $1.75.
Re,·iew of the Work of :Mr. John Stuart 111111, entitled
u Examination of Sir 'VIlllam Hamilton's Philosophy." By
George Grote. Cloth, $1.
The ltleaning oC History. Two lectures by
Frederic H<~.rrtson, M.A. Cloth, 5U cents.
Wit, \Visdotn, and Pathos. From the prose ot
Heinrich Heine. Belected and translated by J. Snodgrass.
Cloth, $2.25.
Hindoo Mythology Popularly Treated.
An epitomized description of the various heathen del.
ties. Cloth, $1.
The Trial ot Theism Accuseu of Obstructing
Secular Life. lly G. J. Hulyoake. Cloth,$1.25.
Reasouin~ froiD Facts: A Method or Every.
day Logic. By G. J. Hulyoake. 50 cents.

lm~~~ 3fl~;~~f~~:Jr~fiT..; ~r~~~-c t~~;~,'~5 ~f An-
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. The Founders of (:lll"istianity; or. Dls·
cour::H!S upun tne Origin of the t:hrlstlan Hcligton. lly
Re\'. J ..uncs C:r.mbrook. Clotll, $1.75.
Apparitions; An Essay Explanatory of Old Facts
and. a l'"cw Theory. By Newton Croshmtl. Cloth, 73
cents. .,.Chinese Language antl Literature. Two
Lectures delivered ~t tlle Uoyal Institution l>y R. K.
Douglas. Uot~, $1.50.
The LiCe oC .Jeugbiz Khan. Trans'atcll from
the Chinese by H. K. Douglas. Cloth, $1.50.
Edda Sretnundltr Hinns Froda. Tile Ed·la
of titcmund tnc Learned, trt~.nslated from the Old Norse by
Benjamin Thorpe. Cloth, $2.2:'\.
The Book or Job. By J. A. Froude, lii.A. Cloth·
50 cents.
The Folk-Songs ot· Southern India. By c.
E. GuYer. Cloth, $3.
Truth vs. Edification. By W. R. Greg. Cloth.
50 cents.
Why Are \Vomen Redundant? Bv W. R.
Greg. C1otll, 50 cents.

of
'l'bongbts on Theism. 50 cents.
Th., Saints Travel to the Land ofC anllltn.
By R. 'Vilk\nson. C:loth,75cents.
Strauss and Renan. An Essay by E Zeller.
Cloth, 75 cents.

~~~~~~~~~,hui\"b~mw£~~
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Sntta NiJU\tn: or, Dialogues an<l Discourses of
G.mtanu Buddha (2,500 years olJ). lly Mutu Cuuma.ru.
Sw..~omy. $1.75.
CJI"edibilia; or. Discourses on Questions of Christian
Faith. lly Hev. James Craubruok. Clotll,$1.00.

E!gfa~![J?sryerJ. ~~yl~~'h.~c~'ftt~~:;~25Life

latest, soo to 850 pages. (6 1-2 x
Savior ... ;
9 7-8 inches.) Publisher's price, $5, $6, and $7. Onr
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
price, prepaid, $2.
A.SA. K. BUTTS,
By KERSEY GRAVES,
10tl2
13 Dey st., New York.
Author ot" The Biography ot Satan" and "Th" Bible of
APPLETO~'S

Tile Dat.ha,·ansa; or, the History of tltc Tooth

Rellc of Uautanh~ Bulltlh:J., in P.dl ;-erde. Editctl. with tul
English tran::;h.t.tiou, by Mutu <Joumu.n~ tl\l"<lffiY. Cloth,

t!!Wi~? 0J";'¥~L~~~~:::v~fo~f.~~.'Jo~t

I wlll give you the best Seeds
tor the least money of any lirm
In America or refund. ·western.
Seeds are best. Mine take the
lead. Gardeners say they never
fall. I used 6000 !bsl?aper to,p,rint

Whcellng. West VIrginia.

cents.
Hunu\u Sacrifices in England. B.r :.\loucurc
D. Conway. 50 cents.
Idols and Ideals. Ry Moncure .J. Cunway.

$1.75.

" FEWER CHJLDR£r.J

By ROBERT SW AIL.

,,o

Cluth,:j;L:iO.

Edited by her and

Dr. SAHA B. UHASE.

The Jaws arepartio1l to the church,
We on our shoulders fed her weight,
For constantly she tries her best,
To crush us and to rule the state.

(~i'·.iiizcd C.£aristiauity. A Reply to ":\lodcrn
Chri~tt;.~'mty a Cl\'lllzetl Heathenism." .Dciug some l"C·
fiectwus ou orthodoxy. Cloth, 50 cent~.

Christia:lity. By Moncure D. Conway.

The Physiologist,

Don't think; j11st be patient and still;
Leave all the dire puzzle of fate
To One who, with infinit skill,
Will solve it, nnd never too late.

The Liberal's Demand.

B~~~~~"J'r~:~~~!' inor~.f~ri i6ls~r i~~~n~~~~~ Vt-~i~d. tl~

Sanskrit by PJ.lmer lloyd, B.A. Cloth, $1.50.

'l'be Dc••,•ishcs; or, Oriental Spiritualism. By
Containing nearly 100 pages, in pamphlet form; show,
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an origi. John 1.). Brown. tiecrctary to the United ~Hates Legation
nal ~ystem of pmctice. It contalua vulnllble a.nd sug- at Coustantlnuplc. lllustrate.-J.. Clotlt, $4.00.
0
The Co~ing Era. By Alexander Calder. Cloth.
~~~::n ~~~Iy ~ :ue~J~~t,a~~s\~~s cnr~~i~~lt~~s ~~c:.~iriS !!i~ $3.00.
be sent by m~il to any one sendinfn their a.dGre~ and !l
Re,·erocrations. By W. Jll. W. Call. Cloth, $1.00.
t,hree-centstam-(lt'klJtl.f"'lifLf\'!h~JtrsHL><•" , 0 ,
A Colllmcntary on the Text of Ute Uha;;;o·
159
2St.h
~-·.,. YorJ.::;
a"Va~l .. (iita: or, the Discourse between K.-iaJnn. untl
Arjun.~ oJ Diviuc Mutters. Cloth, $1.75.
!lice "'liar.
A Forcca"t oft h., Religion oCHtc Future.
By W. W. Clark. Cluth,$1.75.

East

;;nt> W"lrlL\Jt' G!l;ii:!.DJi;.
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BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.
COLBY &

PUBLIC,\.TIONS OF "I'i!tUUNE.R & CO.

The Wheel oC the L~tw: Butlclllhm I11ustmted
from Siamese SlJUrccs by the Modern BuJJhist, a Life of
Bu tU.uu, u.uJ an account of tile Phr.L il-lt. By llcury
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.
Al.lbastor. Cloth, $4.liU.
This book is a plain talk abou' the human system, the
What is Vital Foree? Treating of VItal Physics,
habits of men aud women, the causes and prevention of Animal JllurpllologY• au<l Epidemics. with an Appendix
¥~25: Gcolo~y.
y HI chard Fawcett Battye. Clutll,
disease. our sexual relations and social natures. It is medA Catena of Buddhist Scriptures frolll
Ical common sen!e applied to CURies, prevention, and cure
the Chinese. lly :::;. Bcal,ll.A. Cloth, $3.75.
of chronic dlaeasea, the na.tur~l ralations of men aud
The Rotnantic Lel'cn<l oCSakya Jhuhlba.
women to each other, society, love, ma.rringe, parentage,
From t\le Chinese S:mskrit. By S. Deal, ll.A. Cloth,
etc. Embelli•hed with
hundred illustrations. Price, $3.75.
$1.50. llold by
D. M. BENNETT,
Theory oC Legislation. By Jeremy Bentham.
Cloth, $2.25.
lH El11hth •treet, New York.

Pr~vention

Don't think; just go on to your grave;
Amid the lo"· dui:sies so sweet,
Somewllere by the soft singing wave
It lieth, not f<tr from your feet.

Sens~.

Medical Co!nmon

IBOOKS SOLD BY D. M.. llENNBTT.

The Unity of Creation. By F. H. Kingston.
Cloth, 85 cents.
Theisnt, Doctrinal and Practieal. lly F.
W. N ewm;m. Cloth, $1.50.
Jlebrew Theism. By F. W. Newman. Clut:1,
$1.50.
1tlo:J.•ning Prnycr!i In t.hc Household nr a r.ellcn~r
in c.Tod. Limp cloth, !ill ccntB.
English I:nstitution:'i. Dy F. 'V. :\cw:nJ.·l. 2·
cent..::·'"'--::::----~-=-------=--=------

The Principle; or, Harmonia! Order.
By J. B. BOOZE.

~~;:il~~et~l~r~l.s~1~;i~~~~l~·d"~{~t~~ti~~7&.'f'W~J~i.ough.
IN TWO PARTS.
Price, 50 cents.

GREAT PANORAI\fiC ILLtTI\fiNATl"\7 AND ILLUS·
TRATIV SCENES OF '"THE PRINCIPLE; OR,
HARMONIAL ORDER.".
llY J. B· BOOZ!ll.
rtee. 2~ CAnto
For Bale hy D. ,f. Tl'<:'f'l"!t1'T.

RICH'S PUBLICATIONS.

\Vorks by Dr. A. B. Child.
Better Vie\VS of Living~ or, Life Accordini: to
"he lJoctrin, "\Vhutever b, is Right." !'rice, $1.00.
· \Vhatever Is, is IUgbt. Price, $1.00.
Christ and the People. Price, $1.25.
A B C or Life. Price, 25 cents.
Soul AffiuUy. Price. 20 ccnto.
\Vorl<s by ltlrs. ~Iarin M. Hin!!f.
Princi)>les of N~ttlu·c, as Discovered in the
Development nu<l Structure of the Universe. In three
volume!:!. }->rice, $1.75})er vol.
Rc~tl Life in Spirit Laud, Price, $t.OO.
The Brotherhood of ltlau, llnd \\'bat Follon·s t'ront It• .Price, 25 cents.
Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. Price, 25
cents.
"rile Si>h·itual t•bilosO(>hy versus Diabolisnt • .Price, :l5 cents.
\Vhat is S;>irit.nalisnt? and Shall Splrltuallsta
luw u Crucd Y Price, 25 ccntN.
God the Father and Man the Image of
God. Price, 25 cents.
\\'orks by J•roC. \Villiam Denton.
Geoiogy : The Past and Future or our Plane~
Priee. :$1.5u.
Soui of 'l'hings; or, Psychometric Rcscurcbcs
u.!Hl .lH:iCO\"Crie::~. lu tJueo ,·olumcl:l. Price, $l.!iU per vol.
Be Tltysclf. Pl"icc, 10 cents.

N~~~~~:~~tl~~~~~u~.c i->rY6~, ~~st~~~ ~r.2J!1 ~a~~~~'i 1 .0 t

the
Rntiical Rbyntcs. Price. $1.25.
I>~ SI>irit.unlistn True? Price, 10 cents.
Cl•ristillnity no Finniity; ur, Spiritualism su·
periur tu Chri:itianity. Price, ltJ cents.
(:onunon Sense 'l'hougltts on the Bible.
Price.lll Cl!nts.
i~atlieal Discourses on Religious Sub·
jet."ls. l)nec,$1 ~5.
]ian's 'I'rne Sal·ior. Price, 10 cents.
Tltc Dcht~·e in tbc Light of ltlodern
.'ic.iencc. Pneo.lU ccuts.
~~·•·nton front Sbakspcrc•s Text. Prlce.lO
CCLll.::~.

T~te .i.•oea.ssct T ra;;edy. Price, 10 cents.
'il'!tl\t is .C.Hgoht? Price, 10 cents.
\\?ho Ul"C IUitristians? Price,lO cents.
Tll~Irr~<·oncilable itecortls: or. Genesis and
Ge~11ugy.
Clvtu,-lucents; p;.~pt!r,~.iceut~.
Gt•taot!ox;r xalse. since Spit•itunlisni i"
.i.'i"i.t.;:. J->ricc, ll) cents.
T 1te God t•roposcd for Our National Constitution. Price, 10 centb.

\\"or·J<s oCJI. G. Cra,·en.
T i•hllilplt of Criticistn; A Crltlc.llund Paradox

utl tue illulc antl our 'fac..J},Jgie.d llle~ of Delty.
l"ricc. 23 cent".
Bibiical Chronology. Price, 10 cents.
.Vln•istianity Bet"ore the Thne of Christ.
Price,_ ~3 cents.

1\"ul'h:

\\"ork" of Henry C. \Vri:.:;ht.
lFUss for a Blow. Cloth. $1.23; small edition, GO
CCLlt8.
l'li0 Li,·iug Present ~ntl Dead Past; or.
G" liHat.lc ~'L~Illlcstand U8etulln Ln·1ag )lcnant.i \\rumen
·'" ,~IJ ,.,..<.~.~In Jc:;u::~. Coth, j_; eents; p,tpcr. ~vccnts.
;r;,·•·o•·s ofti<e Bible Dc•nonstrnted by the
'1'.-~itas of .."' •llttl•c; or, .i\Lm'::.t only lnlnllit>(e•Hulc of
!·an !I and l'ractice. PJ.per, S."i cent::;; cloth, litJ cents.
Emi>irc oftite:ilotbcr o'"erthe Character
~Ul-ti .Ucstiny of' t.bc Race. Priee. clotll, i5 cents;
pJ.pcr, 50 cents.
The UnW{'[COine Child; or. The Crime or an
Undesigned anti Undcslrull Maternity. Prke. cloth, 60
cents; paper, 3.> cents.
,~

S(>iritual

nud Ueforlllatory
'rarious Atttltors.

Books by

sP~~~ ~~-"Ii)~~t.•~.i~~l~~~~~~7I~~;cL~f~'. ~~~~~~ ~~~;~'i,

eents.
Child's Guiolc to SJ>iritualism. By Lucy M.
Durgcss. Price, 23 cents.
Cltaptcrs from the Bible of the Ages. Ed·
itcJ anti compilcU by G.ll. titcl.wtns. !->rice, $1.~0.
Clock Stru('k One, and Christian Splrltua11st.
nevt:;ctl aut! corrected. By the Rev. :samuel 'V11.tson,
Price, $1.UU.
Clocli. Struck Three. Being a review of "Clock
Struck One." lly HeY. tiamuel 'Vat~on. J->ricc, $1.50.
Dcbat~tble Lnnd Bet. ween this \\'orld and
the .:S ext. lly Hobert Dale Owen. J->rice, $:!.00.
J)ia.kknisJn; or, Clairvoyant Tra.vcJg 1n Hndcs. By
.A.l:i<.t.rtluer,ol" London, .England. Price, lUcents.
Does ;!latter J)o it All? A reply to Prof. Tyn.
d;tll's l.~tcot n.ttack on Spiritualism. By .Epes ::;argent.
.Pa·ice, 5 cents.
Dell til, ln the Light of tile Harmonlal Philosophy. By
Mary F. })avis. Clotn, 30 cents; paper, 15 cent~.

~0
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Price, 15 cents.
Experiences oC .Judge J. \V. Edmonds in
St>irit J,ife. Wvcn Inspirationally by Jllrs. CoruL. V.
TaiJPJ.D. l'ricc, 3U cents.
EXJ>eriencc" of Satnuel Bowles, htc editor
of tl~e :iprwwu:/fl.l{eJJUfJlican. 'Vrltten through the modlulllsnJp of Ca"nle E. ti. 'l'wlng. Price, 20 cents.
I'ootfall" on the Boundary of Another
"\\'or·ld. 'Vitia narrattv illustrations. By Hol>crt Dale
Owen. Price, :l)1.75.
'
Gist of SJJiritualism. Being a course ot flvc
lct·tares delivered fn \Vaslllngton, }). C., by Hun. Warren
1il1ase. Price, 50 cents.
Cilh{)St I.Jand; or, HesearcllcS into the Mysteries of
o,~GI11L npir1tlHtn. 'l'r,mslated by Mrs. Emmn.H. Britten.
J~;·o~. .:c, cl.Jt.J, io) cents; P<Lper, 50 cents.
{Jlnld{'n J'l<'iodics. A new collection of words and
mu.;k ror LiJ\! u•e of lyeeumH, elrclcs, n.ntl C<~mp.mcctlng~.
By:-:;. \V. Tucl.;.er. PriCe, 2;; ceuts.
Jllollow Globe; or, the World'• Agitator and
Rec-HJciler. A trC<l.tls on ttw physic,Ll conform.~tion of tho

~i~Z!.1; a~:dc~ertl£'~~~1r.~;o,~~-tl~~ £~~·~1I:ls{~PJc~l$2~0o~hcrman,

c,~~~f~1i~~·1~~r~u~~~~l i~~f~t~:~~e~ 1 vfj~c i(ts;,ic~!~8~~~
Tr.111SIM.cd frum the sixtieth thouMnd by Anna BlackwelL

Price, $2.00.
ilytuns for J•ublic . ltlccHng" nnd Social
Gatllerlugs. "Without music. Selected bY \V. J Colville.
Price, 10 cents.
Ji[(•alin;;;- by I.~tying on of llllJuls. An cxpo•lUurt of ttw art. of lwa.llng; hy In;Lnlpul.Lt.lon.. lly .Ur. J.
M.lelc Prlcc, $L2;).
U,ife of Jl•t·of. \Villiatn Denton, the Geologist
n.nJ. i~ ~ute.tl. By J. H. }->ow ell. Price, 23 cents.
i.if J Bcyon:l tlte Gr1\Ve. Price, $1.00.
;ill ental {;ut•e. By llcv. ,V. F. Evans. Price, $1.50.
~in .k~t·n Antet•ieau Spirituali!iitm; A Twenty
Yc tr. . · l~i.!CtJI'll or the Comtnunton Bt~t.wucn E lrt'l antl tllo
,y,,rJ.i or Hpirltfi. By EmmJ. H.J.rdlngc, Cloth, $3.75;
a.ur1 lbel cclition, $1.!i0.
~ien~a~ :-fie:iicine ~ A Tllenrctic'l.l nnrl Pncticu.l
Tnuti::s on ~Ic.!ICJ.l Pr:~ychology. lly Hev. \V.!i'. :gvJ.ns.
!"'rice, $1.2,1,
~lystcry of E:lwln Drootl, Complctecl by tha
Spirtt.pcn of (),u.ti.l.Hc;wa:;. Priee, $1.00.
ltlesmerisJD, S;•lritnali!lm, Witchcraft,
1\rn.(l ;1[trne·flc. Prfel~, 9'1 C" ~t.;.
·'
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Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.

:rtlanhattan Mt•di~al Institute.

Tills J!ttle Instrument. Is designed especially to develop
ttlng medlumsllfp, also to tJc u. reltat.Jle me1tns of com:Untcntion with the spirit world, 'fhc a.dvantu.ges <;lnhnod
over other Pln.nchettes now In the market nrc as follows;
First, the pastehollrd top, fnstead of varn1s1wtl or oHed
wood. Second, Etteh lnRtrumcnt Is separ"tely ffiltgnetlzed
tn the cabinet of the noted Bliss mediums, of Phil!illelphht,
and carries wtth It a developing lntluence from Mr. BUss
u.nd his spirit guides to the purch,tser. Price, 50 cents
e~<cll. or $o.OO per dozen 718 Sanso~~~~.s~~f:Jifr~~;~~:

Established 1865. Incorporated In accordance with the
Jaws of the state of. New York. This institute so long
and favorably known under the superlntendende of Dr
R:!nget since 1865, Is located at 817 East 14th street a few
doors east from Second avenue, New York. Huving been
engaged in the apecial practice of treating chronic diseuses for over thirty years, Dr. Kinget is able to concentrate his long experience for the benefit of hls patients.
many of whom are located In every st.tte of the Union the
Dominion of Oanad~, and the British Isles. Dr. King'et. a
graduate of Kings Collel!'.e London England Is the
~uthor of " Medical .Good :sCnse," 11 S~xual P_ hll~sophy /'
The Natural Law of Population," and is er.Utor of toe
Health Journal. This Institute Is conducted by a staf! of
experienced, skilful phystetans, who devote their whole
time llod attention to the treatment of all CHRONIC DIS.
EASES of BOTH SEXES In separate departments. The
Institute Is well known to many leading physicians. to
whom reference can be made. who will _giv assurance that
all patients wm be treated skilfully s.nd honorably.
Among other diseases of a chronic nature. spec1!11 attention l_!!given here to those of the nervous system, aRi\emtnal Weakness, Nervous Exhaustion, lm})otencyrEpi.
lepsfil Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, Kidneys, and Skin,
wp Iitle, and Scrofulous diseases, and all Diseases of
omen. Questto':M.~~.J,nva~~s rf.e~HJ/rf;;~~ tf.B'.Icatton.
Sm50
317 East 14th street, N.Y.

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL.
Btl!!t, Ch•·ap<'st, and Purest.
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
I want to supply every Liberal In America. Buy fresh
Gu.rtlen u.nd F'luwer Seeds direct from the grower. postage
paid, cheaper than yuu can grow them. l still undersell
0

1

~~Kt1 l1~~ ~~o~r.er~tne ~a<keef~~~ ?J!~J!ti~~Cs~~~::, eh~~~~

and wttrt'auted. Prices below every firm. I gfv more extrd. ua presents than all firms. I lmv issued 50,000 prettiest
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and
flower pictured and deserH)ecl. WortU mtmy dollurs to any
one. Send for free Gurlleu Guide and Seed. Catu.log, and
see tlutt !.beat them all
R. H. SHUMWAY,
lotS
Rockford, lll.

CONSULT

MEDICAL ELECTRIC:IAN,
Inventor. of the "WILSONIA," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of "The
Trial of Medimne," "The Language of Disease," Medical Fallames," &c., &c.,

465 F"C'LTON ST:REE'r, :B:ROOKLYN,
May be Consulted Daily from 10 A. Jlr, to 8 1', Jlf, Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but aro so scientifical!y constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
can be worn t;y different members of the same family from time to time.

Proving conclusivlythat

THE STOR.Y OF JESUS CHR!S'l,

Q>

=
~...

WILLIAM WILSON,

"Antichrist:"

B

i

l91

His Birth, Life, Trial, Execu·
tion, etc., Is a myth.
Price, ,2,00,

For sale at this omce

"'

5 AN INFIDEL ABROAD.

=
~ A Series of Letters written Durphysician, and
~

A regnl>trly edue.tted and legally qu.tllfied
1

th~d~~:~tftuf~~;~~f~}'1~r~I ~ xr.;~~~~jl'Hg~{~~';rid

ing a Visit of Ten Weeks

SEXUAL

R!~~:S~~~·r ~i;i~.~r~~~;~~~u~~~·"'~~~r ei~~~s~-1~~~~fJr~

years, und ot-her en uses, producing some or the fulluwtng
etl'~ct.s:

Nervousness, Hemlnal Emisstuns (night eullsHiuns
by drc:un~), Dimness of ~lght. Defectiv Memory. Physical
Decay, l:>Jmples on l•'ac~ A vcrBiuu to Society uf Females
Confusion of Ideas, Luss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., reu~
de ring marriage improper or unhappy. are thoroughly and
pernMnent~ cured by an External Application, which ls
the Doctors latest and greatest medical dlscovery, and
whlch.he lias so far prcscrll>ed for thls baneful complaiiJ.t
in ~~II Its stages without a failure to cure tn n single case
and some of them were in 11 terrtiJly siw.ttered couditiou :
bad been In the insane asylums. many had Falling Slcl{:
ness--Fits; others upon the_ verge of consumption; while
~~l:~si ~ltf~!~~d:~~. become tuoltsh und lmn.Ur. aiJie to take
Syphilis pusltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from tile
iit1~;:~~·uJi>rt~~~~\'::i'V~.~~h~.~~~~tu~~C~I~r~~~~d~ Uupture),
.All diset.Lses of women-such as XmenorrliretL (or delay of
the tln~t menses), Dysmenurrhtr.l (or b.IJorioua menstruation). Chlorosis (or green s1cknet~tJ), Lcucurrllcea (ur
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falUug wumll). etc.-treated
wJtll equal succe~s. ns the foll')Wiug will show:
"DJ<:AH. DocToR: If the l{ind thought sii<Lfts I dally send
you are received. 1 will not need to tell you that 1 am feel·
ing better than fur ~C\'eu years, nor cxprc~s my gr.ttit.ude
in words If every kind und grateful thought I send you
were a blossom, you wuuld be a pyramid ut" dowers."
The ~~boye Hues. trom .Annie K Edwards, of Alliance, 0.,
is only a Ao.nnple of the many grateful expressions received
by th" Doctor from su.tie1·ing women whose diseases peculiar to their sex hav made tbeir lives so mis.erable. and
who receive so little sympathy from members of their
own houo::~eholds.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
Kersey Graves the noted author and lecturer, writing to
the Seymour. Ind., lime..:; undet the above head, remarks:
"Tbere is perhaps no art tllat can cbim the attention of
the human lntnd of more importance than alleviating human sulfering, 8topping the progress of disease, a.nd thus
extending tlJC period of human life. Aud I know of no
Physician more successful in the practice oi this art than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Viueh"md, N.J. His success in nearly

~~J~l\f! s~~~~i~ ~~s:~~e~s~ef~~~~~ ~eo~~~~~~if!ri~hY;

practice. Tllis I know by actual trial, having been relieved ot a Uad case of kidney di~ease by ~i~ new method
when all other means failed. Try him, by all means, if
you are atl'Ucted with any of the maladies tncidJ:nt to this
age, I deem It my duty to say tbls mucll for the IJenelltof
suff'ering humauity."
Dr. Fellows w111 send for two 3-cent stamps his MEDI.
CAL ADVISEH; or, NEW GUIDE TO Hfu\.LTH, setting
forth a new and sclentlrtc method (never before known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also. fur the su.me
number of stamps, bts PHlVATE COUNSELOR. treattug
on Spermatorrhcea and Impotency, giving tllC cause.

Jlx~~;g~l~~~:irri·d~ ~;o~~~~t~go~~~e, ~r-~1 !1~!!J~~sJ~~~ the
1

in Europe.
BY D. l\1. BENNETT.
-~-~~ p~ges.
Price, $1.50

--------------~------

Col. Ingersol/s Works.
"Some Mistakes of Moses."
This volume Is printed on toned paper, hi clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In muslln, containing 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
0

1

sof?lf~sb'i:i~~a :\ ;."t t~~ t~~~~~~~~E~~n~11 t~~\~~u~~~~~

that'subjeet. 1~1e pamphlets tilat ha.v been surreptitiously
issued are incorrect, tilled with mistakes, a-~d consist of
only about fourteen or tifteen pages, while there are t.wo
hundred and seventy-five pages tn the book just issued,
The book Is unanswerable in Its facts and lo.Uc, 1n1m1table
tn its style, and filled with wit, aatire, el{Jqoence, and
pathos.

"Tlie Gods and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods," "Humboldt," " Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality,"" Heretics and· Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25i paper, 50 cents.

"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
Co:sT·E~~~.-" The Ghosts." "Liberty of Man, Woman,

~ll?n~i~~~~·:: ~fe~~~r:ttiC~n°~1~~~~l:~~l!~f~~e,;;~{R~~~~~~

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; pape-r, 50
cents.
Both volumes bound in one, price, paper, $1.00.

'' 'Vhat Must 'Ve Do to be Savcd1"

Sciatica and Lumbago Belt.
DESCRIPTION OF ABOVE GARMENTS.

E,~ch Eylet is a galvanic cell attached to a series of powerfnlmagnets. They arc light
a~ ordinary garments. and produce a soothing yet exhilirating effect upon tho system,
without causing shocks ot· sores, as in electric belts or galvanic chains.

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark JI11Us.
Cabinet size, price\;; $2.50, N en.tly packed and boxed
~~'i;t[b~~;~~~\i\~n~av a~:T~r,:g;::,t.rer ot this great Apostle

De!=lp!l.i""' Jf J-hy~icians, nnd the Annihilation of Qun.ck
persons are being constantly hurried on to Apoplexy
nnd Paralysis by the use of Cephalic Snuih and Vv-a•hes. Catarrh can be readily cured withont any of
tlu.'~c nostrums.

The "WILSONIA '' }IAGNETIC APl'LIANCE'3 nre> tbc
Ko~trums and Legalized Qnnckery.
Thon~rmds of

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
Consultation in person, $5.00; l.Jy letter. free and invited,
Which are kept strictly eontidenth"J.l in u.ll cases. Cbat·2"es By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices:
for treatment reaaonuble. AddreSB Dr. R. P. FELLOW§,
~~E~i~~ ~~r~~fiesize ~ • ~ ce~ts
:..;;;---,...,.--==~~~~----:-'V!nelaud, N. J,
<4!5 to $20 PER DAY at home. sainples-wortb-~
L1fe.s1ze Lithograph, 2ix27
50
'IP~---.":..._.....::.._f~rc.':e~e:..·_S<>_t~l~n_.,.son & Co., Portl&nd, Me.
Post<>ge paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New YorJ<:.

THE Sl MITiC GODS ANO THE

BIBLE.

1tiRS. ANNA CONNELLY'S

Improved Redemption,..,.

'r.E:E "WILSONIA" CORSET AND MAGNETIC BELT
For J,adies and Gentlemen will cure Asthma, Catarrh, Loss o·~ Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Kidney Disease, Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspepsia~ nnd every form
of Female Weakness.

~T;.

~
a))'

oro

SEND FOR PRICE LIST Contain{ng_THOUSANDS OF TESTINOKIALS.
1

a
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Treating upou the Gods of the Se·
The" Wflsonia" appliances are not mere plasters which become useless after a few weeks' wear, but they retaln
tbetr curativ powers for twenty years, and can be worn bl any member of the same family from time to time.
milic l'llatiou!!, Including Allah,
.Jehovah, !'llatan, tile IIOI)·
The Only Gray Hair HcstoraHv mtn~ar!ohn:n't1 ~~;l~T~~ t~~~~1;i~;n~&tw~n~~rbiPc~; Jd::ru~~tu~~yle~tJ~~~ lfv~ ~1~~~~~2'p~~[~~ts inT6~,/~fr~,i~ \r~~i:iri
could refer as evidence. I hav now over one thommnd persons in the city of Brooklyn ready to testJfy that my galGhost, .Je!!U!i Uhri!if, the
vano-magnetlc belts will remove and cure every malady known to man, except a rotten lnng, and eYen where the
in the lUark.et Without Lead,
Virgin .lUary, and
hlngs hav begun to decay, my appliances w111 arrest the decay and heal them.
·
Here in the city of Brooklyn the paralyzed bav been restored ~ patients suffering from inflammatory rheumatism
the Bible.
Silver, or Sult•hur.
hav been taken otr their crutches ~ nerve mahdtes. beari~ on mania, hav been completelfi cured ; martyrs to varibeT~ ~~;'y'f!}~~~~ g,~de~c~~~:;;;!"1rs~~~;;'i~~~~~t book to It Is warranted to restore the grayest hair In three days ~~~~e~e}~ginw~~~r1~6;:~~frisba~et~~~~~~th~is~~t~~~tgc~~~~~ ;0 ~~1iJ~!~ ~eh~b~~v ~~;:;..:;~&~dlrf~~~dt~~rh a~: t~~h~~:,
to Its original color. It stops the hair from falltll!l", snd etght, and twelve years of age, are now wulktng about as other children. In short. the cures effected by my appli·
BY D. M. BENNE'rT.
auces seem so miraculous that the above statements sound like an Arabian Nlght•s tale. Nevertheless, these facts can
makes it grow. Cures all scalp diseases, numbness. etc.
3S3large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; cloth, $1.00.
Large packages, that will last you one year, $1,00, the ~geb~~~~1~~~~~~foau:thdaifu oy~~el~~f~~ ~~ t~; fu~~~i;.t~~~eaJ~ 1t~; r~~~~~t.ies Commissioners of Brooklyn must convince

lily of!er of five thousanldollars to the physicians and Charities Commissioners of Brooklyn Is st11! open, and w11!
powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any ad- continue
so to be for six months.
I am prepared to go into tlte hospitals and will only take their incurable cases, suffering from paralysts.locomodress on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular. There Is no
t,··r, ataxia, inflammatory and chronic rheumatism, con~est{on of the kidneys, pleuro-pneumonia, or any disease their
tronble or expenRe In making. Address
Thirty~
tdelsrse and pithy and well calculuted for general and cheap
me~~c~~: ~ft~zfea~~egft~~e~f~;-~~~t~~~~ci,1 ~t1i~~ri-coa~ean10 ~f'the above maladies, they hav themselvs to blame,
MUS. ANNA CONNELLY,
trtbutlon. Price, 8 ctB. for the set• 25 cts., per hundred,
'l'he co~t of m{ ap{Jltances. thougb seemingly expensfv, is one hundred Urnes cheaper than the present method ot
or two dollars per thousand.
41 Bond street, New York.
pur~~~sJ~ ~hl~~~ ~~fclft;~;~igji~~s~f:~J'i~t!~fiJ>rni~i~ ~Nfriqulries of those who hav been cured, before you waste
time in calling upon me.
.
N. B.-This preparation will change red or sandy hair to yourI court
the fullest scrutiny, and prefer not selling you goods until you hav inquired of those who hav been cured.
En.t!ng for Strength. By Ill. L. Holbrook. Price ,$1
a beautiful brown, and no detection of 1\rt; w111 make It
To you who are suffering, and are uow under the care uf your physicians, prevail on them to call upon me, andaa~
Bygiene of the .Brain, ~nd the Cure of Nervousness. By
look perfectly natural. Has the same ef!ect on the eye • qua!f~t~h~~s;J~~e':~;~65mj~1~6ri~~~~~tb1{~~bkf~~ing anY statements in regard to tile same.
M . L. Holbrook, M.D. Price, $1.50.
hLIYer CumphLlnt, Nervous l>yapepsJa, and Headache: brows; w11l make them dark and heaVY. One appl1cat1ou
:Male and female assistants alwaysln attenaance from 10 o'clock, A.M •• till 8 o'clock, P.M.
My sppl!ances are being used with aa marked succesa In England as In Brooklyn and New York
L.~~ <_i.J~.~~~~$[reventiou, and Cure. By .M. L. Holbrook, w111 convince you.
Smo
REFERENCES IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YOUK:
Parturition V.-rtthout Pnin i or, A Code of Directions for
Avo1d1ug most or tile Pains and Dangers of Cl!Ud.Bearlug.
BY l\1. L. HuiiJrook. Prlee, $1.
~,\tJ'trfJ'Jl~Jgfx~sfshi5~~~elt;;,tet.l:E~l11lo~'N~'¥l~~~~:~~~treet.
MSa ~~~R~~~~lrtl~':.~~~taker, cor.
Aids to Family Government; or, From the Cradle to the
LUTHER SJIUTH, 1 W111ow Street.
Dr. CHADWICK, President street.
DA VrD COLLIEir, confectioner, 181
S:J.lool. By llcrtlm l\lcycr. Price, paper, 50 cts.; cloth, $1.
BY
JOHN
1\IESLIER,
H. W. LOVEJOY, 123 St. Marks ave.
Dr. CLARKE, Court street.
Columbia stt·eet.
t rult n.nd Bretv\ a Natural "nd Sc1ent111e Diet. By GusJllr. HOBBY,bullder•' merchant,Coney Mr. CHARLES SCUDDER, Northport, E. P. PARKER, with Captain Bush,
A Roman Catholic Priest,
af,~e"'Yl~~U:~·
..
n~;·
~!xes.
lll~~'lJ.'.d.ilENNETT, 499 Franklin n.ve. lll~'BA. VIS, builder, Northport, L. I. Eg~Jl.'lj]~A YLIS, Armenta, Duch.
Prtce, $1.
By Mrs. E. B. Duf!ey.

TRUTH
SEEKER LEAFLETS.
two in number, of two pages each. These are

Medical Works Sold at this Office.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
0

~~ u~P1~ "J'~~~~ai ~:rWzn~~~':.!~%&e:riiu~!dE~~¥fi~~'Z

;'\!f: f

Test~<ment" to b!s
g~~ts~ioi~~' ~%~v:n~~Jor;~o~,be J~~H:~tt~. ~~:ml6~
dogmas And left as ::fa" L••t Will and

bo;

t¥:£.

0

v1s.

~Ll~r~rR.~ M.i~~~~~.street. ~~.'}:~~RH~1rli~fu if~~:t~·I~· I. li'i"t~o.brr
SIX Flatbush ave.
W.M.F.THUELSON,Z77 Sc~ermerhorn W.M. GAliDI.NER, Eaton's Neck, L. I. P. DORLON, 73 Lawrence street.
street.
T. J, TRUAX,Barrett st.,Schenectady, RICHARD .lilA WS0N. 590 ll!eks street.
W. H. EDWARDS, 154 VanderbUt ave. N.Y.
Jl!rs. E. A. THOMPSON, 865 State st.
Stmse."
J. W. 11A ULSIR, 100 Dean street.
R.A YMOND CLARK, Esq .. St. James' E. W. STORMS, Pleusant ave., Harlem.
LlGHTH ALL, 705 Pacltic street.
Hotel, N.Y.
W.!I1ARS1'0N 1 1IJ.I South Second street
tt:foh~~~~\~~l'i\'!.:'ialw;~~il~~dJ~ ~~~eti~hfn':,cl~r~!i~~: lllrs.
lllrs. Dr. UUGGLES,Liv!ngston street. Prof. DAVIS, S4 Pines!,, N.Y.
J. H. BARNEY, 807 Fulton street.
6
1
~~~t ~~~~~a~~~~;i~~~ ~r;~t~<;:~ ~~~f:s~:~.
r~~C.Wrri; G.W ...BROWN, S4 Soutb Portland ave. Mr. JOHNSTONE,ll7 west Fifteenth D. V. FAIHWEATHEB, 28 & SO Spruce
..ocr'IS BERWIN, picture gallery, Ful· street, N.Y.
street, N.Y.
to the opinion o! s. d!stlni!ulohed Liberal oon•erntug the
•< nstrcet.
lllr. GREGORY,S22 West Twenty.slxth E. C. LEWIS, 81 Seventh street.
book:
.
\\.SHAW, stove mer., Fulton st.
street, N.Y.
Mrs. FALES, !\2 Seventh ave.
Nswrmayro~T, MAe~., !ept. 2S, 1878.
,
,BOYD, 8'~5 Smith street.
HUGH llROIVN, estat~agent, 1418th .lllrs.lll. H. LARNEL, 37 Wush!n~n at.
To Mrse .ANNA KNOOP, JJ~ar Jfadam:
Tlle work of the honest paatur,Jean Mesller, is the mo~t 'l~~i~~~~lffeY(aiY,tZ,.,r::mployment B ci'Itl'i>':t'luJ"toN PHILLIPS, Science M~d.;e~~MPB.ELL, rcstaumnt, 6• Court
p The Ph]los~phy of Human Beauty; or Hints Toward ~~~~1~~~ c8~!~ut;~e ~X~cfd~~tJ"6~:U~~ 1 ~iife~~~. fb~doi'll~c~! .Mrs. DICKENSON, 511 Cl!nton av.
Hall, N. Y,
THOS. J, DICKENSON, SSO Jay street.
l~slcall erlectlon. By D. H. Jacques. r>rtce, $1
JOHN D McKENSlE,952 St .Marks ave. JOHN VAN HOHl\, 98 PI.!Hip st. N. J.
sou" ia mere mf.k u.nal water to It, and Voltu.ire~&,. Pllllu- Mrs GREA YES, lSI Clinton ave.
l'rl<~e':' s//l~~~~~lc Cook Book. lly Mrs . .!II • .!II, Joues, M.D.
JOHN W. HASTINGS,102 Fleet place. Mrs. ARMSTRONG, 117 fupelyea st. .lllr. CHAS. R. .llllLLEB, East New York
0
Mr. E. NILSO.N, decorat!v s!gu writer, Dr. JACOB VAN HOHN ,1,140 Fulton st .llln;. ADSIT, 198 Sixth ave.
iHVegetarla~lsm tho Radical Cure for Intempemnce. By ~ft~1~~Ja~~~tN~,':,7t~'. ~~~o~"t~~8~. h.Y::'J'~~:: d~n~r~Tr~
tuous and llnmane act Ya translating hta book so weu.
arrtet .P .1~ owler. Price, SO ceuts.
M~~3~rf~~'i_~~~~fectloner, Fulton st. Pr~~t.?!i~e~ES HATCH SMITH, SSl g1~·I~'Wn~lf~;gg~~~.Jt~e ~~
J..t..URS PARTON.
0 1\Biy Patients; Hints on Getting Well and Keep.
,10
Price, eloll!, .1.00.;. paper, 11.00.
• . 1·
Y Mrs. R. ~·Gleason, M.D. Price, $1.50.
rlM\iLJ'rJ!t'E~~~~·Fulton st. M:U.Jf,A:nfE!"i~~':ee~"per oor, ~ g!~!f~v'l:~n~~i.
D. M. !SENNETT,· 141 Eighth ot., New York.
~ B.- Prrrsr.nR ~m see thnt sll my refP.rPnr.AR A.r~ r.lose "home wh@!toe ~
we lUng my s.r'llent
$72 ~·•U,w·1,·1E,EK
112 a day a_t home eao11:V-inado-:-co"Ptlv
The snme hook J,q t.o he· ha.c'l in tllA Hel'm:Hl hn;zn·lJrl~.
rPe
TntP. & Co.~ AU.IZHf:lhL. ~f•lln~->
;,. . .., "' '.ll.: .L
.. '~ i~ ......... ,.. ...,·.
\~t·.>i~ w. t-· !.
Sexual.Pilyslology. A Scientific and Popular Exposition
oT! the }1 undtunentn.l .Problems in Sociofugy. lly H. T.
ran, M.D. Price, $1.
p~g,"~?d~~ Girls Ought to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley.
'rhe better Wn.y; an Appeal to 1\!en In Behalf of Human
Culture th.rough n 1VIser Parentage. By A. E. Newton.
Prtc e, paper covers, 25 centBi cloth, 60 cents. 12 coplos Oy
ma 11 , paper covers, $2.
The ~chou! Garden. By Dr. Schwab. Price 50 cents.
5 cop1es, $2; 12 coptes,$4.
'
Muscle-Beating; ur, Activ and Passiv Home Gymnastics
1
sS~~net~~tlly aud Unhealthy People. lly C. Klemm. Price~

b;ge
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THE TRUTH

SEEKER~

f}dds and iffnds.

('Jfnt# off Ufhought.

MARUH. 19!1 1881.

D. M. BenneLt's fublioations.

Trnth Seel~er J,tbrary.
A CIXCINNATI man founrl !t rough-looking indiThe 'Vorld's Sages, Thinkers, anll Re•
vidual in his cellar. H 'Vho ttrH you?" bt1 clcfortnet•s.
The Biogmphics of tl1m~ hundl'ed of tlle
manded. H The gas 1nan, cotne to takt! til~ Ineter,,
tellchei'M uml philosophers (who were
THE men of the Reformation conquered for us was the reply. "Great 'heavens,.. c1·ied the must distingul::~hed
1
the ri::llt of free inqnit·y in scripture; ~nt modern householder, HI hoped you were only a burglar." ft~t 8. ~~U~~~eg~ni.v\i~cPl~~~~s~ s~~.M'bl~1t> ~~~: ~~~~g~~:
$4.00; morvcco, ~11~ CllKes. ~4.50.
science has conquered for itself tile rt::ht of free -Bo•ton Po&t.
'l'he ChamJ•ions of t;oe Church; Their
inquiry about scripture.-Straus•.
"I TH1lEW this otr in ten minutes," softly said Uriuaes: nut: l .. e.J•secutious. BIOKrnphic~lsketche~t
THE solemn seriou~ness of religion has a strong the poet, placing a manuscript on the editorial of prominent Chrhitluns tal" worse than Infidels. A culll·
puulon book to u 'l'lle 'Vol'ld'i Su"ei," etc. By D. M. Ben.
attraction for me; but the levities of r~litoion,_ so table. The editor said that when it came to speed
w speak its fables and fancie; and concetts, whtch no long-haired poet should distance him-and he ~~~. ~o:~ftocd~·~~~ ~:~~·· Cloth, ~.00 : leather, f4,00; moare insisted on >ts part and parcel of it, are very threw it otr In less than ten seconds-o:tr tile table
The Gods and Reltgtons ofAneient nnll
Modern 'l'itnes. Vol. I lliVs a full account of all the
r~pulsiv.- Waters' Through Rome On.
into the waste basket.
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan, The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
HIS name was Talus, made of iron mold,
MY LITrLE BROTHER'S GRAVE.
Mary, und the Bible. SS5 pageo, Svo. Vol. II describes fully
Immovable, resistless, without end,
~lltue reli~iuus systems of th9 world, tndluding Jud~Lism,
What
is
that
little
grassy
mmmd,
1
Who, in his hand, an iron tlail doth hold,
.
~~~~~~ego~~~Tdif;1n~hf£:t~~~\{~. t~:9 la;:~~. 0
Where pretty rose~ bloom f
With which he threshed out ful•ehood and did
lleun~tt, written In 'Prison. In cloth,
per volume. or
Your
brother
lies
beneath
that
ground,
$5.00tur tlle two volsumes; in leather, $7 00; in morocco
truth unfold.
· -Spwur'a Faerie Q11ee11t.
gUt c~ges, $8.00
'Tis little Oscar's tomb.
TKEI<E is a set of eccle•i>tstic~ who will not read
Ala~ 1 did little Oscar die?
ta~~~t~'J,~&ss~~!~e~~~~~~M~ 1 ~~~?o~~~fth ~~~
a book, a newspaper, or argue with any one who
8tecl cugravinb~-u medallton portruit.aud a full length
How dismal it must be
does not retlect their own sentiments. Tiley look
likeness of the author. Cloth, $3.00; letlthcr, red burnished
To bid this lovely wo1·ld good-by I
into the glass and say, "I see every time I look
cdge1:1, $4.llU; morocco, gilt edges, $-!.50.
It seems quite sad to me.
thereon~wbo always agrees with me." That is
SnJ>ernatnral Reltgion. An Inquiry Into the
re:lltty ot" diYIDii revelath·m. Decidedly tne most thortheir whole world, ancl of the rest they are proBut though his lifeless form lies here,
ough antl cxlumstiv work on the claims of supcrnaturalfoundly i::norant.-.Dr. Norman Macleod.
His spirit live above.
!~>1~\~'";~~'Ibt~~~U u~1v~'ra~' ~~~~;~e~~1s~~~"\i~~~i~~
And sees with vision bright and clear
ORTHODOX, Orthodo:x:,
$-1.(1(); leather, $5.00: morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
The God of life and love.
Wha believe in John Kno:x,i
Analysts ofReltgtous BeUeC. An Examination
Let me sound an alarm to your conscience:
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings at tho world.
That is, the Bible tells us so,
By
There's a heretic blast
YisCi.'Unt Amberlcy -.oun of the l1\te Lm·d John Russell,
But I've five dolhu·s home
twice Pr~mier uf Eu~nlndt Comclete from the London
Has blown in the Wast,
That says that Oscar's tumed to mud,
~~~~~~;),~rlt~~ie:~,
t~ro. n clot ' $3.00; leather, $4.00;
That wbut is not sense must be nonsense.
And with God will never roam.
-Burn•.
The Great Works of Tbomas Paine. InA JlfEAN JIIAN.-JI[r. Elijnh Hitchcock was a cludiug 'I' he Age of Reason, Exa.minRtlon at Proplleclea,
TAKE courage; hav freedom at any price. MenReply to Bl•hop ot Llowda!I, Letter to Mr. Erskine, Essay
tal slavery is the most degrading. If, in bttrsting Connecticut constable, whose character was nuder on Dreams, Letter to Camille Jordan, The Religion of
Dehnt.l,
Common Sense, The Crisis. and The Rights of
scrutiny.
Deacon
Solomon
Rising
was
inquired
your feHer8, yon should receive a wonnd, time
)!tm; the whol~rcceded by the Life of Paine, and u. steel
will heal it; and though bigotry may point to the of about w.m.
iJ~~~lc~~t~!Vtt~dges:ifm:
8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, U.OO;
~~Deacon Solomon Rising," 2aid the questioner,
~car its a mark of degradation, It will be to yonrThe !orcgo!n~ cl'lht votumeo are called "The Truth
"do
yon
think
llh'.
Hitchcock
is
a
dishonest
man?"
~elf and to the progressiv a proud roark obtained
~~e g~~~~~~Jo~~~crt~~d p~!g:
(Very promptly) "Oil, no, sir, not by any ~~~~~is~~~:IJ~~/
in the cause of true ilberty.-Jfc.Donnell'• Exeter

DoG:UATISlr is puppyism come to its full growth.

-Dougla• Jm-rold.

if;zR U.

$S.:.J

Hall.

IF Protestantism cannot preyent Infidelity,
neither could Catholicism prt>vent Prote~tantism;
&nd to charge Theodore Parker upon Luther is us
unfair as it woulcl be to char~re Lutl1er upon Leo.
Back of them both was a power which was before
eit11er, and which they wet•e unable to resist, and
that power was the hnn1un mind, which is n1ore
than all churches and bibles.-0. B. Frothingham.
THE most cruel pereeeutions hav been cat-rie(J
out with perfect conscientiousness, and priests,
with streaming eyes and bleeding hearts, hnv
burned heretics to tltP. "greater glory of God."
Conscience is not a safe guide; in fact, it is no
guide at all. Conscience is not the eye which
chooses the path, but the foot which blindly carries
us wherever the brain directs.-.Jirs. A. Besant.
ATHEISM would hav been the gt·eat and glorious
flnality of all real wis(Jom had if only been popul!!.r-had the wise few been allowed to think and
speak freely their thoughts. But, alas, in even
cultured Athens a disbelief in tile gods was pnni•hable with death, for then a~ now it was snppo8ed that the very life of a nation depended upon
a belief in and a placatlnto of tile ~ods! But then,
M now, the leaders, those behind the·scenes, were
well aware of the impotence and worthlessness, as
well as the mythical character, of their gods.Eimina .D. Blenker.
TilE old theological reason for Jreeping Sunday
can no longer be pre!sed. But the e!fects of Sabbath ~tillness does not depend on the lllosaic aceonnt of the creation. "The end of action is rest,"
says the greatest of the Greek philo!opllers, and
his 8aying is the philosophical equivalent of the
theological expression, "Go(l rested on the ~eventh
day." Rest is at the he!!.rt of all. A man who
never reposes and never withdraws into himself
runs a risk of going mad. It is the same with a
nation, and assuredly never were the chimes
which announce a respit from busy toil, ca1·e, and
excitement more necessary than they are to a civilization like ours.- The Toronto Bystander.
SoME men are very often mistaken in their judgments. The reason thereof is, they converse with
but one sort of men, they read but one sort of
books, they will not come in the hearing of but one
eort of notiens; the truth is, they canton out to
themselvs a little Goshen in the intellectual world
where light shines and, as they conclude, day
blesses them; but the re~t of that vast expansum
they giv up to night and darkness, and so avoid
coming near it. . . . All such are far enough
from that comprehensiv enlargement of mind
which adorns a son! devoted to truth, assisted
with letters and a free consideration of the ~everal
Tiews of thinking men of all side~.-Lockt.
GIV "- m~. say~ Jesu~, and all things are clean
unto you. U I be~tow all my goods to feed the
poor, says Pan!, and giv my body to be burned,
!!.nd haT not charity, it pro1lteth me nothing. Paul
urges rich men not to trust in riches, butte be rich
in good works and ready to distribute; but he
does not hid them get rid o1 their wealth; nay, he
says it is right for parents to lay up for their children. So far from bidding "to giv to every one
that asketh," he distinctly command~ to refuse
support to the idle. Industry is with Paul a positiv duty-a sentiment which cannot be discovered
in the precepts of Jesue, who teaches that to abandon one's trade and wander at his side ie highly
meritorious.- F. W. Newman.
CHRISTIANITY i~ at bay within Christendom.
The Christian world contains more non-Christians
and !!.uti-christians than Chri~tians, more unbelievers than believers, more unworehipful than
worshipful, more lukewarm than ardent, more irreverent people than reverent. The Naturalists
•ntnnmber the l!upernaturalists. The RationalIsts carry more weight than the pietists. This ie
eo, at all events, in the centers of thought; and the
centers of thought are the fonntahts of tllou~llt.
The live mind of the world (meaning by live mind
inquiring mind) is deserting Christianity for philosophy, science, and literature. Hut a more deoisiv indication of the decline of the Christian
aystem, as interpreted by Protestants of all degrees, from Lutheran to Universalist and Unitarian, is the all but complete divorce of the system from popula.r life.-0. B. Frothingham.
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each.

means."

•· Well, do you think lle is a mean man?"
"Well, with regard to that," said the deacon a
little more deliberately, "I mean to say that I
don't really think he is a mean roan; I've sometimes thought he was what you might call a li:eerfnlrottn-a prudent roan."
•· What do yon mean by a prudent man 1''
"Well, I mean this, that one time he had an execution for $4 all'ainst old Widow Witter, back here,
&nd he went up to her house and levied on a tlock
or ducks. He chased them ducks, one at a time,
round the house pooty much all day, and every
time he catched a duck he'd set right down and
ring his neck and charll:'e mileage; and his mileall'e
'mounted to more than the debt. Nothin' mean
about it as I know of, but I always thought after
that that llfr. Hitchcock was a very prudent man."

"'ill

WANTED IT JUST RIGHT.-" How much
this
cost in your paper?" asked a quiet-looking man,
as he handed in tne following advertisement at
the Brooklyn Eagle counting-room:
"Sm1th-Busted a trace, in this city, Friday, just
after dinner, lllary Smith, wife of the undersigned,
and daughter of old Sim Pratt, the leading blacksmith of Denver, Col. The corpse was highly respected by the high-toned families, but death i'()t
the drop on her, and she took the up-bucket with
perfect coillldence that she would hav a square
show the other side of the divide. The plant
transpires thi~ aft<>rnoon at her boarding-house on
Willow street. Come one, come all.
"Dearest l\Iary, thou hast left ne,
For you on earth there wasn't room;
But 'tis heaven that has bereft us,
And snatched our darling up the tlume.
"Denver papers please· copy and send bill or
draw on sight.
"By her late husband,
P.l11MITH."
"I don't believe you want it in just that way, do
you 1" asked the clerk, rubbing his chin dubiously.
"Why not, stranger?" asked the quiet man.
"It don't read quite right, doe~ it?" asked the
clerk.
"Was von acquainted with the corpse, stranger?" demanded the quiet man. "Was yon aware
of the lamented while she was bustling around in
society down at the boarding-house?"
"I don't know that I ever met her," responded
the clerk.
"So I reckoned, Jedge. Yon wasn't up to the deceased when she was in the living busine~~s. Now,
Jedl!'e, the deceased wrote that oration herself
afore she died, and I want it in. Do you hook on,
partner?''
"But it isn't our style of notice," objected the
clerk.
"Nor mhte, neither," acquiesced the quiet man.
" I -.~·as for having a picture of her !!.lld a lot more
talk, but she said she wanted it quiet and modest,
so she whooped that up. Say, stran.:er, is it going
into your val nable space without any ditncnity ?"
"I don't know," said the clerk, dolefully.
"I know, partner. This celebration oomee off
to-morrow afternoon, and that's going in in the
morning, if it goes in out of a cannon. I got grief
enough on my hands now, stranger, without erecting a fort on the sidewalk, but if you want war, I
hav the implements right in the back part of these
mourning clothes. What d'ye thhtk, J edge?"
"Does it make any difference where it goee ?"
asked the clerk.
"I want it in the paper," said the mourner, "and
it's going in if it take! "- pile-driver. Think you
twig my racket, stranger ?"
"All right," replied the clerk. "I'll put It in the
'l!alad,' among other mournflll remarks. Four
dollars, please."
"That's business," and the quiet man paid the
money. "If you ain't busy come around to-morrow. I'm going to glvthe old woman a send on:
and if the gospeller don't work up a pretty good
program before he gete .to tlte doxology his
folks will think he's been doing considerable business with a sa:w-mm. She was a good one, Jeclge,
and she W:ii.S pwns from the back of her neck to the
bunion on her heel; yon can tell that from the notioe ;" and the mourning widower wiped his eyes
on the sly, and later in the day was tined $10 for
.thrashing the undertaker who had put silver hAnd1611 on the casket instead of gold.
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Xatnre"s Revelations or Character; or
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t.ures. Illustmted by 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,

~}i~Cd~~~~;Jf.~.,s'~o. Cloth. $3.00; leather, f-1.00; morocco,

Patne'a "·orka.
Paine'& Theologteal 'Vorks, Including The

~f.y,.;'~· ~'i'fa'ti'J::tt.'We';~tt~\fi. ~~~~~~~\':~'tt~;i~·[;i~~ft~

Jordan, etc., etc., with a lite of Paine and a steel-plate
por~ralt. t~o. In paper cqver~~, $1; cloth, $1.50.
·Paine's Great Works (complete) In one vol·
mnc,

ui

above.

$3.~

$4, $4.50.
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P~f.!f.tt~~!~~:." from a Matertaltstie stand.
f[..',',~~:. tfJ~et~;s~lltteal and Relt~;"ions Re.

n1!;.~:r,.a,':,i.ti~.g;-o.~i~t 1J'~:~'ts.Present;

lle:r
l!lftterlalistn and (Jrhne. 10 cents.
~~~::. the Cooning l!Jfan lVorship Go<l 'l'

10

ce~it;~nws and Cruelt-ies of Cbristtnntty. 10

'l'welve 'l'ract.s. Sclcntlflc und Theolo~:lcal. 20 eta.
Debate-. A four da ,

Bno•~.res8•Un<lerwood

dcbHt.c l>ctwccn B. 11' . Underwood n.nd Prof. 0. A. Bur ya
Pre~ldont of the Northwestern Christian Unlvc~ft89 •

Intll<mapolls, Ind. Accurately reported. 188' t>p. Pape~'

50 cents; cloth. SO cont».

Underwood·ltlnrples Debate. A four nl!lhta•
Marplee.

~,':t~~~~·obpe~i£~8~ ~'a~e~~m'rir~~c~~fh~vce;~~~

l!Iiseellaneous 'Vorks.
The Jtlartyrdom ot· Jllan. Embracing the fou
divisions of War, Rcllglun, Llbcrty, am\ Intellect. A wori

ofrn.re merit, and written in t~uperlor style. By Winwood
Rende. Now edition. 5-U pn.ges. Price reduced from t9

to $1.75.
'l'lie Creed of Cbristendont.

c~outm~ted

with its superstructure.

Ito foundation

lly W. Rathbonf!

~~fc~· $?W~ of the clearest aud ablest works ever written.

Revelations of Antichrist. An exlmustlv work

pruvtng cunclustvJy that PO snell person as J csus Christ ex
isted 1:1 tile reign ufTH>erius, out that a Jesus, the sun of
1L\ry, was ::\touctl u.mllw.nli:~l\ ab~ntt n. century l>eforo, n.nd

N~lf):\ ~td~~ctW fr,~e~1 ~~a ~rJ:Pt~~~~~ pt~~~r<5~irt~U~0nag~=:
1

1

4.46 P1\ges and full index. Price. ~2.00.

'l'ioe Jantteson-Ditzlel' Debate. A nine
day•' delmte on God. the Bible, ChrlstilmltyJ and Liberal.
lam. Between Wm. I*'. Jt\miosun u.nd Uev.
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

ncob Ditzler

'

'J'he Pro and Con ot· Sn))ernatnral Re·
ltlfion. Both sides fairly mul ubly preoented. By E. E

~"c~t~~~-UniversaUst clerg_yuum. Paper, SO cents; cloth:
'l'h~

·rruth Seeker Colleetiou of Forms,

Hy Ill liS, a•ntl .H.eett.a.tious. . Conttlining forms for
Ul'ill!lizing societies, marriage, funeral services, naming at
1ntuut8, ollitutuy notlcm:J. cvitaplls, etc. Also 525 Liberal
1

:g~!\~~~~~~~~1 £:~~~ e~!!.m~g {v~ficY~~~i~ca3d~~lt~rtitfR:te~~
5~{1

ltutions for vurlous public occuslons.
cents; cloth. 75 cents.
•

pp. Pu.per, 00

The Heathens of the Heath. A finely written
Radical romuuce. By 'Vm McDonnell. nuthor of Exeter

~~~c~~l~l~p~rr~~~MCe~ti; gfot~~i\'.i5~c.

500 pages. Prieo

Nntbaniel ''an;,:-hnn. A. Radical noYel of marked
ablllty. lly f'retlcrl~a Macdonald. 404 pugcs. Price re-

ducetl to iJ.25.
The Darwins. A. <lomcotlc Radical story. By Mra.
Elminu. lJi'Uke 8lenker, author of John's 'Vny, Studyill&
the Bible, and numerous e~:~says. 2;.,--; pp. Paper, 50 centa;
cloth, 75centli.

Jolon's "-ay. A pleasing domestic Radlcal'story,
By Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 15 cents.
'rhe Clery,yman's ''tetims. A. Radical sto~

se~~~~~;scrf.!~~!!~~'t!h~Vo~~~; 1Bf~~~~.1 ff.50~ommoll ~~~ub~ ~~-ra~~il~~ J~Jr.nn: 1~~~~~~~t~.1Jy tile professe
The Age of Reason. An lnvestiljatlon of true
FX~~~h?~~~t,;dl~o~~e)i:~,~~~;~~~~~uc~~~:1~t;:,7i
t~~c~:~~~~~t:,h ero~ofJ,:$t.Wb\~~~~ :J c~~~!. n the world.
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Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.

The Al;'_e ofReason and An Examination
or the .rropbeeie!l. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 1~ cent..
The Crl!ots. Containing numbers from I. to XVI.

inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Tile Xtght!l of Man. For the oppreBSed of human-

'l'he Adventures ot· Elder Trtptolemns

'rub. Containing st.artllug sud interesting disclosures
about hell, its lucuUty, magnitude, climate. employments,
etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Ltt·e. A Romance of earth. heaven,
and hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents.
Chronteles ol· Sinton Christianus. His

Ity. Paper, 40 cents; cloth. 75 centa.

mu.ntfold nnd wonderful adventures in the Land of Cos-.
mos. A new scripture (evidently ln::3pircd) discovered by
I. K. Fide!. :!>'rom the Engllslt. Very rich. 25 cents.

D. M. Bennett's Works.
The World's Sages, Thinkers. and Re·
~~~~~~~it id~:s;if.~: 8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;

Amberley's Life ol· Jesns. His character and
doctrlns. From the Analysts of Religious Belief. By VII-

The ChamP.iOn!'l of tile Church; Their
Cl'imes and Perseentions. svo. 1,119 pagea.
Cloth, $3.00: leather, $4.00; morocco,~:llt cdgeo, $4.50.

~~~r?.~t\~1'!? fw'i.1~1 u~:O~. 0 {v~::!~~ot r~.~~

1

In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00 tor the two vofumoa i
in leather, $7 .00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

From Behind the Bl>rs. A oerleo o! !etten
wrttten In prison. Over 700 pageo. Prlce, $1.50.
QAn Infi<lel Abron.d. A. •erleo of letters wrltten

count Ambcrley. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

Jesns Christ. His life, miracles. deity, teachlnp,
and !Hlperfcctlons. BY W. S. Bell. 25 cents.
Resurrection of J esns. Sbowlng t.he contradictions and doubts in wb!ch the subject Is Involved. By W.
S. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
An Outline of tile French ReTolntion:
Its Causes and Uesults. A clear and comt'e~;r~~IYJf~W~b~~o:11~h~5 ~~t;[a~sting portion of human Is..
J,ftst 'VHI an<l Testatnent ol' Jean Mes·

liet·~a

curate of u. Romisll church in France, contain·

during a visit of ten weeks in Europe. 850 page e. Price,

l ng the best of hls writings. 25 cents.

$1.5(1.

Tile Semitic Go1ls and the Bible. Treating

A Few 'Vords about the Devn, and Other
Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a J'10rtraltof the
writer. 260 pp. $1.25.

.\lary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages a.re devoted,
~ttnwing that book to be a very inferior production for a
;irst-class God. 333 large pnges. Paper covers, 60 cents~
clr;tb,

~fen~~~~iei~gc ~freh~~ tg~ngr~~~~~aerG:g;~~e~~far:~h~~
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1
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LilOught to be the most damaging exhibit of Cllrl•tl~nlty
chat has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
'l'htrt.y Discnssions, Bible Stortes,E.,,.ays
~tnd Lectures. 700 p:.1ges. Paper covers, 75 cents;
doth, $1.
The Jlumpbrey·Bennett Diseusston. A
J.cba.te on Christianity and Inftdellty, Uetween D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pa11;cs. Price, $1.
Bennett•Teed Discussion. Between D. M.

Bennett and Cyrus Rt:>mulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30cents; cloth, 50
cents.

lnterro;{atories to Jehovah. BclngS,OOO ques-

Voltaire in Extle. Translated !rom the French of

llshcd. Paper, 75 cents. Cloth, $1.
Six Leetnres on Astrononoy. By Prof. R. A..
Pructvr. 20cents.

ters~~~if:. a~dh:~:::fil dcn~ftt;;l~1 ~}r~he f~r~r~~~~

In theology. 'I' he only edltlon In Engllsll. ~5 cents.
Religion Not History. An ~blc examination o!

~~eJ~o~;~~adn;r~fe~~~;tg{lj~~ f.~~J~r;;~~E~e~i Prof.
Sixteen Saviors or X one. By Kersey Graves,
author of the \Vorld's Sixteen Crucilied Saviors; The
Blble of Bibles, and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cto;

c!oth, $1.

Outlines of Phl'enology. By F. E. Aspinwall,

M.D. Most acceptu.hle to Ltuera.ls of anything of the kind

published. Paper, 50cts; cloth, 75cts.

_

The U:oly Bible Abridged.

Contalnlnr; the

tions propounded to his Jewish Godship upon a great variety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
'Vhat I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,

choice passages and lovely morcc1ms particularly plea.aing
to Comstock. 169 pages. Paper, ;30 ct.s; cloth, 50 cts.

t2mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.

Damned, n.n Open Letter to the bt .•John's School Board.

\Vhy and Wherefore.

(Forthcomln.:.J

350 pp ..

Deacon Skidmore's Letters. Flrot Deacon of

~~~'bf:'~~~~':ft~~s~ f~~;;"6Miti~"u~t~t,ni,g~~l~~m • c~~~~~s.

10

50 cents; cloth, 75

cente~

•·Anthony Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. JIL Bennett. 25 centll.
Eigltth and Last Letter from Ludlow·
Street Jail. 10 cents.
Let.ters from Albany Penitentiary. 25
cents.

Matter, ltlotlon, Life, and ltlin<l. 10 cents.
The Gods of Superstition. 8 ccnto.
'J'he Greftt Religions of the 'Vorld. !Oct•.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
J esns Christ. Con•ldered ao an Infidel. 10 ccnto.
An Hour 'Vith the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Saints and Sinful §hepherds. 10
cents.

.llone"t (tnestton!l and lion est Answers.
5'cents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
B. F. Underwood's Works.
Essay!! and Lectures. Embracing Influence of
Chriotlan!ty on Clvlllzatlon; Cllr!stlan!ty and Materialism;
What Liberalism o!Iers !n Place o! Chri8tlanity: Solcntlttc

Materialtsm; Woman; Spiritualism from u. Mu.terinllsttc

Superstition; The Hcllgion o! Believe or be

By M. Babcock. 25 cents.
'Vhy Don't God Kill the Devtl? A Serle•
of Essays dedicated to tile St. Johns School Board. By
M. Babcock. 25 cents.
The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. Babcock. 25

cents.

Pt·oceedin!,;'S and Ad<lres:: '" at the Wat•
kins Convention. 400 pages 01 excellent Speeches
and .Essays. Price reduced to $1.00.
Truth Seeker Traets. Bound In volumes of 525

fu/f11~:~~;;'g~1::_~h~~ti~~~J~·uarn~o~C. Exceiti'r~1~m~t~f~

themselvs of moRt excellent Hu.dlcul reading mn.tter at a
1
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By Ju.mct~ J, Furniss. Cloth. 50 ctM.

of·p~~Jii~ti'a~~c'i~J:o~o~ 1 tf.e1cU:;cn~~o,;¥ h~~~~~l'a~ty~
etc. Price, in Cloth, reduced to 50 eta.

The Phtlol'lophy of Spiritualism, nod the
Phllosoplty and 'l'reatment of :r.ledlomanla. lly l>'rederle
R. Marvln, M.D. Cloth, 50 cents.

Issues of the Age.

Copsequcncco Involved In

r!~'~\Yf,~rfi~"~mi oth':~"~rTrco;;-'~~a'1~1~k·~~~y ~;'if~g~
C. Pcdder. Price $1.
Set)het• Toldoth Jeshn; or, the nook of the
Generation of Jesus. First translatlon·tnto English of a
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.AccoRDING to our esteemed evening contemporary, the Graphic, Mr. Comstock has been
at .Albany ad vacating the passage of a bill conA BALTIMORE religious paper says that min- ferring upon the Society for the Suppression
isterialloafers are an abomination.
of Vice, and especially upon Mr. Comstock
himself, authority to enter any place suspected
ABoUT a quarter of the Vermont towns hav by him and make arrests without warrants.
elected women as superintendents of schools.
Reformers of this class will bear to be very

and flklippinos.

SPURGEON says that there is a great deal of
prayer which is done in an objectionable manner.
THE Rev. Dr. Platt, San Francisco, in a r,ery
strong and ably argumentativ speech said that
Christianity in San Francisco was virtually
dead.
.A WRITER in the Whitehall Review says that
rest would cure half the ills to which horseflesh
is heir, but people will not giv it, because
it costs monlly.
THE Rev. D. P. Mitchell of Topeka has been
found guilty by his Methodist conference of
using the church money dishonestly to promote
his candidacy for Congress.
THE world has ended to the Rev. Dr. Cummings, ~)le celebrated Second-Advent preacher.
He is hopelessly insane. It is the old story
over again-too much religion.
THE public debt of the United States is $68
per head; of Spain, $154; of France, $136;
ofEngland,$117; of Holland. $114; of Canada,
$28; of Mexico, $39; of Switzerland, $2.
THE publication of the revised New Testament has been postponed until May. There is
no telling what will become of the unfortunate
people who die before the correct edition comes
out.
FoRTY-FIVE years ago the Rev. Leonard
Woods, D.D., of .Andover, wrote that he could
remember the time when he could count up
forty intemperate ministers at no great distance
from his home.
THE latest novelty in Spiritualism is the production of ghostly lights in dark seances. The
luminous shapes are crosses, circles, triangles,
and other emblems, and they float mysteriously
over the heads of the spectators. A Boston
medium is the producer.
ANTI-MONOPLY leagues~are being rapidly organized in all directions~ a~d are growing in
strength every day. By the time another general election is held they will undoubtedly be
strong enough to hav a decided effect upon the
result. Monopolists may as well take warning.
A SECOND-ADVENT congregation at Greenwood, Kan., hav lost confidence in their pastor
because, while publicly avowing a belief that
the world would cGJme to an end in 1881, he
secretly took a note for five years OJl a loan of
$1,000, and demanded twelve per cent interest
with ample security.
WENDELL PHIT,LIPS said in a public address a
few days before the assassination of the Czar :
"I look at Russia, four thousand miles away,
an~ see what incubus is resting on her people.
I ollly hope that somebody will lift it off their
shoulders. If nothing will do it but the dagger, then welcome the dagger."
THE Rev. Lloyd Morgan stole books from
the Public Library of Cincinnati and was exposed. This episode did not end his ministerial
career, nor hinder his getting a Baptist church
at Kittenning, Pa. . .After a few years of successful hypocrisy he has again fallen in to disgrace, a jury having convicted him on a criminal charge relating to a woman in his congregation.
SoME converts were to be baptized by immersion in the river at Pekin, Ill. The water
was icy, which they had expected, and it was
also muddy, which was something they could
not make up their minds to bear. Therefore
they went to a park in which was & mineral
spring and pool, and the ceremony was perfor~ed in water strong with sulphur. Thus
posstbly sulphur may help to protect against
other llulphur.

THE ignorance and superstition existing in
.Austrian Poland are illustrated by an occurrence in Biala, West Galicia, where, last month,
thousands of men and women assembled in
front of a church and waited all day in the expectation of seeing the devil appear in tangible
and vi3ible form. The report had become current that he had been caught in a tight place
by a clever priest, who had subdued him with
holy water and prayer, and that, loaded with
twelve chains, and in the custody of four gendarmes, he would hav to visit twenty-nine
churches before he could regain his liberty.

THE Hudson river is open for navigation.
INDIANA has voted to hold 1ts electiolll! in
November.
.A CALL for an extra session of Congress will
be iss11ed this week.
OUR navy has a paymaster to every one hun·
dred persons in th.e ~ervice.

closely watched.-Sun.
THE vice-president of the Western Lumbermen's Exchange estimates that, if the demand
HANLAN offers to gi v Courtney fifteen seconds
for lumber increases proportionately, the forstart in a five-mile boat-race.
ests of the United States will be annihilated in
. twenty years. The same view is taken by the
Ex-SENATOR LoT M. MoRRILL has been ap·
AT the dedication of the New Second ReNorthwestern LumlJerman, which says that the formed church, .Albany, a hymn which had pointed collector of Portland.
"lumber supply of the Northwest is becoming been written for the occasion by a brother, was
GEN. PHILIPS CROOKE, senior member of the
so rapidly exhausted that within the next ten sung. The first verse was as follows :·
Brooklyn bar, died on the 17th.
years something like a timber famin may be
" Our father's God, from out whose hand
MAJOR-GENERAL EMORY UPTON, of San FranThe centuries fall like grains of sandlooked for."
cisco, committed suicide on the 15th.
We meet to-day, united, free,
And loyal to our church and thee,
SoME excavations commenced at the disST. PATRICK's DAY was celebrated very
To thank thee for the era done,
tance of about a kilometer from the walls of
quietly in this and other cities this year.
And trust thee for the opening one."
Pompeii, with a view to ascertaining the
By a strange coincidence Whittier wrote preJoHN GRISCoM, of Chicago, proposes to start
nature of the surroundings of the city, hav led
cisely the same thing for the opening of the on April 15th on a forty-two days' fast.
to the discovery, within an area of but a few
Centennial Exhibition at Philadelphia, except
RUFus HATCH is still getting injunctiolll!
square miters, of thirty skeletons, ten of which
that the word ." land" was substituted for against the Western Union consolidation.
were huddled together in one room of a small
"church."
suburban villa, and among and upon the bones
GARFIELD has renominated Stanley Matthews
BEECHER's revival came to an end a week to be .Associate Justice of the U. S. Supreme
were found bracelets, necklaces, earrings, and
other objects.
ago. It has been without marked results, and
court.
is looked upon as a failure. There was no
THE .American Printing Co.'s employees, of
PRoF. VIRcHow, of Berlin, has lately dealt the widespread interest awakened, and Beecher
vegetarians a blow. The advocates of a vege- himself was several times unable to conceal his Fall River, Mass., hav struck for higher
table diet ha v generally maintained that anidisappointment. He said a few days ago that wages.
mal food was not natural to man. This is dethere had not been a single note of joy throughTALMAGE's revival has fallen as flat as
nied on anatomical and biological grounds by
out the services. At the dose of Friday even- Beecher's. The Brooklyn sinners don't want
Prof. Virchow, who shows, as the result of
ing's meeting, when an opportunity was of- to be saved.
anatomical inqniries, that not only man, but
fered to those who had been influenced by the
SECRETARY OF STATE BLAINE has ordered the
such animals as the gorilla, nearly allied to
meeting t'l present themselvs to the examin- consuls to deny that any disease has a:fllicted
him in the scale of being, are indisputably
ing committee with a view of becoming mem- American pork.
fitt{'d to be omniverous.
bers of the church, one young woman presentMANY meetings hav been held in this city by
.A YoUNG Men's Christian .Association was ed herself to be questioned.
Socialists to rejoice over the assassination of
an activ religious agency in nearly every city
THE Rev. W. M. Thayer says that a man
and large town in the United States ten years who drinks wine is thereby prejudiced to such the czar of Russia.
ago. Only a few of these r rganizations are in an extent that he is disqualified for translating
SEVE~ persons were sariously injured by the
existence to-day, and the survivors are in the the Bible. It seems then to require a more so- explosion of a box of torpedo powder in a
largest cities. It was found that they tended ber condition to transl~tte a Bible than to write Brooklyn manufactory on the 16th:
to draw young men away from the churches, one. By referring to 2 Esdras xvi, 38, it will
FAIR HAvEN, N. J., is in the midst of a
and therefore they lost the countenance of the be seen th~tt the prophet was commanded to school war over whether white and colored
clergy, who hav gradually adopted most of the open his mouth and drink a cupful of liquid children shall attend the same school.
social ideas on which the associations were con- like fire (which was probably whisky), and afM. RoCHEFORT, of France, says that during
ducted.
ter he had drank it his mouth was opened and this last winter the czar of Russia transported
WM. H. MoNDAY, Rev. B. F. Reeves, and his five scribes wrote sacred scriptures continu- thirty-three thousand persons to Siberia.
Rev. W. H. Hill, who are members of a tern- ously for forty days, writing in that time
JuDGE CHOATE, of this district, has resigned
perance league, bad sixty-four liquor dealers two hundred and four books.
That fiery
his judgeship. His reason was that his salary
in the town of New Lots prosecuted for viola- liquid seems to hav been essential to the oper($4,500) was not adequate compensation~, .... :. ·-·
tion of the excise law, and complained of the ation.
THE Senate has requested the President to
THE
church
to
which
belonged
the
Rev.
indiscriminate manner in which licenses were
granted by the excise commissioners. Soon Edward Cowley, late of the Shepherd's Fold, furnish official information reg~trding the negoafter the cases of the liquor dealers came up and later of the penitentiary, has all along been tiations for a treaty between this country and
before Judge Pratt, and theywere all dismissed slow in his case. It gave him countenance Mexico.
with cos"ts. The costs amount to $1,000, and long after the exposure of his offenses; it proTHE new steel steamship Servia was successvided clergymen to sit with him in court and fully launched on the 15th. Next to the Great
this the complainants will hav to pay.
thereby giv him a kind of public indorsement; Eastern she is the largest vessel afloat. She
THE Connecticut legislature, in attempting to and some kindly persons among its members was built for the Cunard line.
pass laws restraining the practice of medicin shortened his imprisonment by paying his fine.
BoYTON has been arrested in Ireland by the
by persons not properly qualified, finds itself Now, after he had been judicially tried, conplaced in an awkward dilemma by the Spirit- victed, and punished, an ecclesiastical commis- British government. He says he is an .Ameriualists of the state, who openly announce that sion of inqniry has at last been appointed to can citizen and claims protection. li!is arrest
they will get even at the next elections if their investigate. 1'his body naturally does not at may lead to international complications.
clairvoyant doctors are interfered with. This this late day get any help from those who bav
IT is rumored that Gen. Grant will resign
appears to be by no means an idle threat. The once done the work of sending Cowley to the presidency of the World's Fair. The preSpiritualists claim that they can rely upon prison.
liminary million having been raised, the fair
three thousand votes, and if that is true, as it
.A RELIGious paper gi vs its readers a picture will go on whether Grant resigns or not.
may be, it means that they hold the balance of
of the devil with a view of having it used as a
EDISON is pushing his electric light to com•
power, and can defeat the dominant party in
blackboard exercise in Sunday-schools. The pletion. .A company has been organized and
the state.
enemy of souls is represented as black, covered it claims that in a fsw weeks it will demonTHE scarcity of the fuel in the West is one with scales, and furnished with a barbed tail, strate the practicability of lighting streets i>y
of the noteworthy results of the severe winter. which he flourishes as a stage driver does his electricity.
The heavy snow storms, some of them continu- whip lash. His feet are cloven and one leg is
THE Republicans hav COI!IPlete control of the
ing days at a time, so generally imprisoned the much longer than the other. He is represented government. They hav a good majority in the
farmers that in Iowa, Minnesota, and other in twofold view, once as pushing a Christian lower house, the Vice-president has the decid·
western states the roads hav been impassable into mischief, and again as pulling either the ing vote in the Senate, and the President is a
ita many towns for weeks. Hay and corn are ex- same Christian or another one away from the thorough Republican.
~lusivly usad for fuel, but there is danger of calls of duty. The Christian whom the devil
GEo. JoNEs, editor of the N.Y. Timla, has
exhausting even those materials. Farmers say pushes has had his hat kno<;ked off in the enthat the winter set in so early and severely that counter. The man who is pulled is grasped raised a fund of $250,000 for Gen. Grant. It
much of the corn still stands in the fields under by the coat tail, at which the devil appears to has been invested so that it yields $15,000 anthe snow, and much of their regular fall work be violently jerking as if he would tear the nually. On Grant's death the donors, who~
to be incognito, will dispose of the principal.
garment to ribbolll!.
was of necessity left undone.
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BY IRA G.

"No effort was spared to rescue me from my despairing wisdom. I searched for truth. Only tr~1th,
full conviction, indisputable knowledge, could satisfy
me, not probability, not uncertain opinion and fickl_e
belief. I examined the whole circle of my expenences, my sad researches,· hoping always fina!ly to
discover an error which might overthrow my disconsolate wisdom, and lead me back into the lovely old
realms. In vain ! The terrible certainty remained
that I must continue in eternal darkness.
",What is the world?' asked I, and found myself
again at the narrow limits of human wisdom. I see
colors forms, and changes, I he~r sound, I feel
hardn~ss and softness of things, which I call bodies,
and yet I do not know the thin_gs, but only their outside, their effect upon my skn~, my nerves. I see
masks but not the actors behmd them; I see phenome~a but not their cause. Is this outside of the
things ~ property thereof? Or is it a result of t~:J
incomprehensible construction ~f my senses? . This
again I know not. For the slightest change m my
sensual organs changes the world; one sense more,
and before me arises a new world.

CHAPTER IV.
Abbe Dillon had long since strained our expectation toward that point, and the more so as he was,
in spite of . his liberal views in church matters of
faith, an example of sincere piety, and, notwithstanding his old age, cheerfulness personified. The
whole country around venerated the old man; but
no one knew him better than the unfortunate and
the children, for he loved best to be with them. He
had the most singular ability to find out the woe of
the one with whom he became acquainted; his look,
which glided over the face of the stranger, was sufficient to detect the man, and in a short, apparently
unimportant, conversation to penetrate his inmost
being. Every sufferer found in the excellent man
not only a consoler, a sympathizing friend, but the
I
real companion of his own misfortunes. One sooner
"And these, my senses, what are they? How can
felt himself at home than acquainted with him, and I through these skins, tubes, muscles, and fluids
when he taught, we believed to hear from his lips come to a clear conception of the things that float
not his but our own thoughts and secret desires without? How can you turn the sensual into the
more definitly arranged and more clearly presented. spiritual, the real into the imaginary? Is the barHe accordingly began his narrativ, and said: "In mony which I find throughout the world property
my youth I was a wild fellow, and would hav liked of that which is hid behind the phenomena which I
to become a soldier. Man then feels himself swell- call bodies, and which I distinguish after their iming with power, and sets himself up agaiD,st the pression upon my nerves, or is it the working of
world of the Almighty, and fancies to be a match those tubes, muscles, and fluids? 01· the result of
at the same time for the powers of heaven and hell. the organization of my imagination, which I now
But my parents did not agree with me. They hated call soul, then spirit?
earthly war, but loyed more that of the spirit against
"What is my soul? Here I meet the same diffithe powers of darkness. They consequently dedi- culty as before regarding the objects of the sensual
cated me a soldier of Christ on earth, and I, with world. I know my own existence only through acts
childlike resignation to their will, carried out the or various kinds. What I am myself, that can pro.
wish of the gray-haired couple, and entered the cler- duce all these, I again know not. My spirit is an
ical profession.
invisible f01mtain; I see streams of my deeds flow
"I devoted myself thereto-that is, my whole forth, without knowing from whence they come.
being was soon absorbed by it. A youth, with I am the savage, without looking-glass, who knows
glowing fancy, does nothing by halves. My ambi- the forms of all his friends, except his own, which
tion, without hope, to shake the world through he has never seen.
arms, now dreamed to fill all churches of Christen"What a confusion! I am, without knowing who
dom with the glory of sanctity. I became a relig- I am, in connection with things that I do not know.
ions enthusiast. Solitude, and the quiet splendor of And why am I thus? Why not different? How
the monastery in which I lived, the reading of the came I as a part 'to this universe? vVas there a
church history, of the persecutions of the Christians, time when I was nothing? Who drew me forth to
of the suffering of our saints and martyrs, inflamed self-consciousness? What shall I do on this mysteme. I looked upon the world as a large church, in rious stage?
which God himself was the high-priest. Love com"Questions, eternal questions, to which no repleted my pious folly. I made the acquaintance of spouse is given. I cannot fathom my existence; nor
a young lady, whose beauty charmed me, whose whether I hav been placed here with my own self as
bashful friendship drew a paradise around my soli- an object in view, or as a means for strange, dark
tude. I made a sacrifice of love and my wounded purposes. I am for?ed into this. universe, and must
heart. So I fancied to hav made the first step to- now remain here, without knowmg whether I can
ward brotherhood with all saints. While I saw ever free myself from it ~y my own strength: I can
heaven smile upon me, I felt flattered by the dreams destroy the instrument, this body, through whiCh I act
of a hopelessly loving young girl. How great, how and produce appearances; but, in doing so, I hav no
cleansed from the gross matter of this earth, I felt certainty whether I hav not with that destroyed the
myself ! I wanted now to enter into an order of unknown, which causes the acts. I can burn up the
monks. But my parents kept me back. I became a wood, but what hav I destroyed? Certainly not
secular priest, and soon received through the influ- the primitiv substance, the being, which showed that
ence of my relativs a well-paying parish.
outside, that I called wood, but only the shape, the
"No sooner was I living without the walls of the color, the coherence, and I now call the appearance,
monastery than the enthusiasm of my extreme piety after the changed form and color, ashes. The primvanished. I found the turmoil of a large seaport itiv substance remains; I hav not destroyed it, else
more agreeable than the leaden monotony of the it could not produce other phenomena.
sacred walls. My ambition remained the same; it
"There I stand, uncertain whether I am able to
only changed the aim. I determined to become free myself from the universe, or whether I must
one of the first· scholars and authors of our century continue to exist? Continue to exist? and what
and of all coming centuries. I had .selected the far- -for? Was I with the universe from eternity-why
extending fields of theology and philosophy for my do I not know it? And if I continue to exist, shall
battlefield. My first work was intended to be the I know again that I was there? I stagger through
impenetrable mgis of revealed religion against all impenetrable darkness, and knock everywhere
attacks of doubt and mockery.
against the iron bars of human understanding.
"I read, I meditated, I wrote, and before I was What country lies beyond these limits?
aware of it I found myself standing with my weap"That the world so appears, as I perceive it, is
ons turned upon the tabernacle which I had under- not because it is so in reality, but because my senses
taken to defend. The corruptions which had per- are so constructed that I am compelled to see it as I
vaded the church made me suspiciOus of the church, do. Compelled? How could it be otherwise? I
and thfl church finally made me mistrust religion. obey in my perceptions laws that I did not make for
So I became a prodigal son thereof. I at length myself. I cannot make myself independent of them.
would for my own consolation erect a new structure I cannot break the order in which I enjoy all sensaout of the ruins of the fallen one. Vain attempt! tions and perceptions. So I fancy to myself everyThese ruin~, what were they? Ancient prejudices thing following in succession, or in time. Time is
from the childhood days of the human race; tattered nothing without me. I smell, feel, taste, hear, and
delusions, broken-down hopes. My peace, my hap- see it not. Time is something within me; and yet
piness, was gone. I bewailed the peace of my inno- not a mere notion, for that could change, but a part
cent childhood, ransacked in vain the rubbish of my of my organization, a law, a form, in which I am
dreams, cursed in vain my audacious undertaking to forced to let all my ideas succeed each other.
penetrate the secrets of the spiritual world. There Reigns there within the turmoil of my thoughts and
I lay, miserable and crushed, like the giants under sensatio!'.s, as without in the dark universe, a time,
their rocks, who, dissatisfied with this earth, would a succession? Is there a past and a future there, or
open for themselvs a way into the realms of the are these both merely formations of my mind? Are
gods.
both my beginning and end in this universe, or
"For light I had striven, and now found myself merely in the world of my perceptions?
in endless darknees. ~ would draw nearer to God,
"And whence comes this world of my perceptions?
but a~ my_ approach It seemed that he had left this Who built this strangely interworking machinery,
chaotiC umverse. Where I formerly, with reveren- which, without knowing how and what and why it
tial awe, i~agined hi~ presen~e, I founrl nothing but is, o11ly realizes that it runs and thrives and works?
dead remams of self-eonsummg nature. I wanted Who was its originator? How must it hav been
t.o draw the veil from eternity, and stared into an created? Who is the creator's creator? Is .it nee
' ~ndless grave, _wherein lay the silence of destruction, essary that all things should hav a beginning?
and all darkenmg forgetfulness.
What was before the beginning of the universe?

Are not beginning, creation, cause, again, p•wceptions
which I gather from the appearances of the poor
sensual world, or of the peculiar organization of my
mind? May not the case be with these things quite
different than in the narrow circle of ideas of my
own self? Why do I bear the idea of a God? Because I cannot explain the mystery of this world
without this key. But this key again turns into a
mystery; how shall I explain this without a second
God? And what hav I then? Where then am I to
stop? And there again I knock against the barrier
of my reason; I cannot escape from the magic circle
in which I am confined.
"So, beloved ones, I staggered from doubts to
doubts. I lost myself in a desert. I saw a world
full of idolized impostors and their victims; the
whole human race in delusions about itself. The
deeds of kings and their heroes resembled fearful
ragings; the works of philosophers and theologians
childish fables. I saw millions of knees bend be~
fore altars, before an unknown being, whose existence was not even guaranteed by reason. I saw
millions of hearts break in death with the hope that
the breath of the Almighty would again gather and
warm their scattered dust for more beautiful worlds.
"And yet all these, who smiled and died in their
error, were, perhaps, happy. How willingly, cried
I often, would I giv all my wisdom for your dreams.
For me, too, nature once bloomed in her splendor;
and her beauty was animated, and Rn angelic spirit
spoke to me out of her wonders. Not in vain the
transparent dome spanned itself above me, and floated in it the beautiful stars. Every star, to me at
that time a more beautiful world, shone full of mysterious meaning down into the tears of the inhabitants of this earth; and a foreboding of the eternal
and eternal-recompensing breathed through the
firmament and over the shuddering earth and on the
glowing hearts. And when the spring morning
kindled the skies and colored the mountains, and the
valleys awoke with the warbling of the lark, when
the song 0f awakened creatures swelled np toward
heaven, my knees bent in joy, and I would pray in
the dust, hundreds of flowers waving around my
head, and my tears intermingled with the dew of
the rose.
Ah ! then it sounded Jrom the depths
and from the bights: God is eterntallove. At that
time I still strewed flowers upon the grave!!, and
called the coffin the cradle of the second life. And
the first tear of grief that fell upon the loved dead
one was at the same time the first tear of love and
kmging, soon to be again united with him, where no
sigh moves the weary bosom, and blissfulness reigns
without end.
"And see, my beloved ones," continued Dillon,
"I was very happy. But I endeavored to lift myself up, and to bear with manly courage a fate
which I believed myself unable to change. Without knowing whether there was a ruling god, and
immortality my lot, I honored the laws of virtue
and felt in their keeping now and then some consolation. · In this frame of mind it was that I found
myself in Toulon, and there it was that I made the
acquaintance of the man who restored to me my
lost peace."
TO BE CONTINUED.
IN the North American Revie'w for April is a noteworthy article by Judge A. W. Tourgee, in which
the professed reformers of the civil service are put
on the defensiv and their schemes of reform pronounced to be incompatible with American ideas of
self-government and on divers other grounds inadmissible and impracticable. The same number of the
Review contains, under the fanciful title, "The
Thing that Might Be," a profoundly philosophical
study of the laws and conditions of human progress,
by the Rev. Mark Pattison, rector of Lincoln College, Oxford. The third article is a strong defense of
the Roman Catholic side of the controve1·sy about
religion in the public schools, from the pen of Bishop
McQuade, of Rochester. The grt>at problem of the
governmental control of monopolies is discussed with
reference to railway management by the Hon. Geo.
Ticknor Curtis,· who contends that when a railway
company is incorporated by any state it agrees to this
much and no more, that its property shall be subject
to such legislativ control as the act of incorporation
embraces, to the exercise of the taxing and police
powers of the state, and to the power of eminent domain. The same problem, in its bearing upon telegraph lines, is ably discussed by the Hon. Wm. M.
Springer. lVlr. John Fiske has an article on the
"Historic Genesis of Protestantism," and Mr. Anthony Trollope an essay on the poet Longfellow.
Ml". Desire Uharnay, the author of the serieR of papers on the ruined cities of Central America, has for
more than two months been pursuing his researches
in regions remote from all avenues of communication
with the civilized world, and consequently neither
the present number of the Review nor the one last
preceding it contains any contribution from him. In
the May number, however, will be published another
of his very instructiv papers.
No work is more appreciated by the scholar than
Winwood Reade's "Martyrdom of Man."
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VII.-The Deluge.
TEXT.-And of every living thing of all flesh, two of every
sort shalt thou bring into the ark, to keep them alive with
thee; they shall be male aud female.-Genesis vi, 19.

We are now approaching, according to the plan of
our discourses, a great-a wonderful-event in the
annals of the world, greater and more wonderful
in many respects than any other which has been or
will be unfolded in the narrativ of the sacred writers
as we proceed in our orderly discussion.
The text is introductory to the story of the flood,
when the entire earth was submerged by a forty
days' rain-fall, so that the highest mountains under
the whole heavens were covered, and every living
substance was destroyed. This rain poured down in
such volumes continuously for forty days that the
whole surface of the globe was buried under a body
of water which had accumulated at the astounding
rate of over four and a half inches every minute during the entire period.
No such rain has ever been known i11 modern
times.
Nor was any such ever known in ancient times,
except to devotees of various sects who believed the
story as a part of their respectiv religions.
To-day, however, we do not propose to consider
the flood itself; but only a relativ topic whieh the
text presents.
We hav here another evidence of the whimsical
and weak nature of the Jewish God. He seems to
hav cherished his resentment against Adam for the
unfortunate apple business for generations, and to
hav permitted the subject to weigh upon his mind to
that extent that he could see nothing but corruption
in the human race.
He accordingly determined to destroy it from the
earth. But he nevertheless retained such an affection for Noah that he made an exception in his case.
It will strike the candid reader as a remarkable
weakness in administering justice that he should
hav made that exception. If the race was corrupt,
Noah and his family must hav been tainted. In
fact, corruption of their posterity proves that they
were. This exception made the deluge a mere
slaughter, accomplishing no good purpose. Had
the whole race perished and a new creation after
improved models or designs been made, the resulting good would hav excused the heartless destruction. But the only justifiable object of the flood
was defeated. by the rescue of Noah and his family.
There does not appear to hav ueen any necessity
for destroying the animals, which, with only one
exception, haC!. done no harm to their creator. Yet
the threat wa's to destroy "all flesh wherein is the
breath of life." This, however, was thought better
of in time; for, besides Noah and his family, provision was made for saving a male and female from
every species of animal and ·reptil. Even the serpent tribe was preserved. The Lord "went back"
upon himself.
He did not destroy "all flesh"
wherein was the breath of life, as he had threatened.
As near as the divine whim can be fathomed, it
was the creator's intention to destroy the work of
his hands, and make a fresh start. But he must hav
distrusted his ability to create another race of living
things, even of the humblest kind, which would
account for the preservation of Noah with his ~am
ily and two of a kind of a~l othe~· flesh.. But ~f he
possessed the omniscience with winch he IS credited,
he ought to hav seen that ~he whole ~bject of his
freshet would be frustrated If he permitted the repop~lation of the earth ~o be acco~plished by propagatwn from the speCies that hved before the
deluge.
It was a very short-sighted proceeding, and, as the
result proves, a mere useless sllughter, which it is
little less than libelous to charge upon a really
beneficent supreme being.
TExT.-ln the six hundredth year of Noah's life, in the second month, the seventeenth day of the month, the same drty
were all the fountains of the great deep broken up, and the
windows of heaven were opened. And the rain was upon the
earth forty days and forty nights.-Genesis vii, 1'1, 12.

The idea of a great deluge is borrowed by the
sacred writer from other religions. Nearly every
religion whose traditions are now known, and whose
origin was in the East and antedates that of the
Hebrews has an account of a flood, differing only
slightly in detail from the story in Genesis:
. .
The tradition apparently had a poetic origm.
But it was reduced by the Jews to the cemmonest of
commonplace prose, in which shape it is accepted by
the Christian world as a divinely inspired acconnt of
an actual occurence.
But as that intellectual shackle of priestcraftfaith-is removed from the minds of men, and they
enter the domain of theology with the same freedom
of thought with which they investigate other subjects, belief in the flood dies out. It is difficult now
to find any but the most case-hardened theologian
or his most ignorant devotee who will seriously pretend that any such event ever transpired.

Belief in the story of the deluge presupposes a
In all the departments of lower life, vegetable and
belief that no rainbow existed prior to the destruc- animal, useless and poisonous weeds and briars, and
tion of the world by water. It presupposes that the useless and injurious animals, grow alil well as useful
ark could accommodate a pair of every animal and ones, apparently unregulated by intellect; bad traits
reptil. It presupposes that this happy family lived of character grow as naturally among the animals
a year in a huge box without ventilation, sanitary and lower men as good ones in obedience to laws
conveniences, or food. It presupposes that there which we understand.
was a reservoir of water held above the earth by a
The higher man becomes, the more voluntary he
solid firmament. It presupposes that the highest becomes. The art of producing a high order of
mountains could be covered by water in a storm of human beingR is taught now with great exacitude by
forty days' duration. It presnpposes that natural Fowler, John Cowan, M.D., and others, and we know
laws, in every respect, almost, differed before the that through the operation of laws well known to
flood from what they are now.
us we may make the man of the future just about
The Chaldean account is to the effect that God what we want him to be. If we liv continent we will
app_eared to a man in a dream and warned him that gradually become sexless, unaffectionate, pale, frigid;
on the fifteenth of a certain month mankind would men with feminin voices, women with squeaking,
be destroyed by a deluge. He directed this favored cracked voices. The voice shows whether men and
creature to build a ship to contain himself and his women are well-sexed or not, and we can defriends, with pairs of all kinds of animal life that velop man symmetrically from where he now is, or
could not survive in water. When the earth was from where the best specimens now are, to an unimagsubmerged birds were sent out, but finding no place ined bight, or we can lop off some redundancy or
to rest they returned. This was twice repeated, other, except sex, that threatens the existence of the
and on the third day the birds did not return. Then race. The law of evolution as it regards man is now
the Chaldean Noah left the Ark, and with his wife in the hands of man. Nature furnishes the tools and
was translated to heaven; but his friends retired to conditions, and the ait is being taught of producing
Babylon and rebuilt the city.
after ideal patterns.
According to the Brahmanic faith, the human
I would suggest wings for the women of the
race had become conupt, and were destroyed by a future, but don't prune men any. Are the alphaists
deluge, except a pious prince and seven holy men in favor of large families, or the New England style
who were saved in a ship.
of one or two? The Yankees hav concluded to stou
Compared with these traditions the Jewish Bible the breed. If they think it bad for the world, all
is a modern production. That the Jews learned right. I suppose it will result in the survival of the
these traditions from the people who surrounded fittest, but the indications are that the lower ract>S
them there can be no doubt, and that the story is and families are furnishing the population. If alpha.
plagiarized there ought to be none.
· ism is adot>ted, and the New England rule, it must
That such a flood as we find described in the book be so; for all who adopt them will become, in time,
of these religions never occurred no one can deny sexless. The man of small amativness is effeminate
without believing that that epoch marked a radical and useless. The strong men of the world hav been
change in the unalterable laws of nature.
well-sexed; instance Martin Luther, George Wash.
Read in the light of reason the story is like a ington, Aaron Burr, Daniel Webster, and Henry
nursery tale; but Christian doctrin demands implicit Ward Beecher.
faith in its very truth under penalty of eternal torture.
Elmina's system would bring upon the stage a
Not long ago, to hav hinted a doubt would hav weakly race void of affection, the soul and center of
brought upon the skeptic condign punishment at the the social system around which cluster and revolve
hands of the priests. More recently still he would the little planets and satellites of home, and in whose
hav been ostracized from "good society." Note, light all bask and are happy.
then, the progress of the world, when doubts of a
No, Elmina, sexuality, guided by reason and the
ridiculous story may now be expressed without ap- intuitions, has another use than reproduction. It is
prehension of that danger to person or reputation electro-magnetic and vitalizing in its higher normal
which would hav assuredly followed the expression, and temperate use, which is above instinct. This
even in this country, within the recollection of men seems a just inference from the fact that this higher
whose hairs are not ye_t gray.
use is only found in animal habits among the highly
organized for the transmission of magnetic fluid
through a fine brain and nervous system, whereas
in the lower orders instinct always practices alphaism. James C. Jackson, M.D., in his "Sexual Organism and its Healthful Management," in a chapter
all ought to read, page 258, says, "I am satisfied
Elmina's Alphaism Criticised.
from a thorough study of the organic relation of the
To THE Em TOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : sexes that the faculty of amativness has a twofold
Through the kindness of one of your subscribers I purpose and should be always gratified by either sex
hav had the pleasure of reading a few numbers of from this point." I might bring many authorities
your paper, and I assure you I hav b~en highly en- to support this position, but as we are not authoritatertained in traveling with you through Italy and rians the above will suffice. "And the.re be eunuchs
your return home; in the livel~ d~scussion carried on which hav made themselvs eunuchs for the kingdom
in your paper as to the matenahty of thought, and of heaven's sake" (Matt. xix, 12), said Jesus; but as
upon the subject of sext~al temperance par~icularly. my kingdom is of this world, I am anti-ascetic and
I believe in temperance m the usc of what IS good ; anti-monastic, laboring with Elmina for temperance
and every other reform calculated to ennoble man
total abstinence from what is bad.
Elmina D. Slenker cannot impress too forcibly and make all better and happier, and am opposed to
the duty of temperance upon. all who val~te happi- all that would in any way injure or degrade my
ness in this life, for sexual mtemperance IS produc- race. If Elmina would level her artillery against
tiv of untold misery, in wedlock as well as out of it; abuse and intemperance alone she would not provoke
but when she recognizes the lower use of the sexuality, the thought and discussion she now does. Extremists
JORDAN Cox.
that of instinct-reproduction, I must beg leave to are our leaders.
suggest a wider range for its legitimate exercise in
Obituary.
man. Through nearly all the lower species of animals in which the brain and nervous system are
Death has again entered our midst and taken from
feebiy developed, the law as given by O. S. Fowler among us one of our most activ and earnest Liberals.
and taught by Cowan, Mrs. Slenker, and others for James Johnson committed suicide on March 3d, at
man is most strictly obeyed ; but the nearer we ap- his home in Wolcott, N. Y. The circumstances
proach to man in brain development, the more human which led to the rash act were failing health and
they become in this respect.
financial embarrassment. His funeral was held at his
Elmina says, in substance, "We hav practiced the home on Sunday, March 6th, under the auspices of
wrong course until it has become second nature." the Liberals of thatpart of the county. The services
'fhere was a time in the distant past when man, were conducted by Samuel Cosad, consisting of an able
lower than the monkey tribes of to-day, lived out eulogy to the memory of our departed brother. Bro.
the law as laid down by our advocate of alphaism, Johnson had been a lifelong and able defender of
but the severity of the law, for the male, was some- the principles of Freethought. He died· as he had
what ameliorated by promiscuity. As a race we hav lived. He had always stood foremost in the rank of
outgrown alphaism, b~t hav y~t to outg~·ow promis- Liberals, and wherever duty called he promptly
cuity. Man was or IS essenttally p_romiscuous.. In obeyed the s~tmmons, giving liberally of time and
the early ages there was no such t~mg as marnage. money to advance a cause which was indeed dear to
Then came polygamy and concubmage ; recently him, withstanding persecution (not a little) manfully
we hav been trying the experiment of mono~amic and heroically.
The large concourse of friends,
marriage, and we hav not been v_ery succe~sfulm our especially Liberals, who gathered together to pay
efforts in view of the many divorces, bigamy, and their last earthly tribute bore unmistakable evigener~l want of fidelity to the marriage vow; but_! dence of the great loss they had sustitined by his
think we are rising slowly toward true monogamic death. All join· in an expression of sympathy for
marriage and learning the true uses of sexuality. the bereaved family, who hav sustained an irrepaNow th~ world is peopling fast enough-" fewer rable loss in being called upon to bid a final adieu to
children and better" is the motto for the time-but a kind husband, a loving and an affectionate father.
must sexuality die out by disuse in consequence?
A. E. RINGER.
Any organ or faculty n~t used gr?ws smaller, until
[We were acquainted with 1\fr. Johnson, and knew
nature entirely removes It. Curta~l parent dogs for
three generations, and the pups will become short- him to be an earnest, warm-hearted Liberal friend
and brother.-:-ED. 'l'. S.]
tailed.

g[ommunications.
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Business.-Personal.

The appliances are strongly recommended for
nervous diseases, nervous debility, spinal disease,
paralysis, epilepsy, rheumatism, acute or chronic,
stiffened joints, anchylosis, loss of action of any
part, catarrh, even in its worst forms, settled coughs,
bronchitis, asthma, heart disease, torpidity of the
liver and bowels, constipation, headache, cold feet,
imperfect circulation, depressed E:pirits, gloominess,
melancholy, hysteria, female weaknesses, and the
numerous class of ailments akin to these, or arising
from a debilitated and diseased condition of the
system.
They will not, of course, perform impossibilities;
they will not restore a limb that has been amputated; they will not restore an eye that has. been
put out; theywill not bring an absolutely dead person to life, but they will cure very many diseases,
they will aid enfeebled nature in restoring health,
they will thus impart much happiness, and they are
not unpleasant to wear. Mr. Wilson insists that
they will cure every disease save ulcerated or
decayed lungs. Incipient consumption yields to
their gentle influence.
The first objection raised with regard to these
goods is that they are dear; but upon a little consideration this objection is greatly removed. When it
is remembered that they last for many years, that
they obviate the taking of medicins and the employment of physicians, that they relieve pain and disease and restore good health, it will be seen that
tpey are not dear. When it is remembered how
thousands and millions of dollars hav been paid for
medical treatment, and too often with little or no
benefit, these appliances will not be found dear.
Though the expense comes all at one time, and at
first, it is not great in proportion to the benefit imparted; they are far, far cheaper and pleasanter than
the old method of treating disease.
The prices are as follows:

I wish to do what good I can, especially when I
can do so with some profit to myself. With this
motiv, and believing that William Wilson's magnetic
garments are doing much good and are capable of
doing far more good, I hav accepted an agency for
their sale.
For several months I hav carefully watched their
effect upon those who hav used them. It has come
to my knowledge that hundreds of persons in this
vicinity hav used them within the past eight months
with astonishing benefit. I hav taken some pains to
ascertain, and hav not learned of a single case, where
they hav been used according to directions that they
hav not done good.
Numerous paralytics who were helpless and worse
than dead hav been marvelously restored to comfort
and usefulness. Rheumatism, sciatica, lumbago,
stiffened joints, inactiv limbs, catarrh of the head or
lungs, debility, defectiv circulation, and a long list
of kindred ailments seem to yield to their influence
in a wonderful manner. Mr. Wilson rega1·ds disease
as a unit, and considers that the remedy to produce
health is also a unit. This may not be so to the
fullest extent, but that it is far more so than is commonly supposed there :=J,re the best reasons for believing.
One of the great advantages of this remedy is that
it renders unnecessary the swallowing of the long
list of cathartics, laxativs, aperients, astrinO"ents,
alterativs, resolvents, purifiers, hepatics, t~nics;
stimulants, excitants, stomachics, carminativs, demulcents, nervins, sedativs, soporifics, opiates, diuretics, diaphoretics, expectorants, emetics, and the
entire catalol6" of thousands of drugs and medicins,
including simples and compounds of the vegetable,
Nerve and Lung Invigorators .............. $16 00
mineral, and animal kingdoms, which mankind has
Body Belts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 16 00
Throat Protectors . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
4 00
been gulping down for thousands of years. One of
Chest Protectors. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
8 00
the great absurdities which man has been guilty of
Insoles, per pair. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
2 50
is the constant and persistent swallowing of nearly
Spine Bands. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
9 00
all conceivable substances, and making of the stomSciatica Appliances. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 50
ach a regular drug shop or foul chemical laboratory.
Knee Caps..................... . . . . . . . . . .
7 00
Whatever tends to abate and terminate this absurd
Leg Belts.... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
Anklets.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 00
custom is a blessing.
Shoulder Appliances.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 12 50
For forty year~< of my life I hav been engaged in
Wristlets, each. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
7 00
preparing, selling, and dispensing medicins. ProbCaps for the head. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
ably not less than a hundred tons of dJ:ugs hav been
Abdominal Belts. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 00
in my possession, and made up in the form of
Rupture Supporters. . . . . . . . .. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 24 00
mixtures, decoctions, tinctures, powders, pills, etc.,
These are prices for goods of the best quality for
to be taken into the human stomach. I meant well
in all this, but fear I was in the dark, and not pursu- adults. For children and infants the prices are considerably less. The number of appliances to be
ing the best system of imparting health.
worn must be decided upon according to the necessiThe impositions that hav been passed off upon suf- ties of the case. A supply inadequate to the cure of
fering humanity in the way of medical compounds are the case will not be sent out.
·
almost inconceivable. Thousands of tons of drugs
Letters of inquiry may be addressed to the underare sent from this city every year all over the coun- signed, and will receive due attention. Orders for
try and are eagerly swallowed by the afliicted mill- the g~ods will be promptly filled. A descnption of
ions, and not unfrequently with positivly injurious the diseases·should be given, and in ordering goods
results. Many of these drugs are positivly delete- the size of the waist and the size of shoes worn
rious and hav taken thousands upon thousands of shoulrl be stated.
·
lives. Medicins hav done much good and hav often
_T~e goods will be sent by express to all places
relieved suffering and disease, but they hav also done
Withm a thousand _or fifteen. ~undred miles, or they
much harm. They hav often poisoned the human
can be sent by mail to localities at a great distance
system and shortened life. Whether medicins hav or where express offices are too far away.
'
not done more harm than good is one of the great
My
obj~ct in accepting this ag~ncy is to do good
questions not fully solved. That drugs hav done an
by affordmg benefit to my suffermg fellow-beings
untold and unknown amount of injury is true--too
and to myself at the same time. D. M. BENNETT.
true. Let every person dispense with them who can.
The simple ele]llents and forces of nature are the
sourCEs of health, the promoters of happiness, and
Communications for The Truth Seeker.
when gently and properly administered, the best
Many contributors hav apparent grounds for disremedial agents. Sunlight, pure air, pure water and
satisfaction because their contributions do not more
the magnetic fluid are nature's great remedies' and
pro_mptly appear. The r~ason of this is easily exin restoring health are far better than all the vegetaplamed. Three or four times as many articles are
ble and mineral poisons pounded together in mortars,
sent us as we can find room for. We would gladly
ground in mills, or manipulated in chemists' laborapublish every good article we receive, but find it
tories and apothecaries' shops.
utterly impossible. There are certain articles which
!'fr·. ~~lson states that three thousand people in we
wish to lay before our readers, and in addition to
this VICimty hav already made use of his remedy, and
not a single case of failure has yet occurred. A large these we will giv the contributions of friends so far
as possible. We do not see how we can do more
number hav used it to my own knowledge. That
it has restored the glow and cheerfulness of health with our present space. We ask friends to be as
I hav witnesses, and that it has allayed much pain patient as possible, and to make their communicaI hav no reas?n to doubt. Pain is a great impedi- t~ons a_s brief _as the pressing nature of their inspiratw~ Wil~ adm1t of. Let us all cultivate patience and
ment to happmess, and to be freed from it is indeed resignatiOn.
a great blessing.
The benefit imp_arted by these magnetic goods is
Book Notice.
tn pursuance of a Simple law of nature.
There is no
miracle about it. :Magnetism is known to be the History of ~he Chri~tian Religion to the Year 200. By Charles
B. Wa1te. Chwago: G. V. Waite & Co. 450 pages.
vital principle without which life cannot exist and
with a deficiency of it health departs and pain' and
Un~er the ab~ve title Judge C. B. Waite has
disease are inevitable. In these goods are small compiled a~d wntten a work which throws a great
plates of sheet steel riveted together with another amount of hght upon the early history of Christian.
metal, thus forming minute batteries, and being ity, and which is destined to be read by many thouthoroughly magnetized by a powerful magnet, by sands. of people.. While it is a bold attack upon the
being worn near the body they impart to the system doctnns and claims of the church, it is written with
that vital magnetic fluid which is the source of life candor and truth, and without bitternesil or acriand health, the deficiency of which produces disease ~ony.. I~ is the result of many years of thorough
and the absence of which causes death. The mod; mvestigati?n and the most elaborate research among
of cure is simple and perfectly safe. Nature is all the a_nCient authorities pertaining to this imporalways simple, and it is invariably safe to follow her. ta:nt subJect. Two years of the time was spent in the
These magnetic garments may be regarded as nature's ~Ibrary_ of _Con_gr~ss at Washington, which is esperemedy.
Cially nch m biblical literature, and where are the

writings of all the early Fathers in the original and
an immense collection of later writers.
It is not saying too much to pronounce it a ~om ..
plete record of the events connected with the Christia:n religion during_ the first two c.e~turies of its
existence. That periOd has been divided ·into six
periods-tl1e First Period, the Apostolic A<Te from
the year 30 to 80; the Second Period, the Ap~stolio
Fathers, from 80 to 120; the Third Period the
'rhree Apocryphal Gospels, 120 to 130; the F~urth
Period, Forty Years of Christian Writers, from 130
to 170; the Fifth Period, the Four Canonical Gospels, from 170 to 185; the Sixth Period, from 185 to

200.
A comprehensiv view is given of the gospels of
the first two centuries, with a brief sketch of those
of a later date. The comparisons which the Judge
has instituted between the canonical gospels and
those styled apocryphal is a peculiar and interesting
feature of the work, and one which will prove of
great importance in arriving at a correct estimate of
the value of the gospels as a whole.
This work is compiled with the accuracy of an
able legal mind, and makes clear and conclusiv the
important fact that the principal part of the books
of the New Testament were not written by the persons whose names they bear, and that in this particular a great imposition has been palmed off upon the
world, and the !lacredness of inspired writings, produced by the agency of certain revered saints has
been accorded to that which was produced by theological charlatans and impostors.
In this work every authority and writer, ancient
and modern, is arranged and clnssificd, so that there
can be no difficulty in appreciating the full importanc_e of the authors quoted. The investigation is
earned on step by Btep, so that the reader can easily
take in where invention and pretense took the place
of fact.
This work is necessarily very damaging to the
extravagant claims of orthodoxy; but as truth is
w~at the wo~ld needs and dem~nds, it is to be hoped
this productiOn of Judge Waite m,ay meet with a
large sale_. Let every person who prizes reality
above fictiOn, truth above falsehood, read this volum~. Price, cloth, $2.50; full sheep, library style,
$3.n0. Orders may be addressed to this office.
JAMEs A. BLiss has opened a Liberal and Spiritual
book depot at 713 Sansom street, Philadelphia. He
keeps on hand a full line of our publications and
Radical and Spiritual works generally. He' also
keeps THE TRUTH SEEKER and other reform and progr~!lsi:V papers for sale, ::tnd will cheerfully take subscnptwns for the same. May he meet with the success which his enterprise and industry merit.
[From the Kew York Sun.]

The Espionage of the Mails.
The recent appearance of Mr. Anthony Comstock
at Albany, for the purpose of getting a bill through
the legislature authorizing him to search houses
without a warrant, brings to mind that this same man
is now exercising an authority of a most obnoxious
character. We refer to his espionage over the mails.
A scrutiny of mail matter was insisted upon many
years ag?, whe~ Amos l\endall was- postmastergeneral, m the mterest of the slave-holders who
wished to exclude from the mails all abolition or
antislavery publications.
The old man eloquent, John Quincy Adams, was
then in Congress, and never did that illustrious man
protest against any outrage more strenuously than he
did against this.
If the mails may be overhauled on one pretext,
they may be on another. Anthony Comstock is an
autocrat national spy, with subordinates to aid him
in the detestable work of sifting the matter which
shall be allowed to pass through the public mails.
The British people would not quietly submit to
such a state of things for a single week.

" An Infidel Abroad."
The following rather flattering notice IS from the

Sunday Capitol, of Columbus, Ohio:
The progress of Infidelity in America can with
be laid at the doors of two men, Colonel
Hobert G. Ingersoll, the orator, and D. M. Bennett
the writer. The former sways a terrible influenc~
by his fiery eloquence, but the latter is, without
doubt, the strongest and ablest leader of the two
for, though he is not as passionately brilliant in hi~
fights as the daring Bob, he is a man of cooler
steadier judgment, and what he does giv to th~
world bears so much the stronger and wider sway
on account of, the. great amount of meat he givs to
the kernel, the ternble amount of undeniable matter
of fact he puts within a small space. Mr. Bennett's
writings hav been the terror of the Christian for
some eight years, and many are the attempts made
to stop the progress of this Infidel. But so far the
Christian world has only met with failures in its attempts to crush Bennett. He is not the man to be
crushed in a moment. Over two years ago he was
sent to pris~n by a misguided jury for selling
a work that did not please the good Christian world,
cert~.inty
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but this failed to co~l o!f the e,nt~r~rising Infidel, I antics of Beecher and Talmage is unspeakably bias- that gullible, to use' a Pennsylvania phrase. Cowand now: thousands of mdignant Chnsttai~s are aston- phemous and revolting.
dery and Harris, whom I often met, had every
isbed With the news ~hat Bennett has JUSt brought
There are good people, who, not perceiving the appearance of being sincere dupes. Smith, I think,
out another wo~·k, entitled 'An Infidel Abroad,' a full meaning of a pretended revival, systematically duped himself. Surely it is not an impossible thing
book o~ some eight hundred and fifty pages, large :worked up by two Brooklyn rain-makers, fancy that that a liar should be superstitious, or that a supertype, tmted paper, and very handsomely_ bound, all m some way good may result, and that, at any rate, stitious person should sincerely think h.imself called
fo~ $1:50.
Here we hav for the first t1me Europe the "revival" should not be spoken against. In- or inspired of God.
pamted on a large canv:as before us by an In_fidel, and stead of doing good such a "revival" must do inIn the constitution of his church Rigdon introfrom ~n Infidel standpomt .. Bennett sees. thmgs as no cal?u_labl~ harm. Its i?evitable result is to bring duced some good features, such as not bestowing
Amencan ti:aveler before him has ~een thmgs, and_ the rehgwn mto contempt m the eyes of men who do any earthly advantages on its officers, anq giving
views he givs on them are so drfferent, so ternbly not separate Christianity from the follies and faults women equality of suffrage with the men in all
daring above anything we ever had from our travel- of its professors. Moreover, the condition of the offices, spiritual and temporal. The former he may
ers abroad, that the book is really a rich treat to man or woman who fancies that he or she is convert- hav borrowed of the Quakers, and the latter, I think,
those who are dying for something in the way of ed under the bellowings of Beecher and the dancing he must hav borrowed from the practice of the Conliterature. Space forbids us to giv a review of the of Talmage is not to be viewed with compla- gregational churches on the Western I~eserve, with
book. There are some things in it that we do not cency by believers in true religion. Sooner or later which he was familiar. 'l'he state might well borlike and some truths that might just as well hav been such converts will discover that they hav mistaken row that, and it will probably hav to before the
left out; but, on the whole, the work is a strik- physical excitement for that renewal of the desires Mormon problem is settled. It is true that ~he
ing one, and is bo)lnd to attract the attention of the- and impulses which is the first step in the Christian Mormon church, like the Christian, gave a fat thmg
ologians and literary critics."
life. They will think that they hav tried religion to its officers, and this was the cause of Rigdon's
- - - -......~·- - thoroughly, and know by experience that it is a de- temporary quarrel with it.
[F,·on• 7'lte New York 7'im<S.]
lusion. Or else they will persevere in their ChrisThe causes that hav produced the elevation of
rl1he Brooldyn Rain-Makers.
tian professions, and will model their code of morals woman, so far as she is elevated, and the consecraAmong the nativ African tribes the rain-maker is and conduct on those of the reverend rain-mak;ers to tion of home, are not to be found in the code of
usually a more important person than the king .. whom their conversion is due. In either case they Moses or the epistles of Paul. Theology has surely
The latter has, it is true, the IJOWer of life and death are recruits from whom Christianity has more to had no hand in it. The world must thank science
and philosophy, and not theology, for the absence of
over his subjects, but his jurisdiction is purely dread than from its open enemies.
polygamy
in Christendom. Theology tends everyearthly. On the other hand, the rain-maker is bewhere to maintain or restore it, because it disparages
rrhe Mormon Problem.
lieved to be able to control the elements. It is the
every earthly home in comparison with the unthinkrain-maker who alone in popular estimation is able
How Mormonism is to be eliminated from th'e
to send rain or to withhold it as his interest or ca- republic while the Christian church is subsidized and able, heavenly home, where "they neither marry nor
price may dictate. As rain is often the only securi- the Bible is authorized as a school book, is the prob- are ~iven in marriage." No thanks to theology
ty against famin in Africa, the man who rules the lem with which our statesmen are now puzzling and that It has not suppressed human nature and earthly
happiness altogether. Fortunately, human nature is
clouds is necessarily a person of immense importance. struggling. It is insoluble.
irrepressible; it will act and think for itself, more or
In the dry season he receives large quantities of catPolygamy is surely abominable. But it is a Bible less, in spite of all the allurements and horrors of. a
tle, slaves, and oth,er retaining fees from people who institution. Abraham and Solomon, on tlie average, future, supernatural, and unknowable world which
are anxious for rain, and after a satisfactory shower were deeper in it than Brigham Young. The Mor- theology can conjure up. In spite of the glories of
popular gratitude takes the form of more slaves and mon church is decidedly orthodox. It believes in Solomon, that wisest of the scripture saints, as the
cattle. It must be admitted that when the rain- Christ, his atonement, resurrection, and kingdom, old catechism taught us, in spite of the contempt
maker fails to produoe rain he is sometimes killed here and hereafter. If its Christianity is not Pla- poured upon marriage by a celibate clergy and their
in order to stimulate the rain-making fraternity to a tonic, it is sufficiently Ebionitic. Contradictory as enslaved hordes of monks and nuns, the men and
more careful and zealous discharge of their duty, but the two sects are, ttey are both in the New Testa- women who hav thought out the sciences of astronin spite of this, the rain-maker is, on the whole, de- ment. Mormonism grew naturally out of both the omy, anatomy, chemistry, and physiology hav discidedly the most enviable of all his da~·ky countrymen Old and New Testaments, and all Christendom re- covered that monogamy-one wife and OJl.e husband
in point of worldly ease and prosperity. Of comse, ceives both books as divine.
at a time-is the secret of the highest human happimen who believe that a fantastically dressed mounJudge C. C. Goodwin, in the March number of the ness, and the only system under which anything like
tebank can control the rain are dreadfully ignorant North Ame1·ican Review, presents the "political justice, peace, and honorable progress of the race
and degraded, and, of course, the rain-maker himself attitude" of Mormonism as something rather por- can be secured.
is a blasphemous impostor, but, after all, it may be tentous. And truly it is. But whcr is to blame for
Now the only peaceful solution of the Mormon
fairly asked whether there is not a close parallel it? Could it possibly hav arisen in a republic which problem lies in making the morality of public opinbetween the performances of the African rain-mak- did not cherish and cultivate a superstitious regard ion and law paramount to the teachings of the Bible.
ers and certain so-called religious antics now in prog- for the Hebrew scriptures and that gospel which It lies in a public opinion which shall place a great
ress in Brooklyn.
sends one man to hell and another to heaven simply part of the Bible on a dead level with the book of
The belief in revivals of religion is shared by because the former is rich and the latter IJOor? How Mormon, and a large part of its saints on the level
many sects who are widely apart in other respects. are the statesmen to punish for polygamy while the of Rigdon and Joe Smith. We hav seen the halluThe ardent Methodist who wituessed the revivals in Sunday-schools are teaching that Abraham, a polyg- cinations and lies of these men become venerably
which vVesley and vVhitefield were prominent amist, and a very mean one at that, was the father mythical before our eyes. We hav seen the very
held the same belief as to revivals which was held of the faithful and a model of godliness? Are they stupidest book of the century, when clothed in
by the cold New England Calvinists. They regard- to be hounded on to exterminate Mormonism by the travesty of Bible style, become"holy writ" to more
ed a revival as nothiug less than a miracle. It was church of which it is the legitimate,. natural, and than one hundred thousand earnest, honest, indusbelieved to be distinctly and purely the work of the inevitable offspring? Is Saturn again to devour his trious people. And why should it not? It is not
Holy Spirit, and was classed with the miracle of the own children? Is the church to hav the use of the stupider or more monstrous or more foolish than a
Pentecost. In early New England' days, when every civil bayonet to pick the mote of excessiv marriage large part of what the Bible Society publishes. The
New Englander was either a theologian or an out- out of the Mormon brother's eye, while it has the Bible has considerable wisdom sandwiched in; so has
cast, no one pretended that a revival could be origi- beam of the holy Bible Society in its own?
the Book of Mormon. The Bible has the advantage
Considering on what slight evidence in its favor, of a good deal of better poetry and terser maxims.
nated by any man or body of men. The suggestion
that any eminent preacher could fix a date for a re- and against what glaring proofs of imposture against Nevertheless, but for the glamor thrown over it by
vival, and could bring it about on the specified day, it, the world believes in the divine inspiration of the superstition, and the dignity expended on it by the
would hav been regarded as an atrocious piece of Bible, it seems quite possible that the very concoc- clergy lugging out a te~t every Sunday in every
blasphemy. Granting that genuin revivals do take tors of Mormonism may have sincerely believed they pulpit, the book as a whole, with i~s ~unchausen hisplace, and that they are purely the work of the were commissioned by G~d to form a new church, tories, its Levitical laws, and its ndiCulous, prophetHoly Spirit, it is evideut that the preteuse that any or rather reform the old one. Hemernber that the ical beasts with seven heads and ten horns, would
man, no matter how eloquent he may be, can com- early fathers of the Christian church advocated lying sink in public estimation even below the Book of
mand the descent of the Holy Spirit is blasphemy of for the cause of Christ. Joe Smith was doubtless Mormon. At any rate, society would only preserve
the most shocking type. A minister who should habitually a liar; but he found nothing in the Ten its best passages, as men would fish out diamonds
claim, directly or indirectly, such a power, would be Commandments against lying, so long as he did not from a cesspool. When the real, knowable nature
making a claim far more audacious than that of the bear false witness against a neighbor.
of things assumes its rightful authority over the
As to the "crafty brain of Sidney l~igdon," I consciences of men and women-I mean the men and
African rain-maker who simply claims power over
think Judge Goodwin is mistaken as to the charac- women who rule society at large, creating its science
the material clouds.
Recently two well-known Brooklyn preachers ter of the man. I knew him when he was studying and its literature-not only polygamy will cease, but
announced that they proposed to hav a revival in Latin with Rev. John Seward, a brothet-in-law of the more deplorable commercial degradation of
their respectiv so-called churches. One of them mine, in Aurora, Ohio, with a view to obtain a col- woman, which now disgraces our ~ities, will cease
was a man, who, by a disagreement of a jury, had lege education for the ministry. My impression is also.
narrowly escaped conviction of the crime of adul- that he was a perfectly sincere zealot who believed
Thus the solution of the Mormon problem will
tery, and who had lost the confidence of the great every word of the Bible divinely inspired. He had carry with it . that of !1 more difficult on;. The
majority of the members of his own sect. The other a fanatical faith as well as an activ brain.. And Christian solutiOn, to whiCh the government IS urged
was a vulgar seeker after notoriety, against whom when he got hold of Spaulding's time-worn manu- by the clergy in the name of la~r, is nothing ~mt
charges of lying and perjury had been made by min- script of a novel in Robert Patterson's printing-office persecution-the same system whiCh Nero applied
isters of unblemished character. Of one of these in Pittsburgh, he would be very likely to think it a to their own faith, with what success the world
men decency requires that h~ should keep himself in missiv of divine Providence to enable him to fulfil knows too well. A bloody solution will be no solucomparativ retirement. Of the other it would be too his mission of reforming the church and converting- tion at all.
much to expect that the requirements of decency the world. And when he met with such a magnetic,
The missionaries to the Asiatics profess to hav
would hav any weight with him. These are the natural-born liar as Joe Smith, in Palmyra, N. Y., converted polygamists. Has it been by punishment?
men who hav undertaken to bring about revivals of and showed him Spaulding's work, ·it was the most Do they ever oblige their converts to put away their
religion in their several places of entertainment, and natural thing in the world that the two should con- wives? Do they not, rather by appealing to science
who are now redeeming their promises in a charac- vert each other. So that Smith, hitherto a lazy, and philosophy than to scripture, confine themselvs
teristic way. Just as the rain-maker conjures the drunken vagabond, should think himself called of to preventing polygamy in the future ? The manclouds with rude chanting and with wild gestures, God henceforth to lie like St. Hieronymus for his agers of the church had better do the same in the
so ~he two Bmokly-n .revival-make_rs seek to produce glory, and l~igdon that he had by the direction of United States.
ELizUR WmGHT.
revivals by the smgmg of pecuhar hymns and by divine Providence found a man who could not only
Boston, Mass., Feb. 23, 1881.
s!:toutiug and crying. To the man who does not be- see through a stone into the bowels of the earth,
lieve that revivals are anything more than seasons but grind by God's will that strange, old, unprinted
I READ "John's Way," and was much pleased
of. nervous excitement the spectacle is· a sad and novel into a genuin revelation on which to found the
with it. We must giv our truths dramatic and ropamful one, while to the man who does believe in church of the Latter Day Saints.
From what I saw later; after the Mormon taber- mantic setting. People will be won to the new visthe Pentecostal character of a true revival the deliberate assumption that the awful third person of nacle was set up in Kirtland, I hav little doubt that ion far sooner by such methods than by cold argu·
G:&oRGE CHAINEY.
the trinity can be brought down to B1·ooklyn by the Rigdon sincerely believed Smith a prophet. He was ments.
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pected," and is so printed in my translation. You have adduced in the conclusion of your letter. It
say he asserts that every pious person from Abraham would be merely wasting time and serve to prolong
to the first of the human race was a Christian, and this thesis as unduly as the first. Instead, I chalhence says, " The religion delivered to us in the doc- lenge you, and I leave the reader to judge, whether
What Objections to Chi'istianity ~
trines of Christ· is not a new or strange doctrine." you fairly meet my challenge to select any alleged
MR. MAIR's SIXTH LETTER.
Your latter quotation is verbatim, although disjoint- miracle or series of miracles which you consider
MR. D. M. BENNETT, Dear Sir: Notwithstanding ed from its connection. What he says is this, have as strong evidence to support them as Christ
your rather spirited defense of Mt>ssrs. Inman, Rig- "Should any one, beginning from Abraham and go- has to prove his. Detail them, name your' authorigins, and Taylor, I must still hold to my assertion ing back to the first man, pronounce those who have ties, chapter and paragraph, witnesses, place perthat they are worthless as authorities. Neither of had the testimony of righteousness Christians in fact formed, purpose, etc., and I will adduce proof of the
them are mentioned in the Encyclopedia Britannica, though not in name, he would not be far from the miracles of the New Testament incomparably
the American Encyclopedia, nor Chambers', a fact truth. They obviously knew the Christ of God, as stronger. In the hope that you will pointedly and
which stamps them as being of no literary or scien- he appeared to Abraham, communed with Isaac, briefly take up my challenge, I am,
Yours sincerely,
G. M. M.AIR.
tific value whatever.
spoke to Jacob," and the remainder of the derivation
I have made considerable search to find some au- of Christianity is derived by him, not from the Genthoritative biographyor criticism of any of the fore- tile nations, but from the Jews alone.
going, but with the exception of two references in
The above mistakes prepared me to expect others
Allibone's "Dictionary of Authors," I can find no in alleged quotations from other early Christians, and
trace of them. I found there the following criticisms: all I have examined have verified my suspicions. In
Of Mr. Higgins' " History of Mohammed," Mr. Ed- fact you have been grossly misled; the early ChrisTemperance from a Liberal Standpoint.
ward Upham, author of the "History of Buddhism," tians never credited the heathen with being the oriTo
THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
says, "I know it to be full of errors." Of the Ana- gin of the doctrines of Christ; the most they said
calypsis it quotes the Lcondon Athenmum, from was that many of their philosophers held many cor- It is now fifty-three years since I, then a boy in my
which I extract, "Never was there more wildness of rect views about the existence of God, the immortal- teens, was induced to drink some rye whisky, under
speculation than in the attempt to lift the veil of ity of the goul, and rewards and punishments in a the influence of which I became partially intoxicated.
Isis." Probably, however, the most "unkinilest cut future life. Permit me to say here for myself too, that About the same time, while in the company of some
of all" is its criticism of Robert Taylor's Diegesis. I have no more reverence for the writing of the Fath- larger boys who were smoking cigars, I was preIt is, according to Allibone, "ineffably absurd. We ers than I have for the sermons of modern divines. vailed upon to smoke with them. They told me it
can here apply the comment of Gibbon on his verdict They must both be tested by the word of God. As would make a man of me, and as that was the posirespecting the prolix history of Gregory of Tours, 'I they agree with it they are true; where they disagree tion I was anxious to attain to, I proceeded according
to instructions. But I soon found I was getting sick
have tediously acquired by a painful perusal the they are false.
right of pronouncing this unfavorable sentence.' It
And now, my friend, as I leave this first thesis, and drunk, and down I fell. A more miserable boy
is said that Taylor repented and recanted; all the may I commend to your careful attention the follow- it would be hard to find. When I recovered from
better for him; the conclusions of such a. mind are ing remarks of the gifted Atheist, John Stuart Mill? this chastisment for the infraction of nature's laws,
of little weight on either side of any question."
"Whatever else may be taken away from us by I made up my mind then and there that whisky and
Add to this Prof. Fiske's criticism of J acolliot, that rational criticism, Christ is still left, a unique figure, tobacco were two things I could get along without.
Some years after this a temperance society was
his work," The Bible in India," is "a very diflCI"edit- not more unlike all his precursors than all his followable performance," "a disgraceful piece of charla" ers, even those who had the direct benefit of his organized in that neighborhood (Lancaster, Pa.),
tanry written by a man ignorant of the very rudiments teachings. Who among his disciples, or among the its members pledging themselvs to abstain from the
of the subject which he professes to handle." I proselytes, was capable of inventing the sayings "habitual use of intoxicating liquors as a beverage."
scarcely need after this to quote Prof. Muller's con- ascribed to Jesus, or of imagining the life and char- This was about twelve years subsequent to the time
demnation of it.
acter revealed in the gospel? Certainly not the I was made drunk on whisky, but I had not forgotI may be in error in attributing my book to the fishermen of Galilee, as certainly not St. Paul, whose ten it, so of course I was ready to send in my name
writer of "Diegesis." I found him set down as its idiosyncrasies were of a totally different sort; still as a member with some forty others. Not long after
author in the catalogue of Christian authors named less the early Christian writers, in whom nothing is this the Washingtonian Society was organized-!
in the last pages of Gowan's (1853) edition of Fa her's, more evident than that the good which was in them think it was in 1838-and we joined ourselvs to that.
At this stage of the temperance movement the
"Difficulties of Infidelity," which is said in the preface was all derived, as they all profess that it was
Christian church, as a church, lent the cause no aid,
to have been "prepared with much care and research," derived, from the higher source."
but I have not been able to determine the accuracy
Can you hope to successfully overturn such testi- though some of its lay members were true temperor inaccuracy of the statement. It is immat<Srial, mony wrung from a heart that hated Christianity as ance workers. I still remember well the admonitions
I received from the elders of that branch of the orhowever.
ferociously as man ever could?
Your allegations about Tacitus will come under
In a letter to the London Spectator of Feb. 10, thodox church of which I was then a member; they
consideration in the third thesis; they are as am us- 1866, Prof. Huxley writes, "It is and always has told me it had been gotten up in the wisdom of the
ing as anyt"hing preserved in "Poggiana." Like- been a favorite tenet of mine, that Atheism is as creature, and would come to naught. But still the
wiie your rather diffused theorizing on the antiquity absurd, logically speaking, as polytheism . . and temperance cause moved forward, and intoxicating
of man, etc., would better suit the fourth thesis. denying the possibility of miracles seems to me quite liquors, as a beverage, became less common.
In 1848 I came to this state, with my family. The
Contenting myself with observing, as the Duke of as unjustifiable as speculative Atheism." To this
Argyll says of a writer who promulgated similar admission of the high-priest of modern materialistic church (orthodox Quakers) of which I was then a
theories, you seem "to adopt very rashly and very science the Duke of Argyll adds, "The question of member sent their church letter after me, joining
unnecessarily as conclusions of science-conclusions miracles seems now to he admitted on all hands to be myself and family to the same sect here. As I bewith regard_to the_origin and history of ma_n-w~ich simply a question of evidence" (Reign of Law, p. 90). came acquainted with its leaders, I found they were
I firmly beheve Will be found on further mvestigaThere are really only two schools of objections to not in sympathy with the abolition movement nor
tion to have no science whatever in support of them," miracles, headed respectively by Hume and Strauss. the outside temper;_;tnce movement. While my name
I will also defer this until its proper place.
You are a disciple of both. Both theories-one that stood in connection with both, of course my inspiraI need hardly say that the greater part of your miracles are incredible, the other that they are im- tion led me, in my public communication, to notice the
letter is repetition UJ?On repetition of what I have al- possible-have been repeatedly overthrown. The importance of Friends bearing a faithful testimony
ready ~nswered. Still there are some new features theory of Strauss is still-born in his own land. against these two great and crying evils in our land;
abo?t It. The f~u~ slanders about the m?ther of The. g_eologi?al argument, _as it is called, co~pletely but the more I tried to reform the church by reason
Chnst, filched ongmally from Celsus, are mexcus- anmhilates It. And certamly one would thmk that and common sense, the more the church tried to reable because they have nothing but the ipse dixit of before the concession of Prof. Huxley you would form me by threats of expulsion, until finally, about
the year 1852, it issued its bull of excommunication
Celsus to support them. The cause of truth never withdraw your assertions.
.
eal~s slan_der to her defense. As. to the Essenes, De
You say: "\Vhen a t"ornado or cyclone sweeps against me on the charge of being out of unity and
Qumc_ey IS. the only m?dern wnter of any repute over the face of portions of the earth at the rate of running into wisdom; and according to their church
who I?entifies t~em _with ~he Christians, your ex- seventy-five miles an hour, prostrating trees, dwell- disciplin they were now required to regard me as a
planatiOn of whiCh IS decidedly peculiar. I will ings, and animals, and by whirlwinds lifting rocks heathen, and its leaders hav been true to its re?verlook ~ great many errors for the sake of brev- weighing many hundreds of pounds and conveying quirements in my case.
This intolerant course of the church I now look
Ity, s~oppmg, however, to examine your alleged them considerable distances, it is very easy for men
quotatiOns from the early Christian writers, which I and women to imagine that a supernatural power has upon as the best thirig that it could hav done for me,
really shoul~ not let pass unchallenged.
caused it, and that a god was. angry and showed his because, first, it exposed its own true character, and,
On reachmg home the day I received your letter power. When a bolt of electricity leaves a black secondly, it set me free from its bonds, so that I hav
I took my ~usebius to test the quotations you cloud surcharged with it, and rives a tall monarch been able to become a Freethinker and Liberal reallege _from him. Judge of my surprise when I of the forest, or demolishes some stately edifice in former from a scientific basis; and upon that basis I
f?tmd m both cases a very material word or two the lapse of a second of time, it is quite easy for can speak on the subject· of temperance with the
either wrongly translated or misquoted, and the superstitious people not informed of the powers of spirit of the understanding also.
Further along the Good Templar association was
sense of both passages entirely misunderstood. I do nature to imagine that a supernatural power has
not, ho~evcr, suppose you are to blame; you proba- been employed, and that a god has again become making quite a stir in the city where I then lived. I
bly copied some o_ne else's quotation. Your quotation angry; but when duly understood, the operation is thought I would offer my name as a candidate for
read~, "The r~Ilosophy wh_ich we profess truly found just as natural as the falling of an apple from membership. My object in doing this was to sec if
they would accept me, for I had understood that an
flouns_hed aforetime, but havmg blossomeJ again in a tree."
the reign of Cmsa~· Augustus, thy ancestor, it proved
What is the application of the above to the matter effort would be made to oppose my joining on acto be above all thmgs ominous of good for thy king- !lnder consideration? With which of Christ's mira- count of my Liberal principles. Besides, I wanted to
see and understand their position on the temperance
dom." It s~J.Ould be, ".The philosophy which we cles do you compare any of your instances?
profess first, mdeed, fl?unshed among the barbarians,
Again, you say, "Many operations have become question. After a vote in my favor I was accepted
~ut afterward, when It grew up, also among the na- familiar to us now as natural occurrences that once as a member. I soon found that this organization
ti~ns under your government under the glorious would have been thought miraculous or supernatural was based on the Bible, and, in fact, that it was a
child of the church. Its temperance pledge was
reign of Augustus . . . that philosophy v;hich results."
commety-ced its existence v;ith Augustus." You need
I ask, again, what is the application of this? much stronger than the one I had first given my asnot be mform~d that the Greeks and Romans called Would any of Christ's miracles, if performed to-day, sent to. It included wine, beer, and cider, but said
all _ot~er. n~~wns ?arbarians, and in saying that lose their miraculous character? Is not the raising nothing about tobacco, which in niy experience had
Chr_Istia~Ity . first, mdeed, fl?urished among the bar- of the dead miraculous ? Is not restoring strength proved more intoxicating than even whisky, brandy,
banana .Mehto means that It first grew among the and flesh and bone instantly by a mere word mirac- or rum. Then, in my observation, I had noticed that
~ ews, and he sta.tes a sen~ence or two further on that ulous r Is not giving sight to a man born blind mir- as a rule all liquor drinkers were userA of tobaooo;
It was coeval With ~he time of Augustus. The sec- aculous? Does not the hushing of a storm by a and when I came to question them on this subject, I
ond alleged qu?tatwn ~rom Eusebius is equally in- word of command denote miraculous power? And found they used tobacco first, and so it became, as it
correct. ~ o_u gtve the title of chapter iv, book i, as, so I might continue to show how futile your objec- were, a leading-string to drinking habits. Pretty
soon I brought this subject before the lodge. Our
" The Rehgwn Announced by Christ Nothing New tion is.
or Strange," but the word is not" new" but" unexI shall not examine the alleged miracles you worthy chief, being himself an inveterate user of to·
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bacco, called me to order, when I appealed to the
audience. Their vote confirmed the judgment of the
chair, that it was not in order to speak on the subject of tobacco in that lodge. This satisfied me with
their Bible platform.
.
But here comes the red-ribbon movement, built on
the favors of Almighty God and the merits of Jesus
Christ our Lord. Being solicited to join them, I let
them put their red ribbon on my vest. I was not
long, however, in discovering that their foundation
was faulty. In a neighboring city, through the influence of the red-ribbon movement, a citizen had
been indtteed to sign the pledge. Not long afterward
he met the president of his lodge in the street, when
his unsteady gait betrayed pis old weakness. The
president accosted him thus: "How is this, that you
hav violated your pledge so soon?" The citizen replied that it was not he that had broken the pledge,
but God Almighty had failed to fulfil the contract
on his part.
With th~ red ribbon came the crusade movement.
This was a square church affair, carried on by the
Christian clergy and old women, and was a fair test
of the efficacy of prayer, as that was the instrumentality, they claimed, which would accomplish the
work. And now what has been the result of all
those years of Christian-morality labor? Why, taking theii· own statement, there is more liquor manufactured and drank to-day than forty years ago. So
now, seeing that Almighty God is not able, or, being
able, is unwilling to stop the evil, they say we must
hav a prohibition law, and dry it up at the fountainhead. But let me tell you, kind friends, you cannot
make this work any better than your prayers did,
because while there is a demand there will be a supply. Liquor, like all other commodities, will be an
article of traffic, and the demand will regulate the
supply. See how it was with the African slave
trade. This government, in its organization, made
that a legal traffic for twenty years; then, after the
year 1808, it was declared to be piracy; yet the
southern part of the nation demanded more slaves,
and the trade went on just the same, only in a more
clandestin manner. It was proved in the British
Parliament that more slaves were stolen from Africa
after 1808 than before. So it can be seen that while
the demand lasted, the supply was forthcoming.
It has been said that the abolition of slavery was
brought about by political action. This is a mistake.
It was brought about directly as a military measure,
remotely by true moral agitation. For many long
years the Christian church opposed this agitation in
the North, and in the South it was defended as in
accordance with Christian morality; and even in the
North I hav heard pious Christian ministers quote
text after text from their Bible to prove slavery to
be in accordance with the will of Almighty God, or
he would not permit it to exist in the laud, as he had
all power both in heaven.
Now I would say, instead of looking toward the
manufacturer and vender as the source of the evil,
let us turn our attention the other way, toward the
consumer, and see if it is not for the want of a correct sense of a higher manhood, one based on intelligence, common sense, and natural morality, that the
cause of temperance languishes. When all the true
and earnest temperance laborers are able to see this
in its correctness, then they will come together as a
band of intelligent, moral thinkers, and demand that
Christians giv us a higher and truer toned morality.
In a word, they will demand a religion based on
manhood and common s1lnse, instead of one based, as
at present, on holy bibles, holy ghosts, holy angels,
and dreams. When this good time comes round, as
come round It will, then the work of a higher life
will hav been begun. Then, instead of superstition,
as at present, discourses to the people will be based
on science, and instead of having but one text-book,
and that got up by nobody knows who nor where nor
when, nature's great volume shall be opened, and
texts taken from it; and one~ of the grandest of those
texts, one that is most nearly related to the subject
of this essay, might be, " Man, know thyself!" This
would lead to the science of parentage ; and a
speaker posted on this subject would be able to show
his hearers that this question lies at the foundation
of true temperance, because it is not in accordance
with nature's law for perfection to come from imperfection; that if the parent is the victim of wicked or
vicious habit that has brought about a morbid condition of body or brain, whether he is conscious of it
or not, his offspring is likely to become also a victim
of the same constitutional taint, and thus thousands
~nd tens of thousands are born every year with an
mherited appetite for both tobacco and liquor, for
these two evils must be classed together as twin
brothers, or rather demons. That man with a cigar
?e.tween his lips, or with his mouth full of tobaccco
Jmce, is a bad missionary to talk to his brother on
the evils of liquor drinking. Indeed it would be better for the temperance cause were he to stand off
fi:om it, fe>r he only becomes a stumbling-block and
his name a by~word to the intelligent thinker who
may moderately indulge in the. habit of drinking.
. I will giv one case that came to my knowledge to
Illustrate. It was when I lived in the city, and was
a member of the Good Templars. Our worthy chief
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was a victim of tobacco, as has been noticed. One called. I giv you one or two. This is from Victor
of our aged citizens, a man that did not use tobacco, Hugo's eulogy at George Sands' funeral: "We weep
but took a little more strong drink than was best for for the dead and salute the immortal. We hav loved
him at times, one day accosted me thus," Mr. Moore, her, we hav admired her; to-day in the presence of
~·must tell you a little anecdote. I was talk- the auS'ust serenity of death we contemplate her.
mg to one of your Good Templars who had a great We felicitate her because what she has done is great,
d~al to say about the evils of intemperanC~e, and and we thank her because what she has done is good.
his breath smelled so strong of tobacco that I had to Hav we lost her? No; these beings disappear but
request him to turn his face the other way while he do not vanish. Far from it; one can almost say that
talked to me."
they are realized. By becoming invisible under one
. Now when the parentage of the child is all right, form they become visible under another. A sublime
Its early training will be all-important in order to transfiguration. The human form is an occultalion.
instill into its mind the necessity of correct habits, It masks the real and divine usage which is the idea.
and so we shall learn that here is the place where, as Our departed sister was an idea; she escaped from
tme natural-morality laborers, we hav to work, rather the flesh, and behold she is free. She is dead, and
than in the Christian-morality vinyard, with a ghost- behold she is living."
begotten child for our leader, a young man that was
Here is another: "The kingdom of heaven is
~ble to, and did, according to the.story, turn water within us, and in that realm our dead abide immormto liquor for people to drink, even after they were tal." And another from the Psalms: "So let us
already drunk, and one of whose chief apostles rec- number our days that we may apply our hearts unto
ommended his son to drink wine for his stomach's wisdom."
sake. This is an excuse for the liquor drinker toThe reading of such texts over, which probably
day, and also for the tobacco user. Then the holy consumed some five or eight minutes, Mr. Wakeman
~ible? as it is call~d, on which the Christian religion -in intellect a sage, in heM."t a woman, and in soul a
IS bmlt, abounds m passages that .the rum drinker poet-delivered the most touching funeral address I
can use as a license to the indulgence of his morbid ever heard. In a voice broken by emotion he spoke
taste. Let us read one or two paragraphs, and many of the deceased as if he saw three visions of her life.
more might be read:
In vision one, her youth with all its grace and joy"And thou shalt bestow that money for whatso- ousness was told, but underneath which ever ran devoever thy soul lusteth after, for oxen or for sheep or tion to her duties, as shown in close attention to the
for wine, or for strong drink."
noble sphere, which at an early age she choose, of
Again:
instructress to the young.
"Giv strong drink unto him that is ready to perIn vision two her growth to womanhood and saintish, and wine unto those of heavy hearts. Let hood was depicted. Her life had brought to her the
him drink and forget his poverty and remember his hard career of blighted hopes so common to us all.
misery no more."
He painted tenderly her deep distress when, alienThis is a license to drink until one becomes what ated from the ancient faith, she seemed to know not
is called dead drunk. But this is sufficient. We do where to turn for light. Then came her inspiration to
not want to build our temperance principles on any the newer life and higher sense of human obligation,
such a book as that, though there may be some pas- by which the olden brotherhood in Christ becomes
sages of an opposit character. As we can find pas- the brotherhood in man, and duty blossoms in enthusages in it that read both ways on any subject we siasm. And thus inspired she grew in holiness
may choose, it therefore settles nothing. There is (whole-iness), resigned to the inevitable, more patient
no use in our bothering our brains over it in discuss- in her work, more hopeful in her life, more gentle in
ing any question, but we may turn our thoughts her manners, dispensing kindly influence on all she
toward a higher manhood, one based on intelligence, came in contact with, especially within her school,
common sense, and natural morality. Of course we her home, and her society. In vision three, the
take all in as parties to this great and crying evil, speaker said, the angel one whom death had freed
from the farmer that raises grain and sells it to the appeared. Her body to the ground might be condistiller, and the one that grows the tobacco, to the signed and there return into its elements, but her
inebriate that dies with the delirium tremens.
soul was only buried, like the seeds of flowers, in the
S.D. MooRE.
hearts of loved ones she had left, there to sprout and
blossom in the everlasting impress of her character.
A Positivist Funeral and Its Lesson.
The soul of a saint like her could never die. It
lived again in thousands of the children she had
Coming events cast their shadows before.
The doom of Christian doctrin, Christian dogma, taught and led to usefulness and good; it lived transChristian philosophy is no longer doubtful. Even figured in the memory of friends, as part and parcel
the orthodox-! mean the orthodox who think, and of their very life, to be by them passed on to countthey are myriads now-know and feel beyond all per- less generations through the tide of human influence.
She had gone "to join the choir invisible of those
adventure that their creed as creed is dead. The lesimmortal
dead who lived again in minds made better
sening congregations throughout every sect confirm
this fact beyond all contradiction. When many by their presence." And thus, her mere material exChristian ministers renounce the Christian hell they istence being done, her 1·ealest life, her angel life,
break a link that parts their chain of faith in sunder, came out distinct and clear, transfigured in the sovfor hell once banished to the limbo of the past, the ereignty of the good.
Mr. Wakeman's invocation being thus concluded, I
doctrins of the soul and heaven, of the God and immortality they preach, must likewise tread the path followed by ·request with the reading of a favorit
of quick decay. Their tenets sink or swim together. poem of the deceased, " The Dying Flower;" and
then came touching testimonials to their departed
The laity perceive this if the priests do not.
But still, in spite of all the doubts that underlie its sister form her fellow-members, Mrs. Bristol and
creed, the church wields mighty power. Why is Mrs. N eymann.
Although no surpliced priest was there, and though
this so'( The answer is, it still holds sway within
the
whole observance was without pretense, it yet
the hearts of men. It ministers to their affections,
speeds them to a better life; it seeks to guard and was solemn, tender, sympathetic. There scarcely
regulate morality; it feeds the pooi· and heals the was a dry eye in the room.
But interesting as the occasion was to relativs and
broken-hearted; its arched and oriel windows, with
their dim and holy light, evoke a calm repose; its friends, it seems to me in view of all its bearings and
choirs impel the worshipers through song and praise its consequences, that it displays itself as big with
to nobler emulations; it takes the babe within its out- promis and with possibilities. If consolation can
stretched arms, admitting it to fellowship through be found through purely human means in the midst
baptism; it weds the blushing maiden to the manly of this the worst of all a:ffiictions, it follows that the
youth; and when the last sad tragedy of death comes Religion of Humanity is equal now to every call that
nigh it holds the cup of sacrament to dying lips and may be made upon it. In each event of life, in birth,
chants its solemn requiem o'er the grave. An institu- in marriage, or in death, in sickness or in health, in
tion mingling thus with all the sweeter, more r~lig sorrow or in joy, this la:,t of all the faiths, the faith
ious sides of man, dies very, very hard, and well it is which is the outgrowth of them all, the faith of
Science and Humanity, now stands prepared to giv its
that this is so.
And if I thought that Liberalism was impotent to benedictions and to meet the deepest needs of all
yield such consolations or other equal ones, I am religious men.
Like all new cults the new religion contends with
free to say, with all my detestation of the errors of
theology, I believe my heart would keep me in the poverty. It boasts no temples yet, but these will
rear themselvs as time runs on, and men and women,
church.
But we constructiv Libera.ls, believers in the new in a new and 'grand enthusiasm, will make the earth
faith of Humanity, are resolute to claim at least itself the universal church as they unite themselvs in
equality on this as well as other grounds. We know loving aims, to here make realizable the falselywe satisfy the heart as well as head. This nowhere fancied heaven existent in the skies.
COURTLANDT pALMER.
can be better shown than in' the new religion's fitness to giv the dead a solemn 'burial and bear its
messages of peace and resignation to stricken relaSEVERAL books hav been written by men who hav
tivs and friends.
been consigned to prison for opinion's sake, but none,
From out the little band that forms the Society of I venture to say, are so voluminous or evince more reHumanity a sweet life passed away. Its secretary, search into the subjects considered than "The Gods
Mrs. Erving, after protracted illness, died. The fu- and Heligions of Ancient and 1\:[odern Times." I
neral services were held on March loth in the parlor know of no work that givs so much information upon
of her quiet residence. lVIr. Brown, the president of a subject, correct data for which is generally inaccest]le society, began the rite by appropriate quotations ible. A whole library is epitomized in its pages.
from variotlS books1 both sacred and profane, so
·
S. T. LENNOI:.
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by any of the Christian Fathers or beforjil the fif- to have been written by some popular person to give
teenth century, I again ask you to bring them for- them weight and consideration.
I repeat that neither of the gospels of Matthew
ward.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
I notice you again make use of your favorite word Mark, Luke, or John was written by the perso~
PUBLISHED. EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. "filched," charging Talleyrand with having "filched" whose names they bear, nor were they written in
================~-------- from Celsus. Filching is another term for stealing, the time when those persons lived. There is not
and is objectionable. If you see fit to use the state- the slightest proof that either of these gospels had
Th8 largest a:n.d cheapest Radical Jou'rJU1l puhlishd in Europe
ments or sentiments of another, or to nse passages an existence until after those persons had been in
or A?Mrica, containing nearly seven hundred square inches rrwre
from John Calvin, John Knox, or the Bible, I will their graves a hundred years. If you can show to
of reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
not accuse you of "filching." I will try to be more the contrary I ask you to show it.
If I am correct, what kind of proof do these so.
courteous.
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MARCH 26, 1881.
I do not see that you make much by the discovery called gospels afford that such events as raising the
of a few words variation in the different translations dead to life, causing those to see who had no eyes,
of Eusebius. The disagreement is no greater than finding a mountain so high that from the top of it all
Reply to Mr. Mair's Sixth Letter.
is often between two translations. Your quotation by the countries on the opposite side of the globe could
MB. G. M. MAIR, IJear Sir: I am not surprised no means changes the nature of the confession Euse- be seen, etc? None at all. That I am correct I
that you still wish to decry and denounce my author- hius made. Even if what you say ahout the Romans think I will be able to show you and our readers
'
ities, and thus break the force of their damaging is true, I have only to remark that Eusebius was when we have reached the proper thesis.
I am fully convinced that the entire Christian reproofs. This has been the persistent course of Chris- neither a Greek nor Roman, and did not write from
tianity for many hundreds of years. Origen and his a Roman standpoint. I notice you do not attempt ligion is based upon a system of falsehood and igno.
Christian associates in the third century carefully de- to evade the force of the confession of Justin Martyr ranee.
1. The claim that the earth and the other orbs and
stroyed all writings and books that militated against that the idea of a begotten son of God born of a virthe Christian story and creed. The writings of the gin, and of a crucified son of God, had earlier existed worlds were first brought into existence less than six
thousand years ago is false. Science demonstrates
extensive Christian sect, the Gnostics, who flourished in pagan religions.
It matters little to me, perhaps, what John Stuart this clearly.
in the first and second centuries, and who stoutly
2. The claim that the earth was created, and
maintained that Christ had no corporeal existence, Mill's opinion of Jesus might have been, and I ask
but was simply a spiritual personage, were destroyed. you to allow me to be as indifferent to them as you brought forth vegetation of all kinds, including
The elaborate and damaging arguments and state- are to those of the early Christian Fathers as to the flowers, seeds, and fruits, before the existence of the
ments of Celsus showing up the false claims of Chris- antiquity of theological myths. I do not object to sun, is false.
3. The claim that a firmament was made to divide
tianity were purposely extirpated. All that is now Mill, Theodore Parker, yourself, or any other person
known of what Celsus wrote is from what Origen entertaining a favorable opinion of the character of the waters above it from those below, and that rain
quoted from him in his attempted refutation. All an ideal Jesus any more than for a high regard for was produced by the windows in this firmament
the original writings of Celsus were destroyed by Kris-Kringle, Robinson Crusoe, John Bull, Brother being opened, is false.
4. The claim that this firmament was capable of
Christians. And the warfare en unbelievers and Jonathan, or Miss Columbia. There is something
their writings has continued down to the present admirable in the character ascribed to each, but the sustaining water enough to cover, when the windows
were opened, the whole surface of the earth, is false.
time. Both heretics and their writings were pub- reality of all is equally mythical.
5. The claim that God endowed a snake with the
I hardly expected you would like my views on
licly burnt for hundreds of years. Bruno was burnt
at the stake because he taught scientific truths in miracles, but I cannot see why you should be at a intelligence and power to circumvent and defeat the
Servetus was loss to understand why I referred to the occurrence plans and undertakings of deity is false.
opposition to Christian dogmas.
6. The claim that four large rivers had their
roasted to death by a slow fire of green wood by of tornadoes, cyclones,-and strokes of lightning, when
your patron saint and reformer, John Calvin, be- by the ignorant and unthinking those phenomena are source in one little garden spot, and from it flowed in
cause he had dared to write a book in which he so often regarded as miracles. In treating the sub- different directions, is false.
7. The claim that man has existed less than six
denied that Jesus was his own father and the creator ject of miracles it seems to me very proper to conof heaven and earth. Thousands upon thousands sider natural phenomena that are often mistaken for thousand years, and that at that time he was morally
have been put to death in a similar manner and for miracles. You ask what all this has to do with the and intellectually high and then fell, is false.
8. The claim that previous to the windows of
similar reasons.
miracles of Christ ? It has to do with the subject of
heaven being opened all the species and varieties
How have unbelieving writers been denounced and miracles generally.
their productions tabooed ! How has Voltaire been
As a kind of "knock-down argument " you ask of animals, reptiles, birds, and insects came from all
abused by the church ! How has Paine been belied if raising persons from the dead, imparting sight the zones and quarters ·of the earth and gathered
and hit! books destroyed ! Thousands of copies of to those born blind, etc., are not miracles. I themselves into a large box, pitched without and
Paine's "Age of Reason" and others of his works readily answer, Yes; but I will have to wait till I within, which Noah constructed, and lived there
have been publicly and privately· burnt, both in have much better evidence than I have yet met with together without food, light, or air for thirteen
England and in this country. This was the only way before I can believe that any such events have ever months, is false.
9. The stories about :Moses producing what are
in which they were able to answer his arguments. taken place. Such feats have been ascribed to sevMany instances where the "Age of Reason" has eral different personages, but, unfortunately, the bare called the plagues of Egypt, changing all the water
been burnt have been brought to my knowledge. assertions is all we have to depend upon, and it is into blood, putting out the light of the sun, killing all
Gladly would they also have burned the author. In insufficient to convince one of an incredulous cast of the cattle and live stock, and all the first-born among
the same spirit have thousands of copies of my paper, mind. A person who can readily accept as fact the the people, opening the Red Sea, bringing forth water
THE TRUTH SEEKER, been burnt. Often do I get wildest unsupported assertions of unknown parties is from rocks, etc., I believe to be false.
'~he claim that Joshua stopped and parted a
letters informing me how some pious Christian has a very unsafe guide to depend upon. His opinions
rapid nver; that by a word he stopped the sun and
burnt copies of my paper. A few days ago a cler- are not entitled to much consideration.
gyman in one of the Western states snatched two
_You close Y?ur lette~ by a chall.enge to select any moon, is false.
11. The claim that 1881 year!' ago a person was
copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER from the hands of the muacle or senes of miracles havmg ~~;s strong eviperson who obtained them from me, and threw them dence to suppert them as Christ has to prove his. begotten and born without a natural father, and that
into the fire. It has been said many times that I You could hardly have asked for anything easier he was God, is false.
12. The claim that there is any proof, worthy of
ought to be burnt at the stake, and there are many performed. I explicitly said I did not believe a
who would gladly assist in that Christian occupation. miracle had ever been performed or taken place. I the name, that any of these thingtl are so is false.
I could easily enlarge upon these false claims to
I have myself served out a sentence of thirteen look upon all pretended miracles as of the same class
months' imprisonment, imposed upon me by Chris- and all alike unworthy of belief. So I will turn over the number of twenty dozen or more, but a single
tian hate and persecution because I presumed to speak for your comparison any of the pretended miracles dozen ?f the falsehoods upon which Christianity is
and publish again-"t its creed.
of Moses, the magicians of Egypt, Joshua, Samson,· ba.sed IS en~ugh for o.ur present purpose. And in
What if the cyclopedias do not recognize Higgins, David, Elijah, Ehsha, Zoroaster, Christna, Buddha, this connectiOn let me Impress upon your mind that
Taylor, and Inman? It is not to be expected and the Egyptian, Grecian, and Roman deities, demi- the apostolic :Fathers m2ke n·o ntention of the miramakes them none the less true and trustworthy. The gods and heroes, Apollonius, Simon Magus, Moham- cles .of Jesu~, nor of his. miraculous conceptitm, nor
cyclopedias are gotten up by Christians and to please med, St. Peter, St. Paul, St. Januarius, St. Jerome, St. of his matenal resurrectiOn. Ignatius, in the second
the Christian class. We, as unbelievers, cannot Patrick, and any others of the thousand and one century, was the first one to refer to the immaculate
expect, either in England or in this country, that saints who are said to have performed miracles, and conception. The four canonical gospels and the
Christian writers will do us justice or give us an let you compare them with those ascribed to Jesus, book of Acts, which contain the account of the mirequal show. But few abler or more honest men and allow you to discover, if possible, any particular acles of Jesus and. his apostles, were not spoken of,
have arisen than Higgins, Taylor, and Inman. It is difference in them. They are all unnatural, impos- quoted from,. nor hmted at till the latter part of the
quitfl possible they may have been led into a slight sible circumstances, and all depend wholly upon secon~ century. .Thus we learn that the gospels had
error here and there, but such instances are few and somebody's say so, all equally unproved, and all no existence until then, and that the doctrine of
miracles was to a great extent an after-thought, gotinsignificant. Their arguments and facts have not equally unworthy of belief.
been and cannot be disproved.
Inman's most
Not to be any less enterprising than. yomself, I ten up more than a hundred years after thfl time
effective arguments against Christian claims are challenge you to produce the proofs that any one of Jesus is said to have given up the ghost. Let me
based upon statues, inscriptions, coins, and other the miracles ascribed to Jesus ever took place; and I ask you, is it not really a most singular fact if Jesus
works of antiquity found in the ruins of ancient cities hereby give you notice that I shall require better was begotten without a father; if when he grew up
and now in the British Museum. He requires the in- proofs than are found in what are called the gospels to m~nhood he performed sue~ miracles as raising peodorsement of no cyclopedia or other Christian pub- of Matthew, Mark, Luke, John, Andrew, Nicodemus, ple from the dead, and causmg those to see who had
lication to sustain him. The facts he gives are Philip, Bartholomew, Judas, Pilate, or any others of no eyes, or who could not see with them if they had
accessible to all, and cannot be overthrown. I have the hundreds of the so-called gospels which the sec- eyes, that these affairs were not mentioned or
said but little about Jacolliot. He has been much ond and third centuries were so prolific in producing. quoted till a century after his death? Is it not
objected to because he applied the name Jezeus I regard them all as falsehoods and the repetitions indeed more than probable if those marvelous stories
Christna to the Hindoo savior; and he has been of falsehoods. 'fhe authors of them are wholly un- had been true they would frequently have been in
accused of falsifying because the name Jesus Christ known, but it is almost a positive fact that not one of the mouths of the apostolic Fathers?
Truly has it been said by Judge Waite: "A hundred
is so nearly like it. Madam Blavatsky, however in them was written by the persons to whom they are
"Isis Unveiled," corroborates Jacolliot, and says ~he ascribed; and so starting out with a falsehood as to years of silence, by Christian writers, is at leastwonhas heard in India, among the worshipers of Christna, the ~rite~s, no confidence can be placed in anything derful, if such miracles were then believed. And
the identical name J ezeus Christna used over and that IS said by them. They are undoubtedly compi- equally wonderful is the fact that no Jewish or
over ag~~;in.
you can. onl.Y ~ucceed in .d.enouncing lations of lege~ds and traditions that had passed heathen historian, during that period, has recorded
and castmg aside all antiChnstian authonties, and in from mouth to mouth for three or four generations that such events were reported of Jesus, and believed
h~ving all pro-Christian writei:s f'!lly accepte~, you (much like the folk-lore, ghost and witch stories by his _followers. It is not probable that Christ
will doubtless be able to mamtam your positions· of Germany, Scandinavia, and other countries), ever claimed or pretended to work miracles. Such
but this you will hardly be able to accomplish.
' and changed, enlarged, and exaggerated as igno- pretensions would hav detracted from his exalted
Your sneer at my arguments relative to Tacitus and rant and credulous people invariably change and character, and would have placed him upon a level
Poggio Bracciolini may be well enough, but if you exaggerate their extravagant myths and legends, with Simon Magus, .Apollonius, and other miraclehave any proofs that Tacitus's .Annals were known and when committed to writing they were claimed workers~of that age. Beyond what is contained in
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the epistles of Paul, it does not appear that any
claim was made to the power of working miracles in
the church until about the middle of the second century" (History of the Christian Religion to .A.. D.
200, p. 374).
It must be admitted that documentary evidence is
a very poor kind of proof to sustain a miracle. It is
much more so when the documents are written by
persons who did not themselves witness the performance of the miracles, as was the case with Matthew, Mark, and Luke, and still more so when the
documents are pretended to have been written by
Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, but were not, in
fact, in existence till after they had been in their
graves a hundred years. If there is a falsehood in
the authorship of these documents, wliat reasonable
reliance can be placed on the supernatural and impossible events said to have been performed?
In leaving the subject of miracles, let me suggest
that if miracles were necessary to establish the truth
of the mission of Christ, and he possessed the power
to perform any act he pleased, he did not take the
best possible way to convince the world and to hand
down to unborn millions the great proofs of his
divinity. If it is necessary to the salvation of the
world that it should believe in his divine parentage and in his power to perform miracles, he
was certainly derelict in his duty not to have given
the most convincing proofs and to have placed the
same before every human being. How much more
convincin~ it would have been, inste~d of his ~eing
begotten m secret and darkne~s, w1th?ut a smgle
witness, to have come openly, m the hght of day,
direct from the. Fat~er's thr~n.e, through th~ vault
of heaven, showmg himself visibly ~~d u~m1stakably to the whole world ! How s.tnkmg .It would
have been had the Father and _Son, 1~ celestial glor:y,
approached the earth, a':ld st1~l, while far .ll:bove 1t
have halted and rel';lamed m one pos1t10n for
twenty-four hours, wh1le the globe made a revolution ?n its.axis, and thus have given a chanc~ for a!l
the mhab1tants of the earth to see th~m: Th1s
would have been far more ope;'l a~d conv1~cmg than
for God to seek a young maiden s sleepmg apartment all:d do a secret act, when no one knew
~ught of 1t,_ and the c_uckol_d husband be le_ft to dre~m
It out for h1s own satisfactiOn and for the mformatwn
of the whole. world.
.
.
. How easy_It w~uld be for all man!Und to beheve
m Jesus Chr1s~ bemg the son of G?d if every year he
would show himself to the world m ~he space above
the eart.h so that all could see _h1m! It wo~ld
not r_eqmre a very great effort on h_Is part to do th1s;
and 1f he helped mortals to beheve, and thus be
saved. from an endless hell, he could well afford to
put himself to t~at .much trou?le. It would be so
much more convmcmg to see h1m every year than to
be compelled to take somebody's unreliable statement, whom we do not know to be truthful or:vorthy
of confidence, and who know no more about It than
ourselv~s.
. .
.
.
.
Yes, if a behef m miracles IS of such n:~m~nse c~n~equence as the early advocates o~ ~he Chnst1an rehg· IOn and the found_ers of other re.hgiO';!B suppose~, a-nd
t~e eternal happmess of mankm.d h1~g~s on th1s behef, what a sad and mou~nful thmg It IS that some
pla~ could not by t~e ~1sdom ?f heaven hav been
devised so that a behef m the miracles and pow~r ~f
Jesus should hav been brought home to every md1vidual, and s~ t.hat his miracles should not ~av been of
~he same suspwwus chara~ter, and related m the same
Imperfect, slovenly, unreliable manner resorted to by
the founders o~ all the fal~e religions, false redeemers,
and false savwrs of wh~c~ the ~orld has had so
many, long before the Chr1st1an dem1-god was thought
of! This must ever be the great regret of the world.
THIRD THESIS.

Our next thesis reads thus: "The story of Jesus
and his mission in the world is unhistorical; it is
not corroborated by contemporaneous history."
This thesis you sub-divided into, .Firstly: "It was
not written by Jesus himself nor by his apostles;"
Secondly: "What are called the four gospels are
unauthentic or spurious productions. Not one was
written by the person whose name it bears, and not
one was known to be in existence until one hundred
and fifty years after the reported death of Jesus;"
Thirdly: "There were large numbers of what were
called gospels and epistles in the first few Christian
centuries, which were not admitted into the Christian canon, but vied with the canonical gospels in
correctness, and were as well entitled to be admitted as a large majority of the books that were called
inspired and were accepted as such;" Fourthly:
"The early Christian Fathers were designing, hypocritical, and dishonest. Their contentions and quarrels about matters of faith and the authenticity of
certain gospels and epistles continued for centuries."
'l'his thesis, with its sub-divisions, is pretty extensive, but has been already alluded to, and asserted.in
substance several times. This reply has already
reached too great length to admit of entering thoroughly into the subject now. You will hardly dispute that Jesus himself wrote no part of the four
gospels, or that there is any account that he left a
word of anything in writing. That hundreds of
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gospels and epistles were produced within the first ination of the four canonical gospels, but for the
four centuries you will also hardly deny. Many of present will repeat what I have said before, that
these have been lost in the lapse of centuries, while among the gospels used· in the early Christian
many still remain. The four canonical gospels of churches, and which were alluded to and quoted by
the New Testament, after many years spent over the Fathers and Christian writers up to the year 170,
them in quarreling, contentions, and fighting, have the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were
been accepted as the veritable word of God, while not among them. There is no proof that can be
all the others were discarded as bogus, spurious, and adduced that those gospels were known or had ever
false gospels. In the contention that took place on been heard of up to that time. This I claim is the
this exciting question the bishops and leaders of the next thing to proof positive that they were not in existchurch often denounced the canonical gospels as ence till then. Had they been known, had they been
spurious, and proclaimed some of the apocryphal in existence, they surely would have been quoted and
gospels as genuine, and their disputations, conten- referred to over and over again by the Fathers, bishtions, criminations, and recriminations were kept up ops, and teachers of that time. There is no escape
for more than a hundred years.
from this conclusion. Had they existed from the
Some of these gospels related partly the same in- days of the apostles, as is pretended, they would
cidents and miracles contained in the canonical goa- have been referred to thousands of times before the
pels, while others contained quite a new set of year 170.
You cannot deny that in neither of the canonical
wonderful events ; and it is not strange that the
early Fathers and bishops were sorely troubled to gospels is it claimed that they were written by
decide which among all these conflicting claims were Matthew, Mark, Luke, or John; nor is it once
true. In some of the gospels which we have several Glaimed that they were written by inspiration, or
astounding miracles related, which even you, with that the smallest amount of divine aid was required
all your faith, will hardly iniist that I must accept to get them up. They are incongruous, irregular,
diverse, contradictory, and quite too imperfect
as truth or merit eternal hell by not doing so.
One of these gospels, the Protevangelion, gives the to ascribe to a being of infinite _POWer and wisdom.
account of the Virgin Mary's being begotten, of the I will not now take the time to pomt out the numerous
ministration of angels to her mother, of miraculous discrepancies and contradictions, or the wide differevents which took place in her infancy and child- ence between the first three canonical gospels and
hood, of the annunciation of the angel to Mary about the fourth. I may dwell upon their incongruity in
the visit from the Holy Ghost, and the overshadow- my next. I will, however, call your attention to the
ing business ; of the the trouble of Joseph and the fact that in the copying process through which they
,whole thing being explained to him in a dream; of have passed an unlimited number of errot;s have
Mary's bringing forth Jesus in a cave; of the farm- taken place, every copyist having the option to make
ers, the shepherds, the sheep, and the fowls of the air changes whenever he pleased. It is stated that
standing still while birth tookflace; of a bright cloud thirty-two thousand different versions of the New
which stood over the cave; o the cave being filled Testament are in existence. That fearful errors in
with light; of a mountain dividing and taking in translation were made is fully proved by the imElizabeth and her young son John to enable them to portant changes made by the revising committee,
which for the past ten years has been working over
escape from Herod, etc.
In another gospel-Infancy-some very astound- what passes for the word of God. It is said they
ing miracles are narrated; how Jesus, when an infant have expurgated hell and made a great number of
in the cradle, spoke and informed his mother tha1. he changes. It would seem that God must be very inwas the son of God, of cures performed by the very different about the errors in his book if he will let
eighteen hundred years pass by with thousands of
little Jesus, of devils being cast out by the virtue in
the swaddling-clothes, of idols falling down before errors uncorrected. It is not at all improbable that
him, of a leprous girl being cured by the water in the tinkering and revisinJ,! may be kept up until
people lose about all the respect and reverence they
which Jesus had been washed; of other lepers cured ever entertained for.the incongruous medley by unand devils cast out; of a young man turned into a known authors.
mule, and being changed into a young man again by
It will of course be incumbent upon you to show
the baby Jesus being placed upon his back; of Jesus
that the four canonical gospels were written by the
causing a well to spring forth from a sycamore tree; persons whose names they bear. If you can show that
sick children cured by the wash-water of Jesus; of
they were quoted or mentioned by the early Fathers
the child Caleb being thrown into a hot oven and into and writers previous to the year I have named you
a well without injury; of a princess and more lepers will certainly point it out. Failing to do this you
cured by Jesus' wash-water; of a girl whose blood will be compelled to yield that those gospels were
Satan had sucked and who was placed in a verv bad not in existence till the year 170, and that it is an
congition being ~ured by Jesus' swaddling-clothes; arrant falsehood to assert that they were written by
about Jesus making Satan take the form of a dog; Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John. Mosheim, in his
about Jesus making animals and birds of clay and " Ecclesiastical History," informs us that it was a
infusing them with life; about Jesus widening and habit of the early Christians to attach great names to
contracting gates, milk pails, sieves, and boxes nQt their writing& in. orde1: to. cover t.4eir want of merit
properly made by Joseph; about Jesus stretching or truth. In speaking of the pretended histories of
the lumber on which Joseph had been working those early times he says: "Several histories of his
two years making a throne, but had made it two life [Jesus's J and doctrines, full of pious frauds and
cubits too short; how Jesus changes boys into kids and fabulous wonders, were composed by persons whose
then changes them into boys again; Jesus brings a intentions perhaps were not bad, but whose writings
dead boy to life and kills tw:o other boys; Jesus is discovered the greatest superstition and ignorance.
sent to school to Zaccheus us to learn his letters, but Nor was this all. Productions appeared which were
he teaches the old man, and upon being sent to an- imposed upon the world by fraudulent. men as the
other schoolmaster who attempts to whip the child, writings of the holy apostles "(Eccl: lhst., London
the master's hand withers and he dies; J eslii.B at four ed., 1847, p. 31). The four canomcal gospels-unyears of age makes muddy water clear, ma~es sp.ar- doubtedly belong to this class.
rows of mud, withers a boy who offen~ed h1m; kills
It does not appear that St. Barnabas, bishop of
another boy smites another with bhndness, aston- Milan, knew anything of the four canonical gospels;
ishes his tea~her by his learning, etc.
neither did St. Clement, bishop of Rome; neither
The gospel of Nicodemus, after giving an ac- did St. Hermas, bishop of Philippolis; neither did
count of Jesus' arrest, trial, condemnation, and ex- St. Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna; neither did St. Igecution, details how men were raised from the dead, natius, bishop of Antioch; neither did Papias, bishstartling adventures in hell, quarrels about the ex- op of Hierapolis; neither did Quadratus, bishop of
pected arrival of Christ, Christ's descent into hell; Athens; neither did Aristides of Athens; neither
death and the devils in great horror thereat, he did Hegeseppus; neither did Justin Martyr; neither
tramples on death, seizes the prince of hell, and did Melito, bishop of Sardis.
takes Adam off to heaven. Christ gives Beelzebub 'The first man to mention the four gospels was
power over Satan; with astonishing accounts about Irenreus, bishop of Lyons, who flourished in the latpersons from hell visiting earth and vanishing sud- ter part of the second century. He was the first to
denly and returning to hell, with investigations on insist upon four gospels, and the reasQUs which he
the part of Pilate, etc.
assigned why there should be no more and no less
I will not detain you with further mention of the than four seem ·weak and frivolous-because there
other gospels,.but will rema~·~ that they.st<?~d on an are four universal winds and four quarters to the
equality in pomt of authentiCity and rehab1hty. In globe. He said the Word or Architect of all things
the several councils held by the church to decide gave the gospel in a fourf.ol~ shape. . H~ evinced a
which should be regarded as the word of God and special fondness for estabhshmg a behef m the four
which not differences of opinion prevailed. Some of gospels, and i~ is not .il_nprobable that h~ h~d somethe clamo~·ous contestants thought certain gospels thing to do w1th devlSlng them or mod1fymg them
that were discarded should have been accepted and from other gospels. Dr. Davidson was doubtless
that some that were accepted should have been dis- quite correct in denouncing Irenreus as blundering
carded. It has been stated by some authorities and unreliable. This is the first man known to have
that the gospel of Luke was admitted to the ?anon made allusion to either of our four canonical gospels.
by a single vote. In th~ m~nner o! stateme';lt; m the But more of this hereafter. I am, sincerely yours,
uncertainty of authorship, m the 1mprobab1hty and
D.M.B.
impossibility of the narratives, there seems very little
THE" Besant-Hatchard Debate" (price 25 cents) is
difference between the canonical and the apocryphal
gospels. The one class presents as lll:uch proof of a good book to read and loan to Ch;istiau friends,
being written or dictated by Eternal W1sdom as the who will be astonished to see how easily Mrs. Besant
overthrows the champion which the English church
other, and that is just none at al!.
.
.
I have not room here to enter mto a h1stor1c exam- put forward.
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JJIJisc'[llal(tOns.
Ways and Means.-Concluded.
.AN APPEAL FOR THE NATIONAL LIBERAL LEAGUE.

PRACTICAL ESTIMATES.

But let us return to the £nancial basis upon which
the League must now b~ placed for eff~ctiv wor~.
Men are liberal enough With money for philanthropic
enterprise if they hav confidence in the cause to which
they are asked t? contribute a~d approve of its objects-and the Liberals are .as hb~ral as a~ybody. In
this republic of 50,000,000 mhabitants, With not over
10,000,000 of them members or attendants upon any
church, it would not seem extravagant to make the
following estimate:
First. That there are 5,000 Liberals perfectly able
and entirely willing to take an annual membership _in
the National Liberal League and pay one dollar font.
That would make an annual revenue of $5,000.
Second. There is no doubt either that there are 500
Liberals able to take a life membership and pay $25
for it. That would make a fund of $12,500.
Third. Also there are 1,000 Liberals in the United
States able to contribute annually as a free gift directly to the treasury of the League $10 each. That
would make a fund of $10,000.
Fourth. There are also 100 staunch, strong, philanthropic Liberals in the United States perfectly able to
giv $100 each, who could giv that sum and never feel
the loss of it, $10,000.
These sums make a grand total of $37,500.
$37 500 ! That seems an enormous sum to come
out of the pockets of skeptics, Atheists, J.?eists, Agnostics Spiritualists, Infidels, and Freethmkers. It
certainiyis larger than has ever yet been contributed
by them for any common purpose. And yet $37,500
would be a mere bagatel in the treasuries of the 10,000,000 benighted rank and file who attend and support the churches. Suppose only one dollar per annum contributed by each Christian. That would be
$10,000,000 for them to begin with. _But nobody who
is anybody in the churches gets off With only a dollar.
In most churches the plate goes round regularly at
every service on every Sunday. There isn't a Bridget
servant girl in any city, working for eight dollars a
month who does not pay at the least five dollars a
year ~nd many of them twice as much, into the coffers 'of the church. This sum is lured from her
pockets by her love of ostentation, ceremony, and
scenic display, but is mainly extorted from her fears.
Will not Liberals give from their intelligence to
spread the light that shines in their own souls, a
small per cent of the su~s tha_t these del~ded cre~
tures giv to please their vamty and reheve their
fright?
But let us go above Bridget and just look, item by
item at what it costs an average church man to save
his s~ul. First, the pastor's salary, which sometimes
takes the shape of pew rent, amounts
Per annum to . . . . • • • . ........................... . $10
2
Foreign missions ................................... .
Bible Society ...................................... .
2
Tract Society ...................................... .
1
1
Sunday-school-two children, one penny each per week ..
Hymn-book, prayer-book, Bible, etc. (wear and tear) ... .
~
Church journals ................................... .
1
Church fairs ....................................... .
1
Church repairs ............................._........ .
Fire, light, salary of sexton, etc ...................... .
1
Total.. ...................... · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · · $23
There are as many as 1,000,000 heads of families
in the United States whose church connection costs
as much as $23 per annum, making an aggregate
sum of $23,000,000. Further than that there are as
many ali 10,000 Infidel, Freethinking heads of. families, who do not believe one word of the doctnns of
the church; and yet, for.the sake of patronage and
popularity, they are paymg an average of $23 per
annum into the church treasury, aggregatmg $230,000 of Infidel money doing Christian duty in the
churches. Is it so preposterous, then, th~t I _call ~qr
the enlistment of less than 10,000 Freethmkmg Liberals, who will contribute an aggregate of $37,500 to
. · ordi'nances of a. Freethought Na support th e d Ivme
tional Liberal League? I know It can b~ done. If
not immediately, it can be grown up to m no very
great length of time.
But lest I be deemed as looking at Liberal resources with too big eyes, I will cut down the estimate one half, and then we hav $18,750. Th~t is a
modest and moderate little sum to ask of the Liberals
of this republic per annum.
7

$ 18_,_5_0
Now let us see what can be done with ............. ·__
First. A business office large enough to accommodate
sessions of committees, rent per annum ......... $ 500
Second. Outfit of desks, chairs, copyin&" press, t~pe
writer, blank books, postage, stationery, fire,
gas, etc ................................... .
500
Third. Two clerks, women, one short-ha~d cor;:esponding clerk, one bookkeeper and copyist, $o00 each 1,000
Fourth. Office boy, acting also as messenger and
semi clerk ................................. .
250
Fifth. Secretary of the National League, giving his
1 500
whole time ................................. .
•
Sixth. Chairman of the National Executiv Committee
1,500
gi villg full time ........ , ................... ..

18~1.·

Seventh. Chairman of the National Financial Comomnipotent power. Suppose, .then, that from this
mittee, giving full time lecturing, soliciting, and
day
onward every Libe-ral will pledge himself to be
1,500
collecting .................................. .
one of ten thousand liberal men and women; that
Eighth. Twenty chairmen of state committees in
he will join his $1, $5, $10, $25, $100 to theirs and
twenty of the principal states at $500 each.
(These chairmen can increase their pay by lecemploy and pay agents to be the planning heads and
turing, selling books, etc.) .................... . 10,000 working hands for the whole body of ten thousand,
1,000 they furnishing the collectiv will, the moral support,
Ninth. Advertising ........... -· ....•............
Tenth EJrpenses of Annual Congress ............. .
300
the responsiv praiee or· censure, and the material aid,
$18,050 and the agents doing the activ practical work.
No Liberal ought to feel that he can liv in this
This shows that $18,750 would put the National world and not pay his share. Because he is not a
League on its feet, set all its departments in motion, church-member, that does not exempt him from proenlarge its field of enterprise, and giv it a good moting the well-being of the race to which he
working force of laborers who can be increased as belongs, nor from contributing to its enterprises.
the demand for them increases and as the revenue to Quitting the church to shirk paying the fare on his
pay them is contributed. The sum of $18,750 would life passage is a poor motiv for leaving it. Condo this and leave $700, a good safe balance, over at tributing his $23 for years for the promotion of
the end of the year in the treasury.
error, all the more he should make up lost time and
Of course these figures are given as a sample of increase or double his $23 the rest of his days for
what might be done-not what actually would be the promotion of truth; or never having entered the
done. Organization on this scale cannot be estab- church, he should all the more identify himself with
lished all at once. It will hav to begin small, the opponents of her aggressions and help rid huwith few assistants on low salaries, and grow by de- manity of them. There hav been men who hav
grees.
given their last precious well-remembered souvenirs
THE EGQ-WH.AT GOOD?
to some cause great enough to command the sacrifice.
There
hav been women who hav torn off their rings,
But what advantage will it be personally to aiiy
their
diamonds,
their bracelets, and sold their hair,
Liberal to send contributions and make sacrifices to
promote mental liberty and aid such organizations as to promote enterprises of patriotism. But in this
the Liberal League ? In a word, what will he get country and now there is no need of real sacrifice.
for it? Well, these following are the advantages, The League asks of Liberals only contributions out
and they are great. They are worth all the contri- of their abundance-what they will never miss, but
butions and all the sacrifices if they can be secured. which will return to them many fold in the sense of
First. If the Liberals of this country can bring the good it will do.
After the church, what? Shall it be the deluge?
about taxation of church property they lighten their
own taxes. They make that property pay which now Shall it be, as they claim, the sinking of all the
pays nothing, and in that proportion relieve their supports of civilization, of morality, of prosperous
industry? It behooves every Liberal to look well
own property which now pays more than its share.
to
it that humanity receives no detriment from the
Second. If they can remove theologic books and
religious exercises from the public schools, the minds going down of that long, low, rakish, privateer
of their children will no longer be warped and which has been so many ages roaming over the spirtainted with error requiring constant watchfulness at itual seas and preying upon the legit.imate commerce
home to counteract and eradicate it, even if the taint between man and his creator. Organizations like
the League in each nation will easily absorb her,
of it ever can be removed.
substitute true principles for her errors, and steady
Third. If they can take the administration of the
laws out of the hands of religious societies, or still the moral, social, and polit~cal movement as debetter, repeal the obnoxious laws themselvs, they cayed institutions go down and as humanity moves
on its career.
can subscribe for a Liberal journal and hav it sent to
SPIRITUALIST-MATERIALIST.
them without imprisoning its editor. They will then
be placed on the footing of the most favored subThe Liberalism of the United States is divided
scribers, along with those of the New York Observer, into apparently separated but in reality very nearly
Evangelist, or Christian Advocate, whose editors can related camps. They may be commonly designated
publish tracts, Bibles, and other obscenities without under the name of Spiritualists, scientists, and hubeing arrested, tried, and imprisoned by agents of manitarians. Almost all Spiritualists are disl'enters
vice societies.
from the church and heartily approve the Liberal
Fourth. If the Liberals can secure abrogation, or League platform. All the others are a little more
great modification of all the superstitious part of the vehemently dissenters from the church, and heartily
Sunday laws, all the people will be free men and approve of the conduct of this life and views of this
women on Sunday, free to travel, to go on excursions, world which the Spiritualists cherish. They differ
visit parks, libraries, worlds' fairs, seaside resorts, solely and only concerning other worlds than ours.
churches, theaters, or stay at home, just as they It would seem that these hosts might amicably unite
please. Now the Sundar l~ws shu~ up theaters, on movements and measures concerning the affairs
libraries, museums, worlds fairs, and, m many states, of this world on which they do agree, and press their
stop the excursion steamers and rail trains, so that affirmations on the one hand that "death does end
you cannot move unless they let you.
all," and on the other that "eternity ends nothing"
Fifth. They will feel that they belong to a great, elsewhere than in conventions and journals where
growing, educativ organization which is breaking both meet for a common purpose. United, these
the fetters of superstition, enlightening minds, hosts would be invincible. The Spiritualists hav a
spreading humane common sense, inculcating princi- high estimate of organization. They do form sociples of honor, and in all ways doing great good in eties, hold conventions, pay speakers; and it is
the world. They will get for themselvs instruction, desirable that all Liberals should import more of
culture, and social life in the League; and, as it this organizing element into their camp. The
grows and its principles and the results of its orpresent directors of the League make no issue on the
ganiz~tion more and more appear, it'3 members and questions debated between these Liberal camps.
supporters will be proud to be a part of it.
They hav many friends in each and all, and will try
Are not any one of these advantages desirable to to hold the scales impartially between all. These
be gained, and are they not altogether worth the $1, solicitations for contributions to the League fund are
the $5, the $10, the $25, even the $100, that this sent to Liberals, including Spiritualists, in the hope
appeal asks you to contribute to the Liberal League? that all will respond for the purposes mentioned, and
The money contributed to the League for these that all shall reap the reward of secular liberty as
purposes will be sacredly devoted to the objects far as we achieve it.
specified. Infidels are not embezzlers nor defaulte:r;s,
Now this article is not written merely for holiday
and those who contribute to its funds can safely rely pastime to amuse a reader for an hour and then be
on strict and straight accounts and an honest appli- forgotten. It is written for a high and holyf.urcation of the money to the legitimate objects pro- pose, and with the hope to arrest the attention o the
vided for in the League Constitution, most of which reader and set him to thinking over these things day
are outlined in this article. And the results will be after day-with the hope even to make him sleepless
fully published in the League reports, with credit to o' nights and giv him no rest until he does his own
contributors.
duty in the matter. This is a message from the
Now there is not a Liberal in the
States
h' United
d
h Recruiting Sergeant, and he asks the Liberals to
who would not like to see these t mgs one-w o whom it is sent to enlist. All able-minded men are
would not like to hav these results brought about; wanted-all souls five feet nine by the Spiritual
but how few hitherto hav been willing to put hands standard are asked to enroll themselvs in the Liberal
in pockets and help bring it about ! They would brigade. All11mall minds, narrow souls, feeble wills
enjoy the harvest, but never thil;tk of co_ntributing are expected to remain as camp-followers of the
seed. If by any miraculous wavn:w of hiS han~ Or
speaking of the word he could do It, thus magmfy- enemy. Address and remit to
T. C. LELAND, Secretary N. L. L.
ing himself, almost any Liberal would stretch forth
Headquarters, 201 East 7lst street, New York.
his hand and say the word. But he never refl.~cts
that he might be one of ten thousand who, moVlllg
MRS. CoLBY and Mrs. Smith closed their long and
together and with one united voice, could do it.
Suppose, now, every Liberal ~rom this day onwar_d successful engagemQnt in H.ochester the last Sunday
shall giv up the idea that he, JUSt one man alone, IS in February, the hall being crowded to its utmost
God Almighty, or can alone perform the works _of capacity. 1-Ield a reception for their many friends at
such a God but that all men and women are eqmv- Amy Post's Monday until 2 P.M., at which time they
alent to what most men mean by God Almighty, and left for Ridgeway to fill an engagement of three lee·
that even ten thousand wisely inspired, intelligently tures. Will giv three lectures at Gasport the followdirected men and women are afar an approach to ing week and commence an engagement in Cleve-
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land, Ohio, the third Sunday ?f March, to continue
until the third Sunday of Apnl.
Parties desiring their services for funerals qr week
evening lectures can secure them by addressing
Mrs. Colby and Mrs. Smith, care Thomas Lees, Cleveland, Ohio.

Lecture Notes.

takes them for his own. He knows no earthly titles,
no earthly powers, and he pauses no more. for the
righteous than for the wicked. All must submit to
his ordeal.
The exalted and the humble, the strong and the
weak, the rich and the poor, the learned and the
ignorant, the good and the bad, together and indiscriminately, he returns to the dust. He is not content with the "bearded grain" in the sheaf, he gathers the flowers. Blind to beauty, blooming youth
as well as hoary age must bow before him. Unsparing of virtue, he strikes the babe in its innocence,
the blushing maiden in her purity, the philanthropist
in his charity, as well as the most hardened and forsaken wretch of wickedness and crime.
We all are in the hands of Mother Nature. She
givs us our existence, and when life's fitful dream is
o'er, she takes it back again and folds it gently to
her bosom. Death, like birth, is but a process of
our being. It is one of nature's laws, as irrevocable
as it is fearful. Did I say fearful? Nay, to many
a poor and sorrow-laden being, struggling beneath
the awful load of misery and woe, hampered and
harassed by the rebuffs and disappointments of fickle
fortune, it is indeed a pleasing and a soothing balm.
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about to drop the curtain which is to hide him fror:'
our eyes forever more. When we look back at hi,.
honorable life, when we consider the good he ha~
done, is there, can there, be o;ne among us whu
thinks .that his end is eternal punishment? Away
with the cruel, absurd, and awful thought ! Belief
is based upon evidence. No man of good sense cai•
bE:!lieve when he sees, or thinks he sees, evidence to
the contrary, and if there is a God in heaven, believe
me, he is not such a cruel tyrant as to condemn a
good man· on account of his opinions, which he is a"
powerless to change as he is to change the color of
his hair or the higbt of his stature.
But I will say no more. "Honor's voice does not
provoke the silent . dust," and no words of mine ca11
soothe" the dull, cold ear of death." Let us remem1Jer· his manliness, forget his faults, and, returning
our lamented neighbor to the arms of nature, whos1·
son he was, bid him one long and everlasting farewell, and peace to his ashes.

Change is inevitable. From one stamping-ground
to another we Infidel missionaries make our way.
On Thursday, March 3d, I left the mountain-girdled
town of Port Jervis on a brief visit to the metropolis and the Manhattan Liberal Club. Before this
organization I spoke on the evening of the 4th, the
great day of fuss, folly, and frauds; the day when
a President is seated at the expense of the honesty
of the people who claim to cast a free ballot, but
who, on every band, are intimidated by capital,
creed, and custom.
The Liberal Club, however, is a living protest to
all the follies that afflict the race. I wish all the
Reply to Mr. Pillsbury.
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER could spend a Friday
evening at one of its meetings and be breathed upon
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
by its spirit.
The closing paragraph of Parker Pillsbury's letter.
Saturday, the 5th, saw me on my way to Binghamin your last number, reads as follows: "One thought
" To die; to sleep; .
ton, one of the most delightful towns of the old Emmore, and charge your readers not to forget it.
No
more,
and
by
a
sleep
to
say
we
end
pire state so far as beauty of scenery, fine dwellings
Exactly as the Democratic party gave itself away to
The heartache and the thousand natural shocks
and streets are concerned; but its people, the most I
slavery and slave-holders after the administration of
That flesh is heir to; 'tis a consummation
of them, need Liberalizing sadly. Creeds seem to
Devoutly to be wished."
John Quincy Adams, just so since the abolition of
hav crushed them prostrate, and it was with considslavery has the Republican party made itself the
erable effort that an audience of three hundred was
And. wished, alas! by many. Others there are, subtle, willing, unscrupulous ally of moneyed monopcalled out to listen to my first lecture upon the sep- born in the lap of plenty, in the atmosphere of peace, oly, until now the rule of the controlers of the cash
aration of church and state. But come they did, health, and happiness, and still others, and more is becoming more intolerable than was ever the reign
and at the close a number came forward and ex- than all, the cowards of conscience, who pause be- of the ' lords of the lash.'"
pressed thei:.: desire for organization. Other meet- fore the awful thought of what may come "when
Permit me to inquire of Mr. Pillsbury, or any
ings hav followed, the leaven is working, and the we hav shuffied off this mortal coil."
other person, whether there is any evidence to show
It is natural for man to try to lift the mystic veil that the Republican party is now any more the
prospects are that we shall soon organize a fine, flourwhich hides from view the future. It is natural for "subtle, willing, and unscrupulous ally" of the
isliing League in the city of Binghamton.
The local papers hav treated our meetings with man, thoughtful man, to hav his opinions and ad- money power since the abolition of slavery than the
contemptuous silence. To-day, however, I made up vance his theories as to that state which follows ruling element in it was before that time?
my mind, for the twentieth time, that Liberals had death. Yet it is a problem which has baffied and
Did not the moneyed monopolists adopt Abolisome rights which Christians should respect. I perplexed the master minds of all ag~s and all coun- tionism merely to gain their ends? and hav they
sallied out to the sarictum of the proprietor of the tries. Science is impotent. It has discovered many not always been the governing element in the Releading journ~l and laid the case before him. May of the most important laws of nature, revealed the publican party? What could the Abolition party
his name be immortalized! Yet I will not tell it secrets of electricity, and unraveled the mystery of alone, organically and simple, hav done? It frahere. This gentlemanly editor, who told me he was the stars; but on the shores of futurity it has ever ternized with monopoly, and Mr. Pillsbury admits
a Presbytei"ian, at once most cordially said he would stood blindfolded, and the great question remains it to be "more intolerable" than the other evil he
hereafter make any reasonable report of our meet- a matter of opinion still. Science has demonstrated fancies was remedied. It is a pity to hav virtue
ings. He trusted he was not so bigoted that he the indestructibility of matter. That we shall exist thus rewarded.
Yours,
N. EGGLESTON.
could not deal fairly by all; had the matter been beyond the grave is certain, but in what manner or
Solon, Ohio, Feb. 8, 1881.
called to his notice before he would hav had fair form we know not. "Life," says the eloquent orator, "is a narrow vale between the cold and barren
play shown.
Life Membership in the Leagues.
I came away with profound respect for this gentle. peaks of two eterniti;s." ~ea, 'tis a _littl~ isth~us
man, and vowed that his most creditable act should connecting t~e. mystiC contments whiCh_ he _behn~d
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
see daylight through the columns of THE TRUTH the points of birth and death. "We stnve m vam
Bro.
Burdge has struck the right key-note. Ten
to look beyond the hights," we seek and fail to
SEEKER, that others might read and admire.
dollars is enough to secure a life membership in the
And now, friends, through this most excellent me- know the future, for it is "that undillcovered counLeague. Liberalism is for the whole people, not for
dium, THE TRUTH SEEKER, which, whenever read, I try from whose bourne no traveler returns."
We meet to perform our last and saddest duty to aristocrats alone. We want the independent many,
find makes genuin Liberals, let me say, I am in the
not the high-toned few. Let us hav the change m
field all the time and ready for work. Let me hear one who lived and died a fearless man, who pro- the condition of life-memberl!lhip effected as soon as
from you from Maine to Pennsylvania. I will come fessed no knowledge of the hereafter, no faith in possible. I would suggest that the board of direcand giv your towns a shaking up and organize the Christian theory, but was content to stake his tors in issuing the call for the fifth annual conLeagues or work for those already organized, if you future upon the honor and uprightness of his present. gress giv notice that such an amendment of the
will only bustle about, write me, and furnish the At the request of hi;; family, his friends, and those Constitution will be proposed for action at that conmeans for work. Let me hear from the hundreds who loved him I am here to speak to you of the gress. The vote of three-fourths of the qualified
who are daily praying for the good time to come, departed, and although I can but. feel somewh~t out members present is requisit to secure the adoption of
of place, it is a task from whiCh I do not Wish to
but who forget 'tis a good time now.
an amendment.
shrink for it is ever pleasant for me to pronounce
Binghamton, N. .Y.
MRs. H. S. LAKE.
But friend Burdge should remember that the Libthe p;aise of the man who is a man, who is not
afraid to think for himself and to speak his thoughts, eral League Constitution was not framed by the
"commonality." Its framers hav vanished. The
Obituary.
however unpopular his opinions may be, or even
League had become too "plebeian" for them. It
discordant
with
my
own.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
He whose remains you are about to lay in the actually proposed to do some practical work, to atBy publishing the Inclosed funeral oration you will
tempt the removal of some popular evils. This
cold,
cold grave, was a faithful husband, and an
greatly oblige a very large number of friends of the
would never do, our motivs would be " miscondeceased. Bro. Weed was a Radical of the strong- indulgent father, an obliging neighbor, and an hon- strued." Let us reduce the life membership fee
est kind, and an ardent admirer of THE TRUTH est man. Though he was rough in exterior his was from twenty-five to ten dollars. Who seconds the
SEEKER and its editor. He was one of your earliest a kind and tender heart which went out to the wail motion?
E. C. W .A.LKER.
subscribers, and he stood by you when others became of distress, no matter from whom or whence it came.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa, Feb. 24, 1881.
His
house
was
the
house
of
hospitality,
and
all
felt
frightened and denounced you as too radical.
Bro. Weed was liked by everybody except the free and welcome round his hearth. Charitable,
extreme religionists, whose favor he did not court, none ever left his door in want when it was in his
Book Notice.
power to help. A patriot and a lover of liberty,
and whose opinions he handled with bare hand!!.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The funeral ceremonies were a credit to the cause. during the dark hours of rebellion and slavery he
The oration, singing, and exercises were acknowl- was on the side of union and abolition. He rose Permit me to call the attention of your numerous
edged, even by Christians, to be successful. " The above all superstition. His god was the god of na- readers to the "Outlines of Phrenology," published
Truth Seeker Collection" is very useful for such occa- ture, and to do good was his religion. He was hon- by yourself, its author F. E. Aspinwall, M. D., of
sions.. There was an immense assemblage, consider- est and frank, and of all things he despised, the Loudonville, N. Y. The work, as its title indicates,
ing the inclement weather, the ground being covered worst, by far the worst, was groveling hypocrisy. is a useful text-book for students of phrenology, its
by from five to six feet of snow, and the roads badly He courted no popularity, feared no one's opinion, <Jhart being the best for the use of practical phrenoland was outspoken to a fault. In those early_ days ogists that the writer has ever examined. It requires
drifted.
when
to be a Liberal was to be almost alone m the but a little outlay of time and labor to acquire an
Mr. Weed was fifty-eight- years old, and was born
world, excluded from society, and an object of elementary knowledge of phrenology, and this little
in New York state.
I hope that the Patch Grove Liberal League will mingled hatred, scorn, and pity, he fearless!y ~ent book is singularly adapted for that purpose.
All the popular phrenologists hav been consulted,
send you their resolutions passed on the sad occasion. his way, and remained alone the master of h1s mmd.
The oration was delivered by Mr. David 0. Perrin, He preferred the storm and tempest of free and though not. departing widely from their concluthought and free action to the dead calm of igno- sions, the careful author has seen fit to introduce one
of Bloomington. Yours for the truth,
rance and faith, and he lived to die surrounded by faculty, viz., "Temperature," which is not treated in
F. J. SCHELL.
friends, to see his opinions at least respected, and any other chart. The tables explain tbemselvs, and
Bloomington, Mich., March 6, 1881.
any one desirous of rounding out a symmetrical dehis cause becoming popular.
He had his faults, as we all hav, yet e'en his velopment, which can only be effected by restraining
0R.A.TION DELIVERED AT THE FUNERAL O:B' JESSE T. WEED.
faults "inclined to virtue's side." True, his rude very large faculties and cultivating small ones,
"All that liv must die,
manners and rough, profane expressions would not should not be ignorant of his own phrenological orPassing through nature to eternity."
stand the test of politeness, but after all they me~nt ganization and the rules necessary for its perfection
The pale conqueror is no respecter of persons. nothing, only that he was good natured, cheerful, so briefly yet graphically laid down in this compreHe enters the palaces of kings, the halls of the frank, and fearless, and oftentimes they were the hellsiv work. Price, 75 cent~:~. Sold by D. l\L Bennett. So much in so little.
Ef.LA. E, OlBSON,
mighty, and at his command those crowned heads harbingers of good and manly deeds t0 follow.
Barre1 .Ma.s.s. 1 F<tJb, 251 1881.
are bowed1 those haughty spirits are subdued-he
But our friend has crossed the rive1-. We a-re
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last you as long as you liv. '!'hat is as far as I go Comstock, the scoundrel.) Now lead us forever to
on that road.
Yours .truly,
W. S. RING.
truth and reason, and save us at last, as well as our
beloved republic, from the clutches of superstition
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA., March 12, 1881.
and utter darkness, and thi11e shall be the jewel
BELVIDERE, March 8, 1881.
Bru. YE FRIEND BENNETT: Upon reading good sister
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find draft for Elmina's appeal to be up and d0ing while the day with which all Liberals and truth-loving people will
$3.25-three dollars to apply 011 subscription and lasts it struck me that it was about time for me to crown you for having ltecomplished the power of
twenty-five cents for Ingersoll's lecture on "What sign that pledge, not for total abstinence nor for th(l truth nnd having made manifest the glory of light
Must We Do to be Saved?" Please put me down for support of orthodoxy, but for five dollars to send which shall shine with the most brilliant elegancy
for ever and eYer. Amen. So be it.
five dollars for your trip around the world.
you around the world.
Very respectfully,
J. Y. CROSBY.
Some friends seem to think that THE TRUTH SEEKER
BEETOWN, Wis., March 10, 1881.
can't be run in your abseuce ; but they must forget
FRIEND BENNETT: Your friends are making an effort
AuBURN, N. Y., Jan. 7, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: You can count me one of the requisit that you were under strict surveillance of the church to hav you make a trip around the world. There is
number who will giv $5.00 when called for toward not long since for eleven months, and the noble paper nothing I know of at the present time that I would
sooner spend five dollars on, especially if yuur trip
sending you around the world on the terms you came to us laden with truth just the same.
Now we want to show that church and Comstock around the world will be as entertaining accordingly
offer.
With my i{indest wishes for your prosperity and that instead of silencing their man and stoppin2' his as your trip to Brussels. So you can count on me
efforts in favor of humanity, they hav produced a for $5 whenever called on, and I am almost certain
happiness, I remain, Fraternally yours,
C. B. TUCKER. · world-renowned traveler and writer-one who will I can get two or three more subscribers for the same
henceforward deal such sledge-hammer blows to purpose.
Your well wisher,
JAMES HUGHES.
orthodox that they will yet curse the day that they
LAVETA, CoL., March 3, 1881.
BozEMAN, MoN. TER., Feb. 15, 1881.
Inclosed find five dollars-three dollars for THE interfered with his peaceful avocation; that they
MR. EDITOR: A.s the motion is made and seconded
TRUTH SEEKER ; one and a half for the "Infidel caused a ripple upon the placid minds of fifty thouAbroad," the remainder for Ingersoll's "What Must sand Freethinkers, which, upon a repetition of the that you make a tour of the globe, you can book me
aforesaid interference, might prove detrimental to for $5 in conformity with the terms. And further, I
We Do to be Saved?"
wish to say that I indorse the suggestion of John
Put me down for $5.00 for your trip around the the future welfare of theological institutions.
Now, Mr. Bennett, as it seems to be a settled fact A.. Jost,o Ogden, Utah, viz., that we should like to
world, to be paid when wanted.
that you will attempt the circuit of this globe, which hav the Hindoo Bible, and all others obtainable, not
Respectfully yours,
F. A.. MooRE.
was through some one's suggestion, and as some one too costly in time or money. What we Liberals of
BRADFORD, PA., March 13, 1881.
has suggei'ted that there be a monument erected to the West want are the bottom facts. And in this
FRIEND BENNETT: You may place my name on your the memory or Thomas Paine, which will undoubt- connection I wish to say (speaking for Montana) that
around-the-world list for $5. Hoping to help swell edly also be accomplished, I would like to make a we stand sadly in need of Liberal lecturers. To my
the numbers to the amount desired, I remain,
suggestion. Since my first reading of the contribu- knowledge there has never one entered our terriYours truly,
JAMES H. HARDISON.
tions a11d writings of that good old motherly soul, tory. We hav a population of nearly forty thousand,
Elmina, I hav been forced to believe that she has and as Lib~ral sentiment is in the ascendancy, it
DuDLEY, ILL., March 7, 1881.
never found her natural sphere, and as the future seems that It offers a favorable field for operations.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER : Inclosed find money order success of our good cause depends upon the proper The church is laboring with all its characteristic
for $15.00. Please credit (on around the world) to education of the rising generation, I would suggest zeal to make a stand. And I read in a territorial
Lewis Shrader, $5.00; Philip Brinkerhoff, $5.00; M. that she be called, not by God, but by fifty thousand paper that recently at Butte City thirty-two converts
RJwe $5.00, all of Dudley, Ill.
Ever yours,
Freethinkers, to the office of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and were added to their fold. It is true they are strugMARK RoWE.
there get out a juvenil paper suitable for the young, gling against heavy odds, as they themselvs hav acto the end that they may see the light of truth be- knowledged in my hearing. Nevertheless they work
CAwKER CITY, KAN., March 1, 1881.
fore their minds become clouded with the teachings away with an ardor which would be commendable
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed find money order for $4.00- of superstition.
if directed in the pursuit of truth.
'
$3.00 for THE TRUTH SEEKER t~.nd $1.00 on account. I
Now this suggests to my mind the propliety of
I hereby pledge myself to be one of a requisit
send this money because you hav been persecuted number to donate $5 or $10 that the above suggestion placing some of our lecturers in the field here to
and for the cause. May the devil help you, and if be carried out. Who will we hear from next?
counteract the influence of .the clergy. And to this
you lack anything to send you around the world I
end I shall propose that in the event a sufficiency of
Yours always for liberty,
J. A.. CuTsHALL.
can help you.
money shall not be subscribed for the ed'itor of THE
I will send you my hobby sometime.
HooPESTON, ILL., Feb. 27, lSSl.
TRUTH SEEKER to make his tour of the world, the
Yours,
D. S. VANDERWERT.
BRo. BENNETT: A.s a new soldier of the Liberal money will be paid in as originally intended, and
cause I wish to take the.liberty of addressing you for : t)ake up a fund to be use in hiring lecturers to
TusTIN, MICH., Feb. 28, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I am a lover of liberty, but a poor the first time. I am yet young, only twenty-five visit the West and other isolated localities.
Under the above considerations, I am perfeutly
man. If my pledge for the payment of five dollars summers hav I passed; and, alas, I hav lived to
toward your trip round the world is worth your enjoy life and extract the real happiness therefrom willing to let my subscription stand, to be used in
only for two years. Since then I hav become a Lib- that way; and if in the West such a proceeding
while please mark me down. Respectfully yours,
era!, it is strange to say, from the false pamphlets shall not seem practicable, or meet with the approD. R. MARVIN.
printed by Baldwin of Chicago. They hav also con- bation of others interested, or the required sum
verted about two dozen others, both men and women shall be raised for the tour of the world, then I am
LoNG LAKE, MINN., March 1, 1881.
of our neighborhood. How many more new convert~ willing to subscribe to a fund to be appropriated to
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find fl. ve dollars for
which please include me as a subscriber to the f~nd could we gain should people come in the possession the hire of lecturers as aforesaid, and will agree to
of the genuin articles, including THE TRUTH SEEKER! collEct every dollar within my power from those who
a trip around the world. Hoping the above may meet
I was induced to take your most valuable paper are willing to subscribe in my locality.
your approval, I remain,
Yours, etc.,
by Mr. Kelley, of Marion, Indiana, one of your readThe church is always on the alert, sending her
WILL F. BARRETT.
ers and a perfect gentleman, who has suffered much missionaries to every nook and corner of the earth.
for his true opinions. I'll never forget my friend They hav been here from the very pioneer days of
AsHLAND, OR., Feb. 28,1881.
Mr. Kelley, for the kindness which he has shown m~ the territory. Then I say, how it is possible for the
FRmND BENNETT: Should you make the tour around in his inducement. I render to him my warmest cause of truth to progress as it should without erethe world, set me down for a "V," also Joshua Beauthanks, and think that he will feel repaid by pledg- ating a fund to be used in the dissemination of its
mont for another. The money will be ready when you ing myself as a life subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER developments? However, I am well aware of my limsay the word. I would giv more for a history of around and by saying that my little influence will soon mak~ ited understanding of what the Leagues are doing
the world written by you, friend Bennett than all
the editor forward about six more copies out this or their object. I only began taking THE TRUTH
the other histories that hav ever been written. My way. When I hav finished reading my paper I send SEEKER the• first of last August, and consequently
best wishes go with you wherever you go.
it to ce:rtain parties or friends, who mostly feel know but little of what was done prior to that time
Fraternally yours,
0. CooLIDGE.
greatly interested in the same. The interested ones All that I reason from is the absence of Freethought
I'm most certain w~ll subscribe. They think the price lecturers in the West, where I know they are badly
WEsT UNION, IowA, March4 1881
of
the paper too high; but let them firsi; become ac- needed.
FRIEND BENNETT: A.s this is a big day in the Ea~t
And now as others hav indulged in suggestions
I sand you the name of Thomas Reeder and my ow~ quainted with the valuable contents of the same and
for the (big) book that will reach around the W.Jrld. they will not he5itate any longer. In a matter so will you pardon m_e for doing the same ? If so, i
solemn as that of religion, all men whose temporal shall suggest that If you should conclude to make
J. F. SMITH, Jr.
interests are not involved in existing institutions relic hunting a feature of your rambles, and should

~Iter§.

from Jlriend§.

TRIPOLI, IowA, Feb. 22, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: Put me down as one of them· and
when THE TRUTH SEEKER heralds the announce~ent
that "all things are ready," the $5 will· be immediately forthcoming.
Yours,
D.P. WALLING.
PLEASANT PRAIRIE, Wis.• March 15 1881
. the most slow in making
'
.
M R. E.DI:"OR: "He wh o .Is
a promis Is. the most faithful in its performance."
So I read m an almanac. True or not you may
count ?n a "V '' fr?m me to help buy your ~utflt. 'fhe
only nsk we run IS on your life, for if you liv to put
your book in press, and it is as well done as "Infidel Abroad," our ~oney is _well invested. I hav kept
no account, but thmk that If you will tell the friends
that you must know by the 15th of A.nril enough
will say go,
GEo. E. A~DRUss. .
ANoKA, MINN., March s, lSSl.
DEAR FRIEND: I will send you a post-office order
for $11-$3 for the TRUTH SEEKER up to May Sth and
$3 for two copies of "A.n Infidel Abroad," and $5 to
~dd to fund for your expenses if you go around this
little mote that God put I'n spa Ce Ill
· SIX
· days With
all its rolling stock, and pronounced it good. if you
make the trip I would like the book; if not, let the
five dollars be subject to my order. If you can
make the trip as interesting as your Brussel t .
was it will pay w ll I h
.
s np
1
of he&tlth on youret~ip aro~~~ ~~~ ~~cle~~:Jh~:ye~~

earn.estly desire to fl~rl the. tru.th. They seek in formatwn· as to the subJects m dispute, and as to the
conduct of the disputants.
Therefore, Bro. Bennett, we are so anxious to hav
you leave for foreign climes to report to us th t
':hich you ~re only guilty of~ and for which Chrj~.
tmns, especially that sneaking reptil and filthy
hellion, Comstock, made you suffer for-truth.
Call on me for $5 when you go abroad. When you
get to the deserts of Africa, and become hungry
don't go without something to eat for forty days if
you hav sufficien~ power left to make bread out' of
stone, for your faith, you must remember in an orthodox God ~s not sufficient to liv on the ~ords that
go through his mouth; but you can accommodate h's
majesty, the devil, by sending him to Jesus' superio~
Dr. Tanner, who speaks of fasting fifty days in Europe'
an~ who has alr~ad_Y fasted forty-one days in th~
Umted States. Wishing you success in all your undertakings, I am, for truth,
Yours truly,
W:r.r. J. GLAESER.
In conclusion, I wish to utter a prayer, as I became accustomed to the habit when yet a Methodist.
PAP BENNETT.
f tl
h
.
0
0
· ur a ler, w
art m heaven, hallowed be thy
?arne, thy paper c?me, thy will be done o11 earth and
m. the heavens. Giv us trhis day· substantial fpod of
sCience and of truth, and forgiv all transgressors as
~~:i~!~c~i~.rg~C~~f~;th~;l~~~:~/ooug trdanfsogrreTsosnedy
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run across any of the descendants of Balaam 's ass ·
send them home; they will -make illustrious profes~
sors of theological colleges, as well as pulpit ornaments. And if by cha!:ce you should ramble in
the wilderness and find one of Israel's scapegoats
let us hav that too. The importance of this reli~
naturally suggests itself. It will be a valuable contribution to the vice society. Anthony Comstock can
most appropriately be packed on its back, and driven
in the wilderness when in search of official business
and thus get rid of the sins of the Young Men's Chris:
tian Association.
·
There are many more relics that I think would be
valuable contributions to' the church, but I will not
bother you with them now.
In conclusion, I want to say that I read in my last
number of the New York Herald of "a miracle in
Maine "-the cure of a little girl near Portland who
was afflicted with some loathsome disease. The cure
was ~ffected _by passi~g her over a donkey every
mormng for mne mormngs, at the same time repeating theGword~:
the name of the Father, Son, and
Holy host.
t seems that the donkoy died, but
what became of the other three I presume has not
been ascertained. But the question with me is, from
whence came the curativ properties? If from the
doni{ey, why should he not be a victim of especial
Christian worship, or at least as much so as any of
the other three. And if mutually from the four then
·why does the donkey not deserve a place i~ the
trinity and make a quartet of it ? -If the donkey halil
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man nature is grander than all creeds. And did we elders; teach the masses that all creedal religions
not know the sting of the monster, had we not felt were born of barbarism, that their potentates fatten
its cruel fangs, its potency and tendency to ostra· upon the superstitions, ignorance, toils, and hardcize, its power of exclusion, the brand it is wont to earned wages of those who toil in fear and oppresstamp upon one who dares to think and decide and sion. Let man-made gods and devils flee away to
refuse to be coerced within its fold, we too should their natal caverns and v-anish forevAr, like the disSYRACYSE, N". Y., March 6, 1881.
think it a pretty good institution. Its face is comPly, solving ghost, in the mist that floats upward.
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
1\IR. D. M. BENNETT: That pet scheme of mine, to its surface manners persuasiv and winning, but oh,
P. S.-;-Now is the time to aid Rev. Geo. Chainey,
which I hav alluded, is this: About three months of its unrelenting persecutions when ·one dares opand ~nJOY a mental feast, by subscribing for a copy
ago, while looking for. rare relics and_ cu~·iosities, I pose its edict, let its own history speak !
discovered in an auctiOn house in this mty what I
You, Mr. Editor, hav espoused the cause of secu- of his monthly lectures to be delivered in Paine
·
G. L. P.
hav every reason to believe is the original old time- larism, hav avowed your enmity to church persecu- Hall, Boston.
piece useif at the creation during those few days be- tions of past and present phases. To do battle
THE PAINE MONUMENT.
fore the sun was placed in the firmament. As a against this powerful foe your energies are demand.
NEw BRITAIN, CONN., March 12, 1881.
matter of course I found it in rather a dilapidated ed at home. Note the late action of the M. E.
MR. BENNETT: I think this is an important step in
condition, and showing unmistakable evidence of church at Syracuse, N. Y. The "God in the Constivery rough usage from an angry somebody. From tution and Jesus Christ as the sovereign ruler of the the right direction. Now invite every newspaper in
the most careful investigations that I could possibly universe " scheme will yet be foisted upon our gov- the country,.both Liberal or otherwise, to. extend the
make I hav only so far been able to trace it down to ernment unless vigUantlywarded off at every attempt. invitation, so that every man, woman, and child will
that memorable battle of Gen. Joshua, where it did Leave not your post of duty; entertain not the pro- hav an opportunity to subscribe, and I would like to
most excellent service while the sun stood still posed trip, though honors entice with loving persua- see every person in possession_ of something as a
during one of those bloody engagements of ancient sion. Rather summon your cohorts, let the writer token or having helped in the erection o~ this mewield his pen and the. speaker proclaim from the morial to the champion of liberty. I hope every
times.
On the strength of my researches, I hav been rostrum, the guard be on duty, until the Comstock Liberal will do his duty.
Yours very respectfully,
W. GoRMAN.
offered the very modest sum of two hundred thousand postal acts are expunged from the national statutes.
P. S.-Inclosed find $1.00 for repairing the old monudollars for a one-fourth interest in this wonderful and every state shall hav erased from her constituW. G.
old cloud-disturber, but which at present remains tion such odious, barbaric enactments as those cited ment.
by Judge Comegys, of Delaware, under which statunaccepted.
GALT, ONT., March 12, 1881.
I now deed you, for the sum of one dollar, the re- ute he counseled the grand jury to indict Col. IngerMY DEAR BENNETT: I think a little well-earned
ceipt of which is hereby acknowledged, a one-fourth soU, and whose instructions had doubtless been folinterest in this rare old time-piece, hoping that it lowed out had a less noted person than the Colonel praise from your patrons must be pleasing to you,
will be some inducement for you while on your been assailed. Our liberties are jeopardized on every though I hope your many friends will remember
travels and investigations around this little planet, hand, the press is subsidized and intimidated, free that you are human, and that if you should receive
earth, to remain a short time in that wonderful speech is gagged, a premium is awarded falsehood the full measure that No. 11 calls for, you might be
country which Jahveh used frequently to visit and and dishonesty; truths of physiology, of sociology, for tempted to don the blushing honors and abdicate.
I hope our friends will excuse me if I shall take
take an activ part in the broils and turmoils incident which humanity groans in agony, are withheld lest
to those times, where were located the delightful their promulgators be arraigned upon the false plea an especial pride in passing around the little circle
grounds and, I presume, beautiful summer residence of obscenity, made possible under the Comstock of friends here with this number of THE TRUTH
of the celebrated Adam family, and which they possi- laws. True, Colgate of the vice society advertised SEEKER. I wish for many reasons I could put it into
bly might hav enjoyed for ages had it not been for his vaseline, with impunity, but let the poor, enfee- the hands of every family in the province of Ontario.
their intense love of apples, the love of which, at bled, overburdened wife and mother, already bur· The lender of papers is .often imposed upon, not althat remote period, must hav been considered the dened with too many offspring, seek counsel or aid ways. He soon knows whether those who read are
whereby she may be rescued from forced maternity, as able to buy as he is to furnish them gratis, and I
root of all evil.
I would suggest to you that while there you make agony, and misery worse than death, and '1'\0e Hnto can't help thinking that those who read this numdiligent inquiries concerning the old sun regulator of ber and her alleviator if the knowledge of it comes ber will want to see the next.
The trip to the Capitol is a worn-out theme, yet it
antiquity, and if you should succeed in bringing it to Comstock and his Christian cohorts!
Nothing for Liberals to do but send their captain is given with charming novelty. The description of
over from Gen. Joshua's memorable battle down to
about two hundred years ago, when it came into the abroad, and they quietly sit beneath the vine and Washington's monument, which is good for about
possession of the ancestors of the present owner, our read of his observations? Liberals, the vinyard calls six columns, from " our own correspondent," is struck
off here with a couple of slashes of the pen in
fortunes will be secured beyond a doubt. There is for earnest and faithful laborers.
Permit a suggestion. Let any one who has pro- twenty-three lines, and these letters are what the
millions in it. What say you to this enterprise ?
posed a contribution for the trip around the world masses want. They are boiled down, and we do not
Yours truly,
RALPH HELM.
need a11 "unabridged" to understand them. It is to
giv five or ten dollars to aid the spread of the gos- be regretted, perhaps, that this paper is not adorned
JANESVILLE, Wrs., March 1, 1881.
pel of Freethought in America. Let there be not
D. M. BENNETT: I believe that my subscription just only two hundred Liberal Leagues, but five hundred oy a good likeness of the grand old man, Chief Jusexpired, and I will renew for four months. I would working, activ Liberal Leagues, before the close of tice Comegys, who has immortalized himself by not
gladly send you three dollars, but I hav only one 1881. I hav no wish or money to speed Dr. Bennett letting that intellectual pagan, Ingersoll, very severely
doua·r to spare just now, but hope to hav another at from home, but even though a widow of limited alone.
It will be in order now for orthodoxy to erect a
the end of four months. I want to do the little that means, with a daughter to educate and support, I
I can to support your fearless journal, and wish that will cheerfully giv tive dollars to aid in the dissemi- fitting monument in his honor, with choice scenes
nation of this gospel of Freethought, will do mis- .from the Inquisition, present him with a dug-out
I could do much more.
The Liberals about here of my acquaintance are sionary work in the future as in the past. My love and little paddle, a copy of "Skulls and Reptils,"
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and then
mostly Unitarians and phenomenal Spiritualists, who for and adoption of the gospel of liberty has set me aletlife
him alone.
W. D. RENWICK.
feel little interest in what I call radical Liberalism, at variance with the members of the.paternal famL IBERAL, M 0., F e b . 27, 188L
and support papers chiefly of their school of thought. ily, and has caused those of ample means to withI am a Spiritualist who feels an interest in every hold pecuniary aid and to assume the air of "I am
BRo. BENNETT: Seeing an account in THE TRUTH
shade of Liberalism, and see no good reason why we holier than thou." I hav paid a dear price for SEEKER of G. H. Walser's enterprise of building a
cannot all work together in unity in matters of ma- accepting and championing the cause of liberty, town for the benefit of Liberals, I wrote to him at
terial reform.
freedom for all; but the blessed truth shone upon once, receiving a favorable answer. I came here and
I was greatly pleased with your letters of travel, my soul, dispelling superstition, felling altars and find Liberal located on a railroad in a beautiful
but still I do not favor the idea of sending you on a shrines, and slaying the priests at their official rites, prairie country with a fertil soil and plenty of coal
trip around the world. The same amount of money annihilating gods, devils, and burning hells, and in the adjoining hills, which is being shipped every
donated to the cause of Liberalism here at home, it upon these ruins reared in outline a glorious human- day. This is a most splendid plaoe for almost every
seems to me, would result in greater good ooth to ity, which love, reason, and wisdom shall direct, and branch of industry. The country being somewhat
you and your paper, and to Liberalism as well; but I whose inheritance shall be a future life of unending new, land can be bought at from $5 to $10 an acre.
may be mistaken.
progression.
This is the place for Liberals, with its natural adPlease giv my best respects to Mrs. Bennett, whom
The love of Liberty, progression, and truth once vantages and its society, which is composed of the
I once called to see when you were in prison.
born in the soul, new possibilities come trooping in most intelligent people, who are gathering in from
Fraternally yours,
ELvmA WHEELOCK.
throngs, spanning life with rainbows of golden prom every part of the United States. Persons are arrivises; disappointments are brooked on every hand, ing almost every day, but yet there is plenty of room.
sustained by the unfaltering trust that each struggle Let those come who wish to enjoy mental liberty to
THE VINYARDS CALL FOR LABORERS.
manfully borne is a step upward and onward; its fullest extent. Our town is building quite rapidCLEVELAND, OHIO.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: In a late cummunication I stronger to-day for the trials of yesterday, that seem- ly. The sooner they get here. the be~ter will be the
chance for selection of farms, lots, and business.
objected to the proposed trip of D. · M. Bennett ing evils are oft blessings all.
Another reason, and of import, .why Mr. Bennett Will not some good Liberal come here and build a
around the world. Although in the minority, and a
novice, I see unwisdom in sending him from the should not go abroad is that his wife is fast nearing flouring mill? It is a most excellent place for one,
the eventide of life. She needs the sunshine, the as there is no mill within many miles of this place.
helm where and when so much needed.
This is a year of unusual events and phenomena warmth and joy, with which only the husband It is a very good wheat country, anq fuel is cheap.
of the physical globe. Physical conditions evolute a can infill and enzone the home. Uncomplainingly It would alst> be a splendid place for a grain elecorresponding mentality; one is safe, therefore, in she endured his prison exile, while her days and vator, as there are good shippiug faci\fties. Liberals
anticipating mental revolutions and social upheav- nights were Gethsemanes. With true womanly pride should come forward at once and occupy these vaals. Hav not Liberals of aU shades, phases, and to see her hero laurel-wreathed, she cheerfully bade cancies before they are taken by pretended Liberals
<londitions something of greater moment demanding him speed over the wide Atlantic. It wonld be ask- who are orthodox at heart. It is the home _of the
time, energies, money, action than to plan voyages ing too much of her to endure another separation laborer as well as the farmer and merchant, for under the care· of our philanthropic leaders (brother
and quietly read letters of foreign travel? Were the fraught with anxieties and arduous duties.
One more item demaning- actio~:_the infre<ltl~~~Y Walser and his inestimable wife) no one will suffer.
battle of freedom actually won and victory declared
and conceded, the position would be far different. of Liberal bequests is notable. THE TRUTH !;EEKER Wishing that all Liberals may enjoy the liberty
Then, like the wearied •rrojans rescued from ship- should be placed upon a sound financial basis; Lib- that we do, I remain
.
Respectfully yours for liberty and justice,
wreck and perils on Carthage's green shores, we era! schools and colleges should be founded and
might recline on mossy greensward, read of foreign maintained. Let every reformer who at demise will
H. P. REPLOGLE.
lands of which our embassador extraordinary might be possessed of $100, $1,000, or $10,000 bequeath the
OTTAWA, 0., March 9,1881.
eloquently narrate, and enjoy the well-earned repose. same in furtherance of the above object, thus making
D. M. BENNETT: Please find within $5. Place $3 to
These things are not now to be thought of much Liberalism a mighty power in the land, that its banl~ss enjoyed .. Our common foe, orthodoxy,' Chris- ners may fan the breezes of this continent, and my credit for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1881, and $2 for
tianity, is actlV, vigilant, untiring; it adopts any aiJ,d millions with enfranchised souls shall proudly flock Antichrist's story of Jesus. Send the same by mail.
Success to D. M. Bennett and our cause I Good
all tactics. The church has become a great social to its standard.
organization; its edict is almost supreme. Strangers
Now that hostilities are declared, let the campaign news from Gotham. Hell is cooling off. Hades is not
Yours,
C. E. BEARDSLEY.
are sought and· welcomed and treated with the ut- be wisely, judiciously planned and executed; our as hot as hell, is it?
most courtesy so long as they are not known to major-generals, captains, lieutenants of brave, loyal
THosE who hav read the" Essence of Christianity''
entertain pronounced views. And in justice let me hearts be on the march and in the field, our misby Feuerbach will want the" Essence of Religion."
eay that some are even then magnanimous, for hu- sionaries as omnipotent as priests, laymen, and

any friends, I insist' that they will prove themselvs
recreant to duty if they do not make a vigorous
effort to hav him plaeed at the right hand of God,
where he can enjoy the felicity of being surrounded
by the holy angels. Your friend,
THOMAS BuRK.

This world were not. a mockery,
With hollow morals based on myth,
But a supreme reality,
And the millennium forthwith.

A Cry.
Lo I I am weary of allOf men and their love and their hate;
I hav been long enough life's thrall,
And the toy of a tyrant fate.
I would not struggle again ;
Take me now to thy breast.
Earth, the sweet mother of man.
Hide me, and let me sleep;
Giv me a lonely tomb,
So close and so @lark and so deep,
I shall hear no trumpet of doom.
There let me lie forgot,
When the dead at its blast are gone;
Giv me to hear it not,
But only to slumber on.

Two Ways to Liv.

Whose inmates liv in glad exchange
Of pleas.ures, free from vain expense;
Whose thoughts beyond their means ne'er range
Nor wise denials giv offense.
Some beings, wheresoe'r they go,
Find nought to please or to exaltTheir constant study but to show
Perpetual modes of finding fault.
\Vhito others, in the ceaseless round
Of daily wants and daily-care,
Can ret cull fiowers from common ground,
An:.l twice enjoy the joys they share.

12 Balu.o.m aud his Ass.
18 Arrotignment. of J~riestcraft.
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17 Tile Den! Still Ahead.
18 Slipped Up Again.
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The truth to future ages calls
In tones as thunder loud, yet sweet,
That echo down its brigbtning walls,
1\Iaking the harmony complete.

21 The Grcnt 'Yrcstltug Mutch. "
. . . .. . . . . . . . . . . .
22 Dlsenssiun witll Elder Shelton. Bennett.........

28
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With joy I held high carnival,
Tbe wine beamed red in my castle hall;
With gorgeous robe and music's strain
I laughed away each gnawing pain.
But hark to footsteps, even then
'Tis the far-off tread of armed men.
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I toiled, I heaped up precious ore;
Rich vines wept o'er my gilded door;
.rhe fountain's drop was cool within;
1 knew no spell of woe or sin.
Thou phantom wild of Christian hate,
Why stands thy steed beside my gate?
0 Christian steed, the night is cold,
But tlly hoofs lie deep in the frozen mold.
Come, ghostly friar, kneel and pray.
Hark, the hounds shriek in mournful bay.
What dyed the spear when the chase was won?
A Christian murdered thy only son I

What spell bath darkened thy kingly brow ?
Tby eheek was red as the sunset glow.
Oh, that form hath brought me woe and pain;
I shall never know my youth again,
And thoughts of peace and pleasure's swaySweet hopes, 0 heaven! where are tlley.
While Freedom bleeds, I sigh and weep;
Gi v me one joy, one dreamless sleep,
One breath of fame, one gentle friend,
\Vith me o'er pleasant paths to wend. ·
.But the wine! shrieks, like·a wild steed's neigh,
As the demon's courser bounds away.
I watched my only dying childThat mocking laugh, it drove me wild.
He fills my life with shuddering fear;
Hath be not made your heaven drear?
Laugh on, and love, and nobly hate;
The Christian steed is at thy gate.

Deeds, Not Creeds.
BYBLAKE BIGELOW.

T:1e type of life's font soon will be
.All set in the historic page,
"\ nd memories of you and me
Will perish with the dying age.
0 men of wealth, who fiing away
Your gold in superstition's name,
I recd but tho pe1ishing to-day,
And help the halt, the blind and lame.

And if there chance a deity,
All-wise and potent, ever just,
Can it be possible that he
Will crush thee hellward in the dust?
Better to benefit mankind
In earth life with but half the zest
Tiwu countest beads or teachest creeds
Or preach est an uncertain rest.
Hacl half the gold consumed in wars,
Fought to sustain some bloody creed,
Been nsed to elevate the.race,
And of contentment sow the seed,
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This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
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SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medic"! publications: "We know him (Dr. l<'oote) persoD.t>Uy and Inti.
mately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
Imparts that he Is a. man of the hfgheet incentivs auu
motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and im-
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happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
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Savior!! or None,

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry•s "Sixteen Savior.a or
One." Two hundred and twenty-four errors are pointed
out and thoroughly exposed.
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cross-examination not only contradict each other and
thcmselvs, but comlemn each other, showing some of them
are not q~aliiied to act as witnesses ln the case. This
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Pitt. Autitin Holyuali.e.

Dcfense of

5ccutti.

f1

~ii-cnln

ccutd.

t•l!.>r-int'ij>lc!!. Clms. Watts.

Is the Bib!" Uclinhle "? Charles Watts. Scents.
'.l'lle Chr.istian J)city. Charles 1Yatts. 5 cents.
llloral Vaiue of Ute Bible. Chas. Watts. 5cts.
w~~~;:e~-~~~~~~ht 1'ud :lliodern 1~1·ogress.

c.

Christianity: Its Xaturc !llhl Influenco on CfvfiJza.
tlon. Charles Wa·u.~. 5 CCU18.
"'
Thoughts on .~\..thc'-!"~:u. A. Uolyonke. Scents.
Is There .n. :llornl CJ.io,·('rnor oCtile Uni•
''erse •t A. Holyuakc. 5 ccuts.
l'ltilosophy of Sccniarisnt. C. Watts. 5 cts.
Has Jln.n a Soul? ChttrlCti Dradlaugh. 5 cents.
Is There a God"? Cllarlc~ Drtl(llaugh. 5 cents.
Ln.bor~s I>1·ayer. Charles Bradluugh. 5 cents.
Poverty: Its Cause and Cure. M.G. I!. 10 cents.
Science atul Bible Antagonistic. C. WattiJ.
5 ccnCti.

Logic ot· Ueatll; or, Why Should the Atheist Fear
to Did G. J. llulyo:~ke. 10 cents.
Po"'·ert;r: Its EIIectson the l'ulltlcnl Condition o! the

People. CJJ.trlc;:; lil'.Hilaugl.l. 5 cents.

2
1
3
1
5

New Lil"c of J)a\'id. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
200 QHesHons \\"iHtoat Answers. 5 cents.
Dinlogue U••tween a Chl"istian Mission•
ary .tltU.I. a (.;iltiuese .llaau.turiu. 1ll cents.
(tnerics Submitted to the Bench ot· Bish·
OJ>S by •~ \\',al~ but Zenlou!l Christian. 10

3

10
10
2
2
2

cents.

5

5 cents.

2
1
10
2
2

5
2
1
1
2
2
1
2

Search '"-Her .IIeaven and Hell • .A.. Holyoake.
New Life of .J onab. Cbas. Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
A Few \\'ords '"bout th;:, Devil. Chas. Brad-

laugi.J.. 5 cents.

New Life of .Jacob. Charles Brad1,ugh. 5 cents.
Daniel the Drean1cr. A. llolyoakc. 10 cents.
Specimen of the Eil>le. Esther A. Holyoake.

10 cents.

At>ts of the Apost-les; .A. Farce. A. Holyoake. 10

cents.

Ludicrous _o\.spects of Ch.-istianity • .A.. Hol-

2

yoakc. 10 cents.

5

_Twelve AJ>Ostlcs. Charles llradlaugh. 5 cent~.
'Vho 'Vas .J esns (:luist? Charles Bradlangh.

s

s
s

10

cents.

'Vh,.t Did .JT,sus 'll'<>nc!J.?

5 cents.

1

5

lll'st Offl-'r Yet.

2

B
1

s

5

Charles Bradlangh.

New :a. . ifc of ..~:ilra.hn.nt. C'has. Br:u.Ilaugh. 5 cts.
NClt-" RAfe ol' Jlas~s. C!t:lrlcs Dradhugh. 5 cents.
A Secular J:..loi!."UYC!·. A. liolyoakc. !Jcr doz., 10 cts.

5

A trial will prove it. For nine 3c. postage stamps I
will send you. for trial, 11 papers (~)Joicest. Seeds,

growth of 1880. Vcr!Jenn (from 100 kinds), Double Crown

s ~8rWt~l~~(t1~~~t ~ol~~~?>·, fv~~e sl~6~L8N~~:~~~~~~t ~1~r;{a~
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s
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10

Phlox (15 colors mixed), Evening Primrose, Prize Astel'

~~~~ei~I~~~~~~l~,n~~ci\~;[,;\~~~e~apa£.\v~kJ'6'8l5'E'l't. my
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Amherst, l>fnss.

'l'lle Bible of Bibles;
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10
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5
2

5

s
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OR,

TWENTY-SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Containing a description of twenty-seven Bible• and an

exposition of two thousand biblical errors in science his·
tory, morals, religion, and ~enero.l events. Also a dellnea-

gg~l~t1a~1 fif~fe~"~~ect'"s a"~ ~x~nl'~~~~~~:l o¥e[g~~:Kf>~g{r{~.~
Cloth, large 12mo., 44li pp. Price, $2.
For sale by
D.M. BENNETT.

JUOArSM. CHRISfiANITY AND
MUHAMMEDAtciSM

s Exam~ned
s

10

Hi"ston"cally and

Orit~cally.

2

It is thought to be the

8
S

Most Damagln;- Exhibit oC Chris•
tianity that has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

Scientific Series.

1

15

1
2

~ ~~~~tiitg~ f'i~~n~~~s:tJi~i:iog~~oef~~ls~~u~t'e~~te:
rogeneous. B. F. Underwood..................
S Darwinism. B. F. Underwood.....................
4 Literature of the Insane. F. H. Marvin. ........

SERIES.

W~~s~i~~~~~=- §e;•emc ofRcJicrnJ>tion. Charles

10

131 Paine was Junius.

.l!l!U~~ t~luU)

A.toneJDCil t. Cl1arles Brad. laugh. 5 cents.
Secular P.esy>ns;l>ility. G. J. Holyoake. 5cts.
Bnddlnls1 rl"ln•llhm. Prof. Mux Muller. 10cents.
Religion of ll:l1Uuaut.nit.y. F'. Hnrrlson. 20ets.
:t;.:'nlL~-tion of ',l.itdtca·aft to Itclig·iou. Lyall.

cents.

2

Underwood ..................................... .

~ f?J~g~~~~~~~~·~~il~~·?·· coiema·n~:::: :::::::::::
f,fu~t:!&t,JJ~t:'~~~:-r~~J/J,fJ1,Fr;;rn~IL!~~~e!l-~ 130
The Ethics of H.eligion. Clifford ................ .

Iron- Clad and i~ianna Series.

5

125 German Liberalil-Jm. Clara. NeyUJall ............ .

Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity. B. F.

~-~----~--~~--~~~~~---

Logic of !.i f"i" .. Dcducctl fi'Om the Principle of FreethougHt. <..+ ••J. UulyoaktJ. 1U CCllt8.
APJe.n. fo1· ..\.t~tt~istn. Charles Bra.dhtugh. 10cts.
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10
10
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SAM. H. PRESTON. Business Manager,
209 West 24th st., New York.
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examine till of :Mr. Pen-y's
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81 Hereafter, or the Half.way House. Syphers ..... .
82 Cbrlstiau Courtesy. D •.M. Bennett .............. .

SEED

Sixl~en

2

z ....... .

42 Elijah the Tisl1Uitc.
u
••••••.•••••••
43 Christlanlt.y tt Borrowed System. " ............. .
44 De~ign .Ar~umcnt Refuted. Underwood ....... ..

15 cents per copy; 1.50 a year.

8

S4 Tribute to 'l'llomas Paine ......................... .

41

FEWER CHILDREN
AND BETTER."

s

85 Moving tile Ark. Bennett ....................... .
S6 Bennett's Prayer to the Devil.................... .

..

BY E. B.

~

g

1
5
2
2

Bennett ................................ .

S8 Christianity not u. .Moral System. X. Y.

Also the contlnnutlon of
6'

3

S3 Whut bas Christhtnity Done? Preston .......... .

APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 850 pages. (6 1-2 x
1
9 7-8 inches.) Publisher's price, $5, $6, and $7. Our
~~ ¥g~ t~~o"r"'l3~~l;';_ BB'.1f: ~,;:~iE~~n:_t_t:::::::
price, prepaid, $2.
78 Christmas and Christianity. D. M. Bennett ......
ASA K. BU'I'TS,
79 Th:~:~a11t~~~s~ ~: g~~~la~~~~-'::~ ~~.~ .t.~~-~-~~
10tl2
80 Address on Paine's 139th Birthday. Bennett .... .

AYaunt, avaunt, th1:ice warning ghost,
We will shiver the steel of that Christian host.
'l'hey ha v girt us around with a ring of fire;
Let the beacon-lights blaze fiercer, higher.
What pale plumes nod to the midnight drum!
0 God 1 'tis the Christian troops that come.
Who rideth by through driving sleet,
Pate as her snowy winding-sheet?
I follow, but she speeds away
Like mountain mist at break of day.
Sweet shivering ghost, thou art my bride I
A pale-robed priest rides by her side.

U~g~sd'~~ ~\ug;~~~:t1~i~ii ;;~d.-ii1e· G~(i ~!-i,i;~ uii1:

Dn.niel /l..rter .................................... .
Painted in Oil Colors by aid oj Photo- 48 Freetlwugllt
In the West. G. L. Henderson .... ..
49 Sensible Conclusions. E. E. Guild ................ .
graphs, on Convex Glass, ro1mded
50 Jonall and the lUg Fislt. Bennett ................ .
51 Sixteen Truth 8eeker Leallets. No.1.. ........ ..
52 Marples-Unden"·ood Debate. Underwood. ....... .
o1tt as Natural as L~fe and
53 2uest1onsfor £iiJlC \Vorshipers.
"
....... .
0
twice as Durable.
~ T~e ~~tit~cg;J tDi~~~~;~rrL~· J!I~i:.tt.w·: ·E·.

50~al~~;;,~r~~~~'{m~ ~~t<;,T¥.~,~7eb~6i,Ye'~eK! V,:'F.

ALHAZ.A..
\\";,o rideth by on ashen steed?
,\..phantom pale, with streaming hair;
')licl joy and woe and utmost need
That courser goes, that form is there;
The I.ast pale star that charmed my rest
Gleams ghastly white on his fearful crest.

29 P"lnc Hall Dedication Address. Underwood.....
SO Woman's Rights and l\Inn's Wrongs. Syphers....

Edited by lJCr und

Dr. SARA B. UHASE.

5
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Col. R. G. Inr.rersoll, D. WI. Bennett
1
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and 0
l t
47 Cruelty and VrcUulity of the Hmnun Hace. Dr.

\Vbo blessing still themsetvs nre blestWho s~metbing'spare for others, sake,
And strive in all things for the best.
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The Physiologist,
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24 ChrlstiaHs nt Work. Wm. McDonnell.............

Corrc!ipondencc \Vauled.
gc~rti~f';rlg~~~;~~~n!;~~~~~es exch~~~~- t\t~~~.~~~ with

BEAUTIFUL

0

~g ~~~~tg~~~t~lf~l1Y~~~~~Q1~~ a~~~ e~~·. -~-~~~~~~::::

verse.
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"

Pr~vention of'

8

SyNhers::::::::::::::::::

16 Fog Horn D<,cnmcnts.

!iBY" on the

2

. .. . . . . . . . .

Ug~~~{~~~ 'f5l\~~~~~le Ike.

011 happy they who happy make-

The Christian Steed.

~

Even in as many centuries more
Tl1e mockery of this age will seem ;
And in as many more again
Willliv but as a fttbled dream.

These paintings are preserved by u. patent process; do
not spot, and are not atfectecl by heat, cold, or sun. Per.
sons sending tbeir own ol' friend's photographs, with ll)ck
or color of hair, eyes, etc., or those ordering Ingersoll's or
Bennett's can hav them painted at the low prtc~ (to iutro.
duce them) of, Imperial size, $2; card, $1.50. Be.-mtiful
frames, each 50 cents.

-Charles Swain.

"

ELMINA

'

~~ fr.~~ab~a.B~f~~~~~!~~J'JtA.bll·a,;;. Beii~eii:::::::::::

Religion in its truest sense
Is but, humanity inbred;
Love, all the priest mankind will knowLoTe toward the living, not the dead.

This is the fate I crave,
For I look to the end and see,
If there be not rest in the grave,
There will never be rest for me.

Sec Wlla.t

[Please Order by Xtunbcr.]
No.
Cents.
1 Discussion on Prayer. Bennett and others......
8
7 T ll e Stm·y of Cre1ttion. Bennett. . . . . . . . • . . . . . • . • .
5
8 l'lle Old l;nake Story.
"
....... ...........
2
9 The Story of the Flood.
............ ......
5

As of tbt·ee hundred years ago
Religions seem to us to-day,
With burning witches that their God
Had not the power to call away;

I would hav nothing but rest,

G,,. me the home where kindness seeks
L'o make that sweet which seemeth small;
.1 here every lip in fondness spen.ks,
_\.nd every mind hath care of all.

;i'li.ACTS.
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10
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500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

Y()Ul HJS LIBERAL GUIDEJ
A BOOK FOR THE

ltloral (:ullure and R cli;-lous EnIIt.;htcnment of You Ill.
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M.
Price, $1.50.
Address
D. M. BENNETT, 141 Eighth etreet, N.Y.

'1,HE TRUTH SEEKER, MARCR ~6, 1881.
Bliss' Magnetized Planchette.

Manllattan Medical Institute.

This little Instrument Is designed especially to develop
writing mediumship, also to be a reliable means of coma
munlcatlon with the spirit world. The advantages claimed
over other Planchettes now In the market are as follows;
First tile pasteboard top, Instead of varnished or allen
wood. Second, Each instrument is eeparately magnetized
In the cabinet of the noted Bliss mediums, of Plllladelpllla,
and carries wltlllt a developing lntluence from Mr. Bliss
and Ills spirit guides to the purchaser. Price, 50 cents
each. or $5.00 per dozen.
Address JAB. A. BLISS,
---------:71=:8--cSansom St., Philadelphia, Pa.

Established 1865. Incorporated In accordance with the
laws of the state of New York. Tills Institute so long
and favorably known under the superintendenCe of Dr
Klnget since 1865, Is located at 817 East 14th street, a few
doors east from Second avenue, New York. Having been
engaged In tile special practice of treating cbron!c Ll! •
eases for over thirty years, Dr. Klnget Is able to concen.
trate Ills long experience for the benetlt of his patients
many of whom are located In every state of tile Union, tile
Dominion of Canada, and the. British Isles. Dr. Klnget,a
graduate of King's College, London England Is the
~uthor of u Medical Good Sense," u s8xual PhilOsophy,"
The Natural Law of Population," aud Is editor of tne
Health Journal. Tills Institute Is conducted by a stalr of
experienced, skilful physicians, who devote their whole
time and attention to the treatment of all CHRONIC DIS.
EASES of BOTH SEXES In separate departments. The
Institute Is well known to many leading pbyslc!ans. to
whom reference can be made, who will :giv aBSurance that
all patients will be treated skilfully and honorably.
Among other diseases Of a chronic nature, special attena
t!on I~ given here to those of tile nervous system, as Bern.
inal Weakness, Nervous Exhaustion, lml'otency, Epilepsy! Diseases of the Bladder, Lungs, Kidneys and Skin,
!>yph l!tlc, and Scrofulous diseases, and all Diseases of
Women. Questions for inTalids sent free on-:f.Bltcation.
8m50
Address
T.sih~~if:lrlf,Tstre"et; N.Y.

FRESH SEEDS that NEVER FAIL.
Best, Clleapest, and Purest.
I WILL NOT BE UNDERSOLD.
1 want to supp]y every Liberal In America. Buy fresh
Garden and Flower Seeds direct from the grower. postage
paid, cheaper than you can grow them. I stlll undersell

~~~tllt~ ~o~~erlf~e ~a'i":~~~'fJ'.:'J.Itl~~es~~~r".r.nct".";.~~

and warranted. Prices below every firm. I giv more exa
tra as presents than all tlrms. lllav Issued 50,000 prettiest
books on gardening ever printed. Every vegetable and
0

~~:.·r~el~~ul.:'rd~~~ a~~~~~e~u!r.: ~d~~~ld dg~:fo~~ :~a

see that l1beat them all.
lOtS

WILLIAM WILSON,
MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,
Inventor of the '' WILSONIA," and Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of "The
Trial of Medi!Yine," "The Language of Disease," Medical Fallacies," &c., &c.,

465 F"C'LTON: ST:REET, ::B:ROO:B:LYN,
May be Consulted Daily from 10 A.M. to 8 P. M, Free of Charge I

The "Wilsonia" appliances are not mere pads or plasters which lose their efficacy in a few
weeks, but are so scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR TWENTY YEARS, and
can be worn t;y different members of the same family from time to time.

R. H. SHUMWAY,
Rockford, lll.

CONSULT

"Antichrist:"
~

Proving conclusivlytha.t

t THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
Life, Trial, Execu·
= His Blrtll,
tion, etc., is a mytll.
Ql

Ql
~

~

10

Price, $2.00,

For sale at thl.o o!llce

~

=

sAN INFIDEL ABROAD.

~A regularly educated and legally qualltled physician, and!

A Series of Letters written During a Visit of Ten Weeks
Dfs"lfl"s'Jlk~o§W~~MI¥f>h'filiE<E<i~~~d ~~~~~~¥~
in Europe.
the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer

the most successful as Ills practice W111Jrove.

years, and other causes, producing some of the following
e1rects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions (night emissions
by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defect!v Memory, Physical
Decay, Pimples on Face, Aversion to Society of Females,
Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc.,, etc., rendering marriage improper or unhappl, are thoroughly and

f~~D~:~;'l. ~i:~ ~U'::r~!i:~i'~eal~f"Jl~~~~!;\?~,tg

which he bas so far prescribed for tills baneful complaint
In all Its stages without a fa1lure to cure In a single case,
and some of them were in a terribly shattered condition ·
had been In the Insane asylums, many llad Falling Sick:
ness-Fits; others upon the verge of consumption; while
~~i~ ~:~Be~~~- become foolish and hardly able to take
Syph!lls pos!tlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
Wt~~~-n~~g~~h;;fv!t~~is~!~~tu~1c~1~r~!~J~~ Rupture),
All diseases of women-such as ~menorrh<.ea (or delay of
the first menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstrua.
tion), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, as the following wlllsllow:
"DEAR DoCTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
you are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel~
ing better than for seven years, nor express my gratitude
In words. If every kind and grateful thought 1 send you
wer~ a blossom, you would be a pyramid of tlowers."
The above lines, from Annie 1!.:. Edwards, of All1ance, 0.,
is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases pe·
cultar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of their
own households.
A GREAT DOCTOR.

th~efeVm~~r~i~dt.~~i~:Seg:cr:~~~:~gJ~~t~ree:d~~~:Jr~

BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages.
Price, $1.50

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some Mistakes of Moses."
Thl• volume Is printed on toned paper, In clear, bold
type, and handsome]y bound In muslin, contalnlng 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
Tills book contains the principal points that Mr.lnger·
eon has made ¥hainst the Pentateuch in all his lecturetJ on

}~s~du~r~ctincorr~Et,~fl~~t~f~t !!:~~=~ ~~11Jeg;~~~~~}

only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two
hundred and seventy.t\ve ~es in the book just l88ued.

'fnh~~~M:.u~~·~J~~b~A'li ~ftc~t~~t ~~~~~J~I.t"..~a
pathos.

" The Gods and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTs:- u The Gods," "HnmQoldt," 11 Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality," u Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

"Tile Ghosts and Otller Lectures."

CoNTEl'I"TS.-.. The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,
"There 1s perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more importance than alleviating hu- tflfit~ft!J~,;; ~p~:~~r::i~~n~~~:i~,~~~i~~e,;~tF~f:e~\~
man suffering, stopping the progress of disease, and thus fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
extending the peria. 0t human life. And I know of no cents.
physician more successfnl In the practice of"this art than
Both volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. His success in nearly

~~J~r.n"Jf! .~~~~~~ g~";~.:'~s~"i:~~ ~o~g~?1~~f!TI:~~~ "What Must We Do to be Saved f"

Rra$!ce. ThiB I know bJ; actual trial, having been re.

w1~n ~fr "o~~~~ee.:'~s kfal~:l dl~~~~~ g~ ~~Ywm~:~~o~

you are atlllcted with any of the maladies Incident to this
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benetlt of
suffering humanity."
Dr. Fellows will send for two S.cent ~W,DJ~ his MEDI·
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
'
TH, setting
CAL ADVISER; or, NEW GUIDE TO
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
forth a new and scientific method (never before known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly jacked and boxed
number of stamps, Ills PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating ready for shipment. EVery admirer o tills great Apostle
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause, of Liberty should llav at least one.

i:fE~:ft"R~::t~W:P~lf.~"nts~fa~go~':,~"· ;!~~~~·~~~tile

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
Consultation In person, $5.00; by Jetter, free and Invited,
artist of New York, at the fol·
wlllcll are kept strictly contldentlal In all cases. Charges By Barony, tile celebrated
lowing prices:
for treatment reasonable. Address Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,.
Vineland, N.J.
~E~~~~ ~r~lJies!ze • • • • • •
• ~ cel!ts
50
Life-siZe Lltllograph,:21xZ7
•
•
to
PER DAY at borne. Samples worth $5
'I'
free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
Postage paid.
•
D.l\1. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yorlt.

c1>5

$20

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

MRS. ANNA CONNELLY'S

Sciatica and Lumbago Belt.
DESCRIPTION OF ABOVE GARMENTS.
Each Eylet is a galvanic cell attached to a series of powerful magnets. They are light
as ordinary garments, and produce a soothing yet exhilirating effect upon the system,
without causing shocks or sores, as in electric belts or galvanic chains.
The "WILSONIA" JIIAGNETIO APPLIANCES are the De"paiJ:o of l"hysicians, and the Annihilation of Quack
Nostrums and Legalized Quackery. Thousands of"persous are being constantly hurried on to Apoplexy
P.nd Paralysis by the us,e of Cephalic Snull'R and Washes. Catarrh can be readily cured without any of
thee-e nostrums.

'rHE "WILSONIA" CORSE'r AND MAGNETIC BEL'r
For Ladies and Gentlemen will cure Asthma, Catarrh, Loss o·~ Energy, Nervous Debility, Bleeding at the
Lungs, Kidney Diseaae 1 Tumors, Rheumatism, Gout, Paralysis, Bronchitis, Dyspepsia, and every form
of Female Weakness.
~'!!

SEND FOR PRICE LIST Containing THOUSANDS OF TESTIJJfONIALS.

""

Improved. Redemption,1

Treating upon t11e Gods of tile Se·
mitic ~ations, Including Allall,
The Only Gray Hair Restoratlv
Jellovall, ~atan, tile Holy
Gllost, Je~;us Christ, tile
In tl1e Market Witllout Lead,
Virgin Mary, and
Silver, or Sulpbur.
tile Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, allowing that book to
be a very Inferior production for a llrst·class Uod.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
S88large pages. Paper covers, 110 ce:ats; cloth, $1.00.

Medical Works Sold at this Office.
Eatlngforstrengtll. ByM.L.Holbrook. Price ,$1,
Hyg!ene Of the BralnJ. and the Curo of Nerwusness. By
M. L. Holbrook, M.D. l'"r\oe, $1-liO.
Liver Complaint, Nervoua DJapepsls, and Headaclle:
ir.'M~ <i>~Y~=~$f.l'eYentian, and ure. By M. L. Holbrook,
Parturition Without Fain; or, A Oode ~f Directions for
A voiding most of tile Palna and Dangers of Child-Bearing.
By M. L. Holbrook. Prtae, $1.
Aids to Family Governmellt; or, From the Cradle to tile
BcFiloo 1. By Be1·tha Meyer. Price, pape_r, 50 eta.; cloth_. $1.
•• ru 1t and J3reSil a Natural and Sclentwc Diet. By uUS·
~v Schl!ckeyoen. Price, $1.
Pr'f.\:,~ $~.elations of the Sexes. By Mrs. E. B. Dulrey.
fSefJ.ual Pbaslologl,. A Sci entitle and Popular Exposition
~ra\l,eM~ti'.n
il_?roblems In Sociology. By R. T.

hO:gg,

P!~~iE~~ Girls Ought to Know. By Dr. Mary Studley.
C )fe :better Way; an Appeal to Men In Behalt of Human
p u ure through a Wiser Parontage. By A. E. Newton.
1
m'"ag~p~~~~rc~~~~~~~
cents; cloth, 60 ctlnts. 12 copies by
• Tile S'l,hoo1 Garden. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 cents.
u 00p1es, ..,2 ; 12 copies, $4.
f Muscle-Beating; or, Actlv aud Passlv Home Gymnastics
s&rc~n":~tlly and Unhealthy People. By C. Klemm. Price,

p;[h~ )~Uosophy of Human Beauty; or... Hluts Toward
~s ca
erfection. By D. H. Jacques. .rr!ce $1.
Prl::80H~~~~~lc Cook, Book. By Mrs. M. M. Jones, M.D.

n:~f:rP'l?lsm the Radical Cure for Intemperance. By
· Talk · owler. Price, SO cents.
1ng W • to ~Y Pstlent'U Hmts on Getting Well and Keep.
e 11• Y Mra. R. "· Glesaon, M.D. Price, e1.50.
~Ftf $12adayat home easliY made. Ooatly
ree. True & Co., Augusta, Maine.

$72

The" Wilsonta ''appliances are not mere plasters wbfch become useless after a few weeks' wear, but they retain
their curativ powers for twenty years, and can be worn by any member of the same famtly from time to time.
Persons who read this notice may wonder that I had not advertised my discovery before. The fact is, I deter..
mined when I arrived In America not to pnbllcly advertise nntil I had tlve hundred patients In one city, to whom I
could refer as evidence. I hav now over one thousand persons In the city of Brooklyn ready to testify that my gaJ.
vano-magnetic belts will remove and cure every malady known to man, except & rotten lung, and even where the
lungs hav begun to decay, my appliances will arrest the decay sud heal them.
Here In the city of Brooklyn the paralyzed hav been restored ; patients su!ferlngfrom lntlammatory rllenmatlsm
hav been taken ott their crutches; nerve malRdies, bearing on manta, hav been completely cured; martyrs to variveins, whose legs hav been bonnd in elastic stockings for twenty years, hav cut away their bandages1 and are now
It Is warranted to restore tile grayest hair In three days cose
as free from varicose veins as the healthiest person living ; children who had never walked from blrtn up to three,
to Its original color. It stops tile hair from falling, and eight and twelve years of age are now walking about as other children. In short, the cures effected by my appliances' seem so miraculous that 'the above statements sound like an Arabian Night's tale. Nevertheless, these facta can
makes it grow. Cures all scalp diseases, numbness, etc.
all be substantiated, and my open Jetter to the pllys!clsns and the Charities Comm!Bsloners of Brooklyn must conVInce
Large packages, that will last you one year, $1.00, the the most incredulous that my invention is the most wonderful on record.
My o!fer of tlve thousand dollars to the physlclaus and Charities Commissioners of Brooklyn le still open, and will
powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any ad·
cohil~~e ;~e~a~:l'l.:;"i:, ~~~tf~e hospitals and will only take their Incurable cases, sul!er!ng from paral sis, locomo·
dress on receipt of ,1.00. Send for circular. There 1.8 no tllr,
ataxia, in:H.ammatory and chronic rheumatism, con~estion of th..e kidneys, pleuro-pneumon~a, or any ~is ease their
trouble or expense In making.. Address
10
me'llcfg: ~~~.tzl:J;egft!'lr';a"k'~~~t~~~~~~~~~~~i:;:'J;,ean ~f"the above maladies, they hsv themselvs to blame.
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
The cost of ml apl'l!ances, though seemingly expenslv, Is one hundred times cheaper than the present method of
41 Bond street, New York.
pur~~~J~% ~l~~~ ~~fclfi::~~EJ1r~s~f~~J'I~1.:~:,{J'rn'i~i~ fuWl~iqn!rles or those who hav been cured, before you waste
N. B.-Tills preparation
change red or sandy hair to youf ~~~:'t ~~~~~Nfs~~g~f/;y, and prefer not selling you goods until you hav Inquired of those who hav been cured.
To you who are suffering, and are now under the care of your physicians, prevail on them to call upon me, andao.
a beautiful brown, and no .detection of &rt; will make It
quaint tllemselvs with my Invention before making any statements In regard to the same.
look perfectly natural. Has tile same el!ect on tile eye •
Note the address, 465 Fulton street! Brooklyn.
,
Male and female assistants always n attendance from 10 O'clock, A.M •• ttu 8 o clock, P.M.
brows; will make them dark and heavy. One application
My appliances are being used with as marked success In England ssln Brooklyn and New York
will convince yoq.
Smo
REFERENCES IN THE CITY OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK:
MALACHI FLY~.._48 Chauncer. St. T. J. HALES, 4.'5 Fulton street.
Mr. HENDERSON, undertaker, ear.
THEODORE TRUAA. 876 Dean Street. LEVI BROWN. 78 Herkimer street.
Jay street and Myrtle ave.
LUTHER SMITH, 1 Willow Street.
Dr. CHADWICK, President street.
DAVID COLLIER, confectioner, 181
H. w. LOVEJOY 123 St. Marks ave.
Dr. CLARKE, Court street.
Columbia street.
Mr.HOBBY,builcters'merchsnt,Coney Mr .. CHARLESSCUDDER,Northport, E. P. PARKER, with Captain Bush,
Island
L. I.
Navy Yard.
Mrs. F. BENNETT, 499 Franklin ave. Mr. DAVIS, builder, Northport, L. I. EUGENIE BAYLIS, Armenia, Duell.
Mrs CLINTON, 205 L!vlngeton street. Mr. WOODHULL, Huntington, L.I.
ess Co.,_N. Y.
WM. BAULSIR, S61<'leet place.
Mrs. PETERS, Huntington L.I.
MARY lJAVIS~SlM Flatbush ave.
WM F TRUELSON 277 Schermerhorn WM GAJ:U)INER. Eaton's Neck, L.I. P. DORLON, 78 Lawrence street.
street.
'
T. TRU AX,Barrett st.,Schenectady, RICHARD MAWSON, 590 !licks streot.
W. H. Ji;DWARDS, 154 Vanderbl!t ave. N.Y.
lllrs. E. A. THOMPSON, 86o State st.
J. W. BAULSIR lOODean street.
RAYMOND CLARK, Esq., St. James' E. W. STORMS, Pleasant ave., Harlem.
Mrs. LIGHTHALL 705 Pacltlc street.
Hotel, N.Y.
W. MARSTONJ184 South Second street
Mrs. Dr. RUGGLES,Livlngston street. Prof. DAVIS, 54 Pines!,, N.Y.
J. H. BARNEY, S071<'ulton street.
G.W.BROWN,S4SoutbPortlandave. Mr.JOHNS1'0NE,117 westl<'lfteenth D. V.l<'AIRWEATHER,23 & SOSpruce
street~N. Y .
OUIS DERWIN, picture gallery, l<'uJ. street N.Y.
tonstreet
Mr. GREGORY,S22 Weet Twenty-sixth E. C. LEWIS, 81 Seventh street.
'V .SHAW otove mer., Fulton st.
street N.·Y.
•
.
Mrs. FALES, 52 Seyentll ave.
,
, .BOYD, 325 Smith street.
HUGH BROWN, estate agent, 1418th Mrs. M. H. LAf!NEL. S'1 Wasllln~n st.
r.{ 1 ssWELSH City Employment B
street.._lj', Y.
Mr.J.CAlllPBELL,restaurnnt,ticCourt
reau 78 DeKalb ave.
CHAS. J>U RTON PHILLIPS, Science street.
Mrs. DICKENSON, 511 Clinton av.
Hall, N. Y,
THOS. J. DICKENSON, SSO Jay street.
Mrs. GREAVES 184 Clinton ave.
JOHN D McKENSIE,952 St Marks ave. JOHN VAN HORN,,98 Plullp st. N. J.
JOHN W HASTINGS 102 Fleet place. Mrs. ARMSTRONG, 117 Rapelyea st. Mr. CHAS. R. MILLER, East New York
Mr. E. NiLSON, decor~tlv sign writer, Dr. JACOB VAN HORN,1,140 l<'ulton st.Mrs. ADSI1'il98 Sixth ave.
41SB
street.
Prof. CHARLES HATCHBMITH,SSl 't;aJ>t.MART N,S8Pulasklstreet
Mr
N confectioner Fulton sb. State street.
DAVID WATSON, S85 E. 29th st.
Mr.
184' Clinton ave.'
MR. MARKEY, saloon keeper oo~. Mrs. CISCO. 18 Hall901l place.
JAMES
ERSLEEVE, Fulton at.
Smith and Degraw streets
]dlsa C. STEVENS, :lOOBergen
N. B.-Persona wm see that all my references are olose home w!JI!toe I
IIIU!ng my arm eat
Kfolis where no one 18 knon.
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of Ufhought.

A PURPOSE is always a companion. An earnest
purpose is the closest of companions. To fulfil
duties is more than to enjoy pleasures: It carries
Its own reward.- w: R. Alger.
WHOEVER knows best how to command' knows
best bow to obey. Disciplin is not the result of
mere docility; it is the intelligent perception of
the necessity of obedience.-U. S. Grant.
BUT know we not that he who intermits
The appointed task and duties of the day
Untunes full oft the pleasures of the day,
Checking the finer spirits that refuse
To fiow where purposes are lightly changed.

-Wordsworth.
THE idea of a miracle is opposed to the fundamental axioms of the popular thought of the present. The writers who best represent this thought
do not hold it necessary to disprove the fact of
miracles. They simply affirm, with Strauss, that
the time is past when a miracle can be believed.0. c. Everett..
THE desire to cease and be forgotten is t.he divinely natural preparation far our transition into
futurlty. The passion for life sinking parallel
with the failing force of the organism, the two go
quietly out together, so that there is no rebellion.
If the theologians, with their superstitious and artificial horrors, Will but let him alone, man is competent to death as well as to life, and dies in peace.
- TY. R. Alger.

fdds mtd .6nds.
PRACTICAL APPLICATION OF :BLACKBOARD STUDY.
This is what a Sunuay-~chool snperintenclent
found clmlked on his blackboard:
PLEES l\lr. SUPERINTENENT DON'T FIRE OF}'
STories evRY SUNDAY at uS boys wiTh an aw}'t!)
Exampul of, a baD Boy IN eAch oF T!tel\L
IV US a REST l
IV IT •rO THE] GIRLS.
0 SLoW.

G

A

GEOLOGICAL NIGHTMARE.

A geologian did sup

Upon a new mince pie; .
He swore that all this nightmare talk
Was but within his eye.
That night he tumbled into bed,
Amid his household gods,
When lo l across the counterpane
Crept fourteen decapodsl
" Crustacean curses!'' cried the sage,
" Hav I been taking tods!"
But as he spoke his pillow swarmed
With tedradecapodsl
Poor man l the perspiration pours
(The kind that never fans),
For now the head-board's hideous with
Nine entomostracans l
He leaps, that geologian,
He strikes the oold, bare fioor;
His dream is gone, his mind restored,
He eats mince pie no more.
-Al{Jany Argus.

l'ETRARCH said, "I conceived that to cure all my
miseries I must study them night and day, renouncing all other desires ; that the only way of
SHE LICKED HIM,
forgetting life .was to refiect perpetually on death."
Again he says: "I am weary of life. Whatever
u Now, .1\frs, Roosmyer," said his honor, u whnt
part I take, I find it strewn with :tlirits and thorns. do yon want a warrant for ?"
Would that the time were come when I might de"For my husband, so much I know."
part in search of a world far different from this
"What's he been doing?"
wherein I feel so unhappy."
" I licked him."
"You licked him!"
MOTTO FOR A DIAL.
" I licked him. U nd I got right py dose."
Time files; it is his melancholy task
" How do you make that out?"
To bring and bear away delusiv hopes,
"Ven I told you then yon find out. I fix his dinAnd reproduce the troubles he destroys;·
ner so he go py his vork. Then he catch his hand
But while his blindness thus is occupied,
pehint und say he got a pain in his pack. So he lie
Discerning mortal l do thou serve the will .
down on the lounge und groan like he vas very
Of time's eternallllaster, and that peace
pad. Yen he feel petter it vas too late to go py his
Which the world wants shall be for thee con- vork, so he say he gom to the greek und catch some
firmed.
-Wordsworth.
fish. He don't gom pack before it vas nighdt, und
IN spite of the evidence whlch scholars and crit- all the fish vat he vaa got vas a meeserable leedle
ics the most learned and acute of all time hav bull-head vat yon couldn't gount; put be schmells
arrayed in support of the genuinness of the gos- like some peer parrels more ash twenty times.
pels, the number is nowise diminished, but rather Und den he say,
" ' Vat for supper ain't rell.dy ?'
increases, of intelligent minds that find themsel vs
"I tell him, 'You schplit some of dose fire-vood
unable, on the faith of any book, however ancient,
und
I talk lnit you.' Then he catch by his arm und
to receive as authentic a tale of wonders whlch
contradicts their experience of the lilnits of hu- screams,
"' Oh l I got the roomaticksl'
man ability and their faith in the continuity of
" 'So you can't schplit some vood ?' I say.
nature.- Rev. F. H. Hedge.
''' Nein; ohl dose roomaticks l dose roomaticksl'
THE cultivated thinker, from his bight of scholarhe kept on grying.
ship and refinement, has no right to express any
"Then I vas madder as you think. Und I say:
sentiment toward his infelior except sentiments • Yen yon told me you got a bain in your pa~k, I
of compassion and magnanimous desire to elevate say noting. Und ouf yon got dooble up on account
him. To fiing down a bolt of scorn to beat him yet
you got some of· dose roomaticks, I say it vas all
lower is to show-not the spirit of a good man. right. But, py golly, ouf you got dose pain in the
Contempt for the plebeian majority, whom Tiers
pack und dose roomaticks vat don't gom only ven
calls" the vile multitude," is too easy and common you got some vork, then I lick you on sight!'"
in aristocratic minds, and too pernicious to need
"Very well, If you licked him what do yon want
to be expressed in the Wlitings of men of genins.- a warrant for?"
W. Il. Alger.
" On account be shall pe locked up und ond the
Drno, like all the world, bas heard of the name vay so I put schmearcase on my own pread, py
of 1Eneas and the sufferings of the heroes of Troy. shimmenyl Vat you think~?"
She can pity such sulferings from her own bitter
THE ONE-LEGGED MAN.
expelience:
" Jl{yself not ignorant of war,
"I never advise a man to leave his own town,"
Compassion I havlearned to show."
he said to the small crowd surrounding him at the
The sentiment has been adopted by modern writ- Union Depot the other day, "but if any of you are
ers in alllangnages. " She bad sulfered persecu- bound to change locations, Oregon is the country
tion and learned mercy," says Sterne in a like case; to go to. I am now on my way back ther.e, and
and even in Sterne's mouth the sentiment is natu- there's nothing you can ask about Oregon that I
can't tell you."
ral and true.-Collins' Virgil.
"How's the climate?"
A MAN of deep insight and comprehensiv view
"Superb. It's never too cold nor too hot. Provi·
may penetrate beneath the masks of thi_ngs and dence watches the weather out there like a hawk."
see into the real nature of many of the delusions
" Lots of Injuns ?"
set up by common consent to be worshiped, but he
"Yes, but they can'tdo any damage. Providence
still finds a real truth and meaning beneath the always givs the settlers ample warning, or else
fieeting phenomena, and he accepts with equanim- leads the red men into a trap."
ity the present, not as the end, but as means to an
"Some hard cases out there, aren't there?"
end, perceiving in it the prophecy of a completer
"Not very hard. When a man gets too bad Provfuture; he can subordinate his selfhood to the sys- idence kills him off."
tem, works quietly and sincerely in his sphere,
" How did you lose your leg?" asked a hack,
and is moved by no passion springing from offend- driver as the conversation fiag~ed.
Ed self-feeling to set the world violently right."I'll tell you about it. I've mentioned Provi.Maudaley.
dence and Oregon in the same breath. And I want
to
prove that there is a special dispensation out
WHEN we consider the low state of morals and
the warlike diSposition of the people at the time there. I was going up the Deiros road to a glistwhen Christianity first became known, and then mill one day last September, when I found a fourread of the pure morality inculcated by the Chris- ounce bottle of chloroform in the road. About a
tians as compared with the conduct of those sur- mile further on I met a grizzly bear as large as a
rounding them, is it not certain proof that they steer. I bad no weapon, and I knew that I was
were only evoluted Essenes! Goodness, morality, boxed up. To run was useless, and no living man
and pnlity are of slow growth, and they cannot be ever looked a glizzly out of oountenance. I always
3nmped into at once like a new suit of clothes, but try to make the best of every situation, and, when
must be incorporated into the mentality by long- I found myself cornered, I opened the bottle of
continued endeavors. Therefore it is evident that chloroform and inhaled sufficient to make me unthe first Christians were not ignorant fishermen, conscious. While in this state the bear made a
as is pretended, but in reality Bssenes and philos- breakfast off my leg, and I never felt one single
ophers, moralists and thinkers, many of whose twinge of pain."
There was a sensation in the crowd, and all
thoughts are far in advance of even tbis enlightpressed nearer.
ened age and generation,-Eimina D. Blenker.
"When I came to, the bear had.disappeared, and
I DOUBT very much whether men of science are just at that time the Red Valley ooach drove up.
not more truly on their knees than men of super· Providentially, two of the passengers had fallen
stition in our days. Never did such candor, such over a precipice, so there was room inside.
confessions of baflled insight, such a sense of in- 'Vhen we got to Brown's Hill we found a surgeon
scrutable wisdom and power, such a feeling of there who had been chased by the Indians that very
awe and dependence, seem to prevail in science as morning, and he fixed me up in an hour. I saw the
now, when so many theologians are raising their hand of Providence all through it as plain as I see
eyebrows and seeking to alarm the world at what tbat hotel over there."
they call the Atheism of tile most truth-loving,
"Did Providence get that cork leg for you?" inearnest, and noble men. I would sooner hav the quired a mean man near the door.
skepticism-reverent and honest and fearless-of
"Certainly-it did. I lay in bed two months, and
these solemn and awed inquisitors in the inner when I took the stage for Portland we came across
shrines of nature than the faith of self-bandaged the body of a stranger who had been murdered by
priests who are thinking to light the way to heav- highwaymen. He had a cork leg, and it was just
en with candles on the mid-day altar, or to keep my fit. This is the identical leg, and let me add in
faith in God alive only by processions in vest- conclusion that I bavn't begun to giv Providence
ments of purple and gold.-BelltJWs.
and Oregon half their just dues."

D. M. Bennett's Publications.
Troth Seeker Library.
Tbe World's Sages, ·Thinkers, and Re•
t'orDJ.ers. The Blogrnpllles or tllre~ hundred of the
most distinguished teachers nnd philosophers (Who were
not Christians), rrom the time of Menu to tlte present.
By D. M. Bennett. 1.075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $5.00: 1eotller,

:u.oo i morocco, ~ilt edges, $4.50.

·rbe ChaDJ.Pious ot' the Church ; Their
Crilnes aud Persecutious. Blogmphlcol sketches
of prominent Christians far w~rse than Infidels. A companion book to" The World's Sn_g_es," etc.

nett.

Svo. 1,119 ~pagt>.s. Cloth,

~.00

By D. M. Ben-

: leather, ,4,00: mo-

rocco, ant edees, $4.00.

The Gods and Religions ot'Ancient and
l'llodern TtDJ.es. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
gods the nations or the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan, The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
Mary, and the Bible. 8S5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fu1ly
all the religious systems of the world, Including Judaism,
Mohammedanism, and Christianity: the latter occupying
S72 pages, going fully Into Ita merits. 949 pages. By D:M.
Bennett, written in prison. In cloth, $5.00 per volume. or

~5!00for the two volsumes: In leather, $700: In morocco
gl t edges, $5.00
Voltaire's Philosophical DictionarY. Containing nearlr, l,SOO pages-u complete cdltlon-wlth two

r:;:~e~~~Wll~~o~ec\~¥h':'k~&';~~~::r~ r~l~U~~~!~
edges. $-1.00: morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Snperuatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelatl@n. Decidedly tue most thor·

ough and exhaustiv work on the claims of supel·natural·
Ism ever written. By F. W. Newman, Emeritus Prates.

sor of the London University 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth,
$4.00: leather, $5.00: morocco, gilt ed~:cs, $5.50.
Aualysis oCReligious Belief. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
By VIscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of Engumd. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Bro. In cloth, $S.OO ; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Great Works of Thomas Paine. In·
eluding The Age or Reason, Examination of Prophecies,
Reply to Bishop of Llandalf,Lctter t<> Mr. Erskine I Essay
on Dreams, Letter to Camille Jordan, The .Reltg on of
Deism, Ccmmon Sense, The Crisis. and The Rfghts of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
plate portrait. 800 p$fes, Svo. Cloth, $S.OO; leather, $'.00;

m¥ti';cFOfe~[ndge:ighi50Volumes are

called .. Tho Truth

Seeker Library~' ll all are ordered together and sent by
express, one dollar will be deducted from the price

ot

each.
Nature's Bevelations of Character; or
Pbystoguomy Illustrated. The science of lndlvldul<l traits portrayed by the temperaments and features. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
M.D. 650 p~ges ,Svo. Cloth. $5.00: leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50.
Paine's Works.
Paine's Theolordcal 'Vorks, Including The
Age ·of Reason, Exa.mlnS.tion of Prophecies, Letter to the

Bfshop of Llanda!I, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille

Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel·plate

portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (CoDJ.plete) In orie vol·
ume, as above. $S, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political Works, Including ecmmon
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age o:f Reason. An Investigation of true
a!ld fabulous theology. Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age ot'Reason and An ExaDJ.ination

ot· the Prophecies.

Paper, 40 cents: cloth, 75

cents.

CoDJ.DJ.on Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.~
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVI.
inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Rights oflllan. For the oppressed of huma.nity4 Paper, 40 centBi cloth, 75 cents.
D, l'll. Bennett's Works.
The World's Sages, Thiukers, and Re·
ror01.ers. 1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $5.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, ~.50.
The ChaJD~ious ot' the Church; Their
Cri01.e8 aud Persecutions. avo. 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00: morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
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In cloth, $3.00 _per volume, or $5.00 for the two vorumes;
in leather, $7 .OOi in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
Fro01. Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
$1.50.
The SeDJ.itic Gods and the Bible. Treating
upon the gods of the Semitic natlons,lncludlng Allali,
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, tho VIrgin
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pagesare devoted,

a

~~~~~:;.;. u~gd?oa~:~: ;~~s~n~i~o.;r ~~~~';;;~~ncig[s ~

Cloth, $1. '
JndaisDJ., ChristiauitY, and lllohamDJ.ed·
anisDJ. examined blstorlcaUy and critically. It Is
thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
•rbirty Discussious, Bible Stories,Essays
aJul Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.
The HttDJ.phrey-Beunett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infldellty, between D. M. Ben·
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Beunett•Teed Discussiou. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50

cents.

Interrogatories to Jehovah. BelngS,OOO ques.
tlons propounded to his Jewish Godshlp upon a great varl·
ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
'Vbat I Dou•t Believe, What I Do Believe,
Why aud Wherefore. (Forthcoming.) 850 pp.,
t2mo. Paper, 60 cents: cloth, $1.50.
Deacon SkidDJ.ore•s Letters. First Deacon of
Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church Incidents
ana his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper.
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Anthony CoDJ.stock : His Career or Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Eighth and Last Letter t'roDJ. Ludlow·
Street .Jail. 10 cents.
Letters t'roDJ. Albauy Penitentiary. 25

re-

-

Matter, l'llotion, Life, and Miud. 10 canto.
The Gods ot'Superstitiou. 8 cents.
The Great Religions ot' the World. lOcto.
Opeu Letter to SaDJ.nel Colgate. 10 cents.
Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
An Hour With the Devil. 10 ccnto.
Siut'ul Saints and Sint'ul Shepherds. 10
cents.
Hottest Q.nestious and Hottest Answers.
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subscriptions at high prices, and telling people
that the book can be obtained in no other way.
If the new word of God proves no more acceptIN five years a New Hampshire judge has able and correct than the old one, will not the
deceived people hav just grounds to think they
divorced 257 couples.
hav been gr~atly imposed upon ?
THE Widow Van Cott has· failed in an effort
FouR years ago a French professor of lanto reclaim "yoor, sin-cursed, worldly Utica."
guages was convicted in this city for having
TEN years ago the total export of grain from and selling indecent pictures, and was sent
all parts of the United States was 72,122,398 to A.uburn prison for four years and fined
bushels; last year it amounted to 228,539,947 $6,000. He was one of the Comstock victims.
·
·
bushels.
The four years hav transpired and the unhappy
A. CLERGYMAN of San Francisco calculates man fondly expected to be liberated; but no,
that one-third of that city's population are the fine must be paid. He has Mt the money
habitual church-goers, one-third are skeptical to pay the fine, and has to work it out at the
as to religion, and one-third indifferent.
rate of $1 per day. Thus it will take him
A. KANSJ.s CITY evangelist wears bright nearly twenty years more to work out hi5 fine.
feathers in his hat, huge green goggles over his It is believed that he has already fully atoned
eyes, and at his belt~ can of water, with which for the indiscretion he committed, and Govto baptize converts before they can backslide. ernor Cornell has been appealed to in behalf of
the unhappy man, but Comstock and Cornell
FULL many a maid has toyed with kerosene
are equally hard-hearted and devoid of mercy.
A.nd sailed to glory in a gorgeous glare;
The poor man has to remain in pris~m.
Full many a man has poked at glycerin,
THE violent and unwarranted personal
A.nd flown promiscuous through the desert air.
abuse indulged in by Kalloch and DeYoung at
SETEN couples belonging to the Parsee com- San Francisco was bad business from the
munity were lately married in Bombay, of start. The firing upon the elder Kalloch by
whom the eldest was 15 years, while the young- De Young was bad business. The Kallochs,
est bridegroom was 15 months, and the young- father and son, may hav been bad men-we
est bride a blushing beauty of 9 months.
know little about that-but shooting them
THE Rev. John Jasper's firm belief that was not likely to improve them. Going to
"the sun do move " has been pecuniarily prof- De Young's office was a bad business for
itable. He is in demand as a lecturer on the young Kalloch. Shooting De Young down
subject, and has from that source obtained and dead was still worse. Now young Kalmoney to pay a debt of $800 on his Richmond loch has been acquitted by twelve sworn
jurors, who had better means of judging as to
church.
his guilt or innocence than we hav. But this
HAPPY Spain I She is bankrupt, povertyverdict does not bring DeYoung back to the
smitten, and industrially blighted, but the genfamily who mourn for him, nor put out the
erous monarch who rules her can still squeeze spot of his blood from Kalloch's vision. Both
enough out of the collapsed exchequer to pre- the Kallochs, father and son, preach; and it
sent the pope with
chalice mounted with seems both practice-with a revolver 1-Sun.
$40,000 worth of gems.
OF the many crimes besotted bigotry is guilty
HATTIE DEUL, of Iowa City, has for three
of,
that of baptismal immersion with the therweeks refrained from eating and speaking.
This is in obedience to what she conceives to mometer at zero or thereabouts cries out
be a divine command. She is gradually wast; loudest for attention from the law. This win·ing away, but whether from lack of food or of ter has produced an excellent crop of out-ofdoor baptisms, and a proportionate array of
speech the account does not say.
attendant camalities. The most recent date
THE delay of the orthodox Methodist breth- from Wyoming Territory, a pleasing locality
ren· in bringing the Rev. Dr. Thomas to trial approaching the A.rctic regions in winter temfor his heretical utterances and publications perature, where three young women were im'begins to excite curiosity in Chicago. Mean- mersed in an icy pond, and two of them were
while Thomas tranquilly goes on preaching at last accounts dying from the experience.
every Sunday to big congregations and pocket- A. lunatic asylum for their like, aad a peniteneting a large salary.
tiry for the imbecils who violate natural laws
IT is the formulated opinion d the Chicago at the alleged dictates of their religious beliefs,
Socialists' Society that the welfare of the hu- will do more for the public "ood than all the
man race demands " not only the destruction baptH>ms that were ever performed. If the
of the czars, emperors, kings, Bismarcks, and immersers cannot crowd enough business into
other oppressors, but also the destruction of summer months they can increase their forces
the system of society that breeds them and and giv idle outsiders a chance.- Truth.
makes their tyranny possible."
THE sun promises to giv another exhibition
THE Irish Presbyterians are again discussing of gigantic storm forces soon. For two or three
whether it is right or wrong for a widower to weeks his disk has been comparativly free from
marry the sister of his deceased wife. They spots, but on Friday they showed themselvs
are no nearer the settlement of this trouble- again in large numbers, picturesquely arranged
some question than they were when they be- in several towns. Evidently a period of ungan it, a great many years ago. There are so usual disl;ufbance has again set in, and rare
few men who want to make matrimonial alli- views may be expected with good telescopes.
ances of this kind that the discns3ion is a Whether these sun storms hav any connection
waste of time for most people.
with prophet Vennor's rough weather for this
HENitY FIFER, a young candidate for the month is a very interesting question, that cannot at present be defl.uitly answered. Mercury
ministry, who has been studying theology in
Nebraska City, has unfortunately been detected· became a morning star recently to keep
Mars company. A.ll the other planets are
in stealing firewood from W. H. Hammond, W.
grouped in the evening sky. Venus now shines
E. Dillon, the News office, and others, and was
high above Jupiter and Saturn, but in May
caught in the very act. He also committed
burglary to carry out his theft, using a skele- she will be again in conjunction with them in
ton key to open doors. Possibly a jury will the morning sky. This is the reason for the
send him where he will hav quietness in pur- zodiacal light, one of the most mysterious phesuing his theological studies, and where fuel is nomena in the heavens. It may be seen some
time after sundown streaking up in the west,
furnished gratis.
and reaching more than half way to the zenith.
SEVl!iBJ.L of the publishers of cheap volumes
THE London DaiLy News' Rome dispatch of
are prepared to put the revised New Testament
on the market. for j;en cents within twent;y- March 26th says: " The Pope recently ordered
four hours a!ter obtaining a copy. Agents are the cardinal vicar to institute strict inquiry
1o1Dg throUih the country, ho:wever, t.aking into the eaorileglous tratllo in spurious nli01.

s

{sv~~J'A1~!~st..} $3 per Year.

The cardinal vicar has accordingly addressed a
circular to Catholic administrators throughout
the world intimating that no bodies hav been
taken from the Catacombs for thirty years, and
warrung them against impostors." It should
be noted that collections of bones purporting
to be remains of early martyrs, freshly dug
from the Catacombs of Rome, hav been
shipped to A.merica. If all the old bones that
hav been sold for relics-the bones of the
saints-were ground up, they would be suffiCient to fertilize not less than a thousand acres
of poor land, and would also be much better
employed. The Church of the Most High
Name, of Allegany City, Pa., is said to now
hav a shipload of these remains on the way
from Italy. It may be expected that any number of miracles will be performed by them
after their arrival, and cures of incurable diseases are in order.

One and All tells us that the village of Hawarden (pronounced Harden) in Cheshire, though
now principally known through Mr. Gladstone's residence there, has a very ancient history. In the reign of King Couan, one of the
Welsh kings, it is said that Hawarden's church
contained a very large image of the Virgin
Mary. One su=er the people :flocked to the
church to pray for rain, and among them came
the sheriff's wife. While· she was praying the
great rood or cross in the church fell upon her
and killed her. Thereupon an inquest was
called, and the people, with less reverence for
sacred things than might hav been expected,
brought in a verdict of murder against the
virgin as patron saint of the church. It was
then suggested that, as she did not belong to
their country, some variation in the ordinary
mode of execution should be made, and it was
agreed that the image should be thrown into
the river, so that if it really possessed miraculous power it mighthav a chance of saving itself. This was done. The story goes on to
tell that the image straightway :floated down to
Chester and was there buried.

THE Fall River strike has begun.
WAR is considered certain between Turkey
and Greece.
PEACE is nearly concluded between the Eng·
!ish and the Boers.
AT a wake in this city the other day one
Irian had his skull fractured.
YouNG Kalloch, who shot DeYoung in San
Francisco, has been acquitted. .
STATE-SENATOR RoBERTSON has been nominated for collector of New York.
IMMIGRANT rates from Europe to this country hav been increased $4.00 per ticket.
CARL ScHURz was given a dinner at Delmonico's, this city, last Saturday night.
CANDAHAR has been evacuated by the British and the city transferred to the A.meer.
THE butter makers are organizing to protect
themselvs from the sellers of oleomargarin.
VANDERBILT has resigued as one of the
directors of theW. U. Telegraph Company.
THE tenth anniversary of the Paris Commune was celebrated in !i!ew York last week.
THE President has changed his mind about
the extra session of Congress. There will bt
none.
THE Hudson River Tunnel Company will
begin work at both ends of the tunnel immediately.
SuPERINTENDENT WALLING of the New York
police force says Comstock does not always tell
the truth.
CoL. THoMAS ScOTT has made gifts amount·
ing to $230,000 to the colleges and hospitals of
Philadelphia.
AT a reception held by Mrs. Col. Ingersoll
at Washington the tea drank was grown in
this country.
SIXTY-THREE people were burned to death in
the destruction by fire of the opera housa at
Nice, France.
ANTI-RENT leagues are forming in this city
to resist the movement on the part of landlorda
to advance rents.
FIFTEEN miles of the country on the Platte
river at North Bend, Nev., has been overJlowed.
The damage is very great.
IT is said that $25,000,000 has been raised
in this city to build a new telegraph line in opposition to the Western Union.
THE Spiritualists celebrated the thirty-third
anniversary of model;ll Spiritualism at Republican Hall, this city, last Sunday.

THERE are several queer things about the
revised New Testament, the delay in the issue
of which has called forth so many curious
questions, most of which hav been met with
unsatisfactory answers. One of the queerest
statements is that made by the Rev. Dr.
A.ngus, who is onfl of the British revisers. Dr.
A.ngus, who is one of the most eJDinent of
scholars, says that " the revised version was
sent over to America in its final form, and
the American brethren sent back in return a
list of pa!!Sages in which they record their preferences for other renderings than those
adopted by the English company. These, it
is understood, will be found at the end of the
large edition of the revised New Testament, to
be issued by the University presses." It was
A. woMAN in Jersey City, N. J.,· became
thought by many persons that the American crazed from religious feeling, and last week
CoJ:!lmittee of Revision was simply a bobtail to perambulated the streets of that city naked.
the British kite. This statement of Dr. A.ngus
THE dead czar's remains were entombed in
confirms it. If the revised version comes over
the Fortress of St. Peter and Paul on the 21st.
here with the work of A.meri9an scholars
The funeral procession was seven miles long.
pinned on in foot-note fashion, it is reasonably
A. nox of gunpowder was found and removed
certain that America will hav nothing to do
with it. Such an arrangement of passages from the Lord Mayor's house in London Jut
about which there is a difference will make the week. It is believed to hav been put there by
revised version very cumbrous reading, and Fenians.
apart from any other question involved will
THE biggest passenger engin enr built has
make the book unpopular. If the preference been put upon the Pennsylvania railroad. It
of any individual translators or revisers are .to weighs 92,000 pounds, and the tender weighs
be noted on the margin or at the foot, all other 73,000 pounds.
such preferences should hav been so arranged
THE new czar of Russia is granting some
for the sake of uniformity. A. clergyman read- !JOncessions to his subjects. Taxation is to be
ing a chapter of the re-vised version for the remodeled and more latitude given to provinedification of his congregation will find his cial government.
reading sadly interfered with by being comGEN. GRJ.NT has resiped the presidency
pelled to turn to notes at the end of the book,
the World's Fair. Hugh J. Jewett, who was
or to refer to marg-inal readings at the sides of
the pages, to see if he is giving his people the offered the position as Grant's successor, has
declined to accept.
views of A.merican revisers as well as British.
It were better to delay the publication of the
MAHONE, the Virginia Senator, still votes
revised version for a dozen years than to issue with the Republicans, who hav reciprocated by
it in such botched form as contemplated in the nominating his friend Riddlebarger for ser
stakment made J.y Dr. Angus.-Sun.
j Keant-at-arms in the 8enate.
•

'l'HE T:RtJTH

flott(rt(Unicafion[i.
Thoughts on Religion.
BY

.AN INVALID, .AT THE

NEAR .APPROACH OF DEATH.

CONTAINING A BRIEF REVIEW OF· GoD'S DEALINGS WITH
MANKIND AS GIVEN IN THb: BIBLE, INCLUDING THE
FALL, ~'HE FLOOD, THE 1'0WER GF BABEL, GOD'S PECULIAR PEOPLE, THE JEWS, THE NEW DISPENSATION, WARS
BETWEEN MOHAMl\IEiJANS AND CHl(ISTENS, CHRISTIANS
PERSECUTING EACH OTHER, SCIENCE AND RELIGION, WITH
SOME SUGGESTIONS AS TO A BETTER WAY.
INTRODUCTORY.

The following pages were not written for publication, the writer making no claim to authorship.
During the long, weary years of my invalid life
many good Christian friends hav expressed much
anxiety for me in a religious point of view. I hav
read and thought much on the subject of religion,
and if I could hav seen any religious creed to be the
right and saving way, would hav been glad to hav
embraced it. I hav written the following principally
to relieve my mind of pent-up thoughts, and bav
tried to embrace much in a small space, to giv a kind
of bird's-eye view of religion as it appears to me,
so that by reading an hour, or perhaps a little more,
the whole SLlbject, from the creation to the present
time, as it appears to me, may be seen.
THE AUTHOR.

SEEKER~

APRIL

certainly we do not find in it the· religions teachings
of Mr. Beecher. He is, however, as consistent as
the authority upon which all Christians found their
belief, that "book of books," the Bible. I know
that in this land of Bible religions be who utters
this .is likely at least to forfeit the esteem and respect
of a large majority of his fellow-citizens. But believing it as I honestly do, I know of no reason why
I may not say it.
My knowledge of religion, past and present, leads
me to the conclusion that probably the world might
hav been better without any of any kind. Still I
say again, I think there is some go0d in every religion I ever knew or read of. The great objection is
that theology pretends to teach that which, from the
nature of the case, nobody while living can know.
Deity, the creation, a future life, with all that naturally results from an attempt to study the same, bav,
through all the history of the world, engaged the
time and talent of many of the wisest and best
men that ever lived. The re~ult is that to-day
nothing, absolutely nothing, is really known in regard to the matter, while, if we go back to the
beginning of historical time, and trace the track of
religion down to the present, we find that it has left
a deeper, darker, and more desolate mark than anything else in the world's history. And yet a large
majority who hav lived in the past, as well as those
on the stage of action, honestly believe that without
religi9n in some form the world would bav been and
would now be very much worse and unenjoyable.
To a certain extent this may be true, for, as previously stated, I believe there is some good in all religions. But as the chief aim and end of all religious
beliefs is to prove the character of God and his
attributes, which is a subject that usually !'trikes
deeper and takes a stronger hold on the hearts of
mankind than anything else, the result is that their
contentions hav been more bitter, and. they would
risk and endure more for this than everything else.
And how foolish, so long as a little candid thought
will teach every person that it is all about something
that mankind never hav, and probably never can gain
any knowledge of!
·
Those who believe the Bible to be the inspired
word of God, and that it is so plain that "he who
runs may read, and the wayfaring man, though a
fool, need not err therein," if they do really believe
it, and in God as represented in the Bible, I am constrained to 10ay, believe in the greatest monster and
the most stupendous failure ever presented for our
consideration, much less our worship.*
I know many will think this assertion embodies all
that is bad, bold, and reckless, but I believe it to be
true, and will make a little effort to prove it. The
character of God, as represented by the Bible, is
much the same as would exist if a parent should
teach his children that in order to secure his approbation and avoid punishment they must be just, charitable, love their enemies, do unto others as they
would that others should do unto them, etc., etc.,
but at the same time not only permit but teach and
require them for his and their glory and l\ggrandizment to commit all manner of injustice, use falsehood, cruelty, malice, hatred, everything vile and
degrading, to overcome those not of their own household.
The general tone and tenor of God's law!l, as given
in "his inspired word," are so inconsistent and permit and command things so cruel, tyrannical, unjust,
and monstrous that it seems passing strange why any
people should adopt and defend them.
We can scarcely imagin anything more monstrous
than the destruction of the Midianites related in
Numbers xxxi, where it was not enough that the
males were all killed, and their cities all burned,
but indignation and anger were expressed because a
little humanity in the soldiers caused them to save
the women and children alive, and they were commanded to kill all except " the womP.n children that
bav not known man by lyi.!}g with him." These the
soldiers were commanded to keep alive for themselvs.
Whenever we happen to hear of some isolated
case of that kind now it iii! referred to as an instance
of the most monstrous human depravity, and is denounced as a "fate worse than death." The Bible
furnishes us with many similar illustrations, not of
the depravity of human nature merely, but of atrocities committed either by express command or permission given by this God of the Bible. A large
portion of the laws given in this "book of books,"
claiming to emanate directly from infinit, perfect
deity,.are of this charat:ter, and seem to be justified
only on the ground of "I am that I am," and must
be obeyed aud worshiped; that "he hath mercy on
whom he will hav mercy, &nd whom he will he hardaneth."
The controling idea seems to be that God does
not wish or cannot compel or persuade all mankind
to love and serve him, but that he would hav a chosen
few as his peculiar people, and this not because of
any worth or worthiness in them above others, but
merely because he chose to; and all this time he
- .. --.
· .
·
Let 1t be UliLlerstood that. I do not assert tlmt God is a monster awl a failuru, but that the Biule makes him such. I can-

During the past eight years I hav been confined to
my room almost constantly, without any expectation
of ever regaining my health. To myself and my
intimate friends it is a wonder that I hav lived so
long, for it is nearly eight years since my family
physician, after giving me a careful examination,
said I probably could not liv three months on account of the diseased state Of my lungs. During
this time I hav had an unusual opportunity to think
of religion and a future state of existence. Friends
hav been very kind and solicitous in regard to my
religious opinion, hav as~>isted me with reading matter and many suggestions intended for my good, for
which I am thankful.
Through childhood and youth my religious training was of the most strictly orthodox Christian
character, the influence of the Episcopal Methodist
predominating. Since arriving at manhood the predominating influence has been the same, except that
I hav been more intimately associated with the
Baptists. I bav never made any religious profession,
but always freely accorded to others the right of
opinion, and all the respect and assistance that a due
regard for myself and family would permit. I am
now fifty-six, and during all these long, weary years
of my invalid life hav often had occasion to think
that if my opinions on religion could coincide with
any one of the many sects to which my friends belonged, it would be a satisfaction to me and them.
The truth is, however, that the more I hav studied
and thought the les~ I hav believed. And now, as
my thoughts go back over the history of the past, I
sometimes think perhaps the work would hav been
better if there never had been any religion. I believe there is some good and some truth in every
religious belief I ever knew or read of. But they
hav all been productiv of so much that was bad and
untruthful, so many terrible wars, tortures, crimes,
falsehoods, and evils of every description, that I think
we· may be justified in considering the question
whether on the whole it has not been productiv of
more harm than good. To illustrate this so far as
Christianity is concerned, I wish to call attention to
some extracts from a sermon recently preached by
H. W. Beecher.
He said: "Men nowadays call themselvs Christians, but the name does not make any difference in
their human nature any more than the putting on of
a white hat instead of a black hat indicates character. The external history of the church is the
saddest part of human history, and if the works of
the devil hav anywhere had an illustrious exposition,
it has been in the history of the externalities of the
Christian church. It is the history of quarrels without number, of hatings, suspicions, backbitings, and
fiendish malignity, and all in the name of Jesus.
For the sake of orthodoxy men hav destroyed religion; for the sake of heaven they hav
served the devil; for the sake of all that is pure
they hav done everything nasty and mean, and this
has been the history of the church as represented by
its doctrins, its ordinances, and forms of worship."
If this be true, and it probably is, are we not to
look for the cause, not only in the multiplicity of
sects, but in the unbound.ed assurance each seems to
possess that it is right, and the unfaltering firmness
with which they believe it. But notwithstanding
this is evidently one principal cause of the terrible
state of affairs that Mr. Beecher so vividly depicts,
in a sermon preached soon after, he tells his hearers
they must believe, "and believe like thunder," or
they will all go to the bad. Now is it not probable
that it is this believing" like thunder" in matters of
religion that is and· has been the principal cause of
.
· h
1' ·
t h estate of . t h mgs m t .e re rgr?us world _that he so
truly descnbes? Consistency rs a rare Jewel,_ but not comprehend deity, therefore express no opinion.
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knew positivly that it would prove a failure, that he
would hav to giv them up and cast them off, for they
were a stiff-necked and perverse people and would
continue to be.
Realil. and consider this thing carefully, particu.
larly that part of the Bible from Deuteronomy to
Ezra, and what a spectacle ! Could omnipotent and
omniscient deity do all this and not be a monster?
If any intelligent person can consider this i:n the
light ·of reason and common sense and answer yes,
he must be utterly dead to all sense of justice, love,
mercy, and truth.
A great change, and for the better, bas come oYer
our religious teachers during the past fifty years;
at first slowly and reluctantly, but latterly like an
impetuous torrent that threatens to sweep away all
former dogmas in regard to well-established and
essential points of church doctrins.
Fifty years ago Congregationalists taught that
"there were infants in hell not a span long." But
now Mr. Beecher, who is a leading teacher of that
sect, not only proclaims that doctrin false, but that
there is no bell at all for anybody.
Still the Bible is the same now as it was .then; and
it only adds one more evidence to the oft-repeated
saying of so-called irreverent persons that "the
Bible is like a fiddle on which a skilful performer
can play any tune he chooses."
·
As a further illustration of the change that is going
on in the Christian world, I quote from a sermon
preached in Chicago by the Rev. H. W. Thomas,
D.D. (Methodist), in 1877. He said: "The doctrin
of election and reprobation, that mercilessly consigns unnumbered millions of human beings to all
the pains and penalties of an eternal hell without
any possibility of escape, was born out of controversy, and in such times might be acctpted, but
there must come an after-thought, a reaction. Men
will rise up and ask if the Bible teaches such
things. And if told that it doe!!, they will ask who
put such things in the Bible; and if told that God
put them there, they will ask who is God, that be
should say or do such awful things; and, if pressed,
they will deny both God and the Bible."
Again, he says: "Men must not be asked in the
name of so holy a sentiment as religion to giv up
reason and good sense and every feeling of justice,
and lie down and be spit upon and trampled in the
dirt. They won't do it, and I am glad of it. . .
They must not be asked to believe God an unfeeling
tyrant, and still told to love and call him God.
They won't do it. They can't do it. They ought
not to try to do it."
But Mr. Thomas will remember the Bible does,
both directly and indirectly, teach and coiJ>mand
these things; and how he and others called Liberal
Christians can make these admissions and still profess to believe the Bible the in!"pired word of God is
passing strange.
It is said Christ gave· a new dispensation. He
did, but he also taught strict obedience· to the law.
And did he not say to Nicodemus, "Except a man
be born again, he cannot see the kingdom of God?"
Also that, "Except a man be born of water and the
spirit he cannot .enter into the kingdom of Goil ?"
And almost the last words he uttered previous to his
final ascension were, "He that believeth and is baptized shall be saved; but he that believeth not shall
be damneu.". Also, "The wicked shall go away into
eternal punishment prepared for the devil and his
angels; where the worm dieth not and the fire is not
quenched; where there shall be weeping and wailing
and gnashing of teeth; where the smoke of their
torment ascendeth forever and ever," etc., etc.
The truth is the Bible does teach all these horrible things about the devil, hell, eternal punishment,
and all the long catalog of Go<il's terrible, vindictiv
wrath to be visited on the creatures of his creation,
and all for doing just as he knew they would before
he performed the first act of ~reation.
It is just such monstrous things as these that are
surely taught in the Bible, and which are causing
mankind to rise up and refuse longer to follow the
lead of those that teach them that makes it necessary
for many of our prominent teachers to endeavor to
change their position. They are not yet independent
enough, hav not moral courage enough, to say, We
will lay by this old book of books only to refer to
as a relic of the inconsistency and false teaching
of the past.
The question will naturally be asked, If you reject
the Bible account of Deity, from whence do you
obtain any? Or some may exclaim, Is it possible
that you are in so dark and debased a condition that
you deny the existence. of God! My answer is
simply that I neither deny nor affirm; I neither believe nor disbelieve. I can see no way of knowing,
therefore am content to say I do not know, and consequently on that point I hav no belief. 'fbere are
some things that from the very nature of the case
are past finding out, and. this is one of them. And
because we cannot know it is useless-yes it is
wrong-to spend so much time, talent, money, everything valuable to humanity, in efforts that must
necessarily prove abortiv, and, as the history of the world bas shown, only beget strife, contention, wars,
the disruption of national, social, and personal ties
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of friendship, with all the dark catalog of miseries
that always follow in their train.
The Jewish wars were waged mostly in consequence of the question whether men should worship
one true and ever-living-God, or should they worship
a variety of natural or artificial objects that conveyed
some fancied idea of the appearance or attributes of
deity. Likewise the wars of the Crusades and
others between Mohammedans and Christians were
in consequence of the malignity and hatred that
existed because mankind could not .agree as to
whether there was one God, Allah, or three, the
Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, and these three all in
one.
For hundreds of years men hav argued, fought,
suffered, and died to prove this question of deity,
ani! now know no more about it than they did when
they began, which is simply nothing.
Probably Christian friends are now ready to exclaim.: I see how it is ! And can it be possible that
a person who talks of reason and common sense believes in a "come-by-chance" world? Is it possible
for any sane man to believe that the whole universe,
the sun, moon, and stars, this world, with everything
grand and beautiful that we belwld, mankind, with
all his mighty intellect and genius, came by chance?
In answer, I would reply that while you say I believe
in a " come-by-chance" world, yott do believe in a
"come-by-chance" God. Is it any mor!'l unreasonable to believe the world self-existent, or that it came
into existence we know not how, than it is to believe the !!arne in regard to a being who could create
it all out of nothing and exist in nothing Lefore it
was created?
Science teaches us that a cause must be superior
to any effect that it is capable of producing. Therefore, if we institute a comparison in this light, there
is less reason for believing God self-existent than the
universe that he is said to hav created. It is a selfevident truth that what the great first cause is or
was we cannot know, appreciate, or underlltand.
Therefore happy it would h!!.v been for mankind if
they had been content to view the situation in that
light. And it will be better now to accept that as
the situation and turn our attention to the problem
of learning how to liv instead of how to die.
In a scrap~ book I find a poem on "Creation," the
author's name not given. I giv a few extracts:
" In the beginning, it is said,
God created heaven and earth.
But, prior to that grettt begirming,
Where was God-what gave him birth?
Breathless, cheerless, all-pervading,
Was the worldless, boundless night.
Say, how from nothing, at beginning,
Sprung all worlds to life aud light?
But prior to that great beginning,
When creation had no birth,
From a lifeless, boundless nothing,
What brought the great Jehovah forth?
A.bswer the momentous question, ·
· Was Jehovah formed by chance?
A.nd from nothiug, powerless nothing,
Did chance bring forth omnipotence ?
And, in the might of nothing's wisdom,
Was chance's first work deified?
Was chance's first work done so perfect
That chance ne'er need do anght beside?"
[TO BE CONTINUED.)

the Athenians except Dicearchus ·in his famous ha(Note by the author: This mode of employing
ran~ ag'l!nst _Demostheues, whom he accuses of running water for the ablution of so many thousand
havmg failed m respect toward this ineffable vol- persons discovered great prudence. But in many
um~, on which, according to him, depended the sal- places of Europe, at this day [1793], the ~hildren are
vatwn of the state.
baptized in filthy, stagnant water; which cannot fail
Those people are greatly mistaken who imagin to be highly noxious.)
that the Testament of the Athenians contained nothing more than a collection of predictions by two celThe dames of Athens, in open cars superbly orna~brated Grecian impostors, called Bacis and Antiph- mented, led the way in these orgies; and their
Ilus. . It concerned, most probably, the- religious amorous adventures, says Aristophanes, commenced
worship of Ceres, and was perhaps the very book long before they reached the place of their destinacarried annually in procession at the feast of Thea- tion. The discourse they held along this road was
morphia by women chosen from the hundred and so very licentious that all obscehe conversation was
seventy villages of Attica.
vulgarly called "the language of the chariots."
If such works, instead of being veiled with im--------penetrable clouds, had been examined by the rules
The Besant-Hatchard Debate.
cri.ticism, it would perhaps hav appeared. that the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Bibyllme books of Rome were only an imitation of
the Athenian Testament, adopted to the paganism of I am real glad thee has given to the Liberal list of
publications one more valuable cheap pamphlet,
the Latins.
"The Besant-Hatchard Debate," and I am sure
MYSTERIES OF CERES.
every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER will want a copy
The most dangerous superstitions of the Greeks of it to lend to his pious neighbors, for it shows so
were precisely those which brought money both to conclusivly that "the Jesus of the gospels is not a
the priests and to the states. The Athenians protected historical character," and "that the influence ·of
the mysteries of Ceres for no other reason than be- Christianity upon the world has been l.njurious," that
cause they divided the profits with the hierophants; it will only need an unprejudiced perusal to make its
and Aristogiton, a financier who, according to De- truths manifest to all.
mosthenes, was the greatest villain of his day, sucChristians are always boasting of the great things
ceeded in having a capitation imposed on all pilgrims their religion has done for civilization and for woman.
who wished to. be initiated. When Diagoras, of This book proves that literature, art, science,
Melos, afterward maintained openly that those cere- woman's equality, and true morality "\1-av advanced
monies were contrary to virtue, and corrupted the step by step and age by age in defiance of every
manners of the Greeks, no per!lon could refute him, attempt made by bigoted fanatic Catholics (followbut an Attic talent ($900) was promised to whoever ers of the meek and lowly lamb), and worshipers
would take away his life. Such was the answer o~ the immaculate virgin mother, as well as equally
made to Diagoras of Melos, for even in those days bigoted Protestant believers in gods, devils, and
the theologists reasoned with poinards and burning hells.
coals, like inquisitors, instead of recurring to the orMrs. Besant, in her prompt refutation of the:Sophist.
dinary rules of logic, which they confessed were not ical arguments of her opponent, shows us that the •
made for them.
·
day has come when wom'ln is determined to be first
and foremost in the work -for liberty, free thought,
We hav now to·examin in what consisted the pre- and mental progn•ss, just as she was first in the
tended secret, revealed on such occasions to the vota- work f0r theology when she believed it to be the
ries. The hierophants began by announcing that those greatest friend of suffering humanity.
All who believe in woman's mental and moral
who had been first washed in the Ilissus and conducted
afterward in procession to the sanctuary of Ceres equality with man should encourage the publication
would inhabit eternally the delightful groves of of such books as this. Mrs. Besant's superior handElysium amidst ineffable enjoyment. All other hu- ling of her subject shows what an educated, intelliman beings were to be plunged in the mud of Ten- gent woman can do in a field that has hitherto been
arus and tormented forever by all the punishments almost wholly occupied by men.
The few closing lines of her last reply to Mr.
of poetic hell.
Hatchard are so strong and beautiful that I am sure
To prove the utility of mysteries it should be every Liberal will say amen to them:
"Hut we will free the souls of men as we hav
demonstrated that they rendered the Greeks more
virtuous, and above all more ~>quitable. But on the freed their bodi:=s. Instead of religion we will giv
contrary, their depravity continued always augment- them science. Instead of heaven we will giv them
ing, and their contempt for oaths and contracts be- earth. Instead of credulity we will giv them knowl.
came so notorious that, according to Polybius, not edge. Instead of fear we will giv them love.
even the shadow of good faith could any longer be Our morality is based on experience, not on revelafound in Greece. Wretches were seen perjuring tion; on man's needs, not on God's commands. 'I'hus
themselvs a hundred times in a day, without fear of at length shall the world regain its old beauty; and it
remorse, because they pretended that heaven had been shall be beautiful because it shall be consecrated to
man, and shall no longer be darkened because it beassured to them by the voice of the hierophants.
longs to God."
Mrs. Besant is a woman of a thousand-a martyr
The moat circumstantial treatis now extant on the
to her truths, and one whose upright, pure, and beaumysteries of Ceres is that of Mons. Meiner, who, tiful life should endear her to every Liberal in the
in his." Philosophical Medley" (.illelange Philosoph- world. Her face should greet us from the walls of
The Bible and Religion of the Greeks.
ique), has collected even the smallest circumstances every home where woman's equality is recognized,
_The following extracts from a work of the last relativ to this part of the Athenian worship. ·One
century," Philosophical Dissertations on the Greeks," opinion, however, of this learned man, although sup- and her truthful words should find an echo in the
by Monsieur De Pauw, translated from the French ported by that of Bishop Warburton, does not ap- heart of every reader of this little book.
Snowville, Va.
EL:mNA D. SLENKER.
(London, 1793), throw great light on the religion of pear to be entirely free from error. They pretend
the Athenians. It will be a surprise to many if not that the initiated were told to consider the gods
[From /he 1-alley Falls Liberal.]
most readers to learn that the Athenians had a holy of paganism as nothing more than deified men, who
D. M. Bennett.
Bible, and that it was called the Testament. But were consequently unworthy of their incew~e. Such
how unfortunate that that old Testament of Athens a revelation would hav been at once extravagant and
Our readers are all familiar with the history of the
w~s not preserved! It would doubtless hav proved false in all the force of the terms, for nod eified woman attempt to crush the above-named individual and his
itself to be as much of a divine revelation as either existed among the six grand gods and six grand god- paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, by an unjust sentence
the Jewish or the Christian scriptures, and to-day we desses of Greece. vVithout entering here into scien- obtained under the unjust ruling of an unjust judge,
might hav enjoyed reading the word of God as tific and thorny disquisition, it is only necessary to whereby he (Bennett) was deprived of his liberty,
revealed to the Greeks 2,500 to 3,000 years ago.
hav recourse to the first elements and most incontest- and imprisoned at hard labor for the space of thirANTICHRIST.
able points of mythology, where Apollo was the sun teen months. If the churches, through their agent,
PROPHETIC BOOK OF THE ATHENIANS.
A. Comstock, expected to silence the tongue and pen
and Diana the moon.
of this man by such means, they hav most signally
Few even of the learned are informed at this day
As the initiated were enjoined, under pain of failed. Even while in prison his pen was busy, and
[1793], that the Athenians possessed a prophetic and
mysterious book, called in their language the "Tes- death, not to speak of the mysteries, those who had produced two ponderous volumes entitled, "The
tament," on which they pretended the safety of the been victims to the hietop:Q.ants dared not to com- Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times,"
republic depended. It was preserved with so much plain or prevent others from being drawn into the and since his release he has made ~he tour of Europe
care that no passage has ever transpired, and conse- same abyss. By such extraordinary means did super- ar:d has written a series of letters from a Freethiuker's
quently the notions transmitted to us are very con- stition long succeed in preserving its energy and in standpoint, of what he saw while there. These letters, first published in the columns of THE TRUTH
extending the limits of its empire.
fin~d, but the conjectures they lead to are infinit.
The grand mysteries were really nothing more SEEKER, hav. now been issued in a book entitled, "An
Thfi work of darkness appears, however, to hav
been of the same nature with the books of the sibyls than a confirmation of what passed, as we hav said, Infidel Abroad," by D. M. Bennett. Price, $1.50.
And now it is proposed to send him on a long tour
at Home, to which also the destiny of the nation was at the smaller mysteries, where the initiated were
attached, according to the opinion of the priests arid baptized in the waters of the Ilissus, in a solitary of observation---:-this time to extend round the planet
pontiffs. The more such a gross error was impressed place to the south of Athens, called the Chaces. on which we liv. It has been fashionable for many
~n.the minds of the people, the easier did the poli- . . . _. To receive a distinguished place, or what years for the churches to send their D.Ds. round the
ticians attain their object by making these pretended Aristotle terms a right of precedence, among the globe, so that the faithful at home might see the old
prophe_cies a secret means of conducting the republic blessed, it was necessary to receive the confirmation world through their eyes; and now it would seem
accordmg to their wishes. This is the reason why of the grand mysteries in the town of the Eleusiil- quite fittiug that we should hav a chance to see the
the books of the sibyls are constantly produced in ians who had a small river called the little Cephisus. wonder~ of the orient through the eyes of one who
the Homan history, while at Athens the Testament In dry weather this stream did not afford water suffi- does not look tlu·ough the colored glasses of superstiwas buried in. the same silence with the mysteries of cient for the ceremony of lustration; but when the tious theology.
All who feel au interest in such a project will learn
Ceres. Mr. Maas, a IDiJ.n of great erudition and well snows dissolved iL became an impetuous torreut aud
ver~ed in Grecian literature, observed to me that no overflowed all the valley of lapis, even to the very all about it lJy sending for a copy of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, 14l.l:!;ighth street, New York.
an01ent author has mentioned the fatidioal book of confines of Megaris.
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any one, a copy of her last pamphlet, "From Generation to Regeneration; or, the Plain Guide to Naturalism." It centaius her views on the relations of
the sexes, and inay well be called a radical work.
Comstock's Recent Effort.
Price, twenty-five cents. Her address is Salt Lake
Some intimations hav been given our readers of City, Utah.
the efforts Comstock has recently been making to
Two New Books.
get a bill passed by the legisll\ture of our state to
authorize him to enter any house in this city, or in
We hav just brought out two new works which we
any county in the state, where he might suspect any trust will be acceptable to our patrons. The first ·is
immoral or improper gaming, playing, or exhibitions "The Legends of the Patriarchs and Prophets," by
may be conducted, and this at his own option, with- Rev. S. Baring-Gould. As a writer few men hav exout warrant, or any legal process, virtually superced- celled S. Baring-Gould, and this volume is regarded
ing the police authorities, the district attorney, mag- as one of his best. Tee Congregationalist, in speakistrates, etc. On March 23d·, T. B. Wakeman, Esq., ing of it says: "There are few Bible readers who
appeared before the legislativ Committee on Relig- hav not at some time wished for just such a volume.
ious and Charitable Societies and made a plea in
.
This is a thoroughly interesting book, and
opposition to this Comstock bill, and showed how will be seized with avidity by all students of the
liberty and purity can both be preserved. His argu- Bible."
ments are very sound and will doubtless interest the
The Methodist says, "They hav the magical
readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. An installment of charms of the 'Arabian Night~."'
his argument will be laid before our readers in our
The Loudon Saturday Review, in speaking of it,
next.
says, "It will be the reader's own loss if he forgoes
It is preimmed that Mr. Comstock was not particu- the pleasure and the profit of reading this entertainlarly well pleased with Mr. Wakeman's speech. He ing volume."
seemed not a little disturbed, and in his usual bragThe price has been reduced from $2.00 to $1.50,
gart style boasted of his prowess and what he could post~tge included.
accomplish with the churches and $50,000,000 to
The second is "The Old Faith and the New."
back him. It remains to be seen whether Comstock By David Friederich Strauss, author of "The New
is to rule America and override the institutions of Life of Jesus," etc. Authorized translation from
our country. If Comstockism is our destiny, woe, the sixth German edition, by Mathilde Blind. Two
woe to our land ! It will take a stand more inimical volumes in one. The translation revised and partly
to freedom than that of Russia, and wonld seem to rewritten, and preceded by an American version of
juiitify nitro-glycerin hand-grenades (metaphorically the author's "Prefatory Postscript." Strauss is too
!!peaking).
well known by the readers of America to require a
single word to be said in his praise.
Repairing Paine's Monument.
The Atlantic Monthly thus speaks of this work:
The subscriptions for this necessary work hav not "An investigation of some of the most important
eome in as freely as desirable. It would seem that questions that a candid mind can ask of the world.
A book which we feel sure, both from the
the only monument in the country erected to the
memory of the man we so much revere should not go nature of the subjects treated, the serious manner of
another year in the dilapidated conditioz;, in which it discussion, and the deservedly great reputation of
now is. The following are the sums donated up to the author, will make its mark upon the t.ime, not so
much as an attack upon what we venerate as an
the present time:
Dr. E. B. Foote, $1.00 apology for those who honestly differ from the
M. Reiman,
$5.(')0
.
H. B. Brown,
1.00 majority of their brothers."
Infidelis,
1.00
The
price
is
reduced
from
$2.00
to $1.50, including
Rufus Perkins,
1.00
D. M. BeRnett,
1.00
Augustus Owen,
1.00 postage. We will be glad to sent the two volumes
W. F. Porter,
.25
E. M. Macdonald, 1.00 to all who wish them.
1.00
G. S. Me--,
W. H. Burr,
2.00
Wm. T. Costigan, 4.00
Robt. Legg,
.25 Judge Charles B. 'Waite's History of the
Newark L.League, 5.00
James Levesey,
John Johnson,
.25
Cluistian Religion to the Year 200.
Robert Cardwell,
John Musgrove,
.25
We hav received a supply of this new and exPatch Grove L. L., 2:~5
Henry Cardwell,
.25
1.00 haustiv valuable work on the early history of ChrisHenry ]'elber,
A. S. Wheeler,
1.00
2_00 tianity. Those who feel an interest in knowing just
W. R. Cameron,
A. P. Heywood, 1.00
.50 how great is the imposition which the church has
R. D. Shoemaker,
L. Harris,
.50
1.00
played upon the people of Christendom, who wish to
W.
Gorman,
Dr. J. E. Jones,
.50
1.00 know what the early Christian Fathers wrote, and
G. S. Bradley,
. James Se ba,
1. 00
1. 75 who wish to know the imperfection and utter unreliPhilip Wootton,
Pulaski Carter,
'1.00
00 ability of the claims set up by the church as to the
1
Sarah Axtell,
James C. Lehmer, 2.00
· 25 authenticity of the New Testament, will of course
A. Hoyt,
M. P. Thurston,
.75
10.00 wish a copy of this work. 455 octavo pages. Price,
A. Bessette,
Horace Lane,
1.00
:25 $2.50.
Mrs. A. Everest,
Mrs. A.McDougall, 5.00
D.
M.
Worley,
1.00
W. F. Stevens,
5.00
On page 223 of this issue Mr. Wilson givs quite a
James Bridger,
.75
D. Buckingham, 1.00
0. F. Green,
5.00 number of tesLimonials of the cures performed by his
W. L. Rever,
1.00
magnetic goods. These testimonials can be relied
Chas. E. Patterson, 1.00
upon as truthful. Several of the cases described
These friends are heartily thanked for their liber- hav come to our knowledge, and we hav good reasons
ality. Some of them are very generous. More than for saying that no exaggeration has been used.
half of the money necessary to repair the monument
has now been donated, but more will be required.
Liberal Colony.
The season of the year has now arrived when the
Those interested in the project of forming a colony
work lilhould be done. Let others who feel willing
to contribute to the good cause be not backward in of Lib~rals in Washington Territory or Oregon will
coming forward. If more money is sent in than is please addrees the undersigned at Valley Falls, Kan.
M. HARMAN, Sec. Valley Fall" L. L.
required to repair the monument, it will be used in
repairing the wall and beautifying the grounds.
It is to be regretted that no more enthusiasm is
Liberals of Iowa.
manifested toward erecting a beautiful monument to
The
chairman
of the Executiv Committee of our
Paine in this city. If one thousand persons will
State
Liberal
League
has worked for the League for
giv five dollars each it can be accomplished.
Are there one thousand persons in America who will the past year without the encouragement he so richcontribute five dollars each toward a colosl'!al bronze ly deserves. He has no pay and depends on his
bust of Thomas Paine, to be erected in one of the book business for his living. He has lately ordered
public grounds of New York city? If there are, we printed the Constitution and By-laws of the state
League and guaranteed the payment of the printer's
will be one of the number.
Let the generous-hearted who honor the memory bill, which will amount to nearly one hundred dolof Thomas Paine help a little in the needful work. lars, and will almost engulf our best worker in financial ruin.
I~_ppeal to every Liberal in Iowa to eend to E.
.A Bbihday Reception.
C. Walker, Cedar Rapids, Iowa, at least one dollar
On the evening of Tuesday, March 22d-his sixty- to help him pay for the printing of our Constitution
ninth birthday--Mr. Stephen Pearl Andrews gave and By-laws, and other necessary expensee in connecreception at his dwelling on 34th street and tion with the next meeting of Iowa Liberals at Cedar
5d avenue, which was attended by· reformers, Rapide. Yours for the cause, C. W. DIBBLE.
Mem. Ex. Com. for Iowa.
literary people, and personal friends, to the number
of seventy-five. The evening was pleasantly passed;
New Leagues and Annual Members.
eeveral speeches were made, and much pleasant conversation was indulged in. Ice-cream and cake were
I hav the honor to report three new auxiliaries as
eerved. The absence of wine was observed, but the follows: 8d. Binghampton, N.Y., L. N. Bennett, Sec.
epirits of· those assembled were pleasantly elevated, 92. San Jose and Santa Clara, Cal., F. C. Wissman,
and the satisfaction quite apparent.
Sec. 115. Springfield, La., Robert Benefield, Sec.
The new annual members are as follows: L. D.
WE will say to the friends of Lois Waisbrooker Tompkins, M.D., Caseopolis, Mich.; E. Livezey, Balthat she will be glad to send to any of them, or to timore, Md.; Mre. A. W. Lake, Garrettsville, Ohio;
llf:.1"f
•
J![fiUt O~tit

•
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Mrs. H. S. Lake, Liberal lecturer, at present at Bing.
hamton, N. ~-; T. ~-Kelly, Oak Bar, Cal.; T. L.
Jackson, Sagmaw, MICh.; W~lter Walker, Farmington, Utah; J. M. Harper, Umon Flat, Wash .. Ter.
The new League at Binghamton is the result ef the
lectures and labor of Mrs. H. S. Lake at that place
She is one of the most eloquent and efficient Liberai
lecturers now in t?e ~eld. Wheney~r the Liberals in
any place are thmkmg of orgamzmg an auxiliary
League and would like a good lecturer to assist them
she is the one to send for. Also, if any sleeping
League wants waking up, she blows a trumpet as
stirring as Gabriel's any day, and a great deal more
musical.
T. C. LELAND,
201 East 71st St., New York.
Sec. N. L. L.
[From The Liberal.]

They Hav Come.
[Though Brother Walser is a trifle extravagant in
his praise and compliments, we can't feel otherwise
than grateful that such a good man can speak so well
of us, anrt we cheerfully giv his remarks to our
reaP,ers.-En. T. S.J
Books for our library. A magnificent present.
We received from the freight office at Lamar a box
of fifty volumes of books, as a present to the circulating library at Liberal, by that nature's nobleman,
D. M. Bennett, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New York.
We will giv a list of them in. our next issue. We
thank you, friend. We thank you in the name of
the members of our library. We thank you in the
name of our town. We thank you in the name of
the Liberals of the whole land, for we feel that this
move in starting our library will stimulate Liberals
all over the country to send and get books, start
libraries, reading-rooms, and spread the light, "For
in knowledge there is power." In intelligence there
is liberty. All wanting books should not forget thil!
prince of good men, D. M. Bennett. His generosity
will be remembered by all. Again we thank you.
May your days be long in the field of usefulness!
May your last days be your happiest I , May you liv
to see the full fruition of the seed you are sowing !
The present people of our town love you. The
coming will extend grateful remembrances of you.

A London Letter.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The handsome volumes you kindly sent me hav just
come to hand, and their bulky proportions promis
me many an evening of combined instruction and
entertainment. I hav only had an opportunity to
glance at my old friends, the letters from Europe
("An Infidel Abroad "), but I notice a point upon
which I can perhaps furnish a little information. On
page 123, speaking of the old cathedral at Dieppe
which I hav visited several times, you mention ce/
tain " heads of monsters with long necks, and we
called them devils, some representing the heads of
birds of prey, and other wild beasts. They seemed
to be stretching out their heads all far as possible to
see what was geing on below, and to watch the goepel shops over which they presided. These horrible
objects were probably placed 'there for some purpose
but I cannot imagin what it could be." It may not
be generally known that these hideous figures, termed
gargoyles, are placed on the walls for the purpose of
guiding the accumulated moisture, as rain, melted
snow, etc., from the roof direct to the earth, and to
prevent the water from trickling down and soaking
into the walls. The ecclesiastical architects of bygone ages exercised all their ingenuity to devise
monstrous and hideous sha~es for these useful arrangements, and on some anCient churches in England
there are to be seen most horrible and grotesque figures apparently stretching out their necks in agony,
but in reality only serving the useful pl'll'pose of
water conductors. I remember that a year or two
ago Mr. Moncure D. Conway selected "gargoyles"
as the subject of a Sunday morning discourse at South
Place Chapel. The discourse was subsequently
printed, and I will endeavor to obtain a copy for you.
But enough of gargoyles, the relics of an age of
superstition. I am highly pleased to be able to keep
note of the Freethought movement in your great
country by meane of THE TRUTH SEEKER. You hav
plenty of energetic workers, and our cause must prosper mightily in such good hands.
The proceedings of a body of revivalists calling
themselvs the "Salvation Army" are just now affording much amusement to the ungodly, whatever the
truly pious may think of them. The "army" has a
"general" whose name is Booth. It has its headquarters in the ealubrious locality of Whitechapel
(similar in point of character to your Bowery, I believe), and 1t iseues a weekly paper called the War
Cry, published at the moderate sum of one cent. The
paper is principally filled with reports from " captains" and other officers conducting the revival work
all over the country, and the· most extraordinary language is used by these people. For instance one will
write something in this strain: .
"CoTENTRY, March 6th.
"Hurrah I a glorious day for the Lordi Grand field day·
the devil's forces utterly routed I Saventr-five sinners plunged
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in tbe fountain, and many oth~rs promised to embrace the part to despise. Even epigram is but seldom used, tals connotes the being describ~d in the Old Testiblood.
"CAPT. DEADHEJ.D."
th?ugh its occasional employment is mas\erful. ment plus the Christ of the New. Both Shelley and
Of course I do not represent this as a genuin quo- Witness in the Cromwell, "Our sorrow is the in- Carlyle might hav urged that they wrote for wile
tation but I will say that every expression used verted image of our nobleness." His nomenclature men who would understand their use of the word.
therei~ will be found over and over again in the War mor~over is novel enough. Scarce a history-maker But as our population according to Carlyle i1
Ory. The "Salvation AI· my" is a band of unedu- or history-marrer, luminous or baleful, livs in his "thirty millions, mostly fools," and as both Shelley
cated fanatics, and I am certain _that _th~ cause of true page to whom he has net given a nickname. Not a and Carlyle are fortunately widely read, it is at least
religion (if there b~ such a thmg) IS Ill served by name of triviality, but one new, apt, meaningful, matter for regret that the name of unhappy memotheir pranks and their blasphemy.
doomed to be lasting. Who thinks of Robespierre ries has been in any way used by them. And hen~e
Mr. Bradlaugh's troubles concerning the parlia- as other than the sea-green incorruptible ? " The we may all learn the general principle that there II
mentary oath are not yet over; but he is bound to little brown-complexioned artillery-officer of Toulon" huge danger in employing liltereotyped words and
win in the end, and the cause of freedom and prog- moves through the later paget> of the great history phrases with meaning other than that attached to
ress will triumph with him. I was in the House of also. And of happy phras~s there is rich store, for them by the many. Every use of the words. god,
Commons the other evening, when the motion for the most part marked with a strange, easily recogniz- divine, religion, in a good sense, is a retardatiOn of
inquiring into perpetual pensions was to hav been able individuality. Many hav already become part that which, though inevitable, is slow.
discussed. Mr. Bradlaugh gracefully gave way in of the vocabulary &f the many. · "The whiff of
In politics Thomas Carlyle was an unconsciouil
view of the urgent state of public business. He is a grapeehot," "tempted with the gleam of bishoprics," Radical. That he was a Radical is shown by his two
general favorit among the enlightened members of "the temporary hallelujah of flunkies "-such as greatest historical works. The man who made
both parties; and, considering the fieme prejudice these abound.
Oliver Cromwell's glory at last the heritage of the
If we pause to inquire as to his possession of the English nation, who in the history of the French
which less than a year ago was felt against him, the
result is simply marvelous. There is a grand par- mind-moving gifts that he who would write or speak Revolution made the cry of a people articulate and cast
liamentary career before Mr. Bradlaugh if God givs would ask of the fairy godmother the answers are the burden of all bloodshed and wrong-doing therein
almost wholly affirmativ. Are not some of these at on the true shoulders, could not be "ther tlian Radhim time to work it out.
This letter is, I am afraid, already too long, so I least humor, wit, power, pll.thos? In only one of cal. Yet I hav to call him unconsious Radical. That,
will cut it summarily short. I hope to hav the these is there possibility to find a want. Of that this a leo is true is shown in his life of John Sterling,
pleasure of occasionally communicating by this means strange, sudden recognition of resemblances between written so long as 1851. Therein he speaks of the
with my Freethinking brothers and sisters of the the apparently unlike that we call wit, Carlyle would "grim desert of Radicalism." Never was more inacnew world.
Most sincerely yours,
seem to possess less mastery than many lesser men. curate phrase penned. Radicalism in politics and in
GEORGE ST.ANDRING.
But his humor, grim as it often may be, is true. :~;eligion is the pathway from a grim desert mournfld
London, England, March 17, 1881.
Even with the irony of it a soft pity blends. It with the moaniri.gs of wronged peoples to a promised
sways you now to laughter, now to tears. That laud-a land promised by the whole history of evowhich he has written of Richter is true of himself: lution and by every event of the past story of the
[!''rom the National R•former.]
"A man of mirth, but he seldom or never conde- world. And though the desired country is not yet,
Thomas Carlyle.
scends to be a merry-andrew. Nay, in spite of its the way thitherward, though rough traveling at times,
Death has been busy amongst the Titanl'! during extravagance, we should say that his humor is of all is bright with the blossoms we call hopes, and is a
the last few months. The greatest woman writer of his gifts intrinsically the finest and most genuin. It thousand times more joyous than the country whence
our nation and the most notable of English authors has such witching turns; there is something in it so we journey. That Carlyle misunderstood the meanare both passed into rest, It is not possible for capricious, so quaint, so heartfelt. From his Cyclo- ing of Radicalism is evidenced by his political utterthose of the age that was also theirs to estimate pean workshop, and its fuliginous limbecs and huge, ances in later years. These hav been of such a nature
either fully or accurately the work that each of these unwieldy machinery the little, shriveled, twisted that it is not surprising that one so carelees in
has done. After times alone can judge righteously Figure comes forth at last, so perfect and so living, thought and speech as Mr. Ruskin should hav written
those whose thoughts, reaching out into the coming to be forever laughed at and forever loved!"
the condemnation o(himself and Carlyle from which
centuries, draw the world onward toward the days
The power that he wields is terrific. Herein he all thinking folk at once excluded the latter.
and things that are to be. Yet is it a solace to us, if rises to Homeric hights. His voice is as the multiIt is at least unfortunate that our great teacher
even only by way of wholly inadequate love token, tudinous sounds of storm upon the mountains. You had not that confidenc~ in the future that his own
to speak of our lost sister and brother, so much "more are awed into dumbness, infolded and caught away teaching inspires. He calls Puritanism " the last
elder" than we can ever be ; to place on record how as by a whirlwind, borne resistless onward, left glimpse of the godlike in England "-speaks of the
we were stirred and swayed by their speakings, ere stunned and breathless, as you are by the overture to "scavenger age" that is coming. And yet he has
our voices also become silent.
Taunhauser or the ride of the Valkyries. For his himself shown us that Puritanism has founded and
In Thomas Carlyle existed an immense capacity command of pathos let it be noted how manly and in its turn given way to a nobler faith. He has
for work. Remembering the position in which he how self-contained is his pathos. No childish or taught us to worship heroes, and in his own honored
commenced. life and the position wherein the end of womanish suffering. Womanlike in his tenderness; life has given us a heroism worth the worship. It is
his days found him, considering the mere list of ~is manlike in his self-restraint. Can one read of. the impossible for us as we follow him in his study of
writings, and reflecting upon the stupendous labor m- close of Walter Raleigh's life-" such a man, with the heroic to believe that the heroic can fail. The
volved in all of them, and. especially in the needful his head grown gray "-unmoved? It is the pathos worship of the past enkindles in us a belief in the
preparations for such works as the "Letters of Oli- that sets the heart bleeding rather than the eyes present and a hope ill the future. Moreover, he,
ver Cromwell," the "French Revolution," and the a-weeping.
more than all other men, has taught Uli the virtue
"Life of Frederick the Great," there is forced in upon
Possibly the most notable characteristic!'! of thie and the valor of earnestness. This has been, in
us the conclusion that the faculty of taking pains our strong thinker and speaker is his worship of brief, his greatest work and triumph. He has
was his. It is impossible to enumerate here his strength. Powerful himself, he deifies power. All awakened in the peoples a fll.ith in thoroughness.
labors. But to one portion of them attention should his human study-subjects are of gigantic force. No man can rise from the reading of his earnest
be called. The value of the work done by this man Cromwell, Dante, Luther, Johnson, Mohammmed, works without conviction that life is well worth
in after much toil convineing the English people that Frederick-such as these are his heroes. That Burns living if it be truly lived. He has spoken holy and
a German literature existed, and that a right worthy is in their midst is not without a pathetic signifi- noble things of the immortal significance of this
one, is incalculable. Before this century, German cance. Odin and Thor are the gods, and the gen- mortal life. And therefore his plaints and groans,
literature was unknown to us. Not altogether sur- tleness of Sakya-Muni and of Christ is not honored already discounted by his intense belief in goodness
prising is this when we reflect that until the middle by any noticeable recognition. To some of us it and its ultimate victory, are lost altogether in the
of the last century Germany did not possess a litera- would seem that his strength-worship is carried to pean his strong voice has set a-sounding in praise of
ture of great note. Suddenly it sprang into being. an excess. It appears to hav led to an infinit belief whatsoever things are lovely and of good report.
Simultaneously Goethe and Schiller were at work in the efficacy of the work of the one strong man to Neither he nor we, his disciples, can credit that the
and a host of writers only less remarkable than they. a contemptuous disbelief in the work of the people. good is not stronger than the evil. His life and his
The literature of Germany seems to hav been born Good can only be effected by agency of the hero. words speak out this truth with loud acclaim.
Minervawise, full-grown. Sir Walter Scott had by Men are to be dragooned into righteousness. With
To hav taught tho lesson of earnestness so earnestly
his translations of poetry introduced our fellow- him law and authority are the saviors of the world. that the half jesting, half real cynicism of the after
Teutons to us. Coleridge by his writings and his The possibility of men becoming a law unto them- years is swallowed up of the stronger, truer, earlier
conversation had made a few rarer minds acqua.inted selva does not seem to occur.
song-to hav set some thousands of men to work at livwith some of the German work, and it is to be feared
In capacity foi· getting at the very heart of things ing and not existing-this has been his life and shall
in certain cases had led us to such acquaintance with- Carlyle is unequaled. His deep, earnest eyes see be his illlmortality. Though his sacred dust repose
out a perfecctly clear account of the pedigree of the straight through sign~, symbols, coverings, to the re- after solemn, silent burial in the little churchyard of
new comer. But it was Carlyle who by his transla- ality. "About eight o'cloc~ the royal family fal~ Ecclefechan, the man livs in the old men and women
tions, and above all by his rarely appreciativ essays into each other's arms amid 'torrents of tears. who, aging as he aged, yet breathe the air of earth
on the authors beyond sea, first really awakened the Unhappy family! Who would not weep for it were and feel their last hours the sweeter for the strength
English mind to the wealth of loveliness, strength, there not a whole world to be wept for?" His keen and comfort he gave them by the way. He livs in
and high thinking that was waiting for them in the glance upon an imposture is as the touch of Ithuriel's those who were children when he was the willing
language kindred to their own.
spear. The evil thing springs erect to be seen of journeyman of letters, and who pass now through
Of the mere style of Carlyle's writing the distinct- all.
the mellowing years of life the stronger for the
To inquire too curiowsly into the religious and brave voice sounding a few years nearer the grave
ivness is usually regarded as so marked that the
name Carlylese is as familiar in our mouths as John- political beliefs of one that has just passed savors than they. He livs in the young hearts that cannot
sonese. It is marked by an intense and picturesque something of impertinence. Yet as many earnest understand his pessimism, but find joy in his picruggedness that reminds us of his own face and the men and .women are often sorely exercised in mind tures of power and words of encouragement. He
very mountains of his nativ land.
The odd because great thinkers hav used certain words and livs and will liv
long as young men and maidens
habit of making an imaginary person the mouthpiece forms of expression, it seems wise to dwell for a mo- reading his words can learn that life is purposeful
of his own ideas, carried to its extremest form in ment upon the relationships ?f Thomas Cai:l:rle's and not meaningless, and gather from his dead lips
".Sartor Resartus," is perhaps the most peculiar spe- writings to these two great subJects. Tho~e wntmgs. power to fight against the wrong, love for and beCialty of his method. This habit and the rugged- abound in references to God. The name IS used, ap- lief in the right. And this molding of the future,
ness and strange involution of his style are not en- parently, as equivalent to Matthew Arnold's "ten- wherein few men hav 1ad stronger part than Thomas
countered in his earlier writings. A very interesting dency that maketh for righteousness," with addition Carlyle, is the true immortality.
study in evolution is afforded to one who will com- of a personal, autocratic, individual strength to be
EnwARD B. A VELING, D.Sc.
pare successiv products of his pen. Such a one will expected from one who is so strong a worshiper of
note the gradual development of the peculiarities, strength as Carlyle. I am not sure that his use of
with elimination of method ll.fter method common to the word is not fairly paralleled by the use made
IF you wish to know what atrocities the church
ordinary expresion, with survival of method after thereof by Shelley. If this surmise be accurate, re- committed in the day of its power, what barbarous
method that WOl\ld seem the fittest wherein his gret may perhaps be expressed that in this case, as ingenuity existed in the brain of its disciples to devise
tho~ght may find utterance, until in the French Rev- regret must assuredly be expres~ted in the case of instruments of torture to repress Freethought, what
olut~on the form of· utterance is the sternest, most Shelley some other less misleading phrase has not infamous conduct men actuated by the love of God
Ull~Istakable, most uncompromising Carlylese. The been u~ed.
The word god to ninety-nine out of could be guilty of, get the "Champions of the
deVlces of other writers he woul~ seem for the most every hundred readers of either of these two immor- Church."

as
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li!iscussioq.
What Objections to Christianity 1
MR. J\I.AIR'S

SEVENTH LETTER.

:MR. D. M. BENNETT, Dear Si1·: I must make
serious objection to your, definition of miracles. A
miracle you define as "an event produced by supernatural power in opposition to natural laws and
causes, and contrary to the experience of mankind
or the world." The latter clause is a mere sophism,
for you dedare that mankind have universally believed in tbons:1nds of miracles; they therefore cannot be contrary to experience. Neither do I believe
that miracles are in violation of the laws of nature;
they are such a u~e of these laws as human power or
contrivance never could make. Dr. McCosh puts it
exactly: "We would confine the word miracle to
those events which were wrought in our world as a
sign or proof of God making a supernatural interposition or a reYelation to man."
With this rlefinition, which is, in my opinion, as
concisely exact as can be made, the stony pages of
geology have traced upon them as many miracles as
the page,; of ir1spiration. Omitting the intervention
of Deity t;vhich chemical analysis demonstrates took
place iu tLe beginning of matter, for science positively predic;;tes a beginning, and the investitnre of
each prim(•rdLl atom with its definite and despotic
force, we begin with a P.eriod when the world was a
globe of mattl:r without vegetable or animal life-a
dreary wasre. \Vhatever science may finally determine was tl1e first dawn of life-take it, if you
please, a vegetable cell-the forces inherent in matter were powt•rlesE'! to originate it; no power short
of the omnipotent fiat of the Deity could do that.
So with the first appearance of animal life; the chasm
between animal and vegetable life can only be
crossed by the interposition of the Deity-a miracle.
So with th:.; origin of species: whatever theories may
be fondly accepted, true science affirms the intervention of an Almighty Power to create the difference
between man and the lower animals, and between
the different species of lower animals themselves.
So with the different periods of vegetable and animal
life through which geology demonstrates that this
earth has passed before the creation of man; the preparing of the climate and furniture of the world for
the peculiar inhabitants of each epoch, like the shifting scenes of the theater, is a miracle, which, however certain minds may become enamored with Materialistic theories, the everlasting rocks prove to be
a fact.
It is, however, scarcely needful to pierce the distant geological ages to prove that the Almighty is
not inferior to man in his capabilities, nor circumscribed to such a limit as to be practically deaf,
dumb, and blind. I admit that" God does not violate his own fixed laws," but have you, pr:1y, such an
intimate knowledge of his laws nnd schemes as to be
enabled to affirm that this is accordir1g and that contrary to theru? A miracle is above human cap a bility, and denotes an intelligent use of laws with which
the human mind is unacquainted and never can comprehend, but on this account it will not surely limit
the infinite, as Canute attempted to stay the sea.
But after all the alleged scientific objections which a
blatant Infidelity makes, which in the slang of her
school is called '' limiting the infinite " and "anthropomorphism," it is she alone who degrades God and
fixes the limit of his freedom.
Miracles are therefore not only possible, but the universal testimony of men is that they are necessary to
prove a revelation from God. The various accounts
amassed in your letters of the miracles believed by
men, true or fal~e, set this beyond a doubt. If God
speaks, I can only know his voice by some special
manifestations of Deity, and the most natural and
the decisive proof is that he can do what man cannot
do, call it, compared with man's ability and sphere,
supernatural. This is so palpably axivmatical that I
cannot think you will deny it. "The question of
miracles" must be therefore admitted, as I have
quoted in my last letter from Duke of Argyll, "to
be simply a question of evidence."
The consideration arises, then, what is the proof
of the miracles of the Bible, and in what manner is
it stranger than and peculiar from the miracles
claimed for other religions? Let us advert to the
last consideration first.
The first feeling which an intelligent reader
of the New Testament would have would be the
moral dignity and grandeur of the miracles of Christ,
which are so utterly different to those of the heathen.
The latter are full of grotesque nonsense and ridiculous stories, like the tales of the so-called apocryphal
gospels, and our modern jugglers perform many
tricks as seemingly wonderful.
Again, the alleged miracles of the heathen were
not performed to attest sublime doctrines and great
truths, but for the personal aggrandizement of the
performers and to give them a superstitious power
over an ignorant people. They were performed, uot
to the criticism of the learned, but among the uneducated and in obscure places-not before scoffing
enemies, but only among friends and devotees. On

the contrary, the miracles of Christ were performed
in populous cities before educated and powerful enemies, who were only too ready to detect and expose
deception.
The accounts of the miracles of Christ were published among those among whom be was alleged to
have perfQrmed them, who were li':ing in his time,
and if they were false, could easily have proved
the~ so. There were thousands of Christians a few
years after the death of Christ, before the first of
the gospels was written, who believe~ and preached
Christ and his miracles, and Christ hrmself often referred to them as a proof of his divine power, as
when he challenges the Jews, "If I do not the works
of my Father, believe me not; but if I do, though ye
believe not me, believe the works" (John x, 37,
38). Where is there any analogy to this among
heathen miracles? You cannot add1tce one. Apollonius, of Tyana, was said to have performed
some miracles which resemble Christ's, but note, yon
say his life was written by Philostratus .A. n. 210,
over a hundred years after his death. yon s~y it
was written at the request of the Emperor ~ept.nnus
Severns' wife, Julia Domna. She was an ~nveterate
enemy ofthe Christians. At this time the fame of
the miracles of Christ had extended over/ali parts of
the civilized world, and Philostratns, who dPrived
his materials for his history partly from tradi_tion
and partly from the writings of Dam!s, the. frrend.
of Apc,llonius, very probal!ly w~ve mto his own.
story many of the miracles of Chnst.
quarte~ of
a century before this the Roman satinst, LuCian,
called Apollonius an impostor and ridiculed his pretended miracles; and, according to Hartwell Horne,
it was not until the fourth century that these pretended miracles were brought forward to disprove
the divine power of Christ, be~ng t~en addu~ed. by
Hierocles, the governor of Brthyma, " a prmcipal
instigator of the persecution under Dioclesian," and
he was answered by Eusebius. Hierocles did not, however, deny that Christ actually performed the miracles
credited to him, but claimed they were performed
by sorcery; nor did he ~eject the bo~ks of the ~ ew
Testament as not genmne. (Horne s IntroductiOn,
vol. i, p. 335).
But the greatest difference is that there were no
ancient prophecies ·respecting any of these Eo-called
miracle-workers among the heathen, or that could
be applied to them. If yon will show to me prophecies written, say, to prevent argument, two hundred
years before the birth of Apollonins that apply_to
him as minutely as the Old Testament prophecies
confirm the truth of Christ, I will believe the miracles imputed to him just as firmly as I do Christ's.
Search the books of the world, and you cannot. The
Old Testament prophecies, in this respect, are alone
an unrivaled miracle and a demonstration of the
divine origin of Christianity. As you probably
know, all the ancient opposers of Christianity, the
Jews, Celsus, Porphyry, the Emperor Julian, 1-lierocles, Eunomius, all acknowledged that Jesus Christ
actually performed miracles, scoffingly dismissing it
by attributing his power to magic, as Celsus says,
he learned the black art in Egypt, or by the Jews
imputing it to his having learned the unspeakable
name of Jehovah. Of this you can satisfy yourself
by consulting the Talmud and such of the writings
of the others as have been preserved. How do the
early Christians meet this? I will quote:
Irenmus was a disciple of Polycarp, who was a disciple of John, and received from Polycarp details that
were related to him by personal eye-witnesses of the
miracles of Christ. He meets the objPction thus:
"But if they shall say that the Lord performed these
things by an illusory appearance, leading these objectors to the prophecies, we will show from them
that all things were thus predicted concerning him,
and that they shortly came to pass." Similarly, some
years before him, Justin Martyr, using the prophecies as an argument, says, "I adopt- such a mode of
reasoning lest any of our opponents should say, What
hinders but that he whom we call Christ, being a
man sprung from men, performed by magical art the
miracles attributed to him?" Let the reader remember in this connection that Justin Martyr was not a
credulous, uneducated m::.n, but a philosopher of
great learning and critic:.! acumen, a follower of
Plato before his conversion to Christianity, and who,
investigating its claims to write against them, found
the evidence of their truth so strong that he sealed
his testimony with his life's blood. I might also
quote Lactantius, whom you refer to as living early
in the fourth century, and who writes of Christ," He
performed miracles; we might ha·ve supposed him
to have been a magician, as ye say and the .Jews then
supposed, if all the prophets had not with one spirit
foretold that Christ should perform these very
things." And Origen uses the same argument
against Celsus.
Allow me to make a few quotations from the
propheciPB that are thus refen'ed to; but first I wUl
assume a date for them that while I myself believe
it to be far too late, you will not object to. Ptolemy II. (PhiladelphusJ, king of Egypt died 247 B.c.
It was in his reign that the Greek translation of the
Old Testament called the Septuagint was made, so I
suppose you will very readily allow that it was all

!t.

written in Hebrew at least before the year 275 n.c.
And let me also premise that the following are only
a few verses on one topic selected, but the real truth
seeker can find dozens on as many different events
each as wonderfully prophetic and exact. I design~
edly omit those li.ke Dan. ix, 24 and 25, which require
histori<.'.al knowledge to interpret:
"The scepter shall not depart from Judah, nor a
lawgiver from between his feet until Shiloh come,
and unto him shall the gathering of the people be"
(Gen. xliv, 10). "The voice of him that crieth in
the wilderne~<s, Prepare ye the way of the J.,ord,
make straight in the desert a highway for our God"
(Isa. xl, 3). "Thou Bethlehem Ephratah, in the
land of Judah, though thou be little among the thousands of Judah, yet out of thee shall he be born that
is to he ruler in l8rael, whose goings forth have been
of old" (Mic. v, 2). "I have made a covenant with
my chosen. I have sworn unto David, my servant,
Thy seed will I establish forever, and build up thy
throne to all generations" (Ps. lxxxix, 3, 4). "Unto
ns a child is born, unto us a son is given; and the
government shall be upon his shoulder, and his name
shall he called Wonderful, Counselor, the Mighty
God, the Everlasting Father, the Prince of Peace"
(lsa. ix, 6). How beautiful upon tl1e mountains are
the feet of him that bringeth good tidings, that publisheth peace, that bringeth good tidings of good,
that puhlisheth salvation" (Isa. Iii, 7). "The spirit
of the Lord God is upon me, because the Lord hath
anointed me to preach good tidings unto the meek;
he bath sent me to bind up the broken-hearted, to
proclaim liberty to the captives and the openiug of
the prison to them· that are bound, to proclaim the
acceptable year of the Lord" (lsa. lxi, 1). "Then
the eyes of the blind shall be opened, and the ears
of the deaf shall be unstopped; then shall the lame
man ll'ap as a hart, and the dumb shall sing"
(Isaiah xxxv, 5, 6). "And he shall be for a
sanctuary, but for a stone of stumbling and a
rock of offense to both the houses of Israel, for
a gin and for a snare to the inhabitants of J ernsalem" (lsa. viii, 14). "I \"bo hath believed our report
and to whoru is the arm of the Lord revealed? For
he shall grow up before him as a tender plant, and
as a root out of the dry ground; he hath .no form nor
comeliness, and when we shall see him there is no
beauty that we should desire him. He is despised
and rejected of men, a man of sorrows and acquainted
with grief, and we hid as it were our faces from
him; be was despised and we esteemed him not.
Surely he hath borne our griefs and carried our sorrows; yet we did esteem him stricken, smitten of
God and afll.ictecl But he was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniquities; the
chastisement of our peace was upon him; and with
his stripes we are healed. All we like sheep have
gone astray; we have turned every one to his own
way, and the Lord hath laid on him the iniquity of
us all. He was oppressed and he was afll.icted, yet
he opened not his mouth; he is brought as a lamb to
the slaughter, and as a sheep before her shearers is
dumb, so he ouened not his mouth. He was taken
from prison and from judgment" (lsa. Iiii). "My
God, my God, why hast thou forsaken me? All they
that see me laugh me to scorn, they shoot out the lip,
they shake the head saying, He trusted on the Lord
that he would deliver him; let him deliver him, seeing he delighted on him. Many bulls hav compassed
me, strong bulls of Bashan have beset me round, I
am poured out like water and all my bones are out
of joint; my he!lrt is like wax, it is melted in the
midst of my bowels. . . . The assembly of the
wicked have inclosed me; they pierced my hands
and my feet; they part my garments among them
and cast lots upon my vesture" (Ps. xxii).
"He was cut off out of the land of the living, for
the transgressions of my people was he stricken, and
he made his grave with the wicked and with the rich
in his death, because he had done no violence,
neither was any deceit in his mouth. Yet it pleased
the Lord to bruise him; he hath put him to grief
when thou shalt make his soul an offering for siu, he
shall see his seed, he shall prolong his days and the
pleasure of the Lord shall prosper in his hand, he
shall see the travail of his soul and shall be satisfied;
by his knowledge shall my righteous servant justify
many, for he shall bear their iniquities; therefoi·e
will I divide him a portion with the great and he
shall divide the spoil with the strong, because he
poured out his soul unto death and he was numbered
with the transgressors and he bare the sins of many
and made intercession for the transgressors" (Is. !iii).
"They shall smite the judge of Israel with a ro~
upon the cheek, therefore will he give them up untrl
the time that she which travaileth hath brought
forth, then the remnant of his brethren shall return
unto the children of Israel" (Micah v, I, 3).
"Then said I, Lord, how long? And he answered,
Unti!"the cities be wasted without inhabitant and the
houses without man, and the land be utterly desolate. And the Lord have removed men far away,
and there be a great forsaking i~ the midst of the
land, but yet in it there shall be a tenth, and it shall
return and shall b.e eaten as a teil tree and as an o3:k
whose substance is in them, when they cast their
leaves, so the holy seed shall be the substance
thereof" (Isa. vi, 11, 12, 13).
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"And it shall come to pass in that day that I will them, it was sorcery, or will you say that they, Infi- statement from him dissenting from my opinions is
seek to destroy all nations that come against Jerusa- de)R as they were, falsified in favm· of Christianity? " an exposure of en·orR." I will remind him that
lem, a.nd I will pour upon the house of David and
I dare not occupy further space on this· thesis, mere as~ertion is not refutation, and mere dissent is
upon the inhabitants of Jerusalem the Rpirit of grace although·! have hardly entered on the subject. You not argument. If he has made the "exposure" be
Jtnd of supplication, and they shall look upon me can find, though, if you have any desire to really read alludes to, it must hav been in some paper that I do
whom they have pierced, and they shall mourn for the reasons of a Christian's hope, far abler and not see.
him as one mourneth for his only son" (Zech. xii, e~haustive argument on it in Paley and Horne·, be1. Now I submit that a verbal expression imputed
9, 10).
Bide the many later treatises on miracles. But I fear to Webster will hav but little weight among those
"And now; saith the Lord that formed me from that if you can still deliberately affirm that the per- accustomed to scrutinize testimony; 2. Webster was
i;he womb to be his servant to bring Jacob to him formance of miracles by Christ was not mentioned an opponent of the Jefferson school of -rolitics, and
.tgain. Though Israel be not gathered yet shall I be ~ntil a century after his death, you will have very in his time the discussions growing out of the differglorious in the eyes of the Lord, and my God shall httle desire to give them an impartial reading. I ent principles and policies of the Republicans and
be my strength. And he said, It is a light thing now turn to your remarks upholding the the third Federalists were very bitter. Eminent men on both
that thou shouldest be my servant to raise up the thesis.
sides did then, as they do now, indulge in personal
tribes of Jacob. I will also give thee for a light to
You say: "It does not appear that St. Barnabas, remarks that were unfair and untrue; 3. N everthethe Gentiles that thou mayest be my salvation unto bishop of Milan, knew anything of the four canon- lesl', passages can be given from Webster's speeches
the end of the earth" (!sa. xlix, 5, 6).
ical gospels; neither did St. Clement, bishop of and writings which show that the expression alluded
I ask pardon for the length of my quotation. But Rome; neither did St. Hermas, bishop of Philipopo- to does not giv his deliberate estimate of Jefferson;
as it was necessary for me to point out this great dif- lis; neither did St. Polycarp, bishop of Smyrna; 4. Even if Webster did use the expression, it is conference between Uhristian and heathen miracles that neither dicl St. Ignatius, bishop of Antioch; neither tradicted and overwhelmingly refuted by Jefferson's
the founder of Christianity was accurately foretold did Papias, bishop of Hierapolis; neither did Quad- writings, which remain a monument to his learning
hundreds of years before· his advent, I do not see ratus, bishop of Athens; neither did Aristides of and statesmanship, and to his power as a profound
how I could properly have avoided it. And let me Athens; neither did Hegeseppus; neither did Jus tin and comprehensiv thinker and reasoner. He was
inquire, Do not the prophecies quoted read more like Martyr; neither did Melito, bishop of Sardis."
not only a statesman, but a mathematician of great
a history P Could language be more aptly applied to
If by the above you mean that none of them, in ability, and was complimented by Webster for his
describe the Savior who was to come P His forerun- any writing now preserved have distinctly stated, researches in natural history, and recognized in
ner, the dignity and yet humiliation of his wonder- like Iremeus has, that there were only four gospels, Europe as a man of great argnments and -philosophic
ful person, the Fellow of the Almighty and yet I will find no fault, for the statement is true although mind j 5. Even if Jefferson had not been much of a
man, meek, patient, sinless, the preacher of salvation not the whole truth. If you mean that they never reasoner, it would not follow that he did not write
healing the lame, restoring sight to the blind, yet have quoted from the four gospels, the assertion is as the Declaration, because that is an impassioned
rejected by his own nation, crucified, even the gam- far fron~ truth as could be penned. I went up to the statement of wrongs and assertion of rights rather
bling over his apparel, ani! his dying cry foretold, Astor Library this noon and in a hurried glance at than a philosophical essay or an attempt at profound
the piercing of· his hands and feet, his resurrection, the translations of such of them as are in the "Ante reasoning.
the rejection of the Jews because they smote him, Niceue Library" in less than thirty minutes noticed
As for Parker, I stated: 1. That his estimates of
the calling of the Gentiles, ~he repentance and as many distinct quotations from Matthew, Mark, men were not always jubt. This Mr. Burr knows, as
future restoration of the Jews, ·etc., etc., are all Luke, and John. What are the facts of the case?
in the case of Paine; 2. It has not been shown that
delineated with the exactness of a historian centuOf the writings of the above there have reached Parker denied to J e:f:Ierson the qualification necessary
ries before his birth as man.
our times but the merest fragments; of Papias, to write the Declaration of Independence. Mr.
Let us now turn our attention to'the miracles per- particularly, you could almost count the sentences Bmr fails to quote a sentence from either Webster
formed by Christ and the apostles after his ascension. upon your fingers. Now, in view of this fact, how or Parker to show they denied or disbelieved J efferYou have quoted Gibbon as adducing as a third of stable a foundation is it for an argument to say that son's authorship.
.
five explanations of the rapid dissemination of Chris- they did not know this or that? Suppose everything
But Ingersoll is "a competent authority." So Mr.
tianity "the miraculous powers ascribed to the new of Shakspere's were destroyed except portions of Burr thinks when he can quote a sentence from him
religion," the New Testamen1 among other reasons Hamlet, how much honeRty would there be in prov- to sustain his positions; but one would not think Mr.
gives the miraculous powers possessed by the early ing from that part that he had never heard of Julius Burr so regarded him when he was, through some of
Christians. Surely the latter is the more reasonable Cresar? Suppose by some extraordinary vandalism the papers, recently criticising him severely and
for if the powers were not possessed, but merely every work of Milton was lost except his " Lycidas " accusing him of misconceptions and misrepresentaclaimed, would it not expose the whole testimony of and "Comus," would that prove that be bad never tions. Col. Ingersoll is as good an "authority"
the church to ridicule and bringdisastrous exposure known anything of the biblical account of the fall of on Junius as on Jefferson, and he says Paine" was
upon them as impostors P What power or effect man or of redemption by Christ? Your argument neither a coward, a calumniator, nor a sneak. All
would it have upon any one to claim miraculous has no firmer facts to support it, and is not a whit these delightful qualities must hav lovingly united
in Junius." Mr. Burr will not concur in the justice
powers and yet not really possess them ? Would any less ridiculous.
In the few portions of the above writers that have or correctness of this verdict. He will permit me to
one believe, and especially surrender their lives, submitting to every torture rather than give up their been preserved, there is not the slightest reason for attach as little weight to what the eloquent Colonel
their waking any reference to the number of gospels says about the Declaration.
faith, when no miracles were really performed?
And notwithstanding the misrepresentations and
It is not denied that the apostles claimed to have or to their writers. Eusebius, however, has prewrought miracles through the power given them by served Clement's account of the origin of the gospel slanders Mr. Burr has imputed to Prof. Denslow, he
Christ. Were they wilful deceivers and impostors P of Mark, ~tnd also the confirmation by Papias of this is again quoted because, it is alleged, I hav proIf so, what motive could they have had P Not fame; recital, besides his statement that Matthew composed nounced his essays "conclusiv." But my opinion is
that his essays are inconclusiv j and in spite of
they were members of a nation of outcasts and their his gospel in the Hebrew dialect.
Let the reader keep in memory, then, that but either a mistake of the printer, or a slip of the pen,
master was the reputed son of a carpenter who had
suffered a death as ignominous as a murderer on the very little of the writings of the above have sunived if Mr. Burr had considered the whole sentence, togallows. Not the desire for wealth, nor for ease, let him remember that of what bas survived it is ut- gether with my known rejection of Denslow's confor they braved appalling dangers, suffered gladly ex- terly foreign to the purpose of the writers to have clusion, he hardly could hav taken advantage of this
cruciating tortures, the sword, the rack, the prison, given a catalogue of the gospels and their writers; error in two numbers of the Times before it was
the stake, and did they thus uphold their testimony and when he finds frequently scattered through po~sible for me to correct it .. An error ?r a fallac_y
with their life, and that testimony false? More, they them quotations that are now found in our gospels, will sometimes run a long distance while truth IB
taught that liars and impostors should receive ever- and the same teachings as are now received by Chris- " putting on its boots;" but when the boots are on,
lasting punishment in the world to come, and yet did tians, he will be better competent to judge yom re- and the truth gets started, the error is sure to be
overtaken and kicked, if uot killed.
they constantly affirm falsehood P With nothing to mark.
Mr. Burl' should not class me among his " assailI cannot,. however, offer any proof of the genuinegain if their testimony was false did they sacrifice
everything that makes life pleasant and cheerfully ness of the gospels in this letter without prolonging ants." I wrote an article to show Jefferson wrote
surrender life itself to support a lie P Is such a thing it to an utterly unpardonable length. In my next I the Declaration of Independence. Mr. Burr was not
hope to conclusively prove that the doubts which In- mentioned, I think. He saw fit to reply, as he bad a
conceivable ?
Again, would an impostor issue a challenge to a fidels attempt to awaken about the genuineness of right to, and I hav defended my position from his
person whose influence he was anxious to obtain to the books of the New Testament are unsupported by criticisms,. as I hav a right to.
I hav given, 1. The repeated statements of J e:fferYours truly,
G. M. MAIR.
save his and his friends lives, it he knew that by ac- facts.
son that he wrote that paper; 2. The testimony of
cepting it the result could only end in his assertion
[Front The SeymouJ' .Times.]
Bancroft, the historian; 3. A statement from the
· being proven false P In his first apology Justin MarThe
Conclusion
is that Jefferson's Honor Re- American Cyclopedia; 4. An extract from an address
tyr writes, "That the kingdom of evil spirits has
by the learned Hon. Robert C. Winthrop, of Boston,
mains Untarnished.
been destroyed by Jesus, you may even at the present time convince yourselves by what passes before , The Seyrnotw Times does not reach me as early as who declares there is no room for doubt on the subyour own eyes, for many of our people, of us Chris- it reaches Mr. Burr, which explains my failure to ject; 5. The opinion of James Parton, who says,
tians, .have healed and still continue to heal in every reply to his article as quickly as he honors me with "There is not the smallest reason to doubt that Mr.
part of the world and in your own city (Rome) num- his attention. I hav just read his rejoinder in the Jefferson wrote the Declaration of Independence."
bers possessed of evil spirits, such as could not be Times of March 5th.. Before receiving this I sent a There is other proof; but unless Mr. Burr does bethealed by other exorcists, simply by adjuring them note explaining my use of an extract alleged to be ter than he has in disposing of what I hav presented
in the name of Jesus who was crucified under Pon- from Benjamin Franklin. Mr. Burr had replied to I shall be in no hur::-y to Lriug it forward.
I. :Mr. Burr has given his own opinion, many
tius Pilate."
an article containing it in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
In A. D. 125 Quadratus presented his apology to the had recognized it as gemtin j and knowing he had times repeated, that J effer@on did not write the
Roman emperor Adrian, containing these words, access to libraries, and being myself where I could Declaration; 2. He has quoted Webster and Parker,
"The works of our Savior were always to be seen, not see Franklin's works, it is not strange that I but not one word to the effect that Jefferson did not
for they were real, those. that were healed, and those failed to verify it before using it. But I make no write the paper; 3. He has ref~rred to I~gers~ll. and
that were raised from the dea.d, were seen, not only attempt to jlts#j'y my negligence, only to explain it. Denslow, after having repudrated their opnnons,
when they were healed or raised but they were always Mr. Burr says in THE TRUTH SEEKER that he was and convicted them, as he thinks, of grave errors of
there; not only whilst he dwelt on the earth but also " misled" by a "blunderer," whom he calls in the statement and .judgment on other subjects.
I hav written this simply to point out the weakness
af~er his departure, which they long survived, so that Times an "ignoramus." But I was misled by Jir.
some of them have lived even to our own times."
Bm·r. However, as "to err is human," I cast no of what Mr. Burr would hav us regard as valid
objections to the conviction that Jefferson wrote the
And so I could continue to quote to you from reflections upon him for this mistake.
Barnabas and Clement, who were companions of
Mr. Burr refers to "this and other previous ex- Declaration of Independence.
J~tf'erson's honor remains unfarni"S~ed, and in
Paul down to Tertullian and Origen, who lived two posures of the mistakes of Underwood." "Unor three centuries later. During this time and for derwood, the chief of blunderers," as he calls me in spite of Mr. Burr's efforts to behttle him, we may
centuries later no one ever thought of denying that another paper that he knows is unfriendly to me, and continue to call him the "Sage of Monticello."
J~sus Christ wrought miracles and that his apostles for which I hav not written a line on this subject, Bring forward the remainder of your objections, Mr.
did also. What is the explanation of this? What and asks whether he shall "condescend" to reply to Burr.
"'Twas for your pleasure you came here;
w:orks were they that were thus performed that such my "insinuation" that it is doubtful whether WebYou shall go baek for mine."
hitter Infidels as Celsus, Pophyry, and Julian ac. ster ever said Jefferson " had no reasoning faculty?"
Yours respectfully,
B. F. UNDERWOOD.
knowledged thew. a~ IJlirllooles? Will you say, like M11·. Burr seems for the moment to imagin that a mere
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sessed by all the gods which men have devisPd, has had a similar following. But blind faith doe1
including Brahma, Ormuzd, Changti, Baal,. Osiris, not make an impossibility possible.
Your most important argument. in favor of the
D. M. BENNETT, lilDrroR.
Chemosh, Moloch, Moldah, Jove, Jab, Odin, Mumbo
- Jumbo, and all the others of the nine hw1dred and miracles of Jesus, the ancient prophecie!l, seems parPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. ninety-nine impossible nonentities.
. ticularly weak. If Christian miracles have nothing
:==
Your llSSertion that "the universal testimony of better to sustain them their fate is hopeless indeed.
TM larg.t and oluap8lt Radical Joumal.published in Europe men is that miracles are necessary to prove a revels- The prophecies and miracles are made to play a reor Anurica, tmt.taining Marly .YB!'M hundrd square i:ncha rrwre tion from God" falls far short of proving the exist- ciprocal game-prophecies are adduced to prove mirof reading matter tlwn awv otlwr joumal. of its lcind.
ence of miracles, as the so-called miracles fall far acles, and miracles, with an equally happy facility,
short of proving a revelation from God. It far are made to prove prophecy. I could hardly repres11
stronger proves the existence of ignorance and su- a smile when reading your extended quotations from
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 2, 1881~
perstition in the minds of men. Confucius was un- the vague, unmeaning utterances of the old itinerant
questio:nably one of the greatest teachers the world Jewish priests called prophets. If you. have no bethas known, and he made no claim to miracles, nor ter proofs to offer, your case is weak indeed. Taken
Reply to Mr. Mair's Seventh Letter.
did he recognize the supernatural. If the supject as a class, they are so indefinite and vague that they
were not so serious it would be amusing to see so- apply to one person as well as to. another. The origMIRACLES.
called miracles trying to sustain a so-called revela- inal word rendered prophecy was singing or playing
Mx. G. M. MAIR, .Dear Sir: I have yielded to you tion from God, ll.nd the so-called revelation trying to on musical instruments, as was the case with Saul when
several times already in our discussion, and will not sustain miracles. But the attempt is futile. It is he went after his father's asses. He fell in with the
now contend with you with respect to my definition the blind leading the blind, and both must fall prophets and prophesied with them, bu~ he undertook
of miracles, though I cannot see why it is not strictly in the ditch together. The fall is well deserved; to foretell no future events. There have been many
correct. Perhaps I, who do not believe that a mira- whatever attempts to set itself above the axioms of musiCians in the world who, like Saul, have "prophcle ever took place, should hardly undertake to de- reason and the truths of nature deserves thus to fall. esied" by singing and playing, but like him were
lcribe what it is. I fail, however, to see the "sophYour effort to show a marked distinction between wholly unable to foretell future events. Many gypism" in the latter part of my definition which meets the miracles ascribed to Jesus in the canonical gos- sies, astrologers, soothsayers, pagan oracles, and
your disapprobation, and that is that miracles are pels and those in the apocryphal gospel!!, as well as fortune-tellers, have lived in all ages, and have
"contrary to the experience of mankind." That is the miracles ascribed to Christna, Buddha, Apollo- made pretensions to foretelling events; and I am not
not a sophism; it is a truism. An event in keeping nius, Simon Magus, and numerous others who hav prepared to say they hav not succee~ed just as well
with the experience of mankind would be a common pretended to perform miracles is not a success. It as the Jewish prophets did in describing what was to
occurrence, an ev:ery-day affair, and no miracle. But requires a person of tolerably active imagination to take place centuries after. Their p1·edictions are
to undertake to prove miracles a reality because peo- see much difference in the manner in which the so- so vague and indefinite that they will apply to one
ple have believed in them is sophistry or false rea- called miracleii are narrated. I must confess that I case as well as another, and will hit equally well,
loning of the worst kind. That kind of sophistry, if am unable to see any superiority in the style of the however the event may take place. We have prophpermitted,would prove the existence of fairies, sprites, canonical gospels over the other miracle stories; ets even in our own time who foretell the weather and
witches, gellii, gnomes, hobgoblins, dragons,·griffins, they are about of a piece. The statements that predict storms with· considerable accuracy several
gods, demi-gods, devils, and all the rest of the fan- Jesus made birds of clay, causing them to fly, and days ahead. The almanac makers predict the weather
cied existences. They have all been strongly be- that he stretched out lumber to any desired length even a year ahead, and I ilm inclined to think they
lieved in when men's minds were darkened by gross when his reputed father made blunders in his meas- are quite as successful in their predictions as were
superstition, but I defy you to prove that one of urements, are equally as well given, and just as prob- the Jewish prophets. The great characteristic of
them has a real existence. If you have one anywhere able as his feeding five thousand people with seven the latter is that they are dark, obscure, uncertain,
please trot him out so we can all see him. But until loaves and two fishes, converting water into wine, and vague as were the oracles of Apollo and Diana.
you can produce one, or till you can prove that he and raising from the dead a body that had passed Not one prophecy in twenty can be directed to any
exists, do not ask me to believe in them.
into the state of decomposition. A believer may be specific event, nor be proved to have been fulfilled.
The authority whom you quote, Dr. McCosh, dis- able to see a wide difference between these several Almost every shrewd person ought to be able to preagrees with your idea of a miracle, and substantially big stories; but,. if so, it must be with the eye of dict certain coming events and partially speak truly
coincides with me-" a supernatural interposition." faith. An unbeliever can see no difference. The one time in twenty without being aided by infinite
A. tmpcrnatural interposition is above nature and op- mud-bird story and the wash-water story prove power.
posed to it. So Dr. McCosh and myself are right, revelation just as strongly as doe11 the fishy picnic
Among the many who have predicted coming
and yuu are wrong. Until you can point to one event dinner story, the water-wine, or the bad smell from a events, and who laid no claim to divine aid, are Laccontrary to the laws of nature that really occurred, decomposing body. They are all of a piece, not as tantius, St. Cesaire, Virgil, Seneca, Dr. Johnson,
you should not advocate miracles.
beautiful as the stories of the Arabian Nights, but Napoleon, Lord Ohesterfield, the Cornish prophesiers
Your attempt to claim as miracles the operations of perhaps equally as worthy of belief.
who predicted the destruction of St. Paul's church,
nature iu the formation of rocks on the surface of the
If the Rtories of the miracles performed by Jesus Penzance, and New Lynn, as recorded by Pol ewell in
earth is a failure. If rocks were created from nothing were devised for the purpose of convincing the world his history of Cornwall, and Sir John Davis in his dissix thousand years ago by a supernatural being, it was that he was a God, a superior natural being, it is a coveries in relation to the subversion of Ireland.
miracle; but if they were evolved from a preexisting great pity that they should be of so weak a Predictors or prophesiers have lived in all ages and
fluid or gaseous state, and deposited, crystallized, and character, and so like what you consider as unrelia- have predicted upon all subjects. Some have made
solidified, it was no miracle, but a simple operation ble and untruthful, that a man of ocdinary intelli- wild shots and some good hits. Our own country has
of nature in obedience to nature's laws. Scienc6! gence cannot discriminate between them. If Jesus not been without its prophets, but I will not stop now
fully demonstrates that the rocks were not suddenly po11sessed divine power, if he performed miracles, to look them all up or enumerate them; even at
created six thousand years ago, but that the process and if it is of any consequence that the world should this hour our land is full of predictors of the evil that
of rock formation on the surface of the earth has believe them, it is greatly to be regretted that their is soon to befall us. Prophecy is at best little more
been going on for millions of years. Science proves character is so similar to those of bogus pretenders than guess-work, and the Yankee nation are called
that geolc,gy is true and that the Bible is false.
good guessers. In this connection I will venture this
and that their narration is not sensibly superior.
Your assertion that chemical analysis demonstrates
It is perfectly easy for you to see that the miracles assertion: If all the prophecies that have been made
tbe intervention of deity I must pronounce the mer- of all others except Jesus, whether before or since, without any claim to assistance from on high, if all
est bosh. There is not the slightest proof in nature are false and pretentious, while you imagine that the predictions that have been made by others than
that a supernatural being or power ever intervened those pertaining to him are the simon-pure, gen- Jewish prophets, were collected, they would excel in
or interfered. Natural forces have been sufficient to uine article. This can easily be accounted for, quantity ten times over the Hebrew article, and many
cause every event that has ever taken place. It was because you are a warm partisan of Jesus and readily of them ten times as accurate.
Prophecy has by no means been peculiar· to the
once thought that the snn could not rise in the morn- believe everything that is claimed for him. It is
ing and_make its daily course without a god to per- precisely the same with the partisans of Christna, Jews. It was indulged in long before they were a
form the feat; that Ph rebus, or Apollo, drove him Buddha, Apollonius, Mohammed, and all the preten- nation. Hindoo, Persian, and Egyptian prophets
forth like a courser every morning and through the tious religious founders who have lived. But I were before the Jewish. As to correctness, the
day, and took him back by an underground passage occupy impartial ~round, and look upon all these pagans are by no means inferior. Col. Wilkes, in
at night to the place of starting. But now we under- characters in much the same light, and cannot see his "Hindoo Sketches," relates a Hindoo prophecy
stand that the earth is a sphere, and by the forces of very much difference between them. I see no more which was singularly fulfilled ill. the person of Sevalight, electricity, etc., revolves regularly every twen- "moral dignity and grandeur" connected with the jee, the conqueror and deliverer of his people.
ty-four hours, which causes the appearance of the so-called miracles of Jesus than with the same of Similar caaes may be cited of nearly all nationalinsing and setting of the sun, and that it requires no Christna, Buddha, Zoroaster, Apollonius, and all the ties. The prophecy of St. Cesaire was in ·reference
~od to drive it forth and guide it in its course. Man rest. I regard the claims to miracle-working equally to the French Revolution and was more definite than
m his primitive, ignorant state invested nearly every false with all-all equally full of "grotesque non- any contained in the Bible. It is in French, and is
in a book, Liber Mirabilis, p. 542, ana has been verinatural phenomenon with gods, and reg~rded every sense and ridiculous stories."
occurrence as a miracle, but as we become more enYou claim that the heathen miracles were not re- fied in the king's library, Paris, where the original is
lightened and better informed we see the utter ab- lated with the same laudable purpose as were the found. It is too lengthy to quote, but the fulfilment
aurdity of all that and become convinced that every- Jesus miracles, but I am not able to see this as plainly was more complete and literal than anything of the
thing takes place in obedience to natural laws, and as you do. The heathen miracles were told to in- kind found in the Bible, and is claimed to have been
that the serviceR of no Hindoo, Chinese, Egyptian, crease the faith and veneration of the hearers for the made twelve hundred years before it was fulfilled.
These characteristics of Bible prophecies have
Grecian, Roman, or Jewish god is required to cause persons who were said . to perform them, and it
nature to act. Nature is a million times more pow- was no less the same with Christian miracles-their been pointed out: 1. Many of them were not written
until aj~er events prophesied had oacurred; 2. Their
erful and more perfect than all the gods which igno- object was to increase faith in Jesus.
rant men have devised.
You endeav:or to make a point by saying that "the vague and indefinite character; 3. The lack of fulYou evince the disposition to lug in a god to miracles of Christ were published among those among filment on the part of a large portion of those which
do something where you do not understand nature's whom he was alleged to have performed them, who may be called clear; 4. The severe manner in
powers and possibilities, the same as ignorant men were living in his time." But this argument has no which the prophets denounced those they termed
did in olden times and the same as ignorant men do force. Buddha, Apollonius, and Mohammed are far false, much as our patent-medicine venders denounce
still among the savage tribes; hence you talk about more historical than Jesus. It is well known that all nostrums save their own remarkable potions,
"the omnipotent fiat of deity" in the production of they lived, but there is no proof that Jesus did. Had powders, or pills.
I will take the time to very briefly examine the
life. If you could only understand that nature has he lived and performed the wonderful deeds that you
been equal to every result that has taken place, and would .have me believe, Josephus, who came on the quotations you make from the Jewish prophets to
has produced it, you would no longer have any use stage immediately after, would have said something prove the miracles of Jesus, and which you regard
for gods and devils, and would cease to imagine them of him. The fact that' he did not, nor any other his- as irrefragable proofs:
1. You quote from Genesis about the scefrter not.
or contemplate them. Nature possesses all the powers torian either, is proof positive that such a person
and potencies which have an existence. Nature had had no real existence. Your claim that thousands of departing from Judah until Shiloh came. The preno inventor or creator, and needs no superintendent Christians a century or more after the time of Jesus diction is most vague; no intimation is given as to
or governor. Yes, in the smallest atom of its exist- believed in his existence and his miracles proves what kind of a person Shiloh was to be, or how to
tnoe there is more reality, more power, than is pos- nothing, Every principal religious zealot and myth come. There is no proof that. Chris.t was the person
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hinted at, and he was never called Shiloh. If Christ against Jerusalem he most signally fai ed in his them true deserves no better mental pabulum than
was the person meant, the prophecy was a false one, undertakings, for it was the Jews which were de- Gulliver's travels and Baron Munchausen's tales.
for the scepter did depart from Judah before he stroyed, and the Romans were victorious, and reThe Rev. Mr. Chadwick is quite justified in
came. The Jews were several times subdued hy mained so hundreds of years after.
denominating it a "theological romance-a romance
their enemies, and were seventy years (so said) in
16. Your last quotation from Iasiah is of the same with a set purpose" to falsely compromise the
captivity at one time, in Babylon; when they vague, incoherent character that will apply to one antagonism between the partisans of Peter and Paul.
returneil, the liCepter was not restored to Judah, and person as well as another, and it is only by a stretch "What shall we say," asks he, "of this double
before Jesus was born the Jews were under the power of language that it can be made to fit the case of transformation? First, .that if Paul was such a man
of the Romans. The scepter had departed. Thus Jesus. A great portion of the language of the as he is represented in the book of Acts, he is but
this so-called prophecy does not truly apply to ~rophets w~s of this style, meaning much or meaning little worthy of our admiration, leaving the apostles
Jesus, and nobody can tell with any certainty whom it httle, meanmg one person or another, just as you out of account; but, ~<econd, taking the epistles into
does apply to.
choose to apply it.
the account, that either Acts misrepresents him
2. The passage from the wild, indefinite language
?'hus your sixteen quotations, probably the best grossly, or he was ·'not only a liar and a hypocrite,
of Isaiah about a voice in. the wilderness can apply you could select, which you would have me believe but a blustering Falstaff, bragging of heroisms of
to Jesus only by forced construction. He did not pointed out the coming son of God are briefly exam- which he was incapable, and slandering men who
cry in th.e wildP.rness, nor make straight paths in the ined, and I do not find one among them which I can- were of larger mold and better spirit than himself.
desert. The language applies to a thousand other didly think could have referred to Jesus. That this was Choose, as you must, one or the other of these two
persons just as well as to Jesus.
·
•
l)_ractically the case and that tb,ese so-called prophe- alternatives."
3. If Micah meant Jesus in the passage you quote Cies did not intelligently point out the coming
This book is the authority upon which you ask me
from him, he certainly prophesied falsely, for Jesus messiah, 'prince, or ruler is conclusively proved by the to believe that two men raised two other men from
never was " a ruler in Israel." He was only .a mere fact that when Jesus came no one recognized him by the dead and did other similar miracles. I answer
tramp, if the story told of him is true.
anything the prophets had said. If, for a moment, you I cannot do anything of the kind. I simply do
4. The passage which you quote from Psalms it is conceded that they pointed to him, it was not believe one word of such absurdities.
about establishing the seed of David forever is utterly useless, for none were aided by the propheWith regard to miracles I am inclined to think
assuredly false, for that seed was not established for- cies, not one knew when they were fulfilled. If it that the Christian Father, St. Chryostom, had a far
ever, and the language had no reference to Jesus was the purpose of God, by those prophecies, to pre- more correct view of the worth and use of them
whatever. The weakness of your case is made clear pare the world for the reception of his Son, he sig- than yourself and many other ardent Christians.
by such puerile efforts at prophecy.
nally failed in his enterprise, for no one knew his He declared that "miracles are proper only to excite
5. The quotation from the wild, poetical language Son when he came by the descriptions which the sluggish and vulgar minds; that men of sense have
of Isaiah about a child having been born, etc., is prophets had given. It was all labor lost. .
no occasion for them, and that they frequently carry
not a prophecy at all. It does not predict what was
Yes, I am free to say I do not believe that one of some outward suspicion along with them." He
to come, but speaks of something that had already the passages which you quote have the slightest states it very mildly; there is always a very strong
taken place, and refers far more closely to Cyrus reference to Jesus, or that one of the old prophets, suspicion connected with the account of all miracles;
thari Jesus. The government was not at any time so called, ever thought of him when they were none of them are true. A man of •a really sound
upon the shoulders of Jesus, nor was he called Won- speaking or writing what they did. I regard it as a mind has hardly any business to believe in a mirderful, Counselor, the Mighty God, nor the Everlast- barefaced imposition to undertake to coerce the acle by anybody .. They are simply gotten up by
ing Father.
world into accepting those almost unmeaning re- ignoramuses, or by the designing to wheedle and
6. Your next quotation from Isaiah about beauti- marks as having allusion to the Prince of Heaven, stimulate those of "sluggish, vulgar minds." It is
ful feet upon the mountains has no more application who was to appear on earth hundreds of years after easy to conceive that that was the class to whom
to Jesus than to any number of other persons. Noth- the words were spoken.
If God really wished the miracle stories were early told. Mosheim, in his
ing is said about his having beautiful feet, nor did the world to' know that his Son was to pay a thirty "Ecclesiastical History," speaking of the pretended
he bring peace or publish it. He said himself that years' visit to the earth, and if he wanted mankind miracles wrought in the early Christian centuries,
he came not to bring peace, but the sword. His to know what kind of a person he was to be, I would says, "The simplicity and ignorance of the generalpeople after his time were soon completely crushed be glad to know ·why he did not express himself so ity in those times furnished the most favorable ocby war, and his followers have been noted for war, he could be understood by a:(; least one person in a casions for the exercise of fraud; and the impudence
cruelty, and bloodshed; aBything but peacefulness. thousand? It seems to me, also, that your proofs of of impostors in contriving false miracles was artfully
7. The next passage from the same vague and the reality of miracles by these ambiguous quota- proportioned to the credulity of the vulgar, while
weird prophet has no more allusion to Jesus than to tions are extremely weak, and it is most unfortunate the wise, who by their sagacity perceived these
Brigham Young. It is even not a prophecy, but for you and your cause that it has so slender and cheats, were overawed into silence by the dangers
alludes to things in existence when the language was unstable a foundation to stand upon. So far from that threatened their lives and fortunes if they
uttered. The writer was evidently talking about those passages reading like a history of the events in should expose the artifice." The learned Christian,
himself.
the life of Jesus, -they do not make the slightest Dr. Mid!lleton, in his famous ."Free Inquiry," when
8. The next obscure quotation is equally unmean- reference to them; they will apply to hundreds of quoting the authority of St. Cyprian as to the frauds
ing. It is only an active imagination, combined other persons just as well as to the Carpenter's of the early centuries, observes, "From all these
·
considerations, taken together, it must, I think, be
with a desire to find allusions to Jesus, that can make Son.
this apply to your miracle-worker.
Your attempt to adduce the Talmud as proof that allowed, that the forged miracles of the fourth cen9. The next about being "a stone of stumbling, a Jesus lived as represented is not a success, for, upon tury give us just reasons to suspect the pretensions
rock of offense, a gin, and a snare," is equally blind, the assurance of an intelligent Hebrew, l have to of every other age both before and after it." Well
would it be if all Christians could entertain views as
and it is the sheerest absurdity to say that the state that it makes no reference to him.
Your glowing language about the miracles said to sensible. They would then understand that it is
language means Jesus any more than the Khan of
have been performed by the early Christians has but vastly easier to assert that a miracle has been
Tartary.
10. The next long quotation applies no more to small weight with me, as the account of them is so performed than to perform one, and when they
Jesus than to a thousand others, and is not a prophecy, very apocryphal. If those miracles were really saw it stated that miracles had been perfol·med they
but relates to something that had taken place, and to performed, I must insist that somebody ought to would doubt it stubuornly until they had positive
somebody who had already lived. If it meant Jesus have known it beside the unknown writers who proof in the affirmative. They would take the asserit is incorrect, for he was not put in prison and cooked up those narratives. If such wonders were tions of no unknown persons as proof. It is sure
he did open his mouth. The language, "He is performed, Josephus and his companions, who de- that the New Testament contains many inaccuracies
brought as a lamb to the slaughter and all a sheep tailed all marvelous and conspicuous events, should and misstatements, and it is impossible for it to
before his shearers," will apply to any one who is have known and said something about them. The make falsehood a truth more than anybody else's say
brought into court and sentenced or fined. I was fact that they maintain absolute silence on the sub- so. All claims of miracles sh@uld be totally disthus treated and was not allowed to open my mouth ject is conclusive that they and others knew nothing carded.
If there is a God of infinite wisdom and power; to
when I wished to say why I should not be sent to about them. It is far more probable that those mir~
prison. Still I do not think Isaiah had the slightest acle stories were concocted a century or two after- change the eternal course of his government and
ward than that they occurred, and that nobody but stoop to the performance of a miracle proves him
allusion to me, but just as much as to Jesus.
11. The incoherent quotation from Psalms about the Christians knew aught of it. - The principal weak and vacillating. If he possesses infinite wisthe bulls of Bashan bears no truthful relation to account of the miracles performed by the apostles dom he knew at first how to order the operations of
Jesus. He was not poured out like water, his boneR and others is found in the book of Acts; and from the universe; and if he afterward finds it necessary
were not out of joint, nor was his heart of wax all the accounts at hand, it was not written till well to change that order and cause events in opposition
which melted in the midst of his bowels. The along in the second century. It certainly was not to his established laws, it shows him to be changelanguage is no prophecy at best; it predicts nothing, written by any of the apostles themselves, and no- able and fickle. If he thought at first that he knew
and does not allude to the future nor say what should body knows who did write it. Renan styles it "The the best system by which everything can work, and
come to pass. Whoever the writer was, nobody Chribtian Odyssey," evidently regarding it as a afterward concluded to try some other way, it arknows (though it is pretty sure it was not David); but fiction; and the Hev. J. W. Chadwick terms it a gues that he was mistaken at the outset, or that he
he was making a bitter complaint about something "charming fiction." It abounds in the speeches of does not adhere to one purpose. Instead of mirathat had taken place; and the allusion to pierced Peter, Paul, and Stephen; but a peculiarity about cles proving an infinitely wise, powerful, and unhands and feet, and the parting of garments, was them is that they are all alike-:-a representation changeable God, they prove the opposite. If, infin
mere poetical language that will apply equally well devoid of truth. It contradicts other portions of the itely good and wise, he established his domain to be
New 'festament in many important particulars, both governed by the best possible code of laws, to
to all who have seen trouble and afiiiction.
12. The next guotation from Isaiah is another the gospels and Paul's epistles. If they are true, change them at all must be for the worse. He
could not, consistently with immutable principles of
v:ague and obscure allusion to somebody who had Acts is assuredly false.
I can now give but an instance or two of these omniscience and omnipotence, be a miracle-worker.
hved. It is not even in the language of prophecy,
and, even if it were, it would apply to scores of per- positive contradictions. The gospels say Judas hung It is better to believe in no God at all than in one
himself. Acts says he fell headlong, burst asunder changeable, weak-minded, and fickle. To admit
sons just as well as to Jesus.
. 13. You must indeed be hard up for proofs to drag in the midst, and all his bowels· gushed out. Luke that any being less than an almighty God could sublll _Micah's enigmatical talk about a judge in Israel puts the ascension of Jesus on the same day with the vert the laws of nature and produce results unlike
bemg smitten with a rod on the cheek. Jesus was resurrection, while Acts has it forty days after. what would otherwise taken place is simply preposnot a judge in Israel, and was not smitten on the Luke says at Bethany; Acts, at the Mount of Olives. terous-the bight of absurdity.
I will here repeat the truth that neither of the
cheek with a rod.
One of these assuredly is false, and prouably both.
. 14. The next from Isaiah .bears no possible allu- There are at least twenty other posit.ive contradic- apostolic Fathers makes any mention of the miracles
SIOn to Jesus. The cities of his land were not wasted tions between Acts and the other books which I will of Jesus, nor do they refer to any of the circum:When he came; they were not left without an inhab- not take the space to print. If, however, you want stances connected with his alleged material resurrecItant, nor was the land "utterly desolate." I defy them, I will give them to you at another time. One tion. Ignatius (A.n.ll5) was the first to allude, in a
any _one to tell truthfully. who or what Isaiah was thing is most certain: the book of Acts is most unre- blind, mysterious way, to the immaculate concepliable authority for such monstrous stories as that tion. No mention is made to either of the four gostalktng about. He did not know himself.
15. The quotation from Zechariah is of much the Peter and P~ul raised men from the dead, and other pels, nor to the book of Acts till by Irenmus, in the
Lome character. It does not allude to Jesus. If the almost equally remarkable feats. A person who year 170. If you are able to disprove the truth of
rd sought to destroy all the nations which came can drink down such absurd statements and believe this I wish you to do so.- Continued on p. 220.
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g[omnrnnications.
l\ly Tl'ip East.
BY W. F . •JAMIESON.
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
I landed in New York Sunday morning, Dec. 19,
1880. Durin•.,. the day I traveled many miles on
New York's elevated railroad, an institution that is
the perfection of railroad travel. One glides along
over the heads of the people and vehicles with a feeling of tranquillity which. is itself a l_uxury, ~egot!en
of the consciousness that If the neat httle tram whiCh
slips along so ea~ily and swiftly should run off the
track there are stout timbers on each side, as well as
the ties underneath, which make assurance doubly
sure. The tracks are also double, on which account
a colli~ion is as likely as an angel visit to a Materialist. Every railroad in the land ought to ~av th?se
stout double timbers laid all along the Iron ralls,
like the elevated railway. Then if Edison will apply electricity, we can afford to slide along gently at
the rate of 120 miles an hour. Oh, it has got to
come!
Now in New York the elevated railway is reduced
to a system as exact as clock-work. The stations are
placed at intervals of fr~m six to te~ streets apart.
Yon mount a covered fhght of staus and enter a
pretty little depot, or station, put down a dime at the
ticket office, take the printed slip, drop it into a gl.ass
receiver as yon pass out on the platform; the puffing
locomotiv soon comes along, either forward or backward with it~;. train of two, three, or four coaches.
"An' aboard Jlll swings open the iron gate on the
coach platform; passengers get off and on the train
with celerity; away rushes the. model. "Eighth
street !" cries the conductor, qmckly followe<i by
"Fom·teenth street," "Twenty-third street," and
"Thirty-fourth street," leaving th!'l slow-going, toilin"" horses unilerneath to trot weanly along. Everything is speedily left behind, no matter which way
it may be going.
. .
Every time I see th~ metropolis It appe~rs gr~ater
-it is greater. lt ts a restless, growmg giant.
ThrongR of people can be seen in many of its stre.ets
long after midnight. What a busy, nervous existence its inhabitants liv! Here the extremes meetwealth and poverty, elegance and squalor, cleanliness and filth, refinement and brutality, vice and virtue self-sacrifice and selfishness; toiling, moiling,
brdiling; a foaming, fuming mass of humanity.
I make no attempt, to describe New York. That
would require too many quires of paper and. _too
many bottles of ink; and, back of them all, familiarity with the subject and genius for the descriptiv
work. So I merely giv hints.
Sunday evening I went to Cartier Hall to hear my
opponent, Moses -Hull, lecture on the "Philosophy
of Superstition." The hall is small and cozy as a
parlor, aud was well filled. By invitation of Moses,
I "spake a few words unto the people." Mr. Hull
had spoken there for months to good accep!ance,
making many frien?s· . He h~s a very easy deh:very,
and an enthusiasm m Ius subJeCt that rarely fails to
awaken enthusiasm in his hearers.

rooks and performing other general work belonging
to a publisher's office.
LONG ISLAND SOUND.
It seems odd to embark on a trip by water in
spite of zero and King Winter. Think of a splendid
steamer, a veritable floating palace-the Newportcomfortably warmed and lighted, plowing her way
through a sea of broken ice from New York to Fall
River, Mass. The boat leaves the pier from New
York daily at 4:30P.M., and arrives in Fall River at
5 A.M. The fare is hut two dollars to Boston, including the ride by cars from Fall River to Boston.
A stateroom on the boat costs one dollar. Cheap
traveling and gorgeous accommodations are thus. a~
forded by the Old Colony company. There IS
another line, the Stonington, which is said to be an
excellent route also.
A ride by moonlight on one of these beautiful
steamers is the perfection of modern travel. The
comfort of the passengers seems to be the supreme
thought of the management. In summer there is
the addition of a band of music to enliven the sail.
BOSTON.
I visited the Hub to make arrangements, if possible, to hold a debate with Hull. I called upon those
stanch veterans of Freethought, Mr. J. P. Mendnm,
who is nearly always present at his post on the
ground floor of the clean-looking Paine building, and
~Ir. Horace Seaver, up toward heavenly mansions, in
the fifth story. Busy as he was at his desk, he found
time for a few minutes' chat. With busy men I always make my interviews short-as short and to the
point as the In-vest(qator editor wishes his correspondents to be. I found time to talk with both men
about the Liberal movement in the West, and the
brightening Freethought outlook.
W. S. Bell and Dr. Moran had the use of the hall
for fox hunting-beg pardon! God seeking. The
Paine building is in good demand for lectures, parties, debates, and concerts, consequently we could
not obtain it for five nights in succession.
I called upon Laura Kei;J.drick, one of the most
eloquent lecturers of modern times, a humanitarian
by instinct, and practically a worker for the benefit
of her fellow-mortals. She never hesitated to express an unpopular truth, and, like others who march
in the front ranks of battle, she has suffered for her
bravery. Misrepresentations and falsehoods she has
endured that some tabooed principle might triumph
through her sacrifice. I am in hopes that this gifted
lady will ere long occupy the platf0rms of lecture
societies. At present she is partially secluded, busied with the education of her daughter. Occasionally she visits towns near Boston, and wherever she
speaks givs unbounded satisfaction, as the people of
Boston, Orange, Harwick, Lynn, and many other
places can testify. I hope she will be called often.
Her address is No. 34 Hanson street, Boston, Mass.
Mr. Kendrick is an affable, cultured gentleman,
and shares with Laura her Liberal, reformatory views.
I passed an evening with"them and joined them in tea.
I called at the Banner of Li,qht establishment and had
a few minutes' conversation with Mr. Dudley and his
two fellow-clerks. Mr. Colby was not in the office
that day.
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fairs of this world, and especially concerning the ex.
istence of another, are divergent. It is supposed that
two persons who are on terms of friendship must
express themselvs about each other's errors tenderly
or the silken cord will be snapped in twain.
friendship which is founded on the unanimity of
opinion is a superficial, silver-plated thing.
If pos~ihle I will do what I can toward breaking
down this remnant of barbarism-that controversy
means a bitter wordy war or a tirade of vulgar per.
sonal abuse or a stupendous effort to gain the mastery
over an opponent. The aim of debate should be to
elicit truth by the agitation of thought. This princi.
pie pervades society to a greater extent than many
imagin.
I hope that in this spirit JHr. Hull and I will conduct all our discussions. For my own part I am
ready to debate any of the problems with which I
ha.v familiarity. The Spiritualists think they hav
solved the question of future exi!ltence, while I think
they are as much in the dal"k as any of us. It is not
bec.mse I hav the lf'ast prejudice that I maintain that
it will pass away like many other bubbles.
The wrath of so mauy Spiritualists, so illy concealer1 in spite of all effort to suppress it, is simply
amnsi11g. vVhy should any of them be angry with
me without a cause? I hav followed most faithfully
my convictions of truth. The Spiritualists ought to
giv me credit for this; but I now know that to expect such a fair estimate of one's motivs is more than
their history will warrant. I once believed that
Spiritualists could not be sectarian nor ·bigoted, but
I cannot see as they are superior in this respect to the
hard-headed :Materialists and creed-loving Christians,
so universally charged with these unlovely traits.
Twenty years ago the boast of the Spiritualistic
press was "free speech," "supreme love of truth,"
and an exhortation everywhere among them to "follow your own highest convictions, wherever they
may lead." Let any one practice those Liberal
principles, and arrive at conclusions diverse from
their own, and curses long and loud are heard issuing
from Spiritual lips. The anathemas of the pope are
scarcely more virulent.
TO BE CONTINUED.

A

Fair Play.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The reply of Thomas Huxley to the English bishop,
who asked him how he liked the idea of springing
from an ape, was excellent, and every honest lover of
the truth will coincide with the scientist. Mr. Huxley
said, "The revererend gentleman fails entirely to
understand the position of the men of science; with
them it is not a question of like or dislike, but a
question of fact."
·
It is presumable that differences of opinion arise
from three causes-lack of opportunity, indifference
regarding investigation, and fear of unsettling present opinions.
There are at the present time two aggressiv schools
of radical thought, which I deem equally honest in
their efforts to obtain the largest measure of truth.
The Spiritualist and Materialist are one in sincerity, and seek the highest well-being and cul~ure of
the "genus homo."
I feel confident that the school to whose principles
D. M. BENNETT.
BACK TO NEW YORK VIA SOUND STEAMER.
I adhere are as courageous a class of Freethinkers as
Eugene Macdonald (vice-preside_nt) may take t~e
Monday evening, Jan. 3d, I began the long-talked-of the world ever knew. We are constant readers and
chair, as the famous truth seeker might not entertam debate with my godson Moses, in Republican Hall, supporters of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We welcome
the motion. On Monday morning, Dec. 20th, I first before an audience tolerable in size. The interest in the Materialists to our homes, and do not purpose
set eyes upon this plain, matter-of-fact man. As I the discussion grew from the beginning to the last following the leadership of Cephas B. Lynn and
entered his office he waited for no introduction. word. It is the intention to print the debate in full, return to church ownership to be fleeced and led by
"Ah," said he, "this is brother Jamieson. I know with an account of all the experiments of subsequent orthodox dignitaries like lambs to the theologiyou from your photograph." We were soon in chat. debates and the failure of the Spiritualists to come cal slaughter-pen.
A huge pile of letters lay before him, just received forward with theirs, although I repeatedly challenged
If we do not see as clearly as Materialists do, will
from the post-office, and a heap of money orders. I my opponent to bring them then and there, for medi- they not bear patiently with us? And just rememthought, And this is the way the jealous editors are ums are numerous in New York city, and some of ber that men like Paine, Voltaire, and Volney, whom
killing off Bennett ! According to my philosophy, them are said to giv startling manifestations before they and we love and respect, were quite superstithere is room enough in the world for all there is in the public. A slate was exhibited by Mr Hull on tious in some respects, though many years in advance
it. There are not so many Liberal papers, nor Lib- which there was writing by Slade, but Mr. Slade of the age in whid1 they lived. Thomas Paine "beeral lecturers, that they need crowd one another. I himself was conspicuous by his absence. His partner, lieved in one God and hoped for immortality beyond
wish there were a hundn:dfold more.
Mr. Simmons, was present. Mrs. Mattie Hull impro- this life." He also believed that nothing but gold
Friend Bennett is a steady-going worker, good- vised a pretty little poem upon the "Summer Land." and silver was honest money. Voltaire said, "If
natured, calm in business; collected, I should judge, Knowing the ability of Mattie to improvise, even in there were no God, men would hav to invent one."
in almost any exigency. Did all the gods of antiq- the style of Poe, I giv her the credit, notwithstand- Volney spoke and wrote of the "All-wise," and" Suuity break loose at once with a shower of thunder- ing she believes she is inspired by spirits. The sub- preme Agent." Bacon, the father of the inductiv
bolts upon his head, he would likely look over his ject, it is true, I furnished. As for Poe's promis to· method, said, "A little philosophy inclineth a ma~'s
shoulder, and in his ordinary tone inquire, " What's be there, I would need to know all the circumstances mind to Atheism, while a great deal bringeth !urn
the matter now?" Nothing seems to disturb him, before I could obtain the glimmer of a test.
back to religion." We are assured now that these
or, what -is better, he does not allow Adam nature to
:Moses quoted largely of the power of spirits to men, these great intellectual men, were mistaken,
show itself. Notwithstanding the vast amount of move physical objects. I balanced a lath on the and that they had not outgrown their superstitious
work he does, he never seems in a hurry. I think at small end of an insulated egg, and co.axed all the environments.
times he may be a little fretful, judging from the mediums and all the spirits to move the delicatelyAtheism, from its exalted scientific position, tells
nervo in his temperament, but if he is, it does not balanced stick a hair's breadth without touching it, or us that all gods, or the idea of an infinit ruler or
last long.
employing such physical means as those used by the intelligence controling the universe, are mythsIn his sanctum he is as unpretending as a farmer scientist. Of course it remained as silent as the simple creations of the brain ·under superstitious
holding his plow. He does not need to affect to be grave. Next evening with an electrized glass tube I influences, and that mind is the result of chemical
one of the people; he is one of them. His office is moved it round and round without physical contact. combinations and organization of matter, and cannot
plainness itself; small enough at best, but made
There are many experiments which I intend to giv exist until matter works out all the conditions for
still smaller by books and pamphlets piled all around if our discussing continues. My aim is to make de- its generation and sustenance. One of the ea~est
the ;room to the ceiling. lmagin a family dry-goods bating a distinct profession, as honorable as the legal disciples of this school under the head of "Musmgs
box lined with books, papers, pamphlets. Peep down and far more useful than evangelism. There still of a Kalamazoo Skeptic," lets us know just where he
into it, and there sits that indefatigable editor and lingers in the popular mind the prejudice against stands, why he thus standeth, and his reasons why
publisher, with a large case of books in front of him people being friends in their differences of opinion. he cannot be a Spiritualist.
jutting out half way across the room, on the other It.is still imagined that human beings ought not to
James S. Bedell's communication is pleasant re.adside of which is hifi solitary clerk, filling orders for treat each other politely if their views about the M- ing, and his reasons amusing. We hav the tementy,
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however, to think his reasons very weak, for if spirits would do a<~ be devises, our control here would
be useless. He would hav them do the most absurd
things, tbe.doing of which, to follow his logic to its
ultimate, would leave us little less than nonentities.
His sweeping assertion that the Spiritualists, though
a pretty fair sort of people, are the suhjeets of mental hallucination and deserve his pity i~, to say the
least, in bad taste. He tells us that he standR with
Prof. J amii'Son, who believes Spiritualism to be one
of the greatest humbugs of the age, that will disappear as soon as its "true inwardness" is found out.
• One of ~wo things is true; either Prof. Jamieson
said so, or he did not. If he did, it stamps him as
one of the most dishonest men of the age, for in his
position for the long years he professed to be a believer and teacher of this system, when he was admitted to our homes and confidence, he must hav
known long before he donned the garb of ]\'Iaterialism that it and himself were frauds. If he did not
say it, J as. S. Bedell has liheled the professor, besides doing injustice to others by his assertions and
intimations regarding a "true inwardness," that
would lead many to believe that Spiritualism is a
concocted scheme of villainy ou the part of the leaders who control the movement. Were I guilty of
such gross injustice to my Materialistic friends, my
article shonlil he headed, "The Ravings and Moanings of a Dyspeptic."
It is trne that such minds but echo the treatment
that the spiritual phenomena has received at the
hands of many of the savans of science. Faraday
could talk learnedly of "unconscious muscular action," and yet he was made to appear ridiculous
when material bodies were moved without human
contact, or machinery. Huxley and Tyndall hav no
time. Carpenter acknowledges that the phenomena.
present evidence worthy scientific research, and then
with the coolest assurance (very much like impudence) relegates all the effects to "un~onscious cerebration." Mr. Allen Pringle makes no point by telling us we need not feel elated because a few scientists hav espoused our cause; for the same he says is
true of others who cling to orthodoxy. There is this
difference, .Mr. Pringle, yon cannot find a single scientist that has given this subject a long and patient
investigation that was not more of a Spiritualist than
when he commenced, if not fully convinced of all its
claims. It is sadly true that men of science, as a
rule, bav placed themselvs in opposition to its claims,
without any true knowledge concerning the phenomena; and hav been as ready to pooh-pooh, ridicule,
and misrepresent as the church has heen.
Their treatment of Prof. Hare, a lifelong Materialist, and others, stands against them to their lasting
shame.
Let no Materialist imagin for one moment that
we shun inve~tigation. We court it, and there ili
no path of thought that leads to the betterment of
human nature that we will not follow as bravely and
earnestly as the most radical. We are after the
truth, and will do our best to find it. We desire
bottom facts.
Humboldt remarked that "a presumptions skepticism that rejects facts without examination of their
truth is in some respects more injurious than unquestioning credulity."
·
.·
We hail with delight every advance in material
science, but agree with Prof. Fiske, as reported iu his
"Unseen World," that from the very definition of
the terms matter and spirit, the existence of spirit
cannot be demonstrated to the senses, and that thus
no theory is amenable to scientific tests.
The testimony in such a case must, he says,
under the conditions of the present life, be forever
inaccessible. It lies wholly outside the range of
experience. However abundant it may be, we cannot expect to meet it. And accordingly, our failure
to produce it does not raise even the slightest presumption against our theory. When conceived in
this way, the belief in a future life is without scientific support, hut at the same time it is placed beyond
the need of scientific support and the range of scientific criticism. "If now," he adds, "men of science
will accept the position that spirit is not matter, nor
governed by the laws of matter, and refrain from
speculations concerning it, restricted by their knowledge of material things, they will withdraw what is
to men of religion, at present, their principal cause
of irritation."
W o are confident that no connection on our part
with the "true inwardness" has had aught to do
with the facts that hav come direct to and been
witnessed by us, facts which Faraday's and Carpenter's theories, Huxley's and Tyndall's lack of
time, or the pooh-poohs of the popular scieutiiic
bodies do not affect or account for; and until we
.hav evidence to the contrary, we shall occupy the
position of a "progressiv Liberal Spiritualist."
Is human desire based on no probable reality,
when it seeks a continuance of life beyond the pres~nt? How does it happen that all Materialists call
It a pleasant belief if there is no good or truth in it?
Its pleasantness makes people better, and for this
reason there is so much sunshine in the soul of the
genuin Spiritualist.
Many of my Materialistic friends and say to me,
"I wish I could believe as you do, I should be more
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happy."
Materialists of a lifetime say to me in
letters (and they occupy the front ranks), "I find as
A Field Day for Comstock.
I get older that my mind inclines more and more to
Anthony Comstock expects to hav another field
your way of thinking, and that I love the Spiritual- day in Albany to-day. The legislativ committee is
ists, but perhaps the wish is father to the thought." to take UIJ his bill again. That bill, it will be reI hav yet to meet and know one of our people who membered, is intended to giv· his society power to
has said to a Materialist the same thing. Is there order and direct nearly all public officers below the
nothing in all this? Are these mental and emotional governor in the performance of tB.eir official functions,
conditions, that make us more loving, make existence and to invest Comstock himself, by virtue of his reseem complete through this promis, and that lessen lation to the society, with the authority of a duputy
the shadows of our present existence, a cheat and de- sheriff. Under it, when it passes, he expects to
lusion? We think not.
arrest, without warrant, at his own sweet will.
It were the merest folly not to rejoice at, and apIt would appear to most reasonable men that
propriate as much as possible for our benefit, the Comstock is already invested with sufficient arbitrary
fruits of the researches and apparent demonstra- authority. He is enabled to place an espionage upon
tions of science, but it were equal folly to accept as the mails. He has access to post-offices.
Postal
absolutely true all the claims of the modern scientific officialR from the postmaster-general down (it was
school, and while dethroning the pope of theology, so in the last administration) fear him. He has
substitute science; instead of Pio N ono, and Prot- already nullified the wholesome rule of evidence that
estantism with their saints, creeds; and Bibles, bow a postmark is prirnafacie evidence of what it purthe knee of superstition to Huxley, Tyndall, Spencer, ports, by mailing letters in the New York post-office
and Darwin.
that hav been postmarked elsewhere. He intercepts
Can we not be as honest with om·selvs as others, and opens letters not addre~sed to him, for which
and while firing hot shot at tho~ who oppose us, purpose postmasters hav, by orders, probably, alobserve the weakness in our defenses?
lowed him access to the mails. And now he wants
Spiritualism, with what (I think) its positiv proof authority to. seize and search the person as he has
of progressiv continued life, has attaching to it, as long assumed authority to seize and search the mail.
illustrated by the conception of many of its proIt is easy enough for Comstock to plead that be
fessed followers, a vast amount of dross in the has never opened a letter not intended for him. Pershape of the ridiculous. and superstitious. This is haps not. It is difficult to show the contrary when
necessarily the case from the mental status of quite he so covers his act that none but himself can know.
a nnmber of its adherents.
But he cannot deny that he has seized, confiscated,
Materialism has had to shift its stakes many times; and opened letters in one rost-office that were
its positiv arrogant positions of one date hav ap- addressed to another name than his and directed to
peared false and absurd at another. In my first another post-office than that at which he intercepteil
reacliug in this direction, and which I then believed it. The danger of such a power is evident. Is he
true, was the assertion that nearly all that was re- to determin of a letter addressed to "T. Runk," for
p-orted as miracles never occurred, because they were instance, when in course of transmission and before
a clear violation of all the laws of nature, therefore it arrives at its destination, that it is intended for
they were the invention of designing priests to mis- him? Yet he does so judge, and has thereby made
lead and blind the people.
the sanctity of the mail a mockery.
When the spiritual phenomena demonstrated that
And now he, this man whose very sight is repulsiv
history might be true in this respect, without any to every respectable official in the city of New York
priestcraft about it, as like things occurred, Mate- with whom he comes in contact, whose word is valuerialists said (honestly) these things are the result of less where he has a point to make, whose sworn tesnatural conditions we did not understand.
timony uncontradicted was recently rejected as
Positiv positions of science hav been and still are worthless by six men in a jury of twelve, who has
being proved to hav no little of the absolutely true tempted men to commit crime that he might hav
in them, that the glory of many of the scientific as another victim, whose business it is to make crime
well as the theological stars lose much of their for- that he may afterward detect and expose it and
mer luster. Voltaire said, at the close of his use- punish the wretch who has given way to his wiles,
ful career:
who is notorious for giving false coloriug to facts as
"I hav spent forty years of my life seekiug the a witness in his own proseeutions, who has a museum
truth, and still remaiu in ignorance. After consult- of the vilest literature ever produced which he exing Plato, Pythagoras, and the orientals my conclu- hibics to the select among his admirers and visitors,
is that chance is a word void of sense. The world he, Anthony Comstock, asks the legislature to invest
is arranged according to mathematical laws."
him and his society which through him has made
What coucerns me most to-day is not so much more crime already than it has cured, with mandawhat men think as their method in defending their tory authority over the officers of justice.
thought, and the all-important necessity of clearing
And to invest him with an odor of respectability,
away every legal and superstitious obstruction that his president, Colgate, goes with him and vouches
prevents honest expression on all matters and ques- for his good character. Colgate, who was as guilty
tions that directly or remotely collceru the race.
of violating the federal law against obscenity as
We must clear the race of Comst0cks from the another who was punished, by sending an immoral
field and teach the church "that whatsoever she circular through the mail-in fact more so, for the
' out it shall be measured to her agam.
. " Th at matter alleged to hav been sent through the mail by
metes
while we will not kuowingly do her any injustice, the other was not immoral-Colgate, thanks to Comwe will defend our own rights with equal pertinacity, stock and the fact that the district-attorney, Woodaad thoroughness.
.
.
ford, was a member of their society, escaped the
·when we leave off this method of· sweepmg de- penalty. The proof of mailing was the same in each
nunciation, and exhibit no tendency to use the cant case.
phrases of theology to express our dissent fr~m those
Let this legislativ committee scan Comstock well.
who see differeut from om·selvs, we shall be m a bet- Let them probe him deep. Let them p1·ivately get
ter frame of mind to show church adhereuts that Mr. Rollins's opinion of him, and Superintendent
Liberalism is an advance in thought and d1aracter.
Walling's, and George Bliss's, and Commissioner
When we reach that coudition we shall uot muse Deuel's, and Assistant District Attoruey Fiero's, and
as the K:Jlamazo·o skeptic. We shall reserve our pity ex-Assistant District Attorney Foster's-yes, and
for some one else than Spiritualists, and will not feel Judge Benedict's. He is· a veritable Uriah Heap,
disturbed when others write our belief cold and worthily despised by every official whose duties hav
cheerless. We ruay rest assured of this fact, at given them an oportunity to understand his morbid,
least, that people will ~is_cover the good or evil cunning, merciless, and repulsiv nature. If after that
effects our strougest convictiOns exert _upon us b~ our they feel disposed to grant him more extensiv and
methods of reflecting them to pnbhc and private arbitrary power that he has, let them proceed. We
gaze. It were much better that a certain class staid predict for them in that case, to use a favorit expresin the church than for them to put on the mental sion of his own, that he "will take them in."
garb of Liberalism, _and then. blanket it w!th. the
ingrained idiosyncrasies of then· former conVICtiOns.
No Prohibitory Law.
·what I seek is a broad, free-cultured man and
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
womanhood; one that places integrity and justice
~Iiss
Carpenter
says
that the church would cure the
first · oue that is as willing to concede honesty of
purp~se in others as to claiJ? it. for _themse~vs; . a evils of intemperance by prayer, and prayer alone.
mind that perceives order m diversity, umty m She says that it can be extirpate~ by law? and law
variety, ancl who rejoices equally at honest di~er aloue. It will be hard to tell which had lut upon the
ences of opiuio!l as well as. a~ agreeme.ut_; a mmd less efficient remedy. P~·ayer will not do i~; law will
that is more swift to detect lllJUSttee to Its opponent not do it. Only educatiOn and the. bettermg of the
than to fight for its pet theories, and finally a cour-. general condition of the people Will gradually subageous soul that dares sweep with its mental vision, due the giant of excess. It is more than the work of
and criticise with its judgment and reason, any aud a·day, of a year, of a _ceutury. It is_more t~an a legeverything that are or may be aids to human devel- islature can do. It IS a work eutirely Without the
scope of legislativ enactment. Habits, customs,
opment and freedom. .
.
Let the scientists push forward their resea~ches, ~nd tastes morals, cannot be legislated iuto or out of
let all of a religious or S}?iritnal cast of J?llld bnng peopl~. 'l'he law carpenters cannot frame the edifice
forth their best fruits. Let the great middle class of the human mind and body, fashioning its inclinaexhibit their doubt, but let all be go,'erned by a true tion,_ tast~s, and. desires. Besides, yourp~ohihitory
E. C. "\\ ALKER.
sense of justice for the rights of each, and exhibit a law IS an Impertmence.
magnauimity and generosity wortt.y the best, bravest,
AN INFIDEL ABROAD. D. M. Bennett's letters
and trnest Liberal.
GEORt+E LYNN.
from Europe. $1.50.
Lockpo1·t, Ill.
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( Oontinued from page 217.)
made use of testimonies out of forgeries and spurious tion I think must rest with you, as your friends s&em
I have not read the original writings of the early books to prove the very foundation of the Christian inclined to pay the expenses.
In this connection of your Uliiefulness, I cannot reFathers, nor am I directly familiar with all their revelation; and it is believed on good grounds that
quotation11, but as authorities I rely upon Prof. F.W. Irenreus was no better. This Father, while engaged frain from expresE<ing- my high appreciation of your
Newman, the accredited author of "Supernatural in the introduction of gospels which show that the "What Objections to Christianity?" reply to Mr. Mair,
Religion;" to W. Rathbone Greg, in the "Creed of ministry of Christ lasted from one to three years, not ns being remarkably lucid and forcible in the reasonChristendom;" and to judge Charles B. Waite, in his longer than three and a half, himself declares that it ing, and, with the numerous and important authori"History of the Christian Religion to the Year 200." laliited about twenty years, and that he had the tra- ties cited, should be convincing to all fair minds of
These highly-talented and candid men have devoted dition from the elders of Asia, who had obtained it the absurdity of all claims t·J inspirations from God
at any period of human history, and especially in
many years to the investigation of this subject, hav- from John and the other apostles.
"Such is the material at the hands of the histo- the self-evident. fact that an inspirer could not giv
ing the best of facilities at thtir command. The conhimself such a character as suoh claims present;
current testimony is that Irenreus was the first to re- rian. Of course he cannot rely implicitly upon the and so I think your treatment of that subject will
fer to or quote from the four gospels as they stand in unsupported assertion of any such writer for the add host to the already large army of unbelievers
the New Testament, anil that about the year 170. truth of any historical fact whatever. In every in- in divine inspirations-autobiographies-to man,
This is a most damaging fact, and unless you can stance he is obliged to scrutinize carefully and enIn further corroboration of such sensible conclusions,
show them to be in error the divine and infallible endeavor to ascertain whether any ulterior motives I may add that in an editorial in New Yorlt Times of
character of the New Testament falls to the ground. may have prompted whatever statement may be March 9th on "English Ritualism" he quotes the
I say again, if those books were not written by those under consideration. If he can find none, and the opinion of the intellectual head of the English
who have been the pretended authors, if nothing was fact stands uncontradicted by other writers, it is cau- church, "Dean Stanley of Westminster Abbey, and
said of the immaculate conception, of the pretended tiously accepted. Under such circumstances prog- a host of lesser men, who regard the scriptures as in
miracles of Jesus, till the latter part of the second ress is slow and uncertain. The most that any writer no sense more inspired or more infallible than the
century, then a gross imposition has been perpetrated, can hope to accomplish is to place in proper shape histories of Herodotus." I am your fellow truth
a gross falsehood has been passed off for truth, and what is already lmown, and- to establish here and seeker and warm friend,
CHAS. E. TowNSEND.
the whole story falls to the ground. If in a half there a landmark for the benefit of subsequent histoPRATTSBURGH, N.Y., March 19, 1881.
hour's time you are able to show that the scholars rians.
D. M. BENNETT: Please accept my thanks for your
"In conclusion, as the result of this investigation,
named are utterly wrong and that all the Fathers of
the first and 8econd centuries were familiar with the it may be-repeated that no evidence is found of the grand, good paper which I cannot get along witnout.,
four canonical gospels and quoted from them, and existentJe in the first century of ~ither of the follow- am! put the undersigned names down for your book
Yours respectfully,
that those gospels were read in the church prior to ing doctrines: the immaculate conception, the mira- of travels round the world.
GEORGE H. LooK,
the year 170, of course you will do so. It seems cles of Christ, his rna terial resurrection. No one of
LUTHER WHEELER,
hardly necessary for me to urge you to this course. these doctrines is to be found in the epistles of the
JAs.
H. STURTEVANT.,
The character and authority of the New Testament New Testament, nor have we been able to find them
and the Christian religion depends upon it, and if you in any other writings of the first century. As to the
NoRTH BENTON, 0., March U, 1881.
can, you will certainly give fully the instances where four gospels, in coming to the conclusion that they
the Fathers have alluded to or quoted the five were not written in the first century we have but MR. EDITOR: The long winter is about broken, and
recorded the conviction of the more advanced scholars we are now in the midst of sugar making. Gatherbooks-the four gospels and Acts.
You speak about a gospel by Matthew which was of the present day, irrespective of their religious ing sap and boiling pleases the young folks, though
it is hard work. The Christians say we will go to
written in Hebrew. Let me assure you that what- views in other respects, with whom the question, as hell for gathering and making sugar on the Lord's
ever Matthew might have written in Hehrew, noth- now presented, is, How early in the second century day, but the sap runs on the Lord's day, and the Chrising of it remains now. The gospel of the New Tes- were they composed? Discarding as inventions of tians say the Lord does everything, so !guess he won't
tament called Matthew's was written in Greek, and the second century, having no historical foundation, growl if we make sugar on his day. At all events,
not in Hebrew, so of course it was not written by the three doctrines above named, and much else the Christians don't complain if we giv them the
Matthew, who only wrote in Hebrew. If you find which must necessarily stand or fall with them, products of the Lord's day, sugar 0r anything else.
that our gospel of Matthew was not written by what remains of the Christian religion?"
I hav not seen the new Bible the Christians hav got
But I have transcended my limits. I must close. up. I am told they left out hell altogether. How
Matthew I hope you will have the candor to acYours in the hope that you may yet see and accept will they manage to make the new phrase rhymeknowledge it.
From your own showing there are but meager the truth,
D. M. B.
Hades, fire, damnation, and brimstone? They will fix
proofs of the authenticity and reliability of the early
it up some way and tell their dupes that God made a
Christian writings. You say very little of their
mistake; when he said hell he meant Hades.
writings have survived. Judge Waite comes to a
Within -please find three dollars to pay for the
very similar conclusion; in summing up his thorough
paper, and put me down for five dollars for the trip
investigations he says : "In taking a general review
round the world, Has the Delaware judge found any
BRIDGEPORT, CAL., March 4, 1881.
Hades for Ingersoll? if so, I wonder what kind of
of the first hundred and seventy years of the ChrisFRIEND BENNETT : Please put my name down for Hades. I wonder if Delaware Las a whipping post.
tian religion, the first thing that strikes the mind is
W. A. LoosE.
Yours, etc.,
CHESTER BEDELL,
the dearth of the material from which to construct a your trip around the world.
reliable history.
It is seen at once how much
IsLAND CITY, March 6, 1881.
LEETONA, 0., March 16, 1881.
must rest upon probability in its different degreesFRIEND D. M. BENNETT: Put me down for $5.00 to
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $1 to keep my
how much must be relegated to the province of speculation. The works of the only church historian ttid you in the trip around the world. That is just paper going another four months. Please put me
who wrote during that period, lost or destroyed-the what we want, some one to go around the world down for $5 for the trip round the world, and you
few fragments that are left, being of comparatively and let the people know what is going on. I hope will much oblige a well-wishing friend.
HUGH DALRYMPLE.
no value-the writings of Porphyry and others who tllat there will be enough to put down their $5.00 to
justify you in going. It will be one of the grandest
wrote against Christianity, and those of the heretic acts of your life in helping lift the minds of humanORWELL, ONT., CAN., March 20, 1881.
Christians, all destroyed-there remain only the ity. You are doing a great work in liberating minds
FRIEND BENNETT: Please put down my name for $5
works of some of the orthodox Fathers, and a text of that could not be reached in any other way than on the list tor a trip around the world.
those in a mutilated and con·upted condition. . . . the course you are taking. I am, dear sir,
William Edwards, Aylmer, Ontario, wishes you to
The complete and living form of Christianity is
put his name down for $5 for your trip around the
W. H. DoRRIS.
Yours for truth,
wanting. With the exception of the epistle of Clemworld.
Yours,
J. C. STEVENS.
ent of Rome, written near the close of the first
PoRT TowNSEND, N.Y., March 9, 1881.
century, and a few scattering writings afterward,
BROOKLYN, N. Y., March 23, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: You may put me down for a "V," so
there is but little in the Fathers of that day to remind as to enable you to make the trip around the world.
MR. EDITOR: In the last issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER
is an article entitled "A Trip Around the World."
one of the pure and lofty morality of Jesus, or the
A. VINCENT.
From the tone of it I judge there hav been previous
fervid utterances of the apostles to the Gentiles.
articles on the same subjact, but they escaped my
CASEY, IowA, March 16, 1881.
The Fathers of the second century were, with united
MR. EDITOR: "John's Way" is tip-top; lots of such attention.
energies, engaged in the work of suppreilsing heresy.
Jus tin Martyr was writing against the Jews, Tertul- damnable hypocrisy as that little pamphlet repre- You do not make it quite clear whether the $5 is
lian against Marcion, and Irenreus against all the sents is practiced here in our little town every day. to entitle the subscriber to a book or if that will be
heretics. This raid against those who differed When you get ready to undertake the big trip that extra. I don't care myself, but others might want
from the established faith left but little . time to is talked of now I will try to hav $5.00 ready for to lmow.
Yours for truth and friendship,
I like the idea. very much. I will subscribe $20,
cultivate the more kindly Christian graces, and your use.
and I will take ten of the books. Yours truly,
J. W. HAGEN.
finally culminated in the establishment of a power
A. s. WHEELER.
which should be competent for the suppression of
MADISON, 0., March 21, 1881.
[REPLY.--We inform our friend that the five dollars
heresy by force. Another thing that strikes the atMR. EDITOR : Please count me as one of the four
tention, in a comprehensive review of the period, is hundred to send $5.00 for your trip around the world advanceu to help pay the expense of the journey
the ignorance and superstition even of the most and $1.50 for your letters from Europe. The money entitles the party who advances it to a copy of the
enlightened and best educated of the Fathers. Their will be ready when called for. Yours with respect, work, consisting of two or three volumes-there will
not be less than two-and one of them will be issued
bigotry has been noticed-their ignorance and superMRS. SILAS HILL.
while we are away, and will be sent to those who
stition were no less.
iiav subscribed. It is believed the worlt will be worth
"~ith rare exceptions they were men who utterly
LocusT VALLEY, N.Y., March 22, 1881.
every cent of the money.-ED. T. S.]
desp1sed that learnmg of the heathen which consistFRIEND BENNETT: I hav your kind letter and aced in attempts to ascertain the laws of the material ceptable intention of publishing my reply to friend
SALINA, KAN., March 16, 1881.
universe. Construing -in the narrowest and strictest Wakeman's " Lessons," after his series are finished.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Nothing better than "ConAs I long since wrote to you my $5.00 is ready at structiv Liberalism " has ever been published. I
sense the maxim that the wisdom of this world is
foolishness with God, they confined themselves al- any time when you detecmin to uudertake that expect you will publish it in pamphlet form. I want
most exclusively to an ~:xposition of the Jewish "Round the World Trip," and though your enjoy- it, anyhow.
scriptures, and of the sayings of Christ construed in ment of such would be much, as you deserve, and
I would like to see you circumnavigate the world.
the light of those scriptures, drawing, oftentimes, in your reliable and intelligent observations would be If I hav not sent in my name, as so many did, it is
the application of the prophecies, the most fanciful very entertaining and 1nstructiv, yet b~side the risks because I hav not the muney. I am poor, and conand whimsical analogies. Their credulity was un- of extensiv travel, we would, for a long time, miss sequently becoming poorer. But you can count on
bounded. · They had a ~ublime disregard for truth your home usefulness in aiding the overthrow of me for the book when it shall be published.
Yours for the war agclinst religions,
not so much from perversity as from carelessness and gross superstitions everywhere surrounding us which
JOSEPH HENRY.
indifference to its s_acred character. Their unscrupu- glvs to the question of such long absence and risks
lousness when seekmg for arguments to enforce their by the way, in conjunction with acquired knowledg~
CRoss PLAINS, Wrs., March 16, 1881.
positions is notorious, as well as the prevalence to be agreeably imparted to the eager public, when
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $3 for your
among them of what are known as pious frauds. successfully accomplished, a twofold interest and
J on~s, himself a zealous Christi~n writer, says that so if you had no '!'RUTH SEEKER interests at h~me I paper for another year. You can put me down for
would say go if you can, but with such interests
Justm Martyr, Clemens Alexandrmus, and Lactantius sta.y if not irresistibly impelled to go ; so the ques- $5 for the trip around the world. I want the books.
I think that three hundred subscribers, at $5 apiece,
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will not be sufficient to pay for the books ~nd your
expenses. Would it not be better to wait until fctll,
for I think it will be much easier for many to get
$W after harvest than $5 now, especially those living
in the rural districts, like myself, and raise the
amount to $3,000? The money must be paid before
you sta-rt, and plenty of it in order to make· it a success. I hav traveled some, and I know that $3,000 is
less than you can aft'ord to do the job for and do it
as you would like to. Of course, you want to giv
evE1ry one as near as you can the worth of their
money. If you do not go until fall you can put me
down for $10.
Yours respectfully,
A., M. PARTRIDGE.
SAGINAW 0ITY, MICH., March 20, 1881.
1\fR. D. M. BENNETT: I desire to avail myself of the
privilege (accorded in your last issue) of expressing
myaeH on your proposed trip round the globe. A.s
an old friend, let me advise you by all means not to
do so. I could giv you a number r reasons, but let
this one suffice, the old saying, 1Vhen the eat's
away the mice will play;" You h;,tv, y industry and
energy, mad.e THE TRUTH SEEKER what .t ought to bethe leading Freethought paper in the world. And I
believe I speak the unanimous sentiment of our
League when I advise you to stay at home, sharing
the pleasures and sorrows of !if~ with your amiable
spouse, and not trust the helm of affairs to any one
but yourself. As long as you steer the ship we are
willing to be passengers; but should you be absent,
a. mutiny mi~ht arise, the result of which could be
disastrous to the craft.
Now I will make a proposition to you, wliich will
be less expensiv, a,nd, in my humble opinion, more
instructiv to your readen; and others than a narrativ
o! a trip around the world. Ask his satanic majesty
to renew his correspondence with you in relation to
the creation and formation of this and other worlds.
When completed, I will giv $5 for the lectures in
book form. I believe if you make this proposition to
your readers a large majority of them would subscribe
for the book at some reasonable price. H011ing you
are enjoying good health, I remain,
Yours sincerely,
THOMAS L. JACKSON.
[REPLY.-Our friend may be quite correct in his
opinion that it will be better for us to remain at
home, but we wish to assure him that, should we
make the journey, we shall leave the paper, etc., in
such hands as we are sure will continue it as good
as it is now. We believe the only failure it will meet
with will be on the part of such readers as do not
remit when their subscriptions are due. If· all our
readers would pay up as promptly and honestly as a
portion of our patrons do the paper would not fail.
It lies wholly with friends over the country whether
it fail or not. Our part here will be faithfully performed.-ED. T. 8.]
/

LocKPORT, ILL., March 21, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : I had hoped on your return
from Brussels that you would be allowed to settle
down quietly to enjoy the comforts of home life and
preside over and manage the very useful and very
important TRUTH SEEKER. In this it appears that a
large number of others and myself are doomed to
disappointment. To me it is a matter of v~ry serious import. And yet as so many whose intelligence
and judgment I admire and respect in the main
seemed to float with this tide, I thought it might be
best to hold my peace and watch the outcome of
what ·a.ppeare to be a very injudicious and unwise
procedure.
Your remarks in your last issue, in which you call
on all for or against the journey to freely express
their opinions, hav induced me to tell in as plain a
manner as possible why I think such a journey as
you and the donors contemplate a positiv injury to
the cause, a partial wreck to true home life, and a
senseless risk of your life for the little it is possible
to gain as compared with what any reasonable Liberal is well aware we must lose.
My first. objection finds its root in the fact that
Mrs. Bennett has rights American Liberals ought to
respect, and which it seems to me they do not in
their purpose to send you away from home for years
to do justice to a trip round the earth. Your weary
months in prison and your trip to Europe ought to
satisfy the most exacting. You and Mrs. Bennett
are nearing the evening, where the shadows grow
long, and you should remain with each other to fill
up life's latter day with the sunshine that shines
from loving hearts and daily and hourly association.
Another important reason is, THE TRUTH SEEKER
succeeds better with you at the helm than it does
in your absence, and, in order to be honest with you
and others, I think the columns of THE TRUTH
SEEKER cau be better used than filled as they must
be with your letters if you go abroad. Why do I believe this? For this reason, that the most important
battle is here and now. We are contending for the
rights of free speech and an unmuzzled press. We
wish no religious censorship in the form of Oolgate
or Oomstockism. We desire to make this country at
least religiously and politically free. We desire our
constitutional as well as natural right respected. I
am well aware that your epistles would be very instructiv and pleasant reading, and doubtless, should
you write them, I and mine would enjoy their reading, First let us do the most needed thing, and let
Ul concentrate our eft'orts and your abilities for this
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one great end. As the presiding genius of THE TRUTH the hand the man that dared to do it, and the gal
SEEKER you will be an l.m mense power for good in that staid at home to watch the speckled hen that
acc·omplishing the freedom of speech and the press, she didn't fly away.
As ever, thy friend,
whereas when we spread you over th!;l whole earth
GEORGE w. 0HAPMAN, M.D.
and draw you like a girdle around it we shall make
you very thin for good in the great struggle here
TURNER's FALLS, MAss., March 26, 1881.
for true liberty of the voice and pen.
DEAR 1\fR. BENNETT: I hand you five dollars to he! p'
You are the Garrison of our movement, THE TRUTH you make that journey round the world. If you do
SEEKER takes the place of the grand old Liberator, not go, use the money to spread the truth.
and it seems as needless to me to send you "galYours truly,
GEo. E. HARTLEY.
vanting r0und the world " as it would hav been for
HoRNELLBVILLE, March 22, 1881.
us old antislavery men and women to send Garrison
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Apply the inclosed $5 to the
on such a trip to write up European, African, and
Asiatic despotisms. Another analogy truly relevant fund for the restoration of Thomas Paine's monuwould hav been for the Germans during the Franco- ment.
You will hear from me again when ·the sub~crip
Prussian war to hav sent Von Moltke at that time
on a similar errand to study and write up the ancient tion is called for to erect a memorial to the greatest
and modern methods of warfare of other nations, and best of men in my estimation, and at some fuwith particular instructions to be on hand when each ture time I would like to write you my thoughts on
and Interest in the project.
got up a dress parade.
Yours with respect,
MRs. ADELE McDouGAL.
If they desire to let you hav a rest and a good
time generally let the amount be doubled and trebNo.3 U~uoN PARK, BosToN, MAss., March 17, 1881.
led so that your wife may accompany you and share
MR. EDITOR: I owe you many thanks for your noalike the sunshine and shadow.
I am gratified to learn that so many Liberals hav tice of me in your paper.
a spare V or X, and as they are liberal, do they not I hav issued No. 1 of "The Infidel Pulpit.. " I hope
honestly think the money could be spent to much you will find it radical enough to please you. I find
better advantage in sowing the ·seed of Liberal and myself growing every day more impatient with the
Radical truth in our midst ? Let Mr. Bennett hav utter falsity and maliciousness of the church. We
$1,000 to strengthen THE .TRUTH SEEKER, and T. 0. Le- are getting along splendidly at Paine Hall. Last
land $1,000 to strengthen the Liberal League, and its Sunday, in spite of rain, the hall was entirely full,
m·ssion for good will be immense. Such a course gallery and all.
We hav a great work before us as Liberal&, and I
would tell on the nerves of Oolgate and his tools very
unpleasantly, while money spent on our foreign mis- hope that though owing to our cultivation of indiYidsion would make them chuckle with delight. Ben- uality we each hav our different way of working, we
nett away is a source of delight. Bennett at home shall all work earnestly toward the one great end
causes fear and affright. Judge you which is best for of enthr::~ning reason in the place of superstition.
I am anxious to secure as large a circulation for my
the truth and the right.
You and I know that your trip is to be from the lectures as possible. It will take two thousand to
very first stage one of hazard and unremitting and pay expenses, and as yet I hav only four hundred.
ceaseless toil. Your letters from Europe are the type I hav started it, however, in confidence that with
of what is expected if you take the contemplated your generous assistance in noticing my efforts with
trip, and in order to do this your leisure time for rec- that of other Libaral friends, I shall secure even
reation will be less than at your time of life will be more than that number during the year.
Giv my kind regards to Mrs. Bennett, and accept
necessary and just. If you go, no one will feel more
Yours truly,
anxious than myself that your journey will be pas5!ed the same for yourself.
GEORGE 0HAINEY. .
in safety, and that in all respects you will be and
feel fully compensated for the undertaking.
EDWARDSBURG, MICH., March 7, 1881.
Of this I am confident, that those who desire you
MR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
please find $3.00 for the dear
to take the trip are but a minority of the well wishers
TRUTH
SEEKER
another
year.
We think it is the best
and supporters of THE TRUTH SEEKER, though happily
paper we hav. ever had; we cannot do without it;
at this time they hav a more abundant Slipply of
may it and its editor long liv to feed the starving
ready cash. I hav little hopes, yet most earnestly
souls of humanity.
Yours in truth,
desire you may not go, .and that the money held in
MRs. ELtSHA FLINT.
readiness for that purpose will be freely offered to
make your home more cheery, your paper more prosWESTFIELD, N. Y., March 10, 1881.
perous, and the Liberal League more effectiv.
EDITOR TRUTR SEEKER : Please allow me to ask for
Yours truly,
GEORGE LYNN.
information. The coins that are now issued from
[REPLY.-With great respsct for Bro. Lynn's opinion, the United States mint hav "In God we Trust" subwe wish to say we think he takes a rather gloomy stituted for the E Pluribus Unum of the founders of
view of what might possibly be the case if we make the republic. Has this change been made by act of
that journey round the world. There is no necessity Oongress or at the instance of those who claim that
if that event should take place for THE TRUTH SEEKER the universe is subject to a monarch ? I am taking
being any less effectiv than now, for the warfare three Greenback papers and hav a number of sample
against error and superstition being slackened, nor copies sent me, and I hav inquired of all why the
for the banner of truth to at all trail in the dust. principles on which our republic is founded, that the
Valiant soldiers will be left to continue the battle in powers that govern are derived from the governed,
case we go; the paper will be vigorously conducted; sev- is not made a leading plank in the Greenback plateral able friends will make special effort to contribute form, but can get no answer.. Is this principle emgood articles, and we doubt not Bro. Lynn will himself bodied in the platform of the Liberal League ? If so
do something in that way. As for' our own part, we I cannot find it. Hav we become so craven we dare
hope to be able to send in weekly that whieh will not assert the principles by which we exist as indiprove to be quite as interesting as v. hat yve write when viduals and on which our republic is founded? A.n
at home. As to our physical ability to stand the jour- answer would much oblige
Yours truly,
ney, we hav no fears on that ground. Our strength
J. TENNEY.
and endurance still stands at par. The dangers of
traveling are little greater than staying at home.
AURORA, ILL., March 22, 1881.
Danger cannot he wholly escaped anywhere. Perhaps
BRo. BENNETT : Permit me to say that I am more
danger to health, life, and limb is as great here in than pleased with THE TRUTH SEEKER. I would rather
New York as it is in India or Japan. The death rates be deprived of any two of the seven papers I am
here in New York are greater per thousand inhabit- taking than it. Find one dollar for four months' subants than a majority of places in th!i world. As to deal- scription. So it seems that you think of taking a
ing hard blows to the devotees of superstition and false- trip around the world. I do not wish to be considhood, we hope to do that yet many years, whether ered inquisitiv, but in the name of all good, who will
we are on this side of the globe all the time or not. you find that is able to take the helm and run that
We shall not, however, undertake the journey unless paper as you hav done? I presume to say that it
the receipts of the one thing needful are sufficient to caunot be done, as there is but one Bennett in the
justify it. If that is done, we stand pledged to make sense to.which I refer. If you take the trip around
the journey.-ED. T. S.]
the world I fear the paper will be made over to the
devil of neglect in your absence. Permit me to offer
WACONDA, KAN., March 23,1881.
a suggestion. This old earth revolves from west to
FRIEND BENNETT: You suggest in the last paper east once in twenty-four hours. All that you will hav
that your patrons express themselvs on the propriety to do is to station youself in mid air some half mile
of your world-wide trip. I say, Do just as you please; above the earth's surface, and let her roll. Once In
and that you will do anyway. I hav carefully twenty-four hours you can drop from your perch,
watched you from the first, and whether I willed it attend to the business of the office, then rise again;
or not you always take the bravest leap, and it always earth will do the traveling while you are taking nota
wins. As to leaving the office, for several years I of matters and things going on below you.
hav thought that it would be better for all parties
A foolish suggestion, methinks I hear you say.
if you would travel some. In '76 I talked with D. R. PossiiJly, but I do not consider it any more so than
Burt in Philadelphia. as to the propriety of furnish. your trip around the world.
ing the means to pay for a trip to Europe, but I
"A. bird in the hand is worth two in the bush."
always considered that to visit the different parts of However, it may be that the Lord is needing another
this country, together with Mrs. Bennett, would en- Jonah about this time, yet withal, you may not
hance both the happiness of yourselvs and the pros- fare as well as that other chap did. Far better
perity of the paper before all. other things, but you remain at your post and run THE TRUTH SEE:r>:ER in
hav chalked out your path, and it is a. very useful the interest of humanity than to take the chances of
one to us all, and we will all pray our very best for making fish food of yourself; they can do without
your safe return, and then I hope that the many you, we cannot, if it be possible to keep you on the
Leagues of the country will be more numerous and track as an editor and ink slinger.
prosperous and that we shall all be able to take by
Fraternally yours,
R. R. HALL, 1\f.D.
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Cornell's Building.
BY ALHAZA.

"This is the bouse tl!n$ Jack built."
-English Roundelay
This is the murderer, caught in the act,
Who built up a tragedy, fo1mded on fact;
And screwed up the rack in the ·Albany jail,
While his skeleton brother waxed weary and pttle.
He screwed it by night, and Jae screwed it by d·ay,
'Till his heart-strings were broke and his flesh
dropped away;
He propped him with hope, he rent him with fero,
'Till nothing was left but a moan and a tear.
" Why, just let him suffer and he will repent,
I'll pardon him some day if I can relent;
I'll draw the strings tight to bold power and pelf.
Cou!Cl I pity the fallen, and pardon myself?"

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

I now began think that I was not so mean a man,
l<'or a thousand times ten thousand were meaner in
this clan.
Lucifer tllen gave a yell, which caused an awfu
"Some Mistakes o:f Moses."
smoke,
This volume Is printed on toned paper, In clel\r, bold
Aml, b11ing nearly scared to death, a trembling
type, and IIaudsoriiely bound In muslin, containing 275
awoke.
pages, l2mo. Price, $1.25.
1
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(;orrespondence

thnt'subject.
pn,mphlets tHat hn.v been surreptitiously
issued nrc incorrect, filled witll n1isto.kes, u.;td consist of

Correspondence Is solicited with middle-aged, fcmnc
11
g~~d~~~u~:s~~~~:~t~=fi~~t~eu e~ 1w~~h':hb~~o~ j~:t al~~\~:d~
f,'i},:i·n~~~et~~~~x ladies having at lct•st 'b':)~'X ~'ITJ~:l and The
book is uno.nswcrable in
facts and logic, iuhilitu.IJlc
5t14
Ashland Center, Newaygo Co., Mich.
In Its style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
pathos.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD.
A Series of Lette1·s written During a Visit Qf 1'en Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Price, $1.50
850 pages.
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FREE B001K FOR THE SICti..

"Tile Gods and Other I~ectures."
CoNTENTS.- " The Gods," ,. Humboldt;," u Thomas
Paine,"" Individualityt'' "Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 ceuts.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

THE STOH,Y OF JEtsUS CHRIST,
His Birtlt, Life, 'l'rial, Execution, etc., Is a mytb.

And to sneak through the world, it is horrible too, Containing nearlY 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows "The Ghosts and Otber Lectures."
For sale at this ofllce
Wbile l<'rcethinkers cast their bright arrows at bow Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an origiCoNTENT;.~i.-'" The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,
nal system of pru.ctic_e. It contains valuable and sugyou;
0
0
t~?n~~~~?·:: ~~fc~~~~\r:ti<t~u ~~~~~:i~'~~~TY~e,;t:;tru~~~\~~
g~S::O ~~~~ly ~ ~ue~~lt,a~~sti~~s cft~~~~t\~s c!~e:,~i;{3 ;~~ fore
Yes, rather than bear the poor criminal's sting,
Me Like a Dreu.m~" Price, cloth, $1.25; paper. 50
be sent by mall to any one sending their address and s
And not govern all, I'd commit the same thing.
cents.
•
1
tbl'ee-cent stam~(I>R!Jtl t"'lH':f.f'~H~bsHING CO.,
Both volumes beund in one, price, paper, •1.00.
~o who hav we now to administer laws,
.
159 ESJit 2Stb st .. New York
UJ•on t.lle Gods o:f tile SeHyenas, or bears, with their terrible claws?
66 A WEEK In your own town. Terms and 85 outfit ·' \VIlat ltinst \Ve Do to be Savedf" Treatin~
mit.ie Nalious, lncludin~ Allah,
So :fier'ce Yalentinian stood by a cage,
tree. H. Hallett & Co .. Portland. Me.
.Jellovall, ~atau, tile llol)'
To see a poor criminal torn by their rage.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

$.

But yotl throw him in, and run softly away.
Your own turn will come on some wild burning
day;
Tbe oven shall glow in your merciless soul,
Wllile thunders of conscience shall mutter and
roll.

ELMINA
~>ay"'

In March number of

Tune-Joe Bowers.

.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By tile celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price, ,2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
~~'tM':::;~~~~\~n~av~i'?~r,:g;::,I_rer of tills great Apostle
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the cel~rated artist of New York, at tile following prices:
Imperial, or large size
•
•
40 cents
Photo 1 or card slz;e
. ·_ • 20 u
Life-SIZe Litlll>gntph, 21x27
•
•
50
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elgiitii street, New Yors:. _

The Physiologist,
Edited by her and

Dr. SARA B. CHASE.
Also the continuation of

" FEWER CHILDREN
AND BETTER."

A Good Time with the Devil.
A DREAM.-BY W. P. ROGERS.

on the

Prevention of Concfption

Jllucll darker than forgery, blacker than night,
To wreck a man's craft, when his home is in sight;
His children all weeping, his wife standing pale,
Because for one moment his :firmness did fail.
The priest who baptized you the (lay you were
born
Will stand by your death-bed, all shaven and shorn;
If you ask him to pray he will calmly reply,
"Youhav nothing to fear, for a :fiint cannot dre."

15 cents pt>r copy; 1.50 a year.

SAM. H. Pl:ESTON, Business Manager,
209 West 34th st., New York.

lltf

What 50 CentS WiiJ Do!

lURS. ANN.-\. CONNELL l 'S

1

CONSULT

He modestly addressed me, some words I will not
tell,
Quoth )le, "I am the devil, I've just emerged from
bell;
llfy name," quoth be," is Lucifer, tbeoldhe-one of
all;
I've been the champion devil e'er since old Adam's
fall."

I dreamed be took me on his arm, saying, "I'll
return you well."
And then he rose into the air and flew away to
bell.
In just one half an hour, sir, old Lucifer and I,
Were in that fiery pit, sir, where sinners roast and
fry.
Apollyon next to Lucifer all hell did now eom-

mand,
And on a roll of brimstone his highness be did
stand;
His voice like distant thunder most loudly be did

Price, $1.50.

BEAUTIFUL
(;ol. R. G.

......

PICTURES

D. lU. Bennett
and Others.

These paintings are preserved by. a patent process ; do
not spot, and are not affected by lleat, cold, or sun. Per-

~~ngo~~~~~nft;fr~ ~Y ~':,ne~[, ~~~ ~~~~~ P~~~t~~~~{iR~g~~~aJ!~~~

Bennett's, can hav them painted at the low price (to iutroq.uce them) of, Imperial size, $2; card, $1.50. Beautiful
frames, each 50 cents.
All sent by mail. Address tills of!lce.

roar,

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

The devil showed me Moses, in torment he did

groan,

With fifty little devils a pelting him with stones;
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.
Ten devils had old Joshua, with long and nY.bby
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
tails,
halJits of men and women, the causes and preventlon of
Bent-o'er a roll of brimstone a pounding him with
disease. our sexual relations and social natures. It is med~
flails.
ical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
King David in a pot I saw, ten feet across the top, of chronic diseases, the ti"atura.'l 1·eJations of men and
In red-bot liquid brimstone old Dave did bound women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
and bop;
etc. Embelllsl!ed with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
Old Solomon was there too, a roasting in that
$1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNE'I'T,
lake;
141 Elgbtii •treet, New York.
Eight devils had him by the hair, like bull dogs
they did shake.
One bole I saw in bell, sir, 'twas more than ten
miles deep,
Where popes and priests and deacons were tumbled in a heap;
Ten thousand ring-tailed devils with each a mighty
horn
Were tumbling down their brimstone to keep the
raseals warm.
Six little filthy evils (each one had lost his tail)
Had Lot and his two daughters a riding on a rail;
Old Noah I saw stark naked, the same as in his
tent;
" 0 h, 1' m in bell for getting drunk," be said, as on
he went.
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Ex

BY D. M. BENNETT.
$l SO
·
P nee, ' . .
500 l arge pages.

The Better Way; an Appeal to Men In Behalf of Human
Culture tllrougii a Wiser. Parentngc. By .A. E. Newton.
Price, paper covers, 25 cents; cloth, 60 cents. 12 copies by
mail, pt~.per covers, $2.
The School l;lurden. By Dr. Schwab. Price, 50 cents.
5coples, $2: 12 copie,,$-1.

to~1l~c1ft:ye~~J'iij u'l."c~t~;Ve':,~f.~ss~; ~~~re::.ru~n_t,~\~0:.

30 cents.

Tile Philosophy of Human Beauty; or Hints Toward
Physical PerfectiOn. By D. H. Jacques. Price, $1.
New Hygienic Cook Book. By Mrs.l\1. M. Jones, M.D.
Price, SO cents.
Hi~~:t'P~~~'fe~~e/r'lg!~~ 2c':f~!or Intemperance. By

uJ'W':1f_o ~~ ~~:e~~:J. ~\:~gg, ~:H~nh'%~~ $~~£.Keep.
t72

t'u~~~e. '¥~~':l8~.~'l~~~~a~e.

Costly

Sixteen !!iavior!l or None.
BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's " Sixteen Saviors or
~gte~~d r:u~o~~gg;~~~~~J.wenty-four errors are pointed
exam ins all uf Mr. Perry's witnesses and authorities. one

cross-examinatiOn not only cont1·adict tHt.ch other and
thcmsciYs, but condeUtn each other. slwwicg some of them
a.re not qualitied to u.ct as witnesses in tuc cu.se. This
feature of the work Is really lauglt<ti.Jlc. It shows not on~

~ t1~~ tt~~~~~~~;~u~~ ~fi:~it;~~~~st~f~·?;~o 'i~~~ ~~t~f:,~g~~i~

C de nee " against him and testify for Mr. Graves. And in
addition to all this, .Mr. Graves bas cited from many of the
'ablest authorities of the world an amount of historical
testimony a~alnst Mr. Perrfi' that Is absolutely overwhel!n·
lng. Price, o5 cents, pa~{,r l,:'~lk t1; bou_g~M. BENNETT.
A regularly educated and legally qualiJ!ed physician, and
the most successful, as his practice will prove
Tlie Bible of Bibles; Cures ali forms of PRIVATEA..CHRONIC and SEXUAL
OR,
DISEASES, SPERMATORRHI.Jl,A, and OOOTENCY as
the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in matu'rer
TWENTY-SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS.
years~ and other causes, producing some of the following
effects: Nervousness, Seminal Emissions (night emissions
By KERSEY GRAVES.
by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defectiv Memory, PIIysical
Decay, Pimples on Face, Aven~lon to Society of Females
Containing a description of twenty-seven Bibles and ari
Conf~ioB of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., reu: exposition of two thousand biblical errors in scieuce, his~
dering marriage improper or unhappy, nrc thoroughly u.nd tory, morals, rel1gion, and teneral events. Also u. delineu.permanentll cured by an External Application, whlcii Is
1
the Doctors latest and greatest medical discovery and gg~~lia~htY&{~~~~CJ'S ~~ ~x:uil~~~~ri ofe[g~y:gDso~{rf~se
wl!lch_he has so far prescribed for this bnneful complaint
Glotii, large 12mo., 440 pp. Price, $2.
·
in all Its stages without a failure to cure in a single case
For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
and some of them were in a terribly shattered condition ~
had been in the insa.ue asylums, many had Falllng Sick:
ness-Fits; others upon the ve~ge of consumption; while 'i'lle
World's Sixteen (;rucifted
~~;~; £1~~~e~~~. become foollsh and hardly able to take
Saviors;
Syphilis positlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
system. Gonorrhrea, Gleet, Stricture; Hernia (or Rupture), OR, CHRISTIA.NlTY BEFORE CHRIST.
Piles, and other private diseases quickly cured.
All diseases of women-such as .Amcnorrhcea {or delay of
By KERSEY GRAVES,
the first menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstruation), CII!orosls (or green sickness), Leucorrl!rea (or Author of" The Biography of Satan" n.nd "The Bible of
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated Bibles" (comprising a description of twenty-seven bibles),
containing new, startling, and extraordinary revelations in
with equal success, as the foliowing wlll show:
history, which disclose the oriental origin of all
"DEARDOtTOR: If tile kind thought· shafts I dally send religious
t11e doctrlns, principles, precepts, und miracles of the New
you are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel· Testamcut,
and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its
ing better than for seven years, nor express my gratitude
In words lf every kind and grateful thought I send you ~~rne~rigK~~f~~~Ci~l~~~~sds~omprJ~ing the history of sixwere a blossom, yo~ wuuJd be a pYramid of tlowers."
Pl'lce, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
The above lines. trom Annie E. Edwards. of Alliance, o.,
is only a sample of the many grateful expresalons received
by the Doctor from sutrer1ng women whose diseases pe.
cuUar to their sex ha.v made their lives so miserable, and
-;;.;;~ ~g~~!h~I~. little sympathy from members ol tbelr
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SUPERSTrriON IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,

A GREAT DOCTOR.
K6rsey Graves the noted author and lecturer writing to
~)'~
Seymour, Ind.,1imes underthe a!Jove head, remarks:
•
'l here Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
A~
human mind of more importance than al1eviating flu1the
~
I'
man su1Ierlng, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
extending tile period of human life. Ami I know of no
physician more successful in the practice of this art than
am~ned Historically and Critically. Dr. R. P. Fellows, of VIneland, N.J. Hla success In nearly
all forma of chronic diseases seems to be absolutelv won· th
ht b h
derful. He aeems to hav no use for the word u fail'r in his
practice, This I know by u.ctual trial, having been reIt lS oug to e t e
lieved ot a bad case of kidney disease by his new metbod
Most l)ama~in~ Exhibit o:f Chrb· when all other means failed. Try him, by all means If
tiauity t.hat has A PJ)Cared.
you ate atillcted with any of tile maladies Incident to this
:g~erfu~eg~~~:,'l[/,l'ty tc say this mucii for tile benefit of

AND
JUDAISM • CHRISTIANITY
co
ISM
MOH
AM M
.

Liver Com}llt\int, Nervous Dy~;pepsin, n.nd Het\d~tche:
their Causes, Preventlou, and Cure. ily M. L. Holi.Jrook,
M.D. Price, $1.
Parturition Without Pain; or, A Code of Directions for
Avoiding most of the Pains and Dangers or Child-Bearing.
By M. L. Holbrook. Price, $1.
.Aids tc J<'amlly Government: or, From tile Cradle tc tile

~ ~{m~~~~~~staMr:i>J~r~mll~~~~~~~~ ¥J~~ ~fl~~:~s::1n si~T;

101

OF
ln~ersoll,

Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Photographs, on Convex Glass, rounded
o~tt as Natural as Lye and
twice as Durable.

While into bell by thousands the souls of priests
did pour.

t

=

D. M. BENNETT,141Elgbthstreet,N. Y

Eating for Strenfitii. By M. L. Holbrook. Price ,$1

M~l~i£6l~ito~l.l~l.~~~inP~i~~'t!\~~.ure of Nervousness. By

'2 ofTfr~.~~\,~~tfiebf~l!trE~~~:r:s~f~f ~6~~~;~ P~ ~~~~o~~

::;
f

A.ddress

Medical Wm·ks Sold at this Office.

By Mrs. E. B. Duffey.
Tbe Only Gray Hair Restoralh
8
ot ~;~!LIF~~a~~~.ft'al {}~g~~~;nfnn~~d~fo~'.r E:nl.tl~~
in the Market WHilout Lead,
Trail, M.D. Price, $1.
WIIat Our Girls Ought to Know. By Dr. Ml\ry Studley.
Silver, or Sult)bur.
Price, $1.25.

YOUl H'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
SSS large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents: clotii, $1.00.

tav ~chllckeysen. Price, $1.
Tile UelatlonB of tile Sexes.
Price, $1.
'

SEND TWO DOlLARS~?Jt\l~~~Pt1~
The American Cyclopedia

come~

To tile latter 2SO pages are devoted, showing tlmt book tc
be a very Inferior protluctlon for u first-class l;lod.

s~~~lt a:d li~"!X~ ~;r~;a1 ~~&c'gcY:Eifu~~}!t: c~;hG~!:

Improved Redemption,

Onenightinsilentslumber,allcurledupinabeap,
The following I dreamed, sir, while I was fast
asleep,
50~a f.~~~c~r~~~~1m~ ;Jt\n-:~E~eb~~YiJeKi
~~; It Is warranted tc restore the grayest balr In three days
1
I dreamed myself the meanest man that I had ever EvoLuTIOX, MA:<, and THE StJ>;STIFIG ~Lx. Prepaid by tc Its original color. It stops the balr from falling, and
A. K. BUTTS, 13 Dey st., New York.
10t12
makes it grow. Cures all scalp diseases, numbness, etc.
seen,
Large packages, that will last you one year, $1.00, the
And that every action of my life was rascally and
powders to make eighte~n ounces, post-paid to any admean.
dress on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular. There Is no
dreamed that I was all alone near by a river
trouble or expense In making. Address
clear,
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
n solitude did meditate-no one I tl10nght was
APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 850 pages. (61-2 x
• 41 Bond street, New York.
near9 7-8 inches.) Publisher's price, $5, $6, and $7. Our
! saw what I supposed a man, approaching me
price, prepaid, $2.
N. B.-Tills preparat!Qn will change red or sandy IIalr tc
alone,
ASA K. BU'I'TS,
a beautiful brown, and no d~tection of &rti will make it
All o'er with sooty blackness his body brightly
13 Dey st., New York.
10t12
look perfectly natural. Has tile same effect on the eyeshone.
brows; wm make them dark and heavY. One application
His tail was ten feet long or more, and dragging
Smo
wiD convince you.
on the ground;
A BOOK FOR THE
A three-foot horn grew from his head, like iv'ry,
hard and sound;
Moral (;ultore and Reli~ious En·
~
His. eye was like a :fire-ball, he having only one,
li;btenment of Youlb.
'ii
I tned to run and shouted loud, Oh, dear, the

devil' s

Ghost, .Je!IU!i Christ, tile
Vir~in Mar;,r, and
tile Bible .

See \\'bat

I
I

Dr. Fellows will send for two 3-cent stamps hlsMEDI
CAL ADVISER; or, NEW GUIDE TO HEALTH setting
forti! a new and sclentll!c method (never lJefore 'known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also for the same
number of stamps, his PHIV ATl<: COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhcea and Impotency, _giving tile cause,
symptoms, horrible effects, and cure, which consists of the
External Remedy spoke~ of above. No mefiicin taken.
Consultu.tionin person, $5.00; by letter, free and invited
whlcii are kept strictly contldential In all cases. Charge~
tor treatment reasonaiJle. Address Dr. R. r. :FELLOWti,
VIneland, N.J.

MACHINERy I

A llam.an Catholic Priest,
WIIo, after a r,astcral service of thirty years at Etref.Ifony

~~~~~~; u.i~d f~}~ ~ rh¥sn~,f~ ~t~1h w~~ J ~l' ~~{~~~gnf~· t~ t~:
S~~i~!~lor~~s, ~~~v~~n~:I7c~or~0~·~,1Je tf~t~g~~c~, tf;~ofo~
1 1

Sense."
This is a

~owerful

1

0 1

1

work, and is attracting much

1

atten~

~~~f-rcif\t~e hfl~.f~il!tSus~!~c~:-~1~10~-~e~cg~~~nlfn~~~~at~~t

even by Voltaire, us he htmself confesses. '!'he folloWtug
~s ~~~ opinion of a dlstlngulslled Liberal concerning the

0

To },bss ANNA KNOO~IJ%1~~~~~~d~~~:MASS., Sept. 23, 1878.
The work of the honest pastor, Jean Mealier is the most
cul'lous and tile most powerful thing of the'kind which
the lust century produced. 'rllomaa l.)uine'B •'AJ~.e of Hcu.son" Is mere milk and water to It, and Voltaire s "PhilO•
aophlcal Dictionary'~ Ja u. basket of champagne compared
witll a cask of fourth~ proof brandy. You hav done u. vir~
tuous and humane uct In tl'analating Ills book so well.
Price, clotb, $1.50; a er, $1.00.
JAMKS PARTON·
IJ.lll. B£lll'JS1<:'l'T, 141 Eighth st .. New York.
A~;t!~U,:,~t~3?k I• to be had In the German language.

Quoth Lucifer, "Come burry on, I bav two other
pits,
Both of them are deep and broad and filled with o;.,,.. ,.,___
Books for Sale.
hypocrits;
'~.k""t llm4 Power Preaeea. Pie Wnrk of Ill~
I hav a number of copies of Austin Kent's books nnd
It takes ten thousand devils to keep those rascals
¥;w(Gt-"1>Unq DUe a Bj>eGu.z,..
tracts treating upon social and theological subjects wblcii
straight,
Ill. Be 8TUIIP80N,
318Droeelt,,.]lt,,'l. terse
Thlrty.two In number, of two pages each. These are I will mall at 2(> cents per set, post paid to any addtaJ!5
p R
and pltl!y and well calculate(! for_ general and caeo.p and del'Otlll lillie pro""a. w the Defense Association.
We hav no subjects in our bell that we so badly
to
E
DAY
at
IIome.
Samples
worth
85
distribution.
Price,
8
cts.
for
tile
set;
25
cts.,
per
hundred,
DELOS DUNTON,
bate."
free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me.
or two dollars per thou.eand.
'
e&rpn.t0rsv1De, Kan. Co.,

II

$5

$20

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.

•teew

THE TRUTH SEEKER~ .APRIL 2, 1881.
Therefore Take Medicin and Die,
or Wear the " Wilsonia" Garments imd Liv.
JUedical Electrician, Inventor of the "Wil8onia," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, 4.nthor ol "The Trial of Med·
icine," "The Langna;;-e of Dhease," "Med. leal Fallacies," etc., etc.
466 FULTON STREE'I',

BRO~KLYN,

NE\V YORK.

May be Consulted IJaily from 10 A.M. to 8 P.M., Free of Charge.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The following words of commendation and appeal from
the pens of livinf? witnesses to the marvelous virtue of the
"WILSONIA ~GARMENTS will be fonnd of general and
special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
most complicated forms of disease, some, or all of them,
beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknowledged bY
the foremost among our physicians, to whom some of our
legislatures hav conferred exclusiv privileges for drugging,
curing, or killing:

hardly any disease In ·which the" WILSONIA" GAR:
MEXTS could not be appled with great benefit.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SA VED FROM IM;
JlfiNE~T DEATH.
DEAR Sm: Some two weeks since I read In the Bwoklyri
News a reporter's item notin~a remarkable result from arl

~F~l~~~i~~sgZi ~~~~1,~~~~~-LTitf~vf~~mi:J~n otp~ cg~:

where a young man threatened with pneumonia was really
cured in forty .. eight hours by putting on your nerve and
11

11

Important t.o Invalids, The "ttost Marvelous Invention in the World.

11

and see if any allowance mlfst be made for the reporter's
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six·raear-old grand..

MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA'

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.

1

~~t wv~~3Iri~~Ily~ lw~~e t~~~u~t~~ ~ia~~ th1~e~~~~c~J~

1 8

~N~~t";ogfh~r~~~~;~lV.erl:r".:' s3~1 ~i::.br!p~~~~~·f• ~~~J

was substantially correet. Be said his family physician,
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist, acted as every humane
ghysician does when, having no hope of recovery himself,

some time Au ring th~~~~tY~ ~e~-~~~;~·~ 1MU. r ~·as
induced, through the representations of Mr.Wdsou, inven. b~s~~xs t~;n:g ~~y~n~~ ~~~ ~~gro~s,t~ir~l~ 1!~\v~~JK!i~~
tor and propnetor of the "WILSONlA," to ai?ply tile garments would not mterfere with his mcdtcins, Mr. Col·
goods to mr father, 63 years of age, who was suffermg from lier extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two
belts which he took off his own person, and applied
E~~1!l';~se~ei~~~ !~'tl~:t :t~~et~~is~~-~~~~~~ g:~~;~f~\~~i'cl; leg
them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter. In

THE '' WILSONIA" l\fAGNETIC CLOTHING
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUl\f VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~~~g~~~~?H~ ~~~~~:ft~g ~~rf:tsh~~~\iSc&giie~~a~~~~~~ ~~ft~~~':ridhg:;~;:1~Tn~~: tl~~~~WJ:~~~~~~Jrh~~~ ~~~lY~
Y01:k, I tndueed him to return to Brooklyn with me, perspiration had come on, and warmly congmtulated the
The steam engln and electric telegmph are llS nothing compared with the wouder·worklng nature of the t~~~s1t tg;v~i·01~:~r~ ~r~~\i1~~~;u~ ~~1i~~ti~1i~a8utfi~g fti~ f<tmily and friends on the result. I found in this case, as I
~hould find, doubtless. in every other, a delic<tcy of feeling

"WlLSONIA.'' Under its influence disease can huv no p1ace iu our nature.

say that witll the assistance of my mother we succeeded, In the family. touching thelr family physician; n relucafter a very trying ordeal in reachmg my residence-which tance to say much in special praise of a remedy"that wa:s
to gain ne~essitated the use of carriages, steamboats, and

not administered or recommended by the doctor. I was
'l'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
cars. Durmg the journey· my father said he was positiv S.t.tlsfied,
however, that those most interested considered
be could not reach Brooklyn alive:-which to me was a
double source of anxiety.
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
~~~li~~~~ifcfi ~in t~~~~\~1iE~~ieb:r':~~ d~;t ~Pt~eti~~~~:
vlctlon thst duty to the great public demands that this.
in'l'~l~e s~~WfLd~O~i~~,our~l~ari~\~Y fi~th~!g~~s ~~o~~~~ acknowledgment
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
be publicly given.
of knowing what Dr Moffat himself would say~~~~~~e~n ~~s ~~~b~f~n~~~gut:~ iiJ;n~~IT ~~J~Tt;i~i:~g~lt ofDesirous
the
case,
I
visited
llis residence and had· a prolonged in~
Fever cannot be where the " WILSONIA " is worn.
without any assistance whatever. He continued to gain, terview. Among other
th~s be said:" 'fhe p,ttient was in
and on the ninth day returned home, using only cars and
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseas'es are being cured by the boats to get there. After being away from here about two :ir,r~~~r~o;:n~~~d~~~~iratioen c~~tld;~0 ~f~~~nfh0en ~~~R~~~d
weeks he wrote me that he was walking every day as usual been upon her two hours, and she co.iitinued to grow bet..
anti on different occasions had walked from three to four ter gradually as long as tlley were on her." Very naturally
thousand.
1
1
put in some saving clauses for the reputation and dig..
CITIZENS OF AMERICA!'
~~~s ~~r~~:¥of t~~et~;;ts~ ~!~~~~~[l:s,~~ljgs~ ~~i~~~~ ~i~ he
nity of the faculty. "'fhere was," he saitl, no phenome ...

H
coming to this city he wafi placed under the influence of nal change," and he" would want to sec the
same results
It you love your country and the welfare or the human race, make yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM
1
WILSON'S lllarvelous Invention. Inqulry will cost you nothing.
~~Jri~~~~r~Ve~~l~ ~~e p~~~~~~c;: oi;~;!~ft~~twErJ~,i~t~~ in repeated cases before be could declare in its favor unre ..
Our depots ure open free for in~ectton to all classes of society. Physicians and Scientists are s~ecially invited to C1treful consideration, they deemed unadyisable.· Since he ~~~~~:f~~ouitt s~~~u~~~!~e~~'1 ~~:s~~:tJ~a~~ •tii~r~n,~:S r;~
been wearing the" \VILSONIA" I lutv heard no reflp~~~&Ws ;~'i~J'~a:~t~r~~~~al~n~Sw~~1~J~'fle~lri,~r~ 1:i'Jl~~':1'!.~a.to me, be referred to TH EE THOUSAND has
1
erences made to this trouble.
T. DF.T. TRUAX,
f~1g~,o,Vf£Sb~iJt19~k~~t~lri~~~ ~e~~ ~~seWt ~ ~~~!~R~u~:dt~
S76 Dean street.
lieving, yes, knowing as well as I do that mothers and
nurses everywhere should be made acquainted with the
INVALIDS OF AMERICA !
REMARKABLE CURE OF' CATARRH.
fact that in the" WILSONIA" lllAGNKl'IC GAHMENTS
Nota Bene.-Being Persuaded and constrained by the
1
1
11
In the name of high heaven abandon all forms of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men and women.
t~~~thr'Sioi~~ ~~:e/!~~f~}s~! gfcs~ ;p1~~~~~ Ji;~~~,r~nfn;tfn~
0 8
Call or send your friends to !uspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelollll results following its nse.
· fti:~~~~ il s8~t.{~c;J63~ ~itdmi~-~'i~h;~m~lgieti~~u~·~~\ri~ duced to write ron this. You m~1y make what use of it
Depots will be found as follows:
of catarrh, as well as kept me from laking cold, to which I h~~ ~house. It s from one in whom sufferin~~~~f>i~y
was v~ susce£tible. Now my entire family is clothed in
BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
~~~~ents~~~~te~-~~ t1~~~gst.ot be wi~~o~i·f~~·i¥~Ai~ic
A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
:My baby was teething, and had a severe bowel trouble·
WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOshe
was
restless
and cried nights almost constantly. Mrs:
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.
PLEXY.
Wilson put upon her a " WILSONIA" suit, and within
CASE OF PROF. HATCH S~IlTH.
two hours my baby was entirely at rest; went to sleep
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, growing
"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSBnooKLYX, N.Y., Feb. 28.
every day .. She had
been very susceptible tu
DEAR SIR: The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GAR~l I<;NTS stronger
11
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November, colds, but since wearmg the WILSONIA-" garments bas
TICE DONE."
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you clu.imeU for theJU. been entirely free from them. I eould do mothers no
The above quotation, to be found in the poem of McKay, was never better illustrated than in the marvelous I was stricken with apoplexy, and one-half (the right side) ro~~tA ~,e:~i~;t t~faili~~/g~b~~~ ~~~~~dfiu~~~~l~~s: " WIL·
paralyzed on the third day of May last. In September
results following the Introduction of the "WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
MRs.ll-EOHGE W. DAWSON,
The selfish bluuderheads of the fnculty of Brooklyn !mv now bad their ignorance exposed in the marvelous cures
484 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.
{g~l!:V,~fLisb~li~fl Jl~~fEWfgi~!~tu:!:~~e~;t~~~s~~~ .March 1.
now counted by the thousand in the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.
physical condition are alike a wondtn• and a pleasure-the
Let it be borne in mind constantly, that the ",WlL.
a~~e;f~~o~~~ g~~-~~18 't~hge~t~T:"o~~:r:;~um~~~ :~ec~~~ SONIA"
appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons, will
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as it is not only cure babies of an their ailments, but are equally
ce1·tain aud perfect. Be assured that in giving you this successfully worn by persons of any and every age sufferstatement I am actuated by a desire to lead all to seek ing from any disease kll{}wn to man, less an organ actually
your aid who suffer from a simBar
disease. I now know deeaycd.
that your startling declaration, ' 10ne disease, one remedy,"

1

}~i:~a~!~!t~ ;;~~-obfi ~~af~~~E~z;~et?t~~~~e~i~~Is~~~~{~~~~

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHIN.G.

they hav got to admit it. \Vondcrful facts cease to as1

1

~~~i:!ea!f~~eaf~ :i~~?ri~ ~~ fd~~\ ~~tWfis~Jf.l~,fly~sif~~
of doctors and drugs. Your humble and obedient senrant,
C. HATCH SMITH.

MOST ASTOUNDING REVELATIONS AS TO
VALUE.

ITS

IN SPITE OF THE PREJUDICE AND TlOG)JATIC
BIGOTRY m' THE PAMPERED FACULTY
ASTOUNDING CURE .OF PARALYSIS.
OF BROOKLYN.
(The pcltient taken off from crutches.)
JJ<~RSI·;Y CITY, :March 11.
Several
of
these
malicious physicians having been
MR. W)f. WILSON, Deaf" Sb·: I bei"'CIJy wish to acknowl- thoroughly beaten in argument
and in fact are now wickedge tlte t:,rreat merit of your :Magnetic Appliances. I llav edly
attempt.ing
to
coerce
several tradesmen whose names
1
1
hay appeared us references in my circular, to cause them
~~o~~~ £1~!~ti~~~~~t\;~ :~~G1J>~~a}~~~~e ~~ b ~hd~~~~~~t~~!J f~~ to
withdraw their names from my list and to recant their
be carried wherever l wished to go. I \vas attended by
previously made in favor of my discoyery. Most
more than fifty of the most pronnncnt physicians of .Jcr. statements
three tradmunen in Brooklyn hav been placed in
scy City aud .New York, at the Hudson County Church not.ably
Hospital and at my residence, 5·18 Jersey aveuuc, and I this position. One mmi who had sent me at le;tst one hunnever got any reliei" unt.illttpplied the great "WILSONIA" ~~~~ $~:tt~n~~~a~~~s h~l~t~~;~h~l~e~hgfmu{~~a~a~ch;~JH£?~ ~~~
MAGN.ETIC GAHl\lbN'l'S. I hay worn them now for
about two months, anti urn able t•J walk about and attend frontery, for the sake ot dollars and cents, to make cal urn ...

~~~1~~ ~~s~~fs3'e~~l:u~~r~~~~~~~~~~\~fi t~~J~~~~~J ~~~i~ r~~~~ ~~aet~~ili~r~~iJl~tel:~~~~l~~~d~ i~v~~~g~;: ~ht:~o~Nfi

call may be informed of the merit of your goods, which I l~i~ ~~1 ~ di~~~i~~Yo~\a~;e~~~ 1~e~lsP~t~~d~~~-al~~~~u~~ 1fu~~~~~
comlllend most earnestly to unfortunates atrticted as I hav evidence of the value of my goods this same man procured
been.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
a second QUltntity after six months' trial of the first lot.
Truly muy it be said," 1\fen in the present day will, like
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
~l;l~~~t~~~ci ~~~ ~~i~~s~~~~i~~i~:~~~~Rhts and their freedom
But let the physicians of Brooklyrt continuo this conduct
No. 111 Hunsox ST., JERSEY CITY, l\Iarcll. 11.
:MR. W:Y. WILSOX, DeqJ' Si1·: After wearing your ~lagnetic as they may, their downfall is certain, even though they
Garments four weeks I am so satistied and astonis.lled at purchase the freedom of thought of every man in Brooklyn.
the results that I most. cheerfully advise my friends that I
llav found all that your agent claime.d for your goods to be
READ
true. I was u.ffiicted witll sciatica ot tile bone of the knee
-wu.s injured by a fn.ll-which was so painful 1 \Vas unalJle
The marvelous testimonies given aboyc, 'ani. then
to get n.uy sleep. The pain wns entirely removed the first having used your common flense. say whether or not
night the goods were a~plied. The sciatica is getting out, these purchased calumnies should not be outweighed by
and I now fully believe I shall be entirely well.
0
1
g~~u~~}~~~r~~~;ifu~~k1~~ ;s~fc~r~.eHa~~~~~1t~ ~~i f> ~~J
JOHN SMITH.
street; ofT. De Truax, of Dea.n street; of Joel Cannon, of
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BROOKLYX, .March 10.~
This is to certify that I hav been suffering for the past
1

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
I would ftrst note the case of Peter Lehlback, whose

t~~\~~~r§}g~t6f~h~e~~~i lh~i:icY~~~ 0~11\Je;!!~ ~~i~ Kg~

their hands than that they should wear tlle "WILSONIA"
6

A~~T~,t~ilother note ns to these men's treat'fnent of their
New York had utterly failed to giv him the sltghtest re- coTnwtldolnlg.•,PI'e'tslecn,~lsl.ed upoit tne l•Ist week, and one, in m
d:
••
'
Y
lief. Myself hearing of his lamentable cl\se, determined
to dress him In my Magnetic Garments without any mon- consulting-rooms, with te~.us iu her eyes, told me the fol=~~~~ficP~~i.ts:itPt~~~~Vt!~1~e~~~~~vt~i·~~n~~ ~Je ~¥t{if~[C lo~y~¥~ Wli~~n," said
blunderhead physicians ~u.d the nuducity to nttempt to
intimidate Peter Lehlback f.rom wearing them, wickedly
re;rpN~l\n, {~~lltbl~~klu, viatlhldou"gshtotlyloowush:I,d tnot·e sense than to
put on such rag:;!'
However, this pampered doqmatist's only support is the
0
1
1

E~~~~~~~~l ~~ shi~a~~e',' ~~·~n ~1¥~~~~~d~t 0~ ~t~~~~, ft1~~~

~h~~e;~l~~onants take tho place of brains. But let U8 sec
afThis sttme fool, calltng upon Peter Lchlback one week
0

1

1

cr~~~1~~~~~ 8 8t~en ~g~~sth~ ~\~\e~~i~Yut'::~~~~- ~f ~~~!~
wo.s evidenced in the following soltloquy:

she," nothing you mm sny against
the system of medicin as practiced in Brooklyn can possi-

Pol~e~; u~~~~dt~~~~· t~~~o~~.f1;~~;~~~~vf!1!s ~~g~·i'~ i~\~~~~

niT~~ez~~~e

Yi \i~::~r:~~~~~~rk~~~~%~ ~;:tr~~~otd~iietr
1

11 1

1 1~ 1

16 0

d 1

:n;pc

1

1

ltl

~~g~lirl~ed~1e~pP[~~~.0~~~~d,t~~~ ~; ;~~~g ro~~~~ ~~vso~ri
~{~~~';g~~ig~~sef~~b'ea~~~;1~~1Bvr~~m~~:~~the malpractice

And yet this- man to-day drives through Fulton street
. regularlyon his daily mission of sending his victims to the
0

dences aH these, llav no more penetratien than to confer
with such chn.rlatnns ns to the virtue of any new dlscoYeries of which these dogmatists ha.v not the slightest

ki;tfl~l~,d~ciLsONIA" m:1gnetie

gar.ments ,u·e as harmless

11
MiS~:~ ~~JQR1Eti~j~'iiFl£cJ~~~'HEf£f~~~Nvt~~ELV~
11 ~ff:~()JllA,puticnt sutrer aml die than to hav seen the
MONTHS FROM THEIR }l'IBST 'VEARlNG THEl\1.
0 1
Another cu.se t ~~1~1~ ~~~~~ tl~~~!~n.gi Professor Htltch
Can such evidence be 1llell t~s to the innocence ot drugSmith, whose testimony is giv~n below.
gtng? Even where the patients are not always killed, the
That poor man for three weary weeks applied to one of seeds of disease are llatly sown by the kid~gloved hands of
his physicians, begging him to make inquiry Into the na- our charlatan physicians. Nine.tenths ot the practicing
ture of the" WILSONIA" Garments, telling him, with n.ll physicians of Brooklyn should be cast. in the category of
the confidence with whtch n. child treats u. pnrent. thnt he criminals; nnd us long as I llv and lmv liberty of speech
would not test them without his consent. Yet this dog- I shall cry down the iriiquitous practices and the drugging
matte physician, to whom many of the Brooklyn peopre systems of our colleges. I will never pander to what I
lbook up wlt.h reverence, evinced his selfishness and tipleen know to be a lie, nor willl rest uut11 I luw compelled the
Y absolutely refusing to inquire into the mtttter. Yet legislatures of this country to sta.y their hands in the
Phrofessor Smith to-day wm tell yon thn.t he is us .Rtroug chartering of colleges. wherein legalized murd~'rcrs may
P Ysically u.s at any thne in hlsltfe,and many of his trteuds be trained, then to be thrown brmtdeust upon society,sa.y 1Ie was never known to be so strong as now. Am I not eU.her to become idlers or murderers.
..
~hieCr efore justified ln. saying," LlSTEN TO YOUR PHY-~ The facts st.tted above and the testimonies given below
1ANS AND DIE, OR WEAR THE • WILSONIA' are sulllclent evidence to any thlnlrlng man cr womau
rtvGEN
GARMENTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL thnt such are tile results of the present leglslatlv mens8?
ures in reference to the practice of medioin.
These men would mther see their patients die under
1

1

dlctft?~, wh~a prides

~~~3~~ss~o; ~e~satt t 1 Isevblln s.e n, auevdlcn·acnedo.n!y b ewsu ]u>PcJ.lr~~~~~~ upon the body us woulil be a sheet of pnper,and yet
h

1

P {]~~~!~~~rir~ ~?~~et~~~KJ ~~ ~YR ~~dClcar to every reason.
able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
above, may sell their consciences for dolhtrs and cents, we
can rest assured men who will, for said dollars and cents,
strip themselvs of their manhood will at least find themselva thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
My challenge to the physicians of the hospitals of
Brooklyn (with the offer of $5,000 worth of my goods, and
$5,000 cash to be giyen to the institution if I fail to cure
nine-tenths of their so.callcd incul"<tbles) is still open, and
will be open to them for twelve months.

1
TAKE MEDICIN AXD DIE, OR WEAR
previously One of o 1 r fashionabl
i'~rt~~~ }~~~:~6~~~~~?~.~~~~;'~}~~~~~~~~~\'~ie~r~~ ~~~8~ ~~~ THEREFORE
THE "WILSONIA" GARMENTS
himself. upon his gay ~qut ages, wa~ sister every other day. To all who are suffering from like
AND LIV.
called inns physicin.n in the cu.se. :My niece beYng sorne- crmse, I urge, if yon wish to gain health .. wcur the "WIL.
1
1
:KING,
f~W~~v ;:~~~~,b~'X~vb~t t}~~e~aN~ftl~t:o~ihi~~cJ~~:~, tutth~g SO~IA." Respectfully yours, MARY SlMAN
Vine street.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

bl

lt;~l~~jci~~~1~f~~bg~~k ~g~/~j~~ttt n~lbelci ~~~~~o~:~~H you a t~g~kly~n~~o~~~P¥or~:1~! fttc~d ol~~lcl~ .~\ar~~~Pic e,?l
However. the testimonhtlgivcu below will clearly show
the pigheaded dogmatist through nll the transparent ven·
om of his character. And just us that man acted so arc

1

~~~ePh~~r~~~~~ ~ ~~iia~i,~~~e~~~eio ~1~,b~;gh ~~~;~~~~Ku6~~~

my ca.se hopeless. '!'he last one said I co~ld not liv IJut a
short time. I hay taken various kinds ot mcdicins, but
the doctors and the medicin8 did me no good. Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my su!ferin~ from pain, the
rapid beating and the suffocating feeJlng ot my heart, until
on the 26th of December, 1880, au a~ent frum the Brooklyn
~~s~~a~~~~;o[ol;J:.E~~~~n.f st~e ~o~ 0 ~~~6~f1 ~~ etf:~?,\~r'JL~
SONIA." l\Iy sister called for the goods,l being unablt~ to
go llUt, and on the 28th of December I received and put
on the goods. I experienced a change for the better within twenty-four hours. I llav not taken one drop of medicin
since, and hav gained strength and tlesh; hav no more
pain, <tnd hn.v au excellent .appetite, which, before, was
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without
any suffocating feeling or p11.tn. My bowels are now regu-

1

itinrif~~~~~ -$fnr:~re~~ ~f ~~e ~~~~?at~i6~~~; t~tr~~~~

the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of l\lr.
Haley, of Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co., of Spruce
street, New York; of Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce street; of
Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hall, Eighth street, and
hundreds of other respectalJle and wcll.known ladies and
gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify to
the value of my muguctic clothing who had utterly failed
to receive any beneflt or any relief from the many

CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.

THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN' ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHAHGE, TO llE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOl{
IN 'I'HE HOSPITALS OF BIWOKLYX; AND I ALSO
WILL GIY $5,000 CASH TO AXY IN'STITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACOEPTED IF I DO ::\(lT
ABSOLUTELY CUllE NINE-TENTHS OF THE J'ATIENT·s HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT IlEME~lBEimD, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS H A V
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS IXCURABLE BY THE Pl!YSICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME i'O
EFFECT A CUHE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FHO)J
THE DATE OF THJE OF PUTTING ON THE GOOD:>,
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOl'IiiXQ.
rllQUtn!\ti~m known to m.m.
Eight cases out of every twelve can be cured in fron1 (llnrto six months, and the worst possible cases in twt~lve.
months, when the goods arc woru us 1 direct. :My ditlk
enlty is, many persons wtll get rotten with disease, ~i'CtHl
thousands of dollars iu poisonous drugs, until they bt:>l"t)llle

will cure the worst form of

rr;~kl~g t~~to;10t1llsr~ C t~~n~\ 1~~ ~t~;ci~ t~J l!~rp~~;·,~~··\~~8

1

11

But the "'VILSONIA" will cure in every case, no 11 •.. 1 tCr;
of how long st.audiug. But our common sense n~~~~l ue.
used in every instance.

di~!s;;~!~l~~:eP'~WI1Sd~if~·pG~l~e~i:~~~1~~ii·., ·~nd.;
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(!Jdds and finds.

I BOOlfS SOLD BYn. ~L BENNETT~

(JOLBY & UICH'S PUBLICATIONS,
Worlui byf'-.J.Davis.

COLBY & RlCli'S i>(jJH,JC,\.'I'IONS.
Works by Dr. A. B. Vhi.id.

HE serves all who d•~res be b:ue.-Emason.
LAND and liberty is one and inseparable.-11'.
Jlilton Smith.

WHo loYes not womtln, wine, tmd song,
Remains a fool his whole life long.

IT is an old saying, but a very pretty one, that a
blush is like a girl, for It becomes a woman.

Views of Liviu~·; or, l.!fc According to an~~~v~ti:!~~'i.ra::;n~~~:l~~. k~:,~ Divine Reveilltlona
i theBetter
Doctriu, "Whatever Is, h; Rignt.
Price, $1.00.

TIIERE is great joy when a doctor turns religions. The church recognizes that it has ~ecured a
new pillar.

-1liarlin Luther.
WHEN yon ask a Boston girl for a kiss, she reTHIS is a world in which the truth requires de- plies, "I hav no objection to a platonic osculation,
but
permit me, first, to remove my glasses."
fense, and specious falsehOOd must be met with
exposure.-George Eliot.
A CIIICAGo paper says the best scheme for im"' ris known," cried they, "that he who would proving the l\Iississippi river would be something to prevent the St. Louis people from bathing
adorn
in it.
His envied temples with the Isthmian crown
AND now a Vermont lady, aged 96, comes to the
Must either win, through effort of his own,
front with a bedquilt having a constituency of 960
The prize, or be content to see it worn
pieces. But judge her not harshly. Perhaps this
By more deserving brows."
- Wordswwth.
is a lie.
A FEELING of superiority to others" with love
THEY were playing a game of croquet, when he
and honor for them, is the ground of complacency
and condition of chronic happiness. A feeling of stumbled over one of the arches. "I wish I were
superiority. to others, with alienation from them where the wicked cease from troubling," he reand hate for them, is the sure condition of per- marked. "But yon can't be," said she, smiling
archly," so long as you go the way of the wicket."
turbations and unhappiness.- HZ R. A.lger.
INDISCRIMINATE alms-giving, n1ere alms-giving,

is the very mother of pauperism. We see in some
Catholic countries how the alms-giving which the
church has taught in the very words of Christ has
de<>'raded whole populations-has taken from
m:nhood its real dignity and strength.-0. 0.

"lilY wife won't even hear of my going to the
theater with another lady," said Gallagher. Ragbag didn't seem to construe Gallngher's remark
nright, for he said: "Won't, eh? Don't be too
sure of it. I thought my wife wouldn't, but she
did, and I had a fearful time about it."

Evn-eU.

"ARE yon the tax collector of this ward 1" he
THE judg-ments of God, if there be a God, are asked, as they rode together on the platform of the
never arbitrary. He does not hold blessing in one car.
"No."
band and cursing in another, and giv each, by an
".Assessor~"
outward bestowal, as he may sea that it is deuNo."
served. Men's acts drag the\r consequences after
\Va1er works man?"
them. . . . It is not an angry God that pursues
uNo."
the sinner; it is his own sin that has found him
"Anything to do with the census.?"
out. :Men do reap the fruit of their own sowing."Nothing of the sort. Why do yon ask!"
0. C. Everetl;.
"Why, I saw yon coming out of a house on
THE whole conception of Virgil's "Hell" is
Sproat street the other day with with two chairs,
grand and terrific. Highly material and sensational, it is hardly more so than medieval divines a broom, and an ottoman fiying after you, and I J
said to myself that yon were an official or agent
and artists hav represented; and indeed it is more
than probable that, consciously or unconsciously. of some sort, and had unintentionally offended the
they often adopted pagan notions on the subject. " . . on1an."
H No, I'm no official or agent," replied the man,
In its moral teaching, whether the poet intended
his descriptions to be taken in their literal sense or in a lonesome voice .. "I liv there, and that woman
was
my wife. Savey?"
interpreted in the way of parable; his creed has
"You bet!" was the sympathetic response, and
at least the essential elements of trnth.-Uollins'
they crept closer together and took a chew from
Virgil.
the same box.
THE word Hpious,'' it must be remembered,
A MAN with a black eye called upon a Griswold
implies in the Latin the recognition of all duties to
one's country and one's parents, as well as to the street lawyer recently and said:
"I hav been knocked down."
gods. And in these senses 1Eneas would deserve
"Good case-good case, if you hav any wit_
it. But to an English mind [and still more to an
American] the piety which pleads the will of nesses," was the smiling reply.
" I've got this black eye and an old woman for
heaven as an excuse for treachery to a woman
only adds a deeper hue of infamy to the transac- witnesses."
u Correct-correct. I'll take the evidence and
tion. It
"Doth make the fault the worse by the excuse." see you through."
u For how much?"
-Collins' Virgil.
"Well, the whole thing won't cost you over s1x
MILL'S unsolicited election to Parliament was a or eight dollars."
triumph not often shared by social reformers; it
"And what'll I get~,
was as exceptional as Bright's admission to a seat
"Justice, of course."
in the Cabinet or Stanley's appointment as Dean of
"And what'll the other man get!"
Westminster. Such anomalies will happen in a
H Oh, he'll probably be fined $5."
country, fortunately, so full of anomalies as Eng"S>ly, you go to grass!" suddenly remarked the
land; but, as a rnle, a political reformer must not plaintiff. "You must think I'm a fool to pay $6 or
be angry if he passes through life without the title $8 and hav the bother of a lawsuit, when three
of Rif.l"ht Honorable; nor should a man, if he will different men are just aching to lick the feller in
always speak the truth, the whole truth, and noth- rotation at only $1 a head 1 I'm notpurty-looking,
ing but the truth, be disappointed if he dies a mar- but rm no cundurango."
tyr rather than a bishop.-.3Iax }<fuller.
POET-TREE.
CONSCIENCE, like religion, is man's strength and
Oak Caroline 1 fir yew I pine;
his weakness. Conscience makes cowards of us
0 willow, will you not be mine?
all; it is the strong-siding champion which makes
Thy hazel eyes, thy tulips red,
heroes of us all. Savages are cruel, pirates are
Thy ways, all larch, hav turned my head;
cruel; but they cannot be as cruel as a good man
All linden shadow by the gate,
with a misguided conscience. The most savage
I cypress on my heart and wait;
heart has some touch of human kindness left in it
Then gum 1 beech cheerisbed, Caroline;
which nothing can quite conquer-nothing but
We'llfiy for elms of bliss divine.
conscience. That can make a man as hard as
0 spruce young man 1 I cedar planAlpine rock, as cold as Greenland ice. The torture
Catalpa's money, if you can;
rooms of the Inquisition surpass the cruelties of
You sumach ash, but not my heart;
the North American Indian. The oruelties of inYou'd
like to poplar-that I seestinct are faint compared with the cruelties of
Birch your walnut propose to meconscience.-Dr. J. F. Clarke.
Here's pa 1 you'll see hemlock the gate;
He maple-litely say" 'tis late."
IN nothing is the untrustworthiness of the gospels, as to all exterior circumstances, more conLocust that lovyer, while he Jlew
spicuous than in their assigning to the communiFor elms before that parent's shoe;
cation of this most important prayer, commonly
He little thought a dogwood bite
"caned the Lord's Prayer, totally different times,
And make him balsam much that night,
different antecedents, and different surroundings.
Hawthorneypath he traveled o'er,
For whereas Matthew brings it within his allAnd he was sick and sycamore.
comprehensiv Sermon on the llfount (1\Iatt. vi,
A STORY ABOUT MAHONE.
9-13), Luke causes it to be taught in "a certain
place" where Jesus was praying (Luke xi, 1-4).
Virginia's new senator elect is physically a
Matthew makes Jesll!! deliver it spontq,neously; man in miniature. 1\Ientally, if his opponents
Luke, in answer to the request of a disciple; the are fit judges, he weighs something like a ton; but
former to a vast audience, the latter to the disci- on the scale he tips the beam at· less than a hunples a1one.-A.mberley'8 Analysis of ReligiOUII Belief. dred pounds. In appearance he is as lean and thin
as a greyhound; and it is doubtful if his avoirduYou Christians first declare an intangible, in- pois in gross could be made to yield adipose suffi.
conceivable something exists, and then declare all cient to lubricate the wing of a bumming bird.
must believe this a "fact" or be lost But not one The following pretty good story illustrativ of his
actual proof hiw you given that a God is or ever exceeding leanness is told of him: During the late
was. You cannot show one fact that declares a war, while in command of a division of ConfederGod or manifests his works. I hav just as much ates, he, like many others, had the misfortune to
right to eay Minerva, the goddess of wisdom and be wounded; but, as it happened on that occasion,
the daughter of Jupiter, who sprang from his not seriously. An acquaintance, about to visit
head completely armed, really existed and was Richmond, was requested to call upon the Generthe constant protector of Ulysses. and, under the al's wife for the pm-pose of relieving any anxiety
form of Mentor, traveled witt Telsmachus in she might feel on account of her absent lord by exsearch of his father, as you l _.v to say Jehovah plaining the nature and extent of his Injury. Col.
really lived and traveled in lhe pillar of fire and --called at the lady's residence, and, as report
did all the wonderful thL;gs the old book says he goes, found her in tears, abe having already redid. All ancient history tells of Minerva, while ceived the news of her husband's wounding by
your Jew God has only one book for his biogra- telegraph. The officer attempted to reassure her
phy. But he is in fashion now, and all the other by the statements that the General wonld be on
'I"Ods are out of fashion. Had you lived when Jove duty again in a few days, but without avail.
.ruled supreme you would hav declared all safety
"Why, madam," he expostulated, "you ought
depended upon belief in him. The law put to not to giv yourself so much concern; he received
death or banished presumptuous Athersts who only a fiesh wound ; no bones are broken,"
denied the Greek and Roman gods, just as it now
"Ah; Colonel," she sobbed, "you-don't know
pnts in prison, tyrannizes over, and punishes th'-General as well as I do-l do or you would not
ilion who denv the Mosaic God.-E'Imina D. tell m'-me he could be-be wounded without
Hlenlur.
strik-ltriking a bone!"
H
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Jjlotts and Qilippings.
MAY FrsKE is lecturing in the West on
"What I Know about Hell."
VIcToR HuGo, although sympathizing with
the Irish, thinks Ireland not ready for a revolution.
RECENT investigations show there are twenty-Que Presbyterian ministers in Boston with
salaries ranging from $4,000 to $10,000.
SINCE 1866 nine thousand divorces hav been
granted in Italy, Milan being set down for no
less than 3,000. Since 1870 Rome has had
600,
BARBER shops must be closed in Cleveland
on Sundays. Why does not the city government pass a law, with imprisonment for violation, that the beard and hair shall not grow on
Sunday?

t
f

New York, Saturday. April 9, 1881.

it, in fact, that it rarely fails to appear when
carefully looked for in any of the dredgings,
and it is believed to be the chief origin of the
deep sea clays. A.n additional element, which
appears to hav been detected at great depths,
is " cosmic dust," or dust formed from aerolites. Another interesting point in these explorations is the finding of manganese peroxide
in nodules enclosing organic remains-shark's
teeth and pieces of bone.
THE evangelical nigger is peeping through
the fence of the Bradlaugh prosecution very
aggressivly. A. Rev. Henry Varley is to contest the re-election of the member from Northampton, and he remarks in his address to the
electors, " The man who denies the existence of
the divine lawgiver is unfit to legislate." So
are men who strive to force their narrow creeds
and bigoted beliefs upon the world through
laws which defeat themselvs and hold the
legislatures that permit their enactment up to
the derision of civilized mankind, to whom
these relics of inquisitorial barbarism· are less
the subjects of anger than contempt.

HENNENWAY, one of the most stirring Meth·
odist exhorters in Massachusetts, has gone to
the penitentiary for stealing a bag of corn. He
FRANCE is the great republic of Europe, yet
conducted his own defense in court, and made
a fervid appeal to the jurors, but they did not its officials violate the mails in order to intercept the correspondence of a political refugee,
melt.
suspected of complicity in a plot which reCHARLES W OLSHENCROFT, of the Salvation
sulted in the death of a despotic ruler. EngA.rmy, who once came to this country as an
evangelist, has been sent to prison in England land, proudly held up as the freest and most
for stealing a watch. He was arrested while liberal government that ever existed, arrests
conducting a prayer-meeting, and the watch the editor of a newspaper for exercising the
was found in his pocket. Two other members freedom of speech it elaims to grant to all. In
the United States a professional spy wishes to
of the army hav been conTicted of thieving.
exercise, in hiil own irresponsible person, the
THE infant human jaw recently found in the despotic privileges the unworthy governments
Schipka cavern, Moravia, seems, according to of France and England hav dishonored themProf. Schauffhausen, to be one of the most selva by. Shall Anthony Comstock make a
remarkable relics of paleolithic man yet dis- little czar of himself, as he desires ?-Truth,
covered. To judge by the development of the
M. MuNTz, a French scientist, has latel:y
the teeth, the jaw bel<mged to a child of less
examined spring, river, sea, and rain-water,
than a year old, but its size and the size of its also snow. He finds alcohol in all except in
teeth is that of an adult. In many respects it very pure spring water. By comparison with
shows intermediate peculiarities between those
water holding known quantities of alcohol,
of the lowest existing savages and the anthrorain-water and the water of the Seine are estipoid apes.
mated to contain about one gramme per cubic
A. NEGREss, one hundred years old, died meter. Snow and cold rain seem to contain
suddenly, to all appearances, in Point Coupee a little more. The proportion in sea water is
Parish, Louisiana, a short while ago; but in much the same. There is evident reason to
the midst of preparations for her burial she suppose that alcohol exists in the state of
revived again, and seemed as well as ever. vapor in air. This diffusion of the substance
This circumstance has created a frenzy of ex- in nature is easily explained by the destruction
citement among all the negroes of the district, of organic matter by various agents of ferwho firmly believe that the old woman was mentation. On this hypothesis one should find
really dead and has come to life again, and a good deal of alcohol in the ground. If this
that she can, in consequence, cure the lame, theory is correct, the proper way to avoid the
!ick, and blind, and perform all kinds of mira- use of alcohol would seem to be to eat and
cle!.
drink nothing.
THE Berlin society for training earner pigHow TO GET OUT OF PURGATORY.-A. Roman
eons recently published some interesting de- Catholic church is being built. at Atchison,
tails concerning the rapid flight of these birds. Kansas, with money raised by a novel method.
A.t the last meeting in 1880 the pigeon which The soul of every person who contributes one
won the prize flew in five hours and twenty- hundred dollars is to receive the benefit of a
seven minutes the distance between Cologne mass every day until the year 1966. "Scrupuand Berlin, which, as the crow flies, measures lous care is given," says the circular of the
295 miles. This is the most rapid flight which Benedictine fathers, "to the celebration of this
has been known. The Berlin society owns mass in the churrh itself, and usually on the
1,500 old carrier pigeons, and during last year privileged altar. It may not be amiss to lay
bought 350 young pigeons for Paris, A.ix-la- stress on this latter circumstance. To a better
Chapelle, and Belgium, with a view to amelio· appreciation of this very extraordinary benefit,
rate the breed by a mixture of new. blood.
it is here added that each time mass is offered
THE Protestant Episcopal Society for the for the dead at such an altar a plenary indulIncrease of the Ministry makes an appeal for gence is impa.rted to the souls for whose benemoney. It needs $10,000. between no"' and fit the mass is applied." The Right Rev. A.bbot
the 1st of September. It is educating about Innocent Wolf, who signs the circular, says
seventy young men for ministerial work. Sixty that Pope Leo XIII. has bestowed a pontifical
of the men whom this society has helped were blessing on the enterprise.
last year engaged in fields of labor in this
THE trade in the images of saints is pretty
country, and thirty-five in foreign work. The large in this city. A. reporter of one of our
Episcopal ministry is not so closely crowded as dailies recently visited a saint shop at 59 Barthat of some of the other denominations, and clay street, the United States agents for an exthere is more chance for a young man who tensiv saint factory in Munich, Bavaria, and
enters it than among some of the others. But upon being taken to an upper floor he found a
the salaries are very small for young men who congregation of nearly all the saints and marare beginners.
tyrs in t\le calendar. Th.e indescribable saintly
THE exploration! recently made of deep sea agony is forcibly depicted upon their countebottoms shows a novel constituent of such bot- nances, eo peculiar to a genuin Christian.
toms to be pumice dust, arising, it is presumed, Those who would defray the expense of a voyfrom Bllbmarine volcanic action ; so general is age across the Atlantic and over the continent

.

of Europe to witness the thousands of saintgods to be seen in the cathedrals and churches
may save a considerable sum by visiting the
aforesaid saint shop on Barclay street. It is
said a duty of 50 per cent has to be paid on
saints, which has had th~ effect to elevate the
.prices. They were formerly imported as works
of art at 10 per cent, but as veritable saints 50
per cent has to be paid. Possibly that is cheap
enough for a genuin article of saint-god.
THE probabilities for A.pril, as given by Prof.
Vennor, are as follows: There will be sharp
frost in the beginning of A.pril, with snow fall
on the 4th. and 5th, but the spring will open
favorably, and everything will be pretty well
ad-:anced by A.pril 15th. Floods may be expected in Chicago about the first week in A.pril,
with high winds also prevailing in the early
part of the month. Snow falls are probable
about A.pril 5th. Navigation is likely to open
on Lake Ontario about A.pril 7th.. The St.
Lawrence river will be open about the 9th or
11th, and the first steamship will probably
arrive about the 17th or 18th. The weather
will be very stormy in the Lower Provinces
about the 20th, with very high water prevailing, but in the WestA.pril will be a dry month.
There will be warm weather just following the
20th, ending in thunder-storms on the 24th and
25th. Snowstor~s are probable in the far
West on the 25th and 26th, and snow falls are
not unlikely to ·occur in England at the close
of the month. The month will end wet and
cold, but, on the whole, will be like a May
month.
HIGHLY interesting experiments with a newly
discovered mineral essence took place a few
evenings ago at the laboratory of the eminent
Parisian analytical chemist, W. Wuertz. Having filled a lamp with the liquid in question, and
ignited the wick, M. Kordig, the discoverer of
the essence, tossed the lighted lamp up against
the ceiling, besprinkling the bystanders as well
as himself with the flaming fluid, which, however, to the astonishment of all precent, proved
utterly devoid of heat or burning capacity. He
then soaked his pocket handkerchief in the essence and set it on fire; the essence buraed
itself out, but the handkerchief remained uninjured, as did his hat after subjection to a
similar trial. Then Messrs. Wuertz, and Friedel plunged their hands into a pan filled with
the burning liquid, withdrawing them with fingers all alight, like so many thick jets of gas.
They experienced no sensation of heat whatsoever upon the skin surface thus apparently in
a state of activ combustion. Other experiments
followed of an equally wonderful nature, conclusivly demonstrating that the Kordig essence
is capable of producing light without heat.
NoT long ago the ReT. Dr. Howard Crosby
girded up his loins, journeyed to Boston, and
smote the radical total abstinence people hip
and thigh. Before they hav had time to recoTer from that onslaught, here is the Rev.
Washington Gladden falling foul of them in
the Iwiependent. The up-country parson is
even more plain spoken than Dr. Crosby was.
He says that these intemperately talking
" temperance" men coddle the drimkard and
reserve their hard words for temperate people
who never get drunk, but who llol'e not teetotalers. Upon these they try to heap suspicion
and opprobrium. The only value of selfdenial is in its voluntariness, yet they seek to
make it complulsory. They employ spies and
talebearers; they add misrepresentation and
slander to intolerance.
In the Rev. Mr.
Gladden's opinion, they are "doing more to
prevent the cure of the evils of intemperance
than any other class of persons in the land."
In fact, he is disposed to assign them a high
place among those who do gvil that good may
come. He reminds them of St. Paul's declaration that the damnation of such evil doers
is just, and says that it is not only just but
sure. Whatever may be thought of Mr.
Gladden's discretion, no one will question his

·courage.

OLD Exeter Hall in London has been reopened as the property of the y. M. C. A..
· MALARIA has entered some of our New York
public schools. Dampness and foul odors the
cause.
A. MAN has just been unearthed in Paterson,
N. J., who says he is 103 years old and fought
under Napoleon I.
CoL. INGERSOLL gave his lecture on "Liberty
for Man, Woman, and Child" to a crowded
house in Brooklyn on the 29th ult.
WisCONSIN has passed a law prohibiting peo·
ple from treating each other to spirituous liq
uors. Several arrests hav already been made·

.

Two of Crosby's detectivs hav been proved
to be in collusion with and receiving money
from gamblers and keepers of disorderly
houses.
THE wages of bricklayers in this city haT
been increased from $3 to $3.50 per day. A.
general advance in the price of skilled labor is
expected.
THE English . government is prosecuting
Herr Most, editor of a German paper named
the Freiheit, for publishing a libel on the late
czar of Russia.
THE new locomotiv recently put on the
Pennsylvania road ran a mile in fifty-five
seconds. Several successiv miles were run
inside of a minute.
CoMSTOCK has taken his bill to the Senate in
this state. W m. A.stor, of this city, introduced it, but afterwards said he was deceived
in it and wished to wash his hands of all re·
sponsibility for it.
THE anniversary of the birth of Jefferson
was celebrated in Tammany Hall last Satur·
day. A. proposition to erect a statue to his
memory in Central Park met with an enthusiastic reception. The meeting advised the organization of Jeffersonian clubs.
THE Washington correspondent of Truth
writes that " Col. Bob Ingersoll will not be offered anything by the administration, and a
friend of his tells me that he (Col. Bob) will
see the administration in hell-if there is one
-before he will ask for anything."
A.N earthquake ~visited Ohio on the Sd, de·
stroying an immense amount of property and
killing many. It is estimated that the number
of killed and injured will reach 3,000. Ohio is
a Turkish town on an island of thatnamein the
1Egean Sea off the west coast of A.sia Minor.
SENATORS Mahone and Voorhies had a
wordy war in the ienate on Thursday, March
31st. Voorhies called Mahone a renegade
Democrat, and the latter said the other was a
coward. Both expressed themselvs as ready
to giv satisfaction at any time. No duel yet.

A.T the present it looks as though the Republicans would hav to retreat from the dead·
lock they hav imposed on the Senate. The
Democrats will resist any change of officers if
they hav to sit till fall, and their opponents do
not care to go before the country with the re·
spousibility.
· TREMENDous floods hav been experienced in
the West. Fort Pierre, Dak., was flooded
four feet deep in the town and the inhabital'tS
fled to the hills for safety. On the 28th uit.
the ice broke at Yankton and a steamer wa1
sunk at the levee. The river rose ten feet,
and that place and Vermillion were inundated,
Houses were swept away and several lives wer.1
lost. The water rose to the second story inVermiillon and the inhabitants were taken off ill
skiffs. The town of Green Island, opposit
Yankton, was entirely swept away. A.t Bi!marck the water rose thirty feet above low
water mark and three government warehousel!l
were destroyed. Immense damage has also
been done by the floodS in other plaCes.
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objection to both of 'the bills refmTed to, and be re-I
WHAT THE POWERS ASKED FOR MEAN.
ported as a l'!ubstitute for them, if it, or its substance,
Let us, then, inquire for a; moment what this sysshould meet with your approvaL
~
tern really is, and what it may become.
The bill presented by Mr. Andrews is as-follows:
It is a method of executing the criminal laws of
Liberty and Purity: How to Secure Both .An .Act to provide for the puni.~hment of ce-rtain o.ffensiJIJ there- America, both state and ~ational, .?Y an _interst.ate
Safely, Effectively, and Impai·tia1ly.
in named., and to amend Chapter 527 of the laws of 1873, chain-work of a,mateur, semr-theologwal, pnvate socientitlfl "-1-n .A~,to Ineorpo·rate the :Jocietv for the Sup- eties. I say novel chain-work, for you will remem.i.N ADDRESS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON CHARITABLE
P1'1J8Itwn of V'u:e, passed. May 16, 18i3.
.
ber that this method is new. It began in or about
.A.ND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES OF THE ASSEMBLY OF TilE
The people of the state of New York, represented m Senate 1872 but is now by no means limited .to our stat
STATE OF NEW YORK IN OPPOSITION TO A BILL TO
and Assembly do enact as follows :
I
'
d
· dl
A
k f
· · e.
LARGELY INCREASE THE CRUliNAL JURISI §1. The distri~t attorneys of the several counties of t. has. sprea )'apr Y· . netw~r .0 socr~tres of
DICTION AND POWERS OF THE SOCIthis state shall hereafter have exclusive charge, control, and thrs kmd has . been ~pread _over OUI _com~try from
ETY FOR .THE SUPPRESSION OF
management of all informations, accusutions, in.dictll?-ents, and State to State, City to City,_untrl now. therr chref Agent
VICE, MARCH 23. 1881.
prosecutions of or in regard to all offenses described m the A.ct safely anchored by the ard of Umted States postal
l'IY T. B. WAKEMAN, OF THE BAR OF NEW YORl,;.
to incorporate the Society for t~e Suppression of Vice pass10d laws, with an" agency" iu the United States postal
.Mr. President, and Gentlemen of the Committee: May 16, 1873,.and also of and mregru.·~ to all offenses under Department (and so practically in every post-office)
the laws.of thrs .state-now p~ssed, or ~h!Ch may be herea_fter has become one of the great governing powers
There are now before the Assembly two important passed,
m relatiOn to rafilmg, lotteries, gammg, gambling,
.
.
.
O
Bills in regard to the Society for the Suppression schemes and devices to deceive and defraud the public or to America. At all t~e. Important pomts where governof Vice, which was incorporated in 1873, and of which obtain money by false pretenses, and obscene and indecent ment touches the Citizen as to. hr~ thou~ht or. speech
. . .
Anthony Comstock was the chief originator and is exhibitions and plays.
or mail matter, or press or mail rrghts of publication,
§;2. It shall be the duty of sru.d drstriCt at~orneys as pr?se- or amusements or plays or morals, at all of the most
the Agent and practical embodiment.
·
cutmg officer:s. to make !he enfOI:cement _of sl1!d laws e_ffectr~e, delicate and dangerous points of governmental inter· One of these bills, introduced by Col. M. C. l\Iur- and
of all citizens to aid them m so domg. The police force
.
.
.
. h
h A
.
phy, of New York, and referred to the Judiciary Com- of the city of New York, as well as of all other places where f~rence With private ~rg ts, t e . gent of .these sooiemittee, contemplates the clipping of the wings of this police organizations exist ,~ithin this state, and all sheriffs, tres ~as becolfle practically the Irresponsible censor,
constables, and citizens of thrs state who may hold the office ?f that rs, the dictator.
society.
postmast~r, sha~l. ~herever require~, t~ the ~xtent of. ther:
At his instigation, if not dictatio_n, new laws are
It is as follows:
power, aid the drstnct attor?ey of t~etr respec~Ive.countres,. 01 passed from year to year by the several states and
§1. In all the courts of this state whenever it shall appear on any
deputy, officer, or detective appomted by him, m procurmg h
l
.
d 1 :
:
d
the trial of a person charged with having violated a penal stat- evidence of violations of said laws, and in prosecuting the ~ e ge~erah. government, ec annhg newTchr~mAes an.
ute that he was assisted in the alleged violation or induced or same.
mcreasmg IS powers to execute t em.
IS meriinveigled to violate such penal statute by some person acting or §3. A.ny district attorney who shall fail faithfully to prose- can government is getting to be too -oomplex. We used
claiming to act in the capacity of agent. informer, or spy for cute a person chal'ged with the violation in his county of any to think it enough for each citizen to owe allegiance
any soci"ety or association, or for any individual who is not a of the laws described in this A.ct, or who shall fail to faithfully to the United States government as to the general
prosecuting officer under the laws of this state, the testimony
any offense thereunder which may come or be
· d
· t b th C
t't t'
h
of such person so acting or claiming to act as agent, informer, prosecute
brou""ht to his knowledge, shall be removed from office by the purposes committe to I
Y e ons I u IOn, t en
or spy, and also that of every other person acting in conjunc- gove~nor of the state after due notice, and an ?PJ!lOrt.nnity of to our State of New York as to all civil and domestic
tion with him, shall not be received in evidence.
being heard in his defense. A.s to the sn.ffimency of such pnrposes. But now we have a new Comstock gov·· §2. A.ll inconsistent acts are repealed.
notice and hearing the governor shall determme. Charges be- ernrnent between, a tertium qHid, a nondescript, inThe other bill, introduced by Mr. Waring, of fore the governor under this section may be preferred by any definite third estate, intervened as a new imperium
citizen of the state, but each charge shall contain a particular in im"'erio. This last government is more thought
Kings, and referred to you, contemplates a material statement
of the facts complained of under the oath of the
r
.
of, talked of, and is really as Important to the peoenlargement of the jurisdiction and power& of that complainant.
.
.
society.
§4. Section 7 of c~apter 527 of sard A.r:t, entitle~"~~~ A.ct to ple as either of the other two, for government means
incorporate the Somety for the SuppressiOn of Vrce. rs here- practically only the enforcement oj' the laws. In this
It is as follows:
and duties
of that dsociety
shall way our laws have passed into the hands of a self§1. It shall be the duty of "the New York Society for the by· repealed,
b 1·and· the
d objects
th
·
f ·
th
Suppres,ion of Vice "-a corporation cr~ated by and existing hereafter
f · e b1m1te
th to · fe suppressiOn
h
·° viCe
d ·an
he preveu't hl elected nobility, selected by this Agent, who in turn
·"
tion o crrme missionary,
Y e use o sue perRuasrve, a VIsory, c an a e, elect and support him.
With him they have pr·acunder t he laws of t his sta.te, to enJM·ce
alllaws, now passe d , or educational,
and religious means as it may deem
which may be hereafter passed, in relation to raffiing, lotteries, u~eful for thoRe purposes.
tically, as to this class of offenses, a monopoly of
betting, gaming. gambling, schemes and devices to deeeive and
§5. A.ll A.cts or parts of A.cts inconsistent with this A.ct are prosecution. w·hom they wish to destroy they can
defraud the puhli,·, or oht~tin money hy false pretenses, and ob- hereby repealed.
.
.
and do destroy; whom they wish to 8 pare they prescene and indecent exhibitions and plays.
§6. Th'rs A. ct sha11 tak e eff ect Imme dratel Y·
serve as subJ' ects of grace,· for so general and indefi§2. The police for<.:e of the city of New York, as well as of
all other pl>tces where poliee organizations exist, shall. as occaTHE QUESTION STATED.
nite have they devised and defined these laws that .
~ion may require, aid this corpor~tiou, its members m: agents,
The object of the first bill is evidently to protect no one-not even their own President (as I will
m the tnforcemeut of all la" s whi'·h _now extst or whrch may! liberty. The object of the second is to secure p1trity show hereafter)-can escape if they are enforced to
hereafter be enacted for the suppression of the acts or offenses . d · bl' d
the letter. ·
!!pecified in §1 of this act.
au pu IC . ecency · . .
..
§3. A.ny agent of the New York Society for the Suppression
Both O~Jects are ~'!d~spensable. The Citizens we
Note further that these societies form practically
of Vice, upon being designated thereto by the sheriff of an;y 1represent are equally m favor of both.
an irresponsible theocracy. They and their agents
county of this state, m11.y within such county make arrests, and I It is a question of practical politics, for you to de- are wholly irresponsible. They are not in that sense
bring before any court or ~agistr11.te th~r~of having jurisdicc termine, how best to secure each of these objects with officers of the state or general governments, and are not
tion offenders found vwltttmg the provisiOns of any law n.ow the least sacrifice of the other. · .
accountable to them nor paid by them, yet they are
passed
or which
may hereafter
enacted
.. b e sa f e1Y. reconc~'1 e d , t h e em b oa·Iment of t h e 1aws of b oth an d act f or b ot h .
of the acts
or offenses
specified be
in §1
of thisfor
act.the suppressiOn
How can L'1bert_y an d p unty
and made to sustam each other, by practrcal legrslaIn our State, and, I believe, in other States, they
It will be remembered that this Society, by its Act,I tion in a popular government?
are entitled to half of the fines inflicted upon those
of incorporation, and other Acts passed at its solici- ., I~ the bill, submitted by Mr. Andrews, the answer they prosecute, but otherwise, and principally, they
tation, already has the powers above asked in regard to this question is, By a return to a strictly secular are supported by the contributions of their wealthy
t? "the. laws for the supp~ession of the ~rade in. and and responsib.le. accusation under, and administra- co-religionists, whose feelings are excited by underCirculatiOn of obscene literature and IllustratiOns,, tion of the cnmmal laws.
breath tales of horrible vice, either exaggerated or
!Ldvertisements, and articles of indecent and immoral
This, bill is thorough and effective.
exceptional.
By §1. Exactly the same laws, subjects, and
They are also amateur societies, that is, they go
use, as it is or may be forbidden by the laws of the
etate of New York, or of the United States" (Laws powers that this Society has, or asks to have by its into the business from the love of it, and the authorof 18'73, chap. 527).
proposed bill, are included and provided for.
ity, consequence, or money they get from it. Human
This Society, in a word, asks:
By §2. The district attorneys are bound to enforce nature loves power, and the pleasure of its exercise
1. That the great body of the laws of the State 1 these laws, and the police, postmasters, and all citi- is always a powerful motive.
which affect the morals, literature, and amusements; zens are bound to aid them faithfully and thorThey are also semi-theolo,qical, that is, their moof the people-the most delicate and dangerous of 'I oughly.
tive, inspiration, money, and members come almost
!Lll public acts to administer-should be put under its
By §3. If any district attorney. is unfaithful in exclusively: from the so-called Calvinistic sects of
private judgment apd power for execution.
these duties, he can be summarily removed by the Protestantism. They have already largely displaced
2. That the police shall be subject to its power governor, who will appoint his successor.
the police and criminal accusation of the common
a.nd the instruments of its unquestioned will.
(This section is in substance the clause of our Con- law, and have largely made the grand jury system a
3. That it may make arrests in any county without stitution [Art. 15, §4], in regard to bribery, from superfluous formality.
warrant upon a general consent of the sheriff.
whence the suggeAtion is taken, and which will settle
Their success has also led to dubious imitations in
4. That, by section 7 of its incorporation, it 1 all question af\ to its propriety. Neglect of duty other fields of government.
ehall have half of the fines of the parties it convicts. 1 may also be punished as a misdemeanor under the
Following the example of this Society in our State,
5. That it may have power over all these things i Revised Statutes, §101 of vol. 3, Bank's edition, which was the pioneer, we now have a brood of
without the slightest responsibility to the people or II p. 983).
Sister Societies monopolizing other branches of legal
their officers.
By §4. The Society in question is retained as a accusation and discharging the duties and responsiThe citizens we represent, and we believe a major-· reformatory and educational body, gifted with all bilities formerly resting upon our Dietrict Attorneys,
ity of the people of the State, would not approve of of the powers which this committee, as the committee Municipal Police, and Magistrates. We are, for
either of these bills as they etand.
on charitable and religious societies, would have it example, superintended as to our morals, literature,
The o?j~~tion to t~e first )Jill is that it destr?ys pec~liarly in its provin~e to ~ra?t. ';l'he clause giv- and amusements by Brother Comstock.
Brother
the· possibility of evidence In many cases whwh; mg It one half of the fines mflwted IS properly re- Crosby moderates our drinking propensities, and but
ought to be punished if we have any laws on these pealed.
·
for his Bible would not leave us a drop. Brother
eubjects, and retains this Society as our prosecuting
What can be more effective for the !!uppression of Jenkins presides over the children and their houre
agent. The drift of modern legislation is undoubt- vice than the provisions of this Bill? If this Society of retiring. Brother Bergh is distracted between
edly to admit all witnesses to be heard, and then to wish and mean to secure that object and nothing coddling dogs and flogging men, and has excellent
leave their credibility to the jury; but at the same more, why may they not accept it?
sentimental authority for both. Our game and fish
timeitis often provided t~at no verd_ict or convict~on
Will they?
are preserved and caught by selected bits of our
ehall be had on the testimony of mformers, spies,
Certainly not.
aristocracy with the always attendant powers of
and interested persons, without corroboration of disWe are convinced that the reaeon that they will arrest and prosecution.
interested witnesses or of indisputable facts. We not is that they, or their Agents, covet irresponsible
Every religious or sentimental fanatic thinks himventure to suggest such amendment to that bill, power and the use of authority for ulterior purposes. self elected to worry the Legislature into some
whicli should certainly be passed if this Society is to These purposes are not apparent on the face of their "Act to incorporate" him', through the names of hie
be left to enforce the laws.
.
Bill, nor avowed, but are nevertheless there, and are friends, to take charge of and govern his fellow·
To the second bill, the one before you granting ex- hostile to a free, popular government.
citizens, and to have the initiation of criminal pror
. traordinary powers to thie Society, there is a very
That this conviction is well-grounded 'is not a belief cess given to him which formerly belonged to the
general and decided ~pposition, which extends to the. £eculiar to us. It is the general and public feeling. people or their officers. ·
.
·
whole clasl!l of amateur legislation to which it be- The bill presented which wholly prevents the testiOf course, the police and the ordinary administra~.
longe-.
.
·
.
mony of iuformers, spies, and agents of this society is tors 'of the Law are superseded and retire almost
we ask leave, therefore, through Mr. Andrews, OJ. but one of the many protests that have been made useless before these legally authorized enthusiasts.
New York, to. sul.nnit a new bill which may in
agaiuilt thie noveleyetem of leg.al adminiatration and The secular officers justly feel this slight and inau~t
oommon law and common Mn&a manner obviat. tha.j indioa.tal publio wntin:1•nt.
.
. to them, and in disiust allow the practical. duti~s ~~
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their officel!l to lass to these theological amateur
This policy of !!lecular administration of the laws
favorites of the egislatures.
is decidedly violated by this legislation obtained from
True, this government by private societies, sup- the state and general governments since 1872 and of
ported by private contributi?ns, i_s c_laimed to have which the bill before you is simply one step. It has
great advantages, and oertamly It has· done much all been obtained step by step; an inch is given, an
good. It is also claimed to be the cheapest by far. ell. in taken. That is the usual way in which the
Our Police cost millions. Why not, they ar~ue, liberties of the people in popular governments are
disband them, and complete the Church Socu1ty in the end lost. If the demand in its whole intent and
System? To be consistent, divide up the criminal, results should be presented at once you would be as~
laws among the fleets. Let the Catholics, the Epis-. tonished at its impudence and give it instant rejeccopalians, the Methodists, the Presbyterians, the· tion. But it comes so gently, for such good purposes,
Congregationalists, even the Liberals themselves,' and from such good and wealthy men, it is so cheap
have their aliquot share in a general distribution of' and easy, and effective and innocent in appearance,
criminal Law.
that the entering-wedge is readily inserted between
In this way the Excelsior State will be relieved of the people and their government before it is fairly
the duties and expenses of government by the kind- seen to be a wedge at all.
qess and liberality of its religious sects and enthusiThe policy of farming out the criminal laws to irasts. The criminal judges will also become super- responsible, amateur, semi-theological societies, once
fluous, for these societies, like all theocracies, claim begun, can bring forth, as we have seen, a network
to be infallible. We are told that they never arrest of such societies. The existing laws of the States
unless "the guilt and the evidence to convict is cer- and general government are practically annexed to
tain."· And even now they have their courts "where these societies for execution, and then those laws are
they alway~ c~mvict.'.' An accusation by them ~ill , increased froni year to year.
mean con.viCtwn, rum, and of~e~ death. A po_lice What is the result? It destroys all confidence in popunder _their control, and a few Jailors and executiOn- ular government. It is not only a confession that popers, Will be the only secular force necessary.
ular government is a failure, but also practical action
We ha':e stated the ~acts. as they ~re and as they upon that confession. The aristocracy of wealth and
would logically follow: If this sy~tem IB to be adopted. so-called religion are allowed to act upon their favorWe respectfully submit that this n?velty of govern- ite postulate that the people cannot be depended
ment has gone too far alrea:dy. It IB not fm; the ben- upon to repress vice, punish crimes, or enforce the
efit of _the. state or of ~el~gwn. We pray for the I laws, that is, to govern themselvs. Therefore you
seculanzatwn _of the cnmmal law, a!ld of ~ll con- are besought year by year to let them assume privine?te~ therewith, as the only safe, ~mpart~al, and leges superior to other citizens and to the officers of the
ef!ectw~ cou~~ to pursue.
.
. people for that purpose. You incorporate them as
. In this positiOn ~e stand upon. the habits and tr~di- guardians over the rest of their fellow-citizens to
twns of t}le A~encan peop~e ~mce t}le Rev?lut.wn, supply or to supplement the failure of the ordinary
as embodied trme and ag:am ~n th~I~ const1~utwns common law accusation and trial. They are selected
and the platforms of all of their political parties.
only by their co-religionists responsible only to them
."Keep the church and the state j'oreyer separate," or to their churches. The; cannot be removed for
sa1d General Grant, for the Republicans at Des cause nor defeated in an election nor even impeached.
.
They are the "elect" who are not elected, and yet
Moines, in 1875.
" The,separation of churc~ and state for the ,qood have and exercise powers of accusation and arrest
of both IB the last campaign watchword of the without w:urant that no elected officer has ever
Democracy.
·
dared to ask. They act through their "Agent," not
Let us. next see how these admitted principles apply the people's.

ner asserted that his society has never received any
part of any fines whatever.
These statements will enable you at once to judge
of his. capacity for veracity. Neither of the statements is tru_e. That section has not been repealed,
and by reference to the subject in the Revised Statutes an amusing piece of this crooked legislation i!!
disclos~>d in this wise: By an Act (chapter 747) of
1872 he had pretty much everything he could think
of declared obscene, etc., and "one-half of said fine
to be paid to the informer upon whose evidence the
person offending shall be convicted." This ~lanse
was in addition t.o the section 7 of his Act of moorporation, which is to the same effect. So he had it
double sure. In 1873 (chapter 777) he had his above
Act of 1872 amended by substantially reenacting it
and apparently making the fines go to some charitable societies. B1tt by section 3 of this last Act he
provides that section 1 of the above Act of 1872,
which gives the moiety of the fine to the "informer,"
shall not be " construed as repealed;" that is, he
keeps it in force.
How does this work? When Mrs. Chase wa!!
prosecuted her counsel couldn't find out why she wa!!
charged under section 1 of the law of 1872 instead
1873. But this milk in the cocoanut solves the mystery. Is it not a pretty piece of trickery for the State
of New York to be made a tool of? (See Revised
Statutes vol. iii, pp. 979-80, §§ 77-81 and notes.)
That his society has received moieties we have hi!!
own positive statements in his book, "Fraud's Exposed."
.
He says therein, on page 414, that he receives only
his salary; but adds, "I have paid over to our treasury more than $6,000 personal fees, MOIETIEs, gifts,
etc., during the past seven years."
Aside from the utter inconsistency of this statement with the one made before, you reflect that
every one of the items he mentions is an element of
danger to the public or to individuals.
"Our treasury" means "our society," i. e., practically himself. But what does he mean by

1

to the bills before you.
IS IT SAFE?
First. We claim that this legislation is not SAFE
in theory or practice.
It is not safe in theory, because it is a palpable violation of the fundamental principles of our state and
general governments. ·our legislators have of late
years shown a disposition to brush away all pleas in
behalf of liberty and its traditions as so much bunkum. But now our civil war is over. Our government must fail or achieve its success hereafter in
developing a people capable of self-government.
The policy of all legislation must be judged as it
tends to that result. In that point of view our
safest and most prudent statesman, President Madison-of all "the Fathers" the least liable to exaggeration-has left us a memorable caution in regard
to all questions of liberty in these words:
.
"It is proper to take alarm at the first experiment
on our liberty. We hold this prudent jealousy to be
the first duty of citizens, and o!le of the noblest
characte~istic~ of the late Rev?lutwn. The freemen
of Amenea di? not delay un~Il usurped power had
strengthened Itself by exercise and entangled the
question in precedents. They saw all the consequences in the pr~nciple, an~ t~ey avoided the cons~quences by denymg the pn~,ciple. We revere this
lesso~ too I?uch to forget it. .
.
It IB readily granted but easily forgotten I? practice that our government and laws have their only
origin and s0urce of !l'ut_hority from the conse~t. of
the g?verned. _Even 1f It be assumed that a d1vme
sanctiOn underlies all human government, yet the
American theory is that this sanction is decisively
learned and interpreted througl_l the po1mlar will,
and that the voice of the people Is the voice of God

-voa; Pvpuli vore .Dei.
Again, we have been taught by precept and example that it is not enough_ to make a popular government and a "Free AmeriCa," that the laws should be
enacted by representatives of the people, they must
also be wholly and fairly and impartially executed
by officers of the people directly responsible to them,
supported by them, and vested with their authority
only.
. .
.
.
Upon the two prmc1ple.s above stated the liberties,
safety, progress, and general welfare of our people
have _reste~ firmly for a hundred. years. The Age~t
of this Society, now present, has m the preface to his
book I shall hereafter refer to ignorantly or falsely
taunted those whom I represent with promis.ing." a
system of government better than the grand mst1tutwns of Free America."
No I w~ promise and ask for nothin~ better.
e
are here simply to ask you thfl.t you wrll not permit
him and his societies to wilfully or ignorantly undermine "the grand _In~titutions of F~ee America."
The fundamental principles upon whi!lh they rest
can have no force or even existence except in a popular Republic where all of the laws are enacted and
wholly executed by the people or their direct or responsible officers.
. : :.
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personalfees,
MOIE'l"IEs,

gifts,

Neither are they of the people in sentiment
AnyE~~~? who has anything to do with such thing!!
or pm-pose.
They do not and cannot judge should have nothing to do with the execution of the
from secular and human motives. They act from laws. It is not safe to trust a man who deals in
motives that make them foreigners to a large them. The Agent says now that he is willing that
part of their fellow citizens. The majority of the that fine clause should be rep.:aled. Take him
community who do not attend their churches are re- at his word by all means by passing the bill before
garded by them as the non-elect, as irreclaimable you which does it.
specimens of total depravity, steeped in iniquitySecond. But this whole method of enforcing the
mere tares, whose existence is only to be tolerated laws is not saf"e lo indivi(htals. There are abundant
until the wheat can be gathered from them, when an instances of wrong, injustice, and crime already cometernal-fire torture awaits them. However true this· mitted under it. The Superintendent of our police,
may be as an abstract dogma of theology, the vast and some of his force, have given before you some
majority of the people of this state do not believe in details of the operations of the agents of this society.
it practically, and only a small fraction of them want They certainly are not details that belong to a fair
to be governed in any way by people who are lilomi- and honorable administration of the laws. It is an
nated by this fearful and inhuman bias.
administration in which the unfairness, indecency,
The people of this state, and of the country as a cruelty, and outrage leave no practical benefit to
'Y'hole, are a :pure and a f?OO~ people becaus_e theJ: be- the public.
beve such a hfe to be sCientifically and soCially nght
The Agent boasts that he has driven fifteen of hie
and becoming, and because they can live better and victims to suicide, and many others to ruin and mishappier and more usefully in ~hat way than in any ery. The avowed use of our laws for such purposes
oth~r. They don't want to be governed on any theo- is simply hellish. The object of the law is to protect
logical theory of duty_or ~?rals. ~n.a wor~! t~ey 1 the community by stopping the offenses i~jurious to
feel tha~ all .these quas1-rehgwus, cnmmal som~t1es, it by proper punishments. The offender IB then to
and th~Ir g?vernment and agents and assumptiOns, be saved and reformed if pos.sible, not destroyed.
are a. direct msul~ t~ them.
. .
Vengeance, terrorism, ruin, is not the object of the
It IB to t~e ~aJOn~y a retl!rn. t_o ecclesiastical law! people of the state. But it is the 0 bject of this Agent
and accusatiOn m the~r most msi?wus, dan~er01:s? ~nd 'as to those he may deem the enemi~s of himself, hi!!
detested forms. It IB cen~orshrp and an mqu~s1t10n society, and his God. He follows h1s mari year after,
under the law not reSJ?OllBible to the law. It .1s !lot year like a sleuth-hound. He tempts and baits and
the squar~ way of gettmg out a war~·ant or an md1ct- "tests" and decoys. His business is falsehood, his life
~e?t aga:mst an offender and breakmg up and p~n- a crime. The people of the State want a fair, hones~,
1shmg. h1m by the people, ~mt a return to device just administration of their laws. They know that 1t
and tn~kery, to _decoy a_nd espw!lage of ~he post-ofli_ce, is not safe to employ creatures of this kind. They
to. dec~It 3:nd cnme It IB .c?mm1ttmg cnme. to pumsh want no man to lie for them. They know th~t if ~e
c~Ime, J~st1fied by a .[~s"!~t~sm that they believed had will lie for his God he will lie for himself. ] alse m
d1ed With the I_nqmsitiOn.
,
one, he will be false in all and to all.
They regard It a~ a fa~ce and a mockery to talk
That many of his victims have been destroyed by
about popular and Impartial govern~ent where the· his perjury is directly charged and generally belaws that touch the very hearts and hves of _th~ peo- lieved. Juries have frequently refused to convict on
ple ar~ handed over to the agents of such soCieties for his evidence. The bill before you to prevent his eviexecution.. .
.
deuce from being given in courts of justice at all is the
EverY: Citizen ought to fe_e~, an~ has. a nght t? ~e.el, best proof of the feeling of insecurity if citizens are
that he Is. ~qual ~o every Citize~ m hiS responsibility to be left with no protection from his conscience and
~o autho.nt1es whwh are resp?~s1ble and only respon- tongue. That bill ce.rtai~l:y. ought to ~ass i~ this
1ble to h1~ as. to every other Citize~ .. He feels that any Agent's method!! of mqmsitiOn are not abohshe~.
other pohcy _Is c_ont1:ary to th~ sp1r1~ o~ the age and How unsafe, unjust, cruel, and monstrous many of hi!!
to the Constitution .m effect If not .I~ ~ts very lett~r. proceedings are it would take more time th~n we hav:e
The clause of tha~ mstr~:nent p~oh1b1tmg the. Legis- now to detail. Fortunately, some of this work 11!1
lat~re. from gran~n;g to any pnva~e cor:po;atwn,_as- already done. I. hold in my hand a little record of
soma;twn, or mdi':Idual any ex~,lusive pnvi!ege, 1m- thirty cases, called "Anthony Comstock: His Career
~uwty, or fra~chise ~hatever, b~e~s to hu~ m~an- of Cruelty and Crime," collected by Mr. D. M.
mgles.s unless 1t can mclude soCieties of th1s kmd. Bennett, one of his victims. This Agent knows the
Certamly. as. long as one~ half of the fi_nes ca~ ~o to damning nature of his record, and has therefore seen
these spcietieS th~y ~ave an exclusrve privilege. fit to state in your presence and mine, that this
"Equal and ~x~ct JUStiCe to all ~en, unequal 3:dvan- record is a ~ollection of falsehoods prepared or writtages. an? pnv1leges to _none_," Is the only safe and ten by an abortionist and would-be murderer, who
const~tut1onal rule of_legrslatwn.
.
had made an attempt upon his life.
Th1s Age?~ here m your presence an?- mme has
LTo BE coNTINUED.]
asserted positively that the §7 of the act mcorporating his society and whioh gives it half of the fines
AN INFIDEL ABROAD. D. M. Bennett'l'l lettera
infiiotid hae been ·repealed•. He haulso in like ,man• from -Europe. $1.50.
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and Junius. Prof. Denslow, one of the best informed
on this question, could discover only one, and that
he has since given up, Col. Ingersoll only three
more, which I completely refuted; but Mr. Under.
The Old Christian Spirit.
wood will no doubt go on to discover them ad libiMr. Charles Bradlaugh, elected member of Parliatum, every one of which h~s been.answered already
ment from the borough of Northampton, baR been
in "Junius Unmasked" or m the Liberal papers.
prosecuted by his Christian opponents, and by a
But let me answer them again. Junius did say
Christian jud<Ye has been expelled from the House of
in his first private letter to his publisher, April 12,
Commons. The pretext for this movement is because
1769, "My rank and fortune place me above a comhe would not take the prescribed oath, but the solemn
mon bribe." It was a clever bit of finesse, intended
affirmation permisable in courts of justice; but ~he
to hoodwink Woodfall by making him think Junius
real objection is because he is an Infidel, an Atheist.
J/JJist~[llaqtous.
was not a man of humble station. It was never
They could not brook the idea of such an avow~d unintended for the public eye, but W oodfall printed it,
believer being permitted to sit as a lawmaker m the
nevertheless. It is not in the authorized edition.
One Day to Liberalism.
Christian House of Parliament, and to expel him an
Nor was Philip Francis a man of "rank and forob11olete statute was dug up which luckily serves
To accomplish any great work there must be con- tune" in 1769; he was a mere clerk in the war office,
their purpose. Mr. Bradlaugh appeals to the House
cert
of action. . Therefore allow me. to suggest that twenty-nine years of age, and the son of a chaplain
of Lords, but the case will probably not be reached
every
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER devote the and tutor.
this season.
If Trevelyan said it was another than his uncle
Here is plainly evinced the sanie intolerant, bitter, 1st of May next to obtaining subscribers for this Macaulay who set the Junius controversy forever at
most
valuable
publication.
If
there
are
those
who
persecuting Christian spirit of .which thousands of
rest, I must hav been misled by the reviewer in
exhibitions hav been made withm the past thousand cannot spare the time, let them employ .some one to the Nation, who ridiculed the assertion, as it dedo
the
work
for
them.
Remember
the
time,
May
1,
years. The most they can now do is to unseat him,
serves to be.
but could they burn him at the stake gladly would 1881. Great results hav been accomplished by
It is disingenuous to charge me with misleading
efforts.
H.
L.
GREEN.
they perform the act. Civilization and the princiMr. Underwood in regard to the alle~ed statement
ples of liberty hav progressed too far to allow the
of Benjamin Franklin. Not having time at on?e to
Atheism.
burning, but they hav not it seems to declare vaeant
verify or disprove the statement, I neither admitted
"What charm has Atheism for the hungry, the nor denied it, but argued that if Franklin ever had
the seat of a member who was honestly elected by
naked, the friendless, the oppressed?" asks the to say anything he would be likely to finesse about
an honest constituency.
When the unjust decision was rendered, Mr. Brooklyn Eagle. Well, it didn't propose to feed it, knowing that Paine was the author of the
Bradlaugh promptly resigned, and will at once J?re- them on diseased meat, or Ezekiel's appetizing re- Declaration. Most of the labor imposed upon me
l!ent himself before his constituency for re-electwn, past; it has not thought of supplying the lack of by my opponents is the correction of their many
and, if he is re-elected, proposes to take the regular clothing by enveloping them in the flames of an blunders.
oath, the omission of which has .so greatly troubled eternal roasting- pit; it is to be presumed that they
And now after dogmatically asserting that Theohili Christian enemies.
hav had enough of the friendship of a God who has dore Parker believed Jefferson wrote the DeclaraAnother election takes place in twenty days, and let them suffer every conceivable agony in this tion, and__presuming that Daniel Webster did so,
Mr. Bradlaugh will apply himself earnestly to can- earth, and as for oppression they know that the too, Mr. Underwood coolly calls upon me to go and
vassing, assisted by his friend, Labouchere, editor of church has in God's name blessed every chain forged search their; writings to prove that they did not
Truth, and senior member for the same borough. for the limbs of earth's unhappy children. The idea believe it. My time is too valuable to be thus
The canvass will deubtless be a very lively one, as of a secular journalist talking of the "comfort" to be wasted.
the Christian Mr. Varley and others are oppo!led to derived from the faith in a gold-paved city off in
Mr. Underwood says Mr. Burr knows that Paine's
him. The utmost religious prejudices and animosi- the realm of nowhlilre! Of what is the man dream- anonymous charges against Deane were true. No, I
ties will be aroused, and every means will be em- ing? Does he not know that this is an age of sci- don't. Nine years ago a very intelligent old Freeployed to defeat him. The result is probably a ence, not of vain divings after the unfathomable, thinker maintained to me that Deane was an innomatter of much doubt. But the public attention reaching after the unexisting, and grasping at the cent man, as he had as~ertained from an examinadrawn to the matter will doubtless help to show the unattainable.
E. C. WALKER.
tion of the case. Most of the charges brought by
intolerance and meanness of Christian zealots.
Junius were true, and it is a slander to accuse him
[From tho Sevmour Times.]
Whatever the result of the election may be, the
of lying. Not being within the circle of the well
efforts made will doubtless strengthen the cause of
informed,
as Mr. Denslow now admits, how could
Conclusiv
or
lnconclusiv;
Which
1
truth.
_
he help making some mistakes, based on misinforBY,
W.
H.
BURR.
It will be regretted if Mr. Bradlaugh is notremation or false report, just as many of his critics
elected, as the reforms which he has inaugurated
In the Times of Feb. 19th, Mr. Underwood said: hav made mistakes about him? I stand ready to
will doubtless languish for the want of his powerful "'Junius Unmasked' is, in my opini0n, a. weak performai:we. vindicate the moral rectitude and stern integrity of
arm to support them. Let us hope that Christian The essay by Prof. Denslow is, to my mind, quite conclusive; Junius.
and from conversation with him I learn that he does not hold
intolerance will not always rule the world.
That Junius doubted the practicability of a repubvery strongly to the opiniOB.-which I think he kastily formed
lican
government in England is true. But just here
-that Paine wrote or had any connection with Junius's letters.
IN the most patient, hopeful, and gentle spirit A.nd the articles from the pen of Mr. Burr hav not, I think, comes in another of the many strong evidences of
which we are capable of feeling we earnestly ask given one fact that goes to show that Paine wr•te those letters." the identity of Paine and Junius. In the very next
our patrons who are in arrears to send what is due
In the Times of March 19th, four weeks later, he year after Junius completed his work Paine's views
of monarchy began to undergo a change from hearus and thereby relieve us of the heavy embarrass- says:
ment under which we labor. If all our readers
"I wrote or intended to write,' The essay of Mr. Denslow is, ing the remark that "Frederick of Prussia was the .
would be as prompt in payment as a portion are our to my mind, quite inconclusiv.' . . . If Mr. Burr had con- best fellow in the world for a king, because he had
pathway in journalism would be much more pleasant sidered the whole sentence [see it above J together with my hwwn so much of the devil in him." Junius regarded the
than it is and much anxiety and care would be rejection of Denslow's conclusions [!) he hardly could hav taken British constitution as substantially republican, and
advantage of this error [!!]in two numbers of the Times before for an indirect attack on royalty his publisher was
!!pared us. It is far easier for most of our patrons to it
waspossiblefor me to correct it."[!.!!]
indicted, tried, and convicted. It was more than a
pay promptly the small amount due from them than
Mr. Underwood's article containing the alleged year after Paine's arrival in America before he venfor us to struggle along under a load of debt, witherror reached me on the day of publication, Feb. 19th, tured to assail hereditary succession, and even then
out knowing how or whence relief is to come.
Every patron can easily tell when his time expired and must havreached him at Springfield, Ill., at least " his invectivs against monarchy," says his biograby notiColing the tab on the wrapper. When it has as early, But his article dated at that place Feb. pher, Cheetham, "were intended against the monexpired we would ask our friends to remit. We 20th, in rejoinder to one of mine on the Declaration archy of England rather than against monarchy in
would thank such to not keep us waiting too long. of Independence, contained no ·correction of the general."
That W oodfall did disclose some of the secrets of
It is better to be early in the performance of a duty alleged error.
In the Times of Feb. 26th I quoted the first part of Junius is evident from the private letters, and among
than to be c'areless, slow, and dilatory.
the sentence containing the alleged error, and most of those disclosures appears to hav been the fact that
my article was a refutation of it as it stood.
Junius would write no more. Junius suspected the
A SLIGHT error in date occurred in our first page
That refutation must hav reached Mr. Underwood
last week. It read April 21 instead of April 2. at Thorndike, Mass., by the 28th, the date of his actor Garrick of telling it, as appears from numbers
41 and 43, more than two months before the last letTypes will sometimes get wrong.
article correcting the alleged error. How unfortu: ter was published.
nate that he did not discover it until I had exposed
There is no discrepancy in the sentiments of JunW. F. JAMIESON is giving lectures in Wausau, the self-stultifying fallacy of the statement ! And ius and Paine about the treatment of the colonies
Kendall, Jenny, and Mauston, Wis. He may also how lamentable that his letter of Feb. 28th was so except so far as Paine's views may hav been modi·
deliver a series in Elroy, Wis. Address him at long in getting to Seymour! It did not appear till fied after coming to America, just as he modified his
March 19th, simultaneously with another dated March views of monarchy and the British army. No reliAlbion, Mich.
8th, on a kindred subject, and containing likewise a ance is to be placed on the miscellaneous letters first
correction of the same alleged error. The later let- published in 1812 and attributed to Junius. Most
Paine Hall Lectures.
ter, furthermore, was announced the week before, but of them are spurious, including probably the one
TB:E INFIDEL PULPIT. Lectures of George Chainey, delivered nothing was said in advance about the earlier one!
Mr. Underwood quotes. It is on these unauthentievery Sunday afternoon in Paine Memgrial Hall. Pub- The delay of the letter of Feb. 28th is certainly a
lished by George Chainey, No. 3 Union Park, Boston, great mystery, and so is the fact that the writer did cated letters that the claim on behalf of Philip FranMass.
cis almost entirely rests. They hav misled multi·
not discover so important an error until I had made tudes, including Prof. Denslow, who in them alone
We hav received numbers 1 and 2 of the above, a most damning exposure of the fallacy of the state- finds evidence of scurrility and blackguardism, which
on "Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Hein- ment as it stood, and published a second exposure he mistakenly attributes to Junius.
zen,:' and "Minot Savag~'s Talks About God." Mr. the following week not only in the Times but in the
The claim on behalf of Philip Francis is entirely
9ha~ney seems to hav JUSt got comfortably settled Investigator, THE TRUTH SEEKER meanwhile having baseless.
When in 1816 a friend wanted him to say
ln his new home, and sends these out to those who copied the first exposure from the Times.
whether he was Junius he answered by letter deare unable to attend his lect~res. Our readers do
And now my adversary not only repeats that" 'J unnouncing the report as "·a silly, malignant falsehood."
not need to be told that he. IS able and .eloquent, ius Unma.sked' is a weak pP-rformance," but says that
for th~y hav had some of his lectures laid before Prof. Denslow's essays are just as weak, and that And the learned Dr. Parr scouted the report, saying,
them m these columns. The two lectures bef?re neither the Chicago editor nor I nor anybody else "No, sir; Francis did not write those letters;· he is
too brave to fear disclosure, and too vain to. keep it
us are full. of. beaut:y and pathos, .un~erne~th whiCh "has adduced any evidence whatever that Junius to himself."
.
·
rnn a convmcmg logiC and clear msight mto theo- was Paine!" What will his friend Denslow think of
And
now
mice
more
in
regard
to
the
alleged
error
~ogical superstitions. Minot ~avage's brilliaJ?-t abil. that? I certainly consider the Professor as a man of
which Mr. Underwood was so very tardy in correctlty does not prevent Mr. Chamey from scormg the 1 great ability, and so does Col. Ingersoll. I wish I
ing.-,,· I feel constrained to say, after a careful cona iu.,urdity of the Un~t~rian po~ition-neit~er fish, could say as much of my opponent.
sideration
of all the facts, that further and more'posflt ;h, nor fowl-a positlOn he himself has JUSt left 1 It is only superficial readers who think they disitiv or circumstantial evidende is needed to convince
fot· a more tenable one; and the beauty of Karlt cover facts incompatible with the identity of Paine
me that he did make an error. And·as the case now
Heinzen's life and work fills him with a tender admiration of the man.
Wanting all the world for his parish, Mr. Chainey
prints his weekly sermons in a neat pamphlet, of
from nine to twelve pages and mails them for $1 per
year, or 5 cents per number. If any particular lecture is wanted to circulate he will fu~·nish them at
very low rates.
These two first discourses are very fine, and we
commend them to our friends.
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stands I think that a justice who should hav it to
decide would be likely to render his decision after
the manner of the Dutch miller who arraigned and
tried himself for taking a little too much toll.
"Henry Schneider," said he, "you may go on de
right hant mit de sheeps; but it ish a tam tight
squeezh."
JUNIUS AND WOODFALL.
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courtesy, never using a word that the most fastidious could construe as blasphemous. One middleaged man, with an everlasting simper on his face,
cried "time" twice, but Mr. Hammond paid no attention to his ill-bred interruption, and a.llowed the
speaker five minutes over his time.
Mr. Hammond then commenced his reply. After
some preliminaries he said (according to the Telegram's report) that it was impossible to answ~r
all that had been said by the previous speaker m
one evening, but as the divinity of Christ had been
denied, he would confine himself to that. He then
invited the congregation to accompany him in imagA.ug. 6, 1769.
Feb. 21,1771.
in\Ltion to Jerusalem. What did they see? Three
Hammond and The Infidels.
For the matter of assistance
You may rely upon it the
men on crosses and a great crowd looking on. yYho
be aSiured that, if a question ministry are sick of prosecuTo THE EDITOR oF THE· TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
should arise upon any writings tions. Those against Junius Mr. Hammond, the noted rev~valist, has been en- were those men? That was the great questiOn.
of mine, you shall not want it. cost the treasury above six
Two of them they knew to be common thieves, but
You see how things go, and I thousand pounds, and after all gaged recently in Toronto in his professional work what ahout the third? Listen to what the crowd
fear my assistance would not they got nothing but disgrace. of "saving souls." The revivalist has, it seems, says. It calls him an impostor, a felon, and a sinavail you much. . . . My . . . A. little expense is not waxed valiant of late, and actually invited or chalown works you shall constantly to be regarded, and I hope lenged the representativs of the Toronto Liberal ner. But a young man called Lazarus says that he
hav, and in point of money be these papers hav reimbursed Association to come to his meeting and take the was dead, and that that impostor brought him to
assured you never shall suffer. you. I never will send you platform and he would guarantee them a hearing. life again. Could a man do that? He (Mr. Hammond) wouldn't say that was the son of God, for Mr.
anything that I think dangerOf course the Freethinkers were not slow in accept- Cooke might reply that wasn't fair, and that he was .
ous, but the risque is yours.
ing this friendly token, and Mr. W. B. Cooke, Vice- begging the question. He left it to the countless
A.ug. 16, 1769.
March 5, 1772. President of the Association, put in an appearance
A.void prosecutions if you
What you say about the on the platform the next evening, with many of the number whom Christ had healed to say whether he
can, but above all things avoid profits [on the book which brethren among the audience in the body of Shaftes- was divine or not. What did he say himself upon
the Houses of Parliament- Woodfall offered to divide with bury Hall, which was literally packed in every cor- that cross when dying, "My God, my God, why hast
there is )lO contending wit"~:! Junius] is very handsome. A.s
thou forsaken me?" Could an impostor raise dead
them. A.t present you are for myself, be assured that I ner. The Evening Telegram of the 16th inRt. givs a men. to life and open blind men's eyes? Never.
safe, for this House. of Com- am far above all pecuniary lengthy report of what took place, with the followmons bas lost all dignity, and views, and no other person, I ing heading: "Orthodoxy vs. Heterodoxy. The Ask Peter, that once-swearing man, who Christ is.
dare not do anything.
think, has any claim to share old, old story found fault with. Freethought at a Read every chapter in the gospel of St. John, and
again ask the question. Mr. Hammond spoke for
with you.
revival meeting. A scene never before beheld in somewhat over sixty minutes in reply to Mr. Cooke,
Toronto."
Beginning of Feb., 1770.
Preface to Book.
and concluded an earnest address by a strong appeal
It seems that some of the city clergy had found for Christianity. Shortly afterward the vast crowd
If your affair should come to
a trial, and you should Le found I giv to Mr. Henry Sampson fault with Mr. Hammond for having extended the slowly left the building, the choir singing hymn
guilty, you will let me know Woodfall, and to him alone, invitation to the :freethinkers, stating that "the
what e.xpense falls particularly my right, interest, and prop- meetings were held for the purpose of proclaiming after hymn as it did so. At the meeting of the preceding ·evening, after the invitation had been exon yourself; for I understand erty in these letters.
the gospel, and not for the purpose of affording tended to the Infidels, Mr. Hammond said that the
you are engaged with other
skeptics an opportunity to criticise it." The evan- invitation was extended because he desired to prove
proprietors. Some way or other
gelist, however, announced that as the invitation had them on the wrong path. When in Washington he
you shall be reimbursed.
been given, he was not " going back on his word," had extended an invitation to the President of the
MRS. MARGARET CHAPPELLSMITH ON JUNIUS.
and that Mr. Cooke should be heard; that he had
Infidel Association there. The invitation had been
Letter tow. H. Burr.
Letter to B. F'. Underwood . arranged with him that he should hav ten minutes accepted, and the result was that the Washington
recently.
in which to speak. Mr. Cooke then came forward, Association had been broken up, the Secretary being
and the Telegram givs the following account of his now engaged iri Christian work. The name of that
Dec. 31, 1874.
I hav not yet leamed to beFive [six] yea~s ago I !old I speech:
lieve that Paine was Junius, M~. Burr that I did not believe 1 "I say friends that no one should be afraid or secretary was P. C. Cheeks, and he hoped if there
was any Infidel present who doubted what he said,
but I note the ingenuity of Pame to be the author of the I l
a'
k 'kn
h' h
h
h
some of your arguments. I letters, and that my esteem for as 1~me to rna e own IS ones~ t oug ts on any that he would write to Washington and enquire for
hav a higher respect for Paine Paine would not be incre<Ued subJect. No good can be ac11omphshed by the con- himself if what he said was not true. Can you tell
.than for Junius, though if by believing that he was the cealment of thought. The most deadly sin is that us, :Mr. Editor, whether this story is true or not?
Paiue were the author. of the writer of those letters.
j of hypocrisy, and the chaining of thought tends to Your correspondent, W. H. Burr, Esq., of Washingbrilliant letters of Junius, that
hypocrisy. I can see no merit or demerit in believ- ton, would doubtless know. Will Mr. B. kindly let
would not diminish my respect
ing or disbelieving per se, but theology holds the us hear from him. This new departure of the great·
forhim . .
1 contrary.
As an Infidel I hate the word as it is revivalist will of course be hailed by us with delight.
The above enracts, to be sure, are not quite cen. : applied in malice, for like the word heretic it was We are very thankful for even ten minutes on a retradictory; but only show that if Paine was Junius invented by a dominant church as a term of oppro- vival platform before a Christian audience. Mr.
it would neither diminish nor increase her respect brium. According to the Roman Catholic church, Hammond is evidently under the influence of our
and esteem for Paine. Very good.
Mr. Hammond himself is a heretic.
evolution, and is making a slight advance forward.
"We hav all of us an equal interest in this mat- So mote it be ! Amen !
ter, an Infidel as much as Mr. Hammond or any one
Yours very truly,
ALLEN PRINGLE.
Mistakes.
1else. If I hav a soul to save I want to know it, and
Selby, Ont., March 20, 188L
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: 1 I want to know the truth just as much as any one
There are the mistakes of Moses, and there are other 1 else. To come to the p.oint. Is Christian teaching
Notes by the Way.
mistakes. Sometimes Liberals make mistakes, but identical with the theology of the churches? The
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
when they do they should hasten at once to correct ground-work of all the churches is based on inspirathem. I hav made a mistake. I wrote THE TRUTH tion of the Biblt'l, but if that book is inspired, what About two months ago my name was placed in the
SEEKER last wee~ that I had found one Liberal Pres- about its interpretation? If we are to believe the columns of your paper as one of it!! special agent,
byterian. It is a mistake; I havn't found him. He· Bible, which one is it to be-the Douay translation or and since that time I hav visited about twenty towns
is like the Irishman's flea, "he isn't there."
King James's version, or hav we to wait for the new and villages in southern Michigan in the interest of
This is the way it was. The proprietor of the lead- version from the Jerusalem chamber? Inspiration Freethought and reform, and hav taken one hundred
ing journal of Binghamton said he would print a! can only be contained in one of three forms, viz: trial subscribers for THE TRUTH SEEKER and some
synopsis of my lecture. He wished to treat all in the separate letters or gospels as written, in the renewals.
In view of the deeply interesting matter which is
classes alike. The synopsis was prepared. It was manuscripts as collated, or in the translations as
sent to the office. It did not appear. The writer printed. Hav they in any of these forms an author· presented weekly in the columns of the paper, and
called. An explanation was proffered. The gentle- Itativ interpretation? If inspiration is proved, where the immensely important interests constantly. under
man could not publish it because it was an ·attack is the authoritativ interpretation? No two churches discussion in its pages, I trust a large proportion of
upon Christianity, which was sacred to the people.! agree on interpretation if they agree on inspiration. those who hav subscribed temporarily for THE TRUTH
It ridiculed Christianity; he could not admit it. Again, translations differ. These differences cannot SEEKER will become permanent patrons. Very many
"What, not as a matter of news?" "No. There be reconciled. The translations vary considerably. persons say the paper is becoming more and still
we~e things which transpired in the rear of society In the DouayBible Job's wife is made to say 'bless more interesting week by week.
Grace L. Parkhurst appears in the last number of
whiCh he would not publish .even as news. It de-. God and die,' in the orthodox version, 'curse God
moralized the .people. So would utterances like· and die.' Now if 'bless' and 'curse' are inter- the paper with an excellent article bearing upon the
these, .to wit: 'God pays no taxes on his houses of chang~able terms, the difficulties of understanding national issues in the balance, and givs expression
worship. Christianity pinches the poor to propitiate are multiplied. The Bishop of Montreal has so lit- to her thoughts about the contemplated trip around
an angry Jehovah."' "Ah! so your paper will print tle faith in the Protestant Bible that he has recently the world. In my judgment her views are well
but One side of a story? I consider Christianity said that it is a sin to swear a Roman Catholic upon worthy of thoughtful consideration. I hope Mrs.
d~moralizing to the community. You do not agree it. There are again various theories of the atone- Parkhurst, of Ohio; Elvira Wheelock, of Wis; Mrs.
With me, therefore you exclude my r~port. Had I ment. The Unitarian church holds that Christ did Slenker, of Va., and a host of other good and strong
known that your paper was not a secular paper, I. not die to reconcile God to the world, but the world women, will continue to put an earnest hand to the
should not hav proffered the synopsis."
to God. The Broad Anglican Church holds the pen and thus contribute to make THE TRUTH SEJliKER
This is the substance of my .interview with the same theory. I am asked to believe in Christ; but the most attractiv journal of the age.
Since my last c_orrespondence with THE TRUTH
ge~tleman who hoped he was no bigot, the Presby- what am I to believe about him? Am I to believe
tenan whom I wanted to immortalize. My laudable that he had no human father, but two human grand- SEEKER I hav visited Centreville, Newburg, Dowaeffort is defeated. I hav made a greater mistake fathers? Read the genealogies of Matthew and giac, Kalamazoo, Galesburgh, Augusta, and Battle
than Moses. I mistook a bigot for a Liberal.
Luke, and such is the case. If I don't believe this Creek. I could giv many items of special inte1·est
from each of these places, but I fear my article
I observed that during this interview, in his dis- am I to be condemned to everlasting torture?"
covery of my Infidelity, he had forgotten good manMr. Cooke then referred to the young man, as re- would become too lengthy.
My next tour will be to Jonesville, Hillsdale, Coldners .. He sat, but offered me no seat. I intended to ported in the Telegram of yesterday, who had rehav bidden him good morning. He invited no such nounced Infidelity. He also spoke about the declin- water, Three Rivers, and so on. I hope the places I
courtesy: Because we entertaint'ld different views ing belief in a personal devil and a literal hell. As may visit in the future will do as well by me in my
jton rehgion, the civilities of life were overl'boked. to a future life be said he could not conceive the efforts to exten"d the best interests of reform, by exumanity was extinguished by Christianity. Alas possibility of continuing consciousness apart from tending the circulation of your paper, as the people
~or the world! Alas for truth when she must the conditions of consciousness, and that he believed hav done i'u the places I hav already visited. My
ght for her life! Alas for justice while churches that if there was a judgrp.ent day, it was of more acquaintance with the people has been very pleasant
rule the land! · With redoubled vigor let us prose- , importance what we did than what we believed . ndeed, and I hope renewed calls will increase in inFraternally yours,
C. S. RoWLEY.
cute our work. Let us re~t not night nor da.y tilJ. 1During his rema.rks Mr. Cooke spoke with great erest.
the statute books of the land proclaim this country
free in fact, as poetry and song hav loved to paint
her.
.
The grandest nation on the earth, with resources
unsurpassed, with climate unrivaled, with beauty bewildering, with people gathered from every quarter
of the globe-,-what! leave her in the toils of superstition? Consign the children of heroic sires to slavery? No; close up the ranks, ring out the· olden
How the humble exciseman, Junius, fulfilled his promis to reimwatchward, "Liberty or death!" and march to cerburse his publisher in case of prosecution for libel.
tain victory.
MRs: H. S. LAKE.
THE PROMIS.
THE FULFILMENT.
Binghamton, ]) . Y.
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cities of the empire. The rich provinces that extend the way of our salvation by any others than those
from the Euphrates to the Ionian sea were the prin- by whom the gospel has been brought to us, which
cipal theater on which the apostle of the Gentiles gm~pP.l they first preached, and afterwards by the
displayed his zeal and piety. The seeds of the gos- will of God committed to writing, that it might be
Wha~ Objections to Christianity~
pel which he had scattered in a fertile soil were dili- for time to come the foundation and pillar of our
MR. M.AIR'S EIGHTH LETTER.
gently cultivated by his disciplPS ; and it should faith. For after that our Lord arose from the dead,
seem
that during the first two centuries the most con- and they (the apost.Ies) were endowed from above
MR. D. M. BENNETT, Ihar Sir: We must agree
siderable
body of Christians was contained within with the power of the Holy Ghost coming down upon
that our readers have sufficient critical acumen to
those
limits.
Among the societies which were in- them they received a perfect knowledge of all things.
detect me when I fail to grasp your meaning or realThey then went forth to all the ends of the earth
ize the weight of your proof; or if I should be so un- stituted in Syria none were more ancient or illustrious declaring to men the blessing of heavenly peace'
than
those
of
Damascus,
of
Berea
or
Alleppo,
and
of
fortunate as to misrepresent you they will undoubthaving all of them and every one alike the gospel of
edly feel justly indignant, and your argument will Antioch. The prophetic introduction of the apoca- God. Matthew, then among the Jews, wrote a
lypse
has
described
and
immortalized
the
seven
lose none of its stn•ngth. And I may presume the
churches of Asia, Ephesus, Smyrna, Pergamos, Thy- gospel in their own language, while Peter and Paul
same of their impartiality toward myself.
were preaching the gospel at Rome and founding a
I am profoundly impre!lsed with the conviction that atira, Sardis, Laodicea, and Philadelphia, and their church there; and after their exit, Mark, also the
colonies
were
soon
d·iffused
over
that
populous
counthere is a great moral distinction between the miradisciple and interpreter of Peter, delivered to us in
cles of Christ and those of the apocryphal gospels try. In a very early period the islands of Cyprus writing the things that had been preached by Peter;
and
Crete,
the
provinces
of
Thrace
and
Macedonia,
and other sources, because the former have to be
and Luke, the companion of Paul, put down in a
caricatured hefore the distinction can be lost. I am gave a favorable reception to the new religion, and book the gospel preached by him. Afterwards John,
sorry that you clo not perceive the difference, because Christian republics were soon founded in the cities of the disciple of the Lord, who also leaned upon his
I think it exhibits a sad triumph of bias over dispas- Corinth, of Sparta, and of Athens. To these domes- breast, he likewise published a gospel while he
tic testimonies we may add the confession, the comsionate judgment.
plaints,
and the apprehensions of the Gentiles them- dwelt at Ephesus in Asia." If, as you assert, this
The same remark might also be made in reference
selves.
From the writings of Lucian, a 'philosopher was the origin of the four gospels, how comes it
to the manner in which you have slurred over the
who
had
studied mankind and who describes their that the upholders of the heresies, against whom
prophecies I have quoted. One might call it a failure
manners
in
the most lively colors, we may learn that Irenreus was so victoriously writing, did. not imme.
honestly to read them, since what I have applied to
diately contradict him and expose that the four
John the Baptist yon have criticised as if applied to under the reign of Commodus, his native country of gospels came from former gospels, which, you say,
Pontius
was
filled
with
Epicureans
and
Christians.
Christ. Your prefatory remarks about the original
Irenreus modified to form the present ones? They
meaning of prophecy sound suspiciously like Mr. Within fourscore years after the death of Christ the well knew that it would orily expose them to ridicule
humane
Pliny
laments
the
magnitude
of
the
evil
Paine's, although I must give you credit for characto attempt denying the genuineness of the canonical
terizing them in language less offensive to Christian which he vainly attempted to eradicate. In his very histories.
curious
epistle
to
the
Emperor
Trajan
he
affirms
ears than does that cl'elicate writer. . But I hope to
In your list at which I glanced in the conclusion of
take up the subject of prophecy at a future time, so I that the temples were almost deserted, that the
shall dismiss the subject for the present after remind- sacred victims scarcely found any purchasers, and my last letter you group among others Barnabas,
ing you that one of tho"e prophecies which I quoted that superstition had not only infected the cities but Clement, Hermas, Polycarp, Ignatius, Papias, Hegehad ever spread itself into the villages and the open sippus, Justin, and Melito as knowing nothing of the
(~saiah liii) by its lucidity and exact application. to
country
of Pontus and Cithynia" (Gibbon vol. ii, four gospels. How do they happen to quote from
Christ overcame the Infidelity and lifelong love of
them? Translations of the remains of all of the
sin in the person of no less a mj:£n than the witty and chapter xv., pp. 357-360).
Such is the animated description by an author above are preserved in the antenicene Library, a
profligate Lord Rochester; and even Prof. F. W. Newman admits, after a labored attempt to explain them whose freedom from partiality toward Christianity copy of which the reader may see in any public
away, that" it still remained strange that there should none will deny, of the rapid spread of its doctrines, library. In quoting scripture, as was the general
be coincidences so close with the srifferings of Jesus and this nearly a century before the ~ime of Irenceus, habit of the earliest Christians, they made no referwhom you charge with being the probable originator ence to the books, generally preceding the quotation
foretold in it" (Phases of Faith, p. 197).
The "intelligent Hebrew" who happened so. op- of the four gospels. Can you persuade yourself that as Paul does by the words, "It is written." .Thus
portunely to be at your service to give you an it was a possible thing that if there had not been in Barnabas quotes Matt. xx, 16, "Let us therefore
" assurance" on the strength of which to contradict existence before his time the four gospels of Mat- beware lest it rome upon us, as it is written, Many
my reference to the Talmud is, I juage, scarcely so thew, Mark, Luke, and John, he could palm are called but few chosen." In a hasty glance I also
reliable an authority as the former Rabbi J. S.C. F. them off on such a vast, varied, and critical assem- noticed. quotations from Mark and Luke which I
Frey, the author of a Hebrew grammar, a Hebrew, bly? For philosophers, senators, and men of rank have not preserved.
Clement was a companion of Paul, who refers- to
Latin, and EngliRh dictionary, editor of Vander and wealth, as well as the poor and illiterate, had
him
in Phil. iv., 3, "with Clement also, and others
embraced
the
doctrines
of
Christ
in
every
part
of
the
Hooght's Hebrew Bible, etc., etc. He says, after
quoting most of the prominent facts in the life of known world. Is it credible, in your judgment, that my ·fellow-laborers." In his epistle to the CorinChrist, which are referred to in the Toldoth J eshu if before Irenreus they had never heard of or known thian church he quotes many sentences found in our
(which was probably at one time a portion of the the gospels in our New Testament, they would gospels, as I noticed in his second epistle to the
Talmud) and the Hebrew book .Machril, "But thPse have received these and rejected others as spurious? Corinthians; chapter ii quotes Matthew and Luke;
facts do not rest upon the Toldoth Jeshu and the There never .was the slightest suspicion that these chapter iii, Matthew x, 32 ; chapter iv, MatMachril only; passages to the same effect are now to were not genuine, even by the opponents of Chris- thew xxii, 37 ; and many others, prefacing
The Jews, Celsus, Lucian, Porphyry, them as "Remembering the words of the Lord
be found in both the Babylonish and the Jerusalem tianity.
Talmuds, Viele Sanhedrim, Sabbath Avodah, Sarah, Eunomius, Hierocles, never alleged that they were Jesus." He also by name refers to "the epistle of
Masachteth Kallah, Sota Gittin, Zeror Hammor, and spurious, although they could have easily proved it the blessed apostle Paul," written to that church. In
many other Jewish writings" (Judah and Benj. vol. if it were so, and although the proof would have the same manner Hermas quotes from Matthew,
been more disastrous to the faith of Christ than any Luke, and John.
i, page 214).
Polycarp also, in his epistle to the Philipians,
Before entering upon the third proposition I desire other charge. The incredibility and impossibility
to rectify some mistakes you have made in your of the charge is so great and so apparent to any one quotes Matthew and Luktl, introducing the quotaremarks about the revised translation of the New who investigates the circumstances that however tions by "being mindful of what the Lord said in
Testament. I think them perhaps profitable to cor- honest you may be in your opinion, I am confirmed his teaching," and he refers by name to. many of
rect, because I have seen several erroneous state- in my belief that were it not for the intense hatred Paul's epistles-Philipians, Corinthians, Ephesians,
ments made about the " new version," as it is called of the human heart to the pure, though humbling, Gallatians, etc. (chap. iii). In one place he says, "I
in THE TRUTH SEEKER, and it may also save similar doctrines of the New Testament, the assertion that trust that ye are well exercised in the holy script11-res,
errors in our future theses. Those who state that the gospels are not genuine would be dismissed as as in these scriptures it is said, Be ye angry and sin
there are thirty-two thousand different versions of absurd, and, in fact, never would have been made. not; let not the sun go down on your wrath," which
the New Testament have no knowledge of the t>ffect The transparent simplicity of Infidel faith in this is found in the New Testament in Eph. iv, 26; and in
another he says, "Whoever perverts the oracles oj'
of ciphers placed on the right, and no regard for regard is truly wonderful.
Why shonld you make such a charge against the Lord to his own lusts and says there is neither
truth. Neither are there " fearful errors" in our
present translation-not one " fearful" error. If the Irenreus? What are the facts upon which you base resurrection nor judgment, he is the first-born of
present revisers have expurgated the word hell, they it? It is, in my opinion, a very discreditable thing Satan." Remember that this man was the teacher
have not in the slightest altered the teaching of to any cause if its support involves slanders against of Irenreus, whose testimony is as direct and pointed
1cripture on the eterual punishment of the wicked, good men that are absolutely baseless, and I appre- as anything that could be written on the subject.
for that truth is not derived from a- word. The hend that you can obtain no further proof of this one
The next whom you adduce as being ignorant of
Greek word hades means under-world, the pl:1.ce of than that you wish it were so, forlit would afford a the four gospels is Ignatius, bishop of AnLioch, being
departed spirits, whether in heaven or hell ; it is the seeming plausibility to your argument. Hence until called to that office about forty years after Christ's
context which proves the locality. We have it. upon you prove that Irenreus was an unreliable and dis- ascension, and of whom tradition says he was one of
the authority of the revisers themselves, or those honest controversi.alist, the fact must remain very the little children on which Christ placed hiR hands.
authorized to speak for them, that there will not be damaging to your argument that the man who was a He makes unacknowledged quotations from Matthe~
a single fundamental difference between the old and di~ciple of a disciple of the apostle John, the··writer and John, refers to Paul, and quotes the epistles to
the new translations. The Engli~h language hats of the fourth gospel, and who conversed with mauy the Ephesians by name. He also speaks of " fleeing
undergone great changes since 1611, and it is desir- who had persvnally known the apostles of the Lord, to the gospel as the flesh of Jesus and to the apostles
able that the word of God be translated into the lan- speaks of the gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and as the presbytery of the church;" and again, "But
guage of to-day, not of nearly three centuries back. .) ohn, and of the New Testament, exactly as Chris- the gospel has somewhat in it more excellent, the
What objection to the Billie an honest critic can find tians do in the churches to-day, accrediting them to appearance of our Lord Jesus Christ, his passion and
from this when explained is more than I can imagine. the same writers, and deriving from them the same resurrection;" and again, "Ye ought to hearken to
The elegant though Infidel historian Gibbon says: fundamental doctrines.
the prophets, but especially the gospel in which the
"The authentic hist,;ries of the actions of Christ
You allege Mosheim to prove that "it was a habit passion has been manifested to us, and the resurrecwere composed in the Greek language after the Gen- of the early Chsistians to attach great names to their tion perfected." We speak nowadays of the law
tile converts were grown extremely numerous. As writings in order to cover their want of merit or and the prophets, true as gospel, etc., by which we
soon as those histories were translated into the truth." But, as Paley observed, there was certainly class together the five books of Moses as the law, the
Latin tongue, they were perfectly intelligible to all very little eminence attached to Matthew, Mark, and several books of the Old Testament prophecy as the
the subjects of l{,ome, excepting only to the peasants Luke. Very little is said of Matthew, and that little prophets, Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John as the gosof Syria and Egypt, for whose benefit particular ver- would make him intensely objectionable to the Jews; pel. Ignatius evidently has the same meaning, and
sions were afterward made. The public highways the gospels never mention Mark or Luke, and neither other writings very little later than his time prove
which had been constructed for the use of the legions of them, either in the Acts or Paul's epistles, are the application.
opened an easy passage for the Christian missiona- praised, but rather the reverse.
"Neither did Papias," you say, but surely in this
ries from Damascus to Corinth, and from Italy to
You acknowledge that the four gospels were in you are unfortunate. In the fragments of his writthe extremity of Spain or Britain. There is the existence at the time of Irenreus credited respectively ings which have been preserved to us I found the
strongest reason to believe that, before the reigns of to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, and that he dis- words, "Four Marys may be found in the gospel"
Diocletian and Constantine, the faith of Christ had tinctly asserts it. I would like to copy his remarks. (Fragment X., Antenicene Library). In another
been preached in every province and in all the great "We hav not received," he _says, "the knowledge of place he writes, "And John the. presbyter. also said
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this, Mark being the interpreter of Peter, wbatsoeve1•
You have in a previous letter maile a quotation the week one day shorter in the state of De l!tware?
be recorded be wrote with gt·eat accuracy, but not from the editien of the apocryphal New Testament, If he left you your Sahbath-and I can hardly imaghowever, in the order in which it was spoken or don~ published by William Hone, Luclgate Hill, Lonilon. in him so mean as to hav taken it away with him,
by our Lord, for he neither heard nor followed our Do you recall the story of William Hone and the seeing he had no use for it-what did be do to its
Lord, but, as before said·, he was in company with result of this publihation? He was, Ri·r, your proto- "influence?" What is the reason, if you re::lly hav
Peter, who gave him such instruction as was neces- type, for thirty :11ears an Atheist, and be published it, that it don't influence as much and as comforting
sary, but not to give a history of our Lord's dis- this edition of the apoct-yphal .New Testament for as ever? What is the penalty for destroying the
courses: wherefore Mark has not erred in anything the same purpose that you keep it on your shelves- "comforting influences of the Sabbath" jn your
by writing some things as be bas recorded them, for to discredit the true. Yet be, by the rich grace' of state?
be was carefully attentive to one thing, not to pass the long-suffering God, was privileged to bear this
Here is another very peculiar crime charged in
by anything that he beard, m· to state anything witness: "When I found what an outcry there was this remarkable presentment against this ''respectfalsely in these accounts." Of Matthew be states against me on account of the apocryphal gospels, I able vagabond "-attempting, I suppose with force
(upon what authority I know not), "Matthew com- set to work to read the canonical gospels,' and ob and arms, to" extinguish every ray of light that may
posed his hiRtory in the Hebrew dialect, and every what a flood of light burst upon me! And thus I shine. upon the trusting Christian's path of life."
one translated it as he was able." This conclusively became a convert to Christianity from conviction." This must be equivalent to covering the state of Delrefutes the assertion that Papias knew neither of On the fly-leaf of his Bible be wrote:
aware with "a mantle of darkne'ls." Of course it will
:Matthew or Mark, and I have no doubt but that, if
be necessary to show where he got the darkness from
" The proudest heart that ever beat
we bad all his writings, they would bring refutation
to make the mantle of, and how much it required. I
Hath been subdued in me;
to many statements which are now safely made in
hav no doubt it will be shown in the end that be
The
wildest
will that ever rose
their absence.
made it in six days out of nothing. He may, ho'wTo scorn thy word or aid thy foes
After adducing Quadratus and Aristides you conIs quelled, my God, by thee.
ever, bav accomplished this hellish crime in some
clude with Hegesippus, Justin Martyr, and Melito. ·
other way j perhaps he did it by putting out your
Thy
will,
and
not
my
will,
be
done,
·
Hegl'sippus was a converted Jew, who traveled
luminaries. Naturally, in d,oing that, be would beMy heart be ever thine!
from Palestine to Rome and relates that "in every
gin with the sun. Now, if be put out the sun, as be
Confes!fing thee the mighty 'Word,'
succession, and in every city, the same d~ctrine is
I hail thee, Christ, my God, my Lord,
probably did, as charged substantially in this indicttaught which the law, and the prophets and the
A.nd make thy name my sign I"
ment, he is liable to like presentments in every state
Lord teacheth," plainly meaning writings or histories
~n our great Christian renublic; the old world, lying
But
I
fear
I
am
making
this
letter
too
long;
so
as
about Christ. Hegesippus also refers to the history
m eternal darknesil, will never miss the sun, and will
in the second chapter of Matthew, but of him as I have replied to such portions of the third thesis as no doubt save tbemselvs the expense of prosecuting
you
have
taken
up,
I
will
draw
my
remarks
to
a
close.
"W"itb Papias the merest fragment bas escaped dethis "notorious blasphemer and reviler." Still, in
Very sincerely yours,
G. M. M.A.m.
l!truction.
·
his "character of arch-blaspemer," he might attempt
Justin Mart.yr's works are replete with quotations
to escape on the technical ground that the crinie of
from the gospels; in fact, as Paley bas said, a computting out the light of the sun must bav been comJudge Comegys to the Bar !
plete life of Christ might be composed froJD. the quomitted on that luminary and not in the st<tte of Deltations he makes. Thus, "And then when Jesus Chief-Justice Joseph P. Comegys, IJover, IJela- aware, and thus plead the want of jurisdiction, notcame to the river Jordan, where John was baptizing,
withstanding the great territorial jurisdiction of a
ware,
as Jesus descended into the water a fire also was
MY DEAD Sm: It is astounding that a man hold- judge of your state.
kindled in Jordan; and when be came up out of the ing the high office of judge in a high court of recIt is really a serious question whether the sun was
water, the apostles of this our Ghrist have written ord in a neighboring state, in this enlightened age, in Delaware the same day Mr. Ingersoll was. The
that the Holy Ghost lighted upon him as a dove;" should so demean himself and disgrace the office of size of the state would seem to preclude even the
and, " For the apostles in the memoirs composed by trust and responsibility repoaed upon him as to make possibility of the sun's being there; and Mr. Ingerthem, which are called gospels, have thus delivered the charge to a grand jury you are, in the public soll himself, you know, is quite a large man?
it, that Jesus commanded them to take bread and prints, reported to bav made. In reading it one
On the other band, the fact that even a learned
give thanks." And in his apology to the emperor would imagin your honor sitting at the head of some judge is blinded would be circumstantial evidence
be describes a portion of worship in a Christian as- court of grand high inquisition, responsible, not to against him, as it is only too apparent that two such
sembly in these words, "The memoirs of the apostles the people of free and enlightened America for their luminous bodies would be altogether too much for
or the writings of the prophets are read according liberties, but to some ecclesiastical hierarchy of Eu- you.
as the time allows, and when the reader bas ended, rope during the middle ages, fiercely and jealously
I bad intended, sir, to write you at considerable
the president makes a discourse, exhorting to the contendin{J' for power and prestige.
length, but on glancing into the newspaper my mind
imitation of so excellent things."
Childre~ at play get angry and fight if but one of ·bas been wholly diverted from Mr. Ingersoll and this
I might include in this connection a writer whom their number makes wry faces at the others. Does attack of the pigmies upon him by a much greater
you have omitted, Tatial), the pupil of Justin Martyr, a man of character and intellect take offense at such calamity likely to fall upon a helpless but faithful
who composed a harmony of the fvur gospels, call- trifles?
pe~ple, whom, perhaps, your grand jury', under the
ing it the gospel.by the four, in Greek the DiatessaLet me answer my own question, sir. If the man flaming words of bigotry, will indict some. day as
ron. The pupil certainly knew of tbejour gospels is old, is in a state of imbecility or senility, be may "respectable vagabonds."
• .
if the master did not.
Here is what appeared so painful to me: "New
be as angry as a child might be at some slight
And lastly, Melito. Melito was quite a volumi- offense.
prosecutions of the Jews are to be apprehended in
nous writer, but be is represented now by only a few
Tell, me, sir, I pray you, is religion so· old or so Russia. Ritssian official correspondents are openly
detached sentences. One of his works was a treatise young that it cannot bear to be l~ugbed at? Is it inciting them by insinuating that the Jews are medion the Revelation of John. Indeed be is thought by the old imbecil or the teething babe that cries and ators bet.-een Internationalists abroad and the Nibiliilts in Russia as well as being concerned in cirsome to have been the "angel" of the church at screams at Mr. Ingersoll's comic faces?
Sardis referred to in that book. You have quoted
In your charge, if you are correctly reported, you culating forged Russian bank notes made in London
from him yourself; bad you gone a page further on repeatedly speak of the Christian religion as the pre- by Internationalists expressly for Nihilist purposes."
in Eusebius you would have seen sufficient to have vailing religion of your people, and say that as the So many crimes being charged show how necessary
convinced you that Melito knew of the New Testa- prevailing religion it must receive the protection of it is to find something that can be made to serve .the
ment, the complete book, not merely the gospels. the courts from all insults. This is monstrous. Hav purpose. The Russian government wants revenue.
The good work goes on, brother; the prevailing
In a letter to his friend Onesimus he sends a care- you, then, a state religion in fact though not in
fully prepared catalogue of the Old Testament; if name? Why ill it that a religion which happens to religion is being bravely protected from all insults
there was an Old Testament there must have been be in the minority is not equally entitled to protec- by wicked and unprincipled men, who use the bad
a New Testament from w1ich it was distinguished tion? If so, you bav nry improperly emphasized passions and superstitions of their fellows to exteuu
(Eusebius, Eccl. Hist., p. 164).
the importance of a prevailing religion in its rela- and fortify their power.
I trnst, sir, .your zeal for souls will so much
I cannot but think that I have given under the cir- tions to the state. Majorities, especially religious
cumstances what amounts to a conclusive proof that majorities, are only too able to take care of tbem- abate that you will spare Mr. Ingersoll's life, even
the gospels Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, as we selvs. They play upon every superstition (the sad though you deprive him of that sweet liberty which
have them, are translation!! of originals as old as inheritance left us by our untutored ancestors) for be bas labored so bard to procure for the enjoyment
Christianity and rightly credited to the writers whose their own protection and for the destruction of less of others in the years that are passing by.
MEMBER N. Y. BAR.
Yours respectfully,
names they bear. And not only are they thus con- thoroughly organized systems of religion, or of those
stantly referred to by orthodox Christians, but from of smaller numbers.
Cerinthus, the contemporary of the apo~tle J ohn,downIf, sir, ~fter showing yourself to be a bitter parti[From tho Jtirror of P•·ogru•.J
ward every heretic of the primitive church referred !Oan, and after having threatened to make the sen"My Opinion."
to them as authoritative and genuine writings.
tence of the court as severe as the law will permit
" I want. to express my opinion." I am firmly conThose who are familiai· with the Hebrew and upon conviction, you should so littl-e r~gard your
Greek assert·that it is a moral impossibility that :wy own honor and dignity as to preside at the trial of vinced that every true Liberal is in favor of liberty
of the Christian Fathers could have written the gos- Mr. Ingersoll (if there ever should be such a trial), and justice to all mankind, and who feels that
pels on account of the style of the writers. The will not your honor suffer some little inconvenience
" Wherever wrong is done
numerous Hebraisms in them prove that they were in giving a legal construction to these words fully To the humblest and the weakest, 'neath the all-beholding
sun,
written by men of Jewish birth, and they are as un- set forth in the bill of indictment for blasphemy
like the writings of Irenreus as the style of Pope is found in the wee-bit state of Delaware against Rob- That wrong is. snrely do101e to him.; and they are s]a,·es most
base
unlike that of Cowper. I scarcely need pursue ert G. Ingersoll, in the- month of February and in the
Whose love of right is for themselvs, and not for all the race."
this line of proof further; you cannot but realize that year of grace 1881, to wit, " notorious blasphemer,"
I am further of the opinion that great men become
"respectable vagabondism," " to ' destroy the
it is of great weight.
.
.
.
But it does not need an elaborate h1stoncal exam- comforting influences of the Sabbath," "to under- very little when, like Benedict Arnold, they are
ination to determine whether the gospels are the mine the assurances of faith and hope, the very pil- bribed "by the logic of events," and desert their
word of God. The soul that is anxious to find him lars upon which religion res til,"" to spread broadcast former good principles. Further, I iilcline to 'the
is being. as eagerlY sought by the ever-living Savior. among us people blank, fe:uful doubt," "to extin- opinion that he who can indorse a law enacted and
To such a soul the gospels have a proof and evi~en guish every ray of light that may shine upon· the enforced solely for the purpose of crushing out Libtial value above what learning or research can ex- trusting Christian's path of life," "in death even to eral and Freethought publications, is not a reliable
hibit; they prove themselves the word and truth of the soul's eternal rest," "assurances of prompt and " leader" for Liberal people.
I am not in favor of the "modification" of the
God as the sun proves itself his handiwork-by their exemplarJpunishment which the honorable the court
own light. Tlie book which, first awakening me bas expressed," "deilpised reviler," "impious rhet- laws of the Inquisition or the Sabbath, but desire
from the careless indifference to the realization of oric," "character of arch-blasphemer and reviler." repeal rather. I am in favor of the repeal of all
my lost state, is made through the influence of the These phrases will look lonely in a modern law-book. tyrannical and unjust laws, and the enaotment of
spirit of God to be the means of acquaintance with It would seem to me that the court will find it neces- just laws in their stead. "There is not a m~n or
the Redeemer, and salvation through him, cannot be sar.l to "coach" up a little on the star-chamber trials woman ~n our League" (~mmbering 300 members),
"who will say be," or she IS not opposed to the bigotf~lse. And when I know myself, the former slave of of ~ueen Mary's reign.
sm, delivered from it through his merits, the book · How did Mr. Ingersoll go to work "to destroy the proposed and bigot-executed Comstock law.
M. FARRlliGTON.
that has been the instrument of this blessed. revela- comforting influences of the Sabbath?" What did
IJenver, Iowa, March 2, 1881.
tion of God deserves my whole undoubting trust.
be do to your Sabbath? 111 it possible that he made
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in the first and second centuries. It was wholly un- particularly request you to produce it. If you cannot,
necessary for you to quote extensively from anybody I call upon you to throw up the sponge and make no
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
for that purpose. I have not denied that such a sect farther claims for the divine authenticity of the
existed in those centuries, and have asserted it. That story. Anything that so plainly shows the trickery
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. is a very ·different thing from a historical proof of of designing bishops and priests will hardly pass for
the existence of Jesus. The mere fact, however, of the work of the Eternal Ruler of the universe.
TM larg68t and dteapest Radiccil Journal pUblished in Europe the existence of a sect of :people called Christians falls Please consider the importance of this subject, and
How they origi- not pass it ever lightly.
O'r .A..merica, M~taining nearby seven hundred square inches more far short of proving their origin.
nated
is
still
a
debatable
and
unsettled
question. It is
Although you can find here and there a passage in
of reading matter tlum any other journal of its hind.
my belief that they were a result or outgrowth of the the writings of what are called the apostolic Fathers
Essenes, the very religious sect which Josephus and and the early Fathers that bears some resemblance
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 9, 1881.
Philo clearly show earlier existed in Judea, and who to passages in the canonical gospels it is no proof that
probably were connected with a very similar sect, the those canonical gospels existed in the first century
Therapeuts of Egypt. The most strikin.e; similarities or before the latter part of the second century. That
Reply to Mr. Mair's Eighth Letter.
existed between the doctrines and teachings of the there were gospels, stories, or legends older than the
Mn. G. M. MAin, JJear Sir: It becomes my cheer- Therapeuts, the Essenes, and the Christians. I have four now in the New Testament is a matter of no
ful duty to correct more of yom; errors and to again given you a few instances where the language of the doubt. That the first three of the New Testament
set you right where you are fault. I will with pleas- New Testament, including the words and doctrines gospels were compilations made up from those older
ure make known to you what seems to me to be attributed to Jesus, bears a striking resemblance to indefinite, and unreliable legends, of which a trac~
the truth if you will only evince a disposition to the language and teachings of the Essenes. I can is scarcely left, and that the fourth gospel is a fabriembrace it as fast as you perceive its correctness.
give you fifty more of these instances if you desire cation, there is little doubt. If, then, these New
I would gladly convince you of your error in think- it. Here we find the probable source of some of the Testament gospels are not the originals, but were
ing there is anything more striking and wonderful numerous gospels which had an existence more made np of the older legends and stories which were
in the narrations of the miracles attributed to Jesus than a century earlier than anything contained floating about the country from mouth to mouth
than to any others of the reputed miracle-workers of in the four gospels attributed to Matthew, Mark, being modified and changed, as such stories and
the world, for "I am profoundly impressed with the Luke, and John. There were several of these earlier legends innst inevitably change in course of a cenconviction," that there is no great moral distinction gospels, one of which was called the gospel of the tury, how unreliable it becomes as an authority, and
between the big stories told of liim and those of Zo- Egyptians; but they are lost, and little or no trace is how wrong to com:J?el the world to accept it as the
roabter, Christna, Buddha, Apollonius, and all the left of them. Eusebius, the first Christian historian, word of God! If It really turns out that Matthew,
others. I see no more evidence of truthfulness or seemed to believe in an Egyptian origin of the goB- Mark, Luke, and John did not write the gospels
divinity in the exaggerated and wholly impossible pels. By referring to his Book IT. chapterxvii, itwill named after Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John, what
story that the devil took Jesus on his back and car- be seen that he gives the opinion that the Therapeuts an imposition has been practiced upon the world,
ried him on to a very high mountain, where he showed were Christians and their ancient writings were gos- and how wrong to demand that ignorant, unlearned
him all the kingdoms on the opposite side of the globe, pels and epistles. He again asserts that the religion people shall be made to think they must go into
than in the stories of Christna and Buddha and the published by Jesus Christ is neither new nor strange. eternal torture-whether called hell or hades-if
r.onflicts they had with powers of evil. The very fact
I do not say there was not in the first century a they do not accept it without a doubt or word of
·
t.hat is now well understood that the old ideas of the person called Jesus. The name was a common dissent!
existence of devils and demons were simply unfounded one, said to be of the same import as Joshua or
You insinuate that I made a charge against
mistaken conceptions, and that nothing of the kind has Josh, and was borne by many: There might have Irenreus. This is scarcely just. I charged him with
~real existence, only proves the utter falsity of the been a Jesus who was the son of the wife of a car- nothing save that he was the first man to allude to
miracles attributed to Jesus, who was said to cast penter by the name of Joseph, and if it was so it was our four gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John,
out such great numbers of devils, who were the only a very natural circumstance; but unfortunately or who seemed to know anything about their existcauses of many of the diseases he cured, such as in- there is no corroborative proof that even this was the ence, and that not before the year 170. I do not say
Panit:r., fits, epilepsy, etc. Physicians now under- case. There is a great deal of vagueness, a great ir- he wrote them or compiled them, nor that he did
stand the nature of diseases well enough to know regularity, a great uncertainty, in the chain of the not. I simply say he was the first to mention them,
that devils have no connection with them, and that story, as the ablest students and writers on the early so far as we have any record, and I cannot let you
there are no devils. If there are no devils, Jesus did history of the church inform us, and it would be but escape from that. How reliable he was, and how far
not cast them out, and the stories of his miracle-work- simple honesty on your part to admit it.
his theory was with thP. gospel story, or rather how
ing are false.
This person Jesus might have been a very religious contradictory and unreliable the whole affair is, may
I can but feel sorry that my appreciation of your individual--there were many such in those times- be seen from the fact that in the first three gospels
quotations of the prophecies which you gave is not and after he quitted the carpenter business he might the presentation is made that the ministry of Jesus
more satisfactory to you, but I took as con-ect a view have .strolled about the country and occupied him- lasted one year, or, at the farthest, a year and a
of them as possible. Of course I knew that the quo- self in talking to those who would listen to him. half, and that the death of Jesus took place when
tation from Isaiah about the voice of him that crieth This, if so, would be nothing unnatural, for hun- he was thirty-one years of age, while the gospel
in the wilderness was interpreted to apply to John dreds of such characters have risen in all ages of the ascribed to John makes the ministry last from four
the Baptist, but inasmuch as you were giving the world. This man might easily have had some per- to seven years, thus changing the death of Jesus to a
passages from the old prophets which you conceived sonal followers who went with him from place to later period, while Irenreus held and taught that the
~eferred to Jesus I had good reason to. suppose you place, and looked upon him as a prophet or teacher. ministry of Jesus continued for not less than twenty
mcluded that with the others. I am quite willing All this might have been true, for very similar men years, and that he lived to be fifty years of age, and
you should have it as you wish, but the language, with followers of a similar character have existed in he one JJf the truthful early Fathers to whom you
whether a prophecy or not, is so vague that it applies the world before and since the alleged time of Jesus. would have me pin .my faith as wholly reliable.
to one about as well as to another. I by no means
Yes, all this might easily have been true, and not This is an exemplification of the untruthfulness of
feel offended that yon have an astute suspicion that a supernatural or even a marvelous incident occUTI"ed the whole story. It just amounts to this: If the
my remarks on prophecy sound like Paine, and were in the whole time. But what I insist upon is that extent of the ministry, as given by Matthew, Mark,
you correct I cannot see that there would be anything there is no historical proof that this Jesus story is and Luke, or those who wrote in their name, is
wrong in it, but your imagination again leads you true .. It might have been so; it might not. One correct, that of John is incorrect-false; but if these
astray. I did not refer to Paine, though of course, I thing is very true, in my belief-that all the super- c&n be hocus-pocused into apparent harmony, what
am proud to say, I read him years ago.
natural part of the story was a later invention. The are we to think of Irenreus, who insisted that the
Before leaving the subject of prophecies let me immaculate conception, the visit of the angel Gabriel ministry lasted twenty years? Could he be honest, or ·
call your attention to their great uncertainty as and the Holy Ghost to the Virgin, the interview with was he ignorant? What avails it if it is claimed
evinced by that predicticm attributed to Jesus respect- the devil, the miracles, the changing of water into that he knew Polycarp, who knew Jolm, who knew
ing his seco_nd comin~, when he said, "Verily I say .wine, the raising to life of dead persons in the state Jesus? If that was true, and what they were writing
unto you this generatiOn shall nl)t pass away till all of decomposition, the healing of the lame, the lep- about was true, there ought to have been more harthese things be fulfilled," and, "There be some ers, and the blind, were all a later addition. I will mony in their stories. Ah, the whole thmg is a
standing which shall not taste of death till they see repeat that there is no gospel or story in existence most unreliable jargon. The reasons which Irenreus
the son of man coming in his kingdom." This to show that the immaculate conception, the miracn- gave why there should be just four gospels and no
prephecy of Jesus was never fulfilled; not only that lous paternity, the miracleil of Jesus, or his phys- more-because there are four corners to the earth,
generation passed away, but nearly nineteen hundred ical resurrection were ever mentioned or alluded four spirits, and four-faced· cherubim, etc.-I repeat,
years have J?assed away, and the prediction still re- to before the second century. The epistles of was most frivolous; and in this day no person capamains unvenfied.
Paul, who had a great deal to do with found- ble of using such arguments would be called honest.
! must again correct you in the matter of the ing the sect of Christianity, and which epistles His quotation from the gospel of John, when he
Talmud making reference to Jesus; it does refer to are admitted by the ablest students and writers to be says, "John related the words of the Lord concernJeshu, but not to the Jesus of the New Testament. much older than either of the canonical gospels, ing the times of the kingdom of Gqd; the days
But even if the Talmud had the name of Jesus in it, never asserted or alluded to the immaculate concep- would come when vines would grow, each with ten
being a later production than the time of Jesus, it tion, the raising of people from the dead, the impos- thousand shoots, and to each shoot ten thousand
would be of no special value.
sible miracles of Jesus, nor to his physical resurrec- branches, and to each branch ten thousand twigs,
I will not contend with you as to how the late tion. All this was gotten up in the second .century and to each twig ten thousand clusters, and to each
translation of the New Testament con-esponds with and added on to the older story. If you can produce cluster ten thousand grapes, and to each grape which
that of two hundred and fifty years ago. As neither any gospel or epistle that .can. be shown to have ex- is crushed will yield twenty-five measures of wine,"
of us has seen the new we are hardly prepared to isted before the second century that even hints at when there is nothing of such nonsense in John or
talk of it intelligently. You show, however, that the Holy-Ghost-overshadowing business, Jesus and either of the other gospels, rather looks as though
the later translators have adopted hades, the Greek the devil flying through the air together, the as- Irenreus was not over honest, or not a man whose
word for hell, as the idea of hell itself is Grecian or tounding miracles of wine-making and reanimating word or statements could be depended upon. He
pagan. Your confession that God's language needs decomposed bodies, and Jesus's physical body going may have made that quotation from some of the
revising and adopting to modern times shows that it up to heaven, I espeeially ask you to furnish it.
. gospels not hand.ed down to us, of which Mosheim
is necessarily not immutable and perfect, but requires
T)le fact that these miraculolol.B and impossible faa- informs us there were many, "full of pious frauds
amending like a human production. Whether these tures of the story were unknown to Peter and Paul and fabulous wonders which were composed by perchanges are calculated to increase the respect and and all who lived at their time, but were invented sons whose intentions were not bad, but whose
confidence in the so-called word of God remains to and added a century later, is most damaging, writings dis'covered the greatest superstition and
be seen. So far, however, as the word hades being and utterly destroys the authenticity and reli- ignorance. Nor was this all. Productions appeared
more modern or familiar to the masses than hell, you ability of the entire story. What confidence can be which were imposed upon the world by fraudulent
mistake; it is far less so, and thus the excuse you had in any old myth of that kind which has been men as the writings of the holy apostles." This
offer for the changes that have been made is evi- tinkered up, mended, and worked over in that way? quotation from Mosheim gives a clear view of the
dently untrue; but in this your statement is much Yes, if you can produce a gospel that you can prove business of g·ospel-writing and how little reliance
like others of your arguments and representations.
was written or existed in the first century that eon- is to be placed upon it.· That the four gospels
Y~u seem to regard it as quite a point to show by tains aught of the miraculous conception, of the ascribed to Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John were
certam writers that such a sect as Ohristians existed great miracles, and of the physical resurrection, I largely gotten up in this way there is little room to
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doubt. That they were not the original stories is
most true.
Your effort to show that some of the apostolic and
early Christian Fathers quoted from our four New
Testament gospels does not escape my notice; but
I cannot coneede to you the spirit of strict honesty
in this effort. Although a few of the quotations and
allusions made before the year 170 bear a similarity to some of the passages in our four gospels it
only proves that these four gospels were made up of
the older but lost gospels. I must repeat tbat the
four gospels of Matthew, Mark, Luke, and John as
they stand in the New Testament were unknown to
the apostolic Fathers and the Christian Fathers before
the time of Irenreus; nor is there the slightest proof
that, they mentioned them or made any quotations
from them. That they had seen some of the lost
gospels and were familiar with the legends about
Jesus I will not deny, the same as the Swiss people
to-day are familiar with the mythical story of William Tell and the children of Europe and America
with the exploits of Robinson Crusoe.
That there is no proof that one of the so-called
apostolic or early Christian Fathers named in my
last knew anything of the gospels of Matthew, Mark,
Luke, and John, as they stand in the New Testament.
I have the able and positive authorities before mentioned, which are far more conclusive than your quotations of similar passages from uncanonical and unknown gospelE\. Your own admissions that Paley
said there was very little eminence attached to Matthew, Mark, and Luke, that very little is said of
Matthew, that the gospels never mentioned Mark or
Luke, is also conclusive in the same direction. If the
so-calleq four evangelists wer<J chosen to be God's
historians, and they were inspired to write the whole
truth and nothing but the truth, they assuredly
should not have been so lightly esteemed nor so
thoroughly ignored. Had these gospels existed and
been regarded as the church now regards them the
apostolic Fathers and the early Christian Fathers
would certainly have alluded to them instead of
quoting from the old legendary gospels, which never
formed a part of the canon and were soon utterly lost.
Among the lost gospels may be named the gospels
of Paul, Peter, the Hebrews, the Egyptians, the
Syrians, the Soythians, Perfection, Philip, Andrew,
Bartholomew, Eve, Matthias, Judas Iscariot, Apelles,
Barnabas, Harmony or Basilides, Cerinthus, Encratites, the Gnostics, Hesychius, Helkesaites, Jus tin,
James, Jude, the Lord, Lucius, Lucinus, Manes, Merinthus, Simonides, Thaddeus, Tatian, the Gospel of
Truth, the Gospel of Life, the Eternal Gospel, etc.
What are called the apocryphal gospels are still
more numerous, and in the aggregate make a formidable array. You have the right to believe that
all of them or that only a part of them were written
by God or by his direction. You have the right to
pick out four of them and say these four are the
genuine word and work of God, and all the rest are
the work of the devil, if you choose to; but I shall
not join you; I look upon all of them as the work of
men and am fully of the opinion that God did not occupy himself about any of them. If he had any partiality for any particular four of them, it is very singular that he should have allowed them to be kept
in obscurity for a century and a half, allowing the
apostolic and Christian Fathers to make quotations
from the uncanonical or devilish gospels. Far better
is the truthful ground that he had nothing to do
with any of them.
Thi great discrepancies and contradictions between
our four gospels, particularly between John and the
other three, is very damaging to the idea that they
could have been dictated by the same truthful being.
We have seen that John makes the mission of Jesus
continue four or five times as long as do the other
three; he represents Jesus as visiting Jerusalem several tim(;)s, while the others admit of only one visit;
he gives an entirely different set of miracles from
the others; he has little to say about the parables of
Jesus which Matthew and Luke dwell upon so largely; he makes Jesus give long, wordy, metaphysical
sermons, wholly unlike the other story tellers, and
presents a materially different character. That they
did not all emanate from the same brain is most evident. That taken all in all they are an incoherent,
incongruous, incompatible, contradictory mass of improbable and unproved absurdities is equally clear.
I will use a little space with one of my important
authorities to show that none of the Fathers before
the year 170 mentioned the four canonical gospels
which form the most importont part of the New Testament. Prof. F. W. Newman of the London University, the admitted author of "Supernatural
Religion," one of the ripest scholars of our age,
h_as made more thorough investigations in this directiOn than any other man, and his conclusions are entitl.ed to the greatest confidence. He takes up the apostolic and Christian Fathers one by one, gives the quotations they made from uncanonical gospels, tells what
they said upon the subject, arriving conclusively to
the decision that up to Irenreus they knew nothing of
our four gospels. I would gladly make citations
~rom him and give his conclusions after exhaustIvely treating each of the Fathers and early writers,
but space will not admit of it.

To Clement of Rome and the wntmgs accredited ate his epist~e.s, at the same time equally ignoring all
him he devotes thirty pages octavo, of close print, the other wntmgs of the New Testament, can scarcely
m which he shows many quotations not in the canon- be considered as giving much support to any theory
ical gospels, but ;none taken from them. He closes of the early formation of the New Testament canon.
with the admission of Tischendorf that there are no or as affording evidence even of the existence of its
indications of an acquaintance with the canonical separate books."
gospels.
After a brief treatment of the epistle to Diognetus
To the epistles of Ignatius sixteen pages are de- he decides that it affords no proof even of the synvoted; he finds quotations which were the common optic gospels, "for it is admitted that it does not conproperty of the oral legends, but says in no case is tain a single direct quotation from any evangelical
there any written source indicated from which these work."
pas1mges are derived. He closes by saying: ·~The . So I J?~ght continue on and ~iye his most damaganonymous quotations of historical expressions of mg _d.eCisiOns aft~r fully ~xammmg t_he writings of
Jesus cannot prove the existence of one special doc- Basihdes, Valentmus, Tatian, Dionysms of Corinth
ument among many to which we may.choose to trace Melito of Sardis, and many others, and how he found
it. This is more especially to be insisted on from no proofs that any of them ever saw or knew
the fact that hitherto we have not met with any ~ught of any of the canonical gospels, so called· but
mention of any one of our gospels, and have no right It woul~ virtually be a repetition of what has al~eady
even to assume their existence from any evidence been said, and my prescribed space is occupied.
which has been furnished."
. Some one _hu~_dred and sixty pages are employed
Justin Martyr-one hundred pages are devoted to In an exammatwn of the fourth gospel and glad
this Father, including his writings in the Greek in would I be to give many pages of the autbor's most
which he wrote them, with the q_uotations which he sensible conclusions, but I cannot do so for want of
made from the lost gospels, promment among which r?om: He makes clear the great dissimilarity and
the professor mentions the Gospel of Nicodemus. disagreement between the fourth gospel and· the
In the closing paragraph he says: "It is not neces- other three, and finds much proof that it was not
sary, however, for the purposes of this examination, written till the latter part ~f the second century, and
to dwell more fully upon the question as to what finds none whatever that It had an existence at an
specifiG gospel now no longer extant Jus tin em- earlier day.
More than two hundred pages are used in a
ployed. We have shown that there is no evidence
that he made use of any of our gospels; and he can- careful examination, analysis, and comparison of
not therefore be cited even to prove their existence, the book of the Acts of the Apostles; and the
and much less to attest the authenticity and character learned author finds the work not only anonyof records whose authors he does not once name. On mous, but to have heen written at a much later date
the other hand, it has been made evident that there than when the events therein related are said to have
were other gospels, now lost, but which then enjoyed occurred. He finds many contradictions and utter
the highest consideration, from which his quotations absurdities, and that its profuse display of impossible miracles adds no proof to the claims of supernatmight have been and probably were taken."
To Hegesippus eight pages are given, and with no ural religion. As the book was wholly unknown till
better resultlil. The concluding remarks are these: the latter part of the s.econd centary, it is very safe
"Tischendorf, who so eagerly searches for every to conclude that it was not written by Luke nor any
trace, real or imaginary, of the use of our gospels of the apostles, nor even by any one who knew the
and of the existence of a New Testament canon, apostles. As a history, or as a proof of the claims
passes over in silence, with the exception of -a short of the four gospels, it has no value whatever.
The views and conclusions of Prof. Newman are conote devoted to the denial that Hegesippus was
opposed to Paul, this first writer of Christian church incided with by W. Rathbone Greg in the "Creed of
history, whose evidence, could it have been adduced, Christendom.'' Probably two men of sounder minds
would have been so valuable. He does not pretend and more thorough investigations into the claims of
that Hegesippus made use of the canonical gospels supernatural religion have never lived. Their learnor knew of any other holy scriptures than those of ing, candor, and ability give their examinations and
the Old Testament; and, on the other harid, he does conclusions great merit and force. They are comnot mention that he possessed and quoted from the pelled in the light of truth to decide that the four
gospel according to the Hebrews. Nothing is more gospels of the New Te~tament were not written by
certain than the fact that, in spite of the opportunity the persons nor at the time when they are pretended
for collecting information afforded him by his travels to have been written, and that there is nothing to
through so many Christian communities for the justify the great reverence and credibility which has
express purpose of such inquiry, Hegesippus did been accorded them. Judge Waite, in his new work
not find any New Testament canon, or that such a arrives at the same conclusion, and clearly show~
rule of faith did not yet exist in Rome in .A. n. 160- that the apostolic Fathers and the early Christian
170. There is no evidence whatever to show that Fathers knew nothing of the books composing the
Hegesippus recognized any other evangelical work New Testament, save a few of the epistles of Paul,
than the Gospel according to the . HebrewEt, as the and perhaps one of Peter; that the gospels which
source of his knowledge, together with tradition, of were known and used by these Fathers and all the
early Christians were lost, and that those we now
the words of the Lord."
To Papias twenty-eight pages are devoted, and at have were produced by later hands and brains. And
the close he writes in this way: "Whatever books being wholly anonymous, compiled from the legends
Papias knew, however, it is certain from his own and traditiJns that pad had but a precarious existexpress declaration that he ascribed little importance ence, and being arranged by those who neither knew
to them, and preferred tradition as a more reliable Jesus nor the apostles, there is no reason why they
source of information regarding evangelical history. should be accepted as truthful history or as a record
'For I held that what was to be derived from books,' of the performance of miracles.
The great fact cannot be lost sight of that the
he says, 'did not so profit me as that from the
living and abiding voice (of tradition).' If, there- story of Jesus, of his miracles, life, death, resurrecfore, it could even have been shown that Papias was tion, and ascension, is involved in deep doubt, in
acquainted with any of our canonical gospels, it inextricable confusion and uncertainty; from all of
could only have been with the accompanying fact which it is most clear that the credulous believers of
that he did not recognize them as authoritative doc- the gospel story have beeen decidedly wheedled and
uments. It is manifest from the evidence adduced, greatly imposed upon. It is emphatically not what
however, that Papias did not know our gospels. It it pretends to be.
It matters nothing whether Hone changed his
is not possible that he could have found it better to
inquire, 'what John or Matthew, or what any other views or not, ~r whether he had any. His early or
of the disciples of the Lord
say,' if he had late opinions cannot change the unreliable character
known of gospels such as ours actually written by of the New Testament a particle. He was unable to
_them deliberately telling him what they had to say. detract from its strength or to add to its weakness.
The work of Matthew, which he mentions being, Men of great and small caliber have so often
however, a mere collection of discourses of Jesus, he changed opinions in all conceivable directions that
might naturally inquire what the apostle himself his case need not excite much wonder.
Your attempt to show that nobody but a Jew
said of the history of the Master. The evidence of
Papias is in every respect most important. He is the could write the four gospels strikes me as being very
first writer who mentions that Matthew and Mark weak-much like the claim often set up that the
were believed to have written any works at all; but books must be divine, as no man has been capable of
whilst he shows that he does not aecord any canoni- writing such productions. There is nothing in them
cal authority even to the works attributed to them, that an ordinarily smart man of any nationality
his description of those works and his general testi- could not write. If you can see anything in them
mony come with c:cushing force against the preten- calling for special. veneration, your sight is better
sions made on behalf of our gospels to apo&Jtolic than mine. But some people admire fiction more
than truth.
origin and authenticity."
Your paragraph of pious talk about the soul's
To the Clementines twenty-eight pages are accorded, and the learned author decides emphatically anxiety to find a living savior, and perceiving in the
that the Homilies which "never name 'or indicate a canonical gospels such confirmation of their truth, I
single gospel as the source of the author's knowledge will let pass for what it is worth. Should I detract
of evangelical history, whose quotations of sayings of even but little from it, nothing would remain.
Not having 1·oom now to take up the subject of
Jesus, numerous as they are, systematically differ
from the parallel passages in our synoptics, or are how the canon of the New Testament was settled,
altogether foreign to them, which denounce . the nor to introduce our fourth thesis,) subscribe mySincerely yours,
apostle Paul as an impostor, enemy of the faith, and self,
D.M.B.
disseminator of false doctrine, and therefore repudi~o
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fkommunicafions.
Thougllts on R.eligion.-Continued.
BY .A.N

INY.A.LID, .A.T THE NE.A.R- .APPROACH OF DEATH.

OONT.HNING A BRIF.F REVIEW Or' GoD's DEALINGs WITH
MANKIND
GIYEN
THF OF
BIBLE,
INCLUDING
THE
FALL, THE AS
FLOOD,
THE IN·
TOWER
BABEL.
GOD 'A PECULIAR PEOPLE, TTIE JEW!:'. THE NEW DISPENSATION, WARS
B:ETWF.EN MOHAliiMEilANS AND CHiUSTIANS, CHniSTL\xs
PERSECUTING EACH OTHER. SCIENCE AND 1\ELIGION. WITH
soME-SUGGESTIONs As TO A BETTER WAY.
I now proceeil to a consideration of the assertion
that the Bible make!' God a stupendous- failure. And
you will please bear in mind that I do not assert God
to be a failure, for I cannot conceive how mortal
man can know of God, his knowledge, power; or
attributes. I merely say that the Bible account
makes him a failure. By that book we are taught
that God is a self-created, omnipotent, and omniscient heing, infinit in his attributes of power, know Iedge, justice, love, mercy, etc. Therefore he was
not only able to accomplish just what he chose, but
was so constituted that the final result of everything
was plainly visible to his omniscient perception before
the first act of creativ power was accomplished. Every
thought, word, and deed of every per~>on who might
be called into existence from the beginning to the
end of tiJlle must hav been plainly seen and definitly
understood. For a being with these powers and
attributes to do anything that woul<l need any correcti on or iu any manner prove a failure would. be
simply impossible.
·
W ell, what do we find? That he created the
world, also the heavenly bodies, animals, and man,
everything. · "And God saw everything that he ha.i
made, and, behold, it was very good." But almost
the firRt act of the man and woman was·to do that
which made them and every one. else bad-so very
bad that all merited eternal punishment; and the
first man born was not only a murderer, but a fratricide. :Mankind grew and multiplied and became
very numerous. But it would seem that they grew
in iniquity as well as in numbers, until abont sixteen
hundred and fifty years had passed, when it would
seem that they became so wicked that God could not
endure them any longer. "And it repented the
Lord that he had made man on the earth, and it
grieved him at his heart." What f'hould the Lord
do in view of suc:h a situation? What he should
hav done we will not tell, but what he did. And
the Lord said," I will destroy man whom I hav
created from the face of the earth; both man and
beast, and creeping thing, and the fowls of the air;
for it repenteth me that I hav made them." This, of
itself, would seem sufficient to prove the assertion
that the God of the Bible is a failure, for, if he is
infinit, he would not hav made so grievous a mistake
that he would be sorry and repent. This, however,
is only the hegiuning, for right there he seems to
hav changed his mind. What! the great omniscient
deity change his mind ! Yes, for "Noah found
grace in the eyes of the Lord," for he was a "just
man and perfect, and walked with God." So it would
seem that in order to replenish the world with a
better race that he could tolerate, God saved Noah
and his family, with enough of the animals, birds,
and creeping things to begin again. This man being
"just and perfect in his generation," it would seem
there need be no danger of failure this time-that
God would be relieved from the danger of repentanGe
and sorrow, and man from punishment here or hereafter.
How strange, then, that this just and perfect man
should-almost the first thing recorded of him after
the flood-be guilty of getting intoxicated and acting indecently ! This perfect man, whom God had
saved fr~~ ~II others to raise up a better people,
how humihatwg that he should be the one to introduce drunkenness into the world ! It may be said,
as an excuse for Noah, that he knew. nothing of the
intoxicating qualities of wine; and as probably none
had ever been made before, he was not blamable.
Admitting this to be the case does not confute the
assertion that the Bible makes God a failure; but, if
anything, it strengthens it by placing it on God
alone, for he, by reason of his foreknowledge, knew
all about it before he changed his plan Of destroying
, all by the flood and saving Noah because he was just
and perfect.
When we contemplate the amount of poverty,
crime, and misery that now exist in consequence of
intemperance, it is hardly in accord with God's infinit wisdom and love that he could hav.known all
this, had the supreme control of all things, and so
ordered events that it were possible for such a situation to be the result.
God having blessed Noah and his sons, and told
. them to multiply and replenish the earth, they did
so; and after about a thousand years tl11ey "found"
the plain of Shinar, and resolved to build a city and
a tower, "lest we be scattered abroad upon the face
of the whole earth." So they began to build the
Tower of Babel, their object in building it being to
prevent being scattered. God, in order, to scatter
them, confounded their language. And why did

God do this? Because he wished to restrain them, I ism flashed over the world. This was about six
for in the language of the Bible, "And now nothing hundred years after Christ.
will be restrained from them which they hav imagMohammed adopted monotheism-the one living
ineil to do." The reason for this dispersion of man- God Allah-with the doctrin of· 9od's absolute· dekind is not definit, bnt appears to be that if the peo- crees, anil pre~est.inati?n. War wa:s the :r:neans of
ple remained united God coulil not control them. propagating this doctrm, and the motto was, " The
This seems to be the origin of another difference-a Koran or the sword." The Christians met them with
conflict between rebellious man and his maker.
the doctrin of a triune God and a contest for the
.
f the hol Y Sepu }Ch er an d the. CI't y 0 f
After this G 0 d Ca ll e d A bram Wh o, f rom t h e b'Irth pOSSeSSIOn
0
of Isaac and the covenant ~ade with him, was Jerusalem, where Chri$t was crucified. In about one
changed to Abraham, and became the father of God's hundred and fif~y years the Sara~e~~ were masters of
peculiar chosen people. For notwithstanding Noah the _gr~ater por~IOn of 'L4e t~en CIVIlized world. The
was saved from the flood because he was a "just Chnstians retamed possessiOn of Rome, but from
man and perfect" for the purpose of replenishing Central Asia to the_Atlantic th_e. Mohammedans had
the earth with a better people, man had by this time taken all_ the other Important Cities. T~e world was
become so perverse that the account givs us to under- deluged m blood, and all because mankmd c"uld not
stand God gave up the idea of having all people agree as to whether the godhead was composed of
good, and chose a few who he would hav as his owu, one or. three per_sons. The world had fought to
who should be under his especial care and supervision deat~ Its ~rospentY:· The dark ag_es came on, but
for his own glory. The account of his dealings with the fight still_for a tune went on m~til prob~bly from
this people of his choice is long, and presents a cata- sheer exh~ustwn lll:ore than anythmg else It cease?.
log of inhumanity, consisting of wars, murders,
Does tins looWk hk_e peace on earth and, good Will
deceptions, falsehoods, and final failure, such as is toward lll:en?
as It IJecessary fo!· manki~Id to Aufnowhere else recorded in the history of the world, ~er all thiS as a result of the _new dispensa t10n? C~n
for, after all God's efforts in their behalf, they were 1~ be that God ~oresaw all tins as a re~ult of th~ misand would continue ·to be a perverse, stiff-necked, swn of th_e prmce of peace? Was It or ~as It not
and rebelli<'us people.
another failure?
.
Then what should be done? God had made man
But the end of this matter was not yet. As the
perfect, sinless, and h<l had fallen. Of the millions world began to outgrow the effe_ct~ of th~ conflicts
that had lived, only two were without sin, and they between J\lo~a~medans and <?hristmns, ~Ifferenc~s
only for a very short. An attempt had been made between Chnstmns began. t? _anse and. multiply, until
to regenerate the race by drowuing all except one all the ho.rr~rs of t~e InqmsitiOn pr_evailed and sp~ead
family, and that had failed. Then au effort was and multiphed until a cry of angmsh must hav ansen
made to hav only a few that should glorify their that startl~d the w:orld more than t_he star of ~et~.lecreator by obedience to him, and even this could hem. Tins w~s. Simply the t,ortunng of Chns~Ians
not be accomplished.
by other _Chnstians, ~he g:reates~ matter ?f di~er
About four thousand years in the history of the ence seemmg ~o be anmfallible Bible or an mfalhble
world had passed, and this was the situation-a pope. Cathohcs ~urned and turtured ~rote~tants,
succession of failures sufficient to discourage every- and Pr?testan~s did _the same to Cathol~cs With all
thing but deity himself. And now the Bible reveals the _malignant mgenmty that they could mvent, and
a scheme for the redemption and perfect happiness all m the name ?f Jesus, "the lamb of God that
of all mankind both here and hereafter-a scheme taketh away the sm of the world."
that in some n~t very clearly defined manner should
~il! i~telligent a~d truthf~l people tell ~s that
embrace all who had previously lived, as well as Chnstiamty makes Its votanes good, c~antable,
those who might liv in all future time; a sacrifice ben~v?lent, love one another, etc., wh_en It caus_ed
that should be an atonement for the sins of the Chnstians to perpetrate all these hornble cruelties
whole world and effectually propitiate and appease upon each other? . P~rhaps we shall be told that they
the wrath of the creator toward the creatures of his were not true Chnshans or they would not hav -done
creation. This was nothing less than the giving of a such things. If they were not true Chr~stians ~hen
part of himself to satisfy. the wrath of himself that they could_ not be found, for these hornble thmgs
be bore toward mankind for doing just what he wer~ ~ra~tiCed more or less by all who professed
foresaw they would do before he breathed the breath Christiamty.
.
..
of life into Adam and he became a living soul. A
A~d as we follow ~he history of rehgwn down to
sacrifice so great as this, embracing all the infinit the time when Amenca becam~ !mown. and began _to
benevolence and love of deity, certa.iuly should be be settled~ we find _the same spint of _bigotry and meffectual and assure the eternal happiness of all.
tole~ance m a modified form came With them. ':f'he
Now the great question among Bible religionists Pun tans. who settled N ~w England fled· to t~e wilds
is, Has, or will, this very desirable object of the of _Amen~a th~t .they might escape p~rsecutwn and
salvation of all mankind proved effectual? On this enJOY thei~ rehgwn unmolested; but did they accor_d
point they hav differed, and do differ, so radically the same ngh~s to others? No, not at all! Their
that there seems little hope of reconciliation. Man's laws and their act~ went so far as to perl?etrate the
free will, and God's decrees, with a great number of same act~ of barbans~ that had occurred m Europe,
other knotty questions that learned biblical ex- but happily only few m number when CO!llpared With
pounders hav made more foggy and less understood, those that had been enacted there.
irritate and divide mankind.
A few were burned, some hanged, and others banAt the coming of Christ an era of peace and good ished. And two hundrd years or a little more brings
will was to dawn upon the world. He was the lamb us down to _the present. •
.
of God that taketh away the sin of the world, and
Nea~·ly mneteen ~undre~ years h~v passe? SJ..IIce,
yet he him~lf said that he came not to hring peace accordmg. to the Bible, ~his new dispens_atwn that
but a sword, etc., together with a great many other was to bnng peace on el!-rth and go~d wlll to'!ard
vague and contradictory ideas that only serve the men! and although I hav only very famtly, and m a
very convenient purpose of enabling different relig- burned and desulto~y manner, portrayed so~e. of
ions sects to play a great variety of tunes on that the dark and cruel history of the effEocts of r~o~hgwn
same old fiddle.
in those times, yet it is enough, yes, one would think
One prominent feature of this new dispensation mor~ than enough! to justif~ the a~;sertion (vi~wed in
W<tS to revive in a more virulent form a question that the hght o~ the Bible and history) that God IS a stufor hundreds of years had been the chief cause of pend?us failure.
.
.
contention between God's chosen people and the . rr:his last great a~d magnammous act. of GQd ~n
idolatrous nations that surrounded them. this was givmg a part of himself to appease his wrath m
the question of monotheism and polythei~m. Pre- orde~ ~hat mankin~ migJ:tt all be save~ from _eternal
vious to this the contest had been as to whether there perditiOn results w this, that notwithstandmg all
was one true and living God, or whether there were the su!Jerings that li-ying_ humanity has end_ur~d,
many that might be worshipeil by proxy or by accordmg to the vresent hberal orthodox Chnstian
paying adoration to some. tangible object that wa~< standard, ~uly a few ~re "saved from that ~utnre
supposed to represent deity. But now the ques- eternal pumshment wheie the smoke of their tortion became intensified by the introduction of this ment ascendeth forever and ever.". I know there a~e
new theory that there were three live Gods in one. some who try t~ pro~e from the Bible th,at there ~s
And here I will again call attention to the terrible no hell; they might JUSt as .w~ll try to p~·ove there IS
inconsistency of reasoning, thinking beings having no heaven; they could ~o 1t JUSt as easily; and ~he
such prolonged contests over a matter that is past only reason they do not IS because they do not Wish
finding out.
to_. On the princ!ple that se?taria_ns ~av proved and
About three hundred years after the birth of still prove. to _their own satisfactiOn JUSt what they
Christ the Roman empire, then under the Emperor choose to It might be done:
.
Constantine, adopted Christianity as the national
In :tnswer to the questiOn whether all or onl_y a
religion. Previous to this, although paganism pre- few are saved, who should kno\\" better than Chnst,;
vailed, it had been the policy of l~ome in conquer- When asked,,:' Lo!·d, are there ~ew that be ~aved?
ing the world, to leave each nation to the enjoyment he answered, Stnve to enter _m at the strait gate;
of its religious opinions. During these three hun- for ~any shall s~ek_ to enter m and sh~ll. not be
dred years Christianity had increased rapidly, and abl~.
And, agam, m _another pl_ace,"evi~ent~y resects ~ad already begun to multiply. The questio_n ferrmg to the s~me thmg, he said: Wide IS the
of deity was not well settled. Some thought It g;ate and broad IS the way that. leadeth to destrucabsurd that God could hav a mother.
Others twn? 3:nd many there be that ~o m thereat .. Because
thought that he not only had a mother, but that she strait IS t~e gate and narrow IS the way .w~ICh l~a~
was a part of the godhead. But probably what more eth unto hf~, and few there be that find It.
This IS
than ~nything elt>e served to unite them on this the foundat~on for the old hymn that we h_av so often
matter was the appearance of. :Mohammed and the heard sung m prayer and protracted meetmglil:
fearful meteoric splendor with which Mohammedan"Broad is the road that leads to death,
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And thousands walk together there.
While strait the narrow way to life,
With here and there a traveler."
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3. What date ?
ANSWER.
. (I hav not in mind the precise date, so if you giv· it it will
"It
is
,no
use,
my
dear
William, .to fight against facts. I
not come from my mind.)
·
know your mind has been entangled with the unexplained
4. What is your elder brother's name ?
nature, yet the truth remains the same, that I do liv beyond
Christ answered this question-Are there few that 5. Did you not love him very much?
Albion soil. I tell you I do.
N. 0. JAMIESON."
6. Is mother with you ?
are saved ?-as directly and definitly as he was in
7.
Giv
me
her
first
name
and
maiden
name.
At that time it began to look as if I were really
the habit of answering questions, for it was seldom,
8.. Did y'ou and mother giv me the initial" F ''?
getting into communication with a spirit. It was a
if ever, that he gave a direct answer to any question.
9. On "Which side, yours or mother's, was it obtained?
puzzler how he got the name without reading my
He usually answered evasivly or in parables.
10. Where were vou born?
writing. Knowing iny own desire is to get truth,
The question will naturally be asked, Would you 11. What was your business ?
12. Giv me your sister's name, please.
and, if possible, without mixture of error, I concluded
reject the·many wise and good things that are in the
Your affectionate son,
W. F. JAMIEsoN.
to follow the clue. The reference to· Albion was
Bible? Would you reject the beautiful, Sliblime,
NEW YoRK, N.Y., Jan. 7, 1881.
what Spiritualists would call a test.
· .
and charitable sayings of Christ?
DEAR MoTHER: For ten years your letters, once a week
While Mr. Mansfield was writing the foregoing I
No ! I would. reject nothing whatever, come from so MY
regularly written, hav been sorely missed. You know, if
what source it might, that will enlighten, elevate, you exist, and can read my thoughts, that every. fiber of my indited the following in phonography:
and instruct mankind, and make them happier, bet- being is attuned to love of the truth for its own sake. You
THffiD LETTER.
ter, more charitable, and help them to travel in the know that I hav fearlessly cast my all, without the hope of
NEW YoRK, Jan. 7, 1881.
path that leads to a better mode of life. The New earthly or heavenly reward, with the truth as I unders~and it.
JAMES 0. BROwN, Dear Friend: Can you giv me evidence,
I
hav
no
prejudice
against
Spiritualism.
If
it
is
tl.·ue,
and
I
positiv proof, as if you were on earth, that you liv? Answer
Testament is a great improvemel)t on the Old; its
can know that you stillliv, I will gladly welcome the fact.
me in such a way that I do not need to ask questions. You
teachings as a whole are more wise, and benev:plent; 1. Please write your name in full, maiden name included.,
know what will be proof beyond the possibility of doubt.
Christ taught many things that should beremembered 2. Write your eldest sister's name in full.
Your old friend,
JAMIESON.
always, and repeated ofteh. But there is no danger 3. Where did she liv in 1846?
ANSWER.
4.
Where
in
1848
?
that they will be forgotten or lost without the Bible,
5. Where were you· in 1847--8?
"You are too much for me, Jamieson. I do not read your
indeed, they may be the better known and under6. Where did we all go in 1849 ?
phonography. Giv us square and plain English, and .then we
stood without it, for it contains so much that is bad
7. By what route did we travel?
will look for you.
"MANSON TALCOTT,
and cannot be understood that is the greatest objec8. Where did we land at the end of the journey? With
"E. v. WILSON,
tion to the teachings of Christ. They are so inextri- what family did we visit? If -you really liv, and I can obtain
"HARRISON BARRETT."
proof
of
the
fact,
I
will
write
you
often.
cably allied to and bound up with the "law and
I do not know how Mr. Mansfield knew that I
9. What brother died in M.?
the prophets," he himself was so particular to hav it
10. What one in 0.?
wrote that in phonography, but because I did not
understood that he "came not to destroy the law
11. What were their diseases?
understand the modus operandi of his answers, there
but to fulfil;" that "heaven and earth might pass
Your loving son,
W. F. JAMIESON.
was not the least proof, in my judgment, of spirit
away, but not one jot or tittle of the law till all be
P. S.-This spiritual postmaster knows my name, so I write communion. I had previously given "square and
fulfilled," etc. This of itself has the effect to render it in full.
plain English," and still the response did not bring
the good of his teachings in a measure nugatory, for.
proof.
The
next
was
written
in
shorthand
to
a
student
of
it leads directly to the differences caused by creeds,
FOURTH LETTER.
mme.
doctrins, and all the interminable bickerings, so vivNEW YoRK, Jan. 7, 1881.
NEw YoRK, Jan. 7, 1881,
idly portrayed by Mr. Beecher, in the extract from
JAMES 0. BRowN, My Dear Friend: I am after facts. You
MY DEAR FRIEND WILsoN: You tell me you :cguld not read
his sermon quoted in the fore part of this essay.
are aware that we both believed in Spiritualism. I now ask my phonography. Well, now J..et us come down to common
The common humanity of mankind, if properly you:
.
sense. Hav you no phonographers in your world ? Am I to
1. Of whom did you learn phonography?
understand that reporters hav no souls? Come, now, E. V.,
cultivated, would not allow them to forget, or forget
2.
Where
did
you
learn
it?
you know I am after facts. My brother's name is signed to a
to teach, all that is good and just of his saying, with3.
What
year
?
communicatio~ just received.. Go on. Where is James 0.
out being so blinded by parables, miracles, and the
4. What is your father's name ?
Brown? Get him to come.
law.
5. What is the name of my eldest sister's husband. You
Yours for everlasting tn.th,
W. F. JAMIESON.
Although the foregoing are grave objections to knew him well.
The
other
names
I
did
not
recognize.
I received
6. Hav I not always taken the proper course to investigate
receiving the teaching~'~ of Christ as inspired, and
no answer to the foregoing. Strange, is it not, that
therefore infallible in every word and sentence, they Spiritualism?
7. Please giv me the names of your two elder sisters.
if tlwre really is a telegraph between this world and
are not a1l, for if Christ himself was a part of the in8. Giv me their present nameli.
a spiritual one, that the "spirits" could not decifinit creator of all things, whatever lfe said or did
9. In what year did you die?
·
should hav been perfect. Perhaps some good Chris10. In what town did you liv when I first became acquainted pher my shorthand, especially when Mr. Mansfield,
the distinguished spiritual postmaster, receives and
tians will be constrained to say in their reverence of with you?
11. Will I ever obtain. absolute proof that spirits exist answers letters in various languages?
his heart:" I hope he is not going to criticise Christ;
I would not dare to," and any person who does should after the death of their bodies, and that they communicate
FIFTH LETTER.
with mankind ?
forfeit the respect of all good men. All such may
"NICK: Can you giv me some of the leading. incidents in our
12. Will I ever see a spirit, and no mistake ?
call it what they will, I intend merely to giv a very
13. You were acquainted with Graham's nomenclature. boyhood days?''
ANSWER.
few illustrations from the book itself, which may be Please giv me the key to this: Net les despaging petoid Ged's
pondered, and each one come to his own conclusions. zedem th les destertiv petoid iss gedens. Way Eff Jay.
"MY DEAR SoN: We are with you at this time, but we hav
Your affectionate friend,
W. F. JAMIESON.
not control to say more specifically. Roland Hill, with Charles
[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.l
.
Had either of them lived on earth such letters H. Bissell, was present and wanted to say a word to Sarah, his
sorrowing wife and her noble boy, but he had not control.
would hav brought me satisfactory responses. I
"Your father,
NicHoLsoN 0. JAMIEsoN."
My Trip East.-Continued.
could hav obtained unmistakable proofs of their
The
wires
were
working
badly
by this time. My
BY W. F. JAMIESON.
identity, and such proofs Spiritualists c~aim to hav.
father must be growing old "over there," for he .has
In
this
case,
however,
Mr.
Mansfield,
With
a
worldChristians and Materialists may be guilty of narforgotten his name. My brother's name was Nichrowner,s and one-sidedness, but it does not become wide reputation, could obtain no answer. He made olson, but father's was James.
not
the
least
attempt
to
tamper.
His
demeanor
Spiritualists to accuse them of either. Read what
In my investigation of Spiritualism I hav discovProf. S. B. Brittan, one of the oldest and best edu- throughout our interview was that of a kind·hearted, ered that the so-Galled spirits cannot bear crosstruth-loving gentleman. After passing his fingers
cated of their number, has to say of them:
questioning. Whenever I hav pressed the investiga" Whoever will wage an . uncompromising war over the envelope, and pressing it beneath his finger- tion, and urged the supposed spirit to giv detailed
with error by following truth, reason, and his deep- tips, he said he could not obtain a response. He information about himself, it has invariably resulted
est convictions, wherever they may lead, will find then inquired if I had written more than one ques- in failure.
that life is no mere holiday entertainment" (Banner tion.
The hour and a half spent with Mr. Mansfield was
"Yes," I replied; "a number."
.
ofLight, Oct. 16, 1880).
far from misspent time. Would that all Spiritualists
"That
is
it·"
said
he,
"you
should
hav
wntten
but
In that same article he represents his Spiritual
were as Liberal and pleasant as he. He did all he
brethren as a more intolerant set than the "bigoted one at a time.' I do not promis to do anything, but could to make my investigation satisfactory, and it
will
try;
Sometimes
as
many
as
eighty
questions
hav
churches." Said he, "My views had been perversely
was no fault of his that I did not receive J?roof.
misrepresented, and with a persistency for which I been answered "
There may be some power about him .or peculiarity
He
then
requested
me
to
w'ite
on
slips
of
printing
could recall no precedent from my early experience
of organization which he mistakes for spirit·control.
paper.
in a sectarian church."
[CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
FIRST IJI:TTER.
Any one who has been much among SpiritNEW
YoRK,
Jan.
7,
1881.
ualists, and values truth more than ism; any one,
DEAR MoTHER: Will you giv me proo~ that you liv by furonce a believer, who has the audacity to question the nishing your full name ?
For Iowa Liberals.
spirit-origin theory, knows that those words of Prof.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I
rolled
or
folded
the
long
slips
so
that
Mr.
MansBrittan are true. Numbers, though counted by
That is a splendid article of Secretary Lel~d's
millions, will not make a bad P.rinciple a good one; field could not see the writing. Mr. Mansfield then " Ways and Means "-and should be studiously read
received
it,
and
with
mucilage
fastened
it
at
the
fold,
will not make error tr.uth; will not make bigotry
and prayerfully considered by all Liberals. It is a
liberality. There are liberal-minded, truth-loving, leaving about on.e foot of the blank at the bottom, pity that there is need of such articles being written,
upon
which
something
or
somebody
wrote
the
folhumanity-helping Spiritualists, and these good qualibut it is a sad fact that there are scores of Infidels
ties do not fail them when their own views are lowing:
where there is one Liberal. Iowa needs the plow"Lord
bless
you,
Jamieson!
Your
mother
~ad
a
name
as
roughly handled or denied altogether.
well as a relation, and I do not know her name If you do. We sharQ of Lelandism to be driven deep through the
Spiritualism, as was years ago declared by some must hav the name, or how could we be expected to find her? soil of her secularism to arouse the Hawkeye heretics
of its opponents, is Universalism gon~ to seed. Its
,, E. v. WILSON."
to a sense of their duties and responsibilities-. We
speculations are based upon love of the marvelous
As far as I could determin, Mr. Maf\sfield did not hav some few most earnest workers within our borand smell of the lamp of Aladdin.
read what I wrote, and the allusion to my inquiry is, ders, but Iowa has never been the best of fields for '
Mr. Hull, who is one of the liberal class of Spirit- therefore, peculiar, but no test of sp!rit intelligence. Liberal lecturers. The brilliant, noble, and self-sacual believers, seemed quite anxious that I should test In answering it the medium took. It ten or twelve rificing Mrs. Lake was forced to seek in New York
Mr. J. V. Mansfield's powers. Again and again hav feet from where I was sitting, to his table. He the !'lupport she could not find in this state, though
I searchedfor truth in the "Spiritual" direction.
requested me to write another question during the we pride ourselvs upon being so much more unsectaMr. Mansfield is a thorough gentleman, and, as far time he was engaged in getting the answer. Under rian than the East. Prof. Phelps leaves us for Kanas I conld judge, a sincere Spiritualist. He has been these circumstances I kept my eye upon him as well sas, and ·stays there, while Mrs. Parry and others
for years renowned as a successful Spiritual post- as I could while engaged writing my second letter find "border-ruffian" Missouri a far better field for
master. According to appointment I met bioi in on the broad casement of the window.
the sowing of the Liberal seed than our own seemhis pleasant rooms.
I had indited the following
ingly fertil soil. This state of things must cease to
SECOND LETTER.
letters before visiting the gentleman, and inclosed NiciioLsoN 0. JAMIESoN, My Dear-[ Just at that moment it be.· We hav a state League, but it is powerless for
them in an envelope secured by mucilage:
occurred to me not to giv any key.] You name the relalion- good until we hav the proper documents for instrucship. You come in person. Why is it that my m0ther could tion and distribution; we cannot hav the documents
.
NEw YoRK, Jan. 5. 1881.
DEAR FATHER : In order that I may really know that you not hav come herself and answered my question? She knows until we hav the money. I hav put in weeks of
her own name and all the circumstances that would prove beliv, will you please answer the followin&" quelitiona?
work preparing the needed information and writing
yond doubt that &hi livs. I want to know if you allliv.
l.,Jn what year did .you di& ? ·
to Iowa &ecillaristli soliciting funds. Shall the good
W.F.J,
2. What_ month?
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SANTA .BARBARA, CAL., March 5, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed is postal order for $4.00
to renew my subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Go on, brother, in the good work you are engaged in.
Be faithful, and in time you must leave some of the old
dogmas and superstitions pretty _well shattered, so
they can never stand so boldly out as before. Those
who are in the work you are seemingly liv lives of
battling, and you no doubt at times get weary in
well-doing; but just as long as oppression in any way
cries with a loud voice, so those opposed to it must
cry louder still for liberty in all things, for a revoluCedar Rapids, Iowa.
tion is what is needed by us all.
I wish I had a "V" for you to help you in your
trip around the world, but hav not this year. I know
of no one who can do better in writing of what you
will see than you; besides, it will add much to THE
TRUTH SEEKER for all lovers of the truth.
GRANBURY, TEX., March 18, 1881.
True, it will be lonely for your companion in your
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Place me on the fund absence, but I trust there will enough good come
for the trip around the world for five dollars and the out of your trip to fill the want of your presence,
book. Send me notice when you desire to start, and that it will be returned to you both an hundredI will send the money. Yours truly,
F. C. BusH.
fold in the good you may receive.
May the love of truth ever guide you both in all
CoTTONWOOD FALI.S, KAN., March 20, 1881.
things.
Yours,
MARY E. RocKwELL.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Last January I read a notice
·iri THE TRUTH SEEKER that you would send books or
PoRTLAND, March 19, 1881.
pamphlets to any one that would send you a list of
MR. BENNETT: I do not want to hear any more
names. I took advantage of the opportunity. Do about your making a trip around the world. I am
not think that I insert this for my own benefit, but glad that you went to Europe, notwithstanding it
more for the benefit of the cause. Labt year I sent was, in my opinion, an injury to your business. I
for some tracts to spread around, and I know they want you to remain at your post and make THE TRUTH
did good. If you send me anything, send such as SEEKER a live paper, but if you leave your business
will do good to persons that hav little faith in the and go round the world it will be the downfall of
church, but great faith in a God and a devil.
one of the best papers in the wide world.
I approve of your proposed trip around the world,
H. A. LAMB, M.D.
and wish I could help in that great work, but my
[REPLY.-Should we make the projected journey, we
means at present forbid. But if you and I liv until
hav full confidence that TeE TRUTH SEEKER will rethe book is printed, I shall hav it if there is any
main just as good as it is now, and that our absence
way to do so.
will not lead to a downfall of the paper unless our
Last Friday we had a good entertainment. A Mr.
Beaumont and his lady gave us some Spiritualistic patrons become so totally in different as to not send
in the material aid to keep the machinery running.
performances. He showed us how Spiritualists fool
The paper has readers enough to keep it up if those
the people. First he showed the trick, and then explained how it was done.. Spiritualists were scarce who read it will promptly remit when their time expires. If they do not do this it must go down
here before, but I trust they are more so now.
whether we are at home or on the other side of the
Yours in the cause of truth, JosEPH A. HELLETE.
globe.-ED. T. S.]
work go forward_? Our hand-book will be of value
to Liberals everywhere, and will be sold at fifteen
cents per aopy, three for thirty-five cents, or eleven
for a dollar. A church-taxation leaflet at thirty-five
cents per hundred, or $2.75 per thousand, will also
be useful in all parts of our wide domain. Th_en let
the annual and life members of the Iowa Liberal
Leagues be numerously increased- anl?ual,. fifty
cents; life, five dollars. I want to contm~e m the
work in Iowa, but I cannot furnish both time and
money.
E. C. WALKER, Sec. Iowa L. L.

A LITTLE DUST WANTED.
.ST. JoHNs, MICH., March 30, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Some time since you said that
you would like a general expression of opinion as to
your contemplated trip around the world. Well, if
you feel like it and can raise the funds. for one I say
go, for the following reasons: 1. Macdonald will be
able to giv us just as good a paper as you can; 2.
You can write a history, an honest history, of your
trip that will be interesting, and if the heathen in
fact possess virtues equal or superior to Christians,
you will not be afraid to treat them fairly and say so.
And if you should chance to die, probably you may
fall nto the hands of some god who will treat you
better than would the Christians' God. But if you
want to liv a life of sin, murder, rob, cheat, lie, and
steal, you must try to get back before you die, for of
all of the gods, there is not one that will save so mean
a man and damn so good a one as will the Christians' God. If you will come in the eleventh hour
(10 :55 will do) that is all that's wanted. If you go,
of course you will visit the garden where man got
his first start. And I want you to bring me a bag
of dust taken from the same knoll where God got
the dust to make a man. Of course I bavn't much
faith, but if you will furnish the dust, I'll wet the
dust and make a mud man, punch a hole up his nose,
get on my knees and breathe in the hole, and if he becomes a living soul I'll let you know. But if he
comes to life, jumps up, and says his stomach hankers
after apples I'll giv him a bushel and tell him to go
in, and I'll not damn him for eating and satisfying
the cravings of the stomach that I hav made.
Yours truly,
M. BABCOCK.

PLATTSBURGH, N.Y., March 25,1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find one
dollar toward repairing the Paine monument at
New Rochelle. He should hav a better one, and if
every Liberal would donate one dollar the suggestion
made in a late number of your paper could be carried
out. Why not start a dollar s.ubscription fund?
Yours,
W. L. WEVER.

hospitalities of my home without money and without
price. I will assist him all I can, and I think he will
find friends in other towns and cities that will do likewise, and should sickness come upon him he would
not be in a foreign land among strangers who hav
no interest or care for his welfare.
I also inclose my order to D. M. Bennett for two
volumes of Infidel, one abroad and one at home, to
be bound in best morocco, gilt edge.
Yours truly,
A. F. GREEN.
[We return thanks to friend Green for his marked
generosity. While we feel complimented with the
estimate he places upon our personal efforts, we_cannot help thinking that he overrates us. We hav little doubt that THE TRUTH SEEKER will be as well
conducted in our absence as though we were here
We shall not lightly throw aside his opinion or opin
ions, or those of others of our friends, but it is avi- ·
dent that we will not be able to please a
about
making the trip round the world, as a great number
seem very anxious to hav us go, while several people
desire us to remain at home. We will hav to decide
the matter in a few weeks; if sufficient funds are provided we shall f~el it our duty to giv the most satisfaction to the greatest number. We do not know
what better we can do. It the funds are insufficient
we will be very likely to tarry at home, whether the
majority say so or not.-ED. T. S.]
CITY IsLAND, N. Y., March 21, 1881.
MR. D .. M. BENNETT: ~s you invite. an expression
of the wishes ~f Y?ur fnends respectlllg_your tour of
the world~ I will Impr~ve the opport_u~Ity to record
my vote m the negativ. In my opmwn there are
several reasons why you should not undertake such
a journey. Perhaps the first and best reason is, you.
are wanted at home to do the work you are now
doing. Your paper is acknowledged to be the most
able and widely-circulated of all the Liberal papers
published in this country, and its success depends in
a great measure upon its editorial management. As
its editor, you are the "right man iil. the right place."
You do not need to go abroad for matter to fill its
columns. Excellent as your letters from Europe
were, I begrudged the space they occupied in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, because they were not consonant with
the object and aim of the paper.
The mission of your paper is necessarily a combativ
one, and needs a fearless and energetic 'man at the
helm .
Your paper has greatly improved since your return.
You can do a great deal more for the Liberal cause
by remaining at home and editing your paper than
by going abroad.
Again, it seems to me that personal considerations
should hav some weight In deciding the matter.
You are far advanced in the journey of life, you hav
had some rough experience during the last few years,
and the comforts of home and the society of your
many friends should be doubly dear to you and far
outweigh the curiosity to see or the desire to visit
other lands. Then the expense, the discomforts, the
risks of traveling, -are to be considered. Should you
liv to return, the wear and tear of the journey would
abridge a life already full of years and toil.
No; the friends who are prompting you to go abroad
are selfish, I fear, and do not think of the fatigue,
labor, isolation from friends, and other sacrifices such
a journey will impose upon you. No, Mr. Bennett,
remain at home, edit your paper, and thus help on
the cause of mental emancipation.
Truly yours,
C. A. BLEN.

ST. Loms, March 26, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office order
for $15.70-50 cents for two copies of "The BesantHatchard Debate," 20 cents for two back numbers
of your paper (two numbers are missing, and I am
going to hav them bound for future reference, as
the last volume contains the record of the inquisition and punishment of yourself when no crime had
been committed-a disgrace to this nineteenth century), $5 for repairing Paine's monument, hoping
the good Christians of our present day hav so far
progressed that they will not again defaclil it. In
January I wrote you that if you hould take a trip
around the world I would be one of the three hundred to contribute $5 each for the expenses. I now
recede from that promis. After reading the "InfiCENTRAL, s. C., Mar. 15, 1881.
del Abroad" I feel that my library is not complete
FRIEND BENNETT: I see in the last TRUTH SEEKER
without the "Infidel at Home." I therefore send ·that J. M. King, of Pennsylvania, has kindly sent to
you ten dollars, and call upon all who hav proposed you fifty cents for my benefit. Please giv me credit
to giv five dollars to S81ldyou around the ·world to and retain the amount; and if it is not asking too
at once send the money and ask you to take a trip much of you, I would like to express my kind rearound our own country, and giv us a true history gards and high appreciation of the kindness of
of cities, hamlets, and towns, customs, habits, and friend King. I only wish my few friends could
fashions, of our own people; a history of facts such know how thankful I feel for any and all such genas no other man but D. M. Bennett could write. erous favors. For your nable and generous indulWhen I peruse page after page of "An Infidel gence. I am under lasting obligatlons, and at the
FREDERICA, IowA, March 15, 1881.
Abroad," I am filled with ama.zement and wonder how same .time let me not · forget the names of B.
FRIEND BENNETT : How pleasantly I hav spent the such ·an enormous work could hav been accom- Doscher and A. Keller, who hav kindly assisted me
long winter evenings reading the pages of THE TRUTH plished in so short a time, and it is still more aston- in this my time of need.
Fraternally,
SEEKER! Amongst its entertaining qualities are the ishing how his physical and mental nature could
R. M. CASEY.
short articles of your many correspondents. Among bear up under such a tax. I believe, and am free to
them I see the names of Mrs. Anna M. Brooks, of say, that the like has never been accomplished by
ALEDO, ILL., Mar. 20, 1881.
Texas, and Mrs. M. E. Fisher, of Shell Rock, Iowa. any other man.
FRIEND BENNETT : Inclosed please find $4, for which
I will now say to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER you will please send your paper to the parties herein·
I shall never forget the kind favor of Mrs. Fisher in
giving me the loan of THE TRUTH SEEKER, which was that friend Bennett is getting well on in years, and named.
.
the means of my conversion and confirmation in I hav fears t~t so laborious a trip as is talked of
I was just thinking this morning, as I was reading
Materialism, thereby securing a 1mbscriber to your would be too exhaustiv for one of his age. No, we THE TRUTH SEEKER, what a grand thing it would be
paper as long as I can raise the amount to pay for it. cannot spare him; he needs his home and kind ones for you and for the advancement of Liberalism H
I also see my friend Matthew Farrington proposes to to administer to his every-day needs. We also need each of your ·subscribers would send in three or
giv $5.00 for books if ·you stay at home. In order to him here to edit this more than valuable paper, which four new ones. So I started out, and· soon found
checkmate my friend Matthew I inclose $5.00 for the grows better every week under his guidance, and I three that agreed to take it a while on trial.
trip round the world, and hope you will go; if you think any one who read his description of the CapiYours,
W. A. CA.BEEN.
do not I will .hereafter order as to the $5.00. I think tol and an account of the inaugural in THE .TRUTH
• you are entitled to a six months' trip of pleasure H you SEEKER of March 12th will say with me that it is the
AuBURN, .N.Y., March 17, 1881.
can find it in travel, at least after a thirteen months' best description they ever read of Washington or the
MR. EDITOR: The proposition in your last issue in
Capitol of our country. Inhabitants, know thy coun- relation to the new Paine monument-to be erected
imprisonment.
Yours truly,
N. . MooRE.
try.
in Central Park or some othet public grounds in New
SYLvANIA, 0., March 11, 1881.
Now, friends, we hav no man of our age and day York ·city-is a grand and noble one, which ought to
MR. EDITOR: "Better late than never." I wish who can giv us so perfect a history of our own be- receive not only the unanimous approbation of every
sincerely to thank you for your European letters in loved America as can our dear· friend Bennett. And Liberal and Freethinker, but every American citizen,
THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am familiar with mauy travel- now, dear friends and readers of THE 'fRUTH SEEKER, and more especially those acquainted with the
ers, such as Taylor, Miller, etc., but you are the best join with me, send in your five dollars or such money nation's birth, a true knowledge of which must condelineator of places and countries that I ever knew. as you can spare, and let us hav an Infidel at home. vince them of the indispensable services rendered by
Yours truly,
M. JunsoN.
I will welcome him to St. Louis, bestow upon him the that brave and daring apostle of liberty who was the
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first to Utter those startling words," United States of
America." Let not this proposition fail. For its consummation you may depend on my limited assistance
to the amount of $1, at any rate, and more, if necessary to be paid just as soon as the money is needed.
Let ~very one respond according to his ability and
before the close of 1883 we shall hav erected a monument which shall be one of the grandest things ever
done by the advocates and defenders of universal
mental liberty. Then shall the memory of our great
hero take its proper place among the memories of
the heroes of the world
Surely the services and logic of Thomas Paine are
rapidly becoming crystallized in the minds of the
American people. It is that ratio in which we as a·
people learn to form right opinions of ourselvs and
our fellow-men and overcome our prejudices-which
seem to be Infused all through our sensibilities-that
we love to revt're the memory of such champions of
liberty and freedom, thought and action, truth and
justice-he who said, "Where liberty is not is the
country for me."
I hope you may be privileged to publish the approval of thousands of others who will rapidly aid
in contributing to this necessary work.
Yours for the glorious cause,
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
JoHNSoN's CREEK, N.Y., March 20, 1881.
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: The package of books
you sent me are received. I hope to sell them all
and many more, and will do my best to that end. I
should like to get many subscribers for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, for I think it is doing a noble work, and all
Liberals who hav means ought to take it, but they are
few in this section. If every one professing and possessing Liberal ideas were as earnest, persistent, and
self-sacrificing as yourself in seeking and speaking
what they consider the truth, the Freethought papers
would be much better supported and its literature
more extensivly circulated.
We hav been favored again with the presence and
lectures of Mrs. Colby and Mrs. Smith, and it is evident by the largely increased audiences and profound
attention with which they listened to the-most radical utterances that the seeds of truth had taken good
root and would in their time bring forth such fruit
that superstition c.nd errors would hav to find a more
congenial soil.
With earnest wishes for the spread of truth and the
presperity of its dissemination, I remain
Yours truly,
EMMA TAYLOR.
FRANKLIN, IND., March 27, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: This is a beautiful though a rather
lonely day on account of business being suspended,
so I thought I would drop you a few lines. I hav
been omewhat interested in the letters with regard
to the round-the-world trip, though I differ with
most of them.· I don't want you to go. In the first
place, you hav caused me about all the trouble that
I want you to. I spent many almost sleepless nights
over· you when you were in that damned, infernal,
Comstock prison, and you know that a trip round
the world would be attended with many dangers, and
it is no little thing to be uneasy a whole year. I
would like for you to hav the honor and pleasure of
the toll if I could know that you would hav a safe
voyage. But as I can't know that, I will give you
$5 if you won't go, and I will giv you $5 if you do
go, for I want the book.
I inclose $1 to help repair Paine's monument.
Yours truly,
L. R. WEBB.
PIEDRA CANYON, CoL., Jan. 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: After a long silence the spirit
again moves me to speak a word to you through the
friends' columns. And that my communication may
at least put on the semblance of originality, I will
not begin my letter by congratula.tiug you on your
safe arrival at home, or by welcoming you to the
TRUTH SEEKER sanctum once more, but will preface
my effusion by wishing every one of the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER a happy New Year. You may
think me a little late in extending my kind wishes,
but better late than nQver, however, and of one thing
you may rest assured, the wish is sincere. Many of you
are personally known tC!I me through the medium of
the pen, and though I hav never met you face to
face I :feel almost as much attached to you as if I
had always known you personally. Since writing
la~t some changes hav stolen over the spirit of my
dreams. I no longer keep lonely bachelor's hall, but
hav a good Liberal family with me whom I induced
to come out to Colorado to share with me some of
the hardships and privations of frontier me, and tonight if some of you could see me snugly seated at a
table in a commodious and comfortable cabin, surrounded by the latest papers, whilst on one side of the
table a young lady sits and sews, and two bipeds of
the male persuasion play cribbage on one end of the
table, you would not thinlr frontier life so very bad
after all. But this is not what I started out to write
about, but a very different matter. I ha.v recently had
some very tough arguments with friends, intelligent,
Liberal, and otherwise, in reference to the effects of
the moon on this mundane sphere, and I find the
odds greatly against me; indeed, the great majority
may be said to be moonstruck. For my part I never
saw any use for the moon except for moonlight strolls
with your girl or a sleigh or buggy ride by your
Maagie's.side. I am not much of a planter, but the

little Ibav done in that line, I hav planted the seed
in the earth and not in the moon; and not-withstanding my Dutch grandfathers' assurances to the
contrary, the turnips sown on the light of the moon
hav not invariably gone to top, and so far as my
observations extend I hav failed to discover that the
weather always changes with the moon, and if I am
not mistaken, the leading scientists of the age are
as skeptical on the rrioon question as myself. Indeed
I remember reading, not many months since, a very
able article from some scientist on this subject, in
which he had the temerity to differ with the great
majority in reference to the supposed influence of
luna on this planet. He even went so far as to deny
the moon's agency in producing the rising and falling tide. I am just ae ready to discard this popular
belief as I was revelation, the inspiration of the
Bible, or other erroneous beliefs, but I find myself
outnumbered in this contest, and without authorities
to assist me _in my fights against a moonsrtuck public I must go to the wall. Will some kind ~Eiend or
friends giv me an opinion on the moon subject and
quote some authorities on the subject? Indeed, if the
idea that Proctor's old dead planet exercises a perceptible influence
our earth is a delusion, then
let's hav light on this as well as other exploded theories .. Yours for more and better moonlight.
J. ALLEN EvANS.

on

BooNTON, N. J., March 14, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5.25, which
is for best frame and cabinet size picture of Col. Ingersoll, and the remainder to the fund for repairing
Thomas Paine's monument.
Having read your notice in the last TRUTH SEEKER
of the pictures of the Colonel, I concluded that nothing could adorn the walls of my home more than
the likeness of Col. R. G. Ingersoll. And to what
should we contribute a little more willingly than to
the fund for repairing Paine's monument? I do not
believe a man ever .lived who deserves a pla<Je in our
memory and the lasting gratitude of all mankind
more than Thomas Paine. And if every Liberal in
the United States were to giv but one dime each, the
work would soon be accomplished.
·
.
Fraternally yours,
PHILIP WoOTTON.
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on $200. Who will be the one to bless him, and
themselvs doubly so, by giving it? And also to send
not only 10 cents, but $1.00 each, to Bro. Tuttle for a
copy of the paper that he published 30 years ago,
I once heard Mrs. Dr. Hallock say that she never
gave to a poor person but what she felt to apologize
to them; that if justice were meted out there would
be no occasion for it. There are exceptions, we
know, but there is much truth in her statement.
Pages 138 and 139 are replete with choice articles;
and" Letters from Friends" are unusually good. I feel
that it is just the copy to educate the people and
particularly adapted to ministers. Please send one
of that number to Elder Fen, Elder Jones, Lawyer
Alesworth,S. S. Morgan, Leigh Hunt, Wm. T. Frenham, Myron A. McKee, Elder Kingsberg, and Deacon
Phillips, all- of this place.
Inclosed find $1.00 for the same, and postage due
you on books.
Accept kindest wishes and extend the same to dear
Mary.
Yours,
RuTH W. BR~GGB.
TRADING PosT, INN Co., KAN., FEB. 22, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I am glad to see your paper so much
improved. The new dress is becoming; she wears it
with such ease and grace that in fact she has become an indispensable appendage in our humble
home. It is the cheapest paper among ten thousand
and the one altogether lovely. On its bright pages
are found many sparkling gems of thought and grand
and lucid reasonings that would convert the world
and turn them from the error of their ways to embrace pure and undefiled Liberalism if all could be
induced to read and exercise their reasoning faculties
fl!>r themselvs instead of paying some ignoramus to
think for them.
Mr. Bennett, among the many things I would wish
to say is, many thanks to you for continuing our
paper alter our time had expired, for I hav been very
sick this winter. Since I hav been able to sit up and
read you cannot imagin how eagerly I looked for the
weekly visits of your soul-cheering paper.
Your letters from Europe havbeen a source of much
pleasure and profit to the many readers of your paper.
I hope you will make the trip around the world and
giv us a description of all the old cathedrals and
castles and -pyramids and monasteries. Visit a.ll of
the sacred and holy places. Please don't forget the
tomb of Adam and the inscripti@n on his tombstone;
likewise the resting-place of Noah and Moses and the
sepulcher wherein Christ descended into hell. Don't
forget while on your way to Sodom to search diligently for Lot's wife. If you could find Mrs. Lot
and claim her by right of discovery and import her
to your home in New York, would not she be a
bonanza though? Hundreds of thousands of believers in the divine inspiration of the old Jewish
fables would call at your office and pay a dollar for
the privilege -of seeing and admiring the beautiful
female specimen that Jehovah miraculously preserved just to demonstrate the fact that the potter
has power over the clay. There are many other
ancient relics, which, if you can gain possession of
them, your fortune ia assured.
If you go around the world I hope you will enjoy
yourself and take your time, for we wish you a long
life and a happy one.
Inclosed find $3, which will help to keep the machine moving and frighten the wolf away from the
sanctum sanctorum from whence W'e obtain our
weekly supply of mental pabulum to cheer us on
and make us strong in the ways of truth and liberty. Long may THE TRUTH SEEKER liv and flourish;
may its seething influence pervade every mind within
ttr'e limits of eivilized society; may it improve in the
future as in the past. More cannot be expected or
desired. ·Maf the number of its grand and brilliant
contributors never be less. May its editor and all
connected with the management thereof never grow
old, and may Elmina, T. C. Lee, Eugene, and all the
sanctified host never feel the want of friends. Amen.
N. 0. LANE.

LoGAN, IowA, Feb. 14, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: So long as. THE TRUTH SEEKER has
as good and interesting writers as hav filled its pages
during the past two years, I am sure to want it continued. The discussions just now are quite entertaining reading, as we hav both sides in the same
paper, very convenient for comparison. And then it
is very satisfactory to a true Liberal, when the
pimps of orthodoxy aim to say hard things about
the Infidel TRUTH SEEKER, to be able to show them
that the very best of their writers and defenders hav
full swing, so to speak, in its pages. If neither Mr.
Hatchard, of London, nor Mr. Mair, in the current
discussions, succeed in leading us captiv to their
pretended system of faith in a God-nothing or Nothing-god, we ought to feel quite safe from danger of
falling in to the old ruts of superstition and error, for
both of them seem to be well learned in the works
of antiquity, and amply supplied with that which is
most needed to support modern Christianity; to wit,
boldness and audacity of assumption and presumption, claiming to hav knowledge, to know this and
to know that, but always and ever failing to giv us
proof at those points where proof is most needed, and
still going on and on with a continued rehearsal of
the same old, old claim of having knowledge. Mr.
Mair says, "Christianity, on the contrary, to those
who receive it, brings the only thing that can rest
the conscienc nd bring peace and assurance to the
heart-knowledge." Thus they always talk to us of
knowledge, but ever fail to produce it. Having years
ago experienced perhaps as much of this "peace and
assurance "as the majority who "receive it," I hasten
to· assure Mr. Mair, according to his closing anecdote of the woman and Masonry, that I think I was
ignorantly lying then, just as he is. now in such assertions as the above; for when it comes to knowledge,
TRucKEE, CAL., March 12, 1881.
that is just where they fail.
Kindly yours,
.
MR.
EDITOR:
A
pious
brother has recently discovD. W.B.
ered the cause of the floods in California. Thinking
it might be of interest to your readers, I inclose
WEST WINFIELD, N. Y., March 3, 1881.
the " clipping" for publication. Cordially yours,
FRIEND BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 26th
E. G. CoRY.
has more than its share of good reading. Mrs.
"THE
FLOODS
A
DIVINE
JUDGMENT.
Besant's summing up of the debate between A.
" A writer of the San Francisco Pacific Methodist
Hatchard and herself shows that ability and intellect is vouchsafed to woman as well as man ; that has ascertained to his own entire satisfaction that
the disastrous floods which hav recently occasioned
sex does not decide status of mind.
"Ingersoll Interviewed" is just grand. "Alamon- so much loss and suffering in different parts of the
tada" can only be appreciated by people who hav country ha.v beeri sent upon us as a divine judgment
suffered and are aspiring spiritually. "Liberal Big- for giving so kind a reception to Ingergoll . and
otry" is most excellent. What a pity there are not Bernhardt, who are for good and sufficient reasons
more of the writer's opinion. Practically, C. S. Row- supposed to be greatly out of favor with the celesley is doing good. I am of his mind that there is tial powers. Mr. Smith, after describing the melannot a paper published which is the compeer of THE choly condition of things in his district-' business
TRUTH SEEKER. Thanks to George W. Morehouse for stagnant, merchants idle, churches closed, gloom
the resolutions· that were adopted at the First Meth- everywhere '-says: 'And now comes the news that
odist Episcopal church of Syracuse, and his appro~ New Orleans is flooded, and Sacramento under the
waters too. We hav waxed fat and kicked, and uow
priate remarks thereon.
The repairing of Paine's monument Is a most the goad must be used. When Sara Bernhardt draws
worthy object, yet that better be neglected than that a. $4,000 house in so small a city as Atlanta, Ga., and
our excellent brothers, Jeremiah Hacker, Daniel Tut- Bob Ingersoll i!! heard with delight in so many large
tle, and others who hav stemmed the tide of preju- and small towns, is it any wonder that chastisment
dice and opposition in the past, should want for the falls?' Brother Smith does not enter upon the incomforts of life. I think it has been stated that quiry, Why is it that the cities which hav been the
Bro. Hacker and wife could be comfortable for life chief offenders are spared ?"

IJ.'BE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 9, 1881.
KtDDER'S

BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

SECRETS Of 8f E-KE EPING,

Brave spirit, fronting life and death,
With soul serene and high;
No clouds of fear within thy mind,
Disdaining false reply;
Ready to take the life that is,
And its deep secret find;
The secret that pure knowledge .:ive,
Not fancy unconfined.
Thou scornest death, yet calm death giva
New glory to thy life;
Makes it no shadow, but a fire,
With hope's warm splendor rife;
Not that thou livest in new sphere,
But that thy truth abides,
And every bon est act fiows on
In this world's deathless tides.
The wide soul of the race takes up
The fiame within thy breast;
'Tis not extinguished in the dust;
It thrills us at its best;
No strain is lost, the music still
Sweeps on inhuman weal;
Thy grave is but tbe viewless key
When a new throb we feel.

I'm Going to Roam the Woods.
BY J. R. MONROE.
I'm going to roam tbe woods to-day
For wild flowers for my deary;
I want her brow to lOOk more gay,
Her bonnie eye more oheery.
She wears a sad and anxious air
As if her heart were pining;
Therefore wild pinks and rQses rare
In golden ringlets twining
Will giv her saddened face more cheer,
Her bonnie eye will brighten,
And thrilling whispers in her ear
Her heavy heart may lighten.
With spirit fingers will I twine
Fresh rose-buds in her tresses,
With spirit voice breathe loves of mine,
Which soul-communion blesses,
And thus with mystic spirit power
(The brooking distance illy),
I'll thrill with love my passion-flower,
I'll cheer my drooping lily.
She is my cedar on the mount,
Itly lily in the valley,
My dove-eyed fawn beside the fount,
The sprite with which I sally
On spirit wings forth into dreams
(When night fiings down her curtain)
Into that death with life that seems
Half real, dim, uncertain.
But now for her, withfleur-de-luce,
With spirit-woven story,
With garlands spirit-formed for use,
I'll deck her brow in glory.

BY K. P •. KIDDER.

cu~t"J~~aanlf:.C:~nr:~~~~~~e'iri~~~n'iftl",~m,:',:t~~~~ ~Ts~

ELMINA

toribt~d'i~~";\~ ~~;, Bees in swarming

Prevention of Conception
In March number of

without being stung, what are tlf:e bestklndsof hlv~s, and
In short everything about keeplni' and makln& money
from Bees.
With this book and an outlay of a few dollars any one
llvln&" In the country can add very materially te their In- 6 6
come with hardly any tro~~~by D. M. BENNETT
141 Eighth st., New York.

"I go in splendor, I go~ tears,
My lord disdaineth to soothe my fears;
His brave heart burneth, his steps are fleet,
To kiss the ground at the monarch·~ feet
Whose diadem glistens with pearls and gold,
I die eftsoons in hie serpent fold I
"These perfumed flowers no grief h&v known,
They deepen my sighs to a sobbing moan;
Bring funeral roses and robes of doole,
·
The night wind whispereth faint and cool;
A. flashing crown, will it soothe my blood
Or ease my brow in its tortured mood?"
"Bring her, ye slaves, for I see her stand,
As spirits weep on a far.oJfstrand;
Her throbbing boBOm heaves for me
Tho scented sigh of the champao tree;
Her dark eye hld"teh its tale of love,
With the downcast pride of a snowy dove.
" She strayeth silent, she weepeth lone,
But I will a wake her with music's tone;
15he lieth mute by the waters cool,
Her beauty shrouded in robes of doole.
Haste, idle slaves, or my heart will break,
I faint and famish for her sweet sake."

For Religion's Sake.
liY OLD VIRG!NIA.

"No God but one I" For thi~ the sage
The poison cup must drain;
"More worlds than one!" and Bruno dies
A martyr in the flame.
Learned Theron's daughter's gifted queen,
Of love by sage~ taught,
The victim of religious fiends,
As classic halle she sought.
Vanini, brave Italian, saw
And knew no Hebrew God.
Unfiinohing to the stake was bound,
And proudly scorned the rod.
The torture, Galileo's fate,
Who made an eye for heaven,
And Campanella doth await
The torture two times seven.
Servetusin the snare was caur;ht
By demon Calvin set,
And slowly roasting hour by hour,
• "In fire his white face set."
..lnd more than these 'twere long to tell
How in religion's name there fell
The best, the noblest sons of earth,
Before and linoe KeHiah'• birth.
,.,~,ry.

g~~d~~~u~,;g~;::~ey~ft~~t~:n e~'W,·~u:hJ::;,~hr~:t "l~J::f

The book Is unanswerable In Fts facts and logic, lnlmltablo
In Its style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and

Edited by her and

patboa.

Dr. SARA B. UHASE.
Also the continuation of

FEWER CHILDREN
AND BETTER.-''
15 cents per copy; 1.150 a year.
BAM. H. PRESTON, BuslneBB Manager,
:109 West S4th st., New York.

"The Geds and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods,'' u Huml)oldt," "Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality," 11 Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, J1.25; paper, 50 cents.

What 50 Cents Will Do!

Reliable references glven. send stamp for circular.
Say In what i':fd~~~~u saw 6~~~~~~r_r~•gg~iNGS,
StlS
Smithville, Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

LECTURES.

Evoi.UTION'"" MAN, and Ta~ SClENTlFlC MAN. Prepaid by
A. K. BUTTS, lS Dey st., New York.
1ot1~
8

SEND TWO DOLLARS ~?Ji:b frljP5~

The American Cyclopedia

"Wbat Must We Do to be Saved?"
"Interpolations are the foundation atones of every or.
thodox church." Thoroughly revised and corrected bJ
the author. Price, 25 cents.

tho~~~d~~~~:~,,P~nRrefha:e~t~:.Co J~ct~r~;o~lfiTto~n APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 850 pages. (6 1-2 x
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
Laws" (Sunday and Temperance Laws), which he woul3:
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
9 7-8 inches.) Publisher's price, $5, $~. and $7. Our
like to deliver IJefore audiences of Freethinkers.
Address
JOHN GEORGE HERTWIG.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly facked and boxed
price, prepaid, $2.
16 South Third street, St. Louis, Mo.
St15
ready for ahlpment. Every admirer 0 thll great Apostle
.ASA. K. BlJTTS,
of Liberty shonld hav at least one.
13 Dey st., New York.
10tl2
Correspondt"nce.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the foJ.
rl~la~ln'fl~f:.~"n~o Jg~~esg~~ds:i'J~~r~~dl~f"lf~~& u~~';'~
lowing prices:
40 cents
SEEKER need answer. Address
EVANGELINE,
~'ggt':,ri~; :r~'J:es!ze • • • • •
• 20 ..
4t15
This olllce.
A BOOK FOR THE
Life-size Llthogrnph,.21x27
•
50
Postage paid.
Moral Culture and Religious En·
Correspondence
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New YorJt.
ll;;htenment of Youth.
Correspondence Ia solicited with middle-aged, femne·
~':1.:\n~~~~~~~?x ladles having at least
~~~~~~ and
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M.
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY'S
5t14
Ashland Center, Neway11o Co., Mich.

YOUlH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

'b'lfJX

Price, $1.50.

Address

Improved Redemption,

D. M. BENNETT,141Elghthstreet,N. Y.

Correspondence Wanted.

PICTURES

The Only Gray Hair Restoratlv
ge:f(~~';rf~~~y;~~~n~~ae~~~e• e~~f~...oi!h*~~!:With BEAUTIFUL
4t1S
Philadelphia P. 0.
ln the Market Without Lead,
OF
Col. R. G. ln&:"e),'soll, D. M. Bennett
Silver, er Sulphur.
.A.n Egg She La:rs, then Cackles
and Oth<'l
It Is warranted to restore the grayest hair Ia three daYS

in

Prais~.

Blakeman's Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or
Egg-developing Recipe, wlll be seo.t to any address for $1.
send money with order tn well-sealed, opaque envelope,
or by post-office money order. Address
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
Circleville, 0.
[N. B.-Biakeman Is an old school-day friend of onrs, and
perfectly rellable.-En. T. S.] ·

Read, Think, and Believe ! !

THE LITTLE GIANT

POCKET SCALES.

.Rtinted in Oil Colors by aid of Photographs, on Convex Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as Durable.
0
nJ~~~t, ~~d~~egsngfea&~~~~~·g~ ~~a~ Egtf, ~r P:ri~~M t?:~
0
8
~~n~o1~~~~n~;~~~Y~~ e~~. ~:~~~~ eP~r~~fi~'t~g:~~l~~~~

to its original color. It stops the hair from faUlng, and
makes it grow. Cures all scalp diseases, numbneBB, etc.
Large packages, that w!ll last you one year, euJO, the
powders to make eighteen ounces, post-paid to any ad.
dreBB on receipt of $1.00. Send for circular. There Ia no
tronblt er expense In maklag. AddreBB
MRS. ANNA CONNELLY,
41 Bond street, New York.

Bennett's, can hav them painted at the low price (to IntroN. B.-This preparation w!ll change red or sandy hair to
duce them) of, Imperial size, $2; card, $1.50. Beautiful a beantl1nl brown, and no detection of art; wiD make It
frames, each 50 cents.
look perfectly natural. Has the same effect on the eye.
All sent by mall. .Address this ofilce.
brows; will make them dark and hesyy. One application
w1ll convince you.
Smo

PLAIN HOME TALK,

VONSULT

EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

Som.eth:in&: tor Everybody.

BY ALHAZA.

sofi'l!:Sb~:d~~n~~~ ~~: !~~~~{~~~f.~hn~~ 1~:\~~u~~f~n 1

••The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
CoNTENT~.-" The Ghosts," .. Liberty of Man, Woman,
By My Medical Cempound and
flltn~~!!~·:: ~p~=~~r::i~~n°c1~~~~i~~~~~~~~e,;~tF~J~\~~
Rubber Elastic Appliance
C BUYS 50 SCIENTIFIC LECTURES by Huxley, Tyn· fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
in 30
ays.
50 dall, Proctor, and others, with aampl~ copies of THE cei/~bt volumes beund In one, price, paper, euJO.
11
lltf

Bathsheba's Toilet for the Harem. The Greatest InTention of the A~:e.
"Twine my dark hair with jewels to-night,
To glow and gleam 'neath the witching light;
Bring Persian tissues all pale and sweet
With the waxen hue of a winding-sheet,
Lighted with gems like the dews of spring,
To ravish the bosom of Israel's king.

This volume Is printed on toned paper,.ln clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In musl1n, containing :ll5
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
that'subject. 1~1e pamphlets that hav been surreptitiously
IBBued are Incorrect, filled with mistakes, aud uonslst of

The Physiologist,

time, how to tell a

~g~d t~'JrJfcle ~~'!r:s, ~~~e[o B;~st~~wh~!~~S::tr::~~

Ruptures Vured

"Some Mistakes of Moses."

says on the

tory of tho Bee from the earliest period of the world down
1

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

See Wlmt

To a Dead Infidel.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

~Ill
..
=

This book Is a plain talk abont the human system, the
A new invention of rare merit, which mnot not be
classed with the cheap. miserable affairs that are now
fioodlng the country. '"THE LITTLE GIANT POCKET habits of men and women, the causes and preTention of
SCALE" is a neat and useful article, which, in time, will dll!lease, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med·
throw aU the old fogy scales and balances Into the shade. leal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
0
'6~i!r;ll~lf,M~C.."n't~~~~t~~ c're~ngJ ~~~~ltow~~\~.rn'.nt'&~~ of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
will glv the best satisfaction wherever Introduced. For
beauty and workmanship they take the lead. Heavily women to each other, society, love, marriage. parentage,
plated with nickel silver, they cannot tarnlah or rust. etc. Embellished with two hnndred Illustrations. Price,
These scales are so small and portable that they can be
D. jJI, BENNETT,
easily carried In the vest pocket, and occnples no more $1.50. Sold by
141 Eighth Ytreet, New York.
~~:;;t~~:.~~~a~ln°~~:~!~[eWtfhh~r~i~~~s u~~e~~~
last a lifetime without &ettlng out of order, as they are
built upon an entirely new principle, w lllch the Inventor

.~

leading American sportsmen to be superior to any scale
heretofore Imported from Europe, anil they should be
seen to be appreciated. Just the thing for Sportsmen,
Trappers, Hunters, .Agents, Travelers, and Family nse; 1n
fact Something for J:i:verybody." No dealer in the world
caa glv you a scale equal to the "LITTLE GIANT" for
ftve times the price asl<ed. The pattern Is neatly constrncted and finely finished. Every scale we send out Is In
perfect order, and is warranted so or money refunded
every time. Satisfaction guaranteed In every case. These
SCALES are no .. CATCHPENNY" affair, bnt someth1~ both
goo<fand useful to every person In the Land.

~fte'ci't.~n:& e~~'ii.n'"e":~~~J:I~~u~g,~s:l~~e c':!Ji~te /~~~'r~~f
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AGENTS W.!N'l'ED

JUDAISM. CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDAhiSM
Exam£ned H£stor£cally and Or£tically.

,;
1111
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A regularly educated and legallfc quallfted physician, and

th~,:~:~&ufci'=~l ~~H':l!~t 8'k~g1J{8~:nd SEXUAL
DISEASES, BPERMATORRHffiA, and IMPOTENCY, as
the resnlt of self.abuse In youth, eexual excess In maturer
1

~:;~I'N:~tfi~~~,.~~:, i~~~~~~~~~s~fe'r;':?r·le~~:~

Confusion of Ideas, LoBB of Sexual Power, etc., etc., rendering marriage Improper or unhappl, are thoroughly and

It is thought to be the
f~~J'~.,O~~~ c~f:tt ~U"g,.!!Jg;tn':be~~~caJJ~~v':;~?~1J
which he has 80 far presci"lbed for this baneful complaint
all Its stages without a failure to cure In a single case,
Most Damaging Exhibit of Chris• In
and some of them were In a terribly shattered condltlori ;
tianity that bas Appeared.
had been In the Insane asylums, many had Falling Sick·
nell&-Fits; others upon the verfl{ of consumption; while
BY D. M. BENNE'fT.
~~;~ :re~se~~~- become foolls and hardly able to take

Everywhere to sell these SCALES In all sections of the
country, as you will find them the fastest-selling article on
record. "BIG DIS(!OUNTS" are ofiered to Mgents, dealers,
and t.he trade. Our motto is," Liv and Let Llv," u Quick tfP
Sales and Small Profits." Circulars, terms, and full partie..
ulars sent free to any addreBB. One sample ScALE, put up
in a neat case, sent by mall to any address on receipt of
!SO cents. (3-cent postage stamps taken, or you can l!lend a
ONE DOLLAR BILL and We wills end three SCALES.)
.Address all Orders to
C. B. THOMPSON.
Sole Manufacturer,
1y1S
Brld&-ewater, Conn.

Price, $1.50.

500 large pages.

1

ByphWs posltlvly cnred and entirely eradicated from the
VJstem. G<>norrhrea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Rupture),

0
•66 Afree.
WEEK ln your own t<>wn. Terms and $5ontfit :i"J·d~~~~!~~~ ~~~~:~'::'~~';:, 'i~ e~~r~~~·(or delay of
H. Hallett & Co .. Portland, Me.

AN ·INFIDEL ABROAD

the ftrst menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstrna·
t!on), Chloros!B (or green slckneBB), Leucorrhcea (or
whites), Prolapsns Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal succeBB, as the following will show:
"'DBAK Dot"ToR: If the kind thonght ·shafts I dally send
r,ou are received, I will not need to tell you that lam feeJ .

.A. Series of Letters written Dur- ~~~~Wser lfra~:~;y"~I~3 [~g';ra~~~u~\Ptfci'~~\ g::J~t;~~
0
w¥~eaa~~::w:,~e~?~r~~ufn~IeaJY.£l~i~~~ ~f !~[:;;~e, o.
ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
Ia only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
CHRONIC DISEASES,
by the Doctor from sntrerlng women whose diseases pe•
in Europe.
en liar to their sex hav made their lives 80 miserable, and
Embracing those of the blood and Nei"Tes, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseaaea of Women and the various cause!,
physical and social, leadlnito them are -F~ treated

tr..

~J ~t'h"f~Xl ~<>&:t'irt~ li~Nl§~:earl 1,oooEt!:lt~·200
lllnstratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 iexlngton ave.,
1
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BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and hi• medical pnbllcatlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti.

~~:~. arh~ft:ar. -:- ~a':.ll ,:n~:¥.~~¥,~~tt~~~knn;;,le~~8
1

1

motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing and lmprovlnghlsfellow-belngs byglvlngsuch Information as Is
well calculated to enable them tolJe more healthy, more ,
happy, and to be better and more useful men and womeiL

~~r~~~~~-:i3~t"o¥g~~1~~trhe~~~fg'l:'~;~~~~~dt~~~!i~~

of families, who to.day stand ready to besrwllllng test!mony to thii!P"eat beneftt they hav derived from the phls~or;:~.~.ygten!c, and moral lessons which he has ao a ly
Wnrchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at l!bert:r_j;o
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or b( mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by ma!EJ'ostaw

BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages~
Price, $1.50

Proving conclusivly that

THE STORY OF JE'"'US
CHR[QT,
0
~

Hi111 Birth, Life, 'J"rial, Execu·
tlon, etc., is R m-.rtb.

"
For sale at this o.ll!ce

we- THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

~~· onJyJMiRf~nffr:'ft ~8~Lf~'ifmt'toJ/ANt,

T129 East 28th st., New York.

MACHINERY.

~.l#I!IC\ ell Power l're1ee1..
.PtW(~ Dw. •

Vlll W1!1"11: of llll Jr:bHia,
BJJ<NialfW.

IE. 8. 8TIMP80N1 81...,_-..:a.t.
_.,_
to 'I'
*20 :PJ:B
DAY at home. BamplH Wortlll f11
'ffV
free. illluoa & Co.. Portland, Me.

A GREAT DOCTOR.

tb~e~Vm~~;~~J.?~=~:.rm&:~g~~~t't:"e":J:'7e~~~

"There Is perhaps no art tbat can claim the attention of
the hnman mind of more Importance than alleviating human sutrerlng, stopping tbe progreBB of dlaease, and thus
extending the period of human life. And I know of no

"Antichrist:"

Pr!co, f2,00,

who receive so little sympathy from members of their

own honseholdl.

BIBLE.

B~~~~~~i~W~~e~':,~c~~~.\Va!~.t~~ J:a!iVsc:u~~~~!st~"!;~~

~M~rz's!l'! s~~~~\';, g~;:,e~.~e;~~~ ~o~~~?~~W!7tif~Y;
R~0:d0ci'i a 't~d8J.~~wk~dn:ct,\i~eat;~a~/~~~~~wb:i:'.:l{o".i

when all other means fauea'. Try him, by all means1 11
you are afflicted with any of the maladies Incident to tnls
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for thv benefit of
sutrer!ng humanity."

cff: nl\?Th'k'tl!lo~?1&'k{$rJ"lJYn~C'tl<J ~~T'll~ ~~Pr,l•

known~
f:';~~:rcgfest~~~~. ~\:.''FA'iv~~~'l\'ou1J~'i£'lfR~~~e~l::=

forth " new and sclent!llc method (never before

on Spermatorrhrea • and Impotency, /flv!ng the cause,

X.o ~~~s~~~ the
Treating upon the Gods of the Se- E'£~~:8"R~:::!d~:peolf.:~"n~t"~goC,.':::e,
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mitic Nations, Including Allah,
1
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TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.

Thirty-two In number, of two pages each. These are
To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, show!ng"tlmt book to terse and plth~d well calcnlated tor:Jenera! and. ckeaf.
be a very Inferior production tor a. first-class l:l<>d.
~g:~~~Jl:r. per~'fio~J.or the set; eta., p;~r l!undre •

BY D. M. BENNETT.

l!llllal"fl"e poges. P.oper coven, 60 cents: cloth, ,1.00.
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A WEEK t12ada at home easily made.
outftt free. True Co., A11i'11sta. Ms.lne.
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..-_r:aE TRUTH SEEKER, .APRIL 9!1 1881.

WILLIAM WILSON,
!tfedtcal Electrician, Inventor of the "Wilson Ia," and Lecture~·
Electrical Therapeutics, .\.other of "The Trial of Ued·
lclne," "The Lan;-na~:e of ~bease," "Med
leal Fallacies," etc;, etc.

Therefore Take Medici:n and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Gar·
ments and Liv.
on

4Gii FULTON §'I'REET, BROOKLTN, NEW YORK.

hardll: any dleeaoe In which the "WILSONIA" GA:rt.
MENrS could not be app!ed wltli great benefit.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM.
.
MINE:l<T DEATH.
DEAR SlR; Some two weeks since I read in the Brooklyn
New& a reporter's item noting a remarkable result from an
application of your"' WILSONIA" garments in the caae 8
of suppressed scarlet fever. HaVJng known of a caae
where a youn~ man threatened with pneumonia was re~lly
cured in forty-eight hours by putting on your nerve and
lung invigorator and the four other appliances which go
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
and see 1f any allowance must be made for t11e reporter's
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six.,ear-old grand.
daughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbta street and I
co~lled upon h~m reg~rding it. He said the reporter'~ item
was substantially correct. He said his famlly physician
Dr. Moffat, the homeop1_1.thist .. acted as every human~
ghyslcian does when, havmg no hope of recovery himself

LIVING WITNESSES.
The followin~ words of com{nendatlon and appeal from

~}\~£f~'b~f1:~~1i~~E~¥J~~\1le bn~~~~e~g~fV~l~t~~r~f ~!~~
special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
most complicated torms of disease, some, or all of them,

.May be Oon8ulted IJaily from 10 A.M. to 8 PM., Free of Charge.

239

beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknoWledged by
the foremost among our physicians, to whom some of our
legtslaturea hav conferred exc1\!siv privllet:ei for drue:glug,
curio~:, or killlnii:

MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA'
BROoKLYN, N.Y., March 11, 1R81.
Some time during the month of September, 1880. I was
through the representations of Mr.Wilson, inven- ~~st\~ 8 t~:l:ig ~~1Jn~~ ~~~ ~~~~o~s,t~a'i ~h~~~~flSJl~{&~
luYalids. The rtlost Marvelous lnvcntion in the World. induced,
ldlportanl.
tor and proprietor of the "WILSONIA," to apply the garments wou!d not .mterfere with his nledtcins, Mr. Col.
goods to my father, 63 years of age, who was sufferi.ng from li<!r extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two
11
belts which he took off l~is o!Vn person;and applied
THE "WILSONIA" l\UGNETIC CLOTHING
R~~ti~;~e~~i;~~ ~~'tl~it ~i~~~e~~~~~~:~!~1 g;raY~:fs'~~i~ leg
them as best he could upon h1s dymggranddaughter. In
1
about two hours from ~he time he put tbem on the doctor
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~:~~~S~\rt\\~ oh:!f~~:it ~~rf~~h:~\iScg~:eetta~~~ {J~ ;; •ailed,
and on exaruinmg the child, remarked that a gentle
Y01:k, I induced him to return to Brooklyn .with me, perspiration
had come on, and warmly congratulated the
The oteam engln and electric telcgrnph are as nothing compared with th• wonder-working nature of the {~g~~~ t::v~~0l~::~r1 ~r~~~I~~s-:~% ~~nf~fi~ii.ias~ft'i~1~ r:~~ family and friends on the result. I found in this case as I
flhould
doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded, in the find,
uWILSONIA.." Under its influence disease ca.n hal' no place ln our nature.
family. touching their family physician; a reluc.

Consulting PhysiciaiJ, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.

tg

1

~t:~i~ ~~rlc~~1~~~~~r~g: ~~~~c~~ri~~s~es~i~ae~~~;t':,~~~a ~~~c;d~lrif;~~~J~-;nr:g;~N~fe~id!~e ~: th~e~~U'r~haf ;::
cars. During the journey my father said he was positlv

1'h• Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
Rheumatic patient!! a1·e ·perfectly restored.
Varico!!e veins disappear as if by magic.
Fever cannot be where the" WILSONIA" is worn.
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are
thousand.
CITIZiiNS OF AMERICA I

however, tllat those most interested con~idered
he could nut reacfi Brooklyn alive-which to me was a satisfied,
thatT the,~~:~.ving of the little patient was due to the·~~ WIL~
double source of anxiety.
SUNIA, and lam con!tralned here to a~t upon the con.
0
in T~l~c s~~Wfl~ONI~;,ourJ'l~!~ri~\l~ly ~;th;g~~rie ~~ ~a~g vlctlon that duty to the great public dem•u<ls that thlo
a.CkJ?-owledgmeut be publicly given.
of knowina: what 1Jr Motfat himself would say
tt!C::1t~~~n ~~ 3 i~~b~~~t~~u~i ~;n~~ff ~~J~Tttti~~~o~~~ oflJesirous
the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged in.
without any assistance whatever. Be continued to ird.in, ten·iew.
Among other thi~gs he said;" The patient was 1n
and on the ninth day returned home, using only cars and a precarious
condition. Vf e could not bring on dlaphora ..
bein~ cured by the boats to get there. After beinK: away from here about two !5is, hut a gentle
perspiratiOn set in after the goods bad
weeks he wrote me that he was walking every day as usual been upon her two
and she continued to lirow bet~
and on difl'erent occasions had walked from three to four ter gradually as long_hours,
as they were on her." Very ntl.turally
miles in a day, just to te.st hi1 ability. He had also sutrr>red he put in some savmg
clauses for the reputation and d~
from hernia for the pa.st twenty years, and just prior to his nity of the faculty. "There
was," he said "no phenome.
comin~ to this city he was placed under the influence of
~al change," and he "would want to eee the same resul~
If you loTe :r•nr conn.try and the we !tare of the human race, make youroeln acquainted at once with WILLIAM
1
1
11
m rep~at~d ca.se8 before he could declare in ita favor unrc~~~~~n~~e~~f~n 6 ~er}~~~~~ oi;~;! £fo~~twEPl~, ;~~~; scrvcaly.
wiLSON'S Marveloul Invention. Inquiry will coot you nothing.
•
It
occurred
to
me,
Mr. WILbON, when here.
Our depots are open free tor inspc ctlon to aU classes of aociety. Physicians and Sci entiat& a.re speciaJlylnTited to careful consideration, t£ey <leemed unadvisable. Siuce he
about such a wonderful result, that" there was no
lno[>ect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they will, on appllc&tlon to me, be referred to TJlREE THOUSAND hae been wearing the'' "\VILSO~IA" I hav heard no ref- m1,rked
phenomenal
change,"
he
paid
about
o.s high compliment to
erences made to this·trouble.
T. D1tr. TRUAX,
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.
.. \VILSONlA" system as could well be clTen, and be ..
376 Dean street •. t.he
he ving, yes, knowing as well as I do that mothers and
nurses everywher6 should be made acquuintad with the
INVALIDS OF AMERICA!
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
fact tllat In the "WILSONIA" AIAGOI.b:TIC GAHMENTS
Nota. Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by the they llav a. sure reliance m those frequently recurring and
0
0
if not brokeD: up, fatal cases of suppros~ed fever. I a~ in..
rfti:~~~~ Itts8~fl~c:~63~ ~hJlli~ h~tsh~lli~1~t~1y ~:r~~tu~~ duccd to write you tbla. You may make what uec o! tt
of catarrh, as well as kept me from taking cold, to wlliclll you choose. It is from one in whom aUfl't3rill.e humantt1
llao"'
~·RtE..-.D.

t6

~~s ,!~~~c~£~~!e.I :gcildrnJo:~~i~ifh~~£~~~c~~~~~t\~

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

T. D~T. THU:A.X.

garments, whatever their cost-

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."
The aboTe quotation, to be found In the poem of McKay, was neTer lJetter llluotrated than In the ·marvelous
results following the Introduction of the" WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing,
The selfish tilundcrheads of the faculty •f Brooklyn hav now had their ignorance exposed in the marvelous cures
aow coan~ed by ~he ~housand In the city of Brooklyu alone 1 and all within the short opace of six month.o.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS A.ND APOPLEXY.
C.ASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.,Feb.28.
DEAR Sm: The" WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMKNTS
with which you invested me on the 22d da.y of NovemiH!r,
ultimo~ hav proved to be all tllat you claimed for them.

~~:~~~~Jc~~n t'ti~tht1W~J1i~~:· ~F~f~~ei}:~l.r <f~e J!tl~~~~gf

{g~~:V~¥fls0t~Yi~P- JA~~EWf~ ~!~~oJ'nh1;e~~t~~~s~~~
1

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
My baby was teething, and llad a severe bowel trouble.
she was restleHs and crled11nights almost constantly Mrs'
Wilson put upon her a WIL::;ONlA" sult, and "withill.
two hours my baby was entirely at reat; went to sleep,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since growin
titronger every day._ She had been very snsc~ptible t~
colds, but.slnce weanng the u WILSONIA" garments ha1
IJeen entirely free fro~1 them. I could do mothers no
~re~:~:.ter service than to mduce them to make the " WIL~
tiONlA" a part of their baby's swaddling-clothes.
MRs. <XEORGE W. DA W~ON
.March 1.
~Adelphi street, Brooklyn,

physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the

~~~r:f~rf:~o~e~ ~~rif~~~h~e~t~1ro~~~}~~i~u·m~~~ t~ecui~~ SONIA
L~t it,, be
bl?rne in mind constantly, that the "WILappliances, adapted to all siZes of persons will
the sick by a natural law. as simple and beautiful as it is nut only. cure L>abies of all their ailments, but are eqimlly
certain and perfect. Be assured that in giving you this successfully woru L>y persons of any and every age su:!ferstatcment I am actua.ted by a desire to lead all to seek ing from auy disease known to man, less an organ actually
0
[~~[ y~~r ~~~~lf~:J!cfi~:i~;,i~J~:
oienre~1~d~Y, decayed.
is absolutely true. This may puzzle some of m!' intimate
frieuds, who are noble crJ.jtsmenon tbe medical stall; Uut.
THE WILSONIA. MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
tllCy hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as-

:fl::::::

~~~i!ea!fri~:t~~u:~~~i~a UIJ~~it ~~Wiis~~iu,fly~sH~~ Mosr

1

ofdoctorsandi:lrugs. Your humoleandobedlentservant, "
C. HATCH S.MI'l'H.

ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
(The patten t taken off from crutches.)
JlmSEY CrT.Y, March u.
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir: I hereby wish to acknowl~
edge the great merit of your Magnetic Appliances. I hay
been greatJy aftiicted with paralysis· a.nd rlleumatlsm fur
more than two years. unable to leave my bed, and bad to
be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by
more than fifty of the most promtnent physicians of Jer1

1

~5sp1!~1 :~g ~ e;'rii~~~Icfin~~~ ~uJ:~~eyc~~~~ru~ ~~~~~ i

never got any relief until I applied the great 11 WILSONIA"
MAG!'oE'l'IC GARMENTS. I hav worn (.hem now for
about two mouths, and am able to walk about and attend
to my business, and am improving daily. My present residence is 551 Jersey avenue, where all th-e aftlicted who
C1tll may be informed of the merit of your goods, which 1
cunnuen<.l most earnestly to uufortunatcs attiicted as I h<Lv
been.
PETER A. LEHLllACK.
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
No.lll

HUDSO:'i

s·r.,

JERSEY CITY,

March

J].

G~~~~~· "%~~~~~~esar1 s:;~ !,~t;;t~~g~i~ffd~~[o~~~~~t!~

the results that I most cheerfully advise my. friends that I
bav found all that your agent claimed for your gouds to be
true. I was aifiicted witu sciatica of the bone of the knee

'

s

o

A. T UNDL.\'G

~fltfk:"TIONS

AS

TO ITS

IN SPITE OF THE l"REJUDICE AND DOGMA TIC
lllGOTHY Ol•~tp~Rbi~¥~~D FACULTY
Several of these malicious physicians having been
thoroughly beaten tn argument and in fact are now wick·
edly attempting to coerce 8everal tradesmen wbose names
lw.v appeared as :eferences 1n my c_1rcuJnr, to cavse them
to withdraw tbetr names tro.m my list and to recant their
st<ltements previously made m favor of my discuvery. Most
ntl~a.bly .t~ree tra.desmen in Brooklyn hav been placed in
this pu.sltiOIL One man who bad sent me at least one b.un.
dred patients, and had stated to tbem that he would not
t!\kc $5,000 for his llelt purchased ot" me, has had the ef.
fl·untery, for the sake oi dollars and cents, to make calum.
niuus statements against myself and invention, although
there are one .hundred persons ready to testify that this
man had p_ubllcly stated thutmy goods had absolutely cured
him of a.d.lsetlse of twenty years' standing. And as rurther
evidence of the value of my goods this same man procured
a second quantity a.tter six months' trial of tbe 11rst lot
Truly may It be said," Men in the present day will like
Ess.u ot old, sell even their birthriffhts u.nd tlleir fre~dom
of manhood for a mess of putta1re.
But let the physicians of llrooklyn continue this conduct
as they mny, their downfall is certain, even though they
purchase the freedom of thought of every man in Brooklyn.

READ
The marvelous testimonies giyen above, and thea
having used your commou sense. ~ay whetber or not
nlgbt the goods were aQPlled. The sciatica Is 11etting out, these purcbased culumnies should nut be outweighed by
and I now fully believe !shall be entirely wellbho~ui;G~~tr~~~~'E~~k!~~,s~f~r~~~aa~~~vnil~t~0o~ife~~
JOHN SMITH.
street; of 'f. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of M8.ry
MARVELOU~ CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
].bnnlug, of Vine street; of the Association for improyJnc
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street· of Mr
.
BROOKLYN, March 10.
Haley, of Futton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co., ot' Spruce
Thlo Is to certify that I hav been su!Ierlng for the p•st street, New York; of Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce street· of
Byron Brown. of Science Hall, Eighth street Rod
~~~epb~~f61:~~ha ~ 3a~~ ~~~e~;eJo ~~~~'b~~gh 6tJ~np~~~~~n6i~~ Hugh
hundreds of other respectable and well~known Iadie~ and
my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can te!Stifyto
short time. I hav taken various kinds of mcdicins. but tbe value of my magnetic clothing who had utterly f•lled
the doctors and the medicins did me no good. Nothing
toll r.:\~1lri: ~~hg.'i:.ui~:y g~d ~;!' ll~e,J~ef from the many
1
~~~:fbr;aaty~gu.!h~~ee ~~~~~~r~:lr~~t~~~f ~~\~e~~t ~~~~
pon mature retlection it wifl be clear to every reasonon the 26th of December. 1880, ~u agent from the Brooklyn able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
may sell their conscic~ces for dollars and cenUI, we
~~s~~a~~~~:oioI~g~~~~nf st~e ~o~~b~~ncifi~nctfi~?,\~~~L~ above,
can rest assured men who wtll, for said dollars and centa,
SONIA.'' Mysist~r called fur the p;oods, I being um\l>lt- tu strip
themselvo
of their manhood wJII at le11st find them0
1
thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare. ·
~ ~~~~' ~no~~-n ~~~t~fe rfc~ef~~~~~e t~~e~~~v~~tt~~~[{~~ selvs
My challenge to the physlclano of tbe hospitalo ot
in tweuty~four hours. I Jmv uot taken one drop of medicin
5
0
since, and huT i'lt.ined strength and fiesh; hav no more :.f.~&k~~h(~~~~ t:fv~~et~ {h~ '~tti~n~n°1riifYrfli 0 ~'c~~~
pain, and hav au excellent appetite, which, before, was
very poor. I can also lie down I).Ud sleep all nigllt without ~lh\J~e~~~~ o~ tih~~sf~~~~~~l!~c~~anbih:~ is !till open, and
any suffocating feeling or pain. My bowels are now rcguTAKE MEDICIN A:l<D DIE, OR WEA:&
~ri~~! Pa~~o:~;;~;r~~~~~;·~~~f~~1t:~ie~~ ~~~~; 111~~ THEREFORE
THE "WILSONIA" GARMENTS
1
AND LIV.
~~~!, ei'~~~e~ti~ e:o~a~.lsJ~oa~~~rihhe'it.~~h~~:!~n[h~r~!ll~\L~
SONU." Respectfully yours, MARY MANNING,
81 Vine street.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.
1

W~~~ ~~;:~~T~eg: alh~ P~~i~~t:~t,~e~~i~~~o;~3~~~fi~~~

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.

lJ

I would lint 110te the eaoe of Peter Lehlb~ck, whose
1

tbelr hnndo than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"

~:\ ~~r:l:l~fi6~~h~e~~t Ji~M~~; o'FaJe;:!~ 6Tl~ r~~ G'1:t:.f~.t~~other note as to theoe men'• treatment of their
New York had utterly failed to ilv him the sltghtest re- coTnwftdolnlga Pl'e'tslecn,.tlsl.ed upon mo I•ot week, and one, In m
lief, Myaelf hearing of his lamentable caoc, determined
dl
•
Y
to dreoo him In my Magnetic Garments without any mon- eonsultlng-roomo, wltli tears in her eyes, told me the foloy being paid. I put on him $180 wo<th of my clothing, lowing
story:
11
and while my u.eistant was dressing the roR.n one of these
Mr. Wilson." sA.td she." nothing you un MJ' against
B

t~W~l'cf!l~a~efe~~~c~fo"a"c~~~·~:~r~~~~lh~0m~~1~~~~

remarking to the 1 Tallli a follow
" Well, Lehlbaek~Ithou:llt you "~ad more oense than to
tnt on such ra&•·'"
Howenr, thll pampered do~matlot'o only oupport lo the
1
0

b?i
e~·~e~,1f.:'-:g~c~"~~ P~~~~.~~ .. ~~ ~~¥~~Z';. ~!!ni ~~~~~
lovely niece taken temporarily 111, bnlna been In tolerably · (<OOd health preTiously. One of our faahlonable
doctors. who prides himself upon his gRy equipageR, was
called In ao physician In the oaae. My niece belni aome-

l~~~~~~~ ~~ne~i~a~!:e·: :!·Yn ~C~~~:~d~t o~h~tg~~~, lu~s : re1A~tvrr;:~~~~~b~~~g~t tg~o~aN~~hat:o~~hi~~ccr::~i,nbu\hsig
;~:~e~~l~onanto

take the place of brnlna, But let UB see

tfhis same fool, callinc nton Peter Lehlbf\ck one week

~ru~~h'::~~~~5 et~een tg~~sthe0:fJke~1:,'?1 a~:~~J~~f ~~~~J

waa evidenced In the tollowlnll' oollloquy:
"Ah, well, Lehlback, I tbongbt they mlgbt heln yon &
Iittle, but you'll go br.ok a.gatu just aa b&d aa before."'
BoweTer. the teatlmonfalgiTen below will clearly shoW
the pigheaded dogmo.tlot through all th•tr~>noparent venom or hlo character. And just a 1 that man acted oo are
nlne-tentho of the physician• of Brooklyn acting to-day.
The faot Is, they themselTI know Tery well that their
8
1

~:3~ls.~;~e~ 1 ~~~eT~ll~~it a~~i~~~3° it~e :~~fgx;:~h~~

haToeen hlo patient oufrer&nd dlethantohaToeenthe
"WIL!!ONI.ol.' G&rmento cure the man.
Another Moe I would noto, that of Profeosor Hateh
.
.
l!mlth, whooe teotlmony logiTen below.
That poor man for three weary weeko applied to one of
hlo phyolclano, !>_eulnr; him to make Inquiry Into tho nallnro of the" WILSONIA" Garmento, tell!nr; him, with' &11
the e&ntldence with which a child treato a parent, that he
would not teot them without hlo consent. Yet this doll'•
matle phyolelan, to. whom many of the Brooklyn people
look np with reverence, evinced bla oelfishdeso and spleen
by absolutely refnslni to Inquire ln'to the matter. Yet
Proteasor Smith to.<fay wlll tell yon that he to as stroni
physiMlly lUI at any time In hlallfo,and many of his friends
say he was never known: to be eo strong_ as now, Am I not
t hioyiefore. Justified In say.lng," LJST.i:N TO YOUR PHY.
8 C ANI:\ AND DIE· OB W:£'1\R THE • WILBONIA.'
lUGEW,W GA&Mibrrs .A.l{D · LJ;V JIEALTllFUL
Ltv B?'
•
'lhore men would rat'her oee their patients die under

~~g:~~~ed~~ei!J'ft0 ~~o~~~~d,t~~~ ~; ;~~~ r;~~~ n:,o~~
~{~~~~g~~~g;~ef;~f1•86~~~~~rBT~~k~~~" the malpractteo

i

CURE OF VARICO~E VEIN~181 CoL[fMDU. ST., BROOKLYN, March 1~.
And yet thlo man to-day drlveo through Fulton street
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir: I hav been a suiierer from
regularly on his dally mloolon of oendlng l!lo vlctlma to the
tomb. Unaccount&ble fact! And /et you people of varicose veins for some thirty yean Late last fall I wns
0
0 1
Brooklyn and Now York. in face o auch alarming evi'dences
these, lmv no more penetration than to oonfer ~uh~~{~~~ [5 J~:~~~l[J~f~~,'~~o~~g~3~~t ~~ fefi~~sfrao~~
wltll ouch ohatlatano ao to the virtue of any new dlocov- tbe remedlei prescribed bv our best ~~dicians, that I
erles of which these doamatloto hav not the Silibteot
:g,~~dv~~~ ~~~t t~h~e.rrs~ o~elf~~:~lig::, ~ iea~~~~un~:!fn
knowledge.
·
The" WIL!!ONI.A." ma~netlo prmento are"" harmleoo acquaintance of mine on the river, ha.vin§ the same

THE PHYSICIAN!! OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHA_RGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEm SICK POOR
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; A.ND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO A~Y INSTITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE.TENTHS OF THE PATIENTS -HA~DED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT RE0
8
I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
~~~ge}~g bo0t~~ta~h!tul enbo~a~ n oh:!t~~rp~~;.rdi~lc~~ gx~rifE~~l~S : f~~~~!Jfeot~;~%~L~~dN~~~ tt~~,N~TJ~ Mi>MBEl:ED,
BEEN GIVEN OVER .oi.S INCURABLE IlY THE PHT1
MU!ITBE6'0ME PERF~CTLYHE.oi.LTHYIN TWELVE
SICIANS
OF
BROOKLYNTHE LIMIT OF TIME TO
~rti~t.;eu~~I!grtvi~~~d
~otrini~~n~~~tile~fJ~~~lf
ii~"s';[l~~i
MONTHS FROM THEIR FIRST WEARING THEM:
Can such evidence be llled ao to bhe Innocence o! drur;- the same goods. That wa.e incJeed a wise act on my part, EFFECT A CUHE SHALL IlE TWELVE MONTHS FR0l1
sfnr;? ETen wheto the patlentoare not always killed, the for l5oon tound my distended veius were decreasing, the THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS ..
oeedo of dlsea11e are dally oovrn by the kid-gloved hands of g:~~~~~ss~~itn8Dfrn~htehsee s~~~~~:fJi l:~Jn ~~~~{~gti~~;Jt~~
our eharle.t&n physicians. Nlne-tentho of the practicing
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
physician• of Brooklyu ehould be cast In the cateiory of but my general health I found \Tas hnprovlng all the time,
1
1
will cure the worst form of rlleum!\tism known to man
orlmlnals; and at IOni ao I liT and baT liberty of speech
I ohall cry down the lnlqnltoua practice• and the drngglng ~~~~~~:;'~~e~fe~~';;rid~~~ ~ldba~1e~~~:J>~B~i bvu~ lgeJs.~~P} Eight cases out of every twelve co.n be cured 1n from fouY.
systemo of our colleges. I will neTer pander to what I hav doue from that period to the present time, with to six months, and the worst possible cases in twelve
months, when the goods are worn us I direct. My dltllknow to be,. lle, nor will I reot until I hav compelled the
lealslatnrea of thlo country to otoy their hando In the ~'6'~"_r",i:(•1nha~s~~~~r:iee~f.f.~r"nl~~;~h}~o~~ p~~~s"I~~Y culty Is, many persons will get rotten with disease speud
oharterlur; of colleiel, wherein lei&l!zed murd"rer& may head and tl·ouble in the respiratory organs, but since thousands of dollars in polsu~ous drugs, until they become
1 1
walking pest house~, nnd then exvect to jump into new
be trained, then to be thrown 11roadcast upon 10clety,
u~:~fgmt}~r~~~. r ci~Js~Je';~::e ~~wrir~o;t~~l~t:l~~i~~~= life
in two or thtee months. Tins Is au impu&sibility
either to become idlers or murderers.
Tho facts s&otad above and the testimonio• given below an invention of the hia-he~t Vt\lue to manl\:lnd, and doem But tho u \Y lLSONlA" will cure In every case, uo mattcf
are sulll<>lent eTidoaoe tJo any thinking Jilan or woman it not-hlug more than my duty to oommend them when- of bow long s:ttlnding:. But uur oummou sense m-ust be
in every instance.
thot such are bile results or the present leglslatiT meas.
:;::;.I~~~~a~lJ.f=WtJZrnil~~~~~~ef~~ecf~ln"':,'?,'s~:.;::: used
uresln reference to t11e p'roctlce of medlcln.
Listen to tile pllYalolaus <>!Brooklyn, take medtcln and
ttull• I Mv millie In o'tber caa-es I am led to think .theN lo die, or wear tfbe "'WlLSONIA" Garment& and Uv. '
.'
·
1
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{ldds and §,ruls.
SET it down to thyself as well to create good
"ONE good turn deserves another," as the man
precedents as to follow thero.-Bacon.
said when he tm·ned the organ-grinder out of the
front yard.
HoPE springs eternal in the human breast;
Man never is, but always to be blest.
.AN EngliRh traveler in the Holy Lnnd, it is said,
-Pope.
has discovered Jacob's well. There has been a
WE never liv, but we hope to liv; and always rumor afioat that Jacob was dead.
preparing ourselvs to be happy, it follows inevitBE tllllnh-ful yon are poor. Yon will not bav the
ably that we never are Eo.-Pascal.
RELIGION, they tell us, ought not to be ridiculed, trouble of erawling out from under a heavy monuand they tell us truth; yet surely the corruptions ment on the resunection morning.
in it may, for we are taught by the tritest maxim
" Now this is what I call business," remarked a
in the world that religion being the best of things, Brooklyn undertaker, as an tmfortunate gentleits corruptions are likely to be the worst.-Swift's ma,n stepped into his store and died.
Tale of a Tub.
"PuT upon my tombstone," srud the dying man
How charming is divine philosophy l
"an epitaph stating that I was a scoundrel, thief
Not harsh and crabbed, as dull fools suppose,
and brute. Then people will think I was a good
But musical as is .Apollo's lute,
man. Epitaphs always lie so."
.And a perpetual feast of nectared sweets,
Where no C!rude surfeit reigns.
CHANGED HIS RELIGION.
-Milton's Com;us.
"I'll
be
dinged
ef I doan b'l'eve in de prcdesperP .ART of our mission is to promote beauty everywhere and in all things. To make the world beau- nation doctrin," remarked Wooly Calvin, the
tiful, and the bnmnn life in it beautiful, are the preacher, to a party of brethren.
"On what fabricationment ob theoretiealism
vast results of liberty. '\Ve must do nothing ugly,
think nothing ugly, feel nothing ugly, )Year nt>th· do yer place de sinews ob yer ratiossination ?"
asked Toney, the philosopher.
ing ugly.-James Parton.
"Gimmydem words so I ken committal dem to
SHEPHERD, I take thy word
tmderstandin', Toney," requested Calvin, turning
.And trust thy honest offered courtesy,
with a beseeching expression.
Which oft is sooner found in lowly sheds
"No, sir," said the philosopher, with emphasis.
With smoky rafters than in tapestry bull
"I got my larnin' by de sweat of my brow at a
And courts of princes, where it first was named night school ober a libery stable, an' I don't purAnd yet is most pretended.
-Milton's Gomus.
pose ter gin it away fur notbin'. When I fiings out
THERE 1S a vast ditl'erence between laughing at anythin' an' yer ken ketch hit, all right; but doan
ax
meter makeyer apt't'Sentobmy incyclopedia"
religion and laughing at those who profane it by
"Scuze me, Toney, I didn't tend to rob yer. But
their e..-.:travagant opinions. It were im})iety to be
wanting in respect for the verities which the spirit as to dut predespernation business. In my church,
of God has revealed; but it were no less impiety of fur I's a pizen Mefodest, I hez al'ers faut dat docanother sol"t to be wanting in contempt for the trin. Now, I ez bet'n 'vinced ob hit nn' will bab
falsities which the spirit of man opposes to them. ter change my 'ligion. I'll tell yer how I was
'vinced. Yisterday morniu', when I cum along
-Pascal's Letters.
down de street, I thought dis way ter myself;
IT will ever be the characteristic of choice souls 'Now,' sez I, 'ef hit is tended fur meter get drunk
to prefer the mournful nobility of the prerogativs ter day, I'se ur gwine ter do hit.'"
of gen!us, with all their accompanying trials, to
"Wall, how did that prube de doctrin ob predes.
the jofiity and mirth on a mere vulgar level. In pernation ?"
their view pleasure may be a rose, but wisdom is
"I got dnmk 1"-Little Rock Gazette.
a ruby. With a thrill of divine valor they affirm
A TRUTHFUL MAN.
that the duty to be noble takes precedence of the
right to be happy.- W. R. Alger.
.A fiat-footed, old-fashioned Western merchant.
LUTHER would not permit much specnlativ hailing from a country store in llfichigan, was
liberty. The suspension of judgment, on which buying stock in New York recently, and the firm
modern science insists, he would hav denounced took advantage of the occasion to make inquiries
as doubt-as a temptation of the devil. The ob- concerning some of their customers around him.
stinate questionings of unseen things, which makes When they asked about Smith, of Cashvill~:>, he
Shakspere's plays so free and human, never replied:
"Smith? Yes, he's in the trade yet, but he's just
sounded in hls ears, or, if they did, were dismissed
married a second wife, and she's going tl1rough
with a t&l:t from scripture.-Gornhil! MaqaziJle.
his wealth like saltpeter. He'll fail in less'n six
IT is the obvious law of divine providence, it is months."
and has been a great law of human progress, that
"How about Jones, of your town !"
truth shall not be fiashed upon the mind at once,
"Jones? Well Jones is pegging along after the
either iJI. religion or In any other of the great fields old style, but he bought _him a bicycle, and everyof interest and occupation to man, but that it shall body says he'll go to the wall in a year."
be conquered and won through the medium of
" .And Brown & Son-are they all right !"
gradual&n.d slow approach, even in the midst and
"Brown & Son? Well, yes, they may keep along
by the help of misunderStanding and error.-G. until spring, but I doubt it. Old Brown has got
Vance Smith.
so near-sighted that he can't tell a sheep-pelt
FITNESS and unfitness are the ultimate ideas that from a coon-skin, and the boy is dead stuck on a
underlie the terms riqkt and wrong. These last are widow who never wears anything less than sixmetaphorical terms: right, redus, straight, up- dollar stockings."
right, according to rule, and therefore jit; wrong,
"But Davis is doing a good business, isn't he?"
wrung, distorted, twisted out of place, abnormal,
"Davis? Well, pooty fair, but he won't last. He
and therefore unfit. We are so constituted that we rented the upper part of his store to a Chicago
cannot help regarding fitness with esteem and milliner, and she broke up two families and caned
complacency; unfitness with disesteem and disap- a minister. Everybody blamed Davis, and his
proval, even though we ourselvs create it or im- sales last week only footed up to a pound of salepersonate it.-A.. P. Peabody.
ratus and a washboard."
THER1!lisnorealevidence.oftalking serpents or
"Well, yon are our only other customer out
trees of knowledge. Still these things are taught there, and, of course, you are au right."
onr children as facts, and religions foster the be"Me? Well, I'm all right just now, but things
lief, while the Bible. furnishes the texts. Therefore may change. My wife belongs to three literary
as I deem it my mission to Elo all I can to extirpate societies, and is the big gun at church festivals,
error and sow the seeds of truth, I shall do my while I've bought a two-forty ~otter and _learned
level best to destroy a belief in this book which to pta~ old. sle~ge. You.needn t be surpnsed an:
has so long been the curse of the world. Why, the. lay thiS wmter to hear I ve been b~sted fro~ gar" Iroquois Indian Stories" are as harmless as ret to cellar, so clean t~at the cr~d1tors wo~ t find
Mother Goose's melodies in comparison with it.- enough dry goods to Wlpe a baby s nose on.
Elmina IJ. Slenlter.
WHERE THE DIFFERENCE MoDESTLY CAME IN.
THE soul admits of a twofold division, one of
.A certain gentleman requiring legal assistance
which partakes of reason, the other is without it. had been recommended to one of two brothers,
When, therefore, we are ordered that we giv a law but had forgotten the :first name of him he sought,
to ourselvs, the meaning is that reason should re- so he called at the office of the one first found and
e~rain our rashness. There is in the soul of every asked for llfr. Podger.
man something soft, low, enervated in a manner,
" That is my name, sir."
and languid. Were there notlling besides this,
•· But there are two of you of that name here in
men would be greatest of monsters; but there is town?"
present to every man reason, which presides over
"Yes."
and givslaws to all; and this reason, by improv.
"Well, I wish to consult the Mr. Podger-excuse
ing itself and making continual advances, becomes me for the allusion-who wears a wig."
perfect virtu e.-Cicero.
"We both wear wigs, sir."
MANY of the world's intellectual benefactors hav
"Well, the man I seek was divorced from his
been martyrs. Socrates died in prison as a public wife n0t long ago."
malefactor. For the healing wisdom he offered his
"There you hit u& both again, sir."
people deadiy poieon was the reward.
"The man to whom I was recommended has
Plato traveled back and forth from his home in recently been accused of forgery, but I trust=·
.Athens to the court of the Syracusun tyrant, re- justly."
garded indeed and feared, but persecuted and in
"There we are agaf!l, my dear sir. We havboth
peril of life; nay, and once sold fora slave. Cicero had that gentle insinuil.tion laid at our doors."
shared a worse fate. Dante all hls life knew • as he
" Well, upon my word, you two brothers bear a
expressed it,
striking resemblance. But I guess I hav it now.
The one I am after is il). the habit of occasionally
"How salt was a stranger's bread,
drinking to excess-sometimes to intoxication."
How hard the path still up and down to tread
"lily dear man, that little vice is unfortunately
.A stranger's stairs."
~Orville IJewmJ.
characteristic of the pair of us, and I doubt if our
NOTHING was too daring for· Pascal to utter if best friends could tell yon which was the worst."
only it appeared to him to be true. Of truth, what.
"Well, yon are a matched pair, certainly. But
ever it was, he telt an imperious need, and to tell me," continued the visitor, "which of the
speak it forth without compromise and without ·twain it was that took the poor debtor's oath a few
reserve was his overmastering impulse. It was months ago?"
this frank conscientiousness, this ardor for the
"Ha, ha, we were both in that muddle. 1 was on
exact truth, which made his mode of expression, Bob's paper, and he on mine."
his literary style, so singularly real and pure-so
"In mercy's name," cried the applicant, deeper.
accurately true to the thought; it could tolerate no ately, "will you tell me which is the most sensisuper:fiuity, no circumlocution,, no ambiguous ble man?"
vagueness; it was, as Faugere aa!9\, "the thought
".Ah, there you touch bottom, my friend. Poor
itself clothed like an antique statue [I tremble Bob, I can't stretch the truth, even to serve a
while I transcribe the words lest Sir .Anthony Com- brother. If you want the more sensible one ot the
stock should burst into my lonely ganet] with its two, I suppose I must acknowledge the corn. I'm
o...,.n Clhaste nudity."-Qu<J!'Urll/ Betliew.
the man."
·
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' Pl!JllLICA'l'IONS OF E. TRUELOVE.
Elements. of Social Science; or, Physical so.
unl,u.uc.l Natuml Hcligiou. Au exposition or tho true Cau~

'P'UBLICATIONS OF <:HARLES BRAD·
LAUGH AND MRS. BESAN.,..

andonlycm'0ottllc three prhnal'y socta.l evils-poverty
prostitution, unU ccllbtlcr. By 1\. Doctor of Medtcin. Nen.r:

Works by Charles Brndll\Uifh.
FreetW.in.H.ers' Text·book, Pnrt 1. SeCtion

ry .. fol'ty thous.mU of th1s very y.llu.t.blo and radicnl work

hav been coi<Hn England. Half asmnny at least should be
sold In At '~rica. Neatly bound In cloth, nearly 700 Pages,
$1.50. f,
Voltaire·;; PhiloSOI•hical Dictionary Re
~rlnted verbatim from tho six-volume edition sold l"or $!2.
v:"?.~~~~~ih~t~:~l~ t•s'Mt;.:'ie~':~~wlngs of tho author. Two

~cle~~~. st~rlct~~~ on~~~~afs ~eW~io~~ tljfo~~b~~"~~

grown? Bound In cloth. Price, $1.
lmpel\ciunent oC the House· ol' Bruns•
wtcli:. 40 cents.
Heresy; Its Morality and Utility. so cents.
Wilen Were Our Gospels Written? Reply
to Dr. Tlschendorf. 20 centa.
.
Cromwell and Washington. A contrast. 20c.
Five Dead Men Whom I Jinew when Ltv•
~~fries ~~~~r?:'n"ani~g:~~M~1fth.;J~~~ Stut.rt Mill,

Voltnire's Pllilosophical Tales, Ro·
mances,_ and Satires. Containing Candide, or the
Optimist; ;t;adlg, or Fate; The World as It Goes, or the Vis.
ion of Bo.bouc i Micromegns, a comic romance; tllo Huron
or Pupil of Nnture; Johnny,or the Sage and the Atheist!
the Man offortycrowns; tllePrtnccssolBaby1on i Mcmnm:i
thePhllosopber;the Will to Bull;Ph1to's Dre11m ;B11babec·
a Conve rsatlon wltll !\ Chinese; the Blnck and the White!
the Ignorant Philosopher; Indian Adventure; Lord Cheo:
terJleld's Ears; the Origin of Trndes. These nre extremely
rich, and they are written In tho author's satirical, humor.
ous, and Inimitable style. 816 pages, double columns
.·
~'
'
Cloth, $1.50.
The Prophet of" Nazareth. A crltlcnllnqulry
Into the PropTtetlcnl, Intellectual, and Mom) Chamcter ot
Jesus Christ, as cxem~lltied lt1 ills predictions, his pre.

w~:~::t\~';'.J.~ot'i. 1~ 5~ri~~~ted, Who Bears It, and

J es11s, Sllelley, and Malthns. An essay on the
population question. 10 cents.
American Politics. 10 cents.
co!'t~~:!",t,r~~~:.;~:s~"tlJec::~ales. With recent
The Land, tile People, and the <:oming
Struggle. lu cents.
Real Representation ol'the People. 10 eta.
Plea l'or Atheism. 10 cents.
Has Han a Soul? (New edition.) 10 centa
Life o.fDavid. 10 cents.
Lit'e of J aco:b. 5 cents,
Life of Abraham. 5 cents.
Lit'e ofMoses. 5cents.
Lile of J ouah. 5 cents.
Is there a God? 5 cents.
Toryism fl•om 1770 to 1879. 5 eenta.
0~~!::~!?-t~~-:._~;.E~':':t!:d, Prince otwales,
Wily Do Illen Starve? 5 cents.
c':~Jerty and its Effect upon the People.

~j~~~ ~c;~eli' l:l:r~~fi~~,~A~~~ ~.is ;yg{:;;~~~rh~~r~t
\meted great attention In England. 686 pages Bvo, In cloth,
$2.50.

P~~..~~!!:!~ity ofthe Soul. By Robert Cooper,
Rationalism. By "George Jacob Holyonke, 25
ceuts.
HaiC-IIours With Fr'eethinkers. }"lrst and

~·;~'t~~l:.'"i'll'rauY~~i~l~~~gJ~~~ i{.-~it.~ti~sc~~t'h~t~\l.~ers,

or~':~.~~':.,~g~!t,lh0a~~iont~.i'J'~~gg;~~. k~~ ~~l1~ door
An .IIoua• with IIarriet Martineau, with
her Autobiography. By Mrs. Harriet Law.

?~~~':.~~~from

5

3 ~~:a~Nt1,~?n;r, be~~J~g~~~~·~.o:J.errestrlal Physics.
c~~'!r ~~~'l~~~s;h J::;:ru~~~\Y,';' n~f~~;~~na 1,1~:;:,~1

Labor's Prayer. 5 cents.
'VIIo was J csus? 5 cents.
'Vhat Did J esns Teach? 5 cents.
The 'l'welve Apostles. 5 cents.
Tile _<\.tonement. 5 cents.
A. Few 'Vords about ~be Devil. 5 cents.
Were Ada1n and Eve our First Parents T
5 cents.
B~·adlaugh's Political Essays. Cloth. ,1.
Bratllangh's 'I'heological Essays. Cloth.
Five Debates. Between C. Bradlaugh and Rev. Dr.
Bailee, Hev. Dr. Harrison, 'Vm. Hrown, M.A., Thomas
Cooper, and Rev. R. A. Armstrosg. ln one vol. Cloth. fl.

God and a Futuro Life. 40 cents.
Tile Being nnd Attributes oC God. By Sir
~~llb\~fv~:~~~~!n~gs~~~n~~~horof the" Electrical Theory of
A J.ctter Cro1n Rome. Showing tho conformity

,1. ~~b':"': • l~~~u:i~~d.~~~~~~~mot ~hec~g~~~~~tt~~~i·trl~:
manism. 40 cents.
11

11

Ye <:omic Hi!ltory oC Heraldry. By R.
Edgar. 142 pages. Profusely Illustrated. 50 cents.

e:-:O!!:,~r::w..-:!:r~:.d .:~~::;~~:w~~'\.ra~~

u.

PUBLI<:ATIONS OF WA'I'TS & CO.
'Vorks by <:barles Watts.
F••eetbinkcrs' 'I'ext·Book. The !Jlstory of
Freethought, its rise, progress, auc.l triumph. ln cloth,

Cooper. 20 cents.
Has JU:au a Soul? A debate with Rev. William
Westerly. 40 cents.

s~!::;~~~i~=::.t~~~RJ~1:t~"l:P~~.e~t~t?r:.f~~

~n

coutses by the Bishop ot PeterboroUKh. 20 cents.
D::'l.~~1e~~a~,c~~~ the Bible. A debate with Rev

~

The Bible and <:hristianity. l5cents. cfnf.~ethongbt and Modern Progress.

What does <:hristian 'l'heism Teach? A
de rote with the Rev. A. J. Harrison. 2u cents.
Is it Reasonable to 'Vorsbip God? A debate with Rev. R. A. Armstrong. 40 cents.

~ ~!';;.

10 0

10

Am I an Atheist? or, Theism Criticised.

<:bristianity : Its Nature and Influence. 10 cents.
<:hristian Scheme of Rede1nption. 5 cents.
Science and tile Bihle Antagonistic. JOe.
. Tile <:haracter oC<:IIrAst. 5 cents.
<:hrJstinn Evidences <:rittctsed. .5 cents.
The last seven pamphlets, bound together, 30 cents.
Assorted Tracts.
Tho Christian Deity, 5 cents; ~[oral Value of the Bible,
5 cents; Tbe Bible: ls It Ueliablc as a Guide? 5 cents;
The Christian Notion ot Man's Ultimate Existence, 5
cents; English Nonconformity: What has It lJone for
Mental Freedom and National Progress? lOccnts· The
En~lsh Church a Failure as a Rcformi!J.P. Agency, 5cents;
~u"s-~t s~~~~:~~i\i~ls},ts a~8r'6~T:i,., ~s~~~t~.Y J~~dr~
series, SO cents.
F"
<:a tllolicism and Rattonali8m. .A review ot
two nights' discussion with a Catholic. 5 cents.
Orig_!u of()bristianity and the Historical Valne
ot the l'< ew Testament. Two nights' discussion with the
Rev. B. H. Cowper. 20 cents.
Tile Beliet" in God and the authent!clt:y o! the
Four Gospels. A verbatim report of !our nights discussion with the Rev. Alexander Stewart. 25 cents.
Tbe Divine Ori~in of <:bristiautty. Vcr·
batlm report of two nlglits' debate with Dr. Sexton. 20
cents.
·
Works by Austin Holyoake.

Works_)»Y .lllrs. Annie Besant.
Freethinkers' Text-Book. Part 11. Section
I.-Evidences of Christianity unreliable; Section II.-Its
~d-~!.~~~ ~~"i£~t~~zy~~~~\i'J1 f~ ~~~£g~• i~~:lon IV·
My Path to Atheism. The Deity o! Jesus; In.

~~~tJor~h:t~~n:~er;~ ~!~~~~c!~?~~:~~x~:r;:J. ~:d

rejected; together with some e•says on tbe book of com.
mon prayer. Cloth. $1.25.
Marriage, as it was, as it is, and as it should be~ 40
cents.
The Law of Population; Its Consequences and
Its Bearing upon Humau Conduct and Morals. 100,000 sold.
40cents.
Auguste ()omte; Blogmphy of the great French
thinker, with sketches of his philosophy, ills religion, and
his sociology; being a short u.nd conv~n1ent 1·esu:zne of Poslt!sm for tne general reader. 25 cents.
England, India, and Afghanistan. SO cents.

taf.!;'f~~'t:fe ~~::~i~~v';,~f~~:.~·~fc~~~~h some hints

The True Basis ot'llloraiity. A plea tor utlllty
as the Standard of Morality. 10 cents.
The Gospel of Atheism. 10cents.
Is the Bible Indictable? 10 cents.
The Gospel of Christianity and the
pel ot .l'reetbought. 10 cents.
()hristtan Progress. 10
ou1h~\l~t gn.!~~·,tw.;,~~nc:~g ~~fi·,b~:;;~hJ~lf:JJ~~
'l'he Political Status oil Woman; a Plea for Scents; The Apostles of Christ: aFarcelnSeveralActs,
Woman's Rights. 10 cents.
10 cent•; Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity: " Reply to
Natural Religion vs. Revealed Religion. the Bishop of Manchester, 10 cents: Superst.itlon Disflayed: the celebrated Letterof Pitt, Earl Chatham. with
10 cents.
On Eternal Torture. 1~ cents.
tgf~~~~;,t~o~.~~~Tfileolli~~~·o~ ·~~ttg~:;a~e~lacJ[::;:~•;;
On Prayer. 5 cents.
what Passes as tile Word or God, 10 cents; ~anlel the
Giordano Bruno, the Freethought Martyr ot the Dreamer, 10cents; Does there Exist aMoral Governor ot
the Universe? 5 cents.
16th Century. 5 cents.
Landlords, Tenant-Farmers, and Labor•
Works by George Jacob Holyoake.
ers. 5 cents.
The Trial of Theism. Handsomely bound. 260
Liberty, Equality, and Fraternity. 5cents. pages.
$1.25.
The God Idea in tile Revolution. 5 cents.
Lif'e and ()haracter of Richard ()arlile.
Englisb Republicanism. 5 cents.
20 cents.
Tbe English Land System. 5 centa.
.A J..'!:m!-~'6~ lu~~~~g~a~~~h~~:~. in Eqland.
Mrs. Besant's Essays. Bound In cloth. ,1.20.
Limits of Atheism. 10 cents.
Works by Ewd.B.A.veling,D.Sc.,F.L.S.
LogieofLUe. 5 cents.
Logic of Death. 5 cents.
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the stars in clusters about our heads, dream
out the endless dream of eternity." It would
seem that after all these promotions we ought
TwELVE bodies hav thus far been cremated to be able to set up for gods and engage in the
at Washington, Pa. Five of .them were sent occupation of making worlds out of nothing,
!rom this city.
.and then people them with candidates for hell.

Jlolts and flippinns.

{

S(JIENCE .HA.LL,I41 8th St.,
NEAR BBOADWA.Y.

sion will undoubtedly be strongly opposed by
the intolerant bigots, who will use every means
in their power to prevent the taking of his seat
by the great A.theist. They will urge that
not having changed his views since his refusal
to take the oath his conscience will not be
bound by an oath, and that his having been
expelled are sufficient grounds why he should
not again be admitted. Mr. Bradlaugh will
not tamely yiehl the contest, and will use every
laudable means to secure the seat to which he
has the seoond time been elected; and it is
believed, notwithstanding the opposition which
he will receive from his Christian enemies, that
he will triumph over them at. last.
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9
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y
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BEACONSFIELD is dying.
VA.NDERBILT has. bought the Staten Island
ferry,

!N the San Jose Valley, New Mexico, for
CoMSTOCK hrts about given up hopes of his
thirty miles or more the A.tchison, Topeka, and
bill passing.
Santa Fe railroad track lies along what is
GRANT has gone to Mexico in the interests of
probably one of the largest lava :flows in the
railroad men.
world. There it has lain for ages, in some
THE jury disagreed in the trial of the Seaplaces piled up in masses of huge blocks to a
bight of twenty feet, and in others preserving
wanhaka inspectors.
THE Rev. William Thomas preaches to a the form it had when, a molten stream, it
IT cost $170,000,000 to govern this country
colored congregation in Washington on Sun- poured down the valley, burying beneath its
during the last fiscal year.
days, and during the rest of the week is em- fiery mass every obstacle that lay within its
AT the session of the New York East ConCAPT. BoYcoTT, of "boycotting" fame, ar·
ployed as door-tender for a gambling-house.
course. The old crater whence this vast bed ference recently Bro. Talmage sat among the
of lava :flowed is to be seen about eight miles to preachers, smiling, nodding to acquaintances, rive~ at this port last week.
A. woMAN writes to the Cincinnati Enquirer the north of Bluewater.
ONE of Moody's zealous converts has been
and looking as jolly a Methodist as any of them.
that she doesn't like the Russian bath because
arrested for stealing money.
He
seemed
much
interested
in
the
business
she" can't see the fun of being laid on a mar!N 1307 the Jewish residents of the city of
GREAT :floods hav occurred along the bank11
ble slab and scrubbed, kneaded, slapped, and Rouen were driven into exile, their property under discussion, which was the determination
dented from head to foot by a woman HO stal- confiscated, and on the place where .their syna- what to do with an elderly brother who had of the Guadalqnivir in Spain.
wart that one can't quite get rid of the suspi- gog stood a building was erected for the officers been suspended once or twice from the minisTHE shah of Persia has presented a sword
and machinery of the holy Inquisition. A. book try for what the Rev. Dr. Buckley described as worth £8,000 to the new rzar of Russia.
cion that she is a man in disguise."
a
constitutional
proclivity
to
petty
meannesses
just published in Rouen says that a lineal de·
THE citizen's street-cleaning bill was deTHE terribly ·destructiv earthquake at Chio scendant of one of the banished Jews is M. and irregularities. The debate was cut short
feated
in the New York Assembly by a solid
by
a
motion
to
postpone
the
further
consideraand simultaneously the most serious inundation Felix, a councilor at the Court of A.ppeals,
of the century at Seville, followiDg closely upon now sittillg in that city, and that the court, tion of the brother's ease until Monday. While Republicaa vote.
FoUR officers of Garfield's old regiment hav
the earthquakes in A.ustria, and with the war- where he has a seat on the bench, holds its ses- the Rev. Dr. Curry and Dr. Buckley were exclouds lowering in the East, are incidents that sions in the building formerly belonging to the changing sarcasms, Bro. Talmage was obsened been given fat offices. The President does not
may disturb those who still hav secret fear of Inquisition, and on the spot where before that to throw his head back and gaze dreamily at fore;et old friends.
the prediction that the year 1881 would be one the ancient synagog. had stood. These facts the ceiling. Perhaps for the moment he fanTHE Oxford crew won the inter-collegiate
are reco.rded as illustrating the strange coinci- cied himself back again in the court with the boat race over the Cambridge crew on the
of portents and terrors.
GEN RAILLToN, the five-foot commander of deuces that the whirligig of time brings about. holy name, listening to the Christian outpour- Thames on the 8th.
ings of Spear and VanDyke.
THE Salvation A.rmy finds its hymns very
the Salvation A.rmy, stepped off at Halifax
BRADLAUGH has been re-elected to Parliafrom the steamer in which he had started from popular _among the rough classes in London
ment by the narrow majority of 125 over hilil
A VISION OF TO-DAY.
Europe, and failed to get back aboard in time. who attend the meetings in that city. Learned
ministerial opponent.
Being thus left in Halifax, he declared that hymnologists might not fancy these hymns, 0 !air Ohio, on thy fertil plain&
LARGE sections of the country along the
Providence had so ordered it for the salvation either as aids to devotion or as specimens of How grow great booming crops of massiv
Missouri hav been inundated. The damage to
of the city. He undertook the job at once, but choice English. One of the most popular metbrains, '
property is very great.
the hootings and missils of a mob compelled rica! expressions of antipathy toward the great A.nd little consulates beyond the sea,
THE DUke of A.rgyll has resigned from the
him to stop.
enemy of souls is found in such a verse as this: .1\.nd Treasury desks at )lome but sprout for
thee I
British ministry because of his opposition to
THE struggle w hich has ·for some time been
" The devil and me we can't agree;
raging among the brethren of the Washington
I hate him and he hates me;
Where the post-office woos the cool March air, Gladstone's new land bill.
A. venue :Baptist church in Brooklyn has now
He had me once, but he let me go;
Thy voice and hand, Ohio man, are there.
THE people of Greece are impatient for war
He wants me again, but I don't mean to go.
For thee the sutlership bursts into bloom;
culminated in victory for Pastor Haynes. The
to begin with Turkey. But the European
··'
h' h th
d
"The publicans are crying out
For thee alone the presidential boom ;
powers are trying to avert it.
particwar point on W lC
e war was wage
Because the mission is going about,·
For thee the Claims Co=ission opens its
was th e e1ection of d eacons. Th e general
But still about we mean to. go
THE commission engaged in trying Whittastrife has been between the people who wanted . And rout the devil and every foe."
gates;
ker, which costs the government $3,000 a day,
For thee
the little clerkship smiling waits ,·
avnes
A. GROWING indifference to religious services For thee the vacant bench impatient stands,· has adjourned till A.pril18th.
t ay an d th ose wh o were
P as·to r Hto
b 'dto f shi
en o
m.
is noted in England as well as here. The Rev. For thee wait agencies of Indian lands;
desrrous
Two of the czar's assassins, a man and a
APROPOS of the recent great fire in Paris, a Newman Hall says there is throughout that For thee all offices of every grade ;
woman, hav been tried and sentenced to be
correspondent of the Figaro offers the follow- country a diminishing attendance on public For thee all vaca.ncies that can be m a "
hanged. They confessed their participation in
ing advice: "In disasters of this kind one worship. "As a rule," he adds,,., in our large Flowers hav their time to fade, and 1
to the act.
fallshould proceed with the strictest order and towns skilled artisans ignore our ecclesiastical
THE Democrats elected the city officers at
method. Accordingly, one will first of all save arrangements. I do not say they are aggress- A.ll things and seasons thine; thou hast 'em
recent elections in Cincinnati, Chicago, and
the children, who are the future; the women, ivly hostil or ostensibly Infidel, but they. are
R . B . HAYES.
all ·
Columbus. The Nationals elected the mayor
who are the present; the old men, who are the in different to our ordi nary pu blic services. A.s
of Toledo.
experience; then the furniture; and, if there is a class they do not go to church. To a large
A. sERIES of small charts representing the conTwo thousand merchants hav signed a paper
time, the collateral relations and the mothers- extent this is true also among the upper ranks dition of the sun's disk on every fair dav since
of fashion, wealth, and intellect." He regrets, Jan. 1st, shows many remarkable coincidences protesting against the confirmation of Robertin-law I"
IT is well known that certain fowls fill their too, that a majority of English church-goers that might be taken as corroborativ proof of son as collector of this port. The paper was
digestiv apparatus with gravel and pebbles, content themselvs with the morning service on the existence of an intimate relation between circulated by Conkling men.
which act as millstones in grinding up their Sunday, leaving the churches almost empty in sun spots and the weather. Before the violent
HATTIE DEUEL, the invalid who has been
storms that hav already made this one of the been committing snicide by starvation in Iowa
food. Recent investigation. sh(JWS. that other the evening.
THE cable brings the intelligence that Mr. most remarkable years in meteorological annals City, has died. She went a little over fortyanimals are addicted to similar habits on a
larger 11cale. Seals swallow stones weighing Bradlaugh was, on the 8th inst., re-elected to a. . these charts show that there has almost invari- seven days without nourishment.
from one to two and sometimes even three seat in Parliament from which he was recently ably been an unusual outbreak of disturbing
W. A.. WHEELER, ex-Vice-President, was
pounds each, while one investigator found, not nnjustlv removed by his bigoted, intolerant, forces in the sun. There are great differences, given a reception by his townspeople at Malong since, ten pounds of these boulders in the Christian opponents by virtue of aT' antiquated however, in the time elapsing between the dis- lone, N. Y., on the 7th. He says he expects
stomach of a sea lion.
law which was dug up for the occasion. The plays of solar energy and the outbreak of to pass the rest of his days as a private citizen.
canvass app ars to hav been a ver:y;,lively one, storms on the earth. Sometimes it is only a
A.N alleged blackmailer was shot dead in the
THE report of the Rev. J. Milum's visit to the Rev. Mr. Varley, a Baptist clergyman of week; sometimes two or three weeks. CerA.bomey shows that the " custom" of human London, a sensational preacher and imitator of tainly. such coincidences, by themselvs, prove· street in this city by a detectiv who undertook
Sacrifices still prevail in Dahomey. Mr. Milum Spurgeon, lendiDg his services to divide the little; but taken in connection with many other to arrest him last week. Our police force are
is the general superintendent of the Wesleyan Liberal vote with Mr. Bradlaugh, besides the well-established facts, they help to show that rather too handy with their pistols and clubs.
Mission station in the Yoruba and Popo dis- opposition of Col. Moreland,· the regular Con- Herschel was not so far wrong after all when
·sTEPHEN H. TYNG, Jr., the fashionable rector
tricts of West A.frica. During the missionary's servativ candidate. The contest was hot and he traced a connection between sun spots and of the church of the "Holy Trinity," in this
stay the annual " customs" were bE.ing held acrimonious, but Mr. Bradlaugh put forth his the price of breadstuffs. Only two or three city, has resigned. Ill health is the ostensible
. at A.bomey. These were of the most horrible well-knowy. powers both in speaking and in weeks remain in which Venus can be studied reason. He has recently been mixed up in
description, several hundred nativs being private canvassing. He was- also bravely in her most beautiful form as an evening star. some life-insurance business which does not
d db hi
ll
M H
L b
No one who can command the use of a telescope add to his credit.
killed in the most barbarous manner and
offered in sacrifice.
secon e y s co eague, r. enry a ouchere, editor and publisher of Truth, who of any kind should fail to see this charming
EvARTS, ex-secretary of state, and ex-SenaA. VERMONT clergyman makes the future of enjoys g1 eat popularity in Northampton. This planet in its cresc~mt form. When the early
tor Thurman sailed on the .A,rizona on the 5th
good Christians clear by saying: "A.fter cross- support was of essential service to Mr. Brad- astronomers were able to show that Venus preto attend the monetary conference to be held
ing the mystic river we shall go on from the laugh. The latter will present himself before sented the phases of the moon, they soon
at Paris this summer. John McCulloch, the
man to the angel, from the angel to the arch- the house at an early day, and it is understood silenced the enemies of the Copernican system.
actor, and Rowell, the pedestrian, w&rl puangel, from the archangel to the celestial, from that he will not further object to the taking of A. boy's spyglaBs will now show what it resengers on tlle same vessel.
the celestial to the divine, and then, gathering the oath which the law prescribes. His ad.mis- quired all the l!kill of Galileo to discover.

THE 17th of May is now announced as the
date when the revised New Testament may be
expected to appear.
PRoF. DAviD SwiNG says in his paper, the
Alliance, that "unless Unitarianism evokes
real spirituality, it will die of dry rot.,
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Liberty and Purity: How to Secure Both
Safely, Effectively, and Impartially.
AN

ADDRESS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON CHARITABLE
AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE
STATE OF NEW YORK IN OPPOSITION TO A BILL TO
LARGELY INCREASE THE CRIMINAL JURIS·
DICTION AND POWERS OF THE SOCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF
VICE, MARCH 23, 1881.
BY T, B. WAKEMAN, OF THE BAR OF NEW

YORK,

CONTINUED.

This statement of this Agent will once more enable
you to measure the extent of his credibility, for there
is not a word of tmth in it. It is a total, absolute,
unmitigated falsehood. E.very · w~rd of this book
was written and the materials for rt were collected
and prepared by Mr. Bennett himself, and by him
only. His affidavit to that effect I will produce, but
his peculiar style, which no one can imitate, shows
it at once. Mr. Bennett has nothing whatever to
do with abortions or attempts at murder, and when
this Agent recklessly so states before you, he gives a
correct measure of himself and of the value of his
accusations. Neither is that book a collection of
falsehoods. It was written under a bias, of course,
but also under the threat and expectation of prosecution by this agent therefor, lJ,nd the Author was therefore exceedingly careful to put down nothing but
what he could prove in a court of justice.
In the course of acquiring some knowledge of the
methods of this society, several of these cases have
been investigated by me, and some for me, and I
have no doubt of the general correctness of this
record. The Agent is always profuse in courting investigation, but only at .his office and on his side of
the story. The side that the victim can only present
out of his office is equally important. When the other
side is heard, there remains a career of falsehood,
"cruelty, and crime" that no fair, honest, merciful
citizen will ever ask you to continue in his name.
No, Mr. Agent, this record was not written by an
abortionist or would-be murderer, and it is too truetoo true for you to stand with it before an honest
man, to say nothing of a just and yet merciful God.
It proves that it is not safe to leave irresponsible
power, and, least of all, an irresponsible oath, in your
hands.
No, it is not safe to displace the secular. officers of
the law for these religious sensationalists. It will
not be "free America" when it is done. The man
does not live who can be trusted with irresponsible
power.
And of all powers, that of the initiation of cnmrnal prosecution for the class of offenses placed under
the charge of these amateur_ societies is the most
delicate and dangerous possible. The idea of giving
the agents. of these societies the power to arrest in
any county on the mere irresponsible permission of
any sheriff, and without warrant! Of passing over
to them the power to control the police of the state
to aid them in the execution of these laws by arrest,
without any warrant or indictment whatever!
At common law no man, not actually committing
crime, can be arrested for a crime except upon the
indictment of a jury of his vicinage, or by a warrant
11pon affidavit that he was committing a crime necessary to be stopped, or was about to flee from justice. The accusation before the grand jury is to be
kept secret unless the indictment is obtained and the
arrest is made. It is this privacy of accusation that
has been one of the great benefits of the grand jury
·system since the origin of the common law.
It is not safe to lay these bulwarks of individual
liberty in the dust before the irresponsible, biased,
sensation-mongering, contribution-hunting agents of
these societies.
IS IT EFFECTIVE ?
Secondly. This method of amateur enforcement
of the laws is not EFFECTIVE.
It is a sensational.pretense in the beginning· and
in the end a delusion and a snare.
1. In theory, the motive of interest upon which it
rests is at bottom wrong.· It has been well said
tbat it is a method to manufacture crime, and punish
crime by the use of crime. It is thrice accursed in
its motive, means, and results.
These societies would find their occupation gone
were the offenses to cease. They always scotch the
snake, never kill it. Torture, not the end of vice, is
what they are after. The greater the agony, the
greater the collection and the salaries, and the importance of all the" great and pious men" concerned.
Instead of breaking up the establishments of vice in
a fair, legal, and manly way, this resort to trickery
merely causes them to change hands to elude it by
still sharper trickery. An occasional raid or an est
amounts to little. Nor do the society agents really
care. When the poulterer slays all of his flock at
once, these societies can afford to destroy all of the
vice from which they feed and live.
2. Again, their use of falsehood and crime as their
method is demoralizing to the community, andespecially to themselves and the offenders. It destroys

all truth, confidence, and morality 'in the people.
Unless the government respects and obeys the laws
of morality it is useless to ask or expect the governed to do so. The stream will not rise higher
than its source in the laws themselves. Jesuitism,
or the government by falsehood, begets a community
of liars and hypocrites. Better a hundred times
change the laws of evidence so as to make it perfectly easy for the officers of the law to convict in
any case, than to resort to lying.
It was a sad sight when one of the principal clergymen of New York and the Chancellor of her U niversity stood up at the anniversary of this society in
the hall of the Young Men's Christian Association,
February 16, 1880, and advocated falsehood as a
mode of government in these words: " Deceiving
them ! I tell you, gentlemen, I believe in deceit.
I believe in deceit whenever you have got a rightful
enemy to destroy. Could you carry on a war without deceit? Are you to tell your enemy everything
you are going to do? Whenever you have a rightful enemy, and have a right UNDER GoD to destroy
him, you have a right to deceive him."
As long as the flower of our liberally-educated
youth are sent out with this code of morals, what
can you expect of the rest of the community? It
was the necessities of these societies that introduced
that novelty in morals. A society that has such a
necessity has no right to exist.
The proper comment upon s11ch morality and necessity has been given by the Rev. Sydney Smith in
referring to a similar society in London. Let this
clergyman fully dispose of the other. He says:
" It is hardly possible that a society for the suppression of vice can ever be kept within the bounds
of good sense and moderation. If there are many
members who have really become so from a feeling
of duty, there will necessarily be some who enter th€
society to hide a bad character, and others whose
object it is to recommend themselves to their betters
by a sedulous and bustling inquisition into the immoralities of the public. The loudest and noisiest
suppressors will always carry it against the more
prudent part of the community; the most violent
will be considered as the most moral; and those who
see the absurdity will, from the fear of being
thought to encourage vice, be reluctant to oppose it.
Beginning with the uest intentions in the
world, such societies must, in all probability, degenerate into a receptacle for every species of tittletattle, impertinence, and malice. Men whose trade
is rat-catching love to catch rats; the bug-destroyer
seizes on his bug with delight; and the suppressor is
gratified by finding his vice. The last soon becomes
a mere 'tradesman like the others; none of them
moralize, or lament that their respective evils should
exist in the world. The public feeling is swallowed
up in the pursuit of a daily occupation and in the
display of a technical skill. An informer, whether
paid by the week, like the agents of this society, or
by the crime, as in common cases, is in general
a man of a very indifferent character. So much
fraud and deception are necessary for carying on his
trade-it is so odious to his fellow-subjects-that no
man of respectability will ever undertake it. It is
evidently impossible to make such a character otherwise than odious. A man who receives weekly pay
for prying into the transgressions of mankind, and
bringing them to consequent punishment, will
always· be hated by mankind, and the office must
fall to the lot of some man of desperate fortunes and
ambiguous character. If it be lawful for respectable
men to combine for the purpose of turning informers,
it is lawful for the lowest an4 most despicable race
of informers to do the same thing; and then it is
quite clear that every species of wickedness and extortion would be the consequence." .
3. But, practically, how does the system work?
We answer that as to the laws and offenses in question it displaces the officers of the law and renders
them incompetent or useless, and yet it is not
effective.
We know that this whole line of legislation has
been justified or excused, as Lynch law would be,
because of the alleged insufficiency of the secular
police and magistrates. We believe that the charges
of this kind have been greatly exaggerated by the
advocates of this legislation to attain the committal
of these powers to them. We remember that the
insufficiency of the temporal government has ever
been the cry and excuse for resorts to' ecclesiastical
law, Lynch law, and every other unrepublican form
of government. The trouble is that the remedy is
wors~ than the disease, and finally replaces the trouble
by a worse one, which grows the more it is appealed
to. Power grows by what it feeds upon. Every year
you will be asked for more.
There is but one cure for official insufficiency or
neglect: that is personal responsibility and summary
removal from office. If one official won't do the
work, let the Governor take him out and put in one
who will. It is a kind of mean -and. cowardly treason
to despair of the republic in this petty way. It is
pitiabl~ ~o send the great State of New York among
her rehgwus sects and amateur bocieties to take up
collections to enforce her laws. Before you let us
descend further in that direction let us try what

personal responsibility can do under the Governor's
weeding hand.
·
An· officer so selected will represent the power,
authority, and moral influence of the great State of
New York. Such an officer will be simply iavincible. There will be no question raised when he
speaks or acts with the voice and authority of the
people of the whole State. All the people will obey
such an officer cheerfully, Liberals and all. But this
Agent, Informer, and Spy of a select, incorporated
coterie, what power can you give him that will inspire respect, confidence, and obedience? What
right can you confer upon him except to prowl
around with his revolver .as a quasi, semi-religious
freebooter, calling himself a "soldier of Christ,"
gaining his living by foraging on the charitable in
proportion to the sensation he can raise.
Your District Attorneys and Police will certainly
enter into no competition with a man of this kind.
They shrink with disgust when he enters their offices.
They will leave the field to him as far as they possibly can, and that, in fact, is just what they do.
4. But with all this sacrifice of law, tnlth, decency,
and secular authority, can this method succeed? It
has been well tried as to a large class of offenses by
the "Quixotic" Clergyman, Howard Crosby, whose
advocacy of falsehood I have referred to, and who
has been aided by this very society to the extent of
its power. What has been the result? The answer
is, An ignominious failure. They have demoralized
the police and magistrates, and cannot do the duty
themselves.
The Rev. Dr. Potter, of Grace church, a clergyman than whom none could speak with more weight
or truthfulness, in a sermon on the perils of New York,
reported in the New York Herald of the 14th inst.,
describes the unfortunate state of things and their
cause in these words:
"A voluntary society for the suppression of crime,
whose very existence is one of the most startling
commentaries upon our sham civilization, since it has
been forced into existence to do the work which the
law and its executors are both sworn and paid to do;
a voluntary association like this created for the suppression of crime, endeavors to shield the unwary
and to break up those robber caves and robber
bands. It can never happen to :lind them, and we,
whose guardians they are, are apparently no more
concerned about this municipal disgrace than if it
happened in Dahomey. A Quixotic .Divine strives in
vain to rouse the public conscience against licensed
thieving, and the friends of the thieves laugh in their
sleeves at his.folly, while the rest of the commun-ity
think that he had better go back to his preaching. I
think so too, for surely the people, to awaken whom
this John the Baptist cries so vainly in the wilderness
of our New York, are even more closely wedded to
their dishonor than the publicans and sinners of the
olden time."
Upon this sermon the New York Herald of March
14th comments editorially thus: "Dr. Potter's sermon on' The Perils of New York,' calls attention
to the fact, astounding to all who do not inhabit this
city, that societies are organized to do work that the
law requires our officials to perform, and that the
people do not seem to be indignant about it."
Dr. Potter has recommended the true course to
awaken the people and bring the true remedy. Let
the" Quixotic" Clergyman and Chancellor, return to
his pulpit and lecture room; let this "Agent" return
to his dry-goods; let the Governor have the power
to hold the district attorneys and the police to their
duty. If they fail, let us lay before him the proper
charges and have others put in their place who will
not fail. This, those whom I represent will do,
every good citizen will help to do. Only in this
way can the laws be ever safely and effectively executed in a republic.
Third. There is a further and a fundamental
reason why this amateur method can never be safe
or effective, and that is because it is not, and can
never be, impartial. It is subject to a fatal bias.
These vice societies are also, in fact, State libel societies. They cannot for that reason effectively
execute the laws. The very first element to secure
tl).at end is a popular conviction that all citizens are
equal before the law, and that it is executed solely
for the public good and not for any ulterior, and
least of all for any personal, sectarian, or "religious"
'purposes.
What are the facts? Any one, and especially one
not of their sects, who stands in their way, or questions the propriety of their existence, methods, or
conduct, is immediately set upon, shadowed by detectives, and buJldozed by terrorism. His motives
are published as the vilest possibl6l, till he is buried
under a heap of the filth, rotten eggs, and dead cats
and dogs that this agent is always ready to exhume
and throw.
Thus he has reduced what open opposition there
is against his methods to a skunk warfare in which
he is the offensive performer against men a hundred
times better than himself. This is the reason that
the opponents to his legislation so seldom appear
before you, and he is allowed to have his own way.
The terrorism, moral and physical, of these amateur
bandits has developed a degree of cowardice hitherto·
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wholly unexampled in "free America." You cannot
blame any one. 'l'here is one animal no human
courage is expected to face. That fact is a solid
reason for this Legislature to put an end to his legal
existence.
I know ri~ht well that you have nothing to do
with indiviiual grievances, and no wish to hear
them. But if it appear that this society has through
its "agent" been guilty of libels, suppression of
the truth, and misrepresentation of facts, terrorism,
and useless dissension among our citizens, and that
auch evils are inherent in its system and method, it
is in the highest degree relevant, and the best possible reason it should approach its end. Be patient,
therefore, with the proofs.
This agent has recently published a book called
"Frauds Exposed." It is itself a fraud and an exposnre of himself, and also that most atrocious libel that
has ever yet fallen from the American press. It is
cunningly devised and written. Its sensationalcant
and money-getting object reveal the bigot, fanatic,
hypocrite, and self-seeker from page to page to its
final cry for money. But only one who knows the
facts could believe that any one in human shape
could have piled up such a mass of falsehood, libel,
and slander.
The title page shows the first point relevant here,
for there he gives the work the sanction of " my solemn oaths of office I" Who gave him oaths of
office to be prostituted in this way? What right
has he to have oaths to use and parade as a defense
for libel?
It is not necessary to go outside of this book to
find that this official oath-power should cease with
this display of it.
The book is written, as it states, for its last or
third part, which is designed to bury in its filth all,
and especially the Liberals of the country, who have
dared to oppose him, his Society, and its methods. _
It is simply a libel and a falsehood knowingly uttered as to them ·individually and collectively.
Let me begin with two specimens as to individuals.
Of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll he says (p. 504),-" I
assert without fear of contradiction that R. G. Ingersoll has favored obscenity, advocated the repeal
of these [U.S. Comstock postal] laws, and sympathized with some of the vilest men convicted of the
execrable crime of dealing in obscene publications."
Never was more falshood crowded into so few
words.
This Agent knew that Col. Ingersoll has never in
any way advocated or been in favor of the repeal of
those laws, and it is stated in this very book that he
resigned as a Vice-President of the Liberal League
because the majority at its Chicago Congress of
1880 were in favor of their repeal.
The Agent knew that the petition which it is said
Col. Ingersoll signed was one not for repeal only, as
he· falsely represents, but contained a prayer for a
modification of the Law, which was the course Col.
Ingersoll approved and recommended.
The whole prayer of the petition is as follows:
"Wherefore your petitioners pray that the statutes
aforesaid may be repealed, or materially modified, so
that they cannot be used to abridge the freedom. of
the press or of conscience, or to destroy the liberty
and equality of the people before the Law and Departments of the Government, on account of any
religious, moral, political, medical, or commercial
grounds or pretexts whatsoever." This last clause
this Agent wilfully suppresses.
Col. Ingersoll approved of a modification of these
laws substantially as above, and all he did ?r said
was in that behalf. He never appeared With the
repealers or for them at any time, as the "Agent"
well knew. It is not certain even that he signed the
petition and if he did so it was done when he appeared before the committee to explain his .views as
to modification.
But how Col. Ingersoll advocated obscenity his
indignant reply to the charge which fits this Agent
shows well enough and is in harmony with his whole
life. These words will follow this Agent forever:
"When he made that statement he wrote across
the forehead of his reputation the word LIAR. He is
a low, infamous man. Meanness_ cannot descend beyond the level of him who will endeavor to blacken
the reputation of another simply because he can not
answer his argument. I despise, I execrate with
every drop of my blood, any man or woman who
wilfully attempts to destroy the reputation of
another."
How Col. Ingersqll has "sympathized with some
of the vilest men" may be seen by the above utterance. He sympathized with no man tor any wrong
he had done, but when Mr. Bennett had been unjustly
and unfairly prosecuted and convicted he was not the
man to withhold his sympathy for the victim and
indignation for the wrong-doer. He did not justify
any violation of the law, but when he found what
had been done under it, he ·could not help saying:
" I regard Comstock as infamous beyond expression.
I have little respect for those men who endeavor to
put. down vice by lying, and very little respect for a
society that would keep in its employ such a leprous

remained a member of the League after it declared
for repeal at Chicago. The Agent knew better.
The Washington Auxiliary League of which Col.
Ingersoll was a member at once withdrew and took
him out of the League and he has never had anything whatever to do with it since. All he could do
on the spot he did, that is to resign his office at the
Congress. His own Society could only do the rest,
and it did it at once.
This Agent knew:
1. That Col. Inge:rsoll differed from other Liberals
in the fact that he never was in favor of "repeal,"
but always, consistently, of "modification."
2. That he resigned and entirely withdrew, from
aU connection with the League when it declared for
repeal.
3. That instead of advocating obscenity he had
strained the English language to denounce it and its
abettors, and his life illustrated his words.
4. That his expression of sympathy for Mr. Bennett was upon the ground that he had been unjustly
prosecuted on account of his Liberal opinions, and
not because he had "violated any law of the land,"
but because he had not.
This "Agent" knowingly and maliciously falsifies
as to these four points. Page after page of his words,
too profuse and canting to quote, show that he did it
in order to destroy him and his influence because
he is what the Agent regards as an "Infidel."
This Agent differs from Col. Ingersoll as to religion, and I do as to politics; and slander, like death,
loves a shining mark. But the greatest orator of our
age is so far beyond his reach that he cannot by this
mousing owl be hacked at and torn. Yet it is proof
that the detractor who will pervert and suppress
truth to do it will do anything, and is subject to no
moral restraint whatever. Nothing but the fear of
hell will ever keep him from robbing a hen-roost.
To take another instance, this Agent's references
to mys~lf if possible eclipse those to Col. Ingersoll.
He declares (page 452) that I ''pronounce for obscenity
under cover of this thin and specious argument for
'liberty.'"
He makes this out by brazenly quoting a sentence
from my letter to the Third Liberal League of New
York (see Faneuil Hall Speech, p. 5) which I had
used to state the position of an opponent for the very
purpose of showing that I did not agree with him.
My opponent had stated that if the Liberals opposed
these laws they would be misrepresented and " fall
into the trap of allying themselves with obscenity."
I replied: "But suppose you do not oppose them?
Do you ·not then ally Liberalism with bigotry and
fatal betrayal of liberty? Is not the latter trap the
worse of the two?"
He quotes so far and no farther!
The next sentence would show the truth and leave
no semblance of reason for his charge, for I go right
on to say: "But why turn this into a trap question?
It is nota choice between Scylla and Charybdis. Let
us keep in mid-water and on the high sea, trust to
pure motives and the breezes of liberty, and traps to
the right of us and to the left of us may be. safely
left behind to catch those who set or think of them."
How wicked and slanderous his talk is about my advocating obscenity the book he held in his hand shows
from page to page.
In the next sentence he saw these words: "The
Liberal party or sect, like every other in a free republie, will find its justification and victory only in so
far as it makes for the ,qood and welfare of the whole
people."
And a little further on he read this: " This violation [of the Constitution] has come . . for the
worthy purpose of suppressing obscenity. Let me
say at the outset that I respect the motives of the per80ns who have founded the Society for the Suppressian of Vice, and who have contributed to sustain it,
but they have selected an improper "Agent" and
used means unlawful, unconstitutional, and unworthy
of them. I wish, therefore, p~tblicly to put m.y foot
upon the libel that I, or others who have signed that
petition [for repeal or modification], have so done as
the abettors of obscenity or jrom. a de8ire to give it aid
or comfort!'
·
Note how fair I was in stating the good motives ~f
my opponents, and how distinctly I did not "pronounce for obscenity." Passages like the above too
numerous to quote and in almost every form occur
in that little book which ends (p. 59) with the Liberal
watchword-" LIBERTY AND PURITY, now andforever,
one and inseparab lei"
:What will you think of a ~a~,who says that ~n
t~Is I "pi:onounce fo~, obscemt1, a~d who a~ks m
hiS next hne (p. 452), What will this obscemty de.fender do about the State laws?"
The bill before you to abolish obscenity and this
libeler, both at once, answers emphatically what I
would do about State laws.
He next adds, "Is not he lawyer enough to know
that the common-law decisions are all against obscenity ~" etc., "Is h~ igrtoran t of that," etc.
Certamly _I ~now It; and he knows that I have
strenuou~ly InSisted .upon a ret~rn t~ the co~m.on
law and ItB methods mstead of his Somety and Its m~gent."
quisition, and he chooses to falsify, suppress, and
The Agent next (p. 711) states that Col. Ingersoll misrepresent. That same little book (p. 51) shows
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how I urged " emphatic approval of the us.e of all such
means as may be within the legitimate scope of government to secure the repression both of the issue
and circulation of such [obsceneJ rna tter by the
press."
The Liberal convention at Watkins in 1878, consisting of thousands, fully indorsed that sentiment.
Again, in the same book (p. 53), he read, as to the
common law, my words as follows:
"Here I take my stand (on the Common law]. I
Rhall ask no further limitatiOn of the liberty of printing than that imposed by the common law and the
Constitutions of my State and country. I incline
to ask the protection of the general public and
of youth from having obscenity in any form exposed
to their view or foisted upon them by mail, express,
or otherwise, but let the offenses be punished by the
States and not the Federal government, they only
having power to punish such abuses. This is the
eommon law; it is constitutional; it is called for by
the cultivated sentiments of mankind; and it is conservative of the morals of youth. If we maintain
the residue of our criminal code, let us by no means
omit that." That is what I said.
·
Can the impudence of fal~ehood go further than
to turn from such passages as the above in the very
book he quotes from, and say that I " pronounce in
favor of obscenity," or that I am a " defender of
obscenity;" and "ignorant of or opposed to the common law" on the subject?
But his impudence does go further, for he goes
right on to say:
"I never saw him [this "obscenity defender"]
defend but one case in court in my life, and that was
of a vender of obscenity, and his client was convicted."
He never saw me defend any case in court!
But mark the duplicity of this sentence ! When
branded as a liar and libeler for charging me with
being an "obscenity defender," that is, a defender
of ohscenity itself, this Agent keeps open the door
in his last sentence to say, "I meant only that he as
a lawyer defended in court persons charged with
that offense." But this miserable dodge will not
avail. The fact is that I seldom go into the criminal
courts at all, and have never defended a case of obscenity in my life, and I never expect or intend to.
The public position I felt it my duty to take in regard to this subject at Faneuil Hall, and at other
places, made it indelicate and improper for me to act
professionally in such cases, and I have never done
so. If allusion is made to Mr. Bennett's case, there
was, as he well knew, an additional reason why I
could not appear for him or defend him, for I had to
become his bail to keep this Agent from dragging
him off to jail at night, as was his evident intention
and wish. True, I befriended Mr. Bennett as I could
at his trial otherwise than as his counsel. To compliment me Mr. Bennett, in the report of the trial,
included my name. I explained in his paper that,.it
was erroneously inserted, and that I had not acted
professionally for him, nor was my advice as to many
things asked or taken. Abram Wakeman was his
only cmmsel and the only one who defended " him in
court." His name only so appears on the record. This
Agent so knew, for he mentions him alone as the
counsel, at page 472 of his book. So this mean attempt to escape from a double falsehood with a slur
has no ground but the writer's malice.
Other and even meaner individual instances may
be noticed were there time; but now a word as to the
Liberals collectively.
' [TO BE CONTINUED.)

Music.
Will the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER please
call the attention of the music men of their acquaintance to this note? I will arrange music for
any number of instruments and of any kind. I am
an admirer of liberty, and a despiser of hypocrisy.
I think we Infidels ought to hav Infidel bands
established throughout the United States; and when
the Fourth of July is celebrated, Infidels can hav
their bands of music, and can speak praises of honor
and admiration to the memory of Thomas Paine.
This is a movement that should be attended to. Few
practical musicians pay any attention to Freethought.
Address me at Aurora, Ohio.
B. 0. FENTON.
THE .Daily Leader, of Binghamton, N. Y., has the
following concerning a recent Land League meeting
at that place: "A couple of ladies were present during the evening, and the very courteous Secretary,
Mr. McGrath, moved them a vote of thanks. Upon
its passage, one of the ladies, who proved to be the
eloquent speaker, Mrs. H. S. Lake, who 1las spoken
in Leonard Hall several times recently, asked the
privilege of making a few remarks, and took the
audience by surprise with her eloquence and force of
argument. The frequent and enthusiastic outburRts
of applause showed how well her remarks were ap~
preciated, and how telling were her arguments
against tyranny and in favor of universal liberty to
all mankind. Ireland, she said, was cursed and
made the slave of England through religious intol~
erance and the felfishness of greed."
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tion.
The formation of a Catholic church
No one pretends, I believe, that Origen was inand of a canon was simultaneous. The circumstances spired to discriminate between the false and the
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
in which the collection originated were unfavorable true, or that the bishops and priests composing the
to the authenticity of its materials, for tradition had council of Laodicea were inspired to accept his sePUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. been busy over them and their authors. Instead of lection, They acted simply. upon their judgment
attributing the formation of the canon to the church and prejudices, as many do now when gathered in
The 'Ulrgest and cheapest Raditxil Journal pu}Jlilihed in Europe it would be more correct to say that the important conventions, legislatures, etc. The arguments pro
or .America, CIJTltaining nearlty seven hundred square i-nc:h68 nwre stage in it was due to three teachers, each working and con relative to the several books were urged and
separately and in his own way, who were intent then the question settled by vote. If by favoritism
of reading matter than any othm journal of its lci,nd.
upon the creation of a Christian society which did or influence the majority could have been carried in
not appear in the apostolic age-a visible organiza- favor of some books regarded as apocryphal, and
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 16, 1881. tion united-when the discordant opinions of apos- against some which were accepted, the canonical
tolic and sub-apostolic times should be finally merged. word of God would have been of a very different
What Objections to Christianity l
The canon was not the work of the Christian church composition from what it is. The good Quaker
so much as of the men who were striving to form William Penn made some very pertinent remarks
OUR EIGHTH LETTER.
that church, and could not get beyond the mold upon the decisions of the council of Laodicea. "I
MR. G. M. MAIR, .JJear Sir: As I have received a received by primitive Christian literature. The first demand," said he, "of our adversaries, if they are
private note from you, saying you do not care to mention of a 'Catholic church' occurs in the mar- well assured of those men who first collected, emreply to my last, we will consider that much set- tyrdom of Polycarp, an epistle that cannot be dated bodied, and declared them [the New Testament
tled, and I will proceed with my remarks; though earlier than 160 .A.D., and may perhaps be ten years scriptures] authentic, by a public canon, which we
before entering upon our next thesis I will examine later. But though the idea be there and in theigna- read was in the council of Laodicea, held 360 years
the question as to how the books composing the New tian epistles, its established use is due to Iremeus, after Christ-I say, how do they know that those
Testament came to be accepted as the canon, or the Tertullian, and Cyprian."
men rightly discerned true from spurious? Now
veritable word of God.
The most of the quarreling before alluded to was sure it is that some of the scriptures taken in by one
From what I have already said I think I have done by the councils of priests and bishops which council were rejected by another for apocryphal, and
made it pretty clear that neither Jesus nor his disci- from time to time were convoked to deliberate upon that which was left out by the former for apocryphal
ples wrote any of the books of the New Testament, the so-called sacred writings and to decide which was taken in by the latter for canonical. Now, visunless possibly it was the first epistle of Peter, the church should declare the word and will of ible it is that they contradict each other, and as true
which some Christian writers will insist was writ- heaven. By the dictum of the contentious councils, that they have erred respecting the present belief"
ten by Peter, although it is a matter of extreme where quarreling and fighting absolutely took place, (Penn's Works, vol. i, p. 302, London edition).
doubt. Some of the epistles ascribed to Paul were the books were decided upon which should be believed
That this council, like those which were held at later
undoubtedly written by him, while others were and accepted and which should be disbelieved and dates, was composed of men of human fallibilities and
almost certainly not written by him. The four gos- rejected, and it later got to this, if any unfortunate weaknesses is clearly set forth by the remarks of
pels were assuredly not written by those whose person ·dared to disbelieve or question the truth or the distinguished Christian writer and thinker of
names they bear, and no one in the world knows who genuineness of any of the gospels which the councils those times, St. Gregory N azianzen, in a letter to
did write them. But these books are now held to be had decided were the word of God, he must burn in Procopius, as quoted by Tindal in his work, "Rights
canonical, authentic writings, dictated by heaven, fused sulphur forever.
of the Christian Church," p. 195. He says t.hat "he
accepted by the church. How came all this about?
The decisions of these councils, however, were not fled all assemblies of bishops because he never saw a
.At the time, as we .have seen, when the four synop- conclusive at the time they were rendered, and it has good and happy end of any council, but that they
tical gospels were first known to have an existence only been by the lapse of centuries that the church did rather increase than lessen the evil, that the love
there had been many other so-called gospels floating finally settled down in a general acquiescence- as to of contention and ambition always overcomes their
around, one ascribed to this apostle or saint, and an- which books should really constitute the word of God reason." "Nothing," said the same pious writer,
other to that, probably not one of them actually to his unl'ortunate offspring. It might be edifying to "is to be heard there but geese and cranes, who
bearing the name of the person who wrote it. Many mention some of the strong lights in the church who fight without understanding one another."
gospels and epistles were also brought into notice remained attached to certain gospels and epistles
Tindal's opinion of these councils of bishops is
somewhat later than the introduction of our four after the councils had rejected and pronounced them no better than that of the Christian saint whom he
gospels, many of which have since been rejected and false, and still insisted that they were more genuine quoted. In speaking of the first ecumenical council
pronounced spurious or apocryphal. In all, there than some which the council had placed in the canon; held at Nice, convened and presided over by the Emwere hundreds of these gospels and epistles, which but I cannot take the space to detail many of these peror Constantine in the year 324, he says: "And if
fact goes to prove that gospel-writing was a pastime cases. In comparatively modern times not less a these accusations and libels which the bishops at the
or a source of pleasure. It was probably the liter- divine than Dr. Whiston has insisted that no less than council of Nice give in of one another to t.be empeary rage of that period. .Although they differed not twenty-seven of the discarded books are genuine. ror were now extant, in all probability we should
a little from each other, there was a general sameness " Can any one," says he, "be so weak as to imagine have such rolls of scandal that few would have much
among them in incident as well as in doctrine.
Mark and Luke and James and Jude, who were none reason to boast of the first ecumenical council, when
.Among all these conflicting claims of authorship, of them more than companions of the apostles, to be with such heat, passion, and fury the bishops fell
each gospel and epistle having had its special parti- our safe and unerrring guides, while Barnabas, Thad- foul as one another insomuch that had not the empesans and advocat~s, some mode must be devised as deus, Clement, Tim_othy, Hermas, Ignatius, and Poly- ror by a trick burnt their church memorials probably
to which among them all should be recognized and carp, who were equally companions of the same apos- they must have broken up in confusion. After that
accepted as the genuine article and which should be tles, to be of no authority at all?" (Exact Time, p. 28.) council was over, the bishops made so great a bustle
rejected as spurious and false. Many bitter and The Rev. James Martineau insists that several of the and disturbance, and were so unruly, that the good
seri'ous contentions grew out of the conflicting claims apocryphal and rejected gospels are more genuine emperor was forced to tell them that if they would
set up by the advocates of these numerous gospels than the epistle to the Hebrews or even the gospel of not be more quiet and peaceable for the future he
and epistles, the priests, bishops, archbishops, and Luke. He asks, "H none but the works of the twelve would no longer continue his expedition against the
even the popes participating in these persistent apostles were admitted the rule would be clear and Infidels, but must return to keep them in order."
quarrels. Pope Gelasius distinguished himself by simple, but what are Mark and Luke, who are received, "Indeed," says Tindal, "the confusion and disorder
condemning and pronouncing false many of these more than Clement and Barnabas, who are excluded?" were so great amongst them, especially in their synwritings which many before him had considered Archbishop Wake translated several of. the apocry- ods, that it sometimes came to blows, as for instance
genuine and worthy of credence. In the latter part phal gospels from the Greek and recommended them Dioscorus, bishop of Alexandria, cuffed and kicked
of the fifth century he did quite a business at pro- as "inspired" and containing "an authoritative dec- Flavianus, patriarch of Constantinople (at the second
nouncing false a large number of gospels giving laration of the gospel of Christ to us." The learned synod of Ephesus), with that fury that within three
incidents in the life of Jesus and describing the Bishop Marsh gave it as his opinion that "it is an days after he died."
miracles which he performed.
undoubted fact that those Christians by whom the
Pappius, a Christian writer of the fourth century,
We are informed by the Rev. Samuel Davidson, now rejected gospels were received, and who are now in describing one of the modes by which the many
D.D., in the article "Canon" in the new British called heretics, were in the right in many points of books and writings were decided to be or nor to be
Encyclopedia-notwithstanding his sectarian bias- criticism, where the Fathers aqcused them of wilful the word of God, says on o~e occasion it was done
that "oral tradition was the chief fountain of Chris- corruption."
.
"by placing all the books ·under a communion table,
tian knowledge," and that "the exact principles that
To return to the earlier periods, I will state the and, upon the prayers of the council, the inspired
guided the formation of a canon in the earliest cen- truth by saying that from the first century to the books jumped upon the table, while the false ones
turies cannot be discovered. Definite grounds for seventh there was no fully-authorized canon of the remained under." Those who believe in miracles
the reception or rejection of books were not very New Testament writings. There were many claimants, and in the great efficacy of prayer may be able to
clearly apprehended. The choice was determined and doubt and uncertainty hung over all, when, if accept this statement with great joy and confidence,
by various circumstances, of which apostolic origin there was any truth and reliability attached to those even like unto that which the early Christians of
was the chief, though this itself was insuffieiently early writings, it would seem they ought to have Ephesus evinced when the bishops composing the
attested, for, if it be asked whether all the New Tes- been certain and satisfactory. It is indeed singular council then declared that the "Virgin Mary"
tament writings proceeded from the authors whose that, if doubt existed about those books then, might be called the "Mother of God." On that
names they bear, criticism cannot reply in the aflirm- they should be wholly undoubted and reliable now, occasion the joy reached so great a bight that the
ative. The example and influence of churches to and that there is any process by which doubt and people kissed the hands of the bishops, they emwhich the writings had been first addressed must falsehood can become certainty and trnth. The braced their knees, and the whole city resounded
have acted upon the reception of the books. .Above strength of faith must indeed be great.
with acclamations.
all, individual teachers here and there saw the necesThe Christian Father Origen, in the third century,
After the Council of Laodicea in 363, another was
sity of meeting heretics with their own weapons, in is supposed to have been one of the first who took it held in 406, and still another in 680. The council
their own way, with apostolic records instead of upon himself to make a selection froni the multiudi- of 406 rejectd several books deemed canonical by
oral tradition. The circumstances in which the or- nous gospels and epistles then abounding, and to de- the council of 363, but the council of 680 again
thodox were placed led to this step, effecting a bond cide which should be accepted as holy and inspired. restored them. "Thus," as Cooper says, "were the
of union whose need must have been felt while each His selection was principally the books which com. sacred writings,• the word of God, tossed like a
church was isolated under its own bishop and the pose the New Testament to-day. But of course his battledoor from sect to sect, and altered as the spirit
collective body could not take measures in common. opinion, though authoritative to a considerable of faction might dictate." "From the close of the
Writings of more recent origin would be received extent, was far from being fully acquiesced in; quar- seventh century," says the same writer, "to the
with greater facility than such as had been in circu- rels and contentions about God's word still contin- the fifteenth, when printing was invented, the 'Word
lation for many years, especially if they professed ued. In the year 363 the council of Laodicea was of God ' remained in pious seclusion. It was locked
to cnme from a prominent apostle. A code of apos- held, and declared what writings should be accepted up in monasteries, in the exclusive possession of
tolic writings, divine and perfect like the Old Testa- as God's real word. Their respect for the name of monks. The people were forbidden to read it. H
ment, had to be presented as soon as possible against Origen undoubtedly influenced that council to accept they were detected in such an ' impious' act they
Gnostic and Manichean heretics, whose doctrines and recommend the selection which he had made. were punished most severely. The priesthood at
were injurious to objective Chrtstianity, while the Had he accepted some of the apocryphal books. and this period, therefore, had every opportunity to do.
multiplication of apocryphal works threatened to rejected some which are in the canon, they would in what they liked with the Bible-to alter, add, or
overwhelm genuine tradition with a heap of supersti- all probability have done the.same.
omit, just as it was most convenient. So greatly, in
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fact were the priesthood afraid of the people read~ sions, who often time have put in and left out as they to hunt up the failings of others, I will pass it over
ing the Bible that a bill was actually in~r~duced into thought it most convenient." There was certainly as briefly as possible.
the Parliament [of England] to prohibit any one nothing to prevent this being done to any extent
The Fathers misrepresented the truth greatly as to
reading the scriptures except those who were desired. Du Pin adds to this, "It cannot be said the authenticity of the gospels and e:eistles of the
authorized."
that no fault has crept into the scriptures by the New Testament. The oldest manuscnpts of these
After the art of printing became introduced the neglig-ence or inadvertancy of the transcribers, or books in existence are not older than the sixth cenBible was printed, and, in spite of the wish qf the even by tbe boldness of those who have ventured to tury-five hundred years after the events therein
priesthood, was much more generally read than be- strike out, add, or change some worda which they described are said to liave taken place. Michaelis,
fore· but~ this, of course, only increased the disa- thought necessary to be omitted, added, or changed." the learned Gennan compiler, says: "The originals
gree~ent in belief concerning it. Christendom was The learned Mr. James, Librarian of the Univer- of the New Testament have not been seen by any
thereby split into different sects, which, warred sity of Oxford, in his -work on the " Corruption of writer extant, nor do they record that any one of
against each other with the bitterest acrimony, the Scriptures," on page 3721 says: "Let us pass a their contemporaries had seen them. The holy
which was continued down even to our own time. step or two further and inquire whether they have Fathers themselves do not profess to have seen the
Luther, the father of Protestantism, rejected the not corrupted the Bible in like sort, or worse, rather, originals." . . . "None of the most early
book of James and some others. Calvin and Eras- if it be possible, to a degree of impiety beyond the Fathers, Ignatius or Tertullian, appeal to the origimus strongly doubted the authenticity of Revela- degrees of comparison, and yet so plainly to be nals, or had seen them." To this may be added the
tions. The Unitarians, with the learned Dr. Lard- proved against the papists, as he that hath but one testimony of Du Pin in his " History of the Canon:"
ner at their head, regarded the epistle to the He" eye to see shall plainly discover it, and thence be " We do not find that the two greatest men of the
brews, the epistle of James, the second of Peter, the induced to suspect the abomination of desolation church, Origen and St. Hieronymus, who had
second and third of John, Jude, and Revelations, as spoken of by Daniel the prophet, sitting in the holy searched the ancient copies of the scriptures with so
not only doubtful, but as "not fit to be alleged as place and admiring himself above the Holy of Holies. much care and diligence, have visited so many
affording sufficient proof of any doctrine."
He shall observe infinite varieties, contrarieties, and churches in the East, have ever spoken of the origiThe New Testament, as published by the learned contradictions and oppositions between two Bibles, nals of the New Testament, written with the hands
Evanson in 1807, eontains only the gospel of St. set forth by two popes within two years, both com- of the apostles, which they would not have failed to
Luke, Acts, ten of Paul's epistles, and Revelations. manded to be read, as are mentioned in the briefs. do if there had been any in their times." Again he
The other books, the gospels of Matthew, Mark, and You shall see the popes breathe hot and cold, say says: "In the primitive ages there was no talk of
John, he contemptuously rejected as "spurious and unsay the same thing twice, and in fine they bave reading the holy scriptures in their originals. Any
fictions of the second century." The Swedenborgians truly verified t:he Bible to be a nose of wax, plied copy whatever, J?rovided i~ were used ~n. the orthoadmit only the four gospels and Revelations. Some and wrought into fashion for their own advantage. dox churches, m%,qht be rehed upon as If It had been
German sects reject Matthew, and the learned Pro- A shame it is that any Christian should presume to the first original written with the hands of the aposfessor .Bauer in 1803 did not hesitate to denounce it add or take away aught from the word of G?d·. Yet tles." The Rev. Dr.. Campbell, in. h_is work on the .
as a" forgery." Dr. Eichorn, a learned Bible scholar, oh, intolerable fraud, not any simple Chnstian or "Four Gospels," admits that the ongmals were norejected the second epistle. to Timo~hy, and Dr. layman but the bishop of Rome, chief pastor of the where to be found. He confessed, "What we have
Schleiermacher the first epistle to Timothy. Dr. church,' sole judge of all controversies, whose lips in their stead are. t_he _copies _of copies (tho~gh how
Bretschneider in 1820 rejected the gospel of St. should preserve knowledge, and his tongue speak no m~ny successors It IS Impossible to say), ;~hiCh were
Dr. Hay
John, while the first chapter of the gospel of Mat- deceit hath audaciously presumed to add and take originally taken from these autographs.
thew and Luke were denounced by the Unitarianfl, as away ~hole sentences, to change the words of the goes still farther when he says, "It is .P:obable there
"absolute falsities." The Catholics insist that the holy writ into a clear, contrary meaning-to make, as could have been no autographs [ ongmals] of the
New Testament at all."
Protestant Bible is wholly unreliable and full of it were, white black and black white."
The Rev. Mr. Cooper, in his "Tracts," page 521,
In this truthful view of the case it may easily be
error while the Protestants are equally censorious
expressly says, "Were a Socinian to make ~ new seen that a great amount of duplicity, hypocrisy,
with 'regard to the, Catholic Bible.
Not a few ridiculous errors of translation have translation, he would translate under the gmdance and falsehood have been palmed off upon the world
been detected in this so-called word of God, as a of his Socinian opinions, and properly." The Rev. by these Christian Fathers. They have handed
specimen of which this will answer: Mark x, 25, Dr. Campbell, in his Introduction to his "Transla- down to us as the genuine works of the apostles
speaks of a camel passing through the eye of a nee- tion of the Scriptures," makes some telling remarks that which there is not the slightest proof that
dle whereas in the original was meant a cable rope. about Beza, who published the edition of the Greek one of the apostles ever saw or heard of, or that
Th~ notion of a rope, being an enlarged thread, Testament, from which our English version taken: Jesus or one of the apostles ever left the scratch of
passing through the eye of a needle _is a natural asso- "Here we have a man," says he, "who, m effect, a pen behind them. Ample proof of this hypocrisy
ciation of ideas, but a camel passmg through the acknowledges that he would not have translated may be found recorded by Mosheim .and other Chriseye of a needle is a very awkward, unnatural figure. some thing-s in the way he has done· if he would ~ot tian historians. In speaking of the fourth century,
thereby strike a severe blow against his a~versa~es Mosheim says: "The interest of virtue and true
The additions that have been made are many and or ward off a blow which an adversary might aim religion suffered yet more grievously by the
conspicuous. Calmet, the famous Bible critic, declares against him."
monstrous errors that were almost universally
that 1 John v, 7 and 8, were not in any ancient Bible,
This is a frank confession of how the New Testa- adopted in this century, and became a source of
the interpolation being an impudent priestly stroke to ment writings were changed and worked over to immeasurable calamities and mischiefs in the suesustain the doctrine of the Trinity. The last twelve meet the arguments of opponents.
ceeding ages. The first of these maxims was that it
verses of Mark xvi are admitted to have been an adAnd so we go! It requires more astuteness than a was an act of virtue to deceive and lie when by that
dition to what was called the original ; and it is the Philadelphia lawyer is supposed to possess to ar- means the interest of the church might be promoted.
same with many others p:uts scattered through the rive at anything like a rati?nal. decision as to which The second.· equa~ly horrible wrong_ w:as the producgospels, but I will not stop now to point them out. is the word of God and whiCh IS not. In all proba- tion of an mcredible number of ndiCulous fables,
You demurred at my statement that there have been bility the only correct conclusion to aiTive at is that fictitious prodigies, and pious frauds, to the unspeak32 000 different readings of the New Testament, but God had nothing at all to do with the writing of the able detriment of that glorious cause in which they
I ~ow give you the word of an eminent English Bible-the Old or New Testament-any more than he were employed. And it may be frankly confessed
divine, Dr. John Mill, that after a thirty years' search had with the Vedas, the Puranas, the Zend Avesta; that the greatest men and most eminent saints of this
of the New Testament alone he had found 80,000 the Pymander, the Talmud, the Koran, the Eddas, century were more or less tainted with the infection
different readings of that book, and according to the Book of Mormon, the Arabian Nights, Gulli- of the corrupt principle." Again he says: "It was
the Unitarian version" there are no less than 150,000 ver's Travels, and all the witch and fairy myths with an established maxim with many Christians to avail
readings of the scriptures, ·an of which are mm:e which the world has abounded. But in a very few themselves of fraud and deception if it was likely
or less different." Moreover let me state that It weeks it is highly probable our land will be flooded they would conduce toward the attainment of any
has been proved by a ~·ecord in the C~·onicon of with the newrevision-thenewNewTestament-and considerable good." Again, "It was considered that
Muis, according to Scahger and Dr. Mill, that. a hundreds of thousands of copies will be rapidly pur- they who made it their business to deceive with a
general alteration of the four gospels took plac~ m chased to see what the late translators and revisers view of promoting the cause of truth were deserving
the sixth century, by order of Emperor Anastasms, have done with the revered word of God. And rather of commendation than censure." · Casaubon,
who decreed that" the holy gospels as written, idiotis after this new New Testament has been examined, the French Protestant writer, speaking apologetievangelistis, are to be COITected and amended." read and sifted, the intelligent people of this country cally of " these officious lies," says they were said
"Correct" and "amend " the word of God, indeed! and ~f the world will have a more slender opinion "to be devised for a good end." LeClerc, by way
That the Christian scriptures have been greatly of the so-called· "Word of God " tha~ ever be- of supplementing these opinions, says, "~he _dissemchanged, and by different pers<:>ns, there is abun~ant fore. Sensible people are rapidly commg to the biers of truth are nowhere to be met With m such
Christian proof, far more than I can take the time conclusion that God does not speak in the books abundance as among the writers of church history."
and space to show you, but I will mention a few in- and writings gotten up by partisan priests, mon~s, Simon ackno'Y"le~ges that the Fath~~s strove to adstances taking the following from Robert Cooper, zealots and fanatics, to be quarreled over, dis- vance the antiqmty of the early wntmgs as much as
author' of the " Holy Scriptures Analyzed:" The torted ' and perverted by other zealots and fa- possible, and that they scrupled not to counterfeit
learned German, Professor Michaelis, in his Intro· natics' but that the only "Word of God" which when they had none that were true. M. Daille, a
duction to the New 'l'estament, said, "No one will is wdrthy of confidence in that which is re- learned writer, in speaking of the Fathers, says they
deny that the early Christians, who differed from corded is the great volume of nature; in th~ sy_s- palmed off upon others" what they did not t_hemthe ruling church, have altered theN ew Testament tems and constellations of the heavenly bodies, m selves believe," and that they al,'e not to be believed
in numerous examples according to their peculiar the phenomena present€d by the central orb of our on their own bare word. He again says the Fathers
tenets." "And so much so," says the Rev. Mr. Nolan, system, by the journeyings of our planlllts around it, "made no scruple to forge whole books." Upon the
in his " Inquiry," page 400, "that little confidence of the rocks, stratifications, mountains, valleys, and authority of St. Jerome he remarks: "Origen, Mecan be placed in any edition." The Rev. T. H. oceans of the earth, with t4e mineral, vegetable, and thodius, Eusebius, Apollinaris, have written largely
Horne in the second volume of his "Introduction to animal productions which belong to it, together with against Celsus and Porphyry. Do but observe their
the sdriptures," admits that "all manuscripts, the all the laws of nature which the investigations of manner of arglting and what slippery problems they
most ancient not excepted, have erasures and cor- science are steadily bringing to our knoWledge. In used. They alleged against the Gentiles not what
rections." The Rev. Mr. Pope, in his treatise on all this can be found the only true and reliable w~rd they believed, but what theY: t~ought nec~ssal'J:."
the " Miraculous Conception," affirms that " the of God which man cannot get up, change, and modify Jerome adds, "I forbear mentwnmg the Latm wntCambridge and the Alexandrian man~scripts swarm as best pleases his sinister purposes. When men ers, as Tertullian, Cyprian, Minutius, Victorius, Laowith corruptions and interpolations." We have the all grow wise enough to throw away their man-made, tantius, Hilary, lest I should seem to accuse others
authority of Origen that Celsus charged the early man-revered "word of God," and accept this far than defend myself."
Fathers with having three or four different readings more beautiful, divine, and unchangeable word of
Proofs of this Christian duplicity and falsehood
for the same text, or, as he expressed it, " they have God as found in nature, far better will it be for the may be found in abundance by re!erring to Soaliger,
altered the gospel three or four different times, as if world.
Bishop Stilling:fleet, Irenerch, Bishop Fell, Bishop
they were drunk, and, when pressed by their adverTHE CHRISTIAN FATHERS.
Burnett, Selden, Pezron, Dr. Jostin, Dodwell, Dr.
saries, recuned to that reading which best suited
The fourth division of the third thesis claims that Chapman, Dr. Priestly, and other writers, but I must
their purpose." DuPin infonns us that "there is a
great discrepancy between the copies, which must the Christian Fathers were designing, hypocritical, hasten on. In the EclecticReview of 1814, p. 479, is
be attributed either to the negligence of the scribes and dishonest; consequently it is but. right that I this passage: " When we consider the number of
or to the audacious perversions of others, or to those should pay some attention to this branch of the s~b- gospels, acts, epistles, revelations, traditions, and con(Oonduiled on page 248.)
who conect the text by a1·bitrary additions or omis- jeot. But as it is .a somewhat unpleasant occupatiOn
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Should a man do similar acts now, probably he thus far unknowable. It is often said there must b
would be lodged in an insane asylum. But Jesus somet~ing to worship, because of the natural ten~
came into the world to be crucified, and he had to do dency m man to reverence and worship. It proba.
something that would seem to justify it. If, as we bly arises mostly from the fact that the first great
Thoughts on Religion.-Concluded.
are taught, he came into the world to die such a cause we cannot know or comprehend; and of a
BY AN INVALID, AT THE NEAR APPROACH OF DEATH. death in order that all might not perish but hav future life the same state of things must from the
everlasting life, why such a stigma on the Jews for nat~re ?f the ~ase,. always exist. Every ~ffort thus
CONTAINING A BRIEF REVIEW OF C..OD'S DEALINGS WITH
doing just what was necessary to save mankind?
fa~· I? eith~r directw~ has only led to differences of
MANKIND AS GIVEN IN TH'b: BIBLE, INCLUDING THE
But according to Christ himself, as has been opimon, Without a smgle step in advance toward
FALL, THE FLOOD, THE TOWER OF BABEL, GOD'S PECUL·
This being the case-and what
IAR PEOPLE, THE JEWS, THE NEW DISPENSATION, WARS shown, only a few are saved; and by the same au- real knowledge.
BETWEEN MOHAMMEilANS AND CHRISTIANS, CHRISTIANS thority it may seem questionable if even a single intelligent person, after a candid consideration will
PERSECUTING EACH OTHER, SCIENCE AND RELIGION, WITH
person can escape.
assert that it is not the case ?-why will not ma~kind
SOME SUGGESTIONS AS TO A BETTER WAY.
I would call particular attention to the last seven now see and acknowledge that it is better to expend
Christ being a part of deity, or all, one in three or verses of the last chapter of Mark, and ask any one the vast a~ou~t of time, talent, w~alth, and physical
three in one, and the book being inspired, whatever who may question the propriety of my assertion energy which IB and has been given to a fruitless
he said or did should be perfect and consistent. Let that according to the Bible God's plans are a stupen- se~r?h after the_ unknown and the unknowable perus consider his miracle of the fig-tree; and do not con- duous failure, to ponder the!ll well, and see if what tammg to ?rea;twn and a f~ture life in learning how
found this with the parable of the fig-tree, which is they read there would not alone justify the assertion. to .m~ke this ~Ife. more enJoyable by studying the
very good. The day previous to this miracle he had
Christ had appeared to his disciples for the last pnncipl~s of JUBti~e, benevolence, charity, love, and
ridden into Jerusalem on an ass, a colt, or the colt of
and was about to ascend into heaven; he gave everythmg that Will tend to make this world aptime,
an ass, as the case may be-for the gospels differwhich might hav been stole.n, for it was taken by them his last charge, to preach the gospel to every proach nearer and more nearly to that which we
those who did not own it. It was soon after the creature, and said, "He that believeth and is bap- hav been taught to imagin was the future "land of
raising of Lazarus, and the people were wild with tized shall be saved, but he that believeth not shall the ble.st ?" This view would seem to be reasonable
enthusiasm; palm branches, their garments, etc., be damned." And now comes the important part; b~cause, as has been shown, the suffering and unhap~
were spread for him to ride on. One account says he tells how those who believe may be known. pmess caused by the difference of opinion in matters
he entered the temple, overturned the tables of the Among other things, he said, "They shall take up of .religion hav fnr outweighed and outnumbered the
money-changers and the seats of those who sold serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing it shall enJoyments.
Many people may b_e incl~ned to ask the question,
doves, acted as one having authority, and did that not hurt them; they shall lay hands on the sick and
they
f!hall
recover."
According
to
this,
is
there
a
Would
you hav mankmd giv up all the satisfaction
which some of those present might take exception
to. Another account says he went into the temple, single believer in the world? And 'without believ- and enjoyment of a belief in deity and a hope for
and "looked round about on all things," but did not ing none can be saved. Christ himself tells with immortali~y? I would ha': each person perfectly
overturn things generally, as described, until he his last words the fate of those who do not believe; free to enJoy and hope for JUSt as much as seemeth
and who should know better than he?
to him good in regard to those things. But I would
came back next day.
In
consequ~nce
of
the
great
change
in
pnblic
opin~ot
hav B? much time, talent, _and money expended
. He went out of the city to Bethany to stay overmght. In the morning, on his way back to the city, ion during the recent past in regard to God's decrees, m pretendmg to teach that which even the teachers
he "was hungry," and seeing a fig-tree afar off, on election, predestination, eternal punishment, and never hav learned and never can learn.
It is estimated that in the United States there is
coming to it "he found nothing but leaves, for the many other things of like character in the Old Testament,
many
eminent
orthodox
divines
are
repudiat.
each
year expended the sum of $200,000,000 for
time of figs was not yet." The next morning he and
his disciples "passed by and saw the fig-tree dried ing them, and are teaching the more humane and the_?lo~i~al schools and col!eges, the building and
up from the roots." "And Peter said, Behold, the reasonable doctrin that there is no hell or ·eternal mamtarnmg of churches, paymg preachers, and other
punishment. But they all tenaciously cling to the incidentals pertaining to religious teaching. If the
fig-tree which thou cursedst is withered away."
If such a thing should now be done, would not New Testament, or the. Christ part of the Bible. In number of o~ needy poor amounts to one in fifty of
people be constrained to say none but a simpleton or view of the quotations and illustrations of Christ our populatwn, that sum would be sufficient to giv
a lunatic would do this? Just imagin, a person with himself, which are given, and many more that might each one annually the sum of $200,_ wh~ch, it seems
a dozen followers, strolling through the country, is be mentioned, it is passing strange how they can to me! would_ be !lluch be~ter a;pphed. m that way
hungry, sees an apple-tree, for instance, afar off; on pretend to do so with the least show of consistency. ~han m the Imagmary satisfactiOn gamed by hearFor this reason I will giv just one more instance mg eXI?ounded Sund_ay after Sunday, as well as at
coming to it he does not find any fruit, and why?
Because the time for apples is not yet. It is May or to show by the words of Christ that the are mis- othe~ times, somethmg that the expounder know;s
June, perhaps; so he destroys the tree because it taken and hav no better proof of this From the, not~mg_ ab?ut. If the ~eachers that these theologidid not bear apples when the time for apples "was Bible than they hav for the dogmas of the Old I cal mstituti_ons of learmng send out to the world
Testament, which they hav acknowledged false, un- would qualify themselvs for and lecture bef?re ~he
not yet."
If a man should destroy a tree because he found tenable, and unjust. I refer to the last "ud ment as people on a~l of the !llany branche~ _of sCientific
no fruit on it at a time of year when trees of that described by Christ in his parable of ihe ~hepherd kno_wledge, Illustrate. m an entertarnm_g mann~r
kind did not yield fruit, it would be deemed an act separating the sheep from the goats. He represents as~ronOJ?Yit math:matics, botan:r, hme~hamcs, practiridiculous and foolish; and if so in man, how much himself as coming in his glory and "sitting on the ca agncu ure, _emperan_c~, Wit t e many _other
more so in deity ! Recently I saw a statement to the throne of his glory," with all nations gathered before useful and practical reahties. of every-day life, a
them on his left great W?rk w;oul~ be acc~mphshe~ for the good of
effect that the committee now engaged in England hhim.d d"Then fshall he say also unto
d .
.
people m this life; and if there Is-and we hope
in retranslating the New Testament had agreed to ~n • epart rom me, ye. curse • _znto everl~stzng there may be-another and better life we shall be
reject t~is miracle of the fig-tree, and there are many {i1 e, prepared for the devrl and hiS angels.
In' all the b tt
d t
· 't
'
e. e_r prepare 0 enJOY I ·
other thmgs they. may reject with propriety. But if view of this, and the quotations given to prove how
But rehgi?us teachers ma~ ~sk, Do you n?t supthey begin, where shall they stop? and what be- few, if any, are saved, why will intelligent men still
endeavor to cling to a part of this ignis fatuus, that, po~e _that di~eren~es of opmwn W?uld anse and
comes of the inspiration of the Bible?
Another miracle may be noticed-the casting out has led and still continues to lead them only into exrst !n the discussiOn of these practical and useful
·
questions, as you. call them? Undoubtedly there
of the legion of devils from a man in the country of mists and shadows?
What a picture of inconsistency and failure these would; but most, _If not all of them, are and would
the Gardarenes. Mark and Luke say there was one
man that was possessed; Matthew says there were things present! An infinite deity, in order that be ca~able of bem~ demonstrated and explained in
two. But there was a legion of devils, and he cast his wrath toward the poor, feeble creatures of his ~ tangible and defimt manner. And those possessthem out; they entered a herd of swine that were creation may be appeased, givs himself as a.'Sacrifice mg the ~alent to present t~e greatest variety of
feeding on the hillside, which so· bedeviled them to satisfy his vengeance, assumes the form of a man, these s~~Jects to the people m ~he most lucid and
~hat they all ran down into the sea and per- is crucified, and dies the terrible death of the cross entertammg manner W?uld receive the best pay in
Ished, two thousand of them. This alarmed the which, awful as it is to man under ordinary circum~ money a~d honors. . This may be further illustrated
people to that extent that "the whole city came out stances, in this case was enhanced by suffering for by refernng to the time when all the vast powers of
the church wer~ us~d to cr~sh ~ut one of the grandto meet Jesus; and when they saw him they be- the sins of all mankind.
And at last, after all this great sacrifice, aQcording est and ~os~ mtncate. SCientific problems of the
iiOught him that he would depart out of their coasts."
And it was only natural that they should, for /er- to words from the mouth of this deity himself, it is world, which IB now umversally ~cknowledged to be
haps he might soon commit some act that woul be all of no effect; few, if any, escape the final sentence, corr~ct. I refer to the Copermcan system of the
the means of destroying any other or any amount of "Depart, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared motiOn of the heavenly bodies.
'
Christianity had been in existence 1,500 years, and
their property. Two thousand swine were probably for the devil and his angels."
This devil, that we hav been taught is the cause, had not produced a single astronomer. About the
worth a considerable sum to those who owned them.
Perhaps those revisers will strike out this miracle of all this iniquity, is a very important personage, year 1507 Copernicus, a Prussian, completed a book
also. But the better way will be to lay aside the and if God's omniscient eye from before the creation "on the revolution of the heavenly bodies." But on
saw all this, as a result of a living devil, why in the account. of the known opposition of the Christian
whole book.
. This brings me to a consideration of the probable name of humanity and common sense did the great c~urch m Europe, which held that according to the
situation of affairs in Judea at that time as affected creator, infinit in his power, ever allow him to exist? B1ble the earth was fiat and stationary, the sun
Will a;ny thinking, reasonable person attempt to giv and pla_net~ revolvi~g ar?und it, he refrained from
by the doings of Jesus.
pubhshmg It for thirty-six years. When published
H~ _is represented as d?ing. many str~nge things a consistent answer to this question.
Thi.s devil is called the father of liars; but if the the church condemned it as heretical and utterly
-ra~smg the dead, restormg sight, healmg the sick,
feedmg four, five, or ten thousand people with four Bible anywhere givs an account of his telling a lie, contrary to the holy scriptures. For nearly seventy
or five loaves and a few fishes, and a large quantity I cannot recall it to mind. He did tell Adam and II years the matter rested. Then Galileo, a Florentine
Eve that if they ate the apple, "Ye shall not surely astronomer, promulgated the same theory, and he
left.
All this would create much discussion and com- die," as God had told them they would, but that was accused of heresy and blasphemy. He was summotion; some would believe it, and some would not. their eyes would be opened, and "Ye shall be as moned before the authorities for having taught that
Those who believed it would seek to honor him by ~ods, knowing good and evil." God had said, "For the earth moves ro~nd the sun, a doctrin "utterly
m the day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." contrary to the scriptures." To escape imprisonevery means in their power.
On the other hand, when he by his acts took un- It looks as though there might be a lie here some- ment he renounced it as a heresy.
lawfully or destroyed property and assumed author- whe~e; but if there was, surely the devil did not
On that subject the church again had rest for sixity _when th~ law did not recognize him as pos- tell It.
.
.
.
teen years, when Galileo ventured to publish his
sessm~ any, It would naturally create consternation
I~ concludmg. this· part of the subJect, I would book on the "System of Worlds." Again he was
and distrust.
~gam call attentiOn to the fact that I hav dealt with arrested for heresy, and on his knees with his hand
As in taking the beast (one or more) on which he It from a Bible standpoint. If there is anything on the Bible, he was compelled to ~bjure the docrode into Jerusalem, his entering the temple and wro~g_ about it, it is the Bible that is wrong. All I trin of the movement of the earth. He lived for
o!erturning things gene.rally; causing the fig-tree to as~ IB a careful, candid consideration of what I hav ten years in prison, and at his death was denied
wither, and the destructiOn of so many swine, repre- sa1d. .
burial in consecrated groulld. It is said that when
sent~ng a mixture of good and bad that in any comDurmg all the past history of the world mankind on his knees, with his hand on the Bible, being commumty would cause a degree of excitement which ~enerally ha': ?ultivated to a. g_reater or less extent pelled to deny his theory, he whispered, "It still
~ould make it necessary for the legal authorities to Ideas and opmwns called rehgwns; they hav had moves."
1nterfere.
reference to something mysterious, unknown, and
Giordano Bruno, an Italian who was educated for

flommunications.
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the priesthood, after suffering imprisonment at Ven- all the discussion both in war and peace, still remain the gospel truth, as reflected from the illuminating
ice and Rome for eight years for publishing, among undecided, and that not one single progressiv step colmp.ns of the sanctifying News Letter, I can no
other things, a work on the "Infinity of the Uni- has been made that in any way settles these matters. longer remain silent, and stand idly b;v, gazing
verse and of Worlds," and refusing repeatedly to And the simple reason is, it cannot be done.
calmly down the stream of time, and Witness the
abjure his doctrine, was for that reason burnt at the
Thus we see that while science and all matters demoralization of the hosts of Jehovah and the destake in Rome, Feb. 16, A. n. 1600. What a spec- pertaining to the practical realities of this life, in struction of the bulwarks of our faith.
tacle was this ! A man who could not and would not many instances, in spite of the persiste.nt opposition
Seven years ago, when I withdrew my regenerated
deny what he knew to be true, with the assurance of the church, has advanced and accomplished much soul from the sin-begetting haunts of the trading
of a horrible death at the stake, said to his accusers, for the benefit of mankind, theology, with all the world, I laid my mind .away in beatific repose; with
" You in your hearts are honestly of the same belief talent and wealth at its command, has accomplished the firm conviction that somewhere in the near fuas myself."
.
literally nothing toward solving the great problems ture there existed a magnificent hell; but what a
These are only a few of many illustrations that that it has discussed, wrangled over, and fought for. change was presented to my pious eyes on reopening
might be given in proof of the bigotry, intolerance,
But it may be asked, "If it is proved that these them to the busy scenes ef every-day life!
and cruelty of Bible religionists in their attempts to religions that we hav thought so sacred and claimed
The Rev. Mr. Moody was blowing through a semiturn back the current of scientific truths that the in- to hav given so much enjoyment are giv'en up or orthodox horn to a bewildered multitude that modtelligence of scientific men has finally forced the taken from us, what will you giv, or what can we ern heresy of no hell ! With ruthless, sacrilegious
religious world to acknowledge as true.
hav, in their stead? Some might think it a sufficient hand he had torn away one-half of my blessed Bible.
During the past three hundred years science has answer to say that no compensation should be asked No hell? And he an expounder of the blessed gospel
been steadily and surely removing the dark veil of for that which is false and of no value. But it is of the inspired writers-of the word of God ! No hell?
religious bigotry and superstition that had enshroud- believed that we can do better than that. I would Shall this itinerant gospel-vender wrench away the
not be so presumptuous as to think myself capable corner-stone on which the stupendous superstruced the world.
Science has not only given us definit and tangible of elucidatmg a complete theory that should fix a ture of our glorious religion is founded? Shall the
proofs of the motions of the heavenly bodies, but system or standard that would, if followed, accom- camp-follower on the outskirts of the army of the
also of the attraction of gravitation, the. circulation plish so desirable a object. Probably it could not Lord stand up in our midst, and with unblushing
of the blood, the knowledge and application of the be done all at once; but, like Topsy in "Uncle Tom's effrontery proclaim the foul heresy of no hell?
power of steam, the science of electricity, and as a Cabin," I "specks" it must grow. No dogmatic What- is our Christian religion without hell? It is
half a pair of scissors-a knife without its bladeresult the electric telegraph, with the mighty ocean creerls or arbitrary rules can do it.
a one-legged belief that goes tottering to its fall.
But
if
we
will
only
lay
old
theology
aside
we
shall
cables, which in the rapidity of intelligent commuShall this ring-master of a religious circus rob us of
nication actually outrun time, giving the people of hav a vast amount of talent and wealth that will be
America news from Europe at an earlier hour of the set free to be used for this purpose. Then let these the blissful hope of beholdin~ all those who think
same day than it actually transpires.
Also the means be used to teach all mankind how to to "be differently from us simmering m "fiery hell" through
an endless eternity? No hell! It robs heaven of
mighty invention of the power printing-press, that wiser and better every day." Let wise men study
all its charms! Who would wish to sit on a saphow
to
teach,
and
men,
women,
and
children
try
to
makes printed matter so cheap that the poorest in
phire cloud in Gabriel's court, and sing "The Sweet
our land may hav it to their fill. These and hun- learn everything that will tend· to make us appreBy and By," unless he eould look over the walls of
ciate
and
enjoy
all
things
pertaining
to
this
life
in
a
dreds of other scientific inventions hav done much to
paradise and gaze into hell, and witness the torments
better,
purer,
and
happier
manner.
lighten the burden of labor and make a brighter and
To learn how to practice temperance, justice, in- of a writhing stock-broker, who had made the last
better world.
corner in" Alta?" For years I hav amused myself
But we cannot say as much for theology. Let us dustry, benevolence, charity, and to do unto others playing hell in my back yard·. I would bait a trap
take a little retrospectiv view of that. First, in re- as we would that others should do unto us, should be with cheese, and label it "Sin," and when an old
gard to knowledge of what has been made the all-im- the object and aim ef all. And to do this we should gray rat would bite at the tempting morsel and get
portant question, deity and his attributes. The Jew help each other by precept and example all the time. caught in the trap, I would build a fire in a small
still believes in and worships his one god J ehoyah; We should not weary in well- doing, nor cease trying furnace and slowly roast the rodent over it-myself
the Christian, his triune gorl, three in one and one to learn how to do well. Discountenance and turn reclining 'mid a bower of roses in an elevated sumin three; the Mohammedan his ever-living god Al- away from enmity and strife and cultivate brotherly mer-house, witnessing with a Christian's calm delight
lah; the Brahmans their trinity of gods, Brahm a, love. Be kind and charitable to the sick and afllicted, the dying agonies of his miniature damnation.
Vishnu, and Siva; the Buddhists, their one god the poor and the needy. But at the same time giv
Hav all the martyrs that hav been murdered by
Buddha, while many other imaginary deities are every one to understand that it is his duty to himself the Christan church to please an angry God been
and
others
to
"hoe
his
own
row."
The
doctrin
that
fixed up to please and punish mankind.
sacrificed in vain? We hope not. All the millions
In regard to the real existence of all these, and "the world owes me a living a~d I am going to hav who hav been crucified, thumb-,<;crewed, and burned
it,"
is
false
and
pernicious.
The
world
owes
no
man
their attributes, men now differ as widely (if not as
at the stake here, and sent to endless damnation heremuch) as they did hundreds and thousands of years a living unless he tries to earn it. Let every person after, are they to miss their destination and go howlstrive
to
make
this
world
as
enj0yable
as
he
can
for
ago. And how strange when wf' consider that· in
ing through the universe, through all eternity, beorder to settle this great question many of the wisest himself an<i others without doing any wrong, and we cause some mushroom of to-day has kicked hell out
shall
or
need
sufl'er
no
fears
of
eternal
punishment
in
men that ever lived hav made it the chief study of
another or future life. If such a life is in store for from under them, and left them nothing to stand
their lives ! ·
upon? God forbid! And who told this self-apFor this nations hav waiTed against nations until any or all of us, it may reasonably be presumed we pointed shepherd of the heavenly fold that there
shall
hav
all
the
enjoyment
we
are
entitled
to,
and
the best and brightest spots on earth, from the Euwas no hell? The Bible states there is a hell!
phrates to the Atlantic, were deluged in blood, and the better we liv here the more happiness we shall Does Mr. Moody dispute the authority of the Bible?
hav
earned
a
right
to
there,
and
justice
may
be
exnot one jot or tittle of knowledge g":tined in regard
pected to giv to every one his due. Let each and all Calvin had a hell, Luther had a hell, Wesley had a
to the matter.
work
out our earthly salvation not with "fear and hell, Cotton Mather had a hell, and all the popes,
And must we believe that-take the Bible God to
trembling,"
but with a resolute, hearty good will, through all the centuries, hav thundered hell and
illustrate-that he, all this time, has sat on his glohoping
and
fearing
just as much for the future as is damnation from the Vatican at Rome. Is this mod. rious throne on high, and witnessed this result of his
consistent
or
conduciv
to the best enjoyment here in ern Solomon wiser than his masters? We think not.
creativ power?
The burden of this juvenil evangelist's song is
Could he reconcile that state of things with justice a world that is real, not imaginary.
"Come to Jesus; come up, run up, fall up, tumble
As
to
whether
there
is
or
is
not
a
future
-life,
we
by saying, I gave you knowledge, and a "free
up; anyway to get up-only come." But the reverend
will" to choose good or evil, the right way or the need not discuss it, because, as we hav attempted to gentleman does not tell us where to come to.
show,
it
is
one
of
those
questions
that
we
cannot
wrong? But did he do it? Was it not rather the
What do we want of a savior if there is nothing to
devil that did it? Did not God strive to keep man in solve, the discussion of which has given the world no be saved from? The scheme of salvation is ruined,
a state that he would not know good from evil? It light, and in regard to which no progress has been or and the occupation of Jesus gone, if there is no hell.
was through the wiles of the devil that the eyes of can be made. Therefore try to learn how to deal The Christian church has taught through many cenhumanity were opened, and all the knowledge we justly with the realities of the life we know we pos- turies the dogma of a burning hell. If the church
possess above the brute, except the power of speech, sess.
was right once, it is right now. If the church is
" Living friendly, feeling friendly,
was acquired. And yet, because of this, God, knowwrong now, it was always. wrong .. When .did the
Acting fairly to all men,
ing and with his omniscient eye seeing it all, before
Seeking to do that to others
church lie, Mr. Moody? Did she he for eighteen
They may do to ms again.
time began or the first man breathed the breath of
hundred years, when she said there. was a hell, or
Hating no man, scorning no man,
life, he having the power to make the result of all
does she lie now, when she says there IS not a hell?
Wronging
none
by
word
or
deed;
things just what he chose, did make it such that
If we lose hell, we lose heaven. If heaven slip from
But forbearing, soothing, serving,
Christ, being deity himself, has left on record in his
under us, we hav no savior. If the savior fades
Thus tp liv, and this my creed.
inspired word that from his throne of glory on high
away, salvation is a myth, and wit?out hell the
he would say to a large part of his creatures, "De"Harsh condemning, fierce contemning,
Christian religion is a stupenduous he. No hell!
Is of little moral use;
part from me, ye cursed, into everlasting fire prepared
What will become of Schroeder, Kalloch, and
One soft word of kindly peace
for the devil and his angels." What possible object
Wheeler, if there is no hell? What will become of
Is worth a torrent of abuse;
could God hav in forming and carrying out a plan
the Board of Supervisors when their term of office
Still our hearts with kindness teeming,
that should hav this result? I can conceive no object
expires and· they are out in the cold? Where will
Glad when othe1· hearts are glad,
unless it be that he might hav the privilege, as it is
A.nd our eyes a teardrop finding
the fra~ers of the new Constitution, and the memA.t the sight of others sad.
said in the Bible that he will, to" laugh at their calambers of the legislature, migrate to when they shufities and mock when their fear cometh." Would
fle off this mortal coil, if there is no burning lake?
" Lend a helping hand to others,
any being who was not a monster do that?
What will you do with the lobby when they cross
Little reeks it where they stand,
Then, again, let us see if theology has made progthe river of Styx, if there is no worm that dieth not?
How dividell into nations,
ress on other important questions. Is the idea of
You are wrong, Mr. Moody. Hell? Why, of
Scattered over many lands."
original sin, or the doctrin of election, predestination,
course there is a hell.
or the atonement, any better understood than when
And my poor friends, you are treading the down[1-ilrom. 'l'he San Frm1cisco News LeUe,·.}
the discussion began? So also with the rite of bapward r~ad and don't. know it. Shall we wipe out
Hell
Ol' No Hell.
tism, on whieh Christians differ so widely. The
the beautiful embellishments of "Paradise Lost"
EDITOR News Letter, .Dear Sir: After a pro- by ignoring hell? Shall we ruin the fame of Dante
questions are still . unsettled relativ to its being a
saving ordinance, or what constitutes baptism, tracted slumber of seven long years, I was awakened by throwing cold water on his "In.ferno?" Shall
whether a person must be plunged all over under to a consciousness of the injury I was inflicting upon we? Shall we destroy one-half the literature of the
the_ water, hav some poured on the head, or a little my fellow-man by remaining longer in a state of world by sweeping. hell from its pages? No. 'V! e
sprmkled in the face. Likewise in regard to the somnolence by a blast from the brazen theolog:ical can't afford it. Without hell we should hav a religsa_crament of the Lord's Supper; do the bread and trumpet of Mr. Moody. It was a rude awakemng, ion that offers a premium to crime.
wme become when consecrated by the priest the real and has destroyed all my happiness. Were I the
The Oaks, Feb. 25, 1881.
THE PARSON.
~ody .a~d blood of Christ ? And the question of the only one to suffer- I should make no complaint, but
n~falhbility of the pope, which divided ar.d still di- bear my cross like a humble follower of the N azaTHE "Anonymous Hypothesis of Creation" is a
VIdes " the mother church;" for the Greek church is rene. But numbering, as I do, my congregation by
very
able review of the Mosaic account of that event.
essentially Catholic except in this. We see that all the thousands, and the reading public by the tens of
these that the church has made great questions, after thonl:l~nds, who hav basked 'in the blessed light of Price, 50 cGnts.
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(Oontinuedj1·crm page 245.)
atitutions which were put in circulation during the
first three centuries, and which are unquestionably
spurious, we find sufficient reason for examining with
care and receiVing with extreme caution productions
attributed to eminent men in the primitive church.
Some of the early Christians do not appear to have
possessed, in some points, a very high sense of moral
obligation. The writing of books under false names,
and the circulating of fables were not accounted
Violations of duty, or if the impropriety of such conduct was felt, the end proposed-the promotion of
the Christian cause-was thought to justify the
means employed for its accomplishment."
I will take the time to mention (lnly a few of ·the
dishonest traits of the distinguished early Fathers,
agreeing to furnish the proofs hereafter if you call
for them.
First, Origen, who is perhaps the most important
of all the Fathers ; he was one of the first to collect
the books of the New Testament. He had not a strict
regard for the truth; he was unfair toward his antagonists; he used unjustifiable means to serv-e the cause
he advocated.
Next, Eusebius, bishop of Cresarea, an eminent early
Christian authority. He extolled falsehood to be a
virtue, and held that it should be employed when
necessity called for it. He agreed with Paul when
he said of himself, "Being crafty, I caught you with
guile," and, "For if the truth of God hath more
abounded through my lie unto his glory, why yet am
I also judged as a sinner?" He also believed in suppressing the truth where he thought it would be
impolitic to speak it. Baronius, a sincere man, calls
Eusebius the "great falsifier of ecclesiastical history,
a wily sycophant, a consummate hypocrite, a timeserVing persecutor who had nothing in his known life
or writings to support the belief that he himself believed in the Chri~:~tian system."
Of Irenreus I have already spoken, and of his absurd,
silly, sophistical arguments for the existence of four
gospels and his _gross disagreement with them about
the period of Jesus's preaching·. He must be set
down as dishonest or very silly, and the whole story
~rifu~u.
·
Dr. Whitby accuses Father Papias as· "having
scandalously deluded the world with fables and lying
narrations."
Of Justin Martyr I quote Mosheini, "Much of
what Justin says is wholly undeserVing of credit."
Of Clement of Alexandria and Lactantius the Rev.
Mr. Jones, in his "New and Full Method of Settling
the Canonical Authority of the New Testament,"
says it was their practice "to make use of testimonies
out of forgeries and spurious books to prove the very
foundation of the Christian revelations."
The venerated St. Jerome, who got up the Vulgate
or Latin translation of the Bible, said, "I do not
find fault with. an error which proceeds from a hatred
toward the Jews and a pious zeal for the Christian
faith."
Gregory N azianzen, bishop of Constantinople, said
to Father Jerome: "A. little jargon is all that is necessary to impose upon the people-the less they comprehend the more they admire. Our forefathers and
doctors of the church have often said not what they
thought, but what circumstances and necessity dictated to them."
Bishop Heliodorus, in his "Romance of Theagues
and Chronicles," uses this language, "A. falsehood is
a good thing when it aids the speaker and does no
injury to the hearers."
St. Synesius declared:." The people were desirous
of being deceived. We cannot act otherwise respecting them." Again, he said, " For my own
part, to myself I shall always be a philosopher, but
ll1 dealing with the mass of mankind I shall be a
priest."
"The great and good St. Augustine," one of the
very fathers of Christianity, in his thirty-third sermon, made the monstrous assertion, upon which he
1taked his soul's salvation, and which he said was
"as true as the gospel," that·" when he was bishop
of Hippo Regius, he preached the gospel of the Lord
and Savior Jesus Christ to a whole nation of men
and women who had no heads, but had their eyes in
their bosoms; and in countries still more southerly
he· preached to a nation amongst whom each indiVidual had but one eye, and that situated in the
middle of the forehead."
Constantine the Great, who did more than any
other man to bring Christianity into notice and to
make it powerful and respectable, must not be
omitted in this brief review of the Fathers.. But,
unfortunately, he was a murderer of the deepest dye.
He unscrupulously murdered his own blood relations
lest they might become competitors for his power.
His slaughter bill and his victims are briefly stated
as follows: 1. Maximian, his wife's father; 2. Bassianus, his sister Anastasia's husband; 3. Lucinianus,
his nephew by Constantina; 4. Fausta, his wife; 5.
Sopater, his former friend; 6. Licinius, his sister's
husband; 7. Crispus, his own son.
Of Baiiilides, Davidson says "his supposed quotations are too precarious to be trusted."
I will close the review of these dishonest Fathers

by quoting from St. Hermas, who is said to have been
a fellow-laborer of St. Paul, who hiiJlself as shown
seemed to think very favorably of lying and deceit.
Thus said St. Hermas in his gospel, "0 Lord, I never
spake a true word in my life, but I have always lived
in dissimulation, and affirmed a lie for the truth, and
no man contradicted me, but all gave credit to my
words."
I could go much farther in this direction, but I
need not, and have not space. I will stop to make
no comments, but only that these are the Fathers
from which the world has received the gospel of
Jesus Christ. These are the men who have told us
what he said and did, and about his immaculate
conception, about his impossible miracles, and about
his physical resurrection and ascension into heaven.
What is it all worth, and how much truth is there in
it ~ll? In my opinion, it is worth very little, and
that there is precious little truth in the whole thing.
I must defer the examination of our fourth thesis
till my next.
Yours truly.
D. M. B.

~diiol[ial.
A Growing Demand.
One day this week we had occasion to visit the
magnetic-garment establishment of Wm. C. Wilson,
in Brooklyn, partly to obtain goods to fill orders we
had received, and could not help being struck with
the lively demand which seems to exist for his curativ goods. We saw three carriages in waiting at the
door and several persons in the waiting rooms, hoping for an interview and to obtain a remedy for the
ailments with which they are a:ffiicted. Among
those preseB.t were Thurlow Weed and his daughter.
Few men hav been better known or wielded more influence in this country than has Mr. Weed. He was
for many years a prominent editor, and has been
called the father of the Whig party, which merged
into the Republican, and with considerable truth
was it said that he made both governors and presidents. But Mr. Weed has become an old man,
having seen eighty-three years, and the infirmities of
age very naturally weigh upon him. His mind
retains its nativ vigor, but his tall form bends and
totters not a little with his many years.
A. distinguished personal friend, who had received
much benefit from the magnetic appliances, had induced Mr. Weed to make trial of the same, and he
selected a full set, including the various garments.
We saw the goods as they were being packed, and
Mr. Weed's check for $120.00 which he paid for them.
He seemed to indulge much hope, and before leaving
the establishment he remarked that if he found the
appliances benefited him he would send over Peter
Cooper to obtain a set of them. We heard it
also said that Samuel J. Tilden is about to try
the magnetic appliances for the paralytic difficulty
under which he labors.
Despite the cry of "fraud" and "humbug" which
it is always easy to raise over every new claim which
is set up, it seems that distinguished persons are not
only very willing to use Wilson's magnetic appliances, and what is better, that a very large proportion of those who use them are materially benefited.
Prominent among thelile is another old man, Dr.
James V. Mansfield, than whom but few men are
more widely known all over this land. He has worn
these garments and givs the effect of his experi
ence with them, one of his letters reading as follows:
61 WEsT FoRTY-SECOND STREET, (
NEW YoRK, April4, 1881. 5
WM. WILsoN, Sir: Having used your "Wilsonia" appliances I am pleased to add my testimony to their wonderful
curativ effects in my case.
For more than eighteen years I hav been afflicted with
partial paralysis, as well as almost constant rheumatism, and
for the the last ten. years I hav not been able to walk up or
down stairs without steadying myself with the banisters, and
not at any one time able to walk more than one-fourth of a
mile.
·
But from the use of your appliances I was able to walk fully
one mile the first day wearing the "Wilsonia," and to-day I
can walk three miles without the slightest difficulty. I hav
not experienced the slightest trouble from rheumatism since
wearing your appliances. I do believe any case of rheumatism
(however aggravating) will yield under your treatment. I hav
such implicit confidence in the efficiency of your manner of
treating disease that I hav sent·your circulars to several of my
afflicted friends, and feel quite sure you will hear from them at
an early day.
Will you be kind enough to send me a quantity of your circulars that I may distribute them among those of my friends
who hav been and now are similarly afllicted? I sent your
representativ, 695 Broadway, a customer to-day, and sent him
several last week. When you next visit your Broadway
department just drop in and see how nimble an old brokendown man has become from wearing the " Wilsonia " only ten
day.
Respectfully,
JAMES V. MANSFIELD.
A.t a later date, feeling an exuberance of gratitude
for the benefit he had received, he penned as follows:
61 WEsT FoRTY-sECOND sTREET, {
NEw YoRK, April9, 1881.
5
DEAR WrLsoN: I am pleased to inform you that I am quite
well from the use of your appliances. Fifteen days since I could
not walk more than a quarter of a mile without resting. Today I can walk three miles without fatiguing me in the least.
I only wish that those who suffer as I did could know the efficacy of the " Wilsonia" as I do.

Mrs. Mansfieid has been, and now is, under the care of a
celebrate4 ,Physician, an~ up to yest~rday has been suffering
from debility attended w1th much pam. Last evening I proposed to take my magnetic suit and put it upon her. She
consented, and had not had it upon her body over ten minutes
before she acknowledged she was free from pain. She slept
well all night, without experiencing the slightest pain whatever
I regret I bav not two suits, but I will put mine on her again
to-night. I dare not go without it myself during the day time.
Several ladies bav called upon Mrs. Mansfield this morning and
her theme is the " Wilsonia."
'
I hav sent your representativs on Broadway several customers already, and in every case I tell them you must dress them
as you deem prudent. I hav two more on the "anxious seat"
that will be converted soon. I hope to send you a thousand
dollars' worth of customers this year.
God bless you, dear Wilson, for what you hav done and are
doing for su:ffedng humanity.
Respectfully,
J. V. MAl!SFIELD.
It is not aged people alone who are benefited by
these appliances. All ages seem to be equally amenable to their gentle influence. We have seen a
child less than a year old whose mother informed
us that it was ill from birth, and for two or three
months it cried much of the . time, and two persons
were occupied most of the time in attending to it.
Mr. Wilson, learning the condition of the infant,
sent some of his appliances, which were at once put
upon the little sufferer, and the effect was immediate and most favorable. It ceased to cry, and
seemed to become a healthy babe. It was six
months later when we saw it, and it had the appearance of a healthy child, and seemed unusually goodnatured. The mother gave the assurance that she
had kept some of the garments on the child, and that
it had never cried since they were put on. The
father made the same statement.
It is hardly to be wondered at that a new remedy
like this should meet with opposition and condemnation from the medical faculty. Many physicians are
crying out against the "Wilsonia," but this may be
taken as a good indication rather than otherwise.
This opposition to anything that interferes with the
old order of things was thus recently manifested.
Mr. Wilson has for some time been advertising his
magnetic goods in the Christian at Work, a religious weekly of a pretty wide circulation, whereupon
in deference to the prejudice of family physicians
several of its readers addressed letters to the editor,
Mr. J. N. Hallock, to the import that if Wilson's advertisment was continued in his paper they would
discontinue taking it. It is said that nearly a hundred letters of this kind were received. (Possibly
the fact that Mr. Wilson is an outspoken Liberal had
something to do with it.) Upon receiving these letters Mr. Hallock deemed it his duty to look into the
matter. Taking a carriage, accompanied by his wife,
he called upon a considerable number of the persons
who are wearing the goods, and the report was so
uniformly favorable that he was surprised, as may
be seen by the following, which is clipped from his
paper of the 7th inst:
"Mr. ·wilson advertises his ' Wilsonia' in another column.
We hav made many inquiries of those using his goods, and in
every case the results are fav0rable, and those who are wearing
the garments say they are greatly benefited. Facts are stubborn things, and the references will be given by addressing· a
postal to 'Wilsonia,' 465 Fulton street, Brooklyn. These
names comprise many of our best men and women. The wellknown artist, Mr. Littlefield, at the Phcenix Building, Brooklyn,
indorses them heartily."
It is only necessary to add that Mr. Wilson's advertisment is still kept in the Ghdstian at Work,
an~ that the people are still buying the goods and
bemg cured.
We do not propose to go wild over "Wilsonia," but
having upon thorough investigation found them doing
~any persons great benefit, and believing that helpmg to ameliorate the ills of the body is in perfect
keeping with freeing the mind from the evils of
superstition and error, we accepted the agency for
the sale of the magnetic goods, and we hav not the
slightest doubt that we will be able to do much
good in this way. We hav received a large number
of letters, and hav already sent out several sets of
the garments. A.s reports are received from those
wearing the goods, the same will from time to time
be laid before our readers.
It is not to be expected that these appliances will
cure all the ills to which flesh is heir, or that the old
are to be made young, or that the dead are to be
brought to life by their application. Death will doubtless still continue in the earth. But very many of
the ailments with which the race is afflicted can be removed by them; and this is what makes us willing
to sell them. Their use can do no harm, and if by
them the use of drugs and poisons can be lessened
and the aches and pains of the body- and the consequent gloom and unhappiness of mmd be removed,
much good will be accomplished.

Good Work in the West.
Liberal lecturing among the pines of northern
Wisconsin is flourishing. W. F. Jamieson is now on
a very successful tour there. Of his first lecture in
Merril the WiscoB.sin News of April 8th, contains the
following: "Prof. Jamieson delivered the first of a
series of five lectures at the schoolhouse last night,
upon Freethought subjects, to a fair-sized and atten-
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tiv audience. The Professor is a good talker and a
fine reasoner. There will be another lecture given
this evening at 8 o'clock, one Saturday at the same
hour; the fourth lecture will be delivered Sunday at
2 P. :r.r., and the last Slmday evening at 8 o'clock."
The aecond lecture was largely attended,· every
seat nearly being occupied and some standing. The
schoolroom is large and pleasant. The people are
enterprising, most of them well educated, thoughtful, and, of course, Liberally inclined.
Mr. Jamieson requests us to say that after the 1st
of May he prefers calls for· the northern part of
Michigan, as he contemplates spending the summer
there. Address him at Albion, Mich.
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ever, is the proof you offer which makes it "pretty The example and influence of churches to which thfl
clear" that the rest of the books of the New Testa- writings had been first addressed must have acted
ment are forgeries? Just this: T.here were, as Luke upon the reception of the books. Above all, indirec01:ds in his gospel, a great many so-called gos- vidual teachers here and there saw the necessity of
pels m the first century of Christianity-of the scraps meeting heretics with their own weapons, in their
of Christian writings of that time that have escaped own way, with apostolic records instead of oral tradithe almost universal destruction of the literature of tion. The circumstances in which the orthodox
that period; Irenams, who was bishop of Lyons, were placed led to this step, effecting ·a . bond of
having succeeded the martyr Pothinus about A.D. union whose need must have been felt while each
170, is the first to remark that there were only four church was isolated under its own bishop and the
canonical gospels; a quotation from the Rev. John collective body could not take measures in common.
Chadwick, a townsman of mine, a man of shallow Writings of more recent origin would be received
scholarship; of some flippant remarks about the with greater fa·cility than such as had been in circubook of Acts, another from the historian Mosheim lation for many years, especially if they professed
about the credulity with which forgeries were re- to come from a prominent apostle. A code of aposMRs. CoLBY and Mrs. Smith having successfully ceived some centuries later; some doubts of Dr. tolic writings, divine and perfect like the Old Testaclosed their engagement in Cleveland, will visit New Middleton, an eighteenth-century rationalist; quota- ment, had to be presented as soon as possible against
York and Boston the last of April, remaining in that tions from Judge Waite's crude criticisms, supported Gnostic and Manichean heretics, whose doctrines
vicinity during May and June. Parties wishing by the more scholarly, although no more reliable, were injurious to objective Christianity, while the
their services can address them (until further notice) authors of the "Creed of Christendom" and " Super- multiplication of apocryphal works threatened to
natural Religion." To this I have opposed the overwhelm genuine tradition with a heap of supersticare TRUTH SEEKER office, New York.
testimony of Iremeus, who, in the few remaining tion.
The formation of a Catholic church
books we have of what once formed almost a small and of a canon was simultaneous. The circumstances
library, testifies to every book in the New Testament in which the collection originated were unfavorable
except the short letters to Philemon, the third epis- to the authenticity of its materials, for tradition had
tle of John, and the letter of Jude-giving in detail been busy over them and their authors. Instead of
his history of the origin of the four gospels; a series attributing the formation of the canon to the church
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Eighth Letter.
of quotations from Christians living from his time it would be more correct to say that the important
MR. D. M. BENNETT, .JJear Sir: As I wrote backward to the apostolic age, some of them being stage in it was due to three teachers, each working
you, I do not think it necessary to take up your reply fellow:laborers with the apostles, whom you alleged separately and in his own way, who were intent upon
to my eighth letter, although in many places I con- had no knowledge of the gospP.ls, Barnabas, the creation of a Christian society which did not
sider that you have laid yourself open to serious at- Clement, Hermas, Polycarp, Ignatius, etc.; the fact appear in the apostolic age-a visible organization
tack. I am more anxious to place before the reader that, beginning with Cerinthus, who' lived in the united-when the discordant opinions of apostolic
what I regard to be the truth and leave it to his time of the apostle John, he and all the ancient and sub-apostolic times should be finally merged.
honest criticism than to have the last word. He will heretics of the first and second centuries referred to The canon was not the work of the Christian church
appreciate that your repetition does not strengtl:.en the four gospels, and to them only, as being the so much as of the men who were striving to form
your argument, and that because I silently pass over authoritative lives of Christ, and never denied their that church, and could not get beyond the mold
many assertions it is not because I admit them or genuineness, although a denial of it would have receiveci by primitive Christian literature. The first
deem them impossible to overthrow. Thus you benefited their cause above any other conceivable mention of a 'Catholic church' occurs in the marassert, and defy me to prove the contrary, that Pmtl argument; the fact that Celsus, Porphyry, and the tyrdom of Polycarp, an epistle that cannot be dated
never heard of the physical resw·rection of Jesus Emperor Julian,- who had ample opportunities to earlier than A. D. 160; and may perhaps be ten years
Christ!!! Yet it is this same Paul who writes in determine, never made such a charge, although later. But though the idea be there and in the Ignaan epistle acknowledged on all hands to be genuine they wrote against Christianity, together with a tian epistles, its established use is due to Irenams,
and referred to by name by his contemporary Clement: brief consideration of the imposRibility of such a Tertullian, and Cyprian." Mr. Davidson besides
"I delivered unto you first of all that which I also forgery being palmed upon the early Christians, adducing this on his mere ipse dixit, at least as you
received, how that Christ died for our sins according who surrendered their lives amidst the most harrow- quote him, becomes suddenly garrulous after having
to the scriptures, and that he was buried, and that ing torturPs rather than forego their belief in these declared that he knows nothing. He is a decided
he 1·ose again the thi1·d day acco1·ding to the scrip- books, their jealous care in guarding against mis- Spencerian and certainly deserves recognition from
tures; and that he was seen of Cephas, then of the takes, the rapid diffusion of copies of the precious that philosopher who declares God to be unknowatwelve; after that he was seen of above five hun- manuscripts, and the other considerations briefly ble and inscrutable and then writes a dozen volumes
dred brethren at once, of whom the greater part gathered in my last letter. I submit that in the about him to prove it. You promised, however, to
remain unto the present, but some are fallen asleep. face of this you have hardly made your case "pretty furnish me proof, sir, and not mere assertion.
,
To this you attach several untenable assertions of
After that he was seen of James; then of all the clear."
After elaborating the frequently repeated and con- your own, which being eq11ally devoid of proof I will
apostles. And last of all he was seen of me also.
Then follow some quotations from
Now if Christ be preached that he ceded fact that there were many "so-called gospels not quote.
rose from the dead, how say some that there is no floating around, one ascribed to this apostle or saint, Dr, Whiston, Rev. James Martineau, and Archresurrection of the dead? But if there be no resur- and another to that, probably not one of them act- bishop Wake. I am afraid you have misquoted the
rection of the dead, then is Christ not risen, and if ually bearing the name of the person who wrote it " latter, However, what if Whiston, who was an Arian,
Christ be not risen then is our preaching vain, and (the reader may notice that in treating the alleged did receive many writings as inspired which were not?
your faith is also vain. Yea, and we are found authorship of the apocryphal gospels the criticism _is Why is he not just as acceptable authority to
false witnesses of God, because we have testified of merely a probable negative, but in the case of the you on a certain passage in Josephus when after
God that he raised up Christ.
But now is canonical gospels it is a dogmatic assertion of for- laborious study on it and the evidence pro and con
Christ risen from the dead and benome the first gery against the uniform belief of centuries), you for itil genuineness he pronounces it genuine? And
fruits of them that slept" (1 Cor. xv). To such continue: "Among all these conflicting claims of what if Dr. Martineau cannot understand why
extreme rashness of assertion Infidel bias can lead ! authorship, each gospel and epistle having had its Mark and Luke are inspired if Clement and BarnaBut to refute every blunder like this would take time special partisans and advocates, some mode must be bas were not? One who is so blinded that he cannot
and patience which I do not possess, and would be devised as to which among them all should be recog- see that Christ is taught in the New Testament to
but little compliment to the intelligence or honesty nized and accepted as the genuine article and which be divine, may be excused for blindness in lesser
should be rejected as spurious and false. Many bit- matters. Your proof is very suspicious when its
of the reader.
I see that you still deny the genuineness of the ter and serious contentions grew out of the conflict- strength consists in the unsupported theories of
gospels and reaffirm the equal importance and trust- ing claims set up by the advocates or these numerous moclm-n Arians, Rationalists, and Unitarians; and
worthiness of the apocryphal books. But you have gospels and epistles, the priests, bishops, archbishops, even if Bishop Marsh did say that "it is an unnot explained why Celsus and Porphyry admitted and even the popes participating in these persistent doubted fact that those Christians by whom the now
them to be genuine; why Cerinthus, the contempo- quarrels. Pope Gelasius distinguished himself by rejected gospels were received, and who are now
rary of the apostle John received the gospel of Mat- condemning and pronouncing false many of these called heretics, were in the right in many points of
thew; why the Ebionites of the same day also writings which many before him had considered Griticism, where the Fathers accused them of wilful
received the same book, making, however, many genuine and worthy of credence. In the latter part corruption," it proves nothing against the genuinealterations in it to suit their theories. Both rejected of the fifth century he did quite a business at pro- ness of the New Testament. You are aware that
the other three gospels, it is true, but neither denied nouncing false a large number of gospels giving in- Bishop Marsh elaborately proved their genuineness,
their genuineness. You have not explained why it cidents in the life of Jesus and describing the mira- and his proof is incapable of being overthrown. It
is scarcely legitimate to transfer a quotation from
is only these four gospels and no others that are cles which he performed!'
This certainly appears like manufacturing history. its proper surroundings to make it seem to affirm
quoted as authority by all the ancient heretics, thus
agreeing in this respect with the orthodox Christians. There is no proof, and even if there were, as to the that which was the directly opposite of the writer's
.As I have said before, I think I have given conclusive redoubtable prowess of this iconoclastic pope, I fail intention .
You allege further that" from the first century to
proof of the genuineness of the gospels, and that to see the relevancy of it when you have admitted
the
seventh there was no fully-authorized canon of
that
the
New
Testament
canon
was
really
formed
they were received by the early church fresh from
the New Testament writings. There were many
two centuries previously,
the hands of their accredited authors.
You go on to quote Rev. Samuel Davidson that claimants, and doubt and uncertainty hung over all,
However, I will examine with some minuteness
your last letter. You say: "From what I have "oral tradition was the chief fountain of Christian when, if there was any truth and reliability attached
already said I think I have made it pretty clear that knowledge," although on what grounds he made this to those early writings, it would seem they ought to
neither Jesus nor his disciples wrote any of the books dubious assertion we are left to ascertain for our- have been certain and satisfactory. It is indeed sinof the New Testament, unless possibly it was the selves. But a modern name, even introduced by a gular that, if doubt existed about those books then,
first epistle of Peter, which some Christian writers ministerial prefix and made euphonious by the title they should be wholly undoubted and reliable now,
will insist was written by Peter, although it is a "D.D.," is not authority sufficient to contradict the and that there is any process by which doubt
matter of extreme doubt. Some of the epistles as- gospel writers' claims to be eye-witnesses and com- and falsehood can ):>ecome certainty and truth. The
cribed to Paul were undoubtedly written by him, panions of the apostles of Christ. Although this strength of faith must indeed be great."
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
W:hile others were almost certainly- not written by reverend critic is very sure that the "exact principles
that
guided
the
formation
of
a
canon
in
the
h1m. The four gospels were assuredly not written
by those whose names they bear, and no one in the earliest centuries cannot be discovered," he is equally
"The Champions of' the Chm·ch."
certain in the next sentence that" definite grounds for
world knows who did write them."
It is a full and complete exposure of an institution
Well, of course I have never asserted that Jesus the reception on·ejection of books were not very clearly
ever did write any of the New Testament scriptures. apprehended. rrhe choice was determined by various founded upon fear, and which flourished by taking
We are extremely grateful for the straightforward circumstances, of which apostolic origin was the advantage of that feeling and never allowing it to
ac~owledj!ement that Paul did, beyond a doubt, chief, though this itself was insufficiently attested, die out. I should think a perusal of it would shake
Wpte some of the epistles ascribed to him, and for for if it be asked whether all the New Testament any Christian's faith in the beneficence of a church
the admitted possibility in regard to the Petrina writings proceeded from the authors whose names which in its inception and prime was but a corporaauthorship of the first epistle of Peter. What, how- they bear, criticism cannot reply in the affirmative. tion of murderers.-E. M. M. to a j'riend.

l/liscussiott.
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g[on(n(ttnication§.
.My Trip East.-Concluded.
BY W. F. JAMIESON.
LYNN, MASS.
In the home of Mr. and Mrs. Todd I received a
cordial welcome. Myra, Hanni, and little Gracie
Todd seem like my own sisters.
Many happy d.ays hav I .whiled ~w~y·since 1874 in
the society of this harmomous family, every member
of which is interested in Liberal and reformatory
themes discussing them with avidity. They are
activ w'orkers in Rev. L. K. Washburn's Free Religious Society. Their sympathies incline considerably
toward the Spiritual theory.
One evening in the home of the Todd family it
was my ve17 great priyilege to enjo:y ~h.e P?lished
and instrnct1v conversatiOn of that .Abohtwmst and
most devoted friend to humanity,
PARKER PILLSBURY.
He is still in the lecture field and is one of the
finest platform speakers of this age. Why Mr.
Pillsbury is not constantly engaged to appear before
every Liberal society in the land is hard to account
for. Did the church own him he would be passed
from church to church, with copious benedictions, as
a living monument of God's grace in keeping the
noted .Abolitionist so young and so eloquent. It must
be that the Liberal Leagues are not aware that they
can obtain the inestimable services of this champion
of freedom without the outlay of a mint of money;
but this is a mistake. With Mr. Pillsbury the matter of money is a secondary consideration. Every
village and city ought to hear his lectures with their
wealth of thought, and especially those entitled,
"The French Revolution of 1793 and its. Lessons to
the N ations"-two lectures. He also givs an address
on "Thomas Paine in the Revolution of 1776." .And
everywhere should his lecture, "One more Side of
Te_!!liJerance-the Under Side," be heard.
While in Lynn I heard Mr. Washburn on "The
Moral Demands of the .Age," a very fine discourse.
This gentleman is building up a flourishing society,
notwithstanding opposition from the pious.
HARTFORD, COJ\'N.
I had a debate here with Moses Hull. Hartford is
a beauty among cities. Thrift, cleanliness, and wealth
abound. Happiness is the rule and misery the exception.
AT VIN~ND, N. J.,
.
I had a debate with Moses Hull. My stoppingplace was with my old Spiritualistic friends, John
and Portia Gage. Mr. Gage is a genuin lover of
science, which makes what Spiritualism he has a sensible sort of doctrin. He says he does not absolutely know that he will liv after death, but thinks
the preponderance of proof is in favor of future
existence. In appearance Mrs. Gage reminds one of
Martha Washington- fully as handsome. Few
women of her age are as fine-looking.
The attendance at the Vineland debate was very
small.
LINESVILLE, PA.,
Had a great celebration of Thomas Paine for three
days. .A few years ago I held my debate with Rev.
.A. N. Craft, a Methodist clergyman from Cleveland.
In the boasting manner of many of the clergy he
prophesied that, as a result of the debate, the Liberal
League, only fairly organized, would be killed dead
beyond the hope of resurrection. The two clergymen, Rev. Mr. Luce and Rev . .A . .A. McMaster, who
were Mr. Craft's seconds, are now outside of any
regular Christian church, and a more prosperous Liberal League I never knew. Every year their meetings hav grown in interest and in attendance. This
vear the Opera Hall could not hold the crowds that
sought admission, and there was exacted a small fee
at every session. To the business energy of Mr.
Geo. W. Baldwin and other members of the League
is the prosperity largely due. Mrs. H. S. Lake, one
of the very best lecturers on the American platform,
was secured.
There were nine sessions debate between Mr. Hull
and myself, five sessions between Elder Clark Braden
and the the writer on Thomas Paine. Elder Braden
presented himself as a retailer of slanders against
Paine. .After the seconll night his moderator abandoned him entirely, and nearly every Christian did
th.e same, and poor Brad~n was left at. our mercy!
His bombast became thm as bombazme. Moses
Hull said Clark Braden was willing to stand up and
be kicke.d all day at ten cents a kick ! Bright boy,
that godson of mine ! Moses employed one day in
battering Braden on greenbacks. (Confidential.-!
am n?t authori~e~ bY. Moses to say it, but he fi~ds
.maulmg Matenahsm IS the hardest work he ever d1d.)
·~r. B~aden is a man of considerable power, but he
S.J?O.Ils hu; own. e~orts as. a debater by indulging in
VICIOus de~unCiatwn of h1s opp.onents. Mr. Hull· is
an exceedmgly keen, good-feeling debater, and one
of. th~ mos~ interesting ~n t~e controve~sial field. His
p~mCipal di~cult~ ?ons1sts m not statmg accurately
his opponents pOSitiOns..

GARRETTSVILLE, OHIO.
In this thriving Buckeye town I hay alw.ays had
splendid audiences at my lectures, havmg g1ven two
courses, one of five, in the sprin~ of 1880, and .a
second series of seven lectures, m February, th1s
year. Mr. George J. Streator is the successful manager of the lectures which I hav g~ven th~re. Mr.
Luther the Crane brothers, and Sqmre Ferns are all
outspoken Freethinkers. Mr . .A. G. Smith is aLi?eral Spiritualist. Mr. Streator devotes most of ?Is
time to the cultivation of flowers and srp.all fruits,
and is a very actiy Liberali~t. I fi.rst ~ad the pleasure of his acquamtance wh1le dehvermg some lectures away up at Frankfort, in northern Michigan.
Mr. Streator told me those were the first Liberal lectures he ever heard. He went home full of enthusiasm, determined to hav me giv lectures in his own
town .. His experience was that of many others. Said
he, "Those are my sentiments, only I did not know
what to call them !"
Looking back over my twenty-one years' work for
Liberalism, I hav reason to be thankful for the many
warm friends I hav made. Notwithstanding the petty
oppositions from a few would-be reformers, a great
deal of sunshine, with a trifle of cloud, has been my
portion. From the orthodox in every town a solemn
shower of curses falls to my share. .After so many
years of continuous condemnation I would feel a little lonesome without the customary benedictions of
thfl rigidly righteous.
ALBION, MICH.
My wife stopped here to visit her relativs, while I
went East. In .Albion she was born. In .Albion, a
girl of eighteen attending the Methodist seminary, I,
a stripling of nineteen, captured her-my first and
greatest victory. There we were married, an~ fr~m
.Albion I started abroad to promulgate my antiChnstian views. On the 15th day of next October it will
be twenty-five years since we started as wife and husband in the journE:ly of life. .A few of these years we
hav had the pleasure of each other's society. Every
few months I look forward to the visit home. My
part of the itinerant work has been more pleasant
than hers. Everywhere I hav met with new acquaintances, made new friends, had the exhilaration of audiences every day, two hundred days on the average
~very :year. Busy h.lv. I been with the battl~s of
1deas, m the lulls of whiCh I hav read papers,wntten
letters, read books, studied the best authors, sought
for truth at first hand by questioning nature with experiments.
In the meantime the faithful little wife was occupied with the care of children, ana house-keeping
duties in general; many and many a day, week,
month dragging their weary length along, and into
which was pressed many a lonely hour, such as I
suppose only a woman can feel. I do hope we may
both liv to celebrate our silver wedding on the 15th
of October, 1881.
We are not rich in this world's goods; $1,000
would more than cover my twenty-one years' lecturing profits. Nevertheless, we are cheerful and are
happy. .A younger pair than Mrs. Jamieson and
myself are not to be found in the United States of
.America, of our age and size. We hav been grandparents, too, for four or five years. Our two girls
were sensible enough to marry Liberals ; both
husbands are young, industrious, practical, workingmen.
Really, as I write these lines, I begin to think I
ought to feel old, but I do not; indeed I feel like a
beardless youth of twenty.
Perhaps the reader's pardon ought to be solicited
for obtruding my family affairs upon the public
notice. But my friends everywhere will bear me
witness that it has been my invariable custom to seldom refer to my personal matters. Surely, as a
man of twenty-one years of public life in an unpopular calling, and as a grandfather, part owner of the
three finest grandcherubs in Michigan, I hav some
privileges that I know sensible people will respect.
Or, if there should be any hypercritics among
THE TRUTH SEEKER subscribers {"God forbid."Paul.) I can treat them as Christians manage their
Jehovah-ask pardon for iniquities, and then open a
new account. Selah.

the evening I took occasion in my own meeting to pay
my respects to the reverend gentleman for his shockingly bad taste in attacking Infidelity at such a time.
The Liberals here, Messrs. Holgate, Sykes, Phillips,
Goodrich, Adler, and others to the number of £fty
or more, in the vicinity, hav kept the watch-fires
burning this winter. .As many as four hundred are
interested now. This fact alone excites the ire of
the godly.
Wm. Holgate is one of those outspoken men who use
no concealment, no policy, little polish. He is the las1
kind of a person that the church devil would try to
mold into a hypocrit. The pious people hate him
with a godly hatred. They do not see underneath
the rough-and-ready speech a warm and generous
nature. They know him to be a despiser of shams;
but his blunt speech leaves many of them no room
to suspect that, in his vocabulary, sham and Chris.
tianity are not synonymous terms.
Christianity blurs the vision and warps the judg.
ment of its victims, and leads its devotees to judge
of character almost entirely by the exterior, hence it
is continually blundering in its superficial etltimates
of the motivs and purposes of Infidels.
There is scarcely a town in this nation where Liberal and scientific lectures could not be held as easily
as in Mauston, Wis. Last night (Sunday, March
13th), the fine Opera Hall was crowded to listen to
my sixteenth lecture.
Chiefly to "Billy the Barber" is our success due,
from the fact that he started the ball in motion.
Now there are many that take hold with a will and
are good, fearless workers, notably Mr. Sykes, Mr.
.Adler, Mr. Moore, Mr. Phillips. Just such an uncompromising talker is needed, in every village and
city, as this jolly rotund Englishman, graduate of a
coal mine.
'

Book Notice .
Progress and Poverty. Bv Henry George. One vol., 12mo.,
512 pp. Price, paper, 75 cents; cloth, $1.00; extra cloth,
$1.50. Sold at this office.

Two generations ago the.poet Shelley wrote:
" Men of England, wherefore plow
• For the lord who lays you low?
Wherefore weave with toil and care
The rich robes your tyrants wear?
The
The
The
The

seed ye sow another reaps,
wealth ye find another keeps,
robes ye weave another wears,
arms ve forge another bears."

For two lives there has been no answer to these
questions of Shelley from the workmen of England.
For three-quarters of a century the poor hav been
growing poorer, the rich richer. But to a close
observer there is this difference between 1800 and
1881: The deep thought of the age now turns not
so much on political as on social questions-not so
much on the government as on society. What. was
before "thought out" by the brains of philosophers
in the student's closet is now being "felt out" by
the hearts of the people alike in Paris or Russia,
Berlin, London, and New York. Schemes for the
reorganization of society are, in our day, no longer
the dreams of theorists; they hav been taken from
the closet of the student, and move vast bodies of
men throughout Europe and in .America.
Now comes this new work of Mr. George, full of
ideas, full of information, and, in my opinion, the
most important contribution to political economy or
social science since Adam Smith published his
"Wealth of Nations."
Why do misery and crime exist? Why does
one nation export food of which its own members are
in need, while another nation sends its manufactures
throughout the world, although hundreds of thousands at home are scarcely clothed?
Believing that this new book on political economy
is deserving of attention from thoughtful minds, like
the subscribers of this paper, as an honest attempt of
an honest and thoughtful man to solve this great
question of poverty on scientific not theological
grounds, I will endeavor to giv an abstract of this
book, that the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER may
hav some general idea of the importance of the book
and its contents.
To the intelligence of those who will mainly read
these lines I need not add anything more than
MAUSTON, WIS.
already written to show the importance of the book.
.A Christian prayed that their Lord would send a
The great question of civilization is, as Mr. George
snow-storm to prevent my arrival. Knowing the un- states it, " Why, in spite of increase in productiv
certain state of the weather I took "time by the power, do wages tend to a minim1tm which will giv
foretop," and by traveling all night, landed at the but a bare living !P" Now the answer of previous
hospitable door of "Billy the Barber" at four current writers on political economy is, "That wages
o'clock in the morning of the day I was advertised are fixed by the ratio between the number of laborto speak, having been st()pped twice by the snow ers and the amount of capital devoted to the
blockade. That Holy Willie's prayer .must .hav employment of labor, and constantly tend to the
reached heaven behind time, for the next day, and lowest amount on which laborers will consent to liv
the next, the snow came from heaven in fast falling and reproduce, becau,se the increase of the number
flakes until the fences were covered and the railroad of laborers tends naturally to follow and overtake
tracks buried, no trains running for days.. .As I had any increase in capital."
no other engagements definitly set I am staying
Mr. George, in "Progre~s and Poverty," refutes
here "preaching" to good audiences every night this, and endeavors to prove, among other things,
composed of many of the best citizens of Mauston.
first, " That wages, confining the statement to labor
Day before :y~sterday I attended the funeral ser- expended in production, instead of being drawn from
vice of an old citizen, over whose body the Rev. Mr. capital, are in reality drawn from the product of the
Srown fired a cowardly shot at Freeth ought. In labor for ,which they are pa1·a"
.
.
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It would seem presumptuous for an unknown man crease of rent explains why wages and interest do before the officials of this pr9minent railroad line of
to call in question what hav been fundamental doc- not increase."
the West, and also among the bankers and the
trins in all schools of political economy from Adam
To illus~r~~e h?w this theory is caiTied out by the legal and medical fraternities of those places, I was
Smith, Ricardo, Malthus, down to John Stuart Mill; facts of crVIhzatwn, the author, on page 260 of his occasionally met with the inquiry, "Are you the
but this unknown man shows himself to be a writer volume, ,makes the following statement: "The enor- proprietor of this paper, and it,, your name D. M.
of original and strong mind. His education, we mous increase in the efficiency of labor, which even Bennett?" In replying in the negativ a blush of
deem, must hav been in the "University of ,:the in agriculture is estimated at seven or eight hundred modesty must hav come over me when I found myWorld," under the particular care of Dame Nature. per cent, and in many branches of industry is almost self mistaken for one of the ablest and most elaboPerhaps his college was before the mast of some incalculable, has only added to rent. The rent of rate of the Radical writers of the age.
whale ship or in the bush of Australia or the mines agricultural land in England is now, according to
But I was pleased and almost proud in the successof California. It might hav been all this, for we Professor Rogers, one hundred and twenty times as ful perforn;J.ance of an humble service in obtaining
understand Mr. George hails from San Francisco.
great, measured in money, as it was five hundred subscribers quite extensivly for such a strong and
After saying this much of the author, I will say years ago, and fourteen times as great, measured in Radical journal as THE TRUTH SEEKER among these
his book will stand the criticism that Emerson is wheat; while the rent of building land and mineral classes of the clearest heads and the most practical
wont to apply to books of this kind-that "when land has been enormously greater. According to minds in the state of Michigan.
any reformer has a scheme of reform, ask him if he the estimate of Prof. Fawcett, the capitalized rental
I hav obtained patronage for THE TRUTH SEEKER
has read Plato? If he has not, his plans are not value of the land of England now amounts to among all classes. My efforts hav not been conworthy attention, for probably all his ideas, and all £4,500,000, or $21,870,000,000 (a sum about a dozen fined to the professional classes, or to any one class.
objections to them, hav forestalled them."
A large proportion of my patronage has come
times larger than the national debt of the United
Mr. George has read Pla;to. He brings to his States); that is to say, a few thousand of the people from the various departments among the mechanics.
topic a mind equipped from libraries on social sci- of England hold a lien upon the labor of the rest, The intelligent aad reading men and women in the
ence-from the ancient Hindoo holy wl"i.tings down the capitalized value of which is more than twice as departments of mechanics are perhaps as Liberal as
to the last magazine essay on English politics. He great as, at the average price of Southern negroes in any class.
knows what other theories of political science are 1860, would be the value of the whole population
During the winter months, while the roads hav
and what arguments there are for their support.
been more or less blockaded with snow, I hav not
of England were they slaves."
All present writers admit that as progress goes on
The author occupies considerabl~ space in showing ventured out in the country much among the farmthe accumulation of wealth increases, and labor thus the inefficiency of remedies cuiTently advocated for ers; but so far as I hav been among this class I hav
becomes more productiv, which is undoubtedly true. the relief of poverty. Detailing at some length that met with a cheerful encouragement and a very libComte's statement is that "The aggregate progress neither greater economy in government or the better eral patronage.
Nothing has afforded me a greater pleasure than
of mankind is constantly lessening the relativ im- education of the working classes and improved habportance of material wants."
its of industry and thrift, or combination of work- the consciousness of being able to place a reformaAdmitting, then, that civilization increases pro- men for the advance of wages, or co-operation of tory and philosophical paper before a class of intelduction, it would be therefore true that the more labor and capital, or from a more general distribu- ligent and appreciativ people who are limited in
centralized a people are the more wealth per head tion of land, would be a sufficient remedy, each and financial means and who might· otherwise hav been
they are able to produce. Facts and statistics bear all others would be at most a mitigation, and not a left to a meager supply of weak and unsatisfactory
out this theory. England can produce more than cure. He asserts that the true remedy to extirpate moral and intellectual food from the various sensaRussia. The half a million concentrated in a small poverty, to make wages what justice commands they tional and sectarian publications of the times.
. Respectfully,
C. S. RoWLEY.
state like Connecticut will produce more wealth than should be- the full earnings of the laborer, is
the same number scattered over a large state like to substitute for individual ownership of land a
Kansas.
common ownership-" We must make land common
For Books Received.
Mr. George's principal statements, wherein he property."
differs from other writers, are:
While in London last autumn we received· such
Mr. George then endeavors to show the justice of
I. Wages are not drawn from capital, etc. (Be- the remedy, the injustice of private property in land, marked kindnesses from the Secular Society of that
fore alluded to.)
and what constitutes the rightful basis of property. city that we could not do less than send for their
2. The function of capital is to assist labor in pro- In endeavoring to answer the question, Mr. George library an assortment of our publications. We are
duction with tools, seed, etc., and with the wealth displays his conservatism, and also his depth of very much gratified with the receipt of the following
required to carry on exchanges.
letters, by which it appears the books hav been . rethought, which takes in the rights of all.
·
3. Disproof of the Malthusian theory.
First, there is the primary right of a man to him- ceived and are appreciated : ·
Mter giving facts and arguments which seem self, to the use of his own power, to the emjoyment
CENTRAL LONDON BRAN~H
sufficient to maintain his points, the author asserts of the fruits of his own exertions.
NATIONAL SECULAR SOCIETY.
Mr. George does not include in the term "land"
that "the cause, which, in spite of the enormous
increase of productiv power, confines the great body property that has been put on land, as houses, maHALL OF SCIENCE CLUB AND INSTITUTE,
of producers to the least share of the product upon chinery, stock, or any of those things that embody
OLD STREET, LoNDON, E. c., (
which they will consent to liv is not the limitation of labor and are brought into existence by human exerMarch 19, 1881.
5
capital, nor yet the limitation of the powers of tion. "The essential character of land, and those
DEAR SIR: I· hav much pleasure in forwarding the best
nature, which respond to labor. If not therefore things that should be common to all, is that they do thanks
of the Committee of the above for your handsome dofound in the laws which b6und the production of not embody labor and exist independent of human nation to our library. In acknowledging them I need hardly
exertion
and
iiTespectiv
of
man.
The
value
wealth, it must be sought for in the laws which govsay that they are eagerly sought after and read. The appliof land is the price of monopoly."
cants for them are so numerous that it will be some time yet
ern the distribution of wealth."
Originally there is no ownership in the land itself for all to read them. I remain, dear sir, .
Mr. George would abolish private ownership in
J. T. RAMsEY, Librarian.
Your truly,
land. This seems radical; but in reading at length except seizure and the right of the conqueror.
The
whole
earth
is
for
the
benefit
of
mankind,
not
"Progress and Poverty," we are bound to sa,y that
HALL OF SCIENCE, LoNDoN, ENG.,}
the author, in his methods, is conservativ. Unlike any man or any class, and the elements belong
March 19, 1881.
equally
to
every
child
born
into
the
world
"for
this
many radical reformers, Mr. George recognizes a
DEAR MR. BENNETT: The books you wrote me about hav
reason,
that
which
a
man
actually
makes
or
proarrived and are now in the library here. I hav no doubt they
legitimate claim of capital (not land) to be paid
limited interest; but he shows that the vast amount duces is his own, as against all the world, to enjoy will be highly appreciated by the members of the Society for
thev were sent.
of what is called capital, upon which dividends are or destroy, to use, to exchange, or to giv. To every whom
I hope your visit to Europe was an enjoyable one. When I
paid, is really not capital, but fictitious capital, and thing produced by human exertion there is there- visit America, which I intend to do soon, I shall hav much
1s the result of monoply. Und.er the present system fore a clear and indisputable title to exclusiv posses- pleasure in renewing our acquaintance.
R. 0. SMITH.
Yours truly,
of land monopoly he sums up the law of interest: sion and enjoyment, which is perfectly consistent
"The relation between wages and interest is deter- with justice, as it descends from the original proThe
following
is
from
the
National
Reformer,
Lonmined by the average power of increase which attaches ducer, in whom it is vested by natural ·law. Now don, with reference to an assortment of our publicato capital from its use in reproductiv modes, and as there can be to the ownership of anything no right- tions sent to the London Freethought Publishing
rent raises interest will fall as wages fall. ... Wages ful title which is not derived from the title of the Company:
depeud upon the margin of production, or upon the producer and the right of ownership that springs
Mrs. E. D. Slenker is well known in America as a writer of
produce which labor can obtain at the highest point from labor, because it excludes the possibility of any stories
of a thoroughly Freethought character. In our Amerof natural productivness open to it without the pay- other ownership. If the man is entitled to the prod- ican parcel we find a pleasant tale from her pen in which are
uce
of
his
labor,
then
no
man
can
be
rightfully
entiment of rent."
related the fortunes of various families, Christian and FreeContinuing, Mr. George says: "This law of wages tled to the ownership of anything that is not the thinking, one of the latter giving the title to the book. The
accords with and explains universal facts that with- produce of his labor, or the labor of some one else, Da.rwins are thoughtful, earnest people, who on their arrival in
out its apprehension seem unrelated and contradic- from whom the right has passed to him. If produc- a country village are regarded by many as "unvisitable " because of their heresy, and who act as a center of social happitory. It shows that where land is free and labor is tion givs to the producer the right to exclusiv pos- ness in their new sphere. A. Christian deacon is the black
session
and
enjoyment,
there
can
rightfully
be
no
unassisted by capital the wholeproduce will go to
sheep of the story, and the tale is written with grace and vigor.
labor as wages. Where land is free and labor is exclusiv possession and enjoyment of anything not Another work from the pen of the same lady is" John's
assisted by cap,ital, wages will consist of the whole the production of labor, and the recognition of pri- Way," a brightly told radical story. Our readers will findMrs.
produce, less that I?art necessary to induce the storing vate property in land is wrong. . . Where now Slenker a pleasant acquaintance.
"Nathaniel Vaughan; Priest and Man" is a book of more
up of labor as caprtal. . . . Where land is sub- producers can claim as rent a portion of the wealth pretension.
The heroin is a charming little eight-year-old
created
by
producers,
the
right
of
the
producer
to
ject to ownership, and where natural opportunities
child, imaginativ and sensitiv, who falls a victim to the overthe
fruits
of
labor
is
to
that
extent
denied."
a_re monopolized, wages may be forced by the compezealous and morbid religion of the priest. Miss Macdonald
If the crowded columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER writes with considerable power, and her descriptions of the
tition among laborers to the minimum at which the
would
allow,
I
would
gladly
occupy
more
space
to
child's ways and thoughts are delicately executedi particularly
laborer can liv."
He holds that science, invention, machinery, art, bring this book of Mr. George's to a patient and re- good are the almost last scenes of little Winifred's life, when
she is sickening with brain fever.
under the present system, tend more to increase rent spectful consideration. I trust that I hav in a measMr. Underwood is well. known as a most cultivnted writer
than to increase wages; "that with increase in pro- ure attained my object to hav some of the thoughts and speaker from the Freethought platform. The debates in
of
this
book
brought
to
the
serious
attention
of
those
ductiv power, rent tends to even greater increase,
which he has taken part hav caused much interest in the United
thus producing a constant tendency to the forcing who love their fellow-men, and also to stimulate States, and his pamphlets hav a wide circulation. We need
thought on the subject of poverty and progress. All only draw attention to the various works from his pen which
down of wages."
The author. cites from an old Hindoo proverb, who look forward to the time when the words "al- will be found mentioned in our advertising columns.
"Grants of land giv the owner white parasols and ways with you" shall hav no meaning should not
The following is from the London Secular Review:
fail to read this book.
EDWARD W. SEARING.
elephants mad with pride."
We owe Mr. D. M. Bennett, of New York TRUTH SEEKER,
New
York,
March,
1881.
'l'o illustrate the wisdom of this, Mr. George says:
an apology for omitting to notice his. handsomely-bound volume, "A.n Infidel A.broad," received three weeks ago. The
"Three things invite to production-labor, capital,
Notes.
work consists of a reprint of the letters Mr. Bennett contriband land. 'fhree parties divide the produce-the
uted to his own journal during his recent tour in Europe, and
lab?rer, the capitalist, and the 1and owner. If with
Recently when I was in Kalamazoo, Union City, also a fine portrait of the author. The information given in
an lllcrease of production the laborer gets no more, Dowagiac, and other important towns along the line the book is most varied and interesting, and the work is writand the capitalist no more, it is a necessary inference of the Michigan Central Railroad, and was present- ten in an easy and familiar style. In Mr. Bennett's volume of
that the land owner reaps the whole gain. The in- ing the claims of the New York TRUTH SEEKER letters the re&der will find much to reward him for its perusal.
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hurst. She takes a sensible, business view of this
I hav induced the editor to giv me a hearing, and
matter.
Respectfully yours,
R. R. HALL, M.D.
now that I hav got into position I -propose in my
next to pour some pretty hot shot into their mediBUFFALO, N. Y., April6, 1881.
cal monopoly bart:icade.
MARLEY, ILL., March ~9, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just been reading in the
It is strange that these so-styled professions canDEAR ?!'RIEND BENNETT: As soon as _YOU d~Cld_e about last TRUTH SEEKER letters pro and con in regard to not do business on the square, relying on their own
your tnp roun~ the world please g1v notiCe m your I your proposed trip around the world. Some of them merit, without special legislation to force their vile
paper, and I Will forward the money for my paper, seem to think it will be too hard for you. I think nostrums upon the people.
the book "An Infidel Abroad," and $5 for the trip. such do not know very well the work and number
Perhaps you may not agree with my ideas regardYours truly,
FRANK SEARLES.
or hours you devote to business. If they did they ing medical matters; but am certain you cannot apwould consider it a relief for you to go. As much as prove of these attempts of the craft to trample on
PIPE SToNE, MINN, Feb. 22, 1881.
I would like to hav you here, I am in favor of your our medical rights.
MR. EDITOR: Put me down for $5 for your trip round going. Please put me down for a "V.,'' and, if necesWill send you the next if our editor has the nerve
the world, and it will be ready when I see a hint in sary, an "X."
THE TRUTH SEEKER of your being ready for the same. If you should make the trip, I hope you will visit to publish it.
I hav not yet got through with the other "craft."
Yours with respect,
A. D. FERRIS.
the so-called holy land, and, while there, look up You may hear hear from me, by and by, concerning
some of those ancient wheat fields. I am quite in- our old foe, priestcraft. I think it well to get such
CoRVALLIS, OR., March 25, 1881.
terested to know the size of them, as no doubt some radical articles as we can into semi-independent PaD. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find money to pay of them are very large. My reason for thinking
for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and I also hav a "V" waiting them so is from the Bible account of God's slaying pers, since they reach many who are not favored
with our favorit outspoken TRUTH SEEKER.
for the round-the-world trip.
50,070 reapers because one of them had a little Yankee
Truly,
BYRON BOARDMAN.
Believe me ever your'servant,.
B. F. HYLAND.
curiosity and lifted the lid of that old shittim-wood
box to see what was in it. We can't hav any such
NETTLETON, Mo., March 16, 1881.
PARK CITY, UTAH, March 29, 1861.
large wheat fields in Minnesota or California.
DEAR BROTHER BENNETT: I cannot longer overlook the
MR. EDITOR: I will send you $5 when you get ready
Fraternally yours,
A. H. FRANK.
fact that I owe the TRUTH SEEKER. Inclosed please find
to start round the world. Hoping you will receive
$3.50,
for which giv me credit. After reading "The
funds enough for your proposed trip, I remain,
WILSONVILLE, KY., April 2, 1881.
Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times "
Your friend and well-wisher,
JAB. G. WATSON.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please set me down for your I cannot see how the Christian world made anythi~g
travels around God's football, and if I am on the by sending you to the penitentiary. I think it will
OssEo, MINN., March 15, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: You can count on me for $5 for surface of said ball I'll try and raise the everlasting take about 10,000,000 sermons to undo what that work
your travels round the planet whenever you are "V," and try to induce many of my friends to do has done. Put me down a "V " for your trip round
the same if possible.
the world. If you come home by the way of San
ready to go.
Yours,
CHRIST. SCHREIBER.
I hav just been reading Bishop Marvin's travels (a Francisco, why cannot you stop in northwest MisMethodist bishop), and I think be told all the good souri and giv us a lecture, say at Kansas City or St.
STANTON, IowA, March 19, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Put me down for $5 for your he could of his own religion and as little of that of Joseph? Nothing would emit the Liberals of the
others as an honest man could without being de- West better. Hoping you will soon start on your trip
, trip round the world.
0. E. ERICKSON.
tected. Now I want to bear the voice of reason from I remain
Yours,
W. H. SLOANE. '
the orieRtal countries. I want to hear the voice of
FLORENCE, Wis., March 12, 1881.
[We see nothing to prevent our stopping to talk to
FRIEND BENNETT: Put down my n.ame and H. Hun- or:e who is not interested in perverting the truth for our friends in a few places as we cross the contiter's for $5 each for the trip round the world, subject the benefit of any particular form of religion. I nent.-ED. T. S.]
to call. My wife takes pleasure in reading THE TRUTH feel particularly interested in the land of gods.
Hoping that your efforts may meet with success,
SEEKER. She sends her best respects to J\frs. Bennett..
FoRT McKINNIE, WY. T., April 1, 1881.
and that you may soon be on .your journey, I remain
E. 0. MARSH
FRIEND BENNETT: You may count me in for $5 on
Yours for freedom and truth, SAMUEL B. CLARK.
your trip round the world. When you decide to go
OTTUMWA, IowA, April 6, 1881.
giv as timely warning as possible because THE
FRIEND BENNETT: I pledge my name for $5.00 if
TRUTH SEEKER is at times thirty days after date reachDANVILLE, ILL., March 31,1881.
you go round the world.
THoMAS HARDESTY.
D. ll'I. BENNETT: If there was another D. M. Bennett ing this place.
I hope there is a pleasant journey round the
to take your place in the office I would say, Pack
VosBURG, KAN., March 30, 1881.
your shirts, etc., and get off on the trip around the world and many happy days in store for you. I
D. M. BENNETT: I read THE TRUTH SEEKER weekly
world as soon as possible, for procrastination is should like to giv you the right hand of friendship
and consider it a capital paper. Hope you will get to
dangerous after a man arrives at your age. As it is, and a hearty welcome on your journev, and to take
make that trip round the world·. As far as my means
I hav no choice in the matter. However, if you de- Anthony by the throat with my left.
will allow I shall stand by you.
Yours in truth and friendship, ANDREW BROWN,
cide to go, draw on me for my share of funds to
Your truly,
I. B. WERNER.
assist in paying the expense.
Yours,
CINCINNATI, 0., April 4, 1881.
c. R. DWIGHT.
BRIDGEPORT, CoNN., March 26, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Put me down for $5 to aid in the
FRIEND BENNETT: Will ·send subscription soon.
trip around the world.
CROSSWICKS, ·N. J., April 3, 1881.
Call on me for $5.00 when you get ready to go round
H it is not too much trouble for you, bring that
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed I hand you ten dollars to
the world.
HENRY DoNNEL.
help repair Thomas Paine's monument at New Ro- hill along or a part of it where Lucifer picked his
nE phew up and from which he showed him the
chelle.
SHERMAN, DA., F€b. 22, 2881.
world.
Yours forever,
CARL PAsscAL.
FRIEND RENNETT : You can count on me for $5.00 · I fear the subscriptions of five dollars each for the
[We fear this request is rather more than we can
to help pay on the trip around the world. Your trip around the world are coming in too slow to enletters from Europe are worth the price of the paper able you to start in due time. I presume many are accomplish. A hill or mountain high enough to
poor and not able to spare the money. But are there enable one to see the countries on the opposit side
for one year.
Yours truly,
THEO. ANDREWS.
not among the Liberals many who can spare more of the globe would be extremely hard to find and
OTTAWA, KAN., March 29, 1881.
than $5 for this enterprise when they take into con- if found, would be heavy to carry. We might,bring
BRo. BENNETT : Call on me for $5 to help you round sideration that they get in return two or three inter- a pocketful.-ED. T. S.]
the world if you will go.
SALEM FouTs, Sen.
esting volumes for the money?
I hav a proposition to make. I will be one of
BROOKLYN, April 2, 1881.
ATLANTA, GA., March 27, 1881.
twenty-five to giv $25 apiece. I will at any rate most
MR. BENNETT : Inclosed find $5, a subscription toEDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: You may put me down cheerfully add $10 to the $10 already pledged. I think ward the repairing of Paine's monument. We will
as one of the number to contribute $5 toward your those who are able to respond in this way and will giv $50 toward erecting a monument in Central Park
trip around the world upon your terms. Notify me do so will not. begrudge to aid our friend Bennett to to the memory of Thomas Paine.
when to remit.
Yours,
GEo. DISBROW.
accomplish that proposed long and useful journey.
MR. and MRS. J. H. B.
Liberals should remember that eternal vigilance is
BuSHNELL, l;LL., March 20, Hl81.
the price of liberty. I sincerely hope there will be
CoviNGTON, IND., April 2, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: If you take your trip around the one hundred who will respond to the proposition I
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find $3 to apply on fixing
world you can count on me for $5.
hav made, and that by the middle of May. Very the monument to the glorious Thomas Paine -to be
Yours,
DWIGHT WARREN.
truly thine in the cause of freedom to only do the accredited as follows, Bart W. Graham, $1; James
right,
CAROLINE S. ELLIS.
Napier, $1; Schuyler LaTourrette, $1. The friend Jas.
PRoviDENCE, R.I., April 2, 1881.
Napier is eighty years old.
Respectfully yours,
[REPLY.-Many
thanks
to
our
kind
friend
for
the
inDEAR BENNETT: You may count me in for $5 on the
SCHUYLER LATOURRETTE.
terest she manifests and the generosity she evinces.
round-the-world trip.
Yours truly,
P. S.-Since I got my order I met a friend of Paine
It is enough to malre one proud to hav such friends.
F. c. JACKSON.
Would that the Liberal ranks were fuller of persons who wishes to be known to the amount of $1, which
S. LAT.
with the ability to aid in public enterprises which I inclose, and credit to Geo. Dunkerly.
CANYON FERRY, MoNTANA, March 21, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND: When you decide to take your trip she evidently possesses. If the funds are furnished
_
HINSDALE, N. H., April 1, 1881.
around the world I shall send you $5. Hope you to make that long journey we will wish to leave in
FRIEND BENNETT : There are many things I desire
will go, I do like you so much for your honesty, and July, spend a few weeks in Ireland, Scotland, Wales,
parts of England we did not see, with perhaps a to do but which in the busy cares of life are allowed
I like your wife too, the dear woman.
visit to Norway, Sweden, Denmark, and possibly to pass and go undone. But your article in this
Yours respectfully,
MRs. J. V. STAFFORD.
Spain, and then attend the Freethinkers' Interna- week's TRUTH SEEKER reminds me to act at once, and
tional Congress at Paris, in September, after which I do so by inclosing $1.00 for the fund to repair
GIRARD, KAN., March 29,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: You can put me down for $5 for start for Greece, Turkey, Egypt, Palestine, India, Bur- Paine's monument. And to your suggestion that ·
your trip round the world. My wife wants your mah, China, Japan, etc., spending the winter in those 1,000 persons giv $5.00 each toward a new monument to Paine's memory to be erected in New
book. By reading your letters it seems to her that warm countries.-ED. T. S.]
York city, let me say I will giv $5.00 gladly, and
she has seen everything herself.
NoRWICH, CoNN., :1\farch 25, 1881.
double it if need be. In so good a cause cannot
Your friend,
WM. SIMPSON.
FRIEND D. M. BENNETT: I hav been for a long time some movement be inaugurated by press or people
wanting to write and ask you to count me in on the to induce the new Postmaster-General to, by one
TELLAliHRAH, 0., March 16, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Put me down for a "V" for your proposed expedition around the world. Of course we bold but needed act, relieve the mail service of the
circular trip, and if you pass near the Dead Sea shall all want to make the trip with you in a mental shame and disgrace of being controled-in a great
bring me a lock of hair from the head of Lot's wife. capacity by reading your graphic description of the measure-by such a villain as Anthony Comstock?
journey. Certainly five dollars is cheap enough for
Respectfully,
HENRY E. HuNTER.
The money is ready whenever called for.
Very respectfully your friend,
J. J. McCoY.· the ticket.
CoLUMBUS, KAN., Feb. 3, 1881.
I am again on the war-path; this time the foe is
MR. D. M. BENNETT: You say about your trip
AuRORA, ILL., April 3, 1881.
doctorcraft, the paramour of priestcraft, that Woman
DEAR BROTHER BENNETT: If you will and must go of Babylon, from whoEe toils we are struggling to around the world that you want all the pros and
cons. My faculties of foresight and apprehension
around the world, put me down for a "V," as I escape.
would not miss the work for $25, yet would rather giv
The inclosed article from Cooley's Weekly, the paper are sharp and activ and so my opinions may not
more than half the sum to hav you remain at home. I that published my " Independence " articles· on the hav much weight with you and your hopeful readers. After much thought upon the subject I oan say
fully indorse the sentiments of Mrs, Grace L, Park- outrage perpetrated on you, will explain,

THE TRUTH BEEKER, APRIL
that I want you to go much, but would be better
pleased to hav. you stay and work where you are.
I will giv some of my reasons briefly.
I do not think your short, safe, and successful
travels in Europe are a safe criterion. You are too
old, and the change of climate and irregularities of
life and physical conditions to which you will be
subject, as well as the com;tant action and strain of
your brain and nervous system, will place your health
and life in constant jeopardy. It is also possible
that you might be in danger from sneaking enemies
in human form.
It is a big, hazardous job to go where and do what
you propose to do, and quite different from going
round the world as most do, for pleasure on a common route, without much risk, exposure, or brainwork. You need far more time, money, and personal
and physical protection than you can get, hav, or
command, ~owever desirable the results of such a
project, it looks to me to be premature to undertake
it now. In due time there will be more than an
"Infidel around the world," each clime and nation
to survey, for the sake of truth humanity. If none
of these considerations are of any weight just let
them rest on the short arm of the lever, or as ballast, or contingencies. "All partial evil universal
good," but I would rather Bro. Bennett would stay
at home, when he is so much needed, than to run
the risk of losing him forever.
Yours for the best,·
J. H. CooK.

16~

"But if my Freethought lectures hav the effect to
make the fFtith of Christian stronger, then why
should they so savagely attack Infidelity? Why
should they entreat each other not to listen to my
heresies? Would it not be a good idea for Christians
to send me out as a missionary to strengthen the
faith of Christians? We were solemnly told in the
discourse to-day that Mr. Beckwith agreed with his
wife in saying that my lectures increased his faith
in Christianity.
I am really, according to this,
doing more for Christianity than Rev. Mr. Brown,
for he is injuring it, while I am helping it.
"There is another side to this story. The bereaved
widow's brother told me this afternoon, since the
sermon, that at the first course he asked Mr. Beckwith how he liked my lectures. Mr. Beckwith's
answer was, 'Dow, I like him well; you ought to
hear that man; it is just what I believe, too, only I
believe in the future.'
"The Methodist parson to-day represented that our
dead friend took no interest in Infidelity after my
first course, whereas he urged people to attend this
second course. He had the tickets in his pocket
when he died. This fact exposes Rev. Mr. Brown.
Doubtless our deceased friend acquiesced in the
wishes of his wife about the funeral exercises, and
the old hymns and tunes selected by his request to
be sung do not prove that he was less friendly to
Liberalism than he had been.
"If Mr. Brown was anxious to tell 'all,' as he said,
why did he not mention the fact of the Baptist quarrel, and that was the real reason why the ceremonies were held in the Methodist church, for his wife's
cousin said last Satur:day that he declared, 'If I die
I want you to remember one thing, that I die with
curses on my lips against certain persons in this
town.' But the Rev. Mr. Brown says he died a full
believer in the Lord Jesus Christ."
We hav kindly offered an~ clergyman one-half the
time to rebut anything we say. The manly course
would hav been for him to come here before these
audiences and confront us. But it is the old story-the
priest spoils the man. I pity him for his cowardice.
Christianity and not the man is to blame.
The death of our fellow-citizen occurred on the 7th
inst., and the funeral took place on the lOth. Being
a Free Mason, his brother Masons b.uried him after
the Rev. Mr. Brown got through with his blarney of
claiming a Liberal-minded man for a Christian.
Yours truly,
WM. H. HoLGATE.

1881.

teratecl Infidelity without sugar-coating it. I also
quote unsparingly from that book of sacred nastiness,
and I expect to liv to see them as much ashamed of
the old book as I am. I am well satisfied that if
THE TRUTH SEEKER could be read by all the people
for one year the reverends would hav to go to digging potatoes or stealing for a living, and the sooner
that time c0mes the better it will be for all concerned. Wishing you all the happiness that ought
to fall to the lot of an Infidel, I remain
Yours,
C. L. FROST.
UNION, UTAH, March 20, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: You are certainly as bold in
your attacks against Christianity as any man that
ever attempted it. I hav read with interest some of
your publications, and I, for one, feel disposed to
advocate free thought and free speech. Several years
ago I requested some of the Mormon authorities to
excommunicate me from the deluding system of
Mormonism, which they did, and turned me over to
the buffetings of Satan, which is customary for them
to do with those who are not disposed to be their
dupes. Some of my neighbors chose to style me an
Infidel for interesting myself so much in the Liberal
publications which are now afloat. Of course, the
most of these are published by D. M. Bennett, who is
regarded by the Mormons as being a co-worker with
the great dragon, or perhaps he may be the devil
himself who is to be let loose in the last days to
torment the saints for a short season.
The Mormons look for the son of man to come
soon. Lucifer must then be made fast again. Then
the millennium begins. The Mormons can see signs
of the near approach of the millennium every day.
Some of them set the time at 1885, others at 1891, for
the meek and lowly Jesus to descend from heaven
to stay a thousand years on earth below. If he
should happen to delay his coming the Mormons will
be under the necessity of conjuring up some kind of
a theological absurdity to blind their humble followers still longer.
Those of the Mormons who enter into polygamy
and continue to pay tithes yearly-the tenth of all
their increase-and obey councils are to be something
more than angels in the next world; they are to be
gods (as the angels are neither married nor given in
marriage); each of them is to hav the privilege of
creating for himself a world after the pattern of the
one he inhabits here; he is to take his two wives, or
more, on to his new created world, and there begin
to people it. Of course, he must hav a garden, in it
a forbidden tree, a Satan to tempt one of his wives,
or all of them, who must tempt him. They must eat,
and then be cursed by a greater God, whom he is to
acknowledge greater than himself. He must hav a
Jesus Christ to be crucified, to restore them back
again with all their posterity, who are to be worthy in
his sight. He is to be both God and man, though he
must not forget to keep in mind a God who is greater
than himself. What a glorious opportunity for astronomers to make new discoveries when the Mormons
get to creating new worlds I
A.. A. TANNER.

MAusToN, Wis., April 1, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: W. F. Jamieson aroused great
interest in Liberalism by the delivery of three courses
of lectures in our town. This enraged the ministers
of the "most high" to such a degree that at the funeral
of a Liberal-mindeP. citizen the officiating clergyman
exultingly declared that the deceased did not die an
unbeliever. Mr. Jamieson was present at the funeral
a?d in the evening, at the close of his lecture, paid
his respects to the reverend gentlemen as follows:
"A circumstance occurred to-day that ought not to
be allowed to pass. If it was right for one of your
clergy at a funeral to attack Freethought it is surely
right for me to take notice of his allegations. For
my own part I never would attack the belief of another where that other could not hav a chance to
reply. I would not hav the shockingly bad taste to
make an assault upon even Christianity over the
dead body of any citizen. Any person that would do
such a thing seem to me to be deficient '1 common
LAKE MILLS, IowA, April 1, 1881.
sense.
"If a man dies a believer in Christianity that is no
MR. BENNETT: Plea::e find inclosed a $5 postal orproof that Christianity is true any more than a man der for my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER-$3 for
dying an Infidel is proof of the truth of Infidelity. the paper, and $1 donation for you as yearly tax for
The truth of a doctrin is not proved in that way. the support of the ministry of Freethought. It is
·Why, then, should Christians illogically lay stress on my desire that every man that is freed from the
it as a proof that Christianity is true ? They do not past and present creeds of all religions should doallow dying testimony as any proof about anything nate to you $1 each year for the further encourelse. But if such Christian tricks as were resorted agement of the cause that you so boldly advocate.
to to-day in the Methodist pulpit will aid Christianity A.s for the round trip, if you should make it you
it is welcome to its advantage. Truth needs no such can count me as one subscriber to the trip around
supports. None but bigots could sanction cowardly the world by one of the noblest Infidels that ever
blows, even when they are given in the name of re- made the same, but if I were to hav my choice in
HAMILTON, N. Y., March 17, 1881.
ligion.
your labor, I should prefer that you stay at home
MR. EDITOR: For some time past I hav been deeply
"I hav a sincere admiration for the man who has and labor where you would enjoy all the comforts of interested in your paper, and do herewith offer you
moral courage to maintain and defend his honest life as time rolls on, and hav the pleasure and com- many thanks for the manner in which you tackle
convictions; but that man who, in the name of forts of a home in time of need. For the other dol- the religious class. Honestly speaking, they are a
Christianity, on the solemn occasion of the funeral lar you may send me some lectures of Mr. Chainey class that need all the sense you can scrape up for
of a respected and Liberal-minded citizen, knowing and the bold hero, Bob Ingersoll, as he is called out them, especially the Catholics. You will find nine
that a large number of Freethinkers were in the con- here.
Yours truly,
S. D. WADSWORTH.
out of every ten are on hand ready to swallow all
gregation, goes out of his way, under the wretched
that the priests hav a mind to choke down them,
LEBANON,
0.,
March
22,
1881.
excuse that he was requested to do so, and underand for my part I don't think it is any use for the
MR. BENNETT : I hav no $5.00 to send you out of priests to waste their wind warning their fellow-cantakes to make capital for Christianity as against
Infidelity, I detest. 13ut the reverend gentleman the country and perhaps out of existence.
nibals not to attend Col. Ingersoll's lectures in case
Yours truly,
D. M. WoRLEY.
strained a point to strike at Infidelity.
he may enlighten them. A pig may fly in time, qut
"If all he said of Mr. Beckwith's belief is true, it is
it is altogether very unlikely. No doubt it would be
McGINLES STATION, 0., March 28, 1881.
nothing against Freethought. But a number of citia very rare thing to hear tell of an Irish-Catholic
MR. EDITOR: Please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER for Freethinker. No man who has any brains worth
zens who were intimately acquainted with Mr. Beckwith do not hesitate to say that the Methodist the inclosed. I am hungry, I am thirsty; I think speaking of will believe in one-tenth part of the book
preacher's representation about his belief in his last THE TRUTH SEEKER will fill the void.
~ailed the Bible.
'rhe brains of a Catholic don't
days are not true.
·
Very truly yours,
JoHN G. AGNEW.
amount to a row of pins in regard to seeing through
"Our deceased friend told his own brother-in-law
natured works. From an old Freethinker,
McHENRY, ILL., March 28, 1881. ·
hundreds of times that he did not believe in the Bible
GEORGE GARDNER,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $3 for THE TRUTH
as the word of God.
"Why should Rev. Mr. Brown take a funeral occa- SEEKER. Although Spiritualism has been a demonLANSING, MICH., Feb. 28, 1881.
sion to stab Freeth ought? Even prize-fighters hav strated fact for mtiny years to me, I hope that none
MR EDITOR: A few days since, a Liberal-minded
too much honor to strike an enemy below the belt. of our Materialistic friends will object to my having old ..·entleman of this town was presented by ::ome
But a Brown bigot gets behind a wooden coward's the benefit of your paper if I pay for it promptly. of hi~ orthodox friends with a handsomely-bound
castle-perhaps I ought to say a coward's wooden I like the suggestion of Grace L. Parkhurst. Let copy of the holy scriptures for family use, with a
castle: take your choice-to thrust at Inildelity over Liberals do all they can, as your needs require, to view to his conversion from Infidelity and the paths
sustain you at home. You are needed here.
the remains of an honored citizen.
of error to the old superstitious faith of his ancesFraternally yours.
GEo. GAGE.
"Rev. Mr~ Brown says that Mr. Beckwith attended
tors. He accepted the gift, but in spirit rebelled
my first course of lectures on Freethougbtt delivered
against the desig?s of the do~ors, ~nd ~traightway
KEENE,
MICH.
in this place~attended all of them. This statement
sought his book-bmder, and with him laid a plot to
FRIEND BENNETT: I saw a short article in your paper frustrate the little scheme by labeling it in large
he interjected in his funeral discourse to-day. Mrs.
concerning
the
lo;:tning
of
THE
TRUTH
SFEKER
to
those
Beckwith, his excellent lady, who is no doubt a firm
type "Holy Absurdites," remarking that it was the
believer in the Baptist faith, heard some of the who do not subscribe for it; and now let me say a few best definition of its contents he could think of.
lectures, perhaps all, and remarked to her husband on words in regard to the matter. I am the only one in Then he went on his way rejoicing, the same old intheir way home at the close of the last lecture this part of the township that takes your paper. I am flexible Liberal. Thus does the progressiv spirit of
'My faith in the Christian religion is stronger than surrounded by so.called Christians, but I manage to the age move on.
ever.' I ~o not doubt that the lady said this, be- hav the paper read by a half dozen different families,
For two weeks past two revivals hav been going
cause she IS a stanch member of the Baptist church. and I can assure you that it is having an effect in the on in Lainsburg, Mich~, both night a.nd day, and
I am not at all surprised that church-members right direction. Only last week a regular ranting still the sinners hold out. Not a ghost of a convert
should attend five of my lectures and sti.ll remain Methodist requested the loan of my paper, and you has come forward, not a heart softened nor C!. tear
~hristians. I do not expect to convert every Chris- may be assured that I didn't refuse him, and I think shed to reward the indefatigable labors and entreatthat the best policy is to loan them to all or as manv
ti~? that listens to me, especially in five lessons.
ies of the man of the pulpit.
A. E. NuGENT.
I am not seeking, as I hav already said, to convert as possible, and in the end it will hav t~e effect of obtaining
subscribers.
I
do
know
that
1gJ?.orance
and
t>eople to my way of thinking, but to induce them
SEE about Comstock in April number of Physiolo·
to do their oV\n thinking. If five sermons could superstition cannot remain in the same house with gist. Samples 15 cents; $1.50 per year. S. IT
convert Infidels to Christian preaching, America THE TRUTH SEEKER. The Christians hav called me Preston, 209 West 34th street, New York.
bard names, butlgiv them large doses of pure unadulought. to bav no Freethinkers in it,
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The Boundless Wisdom of God.
BY ROBERT SW AIL.

'Tis said the great eternal God,
Whose power and wisdom shines abroad;
His wisdom is so deep and great,
He could no faulty thing .create.
.A God of wisdom, yet the man
He made upon his wisest plan
To ruins fell when brought to test,
When by the first temptation pressed.
His wisdom made a devil who
IDs grand designs soon overthrew;
Of boundless wisdom,_yet his aim
was balked by a vile serpent's game.

Alternate with himself to sip;
In vain sbe begged to be excused ;
Her lover only seemed amused;
In vain the truth at last confessed,
"To die with thee is to be blessed;"
And so at length of fears beguiled
She took the cup and drank and smiled,
And thus they laughed and quaffed and died.
LongintlS found them side by side,
Each in the other's close embrace,
A smile still lingering on each race;
.A jealous frown than hell more dark
O'E~rspread the brow of the exarch.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

See What

ELMINA

"Some Mistakes or Moses."

says on the

Prevention of Conception
In March number of

The Physiologist,

}~;~':!u~k~ctinc~rr~E~~Y~~~t~W~~t ~~:~~~~ ~~[J'efJ~~f.~s~~
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The book Is unanswera,ble In Its facts and logic, Inimitable
In Ita style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
pathos.

Edited by her and

Dr. SARA B. UHASE.
Also the continuation of

KIDDER'S

A wise God, yet his work all failed
When by the devil •twas assailed;
IDs masterpiece was made in vain,
flo he was forced to try again.

Sf CRfTS Of 8f f-K f f PIN G.

He sought to mend it by a fiood,
.And so be saved the pure and good,
But still it did no difference make
So long as Satan kept awake.

J!elng a Practical Treatls on every Department of Bee
culture and Bee management, embracing the natural history of the Bee from the earliest period ot the world down

BY K. P. KIDDER.

" FEWER CHILDiREN
AND BETTER."
15 centa per copy; ],.50 a year.
~AM. H. PRESTON, Buslneos Manager,
209 West S4th st., New York.

lltf

If Satan still retains his wits,
This heaven he'lllikely knock to bits.
'Tis hoped that God to stay this evil,
Will try some way to beat the devil.

This mighty God with boundless power
Retreats when wolves the lambs devour;
.A God of strength, we see him foiled,
IDs every plan and purpose spoiled.

CoNTENT~.-'' The GhOsts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,

In him who can depend upon,
To save them from the evil one,
When he yields all to Satan's care,
.And lets him triumph everywhere?

good swarm, how to winter Bees, how to transfer Bees,
how to divide swanns, how to eet the honey easily and
without being stung, what are tlle best kinds of hives, and
in short everything about keepin~ aud making money
~~RLAuSfrlliP~~
from Bees.
With this book and an outlay of a few dollars any one
llvlng In the country can add \'ery materially te their ln.
come wltll hardly any trouble.
er, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 850 pnges. (6 1-2 X
Sold by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New York.
9 7-8 inches.) Publisher's price, $5, $6, and $7. Our
price, prepaid, $2.
ASA U. BU'I'TS,

SEND TWO DOLLARS
The American Cyclopedia

Ruptures ·Cured

YOUl H'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

Reliable references given. Send stamp for circular.
Say In what ~"J'd~~l~u saw g~~~~~rf.•'b'l:\'£riNGS,
Sm15
·
Smithville, Jefferson Co., N.Y.

Moral Culture and Religious En·
IJ&htenmeut of Youth.
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.
Address
Price, $1.50.

Day and Night.

LECTURES.

"Love is that pilot, o'er the wa.ters dark,
Wbo looks on tempests, and is never shaken.
Love is that star to every wandering bark,
Whose worth's unknown, although its hlght be taken;
If this be falsehood, and upon me proved.
I never writ, nor no man ever loyed."
-Shakspe1'e.
Said a smile to a tear,
"Ever with you, my dear,"
Said a tear to a om lie
u rm with you all the while; 17
And whlcll Is day and which night,
Be sure you solve this problem rlgh~.
-BI'adl<y.

DAY.

The nightingale sleeps by the fountain,
The day star is waiting for day,
I heed not the ligbt on the mountain,
I weep for my lover away;
Is he dreaming of me o'er the billow 1
Is he waking to dream of his star.
Farewell, tbou'rt too lonely, my pillow,
I fiy to my lover afar.
l<'"IGHT.

Come to my grave, my .Mary dear,
Oh come! for I must go;
Come to my grave, and drop one tear,
I'll feel it there below,
.And rising from my lowly berth,
I'll soar where angels are,
In every star that shines on earth,
To find my Mary there.

Death of Rosamond.
BY J. K. P. BAKER.

When fierce Albion, in his wars,
Arrayed the Lombards and Avars,
The Gepsidre opposed in vain,
.And Cunimund, their king, was slain.
Fair Rosamond, the brightest gem
In Cunimund's bright diadem,
Her royal sire and kindred dead,
A captiv wife Albion wed.
Her constant grief he could not brook,
.And so the monarch's skull he tookHer father's skull, oh, sad distress I
And made her drink to his success.
'Twas thus she drank and thirsted more,
But thirsted for Albion's gore.
'Twas thus she drank till this desire
Ran through her heart like liquid fire.
Helmichis heard her anguished sigh
.And caught the lightning from her eye;
The spark his sympathies had fired
His love and wrath, so they conspired,
The husband, tyrant, monster killed,
Again the ghostly cup they filled,
.And from the gory ghastly bowl
They drank damnation to his soul.
To gain protection from their deed
Longinus's court they sought with speed.
Longinus heard the tragic tale
.And felt strange sympathy prevail;
From day to day his interest grew
Until he knew not what to do;
He thought of Justin and his wife,
Tiberius and his happy life;
.And then he thought, unhappy elf,
Of Rosamond, and then himself.
The exarch sought her private ear,
Once more her wond'rous tale to hear;
But ere the tale was half way done
.He otfered her his heart and throne.
Helmichis's speedy death was plannedPoison, and by his mistress's hand. ·
'Tis said that walls sometimes hav ears
For secreta that no human hears,
And also echoiBg lips to tell
Vows that are registered In hell.
So when she brought the ghastly skull
With liquid poison poured it full
.And offered Helmichis to drink,
He stood awhile as if to think,
Then pressed it to her rnby lip

13 Dey st., New York.
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By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
iu 30 Days.

BY CHARLES BRADLEY.
*~~~~d~~k~~:~.~~a~nRrer::e~t;:ro ~~ct~r;;~hl~~t0on
"The mind is form and doth the body make."-SpenSer.
"A new command I giv unto you, that yon love one an- Lawi" (Sunday and Temperance Laws), which he wou~
like to deliver before audiences of Freethinkers.
other."
-Ch1-ist.
Address
JOHN GEORGE HERTWIG.
St15
16 South Third street, St. Lou!•, Mo.
"Tbe mind Is Its own place, and can make
A hell of heaven, a heaven of hell." -Milton.
Correspondence.

CONTENTS.- "The Gods" "Humboldt," u Th0mns
Paine," "Individuality," "Heretics and Heresies.'' Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
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Take saints up in a big balloon;
.An earth and heaven will start anew,
.And maybe giv the devil his due.

" Tlte Gods and Otller Lectures."

"The Ghosts and Otller Lectures."

to r~\~8it~e;\; ~~C Bees in swarming time, how to tell a

So his mistakes he'll burn up soon,

This volume Is printed on toned paper,an clear, bold
type, 11.nd handsomely bound In muslin, containing 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal polnta that Mr. Inge 1
soli hus made afi.alnst the Pentateuch In all his lectures on
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fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
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Both volumes beund In one, price, j>ap~r, ,1.00.

"'Vhat ltlnst We Do to be Saved!"

.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly facked and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer o this great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at least one .
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
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lowing prices:
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An Egg She La:.vs, then Cackles
in Praise.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

Blakeman's Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or
Egg.developing Recipe, will be seht to any address for $1.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.
::>end moner with order in well-sealed, opaque envelope1
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
or by post-o:f:tice money order. Address
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
habits of men and women, the canses and prevention of
Circleville, 0.
[N. B.-Blakeman Is an old school-day friend of ours, and d1sease. our sexual relations and social natures. It 1s medperfectly rellab!e.-Eo. T. S.]
ical common sense a.pplled to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each othert society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. JJI. BENNETT,
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Read, Tbink, and Believe ! !

THE LITTLE GIANT

A Modern Symposium. POCKET SCALES.
SUBJECTS:

A GREAT DOCTOR.

tht;e~'?:n~~~~~J:~'h:!."g:Jl;~~~:~g~~~t'?.re".:J,~~!'r,:,

"There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of

tbe human mind of more Importance than alleviating hu·
The Greatest Invention of the Age • extending
man suffering, stopping the progress of dloease,and thus
the period of human life. And I know of no
Something for Everybody.
t~:~~~~F'!'!~~~s~"o1cf~~~~~.t~~ r~W.:'~u~~~~!st~"!:~~

Modern Thinkers,

A new Invention of rare merit, which must not be
classed with the cheap. miserable affairs that are now

~~J~r."'k"! s~~';;;~~ g~s~~~e~~e;~~~~ ~o~~'!\'~~lf!r~~~

~~"1L~ ..t~ea ~~~~t!K<t ~s~fu~ a~J~1~~:g~~~J aZ~~~i'li fl~c~Ac;i a'E~AsJ..;<~~wkPln:c~~~~!Jal;/\~t';;t~,:~e~{o':i

throw all the old fogy scales and balances Into the shade . when all other means falle[ Try him, by all means If
you are alfllcted with any of the maladies Incident to this
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benefit of
will glv the best satisfaction wherever Introduced. For swrering humanity."

WHAT THEYTHINK AND WHY. 6~relfrirJ'i'f,~ft~C,.~~~~!t~~c're~n~Y ~~f~~ltow~~'fr~J'g,ut't.~~
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

With an Introdw;tion by R. G. Ingersoll.

b;;:t~;r :rtt 'ri?~~!'fa~?~~K \~';{y ~"a~"n~tht.i;.i~li ge~ri~ l. c.fl; l~~fs"E'tf~ 1 o~~~'k~rJ1'J~c'¥'5 'J:tl.~TIU~ ~P..r-

1

these scales are so small and portal>le that they can be forth a new and sclentlllc method (never before known'
easily carried in the vest pocket, and occu~ies no more

~~~~:rcgfest~~~~. ~fs"'W~\f1"H\"'Jou1..~'i£'b"R~~~e:.'tl:
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bentham, Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer, tY:~~t~~:~, ~~Wa!~lu~~t~:-~~:l,e~tt'hh~~~H~~ar:s u~~e~~lt on Spermatorrhcea. and Impotency, giving the cause,
last a lifetime without getting out of order, as they are symptom'!< horrible effects, and cure, which cmislsts of the
and Prof. Ernst Baeckel.
butlt
upon
an
entirely
new
principle,
whfch
the
inventor
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
Hxternal .t<emedy spoken ot above. No medicin taken •
141 hlghth street, N.Y. city.
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letter 1.free and Invited,
~~~~~endea~~ ~!3 ~~~~~initi &.1'~-c~i.n~.uds~~)Ya:Jeot~[g; wbleh
are kept strictly contldentlal In au cases. Charges
leading American ~ortsmen to be superior to any scale ror treatment reasonable. Address Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,
VIneland, N, J.
FREE BOOK FOR THE SICK. ~:~~t~~Olbee ~~~~~TatiJ~mJ~~r~h~' ~~ t~~l S8~~~ebn~
Trappers, Hunters, A~nts, TravelerP, an~ Famfly use; in
0

~g~~g:g~lcn~f~~ai~ c~~~~ i~tFt~'!'&h~~~e~ ~~ns~r~;r~ ~:~tg~~s;~e!~~fer~~ua'le[Kb~~[·:: L~1·~L~e(llAt#!f. rfOJ~~
It contains valuable and sug.

nal system of practice.

llve times the price asked. The pattern Is neatly con.
!~~in ~~~f1y ~ .:'u'1;Jrilt,a~le:la~s clFu\'~t~'i.tl~ ~eV:,h~~~ ~~~ structed and Jlnely lln!Bhed. Every scale we send out Is In
be sent by mall to any one sending their address and a perfect order, aud is warranted so or money refunded
every time. Satisfaction guaran>eed In every case. These
three-cent stam~.g'Jlltl. ¥'~fU'mt!f!'tiSHING CO.
SCALJ.:s are no" CA'l'CHPENNY" afi'air, but something both
good and useful to every person In the L<md.
159 Esot 28th st., New York
0

AN INFIDEL ABROAD
A Series of Letters written During a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNET!'.
850 pages..
Price, $1.50

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Life, Trial, Execn·
tton, etc., Is a myth.

l'rtce, ,2,00

1

tFor l!ale at tbll omce

AGENTS WAN'l'ED

JUDAISM. CHRIS fiANITY AND
MOHAMMEDANISM

llJxamined Historically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the

Most Damaging Exhibit or Chris·
tlanity that has Appeared.
~~~o[ge ;;;!d~. Db~cro~~t~~~ i:,r~ ffve~~~ t>e~~f;~~ ~Q~,~~
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Sales and Small Profits." Circulare, term~:~, and tun puctJc-

Everywhere to sell these SCALES In all sections of the
country, as you willllnd them thefaste.st.selling article on

ulars sent free to any address. One sample SCALE, put up
in a neat case, sent by mail to any address on receipt of
50 cents. (3-cent postage stamps taken, or you can send a
ONE DoLLAR BILL and we will send three ScALES.)
Address all Orders to
C, B. THOMPSON,
Sole Manufacturer,
1y15
Bridgewater, Conn.
<11>72 A WEEK $1~ a day at borne easily made. Costly
oil>
ontllt free. True & Co .• Augusta, Maine.

MACHINERY.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods or the Se·
mltic ~ations, Including A:Uah,
Jehovah, ~atan, the Holy
Ghost, Jesus Christ, the
Virgin ltlary, and
tile Bible.
·bl~ ;~:r~~~~f: E~~c~l~~~.i~~ef;:l~~':,.l:~~t book to
BY D. M. BENNETT.
818lar11e pages. Paper eovers, 60 cents; cloth, et.oo.
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Therefore Take Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Garments and Liv.
Medical Electrician, Inventor of tllc "Wilsonta," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM.
MINE~T DEATH.
DEAR BIR: Some
two weeks since I read In the Brooklyn
LIVING WITNESSES.
1
News a reporter s item noting a. remarkable result from an
The followlnfr words of commendation and afrpeal from appi!Ciltlon of your" WILSONIA" garments In the casea
of suppressed scarlet fever. HaVlng known of a ca.ae
1
~ltWf£S~~f~,n&A')i~i~¥J~\te tie~~vueJ~~fvg ~t~!cif !~~ where a young man threatened with pneumonia was really
spectal1nterest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the cured In forty-eight hours by putting on {.our nerve and
most complicated forms of disease, some, or all of tbem,
beyond the reach of materia medica, a.s acknowledged by ~rr~ wv~~~r::~~~~:.nlw~e t~:l~u~t~rtr~~l t~~~e~~~~e~~
the foremost among our pbysicians, to whom some of our and see If any allowance must be made for the regorter's
leglalatures hav conferred excluslv privileges for drugging,
~~~C:tite~ho~ sii~~15i~(ctebjltf~~~~nw'Csofu~ilae~~~~1et~~ri~di
curing, or killing:

Electrical Therapeutics, .\uthor of "The Trial ot Medicine," "The Langua;;-e of Disease," "Med
leal Fallacies," etc., etc.
466 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

.May be Consulted .Daily from 10 A . .M. to 8 P.M., Free of Oharge.

MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA• ~.l~e~,:'tf.:n~l~l~el~:-r'!:~t: lt.HJ!s~f~ ~~hia'riiYin1';:~~\~~
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist. acted as every liumane
BROOKLYN, N.Y., March 11, 1R81.
Some time during the month of September, 1880. I was Ebystclan does when, haVing no bope of recovery himself
induced, through the representations of.l\fr.WHson, lnven• b~tt.Xs ~!fh~~~YJngs ~~~ ~~~~~s,t~ii" ih~~~~fl~ci~{it!;
tor and proprietor of the "WILSONIA," to apply the garments would not futerfere with his medlclns, Mr. Col·
extemporized a nerve and lung Invigorator from two
g~~~ry~~s~l ~tt:1~W~l~a;~r~~~~f~s~~~n'ci:SJ~~:in~1~?e Her
belts which he took off his own person, and applied
Eavlng recelvetl at that time two strokes of parnly!f. wblch leg
them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter. In
1

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.
Important

Invalids. The Most Mai•velous Invention in the World.

THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~~~~:a~~~W~ a~!f~I:ft: ~~fa~~~~tiscg~:e~~~~~ ~~~ :~ft~~;;gdhg~~xf:~zrnrg: i~~~er~£~~~~~~d~!~; ~~~~:
1
0
e"~~gf~st~~T r~Ye~~~':[~d ~ 1s~rti'o~g~n~~~~ ~fd f:~Y:1i~~0frl~~~~~~~h~nre~~1t.w1r~~n~l~g[~t~~;c~ ~i
The steam engin and electric telegraph are as nothing compared with the wonder-working nature of the J";1i~;.lth
I would never reach Brooklyn with him al'ive. Sutllce It to should find, doubtless, In every other, a delicacy of feeling
.. WILSONIA-" Under its inf!uence disease can hav no place in our nature.
1
In the family, touching their family physician; a reluc~~fe\~;~~rt l~g~~~~~Yf; r~~c~fnm::~~sfdee~~;_:~gfc~~ tance
to say much In special praise of a remedy that was
to gain necessitated the use of carr1ages, steamboats, and

not admlniatered or recommended by the doctor. I was
'l'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
g~rsCaJ?3r~~~ ~~:c6°Wr~~~K ~!f~~~~fi~c~~::f~!~i~ satisfied, however, that those most Interested considered
double
source
of
anxiety.
.
~t'~~~~,~~~~~~ ~~ t~~~\~1;1 g:~leg;r';~~ d~;t tg ~~et~~~
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
0
In l'~~e s~~WfL'M'oJi~~.ourd'iiii,~V~'Y ~~thg~;~s ~~ ~a1~ vlction that duty to the great public deman~ that this
acknowledgment·be publicly given.
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
of kuowlng what !Jr Moffat himself would aay
~~~~~~e~n ~sl~~b~rgn~,~~u~he ::iin~~if ~~J~ft;&~-~~aJ; !Jeslrous
the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged Iu.
Fever cannot be where the " WILSONIA" is worn.
without any assistance whatever. He continued to gain, of
Among other things he saill; "'!'he patient was in
and on the nlnth day returned home, using only cars and a.terview.
condition. We could not bring on diaphore ..
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the boats to get there. After being away from here about two sis,precarious
but a gentle perspiration set In after the goods had
weeks he wrote me that he was walking every day as usual been
upon her two hours, and she continued to grow betand on different occasions had walked from t-hree to four ter gradually
thousand.
as long as they were on her." Very naturally
miles In a day, just to test his abilitY- He bad also suffered he put In some
saving clauses for the reputation and dig.
CITIZENS OF AMERICA!
from hernia for the past twenty years, and just prior to his nity of the faculty.
"There was," he said," no phenome1
nal
chauge,"
and
he would want to see the liaiile results
If you Jove your country and the welfare of the human race, make yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM ~g~~~fo~~t'h ~~~~~y lf:ew::s~ ~gtee~~y~;iltf::n£ngg;~~Ta~~
In repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unre.
WILSON'S Marvelous Invention. Inquiry will cost you nothing.
11

standing over him to gertorm an operation, which, after servedly." It occurred to me, Mr. 'VILSON, when he re.
~~~e~~~~a~~i~~~~i~~e ~~ ~I~~~~flW~dti!~g~ar~ig;~:f: marked about such a wonderful result~ that 11 there was no
erences made to this trouble.
T. DET- TRUAX,
r:;?,a,~ff~b:~rx~~~~~t~~~~ ~~g?J :ePlt~ ~~re~t~~u~t~
376 Dean street ..
lievlng, yes, knowing as well as I do that. mothers and
nurses everywhere should be made acquainted with the
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH:
fact that In the" WILSONIA" MAGNKl'tC GAHMI!.NTS
Nota Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by the they hav a sure rcliauce in those frequently recurring, and
In the name of high heaven abandon all forms of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy me~nd women,
If not broken up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, I am ln.
1
Call or send your friends to Inspect my Invention and satisfy ~ourself of the marveloua results following Its use.
~ ~~~TI.ss8~fl~c;;~J~ ~~dmi{ ~~~h;~ill~lgt~\;~u~~:i\~~ uced to write you this. You may make what use of It
Depots will tie found as follows:
au choose. It is from one In whom suffering humanity
of catan·h, as well al::l ke'""~t me from taking cold, to which I
as a
.I!'IUEND.
was v~usceFtlble. Now my entire family is clothed in
~~~ents, ~~~te~·~'r tb~~~gs~.ot be wl~o~!f~~¥l~fX~ic
A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
My baby was teething, and had a severe bowel troubleWONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOshe
was
restless
and cried nights almost constantlY. Mrs:
PLEXY.
W Uson put upon her a u W lLSONIA" suit, and within
two hours my baby was eutirely at rest; went to sleep,
CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMI1'H.
slept soundly, and has been well ever s1uce, growing
BROOKLYN, N. Y.,Feb. 28.
stronger every da.y. She had been very susceptible to
DEAR Sm: The" WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS colds, but since wearing the 11 \V.U..SONIA" garments baa
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November, be(!n entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
~
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for theni. greater service than to Induce them to make the .. WILThe above quotation, to be found In the' poem of McKay, was never lJetter Illustrated than In the marvelous
baby's swaddllng-cluthes.
I ,;;:~~~ic~~n t'i:~thttY~t~~:' gf~?:;~:l: (f~e ~!~~~~g~;. HONIA" a part of their
resnlts following the Introduction of the" WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
MRs.l7EOHGE W. DAWSON,
The selfish olundcrheads of the faculty •f Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cnres followlllg I stopped taking -medicins. The results due to
.March 1.
484 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.
the"
WILSONIA"
GARMENTS
as
shown
by
my
present
now counted by the thousand In the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.
physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the
Let It be borne in mind constantly, that the 11 WIL·
a_~re~C:f~~o~a i:;~~~~,t~h~e~t~~:~r~~~·~m~~~ ~Jec~~~ SONIA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons, will
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as It is not only cure babies of all their ailments, but are equally
worn by persons of any and e'·ery age suffer.
;~r;::ge~~~ ~~rt;~t~a~~ a~;~:i~sf~a\~nl~~vJn!JF~ s~~~: ~ucccssfully
a~~!~~~. any disease known to man, less an organ actually
your aid who suffer from a slmUar disease. I now know
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"

our depots are open rree for inspection to all classes of society. Physicians and Scientists are specially invited to
Inspect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they will, on appl!catlon to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thorough1y cured.

INVALIDS OF AMERICA!

t

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, nea:r Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."

}~~~~~~~~h~ati~~Obfeh~~aft:fu~~z~et~~~~e~fi~fs~~~~g~~

they hav got

to~

admit it. Wonderful facts cease to a.s-

~~?~ea!fg~; f~~~!~~r~a ~~ ;~~~~~WiLs~Jt~,}l~~sU~~

of doctors and drugs. Your humiJle g~~.A~glin~i_re{TJi~t,

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
MOST ASTOUNDING REVELATIONS AS TO ITS
VALUE.

IN SPITE OF THE I"REJUDICE AND DOG.r.IATIC
BIGOTRY 0.1!' THE PAMPERED FACULTY
ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
OF BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken off from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
Several of these malicious physicians having been
MR. WM. WILSON, Dea,· 8-ir: I hereby wish to acknowl- thoroughly
beaten In argument and lu fact are now wickedge the great merit of your Magnetic Appltances. I hav edly
attempting to coerce severa.l tradesmen whose names
hav
appeared as references In my circular, to cause them
~oer~ tK:~~i~~~~~~~? :d!e1l~~al~~~e ~: bre~~~~~t~~~ f~~ to withdr-aw
their names from my list aud to recant their
be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by
previously made in favor of my discovery. Most
more than fiftr of the most promment physicians of Jer- statements
notably three tradesmen In Brooklyn hav been placed in
this position. One man who bad sent me at least one hun.
~J'sp~i~l
~
~~;ldain~~~ sHuJ:~~eyC~~~~ue~~~~c~ dred
pntlents, and bad stated to them that he would not
take ~5,000 for his belt purchased of me, has had the ef~fl&'"Ji\ai'B' ~~if~¥~~W.pp¥egn;h~~;:t;~';iif~~~Ita'; frontery,
for the sake at dollars and cents, to make calumabout two months, and am able to walk about and attend nious statements
against myself and Invention, although
this
re~~ ~~S~~fSj'e~~ya~l/~~~~~~~h~r~aiih· t~!?'J&~~~~J ~h~ there are one hundred persons ready to testify that
call may be informed of the merit of your goods, whlcll I ~~ ~f~ Ji~~~i;~Yo~~~c~~~~~e~ls~~~~d~~~-a~~~u~; 1lu~~~~~
commend most earnestly to unfortunates at.tlicted as Illav evidence of tbe value of my goods this same man procured
been.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
a second quantity after six months' trial of the first lot.
Truly may It be said," Men In the present day w1ll,like
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
~f~~a~~~lgci ~~~ :':~s~~1j·~~f~!~~~fthts and their freedom
But let the physicians ot Brooklyn continue this couduct
as they may, their downfall is certain, even though they
purchase the freedom of thought of every man in Brooklyn.

::;g eiril

READ
Tile marvelous testimonies given above, and then
having used your commou sense, say whether or not
these purchased calumnies should not be outweJghed by

b~YuE:'~?~~~r~~~~~E~~k!~~ ;s~(~r::f~~aa~~~i1~1t~0o~1 iie~!

streeti ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
]I[ARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BROOKLYN, March 10.
This is to certify thnt I hav been suffering for the past

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
I would tlrst note the case of Peter Lehlback, whose
ttehsattlmlloftny~flosugrlvoefntbbeelbocws-t pThhylsslcP~nosr omf aJnerswelll ctitlyl ~~~
:l~ him the slightest
Y
New York had utterly failed to glv
relief. Myself hearin:lJ. of his lamentable case, determined
to dress him tn my agnetlc Garments without any f1on-

1

18

my case hopeless. The last one said I co~ld uot li v but a
short time. I hav taken various kinds or mediclns, but
the doctors and the medlcins did me no good . .Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my suffering from paiu, tlte
rapid beating and the suffocating fee lin~ of my heart, until
on the 26th of December. 1880, an agent rrom the Brooklyu

1

:!·Yn

crutches; an~ even f1wn the wicked chamcter of the man
was evidenced In the following soliloquy:
"Ah, well, Lehlback, I thought they might help you a
Ilttle, but you'll go back again just as bad as before. 1
Bowever, the testimonial given below w111 clearly show
the pigheaded dogmatist through nil the transparent venom or his character. And just us that man actccl so are
nine-tenths of the physicians of Brooklyn acting to-d11y.
The fact Is, they themsclvs know very well that their
system is rotten at the bn.se, and can onl} be sup~orted by
g~nduct1 srrh
as ith1sv111aln evinced.} Ie wou d ratl\er
"Wff.~ ~>N1I_1,P~a~~te~~s!I~~r~nt1wd::i,:u1.an to hav seen t 1e
Another case I would note, that of Professor Hatch
Smlth, whose testimony is given bolow.
htThat poor man for three weary weclts applied to one of
t s Pl'fslclans, be~f}n~ him to make lnrfiulry Into the na-

t~~c~n~~~~c':r!!Jth ~ht:~~~fdu:~~!~~ an~i~~';;i,'t/,t~~ ~~

would not test them without his consent. Yet this dogmntlc physician, to whom mnny of the Brooklyn people
ook up with reverence, evluced 1t1s selfishness and spleen
b Y absolutely refusing to Inquire Into the matter. Yet
Professor Smith to-dO.y will tell you that he Is as strong
Physically as at any time In his llfe.and many of his friends
ao.y he wns never known to be so strong as now. Am I not
t 1IIcrefore justified In saying," LISTEN TO Y. OUH PHY8 ClANS AND DIE OR WEAR THE • WILSONIA'
MIVAGNETIC GARMENTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL
L '" EB ?"
4 heae me11 would rather see their patle11ts die 1111der

1

..

And yet this mau to-day drives through Fulton street
regularly on his dally mission of sending Ills vlctlms.to the
tomb. Unaccountable facti Aud yet you people of
Brooklyn and New York, in face of such nlarmiug evidenccs as these, ha.v no more penctrn.tlon thn.n to confer
with such charlatans as to the virtue of any new dlscoYcries of which these dogmatists luw not tho slightest
knowledg•J.
The" W 1 LSONIA" mngnctlc garments are as harmless
u~on tho lwt\y as woula be a sheet of paper, aw:l yet

181 CoLUMIIIA ST., BROOKLYN, March 15.
MR. W:M. 'VtLSON, Dear Sir: I hav been a sufferer from
varicose vel us for some thirty years Late last fall I was
su1ferlng very severely with u sore on one of my legs, and
I had come to the couclusiou, as I could get no relief from

~;u 1~e~~~d!~sgg~~sc~·!~c~\ ~~~~g~~s br;;aY:Y.sl}!~~ts~;1~\~t1Y~
however, about the .first of December, I learucd that an

~;2~'~fg.tu~~e~g~ ~1\~~f 0y~t~rh~vllL~0~ i A~P~tl~N~l~~~C
11

GARI\JE.N'l's a few weeks before, and was then, to his
~~~~} ~E~~~,!EtJ~~iF~b~~~H~ftf\l~liNW.f{~~~~1i great
dcltght and astonishment, rapidly recovering.

MONTHS Io'IWM THEIR FIHST WEARING THEM.
Can such evidence be 1lltld as to the Innocence at drug·
glng? Even where the pu.tlcnts nrc uot 11.lwa.ys killed, the
seeds of dlscn.se are daHy sown by the kld·gloved hands of

1

1
ii~~tt, ~~~nYB:~~ri:fo~ Sc~~~~lfS~~il~fE~fl~~~esr;~~~~ ~gJ
~~~ 0pb;;~Iii~~~~~Sa~~~~~e~~>et;o ~~~,b:,~~h ~~~~~~~~Ku~~~~ huudreds
of other respectable and well-known ladles and

their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
st~le ~o~~~~~n~f1 ~~etfi~?~\~tL~
GXm1~t~nother note as to these men's treatment of their ~~s~~a~~~~~oi'oIg:g~i-~n.~
congatlln'g
'
fill
Pntlents.
:~~Jt~~d ~l~ ~~!~5i1~~d L~rc~?r':tfe~.afsr~c~~~~lfi u:~~~~~~
Two ladies called upon me last week, and one, in m~ on the goods. I experienced a chauge for the better withrg;~~~t~rg;;~oms, with tears in her eyes, told me the fo- In tweuty~four hours. I hav not taken one drop of medlcin
and hav gained strength and flesh; hav no more
:~~~~~ep~tdMitft~~t~a1 ~e~~n:~~i~hm~~ ~~\hg!e 11 Mr. WUson,'' said she," nothing you can sa.y against since,
pain, and hav an excellent appetite, which, before, wa::;
very poor. I cn.n also lie down and sleep all night without
blunderhea~ physicians had the audacity to attempt to tt~ ~~s~;.~~~~g.tc~a~~ P~!;~~~~~af~ ~IJ °~!fct~ ~!!f f ~~!; auy
suft'oca.ting feeling or pain. My bowels are now reguIntimidate Peter Lehlback from wearing them, wickedly lovely niece taken temporarily Ill, havln~~: been In tolcrare,lfiif~1tt~U~~~~~'f~1&~~:~~~~';is~ad more sense than to bly good health previously. One of our fashionable ~rt~~~~ Pa~~:~~:~r~~~;~~~;'Jh~~(~~fu~';ie~~ ~~g; 1i~~~
put on such rags."
doctors, who prides himself upon his gay equipages, was
0
1
However, this pampered do11mat1st's only support Is the called Inns physician In the Cllse. My niece belng some- ~s~;~, Ivt~~~e~tl}C:a~\~VisJ£o ~~~~~~c~~~h~l~~;~~llfil~~!~\t~
0
1
0
0
SONIA."
Hcspectfully
yours,
MARY MANNING,
~~~~~ri~ i~n~i~a~:e','
~C~~~~~d~t a\h~tg~~s, ft~·~~= 'f'e t\~~v r;:~~~~~b~'d wh~t t~~~e~aiY~Nl~t~a~rhi'h~cJ::~.nbutfi~
S1 VIne street.
~~~~e.:i\'l~~nants take the place of bruins. But let us see ~~g~l~lfed~~c~lf~~'i-o~~~~d,t~~~ ~~ ;1~~~ ~o':~~~ &iiso~~
CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.
af'fe~~~v~"a~~ fo~~·eca~~'1.. urg~,~et~rnf~~M~~ o~~~~~~ ~~g~~~g~~~~~~~sef;\r ...~~;W;,!;~k~~~ the malpractice

:le

~[u~f~~~~~ -$fn~::re~~~f ~~e ~i~~~fat~ci~~~; i~~r~~~

the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of Mr.
Haley~ of Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt& Co., of Spruce

gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify to
the yalue of my magnetic clothing who had utterly failed
to receive any benellt or any relief from the many

phJ~~~a~~t~r':hr e~;~~~n ~~ ~R~~~dClear to every reason.
able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
above, may sell their consciences for dollars and cents, we
cau rest assured men who will, for said dol1ars and cents,
strip themsclvs of their manhood will at lensto find tllem.
sclvs thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
0

11

B~~~k~~~al~rlf~ tl~g o~~~ Jih~~~&Ju"~~o~tt ~~cm~o:g~~~~sari'J

$5,000 cash to be given to the Institution If l t·an to cure

nine. tenths of their so-cnllcd lncur-.tUles) Is still open, nnd
will be open to them for twelve months.

THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
THE "WILSONIA" GARli!EN'l'll
AND LIV.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
l:HARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
IN 1'HE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASII TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS AHE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUT]i:LY CURE NINE.TENTHS OF 1'HE PATIENTS HA::<DED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT HEMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS IXCURABLE BY THE PHYSICIANS m' BROOKLYN. THE LIMI1' OF TIME TO
EFFECT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
THEDA TE
TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

Thereupon I visited you and clotlledomyself in a suit of
the Stnne goods. That was Indeed a wise act on my part.
for I soou tound my distcuded vclus were decre:\.slng, the
palos lessening.. and the sore on my }(!gIn a short time wus
healed. Not only these wonderful and pleasing results,
~~~sf~,~~:~rn ~~~~~fi~n:ho~1:J'gt~~~r~~ttl:~ec~f:~~~~~~ but
my general health I found was Improving all the time,
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
criminals; and as long as I llv and bav liberty of speech aud lustend of going to my bed a helpless luvnlld I kept will cure the worst form of rheumatism known to man.
I shall cry down the Iniquitous practices and tile drugging upon my feet every day null attended to my business, as I Eight cases out of every twelve cau be cured. In from four
systems of...our colleges. I will never pander to wlmt I hav done from that period to the present time, with to six months, and the worst possible C<lses In twelve
1
know to be a Ue, nor w111 I rest until I hav compelled tbe
0
months, when the goods are worn as I direct. My diffilegislatures of this country to stay their hands In the ~'&~ci~~' lnht~s~~~~~r;iec~fe~ sr;i~~~~~~I-~a~u p~~~~s,,l~~;y culty is, many persons will get rotten with disease, spend
charterlug of colleges, wherein legalized murdt>rers may head and trouble In the respiratory organs, but since thousands of dollars In poisonous drugs, until they become
be trained, then to be thrown btoadCilst upon society,
~T~:~rn::f/l~.I t~cfskfc'i~~el},c"F£L~6JL\-~~J~~~t~~~~: n·~k}~gt~;~to~10t~l~~s~ a~~~n~t~~ i·f1\):~~ t~ju~Pd~~~N~~;'.
either to become Idlers or murderers.
1'lle facts stated above and the testimonies given below an Invention of the hlgbest vnluc to mankiud, and deem But tile 11 'VILSONIA" will cure iu every case, no matter
are sutllclent evidence to any thinking man ol' woman It notblng more than my duty to commcud them when. of how long stand lug. But our common sense must be
that such are the results of the present lcglslatlv meas:ii:~\~~yln~~fJ>t~~~ll~rVa.t~lri6~~ 1~efi:£cc~~~inc~Ws~;~~ used in every Instance.
.ures In reference to the practice of mcdlcln,
1
tiono I hav made In other cases I am led to think there Is dte~";~~!~rt~~.P.~WfL~~~i.f~?~~r~~~~~n';l1;;!~ n,

j
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tldds and flnds.
Do fishermen castanet for Spanish mackerel?
WE only seem to hav the faculty we do not use.
There is no long, healthy sleep to the mind and
WHAT most resembles the half of the moon?
tile moral will any more than to the body; but the The other half.
alternativ is, li v or die.-0. Stearns.
THE thermometer is one of the things that can
TIME is the great innovator, and if time of fall without hurting itself.
·
course alter all things to the worse, and wisdom
How to keep your nose from bleeding-keep it
and counsel shall not alter them to the better,
out of other people's business.
what shall be the end ?-Bacon's Essays.
A SELF·DENYING woman-one who sends word
llfEN hav a great deal to learn before they shall that she is not at home when she is.
unlearn the lesson of intolerance-that fearfui
IT is said that the French hav no respect for the
lesson too easily learned which suffocates the
mind and intercepts other good lessons which the oyster because it never had a Bonaparte. ·
intelligent mind shouid receive.-0. B. Frotl!ing"I'VE just got out of a bad scrape," as the man
ham.
said when he came out of a five.cent barber shop.
THE word skeptic implies to the average churchTHE proper remedy for a young lady who is
member the idea of a monster of wickedness, short of stature is to get spliced as soon as possidestitute of all moral restraint, capable of com- ble.
mitting any crime in the calendar, and who alWHY do girls kiss each other while men do not!
ways recants his opinions upon his death-bed.Because girls hav nothing better to kiss, and men
(Jase Against the Church.
·
hav.
A voTARY of wealth, when his brain givs way
A LITTLE boy went to his father crying the other
under disease or age, fancies he is a beggar. A
Methodist, when his brain givs way under the day, and told him he had kicked a bee that had a
splinter in its tall.
•·
some influences, fancies that he is forsaken of
God. In both cases, the root of the matter ·is
AN exchange tells of an absent-minded man who
got in a barber chair, pinned the newspaper round
physical.-Goldwin Smith's Cowper.
his neck, and began to read the towel.
:MAY we not without hesitation afilrm that a
WHEN you kiss a Boston girl she holds still tmtil
sincere recognition of the truth that our own and
all other existence is a mystery absolutely and you get throngh; then she flares up all at once and
forever beyond our comprehension contains says, "I thiuk you shouid be ashamed."
more of true religion than all the dogmatic theolTHE author of that beautifui song, ":Mother's
ogy ever written ?-Herbel~ Spencer.
Hair is Turning Gray," has just issued the companion
piece, ""Father,s Nose is Turning Red."
THE first step toward knowledge is to hav clear
and distinct ideas, which I hav just reason every
IN a graveyard in Paris there is this inscription
day more and more to think few men ever hav or upon a monument: "Here repose in peace, after
think themselvs to want, which is one great cause .sixty years of married life, Jllr. and lllrs.--."
of that infinit jargon and nonsense which so
SERENADE: "Home , sweet home; dah is no
pesters the world.-Locke"s Familiar Lett,n.
place like home." Colored. lady at window: "You
jest
better get along home, or I'll frow sum fin."
THE law is, in my opinion, one of the first and
noblest of human sciences; a science which does
You can tell a merciful farmer as soon as he
more to quicken and invigorate the lmderstanding stops his team at a post. He takes the blankets
than all the other kinds of learning put together; off his wife's lap and spreads them over the poor
but it is not apt, unless in persons very happily horses.
born, to open and liberalize the mind exactly in
" PAPA, how do editors get in free at all ·the
the same proportion.-Burke.
shows?" "Well, sonny, as a general rule they giv
HE that follows truth impartially seldom pleases five dollars' worth of advertising for a twenty-five
any set of men; and I know not how a great many cent ticket."
of those who pi·etend to be spreaders of light and
SCHNEIDER claims that his satanic majesty's adteachers of truth would yet hav men depend upon
them for it and take it rather from their words dress to the fallen angels after being driven out o1
than their own lmowledge, jnst cooked and sea- heaven was delivered in German. He began by
saying, ''Nick's come, arouse 1''
soned as they think fit.-Locke's Familiar Letters.
NOTHING can better illustrate the uncritical
character of the synoptists than the fact that the
assumed descent of Jesus from David through his
father Joseph is allowed to stand side by side with
the account of the miraculous conception, which
completely negativs it. Of this difilculty :Matthew
is quite unconscious, and Luke, while vaguely
noticing it (iii, 23), proposes no solution, and appears undisturbed by the contradiction.-John
Fiske.
ALL I wish is to learn facts and truths and share
them with others. If there is an existence superior to man, I am ready to believe if any person
will giv me just one single proof. But how can I
believe when evidence and proof are wanting, and
I am not convinced or converted ? I feel that I
am only accountable to myself and my fellowbeings, and that conscience is only educated
reason. We feel regret for wrongs done because
we are so taught to feel, and right and wrong are
in a great measure only arbitrary terms. I think
even animals hav an internal monitor-that is, a
feeling of right and wrong, The naturalist who
studies animal nature will giv thousands of instances of this in even his limited" sphere of attaining a real knowledge of their true inwardness.
-Eimina IJ. Blenker.
IT is, happily, no longer possible to inflict legal
punishment for opinion, however extreme. It is
to be hoped that the days even of social punishment are numbered, and that all good men will
soon heartily embrace the principle of perfect
freedom of discussion, unchecked by threats
either of fagots or of frowns, as the only possible
guarantee fer any kind of truth .. Wanton outrage
on the religious feelings of others, like any other
wanton outrage, deserves 'chastisment; but there
is an almost inseparable difilculty in distinguishing between blasphemy of that kind, and the free,
perhaps heated, expression of sincere conviction.
Is the man really trying to rescue us from error
and bring us to truth? If he is, the offensivness
of his manner is not' a sufficient reason for molesting him; it will probably be its own penalty.
Blasphemy is Infidelity in a rage; and the rage is
commonly produced by futil repression.-By&tander, Juiy 8, 1880.
THAT is not the most perfect religion that has
the most perfect ecclesiastical apparatus, the
grandest churches, the best remunerated priesthood, the largest following, the stateliest ceremonial. That is the most perfect religion that can
do without these things, that builds no cathedrals,
erects no churches, ordains no priesthood, promises no absolution, exults no dignity of tradition
and antiquity. That is the most perfect religion
that, recognizing the humanity in man, can alford
to dispense with everything that has distinguished
religion hitherto, in order that it may show how
righteousness, integrity, charity, can be made to
adorn and beautify the world, for it is this religion that inaugurates the worship of the spirit in
spirit and in trnth.-0. B. Frothingham.
CoMPARED wi' this, how poor religion's pride,
In all the pomp of method and of art,
When men display to congregations wide
Devotion's every grace except the heart.
The power, incensed, the pageant will desert,
The pompous strain, the sacerdotal stole;
But haply, in some cottage far apart,
May he<tr, well pleased, the language of the soui,
And in his book of life the inmates poor enroll.
-Burn1.

AT a funeral.service recently the minister in his
remarks was dwelling upon the loss to the husband, when that gentleman spoke up, "Never
mind me. Just throw your heft on the corpse."
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THE ways of Providence are indeed mysterious.
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cuses me so wrongfui-borrowed a brielle from Cl~:h~~~~~t;md Renan. An Essay by E Zeller. by J. E. Cairnes; His Influence at the Universities, bY
Henry Fn.wcetti His Infiucnce as a Practical :f'oUtician,
me. 'Tother day I axed him for it; and when I
Zoological Jtlythology; or, The Legends of An
cum 'long home dat ebenin' I seed a bridle hangin' !mala. By Angelo de Gubernatls. 2 vola. Cloth, $5.
i?lt~fss~!~a~~~~~sl~~~~~~~:~~~l~~o~~~~~!'l!;~ ~I.Fii~~~~~~
on de fence. I tuck hold ob de bridle reins, flung Cl~t1> Y.~~~y of Creation. By F. H. Kingston. 16 mo. $1.
5
dem ober my shoulder, and started off. I thought
Works by :uerbert Spencer.
Doctrinal and PracUcal. By F.
dat sumfin' pulled a little hard at first; an' I W.'l'hei,.an,
Edueation-Intellectur<l, l\1oral, and Physical. 12mo.
Newman. Cloth, $1.50.
thought dat de bridle had cotch on a nail; but beCloth, $1.25.
in' so strong I didn't take much notice obit. When $l~5~~brew Theisan. By F. W. Newman. Clot~r.
Fil"st Princi))Je,.. 12 mo. Cloth,' $2.50.
I got home and went inter de house my wife asked
Essa,ys-Mornl, Pol! tical, and Esthetic. 1 yo!., 12 mo,
ltlot•ning Praye1~s in the Household of n. Dclicvcr
Cloth, $2.50.
me what I's do in' wid dat calf? I looked roun and in Uotl. Lim-p cloth, !lO cents.
dar shooh nuff wa<> a calf hangin' outer de eend ob
Inu,.trations of Universal Progress. A
l'n~lish insti•utions. Dy l-". \Y. l\ewm""· ~
Selection
of his best papers. 1 vol., 12 mo. Clol;h, $2.50.
centR.
de bridle. Dar wuz a piece ob pawpaw bark tied
Social Statics; or, The Conditions Essential to
on to de headstall an' de calf had swallowed it,
The World's Sixteen Crucified ~p'!,~~n1 I!~f.Pm;;:'~.spc1~~%~d$2~~~ the First of them Devel·
Calves is monstrous fondob pawpaw bark."
Saviors;
"Why was the calf found cut up!" asked the
'l'he Principles of Biology. 2 vole, 12mo. Cloth,
$5.00.
judge.
OR,
CHRISTIANITY
BEFORE CHRIST.
Tile Principles of Psychology. 2 vola., U
"Dat's what I's gwine tell yer. De thing suffered
mo. Cloth, $5.00.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
so dat ter git it outen its misery I killed it, tendin'
~J~f!.osophy
ot" Style. 12mo. Flexible cloth,
next mornin' ter carry de quarters an' hide ter de A nth or of" The Biography o! Satan" and "The Bible o!
50
owner. I didn' wanter be 'rested for cruelty ter Bibles" (comprising a descriStlon of twenty-seven bibles),
Recent Discussions In Science, Philosophy, and
~~ft~l~"uisnffi~fo'tir :~h1~ggci~~~o~;tf~~%~~:~tiie6;l:f!o~~ ~ft Morals. New and enlarged edition. 12mo. Cloth, $2.00.
anlmals. Is all de facts plain, judge?"
tbe doctrlna, principles, precepts, a.nd miracles of the New
''You can go."
Sociology. 1 vol.,12mo. Cloth, $1.50.
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its
sacred mysteries, besides compriSing the history of Blx·
"Thank yer, jedge. Go '· me, did yer say?"
Principles of Sociology. Vol. I., Umo. Clotb.,
teen
oriental
crncllled
gods.
4!2.50.
"No; to jail."
Price, ,2, For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
W erks. 1~ VGII, lv~. lialf calt, ~.25.
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IJolts and l!l#Jpings.
BEsiDES producing wine to the extent of over
lten million gallons last year, California furnished its home market with between 75,000
and 100,000 boxes of raisins.
Mas. AMELIA LEWis asserts in Food and
Health that nearly $15,000,000 is invested in
oleomargarin factories, and that they hav
added nearly $4 to the value of every ox
killed.
THE Prince of Naples, Crown Prince of
Italy, is so sickly and puny that it is feared
he will never ascend the throne of his fathers.
His father and mother were double first
cousins.
A. MEDICAL journal of Munich says that diphtheria caught by kissing is likely to assume a
much severer form than if the diseases were
contracted or the contagion imparted in any
other way.
THE number of medical journals started
since 1679 exceeds 2,500, and our death rate
is still increasing. The mortality in the journals themselvs has been large, and their present death rate is large. Annual average of
births, twelve and a half.
A. KENTUCKY colored clergyman is reported
on his way to Chicago in. search of his wife
and the deacon who has eloped with her. He
carries a Bible in one pocket, and says he
hopes it will prevent hi.rp. from using the pistol
which is in another ; but he isn't sure.
THERE is a division in the First Congregational church at Bangor, Me. One of the accusations against the pastor is that, after
modestly retiring from a meeting while resolutions iu his praise were being discussed, he listened to and watched the proceedings through
the crack of a door.
MAJoR HAwKs had for more than forty
years been leader of the church choir at
Goshen, Mass. He grew feeble, being past 70,
but.could not• be induced to giv up the position, or to stay away from a single service. On
a late Sunday, as he was til.k:ing his accustomed
place in the gallery, he fell dead.
THE Congregational church at Holbrook,
Mass., has been seeking a pastor for nine
years, listening during that time to sermons by
240 candidates. What a critical taste for the
bread of life they must hav to be sure! and
how they hav caused the spirit of hope to rise
and fall in the moral thermometer!
WHAT a queer jumble of old and new this
world is getting to be I Street cars rattle
about in Rome, sewing machines click in Jerusalem, the Revu6 des Deu:v Mondes is taken
at Bagdad, Dublin ale trickles down the Pyramids, the astonished obelisk hears the rumble
of the elevated railroad, and an Illinois professor expounds Plato.
THE finances of the negro church at Cartersville, Ga., are managed on .sound business
principles. Every member is assessed 25
cents a month, and failure to pay is followed
by expulsion. That is undoubtedly a very
safe way of getting to heaven. Perhaps the
adoption of the cash principle in religion is as
advisable as in more worldly affairs.
THE Rev. W. G. Veal, of Dallas, Texas, gets
further and further into trouble. The Methodist church found him guilty of a crime, and
dismissed him from the ministry. He appealed to the Masonic fraternity for protection,
and was expelled. He carried his case into a
civil court, and the jury found against him.
He appealed, gained a new trial, and has just
been worsted again.
THE weight of the largest brain on record is
said to be 67 ounces J the smallest-that of a
woman-weighed but 2 ounces and 5 grains.
Cuvier's brain has seldom been equaled in
Weight; it is noted at 64.5 ounces. The brain
of James Fisk, Jr., was considered unusually
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large, its weight slightly exceeding 54 ounces. ance Legion has been hunting up the statistics
Yet it was 10 ounces below that of Cuvier, arid of police headquarters, and the results of his
13 ounces lighter than the heaviest known.
investigations show that there was a much
larger number of arrests the first two months
AN esteemed reader, who, however, has not of their revival work than during the two
read the Sun as attentivly as he should hav months preceding their angelic presence. We
done, wants to know what an Agnostic is. A.n thirst to see sinners wooed into righteousness,
Agnostic is a man who doesn't know whether but for Moody and Sankey's sake we deeply lathere is a God or not; doesn't know whether ment the revelations of Commander Whitney,
he has a soul or not; doesn't know whether than whom there is not in this city a more rethere is a future life or not; doesn't believe liable, humane, and earnest worker in what we
that any one else knows any more about these will call common sense religion. It may not
matters than he does; and thinks it a waste of be unpleasant to add that Messrs. Moody &
time to try to find out.-Sun.
Sankey look fatter, sleeker, and holier than
NoT being able to get rid of their pastor, an ever.-Jewish Times of San Jllrarwisco.
ex-Methodist brother, whose 'preaching they
THE Rev. Uriel Graves is a distinguised
found more sensational than edifying, one hundred and fifty members of a Brooklyn Baptist Protestant clergyman of Pennsylvania, who
church hav withdrawn in a body. Before has his headquarters at Greensburg, but has
taking their' departure they assured what was for years been delivering sermons all over the
left of the church that they went away with state. He appears to be a man of enterprise
reluctance, but they really couldn't liv on any and energy, as well as experience, in the work
longer "unblessed, unhelped, and unhappy." of religion. He knows the preachers of PennA.n aged brother made a pathetic personal ap- sylvania, and their ways and their preaching.
peal to a rich brother to reconsider the matter, He is not, so far as we know, a man who talks
but the rich brother expressed the opinion that at random. It is surprising, under the circuma little wholesome poverty would do the church stances, to read the account of the orthodox
good. The pastor thought he saw the finger clergy of the state jilst made by the Rev. Uriel
Graves. Here is a part of it:. "There is no
of providence in it.
such thing as a mi-nister doing his whole
BosToN total abstinence people are now excit- duty as such, who simply delivers moral essays
ed against the Rev. Dr. Bartol on account of a on the Lord's day, and attends to what among
sermon of his on the evil of intemperance. He the priestcraft is commonly known as the pastook the ground that the war on rum, as com- toral work of the parish, or more properly a
monly waged, is worse than useless. "Beer communion, who are willing to be duped and
is not wrong," he said, "wine and ale are not betrayed by long-faced pretenders, who seek
wrong ; rum and whisky and brandy are not only to get their bread and living by their
wrong ; nothing purely material could be preaching, while they care not for the flock
wrong. Insobriety, inordinate self-indulgence beyond the question of the prospectiv fleece.
is wrong, be the fleshy appetite for particular We would not be understood to make the above
meat or drink what it may, and eating or remark in any wholesale manner, for there are
drinking to excess is not the cause of profli- many who-like ourselvs once-still are servgacy, murder, theft, arson, housebreaking or ing their people in that narrow sense of which
any vile, indecent assault, any more than one we hav already spoken; but who, nevertheless,
fowl is the cause of the flock or brood." Dr. are doing their work honestly, yet ignorantly.
Bartol's idea is to so educate man that he will But having said this much explanatory, we
til.k:e to intellectual enjoyments, and thus lose wish to assert that by far the larger number,
his appetite for intoxicating beverages.
through ignorance or· downright villainy; are
serving their flocks irrespectiv of the good or
Mrss GooDRICH lay for months in bed at
ill they may do them, so they only get the
Normal, Ill., unable to stir. Medical attention milk and enjoy the shelter. To prove this,
did her no good, and her family despaired of our bold assertion, we challenge the reader to
her recovery. She at length prayed in perfect find us six popular ministers in Pennsylvania
faith for restoration, and was at once miracu- who dare preach the whole truth of Gotl to
lously cured. Such is, in brief, one account of their respectiv congregations, just as Chris'
the case. Another runs that she might hav commanded them to, and not at once bring on
risen whenever she chose, and did so as soon the sorest troubles in their charges, and among
as malingering lost its charm ; that she was a their supporters. A.nd that there may be no
victim of hysteria, which was acute in its mistake, I will ask them to take the words of
manifestations, while laziness was chronic. Christ,.in his sermon on the mount, and,
''She was careful," says a local paper, "that giving them their trne and legitimate inher couch should not only be of down but one terpretation, speak out boldly the word of
of style as well, and that the nightdresses, her the Lord. Such preaching would transconstant wear, should be in the highest style form or empty ninety per cent of all the
of such robes. She never lost her appetite for pulpits of this land in less than six months."
a good meal, and was never lacking in the This is certainly an extraordinary accusation
ability to digest it. In short, M4>s Goodrich's of the Rev. Uriel Graves against his brethren
case was simply that of a slothful girl who, of the pulpit. That they are a priestcraft of
concluding that she had been lazy long enough, long-faced pretenders ; that they care not for
got out of bed." The supernatural theory, the flock beyond the fleece; that they will behowever, is supported by her pastor and par- tray their dupes for their bread; that there are
ents.
not six popular ministers in Pennsylvania who
THE revival started by the chaste and could preach the truth as proclaimed by Christ
heavenly Henry Ward Beecher aJ1d that engi- without disturbance in their churches; and that
neered by the modest Rev. Talmage are both the preaching of that truth by the clergy
things of the past. They were both " dead would within half a year upset ninety per cent
failures," as the Eastern papers hav it. From of all the pulpits in the country, so says the
this it would seem that Brooklyn is not in a Rev. Uriel Graves, and, as will be seen in the
hurry to shil.k:e off its sins and ascend heaven- foregoing extract, he says other things still
ward in a cloud of glory, with Beecher and more shocking. Of course the multitude of
Talmage as ministering angels and spiritual clergymen who are thus brought to book by the
guides. We turn from those sad failures to Rev. Uriel Graves cannot suffer such terrible
the marvelously successful work in our midst charges to be laid against them without atof the etherealized firm of Moody & Sankey. tempting to refute. them. If they had come
They hav been in San Francisco some months, from an Infidel, or a scoffer, or an idolator, or
and a religious journal states that if they re- a fo<)l, they might hav been allowed to echo
main much longer we shall hav such a heaven unheeded through the country; but, coming
on earth here as will mil.k:e sinners weep. This from a man who is ,himself a preacher, and
is a mere assertion of a merely pious editor, who wears the title that belongs to the clergy,
blit the hard facts are not so encouraging. they should be a theme for every pulpit of the
Commander-in-Chief Whitney of the Temper~ church.-Sun.
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BEACONSFIELD is dead.
THE Whittil.k:er trial has been resumed.
THE deadlock in the Seaate is ~:>till unbroken.
LowVILLE, in this state, has had 115 days of
sleighing this winter.
FRED GRANT has left the army to join his
father in the railroad business.
Six men were shot in a street fight in El
Paso, Texas, one day last week.
FrvE of the Czar's assassins, four men and
one woman, were hanged on the 15th.
A. coPY of the Bible printed by Guttenburg
was sold in this city last week for$8,000.
Two hundred boiler makers at Pittsburgh
are striking against a reduction of wages.
THE anti-treating law of Wisconsin il held
by the courts to be inoperati v because of a textual error.
THE Police Commissioners of this city are on
trial before the Mayor for not keeping tho
streets clean.
A. BaooK.LYN baker is being " boycotted"
because he discharged several workmen who
had joined the Union.
NEw YoRK will be affiicted with another
walking match next month. The O'Leary
belt will be tramped for.
AT the annual election of officers of Tam·
many Hall John Kelly and his friends were
successful by a small majority.
CADET BucK, of Texas, who shot John G.
Thompson, a fellow-cadet, for attempting to
ill-treat him, has been acquitted.
PROF. WHITE, president of Cornell, has resigned his Berlin mission. Whitelaw Reid, of
~he Tribune, wants to succeed him.
A. NEw Jersey election inspector is on trial
charged with having ballots up his sleeve and
slipping the same into the ballot box.
PosTMASTER-GENERAL JAMEs has declared
unmailable "any publication which violates
any copyright granted by the United ~tates."
Mas. FLETCHER, the so-called Spirituali!t,
has been sentenced by an English judge to
twelve months' imprisonment for obtaining
property by fraud and conspiracy.
THE Bankers and Merchants' Telegraph Co.
has been organized under the laws of this state.
l'he line will be run from Boston to Baltimore
by way of this city and l'hiladelphia.
JAMES O'BRIEN, who was convicted of perjury in Truth's famous Morey letter affair, has
been sentenced by Judge Cowing to eight
years' imprisonment in the state prison.
CoLEMAN-whose real name is Patrick Moore
-who attempted to blow up the Mansion
House in London, has arrhed at this port. He
says that Glatlstone will be assassinated.
SECRETARY WINDO~ has called in all of tho
six per cent bonds, and will pay them off on
the 1st of July or extend them at three and •
half per cent, as the holders may prefer.
NINE policemen were dismissed by the Com•
missioners of Brooklyn last week for failing to
prevent a burglary which occurred in a jew·
elry store on a beat they were supposed to
patrol.
A. THEOLOGICAL student named Arthur Foe.
ter, studying at Lawrence, Mass., was shot
dead by the man whose house he was burglariously entering. His twin brother was with
him and afterward was arrested. He confessed
that they had committed several thefts.
A. MAN named Brown was imprisoned and
fined by a judge in this city because he could
not conscientiously take an oath. He thinks
that when Jesus said," Swear not at all," ho
meant it. Mr. Brown appears to be a novel
kind of a Christian, most o! them bein~willing
to swear to anything.
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no means oj detecting the falsehood: When _he d~es our common law and constitutional rights and liber.
quote from the Liberals it is p~t ~ fine pnnt With ties which must be resisted hereafter to the utter
large-type comments. tot~lly falsifymg and per;ert- mo;t, and we recoml?end the ~ppointment of a spe. 1
oial Defense Committee of this League, under Art.
Liberty and Purity: How to Secure Both ing the quotation whiCh IS . scarcely ever read, for III.,
section 4, of its Constitution, to which all ;
instance,
on
page
450
he
prmts:.
.
.
Safely, Effectively, and Impartially.
" 0UR PRESENT PLATFORM, %mmedwte, U'f!Cond%- questions of this kind, and all. others within th~
AN ADDRESS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON CHARITABLE tional, and permanent repeal of" 'all law~ a,qa~,nst ob- meaning of that section, may b~ referred. . .
AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE
" We also demand a change m the admmistration
scenity whether municipal, state, or natwnal.
STATE OF NEW YORK IN OPPOSITION TO ABILL TO
He-prints this so that it will be taken by an! cas- of the law in regard to the trial of such cases, so tha1
LARGELY INCREASE THE CRIMINAL JURISDICTION AND POWERS OF THE SOCIual reader to be thE) platform of the League Itsel~. the jury, and no judge or cen~or, may be the judges
ETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF
He knew that it not only was not, _but was .t~e pn- of both the law and the fact m all oases of obscene
VICE, MARCH 23. 1881.
vate expression of Mr. Heywood m oppos!twn to libels, as they are now. m all other cases of libel;
BY T. B. WAKEMAN, OF THE BAR OF NEW YORK.
the League, and the non-ac~el?ta_uce of whiCh was that all laws necessary m regard to these subjects be
CONTINUED.
the reason that he would not JOlll It; that theNfore enforced by officers responsible to the pe?ple and the
COMSTOCK'S LIBELS UPON LIBERALS.-THE SENTIMENTS he has never been a member of the League nor had secular government only; that all speCia~ amate111•
societies above referred to should be abohshed, and
OF THE LEAGUB .AND ITS MEMBERS.
anything to do with i.t.
. .
that Anthony Comstock and similar agents should
The
League
has
always
mamtamed
the
common
The Liberals of the country concluded the organibe dismissed and have no pretense of legal sane.
and
common
law
position.
The
_attel?pt_
to
sense
zation of their liberal League at Philadelphia on the
tion and protection in their course of inquisition
Centennial 4th of July, 1876. Among the many foist the above expression upon them by big prmt IS a falsehood, and outrage. "
.
.
'
fraud
but
transparent
only
to
the
few
who
know
the
matters presented and approved during their sitting
facts.'
Remember
that
he
has
no
ordinary
slander
of four days were two resolutions offered by' Mr. B.
The Liberals are maligned by this Agent as the
F. Underwood-than whom a less likely advocate of power. He knows that he_ reaches. a large part ~f most despicable an~ loath_some. of huinan beings
the
public
who
know
nothmg
of
Liberals
~r
their
obscenity cannot possibly be found-as follows:
simply for thus avowu~g their be!Ief that the Federal
"I. Resolved, That this League, while it recognizes publications, and therefore regard them With the Government of the Umted States IS one of powers spe.
greatest
disfavor.
He
re~c~es
the
clergy,
and
they
the great importa~ce a?d abso~ute necessity of g~ard
cially granted and limited by the CQnstitution. They
ing by proper legislatiOn agamst obscene and mde- the churches and the religwus press and the Sun- do not believe because these powers are exercised
day-schools
and
a
large
pa_rt
of
the
secular
press,
and
cent publications (whatever sect, party,. order, or
through depaitments, that therefore it can use these
class such publications claim to. favor), disappro~es so by his wicked perversiOns he leads o~e part of departments (e. q., the United States Postal Depart.
the
community
to
abhor
the
other_.
This
IS
done
and protests against al~ laws whiCh b! reason of Illment) for any ulterior, political,.. moral, or
definiteness or ambigmty shall permit the. I;>ros~cu under an official oath and the authonty that the gen- criminal purpose it may fancy. This,_ th_ey say,
eral
government
and
th~
Stat~
gi~e
him
practically
tion and punishment of honest and consCientiOus
is simply to throw away the Constitutw_n _and
men for presenting to the public what they deem es- to bear false witness agamst his neighbor.
to give the Gen~ra~ . G?vernment . unlimited
sential to the p~blic welfare, when the views thus
THE u. s. POSTAL LAWS.
criminal and other JUriSdiCtiOn, and, m the end,
presented do not violate in thought or language the
absolute power. And they also believe that this
acknowledged rnles of decency; and that we demand
Take as another iniltance his treatment of the posi- Legislation "ab 1·idges the freedom of" the p1·ess," and
that all laws against obscenity and indecency s.hall tion of the Liberals in regard to his United States therefore the liberty of the people. The post-office
be so clear and explicit that none but actual offend- postal laws, which they state i.n. their ~hicago plat- is the necessity of every civilized person, and the
ers against the recognized principles of purity shall form thus in their sixth resolutiOn, whiCh has been principal mAans of publi.cation. Every per~on has a
be liable to suffer therefrom.
harped upon as some enormity,_ and therefor~ not- free and equal right to its use, and to the right of
· '~2. Resolved, That we cannot but regard the ap- withstanding its length I quote It all. There IS n?t publication by it without prior rest~ai~t, espionage,
pointment and authorization by the government of a a word of it that will not fin~ an echo of approvalm_ or forfeiture of his property. He IS liable for the
single individual to inspect our mails with power to the heart of every true Amencan.
abuse of these rights just as he is liable for other
exclude therefrom whatever he deems objectionable,
"VI. Upon the grounds before stated we are. un- abusee but he cannot be constitutionally deprived of
as a delegation of authority da~gero~s to pub_lic and able to approve of the so-called "Comstock legisla- them beforehand by postal censorship established by
personal liberty, and utterly moonsiStent With the tion" in either the States or general &'overnment, and Congress.
genius of free instituions."
we believe its results have prov~d It to be ~rau&'ht
It is well known that these questions were fully
This Agent has no greater sense of decency or with serious danger to the equal nghts and hbert1es discussed in the Senate of the United States in 1836
justice than to call this action proclaiming "the of the people.
in reference to mailing "incendiary" matter in the
bans between Infidelity and Obscenity," and that the
"1. The incor:po~ation wit~in the se_veral Sta_tes. of Slave States. The greatest statesmen our country
Liberals "defended obscenity for the love of it" (pp. amateur semi-cnmmal, se~I-theologi~al soCieties, has ever had, headed by Webst4lr and Calhoun,
446-7), when they have never defended it at all, but and the employment of their agents, m n~ way re- decided that no authority existed in the United States
exactly the contrary. This illustrates the color- sponsible to the people, to make accusatiOns and government to discriminate as to the "meaning of
blindness or moral obliquity of this man as to the arrests under laws ena_cted at their _instigation, is an mailed matter" for any purpose.
motives of others, which disqualifies him for any pub- exhibition of theologiCa! assumpti?n an~ ~overnI have quoted from this debate in my Faneuil
lic duty that brings him i~ c?ntact ~ith those not of mental interference hostile to the Impartiality ~nd Hall speech (pages 18 to 20), but the view of Henry
his sect. He cannot be fair If he tnes, and he shows equality of secular and popular government, whiCh Clay contains what the Liberals lay such stress upon
no disposition to try. The League has always been should be of the people, for the. p_eopl~, and by_ th_e by way of remedy fo~ the evils complained ?f t~at
consistent upon this subject. At its Rochester, Syra- people; that such laws an~ admm~s~ratwn o~ CFimi- it cannot be omitted m any statement of their oplll·
cuse, Cincinnati, and Chicago (1880) Congresses, it nal affairs practically depnve t_he CitiZen of hiS _com- ions on the subject.
has persist~ntly and alone of all public bodies sus- mon-law right of liberty, whiCh he h_as until ~e
In that debate Henry Clay said: "When I saw
tained both Liberty and Purity. There is no time injures another's person or property, or IS accused m that the exercise of a most; extraordinary and danger.
nor need to quote their utterances year after year, the first instance by a grand jury of his peers.
ous power had been announced by the head of the
the last is this:
"2. The general gov~rnment~ ~s the agent of the post-office, and that it had been S)lstained by the
From Resolution V. of the Chicago Congress of the States and the people, m providm~ the postal s_er- President's message, I turned my attention to the
National Liberal League, September, 1880:
vice, holds in time. of peace substan~I~lly ~be relati?n subject and inquired whether it was necessary that
"V. While we demand equal rights for all, and of_ a _common camer; that _to admit Its nght ~o di~- the general government should, under any circum·
the consequent freedom of the press and of speech, cnmmate as to the m~anmg of matter whiCh It stances, exercise such power, and whether they pos·
and the inviolability of the mails, we do not do this would carry would admit of a power that m_ay be sessed it. AjZer much reflection, I have come to the
to aid, abet, or encourage obscenity, lotteries, finan- used arbitrarily for the. ~uppress_io_n of pa_rtiCular conclusion that they could not pass any taw inter·
cial frauds, bogus medical diploma's, nor a.ny form classes of thought on political, religwus,_ soCial_, and f'ering with the subject in any shape or j'orm whatever.
of immorality, crime, or wrong-doing whatsoever; m?ral subjects, and w~uld, therefore, be mconsist~nt' The evil complained of is the circulation of papers
on the contrary, we are utterly opposed· to the dis- with the total separatiOn of ch~rch an_d state, whiCh having a certain tendeney. The papers, unless
semination through the mails, or by any other means, is the prime demand of theN atwnal Liberal Lea~ue. circulated, and while in the post-office, could do no
of obscene literature, whether inspired or uninspired,
" We also urge the repeal of the present U mted harm. it is the circulation solely-the taking out o)
and hold in measureless contempt and disgust its States postal laws, known as the Comstocl> laws, for the m~il and the use to be made of them-that consti
authors and disseminators."
these as further reasons:
tutes the evil. Then it is perfectly competent to th1
Again it says:
"That, in the view of ma~y ~hose judgme~t we State authorities to apply the remedy. The instanl
"We are in favor of enforcing, and we guarantee respect~ such laws are _un_cons~Itu_tw_ua!. They give to that a prohibited paper is han~ed o~tJ whether to a
our efforts and influence to enforce, reasonable and the Umt~d _States a cn~mal JUriSdiCtiOn, dangerous, citizen or to a sojo_urner, he IS subJeCt to the_ l~;wl
effective laws in aid of the common law against ob- and unlimited, extendmg to every offense as to 1 which compel him either to surrender or burn It.
scenity, lotteries, bogus diplomas, financial and other which it may _be cl~i~e~ that th_e _POSt-office may 1 Thus it was that this so-called horrible doctrine oi
frauds; but we believe that such offenses can be and have been 'misused m Its commiSSIOn. Such la~s: the Liberals was entertained by the statesmen of tbt
should be effectively punished and repressed in the also ma_ke the employment of dllcoy _letters, deceit, :past.
.
. . .
,
same way that other offenses are, that is, by the com- and espiOnage a necessary and recogmzed process of' How does it strike a fair, pure, diSCiplmed, bu,
mon criminal laws and courts aided by police and our criminal law, and so break down a_ll confiden~e 1fearless man of our time? That you may see from
detective officers, who shall be responsible to the in the inviolability of the mails and m the public; this
'
people or their elected officers, and not to churches morality of the government and of the people. Under
LETTER FROM REV. o. B. FROTmNGHAM:
or amateur theological, criminal societies."
such laws printed and other matter may be conThis Agent (p. 508-10) quotes a part of the resolu- demned and confiscated before publication and with50 WEsT 36TH ST., NEw Yo_aK, Nov. 18.' 18 78 ·
T
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t 1
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MY DEAR Sm · Your note of the 10th mst. admomshes ID1
·
tions of this Chicago Congress until they came near ?Ut tna!.
hat t. us p~aE!tiCa y a pos a censors Ip; of a duty that ~hould have been discharged before-the dut~
convincing himself, and he has even to apologize for IS constituted whiCh VIOlates the _freedom of the! of telling you that your argument on the United State
their "plausibility" as follows:
press and speech as well as of the right of property; " Comstock Postal Law" has made me an advocate of repeo
"The difficulty in dealing with the National Lib- while by the trick of getting a letter or paper sent\ vs. '11Wd~jication. ?-'he d.iscus~io~ of thi_s autumn _has broug~
eral League is that it constantly puts forth some new through a post-office, even within the same State, the I me to the concluswn that th1s 1s the .stmpl_e, logt~l, senst_b
or reaffirms some old platform or passes voluminous 'Agent' under these laws gets jurisdiction in the! a~d only sa.l;isf~ctory method of deahng With this obnoxwt1
· d S
l
ff
1 121ece of leg~slatJOn.
resolutions, which on their face appear, to say the U mte
tates courts over common- aw o enses, so
The Liberals of the other opinion call for repeal of as muc1
least, to be plausible, while their acts are at variance that a trial is had before a judge appointed. for life, I of the law as threatens freeuom of thought and disct~ssion
with the highest interests of the/eople, which they and not responsible to the })eople, and a Jury who. The insolent association of Freethought wit_h obscemty hs
would have the public understan by their platforms are not practically the peers nor of the vicinage of~ stirs my indignation that for honor's sake, tf for no ~
and utterances they are so zealous to guard" (p. 510). the accused, and where the definition of the court! reason, l should feel compelled to demand that the who e
.
lt
t'
b t t
. t I swept away.
.
Why could not this man be honest enough to state may 1eave t.h e JUry
no a ern a IVe u o convic . . The friends of decency must look for safeguards elsewhel'fl
the views and motives avowed by the Liberals instead
"That while, therefore, we do not approve of any
Yours cordially, , 0. B. FaoTHINGHAMof constantly saying through pages of slanderous offenses that may have been charged upon Lant,
T. B. Wakeman, Esq.
'
epithets that they are merely obscenists, smut deal- Train,· Dr. Foote, Heywood, Bennett, or others, wei
. .
. ad
ers or defenders, etc.? There is no kind of falsehood regard their acqusation and conviction as outrages 1 In a Sim~lar way_the matter has struck t~e m~ d
more mean and detestable than lying about the mo- that far exceed in enormity any offense charged of Hon. Elizur Wright, the venerable Presiden 'lit
.tives of others, especially to or before those who have upon them. We regard such cases as attacks upon: the League, Mr. James Parton, Mr. Parker Pr

·
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bury, Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, and the great mass of self in shouting over as evidence of their total de- name, but Mrs. Stern told him that her house was
not a place to testify, and he went away.
pravity!
the members of the League.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
All the witnesses in the case were before the
But still further. A very large portion of the
grand jury on the 13th, and after having testified to
press has come to the same conclusion; 'for instance,
among hundreds of expressions, take the following
Comstock Indicted.
the facts related the grand jury unanimously voted
for an indictment. The case has been pending for a
instances:
On the 13th the foreman of the grand jury handed year and a half, and is the same upon which ComUNCONI'JTITUTIONALITY OF THE COMSTOCK POSTAL
to
Judge Cowing in the General Sessions Court an in- stock was held in $500 bonds soon afterward before
LAW.
dictment against Anthony Comstock for an offense Justice F. Sherman Smith.
An editorial in the New York Sun of Dec. 23, committed in November, 1879. The complainant was
The result of this trial greatly frightened Com1878, contains the following sensible remarks:
Mrs. F. M. Hoffman, now residing at 105 Alexander stock, and he at once sent his society's counsel,
."We do not believe in the constitutionality of the avenue, but who resided at the time of the high- Elbridge T. Gerry, to the district attorney's office
United States law under which this conviction [Hey- handed outrage at No. 156 East Fifty-second street. to see if something could not be done to ward off
wood's] took place. The government has nothing to The story she tells is one that is well in keeping action in the matter. Mr. Gerry was successful, and
do with the moral or intellectual quality of the mat- with the browbeating, bulldozing character of the for nearly two years the matter has remained unter transmitted through the mails. It has no right notorious Comstock.
touched. When Mr. Rollins took charge of the
of discrimination. If it may discriminate for a good
Mrs. Hoffman says that on the afternoon of No- office, however, he could see no reason why Compurpose, it may discriminate for a bad purpose. The vember 5, 1879, she was sitting quietly in her room, stock should be treated differently from other transpower is fraught with too mueh danger of abuse to when the door opened and a man entered whom she gressors, and consequently sent the case to the grand
be safely intrusted to the government.
had never seen before. This intruder was a burly jury, with the result seen.
"In early antitiilavery times a determined effort fellow with beetling brows and the look of a bully.
When the fact that Comstock had been indicted
was made to exclude from the mails in the slave- His eyes flashed ominously, and the repulsivness of had crept about, the people in and around the
holding States every denunciation of the sum of all his evil countenance was hightened by an ugly scar district attorney's office were in great good humor,
iniquities-human slavery. The people protested across one cheek. He was accompanied by another and laughed heartily as they canvassed the probable
against the espionage put upon the mails, against the man, also an evil-looking person, but who stood result. There was a diversity of opinion in this
interference with the freedom of the press. We behind the other and seemed to be a sort of serv~nt. respect, but the unanimity of expression as to how
condemn the attempt to interfere with the mails
Despite the unceremonious manner in which these the affair should terminate was striking.
now, though it be with a very different intent, two persons had entered her apartment, and although
[Editorially Truth goes on as follows :]
because it violates the same great essential principles they were most forbidding in appearance, Mrs.
Hoffman arose politely and asked them what they
The indictment of Anthony Comstock for his
of liberty."
In the Sun of March 22, 1881, similar views are wanted. The most villainous in appearance of the as!3ault on Mrs. Hoffman comes about a year
repeat~d. We might quote to almost any extent to two then assumed a ferocious air and immediately later than it should, but it is better late than never.
charged the laily with sending obscene literature The infamous license on which Comstock has been
the same effect from the presl'l, but forbear.
Now the relevant question is, how does this Agent through the mails. The suddenness and audacious- prowling about, grubbing a hyena existence from
answer these arguments, convincing to at least a very ness of so baseless a charge, t0gether with the man's vices often of his own creation, needs some such
large and respectable body of our fellow-citizens and rascally expression and the manner in which he had check to be put upon it. Even if he escapes convicto many of our greatest and purest men? How does entered the room, almost unnerved the unprotected tion, the trial to which the indictment will lead will
he treat such men? He•answers in a way that is a woman. But she rallied and asked the fellow's inevitably reveal some details of his methods which
cannot fail to open the eyes of the people to the
disgrace and a shame to human nature. He opens his name.
He refused to giv his name, and continued his monstrous absurdity of putting such a creature on a
ever-present and congenial smut bag (he our principal smut dealer and exhibitor), whips out some dis- browbeating .manner, accusing Mrs. Hoffman of footing independent of all law him!!elf, but armed
gusting instrument of crime, and shouts, "0 you writing and sending obscene and scandalous matter with tyrannical powers over others.
If the story Mrs. Hoffman tells is true the operaLiberal Leagues, you Wright, Frothingham & Co! through the mails. He said that she had sent letters
You miscreants 'wedded to obscenity !' You are of this character to people in front of her and be- tions of Comstocjr hav a far less legitimate purpose
all really obscenists and in favor of this - - , hind her, an<l to the East and to the West. Mrs. than he givs them out as having. There is a strong
and this [pulling out his favorite smut book and Hoffman protested her innocence, but the fellow, savor of blackmail about the account Comstock's vicflourishing it in triumph]. This I took from a who she afterward learned was Anthony Comstock, tim givs of her eneounter with him. It remains to
monster who was distributing it to your daughters would listen to nothing, violently declaring that the be seen if her statements can be sustained.
In any event, tl:.e Hoffman scandal should fully
at school. This I took from a wretch who was com- lady was guilty, arid acting as if she were trying to
open the eyes of the people to the character of the
mitting an abortion. This was from the devil who confess.
Then Comstock, still acting as if toward a crimi- man who is now before the legislature demanding
left this scar on my cheek. Will you desert me
now? Will you leave society to the mercy of these nal, continueCI to accuse her of the offense charged, sovereign power over all men and women in the
moral monsters and their defenders and friends, the and £nally asked her if she did not wish to compro- land; over their personal liberty, from the letters
mise the matter. In what way he proposed to bring they write and receive, the confidences husbands
Liberals?"
Instead of kicking this dirty fraud, who insults about this pecu1iar proposition he did not say, for make to their wives and parents to their children, to
reason and decent men in this way, into the gutter, Mrs. Hoffman indignantly resented the imputation it their right to come and go about their private busias he richly deserves, he generally has it all his own contained, and again protested her utter innocence, nesses. It should show in his true colors this slinking bully of women, who dares to set himself up as a
way. His audience, "admitted by ticket," fall prqs- declaring that she had nothin~r to conceal.
Comstock then produced from his pocket a letter, censor of the morals of a nation upon which his OVi'1l
trate before him, paralyzed with horror and without
the slightest power of thought. They give him and, with a leer of triumph, handed it to the lady, existence is the foulest stain.
If after that exposure Anthony Comstock finds any
ample contributions, and worry Legislatures to pass still holding it, however, and demanded if the superhis laws from winter to winter. Is it not time for scription of the envelope was not in her handwriting. consideration for his schemes for further intrenching
She recognized it as a letter which she had written himself in his outrageous position against society, it
this wretched and stupid libel to come to an end?
Notice, too, that he slanders not only the moral to a young lady acquaintance, and replied that she will not be because his unfitness for any place but
motives but the political position of these men, had directed the envelope. Comstock pretended to one well within the reach of the laws he wants a
speaking of them as resisting the Supreme Court and chuckle with satisfaction at this, and in the same monopoly of has not been clearly shown up.
guilty of a crime in so doing. He speaks of "silly bullying manner produced two other letters and de[From 11-uth of April 13th.j
talk" in that regard as though Liberals were all manded to know if Mrs. Hoffman had not written
Comstock
Losing his Grip.
fools. Such they would be if they took no broader those as well. These were not in her handwriting,
view of the matter than he does. To them the and she promptly denied their authorship.
Comstock persists in his effort to get the Honse
question has ceased to be a legal one simply and has
Mrs. Hoffman was naturally very much fright- Committee on Charitable and Religious Societies to
become a political one. Every political party has ened at the presence of two unknown men in her report his unconstitutional bill, and in his last effort
been based upon an adverse decision of the United room, one of whom made such grave charges and he and Assemblyman Andrews came very nearly to
States court. So was it from the Alien and Sedition acted so violently, and she determined to leave the the point where words cease and blows come in, but
laws down to the Dred Scott decision. This question room. She succeeded in getting out into hall, when Andrews was not to be bullied and he got the grapewill soon be accepted as a political question by the Comstock followed her, and, seizing her by the arm, vine lock on his man and threw him to grass.
old parties or it will found a new one.
began to drag her back into the room, saying that
Andrews charged Comstock with bemg a bigot
he
had
a
warrant
for
her
arrest.
As
she
was
being
wl10
would persecute men for mere opinion's sakeTHE LEAGUE NOT IN FAVOR OF REPEAL OF ALL LAWS.
dragged in she shouted to a little girl in the house a dangerous man to entrust with power which the
Another and a very favorite libel of the Agent is to run for Captain Mount. Comstock continued regularly constituted authorities should and do hav.
that the Liberals are in favor of the repeal of all pulling her until he got her in the room, when he He charged that it had been reliably stated that
laws against obscenity and in favor of flooding the slammed the door and repeated that he had a warrant Comstock had entered the New York post-office and
opened letteri. This nettled Comstock, who sprang
mails, and indeed the whole country, with the vilest for her arrest.
She asked him to show the warrant, but he only from his seat exclaiming, "That is an infamous
filth.
This he repeats ad nauseam.
exhibited a shield, which she thinks was that of a libel, and I will not sit here and listen to it." But
There is not a word of truth in it, as the resolu- deputy sheriff. Comstock had also inquired about this in no wise nonplussed Mr. Andrews, who contions already quoted show, and as ·the bill we now Mrs. Hoffman's husband-whether he was at home tinued, pointing his finger at Comstock : "I know
ask you to substitute for his proves to you. We ask and where he was in business; also as to the places that man, gentleman of the committee, that infamous
to put a Comstock for aU the good he ·can do in every she had lived at in the city. When Comstock found wretch who rejoices in hounding men to death.
County. We ask, also, to make every policeman, that Mrs. Hoffman could not be frightened into a You, sir, hav driven innocent men and women to
suicide, but you can't bully me."
constable, postmaster, and good citizen his effective compromise he went away.
The story of Mrs. Hoffman was substantiated by
Comstock made no reply, and after apologizing to
aid and ally.
This must be effective, for if there is no offensive the little girl, Rosa Horman, whom she asked to go the committee for the warmth of temper which
matter in the States there will be none in the United for Captain Mount; and also by Mrs. Pauline Stern, Comstock's action and the bill on its merits had
States. 'fhe States can thus, as Henry Clay pointed who occupied the apartment directly beneath those brought out, Mr. Andrews closed an able argument,
out, punish the offender and put an efficient stop to of Mrs. Hoffman. The latter testified that she heard followed by Waring in favor of the bill.
It is said that several votes were taken in executiv
the evil. This was actually done by the Slave States a noise, and heard a man say, "You walk in here,
as to "i.Jlcendiary" literature. . Not a copy of tl!e Madam. I hav a warrant for your arrest," and then session of the committee on the bill, and that a deadLiberator or Tribune could get circulated from the he slammed the door. She also heard· Mrs. Hoffman lock ensued on all efforts to get the bill reported.
The chances seem to be now against the bilL
post-office in a Southern state, because of the State call to Rosa.
Comstock and Waring were also heard before the
After this Comstock" came to Mrs. Stern's room in
taws. Let us be as wise now as they were in their
hy and generation, and the evil will be remedied company with another man, and said that he had House Judiciary Committee on Col. Murphy's Spy
by State laws, without violating the Constitution or brought the assistant United States district attor- and Informers bill, and the bill having been recombringing in the very great damages and evils of giv- ney with him. He then asked her if she had heard mitted for this hearing will probably be reported
ing the United States unlimited and dangerous crim- scufliing or noise, and she told him that she had not. favorably at an early hour.
This was after Mrs. Hoffman had begun proceedings
inal jurisdiction.
Without doubting there can be no progress.This the Liberals have asked for persistently and against Comstock. He then continued to say that
consistently, and this the Agent almost bursts him- the woman up-stairs had said he refused to giv h.is .Darwin.
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he informs us that there is no proof that tbe four If such a thing did happen, Paul was very culpacanonical gospels were known or referred to prior ble not to fully and accm:ately describe the occurto the year 170. You cannot overthrow what these rence; and the same remarks will apply to Mark
D. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
and John. If the body of Jesus was taken up into
men have written.
heaven,
and if they wrote a truthful account of
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R.
With all the assurance of an oracle you make the
astonishing assertion that "the books [the four what took place, they could not have ignored this
gospels] were inspired and authoritative from the most remarkable and most important event of all.
Ths largest and cheapest RrdicaZ Journal, :published in Europe moment they were first published without the sanc- By no mention being made of it by John, by Mark,
or ArMrica, CIJTii;wi,ning nearly s6!Jen hundred SIJIUWe mches rrwre tion of any haman assembly." I pronounce this as and by Paul, there are the best of reasons for conof rerding matter tlw;n, any otlwr jou1'1Ul], of its lcind.
untrue, and ask you by what authority you can say cluding that no such event ever took place; and I
that either of them was written by inspiration? Not must insist that no writing of the first century made
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 23, 1881. one of the writers states, or even claims, that he was any allusion to it. Li~e _the. immaculate conc~ption
inspired, and nothing in the productions th~ms~lves and being born of a VIrgm, It was. wholly an I~ven
gives the slightest proof that they were mspired. tion of the second century. In view of all this, let
Our Tenth Letter to Mr. :Mair.
The "inspiration" is simply a dogma of the church. me say that, compared with what you term the
" extreme rashness of assertion of Infidel bias" and
MR. G. M. M.ilR, IJear Sir: I notice how dex- The production o~ a poet ?r a~! o~ator often b~ars of Infidel "blunders," Christian rashness and Chrisevidence
of
what
IS
called
mspiratwn-a
somethmg
trously you try to dodge the many quotations which
tian blunders east those of Infidels far in the shade.
I gave you in my last, and have come to the conclu- superior to ordinary effort; but the gospels .are You Christians bear away the palm.
bungling,
imperfect,
contradictory
nan·atives,
with
sion that you would be a pretty artful dodger if no
It pleases you more than once to dwell upon the
one interfered with you. But however much agility not the first indication that there is any inspiration
about
them,
but
numerous
indications
that
they
testimony
which Celsus and Porphyry are supposed
you display in this line, I can hardly let you have
your own way altogether. I am a little amused, if could not have been inspired by a being of infinite to have given of the authenticity of the four gospels.
not surprised, to see how cavalierly you attempt truth and wisdom. The claim that "they were I am not aware that they gave any such testimony,
with one swoop to throw overboard such men as Dr. authoritative from the moment they were first pub- and even if they did, it would amount to no more
Middleton, Mosheim, Greg, Prof. Newman, Judge lished without the sanction of any human assembly," than the testimony of any other two men who knew
Waite, Dr. Davidson, Dr. Whiston, the Rev. James is equally untrue. The fact that Irenreus made a nothing about it. They did not live in the days of
Martineau, Archbishop Wake, Bishop Marsh, and labored and silly argument in their defense about the apostles. They did not see those books written,
several others. Do you, indeed, think yourself a the year 170 (and that was the first time the fom· nor had they the least knowledge who wrote them.
personage of sufficient caliber, with a single twist of gospels had been mentioned), that Origen, fifty years Even if they yielded their tacit assent that they
the wrist, to toss all these recognized able writers later, made out the first accepted list of New Testa- were written by those whose names they bear they
aside ? If you so consider yourself it is quite pos- ment books, and that several councils were subse- had no more grounds for doing so than millions of
quently called to settle the question of the canon, others have had since ·their day. Whatever they
sible that others may estimate you differently.
Even if you possess this ability, I submit that it utterly disproves it. The last of these councils was knew of the writers of those books, they certainly
is hardly generous in you to pronounce the Rev. held as late as the year 680, when the decisions of did not believe them, and if they are the best auJohn W. Chadwick, though indeed " a townsman" the previous council were considerably reversed. It thorities you have to depend upon to uphold your
of yours, "a man of shallow scholarship." May I is asserted that at one of these councils-" geese and dubious gospels, your cause is weak indeed. Besides,
ask you how much you know about his scholarship, cranes "-when the inspiration of the several books when it is remembered that all that was written by
and whether you have a reliable meter by which you was settled by vote, that ascribed to Luke was those two men was destroyed by the Christians,
measure the scholarship of others? Allow me to admitted by a single vote. If that is so, its inspira- your reference to them is in questionable taste.
Yes, I still deny that the canonical gospels can
differ with you a trifle about Mr. Chadwick's schol- tion must be accepted as rather "thin."
You taunt me with using second-hand quotations justly claim any superiority over the others on the
arship. On the Bible he has shown himself extremely well read, and I pronounce him better authority "unworthy of. credence." Indeed, must I manufac- score of inspiration, reliability, and straightforward
upon that subject than fifty thousand of the ortho- ture my quotations and not use any that have been narration. One set appears to be as well written as
dox clergymen of our country. He <iloes not claim used before? Was there anything in the terms of the other, and neither can boast of superior ability.
to have originated all that he has given us in his our discussion stipulating that I should quote nothing One is as apocryphal as the other. They are about
"Bible of To-Day," but duly gives credit to Ewald, that had been quoted before? Would my quota- of a piece, and all of them not of as much real value
Kuenen, DeWitte, Knappert, and others than whom tion be any more reliable were such a rule agreed as one chapter from Humboldt, Lyell, or Proctor.
You speak of Cerinthus and Matthew, but let me
probably no abler Bible students have lived. Mr. to? Or does it destroy the truth of a quotation to
Chadwick's book will undoubtedly live and be ap- give it the second time? "Unworthy of cre- assure you that there is no proof that Cerinthus knew
dence," indeed ! That fling is most uncolirteous and anything about the gospel or story ascribed to Matpreciated long after his traducers are forgotten.
· Your slur cast at Dr. Davidson will hardly serve ancalled for. My quotations have been from the thew, now occupying the first place in the New Testo send him entirely to oblivion. He is one of the best of sources, and are, in my candid opinion, far tament. There might have been an older story or
ablest divines of Great Britain, and your fling at his more truthful than the system which you advocate. version sometimes called the gospel according to the
title of D.D. seems hardly in good taste. Is a de- And do you quote no authorities whom others have Hebrews, and sometimes the gospel of Matthew, and
gree of scholarship obtained at one of the first insti- quoted? Are all your quotations first-hand and which was known to the Jewish sect, the Ebionites,
tutions of learning in the world a thing of no worth? none of them second-hand? As to the " credence" but it certainly was not the gospel now ascribed to
The very fact that he was one of the number selected of your authorities and mine, we will leave it with Matthew; the former was in the Hebrew, while our
gospel of Matthew was written in Greek and was
to write the articles of the Encyclopedia Britannica is our readers to settle.
sufficient guarantee of his scholarship and reliability.
With a flourish of trumpets you quote some pas· not translated from the Hebrew. Matthew could not
His decision that "oral tradition was the chief foun- sages from Paul, and t~eem to imagine that you have write Greek, and never wrote the gospel which the
tain of Christian knowledge," will probably be al- demolished my claim that Paul made no reference Christian world has been taught to believe he wrote.
lowed 'to stand as an axiom of truth despite your to the physical resurrection and ascension of Jesus. The learned authorities agree that the canonical goseffort to overthrow it.
I cannot think you have accomplished it. Let me pel was never translated from the Hebrew, but was
In like manner your attempts to disparage Greg, assure you that when Paul talked about the resur- written originally in Greek, and that the Ebionites
Prof. Newman, and Judge Waite are equally unsuc- rection of Jesus, and of his being seen by the disciples could not use a Greek manuscript. If Matthew ever
cessful. They have spent many years of their and himself, he meant a spiritual resurrection; that did write a gospel-which is a matter of very great
lives in close study of the literature pertaining to the he meant not the body which was born of Mary and doubt-it was in Hebrew, and was lost nearly eight.
books of the New Testament and the history of the was placed upon the cross, and which became a mass een hundred years ago and has never been seen
early Fathers of the church; and in view of this fact of dead flesh; he referred to the immortal part-the since. The most reasonable conclusion is that there
let us hope you will spare them a little of the repu- spirit. In contradistinction to the Sadducees, a was an old, brief gospel a.scribed to Matthew, as
tation they have justly earned. If you cannot be numerous sect of the Jews, he believed in a state of all the gospels, to give them weight and character
entirely merciful, be as merciful as you can.
existence after death, when the spirit survives the among the credulous, were ascribed to one of the
I perceive that it is extremely easy for you to decomposition of the body. There are no grounds apostles or their companion~, and was usually called
discredit and decry any author that cannot con- for believing that when he claims to have had a the gospel according to the Hebrews, but was not
tract his mind to accept all you do. If he can- vision of Jesus while on his way to Damascus the one now named after Matthew. This last one,
not believe that a person is his own father, or is as he beheld the physical body which was scourged and I repeat, was gotten up in the second century, never
old as his father, you readily set him down as one impaled; and from the narration in Acts ix, Paul was seen by Matthew, and never was written in
whose opinion is unworthy of consideration. If he saw nothing. It says, "Suddenly there shined round Hebrew.
is a Unitarian he must necessarily be untruthful; if about him a light from heaven, and he fell to the
There is no proof that anybody earlier than Irenrehe is a Quaker he is not to be quoted; while if he earth, and he heard a voice." It does not say that us ever saw the present gospel of Matthew, and that
should chance to be an unbeliever, an Infidel, he is he saw Jesus either in body or spirit, and that the after his time the gospel of the Hebrews was not seen
not to be tolerated at all among authors. Nobody men with him heard the voice, but saw no man. It or known. Ahd right here it must be stated as a fact
must quote him or regard him with favor. Now all is evident that Paul meant that he saw Jesus in that if Matthew ever did write a gospel narrative,
this may be eminently Christian, but it is not fair or spirit. Had the body of Jesus been there, the com- and God wished him to do it, and helped him at the
just. I cannot see why a partial or total unbeliever panions of Paul would undoubtedly have seen it.
job, he was very careless about the preservation of
in the dogmas of Christianity is not fully as worthy
The anti-corporeal or anti-physical resurrection it, for like many of the other narratives or gospels
• of belief and respect as though he swallowed which Paul believed in can be correctly gathered of a similar kind it was utterly lost, and a new one
the entire Thirty-Nine Articles, with his mouth from his remarks on the subject further along in the had to be gotten up by somebody else in the second
agape asking for more. No, no; I cannot relinquish same fifteenth chapter of First Corinthians from century and christened Matthew. The current gospel
my authorities at your dictum. I shall persistently which you quoted, where he shows the resurrection is evidently a compilation, the same events being readhere to them unless you show them to be false.
to be spiritual, and not physical, and that flesh and peated in an unskilful manner and not as a good
If you are allowed to make such assertions as you blood cannot inherit the kingdom of heaven. If we writer would naturally perform his labor. That
please, to parade your orthodox authorities whose credit him with the correct meaning of the language Matthew never wrote and never saw the book now
opinions come up to the accepted standard, and are he used, he could have had no allusion to a physical bearing his name is one of the most palpable truths
permitted to throw overboard all who have not the resurrection of Jesus. He could not be so mistaken ever uttered. And Mr. Davidson is right when he
requisite measure of j"aith, or whose testimony is as to think a physical body could pass through the says, " Oral tradition was the chief foundation of
damaging to your pet theory, you can doubtless walls of a house and enter a room without the door Christian knowledge."
.
establish it for truth that the four canonical gospels being opened. But in opposition to all evidence,
Midst all the myths, doubt, uncertainty, and utter
were written by the four names attached to them, you choose to insist that Paul believed in a physical want of historical connection in the story of Jesus
and that they were in the hands of the apostolic and resurrection.
·
and his believers, the most natural conclusion to arChristian Fathers and believers all along in the first
What about his allusion -to the physical ascen- rive at is that the Christian sect grew out of the sect
and second nenturies. But nothing of the kind is sion of Jesus's body up into heaven ? Will you of the Essenes of Judea and the Therapeuts of Egypt,
the truth. Dr. Davidson is eminently con·ect when be kind enough to point out the passages where and that the religious writings of the two older sects
he says, "Oral tradition was the chief fountain of ·Paul asserted the physical ascension? If Jesus were appropriated by the newer sect, as EusebiushimChristian knowledge," and that "the formation of a really ascended bodily up into heaven, it was the self seemed to believe when he said some of the gospels
Catholic church and of a canon was simultaneous," most remarkable event that ever took place-a came from Egypt. I have before spoken of the close
and so is Prof. Newman, when, after long research, wonderful finale to a short and wonderful career. resemblance between the teachings of the Therapeuts
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and Essenes and many passages in the gospels, and
am sorry that I have not the room to quote fifty or
more instances of this in addition to those already
indicated, which I could easily do, thereby showing
that the real source of the gospels was those older,
strict, self-denying religious sects. There might
have been a humble, illiterate, inoffensive individual by the name of Jesus, but he was not the personage whom the Christians of the second century
devised; he was not born of a virgin, he had a natural father, he did not perform miracles, he was not
taken up bodily into heaven. All these things were the
inventions of the crafty zealots of the second century,
and I again repeat that there is no proof that any of
these things were even claimed in the first century.
Of Jesus it may be said, as of many who lived before him and since, that he is a progressive character; he grows better by age, as those who believe
in him increase in knowledge and the better qualities
of which humanity is capable. At first he was a
crude, natural sort of person, and has been growing
more refined, more exalted, more faultless and perfect,
even down to the present ·day. It is the same with
Yahweh-miscalled Jehovah-of the Jews. At first
he was a crude, irrascible, impatient, impetuous, cruel,
blood-thirsty character, who delighted in the sacrifice of thousands of innocent animals for his pleasure, and who ordered and directed the most bloody
war operations on many occasions, and delighted in
slaying hundreds of thousands of his own creatures.
He delighted to call himself the "Lord of Hosts,"
the" God of War," and the "God of Battles," It
seemed to suit him better to see rivers of blood flowing than anything else, but he has been improving
somewhat, in taste, disposition, and propensities, for
three thousand years, until now he does not wish
sheep, rams, heifers, and bulls to be slaughtered and
burnt for him to smell of and look upon, nor does he
delight in war, carnage, and human bloodshed so
much as he used to; and even some of his adulators
go so far as to say that he is a God of peace and love
and wishes men to live together on the earth in a
friendly, peaceful manner. It is a cause for gratitude that all the gods which men have devised seem
to improve from century to century in the qualities
that adorn mankind. This is a proof that all the gods
believed in over the world are just about what their
makers make them. If the makers are cruel, bloodthirsty, and revengeful, their gods will be so too;
and when the makers grow civilized, refined, humane,
and gentle, their gods do the same. Let us be glad
that the gods can follow in the lead of progressive
human beings, and not always remain on the crude,
animal plain w.here the race once stood. It looks
more and more as though mankind will :1fter a while
get so far progressed that they will be able to get
along without any god at all save the glorious old
universe, of which they are a part. Brahma, Vishnu,
Ormuzd, Fohi, Jove, Yahweh, and Jesus,· when that
day comes, can retire from business, and leave mankind to follow ~ut the good intentions and kindly
dispositions inlierent in them; or they will become
so progressed, ethereal, beautiful, and non-combative
as to be of not the slightest injury or danger to the
human race.
Your effort to sustain Irenreus strikes me as not
strong. The old Father doubtless had zeal enough,
but it is hard to escape the conviction that he was
-either a liar or a fool. I must insist that the absurd
reasons which he gave why there should be just four
gospels and no more-the fact, you will remember,
he was the first to discover-was because there were
four principal winds, four corners of the earth, and
because Christ sat in the midst of cherubim with
four faces. When the facts are kept in view that
the winds blow from every point of the compass,
that there are no eorners to the earth, and thatcherubim with four faces were never seen, Irenreus's
senseless authority for four gospels is not worth a
straw. · If his four gospels are no truer than his reasons for them, they are not worthy a moment's consideration. His pretended quotation from John how
that in the future every vine should have ten thoasand shoots, every shoot ten thousand branches,
every branch ten thousand twigs, every -twig ten
thousand clusters, every cluster ten thousand grapes,
yielding each twenty-five measures of wine, is most
untrue, for nothing of the kind is in John. And how
ridiculous the statement ! By a slight practice in
multiplication you will see that every vine would
yield 10,000,000,000,000,000 clusters of ten thousand
grapes each; far more than (lll the vines of the
earth have produced. A man capable of such arguments, and making such statements, is very unsafe
authority fov preexisting gospels or anything pertaining to them. He must indeed be a lunatic or a
great falsifier. ·And it is upon the testimony of this
man more than any other that we are asked to believe that four gospels were given from God for the
salvation of the world.
Excuse him as you please, it must be admitted
that if the first three canonical gospels convey the
truth that the ministry of Jesus lasted but one year,
Irenreus must hav falsified wheu he stated that it
was twenty years. The fourth gospel splitting the
difference and making it from four to seven years
does not help the misrepresentation of Irenreus. · By
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the whole we see how unreliable the story is. If the tion. But there is so much uncertainty about it all
first publisher of the four gospels could do no aetter that it will not do to let our admiration and cred-ulity
than make the ministry of Jesus twenty times longer have too much rein-they might carry us too far.
than it was his character for truth and accuracy
When we think how difficult it is, even in this age
must have been very bad indeed.
of advancement, and with all the improvements we
In leaving the subject of the canon and the early possess, to get accurate reports of what is said by
Fathers I will take the space to quote a few pas- the numerous speakers who talk to us, even though
sages from the article "Bible," Encyclopedia Brit- the matter is put down within twelve hours from
annica, by the Rev. W. Robertson Smith, Professor the time when it is spoken, we can realize how imof Hebrew, Free Church College, Aberdeen, Scot- probable it is that the teachings of Jesus were corland. Like yourself he accepts the teachings of rectly reported when they were not written till
Calvin, and you will hardly toss him over with the three, four, and five generations after the remarks
Unitarians and Infidels. Here are his words, and were made. When we now have a good phonothey were doubtless penned with great care: "What graphic reporter, and he works with rapidity, he can
Matthew really wrote in Aramaic was different from manage to take down a good share of what a speaker
the book which now bears his name.
All the utters, and then at his leisure can write it out in full,
earliest external evidence points to the conclusion and thus the speaker's remarks be pretty fully rethat the synaptical gospels are non-apostolic digests ported; but eighteen hundred years ago, over there
of spoken and written apostolic tradition, and that m Ju~ea, they knew nothing about phonographic
the earlier material in orderly form took place only report~ng, an? we have no account of any notes of
gradually in many ways. With this the internal any kmd bemg taken of what Jesus said. The
evidence agrees. The three first gospels are often in shortest period which Christians claim transpired
such remarkable accord, even in miracles and acci- between the time that Jesus spoke and when his
dental points of expression, that it is certain either remarks were written out was from thirty to siXty
that they copied one another, or that all have some years (while the real facts are that our four gospels
sources in common.
It appears from what were. not written till a hundred and fifty years after
we have already seen that a considerable portion of the time the speeches of Jesus are said to have been
the New Testament is made up of writings not di- delivered, and everybody dead and decomposed who
rectly apostolic, and a main problem of criticism is lived at the time). We can judge how difficult it
to determine the relation of these writings, especially would be for any one to write out a correct report of
of the gospels, to apostolic teaching and tradition. his many discourses and teachings on various occaBefore this time (the close of the second sions and in various places. If this was deferred
century) the evidence is less comple'te. All our for one hundred years, and nobody alive who saw or
knowledge of the period that lies between the heard the speaker, the difficulty of getting a correct
apostles and the great teachers of the old Catholic report would be very greatly increased. The probachur0h towards the close of the second century is bilities are that under such circumstances the refragmentary. We possess but scanty remains of the marks would be given wholly unlike their utterance,
literature, and the same criticism which seeks to if they were ever uttered, and entirely unworthy of
bring down many New Testament books into this reliance.
But for the sake of the examination of the re
period questions the genuineness of many of the
writings which claim to date from the first half of ported teachings of Jesus we will, for the time
the second century, and so are appealed to by con- being, take the report of his words as being correct,
servative writers.
The analysis of the and endeavor to see if there are not some defects
New Testament is the resurrection of early parties in his teachings, as well as imperfections in his conin the church, each pursuing itl!l own tendency by the duct. I take the position that his teachings fell
aid of literary fiction.
This dubious short on many occasions of the highest morality,
margin to the canon was of very uncertain limits, and that his conduct was unworthy a God of infinite
and Clement of Alexandria still uses many apocry- power and wisdom.
I will first make a brief review of the teachings
phal books which found no acknowledgment in other
parts of the church. Gradually the list of books of Jesus, as recorded in the New Testament, that we
which have even a disputed claim to authority is cut may see how they comport with the common sense
down." Again he says: "The original copies of the and the best idea .of morals of our time. It is all
New Testament writings were probably written on I will have space to do now. The beatitudes
papyrus, and were so soon worn out by frequent use ascribed to him are in part very good, but in part
that we do not possess any historical notice of their they appear to me defective, both in morals and
existence.
To detail all the sources of good judgment.
1. It cannot be regarded as moral teaching to disvarious readings would be out of place; it may suffice to mention in addition to what has already been suad<l men from being industrious, frugal, and provisaid, that glosses, or notes originally written in the dent. The advice to "take no thought for the m0rmargin, very often ended by being taken into the row" is tantamount to telling people not to prepare
text, and that the custom of reading the scriptures for winter, not to sow and plant crops, and for the
in public worship naturally brought in liturgical young and middle-aged to lay up nothing for sickadditions, such as the doxology of the Lord's Prayer, ness and old age. It was virtually teaching the
while the commencement of an ecclesiastical lesson worst form of thriftlessness and mendicancy; it is
torn from its proper context had often to be supple- just the doctrine that savages, tramps, and beggars
mented by a few explanatory words, which soon act upon, and is the opposite to what would suit an
industrious man who prudently looks forward and
came to be regarded as part of the original."
Comments on the foregoing extracts are hardly provides for the coming needs. Those are the most
necessary, as they confirm many of the claims of praiseworthy and virtuous who spend their time in
less conservative writers, and go to show that the doing good to those around them, and are careful
authenticity andreliability of our gospels are of a to make suitable provision for winter, for sickness,
very uncertain character, and that the chances for and for old age. Those are the most useless and
changes and corruptions were numerous and great. reprehensible who spend their time in idleness, who
When all this is taken into consideration with the neither toil nor spin, and make not the slightest
fact that in the first two centuries there were numer- preparation for the wants which are sure to come.
ous sects of Christianity, some of whom-the The first course is productive of comfort, happiness,
Gnostics-denied the humanity of Christ, insisting and virtue, while the latter will surely lead to want,
that he was only a divine spirit and possessed not a wretchedness, and crime.
2. A wise and faultless teacher would not instruct
corporeal form at all, while others again denied his
divinity, holding that he was only a man, and was people to cut off their right hands and to pluck out
not more divine than other human beings, the very their eyes. If an instructor should carry out this
great uncertainty and the great want of historical practice it would be most foolish and immoral.
3. To pay a premium for theft is far from good
truth is painfully apparent. There are indeed very
slight grounds for giving credence to the story morality. The injunction to give the cloa):r to him
who stole the coat just amounts to this. It is a
which the gospels set forth.
premium for crime.
THE FOURTH THESIS.
4. It did not indicate the highest morality or
Here I have nearly reached the close of my letter, excellence when he said he came not to bring peace,
and have yet said nothing about our fourth thesis, but a sword. Few are so ignorant of goodness as to
which reads thus: "The teachings of Jesus are de- think war is more productive of virtue than peace.
5. It was not virtue nor morality that prompted
fective in morals, intelligence, and scientific information; and so far as they are of value, his moral pre- him to advise his disciples to sell their garment and
cepts and teachings were equaled by many sages buy a sword. Garments are useful to protect the
and teachers who preceded him. The Bible itself was body, but swords are to inflict injury upon others.
6. It is very questionable morality that moved
written by men illy informed in scientific knowledge,
and does not harmonize with the facts and principles Jesus to comman-d his followers to hate fathers,
mothers, brothers, sisters, wives, and children. Other
of nature known to be true.
great
teachers had preached love instead of hatred.
Much is to be said i:n proof of these positions,
7. A truly kind and genial personage would not
but I can say but little in the brief space left of
this letter.
I will merely remark that much call a woman a dog when she asked him to do a
that is attributed to Jesus is beautiful, and his life, kindness to her sick child.
8. It is not an indication of superlative excellence
as it is presented to us, has many characteristics
worthy of admiration. His genial disposition, his and benignity to say, "Those, mine enemies, which
usual mildness of character, his fondness for chil- would not that I should reign over them, bring
dren, his love for his fellow-beings, his desire to hither and slay before me."
_9. It is not the mark of benignity, kindness, and
impart to them the highest truths he possessed, if
(Concluded onpag~ 264.)
truthfully represented 1 all command our admira-
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with which they came in contact; and thus, by holding various substances in the hand, could feel their
medical influence upon the constitution and realize
it as fully as if they had been swallowed, even recognizing the peculiar taste in the mouth.
·
Reply to .Mr. Bennett's Eighth Letter.
In
this
latitude
ab_o?-t
one-fou~th
of
the
c_ommunity
coNCLUDED.
are capable of reahzmg such mfluences m various
Your friends have led you into the grossest error could be.
degrees, and from one-tenth to one-twentieth posnor can I i~agine a statement that conveys a mor~
Still I might ask you if you really believe that sess this power to an extent which. qualifies them
erroneous view of the actual state of the case. Says Hermas ever boasted to the Lord in prayer that all fm' very interesting experiments and investigations,
Thomas Hartwell Horne, from whom I observe you his life he had lived in .dissimulation and hypocrisy? which have sometimes been applied to the investigamake a slight quotation, referring to the fourth cen- Where is it contained in his works? In what chap- tion of medicins.
tury and the catalogue of the New T-estament com- ter and verse?
Those who are most highly endowed with these
piled in that century, "we have not fewer than ten
You charge that Tremens was a hypocrite and sensibilities and petceptiv powers not only feel
distinct. catalogues of these books. Six agree ex- unworthy of belief because he remarked the an- medical impressions, but feel every physiological,
actly WI~h our presen.t canon, namely, the lists of al-ogy between the four gospels and the four mental, or pathol?gical impression which proceeds
Athanasms (A. D. 315); Epiphanius (.A.. D. 370); Je- winds, the four corners of the earth, the four fro~ a human bei~g, _and are therefore capable of
r?me (A. D. 392); Rufinus (A. D. 390); Augustine, rivers of Paradise, the four rings of the ark of makmg exact descnptwns of character and constitubishop of Hippo in Africa (A. D. 394); and~ of the the covenant, and the four animals described in tion, or diagnoses· of disease. The most successful
forty-four bishops assembled in the third council of Ezekiel i, 5-10. I cannot see that this is conclusive physicians everywhere are those who possess this
Carthage (at which Augustine was present, A.D. 397). proof of your charge, especially since I fully believe power.
Of the other four catalogues, those of Cyril, bishop that there is a true analogy in the latter. I know
But, what is most remarkable, the impression of
of Jeru~alem (A. D. 340), of the bishops of the council that from a mistaken construction of Jno. viii, 57, mentality, physiological life, or disease, does not
o~LllodiCea (A.D. 3~4), and of Gregory, of Nazianzum, where the Jews told Christ that he was not yet fifty requ_ire ~ontact with ~he person. Every piece of
b1shop of Constantmople (A. D. 375), are the same with years of age, Irenreus supposed that the Savior was wntmg IB charged with that peculiar emanation
our canon, excepting that the Revelation is omitted. really that age. I fail, however, to see that this of the. will and t~e nervous system which conveys to
a!ld Philaster, or Philastrius, bishop of Brixia or Bres~ makes him a hypocrite.
the mmd the entue personality of the individual as
CJa (A. D. 380), in his list omits the Epistle to the HeYou assert that the autographs of the New Testa- effectivly as if in contact with himself. This disbrews and the Revelation, though he acknowledged ment never were and never could be seen by any covery, which l made ih the winter of 1842-3 was
both ?f these books in other parts of his works." one of w:hom we know. But Tertullian, who was immediately taught to my classe!l in New York and
I might remark here that the extreme caution of born about A. D. 160, says distinctly that the origi- Bost?~' and _has become so widely diffused that many
~he e~rly church in guarding the genuineness and nals might be seen in his day by any one who would physiCians giv psychometric descriptions of the dismtegnty of the books of the New Testament is go to the various churches to which they were re- eases of those who write to them and are able to
·
shown by the research and tests to which these two spectively addressed.
prescribe upon the basis ofpsychometry as well as if
books were put until they were undoubtedly proved
It seems to me a hopeless task to attempt to deny they had seen and examined the patient.
to be genuine.
th~ ge~uineness of the gospels. Even Infidels on
. Others who practice psychometry for the descripPrevious to the above-named writers Eusebius this pomt cannot agree. The celebrated Lord Boling- tiOn of character respond to any communication sent
~rigen, Gregory. bishop of Neo Cresarea, Dionisiu~ broke considers that "It is out of dispute that we them, and giv descriptions much more accurate and
bishop of Alexandria, Cyprian of Carthage (mar- hwe in our hands the gospels of Matthew and John, delicate than any which can be given by phrenologityred A. D. 258), all bear the same witness. But ·who gave themselves out for eye and ear 10itnesses of cal examination of the head. The truth is. the
surely further quotations would be redundant..
all that Christ did arid taught. That two channels
prel!ology of _Gall . and Sp~rz~eim is so incomplete
."No on~ pr~t~nds," you say, "that Origen was in- were as sufficient as four to conveythose doctrines to a sCience that Its faithful scientific application would
spired to chscnmmate between the false and the true the. world, and to preserve them in their original frequently lead to error, and the only phrenologists
that th~ bishops _and_priests composing the COlli~ punty. The manner, too, in which these evangelists who hav m':ch sncc~ss are. those who possess a fair .
CJl of LaodiCea were mspued to accept his selection." recorded them was much better adapted to the pur- psychometnc capaCity, ~hiCh guards them against
No one does, nor is it a fact that the council of pose than that of Plato or even of Xenophon to pre- the errors of mere cramoscopy and leads them into
Laodicea servilely accepted his selection. But Ori- serve the _doctrines of Socrates" (Bolingbroke's much more subtle and accurate descriptions.
gen and the Christians before his time and those works, vol. IV, p. 390, quoted by Horne).
. The power of psychometry as applied to autographs
present at the council of Laodicea, could decide on
I need not write further on this topic: it would be g1vs us the full command of the character of the
t~e. fact as. to whether these books were written by merely repetition or elaboration of what was cona.b~ent as well as the present, the dead as well as the
tueJr a~cred1ted authors and determine according to tained in my last letter. To the reader who is hvmg, and reveals the true character and interior
the eviden~e pr~sen~ed . before them. witl:iout any desirous of further search, let him read, if he will, motivs of all who hav flourished in history.
n~ed for claim to mspuatwn. And this was all they the books you have quoted from, Greg, F. W. NewHe~ce it becomes th_e il~uminator of all history
did. The books themselves were inspired ·and man, and others, but if he is honest he will read
and.
b~ography, and a fa~r tnbunal for the judgment
3:uthorit~tive from the moment they were first puh- the abl~ and exhaustive arguments of Paley, Horne,
of hvmg characters, whiCh would enable us to select
ln;hed without the sanction of any human assembly. Lardner, and others after these, who have examined
men for the highest. offices, to choose judiciously our .
. Next follows alleged quotations from sources as the Infide~ity ~nd its arguments of to-day; if he be
own personal asso~Iates, and to determin with great
drverse (and I _had almost said as grotesque) as Penn an honest mqmrer I have no fear of the issue. But certamty the questiOn of guilt or innocence which is
the Quaker, Tmdal the martyr, Cooper (I judge an which is more conclusive than all, I recommend hi~
so _often puzzling to a jury from the inadequacy of
Infidel), and a delightful merlley of Luther, Calvin, to a careful perusal of the Bible, the word of God
Erasmus, Evanson, Bauer, Eichhorn, and other Ger- which "is quick and powerful, and sharper than an; evidence.. A good psychometer could determin in
twenty mmutes the question of the guilt or innocence
ma ns,PUnitaria~ism, Swedenborgianism, Catholicism, two-edged sword, piercing even to the dividing ?~ Whittaker, which has so long puzzled the authoranc
rotestantism, the relevancy of which I am asunder o_f soul. and spirit, and of the joints and mar~tleB at West Point. A distinguished lawyer writing
unable to comprehend. This I judge is sufficient row, and IB a discerner of the thoughts and intents
m the Albany La10 Journal of February 5th dereas_on for surrendering it to the reader uncriticised. of the heart."
mands for psychometry a legal recognition as one of
I might say, t~ough, in reference to your last clause,
Awaiting your further remarks on the fourth propthe branches o~ knowledge in which courts may apthat I, determmed opponent of Catholicism as I am OSitiOn, I am yours truly,
G. M. ~LuR.
peal to t~e testimony of experts. There is no other
as a system, do not consider the "Catholic" Bible as
me~h?d m some case~ by which to determin the
wholly unreliable, but merely as in some places a
validity of documents m which forgery is suspected
wrongly-translated copy of the word of God and I
but cannot be proved.
·
think my view is the sentiment of Prptestanti~m.
The powe_r of psychometry has been known to
The "ridiculous errors of translation" and "the
~he most enlightened and progressiv minds ever since
Psychometry.
many and conspicuo~s additions" do not escape your
1ts announc~ment .. Bayard Taylor published some
pen. From the testimony of able scholars it would
The advent of psychometry in the world of science remar~able IllustratiOns of this power, and the Rev.
seem that the substitution of cable for camel in Mark has be~n very. modest and quiet. It is thirty-eight Jno. P1erp?nt, a graceful poet as well as a bold dex, 25 would be your ridiculous error. I grant you that ye_ars smce I ~hscovered, demonstrated by public and fender of liberty and tl"uth, paid the following tribhere and there a f~w passages like 1 John v, part of pnvate expenments, and published fully the science ~te to psychometry in his poem on "Progress," deverses 7 and 8, whiCh have crept in, probably from the and art of psychometry, which, if it is what all its livered at the 150th anniversary of Yale about thirty
ca~e~essness of some copyist who copied the words ?ultivators believe, is destined to lead. the van of years ago:
ongmally put on the margin as an explanatory note. mtellectual progress for many centuries and to revoHowever, it is the testimony of the best Greek and lutionize all progressiv sciences.
" But much, Daguerre, as has thy genius done
Hebrew scholars that there are but very few such
Yet. no college or universi~y has taken cognizance
In educating thus Latona's son
lP thus educing in the god of light
and they make n~ alteration in a single doctrine~ of th1~ matt~r as yet. It IB presented only in the
1he power to paint so at a single sight,
Nor ?a? such a thmg ever be rendered impossible, EclectiC Medical. College of this city in my own
Buchanan has transcended thee as far
and It IB no more an argument against the divine departme?t, and It _would be difficult to learn anyAs _the sun's face outshines the polar star.
origi~ of the Bible than it would be against the thmg of It from lexi_cons or cyclopedias, except from
Thine art can catch and keep what meets the eye
genumeness of Demosthenes or Cicero, Bacon or Johnson's. Cyclopedia, which contains in its suppleHis sci~nce subjects that far deeper lie.
'
Shakspere, that similar interpolations creep into ment a ~nef, yet clear, statement of the principles
T~y s~ill shows up the face, the outward whole,
H1s smence measm·es and reveals the soul·
of the sCience.
·
·
their texts.
Thy SJ!bjects must be present, his muy be'
I would not quote Calmet. It suggests the dis- . The reason for al~ thi_s is that I hav made very
Sun~ m the depth of the mysterious sea.
covery which a Swedish Infidel is said to have made little .effort for the diffu_swn of the science beyond
Their bodies may hav moldered into dust
on entering Voltaire's library after the latter's death. occasiOnal lectures and Its presentation to medical
Their spirits long hav mingled with the j~t
Ther~ he fou~d ~ volume by Calmet refuting the classes. Eve;ry observer of human progress knows
Made perfect. Yet if one has left behind
A written page whereon the mind
pro~ment obJeCtiOns of Infidelity to Christianity. tha_t new and ma.rvelous discoveries are resolutely
Has bee~?' poured out through pencil, paint, or pen,
Agamst the statements of objections the great resisted, and. reqmr~ great exertion even to procure
That w:1tt~n p~~ shall summon back again
French Infidel had drawn lines to make them them a candid h~armg. The principles of psychomThe wnter s spmt; pressed upon the brow
conspicuous, but he had paid no attention to the etry were fully Illustrated by myself in Buchanan's
Or by the han~ of many living now,
reply. It was from this book that the author of the Journal. of'l}fan over thirty years ago, and by Prof.
It shall the wnter's character disclose-" ~hil?sophical Dic_tionary" had copied many of his Denton m his wonderful volumes entitled "The Soul
His powers, ~is weaknesses, his joys, his woes
The man!-y ~rr, the sycophantic smile,
'
obJeCtiOns _to. the B~ble. I am afraid, sir, that many of Things," and I expect to issue a small volume on
The patrwt s valor and the traitor's wile
of the Chnstian wnters you quote from, if you read the subject this year.
Mysterious science! that has now displayed
them at all, it is for a like purpose.
Psychometry means etymologically soul-measuring
' How fearfully and wonderfully made'
In regard to the good or bad charaeter of the ~nd app_lies to measur~ng the po'_Vers of the soul by
Is man, that even his touch can catch the mind
Christian Fathers, I shrink from becoming a mere I~presswu, or measurmg all thmgs by the impresThat long has left material things behind 1
defender of men. Nor would it be necessary siOn they make on the soul.
Fearful the th?u~hL that when my clay is cold,
And the next Jub1lee has o'er it rolled,
to an unbiased mind in this case, for. you have
My initial discovery was made in 1841-the disT~e very page that I am tracing now
.
adduced no proof of the evil things you have covery that pers~ms of a_sensitiv: orga~ization could
With tardy fingers and with careworn brow
allegBd ..II.!A:I.i.ust the Christians whose names are feel and appreCiate an 1mpress10n from anything
To other brows by other fingers pressed '

lliscussiot(;

o:

1

mentioned in your last letter. Your quotations are
second-hand and unworthy of credence, since you
give no references whereby they may be tested. I
can only say that if any reader accepts such allegations without further proof than an irresponsible ipse
dixit they are more credulous than any Christian ever
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Shall tell the world not what I had been deemed,
Nor what I passed for, nor what I had seemed,
But what I was. Believe it, friends, or not,
To this high point of p7'0f17'e88 hav we got,
We stamp ourselvs on every page we write!
Send you a note to China or the Pole,
Where'er the wind blows or the wnters roll,
That note conveys the measure of your soul!"

For the delineation of character by psychometry in
a correct and judicious manner none of my pupils hav
attained a higher or more widely diffused reputation
than Mrs. C. H. Decker, of this city (205 East 36th
street), and your own experiment in giving her the
writing of Mr. Ingersoll is a fair specimen of her
daily practice. Her descriptions of Mr. Beecher, Mrs.
Richmond, Gen. Garfield, and others hav been widely
published arid admired.
·
In these remarks I hav not indicated a sufficient
basis for my assertion that psychometry will lead
the march of progressiv sciences, for I hav spoken
only of its application to the investigation of character and the diagnosis of disease, in which it relieves
the practice of medicin of a great amount of uncertainty and error by its accurate· diagnoses. These
are but a small portion of its capacities as an aid to
scientific investigation, which are so great, so numerous, and so marvelous that I prefer to postpone their
statement to the publication of a volume on the subect. ·
JosEPH HonEs BucH.ANAN.
1 Livingstone Place, New York, Mai·ch 30, 1881.
PSYCHOMETRIC DISCRIPTION OF ROBERT G. INGERSOLL.

Tuesday, March 30, 1881, the editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER placed in the hands of the famous psychometer, Mrs. C. H. Decker, of 205 East 36th street, New
York, a sheet of manuscript written by Robert G.
Ingersoll, portion of a friendly letter addressed by
him to Mrs. Bennett at the time of her husband's imprisonment.
Mrs. Decker did not look at writing, nor had she
the slightest information as to its source. In properly-conducted psychometric experiments the psy. chometer is not allowed to hav any idea of the source
of the writing, and Mrs. Decker prefers not to receive
any information as to the writer or the subject matter, nor even to see the appearance of the writing, lest
it might unconsciously influence her opinions, which
are derived entirely from the sympathetic impression
received through the sense of touch and transmitted
to the mind. Mrs. Decker has been publicly known
for more than a year as a psychometer, and receives
many letters from a distance inclosing writings for a
psychometric opinion, and her descriptions excite so
much interest that she is kept busy through the day
in answering letters, and is genera.lly too much
fatigued in the evening to prolong her labors, to
. which however she made an exception in this in. stance.
Sitting in her parlor with a dim light, she held the
writing in silence for one or two minutes, and then
spoke as follows:
" I feel a wonderful brain power-very great power
of perception-the great brain is used constantly.
. There is very great 'activity, strong individuality,
singularly individual.
"The power of thought in this brain takes such
hold of mine that l seem too confused to giv full expres~ion as I wish.· It·seems like a thousand wheels
and engins flashing through my brain.
"I should judge this to be a gentleman, a thinker,
an originator. l don't believe thiii mind was ever
guilty' of borrowing an idea. He is thoroughly original. He has great ambition, great penetration. I
o feel as though I wished to go down to the depths of
'' things and fathom all realms of knowledge.
"There is no power that can satisfy the cravings
~5 of this brain. It seems like a capacious reservoir,
· taking in constantly without ever being filled or sat;\ isfied. I feel very strangely. I never had such sen'; sations in my brain as from this. I can hardly find
'i fitting words to express my feelings and fully describe
the character.
"There is a great deal of identity or individuality
,j in this. Whether the subject has called out this in-~ tensity of feeling or it is the natural state of the
!J mind I do not perceive at this moment.
• "He is a leader, and a great champion of any cause
he may espouse. He is fearless. I want to reach out
:;· my hand to you, Mr. Bennett, extending the hand of
.l brotherly affection or joining hands with you in an
-~ affectional way."
·~•·..,~· The letter expresses great sympathy for Mr. and
Mrs. Bennett.
"He has done more than dozens of men who hav
preceded him. I consider this man a bold defender
·'.~ of the weak and a humanitarian in his purposes, with
· .•-~ a strong, very strong, will. He never lets anything
Hi stand in his way if it is possible for human power to
carry out his purpose. He has great controling
1
I~ ability. It seems to me he has fought the angry
waves of opposition a great portion of his life, but he
, rather likes it. He likes opposition. I think he
I . courts it. It stimulates him to action.
·
"I feel as to his pursuits in life that all the tendencies are town.rd the literary field of lab,or. He has a
massiv intellect. He shows it by teaching, by action,
and by maturing his plans. He never works except
for a principle. He is industrious. ~ get an impres-

~
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sion of journalism, but not as an editor. He has not Elias Li~ezey, Baltimore, Md .............. ~........ 10 00
settled down to the real work his nature is designed Chas. E. Townsend, Locust Valley, N.Y............ 15 00
A.nnual Members, names heretofore published. . . . . . 50 00
for. His soul is engaged in solving problems involv- 50
9 Life Members, names heretofore published. . . . . . . . . 225 00
ing ideas. I know no person better calculated to
meet discouragements, he bears them so well."
$397 50
Question.-How would he do in the ministry?
In the above list it will. be observed that a few
"He would hav to be a reformer. He could not liv auxiliary Leagues responded liberally to the appeal.
in an environment of a orthodox religion. If in that A few others promised even more liberally, but hav
profession he'd graduate readily to Liberalism."
not yet performed. The great majority either sent
Question.-How would he do as a politician?
excuses or said nothing. I hav piped, but they hav
" I would like to see him President. He has true not danced. What more can I do?
ailministrativ ability. He would not connive or inThe above amount is a long way short of the sum
trigue with the fraudulent. He is very agreeable. that my appeal pointed out could be raised, but it is
He has a wonderful fund of agreeableness, suavity of a beginning. Looked at as a beginning, if it will
manner."
keep on, it is encouraging; and it must keep on if
Question.-How would he do as a lawyer?
Liberalism is ever to amount to anything more than
" He would make a splendid advocate. He has a scatteration and a squad in this country.
great magnetic pow~r which he carries in his speech.
The. auxiliary Leagues do not seem to understand
He is very technical in law matters, is very adroit in their relation to the National League. They seem
drawing out a witness, very astute. He is very hu- to think if they meet regularly, go through all their
mane, a man of very fine sensibilities; with all his exemises, badger the churches, and exert a Liberal
firmness, a little thing touches him. He has a very influence in their own town, they hav done their
large soul. He has no arrogance. He does not lift whole League duty. But all this they could do
himself up and out of the current of the sympathies without affiliation with a national body. The obof mankind, but affiliate:, with the people. He is not ject of that affiliation is mutual support, the interaltogether satisfied with the past or the present. He change of good offices and influences, the formation
feels so much he could ·hav .done that he ought. of alliance!l, the enlistment of local strength to inStrange to say, he depends much on the sympathies crease the national force, and the reaction of the
of his friends. He may not realize it. He loves en- national force to giv power and prestige to the local
couragement from his friends. His opponents bring society. When the auxiliary givs $5 to the National
out another quality."
.
League, it does not giv something for nothing. It
Question.-What is his style of oratory?
purchases the help aud health and strength of all the
"He has a commanding manner in speaking, seems other auxiliaries. The local League can do little
unstudied, uses fine language, is not verbose, but more than the local individual can in a state or
covers ·well the ground of his subject and clothes his national way. To effect state and national purposes
ideas in a few well-selected words, so that you get all the local Leagues must join state and national
he would say and retain it because it is bereft of all bodies, and must expect to pay their proportion of
superfluous verbiage. He is quite sarcastic, and if the expenses of state and natiOnal organizations.
the subject required, could throw in a great deal of
Mr. Graff, secretary of the League at Baltimore,
wit and sarcasm. His themes would be of a deep or made a suggestion in the last League Man that each
grave character. He has a very clear and compre- auxiliary League should pay the National League a
hensiv idea of the ridiculous side of things, and re- monthly tax, say of five or ten cents upon each of its
lates an anecdote or incident with great effect. He members. It may hav to come to that, and the
likes the two extremes, the grave and the ludicrous. League be compelled to recognize as auxiliaries affiliIn speaking he carries the mind of his hearers along ated with it only those local societies who contribute
with him, and does not fatigue his hearers nor him- something to enable the National League to forward ·
self. He has a wonderful power of endurance.
its national work. The officers of these headquartocs
"I don't think he cares much to build up a fortune are the executiv hands of the auxiliaries. They must
for himself. He's not concerned about that. His fUl'Ilish us the tools for om· work. TLey are organown individual needs don't seem to impress him with i.zed and united with us at this hQad center for a commuch force. He seems more ambitiou,s for public mon purpose, and we are here to carry out that purgood than fortune for himself. He is not avaricious pose. We are the snapper end of the lash, but they
for money. It seems to me his ambition is to revo- must put in the snap, and it is for them to say how
lutionize systems, certain systems, and become an they best can do it. Organization is an· almost enactor in scenes of progress."
tirely new thing for those who are contending for
Question.-What is his religion?
universal mental liberty, and we hav to experiment
" He does not believe in orthodoxy. He has a re- as we go along. After trying one plan and finding
ligion of his own. He believes in deity. He believes it can be improved, let us amend it-or if it won't do
in the ultimate happiness of mankind. I don't really at all, let's drop it altogether.
know whether he believes in a future existence or not.
I am able to report two new Leagues in Illinois,
He's thinking on that subject. He may talk and organized by our indefatigable chairman of the Expromulgate certain views, but his religion is nature. ecu.tiv Committee for that state, F. F. Follett. One
He worships God through nature, and trusts to the is a state League which he has been long agitating
future to reveal anything like a hereafter of life. I and working up. He has it now in a sufficiently fordon't think he does believe much in a hereafter. He ward state to apply for a charter, which I hav sent
is a thoroughly good man, and his chances for heaven him (No. 161). In course of the spring he will call
are equal to the best."
·
a state convention to complete the organization. The
Question--Whom could it be?
National Liberal League Constitution contemplates
"I hav never seen this man, but he seems more and provides for such state organizations, and they
like what I hav read of Ingersoll than any one else." now exist in three states-Iowa, Kansas, and Illinois.
What state next will join this growing cohtmn?
Michigan is Liberal and has Leagues enough; so are
Ways and Means.
Wisconsin and California.
In January last I issued a circular appeal to some
The other League got up by Mr. Follett, is at
seven hundred reputed "wealthy Liberals" whose Nashville, Ill. (No. 213), Robt. Guthrie, President.
names had been sent me by readers of the Liberal All the vacant numbers caused by the withdrawal or
papers. The "appeal" call~d for liberal aid to the dissolution of disaffected Leagues, hav now been
National League. The same circular was also sent filled up by the joining of new Leagues. No. 213 is
to all the auxiliary Leagues. It has recently been a gain of one on the list, as it stood at the last Conpublished in THE TRUTH SEEKER and Investigator. gress at Chicago. Having repaired damages we can
Just previous to sending out the appeal I had pre- now go forward and roll up the original column.
pared an article on life and annual memberships in
One annual member, Mr. John R. Kelso, of
the League, which also was published in the Liberal Modesto, Cal., and one life member, Mr. R. L.
papers. That article and the appeal resulted in a Baker, of Fort !!'airfield, Me., hav joined our forces
very encouraging revival of life and annual member- since last report. They are included in the above.
ships, and in some Liberal contributions to the
T. C. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.
League treasury without reference to membership.
201 East 71st, New York. ·
The following is a statement of the amounts received up to March 20th, before the publishing of
Does America Sympathize with Russia 1
the appeal in the Liberal papers:
BRo. BENNETT: Did Blaine express the sentiment
H. L. R. Jones, Osage Mission, Kan...... . . . . . . . . . . $1 00 of the American people when he cabled to St.
League at North Hannibal, N. Y . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .. .
1 00 Petersburg " profound sympathy with the im"Jl!," Chicago, Ill ...... :. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 1 00 perial family and Hussian people in their great
John Brown, Buffalo, Kan .-........................
2 00 a:ffiiction ?" He may have spoken for the RepubliS. B. Bancroft, Buffalo, N.Y......................
2 00
A.. B. Bradford, Enon Valley, Pa...................
2 00 can party; quite likely he did; but no officer of the
League at A.drian, Mich. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
3 00 republic has any right to speak officially in that
Parker Pillsbury, Concord,N. H....................
5 00 manner of the "Imperial family," or to assume that
"C.," Providence, R. I........ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00 the people of a republic whose foundations were laid
G. C. Fink, Foxburg, Pa.......... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00 in the blood ()f the minions of kings for one moment
L. B. Potter, Bellevue, Iowa .. , . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00 think that the people of Russia hav suffered an
H.. II.. Schwartz, San Jose, Cal. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 5 00
League at Burr Oak, Mich . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00 "a:ffiiction " in the timely taking off a most odious
The Rl~ssian empi~e 'is a despotism, reLeague at Baltimore, Md... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 00 tyrant.
5 00 morselessly crnshmg everythmg that has the semJames C. Wbeeden, President of League at Baltimore.
League at St. Louis, Mo . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
5 50 blance of religious or political liberty. And our
Henr1, Gildemeister, Bunker Hill, Ill...... . . . . . . . • . . 10 00 papQrs talk of "his majesty, the emperor!" Such
"D., 'Philadelphia, Pa...... . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10 00
A.. P. Heywood, Houl~on, Me....................... 10 00 lickspittles don't deserve liberty. E. C. WALKER.
Cedar .Rapids, Iowa, .April 5, 1881.
D. 1~. Bm1:, East Dubuque,
10 00

ill......................
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Book Notices.
(Oontinudfrompage 261.)
legal opponent), lest he prosecute thee and cast thee
love to send s~uls to everlasting flames because they i~to prison." It smacks strongly of cowardice, a Parton's Life of Voltaire. Boston and New York: Houghton
could not believe what they were told they must yteldmg to wrong for policy's sake. Did a God
Mifflin & Co.
•
believe. "Believe or be damned" has been the really need to come down from heaven to teach such
We learn from Boston that the life of Voltaire by
aut~o~ty f?r all the persecution and killing for not morality?
James Parton has been in type for a week or two
bel.tevmg nght that the church practiced for cen36. The command to fallible mortals to be as per- past and may be expected to appear early in May
tunes.
·
·
feet as their Father in heaven is perfect, shoots as Considerable orders having been received from Eng:
10.. It ~as. ~ot especially truthful . in him to ~uch too _high as other precepts were too low. It land, the publishers, Houghton, Miffiin & Co., have·
promtse hts dtsctples that they should stt on twelve ts not senstble or moral to command impossibilities. taken measures to secure a copyright in that countrY
thrones over the children of Israel. It remains
37. It was not an indication of superior excelience under recent rulings of British courts. The work
for _Jesus to insult his mother before strangers by will be. in two ':olumes, octavo, of about 640 pages:
unfulfilled.
.
.
11. It was ~~rdly kmdness that prompted htm to saymg, "Woman, what have I to do with thee?"
each, With portraits and other illustration!!. Of alit
c~rse. w:hole ctttes because they would not receive
. 38. It was questionable ·wisdom that prompted the men who hav contended for the rights of the.
his diSCiples.
.
.
him to command to give alms secretly only. The human mind, Voltaire made the largest, the most
. 12 .. I~ was more Immoral than moral to mstruct example of good deeds is always beneficial to the skilful and most triumphant fight. He was one man·
hi_B diSCiples to take the ass belongip.g to another beholder.
a~ainst a mos~ powerful combination of despot a.nd
Without consent.
.
.
39. It was. a. time-servin~, co~ardly policy to com- pnest. For suty years he was the foremost of lit_13. It would not be considered JUSt. the proper ~and abstammg from JUdgmg to avoid being erary personages living, and used his talents for no
t~mg n_ow for a man 't? take a lot of his followers Judged, and to do good to win the benefits that object that was not noble and humane. · His faults
With him through a netghb.or's cornfield on Sunday would r~sult. It was_like all his temporizing policy. were those of the age in which he lived; his virtues
and pluck the corn ~h~t. belon~ed to anot~er.
The StoiCs taught a higher system of morality.
were his own. Mr. Parton's work, the result of
14. It ~as an exhibitiOn of Ignorance, Impatience,
40. It is not the highest incentive to good deeds many years of steady and devoted labor, wiJI we
and f_oohsh anger to expect t~ find figs on~ tree in to ever hold up the reward to follow. Virtuous and believe, exhibit him in his true character, as the 7}Qythe wmter, an~, ~hen disappomted, to angrily curse good actions should be performed because they are al and brilliantly gifted servant of truth and man ..
the tree and kill It.
right.
15. ~e did not forgive the woma~ who was
41. Lilies and birds are not the highest models to
Why I Do Not Believe. By Augustus Jacobson. Chicagocaught ill}he act. of adult~ry ~pon th~ highest moral be held up for men to pattern ~fter. It is more like
Belford, Clarke & Co.
··
groun~- Let htm that IB without Bill cast the first panderin~ to indolence and thriftlessness.
We
hav
space
for
but
a
mere
outline
of
this
work
11tone.
. .
.
.
42. I~ IB of doubtful propriety and wisdom to ever
16. I~, was the spmt of seventy that moved h~m be holdmg up the remuneration in a life to come for The author goes right into his subject without cir=
to. say, Whosoever shall deny ~e ?e~ore men, him conduct perfonned here, instead of the consequences cumlocution. "Why I Do Not Believe" is written
WI_ll_ I deny befor~ my father whiCh IB m heaven." A and effects in this life. To direct attention to the "to show the. uncertainty 'of the things wherein,;
we hav been mstructed ;" and the uncertainty and
Bpint of revenge IB here to be seen.
~aws ?f this life seems more wise than to be always
17. It was not good manners no: g~ntl~manly con- Ig~ormg them and directing the attention to some- unreliability of the Bible are plainly and tersely set
f?rth. The author do~s. not claim originality in his
d~ct when he had accepted an mvitatwn to dine thmg which cannot be seen or known.
VIews;
they are the opmwns of the best philosophers
With a J:?an, and, when spo~en to for not follewing
43. It waR untruthful to represent that if his dis~he Jewtsh custom of washmg the hands before eat- ciples would say to a mountain "Remove to yonde and most learned scholars put into the language of
mg, to call the host a fool, a hypocrite, etc.
place," it should be removed. 'It was most delusive~ plain people. Starting with the invitation of Paul
to "COJ:?e n_ow and let us rea~on together," he goes
18. It was. not ni_ce in ~im to denounce people as Belief has of itsel~ ~ever rem~ved a pound of earth. on
to giv his reasons why he IB not a Christian. He
fools, hypocntes, ~lmd gm?es, devourers of Widows'
44. It was pern~cwus ~eachmg to promise his folhouses, serpents, VIpers, children of hell, etc.
lowers anythmg ImpractiCable and impossible. To tears the Pentateuch to pieces, and the New Testament fares badly at his hands. He shows Paul to
19. It was not mild, gentle, just, nor lamb-like in assure them that the Supreme Being would bestow ha-v. been the real author of Christianity, and not,
a furious manner to upset the t(l.bles, of the money- ~po~ them any and every thing they should ask for C~n.st; th~t ~he gospels were not written "by the.
cha~gers, who wer~ following a life-long custom by m his name was fals~ a_nd misl~ading. This promise ongmal diSCiples of Jesus; that it is not the mirasellmg doves, etc., m the temple to those who wished has proved u~true millions of ttmes.
cles that make the believers, but the believers who.
to ~erform the :ite of sacrifice, and then rudely . 4?. It was Idle and. untruthful to pretend that his make the miracles, and that miracles and witches are
beatmg and floggmg them with thongs and ropes' disc~ples could cure diSeases and cast out devils by impossible without blind faith. The teachings of
ends and rudely driving_ them out of the temple, fastmg. If the patient. should do the fasting it Jesus are shown to be either plagiarisms or written
where they had as much nght as himself.
would be far more efficaciOus.
after his death to fit his assumed character of mes20. It was not truthful to declare that the end of 46. It_was _not truthful to hold up that poverty is siah. The bo.ok contains ~any unanswerable arguthe world should come, and he be seen in glory in necessanly. VIrtuous and wealth necessarily immoral ments, and will be read with profit by all. Price,
the heavens before that generation should pass away and deservmg of hell.
$1.25. Sold at this office.
and befor~ s_ome of those present had tasted death:
47. It was har~ly fair _and honorable in Jesus to
That prediCtiOn was a falsehood.
denounce the devil as a liar, the father of liars and Bible Inquirer;. ~r, a ke! to Bible Investigation. Containing
21. He did not utter the truth when he said those a murdere:, without pointing out a single lie h~ had
14~ propositions WI~h. references to the most plain andi
w~o believed on him should be able to take up told or a smgle murder he had committed.
strikmg self-contradictions of the so-called inspired scriptures. Also 152 references to most marvelous occurrences.
potsonous serpents and drink any deadly thing with48. It was not a mark of bravery becoming a god
By A.. Jacobson, Omaha, Neb.
out h~rm. Can you who believe in him so strongly to trembl~ at the prospect of arrest, to implore that
do this?
the cup m~ght pass by him, and to sweat great drops
This ~s a useful pamphlet, and is a regular index
. 22. I~ hundreds of thousands of cases the be- of blood m hi_B state of mental agony, when it was to the Eible so far as the passages indicated are conlievers m Jesus have laid their, hands upon the sick all the v~ry thmg h~ had come on earth to perform. cerned. It will prove a decided help to those who
wish to "search the scriptures." Sold at this office.
~ithout being able to cure them, though he prom- It looks like unmanlilless..
.
.
· 49. It was not truthful m him to promise the thief Price, 15 cents.
1sed they_ should be able to do so.
2_3.
IB not ~o:.;rect to give the highest credit to on th~ cross that he should be with him that day in
believmg when It IB not a matter of choice. No one paradise, when he was under contract to go to hell The Diet Cure. The Relations of Food and Drink to
Health, Disease, and Cure. By T. L. Nichols, M.D., edican believe unless his reason is convinced, and then and stay there. three days.
tor of the London Herald of HeaUh. M. L. Holbrook &
he cannot help it.
50. Jesus dtd not show fortitude and courage in
Co., New York.
.
24. It was not the highest wisdom to promise frail the hour of death. He cried out in his desperation
The twenty-four chapters in this little book treat
fallible man that he should hold the keys of heaven' and he seemed greatly unreconciled to the part h~
upon health, food, water, blood, the natural food of
and th~t whomsoever he bound on earth should b~ had to _perfonn i~ that mpurnful drama, and he ac- man, disease, prevention and cure; the question of
bound m heaven, and whomsoever he loosed on earth cused his father With having forsaken him. Thoushould be l?osed in heaven.
sands. of pagans ha_ve m_et death far more bravely. q~antity, the q~estion. o~ quality, principles of the.
diet cure, mediCal opmwns on the diet cure· of
25. He did not speak truly when he promised his So?rates IB a case m pomt; he placiilly drank the diet in acute, scrofulous, and nervous diseases.' the·
followers that w~atever they asked for, believing, pOisoned cup when. co~manded t9 do so, and laid diet cure in obesity; vis medicatrix naturre · th~ diet
th_eY: should receive. This has been falsified in bravelY: down and died like a man and hero, without cure in various diseases; the water cure.' waste of
millions of instances.
expressmg the least cowardliness or irresolution.
It was not merciful to condemri to endless
Man~ other instances of the defective teachings life; the li~e of .the rae~; the population' question,
some practiCal IllustratiOns; air and exercise· of
punishment those who should refuse to assist be- a~d actwns of Jesus might be pointed out, but these
lievers orb~ unrepentant at his coming.
will answer ?ur present purpose. One thing must psy~hic force; national health and wealth; pers~nal
He did not agree with modern science and ex- be apparent; If he was the God of infinite wisdom advice.
The se~sib~e method of treating and curing dispertence. to pre~end to cast devils out of those who and P?Wer, he took a singular way to manifest it. ease by diet mstead of by the use of drugs is here
were affitcted Wit~ ph:ysic~l and mental diseases.
He might have. done a great deal for the needy
by an able writer, who thoroughly understands
28. It was no_t Ju~t m him to place divorce on the human race. whwh he made no attempt to do. He given
his business.
ground of forniCatiOn only, when there are other ta~gh~ nothmg_ new; he brought to light no new
Bound in cloth. Price, 50 cents.
reasons equally legitimate.
sctenti~c. or philosophical fact; he seemed to have a
29. He did not give a clear and truthful reason y-ery limited knowledge of the laws of nature· he The. Reigu ot Monopoly. By T. A.. Bland, author of "Fimnwhy taxes or t_ribute should be paid, when it was be- mtro~uced no beneficial invention; he taught no
mg a~ a Profession," "Life of Benjamin F. Butler," etc.
cause Cresar's n~age was on the coin, saying, Render prac~wal knowledge, perhaps because his own was
Washington: Rufus H. Durby.
to Cresar the thmgs that are Cresar's.
defict~nt. If he could read and write it does not apThe ten chapters are: 1. Origin and Nature of
. 30. It was not a mark of divine prescience and :pear. m the story, and that there were many defects Monopoly, Despotism and Republicanism in Conflict
WlSdom to choo~e a man for a personal attendant and m. his char~cter and teaching is not to be disputed. the American B~nking System; 2. Land and Monop:
trusted compamon who should conspire with enemies His _short life seems to have been spent in repeating oly; 3. How Railroads are Built; 4. How Railroads
and cause h~s death.
.
platitudes and moral. maxims which bad been taught should be Built; 5. How Gas Companies and Street
31. He did not open his mouth against human by te~chers ?efore him.
Car Corporations Rob the People; 6. Cornering the
slavery and oppression.
.
~t IS admitted_ by all Bible scholars that Paul's Market; 7. The License Monopoly Considered and
. 32. He made no effort to destroy priestcraft or epistles were wntten before the gospels, and it is Condemned; 8. The Despotism of Professional
kingcraft.
.
smg~la: that Paul, who often speaks of the life and Rings; 9. A Regular-Army Aristocracy; 10. Mo33. I~ was not discouraging the vices of men nor cruc~fixwn of Jesus, never alludes to his teachings, nopoly of Political Rights. The author treats these
promotmg temperance and virtue to make wine for maxims, and precepts.
subjects in a clear, forcible manner. He fails not to
men already drunk.
.
That older teachers and sages taught as wisely convince the reader of the correctness of his views.
34. It was not a mark of wisdom to impart his les- mo;als as pure a~d perfect as those of Jesus, I wili
Price, 25 cents. Sold at this office.
lions in such enigmatical and obscure language that en eavor to show m my next.
D. M. B.
How we Fed the Baby to Make her Healthy and Happy: with
~e c_ould not be _understood. Puzzling and misleadVery truly yours,
Health Hints. Bv C. E. Page, M.D. 144 pages. Paper,
ill~ m place of mstructing exhibits a degree of un50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. Fowler & Wells, New York.
SEND twenty-five cents in stamps to J. H. Harter,
fairness and dishonesty.
Auburn, N_. Y., and receive in return a card photoThis little work is designed as an aid to ~others
35. This is not the soundest wisdom bravery of g:ap~ of himself and a poem on "True Religion" b
in
getting over with the management of the little
"A
.
h
h"
'
'
Is
mora ,
gree Wit t me adversary quickly (or thy hl8 wife.
Y ones through the important period of infancy, and

Jt

2?.
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help in the avoidance of many of the ills to which
The" Mirror of Progress."
they are liable. It·appears to be a very useful little
We
hay
omitted .to m~ntion the change of editor
work. The babes soon become· grown people and
take the place or those passing away, and· their good and p_ubhsher of this sprightly Liberal paper of Kansas City, and the return to its original ·name .. It is
:~panagement is of .the highest importance.
now edited and published by Mrs. Judge Kukel
.English Tyranny and Irish Suffering. Dedicated to the (formerly Miss Mattie Hulett Parry) and Mr. David
Irish Land League of Memphis, Tenn. By Avery Merri- Eccle~. The change is a good one. The management IB now very able, and the paper in talent is bewether, Esq., of that city.
This pamphlet of twenty-seven pages takes decided hind no Liberal paper in the country. May success
ground against despotism and oppression and in favor and prosperity attend it for many years to come.
of Irish liberty. It is timely and ably written, and
will repay per~sal. Its closing words are, "A people
MRs. CoLBY AND MRs.. SMITH, having made a
must hav the nght to rule themselvs as they wish-it change in their Eastern program, wil,l receive calls
matters not whether that people liv in a country to lecture week evenings or to attend funerals at
called Ireland or Poland or Saxony or the Southern 123 West Eagle street, Buffalo, New York, where
States of America.
they are engaged by that champion of free thought,
'
An Inner View of the State Lunatic Asylum at Utica; or, How speech, and press, A. H. Frank, during the month of
the Patients are Treated in the Model(?) Mad-house of June, after which they will make their contemplated
New York. By Wm. L. Trull, an ex-patient. Published visit to New York and Boston.
at Cohoes, N.Y.
This is a pamphlet of fifty-six pages, and givs
CoL. R. G. INGERSOLJJ has for the past two weeks
rather an interesting account of seventeen days spent been lecturing in New England. On Sunday evenin the Insane Asylum at Taunton, Mass, and several ing, the 24th, he is announced to deliver his new lecmonths in the State Asylum, at Utica, N. Y. Many ture, "Some Reasons Why," at Booth's Theater in
cases of cruelty and mistreatment are given. The in- this city.- Of course the large house will be well
sane are doubtless often treated with unnecessary packed.
harshness and cruelty.
BE it known to those who are at all interested in
Reforms Proposed in the Methods of Civil Practice and the matter that Anthony Comstock utterly failed in
Procedure in the Courts of illinois. Designed to Intreduce greater Dispatch, Integrity, Skill, and Economy his attempt to gain admittance into the Ma&onic
into the Administration of Civil Justice, and to Increase fraternity. When the matter was recentlv brought
the Efficiency of the Courts and the Utility of the Bar as to a test he was effectually blackballed. That body
,A.ids to the Business of the People. By Prof. Van Bu~en clearly did not want a man with such a character as
Denslow, LL.D. Victor F. Lawson & Co., Chicago.
his to become one of them. For this they are entiProf. Denslow is one of the clearest and ablest tled to the -respect of the world.
·
writers of our age, and those interested in needed
law reform cannot help being interested in what he
THE Eleventh Annual Convention of the American
says in this little pamphlet.
Labor Reform League meets in Science Hall, 141
Christianity from a Historical and Scientific Standpoint. Eighth street, New York, Sunday and Monday,
By Wm. N. McLaren, attorney at law. Kansas City: May 1st and 2d. Three sessions daily. J. K.
Ramsey, Millett & Hudson.
Ingalls, Stephen Pearl Andrews, Dr. C. S. Weeks,
This is an able and candid examination of the R. W. · Hume, Wm. Rowe, H. B. Brown, E. H.
Heywood, and other speakers are expected.
subject.
Price, 50 cents. Sold at this office.
W. F. JAMIESON is engaged in giving his fourth
Marriage,. Pater~ity, and Home. Not '.'Cupid Yokes," but course of lectures at Mauston, Wis. April 19th,
"Cupid's Shield." By Dr. A. B. Spmney, Detroit, Mich. 20th, 21st, 22d, 23d, and 24th he gave a course of
29 pages. Price, 25 cents.
lectures at Salem, Ill. Address accordingly.
This lecture of the genial doctor is an argument in
favor of home and the purity of married life and
MRs. NETTIE PEASE Fox, who has been speaking
against unbridled passion and lust. It contains
many excellent suggestions, and should hav a wide acceptably to an independent Liberal congregation
at Moberly, Mo., has now accepted a call to Ottumwa,
reading.
·
Iowa, where she will speak every Sunday. She will
The Relation of the Spiritual to the Magnetic Universe; The. m_ake ~ngagements to lec~ure for Spiritualists and
Law ef Control. 'l'wo papers in the interest of spiritual· Liberalists week-day evenmgs. Address her, Ottum2cience, and purporting to be at the dictation of the late: wa, Iowa.
Prof. M. Faraday, Gf England. Star Publishing Company, Springfield, Mass. Price, 10 cents_
THE Tenth Annual Convention of the American
These discussions on matter, spirit, organiza. Anti-Usury Society meets in Science Hall, N.Y., Montion, and life from a Spiritualistic point of view day, May 2d, at 10 A.M. Edward Palmer, Messrs.
will interest many of our readers. The 24 pages Howe, Ingalls, Heywood, Dr. Weeks, and others
will Speak.
contain a good deal for the money.
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mountains and scale their snow-capped summits,
during which the deceased was ever cheerful, hopeful, and confident, her eyes always to the front.
Thus was she a strength to her husband. They
remained in Oregon eight years, and to them was
born three children, when Mr. Carter and family
returned and settled in Joplin, Missouri, where was
born their youngest child.
Though the deceased has been with us but a short
time, she was endeared to all in the circle of her
acqnaintance; d.isingenuous, cheerful, intellectual,
and warm-hearted, whom to know was to love.
With a clear conception of the duties incident to
the various relations of life, she moved straightforward to their discharge, nor did she neglect them in
idle quest of the beginnings of time and matter, or
traveling to the verge of space, nor curious to reach
her tiny hand to draw aside the impenetrable veil of
the future. Recognizing the fact that the human
mind in its powers are finite, she grappled not with
ipiinitudes, and 6aid,
" Know thyself j presume not God to scan ;
The proper study of mankind is man."
She believed that virtue was.and is the handmaid
of intelligence, that the moral and intellectual kept
apace, that ignorance led to the infraction of law,
that violated law was sin, and that misery and woe
were consequences which unavoidably followed.
She believed the same destiny awaited the whole
human family, and hence her love was co-extensiv
with her race.
When alive, home was her heaven, where is
erected in the love of her family a monument enduring as life. The good of life endureth all along the
ages of time.
Our sister died serenely and without fear, her last
words being, "My son, be a good boy; mamma must
now die."
[From the Landon Republican.)

A Friendly Notice.
AN INFIDEL ABROAD. By D. M. Bennett, editor of THE TRUTH
SEEKER. New York: Liberal and Scientific Publishing
House, 141 Eighth street.

We hav already in these columns made our readers acquainted with the noble strugglQ for freedom
of publication that was made in America by Mr. D.
M. Bennett, and which resulted in a severe term of
imprisonment for that gentleman. After being released from Albany Penitentiary, Mr. Bennett was
sent by a large number of American Freethinkers as
their delegate to the Brussels Conference. By this
means a ten weeks' tour in Europe was made possible, and Mr. Bennett made up for his enforced retirement by a general ramble over Europe. As the
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER it was but natural
that he should think of his paper, and write letters
for publication in its pages. This he did, pretty
voluminously, and the series of lett11rs are now reprinted in a large volume, under the title given
above.
In noticing this book, we do not intend to place
hpon record a mere "puff." While we cordially adMARRIED.-April 4, 1881, at Piedra, Colorado, Mr. mit the very great interest that its pages contain, we
Thl;l Indications of Character, as Manifested in the General
Shape of the Head and the Form of the Face. Illustrated. J, Allen Evans to Miss R. W. Little, formerly of are in duty bound to take heed of the serious faults
Br H. S. Drayton, author of "Light in Dark Places," New Albany, ·Ind. May happiness attend this which, as a matter of fact, are due to the want of
"Brain and Mind," etc. F@wler & Wells, New York.
that revision which, as the author states in his
couple through a lifetim~ of many happy years.
preface, he was unable to giv to the letLers when
This pamphlet of 48 pages givs a clear and intelmade up into a permanent form. These, however,
ligent description of character and talents to be
WE hav several letters for Evangeline, but hav are mere matters of detail, concerning the spelling
judged of by the general contour of the head. and
lost the address. Will Evangelme tell us where to of words and proper sequences of sentences.
face. It is very convenient for those who do not
A plain American citizen, he views European matwish to incur the expense of larger works. Price, send them?
ters in a light that cannot fail to interest. Thus we
15 cents.
Louisville Liberals-Proposal to Inject a little continually find a happy criticism, a genial remark,
Life into Them.
or a good-humored joke on things that association
How to Make the Poor Richer and the Rich Poorer, and
bring the good time here, when it sha:ll not be that the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir . has Gaused us to estimate at more than their proper
harder a man's hands are from producmg the comforts of L · ·
50 000
'· · · value. If it be an advantage to see ourselvs as
life the less likely he is to hav any of them around him. ~ ?UIBVIlle h_as 1 ,
peo~le, bu_t not one fl.ounsJ:nng
An essay by C. Orchardson, 208 East Ohio street, Chicago, . Liberal SOCiety. As to Liberalism the place IB as others see us, we should wish to hav the advantage
Ill., and Spring Lake, Mich.
.
dead as Rome. There seems to be no unity nor any of Mr. Bennett's observation as recorded in this
This pamphlet of 31 pages, is, an earnest plea in 1 ~esire amon~ a s~fficient n?-mber to keep up any book.
"An Infidel Abroad " is, in parts, very amusing,
favor of the toiling classes, and exposes the tyranny mterest. With a VIew to seemg what can be done, I
of capitalists, heavy merchants, and manufacturers. I:av rented J?anquet ~II, on Jefferson street, south more especially where, at Rome, the traveler found
It discriminates against the rich and in favor of the. Bide, near Thnd, and Will commence a. course of free himself under the necessity of negotiating the hiring
of some apartments, without being able to speak a
poor for the oppressed and against the o.ppressor.
llectur.es there on the 24th day of Apnl, at 7:30 P.M.
'
___
Please publish this, and urge the Liberals to attend. word of Italian, while the other high-contracting
Voting not Representation; A Demnnd for Definit Democ- If I am afforded any kind of support the lectures will party, of course, could not speak a word of English.
racy ~nd Political Evolution. By Alfred Cridge, San be continued as long as I hav strength, and I will try The writer's account of this delectable interview is
Franmsco, Cal.
.
and make it the means of bringing other lecturers to colored with the racy humor of the Yankee. .
Freethinkers will find much to interest them in the
This pamphlet of 32 pages presents a radical view Louisville.
H.EUBEN DAILEY.
accounts given by Mr. Bennett of his experiences at
of that which pertains to the political institution of
the Brussels Congress, and at London, when a testiour country. The author has given much thought
Obituai'Y•
monial was presented to him by the National Secular
to the subject and presents his arguments in a strong,
Society.
Mr. Bennett appears to have been deeply
Died
at
Benton,
Arkansas,
on
the
19th
of
Februclear light.
ary, 1881, Mrs Olivia M. Carter, daughter of Francis touched by the sympathy and friendliness exhibited
WE hav gotten up a neat catalog of sixty-four'1 Sheldon. Judge S. N. Elliott spoke at her funeral toward him py the Secularists of this country. "It
filled me," he writes, "with the deepest sense of
pages of our own publications; of English and in a feeling manner, partly as follows:
American radi_cal work~, health and medical _books,
Mrs. Olivia M. Carter was born in the state of gratitude that such excellent friends had so kindly
and a large hst of miscellaneous works which we ·Michigan on the lOth day of September, 1840. Her recognized me, heartily extending to me the right
offer for sale. Those wishing .a full catalog will'/ father immigrated in. 1845, and settled in t.he state hand of fellowship."
The thick volume of 850 pages has not, of course,
please send for a copy. Sent free.
of Iowa, where she was married in March, 1862,
from which place she accompanied her husband to been adequately reviewed in the brief space at our
.
MRS. H. S. LAKE begms a course of lectures for the state of Oregon. At that time a journey across disposal. But we have endeavored to indicate its
the Robert Burns Liberal ·League at Assembly~ the plains was attended with many hazards because merits as well as its defects, and can only express
Buildings, corner of Tenth and Chestnut streets, : of hostil Indians; but she was possessed of fortitude our hearty satisfaction at being able to renew,
Sunday evening, April 24th. Her address is 1441j adequate to the occasion. For weeks and months through the medium of this book, our friendly interNorth Eighth street, Philadelphia, Pa. .
did they travel.the tiresome plains, clamber rugged coarse with the author.

I
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IJiommunications.
Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Thinking a brief report of the Thirty-third Anniversary of Modern Spiritualism might be of interest
to some of your readers, I send the following:
Exercises were held in Wei~gerber's Hall, which
is a neat, cheerful, and pleasing room, good size,

of choice thoughts. I~ was not oratorical, but still
greatly interesting. In substance he said: Spiritualism is old as humanity, but, as the time, has developed
fitted conditions. Thirty-three years ago the Spiritualists laid their cables, established rapport between
the invisible and tangible worlds, and they will retire
at the bidding of no one. They hav come to stay.
The advent was ushered in and gained the pubhc
ear by what is known as the" Rochester rappings."
He referred to the investigations, the persecutions
a·
b
h
inflicted upon those young-girl me mms y t e
excited populace who were too prejudiced to accept
the reports of committees chosen by themselvs, how
the interposition of the police rescued them from the
mob, who were as cruel and bloodthirsty in spirit and
interest as those who hung and burned Salem witches,
who were only mediums of their time. He cited the
cruelties of the priests and popes vented upon the
beautiful and gifted Hypatia, how she was seized in
her temple when engaged in teaching philosophy to
th"e wise men of her time, her person outraged, and
then her palpitating form dragged through the street
until dead.
Priest and church hav ever sought to crush out

tastefully frescoed, walls hung with charts, appropriate mottoes, and engravings.
Address of welcome, by Thomas I..~ees, was a propos. He spoke of the pleasing reminiscences of
former anniversaries of the "Rochester rappings"
from the time of the first anniversary down to the
present; augured the presrnt one would be no exceptl. on 1'n 1'nte1·est and results·, that many who had
formerly been present had gone North, South, East,
and West, while others had p:one where "the dead
liv on, never more to die." Were he clairvoyantly
gifted, doubtless he could see present the faces of
those whom we mourn as absent. Paid tribute to
James Lawrence, through whose mediumship the truth by killing its advocates and burning their
writings. (In modern times they imprison under the
wish was first expressed to hold anniversary exer- rulings of Comstock law and heavily fine.) Orthocl.oes
commemorativ of the "raps," and hoped d oxy for eighteen hundre,l years has f aile d to prove
"
"unity and diversity" would be the motto; made immortality. Spiritualism has demonstrated the truth
special mention of the medical law now pending in that there is no death but tranl!!ition. The church
the Ohio Legislature, entitled "An act to prevent above others should be Spiritualist, for the Bible is a
the irregular practice of medicin and surgery within record of spiritual phenomena. Organization is most
the state," as this law is aimed as a death-blow) to clamored for by those who seek fat places and bonhealing mediums.
.
p
.
d
a· .
Then followed remarks by Dr. Underhill, of orary positions.
rotestant1sm ten s to IsmtegraAkron, Ohio, and others whose names we failed to tion, as shown by the hundreds of factions. Spiritlearn.
ualism, the full expression of the spirit of the age, its
In the afternoon E. B. Williams, Esq., of Fre- aim a high morality, political reforms demanded, its
blessed assurance to those who a_ccept its philosophy.
mont ' 0 ., favored ' Wl"th an eloquent and able address The
address was earnest, logical, convincing.
upon the live issues of Spiritualism. Would that your
In the afternoon Mrs. Colby gave one of her earspace allowed its entire presentation! Will only note nest, powerful, pleasing addresses. Her earnestness is
a few of the salient points. He said, "In looking intense, ideas clear, forcible, scope far-reaching, subover the audience, I se.e but few familiar faces, yet
S
there comes back a warmth of feeling, a glow of ject matter practical, deals with living issues.
he
said she would giv more to see a person twenty-five
friendship, a feeling of soul touching soul peculiar to who had never practiced deception and fraud than to
these meetings, that warms the icy formality between see all the gods, devils, or angels Christianity had
strangers into warm and sympathetic bonds of ever invented; instanced how the church pays arefriendr,hip." He contrasted this strife-allaying atmos- ward for vice, as witnessed in its dealings with Prof.
phere, these truth-loving people, with the fogs and Swing, Dr. Thomas, and H. W. Beecher-the first
bruises in the buffets and tosses of the great masses two were accused of heresy, their moral purity
of human icebergs on the restless Arctics of ex1"st- unquestioned, still were denounce d f or entertammg
· ·
ence.
heretical views; the Plymouth pastor was in the
Leaving the harmonies of the religion he passed minds of forty-five out of fifty believed to hav been
to the practical, noted how the rank and file of Spir- infidel to marital vows. Still he was retained in the
itualism are fast filling up and- its establishment pulpit and his salary raised from $10,000 to $20,000.
assured, time only being required to seat it permad
nently mistress on the throne of reason; indicated How many clergymen woul not commit adultery
for such a bribe ? Referring to the cruelties and
existing conditions demanding reform, the necessity death of Joan d' Arc, she cited how the church and
for change in our institutions that are responsible for priest committed the dark deed at which the mured
these conditions, the needy poor, the languishing soldiery shrank from the committal. N 0 crime or
sick, outcast girls, the rejected and scorned prisons, deed has been too dark or bloody for the church
asylums, and poorhouses. Reforms are needed in
f h
b
these conditions and institutions. Custom has ren- when its aggrandizment and urt erance were to e
b
accomplished. She said Spiritualism had shaken
dered us well-nigh dum and unfeeling. It shows theology, shipped off gods, demons, closed the gates
how derision, ostracism, and vituperation impel to of hell, and set humanity free.
silence, although conscious of appalling wrongs.
Mrs. Emma Tuttle rendered the poem "Dave's
Occasionally a Henry C. Wright, a William I,loyd
Garrison, a Parker Pillsbury, an Annie Besant, or a Hollyhocks," very effectivly.
.
· emerges f r 0 m th e 1eve 1 of su b m1sswn
· ·
Moses Hull,_ in his address on "The Ministry of
Th omas P ame
and with no uncertain meaning attacks these evils Angels," was just immense. Hie high oratory took
that arc fettering human progress. Nor should we the audience captiv. He is very pleasing, powerful,
dramatic.
_
allow threatened sentences of shallow society to
deter; that whatever we get that is ours to keep we
Space forbids. further mention. With this suggesmust earn. What a splendid
thing when everybody tion we hav done: Let Liberals of all shades see to
is busied with useful occupation! Among the means it that such workers as Moses Hull, and Mrs Colby
of reform, fill offices with good men, honest and are kept in the field, that Bro. Bennett's hands are
capable, who have the brain and the will to do what upheld by the supply of the needful. Let all who
is asked of them, men who will rise above party and can respond to the appeal of T. C. Leland for the
work for humanity. In electing legit.latures, in- National Liberal League. GRACE L. PARKHURST.
stead of politicians in whom the last spark of truth
and honor has long since been smothered out, select
Hammond and the Infidels.
men whose views are large and practical, who know
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEBKER, Sir :
what the wants of the people are, and hav the courMr.
Allen
Pringle,
of Selby, Ont., wishes to know
age to introduce, help sustain, and pass measures
adapted for the general good. Legislation for the whether the following statement recently made by
obscure mechanic, laborer, and tiller of the soil is the revivalist Hammond in Toronto is true:
"When in Washington he had extended an invitation to the
most needed to lessen crime by decreasing necessities tending to the production thereof, as also enact president of the Infidel Association there. The invitation had
been accepted, and the result was that the Washington associ-.
laws to restrain the rich and protect the poor, and to ation had been broken up, the secretary being now engaged in
break party lines and support the fittest person. He Christian work. The name of that secretary was P. C.
spoke of the mockery of capital punishment and said Cheeks, and he hoped if there was an Infidel present who
the very poorest use you can possibly put a man to doubted what he said that he would write to Washington and
is to kill him. Infamous law ! Wipe it out ! Cul- inquire for himself if what he said was not true."
tivate purity as revealed through nature, and dis~ard
Before Mr. Hammond came to Washington in
the false standard shallow society inculcates.
1877 there was a Philosophical Club which held pubAt the conclusion of Mr. Williams's address, Messrs. lic meetings every Sunday afternoon. The president
Moses Hull, of Boston, and Hudson Tuttle, of Berlin of that club was B. D. Peck, a government clerk.
Rights, addressed the audience briefly, the former He had been a preacher in Maine, had never reconcurring with Mr. Williams as to these reform nounced Christianity, and while yet president of the
measures being the labor of the Spiritualist, the lat- club received and afterward accepted a call from a
ter inclining more to the dissemination of the har- Baptist church in Rhode Isb,\d. But in accepting
monia] philosophy and phenomena.
the pastorate I understand he declined to be cateIn the evening followed the grand Lyceum exhi- chized. He continued preaching there some time,
bition, which was a great success, the tine program and is now, I am told, the pastor of an independent
being excellently rendered and the music especially Baptist society in New York city.
pleasing.
Mr. Cheeks took part in the discussions of the club
Thursday morning Hudson Tuttle, the writer, de- occasionally. He had been educated for the priestlivered the anniversary address~ which was chock full hood, but had renounced Catholicism and become a

Methodist preacher. But in 1872 or 3, when I first
met him, he had become a decided skeptic and so
continued until he got reconverted under Hammond.
Soon after his last conversion he got a government
office, and though he is out now, he is still a professing Christian and a Congregationalist.
Dr. E. V. Wright, one of the two persons who
started the Philosophical Club, says that Mr ..Cheeks
was never its secretary. He also says (and I am very
sure it is true) that the club was not broken up, nor
was its attendance diminished during Hammond's
preaching, but that it continued to flourish after the
preacher's departure, and did not adjourn until the
coming on of hot weather. And in regard to the
alleged invitation by Hammond, he says that a committee of the club waited upon the preacher, but
failed to get him to agtee to any terms. Perhaps
the Rev. Mr. Peck, now in New York, could giv
more definit information on this point. But I am
safe in saying that Hammond did not break up the
club.
I well remember that James A. Garfield, after
promising to d~>liver an address before the club, disappointed the audience and excused himself by saying that he heard it was an Infidel association. We
hav had a series of similar clubs in Washington for
many years, and there is one now flourishing finely
called the "Thought Exchange," which meets every
Sunday evening. None of them are called Infidel
associations except by way of reproach, and they are
always attended by Christians. Nevertheless I think
Mr. Garfield was prudent in not appearing before the
Philosopical Club, even though its president was a
Liberal water-cure Christian like himself, for a single
attendance might hav cost Mr. Garfield the presidency. A successful politician is always politic.
I myself attended the club sometimes, and though
I may not hav done so till the last, I am sure that
the statement of Mr. Hammond about its breaking
up is false.
W. H. BURR.
Washington, .D. C., April 8, 1881.

.A. 'Vacation Trip.
To THE · EmToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The devil, it is said, never takes a vacation, and that
is what makes him the devil. It is enough to make
any one a devil not to hav any rest, any absolute repose. If the devil took a vacation he would probably behave a great deal better. Even ministers are
improved by their summer frolics ; . much of the
devil is taken out of their sermons .and sweet mother
nature has a chance.
So we took our vacation and shook the devil of
care to the winds. We wanted quiet so we went. to
Boston, where the universe moves on in a very
orderly and cultivated manner. On our way we
stopped at Worcester, Mass., where the golden wedding bells were ringing and filled the April air with
melody. Then we went to the "Hub" and found
Chainey in the midst of his " revival," more wonderful than anything that Beecher or Talmage hav been
able to manufacture; and this has not been manufactured, but is a fresh, spontaneous movement like
the bursting of a fountain from the earth. It is
what Liberalism has long been waiting for and the
prophet and poet has come born of suffering and
wide experience. The fire of Methodism and the
culture of Unitarianism are blended in the Iconoclast,
who tears down that he may build. It is really a
Mecca for the thirsting Liberal. Paine Hall crowded
to its utmost capacity, while the splendid eloquence
of the speaker holds them like a strain of surpassing
music. Surely no one is more capable of voicing
tha infinit hopes and longings of Liberalism than
Chainey. He speaks with the passion of an intense
soul. His subject was "The Lights and Shades of
Liberalism." He painted the shades with a skilful
and impartial hand and furnished a background upon
which to throw the glowing lights of the future.
He showed that the faults of Liberalism are merely
on the surface and are the outcome of orthodox
training. Liberalism is that to which all that is best
and brightest in the world is now contributing. It is the result of liberty and knowledge. The
orator unfolded this grand theme with blended wit
and wisdom. The applause was frequent, and ripples
of laughter broke forth as some keen stroke of
humor flashed the thought like a sword in the heart
of error. There was no monotony in the discourse;
it gave an infinitly diversified view of the subject
matter.
One might cry out, this was enough for one Sunday-in the city of Puritans-but fate was ·richer
than our wildest hopes had painted. There was a
conjunction on this memorable occasion of two
planets, Jupiter and Mars. R. G. Ingersoll and his
wife were present, and were greeted with thunders
of applause as thel quietly and modestly took their
seats in the rear o the congregation. When called
upon for a speech by Mr. Seaver after the lecture of
the day Ingersoll cordially responded, and for a quarter of an hour gave us marvelous pictures of the good
time coming as they came teeming from his capa.
cious brain, with discourse that went before and
after and glorified what was with the promis of
what_ will be. He showed that his whole soul quivered
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with a love of freedom and that he was in sympathy
with every effort to free the human mind from
slavery and death.
That Sunday afternoon w~ll
long be remembered. It struck the keynote of a
mighty and magnificent future.
Yet this was not all, for in the evening Boston
theater was crowded with several thousand people to
listen to the "reason why" Mr. Ingersoll was not an
orthodox Christian. Th<' lecture was one of the
roost masterly ever delivered by that fearless orator.
To hear Mr. Ingersoll is like listening to Gerster or
seeing Salvini. There is the supremacy of art and
the fire of nature. We are moveil. and thrilled as by
, the motion of the sea. Ingersoll is simply genius.
We can never tire of his extraordinary eloquence.
His discourse was packed with logic and was ablaze
. with wit and humor, and there was a grim earnestness in it hardly discoverable before in Mr. Ingersoll.
Now and then the thunderbolts of wrath descended, as if he hiniself had felt the hot iron of
oppression. I think that Mr. Ingersoll never before
so fully voiced the tremenil.ous indignation of humanity against orthodoxy as a devil indeed, to be
crushed. and buried utterly out of sight. Hitherto
he has wielded the sword of Saladin, but now he
struck with the hammer of Thor. Hitherto he has
seemed to play with orthodoxy as a serpent whose
fangs hav been extracted, but now he seemed to
grapple with it as a deadly monster that must be
exterminated. As Mr. Bartol said, one would almost
leap from liis seat to hear some of his bursts of oratory, as when he thundered forth with the grand
energy of a Titan that he had rather be annihilated
than to sit at the right hand of God or to be God,
while any human being was suffering at his expense.
lHr. Ingersoll condemned, as every sensible man
ought to condemn, both the Old and the New Testaments for the hideous doctrins they teach as infal~
libly inspired oracles. The New Testament is worse
than the Old, for while the Old justifies slavery,
polygamy, .and wars of extermination, it is silent
concerning the future pmi.od. Only when we come
to the New Testament is the veil torn aside and
the horrible dogma of eternal punishment proclaimed.
The services which Mr. Ingersoll is rendering to
the cause of freedom are inestimable. He stands at
a turning-point in human history. He strikes at the
evils of the past that will not die except we stab them
to the heart.

aild aU things, either religious or political, that do
not commend themselvs to our reason; when we will
look to past history, not to make our laws by, but to
learn where we can improve on all laws and cust9ms
that hav a tendency to oppress the people; when we
willweigh our present laws by the amount of good or
evil that accompany them; when people will learn
when they are oppressed to look to the proper
cause; when they will learn that as a rule increase of
crime indicates corrupt government; that a righteous
government makes a righteous people; and, finally,
when all people will learn that happiness is the ultimate of each and all, and to make others happy is
the only true way to become unselfishly happy ourselvs.
Hoping we may continuG true to the cause of Liberalism, I remain,
Respectfully yours,
P. M. THAYER, Sec.

Jupiter and Pike's Peak.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
In your issue of Feb. 26th is a state.ment from Ira T.
Scott, of Denver, Col., taking exceptions to my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 29th, stating
that Pike's Peak had burst forth in volcanic flames,
etc. In order to set myself right before your many
truth-loving readers, and that facts may be known
in regard to the volcanic nature of this mountain,
will you do me the justice and kindness to publish
the following condensed article found in the Rochester, N. Y.,American Rural Home of Feb. 26th, and
credited to the Colorado Springs Gazette.'? A similar
statement I saw several weeks ago.
PIKE's PEAK A voLCANO.
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of the Peak. He thinks I am equally in error in
regard to Prof. Tice's weather forecasts, etc., but
says, "It mnst be admitted that some of Prof. Tice's
predictions prove true, but far ]eRs, I think, than
those of Prof. Richard Mansill, of Rock Island, Ill.,
whose theory is that the disturbing influence of the
perihelion and aphelion passages of the planets, and
the longitudinal conjunction of these bodies, is the
true natural base and cause of our worst meteoric
agitations." Prof. Mansill may hav some valuable
ideas on atmospheric perturbations, cyclones, earthquakes, etc. If he discovered those laws fifteen
years ago, then he reached the same results in tbe
same year Prof. Tice did. If since that time, Prof.
Tice must carry the palm. For our friend Scott
says Prof. Mansill's theory demands that the "disturbing influences" of the planets occur at perihelion
and aphelion, and "longitudinal conjunction." This
is precisely Prof. Tice's theory, and I so stated in
my article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 29th. I
wish to be brief, Mr. Editor, but to be understood a
short explanation seems needful, if you will bear
with me. Every circle or orbit of a planet is divided
into 360°-at 80 is "perihelion," at 260 is "aphelion,"
and at 170° and 350° are the lines of "longitudinal
conjunction," or heliocentric longitude. These are
the storm points as designated by Prof. Tice in all
his weather forecasts. I appeal to his almanacs for
every month in each year ~or the truth of the statement. Old Jupiter plays a large part in seismic and
volcanic forces. Now our friend Scott has been misled by the verbiage of Prof. Mansill. The laws are
identical, and I think Prof. Tice is entitled to priority of discovery. Mr. Scott says Prof. Tice's predictions are" far less true than Prof. Man sill's." Now
really, if the laws and principles are the same, why
cannot Tice predict as accurately as Mansill? Is he
deficient in astronomical knowledge and observation?
I would like to find his equal. Every storm of
Michigan for the last three years has been on the
day assigned by Prof. Tice. I hope all will examin
this grand subject. It will pay them. If friend
Scott will send me any work by Prof. Mansill I will
reciprocate the favor. Truth against the world.
Mt. Baker is the volcano instead of Mt. Walker.
Yours astronomically,
D. HIGBIE, M. D.

Conclusiv evidence that a volcano does exist, and not very
far from Colorado Springs, has receutly been furnished us by
Sergeant O'Keefe of the Signal Service. The first knowledge
that was given us of this peculiar and newly-discovered phenomenon was reported last Saturday afternoon, and since that
time a Gazette reporter· under the guidance of Sergeant
o:Keefe visited the scene of what proved to be one of the
most wonderful discoveries ever brought to light in this mountain region. Nearly all the citizens of Colorado Springs hav
seen or read of the crater which is located near the summit
and just west of the Peak. It has always been conceded by
scientists that this same crater had in times gone by been the
scene of a terrible eruption, as particles of lava had been discovered in the crevices of the rocks adjoining it. Those who
havinvestigated more closely the various formations which are
Letter from Parker Pillsbury.
peculiar to volcanic mountains generally hav affirmed that
Besides Chainey and Ingersoll, we hav seen Bell there are plenty of evidences to show plainly that Pike's
To THE EmTou OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
and Seaver and Men dum and Verity and Wright, Peak crater has in its center a circular or cup-like opening I hav just closed a little lecture eng-agement of three
and they hav added to the riches of the view. We t!J,rough which lava has certainlv been emitted. It was on weeks (three Lord's days), in thts Capernaum of
even ventured into what seemed to us the cold glitter the night of Oct. 29th last that the crater displayed signs of Spiritualism.
volcanic activity.
of the Free Religio~t8 Index, and it greeted us with
Sergeant O'Keefe was aroused from his slumbers by a
You see I do not forget my old Sunday-school
genuin human warmth. I guess it has a heart after dreary, doleful sound which apparently emanated from be- lessons. We were told "according as are your religali, in spite of its intellectual severity.
neath the signal station. His first convictions were that it was ious privileges and opportunities so will be yonr
Yes, the world is moving. That is what our an earthquake, but this impression was soon dispelled by the guilt and condemnation, unless you improve them!"
vacation is telling us, and it is saving us from the fact that the sound still continued without the signs of a jar.
And the lesson was nailed down with this regular
·
f
He concluded to investigate the cause of this mysterious sound,
devil of .despair. W e hav been playmg or a few and, in company with his assistant, F. L. Jones, dressed Bible double-ten, namely, "And thou, Capernaum,
days with all the carelessness of a child, yet in the himself ana started. They had barely stepped over the door- which art exalted unto heaven, shalt be thrust down
midst of our playing we hav gathered the sublimest sill when a bright :flash, at first thought to be lightning, sur- to hell!"
wisdom. Chainey said in his Sunday's discourse, mounted the summit of the peak. It was only of a second's
Rochester was the Bethlehem, was it not, where ·
"Never was my hea1:t so light as now;" and we say duration, and the peak was again clothed in darkness. From the messiah of Spiritualism was born. And ·many,
the same.
this time on the sound heretofore described seemed to decrease
until the usual quiet of the solemn mountain-peak was again many mighty works hav been done there in the name
Mr. Chainey's Infidel Pulpit is on the high road restored.
of Spiritualism, during all its thirty years and more.
to success. He has already a thousand subscribeFs,
The following day Sergeant O'Keefe visited the crater, feel- All its chiefest apostles and evangelists hav wrought
and they are increasing at the rate of twenty and ing confident that the sound heard on the night previous had there, much and well. Mrs. Fannie Allyn and Mrs.
thirty a day. His parish now extends all over the emanated from that source. What was his surprise on looking Amelia Colby with Mrs. Smith, her accomplished
United States. He ought to hav a million sub- down into the crater to discover vapor curling up from the musica1 attendant, hav done good service there from
"b
E
L '
T
cup-like enclosure. This discovery only prompted him to
sen ers.
very ibm·al should take a copy.
he further continue his researches, and after two hours' laborious the first of October to last of February statedly.
terms are extremely cheap. Only think, fifty-two climbing he found himself standing within about 200 yards of But I fear the harvests hav not been, cannot be at
lectures for one dollar-lectures full o£ the best and ,the crater chimney. The heat, even at this distance, was very all commensurate with the seed they hav sown. My
noblest thought of the day. Keep the ball a-rolling. oppressiv, and the ground about him was covered with ashes mission was independent of any association, but
Don't giv up THE TRUTH SEEKER, but just tack on and lava. O'Keefe was lost in astonishment. The snow for wholly in the interest of Spiritualism and the Liberal
to THE TRUTH SEEKEU the Infidel Pul:pit.
halt a mile from the crater had entirely disappeared. This
was all the more remarkable as it had upon the previous philosophy. The best hall I could procure with the
So much for our vacation. We feel twice as big day been several feet in depth. The Sergeant was very much means at my command was close down to the railas when we set out. We have carried Aladdin's astonished at the remarkable discovery thus brought to light, way station, where the shriek of locomotivs knows no
lamp along, and endless treasures hav been revealed. •but he was not deceived by the calm. He was convinced that Sunday, no cessation; and up three long flights of
SAMU'EL P. PUTNAM.
the absolute repose then manifested would be of short dura- stairs at that.
tion. Since Oct. 29th but one eruption has occurred, and
Mrs. Allyn and Mrs. Colby had a comfortable hall,
that was on the night of Nov. 7th, and was similar to the previous one, but more violent. He happened to be on the roof but it is no longer available for lecturing purposes.
Linesville Liberal League.
of the signal station on this occasion, and he portrays the So the Spiritualists will hav to seek other quarters,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir ; majesty of the scene as the grandest he ever wituessed, not never yet having tabernacle or temple of their own.
excepting that of Vesuvius, seen by him in 1862. The et·upMy faith in Spiritualism, its philosophy, phe1'he course of Liberalism in Linesville, Pa., is onward. tion
began with a tremendous burst, which shook Pike's Peak
The late Paine celebration did .much to advertise to its very foundation, hurling into the air dense clouds of nomena and leading prin<3iples, cannot be shaken.
But it is not confirmed nor strengthened by any acLiberal principle~ and with many to understand Lib- ashes and lava.
These explosions succeeded each other with rapidity and tivities or interest I witness among societies of
eralism is to becom!l interested in and take hold of it.
Moses Hull has been induced to locate here, for a increas&d violence for about one hour, when the volcano Spiritualists, except in some rare instances, and those
year at least, and speak to .us three times each month seemed to enter into a profound sleep. During the eruption where more than mere Spiritualism, as a sect or forthe clouds were grandly illuminated by the reflection of the
-once, on Saturday evening before the second Sun- glowiug lava in the crater, giving the scene the appeamnce mula, is taught and inculcated. And I hav been told
day, on things pertaining to political economy; twice of a vast conlhtgration. This will account for the peculiar that Mrs. Allyn and Mrs. Colby hav forfeited the
on the second Sunday, forenoon on Spiritualism, even- light which had been noticed by tiLe sheep-herders on the favor of some Spiritualist associations by endeavoring on Liberalism. Mr. Hull is an eloquent speaker. plains ettst of this city. Sergeant O'Keefe informs us that the ing to make their faith and works include all the
He interests the people, consequently the audiences flow of lava tenas towards Ruxton's Creek, whence the water great interests, necessities, and responsibilities of man
for the supply of the city is procured, and there is no doubt and womankind, instead of keeping to trance, tableare large.
that the hot lava will, if it reaches the creek, so heat and foul
On Sunday, April 4, we held our annual meeting it that it will be spoiled for drinking purpo~es. It is evident tippings, materializations, an_d other mere Spiritual
to elect officers. The officers elected were: Presi- the eruption has but just begun, and should it continue any phenomena. I hoJle·we shall not languish, like the
dent, S. C. Thayer; Secretary, P.M. Thayer; 1'reas- great length of time Colorado Springs may meet the fate of churches, till some Moody and Sankey will hav to be
urer, J'ames Wall ace; Board of Councilors, Mrs. J as. Herculaneum and Pompeii. The flow of lava has already ex- raised up to wake us to life and action, and put
Wallace, Mr. C. B. Brooks, Mrs. Isaac Ladner, Mrs. tended three miles from the crater, and only two eruptions breath and "soul beneath our ribs of death."
hav taken place.
My letter is already long enough. But the CleveC. Butler.
This, Mr. Editor, is the authority for my state- land Leader of to-day contains the following letter,
The Liberal League enters upon its fifth year under
very favorable circumstances, and we hope to accom- ments in 1·egard to Pike's Peak, and it seems to be written by "a learned Congregational clergyman of
plish much. We are looking for the time when truthful. I do not believe it to be a canard. If true, New Hampshire," too good to be lost. And I should
priests, Comstocks, kings, lords, and all other relig- as I think it is, it shows how long neighbors may like to 1tav it embalmed iu yonr constantly crowded
ious and political oppressors will cease to rule nations; occupy this vicinage and not know each other. Also and widely read columns. It proves the evangelical
when it will not be considered a crime to doubt any that Mr. Scott is mistaken as to the volcanic nature stomach pretty strong when it can, at a strain even,
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off his disguise, the priest go to raising potatoes or
starve. Reason will ask, Why support these lazy
hypocrits longer in their rascality?
·
And now as to that trip round the world. Go by
all means, say I. Were I a believer in fate I would
say all hell can't prevent you, for were you not born
THE LETTER.
for that very purpose, and has not nature designed
PHILADELPHIA, PA., April 6, 1881.
and fitted you for the task, physically to withstand
" Many thanks for the Cleveland Leader containing the
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find check for $8 for the the variations of climate, and mentally to giv to the
creed of the Campbellite church, which I hav read with much
interest. It is rather more orthodox, as we Congregationalists paper and repairing Thomas Paine's monument. I world a grander and more truthful narrativ of hissee, than I had supposed, from what I had learned in Ken- will subscribe $5 for the trip around the world.
tory of men and things past and present than has
ti!-cky, when traveling there more than forty years ago in serRespectfully,
J. 0. BENTLEY.
as yet been given by any other traveler? Methinks
VIce of the American Missionary Society. I had supposed,
so, and hence you may put me down for $5. Do not
from all I could learn of the creed of the denomination, that
PAOLA, ·KAN., Feb. 14, 1881.
giv me any ·credit for my generosity in so doing, as
their roligion consisted pretty much in immersion in the name
MR. EDITOR: Set me down for $5 for your trip money with me is scarce, but when· I consider what
of the trinity; any one doing so came out of the water a ChrisRespectfully yours,
tian, irrespectiv of previous character. To illustrate, a lady in around the world.
I am to receive should you liv to return, my selfDR. w. WALTERS.
one of the Kentucll:y towns told me there had just been in her
interest prompts me to forego the $5 now that I may
neighborhood a Campbellite baptism. It was winter. A. cangain the $25 hereafter.
.
~date for the rite approaching the stream, finding its cages
CHAPMAN, KANSAS, April 4, 1881.
And now let me say to THE TRUTH SEEKER patrons
ICe-bound, drew back, swearing he would not be baptized until MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed ·please find $8-$3
it was warmer. We of the old Puritan faith and order do not for THE TRUTH SEEKER for the balance of this year, -to go and do likewise, even though you hav to borrow the money, and I will venture the prediction
deem a state of mind that will allow swearing in the very act
of professional consecration. to God indicativ of a moral state of and $5 for the trip around the world. Money is leaving the future to demonstrate the truthfulnes~
the heart suitable for a public profession of religion. But this quite a scarce commodity with me. I hav two or falsity of my power to prophesy, that it will bring
W!LS probably an extreme case.
On the whole, I sympathize reasons for subscribing to the trip. One is, I feel you in not only one hundredfold, but two, three,
With most of the views expressed and the spirit with which certain of getting the worth of my money; the other four, and five hundredfold, that is, if I understand
they are uttered; modest, careful, scriptural, and sincere. If reason is, the books will be the cause of doing so
such ~e the religi~us creed of our candidate for the Presidency, much for humanity, so I feel in duty bound to help rightly the editor's proposition to giv the book of
to b~ maugurated m a few days, we may hope for an adminis- the good cause along. U this trip should drop travels to all those who advance $5. Come, now, let
every Liberal send in his "V." Yes, every Christian
trati!!n, so far as our President may control it, that, with God's
blessmg, may result in good to our already great, and destined through I will take books to the amount invested. I too, for they will want the book of travels, and many
hav
been
trying
to
get
more
subscribers
to
THE
TRUTH
to be vastly greater, country in population, progress, wealth,
will read it if they hav to borrow it from their more
SEEKER, but hav not succeeded. Your friend,
and influence."
·generous neighbors. Our Liberal libraries will be
JOHN. T. LAKIN.
incomplete without it. So send in you pledges for a
"V" when called for, and let's hav Bennett on the
WAUKEE, IowA, April 8, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: By the tab on my paper I see that I wing, that the sooner he goes the sooner he'll get
am behind on subscription. I will pay up. I do not back. ~emember, he is a bold and fearless writer,
says thmgs that others wouldn't dare to say in Chriswant to do without it.
GRAND LEDGE, MicH., April 6, 1881.
tian
lands, and I will venture the prediction that if
I commenced taking THE TRUTH SEEKER when it first
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $3 for
he finds he is abridged from telling the truth, the
the dear TRUTH SEEKER. Put my name down for $5 started at fifty cents per year. Several times since whole truth, and nothing but the truth, by Christian
on the list for the trip round the world. I am·, dear its size and price hav been increased, wb.ich I re- or heathen law, he will giv it to us when he returns
gretted at each time, but afterward was more than
sir,
Yours for truth,
LAURA POLHEMUS.
to put the same in book form, so that we are bound t~
satisfied.
.
get the whole truth in the book of travels, should he
If
you
conclude
to
make
the
trip
round
the
world
NASBY, Mo., April 8, 1881.
through policy omit a little in his letters he may send
DEAR BROTHER.: Inclosed find amount for one year, let me know and I'll try to furnish a few dollars.
$3. Please contrnue from expiration of trial subscrip- Would like to hav you stay with THE TRUTH SEEKER. home. And as for THE TRUTH SEEKER losing much of
its interest or reformatory vim, it will be enhanced
A. L. GRINNELL.
tion. I like your paper, and it's just what is needed
in that direction by said letters of travel and the inin this age. Superstition is the worst monster on
terest of its correspondents who will feel a greater
HoRNITOS, CAL., March 11, 1881.
earth to fight, but such blows as you deal will fetch
MR. EDITOR: My $5 for your trip around the world responsibility in the absence of its editor to put forth
him before another savior is neeued. Go ahead. I
will
be forwarded when notified that you will take an extra effort. Go by all means, I say again, and
am with you round the world.
H. B. 1\'IILKS.
the trip. I hope you will take some younger per- should you liv to return take Mrs. Bennett and visit
son with you to take care of you in case of sick- your friends in your nativ land of America.
LEMARs, IowA, Feb. 23, 1881.
A thought, and I:m done. Methought, as I sat
FRIEND BENNETT Count me in for $5 for the trip ness or accident. With best wishes for your success
milking my mooley cow this morning, how varied
round the world.
in everything you may undertake, I remain
.
L. w. SIBLEY.
w~re the life lines of certain individuals-as varied
Very truly yours,
R. W. BARCROFT.
as the currents in water, earth, and air. For did
MILWAUKEE, Wis., April 10, 1881.
they not confine the body of D. M. Bennett within
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Count me in for the round-theGREAT VALLEY, April 10, 1881.
world trip.
G. LucK.
MR. EDITOR : I see by the little tab on my paper the narrow confines of a prison cell, and that, too,
th~t April 15th draweth near, after which time I shall as late as the year 1879? And now, in the year 1881
CoLON, MicH., Feb. 14, 1881.
be your debtor should you continue sending to my is there not a project commencec! by which the;
FRIEND BENNETT: I havread with great interest the address the good old TRUTH SEEKER, which in my case think to elongate that f:~ame body by a stretching
letters of an Infidel abroad, and at the first intima- has become a staple article and of great necessity. process to reach around this terrestrial ball t If the
tion of his making a journey round the world I de- The thought of its deprivation is not a thing to be process works well a patent should be obtained by
termined that I would be one of the contributors to tolerated for a moment, now that I hav passed by all means. No doubt the rubber companies will try
that fund, but I hav neglected until now to say so. a year or two of the zenith of my noon-day, and am to thwart the enterprise, but their efforts will prove
Put me down for $5 on demand. A. J. KINNE, M.D.
on the side of life that tends toward the setting sun, abortiv, Benedict, Comstock & Co. to their aid notA. F. ALBRIGHT.
hence will need to supply the wasting forces with withstanding.
strong meat seasoned with the viands of common
PLATTSBURGH, N.Y., Feb. 19, 1881.
HouLTON, ME., April 4, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: Put me down for $5 worth of your sense and demonstrable facts, or at least not afraid
trip r•)Und the world, and call on me whenever you to stand the test of the critic's eye or scalper's. MR. EDITOR: I agree with brother Burge as to the
knife. Hence it behooves me, in order to get a sup- fee for life membership in the National Liberal
want it. Go by all means.
W. L. WEvER.
ply of the above-mentioned articles, to inclose in this League. There are many who would be willing to
sheet three dollars to pay the doctor who not only become members at $10 and could _not afford to pay
.
LINDSAY, ONT., Feb. 14, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: You may put me down for $5 toward applies the" Wilsonia" garments, for the eradication $25, and any who could afford the $25 would not be
paying I or your trip round the world. If you undertake of all the impurities of the physical body; but givs debarred from giving the other $15, or more, and
the journey I shall consider the money well invested. at the same time and at all times a never-failing I trust that there. are very many that will do so. A
specific for all mental derangements of the mind Liberal would feel out of place to attend a Liberal
Yours,
THOMAS FEE.
caused by that little imbecil creature, faith. What convention and not hav the right to participate in
for? Why, to believe what reason would reject of the business of the convention. Therefore I second
BRUNSWICK, Mo., March 26, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money order for course, and then to deceive yourself into the idea brother Walker's motion.
I hav been reading brother Leland's estimate in
$5 for your trip round the world if you go, and if that you hav met with a second birth--a more truthyou don't go please giv me credit for the same. It ful name would be a "second death." Faith will do THE TRUTH SEEKER of March 26th. His demands are
will be all right any way.
Wl\f. TYLER.
only for Christians and infants-the former don't want moderate and should be seconded by every Liberal
to reason, the latter cannot. Hence THE TRUTH in the nation. We who do not submit to church
EuREKA, CAL., :Feb. 14, 1881.
SEEKER to the first class is inoperativ, and why? Too taxation can afford to giv an eye-opener for the benMR. EDITOR: You may put me down for $5 for your much faith and lack of brains to comprehend and efit of the blind, and when the scales drop from
trip around the world.
1\'!Rs. W. A. CoRY.
solve it. The lack of brains in every case is attribu- their eyes they will re]oice with us, and we shall be
table to the above-mentioned article, faith. There is exceeding glad, for great is our reward on earth.
DETROIT, MICH., F!;lb. 19, 1881.
If Liberals would withdraw their support from the
but little hope of such, for they are dead and buried
l.\'IR. D. M. BENNETT: If you start on your trip in Christ Jesus, having lost their wits through faith churches, their children from church and Sundayround the world set me down for $5.
while living automatons acting only as they were schools, and keep the church institutitms at arm's
With many hopes that you will get back safe, I acted upon by the ring-master, who is generally an length, they would soon be in the condition of the
am,
Yours truly,
WM. PENFIELD.
ordained vicegerent butcher of Jehovah. Hence we can emigrant who started for Aroostoe>k, and painted on
but rejoice now they are dead, for it gave us pain to the side of his cart, "Aroostook or bust." They,
LEONARD, NEB., Feb. 19, 1881.
see them catering to the behests and nods of some like the emigrant, would soon "bust."
MR. D. M. BENNETT: We hav been very much pleased bigoted, designing priest.
Herewith find $5, to be applied to your visit abroad.
with your letters from Europe, and hove you will
But not so with the second class, the infants, for I see you are determined to make the circle.
get enough of the needful to send you on the grand in them lieth the hope of the world, for as soon as , Yours for truth and Liberalism, A. P. HEYWOOD.
tour of the globe. You can put us down for $5.
their little minds become sufficiently developed they
Best wishes,
PETER and JANE GuLICK.
BENNINGTON, N. H., April 6, 1881.
are going to ask who made this world that they see
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5, three of which
around them, and while their parents, many of them
SAN JosE, CAL., February 13, 1881.
will answer, God, their next query will be, Wher~ is to renew for THE TRUTH SEEKER and the other two
l.\'IR. D. M. BENNETT: Put me down for $5 toward did he come from, who was his mother, and who forrepairs on the Paine monument. You may count
the trip around the world. As soon as I can spare made him? Of course that will nonplus such papas me as one to contribute $5 for the trip around the
the money I wish to get some more Liberal books. and mammas, but it will only tend, through the world. You may well express your surprise at the
I stand firm for THE TRUTH SEEKER, the Liberal cause evasion of their most reasonable inquiry, to stimu- indifference on the part ot Liberals in the matter of
and our brave brother and hero, D. :M. Bennett.
' late them to further inquiry, and the first thing you rePairing Paine's monument. How is it to be acP. H. ScHwARTZ.
wi!l hear of them they hav run across some old :free- counted for? Where are our "great orators" who
thmker who tells them to send for TnE TnUTH SEEKER hav been RO loud in their praise and admiration of
QUINCY, ILL., April 3, 1881.
which will answer all their inquiries.
' Thomas Paine? I don't see many of their names
MR. EDITOR: You may count on me for five dollars
Tt1en hell will be out for good, the devil loosed with $50 standing "forninst" them; not much. Talk
for the trip round the world. I will remit the another thousand years. The pope will hav to lay is cheap. Is the human race worth redeeming froijl
~ake down a Campbell as easily as a gnat, when the
mterests of the church are to be promoted. And a
Campbellist President may prove the safety as well
as the seed of the national religious faith.
Rochester, N. Y.
PARKER PILLSBURY.

amount when called upon. I do not like the idea of
taking you away from THE TRUTH SEEKER sanctum;
but still it may turn out all right-at least I hope
so. With best wishes for you and yours, and the
cause which you so nobly defend, I remain,
·
Yours· truly,
FRANK H. SHERWOOD.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL 23, 1881.
of books and tracts. Again, good-bye, and may God who depend upon their daily toil for a living fall in
bless you and keep you and return you safe if you with their party leaders and prate about strengthengo I
IsAAC SNYDER, M.D.
ing the public credit, a strong government, centralization, the perfection of the banking system, etc.
LA CROSSE, Wis., March 25, 1881.
It does seem- to me they don't know what they are
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just read your remarks talking about, or else they are willing to rivet the
about the "Trip Around the World." I should pre- chains already forged for their hands.
fer you to remain at home and attend to the interWe want a strong government, but centered in the
est of THE TRUTH SEEKER. Thosf'! who are so· very people, not in a moneyed few. We want a money conJACKSON, MICH., March 22, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: A little less than a year ago, anxiOus for ~ ou to take the trip around the world troled by the nation, not by a set of gamblers.
through ·the kindness of riJ.y friend, B. F. Eggleston, should do something toward liquidating the remainOur state legislatures hav become a humbug; our
I became acquainted with your valuable paper, and der of the debt contracted in your trip to Europe be- Senate and Congress, with such men as Hayes and
through him became a subscriber for six months. fore getting you into another trap. For my part, I Garfield ahead, a farce. We are now nothing but a
I regard THE TRUTH SEEKER as a very valuable and in- want the friends to consider that it is very hazard- tribute-paying class to a moneyed oligarchy. The Reteresting paper. It is doing a power of good in this ous for an old man to take such a long journey; publican party has the name of liberating five millvicinity in doing away with the dogma of orthodox and, furthermore, I believe if Mrs. Bennett had ions of slaves; it also has the honor, with the assistsuperstition and giving us the right idea of the true her say in the matter, she would say, "I would ance of the Democrats, of enslaving fifty millions.
rather he would remain at home than risk his life
I think, friend Bennett, it is the duty of all Liberals
God, liberty, and free speech.
Please find inclosed money order for $3 for contin- in such a long journey." But if it should be that the to try to educate the people in the political workings
uance of the paper; also put my name down for $5, friends make up the amount of money, and it is de- of the country as well as religiously-because it is
and I am also authorized to add B. F. Eggleston for termined you shall go, you can put me down for $5 the happiness and comforts of this life for which
when called on for the books.
we are working-to let them see where they a.re driftthe same, for the trip round the world.
Your well wisher,
J. PETTEY.
ing. Fusion with either old party is the death-knell
Yours' for liberty and free speech, P. E. PIERCE.
of freedom.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., AprillO, 1881.
Something must be done by the next presidential
FRANKTON, IND., April 3, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: It is certainly a long time election, or legislation will be too late, and the only
BRo. BENNETT: As this is another one of the Lord's
days-rather a lordly one for me-I thought I would since I hav written to you, but you surely hav not alternativ will be rebellion or subjecLion. It looks
write you a few lines. I hav just been out sleighing missed my letters or my good wishes. If I had very much like subjection when armed soldiers are
with my family. The snow is about a foot deep and money to send you for your contemplated trip I stationed in the halls of Congress at the inaugural
still snowing, and at the same time the spring birds should not be dilatory in announcing it; but having of the President of this (said to be) free republic,
'llone, I am not sure that I hav any right to make and members of Congress and others were stopped
are. singing their sweet aongs of praise to God.
Well, business, as usual, is suspended to-day except any suggestions about it, going or staying. I trust by them as they entered the hall. Such a thing was·
with a little squad of pious souls around at the you to dD the best you can for Liberal thought and never known before. I would like to see those queschurch attending to the Lord's business, that is, freedom to express it. I think, however, you need tions discussed in THE TRUTH SEEKER by some that
they are making a last effort to raise a little money not go away for something to write about to intereilt are able to do them justice.
If I hav the money I will send you $5 for the trip
to pay for the bread that fed the mouth through your readers.
which God talked to the people here the past year,
I hav been very much interested in Mr. Wakeman's around the world. I will not promis for certain,
but as I am not interested I am am not there. "Lessons," and hope he has many more to giv us. because I may not hav it; but you can set me down
They got a negro troop from a neighboring town to Mr. Palmer's report of the funeral services of one of for the book.
Inclosed- find post-office order for $3 for THE TRuTH
come and giv a concert, out of which they made your Liberal friends was a great gratification to me.
Yours for freedom,
enough to pay the wash bill and a little over, though I am so dissatisfied with the popular funeral, and SEEKER this year.
not enough to pay the board bill.
J. W. ScoTT.
yet we hav hardly outgrown all ceremony over our
Inclosed please find $11-$3 to be applied on H. dead. Perhaps we ought not to.
BERRIEN SPRINGS, MicH., April 5, 1881.
T. C. Leland's "Ways and Means" ought to be
Alley's subscription to THE TRUTH S.llliKER,.and $5 for
FRIEND BENNETT: Find inclosed $1, for which please
your go-around-the-world or stay-at-home fund, just read and acted upon by every Freethinker in ·all
whichever it happens to be. I don't think that I parts of our country. If only the National Liberal send THE TRUTH SEEKER to Abel Garr. Mr. Garr is a
envy you the pleasure of a trip around the world; League could hav money, how soon it would be a deep thinker, a lifelong seeker after truth as it is
it will beat the penitentiary all to the devil. I power in the land! Just now I can hardly think of in fact if not in Jesus. This is the eleventh TRUTH
am afr<tid THE TRUTH SEEKER will be neglected; not anything but Comstockism, so fearful am I that our SEEKER that is doing noble service as sapper and
but what it will be ably edited, but that friends will law-makers at Albany will extend his power. How miner for the forces of Freethought in this village
not· send in their dues as promptly as they would it glad I am that Mr. Wakeman did not fail to do his and vicinity. Our dear brethren and sisters hav tonetl
you were at home to jog them a little.
duty (when did he ever fail!), but faced the man dowri immensely since your" evangel" has been freely
May success and happiness attend you whether at Comstock with an exposure of his wickedness before circulated among us. I send THE TRUTH SEEKER and
howe or abroad.
Yours truly,
L. R. WEBB.
the men who hav the power to prevent his further other Liberal reading to the clergy and the greatest
bigots in this section. I hav reason to know that
wrong-doing officially.
BERLIN RIGHTS, 0., April 7, 1881.
The letters which you gave us from Europe are many receive such reading kindly. The few precious
-FRIEND BENNETT: I find myself indebted to you for full of interest, and your own articles need no for- sisters hav been most acceptably quiet since they
THE TRUTH SEEKER. To tell the old story in the old eign spice to make them palatable, and so THE received copies of your paper of Jan. 1st, containing
parlance, "I was hard up," financially insolvent, or TRUTH SEEKER in its new, beautiful garb, is always my " experience" with the female holiness of Berrien
I was waiting for the co-operation of other subscribers welcomed at our home.
Springs.
to form a club (?). I pass, let this suffice.
May great peace be with you, my dear Bennett.
Will you allow me to thank the unknown friend
I see that they hav almost persuaded you to take who sent me a. pamphlet entitled "God and Man a
Ever yours,
WoRTHY PUTNAM.
a round trip, and if wishes were worth a nickel, I'd Unity, and All Mankind a Unity" (you see I think
giv you enough to keep you from the gnawing pangs I can reach the donor through THE TRUTH SEEKER)?
RocKVILLE, CoNN., April 8, 1881.
of a. hungry stomach during your sojourn, and if 'l'he pamphlet seems to me a gift of value. I would
FRIEND BENNETT: Please let me drop my ballot
you should in the mean time receive a telegram from like to know the author. The argument is conclusiv, against your proposed trip around the world. The
"Charon" (for people will and do die in all places), the thought of the author is in its entirety good, and paper is lonesome, so to speak, when you are away.
you would not make him a la corpse poor, but a good to me it brings "peace in believing."
I vote with George Lynn, who has expressed some
and a fat one. If I know when you would purpose
Your very numerous letters remind me that I must of my ideas in the matter much better than I could
to start out (and money is very uncertain to promis not make mine lengthy, and so with love to Mrs. do it. See his letter in the issue of April 2d.
you in the future, as it is not now the people's pub- Bennett, yourself, and all the household of unbelief,
Yours respectfully,
E. J. MARTIN.
lic cancelling unit, but is under_ the exclusiv control
I am ever your friend and co-worker,
LADOGA, IND., April 2, 1881.
of bank monopoly), will try ori. my part when you
·
LuCY N. CoLMAN.
MR. EDITOR: I am not with the majority in sending
start out on the round trip to send you a "V." I
you round the world. Such banishment cannot help
did think of asking you to send me a lock of your
MoRRILL, KAN., March 18, 1881.
whiskers as a memento of fond recollection in reFRIEND BENNETT: My excuse for not sending you the cause of truth as much as your labors at home.
membrance, i. e., if to cheat, as it might perhaps my subscription before now is that I hav been short I am not a subscriber to that fund, but I will giv $5
prove in the sequel, the infernal flesh-eating Feejee of money. We hav had a very severe winter-the to a fund to hire you to not go. While I am aware
cannibal taking in the whole of your body without hardest for this country in twenty-five years. Times the book you would write would be of great merit, I
due regard to the rules of Spencerian politeness, but are hard. Grain is worth comparativly nothing. The am satisfied your editorial work would be greater.
in looking over my file of love letters I find one of railroad and elevator men pool and leave the farm- Set me down for a "V" if you do not go.
yours, written to me when you were incarcerated in ers' profits nothing at all. With Jay Gould controlMost truly yours,
M. M. HENRY.
the American Christian bastile, which I shall ever ing the railroads, telegraphs, and will hav control
fondly cherish and love to keep in remembrance of of the press before long; the bankers controling our
PATERSON, N. J., March 25, 1881.
you <.s a true friend to your country and a bold pio- money matters, large corporations.stretching out and
F:RIEND,BENNETT: As my subscription is about out
neer of the "Age of Reason," whether you sail or grasping all the resources of the country; when Wall and I shall be in your city in a few weeks, I will
st~ty.
Yours very truly,
M. M. FisH,
street can rule Congress and bring the nation to its call and renew it.
knees; when railroads refuse to furnish cars to men
If you desire to know how Liberalism is progressHoRTON, MICH., March 28, 1881.
who dare pay more for grain than a stipulated price ing in this place I will embody it all in a few words.
MR. EDITOR: In all the friendly correspondence to set by themselvs and elevator men; when men who A few weeks since I tendered my resignation to
you for years past I hav been very much interested. wish to ship their own grain hav to pay tribute to the the League as president, and herein state my reasons
I feel as much friendship and good will as the best elevators, also two prices for cars; when they con- for so doing, viz., the utter apathy and indifference
of them, and only wish I could make it manifest in trol all the material used by our manufactories, there on the part of Liberals to forego small pecuniary
a more substantial way. I am one of that large is little show for the poor farmer.
interests for the propagation of Liberal and progressiv
class of citizens that we are apt to find on every It is time the country began to arouse itself before ideas, i.e., a detestable avarice more worshiped
corner--to wit., those that "hav seen better days." I it is everlastingly too late. No people can long con- than a high and worthy cause, as well as the conhav been on the sick list for over eight years past, tinue free and prosper who are in the power of a set temptible lack of all true manliness in allowing
and many thousands of dollars that were mine hav of gamblers that can create a money panic in twenty- themselvs to be intimidated by church power, even
changed hands and become the property of other four hours. How can a farmer prosper if he has to to the extent of a fawning sycophancy by giving
people. I think if I liv, and you take that trip sell his produce at certain men's prices and to certain fortnightly contributions to build up church tyranny
around the world, I shall contrive to buy the book, men? If he wants lumber he is compelled to buy under the false garb of charity.
but I cannot say more at present. I am past three of a middleman, or ship it himself and pay a tribute
The working classes will not emancipate themselvs
score years of age. How much do you tl;link I hav of $15 per car load to the wholesaler.
when opportunity offers. Serfdom under the sway of
(uncollected) in the hands of the poor? Over $50,000.
A barbed-wire fence costs twice what it should be- the church will continue to increase. History will reThere is where my possessions mostly lie.
cause one company controls the patent. Iron, coal, peat itself and revolution be the inevitable restllt. I •
But may the God I worship shower blessings upon oil, all of our productions, are being swallowed up hav therefore come to the conclusion to retire from
you and the dear old TRUTH SEEKER I. Please find in- in those large corporations.
·
all official position in any and all humanitarian adclosed draft for $3 for THE TRUTH SFEKER for 18ih.
How can it be :.;emedied? Never by legiolation so vocations in the city of Paterson, It is not often I
For a few years past I hav been like Micawber- long as the people will be governed by the party use the language of church bigots, but must con·
waiting for something to turn up; and if there does that advocates principles contrary to the interests of elude this by saying, "They are ioined to their idols,
you will know it, for I shall send to you for a heap the working classes. It is amusing to hear people let them alone."
.
JOHN J. HAVILAND.
priestcraft and moneycraft? That is the question
with me. How much choice is there between the
two crafts? Where is the consistency of denouncing
one and working in the interest of the other? Does
the consistency consist in drawing big houses and
pocketing big pay? Don't all speak at once.
Yours truly,
GEORGE GEER.
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And stronger than iron main
By many a hundredfold.
Yet thoughts like yon and I,
In some far distant day,
Will blOOm and wither and die
Smootbingman's pathway.
Over the truth's she told me
I for long hOurs do muse,
Wondering how long it will be
That man will man abuse.
When humanity does assemble
In one grand group of love,
Our world will then resemble
The paradise above.

Potiphar's Wife.
ALHAZA.
Hlstl there is d.anger here I
And the pallid moon looks m,
And the withered wings of the hot simoon
l<'loat from the land of sinThe fearful desert land
Where the pyramid rises clear;
The sphinx looks calm o'er the deeds of blood
Nor pities human fear.
Leave not the icy tomb,
Sweet chiseled shape of eld,
Wlly are thy marble cerements
So lightly, loosely held ?
BY

Why dwell with the voiceless dead,
Thou beautiful form of woe,
With roses crushed on thy darksome cheek,
Beneath the moonlight's glow ?
Do carven lilies weave
For thee a wreath of hope,
Above the mournful, beautiful eye
Of the desert antelope?
What! sobbing, marble heart,
:With tears in piteous fiow;
Tbis is a living, beautiful form
That leans so fondly now.
Thy perfumed midnight hair
Lies on my pulseless breast
As storm-clouds fall, with sable wings,
Upon a sea at rest.
O,Ietmedrink no more
Thy balmy, poisonous breath,
The wild sweet sounds on the stilly air
Are struck from this harp of death I
Dark woman, tempt me not,
To sin,- and weep, and pray;
The air is filled with waves of love
To soothe the just alway.
Kneel not in siladow old,
Nor taste the deadly rue;
That darkens crypt and moss-grown aisle
Near Egypt's sacred dew.
Thy tortured bosom's truth
'Neath burning gems may dream,
The pearls strewn o'er that dangerous shore
Lie piteous wrecks between.
Sweet shapes come in from the tombs,
On Isis great they call:
"Oh, take thy tresses from my heart,
Or I shall feel their thrall."
A ghostly moaning throng,
From grottoes wierd, come near;
They bate the wine of sweet content,
They know not human fear.
Kiss not the sordid dust;
'Tis a shabby thing to pray;
Enthrone thy honor in thy breast,
And pluck the gods away.

Then heaven will lOse its charm,
Mankind will be at peace,
And without the fear of harm
All heavenward prayeril shall cease.

1 Kings xx:ii.
Attend, ye powers, at your dread sovereign's llali;
Ahab at R!lmath Gilead must fall!
Howe decree. Now let the courier speed
With falsehood fired to consecrate the deed.
So shall onr righteous vengeance be appeased,
When death's cold hand the recreant wretch has
seized.
The courier sped at dread Jehovah's nod,
Approached the earth, concealing all the God.
The holy prophets •aw; at once they knew
(A cloud concealed him from the vulgar view).
But hoary-headed 1\Ucaiah atone
Received an adverse message from the throne.
Now two huge antlers Zedekiah brings,
And straight approached the throne where sat the
kings.
"0 King," he said, and raised the antlers high
above his head;
Them in the solid ground he plunged with force;
The earthy fragments fiew along the course;
" So shall thy sword thy timorous foes disperse I
'Tis God's decree; his message I rehearse."
Israel's vain king, by God's decree misled,
Urged on the fight, and in the confiict bled.
His chariot left the field for him too late;
The perfidy of God had sealed his fate.
When gods essay their vengeful spite to try,
Priest, king, and people in one carnage lie.

My Pretty Little Rogue.
BY R. D .. CHAPMAN.

As fair as the goddess Venus
Is the pretty little rogue I love,
.And when thoughts are exchanged between us
There's no lOnging for the land above.
·Though there may be angels in heaven
Bright, beautiful, and dear,
Yet none can cheer and enliven
As the one .that I bav here.
Not a thoughtless, idle creature
Is that little rogue Of mine,
But possessed of every feature
To rel\eve the suffering mind.
How often bas she told me
Of the crimes we all too well knowThat the rich are ruling the country,
lllaking the poor poorer grow.

•

How those who pass life's day
.A toiling in the sun
Are without a place to stay
When the frost of age does come.
W-hilst those who never labored
Nor knew a thought of care
Were forever favored
W itb all the earth does bear .
Progression if once a virtue
Is now a heinous crime,
If or prison doors a walt you
If born before your time.
Thoughts are bound with a chain
Wrou1Jhtof the finest gold,
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happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
His medical works possess the highest value, and ha.v been
Introduced and thoroughly read In hundreds of thousands
of families, who to-day sr.and read)' to bear willing test!·
mony to the great benellt they hav derived from the physIological hygienic, and moral leBSons which ue has su aoly
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like to deliver before audiences of Freethinkers.
Address
JOHN GEORGE HERTWlG.
St15
16 South Third street,.St. Louis, Mo.
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ready for shipment. .~<very admirer o th!a great Apostle
of
Liberty should hav at leaat one.
~~:tKE~e~~::r:~~w~~ 0 ld~~~a:uppo~~~N<gELfWE:RUTH 10tl2
13 Dey st., New York.
4tl5
.
This office.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF .MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the foJ.
lowing prices:
()orrespondence
~~E:~i~~ ~r~lJiestze • - • - ~ - - - .. ceHta
Correspondence Is solicited wlth mlddle.aged, femne·
A._ BOOK FOR T~
L!fe-slze Llthogr.<ph, 2lx27.
•
•
•
50
t~~~~~~~~~~~~x ladles having at least aBQm;;t ~tl1~~ and
PostAge paid.
Moral ()ulture and Religious En·
5t14
Ashland Center, Newaygo Co., Mich.
D • .M. BENNETT,
li;htenment or Youth,
141 E!ghtb street, New York.
Corre!!.pond(•nce~

YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

See About
Comstock

The Physiologist,
Samples 15 cents; $1.50 per year.

Address

Price, $1.50.

D. M. BENNETT,141Eighthstreet,N. Y.

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

()ol. R. G.

In~ersoll,

to

graphs, on Convex Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as .Durable.
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A regularly educated and legally quall1led phyo!c!an, and

tnau~g:~&u1g~a;~~ ~J'iHr.fEu8'k'llmft8v:od sExuAL

DISEASES, SPERMATORRHiEA, and UWOTENCY, as
the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer

~20 PER DAY at home.

.P

CONSULT

D. M. Bennett
and Othl'rs.
"'(!)
Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Photo- 1:

209 West 34th street, New York.
~5

g
"·l".l
;;

S. H. PRESTON,

.P

t8

BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.

OF
In A pr!l number of

Samples worth $5
free. StinBon & Co., Portland • .Me.

KIDDER'S

PLAIN HOM£ TALK,

SECRETS Of ~ EE-K f f rING.

EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

BY K. P. KIDDER.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.

The Death of .Ahab Homelized.
BY .AN OLD INFIDEL.

~b!:!!~t~e ~t~e ~od~dlN~rv~~e~!~M~o~ I

MeD.t the Diseases of Women, and the ~various causes,
physical and social, lead!n! to them are .f~ treated b;r

~Tie~ts~n~ e~~~nC:S~~~~~~~uE~~s:i~~se {~):~te /~f~~~~
~!;~prJ:PY~~~~s}~~~i1~t~r~i~f;~~~S~t~~y0 ~~'le~~\~!

Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., ren~
derlng marriage Improper or unhappl' are thoroughly and
1

1

r~~t~;t':,~ '. cti:f~~ ~~J'ngr~~:~~tn~eft~~aJl~~;:~~~n g

which he has so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
in all its s~es without a failure to cure in a single case,
and some of them were in a teiTibly ahattered condition ;
had been In the Insane asylums, many had Falling Sick·
ness-Fits; others upon the verfli of consumption; while
~~;~; ~!::se~~- become fool!B and hardly able to take
Syph!l!s posltlvlY cured and entirely eradicated from the
~~~;~n~~~r:rh~tv?t~d~;:!~~~tu~~C~~~~~ig~ Rnpture),
All diseases of women-such as ~menorrhcen. (or delay of
the first menses), Dysmenorrh<:ea. (or laborious menstruation), Chlorosis (or green sicknes-s), Leucorrhcea (or
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, as the following will show:
"DRARDaeToR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
~ou are received, I will not need to tell you that 1 am feel~

This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
Being a. Practical Treatis on every Department of Bee
culture and Bee management, embracing the natural his- habits of men and women, the canses and prevention of
tory of the Bee from the earliest period of the world down
dtsease, our sexual relatione and social natures. It is med1
tol~ht~B:~~e:l~ :il~e Beesln swarming time, how to ten a ical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
ro~t~'dr~~e j~~~~s,~~n~e~o ~~~st~~Wh~~~~a~s:;iyyB:~~ of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
without being stung, what are tne best kinds of hivt~s, and
!u short everything about keeping and making money women to each other~ society, love, marriage, parentage,
from
etc. Embell!shed with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
With this book and an outlay at a few dollars any one
D. M. BENNETT,
Uving in the country can add very materially to their in- $1.50. Sold by
come with hardly any trouble.
i~~~~~ser ~a~:~~s~Y:f3 l:S~ra~~~u1xt~:~~hr1 g:~~~t~~~
141 Eighth •treet, New York.
er, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
0
0
!Sold by D. M. BENNETT,
wTrheaa~~~! 1~'ls?~r~~uldn~ieal.1E~~!~d~~ ~ X~f:~~e, o.,
141 Eighth st., New York.

Bees.

Ruptures Cured
By My Medical ()ompound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30 Days.
Reliable references given. Send stamp for circular,
Say In what ~J'd'ie~~u sa.w 6~~~~;~r.f~'b'rJL'tiNGS,
Sm15
Sm!thv!lle, Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

J.<.;gg :Sl>e L~.\ M, then UackleH
iH Prai8t>.
Blakeman's Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or
Egg-developing Recipe, will be se,,t to any address for $1.
Oend money with order in well-sealed, opaque envelope,
or by post-office money order. Address
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
Circleville. 0.
[N. B.-Blakeman Is an old school-day friend of ours, and
perfectly reliable.-Eo. T. S.]

AN INFIDEL ABROAD

A. Selies of Letters written Dur·

ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNE'IT.
850 pages.

BY JOHN STUART MILL.
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D.lll. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N.Y. city.

A Modern Symposium.
SUBJECTS:

Mr~Ma~i ~~e~~fn~tn,~crri~~~igJ~ l.il?el't~u~~~;ca~f~.:t

Engli!:'h writers, tncludinPt" Pmf. Huxley, Frederic Harririson, Lord Selborne. Prof. <..::Uffol'd, and fteveral others.
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. llf. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city .

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEYTHINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

With an Introdudi<?n 01; R. G. Ingersoll.
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bentham, Adam Smith, Pu.1ne, Fourtcr, Herbert Spencer,
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Price, $1.50.
}'or sale by D . .M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.

Price, $1.50

''Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivl-y that

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Life, Trial, Execu·
n, etc., Is mytb.
Price, $2.00,

Soclal1sm and Utilitarianism,

bayou;~ tJsgc~ief~~z!h~u~:~n~ra~g;:;~;;x~~~~~o£~::;:~vpe~

cullar to their sex llav made their Uvea so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of tb.e!r
own households.
A GP..EAT DOCTOR.

·,For sale at this office

MACHINERY.

~l'oot anctPower PresseL

J)le Work of Ill JdUII,

ewt~ JHH • ~""'

JUDAISM. CHRIS fiANITY AND

MOHAMMEDAhiSM

11. B. &'TIMPSON, 818JJ~Q~~e8UL)',. Exam£ned Historically and Oritically.

TRUTH SEEKER LEAFLETS.

Thirty-two in number, of two pageo each. These are
tel'lle and pithy and well calculated for~ general and ckeap
distribution. Price, 8 eta. for the set; 25 eta., per hundred,
or two dolla1'8 per thousand.

It is thought to be the
Most Damaging Exhibit of ()brls·
tianlty that bas Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
500 large pages.
Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods o1' the Se•
mltic 1\latlons, Including Allah,
Jeboval•, l!!atan_,. tile Holy
Ghost, Jesus t.Jilrist, the
VIrgin Mary, and
the Bible.
To the latter 280 pages are devoted, ahowlng that book to
be a very Inferior production for a first-class ~>ad,

BY D. M. BENNETT.
888 Jarae pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; elotb, ft.oo;

THE TRUTH SEEKER, APRIL. 28, 188:1.
Therefore Take Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Gar·
ments and Liv.
Medical Electrician, Inventor of the "'Vilsonta," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Tllerapeutlcs, t.uthor of "The Trial of M:ed·
lctne," "Tile Langua~e of Dhease," '~ M:ed
ical Fallacies," e_tc,, etc.
S~REET,

465 FULTON

LIVING WITNESSES.
The followlnft words of commendation and afrpeal from

~P*fEMO~fi::, ~.lJ~E~¥J~\~\eb~~6ixe~~u~?gr;~:~f ~~~
special interest, covering, as they do, a. great variety of the

BROOKLYN, NElV YORK.

SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM lJ\1MINE:s-T DEATH.
DEAR SIR: Some two weeks since 1 read In the Brooklyn

~~fe~{i~~o~e;~sJ:~~WJ:Lt~~N~~;p~~~~b~~:~e~~l~~~o~~~

of suppressed scarlet fever. Havmg known of a case
where a young man threatened with pueumonia was really
cured in forty-eight hours by putting on ~our net·ve ant!

8
0
0
~~ Jn~ t~f~~:~tdo/ ~~:e~fa ~~~t~~', ~~~k~~~~e~g~~e~Y ~ftt·\~v~,~~~fl;,n1dw~e [~ii~u~t~rtr~~~l t~i~e~:V~~c~t!~

the foremost among our physicians, to whom some of our and see if any allowance must be made for the reporter's
8
legislatures hav conferred exclusiv privileges for drugging,
~~~~hte~hoef si.i~~15~~(deb6t~f~~~~;'t ofu~~-fae~~~~~~t~~~ddi
curing, or killing:
called upon him regarding it. He said the reporter'8 item
.MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA• was substantially correct. He said his family physician,
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist. acted as every humane
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., March·11, 1881.
thysician does when, having no hope of recovery hiru8eif

May be Consulted IJaily from 10 A.M. to 8 P. M., Free of Charge.

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.

ln~~~e"d~Ml'r"ouWm~~~~r~~e~~fl~!ecftt~~.~~ls!,s:.'i~v~~~ b~s'E•P t~~lh"g~~Y:ln~~ ~?~~ ~J~~~"·t~X~hu.;'!~~ltiJ~rr~l:
Marvelous Invention in 111e World. tor'
and proprietor of the " WILSONIA," to apply the
goods to my father, 63years of age, who was suffering from fi~~~i~~~~~~f~endo! ~~~~~t"e:;dwf~~ghf~~r:o~!~igr8 f~~~ t~~
8
1 1
belts which he took oJ::I his own person, and applied
THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
&:~~~:~ e~~i~~~ ~~'i::t ri~~et~ ~ a;~~;~~~~~ g:r~~;~ra·~s:~ leg
them as best be could upon his dying gr<t.nddaughter. In
1
about
hours from the time he put tllem on the Uoctor
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~:~~:~~'\vtVl! ~ne~~~=~i ~g ~~rfa~h~~~~ Scg~;e~a'X;~ ~~~ "'alled1two
and ou examining the chU<f, remarked that a gentle
Important

Invalids. The

~o!lt

York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with me, perspiration had come un, and warmly congratulated the
The steam engln and electric telegraph are as nothing compared with the wonder.worklng nature of the ¥;~';."~~ t~e"v~~~~;:,~ 'ifr~~t'~~~s;ft~ ~A~~~~~;~ag~rij~~ f~~ family ~nd friends on ~be result. I found in thts case, as I
WILSONIA." Under Its Influence disease can hav no place In our nature.
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded, r~o~~ ~~~li1~~t~~~~~·ni: ~ti:J~!f~~~~~t th~~\iciia'ii; 0 ~ f~~~~~
to say mucllJn special praise of a remedy that was
~t;:i~ it~IJe~~~t~~r~g:l ~~~~~cg~~~~~i,~~i~a~~~;~h~~~ tance
not admini~tered or recommended by the due tor. I was
0
however, that those mo~:~t interested considered
~rsCo~8r~~~ ~~~l w-r~~~~ itf~:~:~1c:~w:f~!~i~ satistled,
that the saving of the little patient was due to the 11 ·wiLdouble source of anxiety.
SUNIA," anu 1 am constrained here to act upon th'e con0
viction
that
duty to the great public dcmautlB that this
ln'f~b'e s~~~L~ON"i~:,.ourJ'i.:'!ti,~ll~y ~~thg~;_~s ~~ ~a1~
be publicly given.
strength in his limbs, and on the evening of tile third day acknowledgment
JJeail"ous
of
.knowing wllat .lJr b-Iofiat himself would say
he walked to and fro through my hall and sitting-room of the case, I visited
ilis residence and had a prolonged inAmong other things he said: 11 'l'he patient was in
:~~hoonu~h~nJi~i~t;:;~;t~tn~~h~~e~:afg;t~~y;d~~!~~nd aterview.
precarious
conditwn.
- We could not briug on tliaphore.
boats to get there. After being away from here about two
but a gentle per8piration set in after ttle gouda had
weeks he wrote me that lle was walking every day as mmal sh!,
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow betand on different occasions had walked from three to four ter
gra.Uually as long_ as they were on her." Very naturally
mUes In a day,just to test hlsabllity. He had also suffered
put in some savmg
clauses for the reputativn anu digfrom hernia for the past twenty years, and just prior to his he
of the faculty. 11 There was," he saiU, "nu phenomecoming to this city he was placed under the influence of nity
change," and he'' would want to see the same results
If you Jove your country antl the we !fare of the human race, make yonrselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM chloroform, with five respected, intelligent physicians nal
in repeated cases before he could declare in its .ra.vor unreWILSON'S .Marvelous Invention. Inquiry w111 cost you nothing.
standing over him to perform an operation, wnich, after servedly."
It occurred to me, Mr. WILoso~. when he reOur depots are open free for Inspection to all classes of society. Physicians and Scientists are speclall)' Invited to
1
Insp.ect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they w111, on appUcatlon to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND ~~I~e6~~~o;~i~1~~~~~e ~~~il;~~~f;,~td1~!~ag~ear~ gg~~: markecJ. about such a wonderful result, that" there was no
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.
erences made to this trouble.
T. DET. TRUAX,
te:~oWIT~~c~I~A~~~~~t~~a~~ ~e~~ ~eWt~ ~~~~~:~:ft~376 Dean street.
ucving, yes, knowing as well as I do tna.t mothers aud
nurses everywhere l:Hiould be made acquainted with the
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
fact that In the" WIL~ONIA" .MAGN.b.TW llAllM.b.NTS
Nota Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by the they hav a sure reliance in those trequently recurnng,and
In the name of high henen abandon all forms of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men and women.
if not broke~ up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, 1 am in.
0
0
Call or send your friends to Inspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Its use.
~~11!f~ ils8~U~C:~63~ ~~flft·~~~n;~m~~g~tiy gu~~~\~~ duced to wr1te ,you this. You may make what U8e of it
Depots will be found as follows:
.
of catarrh, as well as kept me from taking cold, to which I h~~ ~boose. lt lS from one in whom sur!erin~~~YJr~N~Y
was v~usce~ble. Now my entire family is clothed in
~~ents, ~<?t~tev~~ t~:i~~s~.ot be wi~~iJ~TR~.f.X~ic
A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
My baby was teething, and had a severe bowel trouble·
WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS Ac'\'D APO·
she was restless and cried11nights almost const&ntly. Mrs:
PLEXY.
Wilson put upon her a W ILSONIA" suit, and within
two hours my baby was entirely at rest; went to 1::ileep
CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.
slept
soundly, and has been well ever siuce, growing
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Feb. 28.
every day. ~he had been very susceptible to
DEAR SiR: The" WILSONIA" .MAGNETIC GARMENTS stronger
colds, but since wearing the " \VILSONIA" garments has
with which you Invested me on the 22<1 day of November, been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them. greater service than to induce them tu make the " WILThe above quotation, to be found In the poem of McKay, was never lJetter Illustrated than In the marvelous
baby's swaddling.cluthes.
~;:/'y~:,'Jc~~n t'ti~t\t¥~t:li:· ~f'1f.:';~:t~ (i~e ~·!~~~~~g~f BONIA" a part of their
results tonowlng the Introduction of the" WILSONIA" Belts and :Magnetic Clothing.
MRs.llEOHlll£ W.lJAW~ON,
The ael.ftsh blunderheads of the faculty ttf Brooklyn hav now bad tbeir ignorance exposed in the marvelous cures
March
1.
4&! Adelphi street, Brooklyn.
fg~~:V$fLisOtM~5f J~AXfEWigi;~~to!nht~e:j~~~~~
now counted by the thousand ln the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.
physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the
t"ormer to my friends, the latter to myself. You are inLet it be borne in mind constantly, that the "WILdeed a favored mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure SO.NI.A" appliances, adapted to all siZes of persona, will
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as it is not only cure babies of all their ailments, but are equally
successfully worn by persons of any and every age suffer~;;;::ge~i~ ~~rfi~l~a~e~ a~;U:ii~sf~at4n l~~vJn!tf~i: s~~~ ing
from any disease known to man, leas an organ actually
your aid who sufier from a similar disease. I now know
'
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy," ~Q~
is absolutely true.. This may puzzle some of my intimate
friends, who are noble craftsmen on the medical staff; but
THE WILSONIA .MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as-

'l'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
Rheumatic patients are perfec.tly restored.·
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
Fever cannot be where the " WILSONIA " is worn.
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the
thousand.
CITIZENS OF AMERICA !

INVALIDS OF AMERICA!

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."

~~fri\e~fg~: f~u:!~~r~a ~~ i~~~~~Wiis~~lu,~y~sll~~

of doctors and drugs. Your humble and obedient servant,
C. HATCH S:Mll'H,

MOST ASTOUNDING REVELATIONS AS TO
VALUE.

ITS

IN SPITE OF THE l"REJUDICE AND DOGMATIC
BIGOTBY OF THE PAMPEHED FACULTY
ASTOUNDL'\'G CURE OF PARALYSIS.
Ql,' BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken off from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
Several of these malicious physicians having been
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir: I hereby wish to acknowlthoroughly beaten in argument and in fact are now wickedge the great merit of :rour .Magnetic Appliances. I hav edly
attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose names
hav appeared aa references in my circular. to cause them
~~er~ E·:~t£~~~~~~~~ :UI.~g1f~~~~~~e ~~ brehd~~~~t~~ f~~ to
withdraw their names from my list and to recant their
be carried wherever 1 wished to go. I was attended by
more than fifty of the most prominent physicians of Jer- sta.tements previously made in favor of my discovery. Most
sey City and New York, at the Hudson Conuty Church notably three tradesmen in Brooklyn hav been placea in
this position. One man who had sent me at least one hun.
Hospital and at my residence, 548 Jersey avenue, and 1 dred
patients, and had stated to them that he would not
~lrlJ'~\'l'B' ~X~J.m~~S.PPrega~h';!:;~t :~1J.if~~~It,·; take ~5,000 fur his belt purchased of me, has had the efabout two moriths, and am able to walk about and attend frontery, for the sake oi dollars and cent:<, to make calum-

~~~~: ~%t~~;~~n1r~iJiste~~~~lfre~~~ i~v~~!~ifi ~b~bto~ft
~~~ ~~s~~f 83'e~~!~vie~~~~~~~r~ai!fi t~lJ~~~~~J ~h~ man
h~d p_ublicly state!that my goods had absolutely cured
0
0
him of a disease of twenty years· standing And •s further
~~~~~~3~i:t ~~~~s t~ytfoeu~;~;~:!ai~~~f~~~~gd ':~lc~a! evidence
of the value of my goods this same man procured
oeen.

PETER A. LEHLBACK.

POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
No. 111 HunsoN ST., JERSEY CITY, March 11.

G!~~~t!· "%~~:':~tflisaris~~~t:;a:2~ai~~d~~t'o~~t~at!~

the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I

a second quantity after six months' trial of the fir::;t lot.
Truly may it be said," .Men in the present day will, like
:fsa~a~fh~lgd ~~~ :~~s~~~i~~l~:~~Rhts and their freedom
But let the physicians of Brooklyn continue this conduct
as they may, their downfall is certain, eveu though they
purchase the freedom of thought of every man in Brooklyn.

~r~r/o~n~:~~~~~~t~~~itfes~\;lf~mo~dtt~rlo0n~ ~?~g: ~0n~~
1
~w~ ~~;~T~e~: a~~~P:i~i;~:r:~trre~;i~~~ oiv:!l~~~~~~

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
I would 11rst note the case of Peter Lehlbsck, whose their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
testimony Is given below. This poor man w111 tell you Garments.
that ftfty.!our of the best physicians of Jersey City and coAngadllnn'g"naottlheenrtsn. ote as to these men's treatment of their
New York had utterly faUed to glv him the slightest reftd
P
lief. Myself hearlnj_ of his lamentable case, determined
Two ltA.diea called upon me last week, and one, iu rn[.
to dreaa him in my agnetic Garments without any ~on- rg:r~~t~~g;.;~oms, with tears in her eyes, told me the fo -

1

READ
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
having used your common sense, say whether or not
nl~t the goods were a~plled. The sciatica Is getting out, these purchased calumnies should not be outwe1ghed by
the printed testimony of such men as David Collier, of
an I now fuUy believe shall be entlrelyJ'O'if.N Sl\fiTH.
Columbia street, Brooklyn; of Prof. Hatch Smith, of Dean
street; ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of Mary
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
Manning, of Vine street; of the Associatiou for lmproying
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of :Mr.
BRooKLYN, March 10.
0
This Is to certify that I hav been suffering for the past ~~!;~; We!~~ rk~~[~:: gft4p!·n~~f\,~r~~~ ~~r~8:~6~
nine years with heart disease; h.av been attended by vari. Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hall, Eighth street, and
ous physicians and given up to die, each one pronouncing huudreds of other respectable and well-known ludies and
my· case hopeless. The last one said I co~ld uot liv but a
skort time. I hav taken various kinds ot medicins, but r~~t~~r~~no~~;::i~~trg~l~~i~;-~r;o '6~3 ~~~e~~;tl!b~
the doctors and the medicins did me no good. .Nothing to receive any benefit or any relief from the many
would reach my case nor allay my suffering from pain, the physicians to whom they had appl!ed.
lJ pon mature l"etlection it will be clear to every reason~~Plgebittt~~~ b~c~~~~;:~~:~t ~e~l!~~~~~[h~eB~'o~~i~ able
mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
Association for Improving the Conaition of the Poor gave above, may sell their consciences for dollars and cent-B, we
me an order to procure a set of goods called the "\YIL- can rest assured men who wtll, for said dollars and cents.
SONIA." My sister called for the goods, I being unabll~ to strip themselvs of their manhood will ~1.t least lind them~
0
thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
~~ ~~~' ;Jo~l~.n i~~~t;le ~c~e;~~a~C:eIf~re~~~v~~tt~~~ft~~ aelvs
.My challenge to the physicians of tile hospitals of
in twenty.fuur hours. I bav not taken one drop of medicin Brooklyn
the oifer of $5,000 worth of my goods, and
since, aud hav gained strength and flesh; llav no more $5,000 cash(witn
given to the institution if I fail to cure
pain, and hav an excellent appetite, which, before, was nine-tenthstoofbetheir
incurables) is still open, and
very poor. I cau also lie down and sleep all night without williJe open to themso-called
for twelve montlls.
any sutl'ocating feeling or pain. My bowels are now rcgn.
lar, but before wearing the •'WILSUNIA" I was compelled THEREFORE TAKE .MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
to take large doses of castor oil, administered tu me by my
THE "WILSONIA" GAR.MENl '
6
6
AND LIV.
~~~!, {~~e~tt~ ;0~a~1al~a~~fuhl~e~~~h~U::ti~nfhz~~~\1;
SONIA." Respectfully yours, .MARY .MANNING,
•
Sl Vine street.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

:~l~gfie~ d&s ~iJl~;r~~~~e~~;t h~ ~~~ ~le ~~\~~!6 "Mr. Wilson," said she," nothing
against
blunderhe::f physicians had the audacity to attempt to the system of medlcln as practiced In Brooklyn can poss!intimidate Peter Lehlba.ck from wearing them, wickedly bly be overdrawn. Last week," said this lady," I ha.d n.
kl t th 1
U<l. 8 follows·
lovely niece taken temporarUy 111, havlnll: beeu In toleruref.'Well~'f.e~lb.::,k~I~ho~ght yon had more sense than to bly good health previously. One of our fashionable
put on such rags."
doctors, who prides himself upon his gay equipages, was
However, this pampered do~atlst's only support Is the called In as physician In the case. Illy niece be!ug someprivileged consonants .. :M.D.• Elaced at the end of biB re?l~t;..r;:!~~~b~'i!~~~t t~~e~ ..N~~~~o~~hl~~c,r::~r.nbu\h~g
~:::;c~~~o!J:m~s ~eth: J~~e '6~sb~~s~f ~~~Y~·;~::: soothing did it prove itself that the child never awoke
the reenlt.
from the sleep It produced, and my niece to-day Ues In
CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.
arfe~Isw':a~l~ fo~~ecall~?.. nF o.i'n~et ~[mL~iJli'i~~ o~~~~':,~ ~[~~~~~i~~S~sef~~b'e"~~;~1\3~~~tr~~.. the malpractice
crutches; an5 even ~en the wicked character of the man
And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street
181 CoLU)fBIA ST., BRoOKLYN, March 15.
was evidenced In the following so111oquy:
regularly on his dally mtssfon of sending Ills victims to the
MR. WM. \Vn.. soN, Dear Sir: I hav been a sutierer from
0
varicose veins for some thirty years Late l~t fall I was
"Ah, well, Lehlback, I thought they mllj,ht help, yon a jl'~~kly~n=~g~~b¥'ork~~~l t:C~dol~~cJi ,!\afn~IJ'i" e:I~ l-luff'ering
very severely with a sore on one of my legs, and
litiJ.~W~~~~~~~1! '~s~f~~~f:l~A~8~ :Po~ :nl e~y~:r1~ show dances as these, hav no more penetration than to confer 1 had ct~me to the conclusion, as I could get no relief from
th i h d d d gmatist through all the transparent vCn with such charlatans as to the virtue of any new discuv.
~~ul~e~~;d~~sggr~sc~·~~~e~
~6 1 g~rssbg~;a~fr,si~!~~~s~;~:e\y~
J'r !!{it;" c~aragter. And just as that man acted soar;. erles of which these dogmatists hav not the sUghteot
however, about the llrst of December, I learned that an
nl¥~~eg;~t8 ~~:n?:::i~~~~~fJ!~~~\;~ ~~lf5,t,:'td~i~lr kw:..l~,d{t.''iLSONIA" magnetic garments are as harmless acquaintance
of mine on the riycr, having the same
8 8 t m 1s r 0 tten at the base and can onllrbe supy,orted by upon the body as would be a sheet of paper, and yet
coyndenct eu ch as this villain' evinced.
e wou d l'&ther
lth I
ot t that persons no matter h
dl
s d g~J~ifid~~~s f~~u~.g~Jso~~;~~~1~~N~~~' ~~~,N~1~~
~US~ ~'lJ:Jm,m PERFECTLY HEALTHY I~rT\~~~l,h;
1
1
1 1
R"Wfl~~J'lV~!~~te~~f;~r~~~~~.{~."n to hav seen the MONTHS FROM THEIR FIHST WEARING THEM.
~;~~ :cudp~ ~g¥\·i~Wgd ~~~I~n~~ ~ ~~~~ite~a~!~~~trri~~~\e;l~1~f
Another case I would note, that of Professor Batch , Cnn such evidence be ftlcd as to the innocence ot drug. tlle snmc goods. That wus indeed a. wise act on my1)a.rt.
8 '¥~t ~o~~s::,~";."}~~~hie1: w::r~ ~~0e'k~ applied to one of ~~~: of~j:~.;:~':i: Jlw::.;~~~~;~~~~1~!;~g~~~~~~~ct~'~1 for I soon tound my distended veins were decreasing. the
1
1 1
1

0

0

od:

1

you can say

1

r:.

o:

0

the confidence with which a child treats a parent, that he
would not teet them without Ills consent. Yet this do~o:matio physician, to whom many of the Brooklyn people
ook up wtt.h reverence, evinced his seliishness and spleen
!>Y abeolutely refusing to Inquire Into the matter. Yet
ProfeBBor Smith to-cfaywlll tellyou that he Is as strong
physically as at any time In his llfe,and many of his friends
aa.y he was never known to be so strong_ as now. Am I not
therefore jnstlfted In saying," LISTEN TO YOUU PHY·l
SIOIANB AND D~]l:_. OR WEAR THE • WILSONIA'
MAGNETIO G..I.Rlldl!iNTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL
LIVEB ?"
Theto me11 would rather see their patients die under

1

1

1

~J;J'~l~f~~~!11vrl~8~¥k!,~~~~~' f~~~~~~~Yhl~;~~fth ~t ~ft;s~~~~:~fn li:io~fi~ :ho~l~g~~!:. sig\l~! ec~~:~~il?i ~~

crhnlnals; and as long as IUv and llav Uberty of speech
I shall cry down the IU:lqultous pmct!ces and tue drugging
systems of our colleges. I will never pander to wHat I
know to be a Uc, nor wtul rest until I hav compelled the
legislatures of this country to stay their hands In the
chartering of colleges,whercinlegaltzed murd.,rer8may
be tmlned, then to be tllrown broadcast upon society,
either to become idlers or murderers.
The facts stated above and the testimenles given below
are snfilclent evidence to any thinking man or woman
that such are the results of the present Ieglslativ measnres In reference to the practice of medlcln.
.
·

ft~!;~~~~ss~~i~~~~·~l~urhte~~ s~~~a~i}~ ~~c\n ;1~!:~i~~gt ~ ~~1ift~~

but my general health 1 found was Improving tdl the time,
1

1

~~~~~~~:;f.~e~fe~~~~gd!~ ~Jct ~l~~~~I~~~~ £~ 81~1 ;,~ b~~Vt~c}s.~~Pf
ha.v done from that period t0 the present time, with

~'i)f?1:i_r, tnJ~a~s~~~~~~!n;iee~~fs~r~&~!~~i 1ff.o~: 1 p~~1~s,,i~Y~~~Y
head and trouble in tllc respiratory organs, but since

ii~~~}gmthri~~. t;o Jsi~c';~Ue ~?\\!':ir~~~iA-!l~tfJ,~~-~~~~:
1

0

1

an inventfon of the highest value to mankind, and deem
it nothing more than my duty to commeud them when1

£ti:~\~~i1a~f~flt~~~~\i;a!i~: eef:iec~~~~c~~~~i~~

tiona I hav made Ill other caies 1 am led to think there Is

THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLY;s' ARE AGAL'<
OFI<'ERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FHEE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
IN l'HE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN: AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITuTJ(JN
WHERE MY GOODS ARE .ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY ClJHE NINE-TEXTHS OF THE PATIENTS HA;s'DED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT RE.ME~IBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVEH AS [~!CURABLE BY THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMiT 0F TL\IE TO
EFFECT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE )IQNTHS FRmi
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON 1'HE GOODS.
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
will cure the worst form of rheumati!:'Ul known to umu.
Eight cases out of every twelve can be cured in from four
to six months, and the worst possible cases in twelve
months, when the goods arc wurn as 1 direet. ).ly dt11i
culty is, ma~y per8ous will get rottcu w·ith dL~e<tse, spend
thousands ot dollars iu poisonous drugs, until they become
walking pest hom;cs, and then expect to jump into new
life in two or three months. This is an impossibility.
But the "'\VILSON IA" will cure in every case, no matter
of how long stauding. But our common sense nmst be
used in every instauce.
Listen to the physicians of Brooklyn, tske medlcln,
die, or wear the " WILSONIA" Garments and Uv.
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tJdds and §nds.

ARE we still Christians? My conviction is if we
\\'Ould not evade difficulties or put forced constructions upon them-if we would lmv our yea,
yea and our nay, nay-in short, if we would speak
as honest. upright men, we must acknowledge
tltat we are no longer Christians.-SiraJMs.
INTELLECTUAL liberty; as a matter of necessity,
foreYct· destroys the idea tbat belief is eitber
praiseworthy or blameworthy, and is wholly inconsistent with every creed of Christendom. Paine
recognized thi• trutl1. He also saw that as long as
the Bible was considered inspired, this infamous
doctrin of the virtue of belief would be believed
and preached. He examined the scripttues for
himself and found them filled with cruelty, absnrdity, and immorality.-Ingersoll.
THE man who sneaks through life unwilling to
express his gennin sentiments through fear of becoming tmpopular with tbe rabble is beneath the
re•pect of every intelligent individual, and shonid
be ostracized by all truly intellectual persons.The Platonist.
IT was here, as the sun was sinking, Irving [the
celebrated Ed ward Irving, 1792-1834] actually drew
from me by degrees, in the softest manner, the
confession that I did not think as be thought of
the Christian religion, and that it was vain for me
to expect I ever could or should. This, if this was
so, he bad pre-engaged to take well of me, like an
elder brother, if I would be frank with him. And
right loyally he did so, and to the end of his life
we needed no concealments on that bead, WhiCh
was really a step gu.ined.-Carlyle's Rtminiscences.
WANDERING tribes do not, as a rule, consider it
wrong to rob outside their clan; their god is therefore a robber like tbemselvs. If they setUe in a
fertil country, vass into the agricultural state,
IJuild towns, and become peaceful citizens with
property of their own, they change their views re,;pecting theft, and accordingly their god forbids
it in his laws. Rut it sometimes happens that the
"ayings and doings of the tent-gods are pr~sm;~ed
in writings which are acnepted us" revelation by
the people of a later and a better age. Then may
ue obBerved the curious and by no means pleasing
. "pectacle of a people outgrowing their religion
•md believing that their god performed autions
which would be punished with the gallows if they
were done by men.- JVinwood Reade's Martyrdom
of Man.
THAT would be a great book, and he would be a
great man, that should detect and eliminate the
latent and disfigured truth that lies at the root of
every falsehood ever yet believed among men.w. R.Greg.
I find more profit in sermons on either good
temper or good works than in what are called gospel em·mons. The term bas become a mere cant
word. It bas no determinate meaning. Let but a
pert, self-sufficient animal that has neither sense
nor grace bawl out something about Christ or his
blood, or justification by faith, and his hearers cry
out," What a fine gospel sermon !"-John Wesley.

J. P. Mendnm's Pnblleations.
'rhe Philosophical Dictionary or Vol•
tiaire. Two volumes in one; containing 87t>large octavo
"THE liberty of the press must be preserved," pages with two steel engravings. Prlc~ $5. This Is the
and most correct edition In the .ll.Ugllsb. language!
said the small boy as he stole up to the cider-mill largest
having, besides the whole of the London editions, severa
armelt with a bundle of straws.
articles from a manuscript translated several years since
by a friend of Voltaire, and others translated Immediately
JAY GOULD used to work on a farm. And they from the l<'rench edition.
The Ignorant Philosopher, o.nd Adventures
do say he could fence more land into a forty-acre
piece than any other ten men could crowd into a of Pythagoras In India. By M. de Voltaire. Prlce,10 cts.
The Devil's Pulpit. By Robert Taylor, with a
fifty.
sketch of the author's life. Price, $2.
Astro-'I'hoological
Lectures. By Rev. Robt.
A LI'ITLE girl was saying her evening prayer,
"Giv us this day our daily bread," when her little Taylor, Price, $2.
The Diegesis ·beluga Discovery of the Origin, Evl·
four-year-old brother broke in with an amend- deuce, and Early History of Christianity, never yet before
ment, lisping excitedly," Better thay tookies, 1\la- or elsewhere so fully and faithfully set forth. By Rev.
Robert Taylor. Price, $2.
miel"
'rhe Syuta!fma. By Rev. Robert Taylor, author of
"Now I understand," remm·ked OHlenborg with u The Dicgests," 'Devil'sPulpit," uAstro-Tlie'ologicalLeo·
tures,''
etc. Price, $1.
a sigh, after vainly trying to get a view of the
The System oCNatnre; or, Laws of the Moral
stage over the bonnet in fran~ of him, "now Inn- and
Physical World. By Baron D'Holbach 1 author of
dm·stand what they mean by· the 'bight of u Good Sense/' e1JC. A new and improved eaition, with
fashion.'''
~~t~l~s"Jn~l~~"g~ol~:~:\";~~i.roFrl~~~ J.rench by H. D.
The Letters to Eugenia• or, A Preservatlv
THE Portland Evening Post has had a tussle
Against Religious Prejudices.
Baron D'Holbach, auwith the pos8essiv case and got licked. It says, thor
of u The System of Nature, etc. Translated from
"Lady Eastlake emphasizes the presence of oue the French by Anthony C. Mlddletoa, M.D. Price, $1.
fine h·ai tin the character of the late bistol'iau of
Good Sense. By Baron D'Holbach. Price, $1.
Greece's 'vife."
Volney's Ruins; or, Meditation on the Revolutions
of Empires. Translated under the Immediate lnsr,ection
THE editor wrote "An evening with Saturn,"
and it came out in the paper ".An·evening with ~~J~~;s~~~r~';;~;.amT~hi~t~1"rt.i'J~·e~~¥1:'.:'t~;;~lN"a~~~:~
and a short biographical notice, by Count Darn. Price, $1.
Satan." It was migllty rough, but the foreman
Volney's New Researches in Ancient
;aid it was the work of the "devil." And it History, Price, $1.50.
looked that way.
Jehovah Unveiled; or, The Character of the JewIsh Deity Delineated. A new and valuable book. Price,
ARABEL (on her toes in a chair, clutching con- 35 cents.
vnlsivly at her sldrts)-" Oh, Bridget! A mouse!
A mouse! Come and catch it, quick!" Bridget, ta~~'?t~!~~~~g~~~ ,~r'!'I~:~~~.Jj:~:Ce'fri;'trt
0
0
·~Shure mum, there's no hurry, if this one gets
i~a ~r;;~~~f!~~~u~ ~~m~~. fo h~:hfg~lt{;·~da~~o~,;;l~l
sketch of his life. S vols. Svo., cloth. Price, $7.00.
away I can catch plenty more for ye, mum."

Bx

SAID a Galveston school teacher, "If I hav ten
apples and giv you five and your big brother five,
what Will be left?" "I'll be left," responded tire
younger brother," for be will get away with all of
them. That's tbe kind of presidential candidate
he is."
TENNYSON says t-he nightingales hav not sung at
Farringford since the Prince Consort died. .l<'or
an old man Alf keeps up With the procession
pretty well. American liars should not be discouraged, however. They can wear him out in
time.
AN Oil City boy who had been sent out collecting'
returned in the evening and banded in his bills=paid, saying: "The people ll.l'Oillld this town like
me first rate. They were so anxious to see me
often that every man I went to told me .to call
again.',

.

BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT, BOOliSSOLDBYD.
M.BENNETT.
.

8

a!e.l'!~:i:~ ~:t ci:~~~~e'r~~~~~TIT.;. toAw:,:~e~ 1tfg~;
with additions. 2 vols. Price, $5.00.
Paine's Theolo,nical and Miscenaneons
1

~r.~i~~f~1ga~d !f~~n'{e~t~oa~· Tfi~~~.~d~~!f~.c~'l,t!:~fn tg~

disposes of his real and personal property, amounting to
some thousands of dollars whicli completely diaprovea

those pious stories respecting Paine's poverty and deBt!·
tution in llis last llours. Price, $2.50.

Lit·e of ·rhotnas Paine, author or "Common

Sense," "Rights of

M~n/'

uAge of Reason," etc., with

\ff[~~'~l 'V'.~ 2 IJ:!~y;;?$1 00~servatlons on his writings, By

Life oC Paine. By J. E. Remsburg. Paper, 50 cts.;

cloth, 75 cents.

llloral Ph;ysiology• A Brief and Plain Treatls on
the Population Question. By Robert Dale Owen. Price,
·
SN·ipture Analysis; or, The Divine Authentic.
~iioft~~~J~~!~~~r'i!r1ge~~~seg~~ Evidence. lly Bar·

60 cent£.

.lllllSUELLANEOUS RAD:WAL WORKS.
i!<xeter Hall. A theolo[lical romance. "One Qf the
:!~t~;c;1~~t~~fo~~IJ::S~ces of t e day." Prfce, paper, 60
TV.e Heathens of the Heath. By Wm. McDou.

nell aut:wr of "Exeter Hall.,. Price, .1.50.

Fiunily Creeds. By William McDonnell, author at
• EJ<eter Hall." Price, clotn, '1.25; paper, 75 cents,
Tllte Day oC Rest. By
McDonnell, author ot
•· Exetel' Hall," ''The Heathens of the Heath," etc. Price,

Wm.

10 cents.

History or the (louncn oC Nice, A. D. 112ii.
with a Life of Constantine the Great, aud a general exhl.

~fg~rs~f t~eD~~~~~~"Jle~~ll~~~~~~,\~e days of the early

Heroines or Freetnonm_ht. Coutalntng Blo-

li"'J.~~ 1.~~t;::~~~[.re;;~~~l 1 .\/.emale writers. By
The Apocryphal New ·restament. Being aU
<he Jlospe!S, epistles, and other pieces now extant attrlb1

tl~~. a~~tilt"e~rs~t~~~:;r~;~r!~~ ~tJ f~~rnJlellJ 1~ ~~~ 'We;
Testament by Its compilers. Price, $1.25.
Applies ot GollcU. A story book for boys and girlS.
By Miss Susan Jl. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
'll'he Prop net ot· Nazareth; or. A Cr!tiCBl In.

~g£:r o1r0~e;~: brrfJ1~tl~l·~~~~n'i:'~~~t ~~r~.8~: ~~1:
s. L. Price, $4.

• @rigin and l!))evelopment oC Relligtons
Jdea" and Bell.ieCs, as manifested In history and seen
by reason. By Morris Einstein. Price, $1.
The Koran. A new Entlsh eo;ltlon of the Koran ot
0

1

~ghti'~~~dof tlia~ ~~d~rt':td~hl~~~~eb~~a~~:P~:l~.i
on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
The Bible in India-Hindoo Origin o! Hebrew and
Christian Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dana
Inde." By Louis JacoWot. Price, $2.
Trance-Dynatnic (lure .By u i!oy Sunderland.
"rice of Tr&nce, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.

J.J~:, ~~~;~fr:~~f.: ;;Yci.t:;:~ri>/!g:, {J~g~~;·~en~~
va.per, 50 cents.

..-.

Bible ot' Bibles: or, Tweuty-Seven Divine Reve.
1

~;~a,:'~· ;~~~~lft~~fa~ t~~cnp~~':uafbtl'b8~~r-~~;~;~ PJ~~~

ence, history, morals, religion, and genet·al events. Also a

~F~~;ag~:1s~lat:"n1b'\'.:"~~~rsa~f e~a':nf~~f~K"~~~~~~'ro,!

trlns. Bv Kersey Graves. Price $2.00.
'l'he \VorUCll's Sixteen Crucified Savtors;
or, Christianity Before Cllr!st. Containing new and start.

~::~n~~rg:fg~ugf ~~I f~~lgJ~~~r~=.~~lnJ~~cs~ p~~~c~~~:. !~~

mlt>\Cles of the Chrlstl:m New Testament. and furnishing.
m~ster!As, besides
'if?i~~~~~M~v~~tW1 ~!.•~teen orienta crucified gods.

a key for unlocking many of Its sacred

Ribi:e in the Balance. A text-book !or lnvestlo
gators. By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
Old Theolo-y Turned U~side Down or
Ri~~;ht Side if'p. By Rev. T. B. Taylor, A.M. Cloth,
~l1.25; paper, $1,00.

B~~~~/j~;~e~rf::~.rs,flihh~! t~lrJ'd~c~~o:ug;~~~:
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.50.
1

t~1ctt~ ~}fc~~·cla~&, J$r.~~~~~~~;
The Astronomy and \Vorship oC the An1'1.00.
dents. By Gilbert Vale. Price, 20 cents.
Elegant Extracts from the Bible. (Per.
0
A CITIZEN of New Mexico being informed that in ila ps welegant would be a more proper term.) Price, 10 b!rga::.i'~~~; 61°:p.(lrrrt;:t~l~~~tl;. ce:J; ~ a~~r.-\~
cents.
his absence a panther bad attacked his wife and c:euts.
and Duration of the World.
that she had beaten otr and killed the animal, DyAntiquity
U. Toulman. Price,20.cents.
o:;~:lc~ \~ c":.M!.~k.~:::~::-;;l·~~~~s.;la'St?~~~:
merely shrugged his shoulders and said, "Ef that
'
Paradise Lost;. or, The Great Dragon Cast Out. 41U pp. Price, $1.50.
panther bad knowed her as well as I do he'd a Price, 60 cents.
·
Sequel to Essays, By same author. Price, 75
never riled her up, you bet."
C8nts.
The Yahoo; a satirical rhapsody. Price, 75 cents.
Cooper's Lectures on the Sonl. In which the
SCENE at the ball: Short sleeves-" No, thank loctrln
of immortality Is religiously and philosophically tl~et;.i&!n[r:at~f.~:;,~~'!!:t~?:;lmiit~':n~~. ~~J~fs~
you, llfr. B., I'm not dancing this evening." ~onsidered. Price, 75 cents.
~~ce~/J..~~lsoy R. Stevens. Extra cloth, 12mo, 419 pp.
(Rashly.) "I've just been vaccinated."
The Infidel's or Inquirer's Text book, being
l~e
substance
of
thirteen
lectnres
on
the
Bible.
By
Faith and Reason ; Heart, Sou., aud Haudwork.
l\Ir. B. (unacquainted with the resources of femi- ~{obert Cooper. Price, $1.
By Halsey R. Stevens. Ext!"" cloth. 12mo, 441 pp. Price,
nin ingenuity)-'' Really? Didn't tak~, did it 1
$1.50.
Autobiography o.C Robert (looper. Price
A MAN of benevolence, whose mind is enlarged Don't see any mark on your arm."
~5 cents.
·
'ii':Ue Modern Thinker. By various authors.
by philoBophy, will indulge agreeable anticipaShort Sleeves (behind her fu.u, and thinking of
The Doctrine oflnspiration; being an Inquiry Being the most ad,•anced speculations In philosophy, sci·
ence, theology, ..nd sociology. Second number. Svo,
tions with respect to society and will view all the her remark)-" Xo, I guess it didn't • take.'"
~oncerning the InfallibllltJ;Insitratlon, and Authority of
160 pp. Price, $1.00.
1
0
different improvements in arts, in commerce, and
.~~ 1~{ ~{ ~t. BOh~~;a~rii's o~gu~t~E~~~o~·itv~~~~~t
PASSENGER on a ferry-boat in very rough Sngland. Price, $1.50.
in the sciences, as eo-operating to promote the
co~,?.,~,M~J:~n~~~~~figlo~e~~~~~~~~~ ,0 fBt;~~liW.
union, the happiness, and the virtue of man- weather: "Why do you want the fare to-day beMan's Nature and Development. By Henry David. Price, 75 cents.
kind; and, amidst the political disorders re- fore crossing? We always pay when we get to th" J-em·ge Atkinson, F. G. s., and Harriet Martineau. Price,
The Ethics oC Positivism. A critical study.
1
sulting from the prejudices and follies of other side." Boatman-HWell, you see, sir, our ~1.50.
The Rainbow ()reed. By the author o! "Where f!ce~iD~~,?, ~~~~'i,I~~~tl/it~~e~~g~h~L~~! g:ff~~:' I!'rf~e~
his own times, will look forward with transport to orders is, 'In bad weather the boatman must be <rc my Horns?" Price, $1.50.
$2.00.
the blessings which are reserved for posterity in a pertikler careful.' Now look; with this 'ere gale
Religious Worship. The origin of all religious
Throu~h Rome On. A memoir of Chr!Rtlau and
a-blowing,' bow easy it 'ud be for us all to go to 'Torsilif, tmnalated from the French of Dupuis, contafnip._g antlchrlstlan experience. By Nathaniel RamsaY Waters.
more enlightened age.-.Dugald Stewart.
the bottom; and then what 'ud become of the ~ descr pt1on of the Zodiac of Denderah. Price, cloth,~. Ex.tra cloth, 12mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
Queen J![ab, with Notes. By Percy B. Shelley. Price
J!'oND, impious man I Think'st thou yon sangnin far·es ?"
Vhrist ot· Paul. By George Reber. Extra cloth,
iO cents.
12mo, 400 pp. Price, $2.00.
cloud,
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said
to
be
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Delaware
children
oC Art, And Its Relation to Religious
Raised by thy breath, bas quenched the Orb of
or~~J:J:,~rf~o~~~~Y:'; ~~~:Jlbfe~sr~:~~~~~~h~ (lulttvation
and 11oney-Gettlng. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo,
who sing:
cl!e morals of the Old and New Testaments, and some of the Puritanism
Day?
48 pp, Price, llcxible cloth, S5cents; paper, 20 cents.
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:indent
philosophers.
By
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Dorsey.
Price,
75
cents.
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To-morrow he repairs the golden flood
'l'>lle Historical Jesus oC Nazareth. By 111.
Wouldn't say his prayers;
§tndying the Bible; or, Brie! Criticisms on Some
.And warms the nations with redoubled ray.
A 1;:1e l'rlncJpal Scripture Texts. By Elmlna Dro.ke
Take him by the right leg,
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~~~~- o~;~~ ~~~~:1f~~~~ t.:';!~~
-Gray.
.S!euker. Price, 75 cents.
Price, 75 cents.
Take him by the left leg,
R•~ason the Only Oracle ot' Man; or, a ComTHERE are many men who hav a strong curiosTake him fast by both legs,
Case Against tne Vhnrch. A summary
rwudious System of Natural Religion. By Col. Ethan ofThe
the arguments against Christianity. Price, 50 cents.
ity to know what is said, but who hav little or no
And throw him down stiurs.
_\.Hen.. Price, 5U cents.
Personal
Immortality and Other Pa•
curiosity to know what is true.-Bishop Butler.
-Uourier Journal.
A J..e~acy to the Friends oC Free Discus- pers. By Josle
Oppenheim. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98
" ion. 'By BenJamin O!l:en, formerly Lecturer of the pages.
Price, 75 c.._enta.
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Hall,
New
Go to the ant, thou sluggard; consider her ways
"LET me out I let me out ! I've got salvation !"
and be wise.-Proverbs. .Another morning, which sobbed a thin man, in a many-pocketed ulster, up ,-ork. Price, $1.
~:~~ftft~~~J~~sfit:it~e~J'ne..'i~t~nlt~~- T~;oJ~~~~:
H'he Bible or Rational Mind and Religion. .E. Peck. Paper, 12mo, 63 pages. Price, 25 cents.
was wbolesomer and better, happening to notice, at the l\I. and S. meeting the other night, as !Je r:atlonal
Religion and morals. By Thomas J, Vadlen
as I stood looking· out on the bit of green under my wedged to ward the door. "Let me go home and ;\..f.D., of St. Louts, Mo. Price, $3.
(lonfessions oC an Inquirer. Why and What
Am I~ By James Jackson Jarvcs. Price, $1 ~5.
bed-room window, a trim and rather tidy ben act- bear the blessed tidings to my unbalieving wife."
8
Socialtsnt a1ul Utilitariauistn. By John
ivly paddling about and picking up what food But all the same a suspicious detectiv jammed :·1 ~~~~~~!~~it~~~~~ ~~i-:.!~~~~n'i>~fc~~~ !e"~~ of
might be discoverable. " See," I said to myself, him up against the wall and unloaded from his
]!)h·ine and Moral Works ot'Plato. Trans- Stuart Mill. Price, $1.50.
L>ted
from
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original
Greek.
With
Introductory
disser•
Nemesis
oC Faith. By Anthony Fronde. Price,
"look, thou fool I Here is a two-legged creature pocket three watches and five pocketbooks, after tations and notes. Price, ,2.50.
$1.50.
with scarcely a half-thimbleful of poor brains; which the services went on.
llalf llonrs with Some Ancient and ModVhristian and Deist. Price, $1.00.
thou eallest thyself a man with nobody knows bow
ern Celebrated Freethinkers: Thomas Hobbes,
Reply to Rev. Roswell c. Hitchcock.
much brain and reason dwelling in it; and behold
Two P!JiladelpJlians were discussing the an- Lon! llollngbrolre, Condorcet, Splnoza1 Anthony Collins, :BySocialism.
a Business Man.
Dcsea.rtea, M. de Voltaire, John Tola.nn, Compt de Volney,
how the one life is regulated and how the other I nouncement of Arura Dickinson's appearance in ·;harles Blount, Percr; Bbsshe Shelle,~;, Claude Arlan HelModern Symposium. Price, $1.25.
In God's name concentrate,. collect, whatever of males roles, when one of them remarked: "I
(~!\~"'rlf~a~f.ilJ:t'Jgflum:~'¥\~o~ta~"a~0il~f~~Y~l/:"h~!~
Trial of D. 111. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 ceuts;
reason thou bast, and direct it on the one thing wonder what ever induced her to try the charac- P<1tne, Baptiste de Mirabaud, Baron D'Bolbach, Robert paper,
40 cents.
needful."-Carlyle's Reminiscences.
ter of Claude Melnotte ?" And the other replied: Taylor, Joseph Barker By "Iconoclast," Collins, and
Some lllistakea oCMoses. By Robert G. IngeJ·,
"Well, you see, Anna Dickinson is a very peculia!' Watts. Price, 75 cents.
soli. Price, 11:1.25.
LIVES of great men all remind ns
woman, and the • Lady of Lyons' is a very atfec- T~~~:!~-;~o~d~~e\~!~~: 1!~ -..;:rfu~u!:!'t~ !~~:
The Gods and Other Lectures. :By Robert
We can make our lives sublime,
G. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
·
tionate play. There was no choice for her be0
0
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~v~:~
~e~~~~~ut'h":
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~~~~~.bls
~en~:
The Ghosts an<l Other Lectures. By Rob.
tween the roles of Claude and Pauline, because
Footprints on the sands of time;
Testimonials to 'l'homas Paine. Compiled crt G. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
she's always been afraid, since she was old enough
The Gods, etc., and 'rhe Ghosts, etc., In
Footprints that perhaps another,
to wear long skirts, that if a man ever got his arm ~JY Joscpll N. Moreau. Price, 15 cents.
one volume. Price, paper, $1.00.
A Few Days in Athens, By Frances Wright
Sailing o'er life's solemn main,
around her it would tickle her to death."
ll.cmbcllishcd with the portrait of Eplcurus, the Greelr
What lllust \Ve Do to Be Savel¥ T Price, 25
A forlorn and shipwrecked brother,
·1hllusopl1Cr, and the author. Price, 75 cents.
cents.
Two young heirs, who bad been taking their hlnme's Essays. Essays and treatises on various·
Seeing, shall take heart again.
\Vas Christ a Go<l T Conclusions drawn from
first lesson in gram mer, disputed long and ear- .ml>]ects. lly David Hume, Esq. With a brief sketch of the apostolic writings. By F. Menslnga. Price, $1.50•
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Abstract
of (lolenso on the Pentateuch.
concerning
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religion.
Price,
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With a heart for any fate,
A eompreneuaiv summary of Bishop Colenao's ar~ument,
it by arbitration, selecting the head of the family
'l'he Fc,.tival oC Ashtaroth .• A tale of Pales· ~~~~~~~ ~~~~ .the Pentateuch Is not historical y true.
Still achieving, still pursuing,
as arbiter, with full power to send for persons and tine, iounded on the destruction of the Moa.bitCJJ by tlle
5 8
Learn to labor and to wait.
papers. The old man wasgTeasing his boots before Jews. By A. C. Middleton. Price, 10 cents.
l'ieJC-Contradictions oC the Bible. One hun•
-Longfellow.
lf.n<'<'lnn•l'" Nat.ional JIYmns. Prlce,35cta. dred and forty ..four propositions without comment, em•
the kitchen stove.
~~~~~--~~~----~------------- \ bodying most of the pnlpahle and striking self-contradlc.
As to the "glad tidings of eternal life,'' I know
"Father," said tile elder heir, "is it proper to
ttons of the Bible. Price, 25 cents.
nothing of such incomprehensibles as "eternal say' we is rich' or~ we am .rich?' '
The Bhagvad Gitn.; or, A Discourse on Divine
lives." Every life I hav any knowledge of bas
The old man worked carefully down into the
lJctween Krlslmll and ArJuna. By J, Cockburn
Mrs. C. H. Decker. 205 E•st 86th street, New York, g!V. Matters
had a beginning and has either already ended or is hollow of his boot under the instep, remaining a
Thomp•on. Price, $1.75.
·
Psychomctrlc delineations of character, constUutton, caavproaching a visible end. All the gods, even, die long time in thoughtful meditation, and then
The Clet•gy a Source oC Danger to the
g~~~le~;f~en~~~~r'\pW~!.~~~0~aJe~n~:'i~X!ews, $1:00 peT Atuericun Uepnbli<•. By W. F. Jamieson. Price,
and are no more. The past to us is only the primer slowly replied:
'
The satisfaction given by her reading" may be Inferred $1.00.
of our childhood. We hav learned its lessons,
" Well, [should say it woultl. :lome nigher to the from the following unsolicited testimonials:
Youth's Liberal Guide for their Moral Culture
profited by its teachings; but we must go on be- truth to say we hain'Lricb."
" W c take pleasure in commend lug to the pubUc rcg,a.rd
and Heliglous Enlightenment. By Prof. H. M. Kottlnger,
Price, $1.
yond it. We must stand upon its shoulders and
The young heirs, when they come to think what
~ofno~re~~t~~~e~eilt~~~~f~ lij~ l.sr;~l~~~r~\~~~i~~,~~ A.M.
Ch•tluulo·.oo Hash, with a (lhange oC DJet,
look over newer and brighter lanpscapes. Every a hard time they had worrying pennies out of
~~X}~Y:e~!sd~itJ~.~~~;J~[;!~i" very great con·ectness, delic ucy, . I3y \V.u~rcn Sumner Barlow. Pr.c., 1 cents.
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age makes its pretenses and promises, but each their paternal relativ, thought it might be made
'' 0HAS. R. Mn~LER, Presid~nt Brooldyn Spiritual Socut.v..
The Voices. A poe.u 111 four parts. By Warren
succeeding age sees brighter and better ones that way too. And the Old man kept on anointing
u Jos. RanEs Bucu.&.NAN.
Hl':NRY KwDLF."
Sumner DJ.l'lvw. One or t~1e most trenchant yet sensible
ahead.-Elmina .D. Blenlur.
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Jloits and flippinns.
A. CLEVELAND Presbyterian pastor has been
arraigned before his presbytery for sending his
family to theaters and balls. .
IT only cost a minister's wife in Canada a
·$5 fine· for beating a little orphan girl in her
employ with a hot poker. If she was a wicked
worldling, now, she would hav gone to jail.
A. PASToR at Danville, Vt., denounced from
his pulpit those members of his congregation
who were in the habit of taking summer
boarders. His idea is that city sins are propagated by the guests.
THE Rev. Mr. Titus, of Indianapolis, challenges anybody to take the negativ of the following proposition in a public discussion: "ReBolived, That it is right for a minister to take all
the people are willing to giv him."
A. HEN :flew into a house near Rockcastle, Pa.,
the other day, and knocked down a rifie that
was hanging on the wall, which was discharged,
killing a preacher that was l'isiting the family.
A.nother of the inscrutable dispensations of
Providence.

Ne·w/York, Saturday, April 30, 1881.

A. SINGULAR and promising in,cident in con·
nection with the great work of the National
Liberal League occurred in this city recently.
Mr. T. Jacobs, President of the San Jose and
Santa Clara Auxiliary Liberal League, came
here to secure volunteer speakers for the League
·of which he is chief, and, oh, "tell it not in
Gath," he was successful in securing the en·
thusiastic services of two ex-Christian ministers
and two prominent Jewish citizens, each and
all of whom are excellent speakers, and just as
"good men as the Lord ever let liv." The
world moves, and Jacobs is a brick.-San

Francisco Jeu;ish Times.

THE disparity of the sexes in churches is
placed by Zion's Herald at two to one in favor
of the women, and the same paper also makes
the following rather startling statement: "If
we were to take the churches right through
the country, we should probably find that not
more than one-tenth of their members are men
in the prime of life. The other nine-tenths are
women, men who hav passed their meridian,
and youths who hav not reached "their maturity. It is also to be observed that in almost
every commur•ity the majority of the energetic,
en1!erprising business men are not avowed and
activ Christians; and if they are identified
A. PRESBYTERIAN pastor in Philadelphia with the church at all, it is usually only in the
performed a marriage ceremony for two young most superficial way."
persons in opposition to the wishes of the families to which they belonged, These families
ACCORDING to the Russian papers a new sect
were wealthy supporters of his church, and has been formed at A.ncyfrov, in the governhav now expressed their indignation by leav- ment of Moscow. It has alread:y some huning for another place of worship.
dreds of members of both sexes, and its chief
characteristic iil that all religious ceremonies,
RITUALISM at the church of the A.dvent, in
such as christenings, marriages, funerals, etc.,
Boston, is in many respects more marked in its
are performed by a woman who is young and
advance than in any other Protestant Episcounmarried and has been elected by tll.e mewpal church in this country. The services are bers of the sect as their pope. They hav struck
but slightly different from those of *he Roman
Catholic Church' and the priests wear the1r' out of their religious service all the prayers for
the czar and the bishops, and hav introduced
cassocks out of doors as well as in the church.
prayers for the United Greek Metropolitan in
THE Vollcsblatt of Stuttgart says that the Galicia and for the emperor of A.ustria instead,
papal finances are in a bad condition, and it on the ground that "all religions are tolerated
urges the faithful to tender speedy and gener- in A.ustria and enjoy entire freedom there,
ous aid, both in special gifts and in larger while in Russia every one is persecuted who
annual contributions. This information is re- does not profess the orthodox faith."
ported to be confirmed by correspondence be"HEAVEN,"said Dr. Fulton last Sunday," is
tween Rome and French and German bishops.
built for ladies and gentlemen." Why not
THE audience at a St. Louis Spiritual seance say plainly that oRly about one person in a
expr.essed dissatisfaction with the manifesta- quarter of a million will be saved? From all
tions, and the medium rashly said that those we can learn heaven is to be a very exclusiv
who wished to retire could get their money and fashionable place. A.n honest farmer or
back. There was an immediate rush by about mechanic need not hope to hav a seat there.
five hundred persons, and being unable to re- It will perhap& be conducted on the principle
cover their fifty cents apiece, they mobbed the that controls many of our fashionable city
ticket seller, who might hav been killed if the churches. A. poor, plainly-dressed person will
police had not protected him.
hav no business there and. will be pointed to the
THERE had been a serious division in the col- door. Heaven then will be run in the special
ored Methodist church at Elizabethtown, Ky. interest of priests, pious deacons, and heavenlyA. meeting of the members developed a great minded hypocrits. We shall not be anxious
amount of bitterness. When all in fav·or of a to join that crowd. We would rather go to hell
certain resolution were requested to hold up with honest, common-sense people than to
their right hands Bro. Winterbower's hand was heaven with sycophants, sniveling hypocrits,
uplifted, and Bro. Lee shot a bullet through it. and scoundrels.
Both men then fired indiscriminately, and the
THE Johnson street M. E. Church, in Brookgatherin" dispersed without waiting for a for- lyn, is still in rebellion against Bishop Wiley's
mal dismissal.
. appointment of the Rev. B. F. Ree.ve as its
THE Methodist church at Osnabruck, Onta- pastor. The Rev. B. F. Reeve has assumed
rio, is being repaired: Pastor Hudgins super• charge of the church, and although Rev. Mr.
vises the work; keeping an account of the ex- Hargrave was summoned by the congregation
penditures in a book, which is left with Trustee from New Platz, he has retired from the conBryan for audit. The clergyman called for it test for the present, and Mr. Reeve will occupy
a few days ago, and it was refused by Mrs. the pulpit. The church trustees aver that
Bryan. He undertook to take it by force, and they will not pay Mr. Reeve for his services,
a fight ensued, . in which the women was although it is claimed that thirty years ago,
soundly whipped. Hudgins has been committed when a similar difficulty arose in· the same
for trial on a charge of assault.
church, the parishioners were compelled by
THE great cavern which was discovered last mandamus to receive and support the pastor.
year in Colorado has been thoroughly explored. It is understood that the presiding elder has
Fifty rooms are accessible, and many of them persuaded Mr. Hargrave not to keep up the
contain a profusion of stalactitic formations, in fight, and that he is endeavoring to reconcile
some cases translucent, and in others varying the trustees to the bishop's appointment.
in color from red to pure white. Shining
CoL. INGERSOLL delighted an immense audicrystals, tufts of satiny fiber, slender arms re- ence last [Sunday] night and Cl!tn be sure of
sembling growths of coral, rams' horns twisted many more, for every bad character in New
in everv conceivable way, pillars, pendants, York wants to believe that Christianity is a
statuets, and· grotesque shapes of life are fraud.- New Y01·k Herald. This is an infa·
among the·;ouriosities of these halls.
mous lie. It is the bad characters who. be-
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lieve in Christianity and hope to slip into
heaven by the merits of its founder. The opponents of the Christian system expect to
secure no happiness save by their own good
KING JoHN of Abyssinia died last week.
deeds, and it stands them in hand to do about
W. H. VANDERBILT has gone to Europe.
as well as they know how. With Christians it
is the reverse of this; they may commit all the
THE Senatorial deadlock is yet :unbroken.
8ins they please and a belief in Jesus's blood
BoUND BROOK, N. J., had a.$75,000 fire on
washes them all away. Just to think of it, a
servil, subsidized, conscienceless paper, whose the 20th.
owner is a drunkard, a gambler, and a tiberA. DOG show was opened in this city on last
tin, putting on pious airs, lauding Christianity, Tuesday.
and berating unbelievers in the system!
THE " original Garfield man'' has been given
SoME of the people of Burmah, who hav not a fat office.
yet accepted Christianity, are finding their own
FITE hundred boiler makers are on strike at
religion so unsatisfactory as to feel a desire for Pittsburgh.
something better. The idea is expressed among
A. STATUE of A.dmiral Farragut was unveiled
them that possibly a new Buddha may come
at Washington on the 26th.
before long, to meet the demands of the new
EDisoN has obtained the right to lay wires in
state of things brought about by steam
and electricity. An intelligent Burman in a the streets of this city for lighting purposes,
railroad car being asked, "What signs of a
A. REVOLUTION is brewing in Mexico in oppo•
Buddha do you see r'' replied: " I see change sition to the schemes of Grant, Gould; and
in all things. Five years ago we were all company.
afraid when we saw these iron wires on the
BLAINE announces that naturalized A.merica.n
tops of the telegraph ,posts, but now we see
citizens will hav the same protection abroad
scores of birds sitting up there. Two years
that nativs get..
ago I was afraid of this great fire wagon, and
BEACONSFIELD'S will directed that his fun era}
walked half a day rather than venture this ride
of an hour. Now I never think about fear, should be simple. He was laid beside his wile
but sometimes sleep all of the way: Every- at Hughenden.
thing is so changed that I think a new Buddha
A. RUMOR is going round that the cashier of
will come to us,"
DeLessep's Panama Canal Company has absconded with $6,000,000.
THE illi.Se of the two Indianapolis husbands
SARAH BERNHARDT is playing a two weeks'
who agreed to swap wives, by means ef divorce, is curious. The couples were intimate engagemeht at Booth's theater in this city
friends, and the trade has been amicably car- previous to sailing for Europe.
ried out. Dr. Baumuller went to St. Louis on
THE negro hegira to Kansas has begun
his honeymoon tour. "Mr. Richter and I," again. The colored people want to get to the
he said to a Republican reporter, "are like state that was the home of John Brown.
brothers. Not very long ago I discovered that
BRADY, of Star Route fame, has been forced
I loved Mrs. Richter better than I did my own
to resign his position of second assistant postwife, and that she preferred me to her husband. I also discovered that Mr. Richter and master-general. R. A.. Elmer, of this state, will
my wife stood in exactly the same relation to succeed him.
PARIS papers say the Nihilists announce the
each other. What were we to do ? Quarrel?
It was useless. It was so and could not be approaching death of the new czar. Manihelped. I had tried to suppress my feelings, festos to that effect hav been received by Rusand I would hav done so if I had not found sian officials.
that Lena, my wife, loved Richter and that
Gov. CoRNELL, of this state, has ordered the
Richter loved Lena. We did not quarrel; we abatement before June 1st of the nuisance
arranged everything. We met, all four, caused by the oil and fat works at Hunter's
Richter, Mrs. Richter, my wife, and myself, at Point, on Long Island.
Richter's house, and there we talked the mat·A. PASSENGER train on the Chicago, Milwauter over until we concluded that the best thing
kee, and St. Paul Railroad went through a
to be done was to seek divorce."
trestle bridge at A.lbany, Iowa, on the 21st.
Eight
persons were killed.
A.N Italian writer on the recent catastrophe
on the Island of Ischia mentions those prognosCoNNECTICUT has passed a law taxing all
tics of an earthquake which are derived from non-resident medical practitioners who come
animals. They were observed in every place to that state $25 a day. The bill recognizes
where the shocks were such as to be generally clairvoyants as a school of medicin.
perceptible. Some minutes before they were
SEVERAL tons of powder exploded in a magafelt, the oxen and cows began to bellow, the zine at Bridgeport, Conn., on the 21st. Winsheep and goats bleated, and rushing in confu- dows were broken several miles away. No
sion one on the other, tried to break the wick- lives were lost. The damage is about $40,000.
er-work of the folds; the dogs howled terribly,
FIFTEEN hundred men were thrown out of
the geese and fowls were alarmed and made
much noise; the horses whic)l were fastened employment by the fiood on Rock River, in
in their stalls were greatly agitated, leaped up, Illinois. The damage to property is also great.
and tried to break the halters with which they The Missouri river at Omaha was eighteen feet
were attached to the mangers; those which above low water mark on the 19th.
were proceeding on the roads suddenly stopped
and snorted in a very strange way. The cats
were frightened and trieJ. to conceal themselvs,
or their hair bristled up wildly. Rabbits and
moles were seen to leave their holes; birds
rose, as if scared, from the places on which
they had alighted; and fish left the bottom of
the sea and approached the shores, where at
some places great numbers of them were taken.
Even ants and reptils abandoned, in clear daylight, their subterranean holes in great disorder, many l;l.ours before the shocks were felt.
Some dogs, a few minutes before the first
shock took place, awoke their sleeping masters
bJ barking and pulling them, as if they wished
to warn them of the impending danger, and
several persons were thuS" enabled to save
themselvs.

CoL. MURPHY's anti-spy bill has been reported
favorably to theN ew York Assembly. This is
a set-down on Comstock, as it prohibits profesional spies like himself from giving evidence
against the parties they hav entrapped.
· A.N unsuccessful attempt was made an the
24th to burn the town of Shamokie, Pa. Six
buildings were destroyed, but the rest of the
town was saved. The fire is believed to hav
been the work of a gang of tramps, who are
also thieves.
THE New York Times, Washington correspondent says that Chase Andrews, one of
Brady's dishonest contractors, is a deacon in a
Presbyterian church in that city, and owes his
success in steal;ng from the government to his
ecclesiastical associations.
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honor of sexual matters or of relations to the opposite
sex he is pretty sure not to be guilty of. So when
this Agent tries to make out some few Liberal offenders he takes those who.are not really Liberals, or who
Liberty and Purity: How to_ Secure Both else are not really guilty. To make 13 he throws in
Safely, Effectively, and I:mpai1ially.
all " Spiritualists," "Freel overs," " Infidels," "Don't
AN ADDRESS BEFeRE THE COMMITTEE ON CHARITABLE cares," etc., who never belonged to any Liberal body
.AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE
at all, and then all the editors like those named in
STATE OF NEW YORK IN OPPOSITION TO A BILL TO
the above-quoted sixth resolution of the League. But
LARGELY INCREASE THE CRIMINAL JURISthese editors were not really guilty. They were
DICTION AND POWERS OF THE SOCIsimply defiant, and did what they did to defend the
ETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF
VICE, MARCH 23, 1881.
liberty of speech and of the press against these very
attacks.
" Something must be pardoned to the
BY T. B. WAKEMAN, OF THE BAR OF NEW YORK.
Spirit of Liberty," said Burke, and when .that portion
CONTINUED.
is granted, this Agent's 13 cases fairly disappear.
By an almost accidental, certainly by an ill-considered, obiter dictum, the Supreme Court of the IDS .ATTEMPTS TO SLANDER .AND RUIN MEMBERS OF
THE LEAGUE.
United States has, in the Jackson case, put itself
apparently in favor of the Comstock postal laws.
That number 13 was too small and too doubtful to
By an amusing accident, or by " judicial log-rolling," be of any use, so he cunningly kept it to himself.
the· opinion is delivered by Mr. Justice Field, who But he must have something to excuse his monstrous
figures as the most extreme "States' rights" judge on assertions. To do this and divert attention from the
that bench. The revenge that truth and justice have fact that the League consists of thousands of men and
from the disposition of the case by such a judge is women as pure, good, and honorable as any in the
that the false position of the judge has compelled country, he makes a hallaballo over the past lives of
him, notwithstanding his great ability, to give an two or three men who have, or have had, some conopinion which proves that the decision should have nection with the League. He thinks he has found
been the other way.
two bad specimens, and he immediately asks, acBecause the Liberals insist that this decision cording to his notions of justice to Liberals, for the
should be regarded as Jefferson regarded the Alien execution of the whole lot.
and Sedition law decisions, Jackson the United States
But let us see for a moment if these two men
Bank decision, and Lincoln the Dred Scott decision, deserve execution. After what we have seen no
this Agent advertises them to his clergy and their sensible man should hang a dog on his judgment or
extensive laity as the vilest of human beings, com- oath.
bining in what he calls a "diabolical conspiracy."
Prof. A. L. Rawson became a Secretary of the
Our government enables him to do and publish this League in 1878, and ceased to be such last year.
sort of work under an official oath !
Some scavenger found out, for this Agent, that in
1851, thirty years ago, while Mr. Rawson was young
ONLY TIDRTEEN !
and poor and a theologian, and. in New Jersey,
So far we hav convicted this agent of wilfully he was accused of larceny in taking a coat, which
bearing false witness against his Liberal neighbors however really belonged to him. He was a stranger
in the matter of expressed sentiments, and purposes. and defenseless, and as too many do in such cases,
With his customary jesuitism he excuses himself sought the easiest way out by letting the clerk enter
for this because they pass, he says, "resolutions a plea of guilty so as to get a lighter punishment.
which on their face appear, to say the least, to be
There was no trial on the merits and he was
plausible, while their acts are at variance" with them. never really convicted at all.
The latter third of his book is an assertion that the
The facts became known shortly after, and the
Liberals are the champion obscenists of the coun- Court of Pardons, at its first meeting thereafter,
. try, that Liberalism and obscenity are one. "INFI- gave him a full pardon, which I have seen, and
DELITY WEDDED TO OBSCENITY" is his text for dreary which was equal to an honorable acquittal on the
pages of ill-ananged and disgusting vituperation.
merits, for the things he was charged with taking
There is not one word of truth in it, and he knew were shown to be really his own. This Agent digs
it, but he believed that a lie well stuck to would be up and publishes this old ·story, never mentions the
better than the truth, and would more certainly and pardon, and never ceases to ring the changes on
profitably deceive "the elect."
"convict," "thief," etc., instead of calling Mr.
I say he knew it, because he had right before him Rawson by name. Ia not this meanness far beyond
the figures that proved the falsity of all these state- that of any thief?
ments ;:tnd he purposely suppressed them.
Again, in 1864, over sixteen years ago, Mr. RawThe fact is that out of 450 persons arrested by son's wife, principally for reasons of "faith,': which
him for offenses of this kind in seven years there Mr. Rawson had outgrown, wished to get a divorce
have been but thirteen whom even he dares to from him. He was convinced that her orthodox
class as "Liberals," and the rest belong about half relatives would no longer let her live with him
to the Catholics and half to the Calvinistic sects. happily. He was, therefore, man enough not to
He knew that his own figures proved, if they can wish to keep a woman in bonds to him. There was
prove anything, that the stronger the orthodoxy the no adultery to complain of, so her Lawyer was instronger the obscenity. He is fond of publishing duced to plead that he had had a former wife living
his "statistics," but he has never told us the relig- at the time of the marriage, and formal proof was obious complexion of his offenders. Why? Because tained without Mr. Rawson's knowledge. So that a
if he did the cry of Liberalism and obscenity would formal divorce was obtained by default without his
drop at once and Orthodoxy and obscenity would taking any part in it whatever. The fact was not true.
take its plaee.
There was no former wife, nor was there ever a
A Liberal friend, Mr. Croffut, who wants to be a prosecution for bigamy, nor charge of any kind.
Comstockian if possible, obtained these figures from This divorce was obtained at Syracuse, New York,
the Agent's own books and statements. The fact is in which State divorce records are by law prohibthat the Liberals sent petitions of 70,000 names to ited to be shown to any one but the parties; but the
have the United States Comstock Postal Laws re- scavenger violated the laws, and got hold of these
pealed or modified, and sent 200,000 names to Presi- old divorce records, and this Agent prints them, and
dent Hayes to have Mr. Bennett pardoned, but they shouts with infinite gusto, "Convicted bigamist,"
have furnished no real obscenists. The real wedding when there was no bigamy and no pretense of a
is between obscenity and orthodoxy if any "bans" conviction. Mr. Rawson had since become a Liberal
. there are.
and a useful and honorable member of his profesIt is patent that he has "borne false witness" as sion as an artist. All of these matters had gone out
to the facts as well as the opinions of his opponents. of sight and memory. Time and. Death had buried
He has sought to heap the whole burden of obscen- them. Would anybody have exhumed them to gloat
ity upon the Liberals, calling them obsoenists, smut over them but a ghoul?
dealers, etc., hoping that by piling this prejudice
At the last meeting of the Congress of the League
upon religious prejudices already existing he could at Chicago, 1880, Mr. Rawson withdrew his name,
crush them out in ~he interests of his paltry sectari- so as to free the League from any aspersion, howanism.
ever unjustly, on his account. Could he have acted
But the fact is there were no thirteen Liberal obsceu- more honorably? But this Agent suppresses that
ists, and probably none at all, if a proper count were fact. Could anything be meaner than this suppresmade and real guilt considered. A Liberal offender sion?
of this kind is in fact a contradiction in terms, a rare
It seems, too, that a Defense Committee had been
bird, a white blackbird, even when counted black. organized after this Agent's attacks upon several
He knew all this, for in my Faneuil Hall speech I Liberal editors and others of doubtful guilt, to hold
clearly pointed it out to him thus:
him in check and to see that the innocent did not suf"What are profanity and obscenity anyway but the fer without at least some attempt at defense. Mr.
corruption and disintegration of theology? It is Rawson was familiar with philanthropic work, and
only depraved 'theologians,' not Liberals, who mis- was selected as its President. He was known to be
use theological names, and turn purity into obscen- honorable, faithful, and efficient.
The League,
ity in word and deed. Liberty, knowledge, truth, when he withdrew as its Secretary, recommended
and health will scatter both as the pure breeze clears that he be retained in that position. Why not?
the noisome air. To purify the fountain, do not Shall these antediluvian stories destroy a man's usebreak nor obstruct it, but let the water run fresh and fulness forever? Is there to be no such thing as
clear."
forgiveness on earth, eyen if misfortunes or faults
A Liberal may be defiant and eccentric and not there have been ? " Cruel as hell, remorseless as the
have much respect for what he calls church or ,q1·ave," is not the League's motto, nor that of any
priest morality. But obscenity or disrespect and dis- human being.

Mr. D. M. Beimett, the well-known editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER, is another instance of this. agent's capacity for persecuting and traducing those who differ from him in " religion" and yet venture to cross
his path. He charges all this e~itor does to the
League, while his only connection with it is that he
has with dozens of .others been one of the nominal
Vice-Presidents .. He has never held any other office in it, and but seldom attended its Congresses. He
has pursued his own course and done his own work,
and he is not responsible for the League, nor the
League for him, nor has he dictated its policy or
controled it.
But he is an able, fearless, hard-working, goodhearted, trut.hful advocate of the emancipation of
the souls of men. With a touch of humor like that
of Horace Greeley, he lightens up the drycst discussions with the light of good nature and hum"ln
sympathy, yet he is in some respects an exceptional
man. He is so trusting, innocent, and sincere that
he is readily imposed upon, and yet smart enough to
be the first one to see his blunder, and always truthful and honest enough to own it frankly, however
bad it may be, and say, "Well! well! they have got
me this time, but I won't do so any more.. " Those
who know him best love him best, for his worth and
merits far outweigh his defects and faults. 'I'he
Agent's narrow, selfish, bigoted nature can have no
appreciation of such a genial, whole-souled, and yet
in many respects childlike man. Where this editor
was really sinned against by this very Agent, he is
presented in this book as only a deep-dyed, malicious
scoundrel. The facts have been well known to me,
and I have been not a little amused to see how the
real sinner triumphantly blackens the man he has
sinned against.
The two main instances of Mr. Bennett's innocence
turned to guilt by this Agent's malignity are all we
have time to refer to; his other minute details and
all of his epithet& will drop with them.
In the fall of 1877 Mr. Bennett issued a circular
stating facts which he believed to be correct, which
requested editors, authors, physicians, druggists,
etc. to sign a petition for the repeal, etc. of the U.
S. Comstock Postal Laws. This circular had some
dozen or twenty names to it (p. 403) of parties who
were well known to favor the object and who had so
expressed themselves. Owing to that fact Mr. Bennett in his innocence did not get them to write their
names to it. He printed their names to the proofsheet, and then went to the parties and showed it to
them and asked their consent to the use of their
names as printed, and left a copy with each one.
Where consent was not given by them, as he understood, he struck the name off. Some few he left
with the understanding that he should hear from
them if they had any objections, and hearing none and
knowing their sentiments their names were kept on.
This was all done in good faith, and in the sheerest
innocence. But in no way could this editor have
rq.ore effectually put himself in the power of this wily
Agent.
Hardly had this circular seen the light before the
Agent was down on these men with coaxing or
threats of arrest and prosecution. This tenorism
apd treatment actually caused six of these parties to
sign, or to appear to sign, some paper certifying that
their names had been used without their authority.
One other firm was induced indirectly to publish 11
similar statement.
Upon the strength of theile disavowals thus obtained, or made, the ~gent charges Mr. Bennett with
having forged these seven names (pp. 427-8). This
is the greatest, the principal of all the crimes he has
to charge upon this editor and to make a tenible noise
over. Now what does it amount to? I have or can
and will produce the affidavits or statements of a majority, if not of all, of these seven parties showing
that the disavowals were the Agent's own work, extorted by him, and that the original use of the names
was substantially justifiable. In a word, it is now
proved that the blunder was Bennett's and the
crime Comstock's. The affidavits of Messrs. Crocker
& Colyer, formerly the printers of Mr. Bennett's
paper, but who have now no connection with or interest in him, reveal the mixture of tenorism and
fraud under which these disavowals were obtained.
As Mr. Bennett said, "a general fear or apprehension of Comstock's power seemed to hang like a terrible nightmare over the entire community." The
very people who had denounced his methods most
violently were the first to disavow the moment he
came in sight, with his threats and revolver.
The Agent was not slow to use the· advantage thus
wrongfully obtained to defeat the object of the
petition. He narrates with evident glee how he used
these very disavowals to impose upon the committee
of Congress and how successful they were. In all
this fraud upon the committee and outrage upon
Mr. Bennett he shows no more moral sensibility
than if he had been born a rhinoceros.
Another matter relevant here and proved by these
papers is the outrage of his terrorism, which this
irresponsible power of accusation is sure to produce.
The visits of this Agent to the office of the printers
of THE TRUTH SEEKER referred to in Mr. Crocker's affidavits and others were occasions of dicta-
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tion and threats, violent and disgraceful beyond
expression. ?e ordered the presses to be s~opped
and "the japer suppressed under threat of wstant
arrest an terrible I?unishment, and that he would
certainly .ruin the prmters if they did not stop doing
Mr. Bennett's work. It was only with the greatest
difficulty that the terrified printers could be made to
withstand his bulldozing and issue the paper. For
all this he had no warrant but his revolver.
The printers finally resolved to face the music, and
it subsided, but I shall never forget the terror in
whieh they repeatedly came to my office under the
actual belief that they would be arrested on their
return, and arrest would have been ruinous to them.
The storm blew over as to them when the disavowals
were obtained. But the agent all the more determined
that Mr. Bennett should be destroyed. He examined
his stock personally and tested and decoyed to find a
pretext. He had had him arrested upon two little
pamphlets, but the authorities at Washington thought
the matter too silly and ordered it dropped.
At the Watkins Conventi.on, September, 1878, he
was again arrested, as he believed, as the result of
this Agent's doings, for accidentally selling "Cupid's
yokes" at a book-stand while waiting upon it for the
regular attendant who was absent. An indictment
was found upon this arrest, but was abandoned long
afterwards after much expense but no trial.
Mr. Bennett had not approved of this pamphlet
and had not kept it for sale. Its author and publisher, Mr. E. H. Heywood, of Massachusetts, had
been prosecuted by this Agent, · convicted under
these United States postal laws, and pardoned by
President Hayes, whose Attorney-General, General
Devens, of Massachusetts, had decided that it was
not within the prohibition of the law. His words
are:
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE, {
VVASHINGTON,Jan. 13,1879.5
ELIZUR VVRIGBT, EsQ., Bolrton, Mass.,· Sir: I have received
your letter of the. lOth inst.
In regard to the book itself, while it seems to me a publication
not desirable to he made, I am aware that there may be much
difference of opinion upon the subjPct, and do not confound it
with those obscene pUblications the effect and object of which
is to excite the imagination and inflame the passions.
Very respectfully,
CHAS. DEvENs,
Attorney -General.

think but conceal. What· she had taught to him in
words, some of which he had only learned froni her,
he returned to her in letters with an innocence novel
and laughable.
At the most "'twas but a: futile dalliance." The
man soon saw that he was being misled. The Siren
was banished with her letters. The matter was
explained to the wife and friends, and freely forgiven and buried.
This. was several years before this trial, and had
nothing to do with it. Delilah, to raise the needful,
had kept the letters and offered to sell them for
three hundred dollars, but no ~me wanted them;
even Mr. Bennett refused to give anything for them;
his friends did not want them, and until this Agent
appeared, and made them, he had no enemies.
This was just the material for the Agent. He bit
at once. Delilah and her letters were led in triumph before President Hayes, and he was duly
astonished.
A Spiritualistic newspaper brought
them out with double-leaded horror. The clergy
beat their tom-toms anew. 'l'he President was a
good man, but also goody, and had no backbone
suitable for any such emergency. Bennett was kept
in prison, not for the offense he had been convicted
for, but for the supposed one he had never com·
mitted or even been tried for, and as a sacrifice to the
Theological Whale. When he was permitted to
know the facts behind the bars he at once withdrew
the application for a pardon, and stood upon the use
that his imprisonment might be to liberty for his
solace and compensation.
When he left that prison it was in triumph. His
reception iL New York filled Chickering Hall to overflowing. The Ron. Elizur Wright presided. This
Agent always alludes to his victim as the convict, but
that term proves too much. By whom convicted?
and what for? are the prior questions. Socrates and
Christ were both "convicts," and are venllrated or
worshiped because they were. The same infiuenceR
that made them convicts convicted Bennett, and
with what result in the opinions of free ·and honorable men the two following letters help to show:
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Society. " ·we seek for Truth" is our badge, and it is as truth
seek~r that we do homage to you to-night.
VV1thout free ~peech uo search_for truth is possible; without
free spee~h no diScovery of truth IS useful; without free speech
progress IS checked, and the nations no longer march forward
toward the nobler lifd which the future holds for man. Better
a thousandf_old_abnse of free speech than denial of free speech;
the abuse dies 10 a day, but the denial slays the life of the people and entombs the hope of the race.
In your own country you have pleaded for free speech, and
w:~en, under !!- wi?ked and odious law, one of your fellowcitizens was ~mpnsoned_ f?r the publication of his opinions,
vou, not shanng t~e OI?Iruons bu~ f~ithful to liberty, sprang
forwar~ to defend m h1m the prmc.Iple of free speech which
you claimed for yourself, and sold his book while he lay in
prison. For.this act you were in turn arrested and sent to
ga?l, ~~:nd the. country which won its freedom by the aid of
Pame m the eighteenth century, disgraced itself in the nina.
tee~th by the im~risonment of a heretic. The Republic of the
Umted States dishonored herself and not you in Albany
Psnitentiary. Two hundred thousand of your countrymen
pleaded for your release, but bigotry was too strong.
VV~ sent you greeting in your captivity; we rejoiced when
the time came for your release; we offer you to-night our
thanks and our hope ; thanks for the heroism which never
flinche~ in ~he hour of battle; hope for a more peaceful
fut~re, m whwh the memory of the past pain may be a sacred
hentage and not a regret.
CH.A.s. BRA.DLAUGH, Pres.

Thus has fa;iled t_his war against Liberals. It has
been a delusive trmmph. The men he has tried to
crush are to-day stronger than ever. The League
has doubled the number of ite auxiliaries enry
year, now nearly 250, and they are added to every
week. They represent the spirit of liberty which
can never be crushed out in Russia, much less in
America. It stands like a wall of adamant against
this man and his doings. In a popular republic thil'l
spirit of liberty must be reconciled to the government and not antagonized. Wise legislators will
always secure this result.
For this last reason this Society's mode of enforcing laws can never be a real success. More than
half of the people dispute the justice and the right of
this amateur authority and rebel against it. Even
that poor cripple who gave this Agent the scar on
his cheek of which he is so proud; and which ha!l
been worth so many thousand dollars to him, felt and
feels entirely justified. I asked him how he came to
LoNDoN, N. VV., April14, 1880.
THERON C. LELAND, EsQ., Dea1· Sir: I have this morning do it. He said he was being dragged to prison by a
received your favor of the 31st with inclosures, which I duly man who had no right to do it and no warrant. "I
forward to Mr. Conway and Mrs. Besant.
had just as much right," said he, "to resist that kidAs our Parliament, to which I have just been elected, napper as George Washington had to draw his sword
meets on the 29th of April, it ·is simply impossible that I can
against the enemies of his country."
accept the invitation that you send me.
Laws cannot be enforced safely and benefi"cially
I trust that Mr. Bennett's imprisonment may be the last
of its kind in America. The question is not one of approval until an entirely secular administration allays this
or disapproval of the particular pamphlet for selling which just sense of indignity. As even Carlyle says, "The
Mr. Bennett was convicted. It is that all Freethinkers feeling of injustice is intolerable to man." If the
throughout the world are bound to enter their firmest pro- Liberals have done things that cannot be approved
test against the endeavor to prevent freedom of discussion
on social questions by the misapplication of statutes intended in some instances, the spirit of defiance that has been
They know from
to prevent the circulation of objectionable literature, but unjustly excited is the excuse.
which ought never to be allowed to apply to the publication his avowed objects that this Agent is false when he
of views which, however extreme or wrongful, ought not talks about his innocence and pure motives, and pure
by any stretch of malice, to be included under the word "ob- and lamblike sentiments toward them. They know
scene."
·
·
If the Ron. Elizur VVright should be your president, as I that he is a narrow-minded, self-interested, unsorutrust he may, please say how cordially I agree with the stand pulous bigot, with a dirty affinity that makes him
seek the place of an amateur scavenger. That smut
he has taken in this matter.
Yours very sincerely,
CHARLES B.&ADLAUGH.
bag under his arm is dirty enough, but he carries a
worse one in his heart. He is, in the words of the
NEWBURYPORT, MAss., April5, 1880.
Rev. Sidney Smith, the product of the method he
My Dear Sir: I have received yours of March 30th,
inviting me to join in the welcome home which you represents and a substantial reason why it should end.
But this Agent says (p. 513), "There is not one
propose to give Mr. Bennett on his release from prison.
which permits of a
You do me great honor. I am obliged to deny myself word under. this law
the gratification of attending the demonstration for a reason construction that can be tortured into any interferwhich I am sure you will allow to be sufficient. As a ence with so-called Liberal utterances."
general thing I do not care much for demonstrations, but in
The Liberals know best, and they are justly suspithis instance it becomes everyone to mark in some way his
cious
when they see "the results not only in the prinsense of the infamy of the prosecution and sentence of Mr.
Bennett. The case involves no abstruse question of law. ciple" but in the very words and acts of this Agent.
'fhere is the pamphlet with the passages marked for the jury For instance, on page 409 he places our country in
to consider. Any person of decent intelligence and well-dis- the same position as the English government with
posed mind can judge the matter as well as the chief-justice of its state church and blasphemy laws, as to breaches of
the United States. If the mailing of such a piece of writing
RS that PXposes a person to fine and imprisonment, then every- the peace. "Peace," he says, "includes good order
one holds his liberty at the mercy of a hireling informer. I and government, and that peace may be broken in
trust your demonstration will be all that you anticipate. If it many instances without actual force, to wit:
were necessary to its succe5s, I would wRlk the three hundred
"I. If it be an act against the Constitution or civil
miles between this place and New York.
government.
Very truly yours,
JAMES PARTON.
"II. If it be against religion" [that is, against
What can exceed the infamy of this Agent in dig- what he and his friends or the state church call reging up and circulating those letters, old, forgiven, ligion].
"III. If it be against morality" [that is, what he
and buried, when Mr. Bennett was helpless in
and
his friends call morality under their theology].
prison?
He then quotes the "test of obscenity" imported
When he had done all he could to ruin the man
he goes and digs all the filth he can out of his privy, by Judge Benedict from England, viz.:
"Whether the tendency of the matter charged as
in the back yard, and piles it up against his front door;
and then publishes a big book to yell over his victory obscenity is to deprave and corrupt those whose
in a way that would shame a Bavage. As Mr. Par- minds are open to such immoral influences, and into
ton said, the only answer every lover of liberty and whose handsa publication of the sort may fall."
He says that this test has been "approved by
decency could make to such warfare should be to get
a dozen new subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER. every court of America, when the question has come
The Liberals took the advice, and more, for they sent up under common law."
This is not true. Judge Gildersleeve and others
Mr. Bennett to their Congress at Belgium with a tour
in Europe, and now in replying to this bea13_1;ly book have quoted, but always replaced or modified, this
they will send him around the world. While in "test," which is not even a test or definition, and W9.1!1
England the leading Liberals gave him a reception not given as such when it was first used. It was simand the following memorial which also helps to show ply an attempt to describe some of the effects of obscenity, used in the English case of The Queen VB.
what such convictions are worth:
Hicklin, 11 Cox Criminal Cases, p. 19.
" We Seek for T1·uth."
(TO B:£ CONTINUED.]

Mr. F. E. Abbot, Mr. Oliver Johnson, J"'fr. 0. B.
Frothingham, Hon. Elizur Wright, Mr. James Parton, and many others too numerous to mention concurred in this view of the Attorney-General of the
United States.
Mr. Bennett then said in his paper: This fight for
the "Liberty of printing" has to be made upon
something, and I propose to begin here. I do not
approve of this pamphlet, but as a bookseller I sell
everything that is marketable whether I approve of
it or not, and I propose to sell this pamphlet as I do
other stock, "and if it means prison, then prison let
it be."
This Agent renewed his decoys on the "old Infidel,"
and soon had a copy mailed to him through a
cunningly-worded letter, apparently from a postoffice in Washington county. Though the offense,
such as it was, was all within this state, the Agent
made the charge under the United States Postal
Laws in a Urlited States Circuit Court, for the
reason, as he afterwards put it, "that we always convict in that court," but not always in the state courts.
The trial resulted in a conviction, as a matter of
course; most unjustly, as Mr. Bennett and his friends
are now more convinced than ever. The appeal
was only to the two judges of the district sitting
with the judge who had presided at the trial. The
judgment was affirmed. The law permitted no
appeal to the Supreme Court of the United States.
Mr. Bennett was sentenced by Judge Benedict to the
Albany Penitentiary for thirteen months and to pay
a fine of $300. Everybody who knew the facts
knew that both the prosecution and the trial were an
outrage.
There was a general outburst of indignation; and
as the Attorney-General of the United States had
declared the pamphlet not within the law, and as
Heywood, the Author, had been already pardoned,
it was believed that Mr. Bennett's case would be
similarly treated. Petitions, amounting to two hundred thousand names, were sent to the President from
every part of the country. The Agent mustered his
clergy, and they wrestled mightily with the President. But the pardon was finally ordered-only to
be countermanded. Why? Because of the second
great charge the Agent holds up in horror against
him in hi!! book.
In a word, Mr. Bennett had been too innocent with
Delilah, and she had betrayed him to " the Fhilistine Agent." It was natural enough. Look at the
man and the temptation. Until nearly middle-age he
had been brought up as a Shaker-a celibate, of
course. Then he and his childless wife had, John
Anderson like, plodded on the dry roadway of life
till it began to slant.
A Delilah, who has since danced R.t Niblo's, rich in
love and doubtful experiences, came into his employ.
TO D. M. BENNETT.
AN unjust man is an abomination to the just: and
To get into his confidence she revealed to him and
In asking you to accept at the hands of the National Secular
~ave him lessons from her experiences, and he, fool- Society of England this symbol of cordial sympathy and broth. he that is upright in the way is an abomination to
lsh, as ;men will be, wrote down what others would erly welcome, we are but putting into -act the motto of our the wicked.- Proverbs, xxi.x, 27.

acter, and the only charge that can be urged against not a little thoug~t to the s_ub)ect,. and we w_ere·
it is because of some information imparted relativ to strong and honest m our conviCtiOns that the rulm~·
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR..
the size of families-the aiding of mothers to decide party of the country had become corrupt, central.
how many children they shall bear, or what is known ized, aggressiv, and oppressiv. We thought we saw
a necessity for a change of dynasty, even if a:,
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEA.R. in England as the Malthusian doctrin. By one of
party
was temporarily placed in power which
the features of the Comstock law, the regulation of
was no better. We dared to giv our thoughtS!
the
size
of
families
proportionate
to
the
choice,
The largest mul cheapest Raditxil Journal pUblished in Europe
to the public; but this earnest purpose cost us many
or America, cmltaining nearly seven hundred square inches rrw1·e health, and abilities of the parents is a forbidden friends. We all too soon learned the unwelcome
subject,
the
indulgence
of
which,
even
to
the
slightof readi;ng matter tlw:n any other journal of its kind.
est extent, is punishable with fine and imprison- truth that there are many so-called Liberals in the
ment-with thetotal ruin of reputation and business. country who would see every Liberal paper
crushed out, half of the Liberal editors sent to
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, APRIL 30, 1881.
No matter how well pleased the people of Amer- prison,
a censorship established in all our post-offices,
ica may be with the Physiologist, no matter how
and the people deprived of their very liberties and
many
may
wish
to
take
and
read
it,
the
censors
of
the
America or Russia~
rights before they would listen to a word being
postal department-men who were appointed to do
From several recent instances of arbitrary, unwar- the work of the people, but who ha v assumed to be breathed against the dear Republican party. The
ranted censorship and despotism on the part of our the people's masters and tyrants-hav decided that truth flared out as vivid as a blazing comet that
Republican administration the question very natu- it shall not circulate by the mail, and that no more with many their felj.lty to Republicanism is stronger
rally arises, Are we living under the rule of American shall be published and be permitted to enjoy mail than their fealty to liberty and Liberalism.
It was saddening to realize thi&, to see the veryr
liberty or the tyranny of Russia ? There is scarcely facilities. This is a tyranny utterly subversive of
a more arbitrary, irresponsible despotism than is now the highest principles of American liberty, and, if hand kissed by the unsuspecting multitude that was:
evinced in our postal department. An onerous espi- persisted in, must destroy the freedom of the press raised to shed its blood, metaphorically speaking.
There would hav been a change in the ruling powers
onage is set up over our mails; people who hav as and the freedom of speech.
much right to the mails as any other person are sent
The mail of our country belongs equally to every of the land h:id it not been for the powerful rule o:lf
to prison for using the post in a perfectly legitimate citizen of the country; it was organized for the a vindictiv and designing man in this city. Had
manner because of the quality of the matter they benefit of the entire people, and no one, whether in New York city cast her vote in the last election as
properly consign to the mails, and journals that do office or out, has the right to deprive another 0f his she had for the previous twenty years, James and
not quite come up to the moral standard of our des- postal facilities. It was not the original object of Tyner would not to-day hav their clutch on the
pots are crushed and their publishers financially the mail to establish a censorship over the thoughts throats of the people, nor would Mrs. Chase this day
ruined. The very department in which huge thefts and utterances of the people. It is Comstockism be under the feet of those oppressors.
occur, and wholesale robbery to the tune of hlmdreds that has introduced this most objectionable feature
Still we are not fully discouraged. We hav great
of thousands if not millions of dollars of the people's into our postal system, and sad was. the day when it confidence in the ultimate good sense of the people.
money, is striking down at a blow the dearest rights was ever accomplished. It is wrong and unameri- When they fully get their eyes open to see the purof people much better than the very criminals who can for any servant of the people to hav discretion- pose of the party which is the deadly foe of the
are wielding this arbitrary power.
ary power to crush any citizen of the country, or to people, the destroyer of their rights and their liberA few weeks ago the Health Journal of T. R. mulct him of his property by depriving him of his ties, we believe they will pool their issues and take,
Kinget, M.D., of this city, was tabooed by the post- just and equal rights. But this is just what is done the only means_left to retai~ the blessings which our
office authorities and a ukase issued that it could not under this Comstock law. A man who is appointed fathers gave us. Let us sttll hope that the strong:
pass through the mail as second-class matter. This to serve the people deprives a citizen of his legal good sense of the people will save the country frolTh
is equal to suppressing .this useful little periodical. rights without process of law, and virtually condemns Russian despotism.
A publisher cannot afford to put a stamp upon every him and plmishes him without arrest, trial, or
paper weighing a-quarter of an ounce, while other and sentence.
Col. Ingersoll's Lecture.
similar publications are carried at two cents a pound,
The most guilty criminal has the right to a trial by
the postage in one i:r;.stance being thirty-two times his peers, and to the privilege of making a legitimate
On last Sunday evening Booth's theater was
as heavy as in the other.
defense, before he shall be sentenced to prison or his packed from top to bottom with a most intelligent
Not long after, Dr. E. B. Foote's Health Monthly, property be taken from him. But in this high-handed and respectable audience to hear the lecture of Col.
a most valuable publication, was ·subjected to the rule of our post-office censors and despots, Dr. Chase R. G. Ingersoll, entitled "Some Reasons Why."
same iron rule; and not far from the same time the
is condemned without a trial, her property is taken Every seat was occupied and hundreds were comAgent's Advocate, published by James W. Still- from her without a hearing, and she is deprived of pelled to stand. Some of the city papers make the
man, Boston, was also suppressed in the same way.
her dear rights without a chance to speak a word in statement that as high as four dollars were paid for
The excuse made for these arbitrary and injurious her own defense. This is all wrong and is wholly a single seat. It was one of the best lectures the
rulings is that these three papers are run in the inunfitted to a government of freemen. It might do Colonel has ever delivered, and that is saying a great
terests of the publishers and are mere advertising
for Russia, but is really wrong in that country, and deal. The audience were fully in sympathy with
sheets. The falseness of these claims is easily unhim, and his most radical utterances were applauded
every other.
derstood when the fact appears that the advertising
If Mrs. Chase has violated any law of the land over and over again. It is a cause for congratula-·
done in these three journals is not ten per cent of
she should be arrested by due process of law and tion that the first people of our city will pay one dol-·
what it is in other periodicals, and that they are pubhav a regular trial by jury. If she is condemned by lar each and rush by thousands on Sunday evening:
lished in the interests of the people, containing lita jury the penalty incurred by the violation of the law to hear an ultra-Infidel discourse when hundreds of
erature and instructiv matter much above the avershould be imposed upon her. But we protest against churches are free. It augurs that the people are·
age periodicals of our country. Besides, what does
this high-handed tyranny of condemning people surfeited with the senseless and false assumptions of
any person issue a periodical or journal for, unless it unheard, and ruining their business enterprises with- the church and are anxious to hear the words of
is for the profit he may hope to win from it, directly
out the least moral or legal authority or the slightest reason and truth.
or indirectly? Why are all the health journals pubThe Colonel's discourse lasted one hour and fiftr
lished? Why are the Scientific American, the show of justice. No person should be convicted and
punished without due process of law.
minutes,
and the greater part of the rapt audience•
Agent's Herald, the New York Herald, and thouIf
magnates
of
the
postal
system
are
to
hav
this
would
hav
quietly listened to the same eloquence as;
sands of other periodicals publis.l;ted? Do they not
terrible power to exercise as they please, where is it much longer. The following brief summary is fromt
all contain advertisments of business, both of their
own and others? Is it right or American to dis- to stop? What class of persons or papers shall be the Sun:
free from this oppression? May not THE TRUTH
" The history of the world," Col. Ingersoll said~.
criminate between the rich and powerful and the
SEEKER,
Tr~tth, the Hm·ald, or Sun, or any other "shows that religion has made enemies instead of
poor and needy? If our government has arrived at
the point where it can place its foot upon a weak and paper be pounced upon when the despots take the friends. That one word, religion, paints the horizoru
notion to make the attack, or they hav some private of the past with every form of folly. When we pro'struggling enterprise while rich and powerful ones of
a similar character are petted and pandered, the or intolerant object to subserve? If the principle is nounce the name religion, we think of six thousand!
quicker it comes to an end the better for the liberties right many not political papers of an opposit stripe years of hatred and slander and vituperation, of si:x;
be struck down at any time when the magnates of thousand years of persecution. Strange that those
of the people.
The last blow of this postal tyranny has fallen the postal system decide to play the tyrant and thus who have loved God most hav loved men least;
Upon another health journal, Dr. Sara B. Chase's perpetuate their party and power. If the people strange that in countries where there has been the
Physiologist. And this is not denied the use of the wink at these things and allow their servants to be most religion there has been the most agony ! That.
mail because of its advertisments, but upon the despotic and oppressiv, this tyranny is not likely to is one reason why I am opposed to what is known as
ground of its "indecency." On the 20th inst. the stop at the bounds now set up, but will be extended religion. By religion I mean the duties that men.
till all liberty is destroyed. If the masses will suf- are supposed to owe to God, not what man owes to•
following notice was served upon Dr. Chase:
fer them to be made slaves in one direction it is im- man; not what the father owes to his children; not.
PosT OFFICE, NEW Y o&K CITY, N. Y.,
}
possible to say where the limit will ultimately be.
what the citizen owes to his country; not what the·
FIRST DIVISION AUDITOR's OFFICE,
The men who hav done this wrong pretend that it philanthropist owes to the world; but what we owe·
April 20, 1881.
Respectfully informing the publisher of the PlLysiowgis~ has not been the action of Comstock; but this claim to some invisible being.
"I raise the question first of all whether any rela-.
that the First Assistant Postmaster-General at Washington, is almost "too thin" to be believed. Every one of the
D. C., has instructed this office, under date of the 18th inst., publications named are Liberal and anti-orthodox in tion can exist between the finite man and the infinit,
that the Physiologist is hereafter to be excluded from the mails. character, and every one has made uncomplimentary being. Is there any infinit being to whom I owe•
N. P. PEARSON, Postmaster.
remarks about Comstock. In keeping with what anything? An infinit being is absolutely condition-·
It will be seen that this Russian ukase not only tl:!is man has done in numerous other instances this less. He cannot want; cannot receive. A finite•
rules the Physiologist from the mails as second-class blow at liberty is very much like one of his striking. being cannot give to the Infinit. Can I increase hisl
matter, but it prevents it from being sent as third- If it is not Comstock who has done it, it certainly is pain; can I decrease his misery? Does he need my
class matter by the application of stamps. And it Comstockism of the meanest kind. It is done under strength? What can I do for him? Nothing. ]i1
not only shuts out the current number but issues the his law, and is as hateful and obnoxious to the true for one, do not believe there is a God who gives rain
pronunciamento that no future numbers of the Phys- lover of liberty as any act that can possibly be com- for prayer or sunshine for praise. What can we do?
·
iologist shall be allowed the use of the mails. Thus mitted.
We can help man. We can feed the hungry; free
It is the numeroas exhibitions of this despotic the slave. If I do not comprehend the usefulness of
the censor of the postal department not only pronounces upon the moral quality of the Physiologists power, this liberty-killing tyranny on the part of the an infinit God, whose fault is it? I am told that we
that hav been printed but also upon those not yet party in office, this unmistakable tendency to cen- hav the inspired word of God. Nothing but what is
printed or written. Is that indeed American liberty tralization and an arbitrary rule, this disposition to false needs to be inspired; the truth will take care
or is it Russian despotism? Could Russia go much crush liberty and destroy private rights and the lib- of itself. What is inspiration? There is not a
farther than that?
erties of the people, together with the grievous thing in nature, from a pebble to a constellation,
What are the real facts with the Physiologist? wrongs we hav ourselvs suffered at the hands of this that tells the same story to any two human beings.
It is an advocate of human welfare and seeks to party, that aroused us and opened our eyes to the en- A man and his wife saw the sea for the first time at
impart instruction important to the people. It has croachments of the party with which we had acted th~ same moment.. She exclah;ned, 'Was ever anysteadily grown in the estimati0n of the public and for a quarter of a century; it was this that convinced thmg more beautiful !' He said, ' I bet you can dig
thousands hav learned to hav an affection "for it. us that a change of rule was necessary if the liber- clams right here.' Horace Greeley once lectured on
It is ably conducted. It is entirely moral in char- ties of the people were to be preserved. We gave his overland trip. When he came to the big trees 1
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said, Now is the time, if there is any imagination
in the old man. I thought of the ages those trees
lhad Hved, and of the opportunity he had for descrip1tion and historic allusion. Horace Greeley took out
his pencil and figured that those trees would make
just 300,000 feet of inch lumber.
"No two''persons looking at the sea, the stars, the
flowers, see the same thing," continued the speaker.
"Every man gets his little cup full; if he had a larger
cup he would get more. Shakspere cannot be understood the same by any two human beings. The
impression nature makes upon the brain is natural.
It may be deformed, but it will be natural, and in no
event will it be supernatural. No human being can
conceive the supernatural. There is no person who
can think of a thing that has not been suggested
from nature. If God had wanted to make a revelation, would he not hav made it in words that we
could all understand? The inspiration of the Bible
depends upon the ignorance of the gentleman who
l'eads it. The Bible says God's first attempt to
people tho world was a failure, and that then God
Btarted again with eight persons. Look at the history of the Jews, who, according to the Bible, were
the people most favored by Jehovah. They were
the most unfortunate people in the world. If the
devil could hav written any part of the Bible,
would he not hav written those parts that advocate slavery, extermination, murder, polygamy,
and the degradation and persecution of women?
What worse could a devil hav written? If God
wrote those things there is no need of a devil. If
the Bible was the work of God, it should contain
grander things than any other book; but it does not.
It does not compare favorably with the writings
of Greeks, Romans, Persians, Hindoos, Arabian&. Think of God saying, 'I am a jealous God.'
Jealous of what? Of wooden and stone gods! Think
of a woman being jealous of a stone woman. God is
represented as saying, 'Thou shalt hav no other
gods.' Then he believed there were other gods.
The Hindoo, the Brahman, and the Christian worship
different gods. Let the fight be transferred to heaven
and let the gods settle it between themselvs which is
the greatest. What was the use of four gospels ?
There was no need of four stories of the same transaction if one was true. Four human witnesses might
vary in their testimony, but not four inspired men.
Under the Mosaic dispensation every priest was a
butcher. The sacrifices were sheep, because every
priest loved mutton. I do not believe in the vicarious atonement. I do not want to go to heaven and
feel that I am in the poorhouse of generations. I am
blamed for picking the bad things out of the Bible,
but why should Jehovah hav put the bad things into
his Bible? If Jehovah were to rewrite the Bible he
would leave out those defenses of crime. The fact
is, we hav civilized our God.''
On next Sunday evening, May 1st, the Colonel will
deliver another lecture at the Academy of Music, on
Fourteenth street, on "The Great Infidels.'' Doubtless that very capacious edifice will be well filled.

Journalistic Change.
It is announced that John C. Bundy has retired
from the Religio-Philosophical Joumal of Chicago.
No regrets thereat hav been heard in this quarter,
and it is thought the journal will not suffer by the
change. He has not addeol. any particular luster to
journalism, and perhaps he has given another proof
to the truth that malice, slander, and falsehood to
break down a competitor are not the surest roads to
prosperity and respect. By general consent he will
be permitted to retire with that other slanderer and
maligner, F. E. Abbot.
It is said that Giles E. Stebbins assumes the control of the Journal. As he is a very goody-goody
sort of man, who has for some time "dwelt apart,"
the change of duties may broaden his views and render his services more useful. May the Journal be a
more honorable a.nd useful paper than it has been.
WE regret to learn that George Thorne, Esq., a
prominent citizen of Clearfield, Pa., and an old and
valued friend of THE TRUTH SEEKER, has been prostrated for some time with erysipelas in one of his
lowe1' limbs. At this time he is much improved, and
his friends hope to see him around in a short time.
Mr. Thorne, being a prominent and sincere Liberal, commands the respect of all classes in the community where he resides, and is respected as an honest, intelligent, and upright citizen, and is fearlessly
trusted and honored by ~ll the community. Religion
does not make good citizens, but honesty, integrity,
and uprightness of ¢haracter do, and these Mr. Thorne
possesses in an eminent degree. May he be speedily
restored to health.
The North American Review for May contains a
striking article by the Ron. David Dudley Field on
"Centralization in the Federal Government.'' That
our polity is rapidly advancing in the direction of
o~ntralization is demonstrated by the author, and
h1s paper will command attention, and be read
With interest and profit.
The second ;l.i'tiple is

upon the new revision of the Bible, by the Rev. Dr.
Schaff, of the American Committee of Revision.
Mr. Justice Strong writes of "The Needs of the Supreme Court," and advocates the establishment of a
court of appeals, intermediate between the U. S.
Supreme Court and the circuit courts. The Ron.
George Q. Cannon, the first advisor of the President
of the Mormon Church, and delegate to Congress,
makes a vigorous defense of "Utah and its People.''
The question" Shall Americans build Ships?" is considered by Mr. John Roach, the ship-builder, who
brings forward a large number of facts to prove that
the people of the United States must build ships if
they would hold a place among maritim nations.
The other articles are "The Life-Saving Service," by
the Ron. S. S. Cox; "The Ruins of Central America," by M. Charnay; and finally, an attack on evolution philosophy, entitled, "What Morality Hav
We Left?"
Excelsior Songs and Poems.
ton, N.J.

By Robert Snickerson, Tren-

These are Radical and Reformatory Songs set to
familiar airs.
Revocation, Labor, and Capital. A Review of the. Labor
Question. By C. C. Comerford.

This pamphlet of 24 pages givs a startling view of
the crushing power of monopolies in this country,
and points out the road to national success.
Gawky Jim, or Common Sense Theology. A Yankee tale
with a Hero but nary Shero. By Rev. Theologicus, D.D.
Dr. J. R. Monroe, Seymour, Ind.

This little pamphlet is in the humorous, telling
style peculiar to the author. It makes sharp hits at
the absurdities of theology and puts the reader in a
perfectly good humor.

Mr. Preston to the People.
FELLOW FREETHINKERS : While we have been
keeping God from getting into the Constitution, the
devil has crept .into the post-office. Anthony Comstocl), has made a cat's-paw of the postal department
for the fulfilment of his revenge upon the Physiologist, and has prevented its passage through the
mails. The postal power of the United States has
been prostituted to the malice of a man publicly
pledged to "stamp out Freethought."
We appeal to the Liberal press and Leagues, that
can evoke the thunder of that progressiv public
opinion which determins the duties and tenures of
postmasters and presidents, to rebuke this Comstock
outrage and protect our pretty little paper. This
unconstitutional order of one odious official in the
postal service who presumes to interdict as improper
mail matter papers which may be hereaj~er printed,
is simply the outcome of Christian spite. Postmaster-General James will not dare uphold the outrageous order after the burst of indignation now
fomenting in the New York daily press and Defense
Association shall awaken him at Washington. We
are now awaiting his answer. If he does not immediately revoke the infamous order, the matter will
at once be brought before the United States Circuit
Court by a writ of mandamus, compelling the postmaster to accept the publication. Meantime the
Medical Monitor (Dr. Chase, editor, "Better Beings
and Fewer 'of Them," the leading article) is now
being printed to take the place of the May number
of the Physiologist.
We liv in a land in which the press is irrepressible;
and the more Physiplogists are prohibited the more
Medical Monitors will multiply. It is high time
that this inquisitorial influence that has undertaken
to stamp out Freethought is itself stamped out.
This is the identical issue that is being so manfully
met by Bradlaugh in England. We hav all the
guarantees of a glorious triumph under a government
such as ours if there be no faltering among our
forces. Let Fraternity and Freedom be our watchwords, and the everlasting abolishment of Comstockism and Chl'istianity our work.
Fraternally,
S. H. PRESTON,
Manager of Physiologist.
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and the petty official bigotry of those who should be
servants of the people and conservers of their liberty,
but who now. cry out "thus far and no farther shalt
thou go," and if they still persist are relentlessly
crushed to earth. Our darling paper is suppressed
simply because it told too much truth. It gave too
much useful information to the people. One bad
man, for selfish purposes of his own, got a bad law
enacted for his special benefit, and then got himself
invested with almost supreme power to enforce this
ambiguous gutta-percha law wherever he saw fit, i.e.,
wherever there seemed an opening for him to make .
money, to glorify himself, or to vent his personal
malice and spite upon one he disliked. Born under
malign influences, this unfortunate individual has
in his own personal career of crime worked out the
problem as to whether " fewer and better children "
was right or wrong. To-day the great mass of the
world's thinkers decide that had his mother given
birth to one man (child) less the human race would
hav been greatly the gainers thereby! This bad
man's bad law virtually says to the criminal, the
diseased, and the insane,," You must propagate your
kind ad libitum,"and to the hygienist and philosophic
reformer it declares, "If you dare whisper a word
that shall hinder this or inform them how to prevent
it you shall be fined and imprisoned and your business utterly destroyed."
And even while sorrowfully pitying this poor man
for being so badly organized and trained that he can
enjoy holding an office that is· even meaner than a
hangrp.an's, yet I must· ask you one and all to help
us destroy him. Not take his worse than worthless
life, but simply kill hjm influentially, make him useless and powerless as last year's almanac. Conviuce
the people the world has no work for such an officer.
Undo the evil he has done and help us to destroy
the last vestige of such wrong, tyranny, and oppres.
sion as this bad man's bad law has inaugurated and
encouraged. If Elmip.a has friends, now is the time
she hopes they will show their friendship by friendly
deeds as well as friendly words ! Anxiously but
ELMINA. D. SLENKER.
hopefully,
Yours,

Snowville, Va.

Notice.
I hav !'eceived the charter for the Illinois state
Liberal League, and to this date I hav the names of
twenty-two persons as charter members. A convention to complete the organization of the state League
will be held in Farmer City, Dewitt Co., lll., June
11 and 12, 1881. Able speakers may be eJq>ected to
be on hand to address the meeting. The life-membership fee to the Illinois state Liberal League is
one dollar. This will no doubt be increased after
the League is fully organized. Now, friends of the
Liberal cause in Illinois, please let us hear from you.
I am very much in need of your help and cooperation. Address me at Springfield, lll.
F. F. FoLLET.

The Ghost of St. Johns.

To THE EDIToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
I hav just finished reading this unique, sharp, sensible, and cute little book, called "The Ghost of St.
Johns," to our family circle, and we all wish it could
be read to every school-board in the United States.
I am sure not one individual among them all could
help acknowledging the truthfulness of the arguments, nor could any one refute them. I hope the little volume will be scattered far and wide, even to the
uttermost "corners" of the earth, and that it will
kill off and ~xterminate not only "The Ghost of St.
Johns," but all other ghosts and ghostesses who are
bad, cruel, wicked, and malicious, or who are so
heartless and indifferent as to look coldly on want,
woe, and misery, and lift no ghostly finger to relieve
it. Dreams of heavens above and hells below, all
filled with shadowy invisibles that are utterly useless in all the great arcana ef nature, must all be
swept away before the telling facts that commonsense writers like friend Babcock place in such a
plain and simple way before the reader.that the veriest child is compelled to grasp and believe. I hope
"all the world and his wife," and "his sisters and
his cousins and his mmts" will order this twenty-fivecent pamphlet of you and secure a very lendable litElmina's Plea.
tle volume, as well as help you by a few more
DEAR FRIENDS OF OuR MURDERED Physiolo[Jist: "quarters" to tr.:tvel around the world.
I hope every one of you will feel .this wrong and
Thine truly,
ELMIN.A.
outrage as a personal insult to your highest and
Snowville, Va., March 6, 1881.
purest aspirations ; and that you will, one and all,
come forward in this our hour of trial and help us to
THERE is a science of legislation, which the demake what now seems a defeat into a glerious victory. We boast of freedom of thought, freedom of tails of office and the intrigues of popular assemblies
opinion, freedom of the press, and freedom of the will never communicate; a science, of which the
mails. But where are they? What better chance principles must be sought for in the constitution of .
hav we to express our most radical thought than has human nature and in the general laws which regulate
the persecuted and maligned Nihilist of Russia ? If the course of human affairs; and which, if ever in
we dare venture to speak thoughts that are in advance consequence of the progress of reason philosophy
of the age we are gagged, fined, and imprisoned, and should be enabled to assume that ascendent in the
our substance confiscated and destroyed. The Nihil- government of the world which has hitherto been
ist strives for liberty to reach his little eminence of maintained by accident, combined with the passions
light and knowledge, and we try to go onward and and caprices of a few leading individuals, may perupward toward ours- no further on or up for us haps produce more perfect and happy forms of socithan is his for him-and each is met by the stern ety than hav yet been realized in the history of
aqthoritativ voi9e of· the law1 and public opinion, mankind.-.Du[Jald Stewart.
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be not in that very chapter speak of the "body" to attain wealth by means that are contrary to God.
that is raised, and teach that when Christ comes To the soul that is entirely surrendered to God, spend~
again those believers who .are living will not die, ing its time in his service, be of course pledges him.
but their bodies will be changed ? As to his not self to sustain it. An earthly employer would do the
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Tenth Letter.
believing in Christ's physical ascension, I need no same; when a servant is bound to a master the latter .
MR. D. M. BENNETT, Pear Sir: As a specimen more than quote, "He that descended is the same agreeR to feed and clothe him so that be can perform
of amusing inconsistency your last letter is in- that also ascended up far above all heavens" (Epb. his master's service untrammeled by fear or anxiety.
As a proof of bow completely God fulfils his prom.
imitahle. I cannot forbear the pleasure of ex- iv, 10).
I regret to find you so unnecessarilyblaspbeming. ises, let me direct your attention to Mr. George
patiating upon its beauties in this respect, although
I dare not hope to attain to a full understanding of J ebovah is" the same yesterday, to-day, and forever;" Muller and the Bristol Orphanage. Many hundred
its logic. I have the misfortune to be incapable ever merciful, ever loving, who said even at the time orphans are trained in this bouse, the funds to build
of receiving modern hypothesis if it is contra- when, to use your caricature of the truth, be "de- and maintain which were derived without any perdicted by express historical testimony, and there- lighted in the sacrifices of thousands of innocent sonal solicitation of men. Between three and five millfore in my last letter attached but little importance animals," "To obey is better than sacrifice, and to ions of dollars have come into Mr. Muller's band in
to the vagaries of men like Prof. Newman, Judge hearken than the fat of rams" (1 Sam. xv, 22), and answer to his prayers without any application, as I
Waite, and others of modern times on the authorship who in the very opening almost of revelation is will- have said, from any quarter on his behalf to outsiders.
of certain books when ancient and in some cases con- ing to save a city whose abominations cannot be Oftentimes be bas not known where to obtain the
next meal for his orphaned charges, yet he has never
temporaneous historical testimony refuted them. named, if five righteous men be found in it.
In conclusion we are favored with a selection from wanted. This is a practical carrying out of the teachThis is what you call "dextrous dodging,"" cavalier
attempt with one swoop to throw overboard" their the wisdom of Prof. Robertson Smith, being a quo- ings Christ here inculcated. Your objection is founded
testimony, with the imputation to me of inordinate tation from his bunglingly-written article on the 011. a misunderstanding of the import.
"2. A wise and faultless teacher would not instruct
vanity, etc. I hope the reader will take the pains to Bible in th.e 9th edition Encyclopedia Britannica. I
really test bow much ground my last letter gave for make no hesitation in calling the professor's article people to cut off their right bands and to pluck out
such criticism. But ob ! the incomparably modest Infidel if he is not himself. What he says is not their eyes. If an instructor should carry out this
position of the critic, who, after creating an opportu- authority, as his equals in scholarship in the same practice it would be most foolish and immoral."
Christ was speaking in the allegorical manner so
nity for this criticism, can, in objecting to what very departments with him disagree with him. I could
few wonld deny, emphasizes his verdict with all the abundantly substantiate if I thought it worth the customary in oriental counties, and yet if a man's
emphasis of a personal and final pronunciamento. time, by quotations from the article, the assertion eye led him to gaze upon sights which aroused sinful
"I PRONOUNCE him" (the Rev. Jno. W. Chad- that it is clumsily written and utterly unreliable. He feelings in his heart that would lead to everlasting
wick), this paragon of self-depreciation says, "better belongs to a school of criticism that, while quite destruction or if it were necessary to out off his
authority upon that subject [the Bible] than fifty fashionable now, will probably erelong lose popular- band to control his evil, a wise and faultless
thousand of the orthodox clergymen of our cduntry." ity and, like Strauss's mythical theory, be consigned teacher would most assuredly instruct as Christ did.
And "ob, for the love of laughter !" Mr .. D. M. to charitable forgetfulness or be remembered only Are you willing to record yourself as UJ?bolding that
it is better that the whole body be oost mto hell than
Bennett says my "fling at Dr. Davidson's title of as purblind folly.
We have reached the end of the external portion that a man should enter into heaven previously havD.D. seems hardly in good taste. Is a degree of
scholarship," be asks, "obtained at one of the first of our debate; we now take up the Bible and allow ing plucked out his eye or cut off his band? Of course
institutions of learning in the world a thing of no it to speak fQr itself. In leaving the former I must you can deny the existence of bell, but you promised
worth?" Think of it! A theological college admit- say that I have been shown no facts that support the to criticise from a New Testament ~tandpoint, and
ted by Mr. Bennett to be " one of the first institu- theses. As to the origin of Christianity itself there Christ believed that there was such a place of tortions of learning in the world !" And again, "The have been several theories offered, but they are only ment. Thus the second objection falls as pointless as
the first.
very fact that be was one of the number selected to theories and are mutually destructive.
In regard to the authenticity and genuineness of the
"3. To pay a premium for theft is far from good
write the articles of the Encyclopedia Britannica is a
sufficient guarantee of his scholarship and reliabil- canon, there bas been on your part a determined dis- morality. The injunction to give the cloak to him
ity." The shoe happens to be on the other foot this position to insist on hypotheses that are sustai~d by who stole the coat just amounts to this. It 1s a
time. The last reference, if I remember rightly, to no proof, but on the contrary are contradicted by all premium for crime."
The teaching of Christ is that vengeance belongs
this encyclopedia was made by myself, when I was important testimonies. And whatever intellectual
rather abruptly told that men than whom" few abler ingenuity or scholarship there may be in insisting upon to God; the servant of God is not to defend himself,
or more honest have arisen" are not expected to have or originating them, without truth to give them moral but to place his case in the .hands of God. The time
justice done them in it; that it was" gotten up by dignity they sink to mere mental charlatanry. Such, will come when righteous judgment will be awarded,
Christians and to please the Christian class," etc. I believe, will be the final verdict of true scholarship and the Almighty certainly bas a moral right to
You certainly have an accommodating way of chang- upon all such erratic departures from those princi- declare the conduct proper for his servants. The
ing your estimate for the occasion. The whole para- pies which only can make learning and literary crit- obvious meaning of this teaching is that inasmuch as
graph is brilliantly ended by the remark that Dr. icism of any scientific value or practical use.
God is dealing in grace, not in judgment, his servants
Davidson's "decision that 'oral tradition was the
You agree to accept the New Testament account should do likewise.
chief fountain of Christian knowledge' will prob- of the words and deeds of Christ as correct for
"4. It did not indicate the highest morality or
ably be allowed to stand as an aieiom of truth." the purpose of a critical examination. There will be excellence when be said be came not to bring peace,
I cannot understand bow this ever can be an axiom, no dispute, then, between us that Christ claimed to but a sword. Few are so ignorant of goodness as to
or bas the meaning of the word been altered? You be divine, that be was the God-man, that be came to think war is more productive of virtue than peace."
die as a savior of the elect--that all accepting him
Christ did not mean that his object in coming was
remark:
" In like manner your attempts to disparage Greg, are eternally saved; and all rejecting him are irre- to bring a sword instead of peace, but the contrary;
Prof. Newman, and Judge Waite are equally unsuc- deemably lost. This the New Testament teaches. "the son of man came not to destroy men's lives, but
cessful. They have spent many years of their lives Let us look, then, at your objections to his teachings to save them." He briefly suml)led the history of a
in close study of the literature pertaining to the and conduct. You say: "It cannot be regarded as fallen humanity in its enmity to infallible goodness,
books of the New Testament." If my memory is moral teacbin'g to dissuade men from being industri- that when the latter came to the earth men warred
not treacherous Judge Waite's book is the result of ous, frugal, and provident. The advice to 'take no against it; men would not receive the light because
two years' rummaging of the CongrE>ssional Library thought for the morrow ' is tantamount to telling their deeds were evil.
The history of the last
at Washington, and the "many years" of the others people not to prepare for winter, not to sow and plant eighteen centuries proves bow true Christ's words
would probably narrow down to as limited a period. crops, and for the young and middle-aged to lay up were.
As to whether the four canonical gospels were nothing for sickness and old age. It was virtually
"5. It was not virtue nor morality that prompted
known before A.D. 170, the negative of which you so teaching the worst form of thriftlessness and mendi- .him to advise his disciples to sell their garments ai;J.d
unnecessarily reiterate, I must merely refer the caney; it is just the doctrine that savages, tramps, buy a sword. Garments are useful to protect the
reader to my previous letters. In the midst of a and beggars act upon, and is tb~ opposite to what body, but swords are to inflict injury upon others."
paragraph of untenable assertions there is one would suit an ·industrious man, who prudently looks
Is not the above almost too childish to seriously
that the canon of the New Testament was not for:ward and provides for the coming needs. Those answer?
settled until 680, and that the council of that year are the most praiseworthy and virtuous who spend
"6. It is very questionable morality that moved
"considerably reversed" the decisions of previous their time in doing good to those around them, and Jesus to comma,nd his followers to bate fathers,
councils. I ask yon for proof of this from some re- are careful to make suitable provision for winter, for mothers, brothers, sisters, wives, and children?
putable sources, with the instances in which these sickness, and for old age. Thos·e are the most usel~ss Other great teachers bad preached love instead of
"considerable reversions" were made, and I beg and reprehensible who spend their time in idleness, hatred.
that it will not be some anonymous friend, however who neither toil nor spin, and make not the slightest
"7. A truly kind and genial personage would not
"intelligent" or "learned," or some obscure scnb- preparation for the wants which are sure to come. call a woman a dog when she asked,. him to.do a kindbler whose cacoethes scribendi bas made him forget The first course is productive of comfort, happiness, ness to her sick child."
the bounds of modesty and common sense.
and virtue, while the latter will surely lead to want,
Christ, as you probably know, merely varied the
You have charged me so often with discourtesy wretchedness, and crime."
form bnt not the idea of his words, "If any man
when nothing was further from my thoughts that I
It seems difficult to think that any reader would love father or mother more than me be is not woram becoming callous. I cannot see, however, why fail to notice that you have entirely overlooked the thy of me." As to the Syropbrenician woman, she
it is uncourteous to affirm that second-band quota- meaning of Christ's words, and that your interpreta- occupied in regard to her station nationally before
tions are unworthy of credence against any one's tion is a caricature. A fuller quotation of the God compared with the Jews the position of the
personal character, especifl.lly when offered in proof words of the Lord would perhaps show this clearly. bouse-dog to the children. Christ, after having
of a proposition in debate without any clue given " No man can serve two masters, for either be will tested her faith, shows the veiled love and pity of
,by which they may be teated. I am not unaware, hate the one and love the other, or else be will bold his heart in granting her request and commending
however, that many of the remarks you make are as to the one and despise the other. Ye cannot serve her faith.
irrelevantly uncourteous as could be written, though God and Mammon. But seek ye first the kingdom
" 8. It is not an indication of superlative excelI take no offense at them, as I suppose none was in- of God and his righteousness, and all these things lence and benignity to BaJ, 'Those, mine enemies,
tended.
[food and clothing and other necessities] shall be which would not that I sfwuld reign over them,
"Let me assure you," you continue," that when added unto you. 'fake therefore no thought for the bring hither and ~>lay before ru.'"
Paul talked about the resurrection of Jesus and of morrow" (Matt. vi, 24-33-34). The idea of the
These are the closing words of a parable of the final
his being seen by the disciples and himself, be meant original is that a man shall not be anxiously solicit- judgment of the wicked. Is it unrighteous for God
a spiritual resurrection, that be meant not the body ous about the future. God asks his whole heart, and to judge and punish his apostate, rebellious areawhich was born of Mary and was placed upon the if he gives him this a man will not be fretting and wor- tures?
cross and which became a mass of dead flesh, here- rying as to the future. G0d and the world are op"9. Is it not the mark of benignity, kindness, and
ferred to the immortal part-the spirit." I will let posite interests; what is the wisdom and delight of the love to send souls to everlasting flames because they
you make the attempt, but I cannot have the assur- former is tiresome folly to the latter. But unto God could not believe what they were told they must beance. Fancy seeing the immortal part-the spirit I belongs all power, and if I can trust God with my lieve. 'Believe or be damned' bas been the authorFancy that when Paul spoke of Christ being buried soul I can also trust him with my bodily wants. The ity for all the persecution and killing for not believand rising from the dead, he meant his immortal text does not forbid frugality nor industry, but its ing rigj;tt that the church practiced for centuries."
part, his spirit, which bad never been buried! Does object is to teach against distrust in God and a desire
It is not that man cannot believe so much as that
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he will not believe. Unbelief is the result of a man's
"21. He did not utter the truth when he said those simply in the affirmative, the Pharisees would have
wilful, perverse hatred of God; the heart sins and w~o believed on him should be able to take up represented him as a foe to the r>eople and an offender
rejects long before the head. "This is the con- pOisonous serpents and drink any deadly thing with- against the laws of Moses. If his reply had been
demnation that light is come into the world, and out harm. Can you who believe in him so strongly a negative, he would have been delivered to the
men love darkness rather than light." "Ye 'will do this?
Roman governor as a rebel against the authority
not come unto me," says the Savior, "that ye might
"22. In hundreds of thousands of cases the be- of Cmsar and a mover of sedition. How beautifully
have life." Men do not reject because Goa does not lievers in Jesus have laid their hands upon the sick and wisely does he discover their wickedness and
furnish ample evidence, but because they abhor him without being able to cure them, though he prom- compel them to testify against themselves, and how
and his restraint.
ised they should be able to do so.''
sadly bigoted must be the heart that cannot per"10. It was not especially truthful in him to
He did not promise these things to happen in every ceive it !
.
promise his disciples that they should sit on twelve c.ase.. They have happened, the former in apostolic
The life of Christ as written in the gospels is
thrones over the children of Israel. It remains times and perhaps often later; of the latter I will unique-it is the central figure of all history. The
unfulfilled."
quote you an instance that may surprise you. I be- greatest minds of the present day cannot compose a
Because it is as yet unfulfilled is no proof that it is lieve it would happen universally if Christians had narrative as affecting as the unlettered records of
untruthful.
the faith.
some ancient Galilean fisherman-nor is the human
" 11. It was hardly kindness that prompted him to
Mr. (now Prof.) F. W. Newman was once a mem- mind capable ~mid all the wealth of its genius of
cnrse whole cities because they would not receive ber of the missionary staff at Bagdad. On his re- delineating another ~uch character as sheds undying
his· disciples."
turn from Persia in 1832 in company with the cele- luster 0n their pages. Before his all other lives
I suppose you refer to his telling the disciples that brated Dr. Kitto he fell dangerously sick, and his shrivel into insignificance, all other kingdoms wane,
cities which rejected the disciples rejected him, and companions gave up all hopes for him. At last one all other glories fade. And to the future it maynot
it would be more tolerable for Sodom and Gomorrah of them thought of the promise in James v, 14, and be inappropriate to apply the glowing tribute of the
in the day of judgment than for them. It was they anointed him with oil and prayed over him, great French Infidel Renan:
justice, although he did not curse them, but merely and he was marvelously restored to health. Alas!
" Wh~tever may be the surprises of the future,
deolared what the reward would be of their con- that one to whom the Lord had been thus gracious Jesus Will never be surpassed. His worship will
should so sadly apostatize from the faith that then grow young without ceasing ; his legend will call
temptuous rejection of God's offered mercy.
· forth tears without end ; his suffering will melt the
"12. It was more immoral than moral to instruct saved him.
"23. It is not correct to give the highest credit to noblest hearts; all ages will proclaim that among the
hi~ disciples to take the ass belonging to another
believing when it is not a matter of choice. No one sons of men there is none born greater than Jesus."
Without consent.
.
Sincerely yours,
G. M. MAIR.
"13. It would not be considered just the proper can believe unless his'reason is convinced, and then
thing now for a man to take a lot of his followers he cannot help it.''
Unbelief is always in the heart before it is in the
with him through a neighbor's cornfield on Sunday
mind. It is a constant sarcasm with you the credit The Failure of Mr. Beecher's Revival Effort,
and pluck the corn that belonged to another.
and the Reason Why.
"14. It was an exhibition of ignorance, impa- that the Bible gives to belief; there is no credit in
Mr. Beecher's announcement some time ago that
tience, and foolish anger to expect to find figs on a it, for it is God only who can impart it; nor is it
tree in the winter, and, when disappointed, to angrily worth anything of itself. The Christ to whom it he was going to start a revival in his church at
is likened is the Savior, not faith.
Brooklyn confirmed me in the opinion I hav enter~
curse the tree and kill it."
"24. It was not the highest wisdom to promise tained of him for many years, that he was a poor
How do you know he did not have the owner's
consent to borrow the ass ? Besides, the Lord God frail, fallible man that he should hold the keys of logician. When he told the world that he had rehas a sovereign right to take and use anything he heaven, and that whomsoever he bound on earth jected the doctrin of eternal hell fire, and of the
chooses. The stealing of corn from a cornfield now should be bound in heaven, and whomsoever he existence of the devil as the Lord's stoker to supply
the flames with fuel, he ought to hav known that it
is very different to gathering that which was always loosed on earth should be loosed in heaven.''
I will confess that I am not altogether clear as to would be the death of all future revivalism, and· that
left, as it was in ancient times, for the stranger and
the poor to use as they pleased. His embittered the entire meaning of this gift. It is not, however, he must keep his pews full by preaching about the
enemies who accused him on this occasion of break- as you assert, "the keys of heaven," but of the king- beauties of holiness in the abstract, and the exceeding the Sabbath had too much common sense to dom of heaven-a different thing-and it was to ing sinfulness of sin in the concrete. A burning
Peter. If you will read the book of Acts carefully hell and a devil are to the church, not only in its reaccuse him of stealing.
" 15. He did not forgive the woman who was you will notice that Peter gives admission into the vivals to save sinners, but to the very existence of
caught in the act of adultery upon the highest moral kingdom-the outward professing thing-first to the itself, what steam is to a locomotiv engin. Here is
ground-' Let him that is without sin cast the first Jews, then to the Gentiles. One would have thought an engin organized to go and to pull a train of pas.
that the great apostle to the Gentiles would have been senger cars on a railway. It is in complete order as
stone.'"
This is foolishness. The record does not state the instrument to unlock the door of the kingdom to a piece of machinery, but it stands on the rails cold.
upon what ground he forgave her. He refused to them, but no, the keys had been given to Peter and The engineer rings the bell to warn people to clear
condemn her to be stoned, and, releasing her, bade he it was who admitted the first Gentiles. The the track, and the conductor sings out, "All aboard.''
binding and loosing was afterward given to all But the train don't move an inch! The passengers
her "sin no more."
.
" 16. It was the spirit of severity that moved him the apostles, who, while sometimes "frail, fallible put their heads out of the windows to see what is the
to say, 'Whosoever shall deny me before men, him men" were at other times inspired, infallible men; cause of the detention, and wonder why, after so
will I deny before my father which is in heaven.' and it was at such times that their actions on earth much bell-ringing, there is no motion of the wheels.
The reason is that there is no steam in the boiler.
were confirmed in heaven.
A spirit of revenge is here to be seen.
"25. He did not speak truly when he promised It is not the engin, nor the bell, nor the conductor,
" 17. It was not good manners nor gentlemanly
conduct, when he had accepted an invitation to dine his followers that whatever they •asked for, believ- that makes the cars move, but. the steam, and the fire
with a man, and, when spoken to for not following ing, they should receive. This has been falsified in which generates it. These are the motiv powers,
and without them the engin can make no headway.
the Jewish custom of washing the hands before eat- millions of instances.''
So in Mr. Beecher's revival efforts. How could
It is as necessary to use common sense in intering, to call the host a fool, a hypocrite, etc~
" 18. It was not nice in him to denounce people as preting the scripture as in reading any other book. he possibly make any headway without the aid of
fools, hypocrites, blind guides, devourers of widows' Christ did not mean-and it would be a curious hell and the devil? People join the church, attend
mind that would suppose he did-that God would the prayer-meetings, pay the preacher,' and take the
houses, serpents, vipers, children of hell, etc.
"19. It was not mild, gentle, just, nor lamb-like grant a sinful prayer, offered with however great sacrament, because they believe that these are the
in a furious manner to upset the tables of the money- sincerity. You cannot prove, however, that any means of escaping from hell fire when they die.
changers, who were following a life-long custom by prayer offered according to the conditions imposed But if there be no hell fire, and no devil, why should
they be alarmed? Why should they suffer all their
selling doves, etc., in the temple to those who wished by Christ was ever left unheard and unanswered.
I have reviewed half of your objections. In your lives the dreary inanities of prayer-meetings, and
to perform the rite of sacrifice, and then rudely
beating and flogging them with thongs and ropes' eagerness to multiply them you have made several the benumbing influence of dull sermons, and submit
ends and rudely driving them out of the temple, repetitions, and they are all written in the same to taxations and clerical dictations, when they could
hap-hazard style. There is not, as far as I can per- save money, self-respect, and freedom of conscience
where they had alil much right as himself.''
In regard to No. 16, how do you know it was a ceive, one weighty objection in the whole series. and action, and be a great deal better off by treat.
spirit of .severity? He merely told the truth. In Some are absolutely false, others exaggerated and ing the whole system of Christianity as a swindle?
The Bible calls the preachers of the gospel "fishthe next objection, he detected and exposed the coarse in their terms, and all are puerile in the
hypocrisy of the Pharisees who were assembled. extreme. Of the remaining ones uncriticised, take ers of men," and the finger-ring of the popes of
Rome has the seal of " the fisherman," because by
The record does not say that he called his host a the twenty-ninth as a specimen:
"He did not give a clear and truthful reason why his agents, the priests, the pope catches so many fish
fool, etc. As to No. 18, it is simply nonsense. If
they were hypocrites, etc., they certainly deserved taxes or tribute should be paid, when it was because in his net. So Mr. Beecher, like his .illustrious predto be exposed. Why is it that the latest phases of Cmsar's image was on the coin, saying, Render to enessor, said to the public last winter, "I go a-fishing.'' He cast his net over one side of the ship, but
Infidelity cannot believe that a perfect being is not Cmsar the things that are Cmsar's.''
every
dip he made was a water-haul. Then he tried
Let
us
compare
it
with
the
record.
just at one time, merciful at another, and noble at
"Then went the Pharisees and took counsel how the other side, and, if the papers can be believed, he
another, but has all these qualities combined at all
times, and that they do not clash. Y oa alter your they might entangle him in his talk. And they sent caught one gudgeon in the shape of a poor spinster.
objection to suit the occasion. If it is undeniably out unto him their disciples with the Herodians, say- Even the Brooklyn women, so credulous and priestjust, you say it is not merciful; if it is an act of pure ing, Master, we know that thou art true, and teach- ridden, are getting sensible enough not to make ef.
est the way of God in truth, neither carest thou for forts to escape from the wrath to come when they
mercy, you characterize it as not just, etc.
In No., 19 again you exaggerate the record. There any man, for thou regardest not the person of men, know from Mr. Beecher's admission that there is no
is no hint of his "furious manner," "rudely beating tell us, therefore, what thinkest thou? Is it lawful wrath to come. No ! no ! every clear-minded man
and flogging," etc. Neither is it true that the to give tribute unto Cmsar or not? But Jesus per- can see that the corner-stone of the church, and all
traders had as much (or any) right as himself, con- ceived·their wickedness and said, Why tempt ye me, its claims, is the doctrin of hell fire-that you can
ye hypocrites? Show me the tribute money. And neither long run the church itself, much less a revivsidering that he was the Lord God.
" 20. It was not truthful to declare that· the end they brought unto him a penny. And he saith unto al of religion, without the bug-a-boo of hell fire and
of the world should come, and he be seen in glory in them, Whose is this image and superscription? They the devil.
But what a reflection this abortion at revivalism
the heavens before that generation should pass away, say unto him, Cmsar's. Then saith he unto them,
and before some of those present had tasted death. Rende.r, therefore, unto Cmsar the things that are is on Mr. Beecher's character both as a logician and
Cmsar's, and unto God the things that are God's. an honest man ! How contemptible is his vacillaThat prediction was a 'falsehood.''
Of course, I recall the verse you have caricatured. When they had heard these words they marveled and tion !-one while knocking hell out of the bottom of
his theology, and another while pretending to
He did not say• the world should end, nor that he left him and went their way" (Matt. xxii, 15-22).
Wht> does not see in this answer evidence of un- act as if he believed in hell, and that a revival was
should be seen in glory in the heavens, etc. If you
quote the verse literally, you will not find any usual wisdom ? The Pharisees held from certain the way to escape from its eternal fires. "l!railty,
A. B. B.
falsehood in him. The word "generation," I might teachings in the htws of Moses that it was unlawful thy name is" Beecher !
Enon Valley, Pa., April 5th, 1881.
observe here, is used in the sense of race-the Jew- to pay tribute to the heathen emperor. The sycoish race. The "this generation" to which he refers phant Herodians taught the contrary. The question
BRADLAUGH'S Seculal' A:manac, only 25 cents.
was pregnant wit}l danger. Had Christ answered
has not yet passed away.
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the truth as I see it, you have also turned upon them
as if to rend them, as in the case of Dr. Davidson
MR. G. M. MAIR, .Dear Sir : I am not sure but and Prof. W. Robertson Smith, because the one
your facetia3 will do to rank with your arguments uttered the undeniable truth that " oral tradition is
and your proofs. If you deem th11t severe upon the chief fountain of Christian knowledge," and that
your facetia3 I beg to assure you it is the best I can thus all knowledge of Christianity in the first two
do from exhibitions up to the present writing.
centuries is fragmentary; the other that "the analysis
I am getting a little discouraged with your incor- of the New Testament is the resurrection of early
rigibility, but still the love of truth urges me on. parties in the church, each pursuing his own tendency
After all the proofs, pagan, Christian, and Infidel, by the aid of literary fiction;" and again that "we
which I have lavishly dealt out to you, it is most do not possess any historical notice of the existence
saddening to still hear you talk about "the vagaries of the original copies of the New Testament writof men like Prof. Newman, Judge Waite, and ings," and still again that "glosses or notes origiothers of modern times on the authorship of certain nally written in the margin very often en did by being
books when ancient, and in some cases contempora" taken into the text, and that the explanatory words
neous, historical testimony refuted them." The dis- were torn from their proper context and came to be
honesty of your style of argument is most apparent. regarded as part of the original." This truthful
There has never appeared an abler, sounder, and statement of a learned and honest man is damaging
more learned historical work than "Supernatural to your. claims, and is evidently as distasteful to you
Religion," by Prof. Newman, and no one has been as it was to your church brethren in Scotland, who
able to disprove the facts he has adduced about the tried him for heresy, and hoped to expel him from
wholly unhistorical and unreliable claims of the their communion, but which they were unable to do;
Christian religion. Men of "vagaries " and unsound and you exhibit the lack of grace and truth to call
mind do not fill the professorship chairs of the Lon- his "a bunglingly-written article," ·and because he
don University. Prof. Newman has filled one of tells .the truth you denounce his production as "Infithose chairs, and as creditably, probably as any man del, if he is not himself." It is not bunglingly wntten,
ever did. A weak man, an unreliable man, cannot and the parts quoted are true if they are Infidel.
produce such works as he has written. Still you
I regret to see that you exhibit the same unfair
feel competent to disparage him, and snap your fin- tendencies shown by all your fellow-defenders of a
gers at him as though he were unworthy of your at- defective system. Personally you are genial and
tent_ion. It is the same with W. Rathbone Greg, Judge apparently fair and candid, but when witt your pen
W Bite, and others whom you affect to despise. you try to defend your faulty system of faith you
Sounder and more learned, candid, and reliable manifest that same want of fairness, that same effort
works than these have written do not exist. Still to hide the truth and hold up falsehood in its place,
you can denounce them as dealers in "vagaries."
that your brethren of the church have ever exhibBut where is your proof that sets aside the facts they ited. It speaks very badly for a system when unfairhave adduced that there is no historical authority
ness, aspersion, and misrepresentation have to bi
that such a person as Jesus ever lived, that the four
brought to its defense. If it will not stand the light
gospels were not written by the persons whose names
of truth and fact and fairness its case is hopeless inthey bear, and that the gospels were unknown before
deed. Let me again assure you that denouncing
the latter part of the second CQntury? If you have
any such proof please produce it and let us sie what it able and truthful writers as " no scholars," "rummagers,"" reverend critics," "bungling writers," and
amounts to. Your failure to produce such proof
"Infidels," will not serve to overthrow the truths
must be taken as a confession that there is none.
they have stated, and will have but slight effect in
Your want of fairness is shown in your taunting
propping up a composite but false system already
Judge Waite with "rummaging" for two years in
tottering with age and imbecility. It is indeed a
the Congressional Library, as though he was thereby
pity that the system and its defenders are reduced to
guilty of some impropriety. If it had been a Calthe necessity of resorting to defamation, unfairness,
vinistic clergyman who had thus passed his time in
reading the books of that library, you would have and abuse.
You take umbrage at my opinion that the Rev.
spoken in quite another style, and probably would
hav~ reverently mentioned his extensive research, Mr. Chadwick is better authority upon the Bible
C!r his learned investigations~· but as it was an linbe- than fifty thousand of the clergymen of our country.
liever or Infidel who was doing the investigating, he But I cannot change that opinion. If any candid
was "rummaging." In this cavalier and unfair person will read his " Bible of To-day" and not
manner you endeavor to toss aside the excellent come to the conclusion that he is better read upon
testin10ny ·I have adduced. If they do not bow the history and character of the books composing the
down and acknowledge your pet system, or if Bible than are three-fourths of American clergymen
they state any facts damaging to it, you flippantly then I am very much mistaken. There are indeed
denounce them and speak of them in contemptuous very few of the clergy who possess the information
terms; and when nothing else can be said, you to produce such a work.· Your styling him a townsasperse them as "Infidels," which, after all, is not so man of your own, a Unitarian, or even an "Infidel,"
much of a stigma as you suppose. A man who will not render nugatory the great work he has achas the intelligence and the bravery to be an Infidel complished. His book is one which will live for a
or unbeliever,;unsubmissive to what he conceives to century to come, and will doubtless be much more
·
be the false and miserable system of Christianity, is esteemed than those who asperse him now.
I notice you do not again· come to the relief of
deserving of honor and respect. To doubt the exctllence of that system which has required more false- silly old Father Irenreus, who discovered the reason
hood to sustain it, and has caused more human why God decided to have four gospels. Possibly it
wretched?ess-the _greatest amount of mental anguish is cruel on your part to abandon him. It has been
and physical suffenng, a much more profuse shedding asked, Why were four gospels necessary ? If God
of human blood, and wholesale destruction of human wished a gospel written giving the facts of his son's
life-than any other system of religion-yes, than visit to the earth and his ignominous death, why
all other systems combined; to uphold it, to doubt should the story be told more than once? One multhat system, I say, is but natural and commendable. tiplication table has proved sufficient; four multipliThey who do so can well submit to the epithet "Infi- cation tables have been entirely unnecessary. Why
del," for they are truthful and the bravest and grand- not make as many copies of the one correct gospel as
est men of our time. For nearly fifteen hundred mankind needed? Is not one truthful and perfect narears to be a "heretic," a " skeptic," an "un be- ration of a series of incidents enough ? What can be
. charge gained by telling the story four times over and in four
_lever, " or an ,, Infidel, " has been a senous
m.deed, as hun?reds of thousands, yes, millions, in different ways ? And what connection can there be
the past centl?IIeS have found to their sorrow. Yes, between a truthful narrative and four winds, four
millions have laid down their lives in defense of the corners of the globe, or cherubim with four faces? If
right to doubt; to entertain views of their own· to you are pretty good at solving divine problems I
be an "Infidel." But things are gradually ch;ng- wish you had told us kow much wine, according to
ing; unbelievers are rapidly increasing in numbers; John and Irenreus, each vine was to pr4ilduce. You
the most learned of our age are becoming heretics to will remember each vine was to have 10,000 shoots,
the ~burch, and Infidelity is growing comparatively each shoot 10,000 branches, each braucl.110,000 twigs,
fashiOnable. The block, the stake, the fagot with each twig 10,000 clusters, each cluster 10,000 grapes,
the rack, the pincers, the wheel, the pulley, a~d all and each grape twenty-five measures of wine. Everythe other persuasive Christian appliances, have been thing about this remarkable statement is pretty defiremoved, and it has got so now that a man can nite save the " measures." In our terminology a measexpress aloud his doubts of the truth and excellence ure is an uncertain quantity. Some say it is equal to
of th~ Chri~tian sys~e~ without his liberty, property, six puncheons, but that would be far too much .wine
for a single grape to produce. John and Irenreus could
and life bemg forfeited and taken from him.
Oh, yes, Infidels are coming up ; but I trust hardly have meant that every grape should produce
they will never show the same infernal and murder- that much wine. Perhaps he meant a gallon; it
ous intolerance to their opponents which Christians could not have been less than a pint. Let us see,
for centurie~ have. showered with a heavy hand. I then, if a single" measure" is a pint, how much wine
trust they will enlighten the earth, increase knowl- each vine was to produce in that good time coming.
edge among men, and dispense happiness to the sons According to my calculation each vine would proand daughters of humanity, and not fill the nations duce 312,500,000,000,000,000,000 gallons of wine, or
with shrieks and groans, and cover the earth with 7,812,500,000,000,000,000 barrels of forty gallons
human gore as their Christian enemies have done.
each, or 1,302,083,333,333,333,333 hogsheads of two
I think I can say I have not aspersed your authori- hundred and forty gallons each. Oh, what a quantity
ties unless I was able to disprove them. I have even of wine! What a quantity of casks it would require
quoted numbers of Christian writers, and when I to contain it ! What great numbers of people it
have thus shown that they bear testimony in favor of would require to manufacture the casks ! If a man
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could turn out one cask per day, and if at that time
there were on the earth 300,000,000 men capable of'
making one cask per day, it would require them to•
work 4,340,277,777 days to make them, or 14,467,592:
years of three hundred working days each. If those·
300,000,000 men had commenced at the time Adam
and Eve were placed in the Garden of Eden, 6,000
years ago, to make casks to hold tbe wine that one
of Irenreus's vines should produce, they would, down
to this time have made but 5,400,000 casks, and
and would to-day kave the snug little number <>f
296,683,333,333,333,333 casks still to make, requiring
only 14,461,592 years to finish the job. What would
became of all the wine of that one vine during that
little interim, to say nothing of the wine of all the
other vines, I will leave you and Father Irenreus to
settle, when you have the truths of the gospels satisfactorily arranged. One could easily imagine that
the pious Father was rather fond of wine.
His wheat ·story is nearly as extravagant ; he
said, "In like manner shall every grain of wheat
produce 10,000 ears, and every ear 10,000 grains, and
every grain 10,000, pounds of pure white meal."
That is the largest yield of wheat I have ever heard
of ; every grain should produce 1,000,000,000,000
pounds of flour or 5,000,000,000 barrels of 200
pounds each, making a 1·easonable allowance for
bran. It would indeed take considerable grinding
to convert the product of one grain of that kind of
wheat into flour. If a man had a lively flouring
mill with ten runs of stones, and each run should turn
out ten barrels per day, it would require 50,000,000
days or 166,666 years of three hundred working days
each to grind the wheat of that one plant. If
Father Adam had had a mill of that kind, and
he had: undertaken the contract of grinding the
product of one grain of that wheat, and he had kept
it going constantly down to the year, A.D. 1881, he
would have some 180,000,000 barrels ground, and
would have to work only about 160,666 years more
to complete the contract. Let us imagine for a roothat the crop from that one grain of wheat is all
ground, barreled, and loaded on cars to take it to
market. Let us suppose that each car would contain
one hundred barrels of flour and that each car required a space of twenty feet; 50,000,000 of cars
would be necessary and they would form a train
1,000,000 miles in length, or forty times around the
globe-probably ten thousand times more flour than
has been produced in all the world for five thousand
years ! How would some of our Western farmers
like to get hold of some of that wheat of St. John
and St. Irenreus? If all the farmers of the United
States could come in possession of one grain of it
and sow it and harvest the crop they would never
need to raise any more wheat. It would serve the
world for many thousand years, and oh, what a time
for dumplings and slapjacks poor hungry mortals
would have to be sure !
And this Christian Father, Irenreus, who pretended to quote this wine and wheat story from St.
John, is the one to whom we are indebted for the
statement that four gospels were inspired from
heaven; and why heaven concluded to have four
gospels, and no more and no less. He is one of the
principal authorities we have to depend upon for our
gospel knowledge. He was the first to mention anything about our four gospels, and whether his word
is worth a straw I will leave it with you and our
readers to decide. If he was as good at writing
gospels as he was at telling wine and wheat stories,
he could easily have gotten up our four little gospels
of the New Testament, and had considerable time
left for e~ist.le~, revelations of beasts, dragons, etc.
Ah, the Chnstian world hardly knows how much it
owes to Father Irenreus for our blessed New Testament which is soon to appear in an improved and
brand-new version. Let me say to you if you or
any of our readers should have any doubts about
the quantity of wine and flour d~scribed by Irenreus,
they should remember that "all things are possible
with God," and that "to doubt is to be damned."
I will not contend ·with you about what kind of a
resurrection Paul believed in. I will let you have
your own way with Paul. If it will make you happy
to have it go that it was the body of Jesus which he
saw while on the way to Damascus, and that bodies
of flesh, blood, and bones are to be taken up into
beaTen, that flesh and blood are to inherit the kingdom of heaven, I will let you enjoy that belief, though
I do not think that Paul believed any such thing. Now
that I have yielded so much to your pleasure, may I
again ask you to point out where Paul makes any
mention of Jesus being taken bodily up into heaven?
And if he did not say anything about that or
Christ's wonderful miracles, will you please tell us
why he did not? Was it not probably because the
story of those things had not then been written, and ·
because Irenreus & ,Co. had not yet discovered the
four canonical gospels?
•
You seem to grieve because I " so unnecessarily.
blasphemed Jehovah." I was not aware I blasphemed him any more than I did Brahma, Orinuzd,
Jove, and Mumbo Jumbo (I hope they will not be
offended at me for joining his name with theirs).
True, I did speak of the improvement that had
taken place in his character, but I did not dream that
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was blaspheming him. You say he is ever the same, in a very acceptable condition to worship Yahweh.
To return to the canon and the founding of the
"ever merciful, ever loving." Indeed! I did not
On the occasion of the consecration of priests an C:hristian system, I will close by giving you a quotaknow it. Was it loving and merciful in him to order extra amount of blood was demanded. Every day twn from another clergyman, the Rev. James Cranfifty thousand women put to death in cold blood and a bullock and two lambs were to be killed, besides brook, Edinburgh, taken from his "Founders of
as many little male infants, and that the female in. all the individual sacrifices, and in all cases the blood Chri~tianity," Tr1ibner & Co., London, page 295,
fants, little girls, and youthful virgins who had never was to be sprinkled upon the altar. On the holy trustmg you are partial to the opinions of the revlain with man be kept alive for the use of his Sabbath a double amount of animal life must be erend clergy. He says: "Now the whole authority
soldiers and priests? You cannot deny that being taken and a double amount of blood strewn around. and worth of the Christian religion depend upon the
in the Bible. Was it love and mercy that prompted At the new moon, or the three great festivals, the genuineness and authenticity of the four books called
him to command that whole nations of his own off- great day of atonement, and the feast of the trum- the gospels. Even the Roman Catholic church is
spring should be exterminated by the sword, that pets, two bullocks and seven lambs were usually de- obliged to rest ultimately upon these. So that in
women should be ripped up, and little innocent cbil- manded. For a sin offering the blood was sprinkled examination into this autboritf and, worth our first
dren put to death? You will hardly deny this being seven times before the veil of the sanctuary, a por- inquiry of the Christian advocates is, How do you
in the Bible. Was it loving and merciful in him to tion of it put on the horns of the altar of incense, know that these. books are genuine and authentic?
authorize human slavery, that his peculiar people and the rest poured at the foot of the altar of sacri- They answer, 'Because we can trace them down to
might purchase a women from neighboring na- fice. Did you ever think of it, what bloody butchers the present time in the writings of the Christians,
tions-also his own children-and make them slaves the priests of Yahweh m_ust have been, as it was where they are owned as the works of the authors to
forever? Was it because be was so loving and mer- their religious duty to slay the thousands of animals whom they are ascribed and as of divine authority.'
ciful that caused him to command men to slay their that Yahweh demanded, and bow they must have We then ask them to show us what Christian writbrothers because they changed their religious views, been constantly covered with blood from bead to ings of the first and second centuries they have
saying, "Thou shall not consent unto him, nor hearken foot? Did you ever imagine how it must have bear~ng out this· assertion. And, first of all, they
unto him, neither shalt thiJ;J.e eye pity him, neither smelled, especially in bot weather, about those holy put mt~ our bands certain letters which they say
shalt thou spare, neither shalt thou conceal him; but places of Yahweh's worship, with the blood of those were written by men who lived in the next generation
thou shalt surely put him to death, and afterward the numerous animals poured and scattered about, de- to the writers of the gospels, who had seen some of
hand of all the people, and thou shalt stone him with composing and stinki~g .in the warm atmosphere? the apostles, and whom they therefore call Apostolic
stones that be die?" Was it lo~e and mercy that Verily, if Yahweh was invisible to his worshipers, it Fathers. Well, we look through these letters, and do
made him give this comr.nand? "Thou shalt surely would seem they ought to have been able to smell him. not find one word about the authors of the gospels. 'Oh,
smite the inbabita?ts ?f that city with the _edge of
And what an extra sweet and holy time it must no,' say the advocates,' they do not mention them by
~be sword, destroymg It utterly, _and all that IS there- have been when Solomon dedicated his temple to name; but see, here are passages they quote from
m, and all the cattle thereof, With the edge of ti:e . Yahweh after be bad spent tens of millions of dol- the gospels.' We look at the passages; there are
swor~." If eyen the people bad done wrong, wa~ It lars in building the bouse to his God! At the intro- very few of them, and, I think, not one in the words
merci_ful a~d JUSt to kill the cat~le o~ account of It ? duction of the ark into the temple the blood and of the gospels. They are similar, but not the same
Was It an _mstance of Yahweh .s lovmg III:ercy when flesh of the slain animals must have been most repul- passages. 'That is because the Fathers quoted
h_e gave this ord~r, "_When thou co~est mgh unto. a sive save to Yahweh and his delicate worshipers. In 2 from memory,' say the advocates. What a bad
City t_o fight agai.ns~ It, them proclaim peace unto It. Chronicles v, 6, it is stated that sheep and oxen were memory, then, they must have had, for scarcely once
And It shall be, If It ~ake the answer of peace, and sacrificed in such quantities that they could not be do they quote a short passage right! But that
open unto thee, then It shall be that all the people told and numbered for multitude. In the seventh assertion is a mere conjecture. How do they know
that is found therein shall ~e t_rib~taries unto thee, chapter we are informed that at the dedication of that these authors were not quoting accurately from
a~d shall serve t~ee. And If It~Ill make no peace the temple twenty-two thousand oxen and ·a hUildred some other book? Or bow do they know they were
With thee! but _will make war agamst thee, then thou and twenty thousand sheep were slain for the pleai3- not quoting from sayings current in ~the ordinary
shalt besiege It; and when the· Lord thy God bath ure of Yahweh. What a bellowing and bleating gossip circulating around them? The Christian
delivered it in~o thy bands thou shalt smite every there must have been among the poor cattle and advocates are silent, for they have no answer to
male thereof With_ the edge of the sword; but the sheep, who could not realize that they were being give.
"Nor is that all, for out of the midst of these adwomen, and the httle ones, and the cattle, and all killed for the benefit of a god of love and mercy!
that is in the city, even all the spoil thereof, sba~t How the pools of blood must have stood on the floor vocates comes a certain class of critics saying: 'Never
thou t_ake unto ~byself? and thou shalt eat the spOil of the holy place, and how the rivers of the sangui- mind about these apostolic Fathers, for their writings
o~ tbme enemies wbwh the Lord thy God bath nary fluid-the life of the thousands of helpless dumb certainly abound with spurious passages, and it is very
g:r~en t~ee.
Thus shalt thou do _unto all the animals-must have constantly run off into the val- ~o~btful whether any of them are autbenti~. Nay,
Cities. 'Y"bwb are far o~ from thee, whw_h_ are not of ley of Hinnon! How the priests must have looked It IS almost certain that there never was such a man
the Cities ?f these natwn. But of the. Cities of these like bloody butchers, and bow every feeling of as one of them, Clement, bishop of Rome. The
people whwb the Lord thy God doth give thee for an mercy and pity must have been crushed out of their probability is that the letters belong to the latter
inheritance, thou shalt save alive nothing that breastli! as they unfeelingly watched the struggles of part of the second century. Since, then, the letters
breatheth; but thou shalt utterly destroy ~hem?" the dying animals around them!
themselves are not proved to be authentic, they can
(Deut. xx, 10-17). If you deem that a lovmg anjl
Is it strange that the deity who delighted in this not authenticate the gospels. We, therefore, break
m~rciful c_om~and, your _ideas of III:ercy are unlike bloodshed, and who was placated by the wholesale off the first link in the chain of evidence the Chrisrome. If It might be considered merCiful to the Jews, sacrifice of animal life should afterward demand tian advocates offer us, and throw it away as worthwas it not a little hard upon those who we:e to. be ut- the blood of his own beioved son in order that he less.' What, then, is the second? Here they brighten
..erly put to death, and who were equally his children? might be brought into a mild, forgiving humor up. 'Why,' say they, 'we have the express testimony
Was it loving and merciful in this imaginary be- toward some others of his human children? Is it of a man who in his youth had seen the apostle John,
·
h
d
t · th' ·
t'
ll d h'
d who was the friend of Polycarp, John's disciple; he
mg, w om you so a ore, .o give I_s Imp,era IVe com- strange that in one part of the book :a e
IS wor declares that the gospels were written by the authors
mand, "Suffer not a Witch to hve ? That very this bloody passage appears, "For if the blood of
order, written in the name of your God, has been the bulls and of goats, and the ashes of a heifer sprink- to whom they are ascribed; and he lived only about
authority for putting to the most cruel and shameful ling the unclean, sanctifieth to the purifying of the eighty or ninety years after Christ's death.' Will you
deaths hundreds and thousands of the most unfor- flesh, how much more shall the blood of Christ, who, be kind enough, we ask, to show us his book? 'Oh,
tunate of human beings. Was it loving and merci- through. the eternal Spirit, offered himself without that has unfortunately perished; but Eusebius, the
ful in him to smite with sudden death over _fifty spot to God. . . . Without shedding of blood historian, quotes the passage.' Will you tell us,
thousand men whose only offense was to e:x:erClse a there is no remission?" (He b. ix, 13, 22).
then, how Eusebius knew the book he quotes was
harmless curiosity to look into an. old box in which it
Thus blood, blood, blood, runs all through the written by this man? That they cannot do; so that
d d
· fi ·
G d
d h'
b d ?
p
we are to take the gossiping Eusebius's word for it.
was prete~ e an m ~nte. oT rna e IS _a o e. Bible. Appropriately did the Rev. Mr. entecost, But let that pass. How far was this man Papias
Was It lovmg and mercif.ul m "Yahweh to smite unto the revivalist, say,· " If you would take a camel's 7
M
1
h
d
trustworthy?
ay we in all. cases take his word?
death with a sore _pesti ence. sev~m~y t ousan men hair pencil, as I have . do?e, dip it into a bottle of 'Oh, no, not in all cases; he sometimes tells most abwho had done nothmg to exCite his ue, but because carmine ink, and pass It lightly over those passages surd tales about John and Christ; ar..d Eusebius
h~s favorit~ had don~ just what he (Yahwe~) mo~ed of scripture from Genesis to Rev~lation that make himself as much as calls him an old fool.' Indeed,
him to do m numbermg the people? Was It lovmg reference to blood in connection with all that refers
and merciful in him to send again and again pesti- to salvation forgiveness, redemption, sanctification, then how shall we tell in this case we may trust
lence, famine, war, carnag~, and bloo_dshed upon glory, and 'everything of that ~nd, you would b(;l him? Echo answers, How? Besides this, when we
poor unfortunate human beings, for fnvolous pre- astonished to see how red your Bible would look.'' come to examine what Papias is represented as act£
·
h
h h d
ually saying, we find it does not bear the testimony
texts, and 01: actmg out t every natures e. a ere- He adds, "If you should cut out everything associ- the advocates have asserted it does, but, as Strauss
ated them With? If all these thousands of mstances ated with blood there would be no salvation left at
·
1et It
· b e d'IStJ_nct
· 1y all.'' D. L. Moody, another noted revivalist, is no has shown, it rather militates against the authenticare specimens of hi s 1ovmgmercy_,
I
h
h
d
h
f
ity of the gospels as they at present exist. So that
un d erstoo d t h at ~ant no s are m. t em an wls to less bloody in some of his sermons. In one o them the second link in the chain of evidence is broken
keep away from him as far as possible.
he used this choice language: "If you read your off as worthless.
It is in vain for you to pretend now that Yahweh Bibles carefully you will see the scarlet thread run"There is now only left the forlorn hope Jus tin Marwas not fond of the sacrifice of rams, bullocks, and ning through every page of them. The blood com- tyr, who wrote more than a hundred years after the
goats. It is the sheerest audacity and perversion in mences to flow in Genesis, and runs on to Revelation. death of Christ. He quotes :a. book he calls the Me mora.
you to attempt it. Did no{ Abraham sacrifice ani- That is what God's book is written for. Take out bilia of the Apostles. His quotations are not numerma.ls to Yahweh again aud again? Did not Isaac and the scarlet thread, and it would not be worth carry- ous, but some of them are much like verses found in
Jacob sacrifice animals over and over again?. Did ing home." . In the face of this, you seem to be the gospels, and some of them very unlike. Bnt as
not Moses at the command of Yahweh repeatedly almost shocked because I deemed Yahweh a bloody the book is called by another name, and as nothing
enjoin this bloody sacrifice? When this godly man God and his Bible a bloody book. If Yahweh,. after is more likely than that many books might contain
Moses, who always moved at the command of Yah- <hundreds of years had passed away, came. to the similar things when giving an account of a particuweh, established the worship of Yahweh at the foot conclusion that he no longer took pleasure m what lar man's sayings and doings, Justin Martyr affords
- of Mount Sinai, about the first thing he did was to he had before commanO.ed, and used these words," To no testimony to the gospels. And thus the third link
sprinkle and baptize all the congregation with bull- what purpose is the multitude of your sacrifices unto is broken off their chain of evidence as worthless.
ock's blood. And this bloody command was said to me? I am full of burnt 'c.fferings of rams and the
be transmitted from heaven. "Then shalt thou kill fat of fed beasts, and I delight not in the blood of
"We will not insult the understanding of the advothe ram and take the blood and pnt it on the tip of bullocks or of lambs or of he-goats," it only goes to cates by BtgJposirig that they would consider the testhe right ear of Aaron and upon the tip of the right show that he was a changeable God, and, as I re- timony of lren::eus alone as worth anything. So that
ear of his sons, and upon the thumb of their right marked in my last, he is improving with age the external evidence to the authenticity of the four
hand, and upon the great toe of their right foot, and and is not so fond of blood, murder, and war as he gospels eatirely breaks down, and the books have
sprinkle the blood· upon the altar round about, and used to be. I think you will hardly be able to dis- to stand upon their own intrinsic worth alone.''
thou shalt take the blood that is upon the altar and prove that proposition. It has been suggested that
Thus I could continue to quote from this reverend
of the anointing oil, and sprinkle it upon Aaron and the reason why so many bulls, heifers, and sheep author, but space will not allow. I have already
upon his garments, and upon his sons and upon the were sacrificed to Yahweh was because the priests occupied so much room that I will be obliged to degarments of his sons with him" (Ex. xxiv, 20, 21). were very fond of beef and mutton. They got the fer till my next my examination of your criticisms on
When Aaron and his sons were thus besmeared with best of .the meat, while Yahveh was turned off with the defects of the teachings of Jesus, with other remarks I p~oposed to make.
D. M. B.
bullock's blood and grease they were supposed to be the blood, stench, entrails, etc.
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of personal considerations, it is still more difficult,
and must be altogether unjust, ungenerous, and illogical, to suspect his integrity."
The justice and candor of this writer is completely
established by the discovery that Paine was Junius.
"If I hav anywhere expressed myself over-warmly,"
says Paine, "'tis from a fixed, immovable hatred I
bav and ever bad to cruel men and cruel measures "
(Crisis, No. 2, 1777). "I speak an open, disinterested language dictated by no passion but that of
humanity. To me, who bav not only refused offices,
because i: thought them improper, but hav declined
rewards I might with reputation bav accepted, it is.
no wonder that meanness and imposition appear disgusting. Independence is my happiness, and I view
things as they are without regard to place or person;
my country is the world, and my religion is to do
good" (Rights of Man, 1792). "In a great affair,
where the happiness of man is s.t stake, I love to
~ork for nothing" (1802). _"I take n_eitber copyn,ght nor profit from anytbmg I pubhsb" (1807).
"I hav lived an honest and useful life to mankind;
my time has been spent in doing good, and I die in
pelfect composure and resignation to the will of my
creator God" (Will, 1809):

than you can the immensity of distance· from this
earth to the farthest fixed star.
"The insulting of God," "the overruling power of
God," are terms crammed into your mind through
The Integ1ity of Junius.
whatever prbcesses of thought you are capable of
BY W. H. BURR.
and only represent to your glimmering reason tb~
things you yourself would say or do.
·
Forty years after Junius concluded his work a new
When slavery was one of the beneficent instituedition of his letters was published, including for the
tions of Delaware, your idea of God led you to·
first time sixty-three private letters to his publisher,
believe that it was an emanation from him, an outW oodfall, ten private letters to John Wilkes, and
growth of his divinity. I do not know what creed
one hundred and one so-called miscellaneous letters
you honor with your allegiance, but whichever ane
of Junius undei· various signatures. A few of the
it is, God is to you a symbol of its peculiar formulas
private letters and most of the miscellaneouil ones
by which to a given extent its fungous and parasitid
are certainly spurious. We can judge of their augrowth is fastened on a portion of humanity.
thenticity now just as well as the editor could in
The language of your charge, in which you are
1812. Fifty-nine or sixty of the private letters are
so anxious to persecute Ingersoll, would apply with
dated conjecturally by the editor, and many of the
equal f0rce to the Unitarians, a very respectable
miscellaneous letters rest their sole claim on a coincibody of our fellow-citizens, some of whom no doubt
dence between the dates of publication and the dates
are unfortunate enough to liv in Delaware. They
affixed to one or other of the private letters to H. S.
depose <;Jbrist from his lofty position as the equal of
W oodfall (London Athenceum, 1852).
God, this "God" you appear to be so familiar with
One year after the publication of these miscellaneand merely regard him as a great moral teacher:
OHS letters, John Taylor, one of the proprietors of
This, if admitted, destroys the trinity, the three in
the London jriagazine, thought that he discovered
one and one in three, and is "blasphemy." It is
that Philip Francis was Junius, and in 1816 he pubvery "insulting t~ God" to deprive him of one-third
lished a book attempting to prove it. Whether anyof his divinity, and comes. under your "statute of
body before him had ever suspected Francis, I never
Chainey's Infidel Pulpit.
17 40.'' Are you ready to stir up a raid on this body
heard, but Taylor certainly was the first who attempted to establish the identity, and be did it
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRVTH SEEKER, Sir .: of your fellow-citizens? If so, Unitarians bad betalmost entirely on those unauthenticated miscellane- If Liberalism is ever to become a power for good in ter emigrate from "little Delaware," as President
ous letters, beginning with April, 1767, when Francis this country it must be by the earnest exertions of Lincoln called her. Her judge seems to partake of
was a clerk in the War office, only twenty-six years its friends. Those who believe that Freetbought is her geographical stature at any rate.
of age.
to prove the savior of humanity should constantly _ ~rdinarily I should not be s? specific, but as you
One of the arguments in favor of Francis is that be on the alert to take advantage of every oppor- hv m Delaware I shall take this occasion to remind
"in the month of January, 1772, the king remarked to tunity to educate the people out of ignorance and you that through the forces which rule modern society, steam and electricity, "we are taking off the
a friend in confidence, 'Junius is known and will superstition.
write no more.' Such," says the writer, Dr. GoodRecently a new movement bas been inaugurated ol~ and putting on the new," and all the peoples of
rich, " proved to be the fact. His last performance in the city of Boston which mlist prove very bene- this planet are rapidly assuming situations of comity,
was dated J::;,n. 21, 1772. .
Within a few fi,cial•to the Liberal cause if it is well supported by s?cially, morally, and intellectually, unknown before
months Sir Philip Francis was appointed to one of the Liberal public. George Cbainey, our recent smce man el?erged from his radiate condition. Only
the highest stations of profit and trust in India.'' able and scholarly recruit from the Christian clergy, a small portwn of the human race believe in ChrisNow the fact was that Francis, then a mere clerk bas established a lectureship in Paine Hall, a very tianity.
thirty-one years of age, was suddenly turned out of appropriate place, and be proposes to deliver a lecThe western boundaries of our vast republic are
office in March following, and was not appointed to ture every Sunday afternoon in that hall to the Lib- laved by the waves of an ocean reaching to the
the office of profit and trust in India until a year and erals of Boston and the public generally, and on the shores of India, China, and Japan, fue cradles of civa half afterward. But if that young war clerk was week following hav his lecture printed in pamphlet i~izati.on, and embracing two-thirds of the populaJunius, there is not among the dregs of human form for general distribution. He bas already pub- tiOn of the globe, and all these millions believe in
nature a character so false and vile as his, and Col. lished six of these lectures, and those who bav read doctrins which to you seem "blasphemous." If
Ingersoll is right in calling him "a coward, a calum- them I am sure must see they are what the times de- under such treaties with the orientals, some of their
niator, and a sneak.'' But I stand ready to vindicate mand; they are certainly a valuable addition to our· philosophers should come here, and they are doing
the stern integrity of Junius; and in order to show Liberal literature. And this is the method Mr. so already, and giv their views on our " church and
bow be stood in the estimation of unbiased critics Chainey bas adopted to giv these lectures a general state" religion in Wilmington, Del., with Judge
before Philip Francis was suspected to be Junius, I circulation and at the same time provide a sufficient Co:rp.~gys on the bench, they would be absolutely
submit a fpw extracts from the Preliminary Essay in revenue to compensate the speaker and publisher: certam to spend a portion of their lives in its peniW oodfall's edition, wl"itten and published in 1812:
He solicits subscriptions for one year at the low rate tentiary.
"In reality Junius, though a sever~ satirist, was of one dollar-less than two cents a lecture. And
The judge's moral courage effervesces like sodanot in his general temper a malevolent writer nor.an it appears to me that there should be thousands of water, and be froths and bubbles as though under a
ungenerous man. No one bas ever been more ready Liberals in the United States and Canada that will heavy pressure, for be is pleased to say," We shall
to admit the brilliant talents of Sir William Black- at once become supporters to this new movement by in no wise be deterred from the performance of our
stone than himself, or to apply to his commentaries sending in their names as annual subscribers. And d~ty by the sneers of the devotees of any other
for legal information, while reprobating his conduct those who are able should subscribe for a number of faith than that of the body of the people of this
in the unconstitutional expulsion of Mr. Wilkes from copies for general distribution.
st~te (?) or t~e deprecatory expressions of those who
the House of Commons.''
My Liberal friends, if this new movement is well thmk the nght of free speech will be infringed
"Yet there were statesmen whom be believed to tmstained in Boston, other similar movements will thereby." Ob, you are a judicial jewel!
be truly honest and upright, and for whom be felt a be started in New York, Chicago, St. Louis, PhilaHow imperceptibly your honor gravitates toward
personal as well as a. political reverence, and it is no delphia, San Francisco, and all other large cities. the. " dark ages!" You say, "Blasphemy was an
small proof of the keenness of his penetration that As you love light and knowledge and the advance- ancient common law offense, and was also made a
the characters whom he then singled out from the ment of Freethougbt, see to it that Mr. Cbainey's crime by a Delawa;re statute as long ago as 1740."
common mass of pretenders to genuin patriotism undertaking proves a great success. H. L. GREEN.
In 1540 they bung witches in Boston, condemned
hav been ever since growing in the public estimation
to the gallows by wise judges on the bench. About
and are now justly looked back to as the pillars and
16_40 Peter Menuit, proba_bly an ancestor of yours,
bulwarks of the English Constitution.''
A Word with Chief-Justice Comegys of Del- sailed up the Delaware nver in a queer old craft
" Vaughan himself had so high an opinion of our
aware.
with bulging sides, like a well-fed burgher, and
author's integrity, though a total stranger to him,
You, sir, bav placed yourself in a peculiar position. stem and stern high in air, a perfect picture of the
that he intrusted him with his private papers upon Your charge to the grand jury at Wilmington, on world as found at that day. In imagination I see
the subject in question, which Junius in return took Monday, Feb. 7, 1881, fixes you in the minds of your worthy ancestor sitting on the "poop" of the
care to employ to Vaughan's advantage."
thinking men as possessed of a craving to emulate old vessel gazing vacantly around him on the won"Whether the writer of these letters had any the reputation of Judge Jefferies, and to be willing ders of the new world.
other and less worthy object in view than that be to do what little you can to remand us to the envious
Now steamships are wont to glide on the peaceful
uniformly avowed, namely, a desire to subserve the judicial conditi9n of the "dark ages."
Delaware. A slight advance, you see; but the law
best political interests of his country, it is impossible
This charge says, "No community such as ours and the gospel are the same yet-with you. About
to ascertain with precision. It is unquestionably no can exist as a healthy, moral organization where men 1540 Giordano Bruno was burned at the stake for
common occurrence in history to behold a man thus are allowed to speak without challenge against the teaching the doctrin that "the world moves." In
steadily, and almost incessantly, for five years volun- very and only foundation upon which it securely 1440, if you did not believe that the bread was the
teering his services in the cause of the people amidst rests, the overruling power of God.'' This, in the absolute body of Christ and the wine his real blood,
abuse and slander from every party, exposed to uni- nineteenth century, and in a corner of the United they burned you at tl.ra stake or tore you to pieces
versal resentment, unknown, and not daring to be States!
on the rack; and judges on the bench said "We
known, without having any personal object to acIn using this inciting and revolutionary language, shall in no wise be deterred from the perfo;mance
quire, any sinister motiv of individual aggrandiz- you descend from what ought to be your high posi- of our ?ut:r, by the sne~rs of the d_evotees of any
ment or reward. Yet nothing either in his public or tion as a judicial officer, and misstate the question. other faith.
In 13.40 kmgs and prmces bowed in
private letters affords us the remotest hint that be Men are not "allowed to speak without challenge.'?, bumble adoration before the pope and kissed his
was thus actuated. Throughout the whole, from Any man can be -challenged for his utterances, be pontifical toe, and the judges said, Amen. In 1240~
first to-last, in the midst of all his warmth and ran- they what they may, and in a fair and impartial but why go further? I shall only make one more ,
cor, his argument and declamation, his appeals to manner they can be examined and debated as be- ~,eferen?e to precedent, ~nd beg to refer you to the
the public, and his notes to his confidential friend, comes a community in which reason and the right of chap m the dug-out, with the spoonful of brains in
be seems to bav been influenced by the stimulus of conscience bold sovereign sway.
the back of his bead," with long teeth, and club in
sound and genuin patriotism alone. \'Vitb this he
The "challenge" you bav in view is the challenge band, ready to crush in the skull of any one who
commenced his career, and with this be retired from of the law, the challenge of the strong over the differed wiLb him on law or theology-a first-class
the field of action, retaining at last, a twelvemonth weak, the challenge of might over right, and you type of the average Delaware judge.
afterward (see private letters, Jan. 19, 1773), the are a moral coward to suggest it from the bench;
If this charge is a criterion by which to judge of
latest period in which we are able to catch a glimpse and more than this, you are guilty of judicial per- the average justice dispensed in .your court, what
of him, the same political sentiments be bad pro- jury, as your oath of office binds you to absolute imehance ":"ould a man bav _in a suit before you who
fessed on his first appearance before the world, and partiality_ i~ the_ a_dministration of justice, and you
was candid enough to admit that the honest exercise
still ready to renew his efforts the moment he could overstep It m this mfamous· charge.
.
of his reason forbade him to believe in a God a
perceive that they bad a chance of being attended
Y_ou talk glibly about" God," a something utterly trinity, or the Christian system? Suppose his c~se
with benefit. Under these circumstances, therefore, foreign to your comprehension, in whatever form it largely depended on his own testimony? And suphowever difficult it may be to acquit him altogether may be viewed. You can no more comprehend~ it
pose .the other side to be orthodox, and provide(
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with plenty of money to take every advantage the
law givs? Though the unbeliever might pile up
testimony as high as Chimborazo, yet with an ordinary addle-headed Delaware jury, if governed at all
by the charge they would receive, his chances for
justice would not be worth a straw.
If, instead of raking up musty and disgulilting evidences of antiquated ignorance and bigotry, you
would turn over a new legal leaf and do all in your
power to hasten the blotting from our statute books
of these evidences of a decay,ng and dead past, how
much better would you appear to the eyes of your
countrymen !
·
All judges hav been lawyers, and none know
better than they of the disgraceful and unjust laws
which are a source of infamy to our country. Do
they ever do anything to improve this condition of
things? Never. Why? Because a cowardly timidity seizes them, and they chatter the craven plea,
"I do not make the laws; my· business is to enforce
them." And so we hobble on from year to year, a
prey to medieval lunacy and modern imbecility.
After this survey of the whole matter, I feel impelled to say that I consider your honor a moral, an
mtellectual, and a judicial defol'mity, and no more
fit to sit in judgment on the lives and fortunes of
your fellow-men than a Bushman from the Cape of
Good Hope.
In conclusion, allow me to congratulate myself
that I do no(; liv in Delaware.
ONoNoN.
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an intelligence could ever be without an intelligent
cause any more than I can understand how anything
else can exist without an intelligent cause, nor do I
conceive it necessary to go outside of the universe to
find it. I think it can be found, or a parallel that
will serve.to illustrate my idea in my own existence.
The mind being immaterial, a spirit occupies no
space. My body takes up no more room with the
mind than it would without it. A thought, a volition of the mind, cannot be conceived of as occupying space; it is immaterial, like the mind. This
mind does all the thinking, all the planning, and
lays out all the work for the body; it is the power
that controls every intelligent act of my life; it is
~y life, an invisible, intelligent, spiritual power that
IS the cause of all that I can ever do in this life; and
when the mind and body are separated the work of
th_e body ceases. I suppose that myriads of minds
might be engaged in considering the same object
from the same point in space without interfering
with one another, they being immaterial intelligences
If it can be made to appear· that the mind is not without material limits or conditions, though finite,
the result of material organization, then it must fol- and not omniscient or omnipresent, like the infinit
low, of course, that if it is not a spiritual, it must be deity.
some sort of an entity as incomprehensible to us as a
I consider that the cause of all things occupies the
spiritual would be, consequently I choose to adopt same relation to the universe that my mind does to
the term spiritual, for the fact is that the mind does my . body; that the eternal, self-existent, supreme
exist, that it is an individuality, whether the result intelligence, mind, is manifested in and through the
of material organization or of some other cause. It universe in the same manner as my mind is manidoes not necessarily prove that the mind or life fested through this material organization, and that
principle is the result of material organization be- that intelligence is the soul of the universe~the all
cause we never see it manifested only in those in all; the great I Am. That is my God.
HistOI'Y Repeats Itself.
peculiar organizations; and it would be just as imAnd now, having committed myself thus far,
Some wiseacre has epigrammatically said that possible to show how those organizations could pro- yourself and your readers may be inclined to ask if
"history repeats itself." This notion has been re- duce those results as to show how mind could exist I believe in the God of the Bible, the Jew God. I
.
would answer, Yes and:No. In so far as his eternal
ceived with assent ever since the days of Solomon, independent of those conditions.
To make the assertion that nothmg exists that is existence is concerned, I would say, Yes; but in rewho expressed it in his jocular way as follows, "The
thing that hath been, it is that which shall be, and not material or the result of material organization gard to the character ~ttributed to him I would say,
that which is done is that which shall be done." does not prove that it is true. If it is impossible for most emphatically, No. The idea of a God possessJoking apart, it is positiv that pensiv people per- us to know all the possibilities and capabilities of ing the attributes of foreknowledge (which I believe
petually perceive parallelisms between present pre- matter that we can see and know something of, God does and must necessarily l)OSsess) going to
would it not be the greatest presumption on our part work deliberately and creating millions of beings of
dicaments and past positions.
Away down south in Delaware ther.e has just been to assert that nothing could exist that was not mate- our capacities or any other capacity for the enjoyrepeated, with little or no variation of its original rial or the result of matter? I cannot understand ment of·happiness or the suffering of misery, when
conditions, a scene which was pr·esented many years my own existence, and how am I to know all the he knew, and of course intended, that nine hundred
ago upon 'the trial of the celebrated case of Bardell possibilities of a spiritual existence-of which I can and ninety-nine out of every thousand, or one, even,
vs. Pickwick (reported in Pickwick Papers, ch. 34). know nothing-through the medium of those mate- of the whole mass would and should suffer eternal
The gentleman who reports this leading and fre- rial organs of sense wliich were designed only to be torment, is too horrible to think of. I think that
quently cited case says, "The little judge looking a means of communication with the material uni- the belief in such a God as that, and the being made
the partakers of the divine nature, as the orthodox
with an angry countenance over his desk said, 'You verse?
That mind exists I know, but how that mind exists Christians claim, we must be in conversion. To be
had b'etter be careful, sir!'" The little judge had
been asleep. To-day they hav a little judge in Dela- I do not know. I know that matter exists, but how the partakers of the nature of such a God as that
. would be just the thing to fit a man or woman to
ware who has also been asleep, and suddenly awak- that matter exists I do not know.
The one is as much a mystery as the other. There commit any crime within the possibilities of our
ening from a stupor of ages is struck with a vague
belief that the nine~eenth century requires him to they stand. The only way that I can see to solve the nature, and to go on from crime to crime with a
make some demonstration, so he looks with an angry difficulty is to adopt the rule by which we learn every- heart harder than the nether mill-stone without the
countenance over his desk and says to Mr. Ingersoll, thing that we can know of all that exists in thj least compunction of cor:.science or sympathy for the
" Yott had better be careful, sir!" And how ineffa- universe, viz., the law of cause and effect. It is victims of his or her injustice and cruelty until
bly little he is ! Like his prototype, all you can see upon that principle that every discovery in the laws outraged humanity would arise en masse and by
of him is " two queer little eyes, one broad pink of nature hav been made by tracing the order of some means or other put an end to the infernal
J.A.MES fuLE.
face, and so mew here about half of a big and very things or the connection between cause and effect; career.
comical looking wig," struggling hard to peer out the relation in which the one stands to the other.
The engineer, understanding this principle, that
over the top of his circumscribed premises, and
Falseness of the Churches.
squealing like the decayed giant Pope in Bunyan's certain causes produce certain effects, cari go to
work
and
make
all
his
calculations
for
the
construc·
To
THE
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
story, his pitiful, "You had better be careful, si?·!"
The little judge is very sleepy and vet:y angry, and tion of a steam-engin, or any other kind of ma- Walt Whitman, in.a letter toR. W. Emerson, says:
the judicial wig looks all the while more and more chinery, and know as exactly what the engins or other "The churches are one vast lie; the people do not
quaint and comical, and the comicality increases machinery will do before he commences the construe- helieve them, and they do not believe themselvs;
with the little judge's malignity, until the climax tion of them as he can know after they are com- the priests are continually telling what they know well
is reached and he screams, "You had better be care- pleted, unless he has made some mistake in his cal- enough is not so, and keeping back what they know is
culations in regard to the effects of certain causes, so. The spectacle is a pitiful one. I think there can
ful, sir ! "
.
for
which reason his machinery may in some way be never be again upon the festiv earth more bad-disor.
Mr. Ingersoll is a splendid reproduction of Sam
Weller for this new picture. Honest, earnest, sin- disproportioned or something unadapted; and as dered persons deliberately taking seats as of late in
cere, and truthful, we can imagine him replying in soon as he sets the machinery at work he will see at these states at the heads of the public tables; such
the language of his immortal forerunner: "That's once where the mistake was, and go to work and corpses' eyes for judges; such a rascal and thief in
what they tell me all the time, my lord ! And I am correct the error. It is in this way that every dis- the presidency."
In the Chicago Standard of February 3d, Prof.
werry careful, werry careful indeed, my lord! " covery and every invention has been made-the
And we believe that he is careful, for who can magnetic telegraph, the steam-engin, the telephone, W. C. Wilkinson, D.D.-whoever he may be-after
point to a stain upon Mr. Ingersoll? Imbued with the electric light; in fact, there is nothing of which patronizingly manipulating George Eliot, making
a deeply religious sentiment, which it hath ·not en- we know anything that has not been learned in that ignoble reference to her "crime against morality,"
•
ccncludes in this wise: "What comfort it would be
tered into the mind of the little judge to comprehend, way.
There must be a cause for everything that exists. to know that at the last and sharpest h.ight of her
he goes on giving his testimony, and his testimony
as thus far givtn encourages us to hope that some That is what nature teaches us. Then if mind is not experience in passing from life to death she said, 'I
day we will realize something new under the sun- the result of material organization, 'what is the cause yield, J yield, I see, I know, I believe; Lord Jesus
that some day the world will gain wisdom enough of it? In reflecting upon this subject, I hav come to receive my spirit!' We only know that Jesus can
to estimate at their proper value and to put in their the conclusion that the mind is created by the same hear when we cannot, and that the eleventh hour
proper place those who return thanks that they are power that has created the body that it inhabits, and lasts till night. Whatever he does will be right."
Poor Wilkinson, D.D. ! Hadn't you better ask
not like other men, and stand by and cry "chops that the one was intended to be adapted to the other
and tomato sauce," that light will dawn upon the land as truly as a steam-engin may be intended to be Jesus, who can hear, all about the matter, and so
of the whipping-post, that for such men as the little adapted to the work it was made to perform. That " comfort" yom·self on the spot? You are sick,
judge "old things will pass away and all things be- is the only reasonable solution that I can see of the stupid, weak. We pity you as m~ch as you pity
George.Eliot. Then y_ou r~ally thmk the reve~ed
come new;" and that persecution of men fm~ the ben- problem.
We are told that we cannot go outside of the writer's lack of conventiOnalism calls for absolutiOn
efit of God will cease forever from the earth.
universe for the cause, for the very good reason that from the priest, do you? Ah, you don't believe in
E. w. c.
there is no outside of the universe, and that the the priest, neither does the priest b~lieve in you.
universe is material, and that what is not in the Farther than to believe you are damned, does he ever
How Can They Do It'~
universe is nothing, and that consequently the mind think of you? and from church premises he is logical.
To THE EDITOR oF ThE 1'RUTH SEEKER: Sir: must be the result of matter, or in some way so Are you a Protestant, Prof. W. C. Wilkinson, D.D.?
I would like to ask a question by way of a conundrmri. mixed up with it that we. cannot know which is the So was George Eliot.
If it is true, as I hav heard it said to be, that it takes result of the other, or whether they are one and the
D.D.'s should hav respect for degrees. We shall
all the surplus earnings of 5,000 workingmen yearly same.
protest on and on till the ripe days of millennium,
to pay the interest on the wealth of V auderbi1t and
That proposition seems to me entirely untenable. when your stupidity will evidence the asinine
others like him, how can they become rich, or even I cannot see the necessity of going outside of the quality. God pity you and spare such a~ are brought
as the saying is, provide against a rainy day, as it i~ univei~se for a cause if it were possiiJle, or of depend- within the sphere of yonr poverty -st.ncken undersaid by many rich men that they can. do? I confess ing upon matter for a cause. I cannot see why standing!
i:S.A.M ..-'I.D.A.MS.
for myself that I am ignorant in the matter, and I there should not be an intelligent cause for everyshould like to know how they figure it out.
THE pride which is·proud of its want of pride is
thing that exists; nor can I see how anything cau
MILTON S.WTR.
emt without an intelligent cause. I cannot see how the most_intolerable of all.-Antoninus.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
In resuming the discussion of this question I hardly
know where to begin, there has been so much written
by different correspondent!!! on the same subject since
my first article was penned that was entirely unexpe~ted that man.Y. of my arguments must seem
to be only a repetitiOn of what has already been
presented, though not exactly in the same relation
to the subject. I hav thought that perhaps it would
be as well to leave the application of those arguments,
so far as they are applicable in the case, to your
readers, passing them over entirely, and content
myself with the presentation of my final and closing
argument, and end the discussion; but fearing that
my meaning might .be mistaken, and a misapplication made, I hav concluded to go on with a few of
those arguments, trusting to your generosity to carry
me through in your columns witli what I shall hav
to say.
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QuA.RTzBURG, IDAHO TER., April 10, 188~.
BROTHER D. M. BENNETT: I hav been out lecturmg
in befialf of your contemplated tour around our little
planet; and as noses count at the ballot box, so do
five dollars count when in sufficient numbers. Out
of our little village of about eighty inhabitants I
inclose to your address the sum of fifty dollars, each
name being the donor of five dollars.
Charles Wilson,
Quartzburg,
$5 00
William Sweet,
"
5 00
Charles E. Clark,
"
5 00
James Lafferty,
"
5 00
R. G. Allen,
iJ
''
5 00
Michael Burk,
"5 00
William France,
"
5 00
A. G. Phillips,
"
5 00
Andrew Fosau,
"
5 00
All the above names say, Go by all means.
Wishing you a pleasant journey, attended with all
possible success, I remain,
Truly yours,
A. G. PHILLIPS.
CASTLE HILL, ME., Jan. 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose $3. Please send me two
copies of " An Infidel Abroad." When you start on
the trip round the world you can call on me to
assist you in your journey. I know that I shall be
well paid for my investment in the impartial record
of your travels in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Respectfully yours,
HENRY FILLEY.

1

contributing a "V." As for myself I hav a "V "
which Bro. Bennett shall hav when he is ready to
start. Besides the "V," I will hav three I's ready
when the book is ready to go toward paying for
material and labor. And oh, no one knows how I
will value that book but myself ! It shall be my
Bible of Truths, and when you are ready to start,
Bro. Bennett, my blessings are with you. May
your sorrows be few and your pleasures many,
and woe be unto the man that curses the ship that
brings our hero back. Then we will hav the banner of truths unfurled, and cause a murmuring
among the stale ranks of Christian bigots, priestcraft, and hypocrits, such as, "What manner of
things ls this that we hear?" etc.
Yours until we are masticated, D. C. KNODERER.

SNOWVILLE, VA., April 10, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: I see that manyare asking promisers to send on their five's at once, so we send ours,
knowing that go or stay we shall receive from thee
double its worth. And should thee wear one of those
Wilsonias during thy trip thee will be sure to come
home safely, so no more fears need be entertained
on that score by the timid who hesitate to risk their
deity out in to the "wide, wide world."
And as to the paper, I pledge myself to send $5.00
a year to its treasury as long as thee is absent,
unless thee departs into the great unknown. And I
am sure every one of those who say "Go," will
agree to do likewise, for I am certain if I can do
this they also will be able to. Thine earnestly and
hopefully,
E. D. SLENKER.

NoRTH YAMHILL, OR., March 20,1881.
DAYTON, WASH. TER., March 28, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I shall take the liberty henceFRIEND BENNETT: You can call on me for $5 for forth to call you dear old friend. Your card and
your trip r0und the world.
Yours truly,
books came duly to hand. I am very much pleased
J. H. WILLIAMS.
with the book, "An Infidel Abroad." It is well
worth $1.50. Dear Bennett, I can't say that I will
EscANABA, MICH., April 12, 1881.
hav the "V" for you when you are ready to start on
FRIEND BENNETT: I hope you will not circumnavi- the trip round the world. I am poor; but my heart
gate, but if you do I will send you $5 before you go.
is with you; and if I keep my health I shall hav
CHAS. D. JOHNSON.
one of the books when they are out.
Yours truly,
G. W. SMITH.
MoLINE, ILL., April 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Count me as one that will giv $5
NEBRASKA CITY, NEB., April 10, 1881.
toward raising the necessary fu'1ds to send you round
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Diverse are the opinions of
the world. John Owens and Wm. Beeres will also your friends as to the advisability of your intended
giv $5 each.
Yours truly,
H. S. WooD.
circumnavigation of our planet, though by far the
larger number express themselvs in favor of the
UNION CITY, MICH., April19, 1881.
project. I am among those who are anxious to
MR. EDITOR: David Gifford, of Union City, author- hav you make the journey, and consider it a privizes me to tell you that he will contribute $5 toward ilege to contribute my mite toward making up _the
the funds for the journey round the planet. Please necessary funds. I think every person of Liberal
place his name on the list and draw on him when tendencies should proudly and joyously embrace
the money is to be collected.
Respectfully,
this opportunity and make himself or herself famous
C. S. RowLEY
by doing likewise, and thereby enable you to take
the trip and become indirectly instrumental in the
MEEKER, CoL., Aprilll, 188l. ~roducti0n of such a book as never was written beMR. EDIToR: If it is acceptable, I would like to fore, nor is likely to be again soon.
advance $5 and take a copy of your book, "The Trip We hav the assurance that we shall be amply reAround the World."
Yours fraternally,
paid for the outlay, as all that hav perused your letJAMES CARTE!t.
ters from Europe are convinced of. Th · objections
made to the tr!p are, in my judgment, not very
CoLUMBus, 0Hro, April12, 1881.
weighty as long as you are able and willing to make
DEAR MR. BENNETT: If you are fated to take the
trip round the world, I will giv my five dollars, but the observatory journey. It has been proved to our
I'd rather keep you at home. You are much more satisfaction that THE TRUTH SEEKER craft during your
worthy to send off on such a tour than the D.D.'s, thirteen months of unjust imprisonment, and later,
who belong to the devil they are ever fighting so when sojourning in Europe, has been firmly and
dauntlessly steered on the turbulent waters of Freefuriously.
Yours for tr"!lth,
MRs. LYNDOLL.
thought journalism.
Regarding the unpleasantness and dangers inciHuDSON, MICH., April18, 1881.
dental
to travel in this as well as other countries, I
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I find by your friendly letters
that many of your friends think you ought not to think they are no greater than those that are lurkmake the trip around the world, but ought to stay at ing at home in the proximity of that sneaking dehome and take care of your paper. I did not discover coyer, heartless persecutor, and base sensualist that
that the paper suffered materially by your absence prowls about seeking whom he may destroy. I hate
to Albany or Europe. At any rate it was good enough to pronounce the name of the wretch who will not
and ably conducted. And another thing to be con- minister to the wants of an aged parent, who decoys
sidered is, when will another such opportunity present men and women into wrong doing, and hire unfortuitself to get a history of the world written in the plain, nate females to prance before him in a nude state while
familiar style of D. M. Bennett, which dispenses with his sensuality feasts on their person. Any man or
the necessity of having Webster's Unabridged lying at set of men that will countenance such a monster
your side to search for the meaning of words that are are true protoJ;ypes of him that is so profligate. I
out of the reach of the common people? Also we do heard a lady lecturer at one of our churches refer to
not wish to be burdened with long accounts of great this fellow as "that good man," but I would 'like to
ovations and ostentatious shows to some great digni- hav told her that at least a few present knew him
taries for which in this country we hav no very great to be a consummate scoundrel.
Now, brother Bennett, you will please pardon me
respect. We want to hear more of the ordinary affairs
of life, of the manners, customs, and modes of living for waxing a little warm and for not being quite as
of the common people than what we had in other brief as I might b~. As you solicited the opinions
histories. And where is the person who can write it of all your friends on this rou.nd-the-world trip, I
up equal to yourself? I think he does not exist in would like to hav my little say about it, and as I
the present. century, and will not perhaps in the hav already stated that I am anxious for you to go,
next. I say, Go! You are younger, I believe, than I would say to you do not fail to visit Mount Ararat
W. H. Seward was when he went, and probably full where Noah landed with his ark, and several other
as able to stand the journey. Of leaving your do- noted places, among which is Peniel, so named. by
mestic affairs you are certainly a better judge than Jacob on the morning that succeeded the night durany of us can be. When you w&nt the $5 giv me ing which that great wrestle came off between himself and Jehovah, and in which the latter could not
notice, and it shall be forthcoming.
prevail against Jacob until he put his thigh out of
Yours respectfully,
GEo. WILLIAMS.
joint.
While you are in the country please hunt up Mrs.
MExrco, Mo., Feb. 28, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: This is the year that some old Lot and inform us what the current belief of the inwoman prophesied that the world would stop going habitants regarding her hard and useless fate is.
around, but in my judgment the prophecy has been Our Christian ladies will bear me out in this, namemisunderstood. It means that some great man is going ly, that it was the greatest piece of barbarism just
around the world. At any rate, let us as true-minded for looking around and taking a farewell look at the
Liberals hav it that way, as it sounds far more reason- doomed cities to be transformed into a pillar of salt.
able, And_by the way let us all assist in having it so by What would become of the human race for such triv-

ial offenses if all the women should meet so sad and
cr~el an end? and all for no purpose, because they hav
never ceased from that day to this in looking around
at forbidden things. When we come to look at the
affair from a common sense view, we inevitably arrive at the conclusion that it would hav been much
better if Lot had been served in the way that his
wife was, or left with the doomed in the city. A great
amount of evil, bloodshed, and carnage would hav
been avoided which afterward became necessary, attributable to Lot's incestuous relations with his
daughters, which resulted in the conception and birth
of Moab and Amnon, who, in their turn, became
fathers of large tribes. The wliole story shows poor
judgment on the part of Jove as to the selection and
preservation of the f11ture progenitors of the human
family. The story is too divinely ridiculous, and its
only redeeming feature is the improbability of its
being true.
·
Iwould like to ventilate the other stories already
referred to, but I fear I am imposing on good nature,
therefore I will come to a close, wishing you a safe
journey and that the powers that be in harmony with
your good sense, discretion, and far-sight.edness keep
and preserve you (not in salt, however), and restore
you in due tixp.e to your friends fraught with knowledge suited to disinthrall the fettered minds of mankind for centuries to come. Do not forget to put me
down for $5, and if need be a couple more.
One thing more I would say to you, respected sir
namely, that I admire no man more than you, and
that I like your paper, to which I hav been a subscriber since its incipiency in Paris, Ill.
If you hav not laid out your plan of travel, could
I not hope to meet you, either when going or returning from the West, at Omaha, on the U. P. R. R.?
The latter place is only fifty miles from here, and
that distance I will go to see and shake hands with
you.
Yours,
HENRy SCHMITZ.
[If we make that circuit of the globe we will return home from Japan to San Francisco, returning
thence to this city, and will take pleasure in calling
npon such friends as we can see conveniently. There
are thousands in the far West whom we would be
very glad to take by the hand.-En. T. S.]
SAGINAW CITY, MICH., April 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I am too poor to help keep the "wolf
away" and -;ustain THE TRUTH SEEKER as its 'merits
demand. Judging by the friendly letters, there are
many in like circumstances. I hav nothing to promis
for round-the-world trip, but I will pay for the
paper as long as I can get the money, If you stay
at home, .and get in a pinch for a little money, I will
use exertiOn enough to pay for one more extra copy
· It is very evident that there are many who do not
realize the amount of money you need to make the
paper just what they would like to hav it. Please to
continue my son's paper (W. L. P. Elmer) one year
Find inclosed $6. If it is not sufficient to pay f~r
one year's subscription and the five volumes ot
Truth Seeker Tracts let me know and I will remit
the balance.
If you could make it convenient to travel in our
own country and giv us a knowledge of all that pertains to it, I should consider it of much more value
than a history of all the world beside. I express my
true convictions. Pardon my ignorance.
Your friend,
W. G. ELMER.
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., Feb. 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $10 in pap
money-the amount of subscription and renewals :r
per inclosed list.
s
I hav just written a sort of advertisment for
partner in love and labgr in the shape of a letter ta
E. H. ~eywood, 'which I ~ope .to see printed in th~
Word, If he does not consider It a little too errati
or, i~ other words, a little too crazy. But as far :~
crazmess goes, THE TRUTH SEEKER is not without it
share, if I may ~udge by some of the expressions 0~
the ultra Matenalists. They are just as certain a d
bigoted in their certainty that they hav got t~
whole truth as the Presbyterians are. The 0 e
will ignore facts and human testimony and ph~e
nomena of to-day, just as bigotedly as the otherThe one will say in explanation of phenomena it i~
the doings of the devil, the other calls it trickery
and ha~lucination. Substantially they mean: "You
are. a bigger fool ~han I, or than Thompson's colt,
which swam a nver. to get a drink. Your eyea
are not as keen as mme; your ears are deaf to wha.t
mine are. not," and so on to the end of the chapter.
These mmds occupy the one extreme of a balance
the bigots of th~ Christian school the other, each
equally at a distance from a solid foundation. I
do not. sp~ak ~hus only ·as to the matter of fact, for
th~ prmCiple mvolved .holds good in almost everythmg. that has to do With human b&ings, Extremes
are hmted at, I cannot see wherein is the sense or
adva~tage to truth, to act other than as an unbiased Jur!man as to alle~ed facts and testimony upon
any subJeCt, not excludmg the continued life problem. Why should w~ be everlastingly hunting up
ev~ry ~xcus~ and evaswn merely to gratify a preconceived Idea m the very face of what is declared to
be as palpable as the noonday sun ?
Is not th.is .a new development of idiocy? Of what
advantage Is It to shut one's eyes and declare "ther
is no light, all is darkness ?" And yet this is jus~
what so many are doing, It is a fight wlth them to
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among the Liberals of Illinois. I hope to be able
OxFORD, April17, 1881.
repel any invasion of their pet bigotry. No matter
to close my summer trip with a rousing camp-meetFRIEND
BENNETT
:
I
hav
read
so
much
about
your
what the testimony, who the testifiers, it accounts
ing on my return to the northern part of the state
for nothing but weakness. Everything must be as trip round the world that I dreamt I took the trip this fall. I hope you will be able to meet with your
with
you,
and
as
we
were
jogging
along
around
this
nothing that they may remain uudisturbed in their
Western friends there also. I believe you can do a
strong hold of bigoted Liberalism. Can there be little globe we came to a place called hell. Here we great deal more good to the Liberal cause in this
the least wisdom in such an attitude ? Why not stopped to take a look through, and as we were pass- way than by making a trip round ihe world. What
say, How unaccountable, how at variance with ~ll ing through I saw a man rolling a huge rough stone care hav the Liberals of the United States for the
my experience I As an honest truth seeker, I Will up the side of a mountain. He was doomed to roll old, dilapidated ruins of Judea, or the wild Arabs of
not giv the lie or in any way assume my superiority it to the mountain top. He was about half way up Egypt and Palestine? We hav larger rivers and
of intellectual acumen and comprehensivness, and I but an unlucl{y slip of his foot brought him to the grander scenery in the United States than in Europe,
will never deny what is asserted on evidence that foot of the mountain again, and as he was toiling Asia, and Africa combined. And what is of more
would hang a man, but I will even wait for years on away at the rough stone I heard. him sigh out these account than anything else, the friends and patrons
the impartial "anxious seat" for the unfoldment of lines:
of THE TRUTH SEEKER want to see the man who has
"Up this steep place I'm doomed to roll
a new discovery.
stood up so bravely and battled so faithfully for the
This huge, rough, sabulous stone;
A case in point is that of my own,. viz.: In June,
cause of universal mental liberty.
Will mercy never find me here ?
1877, I occupied the front parlor on the upper floor
I toil and toil alone."
In closing, let me say to those willing to help the
·of 327 O'Farrell street, this city. Seating myself at
cause, or become members of the Illinois State
Then Pluto, in a thundering voice
the breakfast table, my landlady, who, by the way, is
League, II).Y post-office address will be Springfield,
That shook the mountain top,
and was a public medium, addressed me thus, "What
Illinois, from this time until after the holding of the
Replied,
"
0
man,
you
did
rebel,
is that upon your wrist?" alluding to something on
convention for the organization of the state League.
Now tolland never stop."
the back of my right hand wrist, to which I reI am very much in need of a little help in carrying
plied, "I guess my cuff. has marked it," having been
I asked friend Bennett if that stone roller was not on this work. I hope that every one who can will
to a social dance the night before. To this she re- old Hayes. He said it was, and that he had to roll join with me in making the Liberal League moveplied, "I guess your cuff hasn't done it. I see a that stone to the top of the mountain for not par- ment a success in the state of Illinois.
hand pointing to it." At this I then took the first doning him out of prison. As we passed on I saw
Yours for universal mental liberty,
square look, and lo and behold the letters ANNIE a man fastened to a wheel that was perpetually turnF. F. FOLLET.
ot this kind and in the order written were plainly to ing round. The little devils would throw down
be seen. These letters remained not less than forty- stumbling-blocks and laugh to see him jerked with.
NEw HAVEN, CoNN., March 29, 1881.
eight hours, and I hav two living witnesses in this rapidity over them. This man was Anthony ComMR. EmTo11.: I hav been a subscriber of your paper
city as to their reality. I know this to be the name stock, that infernal scoundrel. From this we passed nearly four years and like it very much and can't
of an only living sister, a resident of Barnsley, York- to the river Phlegethon, the water of which is suffi- do without it and I want it as long as I liv. I read
shire, England, and I hav the evidence of my uncle, ciently hot to boil potatoes. In this river was old it, and then let a friend read it, then send it out
with whom I hold correspondence, that this same Judge Benedict and the twelve jurymen flopping and West to California in hopes to bring subscribers.
sister was taken sick, as near as I could judge from floundering about crying,
You will hear from me again.
his reply, at or about the time of the occurrence of
Yours with respect,
PETER B. SPANG.
"Deep
damnation
dark
as
hell,
this phenomenon, and died probably within six or
Infernal devils here do dwell;
eight months afterward. I cannot speak exactly, as
Old Pluto roasting damned souls
FRANKFORD, PA,, April 20, 1881.
my first letter to England received no reply, and my
In flames of fire on burning coals."
FRIEND BENNETT; Having a little time to write, I
second was replied to, as it seemed to me, evasivly.
think I ought to renew my subscription to your most
Previous to this personal experience, classing and And just as the last word died away I awoke and welcome paper, for I find the more I read THE TRUTH
identifying myself with Spiritualists for twenty-five found that I had been dreaming, for my friend Ben- SEEKER the more I crave the food, for it is great fot d
years, I did not believe, that is, I did not know that nett was not with me, and I was still in Ohio.
for the mind; it is like old wine-it improves with
Now, if you go round the world, count me in.
this blood lettering was a truth, and I do not ask
age. I like it very much in its new dress, and hope
Yours forever,
THos. H. DoDGE.
anyone to believe or claim to know it to be a fact
it will still improve. I would like to be able to say,
on the testimony I herewith present, but do expect
Put me down for $5 for your trip round the world,
HARMONY,
N.
Y.,
April
17,
1881.
fair-minded Liberals to place it in the storehouse of
but I don't feel prepared to do it just now. If yo11
MR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
find
one
dollar,
which
apply
possibilltit·s, reflecting; and never forgetting to reshould go, I am in hopes that I may be able to secure
on
my
subscription
to
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
flect that "what we don't know would make a very
a copy of your travels when they come from the
I
would
like
to
ask
you
a
question,
which
please
big book."
press. I wish you and your partner in life a long
answer
through
the
columns
of
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER.
In the twenty-five years of the forty I hav lived,
and happy journey together while you liv.
Is
the
Bible
copyrighted
in
England?
I hav seen in abundance things equally remarkable,
CHARLES BoRIE.
Does
the
American
Bible
Society
pay
a
royalty
to
but nothing which confronted me was so positivly
the
English
Society
for
the
privilege
of
publishing
unaccountable except on the theory of continued life.
SALEM, KAN., March 20, 1881..
them in America?
DR. GEORGE HARDCASTLE.
MR. EDITOR: We hav, as you know, been in arrears
I hav seen' it stated somewhere that was the case,
but the faithful here deny it. Please answer and for some time, but knowing your good honest InfiMAUSTON, Wis., April 18, 1881.
del disposition, thought you would not be angry with
oblige a .subscriber.
ELI LooMIS.
M:a.. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find money
us.
[There is no copyright on the Bible. There is nq You mu t know that we liv in grasshopper-ridden,
order for $24.50, to be applied as st::-.ted. W. F.
copyright
in
this
country
on
any
book
published
in
Jamieson closed his twentieth lecture here yesterday
drouth-stri (; ~cen Kansas. Times are really hard with
afternoon, winding up with his famous lecture on Europe. Copyrights on American books last but us, yet we io not think it hardly possible to quit
"Gossips," to the delight of all present. We had a thirty years.-ED. T. !=).]
our noble f :iend THE TRUTH SEEKER.
good house, too, considering the bad roads. He kept
I hav rc1l of Ingersoll in Delaware, and really I .
GREENVILLE,
ILL.,
April
18,
1881.
us in roars of laughter. We Maustonians can recomam sorry to feel so little sympathy for a brother
BRo. BENNETT: I hav been much interested in the Liberal. My mind is at once called back to the
mend Mr. Jamieson to aU who wish to engage him.
You hav only to hear him once, and you can't fail controversy that is being car.ried on in THE TRUTH evening I read the proceedings of the Chicago Conto like him, for he's a regular music-box to all who SEEKER.
vention. Said I, "Don't Ingersoll know that there
hav a relish for truth. But he is a terror to the 'As to the advisability of your trip around the are thousands who would be just as anxious to punblind leaders of the blind; I mean, in logical argu- world, after careful consideration, I most cordially ish him for his profanity as he would be to punish
ment; we hav no (l.ipper-necked gentlemen here that join the stay-at-homes. I believe you can do more some one for so-called obscenity?" I say that obdare to approach him. As short articles is your good for the Liberal cause during the coming year scenity cannot be properly defined ; profanity can.
by remaining in the United States than you can by
To a firm believer in God, heaven, and hell, a
.motto, I will close. Respectfully,
WM. HoLGATE.
going around the world. I am aware that you are a more tender cord cannot be touched than would be
much larger man than I am, both physically and by taking the name of their idol in vain.
BooNTON, N.J., April18, 1881.
mentally; b'ut when you attempt to spread yourself
I think that about three months' imprisonment
.FRIEND BENNETT: I believe you propose making a out all around this planet, you will find that you are
<Circuit of the globe. Now do you think it prudent becoming a little thin. I hav been trying the experi- and a good heavy fine would teach brother Robert
to enter into an undertaking like that-a voyage so ment on one state for over eight months; and that we must strike at the very root of the evil belhazardo~s that you may never return ? Then what although I hav tried to visit all of the Liberals I fore any lasting good can be accomplished.
Noble Wakeman I how bravely he defended the
:should we do without a pioneer to guide us on to could find on my route, I hav only been able to
good
cause all thr·ough the darkest hours! In the
Victory? Well, I know. you hav braved the tempest, make one streak-a little over a thousand miles.
and may outride the storm; so if you think it will I hav traveled in a zigzag route from the north line language of the Christian I would say, "God bless"
promote our cause and benefit your own health, g;o, of the state to as far south as Murphysboro, and as such men as Wakeman, Leland, Rawson, Wright,
Bennett. and a host of others just as deserving. I
Bro. Bennett, and draw on me for five dollars.
far on my return trip north as this place. I hav had only wish we were financially situated so we might
Fraternally yours,
PHILIP WoOTTEN.
some hard pulls over muddy roads and met with do more to aid the Liberal cause which we so much
some trying experiences, yet I hav met with many love.
BuNKER HILL, ILL., Aprill9, 1881.
warm friends to our cause, organized some Liberal
We hav just received a copy of the Physiologist,
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I would not raise my voice in Leagues, and sown a blue streak of Liberal litera- and for its class of reading it certainly cann0t be exregard to your trip around the globe, as I know that ture on my route. No, Bro. Bennett, don't try to celled.
I am in the minority; but as you wish to hav the make a trip round the world this summer, but stay
Now with best wishes for all the dear readers of
views of your admirers, and I am one of them, I in the United States and travel all you can here. THE T~UTH SEEKER, the kind and able editor of the
will say that I am decidedly opposed. to it. Firstly, Attend Liberal meetings and write up the movement same and also his better half, I remain
there is danger for your journal. Though I fully here at home. Here is where the great battle for
Y~urs, the friend of liberty and truth,
.appreciate the great merits of Mr. Macdonald, I think mental liberty is being fought, and every soldier is
MARY E. B. WILSON.
·there is for THE TRUTH SEEKER only one Bennett. needed at his post. And how can we spare a com;Secondly, I see the coming irrepressible conflict be- manding general whose fighting qualities hav been
DALLAS, TEx., April 6, 1881.
··tween truth and superstition, and certainly we want tried as yours hav been? I hope every one who has
MR. EDITOR: Col. Stone, president of the Dallas
·.then all powers standing closely together, and you sent, or who has promised to send, you money for Liberal League, an outspoken Materialist, was elect•
;as general at the helm. I see how jubilant our ene- the trip round the world will reconsider their action ed mayor of this city yesterday on the Republican
.mies will be when you are far off in the East, and and drop you a postal card telling you to remain in ticket over J. J. Good, the Democratic mayor and
\We know not even where to reach you and hear your the United States and visit as many of the states as candidate for re-election. Liberals are rejoicing over
:advice. No, sir. As much as I wish you such a you can, and write a work entitled, "An Infidel at this great victory. Honest ~en of all parties helped
Jrecreation as the intended one-for you deserved it Home."
us to defeat the moss-backed hypocrits. Dallas is
ten times for your stand in the good cause-! wish
I am preparing to hold a convention in Farmer fifty years ahead of the South generally. Liberty
you to stay home.
_
City, Dewitt county, Illinois, on the 11th and 12th and light are spreading.
ALLEN JoHNsoN.
I see the five dollars are coming to the surface of June to perfect the organization of the State Libnow very liberally; but I think if this money were eral League of Illinois, the charter for which I reMRs. AMELIA H. CoLBY and Mrs. Olive K. Smith
applied for the benefit of TilE TRUTH SEEKER it would ceived on my arrival here. I hav now the names of
do very much good; and if that should be the case, ·twenty-two charter members, and I hope to get at will remain in Buffalo, delivering lectures on Sun'Which I hardly expect, then please put me down for least three times as many more before the time of days, through the month of May, ank not June as
five dollars too.
Fraternally yours,
meeting. I should, above all things, be pleased to stated in our last. In June they expect to visit this
HENRY GILDEMEISTER.
meet you there, and I believe this to be the feeling city and Boston.
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Beautiful Hands.
BY MRS. H. L. BUCKNER.

Beautiful hands I not soft and white,
Not gloved and hid from the blessed light;
On the :fingers small no diamonds shine,
No rubies gleam, fl'Om the distant mine;
No reachings forth to the gaping crowd
,\s the welkin rings with greetings loud;
No gestures wild, no claspings tight,
In the din and strife for woman's right;
No scepter grasped 'mid golden sheen,
With the royal grasp of a royal queen,
But stained ana marked by labor hard,
Yet subjects fit for the highest bard.
Beautiful bands I
Beautiful hands I for duty strong
In the sternest tHsks, however long;
Tbe willing hands of the gentle bride
Take up life's work with an honest pride.
Create new charms or garner wealth
l<'orthe happy borne of peace and health.
Whene'er the hue band tarries long ·
In the marts of trade or amict the throng,
The beautiful hands for him prepare
The things that make for his tender care;
And when be returns the wife to greet
The earnest hands giv welcome sweet.
Beautiful bands I
Beautiful hands ! in kindly deeds
J<'ortbepoor man's child or the widow's need's
They are ever ready, and true, and just
To divide the loaf in quiet trust;
And without a thought of reward or fame
Tiley freely giv in humanity's name;
They bear for the thirsty lips to sup
'The crystal draught in the humble cup;
Yes, more than this, with a broader eare
Over those who are caught in passion's snare
They would throw that beautiful mantle round
Which tinkles not with an empty sound.
Beautiful hands I
Beautiful hancts I the girls and boys
Are eve!' eager for childhood's toys,
And the diligent hands are seldom still,
But toil with a mother's cheerful will
To form the kite or dress the doll,
To gladden the heart of each and all.
The years go by and the sons are grown,
One goes away to the distant town;
In the sultry days he sickens and dies;
No mother was there to close his eyes.
They bear the corpse to the old home place,
Her hands are touching the dear dead face.
Beautiful hands !
Beautiful hands I I feel them now
As in other years they pressed my brow,
When the fever burnt and the hot blood sped
As I tried to raise my aching head;
I feel the sweetly soothing palm
.As it sought the fiery rage to calm;
And when again I was strong and well
Those gentle hands on my head would dwell,
.As a voice would speak of a countless gain
Oft coming turo' sorl'ow and strlfe and pain,
Of a straighter path up life's mountain side,
To snulit slopes where our view grows wide.
Beautiful hands I
Beautiful hands I forever at rest,
Now crossed on the cold and pulseless breast;
Their humblest deed has been" well done I"
What grander praise hav the grandest won?
Grief sits enthroned by the desolate hearth,
And shadows lengthen o'er life's rough path.
The generous hands are forever closed,
From deeds of love they hav now reposed.
The beautiful ban cis hav ceased to guide,
The "bairns" are scattered far and wide.
But often from dreams in stranger lands
I wake to the touch 6f my mother's hands.
Beautiful hands I

The Devil's Shirt.
BY J. K. P. BAKER.

In fair Italia 's sunny clime
It happened once upon a time,

.A peasant, digging in the soil,
Found something to reward his toil.
It seemed to be a linen shirt,
Entire, but somewhat stained with dirt.
The peasant bore it to his house
.And gave it io his frugal spouse,
Who, when she found her labor vain
To cleanse it from its earthy stain,
Used it awhile to mop her floor,
Then cast it on the dust-heap near the door.
.Around this heap from day to day
The village urchins came to play;
And here the shirt was found by one,
The pions village baker's son.
He took it to his father's shop
And used it as an oven mop
Till, overcharged with coal and dirt.
He thought to burn this ancient shirt.
But when he threw his oven wide,
His mop unharmed but cleansed he spied.
The fagots were to ashes turned,
But of that shirt was nothing burned.
.A horror freezes every vein,
.A terror blazes in his brain;
He dares not move nor yet remain.
Fear fetters him as with a chain;
He fears to look, yet dares not wink
Or close his staring eyes to think.
At last, as from a nightmare woke,
Screaming into the street he broke.
"Hav mercy on me, San Guiseppe I"
He prayed at every frantic step,
Nor paused till in the priestly ear
He poured the burden of his fear.

" Come, exorcise this demon dire,

..

Whose very shirt withstands my fire."
Incredulous, the father bears
The story of the baker's fears;
But when be to the oven came,
And tried to burn the shirt w1th !lame,
He told the villagers around
The baker's words were truthful found,
And something must be quickly done
To exorcise the Evil One.
So all the priests from neighboring towns,
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Socialism and Utllltar1ani~m .

.Assembled in their sacred gowns.
They chanted many holy songs,
Drawing the shirt out with the tongs,
Then cast it on a pile of dung,
.As their anathemas were sung.
Then next the oven they baptized;
Thus was the devil exorcised.
.A druggist lived in the next town
Who could not take this nonsense down.
He w.ent, he saw, he took the shirt,
He cleansed it from its recent dirt.
He gave it to a learned friend,
Who found its wondrous thread horn-blende.
.And now in Naples may be seen
This Devil's Shirt of asbestine.

BY JOHN STUART MILL.
Prioe, $1.50.

For sale by D.l\I. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N. Y. city.

A Modern Symposium.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
." Some Mistakes of Mose11."
This volume Is printed on toned paper,>ln clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In mn.sl!n, conta1nlng 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal points that 1\Ir. Inge r
soli has made ¥ba!nst the Pentateuch In all his lectures on

}~.':.~':tu~"ectincorr"eg~~fl~~t~W~t ,~W:~~~~ ~~rJegf;~tig.~s~~
~~~d~~~u~,tg~';;:,i't~~ft~~t~:ne~~~e~h'.i~o':,~bj~:t al:J::f.

The book Is unanswerable In fta facta and !ogle, Inimitable
In Ita style, and ftlled with wit, satire, elOquence, and
pathos.
The Soul and a Future Life and The Influence upon
1\Iomllty of a Decline of Rellglous Belief by the nblast
Engl!oll writers, !nclndln~t Prof. Huxley, Frederic Hnrr!- "The Gods and OUter Lectures."
SUBJECTS:

rison, Lord Sclborne. Prof. Clifford, and p.evernl others.

Price, $1.25.

The Dead Moon.

For sale ~~~~~~it~~~~e~;)'f.'Y. city.

CoNTENTS.- 11 The Gods," 11 Humboldt," "Thomas
Paine," u Individuality," 11 Heretics and Heresies/' Price,

cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

The moon is in a atate of decrepitude-a dead world.p,·octor.
The moon is dead, defunct, played out;
So says very learned doct01·;
She looketh well, beyond a doubt;
Perhaps she's in a trance, dear Proctor.

a

At any rn.te, she's most entrancing

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEYTHINK 4-.ND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Introchwtion by R. G. Ingersoll.

"'The Gllosts and Other Lectures."
CoNTRNTA.-1• The Ghosts," 11 Liberty of Man, Woma.n,
and Child," u Declaration of Independence,"
"Farming in
IlHnois," u Speech at Cincinnati," 11 The Past !Uses Be~
fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; pa.p6r, 50

ce~~%i, volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.

W!tb Eight Portraits: Comlj,te, Swedenborg, Jeremy

]<'or one of such decrepit age;
And on her radiant beauties glancing
She charms the eye of youth unci sage.

~;g~~f.E~g:tmH~~~~~i.Paine, "om·ier, Herbel"t Spencer,

"What Must We Do to be Saved f"

Price, $1.50.

];'or sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 h!gbth street, N.Y. city.
A WEEK '12adayat borne eas!ly made. oOstir
outfit free. True & (Jo., .Augusta. Maine.

.And so the man upon her's perished I ,,
He lived in doleful isolation;
Poor wretch I No wife his bosom cherished,
No children squalled his consolation.

.:>·- 2
..., 1

Yet she's adored by all the gypsies,
Whose lovers sigh beneath her beams;
She aids the steps of staggering tipsies,
And silvers o'er romantic streams.

Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet fonn; shows
how Chronic DlsellSes can be positively cured by an original system of practice. It contnlns valuable and sug-

FREE BOOK FOR THE Slt::K.
0

~~~:n ~~;,';fly 1; ~u"b'i~~t."6~;i~~s cgfg~ci;t\~ dt~e':,ll,f~!t i.~B

be sent by mall to any one sending tbelr address and a
three-cent stamiS.g'RIJ.tl.io'\&fif'~M~'tisHING CO.,
159 Eaet 28th st., New York

And once she caught Endymion sleeping,
And stooped to kiss him in a grove,
Upon him very slyly creeping;
He was her first and only love.

SEND TWO DOLLARS ~~~AJ~~p&~
The American Cyclopedia

But that's a very ancient story,
.And was a youtllful indiscretion,
When she was in her primal glory,
Ere scandal schools had held a session.

APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 850 pages. (6 1-2 x
9 7-8 tnches.) Publisher's price, $5, $6, and $7. Our
price, prepaid, $2.
ASA K. BUTTS,

Dear, darling moon! I dote upon her;
I watch her nightly in the sky;
But oh I upon my WOi'd of honor,
I'd rather she were dead than II

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark 1\I!lle.
Cabinet size, price._ $2.50. Neatly faoked and~ boxed
ready for shipment. J>Very admirer o this great .Apostle
of Liberty should bav at lellBt one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF 1\IR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, tbe celebrated artist of New York, at the tO!·
lowing prices:

~~Et~~~~ g:;:IJ:es1ze

a

..

•

a

a

a

.. _

..

..

1£ ce~u

Llfe-s!ze Lithograph, 21x27
Postage paid.

• - - 50
D.ll!. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yorl!:.
d1> 66 .A WEEK In your own town. Tenns and $5 outllt
<1P
free. H. Hallett & Co~ Portland, Me.

CONSULT

13 Dey st., New York.
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YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

-Cincinnati Gazette.

A BOOK FOR THE

t::orrespondence \\'an!ed.
Liberal young .ladles, Pt>rt!cularly those allied

to

Friends, who would like to cot"l'e!:!pond:with a young pro.
fe~siona.l man of good moral character holding ratwna.l!st'lc views may address
R.I.DICAL FR!E~D.

2tl8

This office.

mathematic phonography, music, bookkeeping, German.
etc. Address
TEACHER, careT. S. office.

BEAUTIFUL
OF

t::ol. R. G.

Correspondo.•nce.
.A lady wishes to correspond w!tb m!ddle-allfd unmar-

~i~KE~e~~~g::g~w~~n~~~~s~uppo~~r1N~EL~E:RUTH
Tills office.

Correspondence
Correspondence Is solicited with middle-aged, femne-

sole, heterodox ladies having at least a. small capital and
business tact.
BONA FIDE,

Ashland Center, Newaygo Co., M!cb.
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BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.
Price, $1.50.
Address
D. M. BENNETT, 141Eiglltllstreet,N. Y.

Situation \Vanted.
.A competent Atheist lady teacher w!ll g!v $100 cash for
a reliable posit.ion in a reliable school. English bnt.nchcs,

4t15

Moral t::ulture and Reli~lous En·
ll;btenment of Youtll.

D. M. Bennett
and Others •

In~ersoll,

Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Photographs, on Convex Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as Durable.
n~~~~t ~~i3~~egsn~fea&~~1~1J~~ ~~at ~gf;,n;r ~rg;~ss ~:r~

sons sending their owb or triend"s photogl'aphs, with lock
or color of nair, eyes, etc., or those ordering lngersoli's or
Bennett's, can hav them painted at the low price (to intro~
A man and wife who will do work in the house and out duce tllem) of, lmperial size, $2; card, $1.50. Beautiful
of doors for half the proceed5 of a. farm of ~ acres, frames, each 50 cent.s.
with large orchard. No tubo.cco or intoxicating drinks
All sent by mall. Address this o!llce.
will be permitted to be used in any form. Two iu tlle
~~~~J{.la~~evi~~r;:. andA~od~~:sM.b~~KfJ,f',ettled pl~ce,

Wanted immediately.
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Care of TRUTH SEEKER Offi9e.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

'rhe Q!larterly

Advance and

R~eview.

Medical Common Sense.

Devoted to the lntere•ts Of Modern Spiritualism.
A large 8-page Journal, issued on the first day of June,
September, December, and .March.

Subscription price, 25 cents per year. 5 copies, $1.00.
Sample Copies Free.
Select advertlsments inserted at 25 cents per line. Circulatioll, 25,000 .
As "Advance and ReV"iew" will circulate in every

~~':f~lsi~-;~e~~gmc ~~'i,.;~gu,Yd~ 1 tb~e8 ~~i~ris~~Jt~f~~r
1

to prove tbe trutll of the assertion,
JAMES A. BLISS, Editor and Publ!sber,
713 Sansom street, Pb!ladelpbla, Pa.
Qi!l; to <il>20 PER DAY at home. Samples worth ~
opv
<IP
free. Stinson & Co., Portiand,ll!e.

Pyschometry, ·,.,r Soul-Reading.
Mrs. C. H. Decker. 205 E•st SGtll street, New York, g!vs

Psychometric delineations of character, constitution, capac1ties, etc. Terms for personal interviews, $1.00 pel

hour. Written descriptions. $1.00 per page.
The satisfaction given by ber readings may be Inferred

from the following unsolicited testimonials:
" We take pleasure in commending to the public regard
and confidence the very re rnarka.ble Psychometric Read~
ings of our esteemed friend, Mrs. C. H.l)ecker, which we
~~~}~Yr~e~sd~jt~~fc~}~~~~~r very great co1·rectness, delicacy,

ing a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
850 pages.
Prioe, $1.50

:: y~:,sR~~~~~iki/J:~il:~e;~aent Brooklyn ~~~~lffn~~~!o:

"Antichrist:"

"One of the most accurate Psychometrists we ha.v ever
encountered."- Banner of Light.

Proving conclusivlythat

THE STORY

Ruptures Cured
By My Medical t::ompound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30 Days.
Rel!able references given. Send stamp for circular,
Say In what rJ'ueie~~u saw ~~~~~~~:rJ!~'lJ&'riiNGS,
3m15
Smltllv!lle, Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

.A.n Egg :She LaJs, thtJn Cackles

OF JESUS CHRIST,

His Birtll, Life, Trial, Execu·
n, etc., Is mytll.
Price, $2.00,

lFor sale at tills office

MACHINERY.

in PraiRfl.
Blakeman's Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or
Egg-developing Recipe, w!ll be se,.t to any address for $1.
orti;;~:~-~~c~~~~~~e~:de~.el~JS:~~S opaque envelope,

'I' he Bible of Bibles;

·
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
OR,
Circleville, 0.
[N. B.-Biakeman Is an old school-day friend of ours, and TWENTY-SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS.
perfectly rellaole.-Eo. T. /0.]
By KERSEY GRAVES .
Containing a description of twenty-seven Bibles and an

What 50 Cents Will Do!

50~a~~;~ct2r~~~~No~m~ ~~~T~a~~~eb~~y;~eKi
EvoLUTION, MAN,

and THE

SOJENTIFIC MAN.

.A. K. BUTTS,18 Dey st., New York.

v:E

Prepaid

by
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JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMM~DAhiSM

Exam£ned H-istor£cally and Orit:ically.
It is thought to be the

Most Dama~lng Exlllbit of t::hrls·
tianity tllat has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Prioe, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
'l'reatln~

BIBLE.

upon the Gods of tile Se·
mltic Nations, lncludiu~ Allall,
JeJaovah, ~atan,. tile Doll'
Ghost, Jesus Uhrhu, the
Vir~in Mar)', and
the Bible.

~J;o~~~~~~t~!rr~iot~l,oa.u:~n~~~~~Fivei~~~.s ~~:gt:~~Tinhei::

To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing that book

Cbrlstlan Bible, and an examination of tbe!r Doctrlns.
Cloth, large 12mo., 440 pp. Price, f2, ·
For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

8881arge pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; olotb, fl.OO,

tion of the characters of tfw principal personages of the be a very lnrerlor production tor a llret..class tlod.

BY D. M. BENNETT:

c.
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Therefore Take Medicin and Die,
or Wear the " Wilsonia " Garments and Ltv.
Medical Electrician, Inventor of the ·" Wilsonta," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, .\.uthor of "The Trial ot Mcd·
.·I cine," "The Lan;ual{e of Disease," "Med·
ical Fallacies," etc., etc.
4.66 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN", NEW YORK.

May be Consulted IJaily from 10 A.M. to 8 P.M., Free of Oharge.

Consulting Physician, J A. COB ·p. VAN HORNE, M.D.
Invalids. The J'tlost Marvelous Invention in the World.

Important

SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM·
MlNE:ST DEATH
DEAR Sm: Some two weeks since 1 read in the Brooklyn
LIVlNG WITNESSES •
News a reporter's item noting a remarkable result from an
The followinfr·words of commendation and a&peal from application of your "WILSO~ lA" garments in the casea
of suppressed scarlet fever. Havmg known of a case
1
~f*¥£Sb~~~nJAwJ~i~¥J~\r{b~~~~e~~u~fvg ;g:r~f!~a where a. young man threutened with pneumonia was rea.lJy
61
special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
most complicated forms of disease, some. or all of them, r~~=~n~~g~%tlo-r ~:J ~g~f~~~ ~t~~~ga.~~~ra~~~sn;b)~~~~
beyond tbe reach of mu.terla. medlca, u.s acknowledged by with it ordinarily, I was curtous to trace this fever ca~e
and see if any allowance must be made for the reporter's
The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old grandr::~~~~~~~s~:~ng~~~~eS~~~ri!:i~sp~?vTI~~~~ :g~~u~gfn~ fancy.
daughter of Mr. David Colller, on Columbia street, and I
curing, or killing:
called upon him regarding it. He aa.id the reporter's item
was
substantially
correct. He said his faml'ly physician,
~URACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA·
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist. acted as every bumanc
BRooKLYN, N.Y., March 11, IA81.
Some time during the month of September, 1880.1 was K~Y;{~!~~ ~g~ap~fe~t ~~YJ~~i~~d~~P.~~ ~~t~~{;~}:s;~fe
induced, through the representations of :Mr.Wilson,inven0
tor and proprietor of the u WILSONIA," to apply the· b:;:C:~nt~~~51~ !~t bfnt~;f~~~~tth~iat~e~~~~~i{~ 1&i:
goods to my father, 63 years of age, who was suffering from fier extemporized a nerve and.lung invigorator from two
belts which he took o:fi his own pen;on, and applied
E!~i!r;~e~~i~~~ itf~it ri~~e~~is~~~~~~~~ g:~y;~rs·~~~ leg
them as beat he could upon hls dying gr-.t.nddaugbter. In

THE "WILSONIA" MAGN.ETIC CLOTHING
IS THE DESPAIR OFNOS'cytUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~~~g:a;~~W~ ~ne!f!~:ft ~g ~~rfa1h~~~iScE~iie~~~~~~~ :~~~~;';i~dhg:;~sxf:~fnt~: ~~~~l~~£~~~~~fecf~h~ti Z~~tY!
York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with tne, perspiration had come on, and warmly congratulated the
and friends on the result. I found in this case, as I
The steam engln and electric telegraph are as nothing compared With the wonder-working nature of the ~~~~~~:v~i-~~:~r~ ~r~6~~~~:tt~ ~Vhf~fi~\~:a~~rligg r:ig family
should find, doubtless. in every other, a delicacy of feeling
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded,
after a very trying ordeal in reaching my residence-whicb
to gain necessitated the use of ca1T1agea, steamboats, and
cars. During the journey my father said he was positiv
he could not reach Brooklyn alive-which to me was a
double source of anxiety.
_

WILSONlA." Under ltslnfiuence disease can hav no place In our nature.

in the family, touching their famUy physician; a reluctance to say mucbLin special praise of a remedy that was
not administered or recommended by the doctor. 1 was
satisfied, however, that those most interested considered

'!'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
~~ii~~~~~iri ~in t~~~~~-1;iE~ie:;r~~ d~;t ~P~~et~e~~:
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
vlctlon tllat duty to the great public demands that this
1nT~~e s~fWrL~6Ji~:,.ourd'~a:.1~Y {,~th~~;.~· ~~o~1~ acknowledgTI?ent
be publicly given.
·
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
1
of knowing what .Ur Moffat himself would say
~~~fl~ehn ~~ 8 !~~b~r~n&~u~~ ~;n~~IT ~~J !~t;i~~~~~o% ofDesirous
the case, I visited llis residence and had a prolonged inFever cannot be where the "WILSONIA " is worn.
without any assistance whatever. He continued to gain, terview .. Amongot)?.er things be said: "The patient was in
and on the ninth day returned home, using only cars aud a precariOus conditiOn. We could not bring un diaphore~
After being away from here about two sis, but a gentle perspiration set in after the goods had
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by. the boats to get there.
8
1
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet::J~~~1;i"r0etit~ic~rJn~eh~~8w~aikk~~~r~~?it~~~ t~n;~~ ; ter
gradually as long. as they were on her." Very naturally
thousand.
miles In a day, just to test his ability. He had also suffered be put in some savmg clauses for the reputation and digCITIZENS OF AMERICA !
from hernia for the past twenty years, and just prior to his
6

~~t{cg;~~~5~~~1ie :; ~~~f~ ;~~( t~e s~~i~h: ns~£~ r~~~l~;
in repeated cases before be could declare in its tavor unre ..
aervedly." It occurred to m.e, Mr. 'VIL:::;o.N, wlten he re~
marke<1 about such a wonder.tul result, that" there wa::1 no
phenomenal change," he paid about as high compliment to
the "WILSONIA" system as could well oe given, and believing, yes, knowing a.s well as I do that mothers and
nurses everywhere s~ould be made acquainted with the
INVALIDS OF AMERICA!
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
fact that In the" WIL~O.NIA" .MAGNKl'lC GAHMl!.N'!'S
Nota Bene.-Belng persuaded and constrained by the they hav a sure reliance in those trequently recurrlng, and
In the name of high heaven abandon all forms of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men and women.
lf not broke~ up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, I am inCall or send your friend• to Inspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Its use.
~~~f~PlfsB~fl~~eJciJ~ ~~dmi~ t~tsll;~ffi~Iffetl~gu~·:dt~~ duced to wr1te you this. You may make what use of it
Depots will be found as foll?WB:
of catarrh, as well as ke~t me from taking cold! to whicb I h~~ ~hoose. It 1a from one iu whom sulferin~.~~~N~Y

coming to th1s city be was placed under the intluence of
If you love your country and the welfare of the human race, inake yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM
1
;i~~~Y~~r~e~~~n j~e ~~~~;;~~ oi;~;1~~;~\vR~;, ~}~~~
WILSON'S Marvelous Invention. Inquiry will cost you nothing.
our depots are open free for inspection to all classes of society. Physiciana and Scientists are specially invited to careful consideration, tgey deemed.unadvisable. Since be
lnBJleCt my •• WILSONIA" GAR!t1ENTS, and they will, on apl)llcatlon to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND has been wearing the" WILSONIA" I hav heard uo.refPERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.
·
ereneesmade to this trouble.
T.DET. TRUAX,
3i6 Dean street.

Tit~s ,Y~}l~~~~~~e.I wg;fJDJo:g~i~if~~Ji~~se c:~~~tii~

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

T. DET. TRUAX.

garments, whatever their cost.

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST .AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APO.
· PLEXY.
CASE OF PROF. HATCH S~UTH.
BRooKLYN, N.Y., Feb. 28.
DEAR SIR: The" WILSONIA" MAG.NETIC GAHMKNTS
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November,
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them.

~;:1~~~ac~~n t~~tht~Y~£ 1~!~·gf~f~;i~:l: cr~e l~~~~l~:g;{.
~g~~~v-wEls&tN£i~? Jl~~EW.fgi~!~to~:1;e~~t~~~s~~~

physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the
t'ormer to my friends, the latter to myself. You are indeed a favored mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure
the 8ick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as 1t is
certain and perfect. Be assured that in giving you this
statement I am actuated by a desire to lead an to seek
your aid who suffer. from a similar disease. I now know
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"

~~i:~~!~~~1~~-obf~h~~aft:rn~~zoz~et~~rn;:e~fi~rsit~~~~~

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
i\Iy baby was teething, and had a severe bowel troublei

WfJ:O~spr~:t~e~~;ngei·rl:~,n~fl~~~l~t,,c~~ft~~~~·wi~~~~
two hours my baby was entirely at rest; went to sleap,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, grm•..-ing
stronger every day. t:;be bad been very suscevtible tu
colds, but siuce wearing the u WILSQ}fiA" garments ba!:i
been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
greater service than to induce them to make tbe u wJL ..
:::;QNIA" a part of their baby's swu.ddling.clothes.
MRS.G.IWP.GJ; W.DAWSON,
JJfa,·ch 1.
484 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.
Let it be borne in mind constantly, that the " WILSONIA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persona, will
not onl~ cure babies of aU their ailmeuts, but are equally
successfully worn by persona of any arid every age sulfering from auy disease known to man, leas an orga.n actually
decayed.
THE WILSONIA MAGKETIC CLOTHING.

they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as1

~~f~eaJf;~: f~u:!~~?~~ ~~ iS~¥ /~Wlis~t~iu,~y~sH~~

of doctors and drugs. Your hum£le and obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.
ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
(The patient taken off from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
MR. Wl!. WILSON, Dea1· Sir: I hereby wish to acknowledge the great merit of your Magnetic Appliances. I hav
been greatly aftlictcd with p:ualysis and rheumatism for
more than two years, unable to lea.vc my bed, and had to
be carried wberever I wished to go. I was attended by

MOST ASTOUNDlNG REVELATIONS AS
VALU.ll:.

TO

ITS

lN SPITE OF THE PREJUDICE AND DOGMATIC
BIGOTRY OF THE l'A~lPERED FACULTY
OF llROOKLY.N.

Several of these malicious physicians having been
thoroughly beaten in argument and in fact are now wickedly attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose names
bav appeared as reference::1 in my circular, to cause them
to wit.bdra.w their names from my list and to recant tbeir
!ltatements previously lllfl.de fu favur of my discovery. Moat
three tradesmen 1n .BrooKlyn bav been placeEl in
~~rCi~;na~t~o~wt~~~~~~ ~~~m~n;d~~~llb~f~~~~s ~Lfr~~b notably
this pusition. One man wllo bad sent me at least one hunHospital and at my residence, 54S Jersey avenue, and I dred patients, and bad stated to them that he would not
take $5,000 for his belt purchased of me, has bad the ef~Afl"J~\:"i.'B' ~~i{~f~Wpp~ega~~~;:t ;~':~~~~If.,'; frontery,
for the sake ot dollars and cents, to make calum ..
about two months, and am able to walk about and atteud

~l~~~: ~ra~~~;~~n~~~icfste~~~~~lfreaa~~ i~v~~!irn: ~h~1°~Uft

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES lN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO AP:PENDED.
I would llrst note the case of Peter Leblbaek, whose
testimony Is given below. This poor man will tell you
that fifty-four of the best physicians of Jerser. City and
New York bad utterly failed to glv him the sl ghtest re·
lief. Myself hearin_g of his lamentable cnse, determined
to draBS him In my Magnetic Garments without any mon.
ey being paid. I put on him $180 worth of my clothing,
and while m/ assistant was dressing the man one of these

their hands than that they should wear the ''WILSONIA"
Garments.
coA gadllnn'ga':ottlhcenrt n.ote as to these men's treatment of their

remarking to the lnvallc!. as follows·
"Well, Leblbaek, I thought yon had more sense than to
put on anch rags."
However, this pampered do~matlst's on!{ support Is the

lovely niece taken temporarily Ill, bavln~~t been In tolera.
bly good health previously. One of our fashionable
doctors, who prides himself upon his gay equipages, was
called In as physician In the case. My niece being some.

0

ft

Pu
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Two ladies· called upon me last week, and one, in my
consulting-rooms, with tears In her eyes, told me the fol·
lowing story:
"Mr. Wilson," said she, " nothing you can say against

P~~l~~!'J~:aPefe~~~~fb~c:~~:~e".:i-~~1V'b;,"m~~~~~~t ~?; ~~·~"v~r~~~eg. ci:'a~~ ~~~~~.~~a~~ ~~f~~~d~~~ ~~~~
1

~~~~'!.';,~ fnn'l\'1~a~:," :!·f.; ~E6~.'!~d~t ofh~tg~;_l.,0ln~;: fe~~\v";:~~~~M~~~~t tg~e~a~?~a~~o~~bl~';;"cd'r~i~.nliutt ig
11

aame consonants take the place of brains. But let us see
the result.
•
ari~lsw~a~l~ forkecalll'!fs, uf o,:' ~et~fmL~~fk'\~~ o~ n',~~~
crutches; an~ even ~n the wicked character of the man
was evidenced In the following soliloquy:
"Ah,well,Leblback,I thought theymil<ht helgyou a
little but you'll go back again just as bad a8before
However. the testimonial given below will clearly show
the pigheaded dogmatist through all the transparent ven
omofllls character. Andjust asthat man actedsoar~
nine-tenths of the p hyslclans of Brooklyn acting to-day.
The fact Is, they themselvs know very well that their

soothing did It prove Itself that the child never awoke
from tile sleep It produced, and my niece to-day lies In
~f~~~;g~~\g~~."fimea,~m~~rn~~/r'g,~~.. the. malpractice
And yet tb!B man to.day drives through Fulton street
regularlY: on his dally miBSion of sending ills victims to tbe
tomb. Unaccountable facti And yet you people of
Brooklyn and New York, In face of such alarming evl·
deuces as these, hav no more penetration than to confer
with such chal'la.tans as to the virtue of any new diacoverles of which tbes.e dogmatists havnot the slightest
knowledge.
The" WILSONIA" magnetic· garments are as harmless
~~~deu~tlssruoetbte~sattbtf evbll~~!;. a~vd!':cneg.nly ~ewsu pup3~~tdh~
upon the body "" would be a sheet of paper. and yet
1
H
'
~W~¥ ~'kJ8iY~t ~itM;'U.J:'t'l· il'kftf.~'Y ~1-rTd~~~f~
~~~Hf~~>Nhfl·P~~~~~~~!c6Jr~tied:::;:.an to hav seen the MONTHS FROM THEIR FIHST WEARING THEM.
Another case I would note, that of Profe•sor Batch
Can such evidence be llled as to the Innocence or drug.
Smith, whose testimony Is given below.
glng? Even where the patients are not always killed, the
That poor man for three weary weeks applied to one of seeds of disease are dally sowu by tile kid-gloved hands of

0 0

8

1

0

t~~lgn~~~p~~~8M1!·~~~~:. f~!W:!~Ybj::,~~ftt na't ~~~.YJ\::".i'f Jf;~~~p;~u:ho~I~g:~~t~~~t;!'ecP.f:~~~.~~~

~~~ ~~s~~rsj'e~~~Ya~vi~g~~~g~r~ai!1i t~~J~~~~~J ~~~ man had publicly state!that my goods had absolutely cured
call ma.y be informed of the merit of your goods, which I him of a disease of twenty years· dta.nding. And as further
commend most earnestly to uufortup.ates atrticted as I bav evidence of the value of my goods thls same man procured
!Jeen.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
a second qua.utity after·six months' trial of the first lot.
Truly may it be said," Men in the present day will, like
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
~f~~a~r~~~gd ~~~ :~~s~h01i~~t~[~~~-~fihts and their freedom
But
let the physicians of Brooklyn continue thts conduct
No.111 BuusoN ST., JERSEY CITY, March 11.
us they may, their downfall is certain, even though they
G::~J:~· Vo~i~efisaris!,~~Gt:itf!~:~i~~J~~[o~·~~~~t!~ purchase the freedom of thought of every man iu Brooklyn.
the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I
hav found all that your a~ent claimed for your goods to be
REA.D
true. I was aftlicted witu sciatica ot the bone of the knee
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
-was injured by a fall-wh1ch was so painful I was unable
to get any sleep. The pain was entirely removed tlle first having used your common ~euse. say whetLler or not
night the goods were.applied. The sciatica. is getting out, these purchased calumnies alwuld not be outweighed by
and I now fully believe I shall be entirely well.
~~~uE:"~?;~~r~~~~i~~~~k1~~; agt~r~.e~aa~~~~~~t~ 0~1i f{e~~
JOHN SMITH.
street; of 1'. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue; of Mary
Manning, of Vine street; of the Association for Improving
J.IARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston streeti of .Mr.
BRooKI.YN, March 10.
Haley, of Fulton :Market; of J. B.Buyt.&Co.,of Spruce
Tblsls to certify t.bat I bav been suffering for the past street, New York; of Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce st.reeti 'of
nine years with heart disease; hav been attende(l by vari~ Hugh Byron Browu, of Science Hall, Eighth street, and
ous physicians and given up to die, each one pronouncing hundreds of other respectable and well-known ladies and
my ease hopeless. Tbe last one said I could not llv but a gentlemen of Brooklyn and 1:\ew York: who can testify to
short time. I hav tn.ken various kinds ot medicins, but tile value of my mn.gnetic clothing wbo had utterly failed
the doctors and the mediclns did me no good. N otliing to receive any benefit or any relief from the many
would reach my case nor alla.y my suffering from pain, the pbyslclans to whom they had applied.
rapid beating aud the sutfocat.ing feellngof my lleart, until
lJ pon mature retlection it will be clear to every reason0
able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
1~Jb~1~2it~u0lo~~~~PU:2~l~i~~e ~no~~T~~~rgf1~~e/o~0r ~~~~ above,
may sell their consciences for dolhrs and cent.s, we
me a.n order to procure a set of goods called the "'V IL~ cttn rest assured men who will, for said dollars nnd cents,
1
strip themselvs of tbeii· manhood will at least find them~~~Jt~~d ~K ~~!~3~~~~d b0:c~~b~~ofsrJc~i! ~~ ut~~t3le ~~ selvs thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
on the goods. I experienced a change for tbe betterwfth..
.My challenge to the Physicians of tllc hospitals of
in twenty~four hours. I bav not taken one drop of medicin Brooklyn (witll the o1Ier ot $5,000 worth of my goods, and
since, aud huv gained strength und tlesh; hav no more $5,000 cash to be given to the institution if I fail to cure
pain, and hav_ an excellent appetite, which, before, was nine~tenths of their ao~cu.lled incurables) is still open, and
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without will be open to them for twelve months.
any suffocating feeling or pain. :My bowels are now regular, but before wearing the "'VILSONIA" I wa~ compelled THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
to take large doses of castor oil, administered to me by my
THE "WILSONIA" GARMEN'f~
sister every other day, To all ,,-ho are suffering from like
AND LIV.
cause, I urge, if you wish to ga1n health, wear the "W.LLSONIA." Hcspectfully yours, MARY MANNING,
81 Vine street.
IMPORTANT TO THE L.~VALIDS OF BROOKLYN.
CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.
181 Coi.U:'ItniA ST., BROOKLYN, March 15.
Mn. WM. WILSoN, Dear Sir: I bu.v been a sufferer from
varicose veins for some thirty years Late lust fall I was
suf!ering very severely with a sore on one of my legs, and
I had come to the conclusion, as I could get no relief from
the remedies prescribed bv our best ~~~sicia.na, thnt I

~g~~dv~~~ ~~8~t t~h~efidrs~ d~e~ ~~~~g:~ 1ieai:;;~~1~.{~![d

1

acquaintance of mine on tbe. river having tlle same
trouble, put on a suit of your '"WILS6NIA" MAGNETIC
GAUMENTS a few weeks before, and was then, to his

ft~:;eu~~!g¥tvfs~~gd ;~~n~~~ ~1~i"l~e~ P~~~~Ir i~c~'~e:,tp~f
11

1

1

tile aa.me goods. That was indeed a wise act on my part.
1

1 6

f~Jssl~~~e rft~~~ t~a ~~~t~~ 1e ~1;"~~~~;1~ea~~~~~n~y1~1~' ;)~;~

Eealed. Not only these wonderful and pleasing results,
but my general health I found wns Improving nil the tlme,

~~~J~~~~~e~fe~~~~gdt~~ ~ridba~~e~~;~~s~iti~~Vl~cts,~~sPf

the confidence with which a child treats a parent, that be

criminals; and as long as I ltv and hav liberty of speech

ook up with reverence, evinced his selfishness and spleen
by absolutely refusing to Inquire Into the matter. Yet
YrofeBSor Smith to-<fay will tell you that he Is as strong
physically as at any time In blsllfe,and many of his friends
say be was never known to be so strong as now. Am I not
theref-ore jostUied In aaylng. ".LISTEN TO YOUR PHYBICIANB AND DIE OR WEAR THE • WILBONIA'
MAGN!riC GARMENTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL·
LIVES r•
.
Tlleae meu would ratller 1ea their patient& die IUider

hav done from that period to the present time, with
8
l<now to be a lie, nor will I rest until I hav compelled tile
legislatures of tbls country to stay their bands In the ~CJ~ci~J;, ~nhadJ ~~~~~iee~ft~r;i~~~~~~~f.o~~ P~~~s''ii;~~t:
chartering of colleges. wherein legalized murd•rers may head and trouble in t.he respiratory organs, but since
be trained, then to be thrown broadcast upon society, wearing them 1 sleep as well nearl[ us ut any previous
either to become Idlers or murderers.
The facts stated above and the testimonies given below ;~i~~!~~fo~t;£ t~~ogr!~~~~;~~~~:lo ~l~~~&~,ar~rJia~~~l~
are sufficient evidence to any thinking man or woman it nothing more than my duty to commend them whenthat such are the results of the present leglslatlv meas.
~Ji::;,\~'!.Jia~f~fJi~'J~~~Va,!l~';;~~~~e~r."e~~~~c':,'b;::;;~!
urea "In reference to the practice of medlcln.
tiona l llav made in other caaes I am led to think there Is

~~~~~ ~g;;l:;'\~~~ero ~~g:;,utm~~ ~n:ti'g\iro!~fy!h~~~~f~ ~y".~~:!,~rl/g~n ~~\~.f;~~-ulio~IR~~t~~~s ;;:gdt~~e t~r~~gif~
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THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN •
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOH
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO'
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE .MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE KI.NE.TEKTRS OF THE l>A.
TIENTS HANDED OYER TO ME. AND, BE IT REMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY·
SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
BFJ!'J;CT A CUBE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FRml
THE DATE OF '!'!ME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.
N. B.-The "WILSONIA '" MAGNETIC. CLOTHiNG
will cure the worst t'orm of rheumtttism known to mtttL
Eight cases out of every twelve can be cured in from four
to six months, and the worst possible cases in tweh·c
months, when the goods are worn as I direct. My dim
culty is, many persons will get ror.ten with disease, spend
thousands ot' dollars in po1sunous drugs, until they bccume
walking pest houses, and then expect to jump iuto new
life in two or three months. This is n.n impossibillly.
But the" '\VILSON IA" will cure iu every case, no matter
of how long standing. ·llut our commou sense muat be
used i.n every instance.
dl~~~:~~~~l·~WfL"snJ~l.f\"l'~~r~~~t!~n':lild~~~n. and
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TRUTH SEEKER TRACt'S.

qJdds and 6nds.
A WISE man proportions his belief to the eviTHE fishery question: Got a bite?
dence.-Hume.
THE angel Gabriel will be the last authority on
JUDGE not according to the appearance, but poker. He will raise all creation first and then
,judge righteous judgment (Jokn vii, 7, 24). Prove call the crowd.
.all things, hold fast to that which is good (1 Thes.
SWEET breeezes now the grasses woo;
-v, 21). Let net him that eateth despise him that
The matxon now the hen dotla shoo;
•eateth not; and let not him that eateth not judge
The plumber and the sky are blue.
J:lim that eateth (Romans xiv, 3-23).
FROM Texas to Jersey he moved. Then he cursed 1
THE problem of our age is to reconcile falth with For the last state of that man was worse than the
llmowledge, philosophy with religion. The men of
first.
<Our age will not believe UJ).til you prove to them
A
JUETHODIST
preacher in Connecticut ls reportthat what they are called upon to believe does not
contradict the law of their minds and that it rests ed as saying that there will not be as many Conupon a solid and unshaken foundation.-Archdea- gregationalists in heaven as there are icicles in
the other place.
con Hare.
THE legislators of Jllaine are an honest set. They
THAT which is b01n of the fi&sh is fiesh; and that
which is born of the spirit is spirit. Marvel not say that there is not money enough in the state to
·that I said unto thee, Ye must be born again (John corrupt them. Recent travelers through Maine
iii, 6, 7). There is no doubt the laws of healthy state that this is trne.
birth are being constantly violated, causing much
AFTER the officials of a Kansas town hl\d vainly
of human defect and misery. A right birth at first en den vored to disperse a mob, a minister mounted
makes a "new birth" unnecessary.-Index.
a box and made the simple announcement, "A col..
lection will now be taken up." The result can be
THE fear o' hell's a hangman's whip,
easily
guessed.
To hold the wretch in order;
But where ye feel your honor grip
A MAN hit a clergyman last week and af*erward
Let that aye be your border;
apologized and asked him for the change of a
Its slightest touches, instant pausequarter. The clergyman gave it to him and soon
Debar a' side pretenses,
after found that the quarter was bad. This is an_
And resolutely keep its laws,
other case of retlllning good for evil.
U nearing consequences.
-Burns.
A MAN in Schuylkill county, who su:tfered inDEATlt is a right termination of old age. When tense pain from infia=atory rheumatism, rethe body is worn out and the senses are oblivious cently tried the Knock chapel plaster cure, and has
to the surrounding world, when the mind is totter- not experienced a particle of pain for two weeks.
ing and too weak to hold its thought, then man Only a few days ago he left his bed for the first
dies unanxiously. This is nature's death. llfan is time in two years and visited the cemetery. He
·made to die at the end of life; to perish like the rode in a hearse.
tree when its roots no longer sustain it; to fall
BOSTON girls havtheir arms lathered and shaved
like the fruit when the bough can no longer nour- before going to parties. Then with short sleeves
ish it. An eternity of one's self would be the worst they look too sweet for anything. And when they
death.-L. K. Washburn.
put their arms around their fellow's neck there is
WHATEVEB the arithmetical arrangement of the no tickling, but a steady, soft, velvety, pulsating
circle
of comfort, and the young man proposes in
gods may be-single or triune, dual or pluralthey are, in all countries and at all times, made by less than four weeks.
man in his own image. In the plural period some
How doth ye pious Feejee man
of the gods are good and some are bad; just as
His missionary take?
there are good and evil kings. The wicked gods
Or toast or frizzled in a pan
obtain the largest offerings and the largest prayers
Or else him doth he bake?
just as in despotic countries the wicked kings obHow takes ye gentle Nihilist
tain the most liberal presents, which are merely
His czar he loves so well?
taxes in disguise.-Reade's Martyrdom of Ma ...
He peppers him lf he resist
THEEE is no religious authority or oracle to be
Or takes him on the shell.
found anywhere that in the reception, transmisAN
English
minister was once catechizmg his
sion, and diffusion of its word has been or could be
·entirely independent of human agencies,conditions, young parishioners before the congregation, when
and elements, and consequently none can be free he put the usual question to a stout girl whose
altogether from human fallibility. If religion for- father kept a public house; "What is your name?"
bids us to trnst God's own .liandwriting on the tab- No reply. ~'he question having been repeated, the
lets of nature, how can she expect the present age girl replied: "Nane o' your fun, 1\fr.-, ye ken my
to accept the revelations which hav come down to name weel enough. D'ye no say, wh.en ye come to
·it through the distorting medium of human facul- our house on a night, ' Bet, bring me some ale ?' "
The congregation assumed a broad grin, while the
ties.-Rev. James T. Bixlnt.
parson looked foolish.
IT is only by means of superstition that a rude
DID HE TWIT HER?
people can be induced to support, and a robber soldiery to respect, an intellectual ~lass. But after a "Do you love me, Sweet?" was the wall he wole,
As he pressed her close to his heart's wild throbcertain time this alliance must be ended, or harm
bing;
will surely come. The boy must leave the apartments of the women when he arrives at a certain '' Does love's fierce tide irrigate your soul?
Is your heart with mine simultaneous bobbing?"
age. Theology is an excellent nurse, but a bad
mistress for grown-up minds. The essence of re- Her soulful eyes flew up to his face,
And pierced his own with their lovely glitter;
ligion is inertia; the essence of science is change.
It is the function of the one to preserve, it is the Then soft she murmured, with witching grace:
functioR of the other to improve. If, as in Egypt, "Dol love you George? Well, I should twitter I"
they are firmly chained together, either science
'TIS NOW.
will advance, ln which case the religion will be
'Tis now the rug
altered; or the religion will preserve its purity and
Resigns the bug,
science will congeal.-Reade's Martyrdom of Man.
The latter seeks the ugLy pug.
MOST of the myths of the ancients had a grain of
The maiden paints upon the mug,
faet mingled with the fiction. The last feat of BacAnd every fellow now doth slug
chus was performed on a voyage to Naxos. He
The foaming Bock from yellow jul:";
hir11d a. ship belonging to pirates, who instead of
The little boye all try the tug
landing at Naxos steered toward Asia to sell him
Of war, and gardens now are dug:
there as a slave. Thereupon Bacchus changed the
The dog now grabs the Billy's lug,
masts and oars into serpents and himself into a
And now the young man's fancy lightly
.lion; ivy grew around the veesel, and the sound of
turns to thoughts of hug. -Tennyson.
:flutes was heard on every side; the sailors, seized
-with madness, leaped into the sea and were changed
''YES, I knew him," the Texas sheriff remarked,
ilnto dolphins. Now Bacchus is supposed to be the when somebody asked him about Redhanded Bill;
11roductiv ~md intoxicatin~ power of nature, and
" I never met him but once; he came down here
wine is called the natural symbol of this power,
last February, riding another man's mule, and he
and the" frnit of Dionysus" (or Bacchus) and wine came in and left the measure of hi3 neck with me
creates madness, and hence the origin of the myths for a lariat·''
of Bacchus.-Elmina D. Blenker.
" Did you fit him 1" asked the tra v ~ler.
I REMEMBER an excellent little portraiture of
Methodism from Irving on a green knoll where he
had loosely sat down. "Not a good religion, sir;"
said he, confidentially shaking his head in answer
to my question; " far too little of spiritual conscience, far too much of temporal appetite, goes
hunting and watching after its own emotions, that
is, mainly in the nervous system; an essentially
sensuous religion, depending on the body, not on
the soul!" "Fit only for a gross and vulgarminded people," I perhaps added; "a religion socalled, and in the essence of it principally cowardtee or hunger, terror of pains and appetite for
pleasure, both carried to the In1l.nit ;"to which he
would sorrowfully assent in a considerable dev;ree.-Qarlyle' s Reminiscences,

THE reason why the Bible should not be read in
the schools is, not that religion and morality are
out of place there, but simply because the Bible
represents the principle ef authority over mental
and spiritual freedom; because it would not be
read as other books are for purely educational purposes, but would introduce the denial of that freedom to judge and reject which is the basis of edu·cation. This is not disregard to its merits. Its immortal best sentences ought to be read in the school
just as soon as they shall be put on the same level
in every respect with other great sayings or similar purport in Plutarch and Plato, in the Avesta
.and the Veda, such universality being the only
. poesible evidence that no Bibliocracy is intended.
Put an ideal desire of free personal conviction and
-broadcast growth into the school system, and the
vexing question of religious teaching is solved,..Rev. Sam. Johnson.
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Jlotts and filippinns.r
ARE Christians increasing ? The population
of Chicago has increased 70 per cent in ten
years, and membership in the. churches only
12 per cent.
THE Rev. Joseph Blum, a Jewish rabbi of
high staniling in Michigan, eloped with a
widow, and was pursued to Chicago, where he
was arrested.
LOTTA DARLING is a clairyoyant at Lawrence,
Mass., but her sight was not strong enough to
discern the approach of her husband while another man was kissing her, or a fight might
hav been prevented.
PARSON NEWMAN said in a recent sermon
that the true Christian is a living, walking
heaven; the sinner is a living, walking hell.
Possibly the parson has better perceptions than
other people. Common. folks can see very little difference between Christians and sinners.
CHRIST church (English), of Belleville, Ont.,
was destroyed by fire. The new organ placed
in the church recently and valued at $3,500
was also destroyed. The church was valued at
$50,000. Insurance on the organ and church
$5,000.
A. SKEPTICAL Frenchman writes to the Prefect of Police at Paris that all the asserted
discoveries in regard to trichime are mere inventions of vegetarians, and he offers to prove it
by living for three days off nothing but pork
that is alleged to be diseased if the prefect will
supply the meat.
THE Rev. Dr. James Freeman Clarke, of
Boston, says, "I discredit the extravagant
statements which giv intelllperance as the root
of all crime in this country, and maintain that
there is a steady growth of temperate habits
among the people as compared with the enstoms of a few generations ago."

New· York, Saturday. May 7, 1881.

refused to raise the money to pay a church
debt, though ordered by Bishop Chatard to do
so, and the bishop promptly excommunicated
him. The priest dutifully closed the church
for two months, but last Sunday, sustained by
his whole congregation, he resumed the regular
services. "For the time being," he remarked,
"we will report directly to the heavenly throne,
without asking for the mediation of that fellow [Bishop Chatard] at Vincennes."

THE old world is unpeopling itself on our
shores. Nearly sixty thousand immigrants
arrived in the month just ended, at Castle
Garden alone. Boston, Baltimore, and other
ports ll'J doubt hav thousands more to add to
this volume, which surpasses anything ever
known in the history of the country. Tyranny,
crushing taxation, military oppression, bad
crops, grasping "landlords, governmental spy
systems, and laws that repress hopes of advancement, contrasted with the freedom and
the prospect Qf happiness offered on this side
BRADLAUGH's PROSPECTS.- Although Mr.
of the ocean, are doubtless the causes of this
Bradlaugh has for the second time been revast wave of immigration.
turned to Parliament by the votes of NorthA. MINISTER who was candidating in hope of ampton, and though he presented himself bereceiving a call fonnd his hopes dashed into fore the House of Commons and expressed a
bitter disappointment by reason of two bad readiness to take the prescribed oath, his bithabits into which he had fallen. He pulled off ter and bigoted Christian enemies seem dehis boots and sat in his stocking feet before the termined to oppose his admission to the seat
fire at houses where he was entertained, He. to which he is justly entitled. Upon his dealso spent a large part of his time while not clining to retire from the House he wab twice
actually engaged in eating in picking his led below the bar of the House by the sergeantteeth, performing this operation in an un- at-arms. Fortunately Mr. Bradlaugh is not a
sightly manner. The people to whom this man easily deterred from his duty, nor is he
brother preached thought that, although his readily frightened by the most intolerant bigtheology was sound and his oratory reasonably ots that ever drew the breath of life. Not a
attractiv, they could do better by looking a little excitement is aroused in England over the
little further in the hope of securing a pastor case. Premier Gladstone has given notice that
who was free from these peculiarities.
he will introduce a bill to allow members to
A. DESPATCH from Victoria, B. C., says: affirm who object to taking the oath. If this
" Methodist circles are stirred by the secessi0n bill becomes a law it should admit Mr. Bradfrom the communion of the Rev. A.. H. Smith, laugh or any other Freethinker to a seat to
Superintendent of Missions, and head ·of the which he may be justly entitled. This contest
church in the province. Some weeks ago may be continued for many months, but it is
Smith delivered a course of sermons in which believed that Mr. Bradlaugh will ultimately
he declared his dis belief in the . doctrin of triumph over his enemies and that he will
eternal punishment. Last night, at the annual ultimately render impossible a recurrence of
district meeting of the body, the Rev. Mr. such arbitrary injustices as he now experiSmith took the chair, and, after devotional ex- ences. May the contest result in ·go6d, and
ercises, objection was raised to the doctrinal the right come uppermost.

THE Presbyterian church of Red Bank has
recently suffered a·" bolt" from its membership. About fifteen members hav already
gone, and others will probably soon follow.
The trouble arose over the pastor, the Rev. F.
R. Harbaugh. It is alleged by those who do
not like him that his sermons come from the
head, and not from the heart.
views which he had announced during the
CHICAGO has a Mormon church, founded by year from the pulpit. The Rev. Mr. Smith
the followers of the original Joseph Smith, but stated that he was no longer to be bound by
it does not countenance polygamy, and claims the close standard of the church, and tendered
that the following passage was in the unmuti- his resignation as a member of that body,
lated Book of Mormons : ''Wherefore, my which was accepted, and he withdrew from the
brethren, hear me, and hearken to the words meeting. It is said that he will be followed by
of the Lord : for there shall not any man a number of his congregation, and that an inamong you· hav save it be one wife, and concu- dependent church will be established,
bines he shall hav none, for I, the Lord God,
" WHAT is the ante?" whispered a Red
delighteth in the chastity of woman."
Gulch miner with a single $20. gold piece to
THE Rev. 0. M. C~usins said in a sermon at
Portland, Me., that every member of his congregation was a "cider guzzler," and is to be
tried for it by his conference. A. revivalist
gave almost as much offense at Fairfield, Iowa.
He said it was frivolous for women to wear
feathers in their hats, whereupon two girls left
the house with feathers flying. The preacher
called after them: "This is God's granary;
there goes the chaff; thank God the wheat remains."
A. CENTRAL A.~mRICAN Indian has an article
in El Po'1'Venir of Guatemala supporting the
theory of Humboldt that the vanquished red
men and .their Spanish conquerors were primevally of the same race. The Indians, he
thinks, wandered from the common fatherland
on the plains of Tartary to the western continent by way of Behring Strait. He adduces
many facts to prove the high scientific attainment of the early American nations, and incidentally notes that the ·Aztec calendar was
more perfect than the Roman.
RESPECTFUL obedience to church authority is
rarely lacking among Roman Catholics, and
the case of St. Peter's church, at Brownsburg,
Ind., is therefore singular. Father Donovan

state was all wrong, that ordinary pleasuretaking on the first day of the week was. not
sinful, and that the so-called Christian Sabbath was without warrant in scripture. For
these and the like utterances his presbytery
censured him at the time, and has now suspended him from all the functions of the gospel ministry. Before sentence was passed he
rejected with scorn the advise given him, as he
asserts, by some of his. clerical brethren to go
on peaceably and comfortably and leave the
Sunday question alone. He also gave notice
that if his ordination vows bound him to obediently discover in the Bible all the dogmatic
definitions of the Confession of Faith, and not
to find anything else there, then he recanted
the vows. Mr. Moore is popular in Covington,
and it seems to be expected that he will now
imitate the example of the Rev. Prof. Swing,
the Rev. Dr. Thomas, and other estrayed orthodox pulpiteers, by setting up a church of
his own.

the deacon with the collection plate in the
Baptist church at Black Run, Col. He was
told to contribute whatever he chose, whereupon
he said he'd chip in a dollar, and proceeiled to
take $19 in change. The deacon softly replied
that no change was given. A struggle ensued,
the plate was upset, and the congregation was
in the act of "jumping the deacon's claim,"
when the minister, an old Californian, leaned
over the pulpit with a large navy revolver and
observed: "The brethren will please take notice that I've got the drop on them, .and any
brother who declines to go to his seat or who
touches any of that money will hav a funeral
at his house to-morrow at 2 0'clock, P.M. Our
mining f~iend from Red Gulch will ·kindly release the deacon's threat, or he is a deadman."
The twenty-dollar gold piece went to save the
heathen.'--Leadville News.
KENTUCKIANs pride themselvs as much on
their orthodoxy as on their whisky, their horseflesh, and their handiness with firearms, hence
it required no little courage or no little rashness
for the Rev. Frank D. Moore, pastor of the
First Presbyterian church of Covington, to go
in to his pulpit and tell his astonished elders
and congregation that the Sunday law of the

HARD TALK ABOUT A SHEPHERD.-Mr. Jas.
H. Campbell, chairman of the Judiciary Committee of the Michigan Legislature and member of a Christian church uses the following
language in reference to Father Callaert: " He
is a notorious, shameless, malicious liar. He
has been sued for slander and been compelled
to retract. He is grossly dishonest, an extortioner, who has exacted exorbitant payments
from poor widows and orphans for funeral
masses, and a consummate hypocrit. He is a
priest from purely mercenary motivs, and only
for the opportunities it givs him to get an easy
living, and dupe sincere people out of their
money. He has vilified the living and the
dead, and prostituted everything sacred, even
the sacraments of the church, to his malicious
ends. He is addicted to the use of liquor, is
an ignorant, vicious, malicious, thoroughly degraded, and depraved wretch. Any one who
will look at his bloated, discolored, swinish
face as he skulks about the streets, can tell
what he is, and yet he is retained there against
the express wish of the people, who must submit
to him and attend his mass or be called nonCatholics. Many, however, who hav been
lifelong, deyout Catholics, very properly look
upon his mass as being no more sacred than a
cat fight, and absent themselvsfrom all church
servi.,es conducted by him. The idea that the
exercise of any priestly function by such a
person is of any effert is supremely ridtcnlous.
To the many excellent, sincerely Christian
priests there is no fear of trouble from the people ; the Catholic people can be safely trusted.
Bad priests should hav no such authority and
power as they now possess." The report was
listened to attentivly, and is the leading topic
of conversation in legislativ and other circles.

THE project of the World's Fair is about
given up.
ALL of the street-car drivers of St. Louis ·
are on strike.
Two mutinies occurred on ships lying in thil!
harbor last week.
S~x thousand immigrants arrived at this
port one day last week.

WM. C. CoNNER, ex-sheriff of New York
county, died on the 26th ult.
EMILE DE GIRARDEN, the well-known French
journalist, clied on the 27th ult.
GREAT floods hav occurred in Minnesota, and
many villages and railroads are submuged.
A. PRISONER in the state prison at Concord,
N. H., sawed his hand off to get rid of work.
GARFIELD announces his determination to
stand by Robertson, and the deadlock still continues.
JoHN DILI.ON, the Irish agitator, has been
arrested by the English government for seditious utterances.
THE largest steamship cylinder in the world
was cast by John Roach at the Morgan Iron
works last week.
THIRTY-THREE school children were washed
from a ferry boat at Elgin, ill., and twenty of
them dr{)wned, last week.
THE steamer Chesapeake went ashore on
Fisher's Island, off New London, Ct., and was.
totally wrecked. No lives were lost.
Two men were burned to death and several
badly injured at the burning of a box factory
in Greenpoint, L. I., on the 26th ult.
THE New York Assembly has passed a bill
ordering the telegraph wires below 42d street
in this city to be placed under ground.
THE poli{le commissioners of this city hiw
been indicted by the grand jury and are to be
tried for dereliction of duty in not cleaning the
streets.
A. MovEMENT against the Jews has broken
out in A.rgenau, West Prussia. A. mob attacked the houses of several Jews and maltreated the inmates.
THREE thousand bakers of this city struck
for and obtained an advance of $4 per week
and a reduction in working hours from fifteen
to twelve, on Monday.
PARLIAMENT refuses to let Bradlaugh take
the oath. It is probable, however, that some
bill will be introduced by Gladstone before the
session is over that will admit him.
OWING to political chicanery the city of
Troy, N.Y., was without a police force last
week: Merchants and bankers hired special
watchmen to protect their property.
Six jars, each Containing the body of an infant, were dug up by a lot of boys at Harrison,
N. J. It is thought that infanticide has been
practiced by wholesale by some physician.
PHILADELPHIA had a $700,000 fire on the
28th ult. The Girard Point elevator, the largest in the country, and storage warehouse were
totally destroyed.
Ninety-seven thousand
bushels of grain were burnt.
THE bey of Tunis and the French government are at loggerheads over a railway, aud
war between them is not improbable. A
column of French soldiers hav already invaded Tunis, and some fighting has taken place.
A.N attempt to evict some Irish tenants at
Limerick was frustrated by the populace; who
threatened to kill the bailiff: Five hundred
polwe ·and military were present, but were unable to do anything with the mob. A. bailiff
named King at Galway was recently seized by
a party of disguised men and held oyer a fire
till he promised to let tenants alone in future.
He will probably die.

Q90
I might continu~ this exposure for hours but I
know _it is. tiresome and disgusting . .a Every'time I
touch It I hope never to be compelled to do so again.
I feel as Harriet Martineau said about her opposi.
Liberty and Purity: How to Secure Both
tion to the English "Contagious Disease" Acts
Safely, Effectively, and Impartially.
that she trembled in private to think what duty
compelled her to say in public. But. those who
AN ADDRESS BEFORE THE COMMITTEE ON CHARITABLE
AND RELIGIOUS SOCIETIES OF THE ASSEMBLY OF THE
know the facts are " called" to do this work and to
STATE OF NEW YORK IN OPPOSITION TO A BILL TO
keep
on doing it until it is effectual. But I pray you
LARGELY INCREASE THE CRIMINAL JURISto let this be the last of such necessities.
DICTION AND POWERS OF THE SOCINor would I close without repeating, as I always
ETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF
VICE, MARCH 23. 1881.
do, words of justice and respect to the motives of
BY T. B. WAKEMAN, OF THE BAR OF NEW YORK.
many of the members of and contributors to this
society. That they are good, patriotic, and sincere
CONCLUDED.
I gladly acknowledge. They have undertaken to do
To use it as a test of obscenity is simply monstrous,
the right thing, but it must be done, indeed, can only
for everything could be condemned under it from the
be safely, effectively, and impartially done, by doing
Bible down to the New York Herald. Under such
it .in the right way.
a test there is no· measure of guilt but the bigotry
Nor less would I repeat that much good has been
I cannot close without reference to another branch
of the court or jury. In the Court where that test
prevails, and only there, can the Agent boast that of this Agent's injustice-that is, to those physicians done by this society, which, however, might better
who are independent and fearless enough to stand have been done by secular officers. Perhaps many
"in this court we always convict."
This mode of test is right in the teeth of the com- outside of the Doctor's Trade Union. Not that of the pa.rties referred to in Mr. Bennett's book
mon law, which gives no iron-bound definition or test, this Union, like the Bar Association among Lawyers, should have been punished. But this society makes.
but leaves each case to be judged of BY THE JURY is not a good and useful Association, but it is well crime by its decoys and by the opposition it excites.
according to the facts, the definition of the court that som+ lawyers and doctors should atand outside Phariseeism is unavoidable in ItS management.
being only advisory and not binding upon them. of such close corporations and advertise and serve We appeal from our modern Pharisees to the ideal
Thus ea-ch case is to be decided upon the common the public without the rel'!traints of the narrower Christ whose name they seek to bear. Only the
sense of the jury, and t!J.eir judgment of the necessity schools within those great professions. Many of our Liberals, who are supposed to deny his name,
of enforging the law, under the facts and circum- greatest and best surgeons and physicians have realize his spirit. The corner-stone and object of
chosen so to do. The Agent regards them as his the Liberal League is his command " to render unto
stances as shown.
These extracts and the affidavits and facts I have especial prey and plunder. He has in his book, and C:.esar the things that are C:.esar's, and unto God the
shown reveal the motive and intent of this Agent, before you, made a speci,p.l attack upon Dr. E. B. things that are God's." He only condemned those
while this loose " test" can cover any expression Foote of our city. I have the affidavit of this phy- who made a business of condemning others. The
sician, which shows again how useless it is to attrib- spirit of humanity he made the sum and substance
he might wish to include under it.
But, further, the avowals of the Agent justified, ute veracity to this dispenser of Law and punish- of all law. "Love thy neighbor as thyself;" "Do
and still justify, the worst Liberal suspicions. In ment. (See Appendix). He produces before you a unto others even as ye would that others should do
his Report of 1878, he expressly says, "Another pessary and piston, which this physician used in his unto you;" "The smoking flax he would not quench,
class of publications, issued by Freelovers and .Free- practice and recommended for a certain purpose the bruised reed he would not break." "Neither do
which he deemed to be medically, morally, ana I condemn thee; go and sin no more."
thinkers, is in a fair way of being stamped out."
Turn from such sentiments to this Agent's book,
The affidavits of Messrs. Crocker and Colyer show socially beneficent.
and
you find the name of God and the spirit of Hell.
Many
of
the
most
enlightened
men
of
our
age
have
plainly what such sentences refer to and how they
were to be realized by stamping out THE TRUTH come to a similal'- conclusion, to wit, that the exten- He is of those of whom the Apostle speaks, "Who do
sion of human science, prudence, and civilization to evil that good may come, whose damnation il! just."
SEEKER . .
What right has he to cantingly talk about "his
the lower end of the spinal column and its environs,
STATE, CITY, AND CouNTY oF NEw YoRK, ss.
Be it known to all men that I, George R. Colyer, being duly is the best way, indeed, the only way, to remove the blessed Savior?" Should that Savior return to the
sworn, depose and say that I belonged to the firm of Crocker evils that lurk there, and which are among the great- earth he would find his labors, and also his friends, not
& Colyer, which existed three or four years ago. We did a est curses of the human race.
among the Pharisees, but as of old among the "Ingood deal of printing for D. M. Bennett, including THE TRUTH
This Agent has succeeded in getting the United fidels," the poor, the oppressed, the publicans and
SEEKER, a good many books and pamphlets, and other works.
sinners. Let this society be compelled to imitate his
We printed the petitions to Congress which were signed and States GoTernment, by its Post-Office, and a great
~ission
on earth as a moral and beneficent persuamany
States
by
their
laws
to
generally
and
stupidly
eent to that body in the winter of 1877-78, together with the
accompanying explanatory circulars.
The firm name of declare that this shall not be done under terrible SIVe power for good, as our bill provides.
Strip from it and its Agent the accusing sword,
Crocker & Colyer was printed on that circular, and that with penalties.
my knowledge and by the consent of my partner, Mr. Crocker.
The regular physicians he does not molest, but the that only the secular officer should bear, and give it
After the same had been issued, Anthony Comstock, in
the power to bear to the miserable, the depraved,
company w;ith his assistant, Joseph A. Britton, came to my Independents he follows with the terror of his law. and the vicious, by its words, aid, and example, the
A
most
atrocious
case
of
an
obscene
publication
from
place of busmess and by threats of prosecution, imprisonment
and heavy fine induced me to sign a paper he had drawn up a regular medical house he would not touch, but Dr. idea of a higher and purer life on earth, if such it has
to the effect that Bennett had used the name of Crocker & Foote had to pay $3,500 and barely escaped a prison to impart.
Colyer without-our consent, although he had learned from Mr. cell.
In this way only can you reconcile and bind all
Crocker that such consent had been obtained.
our citizens together in the support of just and neQdThus
this
law
is
applied
only
to
those
whom
he
Comstock repeatedly threatened me with prosecution fines
ful laws. The law will then giTe us, safely a:ud
and imprisonment if we continued to do work for Mr. B~nnett: wishes to destroy. For instance, it was well known
This was continued to such length that I was nota little dis- that Mr. Colgate, the President of this very society, effectively, because impartially, the blessings of both
turbed and alarmed in my mind, particularly as I had susWned was issuing in large quantities a circular, among other LIBERTY and PURITY.
heavy pecuniary loss. Under these conditions was it that things, recommending his "Vaseline" for this very
Comstock by his terrorism and threats induced me to sign the purpose.
A would-be rival of this Agent sent to
AFFIDAVITS AND STATEMENTS.
paper he had drawn up. He exhibited a good deal of spite
toward Mr. Bennett on several occasions, teying his utmost to that President's firm a "test" (not decoy, oh, no!) CITY AND CouNTY OF NEw YoRK, ss.
deter ns by alarming threats from doing his work, and more letter, and received by mail the circular with Mr.
D. M. Bennett, duly sworn, deposes and says : I feel that
He presented it Anthony
_ than once said with much vehemence, "I will have D. M. Colgate's firm superscription, etc.
Comstock has deeply wronged me in his book
Bennett in state prison before a year passes away."
to the same U. S. authorities who had prosecuted '' Frauds Ex_Posed," not long sinc_e given tc the public (as he
GEORGE R. COLYER.
Dr. Foote, and demanded that the law be enforced. has also serwusly wronged me m other ways), and I wish
Subscribed and sworn to before me the 4th day of April, 1881.
They of course declined. Had Mr. Colgate been a to make a statement of facts regarding the matter in which he
A.. B. CAMPBELL, Notary PUblic, Kings and N.Y. Counties.
Liberal and Mr. Agent the prosecutor, who does not charges me with forgery.
In November, 1877, he caused my arrest by a United States
But he left no doubt about it. He openly said he know that the result would have been different?
marshal and took me before a U. S. Commissioner and placed
Here is the very pamphlet and the stamped envel- me
would revive the laws agail'lst blasphemy. He went
under bonds. 'fhe offense was droppiag in the mail two
about from city to city, and in Boston, Chicago ope, and here the passage on page 7, which is too little tracts I had published, among many others, the first a
Cincinnati, and St. Louis, as well as New York' plain to quote, but which advises that " in !Wmtl series of questions, entitled " An Open Letter to Jesus Christ "
made pl!lblio threats to this effect, as I have collected oases prevention is better than cure," and that" Vas- the second a short essay written for The Popular Scid.ce
from those who heard them.
eli_ne, c~arged with four or five grains of salicylic Monthly on the mode by which marsupial animals are propagat~d, The arrest was made under an act, the passage of
Before his auxiliary Vice Society in Boston Com- amd, will destroy spermatozoa without injury," etc. wh1ch
J;Ie (Comstock) procured through Congress in March, 1873.
l!tock, in giving out the programme of his future
Now Dr. Foote says that this Colgatean remedy
F~elmg that as an American citizen I had a perfect right to
proceedings, made the threat or boast that as soon is. a d_elus_ion and· a snare, and that the only safe publish the two tracts, that I had an undoubted right to sell
as Heywood and Bennett were thoroughly disposed thmg IS his pessary. Doctors differ-! don't know. them, and to transmit them by mail precisely as any other
of he would turn his attention to the Boston Inves- But this I do know, t~at this Agent reelects Mr. printed matter, I not only considered myself aggrieved, but
tigator and the Banner of Light. In a private meet-- Colgate as the perenmal President of his society, looked upon the act under which it was sought to send me to
pri~on and disgrace me for life ~~:s a wrong piece of legislation
ing of his auxiliary society in Rochester, after boast- and sends Dr. Foote under the shadow of a prison whwh
ought to be repealed. W1th. this view and with the aid
ing of what he had accomplished, he made the pre- to pay a ruinous fine!
of friends I got up a petition tc Congress, asking that the law
diction, in a swaggering style, that Freethought or
Transla~e this Colgate case into Comstockese, and be repealed. These I had printed in considerable numbers
Infidel publications and Infidel tracts would soon be ~ow amusmg to tJie knowing and yet horrible to the and sent them to many persons for signatures. Explanatory
c~c~lated no more.
He _is reported as having made mnocent would his tons of circulars flourish as "tons of the character of the act or acts under which this wrong was
to be done me, and the necessity of making an effort to
I!Imilar threats or assertiOns before his societies at of ob~cene a~d imm01:al. matter!" That is just the sought
have the objectionable acts repealed, I also got up a circular
Chicago, Cincinnati, and St. Louis.
way his c~ses and st~tistws are made up.
calculated for that purpose. I added to this the names of sevWere the Liberals to lie still until this revolverWhat IS the motive of these partial prosecutions eral friends whom I knew to be in sympathy with the effort I
armed Agent should ride rough-shod over their of physicians? Plainly to buy the support of the was making, and also of several firms in the city whom I connecks? Every other sect and body were utterly pros- "regular" medical profession to his methods' by ceived had an interest in the matter in the same direction with
myself. I had a few proof sheets tttken of both the petition and
trated. They alone could have checked, and, in the prosecuting the "irregulars."
the explanatory circular and with them visited each firm whose
end, will remove this, the greatest danger that has
It is a cunningly devised trick, and has s~cceeded name I had thus inserted and laid before them the effort I
arisen to "the grand institutions of free America " quite largely. Thus he seeks to annex vested "re- had undertaken. I left with each firm a copy of both the eirl!ince the Rebellion.
spectable" interests to his power. He boasts before cular and the petition showing their names as. they there
The time will come when America will honor the you that he is backed by $50,000,000 worth of real stcod. Some objected to their names being used, but the
majority-: of. the ~ibe~~ls who stood firm for Lib"erty est~te. He has many of the religious sects, the principal p~trt did not object. 'fhose who objected and -said
they did not want their names used I removed, and those who
and Purity m this c~ISIS and through all evil report. Umted States government, and some State authori- did
not object I regarded as consenting and theh· names I let
Nor, as I have said, let any one blame those Lib- ties to do his bidding from year to year. The regu- remain. I will repeat, 1 left copies with all having their
erals who f~ll out of the ranks. No human courage lar doctors are wooed by his prosecutions of the in-eg- names on.
·
I hitd prolonged converstttion with some and briefer conca~ faee a discharge from the JJ'_I~phitis Americana. ula~s,. and even the Masonic fraternity and other
versation with others. Some I found too much occupied to
That there has been honest difference among Lib- someties he seeks to use for his purposes.*
erals on the subject, and much virulence and detracgated ad nausea;m, and the reply is, No, no I His true history
.*I am informed that all of his efforts to annex the MRSons have can never be known, fo:t the soft and amiable side he has
tion, he has taken much space in his book to show,
failed.
Year
after
year
he_has
~ought
admission
at
the
Lodge,
revealed tc them is lost under their veil. It is too bad that they
but to no purpose.
Some of those who, with Col. Ingersoll, pqlitically
differed as to the repeal of the United States Laws
have preserved their com;istency by withdrawing
from the League. Those who favor the centralization of the general government may not care for
repeal, but only wish the United States Postal Laws
modified.
But when the Agent speaks of forty-two
Leagues as having seceded at Syracuse, this is another specimen of his untruthfulness, for (as he well
knew) after six months' effort they could only get up
eight Leagues, and they have all returned to the fold
or gone out into nothingness, and so it is doubly
useless to speak of them. There is nothing left of
them all now. When the Gods cease to be just they
cease to be Gods. When Liberals betray liberty they
cease to be Liberals Oblivion awaits them.

but has wooed and cooed

1n

vam.

The brothers have investi- are a secret order.

·

'I' HE TRU'rH S:EEKER, MAY '7', 18H1.
give me full attention. I put in the best part of a day in c-alling upon those parties, and on some I called two or. t~ree
times. I had left with each copies of both the circula·r and
petition, with their names attached, and deeming their interest
in the unjust law almost identical with my own, and as they
did not object to the use of their name;;, I allowed them toTemain. If in this I did wrong nobody can regret it _more
than myself. But most assuredly I had no intention of committing forgery; I did not for a moment think I was forging,
and am positive that I committed no forgery in fact or intent:
When Comstock saw the names of the firms attached to the
circular; he visited some of them in a very angry manner, as
several of them subsequently informed me, and threatened
them with prosecution and used other modes of the terrorism,
which he is so capable of exercising, and several of the parties
were induced from the fact that they had not written their
names to disavow the right to use them, after they had positively authorized me to use their names. I will say here· that
I asked none of the parties to sign a paper or document, not
deeming it of consequence enough to ask them to write their
names. I merely, upon showing them the circular, asked-them
to allow their names to be so used, and they did so in the
manner I have stated.
Anthony Comstock has injured me deeply in other ways.
He made repeated efforts with my plinters to frighten them
and to induce them not to do my work. He threatened prosecution, and used other terrorizing threats, and this both before
and after ho had succeeded in placing me in prison, although
at my trial he swore positively ~hat he had not done so: He
has grossly distorted the truth m the book he has published.
I am very certain I can point out a~d pos!tively prove not_le~s
than fifty material falsehoods_ p~blished m th~t vol'u~e 1! !t
were worth while to bother w1th 1t further, wh1eh I thmk 1t 1s
not.
D. M. BENNETT.
New York, March 23, 1881.
::>ubscribed and sworn to before me this 23d day of March,
FREDERICK G. KING,
188L
N otn.ry Public in and for the County of New York:

.
SPRINGFIELD, MAss., March 28, 1881.
dispose of the claim of the Agent that these seven
D. M. BENNETT, EsQ., Dear Sir: Comstock had i10 right to namel (and these are all) were "UNAUTHORIZED AND-'use my name in any of his statements to the public.
FORGERY," as he statl"s in his large print ..
Yours truly,
Z. C. WARREN.

In this connection it is only proper to state that
Mr. W ar:ren did give Mr. Bennett consent to use the
firm name of Warren, Barnes & Co., on his circular;
and one of these three things is the truth: I. Warren did not give a statement to Comstock denying
the fact of his giving his consent to Bennett; or, 2.
If Warren did give such a statement, he forgot about
giving consent to Bennett; or, 3. If Comstock obtained the denial from Warren, notwithstanding his
consent to Bennett, he did it by threats and intimidation, as in the case of Colyer.
D. M. BENNETT, Sir: In regard to your note I will say, in
justice to you, that previous to your getting up your petition to
Congress we had 'some talk about our firm signing it, and I told
you I would sign any proper paper, and I have no doubt from
thi~ you felt justified in attaching our name to it_withou~ further
consultation. At any rate, I never had the slightest 1dea ygu
had committed a forgery, and do not think so now. It was
merely a misunderstanding comm~m among men. I am g~a~
this whole thing is over, and hope now you can do your legitimate work, keep to the right, and go ahead.
•
M. L. HoLBROOK.
Truly,

Dr. Holbrook's published statement as to Mr.
Bennett is this : "He [Comstock] said he never
had any trouble in arranging with respectable houses
to stop advertising and selling obscene books; these
other fellows [meaning Bennett and Heywood], damn
'em! or damn 'uml they are entitled to no mercy. He
brought out these words with an emphasis and depth
of feeling that I would call hate. I told him I did
STATE, CITY' AND COUNTY OF NEW yORK, ss.
.
Albert L. Rawson on being duly sworn says: I have been not agree with him."
In being afterward requested to state more particshown a statement in Mr. Comstock's book "Frauds
ularly Dr. Holbrook added, "He said that he should
Exposed," in these words :
" JANUARY 3, 1878.
show them no quarter, and this expression was more
"Mr. Bennett used my name without consulting me, saying like that of a fiend than a man."

to me afterward that he presumed I would not be offended."
"(Signed)
A. L. RAW!ON, 34 Bond street."Mr. Comstock gives the impression in his book that Mr.
Bennett had no right to use my name and did so improperly.
I wish to say that this impression is wholly false. I was then
president of the Defense Uornmittee, one of whose objects it
was to do the very thing Mr. Bennett was trying to do by this
circular, and the purpose and obj~ct of which I had approved
beforo him time and time agam, so that he was perfectly
authorized and justified in using my name. Mr. Comstock has
done him and me a gross wrong in publishing the above
statement as though the use of my name was improper or that
l ever so said or thought.
Mr. Comstock came to me about the date of the abovestatement with the circular in question which I had not before
seen in print, and showed me my name t? it. He said that it
contained false and libelous matter, and that I would certainly be prosecuted unless~ disavowed it. He thr~atened in
the most violent and determmed manner. I told him on the
spot that Mr. Bennett had not consulted me before he put my
name .there, but had told me of it, and said that he presumed
I would not be offended. I also t!ien and there stated that I
had no objection to my name remaining there, because I believed that Mr. Bennett was subst~>ntially cmTect in what he
had said, and that I would not withdraw my name.
He wanted a statement to the effect that I had not been consulted before my name was used as to the fact .that it would
be put in the circular. I toldhi!fl_thatsuch was the fact, but that
I had no objection to its remammg. He was at work at me
from half to three-quarters of an hour, and I was in ill health
and desirous of being relieved from his :r>resence and threats.
I have no recollection of signing the statement he publishes,
and I have stated and d~ now believe that I did never sign it.
If I did, which seems to me impossible, I did it at his dictation,
·and it is his work and not mine ..
Afterward I read the circular, and although there are a
few mistakes in it, they seem to me trivial, and I told Mr. Bennett that I did in no wise object to the use of my name, as I
had told Mr. Comstock, and which fact he has wholly and
wrongfully and most unjustly supptessed.
A. L. RAWSON.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 8th day of April,
1881.
HENRY K. THOMA.E,
Notary Public, Kings Co., N.Y. Certified in New York
courts.
STATE, CITY, AND CouNTY oF NEw YoRK, ss.:
. !,Dwight C. Crocker, of the city and county of New York,
now in the employ eli the Spectator Company, at 16 Dey st., said
city, do hereby depose and swear: That during the winter of 1877
and 1878 I was engaged in the business of printing at 85 Center
atreet, New York city, under the firm name of "Crocker &
Colyer ;" that, among other patrons, was Mr. D. M. Bennett,
for whom said firm did printing; that Crocker & Colyer did,
at that time, presswork (weekly) on said Bennett's publication,
known as THE TRU'fH SEEKER, along with other miscellaneous
works ; that among this miscellaneous workwas a ci1'cular in
reference to the repeal of the OorlUltock PostaZLwws of 1873, issued
by said D. M. Bennett, to which ~aid Crocker and Colyer, as a
firm, willingly consented that the1r names be used as petitioners. That afterwards George R. Colyer, then a member of
said firm of Crocker & Colyer, and during the period these
circulars were in circulation, did, through fear or terrorism,
and by threats made by one Anthony Comstock, deny that the
firm name -of said Crocker & Colyer was freely given to said
D. M. Bennett as a signature to said circular.
I also swear that during said winter, on two separate occaaions, if not more, said Anthony Comstock did personally
warn me to cease printing said TRUTH SEEKER under pain of
prosecution and threats of punishment.
.
DWIGHT C. CROCKER.
Sworn to before me this 22d day of March, 1881,
HARRY OVERlNGTON, Com. Dee(!s, N.Y. City.

NEW YoRK, April22, 1881.
DEAR SIR: I received your fayor some time last month requesting me to call upon Messrs. McKesson and Robbins in
relation to their note to the New York 'Tribune, publi<hed
December 29, 1877, and included in Mr. Comstock's book, as
to the·use of their names· by you to a circular favoring the
repeal of the Comstock Postal Law of 18"1"3.
I have delayed answering because I intended to call upon
those gentlemen as you wishe~, but I have been preyented by
sickness and consequent unavOidable pressure of bnsmess.
I remember that I did call upon them as your counsel and
at your request, immediately after that note or card was published in the T1·iJJune, to offer any reparation in your power if
any wrong or injury bad been done. I saw both of the pal·tners. It was very evident that one of them had not been informed as to whnt had been done or said with you by the
other as to the circular previous to its issue, that the proof of
the circular with their firm name to it had been presented to
and left with one of them with the understanding that their
names might be used upon certain conditions which it was evident you believed had been complied with. . .
.
It was plain that there was n<> forgery nor mJury to repa1r,
nor anything that needed further attention.
Yours very respeatfnlly,
ABRAM WAKEMAN.
To MR. D. M. BENNETT.

N. B.-Mr. Co"mstock admits in his book that he
obtained all of these disavowals except that of McKesson & Robbins, but that, he intimates; was
printed before he called npon them. But did not
Mr. Colgate or some of his friends or society instigate that card? Such is Mr. Bennett's information
and belief ; and then that card was used to obtain
the others. When this Agent is so ingenuous as to
boast that he has not done a thing, those who know
his "childlike" way know pretty surely that he had
some one to do it for him.
Mr. J. W. Bouton also, at Mr. Comstock's request,
gave a statement that the use of his name at the
foot of the circular was unauthorized. ·This was
true, as it was in the P.ase of Prof. Rawson; but Mr.
Bouton had expressed himself as opposed to the
postal law repeatedly. He afterward attended upon
Mr. Bennett's trial voluntarily as one of his witnesses. The proof of the circular with his name
attache<l to it was delivered to and left with him as
with the other cases, and as he never made any objections before or after the publication, the question of
"forgery" is about as ridiculous as it could be.

AS TO THE NEW YORK NEWS COMPANY.
NEW YORK; April 23, 1881.
DEAR SIR: I called at your request to see the New Yorlr
News Company in regard to the s~ateme.nt signed by the~r
treasurer in Mr. Comstock's book d1savowmg the use of the1r
name to the circular of Mr. Bennett as to the Comstock postal
laws and which was issued in December, 1877.
I was informed by the treasurer that Mr. Bennett had before
the issue of the circular called upon them with a proof ~beet
with their names thereto, and left the same with him, for he
afterward found it when inquiry was made about it.
Mr. Bennett, as I am told, claims that he understood that if
they objected word was to have oeen sent to him. As to tlm~
no one at the company has any recollection at this distance of
time.
No ·such word was sent so far as I can learn.
It is plain from the statements made that there was and could
have been at most nothing more than a misunderstanding, and
that the word forgery has no application to the matter w h>Ltever.
To M1'. T. B. Wakeman.
E. N. DoLL.
STATEMENT OF Z. C. WARREN,
In order to be sure that there was no mistake about this letter
ll'ORMERLY OF THE FIRM OF WARREN, BARNES & CO. I called and read it to Mr. Rhodes, the trettsurer, and he
·
Mr. Warren -is not now residing in the State; were acknowledged that the facts were stated correctly.
T. B. W.

he still living in the city an affidavit could doubtless
be obtained from him. He writes thus:

The foregoing affidavits and letters completely

. There was not the shadow of a" forgery," and the
" unauthorized" charge is a truth in the letter, but the
sheerest falsehood in spirit and fact. But what shall'
be said of the fraud, terrorism, and duplicity that
could obtain these disavowals as it is proved he did
for instance in the affidavit of ~Ir. Colyer (page 71),
and use them as he boasts he did to pull the wool
over the eyes of a committee of Congress ?
MR. BENNETT'S AFFIDAVIT
AS

TO HIS SOLE AUTHORSHIP OF "ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
CAREER OF CRUELTY AND CRIME."

IDS

STATE, CITY, AND CouNTY oF NEW YoRK, ss.
D. M. Bennett, being duly sworn, says: I am informed that
Mr. Anthony Comstock stated before a Committee of the _Legislature of this State that the little book published by me
entitled "Anthony Comstock: His Career of Cruelty and
Crime," is a tissue of falsehoods prepared or written by an
abortionist who had made an attack upon him and an attempt
to take his life.
This statement of Anthony is wholly untrue. I wrote every
word of that book myself, as my clerks and the printers, who
often waited for copy while I wrote it, well know, and as the
style will attest to any one familiar with my writings.
~or is it a tissue of falsehoods. The facts were collect~d
and investigated by me carefully. I well knew that I would
be prosecuted by .Anthony if he could get hold of any misstatements, and so I was careful to state nothing but what I
could prove by reliable witnesses.
The matter referred to in Anthony's book (pp. 411-413) has
nothing to do with my book. I soon ascertained that the
source from whence that matter was obtained was unreliable,
and I rejected it wholly. Neither it nor its author had anything to do with my book. Out of half a dozen copies of a
decoy letter sent out by Anthony_~ ~s many different partie!,
the copy received by the party mdJCated by ~nthony, as_ I
think, was sent to me and used, but he had nothmg to do w1th
the book whatever.
D. M. BENNETT.·
Sworn to before me this 16th da.y of April, 1881.
WM. H. DRAKE, Notary Public, New York county.

DR. FOOTE, SR.
The affidavit of Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., furnished
for the Committee, is too lengthy to be printed
here. It is a thorough vindication, and shows for
the hundredth time how necesiilary it is to hear " the
other side" before giving any weight whatever to
the" Agent's" statemE:Jnts.
It is shown:
1. That Dr. Foote was the principal opponent
of Mr. Comstock's legislation in New York at its beginning in 1872, long before the nature of this novel
law-making was generally understood. That as a
result, as the Doctor was informed by a member of
Comstock's Society, he had incur.red Comstock's displeasure, and certainly the Agent has pursued him
persistently to the present time.
2. That he was arrested and convicted in the
United States Court and fined $3,500 for a little
work "sent in a sealed envelope, as first-class matter,
in answer to a decoy letter purporting to come from
a wife and mother living in Chicago." That the little
work contained no matter that was within any law.
Even reference to a medical appliance for married
women, similar to, but an improvement upon, t4ose
in general use by reputable physicians, and commonly sold by druggists, then and now, had been
carefully expurgated. That the appliance which it
had formerly advised had never injured any one ;
indeed, was entirely harmless, and not at all adapted
to immoral uses.
3. That knowing the determination of this Agent
to destroy him if possible, the sale of all matters of
this kind was, after the passage of the New York
Comstock Law, removed to a branch office of the
Doctor in Connecticut, so that there should be not
even an apparent violation of any law of this state
by him, even in regard to a matter that he consid.
ered in the highe~t degree healthful, right, merciful,
and beneficent in the practice of his profession.
Contrary to these facts, the Agent represents:
I. That (page 427) there was a violation of the
Laws of this state, which there never was.
2. That he compelled the Doctor " to suppress
several thousand circulars, advertisements, and books
that he was sending through the mails."
This is wholly false. No circulars, advertisements, or books were suppressed; nothing was done
but to exclude from the mails the work above
alluded to.
3. That the prosecution was for an "infamous
and infernal " article, and effected good results.
The facts are just the contrary. It has injured Dr.
Foote without doing any possible good. The very
appliance that the Doctor ceased to use was adverti~:~ed by this prosecution, and thereupon pirated by
others, and is. more extensively used than ever by
physicians and others.
So much for Dr. Foote. But we need to add, as to
this last point, that these prosecutions generally
result in effective advertisements.
In that way Mr. Comstock prosecuted, and so
advertised, au article introduced by Dr. Chase, so
that its sale has become very general, and thousands
are used where one w:ould have been without his aid.
So with "Cupid's Yokes;" he has raised the sale
from one thousand to over fifty thousand; and I am
told that not a day passes that it does not go throuih
the mails.
·
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Some of the objections that hav been r\tised should
perhaps be noticed: 1. :My absence for eight or ten
D. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
months will not need to 1ead to the failure of THE
TRUTH SEEKER. It wiil be as ably conducted as
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. heretofore, and be as worthy of ·the support of the
================='"""===· _ Liberals of the country. My faithful little wife will
AFFIDAVIT OF Dr. FOOTE, Jr.
TM Zaruest and cheapest Radical Journal published in Europe preside in the office, and Eugene Macdonald will
CITY, CoUNTY, AND STATE l
88
oF NEw YoRK:
l
.
.
. h c·t o1• A:meriea, containi'TI{J nearly seven hundred sqwre inches more attend to the editorial department as ably as on
EnwABD B. FooTE, J~~, a regular practiCing physician tn t e I Y
previous occasions, and numerous friends will con.
of New York, being duly sworn, says:
of readi'TI{J matter than any other journal of its lcind.
That he has read pages 426 and 427 of " Frauds Exposed," bearing the
tribute to these columns with earnest ability. I shall
name of Anthony Comstock as author.
.
That the speech put into his, the deponent's, mouth by ib.e smd Comprobably be no longer absent than when in prison,
stock, and the motives under which he, the deponent, labored be~ore the
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 7, 1881.
and I trust my weekly letters will make full amends
Congressional Committee, are therein shamefully garoled and misreprefor what I might say if at home. The success of
sented.
F
s ·
That one si~ificant episode bearing on the case of Dr. oote, r., IS
THE TRUTH SEEKER depends largely upon its patprudently omitted, viz. : This deponent handed to smd Comsto~~· when
That
Long
Journey.
tlefore the Con..,.ressional Committee, the condemned pamphlet, Words
rons. If they are not too derelict in sending in the
in Pearl for th~ Married," the mailing of which liS first class matter to one
representing himself as a wife and mother. had cost Dr. Foote, Sr. a fine
I hav decided to make it. After giving the sub- munitions of war, the means to meet its constant and
of $3,500, and challenged him tJ:ien and there 'oo pomt out to the, Committee a single obscene passage 10 lts pages ; whereupon Comstock s face ject full consideration for several months, weighing heavy expenses, prosperity will attend the paper. The
visibly reddened as be ne~vonsly t~uned trye leaves f?r s~nne moments, and the pros and cons as ·best I could, giving those in warfare of truth, the testimony against error and
until the Committee mercifully relieved him from h1S dilemma by resumfavor of it and those opposed to it due attention, I superstition, will not be slackened.
ing the business before it.
.
. .
.
That when he speaks on page 427 of "emment physiCians m New hav made up my mind to make the circuit of the
2. It has been proposed that instead of traveling
York and Brooklyn, as opposing any change of the law in the "interest
of this crew" he intimates that eminence and respectability are all on his globe.
in foreign countries I travel in our own country and
side, where~s a petiti<?n largely s~gned by ~minent physicians of the Ho:when the proposition was :firsi made by friend visit friends in its various parts. All this can be
meopathic and Eclectic schools 10 New J:ork and Brooklyn was, as lw
knows sent to the New York Legislature askin~for the modification of the D. C. Coleman, of California, I had not thought of done a little later on.
My absence will be but a few
Jaw · ~nd wherem~ a petition signed by about 7ut000 respectable citizens of
Unit'ed Ststes had been referred to the Congressional Conunittee, a such an undertaking, b11t readily made a promis that months, and when I return I will be happy to visit
lar"'e number of which si<mers were cler!!Ymen and members of orthodox I would go if enough of my friends feeling the same places and friends in various sections of the country
cht~rches. as well as eminent liberals, who di.sapptove of Comstoc~'s
methods many of whom deponent personally knows.
All of Which way would advance the necessary means to make the and tell them what I hav seen, my opinions of the
stateme~t• are true according to the best knowledge and belief of this
journey. The proposition was that every person past, and my hopes for the future.
deponent.
BDW ARD B. :FOOTE, JR.
Sworn to before me this 30th day of ]l[arcli, 1881.
who advanced :five dollat:s should receive a volume
3. Some fear I am too far advance~ in life to
JOHN H. JIIONAGHAN,
of my descriution of what I might see while "swing- make such a long journey, and alone. I entertain
Notary Public.
ing round the circle." I said that if three hundred no fears on this ground. I am rather young for my
would accept this offer I would go. Three hundred age, and deem my health and strength sufficient to
SUMMARY.
hav accepted ~t; four hundred hav accepted it; and enable me to travel around the planet. True, I
it will be seen on another page that the fifth hun- would be very glad of company and indulge the
WHAT SHOULD BE DONE?
dred is pretty well along. So, to keep my word, I hope that some Liberal who has the time and means
I. In the States.-!. The laws should be wholly shall hav to go.
may conclude to accompany me. I will rejoice if
executed by officers responsible to !be people, upon
I wished to place myself in the hands of my such may be the case
information furnished by any somety, postmaster, friends, and in this matter to do that which is most
4. There is a somewhat widespread apprehension
officer, 0 .r citizen ,w?atsoever, witho~t any special in- agreeable to the greatest number of them. A pretty that this is to be an unfortunate year on account of
corporatiOn 01: privilege for tha~ p~u pose.
free expre~>sion of_ opinion has been given, and as the the position and influence of the planets. Bnt I
2. The s~emal Comstock sometres to. enforce the vote stands, fully twenty are in favor of my going entertain no fearS on that ground. 'l'he planets can
law:s by the~r ow~ ar;ents should ~e abohshed or have where one is opposed to it. This virtually decides hardly exercise any more baneful influence on the
their functwn.s hm1ted to educatiOn and reform by the question, and I hav little choice in the' matter other side of the globe than on this. Sickness and
moral pers.uaswn.
.
save to put my house in order and to make ready for contagions are just as likely to visit this section of
3. The Jury should be made the Judges of the ~aw the journey.
the globe as any other. In fact the death rate
~nd. ~f the f~c~, and not be bound by ~n.y techmcal I hall felt highly complimented in the value which right here in New York seems to be greater than
Jndimal ~efimtwn, b.ecause no one de:fin~twn can be friends place upon my efforts to please and interest that in almost any other part of the world.
safe ~~JUSt. In this class ~f cases thei~ c~n be .no them, and proud that I hav so many friends who giv
5. It is feared by some that some accident or mis~· test. The common-law ~ury and thei~ ~lsc~etwn solid proofs of their confidence and esteem. I hav hap may befall me, that I will never return, but this
18
IS our only recourse. T~eir avera~e opmwn .the 1 felt as highly complimented by those who are op- fear seems unfounded. Traveling is not particularly
best and the safest umplre (allowmg for all _rrsks I posed to my going and refuse to advance a dollar to dangerous.
People in the oriental countries are
and defects) that can be appeal.ed to. There 1•8 no· help me perform the journey, as by those who well-disposed; I hav no enemies there, while I hav
other escape fr~m a mor~~ and h~~rary censorship of are in favor of my going. But I fear both classes bitter enemies here, and undoubtedly. more to fear
postma.st~r or Judge 0 ~ a~e~t; and no ot~er way place t@o high a value upon my feeble efforts. from enmity and malice than in any other part of the
of de?Idmg such quest.wns 18 m harmony With pop- Whether, however, on this side of the globe or the world. In fact, a journey abroad may be the· very
ular hberty and repubhcan ~over~ment;...,.
other I shall endeavor to perform my duty to the thing to prevent some vile attack being made upon
II.-In the Federal or Unzteil &ates u-overnment. best ~f my ability
me, though that is no reason for my going. I hope
-The Post-office should be run for postal ~u~poses
When I am ask;d what my choice is in the matter to hold myself prepared for whatever may come,
only,, and not for .any purpose of morals, rehgwn or I hardly know what to say. Of course there is pleas- and should it be my fate to meet death on the oppopol~tws. The malls should be fr~e and equal and ure in the thm1ght of viewing the parts of the world sit side of the globe, I presume my bones will rest
mvw~able to all, and no postal officer should have which I hav read about ~>o many years. There is as quietly there as here, and that I will make just as
any rig~t to excl~ld~ any paper or letter .from the something agreeable in the thought of visiting bright an angel from one hemisphere as the other.
Post-office upon his Judgment of the meanmg of t~e Athens, Constantinople, Alexandria, Cairo, the pyra6. It has been thought by several that Mrs. B.
contents. The. Comstock .Po~tal Laws should e mids, the ancient Egyptian temples, the long, nar- ought to accompany me. In many respects this
repealed or modified accordmg Y·
.
row hill country, the Red Sea and Mount Sinai, the would be very agree3;ble to both of us, but the
III.-:The _people at larg.e should be plamly told little seven-by-nine country where God and his peo- journey is too long and arduous for her. We cannot
18
that ~his snbJec.t . on~ that mvolves the fundamental ple used to dwell; Jerusalem, Bethlehem, Jericho, both be away at the same time; besides, the money
quPstwn of their hber Y· .
.
· the river Jordan, Hebron, Dan, Beersheba, Mount is not forthcoming to take both of us._ It would far
1. They should be adm~mshed to ~n[orce then: own Moriah, Bethel, Nazareth, Capernaum, the sea of more than double the expenses for her to go, as it
laws~ and never to p;rmit any rehgwus cotene to Galilee, and all the rest of those places of ancient would be impossible and improper for her to " rough
acqmre a monopoly 0 . such enforc,el?ent.
.
renown. There is something pleasant, even, in the it" as I can, and expect to. If money enough is
.2. All laws. by ~hwh postal officials (whether lll- thought of journeying to Lebanon and Damascus on furnished to send me all the way around, and meet
B~Igated by this somety or not) ?an exclude any p~r- a mule or donkey, but more in steaming from Suez all expenses, it is as much as I can expect. In fact I
ticula.r newspaper from t~e mails on a~count of Its to Bombay, thence to Benares by raii, and all over found that my :first estimate of the expenses of the
meanmg, wholly, or practwally by refusmg the usual India, visiting the holy cities, ancient rock temples, jo11rney was far too low. I learn that traveling in
rates of postage allowed to other papers, should be the sites of olden legends and myths; to visit Cal- the far East is much more expensiv than in Europe;
repea.led at on.ce.
_
cutta, Ceylon, Burmah, Siam, China, and Japan, and that in many cases I shall require an escort and pri~hls exclusiOn has JUSt been effected under t~e exploring those countries so far as time and means vate conveyance, which will 'entail much more
U1::nte.d States C~mstock laws as to t~ree papers m will allow. But all these are not so much to me as expense than public routes of travel. India, Persia,
this mty ~~done m B~ston upon the discr.etwn .of the THE TRUTH SEEKER and my TRUTH SEEKER friends. B~1rmah, China, and Japan are pretty eitensiv connpostal ?ffimals. J\ny aw that leaves a discretiOn to I take more pleasure in communing with them tr1es to travel over, and to do so pretty heavy
anTh
offimal makes
h1m ahcensor.
· t h e ant1mpatwn
· ·
· of VIBI
· 't'mg t h e expenses are mev1
·
't a bl e. It WQ.u ld se~, t oo, t h a t 1'f
k'
th
d f th weekl y t h an even m
0f
1
e rna mg
sue
aws means e en
e places named. I hav often thought that sitting time and expenses are incurr.ed ·to go so far, a pretty
freedom of the press, and consequently the end of here by my table in my little TRUTH SEEKER office thorough examination of the countries should be
freedom
speech.
d 01ng
·
·
· 'ht s and curiOsities
· · · seen
".Et ofl thought
· 'la and
· th
. .+ l'b t ,
my b est to sh ow my f e ll ow- b emgs
w h at I b e-' rna d e, an d as many of t h e srg
erna vzgz nee zs e przce 0J z er Y·
lieve to be truth and right, is the happiest place in as possible.
··
all the world to me.
When shall I go ? This depends on the friends
[From the Star Spangled Banner.]
So I do· not go abroad altogether for pleasure. I who hav pledged to send me :five dollars each to help
A.n Infidel Abroad.
go, in part, because I conceive it will a~ord an op- me make the journey. I shall be ready to start soon
portumty to add somewhat to the httle I hav after receiving the sums so kindly promised. I now
For at least a century it has been customary for· already accomplished, and contribute to the amuse- respectfully suggest that those who:~lfav agreed to
clergymen to visit Europe, but seldom, if ever, has a! ment and instruction of my friends and readers. aid me to make this journey remit ~he amounts so
professed Infidel visited the o~d world and, sti!l bet-~ 0~ course I hav often thought I would lik~ to make pledged. For every :five dollars sent me for this
ter, told what he saw. But m the above qemdedly a JOurney round the world, and accumulatmg years purpose I will forward a set. o:J;, the -.-hooks I propose
interesting volume, Mr. D. M. Bennett, editor of THE admonish me that if I do make that journey it must to write while absent. Thhe wilL not be less than
TRUTH SEEKER, tells of his experience in a trip to not be deferred to very far in the future. The pres- two volumes; perhaps three;<·• I shall ·endeavor to
Europe. To giv any idea of the spice, interest, and ent is at my command, but I know little about what make them interesting, instr"u'ctiv, arid worth the
attractiv character of his work is impossible, but it is may come later on.
money advanced. One or two of
will be issued
This journey, then, will not be one of pleasure only. before my return, and will be forwarded to the doa change from other books of travel, and saint or
sinner can enjoy its perusal. It is a fine 12mo vol- It will be arduous, toilsome, and I will need to spend nors who make the advances. •
nme of 850 pa&'es (containing enough for two corn- every spare moment in writing up what I see and
It is my purpose to visit some countries and plaoes
mon volumes), IS elegantly bound, and still is sold for meet with. And there is almost a dread in plodding in Europe which I did not visit last year, to attend
only $1.50. Mr. Bennett visited London, Paris, Ven- alone over so many distant and strange countries, the Freethinkers' Congress to beheld at Paris this
ice, Pompeii, Rome, and indeed all the places worth where I know not the people nor their language, season, and then to commence circling the earth in
seeing, and he tells what he saw in a most entertain- whose habits are strange to one, whom I cannot un- earnest.
ing manner. Readers of the Banner will make a 11 derstand, and with difficulty can make understand me.
The journey will necessat:ily cost a good deal of
good investment if they buy this book, which may / But it will not be so bad as lyiug in a prison cell, money; the expense of bringing out the books will be
be received prepaid from D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth and perhaps may make some amends for the dreary no small sum, and it will cost considerable to hire
street, New York, or from this office.
I months pa!~sed within those walls.
my share of the business here ·at home. to be perCannot these would-be censors learn that the atto put their censorship over the A~rican
people is just the way to make them do and have the
very things· the censors Wish to prevent?
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formed by others. With these points in view, more to mankind. The lecture was interspersed with Chainey, Dr. Sara B. Chase, E. H. Heywood, J. W.
pledges and more remittances of five doliars each humor, which repeatedly elicitecl the most hearty Stillman, Dr. Kinget, Dr. E. B. Foote, J. M. L.
W. S. BELL,
will be very acceptable. If those who hav not sub- ltnd lively applause, and was a grand success in- Babcock.
Sec. Paine Hall L. L.
scribed to this fund will still do so, or if those who deed.
hav pledged for a share will induce others to join.
them, the same will·be gladly received. I expect to·
The American Labor Reform League.
Czarism in America.
make nothing by the enterprise, but hope not to be'
Its
twelfth annual Convention met in Science Han,·
left too much out of pocket. I trust that those who~ .It has b~en a long time since an act has been comNew
York, Sunday and Monday, May 1st and 2d,
advance the money will fin& the books in return sat m~tted wh1eh has more justly enraged the J_,iberal
isfactory. The more of these that can be disposed mmd than the late tyrannical orders of the post- day and evening. The Monday forenoon session, as
of the better.
.
I office department relativ to the suppression of the usual, was devoted to the American Anti-Usury
The list of donors' names will be published occa. Physiologist, Dr. Foote's Ifealth Monthly, Dr. Kin- Society. J. K. Ingalls, R. W. Hume, E. H. Heysionally in these columns, and as the /ledges are. ~et's Health Journal, and the Agents' Advocate. It wood, Stephen Pearl Andrews, W m. Hanson, Mrs.
sent in they will be duly acknowledge . I hope it IS q.uite enou$'h to fill every honest heart with indig- A. C. Macdonald, Dr. C. S. Weeks, H. B. Brown,
will be convenient for friends to be tolerably n_atwn to Witness such tyranny in what is called Minnie Merton, Dr. E. P. Miller, Dr. B. M. Lawprompt.
D. M. B.
Free America. Often is the inquiry made, "Where rence, John B. Wolff, Louis. Masquerier, Edward
do our public servants get the authority to crush any Palmer, Wm. Schneider, Messrs. Forbush, Charbone,
publication and any publisher they please?" They and others spoke.
Re}lahing Paine's Monument.
J. K. Ingalls was reelected President of the Antiget it only by an unwarranted exercise 6f the power
The following are the sums donated up to the placed in their hands. The whole business is totally Usury Society, and R. W. Hume, Secretary. The
present time:
! unamerican and befitting the tyrants of Europe mol.·e old board of officers of the .American Labor Reform
League w'ere reelected. W m. Rowe, President; W m.
M. Reiman,
$5.t"JO
Dr. E. B. Foote, $1.00 · than our own free land.
lnfidelis,
1.00 · H. B. Brown,
1.00: Many letters of sympathy hav been sent in by Hanson and E. H. Heywood, Secretaries.
From the resolutions presented by Mr. Heywood
D. M. Bennett,
1.00
Rufus Perkins,
1.00 various parties expressive of the indignation which
W. F. Porter,
.25
Augustus Owen,
1.00, these acts of despotism engender. The following we giv the following:
G. S. Me--,
1.00
E. M. Macdonald, 1.00. from Elizur Wright to Mrs. Dr. Chase may be taken Resolved, Th~t a~" p_ay no interest, rent, or other dishonest profit"
becomes the msptratiOn of productiv enterprise, citizens should
Wm. T. Costigan, 4.00
W. H. Burr,
2.00 aJ a sample:
know that rent thieves, usurers, and oUter profit takers like tlleir
predecessors, the slave-holders, exist only because so-called law
Newark L. J_,eague, 5.00
Robt Legg,
.25
BosToN, MAss., April 25, 1881.
san~tions tl?eir _in_vasiv clai!Ds, government enabling them to hold
John Johnson,
.25
James Levesey,
.25 SARA B. CHASE, M.D.: The arbitrary and shameless exclu- then·
lucrattv VICtims, workmg people, in tribute-paying vassalage.
J ohn Musgrove,
.25
Robert Cardwell,
.25 ~ion of your Physiologist from the mails· ought to arouse the Resolved, That, as B laconsfield celebrated regicidal resistance to
tyraiii!y,
see in the Nihilists who translated Alexander II., as in
Henry Cardwell,
.25
Patch GroveL. L., 2 25 indignation of every rational and decent man and woman in secessiOn we
etfort to remove Abraham Lincoln, the rebound of invasiv
W
H
·
America. I think it will. If I were a postmaster, either the blows struck
at home rule and personal liberty; that if Bismarck
A. S.
heeler,
1.00
enry Felber,
1.00 highest or the lowest, there are some species of reptilliterature and Gladstone also meet their Brutus, and heads of represstv robA. P. Heywood, 1.00
W. R. Cameron,
2.00 which I would not knowingly allow to go through-law or no bery here are talren otf, labor thereby asserting its beiJiaerent right
self-defense against the insatiable piracies of capital~ now as of
L. Harris,
.50
R. D. Shoemaker,
,50 law. I would burn them or throw them into some proper re- of
old, the cause of oppressed millions, thns vindicated, may b~come
the cause of human nature.
Dr. J. E. Jones,
.50
W. Gorman,
1.00 ceptacle of filth, and take the consequences.
Resolved, That as Parnell & Co. conspire with Gladstone to sacrilabor to eapit~l in Ireland, Greenback ~tists here, ignorant of
James Seba,
1.00
G. s. Bradley,
1.00 m;i~su~i~!~t~ht~ ~~cee~~h~!~~~~~~~~.r::~Y?r::~ ~~t~~f !~~ fice
eqmty,
hostil to liberty, seek a more equal distribution of power to
Pulaski Carter,
1.00
Philip Wootton,
1. 75 be more disastrous to him than he expects.
plunder service: that whatever cunning politicians and pm•blind
James C. Lehmer, 2.00
Sarah Axtell,
1.00 It cannot be that bigotry and superstition can run this gov- priests say to the contrary, hands able to improve land should hold
against all comers, debts paid once in the form of interest are paid
M. P. ThurstonJ
. 75
A. Hoyt,
.25 ernment by the agency of a rep til fished up out of the slums. it
forever, and buildings which ha v paid the cost in rent rightfully belong
to resident tenants for use without robbery.
Horace Lane,
1.00
A. Be!>sette,
10.00 You hav, it seems to me, a good case, and as soon as it
Resolved. That tbe exclusion of the Irish World from English mails
Mrs. A. McDougall, 5.00
Mrs. A. Everest,
25 is known the Liberal people will rally around you and we shall and
censorship of the press exercised here by Comstock Blaine &
W F St
5 00
D M W 1
1. 00 soon know by judicial authority whether the mails belong to Co., prohibiting Mrs. Chase's Pl!llsiologist, :fining Dr. Foote's HeaUh
· · evens,
·
· · or ey,
· 1 the people or to a conglomeration of fanatics who claim the Monthly without law and against law, like the futil etforts of government _to suppress }l,ruits of Phil_osopby,~'" Cupid's Yokes,'' and
D. Buckingliam, 1.00
James Bridger,·
. 75 right to place in every family a book containing much false- "Words
mPearl," show the cowardiCe and rmbecility of statesmen
W. L. Hever,
1.00
0. F. Green,
5.00 hood aml some filth.
in conflict with personal wit; that tit is outi•age on America, cosmoChas. E. Patterson, 1.00
L. H,. Webb,
1.00 I believe you havnobly done your duty, and I hope you are politan citizenship, resented by intelligent people· the world over
quicken etfort to sustain the joutnals assailed, hasten liberatio~ ·
Wm. Porter,
1.00
Henry E. Hunter, 1 00 not to be a martyr to it. Were it my last crumb I would do will
of Ireland and the triumph of social freedom.
S. LaTourette,
1.00
Bart. W. Graham, 1' 00 something to prevent that.
Yours truly,E
W
James Napier,
1.00
George Dunkerly, 1:00
LIZUR RIGHT.
Obituary.
Mr. and Mrs. J.H.B. 5.00
John Moffitt,
.25
It is cheering that ofterS' of material aid are made,
Died, at Hannibal, Oswego Co., N. Y., March 3,
Caroline S. Ellis, 2.00
W. S. Williams, -1.00 and that there is a strong desire entertained by many 1881, Lovina D. Titus, wife of N. Titus.
J. 0. Bentley,
3.00
George Geer,
2.00 to wage a conflict with the power so ruthlessly crushShe was a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
A. H. Frank,
1.50
J. H. Northrop,
1.00 ing the just rights of individuals. The following and a full believer in the principles it advocates.
J. B. Denton,
.50
G. S. MeW.
1.00 may be taken as a very generous sample. It is fi·om She was trained under strict Baptist faith, and lived
Mr. Sweet,
1.00
Dr. Hallock,
2.00 Wm. C. Wilson, the proprietor of the Wilsonia mag- a consistent member of said church until she stopped
J. Victor Pedron, 1.00
Liberals of Bingnetic garments.
to thinkfor herself, instead of allowing the bigoted
E. Chope,
2. 75
hamton,
1.06
BRooKLYN, May 1,1881.
priests to think for her-then of course she must see
John Mahara,
.25
Fred Gardner,
2.00 MR. D. M. BENNETT, Dea1· Sir: I herewith hand you my things differently. For I say that any persons who
1\Irs. John 1\Iahara, .25
Andrew J. High,
.25 check for one hundred dollars to be added to the Chase fund.
I wish it used to help defend her rights which hav been will do their own thinking will not believe in an endChauncey Gaylord, .25
Carl Meschel,
.25 wrested from her by the tyrants in power. If any portion of less hell nor in the vicarious atonement, for the docGeo. B. fl:eyworth, .50
N. S. Johnson,
.50 the money is not needed for that purpose I wish it devoted to trin is too absurd for any thinking person to believe
Mrs. l\L H. Coffin,
.50
Miss Geneva Coffin, .50 the benefit of the Physiologist.
Yours truly,
in. The deceased did not expect to be saved through
John Helm,
5.00
K. Heinzen,
1 00
WM. C. WILsoN.
Christ or any other savior, but believed she must
Louis Prang,
10.00
George Chainey's
If other generous souls wish to aid in the defense work out her own salvation.
She retained her
Horace Seaver,
1.00
Paine HallAudiof these cases they may do so by remitting to the reason till the last and had no fear of death.
Paine Hall L. L.,
4.84
ence,
28.14 editor of this paper or to Hugh B. Brown, 141 Eighth
N. TITUS.
Many thanks to all these friends. We are able to street, the Treasurer of the National Defense AssoMore League Members.
announce that competent mechanics are now at work ciation.
repairing the monument, and in two weeks or thereOur Boston friends are up in arms at this official
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
abouts the work will be accomplished. The wall of outrage that has been committed. The Globe of Since my last communication the following persons
the inclosure will be repaired, the grounds will be last Sunday had over a column, giving a full and hav become annual members of the Iowa Liberal
improved, and, if the money holds out, an iron front sensible history of the outrage. By the following League: C. P. Hosmer, Belle Plaine; Al. D. Leech,
fence and iron gate with stone posts will be put up. communication it will be seen that an indignation Donnellson; J. U. Schelling, Manchester; Dr. John
There is probably about money enough received to meeting is to be held in Paine Hall, on which occasion Brown, Bismarck.
complete all these improvements.
this species of despotism will be appropriately
Let theirs be but the first drops of the continuous
On May 30th (Decoration day) the friends will denounced.
rain of ducats which shall pour into the State League
treasury; may they be but the avant-coureurs of the
gather at the monument, which will be decorated and
Indignation Meeting.-Rights of the Free great army of freemen who shall enlist under the
rededicated. A company will go out from thi& city,
banner of secularism.
Annual membership, fifty
several little speeches will be made, and it is hoped
Press again Outraged.
an enjoyable time will be had. Capt. George W.
cents;
life,
$5.00.
Who
next?
In Paine Hall, Boston, May 15th, a meeting of the
Will the hundreds of Iowa Liberals to whom I
Loyd will act as marshal on the occasion, and a pic- people will be held to defend the liberty of the
nic dinner will be served up on the ground. Friends press, and to expose to the scorn of all lovers of free- hav written and who hav not answered, please do so
and the public are invited.
dom the usurpation of the rights of American citi- at once?
The increase in the number of auxiliary Leagues
zens, the censorsh~p of the free press, in "the recent
SEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific ukase from Washington excluding from the United and of the membership of the National League is
books. 64 pp. Sent free.
States mails the Physiologist. And as if this bhm- very gratifying and is a fit commentary upon' the
der and outrage were not enough, Comstockism growlings of one or two obscure pseudo Liberal
Col. Ingersoll's New Lecture
through the First Assistant Postmaster-General has sheets, which are still all in a flutter over the manly
and womanly action of the Chicago Congress. Does
Entitled " The Great Infidels " was delivered on issued the pronunciamento that no future number of any man with a grain of common sense in his head
last Sunday evening at the Academy of Music, the Physiologist shall be permitted to go through or a spark of humanity in his heart believe that the
probably the largest theater in this city. Nearly the mails ! What does all this mean, if it be not French professor mentioned in THE TRUTH SEEKER
every' seat was filled and many were compelled to " Czarism taking root in AmErican soil?" Besides of April 2d deserves the torture he is now undergostand for the more than two hours occupied by the excluding the Physiologist from the mails, the same ing? Let us proclaim a whole faith though the
lecturer. Probably no less than 3,000 persons were in authority has prohibited the circulation through the heavens of injustice fall. Rejoiced am I that our
attendance. The lecture was a masterly effort, welling mails of Dr. Foote's Health Monthly, Dr. Kinget's noble TRUTH SEEKER keeps a vigilant eye upon Inup with the choicest and most brilliant gems of rhet- Health Journal, and the Agents' Advocate, unless quisitor Comstock. "\V e do not realize how closely
oric, sentiment, humor, and earnest truth that a lec- under penalty of being rated as third-class mail mat- we tread the brink of a volcano. An eruption may
ture ever contained. The audience seemed almost ter, which is virtually the extinguishment of these occur any hour. Bro. Lynn is right, you are needed
spell-bound and were pe1~fectly in rapport with the papers. These journals are obnoxious to Com- here.
Fraternally,
E. C. W .ALKER.
stock and he is attempting to crush them, while
speaker.
Sec. Iowa L. L.
other
papers
of
like
general
character,
but
which
A summary of the lecture will be deferred till next
week a~ the space is more than engaged f6r this issue. hav not dared to lisp a word against this mounteTo the Readers of'" The Truth St·eker."
Suffice It to say the Colonel paid a glowing tribute bank, are allowed to circulate through the mails
Send
to D. M. Bennett for those leaflets describing
to the great Infidels of the world, 1£mperor Julian, as second-class mail matter.
The following able speakers are invited to be and illustrating the Jewish Jehovah; then pass them
Spinoza, Diderot, Voltaire, Hume, Franklin, Paine,
and Jefferson. He considered them the bright, par- present at the meeting and giv tongue to tp.ese amongst your beloved church people. They will do
W. T. CHA.MBERL.AIN.
ticular stars which had led us from darkness mto gigantic wrongs: Hon. Elizur Wright, Horace Sea- a great amount of good.
Norwich,
Conn
.
ver,
T.
B.
Wakeman,
D.
M.
Bennett,
George
light, and who had performed most valuable services
1
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an ox on the left side, they four also had the face of flow from it, when he is so manifested as to impart
an eagle" (Ezek. i, 10). This description Iremeus them."
considered typical of the four gospel-portraits of
I have copied an attempt to present in a few words
Christ. The first, he thought signified Matthews' a sketch of the pe-culiar glories of the gospels and
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Eleventh Letter.
go!<pel, the second John's, the third Luke's, and the the distinctive purpose for which each was written.
}JR. D. 1\:I. BEXNETT, Dem· Sir: A professorship fourth JI.Iark's. But hear his words: "The cherubim I think it answers your question, and, moreover,
in the London University or any other !'eholarly too were four faced and their faces were images of shows the wisdom of the Divine Inspirer of the evan.
position is not a guarantee that the possessors are the dispensation of the son of God. For as the sm·ip- gelical recor1ls in dictating four different and yet
proof against vagaries. There is really no neces~ity ture says, 'The first living creature was like a lion,' harmonious views of that wonderful man-the meek,
for your complaining attacks on my method _of deal- symbolizing his effectual working, his leadership and gentle, ill-treated wayfarer of the villages of Judea
ing with your authorities. I am not so uncrrtJCal or royal power; the second wa~>like a calf, signifying his and Galilee, who was also the co-equal Son o£ the
·
illiberal as to estimate men like Prof. Newman, 1\Ir. saeriticial and sacerdotal order; but 'the third had eternal God.
You ask why Paul did not make" any mention of
Greg, and others from whom you have at various as it were the face of a man,' an evident description
times made quotations, as weak meb or of unsound of his advent as a human being; 'the fourth was like Jesus being taken bodily up into heaven. And if
mind, but on the contrary accord to them the full a :flying eagle,' pointing out t.he gift of the spirit he did not say anything ahoJlt that or Christ's won~
meed of no ordinary scholarship. But .scholars do hovering with his wings over the church, and there- derful miracles, will you please tell us why he did
have vagaries and much of the scholarship of to-day fore the gospels are in accord with these things, not?" And as a soi:t of leading reply to your own
may be the n~nsense of to-mor~ow. Thus in his time among which Jesus Christ is seated. For that question, you conclude the paragraph interrogaSir William Jones was an unnvaled scholar, an au- according to John relates his original, effectual, and tively, "Was it not probably because the story of
thority whose dictum was absolutely law in the glorious generation from the Father. . . . But those things had not then been written, and because
interpretation of Hindoo mythology and all matters that according to Luke, taking up his priestly char- Irenams & Co. had not yet discovered the four
of Aryan civilization. Yet how puerile and utterly acter, commenced with Zacharias the priest offering canonical gospels?" In dismjssing your latter ques.
.
Matthew aaain tion as a non sequit1tr, I might argue, if your logic is
fallacious many of his theories were! What an over- sacrifice to God.
This, conclusive, that Matthew and John were written bethrow of all previous scholarship the discovery of the relates his generation as a man.
.
fore Mark and .Luke because they give· no descripRosetta stone was destined to produce. The ponder- then, is the gospel of his humanity.
ous tomes, the learned theories that had been the Mark, on the other hand, commences with a refer- tion of the ascension of Christ whatever.
elaborate protluetions of men of world-wide reputa- ence to the prophetic spirit coming down from on
Paul did believe in the bodily ascension of Jesus
tion for scholarship, were proved to be " basel~ss as high to men, . .
pointing to the winged as- Christ, and had undoubtedly seen the four gosthe fabric of a dream." For two thousand years It was pect of the gospel."
. pels. What did he refer to in such scriptures as
believed that of two bodies falling, one weighing :five
The quotations may be too mystical, but there is "Christ died for our sins according to the scriptures,
pounds, the other one, the form~r would fall :five certainly no proof from thE-m that the man was a and that he was buried and that he rose again the
times as rapidly as the latter. Anstotle had taught hypocrite or a fool, a.s you so harshly contend.
third day according to the scriptures .'i"' (1 Cor. xv,
this, and, as he was autho~·ity, it bd~came alylscholharAllow me, however, to make a quotation from a 3, 4). What scripttwes does Paul refer to? What
ship and education to receive ~he Ictum.
~t w at Christian writer who presents the truth in a manner manner of resurrection ahd ascension w~s it that
a vagary it was! So that, whtlfl acknowledgmg the that seems to me more exact :
· Paul had in mind when he wrote "according to the
scholarship and learning of Prof. Newman, I am not
"The gospel of Matthew sets Christ before us in the working of his (God's) mighty power, which he
bound to receive all he teaches, and when I remem- character of the son of David and of 4,braham, that wrought in Christ when he raised hirn from the dead
ber that scholars as able and learned at least as he is to say, in connection with the promises made to and set him at his own right hand in the heavenly
differ from him and present what to me has more Israel, but presents him withal as Emanuel, Jehoc pla"ces . . . and hath put all things under his
weight, being positive facts, than any theories, I can vah the Savior, for such Christ was. It is he who, feet.'?" (Eph. i, 20-22), saying in the same epistle, as
very unceremoniously, as far as I am concerned, con- being received, should have accomplished the prom- quoted in my last letter, "He (Christ) that descended
sign them to the limbo of untenable vagaries.
ises (and hereafter he will do so) in favor of this be- is the same also that ascended up far above all
Let me here say, also, what, if I had thought, I loved people. This gospel is in fact the history of heavens" (tv, 10). Can it be possible that you really
would have premised in the comme~cement of this his rejection by the people, and consequently that of believe Paul did not mean a bodily ascension? Is it an
debate, that in using the terms In:fidehty, Infidel, etc., the. condemn~ti?~ of the people themselves, so far as unembodied spirit, then, that Paul . teaches "shall
I use the words merely to avoid circumlocution, and their responsibility was concerned (for the counsels descend from heaven with a shout, With the voice of ·
not as any reproach. I had supposed, however, you of God cannot fail), and the substitution of that the archangel, and with the trump of God," and
which God was going to bring in according to his whom "we which are alive and remain shall be
understood this.
I think I am unfortunate in that I have so much to pu_rpose. . . . The object oJ the spirit of God in caught up together ·to meet?" Is the ascended
read that is entirely irrelevant and so much repeti- this gospel being to present Jehovah as fulfilling the Christ an unembodied spirit, of whom this same Paul
tion. It seems somewhat discourteous, too, to pass it promises made to Israel, and the prophecies that re- says, "In him dwelleth the fulness of the godhead
by unnoticed, and it affords an opportunity for such la~e to the Messiah (and no one can but be struck. bodily" (Col. ii, 9)-this ascended Christ "who
endless reiteration that I know not. but the unwary With the number of references to their fulfillment), sitteth on the right hand of God?" (CoL iii, 1).
reader may imagine there is some weight in it. Thus ~e commences with the genealogy of the Lord, start- Again, does he refer to an unembodied spirit when
in your letter under review there is the repetition of mg. from David and Abraham, the two stocks from he says of Christians, in a verse most sadly neglected
the remarks of Prof. Robertson Smith, a man who whiCh th~ Messianic genealogy sprang, and to which in the churches to-day," our citizenship is in heaven,
.
.
. from whence also we look for the Savior, the Lord
owes all his notoriety to his eccentricities of scholar- the promises had been made.
ship, that "we do not possess any historical notice of
"The gospel according to Mark has a character Jesus Christ, who shall change our vile body, that it
the existence of the original copies of the New Testa- that differs in certain respects from all the others. ~ay be fashioned like to his glorio·us body?" (Phil.
ment writings." From the almost universal destruc- Each gospel has its own character,· each is occupied m, 20? 21). Again I invite your attention to the
. tion of the early Christian,writings an objection like with the person -of the Lord in a different point of ascenswn scenes of the gospels. Mark says, "He
this is quite safely made, and often gathers to itself view-as a divine person, the son of God, as the Son was received up into heaven and sat on the right
great force. But as I have before answered to this, of Man, as the son of David, the Messiah presented hand of God" (xvi, 19). Luke relates, "While he
while the disingenuousness of the objection will not to the Jews. But Mark is occupied with none of blessed them he was parted from them and carried
be unperceived, it loses all its force from the fact these titles. It is the servant we :find here; and in up in heaven" (xxiv, 51). Paul writes to the Ephethat Tertullian bears positive testimony that any one particular his service as bearing the word; the active Sians, as just quoted, God "raised him from the
going to the respective churches to which they were service of Christ in the gospel. The glory of his dead and set him at his own right hand" (i, 20),
addressed could see the autograph letters of the apos- divine person shows itself, it is true, in a remarkable word for word, ·ahnost identical; does one mean a
tles themselves in his time.
manner through his service, and, as it were, in spite bodily and one a spiritual (whatever that may be)
You taunt me with not noticing the rather remark- of himself, so that he avoids its consequences. But ascension? Let me ask you to seriously consider
able grapes and wheat which you say Irenams de- still service is the subject of the book. . . . On these scriptures and tell me if you are not convinced
scribed. If Irenams did write such tales it in no this account the history of his birth is not found in that, whether true or false, the apostle Paul believed
way affects the reliability of the quotation I made Mark. · It opens with the announcement of the be- in a bodily resurrection and a bodily ascension.
from him. I did not notice them for this reason and ginnin~ of the gospel."
·
·
In the same manner it can be proved that Paul bealso because you do not give any reference to chap(I might here re~ark, a~ has been remarked by lieved i~ the incarna.tion of Christ, in his miraculous
ter or page whereby I may test it. There are trans- others, th~t the word Immediately-servant language conceptwn, etc. But you will refer me again to the
lations of Irenams in the Astor Library; will you be -occurs m the .New Testamen~ abo.ut eighty. time~, miracles of Christ and ask why Paul does not enukind enough to designate the page and chapter and half of this number of times It occurs m this merate them. I reply that after the ascension of
where I may see it for myself? It is of very little gospe!. I speak of ~he Greek;. ou~, ~ranslators ~ave Christ, the Holy Spirit was sent dewn as on the day
importance, however.
.
sometimes rendered It "forthwith m our versiOn.) of Pentecost to dwell in the church which was then
"It has been asked," you say, "why. were four
"The gospel of Luke sets the Lord before us in formed for the :first time. Peter for the last time
gospels necessary?" Of course, if the Bible is the the character of Son of Man, revealing God in deliv- offered that if the Jews should repent Christ would
word of God, as the universe is his work, this ques- ering grace among men. . . . In Luke, we add, return and the millennia! glory of the Old Testament
tion would be on a par with an inquiry as to why that which especially characterizes the narrative and prophecies commence. The Jews rejected the offer
Jupiter has four satellites or Saturn three rings. You gives its peculiar interest to this gospel is that it sets ~he authorities imprisoning Peter. After this Paui
continue, "If God wished a gospel written giving bef~re us that which ~hrist i~ ~imself. It is not his IS _converted, and un~o ~im a special ministry is
the facts of his son's visit to the earth· and his igno- offiCial glory, a relative positiOn that he assumed, assigned and a revelatiOn IS made that was entirely
minious death, why should the story be told more neither is it the revelation of his divine nature in new. This was his life work. Christ had sent the
than once?" Simply, that God wished to, and those itself, nor his mission as the great prophet. It is other apostles with a commission to baptize. Paul
who have studied it most see daily more and more himself, as he was, a man on the earth, the person could say, "Christ sent me not to baptize" (1 Cor. i,
wisdom in it. "One multiplication table" you say, whom I should hav<l met every day had I lived at 17), but to. preach what he called "rny gospel and
"has proved sufficient, four multiplication tables have Judea or in Galilee.
.
.
.
.
the preaching of Jesus Christ according to the revebeen entirely unnecessary." Since you are given to
" The gospel of John has a peculiar character, as lation of the mystery which was kept secret since the
quibbles, let me tell you that I hav seen two multi- every Christian perceives. It does not present the world began, but now is made manifest" (Hom:. xvi
plication tables, one from 1 t~, 12, another from 1 birth of Christ in this, looked at as the son of David. 25), describing his commission in other places as on~
to 20. You will admit, however, that your whole It does· not trace his genealogy back to Adam. in specially committed to him.
paragraph is a waste of space, for the reason why order to.b~ing out his title of Son of Man. It does
The special mystery which Paul was used to teach
there are four goRpels have no connection with a not exhibit the prophet who, by his testimony, had no existence at the time of Christ's life on earth
thesis as to their authorship. However, since you accomplished the service of his Father in this resjJect It was that all believers from the day of Pentecost
have asked the question I will give you a reason that here below. It. is neither his. bi~th, nor the com- until t~~ second c?ming of Christ are baptized by
answers it to my satisfaction, and- also show the con- me~cez:tent of his go~pel, but h1s existen~e ~efore the the Spmt of God mto one body, of which Christ is
rectness of that analogy for pointing out which begmnu~g ~f everythmg that had a begmmng. 'In the head. Such believers are by their dispensational
Irenams has suffered so unmercifully at your hands. the be~mmng was the TJ. ord.' In short, it is the position heavenly men, with heavenly hopes; alas!
In the first chapter of Ezekiel the prophet describes glory. of the person of Jesus, the Son of God, above that they are not so practically! Even we know not
a vision of the four cherubims, a verse of which reads, ~lt dispensatwn-:-a ~lory developed in many ways Christ after the flesh. A Christ in glory coming to
"They four had the face of a man, and the face of m ~race, but 'YhiCh Is alwa:ys itself. It is t~at which redeem his bride, this should be the hope of Chrisa lion on the right side and theyfonr_had_the_face of he 1B, but making us share m all the blessmgs that tians. Hence, how foreign to the epistles of Paul
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to refer to Christ's miracles performed while on
earth. The gospels are written with an entirely different view; they are transcripts of the life and
teachings of Christ while be was on earth.- Paul's
epistles are doctrinal teachings of truths not even
bmted at by Christ while on earth, but hid from the
beginning of the world until revealed unto Paul.
One expecting to find references to Christ's miracles
in the Pauline. epistles might as consistently peruse
an astronomical work to find a practical manual on
gardening. The latter would exhibit as intelligent
a conception of the field of astronomy as to expect
the miracles in the Pauline letters.
In common with the general views of Infidelity,
·you nourish the idea that if there be a God he is one
who to be merciful must entirely overlook sin, If
the apostle had asked you, "Is God unrighteous who
taketh vengeance?" you would have replied in the
affirmative and denied that God could judge the
world. Your idea of God would be a being full
of sentimental pity but without any attributes of
holiness or justice. Pursuing this line of argument,
you ask: "Was it loving and merciful in him to order fifty thousand women put to death in cold blood
and as many little male infants, and that the female
infants, little girls, and youthful virgins who had
never lain with man be kept alive for the •use of his
soldiers and priests? You cannot deny that being
in the Bible." But I do deny it. Produce the chapter and verse.
Further on you continue, "Was it love and mercy
that prompted him to command that whole nations
of his own offspring· should be exterminated by the
sword, that women should be ripped up, and little
innocent children put to death?" I reply, when I
read the reason of it, Yes. If your argument was
impartial you would quote the reason as well as the
fact. The nations who were thus summarily dealt
with were disei1Sed through and through with abominable crimes, which were too coarse even to mention. In the expressiv language of scripture the
reason is given, "The land is defiled; tlierefore' do I
visit the iniquity thereof upon it, and the land itself
vomited out its inhabitants" (Lev. xviii, 25); and
the impartial warning to the Hebrews was, "Ye
shall not commit any of these abominations; neither
any of your own nation, nor any stranger that
sojourneth among you (for all these abominations
have the men of the land done which were before
you, and the land ie defiled), that the land spew not
yo~ out also, when ye defile it; as it s_pewed ~ut the
natwns that were before you." Infidehty may mdeed
become the champion of such moral lepers, but certainly it will be little to its credit in the judgment of
all clean-hearted men.
And in all the other objections you adduce in the
same connection the argument for Infidelity appears
in the same unenviable light. To be sure the facts
are colored and distorted, as any one familiar with
the scripture would immediately recognize, but overlooking this, the Biblical reasons given for each
command refute all cavils. I do not think them
·worthy of any extended examination; the greater
part are stflted with a coarseness of language with
which I should hav given you credit for too much
eelf-respect to suppose you would insult the readers
of your paper by printing it. If you revel in such foul
imaginations you do not find the details in the Bible
with which to color them. It is, however, curious
to observe how, while distorting and caricaturing
every passage on which you deem you can found a
harsh statl'ment, you entirely overlook such teach-'
ings from the very heart of the same books, as:
"Thou shalt not glean thy vineyard, neither shalt
thou gather every grape of thy vineyard; thou shalt
leave them for the poor and the stranger."
"Ye shall not steal, neither deal falsely, neither
lie one to another."
"Thou shalt not defraud thy neighbor, neither rob
him; the wages of him that is hired shall not abide
with thee all night until the morning. Thou shalt
not curse the deaf, nor put a stumbling-block before
the blind."
"Y e shall do no unrighteousness in judgment,
thou shalt not respect the person of the poor, nor
honor the person of the mighty, but in righteousness
shalt thou judge thy neighbor. Thou shalt not go
up and down as a talebearer among thy people, neither shalt thou stand against the blood of thy
neighbor."
"Thou shalt not hate thy brother in thine heart:
thou shalt in any wise rebuke thy neighbor and not
suffer sin upon him. Thou shalt not avenge nor
bear any grudge against the children of thy people,
but thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself."
"Thou shalt l'ise up before the hoary head and
fear thy God."
" And if a stranger sojourn with thee in your land,
ye shall not vex him. But the stranger that dwelleth with you shall be unto you as one born among
you, and thou shalt love him as thyself."
"Thou shalt not revile the magistrates nor curse
the ruler of thy people.,.
"Thou shalt not raise a false report. Put not thy
hand with the wicked to be an unrighteous witness.
Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do evil, neither
shalt thou speak in a cause to decline after many to
wrest judgment."
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"If thou meet thine en~my'_s ox or his ~ss goi~g'. _I am a young architect with a mania for popularastray, thou shalt surely J;mng It back to him ag~m. Izmg _beauty of form, as it is to my taste; hence the
If thou_seest the ass of him that hateth thee,Jymg pecuhar get-up of the "Reprint," your opinion on
under his burden, and ~on~~st forbear to help him, which _I a~ a!:rxious to hav. I hav another hobby
th?,u shalt surely help him.
for ratwnahstic _propaganda, to which I devote perIf thy brother, a Hebrew man or a _Hebrew haps more ~tte~twn than my !llerely temporal interwom~n, be sold unto thee and serve thee SIX years, ests would JUStify; however, It is my happiness.
then m the seventh year thou shalt let.him go free
~hatllve: p_ecu_niary profit we reap for you will,
from thee. And when thou s~ndest him out from I thmk, be msigmfica?~ as against prepartng the way
thee free, thou shalt not let him go away empty; for your talked-of VISit to England which I hope
thou shalt furnish him liberally out of thy flock and may soon come about and successfull;. ·
out of thy floor and out of thy wine-press; of that
W. LARNER SuGDIDf.
wherewith the Lord thy God hath blessed thee thou
shalt give unto him."
Notes.
"Thou shalt not oppress a hired servant that is
poor and needy, whether he be of thy brethren or of
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
thy strangers that are in thy land within thy gates." At this date I am at the residence of H. H. Chase
"The fathers shall not be put to death for the in Union City. Mr. Chase is an old-time patron of
children, neither shall the children be put to death !HE _TRUTH SE~KER, and he holds out a steady and
for th~ fathers. Every man shall be put to death m~lhgent hand m behalf of the principles of unifor his own sin."
versal freedom and human rights as they were beRead the books of Moses which you so coarsely queathed t_o us by the fathers of this republic.
caricature, and you will not be so illiberal. It is
The residence of Mr. Chase and his estimable
comparatively easy to wrench a text from its context family is situated upon a high bluff overlooking the
and distort its meaning, but the real truth seeker valley of the St. Joseph and the Coldwater rivers
will have no sympathy with such a course.
just at a point where these two rivers unite. Th~
It is a hopeless task, seemingly, to correct the flip- town takes its name from the union of these two
pant errors of your manner of stating facts and doc- rivers at this point. And the view from this high
trines. God does not "demand the blood of his own bluff upon the valley below, and in the distance bebeloved son in order that he might be brought into a yond, is picturesque and romantic indeed.
mild, forgiving humor." It was his own love devised . ~nion City has taken the palm thus far with me
the plan of human redemption and it is the only way m Its patronage of TaB TRUTH SEEKER. The town
in which a just and holy God can forgive a sinner.
has only about fifteen hundl'ed inhabitants, and there
Yes, you teach the true gospel when you say, are about twenty subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER
"Blood, blood, blood, runs all through the Bible," This would seem to be sufficient to save the plac~
although thousandil of so-called Christians disbelieve and the people from the encroachment and demoralit. Mr. Pentecost and Mr. Jlrioody, as you quote izing influence of superstition and sectarianism.
them, both state eternal truths-it is the blood of _Some evangelists hav been here during the last
Jesus Christ alone that brings salvation, sanctifica- wmter, but hav made little or no impression. A
tion, and glory. Millions have experienced the truth mal!- by the name of Davis, considerably noted as a
of this. you, of course, do not believe it, still that re:-Iva}Ist,_ has been at the towns along the line of
does not alter its truth. But can you not see sin and this air hne branch of M. C. R. R. holding proits sad results? Are you not a mystery to yourself? tracted meetings, but without success.
Is not life an enigma to you? Science cannot unAt Tekonsha, a small town ten miles east of
ravel it, philosophy cannot solve it; the scriptures Union City, Mr. Davis and his friends induced the
alone make it plain. Why will you not believe'?
people to close up their shops, stores, and places
y ours t ru 1y,
G . M . M AIR.
of business generally and to turn out en masse to
hear Elder Davis preach, who opened his theological
batteries at full blast for several nights; but the
Gentlemanly Treatment.
poor man failed entirely; he did not make a eingle
convert, and could not succeed in saving one soul.
The following letter written to Col. Ingersoll fi'Om When the people learn that they are not damned in
England by a gentleman who has published there his the sense' that orthodoxy would hav it, they will see
lecture "What Must We Do to be Saved i'" shows that they are not in need of any such salvation as
very plainly the difference between one who appre- orthodoxy proffers, but rather that the salvation the
ciates an author's rights and those who do not :
world of mankind needs most is redemption from the
DEAR SIR: You will hav seen by the Secular power of the church. and its emissaries.
Review and by the copies of the "Reprint" mailed to
When our ancestors fled from the old countries to
you that a few of us hav availed ourselvs of the the wilds of America, they came to these shores to
license given us by the absence of international copy- find refuge from the intolerant and superstitious
right to issue in this country your admirable lecture, powers of the Christian church; and if the people
"What Must We Do to be Saved?"
are becoming sufficiently enlightened to be saved ·
I had purposed writing you before we did it to from the encroachments and the sophistries of these
obtain your authorization, but an intervening illness emissaries of religious darkness and superstition,
of mine drove us so near the date on which we had then they are nearing that happier era when there
determined to publish as not to leave time for com- will be a more universal humanity and fraternity
municating with you, hence the omission of that among all the people.
duty. And as at the outset we quite looked for a
I think there is no mote permanent, reliable, and
pecuniary- loss to ourselvs from the undertaking, our successful means of enlightening and elevating the
shortcoming did not appear to us very serious.
people here than by a free and widespread circulaHowever, the sale having been got up so far in tion of Liberal and philosophical reading matter.
advance of our expectation, a profit has. resulted This seems to be a quiet and effectual means of
instead of a loss. The ultimate amount of this enlightening the people and of leading them on to a
profit we propose to remit in toto to you, as a sub- commendable development in individual sovereignty
stantial apology for our offense. I inclose post-office and personal freedom, And it is only under these
order for the first instalment (£2, lOs., Od.,-12 conditions of individual growth and personal indedollars), and as soon as we are in a position to strike pendence that we may hope to realize the grander
a final balance will communicate with you again.
benedictions of this republican form of government.
We are now printing a large (3d) edition, of which
The unity of individual liberty, with the highest
we hope to dispose. As a rule advertising is expen- ide:tls of fraternal fellowship, and an honest and
siv, and in these cases very uncertain. But I am faithful desire for the good of the whole people, will
pleased to report that a gentleman in Loudon, who ultimately work out for the American people a state
is delighted with the lecture and our get-up of it,.has of society in which there shall be no extremes Of
generously placed at my disposal a sum of £14, I2s., poverty or of riches, or of bigotry and sectarian
6d (about 70 dollars), to be used for printing and strife.
posting all London with 3,000 placards (I send copLet the millions of money now squandered upon
ies) fully advertising the book. (We are also our- an aristocratic church and a sectarian ministry be
selvs doing some hundreds for the ·provinces). We converted into channels of industry and economy
are pedect strangers to each other. He says, "I under the wiser direction of a comprehensiv charity
shall not be disappointed if the apparent result of and a far-reaching benevolence, and the ages of
my outlay is very small. I sow the seed in 'faith,' darkness will recede, giving place to the happier era
and do not require immediate visible fruit."
of intelligence and an ever-increasing condition of
Should you think proper to recognize his liberality human happiness.
Respectfully,
by mailing him any of your writings, I giv you his
C. S. RoWLEY.
address, A. Vacher, Esq., 12 Fitzroy st.l London, W.
CHRISTIANITY embi·aces in its universality the low
We hope to hav a line from you by an early mail,
granting us indulgence for the latitude we hav per- comedy of colored Methodism, the melodrama of
Congregationalism, the "Pinafore" religion of Epismitted ours~lvs in the publication.
If you can heartily absolve us, we would like to copalianism, and the spectacular drama of Catholi. know on what condition·s we may issue, uniform cism. Christianity is a chameleon; it takes the color
with "What Must We Do?" the" Some Mistakes of of the ground on wb.ich it lies. In Europe it is arisMoses," in our series of Bijou Reprints. I hav only tocratic, and believes in the nobility; in America it
seen an Australian mutilated edition, and should is democratic and believes in a republican form of govwish t<'> hav the true original for reproduction. Also ernment. It upheld slavery as a divine institution
could you let us hav a good engraved (steel or wood) and laid its hand in blessing upon the slave-holder,
portrait of yourself? . This we would hav reproduced and only after Infidelity had freed the slaves did it
as a zinoograph to print with type and form frontis- see any sin in the evil eystem that made man the
property of his fellow-man.-L. K. Ttashburn.
piece.
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so create them that they would incline to virtuous their god' Yahweh paid special attention to them,
deeds as water to run down hill? If he did not wish and they never had much prosperity until he withthem to do wrong, why did he create a devil to entice drew his "protection" from them and they scatthem to evil? Why did he do anything to lead tered around among other nations of the earth. You
Our Twelfth Letter to Mr. Mair.
his children to unhappiness when he so well knew may think me " coarse" and crude, but not more
MR. G. M. MAm, .Dear Sir: The first thing I have what the consequence of his measures must be long coarse and crude than are these vagaries to which you
cling so tenaciously.
to speak of will he "vagaries." You seem to think, before he undertook them?
It does not detract from his criminality because
Another of the Ch1:istian vagaries is that the hooks
and would be glad to make it appear, that those who
are able to show up the false claims of Christianity there is anpther vagary that to make some amends of the Old and New Testaments were either written
and establish their falseness by the most irrefragable for the lamentable blunder he had made he gave by God or by men inspired by him. There is not
proofs, simply are troubled with " vagaries " and his dearly beloved son as a sacrifice or atonement for the first particle of proof to sustain ~his vagary. It
"eccentricities." Thus while you accord learning !he sins which his creatures had committed, nor that is wholly unknown who wrote the most of the books,
and scholarship to Greg, Newman, Davidson, Smith, he had determined millions of years before the event 9,nd there are no grounds for believing that either of
and others, nevertheless, in so far as they said any took place to send this innocent son to suffer for the them was written by inspiration. The first five books
thing damaging to Christian claims it was a vagary, mistakes his creatures made when following out the are called the books of .Moses, but it is certain that
an eccentricity. All we have in proof of this is your natures he had given them, and for doing just what Moses never wrote them nor saw them. The same
bare assertion; nothing else in the world. To find he knew they must do. It does not add to his good with the subsequent books; most of them were writvagaries in the writings of such men as Greg and reputation to slay a. faultless son to make amends for ten by others than those whose names they bear, and
Newman requires an observer of your acuteness; his own mistakes or for what his other creatures scarcely one of them sets up the pitiful pretense that
ordinary minds are unable to see it. None have had done, or to appease his own anger, DOl' for it was written by inspiration, or that God had anywritten more clearly than those men. They estab- him to lay the plan from all eternity to do this. thing to do with it. I have shown that the four goslish their positions by the most unanswerable proofs The longer this unjust, cruel policy was thought pels were not written or seen by the persons to
and arguments, going to the original documents and over the more detestible it should have become whom they are ascribed, and that "tradition is the
leaving nothing for the imagination. Still in your in the eyes of a perfect being. If he had created fountain of Christian knowledge." I have shown that
flippant but. unfair style you fain would toss t.hem a devil with the power to lead his children the miraculous conception, the maternity of the Viraside as of no consequence. But if you cannot show astray and cause them to disobey him it was most gin, the miracles of Jesus, his physical resurrection,
where they are wrong, their proofs, their arguments diabolical justice that caused him to determine and his hoilily ascension were unknown in the first
and conclusions, must stand.
The aspersion of to slay his own faultless son in consequence. It was century, and at the very best depended upon the legmisera-ble blundering that made him so angry at the ends and traditions invented and fixed up in the sec"vagaries" does not touch them.
By the bye, since you speak so flippantly of result of his own experiments that he must strike ond century by such inspired men as Irenreus. You
vagaries on the part of those who do not bow down down his own son to obtain satisfaction. Or if he and have not as yet adduced the first proof that the opand worship your idol, it has occurred to me to in- his son were one and the same person, as another posite is the truth. All the claims upon which your
quire whether there are not a few vagaries on your vagary insists, his anger at his human offspring must system depends, all its pretensions to divinity, are
side of the question; and I have come to the conclu- have been of a peculiar character that he had to the sheerest vagaries, compared with which the
sion that Judaism and Christianity consist of and smite himself to get himself into a good humor. It p1·oofs and deductions of Prof. Newman are solids of
are built upon the most barefaced and absolute is a pity that in consequence of the ill success of his the most permanent character. Divested of all the
vagaries that the world has ever known. Let me plans he should work himself into such a state of sanctity thrown around these vagaries by the ignorecall but a few of them. At the foundation is the anger that he decided to send into eternal damnation rant devotees of blind faith, the tales about Jesus,
claim that about six thousand years ago a God the millions of his creatures he had brought into ex- his parentage, birth, miracles, resurrection, and
said to possess infinite power, wisdom, and love istence, and that be himself had to step in and take ascension, are as ridiculous and childlike as the
created from nothing the thousands or millions of the blow designed for them, thus· gaining sure vagaries of anJ other mythology. The incarnations
If he of Vishnu, the myth of Santa Claus, or of Puck's
suns and worlds which constitute the universe; but revenge and appeasing divine justice.
he gave rather special attention to this small globe did not want a devil able to thwart and defeat him, throwing a girdle about the earth in forty minutes
upon which we dwell. In fact, he caused all the why did he create him? If he did not want his hu- are equally as sensible and equally as reliable.
It matters little in the line of reason what Irenreus
vegetation of the earth to come to perfection, the man children to follow their natures and passions, why
grasses and leaves to grow, the flowers to bloom, did he endow them with such passions, and wrongful thought about the crazy visions of Ezekiel, of cheruand the fruits to ripen, before he took the trouble to desires? If he knew beforehand how his creatures bim with faces of a man, a lion, an ox, and an eagle,
create the sun for the benefit of this and other worlds. would conduct themselvs, what kind of reason was or his far-fetched idea that the four gospels in the
Near the close of six days of pretty har.d work, he governed by that he should get terribly canon had the slightest connection with these four
after making fishes, reptiles, birds, and auimals, he angry because the result came around just as he knew faces. Your quotations from another Christian
rolled up soiLe mud and made a man, but discover- it would and just as he had planned it ? Is it indeed writer as to the wonderful characteristics of the four
ing that he would be lonely and useless without a divine justice that demands the punishment of the gospels seem to be about of equal value with the arcompanion he gave him a powerful soporific and put innocent in place of the guilty? Oh, that is a horrible guments of Iremeus.
Right here let me correct a mistake which aphim into a deep sleep, and by a surgi~al operation vagary indeed! You may worship and love such a
extracted one of the man's· ribs, of which he formed a being, but I cannot, and will not.
peared in my last with reference to the casks neceswoman of such charming beauty that not only
Another of the old vagaries is that God had con tin- sary to contain Irenreus's wine. I meant to say that
the man was attracted to her at once, but even a cun- ual trouble with his creatures after he turned the 300,000,000 men making a cask each per day would
ning big snake which God had made fondly ap- man and woman out of the garden where four rivers in six thousand years make 540,000,000,000,000; but
proached her. The result was most disastrous to had their source, and though his sons came down in correcting the proof the printer misunderstood
God, to the man and woman, and to countless millions and cohabited with the daughters of men, which my marks and took out eight ciphers, reducing the
of their offspring, even to the latest moments of eter- at ail events should have improved the breed, they number to 5,400,000 casks, an error of 5,399,999,946,nity. The snake was the only one who made anything grew from bad to worse and he became more and more 000,000 casks, capable of containing quite too much
by that apple-eating speculation; he developed into a dissatisfied every day, until in the bight of his wine to be thrown away.
first-class devil and has been more than a match for displeasure he decided to exterminate them all from
I am inclined to think you deserve to he ranked
his maker ever since.
the face of the earth by an immense flood of waters. with Irenreus, since you hav discovered two multiThis God of infinite power and wisdom being The old vagary has it that for forty days and nights plication tables, one from 1 to 12, the other from 1
eternal had existed for millions, billions, trillions, the water poured down from heaven at the rate of t? 20. Why .do. yo~ not with equal propriety call it
quintillions, and decillions of ages multiplied to- seven hundred and twenty-five feet per day, over nmeteen multiplicatiOn tables-1 to 2, 1 to 3, 1 to 4
gether, cogitating, doubtless, upon what he should thirty feet per hour, or six inches per minute, which and so on? You might at least call it four multipli~
do to distinguish himself when he g-ot ready to remained on the earth the best part of a year, drown- cation tables-1 to 5, 1 to 10, 1 to 15, and 1 to 20,
make a world and place people upon It. It seems ing out all the men, women, and child.l'en, all the and thus afford another proof that God caused four
a huge pity that after such long preparation, with animal creatures excepting the fishes, all trees and gospels to be written, showing a direct connection
such power and knowledge at his command, that he vegetable life, save the eight persons in the ark, and with Irenreus's four winds, four corners of the earth
should have made such a complete failure, which the two or three millions of animals, birds, reptiles, and Ezekiel's cherubim with four faces. The fou;
he has never been able to correct. It was the greatest insects, etc., which the vagary provides to get along gospels need all the proof that can he brought in
blunder ever conceived of, that a God of infinite harmoniously in the confined darkness, without food their favor, and your multiplication should not be
power and love, after so protracted a period in which or air, for thirteen months.
omitted. They prove the divinity of the four gos:to mature his plans, should make an unsophistiA good deal of trouble was required to bring all pels equally as much as Irenreus's four winds,
cated young man and woman who at the very first this about, and the worst of it is, it did little or no
As it pleases you to quote from Irenams and a
step they took should plunge into endless and irre- good, for the world was just as bad as before, and nameless "Christian writer" the wonderful qualities
trievable ruin and carry to eternal torture their vast this God of infinite power and love had his patience of the four gospels, it is but proper that I should turn
and' helpless progeny. A being with infinite power tried to the very utmost. After getting out of all very brief attention in the same direction, even if I
and knowledge who could do this is far worse than patience with the dwellers on the earth, the vagary cannot arrive at the same conclusion with you and
the basest devil the mind of man has ever conceived. goes on to tell us, he concluded to select out the off- your two authors. I will take the space to mention
It was a blunder, a crime of greater magnitude than spring of one man and make them as numerous as but a few points. Matthew is anonymous. It
all other crimes ever committed.
the sands of the seashore, and to make them a chosen begins with a pretended genealogy of Jesus, showing
It is one of the Christian vagaries that this infinite, and holy people unto himself. But the stock was twenty-seven generations from David to Joseph, who
wise, and good God knew from all eternity just what too bad; they did evil continually; they made him according to the same chapter, bore no more blood~
the result of every act of his would be, and just how angry almost every day, so. that he wished to destroy relationship to Jesus than to any other man. The
the beings he was about to create would plunge into them and consume them from the earth. He led writer of Matthew is considerable on dreams. He
eternal destruction. He made them liable to go them into slavery so abject that even he got sick of knows all about what Joseph dreamed more than
astray and knew they inevitably would do evil, nev. it and undertook to lead them a few days' journey half a century before, and points out nearly a dozen
ertheless he placed them where he knew they would to a land he resolved to give them, but it took him instances where certain events in the career of Jesus
utterly fall; and also created a tempter to lure them to forty years to make it.
were done that it might be fulfilled which was spoken
their destruction with the full knowledge of what
Although he had promised them as an inheritance by cer.tain prophets, but w~ich 1angua&'e in nearly
the result would be. You may adore such a God, forever a large tract of country from the Nile to the every mstance had not the slightest alluswn to Jesus
but I cannot. I cannot believe that a being all-wise, Euphrates, they never had but a small tract of or to anybody of his time. He was quite a fervid
powerful, and good would calmly prepare the condi- broken, mountainous country less than forty miles sto~y-teller, and narrates with particularity most
tions by which his creatures could possibly become wide and one hundred and forty long. He led them astonishing events, like the opening of the graves
utterly wretched. The great prevalence of want, through numerous bloody wars to gain possession of and walking forth of the dead, which nobody else
suffering-, destitution, unhappiness, misery, and evil this little country he had promised to give them as a ever heard of. In that gospel certain event!! like the
of all kinds disproves the rule of a being all-power- present. And during the twelve or fifteen years feeding of the multitude with a very small stock of
ful and ali-good. If there is wretchedness in the they had partial possession of it, they were food are mentioned the second time, showing clearly
world, whose fault is it save his who made the condi- often defeated by their enemies; they were several! that the story is a compilation of legends by two or
tions? If wrong abounds, who is to blame for it save times rendere.d captiv~s and .laid un~e~ tribute, and more authors. With all his fulness of description and
him who rendered it possible? If he wanted his two or three times earned off mto captivity. In short, fondness for marvelous events he had nothing to
Qreatures to he virtuous and happy, why did he not they seemed to have the most ill fortune so long as say of the most remarkable circumstance of Je_sus
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ascending bodily up into heaven. -As a truthful his- lish the messiahship of Jesus is very evident, and an only shows the activity of your imagination and the
torian he was ve1·y derelict in his duty to say not a intimate relationship between him and Yahweh of f~cility with which yo.u accept the common producword about that wonderful event.
As before the Jewish mythology, the latter of whom, however, tiOns of the human mmd as the declaration of the
remarked, if Matthew ever wrote a narrative it was is greatly softened down, improved, refined, and Bein&' of infinite wisdom and knowledS'e. This is a
· in Hebrew, and as this gospel was written in Greek, etherealized. He is not near the malicious, cruel, starthng proof of th.e power of super~tition upon the
it could not have been written by Matthew. If in jealous, irrascible, passionate, revengeful, and blood- human mmd, a spemmen of the delusiOns which have
the genealogy business Luke was correct, Matthew thirsty deity portrayed in the Old Testament. It was blinded the human race for thousands of years.
was false.
doubtless written to establish the metaphysical doc- . I willlell.ve witho_ut further argument Paul's opinMark is also anonymous, but he is the briefest and trine of the trinity, and in it words are put into the IOn o~ the resun·ectwn, _a~ a sharp Philadelphia lawsimplest, and makes the least effort at effect of all. He mouth of Jesus, asserting his divine character, not yer with two or three divmes to help him could not
says nothing about the miraculous conception, noth- claimed in the other narratives. The ablest writers m~ke out exactly what Paul meant; but it is pretty
ing about Christ being born of a virgin, nothing have pronounced it a polemic, designed to disprove evident that whatever resurrection he· believed is
about his infancy, childhood, youth, or early man- certain heresies rather than to give a simple, straight- the lot of every human being was that experienced
hood. There are several discrepancies between him forward narrative of the events in the life of Jesus. by Jesus. We will let it rest at that. Your effort
and the other gospel writers, but I will pass them over These heresies had reference to the person and nature however, to show that Paul had the least knowledg;
in silence; As the writer at best was not an eye-wit- of Jesus, of which there appeared to be a great of the "miraculous conception," of his incarnation~
ness of what he relates, his evidence could not have diversity of opinion in the second centul'y. Tiitely of his . miracle~, and his physical ascension, I must
much weight in a court of justice. Like Matthew does Greg remark, "A man who writes a history to pronounce a fail~re. You show nothing of the kind.
he has nothing to say of Jesus's miracle of turning prove a doctrine must be somt:thing more than a man Most assuredly If .Paul had known anything of
water into wine, and not a word of his greatest of if he writes that history with a scrupulous fidelity of these '!on~erfu~ thmgs about Jesus, in all he had
all miracles, raising Lazarus from the dead after he fact and coloring." This was more than the writer to say m his epistles he surely would have referred
had been four days in the grave, and the process of of John accomplished. He made the discourses of to them. In fact he would have been culpable not
decomposition had commenced.
If these works Jesus to turn almost exclusively upon the dignity of to have done so.
Your dodge about works on
were really performed by Jesus it was culpable on his own person-an overweening tendency to self- astronomy and gardening does not excuse thematter
the part of those giving a full account of his deeds glorification- and this with a frequency which is . I perhaps should not think strange that my quat~
not to even mention them. Where three accepted hard to believe was an actuality. After reading the mg mstances of your God Yahweh's cruelty injustice
witnesses say nothing of these things and only one fourth gospel one must have the painful impression severi~y,, and ba~ temper disturbs some~hat you;
has a word to say of them, it is very fair to conclude that it cannot be dealing with the genuine language equammity of m~nd. It .does. indeed present a bad
that the deeds were not performed.
of Jesus, but with a composition written with a pur- outlook of a bemg for mfimte love wisdom and
'fhe third gospel is anonymous, nor is the slightest po~e to sho_w. h~s superi?r ~ature. and. extraord~na~y power. _ I a~rni.t you liave quoted ;orne pas~ages
claim set up that any divine aid was received in c~an~1s to divimty, a behef m whwh_ did not enst. m presentmg ~Im m a somewhat less unfavorable light.
writing it. By the proem it is evident that when it his time, .and that the.g?spel was written to estabhsh You have given some passages from the Old Testawas written many others had undertaken to put in the doctrme of that divmity.
ment that are nearly as good as teachings from
writing the legends and traditions that had been
The fourth gospel strangely doee not mention the older heathen religious works.
You deny that the Jewish God, Yahweh ordered
current, and the writer does not show wherein his immaculate conception-a very important omission;
version is any better than those older than his. If it gives no idea of how Jesus was begotten. It does women and children put to death in cold biood, and
the gospels of Matthew and Mark were known at the not tell us how he came into the world nor how he ask me to produce the chapter. Just turn to the
time, he does not mention them nor give them any went· out of it. It has not a word to say of the re- 31~t chapt~r of ~umbers, read it over carefully, and
preference over the numerous other narratives that markable ascension, of which Mark and Luke claimed thmk of. It seriOusly before saying your morning
had been produced. He puts in the claim of the ad- to have some knowledge, though they passed over it and evenmg prayers. There you will !'lee that this
vantage of being an eye-witness, but as he gives an very briefly and related it differently. It is very God commanded Moses to send out an army of his
account of many things of which he certainly was clear that this gospel was not written till late in the peculiar people and revenge themselves on the Midnot a witness, this claim amounts to little. He, how- second century, and certainly was not written by ianites, a nation of peaceful agriculturalists. In
ever, does not claim that he had divine assistance in John, the son of Zebidee. Another very strong keeping with this command of the Jewish God they
writing a single passage, and had it been so he was proof that John did not write this gospel is the fact warred on the Midianites and slew all the ~ales
extremely unfair and untruthful not to tell ·us. that it does not mention several very important inci- including the five ki_ngs which ruled over the people~
From reading this gospel it is very evident that dents, as the transfiguration, the agony in Gethsem- The women and children were taken captive and
the writer wrot~ in quite a natural manner, giving ane, etc., on which occasions the other gospel writers with a semblance of mercy, the soldiers did n'ot put
a tolerably straightforward but unreliable account assert that John was present. Had he been present them to death, but after burning their cities, goods,
of what he knew and what he had heard, without and afterward written a gospel, he assuredly would c~stles, etc., took them to the camp of Israel, along
once thinking heaven was helping him to write. He have mentioned them. Perhaps the fidelity andre- With 675,000 sheep, 72,000 beeves, and 61,000 asses.
attempts to give the genealogy of Jesus, but makes liability of this gospel may be fairly estimated by its
When Moses, God's vicegerent, saw that the
it totally different from Matthew save iN the names last verse, "And there are also many other things women and little children were saved alive he beof David and Joseph, neither of whom bore the which Jesus did, the which if they should be written came very angry and inquired, as mjght a demon
slightest sanguineous relationship to Jesus. He every one, I suppose that even the world itself could inquire, "Have ye saved all the women alive?"
makes Joseph to have descended through an en- not contain the books that should be written." Then speaking for his God, he said: "Kill every
tirely different lot of men from Matthew, mentioning When it is realized that the smallest room in this male among the little ones, and kill every woman
forty men and generations, while Matthew has but city, yes, the smallest closet, is large enough to hold that hath known man by lying wilh him. But all
twenty-seven. If Matthew was partially right Luke the books containing a narrative of all the events in the women children that have not known a man by
was totally wrong; and as they utterly disagree their the life of any person who lived much longer than lying w~th him, keep alive for yourselves." And in
testimony is worse than useless. They both show Jesus, and was far more active, the utter falsity and obedience to the command of this God whom you
dishonesty, in attempting to give the genealogy absurdity of the supposition that the whole world adore, those women and little babes were put to
of Jesus, by giving that of Joseph, who, they take could not contain the books giving the incidents in death in cold blood, than which a crueler deed was
particular pains to tell, was not his father and had his short career are most apparent. That writer of never performed upon this earth. Of course this
nothing to do with his paternity. The untruthful- such statements cannot be credited whether inspired chapter of " God's Word" does not say there were
fifty thousand each of the women and children, nor
ness on their part is quite enough to invalidate their or uninspired.
statements in other portions of the narrative.
Thus while you and your Christian friends claim did I suppose you would understand it that way.
Luke gives an account of a remarkable interview to see so much in the four gospels that is wonderful, The fifty thousand is simply an estimate of my own
between Gabriel and Mary, and another between the beyond the power of mortals, "divine," I find uoth- based upon the data given that it was the wome~
Holy Ghost and Ma1y, which neither of the other ing that is above mediocrity, nothing beyond even and children of a whole nation which had five kings
gospel writers knew anything about. He does not tell an ordinary person's ability, and much that is false, with cities, castles, etc. With such a great amount of
how he knew anything about it himself, but it surely incongruous, contradictory, and un~·eliable. While live stock, as well as from the number of virgins
was not from being an eye-witness. Probably it was you fain find in them proofs of the work of a divine (32,000) that were turned over for the use of the
an invention, like the genealogy, and possesses no mind, I find nothing but what is quite human, and soldiers and the priests, I think I am justified in
more value. In the details he gives he disagrees in of a not very elevated character at that. They making the estimate at fifty thousand, but there
many instances with the other gospel writers, but as abound in discrepancies about the conception of might have been a few thousand more or a few
they all wrote by their own powers and subject to hu- Christ, about when he was born, about Herod's thousand less. It matters not that the precise numman fallibilities we will not be too criticalm that di- murdering the innocents, about Joseph's going to ber is ascertained; the pl'inciple is all the same
rection. If they all wrote by divine direction they Egypt, about Christ's childhood, his calling his dis- whether it was 25,000 or 50,000, only the gi"eater
should have stated events alike and in the same ciples and performing his miracles, hi!> teachings, the number the more gigantic the horror.
The most diabolical proceeding in this whole busiorder. But as common compilers of legends, tradi- the events iri his career and the order of their occurtiona with some powers of invention, it was not renee, his betrayal, his arrest, his· trial, his crucifix- ness was the giving over of 32,000 innocent young
strange that they disagreed on many points and fre- ion, the inscription oii the cross, what was given women and little girls a prey to the animal passions
quently contradicted each other.
him to drink, what he said, his preparation for the of soldiers, together with a regular proportion for
Although you do not like me to repeat what I say, sepulcher, his resurrection, the persons who saw the priests, called "the Lord's portion." Just stop
especially when it is a d~magin~ ·truth t~at you do him! the number of his appearances af.ter his res_ur- for a .moment and realize the enormity of this horrinot wish to have appear, m makmg allusiOn to tho rectwn, the number of days between his resurrectiOn ble affair. Just think how those young women
fourth gospel I must mention some points alluded to and his ascension, his ascension, and where it must have felt, torn by bloody soldiers from their
before. I am rather in favor of repeating strong occurred. On all these poipts and niany others homes, whi.ch were set on fire and 4estroyed,-their
points and true points, and I hope not to offend by there are discrep~ncie~ and c?ntradictions too fathers, mothers, and little brothers brutally murso doing.
.
numerous to mentiOn · m a burned letter. You dered before their eyes, and they consigned by a
The fourth gospel is entirely unlike the others may by the aid of a fervid, pious imagination see a merciful God to the foul embrace of the fiends who
both in detail and object. The other gospels rep- great deal of beauty and divinity in all this, an indi. had performed this· bloody work ! Can anything
resent the mission of Jesus to have lasted but about cation of something beyond what four men are capa- more shocking be conceived? And how puerile the
a year while the fourth gospel makes it several years. ble of performing, but with my matter-of-fact mind excuse which you and other adorers of Yahweh offer
The fit?st· three state that Jesus visited Jerusalem once, I am unable to see anything of the kind. I see not for this great iniquity-because the Midianitish
while the fourth gospel speaks of sevm·at visits. The the first particle of divinity in those four gospels, women had tempted the men of Israel ! How
fourth gospel makes Jesus the preacher of long, met nothing superhuman in the matter conveyed, nothing pitiful the excuse ! Is it not probable that the men
aphysical abstruse, and enigmatical sermons about superhuman in the style in which it is told. If four of Israel, in an intercourse hinted at, were just as
which th~ others have nothing to say. The fourth common farmer's sons, attending a theological semi- criminal, to say the least, as the daughters of
narrative would have us believe that J·esus performed nary, could not get up four nan·ativs or gospels Midian ? What gross injustice, then, to murder the
some very astonishing miracles that the other nan·a- equal to those in th~ New Testament, they ought to women in cold blood and r~ward the men by giving
tors knew nothing about.
be sent home to their mother, and told to go to work them untouched virgins of the same race! If the
It was evidently written by one familiar with at plowing again. Your ability to see marks of first intercourse was wrong, was it right to command
Greek philosophy who was anxious to weave in the divine power, "the peculiar glory of the gospels," the second ? Out upon such inconsistency, such
ideas of the logos as propo~nded by ~hila, by Plato, as you term it, i~ those four ram.bling, discor~ant, "divine mercy, love, and purity" as that. Is it possi(Concluded on pag~ 300.)
and still earlier by the ])ru~ds. The mtent to estab- common-place, discrepant, contradiCtory narratives,
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Decline of Christianity in Iowa.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Ten years ago the Methodist Episcoptl church at
East Dubuque, Iowa, had a membership of over one
hundted. They felt able to build a fine church edifice at a cost of four or five thousand dollars. For
the last two or three years they hav been unable to
pay the salary of a minister, but through the kindness of a local minister on the oppo&it side of the
river in Dubuque, who preached to them free, they
hav been enabled to keep up some show of life. At
the last quarterly meeting the church was well
filled, and the presiding elder prepared the sacrament. When all was ready the worthy were invited
o come forward and eat Jesus. But oh, horrors,
here was not one who responded! The presiding

Let us follow on. The mills are erected, the maelder and the "local" had it all to themselvs. Our
old friend and co-worker, D. R. Burt, livs there; chines are in place, but human hands are still needed.
The gentlemen summon the farmers' sons and daughthat explains it.
H. GILMORE.
ters by the inducement of better wages. Hav the
Machinery and Civilization.
gentlemen thrown any one out of employment ?
Mr. Charles C. Coffin has been giving a series of They hav changed labor; they hav made the spinlectures in the Lowell (Mass.) Institute on our manu- ning wheel and loom of the household useless lumfacturing industries and the relation of invention to ber, not throwing the old-time spinners and weavers
civilization. From the Boston .Advertiser we make out of employment, but transferring them to . one in
the following extracts from one of these lectures:
which they can do more for themsl'lvs and their felThe first need of men in this world is for some- low-men. You ask, perhaps, what .the masons,
.
joiners, and carpenters who built the mill are to do
thing to eat; the second is for somethmg to wear.
h
·
"? A
The earliest historical allusion to the manufacture of w en the mill IS comp 1ete•t
re they not out of
textil fabrics is the simile in the oldest poem extant employment? The mill is only the begip.ning.
-the book of Job-the comparison of the swiftness Dwelling-houses are needed, stores, shops for the
of time to the weaver's shuttle. The weaver's shut- grocer, butcher, baker, joiner, mason, blacksmithtie of the East and the loom of the Orient through the whole fraternity of trades and occupations. The
all the centuries hav not changed. Throughout Asia, first mill erected at Lowell was the beginning of a
and even in some sections of Italy and Spain, the city to-day numbering between fifty thousand and
spindle of to-day is like that which Penelope deftly sixty thousand inhabitants. It will be instructiv in
twirled when preparing garments for her absent this connection to see what labor and capital together
lord. The use of machinery in the manufacture of will accomplish through the use of the energy of
clothing has been a powerful agency in modern civil- nature, in giving value to raw materials.
ization. Out of the multitudinous machines of the
The Southern farmer plows his land, casts in the
present century I select those for spinning and weav- cotton seed. He sells his crop at twelve cents per
ing to represent the progress of mechanic art. It is pound, obtaining a livelihood by agricultural labor.
noteworthy that the first movement in free intellect- The operativ in Lowell, by manufacturing it into
ual thought in antagonism to the dogmatism of the muslin, may make it worth eighty cents; by more
middle ages and the :first mechanism to relieve woman delicate manipulation into lace worth $1. But before
from unceasing toil were coincident. During those the process could be undertaken by the machinist,
years <in which Martin Luther, Melancthon, and the iron manufacturers were called upon to contheir compeers were awaking the world to a new in. struct the machinery. The ore which the miner dug
tellectual and religious life, a German carpenter con- from the ground, and which he sold for seventy-five
structed the spinning wheel, which made its appear- cents, the iron smelter sold for $5. The machinist
ance about 1530. The knitting machine was the m!i.kes it worth $100. If, instead of putting it into
second invention-the device of a young curate of spindles and wheels, it had been sold to the manufacNottingham, the Rev. Wm. Lee; and during those turer of fine needles, he would hav made it worth
months when the Mayflower was crossing the Atlantic $6,800. _ The manufacturer of watch springs would
the first stockings knit by the machine were placed hav made it worth $200,000; or if he were to use it
on the market.
for pallet arbors it would be worth $2,577,595. Past
The lecturer commented upon the fact that the earnings and present labor together giv this increased
century following Lee's invention rolled away with- value to the seventy-five cents' worth of ore.
out any invention. Men were giving their attention
Invention renders old things obsolete and so il!
to other things. The spirit of the age was against destructiv; but there is a force more destructiv than
invention. The learned were lost in abstractions, invention, a force that not only drivel! men from
were regardless of human needs, utterly ignorant of occupation, but upon the instant consigns their costly
the resources of nature to alleviate human woe or to machines to destruction-a force wielded almost
lift men to a higher plane of life. Another reason wholly by the female sex__:_the force of fashion, a
why inventions did not come earlier was that all power stronger than the combined strength of inventChristendom, through the middle ages and down to ors, manufacturers, and operativs. Not long ago
the beginning of the present century, was engaged every woman in this audience quite likely regarded
in war. The conditions were all adverse to scientific a hoopskirt as necessary to make her wardrobe comresearch. In 1781, just one hundred years ago, came plete. Probably not less than 25,000,000 were manWatt's first working engin, with a condenser and ufactured per annum, reqw.iring an outlay of many
the steam applied to propel the piston in both direc- millions of dollars for complicated machinery, furtions.
naces, and rolling mills for the foundation of steel,
Aside from the very few wind and water mills, the manufactures for the weaving of tape, employing
human race at the beginning of the present century many thousand operativs; but suddenly the idea
was living by its own muscular energy, digging and gained possession of the female mind that dress
delving, spinning and weaving, with rude instruments would be more graceful and pleasing to the eye withand mechanisms.
out them, and they were upon the instant discarded,
The world is more enlightened now, but there are bringing about quick destruction to the manufacare still many_ people who cannot see how the intro- tures and loss of occupation to the operativs.
duction of a machine which will do the work of many
Invention is an educator. It begins with thought.
men can be promotiv of the well being of the com- The more tlwught put into. his machine by the
munity. Imagin yourselvs as standing on the bank inventor the higher the intelligence to operate it.
of the Merrimac, in 1821, with Nathan Appleton, Mechanics has become a distinct profession, requirWilliam Appleton, Patrick T. Jackson, Kirk Boott, ing high mathematics, physics, and the power of
John W. Boott, Paul Moody, and Nathaniel Bow- abstract thought. Trade and commerce recognize
ditch. No sound breaks the stillness, save the rush- the new profession by offering it their highest
ing of the water over the rocks. It is the energy of pecuniary rewards. It is the master mechanic,
nature running to waste, and these gentlemen de- receiving his salary of $15,000 per annum, who is the
termined to set it to work for their individval wel- cheapest employe of some cm~orations in this connfare. They purchased the surrounding farms and try. Fifty years ago, in 1830, the spindles of the
the old canal which other men had cmistructed for world were as follows: United States, 1,000,000;
the paasag-e of rafts, set themselvs to enlarging it, Europe, 2,000,000; Great Britain, 8,000,000. To-day
and in building a dam, not working with their own the United States has 11,000,000; Europe, 20,000,hands, but summoning the farmers, who came with 000; Great Britain, 40,000,000. In cotton manufactheir oxen to haul rocks. Stone-masons are wanted, ture it is estimated that oae man to-day is able to do·
and the black&mith to sharpen their tools. Young the work of 1,000 hand laborers, and that the cotmen come down from Vermont and New Hampshire ton, silk, and woolen industries of to-day would
to dig the canal. The gentlemen who are pushing require the labor of every human being if prepared
the enterprise need bricks. ·Another class of labor- by hand labor.
One hundred years ago, when thread numbered
ers is called for. Lumber is needed, and sawmills
are set to humming. Masons, hodcarriers, mixers of 150 by the standard set up by spinners was considered
mortar, lime burners are set to work, with still more the utmost degree of fineness possible by English
oxen, more teamsters, and cartmen, besides coopers spinners, a pound of cotton l'lpun to such fineness
to make the casks for the lime. An architect plans would giv a thread 74 miles in length, sufficient to
the manufactory; the carpenters frame it, and a reach from Boston to Concord, N. H. The machincorps of joiners finish it. A millwright calculates ery of to-day spins for useful purposes thread numthe power, sets another corps of men at work con- bered 600-from one pound a thread 196 miles in
structing the great wheel. The manufacturers of the length. And machinery has been constructed so
spinning and carding and weaving machines hav regi- delicate that a pound of cotton has given a thread
ments hammering and filing brass, steel, and iron. reaching 1,061 miles-farther than from Boston to
They in turn hav set the founders, puddlers, and Chicago! The weaver of my boyhood could throw
smelters to work. Furnaces send up their lurid the shuttle perhaps twenty-five times a minut·e, but
flames; vessels are sailing on the ocean to fetch and not at that rate through the day. Human muscle
carry materials. The miners far down in the earth, would break down under such rapid action. In 1850
the sailor climbing the Rhrouds in mid-ocean, the Compton's loom threw the shuttle fifty times a minmillwright lost in thought as he calculates the power ute, whereas so great bas been the advance of invenof nature's energy, the brickmaker molding the tion, that the loom of to-day is considered a slowplastic clay, the joiner plying his plane, the teamster moving mechanism if the shuttle does not fly 240
urging his cattle; all hav been called from former times a minute ! "No man can afford to take as a
vocations to aid in building the mills. Why hav gift to-day a cotton manufactory equipped with the
they come? Because these gentlemen offer them machinery of 1860," was the remark of the late supermore remuuerativ wages than they hav been receiv- intendent of the Amoskeag Mills. "We are breaking.
ing up the machinery of those days for old iron."
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In some departments of cotton manufacture a man
with the present machines will do eight times the
amount of work which he could accomplish in 1860.
In the manufacture of coarse cloth an operativ with
ten machines does twice the work which he could
accomplish with thirteen machines before the war.
There never was a period so fruitful in discovery, so
fertil in invention, as the present, and the reason is
manifest. The first discoverers and inventors groped
in the dark. They were ignorant of nature's laws.
They did not know what force was. They had a
limited comprehension of what the simple mechanical powers were. There was little accumulated
wealth of research.
In contrast, the mechanic of to-day has all the dis-·
coveries, the experiments, the ascertained facts,
mathematics of machinery, the laws of force at his
command. He inherits the scientific wealth of all
the past and makes it his capital. Instead of gazing,
as it were, upon old mines worked out, he beholds
mountain ranges filled with golden ore, and engages
in his work with the stimulus of the needs of the
human . race,_ ~n.d ~he ever-increasing wants of an
advancmg CIVIlizatiOn.
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dance with our wills had no such hindrance occurred. volitions and actions by pleasure and pain, there
Grant. that after having begun an action we change would be_no sense or use whatever in establishing
our Will. In such caee we no lees necessarily cease rewards and punishments as incentive to virtue and
the action and follow our new will. Hence I con- preventivs of vice. If men could be indifferent to
elude that our experience proves that man is a pleasure and pain, and not necessarily determined
necessary and not a free agent.
by them; if pleasure and pain were not causes to
Another irrefutable reason why man is a necessary influence and constrain men's judgments and deteragent i"s because all his actions hav a beginning, minations, of what use would be the hope of rewards
and everything that has a beginning must hav a as inducements to the practice of virtue or the fear
cause, otherwise nothing could produce something, of punishments as a means of preventing crimes?
which is too great an absurdity to dispute about.
If men could love pain and hate pleasure, could deNow all causes, to be causes at all, must be neces- sire the former and avoid the latter, then certainly
sary causes, otherwise causes would not be adequate rewards and punishments could be no incentive or
or suited to their effects, and might be free to pro- inotivs to a man to cause him to do or forbear an
duce· other and diff~rent results.
action. But if pleasure and- pain do necessarily deThe union of oxygen and hydrogen in certain termin men, and if it be impossible _for men not to
proportions is the necessary cause of water. If not desire what seems good to them, and not to escape
necessarily so, then it might be free to produce what seems evil, then the propriety of rewards and
capriciously anything else. Whatever is necessarily punishments is evident. Rewards will influence
caused cannot be free. Therefore liberty to act or those who regard them as pleasant and agreeable,
not to act, to do this or something else under the and punishments will deter those who conceive them
same causes, is utterly impossible.
to be painful.
Again, if man was free to giv or withhold his
Another reason why man is a necessary agent is
assent to what seems reasonable and true, if .he was that if men were not necessarily determined by
indifferent to pleasure and pain, and could prefer pleasure and pain, if they did not irresistibly choose
the latter and decline the former, he would be the the former and avoid the latter, the whole foundaIs Man a Free or Neeessary Agent 1
most wretchedly imperfect, vicious, and unteachable tion of morals would be overturned, and all distincMan is a necessary agent if he be irresistibly com- of beings. All inducements, rewards, advice, and tion between good and bad, virtue and vice; be
pelled at each instant of time to do that which he reasons would fall upon him as dull and impassivly wholly obliterated. Morality consists in the practice
does; if his entire conduct is the result of ante- as upon a rock. .Offer him the most cogent of of such actions as arepleasant and agreeable, and
cedent causes; if all his actions are so determined arguments, present him with pleasure and pain, and vice in such as are painful. If men were indifferent
by the causes preceding each action that not one he· would manifest no more appreciation of them to pleasure and pain, they could therefore hav no
past action could possibly not. hav come" to pass or than might be expected from a corpse. He might con~eption of what is pleasant or unpleasant, and
hav been otherwise than it has been; nor one future reject what appears true to him, and assent to what therefore could hav no notion of morality and could
action can possibly not come to pass or be otherwise seems false and absurd. He might avoid what he not distinguish it from immorality. They would be
than it shall be.
sees to be good, and choose what he sees to be evil. without a motiv to practice the one and avoid the
He is a free agent if he is able at any time, under Liberty to deny truth when we perceive it, to choose other. Man at present is bad enough by mistaking
the circumstances he then is, to do different things; pain and refuse pleasure, is a direct obstacle to pain for pleasure and thereby going astray; but if he
or, if he is not unavoidably determined in every knowledge, happiness, and perfection. It seems was indifferent to pleasure and pain, he would hav
point of time by the circumstances he is in, and very strange to me that engins and machinery of all no means of judging g~od and evil, and might never
causes he is under, to do the orie thing he does, and kinds are regarded as more perfect the more they determin anything correctly.
·
not possibly to do any other.
are compelled to go right, and yet that it should be
It is objected, how can man's conscience accuse him
This, certainly, is a fa.ir statement of the ques- deemed a desirable attribute, a perfection in man, if he knows he ·acts necessarily? Some poet has
tion. At all times, when this most difficult of all not to be governed by his perceptions of the right said that" conscience is a base accuser." At best it
questions has been raised, the advocates of freedom and true, and not to be necessarily determined by is simply a man's own opinion of his conduct with
hav exultingly appealed to human experience as the his reason, but to hav the liberty to act contrary to reference to !5ome rule, and when violating that
incontestable and irrefragable proof of the liberty of it. Oftentimes in the discussion of this question rule, may be conscious of the fact, and therefore act
human actions. Those who hav not studied the much is made to depend upon the notions about God with some reluctance, but not enough to prevent his
subject are persuaded that they feel themselvs free and his attributes prevalent among men. I can action. But afterwards, on account of the absence
on a thousand occasions simply because they do not scarcely deem it important to consider any argu- of some pleasure that he expected as a consequence
properly attend to or do not see the causes of their ments drawn from the supposed existence of a being of ~is infraction of the rul~, or the presence of pain
actions, and thence conclude they are free or not so contradictory in himself and so universally un- whwh he had hoped to·avOld, he may actually accuse
moved by causes to do what they do. They also known among men. But since there are persons who himself, be sorry for his conduct, and possibly think
frequently regret their actions, and because, when flatter themselvs that they hav an acquaintance he might hav done differently if he would. But his
in the penitent humor, they hav no present motivs (though it be at a very long range) with the celestial great difficulty was that at that particular instant he
tG do these actions, they conclude they might not monarch, for their satisfaction we will consider a couldn't would.
hav done them at the time they did them, and that salient argument urged with great confidence by
Ah, if we could only do a thing and leave it undone
they were free from necessity (as they were from the patrons of liberty. They assure us that if man at the same time, how gloriously free we would be,
outward impediments) in doing them. They also be not free then God must be the author of evil; at and what a wonderful convenience it would somefind that they can do as they will, and forbear as least he compels men to sin and then punishes them times be to us !
they will, without any external impediment to for doing what they could not avoid, which, they
It is also objected, if men necessarily commit
hinder them doing as they will, let them will either say, is an absurdity, and is impossible. Well, truly, crimes, it would be unjust to punish them for doing
doing or forbearing. They likewise see that they this is a very unenviable situation, and is very rough what they could not avoid doing. Let's see. The
often change their minds; that they can and do on God. And I fear it would hav to continue so, o1ject of all just punishments instituted by society
choose differently every l!uccessiv moment; that though man were free, for certainly infinit benevo- is the suppression and prevention of crime, which is
thP.y frequently deliberate and are sometimes at a lence ~wuld, and infinit power could, remove evil effected either bythe extinction of the criminal or
near balance and in a state of indifference, and from this world. But since evil remains, therefore by deterring him with the fear of punishment. If
suspend their judgments about some propositions, the conclusion is unavoidable-either God is impo- crimes are prevented by the fear of punishment, cerand defer willing or choosing with respect to some tent, or he is malignant, or perhaps both, or there is tainly it is so only because the fear of punishment
objects. Expenencing these things, they mistake .no God. The latter is the more satisfactory con- necessarily determined him to forbear committing
them for the exercise of freedom from necessity.
elusion, and the only one that accords with good the crime, and not because he was a free agent.
But let us see if experience will warrant the con- sense and correct reasoning.
When we execute a murderer it is evident that the
elusion that man is a ftee·agent. Because we will to
But for the sake of the argument, let us suppose justness of his punishment in no manner depend!!
do or forbear doing some act, or because we fre- the existence of God, any sort, whatever most suits upon any free agency in him. On the contrary, we
quently change our wills, or deliberate and suspend the fancy of the r\tader. Then certainly this being destroy him because he is necessarily determined to
our judgment, are we therefore free to will or not must be endowed with the attribute of ,{Wescience, crime; because he is so unhappily organized that the
to will~ Certainly, we possess no such liberty. otherwise he would not amount to the dignity and fear of punishment does not necessarily deter him
Let it be proposed to any one to do some act within importance of a gypsy fortune-teller. The divine from vice and determin him to virtue. If his vicious
his power, as, for instance, to go, to stay, to stand, prescience, then, necessarily supposes that all future habits could be conected, if he could be made to be
to sit, and instantly the will to go or not to go exists events must certainly happen in their proper time virtuous, it would be eminently proptlr to spare him.
immediately. He is compelled from the necessity of and order, for if any future events were contingent But because he is necessarily incorrigible, because
the case to determin either to go or not to go; he or depended on the liberty of man, i. e., might or society cannot induce him to prefer the good, becannot avoid willing some way or other in the might not happen, then their eertain existence could cause he is necessitated to choose evil always, therepremises, and therefore is not free to will or not to not be the object of divine prescience, for it is a fore we destroy this vicious nuisance, just as we
will. Perhaps it will be said that he may will contradiction to know that to be certain which is not would kill a rattlesnake, shoot a mad dog, or confine
neither to go or not to go, but may deliberate about certain.
a dangerously insane person, all 0f which are univerthe matter, and thus suspend his judgment. This
The foreknowledge of any event does certainly sally admitted to be necessary agents.
MISERERR.
only changes the proposition by introducing another and necessarily infer that there must be such an
term. He is no less compelled either to will to go event, since the certainty of knowledge depends
WHATSOEVER is our own, let Ul'l do what we ca~,
or not to go, or to will to defer willing about the upon the certainty of the thing known.' But let us
matter. And therefore man is a necessary agent, suppose man· to be a free agent. Even this will not stands a little too near us to be viewed as it should;
and not free to will or not to will.
relieve the difficulty and exonerate God from the re- and though we ever so sincerely aim at truth, yet
Now let us suppose that he willed not to go. At sponsibility of sin. For if man possesses this fatal our own thoughts, judging still of our own thoughts,
the instant he determined not to go, was it possible gift, it must hav been bestowed upon him by God, may be suspected to overlook eiTors and mistakes.
for him to deterniin also to goP Manifestly not, the souree of all his faculties. God must hav had And I should think he valued himself more than
because a man cannot hav two wills different and some purpose in thus endowing man, since he can truth and presumed too much on his own abilities,
opposit to each other at the same time. If, then, it do nothing idly or without a motiv. And being om- who would not be-willing to hav all the exceptions
was impossible for him to will to go, certainly he nipotent he cannot fail in any of his purposes. that could be made, by any ingenious friend, before
was obliged to will to stay, and therefore man is not Therefore all events must be in harmony wi'h the he ventured anything into the public.-Locke'a
free to will or not to will.
divine intention. We are obliged to conclude that Familiar Letters.
The actions of men also follow the same inexora- whatever happens was intended and foreordained by
A belief does not necessarily make a man any betble necessity which governs the will. 'l'he instant God. Sin has resulted from free agency; and thel·ewe w~ll to do anything, as to go or to stay, to eat or fore God is the author of sin, or the author of an ter. The devils believe and tremble. You find good
to drmk, we find we must do these things, unless attribute which he predetermined should result in men and bad men believing all sorts of creeds.
Some men are uninfluenced by the noblest creeds,
some obstacle or intervening cause prevents, in which sin, which is the same thing.
case we are just as much compelled to desist from
Another irrefragable argument against liberty is, though they assert to them; some are uninjm·ed by
such actions as we were to execute them in accord- if_ man was not a necesssry agent, determined is his the lowest and basest.-T. F. Clarke.
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ble that you can revere such love, such justice, and
such divine commands?
It is enough to chill the heart's blood to think
that such condunt was ever commanded by a God of
't .
s b d th t au amr'a
d 1ove, an d 1 rs near1y a a
mercy
bl ·. ant
l"k
If 8 h ld d f a d 1't ande, JUS ~an 1 e yourse
ou
e en f
lt
~pprove of ~t. I am sure so great an a~t 0 cr~e a~
18 hardly lard to the charge of any of the P g
gods. This is one of the proofs that Yahweh. was
one of the m_ost cruel, relentless, _and bloodthirsty
gods ever devrsed by man. An~, 1 n the fac~ of all
~hi~,. you ask m~ to accept hrm ~s a bemg of
mfi?rte mercy, pur~ty, and love, but mdeed I cannot
do 1t. I regard hrm as a greater monster than any
fiend I ever hear.d of. I should be ashamed to be
counted among his adorers. I could not respect nor
love him, and I can hardly esteem those who do. It
avails nothing that you are able to quote a f~w good
passages from his book. _The cr~el, merciless, relentless, damnable parts strll remam. "The blood
will not out." The old Bible has many more, but I
will not name them now.
I again find myself unable to review your a pologies for the defects of Jesus, but hope to reach them
in my next.
Truly yours,
D. :M. B.

i would say, Try it, and my arde_nt

well wishes shall! o_rators the worl<t evPr sa':"; and with the co-operabe wit 11 you clear around the circle.
~ron of ~any of the ablest Journals of the a.ge, success
Respectfully yours,
JAMEs ALLEN.
1s. certam. T~e coolness of the church, and the ind1_fference wh1~h th_e dogmas of . orthod_oxy me.et
GRA~D RAPIDS, MICH, April 20, 1881.
with the most mtelhg~nt of mankmd, pomt unmJsFRIEND BENNETT: I owe you almost one year's sub- takably to the dawnmg of a new era, when the
.
for your. most va 1uau"l e paper . .t1.
•t pr ese n t , pnest,
.
. ro b e·s o f fi ne lmen,
.
. h av no power to
scnption
m
WI 11
I am a little short of money, and I should not like bind the ignorant in fettflrs of slavery. Policy no
to mLss it for one week, for this reason I ask you to longer gags the mouth of the lawyer, the doctor, the
send it along regular. In a short time I shall send merchant or the politician but all ex1Jress themyou five dollars, which pays for this year, I believe. selvs acc~rding to their h'onest convictions. The
If I can manage it I will sentl you $5 more for your village from which I write contains about one thoutrip round the world. Hoping you will hav patience sand inhabitants; and in view of the fact that it
a little, I remain,
Yours respectfully,
supports no saloons or other places of vice, it justly
HENRY J. PEsSINK.
merits a wide reputation for morality. The principal
portion of our <litizens are strongly inclined toward
NEw BALTIMORE, MICH., April 19, 1881.
Infidelity, and discussions on the subject are freFRIEND BENNETT: I hav $5 for your pilgrimage. quently indulged in. The sweet aroma from the
But don't go alone; take an artist with you and giv altar of t.ruth is wafted on every breeze, leaving our
us a rJieture of everything worthy of note to assist Christian friends to hover round the dying coals that
your pen pictures. Take a person to assist you in wer 13 kindled in feudal times. The idea of a golden
your researches, as well as for company. Two per- throne, a heaven, a hell, and a personal deity are
sons can see more than one. Even the Jews hav to rapidly passing away. The fagot and the stake are
hav three persons in God in order to run the -world, no longer used to col!vince men of the "truth of the
and then they make some mistakes, and hav to call cause of Christ." In future, science will test every
in the devil to lay their mistakes to him, and then a ism before the world will accept it. The idea of
host of priests to tell them how hot to keep the fur- employing a state lecturer is favorably entertained
uace for those that don't believe and pay. Take at present by the leading Liberals of Oregon. A
some one of your own choosing, and I will go movement is also on foot for the publication of a
$5 better. Set a day. Call on the money two months Liberal journal at this place. Yours fraternally,
before you want to start. See the cash before you
J. Q. LATTA.
======================· get ready. Get thoroughly prepared, if you hav to
wait till·next year.
.
LANGLADE, April 5, 1881.
BARTLETT, IowA, AprillO, 1881.
''What $1.50 Will Do" is advertised in your paper.
FRIEND BENNETT: For such I must call you, as your
BRo. BENNETT: .I will inclose five dollars to sec me Please send them and oblige. If not. convenient, paper has really made us friends, and I am only
the history of your circumnavigation, if such is ac- send $1.50 worth of your leafh·ts. Inclosed find postsorry that I cttnnot this time inclose the price of my
complished.
Yours, etc.,
CHAS. CHAMBERs.
office order for $2.50. Wishing you much success in subscription, with which I am in arrears since the
the cause of truth, I remain, Yours, ABEL DAVIS.
1st of January. But be sure I shall send it as soon
ADRIAN, MICHIGAN, April 9, 1881.
as possible.
DEAR Bno. BENNETT: Please find inclosed post-office
MusKEGON, MICH., April17, 1881.
I wanted to remark to Mr. W. S. Wood that there
ordf'r for $5 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: \Ve are not strangers, though was, according to the Bible, one woman created when
Put me down for $5 for your trip round the world. I hav never seen you. I hav shared somewhat in man was created, for ia the first chapter of Genesis,
Your friend, etc.,
L. VANDERBURG.
your sorrows and joys, and THE TRUTH SEEKER is a il' I am not mistaken (as I don't keep a Bible, I may
welcome visitor to our home every week. I find you misquote some words), it says that he created man,
FREDERICKSBURG, !OWA, Aprill7, 1881.
hav so many friends who dare to do and say such male and female created be them. In the Hebrew
D. M. BENNETT: You will fine! inclo::>ed two dollars. noble things in your defense that I take heart and
Please giv we credit on the glorious old TRUTH say the dark clouds and superstition of the past are text we fine! bm·ora (created), but Adam was not creSEEKER; and aJso put me down for $5 to carry you having the blaze of the electric light thrown amongst ated. I think the word awsa is used, which means
round the worlJ. The money is ready whenever them, and man shall yet triumph. We hav a case "made," and which is also right, as he made him
called for. I hope T. B. W11kenmn will bust Devil here in which an Episcopal minister, a Mr. Fellow~. out of the dust. If I should be able, I. will try and
Comstock at Albany. Your sincere friend in the has seen the light and stepped down and out. He subscribe for your travel around the world, as your
travels in Europe bav been the finest and truest I
bonds of truth and science,
H. B. CARPENTER.
held service in the Opera House before six hundred
hav ever seen.
Yours truly,
HENRY STRAuss.
people. Now, Mr. Bennett, with reference to your
GIBBONSVILLE, CAL., April 9, 1881.
trip round the world, you can count on me for $5,
OTTO, low A, April 2, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I, too, want to be a subscriber to and I hope you will be able to go. Please send me
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find five dollars-three
the at·ound-tlle-world funu. When the time for ac- Mr. Henry George's "Progn ss and Poverty," extra
to apply on my subscription, and two for the "Revtion comes let me know and your $5 will be forth- cloth, $1.50, for which find inclosed the amount.
elations of Antichrist." Long liv THETRUTHSEEKER!
coming.
Yours truly,
W. W. WooD.
WM. JONES, SEN.
I hav taken it from the beginning, and I hope to
continue taking it as long as I liv, and then would
EDEN STATION, Wis., April 11, 1881.
CoRRY, PA., April 10, 1881.
like to hav you send it on to me in the next world
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $3 for your valuFRIEND BENNETT: I hope that you 1'9'ill sueceed in
able paper. We would not think of doing without going round this earth, and if I can raise $5 will let if there is a next world. I think it would be a wel~
it. Its eye-opening arguments, even here, are doing you hav it, for I want the book; but if you can do come sheet in any sphAre. Orthodoxy drags where
no small amount of good in the way of spreading the most good by staying at home, I say stay at THE TRUTH SEEKER is read. There 1hav been three
revivals held the past winter along the Sioux Valley,
the light. Its arguments are broad, strong, and con- home.
Yours truly,
GILBERT ARNoLD.
and not a convert that I hav heard of. Their battery
vincing, and no thoughtful mind ca.n peruse its
don't work good here.
Yours for truth,
pages without profiting thereby.
FREDONIA, N.Y., April15, 1881.
Your European letters are highly interesting.
S. R. DAY.
BROTHER BENNETT: I hav got you a new subscriber.
Place my name on the list for $5 if you conclude to Send THE TRUTH SEEKER for one year to S. E WillNoRDHOFF, CAL., Mar. 21, 1881.
go round the world.
From an Infidel friend,
iams, Sheridan, Chautauqua county, New York. I
w. N. KELLOGG. send one dollar to repair Paine's monument, and one MR. D. M. BEENETT: I like your new dress, and
dollar for Mr. Hacker. I will send you in due time think the paper improved in other respects. Some
KIRKSVILLE, Mo., April 25, 1881.
$5 if you will stay at home and run THE TRUTH SEEKER of your correspondents are grand. What a brave
MR. EDITOR: I hav been w,Liting to see what the until Comstock & Co. retire from their mean busi- ind noble woman is sister Slenker! I believe she
is right every time on the sexual question. This
prospect would be in raising the amount upon which ness.
J. H. NoRTHRUP.
coast is swarming with invalids, the most of whom
you propoeed to undertake a trip. round the world
hav exhausted their vitality through sexual dissiupon, and it eeems by your many correspondents ofBISHOP CREEK, CAL.,. April 16, 1881.
fering each a "V," that the prospect is good, hence
FRIEND BENNETT: I think, with Mrs. Parkhurst, pation. I hope you will be able to make the trip
you may put me down for $5, to be paid at any time that you hall better not take that trip round the around the world, but am not at present in a condiit may be wanted for the purpose. If any hav de- world yet. You are more needed at the post you now tion to advance any of the needful. We want some
layed for the reason that I hav, aucl hence are guilty fill far better than few, if any others, can. I will giv one to expose the frauds and debaucheries of the
Christian missionaries who are sent to convert the
with me in retarding the movement, that reason or you more to stay at home than to go.
heathen. From all the information I hav been able
inconsistent cause for delay no longer exists.
L. HUTCHINSON,
to gather there is probably not a more vile set of
I think you hav under-estimated the amount it
miscreants anywhere than is to be found among
would be safe to start on, and think a larger amount
NEw YoRK MILLS, April 17, 1881.
should be raised; and think you should hav some
FRIEND BENNETT: Now as for your trip round the missionaries. 'l'heir work is generally among the
congenial friend with you, for a step of that kind by world, I am one that is opposed to it. I fully coin- lowest classes, and there are quite a number of
a. lone one would be lonely indeed, and then one cide with Mrs. Grace Parkhurst, A. F. Green, .J. H. them on this coast, who, having exhausted their
could wait upon the other in case of sickness, unless Cook, a·nd some others. But I presume we shall be vitality through debauchery among the heathen,
both perchance be sick at the sau.e time, which in the minority, and probably you will go. I will hav come to CCirlifornia to recuperate.
Yours fraternally,
FRED ROBINSON.
would not be likely. I think a man able to furnish readily giv the $5 for the three volumes, but would
his o.wn means might be found to accompany you on sooner giv the same for you to stay at home; and if
satisfactory terms to both, for an interest, for in- you don't go you may .draw on me for that amount.
MANTENO, ILL., April 8, 1881.
stan~e, in the book pr0posed.
l\fR. D. M. BENNETT, Dear Sir: I want to thank
In sending you off at this time seems to me like an
Respedfully,
WM. HART.
army sending one of their best generals home on a George Lynn through THE TRUTH SEEKER for what
furlough just on the eve of an impencliug great bat- he said in regard to your trip around the world,
WILMOT, 0., April 17, 1881.
tle. I don't feel that I hav a right to 'dictate or and Mrs. Bennett. No one seems to think that
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5, for which advise you if you go what to do, or what places to women bav any ri~hts that should be respected.
credit F. Frank $3 for llis year's subscription to THE visit, or what relics to look after, such as the tomb Only think of the long weary months Mrs. Bennett
TRUTH SEEKER, for which please send receipt. For of Adam, and the resting-place of Noah and Moses, has already worked and waited alone, and now to
the balance please sen•J me one copy of "An Infidel and the sepulcher of Christ, and Lot's wife, etc.
think of you leaving her again, perhaps for years.
Abroad;" also one copy of Mrs. Besant and HatchYou away enjoying yourself, and she at home,
Yours respectfully,
OLIVER GARDNER.
lonely, anxious, working, and waiting ·or tidings of
ard's debate..
Put me clown for $5 for your journey round the
the loved one so far away. How would you like it?
AsHLAND, OR., March 31, 1881.
world. 'fo me such a trip seems rather an arduous
FRIEND BENNETT: Liberal works are being widely How would any man ?
undertaking for an old man like yourself. Srill, you circulated through the West, an<l the good they hav
I enjoyed reading your letters from Europe very
are the doctor, [l,S the saying goes; you know better already clone cannot be estimated by dollars and much, and undou).)tedly would enjoy your letters on
what you can endure than I do. My opinion is that cents. To our a.uthors and lecturers the world owes your second trip, should you go, but I would not
your trip would increase the subscription list of THE a debt she can never rep<LY; y.et it is f1 consolation purchase one pleasure at the expense of a fellowTRUTH SEEKER largely, and be as much of an advan- to know that their names and works will ever be creature's happiness, least of all at the happiness
tage to the Liberal cause as anything you could do. treasured in the memot·y of a grateful people. Lib- of a sister woman. We would all like to make that
If you think you can stand the trip and enjoy it, I eralism has in the field to-day some of the greatest journey did our means permit; at least I for one

THE TRUTH
would like to go. As I cannot I will giv ten dollars
if Mrs. Bennett can go along. If not, nothing as I
think you had better slay at home with her. '
Yours for right and justice, M. J. BARNARD.

SEEKER~

MAY

'{, 1881.
believe.

The tyrant king assailed his life ;
The coward priest assailed his fame.
Thus fraud and force in eager strife
Combined to blast a noble name.

1

0

FIDELITY.
Paine struck the key-note long ago" Leave reason free! Break all her clia.fns· ...,.
Authority soon felt the blow
'
When men began to use their brains.
Paine pierced the clouds and rent the veil'
That shrouds the fable and the creed ·
O'er Christendom there rose a wail
'
When faith gave place to thought and deed;,

I was palpa!Jly wrong. I demanded the
No proof was necessary to every sane mau.
'rhe Christ of the gospels was a self-evident fact. I
was not satisfied. I wanted proof. They could giv
none. They could not giv that which they had not.
I was not long in choosing my course. I chos" science as my religion, facts as my creed, honest mt>n
ds my brethren, and Liberalism as my chureh. I
publicly resigned my position in the church, and
returned my credentials. There was wailing in Zion.
011ce I was a promising young man, honest, sincere, truthful, full of light, love, and truth. Now I
am a devil incarnate, a fiend, a foe to humanity, a
dangerous character to be avoided as the pest ilencf',
full of deceit. Insane, I should be ostracized socially and o: herwise,- and but for my reputation professionally I would be. But I care not for their abuse
and slander. I am free, yes, thank God, free. :M:y
conscience is satisfied. I am obeying the dictates or
reason and not following the ~;haclows of blind and
ignorant faith.
·
Mr. Ingersoll's grand lectures did much to emancipate my mind and smite from my hands the manacles of the chut ch and superstition. They should ue
in the hands of every honest man in or out of the
church who is seeking the truth. Any man wile, !;;
afraid to read, investi~ate, and think ror himselr is n
slave, and any religion which fears investigar.ion is
founded upon a rotten baf'e, a sandy founcl:ition, anrl
rooted in error, in falsehood, and in fable. My thanks
are due Mr. Ingersoll, also to Mr. James Bird, of Atlanta, who did much to conduct me from faitll to
reason, from error to truth. He is a true rn<~ n, a
grand and honest one, one of those men who a11V
one might be proud to know and claim as a frie11d
a man whose broad and comprehensiv mi11<i is a rid;
storehouse filled with scientifie and Libe1 al truth, a
a man who will certainly leave his mark well llefine t
and positiv upon the science of his time.
If you succeed in raising funds enough to jtJstify
you in undertaking that trip, you can tall upon me
at any time for the promised $5.
Yours for truth,
WILLIAM TAYLOR, M.D.
pr,~of.

The hero sleeping in his grave
PITTSFORD, N. Y., April 1, 1881. ,
Heeds not the malice of his foes ;
FRIEND BENNETT: In . renewing my subscription to ~
The lies of any petty knave
Cannot disturb his sweet repose.
THE TRUTH SEEKER (which I hav taken from the com- i
mencement), I wish to say that I am much pleased '
Lo I o'er his tomb a giant stands;
with the new dress and heading in which the paper
Paine's truth and genius thrill his soul;
appears, and the print is so clear and so easy to read
He seized the liars in his hands,
that it 'is all one can wish, especially to those with
They shrieked, " Oh, spare us, Ingersoll!"
.failing eyes.
No
mercy showed the valiant Bob;
~our excellent letters from Europe were very interThe lying priesthood begged in vain ;
estmg, as well as instructiv. It has been a wonder
Hypocrisy, stripped of her robe,
to me bow you had time to see so much and get so
'l'rembled before the ghost of Paine.
much information in so short a time and in a conThe age of faith has been-is past;
densed manner. You are the boss letter writer. I
The age of reason comes to stay ;
hope you will get enough money for your trip round
Truth, now triumphant, reigns at lastthe world. Your letters made me think of the great
THE TRUTH SEEKER. "So let us pray!'
pleasure I took years ago in the letters of Bayard ,
Thy friend,
SusAN S. MERRITT.
Taylor and that noblest pf women, Margaret Fuller ·
(how I mourned her sad death I) and the letters of
that friend of his race, the noble Horace Greeley, !. .
ST. GEoRGE, UTAH, March 11, 1881.
as th~y appeared in that then best of papers,-. MR. EDITOR: Ventilation is the most healthy thing
the 1hbune. Then it was the people'd paper. To .lDt the world, and your paper is the best ventilator
thin!<;: that such a paper should become the organ t>ofl :on this planet. Here are three dollars to keP.p the
the money power and monopolist is enough to make 'pores open for another year.
dear old Horace's bones turn over in their coffin.
Yours truly,
W. E. DoDGE.
T. B. Wakeman is always sound. His articles. on
So. DARTMOUTH, MASs., March 29, 1881.
"Constructiv Liberalism " are very valuable.. ]Ie is
MR. EDITOR: As it seen::s to be in order for all the
one of our soundest heads. T. C. Leland write<'
patrons of THE TRUTH SEEKER to giv their opinion.in
~ith a sharp, incisiy pen. Dear old Elizur Wrigb t
like most of the old stock of Abolitioniste,, is sound regard to the contemplated tour round the world, I
on pers.onal liberty and rights. Elmina js always would like to write a few words. My opinion is siminterestmg. Noble, big-hearted James ·Pal!'ton is 'a ilar to that of Elvira Wheelock and race L. Parkworthy example of moral courage. With_ swch fri-ends hurst. I think you had better stay at home. I do
we may well feel proud of THE TRUTH SEEKER. The not doubt that in the event of your making the tour
:• Letters From Friends" are very ir•texesting read- some able, competent, and talented person would
occupy the editorial sanctum. Still there is nothing
Ing.
Yours for the right and peraon~tl liberty,
you know like_ having the editor himself at home to
S~UEL CJmMP.
attend to his paper. I believe you can do more service here at home in America in the cause of FreeDowAGIAC, MmH.,. March 27, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT~ I havjust read yo;ur article thought than if you were occupied in traversing the
the "Electrical Appliances," and hasten t-0 congrat- globe any quantity of times. Hoping you will conYours,
ulate you on outgrowing another delusic.n-that of clude to remain at home, I remain,
EDWIN H.- BARTLETT
dru~ medication, for it certaiEJ,y is as great as the
takmg. of "Christ's blood" fm! spiritual ailments. I
DAvis, LA., April 25, 1881.
a~ _dmly dumbfounded at the ignorance, and superDEAR BROTHER BENNETT: I hav not received THE
stitiOn of so-called Liberals iu this res I >ect, Some
twenty-five years ago the sceJes fell fro·m my eyes TRUTH SEEKER of February 1st; it must llav miscarand tnen and there began the fight for fr·eedom both ried. I cannot afford to lose a copy, especially that
physically and mentally. Had you included i~ Na- one, as it contains a part of Mrs. Besant's debate.
ture's materia medica pure, simple foods,_ you would Would it be asking too much for me to request you
hav stood on my pla_tform exactly, for I contend it is to send me the missing number, if you hav it to spare?
what we eat and drink and the kind of air we breathe I am glad to see that so many Liberals are pledging
that makes the blood pure or otherwise hereditary themsel vs to the "Around the World Trip." I am
taints excepted. I am so glad you hav' taken hold certain that it will be sure to giv the cause which we
of this subject, for I've been pounding away these love additional impetus. Besides, the book which is
,many years at Infidels to leave sickness and disease to be the fruit of the trip will be an ornament to any
to the Christians and their God. You r:.ossibly will home, and doubtless an intellectual feast to any
reader. This country in which I liv is fearfully superreme~ber ~Y writing you on this subjeot when you
were m pnson-begging you to take -ca.re of your stitious. The church is triumphant. The people are
~e~lth, not to violate the laws of nature, EJtc. i: think generally very ignorant, consequently very devoted
it IS a shame and a disgrace for Freethimkers to be to religion. I am the only Liberal, or Infidel, if you
on a par wit.h Christians. I would hav Infidels so pjease, so far as I know. in this section. I hav, as you
may infer, a rough and unpleasant time fighting the
~uch better than religionists ever can b-e that, seebattle
for liberty alone. But I console myself with
mg our good ways, they would be constrained to
the reflection that in her cause and for the sake of
f?llow us. , I am an enthusiast over the health quesright and humanity I can bear the scoffs and sneers
tion. H~vmg once been an invalid, and regaini.ng
health Simply by a rigid observance· of the laws of of the church and her partisans. For several years I
was a minister of the gospel. I found many thirg;:;
life, I am anxious every one should liv aright. Brut I
in
the Bible and in the practices of the church which
weary you, I fear, so will say adieu.
I could not sanction or indorse.
These things
With kind re-gards, ever,
AKBIE KNAPP.
aroused suspicions as to the divinity of the one and
'PosTVILLE, IowA, Maroh 26, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: One of your patrons in this
village kindly permits me to read THE TRUTH SEEF>:ER,
and I must say .there is such a variet.y of subj<acts
that nearly everyone must be suited, otherwise they
are very hard to please. Among your correspond_ents
of March 19th is one by N.H. Weidenbach, of Hazleton, Pa., whose letter has tempted me for the first
time to send a letter for publication. I like the
letter very much; it bears the marks of sincerity and
truthfulness. I admire his. verses more for wha.t he
sugg~sts than for any merit in the piece itSEllf. I hope
he Wlll pardon me for eXJJl'essing my thou:ghts on the
same subject, but under alll!other name.
'
I do not like to associate the name of thl ~ immortal
Thom~s P~ine with the word infidelity, for there is no
~arne m his~ory that bec1Jter deserves the highest place
IHneour affectiOns for a loiYe of truth, honor, and fidelity.
descends from a, race of men and WOI nen whom
the world in derision called Quakers, but who are
nevertheless justl]· enti:tled to the name which they'
chose for themselvs-F:riends; and Thoi nas Paine
was the "noblest Roman of tbem all , and in every
se~se, morally, intellectually, and so~ially" he was a
Fnend-the friend of poor king-oppressed a d
priest-.ridden humanity. Th~refore I dedicate t~e
followmg verses to Paine under the name of
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the right of the other. I began to study and invest!gate for myself, and from a near standpoint-that of
reason. I found that my creed, my Bible, and my
religion were, when viewed from the po:::ition which I
had assumed, rotten, worthless, and a disgrace to
man and civilization. Could I, as an honest man,
rema.iu in the church and wave her bloodstained
banner as the emblem of life and joy, and preach
and proclaim a doctrin which I was Eatisfied was
entirely untrue? Could I longer lend my voice and
my example to p@rpetuate and extend those things
which I was certain were the work of barbarians and
designing men instead of God's word? Would my
sense of justice and right allow me to laud and praise
a book as God's word and impose it upon the ignorant and credulous as such, wilen I knew it was full
of err.or, fabrications, falsehoods, murder, adultery,
incest, and every evil-a book which made God a
demon, a fiend, and an ignoramus? These were
questions w-hich I frequently asked myself. Fortunatel.y for me, my living and that of my family did
not depend upon tLe church. I was capable of
making a living for them by my profession. I am
satisfied that very many intellig_ent mh_listers of the
gospel are })revented from spealnng their doubts and
openly decl~:~'.ring themselvs Libera~s and Freethinkers
because of many mouths depending upon them for
food, and th-eir life has unfitted them for most other
pursuits and callings. Especially is this true of those
who hav spen·t the best pa1·t of their lives in the pulpit.
Doubtless .many haY asked themselvs, "If I speak
out, lilo.w shall I make a living?" This problem never
disturbed the writer. I do not say that it would not
if circumstances could hav be-en altered. My doubts
upon biblical issues were freely communicated to my
ministerial brethren. I was wrong. They were
; amazed at my error. I should not reason; I should

OswEGo CENTER, N.Y., April 18, 1881.
FATHER BENNETT: Please find one dollar, and giv
me credit for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I won't SPUd you
a cent to make you ''food for sharks" and Shvlocl,s.
No, no, Bennett, that is what the "hellites ;, want
you to do, and they are contributing for that purpose. And some one will follow you to a strange
country and "pop" and rob you before you get far
enough to see a shark. A hint to the wise is" 'nuff."
I will send you $5 for some of your present publications, but to send you out of the country and out of
the world, I shall stand aloof and not stain my !tancls
with your blood. But, after all is said and done, if
you will go, God bless you (my God, I mean, not the
God oft he "hellites"). I hope you will hav a plf•asant
journey and get home to "giv 'em hell" foi" a .long
time to come.
Fraternally yours, A. H. 'i\' ALKER. P. S.---'-Brother Liberals, don't send our captain to
hell! Save him, save him, for we need him much!
.
A. H. W.
Sroux CITY, IowA, April 5, 1881.
PEAR EDITOR: It is with great plea~ure I rend your
valuable family paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER. [ did not
know of its existence until about six weeks ago, when
I got to reading it in Bro. Quint's. I think, without
doubt, it is the best and truest paper to mankind I
hav ever read, and wish it every success. Spread the
light and let us be a Freethinking nation 1 My religious training was strictly orthodox; and somehow
I could never feel that happiness that the clergy say
all true believers ought to hav. They say that all a
person has to do is to believe in Jesus Christ, and
those that won't do so and pay so much per annum
to support the clergy in idleness shall be sent to his
imperial majesty, the devil, to be tormented by him at
his pleasure for ever and ever. The more I tried to
believe in a person or persons 1 hav never seen, and
could find no one who had seen them, the more
I doubted. I tried to swallow the whale story, but
when I tried to do the same when Mt>ses burnt the
golden calf and gave the people the ashes, I threw it
up; it was too hard to swallow. My conscience told
me it was a lie. If God is such a loving being, who
made us after his own likeness, etc., why did he not
ldll the devil in the first place? But, no; he left his
imperial highness to come and tempt us poor innocents, and made a little hole called hell for a kind
of penitentiary-Mr. Devil, head boss, with a prospect. to come on earth a·td drag his victims down. Oh, what a loving God! How absurd this Bible
reads, contradicting itself every step! Look back at
the middle ages! What torture and bloodshed were
caused by the. Bible! Aye, even look in our police
and crimin; 1 courts at the present day, and see to
what an extent mental torture can be carrie~l on!
See the smiling gentlemen torturers, who would be
indignant if they heard anything alleged against
their gentleness and kindnio>SS of heart I There is
still the same enjoyment at the distress of their victims as actuated the judges and examiners of the
middle ages. 'l'he trutl1 is that the savage nature is
instinct within us, the only difference being that
where the savage eats and roasts his prisoner, the
Christians, taught by education, goads and worries
his prisoner into madness by a system of browbeating
_and cross-questioning.
THi'liL\S W.HRF.R,
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Rabbi Ishmael.
The Rabbi Ishmael, with the woe and aln,
Of the world heavy upon him, entering in
The Holy of Holies, saw an awful faooe
With terrible splendor :tilling all the place.
"0 Ishmael Ben Elisha I" said a voice,
"What !!eekeet thou I What blessing is thy
choice!"
And, knowing that he stood before the Lord,
Within the shadow of the cherubim
Widewinged between the blinding light and him
He bowed himself, and uttered not a word,
But in the silence of his soul was prayer:
•• 0 thou eternal I I am one of all,
And nothing ask that others may not sha?e.
Thou art almighty; we are weak and small,
And yet thy children: let thy mercy spare I"
Trembling he raised his eyes, and, in the place
Of the insufferable glory, lol a face
Of more than mortal tenderness, that bent
Graciously down in token of assent.
And, smiling, vanished! With strange joy elate,
The wondering Rabbi sought the temple's gate.
Radiant as Moses fromiJ:be mount, he stood
ADd cried aloud unto the ·multitude;
" 0 Israel, hear I The Lord our God is good I
Mine eyes ha v seen his glory and his grace;
Beyond his judgment shall his love endure;
The mercy of the roercifulis sure!"
-J. G. Whittier in the Atlantic Monthly.

A. Poetical Tribute.
Beautiful sun l Beautiful sun!
Greeting the earth when the day is born;
Smiling as night, like a dark-robed nun,
Enters her cloister at blush of dawn.
Beautiful sun, with your golden beams
Lighting each street and each ro3y lane,
Spangling the rills and the mountain streams,
Turning to jewels the drops of rain!
Speeding along as a king might ride,
Scattering benisons here and there;
Causing the evil to skulk a.nd hide,
Making the desolate places fair;·
Sending your rays through the open door,
Driving the nig-htmares far away,
Gilrungthe boards of the poor man's fioor,
Planting the hopee of a new-born day.
Beautiful sun, with your kisses warm
Making the little ones dance for glee;
Soothing and healing the crippled form,
Robbing sad hearts of their misery;
Crowning the heads of the aged pair,
Turning their silvery locks to gold;
Ripening the grain spread out so fair,
Bringing the farmer wealth untold.
Beautiful sun I Beautiful sun!
Speed on your mission from morn till eve;
If you but shine till the goal is won,
Ne'er shall my doubting spilitgrieve.

Among Flowers.
OLABK W. BRYAN.

In the garden were leisurely walking

Brave Robin and Roxythe fair,
And Robin, while walking and talking,
Twined roses in Roxy's brown hair;
Rosebuds and roses au blushing,
With sprigs of the sweet mignonette,
While the blood to their faces kept rushin&"
When Robin's eyes Roxy's eyes met.
Jasmin, laburnum, ana larkspur,
Verbenaa, deep-dyed and pale;
Gay pansies and w bite valley lilies
Heard love tell his stammering tale.
While the lovers kept walking and talking,
Four eyes bent down to the ground.
Two hearts had been lost, they discovered,
And tilen discovered them-found;
But didn't know what to do with themThe lost and found hearts-for a while;
eo each plucked a new and fresh nosegay,
And each gn.ve the other a emile.
Each a stem of forget-me-not gathered,
And each said "Oh, take and keep this;"
Their vows til us exchanged with fresh fiowers,
They sealed the exchange-with a kiss.
Fidelity, secrecy, silence,
Each promised to faithfully hold,
TUI Robin could earn for his Roxy
A home and some shekels of gold.
But, alas, some open-eared l!ilteners,
Winged messen&"ers hurrying by,
Saw what had been done in the garden,
And tattled to earth and to sky.
" ObI Robin and Roxy are lovers,"
They piped with a song and a shout,
"And hav plighted their trotil hi the garden;"
So the delicate secret was out.
The world soon had the whole story,
Which Robin could not deny;
And Roxy, when bantered about it,
Blushed back 'neath a mischievous eye.
So Cupid, and Robin, and Roxy
Made love with fiowers for words,
As they walked and talketl in the garden,
And nobody told but the birds.

The Minister.
BY HENRY R. SUILEY.

When Christians wish to raise a breeze
And b~ng poor sinners to their knees,
The mmister's their greatest aidHis talk is all their stock in trade.
When they would shun the sinner's fate
And all their wicked neighbors hate,
'
He tells them that God's richest grace
Will surely meet the saddest case.
When for their crooked ways they're blamed
And of their lives should be ashamed,
'
He turns their thoughts to other's faults,
And tells tilem they are all the salts.

And when their funds are getting low,
The sisters will get up a show
To gather aid outside the fold
To aoreen his back !rom winter's eold.
He always tells of hell and paine
To scare us out of all our gains;
He"d :tlll our souls with slaviilh fear
And make us all like fools appear.
And when be's used us aU he wished,
And of all scrip bas drained our dish,
He calls our lives all dark and evil,
And kindly sends us to the devil.
He talks of all the joys above
Laid up in store for those that love
To go to church and pay the priest
And on his words their souls to feast.
He always likes to liv around
And feast on food by others found,
To chat witil all the pretty girls
And on his :fingers twist their curls.
He leads a lazy life of ease
And ouiy uses just his knees;
He of earth's pleasures takes his :till
And says, lily Jesus pays the bill.
He's sure to shun all useful labor,
And scorns his honest, toiling neighbor;
And as the patient donkey brays,
So for his bread he daily prays.
And when kind nature interferes
To put a l!!top to our careers,
He prates of joys and worlds unknown,
And other things beyond his ken.
May an my friends who read these lines,
For whom tile light of reason shines,
Ponder them well and then decide
If I bav told tile truth or lied.
And now, kind friends, my verse is done,
So I will wish you, every one,
A happy life, a peaceful end,
And only add .a warm Amen I
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ryscbometry, or

Ool. Ingersoll's Works.

~oul-Rea.ding.

Mrs. c. II. De~ker. ~05 E;.t"S6th street, New York, glvs
Psychometric delineations of character, constft ution, <?a~
pacltiee, etc. Terms for personal interviews, $1.00 pel
hour. Written descriptions. $1.00 per page.
The eatlsfactlon given by her readings may be Inferred
from the following unsolicited testimonials:
•• We take pleasure In commending to the pnbllc rogl\rd
and conft.dence the very remarkable l>sychometrJc Rend·
ings of our esteemed friend, Mrs. C. H • .Uecker, whlO.lt we
hav round distinguished b;t very great con·ectness, deltcacy.
andfulness of dt.sc1·iption.'
•
"UHAS. R MtLLER, President Brooklyn Spiritual Soctct"y.
11 Jot!. RODES BUCHANAN.
ff~NRY KIDDLE."
"One of the most accurate Psychometrists we ha.v ever
encountered."-Banrzer of Light.

Ruptures Cured
Reliable references given. Send stsmp !or circular,
Say lu what rJ'defe~~u saw 6~~~~~~'f~~lf':riiNGS,
Sm15
Smithville, Jefferson Co .• N.Y.

then Cackles
in Praise.

IShe La.:YM,

Blakeman's Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or
Egg-developing Recipe, will be seut to any address for $1.
tiend money with order in well.sea.Jed, opaque envelope,
or by post-olllce money order. Addre&•
·
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
<Jirclevllle. 0.
[N. B.-Blakeman Is an old school-day friend of ours, and
perfectly rel!able.-Eo. T. S.].
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The book Is unanswerable In fts facts and logjo, Inimitable
In Its style, aud ftlled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
pathos.

"Tile Gods and Other Lectures."•

By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
· in 30 Days.

Au

"Some Mistakes of Mose11."
Tbla volume Is printed on toned paper,' in clear, bold
type, and· handsomely bound In muslin, contaln11lll: 275
·pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal points that Mr. Inge r
sollbao made ¥f,a.lnst the Pentateuch In all his lectures au
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A. K. BUTT8.1S Dey st., New York.
10t12
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CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, tile Dl•eases of
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pbyslca}&nd social, leading to them are .J:!Ial~ treated b?'
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Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. F.OOTE, or 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom ali letters !rom the sick should be addreBSed. In its Issue for Jan. 19. 1878, Mr. Bennett's TROTH
SEEKKR thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publications: "We know him (Dr. J<'oote) personally and Intimately, sod we say with all the assurance that knowledge
lmparto that be I• a man of tbe highest lncentlvs snd
motlva, whose life has been spent in instructing and im-
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fore Me Like a Dream." ·Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, liO
cents.
Botb volumes beund In one, price, paper, e1.00.

"Wbat Must We Do to be iavedY"

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly facked and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer o this great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at leaat one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fol•
lowing prices: ·
~'f:E:~~~ ~~'J~e"!ze
~ ce!lta
Life-size Lltb0grapb 02lx27
•
50
PoBW.Ile paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.
~
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happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
HI• medical works poi!Bess the highest value, and hav been
introduced and thoroughly read In hundreds of thousand•
ot families, who to-day stan<!. ready to bear willing testl-

doubtless alone Induce many to buy the book. Tbe bold
and trenchant blows which he deals" society" in all its J:;fo'ii.;s.t~;l:~~~~~i~Jll;.~~Yl~!';,g;~J;~gi~emb~~J'~fil~
rami!tea.tions of corruption and inhumanitY; his earnest Imparted."
and manly plea for the social regeneration of the lower
classes-will, unlels we are much mistaken, make the book cb*~~fT'rh~§ IMif01~q~~e~~/~~ ~ U?~~
the best-abused and be>t-liked pruduclion or tbe d~r by Price of the new Popular ll:ditlon, by mali, post~e pretheie two Classes respecttvly .-Critical .Review.
m5~· onlyJij~~nfi"Ei. ?8il'd~'iJ'iN~ttlf?'~~Nf,NTSold at this olllce.
129 Eaat ~tb st.,
Y urk.
"':J.>""7::-:2:--A.,--.W"'EE="'K'"""$"'12"a:-d:;ca:::Ly:-:a:::--t.home easilY-rii!we:--<;ost!y
.0
oatllt tree. True & co.• AUJrW~t~>. Maine.
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New

SOCIALISM.

A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D.
By an Independent Socialist.

SEND TWO DOLLARS ~~Rr:-us~P&~
The American Cyclopedia

12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives a huge
APPLETON'S latest, 800 to S50 pages. (6 1-2 :x
human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solu- 9 7-8 inches.) Publisller's price, $5, $«!, u.nd $7. Our
tion than that the -weakest must go to the wall. It Is price, prepaid, $2.
against this passivness th~t"' Socialist" cries out. la there
ASA K. B1JTTS,
no help fortne miserable? he aske. The doctrin that government should merely'' protec1" he attacks, and insists
13 Dey st., New York.
lOtl\1
that he should "assist" also. While he does not believe

~~:sP~~P:1f~1~sg;.b:ee~~~:.Pt~!r;~~~':f~i~:st~;~~:.'i:"~~

to S~l~~ ~~~~lg:fu~.;.&w York Herald.

YOUl H'S LIBERAL GUIDE,
A BOOK FOR THE

Cull ore and Religions En·
JUDGE W A.ITE'S HISTORY OF l'tloralligJU.enmeut
of Yoatb.
THE CHRISTIAN REJ.,IGION
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A.M.
Price, $1.50.
Address
TO THE YEAR 200.
D. U. BENNETT, 141Eigbthstreet,N. Y.

I am authorized to receive subscriptions for the remarkable work already In Its second edition. Local agents
wanted. Excellent commission. Caples by mall. Price.
cloth, $2.50; full sheep, $3.50. Nearly 500 pages octavo.
Address
E. C. WALKER,
St19
Box 881, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

BELIEVERS IN-

CO-OPERATION.

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

OF

Col. R. G. In"ersoll, D. M. Bennett
A GREAT DOCTOR.
and Others.
th!ereVm~~;~~J:~~;~eg:g;~~~:~~~~~t'li'"."a'J.~\;~~
Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Photo- "There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more Importance than allevlatlnll human sufterlng, stopping the progress of dflaease, and thua
extendin~ the period of human life. And I know of no
pbyslclan more successful In the practice of this art than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Vlnetand, N.J. His succeBBin nearlr

graphs, on Convex Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as Durable.

~~J~r.""If! .~~~~\';, g~;'~':,e~s~e2:~~ ~"a~~~?~~if!rr:~'t;

practice. This I know by actual trial, having been relieved of a bad case of kldnea dlseaae by his new method

~~e~r.:'~rrYf~~ ~/i~":,~a~f theT~~J~s ~~c'fJe~e~n:!tl!

All who want to take part in a grand Co-operativ
l\fovement should send for sample copiea of

THE INDUSTRIAL CO OPERATOR,

~erMe~:i'ci~gfly~';'tY to say this much for the beueftt of

cfi; nf{lfs"E1f~ 1 o~~~'k~rJ1j~~c'¥'6 'if'~iU~ ~px.

forth a new and sclentlllc method (never before know':tJ

~o:~~:,?gfe.~~~~. gr:olifr~ri'ff~ou1,~hl'8"R~~~e:::::

PLAIN HOME TALK,

PUBLISHED AT

EMBRACING

207! East Ninth st., New York.

Medical Common Sense.

4t19

on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause,
symptom'!< horrible etrectB, and cure, Wlilcb consists of the
Externall<emedy spoken of above. No medicin taken.
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letter, free and luvltetl,

~~~:t:,::e:e:!~i!l5J~nl~~~~~~~~~- "fl. ~~j~[8~1~s

BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

VIneland, N.J.

This book Is a plain talk about tbe human sy•tem, the
habits of lllen and women, the causes and prevention of
Liberal young ladles, particularly those allied to disease, our sexual relations aud social natures. It Is medFriends, who would like to con-espond with a younf proical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
~:~~~:~~~~~~~g:>e~8moralR~trf8~£ P~tk~J,at onal~ of
chronic diseases, the natural re.latlons of men and
2t18
This olllce.
women to each other, sootety, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
Wanted Immediately.
$1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
A man and wife who will do work In the bouse and out
141 Eighth street, New York.
Of doors for ,half the proceeds Of a farm of S3 a.cres
.,.ltb large orchard. No tobacco or Intoxicating drinks
will be permitted to be used In an>.' form. Two In tbe
family. One horse and no cows. 1 nickl,r-settled place
near a large village.
Address M. D .. MEW,
'
Care of TRUTH SEEKER Office.
18tf

Corre!lpondeocc Wanted.

AN INFJDEL ABROAD

'l'he Quarterly

Advance and Review•

A. Series of Letters written During a Visit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

Devoted to the Interests of Modern Spiritualism.
A large 8-page Journal; Issued on the first day of June
September, December, and March.
'
Subscription price, 25 cents per year. 5 copies, $1.00.
Sample Copies Free.
Select advertlsments Inserted at 25 cents per line. Clrculatioll, 25,000.
As "Advance and Review" will circulate in every
VIllage, town, and cay in the United States, no better
advertising medium e&n be found. One trial Is sulllclent ·~ tfloot ana J'@Wer l'reaBel. VI<! Wark of .U .II:I:Ja&
to prove tbe truth of the assertion,
JP..-(~ lHe.t. ~C1r·
JAMES A. BLISS, Editor and Publisher
718 Sanaom atreet, Philadelphia, Pa.

850

AC HIN EooRlY

I

liE,. B. &TIMPSON, ft8PN'JIItu.Ll.

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDAh ISM
Exam~"ned

Historically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the

Mol!lt Damaging Exhibit of Cbrls•
tlanity tbat bas Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

Treating upon tbe Gods or the Se·
mitic ~ations, Including Allah,
.JebovaJt, ~atao, tlte Holy
Gbost, Jesus Cllrisf, tbc
VIrgin l'tlary, and
tlte Bible.
To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, showing that book.
be a very ln!erlor production for a llrst-elasa l:l<Jd.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
888larile pages. Paper oovera,liO cents; eloth, •1.00•-

THE TRUTH SEEKER, MAY 'i', 1B81.
Therefore Take :Medicin and Die,
or' Wear the "WilsoniaY Garments and LiV.
Jledlcal Electrician, Inventor o.r the "Wilsonla," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, ~utllol" of "Tile Trial ot MedIcine," "The Languall{e or Disease," "MedIcal Fallacies," etc., etc.
.&65 FULTON STREET, BROOKL'l'N, NEW YORK.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The followlnfr words of commendation and ar,peal from

~-b~ffgb~~,~l"4i!ii~¥J~\\\eb~~~~~u~f1gx;~ir~f !~~

special interest, covering, a.a they do, a.,grea.t variety of the
most complicated forms of disease, some, or all of them,
beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknowledged by
0

.May be Consulted Daily from 10 A.M. to 8 P.M., Free of Charge.

r:;t!~~~~e~s~:~~~~~~ieK~~~fu~i~sp~rv1!:~~ 1g~~uigfn~

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D,

MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., March 11, !RBI.

Important

curing, or kllllnll::

Invalids. Tile Most ltlarvelous lnvention In the World ln~~~e"d;~~r~u~'/.'~?,~~~~r~~e~l:t~/o~"!rt~~.~~l.1sg~i~v~~~
tor and proprietor of the " WILSONIA," to apply the

goods to my father, 63years of age, who was su1teringfrom

1
THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
g~~~h>':~e~~~~~~ ~~'f£i't ili.~~e~~/; sl~;;-~~~';,1 t:J'aY;~{.·~~tch
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~:~~::i~~~W~ :ne!f~~:ft :g ~~rfaS:h~~~iScE~:e~~a~;~ i~~

York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with me,

. The oteam engln and electric telegraph are as nothing compared with the
WILSONIA." Under Its lnfinence disease can hav no place In our nature.

wonder-workln~r

nature of the

1

¥:~':.~~~e"v~~o.;,e:~r. 'l{r~~lii~~s:li~ ~\':,l'~r;~;. a3.;rii~ r:i~
~~ietrh:;:~~~~~r:~~~:ff: r~a~inm:;~~JJe~~;.:_;:gfc'k
to gain necessitated the use of carr'fagesi steamQoats, and

'l'he Paralyzed are being niade perfectly well.
r:sco~d'ri;':t~ ~:cl0 ¥Ir':.~1r&~ ~~~:~~.Mc~tow~,r;~~~~
double rwurce of anxiety.
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
In T~~e ·~!"'~¥LdtoN'f~:,.ourJgji.~u':'Y ~~th~~;~· ~~o~1~
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
~~e~;r:.,~n ~~s ~~';lb:~~n&~gu~ti' :;.v;n~~H ~~J~Tt;l~~-~o~aJ;
Fever cannot be where the "WILSONIA" is worn.
:~&hoonu~h:,nJ'i:~~~~-::~~t:r~et31~~e~:sJ~;t~~Y;dc!~~~d
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Dieeases are being cured by the boats to get there. After being away from here about two
::3~~~1lir~t~t~~~r;n~eh~s:S.~i3~r~~rfu~:~ ~u;~;
thousand.
mllesln a day, just to test his ability. He had also suli•red
CITIZENS OF AMERICA I
from hernla for the past twenty years, and just prior to his.

coming to this city he was placed under the in:ftuence of
If you Joye your country and the we !rare or the human race, make yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM chloroform, with five respected, intelligent physicians
WILSON'S Marvelous II)ventlon. Inquiry will cost you nothing.
standing over him to Rerform an operation, which, after
Our depots are open !reo for lns!ectlon to all classes of soclet~- Physicians and Scientists are s~eclal~ Invited to
~. ~~~lfJf~~~dti!~~~ar~i~;~:f:
~!~S'6Ws ;~'iJ~~R:~~.!t~~ al~n~~ a~'h~~V.,:UI~h~r~u"J'J1i';;'J:~~-to me, be referred to TH EE HOUSAND ~~e~~~~o~~i!1~ii~h~
erences made to this trouble.
T. DET. TRUAX,
876 Dean street,

INVALIDS OF AMERICA I

REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
Nota Bene.-Belng persuaded and constrained by the

~i:B;?*0~sB~U};c;J6ci~ ~~tflt t~~n~ffi~l~~~;~uar:~t~~
of catarrh, as well as kc*t me from taking cold, to which I

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.
"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EvER IS JUSTICE DONE."
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of McKay, was never 'IJetter Illustrated than In the marvelous
results following the Introduction of the" WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
The selfish blunderheads of the faculty ef Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cures
now counted by the thousand In the. city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six monthi.

1

rh": .Y~M~*~~!e·I wg.ifdmJo;g~ ~1[~::'~i~b~c:i~~~i~~
garmento, whatever their cost.

T. DRT. TRUAX.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOPLEXY.
CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., Feb. 28.
DEAR SIR: The" WILSONIA." .MAGNETIC GARMENTS
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November,
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them.

~~:fy~~Jc~;n t~~htt~~~~!~· ~f<IJ.:';~:l~ 'i~e J!t~!~~g~~
fg~q)".wMgMi~~ Jl~~Wi~~~~~~oJ'.!''t;e~~~~~~~~

hardly any disease In .which the WILSONIA. GARMENTS could not be appled With Jrreat benefit.
Reopectfully youn,
D.&. VID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-i!.AVED FROM IMMINEYT DEATH
n ...a Silt: Some two weeks since 1 read In the Brool<l 11
News a. reporter's item noting_a remarkable result from {n.
appllcation of your" WILSONIA" garments In the c.aaea
of suppreSBed scarlet fever. Having known of a case
where u. young man threatened with pneumonia. was rcalJy
cured In forty-eight hours by putting on your nerve and
lung Invigorator and the four otller appllances which 0
with it ord1na.r1ly, I was curious to trace this fever cJ'e
and see if any allowance must be made for the reporter' a
fancy. The scarlet fever pa.tient was a six-year-old. granddaughter of Mr. David Colll<>r, on Columbia street and I
called upon him regarding it. He tald the reporter'~ tt9 m
was substantially correct. He said his ramrly phyowl&n
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist. acted WI every hnma.n~
physician does when, having no hope Of recovery himself
he
to the parents and friends," We must hope for the
best.
Being told by the doctor that the "WILSONIA"
garments would not Interfere with his medlclns Mr Col
Her extemporiZed a nerve and lung invigoratorfroni tw~
leg belts which he took oli hi•. own pel'llon, and applied
them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter In
about two hours from the time he put them on the docto
called, and on examining the child, remarked tha& a gentt!
perspiration had come on, and warmly congratulatecl the
famUy and friends on the result. I found in this case as 1
should find, doubtless, iu every other, a delicacy of feeunc
In the family, touching tlleir family physlc•..n; a reluctance to oay much, In special praise of "remedy that waa
not administered or recommended by the doctor. I wao
satisfied, however, that those moat interested considered
that the,~avlng of the little patient was due to the " WILSON!A, and I am constrained here to act upon the conviction that duty to the grea'\; public demands that thll
acknowledgment be publicly given.
Desirous of knowing what Dr Moliat himself would say
of the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged Interview. Among other things he said~ u The patient was in
a precarious condition. We could not bring on diaphore.
sis, but a gentle perapll'ation set in after the gooda had
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow better gradll!t.lly as long as they were on her."~ Vecy naturAlly
he put in some saving clauses for the reputation and dig..
nity of the faculty. "There was," ha saia "no pbenome
nal change," and l1e "would want to see the same result;
in repeat~d cases before he could declare !:a. its favor unre..
servedly.
It occurred. to me, Mr. WILSON, when here ..
marked about such a,:vonderful result, that" there was no
phenomenal chan!\c• he paid about as high compliment to
the .. WILSON LA. 'system as could well be gil'"en, and believing, yes, knowing aa well as I do that mothers and
nurses everywhere should be made acquainted with the
fact that In the" WILSONIA" MAGN.IJ.TlC GAhM.Il.NTS
they .q.av a sure reliance in those frequently recurring, and
it not broken up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, I am tn..
duced to write you this. You may make what use of It
you choose. It 1s from one in whom sutrering humanity
has a
l'Rl.EJ.'iD.

""X"

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY,
My baby was teething, and had a severe bowel trouble.
she was restless and crled nights almost constantly. Mrs:
Wilson put upon her a "WlLSONl,A" suit, and within
two hours my baby was entirely at rest· went to sleap
slept soundly. and haa been weli ever' since growini
stronger every day. She had been very susc~ptible tu
colds, but since wearing the u \VILSONIA" ga.rruenta baa
been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
greater service than to induce them to make the .. \VJL..
t~ONIA" a part of their baby'a swaddling-clothes.
MRs.l<EORGE W.lJAWSON
March 1.
(84 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.

physical condition are alike a. wonder and a. pleasure-the
Let it, be borne in mind constantly, that the " WIL..
a~~~~f~~o~a ~~~~f·~h~e~t~1~~:r~;t~iim~~~ t~ec~~~ SONIA
appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons will
the liick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as it 1s no~ only cure babies of aU their ailments, but are eqha.ur
successfully
worn by ~nons of any and every age sutter..
;;:::e~r~ ~:;;r~~~;. ~e'it 'l;';';.'"a~.fi:;'\~ ~~;.vJn,\Vr~ s~~~
own to man, less an or.:a.n actually
your aid who suffer from ·a similar disease. I now know ~~~~~~any disease
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"

..

~~i:~~~~~~~;;:~·ob'feh~~:fuE~z~et~~~e~~fsl~~~g~~

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.

~~f~e~fci~:f~~u:!~~~ ~~ f3~r~~WfLs~Ju,~y~stl~~

MOST ASTOUNDING ~flJ¥.'-TlONS AS TO ITS

they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to asof doctors and drugs. Your humble ~~~1\~gll'n~:r:'rW~~t,

ASTOUNDL'iG CURE OF PARALYSIS.
(The patient taken otr from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
MR. WM. WILSoN, Dear Bir: I hereby wish to acknowledge the great merit of your Magnetic Appliances. I hav

~o;~ ~=~L~~~~~~~~~ ~!~1f~~af~:~e ~~ behd~~~t~~ f~~

~eo~r[~;~ ~~;rg{~h! ;;i~~e~r~mfrienl p!;:i~;t;:g;~:l

ifJ'sp1~~1 :~g.~ e~i ~~~idaJn~~~ sHuJ:~~eyC~~~~u~~~IJ~
~{l~J~\:'¥'J ~~if~i~lfs~pp¥eta~"wg~r".i't~~':g.~~~ lfo~

about two months, and am able to walk about and attend
to my business, and am improving daily. My present residence is 551 Jersey avenue, where all ihe afflicted w4o
call may be Informed of the merit of your good•, which I
commend most earnestly to unfortunates afllicted as I hav
been.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
No.lll HunsoN ST., JERSEY CITY, March 11.

G~~~i!· Vo~:~~ftfaari !~ tJt~i:3:~1 ~~d~~{o~,~~t!~
8

the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I
hav found all that your agent claimed for your goods to be
true. I was afflicted witn sciatica o! the bone of the knee

t;;w!~ ~':f;~Y~e~: a~g~-;~~i;~w:~t~~e~;l~~:o\:iJ"t~:~~;l
nlg~t the goods were applied. The sciatica Is getting out,
and I now fully believe-r shall be entirely well.
JOHN SMITH.
·

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
1 would llrst note the case of Peter Lehlbnck, whose
testimony Is given below. This poor man will tell you
that fifty -I our of the best physicians of Jersey City aud
New York had utterly failed to glv him the slightest re11 f M lf hearing of his lamentable case determined
~ dres/~lin In my Magnetic Garments wlth~ut any mortey being paid. I put on him $180 worth of my clothing,
and whfie my assistant was dressing the man one of these.
blunderhead ph.rslclano had the audacity to attempt to
lntlmldate Peter Lehlback from wearing them, wickedly
re.'."N:r\~f.~~:.k~I~~~::~~~~';i8~ad more sense tMn to
put on such rags,"
However; this pampered do~atlst's only support Is the
privileged consonants "M.D. • g,raced at the end of his

their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
Garments.
A gadln ,gan.ottlheenrtsn.ote as to these men's treatment of their
00 0 11

10 PQ

Two ladies called upon me last week, and one, in my
ccinsultlng.rooms, with tears In her eyes, told me the following story:
.. Mr. Wilson," said she," nothing you can S&Y against
the system of medlcln as practiced In Brooklyn can j',ossl-

MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BRoOKLYN, March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been sutrerlng for the past

~~epb;~fcii!~~~~~~~:~~e~~e£o~~!,b:~h ~t~~~~~~Kn~~~~

my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a
short time. 1 hav taken various kinds of medlclns, but
the doctors and the medicine did me no good. Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my sutferinf from pain, the
rapid beating and the suffocating feeUngo my heart, until
on the 26th o1 December. 1880, an a~ent from the Brooklyn

~~s~<ga~~~~;o[oI;;g~~;!nfste~e~o~~~~n~£!~euf~?t1~ii:
:~:u¥.-~~d~~ ~~!~~~~l~~db~rc~~;b~otsr!c~~;~~ u::~le ~~

on the goods. I experienced a change for the better wfthin twenty-four hours. I bav not taken one drop of medicin
since, and ha.v gained strength and ftesh; hav no more
pain, and ha.v an excellent appetite, which, before, was
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without

Several of theoe malicious physicians having been
thoroughly beaten i~ argument and in fact are now wick ..
edly attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose na.mea
hav appeared aa references in my circular, to ca.use them
to withdraw their names from my 11st and to recant their
state menta previously made in faTor of my discovery. Most
notably three tradesmen in Brooklyn haT been place& in
this position. One man who had sent me at least one hun..
dred patients, and had stated to them that he would not
take ,5,000 for his belt purchased of me, has had the effrontery, for the sake ot dollars a.nd cent&, to make ca.lnm.
nious statements against myself and invention, although
there are one hundred persons ready to testify that thia
m_an had publicly stated that my goods had absolutely cured
h1m of a disease of twenty years· standing And as further
evidence of the value of my goods this same man procured
a second quantity alter six months' trial of the first lut
Truly may It be said, "Men in the pre•ent day will like
:r~a~th~~d ~~~ ::~s!~1i~~Ar:::~whts and their free'dom
But let the physicians of Brooklyn continue this conduct
as they may, their downfall is certain, even though they
purchase the freedom of thought of every man In Brooklyn,
READ
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
having used your common sense. say whether or not
these purchased calumnies should not be outweighed by
the printed testimony of such men as David ColUer of
Columbia atreet, Brooklyn; o! Pro!. Batch Smith of D~an
str~et; ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel c~nnon, of
Jay street; of Mrs. Ball, of Clinton avenue· of Mary
Manning, of Vine street; of the Association tor improving
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of .Mr.
Haley, of Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co., of Spruce
street, New York; of Mr. Stlmpson\iof Spruce street· of
Hugh Byron Brown, ot Science Ha , Eighth street 8.nd
hundreds of other respectable and well..known lad1e~ and
gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify to
the value of roy magnetic clothing who had utterly fl\lled
;:h;s1~f~ri: ~~h~:t~fiety ~!d ~ny ll~~l.lef from the many
Upon mature re:ftection it w¥fl be clear to every reason ..
able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
above, may sell their consciences for dollars and cents we
can rest assured men who wm, for said dollars u.nd cent.s
strip themselvs of their manhood w111 at least find them:
selvs thoroughly exposed and their ca.lunndes luid bare
.My challenge to the physicians of the hospitals "or
Brooklyn (wltll the otrer of $5,000 worth of my goods and
$5,000 cash to be given to the instituuon if 1 bll to 'cure
~/ft!''i,t;~~~~ o~ tr;~:;.·ro~~:~~~cri;~'i:'t'~:! Is stili open, and

01
1
ra~: ~~rg~~~~g~::if~f ~~l-~WiLlfJ~r;,~r ;~ ~~: re~f:d THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
bly good health previously. One of our fashionable to take large doses of castor oil, administered to me gy my
THE "WILSONIA" GAHM.I<N1 ·
doctors, who prides himself upon his gay equipages, was
AND LIV.
called In as physician In the ease. My niece being some- ~~~~' \v~~~e~\~C:o~a~.isJ~oa~}ihge~~b~u::~~n[hZ<!~~
_rey ~~·;:!~~~~b~~~g~t t~~e~~~~~t= 0 ~~hi~~"J:i~.nbulh~g sONIA.'' Respectfully yours, MARY 81MANNL,_,G,
VIne street.
6
0
8
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.
:::·~~o!i..n~ ~~ t~ Jfa~e ~sg~~~a~f B~~~~ ~~~== soothing did it prove itself that the child never awoke
the reoult.
from the sleep It produced, and my niece to-dar,: lies In
CURE OF VARICOSE VEmS.
This same tool, calling upon Peter Lehlback one week ~f~~~~g~~~g~."!~~eac~~;~~rB~;i'g.~~.. the ma practice
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
CoLUMBL!. ST., BROOKLYN, March 15.
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF .MY GOODS, FllliE OF
~~h':=~~~.f e~~en ~~~s~h~o:fc\c~1~a'ri.~~~~~f ~~~~~ And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street MR. WM. WILSON,181Dem·
Sir: I hav been a sufferer from U.EIARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON TH.I<IR SICK POOR
was evidenced In the following soliloquy:
regularlJ' on Ills dally mission of sending his victims to the
"Ah,weii,Lelllback.,l thought they might help, you a tomb. Unaccountable fact! And yet you people of varicose veins for some thirty years Late last fall I was IN THE HOSPITALS OF Bl{OOKLYN; AND I ALSO
0
0
llttl~. bntyou'llgo backagalnjustas bad as before. •
Brooklyn and New York, In face of such alarming eviHowever. the testimonial given below will clearly show deuces as these,llav no more penetration than to confer it~~r~~~~e[5' :-:;:~~~ti:~~~,aS:of~o ~J>~~t ~~lelt~ff:O~ WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
the pigheaded dogmatist through all the transparent ven- with such charlatans as· to the virtue of any new dlscov- the remedies prescribed bv our best physicians, that I WHERE MY GOODS AHE ACCEPTED IF I DO NO'r
om of his character. And just as that roan acted so are erles "f which these dogmatists hav not the slightest would bav to go to bed a helpless Invalid. ~'ortuuately, ABSOLUT.I<LY CURE NIN.I<-'rENTHS OF THE PAhowever, about the first of December1 1Jearned that an
nine-tenth$ of the physicians of Brooklyn acting to-day.
knowledge.
The fact Is they themselvs know very well tllat their ~ The" WILSONIA" magnetic garments are as harmless acquaintance of mine on the river, na.vinft tho same TIENTS HANDED OVER TO l>lE. AND, BE lT REMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
0
ayatem Is rotten at the· base, and can only be supported by· upon the body as would be a sheet of paper, and yet
conduct such as thlo villain evinced. He would rather withal so ~otent that ~ersons, no matter how diseased, gx~lJ':idJ.'~s ,:' f~~~~!lso~~~~'i.,~L~.?d" ~1~ th1~.N~TJg BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHYR~Hl~M'lP~l~~~~.Fc"Jr~''t1 d!;i;~_an to hav seen the M&~'f~:<J.,~~~~ ~¥r\W~~~f{~l~X1~JJlfJ~l~LVE IJ.r~::cudp~~gftvi~~~d ~;~n!~~nc~~tbe~a~~~lf ~;c~vsC:l/!~f SICIANS m' BROOKLYN. THE LDIIT OF TIM.!< TO
Another case 1 would note, that of Professor Hatch
Can such evidence be llled as to the Innocence of drug- tile same goods. That was Indeed a wise act on my part. EFFEIJT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
llmlth, whose testimony Is given below.
glng? Even where the patleuts are not always killed, the for I soon tound my distended veins were decreasing, the THE DATE OF TIM.!< m' PUTTING ON TH.I< GOODS.
That poor man for three weary weeks a~plled to one of seeds of disease are dally sown by the kid-gloved hands of h~~~~~ssN~itn~nfyn~~~see s,~~~~~ifJi l~~Jn ;l~~~~~ii~~:J:,
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
~J:t:m~~~rl~f>~!l!·~~~~~. f:m~~).~~~ n..~i gg~sr~~~~~N'?o~~fi~u~hoi:"r~n~t~~~m~~ec~~~~~':.~ but my general health I found was Improving all the time, will
cure the worst form of rheumatil'lm known to mu.n.
the confidence with which a child treats a parent, that he criminals; and as loug asii!v and nav Uberty of speech
would not test them without his consent. Yet this dog- I shall cry down the Iniquitous practices and tile drugging ~~~~~:;~~e~fe~~~g~ ~J'dba~~e"n~~!J'i~s~i'b';i'fNgeis,k,."!i Eight cases out of every twelve Qi.tl be cured in from four
hav
done
from
that
period
to
the
present
time.
with
to
six months, and the worst poss101e cases in twelvt.:
matlo phyolclan, to whom many of the Brooklyn people systems of our colleges. I will never pander to what I
0
months, when the goods arc worn us I direct. My dl!!.,
ook up wlth reverence, evinced his selfishness and spleen know to be a lie, nor wlll I rest until! hav compelled the
i)y ablolutely refusing to Inquire Into the matter. Yet legislatures of this country to stay their hands In the ~'6'~'i'1-¥•1nT;iN"~:.':,~';ie!v;:,t~r';.l~g~~~~~o~ p~~~ ...I:~Y culty is, many persons will get rotten wtth disease spt• atl
ProfeSBOr Smith to-day will tell you that ho Is as strong chartering of colleges, wherein legalized murd"rers may head and trouble in the respiratory organs, but since thousands ot dollars 1n poisonous drug-a, until they bect•.ue
physically as at any time In hlsllfe,and many of his friends be trained, then te be thrown broadcast upon society, wearing them I sleep as well nea.r{L as at any previous walking pest houses. and tllen expect to jump into I>t.:w
1
life in two or tllree montlls. 'l'llts is an impossil·i 'uy
lay he wa.B never known to be so strong as now. Am I not either to become idlers or murderers.
~
justlftod In i8ylnJ!," LISTEN TO YOUR PHYThe facts stated above and the testimonies given below ~hm1;~~~fo~foei tfi~ogr~t~~~~~~!"to ~~~~~.a~J'J a~~:': But then \VILrbONIA" will cure in every case, no nh-..T.te:f
.AND DIE OR WEAR -THE'WILSONIA' are su11lclent evidence to auythlnklng man or woman It nothing more than my duty to commend them when- of how long standing. But our common sense mubt be
used in every instanc,e.
1
li.AG
IC GARMENTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL that such are the results of the present leglslatlv measiii:~It1:~tl a~~J'~~~~~rvaA.i:,~ ~eli:f.ec~~~~~s~;~ Listen to the phWclans of Brooklyn, take medlcln, and
LIV
ures In reference to the practice of medlcln.
tlou lllav made In other cases 1 am led to \blnk there Ill die, or wear tlle" WILBOliiA" Garments and llv.
n - men would ra.ther ae• their patients die under

0
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A COOL re~eption~an ice cream festival.
CHRISTIANS believe themselvs to be the arietocracy of heaven upon earth; they are admitted to the
THE sailor at the masthead is a tip-top fellow.
spiritual court, w bile millions of nien in foreign
EVEN an Easter egg is not as bad as it is painted.
lands hav never been presented.- They bow tb<>ir
kne<:>s and say that they are "miserable sinners,"
THE fashionable shade this summer will be the
and their hearts rankle with abominable pride. sbady side of the street.
Poor, infatuated fools l Their servility is real and
THE man who expressed an opinion had to pay
their insolence is real, but their king is a phantom
charges clear through before the company would
and their palace is a dream.- WimvoOd Reade.
take it.
}fAN's intellect has penetrated the skies; he
"I'M sitting on the 'style,' 1\fary,'' as the fellow
alone comprehends the risings and settings of the said when he coolly sat doWn on his sweetheart's
stars,. and watches their courses ; he notes the bonnet.
days, months, and years as they elapse; he· calcuTHE Elmira Free Press says that in Washington
lates the eclipses of the sun and moon, predicts
them long before they happen, and determins ex- the sparking that is done after ten o'clock is called
actly their extents, tbeir periods, and their dura- an extra session.
tions. Nothing seems wanting to his intelligence
AN old Indian fighter says the best. music he
·except immortality; but this ciFcumstance is not knows of to soothe the savage breast is the whistle
necessary for bis enjoying satisfaction during his of a well-directed ritle ball.
ille.-Cicero.
JOHNNY, who bas been soali:ed by the rain the
Grv thy thoughts no tongue,
day before: "I told you the rain would make me
Nor any unproportioned thought his act;
grow-these clothes are too small.
Be thou familiar, bnt by no means vulgar.
BE thankful you are poor. You will not hav the
trouble of crawlmg out from under a heavy monGiv every man thine ear, but few thy voice:
Take each man's censure, but reserve thy judgment. ument on the resurrection monling.
This above all-to thine ownself be true;
And it must follow, as the night the day,
Thou canst not then be false to any man.
-Shakspere.

THE Boston Post suggests that there is one business where a y01mg man can't begin at the bottom
and work up to the top. It is well-digging-

SoME men are always trying to begin at the top,
To a person uninstructed in natural history, his unmindful of the fact that it is useless to shingle
country walk or seaside stroll is a walk through a the house until after the cellai· has been dug.
gallei'Y filled with wonderful works of art, nineSOLOMON wrote: "A wise son maketh a glad
tenths of which hav their faces turned to the wall. father,'' and a modern philosopher says," Prompt
Teach him something of natural history, and yon paying subscribers canseth an editor to laugh."
place in his hand• a catalog of those worth turn''WILL you oblige me with a light?" said one
ing round. Surely our innocent pleasures are not
gentleman. "Sir," said the other gentleman, inso abtmdant. in this life that we can a:trord to dedignantly;" do yon take me for a. torchlight prospise this or any other source of them. We should
cession?"
fear being banished for our neglect to that limbo
WHEN a member, in the course of a long speech,
where the great Florentine tells us are those who,
during this life," wept when they might be joy· asked for a glass of water, another member sitting
near
exclaimed sotto voce to his neighbor, "This is
ful. "-Huxuy.
contrary to all the laws of mechanics-a wind-mill
OH, Tullochgorum's my delight,
running by water."
It gass [makes] us a' inane unite;
AN elderly lady who was very indignant at the
And any sumph [dull fool] that keeps up spite
conduct of a man in a Galveston street car who was
In conscience I abhor him ;
smoking, punched the driver in the back with her
For blythe and merry we'll be a',
nm.brella, and asked, "Driver, ain't it agin the
Blythe and merry, blythe and merry,
rules to smoke in this car?" "'You can smoke as
Blythe and merry we'll be a',
much as you please, madam, if the gentlemen clo
And make a cheerful quorum;
not object," was the response. Then she rang the
As long as we hae breath to draw
bell and got out.
And dance till we be like to fa'
The reel o' Tnllochgorum.
A GooD parson, who had the happy faculty of
-John Skinner.
saying a good word for everybody in whose behalf
one could possibly be said, recently otfieiated at
0 THOU who in the heavens doth dwell,
the funeral of a farmer who was known to be the
Wbo, as it pleases best tbysel',
meanest and most miserable man in the neighborSend ane to heaven and ten to bell,
hood. Instead of execrating the deceased for his
A' for thy glory;
extortionate
and niggardly habits, this kindly-disAnd not for any good or ill,
posed clergyman simply spoke of him as" the best
They've done afore thee!
a1ithmetician in the country."
I bless and praise thy matchless might,
When thousands thou hast left in night,
A ROMANCE OF OUR OWN DAY.
That I am here afore thy sight,
CHAPTER i.
For gifts an' grace,
Piton wa~ in trouble. His cheek was wan and
A bnrnin' and a shinin' light,·
his eye lusterless. He bit his moustachois nervTo a• this place.
-Burns.
ously and gazed abstractedly out of the shop winI RESENT as an arrogant assumption the habitual dow. The sun was shining. The birds twittered
practice of refusing the name of Christian to all meiTily in the trees. The human tide poured down
who shrink away or assail the errors and corrup- the the street, some laughing, all happy. But
tions with which its official defenders hav overhiid Piton was sad. Nobody came to do business with
the faith of Christ. And I can find no words of him.
adequate condemnation for the shallow insolence
Nanine entered. She was Piton's daughter.
of men who are not ashamed to fling the name of She was also sad. ·There were traces of tears
"Atheist" on all whose conceptions. of the deity about her.
are purer, loftier, more Christian than their own.
"Where are you going, my child?" asked Piton.
Those who dare to dogmatize about God's nature
"Nowhere, papa," replied Nanine: "I am waitand purposes prove by that very daring their ing."
hopeless incapacity evea to grasp the skirts or
"Waiting? And for WhOm?" inquired Piton.
comprehend the conditions of that mighty prob"Jacques," answered Nanine.
lem.- W R. Greg.
"Ah !" said Pitou.
c;JHAPTER.U.
LET any one look back upon his past career-look
inward on his daily life-and then say what effect
Jacques was Nanine's lover. He was also in love
would be produced upon him were the conviction with Julie, the daughter of Pierre. Jacques was
once fixedly imbedded in his soul that everything a pleasant gentleman, but he was poor. He was
done is done irrevocably-that even the omnipo- ambitious to link his destiny with a madamoiselle
tence of God cannot uncommit a deed-cannot make of financial ability.
that undone which has been done; that every act
Jacques stalked gloomily down the boulevard.
must bear its allotted fruit according to the ever- He intended to visit Nanine, but Piton's shop wore
lasting laws-must remain forever ineffaceably in- a deserted appearance. The people passed it by
' scribed on. the tablets of universal nature. And and surged in great swelling billows into PieiTe's
then let him consider what would hav been there- shop. Jacques was quick to detect this. He was
sult upon the moral condition of our race had all a man of the world. ".Mon Dieu! I hav had a narmen ever (i. e., at all times) held this conviction.- row escape,'' he said to himself as he passed
Greg' s Creed of Christendom.
Piton's door and entered that of Pierre.
CHAPTER Ill.
IN many respects the best characters of our day
are far below those of the immm'tal Stoics, whose
"You hav come," exclaimed Julie, as Jacqne!!J
God-like aspirations and energies were kept in clasped her to his bo•om.
play by the holiest of all motivs, "to preserve the
"And you love me?" asked Jacques, giving a
dignity of human nature from shipwreck." The hasty glance at the crowd of patrons in the shop.
dying Antoninus Pius, serene in the midst of the
Ere she could reply, Piton and Nanine stood in
anger of priests and the din of battle, shines at this their presence.
distance like the bills of heaven in the rosy light of
"l\Ionsieur, you are a rascal l" said Piton. "You
evening. Beside that display of antique grandeur hav broken my Nanine's heart."
what is the agony of the luxurious Christian, fear~~No, ~ionsieur,, said Jacques, "it is yon who
ing that he has not faith enough to save him-a !Iav done this. Look around you. This is Pierre's
mistaken Calvin, leaning on Christ over the smoke shop. All is .thrift and prosperity. Wealth pours
of the roasting Servetus, or religious ecstacies of in. Customers come leagues to buy of Pierre.
John Newton on his own slave ship, where eight Return to your own shop and look around you.
smothered wretches were daily thrown into the You see deserted space, goods unsold, and bank.
sea?-Alhaza.
rnptcy staring you in the face. Is it not so?"
''lllonseur is right," said Piton, bowing his head.
FEW things bav hurt me more in life than the
"Leave me with Julie," said Jacques. "Go back
unjust tyranny of parents and teachers over the
little ones under their care. Most of this is dne to to your shop. Advertise in the daily papers as
ignorance; to spare the rod has been said to be to Pierre has done, and you may yet prosper, am!
spoil the child. But we should be wiser than our Nanine may yet ilnd a husband."
CHAPTER IV.
fathers, and consequently be able to do better and
more loving work. Hav patience, then, with the
Piton went. Next morning he had a double half
troublesome little ones, 0 my brothers and sis- colnmn in the Times. That week he sold sixty
ters! Remember the noisiest and busiest child, thousand francs' worth of dry goods, and bought
the one most often in mischief, has really the best a corner lot in Mulkey's addition. In two months
materials in him for the making of a strong, great, Nanine married a plumber, and now lives in a
and forcible man; one who will make a mark in palatial residence, and is the happy mother of
the wo1·ld if he has the proper start, environments twins.
and·surroundings. Whereas if improperly trained
"Ah,'' says Piton softly, "I did well to follow
and mismanaged be has equal capacities for caus- Jacques's advice."
ing great evils and committing bad orimes.Piton's head is level. Well, yes. We should
EhninaD. Slen'k81'.
smile.-Kansas Oity Timet.
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iJotts and flippinns.
SENATOR CoNKLING has for years been accustomed to speak of the late acting President as
Rather-fraud B. Hayes.
BEBEL, a member of the· German Reichstag,
says that '~the German people hav now only
one want, and that is for money enough to get
to America.."
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AMONG the worshipers at a church in
London, Ontario, was a man who groaned.
This was for a while taken as evidence of
devoutness, but eventually it became a nuisance,
and he was re•quested to be less noisy or stay
away from tbte meetings. He would take
neither course, and was therefore arrested on a
charge of disturbing the peace. He regards
himself as a Christian martyr, and will Iot giv
bail, preferring to languish in jail until his
trial. What kind of a country is it when a
man cannot groan out his praises as well as to
sing them or shout them ?

{ S(JIEN«<£ HA.LL, In 81;h st.,
NEAR BROADWAY.

lf $a pe
. r Year •

and expecting the rattling of the keys to make
the music.-Advance.
THAT portion of the Canton (Ohio) Methodist congregation which accepted the doctrin
of perfect holiness or sanctifieation maintained
a kind of separate organization, holding prayermeetings by themselvs, and electing th~'r own
leader. Pastor Jones announced that he would
conduct those meetings himself, and attended
one for that purpose, but the Mnctified all
stayed away. 'He retaliated by erasing the
names of two of them from the register, and
forbidding the holding of holiness meetings in
the church. Elder Ault retorted that the pastor had better take the gold studs out of his
shirt before dictating to true Methodists. The
pastor ordered him to be put out, and Ault defied any of the brethren to undertake the job.
An aged sister ca.lled for a millstone to tie to
the clergyman's n,eck before casting him into
the sea, and the meeting ended riotously.

THE indictment aga.iust Mrs. Fletcher, who
was convicted in London the other day of obtaining money by false pretenses, was a truly
TRE Adventists used to hold that, in view of
appalling document, being over one hundred
the early end of the world, church organizllr
feet in length.
tion was improper. In 1845 a simple declarlltTHE pastors of Cincinnati are besought by tion of their belief in the second coming of
the Enquirer not to go off on long vacations Christ was formulated. The Second Advent
next summer, leaving the people unprotected Christian Association, which is the principal
against the devil at a season when vital piety is Advent body, has just held a convention at
most needed to offset the high temperature.
Worcester, Mass., and on this ooca.sion a fuller
statement of principles was adopted. The
PRoCToR KNOTT has demonstrated very
THE Rev. Mr. Vandeburg, of Springfield, peculiar points are that the fina.lly impenitent
Ill., has a bad-tempered wife. Becoming en- will be destroyed, that the coming of Christ is clearly that his reputation as a story-teller is
not entirely undeserved. One of the b€lst
ll'aged at him, she cut his Sunday coat, vest,
near at hand, and that the earth will be made stories he relates is how a young colored lad
and shirt into shreds, and then tried to further over for the future abode of saints.
gQt the start of him in a religious matter.
use the knife on his body. He concluded that
forbearance would no longer be a virtue, and
THE latest :statistics shoW 41,678,000 school There was some sort of celebration in honor of
had her arrested.
children in the world, so far as the census St. Francis de Xavier, which he attended. A
host of negroes in his neighborhood were RoTHERE is no law in lllinois legalizing any takerS were enabled to ascertain. These hav man Catholics. When he came home this
about
1,000,000
teachers.
First
in
proportion
kind of woman suffrage ; but at Rockford
darkey boy asked him how he liked the Catholic
separate ba.llot boxes were provided by the to population oomes the United States, with service. " I," he said, " could not stand it."
and
271,144
teachers.
Both
9,373,195
pupiils
City Council for women to vote, merely as an
He said, "There was one point about it that
expression of their opinion, on the question of here and in F'rance the school children form I never liked." " What is that?" said the
liquor license or prohibition. They gave a one-fifth of the population. Prussia, with boy. " The priest does a.ll his praying in
4,007,776 pupils and 57,936 teachers, takes the
majority of three to one for prohibitioR.
third place. :Next come England and Wales, Latin." At this the colored boy fell down in
A MUscULAR female Christian has been ar- where, as in Prussia, school children are one- the road and rolled over, shouting with laughrested in Portland for cruelly treating a three- sixth of the population. Au.stria then :flies into ter. "Why, what is the matter with you?"
years-old child because he would not say. his line. In Japan there ~U."e 2,11!2,962 school said Knott. The darkey answered," Fo' God,
prayers. What a. cheerful idea of religion that children, but the total population is not massa, don't think that de Lord can't understand de Latin as well as English. In the
youngster will hav when he is able to hav known.
Catholic church de priest he prays to de Lord,
ideas at all, unless, indeed, he has been ChrisTHERE
is
a
body
of
believet'S
in
modern
mirand not to de congregation;" and Mr. Knott
tianized i:ato his grave before that time comes!
acles at Seaforth, Canada. The members use added that he had been brought up in a chur«h
FouR poor Philadelphia housewives joined what they call sacred oil in addition to prayer where the preacher prayed to the congregain the purchase of a. whole barrel of flour, in curing sick per~ms. A man who had tion, and acknowledged that the boy had got
and found it considerably cheaper than their almost been persuaded to join them fell ill, and' the advantage of him .
. :previolll' practice of buying a few pounds at a thought he was going to die. He promised
A WELLSBoRo, Pa.., correspondent sends in
time. They extended the plan to other sup- that, if their oil and prayers saved him, he an aooount of a pious and leading brother of
plies, and .then to additional members. Next would surely tmite with their church. While the Baptist church noted for his zeal in the
they hired a room and a woman to superintend they were ministering to him a surgeon per- Sunday-school cause and for his loud and zealthe purchase and distribution. Fifty families formed an C1peration on the patient. He ous prayers, who owns a magic lantern, and
now get a.ll their groceries through this associ- improved at once, and in a few days was well. wha occasionally visits neighboring sma.ll towns
:a.tion at the lowest wholesale prices.
The question is, What cured him? He says and delivers lectures of a religious character,
the surgeon di.d it, but the miracle people claim accompanied with his stereopticon views. Not
FRANK D. MooRE, a lawyer of Covington,
the credit, ancl hav passed a resolution accusing long since this pious Dr. E. (for, be it known,
Ky., went into the Presbyterian ministry, and him of repudiating his promis of conversion.
he was a dentist), visited Shippin township to
'Was for a. number of years pastor of a church
exhibit his views of the Holy Land, and to tell
in the city where he had practiced law. A
DURING six: years' excavation at Olympia,
year ago he preacheu two sermons against the under the auspices of the German government, his audience about that famous country. To
sanctity of the Sabbath, declaring that Sunday the following sculptures and Mchitectural encourage a full attendance to his pious show
'Ought tO be a day of rest and recreation. His works hav bee•n brought to light: 1. About 180 he had offered a reward of two dollars to the
l>resbytery Fequested him to reconsider the statues in a Tery variable state <Jf preserva- boy who would sell the greatest number of
question. 1Ie has done so, and now declares tion, groups, reliefs, busts, etc., etc., among tickets. Several boys and girls spent a numthat he is unchanged in opinion. He has been them the Helt'mes of Praxiteles, t!he Nike of ber of days in canvassing the country to sell
tickets for the Doctor's entertainment. One
deposed.
·
Paionios, the groups from the temple of Zeus,
little
boy exrelled all the rest. He had spent
THE Supreme Court of New Hampshire has the pediment of the treasury of Megara, etc.; a week in tramping over the country; two dol2.
1,500
fragments,
belonging
to
the
statues,
decided that there is nothing in the Constitulars was a large sum of money to him, and he
tion of that state to hinder the taxation of etc., just mentioned; 3. 400 inscriptions and made earnest exertions to obtain it. He sold
'Church property. The contrary view has long 600 fragments of lines ; 4. More than 14,000 thirteen tickets. After the moral exhibition
been held, but the court says: "An exemption art objects of copper ; 5. About 4,000 of was over, the doctor requested the little boy to
not foundtd on a grant in the Constitution or clay; 6. About forty buildings or foundations stop till after the audience had left. The lad's
'On any contract in any charter or legislativ act of buildings; 7. 6,000 coins; and 8. A sma.ller
happy hour had come ; he was about to reis not prescriptivly established by enjoyment, number of pieces of iron, lead, glass, etc.
ceive the reward for his week of toil. The
however long continued. We decide that the
Is CHRISTIANITY FLoURISHING ?-Among the pious doctor ca.lled the. lad to him and said,
Constitution does not exempt church property
churches of the· interior and the West the "Open your mouth." The child knew nought
from taxation."
question is :answering itself. The logic of but to obey. After taking a hurried look at
THE Re'l'. R. H. Smith, a. Methodist, of events leaves only one reply. We hav hundreds the boy's teeth, he whisked out his forceps and
l3ritish Columbia, refrained for many years of churches, the membership of each of which is took two of them out in a dextrous manner.
hom preaching the doctrin of eternal punish- not more thaln two or three dozen. We hav "There," !!aid he, "my son, that is your prement. Being at last driven to a statement of not far from ~ score in which, when the mium for selling tickets. My price for pulling
his vieW!! on that subject, he declared that he brotherhood ''ote, there is always a unanimity. teeth is one dollar each ; the two amount to
no longer believed that God would ever torture For the brotherhood numbers precisely-one. two dollars, so that settles the bill." The little
any human being. He has left the Methodist In our churches, generally, the female mem- boy was sorely disappointed. He saw the vischurch, of course, and nearly his entire congre- bership is double, if not triple or quadruple, ion of his two dollars take flight, and he had
gation hav gone with him. At Simpsonville, the male. And often each woman is worth an aching jaw instead. He could not quite see
Ky., a pastor was equa.lly successful in leading two of the m•en. To suppress the sisterhood that he had been paid for his week's labor.
his people to accompany him in a change of in such a chu:rch and depend on the brethren- The next time the pious doctor visits that localcreed, but in this case the change was from or the brothe,r-to sustain the prayer-meeting ity the children will hardly be likely to work
Unitarianism to Presbyterianism.
would be like lea'l'ing the organ bellows :Idle selling tickets for him.

THE Monetary CQ¢erence is in session in
Paris.
BRADLAUGH has again been denied his seat
in Parliament.
WM.W. PHELPs, of New Jersey, has been appointed minister to Austria.
SuccESSFUL strikes for higher wages are be•
ing made by workmen in almost every busi•
ness.
·
·
SEVERAL or the Star Route swindling con•
tractors hav been arrested and will be prosecuted.
THE Brooklyn Academy of Music Wa8
refused Col. Ingersoll for a lecture on Sunday
night.
THERE were fifty-eight new cases of sma.llpox in this city last week and twenty cases of
typhus.
W. R. W A.LLA.CE, author of the " Sword of
Bunker Hill," died last Thursday at hi!! home
in this city.
LoRD SALISBURY will be the leader of the
Conservativ party in England now that Beaconsfield is dead.
SoME eight or ten preachers " replied" to
Col. Ingersoll's lecture on "Great Infidels" in
this city last Sunday.
ANOTHER pedestrian race was inaugurated
in this city last Sunday night. Very few people were in attendance.
CASHIER. HEDDON of the broken Newark
savings bankha.s been found guilty of misappropriating the bank funds.
A BILL has passed the Assembly of this state
taxing broker's sales. It is claimed it will
yield the state a revenue of several millions.
OvER 12,000 political prisoners started for
Siberia on the lOth inst. The czar remains
closely r.onfined in his palace and the nihilists
are busy.
THE British war sloop Doterel was blown up
in the Strait of Magellan on the 26th ult., and
only seventeen out of a crew of one hundred
and sixty were saved.
THE schools and manufactories of Paterson,
N. J., had to close last Saturday because a circus was in town. The scholars and operativs
a.ll deserted the buildings.
LEY TEEP, a young Chinese student, who
was assaulted on the fue 24th ult. by a gang
of roughs, has since died. He is said to be the
first Chinaman murdered in this city.
AT the overhauling of the Dock Department
of this city by the Assembly Committee a de•
ficiency of nearly$40,000was found which had
been covered by skilful book-keeping.
W A.R is imminent between Garfield and Conk·
ling. The President has withdrawn a.ll Ne'lt'
York nominations but Robertson's, and says
when he is confirmed he will send them in
again.
DARTMoUTH CoLLEGE affairs are undergoing an
investigation. President Bartlett has been very
domineering, showing great hostility to the
scientific schools of the college. His resignation is wanted.
A GOOD Christian recently sent a communication to the Police Commissioners asking them
not to let the street sweepers work on Sunday
as it was" contrary to the law of God." The
Commissioners laughed.
IT is said that the gross receipts of Col. In·
gersoll's two lectures in this city were $3,000.
The Colonel is getting out of politics, but says
that in thl'ee or four years more the parsons
and pions folk will again be begging him to
come or go here and there " to save the party
and help on the cause," and after election, if
they win, a.ll swearing that he is such a bad
man they would not speak or listen to him.

THE TRUTH

George Eliot.

This distinguish~d woman has, I fear, gone down
to. the grave without giving to·.the world the reasons
l.n detail which justified her, in the forum of. her
own conscience, in sustaining love ·relations with
Mr. Lewes which were not authorized, but forbidden
with penalties, by the laws of England. Believing,
as she thoroughly did, in the sanctity of the· a:ffectiona, and in the divine marriage of one man with
one woman, she seemed to despise the legal institu. tion of that name, and did not regard it as binding
upon her. Living and dying, she maintained her
own sovereignty over her .own person. But when
she made up her mind to do so, and especially when
she found by experience that it was the secret of happy
and permanent marri.age, h~r high positio~ in society
as a thinker and author entitled the :world to know
from her own pen, sooner or later, what.reasons influenced her in thus jeopardizing her r~putation by putting seeming.cont~mpt on _the marriage laws of_ her
country. This bemg so s~rwus a !llatter, I alwaysbe.lieved that before she died, or m some posthumous
work, she would explain this enigma of her character,
so as not only to justify herself, but to offer an argument which others could use, whose sentiments· and
course of life were like her own. When a commonper. son violates the law h'e is convicted and punished, or, if
he he very degraded and of no account, his transgression is ignored. But when a woman distinguished for her ability, and for. the general excellence of her moral character, tramples under foot a
statute which is deemed all-important· to the best
interests of society; sl:.e has no moral right to, by her
silence, keep the public ignorant of her motivs. It
looks like a secret consciousness of ill-doing, which
was not the fact in this case.
Marian Evans no doubt regarded the legal institution of marriage as a barbarism, because, without
the least regard to the tenderness and delicacy of
the personal relations set up by the holy sentiment
of love, it halters a man and woman together like
brutes, only caring to make them responsible for
any child that may be born. The English code is
more faulty than ours. It makes the husband the
owner, and the wife his property.
It , is fully
expressed by Petruchio, in "The Taming of the
Shrew," where he says of Kate, his newly-married
wife:
"I will be master of what is mine own:
She is my goods, my chattels; she is my house,
My household stuff, my fie ld , my barn,
My horse, my ox, my ass, my anything:
And here she stands, touch her whoever dare."
That this quotation expresses the essential idea in
the legal institution of marriage is shown by the
way the English law acts in cases of divorce. If a
wife of the highest intelligence differs, in her metaphysical ideas about God, from her lord and master,
and the Archbishop of Canterbury, and a divorce is
the consequence, the law tears away the child from
its mother with as little compunction of . conscience
as the butcher takes the calf from its dam. It is
not exaggeration to pronounce such laws barbarous;
and if it were not for the fact that all people are
better than either their laws or their religion, no
intelligent and self-respecting woman would ever giv
her own consent to place her in such a condition of
liability as an English, or even an American, wife is
exposed to by the law.
The marriage laws of this country are like the
revenue laws-binding upon the acts of a p~rson, but
not upon his conscience. If I cross the line into
Canada, and purchase a web of cloth to make garments for my children, because I can get it cheaper
there than here, I pay the duty at the custom-house
for the sake of expediency, but not for the same
reason that makes me pay the merchant from whom
I purchased the article. He gave me for my money
a quid pro quo. But I pay the duty for the same
reason I would giv my purse to a highwayman who
says, " Deliver or die ! " Indeed the idea is preposterous that a body of stupid and i~moral men called
a le,qislat'ure could pass a law that should bind the
conscience of one who is so far advanced in civilization as to be a law unto himself, simply because it
was the will of the majority. A rogue, once, in a
state where divorces were decreed by the legislature,
for a joke smuggled into a divorce bill the names of
a couple who had been remarkable, during their
married life of forty years, for the s~rength .of their
· mutual attachment. In a few days they read in 'the
newspapers that they were divorced by act of the
ass<mbly, and, were no longer husband and_ wife.
The same legislature had previously declared, and
it was now the law, that if two unmarried persons of
different sexes were seen in bed with ea<:h other it
was evidence of adultery, and they were liaLle to be
sent to the penitentiary. But the divorced couple
aforesaid treated the solemn, authoritativ decree of
the legit:dature divorciug them just as Marian Evans
treated the laws of .Eugland regarding marriage,
with contempt. However, as tuey wc:re not now
legattv husband and wife, but only really so, this
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loving pair-lia.d to. go tb,rmig~'-the' solemn nonsense
of being "married" over agam.
If I were a wom~n contemplating· marriage I
would never giv up the sovereignty over _my own
person to. any man .. He would be worse than a
brute to ask!t, and I would be w01:se than a fool to
yield it~ If a woman. does n,ot own her own pe-rson
by 3 title which nature givs and makes inalienable,
what· under heaven does she own in the way of
rights ? And as for various causes marriage is a
risk, and .as in case of f!Lilure to obtain its object
the woman suffers more than the man, she ought,
.when the chain of legal marriage is put round her
nepk and locked, to. hold the key in her own hand so
as to be relieved of the burden when, after sad and
sufficient trial she feels it to be such.
· The SupreU:.e Court of the United States has, by a
final decision, declared that in this country where
courts do not act pro_ salute animCI3, because they do
not know whether a man has any soul or not, mar"
riage is simply a civil contract. And as it is of the
essence of such a contract that the parties can annul
it for cause, I would, if a wife, hold the courts to
that principle, and if my husband undertook to fall
back on the doctrin of the law and of. Petruchio,
and treat me as his pro'perty instead of his sweetheart, I sho\lld consider myself released by h,is. violation of the agreement _and resume my original
status as my father's daughter and take my-_ original
name.
·
·
After half a century's observation of the working
of the law, and with the history of the world before
me, I am inclined to believe that if the legal institution of marriage were done away entirely, and menand women were allowed to manage their love relations to suit themselvs, always having regard tl'l the
educational and property rights of the children that
might be born, there would be more loving, permanent marriages than there are now. Marian Evans
was at liberty to leave Mr. Lewes, and he to leave
her at any moment when they deliberately concluded
it was best for both parties to revoke and annul their
article of agreement. But their hearts were welded
together in as true a marriage as was ever solemnized by pope, archbishop, or civil magistrate. Paradoxical as it. may seem to those who hav never
studied the subject, and productiv of a yelp from those
scurvy dogs which'bay upon the track of every true
reformer, the very freedom of their relations was a
guarantee for the permanence of their love and happiness. But as this is_ a vital point, let me elaborate
it for a moment.
All wnters on political liberty admit, what Macauv;~
lay in his .Duinburgh
Review article on " Milton "
shows, that the cure for all the evils which newly~
acquired freedom produces is freedom. .A prisoner
who has,been living in a dungeon for twenty years
if brought out into the light of day cannot endure
the rays of the sun beating down upon his eye-balls,
neither can he distinguish colors. But the remedy
for his blindness is not to send him back to his
gloomy cell, but to accustom him to the light, and in
a little while his eyes recover the power of- vision.
It has always been a plausible doctrin of the privileged and conservativ few that the masses of the
people ought not to be free till they are first .fit for
their freedom. But this maxim is worthy of the
fool whose tender regard for his own safety from
drowning would_ not allow him to venture into the
water till he had first learned to swim. The truth
is that there is a principle of reaction in human
affairs like the alternate motions of a pendulum, and
liberty cures its own evils. It is, therefore, safer in
the long run for a people to be free than to be enslaved. The present condition of the United States
and France, the only two great republics in the
world, justifies this remark. The people of these
countries hav secured to themselvs, by law and constitution, a fuller measure of political liberty than
that enjoyed by any other nation, and hence they are
the happiest, most peaceable, and most prm~perous
people on earth. When a people are entirely free,
the laws and policy of the government being an expression of their own will, and subject to their own
modification or repeal, all cause of revolt is extinguished and the blessings of peace and contentment
abound. It was the fatal blunder of Mira beau, in
the French Revolution, that, after kissing the hand
of the queen, he lost his political foresight and did
not see that the success of the revolution and the
avoidance of unnecessary bloodshed depended upon
the natural flow of the revolutionary waters till the
Augean stable of despotism was thoroughly cleansed.
He ate back his own words, retraced his own steps,
and tried again the policy of damming up the waters,
and we know how it ended.
Now, if complete political freedom is found to be
safest and best for all the members of the commonwealth wherever it has been intelligently and faithfully tried, why would not entire social freedom secure peace and happiness in the conjugal relation of
the sexes? When a home is made joyful by the
cry of a new-born babe you do not swear the mother
and put her under bonds to feed and clothe the little
stranger before she it> allowc:d to kiss it. You leave
her verfectly free to follow out the promptings of her
maternal nature without any supervision of the law

"because yo~ kno.w ~hat as a gener-al rule, ~ith very
few exceptiOns, It IS safe to trust a n;tother's love.
~hen w~y faste~ a man and w~ma1,1 ~get~er in marnag~ w1th a cham of wr.ought-Iron lmks mstead of
trustm.gthe ~oble s~nt1ment of. love tpat brought
them mto this relatwn, and whwh so ~<mderfully
develops true ~an hood. and. wo,manhoo,d'? f\Ian's
love f?r woman Is th~ PJ?mal ms~mct, and Is Just as
holy ,Just !ls ~~lf-sacri~mn~, and Just as strong as the
mat~rna:l mstt~ct. whwh It h!ls ·been the mean~ of
calhng mto !lctwn. You say If husba~ds and WIVes
a_re not chamed toge~her by the mar~1age ~aws the
tie of love, .when stramed by provoca~wn, w1ll snap,
and they will take advantage of their freedom ·and
r!JD away from each other. Then,~ say,th~y ~mght
to run away from each other. To hv together m the
m~tri~al ~elation when love has turned into hate is
prostitnti_on~ and p~rhaJ:>S r~p~e, and none~he ~ess so
be.cause ~t HI le~ahzed .. They hav no ~~Ial right.to
bri~g chilQ.ren mto existe~c~ under cncumstances
w~w_h, by th~ law~ ?f h~redity, would make them
crimmals, or Imbemlm mu~d and bo~y, so that ~hey
cannot support themselvs I~ aft~r hfe. _In Ohw, a
state bette~ adapted ~rom Its soil and chmate t~an
any other m the Umon to hav a happy populatiOn,
t~e tax-pa;rers hav erected ~t. Columblls the lar,g_e~t
pile of bncks and mortar m the country, ::u~d ~t IS
only one of two or thi:ee others of the same kmd, devot~d t~ the unfortunates wh_o hav _been made such
~amly m consequence of their ha vmg been born of
unloving and inharmonious parents, who stamped
them as counterfeit human beings in their: mothers'
wombs. It is a great evil, I admit, for husbands and
wives to separate, but it if? a far greater evil for them
to liv together and beget children of lust and prostitutio~,instead of love. If they hav cursed themselvs
by blunderi~g into marital relations for which they
were not fitted, they hav no right, and it is a orime
against society, to send out from their breedingplaces, improperly called homes, a lot of misbegotten
imps to perpetuate themselvs as criminals, paupers,
or imbecils from generation to generation.
But perhaps, reader, you roll up the whites of your
eyes in holy horror and charge me with advocating
the·social heresy of "Freelove." I do indeed advocate free, unrestrained liberty in marriage, as I advocate free and unrestrained political liberty in the
state. I believe in free love, but i:Iot in "Freelove."
That is to say, I am in favor of my definition of the
term, but not of yours. You mean by that word the
promiscuous whoredom that drives the plowshare of
ruin through marriage and the family so that no
child could ha v a· home or suspect who his parents
· t h e very opposi't of a 11 t h'IS. I
were. I mean b y It
f
·
believe the state is made up of its amilies, and that
for home and dynastic purposes the loving union of
one man and one woman is indispensable, and that
to secure the perll].anency of the love whieh brought
them into this holy relation and to make divorce unthought of and impossible the parties must be free to
dissolve their voluntary contract when it is found,
after painful experience, that .it does not and cannot
answer the end in view at the time it was ma(ile. As
I hav already said, in alluding to the case of Marian
Evans, it is the consciousness that each party holds
the other by the tie of love alone that. givs th_e ·
strongest assurance of the happiness and permanency
of the marriage relation. When will we cease to
lillander human nature by saying that in the tenderest,
the strong~st, and the holiest of all relations love is
not to be trusted with liberty, but must be .loaded
down with the chains of bondage ! Nature declares
for the safety of free marriage. The wild horse on
the pampas of South America selects his partners in ·
love ana confines his attentions exclusivly to them.
He never mixes his blood with his own fillies, but
when they mature drives them away to other herds
to seek lovers who are not related to them in blood.
It is only when captured and reduced to bondage by
domestication that he comes from under the sway of
the delicate instincts of his nature and becomes willing to commit incest. Loud as the fools may talk,
and terrible as their vaticinations of the ruinous consequences of free marriage may be, I believe that,the
average American is as intelligent.and ,as decent as a
wild horse, and would behave himself as well in the
character of a lover, provided he.un,derstood .the subjel'\t and his natural instincts were not perverted by
the false doctrin that he was born totally depraved
and ought not to be trusted.
,
,
If a decree were made ,by the legislature of Ohio
divorcing on a fixed day in the near future all the
married couples in the state, it would no doubt produce what the old geologists used to call a cataclysm.
There would be a chaos in the marital relations.
Those who had been living in legal constraint, like a
cat and dog tied together, and cursing mutually the
day that made them husband and wife, would not,
and ought not to, return to bondage. · But after the
shock was over, the divine goddess Nature would
begin the work of constructing society anew, and
true marriage would take place. · Till the principle
of reaction adjusteff things, as the law of gravitation
calms down the waves of the sea when the storm is
over, there woqld probably-be here and there excesses
of liberty, but the cure for 'them would be continued
freedom, not a ·return to the old bo~dage. After a
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while, men and women would come to understand the
true riature of love and marriage, and experience
would show that freedom is as safe in social as it is
in political life. The object we all hav in view is
the same. We all wish to see marriage a loving and
indissoluble relation, wherein the parties, dwelling
under their own roof, make home the dearest spot on
all the earth for themselvs and their children. The
only question is, How can such marriages be best
brought about ? Is it by yoking a man and woman
together "as you do oxen, letting them in case of mutual disgust pull away from each other till the yoke
breaks and sets them free? Or, will you make marriage a -voluntary contract, repealable for cause at
the option of the parties themselvs; thus putting
them constantly on their good behavior, continuing
the days of courtship and of love all through married life, and making home the permament abode of
hav tried ninth-cent~ry
peace and happiness?
Ideas of love and marriage for nearly a thousand
years and find them a failure. Suppose we now try
ninet"eenth-century ideas, and giv freedom a chance
to show her divine o~igin by making marriage a
divine institution;
At the risk of being considered prolix I must quote
a passage of history in verification, as far as it goes,
of this theory of free marriage. In the February
number of Harper's monthly Magazine, published
some years since, is an article entitled, " The Life of
an Eastern Woman," from which it appears that in
some countries of the East a custom prevails of
lovers living together for a limited period of one or
two years to see whether .they are adapted to each
· other; and if, after experience, they find that the
temporary relation is an agreeable one, promising
future happiness, they take upon themselvs the obligations of permanent marriage ; if otherwise, the
partnership is dissolved. Toward the conclusion of
· the article, the author in describing this custom remarks, "It is a curious illustration of human nature
that these temporary arrangements usually result in
permanent ones, the very liberty of withdrawal seem-

yve

ing to make the matrimonial yoke less heavy to
bear."
The legal institution of marriage with its bondage,
its quarrelings and its divorces, in contradistiction
to the divine, free marriage I advocate, was a feudal
arrangement, gotten up in those dark ages of ignoranee and brutality, solely to regulate by law the descent of property. Mutual love, the honorof woman,
and the sanctity of her person, the birth and education of good children, chastity in either sex, were
ideas that never entered the heads of our benighted
ancestors when the law of marriage was enacted.
During the reign of feudalism in England and Scotland there was a law,lror custom equivalent to law,
called Borough~ English, giving to the feudal
lord the right of concubinage with the vassal's
wife on her wedding night ; and hence the law
of primogeniture, which gave the estate to the
the eldest son, was set aside in sueh cases, because of
·the extreme likelihood that the first-born child, and
perhaps the second, was begotton by the lord instead
of the vassal himself. That there was any sanctity
in the marriage institution itself, that there was
anything wrong or indecent in such a custom, never
was dreamed of in those barbarou& times. The legal
wife was merely an instrument of lust, and the
niethod of providing the owner of land and other
property with an heir to enjoy his father's estate
when he died. There were cases, no doubt, of love,
and a right conception of the holiness of the relation, for nature is always stronger than law. But
what I assert is that the marriage law itself had no
regard whatever for the rights or honor of woman,
but was a simple expedient to settle the question of
heirship to property. Chastity and faithfulness to
her husband in marriage were deemed virtues, not
because they were beautiful adornments in a woman's
character, in themselvs considered, but because
adultery endangered the transmission of her hus~
band's property to heirs of his own begetting. Property, property, property, this was the aim of every
man in those medieval times, for property, and not
knowledge as now, was power. It obtruded it11elf
into the marriage ritual on the wedding day, and
first and foremost made the bridegroom say, as an
inducement to the bride to submit to her degrading
condition as a wife, " With all my lands and tenements I thee endow," so that in case of widowhood
she could hav her dower. The whole law regarding
woman was wooden from beginning to end ; it was
iron ; it was diabolical ; it looked after, and regarded as valuable, only materialistic things. It
punished, and still punishes, the crime of seduction
only by allowing the father of a seduced daughter
to bring suit agaim1t her betrayer to recover the
value of her menial services during the time she may
be engrossed by the cares of motherhood. It cared
nothing for the sacredness of her person, her wounded
honor and confiden(o}e, and her blighted hopes, all
violated in the holy name of love. The question in
, law was, How much of the daughter's service did the
father lose by the outrage?
But as century after century rolled by, and th(l old
barbarism gave way a little, love began to claim. her
rights as the first-born and holiest of the instinc1;8 in

~uman natl!re.

And I ·am .strongly inclined to beheve that If love were studied and understood by
statesmen and legislators as one of the mightiest and
most conservativ forces in civilization; and were
allowed to manage its own affairs without the bindrance of the law, it would prove its divine character by its divine tendency to bless society in all its
diversified interests.
·
Mrs. Jones, at my elbow, suggests that while such
a free marriage as the one I advocate was the very
ordinance of God for Marian Evans and George
!-ewes, who were highly cultivated and moral persons,
It would not do for the commonalty. Most women,
it is alleged, think that it is the beauty of their persons which attracts their lovers, and they .are afraid
that the love may be as ephemeral as the beauty, and
therefore they feel anxious, in view of the fading
character of their personal charms, that their lovers
should be bound to them by the indenture of a legal
marriage. But, in the name of heaven, I ask, if those
two persons could illustrate the happiness and permanence of divine and free marriage, why could not
others, equally good, do so too? They were no
more and no less than human beings, like the rest of
us, and what they were capable of the rest of us caJ;J.
attain to when our environments are favorable.
The peculiarity in their case was that they had
studied, and therefore fully understood, the whole
subject of love and marriage before they entered
into their new relations. From all accounts they
were both personally homely. But they well knew
that pl;ttonic love was the only true basis of personal
love, and hence the beautiful superstructure they
built upon it defied all contingencies, for we know
tb.at when we admire and prize the jewel in the casket
it is not hard to lose the casket itself. And if by
a long experience, in defiance of law, and in the absence of personal attractivness, they found out the
secret of happy marriage, they ought to hav revealed
it before they died to suffering humanity. This
marriage question is the problem of the ages yet unsolved. Society has a right to knowledge on this
subject from those who know how to think. And
this is why I feel that it was cowardly and cruel in
Marian Evans to go to her grave without giving the
world the reasons she had for seeming to put cont_empt upon the legal institution of marriage, while
she evidently felt that true love had another and a
better way of it.
D.A.VID JoNES.
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fooled by Brown and Wilson. Then am I fooled
when I sit down to dinner and fancy I am dining.
Then twelve or fifteen at Mott's were also fooled.
Then thousands ever increasing in number are fooled,
and Pope's "Dunciad," will do better now than
then.
Scientists investigate the constituents of matter
called atoms. They define protoplasm, but they
ignore too much the Spiritualistic phenomena. Science should not rest satisfied with ridicule alone as
a test of any truth, for doubtless there is much truth
mixed with much error in modern Spiritualism.
F. J. EMA.RY•.

Obituary.

Very few among Hervey Evans's host of intimate
friends and acquaintances .will experience any surprise at the intelligence of his demise, as all hav for
a long time been aware of the fact, as he himself
was, that he could not last very long. He passed
away after· many months, and in fact, years,
of severe suffering, at the age of forty-six
years.
When the war broke out Mr. Evans
enlisted, and during the service contracted a
disease from which he never recovered, and which
for the last two years has kept him confined to
his room nearly all of the time. But he was a
brave, courageous man, and bo~e up ander his painful affi.iction like a true soldier. In belief he was a
Freethinker, and in all his dealings with men he
recognized, as the chief principles of life, honesty
and charity.
It· can be said of him, which
is a great deal more than can be said of most
human beings, that he was a generous and charitable neighbor, a kind husband and father, and an
honest man; While living he always did all in his
power for the diffusion of knowledge, and feeling
that death was approaching him he voluntarily
declared that if after his death scientific men thought
that his remains woRld be of any benefit to science
he was willing that they shoulc'l do with them as
they saw proper. As his illness had been one of a
rather extraordinary nature, Drs. Tefft, Waste, Rob·
erts, and Davis held a post mortem examination
over his remains. - The funeral took place ·at the
residence and was largely attended.
It was
conducted strictly according to his requests,
which were explained by Dr. N. S. Tefft in a few
brief remarks. After all the preparations had been
accomplished an appropriate hymn was sung, after
Does Death End .All~
which the Doctor spok~ in substance as follows:
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Sir:
Before Hervey Evans died he requested me to see
This subject has been and is being treated with con- that proper arrangements were made for his funeral,
siderable ability in THE TRUTH SEEKER, but yet and said he wished to leave explicit instructions with
the subject is left just where it was found. As the regard to it. In the first place he desired that after
question has never yet been answered, must the in- everything had been properly arranged, and his
ference be that it never will? It is too interesting a friends and neighbors had been permitted to see
question to be despairingly dropped for good and un- him, his body should be taken to the. burial ground
answered. My opinion is that in the near future the and deposited in the grave in as quiet a manner as
problem will be solved.
possible. To carry out this idea he selected his
So far as logical reasoning alone goes; the Mate- own pall-bearers, and desired me to say at least this
rialist and, Positivist are ahead of the Spiritualist and much: that under no circumstances did he want any
orthodoxy. Indeed the latter one may as well be preaching or praying over his dead body; he did
put out of the controversy on such a theme. Ortho- not even want a lecture of any length; that he
doxy has blundered so much on cosmic facts that its expected to die as he had lived; that he did not
opinion on this point is not respectable. Therefore believe in the pagan or Christian religion; that he
the Spiritualist alone is the only modern advocate of did not accuse any being in the universe of bringing
the idea of a future existence. This short article is upon him the disease with which he had suffered so
not to argue, but is only a passing comment. The many years, and which would bring him to the
foundation facts of the Materialist are solid, sure, grave; that when the war broke out he did not
and so far as mere ai"gument goes, seem convincing believe it could be stopped by asking God to defeat
and unanswerable.
the enemy, but shouldered his gun and went into
But with all the accumulated centuries of knowl- the field himself, and that while at his post of duty
edge, we are but on the threshold. Our future dis- he contracted a disease with which he suffered so
coveries will be in increased ratio as compared to many days, weeks, months, and even long years;
the past. The Materialist and Positivist giv the and for the last six years no time more than sixty
seemingly very probable theory that "death ends consecutiv minutes hav passed, night or day, but
all." 'fhe Spiritualist produces phenomena which what he has been obliged to make physical effort to
he claims prove a continued existence after (so-called) relieve himself of excruciating pain. At last he felt
death. The Materialist either refuses to i11vestigate that he should soon die. He was asked if he felt
his opponent's claim, or else, if he does investigate, ready to die. He answered: "Yes, I hav been ready
he admits there are are phenomena that his science for a long time. I feel happy." In a little while
or his logic is unable to account for.
the great change came. And we hav met to say
Not as a Mattrialist, nor as a Spiritualist, but good-bye, and deposit his remains in the grave.
merely as a " truth seeker," I mention a few facts With him the last page of "his history is writtenwitnessed by me. Brown, of Red Oak, Iowa, reads th~ record is complete. An honest man lies before
the thoughts of a person by taking hold of his hand. us, who was honest not only with his neighbors but
one present, not a confederate, thinks of some honest with himself.
He was .an independent
some familiar countenance in a crowd, without so thinker. He thought his own reason taught him
much as looking in the direction of the person what to believe, and what not to believe. Who
thought of, and Brown picks him or her out among among us can say, or will feel disposed to say, that
300 or more. He makes the common-place rappings, there is a being anywhere in the universe who will
table-movings, etc., but scouts the idea of another condemn or punish a man for this? But for me, I
world and spirits. But can the Materialist explain will say in the language of· another: "I will leave
these items? "Oh, yes I" he says, "it is owing to the dead where nature leaves them.
Whatever
electricity." Almost as well might he say, "It is flower of hope. springs up in my heart I will cherish.
owing to the moon." The late E. V. Wilson would But I cannot believe that there is any being in this
pick out different persons from a large audience, and universe who has created a human being for eternal
tell them prominent remarkable incidents of their pain."
lives, too specific to be by chance. "Owing to elecAfter this brief and informal ceremony had been
tricity," again, I suppose. At Mott's, in Missouri, I gone through with the large concourse of friends
saw the form of one lor;.g since dead, and it con- formed in procession, two by two, and.. marched to
versed intelligently in a manner that none but the the cemetery, ahout sixty rods distant, where the
departed could hav done when living. Will "elec- remains were interred. .Mr. Evans leaves a devoted
trici~y" account for this last? ·"No," says the :Ma- wife and three affectionate children to mourn hit
terialist, "but he fooled you." 'l'hen also was I loss.
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the work of defeating their schemes is rendered all the easier.
The legislativ coldness to the Comstock bill is a fact the citizens can congratulate themselvs on. If it was a questi.on of
======D=.=M=.=B=E=NNE==TT=,==D=IT=o=R=.====== · endowing the police with extra powers for the suppressiOn of
=
vice no one would find any objection to it. What all men obPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. ject to is that such a creature as Anthony Comstock should be
invested with more authority to abuse than he ah·eady
possesses.
The largest and cheapest Radical Jourruil puhUshed in Europe
Later on, after this storer and conveyer of the
or .Anun-ica, rontaini/rlg nearly seven hundred square inches 'TIWre
most
indecent pictures had tried to excuse himself to
of reading matter tha:n any other jourruil of its lcind.
the reporter of the paper, it printed the following
editorial:
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 14, 1881.
COMS'l'OCK'S PLEA.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.
E
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Comstock's Progress.
This indefatigable worker in an evil course is
untiring in his efforts to get his b~ll, giving him additional power to crush those agamst whom :be ~ulminates his wrath, through the legislature of our
state. He has been at Albany several days buttonholing sena~ors and a5s~mblymen, tell.ing them how much
he is domg for Chnst, and showmg them the filthy
ictures he carries in his smut-bag. It is said by
P
these powerful influences some of the members hav
weakened and deserted the side of equal liberty and
justice and ha.v taken ap for Comstock and tyranny.
Even Senator Wm. W. Astor, of this city, the wealthy
capitalist and house owner, has become a champion
of the detested Comstock, and uses his influence in
h" h
. h
breaking down the laws an d rules W h IC hav It erto
controled our municipal courts and police system.
Comstock boasts that he has the Christian church
and $50,000,000 in money at his back, and Astor and
some others particularly sensitiv to the influence of
money show a decided inclination to favor Comstock
and his unclean vice society.
Comstock is working like a beaver, talking with
impressible members in the halls of hotels as late as
midnight, and even visiting them at their residences
in somewhat distant counties. It is said in our daily
press that his bill has been reported favorably in
the senate committee. Whether it gets through
the assembly with the same ease is still to be seen.
There is the greatest reason for alarm at the power
which this t:Yrannous, dishonorable man still wields.
Possibly the adage, "Whom the gods would destroy; they first make .rna~," applies with force in this
case.· It may be this bill needs to become a lawthis last feather needs to be added to the camel's back
-to really awaken the people of this city to the danger that awaits them. Although they are, metaphorically speaking, sleeping under the very brink of a
volcano, it seems they are disinclined to take alarm
until the fiery flood bursts upon them and overwhelms them.
Among the rich and powerful dailies published in
this city there is but one with bravery enough
to fully denounce this plotter and his machinations as they deserve. This paper is Truth, and
from day to day it speaks out the words of warning
befitting a true sentinel 011 the ramparts of liberty.
All honor to the brave and fearless sheet ! If the
other papers of the city would but take the same
manly course, it would not be long before Comstock
legislation should become a thing of the past.
As a sample of the brave word~ of this enterprising
journal, an extract or two will be given:
0

Anthony Comstock, in his conversation yesterday with a
T1·uth reporter upon his bill authorizing the officers of his

society to arrest all persons violating the present laws and all
laws which shall be hereafter l'Jassed in relation to lotteries,
gambling, and obscene and indecent exhibitions and plays,
complained that, at present, his officers hav less power than
the humblest policeman. Comstock may not be unreasonable
in finding fault with our police officers for not performing
their duties in regard to these matters, but if he is really desirous of abating these nuisances why does he not proceed
against the dilatory officers? J3ecause one set of officers does
nat do its duty we need not create an additional set. Better
reform the old ones.
We do not want any man or any man's society to hav any
such power as Comstock is seeking. In the hands of unprincipled men such power could be used with terrible effe~t, and if,
maybe, Comstock's society is a most virtuous institution
now, we do not know what it may become in the future. In
fact, it is oppressivly fanatic already.
Comstock says that his societyodoes not wish to assume a
censorship over these matters, yet that is exactly what the
power sought for would giv it.
In view of the power which Comstock hopes will
soon be placed in his hands by the legislature of
the Empire state, it is said that he is laying his
plans to pounce down upon the theaters of the city
so soon as he is in possession of the desired power to
wield over them. If the desire of his heart is realized, it is expected that several of our theater managers will be arrested and be subjected to the onerous suits at law which he will inaugurate. His
fiendish fondness for bringing trouble and expense
upon others will prompt him to this course of conduct; and if he can only obtain the power which
his tyrannical nature yearns for, our courts will at
once be filled with prosecutions of his procuring, and
we will hav full opportunity for realizing the blessedness of being still more under the rule of an ultraorthodox ecclesiastical society.

In this connection it is but proper to call attention
to the indorsement given to Comstock by no less a
personage than ex-Rev. F. E. Abbot, formerly of
the Index and the National Liberal League. After
holding his peace for the better part of a year, he
now breaks forth in the Free Religious Index of
the 5th inst. in praise of his friend Comstock and the
lying book/he has thrown upon the worls}. What
could there be more natural than that Comstock
should send a volume of his lies to Abbot to review,
and what more natural than that this /retended
Liberal should be charmed with it, .an that he
should take this opportunity to express his approbation of his friend? Hear him talk:
Accordingly, one hundred and twenty-six pages of the book
are devoted to the "Liberal" crusade against the postal laws
during the past five years, especially as it relates to the Liberal League. Mr. Cozustock, who falls intG one or two mis~HE POINT COMSTOCK SCORED.
takes [very slight of course] in telling his story (chief of which
is his construction of the resolutions passed at the Centennial
We are coming to a pretty pass when so respectable a body Congress of Liberals in 1876), evidently .tries to be fair and
of men as the Judiciary Committee of the senate of New York accurate throughout. He draws a just distinction between the
finds it necessary to empower a private society to " enforce all Liberals who favored and those who opposed the ury for "relaws now passed, or which may hereafter be passed, in relation peal," and-to his great credit-takes pains to do justice to
to lotteries, gambling, ana obscene and indecent exhibitions in the motivs of the latter class. This is very -explicitly done on
plays." Yet that is what was done at Albany yesterday.
page 393 and elsewhere. But he makes a scathing exposure,
The society referred to is managed entirely by Anthony Com- by name, of the recoril of those who were most prominent as
stock, so that, practically, the distinguished committee advises "repeaJers." It is a melancholy enough exhibit for all who bethe Legislature that the protection of the public morals de- lieve that Liberalism must win the moral c0nfidence of the whole
mands that the enforcement of all such laws should be intrusted to Anthony Comstock. That is the point.
commrmity, if it is ever to compete successfully with superstition, or be felt as a positiv power in the molding of legislaBefore this law is passed, let it be so amended as to strike tion. Notwithstanding the too great heat of style in which the
out all· the qualifying words, thereby empowering Comstock to book is written, which will to some extent defeat fts own obenforce all laws now passed, or which may hereafter be passed. jects, I cannot withhold the expression of my own respect for
After that, all the district attorneys, sheriffs, and courts may the fundamentally sound, upright, and honest motivs which
be abolished, and a great saving to the public purse will re- actuate Mr. Comstock, or omit to commend his book to the
su~~ch an amendment will make the law consistent with itself careful study of all who know that Liberalism must yet make
and with the sentiment that demands it. For there can be no a new record on this subject if it is to be at last a great blessing
sentiment demanding it which does not acknowledge that our or felt power in Americ~n history.
F. E. ABBOT.
present form of government is a failure. After this admiring friend of Comstock has for
Let us add that Senator Astor's connection with this matter so many months abstained from inflicting upon the
as its god-father will hav no tendency to elevate him in the
good opinion of his constituents.
ears of the Liberal public the utterance of such
wails, such libels, and such bitter malice as for two
A few days earlier this same paper spoke as fol- years he was in the habit of dealing out in weekly
lows of the man who is trying to bring earth and installments, it iiS hoped his self-righteous soul (on
hell to bear to take power from the district attorney the supposition that he has one) will feel a measure
and the police force of this city and place it in the of relief approximating somewhat to that which his
hand of his private, irresponsible, ecclesia~tical former readers hav enjoyed for the past ten months.
society, whose chief agent and factotum is himself:
Some acts that are intrinsically despicable and
COMSTOCK GETS THE 00LD SHOULDER.
mean are still more despicable and mean when perAnthony Comstock's reception in Albany yesterday, as our formed at a moment when they are calculated to do
correspondent described it, was the sort he deserved. His the greatest injury. Treachery and treason to one's
prowlings to and fro, with his historic black bag gorged with own country and people are always most despicable,
the sample corruptions he is so fond of exhibiting to our rural but Benedict Arnold rendered himself especially
lawmakers, hav become an offense in the eyes and nostrils of despicable by selecting the very moment for his evil
decent men. Like the migrations of the skunk, they leave .work when his country and his cau&e most needed
their trace rankly behind them.
·
d
Assisted by that protoplasmic humbug, Kilian Van Rensse- his stur y efforts in their defense, and when his
laer, and by Vaseline Colgate, the lobbyings of this social treachery conferred the greatest help upon the enemy.
hyena are not rendered any the more savory. It is as well for So it was with Abbot; his treachery to the cause of
respectable citizens that this is so. By permitting the corrup- liberty would hav been despicable at any time; but
tion farmers to disgust the people they demand favors from, it was doubly so when the little army of freemen0

0

or those, at least, who wished to be free-were
struggling to remove from the statute books of our
country one of the most odious laws ever enacted in
the United States or any other country. His opposition to the efforts put fQrth by lovers of constitutional liberty, accompanied by his numerous misrepresentations and falsehoods, whether they really prevented the efforts the brave band of contestants
were making, at least served the purpose of showing the vile animus which actuated the man, and
his treachery to the cause of true Liberalism.
So it was when the writer of these lines was thrust
into a prison cell, whither he had been put at the
behest of the bitterest and meanest bigotry and
intolerance that has been evinced for a hundred
years, directly brought about by this same Comstock.
Then it was, while thus prostrate and chained, that
this pretended, but false, Liberal united in a conspiracy with others equally as mean and despicable
as himself to attack, to widely publish injurious private letters with which neither he nor the world had
any more business than they had with the money
in his pockets. Yes, then it was that he made this
dastardly attack upon a fallen foe, and not only laid
the damaging letters before his own readers, but
used the names from a list stolen from our own
office to mail thousands of his slanderous sheets to
our best friends, with the view of alienating them
from us and destroying us forever, both in reputation and financially. If a meaner, more despicable
deed was ever enacted, no man knows where or when
it was accomplished.
So it is now; just when this Comstock is again
busy at applying his arts and concocting his machinations to possess himself of power never before conferred by national or state government, to oppress
the unfortunate victims of his wiles he selects
as his prey, that this next friend) F. E. Abbot, steps
forward with alacrity to sustain him. This course is
just as consistent and just as true to the vital principles of Liberalism as has been his efforts for the past
three years. Just think of it for a moment, what
inconsistency there is for a howler for "morality,"
"purity," and Pharisaical "Liberalism," to second
and commend a man who hires young women with
money to expose their nakedness before a eompany
of men, he sitting looking on approvingly and feasting his coarse nature by watching the performance
between one and two hours; a man who hires prostitutes and takes them to a photograph gallery to hav
their nude pictures taken; a man who neglects his
old, feeble father, and leaves him to wander the
streets with miserable old shoes upon his feet and
with nothing in his stomach for days together; a
man who has slandered and belied the honest Liberals of America more than any other living person I
This apologist is the pretended Liberal who cheerfully vouches for the truth of one of the vilest libels in
the form of a book which was ever printed, a book
in which we hav sworn are fifty positiv falsehoods,
and which we honestly believe contains more than a
hundred malicious lies.
It is perhaps very fitting that Francis E. Abbot
should come to the aid of Anthony Comstock; and if
the pernicious bill now before our legislature becomes a law there is every reason to believe that Anthony Comstock, Francis E. Abbot, Samuel Colgate,
Howard Crosby, Joseph A. Britton, Parson Newman,
and the most bigoted of the New York clergy will
unite in a general jollification.
0

Book Review.
1

Religion as Revealed by the Material and Spiritual Universe.
· By Edwin D. Babbitt, author of " Principles of Light and
Color," "Health Manual," etc. It is a neatly-printed
volume of 365 pages, illustrated by more than fifty finely
executed wood-cuts. Price, $1.50.
This is a volume of rare merit, written by a
thoughtful, philosophical, benevolent, pure-minded
man, whose entire views and modes of thought are
in harmony with the higher spiritual philosophy.
He discards all the theological absurdities that for
many centuries hav darkened the minds of men, and
presents in their place a natural, beneficent religion,
based upon the immutable laws of the universe,
which he conceives to be presided over by the supreme, central, spiritual, principle or power analogous to the conception of "God."
The first three paragraphs of his preface read
thus: "Take no alarm, dear reader, at the sound of
the word religion, for I hav not the least idea of
conducting you into some dark, subterranean oathedral where the air is oppressiv and unnatural, but
would lead you right out under heaven's sunn;r
dome, where the joyous gospel of nature and inspiration are breathed into the soul.
"Away with devils and hobgoblins, and dogmas
and traditions, and fears and superstitions I Sweep
aside the cobwebs, lift the veil, clear up the mists,
let in the light, illumin the soul, for then at1last
we may see the shining ladder which links the earth
to heaven, upon which the angels are ever descending and ascending.
"True religion is the heavenly side of science,
the divinest motiv power of philosophy; and yet is
the very angel of every-day life which sanctifies and
sweetens human loves, and tends to lift up even the
humblest soul."
0
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The first chapters treat of "The Existence and liJ?e desti~y of the sour as it mounts ever upward, the firilt multiplication table. When you find a reGeneral Character of God." The subdivisions are: Wlll perceive tha~ a spark of divinity dwells incar sult, it makes no difference who discovered it.
"Prelirr..inary Thoughts," "Is there such a Being as nated in every human being, and especially those Neither is a statement by a great man necessarily
God ?" "Is God a Creator?" " The Argument from who, in resemblance to Jesus, hav a high and holy true. A pebble surrounded by diamonds is a comDesign," "Is God Unknowable?" "Is God Abso- purpose of life. How much higher men will rise mon stone. Not all the martyrs of history are suffilutely Infinit ?"
under such inspiring conceptions of· their immortal cient to establish the fact that any doctrin is true.
As to the. unknowableness of God, in one para- nature than they will when disheartened with the Martyrdom, as a rule, establishes only the sincerity
graph he speaks in this way: "If we should descend ~og~as of .'total depravity,' 'inability,' 'reproba- of the martyr.
to the smallest microzoa, which are millions of times twn, 'electiOn,' and 'God's wrath,' which condemns
"These Christians," the lecturer said, "cannot. see
too minute to be seen with the naked eye, we shall the majority of his own human children to endless how any man can die serenely without clinging to
find precisely the same principles of unity and torture !"
Christ. According to theology, God has always
diversity, ·and gradation and contrast, as we do in a
Chapter six has for its subject "Moral, Evil, and punished the dying who did not happen to believe in
flower, a leaf, a tree, a world, a solar system, a Deific Perfection." The subdivisions are," The Per- him. As long as men did nothing but make their
cluster of solar systems, or, in fact, the whole known fection of God,'' "Has God Created Evil?" ... Is Man fellow-men wretched, God is represented as mainunivers(', all of which are developed on precisely the Depraved,"" Is Anything Innately Bad?" "Is an End- taining the strictest and most heartless neutrality;
same laws of harmony throughout. What some of less Hell Possible?" "Is Absolute Evil Possible under but when some honest man, some great and tender
these characteristics are will be shown hereafter, Divine Law?" "Evolution." He comes to the conclu- soul, expressed a doubt as to the truth of the Jewish
because by knowing the phenomena of the external sion that there is no original evil being or devil, and scriptures, or prayed to the wrong God, or to the right
cosmos we may surely read the character of the that evil is only a perversion of or a misapplied good. God under the wrong name, then the real God is reInfinit One, whose developing power and glory are One passage reads in this way: "Every particle of J>resented as leaping like a wounded tiger upon the
impressed upon the whole. We come to this con- the universe, both animate and inanimate, all worlds, dying man to tear his w1·etehed soul from his body.
clusion, then, that we may at least get a general all beings, are moving forward on the eternal law of There is no account in the literature of this world of
qualitativ, tltough not a quantitativ, conception of progression, passing upward through chaotic and the innocent having been shielded by God. It is made
the Infinit One, while, in reality, there is no such crude conditions into greater order, ripeness, and to appear that God has no time to prevent crime, no
thing as the absolutely unknowable."
beauty evermore."
time to protect the good aJild the pure; that he is too
To the question, "Is God absolutely infinit ?" he
Chapter seven treats on "Special Providences," busy numbering hairs and w·atching sparrows. He
say!!: "Not unless we accept the doctrin of panthe- "A Supposed Miracle of Healing," " How God is too busy watching the professors of colleges, who
ism and declare that the term God embraces the Interposes to Answer Prayer," "Does Prayer In:l1u- begin to doubt the geology of Moses or the asttonowhole universe. On this plan, all objects, both ence God?" "The Central Principle of Deification," my of Joshua."
material and spiritual, are a part of God, for an "Prayerfulness not Necessarily Goodness," etc.
Of the fathers and early councils of the ch1:1rchJ
absolute infinity must include all time, all space, all
Chapter eight shows how man and spirits assist in Col. Ingersoll said: "If it had not been for these
power, all substance. Farther on, however, we shall governing the universe.
councils we might hav been without a trinity to this
see that there is a universal, dual, correlation of
Chapter nine reviews the creeds and practices of day. While one of them was engaged in determining
spirit and matter, which, though working together Christianity, showing the erroneousness of its dog- a great question, millions and billions of men were
on the same general laws, are also widely different, mas.
swept into hell." The lecturer said that Christianity
just as the terms positiv and negativ are diverse.
Chapter ten shows the dangers of so-called infal- is responsible for what be styled the current falseThe spiritual side of the realm of being has its lible standards.
"hoods as to the dying moments of Infidels like the
culmination of glory in what, by common usage, is
Chapter eleven examins the Bible miracles, Emperor Julian, Spinoza, Voltaire, Diderot, David
termed God. It should be remembered that there prophecies, eto.; and also compares pagan ethics Hume, and Thomas Paine. He said Christians forare many infinities, relativly considered, in this uni- with Christian teachings.
go'i that Christ was an Infidel, and added, ''I like
verse. Thus, in mathematics, we say a circle conChapter twelve is in a similar line.
him because he was an Infidel; I like him because
sists of an infinit number or straight lines, just as a
Chapter thirteen is devoted to "The Ethics and he had sense enough to see that the old Jewish relig.
sphere includes an infinit number of circles. We Religion of Nature;" chapter fourteen, "Life Under ion was not true."
speak of infinity of duration, which constitutes the Old Religions;" chapter fifteen, "Life Under a
Col. Ingersoll denied that there was any truth in
eternity, infinity of space, which measures the uni~ Spiritual Religion;" chapter sixteen, "Death Under the story that the Emperor Julian tried to rebuild
verse, infinity of knowledge or omniscience, and the Old Religions;" chapter seventeen, "Death the temple of Jel'lfsalem, and that therefore God
many other kinds of infinity. Even man, being Under a Spiritual Religion;" chapter eighteen, came out and destroyed the workmen. "It would
immortal and capable of endless progression, has an "The Future Life." The final remarks are on the hav been much more sensible," he said, "for God to
element of infinity. The character of God's infinity basic principles of a universal philosophy and a hav destroyed Julian and frightened the workmen."
will be spoken of hereafter."
"'
universal religion.
The lecture:r spoke of Giordano Bruno, an Infidel of
In chapter two God as a spirit is treated. The
The work is carefully and well written, and will 1550, as "a man who changed his mind beciluse he
arguments of the Atheist are considered. The argu- be read with great interest by thousands, especially had a mind ; a man who would not believe that you
ments of the Spiritualists are given, and the author by those inclining to the spiritualistic form of belief. could make the trinity out of dough or bake God in
givs his own somewhat remarkable experience in
For sale at this office.
an oven as you would a biscuit, or that you could
spirit communion, and the mean!! by which he obIn connection, it should be stated that Dr. E. D. devour the creator as you would a piece of bread.
tains knowledge from invisible intelligences.
Babbitt, within the last few days, removed to Cin- Yet," he continued, "the men who believe that when
Chapter three treats" The Deific Locatio11 and mode cinnati, where he has children residing, and where a a man strikes you on one cheek you should turn the
of working," and these points are considered: " The field of usefulness opens up before him. May health, other tried to kill this man. But the fires of martyr. location of Deity," "Can infinitude hav a center?" prosperity, and long life be his portion!
dom never destroyed one truth, and all the churches
"Does God control the universe through law?"
of the world hav never made one lie true. When
" How does God control the universe?" " The dual
science began to show that the church was wrong,
"Great
Infidels."
center of the universe," "Can the infinit by fine
and that the earth is not fiat, then the church began
The following is a brief abstract of Col. Ingersoll's to say, 'I did not say jt was fiat, but that it was
act upon the coarse?"
Chapter four is on "the nature of God," and these new lecture delivered at the Academy of Music, kinder round.'"
questions as subdivisions are treated: "Is God a Be- Sunday evening, May 1st:
The lecturer told a story of an old 'Forty-niner
" There is nothing grander in this world," said who, when told that God made the world in six
ing of Intelligence ?" "Is God a Personal Being?"
"Is God a being of Absolute Attributes?" He says: Col. Ingersoll, in beginning his lecture, " than to res- days, pointed to a desolate mountain and asked,
" Some conceive God to be an immense man, with cue from the leprosy of slander a great and splendid "Don't you think God could hav put in another day
the virtues and some of the vices of humanity. The name, and nothing nobler than to benefit our bene- to advantage right here?"
Among the Infidels of later times, Col. Ingersoll
Parsees, founded by Zoroaster, evidently consider factors. The Infidels of one age hav been the aurehim to be a great spiritual sun, and are in the oled saints of the next. The destroyers of the old spoke of Paine, Franklin, and Jefferson as the men
habit of paying their adorations to the materi~l hav always been the creators of the new. There are who gave us a Constitution without a God in it, and
sun as his type. The Brahmans would present then· decay and growth in the intellectual world as in the who were the first men to retire Jehovah from polisublime conceptions of his character by declaring it material. History shows that political rights hav tics. To each of these men he gave a special eulogy,
to be like the rising of a thousand suns into the sky beem preserved by traiters, and intellectual rights by and he even hinted that Paine had been unjustly
at once. But Brahmans, Christians, Jews, Moham- Infidels. To attack the king was treason; to dispute treated by Washington. He wanted hili! audience to
medans, and many other religious sects conceive God the priest was blasphemy. The sword and the cross remember that Thomas Paine was the first man who
as an infinit person, if such an expression is not a hav always been allies. The throne and the altar wrote the words "United States of America."
contradiction of terms, although the Brahmans, were twins-vultures hatched from the same egg. Paine, he said, was the man who suggested the
Christians, and some others also, represent a trinity James I. said, 'No church, no crown; no tyrant in Federal Constitution-a grand, splendid, brave man,
of persons as constituting the ruling power of the heaven, no tyrant on earth.' Every monarchy that with some faults and many virtues. The lecturer
has disgraced the world, every despotism that has said that all the clergymen, ministers, priests, and
universe.,'
Chapter five has for its subject "The Deific Great- covered the cheeks of men with tears, has been copied bishops that ever lived, from the day of Pentecost
ness and Glory," and is subdivided into "The Great- after the despotism of hell. The king owned the down to the last election, had not done as much for
ness of God," "An Angel's Conception of the Uni- body and "the priest owned the soul. One lived on human liberty as Thomas Paine.
Col. Ingersoll defined an Infidel as " a man that
verse " "The Glory of God," "Anthropomorphism." taxes and the other on alms. One was a robber,
He m'akes a kind of congress, republic, or commune the other a beggar. The king ruled by force; the has had a new idea absolutely," and an orthodox
of God. One paragmph reads thus: "If the full glory priest by fear, and both by both force and fear. man as "a man who is petrified in his head; who is
of even one of these higher intelli5ences should sud- The king said to the people, ' God clothed you in through; who is walking around, an intellectual
denly burst upon us and be made evident to our per- rags and housed you in hovels, and h~ put me in corpse, to save the funeral expenses of his soul."
ceptions, it would overwhelm us and we should at robes and gave me a palace '-such is the justice of He said that Infidels hav been the generous spirits of
once conclude that it was God himself. · .There are God. The priest said to the people, 'God made you the unworthy past; the victims on the battlefields
beings so mighty in power and wisdom as to ignorant, and he made me learned and wise; obey of thought; the men who hav made the world fit
rule over a world, and others still more wondeiful me or God will punish you here and hereafter, for- to liv in. "Without them," he said, "the human
brain would be as empty as the churches will be
who control a whole system of worlds, acting of course ever '-such is the mercy of God.
"Infidels," Col. Ingersoll continued, "are the in- soon. Why," he asked, "should we believe that
under the supervision of the sublimest of all, the Intellectual discoverers. It is they who hav sailed the honest men. hav a fearful death, while those who
. finit One, whose dominion is over the whole."
Oh the subject of anthropomorphism he says: unknown sea and discovered the isles and continents believe in slavery, polygamy, and all sorts of crime,
"Men hav been so materialistic they hav made in the vast realms of thought. What would the like the murderer on the scaffold, look smilingly
images to help them conceive of God, and some hav world hav been had Infidels never existed? What around and beg us to be evangelized?" He said he
worshiped these images. Even now millions of the Infidel is in religion the inventor is in mechanics. had lived to see "the brand of inferiority !'!tamped
Christians place images of the cross before them or The Infidel is the man who has discovered a fact, on every orthodox brain," and to see among the
of the Virgin Mary or of some other saint, and think and is not afraid to tell about it. There has been advanced thinkers of to-day men like Huxley,
themselvs very pious for so doing, whereas true relig- for many thousand years a prevalent idea that in Darwin, Tyndall, Renan, Spencer, Haeckel, and
ion of the head burns with a constant spiritual flame some way you can prove whether the thories ad- Helmholz.
and lifts the soul up away from all outward images vanced or defended by a man were right by showDoN'T forget the Indignation Meeting at Paine Hall,
toward the infinit glory.
Those who can ing what kind of a man he was. It make;; no differpierce beyond the veil of this life and see the sub- ence what was the character of the man who made Boston, on the 15th. T. B. Wakeman will be there.
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he would still think it a trick, or a" truth " in quota- conditions to the spirits. Trust everythmg to them
tion marks. Doubtless, if he is an inspired mouth- but your reason, and if you are honest, the mediums
piece of Jehovah, he would consider it his duty are honest, and the spirits are honest, results will be
to lie for Christ's sake, and say the medium, although satisfactory every time. Of course conditions beReply to Mr. Bennett's Twelfth Letter.
"securely tied)" did it with his toes or" knee joints." yond th.e control of all parties may sometimes inter~
MR. D. M. BENNETT, Pear Sir: I felt inclined,
To my mind this would not be conclusiv evidence fere, but persistent effort will assuredly be attended
after a first reading of your last letter, to ask you to of spirit power. Intelligent Spiritualists require by results absolutely satisfactory without exception.
In regard to cabinet manifestations, I, for one, wish
continue without any answer from me, because I more than the exhibitions .of mere power to prove
cannot see that it bas any relevancy to the subject the presence of our spirit friends. Had we never a cabinet had never been heard of. Excepting fullunder discussion. I believe we have about two received more than the· movement of ponderable form materializations, perhaps, cabinet phenomena
months longer in which to finish our discussion; we bodies as evidence, thousands who are to-day happy are always attended with doubts in a greater or less
have considerable ground to go over, and you canl'lot in the knowledge of continued existence would still degree. It is true, many of our befit mediums use
fail to see that it is to our advantage to write con- be groping· in ·the dark. When knowledge, which cabinets to-day for materializations which hav been
cisely and pertinently. Your last letter was anything only our loved ones beyond the river can giv, accom- tested so much and in so many ways, and in whose
but this. May I not ask you, Please to be less dif- panies those movements, we then accept them as presence such absolute proofs occur, that their integfuse, as I am anxious that we shall discuss every satisfactory proofs. Mr. Gunneson promises to be IS no longer questioned by honest investigators. Yet
there are those, be it said to their shame, who resort
proposition? That I may not seem to make it satisfied without the intelligence.
necessary for you to digress again, I will merely
The truths of Spiritualism, Mr. Gunneson, mean to tricks and base imitations, and thus bring reproach
request the reader to carefully read my last letter in an exchange of sentiment~ of knowledge, and of upon the grandest revelation of tl'uth this world has
connection with yours in regard to every assertion love, between spirits and mortals. It is not whether ever known. The rule of " by their fruits shall ye
you make. I will call attention, however, to the a medium or trickster can untie himself in a cabi- know them" will always bring the investigator safely
fact that the opening half of your remarks is against net, and make a racket with bells, guitars, etc. It into the harbor of truth and knowledge. The fact
not only the existence of Jehovah but of any Creator seems to me Mr. Gunneson is either ignorant of what that there is counterfeit is a proof that there is a
at all.
Spiritualism is, or is endowed with more credulity g~nuin, and don't you forget it.
yours truly,
E. A. CHAPMAN.
Following the example of Voltaire, Paine, and than is good for him. I fear he has too much creLowell, Mich.
others, you assert that Moses commanded the cap- dulity to make even a good Spiritualist. Besides, if
tive virgins, mentioned in the thirty-first chapter of the seeing ponderable bodies move without visible
the book of Numbers, to be used as concubines. It contact would convince him, he can be accommois a very unjust cha1·ge. The Jews were permitted dated in broad daylight. If Mr. Gunneson had
to keep them as female slaves; the law of Moses ventured to locate himself I could doubtless direct
forbade abusing them. Whoredom and fornication him to a medium in his vicinity, in whose presence
Is Christianity True 1
are explicitly forbidden always, and there is a special he could witness such phenomena without having to
statute protecting female slaves. It is found in pass through "two small holes in a red flannel curTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Deut. xxi, 10-14: "When thou goest forth to war tain," but I should advise him as a brother not to be In answering the above intenogativ of a friend, I
against thine enemies, and the Lord thy God hath satisfied with a mere exhibition of power. No sir, wrote the substance of the following:
delivered them into thy hands, and thou hast demand intelligence. Make your spirit friends
Whatever is known to be true is either practitaken them captive, and seest among the captives a prove themselvs to you by tests of knowledge before cally or scientifically demonstrable, or both. I feel
beautiful woman, and hast a desire unto her, that you are satisfied. If you are mediumistic enough to sure that truth will never suffer by criticism any
thou wouldst have her to thy wife, then thou feel their hands, or receive their thoughts, as thou- more than gold will hav more dross ·by melting.
shalt bring her home to thy house, and she shall sands do, or if . you should visit materializing medi- Hence if Christianity is true it will bear the severest
shave her head and pare her nails; and she shall ums, and should there see, as thousands hav, with test, for facts alone are the test of knowledge. "I
put the raiment of her captivity from off her, and your own eyes, the beloved forms and faces of dear shall make facts my authority, and not authority my
shall remain in thy house, and bewail her father ones gone before, perhaps intellectual tests might facts." Christianity I understand to be doctrins
and her mother a full month; and after that thou not be necessary.
Even there our materialized peculiar to Christians, and taught by no other reshalt go in unto her, and be her husband, and she friends converse on familiar topics and giv names, ligious body in the world. These doctrins consist
shall be thy wife. And it shall be, if thou have no dates, etc., as in days of yore, so that under all cir- of two materially different propositions: 1. Total
delight in her, then thou shalt let her go whither cumstances the spirit world accompany their phe- depravity of man by the sin of Adam; 2. The reshe will, but thou shalt not sell her at all for money, nomena with intelligence. All this has been writ- dempti,pn of man by Jesus Christ. These proposithou shalt not make merchandise of her, because ten because friend Gunneson seems to be ignorant tions are what I call the foundation stones of the
thou hast humbled her."
of what the truths of Spiritualism really are. If Christian edifice.
I do not think it necessary to go into the many he is not ignorant of this, then his animosity has
To estimate the turpitude of an offense, we must
cavils yeu have made to the actions of the Almighty, caused him to dig a pitfall, in which he has fallen, consider the .knowledge and ability of the offender;
nor the blind folly of finite ignorance dictating to and is now ingloriously sprawling, to the ·infinit so I begin with the history of Adam and Eve.
infinite wisdom the limit and scope of revelation. amusement of thousands of Spiritualists who are
It seems Eve had never had any conversation with
As the scripture says, " 0 man, who art thou that readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
God; but Adam had, for God had said to him, "Of
repliest against God? Shall the thing formed say
I will now answer, as I understand it, Mr. Gunne- the tree of knowledge thou shalt not eat, for in the
to him that formed it, Why hast thou made me
son's question, "Why would it retard the work of day thou eatest thereof thou shalt surely die." A
thus?"
I am truly yours,
G. M. MAIR.
the spirits?" It is a fact that a certain class of fair inference is that Adam had told Eve. WhatBrooklyn, N. Y., May 4, 1881.
spiritual mani,festations must occur either in total ever perfection may be claimed for them, physical
darkness or in light modified or softened.
It is or mental, it is certain they did not know right from
Chapman Replies to Glm.neson.
also a fact that many times a concentration of mind wrong, good from evil. They were young, and had
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : force interferes materially with these phenomena. not spent the first night in the garden, and, like chilIn your issue of Feb. 26th Mr. Gunneson says : Last autumn, while sitting with Dr. Slade, I asked dren, did not see any impropriety in being naked.
"Please introduce me to Mr. Chapman, the wnter him if I could see the bit of pencil that was scratch- What turpitude would it attach to a child for an act
of the article on 'Absolute Proofs of Continued Ex- ing on a slate within a foot of my face, just· under done before it knew right or wrong, good from bad?
istence.' Being inquisitiv, I want to ask him some the edge of the table, while his hand was in plain Could we inflict even one stripe?
questions;" and this honor, for which I am pro- sight. He replied, "The concentration of your mind
Eve, falling in with a talking snake, or whatever
foundly grateful, was conferred upon me in the as directed by your eye upon the pencil would inter- he was, found a being who could talk to her in her
presence of the greatest audience that ever convened fere so as to break conditions." I was satisfied, for own language. The snake told her that God knew
upon this continent. With the ey(;ls of the one hun- I knew it was absolutely impossible for Dr. Slade to they wouldn't die, but would become as gods, knowdred thousand readers of THE T.RUTH SEEKER con- cause the pencil to write under those conditions mes- ing good and evil. For telling her this, the fellow
centrated upon us, Mr. Gunneson asks the moment- sages from the dead and answers to questions we had has· been called the father of liars. But let us look
ous question, "Would it retard the work of the written and concealed. I knew, or. believed, too, at this a little, for that is the only test of knowledge.
spirits to peep through two small holes of a cabinet that we are surrounded by a spiritual, or mind, at- The first inquiry to be made is, Did they die? · I
in which is securely tied a medium, while the spirits mosphere that is adapted to our spiritual or mind say, No. But theology says, "Yes, they died a spiritare making a racket with bells, tumblers, guitars," organisms the same as the air is to our physical ual death." I wish God had thought to put that in,
etc.?
organisms and that the action of our minds caused and not leave it for progre11s to interpolate, and so
When I reflect upon the importance of this ques- vibrations of the magnetic or spiritual atmosphere add to that book. How could Adam and Eve hav
tion, and consider that Mr. Gunneson has in reserve similar to the light vibrations of the universal ether. known anything about spiritual death? In proof of
other questions equally as ponderous, I tremble for I knew, too, that magnetic currents or clouds often the truth of what the snake said, we hav the fact
the future of Spiritualism. He thinks "this would be disturb seriously the action of telegraph wires, so as that man livs to-day. And how could they . hav
a good way to convince people of the 'truths' of to interrupt the transmission of messages; also, that become as gods, as God himself said they had, if
Spiritualism," and then, out-smiling the heathen the faintest trace of light upon the photographer's they had died that day? The snake told them they
Chinee, asks, "Mr. Editor, don't you think this plate would destroy the image, so I could" see that a would become as gods, so God and the snake said the
would be a good test?" He doubtless has conscien- concentration of mind force, which is nothing but same thing. It is quite curious that people, by sin, .
tious scruples against using " truths " in the above the magnetic vibrations of a spiritual atmosphere, could become as gods-more like gods than when
sentence without quotation marks. This little straw would interfere so as to defeat the object which the they were sinless.
reminds us forcibly of the fable of the wolf in spirits were striving to accomplish.
God's testimony that they had become as gods is
sheep's clothing. Notwithstanding this little beSpiritualism tells us that this universe is a system absolute proof that the snake told the truth when be
trayal of Bro. Gunneson's animosity to the "truths" of worlds within worlds. We can judge-of thP. in- said, "God doth know that in the day ye eat thereof,
of Spiritualism, we are disposed to giv this matter terior properties and forces of matter only by their then yon!· eyes shall be opened, and ye shall be as
our serious attention, hoping, in this pretended manifestations to our senses, and by a process of rea- gods, knowing good and evil." And, if so, the snake
search after light, some hint may be s-iven that will soning arrive at knowledge of the same far beyond was cursed for telling the truth to advance human
lead to a fair and thorough investigatiOn of the phe- the actual revelations to our senses.
knowledge.
nomena of Spiritualism. lf friend Gunneson is really
So far as the narrativ goes, Adam and Eve had
We know that there is an atmosphere of air,
in earnest, I am surprised that so small a matter as another of universal ether that fills all space (else never been out of the garden, nor spent the first
peeping "through two small holes " in the curtain there could be no light), and we hav reason to believe night in it. But :whatever length of time they had
of a cabinet where a medium is "securely tied," and there is still another that is adapted not only to our spent there, one thing is certain-they had no idea
witnessing the antics of bells, guitars, etc., should spiritual organism, but to the spiritual in nature of moral qualities, and God did not want they should
be regarded as settling satisfactorily the" truths" of everywhere, and with our ignorance of the laws hav, for he interdicted the only means of knowingSpiritualism. If he could be permitted to do so, he which underlie and control the spiritual, it is as con- the fruit of the tree of knowledge. How exceedwould doubtless remove those quotation marks. I sistent for us to dictate to the spirits just how they ingly wicked it was in those children to wish to
fear if friend Gunneson could be granted this privi- shall do their work as it would be to demand that understand what was meant by good and evil, ri~ht
lege he would be no wiser, for all he would see the photographer produce his pictures without pro- and wrong? This constituted the great damnmg
would be those bells, guitars, etc., moving about tecting his plates in the darkness of his plate-holder, sin of Adam and Eve.
without visible contact. Possibly materialized spirit camera box, and dark room. My advice to all inWere those results of the offense philosophical
hands could be seen manipulating those articles, but vestigators of spiritual phenomena is never to dictate or natiual results ? It has never been pretended, to

1/iscussioq.

g[ommunica.tions.
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my. knowledge, that the fruit contained any poison- intelligent mind. If justice with God does not mean away, and old things become new. They hav
ous propertieR that. damaged the physical or mental what it does with man, then 'we are none the wiser passed from death into life. They are heirs of God,
constitution of Adam. If the curse did not result for being told that he is just. God can hav no ·pre- joint heirs with Jesus Christ, and do not commit
from poisoned fruit,then it must hav been the effect rogativ to do injustice. Suppose a professed friend sin, "for he that is born of God doth, not commit sin,
of .the offense itself. .If the latter, then every of yours says a thief took your horse from your stable for his seed remaineth in him, and he cannot sin beoffense from that day to this would hav pi·oduced some night, your friend being well able to prevent cause he is born of God." They are translated from
like effects. This being the case, our present con- him from taking the horse, but not doing so. Would the kingdom of darkness into the kingdom of God
dition must be infinitly below that of Adam at the you think that friend did justice· by you? How the Son. They hav great and precious promises.
time ofhis offending. But do the facts of our ex- would you decide this question if it was before you They shall cast out devils, shall lay hands on the
.
perience justify such a conclusion? Does an offense as a juryman ? . _
siok and they shall rem~ver; ~nd if they dr~nk any
against mor~tllaw involve our children and acquaintBut a little farther. Suppose that friend knows deadly thing it shall not hurt them. Jesus said unto
ances in physical and mental disabilities?
who took your horse and where the horse iR but.will them: "If ye shall ask anything in my name I will do
Who suspectR, does any "father or mother suspect, not tell you. Is that man a friend? Does that man it. If any two of you shall agree on earth as touchthat their child who has taken a forbidden fried do justice by you ? Would any intelligent being be ing anything that they shall ask, it shall be done for
cake iii .flepreciate'd in its mental or physical capaci- a friend that would do that same thing? Would not them. · Being adopted as God's own and made the
ties? No one entei:tains such a notion. So then we that man be particeps criminis ? God is doing that children of light, ought they not to be exempt from
are forced· to the conclusion that whatever man suf- very same thing every day, by claiming that judg- the curse of the law, sickness, sorrow, pain, and
death? If they are not, what is redemption. good
fered by the fall was forced upon him as a penal in- ment and justice are the habitation of his throne.
fliction. It appears that· a specific curse was proThe second st'one upon which the Christian edifice for? How is it that children of God hav children
that ar~ by nature children of wrath? If children
nounced, first, upon the snake; second, upon Eve; is built is redemption by Jesus Christ.
.
third; upon Adam.
;,
·.
Redemption implies that all the redeemed were can inherit sinfulness, why not inherit righteousness
·But what justice there could be in cursing the justly liable to some catastrophe. To appreciate the as well? Poor rule that will not work both ways.
snake I cannot see; he had violated·no known law; value of what was done for us we must understand What proof havwe of the truth of Christianity? But
God had never told him that he must not converse with what that catastrophe was. It c:in be nothing less ~hey say we shall be saved in another world. Oh,.
those people. If, as Christians say, the devil used than the curse of the law which embraces· all the yes, it is easy to make promises i.n another worl?, but
the· snake as his medium, I ask, Is a medium to miseries of this life, and eternal perdition in another if redemption does not avail in this world, who wrll giv
A. B. Pn~:.ARD.
blam!l for the control of an almost infinit spirit? world. To giv confidence in the reality of such re- assurance for the next?
What could a snake do to resist a deviL when. God demption we must understand the character of the
The Freethinkers' Convention.
himself was taken by him on to a mountain and on redeemer, and learn from:. facts whether ,he has reto the pinnacle of a temple? What justice is there deemed all mankind or not~ To obtain a clear view
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
in punishing the snake and letting the devil, who did of him we ·need only look to the creeds of the Recently many hav inquired· of me when the next
the misohief, go free? If I had been God· I would churches. They all say that he possessed two whole annual Freethinkers' Convention will be held. In
hav killed the devil so dead that he would not hav and perfect natures-" very god and very man. answer to that inquiry allow me to say through the
been heard of after that. -But if God had some use making one Christ." The name of one was God and columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER that it is appointed
for him, and did not want tG spare him, yet he could the name of the other was Jesus. God always was. to be held at Hornelhwille, N.Y., the 24th, 25th, 26th,
hav kepthim chained, for he might hav known he Jesus was born of Mary; so, then, before Jesus was 27th, and 28th days of August.
would do mischief if he was left to run loose.
begotten; there was no Christ. Hence whatever
Friends will remember that Dr. S; E. Shattuck last
God cursed Eve. He did not say, to Eve, The constituted him Christ died.·· If both god a.nd man year very generously gave the association the use of
apple you·hav eaten will greatly increase your sor, did not die, then only one did die.
.
his fine Opera House in which to hold the Convention
rows. But he said, "I will greatly multiply thy
The question now is; .Did God die ? God is an in- free of charge, and at the close of that Convention
sorrow and thy conception; in sorrow shalt thou finit spirit, and could not be killed, nor yet die by promised to do the. same thing this year if _th~ Conbring forth children, and thy desire shall be to thy his own volition. If I am right. in this, then only vention was appomted there. The assomatwn at
husband, a·nd he shall rule over thee." To Adam Jesus died.
once unanimously accepted the generous offer and
he said, " Cursed is the ground for thy sake; thorns
If it be said that Jesus imbibed divine properties voted to adjourn to meet there this year. In consul-.
and thistles shall it bring forth unto ·thee."
in his connection with the divine being, I answer, tation with Dr. Shattuck it has been decided to hav
No one can see any connection between the act of that is assumption without the least proof. There the Convention meet on the days above mentioned.
eating an apple and the growing of thorns and are no two ways about this, God did die or not. If Dr. Shattuck writes, "I intend to giv -the house a
thistles. Hence, whatever was the curse of the law, God died, then a~l of him died ?r only'-a part: . If gen~ral overhauling and will hav more, pleasant
it was known only by divine retribution.
the son of God died, then one-third of the trimty quarters for the Convention than last year.
. What was that ·retribution as all orthodox died. If this is not admitted, then it follows that
And now allow me to suggest that every Freechurches understand it? The Presbyterian " Confes" only man did die. Mystify it as you will, it matters thinker who reads this enter the time in his or her
sion of Faith" say"s: Our first paren~s, being seduced not. If a part of God died, then all could die. But memorandum book and make arrangements to be
by the subtlety of Satan, sinned in eating the forbid- if no part of Almighty God died, then it was the present on that occasion.
d!ih fruit. Bythis sin they fell from their original substance and son of Mary that did die. This can
I shall not be in a situation this season to devote
righteousness, and so became dead in sin and wholly now be settled, and we must settle it in order to a so much time and labor to the work of making
defiled in all the faculties and parts of soul and right understanding of the subject. However good, arrangements for this gathering as formerly, but I
body. They being the root of all mankind, the guilt pure, kind, and benevolent Jesus ~as, he was never- hope every vice-president and _each member of t?e
of this their sin was imputed, and the same debt in theless only a man. The" ConfessiOn" says the god- executiv committee and each member of the assomasin.and corrupted nature conveyed to all their pos- head and manhood were joined together in one per- tion, and all others who feel an interest in Freeterity, From this original corruption, whereby: we son without conversion, composition, or confusion. thought, will each feel it is their individual concern.
are utterly indisposed, disabled, and made opposit to God cannot .be man. nor man b~ God. If, th~refore,
As to speakers, I hope every Fi:eethought l~cturer
all good, and wholly inclined to all evil, do proceed all the two are necessary to constitute one. Chnst, and in this country will consider that he or she IS speactual transgressions. Original sin doth bring guilt if that Christ died, then God and man both died. If cially invited and not wait for any personal invitation.
upon the sinner, whereby he is bound over to the only Jesus died, then God· compromised his whole As heretofore the endeavor will be made to pay the
wrath of Goa and nurse of the law, and so made sub- claim on the whole world for the blood and _suffer- actual expenses of the speakers.
.
.
ject to death, with all miseries spiritual, temporal, ings of one man, although he had_taken the hves ~f
At an early day arrangements will be made Wit_h
and eternal.
of all men before and of all men smce. But take It the various railroads for reduced rates of fare, and It
The Episcopal and Methodist doctrin is: Original to be true that Jesus redeeme~ all mankind f_rom the is hoped that better rates can be made than were obsin standeth in the corruption of the nature of every curse of the law. RedemptiOn means deliverance tained last year.
.
man. Paul says, "By one man sin entered into the from liabilities. The liabilities incurred by the fall
It is very desirable that every editor of a Liberal
world, and death by sin." Mr. Wesley thought that were sickness, sorrow, pain, and death. Does any paper in the United States and Canada labor for the
the sufferings and death of the whole animal world one know of anybody exempt from these? All must success of this Convention and make arr,angements
resulted from Adam's offense. Mark now, the occa- concede that infants are innocent of actual sin; and to be present with their papers and other Liberal pubsion and not the cause of the above disaster was the as their sin was reckoned or imputed to them; and lications. One great object of this animal Co_nvenoffense of eating a forbidden apple by the children as Jesus by his death satisfied the justice of his tion should be to increase the circulation of L1beral
who had no knowledge of right or wrong any more father who held the judgment, who does not see that literature.
than your babe upon your knee. And all this inflicted the judgment should be canceled and the debtor libLast year I had published a very large poster that
by an infinit father whose tender mercies are over all era ted? What justice in issuing an execution after attracted great attention throughout the country and
his works. And yet the above is the chief corner- the debt is paid? Ought not the judge to cancel the I am confident greatly augmented the attendance at
stone of Christianity. Had it not been for this curse judgment, stop the process, and let infants liv with- the Convention. There was no state in the Union
there would hav been no occasion for Christianity. out sickness or sorrow, pain or death? The child has into which some of these posters did not go, and
Can anyone see any just proportion between the offense a right to demand a receipt in full of all demands, hardly a town. Quite a number went to England,
and its consequences? If God is just he must apportion no matter by whom the debt was paid. What jus- and I was pleased to learn from Prof. Rawson that
his stripes according to the turpitude of the of- tice in the. infliction of pains a~d death if the de- one wa.,; posted by Mr. Bennett back of the platform
fender. But it is asked, Has he not a right to do mands of the law hav been satisfied by Jesus? It at the Brussels Congress. I am sure the great po~t~r
what he will with his own ? Yes, if he does right. will not do to talk about infants being saved in had a tendency where.ver it was put up to ehmt
If God is just, he cannot .do injustice; and. Joseph another wodd. What does any one know about discussion and advance our cause. Such a poster,
Cook. says what is just with men is just with God, another world? .
.
.
with many improvements, will be a~ai~ published
and he ought to know. What justice requires a
So long as suffenng and death are embraced m the this year if the Liberals generally desrre It ..
father to do for his children, it requires God to do penalty for sin, and so long as Jesus gave himself as
And on this subject I would like informatiOn. .
for his; justice is a principle and not a prerogativ. It a free, full, and perfect s~tisfactio? for the sins of
Will every reader of this articl~ drop me a l~ne
cannot be "just to bring a sentient being into exist- the whole W?rld, and th-e fathei: satrsfied, why ~hould saying how many posters they wrll use~ The size
ence and then subject or neglect it to the suffering of not prosecutiOn cease? Unless It does, what evidence will be the same as last year, and the priCe 10 cents
starvation because some ancestor had done wrong. hav we that there was any redemtion ever made? each, or $8.00 for a hundred.
.
.
No person can be justly liable for another's offense. Paul says, "Christ hath redeemed us from the curse
And allow me to say to the Liberal editor~ that I
Just as well punish a child now for what its poster~ of the law." No conditions were stipulated upon will print such an advertisment "as each Will send
ity may do or will do a thousand years hence as to which infants were to be saved from the cnrse of the me of their respectiv papers, not to exceed two hunpunish it f01; what ancestors did a thousand years law. H redeemed, why not saved? What right dred words, on these posters.
ago. And yet just such cases are transpiring by the still to punish?
Friends of universal mental liberty everywhere, let
million every day if Christianity is true. God in
We are told in reference to adults that condi- us all unitedly labor to make the fourth annua~ Freeanger with Adam and Eve poured out a vial of wrath tions are stipulated, and by compliance with which thinkers' Convention in all respects th_e most Imporon all the world. It would hav been just and right an application of the merits of Christ is made to tant convention of the kind ever held lll the wor_ld.
for Go~ to hav punished Adam and Eve for their them. Faith is that condition. By faith they are
H. L. GREEN, Sec.
offense according to its demei"its, but to inflict the justified, acquitted from original and actual sin; they
HE who chooses the right and shuns the base, has
.dis.tresses of this life and death and eternal damna- are reckoned righteous for Christ's sake. His merits
t~on on. their .unoffellding posterity is infi'n\t cruelty are imputed to them. They are born again; they are the Eternal for his friend, brother, and father.;~nd j,lijl,l~~ice, and contrary to the conviction of every created· anew in Christ Jesus. Old things a~·e passed Zoroaster.
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pressor and lift np the prostrate. He has no time fo into t!nsteDee. We inevitably :have to ~dmit, then,.
attend to these things; all Ingersoll says, "he is too 11Aa'li spaee always was, and that lleUhe!" Brahma,
busy numbering hairs and watching sparrows" to at- Otdtis, Jove;, Yahweh, nor Mumbo Jmm:bo- invented
•
.•
tend to the ~ost ur~ent ne~ds of poor 11uffering mor- it oi· g~11 i~ ll:J!>'·
•
•
Our Thirteenth Letter to Mr. Man.
tals. I certamly Wish to give no o:tfenBe, but I conIt is gomg: 'bl!t.t a step farther to Imagmethat space
M
G M M
J)
s· . I ather admire ceive it to be the proper thing that the defects of has ever beeill oe~'llll]l>'led by matter in some for.m
R..
• • · • AIR,.
earlittr 'as ~ssible in de- both sides be held up to view. If there at'S' more much as it is no1'r. ]11 is difficult to think of a time
d~fcr:ti~o~n :-ran~:l~bera~ely ~reates a devil on your side than 'on mine, let the truth appear. . when spa~e was witlll()t~ti! ~ particle of matter: i.n i1t
h0 h k
will drag billions upon billions of
It does not offend me for you to say I follow the dnd re!Damed so for d'eetUions of ages~ unt1l ~SSI
hls ~ild~ennd~!.-n into hell, and who iE; the author example of V?ltaire and Paine. T~ey were bold, thau Ill~ ~housan.d yearS' ~go, ~o~e bemg ha~
of all the ain wretchedness sickness sorrow, suffer- honest men, With remarkably clear mmds, and I am spoken 1t 1nt€? existence. That JS Simply one of tbel
ing and ~nh;ppiness which exist in' the world, and proud to be their humble follower. But I wish you crudest vag!lr1es of mythology, or tbhology, as you·
wh~ decreed the ignominious and painful death of had shown why they were not as capable of under- prefer. It IS !ea80na~le to supJ?OS8 J · at so 1ong as
his onl be otten son and just because he was fault- standing the meaning of language in the thirty-first space has ex1sted th1s. somethzng hM ever acte~
less an~ sp~tless. The less that is said in defense of chapter of Numbers as the holies~ diyines in Christen- !n obedience to its own Jnherent, eternal ~aw~ Asht
such a God the better. In fact, such heartless con- dom. The. very fact that the 'V'Irgins were the o_nly ~s foun~ that not an atom&! matter can ;oe roug t
duct cannot be excused. When it is said that such ones le!t ahve, an~ they turne~ ove~ to the soldiers mto ex1stence from n~nent1ty, no.r an atom 001_1 'be
a God is all-mighty, all-powerful, it is tantamount and pnests for the1r use, makes 1t entirely clear .what destroyed or changed mto ~onem.tJtywe can p!Utia]~
to saying he is devoid of all love, all kindness, all purpose they were t? subserve. If Yahweh ~i~~'ed ltnd~rsta~d that matter IS etemal and a par&i
desire that happiness should exist among men; for a ~he murderous Israelites to take the peaceful Mid1an-- ,1llil'e Jlnfinlte. •
.
.
•
.
God who has the power to cause happiness to be the 1tes for slaves, why not make slaves of the males as
~ut what ~~ the_ the<?log10a~ 1de~ of. the mfimte
rule in the world must have the nature and cruelty of well as the females? Male slaves can perform more Why, 1lha11 Iil'e ~~an 1magmaryh1g thmg m the form of
an incarnate fiend to inaugurate boundless grief, an- ha:d lal?or t~an fe~ales, aJ?d com~and .~ higher a man,~wn:o J!u~l!f ~ thYone .so~ewhere above the: el~~dar,
guish, and pain, and to continue the means to make pnce. And 1f he Wished his p~cuhar children to with his son 81t~mg I!' h1.s !1gbt band, a multitndte cd
them perpetual. He is either not all-powerful, or he have only female sla-ves, why d1d he order those angels surtoond1'ng 1il1m1 w1th a full orches~ra of bwvp~.
is not aU-good. The very fact that evil and unhappi- thousands of young and middle-aged women put to ists playing eiern,all'y before him, and WI~h 124,0001
· ness have an existence is positive proof that he either· d~ath in. cold. blood who ~a~ ever ~own man by persons dressed in. whit: oonstantly bowmg before·
cannot ptevent them or he does not wish to. If he lymg wzth h1m? Does It mcapa01tate a woman his throne, ever crytng., '·Holy, holy, art thou, Lord,
wanted all the world to be happy, he certainly had for being a slave tf) lie with a .man? Hal! it not God of heav~n and earth." That old Jewish book
not the power to bring it about. . If he had the been the !ate ?f fem!ile slaves m all ages _of ~he tells ps that 1t~ God has _pm1ts and. organs. It spe~ks
power he lacked the will, and 1f he had the world to he With the1r masterS? And was 1t kind of h1s bead, his face, his eyes, h1s nol!e or nostrils,
will he lacked the power.
I cannot see ho~ and merciful in Yahweh; after or~eri~g the deaths hi~ ear~, his m?uth, his ?re~h, ~is tongue, his
you are to get rid of this. If he made the deVIl of the fa:hers and mothers, the. big szster~ and the votce, hiS' arms, hxs hands,. hi~ hPS:.· }us feet, ~nd even
with the full knowledge of all the wrongs he would big and little brothers of those girls, to cons1gn them his back-side'.· If he 1s m:fimte, all h1s parts
commit and all that the same devil would cause as slaves to the murderers? Would it really have must be infinite>. The infinite extendS' everywhere;
others to commit he is infinitely worse than the been much worse to have gone the whole figure and there is no place wh(lre· it is not. Can yon Ulen imdevil and those h~ duP.es. But you do not like. ~his made the young girls concubin~s as well as slaves? agine an ~fin~te being, a!~ in~nite person? an _:infinite
subject and I must agam commend you for declmmg Is there, then, the least certamty that when the head, an mfimte eye, an m:fimte ear, an mfirutt>' nosto defend such a God.
bloody Israelites came into possession of those tril, an infinite mouth, an infinite tongue, an idiI will admit the correctness of your statement that youn~ girls a~ slaves they would n?t also make them nite arm, an infinite hand, an infinite leg, an infinitethe arguments which militate against Yahweh's ore- submit to therr foul embrace, espemally as they were foot, or even an infinite back-side? Then can you
ating suns and worlds out of nothing are equally as so lovely as to entice the holy men of Israel before the imagine that infinite being with all thO!le infinite
effective against all other gods doing the same. It slaughte~ was order~d? Do you suppose that mas- parts getting into a small box four feet lO'Ilg and
is just as impossible for Brahma, Ormuzd, Osiris, much as It was the Intercourse be.t~een the sons of three feet high, made of shittim wood or gopher
Jupiter, Odin, or Mumbo Jumbo to make something Israel. and the daughters of M1d1an that. caused wood, and remaining there year after year? (h ea111
from nothing, as for Yahweh. They all stand upon Yahweh to or.der the slaughter of the Midianites you coneeive how this infinite being whose resideJJ..ee!
a level, only according to the record Yahweh is the he thought hl8 chosen people would be any the is just as much as here in Jupiter, Saturn, Uran~
worst of the lot, and that they are all~ ba~ lot there ~ess a~orous w~en he ~ad placed ~2,000 young girls Neptune, the sun, Sirius, Orion, the North Star, the~
cannot be a doubt. They have done mfimtely more m their poss~sswn ?. Do ~ou beheve he expected Pleiades, Alcyone, the Milky Way, and all the countharm in the world than good. They have caused them to exercise strict contmence under the crrcum- less constellations, systems, suns, and worlds-many
men to hate and war and kill one another, and to do st~nces? Or have you the slightest proof that he of which are so far a-way from us that light traveling
all other sorts of crimes and enormities. They have Wished them to do so?
. at the rate of 200,000 miles per second require8
filled men with fear, grief, and unhappiness. The
But if, as a compromise, I agree that possibly your millions of years to reach this planet-could be oou,..
greatest consolation, however, with regard to the God Yahweh did not quite mean that the Isralelites tent to make a little, misera'Die, broken, mountairi-·
is that they are becoming so diaphanous that people should lie with those virgins from Midian, and if ous country called Palestine, farty miles wide and
are getting UI).able to believe in them any more than I even consent that nothin~ of the kind was done, one hundred and forty miles long, lyin~ near the
they can see them. -one after another they are de- will you tell me if, in that event, it was merciful and eastern end of the Mediterranean Sea, hl~t abidingparting to the shades of oblivion.
kind to send the Israelites against the Midianites to place, making, too, a crude, restless, warlike,~mi-barPerhaps I am diffuse and make my letters longer murder men and women; to steal all their cattle, barons nation of Arabs to be his chosen and peeuliar
than I ought to, but I like to be thorough. The sheep, and asses; to burn their cities and their people, showing very little love or concern for th<~~
subjects we are discussing are too important to be houses, and to kill all the little boys, all the male other inhabitants of the earth? Now tell me, is n&10
hurried over slightly. It is best to do well what infants of the nation, and make slaves of all the that cramping and dwarfing down the Infinite with a
we attempt to do, even if we hav not time to go over· little girls? Was it not-the very best side out you vengeance?
the entire ground marked out. I am favorable to can put it-a most hard and cruel order? If you
I must confess to you I can believe nothing ol the
the proposition you made in a private interview, that thi11.k me "coarse," let me assure you that my Ian~ kind. I do not believe that the Jewish Yahweh wu
we consolidate the remaining theses; they are con- guage is not half so course as is that murderous, hor- the infinite at all. He was merely a crude, ignorant;·
nected and simil~r .and may be discussed together. rible Bible story.
hum.a~ conception, first a mere tutelary ~ivinity
In the few r~ma1;rnng weeks before my departure
In your last paragraph you make what are doubt- pres1dmg over that small. traet of rockY: h1lls and
for the opposite s~de of .th~ gl?be I trust we may be less very sage and pregnant observations about criti- vapeys, probably first de1'1Sed b~ l!ome mte~ested
able to do the subJect fair. JUStiCe.
cising the actions of the Almighty, about finite pnests, but who never had anr exu~tence &ave tn the
I. can hard~y agree With. you that the matters. ignorance dictating to infinite wisdom; and you minds of those priests and thei~credf!l?us duJ?es, any
touched upon m my last are Irrelev~~t. ~s you re-I quote a passage of scripture about man replying more than had Or~uzd, Fohi, OS'lrllf, Od1?, a~d
p~a~edly cha~ge~ me 9r ~y au~h.ont1es w1th enter- against God, and which askf!! if the thing formed Mumbo Jumbo. It 1s a burlesque upon the 1ntimte
tammg yaganes, n wa~ qmte leg1t1m~te that I ~hould shall say unto the thing that fortned it, cc Why hallt to pretend that Yahweh is that infinite.
look~ little for v..:g 2 :r~2s c~ your side. I did not thou made me thus?" Some important questiong are It does not follow because the Christians have
mentiOn o~e quarter of them, but probably ~s many opened up here, and a few remarks seem in order. adopted this Jewi8h God, because they have someas you desire. Als? as you set up the clarm ~hat The relation between the finite and the infinite is a what reformed him, civilized him, and made him
Y?ur God Yahweh 1 ~ a god of transcende?t and mfi- debatable one, and it may be set down as an axiom partially respectable, that he is the icfinite; that he
mte loye, mercy, kindness, .an~ power, It seems to that t~e finite cannot injure or qo wrong to the .infinite spoke the 11niverse into being; that he dwells equally
me. entirely relevant to exa~me mto the trut~ of your nor sin against it. Infinite is a big word, and it i~ in all the constellations, systems, f!!uns, and· worlde,
c~arm and see whether all hi~ acts .are .mermful and much larger than the sun, mueh higher, much farther Yahweh ill decidedly of too small a pattern to fill
kmd, and wh~ther he has evmced mfimte power :~;nd away, but we cannot even do the slightest -injury to immensity, or e-ven .to fill the conception of the infilove. By takmg th~ ~ecord of the old book WhiCh the sun. We may try to make faces at it, and spit nite in the mind of an ordinary sensible human being.
you so ~uch revere It IS seen that he was ?oted for toward it, and shout insulting words at it, and even As muoh as he may be reformed, as much as he may
anger~ Jealousy,, revenge, and cruelt~, and If we are hold up a blanket to prevent its shining upon a little be lauded and extolled, it still remains against him
to b~hev.e
he still rules over the affairs of the world, spot of the earth, but the glorious old orb is not of· that he is unfeeling, cruel, and merciless; that if he
18
he
still a~tuated b,Y the same cruel, r~venge- fen.ded; it does not mind it; it rolls and burns and has power to pre-vent and destroy evil he does not
fu~, and mermless mo~Ives. We see that SICkne~s, shines right along witho.ut caring the least thi~g about exercise it; and here still remains th~ damning truth
pa.m, want, hunger, misery and all t~e o~her ev1ls what we are doing, saying, or thinking. We can against him that he deliberately planned the disgraceeXIst lpon .the eaflth, and your God of mfimte power neither anger it nor please it; flattery'and curses are ful execution of his own dear son to make amends
scarce Y raises a nger to. stop them. Innocen~e may alike ul!lavailing; we cannot sin against it, we can- for his own unpardonable blunder.
su:ffe~,1 beauty may _langmsh, age may gr~an m ag- not dim its rays nor change their course. In my be- Perhaps I need not again tell you that I do not
ony,t n;~ncy day SIC~~~,
matrons an~ haidens may lief it is the same with the infinite. It is not in our believe in the existence of any such peraanage·,
1
~.ons af ~ s er,t.f IOns ::fa] phns of ~arva- power to harm it in the slightest degree, nor can we There is not the first particle of proof that ther~ iff
thon, a~ne, .pes I en~e, an . eat ~ay stal oyer m ~he ~mallest degree add to its pleasure. The in- any such being; he IS simply the outgrowth of
t e taea~ 'n w~out his0 f :fakm~ a smgle mot~on fimte, m familiar language, is indeed a" big thing;" crude, ignorant, superstitious minds, and it is only
do s ;~ ah ·1 1 e arm
espotiC pow:er may strike altogether too much for us to take in or to know perpetuating the grossest and most pernicious super·?w: e e e~, rob~e~.1 fah des)ml the needy, anything about. We can imagine that time or dura- stitrons ever known to continue to :ereach him to the
:pua ~~mal P u~ erdan
t e. un ortunate voya- tion. is infinite, endless, never having begun and never world and to terrify old women, s1lly men, and ingdefrs,
s ron.gd
an ofdthe ahssassm may murderh the ·oomwg
we
children about such a monster, and to
e ense· leess
Wl ows an orp ans may groa ·
· fi · to han end;
·
· can dimly conceive.that space experienced
·
er a d de 't·t · t"
b
G
. n m un- IS lll .mte, aVIng neither bounds nor limits, center frighten them out of all the happiness of existence,
~how~ a s/ ~'ll~o:/
~;your od nevH m1erferes nor nor Circumference. We can think, too, that space is to which they are entitled, by the ceaseless outcry
1
time nor ;he . li ~~ Y or mercy.
e as not the full .of matter in some form (which is also infinite), a about his an~er, his wrath, .his justice, and the everdefenseless he~~ tna IOn th attend.td the nleedy and portwn of which, in obedience to universal laws, has lasting, burnmg, fiery lake of hell which he has prenaked to feed the
muc t 0oc~uplegthto c hthe tte aggregated into suns and worlds, and probably was pared expressly for his own helpless, little, finite
~· h
un~, s r~n en t e wea ' ever so. We cannot think there was ever a time children. No, I cannot and will not believe in such
to co ort t e Borrowmg, to stnke down the op- when space did not exist,_nor that it.was ever spoken an infinite. My idea of the God of this glorious old
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uni~erse is immensely above that horrid Jewish mon- fashion, and may perhaps'be rented out for flower and he descends to metaphor and riddles, a language
strosity who is governed by passion, anger, revenge, fruit gardens. It is even so now that many clergy- which plain people cannot :understand, tells more
malice, cruelty, vindictiveness, mercilessness, and men who esteem themselves orthodox will confess to strongly against him than for him. You attempt to
spite. My God is guilty of none of these base things, you that they no longer believe in a sulphurous hell, evade the moral force of his evil advice to his disciand has made no hell to burn his creatures in. and no that it is only a thing of human invention, and that a ples to such of thein as had not a sword to sell
devil to punch them under the fiery waves. My God big :personal devil, with hoofs and a long, barbed their garments and buy one, by the ridiculous cois so much greater and grander than yours that I tail, Is only a myth of the dark ages of the past, nundrum, "Is not the above almost too childish to
would not exchange for all the gold and diamonds in which, in a few more decades, must entirely pass out seriously answer?" No, by no means. The advice
axistence. Your God is a small, man-made affair, of the belief of intelligent humafi beings.
was seriously given, it was a serious error, and dewhile mine is the boundless universe itself, including , It must. be acknowledged, however, that many mands a serious answer and explanation. Your
all matter and all force.
vindictive superstitious souls still hang on to the effort to evade the odium of such council by a frivoIf there is such a being, and he is infinite, all I doctrine of an angry God, a spiteful devil, and a lous and slurring question may be taken as a mark of
can say about it is, he possesses infinite hatred, in- burning hell. They hug these horrid myths to their your inability to answer.
finite cruelty, infinite malice, and infinite horror. bosoms as though they- were the dearest objects in
It is amusing to se~ you endeavoring to save your
Far better would it have been had he never stepped existence. They are like the pious Ba~tist deacon Jesus from the condemnation of falsehood in promisinto existence, better that he had never made the ex- who once spoke in meeting in this vein: "Brethren, ing his twelve disciples that they should sit on
periment of world-making, better that he had never there is a dangerous doctrine bein~ preached in our twelve thrones ruling over the twelve tribes of Israel,
created an offspring of fallible human beings only midst. We are told that human bemgs are not to be upon the supposition that the words may yet be fulto suffer eternally. Far better that he had remained eternally damned. We are told that there is no filled. As 1,850 years have passed since the promise
in idleness somewhere in vacuity ten thousand times devil, and that there is no hell; but, brethren, let us was made, as ten of the tribes of Israel were utterly
ten thousand decillions of ages longer than to bring hope for better things." This pious Christian loved lost hundreds of years before the promise was made,
such wholesale and everlasting misery and torture to think there was a hell for his fellow-beings to and as there is not the slightest indication that for a
into existence. The hope that now and then one will roast in. He, like thousands of his brethren, did not thousand years to come the twelve thrones of the
be saved, and that harys will be placed in their believe hell was ever made for himself; it was not children of Israel will be established in Judea, and if
hands, crowns upon then heads, and they join the pre-ordained for him or for his family, but ,for that they are that the twelve disciples will set upo'n them,
flexible squad, bowing perpetually before the white hated neighbor of his round the corner. This is the the falsity of the promise and the futility of your
throne, praising him that sitteth thereon for his characteristic of nearly all believers in hell. It is defense are equally obvious.
infinite mercy, love, and forgiveness, will make very not for them, but for those other wretches who do
You try to make it appear that Jesus did not in-·
poor amends for the millions of billions of their fel- not attend their church nor help pay their preacher. struct his disciples to take the man's ass without
low-beings who are in the fiery gulf in the accutest They themselves'are to be crowned and have a harp permission, but you have no authority in the record
agony, and this to be endured from everlasting to placed in their hands, while their neighbors are for this supposition. He did not command the disthrust down into the fiery gulf to serve,out the period ciples to ask permission of the owner; no more than
everlasting.
Everlasting andforevm··are big words; they mean of all those nines.
he asked permission to stroll, he and his disciples,
a very long period, as Col. Ingersoll very forcibly · ~ would be truly glad if higher, grander, and in another's cornfield on Sunday and pluck corn.
exemplified in a recent lecture. He said let every more happifying thoughts could occupy your mind By the law given by his father, that would have been
flake of snow that ever existed represent a figure nine, than a morbid belief in such a God as Yahweh and sufficient cause for his death. But, as he, probably,
every drop of water in the oceans, seas, lakes, rivers, such a devil as he made to torment his creatures, and was sent to die for a greater purpose, he was not
and streams on the earth represent a figure nine, such a hell as he expressly prepared to burn them in killed for violating the Sabbath.
You are unwilling to have it appear that Jesus
multiply these together as many times as there are to all eternity. When you are able to take a more
figure nines; then let every blade of grass that correct view of the realities of th~ universe, of the acted in a furious manner when he went into the
ever helped to form the green carpet of the earth truths which science is revealing, the utter falseness temple and overthrew the tables of the moneyrepresent a figure nine and multiply again; then and frivolity of such myths as angry gods, malicious changers, upset the seats of those who sold doves,
let every leaf of the fore8t that ever grew devils, and fiery hells, you will have a far greater and drove them out by beating and scourging them
represent a figure nine, then multiply again; then measure of truth, and enjoy a much greater degree and calling them thieves. If it would not require a
let every grain of sand on the shores of the of happiness. If you really believe in a being who furious manner on the part of a single person to
oceans and on the earth represent a figure nine, consigns nine-tenths of the human family to endless thrust, beat, and driv~, out several others, I am
and with each multiply this vast product again, and torture, it must render you very unhappy. Even if very much mistaken. You accuse me of exaggeratlet the total sum represent the number of millenni- you hope that your righteousness may enable you to ing the record, and say there is no hint of beating
ums of horror and agony for poor helpless mortals, join the harpists in the upper circles, you can hardly and flogging. Here you are again wrong, as you
and they will form but a very small fractional part be sure that your mother, brothers, and sister!'l, your are in nearly every position you occupy. For proof
of the forever, the everlasting which your merciful cousins and aunts, and all your loved friends will that he made a scourge of cords and drove out the sellGod Yahweh has foreordained for his own infinite be as fortunate. ·Can you really be happy when you ers of cattle and doves, and the money-changers, I
enjoyment in looking down into the vast dark and believe that untold millions at this very moment are refer you to John ii, 15.
smoking abyss of hell where ninety-nine-hundredths suffering the tortures of the damned, with an endless · I perceive you make no attempt to defend the conof all his helpless creatures are suffering the tortures eternity of the same kind before them? I will in- duct of Jesus when he got angry at the fig-tree for
of the damned, serving out the term of years of all dulge the hope that the bright rays of the sun of truth not being in bearing when it was not the season for
may penetrate the fogs and mists of superstition figs. You again show your discretion in this, as you
1jhose nines multiplied unceasingly together.
You believe in this kind of a God and in this kind which now surround you, and that you may be able have in numerous other instances, in skipping the
of an eternity for his own offspring to endure, but I to send all the false and horrible myths of the ages hard places, as the country boy in learning to read
skipped the hard words. Perhaps it is the easiest
do not. It is the most absurd horror that the brain of error to the gulf of forgetfulness.
way to get along with such difficult points, just to
. of superstition ever conceived. There is no such
CHBIST's TEACHINGS,
ignore them. But it certainly showed very poor
God, there is no such torture. The whole thing
judgment
for a man, and much more so for a god,
is the invention of vile priests to frighten and terrify
I will now return to a consideration of the nature
ignorant men, women, and children, and to force them of some of the teachings which Jesus is credited to expect a tree to bring forth fruit in the winter or
to contribute to the support of these same idle priests, with, though I fear my prolonged remarks about early spring, and then to fly into a passion and curse
and the abomination is kept up even until this day. mad gods and devils burning helpless souls in hell the tree and kill it because it did not violate the laws
of nature and bear fruit out of season. None but a
The Bible teaches this ·kind of a God, this kind of a will necessitate brevity on my part.
fourt;h
or fifth-rate god could be guilty of anything
hell, s.nd hundreds of thousands of priests are preachYou show much the same disposition to defend
ing it to their ignorant dupes. I believe it all to be the son in his lapses from the straight line of sensi- of the kind. But when we remember that this account
a monstrous and infamous lie. There is not a par- ble and strict virtue that you exhibit in defend- was not written till a hundred and fifty years after the
ticle of proof that anyt~ing of the kind exists . . It ing the father for his anger, injustice, cruelty, and events are said to halJe occurred we must make some
is all a monstrous conceptiOn evolved from the brams revenge. But it certainly is singular that I need: to allowance for mistakes and exaggerations.
You have made some attempt to evade the force of
of superstitious, malicious, and designing priests. use many words to show you that Jesus taught ImThey draw this horrible doctrine from that book providence and scouted the idea of making sensible other instances of defects I pointed out in Jesus's teachwhich was written by men in an age when but a provisions for the future. It plainly is not a sound ings, but your excuses and apologies do not seem to
tithe of the knowledge was in existence that we have doctrine to teach or a safe practice to follow to take have force enough to require any notice from me. I
will at all events leave them until you comment on
to-day, but a superabundan~e of super.stitio~.
no thought of life, as to what shall be provided to
This designing class of priests and b1gots m all the eat, to drink, and to wear. The birds are not good the other twenty-five imperfections. I will leave it
different nations which have existed have for thou- patterns for man to follow. It is true they do not with our readers to decide whether I did not point
sands of years been busying themselvs in making sow or reap, but they often die out in hard winters. out absolute defects, and whether you have been
successful in your excuses and evasions.
gods. -Thousands of gods have been devised; some At the appearance of winter they largely migrate to
You accuse me of repetitions in my hurried examhave been made of· wood, some of stone, some of southern climes, but men would make but little proination of the defects in Jesus's teachings. As there
bras!! and some even of fine gold. Many have been gress in developing and improving the world to puris considerable repetition in his remarks, I may have
invested by their makers with monstrous attributes. sue that roving course. The lilies are a still worse
slightly caught the infection. But to keep my count
They have been shown to be cruel an~ merciless; ~ut guide for us. They simply stand idly in the fields,
good, and make up for the repetitions, I will mention
not one of them in cruelty and mercilessness begms making not the least effort toward sustaining. life,
now two or three more notable instances in his
to compare with the Yahweh of Jewish and Christian and invariably perish at the first breath of wmter.
teachings where the sentiment and moral did not rise
mythology, the same God which you bow down to Even the wicked are doing much better than making
to the point of first-class divine love and wisdom,
and claim to love and adore.
birds and lilies of themselves. To follow the advice and to leave the numerous others till another time.
But a change is coming over the spirit of the of Jesus in this respect would be to return to the
1. He held up the danger of " the judgment," of
horrid dream.
The gods are becommg far less worst form of savagism; One of the prominent dis- "the council," and of "hell fire" (rather an inpowerful; they are "losing their grip." Men and tinctions between civilized men and savages is that congruous triplet) as an incentive to abstain from
women are learaing to be independent, thinking the former make proper provisions for future necessi- light and angrywords against a brother. In sublime
beings; they are even daring to judge for themselves ties while the latter do not. Perhaps Jesus was a sav- and exalted sentiment Juvenal far excelled him when
and to disregard the lies and curses. of the priests. age. He certainly was a tramp. The injunction, then, ,he said,
Yahweh; with the rest, is losing his control over the "Take no thought for the morrow," is a pernicious
" Bad men hate sin through fear of punishment,
nations. He is a later creation than many of the one. And if mankind at large were to depend upon
Good men hate sin through very l~>ve of virtue."
other gods, but though the latest and the worst, he subsisting by prayer, as you seem to approve, in- Jesus, you will see, taught secondary motives and
is destined to take the same road to oblivion. · He is stead of making daily exertions to meet the needs of
much lower than those of J uv.enal ; the latter
fading, fading away; he is less and less believed in, the future, it would surely soon reach the lowest dewas only a man and a hea,then, while Jesus is beand the world is growing the better for it. His gree of want and poverty. So the teachings of
lieved to be the God and creator of heaven and
hell, too, I am glad to state, is cooling down; the Jesus and yourself would, if followed, lead to the
earth.
brimstone is being exhausted, the flames are not so direst results.
2. When he instructed his hearers to give alms
I notiae it is very convenient for you, in apologizlurid as of yore, and do not stream up nearly so
and
to say their prayers in such a manner as to secure
close to the battlements of heaven; its terrors are ing for the unsound teachings of Jesus, t? dodge be- a personal or selfish reward, it was another instance
greatly modified; and if the influence of the hellish hind the claim of that he spoke metaphoriCally. You
(Ooncluded onpag6 316.)
pri~sts can be destroyed, hell will g? entirely out of have no authority for doing this, and your plea that
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Geology and Revealed Religion.
To THE EDITOR OF TnE TRUTn SEEKER, Sir:
In attempting to say a few things upon this subject,
I expect to advance no new idea, but shall be more
than content if I succeed in recalling to the reader's
minil !'lome forgotten thoug-ht of a wiser man.
While much may be said about it, yet there are
few topics invested with so many difficulties in the
way of lo<Tical
demonstrations. This, however,
<">
arises from the fact that both geology and revealed
religion are matters of belief, little in one and nothing in the other being susceptible of absolute proof.
As to the trnth or falsity of speculativ geology I
hav r:othing to say more than that I believe its
truth necessitates the falsity of revealeil religion,
while its falsity does not establish the truth of religion. There if~ a class of scientists who hold both to
he true, ani! of this class none hav written a better
defepse of their position than has Prof. Hitchcock
in his text-book on geology. Viewing it from a
Christian standpoint it seems faultless, but when
· placed under the microscope of materialistic reason
many defects and glaring blunders are discernable,
and in the following paragraphs I shall attempt to
int out some of the most fallacious of these.
; Prof. Hitchcock attempts to make them agree, first,
in fixing the time of the commencement of the crea·
tiou, interpreting "in the beginning" to mean any
date upon which scientists may care to agree. But
this is really too indefinit, as the . language
h
h b of .Gene.
sis must mean one 0 f two d ates, eit er t e egmmng
of time, or was used to indicate the part of the work
first performed, as we would say of the builder of a
.lwuse, "in the beginning" he laid the foundation,
which would be synonymous with saying he first
hid the foundation. It is sillv nonsense to talk of
the beginning of time, and I think it is but fair to
giv to ~he expression the latter meaning.
The second is, ''Neither fix the date of man's ap·
pearance upon the earth." While this may seem
true, yet there is reaUy a. great discrepancy in this
re~pect, the Bible fixmg the time within six days,
144 hours, of the first act of creation, while geology
fixes this time at an indefinit number of years subseqnent to the azoic age.
.
Third. That they agree in representing the creation
as the work of God. While I admit of some ineffable agency, I deny the possibility of all things
being the handiwork of such a God as is described
by the Bihle. Whatever force brought this about
must hav been coextensiv with space, which is limitless. N body possessed of an "image" can be
infinit.
Fourth. That they agree in representing the instrumentalities employed in the work of creation.
Not so. The Bible represents each phase of creation
as the direct work of God, accomplished instantaneously. Geology represents each order as having
been years in perfecting itself, and as having been
continually progressing.
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that time is required for the age of man alone. Perhaps some are not yet satisfied and we will go still
further. Admit all these hypotheses to be true, and
we are brought to but the sixth day at, the best,
while the Bible plainly speaks of God restmg on the
seventh day-a geological period not yet here.
A not11er great d'IScrepancy IS
· m
· th e ch r.ono IogiCa
· I
ortler of creation. Moses has. the creatiOn of the
fishes on the fifth day, while in geology they appear
in the third or palezoic peripd, and other sea ammals
appear as early as the eozoic perio.d. I?- geology
class mammalia belong to the cenozoic perwd, or age
of man while Genesis makes two days of mammal
· ' Tr ue, some mamllJa
""' Is app ea r ed earl1'e· r I·n
creatiOn.
this period than man, but if we take cognizance of
the epochs and sub-epochs we become involved in a
still greater trouble, for we hav ~rom twelve to seven teen distinct epochs, and can m no way~ compare
these to the Mosaic days.
St'll
· t of resem bla.n ce 1's
1 ano th er pom
. ·.sa1·d·. to be
that both furnish evidence of ev1l ex1stmg m the
. to th e age of man. G eo Iogy d oes , 1't IS
.
world priOr
true, but to say the Bible does, is indeed a wonderful blunder for a Christian to make, since it has been
a favorite theme with the clergy to dwell upon the
perfect harmony of the world prior to that evil day
when Eve partook of the forbidden fruit. Did not
God pronounce all his works good? We hav been
told that no thorns, no thistles grew to lacerate the
hand of innocent youth as it plucked the blossom
from the parent stem. We hav been told that
all suffering and sorrow came as a penalty for one
little sin of our forefather. We hav been told that
all was joy, peace, and happiness bef?re tha~ terrible
d.ay, b u t smence
·
h as ro bb ed us of th1s utopian delu swn.
As for the inference that the various species of
organic beings which hav appeared upon. the earth
are the result of .a divine creating power, It must ba
sai'd to be I·nconsi·st~nt at least, for if the present
"

the book of revelation." The authenticity of a revelation, then, is staid upon miracles, ani!, inversely, the
authenticity of the miracles upon the divinity of .the
revelation. Consequently the argumentation runs in
a circle. For illustration, let us apply this sentence
to the Mohammedan faith. The Mohammedan be]I' eves I·n the di'vi'ni'ty of the Koran, bec"use.
I·n th1's·
"'
book is stated that Mohammed has received it from
the archangel Gabriel. But who warrants him the
truth of this statement.? He replies, "The Koran."
He supposes, thus, the divinity of the book which he
ought to prove by the wonder as already proved;·
But as the narrativ of Gabriel is evidently a fiction,
the di.vi·ne author1'ty of the Koran also fa·•lls. down.
It is the same with the divine origin of all revelations whose authenticity is founded on miracles.
Besides, how many revelations hav been given?
The Hebrews received one about 1500 B. c.; the Romans about 730; the Bactrians, 609; the Hindoos
two generat1'ons later. The Chri'sti·ans possess eve11
two, the Mohammedans and the Mormons three revelati'ons. Whi'ch one I·s of all the tr··le,
, the genui·n ?.
To the Jews Jehovah spoke in Hebrew, but this language was, at least after their return from the BabyIonian captivity, out af use. Most of the gospels
were written in Greek, and the sacred books of the
Hindoos in Sanskrit, ·which language is nowadays
dead. Consequently these revelations were promulgated in languages which were or are unintelligible
to those for whom they were designated. In order
to get knowledge of snob revelations there are only
two ways, people must either study those foreign
languages themselvs· or get them interpreted by
others. The first way is to most men inaccet'lsible,
becau~e
" they hav no talent,· t1'me, and opportun1'ty for
such difficult studies; therefore only the second is
left open to them. They want translators and priests.
But who warrants them, even in this case, that these
persons commttnicate them the revelations right and
It d? The d t . of th Lo d's s
e .
'd
una ere ·
oc rm
e
r
upp r IS sai

then hav countless years of time been wasted, innumerable beings sacrificed, and untold sufferings
endured. The earth is imperfect; was it an imperfeet design and designer?
.
The above are the points upon which the Christian
scientists hav b:>sed their faith in the truth of both
geology and revealed religion as they are. both ·popuIarly understood to-day. It is really a source of
surprise to contemplate the-'depths of assumpt.ion to
wlli.ch Chri'stians will descend to find some eVIdence

concern as our salvation, which is pretended to depend upon our belief in the revelation, we must not
follow blindfold even our parents.
It is self-evident that these sacred books are only
in the hands of the clergy. At least the Catholics
during many centuries were forbidden to read the
Bible. But can a man in such an important matter
(we say it again) on which our eternal happiness depends (as they say) trust the communication and int
t t'
f 0 th
? H th d 't
. I
erpre a IOn
ers ·
as e ei Y no Simp er,
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wiZfe:;~~h ~~sp~~ee~h~~r~;t!~f!~~e~r~~~sBible comes ~~~~.e:f!e~~dexraes~!~.n~~~n ~~~edp!~.t~~;u~~ '::a~~~
to us through superstition. Science is truth; superstition is error. Science has come up through years
of assiduous toil and mental labor. Superstition has
been fed by pomp and clothed by power. One develops reason, the other crushes it out. The pathway
of science, though a rugged one,· is lined with the
bright buds of thought, the fragrant flowers of
reason and sweet fruits of reality; but the pathway
of superstition is a vista of upas trees hedged by the
deadly nightshade, while here and there are the bare
spots where its cohorts ha v paused to light the campfires of persecution and cruel hate, and left bleaching in its ashes the bones of murdered innocents.
The new Bible and the new gf:ology may agree;
the alembic of time niay mold new ideas and institute a new religion; natural selection may
go on
f
until angels are evolved from men;. but o h one
thing
B'bl
.
we may· be fully assured, the religwn of t e 1 ebIS
a thing of the past and the present, but cannot e
of the future. The curtain in its temple has been
b
rent i:e. twain and its holy of holies shown
f to e a
hollow mockery, the barre!! ideality o a flitting
dream.
M. W .ATSON.

Fifth. That they both represent intervals of
repose in the progressiv work of creation. The
Bible represents no repose, save of a few hours; geology represents years of gradual improvement, with
no radical change.
Sixth. That they agree in giving the earth a very
early revolution. Geology shows the necrssity of
this revolution at the time when the earth was yet a
fluid mass. The Bible says nothing of it. The man
who wrote Genesis never dreamed of such a thing.
This point furnishes evidence of ·more than one contradiction between the two. It renders impossible
the operation described in Genesis i, 6-9, of making
Terre Haute, Ind.
a firmament, etc. This revolution necessitated action
upon the earth of other planets, which according to
the Bible were net created until the fourth day, or
Criticism of All Religious Revelations.
until the mesozoic period, when land had appeared
To TliE EDITOR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
and £shes inhabited the seas. This revolution of The faithful calls revelation the instruction Riven
the earth in its primeval state not only furnishes him, as he believes, by God or by the gods. 'I here
proof of planetary influence, but also forever settles are several revelations, e.,q., the Christian, the Jewall dispute about the length of the Mosaic days. ish, the Mohammedan, that of the Mormons, etc.
This latter point, however, the professor frankly Every faithful thinks the revelation of his religion to
admits, and thereby deals a death-blow to "several be the true one, but already the renowned philosopher,
fine theories which hav been based upon the suppo- Fichte, has proved that such a belief is a superstisition that beforP the fourth day, when the sun and tion. On what arguments build the followers of
moon were created, the earth's revolution was much revelations among all nations their creed? They
slower than afterward, and, therefore, Moses did not assert that revelations were made, e.g., to the Roman
intend us to understand the days as periods of twen- king Numa Pompilius by the nymph Egeria; to the
ty-four hours. Science now shows that such has Hindoos by Zoroaster and Buddha; to Moses by J ealways been their length."
.
hovah; to the Christians by Jesus Christ; to the MoSeventh. That the Mosaic .account of creation hammedans by the archangel Gabriel, etc. They
allows us to suppose an indefinit interval between grant unlimited confidence to these mediums of the
the first day and "the beginning," which may cor- revelations as persons who, for the sake of their bonrespond to the vast periods of geological history. As esty, were generally much respected. Besides, they
we said in the commencement of this article, this believe that several of these mediums hav proved
translation of the phrase "in the be~inning" is nn- their divine mission by wonders.
doubtedly an erroneous one ; but if It be admitted,
Against the latter argument a sound criticism
it does not help the matter a partiole; it only brings answers the following remarks. The marvelous
us to the azoic period, and then we would hav but stories are related in the same books which contain
six thousand years for the four other great periods, . the revelations. The argument of the faithful ruus
with their numerous epochs, while it is clearly dem- about in this way: "I take this book to be a revelaonstrated, so far as scientific hypothesis is concerued tion because there are related wonders, and I take
-and we hav no other evidence-that more than .these wonders to be true because they are related in

and conscience?
With these and similar arguments J. J. Roussea.u
assailed the belief in revelations one hundred
years ago. That his arguments were weighty can be
inferred from the fact that the book in which they
are communicated (in the Emile) in Paris and Geneva
bl' I h
d b th h
. d th t 't
was pu 10 Y urne
Y e angman, an
a Is
author could only save his life by his quick flight,
P.RoF H. M KoTTINGER
· · ·
·
San Jose, Oa_l.________
_

Antichrist and Mair CoiTected.
To TliE EDITOR OF THE TRUTli SEEKER, Sir:
I hav been 1oo k'mg over some of t h e 1etters m
· TnE
T RUTli SEEKER wntten
·
b y 1.ur.
11..r
Mair,
· an d am much
·
· t h e correspon d ence. Th ere IS
· one letmterested
m
· lS
· ref erre d to by
ter t h at h as escape d me, b ut 1t
· t h e num b er f or F eb ruary 19th. It
" A ntichrist , m
seems to hav contained a reference to the late· Rev.
Robert Taylor which was absur dl y untrue. It is re· h nst
· ,s , Ietter an d 1s
· as follows:
produced in " A ntiC
[M M ] h
b k
· 1d N
"He
r.
air
as a oo ent1t e ' atural History of Religion; or, Youth Armed Against Infidel:
ity and Religious Errors,' and says that it is written
by Robt. Taylor author of the 'Diegesis,' after he
became reconverted to Christianity. The book is by
the Rev. R. Taylor, curate of Hart, in the county of
Durham, and author of ''l'he Key of Knowledge and
Nature' (London, 1832)." This statement I desire to
show is not true. At the time when this book was
published Robert Taylor was undergoing a most
cruel punishment' in Horsemonger Lane jail. He
was tried on an indictment for blasphemy on Monday,· July 4, 1831, a~ the Surrey sessions. This
indictment was preferred against him by the Vice
Society of London on the information of two of the
Society's spies alleging certain sentences (mostly
taken from: the context) of a discourse delivered on
the previous good F1:iday at the Rotunda in the
Blackfriars road, the subject being the crucifixion of
Christ. This indictment and the report of the trial
as it appeared in the Times newspaper is. now before
me. It says, "The defendant, in a written defense
of great length, and which occupied nearly six hours
in the delivery, deprecat!ld in strong language the
conduct of the Society for the Suppression of Vice.
'l'he Society consisted. chiefly of the clergy, who were
determined, if they could, on crushing him to· the .
earth. They were, he designated them, a set, of
priests, who were unable to controvert the ·tenets
which he promulgated, and as an instance of their
ignorance they were af1;aid ~o come forward and enter
into theological discussions with him, he having
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given a public challenge to the whole of the priests,
and had had that challenge placarded at the different colleges in his country, as well as on the continent."' The defendant 'concluded his defense at half
past twelve o'clock,. the trial having lasted from ten
in the morning, and the jury having brought in averdict of guilty, the court sentenced him to two yea1·s'
imprisonment, and to pay a fine of two hundred
pounds, and to enter into his own recognizance in the
sum of five hundred pounds, and to find two sureties
of two hundred and fifty pounds each for the next
five years. · He served the whole of the two years
in jail, and owing to the recognizances was precluded
from lecturing on his release. His health was
thoroughly broken by his imprisomrient, and he died
· a Freethinker in the year 1844. In 1841 he brought
out a second edition of his "Diegesis," a copy of
which I hav on my shelves. "Antich\·ist" is in error
in stating that his work was written during his second
imprisonment. 1'he "Diegesis" was written during
his first imprisonment in Oakham jail, the preface
being dated in that prison February, 1829. He wrote
a tileries of most interesting letters to Richard Carlile, during the second imprisonment, which were
printed in the Prompter, a weekly journal publisbed
by the latter. Carlile, a few months before, had
been sentenced to three years' imprisonment in Giltspur street Compter for sedition. If you should
think a few selections from these letters of interest
to your readers I shall hav pleasure in transcribing
them for your paper. It is· now fifty years ago since
this great man and true suffered martyrdom for religious freedom; will any of your readers celebrate
his jubilee on July'4th next? A few of us will in
England.
Yours for mental liberty,
.
RoBERT FoRDER,
Sec. National Secular Society.
London, April 22, 1881.

To Iowa and Other Liberals.
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it in the hands of thousands of American Liberals. I
hav hit upon the plan of selling this pamphlet to such
as would like to see what Iowa Freethinkers are doing and are willing to bestow a dime ~here it will
do effectiv s.ervice for the cause. One copy, 10 cents;
four for 30 cents; sixteen for $1, postpaid. How
many will send for it at once? As a Liberal tract
and contribution to the. literature of Liberalism it is
well worth the merely nominal price asked for it. It
i~· as good a missionary document as we hav ever
published. To those Liberals I would say that we
need stamps to send this pamphlet to those who are
entitled to it, to pay for printing, for postage and
stationery used in correspondence, to print a church
taxation petition for circulation the coming fall, and
for other necessary expenses. I giv my time and
labor; what will you giv, my comrade? How many
want the pamphlet?
Address,
, · ·
·
E. C. W .A.LKEa, Sec~ Iowa L. L.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa.

NoteS from California.
To THE.EDITOR OF THE T~uTH SEEKER, Sir : The
world is moving and mankind is becoming nearer and
dearer, no matter what the croakers say. Think of it,
the Public Opinion, edited and controled by J. N.
9hoyinski, a leading Israelite of this city, published
m full the whole sermon, or rather lecture, Of George
Chainey, this week and last week, and gave the distinguished lecturer full credit! The Jewish Times,
the leading Jewish journal on this coast, published
two columns in last week's issue of your debate with
Mr. Mair, and gave you and THE TRUTH SEEKER full
credit. The part published was in relation to the
immaculate conception likenesses in the alleged birth
of Buddha, Chtistna, and Christ. This is bringing
us together; I see you also published leading articles from the Times, which indicates that there is
real sympathy between· Jews and Freethinkers.
Mr. Jacobs, President of the San Jose and Santa
Clara Liberal League, was in the city a few weeks
ago looking for speakers in this city to address the.
L
H
f
·
·
eague.
e was success u1 m procunng as volunteers Mr. Choyinski and J. L. Hatch, both excellent
speakers. The League pays railroad fare and promiseTsha thor~l~gh bigf-hhearNted ~ibelraLil.hospitality.
. ~ a~XIIary o t e atwna
beral League in
this mty IS rather inert, though there are thousands
of. Liberals. all abouit. . T~e officTerhs say they are
,gomg to wake up.
t H'l time.
ey are splendid
f ll
· ll
F
e ows SOCI!J. y.
REETHINKER.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Will
"ttl
.
bl
you gran t me a l I e space m your va1ua e paper
for a short chat with Iowa and other Liberals?
We are about to open the battle all along the line,
and I wish to call your attention t•o a few facts which
are of the utmost importance if we are to make any
impression upon our well-provisioned, munitioned,
and entrenched foe.
.
It is utterly impossible for us to do much, if aught,
.
f h h
d
h ·
t o secure t h e separa t IOn o c urc an state, t at IS,
to strike the officious hand of ecclesiasticism from
·the helm of secular government, until we are organized. For more than a year I hav been bending every
Elmina's Apology.
energy toward the unification and harmonization of
Elmina would here inform her numerous inquiring
apparently conflicting interests and the solidification correspondents that the reason why she has not reof our isolated units into a compact and serried mass, plied to friend Cox's article on "Sexual Intemperready to be hurled at a moment's notice upon the ance" in a late number of THE TRUTH SEEKER is
ranks of caste and citadel of injustice. A greater or that'she has found that the subject is one so unpopular
less degree of success has attended my efforts and with the great majority of the readers of THE TRUTH
the efforts of those whose assistance alone rendered SEEKER that she takes this opportunity of informing
this success possible, and now it is time to again take them that she will not bore them with any more articounsel together. .
cles on this subject, although each day's experience
On the 28th of last .August the Iowa Liberal League and information convinces her that sexual temperwas organized, officered, but not provided with a fis- ance and true continence is the only road to purity,
cal department. Hence the apparent and comparativ and right generation. All who feel a genuin ininactivity of the past few months. Until our Consti- terest in this all-important subject will find it amply
tution was printed and plaoed in the hands of our investigated in the Alpha. Address Caroline B.
county committeemen and township workers, efficient Winslow, editor of the Alpha, No. 1 Grant place,
or extensiv local work was out of the question. But Washinton, D. C. Price, $1.00 a year. Try it.
our treasury was empty, and for want of a few dolELMIN.A. DRA.KE SLENKER.
lars urgent and important work had to be shoved
[F'i·om the New Ym·k Weekly.]
aside. But I hav finally determined to wait no
longer, and ere this reaches the readers of THE TRUTH
Anthony Comstock and His W oi·k.
SEEKER the Constitution of the Iowa Liberal League
The
man who poses before the community in the
will be in press. I hav undertaken its publication
wholly at my own expense, and look to the Liberals character of a reformer has need to be watchful of
of the Hawkeye state to reimburse me for this out- his personal conduct lest in forgetting himself he
lay. Besides the Constitution this pamphlet will con- does greater harm than good to the cause he estain list of officers, including executiv committee, con- pouses. Whatever the cause, the result is disaster
sisting of one member from each county, sub-commit- when the man who is its standard-bearer is affiicted
tee upon Sunday work and Liberal education, annual with those petty failings that disfigure humanity.
hazar, church taxation, list of charter members, offi- Many a worthy enterprise has failed through the
cers, of National Liberal League, auxiliary Leagues weakness of the representativs, when of itself it
in Iowa, state committee National Liberal League would perhaps hav stood the test of time and use.
for Iowa, commentaries upon and elucidation of all As no man is greater than his weakest point, duties
the leading provisions of the Constitution from the should not be imposed upon an individual which are
. local organization, articles upon Sunday work, how beyond his mental or moral horizon to grasp. It is
to conduct Liberal meetings, education of our chil- unfortunate, therefore, that the. government, in its
dren, Liberal libraries, the League as a political fac- effort to suppress certain abuses which hav grown up
tor, district, county, township, and neighborhood or- in the country, selected for its agent a man upon
ganization, state convention, church taxation, duties whom the burden is greater than his nature fits him
of various officers, how to raise funds, our connection to bear. Anthony Comstock, in pursuit of his work
as a special agent of the post"office department, has
with the National League, etc., etc.
1'his Constitution will be sent to each officer of the combined with his duties that of detectiv, and not
League, state and national, and should be put into the only that of the detectiv, but that of the spy.
hands of each editor in the state. With this printed Hence he has lowered it in the eyes of the commuand distributed, the way for organized, combined, nity until were there a _popular vote on the subject
activ, and effectiv work opens clear before us. Now, to-day, not only would Anthony Comstock be retired
how many Iowa Liberals will forward funds to help to obscurity, but the law und~r w~ich he acts _would
pay for the printing and distribution of this pam- be abolished. He has made It odwus by a system of
phlet? I hav been compelled to involve myself to espionage over the private affairs of individuals
get it out and trust that the true Liberals will respond which neither the letter nor the spirit of the law
at once. But I am not looking alone to Iowa Lib- warrants. The man is unsuited for the place, and
the public service suffers thereby. Ignoring the limit
erals for help in this matter.
We think that weadopted a model constitution at set upon his powers, he plays the part of spy upon
Marshalltown last .August, and we would like to see business people, and upon men and women whose

private affairs he feels himself entitled to investigate, and under the protection of a license he abuses
evli!ry day he weaves nets ab0ut inoffensiv people,
and offers decoy letters and bids of a questionable
kind to get his intended victims in his toils. Such a
system of petty persecution as he indulges in would
not be permitted in any autocratic government in the
world. _
In France, an official who so far transcended his
p.ower. would be officially decapitated without warnmg, and an example made of him that would strike
terror to the hearts of others of like kind. It is in
these free United States alone that a petty official
can assume the airs of a potentate, and assert his
rig~t to e~ter the privat.e office~ of people, pry into
their affairs, and questiOn their emyloyees with a
view. to discover the carrion for which he seeks; and
for which, it is regretfully said, he exhibits such
fondness.
Mr. Comstock,_ by his official course, degrades the
law he is appointed to execute. He makes for it
enemies of people who otherwise would be glad to
help enforce it. But a government that is so weak
as to require of its emissaries the performance of
such tasks as Anthony Comstock sets for himself to
do, and does with such zeal, is not entitled to such
respect as this republic should receive from its hnmblest as well as its highest citizen.
We hope we make plain the distinction between
the law and its agent. The· same law that Comstock makes so odious to decent people a man fitted
for the trust would make odious to evil doers. The
quality of Mr. Comstock's mind that unfits him for
authority over his fellow-beings is his narrow-mindedness, his mediocrity, his suspicious and malignant
dispo&ition.
·
. He goes out to seek treachery and cunning and
maecency, and he gets what he seeks. In all his
career as the guardian of the postal service we do
not remember to hav heard of or read a sentiment
that expressed sympathy with the erring, pity for the
fallen, or loving tenderness toward the weak. In
the godlike quali.ti"es he I·s as barren as he I·s of
ability. In him is developed the vindictiv spirit
which makes him delight in tracking wickedness,
relentless in prosecuting it.
.
The spectacle which he has presented on more than
a score of occasions as the avenging Nemesis has led
th_e public to look wit~ disfavor upon a law that permits such a representativ. Mr. Comstock as a detectiv
is not a credit to the professi"on,· "S the agent of thi"s
""
government, whose duty it is to secure the arrest of
those who are hurting the morals of the community
by the circulation of unclean documents and writings, he is an undeniable failure. He poses well at
society meetings, and tells a thrilling story in ministers' studies, but fails utterly and ignominiously as a
public servant, whose duty it is to serve the public,
not make it a vehicle through which he can work off
his superabundance of spleen and vindictivness.

Northern Wisconsin Spiritual Conference.
We hav the pleasure of announcing that we hav
secured as speaker for our next quarterly meeting to
be held in Omro, Wis., June 10, 11, and 12, 1S81,
Cephas B. Lynn, of BostoL, one of the finest orators
in America. Other speakers invited to participate.
Good vocal and instrumental music. The meeting
will be called to order Friday, at 10 o'clock, .A.M.,
_sharp. So please govern yourselvs accordingly. All
lovers of truth invited to participate. The Omro
friends will entertain free as far as possible.
WM. M. LocKwooD, Pres.
DR. J. C. PHILLIPs, Sec.
MR. JOHN R. KELso, of Modesto, Cal., will start
eastward about the first of June on a lecturing tour,
and would like to receive calls to deliver Liberal lectures on his route. He is well qualified to giv sa_tisfaction as an able reasoner, good writer, and an eloquent speaker. Mr. Kelso was formerly a rousing
revival preacher in the Methodist church, and afterward a member of Congress. His address is
Modesto, Cal.
3t20
THREE considerations serve to indicate with how
much caution, with what a large survey of history,
with what a wide grasp and deep analysis of the phenomena of mind in various times and among various
races, the problem must be approached. Christianity is not the most widely-spread of the religions of
the world. Buddhism is of earlier date, and counts
more millions among its votaries. Islamism took its
rise later, was diffused more rapidly, and rules over
a larger area of the earth's surface. At one time it
·seemed as if Christianity would go down before the
triumphant career of the Crescent. Some readers of
history may even be disposed to argue that but for
two men and two battles-possibly but for a special
charge of cavalry, or it may be a sudden inspiration
of the leading generals-it might hav done so.
The spread of Buddhism, the spread of Islamism,
must hav had an adequate cause, as well as the
spread of Christianity.- Greg's "Greed of Chris-

tendom."
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(Oontinued from pag_e 313.)
where he did not rise to the dignity and high plain
of moral excellence which a real God should occupy.
3. His solemn declaration, "Thou shalt not come
out of prison until thou hast paid the last farthing,"
exhibits a merciless and unforgiving spirit. It is at
least very strange for a loving God to utter if it was
meant to be literal, and too obscure to instruct if metaphorical.
4. Another case of injustice, as well as a direct
falsification of God's word and promise, I will call
to your attention, and then close. In what is accepted as God's original law it says, "The father
shall not be put to death for the children, neither
shall the children be put to death for the fathers;
every man shall be put to death for his own sin "
(Deut. xxiv, 16). This is but a simple provision of
justice if men must be put to death at all. It is
about as grand and faultless as anything to be found
in the Old Testament. But, in direct opposition to
this just decree, we find Jesus using this language:
" Therefore also said the wisdom of God, I will send
them prophets and apostles, and some of them they
shall slay and persecute; that the blood of all the
prophets which was shed from the foundation of the
world may be required of this generation; from the
blood of Abel unto the blood of Zacharias, which
perished between the altar and the temple. Verily
I say unto you; it shall be required of this generation" (Luke xi, 49--'51). Here we see that Yahweh in
the Old Testament said children should not suffer
for the sins of their fathers, but Jesus in the N e'w
Testament said that the children of the generation
present at that time should suffer for the sins of
their fathers, grandfathers, and great-grandfathers
all the way back. This is but an additional instimce
where the spirit of Jesus and the teachings of the
New Testament are decidedly worse than those of
Yahweh and the Old Testament. The curses and
denunciations of the Old Testament were cruel and
merciless enough in all conscience, but they pale
into insignificance compared with those of Jesus and
the New Testament. The curses of Yahweh and
the Old Testament were confined solely to this life;
they did not disturb the peace beyond the grave,
while Jesus and the New Testament consign all who
do not and cannot believe on him to inconceivable
suffering and torture forever and forever-a thousand times longer than all those nines endlessly
multiplied together will last. I think I have given
you some idea how cruel and bad a character
Yahweh was, but you must admit that the son, notwithstanding his gentleness and usual amiability,
was infinitely more merciless and cruel.
But other of his defects and merciless qualities I
must defer till another letter.
Yours truly,
D.M.B.

Acknowledgment.
Allow me to gratefully acknowledge receipt of following sums for defense of Physiologist: Elizur
Wright, $10.00 ; Mrs. E. M. F. Denton, $2.00 ; W.
C. Baker, $1.00 ; H. B. Werner, $1.00 ; A. Nielen,
78 cents.
Truly and thankfully,
SARA. B. Cru.sE, M. D.
209 West 34th st., New York.

The "Free Will" Doctrin.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
An article on the freedom of the human will in your
issue of the 5th inst. induces me to make a few remarks concerning that doctrin as it is now understood. If science must take root and hav life in the
future we must weed out from all doctrins everything that confounds the understanding, and so I
think it is time that the world knew that the term
"freedom of the human will" does not include the
freedom of the individual. Because the will is free
it does not logically follow that man ought to be
responsible for his actions so far as future punishment is concer;ned in the. sense of popular theology,
because there IS a vast difference between the will to
do and the power to accomplish. On one hand we
hav theology declaring that man can do as he wills,
making will and power identical, and on the other
we hav science teaching in her inexorable way that
will and power do not always work together, and
that a man may hav the will to do, but is neither
physically nor morally able. What, then, has the
freedom of the human will got to do with human
accountability in the theological sense? Simply
nothing. Viewing the will and the power of man
separately, the close investigator will not be long in
concluding that the doctrin of human responsibility
based on the freedom of the will has no foundation
in fact, and so when this foundation-stone of the
popular theological edifice is destroyed the whole
structure must fall to the ground. The correspondent alluded to in this article, "A.B.B.," believes, as I
understand, that "consciousness is the best, nearest
and shortest evidence of truth," and so conclude~
that because a man is conscious that he is free, he is
free. But human consciousness cannot be trusted·
it has caused many an innocent soul to be unjustly
conde:tp.ned and punished, and it is as differentiated in

its conclWJions as the characters in which it dwells.
All we hav got to trust to is inductiv science, and by
its teachings we shall hav to frame the doctrins of
the future whether we will do so or not. Science
does not ask us if we will believe; it forces its truths
upon us and leaves us no.way to deny, and fight as
man may against its truths, it will at last come out
conqueror, and the doctrin of the freedom of the
will, including the power, will be trampled under its
feet along with all the other unscientific creations of
undeveloped man.
JOHN MADDOCK.

ITHACA, N. Y., May 2, 1881.
MR1 EDITOR: Draw on me for $5 when you are
ready to gQ on your journey around the world.
Yours re~pectfully,
JAS. Mc:{JRIDE.
OIL CITY, PA., April 30, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Mark me down for $5 for your
trip round the world. Yours truly, LEwrs MILLER.
BRUNSWICK, Mo., April 26, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: If you are bound to make that
trip round our globe, count on me for $5, but if I
could help it I would not let you go. It is a great
undertaking. Respectfully I call myself your friend
and well-wisher,
FRED HEcK.
TEMESCAL, CAL., April 17, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: You will find inclosed a post-office
order· for $8-$3 for my paper till next Christmas,
and $5 for the trip round the world.
Yours truly,
JoHN GREGORY.
FT. KLAMATH, OR., April 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 subscription
due for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Put down ten dollars for your trip round the world
-$5 for myself, and $5 for Michael Powell, of Fort
Klamath. The money will be remitted as soon as
notified. Wishing you success in your undertaking,
I remajn,
Yours truly,
SIMoN AsKINs.
NEW YoRK, May 1, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I presume you find it impossible to resist the pressure of the host who bid
you to depart in quest of two of the priceless boons
of existence-truth and knowledge. Reluctantly I
join in the general request for a trip abroad.
Candidly, I do not like to see you go, but it is more
from personal motivs than otherwise.
You seem to hold the position of patriarch to Freethinkers, and toward the last great movement for
liberty.
Your fatherly, honest nature has endeared you to
me, and I will giv you up regretfully, feeling that
should you lose your life owing to your trip, the cause
and myself would lose a splendid champion and a
loving friend.
In leaving America I desire you to carry with you
this expression of my own high regard, not as mine
only, but of that of very many others who know
you but to honor you for your splendid devotion to
principle, and who love you for the sacrifice you
made in defying a treasonable law.
I am· confident that if you complete the trip in
safety, its results will be of incalculable value to
humanity.
Mines of priceless truths and facts hav no doubt
been covered and hidden by the dirt of Christian
bigotry and hate, and who so well fitted to dig them
out as the Truth Seeker himself ?
Festering pits of moral rottenness of all descriptiona, filled to overflowing by Chi'istian domination,
no doubt exist, and it needs your clear brain, keen
eyes, and faultless pen to put the shames of our
boasted civilization before the world.
Yes, by all means go, if you fee"l equal to the trip;
no man living will or can do the great work to be
done as well or as completely as you will.
Put the inclosed $10 in your clothes to aid -you in
the journey, and put me down for ten more, subject
to an emergency while abroad, or to aid in setting
you "square" on your return.
Promising activ aid to your paper while you are
away, and a good wish for every mile of your journey, I remain, in affectionate friendship,
Yours,
D. E. RYAN.
[We sincerely thank our friend for his generous donation. This is not the first instance of his generosity
in this direction. He is one who can be del:lEmded
upon to aid the cause of truth in case of emergency.
En. T. S.]
LEADVILLE, CoL., April 20, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $3 for subscription for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1881. Please excuse
me for being a little slow in remitting, but It is better late than never. I call myself one of your old
subscribers. as I hav been reading THE TRUTH SEEKER for the last five or six years. I first b(lgan to
take it when Bro. Chainey was a Methodist minister
in Naperville, Ill., and a regular customer of mine
in my barber-shop. I used to giv him your paper to
read and also Paine's "Age of Reason," as I thought
then just for the fun of it, but it brought forth fruit
beyond my expectation, which I consider worth the
price of a thousand TRUTH SEEKERS.

Now, friend Bennett, if you should decide to make
that journey around the globe, as is expected by a
great many, I would say put me down for $5. I will
remit as soon as you say it's a go. I am also requested to tell you in my letter to put down E. W.
Ongon and B .. F. Rice for $5 each, which they say
they will send as soon as you say it's a go.
Your friend,
JosEPH HENRY.
ARLAND, MICH., April 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $6 for a renewal of
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER for my friend
George Woolley and myself, to be sent to the abovenamed .post-office.
If you wa!lt to thank any one for patronage from
this place, you can giv it to Comstock, as he was
the cause of our taking your paper. I hav been
taking the Investigator for about twenty years, and
hav not felt able to take another until aroused by
your persecution, which is probably the case with
many others.
In regard to your trip round the world, if made
count on me for one. I see the friends hav spoke~·
for most of the evidences of our holy religion, so I
shall only lay claim to those locks that were sheared·
from Samson, as I believe they hav not b<:len spoken
fo·r; and if you deliver them to me I shall surely giv
you one-tenth for your trouble, ala Jacob.
Yours,
F. ELMER.
BISMARCK, DAK. TER., May 2, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I hav been reading, thinking, and studying ever since that suggestion came
from a friend irr Ca.lifornia. I thought at first that
you ought not to go, but I hav changed my mind
considerably, and now think you will hav to go. You
may call on me for $5, for I must hav th'e books.
You hav my best wishes, etc. Would pray for you,
but I hav given that up long before this as a useless ceremony.
Hav just finished reading " The Darwins," by Mrs.
E. D. Blenker. It is the best story I ever read in
my life. Had 'to laugh when she was going for the
dogs. It is something everybody should read, for
dogs are a nuisance, and there are so many of so
many different kinds that are worse than useless,
and it costs as much to feed a dog as a chiid, still
they will feed them and let their children go hungry
and naked. Theft she goes for the tobacco-chewer,
smoker, and snuffer in good shape. She is doing a
noble work. Would that there were more like her!
Yours for truth,
S. G. SHARPLEsS.
DARLINGTON, Wis., April 10, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: I tell you it is hard times out here
in Wisconsin-the hardest winter I ever saw. There
are two feet of snow on the ground now in the timber, and it is snowing while I write, and. blowing
hard from the northeast. There are no less than
thirteen persons within two miles of my place that
hav died in the last two months, and many more
are sick. The priest and the doctor hav been kept
very busy, and I think that is the main cause of so
many deaths.
It is enough to make a·reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER's blood boil to see the ignorance that abounds
amongst these priest-ridden slaves. With quacks to
doctor the body and priests to doctor the soul, the
poor victims are in danger of losing both. I hav
loaned THE TRUTH SEEKER to some of my Irish neighbora whom I thought were capable of being trusted
to read it, thinking it would be the means of opening their eyes; but alas ! they return me the paper
saying they do not wish to read a paper so full of
lies; but to them a lie is the truth and the truth a
a lie. They believe a lie in order that they may not
be damned, and th&y would rather be damned than
believe the truth.
I am with you on the round-the-world trip.
Yours truly,
JAMES LEACH.
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., April 22, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: When I discovered the boom
for your encircling the world expanding, I requested
to be counted in for $5, to be paid a; soon as you had
·determined to make the voyage, with the understanding that the $5 was not to apply on the book, which
I shall pay for on delivery, because I consider it a
privilege and a pleasure to contribute for the increase of the happiness of one who has labored so
long and successfully for the enlightenment and happiness of his fellow-men, persevering against all
odds and opposition and suffering almost unto death.
Truly you deserve relief from the eight years of unremitting labor you hav given the world. I hav said
it would be a pleasure to contribute to increase your
happiness. Your desire to make the journey has
already cropped out without a declaration to that
effect.
You asked my opinion of the "Elements of Social
Science," for sale at your office. I pronounce it the
grandest thing ever published on that subject, and unhesitatingly say that the world's society and civilization would be vastly improved and made happier were
the knowledge it contains in the possession of every
adult person in the world. I hav said it was grand.
It is true, it is strictly scientific, and in harmony
with the imperious laws of nature. And had your
usefulness been limited to a general introduction of
this valuable work only, you would hav richly
earned the title of benefactor. Every person loving humanity and not wedded to that cherished prin-
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ciple of the church, that ignorance is bliss and it
is folly to be wise, should be made wiser, happier,
and more useful by reading it.
My kindest regards :to Mrs. Bennett; and be as·
sured, my dear friends,. the cherished hope of having
the pleasure of meeting you both not distant in the
future is one of the rich gems of life.
Respectfully and truly your friend,
D. R. BURT.
BosToN, MASs., May 1, 1881.
MR. D. M. B~NNETT: I saw your editorial on the
different papers that hav been ruled out by the postoffice department. The only allusions I hav ever
made to Comstock are the ones I inelose, taken
from the February number. It ·was on this number
that the department ruled. For fear of offending
my subscribers, I hav never expressed any unpopular
opinions in my paper. The more I think of it the
more I am convinced that Comstock had something
to do with this trouble, although I did not think so
at first. I am glad to see that you hav the courage
to speak out so bravely and boldly against these highhanded and arbitrary proceedings, and I hope that
the Liberals of the country will continue to agitate
this subject until the Comstock dynasty is com·
pletely overthrown.
Your friend,
JAMES W. STILLMAN, Pub . .Agent's Advocate.
NORD, CAL., April 2, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: I received the Physiologist this
morning. After a. candid perusal, I couldn't come to
any other conclusion, as no TRUTH SEEKER reader
ought to, than that the noble work of Sara B. Chase
and Elmina D. Slenker should be combined with your
own. Both papers read and studied in every household would do more good to mankind than all the
howling and bawling of the Turks, the grunting of
the Jews, and the psalm-singing and sniveling of all
the Christians who ever lived.
Mrs. Slenker is devoting herself altogether to the
improvement of mankind, and such an effort ought
not to be overlooked by the Liberals of this country. Liberals, you all hav a dollar and -a half to
spare. Send it to Snowville and help our noble Elmina. When the world came to the conclusion that
men were t.he noblest work of God, such women as
Sara and Elmina could not hav been in existence.
THE TRuTH SEEKER and Physiologist together will prevent anybody from committing .crimes.
·
Yours fraternally,
E. W. FITZNER.
[It is a gross oatrage that such a valuable paper
should be stopped and crushed to the earth by a bigoted public servant, and without the least show of
law or right.-En. T. S.]

AuBURN, N. Y., May 2, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I inclose you post-office order
for $1.75-$1.50 to pay ·for your recent voluminous
production, "An Infidel Abroad," which please send
me by· return mail; the remaining twenty-five cents
to go toward repairing Paine's monument. If sufficient funds hav already been raised for the above
purpose please apply it toward improving the ground,
etc. Though a small amount, I want it to go toward
some good Liberal cause. I will now wait for the
" Infidel Abroad." I hav once read its contents in
the columns of your paper, and, having a little leisure time just now, I want to read it more thoroughly
in its present beautiful form and under its present
title. I am constantly adding your valuable works
to my library. I thirst for knowledge.
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
P. S.-Will the Bennett-Mair Discussion be published in book form? Are you not, though a disbe.
liever in miracles, working a miracle in the above
discussion ? Aside from your regular journalizing, it
is wonderful how you find time to conduct such an
important discussion and produce such unanswerable
arguments. How do you, how can you, get iu possession of such profound learning? Yet in all your
successful efforts, I too do not believe there is any
miracle about it. It is through energy, perseverance, determination, resoluteness, coupled with talent, reason, thought, and action with which nature
has endowed you that you are thus enabled to succeed in such wonderful accomplishments. It is all
natural, nothing supernatural nor miraculous about
it. Truth impels you onward and upward. L. D. G.
[The discussion with Mr. Mair will be published in
book form soon after it is completed in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, which will be in a few weeks. Will those who
wish a copy please indicate the fact ? It will contain
some seven hundred pages. Price, $1.50.-ED. T. S.]
WHITEHALL, MIOH., April 5, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: As my time was out the first of
this month, you will find inclos.ed $3 for another
year's subscription to keep the machine moving.
Keep pegging away; you are doing well, yea, very
well. The humble followers of the meek and lowly
Nazarene tried hard to kill you, but you don't die
worth a cent. You are still worth a whole regiment
of dead men, at least so far as we are able to discover from our present standpoint.
What is the matter with Comstock? Are the Infidels dead ? Qr are there no gudgeons around to bite,
or is he out of bait ? He ought to patronize his dear
Uncle Sam a little by sending occasionally a decoy
letter to some skeptical cuss. I see, by the way, that
he has been up to Albany to try to charter the Leg-

islature for the benefit of himself and his Vice Society, but hav not learned whether he WflS as SUCCessful
as he was in chartering the United States Congress
in 1873 or not. I see, also, that Wakeman was on his
track, and I think Comstock must hav writhed a little under the rasping he gave him. I do not know
as I would advise him to do as some say Judas did,
go and hang himself; but when he dies, if I had the
conducting of his funeral, I would hand him over to
my Quaker brethren, that lie might be buried in
silence on some lonely island where the most loathsome reptil that crawls upon the banks of Pandemonium comes up every thousand years to eat the
putrid carcasses of the damned. And I am not certain but they would turn up their noses with disgust
and leave him there to rot.
N. F. STRONG.
PIEDRA, CoL., April 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT AND O~ER LIBERAL FRIENDS: After
a long silence, during which I have passed through
some very important changes, I embrace an oppor·
tunity to speak a word to you again through the
friendly columns of THE TR13'TH SEEKER. Since meeting last I hav united my destiny to that of one of
the purest and truest Liberal young ladies in all the
land, Miss R. W. Little, formerly of New Albany,
Ind., and since our acquaintance was brought about
by a communication in the friendly column, I thought
it meet and proper to announce the happy event of
our marriage through the same. Perhaps other good
Liberals may be made known and. brought together
by the same means. If so, then will the glorious
old TRUTH SEEKER hav added to the laurels of its
good works. I hav drawn a prize and am willing to
share it with the editor and all the good, kind people who read THE 'rRuTH SEEKER, for whilst she loves
me with a certain exclusivness, she loves all good
Liberals everywhere.
We are endeavoring to spread the light away out
here on the frontier, and think we hav been instrumental in opening the eyes of some with whom we
hav come in contact with. Last night we had three
good Infidels stay over night with us. I remarked
that such a thing as five Infidels coming together
without a Christian to mar our pleasure had never
happened at our house before.
This western country affords a good field for the
missionary, as we hav few churches and fewer priests
to make afraid by pointing their finger at t.heir distorted image of death and otherwise browbeating
us, so that Liberal literature of a plain and simple character would, if distributed, be a source of
much good.
My little wife joins me in kind regards to the good
editor and wife and all the dear readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
Fraternally,
J. ALLEN EvANs.
MoNTAGUE, TEXAS, April 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER appears every
week, freighted with rich things. I would feel lost
without it. I hav thought of your trip round the
world much in the same light that my old friend
Cook, of Kansas, does. My friend Moore, of Adrian,
Michigan, made some truthful remarks on the temperance question, and T. C. Leland on organization.
Wakeman's speech on the Comstock laws is the best
thing I hav read. Such intellectual giants should be
kept in the field battering down the walls of superstition. The letters to Mair are rich. Mair must be
getting short of ammunition. I should like to be
one of the number to help you round the world, but
shall not be able unless the time is delayed; but I
shall want the book when it comes out.
I am doing what I can to circulate Liberal books
and papers, and will get some subscribers after a
while. Money is scarce, and most of the people are
poor, ignorant, and superstitious. It is a hard place
to introduce Liberalism. The country is being settled fast, and many Liberals will come in. We are
going to hav a railroad, and intelligence always follows in such a country.
My wife sits at my elbow and says: "Tell Bro.
Bennett not to go round the world for a while yet.
The time may come when it might be best to go,"
We can hardly spare you for a while, there is so
much to do at home. You asked the opinions of the
friends, and so I hav cast in my mite with the rest,
Yours truly,
GEo. W. CARPENTER,
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humanity, and the "'Liberals of America should make
it a grand success, and not let the churchE>s choke us
out of existence.
·
'
We hope to build up a town or society that shall
be dedicated to the best and purest thought of the
age. We hope to inaugurate a movement that will
blend all into one brotherhood and cement the
hearts of mankind in one grand effort to commence
a heaven upon earth that we can see and feel the
realization of.
We hope to do more in two years to benefit mankind than· any church has done in eighteeen hundred
years of experience and effort. We hope to put t0
shame those who hav only prayed for a heaven
among the clouds by instituting upon the earth a
heaven good enough for anybody. Liberals, giv us
your encouragement.
FRANK M. BAKER.
HALIFAX, PA., April 24, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I hav a startling announcement to inake. I had a communication from the devil,
my old friend, whom I had lost sight of for several
years, but to my astonishment, his majesty turned
up, and said: ~·You know our mutual friend Bennett
is contemplating a journey around the world. That is
a Christian scheme, and I am at the head of it.
You know that this Bennett is raising general h-1
in the Christian church, and is opening the eyes of
the people to such an extent _that my kingdom is
suffering for want of recruits; ignorance alone can
keep up my kingdom. When people become thoroughly enlightened my business is at an end, inasmuch as nearly all my re.cruits come from the
churches. I conceived the idea to head the movement by putting Bennett out of the way, and then
looked around for aids. I soon found one Colgate, a
soapy man, one Comstock, a character unfit to associate with decent tJeople, one Britton, a cuss, artd a
judicial Benedict Arnold ; with these co-workers I
proceeded to business, and after a protracted struggle we had this Bennett caged in the Albany bas tile, as
we firmly believed, to ruin him and his paper forever,
but imagin our discomfiture when no sooner was he
there than he commenced his book called the "Gods
and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times," which
not only raised hell in our camp again but put him
o:q his feet as a martyr and hero, and put his paper
on a more flourishing basis than ever, so we concluded to send him to the old world, and sink the
ship, but she didn't sink. Even on his way to
Europe he commenced writing a series of letters for
his paper, which to our utter chagrin took like fire
in a tinder box and culminated in a book called "An
Infidel Abroad," which is read by thousands, and is
an eye-opener. So as another resort to kill this
enemy to my business, I went about among his
friends, in spirit (! am a Spiritualist by necessity),
and infused the idea into their minds to raise a few
thousand dollars (the Christians' god) to send him
around the world, and it looks as if we would succeed
in getting the cash and starting him off. I hav been
over the route already, as you know spirits can travel
at will. I hav picked out a cannibal of great physical
power, whose jaws are already opening to· put him
forever out of sight. My friend, this is confidential;
in a few weeks I will call upon you again and relate
my travels and doings among the great lights of
Spiritualism, as you will remember how in Cincinnati,
Ohio, in the winter of '71, I spoke through you to a
delighted company at the house of Mrs. Dr. Dicks in
Barr street, when I announced myself as Humboldt,
through a medium, but you detected me. I hav been
at that business ever since."
Yours from his satanic majesty,
CHAS. YoKLE,
HARWICH, MASS., April 25, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I don't wish to flatter, Mr. Bennett, but THE TRUTH SEEKER, to me, has come to be
the best paper, by far, that I know of, and the one
altogether indispensable. I try, occasionally, to get
you subscribers,· but the cry is, "I take too many
papers already." But "if nothing breaks," I will
get one before next Thanksgiving day.
I wish, through THE TRUTH SEEKER, to thank T. B.
Wakeman for his "Address before the Committee on
Charitable and Religious Societies." I hope that
odious Comstock law will be wiped out before long,
and its contemptible agent remanded to private
life, and his name be handed down to posterity
as one of the plagues to be guarded against in the
future. Yes, wipe it out, and let the common law
take care of obscenity, as it does of other and greater
crimes.
Oh, I am glad and proud of the array of able men
who are engaged in the good work of reform l We
"smaller fry" are not altogether without appreciation of the mighty work being done by the Bennetts,
the Wakemans, the Pillsburys, the Ingersolls, the
Lelands, the-well, the hosts of giants that are doing
battle for the ri'ght.
As to your going round the little planet! I don't
know what to say. If I were sure of your getting
back safe and sound I would say, Yes, go; but taking
into account the perils you may be called to encounter-for it is a long way round-! am not without apprehensions for your safety. Yours, etc.,
B. F. RoBBINS,

LIBERAL, Mo., May 1, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Thinking a few plain statements of our condition, our needs, and our aspiration as a colony or town might be of interest to you,
I will try to make it so. We hav both agricultural
and mineral resources that but few excel. We hav
coal, iron, zinc, and perhaps silver. We hav a fine
climate, healthy and invigorating atmosphere, and
good water. We hav an excellent wheat-growing
country, plenty of excellent fruits, etc.
We need more Liberals to come and liv with us
and build up a brotherhood that shall know no distinction in mankind but that of moral action. We
want live Liberals and none but Liberals. We want
an expression of sympathy and feeling to encourage
ua. We want good, short articles for our paper.
We want donations to our library (of which you; Mr.
Editor, hav set so noble an example), and a co-operation of feeling and interest from every Liberal in
the land. We want all the Liberals in the world to
I THINK " The Darwins " is far superior to "John's
write to us a'nd giv anything they can, from a word
of encouragement to a liberal donation. This is the Way," but both do good Rervice for the cause in.
G. W. W .ALK.ER.
only town in America devoted to Liberalism and tended.
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Death of Absalom.
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liY .ALHAZA.
"On, leave me alone," with my ghastly wolmds
bleeding!
In this dim, dreary wood let my life pass away 1
How dread is the silence 1 a wierd form is passing! hav seen him before when the morning was
gray.
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He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives a huge
spring.''
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To The Medical Monitor.
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.

.Fools think that they can crush the living word,
Tbat idiot noise can keep the truth unheard;
That they can hem the restless mind of man,_
That their small virtue can all progress ban.
So, like the pigmy on the Alps sublime,
Clothed with of!lcial garment3 for the time,
They shriek their petty edicts on the air,
And think that God Almighty thunders there.
A fool is bad enough; but w ben that fool,
By fortune's wondrous freak, is made to rule,_
Wb&t bights of folly then he will attain,
What antic efforts some bad end to gain I
The truth, they say, is ever in a well,
Wbich means that in low places it doth dwell,
And not in bigb; and this indeed we know:
It seldom glitters on a ruler's brow.
The higher up we get in ranks of men,
The farther off is wisdom from our ken.
Poor fools I they think they've crushed that little
sheet,
Tbe Physiologist, so brave and sweet,
And beaming with the light of better day,
When "Fewer Children" shall hav ampler play;
When man by reason shall hav conquered life,
And music flows where now there is but strife;
When knowledge shall the body shrine like soul.
And both be nourished for the perfect whole.
They think that they hav crushed our genial
friend
And brought her to a most untimely end,
And buried her from sight forevermore;
And lo 1 she comes more potent than before,
A monitor to iloat the sea of time,
To thunder forth defiance 'gainst the crime
That stripii the human being of his 1ight
To pour bis clearest thought to vivid light.
The fools shall ilnd that they hav cursed themselva
And put their own stupidity on shelves,
There to remain a mongrel show for aye,
While what they thought to kill will rise like day,
And still make less the misery of man,
Still sweep to Victory despite their ban.
Flame forth, 0 :Jionitor, with voice elate;
With thee is all the glory of man's fate.
Tbe ilre of nature and the might of truth;
The life that crowns the world with endless youth.
Thy lightest beam is still a spear most great
To crush the mightiest evil of the state.
Smile at tbyfoes; they can but hurt thy skin,
They cannot pierce the mighty life within.
They can but prison thee and crucify;
Tomb thee they may, but angels of the skyAngels of knowledge, science, art-shall fly
To lift the stone and set thee free as heaven.
Bold bark, by winds of endless progress dliVen,
Thou still shalt plow the open sea of thought;
Thy sail s~all glitter by no pirate caught.
And when the Monitor shall reach the crest,
Bounding to fortune, by no foe oppressed,
Then- shall we know its soul is still the same
Fools thought they'd buried with its former name.
The Physiologist shall liv complete;
The rose by any other name would smell as sweet.
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Therefore Take .Mediein arid Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Gar·
ments and Liv.
dedi cal Electrician, In.Ventor of the "WilsonIa," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM. WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, .t uth.or. of "The 'l'rial ot lt.led·
I cine," "'l'he Lan~;"na~e of Disease," "Ued·
ical Fallacies," etc., etc.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The followlnfr words of commendation and afrpeal from
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hardly any disease In which the WlLSONIA GARMENTS could not be appied with great benefit.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FI~OM IMMINENT DEATH

J>et!:! ~~~~r~~~.-~~:;, ~~;~~~ ·~~~~a~i~%1~nr~~~1~i~~~~l~~

application of your" WILBONI.A." garments in the c,tSCd
of suppressed scarlet fevet·. Having known of a c:LSc
where a young man threatened with pneumonia was rl'<-~.l·y
l!pecial interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the cured ·in forty-eight hours by putting on your nerve a1~U
466 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW Y6RK.
0
invfgora~or and the four other appliances whicu go
~~;n~lggi;~:~tdo~ ~~e~~ ~~~1~', ~~~~k~~~!fe~g~e~Y lung
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever cu..-,e
0
and see if any allowance must be made for the reporte 1 ··~:~
r::t!~~~~~st:~g~tff~~e8~~~r:~p~?v1~~~ :g~iu fgfn~ fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year.old gl"<.l.iH.I.
A.M..
M.,
curing, or killing:
daughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbia street aUI.J i
called upon him regarding it. He said tlle reporter'~ Ht!JLJ
MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA. Willi substantially correct. He said his famrly physiclun
Dr. Moffat, tile homeopathist. acted as every hum.tne
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., March 11, 1R81.
Some time during the month of September, 1880, I was ~hysician does when, having no hope of recovery him:;-clr"
induced,
through
~he
representations
of
Mr.Wilson,
invenInvalids. Tbe ltlo!!lt
in the World tor and proprietor of the "WILSONIA," to apply the b:sf.X" ~JJ;.~~~~jn~ ~~~ ~~gfo~8 't~:~h~'!~\v~~J~'j ~{'~
garments would nut interfere with his medicius, .Mr. <.-ulextemporized a nerve and 1ung invigorator from twu
g~~~fy~~~¥ ~tt~1~wS:l~~ir~f aftre:-~Yn~:S !l~~:;r:~~lls?:!: Iier
THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING ·
own person, and appl!uJ
Eaving received at that time fwo strokes of paralysts which leg belts which lle took o:tr his
rendered him helpless, so far as. motiv power was. con- ~t~~t t~~e~~,f.; f::g;;i~h';,l'fl:.fe1 t~YJ~f fn~~ctgri'g~~~r.do. ~?;
IS THE DESPAIROF NOSTRUM VEN~ERSAND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. cerned. Wh!le on a visit to my father at Schenectady, New ealled! and on examining the child, remarked tbaG a go:1:~.~
1
had come on, and warmly congra.tull\kd ,~,\!
.:'~~g;~.t~~T f;~e~~~'fgd ~~.~'i:';~Z~n:"~~~ ~fci I?ersptratlon
The •team engln and electric telegraph are llll nothing compared with the wonder-working nature of the ~~sltb
and friends on the result. I found in this c:ul!, a;- ,
I would never reach Brooklyn with him alive. Sufi!ce It to family
"WILS0NIA." Under Its lntluence dlsellll6 can hav no placeJn our nature.
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded, f! 0~~ ~~~~i~~~t'6~~~1J~ ~6~ti ta~~fy ~~;~f~in ~fa f~~{~~~
after a very trying ordeal in reaching my residence-which tance to say mucb.. in special pf'dise of a I'emedy tila.t Wai:l
to gain necessitated the use of carriagesi steamboats, and not administered or recommended by the ductor. I w•~:..
however, that those most interested considercu
~~rs~o~~r~no~ ~~:cft0 W~~fr& itf::~~h1cg~w:~~;::Si! sattstled,
that the saving of ~be little patient was due to the" Wl.Ldouble source of anxiety.
SUN:IA," and 1 am constrained here to act upon the CtH11n 1'~~e ·~?W1lto~i~:.· 9 urJ'iiai,~~~Y ~~th~~;: ~~o~1~ vlctwn that duty to the great public demands t!Jat tlm
acknowledgment be publicly given.
of k.nl!wing what .vr Moffat himself would say
~:~ftf'e~n !h~b~r~n&~~ut:h' ~;'\!~ft ~~J~~~t;l~~~!~ ofDesirous
the case, I v1s1ted his residence and had a prolonged iuwi~hout any assistance whatever. He continued to gain,
terview. AmougotJ;Ier things he said:" 'l'he patient was itt
and on the ninth day returned home, using only cars and a_
precarious
conditton. We could not bring ou dta.phor~;
boats to get there. After being away from bere about two SIS, !Jut a gentle
perspiration set in after the go oW:! nau
been upou her two hours, and she ·COntinued to grow bet!:3~~ ~~lerroet;t~~c;~~;n~eh':~s:a~~N~r~iiirlh~!~%uf~u~~ ter
gradually as long as they were on her." Very na.turil-UY
mlles
In
a
day,
just
to
test
his
ab!lity.
He
had
also
sul!ered
I
from hernia io~he past twenty years, and just prior to his he put in some saving clauses for the resutatiun ana dlgcoming to this city he was placed under the influence of
It ;rou Jove your country ancl the welfare of the human race, make yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM chloroform, with five respected, intelligent physicians ~~~ycgi~~~,r~~)ie :,' ~~~f~ :!rii't~e s~~i th~ ns~E~er~~~~~~~
before he could declare in its favor unl"cWlLSO.N'S Marvelous Invention. Inquiry wm cost you nothing.
standing over him· to gertorm an operation, which, after in repeated cases
0
Our depots are open free for Inspection to all C~1sses of society. Physicians and Scientists are specl11lly Invited to
1
1
Inspect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they w!U, on application to me;· be referred to THREE THOUSAND ~~~e6~~~o:~~1~0: ~~~ ~' ~!r~B:~W~tdti~~g~ear~ g;~:f: ~~~i_~:f~~ou\ts ucc1~~r~~~de~~l ~~·Su~~:a~~ 'tTi~reen:;s ~~~
phenomen~l
c~ange,"
he paid about as high compliment tu
PERSONS In the city of Brookly~ alone w o hav been thorougllly cured.
·
erences made to this troubleT. Dr:T. TRGAX,
S76 Dean street,
t~ev~~~~~~~!;1~:L~~~~f~~ldl wd~ll t?t~fi~~~h:~d ~ttl!d
'J?.urses everywhere Should be made acquainted with tue
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
1act that In the" WIL::>O.NIA" MAGNbL'lC GAUM!£~l"i:;
Nota Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by the ~hey hav a sure reliance in those trequently recurrwg a.uJ
In the name of high heaven sbandon.all forms ot drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men and women.
Call or send your frlende to Inspect my Invention and .satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Its use.
If not broke~ up, fatal ~ases of suppressed fever, 1 a~ 1.,.
fu~f~oiissB~fl~C:d6J~
~~dmi~
h~h~ffi~1E~\~6u~:~t~!
duced to wnte you tilts. You ma.y make what uoe or lt
Depots will be found as follows:
.
of catarrh, as well as ke:&t me from taking cold, to which I yuu choose. It is from one in whom sutrering hurnanhJ·
1
llas"
J<'Hlll:NV.

to 8 P.

May be Consulted Paily from 10

FP%£t~t<MfZ,~A~~~1J~\\\e b~~rovue~~u~fvg~~:r~{ ;~a

Free of Charge.

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.

Im~ortaD.tto

M~rvelous_lnvention

'l'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well. ·
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
Fever c:wnot be where the "WILSONIA" is worn.
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the
thousand.
CITIZENS OF AMERICA

i'.:"

INVALIDS OF AMERICA!

r\.": ,YW!lg~~~~!e·r wgriit'lom ~J~~~i~~~~~~~~tf~~

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

g-o~rments,

whatever their cost.

T. DET. TRUAX.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS Al\"'D APOPLEXY.
CASE OF PROF. HATCH Sl\U1'H.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Feb. 28.
DEAR SIR: The" WlLSONIA" li!AGNETIC GA.RldKNTS
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November,
ultimo, bav proved to be all tilat you claimed fortllem.
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of lllcKay, was never oetter lllnstrated th"n In the marvelous I was stricken with apoplexy, and one-half (the right side)
paralyzed on the third day of l\Iay last. lu September
r11ults following the Introduction of the" WILSONIA" Belts and 1\!agnctlc Clothing.
·
The selfish blunderheads of the faculty -r Brooklyn hav now had t11e!r Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cures
fg~':~\'V'flsl{§P£i~~ Jl~~~fEWf~\~!~toJ!:'t~e:~~;;,~~~
n&w countad by the thousand In the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within tlie short space of six months.
physical condition are alike a. wonder and a pleasure-the
former to my _1Tiends, the latter to myself. You are indeed a favoreil mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as It Is

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST-AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
My baby Willi teething, and"itad a severe bowel trouble·
she was restless and cned nights almost constantly. Mr;:;:
Wilson put upon her a " W lLSONlA" suit, and within
two hours my baby was entirety at rest; went to ::;!ec.v
slept soundly, and has. been well ever stnce, growing
8tronger eyery day.. She had been very susceptible tu
colds, but since wearing the" WILSONIA." gu.rlllenls bas
been entirely free from them. 1 cuuld du mothers no
greater service than to induce them to make the " WlL::iON LA. " a part of their ba!Jy's swaddling-clothes.
lllR•. LTEORGE W. DA W tiON,
March 1.
4S> Adelphi street, Brooklyn.

Let It be borne In mind constantly, that the " WILSO ~ IA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons will
not only cure. babies of all tb.eir ailments, but are eqizaHy
worn by persons of any and every age sutrer-~~r;::J;e~f~ ~~rr;~~iz~~e7I ati;';[~~sfr~at~n fe~vJn~{~:; s~~~ ~?UCC~ssfuUy
mg from any disease known to mu.n, less an urgd.n actually
your aid who sui'Ier from a. similar disease. I now knuw decayed.
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"

~~i:~~!';!~~;~~·obfeh~~Tt!fu~~ci~et~~~ec:fi~isl~~~b~~
they hav got to admit lt. Wonderful facts cease to llll-

~~~f!e~;~: f~u:!;~r~~ ~~ !f~~~~Wlis~N U:·~Y~s~~~~

THE WlLSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHI-NG.

1

of doctors and drugs. Yonr humble an.d obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING. WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.

MOST ASTOUNDL.'fG fR/fft!"TIONS AS

TO

ITS

IN SPITE OF THE l"REJUDICE AND DOGMATW
BIGOTRY m· THE PAlllPEREV FACULTY
ASTOUNDL.'fG CURE OF PARALYSIS.
O~· BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken otr from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
Several
of
these
malicious physicians having been
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir: I hereby wish to acknowlthoroughly beaten in argument and in fact are now wickedge the great merit of ~our Magnetic Appliances. I hav edly
attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose nl:\mea
~eo~~ £E:~tl~g~~:~~~ ~!~1Jl~~af~!~se·~~ brehd~~~dt~~ fr~ hav appeared ad references in my circular, to cause them
be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by to witlldra.w their names from my list and tu recant their
statements previously made in favor of my <lisco very. Most
:~r~r~aue.!~~{yNoiwt~~~~~\ ~~~mlfnuedns~~hb~~~~~~s st;~~t notably three tradesmen in .Brooklyn hay been phtcecl iu
Hospita.1 and at my residence,548 Jersey avenue. aud I this position. One man who httd sent me lit least one huunever got any relief until! applied the great "WILSON LA" dred patients. and had stated to tlJem that he would not
MAGNETIC GARMENTS. 1 !Jav worn them now for ~ake ~5,000 for his belt purchased of me, has had the effor the sake ot dollars and cents, to make calumabout two months, and am able to walk about s.nd attend trontery,
nious sto.t.tements against myself and invention, although
are one hundred persons ready to testHy tJJat tU.is
~~~~~ ~~s~~fs~,e~~~Ya~v:R~~~~g~~~ai!1i t~~Jh~~~~J ~;~~ there
man
h~d
P.ublicly
stated that my goods llad absolutely cured
call may be informed of the merit of your goods, whicll l
commend most earuestly to unfortunates attliCted as I hav him of a disease of twenty years· standing Anti as turther
evidence
of
the
val~e
of my goods this same man procured
been.
PETER A. L.I>HLBACK.
}.\,second quantity atter six ruont.hs' trial of tl.le: lirst lot.
Trul_y: may it be said, "Men 1n the prescn t day will like
Esau or old, sell even their birtllrif:ihts and their free'dum
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
of manhood for a mess of pottu.ee.
But let the physicians ot Brooklyn continue this conduct
No. 111 HuDSON ST., JERSICY CITY, March 11.
. MR. WM. WILSON, Pear b'ir: After wearing your Magnetic as they may. their downfall is certain, even though they
Garments four weeks I am so satisfied and astonisned at purchase the freedom of thought ot" every man in Brooklyn.
the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I
lla.v found all that your agent claimed for your goods to be
READ
true. I was afflicted witU sciatica of the bone of tlle knee
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
W~~ ~~~IJ~e~: a~~~P:i~i~~~:~t~~e~i~!~Iv:~~~~~~~ haTing
used y~ur common sense, say whetller or not
by
~~~hf ~g~~~~~"n~fi~ev:~Pit~'fi bJ~~t~;~~~~e~.getting out, these purchasea calumnies should not be outweighed
b~IuEf6i~~~r!~~:i:r~~kJ~~;sgfc~~~l\a~gB"n\1t~0o~1 IJ~~~
JOHN SMITH.
street; ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of Mary
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
Manning, of Vine street; of the Association for improving
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of Mr.
BROOKLYN, March 10.
Haley, of .Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co.t of Spruce
This Is to certify that I hav been suffering for the past street, New York; of .Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce street; ·of
nine years with heart disease; hav been attended by vari- Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hull, Eighth street, and
ous physicians ti.nd. given up to die, each one pronouncing huudl·eds pt other respectable and well-known ladies u.nd
my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a
short time. I hav taken various kinds ot medicius, but f~~t~~~no~;:·~~~i~~tf.;'gi~gfnl~Ii'o
~~~~r;~~h~
the doctors and the medlclns did me no good. Nothing to receive any bene1it or any relief from the many
would rel:\ch my case nor allay my su:t!ering from pain, the physicians to whom they had applied.
rapid beating and the suffocating feeling of my heart, until
lJ pon mature rctlectiun it will be clear to every reason.
on the 26th of December.lSSO, an agent from the Brook.lyn able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
Association-for Improving the Condition of the Poor gave above, may sell their consciences for dollars and cents, we
me an order to procure a set of goods called the" \YIL· can rest assured men who will, for said dollars aud cents.
SONIA." My sister called for the ~roods, I being unable to strip tbemselvs of their manhood w!11 at least find them-,
0
1
thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
~g ~~~' :~o~~.n i~~:Ctr~e ~c~~i~~a~C:e f~~c~h~~ti~t~~-~vft~~ selys
My challenge to the pbystcla.ns of tile uospltllis of
in twenty.four hours. I hav not tu.keu one drop of mediciu Brooklyn (witu the olfer of ;j)5,0CIU worth of my goods, and
since, and hav gained strength and flesh; hav no more $5,000 cash to be given to the institution if I fail to cure
pain, and hav au excellent appetite, which, before, wus nine.tenths of their so-called incura.bles) is still open, and
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without will be open to them for twelve months.
·
auy suffocating feeling or pain. .My bowels are now regu1
0
THEREFORE TAKE MEDIC IN AND DIE, OR WEAR
~Ti~~~ Pa~·~ :~~~~~f~~~;'~h~~~fn\~~!e~~~ ~~6; ~~
THE "WlLSONIA" GARMEN1 •
sister every other day. To all who are suffering from like
AND LIV.
cause, I urge, 1.r you wish to gain health, wear the '~ WILSONIA." Respectfully yours, MARY MANNING,
Sl VIne street.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

li!'d'

I would 11rst note the case of Peter Lehlb:\ck, whose their hands than that they should wear the "WlLSONIA"
teot!mony Is given below. This yoor man wlll tell you Garments.·
o~do~~~:rl~~~~l~~Yt~~f~f ~ fh':~Tfg~!~~t"~e~ co!r.l~~gan~t~~~L,~ote as to these men's treatment of their
lief. Myself hearing of his lamentable case, determined
Two 1aJ>1es cttlled upon me last week, and one, in my
to dreas him fn my Magnetic Garments without any mon- consulting-rooms, with tears In her eyes, told me the foley being paid. I put on him $ISO worth of my clothing, lowing story:
·
and while my assistant was dressing the man on~ of these
'"Mr. Wilson," said shet" nothing you can say against
blunderhead physicians had the audacity to attempt to ~~: ~~s~ev~~~~n;..eg,lc~.~~ P~~~~~~~alr~~Y~~~~H~~~
Intimidate Peter Lelllback from wearing them, wickedly lovely niece taken temporarily lll, havln~r been In tolerate,r;nW~\~f,~/i:'a':,~~I".}f.~:~~~~';;8~00 more sense than to bly good health previously. One of our fashionable
put on such raga.'•
doctors, who prides himself upon his ~Y equipages, wa.s
However, this pampered do~atlst's only support Is the called In as physician In the case. My niece being somepl'!vlleged consonants "M,D_ '~laced at the end of Ills re~~~~.:;:!~~~~b~'X~g~t t~~e~t't.:a~t:o~fhl~~'J;:l~.nbu~hi~
:J::Jt:;c~~~o~~ft~" ~~ei.~ Jf..~e ~~·g::,~~.~f ~~~Y~~·~~;:~ soothing did It prove Itself that the child never awok.e
the result.
.
·
from the sleep It produced, and my niece to-day lies In
CURE OF VARICOSE VEL.'fS.
&f~~~·w~aa~l~ fo~keca~~':J~, uf~ti'n~et~fmL~,!M~~ o~1r\.~~~ ~{~~~~~~~~f..~."fri'mea~~;~1rBv;gg~~~ the malpractice
THE PHYSICIANS OJ;' BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
orutcheo; an~ even then the wicked character of tile man
And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street
181 COLUMBIA ST., BROOKLYN, ~larch 15.
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE 01<'
was evidenced In the following sollloquy:
regul!ll'"t on his da!ly mission of sending uls victims to the
MR. WM. WILSON. Dem· Bi1·: I hav been a sufferer from UHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON T HEll{ SICK POOR
vnrlcose veins for some thirty years Late last falll was
"Ah, well, Lehlback, I thought they ml'l,bt help, you a j;'r~gklyn n:~~oy,n.,t~b~ork':1~! tfc~d ol:~cfi 0,aar~PJ'ie e~l: f1uticring
THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
very severelY with 11. sore on one of my legs, and
llt:if~w~~~~~~~~ ~~.~~;,~~!\~~~{?:~ ~~~ e~?~1y show dences as these, bav no more penetration than to confer I had cume to the conclusion, as 1 could get no relief from WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTIO-'
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED lF I DO 1\0T
~~ Jrf~ ~a~~~~gr~~tt,t~~hf~~t!,Nh~~eJ~~ns.rc"t~~n~0v::;; :.!J~~ ·~fc~~~~{~~l:'~~a~~.;,~~~~~~ty,~vo~ 0~n£11~e~[lig~~~t ~~ul~eftla~d~~s~l~~sc6·!~e! ~~~~g~~sbf:;ayf:l:si~!g~ts~;:t~tly~ ABSOLUTELY
CURE NL.'fE-TJL-,;THS OF THE l'A6
about the first of l>ecember, !learned that an
TIENTS
HA!<DED OVER TO 1\!E. AND, BE IT HEn!¥~~eF;~t l~:~m~~~~~.ofk~~~~~i} ~!tffht;'idtfi~lr k'¥'~~·~ iLSONIA" magnetic garments are as harmless however,
acquaintance of mine on the river havinf the same
6
MEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HA V
sy sntdeumctls r octhtena atthtlb•evbllalsaT;,-"nevdl'{."c~g~lli~e ~~~~gr~~~h~~ upon the body as woulll be a sheet of paper, and yet Km~fid:~,.,!:so,;' r~~u~~Mo~~;~iYe~L~nc!'~~~
th'i~.Nfo)f~ BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY~\'i~¥ ~M8~H~t ~itM;:'6~'f~ !Thfb}·~'Y ~~t·l-t$1;'E~'l,;
· R~f'r~~:J'fl.l'tt~~~te~f,F,;'~r~nt~ed:;:;:.an to hav seen the MO.NTHS FROII! THEIR FIHST W.I>ARlNG THEM.
¥i~~;eu~l~IAgi1 tvt~~gd ;t~n~~~~~~:itidap~~~~lf 1~c~vsC:l~~f SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
A,notber case I would note, that of Professor Hatch
Can such evidence be llled as to the Innocence ol drug- the same goods. That was indeed a wise act on my part, EFFECT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FIWM
Smith, whose testimony Is given below.
gin~? Even where tire patients are not always kllled, the for I soon tound ma_ diBteuded veins were decreasing, the TH.I> DATE OF 1'11\!E 0.1!' PUTTING ON 1'HE GOODS.
hl';~t:' ~f.,'l~~~:or ;hrgfmw;~!J;~~e~ ~~F~'fg.t~'\~~on~: see sef dlsea~e are da!ly sown 1by tile kld-~loved hands of E~~\~~~ss~~itu~1ifyntl~:see s~ro~~~~!f~ 1~~an ;~~~~{;ii~~t~it~~
ture
the" WIL§~N,A" Garments, telWng him, with all ~r,;.f~\~~:~fn~~~~~~n:ho~I~ g~t~!i'~~rt~!'ec~r:~~,lg'i,~ lJut my general health I fouutt waa Improving all the time,
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTRIKG
the confidence wltll wlltclla chi WI tt·eatsa parent, tllo.t lte criminals; and a• long as lllv and llllv liberty of speech and lnstea.d of going to my bed.~ helpless invalid I kept will cure the worst form of rheumati~m known tu mdu.
would not test them without biB consent. Yet tills dOf.• I aball_cry down the lnlqultous wactlces !md tlle druggln~ upon my feet every day uud uttended to my business, as I Eight cases out of every twelve cau be cured iu from fl•nr
1
six mouths, and the worst possible cases in twelve
~ii~E~t~~~enye~n~~!~~in~:Nb~fs~~s~~~~~znnd ~~ffe~ rf;~~~~ ~~ ~u1ie~~~;~;~i lre~~ ~~~tiirh~i~~p~0n':gi\1e hav doue from that period to the present Ume, with to
months, when the goods are worn all 1 direct. )ly dHU
by aboolntely refusing to Inquire Into the mutter. Yet leglslutnres of tills country to stny their bauds In the ~'8~1~~, inhadJ~~~~~~r;lee~f:s~r'it&~~~~i~f.o~~ ~~~~s"r:tt: cultY is, man:Y persons will get rot.teu with disc:tSL', ::IIH.:lu.l
Professor Smith to-day wlll tell you that he Is as strong cltarterlng of collbges, wherein legalized murd-rers may head and tt·ouhle in the respiratory or~aus, but since thousands ot dollars in poisonous drugs, until they become
physically as at any time ln Ills llfe,and many of his friends be trained, then to be tbtown broadcast upon society,
1
walking pest houses, aud theu expect; to jump into new
~~a:~igmthr~~.1 £ goerfsrde'i~~e ~~WiLtOJf.A.~PKJ~i~~i'~~~~: life in two or three nwnths. Th1s is au iDipOt;:;,iuuny.
say he was never Known to be so strong as now. Am I not either to become idlers or murderers.
justified In sayln:/i., "LISTEN. TO. Y.OUn PHY· . The facts stated above and the testimonies given below an inventi~m of the highest value to mankind, and deem But the" WILSON !A" will cure in every case, no lli::i.ttCr
1
of how long standing.· But our common sense ruut~t be
tNRs~.R~~s ~tR Ljf!Eizim;¥~~ ~~~t ·.~g ':.':~ {ti~die~~t1~l~fiet~~:.:.:'.ft re:~.l~tj;g,r:;:: it nothing more than my duty tO 1commend them wheu- used
In every Instance.
N:~\~~tla~~fJ't~'J~J1trvaA~~~ ~e1'~~ccf~~~h-,c~~s~i~~
_]Uea In ~eterenc:e to the practice o! medlc:ln.
1116 men wo.uld rather aee their patlentl die under
· ·
,
tiona I hav made In other caaea IIWI led to think there Is dl~~s;;~:rt~l~WfL~nJ~il~m1~e~:~:.i'Ldi?ln· and
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fldds and Afnds.
THE solemn league and covenant
- Cost Scotland blood, cost Scotland tears;
But it sealed freedom's sacred cause;
If thou'rt a slave indulge thy sneers.-Burns.

'l'he Old Faith and the New. A Confession.
By David Friederich Strauss; Author of th.e "New Life of
Jesus," etc. Authorized translation from. the sixth German edition. By Math!lde Blind; Two volumes ;n one.

PAINTING a window s)mtter is a good deed 11.
more ways than one. It helps the blind.
THE man who ate his dinner w~th the fork o:! B
river bas been trying to spin a mountain top.

WEtAT is incredible to thee thou shalt not, at thy
"Go to the aunt, thou sluggard," don't seem to
peril, at thy soul's peril, attempt to believe I Else- be heeded in any way by the sluggard, who generwhere for a refuge or die here I Go to perdition if ally goes to his uncle.
thou must, but not with a lie in thy mouth; by the
WHEN a landlady discovered that her boarder>
Eternal Maker, no !-Carlyle's Sterling.
were dropping off, the burden of her song became.
WEtAT stronger breast-plate than a heart un- "Notlling but Leaves."
tainted 1
BEECHER says" we pray too much." This iE
Thrice is he ru:med that hath his quarrel just;
why the average newspaper man's breeches genAnd he but naked, though locked up in steel,
erally bag at the knee_s.
Whose conscience with injustice is corrupted.
THE men folks complain of climbing to the upBUT is it not some reproach on the economy of per stories, but a woman can get up stares eass
Providence that such a one, who is a mean, dh-ty enough-if she is good looking.
fellow, should hav amassed wealth enough to buy
BEFORE marriage she was dear and he was heJ
half a nation 1 Not in the least. He made himself
a mean, dirty fellow for that very end. He has treasure; but afterward she be<Janle dearer and he
paid his health, his conscience, his liberty for it; treasurer, and yet they are not happy.
and will you envy him his bargain?-M1•s. Barbauld.
SMITHERS believes in unlucky numbers. For inI ACCEPl' as the fundamental principle of human stance, he says it's unlucky to havthirteen persom
at
table when there is but dinner for ten.
relations, and of all science concerning them, the
great Christian doctrin that" we are every one
A MicHIGAN Congressman told a friend that bt
members one of another." As a consequence of was fiiled with amazement; and the friend went
the doctrin I hold tliat the wealth of mankind is down to the bar and caned for amazement.
morally a common store; that we are morally
A VERMONT,town board wrestled with the word
bound to increase it as much and to waste it as lit" dangerous," to be used as a sign on a bridge, fm
tle as we can.-Goldwin Smith.
over an hour, and finally got it" Danjeruus."
BUT sometimes virtue starves while vice is fed:
WHY is paper money more valuable than gold'
What then? Is the reward of virtue bread?
When you put it in your pocket you double it, an<
That vice may merit; 'tis the price of toil;
when you take it out you find it still in creases.
The knave deserves it when he tills the soil.
The good man may be weak, be indolent;
PARSON: "Rather drowsy weather tllls, fa.rme·
Nor is his claim to plenty, but content.
Jones.''
What nothing earthly givs, or can destroy,
Farmer Jones: "Aye, parson, that it be; 'mind
The soul's calm stinshine and the heartfelt joy
one o' sermon time, don't it?''
Is virtue's prize.
-Pope's Essay on Jfan.
•1 PUT upon my tombstone," said the dymg mat
BE and continue poor, young man, while others "an epitaph stating that 1 was a scoundrel, thiei
around you grow rich by fraud and disloyalty; be and b1-ute. Then people will think I was a goo:
without place or power, while others beg their man. Epitaphs always lie so."
way upward; bear the pain of disappointed hopes
WHEN Beecher was asked what enjoymen
while others gain the accomplishment of theirs by
fiattery; forego the gracious pressure of the hand, there was in heaven for an Old maid SO homel~
that
she has to help herself up whenever she fall>
for which others cringe and crawl. Wrap yourself
in your own virtue, and seek a friend and your own down, he could make no reply,
daily bread. If you hav in such a course grown
JOBBINS says he can get into a circus for 11ft~
gray with unbleached honor, bless your fortune cents, but it takes :five hundred pounds to get int<
his front door some nights when his wife has gom
and die.-Emerson.
to sleep and be has lost his night key.
THOU must be true thyself,
lf thou the truth wouldst teach;
Thy soul must overflow
If thou another soul wouldst reach.
It needs the overflowing heart
To giv the lips full speech.
Think truly, and thy thoughts
Shall the world's famin feed;
Speak tl'Uly, and thy word
Shall be a fruitful seed;
Liv truly, and thy life shall be
A great and noble creed. - Horatius Bowers.
AND to you, Christians, I would say: Fight Freethought if you will; oppose Athe1sm if you deem it
false and injurious to humanity; strike at us with
all your strength on the religious platform; it is
your right, nay, it is even yorir duty; but do not
seek to answer our questions by blows from the
statute book, nor to check our search after truth
by the arm of the law. I impeach these laws
against Infidels at the bar of public opinion, as an
infraction of the just liberty of the individual, as
an insult to the dignity of the citizen, as an o.utrage
on the sacred rights cf conscience.--Mrs. Besant's

Civil and Religious Liberty.
TENDER spirits otfended, like Uncle Toby, at the
notion that even the worst of beings should be
damned to all eternity, hav simply refused to accept the notion of endless tortures. Thinkers,
auning at a system of abstract justice, hav sought
to prove that it could not be. The()logians bav
contrived all sorts of shifts to dispense with the
necessity of believing it. Modern feeling, whether
on grounds of logic or of sentiment, has gradually
come to suppress it more and more as an inconvenient article in the nominal creed, to be, if not consciously ejected, at least instinctivly thrust as much
as possible out of sight. There has resulted an idea
of the deity in which the harsher elements are
swept away and the gentler ones, such as his
fatherhood, his care, and his love, are left behind.
Sucb.writers as Theodore Parker, F. w. Newman,
and Miss F. P. Cobbe hav carried this ideal to the
highest point of perfection of which it appears to
be capable. Their God is still the God of ChriStendom, but ·refined, purified, and exalted.-

Amberley.
I Do think it is real mean of Christians to get up
such falsehoods about Infidels as they do in the
pulpit and in their pious papers. They turn and
twist the most innocent actions of good men, and
then color them up and add untruth here and there
till an awful crime against morality is made to appear; then it is tracted, preached up, and fulminated from every church organ in the country. It
does seem hard that a man must be made to appear
vile and crlnlinal simply because he cannot believe what to him seems incredible. And if we
Infidels go to work and hunt up evidences, proofs,
and facts, and kill allthese scandals dead, it will be
but a few years, or may be months, ere they are
again resurrected by some one who is more zealous than wise or scrupulous, and again the story
is published and sent on its rounds, only to be
again refuted, nailed, and killed. There are few
living Infidels who bav not sutrered from misrepresentation and wilful slander, but they can liv it
down, or bring living witnesses of its falsehood,
while our dead heroes must hav their bright records stained, tarnished, and blurred all over with
foul slimes and we able to do so little to defend
them. The pulpit has aptly been called the "coward's castle." And pious publications know too
well that Infidel defense once admitted to their
columns few chances would be left for sensational
incidents concerning Infidels; and they realize
also that hell destroyed, and Infidels really moral,
would knock the props from nuder godology at
once.-Elmina D. Slenker.

TEAC;HER: "What is an abbreviation?"
Apt scholar: "A shortening."
Teacher: "Yes; givmeanexample."
A. S,: "Some folks use butter, but mother
hog's lard is good enough for anybody."
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Jloits and flippinns.
IsN'T there a seeming incongruousness in
describing a total abstinence lecturer as at
work in the moral vinyard?
THE fulfilment of Zadkiel's prophecy that
the czar of Russia would be slain in March
has given a wonderful impulse to the sale of
the almanac.
THE Rev. R. Heber Newton has discovered
that the teapot makes drunkards, and the Rev.
Dr. Van Dyke has discovered that the modern
church fair, with raffies and grab-bags attached, makes gamblers.
THE number of deaths recorded last week in
this city was just double the number of births,
the former being 822 and the latter 411.
Should this ratio keep on long, only the vast
Immigration could prevent the city from retrograding rapidly in population.

Ne-w York, Saturday, May 21, 1881.

INQERSOLL says he will hav nothing more to
do with politics. He is wrong, if we may judge
from his success. For years he has been working for one purpose-to get Jim Blaine Presi·
dent. Well, Jim Blaine is President. What
more does Bob Ingersoll want?- Truth.
There are thinking people who entertain the
opinion that it would hav been betttr for
Ingersoll, as well as for the nation at large, if
he had done considerably lees in politics than he
has in the last few years.

ON a recent Sunday Mr. J. B. Gibbs, the
well-known A.lderney Dairy man, was in a
temperance restaurant in another eity when
one of the Salvation A.rmy commenced talking
to him about Jesus. Mr. Gibbs believes in a
practical religion, and he asked the man of the
Salvation A.rmy, if he loved Jesus so well, what
he was smoking that old pipe for. To which
he replied, "I learned to smoke for the toothache." Looking into his mouth and discoverIng that he was toothless, Gibbs asked him,
"Why don't you quit smoking now you havn't
W RILE Christian missions report a gain of
got any teeth ?" The man kept on smoking,
less than twenty thousand converts in China
but stopped talking about Jesus ...:._Paterson
during the year 1880, Mohammedanism counts
Home Journal.
one hundred thousand. The whole Christian
population of China is estimated at four in one
THE czar's reactionary manifesto bodes ill
hundred thousand. In this country one person for Russia and for himself. That a modern
in every six is a church-member.
nation will sink back unresistingly into lower
ANoTHER black eye for St. A.nthony. His depths of despotism is incredible ; and hence
bill, giving himself and his society additional this proclamation and the accompanying resigpowers, has been adversely reported in the nation of the· Liberal ministry may turn out to
House, so that now we can make up our minds be disastrous for czarism, since the eyes of
t hat St. A.nthony will return here a sadder and Liberals will be opened to the hopeleSsness of
madder man' than .ever, but we fear no wiser. dealing with autocrats who learn nothing even
This bill was a dangeroua attack on our liber- from the most terrible experiences. Instead
ties any how, and it is good for everybody that of postponing the cause of constitutional freedom in Russia, by a compromiee which might
it is dead.-Truth.
after all hav given up very little, the new czar
PRESIDENT HARASZTHY of the California has challenged the intelligence and conscience
State Board of Viticultural Commissioners of the Russian nation.
reports that the present value of vinyaJ:ds in
l\f&. TENNEY, a bigoted but discomtfied citithe· !!tate is about $35,000,000, the income
from which amounted last year to $3,500,000. zen of Washington, in a letter addressed to the
He is of the opinion that within three years *>mmissioners of the district, a few days ago,
the vinyards will be yielding to their owners made inquiry as to whether there was not some
$5,000,000 a year, or ten per cent on $50,000,- provision of law which would prevent Col.
000 valuation.
Ingersoll from lecturing on Sunday. The
THE pastor of the Delphi, N.Y., Episcopal commissioners referred t4e letter to District
church, the Rev. Dr. Rogers, has been invited A.ttorney Riddle, who has just delivered an
to resign. The trouble between him and his opinion of some length, which concludes as
parishioners, which began when the funeral follows : "It would seem that Mr. Tenney will
services of the church were denied the late be obliged to suffer the inconvenience and loss
Gen. Payne, is on the increase, and an infor- worked by the present laws until Congre!s goes
mal request has been made by the vestry, with to his relief. In the mean time the labors of
ouly one dissenting vote, that the pastoral Mr. Ingersoll and all others in the fields of
science, morals,. and philosophy must remain
relation be dissolved.
under the general supervision of intelligent
THE absence of any clergyman, priest, or public opinion, aided by the criticism of an
rabbi at Lord Beaconsfield's death-bed seems enlightened press."
to hav seriously disturbed the Irish papers.
THE Sun in speaking of the decreasing numOne of them, the.Nation, says: "Priest or par·
son, book or prayer,cross or crescent, symbol or bers of Presbyterian clergymen says: " The
stgn of faith, there was nothing to tell whether small number of students in the Presbyterian
the dying man thought of Moses,of Mohammed, theological seminaries, and their indisposition
or of Christ. Unless the published narrativs to sacrifice themselvs for the cause, seem to
omit some very important particulars, Lord show that the denomination is growing cold
and formal, that its faith needs revivifying,
Beaconslleld died as dies a horse."
THE appointment of women as postmistresses and its zeal to be kindled anew. The great
and their election as members of school com· number of vacant pulpits suggests also that it
mittees hav been familiar for many years. is losing its hold on the people, for if they felt
Now the governor of Indiana enlarges the list the need of the teaching would they be content
of their public functions by making thein no- to get along without teachers? Perhaps, howtaries public. There is good reason to believe ever, the Presbyterians are spending their ef·
that, with the progress of years, women will forts on too small timber in their divinity
fairly divide with men the various office duties schools. Unless these seminaries turn out the
of public st&tion, just as now they enter into right sort of ministers, the smaller the number
many of the trades and inta all of the profes- of their graduates the better it is for the denomination, for faith needs strong defenders in
sions.
these days."
PRoFEssOR RussELL has been removed from
THE Rev. George 0. Barnes, the Kentucky
the faculty of Cornell University because he
refused to invite Beecher to preach in the revivalist, seems to be turning that state religchapel. The professor felt that Beecher was iously upside down and inside out. He is holda bold, bad man, and that his presence and ing a series of religious revivals that exceed in
speaking would hav a demoralizing effect upon excitement anything ever before experienced
the students. The trustees, however. felt dif· in that part of the country. He is a Methodist,
ferently, and so gave Mr. Russell the g. b. but holds some doctrins not common in MethThe ex-professor will be respected more than odism. One of these is that any person may,
the whole board of trustees, however, by intel· by beaoming holy enough; escape death and be
a.ken up alive to heaven. lie declarea that he
ligent people.
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will make such an ascension within five years.
He promises salvatio'n to all his converts, regardless of possible backslidings, and declares
that those who remain faithful will receive
crowns of glory, while extraordinary piety and
zeal will add stars to the crown. The Kentucky pastors, as a rule, do not co-operate with
him, and some of them denounce him as an
impostor or lunatic; but the multitude follow
him and he preaches to great assemblages.
Marvelous stories are told of his cures byfaith,
and some of his followers hav established a
hospital, called Pink Cottage, where patients
who giv evidence of a suitable amount of faith
are received for purely religious treatment. It
would almost seem, according to this, that
another Jesus has visited the earth. The first
one acted as strangely as this one; he effected
cures in a. similar manner, and was equally
unpopular with the priests of his time.

CHANG, the Chinese giant, went to hear
Beecher last Sunday.
ENGLAND is threatened with another bad
harvest from drouth and late frost.
THE first tow of canal boats from the Erie
canal reached this city last Saturdtly.
DARWlN subscribed $50 to the Carlyle Me·
morial Fund; Huxley, $15; Tyndall, $200.
THE President's wife ·has been dangerously
ill of malarial fever, but is nearly recovered.
Ex-SENATOR DoRSEY, implicated in the Star
Route postal swindle, has retained Col. Ingersoll
as counrel.
CRowN PRINCE RUDoLPH of A.ustria and the
Princess Stephanie of Belgium were married
at Vienna on the 10th.
THE GOSPEL OF SENSATION.
MANY men hav been arrested in Ireland dur·
The gospel that subsists by show
ing the last week by the English governmen1
Is useful in its generation,
under the Coercion act.
A.nd many sinners gladly go ·
AFTER a hard struggle Stanley Matthew•
To hear the gospel of sensation.
has been confirmed by the Senate as judge of
The sleepy shepherds they forsake,
the U. S. Supreme Court.
So orthodox, but so lymphatic,
THE Russian czar has issued a manifesto eo
Preferring to be kept awake
violent in its absolutism of government that all
. · By ways and methods acrobatic.
the Liberal ministers hav resigned.
True, if the preacher be a clown,
THE thermometer recorded 98 degrees in the
A. tumbler, or a bareback rider,
shade
on Thursday of last week. Four days
The church must try to put him down
later a fire was :aecessary to comfort.
For fear of ills that may betide her.
SECRETARY WINDOM having refunded the
:F:rom every bout, like Jack-in-the-box,
six per cent government bonds at 3t is going
Triumphantly the man emerges,
to try the same operation on the fives.
A.nd draws from other folds the flocks
ONLY one out of nine who started in the sixTo hear the Brooklyn Boanerges.
day go-as-you-please pedestrian match in thil
They giv him laughter and applause,
Shaking the house from roof to flooring; city last week remained to the finish. The attendance was very poor.
So he may truly say he draws,
Gov. CoRNELL has issued a proclamation
.And that his hearers do no snoring.
forbidding lottery companies to do businesS' in
In days of doubt and questioning,
this state, and A.nthony Comstock has brightWhen oft its hold religion loses,
ened up and arrested five dealers.
.
Success in life is everything,
THE Sound steamer Galatea, of the Provi·
A.nd each man pays for what he chooses.
dence
line, went as):lore on Little Gull Island
Then to a pulpit acrobat
last Friday. She was floated and towed into
One givs. a share of admiration;
port on Sunday. No lives were lost.
For Talmage he throws up his hat,
THE only Campellite church in Brooklyn
.A.nd hails the gospel of sensation.
had been going to decay until Garfield WAI
IN an interview a few days ago Col. Inger- elected, since when it has been recuperating,
soll.was asked if he thought that orthodox and last Sunday it installed a new paster.
people still believed in the old doctrin of eterA. YoUNG woman was found murdered
nal punishment, to which question he gave the
in Weehawken, N.J., last week, after having
following answer : "I am afraid that the old
lain in the woods several days. No clue to the
idea is dying out, and that many Christians are perpetrators of the horror can be obtained.
slowly giving up the consolations naturally
MR. LABOUCHERE, Bradlaugh's colleague,
springing from the old belief. A.nother terrible blow to the old infamy is the fact that in will introduce a bill into Parliament to indemthe revised New Testament the consoling word nify the latter against loss in the suits decided
hell has been left out. I am informed that in against him for voting without having taken
the revised New Testament the word hades has the oath.
MAYOR GRACE has closed his case against out
been substituted. A.s nobody knows exactly
what hades means, it will not be quite so easy police commissioners and given them a fort;.
to frighten people at revivals by threatening night to prepare their defense. The mayor
them with something that they don't clearly has proved venality and incompetence in the
understand. A.fter this when the impassioned street cleaning department.
orator cries out that all the unconverted will be
JUDGE SPIER has continued the injunction
sent to hades, the poor· sinners, instead of get- restraining the Western Union Telegraph Com•
ting frightened, will begin to ask each other pany from issuing the fifteen and a half mill·
what and where that is. It will take many ions of "water," which was purposed when it
years of preaching to clothe that word in all codsolidated with the American Union.
the terrors and horrors, pains and penalties and
CoMsTocK's bill giving the officers of his soci·
pangs, of hell. Hades is a compromise. It is
ety additional power of arrest has been reporta concession to the philosophy of our day. It
is a graceful acknowledgment to the growing ed adversely by the committee to whom it was
referred, 'and indefinitly tabled. The New
spirit of investigation that hell, after all, is a
York Sun regat•ds Comstock as effectually sup•
barbaric mistake. Hades is the death of repressed, and his bill as buried beyond hope ot
vivals. It cannot be used in song. It won't
rhyme with anything with the same force that resurrection.
THE Republican senators in caucus havin•
hell does. It is altogether more shadowy than
hot. It is not associated with brimstone and signified their intention to confirm Robertson
flame. It sounde somewhat indistinct, some- for collector of this port, Senators Conklin'
what lonesome, a little desolate, but not alto- and Platt on Monday sent their resignatione to
gether uncomfortable. For revival purposes it Gov. Cornell. Their idea is evidently to hal'
is simply useless, and few conversions will be the Republican party of this state indorse theil'
made in the old way under the revised Testa- course and rebuke Garfield by the legislaturt
re-electing them.
ment."
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He~e I beg leave, with your permiSSIOn, Mr. clause itself is weakened, as every rhetoriCian knows.
Editor, to cite that portion of the Declaration upon But what of going about 11 to assume a station to
which I most wish to comment now, in order that which the laws," etc., "entitle them?" Was it not
"A Hater of Shams" Discourses about the your readers may hav immediately b~for? them the intent of the author to speak of a station to the
Declaration of Independence.
what Mr. Burr so ungraciously, as I claim, Imputes occupancy.of which the people are entitled? If yes,
1io Paine. Assailed " oft and again" from ·the why didn't he say so ? This mere philological critiTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Sir: " coward's castle" by dastard defamers, even his cism may be charged as hypercritical, or strained,
I hav been not a little amused, I confess, but more voiceless, harmless tombstone dishonored and broken but nevertheless it is strictly correct, and we must
surprised, at the long wrangle between our friend by his pions foes, and all that, it has been reserved for remember that we are examining a "classical docuW. H. Burr, and others, on one side, and Under- Paine, poor min, to be assaulted by one of his most ment," a "great state paper," now.
wood and company.on the other, over the question d evote d a·IBClp
· 1es wit· h t h e ch arge of h avmg
·
b een
"A decent respect to the opinions of mankind reof the authorship of the Declaration of .I n.d epend- gm·1 ty of enactmg
·
·
t h e f o11 owmg
outrage upon th e quires that they should declare the causes which imence. Mr. Burr is perf'istent in his opmwn that k'mg,s E ng1·ISh an·d upon goo d sense an d th em
· t egri't y .pel them to the separatiOn?"
·
What" separation?"
Paine wrote the document, and Mr. U n d erwood. is of history. H ere IS
· t h e thmg:
·
We find no separation "aforesaid." There has
proud to proclaim that "Jefferson's h onor remams
k )
uutarnished," etc. Now all this, in the shape which
"When, in the course of human events, it becomes neces- been some talk (all "tal I" above about whatpeothe dispute has taken, seems to me little less ridicu- sary· for one people to dissolve the political bands which hav ple ought to do when it is necessary to separate, etc.;
connected them with another, and to assume among the pow- but no separation. has peen speken of,· so the words
lous than the classic " tempest in a teapot," and ers of the earth the ·separate an d equ a1 st at'wn to wh'tc h th e "the separation," are, in the rhetorical sense, imhardly worth serious notice. But there is a serious laws of nature and nature's God entitle them, a decent rebpect
d
d h
1
h f
b
1·
·side to the question. Had Mr. Burr indignantly de- to the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare proper1Y use ' an t e cause, t ere ore, ung mg,
nied that Paine wrote the Declaration, and Mr. Un- the causes which impel them to the separation.
and unlike, I assert, what Mr. Paine would hav
derwood 1mdertaken to shield' Jefferson from the
"We hold these truths to be self-evident: that all men are written. Let ~Ir. Burr search Paine's works and find
soft impeachment of even the latter's own "admis- created equal; that they are endowed by their creator with for us therein a sentence of his so long as this first
.
certain' unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, paragraph containing a tithe of its rhetorical blu. nsion" that he wrote it, I conceive that both gentle- an d th e pursm·t of happmess;
·
·th at t0 secure these t'Ig hts ' ders-to say nothing of its ether absurdities. But to
men would hav been engaged in a worthy enterprise, governments are instituted among men, deriving their just leave mere philological criticism for the moment·,
instead of the bootless folly with which they hav so powers from the consent of the governed ; that whenever
long permitted themselvs to be excited-almost any form of government becomes destructiv of these ends, it here we havthe adjectiv" decent" before" respect."
"coming to blows." What matters it who wrote is the right of the people to alter and abolish it and to institute .Now did anybody except the tyro who collated
the document, Paine or Jefferson, if either?
new government, laying its foundations on such principles and those words even hear of. an indecent respect for
organizing its powers in such form as to them shall seem most anything? He obviously had heard of such a thing l
It is about time, I think, that somebo d y should like1Y to eff ect therr
· safety an d happmess,
·
" et c.
To review a little. Pray tell me how " when it be".rise up" and defend both Paine and Jefferson
against the charge of having composed that peculiar
I quote above only about half of what precedes comes necessary" for a people to "assume a station"
state paper; and since nobody else seems inclined to the statement of "facts." But this will suffice for to the occupancy of F"hich they are entitled by
move in the matter, I humbly beg leave to "cham- the present, for I foresee that an exhaustiv criticism "God's" laws, when, in other words, they are compion the honor and credit" of the former, and sol- of the Declaration would fill many pages of THE pelled absolutely (necessary-ly) to assume it, how
emnly protest against Mr. Burr's attempt to sully TRUTH SEEKER, so much food does it furnish for comes it that even an indecent respect, not to say
the fame cf Paine; and I dare say that solliebody comment, for satire, irony, and comical annotation. "decent respect" for other people's "opinions,"
. will be found to oppose Mr. UnderWood's advocacy Indeed, the subject grows under contemplation, and should impel them to go into an apology about it to
of Jefferson.
I fancy that a good-sized volume might be filled other people? Ah! I fear that the good man who
Probably no more wretched state paper than is regarding the crudities and sophisms of the Declara- wrote that part of the Declaration hadn't much
the Declaration, in its rhetorical character, or rather, tion for the literary edification and moral instruction respect, "decent" or indecent, for the laws of nature's
irrhetorical blemishes, and its absurd attempts at of the rising generation. I say the "rising genera- God !
political philosophizing, was ever deliberately tion," for most of the present generation are, and all
To my mind it is clear enough that he who penned
penned. In the fact that it has become a great his- of the last were, persuaded that that document is a the first paragraph of the Declaration did not know
torical monument on the high-road of the progress sort of divinely-inspired work. It is and was ac- what he ought to say, or how to better it, if he had
of nations, and therefore notable, I find no sufficient cepted-its poor rhetoric, absurdities, and all-as known.
He must hav a first sentence, and he
excuse for Mr. Burr's attempt to fasten its author- religious sectaries and bigots accept "holy writ;" essayed it. He struggled, waded in the depths of
ship upon the illustrious Paine; and were I not without question. For, years ago, it was the cus- perplexity, trying to reach s-crlid ground sometime,
aware that Mr. Bmr is an honorable gentleman, tom to celebrate the Fourth of July in every town but failed, like :many another man before and since.
eager in the purtmit of truth, and ever ready to defend and hamlet, and a conspicuous feature of the cele- The first sentence of the writer or the orator often
it, I should suspect that he harbors, after all, some bration was the "reading of the Declaration," which costs more than all that succeeds it. Every consid. unaccountable ill-feeling toward Paine; and should was ascribed to the most ambitious young man of erable writer or public speaker knows that.
· therefore be less willing ·than now to think the town, the local lawyer, or the parish pastor, and
But it is not in the first paragraph that we find all
that Mr. Burr's strange conduct in the premises may he read it in such sonorous style that all hearers got the "riches." The next IS a mine of them. I hav
. be explained upon the hypothesis that his zeal in lost in mazes of admiration for the document. Such quoted less than half of the second paragraph, and
. the cause of Paine has gotten the better of his usual are prejudiced, therefor~, and I would no more do not intend to undergo in this writing the labor of
. judgment. Had Mr. Burr alleged that Paine out- attempt to convert them from their foolish reverence exposing the virtues of the remaining portion. "We
lined the ~Iagna Charta and inspired the barons to for the paper than essay to beat sense into the head hold these truths to be self-evident." You do?
demand for it the sign manual of King John, or that of a hard-shell Baptist with anything less than an Well, if they are" self-evident" what's the object of
he wrote the "Essay on Man," or the b~st portions of ordinary sledge-hammer.
proclaiming them? ~light you not hav as properly
the Justinian code, and proceeded to prove his alleSo full of errors is· the first paragraph of the declared in a solemn state paper the self-evi·dent
gation by the doctrin of the transmigration of souls document over which friend Burr is expending the truth that the sun shines ? Did you write that, Mr,
and Paine's well-known political and humanitary best portion of his life in order to impose its author. Paine? Of course, I know your reply is, No! But
· sentiments when the last time on earth, "in form ship upon the great Paine that I hardly know how to where is the rhetorical propriety of declaring that
incarnate," I might not hav been surprised. · He address myself to the work of analyzing it without you "hold" self-evident truths? The self-evident is
might hav made out his case, perhaps. At all seeming to be hypercritical. But let us begin with demonstrated already. It is proper to declare that
events,. so ingenious a man as he, having such mate- the first clause of it, "When in the course of one "holds" this or that opinion, or holds, in the
. rials to work with, cm1ld not fail to make a tractatus human events." Did Paine write that? I answer, sense of will maintain, a proposition.· But a man
. which no man could successfully refute-till. after No, for he well knew that "events" cannot properly "holding" ("on to") a bundle of self-evident truths,
"the day of judgment," at least.
be spoken of as having, or coming in, a "course." evident to all the world, would present an example
Let us examin the document in question, and con- Affairs may, perhaps, observe a course; but events of hyperbolical dignity too comical to be laughed
sider what dishonor Mr. Burr seeks (in apparent un- are individuate finalities, each the terminus (and at! We could only pity him.
consciousness, I admit) to cast upon Paine. I intend only the terminus) of something or some "course" . But what are these self-evident truths? Why,
to confine myself, for the present, to the examination of things, as absolutely so as the tips of a cow's don't you know? They are these: First, "that all
of only a portion of the document as to its philo- horns or the points of a harrow's "teeth;" and one men are created equal." Ah! how or wherefore
logical and politico-philosophizing character, etc. might as well attempt to predicate a current or a "eq~al ?" Certa.inly not morally, intellectually,
. ·So far as its statement of grievances, or "facts sub- "course" of these as of " events." But suppose the physically, or somally equaL How, then? Histor. mitted to a candid world," is and .are concerned, word "events" were coiTect in this connection, ically? politically? possibly? It may be, but point
these are alleged and arranged in a sufficiently clear, what of the adjectiv "human?" Are there any me to the page of history or philosophy which proves
lawyer-like style. No person less than a common human events? Human affairs there may be, but the equality. But I forget; these truths are" selfyoung lawyer of good sense .and a 'fair degree of who will define a "human event?"
evident." The Declaration says so; but there never
logical ability could hav made these allegations or
But to proceed--'-" It becomes necessary for one .peo" .lived the man who understands what the Declaration
charges so clear and forcible. This portion of the ple to dissolve the bands which ha.v connected them says/ and I contend that he does not liv who exactly
Declaration I attribute to the hand of John Adams, with another." ".Dissolve the bands which hav con- understands what the .author of the Declaration
and here I dismiss it.
nected!"
meant to say, and it is my solemn opinion that he
Let it be observed here that as to the general
Could Paine hav been guilty of so incorrect a fig- had no definit idea of what he was· trying to say;
spirit of the sentiments of the Declaration, and the ure of speech? Can bands (cords, rapes, things for, see, he proceeds to throw "light" upon his intent
points of really vital interest which it comprises, no which connect) properly be spoken of as dissolvable? and declares thus, "That they are endowed by their
one man, or hundred men, could claim special credit We break, rupture, untie, disconnect,. bands ; but it creator with certain unalienable rights," and " that
therefor. Every scholar conversant with the history was the province of one man only-the author of the among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit of hapof the colonies for a score of years before 1776 Declaration-to find out a process of dissolving them pi;ness I" "Unali~nable," that is. (says Webster),
knows that the questions involved in the Declaration rhetorically, and he didn't vouchsafe to tell us how. " mcapable of bemg put off," whwh, being so, I inhad been before that year discussed in public So much for that clause, now; we will soon return to sist that nobody has committed suicide or lost his
throughout the colonies. But, to not rely upon my it for other absurdities. " And to assume among liberty in these United States (the only country
own study of the times preceding the Revolution, the powers of the earth the separate and equal sta- where these "unalienable" things are •discovered)
let me cite Daniel Webster. In his famous speech tion to which the laws of nature and nature's God since the Fourth of July 1776 1 We hav all been
in reply to Hayne (U. S. Senate, 1830) Mr. Webster entitle them." Precisely what is intended to be un- cheated by the newspapers, which pretend from time
makes a point against the great South Carolinian in derstood by this clause perhaps Mr. Burr can tell us. to time to record suicides and hangings. Verily,
the following language: "If we should reason in I am sure nobody else can. Whether we are to un- this is a world of illusions 1
that way, what would become of the distinguished derstand the "laws of nature" and those of "naNow we come to wh~rQ discussion would giv us
honor of the author of the Declaration of Independ- ture's God" as distinctiv or not, I am not able to de- enough to do for.a year m analyzing or weighing the
ence? There is not a sentiment in that paper which cidtl. But if distinctiv, will somebody tell us in statement that there are such "rights" as "lift>, libhad not been voted and resolved in the assemblies what respects? The clause is confused, and so I erty," etc. Mark, the author does not say rights to
and ether popular bodies in the country over and "hold" .that Paine could not hav written it. But if life--and liberty, etc. He mak~s the latter synon}IDS
over again." We hav, then, only to do with the those laws are one and the same, then the Declara- of "rights." I hav no purpose, at present, of constyle of the document, its composition, in short; and tion maker was guilty of an inexcusable pleonasm. sidering in their length and breadth all the profound
that is all that Mr. Burr could safely claim for Paine, !he "laws of nature" are made no stronger by call- questions which arise out of this clause about the
at most.
·
mg them also the laws of " nature's God," while the "rights'' with which all men are endowed, we are
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told. Here is meat for the most subtle and careful But when, a hundred years after, in days of rtfined
your conespondent anticipates meeting many of
study, the result of which study is, inevitably, that and critical scholarship, a man comes before the his Freethought friends at the Waterloo meeting.
we come to comprehend what an amount of false world claiming the composition of the Declaration My post-office address for the next three months will
philosophy is crowded into those few words, all of Independence as an honor to the memory of an be 51 Fort avenue, Roxbury, Boston, Mass. Peraons
"rot," and nothing less. Paine could never hav been able old writer, and a dead hero who can't defend ordering those magnificent "posters" will rememso absurd as to wri,te that clause. He was too good himself, things are certainly getting" at cross pur- ber the address.
. H. L. GREEN.
poses !"
a philosopher for that.
But the above-cited clause is followed by another,
A few words now about the Declaration as a whole.
On the Skirmish Line.
the absurdity of which the abJest pen could but par- The ~uccess of our revolutionary fathers in the field
·
Since
my
last
announcement the followin·g live
tially expose. It needs for its illumination the sar- and m the councils, which resulted in the ConstituLiberals
hav
enrolled
themselvs in the Iowa Liberal
castic. grimace of an Aristophanes and the indiscrib- tion, cast a sort of veil over their vagaries and brazen
.able guffaw of a Guinea negro I What is it? pretenses, and the Declaration came to be looked League army.
Annual members: A. L. Potter, Mrs. A. L. Pot"That to secure these rights governments are insti- upon as a wonderful affair. Had they. been defeated
tuted among men" (not cats) "deriving their just an~ humbled-that instrument would hav been weighed ter, and Miss Vie Dalton, La Motte; L. B. Dawson,
Life members: Leroy Dutton,
powers from the consent of the governed." Now at Its true value, as a vapid, high-sounding political Cedar Rapids.
here we hav it. Governments are instituted, and for manifesto, merely intended to fire the colonial heart Grand Mound; L. B. Potter, Bellevue. Who next?
I started out this morning upon my spring and
what? "To secure these rights." What rights? -that is, the spirits of the groundlings. It doubt"
summer.
trip. I hope to sow the good seed of FreeWhy I you boo by; don't you know? Our in alien- less fulfilled the purposes for which it was heralded.
able rights, of course. An inalienable right being But no man of sense need be told that the signers of thought more extensivly than ever this year. I am
about as fixed as the central atom of the globe, or as the document did not believe a word of its "glitter- canying a large line of Liberal books and pamsecure as the mountains on their bases, the query ing generalities." They proclaimed the equality of phlets, photographs, etc., and am taking orders for
rises what governments are "up to" when undertak- all men, and blustered about human rights, while THE TRUTH SEEKER and other Liberal papers.
I want to organize a League in every town, city,
ing to reduce the superlativly secure to the positivly most of them personally held slaves, and twelve, I
secure. One would be led to suspect such· effort to . believe, of the thirteen colonies maintained chattel and county where the secularists can muster ten or
be a little supererogatory, I fancy. But what object slavery; and the pulpits of the time, like those of more true men and women, throughlydevoted to the
would there be in instituting governments at all if later date, sustained the institution as a holy, cause of universal mental liberty. I am prepared to
all men are enilowed by a creator, too, with inalien- Bible"founded system. But the cunning and able of explain and defend the principles and purposes of
able life and liberty, and also with the "pursuit of that day, the Adamses,Hancock, Jefferson, Franklin, the League, and speak upon other progressiv and
happiness?" " Pursuit !" a queer thing to be endowed Morris, etc., who, as such men from the remotest his- reformatory subjects.
At Cedar Rapids there is noticeable a marked Lib·
with I Something ~ike bejng endowed with the in- toric period down ever hav done, thirsted for distincvisible and intangible line which a hound cuts tion and personal power, and were not overscrupulous eralizing of the thoughts of men upon religious
through the air when chasing a fox I
about what means they used to win them. So they topics. Much of the credit for this salutary change
is due to a few earnest workers in the Liberal vinAgain, what a sublime sight when " the governed" magnified the mole-hills of their political "griev- yard, and tl!.en the scientific lectures of Prof. Wm.
go about instituting a government in order to "se- ances" into mountains of wrong, and charged their Denton, of which he delivered three here recently,
cure " things "inalienable," which they couldn't get existence to the king of Great Britain, in that stately hav resulted in publishing to the world much of rerid of, of course, should they try, and which the part of the document which details "the facts to a ligious heresy which was latent, suppressed from sogovernment could not giv them, because they, and candid world." There never was such a parade aalled "prudential motivs." Mr. Denton is an· earnot the government, already possess them! If any- made before or since over almost nothing. The nest, pleasant speaker, and his course of lectures here
body can make clear this jargon of the Declaration, common herd of our present millions undergo all the was a complete success. He had full houses and at·
let him. "I pause for a reply," and I don't hear the while, and without knowing it, severer political cheat- tentiv, appreciativ auditors.
voice of Paine, Mr. Burr, making the attempt.
ings and other wrongs than our fathers ever suffered,
Dr. A. B. Dennis·worked hard for the success of
Further, and I will soon hav done. The next sen- and the chief merit of our political institutions over this attempt to awaken the sluggish thought of this
tence tells us that "whenever any form of govern- those of other countries (if they hav any) is that they city, and I am very much gratified to learn that he
ment becomes destructiv of these ends" (we havn't are calculated to wheedle the great masses into sub- is not financially a loser. "Wealth and respectabilheard of any" ends" before; certainly these are not servience or slavery to rulers a little more easily ity" are always conservativ, loth to do anything for
the" rights" in question, for they are beginnings. We than those of other nations. Our wages-slaves of the elevation of humanity, hence it is no matter for
came into the world "endowed"· with them. What to-day, counted by the millions, are exploited worse surprise that, as a rule, the hard-working mechanic
then means "these ends?") ''it is the right of the people than were their predecessors of the Revolution, and and struggling professional man has here, as elseto abolish it" (abolish the form, and leave the gov- made tools of by political jugglers, and yet they where, to bear the burden and heat of the day.
ernment standing, that is !) "and to institute new swing their hats on the Fourth of July and fancy
The car shops of the Burlington, Cedar H.apids,
government" (What I when the old government still that they liv in a "free country."
and Northern Railway are located here, and among
stands? Aye?) " laying its foundations on such
The clear-headed old sharpers and politicians of the workmen there Freethought has taken a strong
principles" (ordinarily the "foundations" of a struc- 1776 knew well that to the ignorant yeoman and hold and its roots are spreading deeper and wider
.ture are supposed to be at the bottom; but in the vicious lower classes,
under the skilful culture of Mr. T. J. Burke.
Declaration "foundations" and common sense and
"Doubtless the pleasure is as great
One such live Liberal is worth more to the race
all things else seem to be reversed), "and organizOf being cheated as to cheat,"
than a stat.eful of Grundy henchmen and "maning its powers in such form as to them shall seem and they therefore flattered these with high-sounding afraid-of-his-business" Liberals. A_mong the other
most likely to effect their safety and happiness." words and fed them upon exciting vagaries; and outspoken, activ Freethinkers here I must not forget
What would, think you, reader, seem "most -likely some of the old tricksters went so far, we read, as to mention C. P. and M. M. Reed, S. Hellan, C. F.
to effect their happiness" when "they" are already· to pray over their own jugglery! But I need not Maurer, J. Polak, and Messrs. Wolf, Eliot, Kilburn,
in possession of the "unalienable" rights, life, lib- enlarge upon this point.· Everybody who stops to Dawson, and Stuart. Some of these lack faith in
erty, and that other funny right, the pursuit of hap- study and search for the causes of whatever successes organization, but a wider and more fundamental expiness?
we as apeople hav enjoyed, or now enjoy, over other perience will show them that withqut organization it
Now this is only one-half of the "exordium," be- nations, if any, finds that they are due mainly to our is impossible to reap the substantial fruits of
fore we come to the "facts." The other half is dis- extensiv territory and its varied resources and our agitation.
tinguished by blunders and absurdities; and the comparativly sparse population. The Declaration
Rev. Rogan, of the Universalist church, is stirring
concluding portion of the Declaration contains much brought to the chattel-slave and wages-slave no in- his congregation up mightily, and, after his last disverbiage, bombast, and bad rhetoric. But I hav no creased liberty, and " democracy" itself is but an course, in which he had torn to pieces the claimed
time to go into examination of these~now, and you, empty name to cheat by, while "republicanism" is divinity of Jesus, he told them that if they could not
Mr. Editor, hav not sufficient space to allow me. If simply a trick of government too shallow to deceive stand the expression of his honest opinions they had
I hav said enough to make out a prima facie case in any except the fools. In almost no state of the Union but to say so and he would step down and out. It
support of my proposition that Paine did .not write hav we a particle better laws governing the owner- is but a few years since he left an orthodox church.
the Declaration, in the opinion of those who hav re- ship and tenancy of land than hav the people of !re- Should he now leave the Universalist it is hard to
spect enough for his memory to believe that he was land to-day. · In some state, or possibly states, home- tell what will become of some quaRi-Liberals who
too tender-hearted, if not too learned, to be a "wan- steads are exempt from alienation by civil process, during the past few years hav attended and helped
ton butcher" of words and thoughts even, I am sat- which is a good thing for some families, but gener- support that church because it was more popular to
isfied. As for our friend Burr, we will calmly and ally speaking there is nothing in our laws to shield do so than to be seen at the derided Spiritualist and
gladly read his next article in support of his claim us from the fate of the downtrodden of Ireland, and Libei·al meetings.
that Paine is the author of the Declaration, after he this after a hundred years' existence of that venerLet us hav Liberal celebrations of the Fourth of
shall hav mad~ clear what the sophomoric tirade of able Declaration !
A HATER OF SHAMS.
July. Why not? Who wants to listen to a longwords which we hav examined means.
Highland Park, Conn., April 10, 1881.
winded chaplain upon the natal glories of the secular republic?
· It will .not do to attempt to explain it by reconChange of Time.
"How it looks to be an Atheist," is the announced
:struction. The paper must be considered literally,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Since subject of a sermon to be preached at the Methodist
as it is constructed. It is a solem_n document (very
solemn I) No "exegesis" like that by which the sending you the notice of the next annual Freethink- tabernacle. This is a poser. A number of comical
.Bible is exploited will serve. It cannot be permitted ers' Convention I hav learned from Mr. A. S. Cobb, answers suggest themselvs to my mind, but lest the
that the Declaration be made" an old fiddle" of and of Dunkirk, President of the Cassadaga Lake Free question was asked in all seriousness I forbear to
forced to play all sorts of tunes. There it is, in com- Association, that the annual camp-meeting of that giv them utterance. It is a pity to poke fun at. pea_mon words. There is obviously no mystery about association is appointed to be held from the 5th to ·ple who do not know that science is abroad and that
it, and yet, strange to say, it will require a miracle the 28th days of August inclusiv, and as there are she has found no God in all the limitless expanse of
to explain it without reconstructing it, and several many speakers and other persons who would like to the universe. Address me at Cedar Rapids, Iowa,
E. C. WALKER.
miracles to defend its poor rhetoric. Let nobody attend both gatherings, it has been thought best to box 881.
Sec. Iowa L. L.
ca~l upon the spirit of Paine to illuminate it I "He change the time of holding the Freethinkers' Conrests in peace,' we hope, and it would be the "most vention to August 31st and the four following days.
And allow me to giv notice that the annual meetSpiritualist Convention.
unkind est cut of all" to avow him to be the Declaraing of the Friends of Progress will be held atWaterThe next convention of the Spiritualists and Lib'tion1s author at his face.
Fifty-six of our "good old fathers " signed the loo, N. Y., on the 4th and 5th days of June next. eralists of Van Buren and adjoining counties will be
document. None of them, Sf.l,Ve about four, was lib- This is the thirty-first annual meeting, I think. These held in the village of Hartford, Mich., commencing
erally educated, and none, wall much skilled in com- meetings are always very numerously attended by on Saturday, May 28th, 1881, at three o'clock P.M.,
position. They doubtless thought it '" expressed the Liberals of western and central New York, often and continuing over Sunday, May 29th. Mrs. C.
their ideas" (and perhaps it did) ;and as they wished by ten or fifteen hundred people on Sunday, and I Fanny Allyn and Mrs. M. C. Gale are engaged as
.t.o deQlare something at any rate, and hadn't time or hav never known one to fail of being interesting. speaker!!. A limited amount of free entertainment
Among the speakers annou_nced for this meeting will be furnished, and hotel rates will be one dollar
,ability to put their thoughts into better shape (or to
_get better thoughts !) signed the document as, I sup- I notice the names of the eloquent female lecturer, per day. Let there be a good attendance and a grand
L. S. BuRDICK, Pres.,
·. pose, a man awaiting sentence of death would sign Mrs. Amelia Colby, of St. Louis, and her friend old time.
E. L. WARNER, Sec.,
Kalamazoo, Mich.
'his "last will and testament," without standing on Mrs. Smith, who I learn will furnish the singing and
Paw Paw, Mich.
ceremonies;' and it served a purpose, and so is well. instrlll'nental music.
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for. The whole has cost not quite $150. The monument is said to look better than when new.
D. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
0~ Mon.day, the 30th inst. (Decoration day), a
meetmg will be held at the monument. Several
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. speakers will be on hand and address those present
upon the rededication of the monument, after which
The largest and cheapest Radical Journal, pu]Jlished in Europe a collation will be served up. This meeting will
or America, containing nearly seven hundred square inches more take place upon the arrival there of the train leaving
the city at 10 A. M. An invitation is extended to
of rming matter than any other journal, of its lcind.
all to accompany us out. The distance from the
city is some eighteen miles, and if the weather is
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 21, 1881.
favorable the trip will be a pleasant one in more
ways than one. We hope to see a goodly crowd
present on the occasion of the rededication.
The Shepherds Aroused.

Taking the great speeches of the morning ·and
afternoon together and averaging the audiences of
the forenoon and afternoon, the Boston indignation
meeting may be voted a success, in spite of the rain.

Indignation Meeting.

At a public meeting, held in Buffalo by the Lib.
eral League on Friday evening, May 12th, to express
a second and earnest protest against the late outrage
on the freedom of the United States mails, in the
absence of t~e regular officers, the following were
elected: President, S. B. Bancroft; Secretary, Dr.
Edwards; Business Committee, Mrs. A. H; Colby
Olive' K. Smith, Parker Pillsbury (delegate fro~
Rochester Liberal League), George Whitcomb.
In no way is the effectivness of Col. Ingersoll's
. The c.ommittee on resolutions reported the fellow.
Boston Indignant.
late lectures more shown than by the fluttering
mg, whwh, after a lengthy and able consideration
which has taken place among the clergy. The way
Although it rained hard on Sunday at the "Hub" were at a late hour adopted without dissent:
'
they went for him on Sunday before last was a shame
to lovars of trtlth. The Rev. Dr. Newman, who there was a fair audience at Investigator Hall to ex- Resolved, ThM-thls meeting has heard with surprise Indignation
and ularm that anot_her fiaw.·ant outra~ehas been perpetrated on the
went around the world at the government's ex- press indignatio~ at the course pursued by the postal freedom
of the 1!mted States mails m excluding from them the
pense, announced in the Sunday papers that the department agamst Mrs. Dr. Chase's Physiologist able, useful, and m every way worthy public journals known as the
Phvsiologist,
published by Dr. Sara B. Chase New York· Health
theme of his morning discourse would be, "Brazen Dr. Foote's Health .Monthly, Dr. Kinget's Health Monthly, by D1•, E. B.lfoote,New York; HealthJ~urna! by Dr.'Kinget
Jo-urnal,
and
Mr.
Stillman's
Agent's
Advocate.
New
York,
also
the Agent's Advocate, under the most grossly false
InfidPlity," in which be classed the immortal Bob as
absurd pretense that they cont'lin matter indelicate obscene
Horace Seaver pl'esided and. made a brief opening and
the "Brazen Infidel." It seemed to disturb his holy
and unfit for public perusal.
'
'
Resolved, That we believe most of the many and frightful evils now
soul that three thousand people should rush to the !lddress, introducing Mr. T. B. Wakeman, who, com- surroundt~g
the
problem
of
human
generation,
as
well
in
marriage
Academy of Music on Sunday night previous and mg to the front of the platform, insisted upon having as ou~ of tt_. ~he many and constantly increasing instances of abortion, mfant!Clde, and child murder, involving not unfrequently the
giv one dollar each to hear the arch-Infidel ridicule the speech of the old war-horse of Liberalism, Hon. !Ieath
of mother !lB well as of ofi'spring, are the result of profound
Elizur
Wright,
first.
Mr.
Wright
thereupen
stepped
tgnorance regardmg the laws of life, that very ignorance which Is
the J tlWish Bible and its revengeful, changeable God.
pre-eminently the object of the proscribed journals especially the
to
the
front
and
gave
one
of
his
clear,
logical
efforts
The parson took revenge by denouncing the InfiPhysiologist and its gitted editor,.Mrs. Dr. Chase, to e~llghten and re.
dels whom Ingtlrsoll bad applauded, to wit, Julian, which elicited much applause. He showed that whil~ move.
Resolved, That we cannot too strongly express our abhorrence and
the
postal
department
lent
itself
to
Anthony
Comdetestation of the tratlic in and circulation of truly" obscene and lascivVoltaire, Diderot, Spinoza, Hume, and Paine, trying
ljteratw·e" in whatever form and by whatever means, privat3 or
to make it appear that they were nearly as bad as stock to suppress the Physiologist for advertising the ious
Comstock syringe, it also opened its own advertising public.
Resolved, That we must regard with no less abhorrence much of
some Christians.
.
the offlcialuction of the "New York Society for the Suppression of
The Rev. J_ B. Riemensnyder, D. D., gave out columns in its "Postal Guide"· for January 1881 to Vice" a.nd its inhuman a.nd unclean agent Anthony Comstock espe
the
advertisment
of
a
syringe
which
was
cl~imed
to
ciaily
in their unconstitutional as well as unrighteous attack upo~
his subject, "A Rebuke to Infidel Scoffing," and the
the freedol!' of the mails a.nd the press, a.nd cruel fining und impriszeal be displayed in lashing Ingersoll and others to be superior for all purposes I
onment of mnocent men whom the government authorities themMr. Bell followed Mr. Wright with letters from selva declared hav been guilty of no crime nor o:trense against the
was amusing, to say the least. He said many things
law.
totally untrue, and among others that Voltaire, Mr. T. C. Leland, Dr. Sarah B. Chase, D. M. Ben- Resolved, That we do hereby most solemnly protest against the lncre!lse
<?f any of the powers of such society and its agents, by any
Hume, and Paine recanted on their death-beds. If nett, and others.
legtslativ·act whatever, whether by federal or state government.
Mr.
Wakeman
came
next
with
the
remark
that
he
And
our
profoundest thanks are due to T. B. Wakeman, of New
a clergyman cannot lie he cannot do anything; but
York ctty, for his prompt, noble, and generous appearance before a.
liked
to
visit
Boston
when
its
citizens
were
indigtheir raving bas become almost harmless. The Rev.
committee of the Assembly, to whom had been referred a" bill to
largely increase the jurisdiction and powers of that society·" and
Dr. Fulton, the misanthrope, and the Rev. Dr. Tal- n~~t: ~arbarism represe~ted the priesthood and forms
able and unanswerable arguments against any such daugermage, as well as several others of too small caliber mv1hzatwn the cause of Liberalism. There was a ous and unwarrantable action,
Resolved, That these resolutions be signed by the President and
constant
tendency
of
the
priests
to
encroach
on
the
to mention, also bad to show out their imbecil
Secretary of this meeting, and respectfully presented to our city
editors, a.nd forwarded t<? THE l'RUTH SEEKER and daily Trutll., of
spite by denouncing Ingersoll. They find epithets t~mporal power. But the former bad received a New
Yor~·city; the Investtgatorand Banner of Liflltt, of Bo.~ton; Mind
handier and more in their line than arguments. If signal rebuke through the efforts of Liberals at Al- and Matte~, of Philadelphia; a.nd Western Lig/U of St Lows for pubbany.
The
attack
on
the
Physiologist
is
a
new
licatien
in their columns.
·
'
'
'
instead of lies and abuse they would show the falsity
move,
and
a
regular
eye-opener.
Here
an
order
of Ingersoll's statements and arguments they would
More Postal Censorship.
prove tbemselvs more manly than now; but that is comes like lightning. In Russia they warn first.
The Liberals must enter the political arena. and show
too much to expect of them.
w?at can -~e done with the ballot. It rests largely
To THE SPIRITUALISTS AND LIBERALS OF AMERICA,
Some pious papers are following in the same line, w1th the Liberals to say what shall be done in this .Dear Friends: I am led to make an appeal to you
as well as some not so very pious. The Glen Cove country, if they will but/unite and work, under the for your assistance by the recent decision of the
Gazette gi vs a column of the bitterest abuse of In- motto of liberty and pUl'ity, now and forever' one post-office department at Washington, D. C., which
gersoll and other Infidels. It, however, does little and inseperable.
'.
excludes my new quarterly paper from being admitmore than show the pointless enmity of its orthodox
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., followed Mr. Wakeman, ted ~o .the mails !it. pound rates, upon the ground
soul. One clergyman said to a friend of ours, whom showing good reasons why his Health .Monthly that It IS an advert1smg sheet. I hav done all in my
he took to be a sympathizer with the old dogmas: shoul~ hav the privileges of the bulk-rates. Regu- power to hav the decision reversed, but every appeal
"Such men as Ingersoll should not be allowed to be
larly Issued for over ~ve years; bona-fide circulation I h.a':' mad~ has p~oved fruitless. I am satisfied that
heard. The laws ought to be changed so as to pre- of 5,000; largely quoted by the press. open to all rehg~ous ~1g?try IS the cause of the rejection of the
vent such scoffing and blasphemy." Poor dupes, let advertisers who will pay the regular r~tes, etc.
·paper, as It I~ _no more o~ an advertising she~t than
them rave on. The best days of these barking dogs
Mr. Stillman showed that his Agent's Advocate any other Spm~ual or .L1~eral paper that IS sent
are over. A few more decades and their whole sys- was as much entitled to the privileges of the mails through ~h.e. mails. Thmkmg that there could not
tem may be thrown to the rubbish heap of antique as other papers of its class. He noticed Anthony's be a p~ss1b1hty of my pa~er being rejected, I ordered
and absurd myths and falsehoods.
book in his paper and criticised its syntax. In and pa1d for 25,000 .c?pies of the first number, and
another article he said that Comstock was not to be supposed that the mailmg of the edition would cost
believed. The very next number was rejected by me not ov~r $50.00, but by the decision rendered I
Comstock's Defeat.
t?e
postal department, although it had been pub- shall be obhged to pay $?50.00, or one cent on each
Many of our readers will not regret to learn that
Comstock's prolonged effort at Albany to procure hshed and admitted to second-class postage for pa~er. I cannot meet th1s amount, as I hav already
legislation to suit himself and to clothe himself three years. With one stroke of the pen his busi- ma1_led 7,00el at that rate, which has taken all my
ness .had been destroyed.
available funds. I regret exceedingly to be obliged
with more power than he has hitherto wielded has
.
Mr.
Co~tlandt
Palmer
followed,
supporting
the
to ask assistance, but assistance I must hav, and .at
met with a serious rebuff. The House ·Committee to
· whwh had been presented so ably by M once. All amounts sent to me, however small, will
which his bill was referred hav reported against it VIews
Wakeman.
·
r. be acknowledged in No. 2 of the Advance and
and there is now no probability of its becoming ~
~r.
Mendum
and
M.
L.
Babcock
made
brief
but
.Review, and cr~dited as .subs~riptions to that paper.
law. Mter h3;nging aro_und the Legisla~ure a good
pomted speeches, which were highly appreciated b Shall I make th1s appeal In vam ?
sh~re of the wmter, makmg most energetic exertions
the audience.
y
Fraternally yours;
JAHES A. BLISS.
to msure senators and assemblymen to look favorMr. H. L. Green was called upon and proceeded
713 Sansom st., Philadelphia, Pa.
ably upon his bill, Comstock will now be allowed to
reruain at home to attend to his various arrests and to explain why he had stepped out of the League.
prosecutions. His bill will not become a law this But he believed in Mr. Wakeman's ability and honHo, for the "New" New Testament!
esty. In the course of his speech he extended the
year, and very likely never.
hand
of
friendship
to
Mr.
Wakeman,
and
the
au
Everybody
and his wife will wish to see the long.
It is cheeriug that our legislators are able to see
the impropriety of ·placing such laws on the statute ~ience cheered while the two gentlemen participated talked-of revised New Testament. Even Liberals,
books of our state as this man demanded, and which m a hearty, good-natured shake. Mr. Green hoped who do not believe any more in the inspired Testahe loudly boasted he would soon succeed in placing ~hat all difference~ would be buried, and that the me~ts, New or Old, th~n they hav proofs of, will be
thel'e. Doubtless, vatious influences tended to ~~.- ·, 1. t~crals would umte to defend free speech free annous to see what changes hav been made in the
'
Christians' word of God. We propose to accommoresult, but probably nothing had a greater ~.-.,cct in press, and free mails.
The meeting was closed with a brief · speech by date this disposition according to our ability.
this dir~ction than T. B. Wakeman's able and argumentauv speech made before the House Committee Mr. Verity, who urged the Liberals to come forward . The revised New /fest!l'ment is now being printed
to .which Comstock's bill was referred, a copy of and support those who were stricken down by the m great numbers, and m a very few days will/ be
ready to throw upon a feverish market. We hav
whiCh was sent to every member of the legislature. government at Comstock's behest.
The. largest and mo~t enthusiastic meeting took made such arrangements as will enable us to sell the
Let. every right-minded person rejoice at the result
place m the afternoon m Paine Hall, The weather new old book at the lowest prices, as follows:
attamed.
had cleared somewhat and the hall was well filled
Separate gospels, 3 cents; the four gospels, 10 cents;
with those who had assembled to listen to the elo- the New Testament, new version, paper, 15 cents;
Paine's Monument.
quent address of Mr. Chainey on "The Lessons of cloth, 40 cents; Russia, gilt top, 75 cents; Turkey,
Since our last report the following donations hav the Hour." In his discourse hestrongly denounced full gilt, $1.40. The New Testament, old and new
been received for repairing Paine's monument at the :vrong which had ?een inflicted upon the physi- version, with pages contra:sted, 75 cents; Russia, gilt
New Rochelle:
ologw~l papers, showmg that the people and even top, $1.25; Turkey, full gilt, $1. 75.
Orders addressed to this office will be filled
L. DeWitt Griswold, $ .25
W. G. Seacor, $4.00 the children must be taught all that there is to be
·
promptly.
Alex. Hisk,
1.00
Earnest Rhein, 1.00 learned respecting their bodies.
When Mr. Chainey concluded he called on Mr.
H. B. Wiser,
.50
D. A. Kahle,
.50
W ake~~n, and. the audience by its calls and cheers
MR. T. B. WAKEMAN'S able argument before the
We can now ~tate that the repairs to the monu- made It Impossible for Wakeman to retreat. This Le~isl!l'tive Committ.ee on <?haritable and Religious
meut, tht relay1ug In Ctlment of the wall surround- able champion was equal to the surprise. and the emer- SoCietieS has been Issued m pamphlet form and is
iug the lot, the repairing of the iron fence and the g~ncy, ~nd spoke for thirty or forty minutes, as our now ready for sending out. Let those who wish
fillmg and sodding of the lot are compltlted' and paid pwus friends would say, llllder inspil'ation.
copies send in their orders. Price, 25 cents.
1
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~he notable success _of Col. Robert G. Ingersoll in nights. The dimensions of the hall should be about
filhng on two success1v Sunday eve::nings two of the those of Chickering Hall.
most spacious audie·nce rooins in this city has turned
If there should not be sufficient sympathy develthe attention of some gentlemen of Liberal views oped to raise a sum adequate for the erection of
to ~he s~bject of acquiring or building an edifice in such a building, at leaAt enough means might be obwhiCh discourses of an analogous character may be tained, which, invested, would giv a income large
regularly delivered, both on Sundays and week enough to hire a theater from Sunday to Sunday.
days. There is at pre~ent no such edifice or hall in From its stage competent scientists might instruct
New York, except the small and inconveniently the people as to what they should do to be sav.ed.
D C Coleman (four A.M Risdon,
W T Burrell,
ahares)
Wm Brown,
James H Harrison.
located Science Hall, in Eighth street-the head- In default of a capitalized fund of this description
Wm Smltl1o
De Witt Griswold (two J A Cutshall,
quarters of the Liberal Club-which will accommo- perhaps a number of subscribers might be found
D J Brownt..
shares),
*J M StauJier,
Mrs C M +I per (takes J G McGirr,
· D M Cmne,
date but five hundred or six hundred persons, and who would pledge themselvs to a yearly contribution
two shares),
*George Boggs,
*W Wood {paid $2),
J Josenhus,
C H Moore,
Chester Bedell.
which is utterly unknown to nineteen-twentieths of to support .the enterprise.
•Dan E Ryan, (2 shares). *W Ennor,
•Ju.mes Sims,
E Gn.stineau,
ME Felton,
Thos N Paine,
the well·to-do citizens who applauded Col. Ingersoll
The gentleman said: "I particularize a theater,
•G W Smith,
John Didier,
Geo E Andrus, ·
H Glhnore,
J R Perry,
Andrew Brown,
in Booth's Theater and the Academy of Music. The because I believe the theaters of to-day are m11ch
A F Thom\)son,
*W J Stephens.
*N Castle,
Chas C Moore,
*Alex Baird,
E 0 Marsh,
Liberals think that they ought to hav a temple of closer allied to a true morality than the pulpit itself.
Dr C. R Rowley,
H W Beach,
H Hunter,
their own, which may afford all the conveniences of The stage, although distorting facts, still does base
-~~ i/~~~:Yn. Blenker, ~ ~ ~~~er,
~ ~ ~g~[;;,
a well-appointed church and which may be known as itself on facts. The orthodox pulpit bases itself on
*Caroline S Ellis (takes Lewis Benjamin,
J W Hagen,
four shares),
*~" J Emary,
Christ Schreiber,
the permanent headquarters of Freethought. One of dogmas which in the light of modern truth are, and
A Clegg,
Wm Martin Bronson,
J B Curtis,
E R Bll.oemaker,
M Branin,
W C Close
(three their number, Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, of No. 151 can be, nothing else but lies.
W H Pearce,
J II Murlln,
shares),
Louis Lu.nge,
Wm Huenstein,
*Geo H Look,
East Eighteenth street, has taken the subject in
"In conclusion," said Mr. Palmer, "it is with
*James H Sturdevant.
F H Moore (takes two *G W Darby,
hand, with a view to securing co-operation in the great diffid.ence that I appear before the public,' and
*D ~h\f;:?;
~ :afi~coed,
:~%~fa!i~~eler
enterprise. Mr. Palmer is a gentleman of considera- only do so from the fact that I feel a crying need of
G B Purdy.
C A Freeman,
A VIncent,
•E Van Buskirk,
J L De ens,
J C Stevens
ble property in real estate, and was formerly presi- a new human religion, and with the hope that the
John M Pert,
*Mrs B T H Wilson,
Wm Edwards,
D D Lake (hopes to send John P Meakin,
Mrs Silas Hill.
dent of the Society of the Religion of Humanity. times are right for a greater cohesion and organizaD W Smith,
Hugh Dalrymple
In eight shares),
F S Raf. (takes two Robert Guuther,
*0 E Erickson, '
It is not, however, in the interests of that body that tion among Liberal thinking people."
*M ~~a~ggck,
~~~~~l~ll~~'ck,
*1le:cs caw~~~ier (tour l}.e wishes the erection of a temple of Freethought,
Calvin Howard,
A B Plkard,
shares)
lloses Kunselman,
J M Ordwn.v,
Dwt~llt Warren,
but in the interest of all shades of opinion which recAbbot and Comstock.
ognize science as their creed and the advancement
*}g~~sif~&~t
f~~~a~Uf~fr~'
~aYm ~~f~=~·
John G Reichel,
A Boughtou,
J W Scott.
The times have passed when" a great man's memof humanity as the highest religious object. In an
John James Reuscher, *Frederick Gardner,
Byron Boardman,
C B Tucker,
*G C Fink,
F C Bush,
interview Mr. Palmer expressed to a Herald repre- ory may outliv him half a year." Consequently it
W F Freeman,
Isaac Tharpe,
*Geo E Hartly,
Geor~e Hendee,
Gear~ Palmer,
Isu.ac S Bennett,
sentativ his views upon this topic at length. He is necessary to apprise readers that Mr. Francis El; ~ J~~t~,s~J?·
:~a~'Grer::~~n,
-~~ ~~~~g~e,
thinks that .a building of the kind contemplated lingwood Abbot was once the President of the N ai; t };~~kner. MD,
nr~~~ti•,
·:a~ tfi'~:berlaln,
could by proper management be made to pay divi- tiona! Liberal League, was, in fact, its first President,
~! W"aJ~~;,MD,
·~eJor~~r~~~cilngton,
~~ fi1~~~~8~,
dends. Merely as a business speculation, therefore, was its author, finisher, and getter-up, and the
G Z Flagler,
J Thomas Kennedy,
Sam T Moore,
it might be accomplished by any enterprising capital- League is working to-day under the Constitution unA Ed Harlem,
J B Mayo,
R A Hardee,
*"f'f.lti;ly:
;I~~~f'Wb~yle,
Mrs Susu.n Reichter,
ist. Mr. Palmer, however, perft;Jrs that it should not amended and unaltered, which he wrote.·
In that Constitution he wisely provided, among
Amos Knapp,
*E Peterson,
~~t~f::Opson,
be a private investment, but one in which all Liber8
other things, that one of the specific objects of the
·t~Y:s~'r,
~~·!nf:~lf;~:
~~~~e 1¥Wriaan,
als,
according
to
their
means,
may
take
stock,
with
*Annie Laura Sailor.
Ira Smith,
Thea Andrews,
the same satisfaction that church-members find in League would be, " To defend through the courts,
H sK!~~~l~' MD (two *~ ~ ~~l~g~; MD,
~~s~c~"ltan:ard,
securing convenient quarters for their respectiv or- by the combined efforts and means of the Liberals of
*A Bennett Hough,
*Elder Albert Lomas,
c R Dwight,
~t..x_hg~e~~~~~·
"U ft~nunneds~!D,
R R Hall, MD,
ganizations.
Mr. Palmer would even prefer that the the country, any American citizen whose equal relig8
J M Rounds,
=~~:~!~~ Fisher,
R Ch1.wson,
stock should be taken up chiefly in small subscrip. ious or moral rights are denied, or who is oppressed
~e~ i1'a~~ber,
J':;lfn ~!fi:'e'it,
~'fi'~~~~~[i,,
tionA, say of $25, so that the proprietary interest may on account of any opinions he may hav held or ex*Frank Wells,
Mrs T S Old
P A Smith,
be diffused as widely as possible. Of course there pressed on the subject of religion or morals."
-~~:al~b~~~h,
~~h8·b~~~=~riend,
:~~~~::;~:
In spite of that provision in his own Constitution,
must be a few subscriptions running up into the
:~dlWa~i MD,
~d~a~m~n,
~~ /,.';~;~r.an,
written
by his own hand, when Comstock arose he
thousands, but this does not seem difficult to Mr.
•L0~~J~hns~~rr,
if. b~gd'lileld,
~::::~~PB'b\':~~~·
Palmer. He remarked that the real difficulty con- aided him in the prosecution of the editors. For
!1,';,o~ 1~fr':,~·
*¥h~~~~;~.:;· MD,
•~n~!~~;rwood,
sists in the fact that the Liberals hav now no cohe- this desertion of Liberalism, this backing down from
H Crum,
W L Weaver,
•George Geer,
1
0
sion and do not even know each other by name. his own platform of principles, the League members
!~:~~~t~u:
~~':lt~~ {[D,
•~ j. We :~~·ad,
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mals to steal. It is really not wrong for the lower tures are not responsible f~?r . it. On many topics,
animals to slay each other. If these things among such as the entrance of eVllmto the universe, and
men are not sins against God and wrong primarily reasonings on it, they hav not gratified sinful curiosbecause forbidden by him, then argue as you will, ity. It is enough that it is here in our own warld
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Thirteenth Letter. horrible as the state of human kind would be, they and they offer a remedy. I do not know the origin
are not wrong, but merely not expedient, for men to of sin in the universe-I cannot reason about itMR. D. M. BENNETT, .Dear Sir: It is plain that do likewise.
·
but I kno.w it is here and I want to escape it. I
you are either not disposed or not sufficiently unbiAgain, is fornication wrong? Eliminate the ban know God says it is not in him, and that the death
ased to give my presentation of things justice. of the Almighty against it, and it is right and nat- of the sinner is not pleasure to him, and I bow in
Still, on the whole, I think your last letter is perhaps ural, and marriage is a farce. Clean and upright a humility as I consider becomes finite ignorance, and
as fair and strong a review as your side can offer. I man as I believe Col. Ingersoll to be in his family cry, " 'Such knowledge is too wonderful for me; it
will examine it, then, a little more in detail than I relations, but once admit that his views and princi- is high; I cannot attain unto it.'"
have some other letters.
In your prefatory remarks you say, "A God who
The scriptures do not teach that God is the author pies as to the existence and attributes of the deity
are
true,
and
his
morality
is
not
praiseworthy,
but
has
the power to cause happiness to be the rule in
of sin, but declare the contrary, and it is sin which is
the author of the pain, wretchedness, sickness, suffer- merely an eccentricity. Fornication, adultery, incest, the world must have the nature and cruelty of an
ing, and unhappiness which blight this present world. cannot be proved to be wrong, unless solely for the incarnate fiend to inaugurate boundless grief, anDo you believe there is such a thing as sin? that man reason that God forbids, and consequently has made guish, and pain, and to continue the means to make
them perpetual. He is either not all-powerful, or
is possessed of a spiritual and moral nature which them so.
The consciousnes.s of sin against God is, however, he is not aU-good." In the first place, God did not
the brute has not, and which raises him above the
lower animals ? Do you believe, rather can you too firmly implanted in human nature to be ever inaugurate such an awful state of things as you picdeny, that there is to a greater or less degree a per- eradicated by any speciousness of argument or to ture. He did, however, permit sin to enter, which
verseness in every man that inclines him to always need argument to uphold it. The most degraded was the forerunner and cause of it. Your objection,
fall below his own standard of right ? Do you not of savages ever discovered in the wilds of Africa or then, established on riglit premises, would be that a
believe tliat there are thoughts and actions commit- the brush of Australia, and the highest type of God having the power to prevent the entrance of sin
ted which defile the moral being of man in the same civilized man, feel and acknowledge this universal in the world by absolute force, or being able to
way that physical filth defiles his outward person, taint of sin against a power higher than themselves compel men by sovereign power to believe in Jesus
so that even I or you may be in the presence of and to which they are responsible. And you know Christ (since. according to scripture that is the only
some of our own species and feel that as compared that every man is daily doing things which his mind way of escape), after sin has entered, is a fiend if he
with them we are degraded and unworthy of rank- tells him is wrong, and for which he condenms him- does not do it. Do you not think that if you had infinite wisdom and infinite love, too, you might have
ing beside them, even that our presence is almost self for doing even while in the act.
It is therefore not only irrational to deny that man considered that, having created man perfect, with
profanity before them? And if this is true of us, of
any one, as compared with finite human beings, what is a sinner against infinite purity, holiness, and power to remain so absolutely, and having warned
must the difference be between man and his crea- omnipotence, but is equally as irrational to cavil at him of the consequences of disobedience, you might
tor, a finite sinner and infinite purity! Of cou~se, the punishment meted out by his offended justice. consider it wiser to leave it to the man to earn his
the finite cannot injure or degrade the infinite, any It is not a pleasant subject to contemplate, and the own happiness ?-to show obedience from love and
more than the moonbeam can be polluted by the dung- everlasting perdition of an immortal soul is as awful not from coercion ? In the judgment of perfect
hill on which it may fall. But there can be such an and terrible a thing to me as it is to you-aye, far and infallible beings may not the former be adored
offense as sin against the infinite, an infinite but in- more so. But I did not create hell, and cannot as the wiser and more merciful course, even though
corporeal person, and an offense which may seem abolish it; and since the Almighty_has said that it it is mysterious to us? And as to the latter alternamore directly, as murder, to be a sin against man,· is is the fit doom of impenitent sinners, madly intent tive, after sin has entered the world would you wish
really a greater sin against the infinite who made the on rejecting his offers of mercy, "What am I that I to be forced to believe in Christ? If by a train of
man. The greater, the nobler the person against should reply against the Lord? Shall not the judge providential circumstances you should be convicted
whom it is committed, the greater the sin. You ad- of the whole earth do right?" Rest assured, how- of s!n, and should feel upon you a moral force commit this in your actions. Let your dog come frisk- ever, that there will not be a hair-weight of punish- pellmg you to pray to Jesus Christ in terror 0f soul,
ing with welcoming familiarity on your return after ment fall on any soul beyond what it has deserved would you not resist it? You say such a God is
a long absence, repel him rudely, and while you may in the judgment of infinite wisdom, justice, and e~ther not all-powerful er he is not aU-good. But
feel sorry for your harshness you do not apologize to mercy. God did not create hell, I might observe his all-goodness may prevent him from using his
the dog. Rebuff an intimate friend in the same here, for man, but for the devil and his angels, all-powerfulness to esteem sin lightly and pass it
manner and you realize it is a greater offense· al- according to the scriptures, and the same divine over without punishment, or it may have made it
though you have not injured him, you have, ~s it word is ever careful to distinguish that it is God mor~ pleasing to him to use his all-powerfulness in
were, sinned against him, and you do not feel at rest who prepared the vessels of mercy to reach heaven, ma~~g the man absoh~tely upright. and capable of
until you have done all you can to remedy it. Nay, but it is men themselves who fit themselves for resistmg every temptatiOn, and leavmg him to what
further, you recognize a practical difference in the destruction. .And to the principles of that final h~ chose, in other w.ords, moral obedience might please
greatness of offen.ses again.st ~our fellow-men; you judgment who can object? "The revelation of the him better than mexorably necessitated conduct.
grade them accordmg to their differences of intellect- righteous judgment of God, who will render to Such might be used in keeping the sun in its orbit, or
ual and moral perceptions. A man of fine culture, both every man according to his deeds; to them who by the ~a.rthest off star fro~ losing itself in space, but to
of intellect and heart, would be deeply insulted by patient continuance in well-doing seek for glory and a. Spll'ltual and moral bemg a different and more glothat which the vulgar ignorance of another would fail honor and immortality, eternal life; but unto them no us opportunity was given. Consider what Adam
to consider derogatory, and which would be received that are contentious and do not obey the truth, but would have gaiLed for himself and his race had he
with placid indifference or often assent. Offer some obey unrighteousness, indignation, and wrath, tribu- remained sinless-how inexcusable it was for him to
insult to the former and you would feel yourself lation and anguish upon every soul of man thatdoeth sin-and God may after all have been (as he was)
guilty and make reparation and apology; offer it to evil; of the Jew first [on account of his greater priv- all-powerful and aU-good in leaving him to his own
the latter and you have no such consciousness of guilt. ileges], and also of the Gentile; but glory, honor, choice . .And even a man may believe the question of
Again, say a man commits theft, he injures the per- and peace to every man that worketh good; to the human happi~es~ or human suff~ring, immensely imson from whom he stole, but he does not injure the J ew first, and also to the Gentile, for there is no ~orta~t as It I~, IS not the most Important considera. in the day twn m the umverse. If the question of vivisection
government of the country in which he dwells. Yet respect of persons with God
the latter punishes the offender for the offense as be- when God shall judge the secrets of men by Jesus were before us, and I were to insist that in absolutely no case should a lower ' animal be sacing against it, andyou acknowledge the justice of Christ" (Roni. ii).
A sin against Ged, if we could realize it in its rificed for a higher; or if to save the life of a human
the action. Can you not extend the principle further
along the same line, and to what is an infinitely truer awful character, is the most hideous and terrible being in a sinking boat it were necessary to fling a
thing, it is a sin against the divine government, a re- thing in the universe. Suppose one of yonder shin- dog overboard; or if it were necessary to shut a
bellion against the infinite source of all government ing orbs should suddenly rebound from its orbit and drove of fast horses in a burning stable to prevent
~nd all ~ight? These are, I grant you, very homeiy "run lawless through the sky," would you be sur- their madly trampling to death a multitude of guests
IllustratiOns, yet they are such as we all appreciate prised that some awful catastrophe occurred, either escaping from an adjoining hotel, I fancy you would
and. ?f which .we l~ve in .the daily practical rec- the wrecking of the star itself, or the return of its not consider the lower animals at too high a value.
ogm~wn. But I~ stnct reality there ~s no such thing whole system of suns, or even the universe, to chaos? In the same way, questions of human suffering, and
as sm, except It be an offense agamst the divine Why? Because the inexorable laws which, under even, let me say with bated breath, eternal sufferbeing. He is the sole source of right; all that is God, control the universe, would be overturned, and in!S, are questions of minor importance compared
contrary to him is wrong; all disobedience to his nothing but the omnipotent creator himself could With the sovereignty of God. In winding up the
commands, all indifference to him, all disbelief prevent the destruction of the universe. As the paragraph you say, "If he made the devil with the
of his existence in thought or word or deed is swerving of a planet from its orbit, as the overturn- full knowledge of all the wrongs he would commit,
sin against him. He is the foundation of govern- ing of natural law in the material universe, so is sin and all that the same devil would cause others to
ment. What makes right, what makes wrong? Are in the moral world. The harmony of creation was commit, he is infinitely worse than the devil and
there any standards ? Is adultery wrong ? Is mur- destroyed, and for sin to be permitted without con- those he dupes." Now God did not make him a devil
der wr~ng? Is theft wrong? Is lying wrong? Is dign punishment would be similar to a universe although he undoubtedly knew all things that h~
oppressiOn wrong? Who says so ? Man, society without law-chaos in either case-one moral, the would become and commit. .Now let me ask you, do
the majority? But what right have they to decide? other material. In the case of sin, one of two you suppose it godlike that God should cease to do
If there is no such thing as sin against the infinite alternatives must happen-God must abdicate and his righteous will for fear of the consequence?
per~on, for we see infinite mi~d an~ infinite J?OWer the infinite become powerless to govern the world he In other words, if God chose to make angels and
behind and beyond the material umverse, whwh is created, or the sin must be punished. In a court ef Adam on moral probation because he knew they
a~s~ .apart from it, then the bl~ckest teachings of justice, the prisoner is not allowed to decree his would fall, was he to cease doing what pleased him?
mhilism are eternal truths, there IS no sin, there is no punishment. Should the sinner be allowed to estiYou argue in defense of the relevance of you~ last
right or wrong; individual man's sole standard is mate the extent of his guilt and define its punish- letter that the God of the Bible "was noted for
(and he is foolish if he does not use the privilege) his ment? Or is God the proper judge? And if to anger, jealousy, revenge, and cruelty, and if we are
own untrammeled will, his o:wn pleasure. There is save men God is willing to accept the sacrifice of his to believe he still rules over the affairs of this world
no such thing as right or wrong apart from the exist- own Son, surely men should not only be satisfied but he is still actuated by the same cruel, revengeful
ence and nature of an infinite deity, who, from the be beyond measure grateful.
and merciless motives." In a scriptural sense Jeho~
fact of being the creator of the universe and all it
And now I will take up some prefatm~y remarks v~h is the jealous God; in fact in one place he names
comprehends, has the sole right to command and which you make, after obsarving that the scriptures himself Jealous. I do not know that this is necespunish.. r:t;he idea of natural rig~t or wrong apart repel as blasphemy the thought that God is the au- ~arily an ~vil attribute, especially sin.ce. his jealousy
from him IS mere folly. Tell me, IS adultery or in- thor of sin, or created man for the purpose of damn- IS the entirely reasonable one of claimmg all religcest wrong among human beings? If you incline to ing him. They utterly reject such a thought, and any ious adoration being limited to him as the only true
~h~ affirmative, prove it to me. I defy you to prove reasoning that leads to such a conclusion is bias- God ~nd not being also paid to stones, idols, crosses,
It, If you overlook the fact that the infinite God has phemous perversion. I have read among Christian etc., m~ended to represent him, or imaginary deities,
interdicted it, and that for this sole reason it is writers the same unhallowed conclusions, and I dare or the sun, moon, or stars, the woods, or the waters
wrong and a sin against him. It is not wrong .among not trust myself to utter in words my utter loathing his handiwork. What is the proof of your othe;
the lower animals; it is not wrong for the lower ani- and abhorrence of such a thought. Bnt the scrip- charges? I suppose you will admit that as far as
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rules for practical life, for government and for' SO<)ial can· be destroyed or changed into nonentity, we can
conduct, the laws of Moses, as they are called, if partially understand that matter is eternal and a part
carried. out by any nation, would make their country of the universe."
an Eden. Of course I do not include the sacrifices,
Before noticing how utterly it disagrees with the
religious ceremonies, and instructions as to the wor- conclusions to which the facts asserted ·by even
ship of Jehovah. Some of these rules I quoted in a Infidel scientists inevitably lead, let me say
letter or two back. I am safe in saying you find no that the Bible ·nowhere teaches that matter was
fault with these. Your proof of the charges you spoken into being six thousand years ago. You say
make, then, are confined to certain commands of J e- of matter that it "has ever acted 'in obedience to its
hovah.in regard to the slaughter of {lertain nations, o~n_inherent; eternal laws." Let us hastily reincluding little children. Inasmuch as these latter VIew the career of matter. If we accompany the
were miserable sinners deserving the judgment of geologist through his marvelous journey, he brings
Jehovah, I cannot see that he was worthy of that us to a period whim· there was absolutely"no life
abhorrence you express for him. It was a severe upon the glowing mass of the earth and then leaves
punishment, but inasmuch as I feel that I myself am us. The cheniist then breaks the crystals up into
of myself worthy of the same, that it would be jus- their original elements, and behind this there could
tice to have taken my life for my disobedience and not possibly havE) been any changes. Here, I say,
hatred in years past, I cannot. admit that you have upon authority that cannot be contradicted, and the
proved your accusation. Neither you nor I know all truth· of my remarks cannot be disproved-here
the circumstances. If we did, and judged them I say, was the beginning of matter, and for the ages
rightly, we should probably wonder at the forbear- of eternity there was no matter in existence. You
ance which spared them so long. But why did he cannot truthfully escape this conclusion. You reply,
slay infantR? . Well, perhaps to save them from be- "It is difficult to think of a time when space was
coming the same hardened wretches their parents without a particle of matter in it and remained so
were. Inasmuch as they were taken to heaven I can- for decillions of age~." I say, here is the proof that
not but believe it was a merciful deliverance. ·
.it was so. For you affirm, _and truthfully, that from
You continue: "We see that sickness, pain,. want its commencement matter "ever acted according to
hunger, misery, and all the other evils stalk ove; its o'wn inherent laws." But chemical analysis brings
th~ earth and your God of infinite power scarcely us to a period and shows us a condition behind which
ra1ses a finger to stop them. Innocence may~ suffer, there was no change nor action. There is only one
~eauty may la?gmsh, age may groan in agony, conclusion-matter did not exist before that time.
mfancy may swken, matrons and maidens may For if it existed it would ;have changed according to
constantly suffer, millions may perish of starva- its iuhereJ?.t· fo.rces; and as there was no previous
tion; famine, pestilence, and death may stalk over change .to this primordial condition, it did not, as I
the ~arth without his making a single motion to have said, exist. Prof. Winchell says: "This condistay It all. The arm of despotic power may strike .tion of matter is necessarily primordial. As matter
down the helpless, robbers may despoil the needy, could .not :haV(jl remained in such a condition-as, in
pirates may plunder and kill unfortunate voyagers, fact, it did not remain in such a condition-the mithe strong hand of the assassin may murder the 'reer of matter must have had a commencement. Its
defenselells, widows and orphans may groan in hun- evolutions a~·e .not from eternity. As its earliest exger and destitution, but your God never interferes istence involves an evanescent· condition, the existnor shows a scintilla of pity or mercy. He has not ence qf matter haq a commencement. It began to
the time nor the inclination to attend to the needy ex~st onlywhep. it began to change." While not
and defenseless, he is too much occupied to clothe believing myself all that the learned scientist quoted
the naked, to feed the hungry, to strengthen the above teaches on other matters, the above is too posweak, to comfort the sorrowing, to strike down the itively proved to be. overturned. No, sir, matter is
oppressor and lift up the prostrate." In one sense not eternal, but created intime; scientists can trace
this may be perhaps a caricature of the appearances it to. the beginning of its existence, and your asserof things, although thousands upon thousands could tion that.·" matter is a part of the infinite," that it
relate to you instances of deliverance from every kind ever existed in space, etc., is hopelessly untenable.
of suffering in answer, as they believe, to prayers
In your answer to the inquiry. as to what is the
directed to the God of the Bible. But if your re- theological idea of the infinite you display certainly
marks have anyweight at all theybearjust as heavily little candor or exactness. You define it to be "that
against the God of Thomas Paine and all the teach- he is an imaginary big thing in the form of a man
ing which the "Age of Reason" ,contains as to a God who has a throne somewhere above our clouds, with
of mercy, love, etc. And did it not occur to you his son sitting at his right hand, a multitude of angels
that you were expo&ing yourself to the reply courteous surrounding him, with a full orchestra of harpists
when you wrote of your idea of a God: "My idea of playing eternally before him, with 124,000 persons
the God of this glorious old universe is immensely dressed in white constantly bowing before his throne,
above that horrid Jewish monstrosity who is gov- ever crying, 'Holy, holy, art thou, Lord, God of
erned by passion, anger, revenge, malice, cruelty, heaven and earth." What an utterly unpardonable
vindictiveness, mercilessness, and spite. My God is burlesque of truth! Where is there any minister or
guilty of none of these base things, and has made no any private Christian who believes any such concephell to burn his creatures in and no devil to punish tion-that God is in the form of a man? To be sure
them under the fiery waves. My God is so much Jesus Christ is man in the heavens, being now there
greater and grander than yours that I would not ex- in a glorified body, but as, to the scene you present,
change for all the gold and diamonds in existence; it is but a flippant caricature,. the result of deplorable
Your God is a small, man-made affair, while mine is ignorance if you are honest, or contemptible trifling
the boundless universe itself, including all matter arid if you are not. You continue: "That old Jewish
all force.'' It seems to me that this " boundless book tells us that its God has parts and organs. It
universe, including all matter and all foroe," is speaks of his head, his face, his eyes, his nose or
entirely careless of the sorrows and OJ?pressions nostrils, his tongue," etc. Who but an Infidel could be
that happen on earth. Surely if there IS no sin caught by such a bait, or suppose that because there is
against your God, if he could create, make, or evolve such language as that "the Lord hides his face from
human beings, he might hear the cries of human the children of Israel," it is meant that he has a face
sorrow, might have created, made; or evolved a race like a man? etc. What utter surrender of reason
to whom pain and suffering were unknown. And and common sense ! You talk in this very letter of
· inasmuch as you do not know what future he has in dismissing the " myths of the ages of en-or to the
store when this life is over, I fail to see that after all gulf of forgetfulness," therefore forgetfulness is a
you have all the mercy, love, etc., in your idea of a physical reality, it has a gulf, it must be composed
·
·
of land and water-this is on a par with your reaGod.
In regard to the putting to death of the Midianites soning.
I a!ll weary of noticing such quibbles-founded on
I have shown you that the language does not necessarily have the construction you and others have put the wilful blindness of mistaking such a common
upon it, and that that construction is contrary to the figure of speech as personification for a literal
express and positive commands of Jehovah in regard account. I need not remind you, however, at this
to such matters. You somewhat ungraciously grant day all natives of oriental countries are fond of this
the possibility of mine being the right interpretation. figure, and use it constantly. You know it, and I
It is, I consider, mere prejudice that supposes any judge you also know that no believer in the Bible
other.
· ever made the ridiculous blunder of taking them litJn your paragraphs about the infinite there are erally.
I am weary of noticing, as I hav said, all the errosome remarks with which I can agree, but there are
others that are lamentably unscientific. After re- neous statements made in your letters, and consecounting some things which " we can imagine" or quently allow many of them to pass unchallenged.
"think," you say: "It is going but a step farther to 'l'hus what you call the "little, miserable, broken,
imagine that space has ever been occupied by matter mountainous country called Palestine," had in Volin some form much as it is now. It is difficult to ney's time (and now), according to his statement, all
think of a time when space was without a particle of the capabilities and natural advantages to become in
matter in it and remained so for decillions of ages, the hands of proper care the most fertile spot of all the
until less than six thousand years ago, some being earth. It has, as no other one country in the whole
having spoken it into existence. That is simply one world has, the climate known to every part of the
of the crudest vagaries of mythology, or theology, as world, and produces vegetables and fruits which to
you prefer. It is reasonable to suppose tl:J.at so bring together elsewhere would need every country to
long as space has existed this something has ever be searched. "The crude, restless, warlike, semi-baracted in obedience to its own inherent, eternal laws. barons nation of Arabs," as you contemptuously
As it is found that not an atom of matter can be style the Jews, have been the people who have been,
brought into existence from nonentity, nor an atom .in God's hands, a blessing to all' other nations, for to
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them originally the oracles of God were committed,
and all civilization, ·happiness, and goodness was
wafted over. the world from this spot.
In attempting to eradicate from man's heart the
belief in, love of, and obedience to God, you take
from them'the corner-stone, which is the foundation of
the whole 'structure of truth, and which alone makes
life worth living. This is very ingenuously and
conclusively proven in Mr. Mallock's popular
work, "Is Life Worth Living?" the last three chap.
ters of which are, however, sadly marred by his bias
toward the papacy. The other chapters are,
however, beyond refutation. Take away from me
my trust in God, and my existence is a mockery and
a curse. There is nothing can fully satisfy my heart
but God; family, wealth, fame, pleasure, kind deeds,
all eventually lose their attraction and fail to satisfy
the· cravings of my soul. Every honest and unselfish man must realize the feelings of John Stuart
Mill, one of the purest of Atheists, " From the
winter of 1821," he says in his "Autobiography,"
"when I first read Bentham, . .
I had what
might truly be called an object in life-to be a
reformer of the world. . . . I endeavored to
pick up as many flowers as I could by the way; but
as a serious and permanent personal satisfaction to
rest upon, my whole reliance was placed on this."
I think these words describe your position and hope
very exactly, and I have read the same idea from
several writers in THE TRUTH SEEKER, especially
Mrs. Elmina D. Slenker. But mark, he continues:
"But the time came when I awakened from this as
from a dream.
It occurred to me to put
the question directly to myself: 'Suppose that all
your objects in life were realized, that all the changes
in institutions and opinions which you were looking
forward to could be completely effected in this very
instant, would these be a very great joy and happiness to you? And an irrepressible self-consciousness distinctly answered, No.' At this my heart sank
within me, the whole foundation on which my life
was constructed fell down.
The end had
ceased to charm, and how could there ever again be
any interest in the means? I seemed to have
nothing left to live for.'' And he adds afterward,
commenting upon it: "The destiny of mankind was
ever in my thoughts, and could not be separated
from my own. I felt that a flaw in my life must be
a flaw in life itself, and that the question was
whether if the reformers of society and government
could succeed in their objects, and every person in
the community were free and in a state of physical
comfort, the pleasures of life being no longer kept
up by struggles and privation, would cease to be
pleasures. And I felt that unless I could see some
better hope than this for human happiness in general
my dejection must continue.'' Solemn, but truthful,
words these, which describe in uninspired language
the condition of those who are comprehended in the
pithy sentence of revelation, "without hope and
without God in the world."
But I am extending this letter to a tiresome
length. There are a few things in your concluding
remarks that I hope to take up in my next reply.
Faithfully yours,
G. M. ~LA.m.
League Notes.
A member of the Lookout Liberal League of
Mitchell and Jewell counties, Kansas, writes us that
the 29th of January was remembered by them, and
an address on the general life and character of
Thomas Paine, by H. Hersey, of Cawker City, was
attentivly listened to by a small but appreciativ audience on Sunday at 11 o'clock.
The winter there, as elsewhere, has been rather
severe ·and sickness prevailing to some extent
throughout the district has prevented them from
meeting as often and regularly as they could hav
wished. But the germ of Liberalism has not frozen
out and as spring approaches animation will probabl~ return, and they will be able to sing, " Revive us
Again!"
In the report he says: "We hav experi.encecJ some
difficulty in gett~ng the d~ors. of our varwus s~hool
houses in the different distncts opened to Liberal
lectures, and always hav to obtain the consent of the
school board for that purpose; but strange to say,
when an orthodox minister comes along neither the
keys of St. Peter nor the public authorities are demanded; the doors voluntarily swing back on their
hinges. However, we hav a lecturer, one of our
charter members, Mr. E. Gard, whose able and pro- .
found eloquence always ~ttracts atten~ion and despite
Christian prejudice and mfluence. His addresses are
invariably listened to by full houses." So much for
mental liberty.
~-----.~------

To blurt out our opinions at all times and in all
places, regardless ?f surroundin&'s and possib~e consequences is certamly most selfish and unwise, but
when app~aled to for our private judgment or opinion, why should 'Ye li~ about i~ either b! suppression
or evasion? It IS disheartemng to thmk how common this sort of cowardly and thoughtless dishonesty
is, and how evil and pervasiv in its consequences.
-Exchange.
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factors in·existence, of all the conditions that have an~ children to suffer ~nd starve . i~ consequence.
ever arisen, with the full knowledge of what the re- Thmk. for a mome~t of the .exqulBlte agony that
sult of everything would be countless years before wretched and-vanquished warriOrs have suffered on
he made it, he cannot possibly escape the criminality ~he fi~ld of battle, their famishe~ and bleeding bodOur Fourteenth Letter to Mr. Jlair.
of all the evils that exist. It is in vain for you to Ies _lymg h~l.pless and fo~saken m the burning sun
liR. G. M. MAIR, .JJear Sir: I must withhold from say that God. is not the author of sin, is not the or ~n the bitmg~fr?st until death ended their misery.
this the praise accorded you in my last letter for author of .the devil, as such. If he is the author of Thmk of the millions that have died in captivity a
your discretion in not attempting the defense of your all existences, and if he made everything with the prey to the most foul and loathsome diseases arisi~g
God. In your last your defense is not a happy one, tendencies and dispositions which they exhibit, and from hardship, exposure, suffering, and starvation
and it seems more and more proved that the less that he knew just how every thing would act, he is abso- Think of the vast amount of human blood that ha~
is said in defense of your God, and the less apolo- lutely the author of all the evil in existence to-day, been shed upon the battle-fields of the world-think
gies made for him, the better for his reputation. The and it is utter twaddle, special pleading, and silly how it has flowed in rivers-how the earth has again
and again for thousands of times been saturated with
conduct attributed to him will not bear examination, falsehdod to try to make the opposite appear.
and is of such a character that the less said of it the
I may repeat myself, but the sophisms and ab- this life-fluid, and how enough of human blood has
better.
surdities of theology have been so oft repeated that been shed in war to make an ocean of large dimensions, far more than enough to float all the boats and
I must admit to you that I regard your apologies their falsehoods cannot be too frequently exposed,
and arguments as decidedly lame and inconclusive. nor be too utterly denom:'wed. It is in vain for you ships ever built, and the God you love' has looked
I cannot think our readers will have any difficulty in to say that sin has done all this evil we find in the smili~gly upon it all. He has even deli~hted in it,
ordermg many wars to be waged among his children
perceiving how weak is the cause you attempt to de- world, but that God is not the author of sin. If he did stirring
up their passions to sanguinary conflicts'
fend, how little of truth it. really has to rest upon, not want sin to exist, why did he get up his creatures
calling
himself
" the Lord of Hosts," " the God of
and what a bundle of absurdities and falsehoods in such a way that he knew they would sin the first
your entire system is. Mter reading over what you thing they did? If he did not want a devil, why Battles," "the God of War," and all that sort of
are able to say in defense of your system, it seems a did he create a being with the disposition to rebel thing, and even his son seemed a friend of the sword
marvel that a sensible person like yourself can really and become a devil, and whom he knew would do for he- commanded his disciples to procure one each'
believe it. More i.han once has the question arisen in just as he did do? You cannot escape this only even if they had to sell their garments to procure it~
my mind, Does Mr. Mair really believe in the ab- common-sense conclusion that if sin and a devil Oh ! what a God ! How fond of blood and carnage!
surdities he preaches?
do exist, the author of all things, possessing all How fond of human suffering and misery I
Millions of human beings have been mangled and
In fact your letter seems more like a pious sermon foreknowledge, is the author of both of them. And
than sou:i:J.d argument. With its defects, however, I if any one deserves to go to hell because of their devoured by wild beasts, torn by wolves, and depresume it is better than three-fourths of the sermons existence, or for the harm they have produced, he is voured by vulture~, wh.ich G?d had made, knowing
that emanate from the sixty thousand pulpits all over the very person that ought to burn. It will be the they would treat his children m that way. Think of
the aggregate of human agony which has thus been
the country. When I think of the aggregate of un- grossest injustice if it is not so.
If you construct a huge machine, which you know produced ! Think of the immense numbers who
proved assumptions, illogical pretensions, and improbable nonsense that every Sunday are belched has the power to crush and kill every person who have been bitten and poisoned by venomous serforth from all the pulpits in our land I grieve for comes near it to operate it or to look at it, and you pents, adders, reptiles, poisonous insects of numerous
the mischief of the priesthood and the credulity and know that that result cannot be avoided, you are kinds, all made by this same God, with the full
stupidity of the masses.
guilty of taking every life thus destroyed; you are a knowledge of the human lives they would destroy
In your attempt to apologize for God's placing mis- murderer of the most criminal character. If a rail- and the human s\lffering they would cause ! Oh,
ery in the world you try to make it appear that he is not road company constructs a bridge in such an imper- what a God to love and adore ! What an object to
the author of sin, the devil, and all the ills that exist. feet manner that they know that the first heavy worship!
Millions of human beings in the name of this God,
But that will not do; according to your own creed he is train that passes over the bridge will inevitably
the author of the authors of them and with the full crush it and fall through and the two hundred and by those who pretended to be his servants, have
and p8rfect knowledge that sin and misery would be persons on board be dashed to death in the ravine been dragged to prisons, to inquisitions, and to dunthe result of his experiments. If he did not want one hundred and fifty feet below, that company and geons, where they have eked out miserable days
sin and misery in the world, why are they here? If those bridge builders would be guilty of the murder weeks, months, and years, and this God has neve;
he did not want them, why did he create the very of every person so destroyed, and no jury could interfered to save them from such a terrible fate·
agencies which he knew would produce them? Why escap~ that decision. . And that is just what your while other millions have been tortured with racks'
did he create an angel of light which he knew would God IS doing. He is millions of times worse than pulleys,. and wheels, th~ir joi_nts have been pulled
rebel against him and produce evil and misery incon- all the trap-bridge builders and the infernal machine apart With these godly mventwns, their bones have
ceivable? Why did he create man and woman when makers that ever existed. He made man at first with been broken inch by inch, their feet have been
he positively knew they would go to the bad the very all his ignorance, all his incentives, all his evil inclina- crushed with iro~ boots, their ears cropped, their
first step they took and that their offspring would sin tions, all his propensities, with the positive knowledge eyes put out, therr noses cut off or smashed level
against him forever?
of the course he would take; he set the trap he knew wit~ the face, their tongues pulled out by the roots
Why did he make that snake and give him the would catch his creatures; he made the devil to lure their flesh fl:lled with slivers o_f. pitch and they
power of speech when he knew just as well as that them into the trap, knowing he would surely do the burnt to their very stumps; b01lmg oil has been
he himself existed that that snake would ruin the luring, and then he. turns around and pretends to be poured into· their ears, their finger and toe-nails
man and woman, and drag them and their offspring very mad or angry because his imperfect creatures fall have been pulled out with pincers, they have been
into eternal crime and suffering? If he made the into the trap he set for them, and he decides to burn hung up by their heels, by their thumbs, and with
snake and made man and woman with the full knowl- them in hell for it. for countless millions of years. their arms behind them; their mouths have been
edge of the wrongs they would commit, he was just as Oh, what a horrible doctrine ! What a fearful filled with huge gags and blocks of wood for days
guilty as though he had planned the whole matter of God! What a monstrous system of religion! What tog_ether,. heavy w~ights have been placed upon
making sin and crime and compelled the results to be a stupid or criminal set of ninnies who stand up and tberr bodies, rende~mg breathin~ almo.st impossible,
just as they were. If he made the factors, knowing all defend such a m0nstrous falsehood and pretend to and slowly and pamfully .crushmg therr lives away·
the time what the results would be, he was just as love such a God and claim to think it would be an and millions of these most m:llortunate wretches'
culpable as though he had decreed that things should eternity of joy passed in his presence I Let me after enduring these terrible and almost inconceiv~
be JUSt as bad as they are. There is no difference at give you notice now that I do not wish to be able tortures, have been dragged to beheading-blocks
all. If he produced the conditions which he knew counted in that select company. I could not love ~o scaffolds and to stakes, when their miserable ex~
would cause etP.rnal wretchedness on the part of nor respect such a God, and I would not wish to 1Btences have ended by their heads being severed
countless millions, it was just as bad in him then to pass a moment in his presence. I should much from their bodies, their being hung and strangled
go ahead in h_is project as though he wished the re- prefer the devil, and believe him far the better of by ropes, or slowly burnt to cinders and ashes
by the cruel fire, which was still more merciful than
11ult to be as drreful as it is. He either wished things the two.
to. be as ~ad as they are. or he had not the power to . The God whom you imagine you believe in, accord- your Go~ who caused a_ll this, and then promises to
prevent It, turn and twist and dodge all you will. mg to theology, has for six thousand years been tak- burn their poor souls m 'hell for endless millions of
And in either case he is such a monstrosity or such ing life under the most cruel and relentless circum- years-forever and forever I All this has been done
an imbecile as no sensible person ought to respect.
stances. He has caused the death of hundreds of m the. name of your God and his illegitimate son
If your God is opposed to the devil, if he does not millions of aged people midst such pain and agony and neither of them has ever been known to interlike th~ way .he is de.coying and enticing men and as would seem sufficient to touch the heart of a pose in a single instance to save one of these Ullforwomen mto sm and misery, why does he not stop it? stone, and still he is never moved by pity, and never tunate wretches from their awful fate. Not once
If he does not like the way things are going in his lifts a finger to prevent this suffering. Countless have they shown aught else but acquiescence and
world, why don't he change the programme? If he millions of men and women in the prime of life hav approval. . What heartless, unfeeling monstrosities !
does. n~t like. t.he devil and the way in which he is been removed from the stage of action, and under What horrible gods to love and worship I
Hundreds of millions of young men and women
consi~mng z~:nlhons to utt~r wretchedness and pain, the infliction of such sickness and suffering as are
even if he did not make him for a devil in the first painful to contemplate. They have been stricken in the morning of life, in their very youth, when vigor
plac~, why_ don't he destroy him now and put an end down with pestilence and disease, they have been and hopes were buoyant, have been stricken down by
to his horrible career? If he created the devil at first prostrated for days, weeks, and months in the direst the heavy hand of disease, and after severe and
is he unable to uncreate him now? As Gerald Massei agony until death finally came to their relea€e, while painful sickness the cold hand of death has been
arid many others have earnestly inquired, "Why don t millions have died by_ famine and slow starvation. laid upon th'em and they taken from the field of
God kill the devil" and thus end all the terrible mis- Just think of the aggregate of suffering that has us~fulne~s and from the domain <?f hope and expecchief he is continually doing? He either don't want been endured by this class-think how they have tatiOn With the purpose of their lives unfulfilled
to kill him or he can't; nor can you wriggle out of that. famished for the want of a mouthful of food, and and the promise of existence broken. It is the God
If he don't want to kill the devil nor stop his evil how they have prayed and groaned for it, but it was of theology that bas done this, regardless of the rework, he is just as bad as the devil is, and even not vouchsafed to them. 'l'his God of yours sat se- gret of these untimely departures, and the grief of
worse. If he does want to end his career of worse renely and composedly a little way above the tops friends at the loss. He has done it with the same
than infamy, he is powerless to overcome him and of the trees, looking down without pity upon those apparent remorselessness as that with which a hawk
no longer ought to be worshiped. The devil is the suffering mortals, whom he could relieve as easily as pounces upon and devours a chicken. Oh, what a God!
more respectable of the two, and he is the one we he could turn over his hand, but would not do it.
Hundreds of millionu of little children and innoought to pay our adorations to, if to either.
He was more than willing they should suffer and die, cent babes of tenderest years, without an opporIf God did not want affairs in this world to get all and burn in hell forever afterward. Oh l what tunity of making any returns for having been born into
snarled up the way they are, it only remains that he a God I
the world, with no record made, no matured life
did not know how things would come out, or he had
Hundreds of millions have died upon the battle- enjoy~d, ~o ch~nce afforded th~m for doing a little
not the power to prevent it. I must repeat that the field, at the hands of their fellow-men. Waro10lubs, ~ood m life-hke tender buds mpped by the biting
existence of endless unhappineliJB and suffering is a spears, javelins, engines, swords, pikes, poisoned aru frost-have been snatched by the hand of· death
clear proof that he is unable to prevent them or has rowsJ cross-guns, muskets, bayonets, rifles, cannon, and serving little purpose save the endurance of a mass of
not the disposition to do so; it is a disproof of every conceivable implement of destruction have acute suffering, leaving an aching, painful void in the
his omniscience or his omnipotence, or both. This been brought into service for the purpose of slaying hearts of fond and hopeful parents, a sundering of
cannot be effectually disputed; so long as it is claimed the human race, causing suffering and death, and the fondest ties known to the human heart, a relentthat the God of theology is the author of all the leaving millions upon millions of helpless mothers less exhibition of cruelty without a compensation of
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any kind. Yes, vast numbers of little innocents, not tures. and then decreed another class to occupy it; or
yet able to speak their mother's .name, and to do lit- that he is not able to carry out his original plan as
tle more than give the smile of r~cognition, have to the wretches who should people hell. It will
been seized by the hand of death without the slight. not do to claim that he knew countless ages before
est regard for the yearnings of affection and 'love; he made hell that billions of his children of the humillions upon millions of mothers have in pain and man species were to occupy it, and still that he did
anguish brought their little ones only to sicken, to not make it for them. It adds nothing to his good char.
of a day, with no acter to deny that he created it for men and women,
Perish, and die, like tne· flower
·
G od It
· is, ac- but claim that he prepared it for the devil and his
compensation f or a11 t h e1r suff ermg.
.
Ch
·
·
d
h
k
cord mg to the
nst1an Cree , w o hath ta en every angels, equally beings of his own ereation. If he
life that has been taken for all these thousands of made it for one set of his creatures, it showed.J'ust
years. Every aged person dies by his hand; every as much mercilessness and hardness of heart as if he
man and woman
who dies in mature life and . does had made it for another set,· be.sides, as it seems to
·
not reach the autumn of existence, is taken away be extensive enough to hold all of his creattlr€s, devby him; every stalwart young man, every charming ils, and men, and as hehas decreed nearly all of them
young woman, every robust youth, every smiling to occupy it, it is very fair to conclude that he meant
maiden, every child; every infant, every dimpled it for all. If he cannot accomplish his purposes he
babe whose life is cut short, is taken away by him. is not much of a god.
He, according to the Chistian belief, takes all this
So, in the matter of raising hell among his subjects,
h0peful life, and fills with unnecessary grief and sor- he may be said to far outdo all the other gods that
row every heart of man, woman, and child ! There anybody knows anything about. You may well prois not one that has not it& own sorrow and unhappi- fess " utter loathing and abhorrence of such a
· 1 thought;" but what are you going to do about it?
ness.I Oh
. , what a G od I W hat a tak er of life.
y. our God, according to your own theory, is resposi·
I
Wh at a torturer .
·
C
·
.As d ark and as hornble
as you hristians pamt ble for everything that has taken J;>lace, and every
your devil, your God is infinitely worse ! He has evil that exists, and there is no use m your pretendmade all the conditions for evil, he causes all the ing to be shocked at it. If you will believe in such
unhappiness, he induces all the suffering, he causes a God, you must accept all that belongs to him.
,all the death. He takes life in every instance, while You had better look the shocking evil square in the
the devil has never taken a life. .As powerful as he face and be reconciled to it as a part of your" beauis to thwart and defeat his maker, as influential as tiful," "heavenly" system.
he is to draw the whole world into his service, there · You profess to be very much shocked because I
is no proof that he has ever attempted to take the dwelt briefly upon the Bible idea, the Jewish idea,
life of man, woman, or child. There is no proof and the Christian idea that Yahweh has a body, and
that he has ever tried to injure man or woman in parts and organs. You ask, "Who but an Infidel
any way. He never deprived them of their property could be caught by such a bait?" and exclaim,
nor endeavored to cheat them out of what was justly "What utter surrender of reason and common
theirs. He has been defamed by being called a sense!" I am compelled to think your absurdity has
great liar, he bas even been called the "father of no bounds. If the Bible teaches anything, it is the
liars," but this is only base slander, without a parti- anthropomorphism of Yahweh, and nine-tenths of
ole of proof to rest upon. There is no proof that the Christians I have met with believe that he has
he ever told a single .lie. The one laid to him while the parts and organs of a man. In the very first
he was a. snake was no lie at all. He simply cor- chapter of the Bible we are told that " God created
rected a misrepresention which God had made to man in his own image." .If thi!l means anything, it
.Adam, when he told him that on the day that he ate means that God had a.n image, a form, with parts and
of that wonderful fruit he would surely die. The organs similar to those he gave man. .And this is
devil assured Eve that she would not die, but that proved true by the Christian theory further on, for
her eyes would be opened. This proved strictly true. when he cohabited with the little Jewish maiden he
They did not die on the day they ate the fruit, but begot a son with parts and organs the same as ordilived over nine hundred years after. So the devil nary men. If the father was without form or image,
told the truth and it was God who did .the fibbing.
without body, parts, and organs, the son would also
' In the Job-tormenting business they seem to have necessarily be without body, parts, and organs. .As
been equal partners. They entered into a regular the infinite is immeasurably superior to the finite
contract, and the way they treated that poor old he must of necessity have so far superceded woman as
man was a shame to both. But ever since that to have decided the character ard shape of the young
time the devil. has shown himself the fast frien'd to god. He being the absolute parent and Mary simthe human race God has ever tried to hold the race ply furnishing the mold, the offspring, according to
in ignorance, while the devil has given them a fond- the theory, must be held to look like and be like the
ness for investigation and inquiry. He has brought father. So, if the son is anthropomorphic, you have
out all the great inventions which have done so no right to deny that the father is anthropomorphic,
much to help the world, if the words of Christians just because it destroys the idea of infinity.
can be taken on the subject. They have said he was
Why, the idea of the anthropomorphism of God
the inventor and teacher of the greatest of all arts, runs all through the Bible, and I am astonished that
printing, which has done so much to spread knowl- you should pretend to be sb,oeked because I refer to
edge over the world. The invention of steam it. I am very sure that the writers of the Bible beapplied to machinery has been attributed to him, lieved that God had parts and organs, and that fully
and so of nearly all mechanical inventions. It does nine-tenths of those who believe the Bible to-day think
not appear that his eternal opponent was ever the the same. If he has no parts or organs, the most egreauthor of one. Even your Presbyterian brethren of gious impositions and falsehoods have been palmed
Scotland used to denounce the fanning-mill as au in- off upon those who hav accepted the book as true.
vention of the devil. The wind thus produced for Those writers had no idea that a nondescript nothing
cleaning their oats and beans they called "the or something without body and organs could see,
devil's wind." .And even within my own memory hear, talk, and perform deeds of all )duds. How
friction matches, now so generally used in all parts could a being see without eyes, hear without ears,
of the civilized world, were called an invention of the speak without tongue, walk without feet and legs,
devil, and. in consequence for many years they were strike without arms, lead without hands, and all the
called Lucifer matches in honor of Lucifer, the rest of it?
devil. In like manner, education, science, and art have
.Among the early interviews which .Abraham had
been attributed to the devil by Christians, and thus with God was the one in the plains of Mamre, when
upon their authority he has been man's best friend. he appeared in the form of a man. .Abraham invited
As a matter of justice I will ask you to point out a him and his two companions into his tent, where
single instance where he has been guilty of a mean, they washed their feet and ate of fresh meat just
ungentlemanly action. Do you know of his trying killed and cooked, cakes, butter, milk, etc. God and
to hurt any one's character? Did he ever commit Abraham talked together some time about the wicked
adultery ? Did he ever turn over all the little girls people of Sod om, etc. Now if God had not body and
of a massacred nation to gratify the brutal lusts of parts, a great imposition was played upon .Abraham,
soldiers and murderers ? Did he ever attempt to or the story is all a lie. If God has not body and
seduce a young girl, to overshadow her, and then parts, it is a falsehood ~bout Jacob ~rest~ing_ with
cause the cruel death of the resultant offspring? Did him a good share of a mght and gettmg h1s h1p put
he ever get mad and curse? Did he ever get angry, out of joint in the contest. If God has not body
or show that he was fickle, revengeful, and malicious? and parts, it is all a lie about God placing Moses
According to your own theory it will have to be in the cleft of a rock, covering him with his hand
decided that he has been a patient, charitable, well- while he passed by, thus preventing Moses from seedisposed being, though he has been maligned, elan- ing his face, but showing him his back parts after he
dared, and abused more than any other being who had passed. It is very clear that if he had back
has had an existence. Compared with his opponent parts, which Moses saw, he had front parts and other
he is long-suffering, genial, good-natured, merciful, parts constituting a body. He must have had body
and benificent. I hardly need tell you that I do not and parts, or the story about Moses, Aaron, N adab,
believe that such personalities as Yahweh or the Abihu, and the seventy elders of Israel going up on
devil have an existence, but if I must accept either of a mountain and seeing the God of Israel, and that
these imaginary characters as a companion or as a his feet stood upon paved work of sapphire stone, is
being to love and worship I will take Lucifer every all a falsehood.
time.
If the Jewish God had not body and organs, it was
You say, "God did not create hell for man, but simply the grossest falsehood for the parts of his
for the devil and his angels." This will hardly do. body to be mentioned in scores upon scores of places
Do not make such a blundering ninny of your God as -every time tha~ his face, J:Iis eyes, h_is e~rs, h~s
to claim that he raised hell for one class of his orea- nose, his mouth, h1s tongue, hlB breath, h1~ voice, h1s
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arms, his hands, his body, his loins, his legs his feet,
and his back parts are spoken of are falsehoods and
delusions. When there is such an array of proof in
~he Bible that its God had body and parts it is quite
Improper for you to become 80 indignant at my presuming to allude to th,e matter, simply using the authority which the Bible affords.
N ·h
d
e1t her shoul
you accuse m,e of .burlesquing be·
cause t e punters inserted 2 in place of 4 in giving
the number of redeemed worshipers. It should have
b een 144, 000· mstead
·
of 124,000, a difference of just
20,000. In Rev. xiv you will .find this number
·
· h a1lusions also to the band of harpists
giVen,
Wit
·
·
smgmg bef ore the throne, and the beasts and elders.
In chapter iv more is given of the vision of the
throne, with one upon it like a jasper or sardinestone, with a rainbow in sight, and very strange
beasts full of eyes, and four and twenty elders in
whit~ raiment. If possibly I got the heavenly picture a trifle mixed, 1t cannot .be said, at all events,
that he that sitteth ·upon the throne "is no sardine."
I
· t · cannot be denied that as time progresses the
or1gmal, crude ideas of God are attempted to ·be
superceded by those more spiritual and refined, and
you exhibit this tendency. Instead of a local finite
being with body and parts you would have it that he
is the infinite. When he walked in the Garden of
Eden in the cool of the day and wished to see how
his young pair were progressing he seemed totally
oblivious as to what thev. had done or where they were.
He was under the necessity of calling for them before
he could find them, and it was not till he saw the
aprons upon them that he had the slightest suspicion
of the mischief they had been into. This was a crude
idea of the omniscience of an infinite God. His finite
power and knowledge, his ignorance, is portrayed
m the account of his being under the necessity of
"coming down" and making personal observation as
to the wickedness of the people of Sodom. He had
heard reports of it, but he had to come down ana
see for himself _before he could know with certainty.
It was probably similar when he "came down to see
the city and the tower which the children of men had
builded." Now it is thought that God by a glance
can see everything on the earth, but in those early
times it was necessary to " come down " and make
personal inspection in order to know how it was. lt
was similar when he wished to know whether .Abraham would obey orders and offer up his son Isaac.
With his infinite knowledge he seemed incapable of
telling without putting the old man to an absolute
test. He is getting more knowing nowadays and can
tell anything" in a flash." Yes, God is improving
in his omnipotence, his omniscience, and his infinity.
But you cannot escape the fact that the Bible teaches
h1s anthropomorphism.
You are mistaken when you say I ungraciously
grant that Yahweh did not give the young orphan
girls of Midian to the Israelites for concubines. I
only temporarily made the concession to get your
opinion as to whether it was right to massacre the
men, to put the women and male children to death in
cold blood, to commit wholesale robbery, and to turn
the little girls over to slavery. You dodge the
question, so I must go back to the original Bible
position that when Moses spoke for Yahweh of the
women-children "keep alive for yourselves," he
meant that they might make concubines of them;
There is no other sensible conclusion to come to.
.And I must repeat that the whole affair was one of
the most monstrous crimes ever committed at the
command of a God, and I cannot honor the man
who will defend it or approve of it. There is not
the slightest proof that the Midianites were any
more sinful than other nations, even the Jews themselves, and to butcher and persecute them in that
manner was most terrible and merciless.
You ask if I believe there is such a thing as sin.
I answer no, not in the sense you do. You believe
sin to be an offense of a finite being against an infinite being. As I do not believe in an infinite being
nor in the possibility of a finite having the ability
to injure the infinite, I cannot believe as you
do on the subject of sin. I believe that crime and
wrong exist in the world, and that men are guilty of
them. Lying, theft, robbery, murder, arson, adultery, etc., etc., are wrong, not because man thereby
injures the infinite, but his fellow-man. Man can injure. his fellow-beings and himsel~, but . not ~he
infimte, and therefore he cannot sm agamst h1m.
He can only sin against those he can iniure. The
infinite God and the infinite devil are beyond his
reach.
As regards the fertility of the valleys of Palestine,
I am willing to admit that they once bore fair crops.
Probably Volney was right in his desc~iptiou; but
if every word was true that does not disprove that
the country was only forty miles wide and one
hundred and forty long. It is little more than half
the size of the state of Vermont and something of
such a mountainous country. Half of its surface is
abrupt mountains and hills. In its palmiest days,
soon after Yahweh gave it to Abraham, Isaac, and
Jacob it signally failed, for several years, to produce
bread'stuffs for its inhabitants, and had it not been
for the heathen land of Egypt Jacob and his seventy
(Continued on page 332.)J
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g[~anslations.

twenty terrible years for the beautiful moment of ·
my death; that I die without sorrow; that I do not
tremble before the Judge of the dead. But can my
petition not be granted, then I beg to wait until my
A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave.
VIII.-The Rainbow.
last hour, when the eucharist and extreme unction
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH may be administered.'
TEXT.-And the bow shall be in the cloud, and i will look
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
"He said this with such heartfelt, entreating upon it, that I may remember the-everlasting covenant between
voice that I without hesitation gave my word to in- God and every living oreature of all flesh that is upon the
CHAPTER V.
tercede for him. Among others I thereby involun- earth.-Genesis i:x, 16.
" One day," so related our abbe, "I received the tarily expressed the thought that it were a duty to
order to go into the hospital of the Bagno to prepare honor the wishes of the dying, a_nd were he an A theThe destructiv torrents had ceased to fall, the
an old galley-slave for death. The physicians had ist, he should not be brought into heaven against his windows of heaven were stopped; and the waters had
given up all hope to save him, so also had the clergy will.
-returned from off· the earth. The ark with Noah
of the hospital. The latter found in the gray sinn&
"~You are a clergyman? • said he. 'Your mild- {lnd his precious cargo rested upon Mount Ararat.
a heretic, who absolutely would not be converted. ness pleases me more than all the admonitions of
A world has passed away!
I, at that time, was considered a learned man. The your predecessors. You giv me rest, and make me
The utter desolation which Noah and his family
captain of the galley, :Mr. Delaubin, seemed to master of- my most precious hours, the last ones. beheld when he removed the covering from the ark,
e·steem this slave, and as he knew me personally, he To a man like you, full of toleration, compassion, and the '3ense of loneliness they experienced, may be
entreated me to care for the salvation of the soul of and understanding, the gratitude of even a galley- imagined. No pen can describe them. ·
tae hardened sinner. As little as I felt inclined to slave may not be disagreeable.'
After yet a long time, the Almighty, who in the
lead an apostate back into the bosom of the church,
"I gave him to understand that I wished to be press of other business engagements had in the mean
yet I consented. My curiosity bad been aroused able to do more for his consolation, and that it de- time neglected the material preserved in the Ark for
because it was generally asserted that this heretic served no thanks not to trouble him with theological a fresh start, suddenly addressed Noah with that
was completely possessed by the devil, worse than speculations, if they were against his inclinations. same familiarity which had characterized his personal
Calvin, and confounded the most skilled heathen- I dropped these remarks in order to draw out this intercourBe with the inhabitants of the earth before
converters. .
odd man still more. He looked at me with an ex- the flood, saying, " Go forth of the Ark, thou and
"I went. Odd enough, thought I to myself on pression of astonishment, and exclaimed after a thy wife and thy sons and thy sons' wives with thee.
the way, and could not refrain from laughing; one pause, 'Dear sir, you are an extraordinary man ! '
Bring forth with thee every living thing that is with
Freethinker shall here convert the other. Had the
"'Extraordinary?' said I, 'I find nothing extra- thee, of all flesh, both of fowl and of cattle, and of
pious captain of the galley known me better he ordinary in the fulfilment of the highest duties of every creeping thing that creepeth upon the earth,
would not hav insisted so. But so we carry on sad every man.'
that they may breed abundantly in the earth and be
mummery in life. No one of all mortals, even if he
"'Even in that consists the extraordinary,' said he'. fruitful and multiply upon the earth.''
were the wisest and most virtuous, has courage
"I demanded of him to explain himself more
Noah obeyed until he g-ot ashore, when he recalled
enough to go through life without a mask.
fully. He seemed to hesitate, and asked with timid- the old love of the Almighty for the savor of bm·ning
"I was led into the room of the sick galley-slave. ity if I would not be angry if he would speak frank- flesh, and seizing upon a specimen of "every clean
There he sat, wrapped in an old cloak, with his face ly. I assured him that it would please me very beast, and of every clean fowl, offered burnt offerturned toward the open window, in the full sun- much. Thereupon he said:
ings on the altar.''
shine, as if to warm himself in it, and, at the same
" 'Dear sir, if the common man does his duty, he
How in the name of common sense he could detime, enjoy the pleasant view into the open air. He verily does not deserve to be praised. But the man stroy one of every beast and fowl he had brought
turned his head toward me. I shall not forget this whom rank and dignity elevate above his fellow- with him into the ark, and yet make no interference
pale, saintly face as long as I liv. Here was not the men, hardening his heart and paralyzing his judg~ with the Lord's command that every beast and fowl
gloomy, staring look of the common criminal, or the ment, deserves admiration if he remains unpreju- should be fruitful and multiply, when Noah had emshameless audacity of confirmed vice, and the dull diced and true to human nature. Therefore should barked only a single pair of each kind, is one of
remorse and dejection of punished but not improved we in born kings praise every virtue; in the soldier, those discrepancies which we are not called upon to
wickedness; no, it was the calmness of an unembar- sympathy for suffering; in the lawyer, justice; in explain. Possibly the injunction to multiply had
rassed, pure soul, the goodness of innocence, which the clergyman, respect for different opinions.'
been obeyed in ·advance in the ark. If that were so,
"I did not think that I ought to take offense at Noah might hav made his burnt offerings without
spoke out of those large, beautiful eyes. The countenance ·of the unfortunate, affected by every kind this judgment, expressed by an old galley-slave. any serious interference with animal propagation ;
of weather and bleached by sickness, had, as much And yet that man, through this and all else that he but he must also hav had a more disagreeably interas it was the countenance of a sufferer, nevertheless spoke, became more important to me. I penetrated eating time during his sojourn in the ark than has
something noble and winning in all its features. In him further. I was fortunate enough to gain his ever yet been supposed.
the neck of the closely-shaven head a few gray hairs confidence. I learned that in his youth he had deNoah had not miscalculated the Lord's weakwere yet visible, which to the head, even the head voted himself to the study of the sciences, and had ness, for when he made the burnt offerings the
of a criminal, lent a venerable aspect. Enough, I been led away from them to the galley-bench. Lord smelled the sweet savor and was overcome with
was at this sight strangely affected. So I had not Whatever his crime might hav been, he had atoned delightful sensations to that extent that he said to
expected to find this man.
severely enough therefor. But, as much as curiosity himself in his heart, "I will not again curse the
"I approached him. 'Pardon me,' said he, 'I can burned in me, I thought it my duty to spare to the ground any more for man's sake." He even promnot show you my respects. You see my feet there unfortunate the memory of his transgressions, in the ised that while the earth remained, day and night
stretched upon that straw cushion. They are al• last moments of a sorrowful existence.
should not cease. That, however, was an easy
ready swollen up to my knees.' I stepped up to him
"My conversation seemed to hav been agreeable promis to keep, since it could not be broken without
and asked him his name. He called himself Ala- to him. He begged me humbly to repeat my visit. the manufacture of a second sun to take turn about
montada, named to me his birthplace, and at the 'I am not worthy of this favor,' said he, 'but your with the other, thus producing continuous day; or
same time, that he, in the prime of his years, had kind heart beats for the miserable; Even the slave else by the destruction of the one we hav, thus cansbeen condemned to the galley, and had served out is still a man and your brother. I am a disgraced ing contin.u?us n~ght.
.
~
his punishment within half a year. He had then one, and without property. Before my ri~ht arm
l~ecogmzmg his own short men;wry an.d vamllatmg
been a galley-slave for nearly twenty-nine years.
was shot off I could sometimes write. The leaves habits, the Lord then put the ram bow m the clouds
'"Well for thee,' said I to him; 'then thou upon which
hav written my lamentations, under as a token of his covenant with the earth that flesh
wilt soon be at liberty, thou wilt see again thy tears, hav been been left in my possession. These shou~d not be ?ut off any more by a flood. And he
home, and can~;t the rest of thy days liv like an hon- leaves I will bequeath to you as a legacy. Perhaps prdamed that It should ?ome to pass that when he
est man.'
they will becm:p.e dear to you.'
brought a cloud over the eart~, the bow should be
"'I shall not again see my home ! ' said he, with
"I complied with his wishes. I visited him daily. seen and he would re.member his cov~nant.
.
quivering voice, 'l hav no home in this world-they Our conversation soon turned to the loftiest objects
From tha~ day until the present ti~e the bow IS
hav robbed me of it. I long for the quiet land of of humanity. 0 you beloved ones! this despised often seen. m the .clouds, and the faithful devot~e
the grave. I know it well, death is more friendly one soon raised himself before me to the rank of the consoles himself with the thought that never agam
with me than life. He will now not tarry so long as most venerable mortals, He whom I was to con- will the world be submerged. He has the more comhe lias thus far tarried.'
vert from his errors converted' me. His wisdom be- forting reflection that it will be burned, and that the
".So talked the slave. I admit that the ge11eral came in the nights ~f life my guiding star. His vir- so.uls of th?se _who in life. were not of his opinion
dignity, the select language, and the soft voice, so tue sanctified me again. I never left the divine will l:mrn With It eternally m an unquenchable ~re.
full of significance, touched me just as much as it slave without being improved, and in the solitude of
It IS easy to make ~ common-s~nse explanatwn of
embarrassed me. Everything convinced me that my room I noted down the conversations which we t~e passages from which. the text IS selected. At t.he
this one, cast out of human society, was none of the had held. Come, I impart to you Alamontada's con- time when they were written, th~ nature of the ramcommon kind of galley-slaves; that he formerly, at versations. Thus I honor his memory in the most bow was unknown am?ng the Ignorant people to
least, must hav enjoyed a good education, the marks beautiful manner. What you hav heard from me so whom ~~ey we~e pub~Ished as th~ word of G.od.
of which he had faithfully preserved, even in the so- far consider as an introduction to all. The condition SuperstitlOn attributed It to a spemal act of deity,
ciety of outcasts, wherein he had spent almost the of your souls is the same that I brought with me to and ~astern ~magin~tio~ gave the superstition that
half of his life.
the dying slave. What he at that time spoke to poetw. renderu:~g whwh IS reduced to common. place
" 'Believest thou also,' I continued, 'believesL me consider it as if spoken to you.''
.
p:ose m c;:tenesis. I~ was a phenonenon, an~ the poet
thou also, Alamontada, that thou wilt not liv to see
With these words Abbe Dillon arose. We walked pictured It as the evidence of a covenant With God.
thy freedom?'
in silence along the shore of the lake. The sun sank
Kn~wing as we do t~e causes which produce rai~- "'I at least hope,' he answered, 'that death will down, and shadows crept over the earth. Roderick bows I~ c~o';lds, the Bible story, except as a poetic
free me from the burden of my days before the law and I were gloomy. Dillon had broken the slender fan~y, IS rid~cul.ous. As well. say .t~at. the transforfrees me from these chains.'
reed upon which our spirit, thus far, had still leaned, matwn of ):rust mto snow had Its origm m a co':'enant
"'And thou canst really think with such great in order not to perish in the pangs of anxious doubts. and n~ver occurred before the .flood. As the ram?ow
tranquillity of death? Hast thou so •used the time We tottered without support, and clung tightly to effect Is produce~ by ~ separatwn of ~he rays of hght
of thy punishment that thou canst hope to be fully Dillon's lofty, firm spirit like. feeble children to from the sun, to Imagm that none exrsted before the
reconciled to the Judge of the living? Behold, Ala- their father.
'
·
flood is to assert that there were no clouds then, or
montada, Captain Delaubin has much compassion
When we had come into the abbe's room and that the sun's rays were incapable of being separated.
for thee. He believes himself that t?ou wi!t nu~- the candles had been lighted, he drew forth 'from Ther~ is no r:eason to doubt that what can be done
ber only a ~ew more days.. I come,, m reality, _m- under his papers a note-book. We seated ourselvs, now m the Simplest manner, by the merest tyro in
duced by him, to see thee, m orderand Dillon read.
optics, could hav been done before the flood· and no
"~lamontada interrupted me. 'The g:ace of our 1
[To BE coNTINUED.]
greater nonsense wa~ ever seriously promulg~ted than
captam moves me deeply; also your philanthropy,·
the idea that the rambow, caused by the separation
dear sir, I honor. But I pray you most humbly to
MRs. A. H. CoLBY AND MRs. 0. K. SMITH will at- of the sun's rays as they pass through a cloud under
entreat my lord to send no more clergymen, but to tend the yearly meeting at Waterloo, N. Y., June certain natural conditions, was never observed by
grant to my hours the cons.olation of solitude. Shall 4th and 5th, en route for the East. Parties wishing people who lived before the flood.
a_nd must ~ then be deprived eyen
this consola- their services along the route will please address
A little intelligent co.ntemplation of this rainbow
twn? If It can serve your satisfactiOn, I declare Mrs. ·Colby or Mrs. Smith, 123 West Eagle street, story in Genesis by any one of a candid mind will
once more, that I hav been prepared these three and Buffalo, N. Y.
2t21
tumble another nursery idol from its pedestal.
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Sankey, New York was blessed with a visitation
Jrom Varley. I am afraid, however, that he did not
make much headway there, and was not so successful ~s'his fellow-revival~sts over here. This worthy
presided the other evemng at a butchers' tea-meeting in. Spurgeon's ·tabernacle~ and mad~ a speech
deplormg the unregenerated condition of the unconverted butchers at Smithfield market. He was naturally anxious that they should be made to see the
error of their ways, and stated that in the event of
the good butchers taking the law into their own
hands by knocking down a bad butcher who used
profane language, or gambled or drank, he would
wUlingly pay the fine which would be imposed by
the m•gistrate for the assault. This little incident
will giv you some idea of this truly holy man's
character. You can easily see how his righteous
anger would be aroused by a wicked man like
Charles Bradlaugh, who does not believe in beating
conviction into the heads of his opponents.
Mr. Bradlaugh has yet another difficulty to encounter before he takes his sea't. He will not be
allowed to take the oath quietly, but will · be opposed by two or three champions of the church,· one
of whom belongs to a family drawing one of the
perpetual pensions which Mr. Bradlaugh wishes to
hav abolished.
I presume you saw a report of the action for libel,
brought by the Rev. Brewin Grant against the proprietor of a provincial newspaper for passing strictures on a discussion in which he took a share. The
parson is a very meek and. modest man. He stated
in court that he "knew more about the Christian
religion. than any other man living," and that he
had engaged in public discussion with every Infidel
of ;note in this country, in every case completely
defeating them. It may be that he has greater
knowledge of the subject than any one else, for he
never makes use of it, but carefully stores it up,
thinking, no doubt, that if hdmparts it to others, he
will lose it himself. He invariably uses the customary Christian and most tellin&' argument, viz.,
abuse; and on this particular occasiOn the editor of
the paper said in his report that he did not think
CYCLOPS GOES FOR TIMOTHY.
To the Religious Editor of Truth: The letter of" Timothy'' this course was very convincing.
I see by a daily paper that the missionaries hav
in to-day's Truth proves "Timothy" to be a dangerous
scoundrel. Such creatures as he brought untold misery upon been busy again in the South Sea Islands. Two
the human race. Too stupid to think logically, and too brutal nativs, trained to "the good· work" by the Amerito tolerate another man's opinion beside tlieirs, they hav
.tyrannized and persecuted the best of mankind for centru;ies ; can Mission Society, were sent to Tapituca with
but, fortunately, their reign is over. Science has disposeil of instructions to convert the unbelievers there as
their idiotical phantasmagories about "hell" and" heaven.'" speedily as possible. They .at once commenced
"God" and "soul," and the acknowledgment of tht:l equal1ty operations in a very business-like manner~ They
of all men and women in regard to the freedoni of thinkii:ig instituted capital punishment, and decreed Sabbathfor themselvs has made superfluous a gang of obnoxious, lazy breaking a penal offense. Mter persuading the
loafers called-" priests" and "ministers," who used to domi- inhabitants to giv up all arms in their possession,
nate over the empires of the earth, but whose occupation is
nowadays only one of sneaking, croaking hypocrits and they proceeded to equip their converts with bowieknives, and instructed them to fall upon their pagan
swindlers.
·
I think any Freethinker compares favorably with that flat- brethren on a certain night and extirpate them.
headed, brainless fool, "Timothy," as far as tolerance and The Christian Tapitucans executed their orders to
charlty toward others are concerned. He is a more dangerous the letter and made a slaughter of 314 men, women,
criminal than the thugs and hoodlums he desires to " cut off"
-indeed, he ought to be locked up for safe-keeping. Not Free- and children. This is a very simple plan for extirthinking, not Matarialism, or philosophy hav produced crime, pating heresy and Infidelity, and if it had not
but Christianity, since eighteen hundred years has tolerated, already been tried in past times in Europe and
has made it possible, that criminals, prostitutes~ and Infidels America, inight be commended to the consideration
could grow up among us. Every thief, every prostitute, every of the various societies for propagating the gospel.
murderer in this and other Christian countries was raised by
During the past week the newspapers hav been
Christian parents; and in Spain and Italy, where the church
was dominant over the state up to 1868, more crimes are very busy respecting the late Earl of Beaconsfield.
committed than anywhere else. If "Timothy" were not a They, most of them, bearing in mind the old adage,
scoundrel, he would hav tried arguments instead of abuse. In "Speak nothing but geod of the dead," hav forgotmy opinion, the religious views of T1'Uth are sound, and its ten to be honest, and those which abused him
Sunday sermons are doiug more good to the community than
all the howling hypocrits from their pulpits can ever be ex- roundly while living hav now discovered that the
country has lost a most inestimable treasure. One
pected to do.
CYCLOPS.
of the Tory organs says that not only England but
I shake hands with you.
Europe has sustained a most· irreparable loss. This
is doubtless true, though perhaps not in the way the
Our London Correspondence.
writer intends it. There are some losses which are
The champion of Freethought has again proved positiv gains, as no doubt you hav thought when
victorious, having been elected as a fit and proper rep- you hav lost a severe cold, for instance. That the
resentativ of the independent electors of Northamp- deceased was a remarkable man may be readily
ton, and altnough the majority he secured was not admitted; but that his was an example worthy of
numerically large, it was quite sufficient to giv his being followed, is open to question. He has been
friends a sense of elation at his success in triumphing well described as an unprincipled adventurer. His
over the narrow-minded bigots who so strenuously only object in life was self-aggrandizment, and he
opposed him. His bitterest foes were of course con- let nothing stand in the way of his ambition. He
nected with the religious party, who as usual with was eminently successful in throwing dust in the
them in like cases stooped to the basest means of eyes of the members of his party, and the more he
prejudicing the minds of others against him. Of snubbed them the meeker they became, and, eventcourse they lied plentifully, as they always hav done ually, he was looked up to as a god by the brainless
from the second century to the present time when portion of the community, and now that their idol is
they hav had any particular end to gain; but in this broken, they are in sore distress. The country
instance they rather overdid it, and so to a great ex- would hav been some millions of money better off
tent defeated the purpose they had in view. Mr. had he died ten years ago. During his career he
Farley, "the converted butcher," who stated his in- did all the mischief he possibly could, and it was
tention of opposing Mr. Bradlaugh at the hustings, certainly not his fault he did not do more. At the
very wisely refrained from being nominated, or per- same time it cannot be denied he did some good
haps he could find no one to propose him, or back things during his p~litical career, not, however, behim with the necessary sinews of war. He there- cause they were good or beneficial 'to others, but
fore contented himself with writing scurrilous and that they answered his purpose.
That professional philanthropist, the Earl of
maudlin llamphlets, and flooding the town with
them. Of course his chiefpoint was that Mr. Brad- Shaftesbury, addressed a meeting at the east end of
laugh was an enemy of God, and as God was not London tlle other day, and congratulated his hearers
able to help himself Mr. Varley entered the lists as upon the triumph the Lord had had in securing a
his champion, but even with this very valuable as- majority against the measure brought forward last
sistance the Atheist obtained the victory. I dare year in favor of opening the museums and picture
say you know something of this pious individual, galleries on S11nday; but as it gets smaller every
(he styles himself an "Evangelist") as when we year, he fears, unless strenuc:ms efforts are made, the
were favored with the ministrations of Moody and ungodly will triumph when it is again introduced,
As samples of the sprightly correspondence which
often appears in the valiant daily Truth, we giv the
following:
PURIFICATION BY PERSECUTION.
To the Infidel Editor of 'l''I'Uth: Your ignorant and dastardly article on Immortality will not be noticed by the Rev.
Dr, whom you' so grossly insulted. I am a theological student,
and having some leisure moments which cannot be better employed than in castigating such conceited ignoramuses as you
show yourself to be every time you open your sinful and blaspheming mouth upon sacred subjects, I will proceed to show
you how simple your nonsensical drivel is to educated and
refined people.
With thlil blackguard bravado of a drooling idiot you assert
that the existence of· the soul cannot be proved. Well, you
cannot prove any axiom. We know we hav a soul, we feel it
throbbing in our veins. Our Professor of Mental Philosophy
proves it to an absolute demonstration. Don't Elijah's appearing to Saul prove it? Don't the resurrection of Lazarus
and Christ Jesus prove it? Don't the suffering of the good
and the non-punishment of the evil in this life prove there
must be an after life for rewards and retributions'( You better read up Plato on immortality.
To do away with the belief in heaven.and hell, .you claim
would make this world a paradise. And you repeat the threadbare story of some isolated cases where murderers hav apparently repented, and, on the gallows, rejoiced in the forgivness
of their sins. But, you well know, the vast majority of murderers are Atheists or Materialists. Show me the thief who
believes there is a God. Show me the libertine who believes
there is a hell. Show me the suicide who believes there is a
heaven, and show me the prostitute who believes.in the Bible
or ever attended Sabbath school. Such things as you, and the
illiterate rabble who worship you, furaish all the criminals who
infest society.
When we students ponder over these things, we ca.nnot
wonder at nor condemn the erstwhile so-called persecutions.
That was tha only way to purify society, and the time i~
coming when the earth will again be renovated in like manner.
The slums, the thugs, the hoodlums, the saloon\.keepers, and all
grades of Infidels must be cut off. The Lord calls them cumberers of the ground ; and he has deputed Christians to
clean Jais threshing-floor. And they do not go to heaven, as
you remark, for our God has said they may call but he will
not hear; he will laugh at their calamity and mock when their
fear comes.
TIMOTHY.
And the word of the Lord is sure.
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so he urged all workingmen to get up memorials
and protest against what he terms "the proposed
desecration of the Sabbath," and to pray as hard as
ever they can ~·for God's blessing on their efforts."
What a peculiar opinion this poor man must ha,v of
his deity ! He seems to fancy that he possesses
very little power, and that they must all hang
~ogether to r~sist ~he.enemy. I suppose, as he goes
m for preachmg himself, and rather likes it, he has
a fellow feeling for the members of the craft, and
would be very sorry to see so large and wealthy a
trades uniolil broken up. But his feeble efforts will
o11ly somewhat retard, but cannot stop, the wave of
progress, urged on by the spread of education that
IS sweeping, slowly but surely, over the west of
Europe and the United States.
Believe me, fraternally yours,
J. D.

Monopolies.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
A friend of mine has called my attention to an article in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Jan. 29th headed
"Corporations, Consolidations, and Mo~opolies "
and I would like to say a few words in respon~e
thereto.
No on.e.can rea~onably deny that .humanity is better conditiO;'led With these monopohes than it could
hav bee~ ~Ithout them,, but there remains a necessity
for conditiOns far supenor to any that can exist in
their presence. ·
'
·Polygamy was the first possibility of human society; yet such a monopoly cannot be tolerated with
safety un~er a republican government. This monopoly was maugurated. by brute f~rce a:nd military
prowess. These marnage monopolies were monarchical or one-headed despotisms.
The national monarchy is a larger monopoly and
it can be sustained only by military force.
'
. In its proper place monarchicalism was a blessing
~o tb,e race, and. the race c.ould n?t hav accomplished
Its present attamments without It, but when its uses
were fulfilled, its continuance becal11e a curse.
1'he Bible allegories teach that these monopolies
constituted the antediluvian world, and that they
were destroyed by an uprising of the people that
was like unto a flood of the waters. The cause of
this flood consisted in the fact that the sons of the
gods took to wife of the daughters of men all that
they chose. Thus the earth was filled with violence
the windows of heaven were opened, and the fount~
ains of the great deep were broken up. In this allegory, the heavens represented the ruling class and
the earth represented the subjected class. The rulers were gods, the ruled were men, and the sons
of the gods (Elohim) were the sons of rulers.
Their polygamic practices filled the earth with a violence that led to the uprising of the people and the
downfall of the monarchical system of society. The
foundation of a new system of society was accompli~hed by. the substitution of monogamic for polygamiC marnage.
Monogamy is a system of monopoly that enables
man as a class to monopolize woman as a class.
Class monopoly is a political or many-headed despotism, and on it all national politicisms hav been
built.
These political monopolies cannot long exist in the
pr.esence of J?~lygamy, nor can they be long maintamed by mihtary force alone, and therefore it was
supplemented by diplomatic arrangements called the
money system.
In the true sense of the word, money is the product
of the mi~e, mea~ured.by coinage. The money system consists mamly m the monopoly of coinage
the legal tendering of money (coin), a legal rate of
interest thereon, and the substitution of I. 0. U.
therefor. Thus an evidence of debt is made to
draw interest, and some people hav been so deceived
by this diplomatic trick that thP-y are ready to swear
that a legalized promis to pay is the only genuin
money.
This money system can exist only in a political
despotism, the basis of which is the monopoly of
woman as a class by man as a class; and be it known
to you, Mr. Editor, and to all truth seekers, that the
monopolies of which you c?mplain ca~ exist only in
the presence and .bY: the. virtue of th1s monogamic
monopoly. Abohsli this monopoly, and organize
men, women, and children for productiv and commercial industries, and you will render the money
system useless and powerless. The money system
has served to capitalize debt and credit, and such an
organization would soon capitalize labor and skill.
All national politicisms are controled by a moneyocracy. The money system is now supplemented
by a banking system that enables the money-ocracy
to control the machinery of the government. Our
pre1>ident was elected through the instrumentality
of the banks.
.
'\Yhen ~en, women, 3:nd children are .organized
for mdustrial purposes Without any class distinctions
monopolies of every sort will be rendered impossible.
A complete plan for such an organization has been
developed and tested ready for use when the day of
reconstruction cometh.
S. T. FowLER.

2228 Ridge Ave., Phila.
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(Oominued from page 329.)
made, that matter riever wa& made, any more
descendants would doubtless have starved to death. than space was made, but bas the quality of eternal
The state of lllinois has more than &ix times as much existence. A single atom of it cannot be made, and
fertile land as· all of Palestine, and can produce ten cannot be unmade by millions of gods, devils, and
times as much corn, wheat and cattle. lf. God men combined.
wished to select a fine country for his chosen pecple,
I must leave unsaid till another time much that I
why did he not take such a country as Ohw, Illi- wished to say.
Yours truly,
D. M. B.
nois, or Iowa? Possibly he did not know anything
about them. I presume I will know something of
the godly land of Palestine, within a few months,
from personal observation, when I will be able to tell
you whether it flows more profusely with milk and
honey than other countries. Probably I may report
PITrsBURGH, PA., May 11, 1881.
what I see of that holy land.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETr: Inclosed you will find postI notice how easily you establish to your own satoffice order for $5, according to promis, for your trip
isfaction the problem of the origin of matter. It is and ours. We hope the gods may go with you.
almost equal to the way in which you prove there is
From your friend,
WM. FRAY.
a God-because the Bible says so. This question
of the origin of worlds, or the origin of matter, is
MusKEGON, MICH., May 8,1881.
very extensive and very remote. The Bible throws
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for
no light upon it whatever. Those who wrote the $5 for your China trip. I trust you will do as you
Bible knew far less than those on the earth to-day. please about going. Should you not go, giv the $5
They did not know how matter come and very little to Mrs. Bennett.
Yours, etc.,
JosHUA DAVIES.
of its qualities. You seem: half disposed to admit
WAsHINGTON, D. C., May 11, 1881.
that -it was not absolutely made from nothing, but
MR. D, M. BENNETr: I inclose a ten-dQllar bill,
simply put in motion, or that the ability to change
was imparted to it. If it haC!. any kind of pre- against your pericosmic tour, on account of John
vious existence in all probability it had laws con- Cosgrove and myself.
In wishing you a fair and successful circumtertroling it, and there was nothing_ for Yahweh to do
towards setting it in motion. Unfortunately Prof. raneous voyage, my solicitude for your welfare
Winchell can tell but little more about it than other prompts me to say, Look out for the Jesuits; they
people. His "primordial condition" means but lit- were always unscrupulous to a degree utterly betle; pr'imordial in geology simply pertains to the yond ordinary conception, and now their position is
JAMES C. LEHMER.
lowest beds of the Silurian period, corresponding to fast becoming desperate.
the Potsdam period in our American geology. The
CRossWICKs, N.J., May 10, 1881.
term, and all that Prof. Winchell says, explain not
FRIEND BENNETr: By the last issue of THE TRUTH
how matter was brought into existence. You are
also wrong when you say that "chemical analysis SEEKER we learn thee has decided to circumnavigate
brings us to a period and shows a condition behind the globe. We hope thee may go and return in
which there was no change nor action." I deny it safety and with renewed health. It is a long, toilsome voyage. There are some parts of it I most
in toto. Chemistry proves nothing of the kind. sincerely hope thee will enjoy. I anticipate reading
From that and other sciences we may infer that mat- thy weekly letters with great pleasure.
ter has ever been active, nor is there any reason to
Inclosed thee will find a twenty-dollar note, the
think there was ever a time when it did not act and amount I pledged. I hope there will be a prompt
was not susceptible to universal, inherent law. If the responding of all who hav agreed to the proposition
nebular theory is true, that earth and the whole 11olar and sent in their names.
system evolved from fire mist, it by no means
Very respectfully and sincerely thy friend,
follows that matter had an origin. Worlds and sysCA.ROLINE s. ELLIS.
tems may have passed through the evolutionary
stages from nebulous matter to defunct and decomGLOVERSVILLE, N.J., May 10, 1881.
posed bodies for millions of times so far as we know
MR. D. M. BENNETr: Inclosed I send draft for $5,
to the contrary.
the amount subscribed by me for your journey round
With all the light and reason we can bring to bear the world.
Yours respectfully
G. LEvoR.
upon the subject, in my estimation, it is far more
RENovo, PA., May 10,1881.
reasonable to conclude that matter always existed in
FRIEN'D BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 for that long trip.
some form than that it was ever produced from nothYours truly,
GEO. W. HUBER.
ing by any imaginary god or devil. And it seems
just as easy to conceive of the eternality of the uniFoxBURG, PA., May 9, 1881.
verse as of a being able to create it from non-existMR. D. M. BENNETr, Dear Bir: Inclosed please find
ence. The universe exists. We see it, we feel it;
we know it and that it can be neither increased nor draft for my $5 for your trip. With best wishes to
Yours,
G. C. FINK.
diminished; but there is not the £rst iota of proof you a11d Mrs. Bennett,
that any god has an existence, save what men have
VINELAND, N.J., May 9, 1881.
said of him who knew no more about him than we do.
FRI.EN'D BENNETr: Please find money order for a
The theological idea that a god must be imagined ." V " for the trip round the world. Hope you will
to account for the existence of the universe is with- receive a thousand or more befOie you start,
.out the slightest reason. If the universe, because of
Yours truly,
A. BENNETr HouGH.
its intricacy, extent, and perfection, necessitates a
maker or creator, how much more must a maker or
BENNINGTON, N.H., May 12, 1881.
creator capable of producing such a universe necessiD. M. BENNETr: Please find inclosed $5, according
tate another maker or creator of him. This reminds to promis, for the . ..
y. I hope the friends
me of the remark of a little girl who when being told will all be promp;. ana not keep you anxiously waitof the theological idea of God creating the earth, ing. God bless you, and good luck and good health
Yours truly,
GEORGE GEER.
sun, moon, and stars, said, " would like to have be with you.
three questions answered: Who made God? Who
LocusT VALLEY, L. I., May 12, 1881.
made him ? and, Where did they come from ?" The
question, "Who made God?" has very naturally MR. BENNETT: Please accept my mite and go on
JoHN G. RoDMAN.
been asked by thousands. If they must believe the your way rejoicing.
universe had a creator because of its wonderful charANGELICA, N.Y., May 10, 1881.
acter and qualities, they can scarcely escape the sug- · D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find draft for $5 for your
gestion,·" Then this creator must hav had a maker proposed trip round the world as -per agreement.
also, and who was he? If the existence of the uniYours, etc,
J. T. BRowN.
verse proves a creator, then the existence of this god
proves that he must have had a creator; and where
AUBURN, N.Y., May 9, 1881.
is the end of creators?" It bv no means settles the
D. M. BENNETT: You may put me down for $5 for
difficult problem of existence to say "God made it your trip round the world. Go by all means, and
all;" for nobody having seen God, nobody knowing call on me whenever you want it.
EDWIN GREENFIELD.
Yours truly,
anything of him, he is a far greater sphinx, a far
greater mystery, than the universe, which can be
NEw HAVEN, CT., May 11, 1881.
viewed, investigated, and studied. To me it is far
BROTHER BENNETT: Find inclosed the promised $5
more reasonable to take the universe with all its
matter, all its forces, all its laws, as the totality and for your contemplated tour round the world. With
the eternality of all existence, all entity, than the your hosts of other friends I sha.ll await with no
foolish imaginings of a crude, ignorant, babarous small degree of interest and pleasure the glowing
tribe of men, of a crude, personal, anthropomorphic, and truthful accounts of the same, such as only an
fickle, revengeful, angry, merciless God, bringing it Infidel can, or rather will, giv.
Hoping you will hav a prosperous journey and a
all from nonentity less than six thousand years ago.
As to the origin of God, we are always told by safe return, I remain yours most cordially,
L. F. JoHNSON.
theologians that we must not think upon this
subject ; we must accept the theory that Ged
AYER, MAss., May 9,1881.
always existed. But I believe the truth to be that
FRIEND BENNETT: Now that you hav· decided to
the universe always existed, that human beings are a make the circuit of our little globe, I am inclined to
product and a part of the universe, and that they take some stock in the enterprise, wishing to secure
have made all the gods that the world has known the "two or three volumes " you so generously
anything about.
offer.
Instead, then, of cudgeling our brains as to who
We hav "Around the World" by various authors
made God and how he made the universe, let us and as many points of view, and we anticipate with
accept the great truth tha the universe never was pleasure one seen through Infidel (questioning) eyes

-one whose eyes are not dimmed by the scales of
tradition. Reputed Infidels hav often been "the
Hght of the world." Giv us all the light you can.
It you see men and trees walking, or the reverse, we
confidently expect facts.
Yours truly,
ELIJAH MYRIOK.
HANOVER JUNCTION, VA., May 7, 1881. ,
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find check for the
promised $5, which amount is to be used in your
contemplated tour round the world. I sincerely hope
you may receive sufficient funds to enable you to
start at once. With best wishes for your success,
I am very respectfully yours,
JAMES B. DENTON.
E.A.sT HADDAM, CoNN., May 8, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETr: You will find inclosed a check
for ten dollars, the amount of roy subscription toward
your circular excursion. You hav my best wishes
with this small donation, and if I hear of you in
trouble I may do more for you.
I was in hopes you would postpone your trip till
1882, and then make up a party to accompany you.
Very truly yours,
However, success to you.
F.L. RAY.
ADRIAN, MroH., May 9, 1881.
DEA.R FRIEND BENNETr: So it seems you hav settled
on a trip round the globe. In my humble opinion
this is all in wisdom, though some of our friends
think otherwise. And truly it would be a sad affair
i! you should be lost in a shipwreck, or if you
should die by the way; but accidents and death often
overtake us at home.
Then as rf'gards THE TRUTH SEEKER, I thinl{ we need
not fear after the test we hav had from its managers
while the Christians had its editor-in-chief in their
bastile, and also while he was absent in Europe. 'Indeed, I look forward toward its present subscription
list being doubled after you get fairly on your
route. I most certainly will do my part toward that
end. Then in reference to Mrs. Bennett going with
you on this round-the-world trip, I am in judgment
entirely with you in this matter; taking all the circumstances into account, I think it would be a very
unwise course. But after you come home, and you
are chuck full of knowledge of the oriental lands,
and you make the round-the-U. S. trip, to deal out
this knowledge to the Liberal public and sell your
books to those who may want them and who hav
not paid their $5, then will be the time for Mrs.
Bennett to go with you as financier and hav a good
visit with the many American friends she will find
over the country.
When I last dropped you a private card from Ann
Arbor, I was then under the doctor's mi.re. My
health is still quite poor. Having now all my domestic matters in a shape so that I can be spared from
home about as well as not, I bav concluded to spend
a portion of the summer at least in my nativ state,
Pennsylvania, and to attend our progressiv friends'
yearly meeting at Longwood, Chester county, where
I should be most happy to meet you when the
hot weather comes on. I want to spend a few days
at the sea-shore, and mean to. I suppose your
friends will giv you a parting farewell meeting, and I
must be there, and if there is a chance for me to fire
off a few words I will most surely be doing so. I
shall want to take you by the hand and look you in
the face, and, as the Quakers said to Henry Clay at
Richmond, Ind., after he made his great antislavery
political electioneering speech, "God be with thee,
Henry, and we will." So I want to say to you, Good
speed be with thee, friend Bennett, and we will look
after the interests of THE TRUTH SEEKER and the cause
it defends in your absence. So might it be,
S.D. MooRE.
STANTON, IowA, May7, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed a postal order for
$5, which I pledged myself to giv toward your trip
round the world, with my best wishes for the trip.
And it you should n'Jt go you can send some of your
other works for the same; that is, if you do not get
funds enough.
Yours truly,
0. E. ERIOKSON.
SALEM STA'l'ION, Wis., April 8, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETr: THE TRUTH SEEKER came to hand
last night, and by it I learned that you hav decided to circumnavigate this globe. I hav had s<mle
misgivings about your being able to withstand the
wear and tear of such a trip; but you must be the
judge, and I will hope for the best results.
Inclosed you will find my share of the needful to
send you on your journey. Accept my kind regards,
while I hope for your safe return to your family and
friends.
A. D. CoRNWELL.
P. S.-For fear that some will fail to come to time
with the ueedful, I double my pledge, and you may
send the books to my daughter, Mrs. Flora Turner,
of Bristol, Wisconsin.
A. D. C.
EXCELSIOR, MINN., May 3, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETr: Please find inclosed $1 to pay the
first four months of my subscription. I could hav
remitted a little sooner, but a number of enthusiastic
correspondents conjured up by my first letter in THE·
TRUTH SEEKER, promised, without solicitation on my
part, to pay my subscription (in view of my youth
and poverty I suppose), but my tab still tells me it
is unpaid, and so· if I pay it myself I will kllow it is
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paid.. So if you _are satisfied with my way of paying
you need not "stop my paper;"
·
I want to thank you for writing those last two letters (the tenth and elevent.h) to Mr. Mair. They are
grand. I consider Mr. Mair's answer to your tenth
letter a rather weak solution of the Lord knows
what. Perhaps it is the best his system will admit of.
I would like to ask Dr. Hardcastle what bearing
his blood-lettering has upon a future life, when the
· alleged occurrence took place long bef{)re his sister
departed this life.
Father Bennett, I don't like for you
~o round
the world. I do not believe THE TRUTH tl!!. bER will
suffer, but I know I shall. My father is a
tor,
and he tells me there is dange:r to one of your age in
making suc,h a trip, especially if he is more intent upon
work than upon taking care of himself. However, I
expect you will go, and if you do you must remember
that you will always hav one little girl thinking of
you who would pray for you only that she knows it
would do you no good.
BmmE SHucK.
LocusT VALLEY, N. Y., May 5, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: An "Around the World" companion, in your now .determined tour, would be a
great acquisition to yourself, and, for your friends,
a very great satisfaction to know that you were not
entirely alone and dependent upon strangers, speaking a different language and unacquainted with your
worth, in case of illness or accident; as well as to hav
some one near to participate in your joys and advantages.
H I had the advantage of no greater accumulation
of years than yourself it would be a source of great
pleasure as well as profit to me to accompany yoq.
Knowing so well your great kindness of heart, your
intelligence, kindred enthusiasm in the pursuit of
knowledge, and love of the good and bealitiful in
nature; and withal extensiv reading and entire unselfishness as a prominent and happy trait in your
character, together with your high moral purposes in
life, I would feel such a tour, with such a companion, to be a most happy combination of fortuitous circumstances to enjoy and profit by such extensiv observations of "around the world "of wonders, associated with the past and present, with
which your mind is largely engaged.
Is there no man of even moderate means ready
and eager to avail himself or these rare privileges?
Or some father anxious to secure so extensiv a tour
and instructiv a companion for a son?
Let such want of a companion and favorable op
portunity for the same be known as the desire of
Your warm friend,
0HAS. E. TowNSEND.
WINTHROP, IowA, May 3,1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find money order for $6-one to
repair Paine's monument and five for your trip round
or over our globe, or to stay at home and edit THE
TRUTH SEEKER. If you ever make a success of raising
the wherewithal to go you must adopt a better systern than taking promises for cash down, or you VI ill
hav to wait until this mortal shall put on immortality or until you evolve into a winged something that
can fly away without money or price and get a view
of not only this earth but all the heavenly host besides. '.rhen what of the promis of a $5 beok to
record what you saw and heard on such a journey?
Again, if Comstock should be there first he might
prevent you from using the post-office for the delivery of the book, and then who could think of what
might befall us who would be waiting for its delivery I
Respectfully,
ALEXANDER Risx.
GALT, ONT., May 8, 1881.
FRmND BENNETT: Here is my $5 for tP,e round trip;
and this is what it is given for, to enable D. M. Bennett to travel round the world and tell what he sees
and hears in a series of letters; to giv him a roving
commission to go where he pleases and when he
pleases; to publish these letters in book form and giv
me a copy; to relieve him at once of Oomstocldsm
and all its concomitant filth, the Young Men's Christian Association, and all its love.. I hav no wish to
keep him in the front of the battle till he dies, nor
see him get another thirteen months in prison for
Jesus's sake. I would wish this to be the crowning
work of his life. It should be illustrated and yield
an ample provision for the ,evening shadows in the
dark valley. Are all your friends in dead earnest,
and
they forward tht~ir money at once? It would
be worse than folly to start till you hav the money
in hand to see you through;
·
I hope om' friends won't worry about Mrs. Bennett,
who will no doubt prefer to hav you visiting theremains of the Druids at Stonehenge, Fingall's cave,
or even kiss the blarney stone, than to hav you stay
at home and fight the diabolical fiends of Jesus.
I hav read "Comstock's Oareer of Oruelty and
Orime," and must admit that the love of Jesus passeth
understanding. I hav another subscriber for THE TRUTH BEEKER in
embryo. And now may you, too, find a genius in
tombs and ruins who shall direct your steps, preside
over your meditations, and giv you a safe return to
home and friends. Your friend, WM. E. RENWICK.

will

WILKESBARRE, PA., Jan. 29, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: The idea suggested by Mr. Goleman
to hav you make a trip aroul'ld the world is a good
one, and one to which I shall feel happy to subscribe
$5, as I know the volume will be worth double its

cost; but I would suggest, as it is intended as a
historical reference, that a committee of some authori-tativ character issue a commission to you, say
from the "Liberal League of Ameiica." This would
go a great way in introducing you to 'the oriental
societies, and to scholars who in order to set themselva before the western continent in a proper light
wou,ld be induced to lend such aid as their judgment
suggested in furtherance of the objects of this investigation, I fear that otherwise many ·or the most interesting places and information would be inaccessible to a mere' traveler. You should vis.it the stone
temple at 1\l:adura especially, in which is found the
chisled body of Ohrishn,a upon the cross, and be permitted to get a 'View of all the documentary evidence
of his history, I was sorry that in your visit to England you failed to see and describe " Moore's Pantheon'' containing information of this character.
In order to hav your,full time, and enjoy life as it
should be, I would also say by all means ta-ke Mrs.
Bennett with yo-q. Never since your first acquaintance would your conversation be so interesting to
each other as such an otherwise lonely trip in a. faraway land, and of strange languages, would make
them. This would make it necessary to hav mapped
out beforehand same deft nit plan with regard to what
information is most needed, and the best m'anner of
getting it. By all means make the effort to ·bestow
upon mankind this work of an "Infidel Around the
World."
Yours,
J. B.
NEW HARTFORD, IowA, May 4, 1881.
MR. EDITOl\: I hav been a constant reader of your
paper for three years, and I like your honesty and
style of writing, especially the way you ttre dishing
it up to Mr. Mair. My father was a Quaker, and I
think I must hav been born an Infidel, as I hav
never believed in bibles, gods·, devils, angels, hell, or
any of those mythical worthies. If you make the
tour around the world, you can call on me for $5
any time you want it.
- B. p. TRICKLAND.
WEfilT WINFmLD, N.Y., M 9, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Then you are going I May health,
safety, happiness, and all good be with you. I hav
fallen into line at the eleventh hour, and now inclose
$5 of the needful. I trust you will return to us with
a new lease of life to battle yet for years against the
bigotry, creeds, and ignorance of the present and
past.
-Yours for justice and truth,
Mns. ScoTT BRIGGs.
AUBURN, N. Y., May 7, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Your postal and" Infidel Abroad"
came duly at hand, fully meeting with my expectations. The last TRUTHSEEKER has also.made it!welcome appearance again. Your discussion is progressing with continued earnestness, thoroughly exhausting the important subject. Several of your last letters
are just mammoth. I want the book as soon as finished. I see you are going to make the trip round
the world. Good, I will remit you in a few days
sure.
L. DB WITT GRISWOLD.
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in Palestine or Ethiopia. Perhaps you can fiucl the
very cave in which Lot and his two daughters resided, .or at least the reside1;1ce of the dirty hermit
who wrote the stuff.
I inclose my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER up
to January 7, 1882, and now here agree to purchase
a set of your books as soon as published, in which
your trip will be fully set out.
We will keep the ball rolling and divide ourselvs
here into a committee of one, each to procure additional readers and subscribers to our beloved TRUTH
SEEKER. Liberals are I!Ot organized here. We hav
each to do what we can in our ·own way,,hopiug for
lecturers and organization.
I would like to write very much, but your time,
space, and patience, I fear, forbid. I am not flush
with money, else I would like to send you some to
help you on your journey. Yours in the cause,
ADAM STOCKINGER.
"VOTE EARLY AND OFTEN.~'
DENvER, !owA, May 4, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: The above is the injunction of tile unprincipled politician to his party-bound dupes.. But
seeing that some others hav voted twice, I do want
to vote once more, and then I am done.
More than seven years ago, comparativly unknown,
yo)l sent THE TRUTH SEEKER afloat. You hav by untiring industry and attention to business worked yourself up to a position which has secured for you the
bitter enq~.ity of more than one publisher, who, in
common with thousands of others who hate Liberalism would greatlyreioice to see you and your paper·
crushed. A few at least of the professed Liberalswolves in sheep's clothing-are among the number.
We hav not forgotten the acts of the seceders when
you, the John Brown of Liberalism (every reform has
its John Brown), was innocently confined in a felon's
cell by those who use the law to promote their religion and to destroy those they count as enemies.
But the true Liberals of the nation, remembering
those in bonds as bound with them as far as in their
power, came to your assistance and rallied around
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Liberal League. Yes,
you gave to Liberalism the greatest impetus it has
ever known in this country. And nothing but your
death could better please your envio_us and bigoted
enemies than to get you <;mt ot this country. Shall
your friends unthinkingly secure the end sought by
the church? Why, if these should hold their peace
the very clergy would cry out, Go. Voluntarily leave
THE TRUTH SEEKER in charge of another! No other
can be D. M. Bennett, and should you leave it for_ a
year or two I greatly fear -should you ever return
and find THE TRUTH SEEKER in existence you will find
more or less dissatisfaction, with a subscription list
diminished instead of increased. Do you hear the
thunder of the coming storm? Let every true and
stanch Liberal now stand at. his post ready. We
want not one to leave. We want more and not less
of such men as D. M. Bennett.
Where is the Physiologist? Where will the godly
Republican -Comstock blow fall next? Will THE
TRUTH SEEKER or Investil}ator be next assailed? No
sympathy or aid will come from Grand Pacific parlors. Your absence will embolden tyrants and discourage Liberals. Your presence will encourage Liberals and intimidate tyrants and their tools. Stay
till the sterm be passed and the right to publish be •
established here, or your book "Round the World"
may never be published. · If, however, you go, and
your travels are published during my life, I expect
to hav it. But the right to publish and mail must
come before the book. Don't desert your gun, nor
allow it to be spiked. For the right, ever yours.
.
M. FARRINGTON,
[We think we can assure our good brother that the
battle for the right will be as vigorously maintained
in these columns when we are absent as when at home.
And so far from THE TRUTH SEEKER falling off because
of our absence, we believe that very absence will nerve
many a strong arm to make extra efforts to increase
its circulation and efficacy.-ED. T. S.]

QuiNCY, ILL., May 7, 1e81.
FRIEND BENNETT: As you haT decided to take the
trip round the world, you will please find inclosed
$5 as per agreement to assist you on your most prolonged and wearisome journey, as I think it would
be. But while it will be a long journey for. you to
undertake, I hope it will prove a success to you.financially,' So far as the book is concerned, there is not
a doubt in anyone's .mind of its success. It will be
a grand history, to be sure, and from a different
standpoint from any heretofore given to the public.
I send best wishes to you and THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
hope for a safe and pleasant journey and a speedy
return to your editorial duties, as I think that THE
TRUTH SEEKER needs your masterly brain to control
it, although under the supervision of Mr. Macdonald
it will come to its readers loaded down with knowledge each week worth twice the subscription price.
Let us hear each week from the old veteran D. M.
Bennett without fail. How the readers will hasten to
the post-office on the night of each week that the
KmxsVILLE, Mo., May 9, 1881.
paper arrives, aricil tear from it its wrapper, and quickMR. BENNETT: According to promis, I remit by
ly open and look for a letter from its most worthy
editor! But no more. Yours for the truth and suc- draft five dollars. I think you should not be too
hasty in comp~eting the trip unless lack of means
cess of THE TRUTH SEEKER,
FRANK B. SHERwooD.
requires it. Traveling is tiresome, mental labor hard,
and you will need rest now and then; besiues, you
OoRDOVA, ILL., May 10,,1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find money should take time to gather all the information you
order for $5, my installment for that long journey can as far as means will permit, for such a trip canround the globe. Our best wishes for your safe re- not be made every day. What a nice thing it would
turn. I hope all who hav agreed to pay toward that be if you could hav an artist with you to take stereotrip will do so promptly, and not keep you waiting scopic views I ':l'he only fears I hav of your safety is
Respectfully,
WM. HART.
for the means to commence it within ten days, if overwork.
you desire.
Yours truly,
J. HoKE.
FuGus, ONT., OAN., April29, 1881.
VERsAILLES, IND., May 10, 1 1.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I cannot think of trying to do
FRIEND BENNETT: I see you hav now determined to without THE TRuTH SEEKER. Through its inlluence I
take the trip round the world. I am very glad of it hav been converted. I was a Oampbellite preacher,
indeed. I admire your writings very much, for your but THE TRUTH SEEKER opened my eyes to enable me
style is so clear, earnest, and plain. You enter into to see the truth as it is in nature and reason. I feel
the minutire of everything you discuss. You are to anxious that others should come to the light of trutll
me the most entertaining writer I ever read, espe- as I hav done. I would be glad if aU my brethren
cially in your descriptions of soil, climate, and the in the Oampbellite ranks would read THE TRUTH
ha'Qits, customs, manners of peoples, their supersti- SEEKER. I would that they would reason upon the
tiona and oppressions. I hope you will be able to sul,ject and giv up a belief in a mythical God and
remain in Syria and Palestine at least long enough Ohrist. I am certain the world would be better
to giv us every item of your observation. r w
J without such belief.
know about the pillar of saltt and _whr .
...aen was
Cheerfully yours,
s. E. HAIGHT.

Tl3:E TRUTH SEE~ER, :M.f\.Y .21, 1881.
Bathsheba's Bath.

LETTERS OF JUNIUS.

BY ALHAZA.

Sbe trembled like the perfumed flower
That bathes in April's gentlest storm;
0 maddened drops, what shame to hide
The beauty of that shrinkipg form l
Say, was it sin? Jehovah leaned
In rapture from a darksome cloud:
"She is more beautiful than Eve,
With rosy wreath and leafy shroud."
There came one thrill from DaVid's harp,
But nevermore its song was shed;
He heard the wind-swept lily's chime,
He breathed the scent of violet bed,
And saw the grace of drifted snow,
The melting lines of beauty's pride,
And blamed the wealth of raven hair
That strove her shuddering form to hide.
l\fadly he cast his crown away:
What is a king upon his throne 1
A lion in a gloomy Iaii·,
A panting statue all alone,
Without one glimmer of the ray
That lights that brow so heavenly pale,
Or tremor of the bosom white,
·That I might read the blissful tale
Tbat all my love was not despair,
That :til my madness was not crimeA shadow on a mournful sea,
An echo of a funeral chime!
I cannot bear the desert's breath,
With such delicious coolness near,
Nor linger in the courts of death,
While the sweet hues of life are here.
Is there a thought, a breath of wrong, .
To strike niy heart with sudden chill?
Bring me a vase of luscious wineWild, throbbing bosom, peace, be still!

~el'tinent

Queries.

How old is God? Has he gray hail'?
Can be see yet? Where did he hav to stay
Before, you know, be had made anywhere?
Who does he pray to wben he bas to pray?
-

Littl~

Girl.

If there was nothing once but God,

What did he do? Where did he do it?
Who made him, and when was be made?
I guess he grmced before he knew it.
-BigGi1'l.

Now let us old folks ask ourselvs
What hav we been believing
All the long years tln:ough which we've passed,
Are Christian dogmas all deceiving?
Is there a God on a white throne
Who made and rules this universe ?
Calls men his children? A few he loves,
But many he delights to curse.
Is it a glorious, sweet thought
That when rve done with earthly care
I'll sit before the great white throne
Though not a friend of mine is·there 1
But down in a deep, fiery pit
The loved of earth I hear and see
Writhing and tossing in their pain,
And know it is endless agony.
Are saints in heav<m made of ice?
Or are they statues carved in stone,
To look on such revolting scenes
And meekly say, "Thy will be done?"
-Old Woman.

In Memoriam.
[To Jesse W. Townsend, who dieii June 23, 1880.]
BY CORNELIA GARDNER.

BY THOMAS PAINE.
Ete~:ant

Edition.

Thick tinted paper, large type, fine cloth binding.

Ruptures Cured
By My Medical CJompound and
Bobber Elastic Appliance
in 30Dsys.

Rellabie references given. Send stamp for circular.
Say In what l"J'd%~~u saw ~~~~~~~rf."'S/'ifliNGS,
· Sm15
Smithville, Jefferson Co .. N.Y._ sofitg~sb~~d~n~~~ :~: ~~~~~~~~~E~~n:/z t~:t~~~;,~~f~,[
Another edition on thinner paper, $1.25. Any book,
tllatlsubject. !j_lj,e pamphlets that liavbeen surreptitiously
old or new supplied. Send S-cent stamr, for mammoth lit'J:;. t.o $20 PER DAY at home. Samples worth $5 Issued 1\l'e Incorrect, filled with mistakes, and consist of
.pv
rree. Stinson & Co.. Portl!illil. Me.
"Bibllopological Broadside." J, FRANCIS RUGGLES,
only about fourteen or fifteen pageshwhile there are two
St21
Great Iqternat!onal Blbllopole, Bronson, Mlch
hundred and seventy-llve pages In t e book just Issued.
The book Is unanswei:able In Ita facta and !ogi!J, Inimitable
In Ita style, and lllled with wit, satire, el!llluence, and
pathos.

RELI·GIOrt
AS P..EVEALED BY THE

Material and

~piritunl Univ~rse.

(U..LUSTRATED.)

By Edwin D. Babbitt.
It treats of the Existence and General Charocter of
God, God as a Spirit, the Nature of Gori, Creeds and Practices of Christ!anlt~, The Dangers of Infall!ble Standards,

:g:ri'it~,ir:l~~~~d B~~:thT~~':!~r rhe~ I 5l~ni1eTi~'fo~~. ¥3.f~~':fa
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YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,
A BOOK FOR THE

Moral «Jultnre and Reli;-ious En· "Tile Gods and Otller Lectures."
ll;tncnmeut or Youtll.
CoNTENTS . .- "The Gods" "Humboldt.'' .. Thomas
Paine," u Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies." Price.
·
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M. cloth, $1.25; paper, ,50 cents.
Price, $1.50.
Address
''The Gllosts and Other Lectures."
D. M. BENNETT, 141Eighthstreet,N. Y.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

above and other subjects. by a thorough scholar. He is
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.
widely known bv his "Principles of Light and Color,"
"Health Manual:" etc., and tllis new book is sure to be
read with even greater interest than those.
Tills book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
Price, $1.50, Sold at this ollie e.
habits of men and women, the onuses and prevention of
dfsease, our sexual re1atJons and aocJal Datu res. It :Is medical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natUral rclations of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,'
FROM A
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
·$1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
1U Eighth street, New York.

CHRISTIANITY
Scientific and Htstorical Standpoint.
BY WH.. N. McLAREN.

A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects
treated are, Unrevealed Religion, Old Testament ReligIon, Evidence In Support of Christianity, History of
~~~~~it'~~~tfo/d~erlf.\'t~n~;tu~re of Christianity, Proposed
The book is very radical and thorough, and shows con~~~~vlh!~t~\~1asl!t;~~;~~~~~~fenf~hi8~troa~. been built
Price, ao cents. For Stile at this office.

AN INFIDEL ABROAD
A. Series of Letters written Dur-

ing a Yisit of Ten Weeks
in Europe.

BY D. M. BENNE'IT.
A BUSINESS MAN'S RE•
850pag~e~s·=n~~~~P~n~·c~e='~$
LICIOU 8 AND SOCIAL f!72 A WEEK $12 a day at home eaSily made.71~.5~0~
Costly
<>
ontllt free. True & Co .. Augusta. Maine.
VIEWS.
12mo, 206pp. Prlce, $1.
The author's conception of future life on earth is really
eloquent and beautiful, and will enlist attention. A cun.
osity to see what a philanthropic buSiness man bas to safi

~E~~tf~s~ 8~fd~~ Pf~~~~~ ~~~Yatg~~/~ft~~~~~~~dlfo~~t 66\d

SOCIALISM.

JUDGE WAITE'S HISTORY OF
THE CHRISTIAN RELIGION
TO 'l'HE YEAR 200.

Wanted Immediately.

I llgbt my Havana
And step into my car,
And ride, ride, ride.
Then in brown, shady nook,
Near an unseen, whispering brook,
And a half-seen lake, mit book,
I hide, hide, bide;
And say, Great world, roll on,
To a lovelier world I'm gone,
To a rose without a thorn
Up there, there, there.
For never sun shone on,
In all his journey done
Since first his race begun,
A fairy scene more fair.

the author. Price, 25 cents.
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly packed !\lld boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer of tills great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at lell!!t one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices:
~rgg:c,n~r ~r~~:esize _ • • - • • • • • ~ ce!!ts
Llfe-slze Lithograph, 21x27
•
•
50
Postage paid.
D, M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yors:.
dl>66
A WEEK In your own town. Terms and $5outllt
'lP
free. B. Hallett & Co .. Portland, ltle.
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the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer
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CHRONIC DISEASES,
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-W,?tiams.

''What l'tlust 'Ve Do to be Saved 'l"
t;~~ie~~.!"J~.\'." a-F~;::,~:gg.n~~~/:.~dst~gs ~~r:ci:e'1 ~Y

SEND TWO DOLLARS ~~l£Ausfrb~P6'~ -="'
The American Cyclopedia "'0=
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happy, and to be better and more usefuJ men and women. _wtr~eaa~~-i:0Ifz:ls?~r~~uldn~T:J.Y~~!~d~~ :ro.X}if~~' o.
1
a sample of the many grateful expregslons received
Ji.~r~~~;,c~ ~3W,~fg~1'j~t~e~~~f~"l:~~;~~;, ~~dtg~~~ Isbyonly
the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases peof families, who tO-day stand ready to bear willing testi- culll\1' to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
mony to the great benefit they hav derived from the phys- who receive so little sympathy from membel'B of their
Iological, hygienic, and moral leBBons which he has so ably own
households.
1
'W.:'r'J~;rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at llbert to
A GREAT DOCTOR.
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, F~E.
Price of the new Popnlar Edition, by mail, J'ostw we- tll~e~~~~r~~J.~~C,\'!.;g:J'm:;:~~~~~t':."e".:'J~~~
".There ill perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
1135~' onlyJij~.gufreEf. ~8\M~'i:rnt%~~ANt, T- the
human mind of more Importance than alleviating hu·
123 East 28th st., New York.
man suffering, stopping tile progress of dlaeue, and thus
extendlng the period of human life. And I know of no

Socialism and Utlhtar,anism,
BY JOHN STUART MILL.

Price, $1.50.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N.Y. city.

THE INDUSTRIAL GO OPERATOR, A MQdern Symposium.

u Conceit, more rich in matter than in words,
Brags of its substance, not of ornament.
There's beggary In the wealth that can be counted;
But my true love has grown to such excess
I cannot sum up half my sum of bUss."

tore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
cents.
Both volumes beund In on·e, price, paper, $1.00.

Blakeman'• Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or ~i~~ts~~ e~~~snC:~~Ss~&~~u~i~'s:i~~s (~~ilite i~~~Y~:
Egg-developing Recipe, will be se ..t to any addre9l! for $1.
1
A· Reply to Roswell D • .Hitchcock, D. D.
Send money with .order in well~sealed, opaque envelope, ~:;:w~~J?i:.n~~ F~:, l~~~~"t;<;;,I;~?e'r:~·lez:?;~\~~
or by post-oflice money order. Address
Confusion of Ideas, Loss of. Sexual Power, etc., etc., ren..
By an Independent Socialist.
E. D. BLAKEMAN,
derlng marriage improper or unhappl, are thoroughly and
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
Circleville, 0.
[N. B.-Blakeman Is an old school-day friend of ours, and f~~tgc~~~ ~[;~t ~~d!\11gr~!i.\'.:i'~e1I~caJ~~~~~~
He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives a huge
Which he has so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solu- perfectly rellable.-Eo. T. S.]
In all Ita stage• without "failure to cure In a single case,
tion than that the weakest must go to the wall. It Is
and some of them were in a terribly shattered condition ;
against this passivness that" Socialist" cries out. Is there
bad been In the Insane asylum!, many had Falling Sick•
no help for tne miserable? he asks. Tho doctrln that govnesa-Fite; othel'B upon the veffi': of consumption; whlle
those of the blood and Nerves, the.DI•es.ses of
ifi~f~:~~~~~~~, ~s~I~~t ·~~~~~t~t~i?ee ;:t~g~· ~~t b~~r!~: Embracing
the Dis.easea of Women, and .the various causes, ~~~f ~!;:;,.~~~.become foolls and llardly able to take
that property is robbery, or wholly subscribe to "the world Men,
leadlllto them are ?lab~ treated bl'
Syphilis posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
owes me a living," he a:ttirms "the world owes me a chance physl~nd social,
1
to make a living."-.New Yotk Herald.
~ad ~Def~.tl, ~?8t"iJ>N ~~~~earf"1,00JEA;;~e~~ ~em. Gonorrhrea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Rupture),
Sold at this ollice.
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 l.exlnJ,':n ave.,
A~~,d~~:a~~~~~ ~~~;~!,~~~"a"s 'l':!.c~~~~~·(or delay of
llrst menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstrua~re,;~.~~rki:lt!'~~: ~~;~t~~~f;n¥s~~¥r~~~~~:~1r·~ ~iuaT~ the
tion), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica- whites), Prola~sus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
tions: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti- with equal success, s.s the following will show:
"DEAR DoCTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
~~~~;, afh~f\'.:"I. ~~~..~~ ~fh~zi':"Y.~'fi~~;~~~:.:'t~;.ze~~~. tou
are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feelmotive, whose life has been spent in Instructing and im-

CO-OPERATION.

"Daughter, she eaid, these seas, behold,
Round twice ten hundred lolands rolled." -Scott.

Man, Woman,

~

BELIEVERS IN

" Oli, that my baby would giv one sneeze."
-.Anxious Motht~·.

CoNTENTel.-.. The Ghosts," •• Liberty of

fltfn~~!!~·:: ~P~:~l~~:ic~n°c1~~~:i:'~~~~~~e·;~tF~r:~~\~~

and trenchant blows which he deals "society" in all its
APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 850 pages. (6 1-2 x
ramifications of corruption and inhumanity; his earnest 9 7-S inches.) Publisher's price, $5, $6, and $7; Our ~
and manly plea. for the social regeneration of the lower price, prepaid, $2.
classea-will, unless we are much mistaken, make the book
ASA K. BUTTS,
the best-abused and best-liked production of the day by
13 Dey st., New York.
10tl2
these two classes respectivl)' ~-C1"itical Review.
A regularly educated and legally qualllled physician, !\lld
Sold at this oflice.
the most successfn? as his iractlce wll!J:rove.

Bear him to rest l 'Tis time the weary brow
Was bathed in holier waters. He is now
Resting from life's fierce sh"Uggle, and his eye,
No longer dim, sees all that paeses by.
lrlake his bed lowly; 'mid the :tlowrets lay
His weary form. The closing day
Shall bear no twilight ray to him;
His vision shall behold the broadening rim
Of light that marks the open day. Quite near
Are all the loved ones, and they all appear
As often seen before with mental vision
As he has tried to pierce the veil elysian.
Oh, bear him without tears and without fear;
For that which seems so saddening shall appear
All who want to take part in a grand Co-opera.tiv
To him all glorious as he wakes in light
Immortal, ne'er to rest in shades of night.
~fovement should send tor sample copies of
Waiting no longer for release, he waits for thee,
0 patient heart and weary, by the crystal sea;
· He lingers for your bark borne to the other shore
Where parting ne'er shall come, and nevermore
The eyes be dimmed with tears, or aching brow
PUBLISHED AT
Ask for cool waters to relieve, as now.
Does the lone path seem tedious? Waiting long
207i East Ninth st., New York.
Will end at last in one triumphant song.

BY C. BRADLEY.

"Some Mistakes o:f Moses."
This volume Is printed on toned paper,tln clear, bold
type, and h!\lldsomely bound In muslin, containing :175
pages, 12mo. P•·lce, $1.25.

12mo. 431 pp. Postpaid, Only $1.50.

I am authorized to receive subscriptions for the remarkable work already In Its second edition. ·Local agents
wanted~ Excellent comml!iSion. Copies by mall. Prtce,
cloth, $2.50; full sheep, $3.50. Nearly 500 pages octavo.
Address
E.(), .WALKER,
Box 881, Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
Stl9

Central Park.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

A man and wife who will do work In the houae and out
of doors for half the proceeds of a farm of S3 acres,
with large orchard. No tobacco or Intoxicating drinks
will be permitted to he used in any form. Two In the
~~~~~~-la~g"eevft"i;i.. and l'd'd~~~s:M.'lNK1~W',ettled place,
1Btf
Care of TRUTH SEEKER Office.

'l'he Qaarterly

Advance and Review.

What 50 Cents Will Do!

cf:f: Thl!Qfs"E1/~o~~~'\:~rJ"J1¥n~c¥'6 ~'i:Dfi~T~~known~
=I·

forth a new and sclentlllo method (never before

~':f~g:igfes~~~~. ~~s"'Wftl~f.jl~~bu1.~'hl'B'R~~~e:.'tJ:

on

S~rmatorrhrea

and Impotency, /evlng the cause,

gfrn!'t~~~~a~:;olf.~';.ts.;t:~~':.':e,;. ~~~~~the

The Soul and a Future Life! and The Infiuence upon
Morality of a Decline of Rellg ons Belief, by the ablost

~~\~~!£,:'.:;F;e:~~!\iJ~nl~~~~~~~J:l~. ~{. i'>~fnl8fvT, 8

~~~~·foi'l ~~f~~~<;;~»~f. ~mialJ~:~'f ~r~~~.sr~h~~~~1

Prlce, $1.25.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
. 141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

oF

CJol. R. G. ln""ersoll, D. M. Bennett
and Otbcrs.

Consultation In pel'Bon, ~5.00; by letterhfree and Invited,
VIneland, N. J,

JUDAISM •. CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDANISM
Exam~'ned

Historically and Oritically;
It .is thought to be the

Damasln;- Exhibit of CJhrls·
.Rlinted in Oil Colors by aid of Photo- Mosttianity
that has Appeared.
graphs, on Convex Glass, rounded
BY D. M. BENNETT.

out as Natural as

Lif~

and ·

:tl~~~~ls\~~~e~~gmcl~~~'t;~gm?d~ tb~estt.}~fis':.~ril~f!~~

50C BUYS 50 SCIENTIFIC LECTURES by Huxley, Tyn
dall, Proctor, and ethers, with sample cqpies of THE
EVOLUTION, MAN, and THE SCIENTIFIO bUN, !'repaid by
A· K. BUTTS, lB Dey st., New York.
l.OtlB

firactlce. This I know bl, aetna! trial, having beeu re·
w'i.~'i.d ~~ao~~~r~eea"~ kfa1fi!. d~~~~~ g~ :zY'in~~~
you are 81Illcted wltb any of the maladies Incident to this
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benellt of
suffering humanity."

SUBJECTS:

Devoted to the Interests of Modern Spiritualism.
. twice as J)urable.
A large B·page Journal, issued on the ftrst day of Jane,
September, December, and March.
no1~~~t ~~J'~:'f"n~fea&~~~~~~ ~lat. E,;'ft,~tr ~~;.ess I>:r~
Subscription price, 25 cents per year. 5 copies, f1.00.
Sample Copies Free.
~n~o~6~~~ng;ft~Zy~~ne~, ~;~g~~~p~r~t~~~~Pf~g:'~~l!~~~
Select a~vertlsmente lnicrted at 25 cents per line. Clrculatioa, 2o,OUO.
:~~~et~~m~a~r~a!;;:;;raf"i~~~d$~~ ~~J~'$lM~c ~~"a~~ll~i
'
As "Advanc_c and Review'' will Circulate in every frames, each 50 cents.
.All sent by mall. Address tills Oftlce.
1

to prove the truth of tbe assertion,
JAMES A. BLISS, Editor and Publl8her
713 Sansom street, Philadelphia, Pa.

£~:~~\!l~F~J~;.s~~'f~'l",f~~~.t~~ J:"fNsc:u~~~~~~~~~:t;
~~J~ru~: s~~~~~ g~~~~e~~eio~~~ ~~~~~?~~IW~:~

MACHINERY.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

Treating upon tile Gods or tlte Se•
mitic Nations, Including Allah,
Jehovah, Satan-'- tile Holy
Ghost, Jesus ullrist, tile
Virgin Mary, and
tile Bible.
To the latter 280 page• are devoted, showing tllat book
be a very Inferior production for a ftrst·cls.ss Uod.

·BY D. <M. BElrNETT.
SSSlarge pages.. Paper COVOI'B, 50 cents: Cloth, 81.00.
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Therefore Take .Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Garments and Liv.
Medical Electl'ictan, Inventor of the "Wilsonta," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM- WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, i\.uthor of "Tile Trial of M:ed· ·
I cine," "The Lan;ua!{e of Di!lease," "Med·
icad Fallacies," etc .• etc.

LIVING WITNESSES.
Tbe following words at commendation and afrpeal from

~}1WIT,%~~:ll:,~n<fl~~~8:&¥J~1~1° ~~~vue~~ugl;;~~{!~a

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKL"l'N, NEW YOn,K.

May be OonsultedJJaily from 10 A.M. to 8 P. M., Free of Oharge.

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.
Important to ln"alids. The Most Marvelous Invention In the World

hardly any disease In which the WILSONIA GAR·
:MENTS could not be appied with great benellt.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM·
MINENT DEATH
DEAR SIR: :5o me two weeKs emce l read in the Brooklyn
News a reporter'S' item no tin~a remarkable result from an

~f~~~~t~~~~a ~~~~~~~~~~ r.~;vr:~~C:a~~n ~fh~ ~::

where a young man threatened With pneumonia was rea.lly
special Interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the cured .in forty-eight hours by putting on your ·nerve and
most complicated forms of disease, some, or an of them, lung Invigorator and the four other appliances whieh go
beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknowledged by witb. it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
0
and see if any allowance must be made for tfie reporter's
t::~~li~~~s~:~~~~~N~~~l~:l~~p~1i~~: :g;n;;uO:gtnU:. fancy. 'l'he scarlet fever patient was a six-year~old grandcuring, or killing:
daughter of Mr. David Collier on Columbia otreet, and I
called upon him regarding it. He said the reporter's Item
MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA. W118 substantially correct. He said his tamlly physician
Dr. Mofl'at, the homeopathist. acted as every humane
BRooKLYN, N.Y •• March 11, 1R81.
physician does when, having no hope of recovery himself
6
In~~~ed~t~'r~u~'t'1~~ ~~~r~~en;£ig~n~ .frtil~~Il:~i~~~ he sa;ys to t!le parents and friends, u We must hope for the
tor and proprietor of the " WILSONIA," to apply the best.' Bemg told0 b{, the doctor that the "WILSONIA"

! n~~~ei~dwf!~ghf~.;?g~~~r8f~~ f~~
g~~~Y~1s~f ~tt:1~wS:leeS.:~r~~ft~e:_~~n~:S j~:;!:n~l§S~ fi~~i~~~'i,~~~e~
THE ".WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
of! hi• own person, and applied
Eavlng receive<!. at that time two strokes of paralysfs which leg belts which he took
1
1
~~~e~~u~.:' f~gif. ~h'!F~!':X,~ ~~YJ~f ft:~~doa~gf;;r doof."r
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~:~:a~~~W~ oh:!f!~:ft :g ~~rfa~~~~~~cK~ii~t~;~ ~~ i~~~t
York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with. me, .a1led, and0 on examining the child, remarked that a. gentle
The steam engln and electric telegraph are as nothing compared with the wonder-working nature of the ~~~M~:v~~o;;:~ 'lfr~~\;l~s;lt~ ~\",J'~r;~;Ia~urll.~~ rt~~ F:~~fir:!~ ~ri~~~~~~~h~n;e~~~- 't~~~~ld ~n1~~·~t~~:!:~thi
find, doubtless. in every other, a delicacy of feeUn~:
say that with the assistance of my mOther we succeeded, should
after a very trying- ordeal in reaching my residence-which In the family, touching their family physician; a reluc-

"WILSON I A." Under Ita lntluence disease can hav no place In our nature.

to gain necessitated the uae of carriai:esi steamboats, and tance to say much .in special praise of a. remedy that was

not administered or recommended by the doctor. I wu.s
0
The Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
\'::,rseo~~r~':,~ ~~~c~ 'lf~~1rtr~ ~;~;~~h7c:~:",:if~!,;i~ 81\tlsfied, however, that those moat interested considered
double
source
of
anxiety.
,
~~~fi~~~!~iJi ::0 t~~~i~:tE!~ie~~r':fo d~;t ~ ~~et;~~
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
In T~~e s~PWfLto:M~;..aur4':!Ai,~u~Y fi:th~!;~ v,a~..1~ vlctlon that duty to the great public deman~ that thio·
acknowledgment be publicly given.
Varicose veins dis.appear as if by magic.
trona of knowing what Dr .Mo:tfat himself would say
~~~:f:e~n ~~s ~~~b~~~n&~u~he ~:U~~IT ~~J~M~~~~':?; ofDes
~he case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged lnFever cannot be where the "WILSONIA" is worn.
without any assistance whatever. Be continued to gain.
and on the ninth day returned home. using only cars and !e~i.!~:~i~u~~~cft\~~~.thW: ~~~1~~~;· 'E~;~~~eJi~;':~r~~
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the boats to get there. After being away from here about two sis, ·but a gentle perspiration set in after the goods bad
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet!'i3~~1;i"r~tit~gc~f~n~eh~~s:ai~i3'r~~?h~:! ~ou;~~ ter
thousand.
gradually as long as they were on her." Very naturally
miles In a day, just to test his ability. He had also su!Iered he put
some saving clauses for the reputation and dig..
CITIZENS OF AMERICA I
from hernia for the past twenty years, and jnst prior to his nity of in
tile faculty. "There was," he said," no phenome..
nal cbange,u and he "would want to see the same resulta
u you lo,.e your country and the welfare of the human race, make yourselva acquainted at once with WILLIAM comln~ to this city 11he was placed under the lntluence of in
repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unrea

WILSON'S Marvelolll! Invention. Inqnlry will cost you nothing.
Our depots are open free tor Inspection to all classes of society. Physicians and Scientists are specially Invited to
lnsp_e_ct my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they Will, on application to me, be reterred to THREE THOUSAND
PEI«!ONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.
_

~r~~~~~v'e~~fm ~e P~J~~:~ ;;~~~l~~~~Eflhs,t~~~~

1

::a

:~oults~~~~:;;%!~e~~'I !:s~~~a~~'tK~r~n r:;
~~e6~~~o:~~1~~i~~e ~?~:&;;Q~ff.¥rti!~ag~e~r~ 1g;~e~: ~i~:i~1{
phenomenal chani\e," he paid about as high coinpliment to
erences made to this trouble.

!NV

T.DET. TRUAX,
S76 Dea.n street,

the "WILSONIA ' system as could well be given, and b&a
lieving, yes, knowing as well as I. do that mothers and

ALIDS OF AMERICA!
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
~~'i'~~ ~y;rlh':~:'{~.J.WO'_&'IL~5· 't"i~~~¥1Ln~t:~~~t¥~
1
Nota Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by the
In the name of high heaven ·abandon all 'forms at drug treatment ancl become perfeCtly healthy men and women.
~~~~th~ia~:~ ~p~~~~{~a~~;~;es~rpe~r~~~::f ;;;~~.rlnagihafn~
0
0
Call or oend your frlendo to Inspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Ita use.
th~~~~ il?s8~YA~C:~63~ ~~Fft t~tsh~in~1C~t1y ~u~:~\ri>! duced to write you this. You may make what use of it
Depota will be round a• follows:
of catarrh, aa well as kept me from taking cold, to which I h~~ ~hoose. It is from one in whom suffer!,..~~~~
was v1V!Lusce~ble. Now my entire family is clothed in
BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
~~ents, ~<?,~te,.~~ tl:i~":s~.ot be wi~o:8if~~j1t~lc
A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY. ,
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.

..

JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APO·
PLEXY.
CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.

My baby was teetlnni:, ana had a severe 1>owe1 troulJle;

~i1~~s£tir~~~:nge~rt:d,~n,~~s~Wralt,c~~f~~~~ ·wt~~

two hours my baby was entirely a.t rest; went to slee~,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, growing
stronger
e;-ery day. She had been very susceptible to
DEAR Sm: The" WILSONIA JlffJ~'JlitTh J'.A~Wi-s
but since wearing the " WILSONIA" garments bas
with which you Invested me on tbe 22d day of November, colds,
been entir~ly free from tllem. I could do mothers no
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them. greater
service than tO induce them to make the I I wiL ..
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of .McKay, was neTer 1Jetter !llustrated than In the lll&rvelous
bu.by'a swaddling-clothes.
~~~~~a"~~nJ;~tht~¥~t~~~· ~f'\.l'~;~~£~ <l~el~~~~~g~~ tiONIA ,,. a part of their
results fallowing the lntrodnctlon of tbe "WILSONIA" Belts and :Magnetic Clothing.
.M&s.<7EORGE W.DAWtlON,
The aeltlsh bluaderheads of the faculty ~>f Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed In the marvelollll cures
March 1.
4&1 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.
~h~~~Wf£~&~£1~?
J1~E:fgi~;~~o!nh1,~~:jt~~~~!~
now counted by the thousand In the city ot Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.
physical condition are alike a. wonder and a. pleasure-the
former to my friends, the latter to myself. You are inLet it be borne In mind constantly, that the "WILdeed a favored mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure SONIA"
appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons, will
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as it is not only cure
ba.btes of all their ailments, but are equally
by persons of any and every age suffer..
successfully
~:;.,r;::ge~t'\. ~gr~gtua~e~ ~;"a'"a~sf.~at~n ~~Jn:i[rg s!~~ ing from anyworn
disease known to man, less an organ actuslly
your aid who suffer from a similar disease. I now know decayed.
that your startling decla.l'a.tion, "One disease, one remedy,"

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."

~~!~~~~~!r ;:-~~·abfeh~~aTC:fu~::Zaz~et~~m~e~1~fs\~~~~~

they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as-

~~;!ea;f;~:f~u:!~~r~~ ~~ 13~r~~Wlis~N ll·flY~sn~~

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.

1

of doctors and drugs. Your hum£Ie and obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.

MOST ASTOUNDING REVELATIONS AS
VALUE.

TO lTS

IN SPITE OF THE PREJUDICE .AND DOGMATIC
ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
BIGOTRY OF THE PAMPERED FACULTY
OF BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken of! from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
Severa.! ·of theoe malicious pbyslciano having been
MR. WM. WILSoN, D.ar Sir: I hereby wish to aoknowledge the great merit of r,our Magnetic Appliances. I hav thoroughly beaten in argument and in fact are now wick·
edly attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose na.mee
~eoer~ ~::ti~~~~~~~~ ~!g1J'~~af~!~e ~~ brehd~~~gt~~ f~~ hav ~ppeared as references in my circular, to cause tllem
to Wltlldraw tlleir names from my list and to recant their
stutem~nts previously made in favor of my discovery. Most
~eo~r[6i~ ~~~r;;·11~ ~1d!\e~~~fg~nlp~;:tct~t;:~f~~l notably
three tradesmen in Brooklyn hav been placecl. iu.
jf[sp1l!l
~ eriiyy~~~idain~~~ J:uJ:~~YC~~~iru~~~~clf this position. One man who bad sent me at least one huna
dred patients, and had stated to them that he would not
~I('JJ~¥r'rr'<I~~l~W.ls~pp~ega~;!~;'n"t~~~~~~~It,,'; take f5.000 for his belt purchased of me, has had the efabout two months, and am able to walk about and attend frontery, for the sake at dollars and cents, to make caluma
nious statements a.gatnst myself and invention, altllough

:it3

re~~ bi~~rs~,e~~ya~ie~~~~~~~r~ai~1i t~~ft·~1~~~j ~~~~ ~:~eh~~epounb1i~i;ns~~~~~~{!~:Yr;oagla ~~dt;~~~~~t!P;~;fei~
call may be informed of the merit of your goods, which I

commend most earnestly to unfortunates aftlicted as I hav him of a disease of twenty years' standing. And as further
evidence of the value of my goods thfs same man procured
been.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
a. second quantity after six. months' trial of the :Orst lot.
Truly may it be said, "Men in the present day will, like
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
:rr:a.~fh~~d ~~~ :~~s!~~i~~£i!~!~ffbts and their freedom
No. 111 HUDSON ST., JERSEY CITY, March 11.
But let the physicians of Brooklyn continue this conduct
a.s they may, their downfall fs certain, even though they
G!i~!rs· ra~:~~~:'riSi;~~t:it;:::~i~~J'~[o~i~Wedt!~ purchase the freedom ofthoughtof every man In Brooklyn.
the results that I most cheerfully advise mY friends that I
0
READ
Pr'h"e~0 'in::i~~i~~t!~~ft~es~~,:'~t:,.ma'l:~~~r J'o n'!,'" N~~ ~~~
-was injured by a fall-which was so pain!ul I was unable · The marvelous testimonies given above, ~>nd then
to get any sleep. The pain was entirely removed the first having used your common sense. say whether or not
ni~ht the goods were a~lled. The sciatica Is getting out, these purchased calumnies should not be outweighed b7
0 1
an I now fully believe shall be entil'elyJ(',if:N SMITH.

t~~u~~f;~~r!:~~\T~~k!~~ .s~fc~ron;~Haic~~~~tg, o~ tfe~!

MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BRooKLYN, March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been au!Ierlng for the past

TIEAD THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
Jwould Jlrst note the caee of Peter Lehlback, whose
ttltimony Is gl,-.n below. Tbls poor man will tell you
tlat tltty.tour ot the beat physicians of Jersey City and
New York had utterly failed to glv him the slightest re11 •!. .Myself hearing of his lamentable case, determined
to dress him In my Magnetic Garments without any man·
e~ being. paid. I put on him $180 wort.h of my clothing,
al d wbUe my assistant was dressing the man one of these

their hands th1>u that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
Garments.
coAngadllnn:,.anaottihenertsn.ote as to these men's treatment of their
lid

• P

Two !"dies called upon me last week, and one, In mr.
consulting-rooms, with tears in her eyes, told me the fa •
lowing story:
,
":Mr. WUson," eaid she, .. nothing you ca.n say against

PJ~~rJ".:l~aDet~~yt~~fb~~i'~~:~:.:;,~~1\1.~m~~1~~~ t~i ~~s~;.~;a;,.~~-lc!ta~~ p~~~~.~~a~~ ~~~~~~~ ~~ ~~~~
ki

to the In valle!. as follows·

lovely niece taken temporarily Ill, having been In toleraOne Of our fashionable
doctors, who prides himself upon hfa gay equipages, was
called In 118 physician In the case. My niece being some·

ro.'P{l.fell~'Lehlbaek,l thought you had more sense than to bly good health previously.
pnton such rags."
However, this pampered do~atlst's only support is the

~ \~~~ga'h~ 'funs;:~~~.'~-~~ ~E!:u~~~d~t o\h~t~~~.0t~~i: fet~;_.r::~~~~~b~'X"w~~t t~:-."~aft~~~~o~~h~s~cc,r::~~nb,;N~

1111 111e conoonants take the place of brains. But let us see
the result.
'l·hls same fool, calling upon Peter Lehlback one week
at1ar wearing the goods, found him walking without
ctntchea;
and even then the wicked character of the man
w •B evidenced In the following soliloquy:
"Ah, well, Lehlback,l thought they ml~ht helg yon a
¥fgw~~~~~~~~~ {~s~fm~~f:l~~~'!,~ ~Po": ~Ill e~Y~rly show
1

street; ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of Mary
Manning, of Vine street; of the Association for improving
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of Mr.
Haley, of Fulton Market; of J. B. Royt & Co., of Spruce
street, New Yorki of .Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce street; of
Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hall, Eighth street, and
hundreds of other respectable and well-known ladies and
gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify te
the value of my magnetic clothing who had utterly failed
to receive any benefit or any reltef from the many

~~~h~~~~:~!ha~~a~i~~~e~~eJo~1!,b:!~h ~t;~np~~~~Kn~~~i
my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a
short time. I hav taken varieus kinds of medicfns, but
the doctors and the mediclns did me no good. Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my su:ll'ering from pain, the
rapid beating and the su!Iocatlng feeling of my heart, until P~~~';!~~~i;h,?~,!'~t~~nh~~ ~~fl~~~d~lear to every reasonon the 26th of December. 1880, an "J;l,ent from the Brooklyn able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
0
may sell their consciences for dollars and cents, we
!~8 ~~ia~~'i!~;o[aI~g~~~~nrf st~e ~ ~a~~~~c~fi~~etr~?.\frL: above,
can rest .a.ssured men who will, for said dollars and cents,
SONIA.'' .My sister called for the goods. I being unable to strip
themselvs of their manhood will at least find them•
thoroughly exposed and their calumuleslald bare.
~~ ~g~·;g:a~~ ~he~~;~~ic~e;~~~nC:eIf~i~h~"g~tt~~~Pt~~ selVB
My cha!lenge to the physicians of the hospitals of
in twenty-four hours. I hav not taken one drop of medic in Brooklyn (witll the o!Ier of ,5,000 worth of my goods, and
since, and hav gained strength and fiesh; hav no more $5,000 cash to be given to tbe Institution if I fall to cure
patn, and bay an excellent appetite, which, before, was nine-tenths of their so-called Incurables) Is still open, and
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without will be open to them for twelve months.
any suffocating feeling or pain. My bowels are now regular, but before wearing the "WILSUNIA" I was compelled THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
to take large doses of castor oil, administered to me by my
THE "WILSONIA" GARMENT~
AND LIV.
~~~~,1v~~~e~tt~C:a~afv.ts£~aa~~1rihge~rh~U::i~n&z~~w!¥£:
SONIA.'' Respectfully yours, MARY MANNING,
81 Vine Btreet.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

soothing did it prove Itself th&t the child never awoke
from the sleep It produced, an<f my niece to-day lies In
CURE OF VARICOS;E VEINS.
Gfre e nrwphooydslcCieamnseitneryt,'eacnlotytll efrBvrictlkmlyonf."the maJpractice
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
0
00
0 00
th
181 COLUMBIA ST., BROOKLYN, March 15.
And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
M:R. WM. WlLSoN, Deaf Sir: I hav been a sufferer from l.JHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
regular~ on his dally mlssfon of sending his victims to the
varicose veins for some thirty years Late last fall I was
lfr~klyn n:~~oWe~b¥'or~~~l f:C~d ol~~cfi'o~art'i?J'~eevof. suffering
THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
very severely with a sore on one of my legs, and
deuces as these, hav no more penetration than to confer I had come to the conclusion, as I could get no relief from WILL GIV f5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
0
0
1
WRERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
~':: lr '\~\~~g~~~t~t~t,.~hf~~l~:t\.!~e~'::sf~{;dn~;:~e :'if~ s~fc~gfc"~~~~gs"e~~~~~~~~~~t~t'b~v ~o~ th~e':Il::~~~t ~.;'ufJJ::~:~~sJrt~"ct;~~e~ ~';,~~l::~sbf~;a~fl• 1!~~:~J~:;Iy~ ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PA·
1
however, about the first of December, !learned that an
nl¥~'!ef;~a l~~fffi':~~~~~sofJi!~~~\f,!} ~!lfrb~;dtlelr k'¥':0 ~·~eiLSONIA" ma~netlc garments are as harmless acquaintance of mine on the river, havinf the stune TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REeys tdenmct!ssrnocthtenasatthtP.,evbllalase , anevdlcancnodo.nly beews~~ygr;:~hbe~ upon the body as weul be a sheet of po.per, and yet ~X'if~:k~'~~S0,!'f~~~~!il.o~~~~'ie~L:;?Jl~~ t~~~.NG;Tl~ MEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
10
000
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY
~
H
~\}~'i! !'kJ8~~t i~'iM:'lJ"¥-'r'l' ~Rf':tfij~ ~~wT\~~~~~
. ~~li:~~J'fi.l'~.!~~~:~s!Ic"~r~'lied:::;J'.an to hav seen the MONTHS FROM THEIR FIHST WEARING THEM.
¥~~:eu~~l!g¥tvis~~~d ~~~n~~~mc1~~ite~~~~~lf~~c~\~C:Ang; SiCIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
Another case I would note, that of Professor Batch
Can such evidence be !lied as to the lnnoceiiee o! drug- the same goods. That was indeed a wise net on my part. EFFECT .A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
8~~:t ;io~~:i,~is~~~~gle~ ~~::;} ~~"e'k;. applied te one of re~~: of~'l:::.h:;: J~~v:;~~tg;~~:~1~-~~~~:~g~gd~~~ for I soon tound distended veins were decreasing, the THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

·

Yt

ma

1

fJ~l~nl:'.!~!'{V~~~'f!~.'Th~"n~.l~'h~~Yh\~?~~'1, ~i ~~;.~g~':.'"~:t,;'f ~~~fi~n:ha~I~g;~~pslgft;~ec~r!~ :'i':.~

the conlldence with which a child treats a parent, that he
wovld not teat them without his consent. Yet this dog.
matte physician, to whom many of the Brooklyn people
oak up with reverence, evinced hla aeltlshness and spleen
'joy abaolutely refusing to Inquire Into the matter. Yet
l'rofeBilOr Bmlth to-day Will tell you that he Ia 118 strong
physically as at any time In his lite,and many of his friendo
I&Y he was never known to be so stronKaB now. Am I not
•liere!<>re jnstl1led In oaylng, •• LISTEN TO YOUR PHY.
liliCIANS AND ~!!t, OR 'WEAR THE'WILSONIA'
XAGNETIO GA.ruru>NTB AND LIV HEALTHFUL
Zi{YES Y"
!l'h811e mea wORld ratber 1ee their patients die nnder

criminals; and as long as I llv and llt\V liberty of speech
I shall cry down the Iniquitous Rrnctlces and tue drugging
systems of our colleges. I wl never pander to wuat 1
-know to be a llo, nor Will I rest until I hav compelled the
legislatures of this country to stay their hands In the
cl)arterlng of colleges, wherein legalized murderers may
be trained, then to be thrown broadcast upon society,
either to become Idlers or murderers.
The facta stated above and the testlmonlea given below
are snJilcient evidence to any thinking man or woman
that such are the results of the present Ieglalatlv meaaureo 1n reference to the praotleu ot medloln.
_
·

1

&:~~~~~ss~~itn~tiiyntht:s~ s~~;~~i}~ ~~~~n ;l~~~tii~~u'it~~

but my generalllcalth I found was fmproying all the tjme,

~~~~~~~~e1fefe~gd~ ~ldb..~~e':,~~:n~s~,inb"u~1l~e.is,ka~Pf

N. B.-The "WILSONIA" .MAGNETIC CLOTHING

will cure the Worst form of rheumatism known to man.

Ejght cases out of every twelve can be cured in from four
hav done from that period to the present time. with to six months, and the worst possible cases in twelve
1
month~, when the goods are worn U8 I direct. My diltl
~~ffi"l_:f.~nha')ls~~~'Jiee~f!~i'h&~i~ ~~og,n p~~~s"I::;Y culty is, many persons Will get rotten with disease, spend
head and trouble in the respiratory organs, but since thousands ot dollars in poisonous drugs, until they become
wearing them I sleep as well near£L as at any preyious
0
lrf~k}~gtX:~to~ t~~~s~ a~~n~t:~ Tftf;ci; tUu~pa1~\~lli~~1
i~\i~!~£o~~"i t~~a~~ii~;~~~~:'to !~~~fn·~."£EJ a~~~ But the" 'VIL:bONIA" will cure in every case.no matter
It nothing more th&n my duty to commend them when· of how long standing~ But our common sense must be.
in every instance.
I~~~~a~~l~~~~~v.Ji~:~~eli:f.ec}~~~C~~s~:'.?.e QBed
Listen to the phy~Iclans of Brooklyn, take medleln, and
tto11.1 I lillY made In other oaaoa I am led to thl.nk there III die, or wear the " WILSONIA" Garments and lly.

:ti::;,
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9/tmti of( U[hounht.
IT is a stnmge trade, I hav often thought, that of
advocacy. Your intellect, your highest heavenly
gift, hung up in the shop window like a loaded
pistol for sale; will either blow out a pestilent
scoundrel's braips, or the scoundrel's salutary
sheriff's officer's (in a sense), as you please to
choose for your guinea.-Carlyle's Reminiscences.
KEEP not standing, fixed and rooted;
Briskly venture, briskly roam ;
Head and hand, where'er thou foot it..
And stout heart, are still at home.
In each land the sun does visit,
We are gay whate'er betide;
To giv space for wandering was it
That the world was made so wide.
-Goethe.
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D.M.BENNETT'S.PUBLICA.TIONS
BOOKS
SOLD BY
D. M. BENNETT.
~
.
~

l!OSCELLA.NEOUS JU.DICA.L WORKS.
.t;xeter Hall. A theololtlcal romance. "One of the
most exciting_ romances of the day." Price, paper, 60
THE song of the billiard ball: "Ohl caiTomme •ents;
cloth;so cents.
back."
'I' he Heathens ot'tbe Heat.b. By Wm . .MeDon•
author of "Exeter HatL" Price, $1.50.
THE pantry cook sings, " Good pie, sweet tart, nellt
Family Creeds. By William McDonnell, author of
good pie."
• Exeter Hill!." ·Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
Tlb.e Day ot''Rest. By Wm. McDonnell, author ot
THE play of "Uncle Tom's Cabin" is all on ac•~ Exeter Hall,,. "The Heathens of the Heath," etc. Price,
count of Eliza. Stpwe this away.
10cents.
"A SPLJ>NDID.ear, but a poor voice," as the orwMil:t?r~~f 0!on!~~tl~e0~!"~~~:~a~~c:e'n~ri.Pex~
gan grinder said of the donkey.
~~lg~rs~f ~~eD~:::;1ifu~e~~ll~~~~~$t1~e days of .the early
How shall we reach the boys ?-.Mrs. Livermore.
Heroines of' Freethona-Jat. Uontalnlng BioTake a little longer shingle.
graphical Sketches of Freethougllt female writers. By
Miss BRADDON'S latest work should be dedicated Mrs. Sara A. Underwood... Price, f1.75.
Tbe A.pocryphal New '1'est1unent. Being all
to Eli Perkins. Its title is, "Just as I Am; or, a Liv£ue fjspeiS, epistles, and other pieces now extant attrlbo
ingLie.''

THEODORE MORE had married eight different
women. So Whenever he joined a party of vilWE should protest against our children being lagers in a frolic they welcomed him with "The
compelled to waste their precious time in our pub- ~lore, the marrier."
lic schools in reading and listening to sucb a mass
LETTER from his well beloved to a young gumof balderdash, very little of whrch is comprehended or understood by either teacher or pupil, and if my: "Finally, my ownest own, understand that I
it were, much of which would be worse than un- love you more for your defects than your moral
profitable. We protest against taking such a book, qualities, and thus judge of the bo'Undlessness of
written no one knows when or by whom, no one my love for you I"
knows where or by how many, as our unfailing
SOME LEADING QUESTIONS.
guide and rule of action through life.-Elmina IJ.
A young man, Wh<? looked as though he had a heap
Blenker.
of things on his mind, but who struggled hard to
ALL doctrins relating to the creation of the appear outwardly calm, put a $5 bill on the desk of
world, the government of man by superior beings, a Detroit lawyer, the other' day and said:
"I want to ask you a few leading questions."
and his destiny after death, are conjectures which
"Go ahead," was the reply, as the money was
hav been given out as facts, handed down, with
quickly
thrust out of sight.
many adornments, by tradition and accepted hy
"If I am engaged to a girl and I go back on her
posterity as "revealed religion." They are theories more or less rational, which tmcivilized men what can she do?"
''Sue you for breach of prom is.''
believe that they believe. These doctrins are not
"But if she goes back on me what can 1 do?"
in themselvs of any moral value. It is of no con"Hunt up another."
sequence, morally speaking, whether a man be"Urn I Suppose I hav presented her with a $1
lieves that the world has been made by one god or
fan, a pair of bracelets, a parasol, and a ring?"
by twenty gods.-Reade's Martyrdom of .iJfan.
"Then she's so much ahead."
THE idea of gospel inspiration is received, not
"If I believe that her infatuation for another is
from any proof that it is so, hut from an opinion
but a passing whim and I tlourish a revolver and
or feeling that it ought to be so. The doctrin arose, talk suicide, what then ?"
not hecause it was provable, but because it was
"Her father will probably pick you up and drop
wanted. Divines can produce no stronger reason you in the :first mud puddle."
for believing in the inspiration of the gospel nar"Uml Suppose I had presented her mother with
rativs than their own opinion that it is not likely a twenty-shiiling umbrella?"
God should hav left so important a series of facts
"Then she'll keep dry.•·
to the ordinary chances of history. But, on a little
"Suppose, sir, I had for the purpose of making
reflection, it will be obvious that we hav no ground
myself solid with the old man, presen,ted him with
whatever for presuming that God will act in this sixteen dollars' worth of watchdog?"
or in that manner under any given circumstances,
"He'll set him upon you if you hav any trouble."
beyond what previous analogies may furnish; and
"Um t Hav I no I"edress ?"
in this case no analogy exists.- W: R. Greg.
"Yes, sir; go and lick the prairie ranger who
ACTIV and sympathetic conduct with man in has stolen a way your girl's affections."
the transactions of daily life is a better preparation
"I'll do itP'
for healthy, robust action than any amount of
"Glad to hear it. I'll defend your case for $20."
meditation and seclusion. What Swedenhorg said
~'Uml"
about vowing poverty and retiring from the world
"Uml"
in order to liv more to heaven seems reasonable
" Come to think of it, he is a bigger man than I
and true. "The life that leads to heaven," he said, am."
is not a life of retirement from the world hut of
"Then let him lick you and l'll.ma.ke1t costlli.m
action in the world." A life of charity, which con- $501"
sists in acting sincerely and justly in every enjoy"Um I I'll think of it."
ment and work, in obedience to the divine law, is
"Uml Office hours from 8 A.M. to 6 P.M."
not difficult, hut a life of piety alone is difficult, and
And the young man troubled with inward agitait leads away from heaven as much as it is com- tion took himself out.
monly believed to lead to it.-Smiles's Duty.
A FOILED :BOOK AGENT.
CERTAINLY when the things are in themselvs toA
young
man,
with a large book under his arm
tally indifferent, the principle of concession to the
superstitions of minds governed by traditional he- and a seven-by-nine smile on his mug, stuck his
lief-recommended by Paul or whoever is the au- head into the ticket window of the Union Depot
thor of the epistle to the Romans-may some- and asked the clerk what was the fare to San
times be advantageously adopted. But the Antonio.
" Ten dollars and fifteen cents," replied the
importance of protesting against the bondage exercised by such beliefs over human life is also not ticket slinger.
"I am pinmg to leave Galveston, hut I lack just
to he undeiTated, and Paul (?) seems scarcely to
giv it sufficient weight in the argument. (Romans $10 of the ticket money. However, that shan't part
us;
I'll make a partial cash payment of fifteen
xiv and xv.) No doubt, on the ground of policy,
and in reference to the desirability of keeping the cents and take the rest out in trade."
" What do you mean hy taking out in trade?"
members of the nascent sect from inten1al quar"I am a book agent, and if you will let me hav
rels, Paul was right; hut a principle which, in certain cases, may he expedient for a given end, is the ticket I won't try to sell you a hook. I won't
say book to you once. This is the most liberal and
not to be set up as a universal rule of ethics.
If pushed too far it must end in the perpetual sub- advantageous offer ever m.ade to the public, and
ordination of the whole body to the weakness of its you ought to take advantage of it. I bav been
known to talk a sane man so completely out of his
least enlightened members.-.A.mberley.
senses in fifteen minutes that be wasn't even :tit to
NATURE has no godlike emotions in play, or no- send to the legislature afterward."
ble exhibitions of power. By dint of ceaseless,
" What hook hav you got I" asked the ticket
untiring exertions and an endless crawling of agent.
magnetic intluences, she wends her way from one
A beaming smile came over the hook agent's
stage of life to another. If luxury chokes up one face, and in ·a sing-song voice he began:
avenue necessary to health she quietly opens an" I am Offering in seventeen volumes 'Dr. Whifother, wilts and destroys organs or increases their fietree's Observations in Palestine,' a book that
number, and packs them together with matchless should he in every family, a book that comprises
patience and dexterity. If the stomach cannot dis- the views of the intelligent doctor on what he saw
gorge its rich contents, a liver can easily be made in the holy land, with numerous speculations and
to exist to preside over a more refined department theories on what be did not see, altogether formof labor. If the liver fails, heaven only knows ing a complete library of deep research, pure thewhat is in store for luxurious man. There is noth- ology,. and chaste imagery. I am now offering this
ing godlike except an organization which has pro- invaluable encyclopedia for the unprecedented
gressed far enough to exhibit the workings of high low price of $2 a volume, which is really giving it
moral attributes. The philosophic mind discerns away for nothing--"
nothing noble or lofty in a medley of adaptivness
After the book agent had kept this up for about
and slavish submission to conditions seelllingly ten minutes, he began to grow discouraged, for,
imposed by fate.-Alkaza.
instead of showing signs of weakening, the ticket
IN the Christian sects and churches of to-day agent with an ecstatic smile in his face, begged the
eternal life" is reserved for those, and for those eloquent man to keep on.
The book agent stopped to rest his jaw, when thfl
only, who accept or profess a string of metaphysical propositions conceived in a scholastic brain ticket man reached out his hand and said:
"Shake, old fel I Come inside and take a chair,
and put into scholastic phraseology; and to crown
the whole, a hell is conceived so hol'lible as to and sing that all over again. That cheers me up
make heaven an impossibility; for what must be like a cocktail. I used to be a book agent myself
the temper of the Elect l!'ew who could taste an before I refol'llled and went into the railroad busihour's felicity while the imlumerahle myriads of ness, and that is like music to me. It soothes me
their dearest fellow-beings-their husbands 'and all over. It calls back hallowed memories of the
wives, their mothers, their children-were writh- past, and makes me want to go ou~ on the road
ing in eternal torments within sight and hearing of again. I would rather pay $20 than hav you leave
their paradise? Theologians transmogrify the Galveston. You must come around every day. I
pure precepts and devotion of Jesus into a religion could listen to that all day and cry for more."
The hook agent shut his book and said:
as nearly as possible their opposit, and then decree
"Someinfernalhyenahas given me away; but
that whoever will not adopt their travesty "without doubt shall perish everlastingly." It is the old there is another railroad that I can get out of this
spectacle which so disturbed Jeremiah reproduced one-horse town on. I'll not consent to ride on a road
in our days: " A wonderful and horrible thing is that don't employ gentlemen who can treat a cash
committed in the land; the prophets prophesy customer with common politeness. You can't capfalsely and the priests bear rule through their ture my hook on any terms, and if you will come
means; and the people love to hav it so; and out of your cage I'll punch your bead in less time
what will be the end thereof ?"-(}reg' a Oreea of than you can punch a ticket." And he passed out
like a beautiful dream.
Ckrisle7!!lom•

Tbe Old Faith and the New. A Confession
By David Friederich Strauss, Author of the "New Life 0
Jesus," etc. Authorized translation from the sixth Ger
man edition. By Mathilde Blind. Two volumes :n one
'!'he translation revised and pat·tly rewritten, and prcced

~~s~lcrt~t.~m:£i~~~s1:~~g~gl~ fr~~;~t%~r~t~· r:aeJ::~~

Atnet'lcn to require a single word to be said In his praise
Price, $1.50.
'l'lle I,egends of' tlae Patriaa·clas and

r;.;;~~~YJ~·pe~~~~i:B~rrt:-.~~~~d,-, .}~~~.; lr~ef~~f«fe

readers who liav not at some time wished for just such a
:~f~~ewlt~ ~~M~~rt>"Yu~ftllt~~~':it~"~~nt'h~~~ie",l\d will be
Materialisan: Its. Ancient Hlsto!'y, Its Present De
velopmeut, Its Practical Beneficence.
By Dr. L. Buchner
Author of •• Force and Matter." 11 Man in the Past, Pres.
ent, and Future," etc. Translated from the Author'
Manuscript by Prof. A Loos. 25 cents.
The Besaut-Hatchard Debate. A two-nlghta
Debate between Mrs. Annie Besllnt and Rev. A. Hatcbard
on The Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and The
Inlluence of Chrlstlanltv on the World. Held at the Hall
~~~. a~nd\'l."e~rs~o~~~~ron;~r~~~ f~~t~e~r1~; B!~ 'We~ of Science, London, December, 1BBO. 25 cents.
Testament by Its compilers. Price, $1.25.
Liberty and Purity. How to secure both safely
and Impartially. An address before the Com
Applies ot Goitli. A story book for boys and girls. efl:ecttvly,
mlttee
on Charitable and religious societies of the aeaem
By Miss Susan 11. Wixon. Price, $1.25.
bly of the state of New York In opposition to a bill to
'.li.'ille I"rophet o~·Nazaretla; or. A Critical In. largely Increase the criminal jurisdiction and powers of
the Society__ for tile Suppression of VIce,..,.March 2S, 1881.
~~£~ o1rn~e;~s6 ~h':f~~tl~,i~~~uj,";~~llla~~r~~~ ~~X; By
T. B. Wakeman, of the bar of New xork. Price, 25
S. L. Price, $4.
cents.
'l'he
Roaring Lion on the T•·ack. A rousing
Origin and Developmcnt of' Re.ligtons
Ideas and Belief's, as manifested In history and seen sermon by Brother Smith. M. Babcock, stenographer
15 cents.
by reason. By Morris Einstein. Price, $1.
Caree•· of' Religious Ideas; Their Ultimate
M~~~m~,?,t,a~lc~ ~;e~fe"!~~~ el'4~1 ~¥ '11~R:,::~';;'dn ~ the Religion of Science. By Hudson Tuttle. Paper, 50
the history of that doctrln which was begun and carrled cents; cloth, 75 cents.
on by him In Arabia. Price, $2.
Tbe Bible in India-Hindoo Origin of Hebrew and
Christian Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dana
Inde." By Louis Jacolllot. Price, $2.
~ranee-Dynamic Core .By .La Roy Sunderland.
• 'riCe of ·rrance, $1.50; Dynamic Cure, $1.

:f

.sfu~ D~,ft,~;~fr~d~f.: ;;Yc~~~~~rrlf~~. ~~~~~~~e~~
paper, 50 cents. ·""'·
i;'l
Biible ot· Bibles; or, Twenty-Seven Divine Reve~;~o,:'~· e0~g:tg~nngof t~~c~\f;r~n~f b\li~~~-:~;~~ P~~~f.
ence, history, morals, religion, and general events. Also a

~;~~;agg:1~~a~"E~gf,f"~~~rsa~f et~a'inf~'ff~Ka~n~~~~~~

tr!ns. By Kersey Graves._ Price $2.00.
'Jrhe 'Vorlld's Sixteen Crucified Saviors;
or, Christianity Before Chr!st. Containing new l\nd start.
ling revelations in religious history, whtch disclose the
oriental origin of all the doctrlns, principles, precepts, and
mimcles of the Christian New Testament. and furnishing
a key for unlocking many of Its sacred mysteries, besides
t~m:l~~~~~%'v~~~togig~,"U:teen oriental crucified gods.

Bibke in the Balance. A text-book for invest!·
gators. By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
Old Tbeolo~y Turned Upside Dowii or
Ri~bt Side ifp. By Rev. T. B. Taylor, A.M. Cloth.
$1.25; paper, $1,00.
lllodern Thinkers: What they Think and Why.
By V. B. Denslow, LL.D. With an Introduction by Robe
ert G. Ingersoll. Price, cloth, $1.50.
Superstition in All Ages. By John Mesller.
A ROman Catholic priest. Price, cloth, $1.50; paper,

HOO.

Antiquity of' Claristiianit.y.

By John Al-

berger. 12mo, 61 pp. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25
cents.

Essays on lllind Matter, Forces, Theology, ete. By Charles k. Townsend. Extra cloth, 12mo,
404 pp. Price, $1.50.
Sequel to Essays, By same author. Price, 75
cents.
§eriptnre Speculations. With an introduc-

tion on the creation, stars, earth, primitiv man, Judaism,·
eto. B-y .a;.Jsey B. S~evens. Extra. cloth, l2m1>, 419 pp.

Price, $1.50.
Faith and Reason ; Heart, SoUl, and Handwork.
fJ.~.aisey R. Stevens. Extra cloth. 12mo, 441 pp. Price,

'.l'he Modern Thinker. By various authors.
Being the most advanced speculations In phllooophy, science, theology, &nd sociology.

Second number.

Bvo,

160 pp. Price, $1.00.
Positivist Primer. Being a aeries of familiar
conversations on the Religion of Humanity. By C. G.
David.

Price~

75 cents.

-.

Tbe Ethics of' Positivism. A critical study.
By Giacomo Barzellottt, Professor of Philosophy at the
Liceo Dante. Florence. Extra cloth, 12mo, S27 pp. Price,
$2.00.
'll.'hron;:;b Rome On. A memoir of Christian and
antlchristlan experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay Waters.
Extra cloth, 12mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
Christ ot· Paul. By George Reber. &tra cloth,
12mo, 400 pp. Price, $2.00.
Cnltivation ot' A.rt.; And Its Relation to Rellltlous
Puritanism and Money-Getting. By A. R. Cooper. i2mo,
<IS pp. Price, flexible cloth,35cents; paper, 20 cents.
'l'he Historical Jesus of' Nazareth. By M.
Schlesinger, PH.D., Rabbi of the Congregation Anshe
Emeth, Albany, New York. Extra cloth, 12mo, 9B pages.
Price, 75 cents.

The Case Against tne Cbnrch. A summary
of the arguments against Christianity. Price, 50 cents.
Personal Immortality and Otlaer Pa•
pe•·s. By Josle Oppenheim. Extra cloth, 12mo, 9B
pages. Price, 75·cents.
Sonl Problems With Papers on the Theological
Amendment and the State· Personality Idea. By Joseph
E. Peck: Paper, 12mo, 63 pages. Price, 25 cents.
ConCessions of' an Inquirer. Why and What
Am l1 ByJamesJacksonJarves. Prlce,$1.25.
Socialism and Utilitarianism. By John
Stuart Mill. Price, $1.50.
Nemesis oC Faith. By Anthony Fronde. Price,
f1.50.
Christian and Deist. Price, $1.00.
Socialism. Reply to Rev. Roswell c. Hitchcock.
By a B uslness Man.
.
Modern Symposium. Price, $1.25.
Trial of D. lii. Bennett. Price, cloth, 75 cents;
paper, 40 cents.
Some lllistakea ot'llloses. By Robert G. Inger.
soiL Price, $1.25.
The Gods and Other Lectures. By RObert
G. Ingersoll. Pri~e, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
Tbe Ghosts and Otlaer Lectures. By ROb.
ert, G, Ingersoll. Price, cloth. $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
'rite Gods, etc., an(l Tbe Ghosts, etc., In
one volume. Price, paper, $1.00.

Wbat lllnst We Do to Be Saved? Prlce,25
cents.
Was Christ a God 'l Conclusions drawn from
apostolic writings. By F. Menslnga. Price, $1.50.
A.bsta·aet. oC Colenso on tlae Pentateuela.
A comprenensiv summary of Bishop Colenso's aw,ument,
~~Y.i!~~ ~~~~s.the Pentateuch Ia not historical y true.

5

Selt'-Contradictions ot· the Bible. One hun•
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den appearance of a strange cloud, accompa.- with them is that they hav no funds. The
nied by a roaring wind, threw several villages Nihilists are known to possess money, though
into a panic.
little or nothiug has been ascertained as to its
source; but the Socialist refugees in England,
LoRD
SHAFTESBURY
has
organized
a
society
THE Senate has adjourned.
CONSTANTINOPLE has 45,000 JeWS and thirtyof theologians and scientists to investigate all France, and Switzerland are poor, and many
Ex-SENATOR BRucE, colored, has been apeight synagogs. Nearly 40,000 are of Spanish
philosophical and scientific questions h.tving a of them are almost destitute.
pointed Register of the Treasury.
origin.
bearing on the truth of the Bible, and to pubTHE Rev. William Dorsey, of Zion Church,
THE underground military wires in the Ger- lish results. It will probably be a white-washANoTHER six-day go-as-you-please pedestrian
man empire, according to telegraphic opera- ing affair, and only one verdict will be per- Tarrytown, has been " raked over the coals" match was started in this city Sunday night.
tors, conduct electricity far better than the mitted, and that that the Bible is a divinely- for marrying a blooming widow of Paterson,
A BILL has been passed in this state compelN. J., while his lawful wife was living, adding
over land lines.
inspired volume.
to the crime of bigamy the sin of lying to the ing shopkeepers to furnish seats for their salesNEWPORT walls bear the posters of a man
WHAT was it that caused the sale of two confiding widow by telling her his wife was ladies_
who calls himself the. Boss Theologian. He
~ a million copies of the revised New
million copies of the revised New Testament in dead. When Sister Richardson testified that
advertises a divine chart by which any peraon
Great Britain on the first day of its publica.- she was married to the reverend scoundrel by Testament were sold the first day of its publican easily find the way to heaven.
tion, and perhaps half a million in this coun- the assistant pastor of Henry Ward Beecher's cation in this city.
" THE doctrin of eternal punishment is a try? Was it idle curiosity, was it a popular church great sensation prevailed, mingled with
THREE men were killed and five injured by
libel on God," said Pastor Brookman of a fashion, was it a skilfully worked-up business m utterings of " Whew " and " Ah."
A the falling in ofa mine at Terraville, near DeadMontreal Baptisf·. church. Having made this scheme, or was it a real desire to get at what brother from southern New Jersey suggested wood, Dak., on the 19th.
declaration he lost no time m resigning.
purports to be an improved word of God?-Sun. that the New York papers be asked to publish
THE Pennsylvania Railroad magnate, Col.
the affair twice, at which the bishop shook his
THE ordinance against profane swearing is
A VICAR of a country parish in England had head mournfully, while a robust brother star- Thomas A. Scott, died on the 21st, at his home
so rigidly enforced at Avon, Illinois, that a occasion lately to remonstrate with a lowly
in Philadelphia, of paralysis.
plain " damn" is a luxury which costs $3, member of his :flock, who has regularly been tled the silence by exclaiming that Bro. Jackson
was
out
of
the
limits
of
the
conference.
THE sultan of Turkey has deposed the bey
while fancy oaths can only be indulged in by conspicuous by his absence from· the celebra"Yes," responded a jealous rival, "he's been of Tunis, but the French upholP, him, which
the very affluent.
tion of the holy communion, for his non-at- there ever since those Yonker sister c&me
leads to more European complications.
THE only form of oath among the Shoshone tendance. Hodge hazarded the excuse that he here." Bro. Jackion looked sheepishly guilty.
THE First Division N. G. S. N.Y. will parade
didn't
consider
himself
sufficiently
qualified
to
Indians is: "The earth hears me. The sun
PREACHING to the clergy of his diocese the on Decoration day in this city and be reviewed
hears me. Shall I lie?" This is far more attend. "Why not?" urged the vicar; "you
sensible than the oath of civilization, made on hav been confirmed." "Yes, sir," replied other day the Protestant Episcopal bishop of by Secretary Lincoln and .other officials.
RoBERTSON has been confirmed as Collector
a bundle of paper from'the printer and book- Hodge, "and vaccinated, too; but they neither Long Island reaffirmed his Ulll'haken personal
belief in the. supernatural character of the of this port. William E. Chandler, Blaine's
of 'em took."
binder.
Christian religion and the indestructible vitality friend, was rejected as Solicitor-General.
SIX trained horses on exhibition in San FranTHERE is likely to be litigation over the
of the Christian church. But he owned that
IN the telegraph suit Jay Gould testified that
ownership of a large number of Maryland cisco are remarkable for having been taught there is a spirit of hostility abroad in the
by
kindly
means.
In
proof
of
this
the
trainer
he didn't know whether he paid five or ten
churches, which hav for many years been used
world challenging the claims of Christianity,
by Methodist Episcopal Church South congre- uses no whip in making them do their tricks, and that many nominal Christians are very million dollars for American Union stock.
and
they
will
readily
obey
a
stranger.
The
gations, but which are now claimed by the
THE District Attorney has entered a Mlle
weak in the faith. "Somehow," he said,
general belief of trainers of beasts is that they
:Methodist Episcopal church.
"positiv and earnest convictions are not as prosequi in the prosecution of the conducters of
can only be controled through fear. If God's
THE complete independence of man and
general among those who call themselvs Chris- Truth for publishing the famous Morey letter.
servants, the clergy, had discarded efforts of
wife, where property is concerned, is nowhere
tians as they once were ; it does no good to
CONKLING and Platt both want to be refrightening human beings and worked upon
carried to such a point as among the Indians
conceal or to deny this." The spirit of the elected to the Senate as a vindication. A
the love plan they would doubtless hav been
of Central America. Every day the husband
age, according to this observant bishop, is great deal of opposition is manifested, and the
far more successful.
buys his meals from his wife, who purchases
seeking to circumscribe and fetter and enfee- result is uncertain.
from him raw material for the table.
VERMONT is the only state that has not sin ble the church. Modern science is largely
THE British steamer Ganos was run into and
To the ordinary scourges of the army worm gle Chinaman. North Carolina and Delaware arrayed against it. " It is no longer the vast sunk in Boston harbor last Friday. The vesand
Alabama
has
four.
The
hav
each
one,
majority,"
said
the
bishop,
"
who
attend
any
and the potato-bug the year 1881 seems to be
sel, valued at $160,000, and the cargo, worth
adding a new insect pest in the shape of a largest number in any Southern state is 483, kind of worship or listen to any kind of $350,000, are a total loss.
preaching.
and
Louisiana
is
the
state.
Sugar
growing
has
What
defections
in
Lutheran
black asparagus-bug, which easily digests
THE mechanics of New York, Jersey City,
Paris green ; and the destructiv locusts in brought them there. The other states and ter- Germany? What an eclipse or total annihila.and Brooklyn demand a half holiday on Satritories
in
which
they
are
most
numerous
are,
tion
of
faith
among
the
various
branches
of
some regions are preparing to take the field.
Pennsylvania, 170; Illinois, 214; Utah, 518; the Latin race in Europe and in Central and urdays without diminution· of wages. They
A HERMlT has built a little house in a tree at
Arizona, 632; New York, 942; Montana, 1,764; South·America I What almost countless mul- will strike unless the concession is granted.
Morrisville, Vermont, forty feet from the Idaho, 3,378; Nevada, 5,423; Oregon, ,515 titudes in this land that never cross a church
THE Socialists of this city met at Irving Hall
ground. He has had enough of earth, he and California, 75,122.
threshold or conform even outwardly to the last Saturday evening and sent a cable message
says, and desires to liv as far from it as possispirit or to the traditional customs of the to the czar protesting against the proposed
To-DAY thoughtful men and women demand
ble. We hav often heard about leaving the
Christian religion l"
hanging of Hessy Helfman, accused of particiworld and climbing a tree; this man seems to facts, not theological fictions; a genuin gospel
pating
in the killing of the late czar.
WHAT
may
be
accomplished
by
a
brazen
of peace andgood will, not a gospel of delusion;
hav done it.
pretender is illustrated in the case· of W. H.
and
all
signs
indicate
a
response
to
the
demand.
DR.
FisHBoUGH,
a prominent Spiritualist of
Is Boston less Christian than New York?
Chase, at Medway, Mass. He arrived in that Brooklyn, was· found dead in his yard last
The orthodox arguments of Lea, in the play of The Adlers, Chadwicks, Frothinghams, and
town an utter stranger two years ago, without
"Daniel Rochat," received the bulk of the other noble souls are the heralds of the better letters of introduction or any other means of Saturday. It is thought that death was occagospel,
and
the
time
is
at
hand
when
that
rea.sioned by falling down the steps and striking a
applause here, but in Boston they are received
gaining favor than his own resources. He
in silence, while Daniel's attacks on Chris- son and common sense so serviceable in every gave out that he was a wounded veteran officer stone, as a wound was found on his head ..
tianity call out "incessant and tiresome rounds other department of human thought and action of the army, ex-member of Gen. Howard's
THE mayor of Jacksonville, Fla., is a Jew.
will be found equally serviceable in the domain
of hand-clapping."
staff, son of a clergyman, ex-editor of the He is enforcing very strictly the Sunday law, so
of theology and religion.
· Truth says it wants t.o know "why JehoChicago Inter-Ocean, and ex-Secretary of .the that nothing but ice, milk, and newspapers can
THE Rev. Mr. Buskirk, s Methodist pastor at
vah has allowed English-speaking races to
United States Senate Committee on Commerce. be bought in that city on the Sabbath. The
grope in darkness for two centuries and a half Sullivan, Ind., recently got married. Mrs. He was at once made principal of the high Christians don't like to take their own medicin.
with a poor translation of his revelations, and Jones, who had been converted in one of his school, and allowed to take a leading position
FRoM the present temper of the ecclesiastical
whether he used to smile when clergymen revival meetings, took to weeping immediately in the Congregational church. He preached commissi.on having charge of the case of Rev.
on
hearing
of
the
union.
The
husband
wonpreached sermons from the spurious story of
in neighboring churches, and became superin- Cowley, the child starver, who served a term of
dered why she felt aggrieved, and, in his search
the woman taken in adultery.".
tendent of a Sunday-school. He went into imprisonment for his inhuman crime, it looks
for the cause, found in her trunk a bundle of
THE past week was another remarkable love-letters from the clergyman. One of these politics, too; and was a popular stump-speaker as though he would be retained in the church
week of immigration, and the probabilities are made the matter clear. Buskirk and Mrs. during the last Presidential canvass. About and allowed to preach and abuse children at
that the total arrivals for May will exceed Jones had agreed to marry as soon as Jones this time he was arrested on an old charge of pleasure.
seventy thousand. Such a number for a single should die, which he was expected soon to do. swindling, but managed to hide the scandal by
MARTIN KENKowsKY, of this city, has been
paying the claim. When the crack military
mon~h would be beyond all precedent ; it
Other letters contained the most ardent·protes- company of Boston, the Fusileers, recently arrested as the murderer of the young woman
would surpass by more than six thousand the tations of love and some execrable verses.
found in the woods of Bergen, N.J., last week.
visited Washington, it was " Col. Chase, a
arrivals for the entire y~ar of 1877.
Jones has brought a suit for damages, and Bus- woundedhero of Gettysburg," who presented He admits being in her company in GuttenLIGHTNING singled out a $5,000 stallion to kirk has been also arraigned by his church.
berg, near the place, but says she went off with
them to President Garfield. About this time
kill at Bloomington, Illinois, leaving eleven
two
other men. The evidence looks strong
THERE exists a strong feeling of rivalry be- he secured an increase of salary from the
comparativly valueless horses uninjured. The tween the London and Geneva Socialists. They school board by representing that he had been against him however.
owner, who had been an earnest Christian,
A " CHRISTIAN" wrote to the New York Star
do not recognize the same leaders, and in many offered the private secretaryship to Secretary
resigned his church membership and resumed respects their theories differ. This antagonism, Windom; but this has caused his downfall. last Sunday that the man who would take Col.
a long-neglected habit of profanity, declaring which does not exist among the Nihilists, is a Somebody wrote to Windom, and the lie was Ingersoll's life would be "regarded as a ben&that Providence was against him anyhow.
source of weak~ess to both camps, and their exposed. Then proof was :secured that Chase factor to his race, and would be justified by
THE effect on some people of the prophecy internhl jealousies and quarrels hav hitherto had never been on Gen. Howard's staff, or God and man, for God has so revealed in his
falsely ascribed to Mother Shipton, that the kept them in such a thoroughly disorganized editor of the Inter-Ocean, or secretary of a holy word; and God in his good time will
World will come to an end in 1881, was illus- state that they hav inspired little apprehension Senate Committee. Finally, he has :fled from most certainly nelect his agent OI!. earth to do
trated the other day in Indiana, where the sud- abroad. Another important fact connected· Medway undeP charges of criminal conduct.
his holy work."

l)atts and 9Jlippings.
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.Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.

CHAPTER VI.
".Although I did not want to trouble the slave
with expoundins- theological questions, because I
feared to hurt h1m, he himself turned the conversation toward that point. He spoke with warmth
about religion.
.
. .
" ' How ' said I 'hast thou, then, also a rehgwn,
.Alamontada ?' 'Do you ~h.ink,' replied he, 't_hat
there is a man without rehgwn? Only the earheEtt
infancy and insanity_ may be withoui it?' .
"'.And what is thme, for thou art considered an
.Atheist ?'
·
"'I am an outcast from the society of my fellowbrethren ' answered .Alamontada; 'therefore it hurts
no one's 'conscience ·to think and say every evil of
me. I hav resigned the friendship of my brothers,
therefore I do not dare any more to open my mouth
in my own justification. I belong to no one. Had
I a joy, who might share it with me?_ fud my sufferings I hav courageously borne alone.
" He sank into a melancholy silence. Then he
raised his eyes again to me and said:.' You ask aft~r
my religion. How shall I describe It to you? .It .1s
that which the creator himself has revealed Withm
me. The prejudices of the great mass, th~ iJ?morality of priests and monks, the contradiCtiOns of
church doctrins with the unshakable truths of nature,
awakened in former time my meditation. .And this
led me out of the bosom of the church into the arms
of God.'
" '.And didst thou find thyself under all tribulations consoled by thy religion?'
"' .Ah dear sir, consoled? Yes. But for that I
suffered'no less. Like a friendly talisman religion
keeps us above the waves in the shipwrecks of life,
that we may not drown. But so rocked in the waves
of misery, dear sir, one cannot s~ile, though heav:en
might be open before us, as It was before Samt
Stephan us.'
" 'I congratulate thee that thy faith. hath at le~st
helped thee so much. Far from attackmg thy religious convictions, as it really is my order, I wish to
become acquainted with them that I might, if it were
possible, imbue every. unfortunate with them.'
" 'My religion, dear sir, every one ·knows. · ou
_find it in every quarter of the globe. .All na~wns
hav it, only with various ornaments and additiOns,
which are not necessarywith me. It is easier for me
than any one else to hav it. I am an outcast who no
longer belongs to any nation, but still to humanity.
Consequently I hav not the religion of a nation, but
the religion of humanity, and no one persecutes fQr
it. .Also hav the nations never quan-eled about religion, but only about its ornaments and human additions. But be this as it may, well to those who
died for it. Both were blessed in it.'
" ' But how, if thou considerest thy belief the only
true one and doubtest no more, if thou art convinced
that the religion of others be 'perhaps delusion and
error, how canst thou then call them blessed?'
" 'Because they were so. Ah, were I a man, like
others, and as I once was and had won the world~s
confidence and love ! Nevertheless I should hav
feared the sin to attack the belief of others. The
inhabitants of the earth liv in everlasting infancy.
They are, without exception, chi~dren, and . need the
leading-strings and the guardian. Their reason
always lies in the soft cradle of fancy, and the emotions stand about to rock it. 'Tis true, before them
floats almighty nature and testifies with loud voicte,
There is a God ! 'Tis true, in their inmost heart
they hav the sacred assurance of eternity, yet their
self-reliance is too feeble. They tremble before
self-deception. They trust morQ in a stranger than
in a friend. They are in need of revelation. Well,
there ! Every nation has its god-sent and prophet,
and every child trusts his father more than himself.
Only few single individuals elevate themselvs. Only
few separate ones raise themselvs out of the mass of
the millions; they understand the testimony of nature
and the assurance in their heart and .the light of their
mind as the guiding-star of humanity." These are.the
mature, the god-sent.'
" 'But can there not,' said I, 'come a time when
the human race will step out of its infancy?'
" 'I doubt it,' answered .Alamontada. 'By the
order of things, whereby we shall eat our bread in
the sweat of our brow, the best part of our life
passes everywhere behind the plow, at the loom, in
the barn, and at the helm of the ship in the service
of earthly wants. Only to a few has It been granted
to dedir~ate their days to the sciences. There may
come a century when finally the people will possess
as their own the results of philosophy and natural
scienees, the fruit of painful examinations in all
fields of human knowledge; there may appear a century when even religion, in its quiet simplicity and
freed from all sensual show, will be the religion of
the people; but never will the people be able to ex-

Y:

the assertion that the Druids of Britain were the first
people who taught this theology and commenced the
work of civilization and education. To those who
doubt this idea I wish to show briefly: First, the
philological identity of these myth-gqd names and
the Keltic names, and the universal use of the zodiac
with its twelve signs, the tracing back of the elaborate astronomy of the Egyptians to simpler and fundamental ideas of lesser growth, and of an earlier
period of the world's education.
The splendid civilization of Egypt, which embodied its astronomical truths in gigantic monuments of
stone which· stand to this day, showed a lofty standard of education and a grandeur of conception that
surpasses anyth.ing that the worl~ has seen
since. These rums attest to-day the Ideas of the
people who reared th~m. The ruins of temple~ ~n
India attest the same 1dea. · So also do the Drmd10
circles which a1·e scattered from Britain through
Gaul, over the summits of the Pyrenees to the desert
of Sahara in .Africa, through Scandinavia and northern Russia, Persia, over the Himalayas to India.
The Druidic temples are the expression of the
ideas of a people who lived in the stone age, hence
their name Kelts, from kallt, a flint. Hence the flint
weapons of this people are called to this day Celts.
From kall tor (i.e., cutting flint), a rude instrument
for digging, we hav the coulter of the plow, culture,
and c~dtivation of later languages.
The megalithic temples of these Kelts show neither
trace of hammer or chisel, but stand as monuments of
the first examples of united human effort and intelligent calculation found in the known world. .Art had
not been born when these temples were reared. This
is an indisputable proof of their antiquity.
The zodiac, in common use among the oriental
nations, is another proof of its Keltic origin. The
signs adopted will not co.rrespond to any locality or
climate but that of some 1sland at least m 50° north
latitude. To a southern latitude they do not apply
at all.
The zodiac, Rama of India, crops out in these myths
unmistakably-Ram Samee, the Hindoo god, son of
the zodiac, who was crucified; .Ab Ram, father of
Ram, the Jewish Patriarch. In Rama, Ra Hel weeps
for her children, and she had but two (Gemini). The
standards of the twelve tribes were zodiacal symbols.
In Joseph's dream the sun, moon, and the twelve constellations bowed to him. We hav twelve tribes,
twelve apostles, and the Christ story is the sun's
annual course. How could an uncivilized people like
these painted, skin-clad Kelts hav conceived such an
elaborate science as astronomy? will naturally be
asked.
Eating and drinking are two prime questions in the
economy of every living being. Thus the ancient
Kelts by actual observation learned that the advent
of certain stars or constellations upon the morning
horizon indicated the change of seasons and advent
or disappearance of the means of sustenance. .At
sundown they retired to hide in their caves or burrows during the darkness, but at dawn they sallied
forth hungry to seek for the means to sustain. In the
twilight of morning, only the brightest stars were
visible, and they naturally took more notice of those
upon the Eastern horizoB where they expected the
sun, their deity, to appear. Hence they associated
these stars with different processes of nature. In
Capricorn their God began visibly to lengthen the
day. In .Aquarius the January thaw (peculiar to
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
Britain) set in. In February the salmon swarmed up
the rivers to spawn, and hen-ing were plenty upon
Ecce Diabolus.
the coast, hence the sign Pisces to designate the adSome years ago a work appear~d in Engl~nd vent of a food supply. In March the sheep cast
under the title of " Ecce Homo," whiCh at the time their lambs, and the sun's rays were visibly warmer.
created quite a sensation. It was followed by a re- Sheep shed their wool and indicated the necessity of
them. The sun-god was the herald of the
Ply called "Ecce Deus," which was very weak shearing
compared with its predecessor. .A s t h ese work s coming summer, and in dhis martial
D advent
dh D was
'd)
treated of the Christian idea of deity in his attributes termed the civilizer (Dovy h, i. e., avy • avi •
of man and God, so I hav in this little pamphlet bene~ March Is~ is St .. David's day. Upon the _21st
tried to exhibit him as he is, also this redoubtable h~ displayed his radial symbol :~;hove the honzon,
h h
10
bee held up as a buga tr1 phalla (three rays), from whiCh word we hav
b~~s~~ac\i1fu.e~ ~~t~o ~fthful nand those older chil: phallic, .applied to the vi~ile e~ergy of the sun imthe earth at, this .periOd.
d ren w h o h av 'grown ygray bel'ev'
1 m g m· the·individ - pregnatmg
.
uality of $is devil.
.
Th1~ was the granu festival, Nauros of t~~ fire
Tracing Christianity back to Rome, we find Its worshipers of Iran, th~ New Year~. ~lban E1~1~ of
birthplace in pagan myths. From Rome to Greece, the Kelt~. Phal~dr Hu (rays of ~u) IS the ?r1gmal
from Greece to Egypt, from Egypt to Hindostan, of Pha~r1g (Patrick), w~o .m~kes h1s a_dvent mto t~e
from Hindostan to Iran, from Iran through northern 1 g?lden 1sleoEur Juys,, ~rm, With _the tr1ple symbolm
Europe to Britain, we find the sa~e ideas embodied h1s han~ o-ro the t~ef01l. As. th1s would b~ too a pin their theology or mythology, whichever you please parent 1f St. Patnck's day were upon the 21st, the
to call it. .As we get further back into these hoary day was changed to the 17th~ This ram or lamb
ages we find the coml?lex ideas ?f m~dern Christian- fig~res ~xtensivly in the Bible his.tory .and cause~ a
ity and Roman pa~amsm becom!ng_s1mpler; pers.on- schism m Egyp_t when the sun m h1s preces~10n
ages fade into a~tr1butes; ~r.t, w_Ith 1ts elab?rate, 1m- th~ough the eq~moxes had ~eced~d from Taurus mto
aginativ conceptiOns of de1t1es, IS resolved mto hard, Ar1es. _The priests o_f He~10pohs (On) held to the
plain facts, these facts the result of carefully re- 1'-ull .Ap1s, but the schismatiCs held to the ram. The
corded observations which had been handed down Bible asserts that the Jews reverted to the worship
for untold ages. Polytheism reverts to monotheism, of .Apis wben they set up the golden calf.
and the one God of the ancients shines forth as the
The next symbol or constellation indica~ed the
great day star, the sun. The various positions as he process of impregnation which the earth underwent,
passes through the zodiacal signs are elevated in and in later times, when cultivation was understood,
later ages into minor deities, and planet and star- signified the time to yoke the bulls for plowing, hence
worship is added until the multiplicity of attributes Tarus.
becomes an utter confusion, and out of this heteroIn the next sign Gemini, the alternations of sungeneous mass the Christian ~he~logy i~ made up. It shine and sho'!er, h~at ~n~ moisture, w~re indicated
is probable enough that obJectiOns Will be made to as the developmg, ripemng process, and m Cancer he

amin for themselvs. They will not take the grand and
simple· doctrins and principles ·direct fro.m the fi~st
source, but receive them w1th confidence m the ~~~
dom of the teacher· and as it will be then, so It IS
now. The people chng_ w~th faith to him w~o is to
them an anointed one of h1gher knowledge With the
faith which the child brings to his parents, the patient to his physician. Gray prejudices will perisJI,
but new ones will arise in their places. Men will
become more skilled, more educated, more humane.
They will one day shudde~ before the ~ime of ?arbarity in which we now hv, and, notw1~~standu~g,
will never step entirely out of the cond1t10n of mfancy.'
. .
. . .
" 'I doubt,' said I, '1f the hu~an race, wh1le It IS
training itself and rejoices in a h1gher degree of _understanding and tenderness, shall at the same t1me
see less of misery.'
.
.
" ' Why not? Oh, verily, dear Sir, among a refined people I never sh?uld h_av spen~ the most beautiful half of my days m c~ams and m the dun&'e?~·
Do you not belieye that ~th the prowess of mvihzation of the natiOns pubhc welfare mcreases and
misery diminishes? So compare for a moment the
civiilzed nations of our time with the barbarous
hordes which stand only on the lowest step of culture· share for a moment with them the anxiety of
sup~rstition, the wildness of burning passi~n, the inhumanity of their wars, t~e cruelty ?f their clum~y
justice, the bitter fruits of Ignorance m every domam
-compare the well-to-do European of our century
with the thrifty man of the middle ages of our era.
The development of t~e manifold abilities of hull';lan
nature increases the enJoyments and pleasures ef hfe.
The destruction of hurtful prejudices, the continued
conquests in the realms of science, diminish the
number of evils, and giv to the soul gradually a
greatness and power, with which it lifts itself above
even unavoidable evils.
" 'Let yourself,' continued .Alamontada, 'not. be
misled by the stubbornness of poets and the w~1ms
of philosophers who in th~ refinem~nt of. the natiOns
see onlv an increase of evil; and smce m the world
of reality nothing answers to th.eir ideals of general
happinees, they place them m the days ?f antiquity or of a better future-days whiCh no
one has ever seen, and which no one will ever liv to
see. For. it belongs to the weakness of mankind
always to be surrounded by wishes; it belongs to
every-day delusions to find the hours of the past and
the future more charming than the present. The
present is only a fleeting point of time; it is flown
while we think of it, and another floats by before we
expected it. Our emoti~ns are divide_d am?ng these
atoms· of time. Only m the recapitulatiOn of a
whole row of them we recognize their value. On
that account are neither pleasures nor dangers so
beautiful or ten-ible in the momentary present as
when we await their coming; and both again receive
brighter colors a~ soon as they _be~oug_ t? the p~st.
We praise the blissfulness of childish hfe; but if a
god would giv us the choice perfectly free, who
would want to be placed back there ? Let poets
and philosopHers who accuse the civilization of
nations build them huts among the Cherokees or
Finns, among the wanderin~ Tartars or the Bedouins and Moors, and wait if they praise their lot.'
"So spoke .Alamontada. I listened to him with
pleasure; my interruptions served only to coax new
thoughts out of him."
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was Lord of the host of he11ven, Hu Dad in Hevin.
It was the middle of the course, as the six claws
upon either side of the crab indicate; Alban Hefin, the
summer solstice. We hav seen the Irish children
lighting fires upon St. John's eve (June 20th), never
dreaming that this custom is the perpetuation of the
Beltane, Baal Tan, Bale Fire, and the custom of
dragging some one through it savors strongly of
the rites of Moloch.
The Egyptians erected a
laiga to represent this idea. Hu was lord of the
higher and lower ray, causer of life, and destroyer
of life. He represented the number 4, the square in
form, hence the obelisk was square and the crab
Cancer indicated his position. Each face of the
lingar represented one of his positions, as Alban
Father, Albanque Patres, i. e., winter and summer
solstice, vernal and autumnal equinox. He was a
triple personage, and was represented by three
crowned eagles (birds of the sun), while a column of
hieroglyphics directly under each bird gave his title
and attributes. These hieroglyphics served the purpose of teaching the ignorant populace of that day,
much the same as the cartoons of the illustrated
papers are more effectiv than the reading matter.
They were word pictures, and any attempt to decipher them as syllables will not succeed. The hieratic
writing of the Egyptian priests is very similar in its
character to the Keltic bardic cryptograph, and is
evidently derived from that source. The pyramidon
of the linga signifies the middle ray of the tx:i phalla,
the generator, the sustain.er of life.
In July the sun was fierce as a lion, and as
Herod he ~lew the twins or destroyed their work,
vegetation ripened, dried, withered, died. And Hu
sank into the lap of the virgin, came to the wedding
with bread and wine at Cana. Here we find a word
meaning a feast corresponding to the Canna of India,
Coena of the Latins, Kiniaw of the 'Kelts, meaning
the same, the principal meal of the day. This was
the saturnalia of Bacchus and other pagan feasts held
at that period of the year and perpetuated in the
harvest home of present times. Now the two fishes
of February (Pisces) and the five loaves of bread
(March, April, May, June, July, during which the
corn and grapes ripen) feed the multitude, and
twelve basketfuls are left over, i.e., a supply of food
for a whole year.
In Libra he lays down his scepter, loses his energy,
and sinks below the horizon-Arawn, the sacrificer
of himself, hence Aaron.· Now is the New Year of
the Jews, the seventh month, September; the worshipers of the Evil One seek to propitiate him by
sacrifice and death.
Scorpio makes his advent next; the serpent born
of the water crawls over the land and blights the
trees, freezes the water, and is the herald and precursor of Arthan (:winter). The hunter next takes
to the chase with bow and arrow, and Sagittarius is
symbol of the time. In this sign the underworld
opens and all the evil influences rush forth, perpetuated by All Saint&' Day, Halloween. Here stands
Cailan and Cailas, the black virgin, the mortal terror, the foe of the threshold. She is the goddess
Kali Bhawanee of the Thugs, and delights in murder. Cailas is the original Crelus, and here all the
good Christians go after death. Capricorn next appears. Hu is shorn of his· ·beams, and as the black
Sun, the bald,dies, hence it is called the place of the
skull (Golgotha). He is Saturn, Said Wrn (from
Said virility, wrn, tomb, or urn). He descends into
hell for three days, and is born upon Christmas day,
passing on to where the old man, Janus, who, with
the double face, sees the old year and the new,
stands.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]

Criticising the Critics.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH S:EEKER, Sir :
I am tempted to offer &orne words of a critical
character on "An Entirely New and Original
Demonstration on Soul or Spirit and Its Certain
Materiality and Mortality," by J. S. Walker.
Mr. Walker imagins that he has scooped up the
whole batch of isms and philosophies in a few brief,
but vague, sentences about soul and ~ts materiality,
etc. He imagins that if he can show that a soul is
a material . thing, then it must follow that it cannot
be immortal, and must die, as all materiality is subject to death. Now this proposition is a flat contradiction of nature, science, or all known philosophy.
Materiality is constantly changing, but never dies.
Science teaches that matter exists always and in
every place. There is no spot in the universe that
does not contain it. Matter and the force that
moves it are constantly associated. He says, "Mind
without body is like shadow without substance."
Well, what idiot denies this? Who asserts that
anybody manifesting intelligent life has .no mind?
But are there no substances that fail to cast a
shadow? Electricity is a substance.
Has Mr.
Walker discovered its shadow? Does he see the
wind's shadow? Are not the various gases substance ? and what sort of shadows do they cast?
There are many things substantial that do not cast
a shadow, and for what Mr. Walker knows, that
substance that records the thoughts of man may also
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exist without the shadow which he thinks of neces- to appropriate the food to his stomach. In this case
sity must accompany it.
acts of the legs are not spirit, the act of the hands is
He says: " Not one Deist, religionist, or Spiritual- not soul, the acts of the mouth and stomach cannot
ist in five hundred ever had one positiv, natural, and be a spirit any more than the act of thinking to do
clear idea on soul or spirit, or of philosophical them, but the real life, s9ril, spirit, was behind each
necessity." "These subjects are left for such men, and every one of these acts, and by force of the will
such mighty geniuses, such intellectual giants, as caused it to be accomplished. If an act is soul or
Hobbes, Helvetius, D'Holbach, Hume, Mill, Reade, spirit, or if motion is, then you hav no more right to
Greg, Huxley, Tyndall, Maudsley, Ingersoll, Under- trace an act of the hand or l'eg to the brain than to
wood, and some others." I may add, and Mr. the man in the moon. Why should you trace an act
Walker. Unfortunately for the reputation of his that implies hunger to the brain instead of the stom" geniuses," some of them never could, some never ach? or why trace the motion of the legs to the
would, and some of them never hav investigated one brain if your definition is correct?_
of the isms, and are either too much prejudiced, too
You make an assertion that is so flatly opposed to
thick-headed, or too fearful of the world's skepti- all philosophy, in saying that no respectable scientist
cism, to acknowledge the truth.
··
believes in the property of "inertia" in matter, that
The men of science who hav reared for themselvs I am astonished. It would be proper to state who
great monuments in certain directions of thought those scientists are that so differ. It is a known law
are the last ones to come down from their .pedestals of matter that while it has molecular life and moupon which they sit to be admired by a doting tion, as a mass it has no power to move itself.
public. They hav never investigated Spiritualism,' A rock might lie before your door forever, and
and. hav not pretended to. Huxley said, "If true, I could not move itself away, nor has it the power, as
hav no interest in it." Ingersoll swore that the a mass, to stop itself when put in motion. To conwriting purporting to come from his spirit father, tradict suflh palpable truths, you are throwing youron a double slate, through the mediumship of Dr. self in the face of mathematics, which demonstrate
Slade, was not written by Slade; but has he followed that "any motion observed in a moving mass of
up the inquiry? No. Mr. Ingersoll's lectures on matter is the result of one or more external forces
ghosts, and other positions he has taken, are too operating upon it." If I were to push a boat from
popular, his lectures are too much in demand, and the shore With sufficient force it would land at the
they pay too well to spoil them by becoming a opposit shore in a direct line of the force applied
believer in a spirit life, so he keeps away, and at a pro~ded that the water was placid and the air calm,
great distance is, like others, demanding a shadow. but if the stream ran rapidly its force against the
Mr. Walker asserts that "the soul or spirit is the boat would act in conjunction with my force applied
mere shade, appearance, and shadow of the body and it would land at a different place lower down th~
acting and moving in one or more places in space. stream.
~ow~ver, a high wind were blowing in
Like sound, color, flavor, odor, and motion, or any the oppos1t drrectwn to the stream, it might land the
one of the senses, a mere fleeting, perishable; appur- boat ~p the stream from my point or completely
tenance, or manifestation of organized matter." carry It away. It must be seen from this illustraTherefore the immortality of a human soul or spirit tion that the law of inertia is completely asserted,
is a positiv physical impossibility. Unfortl1nately and no Materialist hypothesis can set it aside. The
for Mr. Walker's "rational and sound idea" of soul boat was completely at the mercy of the various
or spirit, it will bear no such definition whatever. ·forces applied.
The senses are not the shadowy things he is pleased
Your final proposition is, however, equally absurd,
to call them. The sensations are the real effects of although you express unlimited confidence in it, asthis organization of body, and are so intimately serting that no future science or wisdom "can shake
related to the whole body and to each other that or. move it." "First, that all reason, logic, and
when one suffers all suffer. When a man has a leg smence prove that there can bG no creation of any
cut off, is it the leg only that suffers pain, or is the real being or actual entity. Secondly, that such bewhole condition of the man's surroundings taken ing cannot be annihilated. Third, that all consciousinto the account of his sufferings? The mental ness, identity, and individuality had a beginning at
pain occasioned by the reflection of the mind and its birth and _are annihilated during sleep." Where,
responsibilities (which it feels it cannot now meet) when, and by whom has it been taught that conoften are more acute than the physical loss itself. sciousness and identjty and individuality are annihil-"
When a man by a reflection of something in his ated during sleep ? What book on science teaches
mind or consciousness is thrown into the most such absurdities ? Does any sane man believe that
agonizing state of mind so as to produce insanity and when a person goes to sleep his individuality dies
even death, there must be something more in his and is annihilated? This is another one of your men
mental structure to bring forth these agonizing pic- of straw, and is the mere shadow of truth. When
tures than mere shadows. The body, you will please sensible people argue immortality from such a state
to remember, may be perfectly healthy, and were it of the case as you mention, your logic will be invin~:~ot for the inward conscious self, could but enjoy a cible.
pleasant life. Yet the bloody hand of Queen ElizaYour "scientific principles" are mere assertions,
beth will present itself, daguerreotyped upon the and your conclusions are absurd, as see the followmental substance, as imperishable as when it was ing: You say that" every thought or spirit or soul
first made bloody. The wasting of the body by the created at birth and annihilated during sleep, erenecessary changes of organic life has gone on so ated again on waking, and all through life created
that not a partiole of what it once was is retaiJ;J.ed; at one time and annihilated at another, is not a real
but the imperishable fact and its picture are always entity or actual being, but merely the quality of an
present. You see, friend Walker, that your shadow entity or property of a being, therefore exists not
theory is not a correct interpretation of nature. forever."
There is a substance more enduring than an odor,
You first lay down the proposition that there can
color, or shadow in this.
be no creation of any real being or actual entity,
Your demonstration is a peculiar piece of logic, and in the next breath you assert that "the
because A and B know that they each exist, and be- thoughts, knowledge, spirit, or soul is not a real encause this knowledge does not make another man, tity, or actual being, but is the quality of an entity,
for instance, say C, therefore A and B do not ex- or property of a real being." That is, they are the
ist, and hav no knowledge. This is arg~tment-um ab- property or a quality of a thing that you say cannot
surdum. No person in the universe contends that A's exist, and which reason, wisdom, or science cannot
and B's knowledge constitutes a spirit, and~no sane admit the creation of. Such reasoning I am astonman has ever argued that the knowledge of two men ished at. To annihilate anything is to utterly and
made a third, or that any one idea constituted a forever destroy it beyond the possibility of any
spirit. If you are fond of making such men of recreation or revival into life. And yet what a man
straw and then setting fire to them to make your has attained in knowledge before sleep he has at his
shadow, all right, but do not presume to call it a command on waking. If this were not so, you might
correct idea of soul or spirit.
lie down to sleep with your profundity of material
You assert that knowledge, spirit, or soul is "sim- science, some night, and wake up in the morning
ply the action of the brain called thinking." My minus all that you ever knew. But the fact that
dear sir, your ideas imply very peculiar definitions. you do not is a standing argument against your anKnowledge cannot be an act. It implies thinking nihilation theory. It requires hard labor to acquire,
that has already been done. Knowledge is a result systematize, and perfect knowledge. It would be a
of previous thinking, a remembrance of something great pity if the whole world had to relearn all it
already learned and retained in the memory, a some- knew each successiv morning of life.
thing which has been impressed in this imperishable
Your propositions and some of your ideas are new,
substance called spirit. The great trouble with you quite original, so far as I know, but I this.k they are
is that you put the cart before the horse, and insist not in accordance with experience, sound sense,
that the cart pulls the load instead of the horse. logic, and good judgment. They are self-destructiv
Matter is the cart and load, but the thing that moves and contradictory. I will take ,the liberty to say to
it is a force intimately related to it, in fact insepar- you that you ·should revise your logic some bright
able from it. Matter cannot exist without it. An morning when all traces of former ideas on soul Gr
act implies an actor. Motion implies a force. Now spirit hav been annihilated, and see if you cannot
it follows that the act cannot be the actor; the mo- discover some trace of an individual entity sometion cannot be the force. When a pair of legs get where about your own existence.
J. R. PERRY.
up anfl run away in the direction of an eating-house,
it is not because the legs want something to eat, but
THE conscience is merely an organ of the intellect,
the animal that owns and controls them does, so he and is altered, improved, or vitiated, according to the
wills them to carry his stomach to the table, and he direction which it receives, and the incidents which
wills his hands to supply his mouth, and his mouth aot upon it.- Winwood Reade.
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New Publications.
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. Life of Voltaire. By James Pal'ton. In two volumes, 8vo. of
650 pages each. Houghton, Mifflin & Co., Boston.
TM largest and cheapest Radical Journril pUblished in lff1trope
We hav received a copy of this remarkable work,
or .Ame1·ica, containing nea1·ly seven hundred square inches more but hav not yet had time to look it over sufficiently
of reading matter than any other journril of its lcind.
to giv an intelligent review. In a week or two we

NEW YORK, SATURDAY, MAY 28, 1881.

The Revised New Testament.

hope to be able to giv it a somewhat extended notice,
though we doubt our ability to do it full justice.
Mr. Parton has had this work in hand many years,
an~ has given it his best thought and care. He has
written several excellent biographies, which rank
equal ~o any the world has produced, but this is the
crownmg work of his life. His soul has been
wrapped up in it, a:Bd his best energies hav been
devoted to it. It will undoubtedly meet with a large·
sale, and through its pages the American public will
learn much more of the great French thinker and
writ~r than they hav known before.
We hope to
receive many orders for the work from our reading
patrons. Price, $3 per volume, postage included.

Deny the heart the holy love it sought·
Deny the mind growth, power to expand
The spirit knowledge of a better land; '
Then die and enter the abode of the blessed
'!'here meet the hoblest, purest, and best. '
None of the faithless ever enter there,
They could not inhale that heavenly air.
None of the philosophers of Greece or Rome,
They hav been sent to a wa1·mm• home.
No scholar of China or India we find,
No one who sought the culture of mind;
No inventors or reformers we see,
From all such disturbers heaven is free.
No Phillips or Garrison tyranny shake,
No Paine or Ingersoll make bigotry quake.
No Wright, Anthony, or Stanton up here,
All such women would be out of their sphere.
No Davis, Richmond, nor Fox sisters there,
They bav been excluded with infinit care.
No spirits who hav been rapping around
·
When they should bav been quiet under ground.
No Universalists, we know full well
They do not believe in an orthodox hell.
No Unitarians, they are under ban,
Believing that Jesus was only a man.
N9 F.cee Religionists, they do not know
That man bas a soul or where it will go.
No Spiritualists, their savior is truth;
They are lost, every one, the aged and youth."

No book has ever been issued which has attracted
so much attention in the same length of time as the
new revision of the New Testament. In Great Britain and in the United States it is safe to say four
million copies l?.av been disposed of in the last ten
days. One firm in this city sold.over 300,000 in one
day, mostly wholesale lots to dealers in various parts
of the country. Everybody is talking about the revised New Testament. Thousands are reading it
who never read the Testament before.
On Sunday last a large proportion of the clergy- History of Woman Suffrage. Edited by Elizabeth Cady Stanton, Susan B. Anthony, and Matilda Joslyn Gage. lllusmen in the Protestant churches of this city based
h·ated with steel engravings. Fowler & Wells, 753 Bro~td The .Anie?·ican Tailo?·. Root & Tinker. New York: Con·
their discourses upon the new revision. The way in
ducted by Daniel Edward Ryan.
.
way, New York. Published in two octavo volumes.
which it is received seems to vary. Some seem to
. This is a twenty-four page quarto, illustrated with
Vol.
I.-1848
to
1861-of
this
elaborate
work
is
think that the eighty men who hav devoted ten years
diagrams, cuts, etc. lVIr. H.yan is an earnest LibQral
to revising the Old and New Testaments hav literally befo~e us, containing 878 pages and fine steel en- a warm p~rsona! ~riend of ours, and we take speciai
gravmgs
of
Frances
Wright,
Ernestine
L.
Rose,
thrown their time away, and that one man in half
ple!l'sure I_D notwmg the worthy trade journal with
the time could hav performed t!J.e work far better, Frances-D. Gage, Olarina I. Howard Nichols, Pau- whwh he IS connected. We are satisfied it stands at
lina
~Davis,
Lucretia
Mott,
Antoine
L.
Brown,
while others seem to think that the new revision will
the head of its profession, and that every tailor in
be a decided improvement upon the old; that obso- Amelia Bloomer, Susan B. Anthony, M. C. Wright, the country should be i~s patron. In his salutatory,
Elizabeth
Cady
Stanton,
and
Matilda
Joslyn
Gage.
lete wordt;J and phrases are expurgated, and that the
Mr. Ryan says: "The time bas come when the intelwords which the divine spirit really meant to hav in This work contains a full history of the Woman ligence wbiclt has guided all other professions to
Suffrage
movement,
and
will
prove
very
interesting
the new revision are more faithfully expressed. It
honor, to eminence, and a status, should in our case
should be a source of grief with ardent, faithful to th~se f~vorable to that subject. The preface be applied for the same results. To attain this end
opens
m
this
way:
souls that their deity has been so long misrepresented
a representativ journal, owned and conducted in the
"In preparing this work our object bas been to put into per- i~terest ?f t~ilors for the interchange of ideas and
in this way.
Others again, upon seeing the old familiar phrase- manent shape the few scattered reports of the Woman Suffrage chscovenes, IS absolutely necessary. Hence this one,
ology to which their hearts hav been wedded for movement still to be found, and to make it an arsenal of facts my support of it, and my present position." For the
those who are beginning to inquire into the demands and
years thus brushed away at one stroke, felt that the for
arguments of the leaders of this reform. Although the contin- latest styles and improvements, and for all informanew word of God is far inferior to the old one, and ue~~ discussion of the political rights of woman during the last tion pertaining to the tailoring business, its columns
they wish that the revisers had been furnished with thrrt.y years forms a most important link in the chain of should be regularly consulted. Issued monthly at
more useful occupation. The tendency of the new influences tending to her emancipation, no attempt at its his- $3 per year. Roet &Tinker, 182Nassau street, New
revision will doubtless be to lessen the reverence tory bas been made. In giviug the inception and progress of York.
this agitation, we who hav undertaken the task hav been
heretofore accorded to the New Testament, to con- moved
by the consideration that many of our co-workers bav
vincepeople that it is little more divine than other already falle!l asleep, and that in a few years all who could tell The Sci_entiftc Investigato:·· Devoted to Science, Art, Spiritual
books, and that man had as much to do with it as any the story will bav passed away. In collecting material for
Philosophy, and Radical Reform. Published monthly by
other book that has been published.
these volumes most of those of whom we solicited facts bav
the Investigator Company, at Portland, Oregon.
·It is a source of joy-except to. those who wish a expressed themselves deeply interested in our undertaking and
We hav received a few numbers of this able
hell for their unbelieving neighbors-that "hell" bav g~adly ~ntributed all they could, feeling that those identi- promisin~ periodic~!, and are pleased to be able t~
fied With thiS reform were better qualified to prepare a faithful
~nd the "bott?~less pit" hav been dispensed with history with greater patience and pleasure than those of another speak of 1t m the highest terms. Its articles are well
m the new. revisiOn. We shall be very glad to bid generation possibly could."
written, its selections are good, and it seems entirely
a final adieu to hell and the bottomless pit. It
worthy of. th.e sup~or~ of Liberals and Spiritualists.
Volume
I.
is
divided
into
fifteen
chapters
and
an
seems the word "miracle" is also dispensed with
~ppendix, tre~ting upon the followi?g general sub- Its ~ubscriptwn priCe IS $1 per year, and it is already
and the word is rendered power.
'
talkm~ a?out becoming a weekly at an early day.
When we reflect upon the millions upon millioll.s Jects: Precedmg Causes; Woman m Newspapers· We Wish It success.
The
World's
Anti-Slavery
Convention,
London,
Jun~
of copies of the Bible that hav been issued by the
different Bible societies and Bible publishers in the 12, 1840; New York; Mrs. Collins' Reminiscences· The _Freethinker. G. W. Foote, editor. Published monthly
Ohio; Reminiscences by Clarina I. Howard Nich~
world; up~n th~ vast sums of money that hav been
m London, England.
expended m this way; of the great diversity of ols; Massachusetts; Indiana and Wisconsin· PennThe first number of this sprightly candidate for
syl;ania;
~?-cretia
Mott;
New
Jersey;
lVIr~.
Stanopinions that hav arisen from it; of the countless
Freethought is before us. Its articles are short and
army of priests and interpolators that hav been re- tons Remimscences; New York; Woman, Church,
and
State.
pointed,
an~ . it seems to P?ssess the spiciness, interquired t0 explain it to the masses, and most of all
es.t,
a~d ability to make It a popular journal. We
The
work
is
elaborate,
able,
reliable,
and
authenthe little real use it has been to the world, it cim
Wish It a prosperous future.
easily be understood that it wonld hav been quite as tic,_ giving a complete history of the movement
well if the volume of a false cosmogony, a record of ~hlC'?- must sooner or later result in woman's emanmpatwn.
"An Infidel Abroad."
wa~s a~d .bloodshed, ~ribal exper~ences, generativ or
Price, $5.00 per volume. Vol. II. will be issued
_somal mmden~s, Jewish .P?etry, mcoherent ravings,
There are many ~ays of looking upon the Old
and metaphysical absurdities had never been written in the coming autumn.
World, many eyes With which to view its wonders
o~· printed. This new revision will doubtless help to
Modern Fac~s vs. Popular Thought. A Rytbmical Lecture. and man~ hearts through which to interpret its mar:
dispel the erroneous veneration which has hitherto
The poet can say one thing the
By ~ettle Pease Fox. Delivered on· the Thirty-third veious history.
been accorded to it.
Anmversary of Modern Spiritualism, March 31, 1881.
~hmker another, the religionist another, and the' artThis is a pamphlet of thirty-two pages, and is a Ist blends all with varying colors. It seems as if we
Rededication of Paine's Monument.
very read~ble poem. As a specimen, the following who stay at home must know all about the old
Let it not be forgotten that on Monday next the ex~ract Will serve to giv a very fair idea of the work. wo_rld by this time, for innumerable books hav been
writ~en, and photographs taken, and pictures painted,
30th inst., a meeting will take place at New Rochelle Price, 10 cents, or twelve copies for $1.
and m these latt~r days its news comes throbbing
in Westchester county, on the New York and N e~
" Modern facts bav been slowly inter-wrought
!!cross the.AtlantiC every hour, and its wondrous life
Hayen railroad, some eighteen miles from this city.
With the somber folds of popular thought ·
Is
.flashed mto all our papers. What new can be
I~ IS believed a goodly nm;nber of people from this
Popul~r.tbought by the priesthood led,
'
said? Much one will find out if they will read
.mty and fro~ the surroundmg country will be there,
By rehgwn shaped, on religion fed,
"An Infidel Abroad ? "
Pres~nts a personal God dwelling apart
If the day IS not unpleasant, and that interesting
Moldmg all matter with infinit art
'
J;Iere is a _fresh insight. We hav not the poet or
speeches will be made by several persons from this
Callin_g w~th human voice from m~untain bight,
artist, or sam t steeped in the lore of the ages, but
city and other places.
W l!.l~mg m c~ol of the day with calm delight;
the modern man-the keen-eyed traveler-the sharp
The greater nu~ber of P.ersons will lea!e. the city
Toiling, growmg weary, and wanting rest
obs~rver. The romance is stripped off, and the plain
on the 10 .A.. M. tram, and will be J'eady to JOlll in the
A God who cursed, and a God who bless~d ·
reality appears;. and yet the reality is made supr~cession from the depot to the monument at ll.A..lii.
'
A God of anger and a God of love
Whose bright home was in the pur'e realms above ·
premely mterestmg. . There is no bowing down to
It IS hoped that every friend who desires to do honor
A God who _coll?-manded every nation
'
Idols, .be they poetic or artistic or ecclesiastical.
to the memory of Thomas Paine, and can conveniently
T? bow ~ h1m m self-abnegation,
T~ere IS a manly and straightforward look at everymake. the little pleasure trip, will join with us on that
Liv by faith, trample reason in the dust
th~ng.. Vfe hav the. typical Yankee, keen, shrewd,
occasiOn.
And in the Christians' savior put their trust ·
qmck, JOVIal, and a bit saucy. He has no reverence
To look upon human nature as vile,
'
fo.r ~he p~pe's toe, and won't kiss it, and the almost
Tm: Spiritualists of Ohio will hold a meeting May
The taint of sin even in childhood's smile ·
.
The heart deceitful-that pure, hallowed shrine
28th and 29th at Bradies Lake. This will giv the
milli.on ~amts a.re . at a discount. Still, he omits
Where all love's bright, glittering jewels shine.'
nothmg I~ descpptwn. He is attentiv, and a faithfriends an opportunity to inspect the place proposed
The earth a prison-bouse, a place of gloom
'
for a permanent camp ground.
ful por~raitureis made. We see the old cathedrals,
And life a weary journey to the tomb.
'
the shrm~~· th.e images, the altars, the mountains,
Religion was a heavy-knotted cord
and the Cities, m clear and brilliant coloring. We
JOHN R. KELSO begins a series of five lectures or
To lash poor sinners till they loved the Lord.
hav t~e bard common sense of the Infidel and the
more on the subject, "Deity Analyzed" at Virginia
Duty was obedience to forms and creeds
enthusiasm of the reformer. As he traverses the
City, Nev., June 5, 1881.
'
Si~giJ?-g hymns, repeating prayers, counting beads, ·
well-worn fields of ancient progress he recognizes
Bmldmg churches, wearing solemn faces
that the battle is net yet won, and the Old World is
Sustain~ng missions, were Christian grac~s.
W. F. ~.A.M:EsoN is at.pre~ent delivering lectures in
The obJect of ?fe to prepare to die,
but h.alf-way toward the dream and hope of
c~ntral llhn01s. He will giv five lectures in ShelbyTo secure a bngbt mansion up on high ·
humamty.
VIlle, May 29th, June 2d and 5th; also five lectures
Deny the brain the living bread of tho~ht,
While he thus sketches the dissolving views of the
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old-time superstitions passing to their eternal doomhe catches and reveals the thrills and splendors of
the new soul that is in the hearts of the people. The
"Infidel Abroad " finds many an Infidel at home
there doing· a manly and successful work. This is
one of the greatest uses of the book, that it brings
us acquaintance with the underlying thought of the
Old World. It shows that the crust is heaving and
the lava fire is beneath. In the frame of the dead
past is seen the gathering of new forces.
Mr. Bennett is a man of extraordinary VISIOn.
He sees everything that is going on. He is a perpetual inquirer; he traces effects to their causes, and he
allows no chain of fact to escape. He is thoroughly
philosophic. There is logic in his book from beginning to end, and the logic at the close is simply tremendous. To use a homely phrase, "it knocks
things." Theology receives a blow that staggers it.
The "Infidel Abroad " carries a sledge-hammer of
incisiv criticism. The Old World, theologically,
is turned topsy-turvy, and we see it as it never was
seen before, and so seeing it we see it more truthfully than ever before.
If one wants to see a· plain matter-of-fact picture
of the Old World, he must read Mr. Bennett's
book. He describes innumerable objects with the
faithfulness of a Defoe. If on·e wishes to see what
is going on in the Old World, what art and invention
and progress there is, he must read Mr. Bennett's
book, and if be wishes to know the inward spirit of
the people, what is vibrating in the masses, and wh~t
splendid hopes they hav, as voiced by such noble
men and women as Bradlaugh, Besant, and their coadjutors, let him read Mr. Bennett's book. It it a
treasury of hard facts and flowing thoughts.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
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authorship of the original draft on Thomas Paine, you let me hear from you by sending me a little aid
and to identify him with Junius.
W.H.B.
to help me in carrying on this work, either as a life
Washington, .D. C., May 22d.
membership to the state League at a fee of one dollar each or as a donation to the cause?
My post-office address from this time on until after
Comstock Sat Upon.
holding the state League convention will be SpringThe Philadelphia Inquirer of the 20th says:
field, Ill.
F. F. FOLLETT,
Ch. Ex. Com., N. L. L.
".Anthony Comstock, agent for the New York Society for
the Suppression of Vice, got a set-back yesterday at the hands
of Judge Butler in the United States District Court. A.ndrew
W. Glessner, a boy of fifteen, was on trial for sending objectionable literature through the mails, and when the evidence
for the government was all in, Judge Butler said that he
thought the boy had bee!). sufficiently punished, as he had
been in jail. The extreme youth of the lad and the disgrace
he had already suffered was sufficient, the court thought, to
justify the district attorney in abandoning the case. District
.Attorney Valentine concurred in these views, and the jm-y
rendered a verdict of not guilty.
"Comstock, who had entrapped the lad by means of a decoy
letter, quickly spoke up and said that his society should be
justified in its efforts to suppress the circulation of vicious
literature.
"Judge Butler, in his mild and dignified manner, replied
that the society had, been justified; that it was a praiseworthy institution ; that it should be commended for the work
it was engaged in, for it was doing good.
"These encomiums, however, did not seem to satisfy the
exacting New Yorker, and he further persisted in his demands
for what he called justification.
" Judge Butler eyed him for a moment, and then said :
'You hav a great deal to learn. Take care that your society
does not become the agent of persecution instead of prosecution. Notwithstanding your refe1·ences, you are not too old to
learn discretion.'
"There was a faint attempt to applaud the judge as Mr.
Comstock, considerably subdued, made his way out of court."

[F1·om the San Francisco News Letter.]

Science vs. ·Religion.

Editor News Letter, .Dear Sir: I hope you will
be so kind as to accord me a place in your paper for
a synopsis pf a lecture delivered before a large congregatiOn at the Serio-Comic Institute of Oakland, on
last Sabbath. The' meeting was presided over by a
worthy ex-mayor of your city, who offered up a characteristic prayer, learned when he was president of
your board of supervisors. The talented speaker
said: My Many and Faithful Hearers: It is with unspeakable sadness that I am called upon to announce
the presence of a dangerous Infidel element in our
midst. He is delivering a course of lectures, which if
believed in will overturn our Rock of Ages, and cast
adrift the fast-anchored hopes of millions. He is a
scientist, and his _name is Denton. He is a representativ type of a large class of men who hav dug
among rocks, paddled about in the mud, caught bugs,
butterflies, and beetles, hunted snakes, snails, and
slugs; bored holes in the earth, counted the rings
around the big trees, rooted up old stumps, and
prowling around -nature's old junk-shops, poking his
fingers in all the nooks and corners of the hidden
Commenting upon this case, the New York Tele- ages; shaking, with ruthless hand, the dust from off
gram givs· further particulars of how Anthony got the cast-off clothing of the buried centuries. He has
the boy into his toils. It says:
classified all that he had not fourid under the head
"Philadelphia is to be congratulated upon possessing a judge of ologies. He has grouped all of the incompreendowed with common sense and bravery enough to oppose the hensible under the name of science, and now stands
A Letter from Lucy N. Colman.
officiousness of that impertinent intermeddler, .Anthony Com- up to tell you what he don't know. My Christian
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : stock. Whil" Mr. Comstock has, without doubt, done good in friends, don't listen to him. He has started a rival
I send you a set of resolutions, which were adopted suppressing the publication <i.lf infamous books and pictures, deity, with a creation older than ours. It took his
there is reason to believe that he has been the cause of injusat an informal meeting held in our city of Syracuse tice and suffering to persons whose offenses at most were venial God millions of centuries to bring man and his
last evening, which I trust you may find space to when compared with the coldly-calculated crimes of profes- dwelling-place up to their present condition, while
publish in your paper. Parker Pillsbury came into sional culprits. Recently a boy named Glessner was on trial our God created the earth and everything it contains
the city all unannounced, and of course we had little in the United States District Court, at Philadelphia, charged in a week, and had Sunday left to himself. This
time to call a meeting, but a sufficient number came with sending indecent poetry through the mail. The package man throws mud at our ancestors. He wishes to dewas opened by one of the postmasters to find whether its contogether to produce a very lively, interesting meet- tents
Look at grandfather
were fust-class or third-class. Mr. Comstock, on being stroy our beautiful Eden.
ing. The new outrage upon the rights of the peo- notified of the nature of the contents, is said to hav written to Adam in the undress uniform of nature's noblemen.
ple in denying certain papers transit through the Glessner, inclosing one dollar, for more copies. The copies Think of grandmother Eve arrayed in the lovely simmails was warmly discussed, and at last the resolu- were not sent, but in an interview of Comstock with the boy plicity of her natural hair, and compare them with
tions were adopted with only one dissentinb, and that the· latter admitted his offense. Hence the prosecution. A.t Mr. Denton's account of our origin. He says our
Judge Butler's instance-the judge above referred to-the disnot very positiv.
trict attorney did not press for a verdict of guilty, and the boy grandfather was an oyster, and our ,qrandmother a
For myself, I confess that the outlook for freedom was acquitted. Mr. Comstock, who was evidently much ex- clam; and our uncles, and aunts, and all our wives'
of utterance seems to be darkening; but we still hav cited, had the impudence to attempt to make a speech, when relations, were grub-worms from the oozy fens of
THE TRUTH SEEKER and the Investigator. But if Judge Butler very properly remarked: 'You hav a great deal Asia. Suppose all Mr. Denton says is true, we don't
Anthony Comstock and his upholders are successful to learn. Take care that yom- society does not become the want to hear it. We hav made a God of our own,
in getting the legislature to pronounce their infamy agent of persecution instead of prosecution. Notwithstanding after our own image. He suits us. He made a
your references, you are not too old to learn discretion.' The
law, how long will those papers be allowed to vi'sit rebuke was so well deserved and so aptly uttered that it should world i!! just the time we laid out for him, six days,
our homes ? Not long, I think.
be scattered far and wide. These Philadelphia judges some- and that just suits us also. We hav built up a scheme
What shall we do when you leave us to travel times set a fine exam~le to our own. Comstock had better of salvation with millions in it, and we don't want
round the world? Will there be space in your paper steer clear of them, and be more cautious in this state, too."
it pulled d,own by any man who hunts afte~ crawgiven to do the work of here and now when you are
fish and buzzards. Mr. Denton tells us a mans skull
The Herald givs him this coU:nsel:
away, thinking and writing of there and then.
" Mr . .Anthony Comstock would do well to ponder the advice was half an inch thick in the stone age. We don't
" Charity begins at liome," is a good proverb, and given him by a Pennsylvania judge recently, to t!Lke. care that care if it was a foot thick. It is what's in the skulls
oh, how much you are needed right here at home l his society does not become the agent of persecution mstead of of to-day that interests us. ~ e don't c~re ~ow l~ng
I am glad, to be sure, that Parker Pillsbury, who prosecution.. The great public hates ?erta~ forms of vice 11;s it took to make a corner lot; It's what It Will brmg
may be very properly styled the conscience in our heartily as Mr. Comstock or any of h1s fnends can do, but 1t per front that we are inter~sted in .. 'Ye hav all we
work, T. B. Wakeman, the expounder, and T. C. looks suspiciously on all officious intermeddling."
want. We hav a God, a Brble, a rehgwn, and many
Leland, the hopeful and brilliant organizer, will be
temples of worship, and six hundred million dollars
left with us. No one need fear they will be "caught
Notice.
of church property in the United States, for which
napping," but then I am sad at your leaving. I
we never gave in value the equivalent of one dollar,
FRIENDS
OF
THE
LIBERAL
GAUSE
IN ILLINOIS:
suppose you must go, and we must be reconciled.
Please let me appeal to you once more to take hold and we don't want to be disturbed. Don't listen to
May all good influences attend you t I hope you
with me to make the National Liberal League move- the man Denton, my friends; he may be rig?t, but
will enjoy the trip, if you must take it. My love to
ment
a permanent su~cess in _the s~ate of Illinois by we don't want to know it. We, the clergy, Will take
Mrs. Bennett, and continued regards for yourself.
planting a tree of liberty m thiS state under the care of your souls, and you take_ care. of us. You
These are the resolutions:
charter recently granted by the Board of Directors are just ignorant enough to believe I~ us and be
Keep so. Don't learn anythmg; some of
Resolved, That the people should know that an incorl?orated of the National Liberal League for the state Liberal happy.
association exists in this state known as tile New York Somety for
you
know
too muc~ now. What d? we wa_nt to know
the Suppression of Vice. That, through the lying l?retensio?s of its League of Illinois.
unscrupulous agents, it has succeeded in establishmg a darmg and
of the glacial perwd, of the tertiary penod, of the
Let
us
all
unite
to
make
this
a
tree
of
strong
and
despotic censorship over the United States mails and the 1mhlic
stone age or the age of bronze? Nothing. What we
press by ap act of Congress passed under circumstances shamefully disgracefully to that body; and that under that act a number thrifty growth, under the cooling shade of the want to keep om·selvs poste~ ?n is the G~lden Age,
of usefuf. reputable, and valuable public journals in New York and branches of which we may find a sweet repose from
Boston hav been excluded from tire mails on the pretended charge the taunts and jeers of the believers in superstitious the age of steam, of elect;tmty; :ve are m~erested
that thoy contain matter unfit for publication and circulation.
in railroads, in commerce, m art, m everythmg that
Resolved That it should also be known and remembered that this dogmas and whose roots, in the form of local auxilsociety is at this moment befOl'll t~e sta~e Legislatul·e, by its auth<?l'· iary Le~gues and memberships to the state League, makes us comfortable here, and leaves us money
ized aJl'0nt asking for a Ia w or bill whwh sball greatly enlarge rts
enough to purchase a lazy hereaft~r. Blllie~e in _me,
jurisdwtio;,_ and mcrease its irr·esponsible powers, when it has shall permeate every part of this rich prairie state.
already inJiicted Jines of thot~s.ands of dollars a?d long 3:nd. dreary
I hav now the names of twenty gentlemen and six my friends. Don't learn anythmg. Don t thmk.
imprisonments on innocent Citizens for !3~pressmg, P)lbhshmg, and
cir·culating their honest thought a~d opnnons on subJects the. most ladies as charter-members to the Illinois state League. The less you know the nea:er you are to heave~.
vital to the life, health and well-bemg of man, woman, and child.
And ignorance always finds Its home and refuge m
Resolved That the th'anl<s of every friend of freedom and justice This number ought to be multiplied by ten between
the deity. We hav a divine prov~dence whose
are due to Hon. T. B. Wakeman, of New York, for so promptly and this and the time of organizing the League.
generously app3aring before the Committee of the Assembly to
sleepless
eye watches over us. He bunes us beneath
oppose such unrighteous legislation ~ was dema~1ded. And we
The convention to complete the organization of
earnestly recommend the wrdest possible ctrculatioa of the elothe lava he shakes us out of the world by earththe
Illinois
state
League
will
be
held
in
Farmer
City,
quent and unanswerable argument delivered by him on th~t occaslon, and just issued in pamphlet form from THE TRUTH :SEEKER DeWitt county, Ill., on the 11th and 12th of June, quakes, drowns us _in floods, blasts ns with epi~emics,
office.
·-' " ' :·
1881. There are expenses attendant upon the hold- has us shot down m the streets, and packs a JUry to
Faithfully,
Lucy N. COLMAN.
ing of this convention that must be met, and although acquit our murderers. What more do. we want?
Syracuse, N. Y., May 19, 1881.
I am freely giving my whole time ~nd attention to Nothing. It is all the work of the deity we hav
created, and his will be done. Amen.
Criticisms on the Declaration.
the Liberal eause, yet I am finanmally a poor man
Cursed be the scientific worm
and hardly able to bear all the expen~es I_ am put to
Who doubts the book of 1\Ioses,
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: in the work. And I hav too much faith m the true
A.ud thinks man's intellectual germ
The criticisms on the style of the Declaration of principles of Liberalism implanted in the hearts of
In mud and rock reposes.
Independence, by "A Hater of Shams," are partly the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER to think that they
THE PARSON.
The Oaks, April, 1881.
just and partly captious. But I am happy to an- are willing to let me bear this whole burden alone.
nounce that in an article next week, of moderate. I am trying to arrange for a redt~ction of f!l're to
HE that ordained the Sabbath ordained it for
length, I shall be able to prove that the just criti- those wishing to attend the conventiOn on all_ lines of
cisms do not apply to the original draft of the Dec· the Illinois Central Railroad. And I am m con-e- man's sake and not contrariwise-man because of the
laration, but to its amendments made either. in com- spondence with some of our best Liberal lecturers and Sabbath d~y. It is meet, therefore, that the keeping
mittee or in Congress, and that the criticisms, both speakers to be on hand to address the meeting.
. of the Sabbath day giv place to the commodity and
ju!!t and unjustJ serve only to :(i.x: more firmly the
NowJ my Liberal friendtl, what say you? Will profit of man.-E1·asmus, (1467-1536).
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lar? Refer to the thirty-eighth and thirty-ninth Pharisees and scribes. While he yet talked to the
chapters of the book of Job, and let your reason people, behold his mother and his brethren stood
attempt to answer the questions of Jehovah, asked without, desii:ing to speak with him. Evidently
in those chapters. Can it? In fact, do you not Mary had no idea of the character or the mission of
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Fourteenth Letter. acknowledge that all you know is as the comparison the man Christ Jesus, but feeling that he was popuof a grain of sand to the sea-shore as compared with lar, she was glad to exhibit her relationship in_ a pub.
MR. D. M. BENNETT, IJear Sir: I had fancied
what you do not? Then realize the folly of using lie manner, and so through the throng sent in word
that the Infidelity of to-day, at least among intelli- human logic to plumb depths that are unfathomable saying, 'Tell Jesus his mother and his brethren stand
gent and well-read people, was very different from
without desiring to speak with him.' But he an.
what your last letter inclined me to believe. I had -self-evidently so.
What sort of reason is it that denies to the creator swered and said unto him that told him, ' Who is my
supposed that the abrupt and rather coarse style of
the right to take away the breath he gave at his mother? and who are my brethren ?' . . . The
Mr. Paine had become unpopular-that a man was
pleasure?
Or is God the only one who should not Lord of glory (saucy: young Hebrew) withstood the
no longer branded as a hypocrite or thought to be a
do
as
he
would
with his own ? 0 my friend, what influence of Mary (his mother), rebuked her inter"ninny, if he professed to believe the scriptures.
spirit has come over you that leads you to reject the meddling and dictation, and stood forth to his work
I had even thought that as far as external convenin the declaration as he stretched out his hand toward
scriptures on such grounds as thesli?
tionalities are concerned, an Atheist might admit
You allege that nine-tenths of the Christians you his disciples, and said, 'Behold my mother and my
that the ordinary Christian possessed some good
have met believe that God .has the body and organs brethren. For whosoever shall do the will of my
qualities, and might treat his creed with that -politefather who is in heaven, the same is my brother, and
ness which one man accords to another's opinions in of a man. Are you serious, or do you jest? I have sister, and mother.'
met a great many Christians, but I have never met
all polite society, and that .even in debate with him
one who believed this. Can you name a minister
"It is surprising that after Mary had been rebuked
he would not be betrayed into acrimony. Mr. Greg
who has ever preached such a superstitious idea? at Cana of Galilee she should have presumed to
in his "Creed of Christendom," Mr. Newman (if he
indeed is the author) in his "Supernatural Religion," Most assuredly the Bible teaches nothing of ~he have interrupted Jesus in the pres&nce of the multiand Prof. Tyndall, Mr. Darwin, Mr. Wallace, and kind. It is a great pity you did not glance at a tude. . . . It was unworthy of Mary to ignore
_other well-known scientists have stated their objec- commentator to get the Christian understanding of the divine origin of Jesus, and call Joseph his father
the truth that God made man in his own image. befor~ the ~lders. She thought to raise herself by
tions to the teachings of Christendom (which they
That I may nQt seem to give you merely my opin- lowermg h1m. He would not be lowered. By his
have too often confounded with the teachings of
Christ), and even his teachings itself, in language ion, let me quote to you from the commentator, mother and by the world he knew that he had a
. . .
dignified, learned and calculated to convey all the Scott, "The image of God, in which Adam was right to be recognized as the son of God.
created, consisted in an understanding prepared to Mary was tempted to place herself above Christ,
force of their thoughts without anything that would
in;_bibe true knowledge; a judgment free from cor- above her son."
unnecessarily wound the sensibilities-to call it
rupt
bias; a will disposed to obedience, and affecThere are three points here to be considered
that-of those who differ with them. But I find
tions regulated according to reason and truth; nor good manners, filial duty, and the divine exampl~
that I was mistaken, and that the warning which he
who was crucified eighteen hundred years ago in can we conceive that it should consist in anything set for us miserable sinners. P(lrmit the ungodly
Jerusalem gave to his disciples is as true to-day as else." Nor did the ancient, nor do the modern, Jews woman to put her construction of this aecount, "who
believe that God has corporal parts. Possibly some is my mother," on record by the side of these learned
they were then-" Ye shall all be hated of all men
of the more ignorant among the papists believe that commentators and doctors of divinity. She has the
for my name's sake."
I scarcely need remind the reader that very little he has, but I even doubt this. But the scriptures same right to "suppose" and "infer" as have they.
teach that God is a spirit, without parts, eternal, "Suppose" then, that she "infers" that Mary, hearin your last letter is of any weight as argument or
infinite,
independent, omnipotent, omniscient, and ing one day that Jesus was holding forth in Galilee,
proof. One may inflame themselves into a state
wherein they are for the time incapable of correct immutable. Where they speak of his face, his eyes, takes the three eldest boys, James, Joses, and Juda
his ears, his nose and nostrils, etc., it is a figurative and one of the girls, leaving the other girl at home
judgment by allowing their minds to become prejudiced to one View of things. The sufferings of the manner, as Dr. Gill observes, of denoting his sight with Simon, to take care of the baby, and starts off
human race is indeed a subject over which the man and presence, his favor and good will, etc., by face; to hear the son and brother evangelist preacher.
his omniscience and all-seeing proVidence by eyes; This is not (improbable, as Mark asks (vi, 3), "Is not
of feeling and reflection must shudder. But it is
his readiness to attend and answer prayer by ears; this the carpenter, the son of Mary, the brother of
his acceptance, or non-acceptance, of persons and James and J oses, and of J uda and Simon ? and are
"Man's inhumanity to man
Makes countless thousands mourn."
sacrifices by nose and nostrils, etc., etc. Nor will not his sisters here with us?" And Luke r.sks (iv
in the most horrible instances you enumerate. God the fact that a divine person appeared to Abraham, 22), "Is not this Joseph's son?" The scene of
has not interfered in these instances to prevent them, Jacob, and others in the Old Testament in the form Jesus's labors are not so far distant- but what they
it is true, but if he had invariably stricken the of a man avail your argument anything, for that think they can go and return before dinner, if they
offender down you would have used it to represent person, according to the teachings of scripture, was hasten. They know no reason why they should not
him as cruel and vindictive. . But your argument Christ, and no one had ever seen God or heard his go out and hear hill?- as well as all the country
does not prove that Jehovah is the being you picture voice before Christ. But how thoroughly disingen- round about, though his father, Joseph, and some of
him because it is against the existence of any om- uous it is to charge the Bible with anthropomorphism his brothe~·s did not believe in him (John vii, 5,) and
nipotent and omniscient being in the universe. when the very scientists for whose teachings you thought he ought to be at work at his trade rather
There is, however, very little that I can take up have so great a respect lie under the same imputa- t~an roaming .around teaching heresy and disputing
in your letter to argue. In fact, I feel discouraged tion ! For a full proof of this see the fifth chapter with the clencal professors. Mary could not see
at your methods, for they are far from being upright, of the Duke of Argyll's new work, "The Unity of how, when troops of women were following him
honest objections to the script1,1res. I might very Nature," now appearing serially in the Contempo- from place to place and admiring him, it could
readily allow many, many of them, and yet, notwith- rary Review-even detecting it in one of the most· be out of character for his mother to be caught in
standing, the divine origin of the scriptures would carefully prepared speeches of Prof. Tyndall, and the crowd, neither can any other sensible person
not be disproved in the slightest. Thus you con- absurdly enough it may even, he says, "be @bserved though Justin D. Fulton (reverend) thinks she ought
stantly refer to the failings and sins of professed running throughout the language which is commonly to have been at home attending to her domestic
Christians. Now I admit, to a great extent, all you employed to condemn anthropomorphism and the affairs, but he has no rebuke for any other woman
tramping over the country after 'him or with him.
can say on this point; but proving that Christendom supernatural."
With these few words I shall close. I am not Well, Mary tells the children that while their father
is a vile, corrupt mass of hypocritical profession
does not militate against the truth of the scripture; very fond of repetition or verbosity, and I am not is at work at his trade that forenoon, after getting
nay, it rather confirms the prescience of him who afraid to leave it to the reader to decide for himself his dinner all prepared so that little Salome can
inspired Paul to write, "Know, also, that in the last on which side the weakness and want of truth lies. attend to it, they will run out and hear one of
Very truly yours,
G. M. M.AIR.
Jesus's famous sermons, for the first time, as he is so
days perilous times shall come, for men shall be
lovers of their owu selves, covetous, boasters, proud,
near by, and invite him home. So she puts the
blasphemous, disobedient to parents, unthankful,
roast
in the oven, lays the table, and prepares everyThe Godly Women of the Bible.
unholy, without natural affection, truce-breakers,
thing for an immediate meal on her return · but
false accusers, incontinent, fierce, despisers of those BY AN UNGODLY WOMAN 01!' THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. before kissing little Salome and telling her to' take
that are good, traitors, heady, high-minded, lovers
good care of the baby and setting off, she-thinking
of pleasures more than lovers of God, having a form
THE VIRGIN M.A.RY.-CONTINUED.
Jesus may be obstinate and will not return, and
of godliness, but denying the power thereof" (2
Again, at the wedding feast, Mary did but say to remembering he has been gone several weeks and
Tim. iii). And even more closely does it predict her arrogant, impudent godson, "They have no took no change of apparel, and this being before the
that awful system which arrogates to itself the title wine," when he snappishly retorted, "Woman, what days of reversible collars-takes a new suit of
of "the church," with its traffic in indulgences, its have I to do with thee?" He might as well have said, clothes, a clean shirt, a tidy pair of mended socks, a
worship of the saints, its ~nforced celibacy, and its "Mind your own business, old woman; I know what pair of new sandals, and other little niceties so essenanathema on those who eat meat upon its fast days: I am about." What does our reverend doctor of a tial to the wardrobe of a young bachelor preacher
" The spirit speaketh expressly that in the latter divinity say about it? "Plainly and in the most who has to stand before multitudes expatiating on
times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed emphatic manner, Christ refuses to recognize Mary "the kingdom come," to say nothing about the
to seducing spirits and doctrines of devils, speaking as intercessor or director," as if that were proof young blushing Jadean damsels, Mary anJ Martha,
lies in hypocrisy, having their conscience seared ·of his diVinity and she not the mother of God ! and others. So they get off as early as possible, packwith a hot Iron, forbidding to marry and command- Yes, because he rebuked her simply for stating the ing a basket with goody-goodies for Jesus. The
ing to abstain from meats" (1 Tim. iv, 1-3).
fact that there was no wine.
mother's heart is dancing for joy as she trips along
Again you insist upon your own conclusions as to
Notwithstanding this snubbing by her truant son with her children, chatting of the sweet surprise in
the origin of sin against the express declaration of of God, the Virgin Mary continued to bustle about store f~r Jesus. . By and by they he~ve in. sight of
scripture while professing to criticise from a scrip- and give advice, until this amiable youth had turned a multitude outside of a house. Qmckenmg their
tural stanclpoint. Now the st:riptures assert that over one hundred and twenty gallons of good water steps they hear the sound of Jesus's voice. ApproachGod is not the author of sin; you insist that he is. into wine. What a sacrament was that! Did the ing nearer they plainly distinguish, " By thy words
I believe the scripture, and I affirm that when you guests drink it all? If so, they must have been a thou shalt be justified, and by thy words thou shalt
picture a being who deliberately creates men to numerous party, or else they would have been as be condemned" (Matt. xii, 37). More and more andamn them, a God who makes men sin, you slander drunk as the patriarchs of old-deluge Noah and imated they hurry on, but as they arrive at the outerthe character of Jehovah. There are no words righteous Lot.
most border of the crowd they find Jesus is within
Poor Mary seems to have had a hard lot, for both doors sowing the good seed of eternal life. They
sufficiently strong to reprobate the belief of men. in
such a being, but the scriptures teach no such doc- of these scenes were in public, and could not have cannot come at him "for the press," and he cannot
trine. But you reply that your reason leads you to escaped the mention of the bystanders, even if Mary see them for the crowd. They stand, after their long,
believe that if there is an omnipotent and omniscient had whispered in the ear of her pugnacious son, wearisome walk, patiently waiting for him to close
God in the universe, he must be the author of sin. "They have no wine." But she was destined to a but no " amen " yet. He is on one of his ..long~
Is it so that you will noli admit that your reason third rebuff more mortifying to a mother than either winded harangues with the scribes and Pharisees, a
may lead you astray in some matters? You cannot of the preceding. It can best be given in the Rev. regular three-chapter-sermon-on- the-Mount discourse.
give a satisfactory explanation of the- existence of Fulton's own classic language: ·"A third instance is Despairing of seeing him, and realizing the condition
moral evil in the world, yet you admit it is here. still more marked. Jesus is talking to an immense of things at home, Joe's return and no dinner, no
Whv will not your reas9n help you in this particu- multitude, and is making a hand-to-hand fight with Mary to greet him, and his ill temper, her duty to

l/liscnssioq.
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her son, husband, and family conflicting, Mary hesiJesus seems to have been somewhat mollified in
tates, but having come so far she really desires to hi~ feelings toward her while hanging on the cross,
"see Jesus." He. was ~ot in the ?est of mood~ when for when he saw her standing by, according to
h~ left home, havmg satd several Impudent t~mgs to John (no other writer records it), "He saith unto his
hts moth~r as usual": hen she ur:dertook. to grve him mother, Woman, behold thy son !" (referring to
~ood advwe. But wtth her pattence tned and her_ John).
Then said he to the· disciple, John,
ttme more t~an exhausted, she at last ventures to "Behold thy mother !" And from that hour that
send up to htm the words ?f the text,. '.'Thy mother disciple took her unto his own home. She is mena~d thy ~~ethren stand wtthout,. desm!lg to ~peak tioned but once afterward in holy writ. The divines
wtth theE>.
When the message IS rec~tved thts son before referred to boastingly assert "To a woman
?f God blurts out before that vast multttude, "Who was this honor given to be the first that saw the
·ts my mother, and. who are my breth.ren
Then he risen redeemer, and that woman was not his
stretches forth hts hand toward hrs dtsmples and mother." Strange that he should not have appeared
adds, "Behold my mot~er and my brethren.' for before his ascension unto his mother, who had sufwhosoever sh~ll do the wtll of Go~,' the same IS my fered and borne so much for him. But not one
brother, my stster, and my mother.
~ord of hope or encouragement, net one statement
Oh, Mary, poor Mary ! - How her heart sank m regard to her innocence relative to his immaculate
within her ! Her lip quivered, her eyes filled with birth, did he leave on record to substantiate his claims
tears, as she whispE>red to James: "It is flo use he to divinity or equality with God. "Medieval imagdisowns us; he is ashamed of us. We might as ~ell ination has supposed [see Smith's Bible DictionaryJ,
go home. He calls these strange men and women but scripture does not state, that her son appeared to
that he has picked up in his travels his brethren Mary after his resurrection from the dead." She
sisters, a~d mothers i~ preference to us, and says the; ~as do~btless living at J erusal~m with John, cherdo the wtll of God, hts father, and we do not. What tshed wtth the tenderness whwh her tender soul
~ore could I have done? Here are baked pigeons would have especi~llY: neede~, and which undoubtIll the basket, half a dozen turnovers, of which he edly she found preemmently m St. John.
We have
is so fond, a lot of pickles,, some of our best jelly, no record of her presel?-c.e at the ascension, or at the
and all the grape wme, whwh I made for sickness, descent of the holy spmt on the day of Pentecost.
that he left over when he had his last party of wine- What we do read of her is that she remained steadbibbers; yes, everything good that we have robbed fast in prayer in the upper room at Jerusalem with
ourselves of at home for him," and she sobbed aloud. Mary Magdalene and Salome, and those known as
As she felt the weight of the heavy bundle under the Lord's brothers and the apostles. (Acts i, 14).
her arm that she had tugged, by turns with the
This is the last view we have of her. Holy scripchildren, all the long way in the hot sun, and ~bought ture leaves her engaged in prayer. It is probable
of her ungrateful son, she burst into tears. James that the rest of her life was spent in Jerusalem with
soug~t to soo~he his mother, while the girl, seeing S~. ~ohn. According to one tra~ition, t~e beloved
her dts£ress, fnghtened, clung to her skirts, begging dtsmple would not leave Palestme until she had
to go home. As she dried her tears and hushed her expired in his arms. Other traditions make her
sobs, she heard Jesus shout, "If a house be divided journey with St. John to Ephesus, and there die in
against itself, that house cannot stand" (Mark iii extreme old age. What indefiniteness in regard to
25). Thinking this was intended purposely for her: the vir~in .mother of God!
.
.
poor Mary's tears :flowed afresh, and she attempted
The limtts ·of these artwles wtll not permit the
to retire at once; but Joses, who had the basket theological discussion of the character, nature, and
pulled her by tb.e sle~ve, with the suggestion (he wa~ worship o~ M!l'ry. Volumes would not suffice to .do
very ragged, and dtd not dare go himself) not to the latter JUStiCe, so numerous have been the opmcaiTy the things back, but to hand them to some one ions, synods, and controversies relative to her true
and so pass them on to brother Jesus, whom he position in connection with the glorious scheme of
really loved, if he did ignore the family. The salvation. Yet. our review of this most noted
grieved woman, with a heavy heart, acceded to this woman will be incomplete without stating in brief
proposal, and the basket and bundles were given to the cultus of the blessed virgin. Ecclesiastical histhose nearest to them to be passed along to Jesus, tory informs us that the worship of Mary was
and the sad, disappointed mother, without catching wholly external to the church, and considered as
?ne glimpse of h~r God-begotten, Holy Ghost, fabulous an.d .heretical! being c?nfined to the Gnosti~s
tmmaculate-conceptwn son, turned with a despairing and Collyndtans until the stxth century, when It
heart, and retraced her footsteps homeward, the echo begar: to spread within the chu~ch. It received a
of the last words of the godly preacher ringing in stunmng blow by the ReformatiOn, but recovered,
her mother ears: "He that loveth father and mother and increased, until all devout Catholics worship
more than me is not worthy of me. If any man Mary- as the ~o~her of God. .Moreover, the e~ucome to me and hate not his father and mother, and merncal counml, m 1854, established the long-dtsw:ife and cJiildren, and brethren and sisters, yea, and p~te~ dogma of the imJ?aculat~ ~o~ceJ?tion of ~he
hts own 'hfe also, he cannot be my disciple. Think vt~gm Mary .. Her c?ntmued vugtmty. IS ~lso mamh I
d
t
d
t th t d
th
ffi
t
t
not t at am come to sen peace on earth; I came not !~'me '"no WI s !1-n mg
e a ~rna IOn m eiTog~to send peace, but a sword. For I am come to set a ttvely, Is not thts the carpenters son? Is not hts
rna~ at variance against his father, and the daughter mother calle~ Mary? And his brethre~ J.am~s and
agamst her mother, and the daughter-in-law against J oses, and S~on an~ Judas? ,;And hts ststers, are
her mother-in-law. And a man's foes shall be they they not all wtth us? (Matt. xm, 55, 56).
of his own household." This was a true statement,
This query proves, at .least, the then eristel?-ce of
as 1,500 years of bloody Christianity testify.
four brot~ers and two st~t~rs of Jesus; but m. the
d th d
h
th
d t t
f
f th
Matthew informs us that the same day Jesus went ace o thIS recor
et th
tvmes
ave
e dau .am
b th
t y of
out into a ship and gave his famous parable of "The ~~ppose
ese were, no
e ro · ers a~ SIS ers 0
Sower and ht's Seed." Doubtless he and ht's dt'sct'ples
our blessed Lord, but onl,Y h.ts cousms, and t.he
d d augh ~ers o.f M ary s stster M ary, t h e wt.f e
had a good lunch from the aforesaid basket, and sons
f Clan
h h
th
b
t
Jesus sported in clean linen, perhaps throwing into o
eopas, w tc ~tves
em a c ance o ag~m
th
ht
h
b
J
the sea the discarded suit that Mary would have supMse th a t . esu~ mtg
ave een
~ ~~1Y ch 1ld
~ry, thetefOie .she was not only a vngm bef.ore
g ladly taken back and laundried for the disobedient, o~
h IS b tr th , b u t con t t~u.e d so t o th e en d of .h er 11f e.
misguided son.
M
p t t t d
t th 1 tt
Let us follow the virgin, disappointed and dis- . an! ro. es an · IVInes are av.erse 0 • IS a er
heartened, hurrying along with all speed, reaching mteiJ?retat~on,,whtle others a;e sttll und~mded. No
home to find it long past the dinner hour, the chil- certamty, It wtl~ be seen, extsts to-day m regard to
dren there left nowhere to be found, for Joe, on t~ese sever:~;l pomts, a~d many others equally .es.senreturning for his dinner, was very angry because ttal, an~ ~hwh have dtstu~bed and savagely dtvtded
Mary had not asked hii:n if she mt'ght go to meett'ng ~h~
world
t Ch.ns,t,tan
d
fi t ever
ll smce
d Ch t.he.
t followers
t A o.f Jhes,,us,
that forenoon. It will be remembered she was an 1 IS sat ' were rs ca e
ns tans a
ntwc ·
adept at concealing (f.or proof, see the Holy Ghost
visitatien secret), and Joseph had had no angel
A German-American Lecturer.
dream of information while at work that day. EnTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
raged at this deception, he had taken the ehildren I am glad to see that you hav printed my communi. over to Mary's sister, Mary, the wife of Cleopas, so cation on "Nativism and Knownothingism," which
the "ever blessed virgin," tired as she was, had to I sent you a short time ago.
trudge over there after them. The boys were as
There are four classes of men in the United States
cross as cross could be, and when the reputed father whose notions I utterly dislike and -reject. Those
of" our blessed savior" came in from his daily toil men are the snobs, bigots, Knownothings, and mothat night, the "mother of God" had a-no, not a nopolists of this country.
curtain lecture, but a lecture without a curtain.
I hav prepared an elaborate lecture on "Woman
This, it may be supposed, cured Mary of running Suffrage," which latter I oppose not in theory but
round .after her tramp of a son, so ever afterward in practice. We hav in this civilized country two
she probably stayed at home and attended to her distinct institutions which require to be ruled,
household duties, as Rev. Justin D. Fulton, D.D., namely, the state and the family. By natural law the
says women ought, and let Martha, the other Marys, former must be ruled by the men and the latter by
and the fresh, young damsels of Judea minister to the women. The men are not able to rule their
the wants of her dutiful, gentlemanly son Jesus. households. If, therefore, the women would rule
This, we infer, is the reason why the veil was not both the stat~ and family they would wield more
again removea from Mary, she never appearing power in this free country than the men, and thus
again in public or in print until her son suffered violate the leading principle of American freedom,
martyrdom; then it appears that the mother's heart namely, the principle of equal rights to all, in all
overcame all obstacles and reflections, and she dared matters of public concern. This is the main arguto hover near with the other Marys.
1 ment of the lecture.

?".
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If -there are clubs or other associations in the
Western states that wish me to deliver the lecture
b~f~re them (in English, of courl!!e), I am ready and
willmg to serve them at any time.
'
JoHN GEo. IiERTWIG.
16 South Third st., St. Louis, Mo.

All About Thomas Paine.
The Washington Post of May lith published what
it called "A Literary Find," being a manuscript
memorial of Thomas Paine to Congress, Feb. 14,
1808. But the said memorial was published long
ago, together with two others about the sanie time·
and relating to the same matter, all of which may be found in Vol. II. of Paine's Political Works. A
?rief statement of the case will be quite interesting
JUSt now.
.
In 1785 Paine petitioned the Continental Congress
to make up for the deficiency of his salary as secre
tary to the Committee for Foreign Affairs ti::t.
~778 and 1779. The nominal salary was $800, but
m consequence of the depreciation of the Co utinental money he really got only about one-fifth of
that sum per annum. The congress of 1785 accordingly passed a resolution to giv him $3,000, but the
res?l;ttion recited ~s the consideration "the early, unsohmtcd, and contmued labors of Mr. Thomas Paine
in explaining and enforcing the principles of the
late Revolution, by ingenious and timely publications
upon the nature of liberty and civil government."
Now it bas been assumed by ever_ybody, and even
asserted by the committee in 1808, that Paine got
this $3,000 in Oct., 1785. But that he did not get it
I think most clearly appears from his subsequent
memorials to Congress.' In that of Jan. 21, 1808,
he says:
" There is a resolve of the old Congress, while
they sat in New York, of a grant to me of $3,000.
The resolve is put in handsome language, but it has
relation to a matter which it does not express. . .
If Congress should juds-e proper to refer this memorial to a committee, I Will inform that committee of
the particulars of it. I hav also to state that the authority of the old Congress was become so reduced
toward the latter end of the war as to be unable to
hold the states together.
Congress could do no
more than recommend, of which the states frequently
took no notice, and when they did, it was never uuiformly. · · · In a communication afterward
with Gov. Clinton of New York, now Vice:President, it was judgrd that for the purpose of my going
fully into the subject, and to prevent any misconception of my motiv or object, it would be best that I
receive nothing from Congress, but leave it to the
states, individually, to make. what acknowledgment
they pleased. The state of New York made ma a
present of a farm, which, since my return to America, I hav found it necessary to sell [but which he
had to take back] ; and the state of Pennsylvania
voted me five hundred pounds, their currency, but
none of the states to the eastward of New York, nor
to the south of Philadell)hia, ever made me the least
acknowledgment."
In the same memorial, speaking of his political
publications, he says, "As they were works done
from principle I cannot dishonor that principle by
asking any reward for them." But what he petitioned for in 1808 was payment for services as sec. 1781 , accompanying and
retary to Co1. L aurens m
aiding him in obtaining help from France. Col.
Laurens at first wished to decline the mission and
hav Col. Hamilton sent, but Congress refused. Then
.
• •
says p ame,
who .J..
was the ongmator
of the proJ' ect:
" Col. Laurens then came to state the case to me.
H e sat·a h e was enough acquainted with the military
di fficulttes
. of the army, but that he was not enough
acquainted with political affairs, nor with the resources of the country, 'but,' said he, 'if you will go
with me I will accept,' which I agreed to do and
did do."
The result of that mission was a present from
France of $1,200,000, and a loan of $2,000,000,
which enabled the combined Continental and French
armies to defeat Cornwallis at Yorktown.
Th e success of t h e mtsswn
· · was d ue to the diplomatic tactics of Thomas Paine. ·For more than two
months the formalities of court and the self-complacency of the minister bafil.ed the diplomatic tutor.
The French minister said, "I am confounded with
your audacity." But there comes a public levee.
Louis XVI. is there, and so is young Laurens, in uniform, his sword by his side. He is presented to the
king, who only expects t1ie passing formalities of an
introduction. But Laurens speaks: "I am just from
the army of Washington; I know well its condition;
it is fully set forth in this memorial. Unless speedy
succor is se~t to my country this weapon I now wear
might be drawn as the sttbject of Great Britain
against you and France." The king was struck
dumb, but soon rallied and made a favorable reply.
Laurens and Paine returned with the money which
broke the power of Great Britian, and achieved the
independence of the United States of America. For
this service Paine never received a penny. He left
no heirs to claim compensation, but some day this
country will do justice to the great "Author-hero of
the Hevolution."
W. H. B.
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and wealth are obtained by being a Christian, or nothing toward planing it, nothing toward producing
it, and did nothing with regard to anything save to
even by pretending to subscribe to its dogmas.
It has even been held out to your humble s~rvant act out the disposition and characteristics his maker
that he could·make ten dollars where he now makes had given him, who knew exactly what his creature
Our Fifteenth Letter to Mr. Mair.
one if he would only turn and profess Christianity would do long before he made him! For God or any
other being to blame man for the existence of sin is
MR. G. M. MAIR, IJear Sir: Permit me to say I and join the popular crowd. Men have confessed to worse than for the wolf of the fable to blame the
me
that
they
joined
the
church
and
subscribed
to
its
think your last letter the weakest you have. written.
lamb for roiling or disturbing the stream of water
I cannot see that you have answered a single one of creed to help them in business and to help them in far above him, and which was utterly out of the
society.
More
than
one
has
told
me
that
should
my arguments, and I think that there was at least
power for the lamb to do. Life is the stream, man
some reasoning in my last. In place of meeting my they avow Infidel sentiments and Infidel views they is the lamb, and God is the wolf.
arguments you assume the air of injured innocence would lose their trade and their standing in society.
If evil exists and theology is true it is because God
and represent that I have been coarse, unfair, and You are quite mistaken as to whose " name's sake " wishes it to exist or because he is unable to prevent
brings
odium
and
unpopularity.
It
is
the
naturalist,
dishonest, on which account you profess to be disit. He knew long before he began his creation that
couraged with me. I cannot do otherwise than think the adorer of nature, the unbeliever in supernatural- evil would be the result, and now for thousands of
ism,
the
Infidel,
the
man
who
denies
the
claims
of
you wrong in this position, as I conceive you to be
years he has let this evil continue without making the
m many others you occupy. · If I have seemed a Christianity, that is despised, spurned, and op- slightest apparent effort to stop it; and yet you call
pressed.
There
ate
thousands
of
Christians
in
this
little rough in speaking of the God you would have
him a merciful being and justify him for burning his
me accept as a being of infinite pe1fection, I have not city and country who hate me with intense hatred, creatures in. hell foreverfor doing just what he made
who
would
hardly
recognize
me
as
a
man
possessing
perverted the record, I have not misrepresented the
them to do. Surely a greater and more heartless
doctrines of Christians and the Bible, and if I have rights equal to their own, who would scarcely monster was never conceived than Christians make
apparently been a trifle coarse, I have not exhibited a give me a crust of bread to save my life were I in a
their God to be.
tithe of the coarseness of your God and the theolog- starving condition; and many of whom have said I
Before closing this part of the argument I will quote
"ought to be imprisoned for life," or that I "ought
ical system of belief.
the terse propositions said.to have been laid down by
to
be
burnt
at
the
stake"
because
I
presume
to
speak
You seem to accuse me with not having due
Epic11rus, who lived more than twenty-twe hundred
respect for the religious opinions of my opponent. my honest convictions. Within the past week I saw years'ago. They have hardly been improved upon
Possibly I have not. I am so thoroughly convinced a letter from a Christian that Ingersoll ought to be down to our time, and certainly the truth of these
the theological system is all wrong that I may very prohibited by force from teaching Infidelity. And
propositions has never been disproved.
likely be guilty of not paying so much deference to all over this country men are being tabooed, despised,
and
oppressed
because
they
dare
to
think
for
them1. Either God would remove evil out of this
it as those who, like yourself, admire it and regard it
as divine truth. But I have seen no indications on selves, and because they dare maintain their honest world, and cannot;
2. Or he can, and will not;
yout part that you entertain a very lively respect for opinionl!l, because they have the temerity to deny the
3. Or he bas not the power nor will;
the opinions of those who do not accept your views. claims of Christianity. Hundreds of men have been
4. Or he has both the power and will.
I have not perceived that you treat the belief of turned out of employment and have been left with
1. If he has the will and not the power, this shows
Buddhists, Mohammedans, or Infidels with special their families to starve, just because they advocate
"politeness." Nor has it been characteristic of your the opinions I advocate and even because they read weakness, which is contrary to the nature of God.
2. If he has the power, and not the will, it is mabrother Christians for the past fifteen hundred years THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Since my last to you I have received a letter from lignity; and this is no less contrary to his nature.
to be extremely "polite" to the millions of unbe3. If he is neither able nor willing, he is both imlievers and heretics whom they have put to death in a patron in the West stating that he had been
the must cruel and agonizing manner.· Neither did at work eleven years for a professing Christian, potent and malignant, and consequently cannot be
John Calvin, your patron saint and the father of the and had given full satisfaction, which had often God.
4. If he is both willing. and able (which alone is
system of theology to which you give adhesion, show been expressed in the strongest terms. But one day
very marked "puliteness" to the opinion of Michael not long ago this employer saw his employee have a consonant to the nature of God), whence comes evil,
Servetus, whom he caused to be burnt to death by a TRUTH SEEKER in his hand. Said he, " Do yon read or why does he not prevent it?
slow, green oak-wood fire, for not holding such views that paper?" "Yes." "Do you take it?" "Yes."
You may continue to adore such a God as this if
about God as Calvin decided he should hold. It was "Then I have no longer anything for you to do. I you can see reason in doing so, but I cannot join
hardly the most approved variety of "politeness" want no one to work for me who takes that paper." you. Let me say here that I do not and cannot bethat moved Calvin to write these words to the Mar- And the faithful servant was forced to relinquish his lieve God such a monster as Jews and Christians
quis de Panel: "Do not hesitate to rid the country of situation and seek some other way to find f~ed for have painted him. The gods of all nations have
those fanatical fellows [faquins] who in their conver- himself and his family. Such cases are numerous; I been the product of human creators and just what
sation seek to excite the people against us, who black- could count them up by hundreds. Many a mechanic, their makers have made them. Few or none of
en our conduct, and would fain make our belief pass clerk, and employee has been turned out of a job the gods have been better than th.eir makers, but
as a revery.· Such monsters ought to be strangled as wholly because he had the honesty to let his views have resembled them in characteristics and disposi.
I did in the execution oj Michael Servetus." It was be known, and all has been done to injure him possi- tion. The Jews and their God- have been no excepnot an admirable kind of politeness that caused ble, whereas had he the hypocrisy to pretend to tion to this general rule. Instead of God making
him at an earlier date to write to his theolog- believe, or even had he kept silent, his services would man in his own image, man has made God in his imical tool, Farel, about this same unfortunate Servetus, have been retained. No, no; it is the Infidel age, and with commendable truth has it been said,
whose blood Calvin had ·been thirsting for for seven who is despised, it is the Infidel who is " hated of ".An honest God is the noblest work of man."
years. Calvin wrote thus: "If he [Servetus] come all men" for truth and reason's sake.
But unfortunately there has been far too much godhere [to Geneva] and my authority be considered, he
Possibly I ought to readily fall in with your views making in the world. The gods, or the belief in
shall not escape with his life."
of a God who you say has made all things and all them, have done the world immensely more harm
When after Servetus had lain in a filthy prison existence with the foreknowledge of just how they than good. They have been a curse to the human
and had become a victim of disease and was devoured would act and what the result of everything would race. Man has brought curses upon hilllSelf by lookby vermin, and he wrote a letter to the council stat- be, and think him infinite in mercy and love, but I can- ing to God for help and blessings instead of to himing his doleful situation and begging for a change of not. I cannot help thinking that a being of infinite self and to his fellow-men. There is not a particle
linen, and when the council were disposed to grant love and infinite power would get up a happier world of proof in nature or anywhere else that any god
this reasonable request, was it politeness and Chris- than this. He would have made health catching in- has an existence. Nature has no use for a god for
tian mercy that moved Calvin to oppose it and to stead of disease, and happiness the result of exist- her work; change or evolution moves in obedience
issue the ukase that no change of linen should be ence instead of misery. Suffering, sorrow, pain, ago- to eternal, inherent, and innate laws, which act
furnished ? When the unfortunate J?hysician begged ny, and death would not be the fate of every being without a dictator or superintendent. A natural
for counsel to defend him on his trial, and that the born into the world. Misery and wretchedness would cause has existed for every result that has been procharges made against him should be read, was it not be the rule and happiness the exception, and that duced and every event that has taken place. A god
politeness that made Calvin refuse this very reason- of brief duration to be followed by an eternity of the is not needed to make the sun to rise, the grass
able request? When on the morning of the execu- acutest torture and suffering to trillions and quintill- to grow, smoke to rise upward, and water to run
tion Servetus sent for Calvin and begged his pardon ions of poor helpless human beings. I cannot believe down hill. A god is not needed to make twice two
if he had done aught to offend his highness, was it that a being who has devised this, or created all with four, nor that an approving conscience shall be the
Christian politeness that caused Calvin to spurn him the full knowledge of what the result would be, is one result of good conduct, but he is needed for these just
and treat him with cold-hearted cruelty? Did Cal- of infinite love, mercy, and goodness; no, not even as much as for anything that takes place. Gods and
vin show a disposition through the arrest, incarcera- to please you. lf that is love and mercy, far better devils are the most useless things that can be
tion, trial, and execution of this noble man to' treat would it have been had they never had an existence, thought of.
his victim in a manner not "to unnecessarily wound for I cannot possibly conceive a more cruel monster.
The conception of these beings arose in the dark
his sensibilities ? " Have I done anything half so What avails it for you to talk of his love and good. days of superstition, when the mind of man was
bad as the man you greatly admire and whom you ness and mercy when proofs of his hatred ana ven- in a crude, ignorant state. It is the greatest super.
believe possessed the true spirit of Christianity?
geance are on every hand and side, and we are as- stition that man has ever devised or become a slave
It seems illogical for you to quote in this connec- sured they must continue forever? How erroneous, to. The superstitious belief in gods 'has been the
tion the accredited words of Jesus, "Ye shall be how false, to pretend that he is a being of kindness grand central superstition around which all other
hated of all men for my name's sake." What has and goodness and beneficence when he has caused, superstitions have clustered. The belief that God
that to do with the discussion between you and directly or indirectly, the vast amount of wretched- rules the world by the force of his absolute will has
me? Which has been the most powerful and ness and misery which exist, and which, we are told, been the basis for all the despotism and tyranny that
oppressive system of religion in the world ? Which must exist to the latest moments of eternity ! One have existed in the world. Every king that has
has caused the most suffering, inflicted the most who has been the source of this inconceivable aggre- played the despot over his fellow-men hal:! claimed to
pain, tshed the most blood, and caused the most gate of unhappiness cannot possibly be all mercy reign by the grace or permission of some god. God
death to maintain its power? Christianity I Who and love.
has been the authority not only for all the kingcraft
are the ricb, the powerful, the tyrannical on earth
Despite all that you and the clergy can say in adu- in the world, but all the priestcraft as well. Every
to-day? Who are the most popular, fashionable, lation of such a God the damning fact still stands prophet, every dervish, every monk, every priest, and
favored, and oppressive at this moment in our own prominently out that he made man as he is, and with every bishop has claimed to act under his authority,
country? Who are the most intolerant and un- the full knowledge that he would be as he is. How in his name, and by his will. They have been the
generous as to the opinions of those who differ from absurd, then, to excuse him for the existence of sin heavenly aristocracy which has cursed the earth
them and venture to oppose their favorite creed? and blame man for its existence. Man is not respon- They have been the oppressors that have crushed
Christians/ I know of what I speak. I have been sible for his own existence, nor for anything that has their poor, credulous fellow-beings into the dust.
sent to prison by Christians for opinion's sake, and existence. God is responsible for all, when he They have claimed t0 be arrayed in the livery of
Christians have done their utmost to ruin me, if not planned all, executed all, and foreknew all. When heaven and to speak by the authority of him who
to take my life. How absurd, then, for you to quote God made man he knew he would sin, and hence is sits on the throne. For thousands of years these
the words attributed to Jesus about being hated of responsible for sin. All the prevaJication and spe- priests and prophets have kept up a tyranny of opall men for his sake ! You belong to the ruling cial pleadings of a million priests cannot efface this pression on the earth most odious to every lover of
?lass; you belong to the favored class; it is popular great truth, if there is truth in theology. Then freedom. The gods and their priests have done inm our country to be a Christian and to join in the how unjust to blame man for the existence of sin calculable evil in the world. Men have paid far too
song of Moses and the Lamb. Position, distinction, wh{l~ »e knew nothing of the nature of sin; did much attention to the gods and not enough to them-
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selves. Had they served God less and man more it heaven to set on the right hand of the Father?
would have been far better for them. Yes, the gods Th_en if you are correct about the non-anthropomorhave been the source of tyranny among men, as phism of the Father, is there not an endless incongru" there can be no liberty on earth while man wor- ity and conflict in the godhead between anthropomorships a tyrant in heaven."
phism and non-anthropomorphism? But let us drop
Equally irrelevant is your longer quotation from all this crude and absurd nonsense about gods and
Paul about "covetous boasters, proud, blasphe- sons of gods for the present, and go on with the
mous," etc. I cannot see how it applies to the matters other parts of our discussion.
under discusssion.· If you mean those terms have
Let me say, however, before we leave the gQd
any special application to those who believe as I do, question, that if there is a God, whether he has a
you are mistaken. Christians are as covetous, as body or has not a body, whether his is a substance
.boaE1tful, as proud as any class of persons living, and of some kind, or is moonshine, or nothing at all, if
the worst blasphemy in the world is to give the he possesses a good strong intellect, and wished to
ruler of the umverse such a character as your Bible convey intelligence of any kind to his ignorant
and your creed give him. It is not irrational to creatures, it is very singular that he could not give
conch1de that it is the belief in such a God that them information in such a plain, straightforward
makes them act so badly as they do.
manner as to meet their understanding, without
It seems hardly worth while to occupy much employing priests and commentators to interpret
space in further discussing the question with you as and explain what he meant. It is a pity that he
to whether the Bible teaches anthropomorphism. should ever be talking in metaphor and riddles, sayTo my comprehension, it clearly teaches it in hun- ing one thing when he meant another, talking about
dreds of places, and to say it does not ms.kes the his parts and organs when he has none, and in varibook a mass of unmeaning falsehoods. If God has ous wavs mystifying and befogging his unsophistino parts like a man, what sense or truth is there in cated readers.
ever talking about them? If he has no head, it is
JESUS AS A PHILOSOPHER AND SCIENTIST.
simply a lie to speak of his head. If he has no eye,
T
t
th
f
xt d d a·
. "t
it is nothing less than a lie to speak of his eye and of . d v 0lv~e urn, en,fi r~~o ~bo!.- :: te" J Igre~s~on, ~
his seeing. If he has no nose, it is a lying absurdity . e o ·B udpon m_e r~ . 11"
a d es?-s s "fiea~ t 0 t lk b t h"
h"
t .18
d b t
ll mgs were efective m mte Igence an sment1 c m.
a a ou IB nose, IB nos n ' an a ou sme - formation, and so far as they are of value his moral
n~g the savor of burnt grease and flesh o:tfered up for precepts and teachings were equaled by many sages
h~s benefit. If he has no ear, how false to sp~~k of and teachers who preceded him." I do not think it
his ear! If he ha~ no arms or ~ands, how posit~vely will require much space to demonstrate this.
false to speak of his arm and his hand! There IS no
There is no indication that Jesus possessed unusual
ex.cuse for such falsehood. If he has no breast, no knowledge of a philosophical, literary, or scientific
loms, how untruthful to represent that he has.! If character. He did little or nothing toward explainhe has no legs, no knees, no feet, what falsity to ing the laws of the universe or how the changes and
even allude to the~! If he has no back and no evolutions of matter take place. He did not explain
back parts, what lymg to speak of them and to say the phenomena of vegetable and animal life. He
that h~ showe~ them I If he had no parts and n_o said nothing about the invisible physical forces
body? It w~s Simply_ grossly fa~se to tal~ about _his which pervade the universe, such as electricity,
w~lkm_g, his stretchmg forth h~s arm, his. stamp~ng magnetism, atomic attraction, chemical affinity,
With his feet, about smoke es~apmgfrom his nostnls, centrifugal, and centripetal force, the nature and
and fire and a sword from his. mo~th, and all that. composition of light, the correlation of forces, the
The whole tenor of the old Bible Is that God not nature of heat, the laws of mechanics-in short,
only had bo~y, parts, and form, but that he had the nothing of the kind. There is not the first particle
human passiOn~ of love, hatred, anger, revenge, of proof that he knew anything of a!!tronomy, cosfic~leness, cunnmg, love _of ~1°:J• etc., etc: . If these mogony, paleontology, chemistry, geology, biology,
thmgs are not true of him, It IS only positive false- psychology> ethnology, archeolo~, natural ~istory,
1tood that represents them to be 80 ·
•
zoology, mmeralogy, botany, ormthology, philology,
And how absurd for you to hold that I ought to geography, mathematics, optics, acoustics, m~&teortake a commentary to understand what the Bible ology, pneumatics, hydrostatics, or in fact of any of
means ! Am I to infer that the commentator the sciences or branches of education. Even if he
is inspired to explain the Bible as the writers are knew how to read and write it does not appear in the
!!upposed to have been inspired who penned it? Was account given of him. In one incident given of him,
Scott inspired when he attempted to make it out that which, however, I believe has been discarded by the
when God formed man of clay, or of dust, and made new revisers, something is said about his writing in
him in his own form and image, it only meant the sand with his finger or a stick, but so far as is
the moral part and the ability to understand? known the writing amounted to nothing, and might
What absurdity' I There is not the slighteiilt warrant have been crow-tracks or rude hieroglyphics.
or ground for making any such interpretation. The
He knew as little about the arts and the sciences.
Bible story clearly meant the bodily form, shape, He seems to have had not the least knowledge of one
and image, and it is only sop"histry and the sheerest of them.· He also knew nothing of machinery or
twaddle to endeavor to make out to the contrary.' mechanical inventions. He taught his hearers nothIf that old story meaus anything at all, it means ing of the best modes of plowing the earth, sowing
that God rolled up some earth and gave it his own grains, planting seeds, harvesting crops, threshing
form and image, and breathed into its nostrils, and them out, grinding grains, making bread, cooking
man became a living soul. The story relates to the meats and vegetables; nothing about the best means
body alone, and makes no allusion to the mental of preserving health, promoting longevity, constructand moral powers. All th€re is of it is, Scott saw ing dwellings, felling timber, working it into lumthe absurdities of maintaining the idea of an infinite ber, or anything like that. He evidently knew
person or body, and endeavored, by a system of nothing of the saw-mill, the planing-mill, the gristartful dodging and false reasoning, to evade the mill, the carding-machine, the loom, the cotton gin,
intent of the story. But the mass of those who the printing-press, or even the simplest mechanical
read the old fable understand the descriptions of appliances.
God giving him parts and organs just as the writers
Had he been the source of all knowledge, and if
intended to convey it. And I am satisfied that a his mission in this world was to give mankind useful
largil majority of Christians to-day have an idea information, how much valuable practical knowledge
that God has a person, a body with parts and organs, he could have imparted to the world had he such
and that he occupies some particular place in the knowledge to impart! What useful inventions
universe at a given time. I am considerably older he could have given to man .had he the requisite
than yourself, and have had a much longer period in knowledge and ability! How much good serwhich to converse with my fellow-men upon this vice he could have done the world had he taught
subject, and am fully convinced that the great bulk the best modes of agriculture, how to improve the
of people think of God as a person-a being with breeds of cattle, the best methods of educating chilparts and organs. But let us compromise the dren, useful mechanical inventions, the best plows,
matter, and agree that every man has the right cultivators, hoes, rakes, mowing-machines, reapers,
to conceive or fix up his God just as he pleases threshing-machines, farm-wagons, carriages, mills of
-to regard his as a huge man, with a head, breast, all kinds, the circular saw, the planer, the shuttle,
arms, legs, feet, and back parts, or he can imagine the steam-engine, steamboats, railroads, the printingan infinite presence, spirit, immateriality, or bo11nd- press, the telegrapll, the telephone, and the thouless nothing, according to his own fancy. It has sands of other useful inventions and improvements
been so for thousands of years; every man has made which plodding man for two thousand years has
his god to suit himself, and probably no two persons been compelled to work out by his own powers,
to-day have precisely the same conception of God. when this son of a God, if he was the son of a God,
They conceive according to their own powers of con- should easily have made it known when he was trycaption, and hence we have a great diversity of ing to benefit men by imparting to them the informagods or opinions of God. Perhaps this is all right tion they really stood in need of !
enough; those who pay their money ought to be
But he had little to say about what would have
allowed to take their choice.
been useful to man in this life, little that would help
Without caring a strawwhat the Duke of Argyll's to make this world better and happier, simply benew work lilays, let me ask you to tell me, if God is cause he knew nothing about it. The most he did
not anthropomorphic, how his son whom he begat have to say was to haul over some of the absurd
wasanthropomorphicandhadall thepartsandorgans claims of Jewish mythology in what is called the
of a body that man has. If .the son is anthropo- "law of Moses;" to talk some about his father in
morphic, how could he have been begotten by a sire heaven; to repeat some of the moral maxims and
who is not anthropomorphi<l? And do you not be- precepts that had been taught by the Essenes before
lieve· that the anthropomorphic son ascendea up to him, and by the sages and teachers of several nations
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hundreds of years before he came into the world to
~eal somewhat in metaphysical vagaries and inanities, to cast out devils, to attribute to devils the ifu..eases which affiict mankind, to talk in parables and
blind riddles in such' an obscure manner that for
nearly two thousand years learned theol0gians and
divines have been contending-and fighting as to the
meaning which he intended to convey.
He strolled idly over the small country where he
dwelt, with an idle, thriftless band following him
about from place to place. He talked to them in a
rambling, disconnected, unscientific manner. His
maxims or doctrines, such as they were, he never committed to writing, nor did he authorize any one to
write them. I regard it as a proof of the ignorance
and unscientific character of the mind of Jesus that
he recognized the absurd and impossible fable of
Noah and the flood, when the earth was said to be
covered five miles deep with water and when eight
human beings and three millions of animals, reptiles,
birds, and insects were crowded into an ark, pitched
air-tight, with but a single window at the top, and
that closed, and that they remained there without
f?o.d for thirteen months. And again by his recogmzmg the equally absurd story about Jonah being
three days under water in the stomaeh of a fish. And
again by his not knowing that the earth is round,
which ignorance was shared by those who pretended
to write the gospels, in which an account is given of
how the devil took him up on to a high mountain
and showed him all the kingdoms and countries of
the earth. One thing most patent in this miserable
story is that neither Jesus, the devil, nor the man
who wrote the account knew the first thing about
the rotundity of the earth, one of the simplest facts
of nature. Do you really believe there is a mountain
in Palestine high enough to enable any one to see
from its top all the countries on the globe? If you
do not believe this, then you must believe that the
·whole story is an out-and-out falsehood.
The best that can be said about the record of his
teachings is that some thirty, forty, sixty, or one hundred and fifty years after he taught in Galilee some
unknown persons, some of whom never heard or saw
Jesus, essayed to give an account of what he said,
and with the lapse of time that had taken place, the
defects of human memory, the desire to have his
teachings support certain doctrines and theories, the
efforts to build up a new system of religion, with the
tendency of those times to misstate facts, but little
reliability can be placed upon what purports to be an
account of Jesus's teachings.
That no copy of the original manuscripts has
been seen for more than fifteen hundred years is
conceded; that all the world has is copies of copies,
and that many interpolations have been made; that
many marginal notes by the different copyists and
priests were incorporated into the text is admitted,
and thus became the acknowledged word of God.
So taking into consideration the almost worthless
character of the teachings, in the first place, the
wholly unauthentic and unreliable character of the
reports of them by those who pretended to write his
words out, the numerous changes and additions that
have been made in them by scribes, priests, copyists,
and designing persons, the reaord of the teachings of
Jesus, as we have it, is of very little real value, and
might as well not have been written.
The great claim set up for the teachings of Jesus
is based upon the purity and excellence of his morals
and the love for the human race which he enjoined.
But admitting that in this respect he transcended
what appears in the Old Testament, he did not excel
what had been taught by many pagan sages and
philosophers who lived hundreds of years before
him; and whose moral teachings were as pure and
faultless as those said to be uttered by him. It appears that he enunciated little or no new thought,
and that nearly all he taught was not original, and
had been spoken long before he existed. I have not
space to give you specimens of this kind in this letter, but will endeavor to do so in my next.
Yours truly,
D. M. B.

Another New Lecturer.
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I am now in the lecture field with a new lecture on
"The Theology of the Revised New Testament."
It is radical, critical, and positiv. It shows just
what doctrins are touched, and on what a shaky
foundation Christianity rests.
I want engagements in Pennsylvania, Ohio, Indiana, Illinois, and Iowa, for Sundays during the summer. Terms moderate.
JACOB STINSON.

Harrisbnrg, Pa.
------~--------
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A Letter from Parker Pillsbury.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I hav
just attended one of the most important, because
most needed, gatherings ever held in this city. It
was called by the Spiritualists and Liberalists to protest against the late outrage on the freedom of the
Uni'ted States mails. In excluding from them the
Physiolo,qist, an able and valuable journaJ conducted and edited by Sara B. Chase, M.~., m New
York, an atrocity has been perpetrated too flagrant
to be overlooked by any who caJ..l themsel;s free.
Lately I hav been giving some lectures .m Rochester, being on my way homeward from Ohw.
.
The "Fraternity Libera! League of l~ochester,"
learning that such a gathermg was called m Buffalo,
made haste to elect me to represent it there. I came
accordingly, accompanied by Mrs. Amy ~ost, f~r
half a century well J>:n?wn for her worl.d-wide philanthropies and charities, and now president of the
first Rochester League. Both of us were cordially
greeted bv the meeting and welcomed to the hospitality of Mr. and Mrs. A. H. Frank, whose spacious
house and larger hearts are ever open to ~ll faithful
workers in the cause of man and woman kmd.
The official report of proceedings will doubtless be
furnished by the officers for your colu:nns. I need
therefore add nothing beyond my testim 0 ?Y to. the
ability and downright earnestness of th~ discussrons,
and the unanimity and spirit with_whiCh, at. a late
d
hour, the resolutions were a d opte d · I t was m d ee
good to be there.
Do you suppose, Mr. Editor, that the my~iad
voters of the nation ever dream that they hav JUSt
put a Christian priest and preacher into the p~esi~ential chair? At a time, too, ·when the
h' two tmrghtiest
th
t
powers on earth are as one m crus mg ou . e 1as
vestil$es of liberty from t~e .people, espemally ~he
labormg people, and preemmen;ly the labormg
poor! Women, as well as men. Women, even
more than men?
The pop~lar church and clergy are ~lways one of
those om~npotences. They stood With the slave
power while chattel slavery lasted.. Now :the lords
of the lash are no more, and the legwns of ]\~ammon
hold sway. An~ church and clergy sanctify and
support the foul Idolatry, as .,lavery befo.re.
Or are ~he people aware of th~ piesenc~ ~nd
activ workmg of ~he great ..;\m~ncan :~;ssomatwn
known as the God-m-the-Constitutwn Somety? Its
'
f
'
1 d
officers are m every dep_art~ent o the natwna a~
state governments, numbermg nearly a hun~red m
all ! Judges, congressmen, governors, and legisla~ors
of states, archbishops, bishops, doctors of divimty,
and elders in the church ! And their avowed purpose is t0 vaccinate the federal Constitution with the
names of their God, Christ, and Bible, with high
trinitarian interpreters, as the only source of autho~ity among nations, thus transforming our republic
into the most odious theocracy ever known.
.
Or do the people know that the Protestant priesthood hav in the Young Men's Christian Association
an auxiliary not half so talented but quite as terrible as ever were the Jesuits of. Loyola to the Roman
Catholic church?
.
Or do any even suspect that the" New York Society for the Suppression of Vice," now so cunningly
called, is but part of the enginry of these confederated legions, working together day and night, constant as gravitation and almost as mighty? And
that all this shameless babble about obscenity in
Heywood, Dr. Foote, Bennett, D.r. Chase, and others
like them, is only hypocritical pretense, with the
double and CGncealed purpose of trampling out all
free and honest thought and speech on the most
sacred and important themes; and crushing and
debasing woman more and more to man's unhallowed
lust and power on the one hand, and on the other to
at last seduce the nation to a heartless, lawless, ecclesiastical Plutocracy, as in France a hundred years
ago, when church and state, the rich and the powerful, plundered the poor together and shared the
spoil?
Let this self-cons~ituted and then state-incorporated, but irresponsible, vice suppression society
silence, as it may and will if possible, able and useful but respectable and decently-conducted journals
like the Boston Investigator, Banner of Light, the
Physiologist, THE TRUTH SEEKER, and others of
like spirit and purpose, and who or what will be
safe from its cruel, remorseless, and loathsome agents
unless willing to bow to the behests of our secular
and sacerdotal Vaticans, whatever may be their unrighteous demands ?
That there is unblushing, shameless obscenity in
the community which should be suppresse.d at whatever cost cannot be denied. That it is frightfully
on the increase in our large cities may be equally
true. The Bible is grossly open to the fearful
charge. The clergythemselvs are frequently a baneful, direful example. These alone might giv work
to Vice Societies, Young Men's Christian Associations, as well as. the courts and prison wardens for
many a month and year. And would they all turn

son, and in time we shall assuredly dissipate the
fogs and mists of superstition that hav blinded and
bewildered the race. It will be no light task, but
will require the united efforts of all Liberals, and I
hope sufficient funds will be raised to fight this monster superstition of the world to its death. I would
endow the National Liberal League with funds sufNew Leagues and Members.
ficient, if I had the means, to .keep up a perpetual
Since my last report three new Leagues hav joined assault on its blood-stained battlements until they
the National Liberal League as follows:
are felled to the earth never to rise again. I hope
No. 214. Beloit, Kan., Samuel Carter, Sec.
to see the day soon when some of our wealthy citiNo. 215 . G'Irard , Ill ., D r. R . S . Cowan, S eo.
zens will feel it their conscientious duty to endow
No. 216. Assaria, Kan., John Peterson, Sec.
the League with hundreds of thousands of dollars to
The annual membership also hav increased from carry on the good work of freeing the people from
fifty to seventy, as follows : Mrs. U. E. Harwo?d, superstition and priestly rule.
E. L.
Shelbyville, Ill.; Mrs. Carolme R. ~oster, Manon
Baltimore, .Md.
Center, Kan.; James c. L~hmer, Washm~ton, D.
-------.~-----J. E. Alexander, Maryville, Mo.; DaVId S. White,
[Fl·om the National Refm•nte!'.]
Closter, N. J.; Dr. H. Patrick and Mrs. C. A. Patrick,
Appeal to the People.
Belleville, Kan.; I. B., Pa. (good Liberal who can't
I appeal from the Parliament of Great Britain and
afford to be known); Thos. Atkinson, Oxford, Ind.;
Philip Cowen, Petaluma, Cal.; W~. Holgate, Mans- Ireland to the people, from whom alone that Parliaton, Wis.; Thos. Goddard, Duquom, Ill.; E. E. Car- ment derives its power. I hav only this appeal J?OSpenter, Lowell, Neb.; John A. J ost, Ogden, Utah; sible; there is no remedy in the law courts agamst
N.J. Johnson, Sioux Falls, Dak.; A. H. Frank, Buf- the House of Commons, if that House should do infalo, N. Y.; Delos Dunton, Carpentersville, Ill.; justice. I am a duly-elected member of the House
Frank 0. Reilly, Warren, 0.; M. Magnus, San Jose, of Commons. There is no petition against my return;
not the slightest allegation of legal disqualification
Ca~ ow Liberals of the country, can't you send me has been attempted. I hav beenillegally, and in a
thirty 'more applications for annual membership manner without precedent in history, prevented by
right away so as to make the number one hundred the Conservative party from taking my seat, and this
within a month? Then after that we will see if we under cover of a resolution which the House had no
can't make it two hundred before the next annual authority whatever to pronounce. In order to induce
League congress.
. some members who were not Conservatives to supI am glad also to report the following gifts to the port Sir Stafford N orthcote in his utterly. illegal oppotreasury of the N a~ional Liber~l Leagu~: Frank 0. sition to myself, and in order also to mduce other
Reilly Warren, Ohw, $3; DavidS. White, Closter, members to abstain from supporting the law, it was
N. J.,'$5; Byron Adonis and a few Liberals at San pretended that the objection was only that t?e ConFrancisco, Cal., $5; Mrs. S. J. Lenont, Northfield, servatives desired to prevent the oath bemg proM'Inn., "';p 2 ,. A • H • F ran k , Buffa 1o, N . y ., $5, ; J as. c . faned.
This declaration hardly came with a good grace
Lehmer, Washington, D. C., $10; J. E. Alexander,
Maryville, Mo., $10; Leroy Dutton, Grand Mound, from those who amongst them had put forward a
Iowa, $10; A. Vacher, London, England, £20 (real- common informer to prosecute me for heavy penalties
izing to the League treasury $96.20), aggregating in for not having taken the oath last year. This session
Mr. Gorst has personally admitted being in direct and
all $156.20.
in part appreciation, if not payment, of the liber- actual communication with the common informer
alit of Mr. Vacher I sent him a certificate of life plaintiff. The private solicitor of Mr. Newdegate
me!bership which makes that list stand at ten, up conducts the suit for the common informer, and Sir
to date. I 'hav to note with regret, in one view of H. Giffard, who moved the resolution last year preit, that we must go out of the United States to find venting me from taking the oath, thinks it an act
the one most liberal donor to the League treasury. I worthy a Christian gentleman to earn a fee by ple~d
iv the letter of Mr. Vacher in its simple, modest, ing against me in the penalty suit for not haVIng
taken that oath. When Sir Stafford Northcote, with
~ut expressiv brevity, as follows:
L
m.
}
help of two hundred and nine other members, had
ONDON, 12 .c1TZROY STREET,
FITzROY SQUARE, April20, 1881.
succeeded in breaking the law by preventing me from
MY DEAR Sm: I hav read with sympathy your eloquent ap- taking my seat, he suggested that I should-having
peal on behalf of the Liberal League, and hav much pleasure made my claim-wait until some legislation was unin sending you £20 in answer.
Yours very truly,
dertaken. Now that legislation is proposed, it turns
A. V.A.CHER.
out that every means and excuse of .d~lay ~s ~o be
Now isn't there at least one Liberal here at home resorted to. It is not the form of admiSSIOn, It IS .the
in these United States who can go Mr. Vacher $3.80 man himself to whom the Tories object. As a powbetter and send the League treasury $100? Mr. Wil- erful section of the•House illegally shut out John
son's contribution of $100 to the National Defense Wilkes one hundred and ten years ago, so a powerful
Fund is lightning that struck pretty near it. Who section of the House tries to exclude me to-day. John
can plug the exact hull's eve with $100?
Wilkes had private fortune, he had rioh and titled
T. d. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.
friends. I hav no fortune, and my friends are
201 East 71st street New York.
amongst tlae poor. I appeal to the people for justice. To-day the Tories seek to exclude me; tomorrow they may seek to exclude some other chosen
Help the League.
representativ of the people.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
My opinions are, it is said, obnoxious to these men;
I received a circular from T. C. Leland soliciting aid but my opinions were for my constituents alone to
for the National Liberal League to further the judge; and, despite the grossest misrepresentation
objects of the League. I am with the League in all by my enemies, they hav twice elected me. I am
its objects as set forth in the circular, and favor more their choics, and their lawful and unimpeached reaggressiv measures besides. Although quite young turn should hav lawful protection. The House of
when William Lloyd Garrison commenced his Commons has overridden the law, and now I turn to
assaults on slavery and slave-holders, and when it the people. Sir Stafford N orthcote says that he
was dangerous to be a Abolitionist, I was one with trusts there will be no repetition of scandalous scenes.
him, and shall never forget his terrific arraignment It was indeed a scandalous scene when prejudice ilet
of slaveholders and their apologists and abettors. aside all law, and members trampled on the statute
Although it stirred them up to threats, deeds of book. The scandal is not caused by the man who
murder, and lynch law, he made the system so hein- strives to obey the law, but by those who prevent
ous that it melted away before his long and contin- him from obeying it. As there is no legal justificaued assaults. Now it strikes me we must be in ear- tion for keeping me out of the House, my unscrupunest in this matter, which is holding more millions of lous antagonists hav endeavored to excite religious,
the human race in bondage in this world, and con- political, and social prejudices against me, and the
signing the greater part to endless torments here- endeavor is especially made by some men whose
after. Such a hideous monster as this must be shorn championship of any cause would do sore damage to
of its power. Its promulgators and advocates should it. It is said I am "Atheist, Republican, and Malbe held up to the contempt and execra-tions of man- thusian." I answer that I am a law-abiding Englishkind. We should boldly state the truth to the peo- man; that whatever views I hav are mine, and that
ple that ministers and others that are propagating it is to the law alone I hav to answer for them. If
this doctrin are impostors and liars. As it is evi- those who now rely on the force of numbers inside
dently a deception and a fraud, they are, every the House to illegally put me down because of my
one of them, obtaining money under false pretenses opinions could but think, they would see the dangerto teach that of which they know nothing, and which ous justification against themselvs for any other outis contradicted by all our experience and observation, side with the force of numbers behind him. If once
as well as by the universal laws of all nature. Their the law is disregarded it is only force can decide. I
dogmas, their gods, their heavens, and their hells desire to maintain the law; the House of Commons
are all shams and frauds to frighten the race into has broken that law, and I appeal to the people. My
their support.
antagonists harass me with law suits; they assail me
Therefore I think the whole church organization with calumny; they boast that they will drive me
should be denounced by every Liberal, truth-telling into the bankruptcy court by ruinous litigation. I
paper in the land. We must come to the front and appeal to the people. The government of Mr. Gladattack the monster, powerful as she is, with her stone has taken a step to afford legal remedy against
millions of votaries, educated in her superstitions. a continuance of this wrong to myself and my conwith the more powerful weapons of truth and rea- stituents. Sir Stafford N orthcote and Lord Randolph
their hands in that direction for a time, they would
at least giv evidence of honesty and sincerity of
heart and purpose, which at present it is impossible
for any human eye to discover.
Buffalo, N. Y.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
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Churchill, the first representing the property and the
second the piety of the Tory party, hinder even the
discussion of this remedy with petty obstruction and
paltry objection. I appeal to the people. The Conservatives really wish, under cover of my case, to
jeopardize the Irish Land bill and to delay the business of the country .. I ask the people to speak out
clearly, distinctly, thoroughly, and at once on this
issue.
CHARLES BRADLAUGH.

sch.eme of syntactica.l symmetry; a sentence treasured Samuel Gates, one of the oldest Liberals, and one of
~p m the popular mmd and enriched beyond descrip- the most enterprising farmers, of Stanislaus county.
tiOn by the pathetic associations of hundreds of A few such Liberals in every community would giv
years has been tortured and crucified into precise "good luck" to our cause everywhere.
grammatical accord with the latest refinements of
On the first day of the present month I reached
critical labor upon comparison of early manuscript this place, where I expect to remain till the morning
texts, and thus been robbed of all its true value.
of the 13th, when I go to Petaluma, a hundred miles
" The system upon which the revisers appear to further south, where I am to lecture on the evenings
hav acted, in our jl;ldgment, is altogether erroneous of the 14th and 15th, and maybe on one or two more
and d~plorable." The writer then proceeds in some evenings. In my next I will giv .an account of my
[F1·om tfte 'lbronto Bystander.)
~eautifully expresse~ passages to point out the posi- journey thither and of my lectures.
Ukiah, where I now am, is a beautiful and healthTo the shame of British civilization and religion,. tiOn held by the scriptures among English-speaking
the attack upon Mr. Bradlaugh and upon the civil peoples. "They hav been known by them and ful town of 1500 inhabitants. It is the county town
rights of his constituents goes on, and has been tech- loved by them for centuries," he says, " and it is rash of Mendocino county, situated on the west side of
nically successful in a court of law. The ringleaders and reckless to shake this noble growth of centuries Russian River, which is here scarcely more than a
are scamps, putting forward religion as a test for by attempting to harmonize it with the correctness beautiful mountain brook. The town is almost hidreligious persecution. Set a coronet on Mr. Brad- of self-opinionated scholarship or to regulate it by den among groves of evergreens, live oaks, pines,
laugh's head, giv him a large fortune, make him a the doubtful standard of taste accepted by a motley :manzanitas, madronas, etc., and is surrounded by
Tory in politics, and . though he were the most of- combination of theologians and professors. Even some of the finest mountain scenery in the world.
fensiv of Atheists and the most profligate of de- the Lord's Prayer, which every English-speaking Men weary with business cares can find few better
bauchees to boot, he would hav these crusaders at child learns to lisp at its mother's knee, has not places at which to rest.
There ase some excellent Liberals here, most of
his feet. Christianity has nothing to do with the been spared. The revisers hav handled it as a bold
whom
are of the Spiritualistic type, but they lack
commentator
might
handle
a
notoriously
corrupt
proceedings of such men; the gospel no more bids
you rob an unbeliever of his rights as a citizen than chorus in the ' Eumenides ' or the ' V acchre.' St. leaders and hav no organization. Here is a fine field
it. bid~ you pick his yocket or oommit adultery with Paul's praise of charity, unequaled in its own kind for a good local worker. Who will occupy it? The
his w1fe. If Parliament allows a fine to be levied f?r ri~ging and rhythmical el?quence in the old ver- churches, of which there is one for every three hunon Mr. Bradlaugh for taking the seat to which he swn, IS mangled and made Irrecognizable by the dred inhabitants, hold a kind of despotic sway over
had been duly elected, it will undergo a far greater senseless substitution of the word 'love ' for ' char- the people. I hav heard only one sermon during my
disgrace than any tha"t can be inflicted on it by Ob- ity.'. The meaning is really obscured rather than stay here, and that was a wail of sorrow and indigstruction. 'fo the argument of the Exclusionists eluc~dated by this change, while the music of the nation because Saul, who ought to hav known better
than to do as he did, askedinformation of a woman
that Parliament might hav to legislate for the state sentence is irretrievably lost. Alterations of the
at Endor, a spiritual medium, instead of asking it of
church, the answer is, first, that Parliament notori- diction of the old version, involving no gain in
the Lord (whoever that was), who would not commusense,
or
a
scarcely
perceptible
one,
swarm
in
the
reously swarms with unbelievers (it has twenty alnicate wi:h him at all. Waxing wa;rm, the holy man
ready), and secondly, that the maintenance of a vise~ edition, and in almost every instance it is im- called this woman, of whom the Bible says nothing
possible
.not
~o
feel
that
the
original
translations,
state religion has now become a wrong, and that one
however mferwr to those of the present revisers in ill, "a vile hag, a sorceress, an impostoress," etc.;
wrong does not justify another.
precis.e an~ exha~stiv sc~ola~hip, textual or general, ~al~ed her house "a diaboiical den," and strongly
were mfimtly their superwrs m the rare and precious mtimated that she was not good-looking. Having
[From til~ San Francisco Da'ily Examiner.]
art of writing musical and masculine English prose. thus, simply by the calling of ugly nick-names,
"Had they purged the sacred text of the errors d~molis~ed this ugly wolii:an and her ugly den, he
Abolishing the Devil.
pitched mto the modern witches of Endor, the spirWhen the revised version of the New Testament which had crept into it, and placed, where it was Itual mediums of the present time, and in the same
necessary, the variorum readings in the margin, they
shall hav been placed in the hands of American
way demolished them also. Having accomplished
readers, which will be in a few days, they will dis- woul.d hav performed ~seful and acceptable work. this wonderful achievement for the glory of God, he
But m the effort to attam dry and merely mechanicover that the devil has been exorcised therefrom.
cal accuracy of expression, they hav so 'revised' the was happy, and his flock looked upon him as a veriThe Oxford and Cambridge revisers appeared ·to hav
book as to deprive it of much of its beauty, and they table hero. I would like to hav been heard on the
reached the conclusion that a personal devil is a
hav destroyed many of its historical associations.'' other side, but I had no opportunity.
!llyth, so that they hav agreed that wherever, either In _conclusion the Standard writer says that it reAnd now, lest I make my first letter too long, I
m the Old or New Testament, the word devil, or
mams now for the revisers to rerevise the text they will wish you increased prosperity and close.
Satan, or Beelzebub, or Lucifer appears, some euphe- hav produced, If this new version is ever to be genUkiah, Gal.
JoHN R. KELso.
miou~ ~erm, such as •: the spirit of or the disposition
erally used and to sepersede the authorized version
to evil, 'shall be substituted. No doubt the devil has, many of the alterations that hav been made must be
Sunday in America.
for a considerable time, been losing ground and
discarded.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
growing obsolete by degrees among certain classes
[The N. Y. Telegram, from which we extract the In THE TRUTH SEEKER of Oct. 11, 1879, you were
of society, and others besides Bob Ingersoll hav
so kind as to publish a communication headed, "Sungiven him notice to quit. Then, again, see how above, has the following upon the same subject: J
some of the profane speakers of earth will hav their .It is said that Dr. Crosby and a few other divines day in America-," which was written by me. The
question, chiefly as to theatrical performfreedom of speech interfered with. It will in future h av f or three months past been quietly reading the Sunday
ances, being now agitated in this city, you would
be clearly irregular to tell any one to go to the revised New Testament at family prayers. We do oblige me by allowing me to add the following redevil. The force of the expression will be destroyed not know how true the report is, but if it is entirely marks to that communication.
when a person is told to go to "his disposition to so i\·only shows that those gentlemen are not above
Those Americans who, by prohibitory Sunday
commit evil." The ordinary profane individual won't stea mg a march upon others less favorably situated laws, want to prevent their fellow-citizens from dethink that objurgation worth a cent. Then what than themselvs for obtaining copies of the improved c.antly amusing themselvs, and thus indirectly comabout our deviled turkey and deviled kidneys? Any and amended word of God. It may be thought that pel them (no other places but churches being left
of the expressions substituted by the revisers will the popularity of the New Testament is shown in the open for the gathering of people), to attend divine
clearly be out of place here. To many the loss of the fact that liberal arrangements hav been made to fur- services on Sunday, attempt to violate religious libdevil will be like the loss of an old friend. Indeed, n.ish an ~dequate number of the revised copies,. in all erty and liberty of conscience. But these noble preit is only now that he is made to grasp his gripsack Sizes. an styles of t1pe and binding, as promptly as ro.!5t1tivs are explicitly and distinctly guaranteed to
and get out that some people will discover how possible. But, alas. it must be recollected that it is the American people by the Constitution of the
much the devil was thought of. Those raees who not the. popularity of t~e script~res which promotes United States, which, according to its own provision,
worship him as a god-and even here in these United the des1re, but the notoriOus anxiety of thousands of is "the supreme law of the land.'' The Constitutio
States there are professed devil-worshipers-will perso~s to know .how ~ar the .changes that hav b.een an American mental product, rules the Bible, anJ
probably miss him most of all. We will not now made. m transl~t~on will modify the ol~ theological the Bible a mental product of the Easte
h ·_
enter into a polemical discussion as to who, if not meanmgs
·
' not rule the American Constitution
rn emi
.
· M Ill IOns of. peop I e would Jump f or JOY
sphere, does
in
Satan, got up the rebellion in heaven and was driven did these new translatiOns release them from that this country
out. We leave all such subtleties to the churches bondage of fear in which ~he dread of ev~rlasting
The latte~ does not say only, "Congress shall
and sects, which will hav a good time of it in teach- fire has held them from theiT y~uth. Jud~png from m:ake no law prohibiting the exercise of religion,"
ing theology with the devil eliminated. ·
t~~ accounts thn.t.ha.v been -published of this new re- but it expressly says, "Congress shall make no law
VISI?n, however, It IS certai~ that no thorough or- prohibiting the f'ree exercise of religion.'' If the
game change has been made m any of those passages word "free" in this connection has any sign"fiThe Revised New Testament.
that a~e supposed t? hold forth doctrins. necessary to cance, as it doubtless has, it means' an exercise of ~e
The London Standard of the 18th has an important sa.lvatwn. 'f!lere IS no r~ason to b~lieve that the ligion untrammeled by the Bible, er by church ineditorial on the revised version of the New Testa- wlBh of the. Bible reader will not co~tmue .to be the stitutions, or by both. That word plainly proves
ment. The article is the first really striking opinion father of his thought, .or that sects diaJ?etriCa~ly OJ?- that our American Constitution cares nothing at all
published as yet. The tone of it will probably be pose~ to each other will not go on findmg their rati- for either orthodoxy or heterodoxy. It leaves it to
that adopted by most critics and the people at large. ficat~on from the self-same text.
every man to arrive at his own religious convictions
The following are the main points: The writer of
as he sees fit and chooses, and thus to become happy
the article asserts that, "whatever scholars may
and saved in his own way and according to his own
A New Lecturer in tho Field.
think of the labors of the revisers, the impression
fashion, undisturbed by others. The Americans reproduced upon the public mind is one of disappointTo ·THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : ferred to, therefore, are no truly free men, no truly
ment and dissatisfaction. It is deeply to be regretted Having now enlisted for life in the invincible little free citizens, of this free country. They must be
th~t the revisers, judging by the work just published, army of Liberalism, and believing that a brief ac- considered as men that are in spirit English religionhav apparently forgotten the conditions under which count of my movements, my doings, and my obser- ists.
But what has the religion of monarchical
the task was intrusted to them. It is obvious that a vations may be of service to the cause, and of interest England, where they hav no amusements·on Sunday,
great many of the alterations adopted hav been to your many readers, I. hav concluded to giv you to do with free and independent .America? By
approved for reasons of mere literary criticism, such an account, from time to time, provided you England the British Isles ate meant.
which make us rather skeptical as to the infallibility hav room for it in your very valuable columns.
Very respectfully yours,
JoHN G. HERTWIG.
On the 27th of April, the Modesto Liberal League,
or even good taste of the revisers.
·
"Where no material change in sense or substance of which I was President, held a special meeting te
Mns. A. H. CoLBY AND MRs. 0. K. SMITH will atof the authorized version has been· shown to be re- receive my resignation, and to show their appreciatend
the yearly meeting at Waterloo, N. Y., June
quired by the revisers, for the proper construction of tion of my services by the presentation of a beautiful
the original, they hav nevertheless thought them- and costly cane, appropriately engraved. I had 4th and 5th, en route for the East. Parties wishing
selva justified in mending the English and improving never used a cane, but I am so proud of this one, and their services along the route will please address
the grammar of passages which hav struck deep root am so anxious to show it,· that I am doing my best Mrs. Colby or Mrs. Smith, 123 West Eagle street,
2t21
in the hearts and memories of the English people. to learn to use it. At the same meeting one mem- Buffalo, N. Y.
One word has been substituted for another at-the ber of the League made me a present of a twentySEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific
whim of the New Testament company; moods and dollar gold piece to giv me "good luck" in the great
........64 pp. Sent_free.
books
tenses hav been shifted about to satisfy some pedantic work upon which I was just entering. This was
0
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1£tttttr§ from Jlriend§.
:BRUNSWICK, Mo., May 17,1881.
DEAR OLD FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $10-$5
for the trip round the world, and $5 to support THE
TRUTH SEEKER uuring your absence from home. If
you don't go, put it to your stay-at-home fund-it
will be right anyway. Respectfully, FRED. HECK.

passed, but 1t has been a wonder to me ~o'Y you
could see so much and write so much about 1t m the
time. I hav given away to Christian friends and
others more than a dozen copies of the volume of
yaur letters, and could hav induced many others to
read them had you given a different title to the
book. The term "Infidel" frightens many. ·If you
will issue another edition and giv the work a different title I will take twenty-five copies. If you will
giv as full and interesting descriptions of what you
see on your trip round the world, I will be fully ~atisfied.
Yours truly,
A. S. WHEELER.

EUREKA, Wis., May 13, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $13-$5 for J. M.
Rounds, and $5 for myself, as pledged for your trip
PHILADELPHIA, PA., May 14, 1881.
round the wo.·ld, and $3 on paper account. May you
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5,
hav a prosperous and happy journey!
my contribution to your trip round the world. If at
·
Yours truly,
E. B. RoUNDs.
last you should not go, then credit me with the same
on your book.
LA VETA, CoL., May 11, 1881.
Dear friend, having been twice round the world
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5, as per agree- myself, I hav some idea of what you will hav to
ment, to help you make that long journey. I wish endure in your journey, and let me tell you to be
you a pleasant trip.
Yours,
F. A. MoORE.
very careful of all water you may hav to drink, for
that is the most prolific cause of disease to which
GRANBURY, TEx., May 12, 1881.
incautious travelers are subject; also be careful in
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 to cover my pledge
exposing yourself to the malarial influence of the
on the trip round the world. Hope you will hav au night air in the tropical climes, for you know it is
enjoyable journey.
Yours truly,
F. C. BusH.
not every man who has the number of friends and
admirers to mourn their loss as you hav.
I
WARREN, 0., May 17, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed I send you $5, the amount can sincerely tell you my wife and myself would
of my subscription for the voyage round the world. miss you greatly, as we hav looked to you and THE
TRUTH SEEKER as being our bright and guiding stars
Respectfully yours,
DuNCAN McLAREN,
for the past six years, constantly guiding us on to
higher and higher conceptions of morality with every
AMBOY, ILL., May 14, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: I send you $5, the same to be placed issue of your noble paper. I do not think the Christo my credit for your journey round the world. May tian can possibly hav grander moral sentiments or
nobler self-sacrificing efforts than are shown to us
success be with you in your undertaking.
through THE TRUTH SEEKER. Speaking conseientiously
Liberally yours,
CHAs. RANDALL.
of myself, I never felt happier than since I hav been
an Infidel; and for that happiness I hav to thank
EMPORIUM, PA., May 19,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find check for $10, my you and THE TRUTH SEEKER; so it is no wonder I
mite for the trip round the world, and my best should exhibit some concern for him who is dear to
wishes with thee, hoping you will hav a prosperous us all; and if prayer were of account I would pray
that you may be enabled to return in safety to us
journey.
Yours truly,
SAMUEL KIRK.
again.
I hav ev.ery confidence ·in Bro. Macdonald being
465 FULTON ST., BROOKLYN, N.Y., May 20, 1881.
MY DEAR MR. BENNETT: I wish to aid you in mak- able to conduct the business during your absence,
ing your proposed trip round the world. I pledge for he has on former occasions proved himself
myself to gi v you one hundred dollars for the pur- worthy of your trust. My kind regards to him.
pose, and I will be one to see that THE TRUTH SEEKWith our best wishes for your welfare, I am,
ER does not suffer for want of means to keep up its sincerely,
Your friend,
W. F. PoRTER.
regular weekly visits. Did not my rapidly-growing
MARMORA, ONT., CAN., May 9, 1881.
business demand my constant attention, I would asMR. D. M. BENNETT: THE TRuTH SEEKER of the 7th
suredly accompany you on your proposed journey.
I hope some good Liberal friend will de.cide to bear inst. is at hand, and I find that such is the pressure
made by your round-the-worl~ subscribers that you
you company.
Yours truly,
WM. WILSON.
feel bound to go. I notice your call for the necesWYOMING, IowA, May 14, 1881.
sary fives so promised, and I therefore make haste
FRIEND BEKNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for to answer your call by inclosing that amount. Re$fJ-$5 for your trip round the world and $4 for yours member, I am not thrusting you out perforce. You
and R. G. Ingersoll's picture, oil-painted, imperial hav, no doubt, weighed the matter carefully, if not
size. I hope you will hav a pleasant journey, learn prayerfully, and having studied out all its bearings,
much, and be able to write your books and get home hav a general knowledge of what is before you. If
safe and sound. If I ever get the books, as I expect, you feel satisfied to make the journey, I say by all
I think you will be entitled to another $5, which you means go. If you hav any serious doubts in the
shall hav if I liv. I am somewhat older than you, matter, I would say, emphatically, remain. Do whatbut in good health, and expect to see your books.
ever you conclude is best. Yours, ED PAYNE, M.D.
ABNER KIMBALL.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., May 18, 1881.
MoMENCE, ILL., May 11,1881.
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: We hav just closed
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $15, which you what the Methodists would call a blessed season of
will please credit to H. S. Hall, Charles Wiltz, and revival in our creed-bound city. For the last six
Ichabod Stodard, all of this place, for your book or weeks we hav had the service of that brave, earnest
books of trip round the globe. I see by the last Infidel missionary, Mrs. H. S. Lake, who has been
number of your paper that you will take the trip, shaking up the old bones of orthodoxy; and let me
and I hope that every one who subscribed will be as say that none better than the above-named lady, ever
prompt as we hav been, as we think we will get entered the field. She is brave, earnest, eloquent,
more than the worth of our money. May the good and devoted to her work. Whenever a League needs
angels, if there are any, be with you all the way round the service of a lecturer, it can do no better than to
is the prayer of the undersigned.
H. S. HALL.
secure her. She has been in the field for several
years, working for a mere pittance, and deserves all
READING, PA., May 16, 1881.
the encouragement that can be given her. We are
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed post-office endeavoring to raise means to secure her return to
order for $5, my subscription to help enable you to us in the fall. Remembering that this is the city
swing the circle. When you get to the river Jordan, that refused to place the bust of Thomas Paine in
where God and Jacob took the side-hold (and God our National Museum, and that perverted the legacy
unjointed Jacob, though after an all night's hard of the Infidel Girard, her work has .been a great
tussle), I want you to send me a small cobble-stone success. We hav gained a number of new members
or a little dust in a letter as a sacred relic. With for the Robert Burns League, and awakened some
this, my last request, I wish you God speed.
of the old members to a sense of duty. We feel
H. N. PROUTY.
quite encourageu by the result. With another such a
revival we are satisfied we will be able to gather toQUINCY, 0., May 16, 1881.
gether a strong League, and indeed be an auxiliary
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Herewith inclosed you will to the noble work of the National Liberal League.
please find $10-$5 to pay for the trip round the
Yours for justice and toleration,
AL JENKINS.
world and the remainder to pay for books, etc., as
indicated by inclosed slip. I trust that all who hav
RocKFORD, ILL., May 16, 1881.
interest in the circumnavigation scheme will not FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $10, in payment of
long withhold the "needful," but will respond prompt. Dr. H. L. Buckner's and my own subscription of $5
ly, and that you may soon engage in this, certainly each for the trip round the world and a book dethe greatest undertaking of your life work. Let us tailing the wonders you see en route. After reading
hav no clogging of wheels now, but all lend a help- the views of others, and thinking much on the subing hand in bringing out this great descriptiv work, ject, I am now of the opinion that the cause you
which certainly will be entirely new and different represent, the paper you publish, and your own
from anything we now ha'f.
Yours truly,
material happiness would be advanced by your reC. H. CusTENBORDER.
maining at home; but since your resolution is to go,
allow me to assure you that none will watch your
BROOKLYN, N. Y., May 18, 1881.
movements with greater interest than Dr. Buckner
FRIEND BENNETT: I herewith hand you the $20 I and myself, and none will be more rejoiced than we
pledged you to help you round the world. I hav to welcome you home again. We trust that your
read with decided interest your letters from Europe. journey will be one of pleasur(l, and' that through
Three years ago I went over much the same ground the eyes of a Liberal we may see much of those
and had nothing else to do but view 'the sights I countries and peoples whose ancestors paved the way

to our own exalted civilization, but whose religious
teachings, however, were, unfortunately, the parents
of the present Christian faith' which we are laboring
so earnestly to eradicate. In success or misfortune,
allow me to subscribe myself, G. W. BROWN, M.D.
J:>urur ToWNSEND, WAsH. TER., April 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: To the many Liberals who are
preparing to migrate westward in search of locations to build homes for themselvs and their children, but who are undecided just where to settle, I
wish to say through your valuable paper, Come to
Washington Territory; and the reasons for giving
this invitation, are, 1st. Because we wish our Liberal
friends to come here and enjoy with us a country
possessed of more natural advantages than any other
section of the Union; where hundreds and thousands
can find homes; where the climate is . mild and
healthful; where the soil is rioh and productiv; where
vast prairies are ready for the plough; where labor
is in demand and capital needed ; where are found
the finest forests in the world: whEre the coal beds
are inexhaustible; where gold and silver mines are
being profitably worked; where iron and copper are
mined; where twenty rivers offer cheap transportation for the products raised in their valleys, and are
st0cked with a great variety of fine fish; where game
is abundant: where fruit of almost every variety is
succ.ess1ully grown, and where dairying, woolgrowing, stock-raising, farmin& mining, ship-building,
fishing, merchandising, and manufacturing, all return
large interest on the amounts invested, and where
there is plenty of room for more; and 2d. Because
we need the united assistance of many Liberals to
help continue the work of building up the future
commonwealth of Washington, that its citizens for
all future time may here enjoy liberty in its fullest
sense. That work has been begun, and is steadily advancing, and I doubt if in any part of the world outside of this territory can be found churches and
church property advertised for sale for delinquent
taxes as is the case here where the revenue law provides that all property shall bear equal taxation
(and for this law the territory is indebted to J. A.
Kuhn, of this town, who, while a member of the
legislature, introduced and passed this act, against
the united opposition of the seven ministers then at
our capital). Our laws as a whole are quite as Liberal
as in any state or territory, and I think an attempt
(as is being made in New York) to make Good Friday a legal holiday would fail in this territory at this
time ; our school law is an excellent one, and our
schools are of as high grade as in the older states;
in most of the counties school is taught nine months
in the year. The insane and poor are well-provided
for by territorial appropriations, and other things
are in proportion. These are some of the reasons
that prompt me to extend the invitation, and I hope
yeiu will giv it space, and that it may result in some
good. I remain,
Yours truly,
BENJ. S. HoxsiE.

CENTRAL, S.C., May 8,1881.
DEAR BENNETT: I see by the last TRUTH SEEKER you
hav decided to make that long journey round our
planet. This to me is sad news; but as you say
those favoring the project are twenty to one against
those who opposo the measure, I of course will with
the rest of the small minority hav to submit and
reluctantly say" Good-bye." I am not sure that I hav
any right to a voice in this affair, any way. "Deadheads," as a general rule, should keep silent, and I
hope I hav made no serious departure from the rule.
My objections to your journey may not prove as
weighty as some others, but I can assure you they
are as honestly and as sincerely entertained as any
that hav appeared or been expressed through the
paper. I hav carefully read and considered the pros
and cons in regard to this adventure, and feel to-day
just as I did when I first read Mr. Coleman's letter,
and if I was only half as able as the majority of
your donors I would freely giv you $100 to stay at
home rather than giv $5 to get you away. In the
name of reason and common sense, what do the people think of in sending you away just as the war
against Comstockism is being inaugurated? You,
the only man who ever gave us a correct measure
and a true picture of that notorious scoundrel, Anthony Comstock! Why can't the people see that in
sending you abroad they are accommodating Comstock. Why, he is chuckling now in his sleeve at the
prospect of your trip, and I can almost realize the good,
long breath he will take the moment he sees you
start. I should not be at all surprised to learn that
Comstock had secretly contributed to the round-theworld fund. No man will be more delighted at seeing you start than Anthony Comstock. When you
are gone his most dangerous antagonist is out of the
way. He would rather hav the bloodhounds of an
orthodox hell on his track than D. M. Bennett.
I know your friends are actuated by the kindest
and noblest feelings in sending you round the world,
but I fear and believe the most of them will some
d~yregret the movement, and wish they had given you
the money to hav been appropriated in a different
way. It will probably take $2,500 or $3,000 to defray
your expenses. This sum goes out just at the time
we need every cent we can raise in defending our
most sacred right against the Comstock invasion.
Yes, my dear old brother and most cherished friend,
we need all the brains and all money right now,
and right at \lome. We can spare no Bennetts or
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money.- We want more Bennetts and more Wilsons,
more Wakemans and more Lelands, more Elminas
and more Saras; in fact, we need everyone we
hav and every man in ~e tleld.- I am but a poor,
feeble, old man, but I can and will do something if
the conflict between Liberal justice and Comstock
rascality goes on, and I hope it will. I long to witness the crisis, and am ready at any time it need be
to lay down my life rather than submit to the villainous encroachments of priestcraft and churchianity. ·
But I am intruding and will stop right now. Let
me say, if. you go I hope your journey may (contrary
to my anticipations) prove a success. May every
comfort and the best of health be yours. I shall
often think of you and long for your safe return.
Fraternally,
R. M. CASEY.
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Some tirp.e since a number of prominent citizens of Since subscribing for THE TRUTH BEEKER I hav rea
this place conceived the idea that an eminent Liberal with much pleasure aml interest each number's con
lecturer could add laurels to the cause by properly tents, especially your discussion with Mr. Mair.
representing the glowing, sparkling truths embodied am pleased to see you handle him with such apparin the new faith. Dr. J. S. Byres a well-known Liberal ent ease. I intend to continue taking THE TRUTH
began a correspondence with Mr. B. F. Underwood, of BEEKER right along, and although I hav subscribed
Mass., which finally culminated in the latter gentle- for but for a few months, you can rely upon me as
man's con-sent to lecture here on his contemplated a constant subscriber.
tour through the West: When the message arrived
Respectfully yours,
E. INGERSOLL.
announcing the 23d of April as the time best suited
to the convenience of lecturer, the liberally-disposed
SouTH DA.RTliiOUTH, MA.ss., May 10, 1881.
citizens began to make due preparations t0 giv him a
MR. EDITOR: Under date of February 28th last a
respectable reception. Old Progress Hall was deemed correspondent from Onondaga Valley, N. Y., writes
insufficient to contain the immense audience likely to you as follows: "We hav two insurance offices in
assemble on this intensely interesting occasion, and this place; one nearly first-class for a country office,
Hodson's Hall, o! a seating capacity of six hundred, and Presbyterian; the other about fourth or fifthwas secured, On Saturday night the hall was com- class, and Methodist (one-horse concern); but both
fortably filled by an enthusiastic audience, and when insure at the same rate."
SA.N DIEGo, CA.L., May 2, 1881.
Mr. Underwood made his appearance he was greeted
These "insurance offices," I take it, insure against
DEA.R BENNETT : By your permission I drop you these with a grand but silent welcome. His lecture, entitled hell fire. Here in our village there were formerly
lines. Tla.ere are so many persons of so many opin- "The Influence of Christianity on CiTilization," was two insurance offices, one Congregational, the other
ions that it seems almost useless to say a word to a sublime production and embraced two hours in its Calvinistic Baptist. The last-named office has shut
you on the round-the-world trip, On page 280 of delivery. The speaker was frequently applauded, up shop. The first-named still livs, but at a poor,
THE TRUTH SEEKER you say, "Our sole wish is to do and most especially when he paid a glowing tribute dying rate. This Congregational office was started
the most good we can and to please friends as far as to the intellectual merit of Col. Ingersoll.
and got under way in 1814, I am told. It went
possible." I've only been reading your paper for the
On Sunday morning the hall was again filled with on its way rejoicing until about 1830, when there
last eight months, but I see in the brief length of a highly-attentiv and cultured audience. The subject< was a split; or, as some polite Christians would term
time that there are a large number of your corre- matter of this lecture exhibited great research and a it, "schism." The rock on which they split was
spondents that put an unusual confidence in what you thorough knowledge of many of the beautiful ele- "close communion" and "immersion." Then was
say. For this reason I think it would be best that menta of science. Mr. Underwood is not eminently the Baptist insurance office started with a great
you remain at your post. And from what I hav eloquent, he cannot carry an audience by storm, but flo~rish of trumpets. They had Elder Knapp (of
gathered from the reading or your paper, I do not the truths he utters are clothed in forcible language revrval fame) here, and the result was a very prosee as therG are many that would be displeased to and occasionally adorned with such flowers of rhet- tracted meeting, and they cried and roared dreadknow that they were spiritual beings; and as you and oric as to leave an indelible impression on the minds fully. This expression, "cried and roared," origiyour readers are truth seekers, what objection is there of his audience. Thus far he has more than met the nated in the following manner: While this protracted
to your employing a good physical medium and giv- expectations of the people, and the best wishes of a ~eeting was in full blast, one of those who attended
ing this subject a thorough going over, not merely host of new-made friends will follow him all along rt (a very zealous adherent) was employed building a
for a day or a week, but take one or two years' time the highways of life.
W. H. BEA.RD.
chimney for a neighbor about a mile across the river
which runs through this place. The man for whom
for it, and see clearly what are the facts in the subthe chimney was being built did not take much
ject? H we are spiritual beings, it seems as though
ELGIN, ILL., May 10, 1881.
it would be to our interest to know the fact, and who
FRIEND BENNETT: I beg leave to acknowledge the stock in churches (hell fire insurance offices), or recfl,n investigate the subject for so many to any better receipt of your kind favor. I can only speak in the vivals either, for that matter. He interrogated our
advantage than yourself? I am of the opinion that highest terms of the Besant-Hatchard debate. It is Baptist mason regarding the great reformation, and
Spiritualism is a gem worth looking after. I once was a book well worth the attention of all lov9rs of real when he had learned the state of excitement which
in the presence of what claimed to be a spirit, and racy and spicy literature. As a book of reference, prevailed, he said: "Yes, I hear them cry and roar
he was speaking of spirits and he conveyed the exact it will be found replete with historic facts not gen- dreadfully, like the niggers out South. They hav
ideas as to spirits that you hav expressed on the sub- erally known, and explained in a manner that givs these revivals out there to scare the niggers."
Tha Congregational insurance office, during this
ject in THE TRUTH SEEKER.
us a good insight of the knowledge and remarkable
Very respectfully yours,
D. THING.
ability of that noble lady, Mrs. Besant, to easily cope revival, was left quite in the background, and the
with the most perplexing questions that her oppo- under-shepherd who went in and out before them to
GREENSBORO, ,IND., April 25, 1881.
nents would giv as characteristics which she alone break unto them the bread of life did his level best
MR. EDITOR: During· the past winter the Christian possesses and deals with telling effect.
to keep his flock securely in the fold, and discourelement of this place inaugurated a revival for the
aged any and all sympathy with or participation in
Yours truly,
JA.JIIES METCALF.
sole purpose of hitting Infidelity a stunning blow.
the Baptist insurance office revival. This CongregaThey became alarmed at the rapid spread of Liberal
APPLE RIVER, ILL., April 27, 1881.
tional under-shepherd just mentioned was a firm besentiment, and took this method to undermine the
MR. EDITOR: I was enchanted with the reading of liever in infant damnation. He employed the folfaith of the slightly credulous; and, strange as it a copy of your valuable paper, THE TRUTH BEEKER, lowing language one Sabbath day when enlarging
may seem, quite a number of persons who had seem- not long ago, which a Liberal friend of mine had on this orthodox doctrin, "My brethren, there are
ingly thrown off the chains of mental slavery accepted received from you and loaned to me. I was not infant11 in hell not a span long."
Christ, and with loud thanks for the blessed change really aware until reading your paper of the great
Returning to the Baptist ·insurance office, I may
enlisted in the Lord's army, henceforth to fight under strides Liberalism has been taking in the past few say that, with varied successes, the concern went
the cherished banner of King Emanuel. But the years. I was surprised to learn of such a vast num- along until about 1865, or perhaps a year or two
loss of these few deluded worshipers at the shrine ber of people that, by the account of yaur paper, later, when it struck its colors, and is now defunct.
of a false and fickle God by no means discouraged seem to be of the Freethinking or Infidel class of The other insurance office struggles on after a fashthe many noble men and women who still cling with mind throughout the United States. I had a faint ion, and there is a fair prospect that in less than a
unceasing tenacity to the grand and beautiful faiths idea of the extensivness of Infidelity. I thought the decade of years we will see the closing up of the
that for_long years has been to them a never-failing belief was entertained ,only by a few. At the same entire affair.
fountain of inexpressible joy. time I had read Col. Ingersoll's lectures, filled with
The first Freethinker whom I recollect to hav seen
Many years ago an old gentleman from North Car- matchless eloquence, pathos, wit, satire, truth, and in this place was Mr. James Law, who came here
olina settled in this place, and soon became exten- argument against the authenticity and inspiration from Nantucket, and lived with his daughter. He
sivly known as a man ot good business qualities, of the Bible and the superstitions and dogmas that was a subscriber for the Boston Investigator, which
strict int~grity, and honest convictions. In his early had been created in the minds of the people by the paper I then saw (in 1849 or '50) for the first time.
life he;was an honored member of the Quaker church, teaching of an unauthorized and false work. Yet I I shall always remember a story which I heard him
and was one of the few who lived out his faith. was led to credit prejudiced and false newspaper re- tell many times with much gusto. It was concernWhen he began business as a dry-goods merchant ports, too often, of Ingersoll's meetings, to the effect ing a certain minister in Nantucket. It seems there
people from far and near (the country was then that the people went to hear him lecture not because was a miller there who was a Freethinker, and he
sparsely settled) flocked to his counters, and he soon they believed as he did, but out of a mere curiosity used to grind on the Lord's day. The minister met
found himself on the road to prosperity. Notwith- to hear what he had to say, and from the name he him one day and expostulated with him for breaking or fracturing God's holy day in such a "shockstanding his numerous acts of charity to the poor, had acquired of being a great orator.
It seems to me that it is very hard for editors of ing" manner. The miller listened to the ministerial
and his liberal donations to all benevolent enterprises, his wealth continued to increase, and in after religious _papers to giv justice to Infidels or those tirade very calmly, and when it had spent itself he
years when he retired from activ life he possessed who differ with them on the subject of Christianity; said: "I will tell you what I will do. If you will
ample means.
and editors of political papers, many of them, are shut up your <gospel shop-where you get your living
Uncle Seth Hinshaw, for such was the appellation either orthodox or more or less influenced by relig- -on Sunday, I'll shut up my mill-where I get my
by which he was known, was possessed of splendid ion. Still I am happy to know that we hav in living-too." There is a strong probability that the
natural talent, and was quite persistent in his search America one editor (D. M. Bennett) who is broad and minister did not accede to the honest Nantucket
after truth, and when the peculiar tenets of the Spir- Liberal enough to want to giv every one rights equal miller's proposition.
Mr. Law was a nativ, I believe, of Perth, Scotland.
itualistic faith bagan to permeate the minds of the to what he claims for himRelf, and one who edits an
western people he was one of the first to accept that Infidel paper, and has the Liberality and kindness to He went from this place to Ravenna, Ohio, where he
unpopular doctrin, believing it to contain the most allow through its columns people of all shades of died. He was a great admirer of David Hume, the
noted Scotch Freethinker, and was the owner of his
plausible proof of a glorious immortality. His life was belief room to express their ideas.
Where the gaining of truth is the object, as is the works. I might write at greater length, but will
so pure and unselsh that those who opposed his faith
still loved and admired him; and as the years rolled case with you and your paper, we need not be too stop, not wishing to encroach to too great an extent
on many learned to believe as Uncle Seth, and to his particular as to its source, for it will always well on your time, space, and patience.
Very truly,
EDwiN H. BAnTLRTT.
kind words and exemplary course may be attributed pay the possessor for all the labor and search spent
in acquiring it. lt is only the bigot and hypocrit
the origin of Liberalism in this place.
BosToN, MA.ss., May 1, 1881.
In 1861 he erected a cosy building here and gave it that scorns truth and fears to investigate. Truth
FRIEND BENNETT: All hail to your war on the silent
the name of Progress Hall. The walls of this humble never errs; it is as permanent as the sun. Falsetemple of worship frequently echoed to the voice of hoods, dogmas, and superstitions are like the dark e's as far as you go; anything to reform our
eminent advocates of reform, who now liv only in the clouds that float between, hiding at times the sun orthography, though I see quite a number of these
memory of those who learned frem them the noble from view, but not entirely eradicating its real light "e's" escape you; but why can't you go a step
farther, and attack the rascally double letters?
principles which so beautifully illuminate the path- and warmth.
I took a page of your paper at random and counted
Thus it is with truth, for although it has been in
way of life. In 1866 this venerable benefactor of the
human race passed to the unknown in the full triumph the past hidden deep in falsehoods and superstitions 100 of these doublets, and 90 per cent, at least, of
of his glorious faith. .A:t his death the aged bowed in created by pious frauds, and lies priests hav invented these could be discarded without leading one astray
sorrow and the 11oung wept bitter tears of grief. Little to keep humanity in the narrow belief of a creed the least iota, more especially where the doublets
children scattered flowers before the hearse that bore founded upon the superstition and' barbarism of the are consonants, as the most of them are, such as
his honored remains to the tomb, and upon his coffin ancients, still the truth cannot be longer hidden; it n's tt's rr's ss's and pp's
'
'
'
'Yours for. reform,
JoHN HA.RDY.
was deposited a rich profusion of those sacred emblems is dawning, and already through the gauzy clouds
can
be
plainly
seen
its
brilliant
orb,
heralding
by
its
of the dead. Such was the life of one of the most honSEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific
ored Liberals thai now sleep in Greensboro's silent light and warmth the coming of a grander and better day.
books. 64 pp. Sent_free.
" city of the dead."
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The Woman Taken in Adultery.
BY ALHAZA.

" Kneel not, fair woman, I am not a god,
But I will make this g1·oss old planet burn;
I'm tired of running in an ancient rut,
·
And from old musty creeds will gladly turn.
"One vile law crumbles when I plead for thee,
And I could love thee, but thou tnrn'st away;
Thy silken lashes fall, as weeps the dew
On some ill-favored, mournful autumn day.
"I hav no beauty that thou could'st desire,
But I will pour on men my withering scorn,
I glory in my strength, I hav the power,
To make them hate the day that they were born.
"Truth is a weeping martyr, too obscure
To bring strange phantoms to adorn the sky;
But flames and hells will fix the wondrous date
When I in loathsome pomp shall sink and die.
"I'll raise the dead, I'll fill the shuddering air
With scent of corpses, till they giv me room;
And for two thousand years the tale shall ring
Of white-winged sentinels around my tomb.
"lily'eyes are blue and fearful, I will scare
Weak market-men, and chase them with all
speed
Around the temple with a knotted scourge,
And lash their feeble shoulders till they bleed."
And more than this: ''I pray thee, Christ, be calm;
From all I cherished I was torn away;
And I am forced to dwell with one I hate,
Through howling storm and falling bloom of

And hell exists by his good will;
Through love he won't the devil kill;
His hmmdless ·love they satiate.
If this is love, then what Is bate?

SClEN'fiFIC INVESTIGATOR.

" From her sweet home they drag a woman pale,
To be some jailer's victim, drudge, or toy,
And should she listen once to heavfr!t's sweet
voice,
They h1mt her down and trample and destroy.
" Think me not bold, but frame no iron law
To bind the burning thoughts of honest men,
Lest they should feel the insolence of power,
Pining and wasting in a narrow den.
"We want no dungeons to inclose our forms,
No flames to parch the brow of earnest thought,
But generous words of freedom shall be ours,
Schooled, as the mountain breezes hav been
taught."

"Scientific Investig-ator Pnb. Co.''
At One Dollar per Year in Advance.
Sample copies free.
This journal Is earnest In its objects untiring In It"
efforts, bold und fearless iu asserting the truth; defiant in
unearthing hypocrisy, charitable to honest investigators,
but forever an enemy of tyr:lnny, fraud, and oppression,

Po:.metb*~~~ ~f fl~~;t~~~~~ri~'t';o~g~;;~e~~es~~guld subscribe at once for the SCIEX'l'IFIC lxYF.STIGATOR.
Address SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR PUB. CO.,
6t22
185 First st , Porthmd, Oregon.

Pupils Wanted.
An Atheist lady teacher would !Ike a few chUdren to
board and educate. The kindest care a.nd attention given.
Terms moderate.
Address
Mrs. R. J. RYAN,
lt22
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.

A rough, coated tongue is a sure sign of a dea
ranged stomach. It is nature's-thermometer E;howing how
the system is working. In all such cases resort should be
had at once to

Folks talk of going to heaven,
Where old things are made new.
To all be kind,
Then you will find
That heaven will come to you.

The Boundless Love of ·God.
BY ROBERT SWAIL.

If God has boundless love for man

No hate could enter in his plan,
For that would limit love, and so
He could no boundless love bestow.
Then is there any God above
Who is endowed with boundless love?
Who formed a scheme for man below
That b1ings him death and endless woe?
A God of love. and yet to Eve
He sent a serpent to deceive,
Then cursed her when she took a bite
Of tempting fruit he placed in sight.
A God of love, yet predestined
This curse should fall on all mankind.
A God of love, yet knew full well
The child he.made he'd sent to hell.
Through love he drowns the human race;
Through love gave Satan here a plaee;
Through love made hell and miseryDfrBtined it from etet'nity.
:J'hrough love he hardened Pharaoh's heart
So be'd not let the Jews depart;
In love, then, o'er the land he fiew
And all the flrst-born children slew.
Ob, wondrous love, that frauds supply
That mankind may believe a lie;
That palms off a delusiv sham
So he may hav excuse to da!flill
Oh, wondrous love, to thus deceive,
That damns men if they can't believe I
His wretched offspring dooms to hellPreserves them just to bear them yell.

"Some Mi!!,takes of Moses."

This volume Is printed on toned paper,,ln clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing 275
Send stamp for circular. pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.

tR:

YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,
A BOOK FOR THE

"Tlae Gods and Otller Lectures."
Moral Culture antl Roli;-ious En•
CONTENTS.- "The Gods"
Humboldt," u Thomas
li;htenment of Youth.
Paine," Indtviduality," u Heretics and :Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
BY 'PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.
Price, $1.50.
Address
"Tile Gllosts and Otller Lectures."
11

11

D. M. BENNETT, 141Eighthstreet,N. Y.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.

LEtTERS OF JUNIUS.
BY THOMAS PAINE.
Elegant Edition.
Thick tinted paper, large type, fine Cloth binding.

~-deveJoplng

FREE .BOOK FOR 'I'HE SUJK.
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an origi~
nal system of practice. It contains yaluable and sng.
0

~~~.in ~~~fJy ~ .:'u"t,JiKt,"~~s\~~s cRf,;',~~~t~~.!~e:.'ifi~ ;~~

be sent by m..U to any one sending their address and a
three-cent stam:&ifil1tl. f"'iH'f.f~~!f:IsHING co.,
ti\!l EB.!!t 28th st .. Naw Yorl<

12mo. 431 pp. Postpaid, Only $1.50.
Another edition on thinner paper, $1.25. Any book,
old or new, supplied. Send 3-cent stamP. for mammoth
"BibUopologlcal Broadside." J. FRANCIS RUGGLES,
3t21
Great International Bibliopole, Bronson, Mich.

RELI·GI-Ort
AS REVEALED BY THE

.Material and Spiritual Universe.
(ILLUSTRATED.)

By Edwin D. Babbitt.
It treats of the Existence and General Character of
God, God as a Spirit, the Nature of Gor1, Creeds and Practices of Christianity. The Dangers of Infallible Standards,
The Christian Bible Tested, Religions Tested by their
Fruits, Life and Death Under the Old Religions, Life and

D\¥'~~ ~~o'J;'i: ~Pi~~~~tlfc~l~~il~~~o~t'k.Fj't,?;:tf:e~:~~nthe

above and other subjects. by a thorough scholar. He is
widely k{lown by his "Principles of Light and Color,"
"Health Manua1.'' etc., and this new book is sure to be
read with even greater interest than those.
Price, $1.50. Sold at this oflice.

CHRISTIANITY
FROM A

Scientific and Historical Standpoint.
BY Wlti. N. McLAREN.

"Anticlui_st:"

All who want to take part ip_ a grand Co-operativ
Movement should Sfr!td for sample copies of

THE INDUSTRIAL GO OPERATOR,
PUBLISHED AT

207i East Ninth st., New York.
4t19

Wanted Immediately.
A man and wife who will do work In the house and ont
of doors for half the proceeds of a. fann of 33 acres,
with large orchard. No tobacco or Intoxicating drinks
will be permitted to be uaed In a?t form. Two In the
~~r:t:~~-la~g~evi~~~:. and Ancfd~~:SsM. n~:~kftW,ettled place,
· 18tf
Care of TRUTH BEEKER Office.

SOCIALISM.
A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D.
By an Independent Sociidist.
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 centtl.

h:~a~~~~&:·b~it~~m~:rt~tJst~~/~t;:kr~~~e~~~se~ ~1~~

tlon than that tile we"kest must go to the wall. It Is
against this passivness that " Socialtst" cries out. Is there
no help for the miserable 1 he asks. The doctrln that gov-

rti~~~~~~g~l~g, ~s~~:i~' ~~l~~~t\ft~iree ha~t~~~:' ~gg b~~r!~:

that property Is robbery, or wholly subscribe to "the world
owes me a ltvlng," he aftirms "the world owes mea chance
tot;i'la~ ~~~lg«J:~'~.New Yfll'k Herald.

"What Must We Do to be

!Saved~"

t;~Jgie~l{?u~g~-~· ".fgo\~~~~~n~~~~~l~~3s cg~:ri~r.f ~
the author. Price, 25 cents.
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark :Mills.
Cabinet size; price $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer of tills great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celebrated artist or New York, at the fOI·
lowing prlce.s:

~E~~~~ g!r~IJf:eslze

_- . - . • . - . ~ ce~ts

Llfe-slze Llthographl 21x27
Postage paid.

$66

-

•
•
50
.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yorll:,
A WF..EK In your own town. Terms and eli ontllt
free. H. Hallett & Co .. Portland, Me.

CONSULT
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A regularly edncated and legally qualllled physician, and
the most successful, as hts x_rnctice wil~Jrove.
the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST, ~~~~ts~~e~~'::'mC:..~%~~~~u~t:1~~; (~i~e~~~~,:r~
1
His Birth, Life, Trial, Execn•
tio , etc., is a Myth.

Price, $2,00

. For sale at this office

!lfegi;~w~~J?~~g~..F~~:, l~t~~~~fri'~~i~l't?e'r:~·le~~\:!

Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., rendering marriage Improper or unhappi, are thoroughly and

f~!mri'~c~~~ 1~f:~t ~~da~~fgtm~e~IH~~{''Jl~~c:v~~~~iS

which he baa so far prescribed tor this baneful complaint
In all lt.s stageo without a failure to cure In a single case,
and some of them were In a tetTibly shattered condition ;
had been In the Insane asylums, many had Falling Slcknesa-Fits; others upon the ver:;; of consumption; whlle
g!~;~f :lf:1;;~e~~~- become foolls and hardly able to take
SUBJECTS:
Syphilis posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
The Soul and a Future Life, and The Inllnence upon ~teJR. GOnorrhrea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Rupture),
Morality of a Decline of Religious Belief, by t.he ablest
Engll•h writers, includln~ Prof. Huxley, Frederic Barr!.
X'J·d~~~~~~~ ~~~!~~';;g~';."s 'i~c~&~'fi"~·(or delay of
rison, Lord Selborne, Prof. Clifford, and P.everal others.
the ftrst menses), Dystnenorrhrea (or laborious menstruaPrice, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
tion), Chlol'osts (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, aa the following will show:
"DEAR DocTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
~ou are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel•

A Modern Symposium.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,

~~gw~~~tser Yia~:~:rski~~ i~~x;;a~~~u~xt~~~~~YI g::~at;~:
8

w~rhe a~~o~:,¥iie~?~ri:~~~~:J.YJf~~!~d~: ~f0Xt1f~~e, 0.

.A Roman Catholic Priest,

Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
1
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases pe:,;~on~ti~ ad':::~ ~~;9~:n~~~W~ll~ea't'lu~!l~~rfifo~ culiar
to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
dogmas and left as ~s "'Last Will and Testament" to his who receive so little sympathy from members of their
~:~1~~ 10f£!5 ' ~~~v~n~~e'dor~O~~e lnuJll:~e~. ~;:iim~~ own households. A GREAT DOCTOR.
Sense."

uJ:~~~~\K~'t'1l'!.:;!alw;~~it~~dJ~ :;;~~~cti~~11%'::c~~t:~: th~e~~Vm~~;'l:~J~'1u':.~!:'~:JIJ~~I;e"~%~~~t~':a'cl:'%~~~

"There Is perhaps ao art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more-Importance than alleviating hnma.n . sutfering, stopping the progress of dliea.se, and thus
extending the period of human life. And I know of no

t~:~~~~F'!'3~;.s~':.'t~~~~a~~.t~~ Y:".liV.:'~u~~~~!s~~~J~;;
~~J~F\1! s~~~~1fo g~;~~~~efo~~~ ~o~~~?~~~f!Ti:~Y~

~~ !!'T! ~ee~~ufuftko~~~e~.atirhfo~::a~~~~~~~~;~~se .?~f:ti~

practice. Tills I know by actual trial, having been relieved or a bad case of kldne,r. dlsease by his new method

tuous and humane act Yn translating ills book so well.

~;,rfn~e~::'~~,','ll/•~'tyto say this much for the bene!ltof

~ftg ~~a~~<;,W f~~'h;. ~~~o~a~~~g~. ch~J"'f.:'i d~~~~~rr~ ;;,~e~re"~l!Y}ft~~ ~/i~C:n~a~[ tbeT~Ii'Jf.:~ bfuc~~e~e~n:hg
0

1

CO-OPERATION.

ce:K~ volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.

Dfs~rs'l;\k~o§W~~i¥b'iuiliEdii~~~d ~~'b'H~~.~

Proving conclusivly that

A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects
treated are, Unrevealed Religion, Old Testament Relig- ~~~tbO:~~tiag~~~~~~~ ~I:s~~ ~o~f;s~~~-be.fge If~foC.Wfg:
Ion, Evidence In Support of Christianity, History of Is the opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the
~~~~m~~~tfor.AJI.~'f;t~a!;~n~re of Christianity, Proposed book:
NEWBURYPORT, MAss., Sept. 23, 1878.
The book Is very radical and thorough1 and shows con- To MISS ANNA !L"Voop, Dear Madam:
clusivlh that the system of religion whlcn has been buUt
The work of the honest paator, Jean Mesller,ls the most
curious and the most powerful thing of the kind which
uw~cte, e5ti~~~Pa~s ~~~rs"~l~~tttg}; ~m~~ation.

BELIEVERS IN

CoNTENT~.-~~ The Ghosts,'' u LibertY of Man, Woman,
and Child," 11 Declaration of Independence," u Farming in
Dlinois," "Speech at Cincinnati.'' "The Past Rises Betore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50

An Egg She Lays, then Cackles
in Praise.

Blakeman's Wonderful Compound Chicken Food, or
Recipe, will be sm,t to any address for $1.
:Send money with order iu well-sealed, opaque envelope,
or by pos t-ofuce money order. .Address
Tarrant'~ !lieltzcr Aperient •
E. ·D. BLAKEMAN,
Circleville, 0.
It wm uncoat the tongue by removing from the system
[N. B.-Blakeman Is an old school-day friend of ours, and
the cause of the disturbance. It cures, as by a charm, all
perfectly
rellable.-Eo.
T.
S.]
who use it.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
22

BY HOMER A. BILLINGS.

The man who wrongs another
Out of a single cent
May pray (just for a show),
But he never will go
Where "good old Stephen " went.
lltere faith will never save him;
Of that he need not boast;
Joined he will be
To that company
He now prays God to roast.
But the man who loves humanity
And lends a helping hand,
Ready to bless
All in distress,
God will not see him damned.
Let charity abound
Where honest doubt hath risen.
Don't persecute
lllan like a b1ute
Or shut him up in prison.

By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30Days.

This book is a plain talk about the human system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
disease, our sexualt·elations and social natures. It is med~
leal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cul'e
of chronic diseases, the natural re.latlons of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNE'l'T,
141 Eighth street, New Yorlt.

--------~~--------

Charity versus Faith.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

Reliable references given.
Say In what i"J'der'e~sou saw d~~~~~~rf."~8¥,trNGS,
so'li~:sb~~dgo,.n~~ns~ l!~~~~~~~f.~~n~l '~N~~u~~~~~
Sml5
Smithville. Jetl'erson Co, N.Y.
thatFsubject. !ll!,e pamphlets tl<at havlleen surreptitiously
AN EIGHT-PAGE PAPER.
cl!oJ::
QI>20
PER DAY at home. Samples woitJiC$5 issued are incorrect, filled with mist.akes, S.itd consist of
Devoted to
.pv to <iP
free. Stinson & Co .. Portland; Me.
·
~~~d~~~u~fg~rJ~:~t~~~~~~t~~n e~~~e~h':h~~~~hJ'J:t "{.~~:d~
Science, Art, Spiritual Philosophy, and
The book Is unansweraple In fi.s facts and !ogle, Inimitable
Radical Refornt,
In Its style, and lllled with wit, satire, el!lquence, and
pathos.
1s Issued monthly by the

~lay.

"How can I bear it? I will lay me down
And take these perfumed blossoms to my heart;
Perhaps I could endure the fearful wrong
If I could blessings to the world impart.
•' lily tortured heart had not the- iron power
To shun the heaven of a pleading look;
Jlledusa's serpents drive the soul away,
To gaze on wild flowers and the dimpl<Od brook.
.. When the bold, whitewashed hands of brutal
power
Would dole out justice with an impious grace;
They shield themselvs and friends in posture
high,
And throw their stones in some poor helpless face.

Ruptures Cured

.

JAMES PARTON.

Price, clot%~J.i::O~Jl?il/1i'~/}·,~41 Eighth st .. New York.

c'ft· ~~l"s"E1f~ o~~~~rJ-rJYn~c¥'5 'W1:~T~~ ~;1

.aJ~n"r.:~~~t~~~k Is to be had In the German language. forth a new and sclentlllc method (never before known'

~';f~~:rcgiest~ru~~. gl':'lfkn?l"i~~ou1<~~~R!~~e~l:

A BUSINESS MAN'S RE•
LICIOUS AND SOCIAL
VIEWS.
12mo, 206pp. Price, $1.

elJ~ri'e~~t,!'r:'neca"~~IEI~i~~d ~fN~~~IsPf:t~~'tt~~ ~~~~~l
0

osity to see what a philanthropic business man bas to say
upon tbe social problem from a poor man's standpoint will
doubtless alone Jnduce many to buy the book. The bold
and trenchant blows which he deals" society" in all its
ramitlcations of corruption and inhumanity; his earnest

~e:!s~~~11;!~~e!~~~~~es~c~~hr~~:fa1:"~~~~~~etr~ib'6;i
~g~s~e:;~~y::s~:~~s~;gl!~I~~~JW~~~t_kc;;:;gJ,

the day by

Sold at this oflice.

Socialism and

Uflllfar,an~m.

BY JOHN STUART MILL.
· Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N.Y. city.

on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause,
fx~f~JS~~r,;a~l;p"c,lf."e",;s0f~go~'!::e, ;~~;:;~~~s~~~ the
Consultation In person, e:;.oo; by letter, free and Invited,

~~~&~:t:.::f;e:~~.lliJ;.onl~a~~~r\~. ~ ii~fu?Jfv-Ts
VIneland, N.J.

JUDAISM. CHRISTIANITY AND
MOHAMMEDANISM
Examined Historically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the

Most Damaging Exhibit o:f Chris·
ttanity that has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.
500 large pages.
Price,· $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

Treating upon tile Gods of tile Semitic Nations, .Including Allah,
Jellovah, l!iatan, the Holy
Gllost, Jesus Christ, the
VIrgin Mary, and
the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing that book
be a very Inferior production for a llrst-clasa

!>oi-·

BY D. M. BENNETT.

.

Bll81arae pages. Paper eovera, 110 eenta; elotb, fl.OO.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER'J MAY 28, 1881..
Therefore Take Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Garments and Liv.
Medical Electrician, Inventor or the "Wilsonta;" and Lectnr·er on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Tllerapeutics, ~uthor of "The Trial of Medicine," "The Langua"e or Disease," "Med·
·
ical Fallacies," etc., etc.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The following words of commendation and

~peal

from

}P{Hf~'b~ll:JnJA"~¥.'ill:~~J~1n\~~~"t!~'::'f g';,\';r~t ~~8

special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
most complicated forms of disease, some, or all of them,
beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknowledged by

46:i FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN", NEW YORK.

r::i:~~~~~st:~ggzrt~~e8~i~~~~Sp~rvrr~~~ :g:nJ:u~inU:,

May be Consulted .Daily from 10 A.M. to 8 P. M.,-·Free of Charge.

curing, or killing:

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN. HORNE, M.D.

MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS .AND HERNIA.
BRoOKLYN, N.Y., March 11, 1RS1.
Some time during the month of September, 1880. I was
1ndueed, through the reP:resentations of Mr.Wilson, inventor and proprietor of the "WILSONIA," to a~ ply the
>

Jmportan~

to Invalids. 'l'he !.'flo!!t Marvelous Invention in the World

g~~~ry~~s~l ~tt~1~wS:l~S::r~~~~f~~~~n~:ss~::i:n~1~~
THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
gavlng received at that time two strokes of paralysfs which
IS THE DESPAIROF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED Q)JACKERY. ~~~~:S~\r~Vl~ ~ne!r~~:ft ~g ~~rf~sh~~~ii~cE~iieec~a'X;~ j~~

hardly any disease In which tbe WILSONIA GAR
:MENTS could not be appled with great benefit.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IMMINE,}!T DEA.Tli
DEAR SIR: some two weeKs stnee 1 read in the Brooklyn
News a. reporter's item noting a remarkable result from an
applleation of your "WILSONIA" garments in the cases
of suppressed scarlet fever. Having known of a case
where a young man threatened with pneumonia was really
cured In forty-eight hours by putting on your nerve and
lung invigorator and the four other appliances whieh go
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever caae
and see if auy allowance must be made for the reporter's
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six.year-old granda
daughter of Mr. David Co1lier, on Columbia street, and I
called upon him regarding it. He said the reporter's Item
was sulistantlally correct. He said his family physician
Dr. Moffat, the homeop[_lthist, acted as every human~
phys1cian does when, havmg·na hoP.e of recovery himself
he says to the parents and friend$, • We must hope for the
best." Being told by the doctor that the "WILSONIA"
garments would not interfere with his medicins, Mr. <.:allier extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two
leg belts which he took off his own person, and applied
them as best he could upo_n his-dying granddaughter. In
about two hours from the time he put them on the doctor
called, and on examining the child~ remarked that a gentle

York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with me,
the protests of friends and his physician, who said
the ~tg~~inst
I would never reach Brooklyn with him alive. Sulilce It to F;l~iW~r!~}f~rl~~~;~~~h~nre:tiW. 'tafo~!id ~~n~~:t~!~!~~sthi
u
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded, should find, doubtless, in every other,a delicacy of feeling
after a very trying ordeal in reaching my residence-which in the family, touching their family physicmn; a reluc.
to gain nccess1tated the use of carrla.gesi steamboats, and tance to su.y much in special praise of a remedy that was
not administered or recommended by the doctor. I was
'!'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
most interested considered
~~rsCoJ>Jr~~~ ~~:c6°W"r~~~~~ ;t;~;!.:h1c~~::f~~i! satisfied, however, that those
1
double
source
of
anxiety.
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
~~~ii~~~~itJi ~~ t~~~~~~:iK:~ie~~r'ri~ d~~ ~ ~~et;~~:
0
tn T~lie s~~Wft~o:Jt':.turci':Iait~~~Y ~~thg~~~· ~~ ~1~ vlctlon that duty to the great public dema~ that this
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
acknowledgment be publicly given.
tt~~fl~e~n ~~s ~~~b;~n~~~u~~ :;;;n6~lf ~~J~Ttttl~~~~odo~ Desirous of kna·wing what Dr Moffat himself would say
Fever c:a.nnot be where the " WILSONIA " is worn.
without any assistance whatever. H~ continued to gain, of t~e case, I visited liis residence and had a prolonged inand on the ninth day returned home, using only cars and
~~~~i~~~· C~~E~~ecft!M~r~~
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the boats to get there. After being away from here about two !e~~~~:ri:U~~~~Jli\~;~.thi~:
sis, but a gentle perspiration set in after the goods had
been upon lJ.ei' two hours, aud she continued to grow bet':i3~ ~1~~~tit~~c~~f;n~eh'!~"w~~~i~ir~i:rtb~:~ 1~ ul~~ ter
thousand.
gradually as long_ as they were on her." Very naturally
miles In a day, just to test hisahlllty. Be had also suffered
CITIZENS OF AMERICA I
he put in some savmq, clauses for the reputation and dig~~nhe~~~I~rcftye J~!:~1~~ae;~~e~0 ~J~sj£J'~~rn~0eh~~ nity of the faculty. "" rhere was," he said," no phenomeIf you love your country and the welfare of the human race, make yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM chloroform, with five respected, Intelligent physicians nal change," and he "would want to see the same resultii
WILSON'S Marvelous Invention. Inquiry will cost you nothing.
standing over him to 'Perform an operation, which, after in repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unrea
Our depots "re '(f:en free for lns~e ctlon tollll classes of soc let~. Physicians and Scientists are s~ecla1Jlllnvlted to
~~~rtS~~f:,!l~dti!~ag~~r~i~g~~~ ~~;~~J~~ou~ts~~chu~r;~~~e~~i :r:~s~~;a~f. tli:r~n:~ ~e~
W~W~6Ws ;~'[~~~tt:'~f~r~ot~ al~n~~ a~'h~~\'!ee'ril~h.;'r~u~llRi';,";;~~-to me, be referred to TH EE HOUSAND ti~~e£~~~o:~~,~~tit~e
phenomenal change," he paid about as higb. compliment to
erences made to this trouble.
T. DET. TRUAX,
the "1VILSONIA" system as could well be giVen, and be376 Dean street.
lieving, yes, knowin~ as well as I do that mothers and
INVALIDS OF AMERICA!
0
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
ii~s~~a~1ri?h'!~(ifJts ~~J~.~1~~~¥~bn~eg;llkN~~
Nota Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by bhe they hav a .sure reliance in those frequently recurring, and
In the name of high heaven abandon all forms o! drug treatment ana become perfectly healthy men and women.
1
0
Call or send your friend• to Inspect my Invention and satisfy yourseli of the marvelous results :following Its use.
not broken up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, I am in~ :~f* r'rsBiJYA~c:J63~ ~~Jlll~ h~~ng~ffi~Igfe1;~u~:a\~~ ifduced
to write rsou this. You may make what use of it
Depots will be found as follows:
,
of catarrh, as well as ke~t me from taking cold, to which I h~~ ;hoose. It from one In whom sufferlu~,~~~'bl:y
The steam engln and electric telegraph are as nothln·g compared Wtth the wonder-working nature
WILSONIA.'' Under Ita lnfiuence disease can hav no place In our nature.

of

~~ ,YW!L~~'i~~Je.I wgJd~:g~ ~i[~~~~~~ e ~:::~~tl~
1

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, nea:r Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

garments, whatever their cost.

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of McKay, was never 1Jetter Illustrated than 1n the marvelous
results following the Introduction of the "WILSONIA." Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
The selfish blunderheads Of the faculty ..r Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cures
now counted by the thousand In the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.
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T. DET. TRUAX.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOPLEXY.
CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., Feb. 28.
DEAR S!R: The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMI£NTS
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November,
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them.

~;:ry~t,:lc~~n t~~htt~~ta~~· ~f\r~;i~~l~ <i~e ~~~~~~g~~
fg~~)'\WfL1~mi~~ JA.\{M'EWfgi;~~oJt!'~?~~t~~~s~~

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
My baby was teetlnng, anti nad a severe bowel trouble;

~r~~~lii;~:t~~:nge~ri:~.n~fl~dm~t,,c~~f::O.~~~ wi~w~
0

twq hours my baby was entirely at rest; went to sle~p,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, gr:owing
stronger every day. She had been very susceptible to
colds, but since wearing the" WILSON!A" garments has
been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
greater service than to induce them to make the .. WILa
~ONIA" a part of their bab.fs swaddling-clothes. ·

March 1.
MRS. ~E~J~Y:h~tr~~~~~~klyn.
physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the
former to my friends, the. latter to, myself. You are inLet It be borne In mind constllntly, that the "WILdeed a favored mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as it is SONIA" appliances, adapted to all slZes of persons, will
certain and perfect. Be assured that In giving you this not only cure babies of all their ailments, but are equally
statement I am actuated by a. desire to lead an to seek successfully worn by persons of any and every age sufreriug from any disease known to man, less an organ actually
0
1
t~:[y~~r :~~lr~:J~cf!~~i~:. [16~~
aienr e~~a~Y, decayed.
ts absolutely true. This may puzzle some of my intimate
friends, who are noble craftsmen on the medical statr; but
THE WILSONIA. MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as-

gf::::::

~~f!e~;;~:f~~u:!~~a ~~ I~b~~~Wiis~JU.fly;;stl~~

of doctors and drugs. Your humble and obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.

MOST ASTOUNDING REVELATIONS AS TO ITS
VALUE.

IN SPITE OF THE l"REJITDICE AND DOGMATIC
ASTOUNDmG CURE OF PARALYSIS.
BIGOTRY OF THE PAMPERED FACULTY
OF BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken olr from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
J'lofR. WM. WILsoN, Dea1· Si1·: I hereby wish to acknowlSeveral of these malicious physicians llavlng been
edge the great merit of your Magnetic Appliances. I hav thoroughly beaten in argument and in fact are now wicka •
edly attempting to coerce se,eral tradesmen whose names
~eo~~ ~;~~f~~~~~tr~~ ri"tf~glf~~a]K!~se br:d~~~t~: f~ hav appeared as references in my circular, to cause them
be carried wherever I wished to ~o. I was attended by to withdraw their names from my list and to recant their
more than fifty of the most prorou1ent -physicians of Jer~ statements previously made in favor of my discovery. Most
notably three tradesmen in Brooklyn hav been plncecl in
~lsp1l~1
~ e~Yy ~~;{d~n~~~ dJuJ:~~eyC~~~~u~ 1!~~c~ this position. One man who had sent me at least one huna
dred patieuts, and had stated to them that he would not
ill.:'IJ~V'I'H' ~~~1\Wfs.PPrega~,~~;;t~~~g.~~~Ifc,'; take )65,000 for his Uelt purchased of me, has had the efabout two months and am able to walk about and attend frontery, for the sake at dollars and cents, to make calnma
to my business, and am improviug daily. My present resi- nious statements ag:;Linst myself and inveution, although
dence is 551 Jersey avenue, vi here all the at"tlicted who there are oue huudred persons ready to testify that tliis
call may be informed of the merit of your goods, which I man had p_uUlicly stated that my goods ~ad absolutely cured
commend most earnestly to unfortunates attlicted as I hav him of a disease of twenty years'standmg. And as further
evidence of the value of my goods this same man procured
been.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
a second quantity after six months' trial of the first lot.
Truly may it be said," Meu in the present day will, like
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
~f~;:a~fh~l~d ~~~ :i~~s~~1i~~l[~~I~~Rhts and their freedom
No.111 HunsON ST., JERSEY CITY, March n;
But Jet tile physicians of Brooklyn continue this conduct
they may, their dowufall is certain, even though they
G~~!~· ~~:~~f~Is~~~t~~~:~~~J~~t'o~~r!at~~ as
purchase the freedom of thought of every man in Brook]¥n.
the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends· that I
hav found all that your agent cl:.ilmed for your goods to be
true. I was afflicted witU sciatica of the bone of the knee
READ
1
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
;w~ ~~;~Ige~: "l~~-p:l~ ;~~:~t1~e~~~~J~o~:J~b'~~~~ having
used your common sense, say whether or not
nlrt the goods were all.plied. Tile sciatica is getting out, these purchased calumnies should not be outweighed by
an I now fully believe shall be entirelyJ'6i/k SMITH.
0

:ff
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b~~u~~~;~~r~~~~ifr~~k!~~ ;s~fc~r:J~Ha~~~~~1t~ ~}iiJe~~

MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BRooKLYN, March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been suffering for the past

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES lN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
Jwould first note the case of Peter Lehlback, whose
tl atlmony Is given below. This poor man will tell you
tl at 1\fty-four of the best physicians of Jersey City and
New York had utterly failed to glv him the sltghtest reli.,f. Myself hearing of his lamentable case, determined
to dress him In my Magnetic Garments without any mone~ being paid. I put on him $130 worth of my clothing,
a1 d while my assistant was dressing the man one of these
blunderhead phJfslclans had the audacity to attempt to
lnulmldate Peter Lehlback from wearing them, wickedly

their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
Garments.
co~t\\~gan~t\~~is~ote as to these men's treatment of their
Two lacfies called upon me last week, and one, in my
consulting-rooms, with tears in her eyes, told me the fOl-

pnt on such rags.''

~~~~.{fj,':~M~\~f.i'n ~h~t~fc~~~n~~ Nflc~q~~~~~e:~~~~
'filt~~r~:~~~\b~'X 0wg~t t~~~e~a~Y!!ha~o~~hl~~cg~;~~bu\h,:g

lo~kl~. wg~n,"' said

she, u nothing you can say against

t~; ~~s~e:erii~~v6:.1c~a~~ P~~~~~~~~af~ ~~~Ys ~}!d~ ~~ ~~~s~
0

lovely niece taken temporarily Ill, hav!Dl>r been In tolerar"'PW:A~i~Ue:C~~t"i~~=~~~~~s~ad more sense tha~ to bly good health previously. One of our fashionable

l:fowever, this pampered do~atlst's only support Is the
pi tvlleged consonants "M.D. 'placed at the end of his

nr me; and in his case, as ln tfiousands of others, these

BBme consonants take the place of bralno. But let us see soothing did it prove Itself that the child never awoke
from the sleep It produced, and my niece to-day lies in
result.
·
ar'/J;sw~a;'l~ fo~kec~~~~. ufg:n~et~fmL;,~~~'i,~ o~~~~~~ ~f~~~;g~~~~l~se{;\l;e"c~~;~rB~t;Jlr'g.~~.. the malpractice
And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street
ci utches; anN even then the wicked character of the man
regular¥; on his dally mlssfon of sending ]lis victims to the
w .ts evidenced In the following soliloquy:
"Ah, well, Lehlback, I thought they mllj,ht help yon a lfr'g~klyn n:~~o§rn.}~b¥'or~1~1 f~~d ol:~cfi 0.:'tarlfx':fJ'~e
as these, hav no more penetration than to confer
•tl[g{vb,~t;{r?~~l~ ~~s~f~~~f:l~t~'::'~ ~~~~Ill e~y~:i:;~ show deuces
with such charlatans as to the virtue of any new discov~~ J'l~~~a~g~~g~~~tt,tt;,~~~~~.:'U,~~e~~nnsf~[e"an;ov:~e eries of which these dogmatists hav not the slightest
knowledge.
The 11 WILSONIA" magnetic garments are as harmless
nt¥t:efi~t Y.f. ~~~nfi~~~~~~~r!n~~~~r~ ~!lflli~tdtfietr upon
the body as woula be a sheet of paper, and yet
1
withal so ~otent that_persous, no matter how diseu.sed,
~~~~~iss~~~e~s"~Jl~ev?/l~Tn a~~~~~~3.n li~e ~~~ygr;~~h~~ MUST
BECOME PElU'ECTLY HEALTHY IN TWELVE
~·~Hf.~'b:#l'l;l'~!~te:~f;~r~nt'hg~:~an to hav seen the MONTHS FROM THEIR FIRST WEARiNG THElll.
Can such evidence be 1lled as to the Innocence of drngAnother case I would note, that of Professor Hatch
1
1
Smith, whose testimony Is given below.
J~M':~~~tg;i~~~\g!~g~:J< ~~gd~ ~~
That poor man for three weary weeks applied to one of f!~~J of~'l::'a~~
16
his ph'lslolans, begging him to make Inquiry Into tlte na~~~s~~)~~:~n:tf~~~fi~n:ho~l~g;,t~~~~~\1~!
cf.~~~~~
ture o the "WILSONIA" Garments, telling him, with all
the confidence with which a child treats a parent, that lle ct•imlnals; and as long as I llv and llav liberty of speech
I shall cry down the Iniquitous practices and tt1e drugging
of our colleges. I will never pander to what l
~~~1g ~g;~r~~~~~e~ ~~~:hu\n~~ ';,~ut~~i3ro~~fy~h~~~~r~ systems
ook up with reverence, evinced his selfishness and spleen lmow to be a lie, nor wllll rest until I hav compelled tho
leglsllltures of this country to stny their hands In the
1
~~~~~~~~t~fuf~Ju:~~i~An~W~o ~tM~eh.Ff;~r;tr~ri'i chartering of colleges, wherein leg!llized murdP.rers may
physically as at any time In his life,and many of his friends be tralnea, then to be thrown broadcast upon society,
say he was never known to be so strong as now. Am I not either to become Idlers or murderers.
The facts stated above and the testimonies given below
therefore just!fied In sayln:l[," LISTEN TO YOUR PHY·
are su1llclent evidence to any thinking man or woman
flf~i~I~A~:illm~s
fuHE~m~~{JL that such are the results of the present leglslatlv measures In reterenoe to the praotloe of medloln.
LIVES?"
ThOle men wo~ ratdler 1e1 their patl.entl dte nnder
th~

e:l

ha"i:

mR

~~~h~~f~i:~;ha~J~i:~e~~e£o hJi!,b::gh ~~~~~~~gKn6t~~

street; ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of Mary
Manning, of Vine street; of the Association for lnlproving
the Condition of the Poor,of Livingston street; of Mr.

~~~~~; We!¥~ r'f.~~p~~: ~it~p~~n~grs~r~~"e ~ir~~{;'g1

0

Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hall, Eighth street, and
my case hopeless. The last one said I could not ltv but a hundreds of other respectable and we U.Imown ladies and
short time. I hav taken various kinds of medicins, but ~~t~y~~no~iJli"~~~~tfggl~.g}'i,gY~h~
:it~e~r;tl!i1~
the doctors and the medicins did me no good. Nothing to receive any bene1it or any relief from
the many
would reach my case nor allay my suffering from pain, tile
rapid beating and the sutl:ocatlng feeling of my heart, until phJ~~c~a~~~~h~~~~t1~~1 ~~ ~fl1 b~dCiear to every reasona
on the 26th of December. 1880, an agent from the Brooklyn able mind that although a few men, sucq._ as those quoted
may sell their consciences for dollars and cents, we
!~~~a~~~~:o[aI:.E~~~~n! 8t~e ~o~~~~~u~fi!~etfi~?.\fr~L: above,
can rest assured men who wiU, for said dollars aud cents.
1
1
Lhemselys of their mauhood will at least find thema
~~~Jt~~d~K ~~~~~~ ~~d fi~rc~~~~Ve~0tsi·ic~1~~1fr u~;~ ~~~ strip
thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
on the goods. I experienced a change for the betterwttha selva
lily challenge to the physicians of tile lwspltals of
in tweuty-four hours. I llav not taken one drop of medicin Brooklyn
(with the oJier of $5,()()() worth of my goods, and
since, and hav gained strength and flesh; hav no more $5,000
casll to be glven to the institution If l fall to cure
pain, and hav an excellent appetite, which, before, was nine-tenths
of their so-called Incurables) Is still open, and
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without will
be open to them for twelve mouths.
any suffocatiug feeling or pain. My bowels are now regu~
Iar, but before wearing the "WILSUNIA" I was compelled THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
to take large doses of castor oil, administerecl to me by my
THE "WILSONIA" GAR.lllENT~
~~!, eiv~~~e~ti~C:a~a~·isJ~oa~~}rih~e~~lrh~~~;~~n~~r~~Wl¥f:
AND LIV.
SONIA." Respectfully yours, MARY MANNING,
81 Vine street.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDfi OF BROOKLYN.

1ii:cl'

CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.
181

CoLu~miA

ST., BRooKLYN, March 15.

MR. WM. "\Vn.sox, Dea,· Si1·: I hav been a sutrel'er from
varicose veins for some thirty years Late last fall I was

suffering very severely with a sore on oue of my legs, and
I had come to the conclusion, as 1 could get uo relief from
the remedies prescribed by our best pllysic_ians, that I
would hav to go to bed a helpless invalid. li'ortunn.tely,
however, a.buut the first of lJeccmber, !learned that an
acquaintance of mine on the river, havinfr tile same

a:

~A~~eEtNl~S f~~~~;~~/s0 ~~;~%~L~~N~~~· th~~Nt~~~
¥h:;et~pe~~g~tYi~~gd ~~~n!~~mc1~~he~ft~~~lf1i~c~Y~'/t~f
}~;ls;~~ foo:~J·m 1'~f~ti::Je~~·~T~sa,;~~see ~~~I?e~!fJg~1 ~h~

a

pains lessening, au the sol'e on my leg in u. short time wa,s
healed. Not only these wonderful and pleasing results,
but my genernl health I found was Improving all the time,
and Instead of going to my bed" helpless Invalid I kept
upon my feet every day and ~\ttendcd to my business, as I
hav done from that period to the present time, with
scnrccl:f any discomfort. Before putting on the "WILS0NIA' I had many sleepless nights from pains In my
head and trouble in the respiratory organs, but since

TEE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE lilY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PATIENTS HMIDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE lT REME~1BERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS RAY
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY
SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFEUT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
will cure tile worst form of rheumatism known to man.
Eight cases out of every twelve can be cured iu from four
to six montlis, and the worst possible cases iu twelve
months, when the goods are woru us I direct. My d!tti
culty is, many persons wilJ get rotten with disease, spend
thousauds of dollars tn poisonous drugs, until they become
pest houses, and t11en expect to jump into new
ti:ita!~rgU:hft%.1 ~1:fside'i~~e~~\~it~NiA~?~~;~-r~:!~~~ walking
Ufe lu two or three months. This Is au Impossibility.
an invention of tbe highest value to mnnkiud, and deem But the" \VILSONIA" will cure in every case, no matter
it nothing more than my dut.y to commend them when- of how long standing. But our common sense must be
1
in every instance.
~ji;~\~~1!''~~lt~'J~l~vru\ci':,': eer:r.eci~~l'nc~'g~;~ used
Listen to the phy.sJclans of Brooklyn, take medlcln, and
"ona I hav made In other oases I am led to think there Is die, or wear the" WILSONIA" Garments and l.lv.
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tJdds and 6nds.
JUSTICE is the great standing law of civil society,
SAID he, "Let us be one," and she was won.
and any policy Without justice is, in the end, no
FORMERLY there were foolish virgins, who had
policy at all.-Edmund Burke.
no oil; and now there are foolish virgins who are
THE quality of mercy is not strained;
too free with the kerosene.
It droppeth as the gentle ruin from heaven
ONE of the dearest spots on earth is the little red
Upon the place beneath. It is twice blessed;
spot seen on the tips of men's noses. Very often
It blesses him that givs and him that takes.
its cultivation has cost a small fortune.

-Shakspe:re.

WHEN the Tiber overfiowed its bunks, the pagans
declared that it was owing to the wrath of. the
gods against the Christians; the Christians retorted that it was. owing to the wrath of God against
the idolaters. To a man like Pliny, who studied
he phenomena wi~h his note-book in his hand,
where was the di:!Ierence between the two?-

Rea<le's Martyrdom of Nan.
FoR gold the merchant plows the main,
The farmer plows the manor;
But glory is the soldier's prize,
The soldier's wealth is honor.
The brave poor soldier ne'er despise,

Nor cotmt him as a stranger;
Remember he's his country's stay
In day und hour o' danger.
-Burns.
THAT of two individuals whose degree of virtue
s so similar that the question of precedence can
neither be decided by the keenest human insight,
nor expressed by the .ilnest minutia; of human language, one would be rewarded with eternal joy,
and the other be condemned to everlasting torment, is assuredly among the rudest of religions
conceptions. Yet, to all appearances, such is the
notion of future retribution held by the New Testament writers.- W: R. Greg.
CoNSIDER Jesus's idea of prayer. Is it consistent
with the conception of a universe governed by
law 1 Can we rationally pray for bread, expecting any unswer, save through natural sources of
supply? Is it reasonable to pray for rain or fair
weather, or any deviation from the ordinary working of natm-al laws? If these laws are simply
God's method of working, would not such a prayer
be not only irrational but sacrilegious 1 Is there
any eseape from the result of trespasses against
these laws?-Jl. R. Index.

THE worst about kissing a Pittsburgh girl is that
yon carry the marks of coal dust about your nose
and other features till you reach the nearest
pump.
WHEN you hear a young lady very carefully say,
"l havn't saw," you may be quite confident that
she is a graduate from one of the most thorough
of our numerous female se~aries.
A YOUNG man at LaCrosse, Wis., looked in the
key-hole of a girl's bed-room, and ever since the
doctors hav been trying to get a knitting-needle
out of the place where his north eye used to be.
SONG OF THE .iESTHETES.
llfy lank limp lily, my long lithe lily,
j\fy languid lily-love, f1-agil and thin,
With dank leaves dangling and flower-flap chilly,
That shines like the shin of a Highland gilly l
Uottled and moist as a cold toad's skin l
Lustrous and leper-white, splendid and splay!
Art thou not utter and wholly akin
To my own wan soul, and my own wan chin,
And my own wan nose, tip-tilted to sway
The peacock's feathers, sweeter than sin,
That I bought for a halfpenny, yesterday ?
lily long lithe lily, my lan&-uid lily,
lily lallk limp lily-love, how shall I winWoo thee to wink at me? Silver lily,
How shall I sing to thee,.softly or shrilly ?
What shall I weave for thee-which shall I spinRonde!, or rondeau, or virelay 1 ·
Shall I buzz like bee, with my face thrust in
Thy choice chaste chalice? or choose me a tin
Trumpet? or touchingly, tenderly play
On the weird bird-whistle, sweeter than sin,
That I bought for a halfpenny, yesterday?

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.
Only Article of the Xind in Use.

'!'he Ohl J<'ait.h anti the New. A Confession.
By David Friederich Strauss, Author of the "New Life of
Jesus," etc. Authorized translation from the sixth German edition. By Mathilde Blind. Two volumes :n one.

Harmless, Healthful and Infallibly Reliable,

P~s~lcrT;t.f1-m~£iJ~~s 1:~~ g~~~1 t~~;~t~~r~t~· ic~eJ:;~~
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T. DANIELs, Downs, Kan.
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"At last we have seen and examined the famous
'Comstock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of f:O~:rs::r:~·pe~k~~gngrrt~-~~~~dt, 1~~e5~e t~·~e r~~~~1«f~
construction; seems admirably adapted to the end had in readers who lltl.V not at some time WiHlled for just such a
1
view in its invention and manufacture, and should be :g/~~e,vlt ~ ~~Wcy';:'yu~Wlt~~~".:~~s~~nt~,~~1~iO::~u will be
In the possession of every woman. The self-appoiated
MttterinlisJn: Its Ancient Hlstorr,, Its Present De.
iaquisitors of the chlll'ch have set out to suppress it in l~~E:,';~~t:. ~~rc':~~~aifa~reer~~~?~.;n ~~
Ipf.~cp~eei.
the iaterest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of ent, and Future,". etc. Translated from the Author's
Manuscript
lly
Prof.
A
Laos.
25
cents.
their fellows. Cleanliaess is essential to health, and
health iaterferes with the profits of certain well-known
D~~~t~ ~~:,~t~~~'i,~e"le~u~t;.~.rt~v.AA~'ir"~r~~~~
classes."-Libe:ralF'reePre6s, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6, on The Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Character, and The
Infiuence of Christianity on the World. Held at the Hall
1880.
of Science, London, December, 1880. 25 cents.
"We have seen the famons Comstock Syringe, so
Liberty and Purity. How to sacure both safely,
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent e!l:ect1vly, and Impartially. An address before ,the Com.
on Charitable and religious societies of the assem.
of the Y. M. C. A., charged upon it and its inventor mlttee
bly of the state of New York In opposition to a bill to
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned cham- largely Increase the criminal jurisdiction and gowers of
pion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got h~e ~.a'l!~t"'~r.,~~~. ~¥PSi"it~~~rN~~e~l't;i? P~c~~:t:i
hurt for his paias. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed cents.
'I'll e. Rottring J,ion on the Trnek. A rousing
all our expectations. We did not expect to see an
sermon by Brother Smith. M. Babcock, stenographer,
instrument so different to anything we had ever seen 15 cents.
before-so unique, and in every way adaptedfor the
Cttreer ot' Religious Idetts; Their Ultimate
Religion of Science. By Hudson Tuttle. Paper, 50
purposes recommended by the doctor, By the ladies· it the
cents; cloth, 75 cents.
must be considered a real blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all syringes. "-Dr. Kinget's Health
Journal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
Thirty-two In number, of two pages each. These are
"Any reflective reader mnst perceiYe the practicability terse and pithy and well calculated ror_ general and cheap
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need-of its distribution. Price, 8 eta. !or the set; 25 eta., per hundred,
or two dollars per thousand.
universal usc for the welfare of womankind. "-Dr. A.
OPPERMANN, St. Joseph, Mo.
"That 'Comstock' Syriage has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. My wife's health has
greatly improved siace she commenced using it. "-EZRA

Modern Thinkers,

.................

'!'he trnnslatton revised and partly rewritten, and preced-

America to require a single word to be said In biB praise.
Price, $1.50.
'l'lte J,eg·ends oC the Pab•inrclts and

"I have just receiYed that warmly-welcomed little
friend to U'(}li>Gn. I think it oue of the best inventions
of the age. "-Mrs. l\1. S. ToWNsEND WooD, West Newton, Mass.
" I am more than pleased with the Sy!'inge. I can
readily see tkat it must prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispensable little article should bear the
infamous name of 'Comstock., "-Mrs. YoUNG DENNIS,
J\Iy languid lily, my lank limp lily,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
FRUGALITY and assiduity, a certain grave comlily long lithe lily-love, men may grin"The majority of doctors who depend upon the misposure, an earnestness (not without its constraint, Say that I'm soft and supremely silly;
fortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
then felt as oppressiv a little, yet which now yields
What care I wlrile you whisper stilly?
against your 'Comstock' contrivance. "-D. HIGBIE,
its fruit), were the order of our household. We
What care I while you smile? Not a pin.
were all pm·ticularly taught that work (temporal
M. D., Burton, ~Iich.
While you smile, while you whisper, 'tis sweet to
or spiritual) was the only thing we had to do, and
"I hope yon will push your 'Comstock' Syringe
decay!
incited always to precept and example to do it
until it is known to every fmnily in the Union, when
I hav watered with chlorodin, tears of chagr·in,
well. An inflexible element of authority surits great benefit to ovcl'tasked aud suffering women
The churchyard mold I hav planted thee in,
rounded us all. We felt from the first (a useful
will be appreciated. "-A. L. RAwsoN, JIL D., L. L. D.
Upside down, in an intense way,
thing) that our own wish had often nothing to say
" I think it is the best article of the kind I ever
In a rough, red fiower-pot, sweeter than sin,
in the matter.-Carlyle's Reminiscences.
saw."-Enwrx BARLow, D. M., Flushing, Mich.
That I bought for a halfpenny, yesterday.
CHRISTIAl-o"ITY has been called the workingman's
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
-Algernon Naudle.
religion, but the workingman wunts a religion that
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
HIGH-PRICED BEANS.
will giv him a better home to liv in, not a religion
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed purTom Watrou5, commercial traveler, stepped o:II pose that we have ever seen. It should be in the posthat builds costly churches .and assesses the property of the poor to pay the taxes that these church- at the lllarshall, Mich., eating-house several years session of every womrru in the land. "-Dr. NoRMAN
es should pay themselvs. Christianity o:!Iers the ago.
MAcLEoD, Dr. JoHN llfacCunmoN, Dr. A. E. MaRRIS,
He was not very hungry, and called for a plate
wqrkingman happiness hereafter, but what he
Dr. E. A. liiANNSEL, Prof. DELass LucE, Dr. E. ATwants is land, home, and happiness here. llfore of of beans, which he received. He inquired the WELL, Dr. A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, llls.
earth and less talk about heaven is what he needs. price and was informed that it was seventy-five
" I received that wonderful Syringe, and consider it
The workingman's religion must answer his wants cents.
"That's a thundering price for beans," said the tJpe of health and purity. I want to shake hands
and desires; it must insist upon justice in work, in
with you and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
Tom.
wages and trade.-L. K. Washburn.
supreme blessiag."-li'IARY E. B.A.RLaw, Lincoln, New
"That's the price," said the proprietor.
THE star of his unconquered will
The train was just starting; Tom· paid the bill, Mexico.
He rises in my breast,
and the coaches bore him and his indignation on
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."Serene and resolute and still;
toward Detroit.
HATTIE S..L'<TY, Cottonwood, Kan.
And calm and self-possessed.
This was <i>n Saturday. On llfonday, Gilmore,
"Anthony Comstock has nt last been of some service
And thou, too, whosoe'er thou art,
the eating-house man, received a telegram, collect to humanity in calling public attention to such a blessThat readest this brief psalm,
on delivery, $1.25, which he paid, and read on in~; as your Syringe."-J. W. KrnsKERN, Sanford,
As one by one thy hopes depart,
opening it, "A thundming price for beans."
Broome Co., N.Y.
Be resolute and calm.
Thirty days from that date a neat express pack"I can truly say that I am more than pleased with
Oh, fear not In a world like this,
age was handed in to Gilmore, C. 0. D., who paid the Syringe received. I um proud of it. It far surAnd thou shalt know ere long,
ninety cents for the privilege of opening it to dis- passes my e,.-pectation. All women ought to be thank:Know how sublime a thing it is
cover a lot of sawdust, on the top of which lay a
ful for such a god·send to their sex. I would not have
To su:!Ier and be strong.
-Longfellow.
slip of paper with the cabalistic symbols, "A
begrudged the purchase price had it been $50. "-Mrs.
thundering price for beans l"
·
PLAINLY the hlllllan ideal has a very searching
W. H. WrLLIA.)!S, Ottawa, Kau.
Two
months
from
this
Gilmore
was
summoned
"No" to pronounce in our age. Its dreams of art,
"I think it meets nil the dcm,uds of woman for
science, philosophy, social justice, hav to grow, to Chicago to meet a former business partner; the such an article. It is certainly the best Syringe I have
hotel
clerk
handed
him
a
letter
conveying
the
pleaslike the infant Hercules, by strangling hydras and
eve~ seen." -cJA:M:Es ]I. BUNN, New '\Yashington, Pa.
eating the sinews of bears. Every reform is at best ant information, "A thundering price for beans l"
''I consider this ''Comstock'' Syringe the prince of
During Gilmore's absence his son paid for two
a plowshare that must cut its way through drifts
all others for cleansing ami healthful purposes, and f~r
of prejudice to the world's quick, thus brightening telegrams and one express package, all bearing
its own edge for the better service of coming hus- directly on the subject of 75 cents being "A thun- applying local remedies. I never felt more like rejoicbandry. Do yon fear negation? Progress is nega- dering price for beans l" Cost of these articles iag in my life than I do now over my returning health
tion; every step denies a past, disclaims a futui•e. $3.80. A genuin telegram from Gilmore's minin~ since the commencement of itsnse."-llfrs. H. F. PhillLife and birth are negation of previous life. God share broker advising him to sell was refused, and ips, Algonquia, Ill.
Sent securely boxed with special instructions.
is negation, the not-finite or the intl.nit, 'Tie but the loss of it entailed an actual damage to Gilmore
Confidential terms to agents,
Price 'l'en Dollars,
the emphasis on negation, the destructiv spirit, of $1,500.
A
year
rolled
away.
Gilmore
ordered
a
case
of
that harms.-Rev. Sam Johnson.
Make Money Onlers payable at Station E. Address
l\Iackinac trout from Detroit. They came C. 0. D.,
SAM. H. PRESTON,
THE faculty of imagination is the great spring of $13.83; when opened he found every fish had
human activity, and the principal source of hu- been removed from the ice and sawdust, and a
209 West 34th St., New York.
man improvement. As it delights in presenting to shingle met his eyes, marked with a blue lead penthe mind scenes and characters more perfect than cil, " A thundering price for beans l" Trouble
those which we are acquainted with, it prevents arose between Gilmore and the Detroit fish house,
us from ever being completely satisfied with our and they went to law, Gilmore winning the suit,
present condition, or with our past attainments, $25 damages, and all at a cost for the attorney's WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
and engages us continually in the pursuit of some services of $86,90.
BY PROF. VA.N BUREN DENSLOW.
untried enjoyment orsome ideal excellence. Hence
Gilmore grew dejected. Life looked gloomy ..
the ardor of the selfish to better thei~ fortunes and Letters poured in on every one of his family at
With an Introdud;ion by R. G. IngersolL
to add to their personal accomplishments; and regular intervals from all parts of the world, bearhence the zeal of the patriot and the plrilosopher ing the unpleasant information that it was "a
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bentham.._Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
to advance the virtue and the happiness of the hu- thunde1ing price for beans l"
and Prof. "rust Haeckel.
man race. Destroy this faculty, and the condition
At last Gihnore sold the :Marshall eating-house
Price, $1.50.
For s~~ l_ll;~t~st~~e~~V.clty.
of man will become as stationary as that of the and moved to Chicago. He carried his deep afflicbrutes.-Dugald Stewart.
tion along wih him, gnawing like a cancer at
BY "eternal" I mean always-existent-never his vitals. The persecution never ceased, GilThe
OF
commencing and never ending. Life is, like all more drooped, faded, and finally died.
forces, convertible and interchangeable, but never terribly afflicted family followed him to his Col. R. G. In~ersoll, D.M. Bennett
created or destroyed. Force or energy in a moving last resting-place, and the Widow, with what little
and Others.
mass of matter is called mechanical, and in a mov- money she had saved from the expenses of bogus
ing animal nerve force or muscuiar energy. Me- telegrams and express packages, erected a plain
Painted
in
Oil
Colors by aid of Pnotochanical energy may be converted into heat, and marble slab to the memory of the tortured Gilheat into mechallical energy, but nothing is lost or more.
graphs, on Oonvero Glass, rounded
The following Sabbath the mourning family went
created in either case--only changed or transmutout as Natural as Life and
ed. The heat of the sun seems to be the great out to the cemetery to plant some violets on Gilsource of all energy, and consequently of life, and more's grave. Arriving on the ground, they obtwice as IJurable.
served
in
silent
horror
that
anothe1·
legend
aptherefore affinity, gravity, and all forces we know
of are only transmuted sunshine, and the great orb peared above the name .of Gilmore, on the tomb- n:ft~~~t J?.~~~~f'n~fe a&~~~';lg~ ~lat ~~f£,n;r PJ;i~~s• }>~~
of day is really the god of light and life, and all stone. It was chalked on a small blackboard and
~~n~~~~~~n~;~~~y~':.ner:,, ~~1~~~~ p:r~~~~i'¥~g:At~1!~6~
that livs, moves, and has a being on earth is aim- read:
created, or conserved sunbeams.-Eimina D. Slen- ~
~~~~et~~Ih)"~f~\int~::l:.Fai~~~d'~~ ~~d~'il~?e ~~"a~~U~
frames, each 50 cents.
.
.
hr
,,,.
All sent by mall. Address this o!H.ce .
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D.M.BENNETT'S PUBLICATIONS

PICTURES

BY K. P. KIDDER.
Being a Practical Treatls on every Department of Bee
culture and Bee management, embracing the natural hiB·
tory of the Bee from the earliest period of the world down
1
tol~~~J'i~~~~; gj;;, Bees In swarming time, how to tell a
good swarm, how to winter Bees, how to transfer Bees,
how to divide swarms, how to get the honey et\Slly ann
without being stung, what are ttle best kinds of hives, and
In short everything about keeping and making money
!rom Bees.
With this book and an outlay of· a few dollars any one
llvlnll" In the country can add very materially to their In·
come with hardly any trouble.
er, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

sold buP.E~b.rl;:.:WJ~York.

The Bible of Bibles;
OR,

TWENTY-SEVEN DIVINE REVELATIONS.
By KERSEY GRAVES.
Containing a description of twenty-seven Bibles and an
exposition of two thousand biblical errors In eclenceil history morals, religion, and general events. Also a. de neatlon of the characters of the principal personages of the
Christian Bible, and an examination, of their DoctrinB.
Cloth, large 12mo., 440 pp. Price,~-' •· .,,BE
TT .,
For sale by
.,, -~.D. M.
NNE • "·

Iron-Clad and Manna Series.
ffiON CLAD SERIES.
Atonement. Charles Bradlangh. 5 cents.
Seeulnr Responsibility. G. J. ·Holyoake. 5 eta
Buddhist Nihilism. Prof. Max Muller. 10 cents
Religion oC Inhumnnity. F. Harrison. 20cta
Reltttion oC Witehernft to Religion. LyalL
15 cents.
Essny on Mirneles. David Hume. 10 cents.
Land question. Charles Dradlangh. 5 cents.
'Vere A.dnlllnnd Eve Our First Pnrents?
Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Why Do Men Stttrve? Charles Bradlangh. 5 eta

th~u~t't.e 3.~ ~J~~~P!<"e~u~bdc~~i!': the Principle of Free
A. Plen Cor Atheism. Charles Brad!angh. 10 eta.

Lnrge or Small Fnmilles ? A. Holyoake.

cents.

Superstition Displnyed, with a Letter of Wm
Pitt. Austin Holyoake. 5 cents.
DeCense oC Seeulnr Principles. Chas. Watts.
5 cents.
Is the Bible Rclittble? Charles Watts. 5 cents
The Christittn Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Moral Value ot· the Bible. Chas. Watts. 5 eta
W~~,::e~~e~?.~ht and Modern Progress. c
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on Clvlllze.tlon. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
Thoughts on Atheislll. A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
Is There a Moral Governor of the Vni
verse 'f A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
Philosophy oC Secularism. C. Watts. 5 cts.
Has ltittn a Soul ? Charles Bradlnugh. 5 Celtts.
Is There a God? Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Labor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. M.G. H. 10 cents.
~~~~nee nnd Bible Antttgonistie.· c. Watts

5

Christian Scheme oCRedemption. Charle
Watts. 5 cents.

to~Yc~ieG~~.1J~1~JJ~J. orio'6~~:,110uld the Atheist Fea
Poverty; Its E!Iects on the Political Condition of the
People. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
l!IANNA SERIES.
New Life oC Dtt vi d. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
200 (luestions 'Vitbout Answers. 5 cents.
Dhtlogue Between a Christittn Mission
ary nnd tt Chinese l'llttJttlarin. 10 cents.
(lueries Sublllitte<l to the Bench ot' Dish
Ol>S by a Wettk but Zettlous tJitristinn. 10
cent&.
Settreh After Hett veunnd .II ell. A. Holyoake
5 cents.
New LU'c ot' Jonnh. Chas. Bradlaugh. Scents.
A Few 'Vords About the Devil. Chaa. Brad
laugh. 5 cents.

New Life oC Jneob. Charles Br!l<i~IUgh. 5 cents
Daniel the Drettntet·. A. Holyoake. 10 cento.
Sl>cchnen oC the Dible. Esther A. Holyoake.
10conts.
Acts of the Apostles; A Farce. A. Holyoake. 1

cents.

Ludicrous Aspects of Christianity. A.11ol-

yoake. 10 conts.

'l'w.elve AI>Ostlcs. Clmrle• Dmdlaugh. 5 cents.
'Vho Wtts ,Jesus Christ 1 Charles Bradlaugh.

cents.

'Vbat Did JeHus 'l'eneh 1

5 cents.

Charles Bradlaugh.
·

New Life oC Abl•a!•a•n· Chas. Bradlaugll. 5 cts.
New LiCe ot' llloses. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
,.\. Seeulnr Prayer. A. llolyoalrc. Pol' doz., 10 eta
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THE supreme court of the state of Maine has
decided that " a church is not a corporation
with authority to create debt in erecting a
house of worship." If this interpretation of
A.N Indiana revivalist givs a chromo to ~very law were to prevail throughout the country it
convert.
would revolutionize the church-building busiA.T Kansas City, Hell's Half-A.cre Mission ness by putting it on a cash basis, and cutting
takes its title from the neighborhood in which off so much of it as is now managed on trust.
it is situated.
THE Rev. Prof. Swing in a late sermon emTwo Toronto rectors of the church of Eng- braced the theory that when we die here we are
land read lessons last Sunday from the revised in some way transferred to some other planet,
New Testament.
and go right on living. The Professor does not
THE first religious body to formally adopt the take any stock in the conventional angel of the
revised New Testament was the Congregational old masters. "There is little probability," he
Association of Marlboro, Mass., but the vote told the astonished grain operators last Sunday week, " that there are intelligent beings
was afterward reconsidered,
having wings."·
A. ST. Lours divine, eminent enough to hav
THE Rev. Henry N. Wright, whe is suing
D. D. attached to his name, declares that those
newspapers which do not suppress reports of the trustees of the Northville Congregational
Ingersoll's lectures are enemies of Christianity. Church of Northville for his salary, recectly
obtained from Justice Gilbert, in Brooklyn, an
A. NEW sect of Adventists hav sprung up in order requiring the defendant~ to furnish a
Indiana. They are called Soul Sleepers, and bill of particulars in connection with the charge
believe that the body sleeps till the resurrec- that he used threatening, indecent, and untion, the soul being in a state of quiescence till truthful language, and had been guilty of disthat time.
graceful, immoral, and dishonest conduct, thus
A. coNTEMPORARY is responsible for the state- destroying his usefulness as a minister in
ment that Miss Blood, Lord Colin Campbell's Northville.
bride, is daughter of Victoria Woodhull, who
TRULY the Puritan is all-conquering! U nthus becomes a connection of "the Lornes" der a new Sunday law in Alexandria, Va., one
and Queen Victoria.
Sunday newspaper has suspended publication,

Jlotts and lilippinns.

the carrier of another paper was fined $7 for
delivering it on Sunday, a confectioner was
fined $2 for a Sunday delivery of ice cream,
and a man who was offering fish for sale on the
wharf on the same day paid $4 fine. The cit"IF the sharp practices of which I hav izens are said to be rebellious, and the old style
heard a little," said the Rev. Dr. Lorimer, in New England Sunday is not likely to be mainthe Baptist Missionary Union, " are at all tained there.
prevalent in the foreign mission fields, we shall
MURAT HALsTEAD is not pleased with the
very soon hav to send missionaries to the revised New Testament. In the opinion of
missionaries.''
this editor of the Cincinnati Commercial, a
THE town of Hampden, Massachusetts, has revision that retains not only obsolete forms
given the. land for a cemetery, dividing it of words, but spurious passages, and even a
equally between Protestants and Roman spurious book-the book of Revelations-is
Catholics. This is said to be the first time " hardly likely to satisfy the critical spirit of
that any public property has ever been given our times." Moreover, he wonders at the
conduct of the American revisers in binding
to Roman Catholics in New England.
themselvs not to bring out an improved New
WIFE-BEATERS command a kind of respect in Testament for fourteen years to come.
Chicago, judging by the case of Edward BourMrss GoRDON CuMMING, in her book, " A.t
asa, who was fined only $2 by the justice, on
his explanation that she deserved the chastis- Home in Fiji," says that the cannibals of those
ment j and she paid the fine, remarking that islands are a fine, manly race, superior to all
other Polynesians. A.s a rule, they are chrisher husband knew what was best for her.
tened out of the New Testament, but some of
THE Springfield Republican warns all men the old heathen names still survive, such as
who liv by daily work not to count too much "Blood-Drinker," "Eats Like a God," "Not
on the present " boom " of employment last- Quite Cooked," "More Dead Man's Flesh,"
ing, and reminds them that the great immigra- and~· One Who Quiets" (with a club). The
tion is daily adding to the number of those benediction uttered when one sneezes is "May
ready and willing to work at cheap rates, who you club some one," or," May your wife hav
make work the harder to get by multiplying twins."
those who want it.
A. LoNDoN paper tells us that the SergeantRICHARDS was esteemed one of the most at-Arms and his assistants had some mi~v
pious and religious men in St. Louis, and took ings in tackling Mr; Bradlaugh on the floor of
a prominent part in church affairs, while at the the House. The honorable member is one of
same time he had two wives and two sets of the most stalwart and muscular men on either
children in different parts of the. city; but the Liberal or Conservativ benches, and in a
when he discarded the unrecognized wife, and physical struggle in which he chose to put forth
she threatened exposure, he committed suicide his strength would be a match for any half
rather than face public opprobrium.
dozen of the " waiters" whom the Sergeant
THE Roman Catholic clergy of St. Louis are can call to his aid. Mr. Bradlaugh dragged a
enforcing anew the rule of the church against couple of these waiters along the floor the other
secret societies, particularly against the LegioD night with the ease with which a transatlantic
of Honor, a new organization. On the other liner under way may occasionally be seen draghand, the Catholic Order of Foresters, a secret ging a couple of diminutiv steam tugs_
society, is countenanced in Massachusetts by
THE sun ·came out of the clouds after the
Archbishop Williams, and each court has a late cloudiness and gloominess with a spotted
Roman Catholic priest as a chaplain.
face. The spots are growing larger and increasONE of the accusations brought against the ing in number. Peeping around the eastern
Jews of England by Mr. Goldwin Smith and edge of his disk recently were the outlaying
other Liberals of the same stripe was that they specks and faculro of yet another great onsympathized, as a body, during the Russo- coming group. The astronomers hav made it
Turkish conflict, with the debased Turk, and uncomfortable enough with their theories about
not with the Christian Russian. Perhaps the sun spots and the weather. But the nervous
latest telegrams from Russia will furnish some may feel thankful that the early astrologers
explanation for this remarkable conduct on the were not armed with telescopes. If they had
known how freckled the sun's face is at times
part of the English Jews.
THE season of ocean travel is now at its
bight. Thousands of poor immigrants are
flocking here to America to make fortunes, and
thousand~ of rich emigrants are rushing off to
Europe to spend them.
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they would hav constructed more horrible horoscopes than the modern Raphaels and Zadkiels ever dreamed of.
THE Troy Presbytery has suspended from
the ministry the Rev. Sidney M. Stray, for
several years stationed . in Warrensburgh,
Warren county. A.bout three years ago Mrs.
Stray was dangerously wounded by a bullet
discharged from a pistol in her husband's
hands, and for a long time her life hung upon
a thread. While suffering from the injury
she declared that the shooting was accidental,
but she has recently admitted that her husband attempted to kill her, hence his suspension. Mr. Stray has confessed that he was
gUilty of adultery with several members of his
congregation. The accused clergyman has
gone West with the intention of settling in
Kansas.

GRANT has come out for Conkling.
"CoM!!ODORE" Nutt, the dwarf, is dead.
THERE arrived at Castle Garden last week
21,171 immigrants.
CAMPANINI, the Italian tenor, sailed for Eu·
rope last Saturday.

A.NTr-JEwrsH riots are prevailing in South
Russia, necessitating the use of troops to
quell them.
THE bicyclists had their first annual parade
in Boston on the 20th. A.bout eight hundred
were in line.
THE Police Commissioners hav begun their
defense before the Mayor on the charg8 of dereTHE funeral sermon by the pastor of the liction of duty in not cleaning the streets.
African Methodist Episcopal church at Marion,
FoUR men were buried under a pile of bricks
0., over the remains of an aged brother of the aud mortar by the falling of a chimney' in this
congregation, was highly eulogistic. Brother city last Monday. Two of them were killed.
Hiwarden rose and said that, while he believed
GEN. THOMAS D. HoxsEY, a prominent Greenin dealing gently with the faults of the dead,
he really must protest against a miserable old backer of New Jersey, died on the 30th. He
was twice candidate for governor of his state.
sinner being set up as a saint. A. son of the
dead man knocked the critic down, and a genCoMMANDER GoRRINCIE declines to undertake
eral melee ensued, in which brother Hiwarden the task of keeping our streets clean under the
was slashed with a razor. Brother Thomas was provisions of the bill passed by the Legislathrown over the back of a pew, breaking his ture.
leg. Four of the combatants were subsequentA.DMIRAL FARRAGUT's statue was presented
ly fined $5 each by the mayor, and a fifth, to the city and unveiled in Madison square on
having used brass nuckles, was indicted by the the 25th. Many government officials were
grand jury. Who drew the razor was not dis- present at the ceremony.
covered.
A.T the recent sale of the Rev. Stephen H.
BisHoP LITTLEJOHN says that the separation Tyng's library Kempis's " Christian Faith and
of church and state in England is further off Progress " sold for the same price as a volume
than it was ten years ago. While he regards of Col. Ingersoll's lectures.
the religious condition of the continent of
THE O'Leary belt, for which the pedestrians
Europe as anything but prosperous, he sees a
large gain tG> vital godliness in the condition of were contending in this city last week, was won
the church of England. He believes that this by Vint, a Brooklyn shoemaker, who made 578
is proved by the expenditure, within the last miles, the best score on record.
SECRETARY BLAINE was in this city last
thirty years, of over $200,000,000 in building
and repairing churches and cathedrals, and in week, but said his visit had no connection with
spending $30,000,000 in eleven years in the the senatorial fight at Albany. The Sun tried
establishment and maintenance of church to start a story that he was implicated in the
schools. During his stay in England, Bishop Star Route steal, but the canard fell flat.
Littlejohn spent much of his time with emiTwo passengers were killed, several mortally
nent dignitaries of the church, and had large wounded, and about a dozen severely hurt by
opportuuity for seeing what is actually going the wrecking of a train on the Pennsylvania
on in ecclesiastical work there.
road at Bear Swamp, five miles east of TrenREMARKABLE electrical phenomena are added
to the earthquakes, flood~, storms, and comets
that hav already made this a year of marvels.
Over a week ago some of the people of Brooklyn were startled by an enormous fire-ball that
is said to hav exploded in the air over the city
with a deafening report. On Sunday a similar fireball burst with great noise close by the
new statue of Gen. Kearney in Newark.
Strange forms of lightning hav been seen in
England of late. Many scientific men trace a
close connection between the excited condition
of the sun and electrical displays on the earth,
A.s the sun has not yet reached the culmination of its period of disturbance, yet more
startling outbursts of nature's forces in our
atmosphere are likely to be witnessed during
the coming summer.
THE most recent case of Christian intolerance is the expulsion by the General Assembly
of the Scotch Free church, of Prof. W. Robertson Smith, of Aberdeen University, for the
honest expression of his opinions on Liberal
and scientific subjects. The debate upon the
question of the expulsion occupied the A.ssem-.
bly for six hours, and the vote in favor of dismissal when finally taken stood 449 to 218,
So the Professor stands as a condemed heretic,
although he is a very able scholar and one of
the best Bible students of the times. The
church felt thafit could not accept his heterodox views, and it will also find it can ill afford
to reject him on account of his views. Theywill by this means be advertised far more
widely and be more carefully read than had
nothing been said about them.

.

ton, on the 30th, caused by a misplaced switch

Two thousand iron workers went on a strike
this week in Cincinnati for an increase in wages
of 30 per cent, and about a thousand mechanics in Troy, N. Y., followed their example on
the 30th. In this city the car drivers threatened a strike, but were prevented by the com·
pauies giving them a small advance.
THE stalwart branch of the Republican party in the legislature called a caucus on Tuesday, but were unable to get a quorum. The
result of the squabble will probably be a deadlock and the election of United States Senators
will go over to next fall. The administration
is too much for Conkling, and he doesn't get
"vindicated " very fast.
-DECORATION DAY was very generally ob·
served as a holiday in this vicinity by parades
of the militia and processions of the Grand
A.rmy of the Republic and civic societies. The
day was also used as an opening day by many
of the yacht and boat clubs located near the
city. A.t Jerome P<\rk the season's races were
inaugurated by an exceptionally brilliant
turnout.

THE steamer Victoria sunk on the Thames,
near London, Ont., on the 24th, carrying down
with her about 600 excursionists, 230 of whom
were drowned. 'l.'he rest swam and waded
ashore. The boat was overloaded, and upon
the passengers rushing to one side to see a race
the boiler was thrown out of place, carrying
away the deck stanchions and precipitating the
crowd upon each other and the whole into the
water.
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UfttanslatioWJ.
Alamontada,-the Galley-Slave.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.

CHAPTER VII.
"When I came to Alamontada one afternoon I
found him in bed. An unusual gladness beamed in
his countenance. He smiled at me. Never before
had I seen him smile.
"'Thou seem est to feel well to:day,' said I to him.
' Oh, very well. The swelling of my feet extends to
my hips, and the physician shook his head doubtfully. He may, therefore, no longer keep the enemy
away which he calls death and I call life.'
" ' Diest thou then so willingly, Alamontada ?'
" He looked at me at this question with an indescribable gentleness; in his looks was reflected the
restrained fire of his heart.
" 'How?' spoke he. 'When the friendly moment
appears that takes from my weary limbs the heavy
iron chains and leads me out of the gloomy dungeon
and out of the sad, strange realm back into the loved
home, shall I then tremble? Who on earth yet loves
the forgotten Alamontada? No eye will melt in
tears over his dead body. I leave no loved object
behind which could make my return to my fatherly
home difficult.'
"'And thy paternal home, where is that, Alamontada ?'
"'It is there where I shall again be with my own;
where I again, in the great family of the Almighty,
appear as a child, not as a step-child, and where I
am with all created beings. This globe also belongs
to th€ dominion of the eternal; but here I was cast
out into misery, and no one knew me, no soul greeted
me as brother soul.'
" 'Knowest thou, then, Alamontada, knowest thou
it certain that after the hour of death yet hours of life
await thee ? Mayest thou with unshaken conviction
close thine eyes? Thou it hast been who confessed
to me that no revealed religion comforted thee. How
mayest thou, without higher revelation, know thy
lot after death ? Yet I will not with doubts disturb
thy inmost peace.'
" 'Truly,' answered Alamontada, 'this peace no
doubt can break. I myself stand there where those
stood who to the childlike human race gave revelation without having received it. Man, in his perfection, needs no supernatural vision in order to feel in
the homelike universe at home. Only the blind
must be guided by a strong hand; to him the street
remains dark, although a thousand suns may shine.'
"'But when is man in his perfection?' a&ked I.
" 'As soon as he has equally trained all his faculties and knows how to value and use them rightly ! '
replied Alamontada. ' He who would want to walk
on his hands and work with his feet would just1y be
called a fool. So likewise is he a fool who with his
power of imagination would measure eternity; or he
who substitutes emotions for moral laws; or he who
denies what has been because it has escaped his
memory; or does not believe in a future because it
has not yet been; or doubts a God, for whose existence there are as many or as few proofs as for the
existence of our own self. Powerful is man, and
great and godlike in his own sphere of life. But the
false direction, the erroneous use of his power,
.makes him infirm. He sometimes wants to hear with
his eyes and see with his ears. That he cannot.
Then he weeps over the misery of human existence
and accuses the world and its founder. Everywhere
he misses truth, and yet he alone is to blame for that.'
· " I felt struck with these words. l disclosed mys~lf to..the wis~ man ":ithout resr rve; acquainted
him with my disease, this fearful doubting, which
destroyed all my peace.
"'Do you doubt all,' spoke he smiling, 'even that
you doubt? You find nowhere in the world certainty, consequently also not therein that it is you
who cannot find certainty?'
_
"'No l' cried I; ' that I am there I cannot deny
without being insane ; that besides me there are
other things is also certain. But what they are,
why I am-that I know not.
" 'How do you know that you are ? Who has
revealed it to you?'
"'I feel, I think, and upon that I conclude that
something feels and thinks, and this something is
myself. Something impresses me, independent of
the workings of my imagination; I, therefore, hav
no causP. to doubt the existence of other things.' But
those objects I do not know, only their workings
upon my senses. Again, I cannot comprehend the
connection between my soul and the outer world. I
find, the longer I study nature, that the impressions
produc~d ~pon me by obj~cts without will by no
means JUStify me to determm upon their nature, but
that. the nature of their impression is the result of
my mcomprehensible organization.'
"' Ah ! dear sir,' said Alamontada, 'if man were
not concerned about higher and more beautiful secrets, the kno~ledge of the ~hings surrounding him
would only slightly occupy him. But with pleasure

I will follow your tl:J.oughts. That which -through
my whole life afforded entertainment to my desolate
hours shall also sweeten the last weeks, or days; or
hours, of my existence. I agree with you that to me
the causes of things, which I call world, dwell in
secret darkness; that I really only livin an imaginary
world, .which shapes all things after the law of my
disposition. But also in this must I, after just these
laws, distinguish the working cause from the effect.
I, consequently, see the universe divided into two
parts; a world full of phenomena, or impressions on
me, and this alone it is that I know; another world
full of working, in themselvs unknown causes, which
I recognize through their effects; to these belong
myself, or, if you will, my soul, which itself produces appearances. So I, it is true, of the immense
clock-work of the universe see only the outside, only
the dial, but dark and a riddle remains the interior
and the lofty artist.'
"'Thou speakest,' said I, 'thou speakest of causes
and effects, but knowest thou also whether it is that
way in the universe? Who vouches for that, that
everything be not otherwise than thou art compelled
to imagin it to thyself? How, if the whole universe
would be no more or no less than a necessary consequence of thy organization, as the rose is·the necessary result of the inner construction of the rose-bush.
" 'To that,' replied my philosopher, 'only one
answer can be given: either will I make use of my
power of intellect, and then I must think in obedience to its laws, or I will not judge according to the
dictation of my reason--'-will let something irrational
take the lead of the rational, and then ends all investigation, and insanity takes the place of it. The
language of the latter I do not understand, as little
as it understands itself. As long, therefore, as I am
man, that is, so long as I hav reason, do I talk reasonable, and the doubt of insanity cannot move me.
I talk only of the world as I hav it, not of that
whereof I hav no proof, no trace, no presage, and
what is nowhere for me, except in a freak of my
fancy.
"'Enough; I know that I am, although insanity
might doubt its own self. I know that other things
independent of me work upon me. I ain, and am
not alone. I share the enjoyment of existence with
millions of other beings. I recognize in these millions, beings created like myself, and call them and
myself spirits, because they hav the power of free,
independent action. I recognize them, like myself,
only from their appearances in words and actions.
Yet their nature is unknown to me. They belong to
the first causes, to those powers which fill the world
with their results, though they remain secrets in
themselvs.
" 'And why must they remain a secret in themselvs?' asked I.
" Upon this he answered: 'That question touches
the horizon of our knowledge. I might well answer;
just as all nature around us livs and works, and yet
is without understanding of its own organization; or
just as the single thought springs forth from the human mind, without being able to recognize its own
nature, because it is not the origin ef itself, but rather an outflow, or, as it were, a part of our own indivi duality-so, 'tis true, the mind has consciousness,
but likewise no percepti0n and knowledge of the
real constitution of its own nature, because it also is
not the independent source of its own existence, but
part or outflow of a higher being. A thought is from
this higher being, which human tongues call the primeval cause of all existence, or God. I might say that
the limitless all of the spirits, beings, powers, things,
is only a unit, an undivided whole, which, to be sure,
to the senses or the human imaginativ faculties seems
to be divisible, but in reality is not so. The solitary, this all, outside of which nothing else can
possibly be thought of, because it in itself is all, has,
because it is all, alone in the highest consciousness
the understanding of itself. We other spirits, beings, powers, and things are issues of God, without
understanding our inner nature, because otherwise
we must be able to penetrate and untlerstand. the being of God, who is our original being. I could tell
you more. But would you understand me? I, also,
once impertinently or curiously attempted to leave
the circle which nature had drawn around my activity; but soon I felt the vanity of my undertaking.
The first step to wisdom and contentment is to acknowledge the impossible; the second, not to wish
the impossible. Since it now is foolish to wish the
impossible, so must the sacrifice be light, for us to
forever and entirely banish the thought thereof, and
to be satisfied with what we hav.
"'And that which we possess in the realm of
knowledge is sufficient for our contentment. While
my spirit revels in the wonders of eternal nature, it
recognizes itself as one of the nobler parts thereof.
Nature remains; only the forms, the colors, the combinations of things change; but that which lies behind these forms and colors, and what produces these
changeable phenomena does not cease. I can,
through the power of fire, dissolve a palace into invisible atoms; but with that I hav only discontinued
a relation of these small particles to one another,
which formerly was called palace; the particles
themselvs I hav not wiped out of the universe. The

.working, unknown powers, the t.hings themselvs, remain; only different phenomena appear now, that is
they . make a different impression upon my sense~
since they sustain another relation to me.
"'Further I do not penetrate; partly because I see
everywhere the boundary of my knowledge, partly
bec11.use I need for my contentment no more than I
am permitted to know.'
" 'I confess to thee,' said I to Alamontada, ' thy
philosophy is very easily satisfied. Mine, I am sorry
to say, demands mor.e. It searches for solid, indiaputable truth, and finds it nowhere. It seeks certainty about the most important affairs of human
nature, and discovers only doubts far and near.'
"'You are unhappy because you wish for more
than you ai·e able to ·accomplish, and foster desires
whose passionate voices overpower the more gentle
language of reason and the heart. :But two ways
only we can pursue. Either must we make use of
our mental powe:rs as we possess them, or we surrender ourselvs wilfully to the oddest insanity. The
latter happens if we, to use an a1ready-employed
illustration, demand of the ears that they see colors,
of the eyes that they should listen to sounds. It
happens when we doubt our freedom and yet hourly
make different ch_oices; when we reject all belief and
still daily act upon guesses; when we find contentment in nothing but indisputable certainties, and
y-et in a world full of delusions become wiser even
through delusions. So is such a philosopher (if I may
call him a lover of wisdom who delights in everlastingly contradicting the laws of his inner being) an
unhappy man. He accuses nature, and should only
battle against his folly.' .
"'But how dost thou explain this,' I asked him,
"that man becomes more inclined to doubt the more
he extends his knowledge and purifies his ideas?
One would think that researches and study would
lead finally to truth, and truth to rest. Why is the
contrary always the case? Why are they the most
contented, and, if thou wilt, the happiest, who know
the least? and why is the pang of constant doubt the
reward of the activ researcher? Should this not
throw suspicion upon the value of our knowledge
and make us disgusted with the strife for higher
training of ourselvs, since it tears our most beautiful
hopes, destroys our most sacred aims, and with inconsolable night hides the Eden to which our longing aims?
"Alamontada smiled gently and stretched his
arms upwards, and his eyes glistened with a joyful
ray. 'Over my Eden,' exclaimed he, 'hangs no icconsolable night ! I am, and am in the boundless,
une>..-plored all; out of God nothing is lost. My being
is one with the being of the universe. It is a primitiv power; out of it I came; the name is upon the
tongue of all rational creatures; it breathes longing
into every heart ; and to every reason it is given to
think, to honor it. And that is God ! And the
thought of God is the dim understanding of our own
mysterious being, and the self-esteem of the most
virtuous spirit for itself is an adoration of the primitiv source of all that exists.'
"Alamontada had not lost my question. He took it
up again after a while.
·
" 'Nothing seems to me more natural,' said he,
'than that man should sink deeper in doubts, the
further he hurries after the trace of a truth shining
from afar. Idle ignorance only believes everything,
doubts nothing. He who breaks lo.ose from it, discovers among ten venerable truths surely nine errors.
Abashed by manifold self-deceptions, he becomes
full of distrust. Nothing satisfies him any more
except solid, indisputable certaintY.; he finds it nowhere, for everywhere he can add, Under other circumstances everything might be different. Therefore superstition and Infidelity mix immediately
together. The chair of St. Peter at Rome bore the
first Atheists of Christendom. Between night and
day lies twilight ; between error and wisdom the
tormenting twilight of doubt.'
" 'But why languish so many in this fog, and do
not find their way out into the light?' asked I between.
"'Perhaps,' said he, 'many a one lacks courage;
he remains standing, instead of going forward in a
straight direction; another, who loves the dreams of
his childhood, shudders before the uncommon form
of truth, and returns in old age whence he came.
I knew in my youth many a penitent Atheist.
"'Still others seek the light by false ways, that is,
instead of marching onward they turn about in the
circle of their doubts. They want proof of the existence of God and the immortality of the soul. In
order to make this discovery they begin vain examinations about the nature of things, of the powers of
which we perceive only the result, not the powers
themselvs. 'l'hey want to find out what God is in
himself, and what the soul is in itself, whilst they in
consequence of their nature can perceive only the
phenomena of them. After fruitless efforts they
stand in the twilight again in their old place, and
despair to escape from the labyrinth.
"'Others again choose the way of similitude of
things; they explain to themselvs how, under certain
conditions in the world of bodies, the things work.
The deeper they penotrate into the secrets of nature
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the more they resolve the bodies into their primitiv ele- dedicated to H-!i and is perpetuated as sun-day, with the priests whom they despised, were dragged
ments, the simpler they find the code of the universe, while the last or seventh day is dedicated to Said to the guillotin to the tune of "Ga Ira," and the
after which everything existing works upon the other, Wrn, or Saturn, or Satan, symbolic· of September. motto which they so flippantly chanted seemed in a
attracts the other, disunites and mechanically or Later, when the courses of the planets were under- fair way of fulfilment:
chemically forms new things. That man thinks, per- stood, planetary names were ~iven to the days of the
"Sert·ez le con ilu ilernier 1·oi,
ceives, and wills, and acts, that he can compute the week, Sunday, Moon Day, Tmscour. Mars gave the
Au bmJWUaJ du dernier pretre."
course of circumrotation of the heavenly bodies and name to Tuesday or Mardi. Mercury, or Wodin,
So in the present day; while it is fashionable to
understands the laws of fermenting r..ature, these also givs the name to Wednesday; Mercredi-Jehovah; he very devout just now, the fruits of their fashionthey consider to be the result of his organization, as Jove, Jupiter, or Thor, equivalent to Hti in Leo, able Materialism are showing themselvs in the
blossom and fruit are the natural result of the organi- Lion of the tribe of Judah, givs the name to Thurs- Socialistic-Nihilistic sentiments of the ignorant popzation of the plant. Destroy the root of the plant, day; J eudi or J ovedi, while Friga-Venus-Gwener ulace. While Christianity (sun-worship) as the sun
cry they, and blossom and fruit fall. So with man's givs a name for Friday, Vendredi. Saturn is perpet- has been darkened, the Greek church (moon-worship)
spirit. What hav they taught us about it? They uated in Saturday; Samedi Gwen is the Virgin Morg- is rapidly turning into blood, and the great lights,
explain from unknown things that we shall never un- wen, the sea virgin or Venus Marina. .According to the stars of the age, are very pronounced in their
derstand the unknown~ which we would like to the cabalists the same zodiacal signs and planets here Materialism.
know. For the powers which produce those phenom- indicated governed the days of the week. By what
If there is no devil, no hereafter, what need of
ena that we call bodies remain a riddle, or they want tradition Friday became unlucky I know not, as V e- morality? If the populace can circumvent society
from phenomena to explain a something and its fate, nus was held to be a beneficent planet and Virgo a with its police, there is no more to be feared; and
which is itself neither phenomenon nor body, but beneficelit sign. The belief probably dates from the society as expressed by Christianity relies more upon
pure working power; I mean the human mind. They, period when the Christian fathers changed their Sab- the gallows, the Gattling gun, and the rifle than it
lll fine, make the body the father of the mind, that bath from the seventh day of the week to the first,
does upon its own gospel of peace, and is not at all
which was put together for the thought; the origin thus reverting to the old sun-worship. The seventh backward in employing these agencies.
of the simple, the changeable the basis of the un- day being accursed, and also the day before, the
Let us look the devil squarely in the face and see
changeable, that which is unconscious of itself, the Christian Sabbath was confounded with the old idea who he is, trace his pedigree, and show him up. In
creator of the self-conscious; in short, man a clock- expressed in the Bible-" Six days shalt thou labor the original Druidic myths he represents simply the
work, an automation, and preach for glory's sake an and the seventh keep holy." .And as nowhere in the cessation of the energy of growth in autulllll, and is
inversion of all that is reasonable, which they would book can any authority for the change of Sabbath be termed Seithyn Saidi, Said Wrn (Seithyn, i.e., seventh,
not in earnest like to believe.
found, there are many good Christians who believe Saidi, sexual energy; Wrn, resting-place). From
I'' But with the greatest number the disease of still that Sunday is the seventh day.
Seithyn we hav the word September, which is the
doubt probably originates from the wrong use of
.Another question arises concerning this Sabbath, equivalent word from the Latin. In the Zend j
their mental faculties in treating this great subject. which shows how elastic the Christian religion is, and .Avesta he is Satan and .Ahriman, and in India he is
They want to accomplish with their fancy that which St. Paul's advice to be all things to all men is im- Siva. In the ancient Egyptian language he is Set
reason only is capable to do. They want to repre- plicitly followed. Thus the ancient religion of or Seth or Typhon. .And Ebers says of him thus:
sent by pictures that which can only be imagined, as Greece was moon-worship. Diana, their goddess, Typhon, the Egyptian Set, the god of evil and of misalso mathematical points and lines can only be in im- had the finest temples in the world. To-day the fortune, passed through a remarkable transformation
agination. While reason works, the fancy, unnoticed, Grecians are called Christians, as they worship her in the religious consciousness of the Egyptians. In
shoves pictures under the clear ideas, and the de- on Monday under the name of Panagia, while lights the earliest ages hfl was not regarded as a destroying
ceived philosopher takes the one for the other, and burn before her pictures in every house. Learned deity. Mariette proves that he was worshiped at
despairs at the last to succeed in his cause. That is Christian divines tell of a schism and ruptm·e in the Memphis from the fifth dynasty. ·
the reason that this disease is found mostly among churches, but el).ch givs a different cause for it, so
The first appearance of a deity of destruction seems
young men of your age, my dear abbe, where one probably it was an adaptation of the Christian ideas to hav been in the time of the Hyksos (shepherd
steps from the play-ground of fancy into the work- to the old Diana traditions·.
kings), who worshiped him exclusivly. Before this
shop of understanding, loving both and suffering
In Rome and her provinces, Spain, Gaul, etc., the the principle of evil had been personified by the serboth to work, and where then the first works of our pagan priests taught that men who served their coun- pent .Appe (Scorr.io ), and Seth had been worshiped as
.~lf-acting become strange, though sometimes beau- try well became after death heroes, demi-gods, and the god of war (Moloch, Mars) and of foreign coun;'Lif,ul deformities.'"
gods and even while yet alive some of their emper- tries. If their foes were worsted in battle, the Egyp·
-'' Now, that hits you both!" said Dillon smiling. ors ~uch as Domitian and others were deified. The tians glorified this deity, but despised and maltreated
.Ro~eri_ck P.ressed his. hand and said: "The ol_d Ch~istianity of these countries t~-day is more saint- him if the contrary was the case.
, slave IB right m many ~hm~s. But one must hear his worship than anything else. Deified men or patron
Ramses took pleasure in calling himself a worl3hip;WO~ds two. or ,~hree time lll order to fully fathom saints are the prominent traits.
er of Seth, but the succeeding monarchs erased his
,th;,Ir me~nmg:
, .
"
.
In Ireland and Britain the Druid temples were name wherever they found it. Later the god was
. I desiTe ~eatly, said _I,. to b_ecome acquamt~d deemed a fitting foundation on which to raise the universally detested as the principle of destruction.
With the mans _ow~ conviCtiOns, m order to l~~m superstructure of Christianity; so we see Druidic .According to Plutarch, he had dominion over all the
whether they Will mowd out or confirm my own.
monuments still standing in the churchyards of the passionate, ill-regulated, unsteadfast, false, and fool"B e. It
· so ,,
· d D"ll
· answeie
\ on. "Le.t us a t some Christians. The Druid festivals were still retained, ish feelings in the souls of men. In one papyrus he
othel" time read .Alamontada s co~versatwns as noted and the custom of decorating the churches on Christ- is called the Omnipotent Destroyer and Devastator.
down by me! and now to t~e pomt .. We. s_hall n~w mas day are Druidic, and are observed only where The destroying forces of nature are reflected in his
hear from him, what he th~nks of his spint and Its the Keltic race has a foothold.
being, all noxious plants and destructiv animals were
fa:te, ,~nd why we should thmk thus and not otherIn Brazil the negroes hav their ideas of a fetich to his property, and the capricious and untruthful sea
wise_.
.
.
be worshiped; hence they are allowed to prostrate was a part of his dominions. His favorit animals
Dillon skipped a few books, diew forth one of themselvs before black virgins, black Josephs, and were the stubborn ass, the disgusting hippopotamus,
the last ones, and read.
black Christa; and any time during the day showers the voracious crocodile, and the wild boar (probably
(TO BE CONTINUED.]
· · f rom th e graveyard sat this is the reason why the hog has been forbidden as
of rock ets may b e seen nsmg
intervals. These are to frighten away the devil who an article of food in oriental countries). Red was
is hovering around roody to seize the departed as his distinctiv color, in consequence of which people
Ecce Diabolns.-Continued.
soon as his friends resign him to the grave. If.they with red hair were called Typhonic, and are said to
Janus is identical with J annes, J oannes, Hoannes can fill the grave up while the effect of the rockets hav been offered as sacrifices to the deity (Diodorus).
_.Aunnes, Dag .Ann, Daf:,on, Hoan, No-ah, and as the lasts, the dear departed is supposed to be safe.
Plutarch givs the same account. These human saciinga (upright stone) was the symbol of this personTheir religious service on Sunday is followed by a rifices, however, ceased to be practiced at a very
,age he is also referred to as the Rock, Lapes, also fandango, in which males and females participate, early period, though red-haired Egyptians were held
·Cephas, Petros, Peter; be also holds the keys of hell and which, through the effects of palm wine and the in contempt and pelted with mud at a much later
i(.Annwn) and heaven (Hevin).
monotonous music of the tom-tom, degenerates into period.
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
The sun, passing through .Aquarius, is held to be an orgy of the most revolting character. Can any
J oannes in the desert, and prepares the way for the conceive of anything more similar to the fetish-worObituary.
spring advent. He is also Noah, and with the ark is ship, ideas, and practices of Dahomey than this?
. supposed to preserve the germinating principle of all .And yet it is Christianity !
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Mr .
plants and anim~ls in safe!'y through the. floods of
The devil has played a prominent part in the Eber Budlong, after a long and painful illness, passed
Aquarius, the time occup1ed from the mgress of Christian theology, and is apparently of more conse- from earth life on the 17th inst. He was a Liberal
the sun into .Aquarius till the advent of Dovydh (the quence to it than the godhead. Sailors and mission- Spiritualist in knowledge and belief, an admirer of
civilizer) in March, averaging forty days in the arie~;~ cannot agree in heathen lands. The missionary THE TRUTH SEEKER, for a long time Secretary of the
watery signs .Aquarius and Pisces. This is the origin forbids the nativs to hav any intercourse with Jack. Liberal League of this city, and an earnest, faithful
of Lent. The advent into Taurus, the impregnator, Jack asserts that the missionary puts the fear of t.he worker in the cause.
was observed by the ancients, who decorated their devil into the nativs and induces them to contribute
One of the few requests he made before passing
oxen with garlands and led them to the temples, per- to him as a mediator who will propitiate the Evil away was that "no minister of the gospel should ofpetuated to this day by the observance of Palm Sun- One. Certain it is that the advent of the missionary ficiate at ·his funeral." So his " soul goes marching
day and Easter, when the eggs are dyed and orna- is the precursor of invasion and annexation to those on" without the aid of any so-called "man of God."
mented, symbolic of the mundane egg (earth) being unfortunate nations who hav admitted them; and it Being a Mason, his remains were buried under the
sanctified by the impregnation of Hti, the sun-god. would seem to be more for the purpose of introduc- autlpices of that fraternity, the military company
His ascension into heaven in .Aries has been con- ing manufactured goods and opening trade than con- of this city (of which he was once a member) assistfused with his resurrection upon. Christmas day, and verting the heathen, while the merchants who reap ing in escorting them to the cemetery, after a few
his death has been placed upon Friday, Good Friday. the benefit keep up this fiction and collect the chil- pieces of appropriate music had been nicely sung by
In six days he completed his work, resting upon dren's pennies in the Sunday-school to pay the a few friends.
the seventh, according. to Genesis. In the later expense of opening up the trade. The late fiasco of
He was born in New York state, was a faithful
sacrificial idea he is crucified upon the sixth, so as not the Scotch Uhurch Mission in .Africa seems to indi- Union soldier during the war, after which he came
to prejudice the Jewish Sabbath or seventh day. In cate· that missionaries hav preferred the rifle and to this place, filling many pot~itions of responsibility
the Druidic mythology he dies upon the gallows in lash as evangelizing agents rather than the gospel of and public trJ?.st, being for the last few years em.Septem_ber, the seventh month. This is represented peace.
ployed as chief clerk in the United States revenue
The devil has served the purpose of an excellent office located -here.
by the 1 which is the form of the cromlechs, several
One of our local daily papers closet;~ a long obitu.of which stand to the present hour as monuments of police, and has done more to keep the populace in
:these ideas which were extant at some long-forgot- subjection than any other agency. But a few years ary with the following: ".A kind husband and father,
ten period when the human race was in its infancy. ago Materialism became fashionable; London, Paris, a faithful friend, a good citizen, an upright man, he
In later myths Sagittarius is represented by a cen- and Boston were full of it, and Materialistic ·litera- has passed from our midst and leaves a wife and
taur, half man, half horse, and the sun was said to ture abounded. So it did at the latter part of the child in tears and grief, relativs to mourn, and a mulbe born in or near a stable, as the constellations Sag- last century. .And when it had frittered down to titude of friends whose heartfelt sympathy goes out
the lowest grades of society, it culminated in the to the bereaved ones, and who will ever hold his
ittarius and Capricorn overlap each other.
This idea is also carried out on a smaller scale in the French Revolution and the abolition of religion; memory in resp~ct for the virtues which adorned his
· Very truly,
.A. W. ST. JoHN.
days of the week. Thus the first day of the week is while the amateur Infidels of the aristocracy, along life."
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Rededication of Paine's Monument.
On Monday last, Decoration day, a goodly number
of the admirers of Thomas Paine, amounting to several hundreds, assembled at the monument erected
to his memory near New Rochelle in 1839. The day
was lovely and the meeting was in every way most
pleasant. The major portion of those who went out
from the city took the 10 A.M. train at the New Haven depot, and a pleasant ride of forty minutes
brought us to village of New Rochelle, i!l.Westchester county. Quite a party were in wa1tmg 3:t the
depot with numerous omnibuses and other carriages.
These were soon filled, and a procession was formed
which turned its face toward the monument, nearly
two miles north of the station. Capt. Geo. W. Loyd,
mounted on a white hotse named Button [the same
as .one once owned by Thomas Paine], acted as marshal and escorted us to the monument.
The lot in the center of which the monument
stands is some twenty feet square, surrounded by a
wall laid in cement and some three or four feet high,
with a tree in each corner affording an agreeable
shade. The monument is of Westchester marble, of
a light color, and is a straight shaft some twelve f~et
in hight, including the base and capstone and cotmce
of Ionic order. It is about three feet square at the
base, and tapers to thirty inches or thereabouts next
the cap. The whole is profusely lettered on the four
sides. On the face, or west side, of the monument
is a profile chiseling of Paine by an Italian artist, encircled by a wreath, and over this is the motto:

i · · · · ·Th~ ~~rid ·i~ ·~Y ·c~~u:Y ," ~~d t~ d~· g~~d ~Y ~-~iigi~~." · · · · · ~
•••••••••••
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Under the profile are the words:

· · · Tii:oiiA.s ":PA.i:Ni;". ·A.~tb~r· ~i :. ·c~~~~~ ·s·e;,~~:.: il~~.;,·~ :E;,~: · ·
land January 29, 1737; died in New York ~ity, June 8, 1809.
The palaces of kings are built on tbe rmns of the bowers of
paradise.
Erected by public contribution, November 12, 1839.
. Repaired and rededicated l\Iay 30, 1881.
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On the north side is the following inscription:

· · · ·I·b~ll~;~ i~ ·o;;e· G~d· ~;,d ·,;_~~~I:~; ~;,d "r"!;_~P~ ·f~~ ·h~ppi;,~~~. :

: beyond this life. I believe in the equality of man, and that om·
· religious duties consist in doing justice, loving mercy, and en. deavoriug to make our fello~-creatnres happy.-.dge of Reason.
.
It is necessary to the happmess of man th_at p.e be _me_ntally
: faithful to himself. Infidelity does not consist m bellevmg m·
· in disbelieving; it consists in professing to believe what he
: does not believe.-Age of Rwson.
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On the east side the following extracts are cut:
· · · ·It i~ ~;,i~ ;,;_ ·u~~ ·c~~~;;~; · th~t ·~u· ~,~; i~~~~ ·~,;ci ·c~;,~~pti~~~ ·:
of a word of God can nnite. The creatiOn speaketh an 11lliversal language, independE-ntly of human speech _or human
language, multiplied and various as they be. It IS an everexisting original which every maJ1 can read. It C!lnnot be
forged· it cannot be counterfeited; It cannot be lost; It cannot
be alte {·ed; it cannot be suppressed. It does not depen?- upon
the will of man whether it shall be published or not: It publishes itself from one end of the earth to the other. It pi"eaches
to all nations and to all worlds; and this WOI"d of God reveals
to man all that is nece,sary for man to know of Go~ ..
Do we want to contemplate his power 1 We see It m the un
changeable order by which the incomprehensible whole is governed. Do we want to contemplate his mnni:ll.cence? We see
it in the abundance with which he fills the earth. Do we want
to contemplate his mercy? We see it in his not withholding that
abundance even from the unthankful. In fine, do we want to
· know what God is ? Search not the book called the scripture,
: which any human hand might make, but the scripture called
: the creation.- Age of Rr.ason.
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· · · ·Th~s·e·~;e·th~ tl~~~ tb~t tr); ~e"n"·~· ~~,il~: ·The.~~~;;,~~ ~~idi~~· · ·
. and the snnshine patriot will in this crisis shrink from the ser. vice of their country, but hetbat stands it now deserves the love
: and thanks of man and woman. Tyranny, like hell, is not easily
conquered; yet we hav the glorious consollltion with us that
the harder the conflict the more glorious the triumph. What
we obtain too cbeap we esteem too lightly. Heaven knows
how to rut a price upon its goods; and it would be strange
indeed i so celestial an article as freedom should not be highly
rated.- Crisis No. J.
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••
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ORTHODOXY.
Orthodoxy's getting shaky,
Hell is losing half its charm,
Beecher's stole the devil's brimstone,
Churches all are in alarm.
Hell was once a lake infernal,
Past description, past all name,
Where the damned must roast eternal
In that lurid brimstone flame.
Hell of late, though, 's getting shorter,
Cooling off, too-beats the deuce 1
Likewise brimstone, once so plenty,
Now is nearly out of use.
Not long since hell swarmed with infants,
Doomed to burn by God's decree,
Just because old Eve stole apples
OJf the devil's knowledge tree.
Later still, divines went searching
Hell all through with anxious care,
Gave the hunt up quite discouragedNot the first d - d baby there 1
Fact is, hell's a grand old humbug,
Poor old Satan's most played out;
Orthodoxy 's out of brimstone,
Hell's fast going up the spout.

He gave this as his creed, " Damn others as you
would like to be damned yourself." He conceived
the highest meaning of the word liberty to be to
allow every other person to believe what to him
seems right, just as freely as you believe yourself.
He also repeated the following:
CHRISTIANITY CONDENSED.
Heaven is the home of an orthodox ring,
Where a divine enigma reigns as king,
Where whitewashed souls from this mnndane shore
Shall sing hallelujah forever more.
·

0

The following is on the south side:

••••••••••

This is followed by another long extract from
" Crisis No. XV.''
The monument lot is flush on the White Plains
and New Rochelle road, and on the north side runs
the road leading to the farmhouse, nearly a quarter
of a mile distant on the most elevated portion of the
farm.
P. L. McClellan, Esq . , of Mount Vernon, was appointed chairman, and for the purpose occupied the
veritable arm-chair once used hy Paine himself. D.
M. Beimett was appointed vice-president, and T. C.
Leland and E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D., secretaries.
The banner of the Fourth N ~w York Liberal League,
under·whose auspices the repairs to the monument
have partially been effected, was seeured to a tree.
The speakers occupied while speaking an elevated
position under this banner.
The chairman opened the meeting by a very effectiv, neat, and appropriate speech, in which he
expressed his appreciation of the honor conferred
upo~ him 1 and accorded justice to the name of the

not be substance. All substances are in themselvs
destructible. Hence I claim that the Holy Ghost
and God, as worship!'ld by the orthodox, is nothing
but healthy gas. I don't worship gas. I worship
what I see that is good. I don't worship man or
woman. If I were to worship man, next to Thomas
Paine, I should worship Robert Ingersoll. He is the
greatest man in the world to-day, because he is freeing men's minds from t_he ohains t~at bound th_eir
bodies when Thomas Pame began h1s work. Pame
was the champion of freedom in man. He was the
first man who ever wrote 'The United States of
Amerioa.' Ingersoll is doing for the mind what
Paine could not do.'' The speaker was at times
loudly applauded.
#
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, of this city, was next
called upon, and for a few minutes explained his
plan and motivs· for the erection of a temple of
freedom in this city. He thought Freetho~ght and
science should hav a home where a platform should
be free for any and all forms of Liberalism-where
even the most radical thought could be freely expressed. He wished to see a large hall ereoted
capable of holding one of Ingersoll's largest audiences, with a smaller hall that would accommodate
audiences of five hundred-an edifice that would be
to the Liberal thought of the city what the Cooper
Institute is, without the narrowness and exolusivness that has been exhibited there on some occasions.
He believed the project a practicable one, and that
at least one in five of the Liberal people living in
and near New York could take from one to ten
shares each, at twenty-five dollars per share. He
believed the investment might be made a remunerativ one, so that no person who put money into
the enterprise need to lose a. cent. He explained
that no part of the money would be called for until
the whole stock-$100,000 for the ground, and
$150,000 for the edifice-is taken, when the stookholders will hold a meeting, elect officers, and proceed to business. He stated that he had headed the
list with $1,000, and would be pleased to confer with
those who feel interested in the movement. His
address is No. 151 East 18th street, New York.
Mr. S. P. Putnam, of this city, next addressed the
audience in a series of most earnest, eloquent, and
appropriat~ remarks bearing upon the duties devolving upon the lovers of truth at this period of the
world's history. His remarks gave the best of satisfaction, and he was heartily applauded.
Miss Ella M. Hart, daughter of Mr. Joseph Hart,
of Wilmington, Del., next read a beautiful poem
commemorativ of the life work of Thomas Paine. It
was well rendered, and highly appreciated by the
audience.
Mrs. H. Allen next read the following beautiful
tribute to the man whom we met together to honor:
"It will be seen by the_life and writings of Thomas
Paine that he was a correct thinker, a ready writer,
with a heart free from guile but overflowing with
benevolence; firm in purpose and untiring in pursuits,
he warmly espoused the cause of liberty and human
rights, and he defended his cause with such force of
argument and eloquence that he bore down all opposition. With a mind as capacious as the universe,
and a perception as quick as thought, he could grasp
the most extensiv subjects, and discover their most
abstruse bearings; he could discover truth, and always espoused her cause, which was one reason why,
in debate, he always put his adversary to flight. He
erected a monument that will be more durable than
brass, and more precious than rubies. When conquering heroes shall be forgotten; when the rich and
noble of the earth shall be laid low in the dust; when
the proud obelisk and triumphal areh shall molder
and decay, there shalllivwith grateful remembrance
in the hearts of his countrymen the name of Thomas
Paine."
Several calls were here made for D. M. Bennett to
say something. He was not charged with a speech,
but said he was much pleased to meet here this
beautiful day with this hearty, enthusiastic assemblage to do honor to the memory of one of the most
remarkable and worthy men which the last two centuries hav produced. Over forty years ago the
private subscriptions of admiring friends erected
this beautiful monument on this the farm once
owned by Paine. The rude hands of the vandal and
the relic-hunter having gr(l:;ttly defaced the appearance of the monument, we hav reason to be grateful
to the kind friends from all parts of the country who
hav sent in their dollars to pay for the repairs which
hav fully restored it to its original beauty. "While
standing here, close to the monument," said he, " I
wish to pass a vote of thanks to the kind friends who
hav contributed to the beautifying of this monument
and these grounds. Will you unite with me in giving this vote ?" " Yes, yes," was heard from several
persons. "Let all, then, in favor of giving a vote of
thanks to the kind friends whose donations hav paid
for these repairs, join in giving three sonorous ayes."
Three hearty and enthusiastic ayes arose from every
throat, when the speaker pronounced the vote unanimous.
Mr. Bennett spoke a few words in praise of Mr.
Palmer's movement toward erectill:g a temple of

remarkable man whose memory we met to honor.
He then announced T. B. Wakeman as the orator of
the day.
Mr. Wakeman held the audienoe spell-bound for
more than an hour, every person pr~sent _f~ndly
drinking in his eloquent remarks. Bes1~es g1ymg a
comprehensiv and interesting biographiCal v:leW of
Thomas Paine from his earliest youth to.the t1me he
lay down to rest at nearly seventy-three years of age,
and recounting with striking effect the r_emarkaJ:>le
events in his career, he alluded to the dut1es of Liberals, admirers of Thomas Paine, in., the present hour.
He argued that Paine had set us a mos~ wor~hy example in boldly and cheerfully performmg h1s duty
as it was presented to him, and that we shoulil ~ollo_w
this good example a.nd be like Thomas Pame m
pressing forward in the work which lies before us,
flinching not in our duty in efforts for the good of
humanity. He held that as Faith, Hope, and Charity are the three great virtues in the Christian faith,
and that the greatest of these is Charity, so the three
great virtues in Paine's creed are Liberty, S_cience,
and Humanity, and the greatest of these IS Humanity.
But little of Mr. Wakeman's remarks can be g1ven
here, but perhaps space may be found for a pretty
full report of them in our columns in a week or two.
Mr. J. P. Mendum, the venerable editor of the
Boston Investigator, was next called upon, and for
about half an hour he interested the audience with
appropriate remarks in reference to the man whose
teachings he has been giving to the world for nearly
half a century, calling attention to the duties which
devolve upon the believers of Thomas Paine to-day.
He approved of Mr. Palmer's movement to erect in
New York a temple of Freethought, where mental
liberty can find a home. He hoped every considerable city in the couniry would follow the example
and erect a temple within its precincts sacred to the
teachings of Paine, of science, truth, and love of humanity.
.
Dr. T. L. Brown, of Binghamton, was the next
speaker. For half an hour he interested the assemblage with his lively and diversified remarks. Somewhat early in his remarks he recited this little poem,
with which his hearers seemed much pleased:

Hell is a howling brimstone pit,
Where poor damned souls forever sit,
And burn and bake and roast and fry,
And are gnawed by worms that never die.
Mankind may avoid that fiery flood
By bathing within the Nazarene's blood.
They can find it where tickets for heaven are sold,
Then walk over hell on a bridge of gold.
No Atheist, Infidel, Pagan, or Jew,
Shall ever acquire the precious boon;
None but the orthodox, rosewater few
Shall dance with the angels in heaven's saloon.

The speaker said that he had four propositions to
make: 1. He would giv $100 to any person who
would point out any one thing that God ever did
and prove it to the satisfaction of any man who did
not want to trust hearsay evidence; 2. He would
giv the same amount to anybody who would prov~
that there was a personal God, or point out his habitation; 3. He would giv the same amount to any
person who believes there is a God if he can explain
why he believes it in the sense of personal evidence;
4. He would giv $10,000 to any man who would
show that the Holy Ghost was anything but gas.
He said: "Holy means heal thy. That is the
etymological meaning of the word. Ghost, by the
same authority, means gas. Holy Ghost means
healthy gas. That is all you can make of it. A
spirit is gas, and I defy contradiction. It is a scientific fact that is undeniable. Therefore, if God is
a spirit, he, is a bundle of gas, and gas is destructible; hence spirit is not immortal. Anything, any
form, is substance, and occupies space, else it would
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freedom. "It is a needed and worthy object," he said, which a few weeks ago deprived it of the rights of of Mr. James, make inquisitions into the mails, and,
"and should be carried into execution. Every Liberal the mail belonging in common to aU publishers has as Bell testified, "take the risk" of arresting what
of us should feel interested in this proposition and all now been revoked.
matter they please in defiance of law. He confessed
The June number is out, and looks as bright as a that it was " almost a daily " practice to suppress
do what we can to make it a success. Every person
who contributes to the work will not only be doing polished diamond. It will hardly prove a sugar-plum and burn postal cards abusiv of the President.
If this authority can be assumed by subordinates
good, but will undoubtedly receive fair returns upon to the postal department, for it is largely composed
the investment. It is not a gift that is called for, of the extracts from numerous papers which hav without restraint, where is it to end ? What security
but we are asked to take stock in an enterprise that given expression to the indignation felt at the tyran- is in the mails when clerks at the terminal points,
will be an honor to us and will be a source of nous rulings of our governmental servants. May this right under the eye of the Postmaster-General, and,
profit. I de~m this a fitting time, while stand- be the last instance of this kind to take place in what as appears in this case, with his full kno1fledge, may
seize and destroy correspondence regularly posted
Ill~ right here by this monument of Thomas Paine, should be free America.
This is a good time to make up the loss which the and paid for?
to ·agitate this matter and to begin to take stock in
This postal card was the property of Senator
this enteprise. I wish to take one hundred dollars' Physiologist has sustained by these troubles. The
worth of stock in this temple of freedom and will subscription price is $1.50 per year. Address S. H. Vance. It was deliberately withheld from him by
take more if I find my condition will admit of it. Preston,_ publisher, 209 west Thirty-fourth street, the officials of the Washington post-office after full
consultation among themselvs. In that act they
Are there not others standing here who also wish to New York.
committed a felony, and, as an example and a protake stock i.n this proposed temple? If so, fci.ends,
speak out now and let us know it~ It is a very
The Banner of Li,qht of May 28th contains the tection to the public at large, every one of them
proper time to begin this good work." Responses following mild and just rebuke of a lying, slanderous should be sternly prosecuted under section 3,892 of
the revised statutes, as follows:
soon rose from the audience on all sides, some sub- sheet published in Chicago:
"Any pei·son who shall take any letter, postal card, or packet,
scribing for one share and some for two shares. In
We pronounce the .Religio-Philosophical Journal although
it does not contain any article of value or evidence
a short time over forty shares were subscribed by an unreliable sheet. It has traduced us for months; thereof, out
of a post-office or branch post-office, or from a letter or
mail-carrier, or which bas been in any post-office, or branch postthose present. Thus a good beginning was made in it has slandered some or our ablest correspondents; office,
or in the custody of any letter or mail-carrier, before it has
a very laudable undertaking, which it is hoped may it has, through one of its agents in Boston, endeav- been delivered to the person to whom it was addressed, with a
design to obstruct the correspondence, or to pry into the business
find responses in various parts of tbe country.
ored-but signally failed-to prove us frauds; it has or secrets of another, or shall secrete, embezzle, or destroy the
Mr. Wright, of Elmira, N.Y., an eloquent speaker, brought to its aid anonynw1tS writers, especially same, shall, for every such offense, be punishable by a fine of not
more than $500, or by imprisonment at hard labor for not more than
made the closing remarks, after which the chairman, " one of the most eloquent and popular Eastern lectur- one
year, or by both."
thanking the speakers who bad contributed to the ers," to belie us; it has other hornets in its interest;
The insolence of office· is past bearing. Private
edification of those present, dismissed the audience, its leading editor (sub rosa) writes from five to seven rights are constantly outraged, and public interests
some to partake of the collation which had ?een pro- columns each week, he says, without remuneration, are sacrificed by the audacity, corrupt connivance,
vided, some· to visit the farmhouse on the h1ll where solely "for the good of the cause," when in reality and insulting defiance of the servants of the people.
Paine is said to hav once lived, and some to return it is to grattfy his inordinate vanity and vicious Th6y form a close corporation, organize rings, plunby the first train to the city. Those of us who vis- self-esteem.
der at pleasure, and then ask taxpayers, as Tweed
ited the farmhouse were permitted by the genial
That paper has accused us several times of being did, What are you going to do about it?
proprietor of the farm, Mr. See, to visit the room in collusion with a Philadelphia publisher, in order
[Commenting upon the case, the Sun says:]
where Paine used to sit and read and write, with the to induce its readers to believe we were mercenary.
The Carmichael· postal card case is likely to be
same fire-place and the same antique andirons where We brand the calumny as an infamous falsehood.
he once used to warm himself. After drinkingfreely We hav always counseled peace in our ranks, and famous. John Carmichael, a Virginia farmer, adof the water of the well, and sitting awhile on the none hav striven with more assiduity than ourselvs dressed to Senator Zebulon Vance a note saying,
grass in the shade of apple-trees, we wended our way to promote it. .Still the Jo~trnal deliberately mis- "Please send me yr speech on that damm dog
back to the station and were soon on our way to the represents us; and again we asseverate that we hav Mahone." This communication, which is undoubtcity, all feeling that we had enjoyed a very pleasant not, either by voice or pen, counseled ~ith Mr. Rob- edly as bad in taste as in spelling, never reached the
day, and that we would like to see returns of the erts in his attacks upon that paper and its manage- person for whom it was intended. .c\.. clerk read the
same on every succeeding year.
ment. We make this statement only because our card in the Washington office and called the attenveracity has been called in question. If the pub- tion of his superiors to tl!te language used. The
Round-the-World Fund.
lisher of the Western sheet had fulfilled his duty, he missiv was impounded. The writer was arrested on
the affidavit of an inspector of the department, and,
We wish to return our grateful thanks to our would hav set h1s readers right upon this point long after a preliminary examination before a United
numerous friends who hav so promptly responded ago. But policy is his governing feature, and sen- States commissioner, was held for trial on the crimto their pledges to the fund to carry us round the sationalism for gain his impelling motiv. This is inal charge of mailing indecent matter, in violation
world. We are more than proud we hav such a self-evident.
Did we allow these attacks to pass any longer un- of section 3,893 of the revised statutes, "and against
large number of friends who show their generosity
the peace and dignity of the United States."
in such a tangible, serviceable manner. We can contradicted, some might infer that we were culpaCarmichael's trial is set down for the day after
ble. Hence we enter upon the disagreeable duty of
never forget the kindness that has been shown us.
the fourth of July. If he is convicted, it will be
holding
up·
these
Chicago
conspirators,
these
SpiritWe will take this occasion to say that there are
within the discretion of the judge to sentence him to
some two hundred friends to be heard from who ualistic leeches, that honest men and honest women a fine of $5,000 and imprisonment at hard labor for
all
over
the
world
may
no
longer
be
deceived
by
hav pledged, and we would carefully hint to them
~y~.
.
that the sooner they send in the little "V's" prom- them.
The question directly involved, of course, IS not
ised the sooner we will be able to start upon our
whether Mr. Mahone can be described with accuracy
[F>·mn. the Washington Correspondence of the Sun of May 28th.]
travels. The time is growing short, and as we will
as a " damm dog," or whether it is proper and polite
A.. Post-Office Inquisition.
be pretty sure to need every dollar that is pledged,
to call him a " damm dog," or, indeed, whether the
we hope none will be bashful or particularly backConfederate Brigadier Mahone does not appear to epithet is libelous, but whether the words used b_y
ward.· " A wink is as good as a nod."
be content with the notoriety he has already Mr. Carmichael to convey to Senator Vance h1s
achieved. He has now invoked the aid of the post- opinion of Mahone 'are "indecent." The law under
which Cramichael is prosecuted is designed to preoffice department to keep up his fame.
Liberty and Purity.
The following postal card, addressed to Senator vent the dissemination of obscene matter through
This pamphlet, of nearly one hundred pages, byT. Vance, of North Carolina, but intercepted at the the mails. Mr. Bell, superintendent of the. city
B. Wakeman, by the above title, has been reduced to Washington post-office and never delivered to him, delivery of the Washington post-office, who Interthe low price of fifteen cents_. .It is the p~operty ~f was the basis of an information lodged against the cepted the postal card a~dressed to Senator V a~ce,
the National Defense Assomatwn, and th1s body IS writer by one W. T. Henderson, an inspector of the swears that he considers 1t " obscene and unmailain need of funds to meet and fight such cases as the post-office department, charging a violation of ble." The United States Commissioner at Alexanenemies of Liberalism from time to time impose section 3,893 ef. the revised statutes:
dria, who held Carmichael for trial, is apparently of
upon us. There is probably no better way for those ·• Please send me yr speech on that damm dog 1\Iahone.
the same opinion.
. . .
.
.
"JoHN CARll1ICHAEL
who are willing to render aid to the Association than
Farcical as the proceedmg ISm some of 1ts a~pects,
1
:Middleburg, London county, Va.'
to. buy from one to a d?zen copies to ~istrib~te gra- "l\Iarcb 31, 1881.
it has a side which is far from being comic. If
tuitously where they w1ll do good by 1mpartmg valThe words used are not actionable, even if post-office clerks are to be ce.nsors of the :wort~iness
uable information where most needed. Those who " damn" had all the force that Carmichael proba- or unworthiness of the sentiments contamed m the
order copies of this able argument, and giv them bly intended it should hav to express his scorn of private cor~·e~pondenc~ intrusted to the g_ov.ernment
wide distribution, will-do good in two ways. First, Mahone. Section 3,893 says:
for transmission, and 1f they are commiSSIOned to
by aiding the National Defense Associat~on; second, " . . . No postal card upon which ind~cen.t or scur1:il~us epi- decide what messages shall be forwa~d~d a_nd w_hat
thets
may
be
written
or
printed
shall
be
carried
m
the
m!ul.
by disseminating the best kind of readmg matter.
messages confiscated and suppressed, It IS h1gh t1me
Single copies, 15 cents, or eight copies for $1.
This is the flimsy foundation for a prosecution the public should understand the fact.
which would be amusing butforthe principle involved
and for the facts that were disclosed before the
Music.
Postscript to W. H. B.'s Article.
commissioner. That Mahone instigated it is maniThe
Infidel
world
is
behind
in music. It is .a matter
[By an error, this postscript to the reply to "A fest and that the department became the instrument
Hater of Shams" was omitted in its proper place, of his small revenge was made quite clear in the I eonsider ought to receive the attent_ion of at least
a few of us. I want to call the attentiOn of TRUTH
and so we giv it here:]
,
examination.
SEEKER readers once more to this important issue. I
James E. Bell, superintendent of the ci.ty de.livery am no humbug, will do what I agree to. If there a~e
This article is longer than I wished to make it,
though shor~er by a third thaD: the .critic's.. I for- of the Washington post-office, was the ch1ef Witness. any that read this that will send me. $1.00 and ~usw
bear to notiCe a number of h1s pomts, whwh are He testified as follows:
paper, I will arrange them a fine ~;ne?e of mus1c for
irrelevant, or to correct some others of his en-ors of "Q.: By what authority did you read that postal card 1 Do you six instruments, first and second vwlms, and fill out
that it was positivly prollibited by l!tW? A.: Yes; but I confact. The discussion of the Paine-Junius question know
with what additional instruments they may use.
sidered it my duty and took the nsk.
.
would be agreeable enough to me but for the con- "Q.: What regulation givs you the authority to. peer mto the
Au1·ora, Ohio. .
B. 0. FENTON.
mails 1 A.: I considered the card obscene and unmailable.
stant necessity of correcting my adversal"ies' errors. "Q.: In your experience, as you say, of seventeen years, bf!-V you
That is a painful task, especially as it leads ~o pe~· ever known a case of prosecution like this? A.: Never m the
The founder!! of Egyptian civili~atio~ established
office.
sonalities. The gentleman· from Connectwut IS Washington
"Q.: ls it your habit to suppress postal cards? A.: .Frequen_tly. customs which their successors petrified mto unchangexample, abuslv postal cards are_ almost daily received agams.~
courteous enough, but if he writes again I insist that For
the President, but they never reach him; we burn them up. . . . ing laws. They did it, no doubt, with the b~st of
he giv his ]).arne or initials, and . that he be brief.
. He further stated that the postmark showed the motivs. They adol'ed the grand and noble w1sdom
But I would rather end the discussion here.
B.
card had passed under the eye of the Postmaster- of their fathers; whatever came from them must be
cherished and preserved. They must not p~·esume to
General.
The Physiologist.
Upon a most frivolous pretext, and without color depart from the guidance of t~ose godlike . men.
The children must paint as thell' fathers pamted,
We are glad to be able to an:iwunce that this val- of law to justify it, the private corr~sponden.ce of a physic as they physicked, pray as they prayed. The
uable and plucky monthly has_ again made its citizen is stopped at the post-office m W ashmgton, separation of clans which they had made must be
appearance, and is again allowed the same freedom and with the privity of the head of the depart.m~nt, rendered 1·igid and eternal.-Reade's "Ma1·tyrdorn
enjoyed by other periodicals-an unimpeded transit merely to gratify the resentment of the repud1atmg
of Man."
through the mails. The order frop1 the department senator from Virginia. The clerks, with the consent
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agency that worked all things thought and purposed.
'live as men waiting their Lord's return, and they will It arlmost seems as if each creature was formed with
find that the same world that crnrified their Master a view of adapting it to existing circumstances
would also crucify them, and even his professed min; equally as nicel_y _and e~~ctly as if a livi~g! ~utell~
isters would often call them fanatics and fools. .Alas . gent, and preexistmg spmt had _been ~xhibitmg h1s
you see nothing but the foul, outward shell; for the handiwork. .And you say there IS no. sm, no offense
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Fifteenth Letter.
kernel you fail to look.
. against this unintelligent a-lthough wonder-working
Mx. D. M. BENNETT, IJear Sir: I scarcely atI should have thought that you would have left matter. It cannot be enraged nor offended; has no
tempted, as you complain, to answer one of what to the reader further discussion on the existence of
might satirically be called "arguments" advanced in evil. I have said that the Bible teaches that God is moral qualities, no likes or dislikes. Why did it not,
your last letter. I did not do it because I could find all-powerful and aU-good; that evil exists, but not then, make only happy beings, and bring them only
nothing to criticise that to my mind was argument, by his decree. I believe thes~ stateme~ts. You into a happy world? Why d~d it make wai~r cap!l'ble
the greater part of the whole letter bein~ a mere cannot reconcile them, and so will not believe them. of drowning as well as cleansmg and assuagmg thust?
elaborated repetition in a series of tautological inter- But inasmuch as you promised to criticise the char- Why does fire destroy life and cj,ties as well as prejections of the contents of previous letters, and which acter of the God of the Bible, and not such a char- serve from cold and prepare food ? Why does the
sun suffocate, the winter freeze? Why do flowers
had been previously answered.
acter as your logic inclines !?l~ to pict~re, I can
In the absence of argument to criticise, I seized the only again assert that your cntimsms are Irrele':'ant. so often· give poison instead of in~piriting per~ume?
opportunity to suggest a better way of finding To use a very homely and inadequate comparison, WhY. is it necessary to. support hfe by preymg on
truth and a manlier mode of argument than irony, if I asked your opinion of a piec~ ~f J;>lue clot~, and other lives? Oh'! why Is there so prevalent and excaricature, and vituperation. I also suggested that you took a piece of black cloth, msistmg t~at It was quisite a capacity and p~·epa~ative f~r s~~r~ng? Why
repetition and irrelevant side issues had better be the blue, I would put little value on the merit of your did nature establish this umversal mqmsitiOn? The
omitted, and I took occasion to admire the style of criticism as to the particular cloth I ~amed. Even scriptures, however, present a different view. ~e
Greg and Newman in preference to a coarse, hit-or- if it were an honest case of color blmdness, othels existence and demerit of sin makes that clear whwh
miss manner, pointing out some things that had could appreciate your mistake. Whatever end yo_ur otherwise is all darkness, and removes the blot that
been introduced which had absolutely no bearing logic may lead you to, God did not make man as he IS. seems to stain the character of the creator.
God is positively good.
upon the thesis. Surely these remarks must have .And as to the propositions, as you call them, of
.All that is contrary to God is evil.
commended themselves to you as eminently just and Epicurus, I accept them. Let me ask _you, though
God created all beings and things perfect. .As far
proper. If I had introduced in every letter, and (for the exis~ence of e~l is ~s d~TI?agm~ to yo~r
without any excusable pretense, such vituperation of views as to mme), How dzd evzl ongznate zn the ~tm as this earth is concerned, this creation may be
any of the prominent Infidels, Voltaire, Paine, Rous- vm·se .'? I have put this to you before, but you h~ve divided into thinking and non-thinking classes. ·
The former he endowed with the mental and
seau, Diderot, and others whose lives are certainly conveniently overlooked it. Will you now be kmd
open to criticism, as you have of Christians, you enough to answer, and also to pay some regard to moral faculties, the power of choice, and of theresponsibility for it; the latter he put under irresistible
would realize how burdensome it is to reply and feel what~I have asked you as to the proofs th~t,
the~e
the utter discourtesy of such a course. I deny that I is no God, incest, adultery, or formcatwn IS and unchangeable laws.
The former, therefore, in the use of choice, could
have manifested such lack of consideration· as you
choose the negative of God, but it was not created
have, or shown such discourtesy in criticising Infidel- wrong?
It seems strange to think that any reader would
ity as you have in writing of Christianity. If I have, fail to observe how much you take for granted, or with this bias; the latter could not make any reyou can point out the place; if you do not, it will be what immense importance and authority you e_xhibit sponsible choice .of itself. Man (who is the fonner)
a tacit admission that you have made an erroneous yourself as believing lies in. your mere. dictum. had the result of such negative choice fully explained.
to him, and could resist and fully overcome it if
charge.
You assert with all the confidence of a final author·
What earthly bearing has the "character of John ity and as if it were the plainest axiom, that" nature he chose.
The consequence!! of this negative choice would
Calvin upon the truth of the scripture? This is the ha~ no use for a god for her work," etc. How do
second letter wherein you ha>e wasted considerable you know? ~What is your proof? How do you be intense loss, suffering, and impurity. The results
space to animadvert upon him. Is there no evidence know that the conception of a god arose in the days of a positive choice, or choice according to God,
of weakness in your support of such methods of of superstition? How do you know that man ever would be intense gain, bliss, and purity.
God determined to allow man to exercise his own
argument? .And where, pray, did you derive the existed without a belief in God? Nay, I assert that
authority to call Calvin my "patron saint" or to you cannot prove that there ever was a time whe_n volition without interference.
If this had not been so, there could be no such
say that I "greatly admire" him or believe that he men had no belief in God. If you do not prove It
thing as virtue.
" possessed the true spirit of Christianity?" Not in your next letter, let us agree that I am right.
There could be no such thing as moral obedience
from anything I have said or written. Would it
In answer to your paragraph that all conceptions and duty.
·
not be wise for you to refrain from making asserMan, deliberately and conscious. of the consetions as to my views and opinions of men until you of the god have been the reflection of the moral charhave heard me express them ? He is not, as you acteristics of the nations who originated them, there queMes, chose to sin. God permitted it.
If he had not permitted it he could not have
say, the originator of that system of truth univers- may be some truth in it; but I think it is far more
ally miscalled Calvinism. The same views were exact to affirm that, with the exception of the Jews shown mercy. Therefore one of his attributes
_taught a thousand years before him by .Augustine, and Christians, and possibly to some slight extent the would have remained unknown throughout eternity.
Should God have destroyed the only spring of virand are the foundation of the Pauline doctrines. I Mohammedans, the people have been morally the
derive my belief solely from an intelligent reading reflex of their gods. Thus the worshipers of Thor tue?
have delighted in a mythology of coarse, bloody
Should God fear man receiving such suffering as
of the New Testament.
In regard .to the evils of professing Christianity, revels, and the people were the same, a race hardy, by his own voluntary choice he brought opon himyou know there is very little dispute of it on my part. bloodthirsty, and pitiless. Where the gods have self, and therefore balk his own plans and wishes ?
These are some hasty thoughts which occur to me.
But is it so that the most powerful, the most wealthy, been amorous, the people have been sensual, etc.
most tyrannical people on earth to-day are profess- What I object to in your paragraph is ~h~ implica- Perhaps it would be better not to hazard them, since
ing Christians ? .Are they indeed the leaders_ of the tion that people had moral characteriStiCs b_efOI:e scripture is silent on the reasons of God's permission
fashions, the popular candidates for political power they had ideas of a God. But th~ w_hole thmg IS of sin. However, this permission of sin was certainly
and worldly distinction? I admit it, but it is not conspiciously inexll.ct and careless m Its statement not evil or malignant. .And consider :c.ow the preChristianity, but a hybrid corruption-a Christianized that the Jews have been no exception. The history ponderance of glory above what even unfallen man
paganism-that presents such features. The New of the Jews is in no wise a transcript of the charac- possessed is offered to those who will receive the gift
Te§!tament gives no support to it. Fancy the pro- ter of Jehovah. They were a people almost incor- of God, and all harshness disappears.
.As to your views as to what Jesus Bhould have
fessed disciple of a carpenter's Son, a man who had rigibly addicted to idol-worship, one of the greatest
no rights in this world, and 0f whom the last the crimes, according to the commands of .T ehova~. taught, that he should have anticipated inventions,
world saw was a malefactor's crucifixion-fancy these Now, in this regard, did a nation of idolators put It taught science, etc., I am willing to let them go unpeople insisting on their rights and their dignity; it into the mouth of their God to repeatedly denounce criticised. To you sin, that persistent indwelling
is ridiculous. It is true that those who are told to that to which they were most devotedly attached? corruption, which even the heathen acknowledge and
offer their other cheek when smitten go to l~w with I put this to you as a most curious probl13m :. that of deplore, is a small thing compared with intellectual.
all the eagerness of men of the world; it is true that all nations, as Renan says, the Jews have given the ignorance. But to my mind it seems much more
they who are commanded not to be conformed to the first and only real system of monotheism, yet they reasonable to suppose that a being come down from
world are among its most suppliant time-servers, and were constantly running into the grossest polythe- heaven would teach not things which the human
even Christians hold office and exercise power in a ism, constantly neglecting the worship of their own mind can invent or discover, but those truths which
world where their Master was an outcast, and upon God to follow the rites of strangers, incurring, ac- are above the research of men. It seems more imwhose governments the blood of the Son of God and cording to their own sacred books, the heaviest pen- portant to me that a man ~hould know how to act
.
toward his Maker, to know his Maker's will, to seek
their Savior is resting. But it is to such that their alty of the divine displeasure.
I might observe in passing that after the pages of his favor, to cleanse himself of the evil thoughts and
Lord is saying: "'I know thy works; that thou art
neither cold nor hot. I would thou wert cold or lugubrious complaint you have made as to my alleged feelings of his heart, even if he be ignorant, than to
hot; so then because thou art lukewarm, and neither contempt for your authorities, and the inordinate seek after the luxury and intellectual wealth of the
cold nor hot, I will spew thee out of my mouth. Be- vanity which you have imputed to me on account of world. It seems not unreasonable to me to bestow
cause thou sayest, I am rich and increased with goods my alleged cavalier manner, it is quite amusing to more thought on the eternity which awaits all of us
and have need of nothing, and knowest not that thou read that you do not care a straw what the Duke of than the few years that fall to us on earth. Neverart wretched and miserable and poor and blind and .Argyll's conclusions are in his new work. _His grace theless I believe Christ knew absolutely every invennaked." .Ah, I believe that the judgment of the is certainly as able and scientific an authonty as any tion, every science, every thought, even, that ever
Lord upon Christendom, that which professes to be you can produce, and·- his conclusions certainly de- came into the mind of any man since or that ever
his representative but is a liar, will be worse than the mand and are receiving great attention from those will, even to your quibble and my present writing.
judgment upon open Infidelity. But Christendom you acknowledge as masters.
Without arguing the point, however, I will correct a
.As a final remark on the so-called anthropomor- characteristic error and conclude. Where the narrais not Christianity, but its corruption, the field where
the wheat and tares grow together until the time of phism of the scriptures, let me ask you to frame a tive says that the devil showed Christ all the kingseparation. But it will be no excuse in that day paragraph describing any act of a supreme power doms of the world, the word translated "world " is
for any soul that its neighbor was a hypocrite or without using anthropomorphic l!:Lnguage. I do not more properly land, elsewheoo confined to the land
acted inconsistently, and it is no objection to the believe you can do it. If you can do it, you will; if of Judea; so that the idea· of the passage is that
truth of scripture that its professed followers are you do not, let it be understood that you cannot. he was shown all the kingdoms lying at the foot of
disloyal to its teachings, but rather confirms the (You will notice I have several times used this form the mountain.
The scriptures are easily understood, but, as it is
truth of its many prophecies of the apostasy of of challenge. It is a plagiarism from your letters.)
If you cannot, you will have experienced a reason written, "none of the wicked shall understand, but
Christendom.
But let any man honestly seek to obey the teach- why the scriptures often use metaphGr that seems to the wise shall understand." Nor are commentators
ings of Christ; let him forego worldly station, wealth, clothe the .Almighty with human qualities.
and expositors, however helpful a necessity for those
Let me again press you for some solut~on of the who are Christ's, for they have dwelling in them
and ease; let him leave the government of the sincursed world to its own advocates to take charge of, problem of the existence of evil in the umverse and the Holy Spirit, who will teach .them. G. M. fum.
and let him faithfully preach the truth as it is in such terrible suffering. Why is it? .Accepting for
SEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific
J erms, the lost condition of all men by nature, their the occasion your own belief in the potentiality of
everlasting destruction without faith in Christ, and matter, it almost seems as if the mindless, purposeless books. 64~pp. Sent_free.
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The Declaration of Independence a Master-·\ 3. "A.nd to assuu're among the powers of the earth the SP a- I 1 d
piece.-But How it Got Mutilated I
rate anJ_ equal station to which the laws of nature and natufe•s evo ute
.

•

The striCture~ of ".A Hater of Shams" on the style
of the DeclaratiOn of Independence, partly sensible
and just, but partly trivial and hypercritical, will, I
am ~ure, when properly examined, understood, and
applied, only serve to fix more firmly tl1e authorship
of that great masterpiece on Thomas Pa~ne. Indeed,
I am glad they hav been made jnst at this time, for
the,r hav en~bled. me to discover new evidence,
whiCh otherwise might never hav been detected.
.A few weeks ago I made an att~mpt to reproduce,
from the fac-simile of the so-called original draft
of the Declaration in .Jefferson's hand-writing, the
exact wor d s h e wrote, or copied from a prior draft,
before he submitted his paper to the sub-committee.
The written document, as it exists,· is full of erasurea !l'nd interlineations, made mostly by Jefferson himself, but, generally, no doubt, at the instance
of other!!,_ either in the committee or in Con·gre·aa. .A
few are in the handwriting of .Adams and Franklin.
It is quite likely that when the report was made to
C ongress !'levera1 d raf ts were prepared, and some of
them preserved. Hence we hear of several "originals." John .Adams had one, Franklin another, it is
said, in England, and Richard Henry Lee another.
I follow the fac-simile in Jefferson's works.
The gentleman from Connecticut has submitted
and criticised the first paragraph and Jart of the
second as amended and adopted by ongress. I
now submit the same portion as it existed before a
word was erased or interliqed. .And this 1 shall
presume to be the work of Paine, though it is quite
ossible that his careful composition was eomewhat
P
marred by the transcribing hand of Jefferson.
Indeed, I suspect that in a few instances Jefferson
changed the language by inserting words of his
own. The words erased in committee or congress
will be indicated in I'tali'cs ' WI'thout gt'vi'ng the sub t't t d 1
8 1 u e
anguage:
"When in the course of human events it becomes necessary
for a people to advance f?'om thiJ;t sulJO?·dination in whieh tl!ey
hav hitherto remained, and to assume among the powers of the
earth the equal and independent station to which the laws of
nature and of nature's God entitle them, a decent respect to
the opinions of mankind requires that they should declare the
ca~ges which impel them to the change.
We hold these truths to _be sae1·ed and undeniable, that all
men areereated equal and wilependent; that from that equal
creation they derive aU rights inherent and inalienable, among
which a:e the preserviJ;tion of life and liberty, and the pursuili
of happmess; that t<> secure these ends governments are instituted among men, deriving their just powers from the consent
of the governed;_ that whenever. a~y for~ of government shall
become destruct1v of these ends It IS the right of the people to
altar or abolish it and to. institute new government, laying its
foundation on such principles and. organizing its powers in
such form as to them shall seem most likely to effect their
safety and happiness."
It will at once be seen by the gentleman from
Connecticut that several if not all of his most important criticisms do not apply to the above, but to
the amended document. Nevertheless I wi'll proceed to restate and answer them seriatim.

God entitle them." Did not the author mean "to the occupancy of which;" and if so, why didn't he say' so? A.nd are

the" laws of nature" made any stronger by calling them the
laws of "nature's God?"
.Answer: By transferring "to" te the end of the
sentence the meaning is made clear and the grammar correct; but it breaks the rhythm and ends the
sentence with a particle. So, too, the insertion of the
redundant words "nature's God" improves the
rhythm; and perhaps Paine (or Jefferson, if you
please) thought it politic to put • a little God in the
Declaration.
4. ''A. deeent respect to the opinions of mankind requires
that they should declare the causes which impel them to the
separiJ;tion." What separation? There is nothing- antecedent
but talk about the necessity of it. A.nd who ever heard of an
indecent respect? A.nd why apologize for assuming a necessity?
is .no "separation," nor even
" .Answer:
. , There
.
separate, m the ortginal draft; therefore this
criticism, though just, does not apply. For "separati'on" read "change."
In the first letter of Junius one sentence ends with
"decent," and the next begins with "respect;"
't
d
· h J ·
dp
Th ese were f avori wor 8 Wit
umus an
aine;
"Decent" means "suitable in words," etc.· "becoming, fit, decorous, proper, comely." Prefix the
negativ to any one of these adjectivs, and see how it
"
t " F
I
:?uld qualif Y r~,spec ·
or exa~:p1~· hav an
~mproper respect for such. hypercriti~Ism.
.An 3;pology for a necessity IS certamly proper.
But this ap?logy ~ad .a grand purpose. Paine
s. ought to umte and mspire the hearts of the Amerwan peop1e t o f ee1 as. h e f. e1t ~h en ~e wrote th~t
famous lett~r to. the kmg, m whwh, With prophetiC
fervor, J umus said:
..
" Looking forward to independence, they might possibly
receive you for their king,· but if ever you retire to A.merica '
be assured they will giv you such a covenant to digest as the
presbytery of Scotland would· have been ashamed to offer to
Charles II."
(.And here I beg to make a digression by quoting
the next sentence, to wit, "They left their nativ
land in search of freedom, and found it in a desert."
In Dickinson's draft of the Declaration, or Memorial,
of 1775 occurs this passage, "Our forefathers . .
left their nativ land to seek on these shores a resi~
d
· ·
· ·
.
en~e f or .mvil
an.d rehgwus ~ree~om . . . . . m
the mho~pitable wilds o~ .Amen?a. - ~gam, m the
DeclaratiOn of 1776 a hke sentiment IS expressed,
and, what is more remarkable, not only do the
passages in the two Declarations parallel in sentit b t · 1
h ·
th
h 1
·
men ! u Ill anguage, s owmg
at t e atter lB
c~rtamly b.orrowed from ~he former. B~t Jefferson
did not write the passage m the DeclaratiOn of 1775,
and he says that in drafting that of 1776 he turned
neither to book nor pamphlet. T~ue enough, for the
draft was already prepared by Pame, who doubtless
also had a hand in Dickinson's Declaration of 1775.)
5. " We hold ·these truths to be self-evident." Then why
proclaim them?
.

.Answer: The original draft reads, "sacred and
1. "When in the course. of human events." Did Paine
wi·ite that? No, says our critic, for he knew that events can- undeniable." But even as changed to "self-evident,"
not properly be spoken of as having, or coming in, a course, are there not multitudes who deny them? .Among
A.nd how about "human?" A.re there any human events F whom, I am sorry to say, seems to be our astute
Human aJ!'ai?·s there may be, but who will define a human critic.
event?
.A
Th' ·
h
· · ·
W b
·
6. "That all men. are created equal." How? Not morally,
nswer:
IS IS a ypercritimsm.
e ster givs intellectually, physically, or so forth!
as synonyms of event, "Incident, occurrence, adventure," etc., and remarks that an occurrence has
.Answer: Certainly not. Who but an idiot or
no reference to any antecedents; and therefore, in lunatic would affirm it? But why divide the senthe Declaration of Independence, occur1·ences would tence? Take it complete, and then discuss its meanhav been out of place.
ing.
But now let us see how Paine uses the word event.
7. " That they are endowed by their creator with certain
1 turn at random to the last four pages of "Common unalienable rights; that among these are life, liberty, and the
Sensfil." .Alluding to the alarming condition of pursuit of happiness." "Unalienable," says the critic, means
"incapable of being put off." How, then, could anybody hav
things in .America he says:
lost his liberty or suicided in A.merica sin,ce 1776? A.nd what
"The Case [the critic will understand why I capitalize and a queer thing to be endowed with is a "pursuit!" A.nd the
italicize thi; word, if no one else does] never existed before, and author doesn't say" right to life, liberty," etc., but makes life
who can tell what may be the event?"
and liberty synonyms of rights.
"This line [i.e. armed defense] is a line of consistency, . .
Answer: "Inalienable" is defined by Webster,
produced
by a chain of events of which the colonies were not " I ncapab le of being put off, alienated, or transferred
the author."
"The birthday ot a new world is at hand, and a race of to another." Complete liberty and independence
men; perhaps as numerous as all Europe contains, are to are even yet a great way off, if ever attainable; but
receive their portion of freedom from the events of a few the .American Revolution was a long stride in the
. months."
right direction. The slave's "inalienable" right to
Here are three instances, on three successiv pages, himself has been forcibly taken from him and transof the use of the word "event," and they all refer to ferred to his master. Every philanthropist wants
"human events," not "cows' horns or harrows' to help him recover it if practicable, and with it the
teeth."
right to "the pursuit of happiness," wherewith he
2. "To dissolve the political bands which hav connected has been " endowed " by nature or nature's God.
them with twother."
Technically, "life, liberty," etc., are not rights;
Could Paine hav been guilty of so incorrect a figure? Can but there is such a thing known to grammarians,
bands (cords, ropes, etc.) properly be spoken of as dissolva- and understood even by the illiterate, as an ellipsis
ble?
in language. The best writers often indulge in it.
.Answer: Certainly, if they happen to be made of But in this case the criticism does. not apply,
soluble
not many an iron band been unless our critiC
· · raises a like objection to "the
a· 1 material.
d 'th 't ·Has ·a?
Isso ve WI , m riC am
p1·eservation of life and liberty" in the criginal
But we don t kno~ who ~ade t~at ame~~:dment, draft. But in either case the ellipsis would bar the
and I pres~:ne that bonds were mtended ~nstead objection, for everybody understands exactly what
of "bands -though t.he two words are qmte syn- it ea t
The probability however is that the
m n ·
.
onymous.
l ' · h l
8. "That to secure these nghts governments are instituted
d
t
t db 'th'
Y IS .c au~( m t e . ~at, among men (not cats, says critic), deriving thei1: just powers
am.en men was su~.g~s e
p~ragraph of the ougmal De.c~aratwu,
e utterly from the .consent of the governed." What rights, but the
dissolve and brea_k off all po~ItiCal connectiOn.". That afores.aid malienable ones? A.nd how can government secure
doubtless was wntten by .Pame. What objectiOn to what Is already secured and fixed fast as fate?
that?
.Answer: Cats and other domestic animals hav

'Y

.
to their present state of liberty and happiness by the governments which men hav instituted
over those primitiv wild beasts. .And now in turn
the evoluted cats, dogs,· horses, etc., help mankind to
govern themselvs, and other brutes. The "guffaw
of the Guinea negro" (critic's words), who a few
years ago was generally degraded to the condition
of a cat, a dog, or a mule, is now beginning to be
heard in the councils of the nation. .And in my
hu~p~e judgment that "wretched state paper'
(critiCs words), the Declaration of Independence,
sowed the seeds of negro emancipation in .America.
The word "rights" is an amendment for "ends "
in
B tthe original draft. It is not an improvement.
u governments are insti~uted to secure rights that
are "inalienable "-that is, not transferrable to
another except by force, duress, or fraud-in spite
of the grammatical criticism of the gentleman from
Connecticut.
9 . "Th
. at wh enever any form of government becomes destruct1v of these ends" (we havn't heard, he says of any
"ends" before) it is the right of the people to abplish it (i.~.,
the form , and leave th e governmen t stan d'mg) and to msti
· 't ute
~ew government_ (w_ith the old still standing) laying its founda!ion~
on such I?rmmples (below the foundations), and organizmg Its powe.rs m such form as. to them. shall seem most likely
to effect therr safety and happmess (while. already in possession
of the inalienable rights aforesaid)."
.Answer: The word" ends" being found aforesaid
in the- original draft, the first criticism above does
not apply.
How can you abolish the form r~f a government
and leave the old government standing? Did the
British government of the colonies continue after the
close of the Revolution?
"Foundation" (it is singular in. the original draft)
means~
"1: The act of founding, fixing, establishing,
or begmnnmg to erect; 2. That upon which a thing
is founded," etc. The foundation of a. house may
be laid on a rock or on pi' lea, or on qui'cksand ·, so
may a government, metaphorically speaking.
Our fathers of 1776 were deprived of the inalienable right of self-government, and they fought seven
years to recover it. But the work was only partially done, and perhaps never will be completely
done. Is it -possible that the gentleman from Connecticut denies the self-evident truth that all men
are created equal in regard to the right to life, libt
t ? W'll h
b d 1 d
h I
er y, e c
I
e or any o y e se eny t at , or
the meanest black man, has not an equal right with
himself to "the preser'!ation of life and liberty, and
the pursuit of happiness?" That is exactly the
meaning and the expression of the Declaration, and
it is folly to deny so self evi'dent a t th
ru ·
The gentleman attributes that portion of the
Declaration containing the statement of grievances
to the hand of John .Adams. This is expressly contradicted by .Adams himself, who says Jefferson prepared the whole, and that when they two met to
con it over he (Adams) does not remember making
or suggesting
alteration.
He
howh h a single
d
h
b 1 forgot,
h
ever, t at e rna e two or t ree ver a c anges with
his own pen. But could either the pen of John
.Adams or Thomas Jefferson hav described a grievance like this last one in the list?
"He has waged cruel war against human nature itself, violating its most sacred rights of life and liberty in the persons
of a distant people who never offended him, captivating and
carrying them into slavery in another hemisphere, or to incur
miserable death in their transportation thither. This piratical
warfare, the opprobrium of INFIDEL powers, is the warfare
of the CHRISTIAN king of Great Britain. Determined to
keep open market where MEN should be bought and sold, he
has prostituted his negativ for suppressing every legislativ attempt to prohibit or restrain this execrable commerce. A.ud
that this assemblage of horrors might want no fact of distin- _
guished die, he is now exciting those very people to rise in
arms among us, and to purchase that liberty of which he has
deprived them by murdering the people o:n whom he has obtruded them, thus paying off former c•rimes committed against
the LIBERTIES of one people with crimes which he urges
them to commit against the LIVES of another."
This most eloquent paragraph of the Declaration
was stricken out unamended. Speaking of it, Prof.
Denslow says, "The English bnguage possesses no
clause more elaborate in its rhetoric." .And of the
Declaration as a whole, Col. Ingersoll says:
"Certain it is that Jefferson could not hav written anything
so manly, so clear, so convincing, so faultless in rhetoric or
rhythm."
But the gentleman from Connecticut, if I am able
to understand and apply his criticisms, would emasculate the Declaration of all rhetoric and rhythm, and
make it read thus:
\Vhen people want to break away from others and be independent, they ought to say why.
People hav an equal right to life, liberty, etc. Govermnents
exist to secure these rights. J tlst governments are based on
the people's consent. When a government won't protect them,
they hav a right to upset it and make a new one that will.
Here is expressed in sixty words every material sentiment iu the first one hundred and eighty
words of the Declaration. But what a skeleton !
Could such language as that hav enthused anybody?
Such a death's-head and cross-bones in a Declaration
of Independence, instead of rallying the patriots of
'76, would hav frightened the goddess of liberty out
of her senses and driven her into the Dismal Swamp.
Washington, JJ. 0., May 24, 1881.
W. H. B.
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then, that the Baptists, Presbyterians, and a portion
If you occasionally find a good, kind man who is a
of the Methodists are termed Calvinists, because Christian, you find a man who would be honorable
they accept the peculiar views of Calvin and regard upright, and truthful though he were an .Infidel.
Our Sixteenth Letter to Mr . .Mair.
him as a leader, I felt justified in,placing you where That Infidels turn out a better average of men and
MR. G. M. MAIR, .Dear Sir: I am SOITY that after I did. I must, however, say that I have more res- women, so far 11-s honor and integrity are concerned
ect for you when you say you don't admire Calvin, than are found in the church there will be no'
a11 t h e pains I have taken with you, after all the P
d
patience, candor, and fairness I have exercised, I fall though you cannot deny that he is the foun er of difficulty in showing. It is but natural that men and
so far short of pleasing you. I fear you are fastidi- Baptistism, Presbyterianism, and Calvinistic Meth0- women who have only their own deeds to depend
ous and hypercritical. You complain of my coarse- distism. I am sure a greater moral monster never upon for their happiness shot~ld be more careful in
ness, irony, caricaturing, repetition, tautology, irrel- lived-one of the great lights of reformed (?) Chris- their conduct than those who think that the merits
.
. d
.
f .
tianity. But after all he was a godly man. He of. another are to be credited to them, and that they
evancy, d Iscourtesy, amma verswn, un airness, eto.,
etc. It is evident you and I cannot become of one was very much like the God you believe in. Inger- themselves are to escape punishment because another
mind in the essentials we are discussing, or in the soil is heavenly-minded enough to perceive this has been punished in their stead. In my opinion, it
modes we employ. I cannot think I am guilty of truth; he says: "Calvin was of a pale, bloodless is a false and pernicious system of morality which
the charges you make against me. I have tried to be complexion, thin, sickly, irritable, gloomy, impatient, gives the assurance that justification or righteousness
fair, consistent, and truthful. Of course I have used heartless, and infamous. He was a strange com- can be imputed from the innocent to the guilty, or
some repetition; but so does every teacher. I re- pound of revengeful morality, malicious forgiveness, that the highest virtue consists in belief, whether in
.
b ,
ferocious charity, egotistic humility, a kind of hell- accordance with evidence or in spite of it.
mem b er w h en I was 1earnmg my a, , c s and my ·
I
a-b abs that the same lesson had to be repeated with ish justice.
n other words, he was as near like the
You still seem very reluctant to yield the point
· escapmg
· f rom t h e Ignorance
·
God of the Old Testament as his health hermitted." that God is respon.sible for the eXI"stence of evi·l, and
great f requency. So m
of theological error and learning the a, b, c of truth He continues in this way: "The best t ing, how- though I have shown that if God is the creator of
·and reason, the lessons have to be often repeated.
ever, about the Presbyterians [and BaptistsJ of Ge- all thing~, all existences, with the full knowledge of
You do not appear to be a ready learner, and I neva was that they denied the power of the Pope, the precise effects his creations would have, that he
sometimes fear you are so wedded to the old errors and the best thing about the Pope was that he was created man and woman and the devil, knowing that
and shams that you will not easily take to the higher not a Presbyterian [Baptistl." But, as I said, I am sin would be the inevitable result, you stiil insist that
truths as I see them .More than once have I been re- glad you don't admire Calvin and that you are will- the Bible teaches that God is not the cause of sin or
minded, when trying to point out the truth to you, ing to say so. I would be glad, also, to hear you say evil. I regard this as an evasion on your part, or an
of the old adage, "There are none so blind as those you do not admire the God of Calvinism. How you or effort to screen your God from the malice and evil
who will not see." .As, however, there seems to be any person with a well-organized mind can admire with which you say he is not fully guilty. If he is all
a difference of opinion between us, both as to the such a God is a wonder to me. .And how you can goodness and opposed to the existence of evil, then
matters of discussion and as to my modes, we had call such a God loving and merciful is equally he was very weak to allow it to come into existence
better leave it with our readers to decide whether strange. It is a bad perversion of terms and of the to continue for thousands of years after thousands of
your charges and complaints are just or unjust, and, truth to call a being loving and merciful who created years.
also, which of us has used the most argument-ad- beings with insufficient self-control to withstand · You say the Bible does not teach that God is the
duced the most proof. I cannot think they will be temptation, and created a tempter to decoy them, author of evil. Let us see. You will certainly be
so severe upon me as you are; and, I hope, not so and a hell to burn them in, forever, for yielding to willing to abide bJ: what it does say upon the subject,
hard to convince.
temptation.
and you must admit that God ought to know ni.ore
To me you seem wedded to the most absurd, ridicYou tacitly admit that Christians are not as good about evil and how it came than you ·do. Isaiah xlv, 7
ulous, and untruthful system of religious belief that as· they should be-that, in fact, they are not Chris- reads in this way:" I form the light and create dark:
mankind have ever been dupes to. .All the mytho- tians. I judge you are nearly right in this opinion. ness; I make peace and create evil; I the Lord do all
logical systems abound in absurdities, but none have Those who profess Christianity are so nearly like the these things." In the following verse, after recountgreater falsehoods, none such appalling horrors, as rest of the inhabitants of the world that with a tele- ing his work, he says again, "I the Lord have created
the Christian system. I would that you and all scope or microscope little or no difference can be de- it." This ou~ht ~o. be _satis!a~tory to you. If any
other men could see the truth as it is in nature and tected between them. They all worship gold, they part of the Bible IS mspired It IS the book of Isaiah.
reason, and behold the falsehood as it is in mythol- are all fond of power, place, and pleasure, and their If any one of the prophets was authorized to speak
ogy and theology; and to enable this light to be god and their religion are often all mere secondary for God it was this prophet. So if God is the author
seen and enjoyed I am using such abilities as I have. considerations. You seem, however, to hold out the of a word con~ained in the Bible, he has positively
If I am not perfect in my means and modes it is idea that there is somewhere a little select few, un- declared that It was he who created evil. This, I inperhaps attributable to human fallibility.
known probably to the ordinary world, but who are sist, ought to be satisfactory to you, and you should
In self-defense, however, I claim that I have not genuine Christians, who seek not to lay up treasures no longer deny that God is the author of evil.
brought in any argument or subject irrelevant to on earth, who turn the left cheek for a blow when
Other prophets confirm what Isaiah said of God:
the matters under discussion between us, nor have I the right cheek has been smitten, who give two dol- "Thus saith the Lord of Hosts, the God of Israel
commented upon any branch· of the subject not in- lars ~hen importuned for one; who, when their cloak Behold I will bring upon this city and upon all he;
troduced by yourself. If I have said more of the na- is stolen, reward the thief by giving them their coat townR all the evil I have pronounced against it" (J er.
ture and character of God, and also of the origin also; who take no thought for the needs of the fu- xix, 15). "If ~hat ~ation. against whom I pronounced
of evil, than has been agreeable to you, it is because ture; who have no more business on hand than the turn from their evil, I will repent of -the evil that I
I deem these very important subjects-at the very sparrows and are like the wild lilies growing in the thought to do unto them" (xviii, 8). "Thus saith
foundation of Christianity-and .most necessary to field, which toil not nor spin; who, if they by prayer, the Lord, Behold I frame evil against you, and devise
be properly understood. They are in no sense side fasting, or otherwise chance to obtain a shirt or pair a device ~gainst. yo~" (:n iii, 1_1). "I have set my
issues, or irrelevant to our discussion. When you of drawers, sell them and. procure a sword; and if face agamst this mty for evil" (xxi, 10). "Thus
asserted the love and mercy of your God it de- they have fathers, mothers, sisters, brothers, wife and saith the. Lord God of Hosts, the God of Israel Bevolved upon me to show that his character is ex- children, hate them all for Christ's sake. If you hold I will bring in Judah and Jerusalem all th~ evil
actly the opposite. If I have not been successful know of any such sect of Christians-the simon pure ~ have pronounced against them " (xxxv, 17). "Now
in my effort I can only say the proofs are not nearly article--I ask you to point them out; I wish to see IS the end come upon thee, and I will send mine anger
exhausted; hundreds of quotations from the revered what manner of men they are. Do you think you upon thee.
.An evil, an only evil, behold is
volume can be quoted to fortify me in my positian. are one of that kind yourself? So far as my obser- come. .And mine eye shall not spare thee, neither
This question is inevitably a part of our subject and vation has gone I see very little difference between will I have pity; but I will re_com:Pense thy ways
cannot be ignored. I am only sorry that the char- Christians and non-Christians, between saints and upon thee.
. .
. ~he sword Is. Without, the pestiacter of your God, as shown by hie own book, is so sinners, save that the l§aints usually wear sanctimo- lence and famme withm; he that IS in the field shall
bad that it pains you to hav the matter investigated. nious faces and look as though they would like, above die with the sword, and he that is in the city famine
I have only hoped that the process of "line upon all things else, to see their unbelieving neighbors and pestilence shall devour him" (Ezek vii 3 4 5
line and precept upon precept" might be successful burning in hell.
15). "f?hall there be evil in a city a~d the' L~rd
in: your ease.
It will hardly answer for you to imagine a little hath_ not done it?': (.Amos iii, 6). "He [t.Qe Lord] is
1
I understood your fourteenth letter to be a kind of band of true Christians somewhere who are able to s:ram~~s and merciful and repenteth him of the evil"
whine because of my" coarse, hit-or-miss manner" live up to all of Christ's injunctiollE!, an~ condemn (Joeln, 13). ".And God repented of the evil that
of exposing falsehood, and that you took consolation all the others as hypocrites and pretenders. Neither he had sai.d he would do unto them" (Jonah ii 10).
in the words of Jesus when he told his disciples that is it reasonable for you to hold that we are not to "Evil cam,~ do~n f~om the Lord unto the g~te of
they would be despised, hated and spoken falsely of take the ordinary, every-day Christians as the proper Jerusalem (Mwah I, 12). "Bt::hold against this
for his name's sake. The sophistry of your effort exponents of. the system, and to say we are not to family do I devise an evil from which ye shall not·
was at once apparent, inasmuch as you belong to the judge Christianity by them. We have to take Chris- rem on your necks; neither shall ye go haughtily
popular, powerful class and I to the one that is hated, tians as we find them and as they are, not what for this time is evil" (ii, 3). "The Lord repented of
despised, and falsely spoken of, and I deemed it quite they ought to be,_ or as you ~a~ d~eam they oug~t the evil he thought to do" (Ex. xxxii, 14). "I have
legitimate that I was most entitled to the consola- to be. We m_ust J~dg~ of Chnstiamty as we £nd It, set before thee death and evil" (Dent. xxx, 15). ".And
tion to be foUl'ld in the words of Jesus, and that it not what you Imagme It should be.
all evil of the men of Shechem did God render upon
had been the church from the early centuries that
If those who like gold and silver and lay them up their heads, and upon them came the curse of Johad been the oppressor and had done the hating and as treasures on earth, those who are fond of the tham, the son of Jerubbaal" (Jud. ix, 57). "I have
despising. I barely touched the subject. Volumes pleasures and good things of the world, those who rewarded the evil" (1 Sam. xxiv, 17). "Behold I
could be written· in the same line. .As to my hits are quarrelsome and contentious, those who prose- will raise up evil against thee" (2 Sam. xii 11).
and misses, I trust the hits outnumber the misses, cute wars or sustain those _who do; liars, swindlers, "~?~therefore behold, the Lord hath put a iying
and I apprehend they hurt quite as badly.
and robbers; those who grmd the faces of the poor spmt m the mouth of all these thy prophets, and the
You complain because I· alluded to John Calvin, and oppress the needy, the Pharisees and long-faced Lord hath spoken evil concerning thee " (1 Kings
but I have not done so oftener nor in any more un- hypocrites, those who seek to occupy the front seats xxii, 23). "The Lord shall bring on you all evil
complimentary terms than you have to_ Thomas in the churches and sit nearest the altar, those who things" (Josh. xxiii, 15). "I will bring evil in the
Paine. You have more than once alluded to his despoil their fellow-beings of what is justly their house of Jeroboam" (1 Kings xiv, 10). "Thus saith
coarseness and have accused me of copying from him. own, those who are intolerant ·and oppressive in the Lord, I will bring evil upon this place" (1 Kings
This has not offended me. I consider him a far less matters of opinion and would place fetters on the xxii, 16, and 2 Chron. xxxiv, 24). " Shall see the evil
coarse man than John Calvin, and I would not be at human mind-if all who are untruthful, malicious, I will bring" (2 Chron. xxxiv, 28). "He will bring
all averse to contrasting them in character and con- covetous, ambitious, and unholy cannot enter into e':il an~ not ~all back his words" (Isa. xxxi, 2). "I
duct, although probably no man has lived who has the heavenly J er~salem, where the lambs are, and '"!Ill brmg evil from. the ~orth, ~nd a great destrucbeen more slandered and belied by Christians than where they wear big cro'Yns of gold, play upon harps twn.". "~ehold I will brmg evil ~pon _this people."
has Thomas Paine.
of gold, where the dwellmgs are of gold, and where "Thus satth the Lord, Behold I Will brmg evil upon
I hope I did not hurt you by implying that you even the streets are paved with gold, but must be them, which they shall not be able to escape· and
are a follower of Calvin. You ask whence I derive thrust down below, with the goats, into the dark though they shall cry unto me., I will not he~rken
the authority for calling him your patron saint. Let smoke of pitch and brimstone, to roast and broil for- unto them." "I will bring evil upon the men of
me explain. When I first became acquainted with. ever, I fear the future of Christians will be no more .Anathoth." "Thus saith the Lord of Hosts, the God
you IJ one day inquired.. to what denomination you tolerable than the average of mankind, for they are of Israel, Behold I will bring evil upon this place
belonged. You replied, "The Baptist." KnoWing, no better.
the which whosoever heareth his ears shall tingle.'~
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"Wherefore their way shall be unto them as slip- thought that a perpetual contest existed between nose, mouth, ears, tongue, arms, hands, breast, bowpery ways in the darkness; they shall be driven on the powers of good· and evil, between light and els, loins, legs, feet, and back parts ! Nothing more
and fall therein; for I will bring evil upon them, even darkness, between heat and cold, or summer and erroneous, nothing more false, can be conceived.
the year of their visitation, saith the Lord." For lo, winter. Thus the forces of nature became the gods The only rational conception of God is either that
I begin to bring evil on the city which is called by and devils in which men believed. ·Personality, he comprehends all existences-the universe-all
my name, and should ye be utterly unpunished ? Ye characteristics, and attributes were given to their matter and force~ or that he is an extremely light
shall not be unpunished, for I will call for a sword gods and devils, and worBhip, oblations, ·and sacri- and thin material extending throughout all space, posupon all the inhabitants of the earth, saith the Lord :flees were offered to them to please them, to appease sessing possibly a density of a thousandth part of
of Hosts. Therefore prophesy thou against them all their wrath and secure their good will. In former that of the lumini:fierous ether, and as near nothing
these words and say unto them, The Lord shall roar times the devil was as much worshiped and pla- as· possible. Whatever God is, he is something or
from on high and utter his voice from his holy habi- cated as God-in fact, devil-worship is the older of nothing. .As no something has been found in any
tation; he shall mightily roar upon his habitation; the two. The devil caused the pain and suffering, part of the universe that can reasonably be prohe shall give a shout as they that tread the grapes and if he could only be appeased by good offices nounced God, it is probably safe to conclude that
against all the inhabitants of the earth.'' "I will they had little fear of the good being they called God is nothing j and, also, that all the foolish conbring on Judah all the evil pronounced." "I will God. With many nations the sun was the repre- ceptions that have been conjured up about him have
bring my words on this city for -evil and not for sentation of the dei:fic principle in the universe, been the result of grossest ignorance.
good.'' "I will bring evil upon all flesh, saith the while frost and night were the opposite, or the devil.
Now, as I have replied to your interrogations, I
Lord" (Jeremiah iv, 5; vi, 19; xi, 11; xi, 23; xix, 3; We see, then, that natme has furnished the models wish to propose a few questions to you which I parxxiii, 12; xxv, 29, 30; xxxv, 17; xxxix, 16; xlv, 5). for the numerous gods and demons that men have ticularly request you to answer, though you have
"The Lord pronounced all this evil.'' "Behold this devised. Nature has been the basis, to all ignorant hitherto evaded them: 1. You claim that God is not
evil is of the Lord " (1 Kings ix, 9; vi, 33). "The minds, for all the mythologies and theologies that anthropomorphic. How, then,. was it possible for
Lord pronounced all this evil." "I have brought all have existed, and the Jewish mythology is no excep- him to beget an anthropomorphic son? 2. How is
this evil on this people." "God hath pronounced tion to the general rule. That Yahweh or Jehovah it possible for the infinite to hold commerce with a
this evil on this place" (Jer. xvi, 10; xxxii, 42; xl, 2). was originally a nature-god I think I have quoted finite creature and produce an offspring? 3. Can the
"The Lord shall bring o~ you all evil things" (Josh. several passages to show.
infinite beget the finite? Can the infinite be sire to
xxiii, 15). In 1 Kings xxii we learn of God sending
I am glad that you accept the propositions of anthropomorphism? 4. What do you know about
an evil, lying spirit in the mouth. of all his prophets, Epicurus. It is certainly much easier to accept than God any way? 5. Will you give a few of the proofs
that the p~ople might be deceived and evil fall upon to disprove them. If you accept them you must that such a being, person, or infinite something or
them; and the Lord spoke evil concerning them. come to the conclusion that the Jewish God is either nothing has au existence? 6. Did he make the uniThere are many instances where the Lord gave evil veryweak:orvery wicked, or both. It seems impossible verse of nothing, or did he find some crude chaotic
instructions or advised such conduct as good men now to arrive at any other conclusion. He either will not material al!:eady at hand? 7. If so, how came that
regard as evil; for instance, the borrowing or stealing or cannot destroy evil; he will not or cannot cause chaotic matter to be in existence? 8. If yeu conthe valuables of the Egyptians by his chosen people, the human race to be happy. Dodge it as much as elude that such matter always existed, is it not just
the taking of the cities and property from those they you will, quote scripture as much as you will, talk as easy to conclude that the forces and laws inseparbelonged to, and giving them to pe?pl_e who. had no pious words as much as you will, you cannot escape able from it also always existed? 9. If God did make
right to them, and numerous other Similar evil deeds. these propositions.
matter, what did he make it of? If he did not make
I trust you will now be convincj:ld that the Bible
You wish me to prove that nature has no use matter, what did he make? 11. What is God made
and your system teach that God is the author of all for a god. I think I demonstrated. that by show- of? 12. Who made him, or how came he into existthings, evil as well as good. It seems appropriate ing that the actions of nature are uniform, un- ence? Please tell me just how much you know of
that the daily paper Truth, in its Sunday sermon of failing, and in obedience to innate, unchangeable the infinite. 13. If you know nothing Of it, what
last Sunday from the text, ".As I have given you a laws. I hardly think you will insist that the sun right have you to insist that I must accept your
land for which ye did not labor, and cities which ye cannot shine,. the rain fall, the winds blow, the views?
built not, and ye dwell in them; of the vineyards waves roll, streams of water run down hill, the
Near the close of your letter you introduce some
and olive yards which ye planted not do ye· eat" grass grow, and all natme bloom, without the help of thirteen propositions, several of which appear to me
(Joshua xxiv, 18), should open its discourse with a god. You will hardly insist that a whole is not equal opposite the truth. I cannot take the space to
these words: " Great God, what a God ! and what a to two halves without the aid of divinity. How many enter into a discussion of them at any length, but
fool to thus proclaim his own iniquity! .A being thousand years ago it was that the idea of a god simply to take a passing glance and dispute what I
bad enough to do all that his revealed record.s all~ge entered the s,:uperstitions mind I cannot tell you, but consider untrue.
that he did, and yet who poses before mankind as a as it is known that man has progressed from a very
Your first is, "God iB' positively good.'' I probeneficent spirit, the creator of the universe, ought low condition, but a trifle above the beasts of the nounce this not true. It is very uncertain whether
to have been discreet en~mgh to cover his bloodyvil- forest, it is fair to conclude that there was a time there be a God, and if there be one, he is as much
lainies with the cloa~ of silence. Perhaps, however, when he had not even conceived of gods and devils, evil as good, and even far more so. There is more
since his virtues are so few, it is only simple justice any more than the animals with whom he associated of positive unhappiness than of positive happiness in
to accord him credit in this instance for eandor.'' on terms of equality. That there are races of men the world. .And if the hell theory is true, the evil
Later on these inquiries are made: "Is this a god of now living in .Africa who have no conception of predominates a thousandfold.
justice? Is this a god of mercy? Is this a god of God, and no word in their languages to express the
Your second, ".All that is contrary to God is evil" is
truth? If it is just to take from those who labor and. idea of such a being, I think I can show by Liv- equally uncertain. If there ill not positively a God,
give to those who do not, by bloodshed, rapine, and ingston, Stanley, and other .African explorers. or if it is not positively known what he is, we cannot
cruelty then he is a god of j:ustice. If it is merciful When you assert that I cannot prove that there ever positively tell what is opposed to him, and cannot
to spar~ a harlo~ becau~e she betrays all the people was a tim~ whe.n. men had no belief _in G?d, you tell whether it is evil or good. From all we can learn
of her city, ~hile slaJ!I!g ~housands of those abo~t state what ~s pos1t1v_ely ~true.. That time IS even from .the Bible, he is the source of evil, and hence
her-her victims-then ne IB a god of mercy. If It now; and If you WISh It I Will look up the proof what is opposed to him is quite as likely to be good
is truth to say, 'Thou shalt not steal,' and yet com- and introduce it in my next letter.
as evil.
mand wars and extermination for purposes of theft;
You wish to know why nature is not more merciYour third," God created all beings and things perif it ~s true to command, 'Thou shalt. not kill,' and 1 ful, why water drowns, fire burns, and flow~rs. g~v feet," is far fr~m the tr~th. It is ~~:ot.,known th=;-t h_e .,
yet direct not only slaughter of men m unprovoked forth a poisonous perfume. I can only say It ISm created ~nJ:thmg, but If we a?mit _that. he did, It
conflict, but also the murder of women and the slay-! the nature of things to be as they are, and for all must be mslste~ upo_n that while pam, disease, soring of babies, then he is a god ~f truth. .Ali these, results there are sufficient causes to pro_duce. them. row, and wo ~xist, thmgs are a great deal less perthings and more, and ~orse, t~IB Jehovah ~Id that; Your question has .no force unless the Idea IB h~ld feet than ommp?tence ought to ~ave produced.
he might, as stated by himself m the text, give unto· that all things are produced by an all-powerfulmYom fourth IS mere speculatiOn, and wholly unthe ancient Jews lands for which they did not labor,~ telligence. To one believing in such an individual- proved.
.
Your fi_fth I~ of the same unprove_d character.
cities which they did not build, and vineyards which· ity the existence of evils and woes seems like a great
they did not plant. Candid men, whoever . and; wrong and inconsistency. Believing, as you do, in
Your siXth IS mere loose speculatiOn. .
wherever you are, is this your ideal of God?" The 1a great designer, you have just grounds to consider
Your_seventh, ab~ut 'Yhat God determmed to d?,
closing words of the sermon are thea~: " That may him a very bad designer, a cruel, mercile~s m?nste~. has as httle foundatiOn m fact as the baseless fabnc
justify him [Joshua], but what a horrible god must But I do not regard nature as a reasonmg mtelh- of a dreal?.
.
.
have been his god ! And yet. we are asked to haye; gence, nor as a designer, and hence she can be a~tuYour e~ghth belong~ to the sam~ pwus fictiOn.
this god for our god. In the hght of the bloody his- ated by neither love nor hate, mercy nor seventy.
Your mnth means httle or noti:mg.
tory of that god, rev~aled by himself, how sincerely 1 She is moved by inn~te, unchangeable laws, 'Yhich
_Your tenth, about "man dehber~tely and,. co_ncan we say, God forbid!"
1are not amenable to pity or c~uel~y.
I regard mtel-- B?wu_s ~f. the consequences chose to _sm, God pe.m_It·
tak
h
"Th
·
t
lligence
as
the
result
of
orgamzatwn
the
product of tmg It, IB most untrue. Man was Ignorant and my ou are miB en w en you say,
e eXIs ence
.
.~
.
·
d h k
th'
b t lt' t
· ·
d
·
t
·
t
· " It the brain and mental organs as seemg IB the func- experience ; e new no mg a on u Ima e conse?f evil Is a~ am~gmg o yo~r VI~ws ~~Ho llild~~· .1· tion of the eye and optic ne;ves Unless nature can quences, and did what he did in accordance with the
Is ?~t so. . n{ep y ~~;;:,or ~~qmryth t ow -~· evti 'be shown, to have a brain and .organs I cannot con- nature God gave him. It was God who foreknew
origu;tate m t h~ wo~
h WI. s~y a ~CC?I. mf do' ceive that she can have intelliuence the reasoning the consequences, who was conscious of all the mismy VIe~s not Ifg m t e _uniVeisef evei o. Ggn~ e
power or be moved by symp~thy 'or tenderness. ery which would be entailed, and who deliberately
T~e umverse. a ways was.Aintsh~me. orm.d oo 'Ian :.All w~ can do is to study her laws and adapt our- made all the factors in the businesR, and virtually
evil are relative terms.
mg Is goo or evi ac-:
.
.
. b
a· .
d
d th
lt
e resu :
..
.
t the use made of it Order is good·· dis- selves so far as possible to her mevita le con Itwns. ecree
cord mg o
· .
'
·
.· k
· h' k'
Your eleventh IB as false as ndiCulous. It was
order is evil For instance, fire IS good when used· You are, however, wofully mista en m t m mg 8h .
'th
t0
k
to warm us .in cold weather and to cook our food,· that the scriptures make creation and existence clear.
owmgd mercy WI 'tha ~e~geanlc~
rna e a ~oung
but it is an evil when it burns our dwellings, destroy-. They yield only falsehood and inconsistency and mhan ahn wk oman Wildou a tnokw efge .or e:x;pferilenced,
· ·
d
'
· f
t
ddl
df .
w o e new wou
p r a e o p01son I p ace
ing houses and Cities; and when use to torture us produce a ar grea er mu
e~ an
ai m~re uncer'th' th .
h and then deliberate! created the
after death, it is hell, and of course evil. Water is I tainty, tJian would oth~r:wise exi~t ... The Bible story w~is~~ an~Ir r=~~d· it before them, he k~owin the
"'d t'1mesgworsey
g ood when used to allay thirst and supply· the waste I of creatiOn
h andldthe
b origm
d · of·
d evil IB the most mon- P
wou ld par t aPke of I't . H e was a th ousau
of the flui_ds ~f the body, to re f res h growmg vegeta- strous t at con
e eVIBe .
"
than man or woman for he had all knowledge and
tion and m rivers and seas, to float barges, boats, I You make another demand upon me to frame a
h d
'
and' ships, but it i~ ~n evil when it descends with, p~ragraph. describing any ac~ of a supr~~e po~er tlle/ou~ t~oe~;th
conundr\lm, "Should God have
such force and rapidity as to destro:y: _crops, wash ~VItho_ut usmg an_thro~omorphiC la~g~age: N othmg destro ed the dnl spring of virtue?" is almost too
away homes, and destroy towns and Cities. Wheat ~s easier. If we Ima~me that _God u;; m~mte, extend- rofoJnd for me
I can hardly reach the hidden
and corn are good when used for food for men and mg wherever spac~ IB ~ver BI~ce d~~twn.w~s, ho~ ~e thor its mea~ing. I will answer, however, Yes,
animals but when oonverted into alcohol and used easy to speak of his universality, his Immensity, his 'f p
ld h
b
b tt
ff 'th t 't If 't
' to poison the blood and debase the human non-Impersona
·
1·Ity, h'IB d'ff
aved een
e er
o 'tWI ou ·I . ·
I
.
as a drink
I usa b'l't
I I y, h'IB et erna1 pres- I mandwou
dl
·
1·
mind they become great evils. There is probably ence! How easy to liken him to the light of the wGasda e1USIVte ~It' ea Y sprmg I was crimma In
'
'
. .
.
h
h
r . f d t'
d 0 to crea e I .
. nothing but what IS good m. Its proper place and use, sun, tb,~ ~Ir,_ the et er, t e qua _ItieB o . ura ~o~ an
Your thirteenth, another conundrum, about man's
but may also become an evil when perverted to an space, Illimitable and almost mconceivable · How
h .
d b . .
· h
t
h'
1
im roper use.
absurd, how ignorant, how i~pe~ect, how _mislead- vo untary 0 oiCe an . rmgmgpums men upon Imthe primitive ages of the human race it was ing, how_false, to speak of the mfimte as havmg eyes,
((J_mt~nueil on page 364.)
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flommunications.
More Notes.

there was a revival meeting then inprogress and an
excited multitude under the influence of the' united
clergymen of the place, I consented to speak in the
court-house, and the whole church influence set in to
defeat me in my professional business in the place.
~ne good .Chri~~ian woman wish~d to giv me "adYIC.e ~s a fr1e~d not to say anythmg :Whatever upon
rehgwus sub]e~ts. I could. do hund1eds of dolla.r~
worth of work 1.n the plac~ 1f I would bu~ keep still
upon these sul_>Jects, but 1f I would c~nt11!ue to t~lk
upon these top!cs I could no_t do anythmg ln_the hue
of my professiOnal occupatiOn, etc .. I ~ephed that
I had walked away from all finanmal mterest and
superficial w_orldly glory f.or~y years ago, and set out
upo~ the w1de cold Christian ~orld naked-handed,
leavmg _houses and lands ani! fr1~nds, and e~en lovers _behmd me ; that I had !llarne~ and raised ~y
fa_mlly and educated my children m my professiOn
w1th ~y fingers, and I should not go backward ,[Iow
at th1s late day.
ork. or no _work, I would cry
aloud and spare not m. t1mes like these, when the.
ch_urch forces were sendmg the best people we hav to
prison ~~d to prematur~ graves. .And. I feel the
s~me. spmt t~-day. ~ :Will spend t~e ba~ance of my
life m labormg as diligently and mtelligently as I
can to redeem the race, and to . save my country
from the enm:oachme_n~ of a com~nned church power
and a centralized political despotism.
.
C. S. RowLEY.

.As I read mind and mental forces through the
organism1 I will here remark that both Phelps and
Pool are naturally combativ and aggressiv in a
mental sense, but their intellectual brains differ in
form and development, and so do their methods of
reasoning and proving their positions.
When the world learns that every man is what he
is through his organism it will cease its self-righteousness and persecution and cease to enforce inhuman Jaws and demand impossibilities of human
nature.
Mr. Phelps presented his platform of principles,
logic, his scientific, mathematical, analytical, and
irrefutable method and only true way of reasoning
and _aniving at truth, and his opponent did not and
could not destroy or refute it, so I think. I wish to
giv Mr. Pool all credit due him, and to represent him
justly, and will say what I should hav said, in its
proper place, that h~ is well educated, has a good
memory, has read much, uses language correctly and
critically, and is more fluent in speech than Mr.
Phelps.
.
His attempts to prove the Bible divine were failures. His reasoning was not mathematical or scientific, for in mathematics and science we find no
orthodox god, the source of the divinity claimed for
the Bible. Unhappily for him, he was like the man
who undertoek to build his chimney at the top, but
could not find support for his first brick. His repeated statement that if the major proposition be
true the minor ones must be true also, was conect;
but, alas for him! he had to assume (as Prof. Phelps
told him often) the major proposition to be true, all
the way through, without proving it. He was like
Dr. Sewall, who wrote a book to refute phrenology,
forty-five years ago, and asked D.aniel Webster for

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Since my last writings for THE TRUTH SEEKER I
hav visited Bronson, Coldwater, Quincy, Jonesville,
Hanover, Concord, Tekon~ha, Union City, .Athens,
Sherwood, Colon, and Centreville in the interest of
'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER and the principles of ·Constitutional freedom which it clearly defines and faithfully
d
t
a A~cB:~~son I was hospitably entertained at the
house of J. Francis Ruggles, the great bibliopole
of the West. Mr. Ruggles has a fine and extensiv
collection of rare curiosities and objects of especial
interest. .A life-size bust of Geo. Washington and
one of Robert Ingersoll are among the first objects
to attract attention. .A very extensiv line of photographs of the most celebrated men and women of
t.he past and present times afford a great pleasure to
the observer. Coins of all nations and ages are presented, and papers published as far ba:ck as the fourteeilth century and from that time up to the present.
It is a rare pleasure to spend time in the laboratory
of this intelligent and enterprising young man.
I was also invited to the hospitality of the resi11ence of Dr. Geo. F. Rockwell and his family. It
is woman's skilful hand which adds a charm of neatA Great Victory in Kansas.
ness and cheer to the festiv' board.
I was invited to speak in Bronson the ne2...-t time I
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
am at the place, and, the lines being now so closely "We hav met the enemy and they are ours." About
drawn and so well defined between .Anthony Com- the middle of January Prof. 0 . .A. Phelps came
stock-backed by the Y. M. C . .A.-and the people's
here and gave three able lectures, which were well
constitutional rights, I will speak upon these subJects attended,
and created much excitement and "holy
when I am requested to.
horror" among the pure, pious churches.
his opinion of it. Webster read the book, and said
.At Coldwater I met with Dr. Brown and some
He challenged the orthodox to discuss with him, to Sewall, "If yo~tr p?·emises are t?·~te, your arguf
ment is conclusiv." But they were not true.
other Liberals. But I think the church under its
through any champion they chose, the ollowing
His argument to prove a God from design, or the
various denominations has a strong hold in this propo11ition:
1
f ·1
h
h
field of unusual wealth, fashion, and conservatism.
"Resolved, That the Bibie is not of divine origin, is Pale;r argument, was a comp ete a I ure to t ose w o
There is much need of activ, intelligent, and earnest at variance with many established facts, and teaches ~:~iflyn. the light of nature a~d reason, and do not
reformatory work in Coldwater and its vicinity.
a defectiv code of morals."
'' A. man convinced against his will
.At Quincy I found a stanch advocate of freedom
The Methodists, Presbyterians, and Baptists made
Is of the same opinion still."
and the general principles of Liberalism in the person no response, wisely foreseeing that " discretion is
of E. Mudge, Esq. Judge Mudge became a sub- the better part of valor." The Campbellites or
Prof. Phelps pressed upon his opponent's considscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and through him its Christians-whatever might hav been the motiv- eration the book of Euclid, from a heathen sourcemerits may be introduc~d more extensivly to the showed themselvs to be more manly, generous, and a book without one enor, used in all our schools, in
people of Quincy and its vicinity .
liberal, and showed more confidence in their ability contrast with the Bible, full of acknowledged enors;
.At Jonesville, among the activ Liberals I met to deny the proposition and "put down Infidelity," but he made no reply. H~ also paid no atte~tion to
were Lawyer Meniam, H. W. Tuller, and some others and chose the Rev. C. W. Pool, of Humboldt, Kan- several quotations made by Phelps to prove the Biwhose names I hav not at hand.
sas, as their representativ and champion. It was ble at variance with science, and that part of the
Hanover is the home of the Snows, who are well- confidently assumed and asserted beforehand that it proposition might bett11r hav been left out, except to
known in all that vicinity as independent Free- would neither be a hard nor a long task to sweep show unprejudiced minds that Pool could not reconthinkers.
away and demolish both Phelps and his proposition. cile many facts with his inspired, divine Bible.
Concord is noted for its Universalism, which .A few old " blue-law" fossils said Phelps ought
Mr. Pool's labors to prove the divine origin of the
seems to be orthodoxy in blossom, or gone to seed. not to be permitted to propagate his opinions-that Bible from the prophecies, the miracles, the resurThe world of mankind are slow to learn that the there should be a law to prevent him from so doing. rection of Christ, and the "perfect morals" thereof,
only true worship or devotion consists in an unreThe discussion began on the 22d of February and were ab?rtiv, for Phelps m_et and thwarted him on
served consecration to law or principle, and that all was continued through eight evenings. It was held every pomt,, by reason, bJ: history, by facts, and by
adoration paid to an unknown and incompreliensible in the new neat beautiful brilliantly-illuminated the Bible ztself, and venfied that "out of thy, own
divinity is only idolatry.
Christian church,' and the ~xpenses for light, fuel,' rnouth will I condemn thee." Mr. ~ool quote.d and
.At Tekonsha we hav J. C. Budd, Dr. Rogers, usher, etc., were equally divided between the Liber- rep~ated Greenleaf on what constitutes emdence,
J. W . .Anderson, and others as intelligent workers als and Christians. The Methodists bad been and whiCh no one, I presume, doubts; but, unfortunately
in the cause of Liberalism and supporters of THE were having "a great revival" when Phelps came to for him, he could not produce such evidence to asTRUTH SEEKER.
irritate and disturb them, and the minister advised tablish his propositions.
.
.At Union City there are a score or more activ and the "lambs in the fold" not to go to the discussion,
Phelps show_ed that the genes~s of man was thereearnest workers and supporters of THE TRUTH and kept up their meetings during four nights of the s~lt of ~v~lutwn through contmuous changes and
SEEKER. David Gifford, at this place, paid me nine debate. The Presbyterians also held evening meet- d1fferent1at~ons of godle~s and un?reated ma~ter.
dollars for the cause of freedom and the support of ings and began them much earlier than the discus- Mr. Pool tr1ed to be facetious and Witty on the 1dea
Liberal publications .
sion opened. Both ministers kept as many from ~he that man was evolved from. a monkey, but I hav seen
.At .Athens I was liberally and hospitably enter- debate as possible. .A theater, also, was play1ng more th~n on~. hum~n bemg that was below the
tained at the residence of Mr. Spencer and at Mr. during four nights of the conflict, an~ the roads monkey 1_n b~am 3:nd mt_ellect. .
M. Doubleday's. Mr. Doubleday has one of the were so bad that many, several miles distant, could
EvolutiOn IS a bitter p1ll for pr1estcraft and ?rthofinest farm residences in St. Joseph county, and it not attend. In spite of all these 'disadvantages and doxy to swallow; and tho_se who do swallow It are
is mentally illuminated with Liberal sentiments.
opposing forces, every seat was full, and on some su~e to b~ cured of t~at d1sease~ and abnormal ~.en
.At Sherwood there are a few out-and-out Liberals. nights a few stood up.
tality whwh can ~ebeve such mhuma!l absurd1t~es,
.And there is a class or sect known as the Yorkites.
'fhe three well-attended lectures of Prof. Phelps in the results of whwh were so emphatiCally and 1m.A minister by the name of York came out from the January created much excitement, which was greatly pressivly described by Mr: Phelps.
M. E. church and is occupying about the same increased during the discussion, and a few of the atMr. Pool and some of h1s brethren expresse_d great
ground as Profs. Swing, and Thomas of Chicago. tendants had so little faith in their own religion '}Jity for Phelp~, and I hav no doubt the p1ty was
The supporters of this phase of religious faith are that they could not bear the pressure of rigid analy- !llutual .a!ld remproca~. . It. seemed to _me to ~e a trybuilding a new church at Sherwood, apd they also sis, criticism, and facts, and left.
mg pos1t10n for the ChriStians to be m, to s1t there
hav a "house of worship " at .Athens. This class of
and hear the nature and character and history of
"He who fights and runs away
progressionists is also quite numerous about Union
their God so truthfully portrayed and both their
Willliv to fight another day."
City. But, so far as I know, they pay more attenGod and their God-derived and God-inspired Bible
tion to "religious worship" than they do to the agOne Christian, one Infidel, and a .third person impeached in the n.ame of truth and humanity. That
gressions of Comstock and the Y .. M. C . .A. upon the chosen !...y them, sat as moderators during the debate. Mr. Phelps could, with entire safety of person, thus
citadels of constitutional rights, and the indispensaIt was glorious and happifying to see believers talk to Christians, and criticise and condemn their
ble requisits of personal freedom.
and skeptics, both male and female, meeting there impotent and baseless system of salvation, marks
.At Colon we hav a large list of subscribers for eight evenings, shaking friendly bands, trt(lating each great progress in human development and manTHE TRUTH SEEKER, which circumstance in itself other with respect, and sitting side by side, all mixed hood.
indicates an activ, practical devotion to human up, and nobody.hurt in any sense, with a very few
The closing scene, when Mr. Phelps, with sincere
rights and p!3rsonal freedom, without which there exceptions. .Ah ! reader, I was filled with unutter- and friendly feeling, thanked the audience, the modcan be no permanent deliverance from the mental able emotions, which the silent tear came to relieve, erators, and his opponent for their patience, attenslaveries of the darker ages. There are activ, earnest as faithful memory took me back to from twenty to tion, and courtesy, was to me most impressiv and
workers in the cause of Liberalism in Colon and.ts forty-five years ago, when I was often insulted and promising for humanity.
vicinity, of whom I should take great pleasure in had things thrown at my head during my utterance
The chief value of such discussions is that they
speaking more definitely, but my present notes are of unpopular truth, and when not even a Universal- giv access to a class of hearers, and an opportunity
more extensiv already than I had anticipated.
ist, much less an Infidel, was considered fit and good to spread the light whic~ in no other way could be
Centreville is a place of very especial interest to enough to sit with Christians in the same church or obtained.
me, in connection with my feeble efforts in behalf of pulpit.
There is a great mental upheaval, and truth is
human rights. I was spending considerable time in
Each disputant spoke one-h.alf-hour, and spoke coming to the surface. False gods are dying that
Centreville about the time when the editor of THE twice each evening. Phelps affirmed the proposition humanity may liv. Phelps is a champion iconoclast,
TRUTH SEEKER was arrested by Comstock, and I was four nights and closed with a fifteen minutes' speech. and Pool is an able (<}odite and idol-builder. I
requested to speak in the court-house upon the signs The proposition was then reversed and Mr. Pool thank and bless them both for preparing the way for
of the times and the issues of the hour, and although affirmed and Phelps denied.
a better humanity and a higher life on earth. I
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could hav said much more, but space in THE TRUTH offenses. That is to say that preachers are guilty of portion of that tool of exchange, which is their right
SEEKER is precious.
more crime than any other class of men; that they and should be as free as water or air.
commit crime knowingly, wickedly, and without-the
Yes, the remedy is simple; the only trouble is to
Orthodoxy~ " thy sun is setting ;
Thy glory waxe.th dim ;
excuse of ignorance and· want, which so often palli- drill the truth into the.majority of the voters' heads
Thy genius, his charge forgetting,
ates offense.
·
so they will appreciate it. The cry of inflation has
Chants forth thy dying hymn."
The list published by me is alphabetically arranged been a more cruel lash than the whip of the slaveColumbus, Kan.
J. H. CooK.
and brief, as follows: ".Anderson, Rev. J. S., Charles drivers, yet no man ever saw a full legal tender
City, Iowa, M. E.; seducing wife of D. C. Haye. money of any nation depreciate one farthing so long
Bayliss, Rev. E. L., Maple River; Mich., Bap.; seduc- as the government stood secure and received its own
Underwood's Essays and Lectures.
money for all debts and dues. We should just as
ing- M:t;s. Phonix; state prison."
I hav just finished reviewing for the third time
The list has been collated from the printed reports soon expect the postage stamps to depreciate as~such
B. F. Underwood's "Essays and Lectures'' thee so in papers, and will be continued. Will friends be so a money.
kindly sent me some weeks ago, and I must tell thee kind as to send me clippings from papers, with name
"Ill fares the land to hastening ills a prey,
how well I like them.
Where wealth accumulates and men decay."
and date of paper, for future issues of "Crimes of
'The book is a truly valuable one, and should be in Preachers ?"
Never was this so truly applicable as to our land
every Liberal library. Underwood is a strong and
The price of the pamphlet will be twenty-five to-day. .Already another panic is prophesied for this
logical reasoner, and his books are full of good, tell- eents per copy, six for one dollar, fifteen for two year.
J. H. Wooo. .
ing facts that make them very useful for reference. dollars.
The lecture on " The Influence of Christianity on
M. E. BILLINGS.
" Spread the gospel ! "
What Difference Does It Make 1
Civilization" is splendid. It tells powerfully against
It
is
acknowledged
frankly by many of the leaders
the moralizing and enlightening effects of Christianof ecclesiastical orthodoxy that the clergy and the
Pay Up.
ity in every country where it has gained a foothold,
and proves this boastful religion to be one of the
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I hav made arrangements church are drif'tin,q in their belief, or rather in their
direst curses that ever blasted the hopes of happiness by which I shall be able to send thee the $10 I am unbelief. I hav observed for many years past that
when clergymen convene in ecclesiastical council
of trusting, confidiJ:Ig believers.
owing thee for books before thee starts on thy trip.
there seems to be an almost irresistible desire on the
The lecture on "Woman " is also an excellent one, I hope every one who owes thee for the paper or for
part of one or more of the speakers to transcend the
and proves conclusivly that woman is fully man's books will pay the last dollar of the debt, so thee
limits of the creed and to dwell upon topics which
equal in intellect and all that makes for righteous- will be able to start with a full purse and leave with
the orthodox creed forbids them to investigate.
ness. It shows that with equal chances for educa- the best of feelings toward all thy many worshiping
They all seem to be drifting, drifting. The past
tional improvement she will be just as capable of subscribers. I do not understand how any one who winter, one of the leading lights among the orthomaking and executing good and wholesome laws as reads and loves our dear TRUTH SEEKER can think dox clergy stated to a crowded house in one of his
is her brother man. In closing this essay he says: ".A of letting its honored editor leave ~or so long a jom'- regular sermons on the Sabbath that intelligent men
man or woman needs not to be confined to one re- ney and feel that they are owing him. I, for one, and women no longer accept the creed of the church.
form. We should be broad, liberal, cosmopolitan, shall not enjoy a single step of thy trip unless I liqui- They are unsettled in the faith. None but the ignogiving all reforms a generous support and uncompro- date my money indebtedness before thee starts. Thy rant know what to believe. .A distinguished D.D.
mising aid every time we hav an opportunity, and for other numerous kindnesses and the great gifts of of this city, who is an associate editor of an orthodox
that reason I came here this evening and hav spoken mental treasures I hav received from thee I can only paper; and who has a large pastorate, recently harepay by feelings ·of true gratitude and warm affec- ranged the consociation with remarks which showed
in favor of woman suffrage."
Thine admiringly and. earnestly,
The lecture, "Spiritualism from a Materialistic tion.
that he had drifted, and he must tell his brethren
May 23, 1881.
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
Standpoint," interested me me most of all, because
what wonderful discoveries he had made. Here is a
this " ism " is the last lingering remnant of the
specimen of what he said:
mythologies, and if once settled to be a delusion,
Financial
Economy
for
the
.Million.
"What difference does it make with us whether
the world will be rid of gods and ghosts, future
the Bible was inspired or not? Suppose it was inTo
THE
EDITOR
OF
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
Sir
:
lives will given up, and the now and to-day, the here
spired-how are we to find out whether it was or
and the known, will receive our highest and best I hav been reading your remarks upon the corpora- was not .'i' Then suppose it was inspired ? and again
labors for humanity. This little essay seems to cover tions, consolidations, and monopolies; and during suppose it was not? What are we to do about it?
a great deal of ground, and speaks volumes in favor your discussion of them you ask, How can it be pre- What difference does it make whether the forbiddeir
of Materialism versus Spiritualism, and yet it is vented ? I answer, the remedy is very simple and fruit of which Father .Adam ate was apple, pear, or
broad, liberal, and tolerant to Spiritualists them- sure; the great trouble is to get it stated to the peo- orange? The Old Testament states that Elijah was
ple in the proper form so that they can see and carried to heaven in a chariot of fire. Now what
selva.
In closing he says: "While I am no Spiritualist appreciate their rights and see how they are difference does it make whether he went to heaven in
I think that Spiritualism, in the present transitional wronged. Interest, in any form, is an outrage upon a fiery chariot or on a bicycle or on a donkey, or
stage of thought, is doing a work that is much need- the laborers, who earn all wealth. There is no more whether he didn't go to heaven at all, or whether
ed; . . . there is so much in the theory and his- justice in taking interest than in picking pockets; that story about him. is simply an allegory? What
tory of modern Spiritualism that is in marked con- and those editors who will learn this truth, and pro- difference does it make with us whether the whale
trast to the popular theology; its teachings in many claim it to the ,laborers and voters, with the simple swallowed Jonah or Jonah swallowed the whale? or
respects are so far in advance
those of t~e chur?h; and proper remedy, will be the greatest benefactors whether that Bible story is simply an allegory writits literature ·so much more Liberal and m keepmg that ever walked the earth. It is the duty of every ten by some good old man who wanted to do right,
with the spirit of the century; its press and its plat- stable government to furnish its people with a full but who was highly pleased at his own efforts to inform so comparativly free, and the intelligent legal tender money, issued by the government itself duce the people to believe his marvelous story? I
and informed among its adherents so much more (not delegated to banks or bankers), in sufficient say, what difference is it going to make with us
courteous and generous in the treatment of its oppo- quantities to pay all debts, public and private, at whether we do believe such things or do not? Will
nents, that it has required from me something of a once, and never go into debt or oblige any of its it help us to be more honest, more truthful, more
sacrifice of personal feeling to offer the criticisms people to ask for trust or credit. There should be kind and affectionate in our families, to believe that
which I hav uttered, and which I believe justice and so much money in circulation that no man would the sun and moon actually stood still for the purpose
need to borrow one dollar. Then there would be no of lengthening a long day of bloody warfare? What
impartiality demand."
Now I hope every good Liberal who feels able to need of banks or pawn-shops. Such money would difference does it make whether the world is six
de so will order a copy of this valuable work, and stay in the hands of those who need it to use, and thousand years old or six millions of years? We all
thus encourage the writer and the publisher to ~o on would like water, flush every part of our country. want to be good, exemplary, law-abiding, peace-lov-.
with their labors for reform, progress, and enlight- It sho~ld be received by the government at all times ing, and strife-hating citizens. We want to liv in
at par for all dues and for duties and taxes. With peace with all men, do right, pay our honest obligaenment.
The truth has only to make itself known to be such currency so plenty, our prisons, jails, and work- tions, and do no wrong to our neighbors. Now, then,
accepted, loved, and appreciated. We all prize truth. houses would soon be vacant to rent for f>hops or is it going to help us and make us better to believe
other and better uses than as pens to stifle humanity. that .Adam was created perfectly holy, after which
L,et us then help to giv it to the world. Let us
No man would counterfeit a money so free that he he fell from his holy condition, and thus brought all
" Grasp the sturdy blade of reason,
could get it by earning it. No man wo~ld _lie, steal, his posterity, to the end of time, to an estate of sin
Bright from thoughts within;
rob, or murder to get a few dollars If It was so and misery ? We all need. assistance to ~each us h_ow
Cowardice is direst treason,
plenty that he could get it for labor.
Ignorance is sin.
te liv right. Now, then, If we meet With anythmg
In 1865 there was in circulation 2,111,678,579 dol- in the Bible the belief of which· will make us more
Nature's arsenal is ready,
Potent is her" breath,
lars of money for only the Northern states, about manly and more .womanly, more honest, truthful,
Liberals form, then, strong and steady,
twenty-five million people, to use. No one was idle and more estimable as worthy citizens, let us lay
Liberty or death."
or begging or starving. Our jails and prisons were hold of it with all our faith, and get all_ the assistELMINA.
not crowded. But we had not money enough, for ance possible from exercising implicit faith in any
there were banks and pawnbrokers who could liv by real or fancied efficacy to help when assistance is
Crimes of Preachers.
loaning money. The South had no money, and there needed. If the heart and life are rendered better
.A. pamphlet with the above caption, now ready for should hav been issaed by the government four bill- by making long prayers, pray and keep on praying
delivery, has been issued by the undersigned at ion dollars more, and there would never hav been a all night. If it is likely to make a better man or
Waverly, Iowa. The record will be kept up, and panic or a business failure. Our cities would not woman of you to believe that the grea~ creator of
hav grown so fast or become so con-upt. Our people the universe sent down fire from heaven m answer to
future editions issued, bringing the record to date.
Five years ago I commenced keeping an indexed would hav spread out all over the land, and money a petition of Elijah, and consumed the sacrifice, and
scrap-book of items clipped from newspapers, giving could not hav accumulated in the hands of a few, as burl.it ·up the wood of which t'he altar was made,
the accounts of crimes committed by our reverend it has. But instead of putting out more money, when it was soaking wet with water, and burnt up
sky pilots. If I had been before astonished at a list there was 1,808,314,475.69 of untaxed legal debt- the stones and licked up the water in the trench,
of forty clerical villians, as publisl~ed in the Cincin- paying money that drew no interest from labor, de- why, bltlieve it. What difference does it make
nati Commercial, and more astomshed by a vastly- stroyed, and untaxed interest-bearing bonds put in whether the narrativ is a sacred allegory, or whether
extended list published in THE TRUTH SEEKER, imagin place of it. To draw interest from those who labor, such an occurrence did actually take place indeed
my amazement when, aft~r five ye~I:s of this "_la?or to put in the pockets of those who do not labor, that and in truth?"
SIGMA.
of love," I found myself m a conditiOn to pubhsb to was the only way to procure an aristocracy, which
The correction of a historical error always pleases
the world the names of almost five hundred ministers can only liv upon a public debt.
Money has been contractt:d in about sixteen years me and I am always ready to acknowledge a misof God who, within a limit of less than one-fourth of
the United States, hav been guilty of 200 adulteries; from over two billions for twenty-five millions of take by myself. . I sai~ that Tay~or's . "Diegesis_"
23 bastardies; 28 bigamies; 25 cases of cheating; 26 people to about one-third that amou_nt for fifty mill- was written durmg his second Impnsonment m
of deserting wife and children; 27 of drunkenness; ions of people; so that one dollar IS more valuable 1829. It now appears that that was his first impris23 of embezzlement; 21 of forgery; 29 of immoral than ten dollars ought to be. .And from the Presi- onment. More light is needed on the history of
assault on women; 27 of larceny; 11 of murder; 6 of dent of the United States to the lowest scavenger, that remarkable man, and I hope Mr. Forder, of
perjury; 17 of rape, mostly on little girls; 22 of judges, lawyers, ministers, men, and women, all a_re London will furnish the matter he suggests. The
swindling; 102 of seduction; 11 of suicide; 4 of sod- giving their lives and sacred honor, are ready to he, "Diege~is" needs an alphabetical index.
ANTICHRIST.
omy; and 6 of slander, besides a. host of minor steal, forge, rob, murder, anything, to obtain a small
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did talk to I'eebles ? In your books tell us all about
the domestic life of the heathen.
I lmow two Freethinlrers who would be good company for you-Wm. Hart,· of Kirlrsville, Mo., and
Dr. Pearce, of Camargo, Illinois. Dr. Pearce is a
very wealthy gentlemen. Of course, whoever accompanies you will pay all his own expenses. Mr. Hart
is a stanch Freethinker. Both gentlemen are very
SKANEATELES, May 14, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find postal order for $5, social and well-read. Your friend, W. F. JAMIESON.
the amount promised you for the round-the-world
HARTFORD, CoNN., May 28, 1881.
trip.
Your respectfully,
JoEN L. MASON.
MR. EDITOR: I expect to call on you in a few days
SILEX, ARK., May 13, 1281.
if nothing happens, and will then hand you my $5
MR. EDITOR: At last we hav the word to fork over, for the world trip. I wish to look r,ou square in the
so here goes $8-$5 for the 0 (round) trip, and $3 for face and giv you one hearty grasp of the hand before you leave, for fear I may never hav the chance
my subscription. I glory in seeing you go.
Inclosed also is $5 from H. L. Bailey, of this place, again, as it is a long way round this. world and
for the trip and books.
E. M. JENNINGS.
many dangers are to be met with ; but wish you a
safe return, as you are heeded home to battle ignoGARDNER, May 12, 1881.
rance and superstition.
Adieu.
D. BoDIFIELD.
D. M. BENNETT: Find inclosed check for eighteen
from E. F. Blodgett, Fletcher Blodgett, and A. w~
RocHESTER, MICH, May 8, 1881.
Goodnow-$5 each-for the round-the-world fund,
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find the formerly
and three d®llars for THE TRUTH SEEKER another year. pledged five dollars to help you around the world,
E. F. BLODGETT.
and I hope and pray the gods of the varioue localities which you may visit will be propitious to you.
KAssoN, IowA, May 6, 1881.
I hav no particular fears of any save that Jew God
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find three dollars to pay of Palestine, whom you hav so unmercifully held up
my subscription for another year. In the faitll of of late. If he yet retains many of his former charunbelief in heavenly nonsense I am with you.
acteristics, you will need to keep a sharp eye' out
I see you hav decided to take that big satl. Find or you may "catch a lick" while traveling through
·a "V" within to help you.
G. H. BANCROFT.
the holy land. But nevertheless you'll hav to talre
the chances.
Respectfully,
C. H. GREEN.
GRAND MouND, IowA, May 10, 1881.
FRIEND D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find eight dollars
WELLESLEY, MAss., May 25, 1881.
-three dollars to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER another
FRIEND BENNETT: Nothing more nearly perfect was
year, and five dollars to help you round the world.
ever written that the passage in your last week's
LERoY DuTTON.
reply to Mr. l\:Iair in regard to the treatment received by poor old Job at the hands of the two archCoUDERSPORT, PA., May 24, 1881.
plotters against his comfort. You need hav no fear
LEETONIA, April 22, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5 for your D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for that it vdll ever be excelled. I hav never written
trip round the world which I promised. That you eight dollars-$5 for yottr trip around the world, and you in reference to the proposed world trip, because,
will enjoy your trip and return safe is the wish of $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. Although rather late, I first, I could not lend a helping hand; second, I
hope this will reach you before you leave on your would not help to influence you to go and contribute
you well-wishing friend,
HuGH DALRYMPLE.
journey. And hoping you will hav a 1 leasant and nothing toward the expense of the trip; and third, I
enjoyable trip, I am, with much respect,
DAYTON, 0., May 8, 1881.
hav·too much sympathy for Mrs. Bennett to say one
W. W. DUNHAM.
MR. BENNETT: I herewith send you $6-$1 for THE
word in favor of the trip unless I could offer her
TRuTH SEEKER and $5 for the round trip, with the
some return for her sacrifice. But now that you hav
BELLEVILLE, KAN., May 16, 1881.
hopes of your return, and I hope to hear of your
decided to go, I must say that there is no one toward
•return to New York and to your family safe. I am MR. BENNETT : Inclosed you will find P. 0. order whose expenses I would more gladly contribute than
unwell, but hope to get your book and read some for $21.50 ; ten dollars for my pledge for two copies your own. I fear you hav consented to start with
of your book of travels around the world; five dol- too little funds to get the advantages you ought to
more of your productions on Christianity, etc.
lars to credit on account of J. D. Whipple for THE hav in justice to yourself and the interests your
Yours truly as a friend,
WM. K. GERHARD.
TRUTH SEEKER, also five dollars from J. D. Whipple to going is intended to promote. I hav no fear that
help you round the world, and one copy "Infidel THE TRUTH SEEKER will not be well sustained in your
CoLoN, MICH., May 10, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: .Please find draft for $8-$3 for Abroad" for balance, to my address,
absence. It has come to be altogether too much or
Yours, etc.,
DR. H. PATRICK.
THE TRUTH SEEKER, which expired April lOth, and $5
a necessity to the Liberals to be allowed to fail.
for the trip round the world.
Yours truly,
Ever sincerely to Mrs. Bennett and yourself,
LYNN, MAss:, May 18, 1881.
ALEX. BAIRD.
ELIZABETH M. F." DENTON.
Mr. EDITOR: The thought of a round-the-world trip
is grand and glorious, full of rich promis, clusters of
ST. THOMAS, CAN., May 18,1881.
NoRTHFIELD, MINN., May 11, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I see the requisit number hav ripe fruit that will fill many a hungry heart. How DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you Will find the
pledged to the round-the-world fund, and agreeably intensely we shall watch every mail that brings the "V " that was pledged to aid in circumnavigating the
to your request I herewith inclose a post-office order true tiding, etc. May heaven speed your journey and globe. I do not see my name among the donors.
for $30, to be credited as follows, $5 each: Ed. J. Don- bring you safely back to your thousands of friE'nds. Our Bennett has forgotten that the cold North proDR. CoRKEN.
nell, A. Harrison, Edward Swift, A. Price, D. Stewart, Of course I shall hav the books.
duces friends. As the time is drawing near for your
D. Nelson. The best wishes of us all go with you,
departure, my courage fails me to say go Not that
CHAMPAGNE,
ILL.,
May
5,
1881.
and we hope you will accomplish the trip in safety.
we
hav ~ny fear for THE TnuTH SEEKER, but what its
Also that you may be able to upon your return take MR. BENNETT: Inclosed please find draft for $5.00, columns will be as ably filled as when our captain is
for
your
trip
around
the
world,
in
return
for
which
a tour through the United States and Canada. It
at the helm. I only fear the angry billows might
should be the aim or all the patrons of THE TRUTH please send me the volumes as soon as they are claim him as their guest. If it were terra firma all
SEEKER to extend its circulation during your absence. printed. Mv best wishes go with you. I think I the way we would feel more at ease, But if go
shall sell a number of volumes soon; I will do all I
·I will do what little I can toward that object.
can. I would like to take that trip with you. Sir, you will, I will pray for your safe return. You know
Fraternally yours,
D. NELSON.
you are the right man in the right place. May the the good book says, "The prayers of the righteous
great God of nature giv you health and life during availeth much," therefore will try and be very rightNoRTH HuRoN, N.Y., May 11, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find $10, and for the your trip, and may you liv to do still more good eous while you are on the circuit. My faith in prayer
is so very small-much smaller than a ~rain of mussame giv Samuel Cosad credit for $5, to apply on after your return. You hav my. best wishes.
tard seed--! am afraid my beseechings would not penRespectfully,
A. SHERMAN.
your trip round the world, and place $5 to my credit
etrate through the ceiling. I'll do my best in the
for the same purpose.
Yours.
G. W. SMITH.
bueiness; I know you won't ask for more.
BALTIMORE, MD., May 19, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : I inclose you the $5.00. I feel quite
AuBURN, IND., May 12, 1881.
Would rather substitute another "V "
Than to send our Bennett
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order as my sure I shall get more than $5.00 worth in your book,
Over the dark-blue sea.
contribut.ion to your proposed journey round the besides helping the cause, and possibly do some
Yours truly,
world. Hope you will make a successful trip and good by way of enlightening Christians as to the
MRS. s. J. LENONT.
Respectfully,
return with health and with ten years extension condition of the heathen.
added to your life on this side of Jordan.
E. LoVEJOY.
GALT, ONT., May 13, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Here are ten dollars more for the
·Yours,
B. H. T. WILSON.
BEAVER DAM, Wis., May 14, 1881.
pilgrimage. Both are subscribers to THE TRUTH
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order for ten dol- SEEKER, and are greatly interested in it-Jajl. Brown,
MusKEGON, MICH., May 13, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $5 lars to apply toward defraying your expenses on your Galt, Ont., and Robert Manson, of Ayr. Mr. Brown,
for the world trip. Yours truly,
T. D. STIMSON,
trip around the world, for which please giv credit to who is a warm friend of yours, came here yesterday
Yours respectfully,
B. THORP,
and said he ~ad seen my name in the paper, and
MANCHESTER, IowA, May 11, 1881.
JoHN CLEM.
thought we m1ght send all three at once, but I told
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order
him my five was in your hands, but I would forward
for $10, the amount we subscribed for that t.ip
WAI.TON, IND., May 12,1881.
these to you with great pleasure. He is a veteran in
round the world. Yours truly,
C. W. MEAD & Co.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I see you hav decided to make the cause, owns a splendid farm of three hundred
that trip round the globe. Your trip to Europe last acres between Ayr and Galt, and is a celebrated stockPRoviDENCE, R.I., May 14, 1881.
year proves your ability to make the trip round the breeder. He does not fancy the pilgrimage, and would
DEAR BENNETT: Please find $5, as per agreement, world more interesting and instructiv to the general prefer to giv you the $5 to remain in the sanctum but
for the wo.rld trip. Wishing you all the success reader than any antecedent circumnavigator.
he says he will stick to you as long as you are o~ the
imaginable, I remain,
Yours fraternally,
Inclosed find pledge of $5, and if you want more earth. He said to my wife that he expected from you
F. c. JACKSON.
cash before you start, or at any time during the the best book of travels that has ever been published ..
trip, let me know and I will send $5 more. I hope
Your friend,
W. E. RENWICK.
TRIPOLI, IowA, May 13, 1881.
that the trip will be attended with vigor, health, and
MR. EDITOR: To help you " swing around the cir- comfort to D. M. Bennett, the man who went to
BALTIMORE, MD., May 19, 1881.
cle" I herein inclose you the $5.00. D. P. WALLING.
prison through Christian bigotry.
Yours, etc.,
FRIEND BENNETT: Your special circular reached me
E. VAN BUSKIRK.
this evening, reminding me of my promis to conNELSONVILLE, 0., May 17,.1881.
tribute $5 toward your proposed circumnavigation
FRIEND BENNETT: Here's $5 for the circumnavigaON THE WING, May 23, 1881.
the globe. I had not forgotten it, but was glad to
tion fund. Stir up well the gods on the other side.
MY DEAR BE:t!NETT: Herein please find my $5, and find in THE TRUTH SEEKER of week before last that
If when you strike India you should hav any unoc- may you liv long and prosper! If you visit Mount you had determined to set out on the journey. I
upied space in your gripsack chuck in a little god in Tabor, and see Jesus, will you inquire if he really wa~ also glad to hear you announce that so large a
(Continued from page 361.)

is the merest bosh and twaddle. God had an eternity
to mature his plans; man did just what God made him
to do and just what God knew he would do. Man
was the innocent victim, and God the criminal designer and monster. What supreme nonsense to talk
about man's balking God's own plans ·and wishes!
If the result is not as he wished it, whose fanlt is it?
·If he did not want it as it is, why did he not plan
and execute differently?
Your subsequent moralizing about "the preponderance of glory above" of a few made blissful while
countless millions are writhing in hell below, is too
atrocieus for respectful consideration. My whole
being revolts at such "glory," and I pronounce such
theological madness the most execrable that can be
conceived. If such views as you entertain are the
result of your being one of "the wise " who can
easily understand, and if you, being "Christ's," have
the holy spirit dwelling within you who teaches you,
then I must deliberately assure you that I do not
want to be one of the wise. I do not want any such
holy spirit dwelling within me to teach me any such
utterly absurd and villainous nonsense. I am extremely doubtful about the genuineness of your wisdom, and warn you to beware of that "holy spirit"
you fancy you have within you.
I have taken so much space to expose your errors
and sophistries that I find I have none for the early
teachers of morality who preceded Jesus. I hope in
my next to find room for these worthies.
Sincerely yours,
D. M. B.

one corner and bring him over to me. I don't suppose any of them amJunt to much, but still I hav a
curiosity to see one of the cusses so much noise has
been made about. I wish you a pleasant and prosperous journey, and a safe return home.
A. R. STONEBURNER.
Y0urs truly,
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number had proffered their aid. I hope now they
will promptly fulfil their promises and that still others will come forward and swell the fund, for you
will find it will swallow every dollar contributed,
that is, by the time you get the book ready for contributors.
·
I hope that the friends will be. prompt, so that you
·can get off at an early date, and my advice is that
you make no start until the whole amount you consider actually needed is at your command. Don't
start on promises unfulfilled. I feel, however, that
there will be a very general response to your announcement. You must expect a certain percentage
of the promises will not come up. People's circumstances change, and people die, etc.
Another suggestion I would make is to not be profuse with minutire, as it will take ten volumes instead
of two or three. I had hoped before this time to
hear that some good brother with ample means of
his c wn had proffered to go with you as a companion, for I think some one ought to go with you provided one congenial could be found. An uncongenial companion is worse than none. You would need
one, too, who could . "rough it," as you would. I
hope you will not meet the fate of Dr. Livingston,
and therefore I advise you to keep out of the uncivilized parts of Africa. I think the Herald would not
send a Stanley after you. No I they would say, "Let
the confounded old Infidel go, for the world is well
rid of him." And that'o just why I dont want you
to get lost or perish on your journey. I want you to
get safely back again to keep up that everlasting
pounding on tile superstitious bigots: I don't want
your light to go out just as it is about to assnme the
greatest effulgence.
Well, go then, and you hav my strong sympathy
and hopes for a safe and prosperous journey.. Our
eyes will follow and be on you all around the globe.
You must ever remember that you will hav some
one or some hundreds always thinking of you even
when you are climbing along the circle of the opposit side of this big ball. ·Inclosed you will find a
"V."
Yours truly,
C. GARwooD.

world, you will probably giv us a call at this place,
where you would be warmly received. Park City is
destined to be rivaled by no mining camp on the
coast. The Union Pacific railroad has a branch road
here, which makes things very lively.
We welcome THE TRUTH SEEKER, which comes along
regularly every week filled with instructiv reading
for all that are disposed to put reason in the place
of superstition. So be not at all alarmed, for there
are plenty of Liberals that will stand by you. I
will await the publication of your book with pleasure, which will supersede your " Infidel Abroad."
JAs. G. WATSON.
OTTAWA, ILL., May 13, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: ·In behalf of old La Salle I greet
you, wishing you a pleasant, successful, safe, and prosperous voyage of discovery. I go the customary $5 to
help out the fifth five hundred on the tour of observation and search for truth round the world. Now
let the reserve corps move forward.and giv the going
and coming man a grand Bennett-fit. ·
Respectfully,
N. WooLSEY.
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SEEKER, and so induce you to stop at home. But as
the cause of liberty is the dearest theme of my life,
and as you are' one of its greatest champions, is the
reason I am glad to giv it, and thankful we hav a
D. M. Bennett to giv back to us good truths for the
little cash we ~ach gave toward the work. With all
the godspeeds and prayers that are possible to come .
from the lips of a God-destroying, church-hating
woman, I bid you a happy and successful trip round
the world and back home, none the worse for seeing those awful places where God, Moses, and the
devil, etc., lived and died.
Yours for truth,
MRS. M. LYNDOLL.

NEw BRIDGE, OR., April 19, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $1, for which
please giv me credit. I am glad to see the V;;tliant
TRUTH SEEKER not only livs, but thrives, and is a
better paper than ever before, and long may its editor
liv .to raze old superstitions and elevate the truth to
such a bight as none hav ever dreamed of !
You talk of taking a trip round the world. If you
go it will cause a vacancy in the ranks o! the Liberals that will be felt throughout the land. But if
NETTLETON, Mo., May 10, 1881.
you intend to make the trip, put my name down as
DEAR BRo. BENNETT: I hasten to comply with my one that will giv five dollars.
promis to giv substantial aid for the swing. round
. Yours for truth forever,
M. REEVES.
this little earth. I hope you will call on God (the
BuRTON, MroH., May 11, 1881.
Liberals of the country), and when you get back you
DEAR BROTHER: As you hav decided
will return thanks to God (the Freethinkers) in the
To tramp, tread, sail, and ride
shape of one or two nice volumes of your travels.
A.rpund the world where we reside,
Inclosed please find $3.50,. for which giv T. J.
A.nd giv us knowledge, high and low,
Watson credit, also $5 for the trip round the world.
While you're tramping to and fro,
My only wish is that every hour your spend abroad
And giv us knowledge of man's customs, his laws,
may be "jeweled with a joy."
Fraternally,
and manners weigh, and as I trust in charitable,
w. H. SLOANE. just,
and nicely-balanced scale, without yellow, blue
or green glasses of sectarists who write to sustain
MEMPms, Mo., May 16, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I will start out to-day to some book or special theory; who see Lot's wife in
find those who hav promised their "V's" for your a pillar of, salt, who can see no geologic formations
trip. Hope you will find some congenial spirit still in Mount Sinai or Palestine, and west of and near
in the flesh .to bear you company. I know there the Dead Sea. Giv us Bennett truth, fact, science,
will be numbers of the disembodied with you. I religion, especially the religion of cathedrals, temwish you an interesting and instructiv trip and safe ples, joss-houses, etc. The religion of nature you
return. Ed Butler sends $5 for the trip and $3 for will probably see but little of. And now, Bro. Ben
GRANT, PA., May 21, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav been waiting to hear which THE TRUTH SEEKER, and Stephen Young sends $5. nett, for this great task and for this special purpose
M.ay you hav power to giv that knowledge birth
way it would be. I see by your paper that you are Hope I can add another to-day. Fraternally yours,
In all the speeches of the babbling earth;
'
STEPHEN YoUNG.
going that journey. I was in hopes you would not
May you hav all wisdom, human and divine,
go, but since you are going I herewith send you $10,
That art can teach or science can define.
RIDGEWAY, KANSAS, May 18, 1881.
$5 for your journey and $5 as I direct. May good
Invoke a band of philosophic souls,
MR.
D.
M.
BENNETT:
I
hav
been
watching
the
angels watch over you and bring you back sound in
Advocates of truth instead of musty scrolls;
body and mind; then I want you to visit each and movement in favor of the trip round the world, and Franklin and Paine, Jefferson and Hume,
every state of these United States. I know you will now see the prospect is good for money necessary to To be your body-guard; your fertil brain illume.
do more good for mankind in such a visit than going pay your expenses. I inclose money order for $8- Pythagoras and Solon and Socrates the grand,
Swedenborg and Luther and mighty Talleyrand;
$3 for the paper this year, and $5 for the trip.
round the world. Success to you and yours.
I am seventy years old this day, and hav been Diderot and Voltaire, old Calvin if you please,
Yours in truth and friendship,
branded with Infidelity for at least fifty years of the A.nd don't forget the better part to fill your task with ease,
MARY A. SHEPHERD.
Hypatia, A.rtemesia, the queen of Sheba too,
time which I hav lived. I hav raised quite a family, Bathsheba and Herodias, the beautiful and true;
HART, MICH., May 17, 1881.
all grown now, and hav a quite a lot of grandchil- Washington and Martha, and Mary, Scotland's queen;
MR. EDITOR: A long time I hav been watching the dren, all of the same stripe, sober and industrious, Lucretia Mott, A.yesha, Joan and Josephine.
result of your proposition to tramp, tramp round the and don't use either whisky or tobacco; but like fun, A.nd don't be too particular, and some of these exclude,
earthly ball, all the time feeling quite anxious as to and will dance and go fishing on Sunday. If I do They'v learned life's lesson thoroughly and will its ills elude.
the result, and as now there is a pretty fair show for not liv to get your book, some of them will be likely They'll travel in the atmosphere, and cost rou not a dime,
They'll giv you luck on ocean, and health m every clime.
your going I inclose $5 to aid you in the undertak- to get the benefit of it when it comes out.
The perihelia n,e'er can harm, nor blow its deadly blast,
ing, feeling at the same time that I had rather you
I am truly your friend,
H. H. HABERLING.
A.nd in immortal arms of love will surely hold you fast.
would remain at home. But it you must go I want
You hav a glorious destiny, the gods declare it so,
So take this band of counselors wherever you may go.
to share in your very liberal· offer, etc.·
YPSILANTI, MIOH., May 16, 1881.
Wishing you great success and an agreeable voyD. M. BENNETT : Inclosed find postal order for $8. Just write their names on paper and wear them near your
heart,
age, I remain
Yours etc.,
C. A. GAINES.
I rejoice that you decide to take the long journey
Invoke their sacred presence before you dare to start.
around the world. I think the publication of your A.nd if you wish some others, just add them to the roll,
BuFFALo, N. Y~, May 21, 1881.
views of Bible lands will be of more value to the The good, the wise, the noble, magnanimons of soul.
FRIEND BENNETT: Is there not some Infidel who people of the civilized world, and more truthful than They'll understand your mission, and fire with flaming zeal
owns a yacht sixty feet long or larger who would get all the false-hearted and designing Christian mis- Your braiR and pen your books to write for human weal.
in cruising trim and tn.ke you round the world if he sionaries ever published. But then, again, I regret Then harness for the contest, be cheerful, strong, and brave,
could get a good crew of yachtmen who would pay that you inust leave the management of your paper Sweep onward over continents, and o'er the ocean wave,
their own way for the sake of such a good cruise ? tu other hands less qualified than the editor-general. Tell us of human progress, of habits strange and strong,
If there is, he can count me as one who will pay Without doubt the one you leave will be good, but Search for primal causes, in ancient lands of song,
Where the illuminati for deep arcana sought,
his own way and a share of the yacht's expenses if i·n an important fight we want the best, and D. M. But foiled, for the Shekinah never can be bought.
not too big a craft. I can take any position on a Bennett is universally acknowledged to outrank any It is the growth of ages, a high and cultured brain,
sixty or seventy-foot craft from captain to (I am other. I most fervently hope that the journey will Where gods can pour evangels like general floods of rain.
not a navigator) foremast hand, except cook. This be accomplished without accident or a failure of Through all the battling ag~s, th~ leaders were inspired; ,
would be a much more comfortable and pleasant way, health or strength, and that the affairs of home and The gods of either good or ill therr bosoms hotly fired;
and no time would be lost. For instance, while you the home business will be all that you may desire. A.nd these years of grace the gods select their tools,
Some independent thinkers, some barefaced fools;
were exploring the Holy Land we could sail around
J. W. BABBITT, M.D.
I remain yours for truth,
Some who taught of blood are bigots " over there,"
and meet you in the Persian gulf. If you were a
A.nd they return through weaklings the ignorant to scare.
year or two later I think I could furnish the yacht
TILLABROOK, OR., May 6, 1881.
But men of thought and action who're on the other shore
myself.
Yours truly,
THOMAS PAINE FRANK.
FRIEND BENNETT: I will inclose you a postal order Work now on independent brain, as in the days of yore,
for $31, for which you will send the goods as above That light and l@Ve and liberty may flow to all the lands,
BLAOK HAwK, CoL., May 16, 1881.
described, $5 for your trip round the world if you A.nd disinthrall the nations from superstition's bands.
FRIEND BENNETT: I received your kind letter of go, and if not I will send for books, and 50 cents for
Can't you induce some good Liberal, a scientist, to
January 22d, containing copies of your London testi- Ingersoll's lithograph. Those books you send on accompany you? Throwing Mrs. Chase's paper out
monial and other things, in due t.ime, and thank you your trip round the world I want morocco-bound and of the mails is a mean, contemptible act. When will
ever so much for it. To-day I inclose you $6-$5 for gilt-edged, and I will pay the difference on receipt of the government hav men of honor in public office ?
your long trip round the planet and $1 to assist sis- the books. I wish you luck and pleasure on your
D. HIGBIE, M.D.
ters Sara and Elmina in their present troubles with t_rip.
Yours,
J. J. MoCoY.
CHAMPLIN, MINN., May 20, 1881.
the powers that be. Hoping the promised stamps
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav had considerable anxiety to
will soon come in, that your journey will be a pleasFARLEY, IowA, May 15, 1881.
ant one, and that you will return in the best of MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for the world know what decision you should come to make on the
health and spirits, I am as ever,
trip, as per my promis. I am sorry you are going. question of your trip round the world, but now I am
Your true friend,
P. B. JoHNSON.
We shall need your power while you are gone. None greatly rejoice.d to hear that you hav decided in the
'can fill your chair on THE TRUTH SEEKER in all de- affirn:.ativ. If the contemplated trip proves successPARK CITY, UTAH, May 16, 1881.
ful in regard to health and safety during your long
partments. Fare you well, eld friend.
MR. EDITOR: Find inclosed P. 0, order for $14.25 to
T. B. Wakeman's address against the Comstock absence we ·hav no fear but that it will prove to be
apply as directed. I am pleased to see that you bill at Albany was a grand thing. Tony must hav ~ne of the richest and grandest productions in point
contemplate going round the world. Instead of felt small under the lashing.
of history that the world has produced of the kind.
H. ·GILMORE.
injuring your health I think it will improve it, and
I see there are a few who desire you to stay at home,
your description of the country will be something
but eventually they will be satisfied, no doubt, tha"
CoLUMBus, OHIO, May 23, 1881.
we can depend upon. Your letters to THE· TRUTH
DEAR FRIEND: So it is decreed that you must leave 'had they had the selection of the man to perform
SEEKER will make it doubly interesting. And from us. Seems sad to think of. . I hesitated a long time the journey and write its history, it would hav been
what we hav seen, Eugene Macdonald is capable of be!ore I pledged the five dollars toward this trip you. Herein I hand you thEl $5 promised, and bid
conducting the paper in your absence. Should you round the. world. I really did hope more would pro- you farewell, wishing you a happy journey and a safe
visit in the United States after your trip round the test a.nd giv the five dollars toward THE TRUTH return.
J. KINSER.
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Adam and Eve.
BY ALII:AZA.

Yesterday paradise, now a dark wilderness,
This is a labyrinth many hav trod;
Blood-stained and sorrowful,
Then broken hearts were full,
Dark as a curse from the bosom of God.
Breathing of tenderness, Satan defended us,
Yet I wist nothing of all my deep guilt;
Faint with soft weariness,
Joy turned to dreariness,
Oh, how insipid the bowers that we built I
Ha 1 my beard's turning gray, losing its golden ray,
Hark, what a chime from that grim, ancient tower!
Dark were the aisles with sin,
Hearts of woe lurked within,
·White-robed the priest who had pardoning power.

natural ears, and wear them for show. False
hair, false teeth, false breasts, false hips, false
calves, false ears-what next?

A Modern Symposium.
SUBJECTS:

"Some Itlistakel!l of Moses."
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This volume Is printed on toned paper,~ln clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, cont&lulng Zl5
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
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LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
'Vith Pot·tJ:aits and othel•IUustt•ations.
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many yearn
1

1

~~i~~.P~:~~~;~a~;lJ~r~~~d ;:t'~ited\tn go~g, ~J~~r~~~t~. vol-

Prlce, $1.25.

For sale by D. 1>1. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.

Runtures Cured

Mr. Psrtou as n historian nnd biographer has no supedor,
as his biographies or Jackson, Franklin. Jett:erson, Gt·eeley.,
Burr, and Butler prove, n.nd'his great ability is evenmor~
manifest in this work. It is a Jabor of love, ns well as a

By Itly Medical tJompound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
1
in 30Days.
31~gr~~fn~~tY~g~~~d ~~~~~dd~~~~i~f!~1~~1l~i~~ j;::B~:!~~

tru.nscemlent philosopher, a great retormer, a brilliant wit
Reliable references given. Send stamp for circular,
lt Is .the Jirnt trJ!tbful and thorougl> biography Voltaire bas SaY '';.~hat i':fJi.~l,ou saw d~~~~w~T."'B8ftiNGS,
had
1n
the
English
language.
It
1s
a.
most
interesting
porPonderous bells of fear, say, are ghouls clinging
Sm15
~
;smithville, JeJfernon Co.,N. Y.
~raiture of a truly rem~rku.ble man, whetheT he is viewed
near?
as the champion ol LiiJeralism, a powerful and perseverHow can thy massiv weight swing in this tower,
ing foe to bigotry, or u.s the fertil.8chola.r of evel"y branch
of literature and ad yocate always :.l.D.d eYerywhere of tolThou art like one to come,
erance and liberty. It is the arsenal i)·om which Liberals
Is thy sweet music dumb,
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
Save when pure souls open death's carven door 1
church about Volt<.tirc, and Mr. Parton's l'eputatfon will
make it the authority in regard to his life, his work, his
_
But like an angel's lute, sighing when earth is mute, death.
In two vols. Bvo. Prict, $6; ltalf calf, $11.
Clad with her loveliness, weeping in penitence,
Address, D.Jti. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
Knowing not crime tbougb its punishment fall.
Stars clustered lovingly,
Listened approvingly,
"At last we have seen nn<l examined the famolll!
"Thou art not guilty, love, I will bear all."
'Com8tock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of
construction; seems ndmirably adapted to the end had in
That was the woman spoke, thus was the silence
AN EIGHT-PAGE PAPER.
'View iu its inYcntion and mannfucturc, and should be
broke,
Devoted to
in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
Twanging of harps in the heaven was still;
Seienee, Art, Spiritual Philosophy, and inquisitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
Poisonous tongues of sin,
Ratlieal Refornt,
Angel's, not devil's din,
the interest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
Is Issued monthly by the
Sotmd from the clouds, and the deep forest fill.
their fellows. Clsanlincss is essential to henlth, and
health interferes with the profits of certain well-known
Just let them run their race, here is a brighter
classes. "-Liberalli'ree Press, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,
At One Dollar per Year in Advane!e.
place,
1880.
Sample copies free.
Smiling through tears.
This journal Is earnest in its objects untiring In Its
"We have seen the famons Comstock Syringe, so
How you lean, love, on me;
efforts, bold and fearless in asserting the truth; dethmt in
llamcd
bcc!luse Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
1-Iadly I drink that sigh,
unearthing hypocrisy, charitable to honest invest-igators,
but forever an enemy of tyranny, fraud, and oppression, of the Y. 11. C. A., charged upon it and its inventor
Let the seventh heaven dle,
perpetrated by either individual, church, or state.
Purest stars rise, dearest, after the fall.
All lovers of liberty iu Its broadest sense should sub· and !H'ap!'ietor, much in the way as that renowned chamscribe at once for the SctE~TIFlC lNYt:STlGA'l"OR.
plo;l, Don Qnixote, did upon the windmill, and 'got
Stem was God's iron rule, when the sweet air was
Address SCIENTH'lC INVESTIGATOR PUB. CO.,
hurt for his pains. The Comstock Synnge surpassed
6t22
1S5 First st , Portland, Oregon.
cool;
,
all our expectations. We did not expect to see an
Mild and more truthful, kind Satan did come;
Pupils Wanted.
iastrnment so different to anything we had ever seen
Princely and free from rant,
An
Atheist
lady
teacher
would
like
a
few
children
to
bcfurc-so unique, and in eYerY way adapted for the
Hating the angel's cant,
board and educate. The kindest care and attention given.
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the Indies It
Spirit of liberty, share my poor home.
Terms moderate.
Addrsss
Mrs. R. J. RYAN,
lt22
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.
muc:-t be considered a real blessing, not in disgnise. It
i3 e1c prince of nll syringes. ,,_.Dr. Kinget's Health
Joumal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
"A11y rcilcctive reader must perceive the practicability
(A tribute to Nrs. H. S. Lake.)
BY THOM.AS.PAINE.
of ym:r celebmted cleanser, and the urgent need·of its
BY SADA :BAILEY.
m1l vcrs!l.l use for the welfare of womankind."-Dr. A.
!Elegant Edition,
Sister, bad I never known the tlials of a reformer's
Ol'PEr.~~, St. Joseph, ]fo.
Thick
tinted
patpM',
large
type,
fine
doth
bindlife,
"That • Comstock' Syringe bns proven itself all right
Had I never felt the anguish of persecution's strife,
ing.
and stood the test of time. :My wife 'a health has
I Illigbt not now stand by thy side upon this plat.
12mo. 431 pp. Postpaid, Only $U50.
greatly improved since she commenced nsingit. ' 1-EZR.!.
Another edition on thinner paper, $1.25. Any book,
form free,
T. D.L>mLs, Downs, Kan.
3
And offer thee my firm right hand and u·uest sym- ~~i~fo~~Jbg~:;;R~~~~dsftr~~·~ ·':J~~~X'JtirJ0~u'8~~lf~.th
"1 have jttst received that warmly-1.velcmn~d little
pathy.
St21
Great International Blbllopole, Bronson. Mich.
frienrl to woman. I think it one of the best inventions
When women know each other's hearts and love as
of the age."-Mrn. M.S. To,rnsExn Woon, West Newsisters should,
tori, Mass.
We'll surely lift the race of man to human brother" I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
hood.
readily sec th~tit mnst prove one of the greatest blessing•
Thou hast inspired this tribute because thy soul is
to womankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
true:
innocent and indispcllfnl>le little article should bear the
Because thou'lt dare to stand alone, or with the
iniun:n:s nnme of 'Comstock.' ''-Mrs.Youso DENNIS,
precious few;
CcUar :C.apids, Iowa.
Because thou'lt dare to speak the truth no matter
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the mis·
what betide,
fortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
And also dare to liv the right, without deceit's
against your 'Comstock' contrivance. n-D. HIGBIE,
false pride.
A. J.•ough, coated tongue is a sure sign o{ a deFtiends, when we all are honest and seek truth as ran·ged stomach. It is nature's thermometer showing how JIL D., Tiurton, l\Iich.
':I hope yon will push your 'Comstock' Syringe
the system is working. In all such cases resort should be
we should,
unCI it is h.--nown tv every family in the Union, when
We'll onward march to liberty and human brother- bad at once to
Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.
its grcr.t benefit to ovcrtaskcd and suffering women
hood!
will be uppreciatcd.''-A. L. llAwso~, ]L D., L. L. D.
0
A man may brave contumely and, with courage, ~ge";,~~.:;,ng~~b~~1.~~~ff::c~: r[f'g~~f, %,; {J} !~'h:l~t.e.!Jl
"I 'think it is the best article of the kind I ever
nobly dare,
who use it.
saw.H-EDWIN DAP.L01Y, D. M., Flushing, 1\Iich.
Yet few of Mme. Grundy's hounds are on his track
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
22
"We have c:·iticrrlly c:mmincd the • Comstock'
to l!nare;
Syringe (so-call edt and professionally prononnce it the
But when a woman stems the tide while persecuEmbracing those of tbe blood and Nerves, the Diseases of most admirably nrlapteJ article for the prescribed pur·
tioBS roll,
Men. the D1Bea.ses of Women and the various causes, pose tilat we have ever seen. It should be in the pas·
Her guardian angels only know the struggles of physic!}
and social, leading to them are 1?~ treated ~
session of every woman in the lancl.,-Dr. NOP...M..AN
1
her soul!
~~ ~ef~11 ~J"8:fUb~A~N~~::early 1,o00Ep~:,a200 MAcLEoD, Dr. JoliN MAcCm:u:uoN, Dr. A. E. ~foRms,
Ah, when we wring Dame Grundy's neck,-as soon Illustrations,
by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, af 120 Lexington ave.,
we will and should,
New York, to whom alllettern from the sick sbonld be ad· Dr. E. A. llfAN!'<'SEL, Prof. DELoss Lucz, Dr. E. AT·
We'll hav some chance for liberty and human dressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH WELL, Dr. A. J. DE.u., all of Chicago, Ills.
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and biB medical publicabrotherhood I
tions: "We know him (Dr. Foote) pernonally and Inti·
"I received that wondcrfnl Syringe, and consider it
Friends, do you know what crimes this woman ~;:!{~ at't'!.f~:aL. ';:'~':,11 ~fb~~;"'{5~~~~tt~~~t~:Sle~~ the tn'c of hcalt11 and purity. I Wa!lt to shake hands
motlvs,
whose
life
bas
been
spent
In
Instructing
and
lm.
with you and tender my heartfelt t:!Unl<s for such a
has committed?
Why her case unto the devil the Christians haY ~g~~,c~'fat:~o;,·~~Se ~htg~\~u~~i:rg~'{;l~t~.n,;:g/: supreme blessing."-MA.RY E. BAnLow, Lincoln, New
happy,
and
to
be
better
and
more
mefuJ
men
and
women.
sublllitted?
Mexico.
His medical works possess the highest valne, and hav been
Why she's thll awfulest woman that walks this Introduced
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to bc."and tbarougb!y read In hundreds of thousands
of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!· HATTIE SANTr, Cottonwood, Kun.
earthly sod 1
to the ~reat benefit they bav derived from the pblsBecause, she loves humanity, and not the Chris- mony
"Anthony Comstock has at last been of some service
~o'i~'t':,~~lg enlc, and moral lessons which be bas so a ly
tians' God!
i!'urcbasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to to humanity in calling public attention to snch a bless·
When we, like her, let gods alone, and liv for hu- CONSOL1'
ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE, iog as your Syriuge."-J. \V. KtNSKERN, Sanford,
man good.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by maljW>ostW
Bropme Co., N.Y.
Oh, how we'll love sweet liberty, and human IDj~· only.Jt~Rf~n1"ftlll'8t'L1~'i!'iNt<t~M1!'ANY, T·
"I can truly say that I urn .more than please<] with
brotherhood I
129 East 28th st., New York.
the Syringe received. I am proud of it. It far surThey say thoul't trample sacred things-thy soul
passes my expectation. All women ought to be thank·
no worship knows;
ful for such a god-send to theiJ· sex. I would not have
Thou answerest superstition thus, and deal it
BY JOHN MESLIEB,
begrudged thejourchasc. price hn<l it been $50. "-Mrs.
crushing blows,
A RQI1lan Caiholic PrieJJt,
w. n. WILLLDIS, Ottmva, Kon.
"We worship truth and science, sacred things are
"I think it meets all the demands of woman for
life and love;
.
moB~t1~ ad'b":~~~~:-r,;:n~~ t~~~ea"6l~~l~~Y&'Fo~ snell an nrticlc, It is certainly the best Syringe I have
We reverence nature on the earth and in the skies dogmas and left as his "Last Will and Testament" to biB
above."
~~~l'h~io~~~s, ~~~v~n~~ei\or~~~.be J'~~l\~~e~, 'gJ:ifufc,i~ ever seen." -JAMES ~:L 13c:::·nT, New Washington, Pa.
"I consider thls "Cc::nstock" Syringe the prince of
And all thy soul's devotion for the beautiful and Sense."
nll others for cleansing and healthful purposes, and for
good
uJ~~~~:'n\t~'l1l'f.::,~lw;J~il~~d~~ ~~~~c~~~~b%~0~r~~;~: applying
local rcn1cdies. I nc;·cr felt more like rcjoic·
Helps lift the poor and lOWly to human brother- ment of the Christian system has ever been made, not
even by Voltaire, as ile himself confesses. The following ing in 1ny life thnn I do now m·cr Iny rctnming health
hood.
Is the opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the
since the commencement of its usc. "-Mrs. II. F. Phill·
book:
,
Oh, how dlvine it is to liv in freedom's holy light,
NEWBURYPoRT, MAss., Sept. 23, 1878.
ips, Algonquin, Ill.
And how the soul is bathed 'in joy, when we love To MISS ANNA KNooP, lJear Madam:
Sent securely boxed with special instructions.
The work of the honest pastor,Jean Meslier, 1~ tile most
and do the right I
curious and the most powerful thing of the klnd wh1eil
Confidential terms to agents.
Price Ten Dollars.
Sister, our humble prayer and blessing we freely
0
1
:g~ ~ee'::~u'fuBi ~'iie~at;~h~U:f.' a~~ {lg;r~fe¥i~:
Make Money Orders payable at Station E. Address
giv to-day.
softblcal Dictionary " Is a basket of champagne cOmpared
May angels now attend thee and gnide thy onward
SAM. II. PRESTON,
~;~aa~~s~~~!~~1!gtY~t~~z!>~ri~ hi~~~asvo ~~J~.a virway;
209 WestMth St., New York.
JAMES PARTON.
The League is trnely grateful. and thy btbors for
~5 to $20 PER DAY at home. BamJlles worth $5
Price, clotljj~},[~~Jl!Y'J~.Jj:,o;'41 Eighth st.. New York.
its good
.P
tree. Stinson & Co., Portlana, Me.
The same book Is to b6 had In the German language.
Bid us all cheer for liberty I and human brotherAgellts wanted.
hood!
and poet, and setting forth what faults he had as a man.

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.
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that'subject. !Jl!,e pampbletstlmt bavbeensul'reptltlously
issued are incorrect, filled wlth mistakes. and consist of

g~zd~~~u~g~ri~:~t~~tl~~t~~n e~~e~h':bJ~"o~h]i:';t af.~J:.f.

The book Is unanswerable In fts facts and logic, Inimitable

In Its style, and tilled with wit, satire, elOquence, and

pathos.

" The Gods and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTS.-" The Gods," "HumbOldt," u Thomas
Paine,"." Individuality," u Heretics and Heresies." Price.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

~'Tile Ghosts and Other Lectures.''
CoNTKNTf!.-" The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman.
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Only Article -of the Kind in Use.

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
cents.
Both volumes b&und In one, price, paper, $1.00.

I:Ia,rmlsss, lbLlthful a,nd Infa,llibly Reliable.

''What Itlust We Do to be Savedl"

SCIEN'fiFIC INVESTIGATOR.

"Scientific lnveMtigator .Pnb. Co.!'

Liberty and Brotherhood.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

LE'rTERS OF JUNIUS.

CHRONIC DISEASES,

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer of this groat Apostle
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist ot New York, at the fol·
lowing prices :
~Et'orl~~ grr~~0alze • - . . _ - _ - . ~ cellts
Llfe.a!Ze Lltbograpb,:21x27
- - 50
Postage paid,
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York,
<1:>66 A WEEK In your own town. Terms Md f5 outfit
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A regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful, 8.8 b1s xractice wilW:rove.
-

nfs~l"s'iPs~
JW~iM.fo\~<.\i1.~~~d ~~~~~~
the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer
0

~~~ts~n~ e~~~n<-:s~~S~Ji~~u~i~fs:i~~se (~)i~f:~~~'[~~

~~;~w~~P~:'~~ssF~~t'l~~~~~r;~1 ~~fe'l.';~Jeig~~

Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc .• etc., rendering marriage Improper or nnbappi, are thoroughly and

P~~Jfo';~~V. c~r~~t ~U~r~l~ff~eft~:"'JI~g;~l!j~~dg

which be bas so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
In all Its stageo without a failure to cure In a single case,
and some ot them were in a terribly shattered condition ;
bad been In the Insane asylums, many bad l<'al!lng SlckneBB-FJts; others upon the ver~ of consumption; while
~~:~ ~g:se~~- become roolls and hardly able to take
Syphilis posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated tram the
Fl~~~~~n~~g~h~rvit~~t5~!~~~tura'lcr~~i~~ Rupture),
All diseases of women-such as ~menorrhrea (or de1ay of
the first menses), Dysmenorrbrea (or laborious menstruation), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), Proia)Is us Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
wit~ equal success, as the following will show:
"DEARDoCTaR: I! the kind thought shafts Idallysend

Ig;
ti~rt~~1~:;~o! s':~~:o;e~~~dn~~ ti~lr~~st~; i~~tf~X!;
In words. I! every klnd and grateful thought 1 oend yon
w~~e a~~:: Nit"e~?~rii~u;&~Teal,Y~~~~~~ ~0Xfu~~e, o.
8

0

Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases peen liar to their sex bav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of bbelr
own bonseholds.

Je-

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.

!."f!

IN Paris falss ears are now manufactured for
the toilet. Ladies who think they hav ugly
ears place these artistic productions under luxurious tresses of false hair, iW~ten them to the

Wanted Immediately,
A man and wife who will do work In the bouse and out
of Uoora for half the proceeds of a. farm of S3 acres,
wltb large orchard. No tobacco or Intoxicating drlnka
will be permitted to be nsed In ani.' form. Two In the
family. One horse and no cows. 1 nlckly-settled place,
near a large village.
Address M. D.IMEW,
1St!
Care of TRUTH SEEKRR 01Hce.

MACHINERY.

JUDAISM. CHRISTIANITY AND

MOHAMMEDANISM
&am~'ned

Historically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the

Most Damar.;in;- Exhibit of tJbrls·
tianity that llas Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE.
BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods of the Se·mltic ~ations, Including Allah,
.Jebovall, f!iatau, the Holy
Ghost, .Jesus (Jhrist, the
Virgin Mary, and
tile Bible,
To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, showing that book _
be a very Inferior production for a llrnt.class ®d.

BY D. 1\:l, BENNETT,
sua larJie pages.

Paper eovera, 60 cents; Oioth, $1.00. ..

THE TRUTH SEEKER., JUNE 4, 1881.

WILLIAM WILSON,
Medical Electrician, Inventor of the "Wilsqnia," and L~cturer
Electrical Tllcrapeutics, llutllor of "The Trial of Medicfne," "Tile Langna;;-e or Disease," "Medical Fallacies," etc., etc.

Therefore Take .Medicin and Die,
or Wear the " Wilsonia" Gar- ·
ments and Liv.
on

469 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

May be Consulted Daily from 10 A.M. to 8 P. M., Free of Charge.

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.
Important to Invalids. Tile iDotJt Marvelon!l Invention In the World.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The followln~ words of commendation and ar,peal from

f?irfl:g~~fl:.,~;r~~~¥J~1~eb~~~~g~fvg~t~:~f!~~

special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
most complicated forms of disease, some, or all of them,
beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknowledged by

r:;t!~~~~~s~::g~;t~~N~~~ft!:~sP~vTI:~~ :~:n~uC:g?nU:,
curing, or klllln~::

.

MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., March 11 iRS!.
Some time during the month of September 1886, I was
.Induced, through the representations of Mr. Wilson, Inventor and proprietor of the "WILSONIA," to apply the
goods to
father' 63 years of axe, who was suffering from

mr

THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
E~~!;';~se~el~% i~-r;:t i~~et~~ ~~~-;;-~~~~ ff:~~;Y.·J~~
him helpless, so far as motiv power was conIS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. rendered
cerned. While on a visit to my father at Schenectady, New

York, I Induced him to return to Brooklyn with me,
The steam engln and electric telegraph are as nothing compared with the wonder-working nature of the ~;~'i,'\~t~.:'v~~ort.:':~~ ~r~~~~~;~~ Wnf~fi~1~~ag~;{igg ff~
"WILSONIA." Under Its lnlluence disease can hay no place In our nature.
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded,

~t;i"i~it~~e~f:~g~·~~:l ~!~tc~r,~~s~~slgae~~~~~h~~~

36'1

hardly any disease In which the WILSONIA· GA
MENTS could not be appled with great benefit.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IMMINENT DE:A.TH
DEAR SIR: 8ome two weeKS Blnce 1 read tn the Brookl n
News a. reporter's item noting a remarkable result from ~n
application of your "WILSON!A" garments in the c·LSes
of suppressed scarlet fever. Havmg known of a. ~ase
. where a young man threatened with pneumonia was rc!lliy
cured in forty-eight hours by putting on your nerve and
lung invigorator and the four other appliances which go
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever cas.e
and see if any allowance must be ma-de for the reporler's
fancy. The scarlet fever patie.nt was a six-year-old grand.
daughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbia street, antll
called upon him regarding it. He said the reporter's Item
was substontlally correct. He said hla family pbysici:m,
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist, acted as every humane
physician does when, having no hope of recovery blmBelf
he SA.JB to the parents and fiiends, "We must hope for the
best.
Being told by the doctor that the" WILSON!.\."
garments would not interfere with his medlclns, Mr. Collier extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two
leg belts which be took off his own person, and applied
th.em as best he could upon his dying gr-anddaughter. In
abouttwohoursfromthetimcheput them on the doctor
ealled, and on examining the child~ remarked thati a gentle
perspiration had come on, and warmly congratulated tl.e
family and friends on the result. I found in this case, as 1
should find, doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling
In the family, touching their family physician; a reluctance to say much. in special praise of a remedy that was
not admini~tered or recommended by the doctor. I waH
satisfied, however, tha.t those most interested coll91Uered

'l'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
cars. During the Journey my father so.ld be was posltlv
be could not reach Brocklyn alive-which to me was a
double source of anxiety.
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
~~!i~~~~i:Ji t~~~~~~tE!~ieJil!r':~ d~cit ~ ~~et~~~~
tn T~~e s~:'W~L~o~£(;..ourJ'::!:a~~\l;Y fi~th~~;~s ~o~~~ vlctlon that duty to the great publlc deman~ that this
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
acknowledgment be publicly given.
·
~!~~~e~n ~~s i~':Jb;~n&~~u~~ :;n~~IT ~~J~ftttl~~-~~o~ Desirous or knowlnfi: what llr Moffat himself would ""Y
Fever cannot be where the " WILSONIA" is worn.
without any assistance whatever. He continued w gain, of tb,e case, I visited liis residence and bad a prolonge<l tnand on the ninth day returned home, using only cars and terVlew. Among other things he said: The patient wa.s in
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the boats
to get tllere. After being away from here about two a precarious condition. We could not bring on diaplwresls, but a gentle persplrntlon set In after the goods ilatl
been upon her two hours, and she conUnued to grow betthousand.
::3~ ~11fe~~tit~~c~~fJn~eh':s~~~3'r~iri~~~ ~ ~~~~ ter
gradually as long as they were on her." Very natu·ralJ..,
miles
In
a
day,
just
to
test
his
ability.
He
had
also
suffered
CITIZENS OF AMERICA I
from hernia for the past twenty years, and just prior to his he put in some saving clauses for the reputation and dti-

::n

11

coming to this city lie was placed under the lnfiuence of
If :yon iove your country and the welfare or the human race, make yonrselVB acquainted at once with WILLIAM
1
WILSON'S Marvelous Invention. Inquiry will cost you nothing.
~Pi~~Y~~~e;v~lk
p~~g~~~~ o ;!~~lfo;~~E~:,i~~~~~
Our depots nre open free for Inspection to all classes of society. Physicians and Scientists are specially Invited to
Inspect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they will, on application to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND ~~~el~~~o:~~~~~i~~e ~~~~S~jf~~~dti!~g~e~r~i~g;~:
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.
·
erences made to this trouble.
T. DET. TRUAX,
376 Dean street,

ftJe

INVALIDS OF AMERICA!

In the name of high heaven abandon all forms of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men and women,
Call or send your frlendo to Inspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Its use.
Depots will be found as fallow•:

BROOKLYN--465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

nity of the faculty. 11"There was," he said," no phen•>menal change," and he would want to see the same results
in repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unreservedly." It occurred to me, Mr. WILSON, when lie remarked about such a wonderful result, that " there Wll.S no

r::P-o,ViL~Hl~Ug;~~~~t~~~~ ~~~fJ ~sellit~ ~~~~~~itft~~

~~;i~·e~~s, ~~~i~~o~f.g~ ~Ve ~~C:::t~~~t~Ifh ~~~
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH,
fact that In'?he "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GAiillt.NTt>
Nota Bene.-Being persuaded and constrained by the

rfi~f'#-0~s8iJflll";~J3.,~ ~~<lmft h~~h.;;:-,;,~1~~\;'~u~~~\~!
of catarrh, as well as ke~t me from taking cold, to which I
0

th~s .Y1filMlf:&~~Je.I wo ,trd~~~g~i~i[~~~~fi~c::~~t\~

garments, whatever their cost.

r~~~thb:Oi:~~~t,~!~~{~~~:hgfes~~p~~~~!1I:~~~.r}n;~a~~

duced to write -r;ou this. You may make what use of it
h~~ ;boose. It s from one in whom su:trerin~~IE~~~-ty

T. DET. TRUAX.

A. MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
.My baby was teethtn~, ana nad. a !evere nowel troui.Jle

wr]g'6~a;;:t~;~:nge~rl;d_,ni9~~~¥f:r~t, ~~fl,~!ta· Wi~~~~

two hours my baby wo.s entirely at rest; went to r;leep,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, gtowiu··
stronger every day. She had
been very susceptil>le tO
colds, but since wearing tlle 11 "\VILSONIA" garments bus
been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
greater service thu..n to induce tllem to make the 11 WlLl:iONIA" a part of their baby's swaddling-clothes.

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of McKny, was never l>etter Illustrated than In the marvelous
results following the Introduction of the" WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
The selllsb blunderheada of the faculty ef Brooklyn hav now bad their Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cures
now cpunted by the thoussnd In the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.

March l.

MRS. m:~.r.<f:b~tr~~~~~~lyn.

Let It be borne in mind constantly, that the "WILSONIA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons will
not only ew·e babies of all their ailments, but are eq~ally
successfully worn by ~l'sons of any and every age snffCl'•
a~~~~~ any disease
own to man, less an organ actually
THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
MOST ASTOUNDING ~NJ'ft.ATIONS AS TO I'fS
IN SPITE OF THE l"REJUDICE AND DOGMA.TW
ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
BIGOTRY OF pr~R~-Mff~~~D FACULTY
0
(The pat! en t taken off from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Si!': I hereby wish to acknowlSeveral of the•e malicious physicians having been
edge the great merit of lour Magnetic Appliances. I hav

~~;~~f~g'p~~~~ ~~:~~!eu~:~:a1~~ai3e;~~:~h~~:ll';i;f:;

~eoer~ &':~til~~~~~~~ rin!~1J>t~nt~~~~ :~ brehd~':~t~: f~ hav appeared as re:ferences in my circular, to cause tbcm
be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by to withdraw their names from my liiit and to recant tlleir
previously made in favor of my discovery . .Mul:tt
:;';;~rUrana~tyNo:wt~~~~~\ ~f,~~n;d~~~ht~~~t~s ~h;;~'ii statements
notably three tradesmen in Brooklyn hav been placecl. iu
Hospita1 and at my residence,548 Jersey avenue, and I this position. One man who had sent me at least one llllndred patients, and had stated to them that he would noc
llirfJ~\"fJ ~~~~~\fs":PP¥ega\!''Wai:t~~':~~~:Ifo·; take
$5,000 for his belt purchased of me, has had the efabout two months, and am able to walk about and attend frontery, for the sake ot dollars and cents, to make·calum11
~~~ ~~~5isJ'e~~~a~v~~~~~~g~r~i!fi t~lJ~~~~J ~~~ ~~~~: ~t~'::i~~n~icfste~~~ reaa~d \~v~~;~rfi ~t~~o~ffi~

call may be Informed of the merit of your goads, which I
commend most e:J.rnestly to unfortunates attlicted as I hav
been.
PETb:R A. LEHLBACK.
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
No. Ill HunsqN ST., JERSEY CITY, March 11.

G~~~f!· ~~:~~~~;Si;~ ~t::t~:~~i~~a~~to~~E~at~~

man had publicly state!that my ¢oo:Is had absolutely cured
him of a disease ot twenty years standing. And as turthcr
evidence of the value of my goods thfs same man procured
a second quantity after11six months' trial of the .tlrst lot
Truly may it be said, .Men in the present day will, like
~f';;a~th~~cl ~~~ ~r;~s~~~~~~l~~~~llhts and their freed•Jm
But let the physicians or Brooklyn continue this conduct
as they may, their downfall is certa1n, even though they
purchase the freedom of thought of every man In Brooklyn,

the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I
bav found all that your agent claimed for your gcods to be
true. I was affilcted with sciatica of the bone of the knee
READ
-was Injured by a fall-wlllcb was so painful I was unable
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
to a,et any sleep. The pain was entirely removed the first having
used your common sense, say whether or uot
these purchased calumnies should not be outweighed by
~~~ !~~ ~~'h~~f1~ev~~P.!f,~t b:~~t~~~~~e'ft.gettlng out, the
printed testimonk. of such men us David Co1Iie1·, of
JOHN SMITH.
0
1

f

~~~"e'r,b~~ ~~be~·/.·~ a~. 5f1~g~~~~~l~~~ J'~m'~~~,Pn~':,~

Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of Mury
Manning, of Vine street; of the Association for improving
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street; of Mr.
BROOKLYN, :March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been suffering for the past Haley, of Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co., of Sp1 uce
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES lN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
Jwonld first note the case of Peter Leblback, whose
t< stlmony Is given below. This poor man will tell you
tl at ll!ty.four of the best physicians of Jersey City and
Now York had utterly failed to glv him the slightest reII •f. Myself bcarln:Jii of bla lamentable case, determined
t<> dress him In my agnetlc Garments jiltbout ayytflon1
:;' J>~~fieP:,Idiu11~i.ft~~~~~~~ 8:-e~~~;~~ m~~
~~ th~fe
b~
llnderheaf physicians bad the audt\clt:y to attempt to
ln.lmldate PeterL.ehlback from wearing them, Wickedly
rt•marklnf.to the Invalid as follows·
·• Well, ehlb••k, I thought you b·ad more sense than to
pnton such rag;!•
Uowever, this pampered do~atlst's only support Is the
~~~~~';,~ ~<:,u~~~·~;:
~E~~,:;.~t.,t a~'~tg~~••a:h~.~~
~~~~~e~~~onants take the place of brains. But let us see

:J'Je

J::

:!·f.;

~~~ht, ly~'ciny~:~~~'for~·c~:~~~sif~h~fE~&fi~~es::~~t: ;~J
g~~eph;~~ii:J~~~~o.~~~e~~et;o~~!,b::~h ~~:~~~~~~n~t~~ hundreds
of other respectable and well-Known ladies u!ld

my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a
short time. I hav taken various kinds of medicins, but
the doctors and the medlcins did me no good. Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my suneriug from pain, the
rapid beating and the suffocating feeling of my be;nt, until
on the 26th of December.l880, an a~ent from the B1·ooklyn

t,~s~~a~~~~~ofor:.E~~~!n.t's~~e 3o~~~~n~fl~~etfi'g?F,~'[~ :~~ev~i~~Yt~:t :~~~~~~::f::C:~~r ~~~r~sa~£~~11~~~~

their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
Garments.
coAngadllnng,an.ottlbene~_n_ate as to these men's treatment o.f'.·:helr
tld
P"
~
~ -~
Two ladles called upon me last week, and one, In m[.
~o:~::i:t~~ff~~oms, with tears In her eyes, told me the fa·
"Mr. Wilson," said she," nothing you can say against
tbblye bsyestoevmerdo~mwend.lc!Lnaasst pwraecetklc,.~dsalldn Btbrolsoklalydny,ca"ni p~sds~'"
bo "
lovely niece taken temporarily Ill, haTing been In toler&bly gc d h ltb prevlowly One f u f 88blon bl
docto~, wh~a prides himself" upon ill~ ga~ [ u! ages, ~a~
called In as physician In the case. My niece ~e~ng some-

SONIA." My sister called for the goods, I being unabla to can rest assured men who will, for said dollu.rs and ccutrl,
go out, and on the 28th of December I received and put strlr> themselvs of their manhood will at least lind themselva thoroughly exposed and their calumnies lailllm.n~.
?gt~:n\~~fo8Ur \~~~;.rtie~;~~~tc~:~:; ~g~ ~·~~~}t:itre':rf~f~ My challenge to the physicians of the bospltab of
iince, and hav gained strength and tlesh; hav no more Brooklyn (with the oiier of f5,000 worth of my goods, aud
pain, and hav . . . an excellent appetite, which, before, was $5,000 casu to be given to the Institution If 1 fail to cure
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without nine-tenths of their so-called Incurables) Is still open, and
any suffocating feeling or pain. My bowels are now regu- will be open to them for twelve months.
lar, but before wearing tb.e -'WILSUNIA" I was compelled THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAU
to take large doses of castor oil, administered to me oy my
THE "WILSONIA" GARblENT~
sister every other day, To all who are suffering from like
AND LIV,

~~g~l~lfcd~1e~~~~'i-,~~~~d,t~~~ ~; ;e,~~ ro~m ~:ao~~

IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

t'"J1~~,;~:~1~~M'X~g~t tg~e~alY~a~o~~h~~':;'c.r::~~.nliu\big ~~tf_.\'rg~~~~~~tr'rilr: ;~.f.~~n bir'it~'ywi1'1J~r~J;ILst VIne street.

af~ ~~"w'i::.~1e f~~kecall~~. nfo",:'u~et~fmL~iM~~ o~1ih~~~ ~{g~~-;g~~~S~~':f:~t·e~~~~~rB~~fr'g.~~.. the malpractice
01 <Itches; a~ even ~en the wicked character of the man
And ~et tb!B man to-dafo drives throuNb Fulton street
W <8 evidenced In the following aoUloquy: I b

1 ~~i!;hJ).it;~u_f11ehlbg~k~ ~~~~g~~ ~hb~~s~e~o~=~Ryou a

However. the reatimonfai given below will clearly show

g: J'{~~\~a~~~g~~~t'l~~fg~r;~,Nh~~e,!~~nsf~r.,e,r;ov:~~

nl¥g~ef;~t" ri,l~:~~fi:~s~~~.ofk~~':~Zr~ ~!/ftbt;:'tdffi'elr

~~3~f"s~~~e~."l~~evYl~:Y;, ag~~~~~g_nlli~e ~~~f3~~h~~
t

~"\H~~'tJ~fl.l'f:!~;,te~~f~Jr~ntt:~a~an to bav seen the
Another case I would note, that of Professor Hatch
0

s'¥~~t :O~~~~·}~~~~re~ w::r~~:~ e~~ applied to one of

bulraepohl"thlcela,n,,!t_ILbeggl_ngAh),mG!:"rmmeanktse, tleu qunilgryhllnmt,owtlhteb':aw SON!
~
~ 11
t
1lll
the eonlldence with which a child treats a parent, that he
11

:;~flt ~g;;~~~e~ ~~~~"\n~~ ~Wti'~~ro1~fy! ~~~~f~

oak up with reverence, evinced his selfishness and spleen

~~~~~~~t11fr,f:~u~~i~An~~~o1~t~h~~eh.:"l:.t~ratJ::

physically as at any time In hlallfe,and many of his friends
B&Y be Was never known to be so strong_ as now. Am I not
therefore juatllled In saying, " LISTEN TO YOU!~ PHY-~
SICIANS AND DIE OR WEAR THE • WILSONIA'
MAA~ETIC GARMENTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL
LlV,\ '.~I"
Tlieae men woald rat.ber aee their Plltluntl dlo llllder

gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify to
the value of my magnetic clothing who bad utterly fatled
to receive any benefit or any relief from the many
physicians to whom they bad applied.
Upon mature reflection it will be clear to every reason-

CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
181 CoLUMBIA ST., BROOJILYN, March 15.
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE m:MR. WM. WILSON, JJear Sir: I hav been a sufferer from
rg&'j,~'(J~~c~~~~~~~l:;nl~gt~ o~:3d~n!t ~o~7c~~o"p~ t~~ varicose
.HARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOH
veins for seme thll·ty years. Late last fnlli was
Brooklyn and New York, In face or such alarming evi- suffering very severely with a sore on one of my 1egs, and
THE HOSPITALS OF BHOOKLYN; AND I ALSO
dences O.B these, hav no more penetro.tien than to confer I had come to the conclusion, as I could get no l'elief from WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY !NSTITUTIOli
1
0
:ife~ s~c~~~c~ ~t'.:'s~"~~~,tha~~~~t':,~v ~o~nlh~e'.iu~~~:t ~;ul~e~l~~~sgg~sc~!~e~ ~~~g~~~sb~;a~f:f.si~~~ts~;~~tly~ WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO 1\0T
1
however, about the first of .December, !learned that au ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PA·
k'¥'~ ~·~eiLSONIA" magnetic garments are as harmless acquaintance
of mine on the river havinf the same TIENTS HANDED OVER TO :ME. AND, BE IT !ill0
6
u~ou the body as would be a sheet of paper, and yet
I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS llAV
anf~:~~~Mo~~;~'i.,~L:nf~~·
t~t~N~'l~~ MEMBERED,
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY TilE PllY
~&~¥
i%:J8~.H~t
J~tM\:~'£'~~~:tf~'Y~wTd~~~
MONTHS FROM THEIR FIRST WEARING THEM.
rrr~::eu~~l~g~\~~~gd ~t~n!~~mc1g~ilel~a~~~~lf1iC~\~e;li 1~f SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF Tlblb: '1'0
Can such evidence be llled as to the Innocence of drug. the same goods. 'rhat was indeed a wise act on my part, EFFE<JT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FI:OM
1
f!~~: of~t~.:'a~~'.:';~e Ji'M':;~;;tg;i~g~\~. "l~~~~~~~~d~~~ 1~~Js~~~~e~0i~~~a~Zi t\!~t;~~egnv~~~e';~~ea ~1~~~a:l~~· !~ THE DATE m' TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODl:i,
our charlatan _physicians. Nine-tenths of the practicing Cealed. Not only these wonderful and pleasing results,
physicians of :Hrooklyn ohould be cast In the cntegc1-y or but my general tienltb I found was Improving all the time,
N, B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTD!.NU
crlmlnnls; and as long as Illv nnd hav Uberty of speech antllnstead of going to my bed a helpless Invalid I kept wm
the worst form of rheumatism known to mau.
upon my feet every day and "ttended to my business, us I Eightcure
cases out of every twelve can be cured in from ivur
i;.~~~~~r5/g!n ~bWe~~~ulio~lfl'~~~~;• ;~~~~eg,r~'tK,{ff. hav
done from that period tv the present time, with to six months, and the worst possible cases in twelve
know to be a lie, nor will I rest until I hav compellod the
8
months,
when
the goods arc worn as I direct . .My Uilll
~nhaliJ ~~,f;~ie2tfts~r'h&~~~~~fo~n p~~~s"I~V
culty is, many persons will get rotten with disease, spend
~'ifif:i~~y~eso:f~oW~~~~~~le!~ 1:~i1z~~el:;,g,~ne~~i.n ,!~; ~"JN'i"J..>:.
head and trouble in the respiratory organs, but since thousands of dollars iu poisonous drugs, until they become
be tralne~, then to be thrown broadcast upon society, wearing them I sleep as well neu.r!L as at any previous
8
either to become idlers or murderers.
irf~k~~gtt;~to~0t~l~~ C a~~n\~~~ TtY:ci~ t~~u~p~~~~t:~;·.
The facts state. d above· and the testimonies given below ~i~~~~~fo~fci'i t~~oer~t<;;~;~~l~~vlo ~~~~~~."fJ'J'~~~~~ But the u 'VIL£0NIA" will cure in every case, no m:\tter
are aulllclent evidence to any thinking man or woman It nothing more than my duty to commend them when· of how long standing. But our common sense must b~
that such are the results of the present leglslatlvmeasin evel'Y instance.
urea In reference to the practice ef medlctn.
\~~'11a~~f.Pt~'J~~~wvJI~~ 1~ef~~ec~~r,c~'fi's~i~:e used
Listen to the physicians of Brooklyn, take medlcln, an
.
tiona l hav made In other cases lam led to think there Is die, or wear the" WILSONIA" Garments and uv.

ZJX'M'if:EI!i!}s
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f/Ddds and

~nds.

SPIDERS btW exhibited -thcmselvs and soon the
How can that be miserable for oue which all
mnsketoes will be to hum.
must of necessity undergO ?-Oica:o."
THE khedive says he doesn't care how Turkey
HE who does not like living in the furnished
lodgings of tradition must build his own bouse, cuts up. All he wants is his deserts.
his own system of thought and faith for himself.THE young man who takes everything quietly
gets along best, if he is not in a savings bank.
Zschokke.
On, blindness to the futm·e, kindly given,
"WHAT is love?" It's a feeling that you don't
That each may fill the circle marked by heaven; want any other fellow going round with her.
Who sees with equal eye, as God of all,
NoBODY likes to be the subject of a put up job;
A het'O perish, or a sparrow fall;
and yet few Will decline an umbrella on a rainy
Atoms or systems into ruin hurled,
day.
And now a bubble burst and now a world.
A NEW YORK policeman has just died from the
-Pope.
small-pox. The small-pox can be caught during
THE dift'erence between business done on the sleep.
principle of co-operation and that done on the
" ARE you a wall-fiower ?" he asked, and she
principle of competition is that one has a soul in it,
and the other has not. One is done on the princi- replied, "No, I am a wall-sir." Then they
ple of heartless grasp and greed, reckless of the waltzed.
How takes ye gentle Nihilist
welfare of others, reckless to honor, too; the other
His czar he loves so well?
s done on the principle of "liv and let liv," no
He peppers him if he resist,
gain dishonestly won; no barter of square dealing
And takes him on the shell.
or of integrity. As some one has well expressed
it, co-operation is simply business, whether nal\IARY, we shall miss you,
tional or individual, on a religious basis, or, if you
Gone will be your pleasant smile;
prefer it, on a moral basis.-Rev. J. C. Learned.
Had the oil·can been much larger
You'd hav gone about a mile.
I AM the daughter of earth and water,
And the nursling of the sky;
A YOUNG man residing in Keene,
I pass through the pores of the ocean and shores;
Kissed his sweetheart behind a large screen.
I change, but I cannot die.
He made too much noise
For after the rain when with never a stain
And was heard by some boys,
The pavilion of heaven is bare,
Who informed the girl's pa-which was mean.
And the winds and sunbeams, with their convex
"CAN I giv my son a college education at
gleams,
home ?" asks a proud and anxious father. "CerBuild up the blue dome of air,
tainly," replies an expert, who knows all about it;
I silently laugh at my own cenotaph,
" all you want is a baseball guide, a racing shell,
And out of the caverns of rain,
•
Like a child from the womb, like a ghost from the and a few packages of cigarets."
tomb,
I arise and up build it again. -Shelley's Cloud.
THERE is nothing more conduciv to an enlightened skepticism and its attendant spirit, toleration,
than the spectacle of various religious creeds, each
maintained by intelligent and pious men. A king
of Arabia in the fourth century received an em·
bassy from the Byzantine emperor, with a reqnest
that Christians might be allowed to settle in his
kingdom, and also that he would make Christianity
the religion of the state. Felix, the kiug, assented
to the first proposition; with reference to the second he replied: "I reign over men's bodies, not
over their opinions·. I exact fl'Om my subjects
obedience to the government; as to their religious
doctrine, as to that, the only judge is the Creator."

Reade's .Martyrdom of Nan.
IT is in reality as foolish to pray for rain or a fair
wmd as it would be to pray that the stm should set
in the middle of the day. It is as foolish to pray for
the healing of a disease or for daily bread as it is to
pray for a pure heart, or for mental repose, as it is
to pray for help in sickness or misfortune. All the
events which occur upon the eartp. result from
law. Even those actions which are entirely dependent on the caprices of the memory, or the impulse of the passions; are shown by statistics to be,
when taken in the gross, entirely independent of
the human will. AS a single atom, man is an enig·
ma; as a whole he is a mathematical problem.
As an individual he is a free agent; as a species,
he is the offspring of necessity.- Reade's Martyrdom

a! Nan.

THERE once was a fellow named Rollin,
In love with the girls always fallin'.
The last fall he feU
Brought him marriage, and-well,
His baldness is really appalin'.
THE SPIDER SPIED HER.
A little spider spun a spin,
I stood to see him spin it;
He spun him up,
He spun him down,
And spun him round in a minit.
As soon as ever his spin was spun,

A little fiy was in it;
And the little spider
Ate her up,
And nothin' was said agin' itl

-S. F . .Argo-naut's Own Iliar.
PATERNAL WISDOM.
"My son, you had better tarry,"
Said the father, "and not marry,
Or you will catch Old Harry.
And then you'll feel forlorn;
For marriage is a bubble,
Which bursts and ends·in trouble,
And makes the wretch see double,
Just as sure's you are born.
Now among the girl's your scooting,
Dazzled by their frills and fi uting,
But you'd better mind the tooting
Of your dear old daddy's horn."
WOMEN.
Three women went sailing out into the street
To the brown-stone front where the red fiag
hung.
They jostled the crowd all day on their feet
While "going and going and gone" was sung.
'l!'or women must go where bargains are had,
And buy old trash if never so bad,
And husbands must ever be groaning.
THREE

LET us work in peace, love, and unity with all
who will atand upon our platforms, and if some few
think'or do what we believe is wrong we will talk,
argne, prove, and convince them of their en-ors, or
let them convince us that they are right. I am satisfied there is far more danger in an over-cautious,
selfish exclusion than there is in a broad, free platform. Error will never triumph where free discus- Three husbands, all hungry, went homeward to
sion is allowed. I am ready to accept even the 1:\elp
dine,
of a Catholic priest if he will work for the demands
But when they arrived there was nothing to eat.
of Liberalism. But this dividing oft' into cliques, Three women, all crazy and feeling so fine,
sects, and parties is deleterious to our beloved cause
Were gabbling of bargains along on the street,
and not at all in accordance with our motto of the
For women must talk of bargains they buy,
highest good of the greatest number.-Elmina D.
And homes must su:Jfer and babes must cry,
Slenker.
And husbands must ever be groaning.
THE sCientist recognizes the fact that human be- Three women were showing their husbands with
ings come into existence by the same natural procglee
ess as that by which all forms of life are propaTheir bargains at prices that never were beat,
gated and continued. He sees that individual life Three husbands all starving and mad as could be,
arises from organization, and believes it must disWere tossing the bargains out ~to the street.
continue when the organization terminates. He
For men don't know when bargains are cheap,
believes in no future state of individual intellect
And women, poor creatures, do nothing but
and life. When we pass from this form of exist_
weep,
ence our individuality ceases; the particles of matAnd husbands must ever be groaning.
ter of which we are composed return to the condi·
-H. 0. Dodge in Puck.
tion from which they were evolved, and we go
NEXT.
back to the state of unconsciousness we occupied
An Arab came to the river side,
previous to our individual existence. He sees
With a donkey bearing an obelisk;
nothing terrible in this. As he does not mourn beBut
he would not try to ford the tide,
cause he had no individual existence before his
For he had too good an •.
-Boston Globe.
birth, he does not mourn because he has none after
So he camped all night by the river side,
his death. It must be admitted that this view is
in:tlnitly better than the Christian belief in an
And remained till the tide had ceased to swell,
eternity of suft'ering and unhappiness for the vast
For he knew should the donkey ftom life subside,
majority of mankind, without object or beneJit.He never should find his 11. -Salem Sunb~am.

Bennett's Fear ot Death.

When morning dawned and the tide was out,
The pair cross'd over 'neath Allah's protection.
And the Arab was happy, we ha v no doubt,
For he had the best donkey in all that§.

IN all ages reason has been regarded as the enemy of religion. Nothing has been considered so
pleasing to the deity as a total denial of the au-Somerville Journal.
thority of your own mind. Self-reliance has been
thought a deadly sin; and the idea of living and
That donkey was seen by a Yankee man,
dying without the aid and consolation of superWho raised his voice and loud did boiler:
stition has always horrified the church. By some "How much'll you take for that 'ere beast
In gold or silver or paper $ ?" -Ft·ee Press.
unaccountable infatuation, belief has been and
still is considered of immense importance. All
Thus hailed, the Arab sold his ass,
religions hav been based upon the idea that God
Agreeing the beast from his tent to miss ;
will forever reward the true believer and eternally
The Yankee cheated, the gold was brass,
damn the man who doubts or denies. Belief is
The Arab now swears in(. -Courif:T' Journal.
regarded as the one essential thing. To practice
The angry Arab smote his brow
justice, to love mercy, is not enough. You must
And gave his fiowing beard a twist,
believe in some incomprehensible creed. You
Then unto Allah raised a vow
must say, "Once one is three, and three times
To show that Yank an Arab ll:W"'.
-Truth.
one is one." The man who practiced every virtue
but failed to believe was execrated. Nothing so
Then the donkey spoke, like Balaam's ass,
outrages the feelings of the church as a moral unAnd called that Arab a heathen bragger.
believer; nothing so horrible as a charitable AtheWhen the Arab, very much exaliist.-Ingersoll.
Perated killed him with a t
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the latter ·reads : " No efforts of yours, no good
works, no g0od resolutions, no good prayers,
can translate you from fitness for hell to fitness
for heaven.'' Others are still stronger in their
doctrinal assertioD s. The SprlTtgfleZd ~e;pulili
can says that one of Conneeticut's best ·clergymen was inquired of by a stranger colporteur
not long since whether he felt his soul was safe.
His reply was, " I deem your question exceedingly impertinent."
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that would make a government mule blush,
wrote to the injured man that he was extremely sorry that he had broken up his family, but if he would rent him his farm he would
LAsT week 17,420 immigrants landed at
ls.LI.C W. BAILY, a prominent classleader in
come and work it, and they could all liv·
Castle
Garden.
Philadelphia, has been held to trial in that city
together and worship the Lord I The poor
for stealing a book from the establishment of
JoHN G. SAXE's only remaining daughter
husband was now in despair, and instead of
J. B. Lippincott & Co.
shooting the audacious villian he gave his err- died last Friday.
ing wife all his spare cash and parted with her,
GARFIELD. is off on a junketing tour in a
FATHERS QuiNN and Preston are in luck.
and shE) went to join the elder where they could government steamer.
They are to bav the title of Monsignori, to be
private chamberlains to the holy father, and
THE nervous prostration and suffering suf- worship the Lord and sing that comforting
AccoRDING to the recent census the popula·
the prelates to the pontifical household. What fered by sewing-machine operators, caused hymn:
tion of London is 3,814,571.
"Jesus paid it all,
a fine opportunity they liav to be thankful to by the absorption of the vital electrical forces
.All to him lowe;
SECRETARY WINDOM says that Garfield and
.his holiness at Rome for such great honor!
Sin had left a crimson stain,
of the system, by the constant contact of the
the cabinet" hav no issue with Conkling!"
He washed me white as snow."
THE other day as a fishing party in Pennsyl- feet with the ordinary. iron treadle, is obviated
THE Virginia Readjusters hav nominated Col.
-vania was returning home they passed the farm by an ingenious invention of Dr. Van Cort of
THE two little sons of a noted Brooklyn Cameron for governor. He isMahone's can!68th
street.
It
consists
of
a
sandal
or
cover
of A.. McFadden, Esq., in Franktown townclergyman engaged in a discussion on heaven didate.
ship, .and. saw a pig milking a cow. It was _in for the treadle, constructed of wood or other and the probable occupation of the ransomed
TALMAGE says the new revision is "a mutia sitting posture, and the cow stood very still, non-conducting material, and whiclt se;rves to who are to dwell there. Johnny asked Jimmy lation and a profanation, pedantic, capricious,
the
outflow
of
an
electric
current
from
prevent
if he supposed they would hav apples in
while the pig seerr ~d to be enjoying the feast.
the body, which is otherwise quickened and heaven, to which Jimmy replied that he sup- and empiric."
AMSTERDAM, by the latest cenSil;S, has a Jew- promoted by th!) movement of the machine. It
JoHN H. GRiscoM, of Chicago, is tryingt<> go
posed they would, for the tree of life was to
ish population of over 40,000. In that city, as, also prevents cold feet. The sandal can be
bear twelve manner of fruits, and he saw no forty-five days without eating. He is on his
indeed, in the whole of Holland, the Jews hav quickly adjusted upon the treaule of any mareason why apples should not be among them. thirteenth day.
fared well. '!'here they hav found an asylum, chine.
The inquiring Johnny then suggested a diffiSLIGHT shocks of earthquakes hav been felt
when in most other parts of Eurol'e they had
DURING a thunder st<>rm in Union towns]lip, culty about the cores, and said he was afraid around Vesuvius. Broad streams of lava are
not a resting-place and there they hav reJasper county, on. Sunday, the 22d, the elec- boys would not be allowed to drop them on the flowing down the mountain.
mained, prospered, and multiplied.
tric fluid played some saucy and fantastic golden pavements.
Jimmy meditated a
THE President has appointedA.ddison Brown,
A. CARD has been distributed in our streets tricks at the farm house of James Landers. moment, and then said that a way out of this of New York, judge for the southern district of
, headed" Two Roads," and conveying the in- One bolt struck Mrs. Landers on the left elbow, difficulty appeared plain to him. He told New York, vice Choate, resigned.
formation that the broad road leads to death, skipped to the hip, and being pocketed into Johnny that they could go to the edge of
Two men were killed, two seriously wounded,
misery, and hell, while the narrow road leads her left shoe, burst it into strings; but the heaven, and lean over the wall and drop the
and
thirty cars wrecked by a collision between
to life, happiness, and heaven. One of them most singular of all was the fact that another cores down at the people on earth. "We are
two freight trains at Cedar Rapids, Iowa, on
.recently came into the hands of a wicked wag, bolt of the sprightly fluid served Mrs. Lee in told," continued Jimmy, "that we shall hav
who indorsed upon it: " Since this card was exactly the same manner, excepting the attack a great many pleasures in heaven, and I don't. the 5th.
THE drivers of the brewery wagons in this
was on the right instead of the left side- see why that shouldn't be one of them.'' How
printed both roads hav been consolidated.''
everything, to the bursting of the shoe. Both woula it do to throw their apple cores on their city struck last Monday for a reduction of
AT the :Moody and Sankey meetings in San
ladies were slightly shocked, but not seriously brothers and cousins who are broiling and fry- working hours and fifty cents per hour for
Francisco, "in the front row, with those who
injured. Mr. Lander's father was struck and ing in the sulphurous lake beneath ? Accord- Sunday work.
:responded most promptly in soprano to brother
knocked out of doors, but ·not seriously injured. ing to the true faith that would increase their
SEVERAL coastwise steamers hav been unable
Sankey's' We will now sing,' always sat Mrs.
There was one dog in the house and one unde1· happiness more than anything else.
to proceed to sea owing t<J the strike of the
King, while opposit her, on the next row of
the house; both were killed.
THE rains of late hav been so frequent and firemen for $5 per month additional wages.
chairs most affected by those who sang bass,
THE admirer of two girls at Waupaca, abundant that vegetation was never fresher Two companies hav yielded to the demanti.
:Sat Major Ranlett.'' These points are recalled
MosT of the mechanics in New York and
now by the elopement of Mrs. King and the Oregon, could not choose between them, and and riclaer at the opening of summer than now.
neither
was
willing
to
relinquish
her
claims
in
adjacent
cities hav had a half holiday on Satand
forests
are
in
their
most
beautiful
Field
Major.
favor·of the other. They therefore agreed to garb, and every growing thing givs evidences urday given them by their employers. The
CHARLES MAUDE, a Salem, Coun., farmer,
decide the question by the toss of a coin, and of health and strong vitality. The spring may vie tory was celebrated by a festival last Saturwhen arrested and asked why he beat his wife
the tossing was done, carefully and fairly, in not hav been early in its coming, but once it day.
replied that he had orders from the angel
the presence of ail invited company. The came, favorable weather soon brought forward
THERE was an inlmense attendance at the
Gabriel, with whom, he said, he was in conloser accepted her luck uncomplainingly, 'and the crops, and now they are well advanced for funeral of the late M. Emile Littre in Paris
stant communication. His wife had offended
is to be first bridesmaid at the wedding. A. for the season. But notwithstanding this gen- last Saturday. A. body of Freethinkers pro.the angel, who told him to whip her. Maude
somewhat similar case had a different termina- sral promis of a fruitful harvest the enemies of tested against holding any religious ceremony
w.as sent to the insane asylum, but Gabriel was tion at Bowerton, Michigan. The girls, in
growing vegetation are numerous and threaten- over the remains.
not punished. Thus does the world use its this instance, were sisters, and they were willing. The following are some of the reports
JosEPH SABIN, the veteran Nassau street
prophets now I
ing to divide the lover between them. In which reach us. In Boyle county, Ky., the
bookseller and bibliophile, is dead. Comstock
THE trouble in the Plane street Presbyte- order to carry out that idea they hav started fly has almost destroyed the wheat crop; locusts
arrested him once, but the case never came to
rian church was once more before the Presby- for Utah, where they will practic& polygamy; are splitting the limbs of fruit trees in Oconee
trial. It is said he knew the most about books
tery of Newark on Wednesday evening. Mat- but the harmonious sisters hav exacted a county so that they die; about two-thirds of
thew N. Hawkins was tried before the session solemn vow from the man never to hav more the apples in Ohio hav blighted and fallen off of any man living.
THREE little boys were smothered by a sand
of the church for slander in saying that the than two wives.
within the past two weeks ; wheat birds hav
bank falling upon them while at play in East
pastor, the Rev. Isaac Davenport, was a liar.
of
the
gwwing
totally
destroyed
large
fields
A. BAPTisT minister by the name of Kellogg,
Rawkins admitted that he said so, and wanted having a wife and three children, has become grain of McLennan county, Texas; in Fannin Broadway, this city, last week. They were
:an opportunity to prove it by witnesses, but intimate with one of his flock, a married woman county, Texas, grasshoppers are found in Inill- under the dirt only twenty minutes, but when
dug out were dead.
was refused the opportunity.
with a goed, indulgent husband and two small ions, and farmers are in a great state of alarm;
MAYOR GRACE has appointed James S.
LoRD SELBORNE, the Lord Chancellor of Lon- children. The woman's husband, however, Nevada is completely overrun with grasshopdon, in a letter to the Right Rev. Christopher was not a Christian, and the Rev. Kellogg pers. They consume a crop, leaving nothing Coleman commissioner of street cleaning, and
Wordsworth, bishop of Lincoln, expresses the thought his wife legitimate prey to his lust. green behind them; the farmers around Kirks- the BG>ard of Health has confirmed him, under
opinion that the revised TeStament cannot be The upshot of it is that the " divine " has de- ville, Mo., report the county alive with chintz the new law. Perhaps New York may now
read in the churches or the English church un- serted his wife and family and also induced the bugs that are doing great damage to the crops; hav streets in which pestilence is not bred
ltil it has been recommended or authorized by woman to leave her husband and little children. grasshoppers are on the march on the Truckee, every hot day.
IT is said that First A.ssistant Postmas•
:some sufficient public authority, and that any The guilty pair repaired to the house of a Cal., meadows. They ate lip forty acres of
clergyman so using it incurs the risk of being neighbor, another church member, to indulge in prime wheat for one farmer; the corn in much ter-General Tyner, who issued the order
"nest-hiding" and all that the term implies, till of the state of Indiana has been so thoroughly suspending the Phylfiologist and forcing Dr.
held as an offender against the law.
they were threatened by the indignant citizens damaged by wire worms and grubs that re- Foote's HeaUh MontMy and other Liberal
DAVID SEAMAN is a pious church-member of who rallied to tar and feather the reverend planting became ,necessary; the North Caro- papers to pay exorbitant postage, will be
Freeport, Long Island. He is zealous in the debauchee, who got wind of his danger and fled. lina locusts are doing great damage to young shortly superseded by ex-senator Spencer.
cause of Jesus, and thinks unbelievers should But he was not to be cheated out of his prey, apple orcharils. They split the fruit-bearing
THE deadlock over the election of United
get roasted in hell forever. He has been re- as the sequel will show. He wrote to the twigs, which soon wither and fall to the ground;
garded so faithful that he has been made sex- woman to get rid of her husband, how and in grubs or frost hav made very many missing States senators still continues in the legislature
at A.lbany. It seems to be pretty certain that
ton of the church. But
. there are always draw- wh a t manner h e a·1a not care. B ut th e h us- hills among the hop fields of Oneida, N. Y. Conkling and Platt will not go back. Grant
backs more
case.
The
· h t Many new yards are being set out, but the
. or less senous in every
B
S
. b an d was not easily dispose d of ; h e stuck ng
has returned from Mexico and is said to be
worst thmg we know. about
· f ail ed m
· th'lS dia b o1wa
. 1 sch eme crop will be short for a year; reports from
.
. ro. eaman lS 'th ere. H avmg
going to A.lbany to help his friend Roscoe.
that a colored
woman
m
h1s
neighborhood
has
h
th
d
d
th
b
•t
h
d
t
.
.
. .
e en comman e
e eWl c e woman o Strausstown, Pa., say that the army worm is
THE attempt to evict tenants in Ireland has
sworn a child on h1m. It lS mdeed unfortu- persuad e h er h us b and'to se II h'lS f arm and th en destroying the corn as fast as it makes its apnate that any follower of Jesus . sh ould be so t o ro b hi m o·f th e money and. come t o h'1m m
· pearance above the ground. It ruins a tobacco resulted in almost a civil war. Troops are
persecuted as to hav a colored child to father. 1o,.wa, wh ere they would sta.r t an eating-h ouse field in a single night; a parasite has appeared freely used, and several collisions, in which
A. Pious man has made it his mission to and worship the Lord. But the husband, in the orange groves of the West Indies, Flor- numbers were injured and some killed, hav
travel daily on the trains running through Mer- ·though indulgent and usually accommodating, ida, and California that has ruined vast num- occurred between them and the peasantry.
lden, Conn., and distribute slips containing clung to his farm and would not part with it; bers of trees, and threatens to seriously inter- A.ll the houses along two streets in Cork hav
been completely wrecked•
.IBCripture texts and brief exhortations. One of whereupon the reverend rascal, with a cheek fere with orange culture.

and flippings.
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the realm of non-existence. Man stands, on account enth day, and later he was called the Lord of Sabaoth.
of his consciousness and lofty qualities, upon a high After the expulsion of the sh~pherd kings from
round in the scale of things, And a proof of his Egypt and the re-establishment of · sun-worship
loftiness is that by his reason he is compelled to proper, in its astronomical and beneficent aspects; a
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
think God. He sees in God himself, and again, shepherd or Seth worshiper became. an abomination
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH within himself the reflection of the sacred primitiv to the Egyptians.
being._
· The Hebrews were shepherds and dwelt in Goshen,
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA. G. MOSHER, LL.B.
"'May an egotistical, merely school-philosopher, as the~ere an offense to the Egyptians for this reaCHAPTER VIII.
mOl'e in order to shine than to imbue convictions, son. When they we1·e expelled f1·om Egypt they
"'And which way did'st thou choose, Alamontada, confuse the understanding, commence quarrels, and were still Seth worshipers, and trace their descent
to lead thee out of the dark regions of doubt into imagin himself great, to hav proved there is no God? from Seth (who they say is t.he third son of Adam,
The outcry of all nature reechoes eternally in his Adim, or Menw), who is identical with Satan ·and
the realms of light?' I asked him one day.
Siva. Some of the Hebrews had imbibed Egyptian
" 'I also,' answered he, 'was once tortured by breast.
"'God is. I can entangle myself, intoxicate my- ideas and worshiped the sacred animals, which were
the frightful uncertainty about the worth of my life
and my future fate. To whom hav not these things, self with fancies, and always I return to the thought, again an abomination to the Hebrews. Hence they
sooner or later, been of import: nee? But only two God is! The voice of reason penetrates all soph- a8sert that all red-haired Jews ·are descendants of
ways I always found which could lead me to some istry. All nations, all ages of the world, one un- those whom Moses compelled to drink the water that
knowledge of these matters-the wayfof mere expe- taught by the other, pronounce the name of the god- the golden calf was dissolved in.
The stigma of Typhonic is here reversed, and they
head. Only different must the human mind imagin
rience and the way of self-acting reas0n.
"'For a long time the way of experience seemed the greatness of God, because the degrees of its edn- are called children of Belial, Baal (Baal Shaddai was
to me the safer. But soon I found that my objects cation were different. The Japanese and the Chris- the god of Abraham). The Hebrews worshiped Seth
lay beyond the reach of human experience; that I tian, the Jew and the Siamese, the Mussulman and as Moloch, and passed their children through the fire
never, in the present. conditi0ns and with the present the negro-all bow worshiping before him whose to him. The peculiar symbol of Satan, Saturn; or
instruments of my soul, could. comprehend the super- picture, in the brighter or more obscure mirror of Seth was the linga, represented by an upright stone
natural causes of thin~ or phenomena which sur- their imagination, floats clearer or more confusedly. in Keltic Maen Syth, the earliest forms of which are
rounded me; that I woUld strive in vain to make ex"'What is demanded of me? Shall I doubt the still extant in Cornwall and are called tolmans, from
periences in a world for which no wings had been existence of the eternal, primitiv spirit? Then you twll, hole, and maen, stone, they being perforated to
given me; that I, 'tis true, was myself a part of wish that I should doubt even the existence of all represent the female attribute or yoni as well as the
this (lark world of powers and causes, but without things, the magnificence, wisdom, and holiness in the male, or linga. This is referred to as a pillar in the
sense _of perception for it, only with sense of percep- universe, or, rather, believe that that which has given scriptures, and a rock and sometimes a tower. This
tion for its workings.
us hearing, sight, and understanding could itself not symbol was evidently in use previous to the time of
" 'So there remained to me only the way of rea- hear, see, and understand. Shall I doubt the eternal the discovery of the movements of the planet Satum.
son._ I felt vividly that I, speaking of convictions, truthfulness of the principles of reason? Then you Hence the Greek myth that Chronos Saturn was dewas compelled to observe the laws of reason. What would that I should prefer contradiction to the agree- posed by Jupiter and assigned a place in heaven.
contradicted them could not convince me. I noticed ment of my knowledge; I should prefer insanity to From the crude form of the tolman we Qan trace the
that all mankind, without agreement, without ever truth; doubt my own doubts; stagger from nonsense scientific and ornamental form of the Egyptian
having seen each other, at all· times, in all zones, to nonsense. Remarkable it is, that all skeptics in obelisks, which seem to hav served the purpose of a
possessed the same laws -of reason as myself, and ordinary life thought and acted as reasonable as gnomon to mark the h9urs by its shadow falling in
that they only deviated from me in .the application others; only in the study-room they became con- different places, as is referred to in the dial of
of them. I noticed that the new-born child began fused. Their best works are masterpieces of keen- Ahaz; also as an almanac. As Hti in Hefin or the
to think and act in these laws just as soon as it was, sensed insanity.
sun in Cancer, they were decorated with the symbol
through a chain of own-experiences and their com"'All that one can say, looking at the wonderful of the crab. As the generator they were capped
parison with one another, enabled to distinguish it- universe and the scrupulously computed linking .of with a pyramid, symbolic of the sun in Aries and
self from other objects. I folmd the same also to be things, is, I cannot comprehend it! Poor man, how Libra, and as the square was the peculiar attribute
true with the worn-out, aged man, whose power of mayest thou wish it even? If thou descendest in thy of the first ray or sun in cancer, so they are fourimagination was exhausted, whose memory was shafts thousands of feet below the ground in order sided.
·
blighted. Until the life of his body became extinct to watch the working of subterranean nature, where
As the sun of the new year was Horus, and the
the laws of his thinking retained their supremacy, she, in her dark, rocky chambers, boils the metals, midsummer sun Ra, so the autumnal sun was Tumalthough through the lameness of his sensual organs, begets rivers, and prepares volcanic eruptions, ah ! the babe, the man, the old man. This annual drama
as, for instance, if he, through the loss of memory, then thoq hast hardly scratched the thin skin of our of the sun's course was also carried out quarterly.
became childish, he was no longer able to value immense globe. Its gigantic intestines thou hast not It is probable that the three eagles upon each face
rightly the objects about. him, and -to apply rightly seen. If thine eye, armed with telescope, roameth of the obelisk represent the months, as Horus, Ra,
the laws of his individuality.
through the wide realm of skies and .measureth the and Tum, while the column of hieroglyphics under
"'If I think and act in these laws, everything be- heavenly bodies as they untiringly and harmoniously each ~agle r~present the day ~f each month, with the
fore me develops itself in pure harmony. If I at- circle around each other· if thou in the immense pecuhar duties for each day m season, also the redtempt to escape their commands, all crumbles to- distance .discoverest a n~w world, the existence of _letter d~ys and festivals.
gether into a confused chaos; I stagger among con- which no mortal being else imagined, and for the
T~e dim·~al course of the sun was supposed to be
tradiction; I am insane.
distance of which every earthly measure becometh ~arned out m the same method. Thl~s, m the morn"'The organization of my individuality compels too small, what hast thou? 0 thou microscopical, mg he was Horus, the babe; at midday, Ra, the
me to think of all as cause or effect. I recognize invisible being, thou tremblest before the greatness illan, the hero; and at eve, Tum, the old man.
myself as the cause of my thoughts, wishes, and acts. of the water-drop in which thou livest, and propheTum, like Saturn or Chronos, is supposed to be the
I cannot help attribute a primitiv cause to the exist- siest, shuddering, the possibility of a second and oldest .of the Egyptian deities, as he is the father of
ence of the world of powers which surround me, of third one, although thine own appeareth to be im- the new sun. If the Egyptologists were to seek the
which I perceive only their workings upon me, not measurable. Thou knowest nothing of the rushing, meaning of these hieroglyphics as illustrations of
the powers themselvs. Even the Atheist does not eternal ocean, the depth of which hath no bottom, ideas rather than sounds or syllables, it is likely they
deny this away. He calls the secret, co-working the area of which no shores.
would find the solution much easier. As the cartoons
powers of nature primitiv caus.e of all those phenom" 'And yet the spiteful, haughty little worm in its in the illustrated papers of to-day are more instrucena that float about us. He givs to them eternity, drop philosophizes about the immeasurable and de- tiv to the ignorant than twenty columns of reading
which others ascribe to their God, and puts the nies what it does not comprehend. The cause cannot matter, so the symbols carved upon these obelisks
strength of his doubts against the existence of God, be at the same time its effect, the comprehending not were readily understood by the lower classes of
or his proof for the sufficiency of the secret natural at the same time tlfe compreher:ded.
Egypt.
powers for demonstration of the world, in our non" 'A wisdom speaks to me from all quarters of the
The priests had a hieratic writing of words and
acquaintance with them. We know it too little in universe, before whose greatness all-measure ceases. syllables, which corresponds very closely with the
order to judge about it rightly, says he. Well, I am We are in our know ledge so scanty, so poor, that we Druidic or Ogham characters; but the methods of
of his opinion. He also has accepted a highest se- strive in vain after a worthier representation of the comparison used by Egyptologists in deciphering
cret cause of the universe. It is his god. But he most high. The perception of him by the wisest hieroglyphics are very deficient.
preserves his powers for beings working uncon- upon the earth is always a man-god. But as to us
In our own day, Russia is typified by a bear,
sciously, according to laws. Nature, says he, so children, even this representation is gratifying; so England by a lion, :France by a cock; and if in
created from eternity, brought forth since eternity, let us keep the faint picture of the invisible father future ages some scientific New Zealander should
without being conscious thereof, the phenomena and until he once nnveils himself, he whose veil is the visit the buried and ruined cities of the United
their changes. So then man alone would be the sky, and the flying heavenly bodies therein the atom States he might, with equal propriety, assert that
only rational being, because he has consciousness in the sunbeam.' "
upon the ruins he found hieroglyphics; that the
of life. So then nature would be a god, who proLTo BE CONTINUED.]
American deity was an old man called Uncle Sam,
duced nobler things than he is himself. The uniand that a goddess called Columbia was also held in
verse would be a dead machine, which does not
veneration, as many prints and statues of these peoknow itself, but brings forth beings which would ·
Ecce Diabolus.-Continued.
ple were found in the ruins.
~eserve to be called god~, because they alone really
The pictures of the god represent him as deformed,
I may be thought presumptuous in advancing this
hv and observe the c~·eatwn a~d changes of nature, having a back covered with bristles, and the head of theory of the antiquity of the Keltic Druids, but
or the god unconsCious of hims~lf. Th_e thought a crocodile, an ape, or a hippopotamus. In the myth oriental researches show that a powerful people
shocks me. S? long as I am a ratwnal bemg, I can- of Isis and Osiris, Seth, or 'fyphon, plays a prominent existed previous to the time assigned to the Jewish
not adhere to It.
.
.
part as the destroyer. (George Ebers.)
occupation of Canaan. Hittites and Hivites are
~·'Does _reason compel me to accept a. pnmordial
This Set or- Seth is easily recognizable as the mentioned; H!i-worshipers or Huites, while the
~em~, s? It compels me, at tb.e same time, not t_o Seithyn Saidi (Said in the seventh sign) Said Wrn Cuthites, Cushites, 01· Kelts are mentioned very early
1magm It more Impe_rfect than I am n;tyself. This (Said, sexual energy; Wrn, resting-place, tomb, from in history as worshipers of the solar deity.
wonderful harm?ny m the whole umv~rse, these which we hav the Latin Urnus-urn, a receptacle for
Canon Rawlinson, in his "Origin of Nations,"
laws. of the semet powers of nature, whwh govern the ashes of the dead). Said Wrn becomes Sadwrn especially seeks to th1·ow discredit upon the anthe 1mmeasurable all, are so lofty, as no thought at and Saturn and Satan. And as he reigns through tiquity of the British Druids, but makes several very
first could be t~oug~t by me, lJ:nd ever been. t~ought the winter he is invested later with Capricornic attri- fatal admissions to the contrary, and the argument is
by mort~ls.. I _Imagm from this 3: power Simil~r to butes, hoofs, horns, etc., but the barbed tail of weak throughout, depending mostly upon Cresar's
myself, Similar m regard to. self-actmg 3:nd consCious- Scorpio sticks to him and proclaims his identity. authority.
ness .. A~d so deep as ~-smgl~ atom hes u~der the From this attribute we hav the word Satyr, a·mythiMr. Bonwick is quoted at present for an authority
or_gam~ati~n of the umverse, JUst so deeJ? hes man, cal being, half man, half god.
as an ethnologist who asserts that the Welsh are a
w1th his Wisdom and po'Yer, under the Wisdom and
The Hyksos, or shepherd kings, who conquered decidedly mixed race of Iberian stock mixed with
power of the supreme bemg.
Egypt were Seth worshipers but Set to them was a 'he later Ke!tic type. I should like to know upon
"'Yea, dear si~, he who cannot ~reak the laws of blood-thirsty destroyer who'delighted in war and to what grounds he bases this idea? By examination
reas~n, cann_?t dnve o~t of_ the u~nv_e~se t~e al~-ar- w~om human sacrifices were a delight. As Sadwrn, of the skulls of Welshmen of the present day, I
rangmg, rulmg, all-ammatmg, pr1m1tlv bemg, mto Se1thyn, Septem, Seth, he wasl-worshiped on the·sev- should think that they are decidedly mixed after
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centuries of contact with Saxon and Norman races. truthful to the letter, however fictitious it may ap- pla~~:et that the attractiv force of the greater body
H by examination of the skulls excavated from long- pear . to some of our re~ders. In presenting this receives the lesser at a very early stage of its existburied ruins he makes this assertion, how does he Idea 1t w~ul~ be only_phllosophic to state that all ence. Sp~cimens of this kind frequently come to
identify any individual ·skull, whether it was a the material m tJie um~erse is composed of particles the earth in the form of meteoric showers, or in· a
Kelt, a Roinan, a Saxon, or ·a Dane who carried it o_r atom_s. But m seeking to find these ultimate par- more dense condition of stone. Perhaps there are
upon his shoulders ?
tiCles with the most powerful lens, we fail to reach many of these infant formations in the limits of this
It is claimed that naturalists can, from a single them, but we find our way, in whatever material we solar system at the pre..sent time, and yet possibly
bone, reconstruct the whole animal, though pre- select, lined and blockaded with innumerable ani- not one. out of ten thousand will ever develop. In ,
viously unknown to them, and from the cave man m~lcules,_ from those of the larger sizes to the most ~he progress of a planet's growth no doubt many burst
of Mentone they hav made illustrations of what the mmute mfinitesimals, then blending into what m the heavens and resolve back into their former
human race originally was. How is it that in Con- appears a continued mass of infinitly small animated condition of nebular fluid, while others more nearly
naught this troglodytic type of countenance is found creatures or insects. These observations were taken developed are subject to the most terrible volcanic
at the present day? Here, their last refuge, driven under t_he most favorabl~ circumstances, and my eruptions and convulsiv commotions that the mind
by successiv persecutions, the only remnants of the compamon asserted that m all reason all the ulti- is able to conceive. The earth shows signs of such
pure Irish stock are found. "To hell or Connaught !" mate atoms were virtually animated identities. It .in !!Very mountain range on her surface, and still she
has been the cry of the English soldiery whenever is certain, a;s far as our demonstrations could go, we belches forth her fire and smoke from time to time
they hav sought to crush the Irish sentiment here. found not~mg else, and the inference was strong in from her numerous volcanoes.
By a continuous crushing and brutalizing treatment fayor of_hiS conclusion. But it is difficult to get the
Upon the principles of philosophy no planetary
the race bas reverted to its original type, with the ~amtes~ Idea of_ th~ ultimatum from all we can get nucleus can form and develop except where in the
short upper lip, immense, carnivorous teeth, andre- m a miCroscopiC VIew. The comparison would be economy of nature it will be needed in the heavens
ceding forehead of the troglodyte. This type of li~e u?-to pumpkins, potatos, and mustard seed, to assist in keeping order and harmony. It is plain
countenance is not found anywhere else upon the mixed m one grand batch. The pumpkins we can to und~rstand that in the formation of a heavenly
face of the globe. The Iberian type, acquired when see, the potatoes guess at, a11d the mustard seed we body, It would receive all the material adjacently
Galway had an immense commercial intercourse shal~ never know anything about. The latter pro- surr_ounding that its attractiv force is capable of colwith Spain, is also to be found, but it reverts to its port~onately would be like magnifying a particle of l~ctmg, and its attractiv force is increasing in propordistinctivly Iberian type as different to the Keltic a:s sunlight, and that is· too delicate for .me, hence I will ~wn to its volume and weight. Hence any density
light to darkness.
stop as others hav done, where nature proclaims, I~ the heavens, aside from the planets, must be suffiWhy do the authorities of the English church "So far thou shalt go and no further."
Ciently foreign from them to justify an amount of
take alarm at present at the W fllsh Druidic philoso'Tis ours to fancy but not understand
material adequate to build up a body large enough
phy and train their artillery upon it to discredit it
A world of beings on a grain .of sand,
for practic~l utility to nature else the work will be
And doubtless some there seeking to explore
before even an assertion of anything is forthcoming?
counted among the buds that never blossom ; fot
A mammoth cave or some far distant shore.
Do they dread any revelation which may be made?
nature never works without a purpose, and this is
'Tis ours to view ten thousand orbs afar,
Do they know that in the Welsh language and the
one of the reasons why we infer that intellectuality
And state the distance to the dimmest star;
bardic mysteries there is that knowledge which will
rules the universe.
Survey the planets, weigh them and control,
cause the system of Christianity to melt under its
But not to analyze the human soul.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
rays and dissolve into nothing? It is evident that
The forgoing we hav presented in order that the
they fear it. After ages of service as a faithful mind of the reader may fully realize the infinit
A Proclamation of Truth to the World.
policeman and conservator of the peace, the devil is minuteness of the particles of all material substance,
going to fail them. A closer look at him divests and also that the largest things in the universe are
The monster fraud of the world is priestcra:ft. This
him of his terror and brings him into a very close productions of actual growth, the composition of self-constituted authority hangs on the necks of the
relationship with the Jewish Jehovah and the Chris- which is a multiplication of infinitesimal atoms, the millions as a ponderous incubus; it assumes all mantian God. He is not half as black as he has been existence of which is known, yet beyond the power ner of forms, and deludes the people with every sort
painted. Heaven and hell are very near each other. of man to find. Again, in showing the worlds of cajoling name. Like the quack doctor, it abounds
Priestcraft must wane, and humanity be emanci- beneath us and the worlds above us, it is our object with nostrums to suit the most fastidious, and invites
pated. Let the light shine, and let the truth against t~ impress this principle. upon the mind : that mag- its dupes to worship at som!l constructed shrine
the world be made known.
J. H. DAVIES.
mtude can only be considered in comparison to the which hath been patented by the grand council and
mind tpat considers it. The sphere in which man solemn council of humbugs and sophists; and every
makes things around him appear of certain individual who has stultified himself and rendered
Formation and Harmony of the Solar System. acts
dimensions, and distance also proportionately corre- his small mind so plastic that the creed-bound seal
BY FRANCIS D. LACY.
sponds with his nature. But what do the thousands of fudge can be easily impressed thereon, and after
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : of animalcules, living and sporting in their boundless which the soft-pated little sheep are drilled and
In addition to my communication on "Planetary ocean, the aqueous fluid of a person's eye, know of the drilled by the cunning impostors, and then their fleece
Development," I would further state: That for some infinitude of space outside? Or, in the way of illus- comes off pi~cemeal to supply the idle drones with
purpose the universe exists, and to that purpose all trat~on,_what ~f the eart~ ~ere an intellectual being choice luxuries and fine clothes. Ha, hal what a
materiality is appropriated. The problem of the (which m my JUdgment It Is), and we but parasites, powerful motor is fable to make money and swindle
origin we shall leave for the unsophisticated to cavil digging and biting and frolicking upon her back, the people out of theirfreeborn rights and transform
upon, since it is sufficient for us to deal with matter with what insignificance we would be regarded by them into the veriest slaves of systems founded on
as we find it, accepting both the spiritual and the such an immense being, and what more would she no other bases than that of fraud and fiction ! Oh,
material as being but one, and that self-existent and know of us than we of the little creatures beneath that the blinding scales of ignorant superstition
eternal. For the present we shall endeavor to con- the ability of our eyes to discern? And again, time would peel off from the pitiable multitudes, who
sider some of the formations, evolutions, and general or duration is a principle in its nature never vary- willingly bow to. an imaginary idol and sustain
developments achieved by nature, and from the re- mg yet adapted to the appreciation of any existence swarms of sponging parsons, priests, etc., who claim
sult of our conclusions see what inference is shown of thought, proportionate to the sphere and requisi- to be the simon-pure messengers of the high sky
tions such existence or being demands. To the court of mythic vacuity! Every individual should
for the existence of a pervading intellectuality.
First. Since the spirit of nature abhors idleness, minute insect, whose lifetime is but for an instant, to learn and not forget that every religion now in exaction is the order of the universe. Every animated the realization of its identity, it may appear an age, istence is an invention. No matter where or when a
being or particle of material is forever seeking its while the duration of our lifetime to a planetary being religion originated; it was invented by some fanatic
equilibrium, while the elements throughout the uni- might be regarded as a second of time is realized or knave, and is now kept running on knavish
principles. The large sums of money it brings to
verse are kept in a continual state of agitation and by us.
In the formation and development of plants and church exchequers is the lubricator of . the wind
warfare. Every creature or insect of life, from the
greatest magnitude to the infinitesimal, livs in view solar systems, it is a process requiring great duration, machine. If the funds now used for the pm·pose of
of but one object-self-preservation! But not a but it is hardly probable that all the planets in any spreading a tissue of unmeaning impossibilities
creature among the innumerable species, not man ex- solar system ever originated at once, but are born, called religious faith were used to promote and betcepted, while fulfi\ing his selfish mission, is able to develop, mature, and perish, one by one, analogous ter the condition of humanity during their present
understand in the aggregate the grand work he is to the origin and growth of the species, and thus and only existence, how much more wise, honest,
accomplishing for nature, and why he fills a place in from generation to generation are perpetuated. It and faithful a principle would it be than grinding
the great ocean of life. This principle of self-preser- is doubtless a fact that the space occupied by our out the dollars by organs and windbags from an unvation is a stimulant, creating activ life, which if solar region between and around the planets in a th!nking multitude, of their hard earnings, to susdenied to animation would also debar all inheritance state of development contains a sufficient amount of tam an idolatrous system of mythology, which is an
gaseous fluid to compose as many more heavenly insult to the age ! No kind of superstition makes
of intelle~tuality, making. all nature a blank.
An individual bee at work in the hive seeks only bodies as are now flying in their elliptical orbits mankind wise. It was constructed in ignorance,
its natural requirements, but guided by a principle around the sun, but in order to perpetuate the exist- and the more dense the ignorance the more solid is
of intelligence, unknown to itself, it works in unison ence of this great family it is essential that new the fabric. Nothing weakens the old superstructure
with others in the colony, and how grand is the re- generations should gradually arise to take the place of ancient or modern paganism more than intellectual
sult in the aggregate! The coral insect, though but of the older planets which are continually passing investigation into all its ramifications. Let the
a minute creature of life, in seeking self-preservation away; consequently it is absolutely necessary that light of truth and reason shine on its gross absurdilabors with the millions of its kind, and though its nature should keep in reserve a sufficient quantity of ties, and very soon a clear insight will reveal a mass
life is but momentary, note how from year to year, and rarefied material to answer the requirements. It of fraud so distinct and manifest that none but the
century to century, they continue dilligently at their might be questioned where the worn-out, or rather dullest of minds can fail to detect it. Every indicolossal works. In this way the coral reefs, from a the dead, planets go when no longer useful for nature's vidual who is interested in modernizing the world,
carbonate of lime deposit, hav'been reared along the purpose. We would answer in all reason that they and making it a better world to liv in, should use
Florida coast, and ielands of considerable extent hav go to the great source from which the material of every effort to root out existing superstitions and
been formed in defiance to the dashing waters of the their composition was radiated, the sun, in accordance build up a grand and mighty moral and intellectual
ocean, by the long-continued diligence of these short- with the law of nature's just compensation, for power, whose tendency should be to suppress every
lived little insects. Whence the intellectuality that obviously the labor assigned for the sun to pelform phase of crime, and educating the public mind to a
guides these instinctiv natures to accomplish so much is to supply the solar space with the new and refined stand~trd of honor, truth, honesty, and thrift, whereby
material for the sustenance of the old planets and they are brought to understand the duties and
in the world's development?
But here it would not be out of" order to state that the· formation of new, consequently planets as they amenities of this life, instead of unwisely looking
these minute creatures occupy a more extensiv range are developing continue to run in their orbits, but at for another, which is nothing but a delusiv dream,
than doubtless has generally been supposed ; and every circuit made arrive a little nearer to one of never to be realized. It is a mistaken idea that any
perhaps all the various .operations of chemical affin- nature's great heavf!nly tombs. The progress is slow sort of superstition can civilize the world. Wise and
Ity might reasonably be ascribed to the labor of in- but sure, and it is only a matter of time when each just.J.aws, founded on a secular basis and promptly
enforced, are the remedy for all illegal acts and deeds.
finitesimal insects unknown to the eye of man. ln in turn shall be swallowed in as food for the sun.
In the formation of new planets these little chil- Let every wrong be made right, and punishment
relation to this, however, I would say that of late we
hav made some extensiv and interesting microscopic dren of the solar system are subject to many misfor- inflicted right here. This is the world for judgment,
T. WINTER.
observations, and that the public may hav some of the tunes. Often it occurs that a nucleus commences in and no guilty party should escape.
Cincinnati, 0.
benefits of our researches, we will extent an idea, such close proximity to soni.e partially developed
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·rh_il1t{h~~~~t.e~'o.
*John Bulmer,
*Dr JL York,
Wm Jones, Sr,
nett bas decided to take the long journey, to pass Heredity may welcome the aid of Christianity be.~Ja~~~n~~:her,
*~ f ~~~:
y;~~~eA'i{!~!ams,
around and see earth's inhabitants. We are more cause of its pure moral teachings, but in effect it de:~uJ~~t£~fa~~wn,
~ s~~~~;,n,
:gh~rfe~iWfl~'on,
than else glad that this is to be, from the fact that nies the efficacy of merely spiritual methods for re•wm Rowe, :MD,
C J Peck,
*WilHam Sweet,
we ourselvs wish to know, froi)l a reliable standpoint, generating the race. It does not hope to get rid of
*Phil!~ Brinkerhoff,
J M King,
*Charles E Cl"k.
*JHo e :rt1D,
*J~Poye(two Shares), :~a~::kea£erty,
the facts, truths, and relations regarding the many sin by converting the sinner, but rather by teaching
8
.};!'lfr;ro~rf.~~ck, MD,
M Jll\1~~:
*Michael Burke,
inhabitants that bav with us the common relations men and women. to ~o .Ill:ar~y that their offspring
Samuel Webber,
L S Burdick,
•wm Frame,
Max Deere,
•Moses Hull,
~Andrew Fason,
and interests of humanity. Differing as we do in all shall be born With d1mimshmg tendencies to sin.
W H Jordan,
*D G Vandament,
*ChasE Townsend,
0 B Brown,
Sol Benson,
*H M Fisher,
the varied beliefs and conceptions, extending into all According to its theory, a converted sinner may
:;f~~~~gsf~~~Cr,
t~~::~~~g~gs~i;
*~g;:g~W<J5~dge,
that makes up human life in its physical, social, make an unfit parent for the very reason that he
W J Burns,
*Leonard Walters,
James Carter,
and mental capacities, with its degrees of perfecta- needed to be converted. He bas in him evil tenden:~aL~~~z~~nhart,
g~~~n1ei'Pe)~~'
*~nB~~i~s,
bility, we would know something of the conditions cies, both moral and physical, perhaps, which ought
*Freeman Parker,
•Lewis Shrodar,
+Mrs M Lynda}),
Wm Trumbull,
*FA Moore,
DC Knoderer,
that hav been evolved from out the long line of past not to be propagated, and they remain, though he
John Durantt
Henry Felber,
James Leach,
*CD lforse,
*James Hughes,
Abel Davis,
experience, that bav grown in difference by condi- may hav cleansed his ways under the influence of
R S Kelsoe,
~J F Smith, Jr,
Mrs R S Moore,
*AM Brigham,
•Thomas Reeder,
•Chas Chambers,
tions
and culture in the diverging lines of thought religion. A balky horse might bav been cured by
•c E Peterson,
•w S Ring, .
W W Wood,
•w F Stevens (four John Shook, PM,
•Mr and Mrs J Mahara,
and action. We know the history of wars ancl Rarey, an,d yet it would m~.ke a poor parent of stock
ahares).
*D J Thompson,
Henry J Pessink,
bloodshed caused by priest and potentate, of courts especially if it bad the blind staggers.
W P W!icox,
J R Halley,
•col H B Carpenter,
'
J S Bedel,
J T Reed,
Simon Askins,
and splendor, but nought of the varied commonality
Christianity deals only with the soul, the spiritual
·~! J.:f:d'!~~~
:~o~g!11/e~'umont,
~~~~~~~gory, .
of human conceptions, instincts, education, and su- nature; but heredity concems itself with both the
•c W Mead & Co (two Dr_ Thomas Rise,
*J G Rodman,
shares),
DR Marvin,
tJoseph Henry,
perstition. We would know of these things from a body and the soul, and holds that the health of the
•wm1am Loshbough
*D P Walling,
•E W Orgen,
•o F Green (two shares), Wm J. Glaeser,
B F Rice,
rational and consistent standpoint, free from the one is as necessary as that of the other, and that
*Wm Hart,
Wm V Taylor,
Duncan McLaren,
•Fred Heck,
Mr Lemyer,
Gilbert .Arnold .
bias of past belief and antagonism. Persons bav both must be sound to produce a pel'fect man. In
...{~~~ih1er,
=~~~~e~~~:e~~:
:§~~!\bt~~~,
visited different countries, mingled with different order that the race shall be r~generated, fathers and
~aJ1~~g~t~~on,
~Xu~ ftb~f:'e~ shares), ·i~~;s fu~~6!f'
people, and bav given us from their biased impulses mothers must, therefore, be in thorough training in
Jame• McBride,
*Mro R W S Briggs,
•E Clark,
and thoughts grown from religious tendencies. And every way. It is not merely necessary that the parM Reeves,
John J Kelly,
*August Heitman,
T CLeland,
·Edwin Greenlleld.
*Mrs S J Lemont,
very little instruction bav we received from them ents shall be moral ~J,nd religious, exemplary people
S PPutnam,
*Alex Waters,
·
*Henry Glosser,
Abram Carmack,
•Henry Gode,
James Brown,
regarding the manners, customs, thoughts, and insti- in all respects; they must besides be physically
CharlesE Palmer,
Geo Salter.
*Hobert Manson,
• Alexander Risk,
E P Brown (two share e), *G H Fairbanks,
tutions of the people. But this we can expect from sound and fre\3 from tendencies to disease. As Dr
C Leindecker,
Dr G W Luilk,
*Chas Randall,
this visit of Mr. Bennett. His visit in Eur9pe, por- Greene said in Boston: ~· Children cannot be strong
:i ~ ~f:lWfJi.'::d,
*F H Moon,
• A M Partridge,
.Henry Shurtz.
r
:w;;;e~~~:U~·
:t{i?s?'~'j£~a1r.rner,
trayed in his peculiarly interesting and instructiv and healthy if their progenitors were weak and de*J R Tewksbury,
•H F Young,
*J :M Cosad,
-~tWm Wens,
G W Parks,
N Woolsey,
A Ervtn,
J Settle,
Cllas Moor,

*WE Gault,
*R H Love,
*John D Power,
*WmJobnson,
*James Allen,
*W D Shuler,
•H H Heberling,
•c A Codding,
•J P Phillips.
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batted. .Among the Greeks," he added, "marriages
were contracted with a view to healthy offspring,
o\lllt.d we sh?uld imitate their example .."
Mr. Lormg Moody, the secretary of the In&titute,
'Who was one of the speakers, said he had intended
-t? open a school for the young to giv them instructiOn Sp€cially in regard to marriage and its obligations; ·but the society has not yet got so far as that.
!fe ~eported, however, that favorable responses to
Its mrcular had come from all parts of the Union,
.au.d that those who had got it up were greatly en-roouraged. "We intend to move right forward on
rthe line of human progress," conclude.d Mr. Moody.
•H There is a divinity in sex which will be impressed
'on. yout~ful minds of coming generations. Every·thmg Will be open for earnest and sincere inquiry."
Probably, however, none of us will liv long
enough to see science controling and regulating human passions and affections. Of all the forces in
the universe, they hav so far proved themselvs the
:most unruly; and the Institute of Heredity will hav
to work long and hard before it brings them into
complete subjection to its views. .At present we
hav little hope that our young men and maidens
iWill be docil enough to go to Mr. Moody's school
:to learn how to select their mates. That is a subject
about which they think they are wiser than the
wisest. They usually lj.av more faith in their own
blind. impulses than in all the teachings of age and
experience.
· _.
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The Liberal element is quite strong here and quite just where the doctor wQ_nld draw the line as to
aggressiv, so much so that the priests-the Lord's "blasphemy."
shepherds-hav a hard time to keep their sheep, all
In his opinion, it is blasphemy to speak ill of God,
but the worthless "scrubs" that hav never been because this part of the Catholic system his sect
"graded up," from straying ·off into the Liberal retains, but in all probability he would not except
fold. Indeed, the priests themselvs seem to hav be- to "Infidel" remarks on the Virgin Mary, because
come ashamed of their own hell, their own uncle this goddess his sect rejects. We are forGed to the
Splitfoot, etc., of which they used to be so proud, conclusion that his hatred of Ingersoll and desire
and which they used to make so very profitable. of muzzling him is only in reference to " God" and
For their support they lil,v come to depend more the "holy Bible."
upon church festivals "than, as formerly, upon the
Here we must remind the doctor that modern
devil.
thought has evolved some new ideas about "God,"
Dr. J. L. York, of San Jose, is here now, pulveriz- or possibly only revamped old .ones. "God" is a
ing and scattering to the winds the dry bones of word only, meaning good. It is simply a sign, a
old orthodoxy. He is just the man for this work. symbol, a representation to convey the idea of
The Liberals should keep him busy.
omnipotent power, only equal to the caliber of the
George M. Dutcher, a famous· temperance lecturer person using it to conceive of. The Chinese hav
from your city, is also here holding forth-when their Gonception of "God." The Japanese also
sufficiently sober to do so-to large and enthusiastic understand him in their way, and so of other nations,
audiences of those who hav never been otherwise ancient and modern.
,
than temperate, interspersed with a few "old soaks"
When a Methodist missionary goes to the Orient
who seem to hav joined the temperance army simply and tells those keen and wise people that their
because they had" nary a dime" left with which to "gods" are childish, impotent, and fraudulent, and
get more whisky. .As a temperance lecturer Mr. that his " gods" are the true ones, he not only
Dutcher is a success, and is very popular. He shows insults their understanding, but utters what to them
the people how disgusting a thing drunkenness is, and are "blasphemies."
tells them how glorious a thing temperance is. He
Good doctor, do not forget that orthodoxy is your
has reformed so often that he can tell exactly how doxy, and heterodoxy some other man's doxy. If
the thing is done, and can illustrate by example. you revile the "gods " of the Orient, allow Col.
Besides this, he is rendered still more popular by his Ingersoll the same privilege in regard to the "gods"
wholesale adulation of a certain famous personage of the Occident. Practice justness and fairness in
who was known in his own country as "a glutton regard to matters of mere opinion, and you will not
Notes from California.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : and a wine-bibber." Mr. Dutcher is in good hands; wish to exercise any "power" whatever to stop
.:After a rest of twelve days in the beautiful town of let not "Mollie and the six little Dutchers" be what you call the "blasphemies" of Col. Ingersoll.
Enlarge your mind, expand your charity, soften
Yours truly, JoHN.R. K:Er.so.
·ukiah, which I described in my first letter, I started troubled.
your
heart, and grasp the fact that modern science
'Oll the 13th ult. southward, down the Russian River
and invention hav so enlarged the boundaries of
valley. The journey to Cloverdale, thirty-one miles,
man's knowledge and acquirements, and this little
Attention! Rev. Dr. Newman.
was made by stage, in five hours, over a road that is
planet is so well known and understood that all its
anything but smooth. The ride, however, was a
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
very pleasant one to most of the passengers, of whom Rev. Dr. Newman, Methodist divine, is credited by peoples are becoming like neighbors toward each
others, and allowance must be made more than ever
there were about a dozen in the stage and on the one of your correspondents, Mr . .A. H. Wood, with
for difference of opinion on religion and all other
top. Most of them happened to be Liberals. These saying of Col. Ingersoll, "There ought to be a
phases of social, moral, and commercial comity .
•of course were intelligent persons and good traveling power somewhere to close his lips and prevent him
.And, lastly, I would remind the reverend gentleman
•companions. The only exceptions were one deaf old from uttering his blasphemies."
.
that if he would exercise this "power" over the
·man, who, of course, took no part in the conversaWe make haste to assure the doctor that however Colonel he cannot. He is as impotent as one of his
tion, and two elderly Methodist ladies, who, though much he may desire such a consummation he cannot ''gods" to do harm to any one. The fangs of thethey said but little, while they heard the lively Lib- be gratified, and we shall also giv certain reasons
ology hav been extracted. The days of its imperier!J-1 conversation going on around them, gave some why the Colonel will be allowed to speak on, togeth- ous power are numbered, and all its champions can
wonderful facial expressions of an abiding faith in er with some other facts for his consideration.
do is to accept the situation.with all the grace they
total depravity. They were undoubtedly thinking a
In the first place, the good doctor must put on his can command, and witness the reign of reason over
good deal about hell and damnation, and the thought thinking-cap, an(!. as well as he can collect his scat- that gloomy abstraction called faith.
ONONON.
of these things comforted them.
tered thou'ghts and fully realize that he livs in the
The scenery along this portion of the Russian nineteenth century. This, if he woul~ honestly scan
Nature's Control.
River valley is among the finest in the world. The the horizon of his environments, would of itself be
walley, which is very fertil, varies in width from a a sufficient reminder of the position he occupies.
BY FRANCIS D. LACY.
few rods to two miles or more. It is covered with But for fear he may not carefully glean over the
JJedicated
to JJ. M. Bennett.
!Small farms that produce an abundance of grain, fields of his historical dynamics, we shall, out of
grass, hops, and fruit. These farms rarely change sheer good will, help him to acquire_ more charity
Say, whence that .nature's :wondrous po~er, her
hands. The lower portion of the mountains that and a better knowledge of what belongs to his posi- first projectil hurled, or where m broad etermty shall
bound the valley on the east and on the west are tion as a man, a Christian, and a clergyman.
land each rolling world? Or further to infinitude
covered with a luxuriant growth of timber, mostly
When we were younger than we are now we were probe with thy wondering soul; seek intellectual
evergreen trees, while the higher portions are cov- foolish enough to imngin that a clergyman was a origin or trace it to its goal?
ered with an impenetrable growth of chaparral, in complete reservoir of knowledge, but latterly we hav
For what the sable vaults of sky, where worlds
which the bear, the California lion, and other wild found out that their knowledge, like their piety, is unnumbered run, and why through space so swiftly
animals still find shelter.
often an unknown or debatable quantity. Doctor, fly, incircling their sun? What is the object thus
.At Cloverdale the valley attains a width of several you are vexed with the Colonel for uttering what you attained, as years like lightning _speed, and what the
miles, and from this place on southward the whole are pleased to call his " blasphemies." Now we ultimatum growth of nature's pnmal seed?
Dost through this awful realm of space, and in
country is cqvered with beautiful farms, lovely hate to say it, but we must be allowed to remark
cottages, etc., and seems to be a land of sunlight, of that we don't believe the reverend gentleman thor- these worlds that roll, pervade supreme intelligence
peace, and of plenty.
oughly understands the real meaning and bearings of all nature to control ? .And does this same eternal
Cloverdale is the northern terminus of the San the term "blasphemies." "Blasphemy is to attribute power scorn ato~s ne'er so fine,. o~ likewise there
Francisco and North Pacific Railroad. It is a thriv- to God that which is contrary to his nature." In sublimely rule With master hand diVIne?
Why do these worlds from atoms spring? from
ing town of five hundred inhabitants. Here I took the United States the offense has been enlarged by
the train for Petaluma, forty-eight miles farther statutory- provision. In England it is blasphemy to what controling force? For what the purpose they
south. This place I reached about· 4 o'clock P. JIL, revile the Established church. In Spain it is blas- exist? what destiny their course? Why through these
having passed through the two large and beautiful phemy to. speak evil of the Virgin Mary. .Among vast celestial fields do stars· in luster shine, and by
towns, Healdsburg and Santa Rosa. Here I was the Greeks it was blasphemous to use words of ill- pulsations waft their light along their glittering
. met by my old friend, C. W. Hirt, one of nature's omen.
line?
Do worlds by billions roll beyond the reach of
true noblemen, who took me to his beautiful home
I am aware that Dr. Newman will assume that
in the western suburbs of the city. On the next day, Webster is cortect when he defines blasphemy "to mortal sight, devoid of all int_elligence, yet. robed
Saturday, I became acquainted with several live attribute to God that which is contrary to his na- with rays of light? Do they eXIst, yet unapplied for
Liberals.
Prominent among these were Philip ture." Now who is competent, among all the intellectual use? Is nature's grand economy thus
Cowan and Freeman Parker. Too much could not thinkers known, on which Webster based his defi- squandered in abuse?
Oh no ! the object of these worlds most clearly is
be said in honor of these men. On the next day I nition, to correctly define the " nature of God?"
delivered two lectures in the theater. The audiences Webster's Dictionary, like other books of its class, is defin~d · from theq1 arise organic life, and likewise
were fair and the interest exhibited remarkable. tinged with a decided leaning toward orthodoxy, and thinking mind. The forces operating through the
Should I lecture there on any future- occasion, I it is pretty plain to me that, before long we must hav elements of earth create the evolutions giving anishould expect the theater to be crowded.
a change in· our dictionaries as to the meaning of mation birth.
.A world without the principles of intellectal force
Petaluma is a lively little city of about five thou- many words. Dictionaries, as now edited, are
sand inhabitants. It is about forty miles north of entirely in the interest of Christianity. Webster would be a blank, unguided mass, and useless in its
San Francisco, and is one of the healthiest and most informs us, as I hav just said, that in some countries course. But in this great economy such planet could
beautiful cities on the Pacific coast. .All it lacks is it is blasphemy to speak evil of the virgin Mary. not roll, nor be developed into space without the in_
a few more live Liberals. Leaving this place with Now it can't be anything the Colonel said of this ner soul.
.A mind without a body at the origin would show
feelings of regret, I returned to Modesto, my home, lady that wounded the gentleman's feelings, this
to make my final preparations for my grand lectur- not being a portion of the scheme that he is likely to that substance were not needed whereby other minds
might grow, proving matte~ is eternal, self-exi~tent,
ing tour across the continent. I expect to leave here value very highly.
on the 27th of May, and will begin my next letter
The good doctor is doubtl!lss among the number ever young and as rich, wise, strong, and weighty
'
stars first sung. "
with the commencement of my eastern journey.
of those who so strongly desire to inject the Jewish as when "morning
Say not that man is ro!al, then, in intellect_ual
Modesto, founded only ten years ago, is situated God, Jehovah, into our Constitution. Will they
on the north bank of the Tuolumne river, and is a insist on the injection of the Virgin Mary also? To sway, since but a speck of VItal force thus grovelmg
well-built town of two thousand inhabitants. Few those who have probed this matter to the bottom, on his way; and but a product of the earth engentowns of its size can boast so many fine buildings. and know by what means the Catholic church filched dered by the sun, which like a bubble vanishes, and
It is situated in the midst of _what seems to be a sin- its gods from Jew and Gentile, and on this founda- evermore is gone.
Nirvana, Mich., May 30, 1881.
gle wheat-field (fences are almost unknown around tion reared its mighty theological structure, and
the farms here) containing many hundreds of thou- as well know how the Protestant church has unSEND for our new ~atalog of Liberal and scientific
sands of acres, all waving in beautiful grain just be- blushingly filched what gods .suited it from its
. ginning to ripen for harvest.
· Catholic brethren, it savors of the ridiculous to see books. 64 pp. Sent free •
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to J:>e alway~ good? :rhe biblical doctrine of sin ex- 1is very hard for me to hav an idol fall from its pedplams what IS otherwise an euigma, but you cannot estal in my heart. Yet how are we to judge of any
adduce it as throwing any light on your side.
one's principles but by their actions? She and Mr
Of course 1 insist that the sun cannot shine, the rain Lewe_s had lifted themselvs and the relations the~
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Sixteenth Letter.
fall, without the aid of God, or that any truth could sus~amed to each other almost above the criticism of
be or thing exist apart from him. You are charac- somety, and even those who most widely differed
MR. _D. ~- Bmi'NETT, .Dear Sir: I supposed I had teristically smart when you strive to interpret my from and_ regretted thei~ course gave them credit for
made It -plam that when I said that the scriptures words as meaning that there never existed individual pure mot1vs and a genum love for each other.
taught that God was not the author of siu I meant .Atheists; of course I .did not mean anything of the
The world, therefore, at Mr. Lewes' decease
that God did not make man sin; that he did not make sort. But what I meant, and I assert it again, is, to looked to see Marian Evans sink beneath the great
~d~m ins~fficien~ to overcome sin, so that he had by borrow the language of Prof. Tiele, that "the state- sorro~ that had fallen upon her, or at least liv out
h1s mfi~m1ty to y1eld to it, but on the contrary that ment that there are nations or tribes which possess her hfe devoted to his memory. .And certainly if
.Adam if he chose could have resisted sin, and in fact no religion rests either on inaccurate observation or she had wished to justify those relations, and had
it was ~3;sier to resist. than to yield. To prove a confusion of ideas. No tribe or nation has yet loved Mr. Lewes so well as to hav susta~ned them, it
your pos1t10n that God Is responsible for .Adam's sin been met with destitute of belief in any higher beings, ~as _her duty to hav been fa~thful in death as well as
and made him to sin you represent me as meaning and travelers who assert their existence have been m life. On the contrary, m how short a time was
that _God ~oes not bring evil or punishment upon afterward refuted by facts " (History of Religion, she ~nited to .M.r. Cross with all the forms and cerethe d1sobed1ent. You must have known that I did page 6).
momes pertammg to the legal institution of marnot mean _this.. .As far as your texts are quoted corl cannot agree with you where, in the weak at- riage,. thus insulting Mr. Lewes and herself, and
rectly, th1s, w1th one or two exceptions, is all that tempt to pass lightly over the difficulties attendant draggmg the relations they had sustained to each
t~ey affirm, that ~o the sin~ul and disobedient, parupon your principles in regard to the pangs which other into the very dust! If those .relations were
tiCularly to the Idolaters m Jerusalem the Lord nature undergoes and causes, you say that intelli- founded upon what she believed to be the principles
would bring evil; not that he would ~ake them ~ence is the result of organization. I do not see why of_ tr~le m~rriage, whY: did s~e giv the lie to those
sin and hold them responsible, but that he would It sho~ld ~e any more dependent upon organization prmmples m her mar~age With Mr. Cross? Why
bring evil or punishment upon them. I consider than hfe IS. Prof. Huxley and other scientists of should she hav married at all? The memory of
your list of. quot~tions, w~th the single exception equally anti-theological views agree that life is those years should hav been too sacred for that.
not~d, a glarmg p1ece of dishonesty, for it must be
not the result of organization, but organization of Had she so little discernment of spiritual things that
plam to the dullest mind that this is the meaning of life.
when the physical change separated them she could
the verses. It will make this plain if I quote a few
To describe an act of a supreme power in Ian- hope f_or; or experience, no spiritual reunion?
of the verses exactly as you have them, "Now is the guage that is not anthropomorphic is evidently
In VIew of_ t_hese fac~s and o_th~r evidences gleaned
end come upon thee, and I will send mine anger upon not so easy as you say, for you ha·ve not done !rom her wntmgs, while adm1ttmg her great genius
thee. . . . .An evil, an only ·evil, behold is come, it. ~ry again. To speak of God's universality, im- It yet seems to me that her mind possessed an ele~
and my eye shall not spare thee, neither will I havo mens1ty, his non-personality, ~is di:ffusability, his ~ent of masc~lini~J:" and mat~riality and was lacking
pity; but I ~ill r~compense thy ~ays upon thee. . . eternal presence, not only falls to describe any m those finer mtmt1v perceptiOns of a truly womanly
The sword IS w1thout, the pestilence and famine
acts of supreme power, but some of the words nature.
within, he that is in the field shall die with the sword strictly.
considered are anthropomorphic. Certainly
It is not strange thn.t she left no reasons for her
and he that is in the city famine and pestilence shad "presence" is intensely so. But, standing on your '~seeming contempt for the legal institution of mardevour him" (Ezek. vii, 3, 4, 5). Is it possible that own ground, do you not remember that the scriptures nage." How could she, when one of the last acts
any one need to be told that the prophet uses the sp_eak of_ God ~s, with the exception of non-imperson- of h~r life wa~ to conf_orm to that institution? For
. h ment, and not
wor d, ". ev1"l" as a synony~ f or pums
ahty, bemg th1s? True, they speak in condescension marnage, cons1dered Simply as a legal institutionat all m the sense of makmg them sin ? He defines to the infirmities of human understanding and human the le~ter without _the spirit-I hav no regard. To
its meaning himself, for he describes the evil one as language of God_ as having a bGdy, but show that my_ mm_d, that umon of one man .and· one woman
b~in~ ",~he sw?rd without, the pestilence and famine a ~uman body IS. not. meant, for heaven, the same whwh Is prmD:pted by love_ and guided by reason,
w1thm.
.Agam, I copy your own quotation "For scriptures decJare, IS h1s throne and earth his foot- whether sanctiOned by somety or not, constitutes
lo, I begin to bring evil on the city which is' called stool. His eyes, of which scripture speaks, run to true marriage. For what God has joined together
by my name, and should_ ye go ·utterly unpunished? and fro o_ver the earth, and darkness is no veil to no man can p_ut asunder, or render more binding
Y e shall not be unpumshed, for I will call for a them. H1s fingers spread out the heavens and his upon ~he consCiences of honorable men and women.
sword," etc .. The meaning
"£lvil" is plain enough ~a~ds reach fro~ one end
creation to another. He .A u~~:lon. entered into from a~y other motivs is legal
here: Thus m all the quotatiOns, with one or two ex- IS ID:comprehensible, under1ved, eternal, omnipotent, prost1~utwn, an~ all the laws IJ;l the world can never
ceptw~s, the word." evil" ~eans punishment, defeat,
ommpresent, th~ inhabitant of eternity. Surely he ~a~e It othe~w1se. In the presel!t undeveloped concala~1ty, or a kmdred 1dea.
In your desire to has never been mterpreted to have been in the shape d1t10n of somety laws are necessary to regulate these
pl_aus1bly defend your assertions, I see you have, of a man by any one but an ignoramus-or an Infidel. matters. In the great future, when mankind hav,
With _your customary carefulness in quoting scripNow for some answers to your questions: " I. You through the power of all that helps to make men
ture, mcluded as the words of Jehovah the praise
[I] c_laim t~at God _is anthropomorphic. How then ~e~ter, .outg~·own thei; selfish. and ~e~~ual propenSaul acc?r~s to J?avid (1 Sam., xxiv, 17), ".And he was It possible for h1m to beget an anthropomorphic Blties and· ansen to a higher plam of mv1hzation men
(Saul) sa1d to Dav1d, Thou art more righteous than son?"
and women will be a law unto themselvs · a~d be
I, for thou hast rewarded me good, whereas I have
" Christ wll:s not in the form of man from eternity. virtuous and hon_or~bl~, not mer_ely J;>ecause it is lawrewarded thee evil."
In the begmmng was the Word; theW ord was with ful, but because 1t IS nght. It IS sa1d we should not
~our opening quotation, however, the exception to
God, and the Word was God. The same was in the expect great geniuses to be governed by the same
whwh I refBrred, seems on a superficial glance to af- begin~ing wit~ God. .All things were made by him, standard of conduct that ordinary mortals are exford you some support. .A little examination, how- and Without h1m was not anything made that hath pected to conform to, and so say I, but not that they
ever, will show the contrary. "I am the Lord and ~een made. In him was life, and the life was the should hav a lower one. They should be held, or
there is none else; there is no God beside me. ' . . hght of men. .And the light shineth in the darkness shou_ld hold themselvs, to a standard of morality and
I form the light and create the darkness· I make and the darkness apprehended it not. . . • . . consistency as much higher as they are higher intelpeace and create evil" (Isa. xiv, 5-8). The words
.And _the _word bec~me flesh_ and dwelt among us." lect~ally. How can they lift humanity upward to
were addressed to Cyrus, king of Persia who be~n th1s connec~10~ and m reply to your third ~oft1er trut~s a~d. noble_r deeds _so well as by carrylon~ed ~o the ~eligious sect of the Magia~s. They .And
q uestwn I suppose It IS no more difficult for God to 1 ~g out their prmmples m practice, and living conbeheved that hght 3:nd dark'less, or good ar..d evil,
prepare a body for J esu~ Christ than for you or me. Bistently the truths they strive to teach ?
were two eterna~ bemgs who were in perpet11al conOf
course I cannot explam the union of the divine " Good deeds are more than words, however fine
tact, thus producmg the good and evil that is in the
And lives prove more thdn printed page, howe''er sublime."
world. There was no acknowledgment of the one and human i~ his wonderful person. Can you analyze
the
umon
of
human
body,
soul,
and
spirit
to
r k son, Mich.
uac
MATTIE C.- MITCHELL.
supre~e G_od who overrules good and evil to work
Th ~ seco~d question, repreo~t h1s praise and plans. To displace this erroneous f or~ th e one ~?an ?
v1ew Jehovah says, "I form the light and create ~en_tmg .somethmg of wbwh scripture contains no
The Godly Women of the Bible.
darkness; I make peace and I cr.eate evil,". meaning msmuatwn, I can let pass; the fourth is perhaps
of no weight in the debate; the fifth I have not time
that there was no God besides him, and that he was to
take up now; l will refer to it again, perhaps in BY .AN UNGODLY WOMAN 01!' THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
the author of good and permitted the existence of
my
next letter.
·
THE GENEALOGY OF THE VIRGIN MARY.
evil, overruling it to his own glory, as other scripIn answer to the sixth, scripture teaches that God . In order to demonstrate thefacts which these artures abundantly prove.
.As might have been expected, you recur to the old made the primordial universe out of nothing, which tiCles from the first were designed to prove, it will .
and exploded charge that the Lord deceived the rend~rs the seventh interrogatory nugatory, refutes be neces~ary to glanc~ at the silence of Mary's .
prop_hets, se~.t them lying spirits, etc., referring to the eighth, and answers the ninth.
ancestry m the holy Bible. The following admisIn reply to the others, the scripture represents Je- sion, from Smith's Bible Dictionary, will introduce
1 Kings xxu. Common honesty and a little search
in reading these. and ~imilar passages would show hovah as self-existent from all eternity.
the subject: " There is no person, perhaps (?), in saI am sorry that yoU: linger so long over matters cred or profane literature around whom so many
that the charge IS entirely unfounded. The scene
detailed in verses 19-24 was not an actual scene but that, however interesting, are things incapable of legends have been grouped as the Virgin Mary, and
merely a parable, and was a polite way of tehing mathematical proof, and in no wise relevant to t~ere are few whose authentic history is more con.Ahab. that the _pretended prophets were. deceived. t~e questions of our debate. I hope that I have not mse. We are wholly ignorant of the name and
That 1t was so mterpreted at that time is evident ~1ven yo~ excuse for further digression, in this hur- occupation of St. :Mary's parents. The evangelist
from the fact that the false prophet smote the true nedly-writt~n letter, and that I may be presented in does not tell us, and we do not know. She was like
one on the mouth immediately after he delivered the your next With your proofs of another proposition. Joseph of the tribe of Judah, and of the lineage of
Yours, etc.,
G. M. MAIR.
parable. .As to the language imputed to God 1 seem- I am,
David (Ps. cxxxii, 2; Luke i, 32; Rom. i, 3). She
mg to command the lying spirits to" go forth and do
had a _sister named, probably, like herself, Mary
so,'~ able scholars say that it is the idiom of the
(John ~nx,. 25 )? and .she was connected by marriage
Another
View
of
George
Eliot.
anment Hebrew to express· as a command what is
(Luke 1, 36) w1th Ehzabeth, who was of the tribe of
merely a permission. Hartwell Horne quotes a simiTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir : Levi and the lineage of .Aaron. This is all we know
lar construction in a verse from the New Testament .A~ interesting article by David Jones on George of her antecedents." .And much more, permit the
where "the devils besought Christ that he would Ehot _has re-awakened a few thoughts concerning ungodly woman to add, than we know of her antesuffer them to enter into the herd of swine he said that gifted woman and her somewhat erratic course. cedents, for it is not true that the Bible states anyunto them, Go" (Matt. viii, 31): He did ~ot com- . .Althou,gh it may seem like a mouse critici~:~ing a where that she was "of the tribe of Judah and of
mand, he merely gave permission.
l~on, yet _nev~rtheless the tiny mouse has the same the lineage of David." The references to Psalms
.Af~er the ext6nded notice _you have given to the r1~ht to 1ts httle squeak as the powerful lion to his and Romans are far-fetched, and the" one in Luke is
que_stwn of the entrance of evil, you beg the question mighty roar.
by no means proof that Mary was in the line of
de_Cide~ly when it is retorted upon you. That cerl!'or years I gave an almost worshiping reverence David, but was simply a statement that "God shall
tam thmgs good in themselves are so perverted as to to that name, an~ what I believe to be the princi- give unto him [Jesus] the throne of hidather David "
become evil we have no dispute--the question is why ples of George Ehot, but now I cannot help thinking which was false, as he never sat on the throne ~f
an~ how on your principles do they thus become that s~~ was strangely _inconsistent.
It rnay be I David or any other throne, according to the record.
evil? Why should they not have been so molded as hav miSJudged her, and if so, I am very sorry, for it Such are the miserable subterfuges to which the doc-
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tors of divinity are forGed to resort in order to make Rhesa is in fact not a name at all, but is the Chaldee
the least show of the fulfilment of prophecy in the title of the princes of captivity. It is very probable
history of "our Lord and Savior Jesus Christ."
the~e~ore, that this title should have been placed
Now it had been prophesied that Jesus should de- a~amst the name of Zerubbabel by some early Chrisscend from the seed of Abraham, the tribe of Judah t1an .Tew, and thence crept into the text."
and the house of David, and that a great delivere;.
Bigoted, deluded man! to attempt to reconcile two
like Moses should thus be born to redeem the He- contradictory genealogies and a third contradicbrews from their enemies. But Jesus in no wise {ul- tory account in Chronicles with the two in Matthew
filled these alle~ed prophtcies. · It would seem very and Luke, after having admitted that "both are the
strange that while such marked carefulness should genealogies of Joseph, i. e., of Jesus Christ, as the
be exercised in tracing the lineage of Joseph, who reputed and legal son of Joseph and Mary," and then
was the husband of Mary, of whom was born Jesus deny that Joseph.was the father of Jesus! What
(Matt. i, 16), no mention is made of the lineage of earthly or heavenly difference could it or can it
Mary· If Mary was the only hztman parent and make, if Joseph was not Jesus's father, what his gen.
Joseph but his step-father, we should suppos~ that ealogy was in reference to Jesus? It is not the genthe utmost caution and precision should have been ealogy of Joseph we are after, but Jesus's; and if
observed in the tracing of the only human parent, the Holy Ghost was his father, only through his
Mary .. But what do we find instead? An utter disre- earthly parent and mother, Mary, can we obtain his
gard of her pedigree, and Joseph's reckoned twice, genealogy, so why all this care about Joseph's ancesonce each by Matthew and Luke, the discrepancies try, and indifference in regard to Mary's in the un.
between the two being so wide and numerous as to erring sacred scriptures? What care we for Dr.
preclude all possibility of reconciliation on any rea- Smith and the sixty-six other divines concerned in
sonable rules of harmony. The limit of this series compiling that celebrated dictionary? They affirm
will not admit of specifying these contradictions or ~hat both genealogies are Joseph's; then pray where
pointing ·out their several fatalities, but rather to IS Mary's? Other no less eminent divines pretend
prove the various methods of harmonization at- to know that the genealogy in Matthew is Joseph's
tempted by the chosen ones of God. Sufficient is it and that in Luke Mary's, though the infallible recto say their fancied reconciliations are as diverse as ord positively asserts that both are Joseph's, as Dr.
are thd distinctive sects of Christianity, and require Smith affirms. The latter states, in absence of the
an infallible thermometrical umpire to decide the dis- least biblical authority, according to Grotius, that
pute among them. ·
"Matthew's genealogy is Joseph's as legal successor
The object of this review is to show that Mary as to the throne of David. St. Luke's is Joseph's prithe mother of any child, divine or otherwise, was vate genealogy, exhibiting his real birth as David's
not considered of sufficient importance to draw the son, and showing why he was heir to Solomon's
least attention to herself till all traces of her lineage crown." What if it is, or what if it is not? What
were lost, provided she ever. existed-a likely story has all or any of that to do with establishing the
if she was chosen, as represented, to be' the inothe; descent of Mary, of whom was born " the Christ" in
of God or of the son of God ! It would have made no fulfilment that he should come of the seed of Abradifference to what tribe Joseph, the reputed father, ham, the tribe of Judah, and the house of David.
belonged, but all difference that it should have been
Jamieson, in his Commentary, says: "It is clear
ascertaiNed beyond a doubt that Mary, the mother, that the genealogy here given [Matthew J is not that
had a straight record·. · The very absence of such of Mary, but of Joseph; nor has this ever been quescare shows at once that the whole story of the im- tioned. - And yet it is here studiously proclaimed
maculate conception was a farce of the most flagrant that Joseph was not the natural but only the legal
kind, an imposition not to be tolerated to-day for father of our Lord. His birth of a v:irgin was known
one moment by rational men and women. Such care only to a few; but the acknowledged descent of his
is used to state, when Joseph went to be taxed, legal father from David secured that the descent of
that "he was of the house and lineage of David," Jesus himself from David should tiever be quesinstead of "they were of the house and lineage of tioned."
David," as to leave·no doubt iii the mind of any un.
Bnt in regard to Luke, he seems to be in great
prejudiced reader that at the time that account was doubt,. putting the important question, "Have we in
written there was no intention of forcing the conclu- this genealogy, as well as Matthew's, the line of Josion that Mary was of the house of David and tribe seph, or is this the line of Mary? a point on which
of Judah, else there was no belief of an immaculate there has been great difference of opinion and much
conception or that the child was other than the son acute discussion." He then goes into a close examiof Joseph, but .that the whole story was an after- nation of all the conflicting statements, his admisthought, the fabrication of designing priests, who sions entirely contradicting his conclusions "that
desired to deify their leader and give him preemi- Joseph's name is only introduced instead of Mary's
nence over all other gods, as they declared (John iii, in conformity with the Jewish custom in such
17) he was the only begotten son of God.
tables," consoling himself and us with, "However
Pardon this digression, but it would seem useless we decide [whether it be Joseph's or Mary's· genealto make any note of Joseph's genealogy and thus ogy], it is a satisfaction to know not a doubt was
ignore that of Mary and the Holy Ghost, since they thrown out," etc. · He says, "Perhaps this view
were the real parents of the child Jesus, and [that it is Mary's] is attended with the fewest diffi" Joseph was but tJ:e husband and reputed father to culties, as it is certainly the best supported." What
protect the virgin while the child was being begot- a questioning of the true meaning of God's word!
ten and to care for them during :tJ_is infancy and boySmith attempts to patch up a reconciliation in rehood;" S.uch deliberate and improbable departures gard to Matthew reckoning twenty-eight generations
from truth in explanation of the texts of the Bible from David to Christ, while Luke makes forty-three,
should be seized upon by the opponents of revelation, but utterly fails. And even if he did not fail, of
and such discord's rung in the ears of the astute com- wha.t use would it be .in tracing the pedigree of
mentators as to force them to abandon for very Mary, since he asserts that neither of the two are
shame such weak, contemptible, and inconsistent hers, but both Joseph's? He asserts, further, that
supports of a scheme of salvation whose· stepping- "either the chronology or the genealogy is wrong;"
stone is not only merged in obscurity, but so contra- fol· with all his ingenuity he cannot niake time and
dictory, improbable, and impossible of reconciliation dates tally any better than he has names and numas to require still greater impossibilities to harmon- hers. He evidently is not satisfied with his own
ize it, yea, miracles so vile, gross, and revolting that explanation, and certainly he does not satisfy philoeven the gods of the pagans are preferable. Take sophical critics, for all rules of correct judgment are
such pains to reckon the genealogy down to Joseph, set aside and every principle of historical evidence
and then deny that Joseph was the father of the violated to bolster up a pet dogma on which is estabson, of whom prediction claimed his ancestry should lished the Christian religion. Fraud and evasion,
come, while the only alleged earthly parent is for- gospel "reasoning," and the evidence of things not
gotten and her pedigree left in obscurity and doubt seen (faith) are the foundation stones of this "glorifor commentators and learned divines to "suppose" ous scheme of salvation," which is presented to the
and "guess" over like a school-boy at his lessons l world through the divine son of God, born of the
Her being the cousin of Elizabeth, who was of the Virgin Mary, for iwceptance and redemption from
tribe of Levi, proves nothing, but rather the reverse, everlasting punishment at the left hand of God
as it shows that at least on one side she was not of forever and forever.
the tribe of Judah. Smith, in hi<J Bible Dictionary,
Well, well; let these divines and professors strugagain resorts to "probabilities," saying, "Mary, the gle on to reconcile God's infallible word, and conmother of Jesus, was in all probability the daughter tinue to denounce and persecute us heretic~ Infidels,
of Jacob, and first cousin to Joseph her husband." and scoffers, as they are pleased to term us; we can
He knows nothing about it. There is not one word afford to sit and smile at their credulity and ignoin the Bible to justify any such." probability." He ranee. But should they succeed in getting their God
continues: "But besides these main difficulties, 11s into the national Constitution, then will they bind
they have been thought to be, there are .several 'us hand and foot; and whoever has the temerity to
others -which cannot be passed over in any account, write, publish, or read such strictures as these will
however concise, of the genealogies of Christ. The be cast into the Christian inquisition in these United
most startling is the total discrepancy between them States, the land of the free and the home of the
both and that of Zerubbabel in the Old Testament brave. Then let us be up and doing, for the days of
(1 Chron. iii,. 19-24). In this last, seven sons of our tribulation draw nigh if power be placed in the
· Zerubbabel, not one bears the name, or anything hands of these modern Jesuits to revive the bloody
like the name, of Rhesa or Abiud; and of the next persecutions and tortures of former ages.
generation, not one pears the name, or anything like
SEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific
the name, of Eliakim or Joanna, which are in the
.
corresponding generation in Matthew and Luke. books. 64 pp. Sent free.
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T)le Religion of Truth.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :. Religion, from the standpoint of the Christian, so-called,
i~ to burden the innocent and unoffending with another's shortcomings. But the religion of nature, reason, justice, and love indicates that each and every one
must suffer the penalty attached to all violated law
for themselvs, and the religion of truth not only indicates that this is inevitable, but more, that nature,
reason, justice, and love are the only methods whereby truth can vindicate its claims, as being superior
to all else in the economy of life; therefore in. recognizing the claims of truth we make our best bow to
the noblest, truest, purest, and best attributes of the
soul; and our respect and reverence for its claims indicates our development in harmony with the laws
of progressiv evolution, he or she only being comparativly pedect in thought and action who has mastered or overcome all desire to do contrary to the
claims of truth in any direction.
The prayer of action implies sincerity in conviction as well as aspiration, and the fruit it bears will
be in harmony with the degree. of perfect adaptation_
of means to ends.
H we seek to build a better order of life and society, our activities will be more in harmon:y with· the
claims of truth pertaining to the needs of the human soul.
"What are those needs?" is a question that the
honest investigator is ever asking. We answer, The
power to unfold its every attribute in harmony with
innate or natural ca,pacity.
"How can this be accomplished?" asks the social
scientist. We answer, By doing unto others just as
you would hav them do by you under all circumstances, conditions, and relations.
But, says one, "This is next to impossible as society is now organized." We admit it.
Then is it not all the more necessary that you go
to work and help reorganize it more in harmony witt
the claims of nature, reason, justice, love, and
truth?
"But this is easier said than done," says a third.
While we admit this to be also true, it is an old
adage that "where there's a will there's a way."
And you must admit that the will power in the soul
is the motor force that finds out the way to accomplish its designs or desires.
"But,'' says still another, "although society is
made up of homogeneous elements they are heterogeneous in their manifestations, and will not come together in harmony with the claims of reason, justice,
love, and truth."
·This is more the result of ignorance as to what
their claims really are than any perversity of tendency.
"But," says still another, "the Golden Rule cannot
be made available where there is no corresponding
order and law in society."
·
Then go to work and remodel the law and order
of society to meet its demands, commands, and possibilities.
"But," say one and all, "that is easier said than
done."
·
This we cheerfully admit, but can it not be done
when leading minds, who recognize its claims, are
willing to assume the position that nature designed
they should occupy, viz., fill that niche in society
that in harmony with innate or natural capacity
they can be of the most use, because enabled to do
more and better work there than in any other field
of activity or necessity?
This natural adjustment of the life forces, as well
as the mental, moral, and spiritual activities, will
form a nucleus around which others could revolve,
just as the planets belonging to our solar system do,
viz., "revolve on their own axis or individuality at the
same time that they revolve around this nucleus or
sun, so-called, because the center of light or intelligence.
"But," says one, " all highly unfolded minds are
not willing to renounce the world and liv for truth
and truth alone." Which indicates that their mental
capacity, moral accountability, and spiritual enlightenment are not unfolded in harmony with truth's
immutable law, therefore "they are weighed in the
balance and found wanting" in the requirements of
"the Golden Rule," therefore do not worship at truth's
sacred shrine, the only altar at which the truly religious devotee can kneel and reasonably expect to be
saved from either sorrow and suffering in this life or
any other.
JULIA C. FRANKLIN.
THE chaotic state of opinion on religious questions
is simply the result of the breaking up of the Christian system. Intelligence, being thrown upon its own
resources to find a path over heaps of ruin, looks in
every direction for an issue out of the falling city.
Spiritualism, Materialism, Atheism, Positivism, Sentimentalism, of every mode, fanaticism of every
phase, mark the efforts that are making to overleap,
burrow under, dig through, blast away the piles of
ignorance, dogma, tradition, that cumber the ground.
They are efforts of the human mind to come to an
understanding with things as they are.- 0. B.
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your child. What nonsense, what absurdity, for you
Yes, I say, intelligence is the result of organiza~
to claim that you had told the young child not to tion. Organization and life go together, and by
touch it, and that it would be a &in if he did touch nature's laws are produced together. There is nothit ! If you placed it within his reach, knowing that he ing supernatural about thein. The form of· matte11·
Our Seventeenth Letter to Mr. Mair.
would touch it and that he would be blown to shreds, called protoplasm, containing some half a dozen aimMORE ABOUT GOD.
you would be guilty of murder, and all the senseless ple elements, combines with the forces of nature,
MB. G. M. MAIB, Pear Sir: You are sorry be- palaver about "sin" and "moral agency" would mcluding light, heat, electricity, modifications of
cause I "linger so long" over the matters of our not amount to a pinch of snuff.
moi~;~ture, etc., and produces organization and lifelast few letters. Let me say I do it for your beneWhat better were Adam and Eve than little vegetable, animal, and human. And where life &Ed
fit and the benefit of our readers. I wish to expose children? They had just been made; they had no. organization are there is sensation, minp., intelligence50
the absurdities you believe in, and to show you and experience; they knew nothing of knowledge; they more or less perfect, according to the organizatiom
our readers what is right and rational to believe, did not know it grew upon trees in the shape of producing it. Indications of it are seen in some•
and what is right and rational to disbelieve. If apples; they knew nothing of good or evil; they ha.d forms of vegetable life. Flowers tum to the sun,
things or theorieil are incapable of "mathematical received no education; there is no account that God some unfold their petals in the morning, some in the
proof" and all other kinds of proof they should be said a word to the woman about not eating the ap- evening; tendrils reach for objects to cling to for
discarded, and people should no longer be consigned ples, nor that the devil or the snake said anything to support; some plants seize and hold their animal
to hell for not believing them, neither by your non- the man; but God had made all the factors, he had victims, which seem to be absorbed and assimilated
descript God, nor by his ten times ten thousand prepared all the conditions, he knew just how the into the vegetable organization. These phenomena
designing, selfish, lying priests.
whole would terminate, and is responsible for all. indicate a low grade of intelligence, but this intellliThe world is commanded to believe in God, but He was decidedly the cause of evil, especially when gence is far more marked in the animal kingdom. It.
nobody can tell us what God is nor where he is. he has since emphatically decla.red that he creates, is of a low grade in the oyster, in fishes, in insects, but
Nobody in the world knows the first thing about .frams, and devises evil, and does not say a word it is there, and always in proportion to the organizahim, yet poor, ignorant men, women, and children about any other being having anything to do with tion producing it. In ants, bees, dogs, foxes, horses;,
are required to believe in him or burn in hell for- its origin. If you try to evade this and to claim that elephants, etc., intelligence is far more apparent
ever. You preach up this God and wish me to God is not the author of evil you only make your than with many other animals, which is because the
accept him or it. I have asked you to tell me what God a liar.
organization producing intelligence is more :perlect
God is, and jus.t what yo~ know about him. You
It is, however, a saddening thing that intelligent in some cases than others. It is the same With the
evade my questiOns, and _give me no answer. You people like yourself will still hang •n to that silly human race, which exhibits the highest order of
dodg~ and evade many ~mgs that ought to be made ~ld fable about knowledge growing on trees, about intelligence, because it has the highest class of organiclear If they m~t b~ believed_.
.
life growing on trees, ~bout God not wanting his man zation, and in which we see a g~·eat diversity im
;A.ll that exists I~ someth%n,q. !fothmg . has no and woman to have either knowledge or life; about character of intelligence, and for reasons of dif •.
enstence. Som~thwg, or ~a~ter, Is ~oun~ I? ma~y the snake talking human language and being able to ference in organization. Until the organization
forms: We se~ It and t~st I_t ~ gramte, I_D Iron, m thwart God. It is altgoether too frivolous and silly can be found which produces the intelligenoe which
clay, m w?od, m 'Yater, m SIT, m oxygen, m hydro- for any sensible man or woman to regard. It would you attribute to your God it is nothing short of
gen, and m the lightest ether We ca:n also test be far better to study the realities of nature than to absurdity to claim that the intelligenoe exiilts, espeand study t~e subtle forces of ~ature, mseparably be filling your mind with worse than childish Jewish cially unless it can be shown that intelligence exiaw
c_onnected With m.a~ter, among_whwh ma:y be na~ed fables imported ~r~m ~abylon. In this advanced without an organization.
light, heat, electnmty, magnetism, chemwal affiruty, age of the world It IS high tiYne for the silly theologI have endeavored to answer your inqumeli
gravitation, etc .. These are. all p;oved to be realities, ical nursery tales of thousands of years ago to be with as much directness and fairness as possible;,
and we can ratiOnally believe m them. We know laid aside and the truths of science taken in their though you seem to lightly appreciate my efforts.
that sunshine exists, because our senses, or some of place. It is time to discard as divine revelation the But what am I to say of your replies to my questh~m,. take cognizance of it. We know that moon- sensel~ss stories in an old J ewi~h book and give our tions?
Can I give you credit for fairness and
sh%ne Is, for the same reason, though by general con- attention to the real revelations of science and honesty? I wished you to explain how a nonsent it is admitted to be extremely "thin." But truth. It is just as seneible to believe that old anthropomorphic infinite God or being could beget
what shall we say of that something or nothing we Mother Hubbard, when she "went to her cupboard an anthropomorphic son; how an invisible, impalpaare called to believe in and bow down to that has to get her poor dog a bone," held actual conversa- ble, unlimited, unlocal, universal infinitude could
not, so f~r. ~s we can lea~n, one-thousandth part of tion in human language with her dog, as to believe produce an offspring having the human form,.
the tangibility of moonshme?
that old Mother Eve held conversation with the with the parts and organs of a man, who could
I repeat that whatever. exi.sts is someth~ng, and snake when ~he. went to the apple-tree to get an occupy but a single point in the universe at a time,
can be tested. That wh!ch !s not ~ometh%ng, and apple. It Is JUSt as reasonable to believe that and seemed just as human and earthly as any other
do.es not belo~g to somethmg, IS noth%ng, and has no the dogs and lions and asses in 1Esop's fables man; but your answer is evasive and lmsatisfactory.
eXlStence. ~t IS w;ong for the huma~ race to _longer spoke human language as that the big snake in this You quote the unmeaning verbiage attributed to
allow vagar~es, chime~as, ~nd moonshme nothmgs to Jewish fable spoke human language. There is just John about the "word," which was evidently written
take possessiOn of their mmds and lea? the~ astr~y. as much proof of the one as the other; ~nd just as to introduce into Christian theology the Platonic or
Nothmg should be a~cepted and believ~d m wh_wh much proof that one is true as the other. Yes, it is Grecian philosophy about the logos, or word, and to
nobody knows anythmg ab?ut and ~f whwh n_?thmg about time that you and others threw fables aside establish the doctrine of the trinity, and most.
can be learned. Let all airy nothmgs go With the and accepted somethiug in its place far more sensi- assuredly was not written till one hundred and fifty
ble and truthful.
years after Jesus. What the book of John says
delusions of the past.
Yes! if I am ?orrect, God is something or nothing.
you can get little consolation from reverting the upon this subject is wholly unlike what is said by
If he IS somet~%ng! thos~ who pretend to know so question of the origin of evil upon me and my system other canonical gospel writers. And. as John has
muc~ about him, mc~udmg yourself, s~ould be ab~e of belief. I do not believe in the existence of evil in not a word to say about the interview between God
to g~ve us som~ tangible facts ~bout him. If he IS the Bible or Christian sense. I regard all the mate- or his partner, the Holy Ghost, and the Virgin Mary,
nothmg! the qmcker we d~op him ~he better..
rial in the wiiverse to be eternal in its nature, never as he has not a word to say about Jesus being be. The nse of t~e b~li~f. m ~ods m the mmds. of having been created, and that everything in the gotten in any manner, as he· even has nothing to say
1gnorant rna~, m primiti_ve times, and the fo~·mmg reach of man is good or evil according to the use about Joseph's dreaming out the way in which the
of gods by different n~t10n~, have been suffiCiently made of it, and which facts he inevitably learns by process was accomplished, as he evidently knew
d.welt upon. You ;eadily dis.card all these concep- experience. There seems no difficulty or unreason- nothing about the interview between God and the
twns save the .JeWish conceptiOn. I have advanced ableness in this view, no necessity for gods or devils virgin, he is clearly an incompetent witness or
further, and discovered that that also has bee~ ~s to explain it.
authority to make the explanation as to how. the
c~de a~d as ~nproved as. all the others. But. It Is
Of course you can ."insist that the sun cannot infinite could hold commerce with a finite person,
'Ylth this Jewish conceptiOn that we have still a shine, the rain fall, without 'the aid of God," just as and how the finite could, be the natural offspring
little more to do.
.
.
. you might insist that twice two cannot be four, and of the infinite. Neither Matthew, Mark, nor Luke
Y ?u are very. lot~ to yield the poi~t that this that the whole cannot be equal to two halves with- gives us the slightest indication that Jesus was
JeWish conceptiOn Is the author of evil, though I out God, but that does not make it so. It is the God and existed millions of years b.efore he was
Jlave sho~ you that what purports ~o be the very bight of absurdity and falsehood to attribute to your btlgotten. From the first three gospels we are led
w~r~,o~, this ?od s~y-~:
create eml ;" "!.frame very thin moonshine God any fact, phenomenon, or to infer that Jesus was begotten, gestated, and born
ev%l 1
I dev%s.e r;~~%l 1
Shall there be ~V%l, anq .1. truth of .nature. We . know that nature exists; we into the world a little puling infant, with the
have hot done %t. ~tc. These are assertiOns w:hwh can test It and prove It in thousands of ways, and parts and passions belonging to every infant so
the Jew book says Its God made. They are either her truths are realities that can be demonstrated. born. Not a word is said about his being the
true or false. It ;matters not .who the statements but your imaginary moonshine God you neithe; "word, the logos," or about his having a previous
were ~ade t~. Did J>:OUr J ew~sh God make them? know anything of, nor does anybody else. When eternal existence. If the three told the truth, John
If he did, or If you believe he d~d, you are bound to I ask you what he is, where he is, and what you told a falsehood, and vice versa.
accept ~hem. He does n?t raise the pr~tense that lcnow about him, you have not an intelligent word to
If he was the Son of God before he was hom into
a~y devil .or any othe~ hem~ had !lny~hmg to do say. But it is in vain for you to attempt to " ring this world, we should be told who his mother was
With crea~n~g or f?rmmg ~vil. It Is time, then, to in" the simple phenomena of nature as the work of the first time. If there are goddesses in the celestial
let the ongm. of eVIl rest With your God. .
your Jewish, phantom, moonshine God. An apple regions to bear the children of the gods, as the
But you .still try to evade, _and say G?d Is not the can fall from a tree and a man can roll off a log Grecians used to believe was the case in Olympus,
author ofsm, while you.admit t~at he Is the author without the help of this imaginary Jewish God. He John or Matthew, or some of those who did God's
?f the author .. What IS the difference '!hether he may help you write, but I am quite sure he does not writing for him, should have told us something
IS the author dire~t ?r got up another bemg ~ho is help me. If you write with greater intelligence about it. But as they are all as silent as the grave
the author? He IS JUSt as mu~h the. ~uthor m one than myself it is perhaps because your phantom God on the subject, we are left to infer that the Jews
cas~ as the other. If man had.mfirmities and tend- helps you. If I am a little deficient, tlaen, perhaps and Christians have no goddesses, and the mystery
enmes to wrong, God made him so. If he was lia- I am excusable.
remains unsolved. How Jesus or Christ could have
ble to er.r, God made h!m so. If he ~ecame a victim
No, I am not particularly "smart" in setti~g you become a son the first time, admitting John to be
to the W:Ile~ of the deVIl, God made him s.o and made right by stating that there are nations or tribes in correct, is very doubtful. Truly, the mystery of
the devil m t~e first place, and all with the full Africa to-day who have no conception of a God godliness exceeds all human understanding.
knowledge of J.ust wJ:Iat the. result woul.d be. If and no word in their language to apply to such ~
Yes, I must say your attempt to explain how a
God, as you be~Ieve, did all this, he a~ one IS re.spons.i- conception. I simply stated a fact, and as you vague, indefinite, unreal, unrecognized. infinitude or
ble. If God did not want man to sm b! eatmg his do not deny my statement, r need not now look non-anthropomorphism can beget or produce a
apples he should not have made man With an appe- up the proofs establishing it. If you or Prof. definite, organized, bona fide, real, solid, anthropotite for apples, and should _not have made the apples Tiele know the statements of Livingston and other morphic son is a failure. John does not explain it
and placed them before him. If you are a parent, African travelers to be untrue let it be shown But at all, and I don't believe he knew anything abeut
an~ have a darling ch~ld, and place within its reach really it makes little differende what totally i~orant it-in fact, just as little as yourself. There is
a.gilded to¥ filled. With a powerf~l fulminate or tribes of savages may have conceived five thousand indeed a great mystery in this theological enigma ·
mtro-glycenne, whwh as soon as B~Ize~ and,pres_sed years ago, or what they may be conceiving to-day. how an invisible spirit, gas, vapor, essence, or whatwould ,;xplode and blow your darlm~ mto smith- The opinions of learned, sensible men are vastly ever your God may be, could hold connection with a
ereens, you would be a thousand tlDle_worse than more important.·
young maiden, and how a healthy, well-developed
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son should be ifue result. I perceive that you are
very unwilling to admit that this connection was of
a sexual character, a:Q.d you are almost offended to
have such a suggestion thrown out. In this you are
evidently wrong._ As nothing of the animal or
human kingdom wa_s ever begotten save by the use
of sexual organization; as God is the deviser and
creator of the process, if he is the deviser and creator of anything; as all the other gods which have
filled the minds of men before and since have resorted to this process, it is only rational that your
God should be no exception to the general rule, and
you have no authority to adduce that it was not so.
But how nothing and something could enter into the
work of propagation is a blank, unexplainable, unreasonable inconsistency. Trul;r, the entire system
of theology is a muddle of the direst and most senseless absurdities.
Your a~tempt to apologize for the language applying organs and parts to deity when he possesses none
presents neither consistency nor honesty, to my perception. I must again insist that it is nothing less
than falsehood to talk about God's head, eyes, nose,
mouth, ears, arms, hands, loins, legs, feet, and back
parts if he has none, and the use of such ~erms does
not express infinity, or the boundless something that
you conceive God to be. It is most clear that those
who used those terms in describing their god
twenty-five hundred years ago thought he possessed
those organs and parts; and now if you and others
find it necessary to drop those crude notions, and recreate your god, you have an in.convenient mass of
absurd falsehoods to dispose of. The pretense that
those terms were necesssry to convey the idea of
omnipotence, omniscience, and omnipresence is simply untrue.
I wish to say a few words about an explanation
you attempted in your previous ·letter as to how the
devil was able to show Jesus all the kingdoms of
the world from the top of an exceeding ~igh mountain in Palestine, and .which I omitted in my last.
Your explanation seems to me evasive and false. The
language of Matthew is, "All the kingdoms of the
world," and the revised New Testament, :which
claims to be faithful to the original, uses the same
words. It is evident that the person who wrote that
statement meant the whole world, and not the little
country of Judea. That story was written before
it was known that the earth is round, or that there
is no mountain from which all the world can be
seen. To try to save a falsehood by saying that the
kingdoms of the "land " was meant is quite "too
thin." I cannot think you are honest in this, as you
have no authority for saying that only the land at
the foot of the mountain was meant; but it is a fair
sample of nearly all your explanations of the absurdities and falsities in your system and creed.
There is an evident falsehood in the story besides
the one of seeing all the world from any one point,
high or low. The statement is that the devil took
Jesus up into an exceeding high mountain, and
showed him Q.ll the kingdoms of the world and the
glory of them. This is positively false, for there is
no "exceedi:ng high mountain " in Palestine. It is a
mountainous country, it is true, but there are no
high mountains in it. There is no mountain in it
fourteen hundred fe~t higher than its principal ~ity,
Jerusalem, and that Is 2,610 feet above the Mediterranean sea. The Mount of Olives is 2, 724 above the
sea, Neby Samwil is 2,650; Bethel, 2,400; Sinjil,
2 685· Ebal and Gerizim, 2,700; Tabor, 1,900;
Srled: 2,775; and Jebel Jurmul_, 4,000. (S~th's
Bible Dictionary.) So the very highest peak m the
whole country is only about one-eighth .the hight of
some of the mountains of the earth. How false,
then, to call any of them an exceeding high mountain and how very false to pretend that from any
mountain all the kingdoms of the world can be seen!
This one false story may be taken as a sample. of the
reliability of all the Jesus story. Why did not
Matthew say which mountain it was, and point out
the _exact place whence the view was obtained, that
others might' climb up and stand ~m the same ~pot, and
see if from thence they could view all the kmgdoms
of the world and the glory thereof. It takes a good
deal of spiritualizing and the lugging in of a geod
deal of metaphor to cover such falsehoods. It is, in
my opinion, far m<_>re se~sible to let the .whole narrative pass as the mventwns. and the mistakes of a
past age of ignorance and superstition. It will not
bear close investigation. A grea:t deal of faith an_d
gullibility is necessary to accept It all and regard It
as " the infallible word of God."

,

MORAL TEACHERS BEFORE JESUS.

I will now attempt to show. that the world had
good moral t(')achers before Jesus, that if the
morals and precepts ascribed to him are tr~e, ~hey
are not superior to what was taught before his time,
and that even the very best of his moral injunctions
were merely the repetition of what had been uttered
by others hundreds of years before. I have not the
space, however, to quote at much length, and must
merely give a few passages here and there from the
old sages and philosophers.
.
.
I will first make a few quotatiOns from the an01ent
Vedas, believed to have been written nearly five
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thousand years ago. ·These verses are from a hymn the earth beneath. In the midst he placed the subtle ether, the
light regions, and the permanent receptacle of waters.
to Indra:
1. In the beginning there arose the Source of golden light.
He was the only born Lord of all that is. He established the
e.arth and the sky. Who is the God to whom we shall offer
our sacrifice ?
.
'
2. He who gives life. He who gives strength; whose blessing all the bright gods desire; whose shadow is immortality,
whose shadow is death. Who is the God to whom we shall
offer our sacrifice ?
.
·
3. He who through his power is the only king of the breathing and awaking world. He who governs all, man and beast.
Who is the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice?
4. He whose power created these snowy mountains, whose
power the sea proclaims, with the distant river. He whose those
regions are, as it were, his two arms. Who is the God te whom
we shall offer our sacrifice ?
5. He through whom the sky is bright, and the earth firm.
He through whom heaven was established; nay, the highest
heaven. He who measured out the light in the air. Who is
the God to whom we shall offer our sacrifice?

The following is addressed to Varuna:
1. Let me not yet, 0 Val1llla, enter into the harm of clay.
Have mercy, Almighty, have mercy.
2. If I go along trembling, like a cloud driven by the winds,
have mercy, Almighty, have mercy.
3. Through want of strength, thou strong and bright God,
have I gone wrong. Have mercy, Almighty, have mercy.
4. Thirst came upon the worshiper though he stood in the
midst of the waters. Have· mercy, Almighty, have mercy.
5. Whenever we men, 0 Varuna, commit an offense before
the heavenly host, wherefore we break the law through thoughtlessness, have mercy, Almighty, have me:cv.

These are from a somewhat later Veda:
1. Preserve thyself from self-sufficiency, and do not covet
property belonging to another. The way to eternal beatitude
is open to him who without omission speaketh truth.
2. All works ought to be regarded merely as means of purifying the intelligence, as means to guide the traveler to his
home.
3. The foolish, plunged in ignorance, believing themselves
wise, resemble the blind leading the blind; but men who have
maturely considered the perishable nature of all advantages
that works can procure, hermits who live in the forests upon
alms, fathers of families endowed with wisdom, worshiping
Brahma, preaching austerities, subduing the senses, these are
delivered from all sin and ascend to the highest heaven, where
reigns the immortal Brahma, as ancient as the world.
4. Though man finds pleasure in that which he sees, hears,
smells, tastes, and touches, he derives no benefit from the pleasure, because the soul attaching itself to external objects forgets
its high origin, which is the Universal Soul.
5. When the sage perceives the Eternal Cause everywhere
present, then abandoning the consequences of good works and
bad works, he becomes perfect and obtains c0mplete absorption. The sage who recognizes that God resides in all creatures,
forgets all idea of duality. He is convinced that there is only
one real existence, and that is God. He directs all his senses
towards God ouly, the origin of his own consciousness. He
concentrates upon him all his love, detaches his spirit from all
earthly object~ by fixing his soul continually upon God. A
person thus devoted lo God is esteemed the most perfect among
the adorers of divinity.
6. 'l'o know that God is, and that all is God, this is the substance of the Vedas. When one attains to this there is no need
of reading or .of works; they are but the bark, the straw, the
envelope. No more need of them when one has the seed, the
substance, the Creator. When one knows him by science he
may abandon science as the torch which has conducted him to
the end.

From the Supreme Soul he drew forth mind, existing substantially, though unperceived by sense immaterial, and before
mind, or the reasoning power, he produced consciousness, the
internal monitor, the ruler.
And before them both he produced the great principle of the
soul or first expansion of the divine idea; and all vital forms
endowed with these analities of goodness, passion, and darkness, and the five perceptions of sense and the five organs of
sensation.
Thus having at once pervaded with emanations from the Supreme Spirit the minutest portions of fixed principles, immensely operative .consciousness, and the perceptions, he formed
all creatures.
Then proceed the great elements, endued with peculiar
powers, and mind with operations infinitely subtle, the imperishable cause of all apparent forms.
This universe, therefore, is composed from the minute portions of the seven divine and active principles, the great Soul
or first emanation, consciousness, and five perceptions; a
mutable universe from immutable ideas.
Of created beings the most excellent are those which are animated; of the animated, those which subsist by intelligence; of
the intelligent, mankind; and of man, the sacerdotal class.

And thus it continues at great length.
IV. is found the following:

In Book

Let a Brahman having dwelt with a preceptor during the first
quarter of a man's life pass the second quarter of human life
in his swn house, when he has contracted a legal marriage.
He must live with no injury, or with the least possible injury,
to animated beings in pursuing those means of gaining subsistence which are strictly prescribed by law, except in times of
distress.
Let him say what is true, but let him say what is pleasing;
let him speak no disagreeable truth, nor let him speak agreeable falsehood-this is a primeval rule.
Let him say" well and good," or let him say" well" ouly;
but let him not maintain fruitless enmity and altercations with
any man.
Let not a man belroud of his rigorous devotion; let him
not, having sacrifice , utter a falsehood; let him not, though
injured, insult a priest; having made a donation, let him
never proclaim it.
Single is each man born; single he dies; single he receives
the reward of his good works; and single the punishment of
his evil deeds.
To a man contaminated by sensuality neither the Vedas nor
liberality nor sacrifice nor strict observances nor pious austerities will procure felicity.

Ohristna, the Hindoo savior and redeemer, taught
excellent morals, from which I give a few quotations:

Men who have no self command are not capable of fulfilling
their duties.
Pleasure and riches ·should be renounced when not approved
by conscience.
The wrongs we inflict upon our neighbors follow us like our
shadow.
Love of his fellow-creatures should be the ruling prill'3iple of
the just man in all his works, for such weigh most in the celestial balance.
He who is humble in heart and in spirit is loved of God, and
has need of nothing more.
As the body is strengthened by muscles the soul is fortified
by virtue.
There is no greater sinner than he who covets the wife of his
neighbor.
As the earth supports those who trample it under foot and
rend its bosom with the plow, so should we return good for IJI)il.
The virtuous man is like the gigantic banyan tree whose
beneficent shade affords freshness and life to the plants that
surround it.
When we die our riches remain behind; our relatives and
The following is, one of the numerous prayers of our friends ouly follow us to the tomb; 'eut our virtues and our
the Vedas:
vices, our good actions and our faults, follow us in the other
When they who know the Great One go through holy rites life.
Ohristna's counsel to a disciple:
and through piety, thither may fire raise me. May fire receive
my sacrifices. !d'fst.erious praise. t.o firel May_ air wa~t me
Let him de~ote himself each day to all the practices of pious
thither. May au: mcrease my spmts. Mystenous praiSe to devotion, and submit his body to the most meritorious austeriair I May the sun draw me thither, may the sun unlighten ties.
my eye. Mysterious praise to _the sun !. May the ~oon b~~
Let him fear all worldly honor worse than poison, and feel
me thither, may the moon receiVe my mmd. Mystenous pra1Se only contempt for the world's riches.
to the moon I May the plant Soma lead me thither, may
Let him know what is above all is the respect of himself and
Soma bestow on me its hallowed milk. Myterious praise to the love of his fellow-creatures.
Soma! May Indra carry me thither, may Indra give me
Let him abstain from anger and all evil treatment, even toward
strength. Mysterious pr_aise to Indra ! May . water l~ad animals, whom he ought to respect in the imperfection that God
me thither, may water brmg me the stream of Immortahty. has assigned him.
Myterious praise to the waters ! Where they who know the
Let him chase away sensual desires, envy, and cupidity.
Great One go, through the holy rites· and through piety,
Let him refrain from the dance, the song, music, fermented
thither may Brahma conduct me. May Brahma lead me to the drinks, and gambling.
Great One. Mysterious praise to Brahma!
Let him never be guilty of evil speaking, calumnies, or impostures.
The following are extracts from the twelve books Let him never look at women with love, and abstain from
of the Institutes of Menu, as sometimes called. They embracing them.
were translated by Sir William Jones, and believed Let him have no quarrels.
by him to have been written 1,280 years B.c. Menu Let his house, his diet, and his clothes be always the plainest.
Let his right hand be always open to the poor and the unwas the lawgiver of the ancient Hindoos, an~ ~as be- happy,
and let him never boast of his benefits.
lieved by Jones and others to be the origmal of When a poor man shall knock at his door let him receive
Menes of Egypt, Minos of Greece, as well as Moses him, refresh him by washing his feet, serve him himself, and
of the Israelites. The similarity of name and avoca- set what remains, for the poor are the chosen of the Lord.
But above all let him refrain through the whole course of his
tion gives great color to the opinion. At all events
life from whatever way molesting others; protect, love, and
Menu was prior to all the others. ,
assist his fellow-creatures; thence flow the virtues most agreeThe universe existed in darkness, imperceptible, undefinable, able to God.
Do good to aU, both the evil and the good, IJI)en your enemies.
undiscoverable, and undiscovered; as if immersed in sleep.
Then the self-existing power undiscovered himself, but makBuddha, as a moral te~cher, never has been exing the world undiscov~rable, ~i~h _the five elemen_ts an~ other
principles, appeared m undimimshed glory, dispelling the celled, and probably a life more pure has been led
by no ONe. I can give but a small part of hi3 moral
gloom.
He whom the mind alone can perceive, whose essence eludes teachings. · His commandments were as follows:
the -external organs, who has n~ Visible parts, w~o exists from
1. Thou shalt not kill.
eternity, even he, the soul of bemgs! shone _forth m per~on.
2. Thou shalt not steal.
He having willed to ~roduce vanous bemgs from his own
3. Thou shalt not commit adultery.
divine substance, first with a thought created the waters and
4. Thou shalt not speak untruth.
placed in them a productive seed.
5. Thou shalt not take any intoxicating drink.
The seed became an egg as bright as gold and blazing like
6. Thou shalt avoid all anger, hatred, and bitter language.
the sun with a thousand beams, and in that egg he was born
7. Thou shalt not indulge in idle and vain talk.
himself in the form of Brahma, the great forefather of all
8. Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's goods.
spirits.
9. Thou shalt not harbor envy, nor pride, nor revenge, nor
In that egg the great power sat inactive a whole year of the
Creator, at the close of which, by his thought alone, he caused malice, nor the desire of thy neighbor's death or misfortune.
10. Thou shalt not follow the doctrines of false gods.
the egg to divide itself.
(Oontin~ onpaue 380.)
A.nd from its two divisions he formed the heaven above and
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intrenched party makes no defense? We see its cap- man. (3.) We hold it to be self-evident that this life is a
(P)f duties toward our fellow-creatures, arising out of our
tains looking from the ramparts, seemingly confident reality
mutual dependence, hence he who most faithfully performs
in the safety of their own position; but we see no these duties makes the best of this lif9, and therefore must be
plumed and steel~clad champion come forth to giv best fitted to enter into a higher state, if he is still to exist. (4.)
[ F1·om the San F.-a.ru:Uco .Argonallt.]
combat to this false and clamorous knight that be- We hold it to be self-evident that each individual of the human
Robert Ingersoll's Work.
sieges their portals and prevents our entrance. The fttmily, as a rational being, is under a natural obligation to regu~te _his conduct. in all the relations of life according to those
Robert Ingersoll is doing a great work. Whether church cannot say that it avoids controversies, for it pnnmples
by whwh the general welfare is promoted and to
it is for ill or good, there is and-within this delights in them. It cannot disclaim its desire to cultivate in himself and instil into the minds of others~ }{lye of
generation at least-there will be a wide difference avoid combats, for out of them hav come its heroes truth, justice, sii.werity, ·and charity, and a fraternal feeling
of opinion. Is he the successful ic.onoclast of a false and its martyrs. Can it be that the soldiers and cap- toward all manlnnd. Therefore we hav associated omselvs
religion, or is he vainly assailing the indestructible tains of the Christian church are not altogether con- together by this bond of union for the purpose of promulgating
the. pri!lciples and promoting the practice of that true morality
foundationlil of a true faith? Is he tearing down and fident of their position? Can it be that the thinkers wh1ch
1s based on reason, honor, and humanity.
destroying that which is good, and leaving a vacuum and orators are not quite certain that they can meet . ART. II. In addition to the general purpose mentioned in
of Infidelity, or is he laying, broad and deep, the Robert Ingersoll in debate? Can it be that the Art. I., the specific objects of this organization shall be to
base of a new and grander structure of reason and church has fallen upon degenerate days, arid has lost promote social intercourse among its members; to render assistphilosophy? Is he destined to be tht3 instrument its courage? Assuredly Robert Ingersoll is not the ance and comfort to persons in sickness, •istress or destitution·
that is to sweep away from the intellectual atmos- first, nor bravest, nor best armed, nor most coura- to giv secular burial to its deceased members a~1d others whe~
expedient; and to provide for and educate n~edy orphan chilphere the mist and clouds that obscure the sun of geous of the assailants who hav dared to question the dren
and those whose parents are in destitute circumstances.
reason, or is he but a ribald and blasphemous ranter truths of the Christian religion, but most assuredly
ART. Ill. Any pe~son, male or female, above the age of
against truths that are imperishable? What is the he is the first who has f<mnd within the church no fifteen years, may, w1th the '.lo?sent of a majority of the memsecret of this man's power, that he can stir to its advers.ary to giv him combat. There hav been some bers pres~nt at a regular meetmg, unite with any local society
very depths the most intelligent communities, and attempts to answer him, but they hav been feeble and of M.oral1sts, but no person shall be retained in fellowship who
bring to the reading of hia books and to the hearing sporadic. It will not do to say that Ingersoll is not persists in immoral practices.
ART. IV. The officers of each lopal society shall be a chairof his lectures some of the best minds of the coun- worthy of reply; his following is too great, and the man,
a secretary, a treasurer, and three censors, who shall be
try? That he is doing this every observant person impression he makes is too strong. The church has ele.cted annually; and, when practicable, a lecturer shall be
must admit. In Boston or San Francisco, in New never failed to accept a doctrinal controversy, and it employed.
ART. V. The chairman shall preside at all lmsine8s meetings
York, or at the !lational capital, the announcem~nt of has, in its earlier history, carried these coaflicts to
a lecture by Robert Ingersoll commands a large, in- the battle-field. Every shade of opinion that has only. The secretary shall keep a list of the members of the
society and record the proceedings of all business meetings.
telligent audience. His name is more familiar to- found expression by a theologian has led to long and Th~
treasurer shall hav charge of all funds belonging to the
day in America, and he has more open admirers than bitter and bloody polemical discussion.
somety, and pay all demands against it which hav been
any theologian in the nation. There are men more
To settle these questions of dispute, the cord, the allowed by vote at a regular meeting, and·report quarterly the
learned and more eloquent than he, and yet there is dungeon, the rack, and the funeral pyre hav been financial condition of the society. The three censors shall conno man of any church that, like him, is engaging the brought. into requisition .. But now, when the very stitute '!' boa~d fo~ the investigation of charges against memattention of thinking men. ·He is not original, for foundatiOns of the superstructure are assailed, and bers, w1th discretiOnary powers, but the accused shall in all
hav the right of appeal from the decision of the board to
there is no thought that he has uttered that has not the truth of essentials is challenged, there seems to cases
the society. The ~ectnrer _shall hav charge of and provide, or
been elaborated by others; there is no fact uttered be indifference on every side. There is a vast deal cans~ to be proVIde~, smtable. entertainment for all regular
by him that has not been demonstrated by others. of skepticism abroad in the world. It prevails in the meeti_ngs, except busmess mee~n~s, and it shall be his duty
That he is original in his methods; that he charms most civilized countries. It is most noticeable in in- espemally to labor for the upbmlding of the society or societies
·
by his wit, and startles by his audacity, all acknowl- telligent classes. It is observable in the literature of under his charge.
ART.
VI.
'J'his
constitution
shall
be
the fundamental law of
edge. He laughs at God, makes mockery of holy the age. Science is no longer the handmaid of all societies belonging to this association,
and shall not be
things, holds up to ridicule the sacred writings, sub- religion, but she stalks along with an independent, amended except by a general conference, in which each local
jects every mystery to the most merciless analysis, resolute stride, leaving religion to take care of her- society shall be entitle~ to equal representation, and each
S8offs at the most venerable traditions, denies the ex- self. The state no longer acts as guardian to the amendment must be ratified by two-thirds of the local societies
ART. Vll. Each society shall hav power to make rules fo~
istence of miracles, demands that all historic truths church, and in civilized countries no longer looks to
invoked by the church or Christian believers must be it as a nursing mother. Education becomes self-re- its own government, provided no such rule shall conflict with
this constitution.
affirmativly proved, sneers at all dogmas, disavows liant, and divorces itself from religious teachings.
his belief in the divine character of Christ, in the The schools are secular and godless. Philosophy
Is Spiritualism Atheistic~
authenticity or inspiration of the scriptures, and in looks on theology with half-scornful indifference.
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
the immortality of the soul. He declares the God Governments frame their organic laws with no God
of Christianity to be a creature of the church, and in ~heir constitutions, and giv no aid to religion in Rev. Caverno, of Chicago, a few weeks since from
the church to be a mercenary industry; that the He- their codes. We are not expressing opinions, we are his_pulpit made a fierce on~laught. upon Spiritualism.
braic God of the Old Testament is a monster of but stating facts. We are not 11pholding Robert In- ?-'his _brought down u:pon h~m the ire of several Spir.
crime; that the Bible is an aggregation of vicious gersoll in his assault upon religion; we are not writ. Itnahsts, and the c~erwal bigot received, ,through the
tales, of false history, of immoral teachings, and at ing irreverently of a faith that holds in its embrace columns of the Chicago Times, a severe overhauling
war with science, philosophy, and reason; that the mill_io~s of intelligent. minds, but we are warning the a~ their hands. But we are now only concernell
Christian church is and has ever been an evil; that Chn~tian _church and Its members, its learned clergy With a statement made by one of his critics, "M.,"
it is a riursery of superstition, ignorance, and fable; .!l'nd mt~lhgent laymen, that men who are their.equals who, near the close of a lengthy article, says:
that it binders progress and keeps the world in dark~ m learnmg, and their equals in the possession of all
Another strange :miirepresentation of Spiritualism is to call
ness. This is the indictment that' Robert Ingersoll the morals, and all the virtues, and all the essentials it ~theist,i~· as¥.~· Caver~o does. He speaks of a "godless
brings to the bar of the court of public opinion, and of good citizenship, and who are as conscientious, ~mvers~, and _1f there Is no God," implying that Spiritual-·
derues the existence of God. Whence he derived this indemands that.the ·church must make to it the plea of and as honest, and as earnest as themselvs, are pl'os- 1sm
co.rrect conception of our. philosophy I am at a loss to deterguilty or not g-uilty; that the church must go to trial pecting the Christian church to its lowest levels. m.m. ls uot the whole literature of Spiritualism pe1·meated
upon the evidence, and that the evidence must be They a;e assarin~ the ores of dogma, subjecting all With _Theis~? Do not many Spiritualist lecturers open their
given under iron rules that concede nothing in favor the artwles of faith to a thorough analysis, to fire- meetl?J~S w~th prayer.? Where can we find in the whole range
of the accused. He denies to the Christian church assays and practical working processes for results. of Spmtualisrn a demal of the divine existence ? Deity is the
ce~tral princi~le of t~e Spiritualis~'s philosophy. The immorthe posse'3sion of previous good character, of hon- If the Christian church can stand this investigation tality
of mal! 1s l?red1_ca~d upon h1s being in essence a child of
esty of present purpose, and thus takes. away from it and the Christian religion can come successfully out God: possessmg_ m J;Us mmost soul a .deific germ, a detached
the presumption of innocence.
?f this furnace of intellectual heat, it will hav fought port~on of the 1!1-fi.mt o~e.rsou!. There are a few, very few,
So far the religious organizations hav refused to Its last battle and won its crowning victory. If it nommally A_the1stw Spmtualists, but their views are not in
plead; Sll far they hav refused to frame issues. They cannot do this its days are numbered. This conflict symp~thy w1t~ the great mass of Spiritualists, or with the
hav demu~red. to the indictment, to the jurisdiction, is to be fought out in the open arena. It is to be an teachmgs denved from the spuit world. The expression
immorality" emb?dies two gross falsehoods against
and to his t;ght, as. prosecutor, to arraign them. intellectual conflict on a fair field. · The weapons of "~t~eist:ic
Spmtualists; we are not AtheiSts, neither are we immoral· and
They say he IS a scoffer and an Infidel; that he is scie_nce, history, philosophy, reason·are open to the I am surprised to see Mr. Caverno take the ground he do~s.
guilty of blasphemous irreverence. So far as we chowe of both combatants. No fairer field than in
know, no leading theological institution, and no the United States of America, no age with a better . Is this true, Spi_r~t~alists? Is it. t_rue ~h~t "deity
prominent ecclesiastic has undertaken to answer the temper than this nineteilnth century, and no better IS the ,central _Prmcq~le of the S:pmtuahstiC philosophy?
Has It not time and agam been asserted in
arraignment of Mr. Ingersoll. Most' Christians, so men and women than ours as umPires in the contest.
T:e;E. ':fRUTH SEE~R . by conspicuous exponents of
far as our observation goes, hav contented themselvs
Spintism that mans Immortality is his dower from
with a sneer at him; with a declaration that he is an
nature, independent of any and all deities? That if
A
New
Society.
Infidel; that he proposes nothing in place of what he
he ~s to ~iv after the ?eath of the body, it i& beca~se
The " Association of Moralists " is the name
dest.roys; that he is a bad man, and is chafing against
~e Is an Immortal bemg by reason of his organizathe Impregnable walls of a structure that is founded adopted by a new society which had its inception in tiOn?
·
·
upon immutable truths.
_s:annibal, ~o. T~e _follo'_Ving appeal to all earnest
But not now stopping to· discus!! or examin this
.
If all this is true, we ask whether the church is Liberals Will explam Its obJects and aims:
difference of opinion among Spiritualist doctors, let
justified in allowing this scoffing Infidel to assault it
Realizing the necessity of showing to the world that Lib- us look for a moment at "M.'s" assertions. This
without an endeavor to . reply? Are able-minded eralis~ does not mean Iav.:Iessness or immorality, as our sentence is a remarkable one, and is an apt illustratheologians, those thinkers and scholars of the church enemies would hav them believe, but that on the contrary it is
tion of the fact that many people often make use of
justified in withholding their refutations of his fals~ conduciv of the highest type of morality and the best interests
words.and phrases of. whose meaning they hav not
and pernicious teachings? Shall they content them- o~ S?~iety, we respe_ctfully commen_d to you the following con- the slightest conceptwn, and commit themselvs to
as a basiS of organizatiOn. So far it has proven
seivs in refusing to giv him combat, and still claim stitution
aeceptable t<'> all classes of Liberals. It does not conflict with
that their arsenal is ~lled with unanswerable weapons any other ~iberal organization. _The existence of a deity and p~sitions whic~ ~re sure ~o. drop them into a quagof arguments, offensiv and defensiv? The Christian the future life are left open questwns, and its bond of union mue of absurdities. This Is the sentence "The immortality ?f man is predicated upon his being in eschurch claims that it is. a citadel and a refuge; a consists of intellectual propositions instead of articles of faith.
se~ce a child of God, posse~::sing in his inmost soul a
place, not only of safety and protection to those We v.:ant to exten~ this organization far and wide. . Can you dei:fi.c germ, a detached portion of the infinit oversoul."
not
!l;id
us
by
gettH~g
together
a
few
'ladies
and
gentlemen
and
within its walls, but that it is indispensable to the
a local somety according to this constitution ? As soon ~f yo_u detach a portion from infinity is the remainder
eaiety of all, and that the whole world should come formmg
as we. a~e nobfie~ we will place your society on the roll of this mfimt? How can there be an "infinit oversoul "
within its gates. Those upon the outside are watch- assoc_1atw!l, and mform you from time to time of the pro;;ress
when there are some thirteen hundred millions ~f
ing ~is conflict. They see this armed knight as. that,1s bemg made. Address, L. L. Suydam, Chairman Han" det~ched portions " of him, her, or it, which exist
~~~'
llaultn~g the wall~ of th~ church with catapult and
!l's fi~Ite unde1·souls? But stop ! they too must be
b~ttenng-ram; With clariOn voiae he dares them to
The constitution adopted is as follows:
mfimt, for we are told they are immortal · that is
oo_m~ forth to the enco•mter. He charges that all
.
-'\RT.
I.
This
o_rga~!zation at large shall be called the "Asso- infinit in duration, and they cannot be infin'it in du:
:_lVIthm are slaves to _fals_e opinions, are manacled by matlon of Moralists, ~tnd the following shall be the bond of
ration without being infinit in extent. But how can
i~norance, _ar~ captivs m the dungeons of supersti- union of its members:
th_e~e exist ~ore than one infinity? Is not the/ropti_on; that It IS only on the outside that there is free
(1.) .w~ hold it. to be ~elf-evident that every rational being o_sitiO~ unthu;kable ? _But if these "detat~he por;;ur, free thought, free action, and safety. What has a mal1enable nght to mvestigate and decide for hiinself all
ahall we of the wicked world do and think? How questi?ns pertaining to. his present or future welfare. (2.) We tiOns are fimte the dilemma still remains. There
ca~not exist an infin~t something and a finite somethall we regard this one-sided conflict, in which the hold 1t to be self-e_Vld.ent _that enlightened human reason,
untrammeled by preJUdice, Is th11 hi~hest tribunal known to thmg else. So we are logically driven to the conclu-
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sion that this "infinit oversoul" is all that exists?
Is not this the position of the .Atheist, that the universe is but "one stupendous whole?" Where then
is your personal God? Where is your being possessing moral attributes, a. belief in whom distinguishes
you from the .Agnostic and saves your philosophy
from being .Atheistic? Do you still persist in the
assertion that there exists a personal, intelligent
being, infinit in time and power and goodness, a
"detached portion of whom each human being has
hidden, away in his or her inmost soul?" If so,
please tell us how it happens that from this perfect
being has sprung so many moral monsters ? If the
"detached portions " are so imperfect, how can the
whole be without flaw? Is the wagon with a broken
axletree a complete wagon? Is the man with a paralytic leg or an unbalanced brain a complete man ?
The machine is no stronger than its weakest part,
and your great original god from whom all men
sprang is no better or stronger than the-wickedest or
weakest " detached portion " who has cursed the
earth with his preSence. Just think of it! your" infinit oversoul," no better than .Anthony Comstock!
But do you fall back upon -the theologian's derrnier
resort and say that man is not all divine, that it is
his physical part which leads him into wrong doing ?
Then is not his material body also a portion of the
"infinit oversoul ?" How else can the latter be infinit? Then again is the finite superior to the infinit? Can the groveling tendencies of the body
overcome the upward strugglings of the oversoul ?
In other words, is a part mightier than the whole?
E. C. W .ALKER.

Christian Falsification of History.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
If we were conversing with an intelligent foreigner
from eastern .Asia on subjects connected with our
own history, and he should calmly assure us that we
are mistaken as to the date of the discovery of
.America by Columbus; that it took place two hundred years later than the. time we alleged; that
Julius Cresar lived only four hundred years ago; that
Napoleon and Washington are fabulous characters,
and, in fact, should assert that nearly all our dates and
statements are fabrications made by our priests,
what would we think of his impudence and ignorance? We could only retort upon him that the
same must be the case with his own statements concerning his own country; and that as human nature
is the same the world over, his priests had no doubt
fabricated and falsified too.
What must intelligent Hindoos and Chinamen
think of the impudence of such men as the opponent
of Mrs. Besant in the discussion published in THE
TRUTH SEEKER ? Yet they are driven to a desperate
extremity when they allege that Christna lived after
Christ, or that the works giving his doctrins are of
comparativly _modern date. Why do they not allege
that the divine Plato lived after Christ? Simply
because there is too much knowledge among the
readers of Grecian history. To any one who is
familiar with Hindoo literature, the assertion made
..,
as to the age of Christna is as absurd as would be
the allegation that Plato and Ben Franklin were
contemporaries. We know that ages before Christ
there was a splendid civilization in India, characterized by a learning and philosophy never surpa_ssed
by any age except the present, just as well as we
know there was once a like civilization, learning,
and philosophy in Greece, and we know they hav
. d b h . I d"
d G
d eclme
. ot Ill n Ia a~
reece.
, .
.
Centuries before Christ, .Alexander s mvaswn of
India disclosed to the Greeks that a dense population occupied that region, living in a high condition
of civilization and with a religion much the same as
it is to-day. The priests were called Brahmans. We
.
h
1·
h"l
h
f G
know t h at t e e~r test p 1. osop er~ o
reece went
to the East for light and mformatwn several centuries before .Alexander's day. We know that temples
are still existing in India of marvelous workmanship,
built so long ago that even in that land of ancient
traditions their antiquity transcends all tradition,
and that images of Christna and many of the scenes
· "b e d b y th e M a h a b ara t a a r e carve d m
· th e
d escn
original work. That grand epic poem of India was
to Hindostan what the Iliad was to Greece and
Rome; what "Paradise Lost" is to Christendom;
what the Old Testament is to Jewry. We know
that Buddhism invaded India a few centuries prior
·
t o M oh amme d amsm.
The attempt to bring the age of Christna after
Christ is like trying to crowd the invasion of .Atilla,
the Crusades, the .American and French Revolutions,
and Reformation all into one century. He who
knows history knows it is an absurdity. Such tremendous events are prepared by the ages, and mankind moved more slowly in the past. l!"'inally, there
is not a scholar anywhere but will blush at such
impudent assumptions.
·
What is the object of this falsification of history?
It is done to get rid of the terrible proof that all the
best doctrins of the New Testament are borrowed
from Christna or the authors of the· Mahabarata.
But surely th:ese bold falsifiers forget that we hav
Plato. .Ah ! Perhaps they will claim that the
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author of Plato's works lived several centuries after
Christ. Let any one who has the least doubt as to
the equality of Plato with Christ read his "Dialogs." Let any one who doubts as to the superiority
of Christna read a good translation (not a longwinded, verbose oqe) of the Bhagavad-Gita, • which
is a kind of interlude in the Mahabarata. I quote
a few sentences from it to show those who hav not
access to the w0rk its superiority. Whoever is
familiar with the Bible will recognize many expressions:
" Said the mighty one :
"Never did I or thou or any of mankind not exist, nor shall
we ever cease to exist.
" A.s the soul in this body undergoes the changes Of child-.
hood, prime, and age, so does it obtain a new body. But no
sensible man is troubled about that.
"The soul, unborn, changeless, eternal both as to future
and past.
"A.s a man abandons worn-out clothes and takes other new
ones, so doth the soul quit worn-out bodies and enter new.
"A.ll things are invisible in their primal, visible in their
intermediate, and again invisible in their final state.
· " To the noble mind infamy is worse than death.
" Let thy motiv for action be the action itself, never its
reward.
"He who reflects not has not calm. Can he who is uncalm
be happy? A.s doth the winds toss the ship on the waves, so
do roaming thoughts the soul of man, and bear away his
knowledge of the spirit.
"I am reproduced in every age to establish duty. Understand that even as the mighty air wanders everywhere, always
dwelling within the ether, so all existing things exist in me.
The deluded despise me in my human form, not understanding
my high exiStence.
"But those who worship me with devotion dwell in me and
I also in them.
"He who worships me shall never perish. .
" Worship me by overcoming this finite and wretched
world, placing thy heart upon me, sacrificing to me and
saluting me. Thus shalt thou come to me.
" I am the origin of all. From me all proceeds. Believing
me to be thus, the wise, gifted with meditativ power, worship
me. Thinking on me, dead in me, teaching one another and
constantly telling of me, they are both satisfied and delighted.
" 'Bear with me, 0 God, as a father with his son, as a friend
with a friend, as a lover with the beloved one,' said A.rjuna.
"Dispose thy heart toward me only; to me attach thy
thoughts, and thou shalt dwell with me on high after this life.
But if thou art not able, strive. then, to reach me by assiduous
devotion, 0 despiser of wealth. But if thou art not even able
to do that, do good for my sake. Thou shalt attain beatitude
even by good acts for my sake.
" The man who is the same to friend or foe, in honor or
dishonor, the same in pleasure or pain, free from self-interests,
taciturn alike in praise or blame, content with all, who has no
home, is steadfast in mind and devout, is dear to me."
The foregoing are a few texts selected almost at
random out of several chapters. Reading them one
will not be surprised at the extreme jealousy of our
Christians respecting the antiquity of the work.
The following is a kind of litany from the same:
" 0 God of all the gods, Lord of all beings, of Brahma on
his throne, and all the demi-gods, and cherubim and seraphim t
"Thou art of infinit forms, and hast neithei· beginning,
middle, nor ending, 0 Lord of all-of the form of all!
"0 thou mass of light, beaming everywhere, intolerable to
look upon, as the sun, immeasurable!
"Thou art the indivisible, the highest object, the supreme
receptacle of all the universe, the everlasting person I
· "Thou art without end, middle, or beginning, of infiuit
strength, with sun and moon as eyes, mouths like a kindled
fire, heating all the universe with thy splendor T
"The triple world is astounded at thy miraculous and
terrific form, 0 mighty one!
"To thee turn the affrighted Suras t
"The multitudes of Maharshis and Siddhas praise thee,
.crying,' Hail to thee!'
·
"A.ll the Rudras, Varsus, and Maruts behold thee and are
amazed I
" Be merciful, 0 Lord of Gods, habitation of the universe I
"A.s torrents of rivers flow down into oeean, even so do all
the heroes of the human race flow into thy flaming mouths!
Devouring all inhabitants of the world from every quarter,
thou l_ic~est thy fl~ming li~s I
"Ftllmg: the umverse wtth thy splendors, thy sharp beams
burn, 0 Vishnu!
" Tell me who thou art of awful form! Be merciful!
. "Hail to thee, o best of gods!"
.
.
Whh 0 mlyb not Jee 1 ~ the ~or~r 1!ll when~e som;
of t e ce e rate ~sa IJ?-S o.
avi were ra~n
Now the oply qu~~ti_on 1 this: ~h~~h~r the .P~Iests
of an anment re tgwn _orrowe
eir scr~p ures
from another people
far distant
.
.
. from them,
h hlike ..the
·
Jews? We might put It this wa;Y;: w ~t er It IS
more probable that the Roman Catholics would
borrow of th~ Mormons or the Mormons of the
Roman Catholics?
.
. .
There can be no questiOn as to whiCh IS the elder
as between Brahmamsm and Jewry. Not one of all
·
Th
the great. s~ho~ars _has ever raised a doubt..
erefore Chr_Istiamty 18 an offshoot of Buddhism and
Brahmamsm.
HOLT.

b

Oregon, Mo.-------=----

What Kind of a Plan is This 1
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
I think that to gain -success for our cause the first
step would be to organize Liberal League clubs in
every school district in the country and eve~y ward
in cities and towns, these clubs to be kept alive and
made interesting by speaking, debating, and calling
in our Christian brethren and having joint discussions.
Let each county hav a central committee com-
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posed of one delegate from each townshhip and
ward. Let the chairmen of county committees constitute the district committee, and chairmen of the
district committee compose the state central committee, and chairmen of state central committee Gampose the national committee.
To accomplis:Q. this, let every true Liberal go to
work and organize these clubs, and unit9 them by
sending the names of the president and secretary to
D. M. Bennett; let him keep a record of the same,
and send a printed charter to said club, which shall
send in one dollar with the names of the president
and secretary to pay for the charter and to help
the cause along. Mr. Bennett will be acting as
chairman of the organizing committee, so to speak,
thereby doing good work for the cause.
Let said clubs send every month and get documents, speeches, etc., to circulate, and spread the'
light of truth.
Let the Liberal papers of the country make
monthly statements of the number of clubs and
where they are located; also the names of officers, so
that the clubs can correspond with one another. This
should be the duty of this paper, and it should be
paid for the trouble and expense.
The time has come when we must up and put our
shoulders to the wheel. We hav work to do, and I,
for one, say let it be done. It is the cause of freedom. It is the taking away of the veil from those
beautiful stars, and the putting forth of the white
rose of nature from the bud into a sublime greatness,
the taking away of the sword from the hand of the
church, and· giving therefor the right to be happy
without misery.
.A. M. CLARK.
JJ~moan,

Ill.
-------.~------

" The Old Faith and the New."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
I hav been letting this truly interesting volume, by
David Friedrich Strauss, lie unread for weeks,
simply because I expected to find it dry and uninteresting to a real Materialist who has been over and
over the same ground. But lo ! On opening it and
glancing over its pages I find it full of meat-full
of food for the most advanced thinker. True, the
very name of the renowned author should hav prepared one for this; but having long ago read his
"Life of Jesus," I had insensibly kept him standing
on the same old ground, whereas he has really gone
right on, on, on to .Atheistic Materialism, and will
inevitably take every careful, unprejudiced reader
of this book straight to the same desirable goal.
In analyzing the gospels he thus sums up the conclusions: " ' rh.ese things came to pass that it might
be fulfilled as it is written,' is the invariable comment
of our honest Matthew whenever he has been relating something" that never came to pass at aU."
In answering his first pertinent question, " .Are we
still Uhristians ?" he says, "If we would speak as
honest, upright men, we must acknowledge we are
no longer Christians."
In speaking of the study of the sciences, poets,
and arts, he remarks: "It is said that such a rea:ding
and study does not suit the plain man; that he lacks
the needful leisure and comprehension. Our poets
especially, it is said, are too much above him. The
Bible is more suitable for him; this he can understand. He understands the Bible, does he? But
how many of the theologians understand it-pretend to understand it? Yes, men think they understand the Bible because they hav grown accustomed
to misunderstanding it."
The whole book goes to show that faith in the
Bible and belief in a real God hav gradually gone
with all other myths into mere shadows of a shade.
But many still cling to the shades because they feel
a need of something on which to lean. " The loss of
the belief in· providence belongs, indeed, to the
most sensible deprivations which are connected with
a renunciation of Christianity. In the enormous
machine of the universe, amid the incessant whirl
and hiss of its jagged iron wheels, amid the deafening crash of its ponderous stamps and hammers,
in the midst of this whole terrific commotion, man, a
helpless and defenseless creature, finds himself
placed, not secure for a momen~ that on an i~pru
dent motion a wheel may not seize aml rend him, or
a hammer crush him to powder. This sense of
abandonment is at first something awful. But then
what avails it to hav recourse to an illusion? Our
wish is impotent to refashion the world. The understanding clearly shows that it is indeed a machine.
But it is not merely this. We do not only find the
revolution of pitiless wheels in our world-machine.
but also the shedding of soothing oil.
.Although chance may _be an unreasona~le ruler, yet
necessity, or the enchamment of causes m the wo~ld,
is reason herself. . . . To demand an exceptiOn
in the accomplishment of a single natural law would
be to demand the destruction of the universe."
I think few will read this book and rise from its
perusal unsatisfied. I am indeed glad to hav -it
among the list of TRl!TH ~EE~R pu?lications, and
trust that its real merits Will wm for It a ready sale
among all classes of readers. It is well worth its
Respectfully,
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
price.
May 25, 1881.
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· These are some of his moral maxims:
A man who foolishly does me wrong I will return to him the
protection of my ungrudging love; the more evil that goes from
him the more good shall go from me.
·
Let a man overeome anger with love; let him overcome evil
by good; let him overcome the greedy by liberality; the liar by
truth.
Hatred ceases by love; this is the eternal rule.
Who casts aside his appetites, who keeps armed with the virtues, well endowed with temperance and integrity, he indeed is
worthy of the yellow garment.
As the rain breaks through the ill-thatched roof, so passion
invades the mind destitute of reflection.
The evil-doer mourns in this world, and he shall mourn in
the next; in both worlds has he sorrow. He grieves, he is tormented, seeing the ill t>f his deeds.
A man slothful, saying many good things but not do~ng'
them, is like a herdsman counting the kine of others but ownmg
none.
As the bee collects nectar and departs without injuring the
beauty or the odor of the flower, so the sage sojourns among
men; he views their ways and learns wisdom from their folly.
If one man conquers in battle a thousand times a thousand
men, and if another conquers himself he is certainly the greater
victor.
If a man offend a harmless, pure, and innocent person, the
evil falls back upon the fool like dust thrown against the wind.
Let a man so make himself as he teaches others· to be;
he who is well subdued may subdue others; one's own self is
difficult to subdue.
He who holds back rising anger like a rolling chariot, him I
call a real driver; the rest do but hold the reins.
By goodness overcome anger; by good, evil; by liberality,
greed; by openness and truth, dissembling and falsehood.
There is no fire like lust, no bondage like hatred, no toil like
perturbation, no river like desire.
Let us live happily, then, not hating those who hate us; let
us dwell free from hatred among men who hate.
Let us live happily, free from greed among the greedy. Let
us live happily, though we call nothing our own. We shall be
like the bright gods, feeding on happiness.
He who has given up both victory and defeat, he, the contented, is happy.
My law is a law of mercy for all. Proclaim it freely to all
men; it shall cleanse good and evil, rich and poor, alike; it is
as large as the spaces of heaven, and excludes none.
Forsake all evil, bring forth good; master thy own thoughts.
Such is Buddha's path to the end of all pain.
Overcome evil with gopd, the avaricious with generosity, the
.
false with trutl:t.
One day of endeavor is better than a hundred' years of sloth.
Watch thyself with all diligence, and hold thyself in as the
spirited steed is held in by its owner.
Master thyself; so mayest thou teach others and easily tame
them, after having tamed thyself; for self is hardest to tame.
Think not lightly of evil; drop by drop the jar is filled.
Think not lightly of good; the wise are filled with purity,
gathering it drop by drop.
The good, like snowy mountains, shine from afar; the bad,
like arrows shot by night, are not seen.
The taint worse than all others is ignorance.
The heart of love and faith accompanying good actions spreads
a beneficent shade through all the world.

I must defer quotations from other ancient moral
teachers till my next.
Truly yours,
D. M. B.

OGDEN, UTAH, May 22, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed find $5, as promised in support of the proposed trip round the world. l did not
see my name on the list of promisers published with
the call for the money. But as I did promis, here it
is with my full will power thrown in, and my desire
that the angels may protect you from all harm and
assist you to return safe and sound to your loved
home and. your unfinished mission in the publishing
of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Yours,
JoHN A. JosT.
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 1, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5 for your
trip around the world. I want the book as soon as
possible. The blood of a thousand saviors and the
blood of the cattle of ten thousand hills cannot wash
out from the church door the stain caused by your
imprisonment. They tried to kill you, but failed. Giv
them "hades."
Respectfully,
H. T. S.
LEADVILLE, CoL., May 26, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $10 to be applied to the round-the-world fund-$5 for myself and
$5 for E. W. Orgen. Now, old friend, you may rest
assured you are taking my best wishes with you all
round the globo and a hope of your return safe and
sound to your paper, and may it liv long after we
are no more.
Your friend,
JosEPH HENRY.
NAPLES, N.Y., May 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose money order for $5 for
my subscription to your trip around the world. I
expected to hav sent the money last week, but I had
an accident in which I was violently thrown from a
wagon, breaking my collarbone and otherwise injuring me. I am quite comfortable at present, and expect soon to be about my business.
They hav been building a very fine Methodist
church here this season. A well-disposed member
wanted me to go with them and help along. I told
him if they would allow, freedom of speech I would
giv them $500, but I could not feel at home if I was
denied the right that was guaranteed by the Constitution of the United States. They.hav not yet called
for the money.
My best wishes go with you on your trip, and we
need lilav no fears as to the paper during your ab-

se:nce. We know how Mr. Macdonald stood at the coming to bring peace, not a sword. I am as ever,
helm in the worst storm, and we will trust him in
Fraternally thine for truth,
WM. BRowN.
the calm.
Yours for the right,
J. W. PRICE.
LARAMIE CITY, May 19, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed is $5 for your roundFox LAKE, May 28, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT : The theological world certainly the-world trip. I expect to get value received from
moves, and I think it may be safe now for you to your trip abroad: I .am one that wants you to make
attempt to circumnavigate· it. I notice in the late the trip; would like to hav you lecture on your way
revision of the New Testament that hell is knocked home from San Francisco to New York; it will pay
out of it. There is no longer any call for a Lucifer you, especially through the West. There are a good
or devil to stir up the brimstone. You hav killed many Liberals in Laramie. I am a mechanic and
off all the man-made gods, and I think you can hav hav had a good deal of business with the church.
nothing to fear. Within find $5 to help you around
A few years ago, when times were very hard, when
an honest mechanic could scarcely earn an honest
the world.
Yours,
C. B. HowES.
living, I landed in Colorado from California in a small
MusKEGON, MICH., May 23, 1881.
town. In order to get aquainted with the people I
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for $5 told them I would donate twenty dollars in work to
as a means of exposing to public gaze the deformity every denomination tha.t would build a church; that
and superstition of the past and lighting the way to I would do their work by the day for journeyman's
the future to do right because it is right.
wages, or if they would furnish the material I would
W .JONES.
do their work as cheap as the cheapest man and giv
twenty dollars to the church, but they knew my cirSYRACUSE, N. Y., May 17, 1881.
cumstances, they knew my poverty would compel
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $5. me to work for anything I could get. I told them I
I sincerely hope that the loni' trip you are about to could not furnish material and compete with a disundertake will prove as beneficial to you financially honest world as the lowest bidder ; that the lowest
and physically as no doubt it will -be interesting to bidder meant the worst possible work for the least
your readers.
Yours,
RALPH HELM.
money ; it meant the worst possible work with the
least material ; it meant the biggest rascal, but it
MENDON, May 19, 1881.
was no use; tu get their work I was compelled to put
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5 to speed myself on equality with the biggest rascal-the lowest
you on your way round the world as previously bidder; my poverty compelled me to take their work
agreed upon. Thomas Paine made himself immortal for anything I could get; because I was honest that
by his writings, and if you get through this trip all cursed church left me in debt; it gave me the name
right, this book and your previous works will immor- of a dead beat, because I did too honest work on .
talize you unless another dark age of Christianity the house of God to pay my honest debts, but they
should pass over the earth and annihilate you both, are paid now; but I honestly believe it is better to
as it has many a great man before you. You hav be a cattle thief or a bank robber, and steal from: the
my wishes for a successful trip. E. B. SouTHWICK.
rich, than it is to take advantage of a man's poverty.
to rob him of his labor. I believe if a church was
JAMESPORT, Mo., May 21, 1881.
the house of God an honest mechanic could get
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I see by your issue of the 7th honest pay for honest labor on his building. I beinst that you hav received encouragement enough to lieve I could get better pay for my labor on a gammake you conclude to start on the voyage soon. bling house than I could on a church. If any acciTherefore I inclose money order for the amount I dent should happen to me so I was unable to work
promised, $5. Although I do not see my name in the and needed charity I believe I could find more genlist published in the issue. of the above date, I trust erosity, I believe I could find more charity, in a ·gamyou will not overlook it now. With the best wishes bling hell than I could find in God's holy temple, ·
for your health and happiness, I am,
the church. I believe I could find more little, mean,
Yours fraternally,
W. D. SHULER.
confidence men in a church than I could find in a
gambling house.
WM. LOSHBOUGH.
BoNANZA, CoL., May 24, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to apply to your trip
WATERLoo, IND., May 26, 1881.
around the world. Will try and send you five more
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order for $5, it
before you start. Very truly yours, F. H. MooRE.
being the amount subscribed to assist in defraying
the expense of circumnavigating this speck of matter
CARROLTON, ILL., May 31, 1881.
in nature's vast laboratory. Hope you will hav a
FRIEND BENNETT: Pardon me for my late remittance. pleasant time, for we will often think of you and
I hav been from home for four weeks and was igno- the contrast while you were sojourning at Albany ·
rant of your determination to take the round-the- simply to gratify sister Hayes and brother Comstock.
world trip. I hope I am yet on time and also hope
Yours respectfully,
E. R. SHoEMAKER.
that every promis will be fulfilled. I see that one
friend in St. Louis withdrew his promis and said he
ST. JoHN's, ILL., May 23, 1881.
would giv you $5 to stay at home. Well, now I conDEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I received your request for
sider _he is clearly entitled to send the "V" in either the five dollars I promised, and I send it with best
case. If others receive the books in consideration of wishes for your success, hoping you will accomplish
the $5 I suppose I would be entitled to them, but the trip in safety, for we cannot afford to lose you.
really I fear you cannot afford it; in that case I do
Your friend and well-wisher,
JoHN BULMl!:R.
not hold you accountable. My best.i.wishes go with
you, and m~Jy a pleasant and enjoyable trip be your
GENEVA, N. Y., May 21, 1881.
reward. I want you to bring me a small piece of
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5 for the.
Lot's wife just to test the truth about the salt. Good_ world trip. You must hav the people send in the
bye ; take care of yourself,
WM. BLACK.
funds before you go, or they might not be forthcoming. You ought to hav twenty-five hundred of these
BRAIDwooD, ILL., May 22, 1881.
pledges before ,starting. I will see if I can get a few
MR. EDITOR; Please find postal ord.er for $5 to more in this town the coming week.
help you on your long journey and for the Infidel
Yours truly,
WILLIAM SMITH,
around the world. A tape-line and a pocket-compass are the two handiest things I know of to a
CASTLE HILL, MAINE, May 18, 1881.
traveler in Asia. The Freemasons hav very many
FRIEND BENNETT: I herein send you $5 for the
traditions abGmt that rocky corner of the earth, a world trip. If your coming letters will compare
few I will mention in form of question. Is the coast with thofle in the "Infidel Abroad," I shall be well
near Joppa rock-bound and dangerous? What is the paid for the investment. The Bennett-Mair discusdistance from Joppa to Mount Lebanon by sea? sion is interesting, and when you get it out in book
What kind of cedars grow on Mount Lebanon? ·Is form put me down for one. I believe you are the
there any road by which heavy timbers were taken right man in the right place. Col. Ingersoll and you
from,.Joppa to Jerusalem? Are there holes or clefts are shaking Christian theology to its foundation. I
in the rocks west of Jerusalem, where men can hide would giv $5 to hear Col. Ingersoll lecture.
and not be found? Is there any white marble
Yours respectfully,
HENRY TILLEY.
quarries in that country or any white marble in or
around Jerusalem that might hav been used in the
DEs MoiNES, IowA, May 21, 1881,
temple? Some two or three days journey south
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I am glad that the prospect
from Jerusalem are the ruins of a large city cut in for your going round the world is cheering, notthe rocks; I would like for you to visit and describe withstanding a few of your friends entertain rather
them. That car of Juggernaut, see if you can find gloomy notions of the undertaking. My notion is
it, or has it gone with Marco Polo's upas-tree and that the trip, with its varied scenes and exercises
men with dogs' heads? The temple at Jerusalem together with a freedom of feeling to be free of th~
was an immense slaughter-house; where did the filth care of watching your enemies for a season, will
all go to? When you come home come by St. Louis assist in recuperating your physical being; and then
and Chicago and stop off at Braidwood. I wish to when you come to the places where the gods themshake hands with you. Respectfully, FERRIS BuRR.
selva are supposed to hav lived, and tread the same
rocks and sands that they walked upon long ago,
CARBONDALE, KAN., May 19, 1881.
no doubt your thoughts will hav a mythical time·
• MR. EDITOR: As I was one of the first to pledge you and when you come to places where lie the ashes of
a "V" for the trip around the world I want to be noted poets, philosophers, orators, and statesmen,
one of the first to respond when called on. Inclosed your mind will receive, as it were, a new baptism in
is $5.00. Now I hav but a few requests to make and the fountains of lmowledge. When you return home
these are, when you get to the Holy Land if you see with the varied scenes witnessed mirrored on your
an ass by the wayside let him stay there, do not ride mind, with uncouth experiences with strange people,
him without the consent of his owner; do not tell etc., you will be better enabled to make a tour of
your followers that it is right to pluck corn from the United States (which some propose instead of
your neighbors without permission; tell them we are making a circuit of the globe) and giv us an inter-

THE TRUTH
esting account of the new experiences gathered
while gone. I am of the opinion that on your return home there will be a general demand by Freethinkers that you make a lecturing trip thl'ough the
United States. Hoping that all who hav pledged
assistance to the enterprise will be prompt in re·
mitting the same so as not to embarrass you in preparing for the trip, I remain,
Yours truly,
A. CLEGG:
KIMBALL, May 30, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I see from the tab on my
paper that I hav become your debtor. But still the
valuable TRUTH SEEKER continues to come, for which
I must extend to you my thanks. I am always
proud to receive it; and among the number of papers
that I receive weekly, it is the first one I peruse.
Inclosed please find the sum of $8-$3 to pay for the
paper, and the remainder to be placed to my credit
to help defray the expenses of our noble hero,
D. M. Bennett, round this little globe. For my part,
I would like to hav you stop at home and occasionally throw a few Infidel shells ~nto the ranks of the
orthodox. But looking at the matter in another
light, I say: "Go. By all means go." Your book
will be a benefit to the Liberal cause. and one which
no historian can surpass ; and the time will come
when it will be referred to as the greatest historical
wo,rk ever written. My sincere wishes are that you
will return home from your voyage in good health
and willing to defend the cause of liberty and truth
as heretofore.
Respectfully,
S. E. Moss.
AsHLAND, OR., May 26,1881.
MR. EDITOR: I see you hav decided to journey
around the world, so I send money order for the
amount I and Joshua Beaumont pledged-$10. I wish
we could send ten times as much. Take the best of
care of yourself. Don't subject yourself to too much
hardship. Take it easy. Our best wishes go with you.
0. CooLIDGE.
Yours,
0TTAVf A, ILL, May 30, 1S81.
FRIEND BENNETT: I had a neighbor almost persuaded to be an Infidel, and last Saturday at the
eleventh hour I converted him. He gave me $5 for
you and said he would take the book of your travels. I think he will be a subscriber before long.
You will find money order for $10-$5 for J. A.
Townsend and $5 for myself.
SILVESTER BRoWN.
Yours truly,
AuGUSTA, 1.\fE., May 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for the
amount of my subscription for your trip round
this world of ours. See all you can and tell us all
about it. I feel as though it would be money well
spent, for you hav such good descriptiv powers and
will giv us the ~ruth, which I fear we never hav had.
History has been written in the interest of super-.
stition ai:J.d bigotry. If you fail to go I will write·
you what Liberal books I want for my subscription.
I hope you will enjoy good health while you are
gone and return to us With renewed vigor to battle
with bigotry.
Yours for justice aml truth,
C. M. PIPER.
MILLSBOROUGH, May 23, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find post-office
money order for $10, being the amount which we
promised to gi'V' to the fund to your proposed tour
round our world; $5 for John Mullinger, a resident
of Millsborough and an admirer of THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER and its noble editor, and $5 from the undersigned.
Yours truly,
JosEPH MANHART.
BAsco, ILL., May 21, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I send you to-day in this registered letter my promised $5 for your trip round the
world, and if it is not sufficient to pay for the contemplated book we will add more to it and make it
right. My best wishes for your safe return and certainly a pleasant journey. Hoping THE TRuTH SEEKER
will prosper in your absence, I remain your friend,
J OBN DIDIER.
NoRTH BENTON, 0., May 23, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Within find $5, to help pay your
expenses round the world. If you lack money call
on ine for $5 more. We need something of the kind
to help giv tone to the Liberal cause. The Christians claim everythina- that goes to advance knowledge and popularity. If slavery is popular they
claim that. If freedom is popular they claim that.
If polygamy is popular they claim that. If antipolygamy is popular they claim that. The zeal they
manifest to build up and perpetuate Christianity is
evidence to me that their cause is unso1Und, for the
truth is mighty and will prevail, and ne•eds no bolstering up by false and undue zeal and torture as
was practiced a few ye.ars ago and is practiced now
in a different form.
Yours,
CHESTER BEDELL.
MAUSTON, Wis., May 19, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND: Inclosed I send you molley order
for $10-George Salter $;5 and your humble servant
$5, to help you around the world-and I wish you
may not meet with anything to mar your health or
pleasure, and I will promis that I will not neglect
to pay for my TRUTH SEEKER while you are gone.
For one, I hav all confidence in your wife and Mr.
Macdonald, The pape:.: will lose nothing while you

~EEKER,

JUNE 11;

are gone if everyone will do their duty. I long to
be reading your letters from abroad, which will be
far more interesting to me than anything 1\'Ir. Mair
has advanced yet. Your part of the discussion is
always good reading, but that of Mr. Mair is as dry
as his God and the Bible he quotes from.
Yours all around the world and back again all
alive and kicking,
·
WM. HuLGA~'E.
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B. Wakeman nobly opposed the measure sought. It
is easier to ward off and defeat such measures in incipiency than when full fledged.
We herewith inclose money order for our widow's
mite to aid THE TRUTH SEEKER; upon which we rely
as the heralder of truth, and the enemy's movements
and.attacks. This must be sustained. The flagrant
wrongs to the eaitors in the late suppression is a
personal affront to every human being. Justice is
·NEVADA, Omo, May 27, 1881.
assailed! Liberty is in chains I Freedom is prosMR. :Q. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find $5, my share of trated, bleeding at our feet! Let us to the rescue in
the round-the; world fund. In your travels you will an invincible, united brotherhood. Their cause is ours.
find all classes of peopl~, good, bad, and indifferent. Let us not deceive ourselvs. Orthodoxy is strengthShould you find .any dirtier, meaner scoundrel than ening its fortifications at every point. Insidiously
Anthony Comstock, hav his picture taken, and on they are springing enactments whose treachery the
your return place both in the rogues' gallery. The. people see not on their surface. They are powerful,
scar-faced prince of American villians probably has wealthy, and daily adding to the same by extractions
his equal in degradation, and you may happen to see made from the church and unbelievers alike. Let
the brute. If possible bring a photograph of a flam- us "pool" our efforts and means to resist every oning sword with you. It would be worth looking at. slaught on freedom's rights.
You will be likely to find them in the Garden of Eden,
Now that Mr. Bennett has decided to circumnavialso a switch, such as an old Bible unworthy Ilsed in gate, we gracefully yield our preference, and pledge
compelling ·iron axes to come to the surhce of the our best endeavors to extend THE TRUTH SEEKER and
water. It is said that the Christians of Rome still sustain the principles it advocates. Of course I shall
hav a demijohn filled with that remarkable darkness wish the book of travels. I regret he feels a larger
which once upon a time, according to the worst book duty calls him to foreign lands. Our vision is too
in print, took place in the land of Egypt, For the narrow to see in the same light, but we will ever try
fun or it get a dram vial full of it, It would be a to accept with equanimity the inevitable.
wonderful curiosity.
May blessings attend him, a larger wisdom repay the
Instead of sending me $225.00 worth of books, as toils of so arduous and hazardous a journey.
'
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
stated in my last, make the order $450.00 worth, a
duplicate of the~other in every respect. The more I
LYNNFIELD, MAss., May 9, 1881.
travel over the country the more intensely necessary
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed $1 due for the
do I find the scattering of your and similar publications amo~g the people. I remember .the attempt paper the 15th of this month. As many subscribers
made while you were in prison to ruin THE TRUTH are expressing their opinions regarding your trip
round this terrestrial globe, I will take the liberty to
SEEKER and its publishing house, and hav fears such
will again be the case in your absence. I, for one, express mine. I think your absence will incite your
am determined to counteract the effects of such a Liberal friends to contribuL'.l their talents, and if necdamnable scheme by doing my utmost in securing essary to chip in to oil the machinery to run THE TRUTH
you subscribers and.selling all I possibly can of your SEEKER. I hav only one fear if you go, that is, the
Jesus eaters may try to suppress your paper when you
books whilst you are on your lonesome trip. I feel
are away. I consider the noble TRUTH SEEKER the
confident that I hav been of considerable account to standard
Liberal paper of America, and hav no doubt
your house in that direction already. I most sin- with your devoted wife in the sanctum and friend
cerely hope that many Liberals will join me in this Macdonald as editor, it will continue to be so in your
most important work. How many are willing to show
their contempt for 75,000 pulpit roosters and their absence.
SometiiiJ,eS I pray to God, and sometimes to the devilmiserable business in this way? Let us show the
You may think me very quaint, but still my head is level.
millions that there two sides to this most important
My God is not the Bible God that C~ristia~s lov~ and fear,
question. Millions will read our books if we giv them
MY devil not the one he keeps to whiSper m therr ear;
a chance to get them. They will not order them,
My God is woman good and true that loves no priestly clan,
but will buy them if we take them to them.
My devil is the monitor that makes me what I am.
The rights of Mrs. Chase hav been most signiflYours truly,
Jos. A. PERLEY.
cantly interfert~d with. Let us prove to the postmaster-general that such imposition will not win, that the
JANESVILLE, Wis., May 22, 1881.
the day of persecution for opinion's sake is past. Yes,
MR. D. M. BENNETT: The "V's" are flowing in
Mr. Postmaster-general, you stand high in office and to you very liberally to pay your expenses round the
can for the time being, if you are mean enough to, world~ You say but little about the" threes" in TBE
wrong a woman with rights as sacred as any person TRUTH SEEKER of last week, and as I am a delinquent
in the land, and this you hav done by being urged for the last three weeks, I concluded to-day to "fork
to do it by the meanest miscreant that ever walked over the brass." To-morrow will be my seventy-ninth
the streets of New York. With George Cbainey in year on this little globe. I hate terribly to be in
the Infidel pulpit in Boston, Col. Ingersoll speaking arrears in a good cause, so here is inclosed $3 to keep
to untold thousands in the largest as well as small me posted for another year. Perhaps it is the last
cities in our land, and- an army of Infidel lecturers TRUTH SEEKER I shall ever need. Success te you while
besides-stars not shining as bright as the two above on your tour around the world. ..
WARD WITHAM,
named, but equally important-together with some
ten or fifteen outspoken Infidel papers and the prosRANDOLPH, N. Y., May 22, 1881.
pect of adding hundreds to the list who are determined
D. M. BENNETT: The little tab on my paper reminds
to canvass the country with Infidel books, together me that I am indebted to you for THE TRUTH SEEKER
with the respect with which the editors of some of our since April, 1881. I inclose draft for eight dollarsleading papers besides our own are treating Liberal- $3 to pay my subscription for another year, and $5
ism, all signifies that in less than ten years Infidels to help you circumnavigate the globe and ~et the
will be very likely hav something to do with making books telling of the sights you will see. I hav not
the postmaster-general appointments.
heretofore pledged myself to the fund, but hav all
the time intended to contribute to it if I could posYour friend and brother,
DR. E. MoYER.
sibly do so when the time came for you to start;
I see you are soon to start, so I send it with my
STILL THE OLD HAT.
subscription. I think it will be a dreary journey to
CLEVELAND, 0., May 19, 1881.
make alone. I wish some wealthy Liberal would
MR. EDITOR: When you were released from Albany accompany you. It would be the greatest pleasure
penitentiary some year ago we felt a heart to be one in the world for me to do so had I the shekels and
of the number who offered to contribute $10 on that could leave my family. I hope you may hav a safe
eccasion as a feeble, very slight expression of sym- and pleasant journey. Bon voyage. J. HAMMOND.
pathy, good will, etc. To do so it was necessary for
P. S.-I wish you could hav started on your jourdaughter and I to wear our last year's hats, which ney on the first anniversary of your release from the
we did with feelings of pleasure, a principle being Christian prison to which the bigot Benedict consubserved. The other dax we decided to treat our- signed you, and in which the ninny Hayes kept you.
selva to a more modern one. Just then came THE
J. H.
TRUTH SEEKER, with the announcement that four FreeSEBEWA, MICH., May 8,1881.
thought and medical journals had been suppressed 1
DEAR BENNETT: I thank you for continuing to send
That so great an outrage and injustice be not endured, all worthy the name of Liberalist, Infidel, your most valuable paper to me so long after the
should consider it a personal affront demanding re- time for which it was paid. Do go round the world
sentment. Those who serve as helmsmen must be and write up a history from an Infidel standpoint
sustained at whatever sacrifice ! Lovers ·of liberty, that will giv to all future generations the facts of
of justice, of truth, shall our standard-bearers be cut Christian hireling cussedness. Set my name down
down, our bannt~r trailed in the dust, and we remain for $5 to help you on your journey. When the time
inactiv ? To their rescue with the needful sinews of comes for you to start, notify in your paper, and the
GEoRGE W. Lusx.
war 1 If necessary, forego accustomed enjoyments, money will be sent in time.
and even necessaries; substitute simpler diet; wear
the hat, gloves, gown another year; repel the idea
DAYTON, OR., April 28, 1881.
of surrender; yield not to the in tolerant, bloody sway
FRIEND BENNETT: Although I hav been a constant
of orthodoxy I Allow not the judiciary control to pass reader of your most valuable paper, and hav read all
into evangelical hands! A fearful movement is being your European letters and hav them preserved in the
urged before the committee at Albany. The postal house still I wish to hav the book, therefore I will
enactment of 1873 was foisted upon the peop!e un- to-day send for two of the "Infidel Abroad," and one
knowing its· secret intent. Various state laws of like of the "World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors."
nature hav succeeded. Strengthened and emboldened
Hoping you may suc:Jeed in raising the necessary
by these successes, greater latitude is now clamored means for the proposed trip round the world, I retor before the Albany legisla.tiv c?mmittee. Mr. T. main your well-wisher,
J. B. RILEY,
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Orphic Hymn.

Another pinch of nothing,
And oceans had their birth.

BY .ALHAZA.

A·little lump of nothing
Produced the powerful sun;
.And so he worked on nothing
Till sky and stars were done.

How long hast thou been dreaming, great God

Pan,
Or training atoms into grooves to fall,
Or leaving each to choose his devious way,
If wishes can be found in things so small?

Conditions act their part and mold our forms;
Environments are dragons ever near;
But life's divinity will find its path,
Where bmins can plot or feeling drop a tear.

Reliable references given. Send stamp for clrcnlar,
Say In what i"!.J.~~r.on saw 6~~~~~~"1~~6ti:.INGS,
Sm15
Smithville. Jefferson Co .• N.Y.

WORLD-WIDE ELESSING TO WOMANKIND.
Only Article of the Xind in 'Use.

LlFE OF VOLTAIRE. Harmless, Healthful and Infallibly Reliable.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
'Vith Portraits and other Dlustrations.
This work, which hM occupied Mr. Pa1t.on many years
in its preparation, is now ready. lt is in two large Vol·
umes. on heavy·pnJ?er, and printed in bold, clear type.
.Mr. Parton as a historian nnd biographer has no superior,
as his biocfra.phies of Jackson, Franklin. J effersou, Greeley,

~~~~t~~t j~u;A1~ ~ro0r'k~· and~~i: f[be~~ ~~ 1¥J~e~ ~v,~~~r:sr:
:ft~gri:fnna\r~g~~~ed~~~~~~dd~~~~fg~~i~.ol(;i~~ j~:~~;~a~~~

transcendent philosopher, a grcu.t reformer, a brilliant wit

~~f.~g~th~~dt,~t~i~r.;.oJ~~~~~~~Jt~~~"rahpeh:~~\':ufr~/:8

Thou canst not leave those hOly, heavenly bights
To still the torrents fierce of fire and blood
That drown the wretched beings thou hast made;
So, Pan, it seems thou art more fiend than god.

INV£~TIGATOR.

hGtENTIFIG

AN EIGHT-PAGE PAPER.
Devoted to

Science,

SI>iritual Philosophy, and
Radical Reform,

A~·t,

Is lssned monthly by the

"Scientific lnvest1gator Pub. Co."
At One Dollar per Year in Advance.
Sample copies free.

Let There Be Light !
BY ROBERT SW.AIL.
The truth, some people try to show,
Can still with revelation go.
That matter always was they yield,
But God formed all things from its field.
God's move upon the waters' face
Was the first move they think took place.
He after that created light,
So he could guide his movements right.
That matter and God were ne'er begot,
Force came from God, but matter not;
Once all was still, no life or motion,
And God did nothing, that's their notion.
First all phenomena he planned,
Then moved it by his mighty hand.
The universe his force evolvedThe problem thus, they say, is solved.

Now let us see if they are right;
With God, we say, "Let there be light I"
Those things let us investigate,
And see if it will come out straight.
When water's forced from nativ state,
What cause makes it disintegrate 1
The force is heat; naught else suffice;
Without this power it would stay ice.
Heat was e'er God moved o'er the deep,
Before he woke from his damp sleep.
That heat is but a form of force,
True science must admit, of course.
With heat and force there must come light;
To grant this churchmen may not quite,
But must grant they were made and done
Three days before there was a sun;
Must grant that force was in the field
-When solid ice was made to yield.
Thus nature's laws began to swing
Before by God was done a thing.
With matter, light and heat and force,
Then all there is must be, of course.
These kept at woi·k, in reason's view,
Leave nothing for a God to do.

8
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unearthing hypocrisy, charitable to honest investigat·ors,
but forever an enemy of tyranny, fraud, and oppression,

Pe_ffte~~~~~~ ~~ Tl~~;[/~~n~u~;~~~~~~~~~~es~t~~1d subscribe at once for the SCIE:XTIFIC IxvESTIGATOR.
Address SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR PUB. CO.,
6t22
135. First st , Portland, Oregon.
A Good Home for a Good Woman.

A Western man, who is alone in the world and needs a
good housekeeper, wishes to form an acquaintance with
some good, intelligent, Ltberal b.dy. ShQuld be between
the ages of 35 and 45 years, and willing to liv the next few
years at least on a farm. Addrc•s WESrERN FARMER,
Marysville, Seward co•nty, Nebru.ska.
St24

Pupils Wanted.
An Atheist lady teacher would like a few clllldren to
board and educate. The kindest care and attention given.
Terms moderate.
Address
Mrs. R. J. RYAN,
22
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.

Chronic Looseness ot· the Bowels results
from Imperfect digestion, and this again from stomachic
irregularities and interruptions. Remove the cause, and
of course Nature, unless overborne by drastics, will resume
her work, reinforcing the bowels, and making them in
tllcir turn act properly.

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient
Is just the thing for this work. Its mission Is to cleanse
and fortify. It never falls!
SOLD BY .ALL DRUGGISTS.
24

FREE BOOK FOR THE SICK.
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows
how Chronic Diseases can be posltlvery cured by an orlg!.
nal system of practice. It contains valuable and sug0

The Creation.
BY J. HACKER.

A God awoke in darkness,
Six thousand years ago,
.And looked around on nothing
To see what he could do.
He'd never had beginning,
Not born like you and me,
But always had existed
From all eternity.
But what he had been-doing
Through all these countless years 1
No priest has ever told us,
It in no book appears.
Perhaps he had been sleeping,
With nothing for a bed;
With nothing for a pillow
On which t? lay his head.
With nothings for companions,
Through all that dreary night;
And only boundless nothing
On which to feast his sight.
He took a pinch of nothing,
And made- the glorious ea1th;

~;~:n ~~~fly ~ :n"~Wlt,a~~;/a~scllfg~~';.t\~s d.~e':.~~ ;,1m
be sent bl mall to any one sendlnfn their address and a
three-een stam~ifRti ¥''i£f'll'~h~'bsHING CO.
159 East 2Btli st., New Y'ork

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic Prie11t,

Who, after adlastoral service of thirty years at

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some Mistakes of Doses."
This volnme Is printed on toned paper,Un clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound in muslin, containing 2711
pages, 12mo. Price, ,!.25.

~ofi~.~.b~~d~n~~n.~ ;~: ~~~~~~~~~E~~n~~~ h~!\~!tu~~~~

that!subject. !l:IJ:'e pamphlets that luov been suneptltlously
Issued are Incorrect, filled wltll mistakes, a>td conslot of

g~\id~~~u~ig':,';~;~t~~~~~~t~:ne~~lf,c~h':~oC,~IljJ:t ai~~J:.f.

The book Is unanswerable In ff.s facts and log(c, Inimitable
In Its style, and filled wltll wit, satire, eloquence, and
pathos .

" The Gods and OtliCr Lectures."
CONTENTS.- u The
Gods" "Humboldt," u Thomas
PaJ.ne," u Indtvldua.Uty," .. Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, ro cents.

"The Ghosts and Other f_eetures."
CoNTENT!.-" The Ghosts,''

had in the Euglisll hl.nguage. It ie a most interesting portrttiture of a t.ruly remarkab1e ma.n, whether he is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persevering foe to bigotry, or as the fertil scholar of ·every branch
literature aiid advocate always and everywhere of tolsay, shouldst thou stJ:ike, God Pan, some atom of
erance and liberty. It Is the-arsenal from which Liberals
lone,
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
about Voltaire, and .Mr. Parton's reputation wlll
Its ready palm would yield thee back the blow ; church
make it the authority in regard to his life, his work, his
And gods are only part of nature's scheme,
death.
In two vols. Bvo. Price, $6; half caJf, $11.
While they neglect and trample all below.
Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
Thou hast hind's feet, 0 ever-climbing Pan,
That tread each crag in nature's godlike way;
But thou hast left us by the mountain side,
Without a gleam to light our mournful day.

And thou canst sup upon delicious fare
In clime salubrious, far beneath the snow,
While we are parching in the burning sand
Beside no streamlet's cool and pleasant flow.

Costly

Ruptures Cured

I wonder, oh, I wonder,
How these old Bible tales
Can ever find believers
Where common sense prevails 1

Thy Well-tuned reeds, no doubt, were ever sweet;
Music and all things else were always known.
Didst thou from some orchestra come away
To greet the stars on our creation morn 1

~n:~~!fe. '~.':,~':? ~~-~'1~:0:/!'.I~J:,~~e.

By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30Days.

And now dooms us to Tophet,
Unless we do repent,
For Eve once stole au apple
_ When she had" nary cent."

NOthing can move without the wrath of heat;
The smallest atom in its rage must burn.
Didst thou with love make all creation glow,
Till keenest frost some fiery art did learn 1

But the electric chain is gleaming near
Which yokes each atom and each circling star,
And to unite the limbs that fall apart,
What god is stooping from his throne afar 1

$72

Then took a rib from Adam,
With nothing for a knife,
.And mixing it with nothing
He made a full-grown wife.

If thou art older than the oldest stars,
Why wears thy face that smile of boyish glee 1
Then are we wrecks, unformed and cripples all,
That lack the spine of thy infinity.

The highest natures soonest lose their rank,
And in some dark seclusion fade away,
And reach at last the low atomic state
That floats and revels in the light of day.

SUBJECTS:
The Soul and a Future Life and The Inlluence upon
Morality of a Decline of Religious Belief, by the ablest
English writers, lncludlnp; Prof. Huxley, Frederic Harrlrlson, Lord Selborne. Prof. Clifford, and several others.
Price, '1.25.
For sale ~~ 1~ 1~it~~~~e~;J: Y. city.

And when the world was :finished,
Of dust he made a man,
By mixing it with nothing
On some mysterious plan,

Hadst thou a· thought and map, as Plato said,
As earthly engineers would make the world ?
And was there once a pleasant, springlike day,
When suns and systems all their flags unfurled 1

Impressions are retained, however faint;
So the sweet tale of life was never lost.
On every atom's tender brow it beamed,
Though blown by hurricane or tempest-tost.

A Modern Symposium.

Etr'(f,l~y

~~~~ a~d le~~~fm:~L~~~~1hwa.~0JIYT~~t~~:nr~, t~ 'h~:

~~~~~!of£~"· ~%~v~n~~c'dor~~~~~e f~~U~~e~. ~~:iim~~~

Sense."
This Is a powerful work and Is attracting much attention from the Liberal public. No more scathing arraignment of the Christian system has ever been made, not
even by Voltaire, as he himself confesses. The following
~ ~~~ opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the

0

To MISS ANNA K.'<oo~'b"i:,~~~~;~,M.Ass., Sept. 23 ' 1878·
The work of the honest pastor, Jean Meslier, is the most
curious and tile most powerful thing of the kind which

~~~ }!Lf; ~e~rteufuftfc0~~~e!.atirh:1,~~a~giy~;:a·;te~: ·~~~~

softhical Dictionary" is a basket of champagne compared
tiz~~saa~~s~g~!~g~~t¥~ot~~~!:~&~ h~~~ ~a~ ~~~~.a vfr.

0

J.AMEB P.ARTON.

Price, clot%~h:OU~:fu-/.f·,or41 Eighth st•. New York.

Ai~n"t:"w~~t~8~k Is to bo had In the German language.

"At last we have seen =d examined the famous
• Comstock' syringe. It is a marYel of simplicity of
construction; seems admirably adapted to the end had in
view in its invention and mnnnfnctnre, and should be
in the possession of eYery woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the church have set ont to suppress it in
the interest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
their fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and
health interferes with the profits of certain well-known
classes. "-Liberal Free Press, (Davenport, Iowa) NoY. 6,
1880.
" We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y. M. C. A., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned champion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got
hurt for his pains. Tbe Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all onr expectations. We did not expect to see an
instrument so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so nni<111e, and in every way adapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the ladies it
must be considered a real blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all syringes. "-lh·. Kinget's Health
Joumal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
"Any reflective reader must perceive the practicability
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need· of its
nniYCrsal use for the welfare of womankind. "-Dr. A.
0PPEU>LA....'!N, St. Joseph, Mo.
"That 'Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. My wife's health has
greatly improved since she commenced nsingit."-EzRA
T. DA1GELS, Downs, Kan.
"1 have jnst received that warmly-welcomed little
friend to 1l'Oman. I think it one of the best inventions
of the nge. "-Mrs. M. S. 'rowNSEND WooD, West Newton, Mass.
"I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily sec that it mnst prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankind; but it seems a real pity tbat such an
innocent and indispensable little article shonld bear the
infamous narr..e of 'Comstock.'"-Mrs.YoUNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, Imva.
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortnncs of others for subsistence will set their faces
ngainst your 'Comstock' contrivancc.,-D. HIGBIE,
l\L D., Burton, Mich.
"I hope yon will push yonr 'Comstock' Syringe
until it is 1.-nown to every fmnily in the Union, when
its great benefit to ovcrtasked and suffering women
wiJI be appreciated."-.-\.. L. RAwsoN, l\L D., L. L. D.
"I think it is tbe best article of the kind I ever
saw."-EnwiN B.ARLoY·r, D. M., Flushing, Mich.
"We have critically e:mmined the 'Comstock'
SJI·inge (so-called) aml professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed purpose that we have ever seen. It should be in the possession of every 1Ymnan i:a the lund. n _Dr. N on:~rAN
MACLEOD, Dr. J OIIN l\IJ.cCmJI:uoN, Dr. A. E. llfonms,
Dr. E. A. MA'!'NSEL, Prof. DnLoss LucE, Dr. E. AT\VELL, Dr. A. J_ DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
"I received that wonderful SyTinge, and consider it
the type of health and purity. I want to shake h:mds
with you and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
supreme blessing.''-MARY E. BARLow, Lincoln, New
Mexico.
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."HATTIE SANTY, Cottonwood, Kan.
"Anthony Comstock has at last been of some service
to humanity in calling public attention to such a blessing as your Syringe."-.J. W. KINSKEIIN, Sanford,
l3roome Co., N.Y.
"I can truly say that I am more than pleased with
the Syringe received. I am prond of it. It far surpasses my expectation. 1\Jl women ought to be thankfhl for such n god-send to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price h!td it !Jecn $50. "-J'tfrs.
W. H. WILLI.A.ll1S, Ottawa. Knn.
"I think it meets all. the demands of woman for
snch an article. It is certainly the !Jest Syringe I l111ve
ever seen." -JAMES 1\I. l3tiNN, New 'Vns;h1ngton, Pa.
"I consider this "Comstock, Syringe tbc prince of
all others for cleansing and healthful purposes, and for
applying local remedies. I never felt more like rejoicing in my life than I do now over my returning health
since the commencement of its usc. "-Mrs. ll. F. Phillips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent securely Uoxcd \\'ith special instructions.
Confidential terms to agents.
Price Ten Dollars.
Make l'>Ioncy Orders payable at Station E. Address
8Allf. II. PRESTON,
200 West 34th St., New York.
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Liberty of Man, Woman,

rNfn~~!!~,;; ~~:~~r::i~~n°c1~~~~1~'~l!~Th~e:;_,~tF~~~'h~~

fore Me LIRe a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 00
cents.
·
Both volnmes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.

·'What .Must We Do to be Savedl"

·BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price ,2.00. Neatly facked and bOxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer o this great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at lellSt one .
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the foi·
lowing prices:
~~gi;,"l~ g~r~IJ:eslze • . . . _ . _ • _ ~ cellts
Life-siZe Llthograph,-.2!xll7
- - 00
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yor.ll:.
dl-66 A WEEK In your own town. Terms and ~outllt
ojp
free. H. Hallett & Co .. Portland, Me.

CONSULT

cured
latest
so
_presc:r~o•e_a
stageo
and some of them were
had been In the Insane
ness-Fits; others npon
~~:~~~Be~~- become
Syphilis posltlvly cured and entirelY eradicated lrom the
~stem. GOnorrhcea, Gleet, Stticture,-nernia (or Rupture).

l"J·d~~g,~~~~H!"~~!~~t;:'~~';.". l~c~~~~~·(or delay of
the first menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstru~
tlon). Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), Prolaj>sus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with eqnal success, 118 the following will show:
"DEAR DocTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
ron are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feela

l~gw~~~."rYia~:~~·~j~g [;~':f~~iu1xt~;~h'ryigs':~!t~g~
0

w~r:eaa~~::01Wie~?~r~~~n~eal.~~!~d~: :r II'it~~e, 0.

Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose dlsellSes pecnllar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of their
own households.
A GREAT DOCTOR.

th~eli~%>~~;TI,l.~~i~!."~:J'm&~%~~~ty,r;:a~~~~
" Til ere Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more Importance than alleviating hnman sulferlng, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
extending the period of human life. And I know of no

£~~~~~~F~8~~.~~'f~~~:/a!~;tJ;I-: J."af£\~c:u%~~~~~~;!'r~
~~J~r.r'"J~ .~~~~ 1t"o g~-i~"o"~~e~o~~~ ~eo~~~?}~\f!Tlri'~t

practice. This I know by aetna! trial, having been relieved of a bad case of kldned. disease by his new method

;~e~ra"~lf'IT~t~~ ~!'t't :n~8~{ theT~l~d~a bfuc~~.:e~h~

0

age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benefit of
suffering humanity."

eft
fii~fs"E'!f~ o~~~M~rJtj'fu~cl!f6 'W&n,t~~T~~ ~I·
forth a new and sclent!Jlc method (never before known~
1

for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giVIng the cause,

i:tf;gJ:t~~g,'":!~l:pco~"e"ntsof~go~':::e, ;~~:~·[~~~the
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letterhfree and Invited,

~~\~~:t~::e;P.:!~~Jig~n_f~~~~~\~~- 'R. ~~:hf8~1~8
VIneland, N.J.

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND
MOHAMMEDANISM
Exam~ned

Historically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the

Most Dama;rin;r Exhibit o:f Chris•
tianity that has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods o:f the Se•
mitic ~ations, lnclnding Allah,
.Jellovah, Satan the Holy
Gllost, .Jesus Cltrist, t.lle
Virgin Mary, and
the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing that boolr
be a very Inferior production for a first-class t>od.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
888 Jarae page a. Paper coven, 00 cents: cloth. 11.00.

'I'HE TRUTH SEEKER, JtJNE ii.. ·1881.
Therefore Take .Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia " Gar·
·ments and Liv.
Medical Electrician, Inventor of the "Wilsonta," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, !\.utbor of "The Trial of ltled·
icine," "Tlte Languaa-e of Disease," "Med·
leal Fallacies," etc., etc.
46S FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The followlnfr words of commendation and afrpeal from

f~*H~~~ff,, tfAw~i~~stow~W'b~~~~du~fvg~~:r~f !~~

special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
mOst complicated forms of disease, some, or all of them,
beyond the reach of materia medica, as acknowledged by

May be Consulted .Daily from 10 A.M. to 8 P. M., Free of Oharge.

r::~:~~~e~s~:~~~~g~~s~~~l~:~sp~?v1'1~:: :g:ra~u~gfnU:,

Consulting Physician, J .A COB P. V .AN HORNE, M.D.

MIRACULOUS CURE OF !'ARALYSIS AND HERNIA.
BROoKLYN, N.Y., March 11, 1R81.

curing, or killing:

0

Important to Invalids. The Most lUarvelous Invention in the World. ln~~~eed~~~r':,u~~L~~ ~~gr~ en,;g.g~n~"Jn.~~~U.1~i~v~~
-~~J'sng, E,';'¥i{~~:, ~~~~is ~~':git,~h~\~i: s;,"f!earYE~f,.t.,~
THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
g:~~:f;~e~~~~~~ i~~b'~t i1~~efw~~~~;~~~~ g~y~·~~
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~~~~!~?~~W~ ~~~'l:fi ~ ~~fa"ih~~~1 scEgiie"cfta'X~~ :&~~

York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with me,
the protests of friends 11nd bls physician, who said
Tbe steam engln and electric telegraph are as nothing compared wltb tbe wonder-working natnre of tbe against
I would never reach Brooklyn wltb him alive. Suffice It to
"WILSONIA." Under Its lnfiuence disease can bav no place In our nature.

:ret~:~:#t t~~g~~~:rr: r':tac'l:in~~~~~.vdee:~;~;:grc'l:
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hard!~ any disease In whleh the WILSONIA ~
GA
MENTS could not be appled with great benefit. •
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.

SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM·
MINENT DEATH
D;EAR SIR: Some two weeKS smce 1 read 1n ttle Brooklyn
News a reporter's Item noting_& rema.rk&ble result from an
application of your" WILSONIA" garments In the cases
of suppressed scarlet fever. Having known of a. case
where a young man threatened with pneumonia was really
cured in forty-eight hours by putting on yonr nerve and
lung Invigorator and the four other appliances which go
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
and ~ee if any allowance must be made for the reporter's
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old granddaughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbia street, and I
called upon him regarding It, He said the reporter's item
was substantially correct. He said his family physician
Dr. Mo:fl'at, the homeopathist, acted as every human8
physician does when, having no hope of recovery himself
he saxs to the parents and friends," We must h()pe for the
best.
Being told by the doctor that the '"WILSONIA"
garments would not Interfere with his medicine Mr Collier extempol'ized a nerve and lung invigorator froui tw<>
leg belts which he took off his own person, and applied
them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter In
about two hours from the time he put them on the "doctor
ealled, and on exami1,1ing the child, remarked that a gentle
perspiration had come on, and warmly congratulated the
family and friends on the result. I found in this case, as I
should find, doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling
In the family, touching their family physlcran; a reluctance to say much In special praise of a remedy that was
not admi.nistered or recommended by the doctor. I was
satisfied, ho~ever, that tho~e most interested considered

to gain neces~tated the use of carriages/ steamboats, and
'l'he Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
cars. During tbe journey my father sa d he was posltiv
he could not reacli Brooklyn alive-which to me was a
double source of anxiety.
Rheumatic patients are perfec~ly restored.
~~~li~~~~1Itfi ~~ t~~J~\i~i~:~ie:;r':~ d~;t tg ~~et~~~:
In T~~e "~fW~lio~~;,.ourc:,;::~-;,':1';Y fi~th~~;;.~s V,9 ~~~~ VlCtlOn that duty to the great public demau~ that this
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
acknowledgment be publicly given.
of knowing what Dr Moffat himself would say
~~C:r~e~n i'J• ~h":lb~r~nth~~u~: :;,v;n~~fi ~~J~Tt~~~-~~o~ ofDesirous
the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged InFever cannot be where the " WILSONIA " is worn.
Among other things he said: "The patient was in
:~jho":~h~nl~~~~~:~~ti.i-~~t,iti~~e~,;.rg;t~~~rc~~.~~J terview.
boats to get there. After being away from here about two a precarious condition. We could not bring on diaphoreAsthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the weeks
he wrote me that he was walking eyery day as usual sis, but a gentle perspiration set 'in after the goods had
thousand.
·
and on different occasions had walked from three· to four been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet-ter gradually as long as they were on her." Very naturally
digCITIZENS OF AMERICA I
r:~~s ~~r'~fa"1~1':et~:S"t"~~!~~~~~r.:a.~~li~st~~j~~~~b"~~ he put in some saving clauses for the resutation and
coming to this city he was placed under the lntluence of ~~ycgi~~:,f!l~~~1ie :: ~~~[! :~i't~e sS:Ci th: ns~£~ 6r~~~~~~
wrf!sfl"J·~otfa~~~fo~'l~t%n~Ygn~bei:'~~i~ewyf1 ~"{;.et ~~~~~t~~~e: make yourselvs acquainted at once with WILLIAM ~~~~~~~~Ve~~Pm ftt1;e ~~g~~~ oi~~~~A~~~~Efl?,1 ~~~~ in repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unreOur depots are open free for lns~Qectlon to all classes of socle~y. Physicians and Scientists are specially Invited to careful consideration, tgey deemed unadvisable. Since he
Inspect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they will, on application to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND bas been wearing the" WILSONIA" I hav heard no ref- ~!~~~:f~~oults~~~~r~~~dc~~i ~:~~~:a~~'tfi!~n::S ~e~
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.

erences made to this trouble..
·

INVALIDS OF AMERICA I
In the name of high heaven! abandon all forms of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy inen and women.
Call or send your friends to nspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Its use,
De pots will be found ~· follows:

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.
"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."

T.DET. TRUAX,
376 Dean street.

phenomenal chan&e," be paid about as high compliment to
the "WILSONIA 'system as could well be given, and believing, yes, knowing as well as I do that mothers and

REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
Nota Bene.-Belng fversuaded and constrained by the

¥.::,'"~£~am'?l~~l'~Ith86'i<dJ~.~ti"&~'i:m6nf:1J'1f~t~~

WONDERFUL CUREp~k[J:RALYSIS AND APO-

.M.y baby was teethin~, ana nact a severe bowel trouble
was restless and cned nights almost constantly. Mrs
Wilson put upon her a u WILSONIA" suit, and within
two hours my baby was entirely at rest; went to sleep,
slept soundly, aud has been well ever slnce, growing
stronger every day. She had been very susceptible to

they hav a sure reliance In those frequently recurring and
if not broke~ up. fatal cases of suppressed fever, I aiD induced to write you this. You may make what use of it
of catarrh, as well as kept me from taking cold, to which I you choose. It is from one in whom su1Iering humanity
was v~nsce£}!ble. Now my entire family Is clothed In has a
.O'RIEND.
~:;;;ents, ~~~tev~~ tl.:i~~gs~.ot be wlt~o~~f~fJ'l~l'±~lc
A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.

~~"'!f~TI,"sB~Wc;ocid'~ ~~dm~ f.~~h~m~l~~;'~u~:Jt~!

CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.,Feb. 28.
DEAR S1R: The" WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS
with which you invested me on the 22d day of November,
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed fol' tllem.

sh~

~~l~, ~~~i~~~~ef~eeeari~!Jht1~:~s~~fcf~og~~~~~·~ h:~

greater service than to induce them to make the " WIL1
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of McKay, was never l:letter Illustrated than In the marvelous
I ~~~~t,:"!c~~n iri~ht~Y~8 8~J· gf'iJ.:';i~:t~ <I~e l!~~~,.;:g~?. llONIA" a part of their baby's swaddling-clothes.
resnJt.s following the Introduction of the "WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
MRS. ltEORGE W. DAWSON,
"
The selfish blunderheads of the faculty "f Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cnres Fouowmg r stopped taking medicins. The results due to
March 1.
484 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.
the" WILSON !A" GARMENTS as shown by my present
now counted by tbe thousand in the city of Brooklyn alone, and.all within the short space of six months.

f,W~~"f~o~'i't}~e~~.al~~eJ!t~~~~e~;~~~ p~~~u!".i;tR,~

Let It be borne In mind constantly, that the " WIL
deed a favored mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as it is SONIA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons, wui
not only cure babies of all their ailments, but are equally
~:;..~,:e:r-'1 ~:'nrr:~li.a~e'it ~;U:a~sfr'!.a\~n~~ZJnU~~ s~'!.~ successfully worn by kersons of any and ev~ry age eutrer..
your aid who sufter from a similar disease. I now know ~~~~~any disease nown to man, less an organ actually
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"

~~:~~~~~1~~~-obfeh~..Tt!fu~;:';,z~et~n;,ie~l~isl~~~~

they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as-

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.

~~f~e~;~:f~u:!~~~ ~~ :::~~~Wfis~JU,fl~~stl~~

of doctors and drugs. Your humble and obedient servant, MOST ASTOUNDING .f.RJf~TIONs AS TO ITS
C. HATCH SMITH.

ASTOUNDING CURE ~OF PARALYSIS.
(Th~ patient taken olr from crutches.)
J ERREY CrrY, March 11.
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir; I hereby wish to aoknowl.
edge the great merit of rour Magnetic Appliances. I hav
been greatly atlilcted w1th paralysis aud rheumatlsm for
more than two years, unable to leave my bed, and had to
be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by
more than fifty of the most prominent physicians of Jer-

~lsp~~l :~g Jfe~l~~~ldain~~~:JuJ:~neyc~~~;i,~~~~c¥
~:'JJ.&WJ ~!~Jft.pp¥ega\!''Wo~;t;~':Jt'~~: lfo~

about two months, and am able to walk about and attend

re~~ ~~s~fs3'e~~ya~i~E~~~~~r~i!1i t~lJ~~~~~j ;_,~~

call may be Informed of the merit of your goods, which l
commend most earnestly to unfortunates atiiicted as I ba.v
been.
PETER A. LEHLBA<.:K.
POSlTIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
No. 111 HuDSON ST., JERSEY CrrY, March 11.
MR. WM. WILSoN, Dear Sir: After wearing your Magnetic
Garments four weeks I am so satisfied and astonished at
the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I
hav found all that your agent churned for your goods to be
true. I was aftlicted with sciatica of the bone of the knee

ww~ ~~;~ge~: a~~~1"P:i~i~~w:~t1~.~; ~;;go~:i~~~~~~~
1

nU!;'l:t the goods were applied. The sciatica is getting out,
ana. I now fully believe" ahall be entirely well.
JOHN SMITH.
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BRooKL'YN, March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been suffering for the past

READ-THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES lN THE
.
CITY OF BROOKLYN, HERETO APPENDED.

~~~h;~rgi:~!~~ga~i:~~e~~ela~~!,b::~h ~~=~~~~~J'n~~~~

my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a
abort time. I hav taken various kinds of medicins, but
tbe doctors and the mediclns did me no good. .Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my su:tiering from pain, the
·rapid beating and tbe sulfoeatlng feeling ot my heart, until

their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA" 'i~;~c1;:~n °t~~r::~;r~~~e t';,~aTll~~rgf't~~elaro':?:,!~~
Garments.
me an order to procure a. set of goods called the" WILcoAngndllnn:,."~ottlbeenrtsn. ote as to these men's treatment of tbelr SONIA." My sister called for the goods, I )leing unable to
lid &
go out, and on the 28th of December I received and put
1
on the goods. I experienced a change for tbe better Withco'};!'"ri'tt/~g~~o:;;'~e~l~~"~~n t"etr~~~~; ~~ ~e"t~~ ~7. In twenty.four hours. I hav not taken one drop of medlcin
lowing stocy:
aince, and ha v gained strength and ftesh i hav no more
u Mr. Wilson," said she," nothing you can say against
pain, and hav an excellent appetite, which, before, was
very poor. I can also lie down and sleep all night without
any suffocating feeling or pain. My bowels are now regulovely niece taken temporarily Ill, having been In tolera. lar, but before wearing the "WlLSUNIA., I was compelled
bly good health prevlouslfi. One of our fashionable to take large doses of castor oil, administered to me by my
dcao~tl"lrn~ophpy~\~ra"n ~~~~"., ~~~n:lry" ~lc~<l{;~¥ngage:o~~ sister every other day, To all who are sutierln!l,from like
~~~~~~ r;:~~~~~b~~~g~t tg~e~N~~~~o~~hl'h~cJ:~~.nbu\hig ro~tf.'\'rg'ii~~~c'k~~: ;~~~n h~~ywKI"lJNerNJ.'JL.
S1 Vine .street.
soothing did It prove Itself that the child never awoke
from the sleep It produced, and my niece to-daY lies In
Greenwood Cemetery, another victim of the malpractice
CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.
of our physicians In tbecltyofBrooklyn."
181 COLUMBIA ST., BROOKLYN, March 15.
And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street
MR. WM. WILSoN, Dear Sin I hav beeu a su1Ierer from
regnlarl on his dally mission of sending bls victims to the
0
varicose veins for some thirty years. Late last fall I was
~~gklyn n:~~o'i,n;~bil'ork~~~~ f~~d ol:~cfi .:\ar'h'i?J'iee~: ~u:trering very severely with a sore on one of my legs, and
deuces as these, hav no more penetration than to confer I had come to the conclusion, as I couli.l get no relief from

Jwonld first note the case of Peter Lehlback, whose
tL stlmony Is given below. This poor man will tell you
tl at fifty-four of the best physicians of Jersey City and
New York bad utterly failed to glv him the sUghtest re·
~~ 1re:Y::: l~e:i~~:n~{rc~~~~::'n~~e :~he~gte~'i[:f~~~
e\ being paid. I put on him $180 worth of my clothing,
ai d whfie m/ assistant wns dressing the man one of these

Jl"

P~~~?J;!t~"Pefe~Yl~~l\,':."c~~o:~:~'i"~1 \\~~~~~~~k~ t~; ~~·~;.~~;.,..~~-~c~a~~ P~~~~~~a~~ ~~Y~~~:'ll~ ~~':!'~

remarking to tbe Invalid as follows·
· • Well, Lehlback, I thought you had more sense than to
put
on such this
rags,"
Uowever,
pampered do~matlst's only support Is the
0

~: ~~~~~';,~ ~"nn'f11~~~~~,' :!"fn ~E~':,':~d~t o~h~tg~~. [h~i:

same consonants take the place of brains. But Jet us see
the result.
~l.hls same fool calling upon Peter Lehlbaek one week
after wear!
the oods, found him walking without
c1 utches; a~ even ~hen the wicked character of the man
w '"evidenced In the following soliloquy:
,~~l!,hli.:'f;~;,~T~~bg~:k ~ ~~m~; a!hb"l.i~i't~~o~~~.~ you a
However. the testlmonfal given below will clearly show

0
~~ J/~~~a~g~~g~~~tt.t~~'fg~~:~h!~e~~':,n"~{e"an!ov:~~ :A~~ s~c~~l'c'li~\:'e~~a~~~~~~~t't,~v ~otuth~e':li~~~:t ~;ul~el:'a"vd~~·Jr:,"c~~~e~ t~l~l'e'~.b~;,.yft[.si~!~~t~;~t':,\y~
1
i\g~e~;A• Yi,l~~nfi~::;_~~~~.ofk~~~~\ri} ~~~f~1~t~frelr k¥:., ~,d~eiLsONIA" ma~netlc garments are as harmless ~g;;;r~ian~~o~i ~fn~~~ftfeec~l~e~~rhi~T:rn~get~!1~~

01

~~3~f".';;';~e~sal~P.ev~fl!Yn a~~~~~~g_n1b~e ~~~f3';~~h~~ ~¥~~~t~ ~h,~~t"~h~~~ers~'i.; n"ohiri'~t~~/~~:d~~Je~~

trouble.._put on a suit of your "WILSONIA" taf.TNI.;TI<.:
GARMlJON'l'S a few weeli"s before, and was then, to bls

•~'\HJ:~Mti•l'ff~~~~rfc"Jr~nt~~~~.an to havseen the ~g~~JI~~~~tl~~i~~~~si\%1~liJ"J~JJL~VE ¥~:;eu~~~g~\1.:l~gd ~~n!~~nc1~~he~~~~~lr~ic~vs'',i/f~i

Can such evidence be filed as to the Innocence or ·drug. the same goods. That was lud eed a wise act on my part,
1
1
for I soon tound my distended veins were decreasing, the

Another case I would note, that of Professor Hatch

S~~~t ~o~~·~~<;,·~~':;'~~~e~ t!::g, ~~0e'frs applied to one of ~!~~Z ofdV..:~;:,.h:ie" J!W/:~~tg;~1~~\~. "fg~:f R~~d~~'i £:~~~~~ss~~itn~~ryntht:;e s~~'it~~JlJi 1~~~n ; :~~gti~:Jts~
1
biB pblslclans, begging him to make Inquiry Into the Ull- our charlatan. physicians. Nlne·tenths or the practicing

ture o tho "WILSON lA" Garments, te!Ung him, with all
the confidence with which a child treats a parent, that be
would not test them without bls consent. Yet this dOg·
matlc physician, to whom mauy of tbe Brooklyn people
ook up with reverence, evinced his selftshness and spleen
jly absolutely refusing to Inquire Into tbe matter. Yet
Professor Smith to-<fay will tell yon that he Is as strong
physically as at any time In his life,and many of his friends
.say he was never known to be so stronKa• now. Am I not
therefore justltled In saying, "LISTEN TO YOUH PHY.
SICIANS AND J?J!i:.t OR WEAR THE • WILSONIA'
MAGNETIC GAKIW!ONTS AND LIV HEALTHFUL
oLIVES Y"
l'heae men would mtber aeu their patients die under
'

j

physicians of Brooklyn should be cast In the category of
ci·Iinlnals; and as long as I liv and hav liberty of speech
I shall cry down the Iniquitous pmctlces and the drugging
syotems of our colleges. I will never pander to what I
know to be a lie, nor will I rest until I bav compelled the
legislatures of this country to stay tbelr ]lauds In the
clfurterlng of colleges, wherein legalized m'llrderers may
be trained, then .to be thrown broadcast upon society,
either to become Idlers or murderers.
The facts stated above and the testimonies given below
are snftlclent evidence to any thinking man or woman
that such are the results of the present leglalatlv mess.
nres In reference to the practlce of tnedioln.
.
'

but my general health I found was Improving all the time,

IN SPITE OF THE PREJUDICE AND DOGMATIC
BIGOTRY OF THE PAMPERED FACULTY
OF BROOKLYN.
Several of the•e malicious physicians having been
thoroughly beaten In argument and in fact are now wickedly attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose names
hav appeared as referencet; in my circular, to cause them
to withdraw their names from my list and to recant their
statements previously ma~e in favor of my discoyery. Most
notably .three tradesmen m Brooklyn hav been placed in
this posi~ion. One ma,n who had sent me at least one hundred patients, and had stated to them that he would not
take ¥5,000 for his belt purchased of me, has had the effrontery, for the sa.ke at dollars and cents, to make calumnious st?tements against myself and invention, although
there are one _hun<fredjersons ready to testify that this
man had pubilcly state that my goods had absolutely cured
hi:rp of a disease of twenty years• standing. And as t·urther
evidence of the value of my goods tb1s same man procured
a second quantity after six months' trial of tbe first Jot
Truly·may it be said," Men In the present day will like
Esau ot old, sell even their blrthrlllbts and their free'dom
of manhood for a mess of pottae-e.
·
But let the phy_siclaDB of Brooklyn continue this conduct
as they may, their downfall is certain, even though they
purchase the freedom of thought of every man 1n Brooklyn.
READ
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
having used your common sense, say whether or not
these p_urchased calumnies should not be outwelghed by
the prmted testimony of such men as David Collier, of
Columbia street, Brooklyn; of Prof. Hatch Smlth of Dean
street; of T. De 'l'ruax, of Dean street; of Joel C~nnon of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of M8.ry
Manning, of VIne street; of the Assoclatlon for l.niprovlng
tlte Condition of the .Poor, of Livingston street; of M.r.
Haley, of Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co., of Spruce
street, New York; of Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce street· of
Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hall, Eighth street, B.nd
hundreds of other respectable and well-khown ladles and
gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify to
the value of my magnetic clothing
who had utterly failed
to receive any benefit or 1 any relief from the many
physicians to whom they had applied.
U pan mature refiectlon It will be clear to every reason.
able mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
above, may sen their consciences for dollars and cents we
ca.n rest assured men who will, for said dollars and cdnts
strip themselvs of their manhood will at least find them:
selvs thoroughly exposed and tbelr calumnies laid bare My challenge to the physicians of the hospitals of
Brooklyn (with the olier of $5,000 worth of my goods and
$5,000 cash to be given to the Institution if 1 fall to 'cure
~1'fiej,~e~~~~% t~b'~:-n·ro~~~~~~~c;:.~:i~:~ is still open, and
THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
THE "WILSONIA" GAR~IENT~
AND LIV.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
HARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEin SICK POOR
'!'HE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED lF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TE.l'i!THS OF THE PA·
TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REMEliiBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
B'EEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY
SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFE<.:T A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
~ill cure J,he wor.st form of rheumatism known to man.
Eight cases out of every twelve can be cured in from four
hav done from that period to the present time, wltb to six months, and the worst possible cases in twelve
months, when the goods are worn as I <llrect. My dltli
~'ti.'i"J.:(. ~nhtals~J.':,~";lee~f:s':'i,l~~~i~~o~~ p~~~;;:~ culty
is, many persons will get rotten with disease, spend
head and trouble In the respiratory organs, but since thousands of dollars in poiBonous drugs, until they become
1
walking
pest houses, and then expect to jump into new
~;;,a:~~g.;hfife.I f ~J'sf3e'i~~e ~:WfL~b~i:.l'!J'p';~,rJ~~: life In two
or tbree months. This Is an Impossibility
an lnventfon of the highest value to mankind, and deem But the" WILibONIA" will cure in every case, no matter
It nothing more than my duty to commend them when.
~e~~~ ~~~ 'J:~!~~: But our common sense must be
:;:~I~':.Ua~~J't~~~~~~y..A~~~~eJ:'.ec~~~~.~~:.e Listen to tbe physicians of Brooklyn, take medlcln an
t1o111 I bav made In other caaes I am led to think there Ill die, or wear the" IVILSO.NIA" Garments and llv. '

~~J'::.~~~e~fefe~g~~ ~ldba~~e"n~::fl~"~i't~l:e!s,k~p~
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 11, 1881.
I

9Jfm# olf g[honght.
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SONG of the postage stamp-" Gum, ob gum with
WHETHER the saul be air or fire I know not, nor
am I ashamed, as some men ro·e, in cases whe,·e I me."
am ignorant, to own that I am so.-Cicet"O.
DOES a girl cudgel her brains every time she
bangs her hair?-LoweU Comier.
I COULD no more teach my children as I was
No LADY with any refinement Will use her bustaught, and say, "They will grow out of it in due
time," than I could feed them with poison and band's meerschamn pipe to .drive nails in the Wall.
hope that exercise and growing strength would
SoLollloN had seven hundred wives. That's the
expel the enemy.-Anon.
way th@ wisest man of his time Utah-lized woTHE wisest men make mistakes, and they make men.
NoTWITHSTANDING the bad effects of cold on the
them in interpreting and deciding religious truth
as much as in interpreting and deciding any other equine race, it is a well-known proverb that the
truth. There is no infallible teacher, there is no gray mare is the best hoarse.
infallible church, and there never can be. A thouCURIOSITY SHoP.-" Oh, what a lovely vase I It's
sand men, or a million men, agreeing to say the antiqne, is it not?" "No, ma'am, it's modern,,.
same thing do not make that thing true. A doc- "What a pity! it was so pretty."
trill is not true because it has been repeated for a
THE archery clubs hav commenced practising,
thousand years fn thousands of churches.-C. H.
and the glass eye manufactory in Pittsburg is workBrigham.
ing double time.-Nomstmon Herald.
THE language in which Jesus taught, if he taught
Al< exchange speaks of a Chicago man who " has
at all, has not been presented to us. Who recorded
his actual words, if any real record ever existed, is one foot in the grave." Presume it's all they could
all matter of guess. Who translated the words of get in without enlarging the cemetery.
Jesus into Greek no one knows. In the compass
PEOPLE Who sit down without reflection on baof four small pamphlets, attributed to four persons nana peel should bear in mind that in the revised
of whom nothing whatever can be ascertained, we Bible it is spelt "Hades."- Washi11gton Post.
hav what are by the orthodox supposed to be the
THE giraffe has never been known to utter a
words in Which Jesus actually taught.-Bradsound. In this respect Hi resembles a lady in a
laugh's What Did Jesus Teack t
street car when a gentleman givs her his seat.
BUT I gae mad at their grimaces,
ADDING insult to injury.-Lady; "Oh, dear, I've
Their sighin', cantin', grace-proud faces,
missed my train." Ticket collector, blandly: "Not
Their three-mile prayers and half-mile graces;
your train, miss; the company's train, I think."Their zaxin's conscience,
Judy.
Where greed, revenge, and pride disgraces
THIS thing of having to carry the welfare of the
War nor their nonsense.
whole country in one's pocket may all be very fine,
God knows, I'm nae the thing I should be,
but it's terribly wearing on the suspenders.-David
Nor even yet the thing I could be,
Da·vis.
But twenty times I rather would be
A CINCINNATI man disappeared and seven deAn Atheist clean
tectivs couldn't find him in nine weeks. But a
Than under gospel colors hid be,
shrewd politician got the mayor to appoint the
Just for a screen.
man to ofllce, and two hours later he came in on
SCIENTIFIC men no longer apologize; they assert
with an emphasis the theologian cannot surpass.
They hav their dogma; they lay down their law;
they speak with an authority that carries weight
from the power of their achievements as well as
from the splendor of their talent. Their audience
is immense, intelligent, enthusiastic; it comprehends the strongest thinkers and the most earnest
workers. Their literary performances are marvelous for .:opiousness and brilliancy; they compel
attention and enforce the necessity, if not of accepting special results, at least of adjusting beliefs
to a new method.-0. B. Frotkingh'am.

D. M. Bennett's Publications.
Troth Se~ker Library.
. The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
rorlilers. The Biographies of three hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and phl!osophers (who were
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
By D.JII. Bennett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $8.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, gilt edp;cs, $4.50.

rocco, gilt ed&es, $4.50.

The Gods and Religions of Ancient ancl
Modern Times. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan The HolY Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
Mary, and the Bible. 885 pages, 8vo. Vol. II describes fully
all the rell~lous systems of the world, lacludlng Judaism,

MJ~:'e'!:ego~~'f.;J';'~n~hfl:t~~~\~~-t~:9 Ja~~~- ojf~JN.l~

Bennett, written In prison. In cloth, $S.&f per volume. or
$5,00for the two volaumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
gllt edges, $8.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionarlt. Con0

~!~t"~u~';.:~{,~ ~~~~~lll'o~ ~~i::!ft, ~~l~l~ntu'IJ l~nts'tg

llkenessoftheauthor. Cloth, $3.00; leather, red burnlslied
edgeo, $4.00; morocco, gllt edges, $4.50.
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelatlen. Decidedly tne most thorough and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural·
lsmeverwrltten. By F. W.Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London University 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth,
$4.00; leather, $5.00: morocco, gilt ed~~:es, $5.50.
'Analysis or Religions Belier. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, aud Sacred Writings of the world.
By VIscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of EngJand. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8Yo. In cloth, $8.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gllt edges, $4.50.
The Great Works ot· 'l'homas Paine. Including The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,

~,:>£}re~':!~s~~ft~~ ~~ang:,.lk:t~'i,';.J~n;-r.fh~i~ftei~,:'~}

Deism, Common Selllle, The Crisis. and The R~hts of
lllan; the whol~receded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
l:!~~~lc~~~~edgel~.'f,i\: Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
The foregoln~ ejfht volumes are called " The Truth
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each.
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Nature's Revelations ot· Character; or
Phi,siognomy Illustrated. The science of ln-
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M.D. 550 pages ,Syo. Cloth. $8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gllt edges, $4.50.
"I PLAY only by note," said a pianist. "Seems
Paine's Works.
to me you could do more execution if you would
1
play by ear," remarked Fogg; "such a reach, you A:.:~~~:.Sson~l'x~~:,~f:Jf :Yo~~~TJs, "{~~~~'L, 1~:
Bf.hop of Llandaff, Reply to lllr. Erskine, Letter to Camllle
know." And the pianist reached for Fogg, who Jordan,
etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel-plate
got himself out of the way just in time.
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's
Great Works (complete) In one voJ.
YoUNG HoPEFUL.-1t!amma: "You'll be sorry

A SHY Philadelphia girl, having a lover she was
afraid wouldn't stick, covered her lips with glRe
IF every just man that now pines with want
and invited him to kiss her. Owing to the fact that
Had but a moderate and beseeming share
she had previously posted her father when -to
Of that which lewdly-pampered luxury
pounce into the parlor, the plan worked admiNow heaps upon some few with vast excess,
rably.
Nature's full blessings would be well dispensed
''Is YOUR wife a Democrat or a Republican ?"
In unsuperfluous even proportion,
asked one Rockland Citizen of another in a store
And she no whit encumbered with her store,
recently. "She's neither," was the prompt reAnd then the giver would be better thanked,
sponse, and then glancing cautiously around, and
His praise due paid; for swinish gluttony
Ne'er looks to heaven amidst his gorgeous feast, sinking his voice to a hoarse whisper he explained,
"She's a HOme Ruler."
But with besotted base ingratitude
Crams and blasphemes his feeder.
"YES," said Capt. Williams in New York the
-Milton's Comus.
other day, "the mud was left there for the people's
good. I had intended to plant orange groves
ARE the miracle stories credible? Every ancient nation has had its miracle-workers, but mod- and apple-trees and grape vines, so that the people
ern science has relegated all miracle history to next summer could go out of their doors and pluck
realms of fable, myth, or fraud. Can Christian of!' the fruit; but the people don't know a philanmiracles be made the exceptions? That five thou- thropist when they see him."-Puck.
sand persons should, be fed with five loaves and
FATHER: "Hereyouhav only been manied four
two fishes, and that an apparent excess should re·
weeks, and almost every day you come to me with
main beyond the original stock, is difficult to believe; but that shortly after this, J esns having complaints about your husband." Daughter: "But
again to perform a similar miracle for four thou- he fights me all the time." Father: "Foolish
sand persons, his own discipl,es should ignore hia child! Havn't your mother and I been fighting
every day for thirty years, and don't we get along
recent feat, and wonder from whence the food was
peaceably and quietly with each other?"
to be derived, is certainly startlingly incredible.
WANTED TO WARM UP.
-If this exhibitien of incredulity were pardonable
on the part of the twelve apostles, living witnesses
"Say, stranger, kin I get a fight in yere ?" he
of greater wonders, how much more pardonable asked, looking cautiously around and wetting his
the unbelief of the skeptic of to-day.-Bradlaugh's hands in a premonitory sort of way.
When Were Our Gotpels Writtenr
"What kind of a fight would you like?" asked
the barkeeper, eyeing him gloomily.
WHAT seem intuitions are often really inferences
"Pistol, knife, fist, tooth, anything. I want to
and not unfrequently erroneous inferences; what
liv up to the prevallin' style. Suit yourself, pardseem the i=ediate dictates of pure reason, or the
ner."
direct and unclouded perception of a speci.al spir"Well," observed the host, pickin~: up a base ball
itual faculty, may be. the conceits of fancy, or the
products of habits and association, or the reflec- bat, " how'll this suit you? Like to try something
in this line ?"
tions of strong feeling. A man must prove 'to him"Havn't yon got a sword, or cleaver, or a buzzself, and he must prove to others that what he
takes to be an intuition is an intuition. Is that saw,_or somethin' that yer can rely onto-a weepon
proof in this case likely to be easier or more con- that goes more into the gore business ?"
"This will do me," replied the barkeeper, waltzclusiv than the proof of the divine existence? The
so-called immediate perception of God must be ing over the bar and slamming the pugnacious
visitor
against the wall. "Don't need anything
shown to be a perception and to be immediate; it
must be vindicated and verified; and how this is to better than this," and he banged him across a beer
table. Got enough !"
be done, especially if there be no other reasons for
"I ain~t got started yit," said the stranger, as
believing in God than itself, it is difficult to conceive. The opinion that man has an intuition or he lifted the barkeeper over the stove. "Don't
immediate perception of God is untenable; the get impatient. I'll warm up in a second," and he
opinion that he has an immediate feeling of God is hoisted his antagonist over the bar. "Just indulge
these yere false starts; I'll go under the string for
absurd.-Prof. lf'lint.
a heat in a minute," and he hauled the barkeeper
THE old ecclesiastical props of privilege are out by the ear and broke half a dozen chairs with'
gone. There is no use any longer in quoting or him. "I'll rouse you pooty qnick now. Gimme a
misquoting scripture to prove that God wills the little time," and he danced a hornpipe on his foe
mass of mankind to be always poor and always and then pitched him through the back door.
dependent on the rich. The very peasant Jaas now "Now I'm feelin' the inspiration! Whoop! Hi,
broken that spell, and will no longer believe the stranger I Ain't this fruit? Talk about spring
rector if he tells him that the world belongs to the vegetables! What's lamb and peas to this?" and
squire, and that justice is put off to the rent. he fired the unhappy barkeeper down cellar.
Hodge has determined to find out for himself, by
"What was your object in Wanting to fight me?"
a practical experiment, what the will of God real- asked the wolloped barkeeper, as he crawled out
ly is. No doubt this is an imperfect world, and is and set the bottle and glasses on tbe counter.
likely to remain so for our time at least; we must
"You, see, pardner," said the stranger, filling the
all work on in the hope that if we do our duty, it glass to the brim, and holding it between his eyes
will be well in the sum of things, and that when and the light, "you see I've only be 3n married a
the far-off goal of human effort is at last reached month, and I havn't been home for a week, and I
every faithful servant of humanity will hav his wanted to be warmed up into trim for the matinee.
}Jart in tile result; if it were not so it would be bet- There's four bro··rooms twixt here and my house,
ter to be a brute, with no unfulfilled aspirations, and by the time I git thar pot lids and flatirons will
·than a man. But I repeat, the religion of privilege only be an appetizer fer me. Married man, pard:bas lost its power to awe or to control; and if socl- ner?''
oety wishes to rest on a safe foundation it must
"No," replied the barkeeper, shoving the bottle
show that it is at least trying to be juat.-Goldwin toward his late enemy, "I'm not, but my father
Smith's Lecture$ and Essays.
was. I know how it Ia."-Brooklyn Eaul6.
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{)rimes and Cruelties ot· Christianity. 10

cents.

"l'be Champions or tbe ()burch ; Their
CJrimes ~tnd Persecutions. Blogmphlcalsketches
of prominent Christians fur worse than Infidels. A companion book to "The World's Sage,~," etc. By D. M. Bennett. 8vo.1 1,119 _pagos. Cloth, ll'!.w ; leather, $4,00; mo

the run to be sworn in.-Boston Post.

when Uncle Dick leaves us to-mon·ow, won't you,
Tommy?" Tommy: "Oh,no,I shan't!" Mamma:
"Why not?" Tommy: "'Cos Uncle Dick always
givsme a shilling when he goes awayi"-Punch.

sr.tritoalism fi'Om a :Uaterialistle Stand.
po nt. 10 cents.
Paine tbe Political and Religious Be•
t'ormer. 10 cents.
'Voman: Her Past and. Present; Her
Rights and 'V••ongs. 10 cents.
Materiali!hn and Crime. 10 cents.
1~~g. the Coming Man Worship Goll?

ume, as above. $3, $4, $4.50.
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The Age ot" Reason. An lnvestlltatlon of true
and fabulous theology. Without a peer 1n the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age orReason audAn Examination
of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

'l'welve Tracts. Sclentlllc and Theological. 20 cts.
Bur~ess•Underwood Debate. A four days'
debate uetween B. F. Underwood and Prof. 0. A. Burgess,
President of the Northwestern Christian University,
Indittnupolls, Ind. Accurately reported. 188 pp. Paper
50 cents; cloth, SO cents.

Underwood-l'llarples Debate. A four nights•
debate between B. :I<'. Unaerwood a.nd Rev. John Marples.
Fully reported. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
,
Miscellaneous Works.
Tbe Martyrdom ot· Man. Embraclngthefour
divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect. A work
of rare merit, and written In superior style. By Wlnwood
Reade. New edition. 544 pages. Price reduced from e8
to $1.75.
Tile ()reed of Christendom. Its foundation
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Price $1.50.
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tie P:1u1, both lived and died before the Christian era.
H6Jmges and fulllnllcx. Price, $2.00.
The Ja1niesou-Ditzler Debate. A nine
days' debate on God, the Bible, ChrlstlanltyJ and LiberalIsm. Between Wm. F. Jamieson and Rev. acob Ditzler,
D.D. Pu.pcr, 00 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

'l'he Pro and Con of Supernatural Be•
li~icnt. Both sides fairly and ably presented. By E. E.
Gulld, ex-Unlversnllst clergyman. "Paper, SO cents; cloth,
50 cents.
Tile 'l'Nttb Seeker Collection or Form8,
Hy1nus, and Recitations. Containing forms for
orgtmlzing societies, marriage, funeral services, naming ot
ln!ants, obltmu·y notices, epitaphs, etc. Alao 525 Liberal
1
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ltatlons for various public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, !!()
cent..; cloth, 75 ceur...
The Heathens oft.he Heath. A finely written
Radical romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter
~eaJ~ic~3~W:,p~rr~'i:~e~f!; gfot~~~\'.2's:0 • 500 pages. Prlee
Natbaui.cl Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
~~~~~io ~f. g:roderlka Macdonald. 404 pages. Price re.
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'I' he Darwins. A domeotlc Radical story. By Mrs.
Elmlna Drake Blenker, author of John's Way, Studying
the Bible, and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cents;

cloth, 75 cents.
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John's Way. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. Sleliker. 15 cents.
'l'he Cler-yman's Victims. A Radical story
vlvld!y J!.Ortray'rng the wrongs committed by the professed
men of liod. By lllrs. J. E. Ball. 25 cents.
Tbe Outcast. A deep, ftuety.wrltteu Radical story.
From the London edition. "By Wlnwood Reade, author of
Martyrdom of lllan. 30 cents.
'l'he Adveutnres ot· Elder Triptolemos
'J'ob. Containing startling and Interesting d1sclosures

about hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employments,

Common Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.;
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I. to XVI.
The Rights orMan. For the oppressed of human•
lty. Paper, 40cents; cloth, 75cents.
D. M. Bennett's Works.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
~~fo~~~1it id~:s;$!~: Svo. Cloth, $3.00; ~eather, $4.00;
Tbe ChamP.ions or the ()burch; Their
(Jrilnes and Persecutions. 8vo. - 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
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In cloth,$3.00_per volume,or$5.00 for the two vofumes;
In leather, $7 .00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during a visit of ten weeks In Enrope. 850 pages. Price,
$1.50.
The Semitic Gods and tbe Bible. Treating
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1!ary, and the Bible. To the latter230 pages are devoted,
showing that book to be a very Inferior production for a
first-class God. 388 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents;
cloth, $1.
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'l'hirty D:IBcnssions, Bible Stories,Essays
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth, $1. ·
Tbe Hnmpbrey-Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and lnlldellty, between D. l!. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Bennett-Teed. DiBcnssion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesns the Lord God
Creator of Heaven am! Earth. Paper,30cents; cloth, 50
cents.

. Interrogatories to Jehovah. Belng3,000 qnes·
tlons propounded to hl• Jewish Godship upon a great varl·
ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cent.<!.
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
Why and 'Vhererore. (Forthcoming.) 850 pp.,
12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of
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Anthony Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow•
Street Jail. 10 cents.
Letters from Albany Penitentiary. 25
cents.

Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind. 10 cents.
The Gods oi"Soperstition. 8 cents.
'l'be Great Religions or the World. lOots.
open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
J esos Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
An Honr With the DeviL 10 cents.
sinful Saints ancl Sinrni Shepherds. 10
cents.

Honest (luestions and Honest Answers.
Scents.
An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
B. F. Underwood's Works.
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Inllnence of
Christianity on Civlllza&lon; Christianity anil Materialism;
What Liberalism ol!ers In Place of Christianity; Sclentlfio
Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic

etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cenr...
Gottlieb: HIB Lit'e. A Romance of earth, heaven..
!llld hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Pntnam. 25 cents.
(Jbronicles ot· Simon ()bristianos. His
manifold and wonderful adventures In the Land of Cosf~: F"fd~~wl~~~t~: ~~11~~-tllV ~~~Pi{;~) ~~~~~~~d by
Amberley's Lit"e of Jesus. His character lllld
doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religions Belief. By VIi·
count Amberley. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

an~ Y,';,~.i'rt:.;lf:n~tBy~.~~],3f~'lg~~n~~ty, teachlnp,
Resurrection of J esns. Showing the contradictions and doubts In which the subject is Involved. By W.
S. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cent.<!.
An Outline ot' the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear and compre.
henslv portrayal of this Interesting portion of ham!lll blatory. By W. s. Bell. 25 cents.
.
Last Will and Testament of Jean l'IIes•
lier, a curate of o. RomJsh church in France, contain..
lng the best of his writings. 25 cents.
A :t'ew \Vords about the Devil, and Other
Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a JlOrtralt of the
writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
Voltaire in Exile. Translated from the French of
M. Gastineau b!J his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
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Religion Not Histo•·y. An able examination of
the 1\Iorals and Theology of the New Testament. By Prof.
1'. W. Newman, of the London University. 25 cent.<!.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By Kersey Graves,
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'Vby Don't God lUll the Devil 'l A Series
of Essays dedicated to the St. Johns School Board. By
M. Babcock. 25 cents.
The Gbost or St. Johns. By M. Babcock. 25

cents.

Pl.'OCcerlings and Aclclresses at the Wat•
Jdns Conven'tion. 400 pages of excellent Speeches
Essays. Price reduced to $1.00.
Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound In vo111mes of 525
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The PililOSOI)hy or Spiritualism, and the•
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H. Marvin, M.D. Uloth, 50 cents.
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of the Bible; Freethought Judged by Its Fruits; Our Ideas
of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
Influence or Christianity upon Civiliza•
tion. 25 cents.
.~bristianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Oft"ers in Place or
Clhristianity. 10 cents.
Scientific Materialism: Its MeaDlotr and
Tendency. 10 cent.<!.

Eight S"ientific Tracts. 20 cents.
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Jjlotts and fklippinns.
MYRIADs of locusts infest various parts of the
West and South.
A. PESTIFEROUS Chicago alley is called Hell,
and its denizens Hellions.
A. WITNESS in an Ottawa court refused to be
sworn on the old version of the Bible, and the
judge allowed the use of a revised New Testament.
THE mayor of Cincinnati has not only closed
the theaters, saloons, and concert gardens, but
announces that Sunday picnics must not be
given.
THE Rev. Edward Everett Hale says that the
revision of the New Testament" will end forever the idolatry of a book which has been a
dead weight on Protestantism for three centuries."
A. NEW industry-the extensiv cultivation of
flowers for perfumery .£'lurposes-:-is about to be
started in California. In Europe it is very
remunerativ. A. good crop of lavender will
yield $1,500.
. IT is asserted that the tract of country, including the celebrated "Everglades," which
the state of Florida is now going to drain, will
be able to produce more sugar than the United
States can consume.
KING K.ALA.KAUA of the Sandwich Islands is
making the tour of the world, and proposes to
do the job in something under eighty days if
possible. A.t last accounts he was in Asia, on
his way home via Paris and New York.
A.N allopathic physician at Mount Clemens,
Michigan, refused to act as a pall-bearer at a
funeral because a homreopath had also been
invited. These doctors are nearly as bigoted
115 their brothers, the doctors of divinity.

Ne'W York, Saturdav, June 18, 1881.

A. GooD many people, believing that they hav
only two or three days to liv, are preparing
their IIScension robes. Several planets are to
collide on the 19th inst., and this little ball is
to be roasted like an apple in the rush of worlds
which is expected to follow the collision. T1"111;h
promises to hav a trustworthy reporter on the
spot to write only what he sees.
·JARED PRICE, of Reading, Pa., having arrived at a point in his religious experience
where he was entirely free from worldliness,
concluded that he would go to heaven immediately. To all arguments he replied that if
heaven WIIS a happier place than earth, and he
WIIS sure of an entrance, it was foolish to delay
going. Therefore he killed himself.
DEACON CHARLES G. JoHNSoN, of the Twelfth
Street Reformed church, Brooklyn, issued a
warrant for the arrest of James McElhinney, a
fellow-church-member, on a charge of sending
a letter to the deacon's wife, accusing him of
immorality with a lady in Fifteenth street.
The alleged scandalous letter was signed,
"Yours in Christ, Mary, and John."
A. BRooKLYN clergyman hilS presented his
children's pet dog with a dinner service of
green majolica. The dog comes to the table
regularly whenever the bell is rung for meals,
and is also a stated attendant on family pray.
ers. The· animal's behavior during time of
worship is quite as decorously devout 115 that of
the other members of the household.
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- A. kECENT number of Henri Rochefort's
Intransigeant contains a report of a trial of the
officials and monks of the " Convent of Good
Works," from which it appears that the name
of the institution is a hideous satire upon it.
The trial reveals the lowest depths of moral
turpitude. Brother A.madee goes to prison for
three and a half years, and others are severely
condemned. One brother excused his i=orality on the ground that " it was punishment
to the pupils."
DR. W. S. l'LAYFA11!., writing to the British
Medical Journal, says: " I should like to direct the attention of practitioners to the artificial human milk now prepared by the Aylesbury Dairy Company,·at a cost little over that
of the best nursery milk. This valuable
method of treating cow's milk was first brought
under my notice some years ago-by Dr. Frankland, the eminent chemist, who devised it for
one of his own children who was ill, and I
hav since used it in my practice. Its composition is absolutely identical with that of human milk, and under its use the risks and disadvantages of the bottle-feeding of infants are
reduced to a minimum."
THE whole question is still further complicated by the receat doubts that hav been introduced regarding the word of God. The
New Testament revisers-learned and holy
men-tell us that the last edition (tlileir own) is
the only reasonable and sensible one. The
English Lord Chancellor tells us we must pay
a penaltyif we pay any attention to the revised
Bible. Between the two we are·in great doubt
about our salvation. The revisers tell us we
must inevitably be damned if we believe in the
old version, and the Lord Chancellor insists we
shall be damned if we don't, and both authorities are excellent in their way. What shall we
do, 0 Lord! what shaU we do ?-Truth.

THE Boston society which was started eight
years ago for the encouragement of women in
the pursuit of studies at home now has 960
pupils, scattered throughout the country, but
all under the direction of 174 unpaid teachers,
who put themselvs in correspondenae with the
pupils, and direct them what to read in order
to acquire any desired knowledge. The originator and present director is Miss Anna E.
Two of the Chicago daily newspapers printed
Ticknor.
the revised New Testament complete. This
THE death of a woman at Portsmouth,
R.I., revealed the unsuspected fact that for sixTHE prevailing impression that the Druids gave a chance to revive an old story. A.
teen years she had kept a maniac son concealed were persons ftourishing only in a bygone era pugilistic bummer picked up a copy of one of
in an attic room, attending to his wants her- is shown to be erroneous, from the fact that these papers and his eyes happened to fall on
self, and never letting another human being the United Ancient Order of Druids of the an account of the crucifixion. He read the
State of New York met in this city last week. narrativ with astonishment and increasing insee him.
dignation. A.t length he darted into the street,
LoRD SHAFTESBURY _lately stated that $180,- Noble Grand Arch Wohn, Deputy Grand
grabbed a Jew who was inoffensivly passing,
000,000 has been spent on church building in Arch Hoffman, Grand Guardian Blah, Grand
and gave him a tremendous thrashing. "What
England in this century-and yet there are Herald Reinhard, and several other officers,
did you do that for ?" asked the policeman
unbelievers. Why does not God draw all all grand, seem to indicate by their names
who rescued the victim. " Because he's a
souls to him when the preliminaries hav been that the ancient Druids were of Teutonic
Jew," was the reply, "and crucified the
so adequate and expensiv?
origin.
Savior." "Why, that happened almost two
PARSEES around the "Towers of Silence"PASTOR HENRY E. DuER, of Shiloh Baptist thousand years ago," said the officer. The
whither the corpses of Parsees at Bombay are church, William street, Newburgh, was ar- wrath of the fighter was partly blown out in a
taken immediately after death to be devoured rested on the lOth on a charge of grand lar- long whistle, and he remarked, "Well, I never
by vultures-will often wait and watch until ceny. William Hawkins, one of the officers of heard of it till a few minutes ago."
every atom of the .flesh of those they love has the church, applied for the warrant to Recorder
A. FEW days since Recorder Besher, of
been consumed by the birds.
Waring. Hawkins alleges the stealing of the
organ, pulpit, chairs, and other furniture of Bayonne, WIIS presented with a Testament of
DES MoiNES hilS a praying band of women the church. There hilS been serious trouble in the new version, and on Friday last had a case
who hold service every Sunday in the jail. A. the congregation for some time. It will now before him, in which a colored brother was
member became infatuated with a handsome be settled in the courts. Duer was admitted called upon to testify. When the book was
presented to him to swear upon, he drew back
young horse thief, and planned to help him to baii.
in a startled manner and asked, " A.m dat de
escape by disguising him in woman's clothing
as one of the band; but she failed.
THE portrait of Adam in the Sistine Chapel, new wersion ?" The judge replied that it was,
•'IF a d octor h as th e 1uck t o fi nd out a new painted by Michael Angelo, has faded until his _and the latest improvement out, when Sambo
left eye is almost invisible. But even in far straightened himself up and delivered himself
malady," said Oliver Wendell Holmes the
other day, "it is tied to his name like a tin worse plight is that of God, painted by Ra- thusly: "Jedge, l'se a Christian ob de ole
kettle to a dog's tail, and he goes clattering phael, in the loggie. The painter boldly repre- school, an' b'long to de hard clam shell Bapsented the creator of the universe as a naked tist church, an' we don't take no stock in de
down the highway of fame to posterity with
his attachment following at his heels."
old man, with long, flowing beard, and bald on new wersion. De ole book war written by de
the top of his head. Lapse of time has caused Lor hisself an' gibben to Moses, who war a
IF all that is said of the Faure electric bat- . the beard to disappear, thus giving the whole black man. Dis yer new wersion war got up
tery be trne, then we hav well nigh come upon figure the most comical and undignified 11Spect by Bob Ingersel an' his Infidels, an' am a
the millenium of light and heat. But is it imaginable.
trick ob de debbel, who hab turned de heads
true or is it another Edison boomerang which
THERE are at present, in the Old World and ob de white folks ; but yer can't turn de wool
comes back to strike the original inventor?
the New World, more than a hundred thousand ob dis niggah's head j taint no good nohow.
We must confess the authority for Faure is
railway locomotivs. Their total force is equal Why, sah, didn't massa Abe Linkum swar out
somewhat better than that which made Edison
to 30,000,000 horse power, and all the other de proclamation o' mancipation on de · ole
a great man.
steam-engins on the globe are estimated at 46,- book, an' Grant trabble frow de wilderness by
IN the Life of Bishop Wilberforce, by his 000,000 horse power. The technical "horse the light of it? A.n' in dese·latter days didn't
son, the bishop writes that an archbishop, who power," however, is really equal to three aver- General Garfield an' his mule git conwerted by
was entirely unmoved by the denunciations age horses, and each horse to about seven men. it on the towpath? No, sah, yer might liS
of an antagonist in a discussion on ecclesiasti- The aggregate power, therefore, of all the en- well swar me on Dan Bryant's song book as on
cal affairs, turned "ashy pale " when he gins is vastly more than the effectiv force of all dat." The argument was convincing, and the
threatened to pray for him. "No," he cried, the human workers living. Four-fifths of the judge laid the book on one side and swore him
"don't do that, I pray you; that is unfair · steam-engins now at work hav been made on the ancient book, to Sa.mbo's great satisanything but that.".
'
' within a quarter of a century or so.
faotion.

BULGARIA is in a state of siege.
THREE inches of rain fell in this mty last
week.
EARTHQUAKES were felt in Chio and Geneva
on the 11th.

A.N eclips of the moon occurred on the morning of the 12th.
TRICKETT, the Australian oarsman, arrived
here on the 11th.
JoHN GRISCoM, the Chicago faster, after sixteen days, still holds out.
J. R. KEENE's horse Foxhall won the Grand
Prize of Paris last Sunday.
THE Ohio Republicans hav renominated
Charles Foster for governor.
SEvERAL Russian army and navy officers
hav been arrested for alleged Nihilism.
, TWELVE hundred brewery workmen in this
city are now on strike for shorter hours.
THE Whittaker trial is concluded, but the
Judges hav not yet rendered their verdict.
THE elevator at the Excelsior stores, Brooklyn, was burned last Sunday. Loss, about
$110,000.
THE prosecution of the Star Route swindlers
drags along very slowly. No indictments hav
yet been found.
BY the explosion of a boiler at Pottsville,
Pa., on the lOth., twelve men were seriously
injured, three being fatally scalded.
THE census bureau -has spent its appropriation, and the work must now be done by volunteers, who will hav to trust to Congress to
pay them.
THREE captains of ocean steamers hav been
arrested by the authorities of this city, and
held to bail, for carrying more steerage piiSseng&rs then their license allows.
QUEBEC had a. large conflagration on the
8th. Hundreds of houses were burned to the
ground. Five persons were killed. The loss
is estimated at about $2,000,000.
THE dory Little Weston started from England for this port on the 13th. The boat is
less than twenty feet long, and is sailed by two
men. She made the trip over in about two
months.
THE disturbances in Ireland still continue.
It is now claimed by the Fenian leaders that
the loss of the English war sloop D@terel was
occasioned by the explosivs placed in her by
their men.
THE books of the Brooklyn Board of Education hav mysteriously disappeared. A. commission is investigating the accounts, and a
deficiency of $50,000 has been been found.
Hence the disappearance.
THE town of Americus, in Kansas, was almost entirely destroyed by a tornado on the
lOth. Two churches were literally blown to
pieces. Several houses in Emporia, an adjoining town, were razed by the wind.
THE teachers in a Catholic Brothers' school
in Hartford, Conn., hav been detected in inci1;..
ing boys to steal uncanceled internal revenue
stamps off beer barrels. The stamps were sent
to France and sold for the benefit of a Catholic
asylum.
· A.N attempt was made to blow up the town
hall at Liverpool, Eng., but the only damage
done was in the smashing of windows. Two
men were arrested as the perpetrators. On
their persons were found papers connecting
them with the Fenian organization of this city.

THE deadlock in the election of senators still
continues at Albany. A.Bsemblyman Bradley,
a Conkling man, says Senator Sessions, an
Administration man, paid him $2,000 to vote
for Depew. He deposited the money with the
speaker ol the House, and an investigation is
in progress. ·
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· That instance is the flight of birds. There· are three o~ jelly, wi_thout . structure o~ organs ·of any
laws which are compelled to serve in the accomplish- kmd, yet whwh bmld an orgamsm the most exquiment of flight, two of which would seem to be ab- site and complicated of all the forms of nature.
solutely destructive of it. The law of gravitation, Truly your doctrine needs an exceedingly blind deReply to Mr. Bennett's Seventeenth Letter. the resisting power of the atmosphere, and the elas- votion, requiring the denial of settled facts taught
MR. D. M. BENNETT, .Dear Sir: You have called ticity of the air. Now, the force of gravitation, even by your own authorities. What I might say.
upon me for the proofs of the existence of God. In drawing a body toward the earth, and the resistance personally on the subject is of course valueless, but
the beginning of our argument I had no suspicion that of the atmosphere, would certainly seem to be im- certainly when to uphold a whim of belief you put
you doubted this. It seems to me so irrational for any pediments incapable of being overturned. Yet they yourself in antagonism to Prof. Huxley, without any
sane intelligence to contemplate the harmony and are overcome and made 1mitable to afford the great- authorities to support you, it proves the extremes to
unity of the universe, the evident proof of contrivance est aid to a bird in its wonderful progress through which you are driven.
In regard to your harsh criticism on my interpretion
which appears in everything about us, from the wild the air. To insist that there is no evidence here of
flower turning upward to that great luminarytoward direct contrivance to fulfil an intelligent purpose is of the meaning of the expression, ".All the kingdoms of
which it lifts its cup, that I can scarcely believe that about as sensible as to assert that a steam-engine in the world," I cannot now recall my authority. The
any man can place his hand upon his heart and say, motion exhibits no evidence of a maker. Let me Greek work used in Matthew is Kosmos, which usu.
ally means the whole world, but its meaning is lim"There is no· God." Yet this seems to be the cul- make a short review of this evidence.
The weight of a bird ·is always greater than the ited by the word used in Luke, oikoumenas. The
mination of the wisdom and science of the present
day, and contrary to the divine oracles which declare air, or else it could not fly, but merely float. The revise~ vers~on translates it i~ ~he _marginal reading,
that it is the fool who hath said in his heart that force of gravitation therefore aids it to overcome "The mhabited earth." Wntmg m haste, I did not
there is no God, its verdict is that it is the fool who any lesser force, such as gales of wind, etc., and stop to verify my authority, but after looking into
affirms that there is a God.
gives it mastery to direct its movements. But to the matter more thoroughly I must acknowledge
The answer to your demand seems like an elabo- counteract the attmcting force of the earth another that I narrowed the meaning too greatly. The derate proof of an axiom, and its difficulties are pre- law is taken advantage of, and for a successful use scription " exceeding high mountain" is not necescisely as great as it would be to prove that the sun of which especial provision is made. The rP.Ristance sarily false because what might be an exceedingly
shines. .And in the present brief synopsis which I of the air itself is equally strong on every side, so high mountain to a Jew would not be such to one
shall make of one or two arguments, I cannot, of that a body suspended in it, applying this law alone, dwelling in the shadow of the .Alps. The common
course, originate anything novel, but merely restate would have as much difficulty in going forward as in Christian interpretation of tlie scene will probabiy,
what has been often before presented far more per- falling. The force of gravity, however, pulls down, however, be as unacceptable to you as my hastily
fectly and logically, although perhaps not more and in order to fly, the resistance of the air must be made translation, viz., that the devil taking Christ to
briefly.
so used that its strength will be to balance the at- one of the highest mountains of that region causes
In the first place, the existence of God is proved traction of the earth, and its resistance to a-forward him by an illusion of the imagination to pe~ceive
by the universal consciousness of mankind. There motion be made as weak as possible. How exactly with his mind, as if he had seen with his eyes-all
are no nations or tribes of men on the face of the the wings of a bird are contrived to accomplish this the kingdoms of the earth and the glory of them.
earth, however degraded, but have tradition and be- difficult purpose by their breadth of surface expandIn yom- preface to the quotations from the Vedas
lief in a great First Cause. .Are you prepared to ed perpendicularly, and by their narrowness horizon- t~~ chronolo~y is greatly exaggerated. The highest
assert that the witness of this universal conscious- tally ! But the laws used and the mechanical con- hvmg authority, Prof. Max :!\'Hiller, says, "It will be
ness is a lie? It is almost intuitive, this perception trivance thus far noted are powerless to maintain difficult to settle whether the Veda is ' the oldest of
of a personal cause, and reasoning from the known flight. The Duke of .Argyll proves this by a refer- books ' and whether some portions of the Old Testapremises of mind and matter to the logical conclu- ence to the experience of all sportsmen that a bird ment may not be traced back to the Rame or even an
sion, there is no truth of philosophy so confirmed as may be shot so as to produce a rigid expansion of earlier date than the oldest hymns of the Veda "
the existence of a personal God.
the wings, which, however, does not prevent, but (Chips fro_m a German Workshop, ~ol. i, p. 5).
Secondly, in so far as it is a question of science, only retards and makes gradual, its fall.
Prof. Whitney, the greatest Sanskrit scholar in
the facts of scientific deduction prove the same
The third law-and, mark, it is upon the un- .America, places the oldest Vedas between 2000 and
truth. I have already referred to the argument. changeableness of these laws that the whole elabo- 1500 B.C. The reader can take his choice between
There is no more positive assertion uttered by science rate contrivance is built-the third law of which acceptin~ the statements of men like Prof. Mll.ller
than that the introduction of life upon this planet advantage is taken is the elasticity of the air-its and Whitney or yours. You may, however, think
was within the reckonings of time. There is noth- reaction when compressed. To derive the full ben- that a mistake of 1,000 or 1,500 years makes no difing more certain. .And every fact and everyexperi- efit of this a bird's wings are under the control of ference-especially if it seems to carry your point.
ment prove with a lavish strength of evidence, direct muscles of truly extraordinary strength, and they
I have never denied that the ancient sages did not
and indirect, that all life proceeds from life and noth- move with such velocity as to be beyond computa- teach grand truths and high moral duties. But they
ing but life. . These two assertions are facts of tion. The feathers also serve a distinct purpose, and are obscured by false and puerile chapters that seem
science. The force of them is self-evident; a living the size of the bony part of the wing is very wisely more like infantile babblings, particularly in the
creator must have been the source of life.
adapted; but I shall not have room to elaborate Vedas. .And in the best codes of morals-Buddha's and Confucius's-they are founded on a wrong
Then there is the irrefragable argument so ably these.
elaborated by Paley, the argument from design as it
But just here there is another evidence of ingen- basis, one on a basis of .Atheism doctrinally, and the
is familiarly called. The wide expanse of nature, ious contrivance-how shall the wings be made so other teaching moral duties merely between man
the whole universe, organic and inorganic, vegetable, that the upward stroke of the wing shall not destroy and man, no higher truths. But the Pentateuch was
beast, man, rock, earth, water, all bear stamped upon the advantage gained by the downward? The upper written before any of these, and teaches a grander
them the evidence of design, and design must ever side is made convex, the lower concave, so that, as morality and higher truths. Of course you have
have a designer. .As surely, to use Paley's opening the wing glances upward, the air rolls off, producing selected the choice portions of the ancient sacred
argument, as you could not possibly be convinced comparatively no pressure, while on the downward books to contrast with the scripture, and even on
that a watch, perfect in its machinery and pointing stroke the air is held together by the concave sur- your own showing it is not difficult to show that the
·the correct time, came upon a barren moor by acci- face, and the greatest possible impetus given to the latter arQ immeasurably above them. Let me quote
continuously a sample of the Vedas. It is the first
dent or chance, as certainly as you would regard it rising bird."
folly to believe that that watch had no intelligent
There is still another contrivance-the feathers of book of the Khandagya-Upanishad.
maker, so equally certain is the conviction upon an the wing overlap so that in the downward stroke the
FIRST KHA.NDA..
honest mind of the existence of a great contriver to upward pressure of the air tightly closes them tothe universe. The bones, and veins, and arteries, gether upward, while in the up stroke it spreads the
1. Let a man meditate on the syllable Om, called
muscles, and joints, and organs of man, all prove feathers and facilitates the escape of the air.
the udgitha, for the udgitha (a portion of the Samadesigning intelligence was their maker. The scripThere are other contrivances by which the bird is veda) is sung, beginning with Om.
tures are scientifically accurate when they assert, enabled to go forward, besides many ingenious
The full account, however, of Om is this.
"The Lord by wisdom hath founded the earth; methods to help the different birds .in peculiar cir2. The essence of all beings is the earth, the
by understanding hath he established the heavens; cumstances and various pursuits of food, of which I essence of the earth is water, the essence of water
by his knowledge the depths are broken up and the have not space to make a synopsis. The whole chap- the plants, the essenee of plants man, the essence of
clouds drop down the dew." Take as an example ter would be well worth copying, but in default of man speech, the essence of speech the Rig-veda, the
the shape and density of the earth. If it were com- space, I flatter myself I·have presented ·sufficient to essence of the Rig-veda the Sama-veda, the essence
pressed so that its density was the same as the den- establish, to all but the wilfully blind, irrefragable of the Sama-veda, the udgitha (which is Om).
sity of the planet Jupiter, for instance, eleven times as evidences of contrivance and a Contriver. I am not
3.. That udgitha (Om) is the best of all essences
great to men and animals, existence would be intol- forgetful, of course, that the argument from design the highest, deserving the highest place, the eighth~
erable, birds could not fly nor fish swim, the rising of is fallen out of favor with many, but I cannot but
4. What then is Rik? What is the Saman? What
a man from a chair, the closing of his mouth to mas- help seeing, to quote from Sir William Thompson's is the udgitha? This is the question.
ticate his food, the lifting of his arm, all would be Inaugural before the British .Association for the .Ad5. The Rik indeed is speech, Saman is breath, the
eleven times more difficult. He would drag himself vancement of Science, that "overwhelmingly strong udgitha is the syllable Om. Now speech and
heavily along through a universe of peril; every proofs of intelligent and benevolent design lie all breath, or Rik and Saman form one couple.
apple that fell would endanger his life, rain would around us;" and he adds, "If ever perplexities,
6 . .And that couple is joined together with the
similarly threaten wheat and corn and fruit. If the whether metaphysical or scientific, turn us away syllable Om. When two people come together they
density was.lessened to be the same as of Mercury, from them for a time, they come back upon us with fulfil each other's desire.
equally great, although contrary, dangers would irresistible force, showing to us through ·nature the
7. Thus he who knowing this meditates on the
threaten him. .A puff of wind would blow him down; influence of a free will, and teaching us that all liv- syllable, Om, the udgitha becomes indeed a fulfiller
his limbs would refuse to obey his will, and his life ing beings depend on one ever-acting Creator and of desires.
would be suffering and intense pain. In the vege- Ruler."
8. That syllable is a syllable of permission, for
table kingdom similar havoc would occur. No other
I suppose you can readily produce objections, some whenever _w~ p~rmit 3:nyth~ng we .say, Om, yes.
reason for the earth's density being as it is can be of which I might anticipate, but I deem that the bet- N ?W pe~Isswn IS gratificatiOn. He who knowing
given than that it is God's will. How wise, then, and ter way is to let you make them first. I will there- this meditates on the syllable, Om, the udgitha behow undeniable the contrivance that so accurately fore turn my attention to what is more pressingly comes indeed gratifier of desires.
adjusted the decsity of the earth to its surrounding before us.
9. By ~hat syllable d~es the threefold knowledge
circumstances ! So with air, the water, the minerals,
It is discouraging to notice how utterly regardless (the sacnfice-more partiCularly the Soma sacrifices,
everything about us is exactly adjusted to bless our you are of any authority except your own dictum. founded on the three Ved~s) proceed. When the
race. Who but .an intelligent creator could have "Organization and life," you say, "go together, and .Adhvarya priest gives an order he says Om. When
shaped such harmony, purity of deiiign, ~s binds the by nature's laws are produced together." The con- the Hatri priest recites he says Om. . When the
whole universe in its beneficent sway?
clusions of the most eminent scientists are a distinct Udgatri priest sings he says- Om-all for the glory
The proof of the existence of the deity is further denial of this statement. Infidel as well as Chris- of that syllable. The threefold knowledge (the
strengthen~::d by the palpable accommodations of tian scientists are in harmony here. Prof. Huxley,
sacrifi?es) proceeds by the greatness of that syllable
existing laws to carry out a distinct purpose. .A Prof. Nicholson, Dr. Carpenter, the anatomist Hun- (the VItal breaths), and by its essence (the oblations).
very remarkable instance of this is very interestingly t~r, all agree that life is the cause of organiza10. Now, therefore, it would seem to follow that
traced out in the third chapter of the "Reign of tiOn, not the reverse. Prof. Huxley cites as an illushe who knows this, and he. who does not, perform the
Law,'' under the caption" Contrivance a Necessity." tration of thiS the "Foraminifera,.'' mere . blobs
same sacrifice. But this iS not so, for knowledge

#Jiscussiot(.
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and ignorance a~e different. The sacrifice which a
2. Rik is the eye, Saman the self. This Saman
8. Next followfl the fulfilment of prayers. Let a
man performs with knowledge, faith, and the Upan- man thus meditate on the upasaranas, i.e., the ob- (the splf) rests on that Rik (the eye). Sa is the eye
ishad, is more powerful. This is the full account of jects which bav to be approached by meditation. ama the self, and that makes Sam::t.
the syllable Om.
·
'
3. Rik is the ear, Saman the mind. This Saman
Let him (the udgatri) quickly reflect on the Saman
SECOND KII.A.NDA.
(the mind) rests on that Rik(the ear). Sa is the ear
with which he is going to praise.
9. Let him quickly reflect on the Rik in which ama the mind, and that m::tkes Sarna.
1. When the Devas and Asuras struggled together,
4. Rik is the white light of the eye, Saman the
both of the race of Pragapate, the Devas' took the that Saman occurs, on the Risbi (poet) by whom it
blue
exceeding darkness. This Saman (darkness)
was
seen
or
composed,
on
the
Devata
(object)
which
udgitba (Om), thinking they would. vanquish the
he is going to praise, 10, or the meter in whidh he is rests on that Rik (white light). Sa is the white light.,
Asuras with it.
2. T~ey meditated on the udgitba (Om), as the going to praise, or the tune with which he is going ama the blue exceeding darkness, and that makes
Sarna.
breath m the nose, but the Asuras pierced it with to sing to himself.
11. On the quarter of the world which he is going 5. Now the person who is seen in the eye, be is
evil. The~efore we smell by the breath of the nose
both what IS good smelling and what is bad smell- to praise. Lastly, having approached himself (his Rik, he is Saman, Uktba, Yagus, Brahman. The·
name, family, etc.) by meditation let him sing the form of that person (in the eye) is the same as the
ing. For the breath was pierced by evil.
3. Then they meditated on the udgitba as speech, hymn of praise, reflecting on his desire, and avoid- form of the other person (in the sun) the joints of the
one, Rik a;nd Saman, and the joints of the other, the
but the Asuras pierced it with evil. Therefore we ing all mistakes in pronunciation, etc. Quickly will
_name (ut) of the one is the name of the other.
the
desire
be
then
fulfilled
to
him
for
the
sake
of
speak both truth and falsehood, for speech is pierced
6. He is lord of the worlds beneath that (the self
which he may hav offered his hymn of praise, yea,
by evil.
in the eye) and of all the wishes of men. Therefore,
for
which
he
may
hav
offered
his
hymn
of
praise.
4. Then they meditated on the udgitba as the
all who sing to the vina (lyre) sing him and from
FOURTH KH.AND.A.
eye, but the Asuras pierced it with evil. Therefore
him also they obtain wealth.
we see what is both sightly and unsightly, for the
1. Let a man meditate on the syllable Om, for the
7. He who knowing this, sings a Saman, sings to
eye is pierced by evil.'
udgitha is sung beginning with Om; and this is the both (the Adhidvaivata and Adhyatma self) the per_5. Then they meditated on the udgitba as the full account of the syllable Om.
son in the sun and the person in the eye, and one of
mmd, but the Asuras pierced it with evil. Therefore
2. The Devas, being afraid of death, entered upon the same person. He obtains through the one, yea,
we conceive both what should be conceived and what (the performance of the sacrifices presented in) the he obtains the worlds beyond that and the wishes of
sh?uld not be conceived, for the mind is pierced by threefold knowledge (the three Vedas). They c0v- the Devas.
ev1l.
ered themselves with metrical hymns, therefore the
8. And he obtains through the other world be6. Then they meditated on the udgitha as the hymns are called Khandas.
neath that and the wishes of men.
ear, but the Asuras pierced it with evil. Therefore
3. Then as a fisherman might observe a fish in the
Therefore an udgatri priest who knows this may
we hear both what we should hear and what we water Death observed the Devas in the Rik, Yagus say (to the sacrificer for whom he officiates),
should not hear, for the ear is pierced by evil.
and Saman (sacrifices). And the Devas seeing this
9. "What wish shall I obtain for you by my
7. Then comes this breath (of life) in the mouth. rose from the Rik, Yagus and Saman, sacrifices, en- songs?" For he who knowing this sings a Saman is
They meditated on the ndgitha as that breath. tered the Svara (i. e., the Om), (they meditated on able to obtain wishes through his song, yea, through
When the Asuras came to it they were scattered as the Om).
his song.
(a ball of earth) would be scattered when hitting a
4. When a man has mastered the Rig-veda he
EIGHTH KH.A.ND.A.,
solid stone.
says, quite aloud, Om; the same when he has mas1. _.There were once three men well versed in
8. Thus as a ball of earth is scattered when tered the Saman and thl'l Yagus. This Saman is the
hitting on a solid stone, will he be scattered who imperishable (syllable) the immortal, free from fear. udgitha, Silaka Salavatya, Kaikitayana Dalbhya,
wishes evil to one who knows this or who persecutes Because the Devas entered it, therefore they became and Pravahana Gaivali. They said, "We are well
versed in udgitha. Let us have a discussion on
him, for he is a solid stone.
immortal and free from fear.
9. By it he distinguishes neithe1· what is good
5. He who knowing this loudly pronounces (pran- udgitha."
2. They all agreed and sat down. Then Pravanor what is bad smelling, for that breath is free anti) that syllable, the svar~?- 1 the immortal, free
from evil. What we eat and drink with it supports from fear, and having entered it, becomes immortal hana Gaivali said, " Sirs, do you both speak first, for
I wish to hear what two Brahmanas have to say."
the other vital breath. When at the time of death as the Devas are immortal.
3. Then Silaka Salavatya said to Kaikitayana
_be does not find that breath, then be departs. He
FIFTH KHANDA.
Dalbhya, "Let me ask you." "Ask,~' he replied.
opens the mouth at the time of death (as if wishing
1. The udgitha (Sama-ved.a) is the pranava (Rig- 4. "What is the origin of Saman ?" "Tone," he
to eat).
, 10. Angiras meditated on the udgitha as that Veda) the pranava is the udgitha. And as the ud- replied.
"What is the origin of tone?" "Breath," he rebreath and people hold it to be Angiras; i. e., the githa is the sun so is the pranava, for he (the sun)
plied.
goes sounding Om.
essence of the members.
2. "Him I sang praises to, therefore thou art my
"What is the origin of breath?" "Food," he
11: Therefore Bribas_pati meditated on the
udgitha as that breath, ai;td people hold it to b~ only one," thus said Kaushitaki to his son. ".Do replied ..
"What is the origin of food ?" "Water," he reBrihaspati, for speech is brihati, and he (that thou revolve his rays, then thou wilt have many
breath) is lord of speech.
plied.
sons." So much in reference to the Devas.
"What is the orgin of water?" "That world
3. Now with reference to the body. Let a man
12. Therefore Ayasya meditated on the udgitha,
as that breath and people hold it to be ·Ayasya be- meditate on the udgitha as the breath (in the mouth) (heaven)," he replied.
for he goes sounding Om.
"And what is the origin of that world?"
cause it came from the mouth.
4. "Him I sang praises to, therefore art thou my
5. He replied, "Let no man carry the Saman be13. Therefore Vaka Dalbhya knew it. He was
the Udgatri (singer) of Naimishiya-sacrifices, and only son," thus said Kaushitaka to his son. "Do yond the world of svarga (heaven). We place (recog·
thou therefore sing praises to the breath as manifold nize) the Saman in the world of svarga, for the
by singing he obtained for them their wishes.
Saman is extolled as svarga (heaven).
14. He who knows this and meditates on the if thou wishest to have many sons."
6. Then said Silaka Salavatya to Kaikitayana
5. He who knows that the udgitha is the pranava,
syllable Om as the breath of life in the mouth, he
obtains all wishes by singing. So much for the and the pranava is the udgitha, rectifies from the Dalbh_Ya: "0 Dal?hya, thy Saman is not firmly
udgitha as meditated on with reference to the body. seat of the Hatri priest any mistake committed by established. And if ~ny one were to say, 'Your
the udgatri priest in performing the udgitha, yea, in head shall fall off' (if you be wrong) surely your
THIRD KH.A.NDA.
performing the udgitba.
bead would now fall."
SIXTH KHANDA.
7. "Well, then, let me know this from you, sir,''
1. Now follows the meditation on the udgitha
with reference to the gods. Let a man meditate on
The Rik (veda) is the earth; the Saman (veda) is said Dalbhya. "Know it," replied Silaka Salavatya.
"What is the- origin of that world?" (heaven).
the udgitha as he who sends warmth (the sun in the
"This world," he I'eplied.
sky). When the sun rises it sings as Udgatri for fire. This Sa man (fire) rests on that Rik (earth).
"And what is the origin of this world?"
the sake of all creatures. When it rises it destroys Therefore the Saman is sung as resting on the Rik.
He replied, "Let n.o man earry the Saman beyond
the fear of darkness. He who knows this is ~-ble to Sa is the earth, ama is fire, and that makes Sarna.
2. The Rik is the sky, the Saman air. This Saman this world as its rest. We place the Saman in this
destroy the fear of darkness (ignorance).
2. This (the breath in the mouth) and that (the (air) rests on that Rik (sky). Therefore the Saman is world as its rest, for the Saman is extolled as rest."
8. Then said Pravabana Gaivali to Silaka Salava·
sun) are the same. This is hot and that is hot. sung as resting on the Rik. Sa is the sky, ama air,
and
that
makes
Saman.
tya:
"Your Saman (the earth) 0 Salvatya, has an
This they call svara (sound), and that they call
.3. Rik is heaven, Saman the sun. This Saman, end. And if any one were to say, 'Your head shall
pratyasvara (reflected sound). Therefore let a man
(sun) rests on that Rik (heaven). Therefore the Saman fall off' (if you be wrong) surely your head would
meditate on the udgitha as this and that.
is sung as resting on the Rik. Sa is heaven, ama now fall."
3. Then let a man meditate on the udgitha as
"Well, then, let me know this from you sir," said
vyana indeed. If we breathe up, that is prava, the sun, and that makes Saman.
.
4.
Rik
is
the
stars,
Saman
the
moon.
This
Saman,
Salavatya.
" Know it," replied Gaivali.
upbreathing. If we breathe down, that is apana, (moon) rests on that Rik (stars). Therefore the Saman
the downbreathing. The combination of prana and is sung as resting on the Rik. Sa is the stars, ama
NINTH KH.A.NDA.
apana is vyana, backbreathing, or holding in of the the moon, and that makes SlJ.man.
1. "What is the origin of this world?" "Ether,"
breath. This vyana is speech. Therefore when we
5. Rik is the white light of the sun, Saman the he replied. For all these beings take their use from
utter speech we neither breathe up nor down.
blue exceeding darkness (in the sun). This Saman, the ether, and return into the ether. Ether is older
4. Speech is Rik, and therefore when a man utters (darkness) rests on that Rik (brightness). Therefore than these; ether is their rest.
.
a Rik verse he neither breathes up nor down. Rik the Saman is sung as resting on the Rik.
2. He is indeed the udgitha (Om- Brahman)
is Saman and therefore when a man utters a Saman
6. Sa is the white light of the sun, ama the blue greater than the great (parovariyas); he is without
verse be neither breathes up nor down. Saman is exceeding darkness, and that makes Saman.
end.
udgitha, and therefore when a man sings (the udgiHe who knowing this meditates on the udgitha,
Now that golden person who is seen within the
tha, Om) he neither breathes up nor down.
sun with golden beard and golden hair, golden alto- the greater than great, obtains what is greater than
5. And other wm·ks also which require strength, gether to the very tips of his nails.
the great; he conquers the worlds which are greater
such as the production of fire by rubbing, 1·unning a
7. Whose eyes are like the blue lotus's, his name than the great.
race, stringing a strong bow, are performed without is ut, for he has risen (udita) above all evil. He also
3. Atidhanvan Saunaka having taught this udbreathing up or down. Therefore let a man medi- who knows this rises above all evil.
githa to Udara Sandilya said: ".As long as they will
tate on the udgitba Om) as vyana.
8. Rik and Saman are his joints and therefore be know in your family this udgitha, their life in this
6. Let a man meditate on the syllables of the ud- is udgitha. And therefore he who praises him (the world will be greater than great.
githa (i.
of the word udgitba); Ut is breath ut) is called the Udgatri (outsinger). He (the golden
4. "And this also will be their state in the other
(prana), for by means of breath a man rises (uttish- J?erson called ut) is lord of the worlds beyond that world." He who thus knows the udgitha and medithati). Gi is speech, for speeches are called Girah. (sun), and of all wishes of the Devas, inhabiting those tates on it thus, his life in this world will be greater
Tha is food, for by means of food all subsist (sthita). worlds. So much with reference to the Devas. - than great, and also his state in the other world,
7. Ut is heaven, gi the sky, tha the earth. Ut is
yea, in the other world.
SEVENTH KH.A.ND.A.
the Saman Veda; gi, the Y agur Veda; tha,_ the Rik
TENTH KH.A.ND.A..
1. Now with reference to the body. Rik is speech,
Veda. · Speech yields the milk, which is the milk of
1.
When
the
Kurus
had been dest1 o yed by hail
Saman
breath.
This
Saman
(breath)
rests
on
Hik,
speech itself to hi~ who, th~s knowing, medita~es ~n
those syllables of the udg1tha; he becomes ncb m (speech). Sa is speech, ama is breath, and that makes (stones) Ushasti Kakrayana lived as a beggar with
his virgin wife at Ibbyagrama.
·
Sarna.
food and a.ble to eat food.
.

e.,
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2. Seeing a chief eating beans, he begged of him. syllable Hai, the air; the syllable .Atha, the moon; entitled, and preventing him from pushing the reforms to which his heart is wedded. The sympathy
The chief said, "I have no more except those which the syllable Iha, s.elf; the syllable I is Agni, fire.
are put away for me here."
2. The syllable U is the sun; the syllable E is the of thousands of true Englishmen is interested in his
, 3. Ushasti said, "Give me to eat of them." He Nihavi or invocation; the syllable .Auhoi is the favor; public sentiment is manifesting itRelf in his
gave him the beans, and said, " There is something V esve Deva; the syllable Hm is the Pragapati, Svara behalf, and the sense of j,ustice which is thus growto drink also." Then said Ushasti, ·"If I drink of it (tone) is breath (prana); the syllable Yu is food; the ing must ultimately place him where his constituents sent him.
I should have drunk what was left by another, and syllable Vag is Virag._
is therefore' unclean,
3. The thirteenth stobha syllable, viz., the indis4, The chief said, " Were not those beans left tinct Hm is the undefinable (the highest Brahman).
WE hav just received a new shipment of books
over, and therefore unclean?" "No," he replied;
4. Speech yields the milk, which is the milk of from London, among which are a pretty full supply
" for I should not have lived if I had not eaten them, speech itself to him who knows this Upanishad of Bradlaugh's and Mrs. Besant's works, and also
but the drinking of water would be mere pleasure." (sweet doctrine) of the Samans in this wise. He be- Voltaire's "Philosophical Dictionary" in two vol5. Having eaten himself, Ushasti gave the remain- comes rich in food and able to eat food, yea, able to· umes at $3, and " Voltaire's Romances "-very Voling beans to his wife. But she, having eaten before, eat food.
tairish-at $1.50.
took them and put them away.
6. Rising the next morning, Ushasti said to her:
Wi.ll you insist that writings containing such chapCoMSTOCK, THE SPY.-This notorious character has
" Alas, if we could only get some food we might ters and books as these are at all comparable to the again put in an appearance at .Albany, with a view of
gain a little wealth. The king here is going to offer Bible ? Is there anything in the Bible so trivial and heading off legislation which is inimical to his mode
a sacrifice. He should choose me for all the priestly absurd? The greatest of men have delighted to of action. The following dispatch was sent to one
offices."
honor the Bible as excelling human genius in every of our daily papers: "ALBANY, June 13th.-Tony
7. His wife said to him, "Look, here are those department. Shakspere and Milton, Bacon and New- Comstock turned up here again this morning and has
beans of yours." Having eaten them he went to ton, Locke and .Addison, Sir Wm. Jones, Faraday, been moving so much of the earth as is at his disthe sacrifice which was being performed.
Dawson, Havelock, the highest human intellect, have posal to defeat Col. Murphy's .Anti-Spy bill. Un.
8. He went and sat down in the orchestra near the found in the Bible that which excelled every other less men are prone to lying, the chances for the bill
Udgatris who were going to sing their hymns of book or production of man. But it is not so with passing the Senate to-morrow are good, provided that
praise. .And he said to the prastotri (leader).
any you adduce. Prof. M-aller says, "Readers who order of business is not shut off.
9. "Prastotri, if you, without knowing the deity, have been led to belie-ve that the Veda of the ancient
who belongs to the prastava (the hymns, etc., of the Brahmans, the .Avesta of the Zoroastrians, the TripiLiterary Notices.
Prastotri), are going to sing it, your head will fall taka of the Buddhists, the Kings of Confucius, or The Religion of Common Sense. By Prof. Liebrecht Uhlich
off."
the Koran of Mohammed are books of primeval
of Germany. Translated by Mrs. Weenink-Ilioham of
10. In the same manner he addressed the Udgatri: wisdom and religious enthusiasm, or at least ofsound
Albany, N.Y. Price, 25 cents.
'
"Udgatri, if you, without knowing the deity who and simple moral teaching, will be disappointed on
This little pamphlet is chock ftill of sensible matbelongs to the udgatha (the hymns, etc., belonging consulting these volumes."
to the Udgatri), are going to sing it, your head will
But I must conclude here, reserving further re- ter, with no superstition or theological nonsense.
The lady who translated and published it was moved
fall off."
marks for my next.
G. M. M.AIR.
to do so by reading the 'following in the .Albany
11. In the same manner he addressed the Prati.Evening Journal from the Rev. Howard Crosby a
hantri: "Pratihantri, if you, without knowing the
distinguished clergyman of this city: "We w~nt
deity who belongs to the pratihara, the hymns, etc.,
SEEKER~ God's word infused into the minds of men as the
belonging to the Pratihantri, are going to sing it,
o~ly force t~at can withstand the. chilling easterly
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
your head will fall off."
wmds sweepmg over from the umversities of HolThey stopped and sat down in silence.
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. la?~ !l'nd G~rma!lY• threa~e~ling by false logic, unfair
ELEVENTH RHANDA.
critiCism, ~hghtmg skeptwis~, and satanic cunning
1. Then the sacri:ficer said to him, " I should like The largest and cheapest Radieal Journal pUblished in JJJurope to undermme our blessed Bible, from which comes
to know who you are, sir?" He replied, "I am or America, l'fffltaining nearly Sel)en hundred square inchea more all our knowledge of divine things, and on which
Ushasti Kakrayana."
does rest all our hopes." After reading this the lady
of reading matter than any other journal of its lind.
2. He said, "I looked for you, sir, for all these
being a native of Holland, felt anxious to show t~
sacrificial offices, but not finding you, I chose others.
the people of .America that the universities of EuNEW YORK, S.ATURD.AY, JUNE 18, 1881.
- 3. "But now, sir, take all the sacrificial offices."
rope alluded to do not deal in " satanic cunning "
Ushasti said: "Very well, but let those, with my
and do not attempt to " undermine" any real truth.
permission, perform the hymns of praise. Only as
In explaining why the pamphlet is published, she
In About Fonr Weeks
much wealth as you give to them, so much give to
closes thus: " The reader will find this little book to
me also."
From this date we expect to sail for Europe on our be a help in teaching him in plain, brief terms how
The sacrificer assented.
long journey round the world. We are sincerely to work for that kingdom that will bless mankind.
4. Then the Prastotri approached him, saying: grateful to those who hav so generously contributed Its simplicity will enable the leaat educated to com"Sir, you said to me, 'Prastotri, if you, without toward furnishing the means to pay the expenses of prehend its mea.nin~, a_nd. I will be amply rewarded
knowing the deity which belongs to the prastana, the journey. We shall never forget their generosity for the translatiOn if It IS as gladly received as in
are going to sing it, your head will fall off.' Which, while we remember anything, and will cheerfully Holland and Germany."
then, is that deity ?"
furnish them with the volumes we propose to write
.A few brief paragraphs taken from the little vol5. He said, "Breath, prana, for all these beings during our absence, and which we hope to some ex- ume show the good quality of all of it:
merge into breath alone, and from breath they arise. tent will compensate for the advances made.
"The universe is immensely large. Nobody can say when
This is the deity belonging to the prastana. If,
We would take this occasion to say that there are to stop, for if we think a limit, then we ask, What is behind
without knowing the deity, you had sung forth y0ur nearly one hundred and forty names in the list of that again? Neither can we imagine the \.>eginning of all this
hymn, your head would have fallen off after you had friends who pledged to send us a "V" to help us on nor the end. We cannot comprehend a time when nothing
existed, neither that it will all pass awily. We call this an
been warned by me."
the journey who hav not yet remitted. We do not everlasting
universe.
6. Then the Udgatri approached him, saying: wish to urge the payment of such sums, but will
"In all things we observe a power. In everything we
"Sir, you said to me, 'Udgatri, if you, without simply remark that we do not like to leave without notice law. Everything is in motion and constantly changing
knowing the deity which belongs to the udgitha, are having sufficient funds to carry us around and bring A.ll work together and through each other, therefore we ca~
going to sing it, your head will fall off.' Which, us home again. The more we inform ourselvs of the say everything has its life. The universe has life, and all is
then, is that deity ?"
probable expenses of the long journey, with the connected together.
" Creatures are formed out of the earth, return again to the
7. He said: "The sun, aditya, for all these beings numerous digressions we wish to make in the various
earth, are a part of the whole, and this earth is our abidingpraise the sun when it stands high. This is the countries to be visited, we are more and more con- pll!'c~.
'l'herefore we should ~ry to know this earth : it is our
deity belonging to the Udgitha. If, without know- vinced that our first estimate of the expense was pnv1lege ; we are human bemgs, enabled to do it · many
ing the deity, you had sung forth your hymns, your quite too small. We request all the friends who creatures cannot, and it should be our pleasure to find out the
head would have fallen o:ff after you had been hav pledged to remit with as much promptness as real state of things.
"Out of the past we hav information of five thousand years
warned by me."
circumstances will allow. If there are others who
. . Perhaps mankind existed much longer, but on account
8. Then the Pratihanti approached him, saying, feel like adding their names to the honorable list of ago
of therr rough and uneducated state we hav no information as
"Sir, you said to me, 'Pratihanti, if you without donors and contribute five dollars to help us circum- they very likely lived as the wild races.
'
knowing the deity which belongs to the pratihara, navigate, we hope they will not be bashful. If we " Somewhere there has been a first pair of human beings, or
are going to sing it, your head will fall off." Which hav failed to place an asterisk to any wh0 hav re- perhaps more than one couple. However, we cannot tell for
then is that deity?"
mitted, will they be kind enough to inform us of the since thousands of years we descended from one couple,' but
perhaps more couples.
9. He said:" Food (anna). For all these beings fact?
"Men had to learn everything they know by themselvs ·
live when they partake of food. This is the deity
only the foundation was laid ; just like_ a see~ has the capacitY
Change in Title.
which belongs to the pratihara. If without knowto form a stem, leaf, blossom, and frmt. It Is very important
ing the deity you had sung forth your hymn your
By special request we hav changed the title of our to form an idea how they gradually learned to speak and care
head would have fallen off, after you had been letters from Europe from ".An Infidel .Abroad " to for.themselvs; how the~ prepared food, clothing, and bnilded
their houses, tamed anunals, plowed the soi\, learned trades
warned by me."
".A Truth Seeker in Europe." Several hav objected and works of art.
~
TWELFTH RHANDA.
to the first name because they wished to lend the
"Long ago people began to make certain rullils according to
1. Now follows the udgitha of the dogs. V aka volume to Christians who almost shudder at the which th~Y. intended to liv. A.ll these rules together they
Dalbhya; or as he was called, Glava Maitreya, went name of Infidel. To humor such prejudices we hav called religiOn. They observed a power higher than themto whom they submitted, and from whom these rules
out to repeat the Vedas (in a quiet place).
made the change. We hav just brought out another selvs,
descended. This power they.called God."
2 . .A white (dog) appeared before him, and other edition with the new title, and as some of the first
The work is well adapted for the use of young
dogs gathering round him, said to him, "Sir, sing edition are still on hand, patrons can be accommoand get us food, we are hungry."
dated with either ".An Infidel .Abroad" or ".A Truth people and those who hav just begun to see the
errors of theology. While it teaches natural truths
3. The white dog said, " Come to me to-morrow Seeker in Europe."
it does so in a manner offensiv to none.
'
morning." Vaka.l.>albhya, or as he was also called
For sale at this office.
Glava Maitreya, watched.
Charles Bradlaugh.
4. The dogs came on, holding together, each keepWe
see
by
the
National Reformer that Mr. Brad- Unmaske~ j or, The Science of Immortality. By a Woman
ing the tail of the preceding dog in his mouth, as the
Physl{'lan. To gentlemen. Wm. H. Boyd, Philadelphia.
laugh
is
hard
at
work
delivering speeches and adpriests do when they are going to sing praises with
dresses
in
various
parts
of
England
touching
the
This
is a remarkable yolume of plain and practical
the Vahishpavamana-hymy. .After they had settled
down they began to say, "H'm, Om, let us eat, Om, great injustice that has been done him in excluding truths to the men of this country, touching the relalet us drink; Om, may the divine Varuna, Pragapati, him from the seat in Parliament to which he has tions of the ~exes and the manner of life they ought
Savitri, bring us food; Lord of food, bring hither twice been honestly elected. He is meeting with to lead. It IS not uncommon for physicians of the
most enthusiastic receptions in the various points he male persuasion to write books especially for females
food, bring it, Om!"
visits, and the people seem fully aroused with indi&"- to re!l~• but it is quite unusual for works by female
THIRTEENTH RHANDA.
nation at the bigotry and religious tyranny which IS physiCians to be gotten up especially for gentlemen
1. The syllable Han is the world (the earth); the depriving him of the position to which he is justly as is the one under consideratiOn. ·
'
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The chapters treated are as follows: 1. Introduc- :fg~~ ~'i{~r~hei,

tim:~; 2. Equality; 3. Pure Manhood; 4. Hermaph-

*John James Reuscber,
*C B Tucker,
W F Freeman,
George Hendee,
W 0 Smith, MD,
*W F Jamieson,
*F L Yale,
*H L Buckner, MD,
*G W Brown, MD,

rodites; 5. Morning. Sickness of Men; 6. Kissing;
7. Hymens; 8. Serumal Weakness; 9. Barrenness·
10. Social Evil; 11. Hernia; 12. The Language of
the Nerves.
. Th~re is far more v.aluable information imparted *~~Jra~~~~~·
m this volume than IS contained in thousands of A Ed Harlem,
:};~[i:(i,
larger works. Price, $1.
·

ness. This lecture contains a generous fund.of use- *~e~~ii'~ber,
*ME Rose,
ful information on religious topics and valuable hints *Frank Wells,
*Mrs W Raynor,
and common-sense suggestions on eating drinking *J
V Hallenbough,
MD,
thinking, and living.
'
' *~dPayne,
*FA Day,
John F Barr,
*L F Johnson,

..~b~o~iii~~'

By the same author.

John Caine,

=~:o~c~~~rdman,

F C Bush,
*Geo E Hartly,
*Isaacs Bennett,
J P Whipple,
N J Moore,
*'Vm Tyler,
*Geo Chamberlain,
*A D Ferris.

1

*~;~ 1f1~~~~e,

*R A Hardee,
Mrs Susan Reichter,

*~a?eet~rso~oyle,

Amos Knapp,
A Cohn,
Kinser,
The. Golden Mean in TeiUperance and Religion. A. lecture by *J
*Annie Laura Sailor,
John E. Burton.
*H Patrick, MD (two
shares),
• A Bennett Hough,
This author is among the newer advocates of the *Stephen
Young,
truth, and his ability givs promise of great useful- *-Dr A Sherman,

The Inspiration of Bibles.

•ir~8~~J'2&~rdner

*G C Fink,
'
Isaac Tharpe
George Pahn~r
*Johu L Mason,'
*C H Greene,
F Grant,
*E E Curtis,
*V J Barrette,
George Paddington,
11~~!&~~ Kennedy,
Jolm D.w'g•

'{..~t~l{npson,

Jas W Gran'ger,
C Fannie Allyn
Ira Smith,
'
W V Taylor, MD
*W ~·Porter,
'
*Elder Albert J.~omal!l,
A J Kinne, MD
*E B Rounds, '
*J M Rounds,
.. r[g;.f'fb~£'
. John Peck's Friend,
*Ed O'Donnell
*A Harrison, '
*Ed Swift,
W C Claw,
Dr D Bodllleld,
*Wm M:cLaury, MD,
*Thomas Fee,

*Frank Searls,
George F 'Vilson,
Theo Andrews,
*J J M C
Mrs JcV ~~f!ord,
c R Dwight,
R R Hall, MD,
*Salem ~~outs,
*Mrs Mary EFisher,

~bn.WI<{~~~~~h,

P A Smith,
*J C Shoafles,
*F C Jackson,
*Wm Anderson,
Carl Passehl,
James G Watson,
*Samuel B Clark,
*FrankH Sherwood,

::r~~lab~;

This is No. 2 of his series of lectures. He says at *EH FCrum,
Blodgett,
*Abner Kimball,
the outset: "It is time humanity was weaned. Men *FrankE
Wells,
~hould not remain boys forever. Santa Clauli relig- Jacob Neihart,
M H Collin,
IOn has pelformed its part in the mission of our race *J M Woods,
*H SHall,
~f B_ibl~s were wri~ten by God, they would not need *Charles Wiltse,
Stoddard,
mspiratwn to convmce men of their truth and beauty *Ichabod
*James B Denton,
*Wm Holgate,
a.ny more than the rainbow. Nothing needs inspira- •wm K Gerhard,
*Henry Tilley,
tiOn from a god except superstition and falsehood. *GLevor,
E F Stimpson,
Truth will stand without inspiration from gods or ?<Jsrael
Palmer,
H L Bailey,
men, and better still will stand in spite of them all. EM
Jennmgs,
The stars, the· flowers, the mountainous peaks, the *~:~~:o;li:~~6:'
sea foam, and the sunlight are from God, and hence *D Neilson.
need no inspiration to excite the love and gratitude ;~o¥go~b~m,
W Hall.
of man." This lecture is rich in truth, facts, and *CSamuel
Bass,
*L R Webb,
common sense. We wish the author great success in •E
Belle Whitney,
*Fletcher Blodgett
his new field of labor.
*A W Goodnow,

W Walters,

~{.D,

•~e~r~~rg~~r,

*M M Hagler,

B F Hyland
*A P Heywo~d,
*P E Price,
*B F Eggleston
• A H Frank (t,;,o shares)
*Thomas Hardesty,
*Laura Polhemus,
*E Chope
J D Rfchmond,
Peter and Jane Gulick,
A Vacher,
*John T Lakin,
Fred Mautly,
J MOITison,
L Vanderburg,
*A F Albright,
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.An eight-page weekly devoted to Radicalism and
affairs and interests. It discusses public
questions of importance and upholds the principle of
equal rights to all in matters of public concern.
The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are not unacquainted with the writings of Mr. Hertwig, as he
has often contributed to its columns. He is a writer
of ability, possessing clear and well-defined convictions, and is a radical and a thinker in the various
moral reforms .. May his journalisti.c enterprise prove
a liuccess. Price, $2.50 a year; SIX months, $1.25.
.Address John George Hertwig, 915 North Sixth
street, St. Louis, Mo.
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Grove Meeting.

Friends of Progress.
• The twenty-third meeting of th6 Friends of Progress has just closed its session, and I am deputed
to send you a short report of its proceedings. The
meeting was large and enthusiastic. H. L. Green
was chairman and Charles Bonnell secretary; Mrs.
Colby was the speaker and Mrs. Smith gave us th~
music. No one acquainted with these women need
be informed that they· deal with human wrongs in a
manner that cannot be misunderstood. I know no
speaker now before the public so fearlessly outspoken
as Mrs. Colby, her words being always full of meaning. Mrs. Smith sings as Mrs. Colby speaks, well.
I send you the resolutions adopted unanimously.
I think, perhaps, some of your readers m~ty be surprised, and turn back as they read them, to see if
they were right in supposing the chairman to hav
been the same one who left the "league" in Chicago
because of resolutions passed by a large majority of
delegates there in session. .A year's time makes
great changes in one's views, and I am not disposed
.to question or find fault with motivs. "To one's
own conscience each stands or falls."
These are the resolutions :
Resolved, That tbls meeting fully indorses and adopts as its own
the sentiment expressed in the resolutions adopted at the indignation meetings recently held in Buffalo and Syracuse regarding the
closing of the mails against publications expressing sen[iments not
in accordanc~ with views at the present time considered orthodox;
and further,
Resolved That the "New York Society for the Suppression of
Vice " has proved itself a society for the instigation and encouragement of crime, by allowing its chief agent, Anthony Comstock,
to use decoy letters and perpetrate fraud to tempt the unwary into
the commission of acts indecent and criminal; and,
Resolved, That reformers should demand as an imperativ right
liberty to every individul to freely utter, publish. and transmit by
mail his or her honest thought upon all subjects of human welfare,
whether such thought is in accordance with popular opinion or oth-

F C Scharnhorst,
*R H Lamb,
*Charles D. Johnson,
*Henry Schmitz (two erwise.
Resolved, That the logic is incomprehensible to us that says that
shares),
*HThomas,
governments derive their just powers from the consent of tlte govWm Jones, Sr,

'*~ M&~~~~'n,
:~ irpif:g,

:~iljJ~t~~~~~wn,

~r~lk~1~Jg~'
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erned, and then taxes and punishes woman while depriving her of
opportunity to express her consent of dissent at the polls.
Resolved, That the legislator who assumes to dictate to his constituents the kind of medical practice which they shall employ. by
making illegal the use of remedies not heretofore lmowu and s!igmatizing the men and women who use and practice with such remedies as persons to be dealt with by fines and other unjust usage,
proves himself a bigot too narrow for this time and age, and should
he again ask for election at the polls should be rejected u.s one who
insulted the intelligence of a free people.
Resolved, That the pl<tce to correct political abuses is at the polls,
and experience has proved that liberty is unsafe in the hands of the
average politician while he depends upon the support of ecclesiastics and monopolists. Neither of the great political pa>:ties no•v
existing dares to jeopardize success by nominating candidate" who,
under all circumstances, dare to be true to liberty, and under their
legislation personal liberty is being insidiously undermined. We
therefore declare our belief that the time has fully come when safety
demands the organization of a liberty party that will dare to be just
though the " heavens fall."

Faithfully,

LucY N. CoLliiAN.

Explanatory, but Not Apologetic.
In the controversy between myself and others on
the J uuius question I hav been accused of a personal
assault on Col. Ingersoll. The only possible basis
for the accusation is the fact that I challenged the
Colonel to prove Junius" a coward and a sneak." He
has not d.one it, nor did I expect he would even if he
thought he could. The fact is, he always believed
that Francis was Junius (as is evident from his introduction to " Modern Thinkers"), and if so, Francis
was as contemptible a wretch as ever had greatness
thrust upon him against his vehement protest at the
age of seventy-two. But if Paine was Junius, then
Col. Ingersoll will not deny that he has calumniated
him nor censure me for vigorously defending my
client.
I hav been severely denounced for making out
J e:fferson a liar-as if the fathers of the republic, like
the fathers of the church, were any more immaculate
than the great political and ecclesiastical lights of
to-day ! But it is remarkable that all my adversaries, with one accord, hav characterized Junius as a
liar, and some of them say the same of Paine. If
they are so ready to vindicate the character of J e:fferson, am I the chief of sinners for maintaining the
integrity of Junius and Paine?
W. H. B.
Washington, .D. 0., June 9, 1881.
HE who, when goodness is impressivly put before
him, exhibits an instinctiv loyalty to it, starts forward to take its side, and trusts himself to it, such a
man has faith, and the root of the -matter is in him.
He may hav habits of vice, but the loyal and faithful
instinct will place him above many who practice
virtue.-Eooe Homo.
ScATTERED about in the writings of the apostle
Paul there are some admirable maxims of conduct,
extremely similar ip. tone to those of Jesus (and also
not unlike many of the maxims of Buddha, Confucius, etc). Thus, he tells his fellow-Christians to be
kindly a.:ffecti:onate to one another, to bless those
that persecute them-to bless and not to curse, to
return no man evil for evil, to giv food to a hungry
and drink to a thirsty one, and generally not to be
overcome by evil, but to overcome evil by good.
(Rom. xii, 10-21: 1 Thes. v, 15). It were much to
be wished that Paul himself had remembered these
beneficent rules or conduct in the case of .Alexander
the coppersmith, who, he says, did him "much evil,"
and concerning whom he utters the significant prayer
that the Lord may reward him according to his
works (2 Tim. iv, 14).-.Ambm·ley's "Analysis of

There will be a grove meeting under the auspices
of the Michigan State .Association of Spirituali':lts
and Liberalists on Sunday, Jtme 26, 1881, on the
boating ground at Four Mile Lake, four miles west
of Paw Paw. Cephas B. Lynn, of Massachusetts,
and Geo. H. Geer, of Minnesota, are engaged as
speakers. .A ten-cent admission fee for each adult
will be taken at the gate to defray expenses.
L. S. BuRDICK, Pres.
Religious Belief."
E. L. WARNER, Sec., Paw Paw, Mich.
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illicit connection of the grand old patriarch with his ~ere chosen by the Almighty through whom to indaughter-in-law Tamar, for Pharez was the primo- carnate himself ! Could he have found a worse lot?
genitor, after Judah, of the tribe! How conld the It is doubtful! What say the commentators and
Jews boast, including Jesus, "We are not born of professors in reference to these facts? Why, they
The Godly Women of the Bible.
fornication?" None but of the tribe of Judah could blame Sarah, and excuse the deceitful, lying old
BY AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. be truly called Jews j they were a nation of Hebrews. tyrant, coward, polygamist Abraham.
They gloss
A SUMMARY OF THE GODLY GRANDMOTHERS .AND MOTH- Please read Genesis xxxviii, and there refresh your over the conduct of Rebecca by declaring that "she
minds in regard to the character of Judah and was made acquainted of the purpose of God, regardERS OF MARY, JOSEPH, 'AND JESUS.
Tamar, from whence sprang this powerful ally of ing the children [Jacob and Esau] before they were
This review of the Virgin Mary cannot be disborn" (Rom. ix, 10), therefore her lies were only
missed without calling especial attention to eight of Jehovah, without which no David, no Solomon, no God's instruments in his election plan that" the elder
Jesus,
no
Savior.
Without
that
illegitimate
child,
the famous historical women that have been considPharez, without Tamar, there could have been no should serve the younger."
ered, who were the wives and mothers of the male
redemption in Israel or out of Israel, so we must be
Leah is not considered remarkably godly, though
ancestors of Joseph, or, as alleged, of Jesus, though,
as has been shown, there is no proof that he de- thankful for bawds in olden times and reverence through her-the hated wife-the messiah came, inthem and their paramours as God's instruments of stead of through Rachel or one of the handmaidens.
scended from them through Mary, yet Joseph may
salvation from sin and the establishment of a pure
Jamieson, in attempting to slide as silently and
have done so. Nevertheless, it is very important, as
government on earth, a final millennium, and a seat secretly as possible over the disgraceful account. of
the claim is set up that Jesus is the only begotten
at the right hand of God forevermore.
Judah and 'l'amar, says: "'l'his chapter [Gen. xxxviii,
son of God, or the" very God," that the line through
We have dwelt longer here than may seem war- in which the holy farce is related] contains some dewhich he came should be preserved intact, and the
blessed women comprising his maternal pedigree rantable by some, but we desired to fix in the mind tails which probably would never have obtained a
of the reader the fact that the tribe of Judah of place in the inspired record had it not been to exhibit
particularly specified; hence this recapitulation.
Besides, we are told (John viii, 41) that the Jews whom, it is said, prophecy declared Jesus should the full links of the chain that connecttl the genealogy
boastingly taunted Jesus with, "We be not born· of come, was not much of a tribe after all, its existence of the savior with Abraham, and in the disreputable
depending upon a woman playing the harlot with character of the ancestry who figure in this passage,
fornication; we have one father, even God.''
Let us examine the pedigree of the Jews and see her father-in-law and being so crafty as to escape we have a remarkable proof that 'he made himself
if this assertion is not false. Not only the women, death by fire at his hands, which having occurred, of no reputation.'"
Volumes might be written on this foolish admisbut the men in this sacred line were notorious, re- no illegitimate twins could have been born, no
corded liars, fornicators, and adulterers, and the lat- Pharez, no tribe transmitted (for Shelah, his other sion. Was that the way we are to understand that
son, was nobody, nor nothing), no David, no Solo- Jesus had "no reputation " because of his vile ancester polygamists and drunkards also.''
It will be remembered that most of these godly mon, no god-man on earth, and, as far as we can see, try? So this learned commentator insinuates, consolwomen and holy men would not stand the test of no Jesus in heaven at the right hand of the father to ing himcelf with" sour grapes" or "Hobson's choice"
criticism by any rules of morality known to-day, intercede for us "miserable sinners !" Deplorable because of a disgusting chapter and genealogy. But
either human or divine, so called, yet it seems that condition! all avoided by Tamar seducing old Judah after all, there is more .truth than poetry in the adthese very worst characters were selected by the God and being smart enough to keep his pledges, in an- mission, as Jesus always sat down with wine-bibbers
of the universe through whom to born himself in ticipation of the event she apprehended-the burn- and seemed to prefer the company of publicans and
ing by fire, according to Hebrew law, executed by sinners to decent, respectable people, saying, " The
the person of his son.
publicans and harlots go into the kingdom of God
Then, first, to begin with Eve, who, it is said, was the patriarch Judah himself.
Five successive generations from Pharez, in the before you" (Matt. xxi, 31). Wonder if he was acnamed thus by Adam because she was the mother of
all living (Gen. iii, 20), no very bad traits of char- same line, the genealogy reaches Salmon. His wife quainted with his own pedigree, or why he was so
acter were manifested through her, yet she is accused was the notorious "Rahab the harlot," or Rechab, attracted to the baser sort of people? Jamieson's adof being the cause of all the evil in the world and they were the parents of the renowned Boaz. mission is no compliment to the son of God, neither
through disobedience, when it appears by the Bible What an interesting history that traitorous, Canaan- to Bible apologists, that such an indecent chapter
account she did not disobey God at all, as the com- itish harlot-mother possessed ! Her son must have "would never have obtained a place in the inspired
mand was given to Adam before she was made, and been proud of her. Boaz married Ruth the Moabit- record" but for the reason alleged, the alleged reathere is no reason to suppose that God told her not ess, and they were the parents of Obed: She son itself being more than sufficient to condemn the
to eat his apples of knowledge, so we will excuse caught her husband by lying down at his feet in the claim of any immaculate ancestry for Joseph, Mary,
her and pass on to Sarah, who was the wife of Abra- threshing-floor, secretly. And who was Ruth? or Jesus Christ, or even a decent, respectable parham and the mother of Isaac. She was rather a From whence did she descend ? As her title indi- entage.
.
bad example for wives to follow, yet God chose these cates, from Moab. And who was Moab ? The son
The t;;ame commentator comes out boldly in regard
two to be the parents of "the child of promise," of drunken, incestuous Lot by his eldest daughter; to Rahab, who was justified by her bad works, and·
that he might raise up to himself a "peculiar. people the same is the father of the Moabites until this day always designated by "Rahab the harlot," saying:
in whom shall all the nations of the earth be (Gen. xix, 27).
"Many. expositors, desirous of removing the stigma
blessed," and from whom should come the messiah
Obed was the father of Jesse and Jesse the father of this name from an ancestress of the savior (Matt.
to save his people from their sins, and the whole hu- of David. The names of the wives of Obed and Jesse i, 15), have called her a hostess or tavern-keeper.
man race also. Abraham, the father of the faith- unknown. Not so with David; the names of some But scriptural usage (and other authorities) establish
ful, was a liar, polygamist, and would-be murderer eight or nine are given, besides numerous wives and the propriety of the term employed in our version.
of this son, and Sarah shared his deceit and lies in concubines unknown.
. . . A divine influence directed them (the spies)
the case of his twice denying her as his wife, and
Bathsheba is the only wife of David with which in the choice of that lodging-place.'' Thus it will be
abusing poor Hagar, herself the cause of Abraham we have anything to do in this genealogy. Through perceived God foreordained that this harlot should
taking her to wife.
this adulterous, bloody connection the polygamous be one of his primogenitors !
Rebecca was the wife of her cousin Isaac, and the old or young rascal, the man after God's own heart,
Smith goes even farther in his assertions that the
mother of Jacob. Her participation in a similar the sweet singer of Israel, became the father of four harlot was a harlot and the "Rachab from which
deception as her husband's mother, Sarah, will not be sons, of whom Solomon and Nathan are only con- sprung David and eventually Christ." His "supposi- ·
forgotten. But the crowning glory of this treacher- spicuous in history, or needed in this genealogy. tions," "probabilities," "possibilities/' and "perous wife and artful mother was the deception she Matthew states (chapter i, 16) that Joseph, the hus- hapses" are numerous and ingenious, but cannot
compelled her youngest son to practice on the blind band of Mary, of whom was born Jesus, who is change the record or the construction of the language
old doting husband and father in order to steal the called Christ, was begotten by Jacob twenty-eight with any unprejudiced reader, or the character there
blessing from his elder brother Esau. Was she not g_enerations from David through his son Solomon. portrayed.
a pretty woman to be the grandmother of the twelve Luke declares (chap. iii, 23), "Jesus, being (as was
A remarkable circumstance in this connection is,
patriarchs ? Like mother, or ancestry, like sons, was supposed) the son of Joseph, which was the son of as Jamieson says, that "Rachab is here represented
fully exemplified in her and in Jewish history. Heli," not Jacob, and runs the genealogy back forty- as the great-grandmothflr of David (Ruth iv, 22) and
These men were no better than their wives, mothers, three generations instead of tweny-eight, to David's (1 Chron. ii, 11-15) a thing not beyond possibility,
and daughters, but of them we are not now treating. son Nathan, instead of Solomon, as does Matthew ! but extremely improbable, there being about four cenLeah, of mandrake fame, was the wife of Jacob Here are three mammoth contradictions! Which of turies between them." So he proceeds to fix up matand the mother of Judah. Her sister Rachel and David's sons was it, Solomon or Nathan? Was ters by saying, "There can hardly be a doubt that
the two concubines in the rear were the mothers of Joseph's father Jacob or Heli? It could not be one or two intermediate links are omitted!"
the twelve patriarchs. These estimable sister- both. If there were but twenty-eight generations
Smith also, in his Dictionary, shortens where he
wives were always quarreling and lying about and there could not have been also forty-three? And pleases and stretches where be pleases, and then
to their own husband and father, and were therefore still another discrepancy-a fourth-no two names boasts with innocent sang froid that his method of
worthy to he in the category of God's female an- in the accounts agree except the first and last ! Won- r(lckoning genealogy "does, in the most remarkable
cestry.
·
derful accuracy in the word of God ! David and manner, bring Israelitish history into harmony
Tamar was the daughter-in-law of Judah, not his Bathsheba being the parents of both Solomon and with Egyptian history [etc., etc.,], and with the inwife, by whom was begotten in illicit harlotry by Nathan, it matters not as far as our purpose is con- ternal evidence of Israelitish history itself !" Comthe wayside, Pharez and Zerah, twins. Pharez was cerned in tracing Mary, Joseph, and Jesus, through ment is unnecessary.
eminently distinguished, occupying the rank of J u- these two disreputable parents, which of the boys, . Jamieson, commenting on Ruth lying at Boaz's feet,
dah's second son, the former husband of Tamar. Sol or Nat were the remote progenitors of the declares, " In ordinary circumstances these directions
Judah gave the name to the tribe, and was the holy child Jesus ; but for historical purposes it from Naomi would have seemed indecorous to the
fourth son of Jacob. Through this illegitimate son makes a great difference. Remember, we have no world, but in the case of Ruth, it was a method,
by his daughter-in-law the blessed savior came. The proof that Mary came through that line, and conse- doubtless [he don't pretend to know], conformable
lion of the tribe of Judah, the root of David, alone quently are all afloat in regard to the earthly pedi- to present usage of reminding Boaz of the du.ty
prevailed to open the book and loose the seven seals gree of Jesus. We know not, historically, where to which devolved on him as the kinsman of her de·thereof (Rev. v, 5). Old Jacob, just before his place her, so can only say, Mary, the cousin of Eliz- ceased husband." Then he proceeds to describe the
d~ath, bles~e~ the t~el.ve sons, leaning on the top of abeth, which latter was of the daughters of Aaron position in which Boaz "probably slept," and that
h1s staff, g1vmg preemmence to Judah over all his and consequently of the tribe of Levi. Poor Mary, "there was no indelicacy in a stranger or even a
brethren. Bible mongers say because the redeemer we don't know as she had any p::rents. She might woman putting the extremity of this cover [bed
was to descend through this tribe, and that he proph- have been the child of an uncle aud aunt ! "Per- quilt] over her.'' So l~uth is all right in the estiesied of that event in these words, "The scepter shall haps," Topsy -like, she " growed." Who knows ? Her mation of Prof. Jamieson.
not depart from Judah nor a lawgiver from between character may be deemed by some beyond question,
Not so Bathsheba. Though ~he queen, mother of
. his feet till Shiloh conie; and unto him shall the but a young miss espoused to a lover would not be King Solomon, she does not escape a severe castigagathering of the people be" (Gen. xlix, 10), Jacob considered above suspicion nowadays were she to tion from some of the chaste commentators for inthen and there called Judah "a lion" and gave him entertain a male angel, become pregnant during the decently exposing her person on the house-top to
other significant titles in token of anticipated kingly interview, and conceal the whole matter from her the amorous king. Jamieson considers her a conspirpowers, both temporal and spiritual. The "prom- espoused husband.
ator from the first, as she bargained with David that
ised land" bore his name, Judea, David and the
Here are eight women-Sarah, Hebecca, Leah, her son Solomon should sit upon the throne instead
succession of kings in his line; " but above all " Tamar, Rahab, Huth, Bathsheba, and Mary-who, of the rightful heir.
sa.ys Jamieson, "th~ messiah sprung from it" (the as wives and mothers in the direct line from AbraHe admits, however, "The arts and stratagems by

Qkommunications.

tr1bes); yes, he IWght have added, through this ham to J oseph,_with their equally-illustrious spouses, which the king tried to cajole Uriah, till at .last he
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resorted to the horrible crime of murder, the cold-blooded cruelty of despatching the letter by the
hands of_the gallant but much-wronged soldier himself, the enlistment of J oab to be a partaker of his
sin, the heartless affectation of mourning, and the indecent haste of his marriage with Bathsheba, have
left a stain upon the character of David, and exhibit
a painfully humiliating proof of the awful lengths to
which the best of men may go when they want the
restraining grace of God." He confesses also to a
blot on the names of Tamar and Rahab as well as
Bathsheba.
From the elaborate storehouse of commentators
upon the Virgin Mary there might be culled volumes, but that which has been quoted already must
suffice;

Mr. Mair Criticised.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I
notice that Mr. Mair, at the close of his reply to
Mr. Bennett's fourteenth letter, says he is not afraid
to leave it to the reader to decide for himself on
which side the weakness and want of truth lies.
This suggested to me the idea of informing him of
what I and many other readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER think of the discussion.
I hav read the whole controversy, and hav conversed with many Christians and Infidels who hav
also read it, and all seem to see alike that Mr. Mair
has not offered a .single argument that is of any use
except on the as~umption that the God of the Bible
.
.
does exist.
.
.
.
We all admit that If there IS a God, and that If he
is as good as a God should be, he is entitled to our
respect. Even if he is the . tyrant th3:t th~ Bible
unintentionally represents him to be, It might be
policy to pet the redoubtable master. But be as he
may, we want to know of his existenc~ before we
giv away our property and follow Miller on the
mountain. Our fathers hav done it under our ey4:s,
and we are aware that they hav regretted it ever
since.
Here I heard some old men a few days ago tell
about some of their acquaintances who gave away
all they possessed forty or :fifty years a2;o to follow
·Mr. Miller to heaven, and they are here yet, no
nearer hea.ven than they were then, but a great deal
poorer. One of the~, liying _not far from h_ere,
became insane, and still livs with a troubled mmd.
What we want is to know God before we bow to
the thousand and one inventors and expounders of
deity who claim the right of receiving pay and
honor on behalf of the heavenly authorities. We
cannot recognize them all as divinely authorized, as
they themse}vs would not allow it, and we are not
justified, owing to the contest _between t_hem for the
sole right to rule, to recogmze any smgle o.ne of
them without good, substantial. proof tha~ he IS ~he
genuin God agent, and we. thmk o.ur actiOn prai.~eworthy in the eyes of God himself, if he does . enst.
No·banker would hire a clerk that had previOusly
cashed a draft for him carelessly without examining
the paper, and I cannot believe that G:od likes to see
us foolishly confident any more than WISe men do .. A
man who gets vexed at a stranger for not trus.tin~
him is generally called a fool. 0~ the sa:me prmmple, I do not believe. that G.od Will ·pumsh me for
refusing to respect him or his orders before I know
him.
.
Any man who will worship God on an ·uncertamty
through fear, I call him a born coward or a dupe o.f
the cowardly practice of Christians to take advantage
of the tender age and helplessness of their children
to impregnate .their minds with the whims that hav
been in a similar way inflicted upon them.
I once sold goods on credit. When I .called on
my employer for instructions as, to ~he .d.elicate m!'Ltter of finding out the customers reliability, he ~aid:
" To an intelligei,lt business ~an- the best ~ay IS to
he plain and right to the pomt, and he will hav a
good opinion ?f you; but when you co~e to one of
the ignorant kmd of traders you must strive by some
cunning way to acquire the knowledge unbeknown
to him." I hope Mr. Mair .will !'1-llow us at least to
treat his God as one of the mtelhgent class.
Mr. Mair says that the divine person wh;o appeare?
to Abraham Jacob, and others was Christ. Don t
you think the gentleman might hav fou~d. a b~tt~r
argument by taking a step o.r .two ?~ Spu~tuali~tw
ground, and materialize his. diVllle Bpint t.emporanly,
than by telling us that Chnst wrestled with Jacob a
whole night about a thousand years ~efore he was
born?
If Christ existed then it strikes me that he must
hav been like the r~st of the divine family-all soul
and no body-unless he was born several times unknown to any one.
I notice that Mr. Mair shows no mercy to the poor
Roman CathQlics. I think if he could giv the mat.ter impartial consideration, he would soo~ fi~d that
the Roman Catholics are the only real Christians. If
Luther, Calvin, and the other reformers ha~ the
right to use their own judgment, and· accordmgly
discard one of the Christian dogmas, why had th!3y
not the right to discard all that is contrary to human
reason?
.
_I was a :R,omj!.n Catholic. until I was twenty-seven

years of age. When I discovered the rascality of. the
church I made up my mind. that God could hav
nothing to do with that institution, so I gave that up
and picked up the Bible for a change, and in that I
got disgusted at the outset. I could not see how an
Almighty God could make man imperfect, and cry
over his failure in a job he had pronounced good
when he had completed it; and to this day I hav
searched in vain for the explanation of that paradox,
and I sincerely believe that if the Rev. Mr. Luther
had stood like me in the matter of religion when he
seceded from the Roman church, nothing to gain
and nothing to lose, his fate would hav been like
mine, and to-day such honest and intelligent men as
Mr. Mair would not suffer with hereditary delirium
tremens.
CIIAs. LAPERCHE.
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the same time, the indestructible value of our spirit.'"
At these words, Roderick interrupted the abbe.
" There ran a strange thought through Alamontada's
speech," exclaimed he. "He spoke of the self-revelation of the supreme being in our reason. I confess
that it would hav contributed much to the tranquilization of man, and would hav destroyed forever all
doubts, if God in some way had revealed himself to
man in this world, and not alone in reason. It is
difficult for me to express this thought or wish right
clearly. But I want to say about this much, that
the kind of divine revelation of which Alamontada
speaks is by far not so evident as many another
wo~db&"
.
Abbe Dillon smiled, laid his book down before
him, and spoke: "For the part which we hav been
created to act here below; on the point, upon which
we stand in the linking of beings; with the instruAlcoholic Drinks.
ments of knowledge with which we, as beings that are
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The called men, hav been equipped, no other self-revelaremarks of Bro. Blatchford in your paper induce tion of the divinity is possible than in the spirit.
me to write briefly on the subject.
.
With my other senses, with eyes, ears, feeling, smell,
When the so-called temperance reform was com- and taste, I can only perceive the sensual. But the
menced, like other reforms, I remember the greatest supernatural, spiritu-al, can only be touched by the
opposition which it encountered was from the church supernatural spirit. What other revelation couldst
and church-members. But when they became satis- thou thyself invent that would be elevated above all
fied that the cause would go forward in spite of doubts? A direct embassador of the godhead to the
them, the same as in other reforms, they turned human race, who would hav preached to us its existaround, triumphantly exclaiming, "See what we hav ence and proved it by miracles? Almost every nadone." Though now nearly fifty-~ine _Years old, and tion boasts to hav had these embassadors; they lived
having never yet tast~d alcoholic liquors of ~ny and taught a few years and doubts followed their
kind, yet I cannot act With the temperance orgamza- embassy and their miracles. The Chinama~ believes
tions of the day, for they are un_der t~e control of in Fhoi, the Hindoo in Brahma; the Jew m Moses,
the church which swills down wme "m commem- the Turk in his Prophet. But we, dear Roderick,
oration of the death and sufferings of Jes~s Christ," doubt the heavenly mission of all. If to-day the
when everyone of ordinary common sense ver~ well dead should burst their vaults and preach revelation,
kn"ows that if i~ be right to drink it on Sunday_ m the would we believe them? We would see in this ressanctuary it is right to drink it on Saturday m the urrection only something unusual. We would not
saloon.
.
.
.
· look upon it as a proof of their divine mission and
Nevertheless, 1. ~.\.lcohol IS a stimulant; 2. To the truthfulness of their words, but as a proof of
stimulate the healthy system, and thus increase its our hitherto ignorance about the course of nature.
action, is to wear it out or br_eak it down the sooner, Every truth bears the power to convince in its own
and to that extent shorten life; 3. The use of one bosom, not in things outside of itself. If· I wer!J to
stimulant can be no justification for the use of an- attempt to prove to thee that the circle while it is
other; 4. A UBeless injriry to or unnecessary short- round is at the same time square, and that two times
ening of one's life cannot be justified.
two are seven, thou wouldst laugh. If I now, to
Bro. Blatchford may, if he will, put these state- prove the correctness of my words, would let the
ments into his pipe and smoke them.
stream run up hill and the sun stagger about in the
Respectfully yours,
M. FARRINGTON.
sky, so. wouldst thou on that accou~~:t. not be convinced of the truth of those propositiOns, but say,
·
These strange phenomena of nature are proof that
gf~ans[afions.
we do not yet know the laws of nature and their
powers.
"Would, therefore, God reveal himself to the huA.lamontada, the Galley-Slave.
man race, that is, communicate to it, God is ! then
'l'RANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH it could not be done through influences upon the
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
senses · it must be done through working upon the
CHAPTER IX.
spirit. ' This working must last not only like that of·
a prophet, for a few years, brit must endure forever;
''I stepped," continued Abbe Dillon, "to the not only extend itself to a ~~:umbe~ of chosen bel~evcouch of the unfortunate philosopher, pressed with ers, but over all humamty Without exceptiOn.
emotion his hard hand, and sa'.d, 'Thou art right, Friend this revelation, this only possible, we hav.
Alamontada. All that even the severest doubter God's ~ternal magnificence shines through the being of
can say about this grand ?b~ectis, ~t the hi~hest, ~~an- our spirit because we are of divine. origin; and :With
not comprehend it. It IS Impossible to giV a VISible the consciousness of our earthly life the consciOusproof either against or for it. I feel it with thee, ness of an immortal life becomes clear. We know
Alamontada, we are without wings for the superna- not whence comes the light within us, for it is not
tural world. But to attempt to deny God out of the taken from the outer world, but it has arisen within
eternal, endless, magnificent llniverse is the mos~ ec- us, from an unexplorable something, which is the
centric arrogance of a dreamer, to whom was g~ven basis of all that is. God is, because I am; I am,
more school-wit than mother-wit. The human because God is. That is no guessing, no desire, no
mind, compelled throu~h the laws of its b~ing, must belief; no, it is an unchangeable ?eing, and is ~e
believe in a supreme bemg, although the mmd c~nnot cause it is, and through the mere extstence proves Its
perceive it with- its senses, cannot mat~e.matwally being. It lies deeper than all forms of imagination
demonstrate it. Were God sensually VISible, then and thinking, so deep as the consciousness of ourhe would be finite, would be dust, not God. This selvs within us. It is not in itself mere imagination,
belief. is so united and ~ne with reason that to de- but state. For that reason are the measures of posstroy It would mean to rum reason. . This all ages of sibility and probability inapplicable. There is a
the world felt. N teacher of natwns, and n? peo- God! Does not this grand revealed word speak
ple on e~r~h ever. spo~e, I kfow God · but m all through the oldest document of humanity, and
tongues It IS, I believe m God ·
.
· . through the youngest nation of the world, which has
'"'And this be~ief,' co~tinued Alamonta~a, 'IS no knowledge of it?,
.
more than an ordmary takmg a cause to be tme for
Dillon's speech moved me also with strange powdivers~ reasons-rea, is far mote than a .~nowled~e er. In Roderick's eye sparkled the dew of a tear.
at whwh we arrive by mean~ of coml?ansons, con- We spread out our arms, embraced the aged man,
elusions, an? ex.ternal observatiOns. It Is_ a natura~ly kissed his cheeks, and cried, "There is a God ! "
~eeded obligatiOn, one ~nd the sa~e existence With
A light evening breeze floated over the flowers in
It, the unchangeable b.asis of all ~Ig~er knowledge, the garden through the open window, cooling our
witJ:wu.t which no umon. and unriddling of all tha:t glowing temples. The moon enveloped the earth
whiCh IS known were possible. :fustas every mor~alis' !n her magic light, and millions of suns sparkled in
first brought, th~ough obseryatiOnB and COllC~US~Ons, star-constellations in the heavens.
to clearness of his own consciOusness and conVIctiOns,
that he really exists and livs; so he reaches only in
observations and conclusions, a consciousness of the
WHAT are the rich or the poor? And how do
h
existence of God. But he has had life, before e "the simple annals of the poor" differ from the comcould form conclusions, and the idea of God he pos- pl~x annals of the rich, were they never so rich?
sessed before it became clear to him through life and What is thy attainment compared with au Alexanexperience. We find it with the nations
k of1all
d zones,
d der's, a Mohammed's, a Napoleon's? And what was
and earlier with them than all 0ther now e ge an theirs? A temporary fraction of this planetkin, the
art of life. It is nothing arbitrary, nothing invented, whole round of which is but a sand-grain in the ALL,
nothing traditional; it is-how shall I express it to its whole duration but a moment in eternity. The
you in our hard, unwieldl~, poor, human speech?- poorer life or the rich one are but the larger or
it is the godlike, out of whwh we are. We are at- smaller (very little smaller) letters in which ai·e writoms of the divine being, I might say, which can ten the apothegms and golden sayings of life. It may
never lose or deny their origin and their share in the be a false saying or a true one. There lies it all. ·
eternal primitiv be~ng .. A.nd this. belief, ins~parable This is of quite infinit moment; the rest is, verily
from mankind, whiCh ·Is, ·m reality,· no
· behef,
d d but and indeed, of next to none.- Carlyle's "RemiS01Uethin:g Diore th~n that, fo~ in lt lS foun e ' at niscences."
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inconceivable being without any other proofs of
his existence. To me it seems absolutely dishonest.
The universe is too grand, too magnificent, too boundless, too infinite, too eternal to be treated in such a
Our Eighteenth Letter to Mr. M:air.
shabby manner.
I have in a previous letter said something on the
STILL liiORE OF GOD AND THE GOD BOOKS.
design argument, but despite the fear of repetition I
MR. G. M. MA.IR, I>ear Sir: I hardly expected
must again notice your false claims in this direction.
you would be able to adduce any new arguments to
You hold that the harmony, adaptation, and design
prove the existence of a God, but I hoped you had
in the universe are proofs of a God. To me the
something bett!)r than the threadbare, fallacious, and
claim is erroneous; they simply prove the perfection
unsatisfactory argument of Paley. I wished you to
and grandeur of the universe. For you they prove
tell me what you yo~rself know about God, and w~at
too
much. In logic that which proves too much
tangible proof you have to offer that any such bemg
proves nothing. If harmo11-y, adaptation, and apexists. I insisted that he is something or nothing.
parent design in the universe require a creator so
If he exists he is something, an entity, and you
must the same qualities always require a creator
or somebody else ought to be able to find some of
wherever
they may exist. If a being created the unithis universal substance, test it, demonstrate it, and
verse
and
imparted to it harmony, adaptation, and deprove it to others who cannot find it. This you and
sign he possessed those qualities in still larger degree,
all others fail to do. Your universal, " everywherefor as no stream can rise above its fountain, so no
present," "infinite" God cannot be caught. You canbeing can create anything superior to himself; so
not find him, you cannot produce any part of him.
God
could not impart to the universe any more harI requested of you that if God is an entity, a real exmony, adaptation, and design than he possessed himistence, to produce at least a little of it; but you only
self, and probably not so much. If, then, the existtrot out Paley and his inconclusive, defective theoence of harmony, adaptation, and design in the
logical argument.
·
universe proves that it was created from nothing, the
Need I dwell upon the absurdity of any scientist,
same qualities in God prove that he was created.
any chemist, claiming the existence of any element,
Just as the twig is bent the tree's inclined."
from nothing. You cannot get away from this. If
any principle, any quality, any form of substance,
harmony,
adaptation, and design had to be created
What
we
are
educated
to
believe
in
our
childhood
whether vapor, gas, ether, or whatever it may be,
without being able to produce any or it or demon- we readily accept, and often carry such beliefs to for the universe they had to be created for God. If
strating that it really exists? What you and all the- the grave. If taught to believe Buddhism we are you insist that the universe was created, to be at all
ologians are attempting to do in maintaining the ex- Buddhists; if Mohammedanism, the Moslem faith ie logical, you must insist that its creator was created,
istence of God is just this, precisely. You are claim- true to us; if Mormonism, we regard Joe Smith as a and you may keep on imagining the creator of creaing the existence of that which you cannot produce true prophet; if we are educated that the Christian tors until your head swims and you have to sit down
religion is true, we readily accept it, and are often to steady your trembling nerves.
and which you cannot demonstrate.
Let me assure you that design belongs to a finite
If God is not an entity, not substance, not some- ready to lay down our lives in fighting for its exthing that can be found or produced, then he is noth- tended rule. If we are taught to believe in fairies, being and not to the infinite. Design implies the
we readily accept them; if we are told of witches, use of means to reach an end. Man designs, plans,
ing and has no existence.
You array the universe with its order and beauty our belief easily admits of their existence; if we are contrives, fits, and changes to produce results as he
to prove the existence of your God. I cannot accept taught that the devil exists and is our greatest foe, finds need. Design implies the necessity of change,
this as any proof at all, but pronounce it a most utter then it is very easy for us to believe in his satanic modification of purpose to meet rising wants. · It
absurdity. This fallacious argument proves the ex- majesty, horns, hoofs, tail, and all; if we are edu- implies finiteness and a limit of power. An infinite
istence of Jove, Odin, Allah, Osiris, Baal, Ashur, cated that three gods are one god, we believe it as being of infinite power might be supposed to speak
Chemo11h, Moldach, Om, Indra, Brahma, Fohi, .Ahura, easily as all the rest, and, to our inexperienced everything into existence by the mere fiat of his will,
Ormuzd, Mumbo Jumbo, or those thousand other gods ::ninds, the god or gods become a reality, and we can without design, without contriving, without slow
accept Jove, Brahma, Fohi, Odin, Yahweh, or evolution, without cause and effect. It is absurd to
just as much as Yahweh of the Jews.
I am not behind yourself in my admiration of the Mumbo Jumbo, as easy as our breath. All that speak of design and contrivance on the part of infiuniverse. I behold its mysteries, its wonders, its any of us know of any fairies, genii, elves, witches, nite power. It is finite beings who have to design,
grandeur, its power, its beauty, with a feeling of ado- demons, devils, or gods is what we are told.. These contrive, fit, and try, not the infinite. "An infinite
ration and awe. To me it is the supreme power, the being instilled into us with our mothers' milk, being would not have to employ means to complete
sum of all life, all existence, all possibilities. It con- during all the days of our childhood and youth we his works; he would not have to doubt and cogitate
tains all that exists. It is my God. I am too far accept them as truths, and as we grow up to be men before he accomplished his design; that would be
overwhelmed with its magnificence, its continuity, its and women we regard it as an immorality to disbe. the method of man. It is absurd to suppose that a
endlessness, its indestructiblity, its eternality, with lieve in such personages, and feel that men ought to God did all those things."
If you say that your imaginary God, possessing
its countless systems, suns, and worlds, to for one mo- be put to death for being unable to believe in them.
It is true that when we find anything that bears the harmony, adaptation, and design, is eternal and
ment believe that it was all, six thousand years ago,
. created from nothing by a fickle, irrascible, puerile, proof of having been constructed, we naturally think was never created, it is just as easy, and far more
tutelary God imagined three or four thousand years somebody must have made it. When Paley found sensible, to admit that the universe is eternal and
ago or more among the hills of Palestine. I think far his watch he very properly thought it had been con- was never created. The universe has a real existence
too much of the grand, ever-extending, everlasting structed and put together by a skillful mechanic. that every intelligent person can be made seiu~ible of,
universe to think that it was ever created, ever devised, But it is very absurd to judge of the world or the and by· no possibility can a grain of new matter be
ever designed by al!Y god, whether Brahma, Ormuzd, universe of thousands and millions of worlds by a added to it, nor can a grain of it be destroyed, while
Osiris, Naal, Zeus, Jupiter, Odin, Yahweh, or Mumbo watch. When we find a world we have no reason to the existence of God cannot be proved at all, being
Jumbo. There is just as much proof that either of think it was put together as a man forms a watch. wholly ·a creature of human imagination. It is far
these gods exist, or that all of them exist, as that any Paley did not think his watchmaker made his watch more truthful to say that the human portion of the
one exists; and there is just as much proof that any from nothing, but simply that he formed its wheels universe created God from nothing than that this
one of them created the universe as that any of them and all its parts of metals already in existence, and put created God or any other myth created the universe
them together, but with the world he pretends to be- out of nothing.
did, or that any other god did.
It is no more wonderful that harmony, order, and
Your claim that God must exist because all nations lieve that its maker created it from nothing at all.
and races have believed in some kind of a god In this he was in error. It is impossible to hold a law should exist in the universe than that the universe
amounts to very little. In the first place it is not rational belief that something can me made of noth- itself or any part of it should exist. Exietence is a
true; there have been, are still, races who have be- ing. In the words of Ingersoll, "Nothing, consid- mystery beyond our powers to solve; but the most
lieved in no sort of a god. But waiving all that, it ered in the light of a raw material, is a most decid- childish of all modes ofs olution is to ima~ine that
amounts to nothing, or proves too much, which is ed failure." If the material of which the world a being made it all from nothing. It is like the
about the same thing. All races and tribes of men, was made had a previous and eternal existence then ideas of the ancient Hindoos when they thou~ht
so far as we are informed, have believed more or less it was not a creation but simply a transformation. everything that has existence must have somethmg
in devils, devas, demons, genii, gnomes, gorgons, If it is admitted, then, that matter always existed, to rest upon; and so of the world, which they supsatyrs, fairies, sprites, naiads, nymphs, elves, witches, it must also be admitted thatforce, which is always posed to be the chief part of the universe, and
and an almost endless number of similar absurdities, inherent in it, always existed, together with the was a permanent, immovable straight stretch of land
which never had an existence. The firm belief in laws controlling them. When this sensible point is and country. They held that the earth rested upon
these conceptions on the part of millions has not reached there is no use for a creator, there is nothing an elephant, and the elephant rested on a huge torbeen sufficient to cause one of them to have a real for a supe~intendent or designer to do.
toise, but what the tortoise rested upon they were
existence. The belief of a million times as many be- . So long as it is found that not one atom of matter never quite able to determine, though one more
ings as ever inhabited this globe is not sufficient to can be produced from nothing, and that not one atom inventive than the rest said it was tortoise "all the
bring into existence one single fairy, one single genius, can be converted into nothing, the crude idea that way down.'' So it is with theologians and yourself
or one single god. These are all monstrosities, con- the entire solar system and the thousands of sans about the creation or the origin of the universe.
jured up by ignorant minds, and never had a real ex- and worlds were made by an imaginary being from You say," Why, God made it." When I ask where
istence. As men become enlightened by the truths nothing is most absurd. When it is not in the, God came from, you might, with equal propriety,
of science and reason, the genii, the satyrs, the hob- power of a million of gods and devils combined to say, ".Another God made him." And when I ask
goblins, the fairies, the elves, the demons, and the make one grain of matter from nothing, how su- where that God came from, you might say, like the
devils are abandoned and pass out of existence; It premely ridiculous to set up a theory that one poor, Hindoos, that you could not tell how that second
is the same with the gods, they a:J;,.e fast receding, despicable Jew-god, some six thousand years ago, God came, or, as with the tortoise, it was "God
falling back, fading away, growing thinner and thin- made thousands of systems, suns, and worlds of noth- all the way back.'' The soundness of the logic in
ner, one after the other dropping out of existence, ing! It is far more consistent to accept the exiratence one case would be about equal with the other. You
and in due time it is to be hoped that not an elf, not of the universe as an eternal reality than imagine and the theologians know just as little about the gods
a devil, and not a god will be left to torment poor, that an impalpable, impersonal, inconceivable being and the origin of the universe as the old Hindoos
weak, superstitiouil human beings; when men will invented and created it all from nothing at all. It knew about what supports the earth-all guess-work.
As grand as the universe and all nature is, many
be more able to study the laws of the universe, in- is far easier for me to regard the universe as eternal
of its phenomena are of such a terrible character as
vestigate the truths of science, and learn the supe- than to imagine it was ever made.
The argument of design and harmony in the uni- to preclude the belief that it was designed and is diriority of the true and the real above the false and
the unreal, the imaginary.
. verse is all you have to depend upon in defense of rected by a benefic~mt being possessing omniscience
I deny that there is inherent in the mind of your belief of a God. You have nothing else to and omnipotence. It could not be a benevolent deman a conviction or conception of a god. These clutch, nothing else to adduce as proof. I regard signer who gets up oarthquakes to destroy cities and
conceptions have all grown ow.t of what have been your proof as very defective, very insufficient, and villages, volcanoes to pour forth rivers of lava and
told us. All we know of any god, or all that we very unjust. It is wrong to steal from the uni- submerge the habitations of men with the fiery
think we know, is what others have told us. The verse, so to speak, its harmony, adaptation, and flood; storms, hun-icanes, cyclones, simoons, and
gods and devils all come from the false teachings grandeur, and with them build up an unknowable, tornadoes to destroy human life and devastate por·

IJiscussiot(.

given us by others. In proof of this let me cite the
reports of principals o! d.eaf and dumb asylums .. Mr.
Wild, a deaf mute, prmmpal of the McKay Institute
for Deaf and Dumb, Montreal, Can., published a pamphlet on the subject. The London (Ont.) Advertiser of
Sept. 24, 1880, in examining this pamphlet used
these words : "The intellectual condition of the uneducated deaf and dumb is described a.s being little
above that of the more intelligent of the brute creation, and lower than that of the most enlightened
savages. Neither their own reflections nor the imperfect attempts of their friends to teach them have
given them any idea of right and wrong, of the soul
and its future exietence, nor of the creator. This is
a hard saying for those who believe in a 'primitive
conscience.' But as the outcome of the experience
and observation of one who is himself a deaf mute
it is worthy of note,.certainly, if this be true. No
stronger inducement could be offered to the parents
and friends of the deaf and dumb to give them the
benefit of an education, which, so much more than
develops, seems to actually create a mind and conscience."
Yes, that is the very idea, as this Scottish, Calvinistie sheet confesses. Education is what does it.
Yes,
"'Tis education forms the common mind j
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tions of the earth's smface; lightnings to strike to not fitted to the struggle of existence and were forced
the earth animals and men and destroy human habi- t? yield the co~test. It is only the fittest which surtations. It is not a very beneficent designer that VIve. The ammals most able to contend with their
sends floods, famines, locusts, grasshoppers, cut- enemies and the evils which environ them are those
worms, army worms, weevils, potato bugs, and the which maintain their existence; the others have to
thousand and one enemies of vegetation which prey succumb to rise no more. It is the animals with fine
upon the fruits of man's toil and destroy the products fur, warm wool, etc., who are able to withstand the
of the earth. It was not a good, first-class designer frigidity of the northern latitudes; all others have to
who got up such wild and ravenvus beasts of prey as perish. The great law of cause and effect governs
lions, tigers, wolves, bears, panthers, hyenas, with all :without the .sligh~est attention to the plans and
anacondas, boas, rattlesnakes, cobras, moccasins, ad- designs of any Imagm:a.ry being.
ders, vipers, scorpions, tarantulas, spiders, crocodiles,
There is even an-excellent reason why the bears of
alligators, sharks, and the thousand and one kinds of the polar regions are white: Being of the color of
pestiferous stinging, biting, poisonous insects, flies, the. snow and ice whi~h everywhere abound, they
fleas, bugs, and worms, which seem to serve no pur- easily escape the detectiOn of hunters and enemies
pose but to annoy and torment men and animals. It of all kinds, while those of. other colors are easily
was hardly a good, merciful, and heavenly-minded seen and k.illed, and here again it is seen the law of
designer who devised all the maladies and ills that "th~ survival of the fittest" clearly rules. An infiafll.ict and decimate mankind, to wit, smallpox, the nite number of forms of animal life have become exmeasles, cholera, flux, dysentery, diarrhrea, black tinct because they were not fitted to the conditions
vomit, yellow fever, camp fever, typhus fever, scarlet around them.. The mammoth? the woolly elephant,
fever, all other fevers, congestions, epilepsy, apo- th~ megathermm, are large ammals of this class the
plexy, paralysis, rheumatism, gout, neuralgia, neuro- bones of which have been found in many parts of
sis, tumors, cancers, salt rheum, strangury, diabetes, the world, but which species no longer exist. It is
Bright's disease, the stone, colics, cramps, spasms, the same with an immense number of smaller forms
convulsions, dipht:Qeria, scarlatina, mumps, bron- of animated life. They have ceased to live because
chitis, catarrh, consumption, d.yspepsia, marasmus, no longer fitted to the conditions around them. Despinal diseases, nervous diseases, and the almost end- flign had nothing to do with it.
True, the organization of the nervous system, of
less maladies, ills, and afll.ictions, epidemics and contagions, which have made poor men and women so the eye, and of the birds of the air is all curious, but
unhappy, so full of pain and suffering, for thousands not necessarily the result of design. Nature posof years, and have caused millions of billions of mor- sesses immense resources and is amply able to protals to linger in suffering for days, weeks, months, duce every form of life that has ever existed· and
and years, and die most excrutiating deaths. .l\n everything has been in harmony with the l;w of
immensely better design it would have been for no evolution which pervades the universe. It is highly
diseases to have afil.icted mankind; no pain and suf- probable that all the present forms of life upon the
fering to have tormented them, no fevers to have earth have evolved through countless ages from
burnt them, no delirium to have maddened them, for lower or germinal forms of life. The brain and the
health to be catching instead of disease, for human eye as now found in animals and men are far in adlife to have been healthy and happy, so that, man, vance of the crude and imperfect ones which once
aged, tired, and weary of a long life, might peace- existed. The eye is believed to be a modification of
animal nerve, produced by the action of light, elecfully lie down and die like a babe going to sleep.
Do you tell me that it was a good, merciful de- tricity, and the subtle forces of nature It is only
signer who devised and got up all these numberless the animals that live in the light that have eyes,
terrible ills and afll.iutions, who devised malarias, worms, moles, etc., which live in the earth and
miasmas, subtle and deadly poisons, mineral, vege- fishes in caves where light never enters, have no
table, animal, :fluid, gaseous, and aerial, all to afll.ict, eyes or if they have germinal eyes they perform no
torment, agonize, and kill his own creatures for whom function. Light undoubtedly perfects the eye and imhe designed all and created all? I cannot accept it. parts to it the power of vision. It is much the same
I can see no marks of a good designer i.a the count- with birds which people the air. They gradually
less ills I find in the world. The existence of all these become adapted to the conditions around them and
ills, all these woes, all the sources of suffering, are it is only such as so become adapted that can exist
totally destructive to the belief in the existence of a in the air upon the wing. Animated nature posmerciful, indulgent designer. It is far easier for me sesses the capacity to adapt itself to the conditions in
to relegate all these to the domain of nature and her which it exists, and indepepdent of design, and when
infallible laws of cause and effect. We see in all this adaptation cannot take place, species become
animated 1;1ature that one class of animals feed upon extinct. It is always the fittest which survive.
I will not contend with you as to the hair-splitting
another. It is so with the beasts of the forests, the
birds of the air, the reptiles of the earth, and the question of which was first, life or organization,
fishes of the sea. As the big :fisheB eat the little though I think you are mistaken in thinking Huxley
ones, so the stronger animals eat the weaker ones. and other scientists hold that life exists before organIf this is all by design, it is certainly more cruel than ization, and that life gives organization. The~'> two
beneficent. I accept the Views of Ing&rsoll when are undoubtedly so Closely allied that there could have
he says: "Nature, so far as we can discern, with- been but very slight difference as to the period of
out passion and without intention, forms, trans- their origin. Where organization is, is life, and vice
forms, and retransforms forever. She neither weeps versa. One can scarcely exist without the other. It
nor rejoices.
She produces man without pur- is possible some scientists may favor the theory that
pose and obliterates him without regret. She knows life precedes organization, but you fail to show when
no distinction between the beneficial and the hurtful. they assert it. I am very sure that Haeckel, than
Poison and nutrition, pain and joy, life and death, whom a more learned scientist does not live, holds
smiles and tears, are alike to her. She is neither that life and organization evolve together and are
merciful nor cruel. She cannot be :flattered by wor- inseparably united. I think also that Huxley does
ship nor melted 'by tears. She does not even know the same, and ask you to show where he asserts to
the attitude of prayer. She appreciates no differ- the contrary, or states that there is life without orence in the poison in the fangs of snakes and mercy ganization. As long as organization is essential to
in the hearts of men. Only through man does nature life, it is absurd to think life exists independent of it.
take cognizance of the good, the true, and the beau- The jelly fish has a very low order of life, and the
tiful, and, so far as we know, man is the highest in- organization is of the same character. Its organization is equal to its life.
telligence."
I recognize in nature the cause of all existence,
HOLY BOOKS.
the cause of all the events that have taken place, all
that are now taking place, all that ever can take
You occupied a large share of your letter by showplace, and this without any purpose or design. No ing that in the sacred writings of the Hindoos are
result has ever been produced, has ever existed, many silly and absurd things. It was unnecessary
without a good, sufficient natural cause to produce it. for you to do this. I would readily have granted it
There are none but natural causes. Supernatural and saved you all that trouble. And to save you
causes, and supernaturalisl)l in all its phases, are only further trouble in the same directien, I now admit
the dreams of ignorant minds, who have devised all that all the pretended books calied the "word of
the demons, the devils, and the gods that have been God·" which have come down to our time contain
a curse to humanity. With the same natural ease much that is childish, silly, and untrue. The sacred
and facility with which twice two are four, with writings of the Hindoos are probably more than ten
which a whole is equal to two halves, with which the times as voluminous as those of the Jews and Chrisshortest distance between two points is a straight tians, and it would be indeed singular if some of their
line, all the evolutions, problems, and results of na- theological and metaphysical notions, written nearly
ture are produced. All we have to do is to study her three thousand years ago, were not more or less ablaws, learn to understand their certainty and un- surd, according to our advanced ideas. I trust you
changeableness, to learn what is harmful to us and will remember.that I have not set myself up as an
avoid it o1: prevent it, to learn what is. bene- advocate of the beauty, sense, or truth{ulness of the
ficial to us and how best to appropriate it and make Hindoo sacred writings, or of the sacred writings of
it conducive to our welfare and happiness. If we do any other nation. I have no more reverence for the
this intelligently and judiciously it will be immensely bible of one nation than for another. The bibles of
better than depending on mythical gods and devils, the· Hindoos and Persians are probably not much
which only exist in the brains of ignorance and better than the bible of the Jews and vice versa.
superstition.
·
They are all absurd enough in all conscience. If the
Nature is.full of life. Naturalists and scientists tell Hindoo scriptures had been revised, remodeled,
us that millions of species of organized animals and worked over, and re-retranslated and improved as
insects have existed and passed away. They were many times as the Jewish and Christian scriptures
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have been, probably some of the silliness. and absurdity might have been expurgated from them.
But as childish as are the quotations which you give
from the Khandas, I am pleased to see in them none
of the immorality and indecency so characteristic of
the Jewish scriptures. Though you may class them
as silly, you cannot show them to be immoral or obscene, as I can easily show the Jewish and Christian
Bibles to be. In this delectable volume, which you so
greatly revere, lying, stealing, robbery, assassination,
massacre, slaughter, war, carnage, and bloodshed
are advocated and approved, and also in it are hundreds of positive contradictions, hundreds of out-andout falsehoods, and hundreds of £lthy and indecent
statements and allusions not excelled in any publications save those abominable ones condemned by the
moral and clean-minded people of all communities.
When you take into consideration the narrationA
of useless and cruel slaughters, battles, and wars of
which the Bible is largely composed, its tales of
wrong and injustice, its l'Ccords of men going in unto
their wives, of the wives conceiving and bringing
forth their young, of intrigues, adulteries, whoredome, rapes,-incests, and the entire list of repulsive
stuff which the Jewish book contains, it sinks
far below the moral level of the scriptures of the
Hindoos or any other nation under the sun. When
it is so easy for you to detect faults,· absurdities, and
silliness in the scriptures of other nations it is indeed
singular how you can retain such a reverence for the
worse than inanities, the falsehoods, the immorality,
the indecencies of the Jewish and Christian scriptures. This is to be accounted for only on the basis
that you were reared under the teaching that every
word in the Jewish scriptures was written by God,
while all the pagan scriptures are the work of the
devil. Here again we see the effects of education on
the human mind.
I will just take the space here to say that you err
in saying that the Jewish scriptures were written before the sacred writings of the Hindoos. There is
not the slightest proof that the Pentateuch was written by Moses, nor less than some eight hundred years
after his time. With the exception of two or three
of the older prophets, there is not a shadow of proof
that any of the books of the Old Testament were
written more than five or six hundred years before
our era. That Moses was the author of the first five
books in the Bible is one of the many frauds and
falsehoods with which the Christian system is so replete. But more of this in future letters.
You must surely remember that in the quotations
I commenced giving, my purpose was not to show
which set of scriptures claiming to be the word of
some god were the most sensible or the most true,
but to show that teachers and philosophers older
than Jesus enunciated moral sentiments and marim.s
fully equal to those taught by the Galilean reformer.
I shall, of course, when done, willingly submit it to
our readers whether I have accomplished this or not.
I will now introduce a few passages from the great
Persian reformer, Zoroaster, variously believed to
have lived from three to five thousand years ago:
Worahip with humility and reverence Ormuzd, the giver of
blessings, and all spirits to whose care he has intrusted the
universe. Men ought reverently to salute the sun, and praise
him, but not pay religious worship.
Obey strictly all the laws written in the ZendA.vesta~
Kings are animated by more ethereal fire than other mortals,
such fire as exists in the upper spheres. Ormuzd established
the king to nourish and solace the poor. He is to his people
what Ormuzd is to this earth. It is the duty of subjects to
obey him implicitly.
It is the duty of children to obey their parents j of wives to
obey their husbands.
.
Treat old age with great reverence and tenderness.
Multiply the human species and increase its happiness.
Cultivate the soil, drain the marshes, and destroy dangerous
creatures.
He who sows the ground with diligence acquires a greater
stock of religious merit than he could gain by ten thousand
priJ,yers in idleness.
Multiply domestic animals, nourish them, and treat them
gently.
warriors who defend the right deserve praise.
Do not allow thyself to be carried away by anger. A.ngry
words and scornful looks are sins. To strike a man or vex
him with words is sin. Even the intention to strike another
merits punishment. Opposition to peace is a sin. Reply to
thine enemy with gentleness.
·
A.void everything calculated to injure others. Have no
companionship with a man who injures his nei~hbors.
Take not that which belongs to another.
Be not envious, avaricious, proud, or vain. Energy and
jealousy are the work of evil spirits. Haughty thoughts and
thirst of gold are sins.
To refuse hospitality and not to succor the poor are sins.
Obstinacy in maintaining a lie is a sin. Be very scrupulous
to observe the truth in all things.
A.bstain from thy neighbor's wife. Fornication and immodest looks are sins.
A.void licentiousness, because it is one of the readiest means
to give evil spirits power over body and soul.
Strive, therefore, to keep pure in body and Inind, and thus
prevent the entrance of evil spirits, who are always trying to
gain possession of man. To think evil is. a sin.
·
Contend consta.o.tly against evil, morally and physically,
internally and externally. Strive in every way to diminish
the power of A.hriman and destroy his works. If a man has
done this he may fearlessly meet death, well assured that
radiant Izads will lead him across the luminous bridge into a
paradise of eternal happiness.
Having reached the limit assigned to this letter
further quotations will be deferred till m~ next.
Yours truly,
D. M. B.
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I gave four red-hot lectures at this place to Luther, who seems thoroughly interested in THE
counteract, if possible, the effects of a religious TRUTH SEEKER and its editor.
Parting with these kind friends, a short ride
revival which had just closed. You can imagin how
the preachers gnashed on me with their teeth. But brought me hometo the garden city, San JoRe, conCalifornia Letter and Notes from the Lecture I told tkem that wherever rattlesnakes are plenty cluding another trip of three months' hard work
nature has provided an antidote close at hand.. Of rubbing against the prejudices of a popular humbug
Field.
course,
they and I don't agree. They call me the and false religion. After I rest and catch my
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
devil.
But having been once afilicted with that breath, my next trip will take me to Oregon and
hav just received your circular intimating that you
eastern Washington territory.
are ready to depart as soon as the promised means peculiar disease known among thinkers as religion
Friend Bennett, I can only hope for you all the
for
the
term
of
twenty-three
years,
I
am
prepared
are at hand, and I am only too glad to contribute to
success you so richly deserve for your fearless devoand
inclined
to
be
chantable
to
those
differing
from
an enterprise which I think will be fraught with much
tion to human liberty; and that angels and men may
good to the cause for which I am laboring night and me on the subject of reli_gion.
conspire to help you over all the rough places in your
Leaving
the
many
friends
all
glad,
and·
the
day.
journey round the world and bring you back safe to
You will find inclosed money order for $9.50, five preachers all mad, I moved on down the coast line home and friends is the desire of your fellow-worker,
of which is for your trip round the world and the to Newhall, a point on .the S. P. road, a few miles
DR. J. L. YORK.
balance for THE TRUTH SEEKER, to be sent as above Los Angeles, where we turned our faoe homeSan Jose, Cal., May 25, 1881.
ward
by
the
way
of
the
San
Joaquin,
the
largest
directed in my private letter.
Since my last letter I hav been hard at work on valley in this state-in fact, large enough for a remy southern California trip, which was concluded on spectable sized state of itself; as far as the eye can
The Spiritual "What Is lt1"
last Sunday night at Mo~esto, making three full see, fields of wheat, without fence, stretch out in the ·
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : When
months of steady fire almost nightly into the ranks distance. The soil is light, but where irrigation has
Catholics abandoned their religion and joined the
been effected the yield is bountiful.
of bigotry and superstition.
My first point of labor was Bakersfield, in Kern Protestants, their quondam friends called them hereMy lectures hav been largely attended for the
most part, notwithstanding they hav elicited the most county. I lectured two nights, just long enough tics, knaves, fools, hypocrits, etc. · 'l'o be a heretic
bitter opposition from the Jesus worshipers all along to find out that a fast horse, a fast woman, and a meant all that is included in the other opprobrious
the line. The galled jades wince as if liquid fire jug of rum were matters of far greater interest than terms. When many Protestants became Spiritualwere turned upon their nakPd heads. They seem to lectures upon Freethought and natural science; and ists, their former brethren, including the beloved
forget that the tables are turned and that light and if ever a town was cursed with intemperance and pastor, denounced them in the most bitter manner.
truth hav come to burn up the dross of time-honored prostitution, this is that Hell's Half Acre-the plague The boast of Spiritualists is that Materialists become
Spiritualists, but no Spiritualist is con"\"erted to
superstition which has held the people so .long in spot of California.
From
thence,
four
hours'
ride
by
rail
brought
me
Materialism. Finding themselvs mistaken in this
bondage.
·
My first appointment found me on time at Lompoc to Visalia, the county seat of Tulare county, a beau- assertion, they piece out their argument by boldly
Colony in Santa Barbara county. My advent there tiful town, surrounded by great oaks, which, like impugning the purity of the dissentient's motivs.
was a surprise gotten up for the benefit of the monarchs, lift up their heads so prominent in thr Whenever they are driven to this Wretched relic 0f
church by a few friends of human progress who had distance, and so grateful in their shade to the dusty the battle-fields of zealots, it is more man1y to consuffered patiently and long the iron rule of the and worn traveler. This is a lively town of about fess themselvs beaten in the fair, open field of logic.
Mr. Georg~ Lynn, in his controversy with Messrs.
Christian church, for a more precious lot of fanatics two thousand inhabitants, in a well-watered district,
I hav never met. This is a temperance colony, and the water being taken from a river, fed by melting Bedell and Pringle, givs me the choice of agreeing
Christian bigotry and intolerance of the most bitter snow, which covers the mountain side with dazzling with him and receiving his blessing, or differing
under the pains and penalties of forfeiting his good
kind hav cropped out here in the cause of temper- whiteness close at hand.
This water is conveyed by ditches throughout a opinion: He may graciously admit that I am honest.
ance. Preachers and people of the Christian persuasian hav conspired to blow up buildings with large tract of country, formerly a desert. of sand, but Much as I may desire to retain his good will, loyalty
bombshells at the risk of human life for Christ's sake. now teeming with richness like a garden of beauty. to my own conviction may compel me to make the
Twenty miles from Visalia, in the midst of this fearful sacrifice of getting on in the world without
I gave eight lectures at Lompoc to large and attentiv audiences, and left them with a promis to do well-watered district, is the village of Hanford, a it. We hav read a book written by an eminent
so more. My thanks are due to George Roberts and new town bristling with business activities, and the Christian, full of recipes, "Easy Method with
wife, formerly of San Jose, Mr. Tucker, and others, seat of the railroad war, known as the Mussle Slough Deists." The Spiritualists' plan is still less labori.:
district, of which you hav heard so much. But ous. It is a shorthani method of meeting Materialfor a helping hand.
Following closely the line of the oc~an to the whatever equities there may be in favor of the ists. Rule 1. If you hav never investigated Spiritsouth, up hill and down dale, passing through can- settlers, their case is an utterly hooeless one, and ualism, you are ignorant of the subject; 2. If you
yons deep and dark and again emerging into the eviction from these lands stares them in the face; and hav investigated without accepting it, you are unsunlight in fuil view of the grand old sea, here, were it not for some brainless demagogs in their reasonably and skeptically stubborn; 3. Lastly, if
sixty miles from Lompoc, sits Santa Barbara, perched midst stimulating the peopl\! to unwise action, they you hav investigated, fully believed, and then belike a gem of "beauty 'mid the vine-clad hills, with a might hav long ·since bought their lands and had come a Materialist, you are not honest.
This heavenly plan uses up the Materialists.
narrow stretch of valley land extending some miles them paid for at far less rates than claimed for them
There is nothing like it, except it may be the amuup and down the coast as fertil aR the Eden of story, at present by the railroad company.
I spoke three times at Visalia, five times at letic argument. The amulet protects .every good
the bright blue sea in the foreground, and flanked iu
-the near background by an abrupt mountain range Hanford, four times at Lamore, another beautiful Catholic who wears it. A Catholic is drowned in
-=--here by the sea l~es Santa Barbara, one of the great village in this district, and three times at Grange- spite of his amulet. Ergo, he was not a good Cathsanitary points of the Pacific coast, great in beauty ville, a little burg in the richest portion of the Mus- olic.
Listen to Lynn: " He tells us that he stands with
and greater in expectations of a railroad to connect sle Slough country, where twenty acres of land is
farm enough for one man if put out to nuts, apricots, Prof. Jamieson, who believes Spiritualism to be one
her with the interior life of the state.
of the greatest humbugs of the age-that will disThe citizens of Santa Barbara are a bright, activ and raisin grapes.
This country is rich in everything but mind. South- appear as soon as its 'true inwardness' is found out.
people with whom I lectured and labored a whole
"One of two things is true: either Prof. Jamieson
month, including six lectures given at Galeta and ern Methodism and Tennessee Presbyterianism, both
Carpentaria on week-day evenings. I met my old of which are a stench in the nostrils of a sensible said so or he did not. If he did, it stamps him as
friend and fellow-worker Warren Chase and family man's God, abound here; so much so that while one of the most dishonest men of the age."
Mr. Lynn writes as if there could be but one meanwho are about to start for the East for a visit to his speaking at Grangeville, about thirty persons reformer field of labor. Although a multitude of years mained outside of the hall and threw clods and stones ing to a word, whereas there is scarcely one that has
hav left their traces on his brow, his mind is still against the building during the whole lecture, which not several meaningss. The word" humbug," which
clear and his tongue trenchant as a Damascus blade was extended a brief space for the benefit of thest• I rarely employ, has several meanings. The root
in defense of his conviction of right and truth. kind Christians for their courtesy to a stranger. But, signification is "to deceive;. to impose upon;" a
Many thanks are due to Messrs. Walcott, Moris, and like Ingersoll in handling Kalloch of San Francisco, "frightful object." I hav never said that SpiritualHunts, with many others who strengthened my heart I did not exhaust my vocabulary of mean words, but ism is a frightful object. Probably the gentleman
I thought that perhaps several generations of such a who used the word did not employ it in that sense.
and hands while I preached the gospel of nature.
From thence by stage still south along the ocean stock would need to be ploughed under and a new If I made u~;~e of the term, it would be in the sense of
beach to Ventura, lying at the mouth of Santa Clara lot sprouted before better mental and moral results "an imposition under fair pretenses." The mistake
which Spiritualists ~av fallen into is in assuming that
valley, a broad and beautiful valley rich in grain are possible.
My thanks are due to Judge Atwell, an eminent all imposition is wilful, voluntary. This is not the
and fruits.
I gave five lectUI·es here with the usual good lawyer at Visalia, who stood by me in my effort to case. . Some of the worst instances o~ imposition hav
success · My thanks are due to ~Irs. Stevens and break the bread of common sense; and also to Dr. been self-imposition. No class, I think, are more subfamily, as also to Mr. Corey, and especially to Dr. A. More, Morse, and Hamlin, of Lamore, for their kind- ject to self-deception than so-called mediums. ThouBronson, of Nordhoff, who camt fifteen miles to ness, and at Hanford to Mr. and Mrs. Babcock, and sands of them become so morbid that every passing
hear me speak and was somehow inspired with the our friend Ford and family, who contributed largely whim or occurrence is a suggestion, impression, or
idea that the laborer is worthy of his hire, that is, with musie and song to the success of our meetings manifestation from the spirit world. And now if
he acted from some such noble motiv, as when we at Hanford. God bless these kind friends. I hope such a person becomrs skeptical about his own imparted he grasped my hand and left within it a I will not soon forget them for their kindness.
pressions, and finally concludes that they were not
Five hours' ride by Southern Pacific railroad landed caused by spirits, he must be dishonest. My obsertwenty-dollar piece, bidding me godspeed in my
work. May the good a.ngels and the honey-bees (in me safe and sound at Modesto, having passed through vations hav satisfied me that the most skeptical
the former he has but little f11ith, and of the latter is Fresno City and Merced City, not having time to people among Spiritualists are "mediums " themalarge owner) see to it that ha is blessed in basket stop this trip.
selva, and many of them freely express their doubts
Modesto is a fine town of about two thousand in- about their own "controls." Every Spiritualist of
and store.
My nex.t appointment brought me to Santa Paula, habitants and is the county seat of Stanislaus county. much experience knows· this to be a fact. As near
a little village in a rich agricultural district, strongly They hav a Liberal League here composed of hearty as I can judge, in a quarter of a century's constantly
resembling my own Santa Clara valley, of Santa workers for truth who are battling hard against the moving among Spiritualists, two-thirds of them are
Clara county. The product here is grain, honey, dry rot of religion which infests the town. Their firm believers upon hearsay; that is, from reading
and fruits of all kinds common to California, and work would be easy were it not for the moral cow- spiritual publications and hearing lectures rather
especially does the orange thrive well here-better, ardice lurking in the hearts of so-called Liberals.
than from witnessiag " spiritual " manifestations.
if possible, than at Los Angeles, being better proSpiritualism can be designated a humbug, accordI lectured here four nights to good audiences.
tected from the sea winds. A more lovely sight This is the home of J. R. Kelso, an able thinker and ing to some of the definitia11.s of the word, without
will hardly greet the eye of the traveler than an eloquent speaker whose name I see in THE TRUTH implying that every medium is a wilful deceiver. I
orange orchard at Santa Paula of one hundred acres, SEEKER as about leaving California for a lecture tour hav repeatedly declared that it is a bubble so far as
just coming into bearing, in rows both ways as in the East. I hope the friends on the route will the spiritual ide<:~. is concerned. In that sense it is a
,straight as an arrow, and kept as clean as a good giv him a helping hand.
gigantic delusion from alpha to omega; a wholesale
housewife's parlor-fortune enough for any rcasouaMy thanks are due at Modesto to C. 0. Luther, deception; the most astonishing mania· of any age.
ble man, even at the low price of one dollar per Dr. Gilmore, Mr. and Mrs. Gates, Mrs. Lapham, and This is my conviction in the absence of aU evidence
huwked.
others. I think you hav a· warm friend in Mr. to the_ contrary.

Qiotqtl(ttnication~.
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There are many Spir1tua
· 1"1sts w h o d enounce Ch ri!!·
· perm1"ss1"on, Mr. Ed1"tor). Meanwh1"le, and until con- tainly needs some a. dded stimulus to shake off the
tianity as a stupeD,dous humbug. Does that mean vinced by Mr. Burr to the contrary, I shall "h.o~d," disgraceful lethargy. ·
S. · ·
·
h0
b r
d Ch · t" "t t
let me repeat, the Declaration as miserable politiCa.l
That stimulus, my friends, is thorough organizathat
w
e Ieve feltnsthe
Iam
Y rue,
h 0 h pn·1tualists
eri"e once
tl
ced religion
power
of J"ug·glery, in the main, and will endeavor to. rna ke It t 1"on. Th1"s w1"ll giv us coher.ence and solidity.
th
0l Gh
t th n repudiated' it and accepted clear that everybody else should so regard It.
w H ones
Y08
exp
, Let us a··t once cease basking in the lazy sunshine
e
Y
en
.A 5HATER
and
the (ought to be) worn-out pastures of useless
Spiritualism,
are' ·dishonest?
That 'is. ~ynn. logic.
1 OF SHAMS.
individualism.
This disposition among so many Spmtualists to
Highland Park, Oonn., June ' 188 .
Let us realize the fact that "it is not good for
stamp out a man's character for honesty b~cause he
man to be alpne;" let us take in the wo~en and
once stood
with
them firmlyofonspiritual
the doctrm
of has
the
children, and hav Leagues everywhere. If w_ e desire
existence
and.
communication
beings
Organization.
·
we can make
meetings
verynot
attractiv,
an orthodox, sulphur odor
about it, and tends to
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The it
respectable,
andour
while
we would
ignore,acd
buteven
enneeds of the hour and the importance of the work courage individualism, each independent soul should
prove that they are out of argument.
Mr. Lynn says that for years I "professed to· be a demand the most thorough organization of all our feel its dependence, for each is made stronger and
believer and teacher of this system when he was forces in order that we may secure that measure better by a true union of "hands and hearts."
admitted to our homes and confidence."
and character of "liberty to which every child, w~We shall never be a power for great good till we
I not only " professed," but was a believer and man, and man is entitled that is a citizen or dem- are thus united; till all feel that his or her work is
teacher. Does that mean that I was bound to teach zen of this republic.
to aid as best they may in securing for others the
the same doctrin after I had lost confidence in its
The large class who believe in ~he principles of liberty and equity they claim for themselvs.
truth? Because many of you Spiritualists were once "conliltructiv Liberalism" are numeriCally strong, but
.As Liberal Spiritualists or Materialists . we can
admitted to the homes and confidence of Christians, for lack of effectiv organization. exceedingly weak. doubtless with little effort find causes of difference
did it follow that because of such hospitality you Observing the dangerous ~e~dencies a;isii;g from enough to keep brother Jamieson and others on the
were forever precluded from changing your convic- nearly all political and rehgwus orgamzatwns, the lecture stump for alLtim~. I~ is no digression to s~y
ti.ons? I hav heard some Christians go a little far- tendency has been to ignore a~l unity of actio.n that I think such work very Ill-timed under present mrther and say that there are Spiritualists indebted for savors in the least like them m the propagatiOn of cumstances, for until our union secures perfect freeall they are to Chr~stianity? even t_heir ~du~ation ~as ideas and principles. On this rock has been wrecked dom of the press and mails all such antagonizing
paid for by Christian c~a~·Ity. It IS a li!llpmg obJe~- and frittered away the greater part of our ~sefulness efforts seem an impertinence, and bode no good to
tion in either case, for It Is not a questiOn of hospi· for practical reform. Because many hav mlsus~d the the most needed work of the hour.
tality or sociability, but of intellectual conception.
powers of mind and body to en~lave, we hav l01t_ered
.Am I right in supposing that in proportion to the
George says "He must hav knewn long before he away the time in lack of physiCal e~o~ and wit_h a grand sweep of the principles of liberty and justice
donned the ga;b of Materialism that it [Spiritualism] mental supineness unworthy
prmmples of JUS- should be our measure of enthusiasm for their sueand himself were frauds."
tice we profess, and the pure _desireg. for_human wei. cess? or am I to think from the apparent inactivity
Now, my friend, how do you know tha~? You fare that seem on fitful occasiOns to msp1re us.
in our ranks that Liberalism, like the influence of
write as confident about what my mot1vs and
The enemies of secular government are always on tropical heat, while feasting the mind with beauty
professions and principles were as you do about the alert. They work effect~vly ~hrough unity of enslaves it with lassitude?
spirits and their land. .As I happen to know how action. Their vigilance and smcenty are commendIf hitherto we hav been indifferent, let us shake
very badly you are mistaken about the one, I can able. It'is folly to suppose for one moment that our off the enervating mcubus and stand "redeemed,
hav but little confidence in the other. The trouble opponents are hypocritical or insincere? w~en all regenerated, and disenthralled," determined from
with some Spiritualists is that they giv loose rein to history demonstrates that the most consmentwus are henceforth to tread the higher planes of human duty
their conjectures.
the greatest workers and. the most. dangerous .w:hen and responsibility.
When we detect them making groundless asser- conscience is abnormally mfluenced by superstitiOus
The world waits for the redemption we seek to
tions about earthly affairs, we cannot be expected to and religious principles.
. accomplish, and as no child's. play will avail a pa~
credit them with knowledge of spiritual things.
Under these influences theywill make any sacri- ticle to put to rout the well-dnlled ~osts .of super~t~
" He must hav known long before he donned the fices for God or his cause. Their combined strength tion we should each and all be baptized m the spmt
. garb of Materialism that it and.h.imse.lf we~e frauds." is concentrated_for the d~struction of all and every- of •<'.Arnold Winkelried," who at the head of his lit0
N , George, I abandoned Spmtualu§m piece-meal; thing that militates. agamst the glory of. the mo~t tle band threw himself on .Austrian spears, shouting,
and, moreover, had you really known. about. what nigh, and the advancement and perpetuatiOn of ~ 18 ' "Make way for liberty!"
.
.
.
you undertake to write instead of g_uessmg at It, you reign, as administered throu~h h1s servan~s, the .mmThis is my method: Orgamze as rapidly as possiwould hav known that I never hesitate~ .an hour to isters and priests, and submitted to by h1s ilUbJects, ble the Leagues, and let each League contribute libpublicly and privately state my skept~c1sm of any the great body of the people.
.
.
erally the sinews of war to the secretary of the
point that I once believed. My growi.ng_ tendency
The simple questions for us to co~s1der are? Shall National Liberal League. Where there are no
to uncompromising Freeth?u.ght ¥ate~1alism was. a this earnest united element rule _this repubhc and Leagues let each Liberal see the necessity of giv:ing
standing objection to my m1mstratwns m man~ ~PIT- destroy our chartered and natural nghts, as e~pressed at least $1 semi-annually, and as many as possible
itual circles and societies. I doubted the spmtual in the Declaration of Independence, and wntt~n. on become life-members. I rather incline to the $10
origin of many dark circles as early as. 1863. I~ less the "constitution of ~an," and be allowed to diC~ate view of life-membership, with the understanding
than two years after I gav~ ~'P dark mr.cles. entiTely, the terms for the latitude of the press, the VOICe, that none are debarred or excused from giving more
as affording no proof of sp.mt communwatwn. For with absol_ute control over what shall. or shall no_t be if able or their consciences are thoroughly educated
ten years longer I never claimed more than f.r~m on~- proper mail matter,. or whether we ~Ill work united- up to 'the high-water mark of human justice and
tenth to three-tenths of the phen.o~ena as s~mtual m ly and in dead earn~st for that libe.rty th~t shall mental freedom.
origin. It'inally, after much Biftmg, I discovered bring the largest possible measure of Impar.tial. f~eeThose of us who cannot get along without our
that I had not one positiv fact left, an~ _then. con- dom to each without working the least partialmJUB- side-shows (and I guess I am ~f the number), let us
eluded I had no right to call myself a Sp1ntualist. I tice to any? .
.
.
take them independent of this movement. In our
studied Materialism during the last few Y.ears. I was
No great reform 'Yas ever accompl~sh~d. Without old antislavery meetings Christians and Infidels m~t
a Spiritualist, with the avowed determmatwn. to constant and perl!!evermg effort. The u~cqnent and in genui~ acco~·d. Ge?r~e B. Cheever could. s.It
overthrow it in argument. To that end als? I studied middle stages are always _attended w1th pover~y,. side by Bide w 1th, Whittier, an~ the !ll?St r1g1d
some branches of physical science theoretically and girdled with misrepresent.atwn, and burdened. With Sabbatarian could tolerate Garnson, Wnght, and
practically. ~ a~oke to.t~e fact th3:t modern ~ate- indifference, at least such IS the record that history Pillsbury.
.
.
rialism on a SCientific basts 18 a very different thmg to thus far presents.·
.
Our work is a special. one. Let us o~gamze f~r Its
that of even a generatio:Q. ago. I started out to overCan we not to-day, my friends, show a marked success. Wendell Philhps says, One thntg at a t1me;
throw it, but it tripped me. .And because, forsooth, improvement? May we not take. counsel o~ the and to-day the one thing most needful is to make
I had the independence to avow my accept~nce of rapid strides of science and mechamsm, and With ~ this country at least sacred and secure to human
Materialism, Spiritualists all over the l~nd .Impugn "long pull, a strong pull, a~d a pul.l altogether liberty in the largest and best sens~.
.
the purity of my motivs. But Mr..Lynn m h1s attack drive the "car o~ pro~ress ~t a ~1gher ra:t~ of
We hav no desire to interfere w1th the rights and
on mo has violated his own professiOn where he .says, speed-one that w1ll be m keepmg WI~h the spmt of freedom of the church; on the contrary, we will
"What I seek is a broad, free, cultured rna~ a.nd the age, and the enlarged understandmg of human contend earnestly for all justly its due. We only
womanhood, one that places integrity and JUStiCe rights and duties?
.
.
.
ask the church not to cripple the state, to cease from
first one that is as willing to concede honesty of purT. C. Leland is the r1ght man .m t~~ r1~ht pl~ce. clinging to it, barnacle-like, f~r sustenan?e and
m others as to claim it for himself." .
We hav a right to be proud ef h1s ability, mtegnty, support. Let it stand or fall on Its. own
and
Then why, if you do not ope~ly.charg~ ~1shon~sty and indus~ry.
.
cease its everlasting inte~erence w1th th.e rights of
upon your neighbor, do worse, msm.ua~e It? I ~1ffer
The obJec,ts of the Liberal League are sue~ a~ those who ignore its claims and deny Its assumpfrom you in your idea~ about Mater1~lism, Sp1ntual- should commend themselys to every hon_est J?_md, tions.
.
h .
Is this Liberalism? and if so, who w1ll plit t e1r
ism, and, perhaps, logiC. But that IS no proof that but because they do. not IS the reason foi then neyou are honei;Jt or that I am the revers~.·
. . cessityand prop~gatwn. We need not expec~ that hands to this plow and do their part in cultivating
N 0 person, I think, has a righ~, ~1thout pos1t1v any secr~~ary w1ll perform the . arduo~s duties of the soil, so that ere long we can rea~ t~e needed barproof, to charge, or meaner yet, msmuate th~·ou~h that positiOn unle~s he. meets w~th a. piOper degree vest of a higher and better conditiOn of human
public print or word of mouth that a fepow-bemg IS of encouragement m all needed d1rectw~s.
enjoyment and happi)less?
not as sincere in his convictions as he himself. You
These things are essentials, rnoney, wrzte1·s, ta~kers,
Our first duty is to strengthen the hands and cheer
may be a little surprised (in view of th.e. repeated and fiends of all work. The first, though see~ngly the hearts of those that are already in the harness
falsifications of my teachings through Spmtual pub- hard to procure, should be, and would be, the. least and whose burdens are too heavy to bear;. a cheerf_ul
lications) when I tell you that never m my whole to obtain, did Liberals see the· abs_?lute necessity ~f word, accompanied wi~h the ~eeded lubriCato~, w1ll
life h~v 1 charged fraud upon any medium with?ut the work to ~e. done, a~d the Important part It help amazingly to rev1ve wamng hopes and mfuse
positiv proof. 1 do not know what you may th1!lk (money) plays m 1ts executwn. .
new life.

th~

pos~

me~1ts,

about it, but I believe a perfec~lY: honest man credits
This fact is patent tha~ few ~1berals are so desLet us, one and all, say the .word, g;ea~e the
others with the same noble trait m absence of proof titute of means at some t1me dunng the year ~s ~ot wheels,.and set the car of progress1v orgamzatwn on
to the contrary. Do you not think this is a good to be able to giv one dollar at t~e close or begmnmg its trip with increased momentum.
rule?
Yours respectfully,
W. F. JAMIESON.
of every six months, and· certamly few are so susYours for organization,
GEORGE LYNN.
picious that they would not trust _the sec~·~tary of

C~mcerning ·the

•
Declaration, A.~am.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
Sir:
Please say to your readers, and especially to our
"fri"end "W. H. B.," that I hav r_ead the latte.r'.s rep.ly
·to my late "discourse" upon the Declaratwn, w1th
much interest, and am glad to know that thus f.ar
W.e .JiiFer so little)· and that only a great press of ht.
w II,
h
.
.
erary work, together with many Ot er ImperiOUS
cares .prevents my making immediate rejoinder. .I

will ~ake respollBe at . my early leisure (with your

theLet
National
League
to u.se
It effectivly.
us lookLiberal
matters
squarely
m the
face. In the
d
first• place, are the princip~es we .a vocate an Im.
proveni.ent on those we stnve to displace? .And m
the second place, are we as sincere to _displace the
Old , narrow ' and despotic as they
bl ? are to prevent _the
advent of the new and equita e
If Liberalism makes .us indifferent to the s~c~ess
f .· . 1 we deem so important as to be wlllmg
0 plbl~Cltp eS selvs to the shafts of ridicule and the
to su Jec our
. .
.
.
venoll:l
malignant superstition to uphold, 1t ~~r·

of

ONE man esteemeth one day above
L another: anothb
er
esteemeth
every
day
alike.
et
every
man
fully persuaded in his own mind. He that regardethe
the day, regardeth it unto the Lord; and he that
h
h d
t th Lo d he doth notre
regardet
not that
t e eatetb,
ay, o eateth
e to
r the Lord, for hegard
it. He
·
God thanks. and he that eateth not to the
giveth
. , h
'
d . th God thanks. For
Lord, he eatet not, an. give
d h
none of US liveth to himSelfl and UQ Jnall oet tO

hilws lf. .B
· 5-7
e •-:- Qman.s, ~v,
•
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LoUISVILLE, KY., June 8, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: We inclose you exchange for $15 for
your trip l'ound the world. Please receipt to Z. Gladstone, 339 Second street, $5; A. Kahlert, 57 W. Market
street $5 · Thomson & Co., 329 and 331 Second street,
$5. We ~egret we did not succeed in getting more
subscribers.
Respectfully,
Jos. H. THOMPSON.
NEw BRIDGE, OR., May 25,1881.
BRo. BENNETT : Inclosed you will find a " V" for
your trip round the world, and send me a copy of
your work thereof.
Yours,
MERIT REEvEs.
LAKE CITY, IowA, May 25,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is the $5 to help you on
your trip round the world.
J. L. ToMPKINs.
PETERSION, MINN., May 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for your trip round the
world. My son takes the paper, and so I want the
book.
Yours truly,
C. H. KELLY.
NEBRASKA CITY, NEB., May 27, 1881,
FRIEND BENNETT: 1 hope my tardiness in forwarding amount promised for your round-the-world fund
has not caused you inconvenience. Again I wish you
a pleasant journey and a safe return. Please find
money order for $7,
Yours,
HENRY ScHMITZ.

ADRIAN, MICH., May 25, 1881. 'aching eyes. I, for one, want to think of you while
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find postal order absent as entirely free from c~re or labor of any
for $5.00 to use in your journey or any purpose you kind. Hoping that the gods . Widll ta~e ca~e. of you
boose
Your friend truly,
A. TAYLOR.
and yours while absent, and In ue time rm? you
c
·
safely back to report the progress of humanity in
EAST RoDMAN, N. Y., May 15, 1881.
other lands, I am, as ever, Yours, D.P. WILCOX.
Mll.. EDITOR: Please. find postal order for $5 for
[We wish to assure our friend that the proposed
your ruund-the-world trip. I hope you will return in journey is not for ease, pleasure, or personal enjoygood health and that it will prove a success finan- ment. We expect to labor during our absence much
cially as well as a grand move to liberate the mind as we do when at home. We shall undoubtedly
from the withering superstitions of religion. You hav spend many hours in writing which others pass in,
my best wishes.
Yours truly,
W. E. RosE.
sleep,·and we shall not begrudge the efforts if thereby
our friends are pleased or benefited. Our greatest
WILMOT, OHIO, May 23, 1881.
pleasure consists in affording satisfaction to our
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed please find draft for $5. I
readers.-ED. T. S.]
·
hope you will receive all the pledges that are promised so that you may start as early in the season as
SILVER PLuME, CoL., May 16, 1881.
pos~ible. May you get through the long and tedious MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the proposed trip
trip safe is my sincere wish; and if I thought pray- round the world, and may the elements be propi·
ing would help· you, I would spend all my spare tious in your favor!
Respectfully,
ABE FisKE.
time at it.
Yours, etc.,
JAMES ALLEN.
PowERS, MICH., May 22, 1881.
DuBLIN, Mo, May 31, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my round-the-world
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find $5-the amount mite. Should hav sent it a week ago had I been at
I promised on the round-the-world trip. Good-bye. home. Success to you on your trip I E. 0. MARSH.
" Not for a moment may you stray
From truth's secure, unening way 1
PRATTSBURGH, N.Y., May 25, 1881.
May no delights decoy I
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 to apply to your trip
O'er roses may your footsteps move,
round the world. I wish you a pleasant journey and
Your smiles l:ie ever smiles of love,
a safe return. Very r~>Spectfully,
W. L. WEVER.
Your tears be tears of joy I"

Respectfully,
F. L. YALE.
LOUISVILLE, KY., June 8, 1881.
BLACKFOOT, IDAHO, June 1, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT, EsQ. : I hav been a reader <>f your
MR. BENNETT: I herewith inclose the· $5 I promised
valuable paper f0r nearly two years, and am satisfied
that we need more light; therefore I inclose a" V" for a share in your citcumnavigating book enterto start you off east, that you may let the pure rays prise, hoping you will start and return in safety.
Respectfully,
JoHN GARRETT.
of the sun shine on us and relieve us from the shade
of superstition.
Respectfully,
Z. GLADSTONE.
KNIGHTSTOWN, IND., May 4,1881.
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find draft for $5BucHANAN, CAL., May 24. 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav sent you by registered let- the amount subscribed for trip round the world.
ter $5. I owe you a dollar or so, and if you hav not Accept my most hearty wishes for a safe and prosmoney enough to go and see Lot's wife, take this $5 perous journey. May your life be in years as the
journey is in miles for the cause of humanitv!
and go along with it.
Yours,
D. BuCKINGHAM.
Respectfully,
JAMES M. WooDs.
WILKESBARRE, PA., June 3,1881.
D. M. BENNETT, EsQ. : Please find inclosed $5 which
I promised to contribute toward the circumnavigation and I hope it may result in the anticipated advantages to the benighted of the coming future.
Yours truly,
J. R. PERRY.

MoDESTo, CAL., May 30, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: It givs me pleasure to congratulate
you on gaining so many contributors to the world
trip. I wish you success, and hope you may be
blessed with health and happiness on the trip. I feel
confident that the books will be of great in~erest to
me. When I suggested the idea I felt certain you
PATCH GRoVE, Wis., June 1, 1881.
would find hundreds who could appreciate your
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find post-office talents. Inclosed find money to pay· for four books.
order for $5 for your proposed book of travels. We
Respectfully,
D. c. CoLEMAN. '
hav delayed sending our" V" though fully intending
to do so as we were exceedingly well pleased with
BEETOWN, Wis., May 5, 1881.
the "Inftdel Abroad." You are a successful descripMR. BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 for the proposed
tiv writer and journalist.
H. F. YouNG AND WIFE.
trip round the world. Send the books to my address.
JAMES HuGHES.
VIENNA, June 5, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: Inclosed is $5 to help pay expenses
GRAND LEDGE, MICH., May 30, 1881.
of the trip round the world, and should you remain
BRo. BENNETT: Please find post-office order (my
on this side of Jordan long enough to return, we mite) for the trip round the world. Accept my kind
shall expect the book. If you do not, come and see regards. I hope for your safe return to family and
us after you hav crossed over.
C. S. TREMAINE.
anxious friends.
Yours for the truth,
LAURA PoLHAMus.
PLEASANT PRAIRIE, Wis., June 2, 1881.
FRIEND :ijENNETT: Inclosed please find $5 for your
DANVILLE, iLL., May 28,1881.
trip, as pel< promis. The god of honest navigation MR. BENNETT : Inclosed lind draft for $5, as I prombe with you. Amen !
Yours,
GEo. C. ANDRuss.
ised. Hoping that your health will be sufficient for
the long and tiresome trip, and that you may liv to
BELMONT, June 8, 1881.
see the work done and finished to your <DWn satisfacl!'RIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5, my mite tion,
I am truly your friend,
c. R. DWIGHT,
to send you round this little ball which we inhabit.
I hope you will hav a pleasant trip and see much to
ADRIAN, MICH., May 23, 1881.
write upon for o.ur benefit, as we hav not a very well
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find post-office
written history of travels in those ancient countries. order for ~5 for th.e trip round- the world .. My hope
I hope you will be blessed with the best of health and wish IS that you may hav a good time and a
while from home. Good-bye.
JoHN LE!Lou, JR. . safe return to our glorious country, L. VANDERBURG.

MEMPHis, TENN., May 28, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose money order for $5, my
pledged share toward thlil trave~ing fund. With my
·best wishes for your success, I am,
LoUis LANGE,
FREEPORT, L. I., May 26, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5 which
I promised toward your round-the-world trip. Wishing you a prosperous and happy journey and a safe
return to home and friends, I remain,
Yours very respectfully,
MRS. WM. RAYNOR.
DowAGIAC, MICH., May 23, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: We hand you money order
calling for $6-$5 for your trip round the world, and
$1 for five copies of the "Besant-Hatchard Debate,"
which was held in London. May you hav a healthy
and pleasant voyage, and return in safety.
Yours truly and sincerely,
C. A. CoDDING.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, May 20, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed postal order
for $5.00 according to promis. I hope you will hav
a safe and pleasant trip around the world, but not
in eighty days. Of course we shall meet you here in
the center stake of Zion, and you ~re invited to take
a dinner with me and my little family, but you still
hear from others on this subject. Wishin~ you all
the happiness you want, I remain,
·
· YOUl'a ill. doing right,) JOBN P. MEAKIN,

CAMARGo, ILL., May 24, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find postal order for $5 for
the circumnavigation of the globe. I should hav sent
sooner, but was waiting for others, but they failed to
come to time. Hoping for your sure and safe return,
I am,
Fraternally thine,
W. H. PEARCE.
LuMBER CITY, PA., May 25, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed is $5 as my contribution for your trip round the world. Please enter my
name for the books.
Thy friend, THoMAS KIRK.
GALLATIN, Mo., May 19, 1881.
MY DEAR MR. BENNETT: Inclosed is $5 toward th~
round-the-world fund, and m'ay you safely return is
the sincere wish of
FRANK E. WELLS.
CoRRY, May 25, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 to help you on
your tour round this planet. I hope you will come
round all right and liv a great many years longer to
combat orthodoxy.
Yours,
GILBERT ARNoLD.
PRESTON, CoL., May 16, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 as my promised
subscription to aid you in your proposed trip round
the world. In the event that you should not start,
you can giv me credit on your books, and I will take
it out in books you advertise.
Hoping that you may hav a safe and pleasant trip
and return to liv many years and continue to giv
heavy blows against priestcraft, I subscribe myself,
Your friend,
D. J'. THOMPSON.
GREELEY, KAN., May 24. 1881.
D. M. BENNETT : Inclosed please find $5 for the
trip round the world, with the best wishes of
REUBEN LOWRY.
PRINCEToN, Mo., May 31, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5 for the round
trip. Hope you will liv to get back. I would like
you to hav some goed, jolly fellow to go with you.
I am afraid you might get sick, and t.hat would be
ba.d, especially among strangers when you can't understand a w-ord they say. I hav tried it,
Yours,
- F. W. LEMINAX.

ARLAND P. 0., MIOH., June 6, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Find inclosed five dollars for the big
trip, and if anything happens to prevent the trip,
please send the work you wrote in prison.
KALAMAZoo, MICH., May 20, 1881.
FRANKLIN ERMER.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find $5 to pay expenses for
the trip round the world. Wishing you good luck
CoTToNwooD, KAN., May 29, 1881.
and a safe return, I am your friend, WM. TRUMBLE.
BROTHER BENNETT: Here is
v" with my best
wishes, and should your funds run short call on me
CHoCTAW NATION, INDIAN TER., May 20, 1881.
Your brother in faith,
FRIEND BENNETT: Put me down for $5 for the trip for another "V."
L. P. SANTY.
round the world. I wish you good luck, health, and
a safe return.
W. E. GAUKT.
LIGONIER, IND., May 24, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I this day send you the sum of $5, to
LEBANON, OREGON, May 12, 1881,
FRIEND BENNETT: Your present of books to me is at be placed to my credit. With my best wishes in your
hand, .and in return allow me to giv you my most contemplated journey round the world I remain,
Yours truly,
A. C. HARDENBROOK,
sincere and heartfelt thanks. Put me down for $5
for the trip round the world. Mr. J. Settle author.
SCHOHARIE, N. Y., May 30, 1881.
izes me to hav his name put down for the same
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is $5.00 postal order wHich I
amount.
Your friend,
A. ERWIN,
pledged for yourjjtrip around the world. Hoping that
you may hav a pleasant journey and safe return, I
.
DEADWQOD, DAKOTA TER., June 4,1881.
Yours truly,
HIRAM THOMAS,
FRIEND BENNETT: I am forty-seven years old to-day, remain,
and intend to make myself a birthday present of
BRAINTREE, MAss., May 21, 1881.
Freethought literature that has not yet been writ. ten.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I hand you my check for
Inclosed find $5 for the same. Please don't tax your my subscription, $5,00 to the round-the-world fund,
powers in writing up your travels, nor tire yourself with my best wishes for a pleasant and useful jourin the least, as you must hav done on the trip last ney and a safe return. Respectfully, J. MoRRISoN:
fall. Do make this voyage one of pleasure and recreation for yourself. Write no more than what is
LIVERPOOL, N. Y., May 21, 1881,
phiasurable and restful for you. We shall all be
DEAR FRIEND : I hav postponed sending for your
better satisfied with smaller volumes and a less num- use the inclosed root of evil, ·as it has been called
ber if they are in no way 1·elated to tired limbs and by our best coutem,poraries, although they are all

a"

THE TRUTH SEEK~R, JUNE 18"_ 1881.
clamoring to get their share or more, even those
who preach not to care "for the morrow, what ye
shall eat or wherewithal ye shall be clothed." I wish
you a prosperous voyage and safe return. May you liv to
see right prevail, .and all myths swept away, is the
sincere wish of your friend C. S. STERLING, M.D.
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a great many holy :Places and relics too numerous man, will attract but little attention, possibly a passing notice from Jehovah, Jesus. or Ghost.
to mention in that holy land.
Men are so far superior to these three that they
With regard to the missionaries, if you can only
get a peep behind their curtain, you may be able to scarcely ask any advice from them now. They build
tell a tale that may startle honest, sincere Christians steamers, r!i.ilroads, lay thousands of miles of submathemselvs. It will be difficult to get at the facts on rine lines; nay, they hav included in the telegraphic
account of not understanding the languages, and circuit by a common bond all parts of our planet
the missionaries will hardly be likely to enlighten and no glcry halleltijah to any nigger human divinGATES, Mo., May 21, 1881.
FRmND BENNETT: As you say the required number you on that score: I am of the opinion that if the ity. What a change! In fact these faci-lities for rapid
of persons hav expressed their willingness to send truth were known the missionary business has a and easy intercommunication will in time tend to
make wars between nations few, and it is to be hoped
J. M. KING.
you around the world, I also send my" V" for a copy mighty black record. Respectfully,
Jehovah, the God of man, will not be mad and
of your trq.vels. I am satisfied that if you liv to
wrathful, and cast a thunderbolt at you for having
NASHVILLE, MICH., June 5, 1881.
make the journey the world will be very much wiser
MR. EDITOR: I hav had my eye on your prospects done so much to deter mankind froni continually
for it, as you see everything and know exactly how
of getting money enough to swing around the circle, gazing at him in the clouds and giving him thanks
to tell 'it.
Yours truly,
MARY" B. CHILD.
but hav said nothing. I now see that the prospects for helping in those grand works which man taught
are good; therefore I send you money order for $5 him and his followers-works of peace and civilizaWooDSTOCK, VT., May 24,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I send you, according to promls, to aid you on the trip. I am glad the Liberals ha v tion.
Now, Bennett, go and decipher the secrets of the
to help defray the expenses of the round the concluded to hav a truthful acCOUJlt of countries
world trip a postal order of $5.00. Please accept that you will pass through, and the manners and holy of holies. It is an inviting field of enterprise,
my best wishes for your health and happiness on customs of their inhabitants. I do not often advise and with the energy and determination which charyour journey and a safe return back to meet the people, but in this instance I would say you need acterize you, you will succeed. I inclose you my
v.ishes of your looked-for return by your better half. hav no fear of God or the devil, but you had better mite-a "V "-to help you on, and hope those who
My best respects to her, and may she be buoyed up look out a little for those missionaries who are al- hav promised will send at once, and those who hav
in your absence with a hope, and may she be well ways on your track. I wish you good health, plenty not will immediately do so, and were I rich enough
of cash to make the trip, and a safe return to your I would go with you and see that good old Mother
cared for by friends in your absence.
office again, to giv us the history of your travels, as Nature would giv you her blessings on the way.
JoHN D. PowERS.
Yours in friendship,
I hope your New York friends will giv you a royal
agreed.
Your co-worker,
LEMUEL SMITH.
parting farewell. Accept my kind regards, while I
EPHRAlM, May 27,1881.
hope for your safe return to your family and to us.
HICKORY GROVE, KY., June 1, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $5, which I
A. A. GILMOUR, M.D.
Respectfully,
cheerfully send to you, according to promis, and MR. D. M. BENNETT: You will excuse my tardiness
in
sending
in
my
$5,
will
you
not?
Inclosed
please
P.
S.-Our
Liberal
friend,
Dr.
J. L. York, of San
wish you good luck on the trip round the world. If
you should hapl en to meet Jesus on the way to the find $5 to assist to send you round the world. I Jose, Cal.. delivered last week a series of Liberal lecHoly- Land, please tell him to hurry and come, for send a "V" to help abolish this thing they call the tures to the people of Modesto, commanding pretty
we need him here now. Th'ese government officials Christian religion~ and to see the true thing of what good audiences. His lectures _were highly apprethat the devil sends us will not let us liv up to our is going on in this frowning shell we liv on, and ciated by the Liberal, thinking people. He spoke, as
religion according to the way that he has revealed various things. I like to read your Infidel paper, as it were, under inspiration, denouncing roundly the
to us; and we can't enslave women and make brutes the Christians call it. Luck be with you in all far cant of the day. I would strongly recommend him
of ourselvs as we would like to without being con- lands. I hope most of the donors will come to time; to all Liberals. He came by invitation of C. C. Lustantly in danger of these hellhounds on our track, and when you print a volume or so, or when you ther, our ex-president of the Modesto Liberal League.
Mr. Luther, one of the most activ workers in our
and we look to him for aid in this hour of affiiction. are ready to deliver the book, send one to
Yours truly,
C. H. MooRE.
cause, made a brief report of his visit there to difTake good care of yourself, Bro. Bennett, and we
ferent
Liberal papers, hence the shortness of this rewill await your return with great pleasure.
GREEN LAKE, MICH., May 29,1881.
port.
A. A. G.
A friend of Freethought,
R. CLAWSON.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Your circular of lOth inst.
duly ),'ead. As one of those who employ our editor
BRAIDWOOD, ILL., May 20, 1881.
BART, PA., May 15, 1881.
as agent to circumnavigate this little planet, I ha.v DEAR FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose $2 for THE TRUTH
DEAR FRlEND BENNETT : Inclosed find $5.00, my previously suggested some objects of interest, and SEEKER for the balance of the year. There is somepromised share in your contemplated trip around would add tha-t some items of political matter would discussion about your going round the world. I say
our globe. I hav never been very favorably im- afford interesting reading, such as the collecting of go, if you think your strength sufficient. But don't
pressed with your making such a trip, but as you revenues from the famin-stricken nativs of India, let the Arabs kill you or the Fijians eat you up;
Yours,
FERRIS BuRR.
hav decided to go, and your friends hav- insisted on statistics of population, rate and ratio of taxation in that is all.
your going, perhaps it may turn out all for the best, China; courts of law, jails, etc. It practicable, see
PAoLA, KAN., May 3, 1881.
and I hope it may, and that you may hav a good the noted wall, that we may hav witness whether it
MR. EDITOR: Daniel Pettingill desires to continue
time, a pleasant trip, and a safe return home. But coincides with the incredible accounts in school
such a trip will be no child's play, even to a much books. Not that these topics possess any direct in- his subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. He hands
younger man than yourself. You should not go terest, but to obtain reliable statements from one me $3, which please find inclosed for that purpose.
alone, but hav a good and faithful companion. You who does not look through the blinding goggles of This I am glad to do for two reasons: first, I get the
can find some thorough-going whole-souled Infidel musty traditional superstition, or like politicians, hav reading of his paper after he reads it. Then he is a
that will volunteer to accompany you, that_ has ample a one-sided view to support their own theory or poor old man, and was badly crippled by a run-away
means to make the trip. I know that Infidels are party's interests. I doubt not it has already occurred team and can't get to town. Let me say the causevery commonly poor, the why I don't know, unless to your mind, but nevertheless I will suggest that in of Freethought was never so prosperous as now in
it is on account of their honesty; yet there are some case of emergency a sort of official letter of intro- all this free West. The people themselvs hav decided
that are abundantly able to bear the expenses of such duction to representativs of the ·united States in to hold their own meetings, and depend upon home
talent. In many localities the majority of the citia trip. If I were a younger man and had the means foreign lands might prove valuable.
Inclosed I remit for one share·. Having room, I zens are outspoken· Liberals. Secular funerals are
I would jump at the chance of making such a trip.
If you should visit the Holy Land, it would hardly will just remark tl)at Mr. Mair seems to my mind like quite common, and the preachers begin to see their
pay to spend much time in hunting for the Garden the common barnyard fowl trying to fight a stout gob- power is waning. Being a Spiritualist myself, I acof Eden, where Jahveh built up Adam out of mud, bler-turkeythat, overpowered, crushed down, and tram- cept the Materialistic philosophy, and hand in hand
and where the devil, in the shape of a snake, got pled, soon as lib€rated will bristle up, and challenge with the great brotherhood of Materialists will march
the better of old Jahveh in the fruit business, or to the combat anew. No attention is due from me to the with them to the grave, and will not quarrel with
hunt up the precise spot where the whale landed stupid bigot who claims merit or demerit on the them if they lie down there to rest from their labors.
Jonah, or the place where the barren fig-tree stood. grounds of b'as of mind, called belief or unbelief. The But I prefer to still prosecute my journey, and expect
Of course it isn't there now, but had to die on valuable pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER, in my view, to meet these grand workers beyond the lines of
J. T. HAUGHEY.
account of the terrible "cussin" it got for not bear- would' be much better occupied with the current news crude materiality. For the truth,
ing better. I dare say, however, you may meet with of the day.
D. M. BENNETT: You are still editoring that blagpersons who will point out these places and a great
Hoping your outfit will prove ample, complete, and
many more, such as the place where Christ cast out success and health attend,
I remain yours,
- gard TRUTH SEEKER afther the dose I giv yees afore.
Sure I sup:l'}ose ye are beware of the fact that I regthe legion of devils that entered the herd of swine.
FRANKLIN PECK.
ularly contributed an able article a while back. Five
lt would be interesting to the true believer to hav a
or six children out here repinted of their sins, and
view of that hillside where that drove of hogs went
MoDESTO, CAL., May 27, 1881.
rushing down into the sea, but not quite so interest- FRIEND BENNETT: I am right glad that you hav ful- had their skirts sprinkled until they were wnite as
ing to you, perhaps. This was a most wonderful ly decided to go and explore the birthplace and home snow.
Begorry now, don't be afther keeping on in your
performance, indeed, but it must be confessed it was of the Christian God, Jesus, whose followers hav
a little rough , on the poor hogs. No wonder they done so much to curse humanity, What you will ould way afther the little. five and &ix-year-old chilcouldn't bind the man possessed of the legion of accomplish in that direction, showing up the so- dren hav forsaken their sins and made up with Jesus.
devils, even with the strongest of iron chains when called "Holy Land," will amply supplement what "The way is as plain as the face on a man's nose,
this same legion was sudden death to two th~usand you can do at the helm of the goodly old TRUTH and no fool, though he be a man, can err therein."
Bedad, an' there's scripchure for yees I
hog~ as soon as the,y entered them. The only won- SEEKER.
der IS that he hadn t taken Christ by the nape of his
I know you will encounter peculiar and serious It is a silf-ivi.ent fact, as I hav proved, that ye are
neck and the seat of his pants and hurled him into difficulties, but I hope you will overcome them all on the wide track, while I am on the narry; an' if
the sea. This would hav saved the poor swine. but and make a successful voyage, for we are all on the yees will take my advice I'll make it all right with
I suppose one man is of more value than two t'hou- qui vive to be fed for a change on the marvelous God, an' git yees ter hiven on a half ticket. Stop
sand hogs, though perhaps the owner of the swine stories and legends of those far-off lands which gave workin' forninst poor, prosecuted Christianity, "keep
would hardly think so. No doubt they will show us the Bible system. One consolation certainly is afraid of God, and begin to be wise " (more scripyou the mountain where the devil carried Jesus and that you will find it easier to travel now than chure).
Hopin' this will cause the shells to drap off your
showed him all the kingdoms of the world .. and all the Israelites did when led by God Almighty Jehothese things I will giv thee if thou wilt fall down vah. It took them forty years to cross a desert about eyes, I remain, Sufficiently yours, TIM FLAHERTY.
and worship me," said he. But Jesus was a "leetle, one hundred miles-about three and a half miles a
DUNDEE, N. Y., May 9, 1881.
too sharp for the devil, and ordered him to worship year. These Jews and their offspring, Christians, are
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find a clty draft for
old Jahveh. The devil seems to hav been a little certainly slow any way. We scient-i.tlc men are faster $3 to apply in payment for the current volume of
frightened, and left. Angels came and administered and more powerful than their God Jehqvah, for we
TRUTH SEEKER.
unto h~, that is, I suppose, took him down off the can qui~kly cut our way through the desert; yes, THE
My dear friend, if I did not suppose you surfeited
mountam. Jesus generally worsted the devil it accomplish it in three hours. -To cross the Red Sea with eulogy, I would add or indulge in a few expresseems, yet neither he nor his old father Jah~eh you will want no Moses with a rod. Great steam- sions of praise. Suffice it to say, since I met you in
ever attempted to kill him, which they should ha~ ships built expressly for that purpose, and special Watkins, N. Y., I hav followed you closely in your
done, and thus at one stroke rid the world of all machinery has been invented, adapted to that sea meanderings in person and thoughts, as expressed in
evil.
·
.
will waft you across in a short time, and no sacri~
your writings. If you make the talked-of circuit of
~hey will most likely show you the Mount of flee' of bullocks will be demanded on the opposit our planet I hope to be able to advance the $5 for
Ohves and Calvary, and perhaps the identical stone shore. Again, you will reach the "Promised Land" the promised volumes, but spall hav to defer that
that the angel rolled away from the sepulcher, and carried on coaches, drawn by iron horses from ocean
Yours,
J. J. HoLLETT.
to ocean, and this successful operation, the work of treat for the present.

[From the Brooklyn Daily Times.]

A Modern

But alas I what conclusion's in reason 1
"'Tis reason leads people astray."

lhpetonga. *
(From a forthcomin"' volume· of poems by l\Ir.
Wm. Wilson, now printlng at the publishing-house
of D. M. Bennett, we extract the following as of
special local interest. We suspect that many of
octr readers who were born in this city will gain
some important historical informP.tion about their
nativ ptace hom the pen of an I<;nglish poet.]
Gone and forever are the whoops of Canarsie [a.,]
No more doth the bushwood 1 conceal the dark

1oe;
No more do the Rockaways [b] hunt through the
cedars /
Which lined the broad beach stretching out to the
sea.
Gone are the vinyards and the surf-sprinkled
plum-trees [c]
Which lured to l\Ianhattan ymmg Hudson the
brave;
No more do we barter the skins of our island,
.A.s did the wild Indian who dwelt on our shores.

Lake Hades may loom on tbe morrow,
Wild wnves in tbe lurid light play,
But I think, like the children of sorrow,
" 'Tis reason leads people astray."

SUBJECTS:
The Soul and a Future Life and Tile Influence upOn
Mor-.>llty of a Decline of Rellglous Belle!, by tlte ablest
EngliBh wrlters, Including Prof. Huxley, .nederlc Barr!·
rison, Lord Selborne. Pro.f. Cl~fford, and ~:~;evera.l others.
Price, $1.25.
For sale ~u~lrht~~rr~e~~s~·.'Y. city.

They m·gue that reaEon deceives us,
And, of COill'Se, thus reasoning, they
.Are the first it decei·ves, and it grieves us
That "reason leads people astray."

$72 t'ui'!r/{:-e. '¥~gnl8~.?1~:U::,I~~~e.

Let me stray. Let them burn me like stubble,
The high court my sentence must say;
As for theirs, they hav spared court tbe trouble,
And follow theil· reason astray.

By My :Medical

Jf an oi·thodox thought might avail them,
It is this glad suggestion I make,
By the boot-straps, when all reason fails them,
Let them lift themselvs over the lake.

Correspondence WantC(i,

A widower of some means, American. f;mily small, of
When Ute Half Moon [d] bore down on the white industrious, continent, and temperate babits, entertaining
liber<Ll vim\'s un many subjects, too old to be young and tou
sands of Coney
young to be old, holding to the unity Of temporal and spirThe wild wolf was heard through the tall, pointed Itual good, is d~sirous to cui·rcspond with a few unmanied
ladies (East or West) po.ssesslng like views and qu<1.lities.
pines,
While out through the surf came the clamoring M~t~~l~~~~~\~~n~.h~Nar~~:nlmity 1n allJ3t~~ 1 ~ekJA~ns of
St25
Post-office box 966, Ottawa Illinois.
nativs
To meet the brave crew as they.rowed for the
Parlnet· \Vanted.
shore.
Wanted as a partner, a lady thirty or thirty-five bears of
Their powwows they raised to the ~pirit of evil,
.A.ndo:lfered the wampum surrounding their bodies ~~i·ti'i~: :n~~a~~;t&;.1~lg!~o~~g~i~fe l~~a~3sh~:~
For beads and for trinkets the white men pre- be vested in her. None but those o! LiberH.l views t\nd
radical thought need apply. AddussSWEET HOME,
sented,
4t25
Care 1RUTH SEEKER office, New York.
And friendship cemented the hour of their land-

g;

in g.
A Good Dome fOl' a Good \Voman.
Down through the decades has passed the strange
A Western mnn, who is alone ln the world and needs a
story
good housekeeper, wishes to form nn acquaintance with
Which if.1Ve to the river surrounding Manhattan
~g~;:~~! ~t;~1lgZ;u;;,~~"a":~ :ftl!ng~~ory,;'\?ee ~ii."fii:
A name that 'midst nations is spoken with pride,
years at least on a farm. Address WESTERN FARMER,
And hailed as the conduit of ne'er-dying freedom. Marysville, Seward county, Ne~raska.
St24

Columbus, the Spanili.rd, in the bight of his prowPupils Wanted.
ess
An Atheist lacly teacher would like a few children to
Ne'er dreamed that the fleets of the world would
board
and
educate.
The kindest care llnd attention given.
be anchored
Terms moderate.
Address
Mrs. R. J. RYAN,
Breast deep on the waters which Hudson since
22
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.
named
While up through Gowanus [e] his Dutch ship was
MECHANISM.
steered.
Aclditlon,Su!Jtmction, l!Inltiplication, anti Il\vlsion.
When they gazed on the woods of the high lhpe-

LUMUlAIIDil Ly

tonga,
l'rhich towered o'er the stream in the front of
1\Ianhattun,
While sported the savage his tree-formed canoe,
Fresh freighted with furs from the wolf and the
beaver.
The glass

bead~

of Amsterdam paid for the treas-

~ample

Address the Patentee,
Wll.HART, Kirksville, Mo.

Coun~

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.
Price of single badses, postage paid
and packages registered, eolM. gold, lSk,.
dou])Je thick, :&4.00. Salld gold,lOk, ~1.50.
Sliver, $1.00. Remit by post-office order
or reglltered lettter, and mention this paper~ Liberals, write for a descriptiv cir-

For which the wild savage had toiled through the

season,
Yet happy was he the bright gewgaws to gather,
And-gave for the baubles the fruits of his labor.

N.~~rii :t~::t;. t~Jt~~~e ~~781~g~~~N
patentee,

But changed is the scene since the advent of Hud-

LUCY L CHURCHILL,
West Riehjitld, Summit county, Ohi•.

6meow2~

For the hands of the white man bav leveled the
woodlands,
And the dusky-browed savage has gone to his
fathers,
And left Ihpetonga the queen of the ocean.
The wigwams were cleared for the home ·of the

whiteman,

·

Machine, postnge free,

~;~?ied?ir~~~~~Y~r~nt~g~~;~

ures

son,

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY JAMES PARTON.
'Vith Po'l'traits and other Dlustrations.

The loom took the place of the bow and the aiTow,
Tills work, Which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
The ax and the adze then fashioned the timbers
in its preparation, is now ready. lt is in two large volAnd built the prond ships which were launched on umes. on heavy paper, and printed in bold, clear type.
Mr. Parton as a histoi'ian and biographer has no superior,
our waters.
as his bio!raphies of Jackson. Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley.
No more o'er the woodlands or down by the river, ~~~if~~t i!u~~1~ W"rir'k~' al~di~: f~g; ~~iv;~i~ a~v;.~lf~:·:
''I here proud lhpetonga has lifted her head,
monument of research and schofarst1ip. It is just, candid
Do we hear the wild whoop of the red-painted In- discriminating. ~nd exact, describing Voltaire ns be was, ~
transcendent philosopher, a great ret"Ormer, a brilliant wit
dian,
~f?s ~~~th~~t\rs,i;~~~Yait"l~~ci~g~~~~Y~~r~peh~~~f.~\'r~~-And the howl of the wolf in the forest Is ended.
had In the English language. It Is a most Interesting porBut up from the sea rose the white sands of Coney, traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and perseverAnd gave us the island, the p1ide of our countt•y,
ing foe to bigotry, or as the fertn scholar of every branch
Where men of all nations can mingle for pleasure, of literature and advocate always and everywhere of tolerance and liberty. It Is t_l:te arsenal from which Liberals
And pass the hot months 'midst the spray of its will
draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
waters.
make It the anthority In regard to his life, his work, his
The rich and the lowly, the :proud and the humble, death.
In two vols. 8uo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Send back to the fatherland tales of their sporting
Address, D.l'II. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
On the banks of the ocean where Hudson first
landed,
Far back in the decades among the wild savage.
How little we think as we sport in the waters
Of the terrible scenes which gave to the white man
The right to the island from the savage Canarsies,
Who fought to the death for the land of their fathers.

"'Tis Reason Leads
Astray."

P~ople

BY ROBERT CUMMING.
The advance guard of orthodox sages,
The heroes of life's narrow way,
.A. warning note blew for all ages,
"'Tis reason leads people astray."

of courBe Nature, unless overborne by drastics, will resume
her work, reinforcing the bowels, and making them in
their turn act properly.

The '?ote filled the phonograph pulpit,
So 1s heralded down to this day;
.And simpletons, open-mouthed, gulp it,
For" reason leads people astt-ay."

Is just the thing for this work. Its mission Is to cleanse
and fortify. It never falls!
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
24"

You may think it a simple delusion,
But the truth of it none can gainsay;
For each, as he hugs that conclusion,
Is the next led by reason astray.
Thinking "reason is damnable treason,"
Some concluded to ha v faith and pray;
*Iphetonga (pronounced Ifatonga), the ancient Indian
name for Brooklyn Bights and the shores of Long Island
southward.
[a] Name of a ~rlbe of Indians.
[b) Another tribe of Indians.
[c] At the time of Hudson's landing the shore was lined
with vines and plum-trees growing close to the water's
edge. What was then the beach Is now two miles out
under the water.
[d] Name of the ship In which Hudson came to this
country.
[e) The Gowan us Creek and. Bay formerly extended
through to Coney Island and up to what we now know a
Brooklyn Bights. Their channels' hav since then beens
partly filled and built upon.

Symposiu~.

Chronic Loosenes" or the Bowels results

f~~~~~fi~f!:c;~~1 f:i:~~~~p~ro~st.hi~:N~~~ef~~~ :~~e~~~d
TarJ•ant's Seltzer Aperient

CHRONIC DIS EASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases ot
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various cauSes,
physical and social, leadluito them are flalnJY. treated bf
0

iW'
J II.f!'Il'f6zt ~ &~''f.lbt §~d§~:earf\oboEti:e~~~
lllnstratlons, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,

rr~:.~~rki:tt:'~~::'e ~~i~t;~~~:.rrJ¥a~t'r~~~:gg1i\~ ~~u":~

BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and hi• medical publications: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lnti1

J:'~:!-{~ aih~f\'.:"is ';: ~a':til c!'Pt~:s'tt~~~~~tt~~:~y~re~~~

motive, whose life has been spent in instructing and improving his fellow-beings by giving such Information asls
well calculated to· enable them to be more healtlly, more
happy, and to be better and more usefnl men and women.

fft\~~~%:,C~~-:i3W.~rg~~'f:l~ tr~~~~f~'h"~ricl'~~~~ ~dtg~~~~'i.~~

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the great benefit they hav derived from tile Physlologlcald h1glenlc, and moral lessons Which h& has so ably

lm/.:'r~gaB~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at IIbert to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, l!'R~E.
Price of the new Popnlar Edition, by mall, postage prepald,only$1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANTED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, 'l!il
129 East 28th st., New York.

costly

CUUlES OF PREACHERS.
BY M. E. BILLINGS,
Waverly, Iowa.
.A. pamphlef giving names, gmce of residence of i and
~~~n;::tcg~~.;,~;~ b~~5~f~~~~~t:'~~c\ny~~~·J¥.nlted States In
1 Copy,
•
•
$ .2u

I~ CO.f.les, - •

RuDtures Cured
Reliable references glven. Send st&mp for circular.
Say In What i~~~~ou saw ci~~~~~'ll_ru88iiiNGS
Sm15
Smithville. Je!Ierson Co •• N.Y.

Harmless, Healthful and Infallibly Reliable.
"At last we bave seen and examined the famous
• Comstock' syringe. It is a -marvel of. simplicity of
construction; seems admirably adapted to the end had in
view in its invention and manufacture, and should be
in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the cltnrch hove set out to suppress it in
the interest of tbosc who prey upon the misfortunes of
their fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and
health interferes with the profits of certain well-known
classes."-Liberal.FreePress, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,
1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, tbnt champion agent
of the Y. l\L C . .A.., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned champion, Don ~ui:s:ote, di<l upon tile windmill, and got
hurt for his pains. The Comstock Synnge surpassed
nil our expectations. We did not e:s:pect to see an
instrument so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so unique, and in e'·cry way adapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the ladies it
must be considered a real blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all •yringes. "-.Dr. Kinget's Health
Journal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
"Any rellccti,·c reader mnst perceive the practicability
of· your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need ·of its
nniversnl use for tbc welfare of womankind. "-Dr. A.
OPPER:U:"'-'ill• St. Joseph, Mo.
"That • Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. My wife's health has
greatly impro,·ed since she commenced using it. "-EZRA.
·'T. DaNmLs, Downs, Kan.
"I have just received that toa·rmly-welrom.ed little
friend to tooman. I think it one of the best inventions
of the agc."-Mrs.M. S. ToWNSEND Woon, West New·
ton, 1tinss.
"I am more.than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily sec that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
to "·omankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispensable little article shonld bear t)le
infamous name of 'Comstock.' "-Mrs. YouNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
against your 'Comstock' contrivance."-D, HIGBIE,
l\L D., Burton, l\Hch.
" I hope you will push your • Comstock ' Syringe
until it is !.."DoWn to every family in the Union, when
its o-rcat benefit to ovcrtaskcd and suifering women
will" be app~eciatcd."-.A.. L. RA.WSON, Jil. D., L. L. D.
" I think it is the best article of the kind I ever
saw.''-Enwm BaRLow, D. M., Flushing, Mich.
"\V o have critically; examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapte<l article for the prescribed purpose that we have ever seen. It should be in the possession of every woman in the land."-Dr. NoiiMA.N
MAcLEOD, Dr. JonN MAcCm:u:MON, Dr. A. E. Monms,
Dr. E. A. Ma>.'NSEL, Prof. DELOss LueE, Dr. E. ATWELL, Dr . .A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
HI received that wonderful Syringe, ancl consider it
the type of health and purity. I want b shake hands
with yon and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
supreme blessing."-MARY E. BARLow, Lincoln, New
Mexico.
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."HATTIE SaNTY, Cottonwood, Knn.
"Anthony Comstock has at last been of some service
to Immunity in calling public attention to snell a blessing n.s your Syringe."-J. W. KtNBI{ERN, Sanford,
Broome Co., N.Y.
" I ran truly say that I am more than pleased with
the Syringe received. I am proud of it. It fnr surpasses my expectation. All women ought to be thankful for such a god-send to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price had it been $50. "-Mrs.
W. II. WILLIAMS, Ottawa, Knn.
"I think it meets all the demnnds of woman for
snch an article. It is certainly the best Syringe I have
ever •con." -JA.>rES l\L DtrNN, New Washington, Pa.
"I consider this "Comstock " Syringe the prince of
all others for cleansing and healthful purposes, and for
applying local remeilics. I never felt more like rejoicing in my life thun I do now over my returning health
since the commencement of its use. "-Mrs. II. F. Phillips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent securely boxed with special instructions.
Confidential terms to agents.
PJ'ice Ten Dollars.
Make Money Orders payable at Station E. Address

•
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AN EIGHT-PAGE PAPER.
Devoted to

Science, Art, Spil'itnal Pllilosopby, Rod
Radical ReCor1n,
Is Issued monthly by tho

"Scientific Luveto.tJg».tor Pub.

Co.~'

At One Dollau })er Year iu Advance.

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.
Only Article of the Kind. in Use.

•

SGIENTIFIG INVESTIGATOR.

C~mpound

and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30Days.'

•

Send cash. Postage stamps are a drug. Address the
author or TRUTH SEEI\:It:R o:tficc.
A \Vonderfnl Expose 1
4t25

Tills

~urns!

Sample copies freo.
Is earnest In Its objcots nntlrlng In Its
1

~g~~~~b~~~ ~~g~;,:t~~.s~~~~~:~~~l'~ rogr~~~.,t~i'l~te~~~~~!~

but f<n·ever an enemy of tyranny, fraud, and oppressiOn,

pe_rrtel~~~ ~~ il~~i~/'l~ ~~~u~~~o~~g[~~e~~es~~~uld subscrtbe at once f01' the 8CIEN1'1Fl0 !NVHST1GA1'UR.
Address SCIENTII!'IC INVESTIGATOR J>UB. CO.,
6(.2:!
135 ~'lrst st·; l'orthlnd, Oregon.
1
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A regularly educated and legally qnallfted physician, and

the most successfu~ as his x_ractlce wlliJ:rove.

ofJlfl"s~s~ m~¥~~<E~~~~d ~'b'h~~~~
0

the result ot self-abnse in youth, sexual excess tn maturer ·

~~~~i.~n~e~~'i[.ll':,':,'%seJ:~~ul:.~~ss'fo~.e <~1i/1~ f~~~'r~~
\Se~;~Wi:llt?i~~~s~~~~i~~~~~r:c;;,1 s~fe'f~~'lehJ:!l~

Contusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., ren..

~~~h~~~"cf,ir~~P~~~ ~~~~Jn:· ~~ec!~~~~g~~~n~

the Doctor\! latest and greatest me~cal discovery and
which he has so fnr prescribed for this baneful comp'bi:lnt
In all Its stageo withont a fallnre to cnre In a single case,
and some of them were In a terribly shattered condition ;
had been In the Insane asylums, mQny had Falling SickBess-Fits; others upon the verf}f of consumption; while
~~i';,"; :f:!::ae~~- become foolls ·and hardly able to take
Syphilis posltlvly cnred and entirely erad!Cilted from the
~ei:O. Gonorrhrea., Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Rnpture),

1J·Jl~~~~~~ ~~~!~~,:'~';.':. 'r~~~r~~~-(or delay of
the first menses), Dy8lllenorrhrea (or laborious menstruation), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), ProlaJ>sus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, as the following will show:
"Dl!ARDOCTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
you are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel.
tng better than tor seven years, nor express my gratitude
In words. If every kind and gratefnl thought I send you
0
w¥";eaa~~::'3ils?~r~~nldn~Teal.y~~~~ ~ Ifu":~~e, 0.
Ia only a sample of the many grateful expressions recelvea
by the Doctor from sn!Ierlng women whose diseases pe.
culla.r to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of ~heir
own honsehold!l. ·
A GREAT DOCTOR.
th~e£,~~~:~:;'i~J.~~i~e~:J'!~~~:!~~~t'fe"a"J.~Jt!'r'i:.

"There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more Importance than alleviating unman su!Ierlng, stopping the progress of dl•ease, and thus
extendIns the period of human life. And I know of no

f>~:~~~~F~86~s~~'}c~?i~a~~.t~~ Y:"fl\~c:u'::~~~!sl~~!!'t~~
~J~~:"\f! s~~~~¥;, g~~oe~~efo~t~ ~~~'!?~~if/1~~'t;

gra.ctlce. This I know bJ; aetna! trial, having been re.
wb"e"nd ~hao~~~i':'e.:'~ ~aJ'id. dl~~~gr, gls ~3wm~::o~
you are alillcted with any of the maladies 7ncldent to this
age. I deem It my dnty to ~~ay this much for the benefit of
owrer!ng humanity."
·

=·

eft
Th~s"E~~~o~~'&~rdtWD~c\1'5 \\"EmJ~T\~
forth a new and sclentlftc method (never before known~
~~g:rcgfest~in~~. ~PiWA'i~~f~~ou1J~~'lfR~~~e:f~:

on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, Nlving the cause,
f:tf~"t'!a~~~~:io!f."e'hts0~!,~n.;,e, ~~~~sJ~~ the
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letter free and Invited,
which are kept strictly confidential In ali cases. Charfies
tor treatment reasonable. AddreSB Dr. RvifnlJ!J..t9,."':J.'.

J!to

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND
MOHAMMEDANISM
Examined Historically and Oriticall;y.
It is thought to be the
Most Dama;-in;- Exhib.it of Chris•
tianlty that has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods of' the Se•
mltie ~ations, lncludinr,;- Allah,
Jehovah, Satan the Holy
Ghost, Jesus t3Jarist, the
Vir;-in Mary, and
the Bible.
To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, showing that booll:
be a very .Inferior production for a first-class l:lod.

BY D. M. BENNETT,
8SS lalllC pages. Paper coven, 00 cento: cloth. 11.00.

S.Al\I. II. PRESTON, .
209 West 34th St., New York.

The

World's Sixteen Crucified
Savior,.;
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Anthor of " The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
Bibles" (comprising a description of twenty-seven bibles),
containing new, startl!ngdmil extraor<llllllry revelations 111
religious lilstory, which Uiscloae the oriental origin of an
the doctrlns, principles, precepts, and m!rncles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of It&
~':gr~K~f~~c~"e"J~~s~omprlslng the history ot six·
Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT,

THE T:It.UTH SEEKER, .JtlN:rn iS, 1881.
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Therefore Take .Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia" Gar·
ments and Liv.
Jtlcdical Electrician, Inventor of the "Wilsonia," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, ~nth or of" The Trial o:f Med·
icinc," "The Langua~e of Disease," "Med·
teal Fallacies," etc., etc•.
t16ii FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YURK.

May be Consulted Daily from 10 .A.M. to 8 P. M., Free of Charge.
Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.
Important to Invalids. The Most Marvelous Invention in the World

SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM-,
MINENT DEATH
LIVING WITNESSES.
DEAR SIR: Some two weeKs slnce 1 read in the Brooklyn
N~s a reporter's item noting_a remarkable result from an
The followlnfr worde of commendation and ~peal from application of your "WILSON!A" garments in the cases_
~P*ffg~~if., <f1'4ii~~~J~1tel~~~rie~~u~f ~;;;:r~f !~~ of suppressed scarlet fever. Havmg known of a case
special interest, covering, as they do, a great varietJ of the ~u~~~e fl~~~~~~~~h~~~tr~nbe: ;J:Rt:~~m~~t: ri:e~e:~a
0
Invigorator and the four other appU~ncee which go
:~;n~t~t:~~~dof ~~e~~ ~~~~~·, ~~~k~~;Ve~g~~e~y lung
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
see tf any allowance must be made for the reporter's
t~;i!fa~~~e~s~:~g~fg~eN~~~~::p~?vTI~~~ 1g:nciiuO:gfnU:, and
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old grand..
curing, or killing:
daughter of Mr. Davld ColUer.JD Columbia etreet, and I
called upon him regarding it. He Bald the reporter's Item
MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA· wae eubetantlally correct. He eatd bls famtly phyelctan
Dr. Moffat, the homeopath1st4 acted as every humane
BROOKLYN, N. Y.,JI[arch 11, 1R81.
ghystclan does when, having no hope of recovery himself
IJ~~;d~~Ifili;,uW~~~ ~~~r~~en;e,~~:Se,rrt~~-~~.;,~l~vW.~ b:.r.r• t~::;,~~~~~n~~ ~~~ ~~~~~··t~:~h~~~~r'l§J.W&:l
0

~~cfs :1 Ei;¥!ig~~~ mfy!~1; ~~~it~h~r:i: s~e~~E~fr~~ re~~~~~~~~f~e~0! ~ci~~fe:~dwt~~ghf~v'rg~~~cttg:f~in ~~~
THE "WILSONlA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
bette which he took o:tr hie own pereon, and applied
g~~t:i;~"e~~~~~~ ~~rti'it t~;t;~e~~~~~;;-~~~~~ g:;;.~;~r.·~~~'cl; leg
them as beet he could upon hie dying granddaughter. In
two hours from the time he put them on the doctor
IS TilE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY. ~~~~:a~\r~W~ ~:!f~~:ft_:g ~~rf::h:~\iScE~:e~ta'd;~ j~~ about
&ailed,
and on examining the child, remarked that a gentle
York, I induced him to return to Brooklyn with me,
against
the
pro
teste
of
frlende
and
hie
phyetctan,
who
eald
Tile eteam engln and electric telegraph are ae nothing compared with the wonder-working nature of the I would never reach Brooklyn with him alive. Sulllce It to Fae:tYir:~~~ri~~~~~~h~n;e:tti~. 't~~~!fd ~~n!ft~:t~!~!:~s~i

"WILBONIA." Under Its ln!luence dlseaee can hav no place in our nature.

say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded, should find, d'oubtless, in every other,a delic.a.cy of feeling
after a very t~ing ordeal in reachin~ my residence-which In the family, touching thelrfamltyphyelcmn; a reluctance to say much. in special praise of a remedy that was

~~int;r~~~ th~e~o~~·~e~inC: ~:~:f::IJtg~~~a~~sflf~
The Paralyzed 3:re being made perfectly well.
he could not reach Brooklyn alive-which to me was a ~ttl:t~!~~~~~~r~~h~;cr~:e~gs~ Plt~~ist~J~~~siJe'i:g
double
source of anxiety.
Rheumatic patients ·are perfectly restored.
~~\\i~~.~~~~f£ ~~ t~~~~~~~E:~ieg!r':~ d~t ~ ~~et~~~
1
8
0
in ·~~e ~fWfLdS0~£{5,ourG~l~~n~Y ~:th~~g':~s ~~ ~~1~ vlctlon that duty to the great public deman~ that thlll
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
etrengtb In hie limbe, and on the evening of the third day acknowledgment be publicly ldven. ·
Deetrous of knowing what Dr Mo:trat hlmeelf would say
he walked to and fro through my hall and elttlng-room
Fever ca.nnot be where the "WILSONIA" is worn.
without any assistance whatever. He continued to gain, of the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged inand on the ninth day returned home, using only cars and. terview. Among o.t~er th!_I;Igs he said: "~rhe patient was in
conditiOn. We could not bring on diaphore ..
Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the boats to get there. After being away from here about two asls,precarious
but a gentle perspiration eet In after the go aile had
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet:;~~~~1tferro:;ttgic!~f~n~eh~sw'it~}~,r~~l(h~~ a:c,~~~ ter
thousand.
gradually as long as they were on her." Very naturally
mlleeln a day,Juetto teet hl~abll!ty. He had alBa euJiered
he put in some saving clauses for the resutation and dig..
CITIZENS OF AMERICA I
~~~~;~\ah{~~f~; J:s!:';l!~e~~~~:rn~J~sifJ~~ntgeh~~

~~\Ycg~~~~.!~~~1ie ;; ~~~fcf ;:~t"~e s~~i th: ~~£~er~~~~;
If you Jove your country and the welfare of the hu!l1Bn race, make youreelve acquainted at once with WILLIAM
WILSO.N'S Marvelone Invention. Inquiry will coot yon nothing.
~~~Y~~~Ve;v~~ ~e-P~~~~~~<ii oi~;~~l~;~tw£~~,i~~~~~ in repeated cases before he could declare in its f8.vor unre..
Our depots are open free for lnepectlon to all classee of eoclety. Phyelclane and Sclentlete are epeclally Invited to
lnepect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they will, on application to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND ~~e~~~~o:~~1~~i~h~ ~~~Jr~ifjfl\?fdti~~g~eaJi~g~e~~ :~~~~l;~ou~t s~~1u~~~!~e~~l ~:s~~ti'a~~ 't1i~~O::s r;~
phenomenal chan~," he paid about as high compliment to
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w o hav been thoroughly cured.
_
erencee made to this trouble.
T.D>;T. TRUAX,
the 11 'YILSONIA 'system as could well be given, and be~
376 Dean street,
8

~~~~f·e~:~g~iYi~to~cfg~ ~ Je ~ t:~\~~~t~~~ tg~
REMARKABLE CURE OF CATARRH.
fact that in the" WILSONIA" MAGNJ.nc GARMJlliTS
Nota Bene.-Belng pereuaded and conetralned by the they hav a sure reliance in those frequently recurring, and
In the name of high heaven abandon all forme of drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men and women,
0
1
if not broken up, fatal cases of supp1·essed fever, I am inCall or eend your friends to lnepect mY invention and satlefy youreelf of the marveloue results following Its uee.
~ ~~ tfsB~fl:;c;~ciJ~.~~Jllft t~tsb~in~l~fe\;~uar:~\~! duced
to write you this. You may make what uee of It
De pots will be found ae followe:
of catarrh, as well o.s ke:&t me from taking cold, to which I ~~ ;hooee. It 1s from one in whom eu:trerln~.~~'lf:r
1

INVALIDS OF AMERICA!

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, neal Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

"AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST AND EVER IS JUSTICE DONE."
The above quotation, to be found In the poem of J.lcKay, wae never oetter Uluetrated than In the lllBrvetons
results fa llowlng the Introduction of the "WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.
The eel!leh blunderheade of the faculty ~f Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed in the marveloue curee
now counted by the thousand In the city of Brooklyn alone, and .all within the ehort space of elx months.

~'!," .Y~~~~£ll~!e·I w~riU~~fg~ ~1f~:;"~iYtf,"ec~!~~~t\~

gannents, whatever their coot.

T.

lJ~~::r.

TRUAX.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APO·
PLEXY.
CASE OF PROF. HATCH SMITH.
.
BROOKLYN, N. Y.,Feb.28.
DEAR SIR: The "WILSONIA" J.IAGNETIC GARMENTS
with which you invested me on the 22d. day of November,
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them.

~~r!zt,:",\c~~n J;~thtt~~ta~;· ~fd:M~~:t~ <t~e s'"!t~!~g~f
1
fg~~l".WfL~~~fi.~~ Ji\{~W.fg ;!~'1ioJg'l,~e~~t~~~.~~

A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY •
.M.y baby was teethlnft, ana nad a severe Dowel troubie

~TJi6~s;;~t~e;~:nge~r :~.n~m8~t,c~~fE~!~. wt~%

two hours my baby was entirely a.t rest; went to sleep,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, growing
stronger every day. She had been very susceptible to
colds, but since wearing the'' WILSONIA" garments has
been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
greater service than to induce them to make the " WIL~
:>ONIA" a part of their baby's ewaddling-clothes.
MRS.ltEOI~GE W. DAWSON,
Marek 1.
4&1 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.

f.hyelcal condition .are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the

d~~~rf~o~a g~~~i\s,~h;e~t~t~~:r~;~Um~~~ :~ecJ~~

Let It be borne In mind conetantly, that the "WJ.L.
the elclt by a natural law, ae elmple and beautiful ae It le SONIA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons, wlll
not ouly cure bablee of all their ailments, but ·are equally
worn by persons of any and every age sufler~(;t:f:e:l.'~ ~:i.rf:g~ua~e".i a~;':.'"a~.~heatd.nt~~n!tl~ s~~~ successfully
ing from any disease known to man, less an organ actually
your aid who suffer from 8. similar disease. I now know decayed.
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"

~~i:~~!~~~;;:~Obfeh~~aft:fu~~z~et~~~e~~Is~~~~~~
they hav got to admit lt. Wonderful facto ceaee to ae-

~~~f~e~f;~:f~u:~~~~~ r~ a~~r~~Wiis6tJu.~y~stl~~

of doctore and drnge. Your humble ~~ll_l'.fgMmJtJ:W.Jl:~t,

THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
MOST ASTOUNDING .f-fl~TIONS AS

TO ITS

IN SPITE OF THE PREJUDICE AND DOGMATIC
ASTOUNDL.'<G CURE OF PARALYSIS.
BIGOTRY OF THE PAMPERED FACULTY
OF BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken o:tr from crutchee.)
JRRSEY CITY, March 11.
MR. WM. WJLSaN;Dear Sir: I hereby wleh to aaltnowlSeveral of these mallclone phyelclano having been
edge the great merit of r,our Magnetic Appliances. I hav thoroughly beaten In argument and In fact are now wickedly attempting to coerce several tradesmen whose names
i::'aer~ E:~·i~~~~~~~ ~~gtJ't;"t~!~e ~~ o'"ehd~U,:~t~~ f~ hav appeared as references in my circular, to cause them
be carried wherever I wlehed to go. I wae attended by to withdraw their names from my list and to recant their
more than fifty- of the most prominent pbl:sicians of Jer~ statements previously made in favor of my discovery. Most
notably three tradesmen in Brooklyn hav been placeEl 1n
if5'sp~!!l :~g ~e~Yy~~~ida:n~~~~uJ:~iey ~~~Wu~~~dc~ this position. One man who had sent me at least one hun ..
dred patients, and had eta ted to them that he would not
1
ill:ri"FEWJ~~iir.'t~ ftPP~ega;;'"J~:'n"t;~r~~~:lfa·; take $5,000 for hie belt purchased of me, hae had the efabout two months, and· am able to walk about and attend frontery. for the sake ot dollars and cents, to make calum.
nious statements against myself and invention, although
re~~ ~~s~~f8j'e~~:~v~~~~~~~~r~ai!1i t~lJ&1~~~j ~~~ there are one huncfred persons ready to testify that this
call may be Informed of the merit of your goods, which I man had publicly etated that my goode had absolutely cured
commend most earnestly to unfortunates atdlcted aei hav him of a disease ot twenty years• standing. And as further ·
evidence of the value of my goods thJs same man procured
been.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
a eecond quantity after elx mont he' trial of the firet lot.
Truly may It be eald, "Men In the preeent day will, lllte
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
~fiia~~~d ~~~ :i.'i~.~~i~~gu;~~~~~~hts an.d their freedom
No. 111 HUDSON ST., JERSEY CITY, March 11.
But let th.e phyelciane of Brooklyn continue this conduct
they may, their downfall le certain, even though they
G~irii!~· Vo~:':~~iaaris!~ ~t::ti':::r~~d~[o~~~~~t!~ ae
purchaee the freedom of thought of every man In Brooklyn.
the results that I most cheerfully advise my friends that I
hav found all that your agent claimed for your goods to be
true. I was afflicted wltn sciatica of the bone of the knee
READ
1
1
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
t;;';;~ ~':l~~:e~: a/:~ p.i'l~ i~.W:~t~~e~;l~;ga~:J't:.'~~~~ having
used your common sense. say whether or not
~!tfN ~~~~~'i#'bW,fl~"v:'l~~'k bJ'~~t'l';~;~~.:~.getting out, these purchased ealumnlee8 should not be outweighed by
JOHN SMITH.
b~YuE.'"~r;~~r::~~~~~kl~; ; ~fc~r~:~a~~~~~tJf."olfff.;,:'J
street; ofT. De Truax, of Dean street; of Joel Cannon, of
Jay
street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of Mary
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
Manning, of VIne etreet; of the Aseoctatlon for i:nlproving
the Condition of t.he Poor, of Llvtngeton etreet; of Mr.
BROOIO.YN, March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been eutl'erlng for the paet Haley, of l''ulton Market; of J. B. Ho;t & co., of spruce

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.
Jwould !!ret note the case of Peter Lehlbsck, whose their hande than that they ehould wear the "WILSONIA"
tt stlmony le given below. Thle poor man will tell you Garmente.
tl at !lfty.four of the beet phyelclane of Jereey City and co!f.l:\~i:an.:l,~~~~.~ote ae to theee men'e treatment of their
N ~w York had utterly failed to glv him the ell~hteet re.
Two ta.l'lee called upon me Iaet week, and one, In my
~1re~Y~~ l~e:in4,:'in~!~c1~~:i:::t!'ci.e w'ft."h"o~te a'i:";"~':,'i,~ consultlng.roome, with teare In her eyee, told me the foJ.
·
e> being paid. I put on him- $180 worth of my clothing, lowing etory:
"Mr. Wilson," said she, " nothing yon can say agaill8t
ai d while m/ aeeletant wae dreeelng the man one of theee

g:,:~h;:~:~~~~~a~:~~e~et~ ~~tb::C~ ~~=~~~~J'n~1~~ ~~~1t'ly~;jnYB~~~.forSc~;~~fS~~h~ E~:r:tties~~~~i~~gJ

my case hopelees. The last one said I could not llv but a hundreds or other respectable and well-known ladies and
short time. I ha.v taken various kinds or medicine, but
the doctore and the medicine did me no good. Nothing ~~t~~~na~~;~~i~~tf~~t6igfnl~':a 1i~g ~~e~r;tgfi~
would reach my case nor allay my suftering from pain, the to receive any benefit or any relief from the many
rapid beating and the sul!ocatlng feeling or my heart, until P'lJ'~oc~a~~~r':h~:ll:~ti~nh~~ ~K~~~dclear to every reaean.
on the 26th oi December. 1880, an aaent from the .Brooklyn able
mind that although a few men, ouch ae those quoted
above, may sell their consciences for dollars and cents, we
t,~s~"ia~~"c!~~o[0I:J;~;',_'[.~n,fst~e 3o~~~~nC::ft!~etfi~?."
can rest assured men who w111, for satd dollars and cents,
SONIA." My eleter called for the goode, I beln~ unable to strip
themeelvs of their manhood will at leaet llnd them.
~~ ~g~· :~a'!!~.n ~~';,~.,t~e"tfc~e;~~:n~eIf~;'~~~T;ett~~~vft~~ eelve thoroughly exposed and their calumutee laid bare.
in twenty-four hours. I hav not taken one drop Of niedicin B~~~kl~~a~~ft~eth~ o~~~· Jh~~~~~m~t ~~em~ 0;J~~~a~.f
since, and ha.v gained strength and ftesh; hav no more $5,000 cash to be given to the Institution If l tall to cure
pain, and hav a.n excellent appetite, which, before, was nlne-tenthe of their eo-called Incurables) Is still open, and
very poor. I can also lie down and eleep all night without wlli
be open to them for twelve months.

*"il':

~':; ~~·~"v~~;..,u:g.lc¥:a~~ p~:~~:~~a~~ ~~Y~k~~ :'!!'i ~~~
rJ~~~Iif~:aPefe~~~'\11t':."c~~~a~~:~1~fh~~~~I~~~~ lovely
niece taken temporarily Ill, having been In tolera. ~V, ~gfg~~~~gvi;:H~: ~hf,~{ViL~{}J>f;,~~ ::-;goo: reetfe~
1
rc.\"N~r\~f.:l.~~ti~'f~ ~~::~~~~ii"~ad more eenee than to ~~tr~.'\vg~a~~df:e;/~~~1&· u~':.ehl~~a~'!,rqu~~..~~~~~ to take large dosee of eaetor all, administered to me ~Y my
put on such rags."
elster every other day, To all who are eut!erln[hfrom like
However, thle pampered do~atlet'e anti eupport lethe called In as phyetclan In the eaee. My niece bemg eome-

0
g;B&llle
~r~~~'i,'!! ~~n·~~~a~:; ::·fn ~E~~.'!~d~t oP~tg~~. fh~.~
coneonants take the place of bralne. But let ue eee
th~

reenlt.

fe~~~r;:!~~~b~~owg~t tg~e~~~~~~:a~~hi~CCJ',~~~.nliu\h,:g ~~rf.~rg~~~~~':;\r: ;~C.~n h~lt~Yw~IJNe~J;J.L.
Sl Vine street.

~~g~ 1~led~ie~J'f~~'i-o~~~~d,t~~~ ~; i&~~ ~~~~:.a~~

Bf~~~lew~~~~ fo~ke"~~~. ufo".:'n~et~fmL~illi\';,~ o~~~~~~ ~[g~~~g~~~S~~;{;~·e~~;~irB~~/.~~~.. the malpractice

And yet thle man to-day drlvee through Fulton etreet
Ciutchee; anN even then the wicked character of the man
regular~ on hie dally mleeron of eendlng hie vlctlme to the
w .a evidenced In the following eollloquy:
n:~~o~~~b¥'ar~~~~~ rtc~do/:~cfi0.:\aJ.ifJ'ieev~~
1 ;~!,htiu't;~u~lle~bg~~! ~~~~~~; ~hb':id ~ilf,~~o~:~R yon a ll'r~gklyn
However~ the teetlmonfatglven below will clearly show deuces as these, ha.v no more penetration than to confer
with ouch charlatan• ae to the virtue of any new dlecov.
~':;; Jl~\~a~g~~g~~ti_t~~hj~~g~:~h~~e~~.:'"J':ie".in!ov:~~ e.tlee of wh)ch theee dogmatlete hav not the sllghteet
ltnowledll:e.
·
1
n ¥g~er;~ t~::U:l:i~~~~.oflt~~~~~~ ~:lffht~td:fi.;lr The "WILSONIA" magnetic garmente are ae harmlees
upon the body ae woulil be a eheet of paper, and yet
~~3~£".'"ri'~~e~.a~Jr.ev7Jl!Y;. a~~~~~g.ntil~e~~~ygr~~h~~ w1thal eo ~otent that pereon.'!> no matter how dleeaeed,
MUST BECOME PERFECTLx HEALTHY IN TWELVE
~\Hf.~M'fi.l'fj~~~~~c",ir~ntted~;~.an to hav eeen the MONTHS
FROM THEIR FlltsT WEARING THEM.
Can ouch evidence be llled ae to the Innocence o! drug·
Another caee I would note, that of Profeeeor Hatch
glng? Even where the pntlente are notal way• !tilled, the
Bmlth, whoee teetlmony le given below.
That poor man for three weary weelte applied te one of eeelleefdleeaee are dally eown by the kld-~loved hands of
hie phyelclane, begging him to make Inquiry Into the na,.
ture of the" WILSONIA" Garments, telling him, with all ~~~YS~';.~~Pifr~~~fi~n:ho~n~t~~~~~ tl~~ec~l::~~~~~~
the COnfidence with which a child t1·eate a parent, that he crtmlnale; and ae long ae I llv and hav Uberty of epeech
I ehall cry down the lnlqultoue practlcee aud tne drugging
;;~~~~ ~g~:l:;l~~e~ ~~~~g.utm~ 'i.~ntti'.!'~ro~~ty~h~~~~f~ systems of our colleges. I will never pander to what 1
oak up wlt.h reverence, evinced bie eelftehneee and spleen J<now to be a lle, nor will I reet until I hav compelled the
by abeolutely refuelng to Inquire Into the matter. Yet leglel11turee Of thle country to etsy their hande In the
Pi"ofeesor Smith to-day will tell you that he le ae etrong chartering of collegee, wherein legalized murdl!rers may
physleally ae at any time In hlellfe,and many Of hie frlende be trained, the!) to be thrown broadeaet upon eaclety,
·
say he wae never known to be eo etrongae now. Am I not either to become ldlere or murderere.
The facto etated above and the teetlmonlee given below
therefore juetl!ledln saying," LISTEN TO YOUR PHY8
SICIANS AND ~NOR WEAR THE'WILSONIA'
~~~flO GA
TS AND. LIV HEALTHFUL ~~:t .:h~g~~~ sr~d:~'i.'J~nr;:h~~:.:::t 'ft.~w~ti;~~::.
:urea in reference to the practice of mecl1eln;
1'11- men would rather 1ee their patients die under

Yi.

THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
THE "WILSONIA" GARMENl S
AND LIV.
IMPORTANT TO THE iNVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.

THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAiN
181 CoLUMBIA ST., BROOKLYN, March 15.
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
MR. WM. WtLSoN, Dear btr: I ha v been a su1ferer from .liARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
varlcoee velne for eome thirty yeare. Late laet fall I wae
THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND l· ALSO
sutrering very severely with a sore on one of my legs, and
I had come to~he conclusion, as I could get no relief from WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE
MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
~;ul:Je~a"vd~g"gJ';,"c~~~e~ ~';, 1 ~;;[..bJii';ayfXs!~!~~~,;.!'~t.,tly~
however, about the first of December, llearned that an ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PA·
acquaintance of miue on the J"iver, haviu~ the same TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE I1 RE0
MEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
~'l'M'iJ'kf.'i!'s .:'f~~u~~Mo~~;~%~L~.?f ~~· th~~.N~T;~ Bll:EN
GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY
!f~::eu~';;~g~\1.:\~~d ~~n~~~nc1~the~"J:!~~~lf~':,cgv;,;l~~i SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. 1'HE LIMIT OF TIME TO
the same goods. That was iudeed a wise n.ct on my part, EFFEVT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
for I soon tound my distended yeins were decreasing, the THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

C!~~~~~ss~~\n~nf;~ht:See s~~~~~rftii l~~~n :~:~lJgti~;rii:,

but my general health I found WI\S Improving all the tlwe,
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
and Instead of going to my bed a helpless Invalid I kept will cure the worst form of rheumatlt~m known to man.
upon my feet every day and ·attended to my busiuess, as I Eight cases out of every twelve can IJe cured in from four
hav done from that period to the present time, with to six months, and the worst pos.siiJlc cases in twelve
months, when the goods are worn as I direct. My ditll
~~r,ci"f.' ~n~u~"'iii:."d'l'!iee~f.f~.'"':.l~~~~~~f.o:;,n p~~~.-·~~~Y culty
is, many persons w111 get rotten with disease, spend
head and trouble in the I'espiru.wry. organs, but since thousands of dollars in poisonous drugs, until they become
wearing them 1 sleep u.s wen nearly as at any previous
0
1
t'h~~·~ a~~n~?~~ !ftY;cl; t~Jug:pP~~nft/i~.
~~~~~~fo~f;i t~~~~~~~.£~:~~~t,!-;:,~~lfn~.a.rJ'J ~~~~ K!elkl~f:~to~
But the 11 WILSON !A" will cure in every case, no matter
It nothing more than my duty to commend them when- of how long etandlng. But our common eenee must bQ
in every inst8nce.
::~\~':.It a~llflt~~~~llfv,Ji.i:;~~~~e?~ec:Y'~~~Ifil.~:':~ used
Listen to the ph;r"lclane of Brooklyn, take medlcin, an
tiona I hay made in other caees I am led to think there Is die, or wear ~e " WILSONIA" Garments and Uy,

THE TRUTH SEEKER't JUNE 18., 1881.

400
9J~m#

-·

olf g[hought.

Uldds and ~nds.

D. M. Bennetfs Publications.

Truth Seeker Library.
IT Is a wise man tltat knows on wbich side Ills
THE worst action in the way of interference in
The World's Sages, Thinkers, anU Re•
mundane matters of which the God of the New bread is oleomargarined.
f"ormei'S. The Blogruphles of three hundred of the
Testament is guilty is, perhaps, the sudden slaughSOME men are always trying to begin at the top, most distinguished teachers and )!hllosophers (who were
tering of .A.nanias and Sapphira. But what is this unmindful of the fact that it is all folly to shingle not Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
By D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pnge~. Svo. · Cloth, $8.00: leather,
to such enormities as the deluge, the destruction the house until after the cellar is dug.-New Haven $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, &1.50.
of Sodom and Gomon-ah, or the commission of Register.
·rbe Champions oC the Cllurcll ; Their
bears to deveur little cbildren foe remarking the
BETSY and I are out,
Crin1es an<il•ersecutions. Biographical sketches
of prominent Christians ft\.r worse than lriftdels. A com·
baldness of a prophet? Hon-ors like these, so
('Twas the deacon spoke
panion book to .. The World's Sa_g_es" etc. By D. M. Ben.
consistent with the general mode of procedure of
.A.s the old mar~ shied.
. nett. Svo. 1,119 ~pages. Cloth, l'J.OO; leather, $4,00; roo
, rocco, g1lt edges, &1.50.
the ancient Jehovah, are wholly incompatible with
And the anxle broke),
the characteristics so often ascribed to the more
Betsy and I are out.
-Revised Pome.
The Go•ls and Religions of" Ancient and
Modern Times. Vol. I glvs a full account at all the
recent Gods.-.Amberley's Analysis of Religious Belief.
".A. SCIENTIST named ~nvart will soon issue a: gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
THE cbief benefit which religion ever conferred work on the cat " says the New Haven Reqister 1 Jehovah, Satan! The Holy Ghost, Jesus Clu'lst, Vl~lli
upon mankind, whether in ancient or in modern We've done don~ that already. It was a hea.ry 1 :ff£fi.;~~1ttl~0.:s~118,:J'fai~~~~~~roln~fu~~~':'J'~~.S,::
times, was undoubtedly the oath. The priests copy of Shakspere•s plays and we issued it from a 1 Mohamme~anlsm, and Christianity; the latter occu'r'f.l~
taught that if a protills was made in the name of third-story Window, and it took her right between ifeJ',i'~~~·.J~l~~~~~yp~~~g~~s Fn~f~~t U:M'ag::·vo~Kme. or
the gods, and that promis was broken, the gods the shoulders, and we hope it broke her blamed $5,00for the two volsumes; In leather, $7 &J; In morocco
gilt edges, $8.00
would kill those "who took their name in vain." back.-Boston Post.
Voltaire's Philosophical DictionarY. Con.
Such is the true meaning of the third command.A. WRITER in Appleton'S Journal occupies several talnlng nearly 1,800 pages-a complete edltlon-wlth tWO
ment. · Before that time treaties of peace and pages of that publication in an effort to prove that steel engnwlngs-a medallion portrait, and a full length
contracts of every kind in wl1ich mutual confi- there is no such thing as womanly intuition.· Some ~~;:s~~%~h~~~~c0~·gW~~~g~:~l.M~ther, red burnlsh~d
dence was required could only be effected by the
night when tbis gentleman comes home about 13
Piupcrnatnral Religion. An Inquiry Into the
interchange of hostages. But now, by means of
1
this purely theological device, a verbal form be- o'clock, and tr·Ies to sneak into bed without waking ~~~~t~n~fe~hv1~:tl~e;~~~~~~- t~e~\~T~ [ 0 ~us'h~~~~t~r'it
the baby, he will discover the fallacy of his theory. Ism ever written. By F. w. Newman, Emeritus Profescame itself a sacred pledge. :Men could at all
sor pf tile London University 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth,
.A. HARTFORD man sent a pair of tr-ousers to his f<j.OO; leather, $5.00; morocco. gilt edges, $5.50.
times confide in one another, and foreign tribes
met freely together beneath the shelter of this use- tailor to be repaired. The tailor folllid $300 in a
'Analysis of Religions Belie C. An Examination
ful superstition which yet survives in our courts roll in his pocket and returned it, receiving the of tile Crecus, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
thanks of the owner thereof. When we send a By Viscount Amberley son of tile lute Lord John Russeil,
of law.- Reade's Martyrdom of Man.
twice Premier of Eugumd. Comfilete from the London
IN cases of suicide we should look not barely at pair of trousers to our tailor to be reconstructed, ~~~~~~ .7~fttpe"!;:s, t'~. In clot , $8.00; leather, $4.00;
0
the action", but take motlvs, character, and results and he finds $300 in the pockets and returns it, we
The Great Works ot" Thomas Paine. Ininto accouht before we say of any external action always tell him to keep the tr·ousers for his hon- cluding
The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,
Reply to Bishop o! Llandll.fl:, Letter to Mr. Erskine Essay
whatever that it is of itself crime or virtue. The esty, which is the best policy.-Norristown Herald.
Letter to Camille Jordan, The Rellp,lon ot
same act may be the grandest thing or the basest
GILLHOOLY asked a Galveston lawyer what he on Dreams,
0
0
in the world; but it is previous character which thought of the assassination of the czar. "Well," Ri~:"th~ ;l~~ p;i,~~~eedb~eth~r~f:e gf~af~e~ a~~~~e~~
determins this and the estimates of motivs and replied the Galveston lawyer, stroking his chin, ~~~~J:,~t~{;ed:s~$f.~: SVo. Cloth, $8.00 ; leather, $4.00;
consequences. Therefore let each case be tried by and looking as wise as three or four Solomons, " I
The foregolnlj" e!Jht volumes are called "The Truth
its own merits and judged by its own worth. Let think the m·an who done the shooting ought to hav ~i~~e":s~~b.:-:1o~r w~ll t~e ~~~~~1Uof::;/:,e~~~dP~rg; ~~·
not law come in with a sweeping condemnation change of venue on account of public prejudice each.
and pronounce its anathema upon those who may, against him. I'd get him out of the scrape if he
Nature's Revelations ot· Character; or
perchance, hav been acting quite as consistently was over here-and had plenty of money."-Gal- ~~lu~l~f..?t:·~~,.!:!~·'!,~r~~e~inie~:n':~~~c.:'n8tt~~
with the great dictates of our nature as the legis- veston News.
tures. lllnstrated by 260 wood cuts. By Jos&f:h Simms,
lators and judges themselvs. The only scripture
IT was in the smoking-room of an Atlantic steam- ~ife~s~$f-~.'svo. Cloth. ~-00: leather, u. ; morocco,
precept is the prohibition, "Thou shalt not kill," er that a worthy Teuton was recently talking about
Paine's Works.
a law which orthodoxy interprets with at least weather forecasts. "Look here," said he, "I dell
Paine's Theolol/,"ical 'Vorks, Including The
such limitations as to prevent it interfering either you vat it is. You better don't take no shtock in
Age of Reason, ExaminB.tion of Prophecies, Letter to the
with the hero or the hangman.- W. T. Frxr;.
dem weather bredictions. Dese beople don't know Bl.Shop of Llandll.fl:, Reply tc Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille
etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel-plate
IT rs to be hoped that Christian communities will noding. Dey can't dell no better as I can." "But, Jordan,
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
be led seriously to consider the important question my dear sir," said a person present,." they foretold
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one voJ.
whether it is right any longer to read the Jewish the storm which we hav just encountered." "Veil, ume, as above. $81 $4, $4.50.
scriptures promiscuously in churches, or com- dat ish so," said the Teuton, contemplativly; "but
Paine's Political Works, lnciudlng Common·
mend them in the mass as divine oracles to the I tell you vat it is, dat shtorm vould hav come yust Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
1
1
unlearned people. It must be obvious to all that de same if it had not been bredicted."
an'I~:b~~~ t~!~fo~~sWttho!tn a np";,".,"; 'i~tl~~e a~~d~
scandals and dangers result from the practice.
"MA," said a Cass avenue urchin with dirt-cov- Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
Such passages as those relating to the destruction
The Age of'Reason and An Examination
of the heathen Canaanites and the occupation of ered knuckles and a pocket full of marbles, " is it ot· the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
their land; to the treatment of Gentiles generally; wicked to play marbles for keeps ?" "Yes, my cents.
Common Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.·
to the tortures infiicted by David (the "man after son, and you must never do it." "Isitwicked when
God's own heart") on prisoners of war; to the you lose all the time!" . " Yes, just the same."
The Crisis. Cont&!n!ng numbers from I. to XVL
"Is
it
wicked
if
you
win
all
the
time
and
play
with
tnclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
punishment of misbelief or religious perversion
with death; to the execution of witches; to the use a boy who says bis mother says if she had your
The Rights o:fMan. For the oppressed ot human•
of the ordeal; to acts of patriarchs, deemed moral feet she'd never go out except after dark!" "I-I lty. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
in a prlmitiv state, but which are now moral no -go and wash your hands and get ready for supD. :U. Bennett's Works.
longer, and even many of them relating to a re- per!" was the sharp reply, and the lad continued
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
ligious system of ceremony, sacrifice, and vicari- to play for keeps.-.Detroit Free Press.
l"ormers. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $8.00; leather, f<j.OO;
.A.WFUL STUPm.-They sat together on the front morocco~ gilt edges, $4.50.
ous atonement, ought surely to be removed from
the lectionary [i. e., be no longer read publicly in steps of her residence on Park avenue, and whispered a great many things that would look very c':l:!e!'!~:::fP.t'!~e:~t~!'-:s. crv~.rcth~:a:~
churches].- Toronto Bystander for April, 1881.
Cloth, $8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
How can we be otherwise than wearied by the silly in print. The moon veeped modestly down
on
them,
and
lighted
up
their
faces
just
enough
for
reiteration of the idea that the chimera called God
llt'!~:r~~~fm~~~ rw~·~r..~:e~. o~~:~J~:t
is the source of the principles and laws which are it to be observed that he wore a bashful, reserved In cloth,$3.00 per volume,or$5.00 for the two vofumea;
in leather, $7.00; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
interwoven with substance and exert a controling expression, such a one as always serves to cast a
From Behind the Bars. .A. series of letters
intluence both in the scientific and moral world. cloud over the more energetic and affectionate written In prloon. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
How crude and unphilosophic appears the notion grades of love-making. She determined to use a
An Infidel Abroad. A series of !etters written
that we are indebted to a deity for the idea of love, little strategy to draw bim out, and induce him to during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
justice, or forgivness; that the neglect of these giv her the kiss for which she was just aching. In $1.50.
The §emitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
principles is an offense to him instead of being a a cooing voice she said:
"John, suppose we had just come in on a train,
0
blow aimed at the foundations of the universe! If
~~g~v~~~ s~~a':,", ~~eta~1i"J'~~!~. ~~!~s ':3~~f;f,~\i'!. ~~~r,:
and
it
was
raining
real
hard,
so
hard
we
could
not
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 2SO pages are devoted,
love is only a quality attributed to a personality,
showing that book tc be a very Inferior production tor a
what becomes of the generalization called good- think of Walking up town, what would we do!"
God. 833 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents;
"Why, wait in the depot till it cleared up, I :first.chl.ss
ness ? Plato styled God the fountain of general
cloth, $1.
reckon.''
ideas, Including goodness, as if that which was
"Yes, but suppose it rained all day, what then?" a!&.~::~~~lnfn~fi~f:::r!a,&' '!~d ~g~\l?-~~1;
never evoluted could illustrate anything but facts.
"Well, if I couldn't borrow an umbrella, I sup- thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
Such heathenish views could perhaps be held only
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
by theologians who are in the habit of twisting pose we would hav to get wet."
"Oh, pshaw, no!" and she stamped her foot im'rhirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
their faculties into any shape to suit the requireand Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
ments of orthodoxy. If the humblest man prefers patiently. "If we had a chance wouldn't we take cloth, $1.
a'bus?"
good to evil, he is a fountain of love equally with
The Humphrey•Bennett Discussion. A
"By jove, that's so; Ineverthoughtof that; ha, debate on Cllrlstlanlty and Infidelity, between D. M. Benthe Almighty. Theology incapacitates the mind
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
ha,
ha,
of
course
we'd
get
a
'buss
and
ride
home."
for tracing out the first faint begiun.ings of those
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
She almost ground her teeth ·with disappointuseful ideas which so often tlash out upon us in our
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50
moral darkness, illumining our social relations ment, and after a few moment's silence, asked,
"Do you ever take 'busses, John?"
cents.
with a steady light, pure and renovating as the
"Oh, yes," he replied carelessly," when I go to
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 8,000 quesblaze of the noonday sun.-Alhaza.
propounded tc his Jewish Godsblp upon a great varia town and it's a long distance from the depot to tions
ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
THE Protestant prides bimself on rejecting the the hotel, I do."
\Vhat I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
foolish doctrine and beliefs of the "ignorant Cath.A.nd she wept at bis stupidity.
Why an<l Wherefore. (Forthcoming.) 850 pp.
Olic," hnt Arnold speaks a pertinent tr-uth when he
12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
SOMETHING
BEHIND
IT.-.A.t
a
railroad
depot,
reBays, "The mental habit of him who imagins
Deacou Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of
Balaam's ass spoke in ne respect differs from the cently, a farmer-looking young man attracted con1
mental habit of him who imagins that a madonna siderable attention from other waiting passengers, ~!~n11F. ~~~i~s~ f~~;:{'i}lirf~l/a"n~t~to"tt~~~I!I~U:.nc~~~~~50cents; cloth,75cents.
of wood or stone winked." we are all full of by sitting with his arm around the waist of a woAnthony Comstock : His Career ot Cruelty and
prejudices, wbims, and superstitions. we are man old enough to be biB mother, and homely Crime.
By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
children of habit, and need to be ever on guard enough to scare a bear into fits. One of the pas.
against doing things by nature, and believing in sengers kept such close watch of the pair that the sr!~~tta1'J?d10 ~~~:. Letter Crom Ludlo~·
things because we hav gotten in the way of doing young man finally left his seat. slowly advanced,
Letters Crom Albany Penitentiary. 25
so. we· must keep up the spirit of inquiry and in- and remarked:
cents.
"Kinder
fall.ish
weather
we're
having
now
!"
Matter, lllotion, Lif"e, and Hind. 10 cents.
vestigation within ourselvs as well a~ in the
"Yes.''
minds of others. We must now and then ask of
The Gods ot"Snperstition. B cents.
"
Going
out
on
the
train?"
our own reason why it accepts tbis or rejects that,
The Groat Religions of" the World. lOcts.
"Yes."
or before we know it we shall simply believe from
Open Letter to Samuel Coll/,"ate. 10 cents.
"You noticed me hugging that woman over
mere habit. We should also be chary of thinking
Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
how mucll more we know than others do, for tbis there?"
An Hour 'Vith the Devil. 10 cents.
"Yes."
makes us self-conceited, and we begin to think we
Sinfnl Saints· and Sinful Sheph~rds. 10.
" Do you call her good looking?"
are wise enough, when the fact is the very greatoo~•
" Good looking! My heavens, she's the homeliest and strongest mind on ear;!JI is barely able to
Honest q,uestions and Honest Answers.
grasp the outside edges of a few scattering bits of est woman I ever saw ui my life; I don't want to 5cents.
foam on the great shore of the vast sea of uni· offend you, but that is my honest opinion."
Au Open Letter to J esns (Jhrist. 5 cents.
"Say, that is just my opinion, too," replied the
versa! knowledge. And this thought of how little
B.. F. Underwood's Wol'ks.
young
man,
as
he
lowered
his
voice.
"Did
you
it is possible for us to acquire out of the great and
Essays and Lectlll'eS. Embracing Influence ot
boundless whole should make us cultivate a broad think I was in love with her?''
Christianity on Clvlilza~lon: Christianity anil Materlall8m;
"Yes, I reasoned that way."
What Liberalism oflers In Place of Christianity; Sclentltlo
charity and a sweet, loving tenderness for others
"Th<'lre is where you are lame in both legs. I Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialistic
in their shortcomings as to belief and action. We
1
must be patient, loving, and kind to those who are know how old she is and how homely she is, but ~:re~Vgft~~ ~~:I'~ri~ee ~~i\f~~:ng~~~~ 't.'f!~'W'~~~fJ
swallowing foolish doctrins and creedal dogmas she is a Widder living across the street from us, God'/ Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authiodrlty
of the Bible; Freetbougbt Judged by Ita Fruits; Our eas
that we hav left behind, or rags and rubbish that and I am laboring to induce her to trade me an al- of God. 800 pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
most bran new melodeon for an old bass drum. I
we hav outgrown and cast away.
Influence of Christianity upon Civiliza•
"Let's cease this everlasting growl,
wish you'd kinder change your seat, and giv me a tion. 25 ccn ts.
Be gentle, kind, and tender,
chance to feed her on gum-drops. She won't melt •{)hristianity and Materialism. 15 cents._
.A.nd If the worl<lls bad, we'll join
While she thinks you are watching us, and I can
What Liberalism Ofl"ers in Place ot
And do our best to mend her."
trade that melodeon for a cider mill the minute she (Jhristianity. 10 cents.
-Jillmina ]), Hlenker.
gvs
me
possession."
Scientific Materialism: Its :Ueaninc and
1
Tendency. 10centa.

I

:r::!.

SPiritualism !"rom a Materialistic Stand•
point. 10 cents.

1!;.':~~~. tfJ~e!;:~litical

and Religious Re.

"'oman: Her Past and Present; Hel'
Ri~~o·hts and \V•·ongs. 10 cents.
liJ:aterialis•n ~uul'Cl"in1e. 10 cents.
"'ill tbe Comii1g lllan Worship God 'l
10 cents. .
<Jrilnes and Cruelties ot" Christianity. 10

cents.

Twelve T••act.s. Scientific and Theological. 20 cts.
llnrl/,"css·Uudcrwood Debate. A. four days'
debate uetween B.~'- Underwood and ·Prof. 0. A.. Burgess
l'resldeut of the Northwestern Christian University'
InulttMpolls, Ind." Accurately reported. 188 pp. Paper'

50 ceutBi cloth, 80 cents.

Undcrwood·lllarples Debate. A tonr nights'
debate between B.~-- Unaerwood and Rev. John Marples.
}'ully reported. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
Miscellaneous 'Vorks.
The .Uartyrdotn ot· lllan. Embraclngthefour

~}~~!~~~:~i::~dr;~~fti~~.· t;,t~~~%ig~~t~~~~ 11 %"iwtn:g~~

Reade. New edition. 5-!4 pages. Price reduced trom ~
t0$1.75.
'l'ho Ct•ce•l of" Cln•istcndom. Ita foundation
contrasted with Ita superstructure. By W. Rathbone
Greg. One of the clearest uud ablest works ever written.
Prlco $1.50.
Revolutions of" Antichrist• .A.n exhaustlv work
1

fs ~Ylf~lf ;,~g~~\~ri 6ft.£H~c~~fu~~~1~f~I:~tn ~18J~~~~~ 3~:~s;ne;f

1

Mnry, Wl\~ ~:~toned u.ud han.Jted u.bout a century before, and
1

g~a£.~:~td~~t\~ ft"vc~l'~~~ li~~J'ab~·~~~~Pt'l::r b'h':-1sll~'i.a~~:

4-16 pages 1\Ud full Index. Price, ~2.00.

'rhc

.Jatnicson•Dttzlcr Debate.

A nine

~~':[,~' 'lf~~~e~:\~~~.' i.J.'~.f~P!:~nc~~~sti~:~~YJ~~ "tJ~f:k
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

'l'he Pro and Con or Supernatural Re·
lil;"iOn. !loth sides fairly and ablY presented. By E. E.
Gmlu. ex-Universalist clergyman. "Paper, SO cents; cloth,
50 cent~:~.

..

The "l'ruth Seclt.el' (JoUeetion or Fol'ms,
Hyntns, and Ueeitntions. Containing forms for

or~antziufi

societies, mn.rriage, funeral services, naming of

!~:/"'J~\~lt~ta~f:ac n~~:;'~8 ?J;"P~~il~t\iiettl':.oga~~ui;,l~r".:i:!
social gatherings, etc. To Wille'/; are added beautiful Rec.
ltatlons for various public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, l50
ceutsi clotll, 75 cents.

The Heathens of" the Heath. A finely written
Radical romance. Dy Wm. McDonnell, author at Exeter
500 pages. Prl~e
Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
~~~~:f to ~[:J~'rederllui Macdonald. 404 pages. Price re-

~"J~c!~:n~,Pcc'"r~'IS~e~f!; gfot~~i~.{5~c.

'l'he Darwins. A domestic Radical story. By Mrs.
Elmlna Dr~tke Sienker, author of John's Way, Studying

the Bible, and numerous essnys. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cent&;
cloth, 75 cents.

John's \Vay. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. Slenker. 15 cents.
'rhe Clcr~yn•an•s Victims. A Radical story
vlvld'y portray'i'ng the wrongs committed by the professed
meu of God. By Mrs. J. E. Dall. 25 cents.

F~:~h~~~:d~~t;dttia':,~ei}J:Wl~-;~~~'ife~~:t~~~i

Martyrdom of Man. SU cents.

'l'hc Adventnres ot· Elder Triptolemns
'l'ub. Coutalnlng startling and Interesting disclosures

about hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employments,

etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Ltre. A Romance of earth, heaven.
and hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents.
Chronicles ot· Simon Cllristianus. His
maulfold and wonderful adventures In the Lund of Cosmos. A new scripture (evhlently Inspired) discovered by

I. N. Fidel. From tbe EngU8b.

Very rich. 2G oenta.

Ambcrley's Life of Jesus. His character and
doctrlns. From the Analysis o! Religious Belief. By Viscount Amberley. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

.J esns Cllrist. His ll!e, miracles, deity, teachings,
and Imperfections. By W. S. Bell. 25 cents.
Resurrection oC J esns. Showing the ccntmd.lc.
tlons and doubts In which the subject Is Involved. ·By W.
s. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
An Outline ot" the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Result[!. A clear and com'h'"e~.:'r~~lvJ~\V~~~koi11 ~hbs5 ~':,t;:;,~stlng portion of human IsLast \Viii an•l Testament ot" Jean :Ues•
lier, a curate of a. Romish church in France, containIng tlie best of his writings. 25 cents.
.
A Few \Vords about tile Devil, and Other
Essays. lly Charles Bmdlaugb. With a portrait ot the
wrltm·. 250 pp. $1.25.
Voltnire in Exile. Translated from the J<'rencb ot
M. Gastineau b!J his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
l'f.Y~8~rsJ7,1pte~~ .fl~e'::t!~ecf~[t':;;r_rlter never before pubSix Lectures on Astronomy. ByProt.R.A..

Proctor. 20 cents.

te~.?,~~t~:. a~dh!,~!~fi[ defl~ittoi.~1~~r1he f~r'::,~r~~~

In theology. The only edition In English. ~5 cents.
Religion Not History. An able examination ot
~~".f.o:&~~~~n;gre~l~,f{g~a~~ IT~~i'ri~t~~~en~l. Prof.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By Kersey Graves,
author of the World'• Sixteen Crucified Saviors; The
1l!ble of Dlbles, and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75cts;
cloth, $1.

lll~~·t~f::'.i'cc~~t~~~~~~~~~~!f.~r !~tKi~·o1sS:~~~a
published. Paper, 50 ct~:~; cloth, 75 cts.

The Holy Bible Abridged.

Containing the

choice passages and. bvely morceo.us particularly pleasing
to t:omstock. 169 pages. Paper, SU eta; cloth, 50 cts.
1

D:'~~i:~~':,t~~!~'lJtt,;;h~o ~J:'! ~~-nJoYfn·~%~g~l ~~Jd~

lly M. Babcock. 25 cents.

af'~!!~.»d~ft:!t~O: ::!IJt.t,.~D~~~~r Bo~~~rl:;

M. Babcock. 25 cents.

The Ghost ot" St. Johns.

cents.

By M. Babcock. 25

Procce<Ungs and Addresses at the Wat•

~~·~s~y~~I.~t'~:~:~~e~J'~Jl.Jlll.af excellent Speecheo
Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound In volumes of 525

:Fn~~~~~~~'P~~~::.tb~~i;l~~i.·~rn,~a~e- E1"fttir~;m;l~gr~

themaelvs of most excellent Radical reading matter at a
low price. Paper, 60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. It tho
wllole set are taken-paper, 50 cts; cloth, 75 cents each.

t~'!~? f:rr:r·~~~~:~f ::u~-~~~slrasa~! A~~:t~

By James J. Furniss. Cloth, 50 cts.
1

ari~~~~~~a~~c~~to::'o~ :~!~~;en~~o~~~~'i-t3.Jlargftr~

etc. Price, In Cloth, reduced to 50 cts.
The Philosophy of" Spiritnaltstn, and the
Philosophy und 'l"reatmont o! Medlomanla. By Frederic
R. Marvin, M.D. Cloth, 50 cents.
Issues of tile A!{e. Consequences Involved In
0

~~~~~~~~f~~o~n~i oth-:~rwr~re ri:'i~~d,Yt'i!:~i:i~Y ~~'\:Fe~:;
U. Pedder. Price $1.

G~~g~~nr ;r~!~~-'~,f.~~~slat?~;, \~'ioB~~~ll~& ~r:
~{R~{.~~~~~df~b~te:fes~~c~:;:.c;:,~criif;~ ~~~e~[~~lnal

trom
Eight S«'ientific Tracts. 20 cents.
The Truth Seeker; In Bound Volumes. Volgme
I., $1.50; Vol. II. (16 months) III., and IV., $2.50 each; Vols.
V., VI., and VII., $8.50 each. Entire set, oy express, $15.·
New Enl/,"land and tile People up 'rherer

A HumOrous-Lecture. By George E. Mii.cdonalil. 10 cent:. ..
Blakeman's 200 I•oettcal Riddles. 20 centa.

Tile Godly Women ol_ the Bible. Sharp
1>nd telling In style. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75centa.
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IJfoJts and flippinns.
A.BoUT twenty of the Presbyterian clergymen
in this city ha.v begun to use the revised version of the New Testament in their pulpit
services.
JEw boys are preferred to any others as
office-boys by numbers of Christians in New
York. They are found to be exceptionally in·
telligent and trustworthy.
THE American Union Methodist church a.t
Stapleton, N.Y., was destroyed by fire a. few
days ago. Did Providence ha.v any hand in
that job, or was it a. little private enterprise of
the devil?

a&~· P~ aS

REFOR~

:New Yort.l{. Y.,u Seeolld.clul ......

New- York, Saturday, June 25, 1881.

divines, on the other hand, are unable so to
read the sacred book. Meanwhile "the creator himself quietly smiles,'' etc. This corre·
pondent seems to ha.v exceptional information.
PRESIDENT BASCoM, of the University of
Wisconsin, thinks that if we look broadly at
the religious experience of the world we shall
"be led to feel that religion is one of the most
obscure, confused, variable, and subtle facts in
human life." Yes, if we look broadly enough
we !hall " be led to decide that religion " has
been one of the chief curses of the human
race.

j SCJU:N (JE H&LL,ID. 8th St.,

l

·NEAR BBOADWY.

l $a
y
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Ha.b~, which is very suitable for experimen_ting on,. as it contains ouly three chapters.
T?~U: work IS now distributed that it may be
cntic~sed. Should it meet with general favor
JOHN GRISCOM is still fasting,
they mtend to proceed with more of the Old
Testament books, possibly completing their
G..ti.RFIELD and falnily are a.t Long Branch.
work ahead of the regular revisers. Revisers
THE U. S. steamer Rodgers sailed for the
may become se numerous after a while that Arctic sea. on the 16th.
every Bible man can ha.v a. special reTiser of
GR..ti.NT has got back to New York. He ia
his own.
·
going to Long Branch.
ExACTLY how much the heathen hav suffered
LoRILL.A.RD's Iroquois won the Prince of
from the depravity of the Sunday-school children a.t Greenville, N. J., will probably never Wales' stake at the Ascot meeting on the 14th.

be asct~rtained. But it is stated on good auA. BoY seven years old was for the third
thority that the money given to these unscrnpu- time arrested for burglary in this city last
lous young persons to put into the missionary week.
boxes has been spent for candy, pop-corn, and
THE iron bridge spanning the Allegheny
other sinful refreshments. Te~tation has river at. Pittsburgh, Pa.., was nearly destroyed
- IT is reported that Col. Ingersoll has brought
been pl~ced in the way of these children by the by fire on the 19th.
suit against Peter, alias Thomas Williams, in
_unblushing ma.uner in which the candy uier
the United States Circuit Court of Chicago, for
NEwBURYPORT, Mass., experienced a. slight
chants of Greenville open their stores and dispublishing his copy-rii'hted lectures in pamshock of earthquake on the 19th. The shakplay
their
merchandise
on
Sundays.
Measures
phlet form.
w:e on foot to compel these dealers to comply ing lasted for some seconds.
THE second Japanese National Exhibition
JUDGE TRUAX has dismissed the suit against
With the Sunday law, and thus allow the nickels
was opened a.t Tokio on Marcll lilt. The numTHE long-continued cool and wet weather of the children to take the course originally in- theW. U. Telegraph Co. to restrain the issue
ber of exhibitors is upward of 81,000-very has effectually disposed of the army worm on tended.
of $15,000,000 of watered stock.
nearly double that of those of the first exhibi- Long Island, and the farmers feel greatly reM. LITTRE, the distinguished French phnolCoNGRESSMAN J. HYATT SMITH's church in
tion in 1878.
lieved. Millions of the worms are to be seen ogist and philosopher, who died the ·other day, Brooklyn is to be sold to satisfy a. mortgage.
THE wicked burglars who robbed the church dead in the grass fields. Before the storm set wrote a. noteworthy article on his religious be- The :fJOlitician-pastor is not a. success.
of the Immaculate Conception at Montclair, N. in the worms had begun their ravages in earTHE brewers' strike is about ended. The
lief not long since entitled, "For tile Last
J., and who stole a. copy of "Lives of the nest, and promis.ed to accomplish as much dam- Time." In writing this farewell article he
Saints," had no use for the volume, and ha.v age as they did last year. Who shall say searched his conscience to discover if there old hands were not taken back by the employreturned it by mail.
there is no providence in sending rain ; but were any feeble voice which cried to him to ers, but the new hands obtained all the conces·
sioilS asked.
A. coUNT Y church in Delaware has two par- how about the mission of the army of worms ? enter the fold of Christianity, but he could not
SECRETARY WINDOM has abolished the office
sonages, each of which has been erected by a
Pruv ATE letters from Russia. show that that discern the faintest whisper. Certain pious
rival clique. These edifices are some distance unhappy country is confronted by a fresh diffi- persons, he said, were interested in his soul's of custodian of the Treasury building. Pitney,
a.pa.rt, and the bewildered pastor is studying a.s culty. Thirty thousand Grreco-Uniates, forci- health. It appeared to them that because he the incumbent, whom the order displaces, has
to how he shall divide himself between them. bly converted to orthodoxy in 1875, hav re- did not hold Christianity in absolute contempt, been accused of petty swindling.
A.LL the excursion boats running out of New
A.s the world did not come to an end on the fused to recognize the new faith; and ha.v re- and because he had often insisted in his wril!lth inst., the day some of the Second Ad- sumed their old form of worship, in spite of tings on the benefits it had rendered humanity, York are now under the supervision of Trea.sventists prophesied it would, and as hundreds the threats of the local authorities. The total there must be chords in his heart that were ury officers· who hav strict orders not to let
of very pious persons expected, it is safe to number of Grreco-Uniates driven into the re~y to vibrate to Roman Catholic truth. He them take more passengers than their licenses
conjecture that it may hold out several years orthodox fold was a. quarter of a million, and neither expressed repugnance for nor vexation· allow.
if these join the malcontents, a.! they are ex- a.t the solicitude which was manifested by his
DE LEBsEPs'sPana.ma canal scheme is said to
yet.
pected
to do, a. fresh thqrn will develop in pious friends.
be in a. bad way. A. great many of the workTHE existing cedars of Lebanon are ouly 900
A. CRAZY enthusiast in Philadelphia. thought men are sick, )leveral stations hav been abanyears old. The cypress trees a.t Montezuma, Russia's side in Poland.
Mexico, according to a. French botanist, are
THE Rev. Joseph Taylor, pastor of the it his duty to offer up somebody as a. sacrifice doned, and some of the engineers hav returned
6,000 years old, a.nd consequently he makes Ma.cedonia.n Baptist .church, Philadelphia., is to God. For this purpose he determined to home.
them out coeval with the creation of the accused of having been a. convict in England, slay a. man and his wife who lodged in the
THE directors of the East River bridge want
and of coming to this country with money ob- same house with him. Rejecting Abraham's another million to finish it and also a big slice
world.
intended use of the knife as being too ancient
.A. YoUNG lady, who has an objection to the tained by selling a. church which did not be- a way of proceeding, he entered the room of his of City Hall Park for a.n approach So far the
long
to
him.
But
Bro.
Dobson,
who
makes
structure has cost a. little over thirteen millreTision of the New Testament, writes to the
appointed victims with a pistol in his hand,
London T'1'11th to eay that the phrase "purple the charge, is himself under a. slight cloud. and announced his detennination of slaying ion dollars.
and fine linen" conveys no idea or luxury to When the Salvation A.rmy visited Philadel- them. The fellow-lodgers took a. different
STATE SENAToR STRAHAN says John I. Davenher Inind, and she suggests, as an improve- phia. he fell in love with Sister Annie, and view of human sacrifices, and objected to be- port, on behalf of Garfield, offered him the
married her, notwithstanding his knowledge
ment, "sealskin and black velvet."
United States marshalship of this district if he
that she had a. living husband. Counter suits ing offered up without some preliminary rites. would oppose ex-Senator Conkling's return to
A. PRESBYTERIAN church a.t Elizabeth, N.J., for slander ha.v been instituted.
It was suggested that the aid of the police be
was struck by lightning last Sunday. If it
invoked to attend to these prelilninaries. The the United States Senate.
SYMPToMs
of
an
outbreak
of
fanaticism
behad been a. theater instead, there would ha.v
enthusiast saw the propriety of adopting the
THE story is told of a. Battle Creek, Mich.,
been a. howl in all the pulpits next Sunday. It tween Hindoos and Mohammedans hav mani- suggestion, rather than proceeding in what woman named Mrs. Nellie Ingram, who has
makes a. great difference as to what is struck fested themselvs a.t "Lahore and elsewhere in might seem to be indecent haste. While he not taken food nor drink into her stomach for
India, notwithstanding the efforts made by waited the police came in, and tlie sacrificial eight months. Life has been sustained by inin deterlnining the judgments of heaven.
the leading men of both religions to smooth
PEnLl!lB.s of the revised New Testament do' over the differences. The Hindoos are the ceremonies were indefinitly postponed. The jections and baths of beef tea, milk, etc., with
tolerably well in cities and large villages, but aggressors and ha.v given much offense by pub- enthusiast was locked up where it will for the a.n occasional one of alcohol to keep the pores
make hardly any sales in the country, where lishing a p~mphlet, which is simply a. violent present be out of his power to sacrifice any- open.
any alteration of the sacred book is generally -and silly attack upon Mohammedanism. So body.
THE Sa.bbata.ria.ns of Paterson, fN. J., havregarded as awful profanation. The pious far the Mohammedans ha.v shown remarkable
A. PRACTICAL A.PPLICATION.-Fa.rmer Allen, ing closed the saloons on Sunday, the saloon
woll).en of Welden, Iowa, chased a.n. agent out patience under circumstances of the most wan- of Wakefield, repeated the following in the keepers retaliated by notifying the people that
of town.
ton provocation, but it is doubtful how long A.lba.ny Conference : "On Sunday morning, they would prosecute all persons found engaged
while a. certain deacon was preparing for in selling anything, from milk and bread to
A. CHINAMAN who died in Boston had a.. Chris- they will do so.
church, a. wandering wayfarer, or, in modern cigars. This had the effect of closing all the
tian funeral, the services being conducted in
THE bishop of A.miens has forbidden the
church by a. Methodist clergyman, and inter· clergy and the faithful of his diocese to take parlance, a tramp, appeared a.t his door, plead- news-stands, milk stores, groceries, etc.
preted to the hundred or more Chinamen pres- any part in " the ridiculous assemblages and ing his hunger, and begged for something to
THE western part of Iowa. and Missouri has
ent by one of their countrymen. The remains illuminations a.t Gan!l " in honor of the pre- eat. The deacon looked solemn and frowning- suffered much from cyclones the past week.
ly,
but
reluctantly
got
a.
loaf
of
bread
and
bewere not ·shipped to China. The question tended apparition of the Virgin. He warns the
Many buildings were destroyed and cattle
gan to cut it, but while doing so took occasion
arises, Which heaven will they go toP
killed.
A.t Olivet, Kan., a. horse was lifted
people of his diocese of the " serious danger to admonish the beggar concerning the e:tror of
A. STATUE has recently been found in a. mound which may result to religion from those insane his ways. After relninding him that it was out of a stable and carried a. mile away. The
on the Egyptian railway line. It is believed to revelries for which impiety would wish to ren- the holy Sabbath which he was desecrating, he storm extended into Minnesota. and several
be 4,568 yea.re old, and if this is confirmed it der it responsible." A.nd he appeals to the asked him if he knew how to pray. • No,' was people were injured and much property damwill probably be one of the oldest known stat- sound sense of the public to put a.n end to all the reply. 'Then,' said the deacon, 'I'll learn aged by its violence.
THE senatorial deadlock continues at A.lba.ny,
ues in the world. This statue is about being such nonsense. This advice put a. stop to the you,' and he commenced to repeat the Lord's
removed to Cairo. It is about a.s old as the performance a.t Ga.nz-l'Hospital; but Lourdes prayer. But just as he uttered the first words, and the Assembly committee is still engaged in
tower of Babel, and a. good deal better pre- and Knock are still flourishing.
' Our Father,' the beggar interrupted him with investigating the charge of bribery which
llerved.
THE young gentlemen m the divinity school the question, 'What, is he rour father and Assemblyman Bradley brought against Senator
"E. B;" WRITES to the Wine and Spirit Re- a.t Yale who made a. specialty of Hebrew ha.v mine, too?' 'Yes,' the deacon replied. 'Why,' Sessions. Interesting revelations about lobby·tJimD that while eminent divines "like Dr. How- made their appearance before a. critical world exclaimed the beggar, 'we are brothers, then, ing are being made, and it would appear that
ard Orosby asse~ that the wilies .of the gospel all ·reviewers of the Old Testanlent. Their ain't we ? Can't you cut that slice a. littll' a. goocl many of our lawmakers are influenced
in their action by money.
were teal fermented wines, fourth or fifth-rate first effort is a reTision of the prophecy of thicker?' "
A. NEEDY English curate who was dragging
out a. weary existence on a. meager salary added
to hi;B income by repairing watches. Somebody told the bishop, and mourned over the
fact that the dignity of the clerical profession
was degraded in this way. The bishop sternly
replied, " It must be stopped." The way he
stopped it was to giv the poor curate a position
worth. $2,000 a year, wh.ich put him beyond
the necessity of mending watches.
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"'It is not improbable that in the realm of powEc-ce- Diabolus.-Continued •.
ers higher and lower degrees of orders exist. Their SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THAT HORRIBLE AND CRUEL ORchangeable unitings ·and separations· among. themDINANCE . IN DEVIL-WORSHIP, NAMELY, BLOODY· SAORIselvs caused the change of appearances. But each
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separatiOn from others, its own eternal law. For that
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"See what false creeds hav brought the prejudiced
reason is found, in the motley play of phenome:qa, a
CHAPTER X.
perfect uniformity and regularity. A prmcipal power, and unreasoning world to. With blood and fire and
however, seems to unite subordinate things with
. .
,
After a little while Abbe Dillon took the book each other to that which we call genus and species; superstition they hav turned It mto a charnel-house.
which· he had laid down, and read:
. 1 h
h -Myfgr Morganwg.
It is surprising in this enlightened and scientific
"'And so,' exclaimed Alamontada, 'it is enough! and this principal power works unceasmg y t roug
What else do I want? There is a God, the highest ~ternitJ:; i~ is the thread that, untorn_and indestruct- a e how 80 many who are esteemed as thinking, edugoodness, the highest power, it is no willess, dead, Ible, ~pms Itself on throu~h the magmficent n~t-work c!ted men throughout Europe still adhere to the beIt appears m the germ of the plant, . .
f
b
"fi
d. h
mechanical being, for else would I, who am equipped of "tthmgs.
. • lf th
ft
"t
.
"th 0 th
hef m the efficacy o atonement y sacn ce, an t at
ere, a er: I 8 own 1aws, WI
er- this priestly imposture originated and was customary
with consciousness and power of choice, be greater uni es Itse
than God! I am of thiS supreme being full of sanc- matte~s, so forms, after Its. own law, the palm and with the first human family upon the face of the
tity and goodness. I am of his race! More I need the ohve-tree, the grass blade, and the moss, and earth
It ~orely puzzles these divines to account how Abel
not for my quietude. I want to die; death does not thus causes to appear ~hat we by natural bodies,. by
ld
· the idea that bloody
make me tremble. Can I then perish? Can that stones, plants, and ammals call genus and spemes. .. th b · ·
powers again separate, after their m d be egt mm~fig. con clodncbeive u e of plea.BIIre to
which is become nothing? Nothing is a matter of The subordinate
.
.
an
urn sacn ces won
e a so rc .
thought, not anything objectiv, working, being, and peculiar laws, from It, and then ~appens what we the deity. They acknowledge that it is not at all conBut these powers, havmg entered other .
·
· h
d
·
existing. Can a mere thought become a present ob- term death.
b · th · 1
f rf
Th"
t"
sistent with nature or reason, neit er oes It appea1
·ject? Are powers which produce changeable phe- ~e:ms~ e~m ~ P ;y 0 I e 0~~· IS c~n m~es to the feelings of humanity nor to. any sense of selfnomena destructible?. Then the universe would be
~ ~ ef~~Y·. a· ~it ~re w~ ~y e race an spemes interest, for the slaughter and burning of useful dodestructible; then God himself would be destruct- as • u
e m IVI ua 8 peris ·
.
mestic animals is contrary to these and detrimental to
.
"'Also
the
human rac.e ~elongs hither. Here also the owners. And as the light of nature is opposed
ible. What insanity! Death is separation of spirit
from certain natural forces with which it was united, IS a fu~damental a~d pr~nmpal power for the _eternal to such an ordinance, and we cannot see that any one·
which we call bodies; The spirit from God imagins formatiOn a~d contmu~t10n of the .race, as With the gifted with reasoning powers could devise such an
its origin. It is in God. Thither it is driven by plant, as. With _the ammal. But JUSt as the pl~nt uncouth method of worship, it follows of necessity,
longing, always from the finite to the infinit, from st~n~s _higher m order through the p~wer of hfe as they say, that it must hav been instituted by a
the changeable into the eternal. This longing to be W:Ithm It than the sto~~· and t~e ammal sta~ds special commandment of God himself. Verily, this
united again with that to which our nature feels higher through the sensitiv, observmg soul dwellmg uncouthness is their strongest proof that God oritself more closely related than to powers uncon- withing it than the plant, so man stands higher dained it 80
But whe~ we know that Cain and Abel were aimscious of themselves, this longing after perfectiol] through his conscious, world-penetrating spirit than
is no invention, no childish, arbitrary design, but the united animal kingdom.
·
ply the principle of good and the principle of evil
attraction of the like by the like in the universe from
"'Man is one of the primitiv powers of the incarnated (i.e., the A. wen, principle of beauty, barnecessity of natural law, just as the magnet must universe, but vastly different from all that unite mony, and progress; and Avagdhu, principle of evil,
attract the iron that is related to it. This longing themselvs with him, in order to become ~is to?ls, death, and destruction), or humanized by the myth
livs in all mortals; it only speaks different lan- that is, to form for him a body. He recogmzes him- historians of earlier ages, this fable of Cain and
guage when it names heaven or hell Elysium or self in his deviation from them. He possesses the Abel appears in a new light. Deity is cleared of the
Tartarus. This longing proves to me nothing but feeling of his personality.
foul imputation, the mystery is solved and shines as
that it is. The indestructibleness of the divine be" 'When the individuals of the world of bodies a device of the corrupt and slavishly superstitious
ing is a guaranty for the indestructibleness of our disappear, when the stone decays, the plant ~ithers, worshipers to appease the destructiv desires of the
spirit. Truly everywhere in nature I see the realm the animal dies, tlien return the powers whwh pro- god of darkness, Avagdhu (death and winter) lest
of form change, but I am not. aware that that which duced the appearance of the individual into the im- he should gobble up the offender, and not in any
is moving within them or .the cause that produces mense crucible of the universe, from which they way intended as a sweet-smelling savor and a pleaethem ceases. I see, it is true, everywhere in nature emerged and become useful in new connections. ure to the true God.
phenomena change themselvs, but not the powers That is the inner life of the world. It remains
This ordinance of sacrifice was first instituted to
which are hidden within them and cause them. Why eternally the same. Therein is no degree of en- Siva, according to the Hindoo bardism; to Chronos,
should I now mock my belief in a God, and fancy to nobling, no progress in perfection; stone, animal, say the Greeks; to Typhon (principle of evil), say the
myself that vainly this longing had been planted in plant,_ as one has seen th~m thousan_ds _of _yea~s ago, Egyptians; to Janus, or Saturn, the Scythe-bearer, say
my heart, and that the law, which points to eternity are still seen to-day. Qmte otherwise It Is With the the Latins; to the God of om forefathers, by Abel,
in vain in my reason ! Why should I now: subtilize spirit of man.'
say the Jews. Thus we can trace plainly that it is
about the realm of primitiv. powers, veiled by its
"'Why otherwise?' I interrupted Alamontada's the same bardic attribute (i.e;, Avagdhu deified and
own effects, since I can never understand it, and con- speech.
'When the separate spirit individuals, invested with a personality) which furnishes the basis
sequently can never prove that that power which I after the death of the body, also would flow back to for all these deities.
call "myself" would cease existence when this form the universal power out of which they came, and
Some divines think that it sprung from the examof my body falls apart? Why should I believe that desolve themselvs therein? So here also the spirit- ple of Abraham in offering Isaac. This is not far
that lifeless power which· works out a phenomenon ual individuals would disappear, while the genus, the from the truth when we consider that this fable origthat I call an atom, why should I believe that it was species, the generally diffused power of thinking ina ted in the myth of A vagdhu or Saturn sacrificing
from the beginning of all things and will exist for would remain.'
H!i (the sun-god), and it is very likely that the death
eternity, and on the contrary, the power which I
" 'And if that were,' replied Alamontada, gently of Hll. as an atonement under the hand of Saturn to
call myself, which produces the loftiest results, soon smiling, 'should I complain about that? This · uni- acquire the blessing of the new year was the primary
ends?
versally diffused, world-penetrating, conscious power somce of this idea among the oriental nations, like" ' It was ever an odd mistake by the book-learned of sacred will, which animates and moves the uni- wise the sacrifice of animals.
that they from information drawn from the nature of verse, as the human spirit the body that envelops it,
Others insist strongly that the practice of human
the human spirit and the alternate impression of the that is divinity. I go back to the father, to the sacrifice originated with the race of Ham. Here he
soul and body, fancied to be able to arrive at proof primitiv source of the spirits. But when this power is again the god of the position of darkness-in Arfor or against immortality. ·These wise philosophers within us, which we call spirit, is just as inde- than; for Ham, or Cham, is identical with the Black
treated the soul somewhat like ;:~. building, of whose structible as God himself, then also ~is consciousness,. Jupiter, Hamon or Ammon, from Arthan (winter),
longer or shorter durability they would be able to his worl~-penetra~iol!, hi_s hol:y Will, cannot cease, humanized, and his race are simply his worshipers.
judge from the manner in which the different mate- whereby It even distmgmshes Itse~ from all other Still, it is an inexplicable point to Christian divines
rials were put together, or the quality of these mate- forces of nature and eleva~es Itself above all, how any one invented human sacrifices, and they
rials. All those efforts have remained in vain up to whereby it is just what it is.
cannot understand how it could please deity to reto-day, because they were thoughtless and childish;
" '~ut wJ:w. may conceive a measure. fo: the im- 1ceive such horrible offerings, or how any one could
the nature of the soul by itself, as well as the being ~e~sity of bemgs? Wh~ surveys the lmkmg of the hope to win favor by such practices, and· acknowlof the body by itself, is unrecognizable because divme powers and forces m the shoreless all of that edge with the Psalmist (cv, 37, 38) that they must
both (soul and body) are observable only in. their which is? Who counts the steps of the throne of hav been intended for the devil. Why a man in
phenomena. But there is wanting in us as long as divine maj_esty? Ah, d~ar sir, our spiri: floats im- preference to an animal? If as an atonement or prowe are human beings an eye for the dark world of mensely high over myl}-ads · of other bemgs, but to pitiation, is not a man for a man more worthy and
things proper. It is, consequently, equally foolish God there aroa new myriads above us, and we stand valuable than an animal? And those who prate so
to draw proofs for the destructibleness or indestruct- very low.
.
much about the barbarity of human sacrip.ce, and
ibleness of the human mind out of that which is unex- . ~·'~at we are, that we kno~; we are consmous, teach that the. heathen, who w_ere. neither orthodox
plorable. All experience forsakes us in this matter thmkmg, world and God-knowmg powers, full of 11 nor invested With the priestly digmty, found all their·
because we never hav experience of the primitiv h~ly will, _f~ll of e~dless longing to be_ e~ernal, and 1 offerings unavailing, yet assert that is the only way
powers, but only of their workings through the in- With ~he hvmg feelmg of the personal, m Itself c~m-1 by which thir own awful Jehovah could be appeased
struments of the mind upon the mind.'
plete mdependence. What we may be, that we Im-~ finally, to wit, the sacrifice of a human being who
"'Really, my dear Almontada,' said I, 'these at- agin. All forces of nature remaip. the Bame; not so was innocent and the best of mankind. Are they
tempts I hav long since despised as vain. Mean- the_ spirits. These advance from experience to ex- willing to acknowledge that if their deity is not the
while I will not conceal from thee that the other perience, from the noble to the nobler, from the per- devil deified his attributes closely resemble him?
day a passage in a book startled nie very much, feet to the more perfect, and change the globe under And they who teach that their sacrament is eating
where just this affair is spoken of, and the author ?ur feet. Humanity of to-day is, through the inher- the flesh and drinking the blood of that human sacsays, "I find everywhere where the race of things Itance of past ages, a more perfect one than the hu- rifice, which insures life eternal to the partakers of
continue that the individuals perish." For me there manity of ~ay ~ntiquity. History teache.s that. In the horrible feast, are apt to be offended if we auglies some truth in that. Nature, unconcerned about that the spmts differ from all the rest of the natural· gest that they are cannibals.
the preservation of the individual, cares only for the powers. What we shall be, there even the imaginaPlutarch asks: "Can human sacrifice be called adcontinuance of the species, and this is sufficient for tioJ?- is silent. Great is ~od; holi~ess and love ~is oration of any deity who could possibly be pleased
the duration of the order of the world. Nature ~li~g; wonder and m~gmficence his real~; e~ermty with the superstitious idea that he enjoyed a feast ef
does not care whether myriads of insects perish in a his ~Ife. An~ we ~reI~ God, we are his _children, human flesh or could ac~ept such an offering? Could
d3:y as if they never had been within the domain of we mdestruct1bl_e, hke himself. What else IS needed the Typhous, or the Titans, who were the "(lspecial
creation, but their genus, their species remains.'
for our consolatiOn ?
1 enemies of the gods, institute such a feast if by any
" 'Genus ?' cried Alamontada, 'species? Are there ."' Ye_s, I ~m!' said Alamontada, and he looked. possibility they were victorious?"
.
in the realm of beings proper genera and species? ~ith q_u~et blessedness toward hea'Yen; 'I am! That
However early this practice existed in the orient,
Do you not talk of bodies, of the sensual, that is, of IS suffiment _for me. I am l_ ':fhis. small word ~m- yet, as modern science proves, it must hav comthe workings of the powers? Very well, there are ~races etermty; for all that IS 'tS1 and all that eXIsts menced thousands of years after the first appearance
g~nera and species; there the single parts dissolve Is eternal, because of God.' "
of man upon this planet. Inquiry also shows that
again and only the fundamental species, remain.
[To .BE coNTINUED.]
the institution of sacrifice must hav been subsequent
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to th~ int~oduction of the sublime and pure Druidic
bardism m_to those countries, and that only through
ages of misconstruction of ideas and utter debasement could it hav culminated in this idea, later,
even, th!l'~ the age when the heavenly configurations
were deified to be a sort of trinity in unity, and subsequent to t~e time when th_e Opposer, .A vagdhu, the
great chemiS~ of nature, m conjunction with the
other .Arthamc figure became deified to be the supreme and omnipotent god.
. It is curious in th~ light of bardism to study the
methods and gradatwns by which the Druidic philosophy ha~. been debased among the orientals, and
how the zodutcal figures representing the changes of
se!l'son and ?perations of nature are transpose,d and
mixed. This process was carried on in the creedal
system till we find .Arawn or Saturn who represents
the declining autumnal sun, called also the black
s~m, changed to th~ destroyer (.Avagdhu), when it
Simply meant the Withholder. of good, or negativ cessation of the sun's influence.
.As the orientals wer~ never able to distinguish between the seventh zodiacal symbol and the sun's attributes in that position, so they blended them together
a~d _con~ecrated t~em as one deity. They could not
distmgmsh ~ny difference between the sun's position
and the sun Itself. The sun ceasing to be the giver
of good (W. dhu), and the regions and powers ,of
darkness (.A vagdhu) through which he traveled, or the
sun cha~ged from .A. wen (beauty and harmony) to
the p,osition _called,." the _nake~ righteousness of
God, symbolic of Wlthholdmg his blessing, and the
darkness and gloom of winter, symbolic of hell,
where he was destroyed. The attributes of Septem. ber, which was Seithwedh and Ion, were also confused with the wintry aspect, and all these attributes
massed together to form a deity. This heterogeneous god was then constituted the god of blood atonement, i. e., the winter devil, the destrover.
He is traceable under various nam~s in the oriental myths-.Agni, Siv:J:, Sadi, 11, El, Hel, El Shadi,
Moloch, Baal Baal Shadi or Shaddai, Chronos Sat'
urnus, etc., all titles of the sun.
We fin~ after a c!l'refu~ resea:rch in the antiquities
of the orient, espeCially m India, that after the diffusion of Druidic ideas the radial symbol, o:r: Plennydh, .Alawn, a~d Gwron, was de~fied as a trinity under the ~ppellatwn of Brahma, VIshnu, and Siva, and
other tnads, and that a great deal of discussion arose
at some v~ry early period of the world's history, and
at other times later on, to distinguish which of the
trinity was the supreme one. .And after many long
and bloody wars the destroyer was set up as supreme
il! a large por~ion of the Eastern lands. The upright stone whrch represented the creativ power of
the sun was debased from being the symbol of Vishnu to be the linga, symbolic of sexual energy, and
was dedicated to Siva the Destroyer. References
are made in the ancient Hindoo scripture to later
revivals of these discussions, arid traces of the three
different sects still exist in Hindostan. The sect of
Brahma still call themselvs Brahmans, and are the
most aristocratic caste in India.
The sect of .Agni or Siva affirmed that he, the terrible and unconquerable one, was the supreme one.
To prove this assertion, they taught that no matter
how much the other gods, Brahma and Vishnu, created and nourished, he was able to overthrow and
destroy their labors. Consequently they gave him
the title of Maha Deva, the Great God, and later
under different appellations he was recognized as
the god of war.
It was also taught by the numerous worshipers that
he was destroyer, slayer, and avenger to the wicked,
that he was especially to be feared, and was the de·
ity whose wrath was to be propitiated and turned
aside, for the other gods did not slay or revenge
upon any one. Later they assumed it to be possible
to appease the WI·ath of this awful being by sacrifice
ll.nd to rescue the guilty ones from their doom
thtough a substitute. "Bone of his bone, flesh of his
flesh, yea, all that a man hath will he giv for his
life." This idea resembles the symbolic death of Hil,
who is supposed to die to appease the powers of
-darkness.
Sir William Jones states that the Vedas were writ~ten more than 3,350 years ago, and that they were
'Only a fragmentary collection of the lectures and
chants used in the worship of that period, and which
had been handed down from a remote and unknown
age by the .Aryans. We find ·in these old Vedas
fragments handed down from the time when the idea
'Of sacrifice was only as yet in embryo.
In the commencement it was customary (according to the Vedas) to simply bind the beast to the
:stake as an offering to .Agni, while the priest inter·ceded for the offender, and dedicated the beast as a
substitute. .After it had been tied for a stated pe·riod it was loosed and allowed to escape uninjured.
B_u~ in course of time, fire, the great destroyer and
·dismtegrator of nature, was esteemed to be a more
fitting symbol of this ·terrible deity, and it became
'Customary to slay and burn the animal upon the
!horned altar, so that Siva in his fiery attribute might
thus more thoroughly satisfy his lust for flesh. .And
the guilty sinner was more satisfied by the visible
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of his offering by the deity which he and songs. I seized an opportunity, while I was
dressing; to throw them where-it won't be ~asy to
T~e higher the fla_mes rose the greater the satis- find them."
fact~on, hence the priests ordained the most comSo reports the spy, and it is possible some converbustible morsels as the choicest offerings, the.fat of sation resembling this occurred. The place indicated
rams, etc., while the entrails were removed and the was searched, to the extreme discomfiture of the inblood spilled on the ground.
mates of the Green Basket, and to the spoiling of
The altar was symbolic of the Kettle of Ceredwen sever3:l bar;~ls of beer in its cellar; but no scrap of
.Anrhas, feminin attribute of the Opposer or De~ offensrv wrrtmg was found. He was permitted to
stroyer (i .. e., crucible of nature). The womb of An- take with him no article whatever except the clothes
r~ll:s as mght was symbolized by a fiery furnace (see he wore; but before leaving he managed to dash
VIsiOn of .Abraham), and into it H!i, with Plennydh, upon paper and send (probably by his valet) a short
.Alawn, and Gwron) wa~ supposed to descend annu- note to the Duke of Sully, who had so happily
ally, to be res!lrrected again upon the third day, un~ alleviated his late exile:
harmed and VIgorous. This is the origin of the myth
"M. de Basin, lieuten~nt of the short robe, is here
of Shadrach, MeshacJ;t, and .Abednego. .
to arrest me this morning. I can tell you nothing
In another sense the altar signified the horned more about it. I know not what I .am accused of.
head of the Opposer, and the fire his zest in devour- My innocence assures me of your protection. I shall
ing the sacrifice. The beast was no longer tied to a be too happy if you do me the honor to accord it to
stake but to the horns of the altar, and made a me."
"Who goes there?" cries the nearest sentinel.
scap_egoat occasionally long after the introduction of
sacrifice.
" Command of the king," replies the sergeant of
·
This awful deity, in his attributes of Black Saturn the~oort.
.An officer of the guard appears, to whom the lettre
o! .A;awn (.Aaron, sacrificer), Destroyer from the begrnmng, was instituted as the cruel god of the He- ae cach.et is shown; upon seeing which he strikes a
brews. He was called El, Elohim, and El Shadai, bell to ·summon the officials of the chateau, and perthe god of .Abram. In one place it is translated by mits the whole cortege to enter the first inclosure.
the seventy as Ourana (Ouranos or .Arawn). Others The guard turns out ; the officials stand ready; the
translate Elohim as Curses, corresponding to .Avag- the coach comes to a stand. The lieutenant of the
dhu (see. Parkhurst'~ Lexicon, p. 15 ), femininly Malt. king opens the door of the carriage. Every soldier
In bardism, accordmg to Calmet, Shaddai means covers his face with his hat, so as not to see the pris.
destroyer. In Dent. xxx, 17, Shadim is translated oner, and if by chanee there is some one in the court
devils, and in 2 Chron. xii, 3, Elohim is translated who has no hat on he turns his back, or instantly
Beelzebub. Compare 2 Samuel, xxiv, 1 with 1 withdraws. The prisoner alights. He is the king's
Chron. xxi, 1, and we find the god of the J eV:s is called guest; this is one of the royal chateaux; ano he is
S~tan, and as the Jews hav mixed the principle of evil conducted with the utmost respect to the office of
~rth the attributes of their deity, so we do not find a the governor, who givs a receipt to the commander
smgle reference to Satan in their later books, but of the escort, and presents him -to officers of his own.
they teach that every misfortune and evil spirit pro- They conduct the prisoner into the next room, where
he is respectfully but thoroughly searched, deprived
ceeded from their god.
To prove farther that .Avagdhu, or the Destroyer, of every article he possesses which does not strictly
belong to his apparel, and an inventory is taken.
was the father god of the Jews, we find one of the
He was obliged, as we hav seen, to surrender at
names of the Destroyer, or .Angel of the Bottomless
Pit (.Annoon), is .Abaddon (i.e., the father of .Adonai), least one letter from his Olimpe, then an unhappy
the God Son or vicegerent of God according to the Baroness de Winterfield; he a less unhappy prisoner
Jews. In Psalms cvi and xxxvii and Deut. xxxii, of state. .A good pocketful of money was found
17, it is said that the Hebrews sacrificed their chil- upon him: ''six louis of gold" and a dozen or more
dren to Devils, i. e., Shadim. .And in N urn. xxiii, of other coins, besides " an eye-glass, a pair of
24, and xxiv, 8, we find expressions which would scissors, a bunch of keys, tablets, and some papers."
.After he has signed the inventory, he is taken back
~eem to indicate that they were cannibals. Accordto the governor's room, where he is formally h:;.nded
mg to Mr. Roerton the cannibals of .Africa use similar language when they decide to make war upon over to the officers of the Bastille.
The draw-bridge falls; he is led across it; he enanother tribe, i.e.," We will eat our enemies; let us
ters the grand inclosure; the gate closes; he is in the
drink the blood of our neighboring tribe!'
Bastille. Under-officers show him to an eight-sided
Now as Elohim of the Jews meant simply the sun
in the winter solstice, how is it that they hav con- room in one of the towers, shut the door upon him,
turn the huge key, drive home the bolts, and leave
fused him with the powers of darkness? "If I am
him to his reflections, with ten feet of solid and
Elohim where is my terror?" (Mal. l. 60.) Dr . .Adam Clarke compares Elohim with Pluto and asserts ancient masonry between him and the bright Maythat his worship originated in the slavish terror of day world of Paris.
The bird is literally caged at last. His cage is of
superstition.
eight stone sides and a vaulted roof, furnished with
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
a plain table, two rush-bottomed chairs, and a narrow
bed. His family, as we are told by Duvernet, was
in desolation.
Voltaire in the Bastille.
"I foresaw clearly enough," cried his much-endurEXTRACT FROM JAMES PARTON'S LIFE OF VOLTAIRE. ing father, "that his idleness would lead to some
"Monsieur .Arouet," said the regent, " I bet I will disgrace. Why did he not go into a profession?"
His Jansenist of a brother probably added a
make you see something you hav never seen!"
hearty served-him-right, to his father's I-told-you-so.
"Indeed, and what is it, Monseigneur?"
The old Marquis de Dangeau made another entry
"The Bastille," replied the regent.
".Ah, Monseigneur," said the poet, "I consider it in his diary concerning this young man : " .Arouet
has been put into the Bastille. He is a young poet
seen!''
.
accused of writing very imprudent verses. He was
The next morning, Saturday, May 16, .Arouet, not
exiled some months ago. He seems incorrigible."
so early a riser as the czar, was roused from sleep at
St. Simon apologizes. to himself for recording so
his lodgings, at the sign of the Green Basket, by a
trivial a circumstance: "I should not mBntion here
strange noise on the stairs. .Arrests upon lett1·es de
cachet were made with the utmost suavity of manner, that .Arouet was put into the Bastille for writing
some most audacious verses but for the celebrity
but with a considerable show of force; and half a
which his poems, his adventures, and the caprice of
dozen men cannot ascend a staircase without waking
a sleeping poet. Upon opening his eyes he saw the the public hav given him since. He is the son of
crowd at the foot of his bed, one of whom drew near, my father's notary, whom I hav often seen bringing
papers to sign. He could never do anything with
touched him upon the shoulder with a white wand,
that libertin son of his, whose very libertinage made
and with all possible politeness explained their busihis fortune at last under the name of Voltaire,
ness; perhaps handing him a slip of paper, on which which he assumed to hide his own." Thus Polonius
it was briefly stated :
.
"The intention of His Royal Highness .is that the upon this plebeian Laertes.
Meanwhile, Laertes, as usual with him in all cirSieur .Arouet be arrested and conducted to the Bascumstances, was making himself as comfortable as
tille."
He was allowed, it seems, to go to his dressing- possible. He was arrested on Saturday morning.
On Thursday following we find him signing a receipt
room, and, while he and his valet were getting on
for certain articles needful to complete the equipment
their clothes, one of the officers sealed up his papers,
of a young gentleman and scholar, namely, "two
and another took an inventory of his effects. It so
volumes of Homer, Latin-Greek, two India handkerchanced that the spy Beauregard, who had given the
chiefs, a little cap, two cravats, a night-cap, a small
information upon which the arrest was made, "found
bottle of· essence of cloves." Other effects had
hims_elf present" on this occasion, also, and had
doubtless preceded this small convoy, and he could
further conversation with the unsuspecting victim.
send fol" more if the articles were not prohibited~ It
"Why are you arrested?" he asked.
"I know nothing about it," the prisoner replied .. is not certain that he was the sole occupant of his
room, for others of the Duchess du Maine's partisans
"My opinion is," said the spy, "that your· writings
were arrested about the same time, and the chateau
are the cause."
may hav been overfJill. Be that as it may, there he
"There are no proofs that I hav.written anything,
was, with his Home!", his night-cap, and his small
for I hav never confided my writings to any but true bottle of essence of cloves, a prisoner in one of the
friends."
massiv towers of the old Bastille, with a deep slit
"Is there nothing in these papers to convict you?'
for a window, through which neither earth nor sky
"No; for, luckily, the exempt did not get hold o
the pair of breeches in which there were some verses could be seen.
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persecutio~s of this vile Anthony Comstock. . But
•
for the persistent and atrocious conduct of this inD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
fernal vampire, Dr. Joseph Bott undoubtedly would
be alive and well to-day. The sorrow, grief, and
utter wretchedness . which this infamous man has
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R.
and his ability to send people to prison greatly less- caused is known to none save the recording angel,
ened. But his only chance now is to work upon the
TM largMC and cheapest Radical Jo-urnal pu]Jlishiil in Europe governor. He will again visit Albany backed with the if there is such a personage in the upper world.
or .America, wntaining nearly seven. hundred sq'!UM'e inches mor strong remonstrances andaJ>peals of Howard Crosby,
Comstock may now add the name of Joseph Sabin
of reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
Parson Newman, the Rev. John Hall, the Rev. Fred- to his long list of victims whom he has sent to unerick Courtney, and holy men of that class. Samuel timely and unhappy graves. Let him exult in his
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JUNE 25, 1881. · Colgate's money will flow freely. That omnipres- fiendish vengeance and hate.
ent smut-bag, containing the choicest specimens from · But Joseph. Sabin left many appreciativ friends

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Anti -Comstock Legislation.

It is said,

will bring all its guns to beru: on Governor Cornell to
secure a veto.
Of course the infamous spy, intriguer, and informer, Comstock, feels greatly chagrined, snubbed,
and defeated. His power is largely taken from him,

Comstock's filthy Nassau street museum, will be exhibited gratis to the governor; but whether all these
will be potent enough to sway Gov. Cornell and induce him to veto Col. Murphy's bill, which has been
enacted by both branches of the legislature3 remains
to be seen. True men and good men will hope that
the governor will confirm by his signature what the
legislature had done. If he does not it will be well
understood that Christian influence and Christian
money hav prevented it.
In its issue of the 21st Truth prints the following:

:~:~ ~~~h~:: :o:~ ~i!~rs~a~;i~tt~!:e£~!~~:

attended the last rites bestowed upon the departed.
It will be borne in mind that a bill in the interest
Robel't Colyer did himself great honor in attendof Anthony Comstock, giving him greatly increased
ing
to the last ceremonies of his friend Sabin. He
power, to the extent of superseding the police of_ this
did an honor to himself and humanity when he l.rocity, was, during the past winter, introduced into the
nounced kind and truthful words of the departe , in
Legislature by Mr. Waring, of Kings county. Comwords· something like these:
·
stock spent a good deal of time at Albany, buttonOur departed friend had a great amount of knowlholing the members of the legislature, showing them
edge from books, with which he was, perhaps,
his filthy collection:of indecent pictures, and impressmore thoroughly acquainted than any man living;
ing them with his immense piety and purity, using
b•1t he did not pretend to know very much about
his entire energy to secure the passage of his bill. The people of New York haT every reason to be gratoful to Aasemblyman G d I
h' di
·
h
1·
~~~h;~~~-r~u:;g~l{,oo"u~~:~;~t~EYab~I~
':~JY~~ai~~ft~~d'ir'\.l.:'~e,;;~~H~"~~~
o .
n t 1s rect10n e set up no c a1ms as to
He succeeded in hoodwinking and wheedling several
11ze th
1a1 1
t hi h th 1 ld h b
bj t d h d th knowledge, but as to real goodness and in kindness
impressible members, and at one time it was feared ~~~sessed'i.sJ~~sd:t~~~~"fne~~h..:'np!m:'{h'!~uMr. ~ur;~;~~'ln:l~sem~ly,a~a toward his fellow-men few were before him. I do
his bill might pass and becom{l a law; but, thanks to had the schemes of the church and of1 the private s~y societies, hoi/bed on by
the able efforts of Mr. T. B. Wakeman, who was sent ~g&i~~:'~~~~n~ lia~~~~g~ ~r~g~ a~tr~~~i~er~e~~~e:~d. ii.~~\~?s g~~e':,a: not know very much about these things, and I may
t"o~;ia~'k ~hn"d s~rse~;~ldE~~v~~:~~~'i:'ava~~!e~S:Jb~b~fd~!t~~!~~':~ei;~Ji'~ be mistaken in my estimates and opinions, but in my
by the National Defense Association to make an sherltr,anli
even the poltce judges would hav been compelled to carry out, heart I believe that in the great day of reckoning,
argument before the legislativ committee to whom under constant threat of impeachment,
h
1 f . .
d
h lll
. lVl d ua1
!tis ab•urd to sayth~t any man but a sworn officer of the law could or when t e ange 0 JUStiCe accor S to eac
the bill was referred, the eyes of several of the legis~~~~v~~s~~~~~!i'~e"+'~7d1~1~~~~~\~~ ~~:~u~~~\':,l;~~~~cY~fri;t;u~~~~~~: the award due him, he will speak far more kindly to
lators were opened, the bill was defeated, and Com~~il~~ss~~~~8.~ggfie~';,~s~~~."g.!:,ge~t~t~el:'1~·~o~'k.1m6'g:~~~~~':,t1 ~~:ff~i~:i; brother Sabin and will judge him far less harshly
stock was signally rebuked.
~ifJ~~l1~gso':;~~t st~v;f:hr.e~';,"1g't,1°to1 ~t~~; .~li~~:;,1 ~gm~ o~bt~~~ea!1~~:1':.ied than many who profess more righteousness and lay
Not far from the time when the. Comstock bill was wanton
as any that can be imagined. From such beginnings grew the famous greater cla1"ms to theolog1'cal v1'rtue
more properly, the Infamous black list of the Society for the Prevention of
- than those 1 in · placed before the legislature Col. M. C. Murphy of or,
Crime, where re•pectable private citizens figured who were threatened with deed, WhO hav wronged him.
domestic
exposure.
No
man
in
this
community
desil'es
to
feel
a
secret,
im.
•
•
•
h
f f
• f
this city, introduced before the same body the fol- p,alpable, spy system weighing on him every hour of the day and night, followThe following Interesting c apter 0 acts lS rom
lowing anti-Comstock bill:
0
0
1
n~:~s.~~~I~1 ~ ~~~~~:~~~~~~:t(Ii'Ne~ e;li't~~~;~~Ycfo l:.~e~; ~r':in the Boston Globe of the 18th inst.
SEC. 1.-ln all the courts of this state whenever it shall appear on itself. We are not in Russia here, and we ha.v no call for the Russian methaa
to private societies CRUEL PERSECUTION.-THE RIND OF WORE THAT COMSTOCK
the trial of a person charged with having violated a penal statute of procedure. We already hav given far too much0 power
thnt he was assisted in tbe alleged violation or induced or inveigled ~~~~;.t;If ~~;~~~!I~~;~~~c~~~~i~:esto !~eni~ ii~0 dro~~~u~PonnC:~rrrr:cf ~
GLORIES IN AND IS GLORIFIED FOR.
to violate such penal statute by some person acting or claiming to by authority of a special statute which create:!'his Socfety for the Prevention
act in the capacity of agent, informer, or spy for any society or asso- of Cruelty to Animals. Then came the Society for the Prevention ot Cruelty Columns of Interesting reminiscences were printed In the New York
ciation, or for nny individual who is not a prosecuting officer under to Children, whlch, while founded on a humane ideal has not always acted ~!h~~~ ~~~et~!v ~~~~~~s':.~~~\~~o"tf ~is dt'h"!f~f. tX'.~~~~~~~~~1:;1j~~~~~
the Ia ws of this state, the testimony of such person so acting or wisely or too well. And there followed two societies. the results of which
claiming to act as agent, informer, or spy, and also that of every hav been of doubtful benefit from the llrst-thoae for the Suppreaslon of VIce ~~~~~;hhae':,1t~ 1 ';..~fghog;r~fe8~~!':.\ ~\'{~gfl~0e~~a:~~~'ristheTs:'l~~~~~r'l, b~f'~~
the Prevention of Crime. Certain It Is that vice has not been suppressed
other person acting in conjunction with him, shall not be received in and
Is attributed by the New York correspoudent of a Western paper to tile
or crime ~revented. The few individual prosecutions that hav taken place ll!e
evidence.
persecution of his son William, an educated young man, by Anthony Comupon a technical violation of the law under which Comstock acts.
SEC. 2.-All inconsistent acts are repealed.
~:;e~i ~;.,c;eg/~~!s~~~ti~~~~gat!~~~ v~Y.:'c~~ds~~C':'J~~~e ~~~~~~tio':;~~~~ stock
Among tbe invoices of old books and pictures that come to New York from
Europe are many engravings that fall under the ban of the statute. They
This bill, if once a law, practically blocks the in- F~~et:~~~~~~~~d tiaig~~gf;~~:~~:P~~~~ ~g;frig'1~c~~~:Jieglslation for are
bought at auction in London and Paris by a~ents, whe, without attempt-societies at ad times, has presented anR successfully pushed a bill to a
famous Comstock's game, destroys his favorit course these
passage which will seriously curtail the power of Comstock and his kind to an- i~V~:sf~'(k.thM:'~sdf~~~ fo~e~,d;~'t,~~~·tt~ c~!t~~tp;~~%1~·~n~o~~ 1l:, th;~~
of procedure, and repeals a large share of the acts f~lom~~~~~f\~ ~~v;~~~::;.g~~vf;~~;;r;~p~·~;;~nn~~~f ~!e~1~tios~~~~~; f~~ up these objectionable engrav!fugs and1 not to offer them for sale or put t'hem
which he has heretofore induced the legislature to district0 attorney. In other words, the sworn public prosecutor is made the ~idJT:' Sg~s~~l~~~{aes~ti~;rgf~l~~~h ~m~~pr_xd~';i~~kf c~\1e~~~~FncY~d~~=
pass for his pleasure and benefit. It is well known /;;~ti~e !iilh~l:oet",.i~~rc;,s:~tE~;~~~:fe!~e:; tE~~~~~~i~Pi~~d~r\og~~~el;~~th~ ~~~~~~i~ag~~hi~~~a~~i!~mae~d ~~:~gnhd fh:~t~:e ;~~fdui~~~~~ g~~fi:
was no more transgressed than nearly every publishing house violates It
~lf1 ~':, \~~:~~ ~~ E~?eh~~~~~~O:~t~kp{~~~·;,•wl~~·nf:'l.'::wd~hne~ ~~~'Ji e~~~u~~ law
that Comstock has over and over again selected his their
by supplying certain customers with French works.
business.
victims on whom he has determined to exercise his h.;r~~~st~~t ~~:t~ri,\f'~~n~Jn~Ptho"~e!{r·::~hi~::i.~~;"of lheen ~~~~rl~ ro~~~J~;:I:.a~.£u~~~£~~~e~l~~ t~~~~te$f6,fx.':Jnfo~b ~t ~~~~~.:;1~~.~a1N:1~
wiles, and by deception, falsehood, and the most art- sc.hemes of Tweed. Sweeny, tt. a~ and he sufrered through opposing them ~\i:~k ri:~~~~~~~ in of~~ Jar:ma~~ 0fr~~gicahn h~s~~i~~:~~~u~~~':fWa~k
prosecute him~e adroitly put <fomstock in possession of data about the
ful representations has inveigled, seduced, and decoyed w~:~~a~!e:~~l~~[e'gelJ..fle~e:e:~o~h/5o~~:~ 1:U~e.!'e~t~~: l~~t~r::·blll, to
engravings, their titles, where they were kept, etc., and thns arranged to
persons to violate the enactments of his procuring, ~\'."ea:;i~y~·;~~:~~~ fi:~ gm~~s:.;~1 s~~~fcl ~~ ~~~~~gt0~";r~~eb:'Qg~e~~~r ~~;~rcC~~~~gif~t~~!~:£aeg~~~lo h~,.;d;;::~~~~~ fJ:,o~~!u~Jt~t~1;
and then he has arrested them, dragged them into Cornell that this would be an nnwlse thing to do. The majority was quite parting advice, to tell those who had sent him to put him Into better buolness.
court, and with his own unsupported testimony, which laW~t e:~~~~ep~~~~~~v~~q~i:sit~~tible wisdom wm, we are1 confident, not ~:~~~~~.sa!~t;J fa ~~n s~::,~ ~e ~~·~~e~~~tgt~~~~~~~tbaa"~~n~~.:~~
has often been simply perjury, he has sent them to ~~~!!\"fi,~~~~~~.b!n~h:tGt'hvc"=~ ~g:;_~ !~~~f,::.~~~~ [ ~~~ ~~~~~.!i Hi/~~~[~~~ds~~t!eh':~a~:~~n'ite c~~:';!~o':,v"/r t::,'i:.; ~~d w~~ wl~~~f ~~
element.
~eslred, such as one called "The Rock of Ages," and anotr.;;,, "lf'he Long
prison for a term of years and thus brought utter
Meter Doxology," both curious works of blasphemy. He pulled out a big roll
of bills and saRfthat he was pre\'!red to pay cash, that he knew they had such
ruin upon them and their families. This has been
More Work of the Vampire of Death.
g~c~~~~~·:~dt~:~~lfs~~tie~ee.ll
v them as any one else, and intimated that
Comstockism, this has been the high moral work
He was told by William Sabin, a young and lnex~erlenced man, that the
which Samuel Colgate and many of the clergy and
The late Joseph Sabin, who departed this life in ~~~~e~~e t~~~s:t ~:~g~gt ;g~~U e~~v~~~~r;~·reT eiia~~n,h~~':eavneJ: ii:s~~
the foremost members of the churches hav sustained Brooklyn some three weeks ago, was a very worthy
~~e~;!1~~~r~~·~;!'c~'lt~ee~ ~a~~~~~iJ'~~r.fes~~~:;',;, tf~~~~n¥g~~;~dq~~~~~
and defended.
man. He was believed to be the most thoroughly
't:kf~hegt: s~~1d~~~feh~il~~e~a~kt~
Col. Murphy's bill puts an end to all this. Where informed book man in the world. His whole life f~~p;s;e~~~~tE:i~oovne:Y~h:n~og~;
Comstock. The result was the arrest of \~Ullam Sabin, his Indictment, and
the
Indictment
of
his
young
brother
Robert. Comstock then raided the
a trap has been set and a plot worked up to induce a had been spent in the handling, reading, and selling
fa~\'leb~~~e0l~~~:...!o~~ge~~~eii::ngo:~g~c~~~~ t~og~J ~:'J:g~ 'X~~~ t~:
person to commit an offense for the sake of the con- of books. The Dictionary of Books upon which he game,
and pursued young Sabin so relentlessly that the latter, feeling that
viction and imprisonment, the plotter, the seducer, was engaged almost up to the hour of his death is r:~:~~~e~~~ Jfchn~~alh!~1~~~~~n~iet~~d1~lin~~e::: 1N~ie~l~~~t ;g E~~oen~~~g
the decoyer, the inveigler, the informer, and the per- aescribed as being the greatest work of the kind a fate by forfelrFn: his bond, and accordingly •tepped on board of !ln out.golng
one day, and Comstock next heard of him In Europe. Tlie loss of the
jurer shall not longer hav the power to send his vic- ever undertaken. He was, indeed, a most genial, steamer
comfort and association of his son weighed heavily u~on Mr. Sabin, and the
trouble
stole
In upon his sleep and repose, and hastened his decay.
tim to prison; his testimony shall Jot be sufficient to friendly, and industrious man, a man with many
In an editorial entitled, "A Blow at Professional
secure conviction. This practically ends Comstock- warm friends.
ism so far as our state courts are concerned, for Col.
It is believed by those who were most intimate Spies," the same paper says:
In the lucid Intervals that now and then occur In the cour•e of the sena.
Murphy's Anti-Spy bill has become a law.
The with Mr. Sabin during the last two years of his life torlalsquabble
at Albany, the legislature of the state of New York Is getting
Assembly first enacted it, and on the 17th inst., that his death was hastened and his peace of mind b~ns~~~ rJd a~~~~;, r~~:~::cr~tee o.~:cng~Y;,?£h: X~~~~~~;~ !U·n~~J'."%u~
despite Comstock's persistent efforts, despite all the greatly disturbed by the machinations and persecu- the Governor's signature to become a Jaw, which will go far to secure inno.
cent people against the danger of being decoyed Into prison through the
Christian influence he was able to bring to bear, de- tions of Anthony Comstock. The detestable med- devilish Ingenuity of some professional blackmailer or sneaking spy.
the testimony of any agent, informer, or spy
spite the almighty potency of his foul smut-bag of dler, spy, and intriguer threw a dark shadow over The measure provides tliat
r;{~~c~~oro~nfn~~t;l~ ~rn;0 ro~~Yt~d~l~fa~:1 :~te~~fa:;;t~\t~gs~:fre~~f~~ ~~~
filth and indecency, the Senate passed the bill by the the family of Mr. Sabin.
He plotted against the cetTed
in court as evidence a~ainst tlre accused, nor that of any ~eraon
overwhelming vote of 19 to 6. The Sun, on the 18th, young Mr. Sabin, unjustly secured his arrest upon a !~~~tif 1~o~j~p,:;~~na~1~~ ~~forl~~;~;,~~~~:~~h.0itosJil"anJ\1!~ ~~igy~~~J~
gave the following report of this last struggle:
foul charge, and arove him from friends and home. ~~~ ~~~~~:-;.~~. J~~'ifeh ~~~~!'l~b:s~;es~b~~~~~~e" gg:e~~srif~~nt;dt~~~~~~
No one really knows what it is to be arrested by ~~i~r ine~~oei~ ~;;~{~;o.!~ed~?~~i:~i~~e1acc~gJee:~~ ~~:!s~f the num·
The Senate continued the discussion on the bill to prevent spies
of the Anthony Comstock order from testifying in the courts-the
tafr sample of their dastardly deeds Is described In another column In
pending question being on :Mr. 1rtills's amendment that testimony Anthony Comstock upon the crushing charge of ob- anAarticle
beaded "Cruel Persecution," which illustrates the method by
of these men should not be excluded unless it appeared tbat the law scenity save those who hav had the bitter experience whicll Joseph Sabin, one of New York's most reputable, useful, and honor.
would not hav been violated except for the inveiglement of these to pass through. No other can realize the stigma, able citizens, was worried to death before he had half finished tbe most lm·
portu.nt work of hta Ufe. There is evidence now on the court records of
spies and informers. lllr. Mills made a long argument in favor of
country that renders Anthony Comstock as tit a candidate for otate
his amendment, and gave a detailed history of tbe work of one of the odium, the disgrace that is th11s inevitably cast this
rJson as any man whom he ever sent there. Evidently such a biU as that
these voluntary assomations in suppressing lottery gambling. Mr.
Is calculated to seriously cripple blm; so he llns been lobbyln~
Fowler. said tha~ if any of ,the agents of this soci~o/ were engaged in upon the one arrested and upon his family. The ex- f,ust passed
the busmess of mve1glmg men mto the commiSSIOn of cnme, this pense, anxiety, uncertainty, and disgrace attendant \'v1~hn:~ 1f~tf~:f~lf~ss'l~!\ ~!s~:u~d'i~;t~~~ti'I/~M~~~~~r~:h ~se~'tce~~r~f ~ge
legislature In open •esslon. But all to no purpose. In the race of the oppo·
bill would affect them seriously; but if they were only pursuing
the legitimate business of trying to suppress crime in a legitimate upon the defense of a charge of obscenity is greater sition of a few country members over whose eyes Mr. Comstock has suceeed~
way the bill would not afiect them. .Mr. Hogan said that unless than any one can realize who has not passed through r~~'b~~~~gfa~rcea':s~0~b~~~~~ tf~~~c\\';,:"f~r'li ~~s~t1;~mhla~nbu.,:;.:~~:.;~
lobbying on this bill were stopped he should call for the enforcethrough by a large majority of both houses, and t~e tremendous en:orts that
ment of the rule. (Anthony Uomstock had just been talking with the terrible experience. And the subsequent sen- will
undoubtedly be brought to bear on Governor Cornell to secure a veto will
Senator llfills.)
probably fall.
Mr. Mills said so far as he was concerned there hnd been no tence and imprisonment cannot be adequately de- So far so good. " Scar-faced.Tony " has been stripped of a portion of hi&
power. But much remains to be done. By far the greater portion of his
lobbying, but simply asking and answering questions.
scribed. They hav to be experienced to be fully re- mischief
has been achieved In the United States courts, where his power
Mr. Hogan said he referred to lobbying against the bill that had
largely depends upon the judge who happens to be presiding nt the time. Let
been going on around the hotels and elsewhere in Albany for sev- alized. The deep and acute trouble and grief thrown Congress-follow
the example of the New York lcflalature, confining the power
eral days past. After some furthm:remarks by Mr. Mills in favor of upon the family of a man so persecuted can never
0
his amendment, it was put to vote and lost-yeas, 6; nays, 18.
\H~~PJ(i~~"c6\i~t~~al! l';f~~g ~,W,~:~~sa~fc ~~;e pe~-~~~~~~~~~~r ;~~~fl:,il'1~".;
be
known
but
by
those
who
hav
drank
of
the
bitter
Mills then otlered another amendment tbat the bill should not
business will become utiprolltable, and we prealct that he will speedily retire
apply to any case where the party complained of is engaged in any cup.
from lt.
·
business in violation of law. This was lost by 7 to 12. The bill was
then put on its final passage and passed by a vote of 19 to 6, as
There is little doubt that the days of Joseph Sabin
follows:
Camp~ Meeting.
Yeas-Astor, Bakm; Birdsall, Bixby, Braman, Eidman, Fowler, were shortened by the cruel and heartless persecu. Hogan, Jacobs, Loru, Madden, McCarthy, Robertson, Rockwell, tions of Anthony Comstock. This foul blot upon
The
Michigan
State Association of Spiritualists
Seebacher, Sessions, Stevens, Strahan, Wagner-19.
Nays-Davenport, Ha1bert, Loomis, Mills, Williams, Woodin-6. humanity has boasted that he has driven fifteen per- and Liberalists will hold their next annual campsons to suicide. The days of many others hav been meeting on the north bank of Gaguac Lake, Battle
Truth has the following:
After the third severe tussle in the Senate over Colonel Murphy's shortened by his machinations, and the lives of many Creek, Michigan, commencing August 12th, and closAnti-Spy bill, tile discussion over which was participated in by
Mills, .l!'owler, and Woodin, the. bill passed, 19to 6, and it goes to the scores hav been made absolutely wretched by his ing August 22, 1881. Some of the most talented
villainy and malignity.
governor.
SJ>eakers in the West are engaged, and others will be
Colona! Murphy is entitled to great credit for the untiring zeal
The writer of these lines has witnessed the dying added in due time, of which I will speak later.
vigilance, and devotion which he has brought to bear to pass this
measure. This defeat of Comstock is severely felt, and the society, moments of a good man-a victim to the wiles and
Gaguac Lake is a beautiful sheet of water just out-

a· .
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side the city limit of Battle Creek, carrying upon its
bosom two steamboats and several sailing crafts, to
amuse and benefit the pleasure-seeker.
Come,
friends, from far and near. Let us hav heaven here
and now.
L. S. BURDICK, Pres.
Bo~

B, Kalamazoo, Mich.

Parton's Lif9 of Voltaire.
I.-THE BAsTILLE.
TI
" ·uth IS stranger than fiction." "Interesting as
a novel" is a phrase that givs but a faint notion of
the delight with which the eye follows the pages of
this enchanting work. "It is a store-house of fascin_ations," says the last cr~tic. ·The picture, quiet and
simple at first, changes hke a transformation scene
and is continued as an ever-varying lanorama until it
ends in triumph at the Pantheon.
n many respects
the most remarkable of Frenchmen and- of human
beings, it is certain that no human being other than
Voltaire ever led such a life-so diversified, so inwoven with the events, actors, characters, and the
very life of his age. Every chapter is a new scene
of a play with new actors, and an absorbing interest
in their fate.
Every passion, hope, and interest of human nature,
every .variety of circumstances in which they could
be illustrated, every peculiarity of individual life,
in station, sex, or character, pass before the eye, till
romance only seems to be the author's object, and
we are astonished to reflect that it is true. Its
strength, as well as its beauty and interest, after all,
is in its truth. We believe this to be the only life
of Voltaire extant that is truthful and intelligible.
It is the only one written from the human point of
view-a view high enough to oversee the life and
motivs 9f this wonderful man so as to do justice to
him, to his friends and foes, and to the influences he
and they represented.
In this latter respect this biography is noteworthy.
It opens a new era in the judgment
of human character. Let us notice this change
particularly. Hitherto biographies hav been written mainly by those who were below the man whose
life was written, and who looked up to him with
gratitude and veneration; or else by those who were
on the same general level with him, and for the purpose of illustrating and extending his influences,
. of which the author was also an exponent. Of the
first, or the up-looking biographies, Boswell's Life
of Johnson is the finest spe_cimen. Of the second,
the most numerous of all, we may take as instances
White's Life of Swedenborg, or the lives of the leaders of remarkable religious or political movements,
written by their co-religionists or partisans: Mr.
Parton has founded a new school of biography, very
different from these.
·
This Life of Voltaire· is the finest fruit of a new
growth of human sentiment. It is the largest and
completest attempt ever made to solve and estimate
individual life from the purely historical-that is,
the humanity-point of view. It differs from other
biographies in that the author, from the bight to
which the progress of the race has borne him, as an
impartial spectator, overlooks and so traces the strivings and motivs of his ·hero truthfully, and estimates
them as they really served the highest and best human interests. From this point of view most of the
former lives and estimates of Voltaire appear to be,
as they are, grotesque distortions of the man and
of his motivs and acts, seen through the misty air of
religious and political 11rejudice.
For the first time, because seen from this higher
point of view, this man has been brought out into
the clear sunlight of the human judgment day.
No folly or fault is concealed, or excused in a partisan spirit. His story is simply told and judged,
and the verdict is that Voltaire must ever remain in
the Pantheon of the human race as one of its chiefest servants. And the reason is that
" For all human failings
The love and service of Man atones."

Voltaire's faults, failings, and weaknesses are patent enough, but when the balance comes to be
struck he remains one of the greatest benefactors of
mankind that ever lived. He made an era in the life
of the collectiv Man. Modern life and thought
began with him. Behind him lie the dark middle
ages, and from them he was our deliverer. How
can we ever repay our debt of gratitude?
How can we ever cease to wonder, too, at the way
in which it was accomplished? By one man, singlehanded, with no weapon but his pen! He had to fight
fire with fire, falsehood with falsehood, duplicity with
a deeper cunning. As a result the systems of falsehood and oppression consolidated by ages were left by
him so riddled that we hav only the burden of removing their debris as we place in their stead liberty,
science, and humanity. ,
He was really the victor in his life-long contest
with the powers of darkness. Why and how? This
biography for the first time fairly answers. It shows
that the main, the great and absorbing motiv and
faith. of Vol£\ire was faith in human nature and a
desire to ennoble and advance his fellow-man to the
uttermost. .At bottom he was a good man.
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When his royal Frederick kept writing to him in Bradlaugh's case on the part of a Congregational
substance that the mass of humankind were only food clergyman, the following is copied from the same
for powder-so many animals, half monkey and half issue of the Reformer :
tiger, Voltaire kept replying, Yes, but between
" A ' London Congregational Minister ' has adthe monkey and the tiger there is the Man !
dressed the following letter, with his name attached,
_Such w:ords, and th~ miraculous activity and zeal to A. H. Guinness, Esq., in reply to a printed circuWith whwh he sustamed them, will preserve his lar from that gentleman requesting him to announce
fame as a ·precious jewel, shining forever through to his congregation a meeting in Exeter Hall to opthe depths of the ages. In time and position he pose Mr. Bradlaugh's admission to Parliament, and
stands between, and is the only man of modern times also requesting · that a poster to the same effect
to be ranked with Shakspere and Goethe, making to- should be placed on the chapel notice-board:
gether the grand triumvirate, English, French, and
~IR: You invite me to display on the notice-board of
German, the three great emancipators of the human myDEAR
chapel a bill headed, " Is England to Remain a Christian
soul.
Kingdom?" You also invite me to help you to answer this
Every chapter of this life-panorama has its im- question by taking part in an effort to keep Mr. Bradlaugh out
portance, but we would place particular emphasis of the seat to which he has been legally elected.
·
A.s a Christian minister, I solemnly decline to be a party to
h
b · ·
"dd
upon t ree, as the egmmng, mi le, and end of the your proceedings. I cannot admit that England is " a Chrisgreat contest: 1. The Bastille; 2. The Encyclopedia; tian
kingdom " so long as a majority of its people are uncon3. The Pantheon. The latter two 'of these topics we verted
to God. Nor is there much hope of the masses of the
shall refer to in the future. For this occasion we people being brought to God while you and your friends, and
giv in another column extracts illustrating Voltaire's many others, are willing to inflict the most vexatious injustice
introduction to the Bastille. He had two terms of upon a citizen in the name of our holy Christian religion. Do
residence there. The first in 1717, of eleve:Qmonths, you suppose that the Lord Jesus Christ can gain anything from
course now being pursued against Mr. Bradlaugh?
and another of fifteen days in 1726, just prior to his theFirst,
he prefers and claims to affirm, and he is allowed to
exile to England.
affirm subject to the statute. Then the Christian party set the
I n both cases his Imprisonment
·
common informer to work, and they obtain a decision to the
was an outrage.
The fir.at grew out of s·ome political writings that effect that Mr. Bradlaugh cannot affirm, but must take the
were erroneously supposed to be his. The second oath. A.nd now, having nullified the affirmation which Mr.
conscientiously preferred, and driven him either to
was the result of his efforts to get something like Bradlaugh
take the oath or certainly be unseated, the same people comjustice executed upon Chevalier de Rohan for cans- bine to prevent him taking the oath-which they had but just
ing him to be publicly insulted and beaten. This persecuted him for not taking !
Under these circumstances, and in deference to those who
last indignity, and the utter impossibility of procuring reparation, entered like an iron into the very consider that an A.theist would·, by swearing, profane the oath,
soul of Voltaire-an iron which was grown over, the government attempt to bring in a bill to prevent such profanation by enabling any member to affirm at his option. But
!Jut never withdrawn.
the Christian party oppose this bill, and hinder its introduction
The Bastille was placed before the mind and in by every device of obstructiv tactics.
the heart of the young Voltaire, as in fact it was the I confess to a feeling of shame to see Christian men acting
embodiment of the .outrage of church and state so crookedly in the name of him who prayed the father to forunited in one irresponsible personal government, giv his enemies, and never used force and duplicity to despoil
of natural or civil right.
merely to execute the interests and iniquities of su- them
Gloomy, indeed, are the prospects of the gospel in this kingperstition or of a debased and selfish nobility. It dom, if this is how we treat men.; if our religion can impel us
represented the enormities and abuses of the feudal to no nobler course toward the unbeliever and the rebellious.
system which had been outgrown, the methods and But I refuse to believe that anything like a majority of Chriseven forms of which were fast bec01ning intolerable tian people desire this to be done. They would rather act toward Mr. Hradlaugh in the just and kindly spirit of Mr. John
to human nature.
Bright, who, by the noble words he has used in Parliament,
The mass of the French people finally came to has done more to giv the Atheist a glimpse of the heart of
look upon it in a similar light. It was to them, as to Christ than the whole of the opposing party.
Do, my dear sir, desist from this course ! It is hard enough
Voltaire, the symbol of L' Infame!-The Infamous
already to get the thoughtful working classes to hear the gos-and to be crushed by any and all means.
The difficulty will be insuperable for many long years if
Not without reason, therefore, has the French pel.
the policy of Christians is not more worthy and just than I
republic fixed upon the date of its destruction as the venture to think yours is in the present instance.
decisiv and most glorious event of their great RevoWill you please read this letter to your committee, if you
Yours truly,
lution. They hav made that date (July 14, 1789) care to do so.
A. LoNDoN CoNGREGATIONAL MINISTER:
their national holiday, corresponding to our Fourth
of July. The lettre ae cachet which placed the young
Voltaire within its walls was the first of the chain of
Liberal League Notice.
events that insured their final destruction. How
FRIENDS
OF
LIBERALISM IN ILLINOIS: The organthis resulted our next article will show.
In the mean time we hope that our readers will ization of the state Liberal League of Illinois is now
hasten to become acquainted with the work itself. completed and ready for work. The officers elected
'l'he two volumes at first may seem to be large, but no at the convention in Farmer City for the ensuing
one who begins to read will regret their length. Our year are, W. H. Pearce, of Camargo, Pr.es.; F. F.
friend, H 9 n. Elizur Wright, had only "d~voured" Follet, of Rockford, Ill., Sec.; and M. B. Lawrence,
two hundred pages when he wrote to the author his of Duquoin, Treas.
Mrs. M. V. Hall, of St. John League, Perry county,
thanks that one thousand pages more of the intensely
interesting and instructiv narrativ remained. He Ill., will relieve me somewhat by furnishing a full reexpressed the feeling of every one who will take the port of the Farmer City convention for THE TRUTH
SEll:KER and other Liberal papers.
book in hand.
T. B. W.
By a vote of the League I am instructed to solicit
additional accessions to our membership-at a life
Mr. Bradlangh's Paper,
membership fee of one dollar each-deeming it betThe National Reformer, for June 12th contains ter to have five members at one dollar each than one
the following from Mr. Bradlaugh:
.
member for the same amount. It is your help and
" Northampton is as hearty and as determmed _as cooperation we want more than yo!lr money. We
it is possible to be in this great struggle. While hav now fifty-one members, and we would like to
willing to wait a reasonable time, so that t~e go':'- multiply that by ten as soon as we possibly can.
ernment may not be hindered or embarrassed m their
Brother and sister Liberals in Illinois, by organizcarriage of the Irish Land bill, the voters who elect- ing the state Liberal League of Illinois we hav lighted
ed me will not wait one moment, even for the gov- a beacon in the Prairie state never to be extinguished
ernment, if their just claims are slighted or disre- until universal mental liberty is established in this
garded. The men and women of Northampton-to nation. Will you help us diffuse its reflecting rays?
whom, should they desire it, I would instantly re- If you will, please let me know. Address me either
sign the honor they h3:v con~erred upon me-tell ~e at Springfield, Ill., or Rockford, Ill. All letters
that their confidence m me IS unabated, and that, If directed to me will reach me from either place.
need be, they will return me again and again. ~y
Yours for universal mental liberty,
duty is clear; I shall fight as best I can, rousmg
F. F. FoLLET, Sec. Ill. State L. L.
public opinion as comple~ely as I am able."
.
0 linton, Ill., June 15, 1881.
"Having the fullest faith that the government illtend to try to carry an Affirmation bill, it is my
THE July number of the North American Review
intention to do nothing which may render such pr?bears
the usual characteristic of timeliness. Carl
posed legislation more difficult. But as the law as It
stands at present .givs me the right to take my seat Shurz leads off with a suggestiv paper on " Present
I must, if the government p~oposal be r~jected or Aspects of the Indian Problem," in which he disobstructed insist on performmg the duties of the cusses the Indian obstacle in the way of the country's
position t~ which my constituents hav elected me." development, the harmonizing of the habits, oc_cupaA paragraph in another part of the paper, show- tions, and interests of the red men, the necessity of
educating their youth, the making of the men theming the agitation which is being kept up, says: .
selva
small land proprietors, and the offering of in"Resolutions in' support of Mr. Bradlaugh's right
to take his seat hav been passed during the week in ducements to them to sell for a fair compensation
Tunbridge Wells, Hyde (at the largest. OQ.t.do~r the lands they do not cultivate. Next a caustic
meeting ever held there), Margate (Workmg Mens writer givs the views of "A Yankee Farmer" on
Liberal Association), Eleu~~s Club, Chelsea, ~he _Po- "The Religious Conflicts of the Age." Another
litical Committee of the Four Clubs, the Hn·mmg- trenchant article is "The Power of Public Plunder,"
ham 800 Bradford Liberal Electoral Association, by James Parton, which appeals to the sons of our
Bury, Ro~hdale, Pontefract, K~ttering, East London, men of character and wealth, on patriotic grounds,
West Bromwic}l, Dudley, Accnngton, Chelsea, Hack- to enter into politics, and become the safeguards of
their country against rings and bosses. Mr. Henry
ney."
As *ln ins~ance of 1:1- ra~ional view taken of Mr. George dwells on "The Common Sense of 'faxation."
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surely become a Mussulman, (){' a Budd~ist take
refuge in Buddha, yet a child brought up .u~der
Christian teaching less often becomes a Chr.Ishan.
'ld
The spectacle of a minister's son turning out a WI .
rake is so frequent as to be a proverb. · Men love
darkness rather than light even m a .so-called Christian country, and (lonversion is not a matter of education, but a work of God . .An apostate Mussulman or
an Infidel from Buddhism is, in his native country, a
rare occurrence; but from their very birth the children of Christian parents hate stu.dying the scrip. tures, hearing a sermon, or spen d mg an h our m

thing superior to himself.; so God could not. impart
to the universe any more harmony, adaptatwn, and
design than he possessed himself, and probably not
so much." · To me I confess this is. a curious mixture
of words. What do you mean by the "harmony,'
Reply to Mr. :Bennett's Eighteenth Letter.
, f G
H
I
adaptation, and design· o
od?
owever, will
MR. D. M. BENNETT, .Dear Sir: You are using
let this pass, interpreting it to mean that God is an inthe 1·eductio ad abs1trclum method with your cause
telligent contriver. Your next. sentence is (a), "If,
certainly. "If God," you say, "is not substance,
then, the existence of harmony, adaptation, and denot something that can be fou~d or p~ oduced,. then
sign in the universe proves that it was created from
1
he is nothing and has no existence.
Is this an
nothing (b), the same qualities iu God prove that he
axiom in the school of advanced (!) thought-a
was created from nothing."
specimen of that relentless logic which is the boast
(a) ·I have never asserted nor attempted to prove
of modern unbelief? Even the unanswerable argu- pr¥oe~~ next paragraph opens, "It is true that when that "the existence of harmony, adaptation, and dements, as you have ter~ed them,.of Thomas Paine we find anything that bears the proof of having been sign in the universe proves that it was created from
would fail before this resistless logic. Incomparable constructed, we naturally think some body must hav:e nothing," but merely applied the principle that eviin everything else, the man who wrote that .Athe- made it." Yes, quite naturally, and we very obsti- dent marks of contrivance prove a contriver. Your
ism was "a scandal to human nature" must; aft~r nately hold on to that belief. It seems, howFer, .premise, to call it that, therefore is altogether erroall, be classed with the "ninnies " who beheve m that we must not think naturally in regard to the neous. Consequently
.
. ;· .
the existence of GOd.
making of the universe, but unnaturally. Paley, to
(b) ""four deduction must be also; but agam I ask,
I did not suppose that you could exhibit such be sure, showed practical common sense in believing what do you mean by transferring to God the same
solemn imbecility in the way of argument. .Are that the watch he found had an intelligent maker. qualities as are found in the univers.e? How can
you not aware, too, that none of those who are In fact, to p.ut it mildly, he would have been an idiot you identify harmony of physical form, adaptation
authorities in Positivism would uphold your dog- to have thmight otherwise. "But it is very absurd of laws, and physical marks of contrivance with intelmatical denial of the existence of a deity? I do to judge of the world or the universe of thousancls ligence and wisdom in the contriver. In other
not except even Prof. Tyndall. I do not contend, and millions of worlds by a watch." Why? "When words, how can you transfer qualities of matter to
of course that he holds the Christian conception of we find a world we have no reason to think it was qualities of mind and assume them to be identical as
.
God, but ' he would reJect your VIews
as 8';1-pr~me put together as a man forms a watch."' Why? be- the basis of an· argument? It is utterly fallacious
folly; he is rather o~e of ~h_?se ~odel smen~Ists sides Paley does not reasonj'rom a watch to a world. and illogical. I can very easily throw my argument
who, according to his defimtwn, have as .httle "Paley did not think his watchmaker," you continue, into a syllogism thus:
fellowship with the .Atheist who says there IS no "'made his watch from nothing, but simply that he
.Adaptation, harmony, and design prove a deGod as with the Theist who professes to know the formed its wheels and all its parts of metals already signer.
will of God." Professor Huxley, Herbert Spencer, in existence and put theni together, but with the
The universe manifests adaptation, harmony, and
and Charles Darwin, all unite in the same confes- world he pretends [generous critic] to believe that its design.
sion. I do not claim for myself any but a super- maker created it from nothing at all." .As I have
Therefore the universe has a designer. This would
fici.al acquaintance with the views of scientists; but said, Paley does not reason from a watch to a world, be correct reasoning, but yours cannot by any correct
to see those who define themselves as disciples of but from a watch to an eye, then to an ear, then to logic be proved. The fact is, you have epitomized
sciene~ and claim its discoveries and theories as the succession of plants and animals, then to a study Mr. Underwood's illogical attempt at deep reasoning,
their body of divinity shoot wildly ahead of their of comparative anatomy, etc. . I do not recall any and it is no more successful with you than him.
teachers and masters is a very amusing specta~le.
statement in the book (Paley's Natural Theology)
"Design belongs to a fiuite being and not the
Do you call mind substance ? Sur~ly yeu Will ~ot based on the creation of the universe by the, fiat of infinite." Why? and, to establiRh an exact underdefend such sophism.. That there IS a somethmg the Deity from nothing. The reader had better read standing, what do you mean by the infinite? It is a
which thinks, feels, wills,. a somet~ing ap.art from the grand old argument for himself. The analogy floating, vague, undefinable phrase.
and· dissimilar to mattEr, IS recogmzed umversallf. between a watch and an eye is perfect, so with an
"Design implies the use of means to reach an
This is,. mind. That there is a contrary to ~his ear and all the instances of contrivance he examines. end." Yes, but there is nothing that conflicts with
something which neither. thin~s. no~ !eels nor.wills, Let me quote you again: "Paley did not think his the idea of divinity in this. "Design implies the
but which has form, density, dlVISabihty, etc., IS also watchmaker made his watch from nothing." No, necessity of change, modification of purpose to meet
borne witness to by the same universal conscious- neither did he believe God made an eye from noth- rising wants." This I absolutely deny, and challenge
ness. This diE.tinction between mind and matter is ing, " but simply that he formed its wheels and all you to prove it.
radical and real; no one can deny it without becom- its parts of metals already in existence;" exactly so
What I have said above utterly undermines your
ing a sophist, yet mind is not a substance, and can of the eye, the ear, etc.-man was formed of the dust proof from analogy of the eternity of the universe.
no more be found or produced than can God.
.
of the earth-" and put them together "-again the God cannot be described as possessing harmony,
In the argument I attempted to sket~h, provi.ng type is fulfilled. Confess, is not the analogy perfect? adaptation, and design in the sense I affirm it of the
the existence of God, I did not assert his Identity
universe.
with Jehovah. There is therefore no call for nor
Wandering again in your eccentric orbit-for you
I do not care to multiply wordlil again o:ver the exstrength in your assertion that the argument as much have joined two things, as I have shown, that Paley istence of evil. It doe"! not prove that there is no
proves the existence of Jove, .Allah, Indra, etc. ~nd does not unite-you dubiously assert, "If the mate- God; it does not overthrow the design argument,
if these names were merely synonyms for the Idea rial of which the world was made had a previous and and it is rash and unscientific to rush to any such
of God apart from the trivial and erroneous mythol- eternal existence, then it was not a creation, but conclusion.
ogies with which they are connected, I should have merely a transformation." Yes, if. "If it is adI have already made some strictures on your views
no reason to object to them. .
.
.
mitted then, that matter always existed, it must be of the potentiality of matter. They are hardly
The argument i~ my bn~f hmt that u~Iversal admitted that.force, which is always inherent in it, necessary to be repeated here. If you would only
conscidusness assertmg the existence of God IS some always existed, together with the laws controling realize that mere assertion is not proo.f, and would
proof that he does exist is stronger than you imagine. them." IF. This is an inglorious begging of the clearly state your doctrine and support with the facts
You are however, so prone to caricature that it is whole question. If the matter always existed, the and conclusions which prove it, I would be glad to
veiled i; your parody of it. It do~s not lie in the force always_ did-the.re is no disput~ of that; b~t thoroughly examine them.
absurd reasoning you erroneously Impute to me- please prove that the force always ex~sted. I say It
Whether life preceded or is coeval with organiza"the belief of a million times as many beings as did not, that the force had a commencement when tion you call a hair-splitting question; but you eviever inhabited this globe is not sufficient to bring it began to act-that it began to act within time, dently attach more importance to it than you would
into existence one single fairy, one single genius, or not from eternity, and consequently that matter also confess. I will say no more here than to furnish
one single god." But. this is a curious problem how had a beginni~g. Please furnish me with proof that you with the reference you ask for as to Prof. Huxthe universal belief m a power superiOr to nature I am wrong; mother words, demonstrate that force ley's assertion that they are not coeval, but on the
arose if there is no such power. That the forces of is eternal. Scientists, assisted by geology and contrary life can exist apart from organization. You
nature were the origin of many of the deities of pagan chemical analysis, can reduce· matter to its constitu- will find it in his " Elements of Comparative .Anatopantheons is beyond dispute; but in some of the ent atoms, behind which th.ere. could have been no my," pages 10 and 11.
oldest religions, notably the .Aryan and the Egyp- change. Here was the begmmng ?f forces, beca~se
In regard to the chapters I quoted from the Khantian the further they are traced back the many gods here the forces commenced to act; If they had exist- dagya-Upanishad, I quoted them merely as a sample
disappear, the mythology beco~es simple~, until ~h.e ed before they must n~cessarily have acted. .And ~s of what the Hindoo sacred books consist of. I adreality bursts upon us, one gloriOus, undenved Spint matter and force, as smence asserts and you adm1t, mit that here and there are gems of thought and
-the Creator and Ruler of the universe-is alone the were coeval, here was the birth of both. Prove morality scattered through them; but it is only by
doctrine taught. Beyond this there is no vision; your side then-that force was eternal. It will not wading through pages of such infantile babblings as
history dawns, as every other branch of true learn- ~e v:ery stron~ proof to rep~at, however, that." if- I have quoteil that they are occasionally found.
ing must, with the acknowledgment. of one God. if-If m~ttens eternal force Is." I do not a~m~t that Your own quotations show the immense superiority
My argument is, if God does not exist, how came matter IS eternal. Of course, I know, "It· IS far of the scriptures . .All the sublimity and moral grandthis universal knowledge of him at the earliest times easier for you to regard the universe as eternal," but eur are there without the trivial folly. Your at-the times which alone can show us, if any can, I want prooj; prooj; proof'.
tempt at contrasting the scriptures with these exhibany likeness to P.rimitive man?. ~is .existenc~, and
You have ra~h~r sneered at the "desi~n argu- its a critical faculty that would perceive, if consistthe revelation of It to our race m Its mfancy, IS the ,ment" because It IS threadbare. Well, then, 1t should ent, no incongruity in comparing Shakspere with
· only satisfactory explanation of it.
.
be so much .the ~asier de~olished. If your argument Walt Whitman.
The illustration of a deaf mute who growmg up so far exammed Is a spemmen of your strength, I can
How utterly different the scriptures are from
uneducated presents a ta;bula rasa as to ideas of hardly think you overwhelming. Le~ me see.
.
every other book; how infinitely above them in their
any sort is too unsubstantial proof for an argument
I "hold that the harmony, adaptatiOn, and design teachings, their purity, their majesty ! Let me make
of this kind. .An investigation, which I of course in the universe are proofs of a God.". Undoubtedly, a few quotations from their sublime unfolding of the
could not make in time to use, might reveal a differ- even though they are not to you. "Bu:t they prove character of God:
ent view, and-, besides, it proves too much on yor.r too much and consequently prove nothing." Well,
The Oreator.-In the beginning God. created
own evidence. The deaf mute has no ideas at all- how?
heaven and the earth; and the spirit of God moved
absolutely none of apy kind. ".An education,"
"If harmony, adaptation, and apparent design in upon the face of the waters. .And God said, Let
you quote approvingly, "which so much more than the universe require a. creator so must the same there be light, and there was light, etc. (Gen. i).
develops, seems to actu.ally c:eate a mind and con- qu.alities al'YaY:s requi:e a creator wherever they may Thou hast made heaven the heaven of heavens.and
science." .A mindless Imbemle seems a fit proof of exist." This IS ambiguous; what do you mean by all their host, the earth and all things that are there.Atheism.
the "qualities" harmony, adaptation, etc., found in in, the seas and all that is therein; and th0u hast
Your next paragraph as to the results of education the universe, and the same qualities found, as your preserved them all (N eh. ix, 6). He stretcheth out
is one of Volney's great pillars. It is also the teach- words say by implication, elsewhere? I am afraid the north over the empty place, and hangeth the
ing of the scriptures, and is one I:eason why such yo~ are playing the ~uttle-fish.
ou continue? "If a earth upon nothing. Seeth under the whole heaven
severe punishment was meted to him who seduced bemg created the umverse and Imparted to It bar- to make the weight for the winds) and he weigheth
his neighbor into idolatry or taught the doctrines of mony, adaptation, and design, he possessed those the waters by measure. Dost thot>.. know the balthe heathens. But there is this distinction to be re- qualities in s.tilllarger degree, for as no stream can ancings of the clouds, the wondrous ·works of him
marked, that while a child bred a Mohammedan will rise above its fountain, so no being can create any- who is perfect in knowledge? Hast thou with him
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· .. spread out. the sky? Where wast thou when l laid
,the foundations of the earth ? Declare, if thou hast
. understanding; when the ·morning stars sang to.gether and all the sons of God shouted for joy; or
who shut up the_ sea with doors when it broke- forth
as if it had issued out of the womb when I made
the cloud the garment thereof, and and thick dark~
. ness a swaddling-band for it (Job). I have made
the earth; the m~n and the beast_ that are upon the
ground, by my great power and by my outstretched
arm, and have given it unto whom it seemed meet
unto me (Jer: xvvii, 5). God created man in his own
image, in the image of God created- he him; male
and female created he them. Out of it wast thou
· [manJ taken, for dust thou art and unto dust thou
shalt return.
Go(]; Eternal and Unchangeable.-God is not a
man that he_ should lie ; neither the son of man that
he sbl)uld repent; hath he said, and shall he not do
it? or hath he spoken and shall he not inake it good?
(Num. xxiii, 19). The eternal God. The counsel of
the Lord standeth forever, the thoughts of his heart
to all generations. Thou, 0 Lord, shalt endure forever, and thy remembrance unto all_ generations.
Thy years ~re throughout _all generatiOns. Of old
hast thou laid the foundatiOn of the earth, and the
~eavens are the work of thy hands. They shalt perIsh, but thou shalt endure; yea, all of them shall wax
old like a garment, as a vesture shalt thou change
them and they shall be changed. B.ut thou art the
same, and thy years shall have no end (Psalms). I
am the first and I am the last, and besides me there
is no God (Isa. xlviii, 12).
·
God Infinite and Unsearchable.-The secret things
belon~ unto the Lord onr God. Will God indeed
dwell m the earth? Behold, the heaven and heaven
of he~ven cannot contain thee! Canst tli:ou by
searching find out God? Canst thou find out the
Almighty unto_ perfection? Jt is high as heaven.
What canst thou do? Deeper than hell, what canst
thou know? Great things doeth he which we cannot
comprehend. Such knowledge is too wonderful for
me; it is high; I cannot attain to it. Great is our
- Lord, and of great power; his understanding is
infinite.
·

-

God Invisible, Omnipotent, and Omniscient.-
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I wili not again curse the ground any mor~ for\ Turn ye not unto idols, nor make to yourselves
man's sake; fot the imagination of man's heart is molten gods .
evil from his youth, neither will ·I. again smite any
Ye shall not steal, neither deal falsely, neither lie
more everyt_hing living as I have done (by the deluge). one to another.
If I ;find m Sodom five righteous within the city,
And ye shall- not swear by my name falsely,
then Will I spare all the place for their sakes. Then neither shalt thou profane the name of thy God. -I
he crieth y:nto me, I ~ill hear, for I am grllcious. am the Lord .
T_h~ Lo~d?s ~ong-su:ffenug and of great mercy, forThou shaJt not defraud thy neighbor, neither rob
g1vmg Imqmty and transgression. The Lord your him; the wages of him that is hired shall not abide
~od is gracious an~ merciful and will not turn away with thee all night until the morning.
his face from you, If _ye return unto him. His auger
Thou shalt not curse the deaf nor put a stumblingendureth but a moment, in his favor is life. There block before the blind, but shalt fear thy God.
is forgiveness with thee that thou mayest be feared.
Ye shall do no unrighteousness in judgment, thou
Thou art a God ready to pardon, gracious and shalt not respect the person of the poor nor honor
merciful, slow to anger, and of great kindness, and .the person of the mighty: but in righteousness shalt
forsakest them not~ In the time 'of their trouble thou judge thy neighbor.
when they cried unto thee, thou heardest them fro~
Thou shalt not go up and down as a talebearer
heaven; and according to thy manifold mercies thou among thy people, neither shalt thou stand against
gavest them saviors who saved them out of the hands the blood of thy neighbor. 'of their enemies. When they returned and cried _ Thou shalt not hate [thy brother in thine heart;
unto thee, thou heardest them from heaven, and thou shalt not in any wise rebuke thy neighbor, and
many times didst thou deliver them according to thy not suffer sin upon him.
.
mercies. And testified against them, that thou
Thou shalt not avenge nor bear any grudge against
mighte~t bring them again nnto thy la_w. Yet many the children of thy people, but thou shalt love thy
years didst thou_ f_orJ:>ear them and testifiedest against neighbor as thyself.
them by thy spmt m thy prophets. For thy great
Thou shalt rise up before the hoary head and
mercies' sake thou _didst not utterly consume them honor the face of the old man.
nor forsake them, for thou art a gracious and merAnd if a stranger sojourn with thee in your land
ciful God (Neb. ix)..
·
ye shall not vexhim, but the stranger that dwelleth
The same-Lord over all is such unto ALL that call with you shall be unto you as one born among you,
upon him. For whosoever calleth upon the name of and thou shalt _love him as thyself, for ye were
the Lord shall be saved.
.
strangers in the land of Egypt.
Is there any similar teaching in any of these books
Ye shall do no unrighteousness in judgment, in
you adduce? Where I- have q!loted one verse I meteyard, in weight, or in measure. Just balances,
could have quoted ten,- all declaring the power, just weights, a just ·ephah, and a just bin shall ye
glory, love, mercy, and grace of this wonderful God, have.
bu~ o~tside of the B_ible no pa~·allel can be adduced.
Thou shalt not raise a false report; put not thine
This IS only one topiC; the scriptures are equally ex- hand with the wicked to be an unrighteous witness.
plicit upon every topic that is of vital importance
Thou shalt not follow a multitude to do evil;
for man to know. The awful character of sin, the neither shalt thou speak in a cause to decline after
only way of escape from it; the highest good, the many to wrest judgment.
way of happiness, the destiny of man, all are reIf thou meet thine enemy's ox or his ass going
vealed with a tender, importunate grace, beseeching astray, thou shalt surely bring it back to him- again.
every man to listen and partake. But these are
If thou seest the ass of him that hateth thee lying
peculiarities of the Bible.
under his burden and wouldest forbear to help him,
In its teachings as to moral and social duties, how thou shalt surely help him. (Lev. xviii; Ex. xxii,
_superior the Bible is to ·every other book! How xxiii.)
WISe, how excellent, how beneficent the laws of
I could quote page after page of similar laws-unMoses! Can you_ truly affirm. that you believe that swervingly just and upright and yet full of compasany of the lawgivers and books you have quoted sion and beneficence. · There is nothing equal to
from teach as true morality, as exalted doctrine, as them in the books of any other people. I could
the Bible? Let me quote again. First the Ten quote also to you instructions from the book of
Commandments:
Proverbs full of wisdom and truth, the which, if
Thou shalt have no other gods before me.
made the basis of action and life by any one would
Thou shalt 'not make unto thee any graven image mold an exalted character and lead to assured sueor the likeness of anything that is in heaven above cess and happiness.
or that is in the earth beneath, or that is in the water
But granting, as I cheerfully do, that the ancient
under the earth; thou shalt not bow down thyself to sages taught many golden truths, it is utterly impossithem, nor serve them, for I, the Lord thy God, am a ble to find a parallel character to Christ. The Christ
jealous God, visiting the iniqui-ty of the fathers upon of the New Testament is a marvel of characterthe children unto the third and fourth generation of the one absolutely perfect man. Confessed so among
them that hate me, and showing mercy unto thou- Infidels even, by Rousseau, by John Stuart Mill, by
sands of them that love me and keep my command- the great Napoleon, he is to all ages and nations the
ments.
ideal of the perfect man-the revelation of the heart
Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy God of God. Without fear of contradiction, I assert that
in vain, for the Lord will not hold him guiltless that there can be adduced no likeness to him. Buddha,
taketh his name in vain.
Confucius, Mohammed-none of them are worthy to
Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy. Six unloose the latchet of his sandal.
G. M. MAIR.
days- shalt thou labor and do all thy work, but the
Yours truly,
~eventh day is the Sabbath of the Lord thy God; in
It thou shalt not do any work, thou nor thy son, nor
The Temple of Humanity.
thy daughter, thy man-servant nor thy maid~servant,
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
nor thy cattle, nor thy stranger that is within thy
gates, for in six days the Lord made heaven and Ten years ago or more I addressed to the New York
earth, the sea, and all that in them is, and rested the Herald a communication, which was published on a
seventh day, wher~fore the Lord blessed the Sabbath Sunday morning, advocating the erection in our city
of a "Temple of Humanity." My idea was to co~
day and hallowed It.
Honor thy father and thy mother, that thy days struct massiv vaults, for the storage of valuables, m
~ay be long upon the land which the Lord thy God the basement, with stores on the ground floor, and
apartments or offices on the third and fourth, the
giveth thee.
.
entire second story to be reserved for the gran_d
Thou shalt not kill.
assembly room; and I rejoice now to find this
Thou shalt not commit adultery.
project in such good hands as Mr. Courtlandt
Thou shalt not steal.
?-'hou shalt not bear false witness against thy Palmer's, whom I beg to assign me one share of the
stock.
INGERSOLL LocKwooD.
ne1~hbor.
.
June 14, 1881.
'lhou shalt not covet. thy n~Igh?or's hou~e, thou
shalt not covet thy neighbors wife, nor his manGrove Meeting.
servant, n?r his m~id-serva~t, nor his ox, nor his ass,
nor anythmg that IS thy neighbor's.
There will be a Liberal and Spiritualist grove
[Or, briefly summarized, Thou shalt love the Lord meeting in Cherry Valley, Ashtabula Co., Ohio, on
thy God with all thy heart and with all thy soul; Sunday, July 17th. The first discourse will be at
and with all thy strength and with all thy mind; and 10.30 A.M., after which there will be an intermission
thy neighbor as thyself.
of one hour and-.a half and a picnic dinner, to be folIs not the above law absolutely perfect? Does it lowed by two discourses in the afternoon. 1\Ioses
not embrace everything without redundancy, with- and Mattie E. Hull, of Linesville Station, Penn., are
out omitting anything? Is it not a perfect code? engaged as speakers. Their reputation here ~ill
Can you adduce any other at all comparable with it?] insure a large attendance. Come early and brmg
None of you shall approach to any that is near of your baskets well filled, and let us hav a time long
kin to him,- to uncover their nakedness. I am the to be remembered.
MELVIN SPRAGUE.
Lord.
Cher1·y Valley, 0., .Tune 14, 1881.
'l'hou shalt not lie carnally with thy- neighbor's
wife to defile thyself with her.
SEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific
Defile not ye yourselves in any of these things, for
books.
64 pp. Sent free.
in all these the nations are defiled which I cast out

Ye sawn? similitude on the day that the Lord spoke
unto you m Horeb out of the midst of fire (Dent. iv,
15). Lo, be goeth by me and I see him not; he
passeth on also, but I perceive him not. Behold, I
go forward, but he is not there; and backward, but
I cannot perceive him; on the left hand where he
doth work, but I cannot behold him. He hideth
himself on the right hand that I cannot see him
(Job). God is a spirit. No man hath seen God at
any time; the only begotten Son, who is in the
bosom of the Father, he hath declared him.
I am the Almighty God. The Lord killeth and
maketh alive; he bringeth down te the grave and
bringeth up. The Lord maketh poor and maketh
-rich; he bringeth low and lifteth up. The adversaries of the Lord shall be broken to pieces (1 Sam.
2). Thine, 0 Lord, is the greatness and the power
and the glory and the victory and the majesty. In
thine hand is power and might, and in thine hand it
is t'o make great and to give strength unto all (1
Ohron. xxix, 11). Lord, it is nothing to thee to help,
whether with many or with them that have no
power. The eyes of the Lord run to and fro
throughout the whole earth to show himself strong
on behalf of them whose heart is perfect toward
him (2 Chron.). The Lord is a God of knowledge
and by him actions are weighed. The Lord seeth
not as man seeth, for man looketh on the outward
appearance, but the Lord looketh on the heart (1
Sam.). Shall any teach God knowledge, seeing he
judgeth those that are high? Times are not hidden
from the Almighty. Hell is naked before him, and
destruction hath no covering. His eyes are upon
the ways of man, and he seeth all his goings. There
is no darkness nor shadow of death where the workers of iniquity may hide themselves (Job).
_God Holy, J~tst, Loving, and Mercijitl.-I, the
Lord, your God, am holy. The heavens are not
clear in his sight-behold, even to the moon, and it
shineth not; yea, the stars are not pure in his sight.
Far be it from God that be should do wickedness
. and from the Almighty that he should commit
iniquity. The righteous Lord loveth righteousness;
his countenance doth behold the upright. The word
of the Lord is right, and all his works are done in
truth. He loveth righteousness and judgment.
He is the Rock. His way is perfect, for all his
ways are· judgment. A God of truth and without
iniquity, just and right is he. There is no iniquity
with the Lord our God, nor respect of persons, nor
taking of gifts. Justice and judgment are the habitations of thy throne. He shall render to every
man according to his works.
Oh, how great is the goodness which thou hast
wrought for them that trust in thee before the sons
of men. He loveth him t.hat followeth aftet· righteousness. God so loved the world that he ,qave his
only be,qotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him
ehould not perish but have everlasting life.
before you: and the land is defiled, therefore I do
God commandeth his love' toward us hi that while visit the iniquity thereof upon it, and the land itself
F. JAMIESON is holding successful meetings in
we were yet sinners Christ died for us.
vomiteth out her inhabitants.
Mongo, Indiana. Address at Albion, Mich.
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~istUSSion.

ly difficult to see how they could have been bestowed. if you originate all you have written, your inventive
No being, however exalted, can give anything not in powers are cast in a mold very similar to that of
his power to give, nor can he create anything more other theologians, for your ar~uments are like theirs,
Our Nineteenth Letter to Mr. Jlair.
wonderful or more powerful than himself. If, then, and your language is so famihar t.hat it. sounds much
that the universe contains order, harmony, adapts- like what I heard before you were born. You have
STILL A LITTLE MORE ABOUT GOD AND BmLES.
tion, beauty, grandeur, perfection, or whatever quali. advanced little or nothing new, and let me add, if
MB. G. M. MAIB, .IJear Sir: There is little need of ties may be assigned to it, proves that it is not eternal, not too offensive, very little that is true.
replying at length to the fiounderings and spasmodic that it was .created, and was ·formed of nothing, the
You attach more importance to the superstitions
contortions exhibited in your last letter. There are same kind of argument must inevitably prove that of the human race of three or four thousand years
two reasons why this course is unadvisable. First. its maker, who must at least possess as much of all ago than now with their present advanced intelliOur time is getting short, and we have yet much these grand qualities as the universe does, must also gence and civilization. You seem to think men
ground to go over and there is but little time left in have had a creator, and that he was also made of could have had more correct conceptions of God then
which to do it.. In four weeks I expect to be on the nothing. I do not see how you can possibly get than now, and that their incorrect notions should be
.Atlantic ocean, plowing my way to Europe on my away from this conclusion. If order, harmony, and accepted by us. I deem you wrong in this. The
journey around the world, and this discussion must adaptation necessitate a contriver, designer, or ore- farther we trace the mind of men back to the primibe closed before I leave, as I expect to be absent the a tor in the univer~:~e, they do also in a god or tive ages, the more we find it enveloped in ignorance
better part of a year, and possibly may never return. in any number of gods, and all the Paleys in the and superstition, and far less reliable as authority
Second. You have not affected one of my arguments, theological ranks can giv you no relief in the for ?ur guidance. Besides easily believing in gods and
nor produced the slightest proof that there is any matter. If harmony, order, and perfection are eternal devils, they of olden times accepted dragons, fairies,
such being as a God in existence. Indeed, your ter- qualities in a god, why may they not also be in the ~itches, nymphs, and all kinds of non-existent, imposgiversations border on the ludicrous. .At one moment ~niverse? I will go just a step furthe: and say that Bible monsters. If they were correct as to the gods,
you seem disposed to throw the Jewish God over- masmuch as order, harmony, adaptatwn, grandeur, they were as to the rest. These conceits should be reboard and catch at the next best one that offers. You beauty, and perfection exist inherently in the uni- garded with the utmost caution and circumspection.
say in one instance that you do not assert the iden· verse and show not the slightest proofs of havinf! It is safe to discard all their theological and illogical
tity of the real God with Jehovah, and in the next been designed and imparted to it by any extraneous vagaries. God showed himself to man no more then
minute you quote lengthy unmeaning verbosity person or power, it is far more reasonable to give than now, and all that has been transmitted down to
about this very Yahweh, or Jehovah, and which you the universe the Qredit of being what it is rather us from those times about gods and devils is wholly
claim to believe he wrote, to prove that he exists and than to deprive it of that to which it is justly enti- due to their ignorance and their imaginations.
that he discounts and surpasses all the gods of other tled, for the sake" of giving the honor to a vague,
You admit that with many of the ancient nations
nations. At one moment you weaken on Yahweh, indefinite, fickle, irascible, imaginary, imperfect the forces of nature afforded the foundation of beand in the next you boast of his superiority over all god who has no existence save in the superstitious lief in the gods, but try to make an exception of the
competitors and claim that his book excels all others. imaginations of men, who by his own confession on .Aryans and the Egyptians. No such exception should
If Yahweh, or Jehovah, is not the true God, if the a certain occasion was unable to drive out the inhab" be made. They were really the most thorough natrue God of the universe is older, wiser, stronger, and itants of one of the valleys of Canaan because they tlll'e-worshipers of all. Indra, Varuna, .Agni, Maruts,
a better designer than the old Jewish conception, had chariots of iron (Judges i, l9).
etc., of the ancient .Aryans in Vedic times were aimYahweh and your entire theological system fall to the
Y oil deny that design and contrivance imply the ply personifications of the sun, the air, the dawn,
ground; for your system, your revelation, your divine necessity of change and modification of purpose to fire, the winds, tlJ.e storms, and the other phenomena
book, your begotten and crucified savior, and your meet rising wants, and challenge me to prove it. and forces of nature. It was the same with .Ahura,
entire stock in trade go with him. From Yahweh This will be easy to do. A designer or contriver; or Ormuzd, Mithra, and .Ahriman of the ancient
you obtain all, and with him you lose all.
though he may have a general plan to carry out, has Persians, with Ra, Jupiter-Ammon, Helios, Osiris,
.At one moment you almost scout the idea that God to fit and try, modify, change and contrive as he Horus, Typhon, etc., of the Egyptians. These repcreat~d the universe from nothing, and impliedly as- progresses with his work, as the first watchmaker resented the sun, light, heat, darkness, and the varisert that Paley did not teach that the universe was may be supposed to have done, as Watts did with his ous conditions of nature and its forces. It was the
made of nothing; and in the next breath you take steam-engme, Stephenson with his locomotive, and same with the Thunderer Jove, Neptune, .Apollo, or
the opposite stand, that matter and force are not Fulton with his steamboat. It was the same with Sol, Pluto, Ceres, Aurora, etc, of the -Grecians and
eternal, but were brought into existence by this Jew- Yahweh, he changed his plans on several occasions, Romans. It was the same with Odin, Thor, Balder,
ish God some six thousand years ago. This may not notably when he made woman. It would seem from Ymir, etc., of the Scandinavians. These gods were
be the "cuttle-fish" style of argument, but were it the narrative that he did not originally intend to simply personifications of N.ature, her forces and
asserted to be in the style of a demented member of have any companion for the man, but finding that he phenomena. .And so it has been with the gods of
the cynocephalus tribe I would hardly dispute it. .At was rather lonesome and needed a companion and all 'nations. That it was originally similar with the
all events, you evince a dis:position to play fast and helpmeet, he put him to sleep and performed-the first Jews, that their god was a nature god, there are
loose, to blow hot and cold, if not in the same breath, surgical operation on record, and taking out a rib good reasons for believing. In a former letter I
so nearly so that the difference is unappreciable.
made a woman. But we learn further on that he got quoted numerous passages from the Bible, showing
.According to the theological idea God is the au- very sick of his job and" repented that he created that Yahweh, or Jehovah, was regarded as a naturethor of all that exists, and the universe, with its man," and then laid another plan .how to kill him off, god; it is not necessary to repeat them. Of course
thousands of suns and worlds was brought into ex- and in pursuance of the latter plan sent an immense through the policy of priests, and to further their
istence only six thousand years age, and absolutely flood and drowned the men, women, children, and selfish interests, many subsequent claims were set up
made from nothing. This is decidedly the most animals of the world, all like a colony of rats, about the gods, and many theories were propagated
monstrous absurdity that man could conceive. Ge- together. But that plan was no better designed than ~bout their creating the world, making man, governology utterly disproves it; the strata of the earth the other, and he had to design again when he con- mg the human race, etc. Theology, with all ita
have been millions of years in forming. Chemistry eluded to beget a pure, innocent son of his own and absurdities, and falsehoods, was gradually adopted
disproves it, as it has over and over again been dem- then put him to death to get himself into a good and the original simple nature-worship was lost~
onstrated that not an atom of matter can be produced humor and keep him from killing the entire human The :priests thus sent to the back~round the more
from nonentity, and that not an atom can be destroyed race again. But this plan also proved abortive; the beautiful worship of nature, and m its place they
or chan~ed into nonentity. To a mind not warped by world is still just as wicked as ever, and men go to taught the existence of the gods, the autocrats of
theologwal error the idea that all the matter of the bad as persistently as of yore. If a being of in- heaven and earth, whose ministers, interpreters, and
which the cosmos is composed, with its millions of finite power and wisdom wished to make a world and counselors they were. In this way theology became
suns and worlds, was spoken or brought into exist- people it he would not need to work a week over it, the darkest, falsest, and most pernicious set of dogence from absolute nothing by a one-horse god, in- working and designing step after step, but could mas that ever cursed the human race.
vented over among the hills of Palestine, is one of speak it into existence with a word, as he did the
You treat mind as an entity, an original and indethe most monliltrous that ever entered the mind of sun, when after working three days in the dark he pendent form of existence, and in it you find an
man. Common sense disproves it, and utterly dis- said, "Let there be light," and the whole thing was analogy or representative of God. You say: "That
eards such an absurdity. If it is admitted that the accomplished in an instant. That is the way for an there is a something which thinks, feels, wills, a somematerial of which the suns and worlds were made infinite and omnipotent God to make a universe. He thing apart from and dissimilar, is recognized univershad a previous chaotic existence and Yahweh did did not need to stop to design it. It is only finite ally. This is mind." Here you are wrong again in
not absolutely :make it from nothing, then he and beings who need to design.
your conclusions. With characteristic assurance you
the fallacious system built upon his name utterly fall
In your efforts to show that matter and the uni- ask, "Do you call mind substance?" N 0 , I do not call
to the ground. One of these propositions must be verse are not eternal, but transitory, you ask exult- it substance, but it is a concomitant or result of subtrue: 1. The vast universe of suns and worlds and ingly for" proofs" of its eternality. We have the stance, or matter, and never exists only as it is proan infinite ocean of ethereal matter was made from best proofs in the world-not an atom can be created, duced by matter or substance in a high or advanced
nothing; or, 2. The universe is eternal in its nature not an atom can be destroyed. It unquestionably is state of organization. As animal life never exists in
and never was made, never was designed, and is in eternal. I cannot conceive what better proofs could a_ny deg~e~ of _perfe.ction o_nly whe~e organs of digesno way indebted to the Jewish Yahweh for its exist- be asked for. Still, when I ask you to give me a lit- twn, a_ssimilatwn! mrculatwn, motwn, sensation, loence. These two theories are before the world. tle proof that your God has a real existence you comotwn, etc., exist, so thoughts and mind exist only
Theology, the Bible, and superstition teach the utterly fail to comply with my request, but in rela. where there is a brain and mental organization more
first, and science, reason, and common sense the tion to the eternal existence of matter you cry your- or ~ess perfect, in exact proportion to their organieecond. All are free to take their choice be.tween self hoarse shouting "proofs, proofs, proofs." In zatwn. Many of the low forms of animal life have
the two theories. You choose the first, I the this very instance you give ample evidence of the very imperfec.t mental organization. Oysters probaseoond.
You, of course, have by far the larger weakness of your cause and the unprovable charac. bly do not thmk profoundly, but they think some.
number of companions, but those on my side are rap- ter of your God. Could you prove the existence of They think enough to open their castles and take
idly increasing. In the irrepressible 0onfiict between any god as thoroughly as the eternality of matter their food and to shut them when danger approaches,
theology and science the first is doomed to go to the and force is demonstrated, you would establish his and to propagate their offspring. This is all their
wall. This is inevitable, defend it however much existence a hundred times better than has ever yet organization admits of. As we rise in the scale of
you will.
been done.
animal life we find that certain genera and species
Paley's design argument is still your chief reliYou taUnt me, as you have before done in similar of which spiders, ants, bees, rats, badgers, foxes:
ance, and the fiounderings in your effort to show that manner, with availing myself of the ideas of others. dogs, monkeys, horses, and elephants, etc., may
the universe contains some qualities not existent in This time it is Volney and Underwood that I am ac- be taken as samples, think far more perfectly
its supposed maker are almost painful to witness. cused of borrowing from; sometimes it is Voltaire and even reason With much shrewdness, and always
The case is indeed very simple. If the universe and Paine. Well, what of it, even if it is true? Is in strict proportion to their organizations. Man
was created by Yahweh, or any other god, all the there any wrong in appropriating truth, or what is of course think§_ still more perfectly, reasons more
grandeur and perfection exhibited in it, including believed to be truth, wherever in the public domain it correctlY:, philosophizes more elab.or~tely, than any
harmony, order, and adaptation, must have been is found ? I think I have given no pledge that other ammal, and the cause for this IS to be seen in
imparted by its creator, and could have come I would not use an argument or make a statement his larg~r brain, its more perfect organization, its
from no other source. It also follows that whatever used by a predecessor, nor have I understood you to greatly mcreased convolutiOns, and its far greater
qualities were imparted by the creator must have exact anything of the kind. Let me ask you in re- preponderance of the gray matter composing the
been inherent in him before they were so im- ,turn, are you always original? Do you not use bram.
parted. Unless he had them to impart it is extreme- arguments advanced by others? I will remarkthat
It is now nearly as well settled that the brain ia
•

.,
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the organ of the mind or thinking process as that
the ear is of hearing, th.e nose of smelling, the mouth,
tongue, and palate of tasting, the tongue, etc.,
for talking, the nerves for. feeling and s~nsa
tion, the muscles for strength and motion. .All
the organs have their appropriate functions to perform and one cannot perform the functions of another.
.As the eye does the seeing, so the brain and the
nervous system do the thinking. There is no
more a separate, independent existence or fountain
of thinking, or mind, somewhere in ·the universe
than there is of sight or bearing. These functions are the concomitants of animal life, and are
sustained by the food that is eaten and digested.
The stomach, the digestive, assimilative, and circulatory apparatus have much to do with these processes.
With a diseased stomach and imperfect digestion
there cannot be a good, vigorous mind. If the body
is feeble and diseased, so is the mind; they go together, and the mind is the product of the body and
its organs. What the coal and water are to the engine
in hauling a heavy train, what hay and oats are to
. the horse in ~elping him to run fleetly or draw the
load!iJd cart, bread, meat, and potatoes are to the
man in keeping up the functions of life, including
the thinking process. As without coal and water
the train must stop, as without hay and oats the
horse cannot run nor draw the cart, so without his
food man cannot move a muscle or have a thought.
.As by the correlation of the material forces and
mechanical appliances the coal is converted into
rapid motion of the train; as the hay and oats are
converted into the muscular strength of the horse, so
the bread, meat, and potatoes which man eats are, by
his organic processes, 110 to speak, ground up into
muscular motion, sensation,· sight, hearing, and
, thinking. If the food is not absolutely converted
into thoughts or mind, it enables the process to be
performed.· .And all this is perfectly natural and
easy. There is nothing supernatural in the existence
or production of niind, any more than there is in
that of muscle, and mind does not go an inch
in proving the existence of a creator. There is no
creator. Creation is a myth. Existence always was
in some form. Transformations and evolutions of
matter are forever taking place; and this is what
nature is constantly doing. No creator, no
superintendent, no god is required to keep the wonderful machinery moving. It is a perpetual motion
that forever runs itself. It cannot wear out; it cannot be destroyed; it cannot end. It has existed
forever, and it must continue to exist forever. Nature is immensely grander than all the gods that
ignorant man has devised.
I am sorry you think so much of imaginary gods
and so ·little of nature or matter. With me, matter
and its forces are all that exist. Matter is, I repeat,
the highest, the lowest, the widest, the narrowest; it
is all; it is the M.OST HIGH; the ALL IN ALL; the
SUPREME PowER. Its intricacy, its susceptibility,
. its powers and potencies are far less understood than
they should be. If the time and thought that have
been devoted to the study of gods had been
directed to the study of matter, its laws and capabilities, far better would it have been for the human
race, far better would it have been for the profit
and happiness of the world. The study of nature is
~ infinitely more remunerative than the study of gods
and devils.
Yes, there are many facts in nature and the constitution of matter that men should understand far better than they do. It is generally accepted that matter is presented to our senses in various conditions or
grades, from the bank of gravel and the strata of
granite to the bodies of trees, the limpid streams
and lakes, the atmosphere, oxygen, hydrogen, and
the luminiferous ether. Scientists have traced it to
its ultimate atoms and have approximately determined the size of an ultimate atom, though they have
never discovered a possibility of creating or destroying a single atom. They estimate that 200,000,000 atoms placed in a line measure one inch; hence a square
inch superficial measure contains 40,000,000,000,000,000 atoms, while a single cubic inch of water contains the incomprehensible aggregate of 8,000,000,000,0CO,OOO,OOO,OOO,OOO of atoms. Each of these
atoms is an eternal, uncreatable, indestructible entity,
with life, motion, and force commensurate with its
bulk and weight. Each of these atoms may be far
more rationably termed a god than any of the creations of Hindoo, Persian, Egyptian, Semitic, Grecian,
Scandinavian, .African, or .American races, and any
one of these original atoms possesses more real power
than all the imaginary gods and devils of those races
combined.
.Although water is but one-eleventh part the density of lead, one-fourteenth that of mercury, one-nineteenth that of gold, it is 770 times as dense as the
atmosphere, and occupies 17,000 times its bulk when
converted by heat into steam; while the atmosphere
is estimated to be one million times heavier or
denser than the most rarefied forms of matter.
For a long time matter was divided into three
general classes or conditions: 1. solid; 2. liquid; 3.
gaseous; beyond this the learned did not presume to
go. But .llOW it is found by experimental scientists
that matter exists as really in a fourth condition~ as

much more attenuated, snbtilized, and refined than
the atmosphere or the gases, as the air is more subtilized and lighter than water or even than the granite.
When a conception is reached of a form of matter a
million times lighter than air, we have arrived at
something analogous to the fourth condition of matter, where there is no pressure, where the atoms are
independent and do not crowd upon each other.
Even in this form of matter there is life and constant
motion. The atoms of matter are ever in motion. It
is as impossible for matter to be inert or dead as to
cease to exist. The inertia of matter is as absurd as
is the existence of a creator of matter. Ine!"tia is one
of the greatest fallacies that scientists have believed
in. .All matter is full of life and energy, either
active or latent. .A fragment of limestone may strike
you as being dead or inert, but pour a little sulphuric
acid upon it and what activity is at once exh~bited;
force is at once eliminated, and while decomposition
takes place another composition is formed. .A lump
of coal may be taken· for inert matter, but a greater
mistake could not be made. It is the very embodiment of life and force, which perhaps millions
of years ago, in the form of light and heat, were
thrown off from the sun and in the coal plant garnered up for future ages. It only has to go through
the process of combustion when light, heat, and electricity are produced in great quantity;
Much is now known of the three cruder conditions
of matter, but comparativly little is yet known of
the fourth condition. Learned scientists of our own
country and of Europe are now intently giving their
attention to learning more of this fourth condition.
It has thus far been found impossible to exhaust any
reservoir so perfectly as to produce a complete vacuum. No air-pump has been constructed that will
exhaust all the air from any given vessel. With the
most perfect air-pump, the aid of the quicksilver
process, and the i_ntroduction of caustic potash,
which has a powerful affinity for the carbonic acid
gas and the oxygen that may remain in the air not
pumped out, a condition analogous to the fourth condition of matter is reached . .A condition is reached in
which electricity is no longer luminous, and through
which it will not pass, though platinum points are
brought within a quarter of an inch of each other,
and the fluid has only that 'distance to pass from
point to point. With all this no perfect vacuum has
ever been evolved-not even a cubic foot of nothing
has been produced-not a half cubic foot where matter does not eternally exist, charged with force and
life.
This fourth condition is analogous to the state
termed ether, which fills the vast interstellar spaces
in which millions of suns and stars unceasingly roll
and course for millions of years, but which must be
invisible from one to the other were there no material medium in the vast vault of the universe through
which light can travel. This fourth condition of matter may form the pabulum of which spirit bodies are
composed, if there be such. Yes, spirit may be a
condition of matter closely analogous 'to this fourth
condition. Science may yet make all this clear.
.As it was the light of science of nearly three centuries ago that demonstrated the rotundity of the
earth and the correctness of the heliocentric system;
as it wQ.s the scientists of the last century that
brought the existence of oxygen and hydrogen to
the knowledge of men; as the scientists of the present day have established the eternality of matter and
its inherent force and life, so it may be the province
of the future scientists to bring to our knowledge
much information of the fourth condition of matter
and the wonders in it yet to be revealed. I need
not again tell you how much higher I regard the
powers, potencies, capabilities, and possibilities of
matter than all the crude ,ideas of gods and devils
about which men have busied themselves for thousands of years. But I wish to assure you that if you
antl other theologians will abandon the study of
myths in the form of gods and devils, and will devote your attention to the study of realities, the various forms of matter and force with their potencies
and qualities, you will find the study far more satisfactory and beneficial.
It is almost amusing to see you willing to find
consolation from an occasional hint here and there
dropped by Comte, Darwin, Spencer, HllXley,
Tyndall, and others, as though they in the slightest
degree entertain a belief in the god of theology.
Not one of them does. Even you gladly quote Paine
when it suits you to do so. It is only another proof
of the weakness of your cause and the light quality of
your arguments. There will inevitably be a diversity
of ·opinion among philosophers, scientists, and men
of thought, but not one of the scientists you named
comes within a thousand miles of accepting the theological idea of a God who, a few thousand years
ago, created millions of suns and worlds from
nothing. They believe matter to be eternal, and
that change and evolution are eternal. It matters not
whether they and I precisely agree or not; but this
much is sure: they come far nearer to the position I occupy-a belief that the universe contains all that exists
-than to the position you occupy-that an imaginary God made it all from nothing. I certainly
agree with Prof. Tyndall when~ in his Belfast In-
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augural .Address, after quoting approvingly Lucretius,
who says, "Nature is seen to do all things spontane~usly of herself without the meddling of the gods;"
and Bruno when he declares that. matter is not "that
inere empty capacity which philosophers have pictured her to be, but the universal mother who brings
forth all things as the fruit of her own womb," he
goes on to say: "The qu,estions here raised are inevitable. They are approaching us with accelerated
speed, and it is not a matter of indifference whether
they are introduced with reverence ·or irreverence.
.Abandqning all disguise, the confession I feel bound
to make before you is that I prolong the vision backward· across the boundary of the experimental evidence, and discern in that matter, which we in our
ignorance, and notwithstanding our professed reverence for its creator, have hitherto covered with
opprobrium, the promise and potency oj every form
and quality of life." .Also when he says, "As far as

the eye oj science has hitherto ranged through nature,
no intrusion of purely creative power into any series
ofphenomena has ever been pbserved." There is no
room for the belief in a creative god in the mind of
such a well-informed man.
Thomas Paine was a grand man-an unbeliever in
the divine inspiration of a book or in any revealed
religion. In this his mind was clear, and his arguments are unanswerable. In all this I find it easy
to agree with him, but his mind was not illumined
to see all the grandeur and beauty of the universe
to the extent that it was not indebted to a designer
and creator for existence. He was a Deist. He believed in some kind of a personal, creative god, and
herein he had not fully become emancipated froll).
the rule of superstition. So far he had not found
the whole truth, and so far I cannot agree with him.
I claim to };lave progressed beyond the position he
occupied, and to.have approached nearer the temple
of truth. He uttered bold and brave words, and his
memory must ever be held in high honor. But so
far as he held to a lingering faith in a VQ.gue, imaginary being or person who made the universe from
nothing he was in error.
I can easily understand why you do not care to
dwell farther upon the question of the origin of evil.
So long as you believe that the Jewish God is the
author of all things, all beings, all existences, and
knew beforehand what the results of his experiments
would be, you must hold him responsible for the existence of evil. You cannot possibly escape from this
conclusion, and the less you say about it the better
for your consistency.
THE BOOK OF PURITY AND MORALITY.

You wind up your letter with extended quotations
from the Jewish scriptures, some of which are well
enough in the way of ancient poetry and extravaganza, while some in the light of modern science are
extremely ridiculous. I am only sorry I have not
more time and space to criticise some of your quotations, to show their absurdity, and the impossibility of their being utterances of an all-wise creator
who not only made the world on which we live, but
the countless other worlds throughout immensity.
The belief that a being of infinite wisdom and power,
who with his own hand formed all the orbs and
spheres that fill the vault of the universe, and who of
course knew that the earth is a round ball, should
talk about "laying the foundations of the earth,"
about stretching out the north and hanging the
earth on a hook, or a peg, or nothing, and about
the morning stars singing together for joy, and
all that sort of thing, is extremely childish and un:
truthful. One cannot help marveling how a man of
good intelligence can believe that such extravagant
and false language could have been written or spoken
by a being of infinite truth and wisdom.
I very cheerfully admit that there is a good deal of
rather grand poetry and imagery in the Jewish volume
and some that is really beautiful; but much of the
best of it is also wild, unmeaning, and extravagant ;
but I cannot admit that the Jewish scriptures are any
finer, any more beautiful, more moral or more true,
their commandments more divine, than the scriptures
of other ancient nations. Of course you are -very
partial to the Jewish scriptures and you can see perfection in them where I cannot, and deformities in
the scriptures of other nations when they are certainly no greater than with the Jewish writers. If
for the nonce it is admitted that the Jewish scriptures are a trifle better than the heathen scriptures it
only proves that the Jewish poets were the ablest.
It far from proves that an infinite God had anything
to do with them. .All books, all manuscripts, all
bibles, were written by men, and no god ever wrote
a word of them.
Your quotations, however, are largely from the
book of Job, which I will admit to be the grandest
in the Old Testament, but I deny that it is a Jewish
book. It was never written by the Hebrews. Its
names of persons and places are not Hebrew; it has
no connection either in persons or places with any
other part of the Old Testament. The person who
wrote it evinced considerable knowledge of astronomy, a science of which the Hebrews were enttrely
ignorant. ·It is a poem, or a kind of drama, which
has been interpolated and added to since originally
(Omtinued onpagtJ 412.)
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1876, and was one of the best writers in our ranks. tion list). Dr. W; H. Ward, is a scholar, a hard stu- Atheists on simple affirmation, while still in MaryHe was seduced by the ultra conservativs, made an dent, and only now and then finds it necessary to land and many other states it. is excluded altogether.
attack on Mr. Bennett, lost the greater part of his show his colors to the orthodox camp. Twenty years On jury duty the same rule applies, while in both
subscriberfj, was defeated as candidate for reelection ago the preachers of all kinds rounded their grandest Christians are required to appeal to God to help
to the presidency of the League, and was retired periods with references to the unspeakable horrors them to a legal standing and credence.
from the editorship of the Index. The paper was or hell, but now that o.rthodox locality is seldom
The legal is still behind the medical profession in
turned over to the Free Religious Association, of mentioned, and only in carefully finished rhetorical the forward movement toward mental emancipation.
which Prof. Felix Adler is the president. The as- flourishes.
The doctors are with us in a great majority of
sociation represents the ultra conservativ element in
The great business houses and banking firms hav cases, probably owing to their scientific education.
the Freethought movement, and is d0ing gocd work always kept a very sober face toward the church, With the three liberal professions thus favorably afin founding schools for boys and girls, on a secular contributing largely to its· work, attending on its fected toward the movement, its ultimate success is
basis, combining some of the methods of the Kinder- ministrations, working in its Sunday-schools, Bible- only a question of time.
garten. In New York it is known as the Society for classes, foreign and domestic missions, readingIs is said by the historians that the great mass of
Ethical Culture, and its leader and teacher (in Sun- rooms, and other branehes, and thus bidding for a wealth in the Roman empire 100 B. c. became the
day lectures) is Prof. Felix Adler, one of the ablest share of patronage under cover of religion. The property of about. two thousand families. The tendmen in America. The experience of these two jour- frauds, defalcations, and dishonest failures of the ency in the United States is toward a similar result,
nals should be a solemn warning to all true Free- past twenty years, in nearly every one of which a few people and corporations amassing enormous
thinkers to keep a solid front to the enemy, and there has been found a professed Christian, as an wealth at the expense of the peopl~ at large, who
peace in the ranks.
officer or servant, in banks, savings banks, trust com- are growing poorer, although the country was never
The Positive Thinker, edited by Hugh Byron parries, and other depositories of the money of wid- so productiv, or the people more industrious. This'
Brown and G. L. Henderson, was continued for ows, orphans, and other poor people, hav opened the state of things opens 'the way for the advocates of
about a year with very good results as to literary eyes of ~he public to the fact that Christian dogmas Communism, and they hav gathered a large body of
work. The Radical Review, edited and published afford no guaranty of honor. As yet in all this workingmen into what is known as the Socialistic
by B. R. Tucker, of Boston, was a quarterly devoted enormous catalog of robbers and thieves of the Labor Party. This party is already strong enough
to a high class of Freethought literature, but it was money of the poor, not one leading Infidel has been .to influence the elections, and in Chicago to hav l!lst
sustained for only one year, winning a high position caught in evil doing. It is hoped that this splendid year sent two of its number to the state legislature.
as to quality. The Infidel Monthly, of Alleghany, is a word for honor will become the badge of the Free- They adopt and advocate our views, and may be
moderate success. Among the weekly papers are the thinker.
counted as our friends, and in New York city they
Seyrnour Tirnes, edited by J. R. Monroe; IndianapThe church has from the beginning in the United are an auxiliary Liberal League, known as No. 101,
polis Sun, edited by E. S. Pope, of Indiana; Mind States had a strong hold on the politician, and with about eight thousand voters.
and Matter, of Philadelphia, edited by J. M. Roberts, through him obtained large grants of land and imNot many years since there was no hall devoted
in the interest of the Spiritualists; Maurepas Gazette, mense sums of money under one pretext or .another. to the cause of the Freethinkers; now there are
of Ponchatoula, Louisiana; the Rational Appeal, of The Catholic church alone has had about nine mill- many, nearly every large city and town being favored
Detroit; the Mirror of Progress, of Missouri; the ions of dollars out of the treasury of the city of with one or more. Many of these places are ·owned
»estern Rejorrner, by S. P. Davis, of Salina, Kane New York within a very few years, under the pre- and managed by Spiritualists, who are very numersas; the Infidel, and the Liberal League Advocate, tense of su:pporting schools for boys and girls In ous, intelligent, and earnest, and in accord with us
of Texas; the Arnerican Israelite, edited by Rabbi the same time it hat! built a cathedral at an expense as to our principles of justice to all and privilege to
Isaac M. Wise, and the Frei Presse, of Cincinnati, of nearly six millions. The Trinity Episcopalian none. Their papers are generally on our side, and
Ohio; JJer J. ioneer, of Boston; JJer .J.. reidenlcer, of Church in New York has real estate valued at many very seldom attack us on any point.
Milwaukee, Wis.; the Vollcs Zeitung, edited by Dr. millions, very little of which is taxed. The FreeThe advocates of women's rights are our allies,
Adolf Douai; the Staats Zeit~tn[J; the bocialist; the thinkers hav urg-ed the just measure of taxing all .and hav made some substantial progress toward the
Jewish Tirnes; the Jlebrew Leader, of New York; property for public expens.es, and it will probably complete emancipation of women before the law,
the Advance, of Chicago, and a. long liflt of other pa- suceeed in a year or two, some success having already placing them. on a legal and political equality with
pers, scattered over the states, having each a circu- been gained in several states, and the idea is favored men, with an equal chance for education and emlation of one to five thousand, with say eight to by property owpers everywhere, even .in the churches. ployillent.. In New York a wife can own property
twenty thousand readers.
The school system of the United States was in her own right that cannot be touched by her hus.t•
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band's creditors, and marriages may be legalized be- ters, the most ,brutal and licentious natures; are made
Rabbi Jacob says, "In the morning twilight I
fore witnesses, without the presence of either priest heroes and heroius for the admiration of youth. A started on my way, and I was over ankles in honev
or magistrat~. In the state of Wyoming women scientific standard of morality will sweep away these out of the figs.'' Others tell of a stream of milk
are enfranch,Ised, and may a:J;ld do hold offices, from val?ors that poison the intellectual atmosphere, and and honey "sixteen miles long and of the same
the lowest to the high~st, to .which they .may be relieve us of the germs of mental diseases that now breadth.'' ·
~lected or appoi~ted, sitting on juries, apd appear~ so greatly increase the burilens of society.
·
Now these taleR are only ver.Aions of the bunch of
mg :J:S advocates m the courts. They are practicing
I bring you, meml)ers of this Congress, from the grapes horne on the shoulders of two of the children
. law m many states, and the medical profession is land of Benjamin Franklin, Thomas Jefferson, and of Israel that we b.av all seen· pictured out. and the
honored by some very talented and successful women. Thoma~. Paine, a greeting of brothei;ly and sisterlv dwindling of said grapes will con~inue till the tale
T~ey hay been ad~itted to study on an equality fraternity and sympathy in the great and good work becomes only of a reasonable largeness.
With t~eir brothers m some colleges, and it is hoped for the mental emancipation of humanity.
The stories of the giapt Og are mere specimens of
they Will soon be excluded from none,· while there
A . L . .L\AWSoN,
n ·
D e1egat e.
the exaggeration of the ancients. "At one meal
are. col 1eges exclusivly devoted to the education of
Og_ ate ·a thousand oxen and as many wild roes, a.nd
women, one of which is Vassar, near New York.
Book Notice.
his drink was a t,housand firkins; and one drop of
Women are being employed as teiegraph operators,
Legends pf the Patriarchs and Prophets. Bv Rev. S. Baring- the sweat from his brow weighed thirtv-six po,mds."
b?ok-keepers, clei:ks, s~lesw~men, .agents for many
Of his size Rabbi J ohanan says: "I was once a
Gould. New York, D. M. Bennett. Price, $1.50. ·
kmds of mercantll busmess, m the fine arts of design
grave-digger. I ran after a deer, ;md went in at one
DEAR
BENNETT:
I
hav
enjoyed
the
readin_gof
this
and engraving, as editors, and in the pulpit, from
end
of the shin-bone of a dead man, and I ran for
nearly all of which places they were excluded only book ever so much. The old legends are such faith- three miles. and could not catch the deer or reach
transcripts
of
the
minds
of
men
in
the
old,
old
ful
a few years ago.
the end of the bone.
It was the shin-bone
The lecture field is being occupied by able and days, showing -how a belief in the marvelous and of Og, king of Bashan.
The sole of his foot
wonderful
permeated
all
classes
and
all
races
only
a
earnest workers. · Only a few years ago a Freewas forty miles long: Once when he-was quarreling
few
thousand
years
ago,
aml
proving
that
the
thought.or Infidel lecturer stood in danger of perwith Abraham one of his teeth fell out, and Abrasonal violence, of prison, and was execrated as an Christian and Jewish Bible is only a later version of ham made a bed out of the tooth. Og built sixty
those
same
old
stories
toned
down
into
a
little
more
enemy of society. It required great courage to face
cities, and the smallest was sixty miles high.''
the storm. Now there are a goodly host of men and of a semblance to reality and believableness, and
" David had such a bPautiful voice that when he
proving
that
in
one
more
thousand
.
years
they
will
women in the field, whose words find a welcome and
san~ the praises of God birds came from all quarterA
doubtless
be
eliminated
entirely
from
what
is
now
a hearty response in the hearts of thousands who
and surronndeil. him, listening to the stra1ns, ana the
hav recently been emancipated from mental bondage. termed God's divine and holy revelation. Indeed, mountains and hills were moved at his notes. He
many scholars are now proposing to drop much of
. The most noted lecturer in the Freethought ranks the Old Testament in the coming revision, for they could sing as loud as thunder, or as sweetly as the
is Robert G. Ingersoll. His speeches hav stirred the see it is as useless. and improbable as are these tuneful nightingale.''
orthodox party to its very center. His spotless life, legends of Gould.
Solomon was fond of feeding the poor. Meats
generous heart, cordial manners, brilliant wit, and
were
placed on tables that covered four square miles;
I will giv a few brief sketches of some of these,
learning, make it impossible to attack him, except for I am sure thy readers will only need a taste of and " one dav when spirits, men, beasts, and birds
to decry him as an Infidel, a term which now carries what is prepared for them to feast upon to make all rose satisfied, Solomon besought God to permit
no sting or reproach with it, but is esteemed by us them desire a full meal. One of these legends says him to feed to the full all created animals at once;
as an honorable title. Next to him is B. F. Under- that the devil told Eve that by eating of the for- but God told him it was an impossibility, and that
wood, who was lately fined, after an expensiv trial, bidden fruit she would enjoy perpetual youth and he should first try the dwellers of th~t sea. Then
at a cost altogether of $500 (2,500 fr.), for what was beauty, so she believed and ate. It was a wheat- came all manner of fishes to the surface of the
termed "immoral teaching" (as Socrates was) in a tree, and· had leaves like emeralds, "the ears were water, and Solomon cast corn to them, and they ate
lecture delivered at Irwin's Station, in Pennsylvania. red as rubies, and the grains white as snow, sweet as and were satisfied, and dived out of sight; but all at
Another, W. S. Bell, of New Bedford, Massachu- honev and fragrant as musk. Eve ate a grain, and once a whale lifted its head above the Sl:lrface, and
setts, is now under bail (as is also Dr. Bennett, Miss found it more delicious than anything she had it was like a mountain. One sack of corn after anJosephine Tilton, and two others) awaiting trial for hitherto tasted, so she gave a second grain to Adam. other was poured down the throat of the monster till
an offense against orthodox opinion. Other speakers Adam resisted for a whole hour (an hour in Paradise all the store was exhausted, and the whale still
;:tre Moses Hull of Boston, Parker Pillsbury, James was eighty years); but when he saw that Eve re- cried: ' Feed me, Solomon, feed me ! Never before
Parton, Horace Seaver, William Denton, 0. A. mained well and cheerful he yielded to her persua- hav I suffered from hunger as I hav this day!' Then
Phelps, A. H. Burnham, W. F. Jamieson, J. M. sions and ate of the second grain which Eve had Solomon asked the whale if there were any more
Peebles, C. D. B. Mills, Henry Appleton, J. H. W. offered him daily, three times a day, for the eighty like him in the deep. The fish answered, 'There are
Toohey, Felix Adler, S. P. Putnam, Hugh B. Brown, years.· Thereupon all Adam's heaven-given raiment of mv race as many as a thousand kinds, and the
T. B. Wakeman, and Courtlandt Palmer, of New fell from him, his crown slipped off his head, his smallest is so large that thou wouldst seem in its
York, and there is a long list of other names that rings dropped from his fingers, his silken garments belly to be but a sand grain in the desert.' . . .
might be added, including many women. Among glided like water from his shoulders, and he and Then came up a leviathan so great that it could hav
the most talented women in the lecture field are Eve were naked and unadorned, and their fallen swallowed seven thousand whales such as that
Mrs. Laura Kendrick, Amelia H. Colby, Mrs. Clara garments reproached them with the words, 'Great is which Solomon had attempted to feed, and the
N eymann, Lucy N. Colman, Mrs. Elizabeth M. F. vour misfortune ! Long will be your sorrows ! leviathan cried, with a voice like thunder, 'Praised
Denton, Mrs. C. :E'anny Allyn, Mrs. H. S. Lake, and We were created to adorn those who serve God. be God, who, by his mighty power, preserves me
Mrs. Augusta Cooper Bristol, the assistant secretary Farewell till the resunection.' Then they were sent from perishing by hunger.'"
Of course this showed Solomon the impossibility
of the National Liberal League, and a delegate te from Paradise." Now I think this is a much prettier
this Congress. She is an accredited lecturer to the story than the bare, dry record of Genesis, and full of feeding all the hungry. There are many more of
these pretty legends I would like to giv our TRUTH
Society of Humanity of New York city, a society of as liable to be true.
SEEKER
readers; but I hope all who admire these I
Positivists, and is also charged with a mission to ex"Wllen God created Adam he breathed into him
amin the Familistere of M. Godin, of Guise, in France, grace and illumination and a ray of the holy spirit; hav selected will want the rest, and giv to thee thy
with a view to the establishment of a similar institu- but when he sinned this glory left him, and his face due need of encouragement for publishing one more
tion in the United States.
became clouded, and he became the father of Cain Bible-destroying volume, for wh:> can read all these
Among the writers who are most activ and effectiv and Abel. But afterward 'he begat a ~on in liis versions of the holy legends and believe ours true
in our cause are Elizur Wright, the President of the own likeness, after his image, and he called his and all the rest fables ?
National Liberal League, T. B. Wakeman, the advo- name Seth,' meaning resurrection, because in him he " Long the night of superstition wrapped the earth with
cate, a vice-president, J.ames Parton, the historian, saw the resurrection of his departed beauty and
gloom;
and President of the Manhattan Liberal Club of New wisdom and glory and the radiance of the holy Now the glorious rays of reason shall her vales illume.
Slowly,
surt>ly, brightly, grandly spreads the glorious light,
Y01·k, Courtlandt Palmer, T. C. Leland, Mrs. E. D. spirit. And when men saw how the face of Seth
Slenker, Mrs. Sarah Underwood, Mrs. Clara Ney- shone with divine light and heard him speak with Harbinger of all that's precious, freedom, truth, and right.''
mann, E. H. Heywood, F. E. Abbot, Parker Pills- divine wisdom they said, 'He is God.' Therefore
Respectfuily,
• ELMIN.A. D. SLENKlllR.
bury, Kersey Graves, E. Campfield, E. C. Walker, his sons were commonly called the sons of God.
J. M. Roberts, Dr. T. L. Brown, H. L. Green, and Seth was an Egvptian sun-god, hence the myth of
a multitude of others, each activ and useful in a his shining face.''
The Throne and the Power Behind the Throne.
_
special field.
"When the angels promised Sarah a son, they also
Some time ago, be the same more or less, a set of
'fhe National Liberal League is the political gave her back her youth and beauty. On the day
branch of the great movement for mental emanci- the child was born the blind saw, the dumb spake, politicians in want of a stalking-horse to get behind
pation. Its aim is to secure a complete separation the deaf hear@, the lame w'alked, and the crazed and run the government machines, pick up a Nazof the ehurch from the state, by prohibiting all ap- recovered their senses; also the sun shone forty- arene, mount him on a donkey, ride him into Jerusapropriations of public funds for religious purposes eight times brighter than he shines at midsummer. lem, and hail him" king of the Jews." Another set
of any kind; by discontinuing the use of chaplains When the sons of Israel drank the powdered golden of politicians, the reverends, upset the scheme.
Centuries later, reverend politicians dig up the
in the Congress of the United S.tates, in the army calf, whoever had given thereunto any trinket of
and navy, in the public schools, in the prisons; to gold, the sign of it came forth npon his nostrils, and ghost of the Nazarene, hail him God, and run the
tax all property, including churches, equally for the those who had kissed the idol were marked with gilt machine over a large share of this little planet.
Another set of politicians, in want of a stalkingpublic expenses; to substitute simple affirmation for lips, and the Levites were thus enabled to distinthe judicial oath, the penalty for perjury to remain guish them, and slew of them twenty and three horse, take the great Mr. Grant, ride him around the
world, in hope, by nullification -of Lex non Scripta,
in force; to establish a practical morality and intel- thousand."
ligence as the basis of a purely secular government;
Speaking of the grapes in Eshkal, a legend says, to m:;.ke him military majesty, with dynasty. This,
to secure an elementary education for every child, "The strongest camel is scarcely able to carry one like the donkey excursion, is a failure.
With increased facilities of intercommunication
a universal education being the only safe basis for bunch of grapes.'' And it also says: " One ear of
universal suffrage. The means used to carry these corn in that land yields enough to feed a whole we hav increased p1ental expansion. Politics and
ideas into effect are the establishment of auxiliaries, family, and one pomegranate-shell could contain five theologies of the past, however good in their day,
which a,re generally societies of men and women who armed men, and the inhabitants were in keeping are fast subsiding.
Liberals, infidel to effete theologies, talk of sendmeet once a week to hear a lecture on some topic with the productions of the soil. We .saw men the
suggested by our platform, and to discuss the same, smallest of whom was six hundred cubits high, and ing TRUTH SEEKER man arou~d. the :world. Is it to
and who gather libraries, and in some cases keep a their houses are also in proportion-walled up to proclaim a new gospel, our divmest Ideal of the true
reading-room supplied with newspapers and other heaven so that an eagle could hardly soar above dignity of humanity?
The think is parent of the feel, and grandparent
periodicals. The church is losing its hold on the them, and we appeared as locusts before them."
means of education, and we hope in time to hav colZami, son of Ezechiel, speaking of the fruitfulness of the act.
Place a double guard at the think. Humanity
leges and text-books free from its influence, and a of the holy land, says he saw goats feeding under
press as free in religious as it is in political opinion, fig-trees, and the milk flowed from their udders, and takes its initiativ low down in the scale of being.
that the rising generation may be protected from the the honey dropped from the figs, and the two We must ascend, by slow and toilsome education, to
·evil of a theological bias, and educated on a purely sci- mingled in one stream. Then he said, " This is the the transparency of the seraphim and cherubim of
Respectfully,
entific basis. Our literature for the masses is stained land promised to our forefathers-flowing with the more advanced heavens.
.AM:Jm.
a.ll through with theological traBhi the worst charao- milk and honey."
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1
Wontinueil from pag6 409.Y ·
carrying a paddle attached to the weapons for the nasty, filthy, and indecent parts of it, amounting to
written, and was probably borrowed by the Jews purpose of oo_vering exo:ement when v?ided? There nearly half the volume, should be thoroughly expurgated. It does no one any good to read such stuff·
from the heathens of Babylon when there in oaptiv- undoubtedly IS holmess m all those thmgs.
ity, and was incorporated among their writings long
Why did you not describe the flagrant fornication and instead of attributing it to God, it ought to li~
after their return. They had no canon before.
between Zimri and Cozbi in sight of all the oongre- ascribed, truth~Jllly, to coarse, crude men.
I intended in this letter to have closed my quota.
You also quote a good deal from the Psalms, which gation, when the good but indignant Phineas ran
are a heterogeneous collection Of the aspirations and them through with a javelin while in the very act? tiona from the n;toral teachers of the pagan nations
before Jesus; but I have taken so much space to
poetic fancies of a diversity of individuals wholly ..Are not those moral lessons profitable to repeat?
unknown, much the same as a modern song-book or
Why did you not tell us about the command of reply to your remarks about the great designer, and
hymn-book is made up of the productions of the mis- God by Moses to slay in cqld blood all the women to help you to point out the beauties, the purity, and
cellaneous writings of various authors. There is not of a whole nation, all the male children, including morahty of the Jewish scriptures, that I will again
the slightest proof that David ever wrote a word of infants, of a whole nation, and to keep all the virgin have to lay it over to my next. Perhaps you will
them, and they would be no better if the unprinci- maidens and all the little girls for the use of the feel inclined to lead off on the other subjects we
Yours truly,
D. M. B.
pled libertine, bloody murderer, and lecherous adul- murderers? Is it not good to recall such instances have yet to consider.
terer wrote every word of them. It is very certain of the Lord's holiness and mercy?
that the larger portion of them was not written until · Why did you not bring to my mind some of the
five hundred years after the time of David.
bloody deeds of General Joshua in destroying the
What are called the Proverbs of Solomon are un- cities of Canaan, putting thousands of men, women,
truthfully named. It is barely possible that Solomon and children to death by the sword, who had done
FREDERICKSBURG, IowA, May 26, 1881.
may have used some of them, but there is no proba- nothing to injure him?
MR. BENNETT: You will find inclosed $5 as promised
bility that he is the author of them. They are a
Why not a word about the pious Levite and his on the trip round the world. I wish you all the suocollection of the sage sayings and maxims of several concubine stopping over night in Gibeah, who when cess possible. Hoping you ·will return safe, I am,
nations. Many of the proverbs are of heathen ori- beset by the wicked inhabitants shamefully turned
Your friend and well-wisher, H. B. CARPENTER.
gin, and no more sacred than the proverbs of the his concubine to them, and they outraged her
Spanish, the Turks, or the wise saws of "Poor Rich- all night to the extent that she fell dead at the
GmARD, KAN., May 26, 1881.
ard'a .Almanac."
·
door? .Are not such recitals very appropriate readFRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for $5
You must certainly have a vivid imagination to ing for Sunday-school children of both sexes?
for your trip round the world. I wish you a pleasant
find so much grandeur, beauty, truth, purity, and
Why not say a little about that good girl Ruth journey.
Yours as ever,
WM. SIMPSON.
morality in those old Jewish writings, or to find falling in love with her cousin Boaz and secretly
anything in them not wholly within the human crawling into bed with him at night?
CoLUMBIA, May 30, 1881.
power to produee. I cannot find a chapter, a verse,
Why not tell what was the matter with Hannah FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5 for your
nor a sentence not entirely within the power of in tel- that she was childle!ts, and how Yahweh cured her? ·intended jqurney round the world. While wishing to
ligent men to write, and no inherent proof that it
Why not a word or two about that holy man you all the luck which. this globe can a:ll'ord to giv,
was penned by the hand of an infinite God. It seems David, the man .after Gf?d's own heart; about his and with hope of a full success an~ satisfaction to
to be extremely foolish and unwarranted to ascribe heavenly zeal in dancing naked before the ark; about yourself and all good people, I remam,
to a divine being the authorship of that which man his coveting .Abagail, tl-te wife of the farmer Nahal,
Yours truly,
JoHN GUNDLAOH.
is fully capable of producing. When writings are who soon conveniently died, when David righteously
OIL CITY, June 1, 1881.
found wltich possess more wisdom, beauty, and truth took to his own habitation the widow he had fallen
BRo. BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for $5 as
than man has ever evinced, it is time enough to im- in love with;' about his various other wives and con- per agreement for your traveling round the globe.
agine that a god must have done it; but until we cubines; about his spying from the roof of his house
Truly yours,
LEwiS MILLER.
find that character of composition we had better let the beautiful Bathsheba when she was taking an
the gods rest.
evening bath and his commanding her to be brought
AsHLAND, OR., May 22, 1881.
In quoting your proofs of the divinity, purity, and to his apartments; about his adulteries with her and
MR. EDITOR: I inclose money order for $5 for your
morality of the Bible, you seem to carefully shun his then causing her husband, the honest Uriah, to book describing your trip around the world. That
sevP.ral conspicuous parts of it which by a person be put to death that he might have the wife wholly your trip may be pleasant, and that good health may
not possessing extraordinary reverence for pretended to himself; how when after a long life of blood- favor your travels, and your return to the old TRUTH
divine things cannot be accepted as specially pure or shed, adultery, polygamy, concubinage, and crime, SEEKER office be safe, is the wish of
J. R. TQ.ZER.
specially moral. Why did you omit to quote .the ac- when he had no longer much heat or vigor, that a
count of Noah's getting drunk and lying on the floor beautiful young damsel, .Abishag, was .sougb.t out
SEATTLE, WASH. TER., May 19, 1881.
of his tent, in a prolonged debauch, with his person for him, to sleep with him and cherish him and lie FRIEND BENNETT: Find inclosed postal order for
indecently exposed?
in his bosom ? .Are not all the deeds of such a holy $10 to apply on trip round the world and credit the
Why did you omit the account of the godly .Abra- man, such a favorite of God, proper to be named, so same to D. M. Crane and H. L. Yeslen.
Yours truly,
H. L. YESLEN.
ham, the Father of the Faithful, living a life of that a correct estimate of the purity and morality of '
...-adultery with his handmaid Hagar, by whom he had the book may be formed?
VINTON, IowA, May 27, 1881.
his son· Ishmael, who, with the mother, he drove into
Why did you not mention about David's son .Abthe wilderness to perish; and about his going into sal om cohabiting with his father's concubines on the DEAR FRIEND BENNETT : Please find post-office order
for my share of your journey by land and by sea,
Egypt and Gerar and lying about Sarah, denying housetop in the sight of the whole people?
that she was his wife, and trading off her charms for
Why not repeat the moral sensational story of an- and may all the good angels above and below guard,
cattle, sheep, and gold ?
other son and daughter of David, .Amnon and Ta- guide, and protect you and bring you safe home to
M. BRANIN.
How is it that you did not tell us about righteous mar, about his deceiving her by pretending to be ill, fami.ly and friends. Fraternally,
Lot, the only really good moral man in a whole city, and then seizing and raping her in a most criminal
MANcos, CoL., May 23, 1881.
and whose righteousness was nearly enough to save manner, and against her touching entreatjes?
FRIEND BENNETT: Referring to my registered letter
it from destruction; how on different occasions he
Why not something about the wise and favored of May 20, containing inclosed $3 for THE TRUTH
indulged extravagantly in strong drink, and held the Solomon, who was permitted to build a most magnif- SEEKER, I herewith forward to you the promised $5
most criminal incestuous intercourse with his two icent temple to God, and about his seven hundred for traveling expenses.
Yours,
WM. WELLS.
virgin daughters, after Mrs. Lot had been salted wives and three hundred concubines, and how often
down? Do you think a man so badly intoxicated as he was able to make his marital circuit? Is it not
.
HoRTON, MrcH., May 26, 1881.
to be ULconscious of what he was doing could per- beautiful for you to dwell on the holy deeds of the FRIEND BENNETT: Ill closed please find $5 promised
for your trip round the world. Wishing you a safe
form those deeds? Can you imagine the inhabitants holy men of such a holy book?
of Sod om did much worse than this? In our day
Why did you not sing the pure and holy love journey and return. believe me to pe very truly
Yours,
IsAAO THORP.
such black crime would send a man to prison for songs of this same Solomon, wherein he recounts the
twenty years.
charms and beauties of his beloved, the various porCASEY, IowA, May 29, 1881.
Why did you not tell about the pious Jacob, the tions of her body which he so passionately admired,
father of the twelve tribes of Israel; about his swin- with the amorous desires which swelled his bosom? FRIEND BENNETT : Please find inclosed post-office
dling his elder brother; about his cheating his old Have they not an exquisite air of purity and morality order for $5, my promis to you for your trip round
blind. daddy, as well as his old father-in-law, wrong- surpassing the sacred writings of all other nations? the globe, and if you do not go I will hav $3 placed
ing him out of his live stock by a sharp Jew trick;
Why not repeat the story of the prostitution of to my credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the remainabout his life of polygamy and concubinage; about Queen Esther and of the shameful connection be- ing $2 I will take out in some good book; for instance, "Antichrist."
Yours with much respect,
his going in unto his housemaids, and about his many tween .Ahasuerus and hers(llf?
and hoping you will· hav a safe journey,
1
dishonest and dishonorable deeds?
Why not give us more of the words of the holy
JAMES W. HAGER.
Why did you not tell about Dinah, the daughter prophets, not omitting the zealous E~ekiel wherein he
of Leah, lying adulterously with Shechem and being instructed the people to mix their cakes with human
BusHNELL, ILL., June 1, 1881.
defiled by him?
excrement?
FRIEND BENNETT : Please find inclosed $5 for your
Why did you not quote the amorous episode of
Why not repeat the amorous imagery of his six- trip round the world. You hav my best wishes, and
Reuben's ~ornica tion wit? his ~ather's c?ncubine?
teenth chapter? Why not the chaste and pure I hope will hav a pleasant trip.
Why did you not With pwus unctiOn ·call my language of the twenty-second and twenty-third
DWIGHT wARREN.
Yours,
attention to th~ holy act of Judah cohabiting with chapters, which, for $500, you could not be hired to
SAN JosE, CAL., May 27, 1881.
Tamar on the highway, supposing she was a harlot? rea~ before a mixed audience of ladies and gentleWhy did you not tell the interesting story of Mrs. men? Do you think any of the heathen bibles BRo. BENNETT: God bless you; they who are for
you are more than they who are against you, and
Potiphar trying to seduce the innocent virgin Jo- have anything equal to this?
seph?
But I must not dwell too long on these beauties my heart is glad to see THE TRUTH SEEKER growing
Why did you not allude to the fact of Moses, and purities; there are too :nany of them, an~ space daily in circulation and power. Before I return from
whom Yahweh chose for his p;t'ime minister, grand is too scarce to mention half of them. There is my trip West you will be away on your mission for
vizier, and general adviser, being a murderer, and Hosea and his whoredoms and his whore-wife, and the people. But many hearts in their good wishes
about his directing Yahweh's chosen people to lie the uncounted adulterers alluded to by him and the for your success and safe return will go with you.
and steal?
other Bible writers; there is the matter of the in- With sincere regard for you and yours, I am for
Yours truly,
DR. J. L. YoRK.
Why did you not quote some of the beautiful laws terview between Yahweh and the Virgin Mary when truth,
of Moses, about the females whose nakedness should Jesus was begotten; about the woman who was
PINEVILLE, GA., May 25, 1881.
not be uncovered, and whose might be, about how caught in the very act of adultery and taken to Jesus FRIEND BENNETT: I now inclose the $5 for circummany days women should be unclean after their hav- for judgment, etc., etc., and much, much else of a navigation. Hope you may get plenty to carry you
ing t.heir courses; aJ:>~ut t~e seed of copu!ation similar pure and holy character, but you did not through. If you get out while you are gone let me
escapmg; about cohabitmg With beasts; about mcest allude to them, and I will not take the space to do know through THE TRUTH SEEKER. I can send you
with mothers, sisters, daughters, cousins, and aunts; so. But I think the candid verdict must be that in $5 or $10 more. I hope you may hav a pleasant,
about God's holy way of having his priests test the this line of pure, moral, and ethical culture, the happy time and return safe and sound and find ComW?m~n of the cong.rega.tion with holy water to ascer- Jewish sc~iptures are quite beyond . any of the stock in the penitentiary when you return. I will
tam If they had lam with men on the sly; about the heathen bibles; and that another revision of the get you a dozen subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER
various unclean issues of blood and semen, and about Jewish scriptures is badly needed, in which ·all the this fall. I will send you a new subscriber or two
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soon. If you do not get off, just credit me with $3 Inclosed you will find money order for the amount turned into salt, I wish you w~.uld bring me a few
and use the other $2. My love to you and wife.
promised.
grains of that wonderful pillar. I hope you will not
Yours fraternally,
W. F. MoLDER.
You can hav no idfla how I long to go along with look back and share the fate of Lot's wife.
you I I am passionately fond of traveling and also
Go, old hero, with thy banners unfurled,
GouLDSMITH, IND., May 20, 1881.
I should like to travel in .your company, f~r I know
A.nd proclaim truth and knowledge to the world.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5.00 to be applied of no man who can combine pleasure with business
Respectfully,
MILTON EADS.
to the fund for traveling around the world.
better than you can. I am more after the Volney
There are some who think you should stay at pattern, I love to see sights and then sit down and
pAYNESVILLE, MISSOURI, May 25, 1881.
home ; I say Go, and giv true and impartial informa- meditate upon what I hav seen. But as it is foolish
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $9-$5 for
tion of the Old World as you see it,
to foster a desire which cannot be gratified, I will
There is certainly enough left at home to take COJ;ltent myself at present with the pleasure of read- the trip round the world, as per agreern·ent, and the
remainder for the books named.
E. A. TowNSLEY.
care of that hellion, Comstock, and his crew.
ing your letters from abroad and picturing in my
DAVID SmTH.
Yours respectfully,
mind's eye the places and scenes which some day I
OMio, KANSAS, May 28, 1881.
hope to se,e myself. Hoping that health and happi- MR. ]JDITOR: Inclosed please find post-office order
ELK GRoVE, CAL., May 24, 1881.
ness may attend you wherever you go, I remain,
for $8-$3 for the paper and $5 for the trip round the
FRIEND BENNETT : I hav been much interested in
Yours fraternally,
RoBERT GUNTHER.
world. My best wishes go ·with you. There are lots
your contemplated trip around the world, and now
of Freethinkers out here, but no organization. I
send you $~.00 to ai~ in said trip and to. get the .
BISMARCK, DAK. ~ER., May 11, 1881.
must hav the paper.
Yours,
H. KEELY.
book. Hopmg you. Will hav a pleasant tnp and a FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just· received my paper of
safe return, I remam,
Yours,
A. H. SmoNs.
the 7th, and I see by it that it is a sure thing that
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., May 20, 1881.
you will take the contemplated trip round the world.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose, as promised, $5 toward the
SYRACUSE, N. Y., May 31, 1881.
Therefore you will find inclosed $8-$5 for the trip trip round the world. I am also willing to pay pro
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is a; postal order for $5.00 as and $3 to apply on my subscription, which will pay rata to hav the books nicflly illustrated. I trust
promised, for your circuit around this earth. Wish- for the same up to November 1, 1882. Let others go you will hav a good time.
J. B. BuRGES.
ing you a pleasant and profitable journey; hoping and do likewise. I think it would be somewhat of
you may return and enjoy the society of your wife a comfort to you when on the opposit side to think
MoRRISANIA, N. Y., May 31, 1881.
and many friends in the United States is the wish that all your subscribers hav paid in advance till MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find check for the sum
your return, there by' making THE TRUTH SEEKER a sure of $8-$3 for the paper for one year and $5 for the
of your ever constant friend,
IsAAC VANScHOICK.
thing, and when you return that you would not be in trip round the world. I hope you will hav a pleasant
debt as it was before. I wish it was so you could trip.
Respectfully yours,
JAMES L. PARSHALL,
GEoRGETOWN, CoL., May 28, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER; As you hav decided to take come this way. When you get back we will hav to
MADISON, OHIO, May 25, 1881,
the long journey round the world, you will please send you and Mrs. Bennett through the states, for we
find inclosed $5.00, as per agreement, Our best want "An Infidel at Home " as well as abroad. But MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find money order for
$8-$5 for the trip round the world and $3 for the
there i time enough yet.
S. G. SHARPLESS.
wishes for your health and safe return.
paper for one year. Thanks for your photo; it came
Comstock & Co. hav not yet retired from. their
SALEM, IowA, June 13, 1881.
all right. Your3, with many good wishes for your
mean business and I· fear when you hav left they
MRs. SILAS HILL,
will set to work and exclude our dear TRUTH SEEKER MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for the book or books safe return.
from the mails. Truth is very obnoxious to some of your travels round the world. I see by my last
HARVARD, ILL., April10, 1881.
TRUTH SEEKER that some one wants you to fetch
people.
Yours~
~s. T. S. 'OLD,
home a little god; but I implore you, for humanity's FRIEND BENNETT: Please finrJ inclosed post-office
sake, not to do it, for this country, like Italy, is order for $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav taken the
MANISTE , June 3, 1881.
paper since you started it in Illinois, and I must say
Yours,
F. D. SHELDEN.
MR. EDITOR: I see that the "V's " come dropping overstocked with gods.
it
advocates some of the soundest and best views, to
in slowly and that you are going to see the sights.
my mind, that I ever read; and to think how you
WILSONVILLE,
., May 27, 1881.
Well, please accept my mite with the rest. I hope
all those who hav pledged will "whack up" so that DEAR BENNETT: So you hav conclu .ed · to risk that hav been persecuted for advocating such noble and
you can see all that there is to be seen. Should you long and perilous journey round God's football! Take elevating principles as you hav! It is a shame, and I
go to the Holy Land (and of course you will), and with thee my best wishes. I am sorry I cannot giv think that such a man as Anthony Comstock ought
should you sev where God walked in the garden, more substantial help than wishes. I will inclose $5 tcf be despised by every decent man in America. He
look for the tracks, and send me a little piece of pledged, and would like to make it $500 if I could. I has at the present time too much power given him,
bark from that tree that has caused so much trouble. could not pel'f!uade any of my friends to subscribe for and yet he is asking for more. It seems to me that
I won't ask for any more, for you will hav your grip- thy travels. I am greatly obliged for the pamphlet if such a miserable sneak was in Illinois his influence
sack full of relics. So, hoping good health and spirit sent me. I hope you will not find worse enemies would be very small. I said sneak, and it there is
friends may accompany you, and your stamps hold among the heathens than you hav found among the any other name that would make him meaner than
Christians, and that you may discover and divulge he is, just that. Now, friend Bennett, if you take
out, I remain,
Yours for truth and right,
truths that hav been carefully withheld from us by that trip round the world, publish it in THE TRUTH
CHAS. J. PECK.
the Christians, and that your trip may be otherwise SEEKER, for I hav five dollars for you, and ten rather
WEsT UNION, June 1, 1881.
every way successful, and that you may return in than you should fail to go. I read your letters from
FRIEND BENNETT: Am glad that you hav concluded safety to take your old place and open forth the bat- Europe, and they were very interesting.
Yours with respect.
ABRAM CARMACK.
to make the trip around the world. Inclosed is teries of thunder at the strongholds of superstition
$11.00; $5.00 fo~ Thomas Reeder, and $5.00 for myself, until the battle of liberty is won.
JosEPH, OR., April 30, 1881.
as promised, for the book that will liv forever, and
SAMUEL B. CLARK.
Yours for the' cause,
DEAR MR. BENNETT : After having seen in your pa$1.00 for which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER to a
per of April 2d a call from a Liberal colony at Valley
new subscriber.
J. F. SMITH.
CANTON, KAN., May 24, 1881.
Falls, Kansas, for a communication from some one
FRIEND BENNETT : Inclosed is $5.00, my pledge either in Washington Territory or Oregon interested
QLYDE, Omo, June 1, 1881.
toward your trip around the world.
MR. EDITOR: I hav gained more information by Hoping you will hav a pleasant and ultimately a in the project of forming a Liberal colony, I will
say that I earnestly believe a better country than
reading THE TRUTH SEEKER the past three years than paying trip, I am, as ever, Yours, C. W. STowE.
the Willowa Valley, in Union county, Or., could not
I ever did by all the reading I ever did in my life.
be found on the Pacific coast. It is a new valley.
D. WmTE~
CLEBURN, TEXAS, May 22, 1881.
Chief Joseph's tribe was driven from \t but two
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order years ago. I am now residing at Joseph (the town
MuscATINE, May 26, 1881.. for $10 for the trip round the world.
was named for the chief). It is a small place, situFRIEND BENNETT : Inclosed is $5.00 for the trip My best wishes for you and yours, M. M. HAYLER.
ated on the north side of a range of snow-covered
around the world, wishing you a safe journey and a
mountains, and is but a mile north of a beautiful
glorious return. In case 'you should be short of the
TEE DALLES, OR, May 23, 1881.
needful I am willing to bear my share of the balance FRIEND BENNETT: I hasten to forward the $5 for lake. This lake is certainly the most lovely body of
needed, but go. I think we all will enjoy the trip the trip round the world. I think I shall be able to water my eyes ever chanced to gaze on. It appears
with you. Yours respectfully, CHAs. SEIENDEIKER.
sell one or more copies of the book when published. to the eye as still as death and as clear as a crysMay you hav a safe and pleasant journey, not for- tal. It is a mile wide and four miles long, affording
DEAR FRIEND : I am pleased to learn you are nearly getting to visit friends and disciples throughout the excellent skating in winter and splendid boating in
summer. Nothing but a Bayard Taylor's pen could
ready to start around the world, I think we will get United States also, is the wish of
describe this lake. The valley is settling up very
many truths from the so-called heathen nations
MRi. J!.. 'EVEREST.
Yours fraternally,
rapidly, and those with but little means can get a
that hav been kept back by our very pious missionstart here. With the exception of my own family,
aries. Succe_ss to you ; safe return home. · Then I
MEMPHIS, TEN., June 2, 1881.
hop·e to hav the pleasure of welcoming you and my FRIEND BENNETT: I Inclose postal order for $8, of there are no Liberals here, so we offer every honest
esteemed brother, Col. R. G. Ingersoll (whom I think which $3 is to pay for my subscription to THE TRUTH inducement to Liberals to come to this valley. Those
the greatest orator in America), at my home in the SEEKER to Dec. 31, 1881, and $5 for the book you pro- desiring to make any inquiries in regard to this valland of flowers. Please find inclos.ed $5.00 for your pose to gi'v us of your voyage round the world, or to ley will please address Prof. W. J. Dean, Joseph, WilC. B. D.
trip around world and $5.00 for Ingersoll's lectures. Asia, China, India, wherever it is you a:ue going. I lowa Valley, Union county, Or. Yours,
remit at once.
Truly,
R. A. RARDEN.
wish you a pleasant journey and a safe and speedy
LocK BERLIN, N.Y., June 14, 1881.
return.
Respectfully,
MINOR MERRIWETHER.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav come to the conclusion
NELsoN, KAN., May 26, 1881.
that the Bible was written by man instead of by
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is postal order for $5.00
TRIPOLI, IowA, May 20, 1881.
to make good my promis. Hoping you may hav a
FRIEND BENNETT: About a week ago I inclosed $5 an omnipotent, omnipresent, and omniscient being,
pleasant trip and an instructiv one to your readers. to assist you in navigating this little globe of ours. and the sayings and doings of it are pernicious
I now send you $8 from M. F. Gillett, of Tripoli, and not fit to be read by or taught to the youth.
I remain,
Your well-wisher,
WM. B. BRISLINE.
Bremen county, Iowa-$5 to aid you in your mission By reason of reading it and observation of the
CAWKER CITY, KAN., June 1, 1881.
in foreign lands (of course he wants the books), and the sayings and doings of mankind, I hav thrown off
MR. D. M. BENNETT : Inclosed is postal order for $3 for a renewal of my subscription to THE TRUTH all allegiance to it and the Christian religion, therefore you may enroll my name on the banner of
$5.00 for around the world. If the names of the SEEKER.
Respectfully,_ D.P. WALLING.
Freethought and reform. There is a number that
subscribers are to be printed in your book, you will
think and believe about as I do, but hav not the
please put in the name of B. I. Vandament,
ANoKA, MINN., May 13, 1881.
who was born on the 7th of May, The B. is for your MR. D. M. BENNETT: I will inclose six dollars with moral courage to cast oft the bloody religion of
name and the I, for Ingersoll. May you liv to Mr. John Kinsee-five dollars for world trip and one superstition and ignorance.
Mr. Bennet, since I hav been a reader of THE
for continuance of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
return.
D. G. VANDAMENT.
TRUTH SEEKER (by borrowing it), I hav made up my
Respectfully,
G. H. FAIRBANKs.
mind that it is better to guide and direct me in the
EuREKA, CAL., May 21, 1881.
paths of duty toward my family and man, You
JAMESPORT, Mo., May 31, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: For several weeks my paper has remained unopened, my· time being occupied between
FRIEND BENNETT: You hav asked the advice of may write my name on your subscription list for
work and sleep. Yet, anxious to find out wheLher or your friends concerning the trip, but as there are ever; certainly while it is edited under your super·
not you would make the· journey round the world, I many more intelligent than myself I will withhold vision. Before my time expires I will hav some more
opened the paper of May 7th this morning and found for the present. I wish you speed and health on money. I am yours for liberty and Freethought,
TYLER ADAMS.
almost on first sight that you had concluded to go. the long trip. If you pass by where Lot's wife was
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A Sonnet to Progress.
BY ANNIE E. DE FRIESE.

All things to one bright end are swiftly going;
Old superstitions totter to their graves;
Customs which we bav knelt to, and whose
slaves
Blindly devoted were we, fast are flowing
Into oblivion, scarcely one bestowing
A thought to stay them, lest again they rise
And overwhelm man's higher destinies.
'Depotic prejudice melts like a mist
Before the radiance of the advancing light;
And children of the sires who confest
The slavish bond of creeds, sb·ike with their
might
The galling fetters that ha v long opprest
Thought's liberty within the human breast.
And Truth springs from the soil-where Error
dies.
---------..-----~--

Tamar.
BY ALHAZA.

He peeped through the lattice: what heaven could
it mar
To dream in its precincts, if gates are ajar?
She woke from a slumber as balmy as dew,
And midnight its carcanet over her threw.
Too dark: then be made her eyes glimmer like
pearls,
And dyed her pure cheek, but the rivers of cmls
Fell dripping and floating, all beavy and chill,
On the silvery breast, as they wandered at will,
And Ammon's wild heart felt the strange, viewleSs thrall
Of a rose that bath whitened a funeral pall.

Luke must hav blundered, or may be (Heli) he lie.
" This is all trifling, so drop it, my friend;
'Tis nothing important, however it end.
Have faith that Christ died on the cross for your
sake.
For jnst on t111s point salvation's at stake."
"If my belief at the starting-point fail.
How can I hav faith in the end of the tale?
And lacking this faith, my death-wauant rings,
For I can't believe the very first things."

What Must We Do to Be Saved 1

SUBJECTS:

M~l:.Mo~} !~e~ln~t~~e :J:A~~i~~~ lJI?el~~url'iea~ro0s~

Engll•h wrlters,lncludlup: Prof. Huxley, Frederic Harrl- .
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years rison, Lord Selborne. Prof. Clifford, and •everal others.
In Its preparation, Is now ready. lt Is In two large vol.
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.
n~~~-:P~rro":rir ~~Y:tort~g ~;Jnti'l'od 1 ~p~~~h~;e~g ~~~~~tor,
as his biographies of Jackson, Fmn\Bin. Jefferson, Greeley, <1>72 A WEEK '12 a day at home easily made. Costly
,JD
outfit free. True & Co., Au~~Usta, Maine.

~~'r~~t l~ut61~ ~r~r'k~· "ild ~~~ r:;~; ~~~~~~i~ a~v,~~Nl.?::

This gleam of suspicion then dawned on my mind,
'Twas all a job put up by priests on mankinderance and ltberty. It Is the arsenal from wlllch Liberals
Reliable references given. Send stamp tor circular.
A hue and cry raised that all will be damned
Unless the priest's pockets with money are ~Jgr%h"'!~6~t~~gft!1r~~f~!~ ~~- ~~~~oetiPs ~~J~:Io~ ;~& Say In what l'l8J~~l"sou saw d~~~~~T~'85¥.irNGS make It the authority In regard to his life, his work, his
Sm15
Smithville, Jelferson Co .• 'N.Y.
crammed.
death.
In two v<ils. Bvo. Prict, $6; half calf, $11.
Then I think a better salvation to know
Address, D.lll. Bennett, _141 Eighth st., New York.
Is to keep from wronging our brothers below;

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.

To cease from all cruelty, wrangling, and strife;
To shun all th_e crimes and evils of life.

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND Only Article of the Xind. in Usa.
Harmless, Healthful_ and Infallibly- Reliable.
MOHAMMEDANISM
..

To hUIDanity love, to gods bid farewell,
Nor fuddle our brains with heaven or hell;
And diligently, honestly, treasure up pelf,
And let the next world take care of itself.

Examined Historically and Oritically.

One world at a time. Liv lovingly here,
And we'll fare very well if another appear.
Let b·uth and love in our souls be engraved,
An_d we need make no fuss about getting saved.

It is

thought to

be the

Most Damaging Exhibit of" Chris·
tianlty that has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods of" the Semitic Nations, Including Allah,
.Jehovah, Satan2 the Holy
Ghost, .Jesus uhrist, the
Virgin Mary, and
·
the Bible.
To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, shoWing that book
be a very inferior production for a ftrst-cillSS UOO..

BY D. M. BENNETT,
SSS Jarie pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; cloth,IUJO,

SGIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR.
No one should travel without a bottle of

AN EIGHT·PAGE PAPER.

Devoted to

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.
Changes of temperature, irregularity of rest and eating,
1

~~~an~~E~s~h~ ~~c~~f:·s at'i tfia~oa~~ ~t~~s~g~~~h t~

aperient will prevent the evils resulting from such causes,
and save many inconveniences and dangers.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
26~

Correspondence Wanted.
A widower of some means, .American, family sma11, of
industrious, continent, and tewperate habits. entertaining
liberal views on many subJects, too old to be yonng and too
0

0

it~~y~;gd~1s ~~srr J~~~~ ~~;~:s~~~~~ft~e~f~~a~~~~~~~~

ladies (East or West) possessing like views and qualities.
M~t~~~or~~:~ta~~-haxsar~:nimity 1n all:r:~s:&e~JA~ns of
3t25
Post-office box 966, Ottawa Illinois.

Science, Art, Spiritual Philosophy and
Radical Ret"orJD,
lB Issued monthly by the
H

<11>66 A WEEK

.P

Partner Wanted.
o<
:~~rril~t: :n~mb~~~U¥~\;tg ;~o~r.gT1lfe l~~ar3 8h6:~ t~ ~
be vested In her. None but those of Liberal views and
radical thought need apply. Address,
SWEET HOME,
4t25
Care 'I RUTH SEEKER office, New York.

A Good Home ror a Good Woman.
A Western man, who is alone in the world and needs a
good housekeeper, wishes to form an acquaintance with
some good,- intelligent, Liberal lady. Should be between
the ages of 35 and 45 years, and willing to llv the next few
years at least on a farm . .address WESTERN FARMER,
Marysville, Seward county, Nebraska.
3t24

Scientific Investigator Pnb. Co."

At One Dollar per Year in Advance.
Sample copies free.
This Journal Is earnest In Its objects untiring In Its
elforts, bold and fearless in asserting the truth; dellant In
unearthing hypocrisy, charitable to honest Investigators,
but forever an enemy of tyranny, fraud. and oppr~ssion,
P"A_'fJef~~~ ~f fl~~~~~~~l~~u~~o~~~~~e~~es~~6'tild snbacribe at once for the SCIEYTIFIU L~VESTIG.A.TOR.
Address SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR PUB. CO.,
6t22
135 First st. Portland Ore~ron.

Wanted as a partner, a lady thirty or thirty-five r;ears of

BY ROBERT BWAIL.

In your OWn town. Terms and e5 outfit
free. H. Hallett & Co .• Portland, Me.
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A regularly educated and legally qual!1led physician, and

Pupils Wanted.
Oh, what is this blood-curdling rumor I hear,
1
An Atheist lady teacher would like a few children to thcSn'::':~&u~;;:J~¥ ~~i~~t 8~r6~Jr"8v;ri.d SEXUAL
Which fllleth my soul with terrible fear 1"
DISEASES, SPERMATORRHffiA, and iMPOTENCY, as
Lo 1 the church publishes this dread proClamation, ¥~~~ ~~~~~act"et_"· T_f~d~~~~est ca£r~:n~_aj~~f1W.:iven. the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer
years, and other causes, producing some ot the following
22
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.
" All unbelievers_ will suffer damnation 1"
elfects: Nervousness, Seminal Emlsslon\fnlght emissions
1
A victim of terror, my mind is enslaved,
¥fe~;~~Y~J?~~~88F~~:.1f~t~~~':f:~ ~cfe'f:~'fe'g~\:~
COMPUTATION
by
MECHANISM,
So I cry," What must I do to be saved?"
Confusion of Ideas, Lose of Sexual Power, etc., etc., ren~
Athlitiou
Subtraction,
Mnlderlng marriage improper or unhappl, are thoronghlfc and
"Believe on the Lord Jesus Christ," is replied,
1
tiJJlicauon, and Division.
"To save you from hell he sutfered and died."

..

Sample Machine. pbstage free,

To prove who is Christ four gospels they show,
Which I must believe, or to hell I will go.
I open its leaves; no more will I grieve,
For soon will I know what I've got to believe.
I read of his birth and family line,
To King David back like a beautiful vine;
And Matthew and Luke-how nice they agree 1
Oh, dash the luck, no 1 Luke givs forty-three,
While 111atthew just only givs twenty-eight.
This tax on my faith is fearfully great.
That twenty-eight equals forty-three just
I cannot believe-I'll be damned if I must.
"No need for to do it," my parson exclaims,
"For don't you see they are di1ferent names,
Between the two lines there's nothing contrary,
J<'or one is for Joseph, the other for Mary;
"But both end with Joe, and with David begin,
That shows, my dear friends, your reason is thin.
If carefully weighed, any simpleton knows

There easy could be a couple of Joes."
"And both the husband of Mru·y 1" I said,
"And then take the ghost of another to bed,
And still stay a maid-how can this be tl·ue 1
I cannot believe it, so what shall I do?
Of two or three children a man may be sire,
This I can believe with no threats of fire.
How can a child hav three sires, do you know?
One called a ghost, and a couple called Joe?

r:~m:J~:~~~ ~~[;~ ~rgr~i.:':i'~e<ll~f"Jl~go~~~~nrg

which he has so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
In all Its stageo without a failure to cure In a single case,
and
some of them were In a terribly shattered condition ;
Conn. , Address the Patentee,
had been In the Insane asylums, many had Fall1ng Sick·
WM. HART, Kirksville, Mo.
nesa-Fits; others upon the ver:: of consumption; While
g:;~;~~ :?e~ae~~- become fooll.s and hardly able to take
Syphll1s posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
The World's Sixteen Crucified system.
GOnorrhrea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Ru_ptnre),
Piles, and other private diseases quickly cured.
Saviors;
All diseases of women-such as Amenorrhrea (or delay ot
the first meJlBes), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborlons menstrua.OR, CHRISTIANJTY BEFORE CHRIST. tlon),
Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), Prolaj!sUB Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
By KERSEY GRAVES,
with equal success, as the following wrn show:
Author of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
"DEAR DOCTOR: If the kind thought shafts l dally send
~J~b'it~~co:e~.~~~~f~~~~~~S~~~r~;J'I~g-~~~~l:.~~bJ:?~ r,on are recetved, I will not need to tell you that I am feelreligious ~!story, which disclose the oriental origin of aU l~gJ'o~~."r l~a~fg~sf,_y~g l:~';;ra~~~~\1Jf6'~~~) gs':~~t~~~
the doctrine, principles, precepts, a.nd miracles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocktnf. many or Its w~rtie3a~~~:O~e~?¥r~~~n~Y:ly~~~~~0s~ ~oXM:~~e, 0.
~~~~r~Ki:!r~~'ii'c~~~~~'d.~mprulng the h story of six- Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor rrom snfCerlng women whose diseases pePrice, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
culiar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of their
own households.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
FREE BOOK FOR THE SIV.fi.

~~~ied?it~~~~~~{,r~iiLte~~~~~

Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet fonu; shows
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an original system of practice. It contains valuable and suggestlv notes on nearly an the chronic Ills to which ttie
lluman family Is subject, besides lliustratlv cases, and wtll
be sent by matl to any one sending their address and a
three-cent stam~:ditl. f'l'lH'f.E'~llM:rsHING co.
159 East 28th st., New York

th!e§~~~~~~J~~i~~e~~crm:;:~gJ~~t'tfee:a.~~:~

"There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more Importance than alleyiatlng human sullerlng, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
extending the period of human life. And I know of no

F>~~~~~~F~'86~s~';,'f~~~~la!~.t~~ J:"t'rtt~c:n'::~~~sl~"!;~~
~~J~r.nsif! s~~r~~ifo ~~~~~~s~ei~~~~ ~o~~~?~~if~Tii:"~~
flractice. This I know bJ. actual trial, having been re-

~t~~d ~&ao~~~~ee~.!'. ~~~r:!. d~;'11~ gls :lTwm~i!~o~
CRIMES OP PREACHERS. you
are afflicted with any of the maladies lbcldent to this

BY M. E. BILLINGS,

:~erfn~e1~ci!~[y~';'tY to say this much for the benefit of

Waverty, Iowa.

eft· I~\'lfs'k'lf~ o~~~\~rdtWn~c~p~ ~'},;~llT'll~ ::~!1

A pamphlet giving names, place of residence of and forth a new and sclent!Jlc method (never before known~
crimes committed by 450 preachers In the United States In
the last five years. To be continued yearly.
~':i~g:rcgfest~k~~. ~ri'W:ltr/1"~\\\'~ou1J~'l!:L'lfR~~~e~l:
1 ~op:y,
•
•
•
•
$ .21>
on Spermatorrhcea and Impotency, flYing ~he cause,
~ <Jol!•es, • .
•
I.oo
fi'tf~:.'f~~:~,r:~~l:Pelk"e'htsor":go~u;_e, ~~~~s:~e::~ the
Ia
'
•
2.00
'Twixt Matthew and Luke, to which shall I hold 1
Consultation Ingerson, $5.00; by letter _tree and Invited,
aJl.h~~ o'i-"!!iuT~o~~~~~,:'~~.?e~ are a drug. Address the
1
Both cannot be rigbt• by reas I'm told,
~~~&~:i~::e~e~~lii:''1~~~~
ri~. 1 ~~~~E8W~~s
A 'Von~ea·t"ul ExJ>Ose 1
4t25
VIneland, N.J.

" I take a Joe back," -my parson replies,
"I've made by haste these things appear lies."
Then Joe's fixed; the same, two fathers has he,
And Jaoob and Heli they certainly be.

Ruptures Cured

By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30Days.
~~gJfe~~~u~1~~1"d'a~~~~~ea~~!~~s~~g~~gb~\"e'l,;b~f'tg\~

ELMINA

-------.~------

BY .JAMES PARTON.
With Po•·traits and other Illustrat.ions.

monument of research and scholarshiQ_. It is just, candid,
discriminating. and exact, describing Vol~nlre as he was, a
transcendent philosopher, a great refonuer,n brilliant wit
and poet, and setting forth what faults he ·had as a man.
It Is the first truthful and thorough biography Voltaire has
had In the Engllsll language. It Is a most Interesting portrulture of a truly remurkable man, whether he Is viewed
as tile champion of Liberalism, a powerful and p~rsever-

" Cease, ye Infidel, cease; I see very plain
That you hav imbibed the notions of Paine,
And you will be damned if that is the case;
Where vile reason rules faith cannot find place."

SEND TO
"I move not, I breathe not; bow crimson thy lip 1
I see a weird bumming-bird bov'ring to sip.
The Wind stoopeth down from the dark, moaning
For TJ•em.
trees
·
"The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth,75cents.
And waves a rich censer. I shiver, I freeze;
1
1
My locks are all drenched with the dews of the ~eJn~~~·s s~t~li~e~ ~o~~~;s~f ~~:~u~1~s~of~1st~ fJe·~·en~~
Stamps
gladly
received.
Address
night.
E. D. BLENKER,
A spirit that whispers of famin and blight
10t26
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.
Inhabits my heart, and I hurry to thee.
Oh, make me a loaf that is comely to see,
All golden and spicy, with power to charm
Away from this bosom the poisons that harm.
Will the wind never cease from its wail of despair?
I weary and sink with a burden of feru:."
She smileth-the roses of Sharon wax pale,
That climb o'er the lattice. "What pitiful ail
Hath stirred thy dark soul? I must rise then to
make
A rich golden loaf, for thy ravenous sake.
No ravens are wilder, that swoop near the door
To carry a crust to the righteous and poor."
Then she passeth the door, and the scented Wind
moaneth,
The monkshood doth shriek, and the dragon-fly
groaneth;
How pale is the jasmin 1 the myrtle is dying.
The lightning leaped down from a brown beetling
cloud,
And sheeted the maiden with cere-cloth and
shroud.
Her cheeks were all blanched as she kneaded the
cake,
And the wolf hovered near. Would the sky for
her sake
Stoop downward and rescue the sweet moaning
lamb?
The wild, shrieking blast-will it never grow
Calm?
No; the heavens are all brazen and providence
dead,
And night-voices weep, but the gods are as lead,
The moonbeams are faint, and rich odors are
dying,
From the sweet, sultry South saddest whispers
replying,
Then months swept along in a passionate flood,
Till spice-cakes were steeped in a dark pool of
blood.

A Modern Symposium.

L1FE OF VOLTAIRE.

If Matthew is right with his Jacob, then why

X.o

'k.

"At last we have seen and examined the famous
'Comstock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of
constmction; seems ndmirably adapted to the end had in
view ln its lnvcntion and manufacture, and should be
in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the chlirch have set out to suppress it in
the interest of those who prey npon the misfortnnes of
their fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and .
health interferes with the profits of certain well-known
classes. "-Liberal Free Press, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,

1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y. M. C. A., charged npon it nnd its inventer
and proprietor, much in the way ns that renowned champion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got
hurt for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to sec nn
instrument so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so unique, nnd in every way ~tdapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the Indies it
must be considered a real blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all syringes. "-])r. K"mget's Health
Joumeu, New Yorl<, (317 East 14th Street,) Octobfr, 1880.
"Any reflective reader must perceive the practicability
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need·o! its
universal use for the welfare of womankind. "-Dr. A.
OPPERou..n."N, St. Joseph, Mo.
"That 'Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. My wife's health has
greatly improved since she commenced using it. "-EZRA
T. DANIELs, Downs, Knn.
"I have just received that warmly-wel!X!m€d little
friend to woman. I think it one of the best inventions
ofthenge."-Mrs._M. S. TowNsEND WooD, West New·
ton;Mass.
"I, am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
te "·omankind; but it seems a real pity that snell an
innocent nnd indispensable litUe article should bear the
infamous name of 'Comstock.' "-Mrs. YoUNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the mis·
fortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
ngainst your 'Comstock, contrivance. ,,_D. IIIGBIE 1
M. D., Burton, )Iich.
"I hope you ""ill push your 'Comstock' Syringa
until it is k-nown to eYcry fmnily in the Union, when
its great benefit to ovcrtaskcd nnd suffering women
will be apprcciatcd."-A. L. RAwso!<, ~L D., L. L. D.
"I think it is the best article of the kind I ever
saw.',-EDWIN B.rnLow, D. 1\I., Fh1shing, Mich.
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed purpose that we have ever seen. It should be in the possession of every woman in the hu\d. "-Dr. NomtAN"
MAcLEoD, Dr. JoHN ~IAcCRIMAION, Dr. A. E. MoRRIS,
Dr. E. A. :llfANNSEL, Prof. DELoss LucE, Dr. E. AT·
'IVELr,, Dr. A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
"I received that wonderful Syringe, mul consider it
the type of health and purity. I want to shnkc hands
with yon and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
snprcmc blessing. "-MARY ~- BAI!Low, Lincoln, New
Mexico.
"Your Syringe is all that it ls claimed te be."HATTIE SANTY, Cotton"'ood, Kan.
"Anthony Comstock has at last l>cen of some service
te humanity in calling public attention to such a blessing as your Syringe."-J. W. KrNsKERN, Sanford,
Broome Co., N.Y.
"1 can truly say that I nm more than pleased with
the Syringe received. I nm proud of it. It far sur. passes my expectation. All women ought to be thank·
ful fen· such a god-scull to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price had it been $50. "-Mrs.
W. H. WILLIAJ>ts, Ottawa, Kan.
"I think it meets all the <lcmands of woman for
such nu article. It is certainly the beat Syringa I luwo
ever seen.,, -JA31KS :111. DuNN, New 'Ya.shington, Pa.
u I consider this u Comstock" Syringe the prince of
nil others for cleansing ancl healthful purposes, nn<l for
applying local remedies. I ncvm· felt more like rejoicing in my life than I do now orcr my returning l•cnlth
Hinco tlic commencement of its use. "...:.Mrs. II. F. Phillips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent securely boxed with special instructions.
Confidential tct·ms to agents.
Price 'l'cn Dollars:.
Make J\!oncy Orders payable at Station E. Address
SAltL II. PRESTON,
209 West 31th St., New York".

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JUNE 25, 1881.
Therefore Take .Medicin and Die,
or Wear the "Wilsonia " Gar·
ments and Liv.
M~dicai Electrician, Inventor of the "Wilsonta," and Lecturer on

WILLIAM WILSON,

Electrical Therapeutics, Author of" The Trial of ltled·
icine," "The Langna;;e of Disease," "Med·
icu.l Fallacies," etc., etc.
469 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, NEW YORK.

May be Consulted JJaily from 10 A.M. to 8 P.M., Free of

Charge~

Consulting Physician, JACOB P. VAN HORNE, M.D.
Important to Invalids. The Most Marvelous Invention in the World

THE "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
IS THE DESPAIR OF NOSTRUM VENDERS AND ADVERTISED QUACKERY.
·The steam engln and. electric telegraph are 86 nothing compared with the wonder-working nature of the
"WILSONIA.." Under Ita lnlluence dlse86e can bay no place In our nature.

The Paralyzed are being made perfectly well.
Rheumatic patients are perfectly restored.
Varicose veins disappear as if by magic.
Fever cannot be where the " WILSONIA " is worn.
.Asthma, Bronchitis, and all Pulmonary Diseases are being cured by the
thousand.
CITIZENS OF .AMERIC.A l
if you love your couutry and the welfare of the human race, make yourselvi! acquainted at once with WILLIAM

WILSON'S Marvelous Invention. Inquiry will cost you nothing.
Our depots are open free for Inspection toall classes at society. Physicians and Scientists are SJleclal]y Invited to
Inspect my" WILSONIA" GARMENTS, and they will, on application to me, be referred to THREE THOUSAND
PERSONS In the city of Brooklyn alone w a hav been thoroughly cured.

INV.ALIDS OF .AMERIC.A !
In the name of high heaven! abimdon all forms or drug treatment and become perfectly healthy men !'nd women.
Call or send your friend• to nspect my Invention and satisfy yourself of the marvelous results following Its nae.
Depots will be found as follows:
·

BROOKLYN-465 Fulton Street.
NEW YORK-695 Broadway, near Grand Central Hotel.
JERSEY CITY-55 Montgomery Street.

LIVING WITNESSES.
The following words of comm.endatlon and appeal from
the pens of llvlhK witnesses to the marvelous virtue of the
"WILSONIA" GARMENTS w!il be found of general and
special interest, covering, as they do, a great variety of the
0

1

415

hardly any d!se86e In which the WILSONIA GARMENTS could not be appled with great benefit.
.
Respectfully yours,
DAVID COLLIER.
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IMMINE:!<T DEATH
DEAR SIR: Some two weeKs slnce 1 read in the Brooklyn
News a reporter's item noting a remarkable result from an
application of your H WILSON! A" garments in the cases
of suppressed scarlet fever. Having known of a case
where a young man threatened with pneumonia was really
cured in forty.. elght hours by putting on raour nerve and

~~;n~tY:E~~~1doj ~:e~fa ~~~i: ~~~k~~:, le~g~~eWy ~ft~ \~v~f~~~f1;,\dw~e !~~~u~t~rt:,.~~~ t~i~e~~~~c~~

the foremost among our Rhysicians. to whom some of our and see if any allowance must·be made for the reporter's
~"frf:'i,u~;'TJi~~~~nferre excluslv privileges for drugging, fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old granddaughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbta street and I
upon him regarding it. He said the ·reporter'~ item
MIRACULOUS CURE OF PARALYSIS AND HERNIA. called
was suostantlally correct. He said his family physician
Dr. Mo:ffat, the homeopathist, acted as every human8
.·
.
BROOKLYN, N.Y., March 11 1R81.
Some time during the month of September 1886. I was ~hysician does when, hav1n~ no hope of reeovery himself
Induced, through the representations of Mr.Wiison, inventor and proprietor of the " WILSONIA," to apply the b~,:yts t~;~~el:;gnts ~~~ ~ag~~"t~,;nh'::'!~~R'MW&!!
goods to
father, 63 years of age, who was suffering from garments would not futerfere with his medlclns, Mr. Collier extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two
belts which he took off his own person, and applied
c:~~:r:~e~el;~~ ~~r~:t ~~~et~;~~~~~~~ g:;:.y~·;~ leg
them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter. In
two hours from the time he put them on the doctor
~:~g:a~~~ o~e!_P!~:ft ~;rfa~h~~liScfi~iie~tJ;~ ;i~~ about
York, I Induced him to return to Brooklyn with me &ailed. and on examining the child, remarked that a gentle
"'!"lnst the protests of friends and his physician, who said F:~~fir!~~~ri~~~~~rh~n;e:~~ 1~~![d ~n~t~~thi
I would never reach Brooklyn with him al!ve. Suffice It to
say that with the assistance of my mother we succeeded, shoul! find, doubtless, in every other, a de1Jcacy of feeling
after a very trying ordeal in reaching my residence-which In the fam!ly, touching their family physlcmn; a relucto gain necessitated the use of carriages, steamboats, and tance·tQ_ say much in special praise of a remedy that was
cars. During the Journey my father s111d he W86 posltlv not administered or recommended by the doctor. I was
he could not reach Brooklyn alive-which to me was a satlsfl~d, however, that those most interested considered
1
1
do'uble source of anxiety.
~~~i~~~~!itcfY ~~ t~~~~~~iiE:~ie~!r':t~ d~;t ~ ~~et~?~:
0
In T~:e s~fWfltorU~~;,ourJ'J.::ai.~n~Y {,_~th~~J_:;" ~b ~1~ vi etlan that duty to the great public deman~ that this
acknowledgment be publicly ldven.
t:'!~£1~e~n f~s !~':tb~r~~'h~~u~h' :ii:U~~IT ~~J~M~~-~o~':i: Desirous of knowing what Dr Moffat himself would say
without any assistance whatever. He continued to gain, of the csae, I visited lils residence and had a prolonged Inand on the ninth day returned home, usiug only cars and terview. Among other things he said:" The patient was In
boats tp get there. After being away from here about two a precarious condition. We could not bring on diaphoresis, but a gentle perspiration set in after the goods had
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet;..
:::J~~~1n:~~tittg~c~~f~n~eh~s.;:&r:3¥r~i:?h~:~ ~u/;::~ ter
gradually as long as they were on her.". Very naturally
miles In a day, just to test his ability. He had also suffered
he put In some savln~ clauses for the re~utatlon and dlg1
~~~g~ M~rcffye J':"~~~/i~ae,:;';~ie'\.n~J~s}J'J~~rn~eh~~ ~~\Ycgi!~:,!~~Jlie ;; ;~~f3 .;:~(' t~e s:Ci th: ns~~er~~~~
~~~~~~r:veiv~~ fi~e ~~~~~~~':; o~;~£~~~~E~~,i~~~~ in repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unrecareful consideration, tC~l' deemed unadvisable. Since he
has been wearing the" WILSONIA" I hav heard no ref- :iik~:f ~~oults~~1~~r~~!~e~~l ~~:~J;.,lf~a~Jj 't~~r~n:~ r;;
erences made to this trouble.
T. DET. TRUAX,
r::~,o~ffS~~ll~~~~~t~£a!~ ~~~t ~~B1 t~ ~~~~~~::~~
376 Dean street.
lieving, yes, knowin~ as well as I do that mothers and
REMARKABLE CURE OF CA~ARRH.
~~~E~a~1~r{h~~;~ILs0~1dJ~, ~fi~~~~~hn&e1:itt~t.¥S
Nota Bene.-Belng persuaded and constrained by the

m1

:g

j¥~~th~lai:~r~;,e;~:f~a~~;hgfes~~e~~~~!2' fi~~~~lnfmafn~

0

~~f* Es8~U~c:~ci3a~ ~bf11~ t~~h;~t'n~1E~\;~u~:~t~~ duced to write·laou this. You may make what use of it
of catarrh, 86 well as kept me from taking cold, to which I h~~ ;boose. It from one In whom aullerlui,~~~~y
was v~uscefllble. Now my entire family Is clothed In
~.::ents, ~lj,~tev~~ tb~~~s~ot be wl~~~if~H~~~!c
A MOTHER'S TESTIMONY.
.My baby was teething, ana nact a severe 1>owe1 trouble

wrl~~S;;:t~e~:nge~r~;~,n~r:t~o~t,c~~r::a~!~. Wi~~

two hours my baby was entirely at rest; went to sleep,
slept soundly, and has been well ever since, growing
stronger every day. She had been very susceptible to
colds, but since wearing the "WILSONIA" garments has
been entirely free from them. I could do mothers no
greater service than to induce them to make the" WILt!ONIA" a part of their baby's swaddling-clothes.
MRs. !±EORGE W. DAWSON,
· March 1.
484 Adelphi street, Brooklyn.

".AND EVER THE RIGHT COMES UPPERMOST .AND EVER is JUSTICE DONE."
The above quotation, to be found In the poem ot McKay, was never l:>etter lllnatrsted than In the marvelous
results fallowing the Introduction of the "WILSONIA" Belts and Magnetic Clothing.·
.
The selfish blunderheads of the faculty Qf Brooklyn hav now had their Ignorance exposed In the marvelous cures
now counted by the thousand In the city of Brooklyn alone, and all within the short space of six months.

Let It be borne In mind constantly, that the "WILSONIA" appliances, adapted to all sizes of persons, will
not only cure babies of all their aliments, but are equally
successfully worn by persons of any and every age suffering from any disease known to man, less an organ actuallJ'
decayed.
THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.
MOST ASTOUNDING REVELATIONS AS TO ITS
VALUE.
IN SPITE OF THE PREJUDICE AND DOGMATIC
ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
BIGOTRY OF THE PAMPERED FACULTY
OF BROOKLYN.
(The patient taken off from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY, March 11.
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sir: I hereby wish to aQknowlSeveral of these malicious physicians having been
edge the great merit of r,our Magnetic Appliances. I hav thoroughly beaten in argument and in fact are now wickedly attempting to coerce seyeral tradesmen whose names
~oer~ fli:~tl~~~~~~ :U!gtft~~!~e : : ~ehd~~~~t~~ f~ hav
appeared as references in my circular, to cause them
be carried wherever I wished to· go. I was attended by to withdraw their names from my list and to recant their
more than fifty of the most prominent physicians of J er- statements previously made in favOr of my discovery. Most
three tradesmen In Brooklyn hav been place<! In
~lsp~~1 :~g ~~riiyy~~~idain~~~JijuJ:~~eyc~~~~u~~~~~ notably
this position. One man who had sent me at least one hunm~~\'i"J~ii&'f~\ls.PPiiega\!'~~;:t ~~~~~~~Ifo·; t:~~ f~~n?orahys h~~l~~:gh~e~h~?u{:,a~a~ehiij'~/,~ ~~:
about two months, and am able to walk about and attend frontery, for the sake ot dollars and cents, to make calumnious statements against myself and invention, although
:!:~ ~~~~rsS'e~~ya~v~~E~~~~~~~ai~li t~lJ~~~r~J ;:g~ there
are one hundred persons ready to testify that tli1s
call may be Informed of the merit of your goods, which I man had publicly stated that my goods had absolutely cured
commend most earnestly to unfortunates attlicted as I hav him of a disease of twenty years• standing. And as further
been.
PETER A. LERLBACK. ·evidence of the value df my goods this same man procured
a second quantity after six months' trial of the first lot.
Truly may It be said, "Men In the present day will !Ike
POSITIV CURE OF SCIATICA.
EBI!u of old, sell even their blrthrljfhts and their fre.;dom
of manhood for a mess of pottruze.
.
No. 111 HUDSON ST., JERSEY CrrY, March 11.
But let the physicians or Brooklyn continue this conduct
they may, their downfall is certain, even though they
G::~~f!· "%~:':~tfiaarr~~~t:t~3:~1~~l~~[o~~We~t!~ as
purchase the freedom of thought of every man In Brooklyn.
the results that! most cheerfully advise my friends that I

t.t'"e:oiJ:n~a"i~~~~t~~~t'i~es~};iJ::..ma'l:dt&~lo';.'![ ft'~g: fr';.~~
t;;w~ ~;~:e~: a~~~p,!i~l;_~w:~t~~e~;i~~o~:Jt~~~~
nJg'i:t the goods were applied. The sciatica Is getting out,
ana I now tully believe I shall be entirely well.
JOHN SMI'fH.
MARVELOUS CURE OF HEART DISEASE.
BRooKLYN, March 10.
This Is to certify that I hav been sullerlng for the past

READ THE MARVELOUS TESTIMONY OF LIVING WITNESSES IN THE
CITY OF BROOKLYN HERETO APPENDED.

g~~~h;~~i:J;~~~~~~e~~et;o~~!.b::Cnh ~~~~~~~~Kn6~~

READ
The marvelous testimonies given above, and then
having used your common sense. say whether or not
these purchased calumnies should not be outweighed by
. the printed testimony of such men u.s David Collier, of
Columbia street, Brooklynj_ of Prof. Hatch Smith, of Dean
street; ofT. De Truax. of lJean street; of Joel Cannon of
Jay street; of Mrs. Hall, of Clinton avenue· of M~cy'
Manning, of VIne street; of tbe Association for l:nlprovlng
the Condition of the Poor, of Livingston street· of Mr
Haley, of Fulton Market; of J. B. Hoyt & Co., of' Spruce
street, New York; of Mr. Stimpson, of Spruce street· of
Hugh Byron Brown, of Science Hall, Eighth street, &nd
hundreda of other respectable and well.known ladles and
gentlemen of Brooklyn and New York who can testify to
the value of my magnetic clothing who had utterly fa!led
to receive any benefit or any relief from the many
physicians to whom they had applied.
Upon mature redectlon it will be clear to every reasonable mind that although a few men, such as those quoted
above, may sell their consciences for dollars and cents we
can rest assured men who will, for said dollars and cCnts
strip themselvs of their manhood will at least find them:
selva thoroughly exposed and their calumnies laid bare.
My challenge to the physicians of the hospitals of
Brooklyn (with the otrer of $5,000 worth of my goods and
$5,000 cash to be given to the Institution If I fall to ;,ure
nine-tenths of their so-called Incurables) I~ still open, and
will be open to them for twelve months.

my case hopeless. The last one said I could not liv but a
short time. I hav taken various kinds ot medicins, but
the doctors and the medlclns did me no good. Nothing
would reach my case nor allay my sutiering from pain, the
rapid beating and the suffoe»tlng feellng of my heart, until
on the 26th of December. 1880, an a~ent from the Brooklyn
would ftrat note the case of Peter Lehlbs.ck, whose their hands than that they should wear the "WILSONIA"
!'::'~a~~~;a[0I:r~~~~~n~ st.:le ~o~~~~nc:;f1 ~~etfi~?,r,fll,~
tl stlmony Is given below. This poor man will tell you Garments.
tl at 11fty-four of the best physicians of Jersey City and coAn~l nn'gan"ottlheenrtsn.&te as to these men's treatment Of their
0
1
N ~w York had utterly failed to glv him the slightest refi<\
Pu
~~Jt~~lU ~~~~~~~~d £":c~~J'e~ ~rJc~1~~~ u,:',;'~ ~~~
ll.•f. Myself hearing of hiB lamentable case, determined
Two !&dies called upon me last week, and one, In my on the goods. I experienced a change for the better wlth·
to dress him In my Magnetic Garments without any man- consulting-rooms, with tears In her eyes, told me the fol- In twenty-four hours. I hav not taken one drop of medicln
e} belug paid. I put on him $180 worth of my clothing, lowing story:
since, and hav gained strength and :tlesh; hav no more
w d whfle ~Y assistant was dressing the man one of these
u Mr. Wilson," said she, u nothing you can say against
1
blunderhead physicians had the audacity to attempt to t~; g~s~"v~~frn~g.lc~~~ ~~~~~.~~alg ~~Y~k~~ ~IJ: t~':J'~ ~~~· ;~~r.h'Y ca~ a~cJ! ~~~:~~~tl;l~'e~~~P~l:h'{'~~ft'b'6::'i
lnLimldate Petel' Lehlback from wearing them, wickedly lovely niece taken temporarily Ill, having been In tolera- any sulloeatlng feeling or pain. My bowels are now regubut before wearing the "WILSUNIA" I was compelled
re.'fwarekl!ln,getohltb~~kln,vlatlhl<lougaa~otlly~wush:ad n:.ore sense than to bly
d he lth pr I I
0 e of
f 88 hi
bl lar,
to take large doses of castor all, administered to me by my THEREFORE TAKE MEDICIN AND DIE, OR WEAR
put on suet raga':•
doct~~~. whoa prides e;l~~~(lf· upo':. his ga~'!,"qul ag~~~,! sister
THE "WILSONIA" GARMENTS
every other day. To all who are sutrerln!J,from like
However, this pampered do~matlst's only support Is the called In as physician In the case. My niece beYng someAND LIV.
6
0

1

g:.\i~~~~dd c~~n~~anc!:~: ~·Yn ~E~~:~d~t o~h~tg~~s, lh~i: re~~~~r;:~~~~~b~'ii~g~t tt~ ~a~Y~~ha~a~~h~~U:c3::r,nbutth~~ ~o~tf_.\'rg'ft!;J";~'ri\T: ~~r~~n hir"lt~~iralJNe~J;ILS! VIne street.

same consonants take the place of brains. But let us see
the result.
.
'l'h!s same tool, calling upon Peter Lehlback one week
aft~r wearing the goods, found him walking without
Ct utches; and even then the wicked character of the man
w •s evidenced In the following soliloquy:
.
"Ah, well, Lehlback, I thought they m!'!,ht heiR you a
1
lti}gv,~~~~~~~ ! ~~ ~~~~:l:1~'!:'! ~~Po~ ~:111 e~Y~!i-Iy show

soothing did It prove Itself that the ch!ld never awoke
from the sleep It produced, and my niece to-day lies In
Greenwood Cemetery, another victim of the malpractice
otourphys!clanslnthecltyofBrooklyn."
And yet this man to-day drives through Fulton street
regulartrJ on his dal\3! mission of sending fils victims to the

IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF BROOKLYN.

CURE OF VARICOSE VEINS.

THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
ARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY, INSTITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PA.
TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT !illMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY
u
H
~~~¥ ~M8~lN~~M:~~~-N~i~\-~~r~~~~~
!/'\Ht~~Nh:fi,\'~!~!te~~sli~Jr~nt%ed::i.{~.an to hav seen the MONTHS F'ROM THEIH FIHST WEARING THEM.
lf:r~:;eu~".J~g~\l~~gd ~o~n!~~mc~~;i.e"J:~~:relf y;,c~vse,:}~gf SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
Another case I would note, thu.t of Professor Hatch
Can such evidence be filet! ns to the innocence or drug- the snme goods. That was indeed a wise act on my part, E.I<'FEIJT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
Smith, whose testimony Is given below.
glng? Even where the patients are not always killed, tile for I soon tound my distended veins were decreasing, the
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.
That poor man for three weary weeks apl>lled to one of seeds of disease are dally sown by the kld-l;llaved hands of

181 CoLUMBIA ST., BRooKLYN, March 15.
MR. WM. WILSON, Dear Sil': I hav been a sufferer from
varicose veins for some tWrty years. Late last fall I W86
ifr~~klyn n:~~o~n;!, ~ork~1~! f:C~d ol;~cfi ~ar~fJ'iee~~ sutrering
very severely with n sore on one of my legs, and
dences as theSe, hav no more
than to confer I had come to the conclusion, as I could get no relief from
remedies prescribed bv our best physicians, that I
~~ ~~~~~a~g~r~g~:~t':_;,~hf:'tg~:lh~~eJ~~s~{c"dn~av:~~ :'r'{~s s~c~~f~l~~.:'ssea~~~~~~~~t'f.~vo~otnlh~e~lfi~:t the
would hav to go to bed a helpless Invalid. Fortunately,
however, about the first of December, !learned that an
nine-tenths of the physicians of Brooklyn acting to-day.
knowledge.
The fact Is, they themselvs know very well that their
The" WILSONIA" magnetic garments are as harmless acquaintance of mine on the river, havinf the same
~~~3umctlssruocthtenasatthth evbllal~e n, aenvdi~~~3.nly beews~~ygr~:~~~ upon the body ns would be a sheet of paper, and yet ~1~ifE:fi'~1~s0,:'f~~u~~!Jl.o~~;~':f.L:~N~~· tL~!:,N~Tl~

8

15

0

penetration

1

f~~J'~l~l;'i~:'{Vl'i~~'fk!·~~~n':~':.~:. Wn~~~~~~,;~t n:n ~~~s?~~~~~~J;~~~Pi~n:ho~l~g~t~~~s,grt~!'eJf:~W~~

the confidence with which a child treats a parent, that he
would not test them without his consent. Yet this dogmatte physicinn, to whom many of the Brooklyn people
oak up with reverence, evinced his selllshnessund spleen
by absolutely refusing to Inquire Into the matter. Yet
Professor Smith to-day will tell you that he Is as strong
physically as at any t!mo In Ills l!fe,and many of his friends
aa.y he was never known to be so strong aa now. Am I not
tlierefore justified In saylffi•" LISTEN TO YOUR PHY-~
~li~~~1~N8Aill&N~S m R JfE~~~ijl
.LIVES,..
.
l'he1e men would rather 1ee theli" patients die under

criminals; and as long as I liv and nav Uberty of speech
I shall cry down tile Iniquitous practices and the drugging
systems of our colleges. I will never pander to wl..fat I
know to be a lie, noc will !rest until I hav compelled the
legislatures of this country to stay their hands In the
chartering of colleges, whm·elu legalized murderers may
be trained, then to be thrown l>roadeaat upon society,
either to become idlers or murderers.
The facta stated above and the testimonies given below
:&:t s~~~~";~ !.\i~d:e~~~~~r"~fi:eth:r:i~lt 't:.~s{l.'iJ;~':::S~
ure' In reference to the practice of medleln.

g:~~~~~ss~~itgnryntht~:e s~~;~~ifJi l~~an ;l:~x;gti~:rii~~

but my general health I found was improving all the time,
N. B.-The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC CLOTHING
and Instead of going to my bed a helpless Invalid I kept will
cure the worst form of rheumatism known to man
upon my feet eve:cy day and attended to my business, as I
cases out of every twelve can be cured in from fouf.
hav done from tliat period to the present time, with Eight
to six months, and the worst possible cases in twelve
months, when the goods are worn as I direct. My dll!l
~~~cr"1_:f, \nha<!Jac.g:~r;iee~f!~i';,&g:~~o~ p~~s"I~~Y culty
Is, many persons will get rotten with disease spend
hcud and trouble in the respiratory organs, but since thousands
ot dollars in poisonous drugs, until they become
walking pest houses, and then expect to jump lnto"new
i[::,",;~gmtlll'i'fe.1 t~J'sl'Se':'~l~e ~WLL~J~'\!'KJ';iT:~~~ life
In
two
or three months. Tills Is an Impossibility
an inventfon of tho highest value to mankind, and deem But the" WILSONIA"
will cure In every case no matter
It nothing more than my duty to commend them when~e~~~ ~~~g ~:~~~: But our common seruie must be
~Ji:~\~'!.'11~~J't~'J'~~~~v.J-,~~~~e~ecW~~~'E's'::~: Listen to "the phWclana af Brooklyn, take medleln an
tiona I llav m!'de 1n other caaea I am led to think there Is die,
or wear the '" WILSONIA" Garments and uv. '
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t/dds and finds.

D. M. Bennettts Publications.
Truth Seeker Library;

I HAY a sacred pride in my peasant father, and

AN Irish editor says: "-_Qnr women are accused
would not exchange him, even now, for any king of being fond of whistling~ Well, so be it. What
•rhe World's Sages, Thinliers, and Be•
for crs. The Biographies of threa hundred of the
known to me. Gold and the genuin stamp-the is more lovely than tulips well blown?"
most01
distinguished teaclters and philosophers (who were
•an and the clothes of the man. Let me thank
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
LOOK not upon the cucumber when it shineth )ly D. M. Bennett. ,1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $8.00; 1eather,
'lfor that greatest of blessings and strive to liv
green in the basket, for at last it grippeth like a M.OO; morocco, gilt ed~es, $4.50.
'lily of it.-Carlyle's Reminiscences.
'l'he ChaDlPions of the Chttrch ; Their
pair of nippers, and twisteth like a thumb-screw.
Cri10es and Persecutions. Blographicalsketche&
, gE Jesuits hav ohtatned a papal decree (1634]
prominent Christians far worse t.han Infidels. A comPEOPLE speak carelessly of " hloated aristo- of
condemning Galileo's doctrin about the motion of
panion book to "The World's Sage~," etc. By ~J M. Benthe earth. It is all in Vain. If the world is really crats," as if an aristocrat is always ohese. .This fs nett. svo. 1,119 _pages. Cloth, $8.w; leather, .,..,00; mo
turning round, all mankind together will not be wrong. Some of the aristocracy of to-day is mighty rocco, gilt edges. $4.50. .
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
able to keep it from turning, or to keep themselvs thin.
Modern Times. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
WHEN yesterday I asked you, love,
from turning with it.-Pascal's Letters.
gcda the nations of the earth hav worshiped, including
One little word to say,
Jehovah, Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ. Virg!n
No one is bound by natural law to liv according
Mary and tho Bible. 8S5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fully
Your brother interrupted us,
allthe religious systems of the world, Including Judaism,
to the pleasure of another, but every one is, by
So please say yes-ter-day.
Mohammellanlsm, and Christianity; tho latter occui>ylng
natural title, the rightful asserter of his own indepages, going fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By D. M.
PoLICEMAN.-" Now, then, move on I There's S72
pendence. He or they govern hest who concede to
Bennett, wrlt_ten In prison. In cloth, $8.00 per volume. or
$5,00for
the two volsumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
every man the privilege of thinking ·as he pleases nothing the matter here." Sarcastic boy: "Of
course there isn't. If there was, you wouldn't be gilt edges, $8.00
and of saying what he thinks.-Spinoza.
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con·
here."
tslnlng nearlY 1,300 pages-a complete edltlon-wlth two
THOU, proud man, look upon yon starry vault.
Now doth the rural matron
steel engravfngs-,a medallion portrait, and a full length
Survey the countless gems that thickly stud
likeness of the author. Cloth, $8.00; leather, red burnished
Prepare her garden patch;
edges, ~.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The night's imperial cha1iot. . .
Erstwhile the hen approacheth,
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
Now, proud man, now where is thy greatness fled?
To scratch, and scratch, and scratch.
reality of divine revelati~n. Decidedly tne most thor·
What art thou in the scale of the universe?
ongh
and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural·
NoTICE at the door of a ready-made clothinq•s Ism ever
written. By F. w. Newman, Emeritus Profes·
Less, less than nothing I
-R: Ki.rke White.
tablishment in one of the poorer quarters of Pans: sor of the London University 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth,
DR. P .ALEY used to consider the Thirty-nine Ar- "Do not go somewhere else to be robbed; walk in $4.00: leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
ticles of religion as mere articles ·of peace of which here."
'Analysis of' Religious BelieC. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
it was impossible that the framers could expect
"PAPA, I saw a young sparrow fall out of its By VIscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
any one person to- believe the whole, as they connest this morning." "Well, what of it, my son 1'• twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $8.00; leather, $4.00;
tain altogether about two hundred and forty dis"Why, I don't think the Lord could hav noticed its morocco, gilt edges, ~.50.
tinct and many of them inconsistent propositions.
fall, papa, because the cat got it."
The Great Works ot' Thomas Paine. In·
-Life of Paley.
eluding The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,
A YOUNG gentleman the other day asked a young Reply to Bishop of Llandafl:, Letter to Mr. Ersklne Easal"
SWEET are the uses of adversity,
Dreams, Letter to Camllle Jordan, The Rellg1on of
lady what she thought of the married state in geri- on
Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous,
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The RiKhts of
m·al. "Not knowing, I can't tell," was the reply, Man· the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head;
"but if you and I were to put our heads together, plate' portrait. 800 p~es, Svo. Cloth, $8.00; leather, $4.00;
And this our life, exempt from public haunt,
m¥~,:'0f0r';,~iedge:l ht50wlnmes are ealled "The Truth
Finds tongues in trees, books in the running I could givyou a defiuit answer."
Seeker Library~' :t¥ all are ordered together and sent by
brooks,
A GENTLEJIIAN who always mea~t to pay his . express, one dollar will be deducted f1'9m the price of
Sermons in stones, and good in everything.
each.
debts, but could not make up his mind to do so, . Nature's Revelations o:f Character; or
-Sl!akSlJere.
drove a pair of splendid bays. "Ah I my friend," Physio~nomy Illustrated. The science of Individual traits portral"ed by the temperaments and f eaIs there for honest poverty
said he, "how do you do? How do you like my tures.
Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. -By Joseph Simms,
To hang its head and a' that?
hosses 1 Very costly. What do you think I gave M.D. 650 p~g<>s ,Svo. Cloth. $8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
The coward slave, we pass him by,
for the pair?" The false, inhuman friend, or rath· gilt edges, $4.50.
Paine's Works.
we dare be poor for a' that.
er fiend, simply grunted, "I guess you gave your
For a' that and a' that;
note."
Paine's Theolo~~;ical Works, including The
Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Letter to the
Our toils ohscure and a' that.
A :MISSING RAILROAD.-When Cheyenne Was in Bishop of Llanua!I, Reply to Mr. Erskine,Letter to Camille
The rank is but the guinea-stamp,
the zenith of its glory, a sign of "General Offices Jordan, etc., ete., with a life of Paine and a steel-plate
The man's the gowd for a' that.
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
of the Cheyenne, Pacific Slope, and Sandwich Is·
-Burns.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one voJ-·
lands Railroad" was hung out without creating ume, as above. $3, U, $4.50.
THE world has been progressing all along the least surprise. If one person asked another
Paine's Political Works, ln~lndlng Common
through the ages; but all of good, all of truth, where the depot of said road was, there might hav Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
or all of wisdom is confined to no one god, man, or been some hesitation about answering it, but it was
0
1
race, people, or age. And it is a very great and some time after the sign was ont before any spe- an11J:b,t,~~ t~UJ~~sWitho!tn .!~~":; fntlg~e ~~~
Paper,
25
cents,
or
5
for
$1.
Cloth,
50
cents.
monstrous mistake to say the Bible has emancipat- cial inqui1ies began to be made. Then an Eastern
The Age ofReason and An Examination
ed woman. Why, I could fill volumes with the man walked in one day, carpet-bag in hand, and ot'
the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7.5
wrongs, indignities, and cruelties that hav been said:
cents.
perpetrated upon women in the name of the
"I suppose you connect at San Francisco with the
ComJUon Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.~
Bible.-Elmina JJ. Blenker.
regular steamers?"
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
"Well,
yes;
I
suppose
we
shall,"was
the
hesitatincluslv.
Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
WE see in needleworks and embroideries it is
ing
reply.
The Rights ofMan. For the oppreB!ed of human•
more pleasing to hav a lively work upon a sad and
ity. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
" Shall? Isn't your road through yet?"
solemn ground than to hav a dark and melancholy
"Well, not quite."
work upon a lightsome ground; judge, therefore,
D.M. Bennett's Works.
" Do you take in Salt Lake?
of the pleasure of the heart by the pleasure of the
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
"Salt Lake? Yes, I think we do."
eye. Certainly virtue is like precious odors, most
i"ormers. 1,075 p;>ges, Svo. Cloth, $8.00; leather, ~.00;
"How much for a ticket 1"
frequent where they are incensed or crushed; for
morocco, gilt edges, ~.50.
"Well, I can't say exactly, as we havn't any on
prosperity doth best discover vice, but adversity
The Cham})ions of the Chnr~h; Their
sale yet."
Cri01es and Persecutions. Bvo. 1,119 pages.
doth best discover virtue.-Baccm.'s Essays.
$8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
Cloth,
"Can I get one at the depot?"
IT is melancholy to see how helplessly Addison
The Gods and Reli!il"ions of Ancient and
"Well, I think not; we havn't any depot yet."
Modern
'I' iDles. Two VOlumes. Written In raison.
gropes his way from blunder to hlunder in his fa" Can I pay on the train?"
'
mens" Essay on the Evidences of Christianity."
~1~~1\Per~$o/.'<X1;el~ ~~~~c'i:a~~ft~d~~~.\~~J,~o vo umes;
"Well, you see, we hav no trains yet."
He assigns, as grounds for his religious belief, stoFroDl Behind the Bars. A series of letters
" I suppose I can walk on the track?" persisted
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
ries as absurd as that of the Cock-law ghost, and the stranger.
forge11.es as rank as Ireland's Vortigern, puts faith
An Infidel Abroad. A series o! letters written
"Well, I should hav no objection if we had a
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
in the lie about the Thunde1ing Legion, is con- track."
$1.50.
vinced that Tiberius moved the Senate to admit
"No depot, no tickets, no trains, no track I What
The SeDlitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
Jesus among the gods, and pronounces the Letter sort of a railroad hav you got, anyway?"
upon the gods of the Semitic natlons.tlncludlng Allall,
of Agbarus, king of Edessa, to be a record of great
Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus uhrlst, the VIrgin
"wen, you see it's only on paper thus far, but as Jehovah,
Mary,andtheBible. To the latter230 pagesare devoted,
authority. Nor were these errors the etrects of su- soon as we sell eight million dollars' worth of showing
that book to be a very Inferior production for a
perstition, for to superstition .Addison was by no stock we shall begin grading and rush business first-class God. S3S large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents;
means prone. The truth is that he was writing right along. If you happen to be going along when cloth, $1.
about what he did not understand.-.Macaulay.
JudaisDl, ChristianitY, and MohaJUDled·
we get to going, we will put you through as low as
anisJU examined hlstorlcalry and critically. It Is
any other responsible route."
thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
THE disciplin of slavery is unknown
The stranger stuck ·his hands in his pockets, that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
Amongst us; hence the more do we require
stared hard, whistled softly, and .then walked out
Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
The disciplin of virtue; order else
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
on tip-toe without another word.
Cannot subsist, nor confidence, nor peace.
cloth,$1.
Thus, duties rising out of good possessed,
The HuJUphrey·Bennett Discussion. A
SHE SHOOED IT A WAY.-They were a party of
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. BenAnd prudent caution needful to avert
four couples coming over on the steamboat Sauce- nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Impending evil, equally require
.
lito last Sunday, and the prettiest girl of the gushBennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
That the Whole people should be taught and ers looked up to Mount Tamalapais and said:
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven ani! Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50
trained.
"Oh, that horrid mountainl I had the most cents.
So shall licentiousness and black resolve
frightful adventure up there last summer you ever
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,000 qnes·
Be rooted out, and virtuous habits
heard of. It's a wonder my hair didn't turn tlons propounded to his Jewish Godshlp upon a great variTake their place; and genuin piety descend,
ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
white."
Like an inheritance, from age to age.
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
"What on earth was it?" chorussed the rest.
Why and Wherefore. (Forthcoming.) 350 PP•
- WwdswClrlk
"Well, you see, I was up there with a private 12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
THE grand project of all for defeating and extir- picnic party, and I wandered otr by myself about a
Deacon SkidDlore's Letters. First Deacon of
pating· heresy was brought to maturity in Spain. mile, picking flowers. After a while I sat down to Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church Incidents
his evolution from Christianity to Liberalism. Paper,
But as it sometimes happens that the physician is rest in a lonely canyon, and before long I heard a and
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
able to cure the disease, but that when the disease queer rustling sound in some bushes right behind
Anthony Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
is thoroughly conquered the patient dies, so it me. I knew at once, somehow, that it was a griz- Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
·
happened in Spain that no sooner was heresy ex- zly.,,
Eighth and Last Letter froDl Ludlow•
"Great Scott! and you all alone!" shuddered her Street Jail. 10 cents.
tirpated than the state declined and perished. In
fact the Spanish Inquisition, by making every ex- escort.
Letters :from Albany Penitentiary. 25
" Not a soul within a mile of me. I was just par· cents.
ertion of the mind dangerous, all theological
Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind. 10 cents.
learning penal, and all social intercourse beset alyzed with terror. I didn't dare to stir, but in a
The Gods ot'Snperstitio~. 8 cents.
with unseen pitfalls, extinguished the minds of the minute I heard the beast coming toward me
The Great Religionsofthe World. 10cts.
nation, destroyed liberty in its Parliament, valor through the thicket."
"Oh, if I had only been there," said the young
in its armies, wisdom in its statesmen, arid made
Open Letter to Sa01nel Colgate. 10 cents.
one of the proudest and bravest nations in the man, breathing very hard.
3 esus Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
"I knew it was no use to try and run, and I had
world a byword of imbecil!ty, ignorance, and apAn Hour With the Devil. 10 cents.
heard somewhere that bears never touch dead peoathy.-Eart Russell.
Sinful Saints and Sinful Shepherds. 10
ple. So I just shut my eyes and held my breath."
cents.
EDUCATioN promotes peace by teaching men
"Gracious!"
Honest questions and Honest Answers.
the realities of life and the obligations which are
"Pretty soon that great brute walked up close Scents.
involved in the very existence. of society; it pro- and began sniffing me all over. Oh, it was just terAn Open Letter to 3 esus Christ. 5 cents.
motes intellectual development, not only by train- rible!"
B. F. 1Jnderwood's Works.
ing the individual intellect, but by sifting out from
"Should hav thought you would hav fainted."
Essays and Lectures. Embracing Influence of
the masses of ordinary or inferior capacities those
"Oh, I didn't dare to," said the heroin.
Christianity on Civilization\ Christianity ana Materialism;
who are competent to increase the general welfare
"Just then, I suppose, the party rushed up and What Liberalism o!Iers In Pmce of Christianity; Scientific
Materialism; Woman; Spiritualism from a Materialist!~
by occupying higher positions; and, lastly, it pro- rescued you," said the appalled audience.
standpoint; Paine the Political and Religious Reformhe r,
motes morality and refinement by teaching men
"No, they didn't. Pretty soon I felt the great Materialism and Crime: Will the Coming Man Wars 1P
Y Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authiodrlty
to disciplin themselvs and by leading them to· see beast pulling at the flowers in my hat, so I just got God
of the Bible; Freethought Judged by Its Fruits; Our eas
that the highest, as it is the only permanent, con- up and shooed the horrid thing away."
o! God. 300 pp,, paper. 60 cents; cloth, $1.
tent is to be attained, not by groveling in the rank
"What, the grizzly?"
Infln<'nce of Christianity upon Civfitzaand steaming valleys of sense, but by continual
"Oh, it wasn't a grizzly. It was a nasty old cow. t.ion. 25 cents.
~hristianity and Materialism. 15cents.
striving toward those high peaks, where, resting But just suppos~ it had been a grizzly!"
in eternal calm, reason discovers the undefined
But the audience refused to "suppose," and the •what I,iberalisJU Oft'ers in Place of
but bright ideal of the highest Good-" a cloud by party looked like a Quaker funeral until the boat Christianity. 10 cents.
l'l<'lcntilic Materialism: Its Meaning and
day, a pillar of fire by nlght."-lb1xley.
sfi·uck the wharf.
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t·fr'M~~. tfJ~e!rs?litical an,d _Re~igi~~s Be•
'Voml\n: Jie.r Past and Prese.;,t·; . Her
Rights l\nd 'Vrongs. 10 cents. ·
ltlaterialisDl anll Crt01e. 10cents.
. 'Viii the CoDling jUan 'Vorship God t
10 cents.
Crilnes aud Cruelties ot' Christianity. 10
cents.
Twelve Tract.s. Sclentltlc and Theological. 20 cts,
Bur~~;ess-1Jndcrwood Debate. A four days'
debate llctween B. F. Underwood and Prof. 0. A. Bul'Kess,
President o! tile N01·thwestern Christian University,
Indianapolis, Ind. Accurately reported. 188 pp. Paper
50 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
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Fully reported. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

Miscellaneous Works.
The Martyrdo01 ot' ltian. Embracing the four
divisions o! Wt~r, Religion, Liberty, and Intellec~A work
o!rare merit, and written In supcr10r style. B
inwood
Reade. New edition. 5-14 pages. Price reduc1l from ts
to$1.75.
The C••eed of Cllristendo01. Its foundation

~~~~asg>,~e '6}t~h~t~1e~~~:t~~~';;i\\~~t w~lk.':ve~r~~en,~

Price $1.50.
Revelations ot' Antichrist~ An exhaustlv work
rovlng concluslvly that no snell person as Jesus Christ ex.
stedln the reign o!Tibcrlus, but that a Jesus, the son of

r.

~t~r£1~(~~~:~P~~~, lW~~~n~~~~~?~f1a~ ~:t~~~~zPdefg~ea~~~

tie Paul, both llved nml died. before the Christian era.
446 pages and full index. Prlco, $2.00.
Tile Jalnieson-Ditzlec!j Debate. A nine

~':?;~· ~~~~~,:'$~g.' }~~.f~~!~on ~~~stif~i~YJa"c~~ ¥1P~r::;

D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Tile Pro and Con ot' Supernatural Be•
ligion. Doth sides fairly and ablY -presented. By E. E.
Gulld. ex-Universalist clergyman. "Paper, 80 cents; cloth,
50 cents.
The 'l'rnth Seeker Collection or Forms,
Hyn1ns, and Recitations. Containing forms tor
ol'!l'anizlng societies, marriage, funeral servlcestE.!'mlng O!
lntants, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc. Also
Liberal
and Spmtualist.lc Hymns for public meetings, funerals,
social gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful RecItations for various public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, tiO
cents; cloth, 75ceuts.
The Jleathens of the Heath. A finely written
Radical romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter
~eaJ~c~~~~'P~r~~sce~t[; gfot~~,\·§s~· 500 pages. Prlee
Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
~~~~~ i.o ~f. ~ederlka Macdonald. 404 pages. Price re.
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25

The Darwins. A domestic Radical story. By Mrs.
Elmlna Drake Slenker, author of John's Way, Studying
the Bible, and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cents;
cloth, 75cents.
John's Way. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 15 cents.
'l'he Clerfzyman's VictiJUS. A Radical sto~
~:~d~¥ ~"J:"ll:'if~~ J~.n~y~~~~~~~-by the professe

~~~h?~J:d~~t;di~o~~ell3ff~lt~~~~'ife~~~~~~~'!i

Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.
The Adventures ot· Elder Triptolemus

~~~·hSY,~~~Y~~fu~~=~tg£e,i~~~~~~~n.,smg/g"~,:>:~~

ete. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Li:fe. A Romance of earth, heaven.
and hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents.
Chronicles o:f Simon Christianus. His
manifold and wonderful adventures In the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture (evidentlY Inspired) discovered by
1. N. Fidel. From the English. "Very rich. 25 cents.
ADlberley's Li:fe o:f Jesus. His character and
doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religious Belie!. By Vis·
count Amberley. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
Jesus Christ. His llf"<t miracles, deity, teachings,
and Imperfections. By W. S. .tsell. 25 cents.
Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the contradlations and doubts In which the subject Is Involved. :lly W.
s. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
An Outline o:f the French Revolution 1
Its Causes and Results. A clear and compre.
henslv portrayal of this Interesting portion of human history. By W.J:l. Bell. 25 cents.
Last Will and Testa01ent o:f Jean Mes•
lier, a curate of a Romlsh church In France, contain·
ing the best of his writings. 25 cents.
A Few Words about tb.e Devil, and Other
Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait of the
writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
Voltaire in Exile. Translated from the French of
M. Gastineau bft his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
ff.'h~S~rs;,:P~~~ fs f~e"it!~ecfori:~ ~ter never before pubSix Lectures on Astronomy.· By Prof. R. A.
Proctor. 20 cents.
Pocket Theolo~~;y. By Voltaire. Comprising
terse, witty, and sarcastic definitions of the terms used
in theology. The only edition In English. 25 cents.
Religion Not History. An able examination aS
the Morals and Theology of the New Testament. By Prof.
F. W. Newman, o! the London University. 25 cents.
·
Sixteen Saviors or None. By Kersey Graves,
author of the World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; The
Bible of Bibles, and Biography of Satan. Paper,75cts;
cloth, $1.
Outlines of Phrenololii"Y• By F. E. Aspinwall
M.D. Most acceptable to Llbera1s of anything of the kind
published. Paper, 50 cts; cloth, 75 cts.
The Holy Bible Abridged. Containing the
choice passages and lev ely morceaus particularly pleasing

to Comstock. 169 pages. Paper, SO cts; cloth, 50 cts.
l!lnperstition; The Religion of Believe or be
Damned, an Open Letter to the St. John's School Board.
By M. Babcoclt. 25 cents.
Why Don't God Kill the Devil? A Series
of Essays dedicated to the St. Johns School Board. By
M. Babcock. 25 cents.
The Ghost of St. Johns. By M. Babcock. 25
cents.
Procee(lings and Addresses at the Wat•
kins Convention. 400 pages of excellent Speechel
and Essays. Price reduced to $1..00.
Truth Seel~er Tracts. Bound In volumes o! 528
pages each-Vols.I, II, Ill, IV, and v. Each volume con·
talning 525 pages-thirty tracts or more. A Library within
thcmselvs of most excellent Radical reading matter at a
low price. Paper, 60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. If tho
whole set are taken-paper, 50ctsi cloth, 75cents each.

The Anonymous Hypothesis of Crea•
tion. A llrlef Review of the so-called Mosaic Account.
By James J. Furniss. Cloth, 50 cts.
Tile Essence ot' Relig-ion. From the German
of L. ~'cuerbacl). Autlwr of tne Essence o! ChristianitY,
etc. Price, In Cloth, reduced to 50 cts.
'l'he Philosophy of Spiritualism, and the
Philosophy and Treatment a! Medlomanla. By Frederlo
R. Marvin, M.D .. Cloth, 50 cents.
ISSllf'S
tile Age. Consequences Involved In
modern thought. A work showing much study and great
familiarity wltll other writers and thinkers. By Henry
C. Pedder. Price $1.
Scphcr Toldoth Jcshu; or, the Book of the
Goneratlon of Jesus. l!'lrst translation Into English o! "
remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original from
which tile story of Jesus was made up. 20 cents.
.
Eight Sdentific Tracts. 20 cents.
The Tl"llth Seeker; In Bound Volumes. Vohune
I., $1.50; Vol.ll. (16months) III., and IV., f2.50 each; Vols,
V ., VI., and Vll., $8.50 each. Entire set, by express, e15.
New England a•ul the People up There
A Humorous Lecture. By George E. Macdona!a. lOcent:..
BlakcDlan's 200 Poetical Riddles. 20 cent&.
Tile Godly 'Vo01cn or the Bible. Sharp
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JAPAN is now supporting six large universities on the European plan.
THE audience· which gathered in
Rochester to hear Talmage lecture was
so small that he refused to appear.
AccoRDING to Secretary Blaine, there
are more than 1,000,000 applications for
. office on file in the various departments
"at Washington.
THERE are many prehistoric ruins in
Arizona. A writer in the Tucson Citizen
says that six miles north of Camp
Lowell, at the bd'se of the Santa Catalina Mountains, there are the remains
of an ancient town, covering an area of
over sixty acres.
IT is said that the wife of an English
officer has written to tell him that,
having embraced Buddhism, she, in
right of her new faith, divorces him. It
is inferred that her change of faith will
be extensi vly followed if it be found to
carry with it such privileges.
SAD it is to learn that the. Rev. Sidney
M. Stray, of Warrensburg, Ohio, had
to be suspended by the Troy Presbytery.
He went a-Stray. LATER: The Rev. Mr.
Stray ran away and committed suicide
by drowning himself in the Missouri
river. ·Let us hope he has gone to
Jesus.
MExiCo is becoming the favorit field
for missionary enterprise. The Methodist church South appropriates $82,500
tliis year, and other denominations are
showing increased energy in that direction. Mexico will, at ·this rate, soon
outrank China and Africa in missionary
estimation.
A STRIKING illustration of the depreciation in the value of landed property
is afforded by a remark made recently
by one of the richest noblemen in England, who, in conversation on the subject, said he should be glad to get a
return of 1 per cent on the estimated
value of his land.
BISMARCK is becoming thoroughly dis•
tressed over the German exodus to
America. The cause of it is the immense standing army which Germany
supports; and as the remedy is disbandment, it will not be applied in
Bismarck's time. In consequence the
emigration will continue.
THE steeple of the Congregational
church in Northfield, Minn., was 135
feet high. A sudden storm knocked it
to splinters and scattered its remains
around the neighborhood. The church
was not quite finished, but its wreck is
almost total. Thus the mysterious
workings of divine providence are manifested.
Punch records the· following conversation: "How uncommonly well the
Tories hav treated Bradlaugh !" "What I
treated him well! Why, they don't
allow him to enter the House." "Ex.actly. They spare him all the boredoms of debates, but let him go into
the smoking and dining rooms, where
all thlil fun is."
T!IE Rev. Dr. Henry W. Bellows,
pastor of All Souls church, at Fourth
avenue and Twentieth street, said Sun·
day morning, in a sermon on the
revised New Testament, that the revision was, in his opinion, an unnecessary work. It might not result in p0sitiv injury, but it could hardly effect
much good. The King James version
was good.
·
THE new firm of Moody & Miller has
gone into the revival business. The
senior partner is Dwight L. Moody, the
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famous evangelist, forme~ with Ira
D. Sanke~, and the junior is E. F.
Miller, formerly a workman in the car
shops at Denver. Moody and Sankey
are said to hav disagreed as to the
division of the proceeds from the sale
of Sankey's hymn books, and Miller is
to take the place of Sankey in the new
concern.
IN his recent speech in Philadelphia,
Mr. Franklin B. Gowen repeats what
he said long ago before a committee of
Congress, namely, that the Supreme
Court of Pennsylvania is the property
of the· Pennsylvania Railroad. He
might also hav said, hut he did not,·
that so long as the judges allow themselva to be transported on Uee passes,
which the law allows only to employees
of the company, they cannot complain
if they are placed in that category.
SoME of the pyramids of Sakkara, near
Cairo, Egypt, h!!.V been opened by the
expert Maspero. 'rhe. ones explored are
those containing the tombs of the Egyptian kings of the fifth dynasty. On the
mortuary chapels of these are inscriptions of small and closely-written texts,
which, properlyinterpreted, giv details
of the religious beliefs and customs
which prevailed at the time the inscrlPtions were made, and which show that
previous belief on these matters is utterly at fault. This discovery is regarded as of great value to archreologists, historians, and scientists.
SAYs Col. Ingersoll, speaking of the
Pueblos: "I saw but few of the nativs.
I met a great number of real big-hearted, generous Americans. I am told,
though, that the Pueblos are most excellent, industrious, honest, ignorant,
.:and harmless people-that they are as
patient as the little donkeys that they
maul. The Pueblos are all Catholics,
and hav been turned over by the Interior Department to the Presbyterians.
It seems to me almost cruel to take
advantage of a poor Indian in. that
way. It is bad enough to be a savage,
but to be a savage and a Presbyterian
is too much. The Pueblos are now a
good sort of folks, but after the Presbyterians hav had them in charge for a
few years they had better be watched."
THE scheme for connecting Great Britain with the Continent by a tunnel
under the English Channel has received a fresh impulse from the publication of the report for 1880 of the
business of the Suez Canal. The canal
earned last year over $8,000,000 gross,
and $7,000,000 net, and it being estimated that the channel tunnel can be constructed for $50,000,000, returns equally
lucrativ in comparison are expected from
it. At all events, the four hundred
founders' shares of $1,000 each, which
carry the privilege of subscribing to the
capital should the enterprise be seriously undertaken, are now selling for
$20,000 each. The original $1,000 founders' shares of the Suez Canal are now
represented by stock worth $133,000 each.
THosE who sit up to see the comet in
the small hours of the morning will be
rewarded for their pains by another
celestial spectacle hardly less interesting
than the comet itself. Venus, Jupiter,
Saturn, and Mars are now grouped close
together in the morning slfy, and they
present a splendid appearance. Venus
is not far past her period of greatest
brilliancy, and she outshines all the
others, the vapors of the horizon making her. scintillate in a manner that,
though provoking enough in the telescope, adds to' her beauty as seen by the
unassisted eye. Jupiter is very bright;
Saturn's rings are still opening wider,
and Mars is growing larger as he nears
the earth, and in a short time will be
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in a position to afford possessors of
powerful telescopes a good view of his
continents and oceans.
How THE GoDLY WoRK IT.- A woman
appeared at a Rock Island hotel, engaged. a room, and asked to hav her
brother sent up when he arrived. A
sleek young man soon came, inquired
if his sister was there, and was shown to
her apartment. A bottle of whisky was
ordered, and the next thing heard from
the pair was the noise of boisterous
revelry. The landlord interrupted the
diversion, and threatened to turn the
disturbers out. The young man, who
was very drunk, sobbed out in a maudlin way, "For God's sake, don't do that;
I'm·a Methodist preacher. I am, really;
my name is Meredith." He told the
truth, for he was the Rev. Geo. Francis
Meredith, a remarkably popular pastor
of a church at Kansas City, and the
woman was a deacon's wife.
A CANADA man who livs in Ottawa has
been imitating the example of Noah.
It has been revealed to him that there
will be a great flood. He has been
building an ark in which he and his
family may safely stem the current of
the rising waters. The neighbors laugh
at the precautions taken by this man,
but he says he can stand it, for he has
no doubt that Noah was laughed at by
the people who saw him building his
ark. The ark-builder's wife has been
busy for some days cooking provisions
for his expected voyage, and it is understood that the family will be ready to
embark at a moment's notice when the
waters rise sufficiently to float the vessel. PrQbably this· modern Noah will
hav a fine time in getting pairs and
sevens of all species of animal life in his
boat.
THE Rev. James E. Hall was deposed
from the Congregational ministry at
Roxbury, Mass., on account of injudicious attentions to the women of his
congregation. He claimed that his punis.hment was utterly undeserved, and he
went to St. Louis for the purpose, be
said, of demonstrating his piety by a life
free from the shadow of reproach. He
joined a Presbyterian church in that
city, and took a foremost part in its
affairs, preparatory to an early return
to the pulpit. But he has had a second
and dreadful set back. Sisters Burge
Sayres, Stone, Adams, and Wallace, of
the same congregation, all say that he
has engaged himself to marry them,
while he has really married Miss Hardwicks, notwithstanding the existence of
a legal wife in Massachusetts. His affairs are further complicated by the
exposure of a plan to elope with a pretty
inmate of a. girls' reformatory institution.
WHAT will the American Bible Society
do with the revised New Testament?
The Rev. Dr. Taylor, formerly secretary
of the society, says in the Independent
,that it will "wisely and necessarily
refuse to be forced into any measure
for the premature adoption and publication of a revision which has yet to
endure the double test of critical scholarship and of popular approval." He
thinks that the present demand for the
volume is being fully supplied by private publishers. "Nor will Bible societies," :Q.e adds, " find their vocation
gone by continuing to print and circulate the common version. The most
that they can do will be to publish the
New concurrently with the Old, and
this they will. do only when they tind
the demand sufficiently urgent to justify
the change of constitutions and charters,
and the necessary risks and expenses of
the work; but until there shall be more
unanimity in its favor, on both sides of
the ocean, they will make haste slowly."

SPAIN will elect a new 0ortes on Sept.
20th.
THE Earl of Harrington died on the
26th.
SILAS HERRING, the safe man, died on
the 24th.
TALMAGE will rest his arms and legs
till September.
DIPHTHERIA prevails in Brooklyn to an
unusual extent.
CRosBY has resigned the chancellorship
of the New York University.
A NEW comet was discovered last week
and photographed by Prof. Henry Draper.
THERE are sixty millions of bullion in
the United States assay office in this
city.
THE yacht Anna was sunk in the East
river by an excursion boat last Sunday.
No lives were lost.
THE Jesuits hav been expelled from
Nicaragua for inciting insurrections
against the government.
CoL. CASH, who killed . Col. Shannon
in a duel, has been acquitted of the
cha.rge of murder by a South Carolina
jury.
GRANT and Garfield met for a few
minutes at a Presidential reception at
Long Branch. The meeting was not
very cordial.
A METHODIST exhorter was arrested on
Sunday at Alexandria, Va., for preaching in the street in violation of the
mayor's injunction .
TwENTY-FIVE thousand acres of wheat
were destroyed in Redwood and Brown
counties, Minnesota, by a storm of rain
and hail on the 25th.
THE Republican .fight still goes on
over the U. S. senators at Albany, The
bnbery committee is through taking
testimony, but has not yet reported.
BRADLAUGH'B demurrer to the judgment condemning him to pay a fine of
£500 for each vote cast byj him in the
House of Commons has been overruled.
THE Tribune givs a list of twenty Republican assemblymen who are "owned"
by outsiders and C()rporations and who
vote as they are directed by their masters.
THE State Association for the Protection of Game held their annual shooting tournament at Coney Island last
week. Prizes aggregating $11,000 were
shot for and 20,000 pigeons were used.
A SERIOUs outbreak has occurred
among the Pahutes in Utah. Cattle
men had a two-days' fight with them,
killing twelve. It is probable that an
Indian war is at hand and troops are
being forwarded.
NEARLY two hundred persons were
killed by the giving way of a bridge
over the San Antonio river in Mexico
last week. The whole train was precipitated into the river. The killed
were mostly soldiers.
THE Nihilists hav addressed a letter
to the czar. saying he has not been sentenced to death and add that further
violent measures are unnecessary as
the acts of new ministers are fast driv·
ing the people to revolution.
JoHN H. GRISCOM, the Chicago faster,
started on his fifth week almost as
fresh as at the start. Last week he
walked twelve miles in two days and
lifted a weight of 400 pounds, showing
he is very far from being disabled.
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I was convinced that I, heretofore, had not been against their will, sometimes ,speak in_ their breast,
thinking, but dreaming; that I endeavored to picture and thus compel them to acknowledge there is right,
in my fancy objects which are without connection and, say what one will, virtue is amiable; and did
with experience and the sensual world, objects which not this gigantic power pull them along against
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
only want to be touched by the glances of reason; their will, truly, sir, these human beings would be
TRANSLATED FROM THE GER:MAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH that all my unbelief originated only therein; that I the most dangerous beasts on the globe. The frightDANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
would philosophize with my power of imagination, ful inclinations, the passions of the wild animal are
and, from the nature of the divinity or from the nature in them, terribly coupled with the pruden.ce of the
CHAPTER XI.
and possibility of eternal being, would create,' as it human mind.'
.
Here the abbe was silent again. While we mediwere, a picture-like representation, as one is accus" 'Dear Alamontada,' said I, moved by the power
tated upon the last words of Alamontada he turned
the leaves in the book. He finally found the sought- tomed to hav them of sensual things. I was convinced and highness with which he spoke to me, 'then thou
for passage, and said, "Hear, my dear friends, yet that the child who imagins to itself God as a mighty, also believest that the wisest among mortals must
the last for to-day, and once for me, and perhaps, aged man; the savage, who thinks him to be a de- ·hav religion, not only because he will and shall not
for you now, the most important of all that that ven- structiv fire...:...that all, with child-like daringness, de- be a being in opposition with himself, but, also, beceived themselvs.
cause he needs a religion in order to be virtuous. I
erable slave spoke."
"'But, dear Alamontada,' said I, 'man is in spite confess, to my astonishment, about that thou hast
"Ah ! " cried the tender Roderick with emotion,
"is that possible? A slave! -a galley-slave! How of all, a very sensual being, and his power of imag- hitherto been entirely silent. For one comprehends
could so much wisdom be found in him, or rather, ination cannot rest. It demands t<r represent to it- in that which thou callest religion what others call
how could a man of such insight, of such lofty prin- self the supreme being in some manner. Thou must natural religion, or religion of reason, not only a
ciples, err so deeply that he was forged to the bench confess thyself that thou art not always capable to belief i'n a God and the immortality of the spirit,
of the greatest criminals for life? It is incompre- keep thy mind upon the same bight of strained med- but, also, of the holy order of the universe, that is,
itation; that it relieves thee, then, to think of God, the belief that, here Clr there, sooner or later, recomhensible ! "
"To-morrow you shall learn this also," said Dillon, when thy spirit has relaxed under the pressure of thy pense takes place, a punishment of vice, a reward of
noble souls. To that, my dear, I would hav liked
" how a strange chain of circumstances could so mortal body and circumstances.'
"'Certainly,'
replied
Alamontada.
'Not
always
long
ago to hav called thy attention, if fear to interdeeply ruin the good Alamontada. Behold, beloved
ones, I honor his memory, like the memory of a am I inclined and able to think the godhead in clear rupt the course of thy thoughts had not kept me
saint. He has written a diary of his unfortunate ideas. It is pleasing to me, as a man, to draw God, track."
(TO BE CONTINUED,)
life ; out of this I afterward put his biography to- as it were, nearer to me and to make him better acquainted
with
t:he
rest
of
my
perceptions.
In
such
gether, as well as from what he verbally has related
Ecce Diabolus.-Continued.
to me about it. He left me this diary and his little hours he appears to me as a sacred, all-loving being,
h~ called myself and all else into existence to
writings, written mostly on the ship or on the hot who
enjoy blissfulness. His wisdom, of which millions SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THAT HORRIBLE AND CRUEL ORshores of Africa, as a bequest. But I was not yet of testimonials occupy me, and his holiness, awaken
DINANCE IN DEVIL-WORSHIP, NAMELY, BLOODY SACRIsatisfied with that. I wanted to become the possessFICES AND BURNT-OFFERINGS,, BY THE VERY REV. EVAN
in
me
a
childlike,
unlimited
confidence
in
him,
as
DAVIES (MYFGR MORGANWG) D. D., L.L.D., ARCH DRUill'
or of his chain. I received it. A skilled mastet:
my father. It pleases me to giv myself up to him.
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
also painted his picture for me."
TRANSLATED BY MORION B. c.
"His picture ! ". exclaimed Roderick, "and that It does me good to cry out my grief before him. It
To further prove that black Saturn, the seve_n, th
you hav never yet shown us. Truly, he is one of the satisfies me to complain to him what my human
brethren do not want to hear. I am then not enmost noble among men. I conjilre you, dear abbe, tirely
forsaken, and there is one who takes pity upon zodiacal symbol, is mixed up in the Hebrew deity,
show me his portrait ! "
they name their seventh day after him, and keep it
Dillon arose. We took the candles and followed m~~ 'Behold, dear sir, this belief in God, the neces- holy, as his day on which he rested. The cessation
our friend through several rooms into the library,
of the work of Hu in September, when growth ceases
fi
h ·d
f
S
sity, the unavoidableness, of my eternal existence,
which was, at the same time, his study-room. He no
matter how and where-this is my religion. And and decay commences, rst gave t e 1 ea o a abstepped before a glass case and opened the door.
this religion hav all nations, all human bei.ngs who bath day. One of the astronomical titles of Saturn
There hung Alamontada's picture, and around it a
is Schebetai, and his angel was Sabbathai El. The
to some degree enjoy the development of their reason. God of Israel was also the god of the circumheavy iron chain.
"This chain," said Dillon," serves my saint instead
"' And Jesus Christ has rendered therein a great cision, an idea borrowed from the supposed emascuof a wreath of glory."
service to humanity, that he has represented to them lation of Hu when he lost his generativ force in
"Is it possible?" cried Roderick, with moist eye God under the picture of the father, as the holiest, autumn, and became Said Wrn; hence arose also the
and gently quivering voice; "is it then possible that most perfect, as the all-blissful and all-blessing be- idea of lllaking eunuchs. Also we find that the
a man like this had to bear that unfortunate fetter? ing, but which can be comprehended by no earthly Hebrews had in their country lingas (pillars in the
What nobility, what admirable tranquillity of dis- sense.
Bible), which had stood in Palestine since some long
position, in these features!"
"'But his teaching took, as it came to the different past age. Hence they boasted that their ancestors
Roderick was right. Here was not the hidden different colors and additions, according as a nation Jacob, Joshua, and others had reared these Celtic
gloominess, withdrawing into one's self, the rough, had already been more or less cultivated, or accord- symbols and instituted the ark~ of stone. In Deut.
the audacious, which commonly marks the faces of ing to the difference of their religious preconceptions, xxxii, 18 (Of the rock [stone, lmga] that begat thee
low, mean criminals. It was the countenance of a which it had before the appearance of Christianity, thou art unmindful and hast forgotten God that
sufferer, full of unspeakable highness and power. and afterward melted together, willingly or unwil- formed thee), we find the linga of Saturn referred
Out of the sickly, pale features; out of the languid lingly, with this.
to as the linga of Our Father. Further, it is easy to
lines around the closed lips; out of the slight incli"'There is an endless difference of degrees from prove that it was the tabernacle and ark of Saturn
nation of the head toward the shoulder; out of the low, coarse sensuality up to the trained power of rea- that they claim to hav borne through the wilderness.
forehead full of wrinkles, around which waved thin son; This variety causes the variety (not of religion, And in the Sanskrit Sinai it appears to be the mount
hair, turned gray altogether too early by heavy for there is only one religion in the universe), of Saturn which they called the mount of God. Shadai
grief, one recognized the nameless deep sorrow, and the additions to. religion, which are often taken for originally is identical with Seithyn and Satan (seventh
the thousand manifold sufferings, which must, in a one and the same, and on that account man believes symbol or autumnal equinox), but is, mixed up with
terrible row of years, gradually kill this noble man. in a plurality: of religions. Therefore arose and will other higher attributes, such as Hii, the regenerator
But the firm and yet so kind-hearted look of the arise the different religious parties, in these parties and savior, hence he became a trinity of infernal aseyes revealed again a character wherein calmness again the sects, and in the sects again the peculiar pects, destroying and hating, a mixed-up Pan-like
dwelt, while storms raged without; a spirit mighty religious perceptions of each individual. How can being (Pan is Capricorn), and this is the god of
through joyful consciousness, that could smile at the it be otherwise? Every educated person changes Abram, Isaac, and Jacob. Again, among the Jews
pains of its inclosure, and forgiv the vultures of his religion more than once during life, as his knowl- and Phrenicians we find that their god was god of
Prometheus while they tore at his heart.
edge, his moral wants, and his temperament change. clouds and darkness, that his worship originated in
We stood long before the attractiv painting: It Another faith has the child; another, when it ripens fear, that he was symbolized by a hurning fire,
seemed to us as if the sufferer's epirit floated over into youth; another, as a young man; another, as a supernal, infernal, and eternal. His eyes were as a
us. Melancholy took possession of our hearts. Dil- man rich in experience and forethought; another, flame, a river of brimstone flowed from his mouth,
lon laid his hand upon the chain, and, looking up- when he seizes the supporting staff of old age.
a river of fire from under his throne, and his feet as
ward, sighed:
"'And leave to them still this variety, which you a fiery furnace. ·
"It was an earthly angel! He was innocent and cannot root out. Every one has a belief answering
He was an avenger; it was fearful to fall into his
bore undeserved suffering. Ah! and h.ow he bore it! to his wants; changes the want, then thrives the hands, and he laughed and mocked at the misery of
Alamontada, one day I will die, like thee-would I busy mind further up, and the buds unfold them- mankind.
might do so with the high sense of virtue, like thy- selva to blossoms, and he is enveloped by a new beHe destroyed Sodom and Gomorrah with his favorself ! "
lief. You cannot become a world-reformer with the ite elements, and overwhelmed the earth with a
After a while Dillon led us back into the former sword. Opinions and ideas cannot be trimmed with flood. Other religions te~;~.ch that this was the
room.
the iron shears of power. Every religion becomes devil.
"It grows late, beloved," said he. "To-morrow purer and nobler through cutting loose from the
He was placed in the symbol of Scorpio, his
we shall enjoy the history of the remarkable man. coarser and then from the finer sensuality, and Levites were in the same sign. And they were
But yet, I promised to impart to you out of our con- strengthening of reason. Leave to the Roman Oath- priestsof .t~is s!mbol-serpent, dragon, or deviL After
versations, one of Alamontada's most important olio his grand pomp in temples and altars, and to the captiVIty m Babylon, they had lP.arned more.-:
thoughts. Collect once more your attention. It is the Mennonite his rustic simplicity, and to the And the leading Jews were ashamed to find that the
the loftiest thought that mortal, after the thought, thinker the quiet meditation within the walls of his principle of evil had been from time immemorial set
"God" can think. As often as it enters my soul, study-room. Only clear away everywhere obstacles up as their deity. In like manner the Christian
my soul feels its highness, its innate dignity. It which opp~se the education of the mind; make him fathers, having discovered their mistake, changed the
feels everything earthly leave it, and learns, discon- freer, more fit to think, and you hav done all that order of priesthood from Levi to Judah, or Hu Dad
nected with all parts of the universe, in solitude; be- you are obliged to do.
in Eilir (sun in Aries), and claimed it to be of the
longing only to itself, to recognize its high independ" 'Every man has his religion, except he only, order of Melchisedek, i. e., order of the bardic Gorence, and to imagin its destiny dawning in· far dis- who, with all talents, haE> not courage enough to con~ sedh of Druids.
tances."
sider himself, but floats in confused doubts, and, in
We find that the Gnostics, Ophites~ and ManiWe seated ourselvs again, as before. Then the order to rid himself of their unct>:m;fortableness, cheans (being more versed than others in the £ragabbe took the papers and read.
seeks to extingu~sh their memory in sensual dissipa- ments of Druidic.lore extant among the Magians)
tion, and with one proposition, accepted indiscrim- asserted at the commencement of the Christian era
inately and without further examination. These un- that the Jewish God was the Evil One deified, and
CHAPTER XII.
fortunate beings, whose teacher of morals and right Celsus also accuses the Christians of trying to resus"The longer I conversed with Alamontada the is only convenience, knot in themselvs the outer ends citate the old doctrin of the logos, which they did
more venerable he appeared to me.· He had become of human education together; brutality of their an- not understand.
my teacher, I, his pupil. I, sent by Captain Delau- imal nature, with keeu-sensedness, wit, and power of
Furthermore, all those nations which had deified
bin to lead him back to religion-he had become my discrimination.
· the evil principle believed that Ad on was his son and
converter. I felt my reason satisfied again within
If the voice of unconquerable nature (the law of not the son or vicegerent of Ion, who dwel~ in space,
itself, and my doubts reconciled with one another, reason) did not, against their expectations and as it is in the original bardism. Hence they call
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the angel of the bottomless pit Abadom, i. e., father then they came the same day into. my sanctuary ·to living, Rev. S. Baring-Gould, says: "It is singular
of Adon, the divine son. (And they had a king over profane it).
.
that neither Philo, Joeephm;, nor Justus of Tiberias
them which is the angel of the bottomless pit, whose
Undoubtedly thousands of children were slain in should hav ever alluded to Christ or to primitiv
name in the Hebrew tongue is Abadon, but in the the commemoration of the Passover and feast of the Christianity" (Lost ·and Hostile Gospels, p. 1).
Greek hath his name Appolyon-Apollo.-Rev. ix, Covenant in the early history of the Jews; and in · Tacitus, if he wrote the " annals," must hav done
11). The Jews again did not esteem the utterance the present day inhabitants of the Danubian princi- so after 117. But that the "annals" were forged
of the word as the most harmonious music ever palities accuse them of such practices, and make it by Poggio Bracciolini, A. D. 1429, and later, is now
heard, but rather as the word which made the de- lively for them once in a while. But as the Hebrews a demonstrated fact. See" Tacitus and Bracciolini,"
mons fear and tremble, corresponding nearly to the became better acquainted with the old fragmentary London, 1878. Pliny was governor of Bithynia A. D.
Diaspad of Druidism, the discordant sound represent- Celtic ideas, still extant among the oriental nations, 103. We hav "The Letters of Pliny," in ten bookS.
ing the name of Avagdhu, the demoniac howl. The they adapted their .deity more to the attributes of They doubtless existed at the close of the second
circumcision and emasculation are typical also of the Hu-as Alawn in Eilir (Aries), later Plennydh, the century, for Tertullian, A. D. 210, refers to them.
Said Wrn (sun's loss of energy). The strongest proof causer of life, an_d the logos, from Hefin (Cancer), What he says about the punishment of Christians in
is, as before stated, that the Hebrew God delighted finally becoming the triple I. A. Oh, Jehovah, the Bithynia amounts to nothing as proof of the existence
in slaughter and sacrifice, demanding and receiving God of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob. This triple of a Jesus in the reign of Tiberius. Is it not singua ransom; even the first-born male child, even de- deity was supposed to overshadow the ark, while lar that Pliny should hav preserved nine books of
manding the sacrifice of his own only begotten son his triple ray focussed in the Shechinah as the God letters written by himself and not one of the answers
Jesus Christ.
~
.
of the Covenant of Israel. And Ia-hoh with them, as thereto? But in his tenth book he givs one hundred
To understand the foregoing it is v.ecessary to ex- with the Druids, represented the mystic name ofGod, and twenty-two letters to and from the emperor Traplain and to bear in mind that in the primitiv bard- the MirificWord (Memra, Logos), Creator, Sustainer, jan. In a note to No. 1 the editor says that some
ism, Hu, the savior, or light, was th~ son of God, Leader, J osh"!la, Jesus. And as Hu is sometimes critics hav inferred from the different style of the
only begotten and first-born of Ion of space, and the called the Winged One, so Jehovah took form as letters to Trajan that they are the production of
black virgin of Arthan (chaos and night). Having Angel of the Covenant, Archangel, Angel of the another hand. However that may be, I undtrtake
adopted the Evil One as their deity, this sect there- Ark. And as Hu was one in many deified attributes, t-::> say that I cau show from internal evidence that
fore were compelled to adapt the ideas to fit this by so J ahoh was Lord of Lords-very God of very Gods. the correspondence between Pliny and Trajan is a
making Hu the son of the Evil One, as Ab-Adon;
In Exodus it is stated that Moses, the Hebrew, forgery, and I suspect that all the other letters of
and as Hu died annually as the IAW-on-atonement received the mystic name first, yet in Genesis it is Pliny are forgeries also. Anyhow, the one referring
to the Evil One, the idea was established that he given to Abram, and we find it traceable in oriental to the Christians is self-contradictory and certainly
spurious.
·
died to appease the wrath of his father, and "i?Y his myths ages previous to either period assigned.*
hand, as it were, and that he was the good God who
In course of time the Jews, having learned more
Suetonius, wrote about A. D. 110. All he says is
acted thus, and as Avagdhu slew the first-born of of the attributes of Hu, and having attained a deeper that "Christians, a race of men of a new and villainliving and green things and claimed it as a right in insight into these mysteries, and knowing that ous, wicked, or magical superstition, were visited
the old bardic idea, so "everything that opened the he represented a beneficent deity in his triple with punishment," and that Claudius (A. D. 41-54)
matrix is mine, saith the Lord."
manifestations as Plennydh, Alawn, and Gwron, "drove the Jews out of Rome, who, at the instigaAnd it is apparent that when this blood-sacrifice entirely different to the attributes of the Principle of tion of Chrestus, were constantly rioting." Dr.
idea was prevalent thousands of children must hav Evil, formerly wershiped by them, a reorganizing Lardner doesn't think he meant Christ. Who now
been slaughtered among the oriental nations. and patching up of the old ideas took place; and believes he did ?
Though this terrific deity was known by as many though having a knowledge of the mystic name, they
Pilate is a strange witness. Tertullian (A. D. 210)
names as there were dialects, each one of them held it to represent, not the melodious, but the calls Pilate a Christian, and says he sent an account
means some one of the attributes of the sun-god.
awful name, and still adhered to the belief that to Tiberius of everything relating to Christ. Yes,•
Sanchoniatho confirms. this idea in his writings, their Jehovah was the author of all evil and misfor- indeed, you will find it all in "The Apocryphal Acts
and states tbat in the famous myth of the Phreni- tune, This belief was the result of the captivity in and Gospels," Antinicene Library. It is a very
cians concerning their King Il (Chronos-Saturn), Babylon, where they had been imbued with higher brief and meager account, and when you have read
identical with El of the Jews, that he when the na- ideas to a certain extent. Later Satan, the opposer, it all tell me how much of it you believe.
Not only will you find Pilate's letter to Tiberius,
tion was afflicted by war, took his only begotten son took form as a separate entity in their theology.
Jehovah was still the God of darkness, of venge- but to Augustus, who died A. D. 14, and to Claudius,
Ieoud, dressed him in kingly robes, and sacrificed
him as an atonement to this deity; as the king of ance, of fire and brimstone, delighting in plunder who reigned from A. D. 41 to 54, and how Pilate was
Moab is also said to hav done. An expert in oriental and murder, claiming the first-born, and demanding tried at Rome for what he had done in Judea, was
terms will understand that the boast of the Jews sacrifice and burnt-offering as much as ever, while convicted and beheaded; and, again, how he anticthat they are the children of Ab-Ram makes them his altars blazed and the air was thick with smoke of ipated the execution by killing himself, and his body
simply the children of the Evil One, i. e., the chil- burning carcasses, and this was a sweet savor in his was sunk first in the Tiber and then in the Rhone at
dren of Saturn (Il, El, Moloch, Chronos, Mammon), nostrils. Daily, winter and summer, year after year, Via Gehenna (i. e., Vienna, or "way of hell"),
god of war and blood. sacrifice; also as descendants still his hunger was never satisfied. It is claimed where it caused such a disturbance that it was taken
of Heber (Ebr, On-Adon), called also Rama, Isaac, that traces of the ash-heaps of burnt animals are and removed to Lausanne ; again, that he was
Ieoud; they are the same. Rama is the oriental visible in Palestine to this day, identifying the banished to Gaul and drowned himself in Lake Lucerne; and there is said to be a monument to St. Piword for zodiac, and there Rachel wept for her chil- locality of those temples of devil-worship.
The Druids esteemed Hu as the god of peace, the late fifty-two feet high now at Vienne on the Rhone.
dren, etc. There are many other strong indications
That "Death Warrant of Jesus Christ," cited by
that the Jews and their ideas are simply offshoots of god of blessing, while war was the peculiar attribute
the great Hindoo nation and theology, worshipers of of the opposer, Devil, while Jehovah was said to be Mr. Bray, is a clumsy fraud. It bas Annas and
Siva and Mahadeva; and their great myth of Abram a man of war, Lor~ of host, a~d God of battles, a~d Caiaphas high priests at the same time. Annas was
offering Isaac* is identical with the Phrenician myth 1m~er his leade~ship t~ey claimed to hav been VIC- high priest from A. n. 12 to 21; Cai~phas from 23_ to
of Ieoud, while the Jews in the oriental tongues are tonous over the1r enemtes,. and to have possessed ~he 36 (McOlint. and Strong's Cyc.) It makes Pontius
called Ieoudim, sons of Ievud, or Judah, and in the land of Canaan; and by his command, Nana Sahib- Pilate governor of Lower Galilee (i. e., the region
Old Testament they were t~alled children of Belial, like, the inhabitants were dev?ted to fire and swo_rd. about Lake Tiberius). Herod Anti pas was tetrarch
Bel, Baal; 11nd in the New they are taunted with Man and woman, from the mfirm to the sucklmg of that division of Palestine, and Pilate was procubabe, were put to death, and the ~ea~est cruelties rator of Judea only.
.
"Your father, the devil."
It fixes the date of the execution March 24.
There is ample proof that the Hebrews were ever chronicled were perpetrated m his name. Of
Smith's Bible Dictionary says the date was April 8,
guilty of sacrificing their children according to the him and them we can only say,
Oh, they were fiends I
and Chambers' Encyclopedia says the Jewish Pass.
practice common at the time, slaying and burning
But what was he who taught-th~m that God
over never occurs before March 26, which precludes
them in reality, and not simply consecrating them,
Of nature .and benevolence had given
March 24 Furthermore any learned Hebrew will
as later writers assert. FGr proof see Ezek. xx, 26
A. special sanction to the trade of blood ?
·
'
.
]
tell you that the Jews never tned or executed any(And I polluted them in their own gifts, in that they
[TO
BE
CONTINUED.
body
on
the
great
Passover
day,
and that it never
ceased to par;s through the fire, all that openeth the
was allowed to fall on Friday. Yet the first three
womb, that I might make them desolate, to the
Rare Researches.
gospels all say that the crucifixion took place on Friend that they might know that I am the Lord);
[A
discussion
of
the quest_ion of t~e historica.l ex- day, the great day of the Passover.
Psalms cvi, 37, 38 (Yea, they sacrificed their sons
Lastly, there is no year between A: D. 28 and 33,
and their daughters unto devils. And shed in- istence of Jesus has b~en gomfi on m the Natwr:al
nocent blood, the blood of their sons and daughters Republican of Washmgton, , · C: It began With inclusiv, when the 14th of Nisan, or Passover Day,
whom they sacrified unto the idols of Canaan); Jer. an article signed "Iconoclast, whtch drew out sev- fell on a Friday when there was a full moon (McClint.
vii, 31 (And they hav built the high places of To- e~al on t~e Christian side, not. only in the Repub- and Strong's Cyclopedia). Th~ Je:wish T~lmud
phet, which is in the valley of the sons of Hinnon, hcan but m. the Post (Democratic). Yfe copy from makes no mention of a Jesus crumfied m the reign of
Tiberius but it does frequently refer to a Jesus who
to burn their sons and daughters in the fire); Ezek. the Republwan of June 16 the followmg.]
A "student" s~nds the Republican the followin~: was sto~ed and hanged about 75 B. c. for sorcery.
xvi, ·21, 22 (That thou hast slain my children and deliverod them to cause them to pass through the fire Of .the heathen witnesses summon_ed to _prove ~ his- (Lost and Hostile Gospels);
Paul was probably a disciple of that Jesus, and
for them); and Ezek. xxiii, 37, 39 (That they hav toncal Jesus,Jos~phus a~d Pontms_Pilate aie _the
committed adultery, and blood is in their hands; only aontem~oranes. Plmy, Suetomus, and Tamtm; that Paul flourished before the Christian era is proved
with their idols hav they committed adultery, and wrote earl~ m the second centur~; _the rest of the by his own writings. In 2 Cor. xi, 32, he says, "In
hav also caused their sons whom they bore unto me heathen wnters, as well as the Christian fathers, are Damascus the governor under Are£as the king kept
to pass for them through the fire to devour them. rather too late, or two vague, to be of any value. the city of the Damascenes with a garrison, desirous
For when they had slain their children to their idols, J?sephus w!·ote _about A. D. 93. The great theolo- to apprehend me." Now we know from Josephus
gi!ln, Dr. Dwnysms Lardner, gave up Josephus as a and other sources that Aretas, king of Arabia Pet*When we know, and hav proof to sustain our position, that W:Itness one hundred and fifty years ago. Not only rea, held Damascus for many years prior to 63 B. c.,
the God whom the Jews .claim that they hav descended from did Dr. Lardner prove the celebrated passage ab~ut when all Syria Damascus included became a part of
is Saturn-Sadwrn-and that A.bram is only the incarnated the cruc_ifixion and r_esurrection of Jesus to be an In· the Roman empire. And though 'there were other
myth of the same idea, it is not surprising that the Jews be- terpolat10n o_f the thud or fourth century, but
ad- later kings of Arabia Petrea named Aretas-one
lieved of that ancient cromlech on Mount Moriah that it was mitted that m another place, after the mentiOn of even as late as A. D. 37, who fought anu defeated
the altar of A.bram, where he offered Isaac; and named by him
Jehovah Jireh. '!'his fact of its being an altar of sacrifice the death of James, th~ b~~ther of Jesus, th~ words, his son-in-law Herod, tetrarch of Galilee and Perea
where a father offers his son proves the identity of the deity, "who. was calle~ <?hns_t, are pr?b~bly an mterpo- (Jos. Antiq. xviii, 5)-yet it does not appear that the
that he is the destroyer, and not the Giver of Life-black Sat-. lation. And a distmgmshed Chnstian author, now last-named Aretas ever acquired any part of the
urn, not Hu of light. ·
Roman territory. Nor, indeed, was it possible for
Many of these Druidic circles still stood in Palestine during
*The myth of Moses receiving the divine name is ~Jut an such a petty king to hav marched an army two hunthe time 9f th~ Jews, but they called them threshing-floors; imitation of Menw, son of the three shouts, receiving the word,
thus the threshing-floor of A.rnan, or A.rannah (i. e., A.rawn), i. e., the name. The whole history of Moses is mythical-his dred and fifty miles and taken the strong city of
the Jebusite, where the ark abode after its return from the leadership forty years in the desert, tabernacle, and laws are Damascus out ef the hands of the Romans. The
but an imitation of what Ezra had learned from the books of idea is simply preposterous. There is no other clew
Philistines.
Another coincidence is that here the angel of the Lord smote the Chaldeans. But he made the mistttke of placing too late a to dates in Paul's gei).uin epistles; those to Timothy
him who. attempted to steady the ark, and slew him; some- date for the exploits of Moses, as other histories show that the and Titus are spurious and late,while the book of Acts
times as the Lord, sometimes as his angel, but still the de- word, name, logos, was extant countless ages before the date is unhistorical and fabulous from beginning to end.
stroyer.
assigned for Mose.11.
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hav followed this test. The state courts hav gen- venting these Comstockish decoys and spies from
erally modified or rejected it, and hav practically being witnesses in any court of justice. The editor
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
left the whole question to the jury. There is infinit may learn from this law a higher notion of what is
danger in allowing any other course to be pursued. "mean and immoral" fer the state to do. He eviPUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. The common sense of the jury, unbiased and dently has not advanced as yet beyond the church
================'··== unshackled by courts or tests, is the only hope for morality of the Inquisition and the Jesuit.s, but the
The la?'(!est and cheapest Radical JournalpuliUshed in Europe liberty in offenses of an indefinit and relativ nature. people of New York hav.
.
or .America, wntainin(! nearly seoen hundred square inChes more
2. The editor asserts that not one of the evils
6. The editor says that unless we support this deof. readin(! matter than any other journal of its lcind.
which Mr. Palmer thinks to be "involved in the coy business as a part of public law we "trifle with
Comstock laws hav been realized."
facts."
This is not true; in fact, the evils pointed out by
That is his way of asserting that the offenses
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 2, 1881.
him hav been abundantly realized. But the frame referred to cannot be suppressed unless the whole
of mind that advises our citizens "to sit still until state by its laws puts itself upon the level with
Scribner's Embrace of Comstock.
they are hit" is the old way in which well-to-do the offender and even lower. The Liberals re" Bray a fool in a mortar, yet will his foolishness respectability prophesies smooth things. It simply fuse to believe this until actual trial has been made ..
not depart from him," is a proverb of an old b ook Plays I'nto the hands of b1'gotry and tyranny until They say the state has unlimited power which I't ca"'
"'
which its special advocates seem to !!rove true by our liberties are undermined and lost. President Mad- exercise· in honest and honorable ways. It may
furnishing themselvs as examples. It IS the fate of ison's words ought to be burnt into the brains of such change the laws of evidence: it may compel evidence.
Bourbons and bigots not to be able to learn or to for- advisers until they can learn to heed them: "It is The juries are interested in the welfare and purity
get anything. They are me~ely creatures ?f brute proper to take alarm at the first experiment on our of the community, and will sustain all honest and
instinct. To be pachyderm 18 at once _their. glory liberty. We hold this prudent jealousy to be the reasonable efforts in that behalf. But the Comand their defense; for the very gods of mtelligence first duty of citizens, and one of the noblest character- stockians refuse to second such fair secular laws and
are impotent against. stupidity. The fine.st ar~illery istics of the late Revolution. The freemen of Amer- efforts. They insist upon the union of church and
can do nothing agamst earth-works whiCh simply ica did not delay until usurped power had strength- state for the punishment of these offenses, and they
bury the balle~ and don't know_ what. has haJ!pened. ened itself by exercise and entangled the question in insist upon corrupting t.he laws and the state by
This kind of barbarous, brutal, msensible, semi-hypo- precedents. They saw all the consequences in the bringing into them the worst processes and abuses
critical quasi-orthodox, and would-be respectable principle, and they avoided the consequences by of the church. That their motiv is wrong is proved
stolidity is just the kind of material to be shoveled denying the principle. We revere this lesson too by their refusal to return to a responsible and secular administration in place of their amatellr sem1'.
up as a defense of..Comstock IS~
an d. a ll of 1'ts enor- much to forget I't"
·
mities and absurdities. Of this quality of heart and
That this editor is too ignorant or stupid or indif- theological societies.
mind the last Scribner's Monthly appears as a fine ferent to know that evils do exist under those laws
7. The editor says, that the good results "vindiexample. Mr. Courtlandt Palmer, it seems, sent to is unfortunate to him; but that he shoula hav a cate the right of the Comstock laws to remain upon
that magazine a plain and conclusiv statement of the magazine to propagate his ignorance in is unfortu- the statute book."
true position of this whole subject under a republican nate to those who are imposed upon by him and to
This assumes that these good results cannot be atform of government. ~e did this evidently 80 t~at the country. These evils hav been clearly pointed tained without the bad results and dangers experiScribners' might not agam repeat the blunders whiCh out and summarized in the sixth resolution of the enced, and which certainly impend from these laws.
made its review of Comstock's book, "Frauds Ex- National Liberal League, passed at the Chicago Con- This assumption begs the whole question, and is congress, 1880, and reprinted again and again, the last troverted by facts and the offer of new secular laws
posed," a disgrace to American literature.
Mr. Palmer wasted his time and statesmanship on time in Mr. Wakeman's speech at Albany, lately that will be more effective for good and free from
·
·
th t 'll h
t 0 b b ayed 1·n 80 eth' g published, pp. 43-45.
these objections. The most cruel, ridiculous, and
a spemmen
.a WImortar
av before
e rh1s
· foolishness
· m will
lJ?These evils hav never beeri shown to be unreal or a b sur d 1aws may h av some goo d resu 1ts-indeed they
besides
s log~cal
depart or even beco~e apJ.>arent to him~elf.
.
imaginary. They are insidious, but are really the always hav-but · that does not "vindicate their
That magazine thmks 1t a smart thmg to prmt greatest dangers that now impend over our republic. right to remain upon the statute book." The laws
Mr. Palmer's article, and then to show how bravely Let any one read Mr. Wakeman's speech, above re- of Draco, and the Connecticut Blue laws, would be
stupid and impervious to reason it can be by repeat- ferred to, and be indifferent if he can.
"vindicated" by this sort of reasoning. Of course
ing the same blunders in, if possible, a form more
3. The editor says, "No innocent man has suf- this editor would not reason in this .way but for a
stolid and insulting than ever.
fered through the, Com~tock laws." This we deny purpose. He must know better.
It is worth while to notice a dozen or so of this personally and emphatiCally. The man who makes
8. The editor next. illustrates his ignorance by
specimen's blunders, not that it will do this ~igot this broad assertio~ states what _he does not and referenee to the Committee of Seventy, who "rid this
who wrote them any good, but to show the fr1enJs canno~ know. He IS a mere par.tisan, and thereby city of the Tweed Ring," and the Committee of
of liberty the dangers that threaten our free institu- puts himself beyond the pale of fa1r and gentl~manly Twenty-one who tried to get laws passed to hav our
tions from this kind of "respectable" ignorance, opponents. He asserts th~reby that. the editor ~f streets cleaned. There is no analogy whatever bestupidity, and malice which he illustrates.
THE TRUTH ~~~KER was ~ty. He md?rses on h1s tween such committees and these Comstock laws. If
1. This editor thinks that the plea that it is diffi- own r.espons1b1lity that "W_Icke~ prose_cutwn and the these com:.;nittees backed by our churches had got
cult "to define obscenity is quite frivolous."
suffermgs an~ losses ":'h1~h It entailed upon _us. themselvs mcorporated to enforce the laws instead of
Like every tyro he thinks he could do it right off, That prosecutiOn and tnalmvolved and was c~r:1ed the regular officers, and by means abhorent to the
and doubtless he could in his way, for he "knows a through by outrages upon the law and the Citizen common laws of the land, and common morals, and
rotten apple from a sound one." But, as Mr. Palmer fo~ which a _day of ~ecko~ing will yet come. The common sense, then there would hav been some sense
pointed out in his article, when "a great man, states- editor who mdorses m th1~ reckless W!l'Y that ~ast in referring to them in this connection. But such
man, and jurist" like Livingstone meets the subject great out~a~e on ~he· AmeriCan _press Will find t1me committees were committees appointed by citizens
as he did in preparing his criminal code for Louisi- to reg.ret It 1f. he 1~ not too stup1d _to know _what re- only for purposes of persuasion and to influence the
ana, he finds that this shallow apple theory won't ~ret IS. Th1~ ed1tor does, by h1s assertiOn, also regular law officers, the legislature, and the citizens
work and expresses himself that a safe legal defini- mdorse the thirty odd cases of outrage and persecu- generally.
tion is impossible.
tion collected in our little book called "Anthony
They were in fact what Mr. Wakeman wished in
Livingstone did with great hesitation try a partial Comstoc~; His Career of Cruelty and C~iJ?-e." Does the bill now· before the legislature, introduced' by
definition in his code, but the code was rejected, and he also mdorse the fifteen cases of su~mde_ c~used Mr. Andrews, to hav the Comstock societies reno one has been able to make a formal definition of and boasted of by Anthony? Is that, m h1s Judg- duced .to. ~he editor objects to this bill only bethis purely relativ offense by which 'citizens may not ment, a proper method of legal proceeding?
cause It "Wipes out the legal functions of these
be puni~hed by loss of property and liberty, ~ccord4 .. The editor says, "Practically there is no dan- [Comstock] Societies." Those "legal functions"
ing to tne mere fancy of others. The complamt and germ th\lSe laws."
which the editor contends for make the reference
experience is that any statute, test, or legal definiIf the editor of Scribner's had shared the expe- to ~oluntary committees of_ citizens by way of comnition is inevitably an instrument of wrong and tyr- riences of the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER his judg- par1son absurd. Such unmcorporated committees
anny. The whole matter must be left to the jury as ment on the question of practical danger would be without "legal functions/' those who oppose Com~
judges of the law and the facts of each case in regard far different, and also worth far .111ore than it is. st~ckism ":'armly approv_e. ~hey often very usefully
to obscene libels, as our Constitution prescribes shall The latter editor at the conclusion of his trial issued voiCe and Influence pubhc opmion, but they must not
be done in all other libels. That is the only true a circular to the press, showing seven particulars in replace the law, or the law officers of the liltate. If
because the safest solution. Unless that is done the which the rights of the accused had been stricken they do there is no end to the evils and dangers
judge determine the whole matter by his construction down under the execution of these laws in the matter which will result even from them.
of the test.
of the trial only. These dangers were practical, and
9. The editor shows his bias and motiv to be
The editor says that the "test of obscenity was form a precedent that m11st now be obviated by leg- purely sectarian by his next assertion that the only
established long ago by the highest court in Eng- islation. The dangers under the state Comstock laws motiv of Liberalism is "moral dirt."
land, and has been sustained in America in all the above referred to were found practical. The dangers
He ironically asks "to be pardoned" for introcases tried under our laws."
under the United States Comstock laws are none the ducing Mr. F. E. Abbot, from whom he cites to
This is not true. The so-called "test" introduced less so. As the N. Y. Sun says, "If the Post-office prove this assertion.
This pardon cannot be
by Judge Benedict in the United States District may discriminate for a good purpose it may discrim- granted. He knows that Mr. Abbot is no fair
Court of this district is from the case of the Queen inate for a bad purpose." It has discriminated al- witness on this subject. He knows that it was
vs. Hicklin (II. Cox Criminal Cases, p. 19).
·
ready so that the press of America is now under an a betrayal of liberty that caused him to be deIt was there used to describe some of the effects of actual censorship far beyond that of England or feated as President of the League and drove him
obscenity, and in nowise as a definition or test. The Canada.
from the Liberal ranks. He knows that in his bitter
use of it for this latter purpose is a most dangerous
5. The editor justifies decoy and says, "The ac- disappointment he embraced Comstockism and has
perversion, against which Americans are juliltified in cused decoys his victim-the decoy business is all on since done his best to prove how "foul the bird is
making the most strenuous protest. The words are the other side." Well, suppose it is; does that jus- that -dirties his own nest." The very men who
these:
tify the law officer in becoming a criminal too? It would h'lv been models of all that was good if they
"Whether the tendency of the matter charged as is not simply a question of cuteness between a rogue had voted for him for President of the League
obscenity is to deprave and corrupt those minds and a detectiv, as the editor seems to think. The beeame devils as soon as they did not. When Benwhich are open to such immoral influences, and into community at large is the main party involved, and edict Arnold is taken as the proper witness as to the
whose hands a publication oj the sort may fall."
when it condescends to employ others to do a mean character and motivs of Washington and his comThese words were proper and innocent enough for thing for it, the whole community sinks to the level patriots, because he was "intimately" acquainted
th6 purpose for which they were originally used, but of that meanness. There is a square, honest, honor- w~th them, F. E. Abb_ot will becom~ the proper
th.ey are most dangero.us ~hen made a formal t~st of able way of en~orcing all laws, and that is in the_end Witness as to the mot1vs of the NatiOnal Liberal
cnme under our mst1tutwns. Almost anythmg- the only effect1v way. The "moral" respectability League.
from the Bible to the New York Herald-may be that sanctions this decoy and mail espionage of
10. The editor, in the same spirit, says of the
condemned under them. There is no safety but the Comstockism would hav society set a thief to catch Liber.als who were a majority of the League, "Their
favor of the judge. In the court where that "test" a thief, because morally it is not above the thief, promment organ announced their platform to be imprevails Mr. Comstock could boast, "We always and only has hypocrisy to prevent its being one.
mediate, unconditional, and permanent repeal of all
convict in this court."
The legislature of this state has given the proper laws against obscenity, whether municipal, state, or
But it is not true that the other courts of America a:nswer to this editor's morality by passing a law pre- national."
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There is no truth in this quotation~ which is from pretty grove. It was a pleasing sight to see the long. *James McBrlue.
*Edwin
Greenfield,
*E
Clark,Hllkeman,
f
•
Th
*M Reeves,
*Alex Waters,
*August
Mr. Comstock's book, and is a fair specimen of his }'
tm~ o tcariM'IageJs. . e wh_o le country seeme~ to :§ -H~l~~:!i.
*lf!l>ng:~g~two shares). :.tf~~~~/Gt;s~e"r~t,
falsehood. No member or o:gan Qf the League, or lUll ou ·
r. amieson Wil
•DrGWLuok,
·
•JamesBrown,
1 hold grove meetings *Abram Carmack,
any one who ever had anythmg to do with it ever Sundays, July lOth and 17th, near Nottaway Michi- ·~~~i~d~n\~:,r,
*FHMaan,
*Robertllianson, ~
· ca11s f or the Sundays ' of July •c
Selndeeker
:~:i;~t~~:n~·
:gh~!l~~~~&s,
ma(le or indorsed this position. It was an ex'treme gan. H e WI·n receive
*SG Sharpless'
•JashuaBenest,
*AM Partridge,
s~atement _of Mr. Heywood, fjne Qf Comstock's vic- 24_th _and 31st, ana August 17th. Address Albion, :HReDnryStrSihckulrtzand,.
*CMorrison.
*MrsFioraTnrner,
•Dr CSSterling,
*Elisha Hyatt.
•George Newton (two •wm Brown,
•AHSimmons,
tims, who Is and was always r~ oonsistent and persist- M IChigan.
shares),
*WE Gault,
*H B Carpenter,
ent opponent o~ the League because it was, a.nd al:f~elJ~o~~an.
*R H Love,
*t:hris PetersoD,
*J R Tewksbury,
:~~j~hi~cin~r,
:~~~~~~r~~r,
ways has. been, m favor of proper secular la·tVs on this
A Reception.
*H F Young,
*James Allen,
*A.J Brown.
very subJect..
*J M Cosad,
•w
D Shuler,
*.Milton Eads,
The editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, with his better *Wm Wells,
*H H Heberling,
*John McRae,
_Why did. not the e~tor find out tfie truth about
*111m GW :Parks,
•c A Codding,
*John Garrett,
half,
will
next
week,
previous
to
his
long
journey,
this quotatiOn before he used it? Mr. Wakeman
·~r'~f~~ey,
:i_UJ>illlP~-.
:~w~'h~1Wa:rren,
Settle.
*John Mailfnger,
*H H Hawkins,
had fully exposed the falsehood of this quotation in visit his only sister, residing near Rochester, N.Y. *JChas
Moor,
*C W Stowe.
*Isaac Shar~,
While in the vicinity a meeting of friends will take
the sp_eech _above referred to. Why was it necessary
*~aW~~~~~ers,,
:~ ¥a~f~:~ol,
:~:~~ ~e~~:.a~·
place
on
Thursday
evening,
July
7th,
at
the
house
of
for this edito~· to repeat it?
·
*T DStimson,
*J E Baum,
*James E Bishop,
*J L Tompkins,
*Harrison Keeley
Mrs. Amy Post, 36 Sophia street. It will be very *C A Gaines,
*N SJohnoon,
*James L Parshall,
11. The edit:or's closing sentences show why he pleasant to meet the friends on that occasion. All *A RSton.eburner,
*Dr B L H,
*C B Bowes,
*Ed ButteJ,
rep.eats the sl:tmders or Mr. Comstock and Mr. Abbot in the vicinity are cordially invited.
*Samuel Kirk (two *ChasE Skldgell,
*Hiram 'l'homas,
p~amly enor,~gh. He thinks it would be grateful to
*C ~~~~~~nborder,
=~~r.[o~il:J~w,
:~ ~ b~'fn~~~y,
*J D Wh:!J~e,
*H L Jesler,
•c H Keifey,
his emplo~ era to abuse Liberals, and he thinks any
:1e~~fcee, ancroft,
:js~~!~~.Schoick,
:yo~~lAj~~~~·
Rounil-the-World Fund.
stone I~ _g-Qod enough to thr0w at a dog they wish
*D Stewart,
*Canada Friend,
*Eli Netzley,
*Thomas Boggs, ,
*J S Bt'adley,
*Canada Friend,
to be ktlled.
The morality he discloses is that
The following persons hav pledged five dollars :W1f~~iJ~eraon,
*Z Gladstone,
*John Cogswell,
of. tl-..te Hoodlum-" Hit him ag'in, he's got no each (one share) to help take THE TRUTH SEEKER *Dr Trimmer,
:~ W!#-~~~er,
:iSR~~h~iJd~eform. "'
*Albert Faber,
*John B.eauval,
frF.:mds." He shares the common notion that it is a edito~ round .the world. . Those preceded by an *Jacob Wallace,
*Frank Maxwell,
*James Jebu,
C L 'Barrett,
p,«>:vular and praiseworthy, and apparently a safe, astensk (*) hav already paid. Those not paid will *Austin Smith,
*Horace B Smith,
*D Wile.
Allison,
*Mary R Chlld,
*J Schuk,
thmg to abuse and retail falsrhoods about Liberals oblige by remitting promptly. Two or three vol- *AS~if:[denbrook,
~ :ra~~f:t~~son Smith,
·w~ha~e~nson (twenty
:and _that it pays very well. That is the transpaNnt umes of the book descriptiv of the journey will be *C B Howes,
*P Woodhouse
*Lemuel Smith,
*C,EKuhn,
*1V
H
Stanton
*John Morse·
Jmotiv of the reply to Mr. Palmer's article. Mr. issued to each contributor as soon as ready.
=~ ~ltY!=~Y
:K_Nf~~.;~:,~ker
*j 3:~m;ln
Palmer mistook this man for a.gentleman-treated
*Charles Lownd
*H T S
*J E Moss
him aS a fair man, desi'roUS of l'e"·ai"ni'ng the t·r·uth, *D shares);
C Coleman
(four Wm
AM Risdon,
*W
T Burrell,
*A Y Fuller
*T N Harrison
*Horace Cbase
.
Brown,
*James
H Hardison
•v
H
Redwood
*J
G
Collins
*Dr W Walters
and capable of appreciating the real moti'vs of an *D
*Wm
Smith (2 shares) *Deshares),
Witt Griswold (twa *Bennett
Vleta·r Cutshall, *Wm RHoene
•D T Brlneg-,>r
M H Pittman
J Brown
*J M Stau1Ier
*L 111 Bunnell
*Hichard Matlock
*Halph Jacollus
earnest and honest body of men and women who *Mrs c M hper (ta.kes *George Baggs,
*DMcrane '1
*P Dunham
*Miss Anna Knoop
Thomas H Duncan
*Dr E B Foote
*H B Maxwell
*James Oliver
through •evil report, hav sacrificed much that is dea;. *J
J~~~~~~~sJ,
=~lE~n"gi,"·
:0),.,'i~~~'k~~~
8 $2),
WRDaggett
*H B Milk
•o WHannum
*DanE Ryan, (2 shares). *ME Felton,
*James Sims '
*David Casad
*John Haner
*lllrs H A. Wecnfnk-Ilito them lll the defense of the liberties of those who *G
*EGastlneau,
'JohnDidler,
*ThosNPahie
James W Dare
*P Dorchester
shan
W Smith,
*J R Perry.
*Geo E AndruSs,
k now no b etter t h an to a buse t h em for it .. But- this *H Gilmore,
*A F Thomson,
*Andrew Brown
:~)/GYI~:tt
:~'il:~lllheaux
:_51if J~:J:'1"..:
1
1
*.Tames Ashman
*D L Coe
*J A Bennett
editor is no candid man, willing to honestly under- :~h~:"~ icaore,
*li WJ:~~~:
:],fJ:;t.gens. '
*L H Ide
*E. TWellman
*A G Cllureh
:stand and appreciate the motivs of those he had EN
Dr cKin~;Sley
R Howley,
w l!'L Gray,
H
*Mr and l\1Ts J V Stallard *F D Shelden
•wm C Swarts
*W
Maider,
WHmiter,.
A Loose,
*John Herring
'*Reuben Punnett
*James W Hardison
unwi_.ttingly wronged. He is simply a hired assassin *Caroline
*Mrs Elmma
D. Blenker,
Lewis
Benjamin.
H Dorris
*Dr E B Foote Sr
Dr L D Broughton
*R A Clark
S Ellis
(takes *F
J Emary,
*JwW
Hagen'
of b lgQtry; ready to do its bidding. The old feudal *A Clegg,
four shares),
Wm
Martin
Bronson,
*ChrlstSehr~lber
*.M. Branin,
J B Curtis,
'
Our sincere thanks are extended to those friends
magnates 0 f church and state kept their hired *E RShoemaker,
J S Murlln,
W C Close (three who hav kindly sent in their five dollars to help us
·
db
h
ld
*W B Pearce,
*Wm Huenstein,
shares),
:assassms an ravos, w o wou use the dagger, the *LauisLange;
•Gw Darby,
*GeoHLook
around the world. We trust none will regret the
Mudgeon, or poison upon those their masters wished *lf :h!r~~)~" (takes two :~~~~~coed,
:f'u~::/\Q~~~~i<tnt.
investment. If those not having a stal' attached to
·to destroy. The modern successors of the same I'nfiu- *G
•D B
R:Purdy,
Burt,
•c
Freeman,
c Sloane,
J LADeens,
••w
AVincent,
their name will allow us to add one, we will be
8
e_nces find it cheaper "Lnd more in harmony with the :J..~e~~n~it~·
:,¥-.;~:lJ:.iii~~n,
*?/{n ~~i:.:'r~
obliged to them. The sooner the stars are attached
times tO keep a "respectable" preSS With its hired DDLake(hopestosend DWSmlth,
*MrsSilasHili:
to
every name the sooner we will be ready to start on
editors for a similar purpose. The antislavery *M il'a~~lf,~~~nares),
=~~~~t;tl~~s~her,
:~~~!fg!Jlo~~Ie,
Calvin Howard,
*Ft•a.nklin Peck,
*Alex Cochran,
the lmig journey.
peop l e h a d to stand a regular war of assassination *MosesKunseiman,
*ABPtkard,
*A s Wheeler (tour
We dq not wish to urge those upon whose pledges
- 1'
Th e L'b
1 h av now sue- *J
*Louis
Goddu.
JWm
MOrdway
shares),
1 era s
D Peterson
BBrisbin,
*Dwight
Warren,
f rom th ese li Ire Ings.
we decided to make the journey, but will remark
ceeded to the honor of s__ tealthy abuse, slanders, and *Robert
Larhnare
*Thomas
Kirk,
*JB
Burgess.
John Heibel,
ABoughton,
John Caine,
that those who wish their contributions to reach
falsehoods from the same source. The creatures .1gg~ ~a~!;h'iieuscner, :~rt;djf!&~ Gardner,
:~;o~c~t,t~rdman,
us before-we start will hav to remit with very little
who sell their_ brains and their pens (for real souls •cWBF Tucker,
*I;aac
Thorpe,
*F c EBush,
Freeman,
George
Palmer,
*Geo
Hartly,
delay. We think all the sums will be needed. If
they· havd none). to this base trade of sectarian and *George
Hendee,
*Johu
L Mason,
*Isaacs
Bennett,
W0 :Smith,
MD,
•c H Greene,
J P Whipple,
others feel to join the l:!tarry galaxy they will be welpartisan etraotwn must be exposed. They must be •w
F Jamieson,
F Grant,
NJ Moore,
come. The names of the donors will be published in
*F L Yale,
*E E Curtis,
*Wm Tyler,
ma d e to un d erstan d t h at t h eir trade is well known *H L Buckner. MD,
•v J Barrette,
*Geo Chamberlain,
Vol. I. of the work desoriptiv of the journey.
111
-and no longer safe. They must understand that =~! .W:~~lr~r. D'
·y~?{~~~."iJ:~i~~~:
:t.fo li~b~~w
there will be blows to receive as well as to giv. *GZFiagier,
JB11Iaya,
SamTll!oare,
·
h · ·
*tr~dF~~~:em,
..:f~~~PW30yle,
*ii~~~~R'eichter,
A Preyentiv of Vice.
Wh en t h ey a d vertise
t .eir Ignorance and malice, as *L p Santy,
*E Peterson,
•J Petty,
this editor has done, after a gentleman has shown *Amos
Knapp,
*Jas
WGranger,
*Wm
Simpson,
A Cohn,
.,_
C Fannie Allyn,
*Frank Sear1s,
[Up to the time we go to press Gov. Cornell has
must be continued *J Kinser,
*Ira Smith,
George F Wilson,
h im'1 bhetter, the litdverti~ment
not signed the Anti-Comstock bill. The Herald of
k f •
T
*Annie Laura Sailor,
W V Taylor, MD,
Thco Andrews,
unti t ey · are sic o It.
he only way to teach *H :Patrick, MD <two •w F Porter,
*J J McCoy,
June 23d has the following on the subject.]
such creatures decency is to rub their noses in their
shares),
*Eider Albert Lamas,
Mrs J v Stafford,
:tt~;Ii'~n"¥~~~~h,
•i ~ W~un;ds~ID,
·~ i ~~J~i:fb.
Assemblyman Murphy's bill to discourage a cerown filth until they get enough of it. There is now *D ASh
*J MRo d8
•s 1 F
T
S
L
*RrCiawsg~an,
WmRJtin :
*Jr:~a~u_&s:Fisher,
tain class of informers has passed both houses of the
a RUTH EEKER and a iberal press that can make •Geo WHuber,
*Mrs T s 01£
Henry Donne!,
legislature and deserves to become a law. It prothese l_ight-penned gentry sensible of the real infamy *ME
Rose,
JohnPeck'sF'rlend,
*Frank
Wells,
*Ed
O'Donnell,
PSDWadsworth,
A Smi.tb,
vides, in effect, that when a man asks or persuades a
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tacy on the part of its professed followers, it has
been a source of incalculable blessing to the human
race.
·
·
For the first part of the thesis the Bible must be
ReP.lY to Mr. Bennett's Nineteenth Letter. its own witness. I note, then, _ .
MR. D. 111. BENNETT, .JJear Sir: I suppose you
The religion of Christ is founded- on love.
consider your last letter a model of brevity and
"God so loved the world that he gave his only
logic. I shall not attempt to destroy the illusion. .I begotten Son, that whosoever believeth in him should
might remark, however, that it is· not the first time not perish, but have eternal life. For God sent not
you have striven to make it appear that Tam wasting the Son into the world to judge the world, but that
time and, after promising a short review, fulfilled the world should be saved through him" (John iii,
the promise by making your reply twice as long. · 16, 17).
The coarse recapitulation of the spots which the
"In this was manifested the love of God toward
Bible in its truthfulness would not hide, even on the us, because that God sent his only begotten Son into
lives of the best of men, is consistent with the spirit the world that we might live through him. Herein
of Infidelity. The coarseness is, however, not in the is love, not that we loved God, but that he loved us
Bible, but in the mind of the critic. The. biblical and sent his Son to be the propitiation for our sins"
narratives are neither flippant or coarse. To be con- (1 John iv, 9, 10).
sistent you should object to all medical works and
Revealing the love of God to men, it asks for a
rake together all the chapters on diseases which are return of love from men to God for his mercy and
not mentioned except to the family physician as evi- grace, and it also inculcates univetsal love toward
deuces of their obscenity. You should call all histo- all and the uprooting from the heal't and mind of
ries obscene, for adultery and murder, rapine and every feeling and thought and the abstinence from
outrage, are chronicled on the pages of every true every act that is not an expression of this love.
"Pure religion and undefiled before God and the
history. You should denounce all our legal codes as
impure, and select such portions of them as define Father is this: to visit the fatherless and widows in
unnatural lusts as unimpeachable proof. This is an their affliction" (James i, 27}.
exact analogy of many of the examples you allege
"If thou fulfil the royal law according to the
from the scriptures. The Leviticalla.ws, etc., were t~cripture, thou shalt love thy neighbor as thyself,
the statute books of the Jewish nation. You should ye do well" (James ii, 28).
"If a man say, I love God, and hateth his brother,
also remember that the fastidious delicacy of the
present day is no standard by which to judge the he is a liar, for he that loveth not his brother whom
artless plainness of speech of the earlier ages. But he hath seen, how oan he love God, whom he hath
anything, it seems, however inconsistent or puerile, not seen?" (1 John iv, 7).
What is the l'oot of all the evil in the world? The
is argument against the Bible. Faugh! how disgusting the affectation of purity in a system heart of men, undoubtedly, reason and scripture alike
whose books of devotion are Rousseau's "Confes- teach. And what are the fruits? Pride, ambition,
sions," Voltaire's "Pucelle," Diderot's works, and revenge, malice, anger, hatred, all these things.
even "Cupid's Yokes !" However, why not quote Now the Bible is emphatic in its denunciation of
the scriptures themselves instead of giving your own their nourishment. I will quote a few vel'ses:
"Let nothing. be done through strife and vainsynopsis, and let the reader judge? He will find no
elaborated praise of evil, no cloaking of sin in allur- glory, but in lowliness of mind let each esteem others
ing guise, such as the works of prominent Infidels better than themselves " (Phil. ii, 3).
"Wherefore let him that thinketh he standeth take
exhibit. Where vice is recorded it is photographed
as a deformity that it may be hated and avoided.
heed lest he fall" (1 Cor. x, 12).
You have hinted in the close of your lettel' what
"Avenge not yourselves, but rather give place
you remarked to me in a private conversation, that unto wrath, for it is written, Vengeance is mine, I
the latter propositions should have been so framed will repay, saith the Lord" (Rom. xii, 19).
that the affirmative would have fallen to me, . I had
"Let all bitterness and wrath and anger and
intended, as you will recollect by referring to my clamor and evil speaking be put away from you with
first reply, to take the initiative in certain pl'oposi- all malice" (Eph. iv, 31).
.
tions which want of time now prevents, and part of
" Laying aside all malice and all guile " (1 Peter,
which, however, have been examined and would ii, 1).
therefore be unnecessary even if time permitted.
"Not rendering evil for evil or railing for railing"
I will therefore repeat the last four theses. They (1 Pet. iii, 9).
read as follows:
"Follow after the things which make for peace,
Fifth thesis. The doctrines and claims of Chris- and things wherewith we may edify another. . .
tianity have been a curse instead of a blessing to It is good neither to eat flesh nor to drink wine, nor
mankind in many respects. Instead of being a anything whereby thy brother stumbleth, or is ofreligion of love it has been a religion of hate, con- fended, or is made weak" (Rom. xix, 19-21).
" We then that are strong ought to bear the intention, war, and bloodshed.
It has fostered ignorance, superstition, and false- firmities of the weak and not to plea&e ourselves.
hood, and has retarded education and science in the Let every one of us please his neighbor for his good
world.
to edification" (Rom. xv, 1, 2).
It recognizes and supports the most obnoxious
"If a man be overtaken in a fault
. . resystems of kingcraft and priestcraft, upholding store such an one in the spirit of meekness, consider. As
slavery, despotism, and every form of oppression in ing thyself lest thou also be tempted.
its assertion that all power is of God.
we have, therefore, opportunity, let us do good unto
As a proof of the above, the leaders and bright all men, espeoially unto them who are of the housestars of the Christian church have been among the hold of faith" (Gal. vi, l, 10).
•
worst tyrants and oppressors of human liberty the
"As ye would that men should do unto you do ye
world has known.
also to them likewise. If ye love them which love
Sixth thesis. The Bible and Christianity have been you, what thank have ye? for sinners also love those
unprogressive in their nature. They are founded that love them. · ·
But love ye your enemies,
upon the dictum and authority of God himself, and do good and lend, hoping for nothing again"
and are therefore incapable of progress and im- (Luke vi, 31, etc).
provement. While all branches of art, mechanism,
Such is the spirit of the gospel of Christ; such its
science, architecture, and agriculture are capable of precepts, such its morality. If they were universally
progress, the Bible and Christianity admit of none. acted upon, would it not convert our earth into a parEighth thesis. The Bible and Christianity do not adise? Is not, then, the doctrine of the New Testateach the highest class of truth and the best variety ment emphatically one capable of blessing manof religion which mankind are capable of receiving. kind? And inasmuch as we know that pride, selfThey are of the past, no"t the present; and as they ishness, malice, revenge, etc., cause the suffering and
cost incomputable treasures in labor and money to sorrows in the world, must not that religion which
sustain them, and as science, reason, and truth teach teaches the opposite of these, be the best fitted to adus a far better and truer religion at only a moiety vance the interests of our race? If all men were
of the other, the world should discard the former humble, kind, affectionate, unselfish, not retaliating
and embrace the latter.
for injuries, would not the world, I again ask you,
I submit that the last two theses are of no weight be an Eden?
whatever, the last one being, in reality, the summing
But you retort, Christians are notprionsly the
up of your side of the debate, and its immediate pre- reverse of faithful disciples. I admit it, but the
decessor being an absurdity. Manifestly, that which scriptures are not responsible. Yet, as it is, Chrisis really founded on "the dictum and authority of tianity has been of incalculable benefit to mankind.
God" is the acme of progress-the perfect devel- I will specify three prominent instances:
opment of truth. An objection based on this
Christianity first taught marJcind that they were
ground, then, needs merely to be stated to be dis- and should live as brothers.
missed as folly. Th~ theses, then, a~e narrowe~
Christianity introduced that sympathy and relief'
~own_ to two-m reality, one, for the Sixth propos1- for the sorrows and sufferings of mankind which is
twn IS merely a corollary of the fifth. For our so largely an element of" our present civilization· and
present purpose, I will recast it as follows:
thirdly,
J

1/iscussioq.

CONCLUDING THESIS.
The Bible presents in Christianity a system of
morality which, faithfully obeyed, would bless the
whole world and train the human race to the highest
point of progress; and even as it is, after centuries of
strife and opposition, and at times world-wide apos-

(a) In the ancient world, the world before the
Christian era, the kinship of men was determined by
national boundaries. To the Greek every other nation was "barbarian;" to the Roman all foreigners
were " enemies;" to the Jew, proud of the gifts of
Jehovah, he vainly imagined his individual person of
more worth than the rest of the world. This hostile
separation between nations the influence of Christianity has gradually overcome until different races
where Christianity has been introduced no longer
look upon each other as barbarians or enemies. The
essential equality of all men before God, the equal
invitation of all to partake of the blessings of the
gospel, the equally cordial reception of the low and
degraded, as well as the wealthy and refined, by the
Lord Jesus, as well as the whole tenor of his doctrine, have produced this great change. It was not
so before Christ; it is not so in lands where Christianity has no footing, however civilized they may
be.
This same teaching has permeated all our civilization, even influencing Infidels in their motives and
judgments, and has softened our laws, and given emphasis to the doctrines of individual rights as distintinguished from the rights of the government. It
has ennobled the poor, relieved the unfortunate,
gradually given rights to the slave, ending in his
manumission, removed out the torture and the rack
in courts of justice, softened the horrors of war, and
often prevented it.
(b) As a kindred consequence it has imparted to our
civilization a softness of heart for others' sufferings,
a sympathy, a benevolence, which were strangers to
all the other civilizations. The benevolent societies,
associations for the relief of the indigent, the value
of human life, are the peculiar phases of Christianized life., The civilization of Rome, of Greece,
of Babylon, Assyria, all the older civilizations, have
no such characteristics. They are products of Christianity silently working upon the hearts and consciences of men.
(c) Before Christ, and even now, among nations.
that are civilized, but not Christianized, woman was
and is the slave of man, at one time the cowering victim of his anger, at another the plaything of his lust.
U w'ler the benign protection of Chz·istianity all this
~as been changed. Woman is now the· happy companIon of man, given equal and inalienable rights. The
ban of Christ upon divorce, except for marital unfaithfulness, the sin of polygamy, the commands for
mutual love, forbearance, faithfulness, and respect,·
all have been the gifts of Christianity to woman.
These are three distinctive triumphs of Christianity. I have merely stated them, not argued. I
have said nothing of the leprous rottenness of the
moral wol'ld at the time of the advent of Christ,
when sins that are too vile to mention were the pastime of the refined and great. of the pagan civilization. I shall have more to say of both when I see
your reply to my position that moral exaltation, intellectual progress, and the surest happiness are the
invariable accompaniments of an @PEN BIBLE.
Yours sincerely,
G. M. MAIR.

flommunica.tions.
Lecture Notes.

DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS : My pen has been silent
through all these. months in which the snow has
faded away gradually, like the hopes of the human
heart, silently; while the grasses hav crept up and
the leaves hav looked out, and the sweet flowers hav
beckoned to the bees to come and dwell among
them. Coming or going, at work or at rest though
we are, Nature goes right on, in her quiet way, replacing the old with the new.
My six weeks' labor in the City of Brotherly Love
terminated on the evening of the 15th of May, upon
which occasion a good-sized audience gathered to
listen and to bid me good speed, selecting as their
spokeswoman Mrs. Sada Bailey, whose fair face and
friendly voice fitted well the poem, "Liberty and
Brotherhood," which recently appeared in the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Pleasant indeed would it be if on the highway of
life we travelers could more frequently meet such
friends and such appreciation; could hear oftener
the words of praise and encouragement which buoy
up the soul amid the breakers of doubt and despondency which sometimes beset the best of us. I cannot
too warmly commend the zeal of the president of the
Robert Burns Liberal League, Alfred Jenkins, and
his co-workers T. H. Lee, Wm. Reilly, Alfred Gunn,
and others. This little band of brave souls, as they
endeavor to hold aloft the flag of liberty, should be
strengthened and assisted by all who al'e emancipated from creeds, and whose numbers in Philadelphia must be considerabble, judging from the large
· Christianity alone elevated woman to her proper audience which came out to laugh with the witty
position j or more briefly,
Col. Ingersoll on the. occasion of his lecture in the
(a) Christianity first taught the BROTHERHOOD OF Academy in May.
MAN.
I can hardly explain the indifference of antichris(b) Christianity introduced BENEVOLENT SOCIE· tians to the work of organization. It seems to me
TIES.
that if each disbeliever in Christianity could read
(c) Christianity alone ELEVATED wo:M.AJ:i.
Mr. Leland's telling article on "Ways and Means,"
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he must be convinced of the necessity for united I fell asleep among the almost indescribably beauti- efforts of noble men and women-who stand head
effort among Liberals. There is too great a tend- ful, semi-tropical scenes of central California, and and shoulders above their persecutors in everything
ency on the part of those who hav outgrown false awoke at sunrise among the desolate but wonderfully -in the endeavor to help the human race to be
theo\ogy to shirk the responsibility which a higher grand arctic scenery of the snow-capped Sierra N e- wiser and better, while the current popular literature
and nobler conception of life and its duties would vada. The change seemed like one of enchantment. of the day is laden with slurs of· the coarsest, most
appear to impose. If life is broader and more beauAt about 8 o'clock A.M. of the 31st I reached Reno, abominable kind touching all such subjects as should
tiful now than when we believed in gods and devils, Nev .. This is a small, activ, and well-built city of three be treated with dignity and delicacy. Scarcely a
why should not our 'work emphasize this ~ruth, this thousand inhabitants or more. It is situated on the daily or weekly journal accustomed to print sach as
conviction ?
left bank of the Truckee River, at the eastern b.ase of are known as''funny paragraphs" but among half
True, God is no longer dear, but humanity still re- the principal range of the Sierra Nevada. It stands a dozen items will contain one or two, at hlast, of
mains, with all its myriad necessities; and for this, in a basin which is nearly circular, and which is the most vulgar and indecent slurs upon marriage
and to supply these, we must now exist.
about twelve miles in diameter. About one-third of or the mutual relation of mail and woman-slurs
So I thought as I speeded over the rails that fair the rim of this basin is capped with snow, which, than which nothing could be better calc.ulated to
May morning on my way to the good town of Port as it melts, sends down many sparkling streams of prejudice the sexes mutually against each other, or
Jervis, where, through the winter, I labored, I trust pure ice water. These streams would be worth mill- bring into contempt the whole subject of conjugal
not unworthily, for the happiness of my fellows. ions could they reach your great and wicked city duty and responsibility, to say nothing of holding in
For two Sundays I remained among these .friends as they reach this.
light esteem any such thing as fidelity in the mardispensing the Freethought, as during the winter I
Some of the land of this basin is very good for riage relation. Yet these things go unchallenged,
had done, to large and interested auaience. Port farming purposes, and is now covered with a fine apparently unnoticed, while men and women who
Jervis has reason to be proud of the large Liberal crop of grass which the farmers and the grasshop- sacrifice all that life holds of sunshine and comfort,
element which it contains, and which upon every pers are harvesting just as fast as they can. The and consecrate their life-long efforts to the thankless '
occasion manifests its interest in the live questions grasshoppers are very "!ociable little creatures with task of opening higher and better pathways for poor
of the day.
.
wonderful appetites. They are making things rather human feet to tread, are persecuted, imprisoned,
From this point I came to Binghamton, to find the lively in the hotel where I am now writing. The destroyeq, because they prefer living earnest, useful
League still alive and activ. Meetings were also be- sensation which they produce as they strike me be- lives, doing· grand, humane, immortal work, to
ing held on Sundays, morning and evening, by W. tween the eyes or crawl lovingly upon my neck is dawdling their time away in_the manufacture of the
F. Peck, recently arrived from the West. His lec- growing a little monotonous. I will stop awhile.
indecent joke- the double entente, demoralizing
tures are very highly spoken of, and considerable
Three hours later. I hav been out, rambling along pun to grace the columns of what is generally
interest has been an,msed by a debate ~e.had la~t the banks of the beautiful Truckee, bathing my hands accepted as an approved family paper. I hav a
week with Dr. T. L. Brown, whose belligerency Is and my face in its pure cold water, and feeling large quantity of clippings of this sort, which would
well known to many readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. ahnost as buoyant as r felt over forty years-ago, when add materially to the official collection, and which,
The question was "Immortality;" and while tlie in like manner I bathed my hands and my face in the compacted in book form, would undoubtedly comaudience, which appeared much mixed, was evidently waters of the bright brooklets that help form thefar plete a suitable o6de for the immoral sohool of
much amused with the doctor's humorous remarks, away Ohio. Indeed there is something exhilarating Comstockists to use as a text-book of ethics for the
made in a style peculiarly his, yet it was apparent in the very atmosphere of this strange land in which rising generation.
that it was also gre.atly interested in Mr. Peck's vig- at one view you behold the frigid desolation of the
These things are too glaringly apparent for any
orous attempt to establish the fact of continued exist- polar regions, the burning barrenness of the great to attempt to deny; but this is not all we hav to say
ence by testimony like that of Professors Zollner, desert, aud the beautiful luxuriance of the tropics.
on the subject.
Crookes, Wallace, and others, who, as scientists, hav
The grasshoppers seem to be increasing·in numThe purity of the mails ! Laws of Comstockish
. turned their attention to the spiritual phenomena.
bers and in audacity. As I came up the stairs a few nature, and their administrators, the pmifying
Bad as man is, unsatisfactory as is this material minutes ago several dozen came skipping joyfully up agents!
existence, yet the one longing above all others seems before me to see whither I was going and what I was
Two or three scientific journals devoted to the
to be for an existence hereafter. To answer this going to eat. While I was out I saw many thousands best interests of the human family thrown out, and
question, If a man die shall he liv again? is the de- perched upon the shady side of a large church, while. the work is complete. What fallacy ! There probsire of the peasant and the philosopher. Upon this their millions of brethren, to whom they continually ably is not a mail made up and sent out from any
desire are built the dreams and labors of the better made signals, were rapidly devouring the grass upon office of ·any considerable importance in the Union
part of man's life.
the consecrated grounds adjoining. A moment's ob- but contains, and carries to its destination, matter
Many think, your correspondent included, that the servation made known to me the fact that those upon that is undermining the social structme, breaking up
question has been settled in the affirmativ, but the church were listening to ascertain whether in this the family, wrecking the lives and breaking the
many more are still unconvinced, and, like the doc- church any such foolish prayers were being offered hearts of the pure, the true, and the good.
tor, would giv one hundred dollars in gold to any- up to their heavenly father against them as were
This matter no censor of the mails, whether he be
body who will produce a single veritable ghost. offered up in the churches of Missouri a few years a sincere vindicator of the noble and good methods
Well, let the battle go on. Facts will stand any test ago against the brethren of their great-grandfathers. of living action, or a narrow-minded, brutal persecuwhich may be applied.
Hearing no such prayers from the more intelligent tor, desiring only personal emolument, etc., can ever
The little season of rest which I hav enjoyed amid people of Nevada, these listening grasshoppers as- suppress, unless by entire discontinuance of the
the foliage of June in this beautiful town of Bing- sumed a happy and contented expression of counte- postal service. A large percentage of the private box
hamton will be broken, for this week I go northward nance, and went to their dinner. Those that came and lock-drawer post-office accommodation hides
to the somewhat historic town of Sackett's Harbor, up stairs before me are now nibbling away very about the only real damage to the community that
where I should be glad to hear from any who may hopefully at -my door knob, my water pitcher, my the postal service can be made the instrument of.
desire to arrange for lectures during July, August, wash- bowl, and other things of that kind.
Many a broken-hearted wife knows full well that
or September. Address Sackett's Harbor, New
Reno, Nev., June 1, 1881.
JoHN R. KELso.
these boxes and locked drawers constantly receive
York.
· MRs. H. S. LAKE.
into their safe and private recesses those very
June 19, 1881.
elegant tinted envelopes bearing the feminin chirogOur Postal Service.
raphy without, corresponding to that within, the
Letter from Colonel John R • Kelso •
When the petition was in circulation asking for contents of which she never sees (except very occakn
C
sionally, by accident or strategy), the productions of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: the repeal of that enactment
own as the omstock the favored mistress, the unprincipled courtesan,
I did think to begin this letter with a description of law, the writer-of this was not among those who even sometimes the degraded prostitute, the deaththat wonderful natural phenomenon called mirage, affixed their names to that paper, and because of the blow of wifely hopes and wifely happiness, a source
which often converts the great sand plains of this far- reason that there existed in my mind some conscien- of untold misery to thousands of . noble and good
famed valley (San Joaquin) into a fairy land more tious scruples touching the propriety of such a step. women, a wrong for which they hav no redress because
weird, more wonderful, and more beautiful than was
The discussions and occurrences following the secured beyond their reach. On the other hand, no
ever pictured in fable, in story-book, or in song. I presentment of that petition induced a more careful doubt there are many honorable and faithful busfind, however, that this description would make my attention on my part to matters connected with our bands who go sorrowing to their graves, knowing
letter entirely too long. I will, therefore, send this postal service, however, and, as a result, the conclu- full well (what they cannot often legally prove) that
description as an independent scientific article to the sions to which I am forced are not calculated to
d
·
·
f
h
giddy, inconstant, an un1ovmg wives are o tent e
Investigator, and. in this letter proceed with an ac- inspire even a decent respect for certain phases of senders of these same trouble-making missivs, carrycount of my tmvels, my observations, etc.
the present regime, nor even toleration of the Com- ing woe, death, and destruction to the homes of the
On the 27th of May I left Modesto and reached stockish character of certain of its officials.
k
d
d recipients.
Galt, a lively railroad town of eight hundred inhabA few more men ofth e C omstoc type, en owe . The indecent print or picture can be suppressed
itants, about twenty-six miles west of Sacl'amento. I with power similar to that with which he is invested, outside the mails, but the epistolary correspondence
had promised a Liberal friend to giv this place .a c!l'll and there could scarcely remain a single individual that is damaging more than all things connected
on my way east, and I now fulfilled my promis; m- within scope of their jurisdiction who would not, with the mails the social fabric as at present contending to lecture there if I could get a hall and an directly or indirectly, ?e mad~ to feel the weight of structed is the only source of moral contaminasome form of persecutiOn, while few-human nature tiori that we hav to dread, so far as the mails are
audience:
I found the only nall in the place engaged for two .and social conditions be~ng wh~t theJ:' are-could concerned.
But this is probably about the last matter that
evenings, but at the solicitation of C. W. Harvey, a hope successfully . to resist the~r deviCes, decoys,
st!J.nch Liberal, proprietor of the Harvey Hotel, I snares, and seduc~wns, or remam uncorrupted by the more officious postal servants will care to turn
remained to lecture on Sunday evening. An effort these loathsome Wiles.
their attention to. The real cause of social rottenwas made by the Liberals to induce the Rev. Mr.
It seems to me the citizens of our time must be ness seems not to be what they are after. It is eviStewart, who was to preach in the only church in the deaf, dumb, blind, idiotic, past all help? n~t to see dently the remedy they wish to destroy.
But the era of such insane ruling is waning. We
place, to giv w~y and let me lecture in the church, and. comprehe;'ld what a worl~ of mischief such
and thus giv his Qemghted, half dozen followers a offimals are domg; how, by the dishonorable methods hav reason to believe there is intelligence and conchance to hear the truth. This he of course declined practiced, twenty individuals are being corrupted science somewhere, and to unearth the former and
to do, and hence I lectured in the hall. My audience while one is brought to a just judgment.
quicken the latter let us be up and doing.
was much larger than I expected, and was composed
It is_ not easy to understand how_ t~e late maneuver
JENNIE B. BROWNE.
of the best citizens of the place. All seemed pleased involvmg several well-known, legitimate, and useful
with my lecture, and altogether my memory of the journals can fail to open th~ e!es of the public to
LET law cease to protect, or rather to uphold
place will be a pleasant one.
the danger of longer contmumg a system and
On the 30th I again started eastward, lying over officials so dangerous to the rights of individuals and Christianity as a favored belief; let it be just as respectable to disbelieve as to believe; let both sides
several hours at Sacramento; the capital of our gt·eat the welfare of the people.
golden state. This city contains over twent.y-two
If those in authority really do possess one single be fairly protected and represented, and then the
thousand inhabitants, and can boast some of the fin- grain of sincere good motiv, let them turn their Christian religion would quietly and gently pass
est buildings, both public and private, on the Pacific attention to the real mischiefs that are extant, leav- away into a thing of mere history and become one
coast. Taken altogether, however, it is not equal in ing honest, respectable individuals alone to pursue of the dead beliefs of a by-gone race.
beauty to Oakland and many other cities and towns unfettered their honorable avocations.
SEND for our new catalog of Liberal and scientific
of California.
What a ridiculmls business is that of the ComAt 8 P.M. I started onward again, bound for Reno. stock clique ! Suppressing the honest, earnest books. 64 pp. Sent free.
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A.void everything calculated to injure others. Have no throughout the empire first ordered well their own states;
companionship with a man who injures his nei~hbors.
wishing to order well their own states, they first regulated their·
families; wishing to regulate their families, they first cultivated[
These are from the Zend A vesta:
their persons; wishing to cultivate their persons, they first recOur Twentieth Letter to Mr. Mair.
I will worship a.nd adore, says Zoroaster, the creator of all tified their hearts; wishing to rectify their hearts, they sought.
things. A.hura Mazda, full of light. I worship the A.mesha- to be sincere in their thoughts; wishing to be sincere in their:
. MR. G. M. MAIR, IJear Sir: I will take no excep- epenta.s. I worship the body of the primal bull-the soul of thoughts, they first extended to the utmost their knowledge ..
Such investigation of knowledge lay in the investigation of:
t10n to your attempted sarcasm as to the logic, etc. the bull.
of my last letter. I will leave it with our readers t~
I invoke thee, 0 Fire, thou son of Ormuzd, most rapid of things.
is a great course, also, for the production of wealth.
decide whether my remarks were logical or illogical the Immortals! I invoke Mithra, the lofty, the imm@rtal, the LetThere
the producers be many and the consumers few. Let there
argumentative or not argumentative. But I wili pur~, the sun, the ruler, the quick horse, the eye of Ormuzd 1 be activity in the production and economy in the expenditure.
I.1~voke the holy Sraosha., gifted with holiness, and Racnu
h ave to demur against your charge of coarseness for (spirit o~ justice), a.nd A.rstal (spirit of truth) I. I invoke the Then the wealth will always be sufficient.
bringing to mind certain subjects and narratives con- Frava.shi of good men, the Fravashi of Ormuzd, the Fravashi
The following are from the Chung Lung, or the
t~i~ed i~ the book whi_ch you insist was written by of my own soul! ·
doctrine of man:
divme wisdom and punty. It was of course legitiI praise the good men and women of the whole world of
What heaven has confirmed is called Nature; an accordance>
mate for you to quote such parts of it as you deemed purity! I praise the Haoma, health-bringing, golden with
1 1t d
h
·
moist stalks ! I praise Sraosha, whom our four horses carry with this nature is called the Path of Duty; the regulation of
ca cu a e to s ow Its exalted ch~r~cter and origin; spotless, bright, shining, swifter than the storms, who, with- this path is called instruction.
While there are no stirrings of pleasure, anger, sorrow, ol"
and as I occupy ground anta&'omstiC to you it was out sleeping, protects the world in the darkness!
equally legitimate for me to mdicate such parts of
Blessed is he, blessed are all men to whom the living, wise joy the mind may be said to be in a state of equilibrium.
the volume as in my judgment bear evidence of the God of his own co=and should grant those two everlasting When those feelings have been stirred and they a.ct in their
opposite of extreme purity a:t;~d excellence. I think powers (immortality and purity). I believe thee, 0 God, to be due degree, there comes what may be called a state of harmoI misrepresented or exaggerated nothing, and it can- the best thing of a.ll, the source of all light for the world. Every ny. This equilibrium is the great root from which grow all
one shall choose thee as a source of light, thee, thee, holiest the human actions of the world, and this .harmony is the unin~t be considered co.urteous in _you to charge me Mazda 1
versal path which they all should possess.
Let the sta~s of equilibrium and harmony exist in perfecI ask thee·, tell me right, thou living God, who was from the
With coarseness for simply alludmg to certain parts
of a book of which millions of copies have been cir- beginning the father of the pure world? Who has made tion, and a. happy order will prevail through our heaven on
culated, and which has been placed in the hands of a. path for the sun and for the stars? Who (but thou) makes earth, and all things will be nourished and flourish.
When one cultivates to the utmost the principles of his naalmost every man, woman, and child in the land; the moon to increase and decrease? This I wish to know, exture, and exercises them on the principles of reciprocity, he is
cept what I already know.
N o, t h e co~rseness is in. t~e book. itself, and in
Who holds the earth and the skies above it? Who made not far from the path.
The way of heaven and earth is large a.nd substantial, high
those who hke yourself msist that It shall be ac- the waters and the trees of the field? Who is in the winds and
cepted as a superhuman production and that it contains storms that they so quickly run? Who is the creator of the and brilliant, far-reaching and long-enduring.
purity and morality of an order not within the &'ood-minded beings, thou Wise? Who has made the kindly
The following are from the Shoo-King, which is
power of human beings to equal. To combat what light and the darkn~s, the kindly sleep and thel!'waking? Who thought to have been written twenty-five hundred
seems to me such an utter falsehood I cert~inly h
has .made the morlll!lgs, the noons, and the rnghts, they who years before our era:
•
• •
1
ave remmd the hour of his duty?
the nght to md10ate such parts as m my view mili.
It was the lesson of our ancestors
tate against the claim. If the Bible is all purity and
Bunsen _picture~ an assembly gat~ered on o_ne of
The people should be cherished;
morality it is very singular why it should be coarse th~ holy hills dediCate~ to the ~orship of fire m t~e
They should not be down-trodden;
to call attention to. No, it is because it is -coarse neighborh~od of t~e pnmeval. mty of the marvels, m
The people a.re the root of the country;
and indecent that you are offended at my indicat- Central Asia, Bactna, t~e glonous, now called Balkh.
The root firm, the country is tranquil.
When I look throughout the empire, 1
ing certain parti of it. This is not the first time you Thus Zoroaster sp~aks m the Zend Avesta:
Of
the simple men a.nd the simple women
have used the taunt of coarseness, and it would seem
~ow I shall proclrum to all who have come to listen to. the
A.ny one may surpass me
quite as well for you to place it where it belongs.
~r~~:s of thee, the all-wise Lord, and the hymns of the Good
If I, the one man, err repeatedly.
· ·
.
.
I am at a loss to know what you mean when you PH ·- · h
Should dissatisfaction be waited for till it a.ppea.rs ?
h' t b t
t · ·
k .
ear w1t your eJll'S what 1s best, perceive w1th your mind
Before it is seen it should be guarded against.
m a ou my s nvmg to rna e It appear that you what is pure, so that every man may for himself choose his
In my relations to the millions of the people
have. wasted time, and about my_ promising _brevity. tenets before th~ ~reat doom. May the wise be od your side.
I should feel so much anxiety as if I were driving
Possibly you have been dreammg somethmg that
Those old spmts who are twins made known what is good
Six horses with rotten reins.
has never taken place.
and wh!Lt .is e':il in thoughts, words, and deeds. Those who are
The.ruler of men, how can he be but reverent of his duty?
I could hardly suppress the smile that irresistibly ~~~~s. distingmshed between the two, not those who are evil
One of the rulers of the country is represented as
spre~d over my face w~en I read _YOUr apology for When these two Spirits came together they made first life talking in this way:
the mdecency of the Bible. Has mdeed your holy and death, so there should be a.t last the most wretched life for
I have deeply thought and concluded. Let me have but one
book of heaven sunk so low that you have to justify the bad, but for the good blessedness.
it by claiming that it is not much worse than the . Of the~~ two Spirits the evil one chose the worst deeds; the resolute minister plain and sincere, without other abilities, but
writings of Voltaire, Rousseau, Diderot, and Hey- kind ~Pi?-t, ~e whose garment is_ the immovable sky, chose having a simple, complacent mind, and possessed of generoswood? If it must be admitted that those
't
whatJsnght,andtheyalsowhofruthfullypleaseA.hura.Mazda. ity, regarding the talents of others as if he himself possessed
wn ers by good works
them.
descended a trifle into the domain of the coarse and . Let us, then; be of those who further this world, 0 A.hura
A.nd when he finds accomplished and sage-like men, loving
vulgar does that by any means-excuse the God of all Mazda I 0 bliss-conferring A.sha (truth) let our mind be there them more in his heart than his mouth expresses, really himself able to bear, such a minister would be able to preserve
pur!-ty and holiness for relating with unnecessary mi~ where wi~dom abides. .
'
nutu~ of detail. accounts of incest, rape, adultery,
Then mdeed _there will ~e the fall of the pernicious Druj my descendants a.nd my people, and would indeed be a giver
whonng, seductiOn, stealing robbery muider and (f~l~ehood), but m the beautif~ abode of Vohuma.no (the good of benefits.
wholesale slaughter? Is yo~r G d t' b
'
d spmt)! of Mazda. and A.sha, will be gathered forever those who
The following quotations are from the Che-King:
.
.
o
o e compare dwellm good report.
.
to V olt~Ire, DI~erot~ ~ousseau, and Heywood, and is
0 men, if you cling to tb,ese commandments which Mazda.
The Sovereign Lord of heaven produced a.ll the motions of
the p~r1ty of h1s wntmgs to _be meas!-lred by theirs jl has &iven, whicl;l a.re a tor~ent to t~e wicked and a blessing to the world, and reigns over them. He makes no exception of
persons, but esteems virtue alone, loving men only so fa.r as
And IS w~at they chose to mdulge m to be consid- the nghteous, then there will be a. vwtory through them.
they worship him sincerely. He hears the prayers of the merered ihe h1ght Of propriety and purity in him jl I RES~MBJ.ANCE BETWEEN ZOROASTRINlSM AND JUDAISM ciful,
but he destroys the wicked. We ought to pray to him
must confess to you it is a somewhat low ideal of
AND OHRISTI.A.NIT'Y.
for immortal life.
what the infinite God of the universe is, to guage him
Perfection consists in being united to the Supreme Unity.
by any French, German, or American writer. If he
1. A personal, unseen, eternal deity.
The soul was at first luminous, but it was afterward obscured.
cannot do better than they do he is certainly a God
2. The creation of the universe from nothing.
It should be our earnest endeavor to restore it to its primitive
light. It is only by destroying all wrong desires and all selfof very small caliber. Voltaire, Diderot, and Rous3. A first pair, the parents of the human race.
love that we can perceive celestia.l reason.
seau professed to be nothing but ordinary human be4. A great flood, which submerged the world.
What is called reason is properly a.n attribute of Tien, the
ings. They did ROt for one moment dream that they
5. A special lawgiver and prophet to make known Supreme
God. The light which he communicates to men is a
were gods and were penning holy scriptures which God's will.
participation of this reason. What is called reason in Tien is
the people .must accept as coming directly from
6. God met the lawgiver on the top of a holy virtue in man, and when reduced to practice is called justice.
The truly wise man remains within himself, and piety rules a.ll
heaven. It Is, however, very easy for you to dispar- mountain amidst thunder and lightning.
his conduct.
age the efforts of unbelievers and hold up the imper7. Sacred books or scriptures.
To think that we have virtue is to have very little of it.
fect~o~s of those who do not accept the truth of
8. The inculcation of morals and good conduct.
Wisdom <;onsists in being very humble, as if we were incapable
Chnst1~n dogmas. . Truth, however, will compel the
9. A theocracy-a government· of the world by of anything, yet ardent, as ii we could do a.ll.
·
confessiOn ~hat D1derot, Voltaire, and Rousseau, God.
When thou art in the secret places of thy house, do not say,
tho.ugh they ~onformed to the style of the period in
10. The service of a mediatorial priesthood.
"No one sees me," for there is an intelligent spirit who seeth
all. Tien the Supreme pierces into the recesses of the heart as
whi?h. they hved,_ wrote quite as decently as the
11. Animal sacrifice.
light penetrates into a dark room. We must endt>avor to be in
Chnsti.an Bo~cac~10, the Christian priest Rabelais,
12. A belief in the efficacy of prayer.
harmony with his light like musical instruments being perfectly
Montaigne, Fieldmg, Smollet, Swift, and others.
13. Supernaturalism rather than nature's laws.
~ttuned. We J;llUSt.receive from ~is hand as soon as he opens
14. Belief in the son of God as a mediator.
1t. He seeks to enlighten us continually, but by OUI' disorderly
ANCIENT MORAL TEACHERS.
15. Belief in good angels and spirits.
passions we close the entrance to our souls.
16. Bel~ef ~n a devil and wicked spirits.
Mankind overwhelmed with afllictions seem to doubt ProviI will ~ow ~ive some additional quotations from
dence; but when the hour of executing his decrees shall come
17. Behef m a hell of torture and unhappiness.
the world s anment teachers, with a view to showing
18. A perpetual warfare between gobd and. bad none can resist him. He will then show that when he punthat the _heathens taught as good morals, and in as
ished he was just and good, and that he was never actuated by
!-lnexm~pt10nable a manner, as are found in the Jew- spirits.
vengeance and hatred.
19.
Belief
in
a
future
state
of
existence.
ISh scriptures, or as those accorded to Jesus. I will
Confucius was the great teacher and reformer of
20. Belief in wonderful miracles.
be abl_e, of course, to give here but very limited
21. Keeping the 25th of December as a great the Chinese people. Take him all in all, the world
quotatiOns. It should be borne in mind that the
has produced few moral teachers superior to him.
heathen .scriptures, in t~e aggregate, are more than festival in honor of the son of God.
He was born 550 years before the time of Jesus, and
22. A strong opposition to idols and idolatry.
t:wenty .times the quantity of the Jewish and Chrisat the present day he has some 250,000,000 worshiptian scnptures.
23. Belief in a resurrection of the body.
ers. He thus speaks of himself:
24. A final day of judgment.
He~e are a few additional passages from Zoroaster's
teachmgs:
25. Teaching the curbing of the passions and a
A.t fifteen years I longed for wisdom. 'A.t thirty my mind
·
was fixed in pursuit of it. .A.t forty I saw clearly certain prinThough a ~an has been brave in battle, killed wild beasts, pure life.
ciples. A.t fifty I understood the rule given by heaven. A.t
26. The inculcation of love and forgiveness.
and fought w1th all manner of external evils, if he has nesixty everything I heard I easily understood. A.t seventy the
glected to. combat evi_l within himself, he has reason to fear
27. The final destruction of the world by fire.
desire of my heart no longer transgressed the law.
that A.hnman and his devs will seize him and carry him to
28. Disintegration into sects and divisions.
In the morning I hear about the right way, and in the evenJ?azakh (hell], where he will be punished according to his
As Zoroastrinism is as old as Judaism, and nearly ing I die. I can be happy.
SillS.
a thousand years older than Christianity, it will not
He also says of himself:
Not to sat~sfy the :'engeance of Ormuzd, but because having be difficult to decide whether the latter is the
con~ected hunself w1th evil, this is the only means of being
He is a man who in his earnestness in seeking knowledge
purified the~efrom so as to be capable of enjoying happiness at original.
'l'he Chinese scriptures called the Kings are vol- forgets his food, and in his joy for having found it loses all
a future perwd.
sense of his toil, and thus occupied is unconscious that he ha.s
Every man ~ho is l?ure in thoughts, words, and actions will uminous, but a few quotations must suffice :
almost reached old age.
go to the celestial regwns. Every man who is evil in thoughts
What the Great Learning teaches us is to illustrate illustriCoarse rice for food, water to drink, the bended arm for a
words, a.nd actions will go to the place of the wicked.
' ous virtue j to renovate the people j and to rest in the highest pillow-happiness
may be enjoyed even with them; but withA.ll goo_d thoughts, words, or actions are the productions of excellence.
·
out virtue both riches and honor seem to me like the passing
he celestial world.
The ancients who wished to illustrate illustrious virtue cloud.
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The following are among the teachings and maxims of Confucius :
Grieve n~t that men know you not; grieve that you know
men not.
To rule with equity is like the North Star, which is fixed
and all the rest go round it.
The essence of knowledge is, having it, to apply it; not having it, to confess your ignorance.
Worship as though the deity were present.
If my mind is not engaged in worship it is as though I worshiped not.
Formerly in hearing men I heard their words and gave
them credit for their conduct; now I hear their words and observe their conduct.
A. man's life depends on virtue; if a bad man lives it is muy
by good fortune.
Some proceed blindly to action without knowledge. I hear
much and select the best course.
The good man is serene, the bad always in fear. A. good
man regards the poor; he fixes the root and all else flows out
of it. The root is filial piety,-tb~ fruit brotherly love.
There may be fair words and a humble countenance where
there is little real virtue.
I daily examine myself in a threefold manner: in my transactions with men, if I am upright; in my intercourse with
friends, if I am faithful; and whether I illustrate the teachings
of my master in my conduct.
,
Faithfulness and sincerity are the highest qualities.
When you transgress, do not fear to return. ·
Learn the past and you will know the future.
Not to correct our faults is to commit new ones.
Btl rigid to yourself and gentle to others and you will have
no enemies.
The wise man loves to be by himself; the fool seeks company.
By the very errors of men we may judge whether they are
virtuous or not. If a good man errs, it is generally through
excess of affection or gratitude; but the errors of a "'Vicious
man commonly proceed from an excess of hatred and ingratitude.
Life and death depend on the law of Tien, which is immutable. Poverty and riches are dispensed by Tien, who cannot
be corrupted. A. wise man reveres the dispensation of Tien,
and thus enjoys inward tranquillity and peace.
He who knows right principles is not equal to those who
love them; nor is he who loves them equal to him who delights in them.
To know that a thing is right and not do it is a weakness.
Have not a friend morally inferior to yourself.
Treat all without regard to what class they belong to.
To be thought instructed in music and rites, to teach others
principles of virtue, to possess the friendship of many wise
men, these are useful satisfactions. But satisfactions derived
from pride, vanity, idleness, and sensual pleasure are injurious.
How wise is H wuy I He has only a bamboo vase for his
rice, a cup to drink from, and a mean, narrowlane for his habitation. Other men could not endure such privations; but it
disturbs not the serenity of Hwuy.
Fix thy thoughts on duty, practice without ceasing the virtue of humanity, and if you have leisure cultivate the arts.
To keep invariably in the due medium constitutes virtue.
Men rarely persevere in it.
The nature of man is upright. If in the course of his life
he loses his natural uprightness, he swerves far from all happiness.
If wise and virtuous men were to govern a state for a hundred years they could put an end to tyranny and punishments.
A.broad do your duty to your pririce and his magistrates. A.t
home obey your father, mother, and elder brothers. In funeral and sacrificial rites do not permit any negligence. A.llow
yourself no excess in the use of wine.
I see no defect in the character of Yu. He was sober in
eating and drinking, and eminently pious toward spirits and
ancestors. His common apparel was coarse, but his sacrificial
robes were beautifully adorned. He lived in an humble
dwelling, but employed his strength in making ditches and
water-courses for the good of the people.

Confucius married; Jesus did not.
Confucius was a father; Jesus was not. .
Confucius taught fifty years; Jesus one year.
Confucius taught twenty times as much as Jesus.
Confucius was educated; Jesus probably not.
Confucius taught the practical needs of this life;
Jesus taught much about a life after this.
Confucius aimed to make man better here; Jesus
hereafter.
·
Confucius pronounced no curses; Jesus did.
Confucius .said little about unknown gods; Jesus
said much.
Coi:Jfucius occupied himself little about devils;
Jesus much.
Confucius sent none to hell; Jesus many.
Confucius showed no revenge; Jesus did.
Confucius damned none; Jesus many.
Confucius gave not away to anger; Jesus did.
Confucius did not teach to hate and forsake father
and mother; Jesus did.
Confucius did ·not whip and scourge moneychangers; Jesus did.
Confucius ordered no one to steal an ass; Jesus
did.
'
Confucius did not furnish wine to people already
sufficiently intoxicated; Jesus did.
Confucius did not pluck others' corn; Jesus did.
Confucius wrote down his own sayings; Jesus did
not.·
Confucius taught practical lessons; Jesus did not.
Confucius claimed not to be a son of God; Jesus
did.
Confucius pretended to work no miracles; Jesus
did.
Confucius taught no supernaturalism; Jesus did.
Confucius taught industry and agriculture; Jesus
did not.
·
Confucius recommended a union of the sexes;
Jesus did not.
.
Confucius did not invite persecution against himself; Jesus did.
Confucius taught in plain, simple language which
could not be mistaken, and not in metaphor, enigmas, parables, and riddles; Jesus was quite the reverse.
Confucius died a peaceful, natural death; Jesus
was executed.
.
The religion of Confucius has had a peaceful effect;
that of Jesus has led to more war and bloodshed
than any other in the world.
Which was the best man? which the best religion?
Lao-tse, another grand Chinese teacher, lived 1517
B.c. I will give a specimen of his philosopy:
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in the lapse of ages have been destroyed. Perhaps their rituals are as worthy of notice as anything.
The following is a form of confession or self-examination:
I have not afflicted any. I have not told falsehoods. I have
not made the laboring man do more than his task. I have not
1Jeen idle. I have not murdered. I have not committed fraud.
I have not injured the images of the gods. I have. not taken
scraps of bandages off the dead. I have not committed adulte~y. I have n?t cheated by false weights. I have not kept
milk from sucklmgs. I have not caught the sacred birds. I
have not boasted. I have not stolen. I have not counterfeited.
1 have not killed sacred beasts, nor blasphemed, nor refused to
heart the truth, nor despised God in my heart. ?

The inscriptions on the tombstones of that country
are characteristic and show the morals of the people.
'Here are specimens:
He loved his father, he honored his mother, he ·loved his
brethren, and never went from his home in bad temper. He
never preferred the great to the law.
I was a wise man; my soul loved God. I was a brother to
the great men· and a father to the humble ones, and never was
a mischief maker.
I honered my father, I estee'med my mother, I loved my
brothers. I found graves for the dead. I instructed little
children. I took care of orphans as though they were my own
children. For great misfortunes were in Egypt in my time and
on this city of Sais.
What I have done I will say. My goodness and my kindness were ample. I never oppressed the fatherless nor the
widow. I did not treat cruelly the fishermen, the shepherds, nor
the poor laborers. There was nowhere in my time hunger and
want. For I have cultivated all my fields, far and near, in
order that their inhabitants might have food. I never preferred the great and powerful to the humble and poor, but did
equal justice to all.
I lived in truth and fed my soul with justice. What I did
to men was done in peace, and how I loved God, God and my
heart well knew .. I have given bread to the hungry, water to
the thirsty, clothes to the naked, and a shelter to the stranger
I honored the gods with sacrifices, and the dead with offerings·

The following are some of the stanzas in which
the God Amun addresses Thothmes:
I am come; to thee have I given to strike down Syrianprinces;
Under thy feet they lie throughout the breadth of their country;
Like to the Lord of Light, I make them see thy glory,
Blinding their eyes with light, 0 earthly image of A.mun!
I am come; to thee have I given to strike down A.sian peoples;
Captive now hast thou led the proud Assyrian chieftains;
Decked in royal robes, I made them see thy glory,
In glittering arms and fighting, high in thy lofty chariot.
I am come; to thee have I given to strike down the western nations;
Cyprus and the Ases have both heard thy name with terror;
Like a strong-horned bull I made them see thy glory,
Strong with piercing horns, so that none can stand before him.
'

I am come; to thee have I given to strike down Ly bian archers;
A.ll the isles ef the Greeks submit to the force of thy spirit;
There is something chaotic in nature which existed before Like a regal lion I made them see thy glory,,
heaven and earth. It was still. It was void. It stood alone Couched by the corpse he has made down in the rocky valley.
and was not changed. It pervaded everywhere and was not
endangered. It may be regarded as the mother of the universe. I am come; to thee have I given to strike down the ends of
I know not its name, but give it the title of Tau. If I am
the ocean;
forced to give a name for it, I say it is Great/ being great, I In the grasp of thy hand is the circling zone of the waters;
say it passes away; passing away, I say it is far off; being far Like the soaring eagle have I made them see thy glory;
off, I say it returns.
Whose far-seeing eye there is none can hope to escape from.
Now Tau is great; earth is great; a king is great. In the
Sometimes the god Amun seemed slow to act, and
universe there are four greatnesses, and a king is one of them.
Man takes his law from the earth; the earth takes its law from had to be appealed to in very forcible language.
heaven; .heaven takes its law from Tau, and Tau takes it from The following is an address of Ramses II. when on
what it is in itself.
a campaign in Syria, when about to be overpowered

Mencius was another distinguished Chinese teacher and taken by the enemy. The same is inscribed on
and philosopher, about 400 B. c. His writings made the walls of Karnak:
There was an old tradition that the Yu here re- four large volumes. These are samples of his maxims: Have I not ecected to thee great temples? Have I not sacriferred to was born of a virgin, and was begotten by
I love life; I also love righteousness. If I cannot keep both ficed to thee thirty thousand oxen 7 I have brought fromElephantina oqelisks to set up to thy name. I invoke thee, 0
the rays of a star, nearly two thousand years be- I will let life go and choose righteousness.
fore those scriptures were penned, and was employed
There is a nobility of heaven, and there is a nobility of man. Father A.mun ! I am in the midst of unknown tribes, and alone;
but A.mun is better to me than thousands of archers and millby the emperor to drain off the waters of a great Benevolence, righteousness, and self-consecration and fidelity, ions
of horsemen I A.mun will prevail over the enemy.
aud
with
unwearied
joys
in
these
virtues-these
constitute
the
deluge whiCh had taken place.
A.fter defeating his foes, the king sang thus in triumph:
.
nobility
of
heaven.
When Confucius was asked what might be said in
A.mun-Ra has been at ~y right hand and my left in the batBenevolence subdues its opposite, just as water subdues fire.
favor of rewarding hatred by kindness, he replied: Those, however, who practice benevolence nowadays do it as if tles. His mind has inspired my own, and has repeated the
''In that case with what will you reward kindness ? with one cup of water they could save a whole wagon load full downfall of my enemies. A.mun-Ra, my father has brought
Return bad treatment with equity, and remember of fuel on fire, and when the flames are not extinguished should the whole world to my feet!
say that water cannot subdue fire. This conduct, moreover,
What Judaism borrowed from Egypt :
kindness with kindness."
encourages those who are not benevolent.
One of his disciples begged him to teach him how greatly
1. Circumcision. This rite· was practiced long
There is no greater delight than to be conscious of sincerity
to die well. The philosopher answered:
before the Jews.
on self-examination.
"You have not yet learned to live well; when you
Upon a friend saying to Mencius that his principles were ad2. A hereditary priesthood with divine rights.
mirable, but were too difficult and lofty for ordinary minds aud
have learned that you will know how to die well."
3. The phrase, "I am that I am."
On one occasion he was inquired of what one requested him to adapt his teachings to the ·comprehension of
4. White linen robes of the priests.
maxim expressed the conduct_ proper for a whole life. his learners, he replied, " A. great artificer does not, for the
5. The sacred ark carried on poles.
sake of a stupid workman, alter and do away with the markThe great teacher replied:
6. Style and fashion of temple for worship.
ing-line.
" Never do to othe1·s what you wottld not have them
7. The rich temple and holy of holies.
The Golden Rule of Mencius is as follows:
.
do to yozt."
8. The cherubim with extended wings.
If
a
man
love
others,
and
no
responsive
attachment
is
shown
This is virtually the Golden Rule, for the utterance
9. Urim and Thummim as symbolical jewels.
him, let him turn inward and examine his own benevolence.
of which Jesus has been lauded thousands of times. If
10. Branchea candlesticks.
he is trying to rule others, and his government is unsuccessBut it was taught by Confucius over five hundred ful, let him turn inward and examine his wisdom. If he treats
11. Animal sacrifice to deity.
years before Jesus spoke almost the same words.
others politely, and they do not return his politeness, let him
12. The rite of sending away the sins of the peoAmong the points of si~ilarity between Confu- turn inward aud examine his own feelings of respect.
When we do not by what we do realize, what we desire, we ple on a scapegoat.
cius and Jesus are the followmg:
13. The rule of the priesthood-a ver~table themust
turn inward and examine ourselves in every point. When
Both were claimed to be of royal descent.
a man's. person is correct the whole empire will turn to him ocracy.
Both were of poor parentage.
14. Prayer and humiliation to affect a deity.
with recognition aud submission.
Both were actuated by a deep love of the human
Be always studious, and be in harmony with the ordinances
15. The monotheistic idea.
of God, and you will obtain much happiness. With what
race.
16. Prophecy.
Both traveled about the country teaching moral measure a mau metes it will be measured to him again, and
17. The belief in the rites of purification.
consequently before a man deals with others, expecting them
lessons.
18. Belief in the necessity of a holy life.
to be affected by him, he should first deal with himself.
Both had a band of devoted disciples.
19. Kings subservient to priests.
The superior man is distinguished from other men by what
Both enjoined brotherly love.
he possesses in his heart; n11mely, benevolence and propriety.
20. Use of musical instruments in worship.
Both taught the Golden Rule.
The benevolent man loves others. The man of propriety shows
·what Glwistianity bon·owed from Egypt :
respect to others.
Both were despised by the haughty and proud.
1.
Belief in a begotten son of God.
lie
who
loves
others
is
constantly
loved
by
them.
lie
who
Both have been greatly revered since death.
2. Belief in and worship of the virgin and child.
Both by their teachings have greatly influenced respects others is constantly respected by them.
3. Belief that a god could die.
I will take space for but a few quotations from the
the world.
(Ooncl'l.l.ded on page 428.)
Egyptian sacred writings, a large portion of which
Among the points of dissimilarity are these:
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self with her sister and the son of God. But no, the having unduly praised the former, and unsparingly
fire would not burn, the rooms would not right condemned the latter. In consideration of these thethemselves, dinner would not put itself upon the ological difficulties, the ungodly woman has arrived
table; Jesus would work no miracle for her relief.
at the conclusion that these watchmen on the walls
The Godly Women of the Bible.
As all this and much more rushed through the of Zion find Jordan a pretty hard road to travel.
BY AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. brain of this bewildered woman, as· in perspiration
John xi introduces to us the famous "miracle of
and tears she saw a dozen things to be done all at Christ raising Lazarus, four days buried," at Bethany.
MARTHA AND MARY, THE SISTERS OF LAZARUS.
once and no one to help her, and heard the voices of The reader is earnestly requested to peruse the entire
"Now it came to pass, as they went, that he [Je- Jesus and Mary chatting and cooing lovingly in the chapter, that this review of Martha and Mary may
sus] entered into a certain village; and a certain parlor, is it surprising that her equanimity forsook be the better understood. It will be perceived that
woman, named Martha, received him into her house. her and that she went to the Lord with her trouble, Mary was still true to her marked characteristics of
And she had a sister called Ma1-y, which also sat at saying, "Dost thou not care that my sister has left laziness and selfish grief, "sitting still in the house,"
Jesus's feet, and hea-rd his word. But Martha was me to serve alone," thinking in her necessity that this while Martha, active and useful as ever, " as soon as
cumbered about much serving and came to him and appeal would move him if not her, and still hoping she heard that Jesus was coming, went and met
said, Lord, dost thou not ~ar~ that my sister 'hath· th~~ a. command from Jesus when she ~.equested ~im him," and, strong in the faith, .exclaimed, "Lord, if
left me to serve alone? bid her therefore that she to Bid her therefore that she help me would bnng thou hadst been here my brother had not died." The
help me. And _Jesus answered and said unto her her recreant sister to a sense of duty? But no; Jesus remainder of their conversation is very interesting,
Martha Martha thou art careful' and troubled about and Mary just then were having too good a time to but must be omitted, with othei~ important matter; for
many things· b~t one thing is 'needful· and Mary be interrupted; and so Jesus gave the rebuke, lack of space. Suffice it to say that Martha already
hath chosen' that good part which shall not be " 'Martha, Martha,' emph_atically ·redoubling upon believed in a "resurrection at the last day," whentaken from her" (Luke x 38-44).
the name," says Brown, the umpire, reproachfully ever that might be, and that her brother would then
p 1·obably no account i~ the Bible of equal length continui~g, "Thou art c~refu~ and troubled about rise, but Jesus convinced her that whoever believed
has furnished the cleTgy with a more fruitful source many thmgs; but one thmg I~ needful; and Mary in him should never die, and that he was the Christ,
of theological rant than the above text. The con- hath chosen that good part, whwh shall not be taken the son of God. So she returned into the house to
trast between these sisters has been boastingly cited away from her.". Was .not th~,t "good part" him- Mary, secretly saying, "The master is come and callto prove the vast superiority of Mary over Martha, self? And was It not ~Imself w~wh shall not be eth for thee .." Jesus had not yet come unto the town,
and; the preeminence of Christian virtues over a taken away from her" mstead of his gospel? Was but remained where Martha met him, but Mal"y
worldly and complaining spirit. Indolent, selfish he not the "one thing. needful" t? Mary instead of rose up so hastily (the revisers say quickly) to see
Mary has always been lauded to the skies as a pat- any word he was uttermg except his love? Is he not him that the bystanders thought she was going
tern of divine perfection, while faithful, toiling re_presented as ~ lovely, ~lond An~lo-Saxon !out~, to the grave. When she reached Jesus she fell
Martha has been held in contempt as a fretful ter- With _auburn hair parted m. the middle, floatmg m weeping at his feet, repeating the words of Martha,
magant and an unceasing fault-finder. Mary, a b~autiful wavelets from ~fair forehead dow~ over "Lord, hadst thou been here my brother had :riot
lovely saint; Martha, a cold, calculating worldling! his ne~k and shoulders, With a remarkably ~emgnant died." Jesus wept also and groaned as they proMary a spiritual devotee giving up all for Jesus · seraphiC countenance, and a noble, commandmg figure ceeded to the cave where Lazarus was buried, and
' a material woman,
' engrossed in household' an.d manners, " J~Bt
.
Martha,
too swee_t f or any~h"mg?" M e- when he said, ·u Take ye away the stone," Martha,
cares! Mary sitting at Jesus's feet and learning t~mks I have !1 famt recoll_ectwn of havmg_ seen such appalled at such a command, for it was forbidden to
wisdom from his teachings; Martha sweeping the pictures of t~IB young Galilean Je~aforetime !. Was open a grave after the stone was placed upon it for
kitchen floor and getting dinner ! Mary loving J e- not, _then, this Y?uthful ~od suffimently cha~mg to fear of legal uncleanness by contact with the dead,
sus's presence and person; Martha providing for his cap~Ivate. t~ese. Impressible Judean damsel s1st_ers? no one coming nearer a grove than four cubits
wants and ministering to his comfort! Mary doing Besides, It IS said, Jes~s loved Martha and he~· Sister (Maimonides in Lampe), she, therefore, in astonishnothing; Martha at work! Behold the contrast! and Lazar~s (John XI, 5). May we _not conJecture ment replied," Lord, by this time he stinketh!" If
What a picture for divines to contemplate and des- there possibly may have been some rivalry between he was not dead decomposition would not have comcant upon! "Mary bath chosen that good part" these girl-sis~ers, as in the case of. their_ill.ustrious menced, and he would not have stunk, but if he was
(Jesus), while Martha is but a housekeeper, a ser- granddame-sisters, Le3:h and Rachel, I~ their Jealousy dead the whole sixteen .Tesus-Saviors of old could
vant. In proof of this let us examine the statements for the good old patriarch Jacob, alws Israel? On not have raised him, neither could all the pagan gods
of some of the reverends.
this occasion a marked preference was manifested for in the universe, Jehovah included, have brought him
Rev. David Brown, D.D., in the Critical Commen- Mary, and Jesus's rebuke was not lacking in its sting to life. So much for that. Martha wisely thought
tary, says, "The house belonged to her (Martha) and to Martha's P~~dent carefu!ness and anxiet.Y, even that, according to the laws of nature, if dead, and
she appears throughout to be the elder sister. . . were her affectiOns not enlisted_ personally m favor she supposed he was, he would stink in four
She presented herself before him, 'cumbered,' dis- of the young Jew God.
days' time, but that does not prove that he did stink.
tracted, as from another apartment in which her sisIn my sympathy for Martha I have been ill-man- Often have I heard distinguished preachers, when
ter had left her to serve or make preparations q,lone, nered enough to feel sometimes that she would have dilating on this monstrous fraud, assert that Lazarus
saying, 'Lord, here ani I, with everything to do, and " served " Jesus and Mary justly had she prepared was raised after putrefaction began, and urge this
this sister of mine will not lay a hand to anything; her own dinner after being rebuffed, partaken of it fact in-proof that the miracle-worker must therefore
and thus I mis& something from thy lips and thou alone, as did Mary of Jesus's celestial food (the bread be the son of God, yea, God himself, else he could
from our hands.' "
which cometh down from heaven, the manna), cleared not reorganize and resuscitate the already-decaying
Thus he goes on deploring and condemning" the away the table, washed the dishes, fed the chickens, carcass. Pshaw! how much evidence would it reoutward bustle of those too elaborate preparations, put everything in apple-pie order, changed her dress quire for Christians to believe now that a Mormon
which so engrossed he1· attention that she missed her and tidied herself up neatly, and then sat down to elder or a Spiritualistic materializer had raised a
Lord's ·teachings." As seen by the text, Jesus, in- her crotcheting or to the last new novel or to the Lazarus from the dead under like circumstances? If
stead of commiserating Martha's helpless condition, piano practicing the latest song as coolly and as un- they saw it with their own eyes they would not beturns upon her with a reproof whi~h must have sent concernedly as had been this precious pair an hour or lieve that the miracle-worker was the son of God
her back into the kitchen or laundry with a heavier two previous, when she had so reasonably and urgently or God~ himself! No, they would cry out "humheart than before. Smith says, "She needed the appealed to them for assistance, which in its effect bug!" and search out the modus operandi of the
reproof because she lost the calmness of her spirit," was as n·ecessary and beneficial to .their well being as trick, as they would very wisely term it. What a
but condescends to add," Her love, though imperfect her own; and that when these spiritually-minded contrast between a belief in past and present mirin its form, is yet recognized as true."
lovers became hungry enough for temporal food and acles.
No wonder tha_t "careful"Marthawas "troubled." grew impatient at not being called to the rich repast
The most reprehensible part of this whole transacA guest had unexpectedly arrived-Jesus! She, as which they expected was in store for them and come tion is Jesus purposely remaining away two days
"the elder sister,·head, and manager of the house- to inquire the cause of the delay and expressed their after being informed of the illness of Lazarus, styled
hold," felt her great responsibility, realizing that astonishment, she would have been justi£ed had she "he whom thou lovest," and saying to his disciples,
without the aid of the younger she could not prop- replied with infinite sang-froid: "I have prepared "I am glad for your sakes I was not there, to the inerly meet the emergency, and so "probably" (as the my own dinner and eaten it, and you can do the same tent that ye may believe," in order to give Lazarus
divines interpolate) called upon Mary for assistance. for yourselves. If 'but one thing is needful,' and time to die, that the son of God might be glorified
But Mary had not only rushed into the parlor at Mary hath chosen that one thing, wherefore needs thereby (verses 15 and 4), in his raising him from
first to greet Jesus, but remained there tete-a-tete, she a dinner or aught else? If that good part can- the dead, declaring also that his sickness was for the
t~ough well aware of the dilemma in which her sis- not be taken away from her, and that is yourself glory of God, and ultimately he neither restored
ter was placed; for we will" conjecture," as do the (Jesus), then you and she are prepared to furnish him because he desired the life of Lazurus, or to
commentators, that it was wash-day and there was your own bed and board without the intervention of comfort the sisters, but that "thou shouldst see the
nothing cooked in the house, the girls intending to 'careful, troubled' Martha."
glory of God" (verse 40). What a glory was that !
have a picked-\lp dinner. But now everything was
A few such practical lessons would not only have How cruel to keep those sisters, whom he loved, in
reversed, and _Martha w_as in an " outward b~stle," brought Jesus and Mary to their senses, but if prac- suspense and agony four days, and force Lazarus to
to be su.re, whw~ was hightened by Ma7 ~akmg n~ ticed now toward the canting, professedly spiritual go through the pangs of death and the horrors of
part or mterest m the matter. ~he, too, pro~ab!Y• Christians who set celestial things above temporal, the tomb that he n..ight glorify himself! How unwo~ld ~ladly have sat at Je~us s feet, or by his side, pretending to seek first the kingdom of God and his kind, how selfish! Was there no other method or·
or m his .lap, or le~ned on his bosom; but the _house righteousness, it would tend to make them realize event through which his godship could be as forcibly
was all m confusiOn, they must have somethmg to that bread and butter meat and potatoes fuel and and publicly asserted and proclaimed! Then, after
e_at, and. some~ody must get it; and so poor1 fa- raiment, were of mo;e value than praye;s, creeds, all, how few believed! Besides, he ~ndangered the
tigued, disappomt~d Martha set herself about It as churches, Bibles, Christa, and gods!
life of Lazarus as well as his own; for the chief
?est she could. F_Irst she_must clear ~way the washIt has been maintained by some that Mary was the priests and Pharisees almost immediately sought to
mg and put theJkitchen. Ihntohsomethmg_of a decent affianced of Jesus, or even his wife, and that he was put them both to death as impostors and disturbers
appearance, as esus mig t ave o~c~siOn to pass the father of a family (as it is recorded in Isa. liii, of the peace.
through that apartment. Then the dmmg-room was 8, and Acts viii, 3), who shall declare his generation,
Of course Martha and Mary were delighted with
all out of tlrder, the best company table-cloth had for his life is taken from the earth· but none· of these the restoration of their brother, but the divines are
be~n washed, and thol~gh now dried was ui?-ironed. views are extensively supported by Bible scholars.
in a peck of trouble about Lazarus because he is
ThiS Mary could do while she was engaged mother
The lesson divines draw from this narrative and never mentioned before or afterward, except at the
duties. But Ma_rtha had no helping han~. The urge upon us poor, miserable sinners is that mankind anointing supper (John xii); and it appears that he
table mu.st be laid, the food prepared; and if Mary must forsake all for Christ, as did Mary. But if is only there introduced to magnify the power of the
w~uld b_ut come. and atten~ t~ some of these l_e~ser there had heen no Martha, pray how could Jesus son of God and prove his own divinity. It is much
thmgs, like roa~tmg and grmdmg the c?ffee, slic~ng and Mary have had a dinner? If all were Marys more likely that the whole story is a hoax than that
the bread, pa~·mg the potatoes and omons,_gettmg now, an,d no Marthas, who would cook the turkeys at such -an omission should happen, provided the· event
out and opemng the preserve cans, an-angmg the home on ministerial convention occasions and on Sun- ever occurred. The very excuses and apologies made
apartments, and _subsequently taking t~e e'Yer of days and get up church fairs, and provide the colla. by the faithful are in themselves sufficient to raise a
water to the lodgmg-room of Jesus, makmg his bed, tion for the benefit of the Lord's Zion? In view of query, even in the mind of a non-skeptic, as to the
a_nd regulating there, she could get ~hrough. expedi- this necessity, Brown sootl?-ingly concedes that "a judiciousness of such an astounding, before unheardtwusly and comfortably, and have time to sit down church full of Marys would perhaps be as great an evil of, miracle being related by but one of the four
after diuuer, gratified and refreshed, to enjoy her- as a church full of Martlias," and that, too, after biographers of Jesus; when such importance was at.
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tached to it as an indisputable proof of the divinity
of Jesus Christ, and his equality with the father before the world was.
But let that pass. Lazarus seems to be of no
account except as a lay figure on which to hang the
most stunning miracle recorded in the New Testament, not even exqepting the immaculate conceptiOn
itself.
·
·
But let that pass, also. Tne sisters, particularly
Martha, are preeminent over him, and the various
conjectures of the various non-inspired ones are so
interesting and amusing that we must beg space to
copy a few of these wild opinions.
In view of the fact that none of the Evangelists
but John relate this astounding miracle, and that it
is nowhere else alluded to in the whole Bible, Smith,
in his Dictionary, says: "The question why the first
three gospels omit all mention of so wonderful a
fact (?) as the resurrection of Lazarus has from a
comparatively early period forced itself upon interpreters and apologists. The explanations given of
the perplexing phenomena are briefli these: That
fear of drawing down persecution on one already
singled out for it kept the three evangelists, writing
durmg the lifetime of Lazarus, from all mention of
him; and that this reason for silence being removed
by his death, St. John could write freely. . . . .
Matthew and Mark omit equally all mention of the
three names (Martha, Mary, and Lazarus). John,
writing long afterwards, when all three had 'fallen
asleep,' feels that the restraint is no longer necessary."
This explanation is extremely refreshing when we
remember that the authorship and character of the
fourth gospel has been questioned and criticised by
the ablest scholars until there is scarcely a doubt
left but what it is spurious. Prof. Newman says,
"We have seen that, while there is not one particle
of evidence <luring ·a century and a half after the
events record~::d in the fourth gospel that it was composed by the son of Zebedee (John), there is on the
contrary the strongest reason for believing that he
did not write it," and gives the reasons. This gospel was criticised so severely by Bretschneider as
late as 1820 that it has nover recovered from it. In regard to the silence of the history of this family and the paucity. of the facts and proofs of the
death and resurrection of Lazarus, the same author
consoles himself with, "We are able, however, without doing violence to the principles of a true historical criticism, to arrive at some conclusions helping
us, with at least·some measure of probability, to fill
From the order
up these scanty outlines.
of the three names we may reasonably infer that
Lazarus was the youngest of the family." Is not this
interesting, definite, and satisfactory? Alas, alas
for proof ! Brown and other D.D.'s equally fail in
their attempted "explanations of the perplexing phenomena," though their suggestions, conjectures,
probabilities, possibilities, inferences, and harmonies
are as numerous and diversified as the leaves of the
forests or the pebbles on the sea-shore.
But we must hasten, as we are not treating of Jesus
or miracles, but of these godly sisters in connection
with this sacred, historical, divine humbug.

Hawkeye Happenings.
On my missionary tour I stopped first, after leaving Cedar R:J.pids, at Lisbon. The general conference cf the United Brethren church was to be held
there in a few weeks, and the a,ir was filled with
notes of preparation. Bishops and delegates were
being assigned to the hospitalities of the citizens, regardless of the religious or non-religious views ef the
latte r, with a coolness that was most delightfully refreshing. The bread and beefsteak of the Infidel
were evidently just as tempting as the similar viands
of the saints of Go<l.
Our ever-activ friend, Joseph Levy, was keenly
alive to the vital· questions of the hour, ltnd just as
ready to sacrifice self in the interests of tbe good
cause. W. Spurrier is a veteran Infidel, hospitable
·and scholarly. I made the acquaintance of H. Sailor,
and found him a true Liberal. I stopped at Mechanicsville for a few hours, having a very pleasant chat
with Dr. J. C. Badtorf, though we disagreed radically concerning the proposed prohibijpry amendment to the state Constitution. The worthy doctor
is earnest, sincere, and a thorough humanitarian; but
I think that he will yet liv to see that prohibitory
laws cannot do the work which can only be accomplished by time, education, and improved material
conditions.
·
I reached Wheatland on Saturday night, and stayed
over Sunday with my friend Jerome Dutton and his
kind and generous family. Mrs. Flo~a Dutton was
visiting there, and I can assure you, fnend Bennett,
that we all paid our respects to Comstock & Co.
Could Tyner and the time.servers hav heard some of
our remarks their ears would hav tingled. 'l'he right
of any lawmaker to prescribe what the people shall
buy or read was denied with an emphasis which
could not be mistaken, and which may be taken as an
indication of the spirit whieh animates the true Liberals of Iowa. ·I met my friend H. L. Barter. He
is loyal to truth and liberty, ,and " no surrendel'" is
his motto.
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On Monday Grand Mound was reached, and "Dut- the Butterworths, Hensinger and lady, W. H. Palmten Hill" onee more cheered the wanderer with warm er, J. B. Dean, and J C. Blessing at Andrew, all
welcome of cordial handclasp and words of hearty enr0ll themselvs in the army of Liberalism. From
gr!'leting. I always feel !lt home here where every- this partial enumeration it will be se~tn that Jackson
thmg speaks of progresstv thought. The pictures county has the material with which" to build up a
and mottoes upon the walls, the books and papers strong and influential secular organization.
upon the tables and shelves, and the photographs in
Now as to the state organization. The following
the albums, all speak for the intelligence and inde- new members hav been received since my last report
pendence of Flora and Leroy Dutton. Charles and in THE TRUTH SEEKER : Annual members, Jerome
Lorenzo D. Dutton liv in the same neighborhood, artd Dutton,· Wheatland ;_ Mrs .. C. P. Dutton, Wheatare equally devoted with their brothers. Jerome and land; L. D. Dutton, DeWitt; B. F. Gove, DeLeroy to the cause of mental, industrial, and financial Witt ; A. Alexander, Spragueville ; Abner Kim- .
emancipatio~. N6 one-idead Liberals, these!
ball, Wyoming; Mrs. E. Brown, Bismarck.
From Grand Mound we went to De Witt. Here we
Who comes next ? Join the League. Annual
found E. Sweeting and his cultured daughters, B. F. membership, 50 cents ; life, $5.00. Send contribuGove, Mrs. Butterfield, I. L. Wilcox, and others, tions to the printing fund. On with- the dance.
earnest and alive to the necessity for constructiv Address me at Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
work.
·
E. C. W .ALK:im, Sec. Iowa L. L.
Thence to Jackson county, where we put in four
weeks of hard work, visiting Maquoketa, Fulton,
Critics Criticised.
Nashville, Baldwin, Preston, Spragueville, Miles,
Sterling, Sabula, Bellevue, La Motte, Andrew, CotTo THE EDIT9R oF THE TRUTH SEEH:ER, Sir:
tonville, and the surrounding countt·y. For •two I know not whether your worthy contributor, W. H.
weeks I traveled in the northern part of the county Burr, the valiant champion of Mr. Paine's literary
and did not find a single subscriber to either THE and patriotic greatness, intended this frightful litTRUTH SEEKER, Investigator, League Man, Physi- erary upheaval or not, but certain it seems that the
olo,qist, Health Monthly, or Health Journal.
spirit of the late old dep!trted Carlyle of England
Where our papers are not taken the people are in has again· returned to earth and personified himself
the darkness of Egypt so far as regards the doings at "Highland Park, Conn.!" Now see what our
of Comstock and the progress of organized Liberal- friend Burr has done ! This old Carlyle-this hater
ism. But I scattered a considerable amount of seen- of shams-this wormwood philosopher, which all
lar and Freethought literature through this section, sensible men piously thought had subsided into thin
and a few subscribers secured there will leaven the air, has been resurrected, and is now bent on the
whole lump of apathy in time. In Maquoketa destruction of Thomas Jefferson's literary rep11tation,
Jacob Glaser, Thomas and Rachel Rosecrans, W. H. also on exposing the stupidity of the signers of the
McCarran, W. Bradway, Mr. and Mrs. Abbey, S. 0. Declaration of Independence, and in destroying all
Webster, and H. Stevenson; at Fulton, W. P. Ward; confidence in Lindly Murray, Milton, Addison, or
at Nashville, Calvin Teeple; at Baldwin, J. B. Kin- Dr. Samuel Johnson!
sey, Benj. and Charles Tozer, Richard Teeple, Hiram
We :ue all well a ware that personally you are a
Burnap, and_ J. E. Williams are not ashamed to be long-suffering, good-natured man, but why try the
known as Infidels.
hazardous experiment of endurance on your many
At Preston John Durant takes all the Liberal jour- subscribers by admitting this interminable Carlyle
nals, and hence is posted as to what is going on in communication from some medium from "Highland
the world of advanced thought. Himself and wif& Park, Conn.?" 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER's readers, as a
fear not to let their light shine into all the dark cor- body, are a grave, reflectiv class, and your columns
ners of superstition. C. Farley, H. U. Hicks, and a-re supposed to be sacred to common-sense, and its
Levi Holwayd are also disbelievers in the myths of ·space is too valuable for inflated spiritual contributhe dark ages past. At Spragueville I made the ac- tions.
It is evident this sacrilegious Carlyle is not a lover
quaintance of A. Alexander and Mr. Levan. They
own their own minds. Mr. Alexander scatters mis- of humanity, or possessing the propensity he supposes
sionary 9-ocuments far and wide, ~nd will make a he does, he should hav taken friend Burr privately
splendid worker in the new League movement in aside and told him with due solemnity the important
Jackson county. Messrs. Hiberling, Miles, and Allen discovery he had made in the grammatical misconat Miles are Freethinkers.
struction of the wording of the Declaration of IndeProtestantism is at a low ebb in Jackson county. pendence, and not attempt ruthlessly to agonize the
The battle is between Catholicism and Liberalism. public mind of this vast republic-yea, the thinking
Several of our best workers in northern Jackson are minds of both hemispheres-at one fell blow. Alconverts from the Catholic church. Now here hav I though over fourscore years, I trust I will survive
DAVID BRUCE.
seen such inroads being made into the strength of the shock.
Catholicism as in Believue and vicinity. The work
of disintegration has begun. Where will it stop? Is Christianity Part and Parcel of the Common
Be encouraged, comrades; work on faithful to the
Law of the Land 1
end. The day dawneth. Work, work.
There. is scarcely any one connected with the legal
Capt. E. E. Potter, father of our friend L. B. Potter, was the pioneer Liberal of Jackson county. To profession, from the veriest pettifoger to the chief
him are we indebted for most of the Freethought justice on the bench, but will enunciate this barenow rampant in that section. An Atheist from his faced tfalsehood, and who will do his best to cause
very childhood, he came to Iowa many years ago and the base folly to be practised, and yet no two can
sowed the good seed far and wide. The library hardly be found who will agree as to the proper unwhich he collected, now owned by his son Byron, is derstanding in what Christianity consists, and thereprobably the largest collection of Freethought books fore how to enforce its ruling, it must be conceded,
in the state. The present owner is constantly adding is attended with difficulty. If a learned priest of the
thereto and loaning to all who will read. Six years mother church undertakes to define the term Chrisago Capt. Potter passed to the everlasting rest at the tianity, he will readily answer by referring to the
ripe age ot eighty years. His funeral was unosten- rites and ceremonies of the holy Catholic religion;
tatious and simple, as was his express desire, and was and as that body is in the possession of the truth reconducted by his life-long friend, Hon. John Stuart. garding the matter, and moreover is so pure as to be
Under the shade of the rocky bluffs of "Paradise," infallible, that if guided by those inspired teachers
beneath the beautiful greensward of.a sloping foot- we speedily become aware of the quality and consehill lie the remains of Ellridge E. Potter, immortal quence of the sublime truth of its consistence, and
in seeds of progress wide sown by the hand of an history is not barren in information as to how human
honest man. Mr. L. B. Potter has set aside this spot liberty is advanced thereby. Can it be that a thing
of ground where lie the ashes of his father as an so commonly infamous is the "common law of the
Infidel cemetery. No words of superstition, solemn- land?" The Presbyterian possessor of inspired
ly intoned, will ever profane the sweet solitude of knowledge, one who has been benefited by the having .had holy hands laid on his " bowing like bulthis abiding-place of the dead.
Saturday evening, May 28th, the Liberal League rush" humble head, will not hesitate to rise in his
of Jackson county was organized, with A. L. Potter, pious wrath at such impudent presumption of the
President; W. G. Stuart, Secretary; P. Praudy, the antichrist of Home, as for the moment-losing his
Treasurer; John Durant, N. E. Griffin, Mrs. A. L. lamb-like patience when attending to the statement
of the papist expounders. So he will denounce him
Potter, and L. B. Potter, Councilors.
This organization has before it a splendid future and earnestly deny the truth of his statement, proif the elements of growth at its disposal are wisely nouncing it unmitigatingly false, and will forthwith
utilized. What we need most of all is constructiv undertake to enlighten your ignorance and tell you
work in the social and educativ line. Our friends in what Christianity exists, referring to the holy
here keenly realize this, and we may confidently look scriptures, and the creed that he says has been obtained from that manifestation of truth, being nothfor substantial progress in Jackson. .
In La Motte and vicinity the working spirit is ing less than God's word, and will enter into an
strong among our friends. Mr. and Mrs. A. L. elaborate argument to prove the same. But as you
Potter, Mr. and Mrs. Griffin, Misses Vie and Metta properly desire brevity I shall not infringe on your
Dalton are all thoroughly imbued with the desire to rule, trusting to a future opportunity. Let it suffice
help roll onward the car of progress. Bellevue and now to call attention to this holy conflict and to invicinage boasts of such true Liberals as L. B. Blush, timate that the pious difficulty invades all of the holy
W. A. Weber, P. H. Baunich, Frank Lebau, Misses families of Christendom as to the understanding of
W einscheuk, Hyler, Dorchester, Roche, Pitts, Mars- it, and that therefore this is often all legal fiction,
little less in its imposition than all religion.
den, Bramschreiz, and Bowan.
R.M.
Friends Marr, Smith, and Scarborough at Sterling;
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(O~n~J;inued from page 425.)
36. Both were expiators.
The doctrine of the atonement.
37. Both believe in a future existence.
The doctrine of the trinity.
38. Both believe in the salvation of some and the
Belief in the divine government of the world. damnation of others.
Belief in the necessity of a divine sacrifice.
39. Both have altars and gorgeous temples.
Belief in -a being half god and half man.
40. Both believe in pilgrimages to holy places.
The cross as a religious symbol.
41. Both teach supernaturalism and miracles.
10. The doctrine of a future life.
42. Both believe their founders divine.
11. The doctrine of judgment after death.
43. Both teach love and forgiveness toward ene12. Belief in an evil being antagonistic to god.
mies.
13. Angels and demons as supernatural beings.
44. Both think more of the next life than this.
14. Belief in a local heaven and hell.
45. Both encourage mendicancy and idleness.
46. Both exhibit love and charity to mankind.
15. The resurrection of the body.
16. The Christmas festival.
47. Both deem self-abnegation a great virtue.
17. The candlemas festival.
48. Both systems decry and condemn nature.
18. A keeper of the keys of heaven.
49. Both insist that their own system is the most
19. The practice of holy pilgrimages.
divine and perfect.
20. The presentation of the wedding ring. .
In view of all these resemblances it is not singular
21. Shaving the heads of priests.
that Father Hue, when he went to Asia as a missionary, declared that the devil had preceded him and es22. Linen surplices worn by priests.
23. The use of a liturgy in worship.
tablished the Christian religion.
Buddhism had a priority of si~ centuries over
24. The doctrine of aceticism and self-denial.
25. The priesthood claiming divine knowledge.
Christianity, so it will not be difficult to say which
Several of these points of belief were held by is the original. If numbers of adherents are proof of
a few of the ancient nations. That they are not divinity, Buddha in having twice the number of beoriginal with Christianity nothing in the world is lievers has twice the proofs of divinity.
more sure.
The resembl~nces are many and striking, while
In a previous letter I gave you a few quotations some of the differences are equally striking. Buddhfrom the teachings of Buddha; but his teachings ism has always been peaceful, it has in all cases
are so voluminous and so unexceptionable in point carried the olive branch. It has not waged war and
of morality that I fear I have not done him full bloodshed, it has not persecuted, it has put none to
justice. Let me give a few more of his moral rules death or torture for opinion's sake. While Chrisand maxims:
tianity was inaugurated by the sword, it has waged
Let us live happily, then, not hating those who hate us; let ~ore and bloo~ier wars ~han ~ther systems of religus dwell free from hatred among men who hate.
Iton, save poSSibly Judaism; It has shed far more
Let us live happily, free from greed among the greedy.
.human blood than any other system; it has devastatLet us ).ive happ!Jy though we. call nothin~ om- own. We . ed a far greater extent of the earth's surface; it has
shall be like the brtght gods feeding on happmess.
persecuted millions for not believing its dogmas· it
1
He w!J.o has given up both victory and defeat, he, the con-~ has put millions to death by implements of tort~re
tented, IS happy. .
. f erna1 ch aracter; It
. h as b urnt mi'll'tons
.
.
of t h e most m
Buddha proclaimed his law of love m these words: at the stake; and other millions have been tortured
My law is a law of mercy for all_. ~roclaim it fre~ly to. ~1, and crushed nearly to death by its hellish inventions
men. It shall cleanse good and evil, rtch a.nd poor alike; 1t ts and cruelties.
as large as the space of heaven _and excludes '?-one.
.
It is not insisted that the points of resemblance
Let a. man overcome anger wtth love; let him overcome evil
C . · .
d
·
with good· let him overcome the greedy by liberality the liar . between hnsttamty an the older systems of rehgby the truth.
'
Iion, many of which are not here pointed out, were
From the Dhammapada:
Iborrowed absolutelJ: f.rom a!l the ol.de; s~ste;ms, but
.
.
·
that they are not ongmal wtth Chrtsttamty IS most
Fo~sake all eVIl, brmg forth good, mas~r thy own thoughts; positively demonstrated.
The many resemblances
such ts Buddha's path to the end of all pam.
:
.
·
.· f
·
·
Overcome evil with good the avaricious with generosity the are notiCed m the bne est posstble language, but I
false with truth.
'
'
i think every cas.e is susceptible of positive proof.
One day of endeavor is better than a h~dred of years of! Hesiod and Homer are believed to have been early
1
sloth.
Grecian poets wheY lived and sang about the gods, and
~atch thys~lf with_ all d!ligence, and hold thyself in as the taught morals nearly a thousand years before our era.
spmted steed IS held m by tts owner.
I ·11 ·
·
. fi
H · d
h
Master thyself, so mayest thou teach others and easily tame WI . gtve a quotatton or two' rst esto on t e
them after having tamed thyself; for self is hardest to tame. muses:
Think not lightly of evil; drop by drop the jar is filled; '
The thrice three sacred maids whose minds are knit
think not lightly of good; the wise are filled with pm-ity, ga.th- :· _ In harmony, whose only thought is song,
ering it drop by dr<'>p.
I They sing the laws of universal heaven,
The true sage dwells on earth as the bee that gathers sweetA.nd the pure manners of immortal gods;
ness with his mouth and wings without harming the color and .
A.non they bend their footsteps toward the mount,
I
R · · · · th · b te
·
d
perfume of the flowers.
eJotcmg m err eau ous vowe an song
The swans [wild fowls] go on the path of the sun; they go
Far
rtmnd
the
dusky
earth
Unperishing.
through the ether by their miraculous powe.r [instinc~]." So
Rings with their hymning voices; and beneath
Their many rustling feet a pleasant sound
are the wise led out of this world where they have conquered
the tempter of his brain.
I
A.riseth, and they take their onward wa.y
The heart of love and faith accompanying good actions .
To their own father's presence.
spreads a beneficent shaqe through all the world.
Thus on the sprites and demons:
ImSEMBL.A.NOE RETWEEN BUnDH.A. .A.ND JESUS.
Thrice ten thousand demons rove
This breathing world, the immortals sent by Jove.
1. Both are claimed to have a virgin mother.
Guardians of men, their glance alike surveys
!
2. Both are reputed of royal blood.
The upright judgments and the unrighteous ways.
3. Both lived a life of self-denial.
Hovering, they glide to earth's remotest bound,
4. Both had a band of disciples.
A. cloud aerial veils their forms around.
5. Both taught orally, and their teachings were
Invisible, the gods are ever nigh,
written out by others.
Pass through our midst and bend the all-seeing eye,
6. Both are claimed to perform miracles.
The men who grind the poor, who wrest the right,
7. Much that is mythical pertains to both.
A.weless of heaven's revenge, stand naked in their sight.
8. The doctrines of both spread rapidly.
Thus of the daughters of Jove:
9. Both systems have been embraced by large
gave into my hand
numbers (Buddha's much the largest).
I A.They
rod of marvelous growth, a laurel bough
10. Both are claimed to have improved the morals.
Of blooming verdure; and within me breathed
of those who embraced them.
A. heavenly voice, that I m'ight utter forth
11. Both practiced self-abnegation.
A.ll past and future things, and bade me praise
The blest and ever-living God.
12. Both lived a life of celibacy.
13. Both taught non-resistance.
God sends his teachers unto every age,
14. Both systems have monasteries.
' 15. Both have nuns and nunneries.
To every clime, and unto every race of men
With revelations fttted to their growth
A.nd shape of mind, nor gives the realm of truth
16. Both have images of virgin and child.
17. Both use the symbol of the cross.
Into the selfish rule of one sole race;
18. Both have confession of sins.
Therefore each form of worship that hath swayed
19. In both the miter is used in priestly toggery.
The life of man and given it to grasp
·
d
The master-key of knowledge, reverence,
20 · B oth h aye t h e d a1matiCa
an cape.
Enfolds some germs of goodness and of right.
21. Both use the psalmody and double choirs.
22. Both believe in devils and evil spirits.
A few of the old Grecian teachers must be no.ticed.
. Thales taught over 600 years B.O.:
23. Both believe in casting out devils.
24. Both illustrate their doctrines with sermons. \ That which thou blamest in another do not thyself to thy
25. Both use the censer with five chains.
1 neighbor.
I The most ancient of all things is God, for he is uncreated.
26. Both use benedictions.
27. Both use chaplets in religious ceremonies.
The universe is the beautiful work of God.
True happiness consists in perfect, healthy, and moderate
fortune, and a life free from effeminacy and ignorance. ·
28. Both use prayer and enjoin it. 29. Both practice the worship of saints.
How can actions be concealed when even our most secret
30. Both have images to represent saints.
thoughts are known to the gods?
31. Both enjoin fasting to effect heaven;
Solon, one of the seven wise men of Greece, 638
32. Both believe in religious processions.
B.c., taught good morals and gave excellent laws.
33. Both use litanies in worship.
Said he:
33. Both believe in holy• water.
I n all th'mgs 1et reason be your gm"de.
f .
.
34. B oth h ave t h e d octrme o mcarnatton.
In everything you do consider the end.
35. Both believe in God cohabiting with a virgin. To make laws against and ordain punishment f.or a crime

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

1

I

I

I

I
1

that hitherto has never been known or heard of was the way
to introduce it rather than prevent it. ·
Bias was .11nother of the seven wise men, and was a
very just ruler over the city of Priene, 600 B.O. He
taught the very best of morals. These are some of
his inculcations:
Jt is a proClf of a weak mind to desire impossibilities.
The greatest infelicity is not to be able to endure misfortune
·
patiently.
Great minds alone can support a sudden reverse of fortune.
The most pleasant state is to be always gaining.
Be not unmindful of the miseries of others.
If you are handsome d0 handsome thinga; if deformed supply the defects of your nature by your virtues.
Be slow in undertaking and resolute in executing.
Praise not a worthless man for the sake of his wealth. .
Whatever good you do ascribe it to the gods.
Lay in wisdom as the store for your journey_ from yauth to
old age, for it is the most certain possession.
Many men are dishonest; then love your friend with some
degree of caution, for he perchance may become your enemy.
Pittacus, another of the wise men, taught:
Do not that to your neighbor which you would take ill from
him.
Speak ill of no one, not even of your enemies.
Pythagoras, the sage of Samos, lived about 600
years before the Christian era. He taught in this
wise:
Unity is the principle of all things, and from this unity went
forth an infinite duality.
Every quality which a man acquires originates a good or
bad spirit, which abides by him in this world, end after death
·
remains with him as a companion.
The discourse of a philosopher is vain if no passion of man
is healed thereby.
Truth is to be sought with a mind pul'ified from the passions
of the body. Having overcome evil things, thou shalt experience the union of the immortal God with mortal man.
The noblest gi[ts of heaven to man a.re to speak truth and do
good offices. . These two things resemble the works of God.
Strength of mind depends upon sobriety, for this keeps reason unclouded by passion.
Youth should be habituated to obedience, for it .will then find
it easy to obey the authority of reason.
Honor the gods and revere an oath.
Every man ought to act and speak with such integrity that
no one would have occasion to doubt his simple affirmation.
Do what you think to be right, whatever people think of
you. Despise alike their censm-e and their praise.
The rational mind of man is more excellent than this sensitive soul, as the sun is more excellent than the stal'S.
Socrates was among the great teachers of Greece,
and inculcated pure morals, a spirit of love and fraternity among men. Though he was put to death
because he did not believe in the same kind of gods
which the people accepted, he entertained a high
reverence for all that is good, all that conduced
to make man better and happier. He showed great
courage and composure in the hour of death. Here
is a sample of his lessous:
There is no better way to true glory than to endeavor to be
good, rather than seem so.
Only the wise man can be brave, just, and temperate. Vice
of every kind is ignorance. If a man is cowardly it is because
he does not rightly appre<>iate the importance of life a.nd death.
He thinks death an evil, and flees from it. If he were wise he
would know that death is a good thing, or at the worst an indifferent one, and therefore would not shun it.
If there be anything in man partaking of the divine natm-~:.,
it must sm-ely be the soul which governs and directs him; and
yet no one considers this an object oi the sight. Learn, therefore, not to despise those things which you cannot see; judge
of the greatness of the power by the effects which are produced,
and reverence the deity.
Plato was a pupil of Socrates, and flourished 430
B. o.
He wrote and taught extensively, and was one
of the most moral of men. A few specimens will
suffice:
Honor is divine good. No evil thing is honorable.
There is no one so bad but love can make a god of him by
virtue, so that his soul becomes like unto the supreme beauty.
The perfectly just man would be he who loves justice for its
own sake, not for the honors and advantages that attend it;
who would be willmg to pass for unjust while he practiced the
most exact justice; who would not suffer himself to be moved
by disgrace or distress, but would continue steadfast in the
love of justice, not because it is pleasant1 but because it is
right.
What light and sight are in this visible worl~, truth and in-·
telligence are i:O. the real unchangeable world.
It is impossible there should be much happiness in this life;
but there is great hope that after death every person may
obtain the things he most wishes for.
Zeno taught as follows:
A. true philosopher, unless prevented, will faithfully serve
the state.
Love is the god who gives the greatest safety.
Most people seek in the tavern for that pleasure which is to
be found in labor.
Whether the slave have become so by conquest or by purchase, the master's ti tie is bad..
Epicurus, who was born 340 B. o., and who has
been much slandered and represented as a sensua1ist,
was an able philosopher and a pure, moral teacher.
Hear him:
·
I would wish you to think nothing good, or bad either, upon
my decision. The first and last thing that I would say to a man
is, Think for yourself.
A. happy life is like neither a roaring torrent nor a stagnant
pool, but a placid and crystal stream, that flows gently am1
smoothly along.
Perfect pleasure, which is happiness, you will have attained
when you have brought your bodies and souls into a state of
satisfied tranquility. To arrive at this much previous exertion
is requisite; yet exertion, not violent, only constant and ever.
A.t first the body, with its passions and appetites, demands
gratification and indulgence. But beware I for here are the
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hidden rocks which may shipwreck your bark on its p~ssage,
and shut you out forever from the haven of repose.
Here is a specimen of his :philosophical reasoning:
Nothing can ever spring from nothing, nor can anything ever
retum to nothing. The universe always existed and will always
remain, for there is nothing into which it can be changed.
There is nothing in nature, nor can anything be conceived, besides body and space. Body is that which possesses the properties of bulk, figure, resistance, and gravity. It is this alone
which can touch or be touched. Space is the region where
body is or may be occupied by Body, and which affords an opportunity of moving freely. Besides these, body and space, no
third nature can be conceived, for such a nature must either
have bulk or solidity, or want them-that is, it must either be
body or space. The universe, consisting of body and space, is
infinite, for it has no limits. Bodies are infinite in multitude.
Space is infinite in magnitude. The univer.~e is to be conceived
as immovable, since beyond it there is no place into which it
can move; and as eternal and immutable, since it is neither liable to increase nor decrease, to prodaction nor decay.
!socrates, the poet, 338 n.c., taught this golden rule:
A.ct towards others as you desire them to act toward you.
Ceobulus said:
We should do good to our enemy and make him our friend.
Cleanthes taught:
Do nothing which will occasion grief to yourself and others.
Hillel, born 110 n.c., taught these beautiful sentiments, one of which is the Golden Rule:·
Do not judge thy neighb'or until thou hast stood in his place.
Promote peace and be a friend of all men.
Do not unto another what thou wouldst not have another do
unto thee .. This is the whole law; the rest is mere comment.
Cicero, the Roman statesman and orator, taught
many. excellent truths:
We are created for the sake of mankind and to be useful to
each other.
Nature endears ma'n to man.
Nothing is more natural to man than kindness. ·
Knowledge seems isolated and barren unless accompanied
by love of all men and trust in our common brotherhood.
A.ll men are plaiuly bound together. Duty is always performed when the advantage of mankind is sought.
He is a good man who benefits as many people as possible
and harms nobody.
True philosophers have not neglected the advantage and interests of mankind. Care for other men and serve the common
brotherhood.
Nothing is so much in accord with nature as utility. The
standard of utility is the same as that of morality.
Whatever is ~eally useful is virtuous, though it does not at
first seem so.
Seneca, a famous philosopher and teacher, taught
excellent moral precepts:
The grandest of empires is to rule one's self. There is nothing
grand that is not also calm.
Who has most? He who desires least. Throw away all
anxiety about life and make it pleasant.
If you hear that others have spoken ill of you, consider
whether you have not done the same and about many people.
How much better to heal an injury than to avenge it! I
shall take the world as my country.
Guard rigorously that social tie which binds man to man
and establishes the rights common to the human race.
Life is warfare, and those who climb up and down steep
paths and go through dangerous enterprises are the brave men
and leaders in the camp; but to rest basely at the cost of others' labors is to be a coward, safe because despised.
There are many others of the ancient moral teachers whom I cannot even name; but I have already
occupied too much space, and must leave many unmentioned some who lived years- before Jesus and
others after. Among the latter were Antoninus .and
Marcus Aurelius. Their moral sentiments are well
worth quoting, and have hardly been surpassed.
In the quotations I have made two objects
prompted me; first, to give specimens of the sacred
writings of the heathens; second, to show that they
abounded with good moral teachers. Jesus may
have said some things they did not say, but not
many. If he had his peculiarities and his special
line of thought, there was nothing strange about it.
He thought and taught like other men. One thing
may be regarded as settled: his most admired
sentiments and morals were earlier taught by others;
and it is untrue to assert that he was the author of
all the morality of the world, or that his was better
than what others have taught.
I will have to defer a reply to your claims of what
Christianity has done for the world till my next.
·
Yours truly,
D. M. B.
To THE EDIToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
As we hear through the Liberal Press from time to
time of the continued violation of Girard's will by
dishonest religious bigots in control, why is it that
the Liberals of the country, and more especially of
Pennsylvania, do not put a stop to it!' It is time,
I think, that a move was made and something done
in this direction. Who among the Liberals of Pennsylvania will inaugurate tl:.e move!' I will be one
to share the legal expense of enforcing _the requirements and observance of the will.
WM. HART.
[This is a good suggestion. Let it be acted upon
without further delay. Let it be throroughly shown
to the world the iniquity 1ihe Philadelphia Christians hav been doing in this matter.-En. T. S.]
AN lNl!'IDEL ABROAD.

from Europe. $1.50.
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too, your venture may prove all t.he most sanguin
anticipate, and that we may not, as some fear, hav to
write the obituary of 4the best paper in the world.
With both love and sympathy for Mrs. Bennett and
.
BELVIDERE, N.Y., May 25, 1881.
many good wishes for yourself, we remain,
FRIEND BENNETT : As you hav deCided to encomSincerely yours. NEwToN and VIRGINIA VANDE.
pass the globe, please accept the five uollars inclosed
herein. I hope you will hav a safe and prosperous
LAKE CITY, IowA, May 23, 1881.
trip, and that we may hav the privilege of grasping
DEAR BENNETT: I hav not written you since abuut
you by the hand in the future. We hav just had a the time you returned from Albany last year. At
call from a Methodist clergyman, and, to our sur- that time I sent you $5-$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER
prise, he took his leave without asking after our and $2 to lie over in case they arrested you again,
spiritual welfare; but doubtless he had ascertained otherwise I expected to take it out in papers or
our ideas of religion before calling and thought best books. I now send you $2 mo're, which will make
$4 for the paper the present year, and I call it cheap
not to attack us this time.
J. Y. CROSBY,
at that. I am late saying so, but of course I expect
OAKFIELD, MICHIGAN, June 9, 1881.
to send $5 when you make the call for the money to
MR. D .. M. BENNETT: Please find inclosed $5 to help $tart en your long journey round the world, but I
you a little on the trip round the world. I hav not cannot say, like some, I fear your paper or cause
made any promises before, but I thought better late will go down. I think it will go up. I once thought
than never.
E. I. WELLMAN.
no man living could quite come up to yourself publishing a paper, but I am quite satisfied with MacATLANTA, GA., May 27, 1881.
donald and your friends In the manner they conduct
DEAR BROTHER BENNETT: Inclosed please find post- the paper in your absenc9; in fact, they all appear
office order for $7-$5 for the world trip, and $1.50 to let out an extra link when you are gone. The
for a new subscriber; for the balance please send me only thing I hav any trouble about is in regard to
a copy of "John's Way." Now, Bro. Bennett, I your health while making so long a journey. I must
wish you health, happiness, and success on the say it is a big undertaking. I am respectfully
trip.
Yours sincerely,
GEORGE DISBROW.
Your friend,
J. L, ToMPKINS,
OwEN SouND, ONT., CAN., May 22, 1881.
MY DEAR BENNETT: Credit me for the $5 for the
voyage round the globe. I hope you will receive·
enough-yea, more than enough-to carry you round
and safely back to your sanctum. Do be careful of
your health above all things. I would rather ten
thousand times you would stop at home than that
anything should befall you while away. Should you
go, we will all hope for the best, and may all the
gods protect you! Yours, as Mr. Ch'ainey says, for
liberty or death,
A. F. THOMSON.
RocHESTER, N.Y., June 14, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find post-office
order for $7, $5 of which please place to my credit
on the round-the-world fund, and for the remaining
$2 please send me the "Bible of Bibles." May you
hav a pleasant and profitable trip, and may both
you and your excellent paper liv for many years to
come, is the wish of your friend and admirer.
REUBEN PUNNETT.
CLEMENT, ILL., June 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Find inclosed my $5, for which
vlease add another star to the galaxy of names that
propose to send you round the' world for the benefit of mankind. Hope when you are ready to start
that every name in the list you publish will hav
that shining star before his name. May health and
good luck be your portion during your travels, and
for many years to come.
CHAS. C. MooRE.

PoULTNEY, VT., May 29, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Please find , inclosed postal
order for $8.00-$3.00 to pay subscription to THE
TRUTH SEEKER, $5.00 to redeem my pledge for your
proposed trip around the world, and my best wish is
that you may be successful in all you undertake.
Yours fraternally,
SA_ML. PowELL.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., June 11, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will please find $8$3 to apply on THE TRUTH SEEKER account, and $5 to
assist you .on the trip round the world. I am among
the last to subscribe for your trip round the world,
simply because I believe you can do the Liberal
cause three times the amount of good by staying in
the United States. If you will spend the same
amoum of time in traveling through this country
and writing up its true history I will pledge you $20;
or, in other words, let the dead bury the dead. We
hav enough, and more than enough, ten times over,
for all the Ingersolls and Bennetts there is to do in
showing up this already priest-ridden country.
Hoping that the trip may prove both pleasant and
profitable, I am truly yours,
·B. REDFIELD.
[It will not be too late to carry out our friend's
idea of doing up this country when we return from
the other side of the globe.-ED. T. S.]
EscANABA, MrcH,, May 10, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : I received THE TRUTH SEEKER last
ni!:{ht by which I learn that you expect to leave soon
on your proposed journey. Inclosed please find the
$5 promised. My wife joins me in wishing you a very
pleasant trip, as well as good health, and a speedy
and safe return. My good wife says please send your
photograph before you go. Send me some leaflets,
or anything I can use to help get some subscribers
for the paper, ~nd tell me how much it all amounts
to, and I will put it in with my next remittance.
Yours for truth,
CHAS. D. JoHNSON.

PATCH GROVE, Wis., May 22,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose a draft for $8-$5 to help
for the trip round the world, and $3 to renew my
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, which I see by
the tab expires with the 1st of May. May the
trip be as successful as the one to Europe was is
the > rayer of your subscriber,
MRS. MARY Y. B. HUMPHREY.
P. S.-My husband says that he will giv $5 toward
building a monument in Central Park to the memCENTRAL CITY, CoL., May 29, 1881.
ory of Thomas Paine, the man that did more than
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I am pleased to know that
any other, he thinks, to establish .this republic, with' you hav decided to do for the people of this nineall its imperfection, yet the best, as yet, on this teenth century what no other man has done-leave
earth and the educator of all the rest.
M. H.
your business, home associations, and comforts to go
out
into the wide, wide world in order that the intelMoLINE, ILL., May 24, 188i.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for ligent and unprejudiced reader may hav an unbiased account of distant lands, holy and otherwise,
$15 for your trip round the world-$5 for myself and
which at the present time, to the best of my knowl$5 for J. E. Owens, and $5 for Wm. H. Beeres.
edge, is not to be found in any works published, all
Yours truly,
H. S. WooD.
being in the interest of the Christian religion, or the
writers were so much in fear 10f the prejudice existJoLIET, ILL., May 29, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I was one of the few who fa- ing in the minds of the public against anything not
vored your staying at home instead of making the in accordance with the Bible teachings that they
long trip. If I am able I shall get your book when hav feared to giv the facte if not consistent with the
published, but cannot do anything now. Casey's let- accepted doctrins Qf Christianity. With your fearless
ter in your last issue speaks my mind exactly, still I spirit of telling things just as you find them, with·
do hope you will liv to get home and stand at the out any fear of a just God's wrath or the indignation of your Christian friends, I long to read the
helm again. Does Mair know when he is beaten ?
letters that will be floated back to our shores and
Yours truly,
J. B. CuRTIS.
sent out even to this remote portion of civilization
that we may learn the true state of things pertaining
HARVJ.RD, June 12, 1881,
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed post-office to the countries from which this glorious institution
order for $5.00 for the trip around the world, hop- sprang. Should you find among the old musty
ing and believing that the good wishes of the read· records of the Indies dates carrying the world far,
ers of your excellent paper will go with you, THE far beyond the time of the creation of Adam, I
TRUTH SEEKER comes regular and is a welcome vis- beg of you do not, as I feel well assured many
itor. If you think you hav not enough to carry you writers hav, hide it away out of sight that Christianity
around let us know and another five shall be forth- might not be injured by its publication. I think we
can trust you to not hide any such rich "strikes,"
coming.
Yours truly,
ABRAM CORMACK.
but will " gopher " through the whole extent of the
"pocket " and share with us the "find." The first of
CoNCORD, KY., May 9, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: So ·you hav decided to go. the month with us is generally pay-day, when money
Well, we hav so far been with the minority, but we is more plentiful than at other times; my promised
feel content to abide by your decision. Out of the shares will then be forthcoming. If I can send you
money inclosed please send "A Modern Symposium," more than the eight promised you can depend upon
$1.25 ; the "Bradlaugh Almanac," 25 cents, and it I shall do so. Anything to beat the clergy out of
"Huxley's Lay Sermons," $1.75, as advertised some their easy life and save the poor dupes from paying
time ago, the balance retain for yourself. We hope from their hard earnings to support an institution
friends will not forget to aid Mr. Macdonald, and based entirely upon their credulity and superstition,
Truly yours,
D. D. LAKE,
your faithful little wi!e in your absence, We hope,
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Down by the Lea.
BY CHARLES BRADLEY.

Of _all the birds that fly or sing,
By fouutatn or in grove,
The dearest fat• of all to me
And sweetest Is the dove.
It's made its-nest by Laura's grave,
Upon the willow tree,
And as I sadly slgh beneath,
It sweetly mourns with me.
-Old Son_q.
Down by tile lea, where the dark, rolling river
Flows out through itS banks to the sea,
That stream and its banks are dear to me ever,
For there I parted from thee !
For there I parted from thee !
The lark in the sky, thy voice in my heart,
Thy smile as the star lit the leaThat glance and that smile can never departThey're weeping and smiling for me !
. They're sighing and smiling for me !

~~~~s"::,~J~~;;~e. 'rfJd~~~~est ca£r~:.n~.aJ~iff1¥f.lven.
22

COMPUTATION b~ MfCHA!liSM.
Aflflltlon,Subt•·nctlon, Mul•
tii>lication, an<l Dil·ision.
Sample A:fachinc. postngefree,

~~~?ied~i~~~~~~;)~r~~fite~~~~~~
Will. HART, Rirks,·i!le,Mo.

BY T. U. W.

"The rising God forsakes the tomb,
In vain the tomb fOrbids him rise."
Why should they not add to it thus,
And so complete their priestly :fuss.

About the clothes we can explain;
The angels to his re3cne came;
His garments were materializedWhy should a Christian be surprised?

It would not do for l\Iagdalene,
Who was the :first upon the scene,
To see her God of clothes bereft;
She'd lOudly screamed and quickly left.
She knew him not, it seems, altllough
She unto him did weeping go;
The gardner she thonght him to be,
He was such <tfac simile.
She asked him where they'd laid her Lord,
He told her of his own accord
Who he was; but "touch me not,"
For I've not yet" gone up the spout."
Is not this story rather queer 1
And yet our Easter friends each year
Do make a splurge about this thing,
And of their" risen savior" sing.
When Easter morn comes round again,
I do propose, let me arrange;
.A chant I'll make somewhat like this,
Then WhO'll applaud, and who will hiss?
They ought to know their folly born
Of crudest lies, and" own the corn,"
Jnst giv them over once to me,
And I'll compose their homily.
And yet they'll chant, and,yet they'll sing
Of God, their everlasting king;
He'lllast as long as stamps hold out,
And then behOld a Christian rout.

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY .TAMES PARTON.
With Portraits and other IDustrations.
This work, which bas occupied Mr. Parton many years
In Its preparation, Is now ready. It Is In two large vol-

an~h~nxgpe~s~~.:e:pa~~~.eair:e~l:ii%~f ~~~rva~~:::~nrn
deranging the secretions of lhe body. A dose of thts
aperient will prevent the evils resulting from such causes,
and save many inconveniences and dangers.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
26

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes,
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ING ~DICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1.000 pages, 200
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be ad·
dressed. In tts issue for Jan. 19, 1B7B,lllr. Bennett's TRUTH
BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and bls medical publica.
tlons: "We know blm (Dr. Foote) personally and lntl-

Wanted as a partner a lady thirty Ol" tlllrty-ftve years of
age, wit.h a small capltal, to engage in the business of
adorning and beautifying a home. Title to said home to
be vested In her. None but those of Liberal views and
radical thought need apply. AddressSWEET HOME,
4t25
Care '!RUTH BEEKER office, New York.
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and Others.
Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Pn.oto-
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SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic Prieiit,
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that property Is robbery, or wbeliy subscribe to "the world
owes me a living," he affirms "the world owes me a chance
Who, after a&astoral service of thirty years at Etr'(f./fc:?
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~~\~I~!~';.- New York Herald.
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Sense."
This Is a powerful work and Is attracting much atten·
tion from the Liberal pubilc. No more scathing arraign.
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opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the

NEWBURYPORT, MAss., Sept. 28,1878.
To MISS ANNA KNoop, Dear Madam:
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RELI·GIOl't
AS REVEALED BY THE

Material and Spiritual Universe.
(ll..LUSTRATED.)

By Ed win D. Babbitt,

tuous and humane act~n translating bls book so well.
JAMES PARTON.
Price, clot~jj~}d~H~.tJ/{.·~41 Eighth st .. New York.

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.
Price of single badge, postage paid
and packages registerecf, sOlid gold, i8k,
double thick, $4.00. Solid gold, 10k, $1.50.
Sliver, $1 00. Remit by post-otllce order
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cular, terms to Leagues, etc., inclosing
3-cent stamp. Address the originator and
patentee,
LUCY L CHURCHILL,
W<St Richfield, Summit caunty, Ohio.

A BUSINESS MAN'S RE•
LICIOUS AND SOCIAL
VIEW$ •.
12mo, 206pp. Price, $1.
The author's conception of future life on earth Is reallf.
eloquent and beautiful, and will enlist attention. A cur •
osity to see what a chilanthropic business roan bas to san

~g~~tf~~ ·~1~~~ P[gd~~:;' {:;~::'YatE~':y'r,~~·~~~~~dl}o~~t ~\J

A widower of some means, American, family small, of and trenchant blows which he deals" society" in all its
industrious, continent, and temperate habits, entertaining ramiftcat:lons of corruption and inhumanity; his earnest
and manly plea for. the social regeneration of the lower
~~~~~ i'~b':soYci ~~~ln~u~~;1t:·J~t olglre~ ~~~f~nadn~J?r~ classes-will, unless we are much mistaken, make the book
ltual good, is desirous to correspon~with a. few unmarried
ladles (East or West) possessing Uke views and qualities. tg~s~e:;~bc~:;.~:~~s8.\'~~j~~:~Jif~~~~~o~i~. the day by.
Sold at this office.
M~t~~or~~.:'i~n~.b';t'EKr~~,;'nimlty In allJ8~If:i"t~§~ns of
St25
Post-office box 966, Ottswa IlUnols.

Partner 'Vanted.

BEAUTIFUL

SOCIALISM.

transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a brilliant wit

C::orrespondence Wanted.
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These palnblngs are preserved by a patent process · do
not spot, and are not affected by heat, cold, or sun. Persons sending their own or friend's photographs, with lock
motivs, whose life bas been spent In Instructing and Im- or color of hair, eyes, etc .• er those ordering Ingersoll's or
proving bls fellow-beings by giving such iniormatlon as Is
well calculated to enable them to De more healthy, more :~~~\;:-~':n~~r:"'tin"~:~r~~~~d~~ ~~'U£l~e ~~~~~~'gj
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women. frames, each 50 cents.
All sent by mall, Address
A E W., Box 447.
Woonsocket, R.I. ·
li,~~%~~:£~trg~t~ t;:,~aufft"~:~~& ~¥dtg~~'it~
of families, who to-day stsnd ready to bear willing test!.
many to the ~reat benefit they bav derived from the pbls~~o~~J,Yg enic, and moral lessons which he bas so a ly
!!Purchasers a! PLAIN HOME TALK are at llbertyto
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, postage pre- A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D.
p<lJd, only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANT·
By an Independent Socialist.
ED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY,·>z·'
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
129 East 28th st., New York.
He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives a huge
human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solution than that the weakest must go to the wall. It Is
aga.inst this passivness that ".Socialist" cries out. Is there
no help for tile miserable? be asks. The doctrln that gov.
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In two vols. tlvo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. :u. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bentham.._Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Prof . .o;rnst Haeckel.
!'rice, $1.50.
For
Wl~t~st~~e~~J:\~ city.
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erance and Uberty. It 1s the arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
chnrch about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation w111
:fe':.~tlt the authority in regard to Ills life, his work, bls

BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

BY PROF. VAN· BUREN DENSLOW.
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With an Introd1tction by R. G. Inge1•soU.

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.

Socialism and Utllitar,anism.
BY JOHN STUAR'r MILL.
Price, $1.50.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N, Y, City.

Smithville. Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

Medical Common Sense.

WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.

No one shonld travel without a bottle of

Sm15

PLAIN HOME TALK,

Modern Thinkers,
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D. J!l, BENNETT, 141E!ghthstreet,N. Y.
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as bls blo,rapbles of Jackson, Fran[lln. Jefferson, Greeley,

bad In the English language. It Is a most Interesting par.
traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he is viewed
as the champion of LiberalJsm, a powerful and persever.

Ruvtures Cured

This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
·For TJwm.
"'The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents. dfaease, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med1
~·e~~~'s
~o~1~;8 0f ~l~!u~;~~o~~·st~irJe·~'en~~ ical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural r<>latlons of men and
Stamps gladly received. Address
E. D. BLENKER,
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
10t26
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. l!l. BENNET'r,
141 Eighth street, New York.

"The rising God fo1·sakes the tomb,"
Naked as from his mother's womb,
Since" linen cloth and napkin" stay
Where erst "'"the Lord Of glory lay."

.A puzzle tough that mule ride is,
Enough to raise a solemn quiz;
Why should we let the wonder pass,
Since J esns rode both colt and ass?

at this office

YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

ELMINA

To teach them how to play the fool.

Perhaps disciples stole him clothes,
They did the ass (nobody knows) :
He sat on two at the same time,
But how 'twas done we can't divine.

~For sale

Price, f2,00

By My Medical Compound and
CRIMES OF PREA.CHERS. Moral Culture and Rell;ious En·
Rubber Elastic Appliance
lightenment oC Youth.
BY M. E. BILLINGS,
ln 30Days,
Waverly, Iowa.
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.
Reliable references given. !lend stamp ror circular
A pamphlet giving names, glace of residence of, and
Bay In what l"J'd~~E'aou saw d~~~~'if:'"f.s~g1\:,INGS,
Price, $1.50.
Address

We do suggest it as a rule,

What had he on when :Mary saw
This Galilean youth so raw 1
Whence came his breeches, boots, and hat
His coat (tile soldiers gobbled that) 1

His Birth, Life, Trial. Execu·
tion, etc., Is a Myth.

A BOOX FOR THE

SEND TO

The bells hav ceased ringing, ringing,
The choil·s are now singing, singing,
"This is the day the Lord aros 3
So early from the dead."

THE STORY 01!, JESUS CHRIST,

SUBJECTS:
The Soul and a Future Llfe and" The Influence upon
Morality of a Decline of Rellg1ous Belle!; by the ablest
English writers, lncludln~t Prof. Huxley, nederlc Barr!.
rison, Lord Selborne. Prof. Clllford, and several others.
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N. Y.c!ty.
<f>72
A WEEK '12 a day at home easily made. Costly
illl~_ _::Oc:Uc:tft:::t tree. Trne & Co .• Augusts, :Maine.

Conu. Address the Patentee,

g~~~~tcg~~~~;~~ o)..t5gf~~~~i~~lny~~~~¥.nlted States in
1 Copi:,
•
•
•
•
$ .25
There lieth that lea, there rolleth that river ;
There whispers that sea to the shore;
1~ Cof. es, • • • • • • • • • ~:33
Bend cash. Postage stamps are a drug. Address tb~
But the light of the star hath departed forevei·aUthor 01' TRUTH SEEKER o:ftice.
1\Iy 1\lary retnrneth no more !
A lVonder.fol EXJ)OSe I
4t25
1\Iy 1\Iary returneth no more !

Easter Sunday.

Proving conclusivly that

Elizabeth City, New Jersey.

·

A Modern Symposium.

"Antichrist:"

Pupils Wanted.
An Atheist lady teacher would !Ike a few children to

CHRISTIANITY
·FROM A

Scientific and Historical Standpoint.
BY Wl!l. N. McLAREN.
A vecy able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the

su~ects

}~~~t'iffv~a:?u~enrfnvel~~~o~el~i}108h~l~!Jnel~~':'"~~~or;'ll~f

~~~~~~~~~~tf.;/ciher'!~~a;ftu~re of Christianity, Proposed
The book Is very radlcai and thorough and shows con.
cluslvly that the system 9f religion which bas been built
upon the Bible has a very unstable foundation.
Price, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

Slxtecn Saviors or None•.
BY RERBEY[GRAVEB.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's " Sixteen Saviors or
One." Two hundred and twenty-four errors are pointed
out and thoroughly exposed.

-"At last wo have seen and examined the famous
• Comstock' syringe. It is n marvel of simplicity of
construction; •ecms admirably ndapteil to the end ho.d in
view in its invontion and manufacture, nnd shonld be
in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
the interest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
their fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and
health interferes with tho profits of certain well-known
classes."-Lioenll.li'ree Press, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,

1880.
"Wo have seen ·the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of tho Y. M. C. A., charged upon: it nnd ita inventor
and proprietor, much iu the way as that renowned champion, Don Quixote, ditl upon the windmill, and got
hurt ·for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to see an
instn1ment so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so nnit}ue, nnd in every way adaptedfor. the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the ladies it
must be considered a real blessing, not in disguise. It
is .the prince of all syringes. "-Dr. Kinget's Health
Journal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
"Any reflective reader mustperceivetheprncticability
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need·of its
universal use for the welfare of womankind."-Dr. A.
OPPERMA>."N, St. Joseph, :Mo.
"That 'Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. :My wife's health has
grently improved since she coUllllenced usingit."-EzR.A.
T. DANIELS, Downs, Kan.
"I have just received that warmly-welcomed little
friend to woman. I think it one of the best inventions
of the age."-Mrs. M.S. TOWNSEND Woon, West Newton, Mass.
"I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it must prove one ofthe greatest blessings
to \vomankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispensable little article should bear the
infamous name of 'Comstock.' "-Mrs. YoUNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the mis·
fortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
against your 'Comstock' contrivance.''-D. HIGBIE,
M. D.,.Burton, Mich.
"I hope yon will push your • Comstock' Syringe
until it is known to every fumily in the Union, when
its great ben~fit to ovcrtaskcd and suiiering women
will be app"eciated."-A. L. RAwsoN,~[. D., L. L. D.
" I think it is the best article of the kinu I ever
saw. "-Enwm BARLow, D. l\I., Flushing, Mich.
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed purpose that we hnve ever seen. It should be in the possession of evecy woman in the hmd."-Dr. NoRMAN
M.acLEOD, Dr. JonN ~lAcCnntllloN, Dr. A. E. MoRRis,
Dr. E. A; ~IANNSEL, Prof. DELOss LucE, Dr. E. AT·
WELL, Dr. A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
"I received that wonderful Syringe, and consider it
the type of health nnd purity. I want to· shake hands
with you and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
snpreme blessing. "-MARY E. BARLOW, Lincoln, New
Mexico.
"Yonr Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."HATTIE SANTY, Cottonwood, Kan.
"Anthony Comstock has at last been of some service
to humanity in calling public attention to such a bless·
ing as your Syringc."-J. W. KINSKERN, Sanford,
Broome Co., N.Y.
"I can truly Bay that I am more than pleasc<l with
the Syringe received. I am proud of it. It far sur·
passes my expectation. All women ought to be thankful for such a god-send to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price hlld it been $50. "-Mrs.
w,n. WrLI.lA!IS, Ottawn, Kan.
"I think it meets all the demands of woman for
such an article. It is certainly the best Syringa I have
ever seen." -JAMES M. BUNN, New \Vashiugton, Pn.
u I consider this " Comstock , Syringe tho prince of
all others for cleansing and healthful purposes, and for
applying local remedies. I never felt more like rejoic- _
ing in my life thnn I do now over my l"etnrning health
since the commencement of its usc. "-Mrs. H. F. Phill·
ips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent sce111:ely boxed with special instl·uctions.
Price Ten Dollars.
Confidential terms to agents.
Mnke Money Orders payable at Station E. Address

0

o?il~.~~~."v~~tfi~f~~~~i!,~~~r~f 6~~;.~;,\' f~ ~~1~ ~~

examine all of Mr. Perry's witnesses and authorities, one

SAliL II. PRESTON,
209 West 34th St., New York.
PER DAY at home. Samples worth IJ5
tree. Stinson & Co., Portlanil, Me,

~fm~~ig:Pn~ta~:~::whr~~~'t:~ ~h: ~trn~ss::fn ~~r;

$5 to $20

~~:~~~ 1~'ii.~~e~""i~te~~b~frri'~s:e~or,tnt'h~~~g: t~tT.
~g~t~i~emft~r~~~\f~.r~~rJ~~g~r~~:· w~a~bg:sd~~~~~r.

MACHINERY.

cross-examination not only cantradict each other and

but that some of his witilesses seem to turn "state's evidence " against him and testify for Mr. Graves. And In

~ri!to~:h~~~lri:· ~r ;;;:a~~~l~a~;~~o;gtJgj," :a~r;;~rrfg.S

testimony a~alnst Mr. Per1"&t that is absolutely overwhelm·
lng. Price, 5 cents, pa'Wor :t~ bou:B~i.f:. BENNETT,

tl;

THE. TRUTH SEEKER., JULY. 2., 1881.
1

DR. TIIAYER, My Dear Sir: I :a~ ~~.:ty~~:.,z;:-t~l~~Jk :g~;,t
the 15th of February,1880. l\Iyllrst attack was llkethls:
I eouglled up two or three mouthfulls of blood, when I
called a physicia.n, who prescribed for hemorrhage from
TRIUMPHANT.
the lungs. I recovered slightly. Three weeks !tfter I
was awakened In the nlglit wltl! a cough, Jlndlng my
ALL ORDERS FOR " W.ILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL mouth full of blood. Continued to spit blood for two
days bcfure it could be controled, which left me very
OR EXPRESS l\IUST BE SENT TO TilE MANUFAC- weak. Recovered just enough to get around again in a
ve_ry wea1rened condit1on.
. t
TURER, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL
Whe'never I would stoop to Elck up anything the blood
0

''"WI L S 0 N I·A."

POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CIIECKS MUST BE l\IADE
PAYABLE TO WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST.,
BROOKLYN.

4~1

\

~':.~~~ 'f:fo~~~o:;~e,.:~g~.,Y~h';[n"!8~:~t~~·~l1i:.1fen:-&h~ toT~6~-~ove require magnetic suits costing from $48.50
out restlng. To-day I can walk three miles wltllont faBERNIA requires l\Iagnetlc Appliances costing from
tlgulng me In the least. I only wish that those who suffer $5S.o0 to $93.50.
as I did could know the e!licacy of tile .. WILSONlA"
VARICOSE VEINS requlre Magnetic .Appliances costln_g
from $58.50 to $108.50.
as I do.
11-Irs. Mansfield has lJeen and now fs under tlte care of a

f~~eR~a!e~J'b~ll~~~~~~~8gdu~i\~ y~~t~~~?tnhasla~~~:~~trfg
0
§C~aloa~;e<1~~J~~:cF?a~~~~T;~P~~i~e~n~a~~ta~~rufe ~ ~f~:

utes before she acknowledged she was free from pain. She
8

both declared that I could ~:fnt ;I:ilea;!r~igl:egV:~l\o~~vC:cRet;!,~n~~~fs. t~~ I ~1H\~~~
never recover again. l!"rom July, 1880, to September 29, mine on her again to-night. I dare not go wlttw.ut it my-

wD~~~ §gfr:.~f !~~ J!FlE~~tt~
0

1

£~~~~~ ~~~; g~~a~f:h'l ;;,1~B~tt/~~h~P .~~~~t fh~~ ~~~a~in~ ~i~.~~t~'s ~gr:fk,t!~cfhers;Ji;~aJ i~&~~~ ~iLS~~i£~
bleedln,f continued for twenty-four days. Spitting? Nod
0

~ftn"~~er~e~~~~g_e•!fi:?~~~ ~~:~~~~ c"'a~~Jt[::~n':f s~~~ 1t
The ''WILSONiA" l\IAGNETIC GARMENTS are the was
not possible for me to ftv till sr.rlng-that I shouldn't
marvel of the world.
_
They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, ~\it: 1~~~R: 11 b~~86an~~u ~~~e~n~a o~ :::'Y p,:~~~a~ ~';,'"n~_:
and making glad the heal'ts of the people.
TIIAT I COULD NOT HECOVER.
Early In 1\Iarch, 1881, I gave up the doctors In disgust.
the 21st of 1\Iarch, 1881, the "WILSONIA" appllThe'' WILSONIA" will cure any of the folloWing forms Upon
ancea were put on me while I was in bed, as I was too
of disease:
weak to leave the same. Four days before this time,!Paralysis,.
Locomotor Ataxia.,
also my friends-thought I was dying.
Intla.mmatory Rheumatism, Gout,
Upon the 26th of March, 1881, I felt strong enough to
Anellylasis,
Varicose Veins,
get up and dress myself for the .first time in three
Asthma,
Catarrh,
months. Then upon April 8, 1881, I was strong enough
Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
to rlde two mlles and call upon l\fr. Wllson.
Inllammatlon of the Lungs Bleeding at the Lungs,
Now, three weeks since that time, I feel strong
Heart Disease,
· Congestion of the Kidneys,
Albuminous Urine,
Spinal Disease.
f:I~;J.~h~rr'l~~~ ~:~TrDi~;~,;:<CJ;~ ]p~t:;c~:.da~~

I hav sent your representativ on .Broadway several customers already, and in every case I tell them you MUST
DRESS them as YOU DI~J<~M prudent. I hav two more on the
'"anxious seat" that will be converted sooN. I hope to

SGIENTIFIG INVESTIGATOR.

seH~d~fe~s$;0~~~~"t~~t~~~~rair:.g~isy~~a~av done and
are doing for BUffeting humanity.
Respectfully,

J. V. MANSFIELD.

AN EIGHT-PAGE PAPER.
Devoted to

Science, Art, Spiritual Philosophy and
Radical Ret'orm,
'

ASTOUNDL.'IG CURE OF PARALYSIS.
(The patient taken off from crutches.)
JERSEY CITY ,1\Iarch 11.
1\IR. WM. WILsoN, Dear Sir: I hereby wish to aoknowledge the great merit of };our :Magnetic Appllances. I ha.-

"Sci~nti:fic

be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by

~~~~~h~~~d~~gtci'r~~~·~~~r~~gJ'~ ~og~g;et:tul~~e~U;;.~~~

~;r~ fij:~t~fy~~~~\~~ ri"n~glf~~a.t~~e :~ tJehd~~i;~t~~ f~

Is Issued monthly by the

Investigator Pnb; Co."

At One Dollar per Year in Advance.
Sample copies free.
This jonrnal Is earnest In its objects nntlrlng In its
1

Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of t;~, i~:;f~tFci':g~ :U Jlgb~r£~;rt~~g ~'i:~~~ e:i~~eda{~~~ ~~r'biP:Ua~t),oJwt~~~~~\ ~~~i/',:'d~~~h~~~g~~s 3h~h but forever an enemy of 1tyranny, fraud, and oppression,
Hospital and at my residence, 548 Jersey avenue, and I
first taken sick.
Yours respectfully,
over THIRTY TIIOUSAND persons.
p·e_ryle~~~~~ ~I ~~~~;{/ig 1~~u~:~~~~~t~e~~es~~g~ld subl\IICBAEL MARRION,
Send for price llst aud circul...-s.
RUl'IJi~~'ir ~1if~!fs~pp¥ega\!';f~re,:t;~':Jf'~~:Ifo; scribe at once for the SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR.
456 Third avenue, BrooklYn.
Address SCIENTIFIC INVESTIGATOR PUB; CO.,
about two months, and am able to walk about and attend
6t22
135 First st. Portland Orell:on.
DR. THAYER, Dear Sir: It was about eighteen years ~:~ ~~s~~£s3'e~~~Ya~v~~E~~~~~r~a~1i t~lJJiT6~~J ~ti~
ago that I was first attacked with sciatica, which de<11> 66 A WEEK In your own town. Terms and $5 ontftt
veloped into;chronic rheumatism I hav employed allo~ ~~~~~~~i~o~~~s~jy\~eu~FJ:~~Jal~su~tfi?~~~ :Sh}e:a~ 'ii>
free. II. llallett & Co .. Pol'tland, Me.
PETER A. LEHLBACK.
"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY ~~~B: Y~~me~:;h~in;J~ec:~icff[.,• b:~td, m~~lc!F!kufl1n been.
FROJ\1 2 O'CLOCK P. l\1. TO 4 O'CLOCK P.M.
Brooklyn and Troy, New lYork, but they never cured me.
I COIUmenced. to wear the ol 'VILSO.NIA, lust before
the holidays [but had no faith ln them], with this reIMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF
~rt1~,: hiv:Tnc~~~~~Tief~ ~~~~¥ ~;jt~ei~~!, f~e~e~~~fe~PX~ ; 1\IY DIFFICULTY IS TIIATMANYPERSO:t\S WILL ~
AMERICA.
BETTER. Have slept on hop pillows, and done almost ~ BECOME ROTTEN WIT II DISEASE, WILL SW AL- ,
everything for my previous nervous prostration, all of
It Is a fact wen known to every Individual In tills coun- which I liav no need for now since wearing the "WIL- ; LOW MEDICIN ENOUGII TO FLOAT A STEAMtry that an new Inventions llav been or,posed by the very SONIA" Garments.
You:&J'~j:,~l5ANE SCOTT,
: SIIIP, AND RUB IN LINIJIIENTS, AND OINT~~~.ot Wo~n tri!~on~!~o~I~Jt~ak~ti~~fi'Ys{;~Fnebc;~~~ !~~
832 Clinton street, Brooklyn.
; JIIENTS ENOUGH TO TAN THE SKIN TILL IT
Stephenson with his locomotlvTllen we hu.d legislators in our Congress who looked
~BECOMES LIKE TilE SAIL OF A SIIIP; AND
upon Morse as a lunatic when he asked tor a short line of
telegraph between Baltimore and Washington. Yet to- an'! eJ~ac;u~~~~Je1~o i~I:N~~~~~t~Ytl!a~~~e~~a\h~r~~~~: ; TIIEN, HEARING OF 1\fY MAHVELOUS CUHES,
day what should we do without our telegraph or steam- tissues, fluids, ete., by acting dtrectly on the art~rial
boat and locomotlv?
blood, which absorbs a due amount of the magnetic ~ WILL EXPECT, ON PUTTING ON l\IY GOODS, TO
force, thus invigorating the whole system, there being no
cell Ol' tissue unpenetrated by the blood. It ls Impossi- ; JUMP INTO NEW LIFE IN TWO OR TIIREE
ble to estimate the number of persons who lose thelr life
from a neglect of the conditions necessary for its preser- : 1\IONTHS. TlllS Uf ·JIIOST CASES IS AN IJIIPOS. :
,
~ SllliLITY, AND PERSONS GOVERNED BY SUCH ~
• THE INVENTORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HAV ; vation.
0

1

.

•• 0

~

!lAD TO BEAR TilE INSULTS OF ALL SO-CALLED
~ SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR l!Ul\IPIIREY
; DAVY, ONE OF TilE GREATEST CHEMISTS TIIAT
; EVER LIVED-HE WITH ALL HIS LEARNING
~ PROVED HIMSELF A FOOL WilEN BE RIDI~ CULED THE IDEA OF LIGIITING OUR STREETS
: WITil GAS. HE SAID IT WAS AN IMPOSSIBIL; ITY TO SO USE COAL GAS.

~

NASAL CATARRII AND OBESITY.
;
;
BROOKLYN, l\Iay 30,1881.
PRoFESSOR WILSON, Dear Sir: All my life long I hav suf; ferred from nasal catarrh. Three months ago yau per~ suaded me to wear your Magnetic Clothing, The o:tren-

i
;

••• 0

••• 0

••• 0

••• 0. 0

0

0

0

0. 0

••• 0

; EXPECTATIONS !lAD

0

0

•• 0

0

••••• 0 . . . . 0

BETTER

NOT WASTE:

: THEIR TIME OR MY OWN Uf CALLING UPON :

.................................................................-

:lrig?h~~~euis :~~r~o:~att;i:i~~dwrrhd Jo~~aJ:it~ :~~~

FRIENDS OF THE SICK POOR OF BROOKLYN,

~~a~b!l~d~n~~llelh~~t~a~~e~x;~:a~~fil~·na~u~~;/e!h~~
~~~~UJa[h!trbeci!vt~befo~~~~ur;ai~[.:~i;~:e~i:r~~s ybe~~

Enforce your physicians and the Charity Commissioners of
Brooklyn to accept my offerte them in your behalf.
I renew it here as follows:

something

til hav not

done fn years without weariness.

Garments.
·
I supposed that during the warm weather they would be
TilE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
burdensome. On the contrary, I am as comfortable as OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
What to-day should we do without such a medium of the present oppresslv beat wlll permit any one to be in
TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
CIIAHGE,
0
MRS. E. G. CHIPMAN,
!:flo~~1w~~~ ~';,'i,'~~:al.'\~~:_~e~;;-~~';ra~e~~::~ 1/Eg:~n~~ ordinary dress.
IN THE IIOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
7 Bond street.
of instances may be quoted where articles now in daily
WILL GIV $5,000 'CASII TO ANY INSTITUTION
use were ridiculed by the people whose interest It was to
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
keep back the Introduction of such inventions.
WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APO.
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF TilE PAPLEXY.
TIENTS !lANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT RENow, then, as to the WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTIIMEMBERED,
I ONLY ASK SUCII CASES AS IIAV
ING.
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY TilE PHY[CASE OF PROFESSOR IIATCII S:MITII.J
SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFECT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE l\IONTIIS FROM
BlwoKLTN, N. Y.,Feb. 28.
THE DATE OF Tll\IE OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.
DEAR
Srn:
The
"WILSONIA"
.!II.AGNETIC
GARMENTS
THIS INVENTION IS AS NEW TO THE PHYwith which you Invested me on the 22d day of November,
ultimo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them.
SICIANS OF BROOOLYN AS WAS THE FIRST
I ~:~~~~Jc~~n t'I':~thttY~Jl~~J·,~'}J',!';'i~t~ (~~e J~~~~~g;~
INTRODUCTION
OF
STEAM-ENGINS
AND
followmgl stopped taking 1llediclns. The results due to
ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, AND YET TilE PEOthe" WILSONIA" GAR.IIlENTS as shown by my present
physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the
PLE, ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, HA V NO MORE
former to my friends, the lu.tter to myself. You are in. And the range of price for the "Wllsonla "1Iagnetlc Suits
deed
a. favored mortal to be a chosen instrument to cure warranted to effect a cure in every case, when the suit is
SENSE TIIAN TO ASK TIIEIR PHYSICIANS
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautiful as It Is worn continuously for the space of twelve months~fre
WHETIIER OR NOT THEY SHALL WEAR WIL;;:,.r;:;ge:f1 ~:;,rt~gt;, fe~ 't;'::~~.~~a\~nl~;.vJnfirr~ .~~~ quently will do tWs in half that time.
SONIA GARMENTS. lT IS JUST AS REASONAyour aid who suffer from a similar disease. I now know
All forms of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as Phthisis
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy," Pulmonalis,
or Consumption. Bronchial Hemorrhage, PulB~E TO ASK A COMMON TINKER TO MAKE
monary Hemorrhage, Croupous Pneumonia, Catarrhal
~~i:~d~!~~~
;;~~Obfeh~~a?t:fug~z~et~~n;:{ec:ft~Is~~~b~~
YOU A GOLD WATOH, OR AN IDIOT TO SOLVE
they hav got to admit lt. Wonderful facts cease to as- ~~i~Y~~f~~!,n~;~~108Jn~~lfi~~~~g:n*g~;~tii;~~~g~~~~:
A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK
~~f~e"!f~~: fc;.u:~~~~~ ~ ;.r.;n~!~Wlis8'JU·!lY~sti~~ tlammation of the Pleura, or PleUrisy, liydro.Jilorax, or
of doctors and drugs. Your hum£Ie and obedient servant, \Vater in the Chest, Pnewno-'llwtax, or Air in the Chest,
PRACTICING PIIYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS
C. HATCH SMITII.
E~~~~bg~eB~~i~~~ir~~e~~~ ~~~~·ire n Wi1sonia" MagTO THE VALUE OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC
netic suits which aggregate. in cost from fs8.5U to $7S.5U,
CLOTIIING. AND YET TillS INVENTION: IS
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SA VED FROM ll\1. ~T~i~~igf :~etl~eaf{ee;~~e T~~~~c~~~! ~~~d~t~~~~eg~:~~ogr
MINE.'<T DEATH
DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER
~~~i~!~:~e~~f~;~~ ic:ftt~of~l~~i!~e~fa:ff::egate cost in
DEAR StR: some two weeKs slllce 1 read In the Brooklyn
METIIODS OF TREATING DISEASE, AND OUR
All forms of Cardiac, or IIEART DISEASE, require

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,

..

6

0

1

of suppressed scarlet fever~ Having known of a case
where u. young man threatened with pneumonia was realJy
cured in forty.eight hours by puttlng on your nen~e and
lung invigorator and the four other appUances which go
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
and see if any allowance must be made for the reporter's
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old granddaughter of :Mr. Davfd Collier, on Columbia street, and I

such as Diphtheritic Intlammatlon of the Pharynx, Syphilitic Affections of the Pharynx, Inflammation of the
<Esophagus, Stricture of the (Esophagus, Acute Gastric
Catarrh, or .A. cute Catarrh of the Stomach, Gastn:tts, or InPHYSICIANS THEMSELVS WHO IIAV .ADVANCED
flammation of the Stomach, Carcinoma, or Cancer of the
Stomach, Hematomesis, or Hemorrhage of the Stomach,
; IN LIFE KNOW VERY WELL TIIAT l\IEDICIN IS
Dyspepsia, ScrofulouS and Tuberculous Diseases of the
Intestine and Mesenteric Glands, Colle, Gastric Fever,
1
; A :MISTAKE.
of the Stomach and Intestlns. PeritoultlA.
~~e~.:'J's1~n\l::1l;el.;';~gt lt.H~s~fd' Ushliri'.fWt'1.";~1~\i:E Neuralgia
The above require suits costing from $48.50 to $93.50.
Dr. :Moffat, the homeopathist. acted as every humane
AH forms of lJJsease of the Liver and Bile-Ducts, such
physician
does
when,
having
no
hope
of
recovery
himself
We ha.v in Brooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
as Hypen:mia, or Enlargement of the Liver, Acute Yellow
been given over by the very best physicians, so caJled, in he sa~s to the parents and friends," We must hope for the Atroplll of the Liver, 'l'ul>erculosis of the Liver, Cirrhosis
the city of Brooklyn. ln the testimonies given below you best: Being told0 b{, the doctor that the "WILSO.NIA"
hav the names ot live Brooklyn physicians who had given fi~~~~~~m~~~f~e~ ! n~~~Z'~ridw~~~ghf~vlfg~~~~j~rsf~~ f~~ c~:~riic il~ft~~~!iio~n~fCt~~~fv~~Pffi~~~~, liv:-;,~~n~~~
over-the patient to die.
of the Liver, etc.
Read these testimonials and then let these physicians leg belts which he took off his own person, and applied
In
Ifi~6~~!~i~1~!~~:~}~~~~ldiT~;~~l~~·~ ~e$:o~hage
answer why they fail to cure. Read Dr. ManstleJd's evi- them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter.
0
dence; also the evidence of Peter Lehlback, of Jersey :~R~S;~~dhg:~sxf~fnf~: ~h~~:iY!,~~~~;~d rhatth: ~~~~~ of the Kidneys, Acute Bright's Disease, Parenchymatous,
City, whom llfty physicians of New Jersey and New York
or Chronic .Bright's Disease. Carcinoma, or Cancer of the
1
gave over .as iucuru.ble. Let these doctors explain. why E::~~yir:~!ffi.i~~~~~~ rh~n~~e:~~- 't~ra~hYd ~~n~~~t~:!~~sthi Kidneys, Renal Calculus, or Stones in the .Kidneys, Hema~
they failed to cure after four years of medical J')ractice, shoula find, doubtless, in every other, a deJicacy of feeling turia Ve.sicalis, or Hemorrhage of tbe Bladder, Inconticosting that poor man $15.000. And yet the " WIL~ONIA" In the family. touching their family physlc1an; a reluc- nence of Urine and all diseases of the Sexual organs, Ova~
GARMENTS, which they dared condemn, are all sulllclent tance to say muCh in special praise of a remedy that was ntis. or Inflammation of the Ovary,Ovarian Tumor, Ca·
to cure in two months.
not administered or recommended by the doctor. I was ta.ITh of the Uterus, Displacement of the Uterus, Par·
satisfied, however, that those most interested considered ~~~~f~~~~·~o~1~~~t{jt~;utc1~~n~~ll:.~~~~~~r~::l~fo~~~;.~
Leucharrh.
~~:&fi~,~~riiJ~ ~~ t~g~~~~:iE:~ie~;r':~~ d~;t ~ ~~et~~~: la~sus Uteri, Catarrh of the Vagina,
1
I WILL GIV ANY l'IIYSICIAN IN BROOKLYN; vlctlon that duty to the great public doman~ that ~Is
;Ref~~~,v.e ~f'~¥~.iX~~ cg}t M/~Jrrfv~t!Jo ~i9~;pEM,
~ $5,000 IF HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAY IN HEF- ; ac~~~ji'~~~~Fi~~~1J'gu~~~[ ~;e;a_offat himself would say
~¥~Reai~t~~~~~fv~; ~fih~~~3y, ~:~~~:{!~~: g~ ~!~:l~:f~
; ERENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE "WILSONlA" ; of the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged In- of tlle Upper or Lower Half of the Body, Paralysis .Agi·
terview. Among other things he said:" The P<Ltient was in
0
~ SYSTEI\I IN TREATING DISEASE, AND WILL~ :~~r~~~r~o~:nct~~db~~~lira1i~u c~~idi~ ~~!~nfhoen ~~~R~h:d ba~~~iifi~.a~~n~rftf~~~tfaba~Iixtb'e 9 'ir;~~~1 8!,~;t~~~~~~~:;;
Sclerosis of the Brain, Hydnx:ephalus .Acquisi·
j ALSO UNDERTAKE TO CURE NINE-TENTIIS j r:re~r~R~~n~e~·s fcii~g ~~uii~e;u~:~~ea~ 0hU:f.!}le~e~~ ~~t'rix~Y1~ .Menin(Jitis,
or'\Vuter au the Brain Aequired. /Iydroceplwlus Cbn·
: OF .ALL IllS INCUHABLES, FREE OF CHARGE, ; he put In some savln~ clauses for the reputation and dig- genitus, or ·water on the Brain tram Birth, Jfye1ir,is, or Inilumm4l.tion
of the Spinal Marrow, Hemorrhage of the
PROVIDED liE REGISTERS THE NAMES OF j nity or the facult}' " l'hcre was," he said," uo phcnome\THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.
~~
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i~~~i~~r Yl":i~~siJ~:f [:J~:a~~ht1xt~oe~~h~Yj~;~t~~~
w~~eaa~~::afuils?~~~tf~eal.~~~~~~~ gf0Xfur:~~e, o

ls onJy a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases peculiar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so llttle sympathy from members of their
own households.
·
A GREAT DOCTOR.

th~e£.'7m~~:~J.~'h%'!.e~.;'J'!~~~:~~~~~t'f~.~;,I,t~

"There Is perhaps no al't that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more lmpol'tance than alleviating linman suffering, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
extending the period of human life. And I know of no

f>~:~~i;~F~8~~s~~~c~~~~a!~,t~: J:aifV;~u~fc~~!si~~;!,~

~~J~rnsJ! s~~~~~ g~~~~~eia~%~ ~ea~~~?~~}fJ1~~~
cractlce. This I know b.fu actual trial, having been re-

~'h';,"nd ~~ ao~~~i':'e.:',i, kfanil. d!~~t1g;, g1s ~{f~~;;!;o~

yon are a.ll'llcted with any of the maladies fucldent to tWa
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benefit of
suffering humanity."

eft
llWfs'k'if~o~~WEWJlWriic'¥'5 ~'WJ~T~~ :I·
forth a new and scientiflc method (never before known'

tor the cure of all chronic diseases~ Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency,. ~iving the cause,
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letter, free and Invited,

~~~~:trii::r;e:~~J;;.<>n_i~~~~~\~~-~- ~~i~8{v1~s
VIneland, N.J.

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND
MOHAMMEDANISM
Examined Historically and Oritically.
It is thought to be the

Most Damaging Exhibit o:f Christianity that has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages.

Price, $1.50.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

Treating upon the Gods of the 'S~
mltic NatiOns, Including Allah,
.Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
tus,
Ghost, .Jesus Christ, the
Virgin Mary, and
~ft~np~i~~~~· ~l~es~bi~~l\.Jtatr~:1o{oa~~of.~·i~~:t,· ~~ ~~~:
f~~~~:~r;a'~:~~s t,;;~~ag~ctc';~l:l dt~cl~l~·~ f~1~~~~~~';:;~ gressiv
the Bible.
Grey Degeneration of the Posterior Columns of

l
0

some
been
asylums,
ness-Fits;
upon the verge;Di'~C.~iiiiU:l!1pt.~ii'i
others, again,
become foolish and
able
care of tliemselvs.
Syphilis posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
system. Gonorrhcea, Gleet,Strieture,Hernia (or Rupture),
Piles, and other private diseases qaickly cured.
All diseases o! womeu-such as Amenorrllrea (or delay o!
the first menses), Dysmenorrhcea (or laborious menstrua..
tion), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhcea (or
whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, as the following will show:
"DEAR DocToR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
r,ou are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel-

~~fc~ti~~o~}e;~ u~?~ir~O~arie!P~~~~i~£s ~~ ~~~ ~s~~ m~gJn~~:;,~~~srfr~%il'§ftno~~~; S".&~l~s~}D~~fs-TION, ixti£f:::J~~lur;J~I=p~ifr~C:S~fa:ga~~~e,~o ~:~J~~ the
8

CHILDREN WILL WONDER !lOW TIIElR PARENTS COULD IIA V BEEN SO IIUMBUGGED AS
TO POISON TIIEMSELVS WITII NOXIOUS DRUGS.

CONSULT

•••• 0 0 ~ •••••••••

0

••••••••

servedly." It occurred to me, Mr. 'VlL80N, when he reTo the latter 2M pages are devoted, showing that book
marked about such a wonderful result, that" there was no tlle Spinal Cord, 'l'icdouloureux, Neuralgia, 1\'ew·algia
Isclda lJica, or Sc1atica, CJ~m·ea, or St. Vitus' Dance, J.h's~ be a very 1nferlor production for allrst-class llod.

rl~:!-1a-wff~g:4rx~~~~t~£a~~ ~g~rat ~~seWt~ ~~~~~~~.i~eJit~~

I will also glv any patient $5,000 who has worn my lieving, yea, kuowin~ us well us I do thnt mothers and
goods In quantity and time as I direct aud has not re1
f~~stl~a~Y~?l~ },e{~ILS0~\1~· 1i!fi~~~rttntiti1~\t~Nti~S
. celved all tho benefit I promised.

}P~~t1~io~~~r~;,ei!t~lc~~!11gpes~r;~~~~~l i~~~i;1~~xt:tfn~

H1EMATEMESIS.

~id8}n/~1~~~~·if:St~.f~!CS:l;l~~s~~~M~~o~\~~~3:f~{f&~tantp·
Il1~g~~~~li)Y~~~~~tgfcrg~in~JfN~~~~~o:iatE~}:t·~~nd

its several varieties, require suits costing from $48 50 to
7

duced to write 1;ou this. You muy make what use of it $ ~tf'?-forms of DISEASE of the ORGANS of LOCOMOTION, such as Rheumarthrisi.s Acute, or !!'lying Gout,
b~~ ~hoose. It s from one in whom sufterin~·~JW:~H~::Y Acute
Articular Rheumatism, Chrontc Articular H.heumatism, Deformities of the Joints, Gout, Progressiv Muscular Atrophy.
The above require magnetic suits costing from $48.50 to
TilE FAR-FAMED "WILSONIA."'

$~i1° !orms
0

[Bleeding from mucous membrane of Tllroat and
Stomach.]

of ACUTE and CIIHONIC INFECTIOUS
DISEAS~, such as .Me<tsles, Scm·Jet Fever, Small Pox,
Chicken Pox, 'l'YlJIIUs Fever, 1'yplloid :Fever, Helupsing
Fever. Intermittent Fevel', Dysentery, 8yphilis, CongenItal and Hereditary.

BY D. M. BENNETT.
SS8la!'ll'e pages. Paper covers, 60 cento: cloth, 11.00.

The

World's Sixteen Crucified
Saviors;
OR, CHRISTI.A.NlTY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
Bibles" (comprising t\ description of twenty-seven bibles),
contLLining new, sta.rtlingd and extraordinary revelations in

moves grandly on, conquering and to conquer every form
of disease known to men. It triumphs over even the most
complicated forms within the sltort space of ten or twelve
~~~~ggtsrli:~IJ~~~f~~ p~:~~o~~' ~ned ~l~:~s ~~~~~ ~ :~
months. Head the following glowing tribute from the
Testament, and furnlslllng a key for unlocking mauy of lts
This almost oeems Incredible. But, nevertheless. tills l'eady pen of the world·renowned Dr. Mansfield, of New
08
9
mysteries, besides comprising the hiStory of sixpatient llaa come under the personal observation of Dr. York. It was received to-day:
~~~beRB\%~1~eo~!''}\'~~1·~~i~1f&~ ~~fcl~ ~goiwt de- sacred
teen
oriental crucllled gods.
'£hayer, as well as all the others who ,have addressed their
pend upon Infcctionbsuell as Chlorisla, Scrofula, Diabetes
61 WEST FoRi'Y-SECOND STREET, N.Y., Apr!l9, 1881.
Price, e2. For sale by
D. :M. BENNETT.
etters to b!m, and he afilrms the trutll of all they claim.
DIUR WILSON: I am pleased to Inform you tllat I am lL>oth varJeticsl, Scar utus, or ScurvY, etc.
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TAll! SAliiSoN'S well-worn clay here lies;
Ye canting zealots spare him.
If honest worth in heaven rise,
Ye'll mend ere ye win near him.

-Burns.
IT ~s always been claimed that man was the
last, best, and most perfect work of creativ power.
And if it be a mal'k of superio1ity to be the last,
the very last, then, according to the record these
people go by, woman will win to-day for being still
more perfect, as she was formed after man himself was.-Elmina IJ. S!enker.
Dr the blind acceptance of authority appeal's to a
man in its true colors as mere private judgment in
excelsis [in the highest matters], and if he hav the
colll'8.ge to stand alone, face to face with the aeyss
of the eternal and unknowable, let him be content,
once for all, not only to renounce the·good things
promised by "infallibility," but even to bea1' the
bad things which it prophesies; content to follow
reason and fact in singleness and honesty of purpose, wherever they may lead, in the s11re faith
that a hell of honest men will, to him, be more
endllrable than a paradise full of angelic shams.Hua:ley.

WHEN we hav exhausted the here it will be time
enough to think of the hereafter. Who has :tilled
the present to his satisfaction? What hours hav
passed that we would not like to call back and liv
better? What year has come and gone that has
left no wish to improve it? The future is an endless to-morrow. The universe is infinit. We
share its glories, and are heirs to its stars and
skies; to its earth and flowers; to its days and
nights. . • . 'Vhile the future is closed to us, let
us make the most of the present. Learn to treat
life as an opportunity to gather wisdom, to help
our fellow-beings, and to enjoy the things of earth
in a sensible and Tational· manner.-L. K. WashbW'n.

WE may lay it down as an incontestable axiom
that, in all the operations of art and nature, nothing is created-an equal quantity of matter both
before and after the experiment. The quality and
quantity of the elements remain precisely the
same, and nothing takes place beyond changes
and modifications in the combinations of these
elements. Upon this principle the whole art of
performing chemical experiments depends. We
must always suppose an exact equality between the
elements of the body examined and those of the
products of its analysis.-Lavoisier [1743--1794; guilldinedJ.
But past is all his fame. The very spot
Where many a time. he triumphed is forgot.
THE'conception of creation is impossible. We
are utterly unable to construe it in thought as possible that the complement of existence has been
either increased or diminished, much less can we
conceive an absolute origination of substance.
We cannot conceive either, on the one hand, nothing becoming something, ol', on the other, something becoming nothing. The words "creation"
and "destruction" hav no value except as applied
to phenomena. You may destroy a gold coin, but
you do not destroy the metal. You may transmute
the metal, but yon hav only destroyed the condition; you hav not a:trected the substance., Creation
and destruction denote change of phenomena; they
do not denote origin or cessation of substance.Bradlaugh'a Plea for Atheism. •
No man is so obstinate an admirer of the old
times as to deny that medicin, smgery, botany,
chemistry, engineering, navigation, are better
understood now than in any former age. We conceive that it is the same with politiCal science.
:Like those physical sciences which we hav mentioned, it has always been working itself clearer
and clearer, and depositing impmity after impurity. There was a time when the most powerful of
human intellects were deluded by the gibberish of
the astrologer and the alchemist; and just so
there was a time when the most enlightened and
virtuous statesmen thought it the first duty of a
government to persecute heretics ; to found monasteries; to make war on Saracens. But time
advances; facts accumulate; doubts arise; faint
glimpses of truth begin to appear, and shine more
and more with the perfect day.-Nacaulav.
WHAT a pity that a genius like Carlyle should
depreciate the e:trorts and peculiar talents of such
a man as" old Lamb," as he denominates Charles
Lamb, who was far in advance of him in some
things, for Lamb never distorted a tl"Uth I Oh, how
pme and sweet and natural are his delineations of
character! His touches of humor :permeate gently
every cranny of the sunniest side of om nature,
hightening those sincerities of the heart which are
opposed to a false civilization I Lamb says that
the dying saint takes in death "like honey and
butter. He dies splendidly, like an actor upon the
stage; and after all his stl'llggles, raptures, and
credulity, his distorted vision and wasted opportunities for the possession of all that is good, he
dies a deceived soul." He has scoffed at the sweet
face of truth and all her earnest wol'ds. He prefers a soulless allegory-a gaudily-dressed angel.
Lamb also remarks that the character of a saint
and his death-bed are two very different things.
A namby-pamby, selfish life, a death of glory; the
life of a coward, the death of a hero. The life that
reads and composes the meanest prose is extinguished in the midst Of a chapter radiant with
oriental imagery-a heaven of scenic e:trects,
studded with stars, embalmed with fragrance.
The saint departs gorgeously robed, breathing out
a holiness which he never knew or practiced here.
And the wicked man, how does he e:trect his exit
from this earthly stage, where he was not totally
depraved? He goes as a fiend, to be badly toasted
on a fork by another devil much stronger and older
in sin than himself. Leaving Lamb for a moment
what wOUld the divine Uncle Toby say to this?
After clasping the poor damned wretch to his
~som, he would calmly remark, " Is not heaven
Wide enough for the poor sinner and his loving
God 1"-Alhan.

~nds.

D. M. Bennetfs Publications.

THE shades of night go about dewlng good.
VERY few hens ever lay at the point of death.
WALL street is easily moved; a bnll-rusll will dO
it.
A PRETTY girl has a right to bare arms and to
present alms.
SPEAKlNG across a garden fence admits of a
good deal being said on both sides.
LoVERS, says an old bachelor, like armies, get
along well enough until they are engaged.
"SAM, why am de hogs de most intelligent folks
in de world?" "Because dey nose eberyting."
IN what particular does a tl·i:tling cat differ from
Noah's a1•k? Because it is not able to light on At•arat.
·
A REVENUE officer charged Noah with brewing
beer in the ark because he saw a kangaroo gping
on board with hops.
AN illinois girl's toast: The young men of America_:__their arms our support, our arms their reward; fall in; men, fall in.
A LOYER writing to hiS sweetheart says: "Delectable dear I You are so sweet that honey would
blush in your presence, and treacle stand appalled."
"I Alii going on a trip to your-rope," the condemned man remarked to the sheri:tr when marching to the sca:trold; and after that 1'eckless break
the officer swung him oft' without regret.

1

sr.iritnallsm fi'OJn a Materialistic Stand•
po nt. 10 cents.

I

1.[..~::. tlJ~e!t's?litical

and Religious Be-

Woman: Her Past an(1 .. Present; Her
Rights and Wrongs. 10oents.
Materialism and Crime. 10 cents.
~~~. the Coming ltian Worship God 't

Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, ·Thinkers, an(1 Re•
t'orniers. The Biographies of three hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and philosophers (who were
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
:BY D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $9.00; 1eather,
~.00; morocco, gilt edl'(es, M.50.
'rhe Champions ot' the Church ; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. DloS':!'phlcalsketches
of prominent Christians far worse than Infidels. A com•
panlon book to "The World's Sages" etc. By D. M. Bennett. 8vo. 1,119 _pages. Cloth, ~8.00; leather, $4,00; mo
rocco, gilt edges, ~.50.
The Gods and Religions ot' Ancient and
Modern Tilnes. Vol. I"glvsa full account ofO.Il the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
Jehovah, Satan The Boly Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. 885 pages, 8vo. Vol. II describes fully
a.Ilthe rell~lous systems of the world, Including Judaism,

10
1

ee~fs~Jnes an(l Cruelties ot' Christianity, 10

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and TheologicaL 20 cts.
Bnra-ess•lJnderwood Debate. A four days'
debate lletween B. F. Underwood and Prof. 0. A. Buraess,

~~f~~~~~lls~ri~~~ lc~~:~'igi~e:!'po~~~!~tl~~8 ~:~v~:;sJ~~·

50 cents; cloth, 80 cents.
Underwood•Marples Debate. A four nights'
debate between B. F. Unaerwood and Rev. John Marples.
Fully reported. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

l'IIiscellaneous 'Vorks.
The Martyrdom ot' Man. Embraclngthefour
Bennett, written In prison. In cloth,
per volume. or divisions of War, Religion, Liberty, and Intellect. A work
of rare merit, and written In superior style. By Winwood
$5,00for the two volsumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
Reade. New edition. 544 pages. Price reduced trom ell
gilt edges, $9.00
to $!.75.
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionarft· Con0
The Creed ot' Christendom. Its foundation
~!~\n~n~~Wn~ P;,~~~Ul'o; ~~~::,:rt, ~')!JI':.niu'l'Il~n~'tg ; contrasted
with Its superstructure. By W. Rathbone
likeness Oftheanthor. Cloth, $9.00; leather, red burnlslled
Greg. One of the clearest a.nd ablest works ever written.
Price
$1.50.
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
l'ilupernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
Revelations ot' Antichrist. An exhaustlv work..
1
reallty of divine revehltlsn. Decidedly tne most thor1
ough and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural- f.~~ f:f t~~~~~~~~ lf l.t'&'e~P:S~~~f~~f ai\SJ~~~~~ SI!J~~t,e~i

~~::,~ego'\.~~ftiJ';'~nfohft~t~~~\1~. t~f9 Ia:~~~. 0!if;W. ~
1

$S.IJ

~':'o~vr:;:r~t,i~~n ln1v~r.~· ~~m"~~:.Us'¥~~u\;~y~~t.

8

N,'~{Iil~~l 1:~P~l~~. ag~~':.uft."etg~?~fin~ ~~~~~~~nb,r[g~e~;~t

$4.00: leather, $5.00; merocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
'Analysis or Religions Belief'. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
By Viscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of England. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Svo. In cloth, $9.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Great Works ot· Thomas Paine. Including. The Age of Reason, Examination of Propheclell,

tic P:ml, both lived and died before the Christian er11o
446 pages and fullludex. Price, t\2.00.
.
The Jamieson·Ditider Debate. A nine
days' debate ou God, the Bible, ChrlstlanltyJ and Liberal.
Ism. Between Wm. F. Jamieson and Rev. acob Ditzler,
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Pro and Con or Supernatural Re·
li!fion. Both sides fairly and ably ~presented. By E. E.
~u ~'i;~~·Unlversallst clergyman. ~aper, SO cents; cloth,

"JUST think of it I" exclaimed Jones. "Ping- Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rlf:hts of
ley's new block is one thousand meters long." "Is Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and~ a steel
plate portrait. 800 pages, Svo. Cloth, $9.00 ; leather, U.OO;
that so?" asked Fogg, adding, "By the way, how IDOPOCCO,
gilt edges, :&4.50.
much is a meter?" Blamed if I know," said Jones;
The foregoln!f elfht volumes are ca.Iled "The Truth
"but judging from the distance my gas meter cov- ~i~~;,fs~~~':'lo~r wtfl ~~e g~~~~t~JDf~e;~d P~r: ~lf
ers every month it must be something immense." each.
Nature's Revelations ot' Character; or
WHEN Benjamin Franklin was an edito1· he was
in the habit of writing to the yo1,1ng ladies who :;~lu~l~f..Yt~~~r!~:~~rl,t~e~in£e~~~'ric:n8ff~~
tures. lllustrnted by 260 wood cuts. By JOBeph Simms,
sent in poetry saying in honeyed language that M.D.
650 p~ges ,svo. Cloth. $9.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
owing to the crowded state of his columns, etc., gilt edges, ~.50.
but he would endeavor to circulate their prOducPaine's Works.
tions in manuscript. And then he tied the poems
Paine's Theololl;'ical 'Vorks, Including The
:to the tail of his kite for bobs.
Af.e of RelloSOnd Examination of Prolhecles, Letter to the

The Truth Seeker Collection of' Forms,
Hymns, and Recitations. Containing forms for

THE :tlame within my bosom, Kate,
Is burning warm for you,
And I am sure that you will make
A wife both kind and tl"Ue;
So let the match be struck at once;
No longer let us wait;
I'm sme we've had enough of sparks;
Let's form a cinder-Kate.

0

~;£Jre~m~~·t~~t~~ ~~ang~·~k;t~';[rJ~~fh~rs~ftel:aaJ

organizing societies, marringe, funeral services, naming of

Infants, ooltuary notices, epitaphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal
and Spmtuallstlc Hymns ror public meetings, funerals,
social gutllerlnga, etc. To which are added beautiful Recltntlons for various public OCCIIS!ons. 550 pp. Paper, 50
cents;

25
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portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.00.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one voJ.
nme, as above. $9, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political 'Vorks, lll!'ludlng· Common
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.

I anl~~b,ta~: t~fo~g~~s'Wttho!f a 'b';,"e"; ~~tl~~e
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Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
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THE boy had the Bible upon his knees and was ' ol'~f.!i-er:~~::r:~ a~~.;t~oE!!~;~~~t:~~
cents.
reading from it to his moth,er. He came to the'
Common Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.;
passage, " He who gathereth not scattereth /
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVI.
abroad," and rendered it in this wise," He who
tncluslv. Paper,40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
gathereth not scratcheth a board." "My son,"
The
Rights ofMan. For the oppressed of human•
said the mother reprovingly," there are no such lty, Paper,
40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
words there as 'scratcheth a board.'" "Excuse'
me, mother," returned the lad; " I'm reading it as
D. M. Bennett's Works.
it will appear in the revised edition."
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
" WHAT bait do you nsel" said a saint to the devil, ~~;-~~rg'tit ici~~s~$f.'~l\: Bvo. Cloth, $9.00; leather, $4.00;
"When you fish where the souls of men do
The Cham})ions ot' the Church; Their
abound?"
·
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. · 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $9.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50,
"Well, for special tastes," said the king of evil,
" Gold and fame are the best I hav found."
M~!f:r~41ft'!n~~~ fw~~~~~~~. 0{v~:.,eJ~:t r't.~~
"But for general use?" said the saint. "Ah, then," In cloth, $9.00 per volume, or$5.00 for the two vofumes;
in leather, $7 .00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
Said the demon, " I angle for man, not men,
And a thing I hate
w~J':-n~n~~~~~~~~~oo~:-[e~: /r"i<,"e~r~i~oo?f letters
Is to change my bait,
So I fish with a woman the whole year round."
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written

"You got into a nest of close communists, did
you?" asked the bystander.
"Rutller like it. Why, them fellers would snatch
apiece of bread from Jacob and tear the bosom
onten Abraham's shirt. No, sir; until there is
more freedom in the churcll I shan't renew my
connections. Where can a feller get a two-pound
hoe?"

John's Way. A pleasing domestic Radical story.
By l\lrs. E. D. Blenker. 15 cents.
'l'he ClerJ;I'yman's Victims. A Radical story
vividly portraying the wrongs committed by the professed
men of QQd. By Mrs. J. E. Ball. 25 cents.
'l'he Outcast. A deep, finely-written Radical story,
From the London edition. -ny Wlnwood Reade, author Of

Mnrtyrdom of Man. SO cents.

about hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employments,

etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Lite. A Romance of earth, heaven;.
and hell. Beautifully written, by S. P. PJitnam. 25 cents.
Chronicles ot' Simon Chrisir'anus. His
manifold and wonderful adventures In the Land of Cos.
mos. A new scripture (evidently_Inspired) discovered by
I. N. Fidel.· From the English. Very rich. 25 cents.
Amberley's Lit'e ot' Jesus. His character and
doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By Vis·
count Amberley. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
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me out."

'l'he Darwins. A domestic Radical story. By Mrs.
Elmlna Drake Blenker, author of John's Way, Studying
~roet~~¥~';;e':.~~. numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cents;

, 'l'he Adventures ot· Elder Triptolemull
l'ub. Containing startling and Interesting disclosures

1

CLoSE ColiiliiUNIONlSTS.-" If there ain't a change
in the religious world pretty soon I'm going to
throw down the gospel and take up the grubbinghoe," remarked an old man yesterday. "I've rid
a circuit for forty odd years, and I'm treated
worse than when I first begun."
" What is yom cause of complaint, parson ?"
asked a bystander.
"Jliy recentest cause is one what flakes all others," answered the circuit rider, wiping a drop of
water from his :peaked nose with the sleeve of his
brown jeans coat.
"I hav preached a good deal here in Little Rock,
and until recently it has allers been my belief that
if a man could pull through here he could pull
through anywhere. But I was blind wrong. Yesterday I went in the Gum Lick district, where I
had an appointment to preach in the school-house.
When I got there I found the old man Ruggles, a
hardshell Baptist, had got in ahead of me. I went
in without any ill feeling, intending to wait until
he got through, when I would muster my com-age
and take the field. After awhile he got through
preaching and announced that sacrament would
be taken when the boy got back from the stillhouse. 'My congregation uses whisky instead of
wine,' he went on, 'and Arkansaw corn-bread instead of your wheat fixin's.' Just then the boy
arrived and the old man took the cob stoppm· from
the black chunk bottle and began to pom· out the
whisky. Now if there's anything that strikes me
natural it's whisky, and thinking I could preach
better after being warmed np a little I went up to
the table and reached out after the bottle, when the
old man looked at me and said:
"' Ain't you a Methodist?'
"'Yes,sir.'
" ' Don't you know that we don't allow the Methodist to commune with us? Do you take this counter for a free lunch-eh? No, sir; if you are not a
custome1 of the Lord you can't eat here.'
" 'I've a right to the table,' I said, ' and I'll help
myself,'
·
" 'Tech that bottle and I'll lift you.•
" I grabbed the bottle and the old man struck me
w lth a pone of corn bread and knocked me down.
Then somebody kicked me and all hands dragged

~loth, .75 cents.

The Heathens ot'the Heath. A finely written
Radical romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author of Exeter
:c~~c:g~W:.P~rr~~·~e~~~ g{,t~~i~·.:ll;~· 500 pages. Prlee
Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radical novel of marked
~~~!~to f[. ~ederlka Macdona.Id. 41J..I pages, Price re.

an~ y:~:rfe~:f'o~~tByR-#. IJ:~Jl~~~~·n~~ty, teachings,
Resurrection ot' Jesus. Showing the contradictions and doubts in which the subject Is Involved. By W,
S. Bell. Revised edition. 25 cents.
An Outline ot' the ·French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear and com\"e.
~;r~~lv:Jf~W~~~k"fll~h1~ ~'!,~[.~sting portion of human IsLast Will and Testament ot' Jean Mes•

lier, a curate of a Romlsh church tn France, contain.

during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price, lng tile best of his writings. 25 cents.
$1.50.
A Few Words about the Devil, and Other
The Semitic Gods and the Bible, Treating · Essays. By Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait ot the
writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
~~g~v~~~ s~~a~. ~Jet:!i~~:eS"~~!t 3~;~.n~&~f~~~~.f #i~~Pu
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages are devoted, · Voltaire in Exile. Translated from the French of
showing that booktobeavery Inferior production fora !>[. Gastl.neau bi, his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
ftrst.class God. 338 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents; · ~~~~~r•;.fpt~~ .J fge~ft!~ecfo~~;,'J.rlter never before pulicloth, $1.
;
5
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Judaism, Christianity, and Mohammed··
au:ism examined hlstorlcaUy and critically. It Is
thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity '
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
i
'rhiny Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays ·
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth,$1.
The Hnm})hrey-Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Bennett•Teed Discussion. Between D. M. ·
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven an<! Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50
cents.
1
Interrogatories to Jehovah. BelngS,OOO qnes·
tiona propounded to his Jewish G9dshlp upon a great varl. I
ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
i
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe, '
Why and \Vheret'ore. (Forthcoming.) 850 pp.,
12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Slddmore's Letters. First Deacon of

~~~nhf.P~~~~~\~"! f~~~r8~'rfil/a':,1tf~nL!g~~fi~~m .nc~~~~r:,

1

Six Lectures on Astronomy. By Prof. R. A.

Proctor. 20 cents.

te~=~~lft~:. a!'f:;.~::!nl'defi~ltl!~ ~lr~he f~r'::fsrt~~~

1

In theology. The only edition In English. 25 cents.
Religion Not Jiistory. An able examination of
the Morals and 1'heology of the New Testament. By Prof.
F. W. Newman, of theLondou University. 25cents.
Sixteen Saviors or None. By Kersey Graves,
author of the World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors; The
Bible of Bibles, and Biography of Satan. Paper,75cte;
cloth, $1.

M<t~tU.!:.:'cc~~t~~:~~~~~!~alfl;;'r !~ti:i~·J·~~m'~a
pui>llslled. Paper, 50cts; Cloth,75cts.
'i!'he Holy Bible Abridged.

Containing the

~~l'ljg~Et~~k~e~39U:a~~~~ll[,~o~~e3~u~ts~a~~rg~~~t~~easing
fiuperstition; The Relllj,[on of Believe or be
~~'~r~~a~ogtf,"n2t~~~~~. to the t. John's School Board.
Why Don't God Kill the Devil 't A Series
Essays dedicated to the /bt. Johns School Board. Ily

o,f

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

IU. Babcock. 25 cents.

The Ghost .ot' St. Johns. By M. Babcock. 25
cfi,:e~h:f;':if. ~.oB-:n"nte~t:~~ ~~ts~areer of Crnelty and ~ ccuts.
Eighth and Last Letter t'rom Ludlow•
Street Jail. 10 cents.
!.etters t'rom Albany Penitentiary. 25
cents.

Matter, Motion, Lit'e, and lltind. 10 cents.
The Gods of' Superstition. 8 cents.
'l'he Great Religions ot' the World. 10 eta.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
An Hour With the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Saints and Sint'Ul Shepherds. 10

cents.

··

·

Honest «tuestions and Honest Answers.
Scents.

An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
B. F. 1Jnderwood's Works.

I

Proceedings and Addresses at the Wa.t•

~~~~Jr..~;!~~~l~:~~~;,e~O!f!$f.Jx'l.of excellent Speeches
Truth Seeker Tracts. Bonnd In volumes of 525
pages each-Vola. I II, Ill, IV, and v. Each volume contulnlng 525 pages-thirty trncts or more. A Library within
themselvs of most excellent Radical reading matter at a
low price. Paper, 60 cents per volume; cloth, $1.00. Ifthe
whole set are taken-paper, 50 cts; cloth,75 cents each.

ti~~~ fffr?J~~~~:~f ~l~~!!J~~st?osa1! A~~~:t:
By James J. Furniss. Cloth, 50 eta.

or1:~F~J;;~~~~c\:tto~o~1!f!~~;en~~o~ b~~~~ra~:O

etc. Prlce,in Cloth, reduced to 00 eta.
'I'hc Philosophy ot' Spiritualism, and the
Phllosophy and Treatment of Medloma.nla. By Frederln
R. Marvin, 1\l.D. Cloth, 50 cents.
Issues of' the A!fe• Consequences Involved til
0

1

}~~~\~[:~rfi;o~/Ui o'th6~rwr?t!, r': ~Nitt¥t~~:J:1~Y ~4j::;~

c?'lJ.tt!l;~y ~:gv~~~f:.~«t~rls~Fa:ft";'i~'fi lfit~~PaWari:~ i c. Pedder. Price $1.
ir~~~~W~11 Wo':::~~ 1 M:~tci'at~~hi:~:-n.!t~lt~e"ifa~t.lfl~ G~~r.Jt~r on~~~~.t~,lf.f~~!:alaS~n \~'ic,B:t\l~~ll~~ ~r:
Standpoint; Paine the Political and Religious Reformer;

Materialism a.nd Crime· W111 the Coming Man Worship
God? Crimes and Cruelties of ChristianitY; the Authority
of the Bible; Freetllonght Judged by Its Fruits; Our Ideas
of God. SOO pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
InOnence ot' Christianity upon Civillza•
tion. 25 cents.
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
What Liberalism Oft'ers in Place oJ
Christianity. 10 ,cents.
"'
Scientific Materiallsm: Its llleaulnlr and
Tendency. 10cents.

remarkable Hebrew document,glvlhg the original from
"
which the story of Jeans was made up. 20 cents.
, Eight SeientUic Tracts. 20 eents.
The Truth Seeker; In Bound Volumes. Vo!t}rne
I., $1.50; Vol. ll. (16 months) Ill., and IV., $2.50 each; Vols.
v., VI., and VII., $8.50 each. Entire sot, by expresa, $15.
New England and the People np 'I' here·

A Humorous-LeCture. By George E. l\fri.cdonartl. 10 con~J

Blal~eeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 20 cents.
The Godly Women ot:, the Bible. Shari~
and telling In style, Paper, 00 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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iJotts and ~lippinns.
PASTOR SALE of the Baptist church at Mason
City, Iowa, has been deposed for Beecherism.
IN view, possibly, of Mr. Bradlaugh's muscularity, two sons of A.nak in policeman's attire hav been added to the police force of the
House of Commons.
DR. SCHLIEMANN has lately returned to
A.thens from a tour of exploration in the Troad,
and has since started for Berlin. A.mong
other discoveries he believes that he has ascertained the site of the altar of the Tw&lve Gods.
A. STROKE of lightuing damaged to the extent of $500 the new Methodist church on Deal
Island. The dedication, for which all things
were ready, was postponed until the shattered
structure could be repaired.
THE twenty million cinchona trees planted
in Ceylon in 1880 are expected to yield in six
years ten million pounds per year, but it is believed that the demand will fully keep up with
the supply, so that prices will not decline.
THE receipts of the New York post-office for
the year ending yesterday amounted to
$3,782,000, and the expenses to $850,000.
The business for the fiscal year just ended was
10 per cent. larger than that of the preceding
year.
THERE arrived at Castle Garden in the month
of June 59,416 iminigrants, making the total
· for the fust six months of the year 241,498.
This is 64,513 more than arrived in the first
half of 1880, in which the arrivals were more
numerous than ever before.
THE sentence of Herr Most is infamous. A.ll
this pious rage against inciting to murder is
nonsense. His punishment is intended as an
abridgment of the rights of the press, and
nothing less. The victim was right-he might
as well be in Russia as in England so far as
freedom of speech is concerned.- Truth.
THE capacity of the steel works of the world
is estimated at about 3,000,000 tons a year.
The Bessemer works in England contribute
about 800,000 tons; the United States, 750 tons
more; Germany, about 500,000; .Brance
about 275,000; Belgium, 150,000; A.ustria,
250,000; and Russia and Sweden about
150,000.
A. CARMAN, says the City Press, recently
driving at an immoderate pace along Fetter
lane, London, ran against a truck that was
standing by the pavement; the truck spun
round. and caught a ladder standing against a
house; the ladder fell and hit a dog; the dog
ran foul of a lady who was passing at the moment, whose foot was trodden upon by a
passer by, and she had to be put into an omnibus and sent home.
THoMAs MYERs, a negro, living at Rantowles'
S. C., conceived that it was his duty to offer up
a human sacrifice to God. Nobody could reason the idea out of his head, though on other
subjects he was rational. He chose his son,
aged thirteen, as the victim. The boy followed
him into the woods unsuspectingly, when ordered to do so, and was killed by a shot. Myers glories in the deed, and believes that it
makes his salvation sure.
NEW HAMPSHIRE has a new law taxing
church property when it exceeds $10,000 in
value. The Congregational church of Manchester refused to pay, on the ground that the
act was unconstitutional ; but the Supreme
Court has decided that, under the Constitution
of the state, it is competent for the legislature
to treat church property like any other' in the
matter of taxation, and that the fact of long
exemption does not affect the question.
DR. PATERSON writes from the Bridge of
A.llan, Saotland: "I always keep a nUmber of
toads in my orchid houses for the purpose of
destroying vermin. The other morning-, while
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SCIENCE HA.LL, I ,II 8th St.,
NEAR BROADWAY.

watching two males, I was highly amused to
see them hav a regular set-to fight. They
went at each other in a regular scientific manner, sparring and boxing with their fore-paws,
and butting with their heads. A.fter a while
they seemed to get tired, coolly sat down, llJld
viewed each other with great complacency.
From my earliest days I hav been in the habit
of watching the ways of toads, and never saw
them fight before."
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morning to ten at night without intermission,
carrying one hundred and eighty-seven larvre
to its nest. Prof. Calderwood said that it
became apparent that anatomical structure
Gov. CoRNEL!. has vetoed Murphy's A.nti-Spy
was not in itself an adequate guide in deter'
mining comparativ importance in the scale of bill.
organic existence, and that even comparativ
HANNIBAL HAMLIN has been appointed Min·
brain structure could not be taken as a sole test ister to Spain.
of the measures of intelligence. The whole
FIFTY•NINE thousand emigrants arri>'ed at
order of ants presented quite exceptional diffi- this port in June.
A. SUPPER and concert were gi>'en during culties for the theory of evolution, and also for
CoRNELL has been defeated in all the races
commencement week at the Illinois State Uni- the theory of intelligence, which seeks to ac- the crew has rowed in England.
count
for
it
by
complexity
of
brain
structure.
versity, Bloomington. Waltz music was played
RAILROAD CoM~nsSIONER FRENctr has been
and the young couples danced to it. On the
SPEAKING about association or commercial suspended by Secretary Kirkwood.
following Sunday the Rev. J. W. Webb union or independence or federation of the
THE anti-monopoly party of this state is
preached in the Methodist church of the place empire or any other political change, the fair
on the sinfulness of round dancing, as he had view to take of it; is that any person who has pushing its organization vigorously.
observed it on that occasion. He characterized anything to SilY that he believes will add to the
IT is reported that Grant has sold his Mis•
it as "wicked, fashionable hugging," and said, sum total of human intelligence or to the sum souri farm to Jay Gould for $75,000.
"A.fter 2 o'clock at night I saw parties, male total of human happiness, ought not only to be
YALE was victorious at the University boat
and female, under one shawl, promenading the allowed to say it but should be encouraged' in
race at New London, Ct., on the 1st.
streets locked in each other's arms and going the saying of it. Why not? We are all going
GRisCoM still continues his fast, and will
into alleys." The da.ncers could hav borne all through the world for the last time, and the
but this remark with equanimity, but as to it thing to do is to make it as comfortable a place probably go his forty-two days without food.
they publish the retort that the preacher spoke to liv in, and to leave for those who conie
THE empress of Germany is seriously ill.
in a" foul, false and unchristian manner."
Bismarck
is recovering from his indisposition.
after
us,
as
possible.
We
do
not
advocate
an1
nexation; we should oe content to see the
FouRTH
oF JuLY was celebrated very quietly
IT is unpleasant when a controversy arises
country take its place among the independent on account of the assassination of the Presi·
concerning sermon stealing, and brethren ac- nations of the earth. But if anybody thinks
dent.
cuse each other of stealing ideas. This has
that annexation would be a good thing for the
A. BILL was introduced ia the legislature ·at
arisen in the, case of Dr. Lorimer, of Chicago,
country, he should be at liberty to say so, just
A.lbany last week to protect skunks. It was
and Dr. Joseph Parker, of London, and has
as he would be at liberty to advocate legislation
gone so far as to the point where Dr. Parker for Ireland or federation of the empire, if he tabled.
cables a flat denial of the charge that he ap- believes it would be a good change to make.
THE schools of this city are all closed for the
propriated some of Dr. Lorimer's sermons. To prevent people from saying the thing that summer. The school expenditures for the past
When it was at first noised abroad that this is in their minds and heartrt, is to put a pre- year hav been $2,690,533.66.
had been done, it was remarked that Dr. Par- mium on hypocrisy.- Toronto Telegram.
EDWIN BooTH, the actor, has returned to
ker was now in a position in which explanathis city on account of the health of his wife,
tion on his part would be necessary. Dr.
A.NoTHER new application of electrieity as a
who is not expected to liv long.
Parker's explanation now throws the burden motor has been experimented in during the
THE White Star steamer Britannic went
on Dr. Lorimer, who, in his turn, will havto rise last few days in Paris. M. G. Trouve, a welland explain. A. lively controversy may be ex- known electrician, has devi5ed a method of ashore off the coast of Ireland on the 3d, but
pected between these gentlemen, backed by apylying the electrical current to the propulsion sustained little damage, and no lives were lost.
of a boat, and so far the results hav been emitheir friends.
THE senatorial deadlock at A.lbany still con·
nently
satisfact'!ry.
The
experiments
hav
tinues.
Platt has withdrawn from the fight on
RESISTANCE to the now prohibitory laws of
been made on the Seine, on several occasions, account of a scandal connecting his name with
Kansas has gone so far that while juries in the
with a small boat containing from two to six a lewd woman.
cities refuse to convict liquor sellers, even upon
persons. M. Trouve's electric motor consisted
A. MAN has been convicted of bribing a voter
the clearest evidence, in Atchison the Comri:wn
of a. Siemens coil, which by a simple but ingen- in Philadelphia and sentenced to six months'
Council, with the co-operation of its presiding
ious arrangement is made to transmit its power imprisonment; but he was the smallest kind of
officer, the mayor, has adopted an ordinance
to ~ three-bladed screw at the stern of the boat. a politician. His political employer was acproviding for the granting of licenses to taverns
The motor itself is fixed on the upper part of quitted.
and saloons. This action was taken in express
the rudder, which it follows in its movements
ridicule and defiance of the prehibitory constiTHE crops at Tewksbury, Mass., were serias it does also the screw. The motor with its
tutional amendment and the laws based upon accessories, does not weigh more than five kil- ously damaged by a hail-storm on the 4th. A.
it. The temperance men hav since then held ogrammes. M. Trouve's apparatus may be terrific cyclone also struck White Plains on the
a mass meeting, and call upon the mayor to adapted to any boat, and there seems no rea- same day, entailing a large loss upon the
resign, while Gov. St. John threatened to call son whatever why it might not be so modified farmers.
out the militia and put the laws into execution as to applicable to vessels of much larger diFRANKLIN, N.H., was visited last week by a·
by force of arms. A.ll this because the popu- mensions than that experimented on. Experi- tornado accompanied by hail. Many buildings
lation of the cities is not willing to be deprived ments in navigation by electricity were made were totally destroyed, the roofs being lifted off
of its beer by the rural population's temper- on the Neva 1830 by Jacobi, but the method and the walls blown down by the force of the
ance predilections.
adopted had so many drawbacks as to be prac- wind. A. Methodist and Catholic church were
among them.
THE downfall of the Rev. 0. C. Sales was tically useless.
brought about by the fright of Mrs. Brewer
A. MosT dastardly attempt to take the life of
FRoM the recently issued report of Prof.
when she thought she was dying. He under- Baird, the fish commissioner of the United President Garfield was made last Saturday by
took, being her pastor, to prepare her mind States, we glean some very interesting facts one Charles Guiteau, who is thought by some
for death, but she knew him to be a hypocrite, regarding the recent development of sponge to be insane. The President was about to take
and declared that his ministrations were worth- culture. A.mong the more recent enterprises the train for Jersey City, and had gone in com·
less for death-bed purposes. Therefore she in the way of the artificial propagation of pany with Secretary Blaine to the Potomac
turned to the attending physician for consola- aquatic animals Prof. Oscar Schmidt of the depot. Arriving about ten minutes before the
tion, and placed in his hands a package of love University of Gratz has been so successful in train started, he entered the ladies' parlor, and
letters which Sales, though a married man, in his preliminary efforts in the artificial profl- was immediately approached from behind by
had written to her. She recovered, and the agation of the sponge that the Austrian gov- Guiteau, who fired two shots from a heavy rephysician turned the letters over to the officers ernment has authorized him to attempt the volver. The first ball entered Garfield's arm;
of the church. They arraigned the pastor pri- development of the industry on the coast of the second struck him in the back and penevately. He professed penitence, and begged Dalmatia. The process is very simple, con- trated the liver. The President was conveyed
them to" do unto him as they would hav oth- sisting in selecting the proper season in the home, where he lies between life and death,
ers do unto them if caught in a similar way." spring, dividing a living marketable spo~ge "th the chances a little against him. Guiteau
They decided to retain him as their minister, into numerous small pieces, and then fastemng
s arrested and conveyed to jail. The utmost
but the scandall\"ot out, and the congregation them to stakes driven into the sea bottom. excitement prevailed in Washington, and it was
forced him to resign.
These fragments at once begin to grow out, with difficulty the people were prevented from
hanging the assassin. A. file of soldiers around
THERE is a growing doubt among the ablest and at the end of a given time each one bejail were necessary to guard that structure.
the
biologists as to there being any fixed relation comes an entire &ponge. According to Dr.
Vice-President A.rthur and all the cabinet are
between brain structure and mental function. Schmidt three years is a sufficient length of
at the White House attending upon the
Sir J. Lubbock has pointed out that, although time to ~btain from very small pieces fair-sized
wounded President, and the most emin.ent
the anthropoid apes ranked next to man in sponges. In one experiment the cost of raising
medical men constantly watch by his bedside.
4,000
sponges
amounte:d
only
to
$50,
and
this
bodily structure, ants claimed that place in the
The governments of Europe hav telegraphed
scale of intelligence. Once he had watched an included the interest ior three years on the
their sympathy.
ant working, and it worked from six in the capital employed.
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" 'For the training of immature humanity is the ings of the soul. Our own weakness causes them,
doctrin of a final agreement of morality and well- our moral power destroys them. There hav been
being indispensable; in the same manner as for the men w_ho hav. thrown away their tim~ to reason away
savage, the swor.d of civil justice becomes the means the evils of life, or to defend them, m order, as they
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
of leading him to lawful behavior.'
claimed, to rescue the honor of their God, or to
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
" 'What ! ' cried I, astonished, ' all these thou- sweeten them with awakened hope of a better lot ~n
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
sands who courageously, in the hope of a better life, the other side of the grave. But what is all this for?
confiding in their recompensing God, bear the suffer- These evils are necessary in the order of the world,
CHAPTER XIII.
and their existence a proof of that for which we are
" 'Religions proper, as far as they point to recom- ing of the earth, and willingly sacrifice their own wel- destined. But our destiny is ripeness or perfection
fare,
if
it
depends
upon
the
fulfilment
of
dutiespense and morality, are not at all so related that
of our spirit. It is ripe, it is perfect, when it acts inthey should influence each other,' answered Ala- how, Alamontada, they were no virtuous people?'" dependent of the influence of sensual power, through
"'No,'
answered
the
old
man,
'they
are
more
montada. 'Religion, or the belief in God and imitself, after its own laws. The evils of humanity
mortality, as necessary as it may be, exists, properly prudent thon virtuous, for they sacrifice willingly drive the spirit to its independence. Therefore is
speaking, for itself alone, and has with that which their small possession, in the expectation to receive the proverb, Misfortune makes philosphers, a truth
we call reward of virtue no connection, as true virtue in return a. larger one. But they are pious people, too little understood. The fickleness of the earthly
is independent, and without any regard to God, of and approaching their perfection. They are venera- calls our attention to the lasting worth of the spiritble to me; they are dear to me. They need only
immortality, of recompense.
.
ual. The dust pushes the spirit away from it, and
" 'But it is a good idea to make religion, in that one mere step, and they are perfectly free.
compels it to recognize its own dignity. Man, as he
"'You see, dear sir, this is the reason why I spoke
sense, an educator of immature humanity. It is the
perceives the change of things, scorns to further
safest support, on which we gradually lift ourselvs in my,religion absolutely of no moral obligation, of belong to them, and returns to himself and becomes
up from the low sensuality to independence of reason. no virtue, of no judge of the universe. The spirit independent; he learns at last the high wisdom,
"'The eternal moral law, dwelling within w~, in acts as it must. Its virtue is no pious calculati(n ; Man's spirit is for no other end but for itself.
all times and regions the same, tells us how we, as it calls to its assistance no secondary intention. It
" ' The pure feeling of the independence of the
reasonable beings, should act. And if I now act so, needs for itself no reward; it even cannot be re- spirit is the guarantee for its imperishableness. So
as I ought according to this eternal law, then I am warded excep~ it be through the self-consciousnesss it was ordained by the creator of the universe, that
what I really should be, a free, self-acting, definit of power, of self-will, and freedom, to which it has man's spirit should be driven back to itself by all
spirit-a spirit issuing only from within itself, only worked itself up. It counts its most beautiful mo- things, in order to find in itself and not in others
through its own, within-itself hidden law. If I do ments after the triumphs over sensuality.
outside, its happiness, its goal, its highness. Were
"'And when we now hav to suffer in consequence
something for my profit, then I am not virtuous; evit destined to serve as means for other aims, then it
ery animal does the same; it fears in many a case of our virtue, dear sir, what, then, is it that suffers?
would hav to disappear as soon as these disappear."
punishment, it receives in some cases its agreeable It is not the spirit, for it enjoys just then the victory
'[TO BE CONTINUED.)
reward. Virtue demands for itself no reward; it -only the sensual nature of man suffers. This, therecannot be bought, not paid; it expects no recom- fore, would hav to be rewarded for its self-sacrifice;
pense. It exercises itself without regard to the suc- but how can it become so when the corpse returns to
~tltdion~.
cess of the act; sufficient, that so to act is ordained the dust? And, tell me, what in the end means reby the moral law. Virtue is nothing else than the ward, recompense? If I for a life-time carry about
appearance of the acting, sacred spirit of man in its with me a sickly body, would I be in a second life
[From Partun's Life of Voltai>'e.]
trnthfulness. A spirit, without connection with, or rewarded with a healthy one? Had I on that acEcrasez l'lnfame.
without being influenced by, a body working with count not borne the pains? Had I not wept the
animal-like intentions and interests, would, if it thousand tears of grief?'
He had now reached the goal of commonplace asacted, act only good; it could never act immoral; it
"' Friend,' replied I with some shuddering, 'I feel piration. He possessed in richest abundance what
would be saint-like, that is, free from defects of mo- the truth of thy words; but they are hard, they are common men covet and rest in. He was grand seignrality. Even that our spirit is enveloped in a body, comfortless. Had not the poor man, oppressed by eur, with "two leagues of land" about him, a park
which often works against spiritual law, or nature, thousands of troubles, the sweet expectation-thou three miles in circuit, gardens, chateaux, vassals, a
strengthens the power of the spirit in the battle. sufferest not in vain; one day the load is taken away revenue of a hundred thousand francs, a parish
And if it, and it only, acts; if it is not guided by from thee; at last thy misery shall be rewarded with church in which he was entitled to be prayed for,
sensual interests, neither from fear of punishment, endless blissfulness-alas, friend, he would hav to some good pictures, a heterogeneous library of five
nor hope of gain, works after its own law, then it is despair often!'
thousand volumes, and a fame the most intense and
virtuous, that is, free, powerful, self-acting, or spirit
" 'It is true,' answered Alamontada, 'the sensual, the widest spread that literature had ever given a
as it ought to be, and really worthy of its own dig- immature man, who believes in a recompenser above man during his life-time. "What will he do with it?"
the stars despairs not. But the more perfect, the Will he subside now into a benevolent and tranquil
nity.
" 'If there lay not the idea of divinity and immor- spirit-man, despairs still less than he. His body suf- country gentleman, a little vain of his peaches? So
tality within it, it would nevertheless be able to act fers, but not his irreproachable spirit. He knows far from it that he only entered upon the phase of
good and virtuou!>ly. There are many that believe in that, sooner or later, with this body the torment is his career which givs him universal importance about
God and immortality without being virtuous. There taken from him. Moreover, dear sir, let us not wan- the time of his building Ferney. At sixty-five he
can be such, who, torn by doubts, without faith, are der about in dark ideas, but, more distinct, in that of was yet to do the chief part of the work which will
nevertheless virtuous.
which we speak. We speak of suffering. All suffer- make him interesting to remote posterity.
"'Virtue and sensual well-being, or what is com- ing is only sensual. The spirit has no other suffering
The French words printed at the head of this chapmonly called happiness, are two separate and distinct than the consciousness to hav done wrong, that is, to ter, Ecrasez l' Infame, may be translated, Crush the
things, and the one not existing on account of the hav conquered in the strife with the low, sensual monster. At the period of his settlement at Ferney,
other. Through prudence I can increase my well-be- world.
he fell into the habit of ending his more familiar
ing, but accidental it is if this happens through vir" 'But all suffering is again in itself different. letters with those words, in imitation of the Roman
tue. And it continues only so long as virtue may Bodily pains are never lasting, and are on that ac- Cato, who finished every speech by saying, "Such is
go hand-in-hand with prudence. Yet it is often the count endurable, because one knows that death or my opinion; I also think that Carthage must be decase that I must sacrifice all my well-being, because recovery of the body frees from them. I, conse- stroyed." At first he used the word fantome, as
I act virtuously, that is, independent of fear or hope, quently, think if we talk of evils that would be too when, in 1757, writing to D'Alembert, he concluded
after the sacred law :within me.
heavy for man, m should not mean thereby bodily thus: "Courage; continue, you and your colleagues
" 'The .virtuous man loves his duty with the same diseases. They are always of only short duration, [in the Encyclopedia], to overthrow the hideous
severe, unconquerable zeal as that with which others and leave, even while they rage, yet numerous mo- phantom, enemy of philosophy and persecutor of philove their right. He can, like others for their right, menta of rest.
losophers." A few days after, in writing to the
joyfully meet certain death for his duty. For duties
"'But more bitter are the so-called sufferings of same stanch friend and ally, he employed the word
are the iron, indestructible rights of a moral spirit. the soul. Of these it is worth the while to speak. I colosse. "To overthrow the colossus, only five or
" 'So then it has been only weakness and short- remember no man who on accoont.of his bodily dis- six philosophers who understand one another are
sightedness, or prudence, in those who taught that ease despaired; but more than one succumbed under necessary." Then he explained a little what he
morality and well-being should always be in har- grief when he had to leave the lap of wealth and meant. "The object is not to hinder our lackeys
mony, and that, because misery only too often fol- seize the beggar's staff; or when trusted friendship from going to mass or sermon; it is to rescue fathers
lows the footsteps of virtue, in a future life a moral betrayed him; or when he, innocently or guiltily, of families from the tyranny of imposters, and to inrecompense, a harmony of both aims, of this by war; exposed to shame and disgrace; or when he lost spire the spirit of tolerance." Some days after, he
them so-called highest good, should take place.
irreparably a prospect or a"happiness on the lasting- again particularizes: "Fanatic papists, fanatic Cal"'As the germ, which I drop into the ground, so ness of which he had relied.
vinists, all are tarred with the same brush;" for whose
the human spirit that drops into the universe. As
"'Well, dear sir, whence come these sufferings ? frustration D' Alembert was again exhorted to labor.
the germ, after the physical laws, in consequence of They arise from false conception of the value of
As the fight grew hotter and the combatants more
its organization, sinks roots and thrives, and shoots things, when our low, sensual nature outweighs the numerous, he settled upon Ecrasez l'Inj'ame as the
forth trunk and blossom and leaves, without other spiritual. What are wealth and poverty? Only pro- battle-cry of the faithful. He rang all the changes
aim, but simply because it is so in its proportions, so portions. The wealthy among the hordes of Indians upon.these words. Sometimes he used them in jest;
the spirit of man, when it appears as it is, as it ought would be a poor one in European capitals. To be- often with passionate vehemence. Not unfrequently,
to be, after the order lying within itself, morally come poor means nothing but to hav to deny one's in the haste of finishing his letter, he woul<il. abbre.
gqod and without other aim. There is between the body s0mething to which it is accustomed. He who viate the words to Ecr.l'Inf., and sometimes he would
"so-called laws of the physical and spiritual world only cannot do this in case of necessity is more animal repeat this abbreviation many times in the same leta difference in name. In reality they are one and than spirit; and does he want recomp.:mse in a better ter. Occasionally he would write, in the only corner
the same; the moral law it~ the natural law of the world for not being an animal? Is poverty an un- left, E. l'L To show his way of using a phrase
human spirit, in which it must work, because, as a endurable misfortune? How many a one complains which has now become familiar and famous, I will
moral, as a true spirit, it cannot do otherwise.
over poverty who is still richer than millions of his giv a few examples, taken from the endings of let" 'The good done out of fear of God, in hope of fellow-beings! His complaint is more ridiculous and ters to such devoted friends of the cause as D'Alemrecompense, or from fear of future punishment, is contemptible than deserving of sympathy. ·
bert and Damilaville:
only piety, but by no means fr.dom of the acting
"'Honor and shame; how much do they depend
"I want you to crush l'inf'dme j that is the main
spirit, or virtue. Piety, however, breaks the chains upon circumstance I In virtue alone is honor; in vice point. It is necessary to reduce it to the state in
of sensuality; prepares, as it were, the freedom of alone shame. The virtuous may be indifferent to the which it is in England; and you can succeed in this
the spirit, leads to virtue, and, in that respect, is ven- opinion of the world. He who has net yet succeeded if you will. It is the greatest service that can be
erable as al!l. educational means for nations. It is to find his own worth in quiet fulfilment of his duties rendered to the human race."
asking too much, that every man, without fear, with- and with clear conscience to elevate himself above
"Attack, brothers, skilfully, all of you, l'inf.
out hope, should act good si.:nply for the sake of the fickle opinion of the great mass, is a poor, piti- What interests me is the propagation of the faith, of
good; it is asking too much of the child that it, able creature, more animal than spirit; more child truth, the progress of philosophy, and the abasement
hardly born, should walk without having first grad- than mature man. He clings in sad blindness more of l'inj'."
ually exercised its strength; of the spirit, that it to the changeable play of circumstances than to the
"The J ansenists and the Molinists are. tearing one
should suddenly appear in the splendor of its power, eternally true and good.
another, and uncovering their shameful wounds; it
purity, and independence, without preliminary trials.
"As with this so it is With all our so-called suffer·' is necessary to3 crush one by the other, and make
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their ruin the steps to the ~hrone of truth. I em-! Voltaire was mistaken in supp9sing that l' Infdme leisure time, whose love of retiremen~, dislike ~f
brace tenderly the brethren m Lucretius, in Cicero, had no existence in Protestant England. If we look notoriety, or any other causes,_ ma.Y prevent the1r
in Socrates, in Marcus Antoninus, in Julian, and in into the early lives of British men noted for their taking an activ part in the orgamzatwn of local asso• the communion of all our holy patriarchs."
hostility to it, such as Hume, Gibbon, Shelley, Dick- ciations.
~·Engage all m_y brethr_e~ to pursue l'inf. with ens, a~d Hbod, ~e u~ually find that they suffe~ed
Every zealous Liberal ~~ the land sho~ld join the
vowe and pen, Without g1vmg a moment's 'pause. from It acutely m childhood or youth, as V olta1re Leagu~, and thus fo~~ a . reserve c~rps to supply
Your impassioned brother, V."
doubtless did from the craven auste.rity of his el~er the "su~e~s of war, whwh placed m the hands of
."I am always interes~ed in the success of the F'rench brothe~, Arman~, 'as well as from h1s early acquam~- our u~trrmg secretary-, who never sleeps, would e~
drama, but much more m the brethren, and in the de- ance w1th M. Herault. The case of Thomas ~ood IS able _him to accomplish ma:v~lously gra~d results m
struction of l'inf., which must never be lost sight of. one in point. The most careless reader of .I:Is works keep~ng t~e watch-fires brilliantly ~urmng ~nd perValete fratres."
·
must hav observed that he loathed the Br1t1sh form meatmg With the_gospel of th~ new d1sp~nsatwn even
"I end all my letters by saying, .Ecr. l'inf., just ?f l' I'fl;fdme with something like Voltai~e's _sustained the remotest sectwns of _our h~erty-l_ovmg country.
The annual membership certificate IS tastefullypreas Cato always said,' Such is my opinion and Car- mtens1ty, and never lost a chance to g1v It a lunge
thage must be destroyed.'"
'
with his rapier. At the end of one of_his later ~et- pared, has atta?he~ a gold~n s~al, and every pos~essor
"I embrace my brethren in Confucius, etc. Ah! ters we hav the secret. An awful w1dow havm~ should take pr1de m handmg 1t ~?Wn to poste~1ty ~s
l'inf.!"
long pestered him with her insolent tracts and imp1- a memento of the a,dvanced pos~tw~,he oc51up1ed m
"0 my brethren, combat l'inf., even to your last ·ous admonitions, he a~ length turned upon he~, a~d th_e van o,f freed?,m s hosts d';lrmg the t1mes that
breath. Does the comic opera still sustain the glory wrote her a letter-his Tract, as he styled 1t-m tried me~s.souls and reputations.
.
of France! Ecr. l'inf." ·
which, perhaps, he used language somewhat too vio- . The tnflm9 sum of one dollar remitted _to T. C.
" I embrace all the brethren. My health is piti- lent. He seems to hav thought so himself, and con- Lela_nd, 201 East 7lst street, _New _York, W:Ill, secure
able. Ecr. l'inf."
eluded his performance with an a~logy:
the Jewel of a document, a mche m futunty s tern" I embrace you tenderly, my dear brother. Ecr.
"And now, madam, farewell.
our mode of re- phle of fame, anyd your nameJonF the eteRrnal roll of
l'inf. I tell you."
calling yourself to my memory reminds me that your onor.
ours,
. RANCIS UGGLES.
salute all the brethren. Nevertheless, Ecr. fanatical mother insulted mine in the last days of her
l'inf."
life (which was ~arked by every Christian virtue)
" How can you say that l'inf. had no part in the by the presentation of a tract addressed to Infide_ls.
The Political Aspect.
crime of that scoundrel [Damiens]? Read then his I remember also that the same heartless woman mTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
reply: 'It was religion that made me do ~hat I'hav truded herself, with _l~ss reverence than a Mohawk It has been said of old, and it applies equall)"well to
done.' This is what he said in his examination. I squaw would hav exhibited, on the chamber of death, the present, that "To everything there is a season,
am only his clerk. My dear brother I hate all and interrupted with her jai·gon almost my very last and a time to every purpose under the heaven." The
tyranny."
'
interview with my ~ying pa~ent. Such rem~niscences time is coming, and now is, when the Liberals of our
· "The older I grow, the more implacable enemy I warrant some s~verity; but If more. be wantm~, know country of all shades of opinion should unite for the
become of l'infdme. Adieu. Shall I not see you be- that my poor Sister has been exCited by a mrcle of purpose of maintaining a political power. Heretofore I die? Ecr. l'inf."
canters like yourself into a religious frenzy, and is at fore there has not been the same facilities offered
"My tender benediction to all the brethren. Orate this moment in a private mad-house."
for this purpose as now. The movement two years
fratres, et vigilate. Ecr. l'inf."
'
It ~as this spirit--:giv it what n!lme yo~ will-that ago which resulted in a convention at Cincinnati
"Drink to my health with brother Plato [Diderot] Voltaire abhorred With a detestatiOn so mtense. In was rather premature; the people at that time were
and Ecr. l'inf."
' France, in his day, that spirit had blank lettres de more wrapped up in the old parties, they were reti" Vive f"elix! ecr. l'inj". We will crush it; we will cachet in its secret portfolio, and the F'rench police cent about coming out in favor of anything new.
to serve them. Let me remark, also, that, like Hood, At present there is no occasion for mistrust, the
crush it."
"Ecr. l'inf., my dear brother, ecr. l'inf.; and say ?e ~;et lim_its to ~is ~is~ent, and adh~re~ to his belief political parties of our country are virtually dead.
to brother Protagoras [D'Alembert] ecr.l'inf. in the lll a su~ermtendmg d.eity. Some O! his ablest and The Democracy has died of a broken heart.
morning and ecr. l'inf. in the evening."
best allies were Atheists. He had a short and easy
The Republican party has outgrown its breeches,
"Oh if the faithful had the warmth of your noble way with them. "Gentlemen," he would say, taking and its great end and aim is to retain the power it
soul, h~w much good they would do! Oh, the lovely out his watc~, "the wat~I: prov~s 3; watchmaker." now holds. It has become corrupted by politicians
musical chiliiflS that should end with Ecrasez Baron de Glewhen, who V1Slted him m 1757, relates who hav nothing in view but to organize a tyrannical
l'injdme!" [To _Damila~ill.e, in 1765.]
tha~ 3; young author, at his wits' end ~or the means system of government whereby the r~ghts of majoriA very long list of similar utterances could be of livmg, kno~ked one. day at the poets doo.r, and to ties may be disregarded and a donunant power exg iven but these will suffice. What then was that recommend himself said, "I am an apprentiCe Athe- 'erted in favor of monopolies corporations and cap'
'
'
- [ garpon ath'eeJ, at your servwe.
. " . o1ta1re
. rep 1"1e d, italists.
'
'
Infamous
Thing, which he was so passionately
desir- 1st
The Greenbackers hav nothing of which to comous of crushing? And why this excess of zeal, in the "I hav the honor to be a mas.ter J?eist; but, although
decline of his life, when he was panoplied about our ~rades are opposed, I Will giv you s?me supp~r plain now, inasmuch as there is money enough for
from dangerous attack by a splendor of reputation to-mght and some work to-morrow. I WISh to avail all who are industrious, and the means of acquiring
and princely opulence never before enjoyed, still less myself o.f your arms, an_d not of your he!ld." .
it are ample. The kind of eurrency is a matter of
won, by a poet? This question is one which demands
He evi~~ntly fe~t at times the staggermg difficulty little import; the money we hav is good, and people'
an e~plicit answer. ~h~ In{d'f!Z~ of Voltaire was not ?f reconmlmg obvw_us facts-as, for example, the _ex- are satisfied generally if they only hav enough of it;
religwn, nor the Christian religwn, nor the Roman ~stence of f>O mu?h mnoc.ent and profitless s~ermg so that, in reality, there are no good reasons why
Catholic church. It was re_ligion claiming super- m the world-with the simple theory ~f the umverse this party should be supported, particularly so, as
natural authority, and enforcmg that claim by pains that has come down to us from the childhood of our t}lere are now in the political arena three different
and penalties. That is the fairest answer to the r~ce. _But any other theory then current se.emed to 'parties, all of which present shortcomings of the real
question, taking his whole life into view. The ac- him still les~ tenable; and he thought t_he Idea of a needs of the present. The choice of these has been
cess of zeal which he experienced at the time now Supreme Bemg "_necessary" both to philosophy _and in favor of Republicanism, since this seems more
under consideration was due to particular causes. to morals. Atheism, however, h_e deemed a slight progressiv in its nature and tendencies, having carThirty years before, as the reader may remember, an.d cura?le malady, compared With that unutterable ried the feather of antislavery in its cap. Its record
when Herault said to him, "You will not destroy thmg whwh caus~d the massacre~ of St. Bartholomew is the only thing of which it can boast, and the days
the Christian religion," he replied, "We shall see." and kept F'ran?e m a bloody broil f?r a oentury.
of its usefulness are almost over. It has nothing
It is Voltaire himself who preserves this anecdote.* .''The Atheist [he once wr~te J Is a monster th~t noble to achieve. Democracy and Greenbackism
But who was Herault, and what had he to do with '!1ll ~evour only to appea~e hi~ hunger. Supersti- represent lost causes. We need advancement. The
it? Herault was lieutenant-general of the French ti~n IS another monster, whwh Will rend men for con- people are restless. The time is ripe for a new party
police, through whom F'rench priests put people into ~mence' sake. I hav always remarked that _an A the- of broad principles. Many are becoming disgusted
dungeons, broke them on the wheel, and burnt them 1st can ?~cured; but you can n~ve; cure radically the with the present state of political affairs, and they are
at the stake.
super~titiOus ~an .. The Atheist IS a ~an of un~er- ready and willing to support a new party that will
The Infdme which Voltaire had in his mind 'when standmg, who IS ?J;IStaken, b~t who thmks f?r him- offer anything better than that which now exists.
he wrote Ec1·. l'inf., mon cher f'rere, ec1·. l'inf., et self; the superstiti_ous man 1 ~ brutally stupid, w?o Two years, at this day and age of the world, in which
dites d j'rere Protagoras, ecr. l'iuf. le matin, et ecr. h~s n~ver had a~y l~eas of hiS own. The. Atheist the facilities for the dissemination of knowledge are
l'inj'. le soir, was religion claiming supernatural au- Will vwla_te lphig~ma about to espouse Achilles; but so complete, are quite sufficient for working a change
thority, and employing to enforce the claim the the. fanatic will J?lOUSlJ: slay her up~n the altar, a~d in the public mind, and developing a sentiment in
power, and resources of a governmen. It was the believe that Jupiter Wl~l be. much mdebted to him the direction of progress.
most ancient and powerful of all alliances, that of for the act. T_he Atheist w~ll steal a golde~ vessel
No doubt there are many (like the writer) who
the Medicin-Man and the Chief, with modern means from a ~burch m order to ~IV a. supper to his loose do not take enough interest in politics to even vote
and appliances to assist both. It was religion with comp~mons; but the fana;tlc Will c~lebrate _an au~o- at all, who would take a live interest in a movement
the Bastille and the rack at its command. It was re- da-je m that c_hurch, a~d smg a Jewrsh cantwle With on the part of Liberals to advocate principles that
ligion owning two acres of every five in France full t~roat while. burmng Jew:s. at the stake. Yes, we are badly in need of. We want universal suf(usually the best two), and able to expel from the my fne;'lds, Atheism a~d fanatiCism are the two poles frage, equal rights, and impartial liberty. It is not
other three the noblest F'renchmen who called in of a umv~rse 0 ~ confusiOn and horror. The narrow just that there should be taxation without represenquestion its tenets. It was religion smoothing the zo_ne of v1rtue Is. between those ~wo poles. March tation as is the case with the women of our country.
upward path of servil mediocrity, and making it im- With a firm step m that path; believe m a good God It is not fair that rationalists should be compelled to
practicable to honest me~it, It was religion which and be good .."
.
. .
.
support (through exemption of taxation) the gospel
could put an ugly tall pot upon the head of a clown,
~uch remamed. his. convwtwn as long as he lived. mills of superstition, to contribute through direct
a crooked stick in his band cover him all over with W 1thout ever bemg m the least " devout," he had taxation to the maintenance of a worthless set of
tawdry raiment, endow him' with an imposing title the feeling always whic~ he once expressed so neat~y, celestial aristocrats called chaplains, or to be deand a prince's revenue, and then sit him down, squat "If th_ere were no God, It would be necessary to m- barred from any right or privilege that is vouchlike a toad, upon the intellect of France. It was re- vent h1m.'~
. .
.
.
safed to us by the Constitution of the United States.
ligion making an Ass of Mirepoix the censor of a . It remams now _to 1 ~dwate, With all possible brev- There is no higher duty open to Liberals now (no
Newton in Newton's own subjects. It was religion It~, the e~ents whwh mflamed anew t~e zeal of Vol- matter to what party they may hav heretofore bekeeping an ear always open to receive from women ta1re a~a1;'lst l' In{time an~ caused him to re~onse- longed) than to unite in one common interest in the
secrets not told to parent or husband. It was relig- crate h1s life to a systematic endeavor to crush It.
vindication of their just rights. It is to be hoped
ion the mania of the weak, the cloak of the false, the
that this will be brought about soon. Surely many
weapon of the cruel. It was religion killing religion,
Annual Membe1·ship.
are ready. The only way we may acquire strength
and making virtue itself contemptible by resting its
'l'o THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: One is by union, therefore, we need organization. Let
claim em grounds untenable and ridiculous. It was of the most practical and efficient means of advanc- the old parties go, they hav no good thing to comreligion wielding the whole mass of ignorance, indo- ing the cause of rationalism is for every F'reethinker mend them. 'l'here is room to erect a platform
lence, and cowardice, a~d placing it solid and entire to become an annual member of the National Liberal broad enough to hold all humanity. Every plank
in the only path by whwh the human race could ad- League. This is a feature of organization capitally should be a principle grand enough to be universal
vance. It was the worst thing that ever was in the adapted to meet the requirements of Hadicals who and impartial, and protect natural and inalienable
world. It was L'!NFAME l
reside in isolated sections of the country, or who are rights of all.
R. H. L..urn.
too much engrossed with business affairs to find the
Nyack, N. Y.

"i

v

•Voltaire to

D'A.lembert, June 201 1760'
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a position in the social and yoliti~al order _of hiscountry which would be practwally mdestructible.
He would do this against the most disheartening·
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
opposition. He did it; he won ! "For forty years,"·
he afterward wrote to D' Alem bert, " I hav carried!
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R.
on the wretched trade of man of letters, and for
forty years I hav been overwhelmed with enemies ..
The la?'(!est u:nd cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe
I could make a library of the abuse which has been
01< .Ame?ica, ()()11.tainin{! nearly seven hund?·ed squa,?'e irwhes rruJ?'e
vomited against me, and the calumnies which hav
of ?·eadin{! rrw.tter than any other journal of its ldnd.
been poured out with lavish hand. I was alone, without a single partisan, without any f'!Upport, and delivered over to the beasts, like an early Christian.
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 9, 1881.
It was thus that I passed my life at Paris." The
wonderful story of these forty years we cannot even
A Sa{l and Shameful Deed.
refer to. Is it not told as none other ever could tell
it in Mr. Parton's pages?
That a second president of this republic should be
shot down by the hand of an assassin within the
In our second extract which we .gi" in another
short space of sixteen years is indeed a most sad and
column the scene open~'\ at the close of these forty
unfortunate affair. Even if the president's life is no
years. It is pleasant indeed to contemplate the vicmore valuable than that of any other man, and altor settled in triumph at Ferney in his sixty-fifth
year. The goal of common ambition he had reached.
But for what? To give twenty years more of the
the country, is a most important personage in the eyes conduet, this is his idea of justice, and this is his hardest and most dangerous toil of body and mind to
of the world, and to the fifty millions composing the approved mode for suppressing vice and crime. But the emancipation of his fellow-beings from what he
American nation it is a teiTible calamity to hav in truth such a villainous course is a thousand times condensed into one word, "L'INF.A:ME "-THE INhim taken off in this unceremonious and shocking more culpable than a large share of the offenses thus FAMOUs-that is, the Christian Superstition that lay
manner.
like a nightmare across the human soul. "It is:
AI
procured to be committed.
though some partisan papers hav shamefully
Let it be remembered, all right-minded, Liberal the greatest service that can be rendered to the hu-·
given hints that the assassination was perpetrated in people, that Gov. A. B. Cornell is in favor of the man race," he said. He seemed better adapted to·
the interest of the faction of a party which wishes to false spy system, and that he approves Comstock, render it than any other, and he enlisted for the:
come into power, and thus rise upon the dead form f 1
of a departing chief magistrate, it must be remem- a sehood, and perjury. Let this not be forgotten of war, or for all that remained of his life. To succeed!
bered that there are not the slightest grounds for him when he again presents himself before the peo- at all he must gather about him the freest, the most
able, and learned spirits of France and strike squarely
ple for an office.
.
any such msinuations, and that no party or persons
Th
at the Christian Hierarchy. For that was the citidel
are responsible for the rash conduct of the reckless,
e following very just remarks are from theNew of
all despotism, tyranny, injustice, and wrong, and
worthless, and partially insane person who took it york Evening Express :
it was founded upon human ignorance, fear, and creupon himself to perform the bloody deed.
of Governor
wise;
his veto of
theMost
1\furphy
hill to Cornell's
put a stopvetoes
to the hav
use been
of spies
andbut
informers
to dulity. His life was to be henceforth a continuous
He appears not so much a partisan or politician as entice people into crime for the sake of punishing them, was un- warfare against the power of the darkness wielding
.
d
1t H
· 't t th h ·
h
wise. The hill was framed to stop a species of crime which is in
a f anat lC an zea o ·
e givs 1 ou
at e IS a t e- ilagrant violation of the spirit of our institutions and laws. It was the resources of a kingdom, and backed by the
ologian, a religious teacher, and a prophet. He is intended to put a stop to the systematic work of tempting innocent "vicegerent of God."
·
l
1' ·
people to commit acts they would not otherwise be guilty of in
t h e aut h or of an mtense y re Igwus work upon the order to punish them. This is the essence and peculiarity of Com.
The revolt of Luther was but temporary, partial,
coming of Christ, and has also spoken in public upon stockism.
It is his favorit method of entrapping the unwary. It
g!V~ hi_m and his agents plen~y of business, and enables him to ex.
t h e same subject, in d efense of orthodoxy as against hih1t hunself every little while in the character of a great moral and local in comparison to it. Voltaire brought on
·solli'sm a n d Infid el't
· a WI't ness In
· d e- scavenger.
Instead
thatand
more
may of
come,
he the most tremendous mental, moral, and political
I nge
. I
I Y· H e IS
does evil that
more of
evildoing
may good
be done,
thatgood
the doer
it may
fense of divine inspiration. He also seems to ha v suffer. This method is so abhorrent to all our ideas of right and conflict of modern history. The falling Bastille,
been connected with the Young Men's Chri'sti'an As- propriety
thatupon
it is hard
to believe
any man
calling
respect.
able can act
it. The
hill putting
a stop
to thishimself
iniquitous
spy the French Revolution, the Napoleon dynasty, and
sociation, and he has devised a plan by which to the
system
passed
both
houses
by
large
majorities.
It was approved hy the Republic of to-day are only successiv parts of it.
press of the state of both parties. The people had demanded it,
evangelize and convert the whole world in a very and were !j'lad of its passage. The governor has certainly shown Indeed the smoke of the battle has only now so far
exp d't'
less than his usual good sense in vetoing it. It is amazing that, cleared away that Mr. Parton has been able to giv
e I IOUS manner.
under the circumstances, the hill was not instantly passed over the
He seems to ha v been infatuated with an idea that veto. But the cringing Republicans who had voted for its passage us the first clear and intelligible account of the
in striking down the president a sacri£ce would be want
daredtonot
will Another
of the governor,
whose signature
they opening of the contest, and of the genius and services
billsoppose
of theirtheown.
year of unmitigated
Comstock.
of its first and greatest leader. Voltaire opened by
offered that would be most acceptable to the deity
T.
whose throne is above the clouds, as really as Abraruth makes these remarks upon the same subject: bringing to bear upon this consolidated iniquity··
called THE INFAMOUS the three great departments of
ha m Imagine
·
· d h e was P1easing
·
th e G Od Of h'IS f ami'1Y present
Governor
Cornellwhich
has put
veto upon that
several
acts ofin the
legislature
were his
so pernicious
his action
reand people by offering up his own beloved son.
gard to them has earned him the respect of many citizens who, human nature-each of which should be carefully
These reli'gious zealots and fanati'cs hav done a motivs
JUS~y orinunjustly,
notofficial
disposed
the worldwere
in his
acts.to giv him credit for the best considered:
1. The intellect, that is, the profoundest learning
vast amount of harm in the world, and it is desirable But he seems to hav fallen so into the habit of vetoing hills that he
.
d .
has lost the power to distinguish between a good one and a had one. and ability, represented by the Encyclopedia.
t h at t h eu rule an mfluence may rapidly grow less.
He appears to hav been afll.icted in this manner when he came to
2. The heart, moved by the most cutting wit or
Millions of the people of this country are intently consider
Col.under
Murphy's
Anti-Spy bill.
Or, possibly,
he hadand
fallen
so
completely
the in:fiuence
of Anthony
Comstock
other
watching the result of this mad act, and praying gentlemen like him, who make a living hy following the occupation genial humor that mortal ever used to inflict or to
that the life of the president may be spared.
of
private
spies,
he lost all
power of clearly discerning the heal a wound.
good
from the
hadthat
in legislativ
measures.
3. The pw·est humanity that finally made torture
A consoling reflection is that, while the deed is an . Since tbe bill has been defeated hy the action of the Governor, it
.
·
'11
d
li
IS proper that the people should again he reminded of its provisions
appa11mg one, It Wl not emora ze the country, not one of which is in the slightest degree objectionable, except to and persecution hideous and loathsome and opened
and the business of the government and of the informing
men who of
make
a living hy tempting others into crime and then up the hope for the freedom and equal laws of a rethem.
country will go right on as though nothing unusual The hill provided that no one who laid a trap for anothei· to lead public.
The first and, fundamental position was the free
had occurred. Indeed, what now seems the greatest ~lfh~n~s!~e _commission of a crime should be permitted to testify
evil that could hav befallen the country may prove It might he objected to this that there are some offenses so secret use of the intelle'ct and its resulting fruits. That was
even a blessing in disguise.
in
their
nature
that isthey
mayagainst
be committed
nity,
unless
a case
made
them byrepeatedly
decoy or with
otherimpu.
pre- substantially won in the bitter fight with "The Inarranged plan.
famous" over the Encyclopedia. The Jesuits had the
But the bill fully met this objection, for it further provided that control of the government, of education, and of the
the preceding clause should not be of force in cases where the
decoy was expressly authorized by the district attorney.
To Be Illustrated.
censorship of the press. From the first they had a
The effect of such a bill would hav been to prevent the wholesale
unauthorized
schemes
of
men
like
Comstock
to
inveigle
others
into
In compliance with the wishes of many friends re- the commission of crimes of which they would never hav dreamed natural horror of the new project of an Encyclopedia,
garding our proposed volumes descriptiv of what we but for such efforts, while it would not hav precluded the discovery which should be an orderly statement of all of huexposure, and punishment of secret crimes by officers selected and man learning, art, industry, and the progress of Man
see in our tour around the world, we ha v decided to in. authorized
by the public prosecutor.
cur the additional expense of having them generously What the governor could find objectionable in this bill it is difll.. on earth.
cult
to
conceive,
the fact that it would hav left Anthony
This famous enterprise was projected in 1570 by
illustrated. Some one hundred and fifty full page Comstock withoutbeyond
a very disreputable occupation.
the
brotherhood of Scientists and Philosophers,
Probably
that
reason
was
enough
for
the
govexnor.
illustrations descriptiv of the most important scenes
of which Voltaire was easily the chief. We hav only
on the journey will be included in the volume, beto recall the names of the principal colleagues, such
sides smaller cuts of varying sizes. These will add
Parton's Life of Voltaire.
as Diderot, D' Alembert, Turgot, Montesquieu, Connot a little to the interest of the work, and it is bedorcet, Haller, Holbach, Rousseau, Marmontel, to
II.-" L'INF.AME" .AND THE ENCYCLOPEDIA.
lieved that the patronage will be increased in proporperceive that "The Infamous " had met a new, and,.
tion to the increased expense. If there are others who
The Bastille, "The Infamous," and the Pantheon to it, a terrible array of human intelligence.
feel disposed to bespeak the work, and to add their
The contest was long and varying. The censornames to the honorable galaxy which shines so mark the beginning, middle, and end of Voltaire's
brightly, we will acknowledge the accession with all career. He graduated from the Bastille a rebel. He ship did what it could to crush the printers and edicheerfulness, and we will be glad to send them the was exiled to England and served his apprenticeship tors and to emasculate the work before its successiv
volumes as soon as ready. Even as the laborers who to liberty there under the Common Law, a free volumes were published, and the hangman and his
•arne late to the vineyard were paid with the same press, trial by jury, and the Philosophy of Boling- fire were called in to suppress it afterward. It took
generosity as those who came at an earlier hour, so broke. Among the more charming parts of Mr. about twenty years to .get its twenty volumes into
those who join this goodly number at this late hour Parton's.narrativ we cannot but linger over his story the world in a mutilated and confuliled form which
will be just as gladly received and will be entitled of V oltaue's three years' residence and many friends shows plainly the terrible ordeal it had passed.
in England. It is but a side scene, it is true, but it
It is difficult for us to conceive the importance of
to the same gratitude and the same remuneration.
opens a view into English life, thought, manners, and that work to the darkened Europe of that age. It
l~tters th!lt surprises bJ:" the freshness of .its descrip- was the light of science and human worth taking the
Vetoing the Anti-Spy Bill.
twn and Its contrast With the France that Voltaire place of supernaturalism. It was not so much its
In keeping with our fears and apprehensions, had left. This contrast was not lost upon the viva- direct attacks upon the church and "religion" that
Governor Cornell refused to sign the bill disapprov- cious author whose heart was swollen by the sense made it 80 hateful, but the contrast of the whole of
ing of the contemptible spy and espionage system, of injustice. He mastered the language, literature, modern civilization, which cast into the background,
well known as Gomstockism. In this he has failed manners, and even the people of England as no for- as if insignificant, the great questions of theology for
to meet the wishes of a large number of earnest, eigner had ever before done. When he returned to which men had been for ages past slaughtered in wars
honest, well-disposed people who hav become heart- r:rance in 1729 he took with him an English educa- or at the stake. The real questions of interest of
ily sick and disgusted with the miserable and ab- twn that was to a great degree the foundation and this world were presented by the great men of the
horr~~t policy of ind.ucing and decoying persons to inspiration of his future life.
world as it was, and they made the world of the
commit offenses or crimes that they would not otherThe question for him was, What shall that life be? middle ages appear as a hideous nightmare.
wise hav thought of engaging in, as Comstock has What could he accomplish? To determin that, he
That work, too, had another important aspect; it
done over and over agam. Yes, the Governor has knew that he must fir~t become a. somebody. He was was the beginning of the formulation of the sciences
made a large class of people sorrowful by the course by nature and pr?fesswn a man of letters, a drama- .into a creed that should be really true, useful, and
he _has seen :fit to pursue, though possibly he has tist. He must wm fame, honor, wealth, lands, and verifiable. In a word; it was the precursor of the

THE TRUTH SEEKER.·

pleased the intolerant religious class, to whom he
has undoubtedly listened, and whose influence he
has shown a disposition to secure.
It is very doubtful if he has acted wisely i';l the
course he has taken with Col. Murphy's Ant1-Spy
bill, which, after a thorough and prolonged examination and debate, passed both branches of the Legislature by large majorities, so anxious are the people
and their representative to see the obnoxious Comstock and his decoy system no longer form a part of
our criminal practice and to be a leading fe~ture in
our courts of justice. While thousands of wise and
intelligent people wish to see this infamous system
no longer disgracing our courts, we are left to infer
that the governor is in favor of deceit, subterfuge,
and lies being employed to induce unsuspecting persons to commit offenses, technical or otherwise, and
then the contemptible sneak who has performed this
dirty work to hav the ability to go into court,
and, with his interested and often perjured testimony,
8
0
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PoSITIV PHILOSOPHY, which is really the only substitute and antidote for theology. This is apparent
.enough from the introduction to the first volume, in
which D' Alembert undertakes an able and systematic
•ordering of the sciences, bringing each up to date,
with a general statement of their methods andreISults, thus suggesting to Comte the work he com'Pleted a hundred years later.
This great work would never hav been completed
without Voltaire. We can never be too grateful for
his leadership in this contest. The editors were per~
secuted to despair, and their labors stopped. Take
this page from Mr. Parton:
"Sensitiv D' Alembert, never a robust man, was
the first to giv up. He wrote to Voltaire, Jan. 11,
1758:
" 'I know not if the Encyclopedia will be continued. What
is certain is it will not be continued by me. I hav notified M.
de Malesherbes [minister) and the publishers that they must
seek my successor. I am worn out with the affronts and vexations of every kind which this work has drawn upon us. The
odious and even in~amous satires which are published against
it, and which are not only tolerated, but pr6tected, authorized,
applauded, nay, commanded, by those who hav authority in
their hands, . . . all these reasons, joined to several others, oblige me to renounce forever that accursed work.' "

Take this specimen of Voltaire's replies to such
letters:
" '!'his grand work of the Encyclopedia, in which the nation
ought to be interested, is yours in common with a dozen superior men, who ought to make common cause with you. Why
do you not address yourselvs in a body to M. de Malesherbes?
Why do you not prescribe the conditions on which you will
continlie? There it need of your work; it has become necessary. . . . Bestir yourselvs, and you wil ]be the masters.
I talk to you like a republican; but also the matter concerns
the republic of letters. Oh, poor republic!"

"To this letter the too susceptible D'Alembert replied at much length, in a strain of mingled pathos
and indignation. "I doubt," he concluded, "if your
article upon History can pass with the new censors.
But nothing presses; I doubt if the eighth volume
is ever printed. Think of the crowd of articles
which it is now impossible to write: Heresy, Hierarchy, Indulgence, Infallibility, Immortality, Immaterial, Hebrews, Hobbism, Jesus Christ, Jesuits,
Inquisition, Jansenists, Intolerance, and so many
others. Again I say, we must stop where we are."
"The editor may naturally enough hav doubted
whether the article upon History would pass. The
first page contained a V oltairean definition of Sacred
History, which a French censor of that time would
hav first enjoyed and then erased: 'Sacred History
is a series of operations, divine and miraculous, by
which it pleased God formerly to conduct the Jewish
nation, and to-day to exe1·cise our faith.'
"D' Alembert withdrew, and Diderot struggled
on alone."
Yes, but not quite alone, for Voltaire was ever
ready with his articles or advice, and his protectiv,
all-powerful influence. It was in vain that his
friends, from Madam Denis, his niece and housekeeper, to Frederick the Great, protested against his
becoming absorbed in this conflict with the Infamous. He determined that the fangs of this monster
should be drawn, and that the Encyclopedia should
be continued and completed. He succeeded; but
only by an iron will that otherwise contrasts strangely with the vivacity and versatility of his genius.
We read again:
"Madam Denis found him unmanageable from
1759. A few days after the news reached their
retreat of the solemn burning of 'De Esprit' and
the 'Loi N aturelle,' she wrote to one of her
friends:
'My uncle is always at work. He does a hundred different
things at once. His genius retains its vigor. A. certain letter
has appeared in the Mereury, which I should so much hav
wished him to suppress. I can no longer do anything in that
way. I am so convinced of this that very often I avoid reading his manustripts. A.ge has given him an invineible obstinacy, against which itis impossible to struggle; it is the only
mark of old age that I perceive in him. Be sure, therefore,
when you see things which he had better not hav written that
I groan over them without being able to prevent their appearance. If I were not sensitiv I should be very happy. He is
very kind to me, provided I avoid making the least objection
to anything that he does. This is the course which I hav
adopted, and I find it answers very well.' [Sensible woman!)

"The king of Prussia, also, from the midst of his
armies, observed the renewed zeal of his old master,
and wrote of it as men of the world usually do of
such things. The following was a famous passage
in its day, and is still quoted:
'Your zeal burns against the Jesuits and the superstitions.
You do well to combat error; but do you believe that the
world will change? The hmnan mind is weak ; more than
three-fourths of mankind are formed to be the slaves of the
absurdest fanaticism. 'I' he fear of the devil and of hell is
fascinating to them, and they detest the sage who wishes to
enlighten them. The mass of our species is stupid [sot] and
wicked. I look in vain among them for that image of God of
which the theologians assure us they carry the imprint. Every
man has a wild beast within him. Few know how to enchain
him. Most men let loose the rein when the terror of the laws
does not restrain them.'

"Madam du Deffand often wrote in a similar
strain.' 1
Nothing could move him from his purpose. His
resolve gave him a revival of health and spirits. He

had found something to liv for beyond himself, and
that ennobled him .
Not only was the Encyclopedia continued, but the
matter that was too rich, wicked, and witty to
appear in it fell together under his hands as the still
more famous "Philosophical Dictionary "--a kind of
heretical supp'lement to the greater work. By the
most wonderful dexterity, and duplicity too, this
work, which would bav brought torture and death
upon any one responsible for it, was printed and circulated right under the noses of the Jesuit censors.
Such results made utter folly of the attempts to crib
and confine the growing mind of Europe. The first,
the great intellectual victory, was won. The systematized learning and free thought of Man was
before the world, and it could not help but be a
different and a better world ever after. The declaration of independence of the mind of man was actually out, and it could never be withdrawn. The
Jesuits and The Infamous were slow to perceive and
realize their defeat. Very much was still in their
liands. The tutorship of the young king, the education of women and children, they could still hold.
They seated themselvs upon the safety valve of the
nation, determined to repress, without the slightest
thought that the result must be an explosion.
"After us the deluge," said the wiser Madame Pompadour. How Voltaire, by his matchless, inimitable
WIT, unseated The Infamous for a time and delayed
the dread catastrophe, until there was an educated
mass of French people somewhat able to meet the
great emergency, must remain as our next subject.

T.B. W.

Obituary.

The Annual Membership has increased to ninety,
as follows:
Henry E. Hunter, Hinsdale, N. H.; S. S. Ball,
Penn Yan, N. Y.; Pulaski Carter, Providence, Pa.,
John Bulmer, Wm. Ellison, and Wm. A. Thompson,
St. John, Ill.; Alfred Taylor, Gardner, Kan.; Dennis Barnes, Charles Rattenbacker, Henry Strobin, A.
J. Johnson, Wm. Sarginson, and Maria .L. Follett,
all of Le Claire, Iowa; Abbie and Amos Knapp,
Dowagiac, Mich. ; Jerome Dutton, Wheatland,
Iowa; H. Steinmetz, Raleigh, N. C.; Geo. Collins
and J. C. Shannon, Santa Clara, Cal. ; Geo. Lynn,
Lockport, Ill.
Aside from receipts for charter :fees, memberships,
and the Man, contributions hav been light-only
$2.00 from Jerome Dutton, Wheatland, Iowa; $5.00
from our ever-reliable friend here in New York,
Daniel M. Ryan; and $10 from our biographer, historian, and friend, James Parton, Newburyport,
Mass.
T. C. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.
The National Liberal League Secretary, having to
attend the Annual Congress in September, will leave
New York early, say about August 15th, and saunter
his way leisurely toward the West, stopping with
friends, looking in on Leagues, attending conventions, etc. He does not set himself. up as a champion
speaker, but he has been known to read an occasional
essay to an appreciativ audience with acceptation
and effect. If any Leagues or Liberals along his
line of travel would like to see or hear him, he will
be happy to accept a few invitations.

Open Letter.
MR. EDITOR: Your paper being one of the Western

"Row sweet the moonlight sleeps upon this bank.''

Light exchanges, it givs me the unpleasant duty to

-Shalcspere.
Charles Brigham, aged twelve years, youngest son
of Addison M. and Jane Kerr Brigham, of LeRoy,
Bradford Co., Pa., passed from earthly scenes on
April 27, 1881, after a severe illness of several
weeks. He was a very intelligent ana activ boy, intellectually and physically, fond of books, and much
beloved by his companions. His father being an
earnest and activ Freethinker, sparing no pains to
spread his TRUTH SEEKERS and Liberal books among
the people, and believing that all churches, clergymen, and the Bible are a detriment instead of a
good in society, he dispensed entirely with them,
as well as the idle and superstitious ceremonies
which they enjoin, and which are so often an outrage upon all justice, common sense, and the finer
feelings and instincts of human nature.
At the grave the writer of this article made a few
remarks and read a brief service from the "Truth
Seeker Collection " and the following stanzas from
Sir E. Bulwer Lytton's poem, "There Is No Death.''

inform you of its suspension for a brief season.
Owing to my exhausted mental and physical condition by too much care, I am obliged to rest from all
labor and recuperate throtlgh the summer months. I
hope to renew acquaintance in the fall with those from
whom I hav received a kind word and encouraging
aid, for the Light was becoming influential through
its able contributors. I am glad that so many progressiv 1Japers are enabled to keep their devoted
heads above water, and the Western Light belonging
exclusivly to myself by virtue of its copyright, will
wait for its proprietor to set it again on a hill to
"shine for all." Now it is hid under a bushel, and
as the " revised " did not exclude the text of admonition, it accepts the passage of scripture and may ~p
pear again with greater brilliancy should the fates
otherwise decree. St. Louis may not be found wanting
her quota of Spiritual Liberal volunteers, both from
the male and female ranks, that will do credit to the
new dispensation.
Publicly thanking friends, I still remain their loyal
champion in all progressiv work,
ANNIE T. ANDERSON.
2,306 Main st., St. Louis, Mo.

There is no death ! The dust we tread
Shall change beneath the summer showers
To golden grains of mellow fruit,
Or rainbow-tinted flowers.
The granit rocks disorganize
To feed the hungry rocks they bear;
The forest leaves drink daily life
From out the viewless air.
There is no death ! The leaves may fall,
The flowers may fade and pass away;
They only wait through wintry hours
The coming of the May.

It was the first Infidel funeral ever held in the
town, and as there was a full attendance of church
people it created much comment and misrepresentation from them. Thought and discussion, however,
were brought about thereby, and we hope it bas
opened the way for others in the future, on like occasions, to dispense with the senseless prayers and
gloomy hymns that our Christian friends seem to
hug to t,heir bosoms with a tenacity worthy of a better cause.
Death is not an enemy. It is in accordance with
natural law, and only the ignorant fear it.
Watkins, N. Y.
JAY CHAA.PEL.

New Leagues, Annual Members, and Contributions.
The auxiliary Leagues, since last report, hav increased four, and withdrawn one, as follows: 45. Oxford, Nebraska, Dr. E. E. Guild, Secretary; 217.
Central City, Dakota, A. R. Fowler, Sec.; 218. Jackson county, Iowa, vVm. G. Stuart, Sec.; 219. Ossian,
Iowa, James Daniels, Sec.
.
At this late day, when Comstockism is going into
disgrace everywhere else, the auxiliary League at
Moberly, Missouri, severs its connection with the National Liberal League and return!! its charter. The
cause assigned is the action of the League Congress
at Chicago last September. Its place is promptly
filled by the newly-formed League at Oxford, N ebraska.
We regret that Moberly seems not to be in communication with the rest of the world, and knows
not what is going on. In six more months Moberly
will wake up to the fact that its friend Comstock is
altogether wiped out, and that it has no obscene
agent left to swear by. However, Leagues may
come and Leagues may go, but the National Liberal
League goes on forever.

Anti-Monopoly Resolutions.
RESOLUTIONS ADOPTED AT A MEETING OF THE NATIONAL ANTI-~IONOPOLY LEAGUE.
Resolved, That the confirmation of Hon. Stanley
Matthews, the Pacific Railroad candidate, as a justice
of the Supreme Court of the United States, is a signal and alarming proof of the purpose and the power
of corporate monopolies; and their Jnl?j)QSe to pack
the Supreme Court with judges who will reverse its
decision in the Granger cases, affirming the right of
the people through their legislatures to control corporations; of their power to secure the confirmation
of their candidate in defiance of the popular will
manifested through the press, and against an almost
unanimous report of the statesmen and lawyers of
both parties, constituting the Senate Committee on
the judiciary.
Resolved, That we view with apprehension the
power of monopolies in the legislativ, judicial, and
executiv departments of our government; that the
recent prominent part taken by the railroads in
electing candidates for the Senate of the. United
States, and the nomination to positions of power
and inflnence of Mr. Matthews, the railroad advocate
in the United States Senate; Mr. Elliott F. Shepard,
the son-in-law of Mr. Vanderbilt; and Hon. W m. H.
Robertson, the life-long attorney of the same inter- •
est, and who but recently was instrumental in killing
the bill to prevent telegraph monopoly-all point to
a settled policy on the part of the monopoly interest
to push their creatures into power.
Resolved, That the tendency is very marked to
monopolize the enormous advantages of steam and
electricity, and use them as a means to tax the public unduly for their use; that the concentration of vast
wealth in few hands while the many are kept poor is
opposed to public policy, to public morals, and endangers the permanency of our form of govrnment.
Resolved, That we especially view with alarm the
attempts of monopolists to control our courts and the
press, which, with our schools, are the chief bulwarks
of our free institutions; that we therefore deprecate
such appointments as those above mentioned, and
earnestly affirm that it is the duty of all good citizens to hold all persons and all parties to a strict
accountability for thus betraying the public interest.
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IJiscussioq.
.Reply to Mr. Bennett's Twentieth Letter.
MR. D. M. BENNETT, .Dear Sir: I very cheerfully admit, as I have admitted before, that many
ancient teachers before Christ taught sublime truths
and excellent morals. In fact, I have no objection
to conceding that a code of morals, considered
simply as an ethical code, cannot be a proof of revelation, for it can exist apart from it. Christ's mission was not primarily that of a moral teacher; he
came to die for the salvation of his own. But the
point I insist upon is that the morality of the New
Testament, as a whole body of ethics, is infinitely
superior to any code of morality found in any other
book. I ask where Christ obtained such wisdom?
Was he in reality a man of great erudition masquerading in the garb of an illiterate 'Peasant? Or was
he an imaginary being, in whose mythical person
was concentrated the wisdom and morality of the
ages ? Who could imagine such a character? Not
the early Christians; their writings that remain
prove their incapacity; not the Jews, with their
clannishness and hatred of him. It is these indirect
considerations, so unique and extraordinary, that,
taken into consideration with other proofs, confirm
the conviction to every mind whose view is not
merely superficial, of the divine origin of the Bible.
I do not think that any benefit can be derived
from my elaborating this view into its details with
you, nor would it profit any reader who is in sympathy with your views of the morality of the Bible.
The confirmation it would add depends largely upon
the disposition and bias of the investigator. Not a
few unbelievers consider the Bible contains the
sublimest system of morality ever inculcated, and
pay homage to the person of Christ as being the
ideal of human perfection. The Infidel Rousseau is
one prominent example. In a chapter which I cannot resist the temptation · of quoting in full he
acknowledges all I claim as to the character and
morality of Christ. In his "Emile," book four,
he writes: " I avow to you also that the holiness of the gospel is an argument that speaks to
my heart and to which I should even regret to find
any good reply. See the books of philosophers, with
all their pomp, how little they are beside this !
Can a book at once so sublime and simple be the
work of men? Is it possible that he whose history
it is can be a man himse~f? Is this the tone of an
enthusiast or an ambitious sectary? What sweetness, what purity, in his manners! What touching
grace in his instructions ! What elevation in his
maxims ! What profound wisdom in his discourses !
What presence of mind! What delicacy and what
jul!tness in his replies ! What empire over his passions ! Where is the man, where is the sage, who
knows to act, t.o suffer, and to die without weakness
and without ostentati0n? When Plato paints his
ideal man, covered with every reproach of crime and
worthy of all the rewards of virtue, he paints,
feature after feature, Jesus Christ. The resemblance is so striking that all the Fathers have felt it,
and it is 1 not possible for any one to mistake it.
What prejudices, what blindness, are not required to
make any one venture to compare the son of
Sophroniscus with the son of Mary ! What a difference between the one and the other ! Socrates,
dying without pain, without ignominy, easily sustains to the end his character; and if that gentler
death has not honored his life, one doubts if
Socrates, with all his genius, would have been other
than a sophist. He discovered, it is said, morality;
others before him had put in practice. He did
nothing more than say what they had done; he but
reduced their examples to the form of lessons.
Aristides ha~ been just before Socrates had said what
justice was. Leonidas had died for his country
before Socrates had made the love of country a duty.
Sparta was sober before Socrates had praised sobriety; before he had defined virtue Greece abounded
in virtuous men. But where had Jesus found
among his countrymen that pure and exalted morality of which he alone has held forth the lessons and
the example? In the bosom of the most violent
f::~tPaticism the loftiest wisdom made itself heard,
and the simplicity of the most heroic virtues honored
the meanest of all peoples. The death of Socrates,
philosophizing tranquilly among his friends, is the
gentlest that one could desire; that of Jesus, expiring amid tortures, injured, reviled, accused by a
whole people, is the most horrible that one could
fear. Socrates, taking the poisoned cup, blesses him
. who presents it and who laments him; Jesus, in the
midst of a frightful punishment, prays for his infuriated executioners. Yes, if the life and death of
Socrates are those of a sage, the life and death of
Jesus are those of a God. Shall we say that the
gospel history is a fiction? My friend, it is not
thus that fiction works; and the deeds of Socrates,
which no one doubts, are less attested than those of
J esas Christ. At bottom, this is only to push back
without removing the difficulty. It would be more
inconceivable that several men had, in harmony with
each other, fabricated this book, than that one

should have furnished the subject of it. Never
would Jewish authors have either caught this tone
or alighted on this morality; and the gospel has
marks of truth so great, so striking, so pedectly inimitable, that the inventor of it would be more
astonishing than the hero."
Pardon the length of my quotation, but it is,
while expressing my views of tlie matter, a more
eloquent statement of them than I myself could
frame. And coming from a notorioml Infidel, it has
all the more weight. John Stuart Mill, the Infidel
son of an Infidel, the Infidel Napoleon, the Infidel
Renan, and many other rejectors of revelation have
expressed similar criticisms. It is, then, not altogether my faith that alone discovers such purity,
beauty, and wisdom in the Bible.
I am sorry yon have not been able to reply to my
last letter, and as this is my conclusion, I shall have
to trust your honor not to take advantage of my
silence, and not to raise any points not legitimately
brought before us by my remarks.
An example of your fondness for this is your
recapitulation of the alleged resemblances between
Zoroastrinism, Confucianism, etc., and the Bible.
You very fully elaborated the same lists in your reply
to my fourth letter. For a criticism of the charge
of plagiarism, I refer the reader to my fifth reply.
I must also trust you not to parody my remarks,
as you have, for instance, in your last. I did not
attempt any apology for the indecency of the Bible,
as I do not consider it has any indecencies, nor did
I excuse the charge by asserting the same of Voltaire, Diderot, and Rousseau. I merely stated that
it was disgusting to contemplate the affectation of
modesty in a system of unbelief that apotheosizes
the most profligate arid indecent characters and goes
in raptures over productions that are foul with
moral filth. H the Bible were indecent, of course
this would be no excuse, but it is, nevertheless,
reasonable for one to ask a critic to remove the beam
from his own eye before attempting to detect an
alleged mote in mine.
Before I conclude I wish to recall your attention
to the prophecies of the scripture. I have already
made some quotations referring to Christ; I now call
your attention to the wonderful foreknowledge
shown by the writers of scripture in delineating the
fate of Babylon. And I will not insist upon any

earlier date b"eing assigned in this connection to the
prophecies of" Isaiah and Jeremiah than you admit.
Remember that for ages Babylon was the most fertile and powerful country of the world, its magnificence was the astonishment of the ancients, and its
power when in its bight the terror of surrounding
lands. Of its marvelous fertility Herodotus represents it as incredible to all but beholders. Watered
by ·the Tigris and Euphrates and the numerous
canals, the most splendid imagination could scarcely
exaggerate its wonderful exuberance, nor the hiight
of civilization to which its skilful inhabitants
had attained. With walls built with incredible
labor and strength, which for two years were impregnable to Cyrus, who encamped for that time, and
which strategy and not force at last overcame; the
brazen gates, its hanging gardens, and treasures
of precious metals and stones, valuable hangings and
rich 'embroideries, which for ages were the greatest
booty of ruthless conqueror8, Babylon was at the
time during which the prophecies of its downfall
were written the most magnificent and most powerful
city of the' ancient world! Consider its greatness
then and compare its present condition with thg predictions of scriptures and confess if it be not a confirmation of their divine inspiration. And let me re-

peat, I only insist on such a date as you will allow
the prophecies, lest you assert that they were written
after the event, and notice that the most unlikely
predictions have only received their fulfillment
within the last five hundred years. To the student
of history every word of the prophecy is pregnant
with meaning, for a full treatise on which I must
refer the reader to Keith's "Evidence of Prophecy,"
a little work which it would seem difficult to believe
any reader after perusing could retain his skepticism. I will, however, now make some quotations
from the prophecy which have been fulfilled since
the Christian era-particulars impossible for human
insight to guess-yea, even that have been literally
fulfilled within the last five hundred years. I will
omit all the prophecies relative to the taking of
Babylon by Cyras, its later captivities by the Roman
and others, and will merely quote these endings of
the prophecies in Isaiah and Jeremiah. The former
says, chapter xiv, 19th to 22d verse:
"And Babylon, the glory of kingdoms, the beauty
of the Chaldees' excellency, shall be as when God
overthrew Sodom and Gomorrah. It shall never be
inhabited, neither shall it be dwelt in from generation to generation, neither shall the Arabian pitch
tent there, neither shall the shepherds make their
fold t~re. But wild beasts of the desert shall be
there, and their houses shall be full of doleful creatures; and owls shall dwell there, and satyrs shall
dance there. And the wild beasts of the island
shall cry in their desolate houses and dragons in
their pleasant palaces, and her time is near to come,
and her days shall not be prolonged."
·

"And Babylon shall become heaps, a dwellingplace for dragons, an astonishment, and a hissing
without an inhabitant. . . The sea is come upon
Babylon, she is covered with the multitudes of the
waves thereof" (Jer. ii, 37-42).
These are a few verses selected out of scores of
verses on the same subject. They are clear in
their meaning, and were written over a thousand
years before their fulfillment, while Babylon was a
glorious city, a paradise in her fertility.
After the
Christian era Babylon commenced its final decline
never to again .recover. After many centuries of
desolation many travelers have visited her within
the last hundl·ed years-Sir Robt. K. Porter, Capt.
Keppel, Buckingham, Rich, Mignan, Volney, and
others-and their testimony is a repetition of the
words of these prophecies. •Notice the exactness of
the prophetical delineation, its very exactness including a seeming contradiction. "The sea is come
upon Babylon, and she is covered with the multitudes of the waves thereof," and yet says the same
prophetic word, "Babylon shall become heaps," "a
dry land," "a wilderness." The Euphrates accorW.
ing to the authorities mentioned above, overflows its
western bank, making the country a low, marshy
morass; the ruins are inundated, little better than a
swamp, and yet there are sunburnt ruins over which
the waters cannot flow, and a great part of it is
throughout the year " a dry waste and parched and
burning plain."
" It shall never be inhabited, neither shall it be
dwelt in from generation to generation." The testimony of travelers is that the ruins and soil of
Babylon are composed of heaps of rubbish mingled
with niter so that it never can be cultivated.
".Neither shall the Arabian pitch tent there,
neither shall the shepherds make their fold there."
How bold are all these assertions, yet how wonderfully they have been and are fulfilled ! All through
Assyria and the adjoining regions it is customary for
the shepherds to use ruined buildings for the shelter
of their flocks, but Babylon alone is an exception.
The superstition of the people dwelling near prevents
them from entering within the precincts of its ruins.
This superstition is so firmly imbedded within the
minds of the natives that neither threats nor bribes
can influence them to enter it, as abundant testimony
to this point, which can be adduced from the narra~ives of_travelers, proves. And the same testimony
1s furmshed that Babylon is the abode of wild
beasts, lions, and goats, and the haunts of bats and
owls.
I have glanced thus hastily at these few verses;
the whole prophecy is fully considered in Keith's
"Evidences," pp. 182 to 237. I ask you were these
assertions mere lucky guesses ? The prophets declare
that Jerusalem shall again be inhabited, and Volney
says that it is capable of cultivation, but of Babylon
it is declared it shall never be. Why was the difference made? Ammon was to stable camels, Philistia to be a pasture, and travelers have described them
as such, but Babylon alone was to be excepted from
this? How came this happy exception? How, except that the Almighty, who knew the end from the
beginning, inspired the writers to make it?
Let us glance at another prophecy, more brief but
equally as wonderful. It is from the second chapter
of Daniel: "Thou, 0 King, sawest, and behold a
great image. This great image, whose brightness
was excellent, stood before thee; and the form
thereof was terrible. This image's head was of fine
gold, his breast and his arms of silver, his belly and
his thighs of brass, his legs of iron, his feet part of
iron and part of clay. Thou sawest till that a stone
was cut out without hands, which smote the image
upon his feet that were of iron and clay, and broke
them to pieces; then was the iron, the clay, the
brass, the silver, and the gold broken to pieces together, and became like the chaff of the summer
threshing-floors; and the wind carried them away,
that no place was found for them; and the stone
that smote the image became a great mountain, and
filled the whole earth. This is the dream, and we
will tell the interpretation thereof before the king.
. . . Thou art the head of gold. And after thee
shall arise another kingdom, and another third kingdom of brass, which shall bear rule over all the
earth. And the fourth kingdom shall be strong as
iron; forasmuch as iron breaketh in pieces and subdueth all things, and as iron that breaketh all these,
shall it break in pieces and bruise. And whereas
thou sawest the feet and toes part of potters' clay
and part of iron, the kingdom shall be divided;
but there shall be in it of the strength of the
iron; forasmuch as thou sawest the iron mixed
with miry clay, and as the toes of the feet were part
of iron and part of clay, so the kingdom shall be
partly strong and pattly broken. And whereas thou
sawest iron mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle
themselves with the seed of men; but they shall not
cleave one to another, even as iron is not mixed with
clay.
" And in the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven set up a kingdom, which shall never be destroyed; and the kingdom shall not be left to other
people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever."
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I invite your careful attention to these predictions,
delivered centuries before Christ with such extraordinary positiveness and ample detail. It is very
easy, as is the invariable treatment of Infidelity, to
carelessly overlook such prophecies by calling them
vague, wild, indefinite, etc., but no such criticism can
truthfully be made here. Remember, also, lest you
allege that other false refuge that it was written
after the events occurred, that this .prophecy had
been translated into Greek two hundred and fifty
years before Christ. The statements of the pro,Phecy are these, that between Nebuchadnezzar's time
and the complete subjection of the whole earth to
the kingdom to be set up by the God of heaven there
were to be four universal empires. I call you to
witness that late'r events have verified this exactly.
The head of gold represented the Babylonian
monarchy, which as compared in lJOint of magnificence, riches, and wonderful prosperity to the empire
that eventually conquered it was as gold to silver.
The breast and two arms of the image were of silver, indicating that it was to be a double kin?dom,
and less grand in appearance than the head. Such
were the conquerors of Babylon, the Medes and Persians, less wealthy and in character less noble. The
type is exactly fulfilled. The body was of brass; the
conquerors of the Medo-Persian monarchy were the
" brazen soldiers," as the Macedonians were called.
I call your attention again to the exactness of the
prophecy; the " kingdom of brass which shall bear
rule over all the earth." It was the monarch of this
kingdom that sighed for more worlds to conquer; in
the language of history, Alexander conquered the
world. It was during the existence of this kingdom
that the Greek translation of the Old Testament was
made:-the Septuagint.
The· next kingdom was in point of splendor and
strength, as compared to the Macedonian, as iron to
brass. c And it was not only to conquer the world,
but it was to exceed even that; it was to bruise and
break in pieces. The fourth kingdom was to be divided into two kingdoms, the iron legs. I again ask
you to particularly notice this; the Romans who
conquered the Macedonians were a stern, poor,
frugal, and valorous people. How apposite to represent them as iron to other metals ! And notice
how exactly the prophecy describes the polity of the
Roman victors. They hot only conquered the ancient world, but they divided into sections and provinces and tetrarchies, ail none of their predecessors
had ever done-they broke and bruised it into
pieces. But the mighty empire itself finally became
divided into two kingdoms, the eastern and western;
of the former Constantinople was the capital, of the
latter the city of Rome of course. Is not the fulfilment wonderfully literal ? But further:
" As the toes of the feet were part of iron and
part of clay, so the kingdom shall be partly streng
and partly brittle; and whereas thou sawest iron
mixed with miry clay, they shall mingle themselves
with the seed of men, but they shall not cleave one
to another, even as iron is not mixed with clay."
Count at any time after the final disruption
of the Roman empire, and see if you can find more
than ten kingdoms existing contemporaneously.
These things you can verify for yourself. Do you
think, sir, that human ingenuity could guess such
a prophecy? Could observation ever lead a man to
invent such a chain of events, and all be fulfilled ?
Suppose the prophet had made the second empire a
brass one or iron, it would have been false; but what
guided the prophet? How comes it that he made
the silver a double kingdom and the iron a double
kingdom, but made the brass single? How comes it
that the second kingdom has no promise of conquering the world, but the third has? and omitting to the
third the description of bruising and breaking, he
applies it to the fourth? Is it merely a lucky
guess, fulfilled in so many particulars after the lapse
of so many ages? Why does he so confidently assert that there will never be more than ten great
divisions of the Roman empire, and that they will
never unite ? History has exactly confirmed it. How
do you it explain it? During these many centuries,
although a Charlemagne or a Napoleon has arisen
and seems destined once more to conquer these king.
doms and unite them once more in one great king.
dom, yet he has been ever baffied, and the kingdoms
still reman in ten great divisions, and they are so this
day. Can you assert this to be mere uninspired
guess-work? And, reader, do you insist so too?
All except one of these predictions have been exactly fulfilled. I believe the remaining one will be
fulfilled likewise:
"In the days of these kings shall the God of
heaven set up a kingdom which shall never be destroyed, and the kingdom shall not be left to other
people, but it shall break in pieces and consume all
these kingdoms, and it shall stand forever."
Reader, it is now the "days of these kings;"
it is the "patience," not the kingdom " of Jesus
Christ." Evil is allowed to contine, the gospel of
the grace of God is being preached, the elect are
being gathered into the fold, but at any moment the
judgment of God my fall. Then will the kingdom
be set up in power, the stone cut out without hands
shall smash in pieces. This part of the prophecy

will as surely be fulfilled as the former parts have
been. Will you not believe before you have it confirmed to you by experiencing the judgment that
shall surely fall upon those who reject the mercy?
These are two prophecies selected at random out
of the dozens equally as remarkable. How comes it
that predictions as to Damascus, Sidon, Tyre, Jeru·
salem, Nineveh, Babylon, and other places have been
all accurately fulfilled? How comes it that there
was such a happy selection. Jerusalem was to be
terribly punished, but it was not said that fishermen
shall dry their nets there or that its soil shall be
scraped away. This was prophesied of Tyre, and
centuries after the prediction it was fulfilled. How
comes it that it was not said of Ammon that no flocks
should pasture there? It would have been false, but
it was prophesied of Babylon and it fell true. And
equally destructive the prophecies and equally wonderfully fulfilled in scores of other instances.
Let me quote a verse that contains a prolJhecy, the
truth of which has been demonstrated by the history
of the ages, and let me put it to your candor if it is
not a prediction that is incapable of being truthfully
made by the unaided human imagination? It was
prophesied of Ishmael, "He will be a wild man; his
hand will be against every man and every man's
hand against him; and he shall dwell in the presence
of his brethren." Nearly four thousand years ago
this prediction was made of the future history of the
descendants of Ishmael; is it not true? With one
exception, all contemporaneous neighbors have perished from off the face of the earth. Many strange
predictions about each of these have been fulfilled;
the Jews, according to prophecy, were to remain in
existence, but were to be scattered all over the wide
world, even as they are at this day, but Ishmael was
to dwell in the same country, and there he is to-day.
Age after age of civilization has dawned around ~im;
within his sight were the most marvelous creatiOns
of man; wealth and magnificence, peace and comfort,
have blossomed round him, but he has ever remained
untamable, a wild man, the hated and hater of all,
and such he is to-day. In the words of the Infidel
Gibbon, they are armed against mankind. Could
any mere man guess this? Or, take another verse:
"Thus saith the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel,
J onadab, the son of Rechab, shall not want a .man to
stand before me forever" (Jer. xxxv, 19). To-day in
the neighborhood of Mecca, unterrified by the power
and unbribed by the offers of the Mohammedans,
the Rechabites dwell, lineally descended, according to their traditions, from Rechab, professing the
faith of Judaism and acquainted with the Hebrew
tongue. Was this another mere guess?
This incomplete skeleton-sketch of the prophecy
and history of two or three scriptural predictions is
compiled here for the purpose of inciting research.
A dozen volumes would not be an exhaustive treatise
of the prophecies of the Bible. Let me commend a
reading of Bishop Newton's Dissertations of the
Prophecies, Mr. Faber's works, Sir Isaac Newton on
Daniel, Keith's "Evidence from Prophecies," etc. Can
you afford to treat the matter lightly and carelessly?
Whatever may be the origin of the prophetic scriptures, since they have not failed to have exact fulfillments in all according as the limit of their time
arrived, so you may be assured those portions which
are yet unfulfilled will also occur. It is extremely
unlikely and irrational to hope otherwise, for the predictions that have occulTed absolutely transeend
man's highest intellect to forecast. In the langua~e,
then, of the inspired servant of the Lord, I advise
you, reader, "Seek ye out of the book of the Lord
and read, No one of these shall fail, none shall want
her mate, for my mouth it hath commanded and his
spirit it hath gathered them."
The cavils of Infidelity are mutually destructive
if contrasted together. There is no system in it; the
only thing in which its various supporters agree is
in abuse and hatred of the scriptures. The earliest
of modern Infidels, beginning with Lord Herbert,
professed great reverence for the scriptures, awarding them the praise of being the best system of morals ever introduced into the world, and many Infi'dels to-day express similar praise. On the other
hand, while the greatest Infidels have acknowledged
this, there is a school less learned, less pure, and less
unbiased, who can find no language sufficiently
strong to express their idea of the immorality of ~he
Bible. Obviously one or the other is untrue. If mdeed the question is asked of the advocates of the
latter view to point out the proofs of their charges
the answers will be various and in some cases puerile in the extreme. Yet I have seen even these advocates, when anxious to impart a seeming plausibility
to a pet theory, absolutely buil~ an argumen~ on the
premises of the moral_ pe_rfectwn of. the s?ripture~.
So dishonest, so unprmmpled, so mconsistent, IS
modern Infidelity. Even in THE TRUTH SEEKER an
argument has been based on this to prove _that Christianity is derived from Essenism. Yet m the next
paragraph, almost, as if forgetful of this concession,
the same writer charges the scriptures with every
conceivable evil-obscenity, malignity, immorality,
hypocrisy, etc.
There is little if anything new in the popular unbelief of to-day. .Quibbles and falsity that have

been answered over and over are dressed in a new
garb and disseminated as if they had never been met
and were absolute truth. The favorite arguments of
Infidelity are caricature and ridicule; even in thisargument, if the levity was eliminated, your letters
would probably be diminished in size one-twentietheven more. The truth of this must be apparent to
every reader. Might it not make one pause to investigate? None of the works written upholding
Christianity have this taint; they are all, without
exception, serious, courteous writings. The gravity
of the subject should certainly be protection against
flippancy. The man who can treat flippantly the most
serious subject, as religion certainly is, deserves pity
and contempt--pity for his callous degradation, and
contempt, for the littleness of his soul. If it be a
stigma on a mind that it is self-debased, if ignorance
is a disgrace when learning was easily obtained, how
much more is the disgrace of the mind that has no
sacred feelings or can treat the most sacred objects
of others with flippant caricature. If even religion
is false, there is no excuse for such method. The
physician who can joke and laugh when performing
a dangerous and painful operation is a heartless
fiend, and would be treated as such. But it is suggestive in itself that while in works of practical Infidelity caricature and ridicule are recognized as in
harmony with their methods, they are never found
in the books written against Infidelity.
It is strange the dishonest intellect which men
exhibit in opposing Christianity. There is no theory too wild, no slander too base, no falsehood too
glaring, no argument too puerile, no course too inconsistent, for the advocates of Infidelity to adopt
into their service if it seems to make a cavil to the
scriptures or exhibits a blot on their upholders. Men
who in other matters are courteous, affable, just, and
fair-minded, exhibit the reverse of all these qualities when estimating the merit of Christianity. Misquoted history, perverted facts, exploded theories,
all are eagerly swallowed if they seem to bear
against revelation; real history, real facts, are all
overlooked, and on any words or actions a mild construction will on no account be placed. This spirit,
which animates all Infidelity, is, to my mind, another
very suggestive thing.
Anotner remarkable attitude, to me, is the morbid
delight with which the vileness and hypocrisy of
professed Christendom is paraded, especially if the
offender be a clergyman. The predictions of the
corruptions of the pwfessing church are scattered
through the greater portion of the New Testament
epistles with an exactness of delineation that need a
very slight knowledge of history to apply them, aml
therefore the corruptions of doctrine and polity, and
the worldliness and unbelief of Christendom, are a
confirmation of the divine origin of the scriptures.
But apart from this, it has absolutely no bearing
upon the determination of their truth and inspiration. Surely if a minister commits adultery it is not
because he believes the Bible, which denounces woe
on those who do. I may be reminded with that dishonest pertn~ss whic~ is so natural to· some s~offers
that he is only followmg the example of David, the
man after God's own heart. But, sapient critic, has
he not the example of the punishment which befell
David; that despite his fasting and prayer and tears,
the child of his sin was smitten with death? If a
professing Christ.ian _is ~Eshonest, if he st~als, if he
slanders, if he hes, Is It because he beheves the
Bible? Are you so dishonest as to affirm that anything in the Bible upholds his course? I would not
impute to you such loose falsehood. Of those who
do evil that good may come, the apostle says " their
damnation is just." Yea, the man of whom such
things are the normal condition is not a Christian, nor can he, while living such a life, be reeeived
into heaven, but belongs to that company who are
without its holy precincts, where, as the last chapter of the word of God declares, " are the dogs and
the sorcerers, and the fornicators and the murderers,
and the idolaters and every one that loveth and
maketh a lie." But it should not require any length
of argument to prove th~t the fact ?f Chris~ians being disloyal to the teachmgs of scnptures IS not an
argument against them, ~speciall~ as you wo_uld not
allow it to be of any weight agamst Infidelity that
some of its prominent advocates have been lascivious
and utterly unworthy of credit.
[coNCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]

Superstition in all Ages.
This is a work that all should be familiar with.
It is a philosophical treatise on _Atheism,. which,
written in French, was translated mto Enghsh, and
now I understand, is also translated into German
and' Spanish. Its author was a priest, who despised
and abhorred the doctrin he was compelled to
preach, yet knowing that if he should oyenly declai:e
his sentiment!!! the stake would be h1s fate. His
birthday ought to be celebrated throughout the
world and his name proclaimed fo?·tissimo by all
publid speakers. My views on this profound and
unsurpassable production hav. twice been pub~ished
in THE TRUTH SEEKER. It Is sold at THE 'IRUTH
SEEKER office; price, cloth, $1.50; paper, $1.00.
.Au1'01"a, Ohio.
B. 0. FENTON.
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power; but in downright cruelty, meanness, dishon- treasure were spent in vain, the rivers of blood
esty, and blood11hed they did not begin to equal flowed in vain, and the millions of human lives were
their Christian conquerors, who were stealing away laid down in vain; in vain was all the untold suffertheir beautiful country and establishing the .doctrine ing and misery which those Christian wars engend-ered. The crescent and the religion ef Mohammed
Our Twenty-first Letter to Mr. Mair.
of "brotherly love and benevolence."
CHRISTIANITY A RELIGION OF LOVE.
True, there was one William Penn who was still rules over the Holy Land, and your religion of
governed by honest, honorable, and humane "love and brotherhood" has never been able to mainMR. G. M. MAIR, .Dear Sir: I will continue here motives. He made honorable treaties with the tain a permanent foothold there. And the slender
from the point where I left off in my last in replying natives, he paid them honestly for their lands, and existence it now has there is by the sufferance of
to your previous letter, instead of attending immedi- lived with them in the most peaceful relations; but the followers of Mohammed.
ately to your last. Leaving for the pres~nt the ord~r he was not one of the simon-pure, acceptable ChrisI will not attempt to even name the Christian wars
of the theses marked out by you, I will pursue In tians. He and his friends were persecuted, impris- that have taken place from that time to this; but they
place of the sa;me the la t~ ame:::~d.ed program~e oned, and executed by Christian rulers in England have again and again caused human blood to flow in
which you substituted, touchmg the mfluence which as heathens and heretics. They were glad to flee to rivers, again and again has the thirsty earth drank the
Christianity has had upon the world.
. this country for peace and quiet; but they did not blood of hapless human beings shed by Christian warWhile I do not regard the sty~e of Y?u: p:oposi- always find it. Here they also met with Christian riors and butchers. It is enough to examine some of
tiona with regard to the effect whiCh Christia~Ity has hatred, persecution, and oppression; and one of the deeds of the Christian nations for the last three
wielded the best that could be presented, I will take them, a woman at that, was actually put to death by hundred years. Look at the conduct of Christian
up your propositions briefly.
Christians on Boston Common. To this day the Spain toward her colonies. Look at the conduct of
I shall have to deny your first that Christianity Quakers are not considered real Christians. Thou- Christian England toward her dependencies and colofirst taught mankind they were and should live like sands of them are unbelievers, and many of them, I nies in India, as well as in other parts of the world.
brothers. The facts of history do not bear out this am glad to say, read my paper, THB TRUTH SEEKER, Did her Christian generals when blowin~ Sepoys from
assertion. I showed in my last that the ancient with much approbation.
the cannon's mouth, and when crusbmg those depagan teachers taught the doctrines of humanity,
It has been much the same as in this country fenseless nations of the earth, exhibit the religion
brotherhood, and love of the human race as strongly with all the Christian conquests of the world. They of love and brotherhood with which you are so enas did Jesus. I showed that about half a dozen of have been bloody and most cruel and oppressive.
amored? Although that nation assumes to be at
those philosophers and teachers inculcated the Golden
Rule hundredii of years before Jesus taught it, and
Coming down rapidly from the time of the bloody the head of Protestant Christianity, is it not also
that is admitted to be the very best of all the pre- career of Constantine to that of the still more bloody characteristic of her that she has always laid a heavy
cepts of Jesus, and thousands of times has been one of Charlemagne,·in 770, who has been honored as hand upon those she has brought under her control?
pointed out as the very acme of moral teaching.
being the greatest Christian warrior of the world, and Does her present treatment of oppressed Ireland beThere is no proof to show that the believers in who, by fierce bloodshed, slaughter, and carnage of speak a rule of Christian love and brotherhood ?
Look at how Christian Russia treats her enemies
Christian dogmas live any more peacably together the most wholesale character, permanently established
than Brahmans, Buddhists, Parsees, Egyptians, and what you call "the brotherly and benevolent re- both without and within her own borders. Was her
Mohammedans; no, but in reality far less so. Chris- ligion or Christianity." In reading the history of the treatment of the Turks a bright example of the
tianity, first of all, was established by the sword and bloody career of this Christian murderer and tyrant, vaunted religion of love and benevolence? Is the
bloodshed under the bloody, murderous Constan- Charlemagne, it cannot fail to give a pretty compre- sending of two hundred thousand of her own subtine, and has since been sustained by the sword, hensive idea of how the "religion of brotherly love jects, (the most of them perfectly sincere and devoted
the cannon, and musket. The most bloody wars and benevolence" was established in Europe. Sup- to their convictions) to the mities of Siberia to drag
the world has known were prosecuted by Chris- ported by the head of the Christian church, he devas- out most miserable lives in that land of perpettians, and many and many a time Christian tated Lombardy, and kept up a bloody warfare of ual winter and in those terrible mines where existnations have waged relentless wars against other thirty years against the still pagan country of the ence is worse than death, a loving policy? Does that
Christian na tiona, making widows and orphans by the Saxons and Germans, not sparmg France and other Christian nation show that her religion is one of love
tens of thousands, while instances can scarcely be countries. It would require volumes to do justice to and kindness? Has not every Christian country that
found where Brahmans have fought Brahmans, where the deeds of this great Christian warrior; ttis great has possessed the power to oppress and crush to the
Parsees have fought Parsees, where Buddhists have Christian butcher; this great Christian ruler. He lowest depthG of degradation their unfortunate felfought Buddhists, or where Mohammedans have caused the soil of Europe to be saturated and re-sat- low beings, done it on every occasion?
A very brief review of the bloody persecutions
fought Mohammedans. In addition to this, it may urated with blood in his efforts to make permanent
be added that. in no part of the world is there less his own rule and to establish the "religion of which the Christian church has inflicted upon those
who dared to dissent in some particulars from
of the feeling of love and brotherhood than among brotherly love and benevolence."
Christian nations. In no pagan countries have wars
He was a triumphant conquerer. He subdued the the prescribed belief may serve to show how real
been waged on more frivolous pretexts. In no pagan nations of Europe, he subdued the unbeliev- and active are the love, brotherhood, and benevoheathen countTies has so obnoxious a system of slav- era, and caused them to bow in submission to the lence which you lay claim to. In the ninth century
ery existed as in Christian nations. In no nation do rule of his "religion of love." He carried with him under the Empress Theodora one hundred thousand
the rich and aristocratic bear down upon the poor the banner of the cross and persistently insisted upon heretics were put to death because they did not enand helpless as in . Christian countries. In no administering the Christian rite of baptism to those tertain the right kind of belief. In the twelfth cencountries are the peasants and laboring classes com- he conquered. On one day, in 782, this Christian tury the most cruel persecutions were meted out to
pelled to labor harder and for smaller pay than in butcher cut off the heads of four thousand five hun- the honest Albigenses who were so far mistaken as
the lands blessed with Christianity. In no countries dred persons at Verden because they refused to ac- to suppose that they had a right to entertain their
are rulers, lords, and capitalists more unfeeling, more cept the Christian rite of baptism, to them the signal own sincere convictions. The head of the church
exacting and oppressive, than are Christian rulers, of submission and slavery. What a marked example pronounced his anathemas against them, his minions
lords, and capitalists. More people are sent to of the beneficence and loving nature of the Christian w~re sent in pursuit of them, they were hunted down
prison and to hard labor in Christian countries for religion ! He simply carried out the doctrine of in villages, in towns, and in the country. Their
various offenses than in all other portions of the Jesus, who taught the heavenly doctrine of "Be- bones were. broken; their bowels were ripped open;
world: See how Christian Spain wit1i terrible cruel- lieve, be baptized, or be damned," and Charlemagne, they were thrown from precipices; their tongues
ties drove out from her borders and exterminated his great captain, said, "Believe, be baptized, or be were pulled out by the roots; their heads were
!>cores ot thousands of the Moors and Jews. See beheaded;" and he beheaded them if they would not broken open; they were, suspended in all cruel posihow with the utmost cruelty she prosecuted her con- believe and be baptized, as earnestly as Jesus sent tions; the heads of infants and adults were dashed
upon rocks; the women were violated by their murquests in the New World, how she wantonly ala ugh- them to hell for the same offense.
tered those who dared to defend their own homes.
Yes, Charlemagne was the conquerer of Europe. He derers, and in a limited period more than sixty thouSee how she encouraged the slave trade and oppress- put thousands upon thousands to death that other sand persons were put to death in this Christian
ed to the lowest state of degradation the people of millions might be forced to accept "his religion of manner.
The Waldenses were equally unfortunate, because
the countries of the western continent which she love and beneficence." He shaped the map of Europe,
subdued. Read the history of the Christian rule of which to a large extent has remained to this day. for similar reasons and in a similar way they were
Spain in the West India Islands; read the history of But for his powerful arm and his adamantine heart, made to taste the love and benevolence of the Christhe Christian conquests of Mexico under Cortez; the paganism would doubtless have existed in Europe tian church. They were driven from their homes,
Christian conquest of Peru under Pizarro, and see if many centuries longer. He was emphatically a "sol- their property was taken from them, they were
any conduct more horrible and utterly demoniacal dier of the cross," a captain of Jesus, the great Bap- forced to seek safely in fastnesses of mountains, and
was ever perpetrated in this world.
tist, and the bloody establisher of "the religion of even here the bloodhounds of the church sought them
out and they were beaten with clubs. and dashed to
In these countries, as in nearly all the countries in brotherly love and beneficence."
the southern part of this continent and the neighborI cannot begin to trace the bloody track which pieces upon the rocks; women and children crawled
ing islands, the most monstrous wrongs were done Christianity for more than a thousand years made into the caves for safety, and these human demons
the natives. Their countries were taken from them over the face of Europe. I cannot more than allude closed the mouths of the caves and smoked hundreds
by force; they were compelled to work in unhealthy to the bloody, cruel, and horrible wars of the Cru- of them to death. Four hundred dead infants were
mines by their Christian masters, where thousands sades, which were wholly instituted in the name of taken up in one cave, where they had died in their
upon thousands of them sickened and died. The J eaus and to spread his religion of brotherly love and mother's arms, where both had perished together.
thousands that remained were filled by their Chris- beneficence over the land where it originated, and to This warfare against the sincere W aldenses was kept
tian masters and conquerors with venereal disease of crush to the earth the Infidels who presumed to accept up for scores of years, and thousands of that deservthe most horrible character, which caused the most the teachings of Mohammed and to bow down to his ing people were put to most cruel and horrible
deaths.
odious death of thousands upon thousands more. god, Allah.
Simon Montfort received a commission from the
Never have the inhabitants of this blood-saturated
The bloody campaigns of the Christian Crusades,
earth been worse treated, more cruelly wronged and so called from the figure of the cross, which was car- vicegerent of Christ to hunt down and murder in all
oppressed, than were the aborigines of this western ried profusely in all possible colors, were six or seven conceivable forms those mild unbelievers called
continent of America by their Christian conquerors. in number. They spread over all the countries of heretics. He was called ''the Avenger of the
The horrors upon horrors that have been committed Europe and continued for one hundred and fifty years Church," and a more bloody and relentless monster
by Christian conquerors, Christian warriors, and -from 1096 to 1248. Millions upon millions of never disgraced humanity. In the name of the reChristian slave-drivers have been sufficient to fill Christian warriors engaged in them; millions upon ligion of Jesus he perpetrated all conceivable enordozens of large volumes and to appal with horror the millions of treasure were exhausted in their prose- mities, inflicting torwre and death upon thousands
·
heart of every person who would read them.
cution, and from six to ten millions of human beings upon thousands.
The fierce Duke of Alva was another bloody capTrue, in our own part of the continent it was not suffered the most excrutiating of deaths in consequite so bad; but here, even, there was a vast amount quence of them. Such wretchedness, misery, and tain of the cross. He laid waste the Netherlands
of Christian cruelty and injustice meted out to devastation thus caused have never been known and literally deluged that fair land with blood. It
natives of this country. Thousands upon thousands in the world. And these were distinctively Chris- is estimated that under his hand over fifty thousand
of bloody, cruel deeds were committed against tian wars. 'l'hey were gotten up expressly to crush men and women were put to death for not entertain·
them, and, step by step, they were driven from their opposition to Christianity and to establish in Pales- ing just the right kind of belief.
The massacre of St. Bartholomew was a marked
homes, and, inch by inch, were murdered or driven tine, the very country where it originated, your favorback fr~m the seaboard to the interior. It is true, ite "religion of love, brotherhood, and beneficence." instance where the love and benencence of Christhe natives showed cruelty when they had the But it was an immense ·failure. The millions of tianity was exhibited. InParis alone sixtythousand
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persons were most cruelly slaughtered within the and vagabonds on the face of the earth, arid were cers and taken before the Inquisition in 1633. He
lapse of three days. The Seine was literally filled subjected to cruelties and deprivations such as ought was subjected to the most cruel treatment in his old
with corpses and made red with the blood Qf men, to be unknown in the world. Vast numbers were age, and after many months imprisonment in order
women, and children. In the whole of France not driven to starvation; many died by the wayside, to save his life, the feeble old man was made to abless than one hundred thousand !persons were thus while others were able to reach other Christian coun- jure the great truths which he had discovered.
murdered in the name of the Christian religion on tries, where they met with the contumely and cruelty
The learned and amiable physician, Michael Serthat occasion.
which Christian Russia and Christian Germany are vetus, for simply publishing a book in which he
England, Scotland, and Ireland were not much be- extending to the Jews to-day.4In fact, the Jews have honestly stated his belief that Jesus was not absohind in this Christian work of bloodshed and death. from first to last received the most cruel and inhu- lutely God, the creator of the universe, was arrested
The Catholics killed the Protestants and the Protest- man treatment from Christians, though the former by order of John Calvin, and, after an unfair trial,
ants . killed the Catholics whenever they had the are the race from which the latter received their re- was forced to suffer many cruelties, and was put to a
power. In the· short reign of "Bloody Mary," a ligion, their savior, and their God. The wretchedness most cruel death-burning with a slow fire of green
very pious daughter of the chm:ch, she signed the and human misery caused by all these acts of Uhris- wood, in Geneva, October 27, 1553. He was kept
death-warrants of nearly three hundred people tian love and brotherhood will never be known in several hours in the severest agony.
besides the great numbers who were sent to prison full.
It is hardly worth while, perhaps, to continue the
and not murdered. In the reign of her sister ElizaTorquemada, that· bright and shining example of catalogue of distinguished persons who have been
beth, a devout Protestant, the tables were turned and "Christian love and mercy," who was commissioned made to feel the warmth and strength of Christian
"reformed" Christianity came into power, and the by the head of the Christian church to burn, torture, love and kindness. For many hundred years the
torture, persecution, and murder in the name of the and murder God's own children, left the following loving Christian implements of death were kept
Christian cause went on to about the same extent. I loving record: Burnt at the stake alive, 10,220; burnt busily at work. The days were made mournful and
have myself witnessed the racks and the infernal in effigy, the persons having died in prison or fled the the nights were made hideous by the constant shrieks
machines of torture that were used by the agents country, 6,860; punished with infamy, confiscation, and groans of suffering and dying victims. But,
of the church during her reign. She signed nearly perpetual imprisonment, or loss of civil rights, 97,321; thanks to the progress of civilization and the adthree hundred death warrants, and many poor unfor- total 113,401. Cardinal Ximemes, his pious successor vance in the spirit of humanity, these cruelties have
tunate mort!tls were dragged to the block and to the in the loving and Christian office of inquisitor-general, largely fallen into disuse, and the Inquisition, the
gallows. The rack, the block, and the stake were has 52,855 victims set down to his credit. What a torturing machines, and the stake are no longer
brought into frequent use. The most unjust laws crown of stars these Christian saints must wear in used; unfortunately, however, the spirit of bigotry,
were enacted against the Catholics. The penalty the long and "sweet by and by!" In Spain alone 31,- intolerance, and cruelty still exists in the Chriswas death to make a new Catholic priest in the king- 912 persons were reported burnt alive, and 291,450 tian church. Many have been made to feel it
dom. It was death for a Catholic priest to come more perished for dissenting in small points from most bitterly. Your humble servant has not wholly
into the kingdom from another country. It was this religion of love.
escaped. He has been unjustly wrested from his
death to harbor a priest. It was death to confess to
A hundredth part of the horrors of the Christian home, his family, friends, and business, and immured
a priest. It was death for a priest to say mass. It Inquisition and the persecutions and cruel deaths and in a prison for a year on a most frivolous and unwas death for any one to hear mass. It was death prolonged agony which men and women have suf- just pretext for his outspoken unbelief, with the evito refuse to swear that Queen Elizabeth was at the fered in the name of the loving religion of Jesus can dent hope that his life would be ended and his busihead of the church of Christ.
never be known. Victor Hugo, the eminent French ness destroyed. He was arrested and prosecuted
The extensive persecutions which the Protestants writer, estimates the total number of victims of the and condemned by men 0f your own faith. Perjury
carried into Ireland were bloody and deadly, but I Inquisition, the stake, the torture machines, and other was employed on his trial, and the most unjust rulhave not space to dwell much upon particulars. Christian devices for taking life, at the enormous ings were given against him that this country has
The terrible sufferings and the cruel deaths inflicted sum of 5,000,000 persons ! Just think of the amount ever known. But he did not die; he still lives to
on one branch of Christians by another branch of of 4uman agony that has been caused in the name discuss with you the untruths of Christianity and the
Christians in that unhappy country are quite enough and operation of this religion! Think of the mill- beauty and sweetness of Christian love.
to give an accurate understanding of how much ions of shrieks of agony, the howlings of torture, the
To aid in a full realization of the character of
love, brotherhood, kindness, and beneficence, there is groans of despair, the moans of the dying, which love, brotherhood, and beneficence which Chrisinherent in the system. Thousands of families were year after year, for nearly five hundred years, escaped tianity has evinced, I feel constrained to make a few
slaughtered within their own homes. In thousands from, or were smothered in these Christian institu- quotations from Ingersoll: "In the name of God
of cases the brains of little children were dashed out tions of love and beneficence. And in spite of all every possible crime has been committed-every
in the presence of their agonized parents and then this, in the face of all this, you h:1ve the assurance, I conceivable outrage has been perpetrated. Brave
the wretched parents made to taste death in some repeat, to tell our readers that a loving, merciful men, tender and loving women, beautiful girls and
horrible form. Thousands were burnt, thousands were God rules over the world and directs all things, nnd prattling babes, have been exterminated in the name
thrown into rivers and drowned, and other thou- that Christianity is a religion of love, brotherhood, of Jesus Christ. For more than fifty generations
sands were buried alive. Ripping open the bowels of and kindness ! How utterly untrue the claims are the church has carried the black flag. Her vengeboth women and men was a favorite means of in- I will leave our readers to decide.
ance has only been measured by her power. During
Under the Christian persecution of witches and its all these years of infamy no heretic has been forflicting death and of showing how much love, brotherhood, beneficence, and mercy these Christian saints treatment of witchcraft more terrible horrors were given. With the heart of a fiend she has hated;
and executors felt for Christian martyrs. All this perpetrated than the world can ever know; and these with the clutch of avarice she has grasped; with the
enormity was supplemented by the most unjust and enormities were kept up in Christian countries for jaws of a dragon she has devoured; pitiless as famcruel enactments in the way of laws which one set hundreds of years. Yahweh's cruel command as ine, merciless as fire, with the conscience of a serof Christians ever enacted for another set.
given in that great book of love and mercy which pent, such is the history of the church of God. . .
It was much the same in Scotland; bands of Chris- you adore, "Suffer not a witch to live," has been the Every nerve in the human body capable of pain has
tian incendiaries and murderers roamed over that authority aRd the excuse for an inconceivable amount been sought out and touched by the church. Tolerintensely Christian country, burning churches, de- of demoniacaJ cruelty, torture, and life-taking. ance has increased only when and where the power
molishing the figures of saints, torturing and mur- The reformer Luther supplemented this monstrous of the church has diminished. From Augustine
dering their fellow Christians in the most inhuman Clommand of his God by declaring, "I would have until now the spirit of the Christian has remained
manner. But still you have the hardihood to claim no compassion for a witch; I would burn them all." the same. 'there has been the same intolerance, the
that Christianity possesses more love, brotherhood, And even the divine John wesley, as late as 1768, same undying hatred of all who think for themselves,
beneficence, and kindness than all other systems of showed his partiality for the punishing of witches by and the same determination to crush out of the hureligion. It is as false as false can be. No relig- declaring that to give up witchcraft was to give up the man brain all knowledge inconsistent with an ignoionists in the world have treated each other with Bible. Thousands upon thousands of most unfortunate rant creed.
"Men and women have boen burnt for thinking
that ferocious cruelty and worse than brutal hate men and women, young maidens and little children,
which Christians in thousands upon thousands of were subjected to the most unearthly cruelties and there was but one God; that there was none; that
cases have, like cruel tigers and soulless hyenas and were made to suffer more than tongue or pen can the Holy Ghost is younger than God; that God was
treacherous wolves, visited upon each other.
ever describe, and all this because some loving somewhat older than his son; for insisting that good
It was much the same in Germany. There the Christian had charged them with being witches or works will save a man without faith; that faith will
blood of Christians and heretics was made to flow in with being bewitched. The Christian parliament of do without good works; for declaring that a sweet
rivers, and thousands upon thousands of human Toulouse burned 400 witches, all females, at one babe will not be burned eternally because its parents
lives were taken in the name of the religion of love time on the public square. The Christian Judge failed to have its head wet by a priest; for speaking
which you say Jesus taught, and by the men who Remy, of Nancy, acknowledged to burning 800 of God as though he had a nose; for denying that
claimed to be in possession of that loving religion.
witches; 600 were burnt in one bishopric, 900 in Christ was his own father; for contending that three
In Spain and Portugal-preeminently Christian another, 500 in Geneva, 1,000 in Camo, 7,000 in persons, rightly added together, make more than one;
countries-this same religion of love was fully ex- Treves. Under the Christian Francis I. more than for believing in purgatory; for denying the reality of
emplified. Here the lovely Inquisition, the benefi- 100,000 witches (females) are said to have been put hell; for pretending that priests can forgive sins ;
cent prison, the brotherly rack, the merciful stake, to death, and in the total aggregate the enormous for preaching that God is an essence; for denying
and all the other Christian appliances. did their sum of 9,000,000 females were put to death in all that witches rode through the air on sticks; for
loving work. Here in Spain, in the fifteenth countries upon the infamous, false Christian charge doubting the total depravity of the human heart;
century, three thousand persons were burnt alive; of being bewitched! Thousands who were put to for laughing at in·esistible grace, predestination, and
nineteen thousand were imprisoned for life or death in this most inhuman manner must be passed particular redemption; for denying that' good bread
could be made from the body of a dead man; for
for a long period, besides being heavily fined, their over in silence.
property stripped from them to build up the religion
A few of the noble soulE> which the followers of pretending that the pope was not managing this
of Jesus and of love, and this during one year. In Jesus put to death in the name of and for the good world for God, and in place of God ; for disputing
another year a thousand persons were roasted to of their master's religion may be given. Let us be- the efficacy of vicarious atonement; for thinking
death in the town of Ville Reale alone. The Jews gin with the noble and learned Giordano Bruno, who that the Virgin Mary was born like other people;
and the Moors in Spain were made to feel to the full was a student, a scientist, a philosopher, and a most for thinking that a man's rib was hardly sufficient
what "Christian love, mercy, and brotherhood" worthy man. Because he was this he was hunted to make a good-sized woman; for denying that
really means. They were subjected to the utmost cru- down by the church. He languished two years in a God uses his little finger for a pen ; for asserting
that prayers are not answered; that disease!! are sent
elties and to the most terrible injustice. Their prop- foul prison, and then was burnt at the stake.
erty was heartlessly stripped from them. They
Lucilio Vanini was another eminent scientist and to punish unbelief; for denying the authority of the
were given a short notice to leave the country, and philosopher, whom the church would not tolerate. Bible; for having the Bible in their possession; for
were not allowed to take their goods and valuables He was arrested by the officers of the Holy Office. attending mass and refusing to attend; for wearing
with them, but were forced to dispose of them for He had an inquisitorial trial and was condemned. a surplice; for carrying a cross and refusing; for
being a Catholic and being a Protestant ; for being
the pitiful sum which their Christian persecutors felt His tongue was cut out, and he was 'burnt alive.
inchned to give them, which was often not a hunGalileo, the eminent astronomer who invented the an Episcopalian, a Presbyterian, a Baptist, and for
dredth part of their real value. In this cruel Chris- telescope and made many most important discoveries, being a Quaker. ln short, every virtue has been a
tian manner more than three millions of the Jews and who demonstrated that the earth is a sphere and crime, and exery crime a virtue. The church has
and the Moors, who practically believed in the same revolves every day in its course round the sun, came burnt honesty and rewarded hypocrisy."
" Protestants and Catholics vied with each other
loving, merciful God as the Christians, were driven near sharing the same fate. For presuming to avow
(Omcl.udfd onpago 444.)
from· their homes and made to wander like outcasts these great truths he was arrested by Christian offi~-----
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Ufommttnications.
The Godly Women of the Bible.
BY AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
THE ANOINTING SCENES.

tower one above another until we are lost in wonder,
confusion, and despair! Shall we attempt to scale
their inaccessible heights?
What next! Not only are we puzzled to discern
with clearness whether the recorded events in the
house of Martha and Simon are ·the same, and the
"woman" who broke ti-e box of ointment and
poured it on Jesus's head at the house of the latter, as
related by Matthew and Mark, was John's lovely
Mary, who sat at Jesus's feet learning wisdom while
her elder sister was the maid of all work, the Bridget
generally, but we find another account i.n. L~lke vii
so unlike the two former that a reconmhatwn has
never been effected satisfactorily even to the most
credulous. Please read the chapter and then judge
whether this " sinner" who figures so conspicuously
around Jesus was John's Mary and the woman described by Matthew and Mark, the two latter agreeing in nearly every particular.

had indignation "within themselves;" but Luke
skips it wholly, affirming instead, "This ma;n ou~ht
to have known that the woman was, or Is, a smner "-three or four discrepancies on one simple
Jfoint.
Ninth. Luke's account is so unlike the other three
that we beg to give it in his own language. He
opens his anointin~ drama at the house of one of ~he
Pharisees, who desired Jesus that he would eat with
him. "And he went into the Pharisee's house, and
sat down to meat. And behold a woman in the
city, which was a sinner, when she knew that Jesus
sat at meat in the Pharisee's house, brought an alabaster box of ointment and stood at his feet behind
him weeping, and began to was~ his feet with tears,
and did wipe them with the hairs of her head, and
kissed his feet, and anointed them with the ointment. Now when the Phariseee which had bidden
him saw it, he spake within himself, saying, This
man, if he were a prophet, would have known who
and what manner of woman this is that toucheth
him; for she is a sinner. And Jesus answering said
unto him, Simon, I have somewhat to say unto thee.
And he saith, Master, say on" (Luke vii, 36-40).
Jesus then gives a parable, and in its application to
Simon accuses him of not having properly provided
for and entertained him as an invited guest, forgives
the sins of the woman, these being the kind of characters of whom he seemed extremely fond, saying
to her, "Thy faith hath saved thee; go in peace."
·
.
This anointing in the house of one of the Pharisees. a woman in the city; her being a sinner; her
standing, her washing Jesus's feet with tears, her
kissing his fee~, her. forgiveness, and J~sus's rebuke
to Simon, are eight Items not set down m the narratives of any of the other three evangelists; while
among those three there are, as has been shown
under the preceding heads, a dozen or more marked
contradictions and omissions. i
Was this" sinner" the woman described by the
other three ? Were the two women introduced by
Matthew and Mark one and the same, and were they
the Mary of John and the Mary of Luke who "hath
chosen that good part?" Brown says it was the same
Mary, and that the three scenes in Matthew, Mark,
and John are identical; while others are not so positive. Oh, how these divines have racked their brains
to solve this enigma still unsolved!
But even Brown does not think Luke's "sinner"
can be the same woman described by the other three
evangelists. The occasion is not similar, nor the circumstances; but the Pharisee's name being Simon,
the same as the host, who appears to make the feast
in Matthew and Mark, or at least in whose house it
is declared to have been given, throws aU the non.
inspired ones off the track again, involving them in
utter confusion. With all their turning and twisting,
comparing and harmonizing, conjecturing and bypothecating, they are still.undecided how to dispose
of the" perplexing phenomenon," and so have coneluded to " draw a veil over it. and leave it in the obscurity in which it was found!"
Not so with Brown on another point in these ointment-festival dramas. He is so in love with Mary
Magdalene that he is not going to have an odious
aspersion cast upon her character by permitting her
to be identified with Luke's bad woman," a sinner,
one who had led a profligate life." So he defends her
on this wise: "N. B.-There is no ground whatever

John (chap xii) informs us that in Bethany they
made Jesus a supper; that Martha, true to her nature,
"served;" that Mary, doing nothing, as usual, except
hovering over Jesus, "took a pound of ointment of
spikenard, very costly1 and anointed the feet of
Jesus and wiped his feet with her hair; and the
house was filled with the odor of the ointment;"
that .fudas Iscariot complained of this waste; that
Jesus rebuked him, and commended Mary, as customary with him let her do what she would. But a
shocking discrepancy is discovered when one reads
in Matt. xxvi, 7, and Mark xvi, 3, that the anointing
Here the learned ones have three conflicting acwas in Bethany at the house of Simon the leper, and counts to reconcile, and even a fourth is dragged in
that the lady who performed the feat was simply and -Mary Magdalene-some thinking she was "the
indefinitely styled "a woman," without any refer- sinner," others, as we shall see hereafter, scouting
ence to Mary, Martha, or Lazarus. It' is surprising
the imputation. But in all these cases the women,
if Matthew, Mark, and Luke had heard of these re- be they one, two, three, or more individuals, posmarkable women and the resurrection of their brothsessed a remarkable tendency toward sitting, stander, as related by John, that in narrating this anointing, or lounging at the feet of a man, and he a
ing they should not hav~ stated that it was. do_ne by young, handsome one too, as alleged, and cleansing
this Mary instead of saymg "a woman," as If It was
those soiled members with their tears, while. their
some before-unheard-of stranger. And they must hair served the purpose of towels, thus saving the
have known of this tragical miracle if it had ever trouble and expense of furnishing and washing those
occurred, and have been acquainted with this family. articles. Moreover, the ointment in the record of
Besides,John states (chap. xi, 2), it was that Mary John and Luke which was also poured on the feet
which anointed the Lord with ointment and wiped his that were wiped with the hair answered a double
feet with her hair, whose brother Lazarus was sick (and purpose of anointing Jesus's feet and avoiding the
the statement is made a whole chapter previous to the necessity of extra hair-oil for the toilet of these
anointing). This specification leaves no doubt to damsels, thereby decreasing expense and adding not
whom John referred, though Matthew and Mark seem a little, "probably," to their comfort and satisfacnever to have heard of Mary, Martha, Lazarus, or the tion, as this ointment was very expensive and difficult
raising from the dead, while Luke mentions the two to obtain. Anointing with oil and ointment, to be
former by name in Jesus's visit when Martha was sure, was an oriental custom, but would it not have
"cumbered."
comported quite as well with ethical culture and
Now how do these learned professors get out of modern usages had these godly women presented
this muddle? In order to rid themselves of the Jesus with their alabaster boxes and permitted his
anointing supper occurring in two houses at the same mother, sisters, or even himself, to have done the
time, Martha's and Simon's, Smith kindly accom- anointing, as to have followed him around in troops,
dates us thusly, "It has been conject·ured that she and thus personally manipulated his body with oint(Martha) was the wife or widow of Simon the leper." ment and tears. Jesus, however, always seemed. not
You perceive by marrying Martha to Simon he gets only to take it all in good part, as a matter of course,
them into one house with the "probabilities," as no but accepted it with exquisite pleasure and unbounded
mention is made of the presence of Simon, that he is commendation, never appearing in the least disdead and Martha his widow. If this was so, how turbed by the presence and contact of strange
surprising that John and Luke (x, 38) should have women, harlots, and adulteresses.
called it Martha's house and no allusion to Simon,
Permit the ungodly woman, before closing her reand Matthew and Mark should have called it Simon's view of these godly sisters and these anointing
house and no allusion to Martha or Ma1·y or women, to add further comments, and also to comLazarus. What a wonderful stretch of imagination ment upon the comments of the holy <?ommentators.
a conjecture will give in God's holy, infallible word !
First. The miracle of raising Lazarus is nowhere
Infallible no longer since the late revision, revulsion, alluded to in the whole Bible except by John.
or reversion has left it with three sheets in the wind (Chapter xi.)
so tattered and torn that in all probability the "old
Second. None of the evangelists but Luke mention
ship of Zion" will not weather many more gales, and the visit of Jesus to Martha and Mary, when the
will never safely arrive in port.
"cumbered about much serving" scene is so heroicBut we are all at sea again, for Brown in. his Com- ally enacted.
mentary permits Simon to still live in his own house,
Third. Neither of these women is spoken of by
and Martha, therefore, not his vidder, never even name elsewhere, except in the miracle-tragedy and
"conjecturing" that he was ever her husband, but anointing feast. (John xii.)
I
exultingly boasts that, at the anointment supper
Fourth. John states that the anointing took place
" between the raised Lazarus anCJ, the healed leper in Bethany, at the house of Martha, and where Laz(Simon) the Lord probably sits as between two tro- arus was whom he raised from the dead, and that he for the POPULAR notion that this woman was Ma1·y
phies of his glory." Will the revisionist please inform was present, while none of the other evangelists Ma:gclatene, nor do we kn~w what her name was.. . .
us which opinion is correct, since neither is even mention the circumstance. Matthew and Mark ad- It IS a great wrong to this honored woman to Ide~
hinted at in the New Testament? But lo! a new mit it to have been in Bethany, but declare it was at tify her with the once profligate woman of Luke (v~I,
light dawns upon Smith which furnishes some hope the house of Simon, the leper; but Luke affirms it 37), and to call such penitents Magdalenes. The m_Isof relieving this narrative of its burden of mistakes was at the house of one of the Pharisees. Here are take has arisen from confounding unhappy, demomaor lies. What can this newlight be? Read! In- least three contradictions and omissions.
cal possessions with the con~cious entertainment of
stead of being husband of Martha, Simon may be
Fifth. John says Mary took a pound of ointment diabolicalimpurity, orsupposmg the one to have b~en
father. Read: " In Matthew and Mark the same and anointed the feet of Jesus, and iviped his feet afflicted as a punishment for the other, for whiCh
feast appears as occurring in the house of Simon the with her hair. (Oh, my, what a towel !) Matthew there is not the least scriptural ground."
leper; but a leper, as such, would have been com- and Mark unite in saying there "came a woman"
There you have it strong and full. Who can doubt
pelled to lead a separate life, and Cf.lrtainly could not and performed the act, and persist in assuring us now? But more of Mary Magda~ene an~n.
have given a feast and received a multitude of that it was his head, not his feet, on which this
All these four accounts are evidently mtended to
guests. Among the conjectural explanations which woman poured the ointment, both omitting the hair- represent the same feast in the_ same place, at tJie
have been given of this difference, the hypothesis wiping farce, the head and body-besmearing, in this same time, in the same house,_ With the sn:m~ parties
that this Simon was the father oj the two sisters and instance, rendering unnecessary feet-bathing and present, the same women servmg ~nd anomtmg, and
of Lazarus, that he had been smitten with leprosy, feet-drying. Here are three more perplexities to the same scenes enacted; ~ut such ~s _or was the loos~
and that actual death or the civil death that followed gape over.
ness and carelessness of Bibl~ traditiOns that all ~his
on his disease had left his children free to act for
Sixth. John forgets to mention that Mary's oint- confusion has arisen from varwus persons attemptmg
themselves, is at least as probable as any other, and ment was in an alabaster box, while the other three to record as they pleased what were suppo~e~ or
has some support in early ecclesiastic traditions."
uotice it particularly; but he makes amends for the hoped to be facts. And alas ! alas ! no om~Isment
What then shall we do with the former conjecture omission by specifying that she had just one pound eye was seeing, no omnip_oten_t ear was hearmg, no
that Simon the leper was or had been the husband of of ointment and very costly, while the others say almighty Jehovah was dn·ectmg; even no Jesus to
Martha! Could he sustain both relations of husband nothing about the quantity or quality .. Matthew perceive their thoughts, theref~re men ~ust harmonand father toward the same woman at the same and Mark, though, agree as to the murmuring about ize God's perfect law, while be IS watchmg sp~rrows,
time? and is the difference so slight that it is of no its waste.
numbering the hairs of our heads, and snpermtendconsequence? Is it not amazing that Prof. Smith
Seventh. John in Mary's case entirely overlooks ing the manufacture of golden breast. plates of cunshould hazard two such opposing " conjectures" in t~e remarkable prophecy of Matthew and Mark- ning work, ephods, bells, and pomegranates of pure
the same book and not decide upon either? Oh, for a "Verily I say unto you, wheresoever this gospel gold, graven signets, t>houlder-pie_ces, robes and ?oats
never-failing criterion by which to judge the word of shall be preached in the whole world there shall also of fine linen of woven ~ork, .mit~rs of _fine lmen,
God! Professors, divines, and churchmen, had you this that this woman hath done be told for a memp- goodly bonnets of fine lmen, curious girdles and
not better go to work at some useful employment and rial of her" (Matt. xxvi, 13, and Mark xiv, 9).
·· breeches of fine twined linen, and blue and purple
no longer seek to reconcile the impossible, but leave
Eighth. John declares that it was Judas Iscariot and scarlet, of needlework, in which clothes _and. holy
God to harmonize his own immaculate, inspired vol- who complained of the waste of the ointment, which garments Aaron and his sons should do serviCe m the
ume as best suits his almighty fancy?
might have been sold and the three hundred pence holy place, as the Lord commanded Moses. (Ex.
But we are not rid of difficulties yet. As one given to the J?Oor, etc.; but Matthew protests that it xxxix.)
mountain top rises over another, higher and still was the dismples who had indignation againt the
Who can tell what Alvord means, as quoted by
higher, so do these insurmountable peaks of theology woman for the waste, while Mark ;:~.sserts that some Brown~ in regard to this "sinnerr "The oi~~en~ ·
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here has a peculiar interest, as the offering by a penitent of what had been an accessory in her unhallowed work of sin." Does he mean to say that she
seduced men by performing over, around, and upon
them, as she did on Jesus? Hardly that, we should
think.
Brown describes Jesus's posture at meals, lying
down with his feet out behind him, and the "sinner
beginning to wash or to water with a shower. The
tears, which were quite involuntary [how does he
know?], poured down in a flood upon his naked feet
as she bent down to kiss them; and deeming them
rather fouled than washed by this, she hastened to
wipe them off with the only towel she had-the long
tresses of her own hair, with which slaves were wont
to wash their master's feet."
He quotes Stier in proof of this statement, and
adds, "Kissed signifies to kiss fondly; to caress; or
to kiss again and again, which shows what is meant
here," and then inquires, "What prompted this?" and
goes on gushingly to explain that it was "much love
springing from a sense of much forgiveness," and
demurring whether she and Jesus had " ever met
before," but concludes, "Probably she was of the
crowd of publicans and sinners whom incarnate
compassion drew so often around him and heard
from his lips," etc., running on with a sickening
medley of guilt and sin atoned for through love, as
if love would counteract crime and buy off punishment, offering it to us now on the same terms as he
represents Jesus to have sold forgiveness for sins
then, namely, love for him. Is it surprising that
Christ's church-the only one on earth for centuries-should sell forgiveness of sins when the Lord
and master set them a practical example? _
But I forbear, and hasten to ask you to picture to
yourselves such a scene as above described in some
fashionable city church at the communion-table,
with a literal Jesus and Mary thus posed.
To love Jesus seems to be the watchword of the
church to-day, and to give all for Jesus; and as he
cannot be so.en, heard, or personally approached, the
female portion of the church seem inclined to transfer the relation to the male teacher, who utters the
command, and to administer to. his wants in lieu of
Jesus, since they cannot feed him with bread and
butter, as did cumbered, serving Martha, or anoint
his head, feet, and body with ointment and wipe up
the slops of tears with their chignons or waterfalls,
as did Mary and the women of Matthew and Mark
and the sinner of Luke.
What a disgraceful scene women are now taught
to believe was an adorable sight and act in the time
and life of our Savior ! Let us pause and remember
Jesus was a man, and these women were women;
and what was buncombe then is buncombe now, and
that the clergy and Christians generally must be
brought to their senses by stripping from these
characters and scenes all their sacredness and showing them in their true light. Then forgive the
ungodly woman for her part in this painful but
necessary duty, as ridicule and sarcasm are ofttimes
as powerful and penetrating as solid argument and
forensic logic.

ist or religionist should hav the same freedom of
investigation as the experimenter in any other scienee; and it is this hindrance to sociology that keeps
the world lagging in its morality and esthetic
progress far behind that of its material and mechanical advancement.
These open discussions are calculated to do much
good by clearing up the mystery of God and godliness; and it is a sign of the liberality of the clerical
fraternity when they will discuss with Infidels these
subjects in the spirit of truth and fairness that ha!l
been exhibited between those of such opposit views
and beliefs.
L. HuTCHINSON.

Things as They Seem.
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fection. If they will obey him all will be well, and
so he looks about, selects _those who are willing to
work with him, and thus commences operations.
A people whose hig-h-wrought 1nerve development
has made them exceedingly sensitiv furnish many
subjects for these invisible: but living, thinking be·
ings to act upon. One is controled, sees visions,
makes prophecies which they (the spirits) try to carry
out, and he is openly proclaimed as a prophet of
God. Others are acted upon by the organ of clairvoyance, still others hear spirit voices, or are controled to speak with tongues, or perform acts of
healing. All this has its effect upon their superstitious fears or hopes, they being ignorant of the real
law involved, and soon a host are gathered together
ready t'o follow God wherever his chosen agent
directs. No more God than is the general of an
army! no more the agent of God than is a recruiting
officer!
But the world is fast growing out of this blind
following of invisible leadership. Spiritualists of
to-day, though many of them are weak-kneed on
this Jesus question, would unhesitatingly scout such
a proposition as that made in the book to which I
hav referred, which was written twenty-eight years
ago, and well they may, for an attempt to carry out
so insane an idea would stamp them' with eternal condemnation.
But we all hav much to learn, and as before said,
it seems to me'better to study this question, and try
to so understand it as to wrench from it the good we
can, than it is to ignore it. .
Suppose it could be proved that Confucius, St.
John the revelator, Moses, or Pythagoras really
came and communicated with us. What of it farther than as an evidence of continued life? Can
they tell us how to so balance the forces of society
as to prevent poverty and crime? If so, they hav
learned the secret since they went hence. The
veriest clod-hopper on earth is of more value to society, if his intellect, sharpened by suffering, discovers and promulgates one fundamental principle, than
a perfect history of the past given through any, even
the most perfect of mediums, if such history contains no practical lesson of use.
And yet I would not ignore, neither would I depreciate, the law of intercourse between the two
states of existence, for by the interchanging tides of
life between the two there is growth for each, and
the so-called Materialist may be so only of the head,
and as to true Spiritual development may be even
beyond the theoretical Spiritualist. Let that be as it
may, I rejoice in the work you are doing, and hope
that you may be long spared to the world.
LoiS W AISBROCKER.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
THE TRUTH SEEKER came to hand to-day, and I hav
been thinking, thinking, thinking. I am aware that
many of your readers do not believe in continued
conscious life after what we call death takes place;
and yet in the face of the testimony of all ages I cannot see how they can come to such a conclusion.
But I am not going to argue the question; I shall
simply state my belief in continued life and in the
idea that those who hav lived upon this earth hav a
direct or reflex influence her~~' either for good or evil,
and express my regret that the honest analytic intellects who scan the pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER cannot believe this, too, and aid us in so seeking the
true relations between the two that all resultant evil
from this source might be wiped out, neutralized, or
turned into good.
Many things result in injury to the race because
not understood, and why may not this be one? It is
not the part of wisdom to ignore forces that hav
been destructiv, for such a course does not remedy
the evil. We may resolve to let the flash of lightning or its bolt alone, but just as sure as we liv it
will not let us. alone until we understand and subdue
it to our use.
For my part, I hav the fullest proof of the existencP of, to the ordinary senses, invisible, and individual intelligence, but I do not recognize,.the right of
such invisibles to rule me, to demand my obedience,
any more than I claim the right to rule them and demand of them the service of self-abnegation. We
must first understand the laws that connect us, and
then work cooperativly, if at all. The trouble in the
past has arisen from blind obedience on our part and
arbitrary ignorance on theirs.
When I say arbitrary ignorance I mean that no one
who has any real knowledge of nature's methods, or
of God's, if you so please to designate the incomprehensible posv-er, no one of real soul-growth, will
attempt arbitrary rule.
To-day I took up a book purporting to be written
Liberal Spiritualists.
by a spirit through the hand of a medium in 1852.
The Jesus idea had not been modified then as now
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
and this spirit purports to be the "high and holy son There are many truly Liberal people among the
of God who was known on earth as Jesus of N aza- Spiritualists. Among no class do I number warmer
reth." On page 20 of said book I find the follow- friends-as firmly my friends to-day as twenty years
ing: "They must obey. my mediums and recognize ago, notwithstanding my acceptance of Materialism.
me as their prince; must not allow any one to execute Their friendship is not predicated upon unanimity of
the laws or to hav anything to do with the govern- opinion. We hav agreed to disagree in the heartiest
[TO BE CONTINUED,)
ment who does not in heartfelt submission acknowl- manner, with the distinct understanding that Spiritedge me as their king."
ualism or Materialism is proper subject-matter for
The Bennett-Mair Discussion.
Whew ! and you are the high and holy son of God, conversation when it suits our convenience. The old
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : so you claim, and yet you deliberately announce as church plan of forbidden tender topics has not enLike Elihu of old, I hav been watQP.ing the discus- a principal law of this land-one by which it must tered into our articles of peace. Intellectual peace
sion between these two worthy combatants on the be governed to save it from ruin-that which would is stagnation. Such Spiritualists are men and women
basic principles of nature and theology, and I only take every vestige of freedom from us, and make who accord to others the same liberty of thought
wish that the Almighty-if there be one-yould this land of freedom a hierarchical hell. From all and expression which they claim for themselvs ;
condescend again to reply to these disputants, as he such spirits, good sense deliver us! Yet it is the very are regular subscribers and occasional contributors
is reported to hav answered Job and his friends. I spirit of Christianity, the same that is trying to put for THE TRUTH SEEKER, Boston Investigator, Mirwould like also to express my opinion.
God in the Constitution, and the same in principle ror of Progress, Physiologist, Man, or other thisMr. Mair says sin is only such by God's commands that brought this people here with the full intent of world periodicals. They are sick and tired of the
charlatanism which passes for Sprititualism. They
not to do such and such things, or to fail in doing establishing God's kingdom upon earth.
what he commands to be done, saying nothing of
I say it is the same principle, but how many differ- love common sense whether it pertains to the things
the many unwise things commanded to be done by ent personalities there may hav been, each making of this life or any other. They are not so spiritual
the "Thus saith the Lord." I wish to know how he the same claim and acting as rivals one against the as to become foolish; and, above all, they are disor any one else can be assured that the Lord, or any other for the rule of those here, I am not prepared gusted with the efforts made in certain quarters to
tutelary deity of this planet, ever communicated his to say. The world is full of ambitious men who love constitute Spiritualism a side-show to Christianity.
Charles W. Stewart, a young lawyer to whom I
commandments to man. If, as the Bible says, they rule, and absolute monarchies hav not yet ceased
were written by the finger of God upon tables of from the earth, and as I study this question I find listened with great satisfaction on Sunday evening,
stone, or given to Moses to inscribe thereon, why that those who hav left the earth and are still con- March 27, in Chicago, is one of those Spiritualistic
does he not now, in like manner, verify their truths nected with it know nothing of its eternal life, only speakers who has not sacrificed his reason to spirit
or reveal the falsities ascribed to him in this ancient what they learned while here or hav learned since by afflatus. His legal training has polished his logical
attaching themselvs to mediumistic organizations, faculty. At times he is eloquent; and, unlike most
record?
Were it ever possible for God to speak to man, and consequently are not fitted to rule in those of the spiritually inspired, his discourse is full ['of
then there was never a time when there was such affairs in which we are most directly interested; and points. Indeed I do not think he claimed to be indire need of his voice being heard from a thundering the great problem of human happiness here upon this spired. This may account for the rational character
earth must be solved by ourselvs. That is, those of his utterances.
Sinai or a burning bush.
All over this land there are just such believers in
That Moses and many of the prophets of old were who have been crushed by false conditions while in
mediums of communication between the visible and life may furnish the force, the spiritual power, to exe- Spiritualism. They do not discuss Materialism hyinvisible worlds there is no doubt; and their "Thus cute; but the control of that power, its direction, percritically, b.ut candidly, and hav not the least
saith the Lord " was only the voice they heard, or must be in our hands and guided by cool, clear objection to a free, ungloved handling of their ism
impressions they received, from the spirits of their heads, or, as it has been in the past, it will prove an by Materialists. Their clear, ringing shout is heard
above the din of discussion: "Bring on your antiancestors, who naturally took interest in the Jewish element of destruction instead of salvation.
nation.
Speaking of the Mormons, allow me to say that spiritual reasons! If we cannot parry your thrusts,
The whole moral code, especially, of the Bible they are a very mediumistic and a very religious peo- we will surrender manfully."
But there is another class of Spiritualists who
needs revising, and more of unperverted human ple, and,.their faults, their crimes, hav been and are
nature put in it, and many perverse ideas and cus- the res~ of their excessiv zeal. Admitting the fact mumble prayers to some mumbo-jumbo impersonal
toms left out which hav so long tended to fetter the of spirits and their influence upon mortals, and the nonentity. They are made of sectarian stuff, and
mind in its pursuit of truth; as also to prevent rest is easily explained. An ambitious son of Adam, affect Christian-like horror at the inroads which Maobservation, experiment, and reason from arriving finding that upon leaving the body he still livs and terialism is making m decimating the ranks of the
W. F. ,JiAMIESON.
at right and natural conclusions and results, on can connect with earth, such a one thinks that he is Spiritual army.
which all progress must forever depend. The moral- wise enough to start the people in the track of per.Albion, lhich.
'!
'. ~
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often caused human blood to flow in streams, and
m the work of enslaving the human mind. For human life has paid the penalty.
Even in our own time there is very little proof of
ages they were rivals in the infamous effort to rid
the earth of honest people. They infested every an undue amount of love and brotherhood in the
country, every city, town, hamlet, and family. Christian church; the quarrels and contentions beThey appealed to the worst passions of the human tween the different denominations continue much as
heart. They sowed the seeds of discord and hatred they have for fifteen centuries. If they have ceased to
in every land. Brother denounced brother, wives burn and torture each others' bodies, they hav not
informed against their husbands, mothers accused ceased to contend and to say very unkind things of
their children. Dungeons were crowded with the each other. This is not only true as between Cathinnocent. The flesh of the good and true rotted in olics and Protestants, but it is also true as between
the clasp of chains. The flames devoured the human the different sects of Protestants. A large share of
race, and, in the name of the most merciful God, his your own church will not even commune in the sachildren were exterminated with famine, sword, and cred rite of the eucharist with the members of other
fire. Over the wild waves of battle rose and fell churches. It is not only between sects and churches
the banner of Jesus Christ. For sixteen hundred that these quarrels exist, but even in the same
years the robes of the church were red with innocent churches do the most bitter quarrels take place. I
blood. The ingenuity of Christians was exhausted have in my own time known of scores of these Chrisin devising punishment severe enough to be inflicted tian contentions, and there are few men of my age
on other Christians who honestly and sincerely who hav not known many of these pious quarrels.
differed with them upon any point whatever. . , . Your claim of superior love and brotherhood among
For thousands of years a thinker was hunted down Christians is not sustained by the facts. Christians
like an escaped convict. To him who had braved show no more love, no more fraternal feeling, no
the church every door was shut, every knife was more humanity, either toward others, or among themopen. To shelter him from the wild storm, to give selves, than any other people. They show equally
him a crust of bread when dying, to put a cup of as much intolerance, as much narrowness; as much
water to his cracked and bleeding lips, these were unforgiveness, as much dishonesty, as much disposiall crimes, not one of which the church ever did for- tion to take advantage in a trade, as much fondness
give, and, with the justice taught of her God, his for getting the best of a bargain, as any other people
Out upon your claims of Christian
h~lpless children were exterminated as scorpions and in the world.
love and brotherhood I
vipers.
I claim that I have s4own that Christianity has not
"In 1208 the Inquisition was established. Seven
years after the Fourth Council of the Lateran en- been a religion of love, but rather one of hate, violent
joined all kings and rulers to swear an oath that and bittm· hate. Jesus is claimed to have said he
they would exterminate heretics from their domin- "came not to send peace, but a sword," and most sigions. The sword of the church was unsheathed, nally have his followers made his words true. They
and the world was at the mercy of ignorant and have done more fighting and committed more bloodinfuriated priests, whose eyes feasted upon the ago- shed than any other religionists in the world.
I will defer until my next the consideration of
nies they inflicted, acting, as they believed, or as
Sineerely yours,
D. M. B.
they pretended to believe, under the command of your other claims.
God, stimulated by the hope of an infinite reward in
another world. Hating heretics with every drop of
their bestial blood, savage beyond description, merciless beyond conception, these infamous priests in
a kind of frenzied joy leaped upon the helpless victims of their rage. They crushed their bones in iron
LEADVILLE, CoL., June 6, 1881.
boots, tore their flesh with iron hooks and pincers,
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed in my letter I send
cut off their lips and eyelids, pulled out their nails, you the sum of $7-$5 for the trip round the world,
and into the bleeding quick thrust needles; tore out and $2 for Mrs. Chase for the defense of her paper.
their tongues, extinguished their eyes, stretched
Fraternally,
JoHN BEAUVAL.
them upon racks, flayed them alive, crucified them
with their heads downward, exposed them to wild
CINCINNATI, OHIO, June 27, 1881.
beasts, burned them at the stake, mocked their cries
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find check for $10 to
and groans, ravished their wives, robbed their chil- help you a mile or two on your trip round t.lle globe.
dren, and then prayed God to finish the holy work I trust you may hav a safe trip, I know the account
in hell."
of your trip will be interesting, Dust your glasses
From the earliest days of Christianity it has been well and see all you can. Good-bye and good luck
go with yo\i,
Yours,
E. B. BROWN.
noted for the most acrimonious dissensions. In the
second century the quarrel between the branch called
ETNA, MINN., June 22, 1881.
the Gnostics and those opposed to them was bitter
BROTHER BENNETT: Inclosed you will find my $5 for
and fierce. The church was full of schism and con- your trip. I am a Spiritlialist, so I shall pray for
tention. The quarrels between the followers of the good spirits to attend you and bring you home
Peter and the partisans of Paul were of the most safe. I am anxious to read your letters from foreign
fervid description. The antagonism between the lands, especially from Asia.
MRs. G. W. PARKS.
disciples of Marcion and their opponents was deep
McLEAN, N. Y., June 26,1881.
and bitter, and but little brotherhood existed between
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5, the
them. Heated and oft-renewed quarrels occurred between the Sabellians and the anti-Sabellians, between price of one fare for the round trip, I will be on
the N estorians and the an ti-Nestorians, between the time, for I am anxious to see the wonders on the
Ariana and the followers of Athanasius-which was way. I hope and trust that the conductor, with his
carried to such bitter extent that the latter was five great train load of Infidels, will make the trip safe
R. A. CLARK.
times compelled to flee into the desert to save his and satisfactory to all concerned.
life. The deadly quarrels between the two branches
TRENTON, OHio, June 15, 1881.
of the Christian church were so protracted tha,t counMR.
D.
M. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5, the
cils of bishops and priests were called to settl6 them amount I promised for the world trip.' I am glad
but these councils were often remarkable for nothing that I hav got the money, as I hav been hard up
save bitter and constant quarrels and fights between for some time, and was afraid that II would be left
the mem_bers; fisti~uffs and kicking were not unfre- behind. I wish you good luck, health, plenty of
quently mdulged m. From the Christian writer money, and all enjoyment to make a fellow happy,
Tindal, we have it, as I showed in a previous letter'
Truly yours,
CARL PEssEHL.
that the bishops often "fell foul on one another '~
and " came to blows" like prize-fighters, and that on
BARKERS, N. Y., June 1, 1881.
one oc?asion Dio~corus, bis?op of Alexandria, cuffed FRIEND BENNETT: I see you think of starting to go
and kicked Flavmus, patnarch of Constantinople, round this ball, so here goes the five dollars I prom"with that fury that within three days ajter he died." ised. When you were in prison :t" felt like donating,
The bitter quarrels between Trinitarians and Uni- and did so; and when you went to Europe I contarians, the Socinians and the anti-Socinians, between tributed my mite; but as I expect value received for
the Catholics and the Protestants, the disciple~:~ of this remittance, it does not appeal to my sympathy,
Luther and the disciples of Calvin, the regulars and Of course, we take our chances on your luck and
irregulars, the Episcopalians and the Presbyterians, safe return. I do wish some good Liberal artist of
the church of England and the Puritans, the Con- means could go with you; you could help each other
formists and the Nonconformists, the Orthodoxy and so much, make a sure thing of it, and do a better
the Independents, the Dissenters, the Methodists, the job. I hope the money will pour in to you like rain,
Quakers, the Universalists, and the hundreds of 'fhere is no danger of your gettinc; too much.
Sincerely yours,
F. N. ALBRIGHT,
other sects that have risen from time to time-the
quarrels, opposition, animosities, and hatred between
ALLEGHENY CITY, PA., June 7, 1881.
all these contentious Christians-have been so longcontinued and so persistent as to utterly preclude FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find my mitethe quality of love and b?·otherhood which you at- that promised $5. When I read your announcement
under the heading of "That Long Journey," I contempt to assert has been the great feature of Chriscluded that you intended to make it, and my feelings
tianity.
overcame me to that extent that tears came t6'- my
The fiendish and acrimonious contentions, and the eyes and my heart into my mouth, for gratitude, not
protracted warfare between opposing candidates for that I am so overanxious 10 see you off on such a
the papal chair, the positions of cardinals, bishops, long and perilous tramp, but becau&e I, through the
etc., etc., have been a distinguishing characteristic teachings of my heart and conscience, am forced to
of Christianity and a great disgrace to mankind. know that you are an honest man; one who loves
The wa.ra,between opposing vicegerentB of Ohri&(have tll.e ttutll alld ll.a.tes a. lie; one who loves his friends

as himself, and treats his enemies with that considerate leniency which is equal to, "Do good to those
who despise you."
When you said, " I placed myself in the hands of
my friends, and they hav voted twenty to one to go.
I hav little choice in the matter save to go and do
my duty, which I shall endeavor to perform to the
beat of my ability," I believed you from the very
bottom of my heart. I believe also that what we will
get in return for our mere mite will be the truth, the
whole truth; and nothing but the truth, in the name
of D. M. Bennett,
Now, friend Bennett, as many friends hav been
asking for impossible and unexpected favors in the .
shape of relics from those distant lands, I hav a
favor to ask, which is not impossible, and which I
trust vou will grant, namely, you proposed to insert
the names of all the donors to the round-the-world
fund in the book you expect to get out, and to whom
it will b~ dedicated; therefore I would ask you to
insert the name of your little namesake in the place
of mine. He is liable to outliv his father, hence he
will hav the opportunity to keep the work in circulation and your name before the world some years
after I am passed away. He is now seven months
old, and I call him Bennett, in honor of yourself;
and as you hav been and are bound to be victorious,
I hav his middle name Victor (Bennett Victor Cutshall). Will you grant the favor?
Now I earnestly request all our TRUTH SEEXER
friends who hav subscribed to this fund to remit as
soon as possible, for you all know that Bennett, our
great leader and champion, is unsettled and is getting anxious to be up and doing.
Yours with many good wishes,
J. A. CUTsHALL.
PITTSBURGH, PA., June 13, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find a postoffice order for the five dollars I promised to you
some time ago. I hope that you will hav a pleasant,
safe, and an enjoyable trip, and return, safe and
sound in health, which I believe you pretty well
know how to keep by experience, which was proved
by your trip on the continent of late. In case you
should run short of money to carry out your undertaking thoroughly and make a good job of it while
you are at it I will go at least five dollars more on
due notice from you.
I believe you will be safe in trusting your paper
to friend Macdonald while you are away,
I hav no fear but that you will giv us the whole
truth of all you .will see that will be of special interest to all mankind.
Our League here is full of life and getting very
interesting in our rather bigoted city. We hav generally a full attendance every Sunday afternoon.
I hav no advice to giv as to your journey, but I
hope 1you will journey cautiously, to a certain extent, enough to guard yourself in different countries
to be on the safe side of self-preservation. You hav
my best wishes, and fare you well.
I am, respectfully,
JAcoBus JosEPHus.
SCRANTON, PA., June 18, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Your explanation is satisfactory. I am glad to see you look after the pecuniary
interests of THE TRUTH SEEKER, for long may it liv!
I wish this for what it has done for me. The scales
hav fallen from my eyes, for whereas I was once blind,
I now see, a\though brought up in the hard-shell,
cast-iron faith that what is to be will be if it never
is. THE TRUTH SEEKER is the first Liberal paper I
ever read, Your intended humiliation, your vindication at home and abroad, was watched with more
than an ordinary interest for a new convert. Your
trip to Europe is grand. Unearth the frauds of ages.
Accept my check and best wishes
Truly, L. M. BuNNELL.
SENECA, S, C., June 20, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed herewith find $5 toward the
traveling fund, which please giv due notice. I hav
delayed this remittance on account of Mother Shipton, but at last regard her reputation as undoubtedly
lost, and her deserved fate will be recorded with
many of the old girls gone before. However some
other fellow who knows it all will probably agree to
fix a day for Gabriel to toot his horn. But you need
hav no faith or alarm, as you are one of the elect.
My advice is, should any accident occur and you
wish to be at home, pull for the shore.
W. H. STANTON,
Yours truly,
BuFFALO, N. Y., June 10, 1881.
BROTHER BENNETT: Inclosed find check for $10, the
amount subscribed by A. H. Frank for your roundthe-worid trip; hope you will excuse the delay in
sending it; as he was busy preparing for a trip to
Nevada and did not think of it till he got to Chicago.
If some one does not furnish the yacht for the
long cruise I shall hav to stay at home, so I hope if
you see the model of the ark you will take her lines off
and publish them, as all the cuts that I hav seen
of it are inaccurate, or God must be a very poor
naval architect, as she does not seem to be adapted
for anything, but might make an ordinary lumber
barge. Some time ago I saw an article by some
Christian who evidently had very long ears, claiming that the Great Eastern was modeled after the

A.rlt, wbicb, if true would m1;1.ke God .out a. ireater
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fool than the aforesaid pictures, as the Great Eastern, when in the trough of the sea, is a regular tub
to roll, and if she had no sails or steam would
drift into the trough and stay there.
Yours truly,
THOMAS PAINE FRANK.

among the heathen by our Christian missionaries,
which you, brother Bennett, will be ·able, I trust, to
investigate .and to giv to us a correct report. A few
statistics from the other side of the house may not be
devoid of interest, and probably much more to be relied upon.
May good health, peace, and prosperity attend you,
dear fuiend, is my prayer for humanity's sake. Amen.
J. s. LYON, M.D.
·
LEBANON, OR., June 13, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find money order
for $10-$5 for John Settle, and $5 for myself-to help
you on your trip round the world. If you enjoy your~
self I know I shall be satisfied. May every con.fort
and pleasure attend you, is the wish of,
Your friend,
A. ERVIN.

WoRCESTER, MAss., June 13, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Your postal acknowledging the receipt
of $3 25 paid for THE TRUTH SEEKER from Dec. 1,
1880 to Jan. 1, 1882, and the balance, $1.75, subject to
my order, with the $3.25 inclosed in this, makes up
the present for you, the $5, for your trip around the
world. I hope, friend Bennett, you may be spared
to make this journey. Your letters from Europe
were so interesting that I dare say your proposed
trip as you travel will giv all of us more information that interest our views thaR any that has been
before you; at least we found your European letters
so. Good-bye; may you long liv and hav a good
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5 to pay
time.
Yours truly,
V. R. REDWOOD.
my pledge to help you make a circuit round our
planet. Hoping that our immortals, Paine, Voltaire,
JuNIUS, N.Y., June 20, 1881.
Hume, Franklin, Jefferson, Lincoln, and a host of
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is $5 for your trip round others will accompany you, that good health and
the world. I would like you to see Mount Ararat, kind friends may be your lot, that Mrs. Bennett may
where the ark rested, and the knoll where God and enjoy peace, happiness, and be sustained by kind and
Jacob wrestled.
With esteem,
DAVID CosAD.
loving friends, is the wish of your friend, ·
DR. Goo. W. LusK.
GALT, ONT., June 7, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Inclosed are $10 more for the
CITY POINT, FLA., June 4, 1S81.
pilgrimage, which credit to the anonymous subscribDEAR BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for
ers to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
$5 for the trip round the world. I must hav the
So you see this little ultra-orthodox town has book so that I can take the trip round the world at
panned out pretty well after all. I hope you have one home. With best wishes to you and Mrs. Bennett,
earnest man in every town THE TRUTH SEEKER reaches
Yours,
ALBERT FABER.
who will exert himself to increase the list of names
to the fund. Of course there will be some (not many,
NASBY, Mo., June 12, 1881.
I hope) who are always going to do something in the
BROTHER BENNETT: Inclosed find postal order for
sweet by and by, who either cannot or vtill not for- $5 for the Infidel round the world. I am glad you
ward their money now. All will be interested in this hav decided to go, although Bro. Green, of St. Louis,
great work, and especially those who hav read your and others seem to think you had better stay at
plain, unvarnished tale of your reception in prison, home. If ·any accident should befall you we would
standing with your face to the wall at the command perhaps regret that you embarked in the great enof a menial-an innocent man: compelled to stand a.t terprise. But then, on the other hand, if you succeed
a bench till his feet swelled, and only obtaining re- every true Liberal heart in the world will thrill with
lief from the cold stone flags of a cell-but it is joy and swell with emotions of deep gratitude for
worth something to know that there is more mercy the good you will confer on humanity by giving to
and blessing in a stone than in these fiends of Jesus. the world in book form an unbiased standpoint of
Any one elaborating just a little upon this merciless the true conditions and traditions of theology as you
persecution, and that every dollar forwarded now find them among the different nations of the earth.
will add to your power of observation and the value My sincere well wishes attend you.
of the books, can do something toward closing the
Respectfully,
H. B. MILK.
gaps in the ranks.
CANYON FERRY, MoN., June 12, 1881.
With the best wishes of these friends for the sucFRIEND BENNETT: I am glad you hav decided to
cess of your long and (I hope) pleasant journey, bemake the round trip, and I inclose $5 to help you on
lieve me,
Thy friend,
WM. E. RENWICK.
your way. A pleasant journey and safe return is the
MExiCo, Mo., J\fay 30, 1881.
sincere wish of your friends,
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav been sick for the past three
MR. and MRs. J. V. STAFFORD.
, weeks. Under these circumstances I hope to be excused for not remitting sooner. I see that you hav
MAYVILLE, Mo., June 20, 1881.
concluded to make the long trip. Inclosed find the
FRIEND BENNETT: Find inclosed draft for the "V"
$5 promised, and on your return there will be three promised for your trip round the world. Come by as
ones ready if I liv. And if I don't liv you will get you come home from your trip, as I am on your
it all the same. As the old colored preacher said to route from Omaha to St. Louis. Would like to giv
his congregation, "If de Lord am willin" dar will be you a shake.
Yours truly,
JoHN J. KELLY.
preachin' in dis school-house next Sabbath day, an'
LEONARD, NEB., June 10, 1881.
if he am not willin' dar will be preachin' anyhow.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find check for $5, as our
Pass de hat."
I suppose you hav heard of the cave where Lot share of the needful to send you round this little
and his lovely daughters had such a jolly old time. globe. I expect to get the worth of the money in
Just call that way and get the whisky-bottle and hav the pleasure of reading your letters. We send our
it filled with Irenreus's wine. The bottle is there to best wishes with you.
MRS. PETER GuLICK.
this day; so is Lot's wife. Be careful.
Yours truly,
I hope you will hav much pleasure on your jourSAN FRANCisco, CAL., May 31, 1881.
ney and no misfortune. With respects to Mrs. BenTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Will you
nett and yourself, I remain, as ever,
kindly consider the undersigned as one deeply anxious
Your friend,
D. C. KNoDERER.
to see THE TRUTH SEEKER, under its present manageSALINAS, June 3, 1881;
ment, increase its issues to an unlimited extent?
D. M. BENNETT, EsQ. : Please find inclosed check on That it may reach iu my day a subscription list of
New York for $25-$5 for Dr. Trimmer, $5 for Jacob two hundred and fifty thousand, let me suggest a
Wallace, $5 for Austin Smith, $5 for Franlr Maxwell, thought to this end. 1. Posters, large, medium, or
small size, for post-offices, offices, stores, dwellings,
and $5 for your friend, W. B. Ford, all of Salinas.
Hoping you will hav a pleasant journey, I remain, fences, etc., containing but a few words, that it may
reaclily be read, say something like· this: ''THE TRUTH
Yours,
W. B. FoRD.
SEEKER is the largest Freethought paper published.
SPRINGFIELD, Mo., June 26, 1~81.
D. l\L Bennett, editor, 141 Eighth street, New York.
MR. BENNETT: It has all the while been my wish and Sample copy sent by mail on receipt of ten cents in
intention to aid you some in your contemplated trip coin, currency, or postage stamps." To this could
round the world, and although rather late in the day I be added a list, or partial list, of contributors; 2.
trust the inclosed $5 will not reach you too late to ren. This might consist of a circular contaiuing more exder the desired service. I feel quite sure the book you tended information of the history and purpose of
will probably write of your travels will be one of un- THE TRUTH SEEKER, giving also commendatory exusual interest, inasmuch as your good memory, acute cerpts from other papers. In this circular a very
observations, and most wonderful faculty for relating important point should be made of the fact that
what you know are so much above the average.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is to contain the correspondence
All will, I am sure, feel that the investment is a of its editor-in-chief on his trip round the world. Of
good one.
•
this some short reference might be made in the
Should you pass Mrs. Lot's statuary, as of course posters also.
I think, Mr. Editor, this will prove a good investyou will, it might be well to secure a fragment or so
from some of her projections, just to convince the ment; however, I may be mistaken; but as far as I
heathen in these parts, as well as many of those claim- am concerned, I would almost take it as a privilege
ing to be followers of the lamb, of the truthfulness o~ to invest in twenty-five or fifty cents' worth to stick
up and giv away on my own account, In view of
the Bible account of her miraculous preservation.
If the Bible is true (and none but Infidels do doubt such an undertaking, would it not be best not to
it), you will surely find her strolling, as she was at the rush off teo quickly on your round-the-world trip,
time the narrativ was given, looking back upon the so that new subscribers could hav an even start with
· ruins of her home-a fearful warning to all women you? For is it not true that, once you get the start
for her disobedience to Jeh~..vah. Not being a woman, of us, it would be hard scratching to catch up ? For
I fflel, however, at liberty to doubt the truthfulness one, I would not like the task, and I am one of those
of this story at least, and feel, furthermore, a little who judge others by myself (as if I could possibly
skeptical in reference to the great mission work done judge by any one else).
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Birdie Shuck asks, "I would like to ask Dr. Hardcastle what bearing his blood-lettering has upon a
future.life when the occurrence took place long be-·
fore his sister departed this life ?" If my memory
serves me rightly, Birdie is q~1ite a young rnis~, and
perhaps for this reason is the more expectant of a
reply. I think if she will re-read my letter she will
see that I claim it as a fact wholly unaccountable
only under the theory of the existence of spirits. I
canno+; here, even. if I had the ability, giv her anything more than the fact with which, if she believe
me, she herself must wrestle. I do not want to form
conclusions, but simply state facts for the consideration of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but of
course am also allowed to form my own conclusions.
Birdie concludes her little love-note to you, Mr.
Editor, as follows: "However, I expect you will go,
and if you do, you must remember that you will
always hav one little girl thinking {)f you who would
pray for you only that she knows it would do no
good." Now I want to giv you a definition of prayer
which I hav adopted, and ask if, by this test, most,
if not all, of THE TRUTH SEEKER readers are not given
to prayer-not, however, lip-service? "A sincere
desire d the heart unuttered or expressed; the motion of a hidden fire which trembles in the breast."
Now by this test I think Birdie prayed for you, and
many a heart has softened and many a loving tear
been shed because of it.
DR, GEo. HARDCASTLE.
CIRCLEVILLE, 0., May 22, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: I see you hav very many advocates
encouraging both by word and cash deeds the idea
of your taking a trip around the world. It seems to
me it will be quite a severe tax on your physical
strength to perform such a long journey, yet I doubt
not that it will prove a solid blessing to Liberalism
and even if your life go out in the great undertaking we can safely say it could not be extinguishd in
a more glorious cause. Whether you go or not you
hav my best sympathies and good will. If we never
meet again in this world I am firm in the Spiritualistic belief that we shall fall into each other's company after the final dissolution of our mortal parts.
Nothing would suit me better than to put the shoulder
to the wheel with you in helping to roll on the great
truths you are trying to promulgate through the
glorious TRUTH SEEKER, and your books so full of
truth and progressiv light: But since conditions do
not seem to favor such a union, I strive to think,
with Pope, "What is is right," at least so far as I
am concerned in the matter. In perusing the pure,
clean pages of THE TRUTH SEEKER I am reminded
how much your paper is like a diamond of the first
water. No matter how much dirt, mud, and gravel
surrounds a true diamond, it is none the less a diamond, none the less brilliant when washed from all
external impurities.
In my estimation every copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER
sent out into the broad world is far more precious
to mankind than so many precious diamonds. Although some may chance to fall into bad company,
as among Comstockers or other church buzzards,
decoys, and mean men, who beholding the plucky
paper all aglow with the fire of truth, begin to
throw dirt, slime, and mud to put out (were such a
thing possible) its burning truths, lest they come
to get somewhat scorched thereby. Alas! such foolish mortals will find the truth will ever liv in spite
of their venom, and it will shine and burn, and only
burn that which is dross, whether it be church dross,
or any other false rotten ideas, or whether it be
mercantil lies; intemperance of all sorts, political
mistakes, backbiting, obsenity, etc.
The fact is there is no such thing as progress from
false theories, whether religious, secular, or what
not until doubts arise in the living activ minds that
can~ot be satisfied to plod c.long in the old crooked,
uncertain Indian-like trails of the past, but seeing a
better road, a more sure and safe way, they gladly
switch off into it, when lo and behold a multitude of
lying priests and swarms of their willing dupes shout,
"Infidel, Infidel!" but they are too dishoneet to speak
the real truth, and say to the teeming world, "Infidel
diamond, behold how glorious!" E. D. BLAKEMAN.
RICHFORD, VT., June 9, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : I failed to get the last number
of your paper, May 28th. My last was May 21st. I
was sorry, for I wanted all your discussion with Mr.
Mair. He came to the great point in•his reply to
your fifteenth, June 4th. He said the word wo1·ld
should hav been translated land-one of a thousand
evidences that onr Bible never was translated, only
rendered from one language to another, falsely every
time. He says: "Our Bible is easily understood.
But none of the wicked shall understand, but the
wise shall." Although there are one hundred and
fifty different translations, commentators are not
necessary for those who are Christ's; they hav the
holy spirit in them to teach them. The "Ruarh
Elohim" of bigotry.
I was much pleased the other day at finding two of
my old neighbors who wished to read my paper
and Kersey Graves's works. I told them I was happy
to accommodate them. I hope I shall be able to
circulate them. Politics, fashion, and ~norance rule
my town. If I could circulate my books I would
send for more; hope I shall when I write again.
You think of starting on your journey; my best
wishes attend you, and earnestly desire your return.
With respect unbounded,
JosEPH NoYES.
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Ruth.

He heard her anklets' tinkling sound,
And turned and caught her in his arms,
And hid within his mantle fold
The splendor of her snowy charms.

There would be no Rines and Beecbers
Luxuriating like a Turk,
And the Moodys, Sankeys, Murphys,
All must starve or go to work.
Canting would be at a discount,
Truth would triumph o'er a lie;
Who would fight about religion
If the devil were to die?

"Oh, shield me from that grim old man I
When goodliest ears I tried to glean
And beckoned every golden head,
His frightful shadow fell between.

"The palm-tree lifted np its voice
'Neath Bethlehem's blne and happy SkY,
And rose and fell its organ tone
To lift my mournful thoughts on high."
"I watehed thee, Rnth. at fiery noon,
Bnt midnight brings a heaven to me.
Old Boaz hates each glimmering star;
He lurks beneath that poisonous tree.
" Then let him spread his mantle wide;
It shall not touch thy balmy breast.
Lean down, dear Ruth, among the fl.owers,
And I will guard thy peaceful rest.
" A dim shekinah glimmers here;
A stream is bounding from its lair:
And if you speak one tender word
The great Sanbedrim will not hear.
"Lo I was meek when thou wert far;
Calm veiled saints passed slowly by,
The gems my spirit used to wear
They wove upon the summer SkY.
"Will Jab forgiv me if I hold
Close in the temple of my breast
A sacred bird with golden wings
That sings my sorrows all to rest?
" Behold a prophet loved this tree;
He did not fear the drifted snow;
Of goat-skins was his mantle made,
But 'neath the sn=er's parching gloW

SUBJECTS:
Tile Soul and a Future Life! and The Inlluence up,on
Morality of a Decline of Rellg ous Belief, by the ab est
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.
Englloh writers, Including Prof. Huxley, Frederic Harr!This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the rlson, Lord. Selborne. Prof. Clifford, and oeveral others.
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.

d1sease, our sexual relations and social ntLtures. It Is med~
icalcommon sense applied to. causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to ench. other, society, love, marriage, parentage,

etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. l'II. BENNE'J''J',
141 Eighth street, New York.

A BUt51NESS MAN'S RE.•
LICIOUS AND SOCIAL
VIEWS.
12mo, 206pp. Price, $1.

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY JAlUES PARTON.
With Portraits and other lllnstrations.

~~~tp~~~~::;~og~~:r~~;idr;:i~"ed1fn ~of~, ~y;~ a/~~~- yolMr. Parton as a historian and biographer has no superior,

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.

~E~~f~~~ ~l~~~ Pf~~~~~ ~~~Yu.tg~~Y~h~ ~~~~~~d~o~~t b6~~

Only Article cf the Kind in Use.

osity to see what a philanthropic business mau hns to say

and trenchant blows which he deals" society" in all its
ramifications of corruption and inhumanity; llis earnest
and manly plea for the social re~eueru.tion of the lower
classes-will, unless we are much m1staken, make the book

Sold at this office.

as his biographies of Jackson, Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley,

Socialism and Utllitananism.

transcendent philosopher, a great ret"ormer, a brilliant wit

BY JOHN STUART MILL.
Price, $1.50.

1

1

1

~~~i·r~t ~~n~&~~ f:a0r'k~' afldt~ : r;~g; ~~ i~~e ~ a~v,~~~r~r~
~~6-~~r~;s~g~~~!~~~l~~,~~~~~l~I~~~~-ail;t~~ J;;:t~~na~~~

~r~ ~~~\:~dt,:::'t\;~~f.~':!'-~~~~at ~ti'6~r.i1'h:~~~tr~~s

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
had in the English language. r'i1.s a most interesting por141 Eighth st., N.Y. city.
traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and .Persevering foe to bigotry, or as the fertilscholnr of every branch
of literature and advocate always and everywhere of tolerance and liberty. It is the arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
make It the authority In regard to his life, his work, his A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D.

SOCIALISM.

death.

In two vols. Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

By an ludeJ>endeut Socialist.
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives a huge

human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solution than that the weakest must go to the wall. It is
against this passivuess that" Socialist" cries out. Is there

Partner Wanted,
a !~~r;~ ~s :nr:Jt~~ici.I~~~ t~~r;lg~r t~irl~~rislneea:ss g~
aaorning and beautifying a home. Title to said home to

no help for the miserable? he asks. The doctrln that gov-

Pupils Wanted,

RELI·GIOP~

£h~i~en~~~~~~l~l, ~s~i~i¥, '~l~~?t~~'if~e haJ~~~:' ~6~ b~~~!~~ci

be vested in her. None but those of Liberal views and that property is robbery, or whelly subscribe to "the world
owes me a living," he afiirms "the world owes me a chance
radical thought need apply. AddressSWEET HOME,
to make a.living."-New Ym·k He1'ald.
Sold at this office.
4t25
Care TRUTH SEEKER office, New York.

An Atheist lady teacher would like a few children to

board and educate. The kindest care and attention given.

Terms moderate.
22

Address
Mrs. R. J. RYAN,
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.

COMPUTATION by MECHANISM,
Atl<lition 1 Subtraction, l!lnl·
tiplicatwn, and Division.
Sample Machine. postage freb,
1

~:~ied?i ~~~~~~J,rW~t:r~~~i,
Conn. Address the Patentee,

Wl!I.HART, Kirksville, Mo.

AS REVEALED BY THE

.Katerial and Spiritual

Univert~e.

(ILLUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt.
It treats of the Existence and General Character of
God, God as a Spirit, the Nature of God, Creeds and Practices of Christianity, The Dangers of Infallible Standards,
The Christian Bible Tested, Religions Tested by their
Fruits, Life and Death Under the Uld Religions, Life and
1

1
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I'd Never Smile Again.

BY M. E. BILLINGS,

BY ROBERT SW.AIL.

Waverly, Iowa.

I'd weep my eyes away,
I would not want my greatest foe
Dwell there a single day.
I'd wish the world had never been,
Or ever breathed mankind;
I'd wish our race would cease to liv,
Die, body, soul, and mind.

"Health Manual," etc., and this new book is sure to be
read with even greater interest than those.

Price, $1.50.

A pamphlet giving names, Elace of residence of, and

~~lij;~t~~~~:i~~ bl-~5gf~~~~:~a"y~~~l~.nited states In
1 Copf,• .

•
•
•
•
$ .25
es, • • • • • • • • •
~:88
Send casb. Postage stamps are a drug. .Address the

1~ Cof.

author or TRUTH SEEKER office.

A 'Von(lert"nl Expose I

The thought would crush my brain;
I'd curse the day that I was bo1n,"
And never smile again.
If I believed one soul was there

Harmless, Healthful and Infallibly Reliable.

the best-abused and best-liked productlou of the day by

CRIMES OF PREACHERS. ~~~rya~~ci~~erb;~~e~p~r~~cfpl~~o~~ut~gt~h~~J · c~~r ,~~

'If I believed my friends were there

Reliable references given. Send stamp for circular
Say In what X,~~~ijsou saw d~~~~~~r.r~'g~'iiiNGS
Sm15
Smithville, Jefferson Co .• N.Y.

el:f~:e~~~hnoJ'~eca~~~fEt~i~~d0{vfN~~listif:J~n~~~~ i:Ar~~~{.
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"I would not be a driven beast
That trembles at his master's rod;
The voice of reason. is more dear
Than prophet, priest, or angry God."

Where billions writhe in pain,
In untold agonies of woe,
I'd never smile again.

Ruutures Cured
By My Medical ~ompound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30Days.

these two classes respectivly .-(.'t·itical.Review.

This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years

"His withered form was sawn in two
BecausE! he would each bosom scan,
And :fix on guilt his burning look,
And whisper low,' Thou art the man.'

If I believed in that dread place

A Modern· Symposium.

Medical Common Sense.

Where would be tlwse happy gatherings,
Called camp-meetings, every year?
Where would be those wailing brethren
And those weeping sisters dear,
If there was no one to tempt them
To be sinful on the sly?
Thousand Isles would be deserted
If the devil were to die.

She hoped to find the limpid stream
Where first she caught his witching look
When darkly fell her raven hair
Upon the mosses of the brook.

"I whispel·ed that my heart was soreWan lilies heard the moving tale;
They hid it in their raiment sweet
And breathed it soft to every gale.

EMBRACING

Where for refuge would they fiy?
Wretched would be their condition
If the devil were to die.

And Ruth fled from Boaz.-Jewish Legend.
She pressed her sandai on the rock
Where wept the dewy tamarind tree,
And leaped into a dark abyss
As souls can brave etmnity.

" Weary I wand11red from liis smile;
I found the woodland's tangled maze;
The coolness of a dripping rock,
The thirsty lambkin's piteous ways.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

Cardinals, priests, and popes as well;
If by chance they lost their father,

BY .ALHAZA.

4t25

SEND TO

~old

at this oflice.

CHRISTIANITY
FROM A

Scientific and Hustorical Standpoint.
BY WU. N. ltlcLAREN.
A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects

treated are, U nrevealed Religion, Old Testament Relig-

ELMINA

hysiologist, 10 cents.

E. D. BLENKER,
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.
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"I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankin<l; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispensable little article should bear the
infarnous n::nr.e of 'Conwtock.' n-Mrs.YoUNG DENNis,
Cedar Rapids, Iowu.

Ion, Evidence In Support of Christianity, History of
~~(;~~W:·1~~tf.;/Wh~lj~ga~;~~~re of Christianity, Proposed
For Tbem,
The book Is very radical and thorough and shows concluslvly
that the system of religion which has been built
"The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
the Bible has a very unstable foundation.
"John's Wa~." 15 cents. "Stu'}};lng the Bible." 75 upon
Price, 50 cents. For sale at this office.

~~=Ps g~fJJ~ ~eec~i~~S~esA~fdr~~;

"At last we have seen and examined the famous
'Comstock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of
construction; seems admirably adapted to the end had in
view in its invention and manufacture, and should be
in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
ihe interest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
their fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and
health interferes with ~e profits of certain well-k-nown
classes."-Liberalli'ree.t'ress, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov, 6,
1880.
" We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthouy Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y. M. C. A., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned champion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got
burt for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to see an
instrnnwnt so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so nniqnc, and in every way adapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the ladies it
must be considered a rcnl blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all syringes. "-Dr. Kin get's Health
Jownal, New York, (317 East 1-Jth Street,) October, 1880.
".Any reflective render must perceive the practicabilitY
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent nced.. of its
uniwrsal usc for the welfare of womankind. "-Dr. A.
OrrEmr.n.'X, St. Joseph, :I.Io.
"Thnt 'Comstock' Syringe bas proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. l\fy wife's health has
greatly improved shice she commenced using it. "-EZRA
T. DANIELS, Downs, Kan.
"I have just received that warmly-welcomed little
friend to u·oman. I think it one of the best hn·cntions
of the age. "-Mrs. :r.r. S. TowNSEND WooD, West New-

SI~K.

I'd wish the sun would cease to shine.
The stars fade from the SkY,
The universe sink into nought
And God himself might die.

"'l'he majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortunes of othm·s for subsistence will set their faces
ngninst your 'Comstock' contrivance. "-D. HIGBIE,
J.L D., Bmton, ::\rich.
''I hope yon wiJl push your 'Comstock' Syringe
until it is known to every family in the Union, when
its great bcn~Jfit to ovcrlaskcd antl suffering women

will be apprcciated."-A. L. RAwso>~, l\[. D., L. L. D.
"I think it is the best niticle of the kiml I ever
saw."-EnwrN BAnr.ow, D. :;.\L, Flushing, ~1ich.
"We have critically exami!1cd

the

'Comstock'

Syringe (so-called) nnd professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed purpose that we have e1·cr seen. It •lwuld he in the possession of m·cry woman in the land. "-Dr. NORMAN
MAcLEoD, Dr. JonN ~IAcCmmJ.o>~, Dr. A. E. ~Ionms,
Dr. E. A. JIIAN>!SEL, Prof. DELoss I.ucE, Dr. E. AT·
WELL, Dr. A. J. DEAL, all of Chicag-o, Ills.
"I received that wonderful Syrin;;c, und consider it

the type of health and purity. I want to ''hake hands
with yon and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
supreme blcssing."-ManY E. BAnLow, Lincoln, New
Mexico.

Nature.
BY E. W . .A.

Instinct in the aninlal,
And reason in the man,
Are attributes of nature
That never bad a plan
For nature is perfection
Which works without a plan,
So never uses reason,
The attribute of man.
These assertions may seem strange,
And to many new,
As counter to theology,
Thought so long as true;
But facts are stubborn things,
We cannot alter them,
More than fruit can poise in air
When severed from the stem.
The laws of nature never change,
They are the same forever,
Working in a perfect way
Forever and forever.

"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."Cottonwood, Kan.
· • Anthony- Comstock has nt last been of some service
BY JOHN MESLIER,
L-J humanity in calling public attention to snch a blessA Ruman Catholic Priest,
ing as your Syringe."-J. W. KtNSKEHN, Sanford,
"It's only a cold" has sent thOusands to prema- Who, after aJlastoral service of thirty years at Etref.lfo':,Y Broome Co., N.Y.
0
8
;~~e~~~X::· m~~o~des Jtt~s ~~g\~~t:X~~~~ ~i~}~'h~Y:~~~: ~~~:st a~d le~~~nf.:'!:la~~'*'i!t":.t;."JlyT~~l~~~nf~,l t~ 'b_~=
"I can truly sny that I am more than please<] with
dies must be used to remove the obstruction. Taken
~~~~~ 10f~!"• ~%~v~~n~~e'Jor~o;~~e J'~~U~~eq, 'bt;:iim~~ the Syringe received. I am proud of it. It far surtimely, a few doses of
passes my expectation. All women ought to he thankSense."
Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient
0
ful for such n gml-seml to !heir sex. I would not have
tl~~~~~~·\~~'t'iff.:;!ar~~l;yl~~dJ~
~~~c~~~~h'fn'::
~r~~i:~:
will carry off naturally the cause of the suffering, and save
bcgrm1gcd tho purchusc price hnd it lJccn $50. "-Mrs.
days, months, or even years of suffering.
~~~t bo; ~~l~a&~~~;i:~ ~I~~~If} ~~~f:s~:~.beT~e Ifril~aewjg; W.
IT. W!LLIA]!S, Ottawa, ICnn.
~"at~~ opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
28
"I think it meets all !he demands of woman for
NEWBURYPORT, MASS., Sept, 23, 1878.
snell an article. It is certainly tho best Syringe I have
To MISS ANNA KNooP, Dear Madam:
The work of the honest pastor, Jean Mesl!er, Is the most ever seen., -JA'!'!IEB 1\L DuNN, New \VnshingLon, Pn.
curious and the most powerful thing of the kind which

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivlythat

'I'HE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Ltl'e, Trial, Execn·
tion, etc., Is a Myth.

Brother saints and moralizers,
Though I wish not to offend,
I would ask if it is justice
To defame your dearest frie11d,
That you every Sabbath do it
Is a fact none can deny;
What would be your situation
If the devil were to die?
Recollect those worthy shepherds
-Who in such rich pastures dwell;
Pious deacons, bishops, parsons,

~R~I~alaf~<;,tlo:;,~h~-~~~o~"'b~:~g~. ch~~JUJf.:'i d';,"n'!:~~Tr~
tuous and humane act In translating his book so well.
JAMES p AllTON,
Price, clot~~}J~UWJ:li!.f~-~41 Eighth st •. New York.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
Modern Thinkers, Treating upoilBIBLE.
the Gods of the Se·

l'rlce, $2,00

If the Devil Were to Die.

~~~ ~~f; ~e~~urfufik0 ~~~e~.ati'rhfo~~:a~~iV~i~~;~~: ,?~:~~

~For

aale at this office

WHAT THEY THINK ANDWHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Introduction 7;y R. G. I'TI{fe11oll.

mitic Nations, Including Allah,
.Tehovah, Satan, the Holy
Ghost, .Tesus Cbrist, the
Virgin Mary, and
the Bible.

To the latter 2SO pages are devoted, showing that book
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bentham .._:Adam Smith!· Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer be a very lnferlo'r production for a 1lrst-class tlod.
'
and Prof. l!'rnst Haecke .
BY D. M. BENNETT.
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.
llSS lar88 pages. Paper covera, 60 cents; Cloth, $1.00.

.HATTIE SAN'l'Y,

•' I consiclcr this "Comstock , Syringe the prince of

all others for cleansing and healthful purposes, and for
applying local remcdicR. I never felt 1nore like rcjoicillg b11ny life than I do now over 1ny returning health
since the commcncenlcnt of its usc. ,,_Mrs. II. F. Phill-

ips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent securely boxed with special instructions.
Confidential terms to agents.
Price Ten Dollars,
Make Money Orders payable at Stution E. Address
SAM. II. PRESTON,
209 Wcst34tll St., New York.
5 to $20 PER
DAY at home. Samples worth e5
tree. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me .

$
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BROOKLYN, April SO, 1881.
DJ<. TrrA YER, My Dea>· Sir: I was first taken sick about
the 15th of February, 1830. My first attack was like this:

~alfe'f~~ly~Yclo!~ ~1h;b;;:s~ib~tfff~~ h ~1~ ~r0h~g':~i~~
8 0

1

the lungs. I recovered slightly. Three 'weeks after I
was awal<enerl In the night with a cough, finding my
ALL ORDERS FOR " WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL mouth full of blood. Continued to spit blood for two
days before It could be controled, which left me very
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE. MANUFAC· weak. Recovered just enough to get around again in a
v~y: weakened condition.
TURER, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL
Whenever I would stoop to ~lck up anything the blood
1

POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CfiECKS MUST BE MAD~ w~'i:1~ ~Fr;~y !~}{' ii'lE~~;:~ both declared that I could
never recover again. From July, 1880, to September 29,
PAYABLE TO WILLIAM WThSON, 465 FULTON ST., 1880, I was occasionally spitting up blood. Was suddenly:
taken sick one night while In the street. This attack of
BROOKLYN.
bleeding continued for twenty-four days. Spitting? No;
I should better describe It by saying vomiting up bloou
every cough. Dr. Sheppard was called In and said It
The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the with
was
uot possible for me to llv till sr,rlng-that I shouldn't
mal'l'el of the world.
They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, ~~Y1; 1~~,i}8.' 11 b~~'l5;,rfe~;, ~~tiie~n~aa~
~gg~~'!.~ ~~rn~_:
and making glad the hearts of the people.
THAT I COULD NOT RECOVER.
Early In March, 1881, I gave up the doctors In disgust.
Upon the 21st of March, 1881, the "WILSONIA" appliThe" WILSONIA" will cure any of the following forms ances
were put on me while I was in bed, as I was too
of disease:
weak to leave the same. Four days before this time,!Paralysis,
Locomotor Ataxia.,
also my friends-thought I was dying.
I n!lammatory Rheumatism, Gout,
Upon the 26th of March, 1881, I felt strong enough to
Anchylasls,
Varicose Veins,
get up and dress myself for the 11rst time in three
Asthma,
Catarrh,
months. Then upon April 8, 1831, I was strong enough
Bronchitis,
Pneumonia.,
to ride two miles and call upon Mr. Wilson.
Now, three weeks since that time, I reel 8trong
hn,~~~fJ~~~e~f the Lungs ~~'i,"g~l.:tfo~ ~~~h~u~f~neys,
Albuminous Urine,
Spinal Disease.
f:I~~lb\~H'I~~f ~:.'~TrDi~l'!,;wt~e }p~ti:c~s~da~~
feel my strength growing 'better and better each day; In
Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of fine, I feel stronger and better than I have since I was
first taken sick.
Yours respectfully,
over THIRTY THOUSAND persons.
Send for price list and clr~ula.rs.
MIC!M·1f.tl~1;~~,{,?e~Brooklyn.

::,"y

"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY
FROM 2 O'CLOCK P. M. TO 4 O'CLOCK P. l\1.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF
AMERICA.
It Is a fact well known to every Individual In this coun·

~r~~h~~ ~e~e~h~v~~~~~~s £~Yr~er;,n ~p.Pyo~~~glcm:'gv;g

For instance, Fulton with ~is steamboat, and

same.

St.fg~~n~~~ t~tJ' fi~l~Ji~::i-~'1~· our

Congress who looked
upon Morse as a lunatic when he asked for a short line of
te1egraph between Baltimore and Washington. Yet to· anifeJ'!ac;u~~~::Je~~o ~~~~~~~~ A~~~a~~~e~~a\h~r~~~~;
day what should we do without our telegraph or steam. tissues, fiulds, etc., by .acting dYrectly on the arterial
boat and locomotlv?
blood, which absorbs a due amount of Jthe magnetic
force, thus invigorating the whole ststem, there being no

gf~1 t~r e~its!'::i~t~~~~n;~~g~~ ~l pt~~on1~0~ho 1~s~s th~fr 11}~
0

THE INVENTORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HA V
HAD TO BEAR THE INSULTS OF ALL SO-CALLED
SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR HUMPHREY
DAVY, ONE OF THE GREATEST CHEMISTS THAT
· EVER LIVED-HE WITH ALL HIS LEARNING .
PROVED HIMSELF A FOOL WHEN HE RIDI· ~
CULED THE IDEA OF LIGHTING OUR STREETS ;
. WITH GAS. HE SAID IT WAS AN IMPOSSJBIL.:
0

from a neglect of the conditions necessary for Its preser.
vatlon.

-,--

NASAL CATARRH ANJ) OBESITY.

WONDERFUL CURE OF PAP.ALYSIS AND APOPLEXY.
[CASE OF PROFESSOR HATCH SMITH.j

DEAR Sm: The" WILSONIA'¥~~!J'£tfc: Jlft&~W±s
THIS INVENTION IS AS NEW TO THE PHY- ;
with which you Invested me on the 22d day of November,
uTtlmo, hav proved to be all that you claimed for them.
OF BROOOLYN AS WAS THE FIRST
; INTRODUCTION
OF
STEAM-ENGINS
AND ; ~~:ry~~ac~~n ;;;~t\~Y~ta;~· ~f\J'.:';~:t~ ,<E;e t!~~~:W
; ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, AND YET THE PEO- ~ {g~~l".Wrls~~~~~ Jl~W-f~ 1.\:!~taJ:'i>~e~~t~~".~~
; PLE, ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, HAV NO MORE : physical condition are alike a wonder and a pleasure-the

f

~ SENSE THAN TO ASK THEIR PHYSICIANS ~
: WHETHER OR NOT THEY SHALL WEAR WIL. :
IT IS JUST AS REASONA·
j BLE TO ASK A COMMON TINKER TO MAKE ~
~YOU A GOLD WATCH, OR AN IDIOT TO SOLVE:
; A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK~
; PRACTICING PHYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS ;
iTO THE VALUE OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC j
CLOTHING. AND YET THIS INVENTION IS ~
: DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER :
; METHODS OF TREATING DISEASE, AND OUR ;

i SONIA GARMENTS.

i

i

~CHILDREN

WILL WONDER HOW THEIR PAR-i
COULD HA V BEEN SO HUMBUGGED AS
: TOPOISONTHEMSELVSWITHNOXIOUSDRUGS.;
; PHYSICIANS THEMSELVS WHOHAV ADVANCED
; IN LIFE KNOW VERY WELL THAT MEDICIN IS ;

!

j ENTS

i

; A MISTAKE.
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0

0

0. 0
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l

th~e~~~~~~tl:~J~~=~:~~~~~:~%J~~t't':ia:Ve~~

"There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
human mind of more Importance than alleviating huEnforce your physicians and the Charity Commissioners of the
man suffering, stopping the progress of disease, and thns
Brooklyn to accept my offer te them In your behalf.
extending the period of human life. And I know of no
I renew It here as follows:

0

1SICIANS

stageo
and some of them were
had been In the Insane
ness-Fitst others upon
g!~i~~ t"C~~e~~- become
Sypllllls posltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
Wistem. GOnorrhrea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia. (or Rupture),

~J·Jl~~~~~~~ ~b~~~~~,;t~"a"s r~:~~~t~·(ar delay of
the first menses), Dyamenorrhrea (or laborious menstrua..
tlon), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhma (or
whites), Prolaj>sus Uteri (or tailing womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, liS the following will show:
"DEAR DOCTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
you are received, I will not need to tell you that I a.m feeling better tha.n for seven years, nor ex~ess my gratitude
~e"iY~~dgio:O~~;~ ~~~~~~~~a.;~~~~ g~\~\v~;a~Hd you
The above lines, from Annie Edwards, of Alliance, 0.
Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
THEIR TIME OR MY OWN IN CALLING UPON : by
the Doctor from su:tfer1ng women whose diseases peculla.r to their sex hav made their llves so miserable, and
ME,
who receive so little sympathy from members of bhelr
own households.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
FRIENDS OF THE SICK POOR OF BROOKLYN,

~ -~~:..~.~.~-~-~~~-~~A~-~~~: ...........................:

Now, then, as to the WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTH·
ING.

MY DIFFICULTY IS THAT MANY PERSONS WILL ~
BEC01IE ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, WILL SWAL.
LOW MEDICIN ENOUGH TO FLOAT A STEAMSHIP, AND RUB IN LINIMENTS AND OINTMENTS ENOUGH TO TAN THE SKIN TILL IT
BECOMES LIKE THE SAIL OF A SHIP; AND
THEN, HEARING OF MY MARVELOUS CURES,
WILL EXPEC1'; ON PUTTING ON MY GOODS, TO
JUMP INTO NEW LIFE IN TWO OR THREE
MONTHS. THIS IN MOST CASES IS AN ThfPOS- :
SIBILITY, AND PERSONS GOVERNED BY SUCH~
EXPECTATIONS HAD BETTER NOT WASTE;

a~re~~f~a~a ~~~~rt~h~e~t~i[a~:r~:~~m~~~ t~ec~~e

the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautliul as It Is
certain and perfect. Be assured that In giving you this
statement I am actuated by a desire to lead all to seek
your aid who suffer from a. similar disease. I now know
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"
Is absolutely true. This may puzzle some of my Intimate
friends, who are ~able craftsmen on the medical strut; but
they hav got to admit it. Wonderful facts cease to as1

~~~f!ea:.t~~: f~ru:!~~~~ ~~ 1:~~~~Wlis~N ll,~i~s~f~~

of doctors and drugs. Your humEle and obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.

THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
IN 1'HE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS AP.E ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PA.
TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHYSICIANS OF BP.OOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFEUT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,

l'fr:i\~~~i~W~;s~~~c~~~~a~lt~~ J.'"fl\~c;u~~~~sl~~;~~~
~~J~'F"J~ s~~~~~;, f,~~~oe~e~~~~ ~o~~?~~if!r~~'t;
R~v~t!cgi a 'fi~J.~~wklll[n:c~~,.l;.~aM~~~~~wb~e~i'o"d

wben all other means failed, Try him, by all means, If
you are afflicted with any of the maladies Incident to this
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benefit of
su.1Iering humanity."
Dr. Fellows will send for two S-cent ~'kn;:}~ his MEDITH, setting
CAL ADVISER; or, NEW GUIDE TO
forth a new and sclent111c method (never before known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, h1s PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause,
symptom'!!, horrible effects, and cure, which consists of the
External J<emedy spoken of above. No nudicin talcen.
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letter, free and Invited,

~~~~:t:,:;e;e:~~~lr!;.a".i~~~~~~1J~. 'W. 1'-~hlBW:g~s
VIneland, N, J.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

And the range of price for the "Wilsonla" Jlfagnetlc Suits
warren ted to effect a cure in every case, when th'e f>~it is
worn continuously for the space of twelve months-fre" Some Mistakes of Moses."
quently will do this In half that time.
This volume Is printed on toned paper, In clear, bold
All forms of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as Phthisis type, and handsomely bound In mnslln, containing :zl5
Pulmonalis, or Consumption. Bronchial Hemorrhage, Pulmonary Hemorrhage, Croupous Pneumonia, Catarrhal pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
1
Pneumonia, Induration, or Hurdenin~ of the Lung, Bran.
sofi% :Sb~~~~n~~~ ~R; ~~~l~~~E~hn~l lli:\~~;,~~~~
~e pamphlets tkat havbeen surreptltlonsly
~~~~U~~~f 1t~~~~~~~~z~~vPi~~is~~a~~~~~~~~~. I~ that{subject.
Water in the Chest, Pneumt(J..1/w,·ax, or Air in the Chest, Issued are Incorrect, filled with mistakes, and consist of

l!J-lf~~x;sbg~~i~;~~go~r~~et~: ~~~~he u wnsonia" Mag. g~[~~~u~g'!J.;~;;:t~~fi%t~~ne~afne~h';ih~~~~hJ'~.:'ta{.~;:£.
netic •nits which aggregate In cost from $38.50 to $73,50, The book Is unanswera,hle In fta facts and log!Jl, lnlmltsble
Its style, and filled with wit, satire, elOquence, and
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM- according to the precise character of the disease and con- In
dition of the patient. These same conditions govern or pathos.
MINE..'qT DEATH
~~~~~~~~~e'ft~fg~~~ 1~ t~~ot6u~~\;~eifS:f;;·~~.tte cost in
DEAR SIR: some two weeKs slnce 1 read ln the Brooklyn
All forms of Cardiac, or HEAR'!' DISEASE, require "The Gods and Other Lectures."
~~fc~it~K0~~e;~~~t~,WTI:JO~lle~~~~~t~e~~1l~~0~s~~ mzy;;:~~u~~s EI~~1.%funo~r£~~ g~1~~o}0Df~~TION' CONTENTS.- " The Gods,'' •• Humboldt," "Thomas.
of suppressed scarlet fever. Havlng known of a case
Paine," '' Individuality," "Heretics and Heresies." Price,
where a. young man threatened With pneumonia. was realJy such as Diphtheritic Inflammation of the Pharynx, Syphli· cloth,
$1.25; paper, 50 cents.
cured In forty-eight hours by putting on [.our nerve and 1tic Affections of the Pharynx, Inflammation of the
CEsophagua, Stricture Of the <Esophagus, Acute Gastric
~ftt l~v~~8f~~~f1;,\dw~~efg.!l~u~t~\r~~~ ffi'i~e}~~~cgJ~ Catarrh, or Acute Catarrh of the Stomach, Gastrit1s, or In- "The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
and see if any allowance must be made for the reporter's fiammat1on of the Stomach, Caninoma, or Cn.ncer of the
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old grn.nd- Stomach, Hematomesis, or Hemorrhage of the Stomach,
CoNTENTlll.-" The Ghosts," "Liberty o:t Man, woman,
daughter of Mr~ David Collier, on Columbia street, and 1 Dyspepsta, Scrofulous and Tuberculous Diseases of the
1
Intestins and :Mesenteric Glands, Colle, Gastric }""'ever,
8 1
~fn~~!!~,;; ~fe:g~r:; ~Yn°~~~~ii~'~l!~fh~e,;~tFif~~\~
of the Stomach and Intestins,.Peritonttis.
~~~e~u'lfs~~n~~~~~efftr"r'!fgJ: ltH~~I J' f,l~h~a~fl~r~'i[;~l~;~::: Neuralgia
fore
Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, '1.25; paper, 50
The above require suits costing from $48.50 to $93.50.
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist, acted as every humane
All forms of Disease of the L1 ver and BUe-Ducts, such cents.
ghyslcian does when, having no hope of r~covery himself
Botb volumes bennd In one, price, paper, f1.00.

We hav In Brooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
been given over by the very best physicians, so called, In b~s~~xs t~~l:;g~~1Jn~~ ~t~ ~~~~'i-'\~:~h~~~\v~~6Kr"&~
the city of Brooklyn. In the testimonies given below you
8
0
hav the names of five Brooklyn physicians who had given fi~~~i~~~~~~e~ ! ~~~~fe:;dwf~~ghf~vlf~~.~~~ f~~ f~~
over the patient to die.
leg belts which he took oJf his own person, and applied
Uead tliese testimonials ancl then let these physicians them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter. In
answer why they fall to cure. I{ead Dr. Mansfield's evi0
dence; also the evidence of Peter Lehlback, of Jersey :~B~~;:~d~~~xfi~fnt~: ~~~~~tTl~~~~;~d ilia.\h; ~~~W~
City, whom fifty physicians of New Jersey and New York

~tfaW:;~~i~h~~¥~~~~~~~~~tti~s\~~fL~~~rilt~~;ti~~~~~1~

of the Liver, Acute and Chronic Hepatitis, or Acute and
Chronic Intlammation of the Liver, .Fatty Liver, Cancer
of the Liver, etc.
·
The above require suits costing from $38.50 to $83.50.
All forms of disease of the kidneys, such as Hemorrhage
of the Kidneys, Acute Bright's Disease, Parenchymatous,

"What Must We Do to be Saved'l"

1
1
F::N~r:~!f~r1~~~;~~~h~n;e:~~- 'tafo~!id ~~n[t~~t~!~!~~stbi YU~:~~~i~:!;}f~~~~~~~eSt~~'i~1~~1ie rKfJ'~g;:, ~~~
f~~; t~1[erd~8t~ ~~~:~~i~~ fo~~ ;~~~~ ~~c~~~t~if~;~cii~ should
find, doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling twia Vesicalis, or Hemorrhage of the Bladder, lnconti·

costing that poor man $15,000. And ye& the" WILi:iONIA" In the family, touching their family phys!CLan; a relucGARMEN1'i:i, which they dared condemn, are allsutllclent tance to say mnch.ln special praise of a remedy that was
to cure In two months.
not administered Or recommended by the doctor. I was
satlsiled, however, that those most interested considered
that the savln~ of the little patient was due to the "WIL·
0
: I WILL GIV ANY PHYSICIAN IN BROOKLYN: ~~~~~,'~~d du': ~o~!~:~~~f p~bt~ct d:~~~~it~£ 't~~;
acknowledgment be publicly given.
,5,000 IF HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAY IN HEF·
Desirous of knowing what ill'. Mo1Iat himself would say
the C!lOe, I visited his residence and had a prolonged In; ERENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE "WILSONIA" ; of
terview. Among other things he said:" Tho patient was In
condition. We could not bring on dlaphore·
; SYSTEM IN TREATING DISEASE, AND WILL! "precarious
sis, but a gentle perspiration set In after the goods had
; ALSO UNDERTAK}l: TO CURE NINE-TENTHS; been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet·
ter gradually as long as they were on her." Very naturally
~ OF ALL HIS INCURABLES, FREE OF CHARGE, he put In some saving clauses for the reputation and dig.

1

1

E PROVIDED HE REGISTERS THE NAMES
~THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.

i
OF i

~i\Yc&~~~: !~~~1ie :: ~~~iJ ;;:~i't~e s~~i~h: ~~£~er~~~~~
In repeated cases before he could declare In Its favor unre-

·················••·,············································ ~~~:~r~~u\ta~~~~~~~~~~e~~i ~~si~~~a~J;! tK~r~n:~ ~~
rl~;~oWff~b~rAtl~~~~t~~a~~ ~~~fJ ~ellii~ ~~~~~~;eft~~

0

.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
nence of Urine and all diseases of the Sexual organs, OvaBy the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
11tis, or Inflammation of the Ovary,Ovaria.n Tumor, Ca.
Cabinet size, price $~.50. Neatly lacked and boxed
tal"l'h of the Uterus, D1splar.emenv of the Uterus, PaP
enchymataus Met1itis, or Acute Inflammation of tlle Uter~ ready for shipment. Every admirer o this great Apostlo
us, Tumors of the Uterus, Anomalis, or Menstruation, P1'0- of Liberty should hav at le!lOt one.
laJfsus Uteri, Catarrh of the Vagina, Leucharrh.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
A~ef~~~e ~FqJ'ir~~x~~cg~t~'tg/~ll?rrv~~~o ~t~:PEM, By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the foJ.
lowing prices:
1
~~~t:t:t~~~il~fv~~ ~~ ;h~~Jgy, ~~rifj;(;~~~: ~~ ~~~~~:~:
m:Et':fl~~ g!r~~eslze • • . • • • • • • ~ ce::ts
of the Upper or Lower Half of the llody, Paralysis Agi.
1
Llfe-s!Ze Llthograph,~21XZl
•
•
•
00
ba~e~ii~~a~~u~;tf~atfo~o~lfe;1;ec1r(a~~ lfJ~eY:ro;~~tN~
Pos&age paid.

fz~e;:~~ll~~·t~rclg~ot~e0 b~~~nBI~i~UtfeK~~ea:.:~uh:fic:J(~:
genitus, or Water on the Brain tram Birth, Mye?icis, or Intlo.mmation of the Spinal Marrow, Hemorrhage of the

~.f~~£i~~ra'i ~fie8 ~k~~1atlb~~~.x%J~~~o~<:4~~~f~~' ~~ ~~~:

gressiv Grey Degeneration of tho Posterior Cotumna of
the Spinal Cord, Ticdouloureux, Neuralgia, .New·atgifk
Ischia lJica, or Sciatica.. Cltorea, or St. Vitus' Dance, 1.T-ismusj or Lock-.lfw· Ey,llepsy, or Falling Sickness, Eclamp·

1
I will also glv rany lJatlent $5,1)()0 WhO has worn [my lieving, yea, knowing as well as I do that mothers and
goods In quantity and time liS I direct and has not re- fa'::~s;~"~y~rtb~ 1),e~r1~"6'1dr]{li.'Rf1~~'l,;'ll\ftNf1if~{ftNt¥s si~h~~~~~~~n~e ~~~rs~tfsa:!~f~~ f~~$~~.m~ $i~·.oo.
All forms of D<l[:iEASE of the bKIN, such as Eczema and
ceived all the benefit ! promised.
they hav a sure reliance in those frequently recurring, and its several varieties, require suits coating from $48.50 to
if not broken up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, I am lll·
farms of DISEASE of the ORGANS of LOCOMO·
duced to write Lou this, You may make what use of It
h~~ ~boose. lt s from one In whom suJieriu~·~'lli'~¥J.ty TION, such as Rheumarthrisis Acute, or Flying Gout,
Acute Articular Rheumatism, Chronic Articular Hhen·
matism, Deformities of the Joints, Gout, Progrcssiv Muscular Atrophy.
ILdl:MATEMESIS.
THE FAR·l<'..UfED "WILSONIA."
The above reqnlre magnetic suits costing from $48.50 to

$?iff·

[Bleeding from mucous membrane of Throat and
li.tomach.]

gjoJi~fs:n:~~~~' t~o~~~~r\~~~~~~~scg~i~:~eeri£&~ ~~

complicated forms within the short space of ten or twelve
months. I~ead the following glowing tribute from the
ready pen of the world-renowned Dr, Mansfield, of .New
York, It was received to-day:
61 WEsT FoRTY-SECOND STREET, N.Y., Aprll9,1881.
DBAR WILBON; I am pleased to Inform you tllat I am

$2fi~:forms

of ACUTE and CHRONIC INFECTIOUS
such u.s :Measles, Scarlet Fever, Sma11 Pox,
CJllckeu Pox, Typhus Fever, Typhoid Fever, Hel\\pslng
Fever, Intermittent Fever, Dysentery, Syphilis, Congell·
Its! and Hereditary.
The above re\!ulre magnetic suits costing $9S.OO.
All DISORDEHS o:l!' NUTRITION wblch do not depend upon Infection, such as Chlorlsls, Scrofula, Diabetes
Lboth varieties], &;aroutus, or Scuryy, eto.

141 Elg.fth ~~~~..i'toorl!:,

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

OF

Col. R. G.

IIJ~ersoll,

D. M. Bennett
and Others.

Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Pn.oto.
graphs, on Convex Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as .lJurable.

DI~EASE,

A E w.,Box447,

Woonsocket, R.I.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER!! JULY 9!1 1881.

fltm# of g[houyht.
VAIN transitory Splendor t Could not aU
Reprieve the the tottering mansion from its fall?
Obscure it sinks, nor shall it more impart
An hour's importance to the poor man's heart.

-Goldsmith's Deserted Yillage.
I HAV no propensity to envy any one, least of
all the rich and great; but if I am disposed to this
weakness the subject of my envy would be a
healthy ymmg man in the full possession of his
health and faculties, going forth in a morning to
work for his wife and children, or bringing them
home his wages at night.-Paley.

EVEN now what affections the violet awakes;
What fond little islands twice seen in their lakes
Can the wild water-lily restore;
What landscapes I read in the primrose's looks,
And what pictures of pebbled and mirrowy brooks
In the vetcbes that tangled the shore.

-Campbell.
THAT governments exist only for the good of the
people appears to be the simplest and most obvious of all truths. Yet history proves that it is one
of the most recondite. We can scarcely wonder
that it should be so seldom present to the minds of
rulers, when we see how slowly and through how
much suffering nations arrive at a knowledge of it

-Macaulay.

·

I cALL a man remarkable who becomes a true
workman in this vineyard of the Highest. Be his·
work that of palace building and kingdom founding
or only of delving or ditching, to me it is no matter, or next to none. All human work is transitory
small in itself, contemptible. Only the worker
thereof and the spirit that dwelt in him is signiti-

cant.-Garlyle' s Reminiscences.
THE star of the unconquered will,
He rises in my breast,
Serene and resolute and still
And calm and self-possessed.

~dds

and

~nds.

D. M. Bennett's Publications.\
Truth Seeker Library.

A TRUE philosopher never argues. He mentally
concludes that his opponent is an ass, and keep~
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reo
formers. The Biographies of three hundred of the
his mouth shut.
most distinguished teachers and J!hllosophers (who were
not Christians), from the time ot Menu to the present.
THIS is the season when the new broom begim By
D. M. Bennett. 1,()75 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $8.00; leather,
to sweep clean, and the man who don't wipe bis $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
feet well before be comes into the bouse will think
·rhe ChatnPlons of the Church ; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches
sixteen or twenty planets are in perihelia.
of prominent C!n·lstlans far worse than Iri.lldels. A com.
AN orange grove of twenty acres costs about ten panlon book to "The World's SaKeS" etc. By D. M. Ben·
Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, '1'!.00 ; leather, $4,00; mo
thousand dollars. Now you can understand why nett.
rocco, 2:llt edges. $4.50.
the train boy can't possibly sell last year's oranges.
The Gods and Religions ot'Anctent and
lined with saw-dust. for less than ten cents apiece. Modern Times. Vol. I -glvs a full account of a.ll the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, Including
A WOJIIAN may be so sick all the winter that she Jehovah, Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
and the Bible. SS5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fully
c'ln 't wear her new 11onnet to church, but along to- Mary,
a.!! the rell~lous systems of the world, Including Judaism,
ward the middle of April she will manage to crawl
~~:~~e~~~'f~It:1nfohf£:t~~~\~.
Ia;~:~. o~;W.IEF,
out of bed, tu1n the bouse upside down, and caU it Bennett, written In prison. In cloth,t~:9
$S.&f per volume. or
\I spring clealiing.''
$5.00for the two volsumes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
gilt edges, $8.00
"WouLD yon say," asked the professor, "' 1
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con·
would rathe1· walk,' or, 'I had rather walk.?" "I talnlng near!{, 1,300 pages-a complete edltlon-wlth two
would say," replied a smart, bad boy, "I would
rf'ii~e~~Wlh~l['~o~egl~~\::V&f~~~t:.:'r~
r~f~~A~~~~~
rather lid e." And he was marked three below edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
zero, with cloudy or partly clearing weather.
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry into the
reality of divine revel&tlen. Decidedly tne most thor.
A MEDICAL journal of llfunich says that diphth&
Wiw~~~·E~:r~f.:':w;~;:~:
ria caught by kissing is likely to assume a much ?s"Jf~~~~ ~ft~~~~~v Bwoi>~
sor of the London Un~verslty 1,115 pages, 8vo. In cloth,
severer form than if the disease were contracted $4.00; leather. $5.00; morocco. gilt edges, $5.50.
or the contagion imparted in some other way.
'Analysts ot'Religious Belief. An Examination
This should be a warning to married men and of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writing!! of the world.
By VIscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
hired girls.
twice Premier of Engumd. Comtete from the London
"How do you like my spring clothes! " asked :h~;~~~o,7ifit~':f;:~. U~oo. In clot , $3.00; leather, $4.00;
Leander. "Pretty well," replied Hero, doubtfully,
The Great Works ot· Thomas Paine. Inand then added, "but I think I should like you bet- cluding
The Age of Rea.son, Examination of Prophecies,
ter in a walking suit." He sat wrapped in silent
~ri'~le~~~st~~t~~
~:,ang~·drit~e,;rJ~n~.fh~rsi~flei~~88J
thought for about five minutes, and then got up Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The R/i:hts of
Man; the whOI~eceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
and walked slowly away in the suit he had on.
~~~J:,~t~I~edges;$f.'§ll: avo. Cloth, $8.00; leather, ~.00;
A SAN FRANCISCO lady wanted her little girl to
The forego!~ elfht volumes are called "The Truth
bathe in a Toom the windows of which opened into
t~e g~~~~~~Jo~~~~e~~~dP~y~; ~
the yard, in which were some fowls. "But," said ~~~¥;~.~~~:'1oi;,.,.r
the little girl, "I don't want to bathe before the each.
Nature's Revelations ot· Character; or
chickens." "Oh, never mind the chickens," said
her mother. "Well," said the little woman, "I :;~.fu~f~f..?t:~~,!:!~~~r~~e~";n£'e~:~~~e~c:ngff ~~
tures. Dlustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
won't bathe before the rooster anyhow."
:fif~d~~s;if.'§l\.'8vo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,

W.
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Oh fear not in a world like this,
And thou shalt know ere long,
Know how sublime a thing it is
To suffer and be strong.
-Longfellow.
FOR forms of government let fools contest;
Whate'er is best administered is best;
For modes of faith let graceless zealots :tight;
His can't be wrong whose life is in the right.
In faith and hope the world will disagree,
But all mankind's concern is cl1arity;
All must be false that thwart this one great end,
And all of God that bless mankind or mend.

-Pope.

THEY had been engaged to be married :fifteen
years and still he bad not mustered up resolution
enough to ask her to name the happy day. One
evening be called in a particularly spoony frame
of mind, and asked her to sing him something tender and touching-something that would " move"
him. She sat down at the piano and sang: "Darling, I am growing old."
SHE was young and beautiful; be was old and
ugly. He took her hand and squeezed it tenderly,
and then she put out her tongue at him. Then he
laid his hand gently on her breast. She was eighteen and she was seventy, but still it was an affection of the heart. Oh, yes it was. Her heart was
affected, and he was a doctor, trying to see how
far the mischief had gone.

ToLERATION is only a recent discovery. We bav
ceased to burn men; it is now necessary to persuade them. The age of martyrdom, like that of
miracles, is past. We are not shot or pinned to a
stake or broken alive on the wheel as in by-gone
days; and yet we suffer by isolation, by misrepreBuB'S composition on the rhinoceros: The risentation, by ridicule, and by blame. Courage is as
necessary as ever for those who would bold by the nozeros livs in Azher and you kant stick a pin in
im
cause his werskit iz bilt ov ole stoves. Wen a
innate consciousness of the truth.-Smith's Duty.
rinozeros iz gonter be kild you mus alwaze go up
A THOUSAND men may enjoy the pleasure de- to im from before so az he'll kno somethin ov it an
rived from a picture, a symphony, or a poem, with- try to make a place fer a bullit to get in. Hiz noze
out lessening the happiness of the most devoted is got a upper teeth that's got no bizness ware it iz
connoisseur. The investigation of nature is an in- and if a boy sbood set down on it he better sta
:tinit pasture ground where all may graze and plugd up with tooth r'els he'll be all one pore. I'd
where the more that bite the larger the grass ruther be a pollywog if I wuz a rinozeros, tho I
grows, the sweeter is its :tiavor, and the more it spose if I wuz I woodent.
nourishes. If I love a friend it is no damage to me,
"BE jabers," said Patrick O'Rafferty, as he was
but rather a pleasure, if all the world also love him
reading about a case of suicide; "be jabers, if ive1·
and think of him as highly as I do.-Fluxley.
I take me own life it will be wid chloroform."
MANY bigoted Christians hav acted in obedience
"Niver do the loikeo' that, Pat," said Mrs. O'Rafto conscience and hav committed great crimes. ferty, "for yer inimies will bring it up agin ye
Torquemada obeyed his conscience and burned as long as ye liv."
heretics ·alive. Calvin obeyed his conscience and
"I know all that, but little I'll care. It's the best
put Servetus to death. The Scotch parliament con- way to doi, for ye see, Mrs. O'Rafferiy, ye jist
scientiously thought that all Roman Catholics doze otf, and ye don't aven know ye are dead till
should be executed. Protestants obeyed their con- ye wake up, and rad3 about it in the papers."
victions when they fiogged Quakers at the East
"That's thrue," said Mrs. O'Rafferty, solemnly,
Jail. Christian conscience must learn to to giv lib- and the subject was dropped.
erty of conscience to others.- National Reformer.
JOSIAR.
Two good meals a day are plenty in the winter,
Things has come to a pretty pass
and especially so for those who are indoors most
The whole wide country over,
of the time. Very few of us eat too little or too
When every married woman bas
seldom. But few kinds of food should ·be eaten at
To hav a friend or lover;
one meal. The more kinds of dishes one has on
It l!.in't the way that I was raised,
the table at a time the more temptation one has to
An' I hain't no desire
overeat in desire to taste of some portion of them
To hav some feller pokin' round,
all. Woman's work could be greatly simplified
Instead of my Josiar.
were the world suddenly to become hygienic in
I never kin forget the day
diet. It would be an immense gain in time, as
That we went out a•walkin',
well as health and good spirits. Few realize how
An' sot down on the river bank
mnch depends upon health as to the good nature
An' kep' on hours a'talkin';
and high spirits of individnals.-.Elmina D. Blenker.
He twisted up my apron string
An'
folded it together,
How men and women of common humanity, who
An' said he thought for harvest time
believe that God is love, can bold a faith that
'Twas cur'us kind o' weather.
must condemn to everlasting misery 11ine-tenths
of the human race, is more than I can understand.
The s~ went down as we sot there,
If they said that God loves one-tenth part of manJos111r seemed uneasy,
kind and hates the rest, then we could understand
An' mother she began to call,
them. But what kind of love is that which would
" Loweezy ! 0 Loweezy ! "
torture a man through all the eternities for not asAn' then Josiar spoke right up,
senting to a score of contradictory dogmas. I canAs I was just a'startin,
not comprehend how people are in earnest who
An' said "Loweezy, what's the use
preach those tllings. The whole scheme seems to
Of us two ever partin' 1"
me a farce, and it is really so ridiculous that the
It
kind o' took me by surprise,
best thing one can do is to laugh at it, as it is a lie
An' yet I knew 'twas comin'black as the heart of midnight, and deserves at the
I'd heard it all the summer long
hands of all honest men their severest condemnaIn every wild bee's hummin';
tlon.-L. K. Washburn.
I'd studied out the way I'd act,
But Lor'! I couldn't do it;
THE highest intellects, like the tops of mounI meant to hide my love from him,
tairu!, are the first to ca tcb the dawn of progress.
They are bright, while the level plain is still in
But seems as if he knew it.
An' lookin' down into my eyes
darkness. But soon the light, which at first illuminated only the loftiest eminences, descends on the
He must a'seen the fire,
plain and penetrates to the d<lepest valley. First
An' ever since that hour I've loved
come hints, then fragments of systems, then deAn' worshiped my Josiar.
fectlv systems, then complete and harmonious
I can't tell what .the women mean
systems. The sound opinion, held for a time by
one bold speculator, becomes the opinion of a
small minority, of a strong minority, of a majority
They only say to sound 'em;
of mankind. Thus the great progress goes on, till
I know, for one, I've never seen
schoolboys laugh at the jargon which imposed on
The man that I'd admire
:Bacon, till country rectors condemn the illiberality
TQ hav a'hangin' after me
and intolerance of Sir 'XhomasMoore.-Hacaulay.
Instead of my Joslar.
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dies, who take advantage of the same time to
rove around with an eye to fighting and mischief. In the city, say the Germans, the police
interfere when not wanted, and outside they
refuse to interfere when they are wanted. They
therefore call for organization to resist this
condition of affairs, which they pronounce intolerable.

BIHoJ;> STEVENs, of Pennsylvania, cautions
his clergy against the use of ,the revised New
Testament in the public services of the ehurch.
He says that no clergyman is at liberty to use
any other version of the Bible than the "King
CHARLES J. GUITEAU, theologian, politician,
James" which was in 1828 adopted by the
and would-be assassin of the President, joined
General Convention.
Plymouth church in 1857, and his name is No.
THE Cana.ndagua papers ha.v a. disgusting 2,422 upon the rolls of the church. He reaccount of the conduct of an influential promimained in the church untill859, when his connent church-member, Austin Persons, over
nection was discontinued. It is understood
three score and,ten years of age, for taking libthat he took a. letter with him when he went
erties unfit to be named with a little girl under
away, and it is thought that it was the one
ten years of age, named Gerty C. Adams. The
1Ipon which he was admitted to the Calvary
girl is an @rpha.n, and this saintly old Christian
Baptist church in this city, of which the Rev.
did his best to debauch and ruin her.
Mr. McArthur is pastor. Some of the attendABoUT two weeks ago, as Mr. W. T. Kent ants of Plymouth church recalled him to mind
was walking through Cedar Creek Swamp, he when they saw his picture, and say that he was
found a buzzard's nest, He took one of the in the habit of speaking at F.riday-evening
eggs to the store of T. W. Kent & Son, and meetings. His talk was ~s rational as any
put it in the care of his brother, Mr. H. V. Christian's, and nothing is remembered about
Kent, who put it in the show-case, where it re- it that pointed to insanity. Guitea.u was admained until last Thursday, when, to the sur- mitted to the church by letter.
prise of all, a young buzzard was hatched from
Tms time it is the Rev. Carl Heinrich, of
the egg.- Wrightville Recorder.
Woodhaven, L. I., and the woman is Mrs.
THE gratifying intelligence comes from In- Cripendorf, wife of· the Sunday-school superdiana., through the columns of the religious intendent and a. former warm friend of the
press, that a new fence has been erected guilty theologian. A.bout two years ago
around the parsonage of the Methodist Episco- Heinrich was installed pastor of the Methodist
pal church at Owensville. The former fence church at the above place, and :ooon after behad been a good one in its day, but had served gan an intimacy with Mrs. Cripendorf, which
its time, having stood for twenty years. A. coat she has confessed to her husband was highly
of paint, color not mentioned, has been applied improper for a. man to sustain to a woman not
to the Owensville parsonage within and with- his wife. Last May Heinrich was suspended
out.
from his charge because of his tender relations
VERY few of those who hav used the expres· to Mrs. Cripendorf, and last Wednesday he was
l!lion, "He's a brick," know that it comes from arrested on a. warrant obtained by the injured
Plutarch. A.n embassador from Epirus was husband, who charges him with assaulting him
shown by King A.gesilaus of Sparta over his with a shovel on the occasion of an accidental
capital, and expressed surprise at the absence meeting. Mr. Cripendorf says he retaliated by
of walls and fortifications. " Come to-mor- firing one shot at him, when the minister ran
row," quoth the king," and I will show you away. Heiurich says he is a Joseph and the
our walls." On the morrow he showed him an woman a Potiphar's wife, but when the trial
array of ten thousand men, remarking, "Each for assault comes on the little community of
one is a. brick."
Woodhaven will probably hear some racy eviIT has been remarked .frequently that not dence.
THE movement in the New York Chamber
only particular kinds of crime ·seem to go in
waves, like an epidemic, but strange accidents of Commerce to raise $250,000 for the Presiand other unusual occurrences show a like ten- dent's family is one of those proceedings at
dency. A. curious illustration is now furnished. which to look with reason rather than impulse.
While the President is agreeably surprising It was engineered by Mr. Cyrus W. Field and
his physicians by the favorable nature of his Mr. Jay Gould, and under excitement and the
1ymptoms, a. boy in Bayonne who had a. bullet duress or unre:fl.ection of the occasion, the inishot straight through his brain is causing equal tial subscription ran up to $40,000. Other
astonishment by showing indications of getting subscriptions are solicited, and "they should
be sent to Cyrus W. Field." Now, if the
well.
President
dies, Congress will doubtless follow
THE astronomers are uncertain whether the
the
precedents
in the case of the widows of
comet has split, in two or not. Prof. Stone
with the fine telescope of the Cincinnati Observ~ Messrs. Harrison, Taylor, and Lincoln, and
vote Mrs. Garfield the salary !or the whole of
&tory, which did splendid work in the hands
of the lamented Gen. Mitchel, says he saw it the remaining term, and then, aside from the
divided on Wednesday night, the 6th inst. Mr. fact of the sufficiency 0! the sum-$200,000Rock, who was looking at the comet with the if citizens want, in that· event, to more than
giant telescope in Washington on the same double it, no suspicion of interested motivs can
night, says it was not divided, but that a band be indulged. But should the President get
of light extended backward from the nucleus, well, the question of whether he could afford
and near the end of the band was a bright to let his family accept the money would be
l!lpot. He thinks the Cincinnati obserTers may one of importance. We all know that Messrs.
ha.v seen the spot but not the connecting band, Field, Gould, and others want the government
of the United States to be ten times as generand so hav taken the bright spot for a. separatous
to their subsidy schemes as they will ever
ed portion of the nucleus. The astronomers
all agree, however, that it would not be very be to any of its Presidents. The contribution
is not to be regarded, from the standpoint of
l!lurprising if the comet should split.
their business and their character, to be so
THE Germans of Indianapolis complain bit- much of a. gift as it is a. sheer speculation.
terly of the interference with their mode of Washington, Jefferson, Madison, Monroe, Quinpassing Sunday to which they are exposed in cy Adams, Jackson, Buchanan, Lincoln, and
that city and in its vicinity. They like to hav Johnson refused all gifts, great or small,
music and take their lager and coffee in the while Presidents, on the ground that they
open air with their families on Sunday after- could not afford to be under obligation, real
noons, or in gardens or halls attached to lager or implied, while holding. an office which
beer saloons, as they ha.v been accustomed to givs them power over th~ fortunes of
do in Germany. Within the city, however, every donor. This may be old-fashioned, but
these enjoyments are interfered with by the there are persons who believe it is right. We
temperance people and the police, and if they would discourage and criticise no generous imgo to gardens or other resorts outside of the pulse, but impulse is a bad barter for action,
oitylimits they are attacked by bands of row- and principles are not to be lost siiht of under
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any circumstances. Could President Garfield
maintain that reputation of disinterestedness
which is as important as the reality of it, if he
had to pass on schemes to dower these donors
GruscoM completed his forty-five da.y1' :fait
with largess out of the public treasury ?-Al- last Tuesday.
bany Argua.
THE khedive and his-ministers are trying to
THE Elmira TeZegr~ of recent date contains abolish sla.nry in Egypt.
a. full account of a. s~rious difficulty between
ELEVEN hundred and forty-four deaths were
two reverends named respectivly Lewis and
Shurtliff, the former charging Shurtliff with reported in this city last week.
A. WOMAN of sixty-five and a. youth of twen·
circulating stories to the effect that he was an
immoral man, and had ruienated the affections ty-two were married in this city last week.
of the wife of one David F. Kirkland whom
SIXTY thousand volunteer troops were rehe induced to accompany him to an ~bscure
viewed by Queen Victoria at Windsor, Eng.,
town in Cayuga. county and procured for her on the 9th.
there a temporary stopping-place at the home
JuLY lOth was the hottest day at St. Louis,
of one Lokey, where he frequently visited her,
finally removing Mrs. Kirkland to the town of Mo., of which there is any record. The therHartford, and procuring rooms, sharing them mometer registered 102.2.
with her, representing that the lady was a poor
FRANCE is sending troops and ironclads to
widow !rom Ithaca. by the name of Seaman, Tunis. Heavy engagements betw8en the
and at other times introducing her as a rela.tiv French and insurgent troops are reported.
of his. The Rev./Shurtliff says these things
Two men were killed and three badly injured
coming to his knowledge so well backed by
by the explosion of a boiler at Barrett &
responsible parties he considered it his duty as
Nephew's dyeing works on Staten Island on
a. Christian minister to warn his :flock the lOth.
\
against Christian fellowship with Lewis. It
THE
Cincinnati
Enquirer says that on the
was shown in the evidence that Lewis is a willJuly
8th,
in
Heard county, Ga.., Jesse
night
of
ower with children, and that, contemplating
taking.a.s his housekeeper the discarded wife Waldrop was burnt to death for outraging a
of another man, asked Shurtliff's advice on woman, the young and beautiful wife of Dr
the point whether or not it would be best for John Mitchell.
No senator has as yet been elected at Albany.
him to make such a selection. Mr. Shurtliff's
advice was to take the woman for housekeeper The Half-Breed Republicans held a caucus
and other d~ties. Things went on swinimingly and put Lapham and Miller in nomination, but
with these two pious Methodists until Lewis the Stalwarts refuse to vote for them, and the
went over to the Presbyterians, and then they end to the disgraceful scramble appears to be
became like the famed Kilkenny cats, and as far off as ever.
finally resorted to the majesty of the law to
OvER fifty people were killed by the caving
settle which was the better fellow of the two. in of a. church roof at Mateo, Mexico, on the
The judge and jury, being Christians; gave 8th. The congregation were mostly women.
Lewis twenty.,five dollars damages, which The church was not completed, and twenty
Shurtliff thought so small that it amounted to workmen who were finishing the roo! were
a corroboration of all he had charjjted.
crushed by the terrible fall.
LIGHTNING's Jl:REAKs.- Joseph Robertson
was driving in his buggy when a thunderbolt
struck the horse and killed him instantly.
When the-horse dropped, Robert~on's momentum carried him out of the vehicle and clear
over the head of the fallen animal.-Mrs.
Crane, of A.lton, Ill., while riding with her
daughter and grandchild, was instantly killed
by lightning. The bolt threw her out on one
side and her di\ughter out the other, while the
infant, who rode between them, was unharmed.-In the course of the funeral services
over the body of F. S. Barnes in the Methodist
church, Forsyth, Ga., lightning struck the
steeple, but the rod conducted it to the ground.
The sun was shining brightly, and the event
created a. profound sensation in the congregation.-R. T. Bark5dale's house in Warrenton,
Ga., was recently struck by lightning. a kerosene lamp was hurled from the mantel
through a door into an adjoining room, and the
oil scattered over the floor. A.lthough a. cloud
of smoke prevailed and a sheet of fire seemed
to spread through the house, yet nothing
caught, not even the oiL-A. portion of the
house of Frederick Ditman in the outskirts of
Milwaukee, Wis., was demolished by lightning
and Mrs. Ditma.n was killed while at work in
the pantry. The kitchen stove was torn to
pieces, and every utensil twisted out of shape;
the furniture in three rooms was battered, and
all the locks and hinges torn !rom their fastenings. The only mark on the dead woman's
person was a. blue spot on her temple.-Severa.l men and boys took refuge from a. thunder
storm in B. P. Berson's barn near Baltimore.
A. few minutes afterward the barn was struck
by lightning. John Harmon and his little boy
were instantly killed. The clothing of Harmon
was torn into shreds and the hair was burned
off his head. A.nother man was paralyzed in
both of his legs, and another boy was injured
fatally. Several of the other persons in the
barn were stunned by the shock, and lay unconscious for l!leveral hours. The barn was
burnt.

THE labor reformers of this city hav organ·
ized a club for the purpose of discussing the
question started by Truth ItS to who gets the
money earned by the laborer. It is called the
"Who-Is-the-Somebody Club." The temporary officers are J. B. Gibbs, chairman; H. E.
Sharpe, secretary; Mrs. A.. C. Macdonald,
treasurer.
GEN. DAHLGREN, brother of the late Admiral
Dahlgren, who invented the gun used "by
Christians to blow Christian brains into eterndl
"froth," has been lecturing against Ool. lugersoli. A.t the close of his hour's talk, which
was heard by nearly a hundred persons, he
gave utter!Lnce to this sentiment, which is un•
doubtedly Christian: "There should be condign punishment for such men as he on earth
and in eternity. All men should bear a hand,
and women with their garter-strings should
lash him through the world.''
BRADLAUGH has sent word to Gladstone that
as Parliament has not passed the Oaths bill he
will present himself at the House and demand
to be sworn in. The speaker says he will hz.l'
him arrested if he does. A. petition of Mr.
Bra.dla.ugh's constituents in his favor was not
allowed to be presented, but one against him,
!{Otten up by the church party, was presented
and placed on file. The pious people of Ene-•
land seem to be willing to commit any di!honest and mean act to keep this able Atheist out
of the seat to which has been twioe elected.
THE President continues to improve slowly,
and there is an even chance that he will survive the murderous assault. Cyrus W. Field
has started a. fund of a. quarter of a million
dollars, to be presented to Mrs. Garfield, the
most of which is already subscribed. Guiteau,
the would-be assassin, is carefully kept in jail,
being allowed to see no one except the jailors
and district attorney, and not allowed to read
the papers. He was at one time a. member of.
Beecher's church, is very pious, and spends
much of his time reading the :Bible. He says
God told him to shoot the President.
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" 'Yes, I am an independent being, created for Iwinter, we fail to find any justification for them,
myself, and while everything only leads me back to other than pure malice. One thing we notice. Mter
myself, and the whole surrounding .nature guarantees the conquest was complete, and the land divided,
my being, and even thereby teaches me to knew my with the spoils, animals, and the young maidens
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
worth, my highness in the succession of things, I be- who had not known man, for the people's share, the
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH hold in the independence of myself the title deed of gold and silver wer6 set apart, and consecrated to
DANIEL zscHoKKE. BY :r.&A G. MOSHER. LL.B.
my eternity.
the Lord, and given to his servants the priests .
. "'May then the .sensual man t;emble when what
The Hittites (children of Het.h) were first on the
CHAPTER XIV.
"I was carried away in spite of myself with the 1~ earthly abo~t him falls to p~eces, ~nd ~e fa~- list of the prescribed for ,destruction (But of the
train of thoughts of my stoic philosopher," said Abbe mes to. lose hims~lf. That whwh th.mks m this cities of these people which the Lord thy God doth
Dillon. "I became aware of a hitherto unknown corpse I~ n?~ dust, IS not phe!lomenon, hke the dust, giv thee for an inheritance, thou shalt save alive
sentiment within myself. Earthly possessions, with but a primitiv power, whwh Itself produces phenom- nothing that breatheth.-Deut. xx, 16)____. people who
their splendor and charms for the senses, vanished in ena. It lasts, It works furthe~. Non sense It would had by their own tradition been so kind to Abraham,
.the feeling of my true self. I became aware that be to s.ay the powers of the umverse are lost ?ut of their father, granting him a home and pasturage for
they did not belong to me, and I not to them. The the umverse, or the world could be lost out of Itself.,, his flocks and a place to bury Sarah, free of cost, if
"'The siighte.st self-oJ;>servation teaches me that the old r~gue would hav accepted it. But he would
universe appeare_d new. I beheld it from an unimagined point of view. Alamontada remained si- my self-actmg I Is of a different nature fr?m the ap- insist upon paying for it, carefully weighing the
lent, as if he had discovered my frame of mind; as if p~arance ~hat I call my corpse .. May this ~eco.me money, so that he might hav a title to the land by
he wanted to giv me time to re-collect myself under dissolved mto the ~atters, m?vmg and enhv~nmg purchase of a grave, held to be the strongest title in
this strange horizon. It was not necessary. The powers, out of whwh producmg nature put It to- oriental nations. A sad day for the children of
spirit sees in every truth its home and its property; gether, my I continues in its manhood and survives Heth !
the change of phenomena.
The first command of this Jewish Lord and leader
only error is to it a strange country.
" 'Soon, oh, soon. this dust falls a p~rt,' continued was to despoil the Egyptians by borrowing every one
"' 0 Alamontada,' cried I, 'now I comprehend
it, how thou canst die with tranquil soul, and harm- Alamonta~a, a!ld his eyes beame~ bnghter. toward of their neighbor's jewels of gold and silver, while
lessly canst await for thy spirit to act the further ?eaven . . Be It so. I stand an mdest;uctible part they ostensibly went three days journey into the despart on another stage! Yet I confess to thee that Ill. ~h,e mrcle of the 01·d~r of the umver~e. The ert. Starting out with a gigantic swindle, they hold
it would be well for man if the veil before the future spmt s wonderful realm IS my home. In It dwell it as a moral lesson to teach their children to this
day. Later we find the priest Aaron swindling
life were raised just a little; if the ordainer of the beings like myself; there my brethren!
" 'Much, much hav I suffered in my human nature. them out of their jewels in return on the pretense
universe had in some way revealed himself, that no
one could fall into the disease of doubt concerning B~t well for me! .In these sto~ms my P?wer ripened of making a calf for theU: to worship (..c\.pis-Taurus).
qmck~r. I hav fimshed the strife, a~d m the de_Pths Moses became indignant, ordered the calf to be dethat.'
" ' How, dear sir,' said Alamontada; 'you be- of ~Isery I felt unspea~able happmess; despised, stroyed, dissolved in water, and drank (a very curilieve that it would be better for mankind? To what a~~ m th~ eyes of humamty an outcast, I felt my no. ous chemical feat), and then with consecrated hands
man? To the immature, to the one that is still bihty, whwh no human sentence can erase; the bench ordered three thousand of the children of Israel to be1
clinging to sensuality ? :No, dear sir, that one would of the g!llley was my sc~ool-bench; languishing on slain to appease the wrath of the deity. But Aaron,
be just as well and just' as badly off as now. He is t~e glowmg coasts of Afnca, I became aware of the his brother, the instigator of the whole affair, was
not made happy by the spiritual, but by that which riches I possessed that could not be taken away allowed to go scot-free.
In Num. xvi (They and all that appertained unto
springs from the earthly. He is blessed by the feel- fr~m me. Oh, how fortunate am ~ ! At the end of a
ing of agreeable superabundance, wherein he may pamful race~course I look ba?k With pleasure, for all them went down alive into the pit and the earth
liv, the feeling of glory, of public esteem, of friend- thorns now bloom so beautifully, they that I once closed upon them and they perished.) we hav an example of how the innocent were made to suffer
ship, of tender love, of beauty, of the useful and the hated beuause they wounded me.
"~And t~ou,' continued Alamon.tada, and .a glori- alike with the guilty, and in Deut. xxv. 17, 19 (Relike.
I
"'To the immature man the charm of the power ficatwn, as It were, floated about his face, while I sat member what Amalek did to thee by the way when
of imagination replaces for a time what is lacking in th~re in reverence, as before t~e dying b,ed of a ye were come forth out of Egypt. Thou shalt blot
him of revelation. He is on that account not more samt, and my eyes overflowed With tears- 0 thou out the remembrance of Amalek from under heaven:
unhappy. You see how merrily he dances through lofty, ~nkno~, most sacred,_ through :which I was thou shalt not forget it.) an illustration of how this
his life as long as sickness, mistakenness, poverty, ca_lled mto existence, I am t~me, and thme eternally. hate and malice were kept up.
In their forty years' journey in the wilderness
enmity, or any other sensual evil does not trouble him. ~Igh hast th?u place~ me m the order of ~hy b_e" 'But the educated man in the state of his matu- mgs, 0 thou mexpressible one! For I dare Imagm crimes innumerable were committed in the name of
rity demands no higher revelations about the sacred t~ee,_ dare think thee; t~o_u thyself sp~~kest of th~e the Lord. They became rich in gold and silver and
mysteries of the universe than he already possesses. Withm me. 0 father-spmt! ~ath~r-sptrit! I am still cattle plundered from the nations they encountered,
human, and th~refore of c?Ild-hke sense, and _the and which were freely used in the fabrication of the
He cannot wish them.'
" 'He cannot wish them?' asked I. 'I do not un- thought of thee IS accompamed by t~e w~r~ fe_eh!lg, ~~bernacle. (See Exodus xxxvi to xxxix, and Num.
therefore I spe~~ to thee. My talk IS childs hspmg vu. (And they brought to him offerings every mornderstand thee.'
" ' He cannot,' answered the philosopher, 'because to the fath1er-spmt-hm;nan thanks ! How happy am I ing. The people bring much more than enough for
he would not wish the impossible. Not to the senses that I am . In. thee I hv. Through thee I elevate the work. So the people were restrained from
the godhead could reveal itself, but to the spirit. It myself, and ghde f:~m one round of thy all to the bringing. And Bezaleel made the ark of shittimwood, and overlaid it with pure gold within and
did so while it has built ourselvs that the same must other. 0 father-spmt--'
"H~re. h~s speech graduall:y b~cam_e. lower and without, and made a crown of pure gold to it. He
think and believe it from necessity. It did so while
it as primitiv power filled the universe with its phe- ~ore mdistmct. It Si!emed as ~f his spint was sha~- cast for it four rings of gold, and he made staves of
nomena, which we perceive by means of the sensual m& off. the fetters of words m order to asc~nd I.n shittim-wood and overlaid them with gold. He
organs. While the creator, as it were, through the swift flight. A wonderful rapture beamed m his made the mercy seat of pure gold· two cubits and a
mouth of our re"'son speaks to us, "I am," and in the features. ~ow an~ then his lips quivered, as in low half was the length and one and a'balf the breadth;
same moment unfurls before our eyes the phenom- pr~~e~, ~s If the_ tir~d _body would acco~pany the and two cherubims of gold, beaten out of one piece,
and they spread their wings over the mercy seat.
ena of his wonderful power, extinguishing all doubts spirit m Its d~votwn, m Its thanks to God.
[To BE CONTINUED.]
And he made the table of shittim-wood, and covered
-doubts which never arise from reason, but from
fancy and through experiences of the sensual world.
it with pure gold. And he made the breastplate
foursquare, with four rows of stones, sardonyx, to" 'Once more, I repeat to you, all throughout the
Ecce Diabolus.-Continued.
whole of nature, all that we possess and experience, SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THAT HORRIBLE AND CRUEL OR- paz, carbuncle, emerald, sapphire, diamond, ligure,
all that we discover within us, and all that We know
DINANCE IN DEVIL-WORSHIP, NAMELY, BLOODY SACRI- agate, amethyst, beryl, onyx, and jasper.)
-all, say I, limits the spirit finally to itself, leads it
FICES AND BURNT-OFFERINGS. BY THE VERY REV. EVAN
Note what was done to the five kings of Midian in
with gentle power to independence. This we must
DAVIES (MYFGR MORGANWG) D. D., L.L.D., ARCH DRUID the name 0£ the Lord and by his command. And it
look upon as the last aim of our acts, as our destiny,
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
·
has always been easy for the followers of this God
as OUr highness.
TRANSLATED BY MORION B. C.
to find an excuse to plunder weaker nations in his
" 'True it is, this ear\hly life is full of imaginary
When we compare our Druidic idea of Hu leading name. Num. xxi is a fit illustration of the horribly
evil; nothing is lasting therein; all changes, and we his people to the White Isle to their idea of Joshua sickening sentiments of these devil-worshipers.
are carried away by an irresistible flood of undesired leading them into Canaan, and the methods of acSee the treatment of Og, king of Bashan (Dent. ii,
events and fates. But let us not complain about that quiring the Promised Land, it is not difficult to de- 31-37). See how the inhabitants of Jericho were
so loudly. Even this is a hint from the creator that cide who hav the best claim to be considered God's made to suffer (Josh. vi, 19-21). And Ai was smitten
we elevate ourselvs above the earthly and finite, and people-the people who claimed to hav possessed (Josh. viii, 24-29). In all these cases the gold and silshould find our salvation and our goal, not in this, their land without weapons or force, or a people who ver were reserved for the Lord.
but in our own self. The spirit of man is not the stole their land by a Power of Darkness, and who
They did all this with an easy conscience, for they
property of the sensual; it also has no other prop- to-day are homeless wanderers upon the face of the were fighters, and if victorious it was their God who
erty than itself alone. Even the organs of sense earth, who by command of their deity attacked a gave them the victory; if beaten, he was offended
with which he as man for a time is connected remain nation of industri~us husbandmen and shepherds, and withdrew his hand; and thus they believed that
not for it.
whose chief city was Salem, whose king was King of they had a divine title to these lands. And acting
" 'True it Js that we of the millions of objects Righteousness and Prince of Peace and Priest of the upon this barbarous principle J ephthah said to the
which float about us in the universe comprehend but Most High God.
king of Ammon, "Appropriate all that Chemosh
few; that we only know the objects, what they are
Once located, they were a continual menace to the has set before thee; likewise all that the God of Isin relation to us, but not what they ~ay be for surrounding nations, plundering, warring, slaying rael has given us we will appropriate." (Wilt not
themselvs. But on that account we will not be them, man, woman and child without excuse or thou possess that which Chemosh thy God giveth
frightened. For that we a.lways dwell upon our im-' showing mercy, siU:ply because' thu·s saith the Lord thee to possess? So whomsoever the Lord our God
~gination, that. w.e are always confined to our own of Abram, Isaac, and Jacob, who swore that they shall drive out from before us, them will we posInner ~orld, this IS the. sacred proof of ou~ ~orth, of should possess the land, and because the inhabitants sess.-Judges xi, 21, 24.)
our highness, of. our mdepe~dence as spi~Its. ~ e worshiped strange gods (the difference simply being
H.eally, Jehovah and Cheniosh were identical,
behold ourselvs m not.one. smgle co~nectwn whwh that they were named differently, according to the simply being the same as Jupiter Ammon (i. e.
degrades us to subordmati~n to_ a be~ng fore1g~ to va;rious dialects of the country), and lest they, if left the Winged ~un) deified. In one place Chemosh is
ourselvs, or even suffered to Imagm this de~radatwn. al~ve,_ should seduce them to follow after their gods, termed the Abomination of Ammon, and in another
V:'e. stand alone, but w~ stand for ourselvs m the un- thmki!lg that probably their creed might be superior place he is symbolic of the Messiah. (But unto you
limited realm of creatiOn. We walk through the to their own. (Thou shalt make no covenant with that fear my name shall the sun of righteousness
wonderful ~henomena, and are touche~ ~nd left by them or their gods. They shall not dwell in thy arise with healing in his wings.-Mal. iv, 2.)
them; and .m ~he stormy drama o_ur spmt awakens land, lest they make thee sin against me, for if thou
Samuel is held forth as an example of a devout and
and recogmz~s Itself, and develops Its pow_er, and. be- serve their g?_~ it will surely be a snare unto thee. faithful worshiper of Jehovah. Yei with what fe, comes what _It should be, a holY:, self-actmg bei~g, -Exodus xxm, 32, 33.)
·
rocity he demands the slaughter of the Amalekites,
connected With a strange fo~matiOn of ma;tter _whwh
As the gods Baal, Moloch, Dagon, Chemosh, etc., slaying their king with his own hands, simply for
we call body, our f~et, a~ ~t :were, walking m the are simply the same idea of the Powers of D.arkness, the memory of some slight that his forefathers had
dust, our heads touchm~ d1v1mty.
and symbolic of the sun's descent into the gloom of received four hundred years previous, wbile they

Ufttanslations.
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were journeying in the wilderness! (And Samuel
hewed Agag in pieces before the Lord in Gilgal.
-1 Sam. xv, 33).
David also was zealous for the Lord. Mark his
crimes, deceitfulness, treachery, and cruelty, notably
in the case of Uriah: "Is not this Bathsheba wife of
Uriah the Hittite? And David sent messengers and
took her and lay with her. And Joab sent Uriah to
David, and David said to Uriah, Tarry here to-day,
to-morrow I will let thee depart. And he made him
drunk and he went out to lie on his bed with the
servants of his lord, but went not into his own
house. Uriah said unto David, The ark is in
the open field; shall I thev. go to my house to eat
and drink and lie with my wife? . I will not do this
thing. David then wrote a letter to J oab, saying, Set
Uriah in the forefront of the battle and retire
from him so that he be smitten and die. And Joab
assigned Uriah unto a place where he knew that valiant men were. And the men of the city went out
and fought and Uriah died. . . . Say unto David
Uriah is dead, and when the mourning was passed
David fetched her to his house and she became his
wife " (2 Sam. xi, 2, 27). And when old and effete
he had to hav the fairest damsel in the land to lie·
with him, though he had already wives enough for
any one man. (King David was old and gat no
heat. So they sought for a fair damsel throughout Israel and found Abishag and brought her to the
king, and she cherished and ministered to him and lay
in his bosom.-1 Kings i, 1-4.) And even with his
dying· breath he carried his hate beyond the grave
by ordering the death of the children of Zeruiah, his own nephews, and whom he had sworn to
hold harmless, and who were his stanchest and truest
friends while he was in adversity. This is a shining
light, a man after God's own heart. (Which, God
or devil?)
The Hebrew elders claim that all plundering, slaying, and rapine was by express command of Jehovah,
and justify their actions upon that plea. But it is
plain that this was simply a priestly delusion to
maintain a hold upon an ignorant and misguided people. Not one of them ever saw this imaginary God
or heard his voice. The ordinance of inquiring at
the ark of the Lord was but an imitation of the Celtic custom of applyingto the stone ark(Logan stone)
symbolic of the womb of fate, for oracular responses.
The stone ark was esteemed the chief oracle for
prognosticating the future. But every command
said to hav issued from the tabernacle, from J ehovah, was simply a priestly device to keep the people under control and to impel them to deeds which
'Should inure to the benefit of the priesthood or some
self-constituted prophet or leader among them. The
Celtic oracles taught simply, the voice of nature is
the Voice of God.
It is surprising how many learned men in Europe
still believe that these Jewish myths were facts, and
are ever ready to invent excuses and justify these
atrocious actions of biblical characters.
Of all the gods of the East, Jehovah was the most
terrible, and instigator of the greatest crimes; a god
entirely in sympathy with his people; a race of murderers and thieves, cruel, barbaric, ignorant, vainglorious of themselvs while they despised everyone
else.
This God, who was only a conglomerate of the sun
with his various zodiacal aspects deified, a misapprehension of the astronomical ideas of that time, had
for his symbols peculiarly Celtic symbols. The name
was El (Haul); his symbols were the bull o, the linga,
Said*the ark, etc. His holidays were the sun's changes
of position. His promises were the sun's promises,
coin and cattle, milk and honey, and to eat of the fat
of the land, and the old covenant between the sun and
earth (And I will put enmity between thee and the
woman, and between thy seed and her seed; it shall
bruise thy head and thou shalt bruise his heeL--Gen.
iii, 15. And behold I establish my covenant with
you and with your seed after you.
I do set
my bow in the cloud, and it shall be for a token of
a covenant betweP.n me and the earth.-Gen. ix, 9, 13.
I will establish my covenant with him and his seed
after him. As for Ishmael, I hav blessed him. But
my covenant I establish with Isaac.-Gen. xvii, 19,
21) was the covenant which they claimed God made
with their fathers, while the promis of the New
Sun Ad. On. (Celtic ad, seed; on sacrifice) was the
foundation of the promised seed, the Messiah.
*The Jews claimed all the lingas in Palestine as pillars of the
Lord, his Said (Dent. xxxii, 18, 21), claiming a greater antiquity for them than the linga of l:laal-Siva. ~'he linga
was used like the gnomon of a di!tl to tell the hour, also as an
oracle. A.haz inquired at the oracle of Baal, Zebub (2 Kings,
1, 2), and there is some connection here as the dial of A.haz, is
referred to when Hezekiah seeks a response (2 Kings xx, 9, 11).
(TO BE CONTINUED}

The Value of "the Book."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: It is
not long since the papers informed us that "the
Buddhist priests in Japan hav taken the Bible in the
course of their study so that they can the better
oppose the missionaries." Let us recommend to
them the revised book, and this with the amendments of the margin and the appendix.
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The pitiable manner in which "the most learned
men" of England and America hav performed their
self-imposed task. has this qua~ification: they hav
done some good thmgs, and hav, m the notes, pointed
out for every reader many more apd better things
for their successors to do. With these they hav
done some quite silly things indeed; but they only
did the best they could to preserve the last show of
their. theology. In th~ Lord's prayer they would
"deliver us from the evil one," thus mutilating and
emasculating-though by addition-the beautiful
prayer, "deliver us from evil." They 'tell us, however, in notes, that devils are but demons, and that
"those· possessed of devils" were only "demoniacs."
9n the other hand, they hav rightly given ~"life"
m exchange for the absurd "soul" of Matt. xvi, 26,
but leave "soul" in the margin for those who still
need it.
Lo, even the marginal notes must be taken with
allowance. "Hades" is indeed no longer "hell,"
either in the text or in the margin; but" Gehenna"
is translated "hell." And Dr. Balch says, "Gehenna [rendered hell twelve times in the New Testament] is now a very pleasant place, filled with a fine
orchard of olive-trees, from one of which I cut a very
pretty cane." If, then, my friend should suggest
that I "go to hell," I may only retort, "Get me a
ticket off at Jerusalem."
The human parentage of Jesus might be adduced
as a point which our revisers hav well brought out.
(See Luke xi, 33 and 41). Even Dr. Roberts(" Companion to the Reyise_d Version," p. 14 and 15) admits
that "the substitutiOn of Joseph for 'his father,'
and of 'Joseph and Mary' for 'his parents,' was
made in the presumed interests of a very vital doctrin-that of the immaculate conception." Critically, though not theologically, our revisers gracefully submit to the readings " his father" and "his
parents." . And so they retain the last of Mark, but
tacitly allow its spuriousness, and candidly tell us in
the margin at Luke xxiv, 51, that " some ancient
authorities omit 'was carried up into heaven.'"
Strike off the last of Mark, and omit that one clause
in Luke, .and the gospels contain no hint of the
bodily ascension of Jesus. And thus, one by one,
the "vital doctrins" go. Let us recommend the
revised New Testament for use in all debates with
the Christian clergy.
:- J.A.BoB STINSON.
Harrisburg, Pa., June 9, 1881.

Freethought vs. Rum.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The position of Freethinkers on the drink question
is very peculiar. The temperance movement having to some extent court!iJd the churches, though
with very meager success, persons entirely without
the churches hav come to look upon temperance as
something religious. Quite a large class of Freethinkers hav, under this impression, withheld themselvs almost wholly from the temperance movements.
Some Freethinkers, fearing to fall into some sort of
fanaticism, hav purposely indulged in a moderate
amount of alcoholic stimulants, believing such course
to be the more liberal and to indicate greater personal freedom.
There is also a large class of Freethinkers of German blood who think it incumbent upon them to
keep up old German fashions. They hav been
taught that lager beer is a German drink, and that
it would be distinctivly un-German to refuse to drink
it. These people undoubtedly dream of the fatherland as they sit dozing over the foaming lager.
We hav still another class of Freethinkers, if we
base our system of classification upon their attitude
to the drink traffic. Some ]'reethinkers are radical
temperance men. Year after year not a drop of alcohol in any form passes their lips, except, perhaps,
as a dissolvent of medicins. They do not hold this
belief as religious fanatics, because they hav no religious belief upon which to base a fanaticism. It
is not a superstition.
.
This class believe it to be a scientific truth, that
is, a fact capable of scientific demonstration, that alcohol is not a food, that it in no way adds strength,
health, or vitality to the human system. A:ffirmativly, they believe that it is a fact well proved that
alcohol is destructiv to animal organisms, that the
stimulation is at the expensiv wear of delicate tissue;
that the habit of tippling, when it does not lead to
the disgraceful and demoralizing habits of the
drunkard, lowers the standard of health, deranges
the functional activity of the visceral organs, and
leaves, or rather keeps, the moderate drinker in that
condition of bodily health, or ill-health, in which he
is the peculiar prey of disease.
In other words, the moderate drinker is not properly fortified against the initiatory attacks of disease.
If this position is tenable he has reason enough to
leave it alone, and to refuse to giv it to his friends.
In the Popular Science Monthly is a series of articles on "Physical Education," by Felix L. Oswold,
M. D. In one of these he deals with the subject of
dram drinking. These articles ought to be of peculiar interest to Freethinkers from this fact: in the
Investigator during March an article appeared entitled (I think) "Expensiv Gods." It was an exceedingly good al'ticle. It attracted the attention of the
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editor to such an extent that he invited its author to
contribute some more to his columns. The artiCle
was signed "Felix L. Oswald," and simply from
similarity of name and style I hav made the guess
that the ·contributor to the Science Monthly and to
the Investigator are one and the same person.
However that may be, the position taken !n the
Popular Science Monthly on the subject of alcohol
drinking is that of science. Religion and sentiment
are wholly crowded out. If the medical men decide
upon purely scientific grounds that alcohol is to the
human body a foreign substance that can only work
it injury; that from its habitual use only misery can
follow, we who hav no god save truth and no knowledge save that given by science are very much to
be blamed if we do not hear and heed their voices.
One who knows nothing of this subje&~t save what
he may hav learned at prayer-meetings is not altogether at fault if he pays little or no attention to the
matter; unless, indeed, he has been led to think
there is another side to the subject-that deeper
down in the laws of nature are great necessities commanding total abstinence-laws that are enforced
upon the slightest disobedience.
The Freethinker keeps close to nature in all her
devious ways so far as tliey are known to him. He
acknowledges her eternal sway, he obeys with
meekness her laws, he swears eternal allegiance to
her government, knowing that happiness is only to
be found within her realm.
Let him but see that total abstinence from alcoholic
stimulants as a beverage is nature's law and he
obeys with cheerfulness and alacrity.
FREE THOUGHT.

Report of the Hartford, Mich., Convention.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The convention of Spiritualists and Liberalists advertised for Hartford, May 28 and 29, 1881, was
called to order by the President, L. S. Burdick, at'/
three o'clock, P. M., on Saturday in Reynold's Hall,
with a fair audience present. The afternoon was
occupied with short speeches from the different
speakers and members present, closing with an impromptu poem by Mrs. C. Fannie Allyn from the
subjects selected by the audience, "My Spirit
Home," and four others.
Saturday evening, Mrs. M. C. Gale gave a short
address on evolution, after which she described several spirit forms in di~erent parts of the hall. Mrs.
Allyn then gave a psychometric glove reading, most
of which was admitted to be correct, closing with a
poem.
Sunday morning, convention met at 9.30, devoting
an hour to conference. On motion the chair appointed the following committees, on finance, to act
with Mrs. R. A. Sheffer, Treasurer, E. L. Warner,
Mrs. Sarah De Moss of Decatur, and M. C. Wilson,
Fennsville. Committee on Memorial, Mrs. Elvira
Chidester, Bangor ; J. DeMoss, Decatur, and Mrs.
Lide Brown, Breedsville. Mrs. Woodruff then gave
the morning address, taking for her subject, "The
Perfections of God and the Faults of Man." She compared men to an oak, needing an eternity in which
to ripen thought; people would like to jump into
goodness rather than wait to grow into it. Her entire lecture was one profusion of choice gems. Finance Committee reported favorably, when Mrs.
Allyn gave a poem to close.
Mternoon session met at two o'clock, when Committee on Memorial reported as follows: "Your Committee on Memorials would respectfully report that
in the e>er-revolving order of events sister Lydia
Sheffer Tucker has been called to change the seen
for the unseen, and is no more with us in the physical form, and in memory of the quiet and unassum.
ing deportment of our sister, we hav only the best
living example of self-sacrifice to others' good that
has been exemplified in a life of interested usefulness for others, and to the friends and relativs of our
sister we would extend our heartiest sympathies and
condolence."
Mrs. Allyn gave the afternoon address, from a
subject given by a member of the audience, "Is the
Origin of Idolatry Truth or Ignorance?" She held
that it was born in superstition and cradled in theology, and her utterances were bold and radical,
with an occasional humorous anecdote by way of
illustration, holding the audience in rapt admiration for over an hour. Another of her poems closed
the session. t
Sunday evening, convention met at 7.30, Mrs.
Elvira Chidester, Vice-president, in the chair. The
increasing audiences at each session culminated in a
full house. Mrs. Gale spoke on progression; she
urged the necessity of harmonious homes, that
spirit children might be attracted, showed progression from ancient mediumship to the present,
under the same guiding law.
Mr. Bigelow, of Kalamazoo, was present and added
harmony to each session of the convention by his
soul-inspiring music and songs. Mrs. Allyn gave
three glove readings which were acknowledged correct in nearly every statement, followed by a poem,
which closed the exercises of the Convention.
E. L. WARNER, Sec.

Paw Paw, Mich.
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called, and :Mrs. Olive K. Smith sang in excellent whole was closed by a pleasant drive in the Superin•
tendent's family carriage thl"ough Washington Park,
voice the following beautiful lines by Massey:
which contains several hundred acres, beautifully laid
THE PEOPLE'S ADVENT.
out and highly cultivated. Albany may well be
proud of her park; in beauty it is scarcely behind
'Tis coming up .the steep of time,
And this old world is growing brighter!
our own Central Park in this city.
We may not see its dawn sublime,
The.next day, Saturday, the same carriage, accom.
Yet high hopes make the heart throb lighter.
We may be sleeping in the ground
panied by Mrs. Van Allen, who was especially the ediWhen it awakes the world in wonder;
But we hav felt it gathering 'round,
tor's friend while in prison, visited the society of Sha.
And heard its voice of living thunder I
kers, seven miles out, in Watervliet, where resides a sis'Tis coming I yes, 'tis coming I
ter, a cousin, and an uncle of Mrs. Bennett. Here also
'Tis coming now, the glorious time
resides Elder Lomas, who was very kind to the per~
Foretold by seers and sung in story,
For which, when thinking was a crime,
secuted editor while in prison, visiting him frequently
Souls leapt to heaven from scaffolds gory!
and ministering to his needs. The weather was
They passed, nor see the work they wrought,
Now the crowned hopes of centuries blossom I
pleasant, the greetings of numerous friends most
But the live lightning of their thought
And daring deeds doth pulse earth's bosom.
cordial, and the , day thus passed off altogether
'Tis coming l yes, 'tis corning I
lovely.
Creeds, empires, Sl:jltems, rot with age,
Returning to Albany in time for the evening train
But the great pe~le's ever youthful!
to New York, the ride down the Hudson was a pleasAnd it shall wr"ite the future page
To our humanity more truthful:
ant one, and at 11 P.M. the editor and wife found
The gnarliest heart hath tender chords
To waken at the name of "Brother;"
themselvs at home again, a trifle tired, but highly
And time comes when scorpion words
satisfied with the week's recreation.
We shall not speak to sting each other.

On Monday, the 4th inst., the editor of THE
TRUTH SEEKER and his better half left the heated,
noisy streets of thiA city to visit the scenes of their
former home, to enjoy the society of the friends of
olden time, and to hav the smell and taste for a few
days of pure country air. The Harlem road was the
one selected, and the ride among the hills and
'Tis coming I yes, 'tis coming I
through the valleys of Westchester, Putnam, DutchOut of the light, ye priests, nor tl!ng
A. Farewell Reception.
Your dark, cold shadows on us loufler I
ess, and Columbia counties was lovely and most
Aside, thou world-wide curse called king,
interesting. It was comforting to look upon the
The Fourth New York Liberal League will giv
The people's step is quicker, stronger 1
There's a divinity within
beauties of nature so lavishly spread out over a
Mr. Bennett, its worthy president, a reception previThat makes men great whene'er they will it;
thousand hills and valleys, the whole surface of the
God works with all who dare to win,
ous to his departure on his round-the-world trip, at
And the time cometh to reveal it.
earth teeming with nature's richest verdure and the
'Tis coming l yes, 'tis coming 1
the
residence of Daniel E. Ryan, 231 West Thirtyhusbandman's choicest crops. It being the national
Freedom I the tyrants kill thy braves,
holiday, the country swains and maidens, in their
seventh
street, on Sunday evening, July 24th. MemYet in our memories liv the sleepers,
And though doomed millions feed the graves
best array, boarded the train at many of the
bers
of
other
Leagues, and all Liberals in New York
Dug by death's fierce red-handed reapers,
stations at which it stopped, going from town to
The world shall not forever bow
and
vicinity,
are
invited to unite with us in making
To things which mock God's own endeavor I
town, probably to trip the light fantastic toe in some
'Tis nearer than they wot of now,
the
occasion
one
of pleasure, and to testify to the
Fourth of July ball or join in the festiv picnic in
When fiowers shall wreath the sword forever 1
'Tis coming l yes, 'tis coming I
esteem in which our champion is held. We hope
some beautiful grove or shady woods. Their moveFraternity I love's otber name I
ments were watched with interest and their hilarity
Mr. Ryan's spacious parlors will be crowded with
Dear heaven-connecting link of being!
was greeted with gladness.
Then shall we grasp thy golden dream.
friends. Let everybody who can conveniently come
As souls full-statured grow far-seeing I
A ride of six hours brought THE TRUTH SEEKER
do so.
Thou shalt unfold our better part,
E. M. MACDONALD, Secretary.
pair to the beautiful valley of New Lebanon, and
And in our life-cup yield more honey I
Light up with joy the poor man's heart,
here the fond scenes of childhood and youth burst
And love's own world with smiles more sunny.
upon the glad view. A walk of a mile and a half
'Tis coming;! yes, 'tis coming!
When l'Ve Leave for Europe.
across the flat and up the gradual hill brought them
Ay, it must come! the tyrant's throne
Seeing
an announcement in the London National
Is crumbling, with our hot tears rusted;
to the quiet, lovely Shaker village where the editor
Refo?·mer that the International Federation of FreeThe sword earth's mighty hav leant on
once resided thirteen years, and the wife more than
Is cankered, with our best blood crusted I
thinkers will be held on the 25th, 26th, and 27th of
Room I for the men of mind make way I
twenty years, and this nearly half a century ago.
Ye robber rulers, pause no longer I
September instead of the 15th, and wishing to atYe cannot stay the opening day!
It was extrem€ly pleasant to mingle with the
tend that Congress, we shall not be under the necesThe world rolls on, the light grows strongersurviving friends of childhood and youth, to take
The people's advent's coming I
sity of leaving home quite as early as intended at
them by the hand, and to feel the sincere friendship
one time. We hav laid out considerable work to do
entertained by those who remain at the old home,
Then Mrs. Amelia H. Colby spoke in her impressiv before our departure, and will undoubtedly need
while many others hav wandered over the wide manner for about half an hour, alluding to the jour. every day between this and August 1st to complete
earth, some with good success, others ill. The ney soon to be undertaken by the editor, the impor- the work we hav in hand. We now think it will not
editor, with unalloyed pleasure, walked through the tance of the enterprise, and the necessity of his paper be far from August 1st when we take steamer for
village, among the orchards, gardens, and :fields being sustained in his absence. She trusted that the Europe on the long voyage round the world.
where once he faithfully toiled, and climbed the Liberal friends present and in all parts of the connWe are quite willing to still add new names to the
mountain side and explored to some extent the try would firmly resolve that THE TRUTH SEEKER list of subscribers who wish the volumes to be writbeautiful shady woods where his boyish and youthful should not suffer for want of support while its editor ten descriptiv of the countries visited. The more
feet often trod. The charming view at this season is on the opposit side of the globe. She hoped generous the contributions the more extensiv will the
of the year from that mountain side of the lovely that all would remember that Mrs. Bennett would journey be made, more divergences in the interior
valley below, the beautiful, cultivated hills in the remain in the office doing her best to hav the busi- will be carried out, and the more interesting and valunorthwest, the wooded hills in the west and south, ness promptly attended to. Taking the editor and able the volumes will be. As it is decided to illustrate
the valley stretching away to the west, with the his wife by the hand, she commended both to the them pretty fully, we hope there are a hundred or
grand old Catskills in the distance, forty miles friends present,and through them to all the Lib- two more who wish a copy. Their names will with
away, is one of the loveliest in the world. This, so erals of the country.
pleasure be added to the already generous list.
often enjoyed in childhood and youth, was again
The editor made a few remarks, expressing his
highly appreciated on this lovely July day. A travel pleasure in meeting the friends present. The memAN INFIDEL ABROAD. D. M. Bennett's letters
o£ thousands of miles will hardly present a more ory of this meeting would accompany him on his
grand and lovely scene. The day spent in this charm- long journey, and no matter how far he might from Europe. $1.50.
ing place passed rapidly away.
be separated he would remember the friends who
IF the President should recover, a vigorous claim
Next, a ride to Rochester, through central New had so kindly given him a "good speed " before
York, and over an extended and teeming stretch of starting. He knew the memory of friends at home will be set up all over this Christian land that prayer
country, is hard to excel. Few countries in the would cheer him and sustain him when far away did it. Hundreds of salaried preachers will be willworld are more lovely. The object of the trip to from these shores. He felt assured that there were ing to asseverate that they prayed to their God to
Rochester was to visit she grave of the editor's a host of Liberal friends all over the country who spare the life of the President, and that they fully
mother, who has been buried less than thirty months, would personally interest themselvs that THE TRUTH believe their prayers were efficacious. Perhaps that
and an only sister living at the "Sea Breeze," seven SEEKER should not suffer from neglect while he was will settle it. But if God does not want the President to die, why did he suffer him to be shot? Why
miles fro:p:t the city, on the shore of Lake Ontario, away.
at the mouth of Irondequoit Bay. The two days
Mrs. Smith sang another beautiful song about the did he let such a worthless Christian villain make
two shots with a bulldog pistol at our worthy chief
passed there were most agreeably occupied in visiting, sweet by and by.
walking in the neighboring grove, and in taking
Liberal friends present renewed their subscriptions magistrate? Would it not hav been better to presteamboat rides on the bay, five miles in length, sur- to the paper and others contributed to the round-the- vent such a rash deed than to permit it and then hav
rounded by summer cottages, boarding-houses, ho- world fund. A hearty hand-shaking was indulged in, to spend several weeks to correct and repair the
tels, places of summer resort, and lovely natural many good-byes were spok~n, and the friends parted damage? Is not prevention in this case, as well as
scenery. Fishing-grounds are abundant in this lo- in the very best of spirits, hoping that all present in all others, better than cure ?
cality, and thousands of the finny tribes are caught would meet again.
in its prolific waters. Large numbers of the people
A train on the Central road soon came along, and
IT is reported that Col. Ingersoll, by a fortunate
of Rochester and vicinity visit this locality daily dur- next morning the editor and wife found themselvs investment in mining speculations, has become worth
ing the warm weather. On the Fourth from ten 'to in Albany. A day was spent in visiting the friends a large amount of money. It is to be hoped the refifteen thousand people were in attendance. The ed- who' were so kind to the editor when he was in port is well_ founded.
itor's sister is the proprietor of the "Sea Breeze," a prison. The prison itself was visited, the cell where
-----~---large, imposing hot€1, pleasantly located on the the editor was incarcerated, and also the hospital in
A.n
Earnest Request.
shore of Lake Ontario, as aforesaid.
which for weary months he was confined. He saw
On '.l,'hursday evening of the 7th in~. a receJ:>tion the bed on which he slept and many times ineffectTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
was tendered the editor at the residence of Mrs. ually tried to sleep. He again sat by the same post Allow me to earnestly request every Liberal who
Amy Post, 36 Sophia street, Rochester. The attend- where he wrote the two large volumes, "The Gods reads these lines to make an effort to get the followance was large, but not nearly so large as it would and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times;" but ing notice published in his or her local paper. And
hav been had not a pouring rain of two or three how different the sensation upon entering the prison I would be pleased to receive a copy of each paper
hours continuance just before the time of meeting, now from what he felt at the time he entered those containing the notice.
H. L. GREEN.
Salamanca, N.Y., July 8, '1881.
kept at home many a few miles out of town walls a convict I How different his sensations and
who would otherwise hav been present. As it surroundings when he sat down to dinner with SuperFREETIDNKERS' NATIONAL CONVENTION.
was, the parlors were completely filled with ge- intendent McEwen's family, in the dwelling part of
nial, enthusiastic, and most friendly men and wo- the prison building, from the time when he munched
The New York State Freethinkers' Association has
men. Some were present who came in thirty or six- his distasteful, homely meal by himself in the lonely called its Fourth Annual Convention to be held at
ty miles to attend the meeting, and one dear friend, prison cell. The difference in the situation will not Hornellsville, N. Y., to commence August 31st and
Wm. McDonnell, of Lindsay, Ont., came nearly three be difficult of appreciation on the part of the reader. continue in session five days.
hundred miles. It indicates indeed a warm quality
Friend Dr. F. E. Aspinwall and .wife, the .latAnd the association, as heretofore, has invited the
of friendship when friends come so far to meet one. ter of whom is an acquaintance of many years, Freethinkers of the United States and Canada to
After a season spent in social converse order was spent a good share of the day with us. The meet with it in general convention on that occa•
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McBrltle,
*Edwin Greenfteld
*E ClarJ<
sion. And it is expected that Canada and most of *James
*M Reeves,
:Alex Waters,
*Au~st'Hilkeman,
the states of the Union will be represented- at Hor- :§ ~#~l~~~'
*~~ngr Gode,
*Mrs S J Lemont,
*Abram
Carmack,
*D
G
W'
L
n
(two
shares),
*Henry
Glosser,
nellsville.
Charles E Palmer,
*F~ Moon~k,
:~rg:;tB-b?a'ri~n
Arrangements hav been made with the hotels and *Alexander
Risk,
*Sylves.ter Roe~
*G H Fairbanks, '
*C Seindecker,
*Wm S1mpson.
*Chas Randall,
boarding-houses of Hornellsville to entertain those *S
G Sharpless.
:Joshua Ben est,
-.AM Partridge,
D Strickland,
•.c MOirfson.
*Mrs Flora. Turner,
who attend for $1 per day. The railroads will carry *R
'Henry Shurtz.
Dr C S Sterling,
*Elisha Hyatt.
Newton (two *Wm Brown,
*A H Simmons,
passengers at ~p-ea~ly reduced rates, and the pros- *George
shares),
*WE Gault,
*H B Carpenter
~ Cwanrman,
*R H Love,
*Chris Peterson'
pects are that 1t w1ll be a gathering of many thou- :JAosJepl
B1 0
*John D Power,
*H H Hawkins, '
sands.
*J R Tewksbury,
*Wm Johnson,
*M Merriwether,
*H F Young,
*James Allen,
• A J Brown .
. Dr. Shattuck, of H?rnellsville, has just refitted up *J M Cosad,
*W D Shuler,
*Milton Eads
*Wm Wells,
*H H Heberling,
*John McRae,
his large and co.mmodwus Opera House;-and contrib- *Mrs
G W Parks,
*C A Codding,
'John Garrett
Woolsey,
*J P Phillips.
*N Woolsey, '
utes the use of It free to the convention. Near the • NA Ervin,
*And J High,
*Dwight warren,
*J
Settle,
*John
Mall1nger,
*H
H Hawkins,
Op~ra H~>use is a ~ne, pleasant, well-shaded park in Chas Moor,
*C W Stowe,
*Isaac Sharp,
Powers,
*M R Bristol,
*Henry T. Smith,
wh10h private parties can erect tents, and, if neces- *Salmon
*R H Swarts,
*A Taylor,
*Geo H Bedford,
*J E Baurn,
*James E Bishop,
sary, where outdoor meetings can be held. Some *T D Stimson,
*C A Gaines,
*J L Tom~:>kins,
*Harrison Keeley
thirty of the ablest Liberal speakers in the United *A R Stoneburner,
*N SJohnson,
*James L Parshall
*Ed Butlet,
*Dr H L H,
*C B Howes,
'
Sta~es hav been e~gaged, and those having the mat- *Samuel Kirk (two *ChasE Skldgell,
*Hiram Thomas,
1
ter m charge predivt a most successful convention.
*C :&h8~~~~nborder,
=~~fo~:s ~~!J~w'
:~ ~ ~~vr:~i~Y'
t

Round-the-World Fund.

*J D Whlpl!le,
:~ep~fcee~! ancroft,
*D Stewart,
*Thomas Boggs,
:wr;sF~~g~erson,
*Dr Trimmer,
*Jacob Wallace.
*Frank Maxwell,
*Austin Smith,
• A S Allison,
~t ~i{;{denbrook,
*C B Howes,
*C E Kuhn,

*H L Jesler,

*C H Kelley,

*Canada Friend,
*J S Bradley,
<Jl:gf!~~e,
*H W Walker,
*Albert Faber,
*James Jebu,
*Horace B Smith,
*Mary R Child,
:t~~f!~~son Smith,
*P Woodhouse
*W H Stanton

*Ell Netzley.
*Canada Friend,
:John cogswell,

*Charles Lownd
*A Y FuJler
•v R Redwood
*Wm R Hoene
*L M Bunnell
*P Dunham
W R Daggett
'David Casad
James W Dare
*S P Jones

*H T S
*T N Harrison
*J G Collins
*D T Brinegar
*Richard Matlack
'*Miss Anna Knoop
*H B Maxwell
*H B Milk
*John Haner
*P Dorchester

*L H Ide
'llfr and Mrs J V Sta1ford
*John Herring
*Dr E B Foote Sr
M Reiman
• J S Lyon, MD
• Albert Fleteher
*Mattie Ostrom, ·
*Philip Cowen,
*John Ferral,

*D L Coe
*E T Wellman
*F D Shelden
*Reuben Punnett
Dr L D Broughton
R Sexauer
W S Gray
*S Morse, MD
*J P Ford
*Enos Cook

*Aun E Bruce,
*Morgan E Lewis
*Mrs Sarah W Loins

*Ferris Burr
'J B Wheeler
*Solon G McEwen

*::M Wahlen
*Samuel W Heath
*Charles Borie

:gg~~~ :J;~~~~n

:~;'/ErR~~~.

:¥~~~~ew~~lck

The following persons hav pledged five dollars
each (one share) to help take THE TRUTH SEEKER
edito~· round the world.
Those preceded by an
ast~l'lBk (*) ha': ~~:lready paid. Those not paid will
obhge by remittmg promptly. Two or three volumes of the book descriptiv of the journey will be
mailed free to each contributor as soon as ready.
:~ ~s~~H:~Y

*D

C Coleman (four
shares),
*Wm Smith (2 shares)
*D J Brown,.
*Mrs C M .Piper (takes
twoehares),
:~g~s~~~:fl, (Z shares).
*E Gastineau,
*G W Smith,
*H Gilmore,
•N Castle,
*Chas C Moore,
Dr C R Rowley,
.~~ ~/:;,lf~:Yn. Blenker,
•caroline S Ellis (takes
four shares),
• A Clegg,
*E R Slwemaker,
*W H Pearce,
*~ouJs Lange,
*F' H Moore (takes two
shares),
*DR Burt,
*G BPurdy,
*EVan Buskirk,
•James M Pert,
D D Lake (hopes to send
In eight shares),
*M Babcock,
Calvin Howard,
*Moses Kunselman,
*Louis Goddu.

Wm Brown,
*W T Burrell,
*De Witt Griswold (two *James H Hardlson,
shares),
*Bennett VIctor Cutshall,
*George Boggs,
*J ::M Stauffer,
•c H Moore,
*D M Crane,
*W Enuor,
*W Wood
:ra~nl!~~a~~f,
*Chester Bedell,
*J R Perry,
:fh~se:&S~~~e,
*A F T bomson,
*Geo E Andruss,
*Alex Baird,
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craft, with its "venerable verdure of antiquity," will
be subdued in our time, or many, many succeeding
generations, sustained as it is by its mythology, its
romance, its poetry, and its music. But the commonest observer can perceive the absurd struggle
the priests are undergoing to make their Bible
and catechisms conform to the imperativ developments of science. But yield they must. There is a
flank movement operating in their midst and areund
them, thanks to the refiningjinfluence of woman, and
that through the all-powerlul autocracy of fashion.
Our churches are gradually becoming halls for solemn pastime. In them the picturings of hell are
more mildly drawn than in the past. Fascination
in this age is far more effectiv and profitable than
denunciation. The fragrant aromas of "West End,"
"Jockey Club," "White Rose," "Sweet Brier," etc.,
hav most triumphantly overpowered the stench of
burning sulphur, and operatic music with cornet solos bas completely drowned the shrieks of the fabled
damned. Now this looks like progress. It is prog
ress. For the Calvinism of to-day is not the cruel
and bloody Calvinism of the past. Methodism of
to-day is not the frantic fanaticism of John Wesley.
Quakerism of to-day is not the drab~colored, self-denying, self-sacrificing Quakerism of George Fox or
Barclay. Baptism with its tepid bath-tub and Indiarubber tights and overalls bears little resemblance
to "Jordan's stormy banks," and thus we slide along
in the true course of scientific unfoldment. Whether man is naturally a religious being or no, let the
true reformer by all reasonable means shield him,
if possible, from those sanctimonious harpies who
make a trade of terrorizing his mind with childish,
monkish fables. Teach man that his highest position
is to be the only priest in his own household; to rely
upon his own reason as the highest tribunal known ;
but above all trifle not with his cherished hope of
immortality. As the sorrowing m0rtallays away the
remains of one once cherished-perhaps of a father,
mother, benefactor, or friend-his memory should
not be embitterd and chilled with the icy pall of
eternal oblivion.
I sometimes wonder at the self-satisfied remarks
of some of your contributors-Liberals who seem to
glory in a species of " Knownothingism," and discourse of the great "invisible" world as the great
"unknowable!" That such sentiments should be expressed by any class of thinkers making any pretension to scientific research is very surprising. There
was a period once when such remarks would hav
passed unnoticed. Even our learned Dr. Benjamin
Franklin and the savants of Paris made the same
mistake, denouncing the immortal Mesmer, after giving his daily public experience their attention, as a
fraud and impostor.
DAVID BRucE.

Our sincere thanks are extended to those friends
who hav kindly sent in their five dollars to help us
around the world. We trust none will regret the
investment. If those not having a star attached to
their name will allow us to add one, we will be
obliged to them. The sooner the stars are attached
to every name the sooner we will be ready to start on
the long journey.
We do not wish to urge those upon whose pledges
we decided to make the journey, but will remark
that· those who wish their contributions to reach
us before we start will hav to remit with very little
delay. We think all the sums will be needed. If
Thought Scientifically Defined.
others feel to join the starry galaxy they will be welcome. The names of the donors will be published in
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Vol. I. of the work descriptiv of the journey, which I hav read with much care and interest the different
articles in your paper on the thought question. The
will be fully illustrated.
views entertained by the several writers seem to be
too much involved in speculation to bring about a
Our Proper Foe.
To TH.E EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : speedy solution of the question. Scientific methods
I cannot from my standpoint of knowledge estimate hav not been very strictly adhered to in its treatany writer or public speaker a humanitarian, philan- ment, bu; many valuable ideas hav notwithstanding
thropist, or reformer who exultingly trifles with the been brought out, which cannot fail to be great
belief in. immortality, and· in addition attempts to helps to a better understanding of what thoughts
create a love for the blanching doctrin of the soul's are.
In your reply to Mr. Chapman, near its close, you
annihilation.
Grant that the historic trails of all religions hav hav given the foundation of the question, beyoad
been found, with few exceptions, to hav been bloody, doubt, in the following sentence. You say, "In a
cruel, and tyrannical; surely that public teacher somewhat similar way, by the combustion of digesmust be lacking in the powers of discrimination or tion and the assimilativ process, the human stomfeeling, or recklessly iconoclastic, who compares the ach, combined with the other parts of the organizanatural impulse of man's nature, the ever-present, tion, daily converts meat, bread, and potatoes into
ever-activ element of hope of a continued existence the finest thoughts, the most beautiful prose and
in some form, with the countless vagaries of relig- poetry." What you here say is true, and rightly
understood must lead to a final solution of the quesion, however grotesque.
To the philanthropic thinker or the broad-minded tion.
It is a well-known fact that the chemistry of living
reformer, a belief in immortality, with its multifarious spiritual proofs (which every one, if he chooses, organisms can only change the various substances
can privately examin), is not the antagopist he ought received into them into new compounds, but no eleto assail. It is the ignorant assumptions of merce- ment will be found in these which did not b~long to
nary, cunning, aristocratic priestcraft. It i.s to mark those which were taken into the organism. Another
priestcraft's early germs of existence; its rise, fact of the highest importance in this co11nection is
growth, and development up to its prBsent indolent, that the compounds formed by assimilation are often
aristocratic proportions. It is this parasite of mental identical in their elementary composition, but widely
liberty that needs exposure and extermination until different in their properties. Albumen, fibrine, and
man is allowed to do his own thinking; until casine belong to this class of compounds; that is,
priestcraft under any form shall, like its twin fellow they are isomiric.
That it is the function of the brain and nerves to
kingcraft, be known as an enemy to progress and
humanity; until man is allowed to choose and prepare, combine, and eliminate thoughts from the
ponder upon his own probable position in the great substances which are taken into the system, and
invisible, iufinit republic. Surely here is work which are necessary to keep it in a healthy state, is a
enough for the Liberal reformer, rational and com- fact of observation, just as it is the function of the
prehensiv, and in full accord with the developments liver to secrete bile from these substances and. elimnate it. The same is true of all the other organs.
of science.
'l'houghts, then, are composed of carbon, oxygen,
Let the Liberal reformer select his proper antagonist, priestcraft. Monstrous as it is, it is but the out- hydrogen, nitrogen, potash, phosphorus, etc. That
growth of man's natural aspiration for a continued the atoms of these elements are smaller in thoughts
existence. Let the reformer not waste his energies, than in flesh and bone is true; and that their mobilbut select his proper foe-this great obstacle to every ity is increased in consequence is also true, beadvancement. Nor let him be discouraged at the c~use their magnetism or l.ife is progressed as well
slow progress of human emancipation, or expect too as the atom which serves as its body; but it is matJ, HoKE, M.D.
rapid a change. It is not to be expacted that priest-. ter still.
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them ori1y through a darkened window, and so shriv- of the missionaries of Christ in the first and second
els up and perishes. At the same time the penalty centuries. Then, for that matter, two centuries before
awarded is inexorably just-" he that knew his Buddha's birth the ten tribes of Israel were transmaster's
and did it not shall be beaten with the ported to the borders of India, and carrying with them
Reply to Mr. Bennett's Twentieth Letter.- many stripes, the less guilty with the few." More in their books of prophecies and doctrine, the prophdetail the principles of judgment upon the lost are ecies of the virgin's son, yet the mighty God the
Concluded.
given and have been <l_Uoted in a former letter, but Prince of Peace upon whose shoulder the govern~ent
Even of those considerations which rightly belong they will bear repetition.
should be laid, might very easily reappear as the
to the subject there is ever with the apparently most
"The righteous judgment of God who will ren- foundation. ~f .the Hindoo stories. But in the present
candid unbeliever an inability to present the case
der to every man according to his works; to them state of cntiOISm upon these books, when nothing is
with exactness. Bias or wrong teaching, if not wilthat by patience in well-doing seek for honor and settled, either the authenticity and genuineness of
fully perverse interpretati~n, often lead_astray when
glory and incorruption, eternal life. But unto them any of thein, or the question of chronology and interthe will seems really desirous of findmg truth. I
that are factious and obey not the truth, but obey pretation, it is the very reverse of scientific method
consider myself that the scriptures t~em_s~lves ~a~e unrighteousness, shall there be wrath and indigna- and proof to build any dogmatic system upon the
in themselves absolute proof of their divme origm
.
tion, tribulation and anguish, upon every soul of dubious result.
and convince every candid rea~er who is ;eally seekman that worketh evil, of the Jew first and also of
Infidelity, however, in this connection does not
ing to know the truth .. I .consider. t?at if the ~oo.k the Greek; but glory and honor and peace to every even merit the praise of consistency; the consciousis not self-evidential, It IS not divme. But It IS
man that worketh good, to the Jew first and also to ness of weakness is self-confessed wht>n the mask
in criticising the internal aspects of t?e Bible that
the Greek, for there is no respect of persons with need no longer be worn. Deep and radical difInfidelity appe~rs .most ~trangely m~a~able of God. For as ma'lly as have sinned without law shall ferences there are which in an unguarded moment
being just. I will give an mstance of this m a paralso perish without law; and as many as have sinned Infidels acknowledge.
Thus Professor Tyndall
agraph from one of the mos~ courteo~s and app~r under law shall be judged by law; for not the hearquotes
with
great
approbation
the remarks of anently fair-minded of the wnters agamst the scripers of a law are just before God but the doers of a other that Buddhism is a gospel.of "pure human
tures and it will bring into view an objection which
you hav often sneeringly made and to which I hav law shall be justified, for when Gentiles which have ethics, divorced not only from Brahma and the
not formally made any but the briefest reply. I re- no law do by nature the things of the law, these hav- Brahmanic trinity, but even from the existence of
ing no law are a law unto themselves, in that they God.-". s.urely. when. J:?uddhism is placed alongside
fer to the doctrine which in scriptural language reads,
shew the work of the law written in their hearts, Chnstiamty this exhibits a greater chasm in its dif"HQ that believeth on the son hath eternal life, but
their conscience bearing witness therewith, and their ference than communion in its points of coincidence.
he that believeth not the son shall not see life, but
thoughts one with another accusing or else excusing Mr. Leslie Stephen also adds his testimony that "the
the wrath of God abideth on him."
them; in the day when God shall judge the secrets briefest outline of the religious history of mankind
Mr. Greg, whose language you will . allow me
of
men according to my gospel, by Jesus Christ." shows that creeds which can count more adherents
to accept as being more reverent than yours, express(1 Rom. ii, 5-16).
·
than Chri~tianity, an~ have flourished through a
es his criticism of the doctrine as follows: "That of
longer
perwd, have omitted all that makes the ChrisThus
we
see
how
just
the
judgment
of
God
is,
two individuals whose degree of virtue is so similar
tian
doctrine
of a future state valuable in the eyes of
discriminating
between
the
degree
of
guiltiness,
that the question of precedence can neither be decided by the keenest human insight nor expressed by awarding to the greater the many stripes, to the less its supporters." Surely this, too, is too wide a distincthe finest minutire of human language, one would be the few, and rewarding every man according to his tion to be bridged over by any analogy of the migrarewarded with eternal joy, and the other be con- works, providing a sure salvation for those who, re- tion of ideas; the alleged patch work has at least one
its most prominent squares of new cloth and origdemned to everlasting torment, is assuredly among alizing the evil even in their best works, put their of
inal design.
the rudest of religious conceptions. Yet, to all ap- trust in that work which God has accepted as infallibly perfect-the work of his own son. Mr. Greg
The Christian doctrine of sin is another teaching
p earances such is the notion of future retribution then presents a parody of scripture when he asserts which, if I mistake not, is purely Christian. Schol' New Testament writers.
.
" .
held by the
Now if there was no further revelatiOn of the that it teaches an arbitrary judgment wherein the ars tell us that there is no word in Greek that exmea~ing of these ~ords than t?is verse .and oth~rs same degrees of virtue receive a different and unequal presses the Christian conception; with the Greek
and the Roman alike their idea was one of purely
like it, there might mdeed be stnct truth m the cnt- reward.
It is in the field of science that Infidelity claims to physical evil, the result of misfortune or madness or
icism. But Mr. Greg knows and you know that
there are verses in scripture explanatory of the na- hav scored her most important victories. The appli- the fault of God, and, besides, as Carlyle says, "the
ture of faith and of the principle of the judgements cation of exact principles of criticism, it is said, old world knew nothing of conversion, instead of an
of God that make this extract of Mr. Greg's an abso- proves scripture hopelessly human. And this '' de· 'Ecce Homo ' they had only some choice of Herlute perversion. Scripture is entitled to be heard in structive" school enrolls daily new scholars; even cules."
In the opening chapter of his exceedingly interestits own behalf and to be judged by its own teachings, from many pulpits principles are taught which unnot by the garbled views . of other~. Of c.ourse the dermine the truths for the defense of which they ing Life of Christ, Dr. Geikie eloquently enumerates
question of your or n;tY bel~ef of their teachmgs do~s were established. But even here Infidelity is con- a few of the most prominent of the beneficent effects
not enter into consideratiOn here, but whether It spicuously inexact. Take the following admissions of the teachings of Christ upon our earth, Among
teaches that of two persons of equal virtue one is from a popular writer who considers himself very far them is the idea of a brotherhood of man-humandoomed arbitrarily to eternal punishment, and the from the kingdom of men like Mr. Greg and Mr. ity. Until Christ proclaimed his doctrines in the
other received into everlasting bliss. In the first Newman and the school of modern Positivism, yet valleys and hills of Judea the idea was utterly unplace unbelief is represented in. scripture, not 3:s. an whose principles are equally dangerous. Of the known; Greeks, Romans, Jews, each nation considinnocent error of the head, but IS a moral conditiOn results of modern historical science ap:r'tied to the ered itself the favorite of heaven, with all the rest of
study of Christianity he says:
mankind ordained its vassals or enemies. Celsus
of the heart. As Burns says,
"It sets other religions by the side of it and shows deemed it one of the proofs of the visionary charac"The hea1t's aye, the part aye,
us that their course through the world has been ter of Christianity that it was a religion intended
Which makes us right or wrang."
· sacred for all men, but he little imagined that this very
strangely similar. They, too, h ave h a d t h eir
The presence of hydrophobia in the human system books and their incarnate gods for prophets; they teaching would be one of the grandest forces in softis often detected by the victim's aversion to water. have had their priesthoods, their traditions, and their ening the passions and selfishness of men and be a
Thus water may become the te~t of his c?nditio~. growing bodies of doctrine; there is nothing in preeminent factor in distinguishing the highest civSo a man's attitude toward Christ reveals his condi- Christianity that cannot find its counterpart, even to ilization known among them. You may assert that
tion-his moral disposition. It J;~eeds no argument the most marked details, in the life of its founder. Christendom has be~n !1 scene of selfishness, rapine,
to• prove that there is some~hi~g unnatura! and Two centuries, for instance, before the birth of Christ and the most excrutiatmg tortures, applied ever with
immoral in a child not behevmg an affectiOnate Buddha is said to have been born without a human the professed object of upholding Christianity. But
parent. It is self-evident. How much more the father. Angels sang in heaven to announce his ad- the scripture is not responsible for the acts of its permoral monstrosity of an intelligent creature not vent; an aged hermit blessed him in his mother's verters. The bloody career of Constantine, the
believing its creator! And_ thi~ is the representa- arms; a monarch was advised, though he refused, to butcheries of the Duke of Alva, the devilish cruelty
tion of scripture, that unbehef, m any form, shows destroy the child, who, it was predicted, should be a of the Inquisition, are not the practices of those who
a bad disposition; that it is born of it. It may ruler. It was told how he was once lost and was when smitten on one cheek turn the other; they are
not be as intrinsically evil to eat a fruit as to kill a found again in a temple, and how his young wisdom not loyal imitators of him who, when reviled, reviled
man but if God has forbidden· them, the stealing of astonished the doctors. A woman in the crowd was not again; who, when ill-treated, did not avenge
the fruit reveals the same evil disposition that cul- rebuked by him for exclaiming, 'Blessed itl the womb himself. They all result from a non-belief of that
minates in murder. A bad tree cannot bring forth that bare thee.' His prophetic career began when he doctrine of Christ's, ":My kingdom is not of this
good fruit, nor, ~n the same_ principl~, a goo_d. tree was about thirty years old, and one of the most world, else would my servants fight." His servants
bad fruit. All sms, theft, lymg, stealmg, lasCIVIOUS- solemn events of it is his temptation in solitude by do not fight. To be sure, he also said, "I came not
ness are the fruits of the bad tree, the tree which in the Evil One. Everywhere, indeed, in other relig- to send peace, but a sword," but he meant that his
itself is inherently bad. Christ defines the moral ions we are discovering things that we once thought truth would awake the latent hatred of an evil
attitudes and consequences of faith and unbelief as peculiar to the Christian. And thus the fatal infer- world wherever faithfully preached. The sword
follows:
ence is drawn down on all sides that they have all was not to be used by his servants, but would be in
"God so loved the world that he gave his only sprung from a common and an earthly root and that the hands of his enemies. And so those using it,
begotten son, that whosoever ~elieveth on him should one has no more certainty than another."
·
even under the banner of Christsanity, have been
not perish, but have eternal hfe. For God sent not
Mr. Mallock has put the story of Buddha in prose, traitors to his cause. Yet !l.otwithstanding all the
the son into the world to judge the world, but that as Mr. Arnold has in verse, largely indebted to the unfaithfulness of professing Christianity it has been
the world should be saved through him. He that scriptures with which he professes to contrast them. the real cam;e of the belief in the brotherhood of
believeth on him is not judged, he that believeth not It is strange, to say the least, to find that the support man, the originator and supporter of all schemes of
has been judged already, because he hath not be- of an exact science is a mere, "It is said." It is the political benevolence, hospitals, reformatories, temlieved on the name of the only begotten son of God. strength, nevertheless, of the whole system of de- perance organizations, etc., and the exalter of woman
And this is the juclgment that the light is come into structive criticism. The criticism upon the sacred to her proper sphere and dignity. These do not
the world, ancl men loved the darkness rather than books of the East is as yet in an immature stage, but characterize oriental civilization, nor did they belong
the light, for their works were evil. For every one enough is known of them to put to blush the remarks to any civilization before Christianity. They must
that doeth ill hateth the light and comP-th not into quoted. No scholar of any repute would be willing therefore be a product of it.
the light, lest his works should be reproved. But he to risk his reputation on such statements. It is a
The mutual doctrines of Christianity and other
that doeth the truth cometh to the light, that his well-settled decision that those books containing the religions, when critically tested, dwindle to very
works may be made manifest, that they have been doctrines of Christna and Buddha which most resem- few, and they are such that, to an unbiassed mind,
wrought in God" (Jno. iii, 16-21).
·ble the gospel histories are productions of a period they must be an argument in its favor. When you
Thus without faith in Christ, whatever social later than the Christian era-some even dating with- have mentioned a future life, heaven and hell, the
virtues a man may have, however amiable, kind, in a-thousand years of the present time. There is no guilt and depravity of men, sacrifice for sin, the
honest etc. he may be, they are like a few green denial that there are some coincidences, but the dif- priesthood, and even vague and broken whispers of
leaves 'on a decaying- tree. That which is the root ferences between Christianity and preceding creeds a coming incarnation, you have enumerated, probaof virtue-virtue of virtue-that which gives life are incomparably more numerous and decided, while bly, all the doctrines or ordinances in which there is
and health-he has not. With a few reflected beams the doctrines that are most similar in modern any resemblance. But even these are distorted.
from the source of truth it may be, he will not receive Buddhism are from Christian sources-the preaching A future life before Christ, even to the Jews, being
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only insinuated, not revealed, was more the dreams of
the poets ani the voice of the hopes and aspirations of
men, while as to the sense of sin every heart feels
its burden, and confession, sacrifice, and priesthood
seem but practical outgrowths of this feeling. The
human race, as all the proofs of science points, came
originally from one spot, and the remembrance of
the fall in the garden of Eden, the snake, the curse,
etc., were carried from this spot to all the different
regions of the world in which their traditions are
wafted from pole to pole, from the eastern and
western extremes of the equator, the tale of the
golden age, the box of Pandora, th(( snake, the
happy isles, the gardens of the Hesperides, the flood
of Deukalion, in different versions and strange
names, the Mexicans, the Indians, the Norsemen, the
Greeks, all unite to give universal testimony to
striking facts of which the scriptures present the
key and alG>ne preserve a rational and connected
recitation.
I have observed, also, with some surprise the utter
disregard of the cjrcumstances that so often modify
the bare statement of the facts and doctrines of
scripture. One prominent instance of the latter I
have quoted from Mr. Greg. ·There are scores of
others. As to misrepresented facts, witness, for
example, the instances of capital punishment commanded by Jehovah in the Old Testament. The
inspired teaching is that the nations doomed to extinction had been suffered to live against the demands of stern justice until the very land was defiled. For their vileness, and that they might not
defile others, they were at length commanded to
be exterminated. This was under a dispensation,
in which God was the king-a theocracy, where
infringement of the divine law by those to whom
it was given met with instant punishment. Now
w)at is the attitude which Infidel criticism assumes toward this fact? Utterly disregarding the
crying corruption of the doomed people, it represents
them as the innocent and defenseless victims of an
unjust and heartless massacre. The principles which
have been used in defaming the divine command in
these instances, if carried into practical effect in any
government, would paralyze the ar~ of _justice and
let loose the wors_t ele~ent~ of somal dis?r.d~r a~d
anarchy. There IS a like JUgglery of cntimsm m
t~e tr~atment of many other fac~s ~nd co~m~ands
given m the· Old Te~tament, whiCh ure. dis~mctly
stated to be only applicable under peculiar mrcumstances. These _limitations Infidel~ ha-ye. inv_ariably
overlooked or Ignored. And this drstmctwn, remembere~, makes sad havoc with the _puerile ar~uments whiCh are patched together to give a seemmg
consistency a_nd streng~h to the attacks upon the
moral perfectwn of Chnst.
It is a very common taunt of unbelievers that the
immense body of Christians receive the truths of
scripture traditionally. The fathers believed the
booke to be inspired, and, nurtured under such influences, the children, without any sufficient evidence
(so it is. said), receive them likewise. This is, however, either ignorance or something worse, for every
Christian has within him, in the evidence of his own
conversion, such an impregnable and unmistakable
proof of the truth of scripture that any others are
needless. No converted man has ever lapsed and
died in unbelief, although many pretenders may
assert their conversion and subsequent Infidelity.
The evidence is too real, the rest is too sweet, the
peace too nourishing, the communion too palpable,
to ever darken in unbelief. Instead, however, of
believing such experience, Infidels would have men
accept the truths of science, so they assert, receiving
nothing on any one's ipse dixit, but testing everything for themselves. Let me .retort the argument.
How many Infidels, how many readers of THE TRUTH
SEEKER, have tested the foundation truths of science,
and especially of the current Infidelity, miscalled
science, for themselves? How many have verifi.ed the arguments upon which Infidel geologists
seek to overturn the truth of the Mosaic record?
How many have searched and calculated for themselves the assertions of the astronomers? Not one
in fifty thousand. The greatest professors even
in the chairs of science have had, in some cases,
to receive unverified the tables and observations of
others. One little error may lead to a totally
erroneous conclusion. Who has verified every
statement they received on the strength of which
they cast away the scriptures? Believe me, all this
rhodomontade about untrammeled reason, scientific
truths, etc., exhibits more credulity and blind submission to man than is exhibited even by papists.
Tyndall, Huxley, Spencer, and others reign as absolute despots, and not one out of a thousand of their
admiring diseiples ever stops to question, far less
verify, their conclul:lions, or can verify them. Yet
callow striplings attempt (and I remember an instance in my own experience where a yout:fit who
could not write an intelligent invitation to a dinner,
nor would know how to behave among a company
of intelligent ladies and gentlemen-and of whom
I doubt whether he could spell the word science)
attempt to justify unbelief because the Bible is contradicted by the discoveries of modern science. And
to bring the argument nearer to the point, you cast
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a_way the scriptures mainly because they are unscien- were from beginning of the creation" (2 Peter ii,
trfic. Tell me, how much of this science of which 1-2; iii, 3-4). But the Christian neej not fear that
you discourse so gli~ly have you verified? Do you he whose prescience foretold this cannot provide for
know that the testimony of the rocks contradicts it-the very strength of Infidelity is only ripening to
Moses? Have you made innumerable observations be consumed by the coming of the Lord. His own
classified them, v~rified them beyond peradventure: will be taken to meet him before this, and the time
seleeted the most Important, without bias harmonized of Israel's salvation shall be at hand, for which the
all the difficult factsJ etc? or have you ~at comfort- Jews have been kept a distinct nation these many
ably in yo~r office and at intervals opened a book of weary centuries. But it is in the midst of universal
Tyndall's or Huxley's, or glanced at one of Denton's and Atheistical darkness that he comes, as it is writleatures, swallowed a page or two mastered some ten of Israel: "Arise, shine ! for thy light is come
scientific name, dropped the factE' that conflict with and the glory" of the Lord is risen upon thee ! For
your ideas, and never glancing at the conclusions of behold, darkness shall cover the earth, and GROSS
those who differ from your masters wrote some DARKNESS the peoples, but the Lord shall arise upon
editorial on ~he credulity of Christians: ending with thee, and his glory shall be seen upon thee" (Isa.
the exhort!lti<in to ~est everything for themselves, to lx, 1, 2).
take nothmg on faith, and to receive the truths of
But what will be the practical fruits of the gospel
science?
which Infidelity proclaims ? Too sure, even now, it
As an evidence how consistent unbelievers are in is bearing fruit which are to many of its advocates
their sarcasm as to the Christian's credulity and like Dead Sea apples, fair without, but ashes within.
faith, the follofn~ quotation should effectually There are even Infidels who deplore the fruits of
close the scoffers bps. Prof. Huxley, in a late in- their teachings, and it needs· but little observation to
augural address before the " British Association for assure us that its harvest will be universal lawlessthe Advancement of Science," said: "The evidence, ness and social chaos. Socialism, Communism,
direct. and indirect, in favor of biogenesis ('life Nihilism-the three fatal sisters-on the one hand;
from life, and from nothing but life') for all known Freelove in the most licentious and unrestrained sensa
for_ms of life must be admitted to be of great on the other, will most assuredly join together to hurry
weight. But though I cannot express this convic- men to barbarism. Have you ever pictured to yourself
tion of mine too strongly, I must carefully guard seriously what would be the scene if the theories and
myself against the supposition that no such thing as doctrines for whose defense you are giving your
abiogensis (spontaneous generation) has ever taken whole influence and life had universal sway? Have
place in the past or will take place in the future. you ever considered what depth they would have to
If it were given me to look beyond the satisfy your heart if every one of them were triumphabyss of geologically recorded time to the still ant? Of course there is now the fascination of playmore remote period when the earth was passing ing the character of a reformer-the opposition o£
through physical and chemical conditions, which it others adds zest and enjoyment to it, and so the heart
can no more see again than a man can recall his and mind are occupied and too busy to stop and ininfancy, I should expect to be a witness of the evolu- quire if it is happiness. But it will be different in
tion of living protoplasm from not living matter. the final act of the drama-the "reforms" will have
?-'hat is the expectation to which analogical reason- been made, the reformer will sink out of notice and
mg leads me, but I beg you once more to recollect use. Will the condition of things then give the
that I have no right to call my opinion anything but heart rest, peace, and happiness? There are very
an ACT OF PHILOSOPmc FAITH" (Spontaneous Gen- few earthly treasures that retain their value in the
eration. Lay Sermons, pp. 364, 366).
absence of competition. Is it not so with all your
What epithet shall we apply to such a course? If hopes?
it were not for the seriousness of the subject, would
The first practical effect of universal Atheism
it not be an object 8f ridicule to hear the blatant would be the obliteration of what is commonly called
?ellowing~ o~ Infidelity at what it terms the_ credul- morality-it could not help but do this. In this conIty of Chnstmns, and yet put forth one of Its most nection I firstly !pean by morality the social virtues
trenchant defenders to confess that he resists all evi- of chastity-that is, that fornication, adultery, and
deuce to perform an act of philosophic faith? Yet incest are wrong. This' is manifestly so, since one
this is the .eminent scientist o;f whom in some circles of the strongest impulses of the cutrent of unbelief
it is almost a crime to doubt the infallibility! is to overturn the religious and legal permanence of
Science babbles of faith! If this declaration is not marriage, in fact to grant to human beings that una p~oof that Prof. Huxley is so hopelessly wedded to restrained license which belongs to the lower animals.
his Idols that he is absolutely untrustworthy, I know This cannot be denied, because the proof is too palnot what could constitute proof.
pable. Apart from the bias against it which nurture
There can be no doubt that the ages are running in a Christian country imparts, under Christian intheir course of evil according to the terms of the fluences, it would be impossible to prove, if Atheism
prophecies of the scripture. There can be no dispute be true, that fornication is any more evil than a kiss.
by a thoughtful observer and an intelligent student For that which makes it wrong is that the creator inof the New Testament that the end of the present tended the nuptial act only for two persons of oppodispensation will be failure on the part of man, even site sex, who are joined by an indissoluble band.
as it was with the Jewish. With no vague or uncer- Nowteachings of this kind are mere poetic rhapsody
tain voice is the teaching of scripture on this point, about as true as the fable of the theft of Hermes, if
and history confirms it that Infidelity and Atheism there is no creator. And who<n the shame of seducare gaining seeming victory. The conflict may be tion ceases, as it will cease, and to many has ceased,
long or short, but the outlook for a believer in the to bring a blush, the practice of this will be undollbtconversion of the world by the preaching of the gos- edly a matter of open acknowledgment.
pel must be exceedingly dark and cheerless. Not
I grant that from expediency murder and theft
so to the intelligent reader of the Bible. "Let may be as restrained as now. But even these cannot
favor be shown to the wicked," the scriptures assert, be proven wrong on Atheistical principles. In fact,
" yet will he not learn righteousness;" "but when virtue and vice, good and bad, all lose signification
thy judgments are in the earth the inhabitants of the and to the Atheist are the mere residuum of superstiworld will learn righteousness." For myself I be- tion, the inflnence of former religious teachings which
lieve it is not far distant when the nations will throw he cannot shake off. No, sir; when to prove a cer- ,
off the fetters and become openly Infidel. This is tain act or thought to be wrong you tell me that it
the course marked out in the teachings of Christ him- must be judged only by its effects upon mankind, you
self and in the epistles. Well indeed might the Lord make as a standard in that case, the arguments of
ask, "When the son of man cometh shall he find Nihilism, the will of the majority makes right.
faith on the earth ?"
.
But if all men agree to be thieves, then stealing
In the parables in Matthew xiii the Lord foretells is not immoral on Atheistical principles, as, for
the corruption of Christianity and the increase of un- instance, in ancient Sparta, when the children
belief. Of the seed the sower sowed, but one part were only allowed such nourishment as they
yielded fruit-the other three were destroyed by the could steal from the tables of their seniors. And
birds of the air, the unfruitful rocke, or the choking so of murder, if all men should delight in becomthorns. The man that sowed good seed had his field ing .Thugs, it would grow to be a delight to give
planted with evil weeds by his enemy-the mustard or take life and lose all immorality.
There
seed becomes an unnatural tree with birds of the air being no supreme and unchangeable standard of
(always in scripture types of evil) breeding in its divine right, morality must be ever changing with
tainted branches-the kingdom of heaven is like the passions of the people; the can-can would be virleaven (always a symbol of evil) which a woman hid tue, running-a-muck honor, according as the majority
in three measures of meal until the whole became would decide.
evil-leavened. In the epistles the last days are full
I do not say that all this will ever occur in its
of evil, corruption, heresies. Paul, Peter, John, worst deformity, although much of it is of nightly
Jude, Revelation, all more or less fully predict a occurrence in the shadows of the low dens of all our
general though gradual falling away. Thus Peter great cities; but my point is that it is not inconsistwrites: "But there arose false prophets also among ent with Atheistical principles. And as to proof of
the people as among you; alBo there shall be false it, I might instance France and the Uommune, Garteachers who shall privily bring destructive heresies man Socialists, and Russian Nihilism, with all their
denying even the master that bought them. And unblushingly avowed profligacy, to say nothing of
many shall follow their lascivious doings, by reason Mr. Ingersoll's "Great Infidels," some of whom were
of whom the way of truth shall be evil spoken of." open adulterers. Certainly Jean Jacques Rousseau
"In the last days mockers shall come with mockery might be taken as a model Infidel, and his life as dewalking after their own lusts and saying, Where is tailed in his own "Confessions," a book which posthe promise of his coming? for f1·om the day that sessed great fascination for me in my Infidel days,
the fathers fell asleep all things continue as they might not inaptly be the inspiration of Infidelity,
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climaxed, as it was afterward, by hii supposed iui- please an admiring audience, it may be that you have interm1ting public games, when in the midst of tho
cide.
omitted to give my side that unbiased -examination entertainment the ardent Romans rushed in, and
The dark pioture I have drawn is no fancy picture. which it deserves. I hope that in the leisure of your each selected such fair dams&l as best suited him or
It il!! said that Voltaire severely censured Baron journey you may be inclined to more calmly and he could secure.
Inasmuch as Chnl!ltianity is built on Judaism, it is
D'Holbach's "Good Sense" because it spread Athe- thoroughly investigate the claims of the religion of
ism among the servants. He correctly estimated the Jesus Christ, and that you may make one more of almost to be wondered at that Judaism was not coneffects. And even from among those who are fore- the many who, having enlisted against him in haste, l!!idered the lever which elevated woman instead of
most in their efforts to overturn a belief in Theism on further reflection gladly take refuge beneath his giving the honor to her child and successor. It is hard
to see that Christianity made much advance with recomes a warning voice. "Never," it cries, "in the cross. Such is the sincere desire of
history of man has so terrific a calamity befallen the
Very truly your obedient servant, G. M. MAIR. · gard to the status of woman over its parent, Judaism.
The older system fully sanctions polygamy; and
race as that which all who look may now behold adthough the younger did not perpetuate it, I recall none
vancing as a deluge black with destruction, resistless
Our Twenty-second Letter to Mr. Mair.
of the teachings of Jesus which forbi<l it. Nor
in might, uprooting our most cherished hopes, indo
I recollect anything on the part of the same
gulfing our most precious creed, and burying our
HAS CHRISTIANITY ELEVATED WOYAN?
teacher particularly calculated to elevate woman
highest life in mindless desolation."
MR. G. M. M..uR, .Dear Sir: I think I conclusively above what had existed in surrounding nations beI must remind the reader, too, that the greatest
scientists admit that science cannot unravel the mys- proved in ~y last that Christianity is not a religion fore his time. He, perhaps, exhibited a natural
teries of the universe. That theory which is so of love; tiiat it has not taught mankind to live as fondness for such women as Mary and Martha, and
largely held and so fondly deemed to be absolutely brothers, and at the same time that it has not intro- the fond attentions of the former of them, who
demonstrated, the theory of evolution, is utterly un- duced sympathy into the world. In this letter I worked over his hair and anointed it, washed his feet
provable. And the heedless stars and the careless shall examine your position that " Christianity has and wiped them with her own hair; but if he took
earth are dumb in reply to any question asked them alone elevated woman." Believing that I have suc- much pains to enlighten them in the truths of literaof the future; light from the one that only makes ceeded in showing that the major part of your claims ture, science, or philosophy, in order to elevate them
the darkness visible, and a thorn or a flower cast in this discul!lsion have been untenable and false, I to a plane, they had not before occupied, it does not
from the other-poor replies to the persistent inqui- think I shall find no difficulty in demonstrating that appear from the fragmentary record. He had an
ries of the heart. Nature veils God, not reveals, this one in regard to the elevation of woman by interview with a fallen woman who had been taken
in the act of adultery, which might be held as an
and the text-books of scibnce are but elaborated con- Christianity is likewise untrue.
The career of the human race began, of course, in indication that her morals were not as elevated as
fessions of ignorance. And I cannot close this more
happily than by the following confessions from Pro- a state of savager:y,_when physical force gave the they might have been; but he had very little to say
right of control. Woman, not being the equal of to her that was of an elevating character. If it was
fessor Tyndall. Reader, ponder it well:
man
in muscular strength, was forced into a state of his purpose or pleasure to elevate woman and to
"If asked whether science has solved or is likely
in our day ~o solve the problems of the universe, I vassalage and slavery. In primitive or savage times give her a higher position than she had previously
must shake my head in doubt. Behind and above a union between the sexes was a matter of either occupied in the world, he had a singular way of
and around us the real mystery of the universe lies force, fraud, or purchase. Woman was merchandise, showing it, for none but those of active imaginaunsolved, and, as far as we are concerned, incapable by the l!lale of which her father, brother, or captor tions like yourself would ever suspect it from anyof solution. The problem of the connection of body profited. In whichever way she was transferred thing he said or did. Even as he said nothing to
and soul is as insoluble in its modern form as it was from one ownership to another she became the prop- the disparagement of human slavery, so he also said
in the pre-scientific ages. There ought to be a clear erty of the man who took her for wife, and he be- nothing to the condemnation of the degraded col:J.dition in which woman had been held for thousands of
distinc.tion mad~ bet~een science in the state of hy- came her lord and master.
Unfortunately this rule has existed for thousands yearl!l. If he was in favor of woman's rights, as
pothesis and smence m the state of fact. And inasmuch as it is still in its hypothetical stage, the ban of years and among various tribes and nations. This understood in our day and time, he was indeed a
of exclusion ought to fall upon the theory of evolu- unjust rule existed in most of the Asiatic nations, to very weak advocate of the refonn; Lucy Stone or
tion. Mter speaking of the theory of evolution ap- which the Semitic races formed Jio exception. The Susan B. Anthony would beat him out of sight and
plied to the primitive condition of matter as belong- Arabs and Jews were as oppressive to woman as any back again in a very short time.
The status in which Christianity placed woman
ing to the dim twilight of conjecture, the certainty others of the Asiatic tribes, and their belief i11 Eloah
of experimental inquiry is here shut out. Those who and Allah modified their customs in but a very may be correctly understood from the teachings of
hold the doctrine of evolution are by no means igno- slight degree. It is very e!ft!y to satisfy ourselves the great apostle Paul, who undoubtedly had far
rant of the uncertainty of their data, and they only that under the Israelitish rule woman enjoyed but more to do in founding and establishing Christianity
yield te it a provisional assent. In reply to your little of the justice and equality which later and bet- than Jesus himself. His woman's-rights maxims
question they will frankly• admit their inability to ter civilizations have given her. Under that branch should not be forgotten in this day of woman's
point to any savsfactory experimental proof that life of Asiaticism the woman emphatically became the advancement:
can be developed save from demonstrable antecedent property of the man,,who took her for wife. The
"Wives submit yourselves unto your husbands" (Col. iii,
life, I share Virchow's opinion that the theory of father gave her or sold her as he pleased to the 18). "For the husband is the head of the wife" (Eph. v,
e.volution in its compl~te form involves the assump- future husband, who could take as many additional 23). "Let your women keep silence in the churches; for it
not permitted unto them to speak; but they are commanded
tiOn that at some perwd or other of the earth's his- wives as he chose. The greatest and wisest of the is
to be under obedience, as also saith the law. And -if they will
tory there occurred what would be now called spon- kings of that race is reputed to have taken to him. learn anything let them ask their husbands at home; for it is
taneous generation. I agree with him that the self seven hundred wives and three hundred concu- a shame for a woman to speak in the church" (1 Cor. xiv, 34,
proofs are still wanting. I hold with Virchow that bines. How much liberty and equality that thousand 35). " Wives submit yourselves unto your own husbands as
the failures have been lamentable, that the doctrine women could have possessed can easily be imagined. unto the Lord. Therefore, as the church is subject unto Christ,
It was accorded to Jewish husbands by the relig- so let the wives be to their own husbands in everything."
is utterly discredited."
I have already made a quotation on this point ion which you believe to be divine that they could
This kind of doctrine promotes the equality of
from Prof. Huxley. They are both significant. divorce their wives for very slight causes, and they woman with a vengeance. But Peter talks in the
Reader, can you afford to receive theories on the were permitted to write out the bills of divorce to same elevating manner:
truth of which an eternity hangs, in the face of such suit their own lordly notions. It was permitted by "Ye wives be in subjection to your own husbands. Even as
absence of proof? If so you can ill afford to call Hebrew law for a father to sell his daughter to be Sarah obeyed Abraham, calling hiin Lord; whose daughters ye
a wife, a concubine, or a maid-servant. As a proof are" (1 Peter iii, 1, 6).
any one credulous, far less the Christian.
But I must conclude. No one can realize more in- of this we haye to look no farther than to Jacob, the
In contradistinction to such " elevating" doctrines
teiisely than myself how inadequately I have pre- individual from whom the entire race is said to have taught by the founders of Christianity, the doctrines
d.escended.
He
served
seven
years
for
each
of
his
sented the Christian defense in this controversy, yet
whic~ you cl_ai~ have given a greater degree of
I indulge the hope that I have met at least some of two wives, a!! per bargain made with the father, equality and mdependence to woman than she has
while
his
two
concubines
were
much
more
easily
obyour objections and demonstrated their futility, and
derived from any other source, it may perhaps be
that some reader may have been led to give this sub- tained, the sons of whom became the heads of sev- well to take a brief view as to how woman was
eral
of
the
twelve
tribes
of
Israel.
ject a real investigation. I hope I have not in opposWhen in war the Hebrew captured his enemies, he treated in former times by the pagan nations who
ing your views either in this letter or in those preexercised
the right to select such of his female cap- knew nothing of Christianity. Woman received
ceding been discourteous, or failed to treat you with
tives
for
wives
as he pleased, and there was nothing from the civilizations of many of the pagan nations
becoming consideration. If I have forgotten to be as
and before Christianity existed, a greater degree of
amiable or patient as I should have been, I offer as an in their very divine religion to prevent it. "Holy personal and political lib~rty than Christianity has
writ"
sanctions
this
divine
business.
In
Deuteronapology the little time, not more than a few hours
ever accorded to her. As long ago as Egypt was in
per week, that I have had to devote to you, and omy xxi, 10-14, this beautiful command is given:
her glory woman bought and sold in the markets;
co~sequently many sente.nces have been roughly
" When thou goest forth to war against thine enemies, and they were physicians; colleges for their instruction
Wl'ltten that would otherwise have been revised.
the Lord thy God hath delivered them into thy hands, and were established twelve hundred years before the
.I esteem you fortunate that i~ a few weeks you thou hast taken them captive, and seest among the captives a Christian era. The " sacred songs" of Isis, particiwoman, and hast a desire unto her, and thou wouldst
Will probably have an opportumty of personally in- beautiful
have her to be thy wife; and then thou shalt bring her home pated in by women, were deemed by Plato to be ten
specting the most interesting country in the world, to thy house; and she shall sh!Lve her head and pare her nails, thousand years old when he lived. The women of
the Holy Land. You go to it in a state of mind and she shall put the raiment of captivity from off her, and Egypt held the sacred office of priestess, and bore
very similar to that with which the celebrated French shall remain in thy house, anll bewail her father and her the sacred sistrum in the ceremonies of worship long
Infidel Renan visited it, almost a quarter of a cen- mother a full month; and after that thou shalt go in unto her, anterior to the teachings of Jesus, Peter, and Paul.
and be her husband, and she shall be thy wife. And it shall Women sat upon the thrones of Egypt side by side
tury ago. Very possibly it may have the same effect be
if thou have no delight in her, then thou shalt let her go
upon you that i~ did upon him. "All that history," whither she will; and thou shalt not sell her at all for money, with her kings, and in a position of equality. I have
he wntei, "whwh at a distance seemed to float in and shalt not make merchandise of her, because thou hast seen considerable numbers of ancient Egyptian statthe clouds of an unreal world took instantly a body humbled her."
·
ues in the museums of Europe representing the king
a solidity which astonished me. The striking accord
An idea of the justice and equality accorded to and queen of the country sitting together in equal
between the texts and the places, the marvelous har- woman in the time when the Israelites were under power and ri~ht. It was the same among the oommon
mony of the evangelical picture with the country the immediate control of heaven, and of a commend- people, as Wilkinson shows us; men and women were·
which served as its frame, were to me as a revelation. able way to secure wives, may be obtained from an- equal in the marriage relation, or, if any difference
I had before my eyes a fifth gospel, mutilated but other part of the divine word-Judges xxi, 20-22:
the greater honor was given to woman. The hus~
still legible, and ever afterward in the recitals of
band at the marriage ceremony promised obedience
Matthew and Mark, instead of an abstract being "Therefore they commanded the children o! Benjamin, say- to the wife in all things; the husband and wife ruled
h
d
-ing, Go and lie in wait in the vineyards; and see, and behold,
t at one woul say had never existed, I saw a won- if the daughters of Shiloh come out to dance in dances; then the domestic domain in common; they sat upon the
derful human figure live and move." This confes- come ye out of the vineyards, ard catch you every man his same double chair in life, and were laid in the same
l!lion is the more remarkable from the fact that M. wife out of the daughters of Shiloh, and go to the land of Ben- tomb in death. Crimes against women were of rare
Renan still remains an Infidel. It would be a very jamin."
occurrence, and were punished with severity when
great pleasure to me to know that with you it had
This conduct on the part of God's children was committed. The religion of Egypt did far more for
not only removed all doubt as to the real existence not 1mlike that of the pagan Romans when a scar- woman than the religion of Judaism and Christianity
and noble character of Christ, but that it had also led city of marriageable women existed among them; has done for four thousand years.
you to love and serve him.
and Romulus is said to have invited the Sabine peo.
In Persia woman was co-founder of the Parsee reIn the heat of argument and the temptation- to pie from the neighboring towns to wiinesa some ligion, which taught the existence of one supreme
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be debarred from occupying positions of honor and
trust is more monstrous than anything found in all
pagandom. As Mrs. Gage says: "This ~o.c.trine of
original sin lies at the base of the rehg~o~s ~nd
political disqualifications of woman. Chnstiamty,
through this doctrine, has been interpreted as sustaining man's rights alone. The offices held by her
during the apostolic age she has gradually been deprived of through eccles.iastical enact~en~s. To
"Canon law,"' according to Christian authority,
Augustine, whose early life was spen~ m ?ompa~y
"is the whole body of church decrees enacted by with the most degraded of womankmd, IS Chnscouncils, bulls, decretals, etc., 3:nd is recognized. b:y a tianity indebted for the full development of the
system of laws primarily established by the Chnstian doctrine of original sin, which, although to be found
church and enforced by ecclesiastical authority. It in the religious systems of several ancient nations,
took c~gnizance first mer~ly of what were co~sidered was not a primitive one of the Christian church.
spiritual duties, but ultimately extended Its.elf ~o [The greater part of the Fathers of the Greek
temporal rights. It was c?llecte~ and embodied I~ chw·ch before Augustine emphatically denied any
the ninth century, since whiCh penod numerous addi- real original sin.] Taught as one of the most sac~·ed
tions have been made." "The council of Laodicea mysteries of religion, which to doubt or to questiOn
in 365 in its eleventh canon forbade the ordination was to hazard eternal damnation, it at once exerted
of women to the ministry, and by its forty-fourth a most powerful and repressing influence upon
canon prohibited.them f_rom enterin,S" ~nto the altar. woman, fastening upon her a bondage which the
The council of Orleans m 511, consistmg of twenty- civilization of the nineteenth century has not been
six bishops and priests, pro~ulg~ted a canon declar- able to cast off. To this doctrine of woman's creing that on account of then frailty women must be ated inferiority we can trace those irregularities
excluded from the deaconship." Nearly five hun- which for many centurie~ filled the church with
dred years later the council of Paris in 824 bitterly shame for practices more obscene than the orgies of
complained that women served at the altar, and even Babylon or Corinth, and which dragged Christianity
gave the people ~he " body an~ blood of Christ." to a darkness blacker than the night of heathendom
The council of Aix-la-Chapelle m 816 forbade ab- in pagan countries-a darkness upon which the
besses from taking upon themselves any priestly most searching efforts of historians cast scarcely one
function. In view of all this, it is not at all strange ray of light; 'a darkness so profound that from the
that the learned Sir Henry Maine should declare that seventh to the eleventh century no individual
" canon law has deeply injured civilization." It is thought can be traced. All was sunk in superstithe same as saying Christianity has . deeply injured tion. Men were bound by church dogmas, and
civilization. And still you presume to set yourself looked only for aggrandizement· through her. The
up in opposition to such distinguished authority and priesthood, which only possessed a knowledge of
to make the unsupported assertion that Christianit_y letters, prostituted their learning to the basest uses.
has improved civilization and el~vated wom3:n .. ~Is The nobility spent their lives ·in warring upon each
is as falf\e as the frequent assertiOn that Chr.Istiamty other. The peasantry were the sport and victim by
has fostered education and has been the friend and turns of priest and noble, while woman was the prey
promoter of science. ~ I hav~ space and time I of all; her person and her rights possessing no conwish to pay some attentwnto this branch of the sub- sideration, only as they could be made to advance
ject.
the interest or serve the pleasure of a noble husband,
Judge Waite informs us in his "History _of the father, or priest-some man-god, to whose lightest
Christian Religion," page 23, that women m the desire all her wishes were made to bend. The most
early age of the church cl!l'imed the right to baptize pronounced doctrine of the church during this period
their own sex, but the bishops, presbyters, etc., not was that through woman sin had been introduced
caring to be released from so pleasant a duty, refused into the world; that woman's whole tendency was
to yield to the reasonable request. 9n _Pages 384 toward evil; and that had it not been for the unforand 385 he informs us that the constitutiOn of the tunate oversight of Iter creation, men would be
church of Alexandria, which is thought to have been dwelling inJthe paradisaical innocence and happiness
established about the year 200, required the appli- of Eden, blessed with immortality. The church
cant for baptism to be divested ~f . clothing, and looked upon woman as under a curse, considered
after the ordinance had been admimstered, to be man as God's divinely-appointed agent for its
anointed with oil. Bunsen's "Christianity of Man- enforcement, and that the restrictions she suffered
kind," vol. vii, pp. 393-396; vol iii, Ana Lieta gives under Christianity were but part of a just p~ni~h
much the same account, and tells us that converts ment for having caused the fall of man. Chnstian
were first exorcised of the evil spirits w~ich were s?-p- theology thus at once ~truck a blo'Y' at th~se old.
posed to inhabit them, and after.undr~ssmg 3:nd J;>emg beliefs in woman's equality, broadly mculcatmg the
baptized they were anointed with oiL Qmte. hkely doctrine that woman was created for man, was
we have right here the very reason why the bishops, subordinate to him, and under obedience to him.
priests, and presbyters refused to allow women to It bade woman stand aside from sacerdotal offices,
baptize each other, and why they preferred to per- forbidding her to speak in the church; comm~nding
form the rite themselves. I am morally sure there her to ask her husband at home for all she wished
are numerous titled bishops .alnd_pious. p~·esbyters of to know, at once repressing all tendency toward her
our own times who would be qmte wilhng to bap- freedom among those who adopted the new religion,
tize the younger female applicants in this ~anner.
and by various decretals taught her defilement
In pre-Christian Germany woman enJoyed far through the physical peculiarities of her being. It
greater rights, liberties, and equalities than she has placed the legality of marriage under priestly consince known under Christian rule. She was allowed trol secured to husbands a right of divorce for
to occupy distinguished positions in church. and cau~es not freeing the wife, and so far set its ban
state. Purity and chastity_w~re hon.ored as l:Ighly upon the nation as ~o hol~ single women aJ;>ove the
as subsequently in any Chnstian natiOn. As m the wife and mother m holmess. After havmg forRoman empire, woman was allowed to hold property bidden woman the priestly office, it forbade her
in her own right; she was honored _for h~r good certain benefits to be derived therefrom, thus unqualities and given much greater consideratiOn than justly punishing h~r for an ineligibilit:y of its own
later under Christian power. .
.
creation. Offices m the church, learnmg, property
"The women of Scandinavia were regarded with rights, freedom of thou~ht and action, all were held
respect, and marriage was held sacred by both as improper for a bemg secondary to man, who
men and women. These old Berserkers reverenced came into the world, not as a part ofl the great
their Alruna, or Holy Women, on earth, and wor- original plan, but as an afterthought of the creator "
shiped goddesses in heaven."
(Woman, Church, and State, in History of Woman
It has been well and truthfully said that "Roman Suffrage).
monogamy and German rigor and severity _in regard
The laws passed by the Christian nations of Euto chastity and purity_ went largely to g\;e us_ti:e
dominant type of marnage we _have to-~ay. This IS rope, as well as in our own country, have depressed
far more rational than to claim that It cam~ from woman to a state of comparative nonentity, so far
the revealed will of heaven, as portrayed m .the as her legal status is concerned. "By marriage,"
polygamy and concubinage of the ~ible, not con- says Mrs. Besant, "a woman loses her legal existence.
The law scarcely recognizes ~er, save in un!mporta~
demned or disapproved by Jesus or his apostles.
In fact, it is the teachings of the Bible that has cases when it becomes consCious of her existence m
been made the pretext of the church for the _gr?ss orde; to punish her for some crime or misdemeanor.
wrongs upon woman that through all these C~nstian Blackstone said, and no subsequent legislation has
centuries have been imposed upon her; and mstead modified his dictum: 'By marriage the husband and
of Christianity being the ful?rum w~ic~ has elevated wife al'e .one person in law;_ that is, the very: being,
woman in the scale of existence, It IS the heavy legal existence of woman IS suspended dun~g the
weight of tyranny and oppression that has crushed mal'riage or at least is incorporated or consolidated
into that' of the husband, under whose wing, protecher into the earth.
A rare old black-letter volume, published in ~on tion, and. cover she performs everything; and is
don in 1632, entitled "The Lawes and ResolutiOns therefore called in our law-French a feme covert (p.
of Women's Rights," says, "The reason why women 442). 'Husband and wife ar~. one person in law,' (C~
have no control in Pa~·liam~nt, W:h! theJ: ~,ake ~~:o myn's Digest, fifth ed., vol. n, p. 208), and from this
laws, consent to none, IS their. ongmal sm.
~Is it follows that 'by no conveyance at the common
horrible idea, because, accordmg to the old Bible law could the husband give an estate to his wife,'
" The jurisconsulists had e"!de~tly at this time assu~ed fable, woman was the first to pluck an~ eat the even for her own advantage, and that any premedithe equality of the sexes as a prmmple of the code .of eqm~y.
tated contract made with her as to money she shall
The situation of the H-oman women, whether married or sm- apple, she has c?ns~quently been the leadmg cause
(Oondudld em pago 460.)
gle1 bee&me one o! great persomu aud property indepelldeuce. of all the mischief m the world, and must therefore
God, and had as pure a form of worship as the world
has known.
The Druids of ancient Britain plaRed a far higher
valuation on the councils of women in civil jurisprudence than did the founders of Christianity.
In Greece as in nearly all the pagan nations, the
female ele~ent was fully recognized ir;t divinity,
nearly all the mythologies having as many goddesses
as gods, and posse.ssing ~early e9-ua~ infl.ue~ce and
power in _the celestial regwns_, whil~ m J udai~m. an_d
Christiamty no such generosity and magnanimity IS
shown. The god or gods of these. two religions are
exclusively of the male gender, while the f~ma~e e~e
ment is utterly tabooed in the heavenly ~I~mtaries
as well as in the sacred offices. In Chnstian mythology we are saddled with the Father, Son, a~d
Holy Ghost-all of the ma~e ge~der of co?-rse-:w~Ile
the female is not recognized m anythmg divme.
According to Judaic ~nd Christi~n bel~ef there was
originally no female m the celestial regwns. When
Yahweh wished to beget a son to send intotheworld
to die and thus. atone for the blunder he had made
in getting up the human race in such an imperfect
manner, there seems to have been no female in heaven
to act the part of mother, and Yahweh was compelled
to come down to earth and hunt up a young, unsophisticated little Jewish girl whom he overshadowed
and who was afterwards called " the mother of God."
This is the nearest the Christian system co~es to. according an equality to the female. sex, ~omg little
better here in the earthly domam, while _all the
pagan nations deify the female . eq_ually With _the
male. Here is discerned the supenonty of pagamsm
over Christianity. If God exists at all he must be
lemale as much as male. Nature is equally male and
female and it would seem that divinity should follow
suit if there is any divinity to follow. .
.
.
The injustice to women and the equality whiCh IS
denied her are conspicuous, even down to the present
day. Not only are wom~n still forbid~en on. the
authority of Paul to speak m church, but m the highest Catholic and Episcopal churches th~y a_re not even
allowed to sing though so capable of smgmg. In the
rich cathedrals' of Europe, including the Protestant
cathedral of St. Paul in Lon~on, wome~ are all?wed
to take no part in sacred musiC, the. chous ~ontam no
female singers, men and b~y~ are tramed to smg felllale
parts, while females are rigtdly excluded. I cam.e to
the conclusion that women were allowed to do httle
more than to confes.s their sins to the priests, t? drop
pennies into the sacred plate or box when It was
brought around, and to do all in their power to su~
tain the system and its clergy. Wh_ether the rule IS
followed because women are considered less pure
and less religious than men I will not undertake to
decide, but that the pagans treated ~heir feiJ?-ales 'Yith
far greater equality is very .cert~m. The a~ment
Grecians and Romans had theu pnestesses, ~h.eu vestal virgins to guard the sacred fire, to admmister to
the rites of the goddess Ceres or Vesta, and th~y also
officiated in the s'lcrifice to the Bona Dea, with the
mystic ceremonies which no man's presence was suffered to profane. In the Eleusinian myste!ies, dedicated to Ceres herself, woman had a most Important
part to perform, and it is said that few men had_ the
courage to dare initiation into their most secret ntes.
All heathendom recognized a female priesthood,
some making their national safety to depend upon
them. Sibyls wrote the books of fate, and oracles
where women presided were visited and consulted
by all nations.
In the ancient civilization of Greece women ~ere
divided into three principal classes: first, the wives;
second the companions; third, the menials, or slaves.
The se~ond class was the most honored and enjoyed
the greatest privileges. They were the ~est educated, they moved in the most cul~ured somety, and
were even considered the most desuable as compa_nions and helpers to statesmen, orators, ~enerals, historians, poets, and sculpto.rs. The beautif?-1, learned,
and accomplished Aspasia, . t~e comp~mon of t~e
statesman Pericles, is a stnki~g spemmen of this
class, and few women have lived who have been
more highly or more justly h?noi:ed.
. .
Not only as importan.t offimals m th~ rel~gi?us ~er
vice of ancient Rome d1d woma~ acqmre dis.tmctwn,
officiating as priestesses of the highest functiOns, but
she received remarkable personal and _property
rights, as may be learned by a per;1sal of Sir He~ry
J. S. Ma.ine L. L. D., K. C. S. 1., ] . 1~. S., authoi of
"An Essay' on Roman Law " (1856), "Ancient Law/'
(1861), /'Village Communities," (1871), "Early History of Institutions," (1875), than whom a ~ore :profound judge of anci~nt law and the rule ot anCient
nations has scarcely lived. He gr~duated at Pe~
broke College, Cambridg~, _and received a f~llowship;
was regius professor of CIVIl law at Ca~bndge 184754· reader on jurisprudence at the Middle Te~ple
1854-62; was engaged in India on the great legtsl~t
ive reform, 1862-69; became corpus professor of JUrisprudence at Oxford in 1870; and entered the council for the Secretary of State for India in Hl71. He
speaks in this way of t~e positi~n of wom~n. ~der
Homan law before the mtroductwn of Christiamty:

. . . but Christianity tended somewhat, from the very first,
to narrow this remarkable liberty. The prevailing state of
religious sentiment may explain :why moder?-. jurisprudence
has adopted· these rules concermng the pos1tion of woman
which belong peculiarly to an imperfect civiliza:ti~n. : ·. .
No society which preserves any tincture of Chnstian mstitutions is likely to restore to married women the personal liberty
conferred on them by middle &man law. Canon law has
deeply injured civilization."
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The writer of this somewhat monotonous little ro- in the deadly grasp of superstition. Now while
mance is a remarkable man. He is so often absent the emigrant is waiting here in Antwerp to start for
from the body and so wrapped up in things spiritual Amer~ca, let• _us giv him the means .of becoming
that he forgets to pay his debts, and· a gentle re- acquamted with Freethought, Seculansm, LiberalOur London Letter.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: minder in the shape of a county-court summons has ism, and all the conquests of modern thought; let us
The action taken by the pious bigots both in and out to be served on him occa!!ionally, but owing to the teach him to rely upon himself and liv for man and
of Parliament with regard to the Bradlaugh case has reasons above given he is seldom to be found, except not for some improbable deity, who cannot in any
clearly shown that they possess neither the wisdom on Sundays, when the document cannot be s~r~ed case be gratified by his ridiculous sacrifice of self.
To make a long story short, let us make a chamof serpents or the harmlessness of doves. Had they upon him, and then he appears boldly as a slhmng
possessed the former they would hav kept quiet, as light and defies the devil and everybody else. When pion of Freethought and a worthy citizen of a free
by their continued persecution and illegal measures he does happen to be caught he invariably pleads country, so that immigration shall continually
in 'continuing to keep the elect of Northampton from poverty and swears he is not in a position to pay. strengthen the great wave of Freethinking intellect
taking his seat in the House of Commons they hav No wonder he feels righteously indignant a;gainst now surging from east to west and from north to
elicited much sympathy, not only from his own nat- wicked Freethinkers, who endeavor to act upnghtly, south through the great republic that livs and thrives
under the glorious Stars and Stripes.
ural supporters, but even from those who are imbued and giv no cause of offense.
I am also the happy possessor of another edifying
And to bring all this about I would, with Dr.
with strong religious tendencies. Many of the Nonconformists and some of the state church party hav little work, entitled, "Prophecies Relativ to the Barkany, suggest the founding in Antwerp, near the
had their indignation aroused by the ill-judged zeal Messiah, with Their Fulfilment," which has to be read Scheid, of a Freethought bookstore, where Freeof the self-chosen defenders of the faith, and are in small instalments, as it requires much study to thought works in English, German, French, Flemish,
doing their best to aid the victim in asserting and make head or tail out of it, and an attempt to read and other languages could be sold at merely nomigaining his political rights, though they are careful it straight through at one sitting would be too much nal prices.
Personally I hav a mind that if a lecturing hall,
to make it understood that they do not approve of for any ordinary individual-hopeless insanity would
be the result. Here is a specimen prophecy: "The club-room, and dependencies, where the emigrants
his irreligious views.
The stand taken by the bigots has, however, been scepter shall not depart from Judah nor a law-giver would be invited and could gain free admittance,
of advantage to the Freethought party, as it has from beneath his feet until Shiloh come." This is could be attached it would help our cause in a wonbrought them prominently into public notice, and the fulfilment: "Pilate saith unto them, Shall I derful degree. There would be no difficulty in getwill doubtless tend to 'lead many who hav hitherto crucify your king ? The chief priests answered, ting German lecturers, Antwerp being full of Ger-.
neither thought of or troubled about the subject to We hav no king but Cresar." You won't want any mans.
Of course the emigrants would talk among themturn their attention to it and incline them to look more specimens, I should think. I hav given it quite
into and study it, and find out for themselvs what up as a hopeless case. I can't see it anyhow; it is selvs of what they had heard and seen, and would
it really is.
Persecution has almost invariably worse than the most difficult conundrum ever in- while the time away on board during the voyage by
done good to the cause attacked, though unfortu- vented. Can any of your readers put me on the track reading the works they had bought or, under certain
J. D.
circumstances, got free of charge, and it would go
nately the individuals who hav been selected to bear to find out where the point comes in?
hard with us Freethinkers or we would regularly
the brunt hav been deep sufferers, and the present
gain some some fifty per cent of their number before
A. Freethought Cargo.
instance will be no exception to the rule.
People are not so easily hoodwinked nowadays by
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : they reach your shores.
"Well," you say, "try the experiment." Well,
coarse denunciation as they were but a few years Now, in coming for the first time before American
back, and hav less blind faith in their spiritual guides, readers, I don't want to serve them up anything my American brethren, that's where the !!hoe pinchpreferring to "try the spirits and see whether they stale or done up already by others and of which they es. You see the Freethinkers of Antwerp and I are
quite willing to do so, but we are practical men, and
be good or evil." They begin to see that Atheists are or may be surfeited.
you
cannot blame us for it. Or, who will benefit
are not the immoral, debauched, and wicked folks
No, my Freeth ought cargo is something new, and
that lying, interested parsons hav invariably repre- the only drawback about it is that the idea is not most by our labors? The American Freethought
sented them. The spirit of inquiry now prevalent is exclusivly mine; in fact, that somebody else sug- party of course. Agreed; then let them assist us
a source of sore distress to the "fathers of the gested the matter to me, and that I am only in this manfully, and if any of them feel inclined to help in
church" and those who gain a fat living by practic- case a kind of Vulcan carrying out the plans of an this noble work, let them organize committees on
that side of the Atlantic and communicate with me
ing on the credulity of their admirers. They are in intellectual Jove.
great consternation to find that they hav for some
"But enough enigma," you will say; "let us come here in Antwerp at 44 Rue des Capucines, and I feel
time past been indulging in a false sense of security, to facts." Quite right. Here they are: A few confident that before the next emigration season the
having carefully closed their eyes to the fact that weeks ago a Hungarian gentleman, Dr. Barkany, plan crudely sketched in this paper will hav been
their followers hav been gradually falling off in paid me a vis~t, an~ in the course of some convers~ put into successful execution. In the mean time let
· RoGER DE GoEY.
numbers, but the awakening has come at last, and tion I had w1th him, he developed a plan of his us learn to be·friends.
Antwerp, Belgium.
there is "weeping and wailing and gnashing of relating to the establishment of a Freethinking
teeth." It has just dawned upon the somewhat ob- colony, a Freethinking store of books for intending
tuse intellect of the Archbishop of Canterbury that emigrants, etc.
Temperance.
Infidelity is "stalking throughout the length and
The present article is the result of his suggestions.
"Dare to say No! When asked to drink
breadth of the land," and is naturally horrified at Shall I recall to my readers of New York the fact
Pause a moment, my boy, and think·
the thought that if it goes on stalking much longer that a great number of emigrants coming to their
Think of the wrecks on life's ocean iost,
at a proportionate ratio it will be a sorry look-out shores embark at Antwerp? If they were unacWho answered Yes, without counting the cost."
for his income of £15,000 a year, derived from the quainted with the fact in question the officials of the
" The woe which the human race owes,to alcohol alone is so
hard earnings of the .workers. Not, of course, that Red Star line could tell them, so I need not fix any far beyond defcription that I will here only record my beli~f
a humble follower of the carpenter of Nazareth, and number. Sufficient be it for me to say that they that its total interdiction will form the first commandment In
successor of the fisherman of Lake Gennesareth, form, perhaps, a majority IOlf those that pass through the decalog of the future.- F. L. Oswald, M. JJ.
·would lament at being deprived of the filthy lucre the werld-city.
It is for us Liberals and reformers to hasten the
forced into his unwilling hand by a grateful country
This being granted, I would ask a question: How glad day when alcohol will no longer form one of
as some slight remuneration for his ghostly services many of these new iJOns of America get to their the drinks of the world.
and supervision of the churches. No, he would chosen fatherland without falling into the clutches
The church with all her powerful machinery has
doubtless be only too glad to hav the temptation of of one or the other of the numberless sects that never in all the ages of the past succeeded in making
worldly wealth removed from his path to glory, claim to be a substitute for a God en the free soil us a te:mperance people. She has had her grand arlooking upon it as a thorn in the flesh, and submit- of the United States?
ray of divines, elders, and deacons preaching for
ting to it as decreed by God as a trial of faith. It
Well, I guBss one per cent, an~ all stati~ti?ia_ns centuries from her god-book of the blessings of "a
must be so, as when this meek and pious individual will tell you that I am too sangum, too optimistiC. little wine," and even shows us the veritable "onlya short time ago called a convocation of clergy and But for the sake of argument, let us agree that such begotten son" of her bigger;t and b~st god! a~ conlaymen to take measures for "stemming the tide of is the case-one per cent ... Out of a hundred, verting the pure, clear, crystal water mto this mtoxInfidelity" he stated that the only way to do this ninety-nine are lost to the great Liberal party. And icating beverage, and that, too, at a time when the
successfully was to print and send out to all parts of why? Because no one cares to take the trouble to guests who clamored for it were already "well
this unhappy and benighted land innumerable gain them to Freethought; because while you are drunken."
pamphlets, etc., containing overwhelming proofs of spen(!.ing an enormous amount of time, mon~y, and
She spends thousands of dollars every year in makthe "sublime truths of the Christian faith," and in- trouble to free them after they have had time to ing and buying wine to pour from silver pitchers ~nto
stead of meanly availing himself of an opportunity corrode their intellect in unmeaning dogmas and be- silver goblets to be handed around among the samts
thus afforded of divesting himself of his burden of liefs, you hav till now been unwilling to do any- of her charmed ring at their public gatherings, the
riches, he nobly abstained from such a course, pre- thing for them when there was every chance to priest by a hocus-pocus having first pretended to
ferring to still bear his cross, and show the world of gain them easily to your cause.
.
. change }his " demon of the still" into eighteenhow much self-abnegation he was capable. He
Picture to yourself the poor German emigrant hundred-year-old blood! But were it really the
therefore proposed that the faithful should supply leaving his country and coming to Antwerp to carmin fluid itself not one of the elect would be perall the funds necessary to enable the church to carry embark on the steamer Netherland for America. suaded to sip its ruby drops.
on the war against Diabolus. Let it be said with Here he is, perhaps for several weeks, waiting for
"Touch not, taste not, handle not" must be the
admiration that he does not stand alone, but that the departure of the vessel.
motto of every true Liberal. Alcohol is not food;
there are many amongst what are called the "supeHe had a country, a home, a religion; they all it is not drink. It satisfies no real want of the human
rior clergy" who are quite as ready to show t1eir hav failed him. He has lost all confidence in the system, and wherefore then should we use iti' It
self-denial and thoughtfulness for the welfare of cherished chimeras of his youth and his early man- calls forth, for the time being, a fictitious strength
others.
hood.
Sufferings, misery, harsh tyranny, hav of mind and body, but every atom of either is drawn
The warfare has already commenced, and a tract weeded out of him all respect for established forms from the resources of the future. What one of us is
of thirty-two pages has just been published by a man of government and creed. He comes before yo~, I there who would crowd all of life's joys into now
who runs a mission hall in London. This interesting may say, as soil carefully tilled and ready to receive and to-day?. Or all our strength of mind and brain
work is entitled, "Death's Test; or, Christians' and and fructif_y any seed that you may care to implant inte one brief hour of work and leave the future
Infidels' Echoe& from Seventy Death-beds." I find in it.
vapid and soulless? Or hav the strength of a giant
from it that Paine, Voltaire, Volney, Hobbes, DidWhat I assert is self-evident, for he accepts in to-d_ay and then pass years of the. future in feeble,
erot, etc., all died miserably, calling upon Christ to America creeds as far remote from those of his child- tottering helplessness ? Yet all stimulants really act
help them, but without avail, which at once explodes hood and first manhood as the two celestial poles, in this way and are consequently evil, bad, and
the theory held and preached by so many; that "he and that because he wants something to cling to, wholly harmful. Many tell me I am too radicalwill save all who call upon his name, even at the and cling he does, no matter how vile the fabric.
! go too far-am bigoted and fanatical upon t~is
eleventh hour." I fancy it would hav been better
Why not giv him Freethought? The question great question of temp~rance in ~ts many and vane_d
for the writer had he left all that out1 as he has lies in a nutshell, " to be the first in the field." lines-that I carry anti-rum, anti-tobacco, and antiproved too much. Most of the Christians seem to And since I bring you the means to do so, there will sexualism to extremes. But we are compelled to
get somewhat hysterical and disjointed in their ut- no longer be any excuse for you should you allow seek firm foundations, and where shall we find
terances at the last, and do as much calling as the those numberless intellects to go on wasting away, them unless we go back to nature and dig down to
Infidels, so I don't quite see what pull they get.
day after day, month after month, year. after year, her bed-rocks? If we can prove that alcohol and to-
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bacco hav no place in the animal economy, that they
are positivly injurious as foot! or drink, or even as
strength-producing or pleasure-giving agents, shall
we not be justified in going to the uttermost extremes
for a standing-place? We woU:ld not rob a single
life of one real charm or one beautiful blessing, but
we cannot consent to call it real temperance when
the lover of the cup pleads for the right to use wine,
beer, or cider in "moderation." If these say to us,
"Let ye who are so puling weak,
So lost to self-reliance,
As not to trust your own resolve to bid excess defiance,
Drink if you will of pumps and wells,
·
Lest use of wine should hurt you ;
We'll taste the blessings heaven has sent,
Nor think DENIAL VIRTUE.''
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most degraded slaves drunk, and lea him through
Dr. Monroe is a New World poet. He is like
the streets as a spectacle for disgust and ridicule. Whitman and Joaquin Miller. He derives his inIn the Uniteil. States the picture. is reversed-the spiration from our vast continent. He has nothing
wealthy employer becomes drunkQn on wine, and of the dreamy orientalism. He has the Western
the honest laborer pities while he laughs at his outlook. He smacks of the prairies, and ·he givs us
drunken actions., But I never feel like laughing at a taste of the big lakes and rivers. His speech is ·
a drunken man. It hurts me too much. I think of plain and manly. It is not Tennysonian. He has
what he might be and of the loved ones whose no subtle melodies, no linked sweetness long drawn
hearts are anguished and torn by his sad fall from out. Like Marc Antony, he speaks right on. He is
not equivocal. We know whll.t he means. He does
·what should be a noble and beautiful manhood.
Brotker and sister Liberals, let us each one do a not deal in learned obscurities. He does not stretch
little to bring on the glad day when real ·reformers his thought out so thin that we lose the clue and
shall rule and govern our land and sit in the legisla- float on a sea of melody we know not whither.
tiv halls of the nation. If men hav heretofore failed,
Dr. Monroe's energy is superior to his music; that
let woman take warning now that the hour of her is, he is not the perfect master of the art of expresreign is upon us. She has not been altogther guilt- sion in poetic phrase. He does not touch the highWe would earnestly and pleadingly respond that less in the evil work, but has led with soft, winning est word-harmonies; but it would be wrong to say
it is all a mistake. Heaven sends not wine any more art many a man to drink his first cup.
that he is not musical, for he is, and we can say that
than it does rattlesnakes or tarantulas. The world
he has produced a genl!in poem. Its movement is
is full of good and evil, and reason and experience
"I see a beautiful lady stand
like --the wild dash of a mountain brook, and while
·
f
To
pour
the
wine
with
a
jeweled
hand,
somewhat broken, it flows free and full. · It does
must be a gui d e in our se 1ection of what IS best or
For a tall, dark man with flashing eye,
our use and pleasure. To these moderate tipplers we
Who bows and drains the goblet dry,
not lag, but leaps along with joyous recklessness.
would say,
Then leads her forth to talk of love
He touches upon an immensity of topics, and he
While the wistful stars keep watch above.
givs a kaleidoscopic view of evolution, and everything
"You whose fitful passions rove,
Oh,
beautifu~ wine !
that has taken place since the beginning of time gets
From new to newer beauty,
Dlink to your changeful loves in wine, and scorn the charms
a report from his vigorous pen. The poor ministers
"
Beautiful
wine,
thy
years
pass
on,
of duty,
hav to take it; they are pelted with rhymes, and
The smile from the lady's face is gone,
We dlink, 'The mild domestic hearth,'
In its stead I see a world of care
they are not roses either, but some of them hard
' The Wife,' 'The Son,' 'The Daughter,'
And I catch the tones of an anguished prayer,
cobblestones that must do execution. The monkeys
'The bright firesides of honest men,'
As she listens beside the midnight grate
hav a fair show, and their tails are by no means left
And here's to them-in water."
For the step <4b.im who comes so late;
in the background. We realize what we might hav
I see by the feeble taper's gloom
When we convince people that temperance is
been in the long ago when our ancestors are thus
The spirit of want pervades the room;
total abstinence from all fermented drink, and that
flung before us with such jingling melodies. The
But hush! he comes from his midnight lair,
true happiness is only enjoyed by the temperate, our
I hear him climbing the narrow ·stair,
poet certainly makes us feel quite interested· in their
work will be done, and well done, and we can bring
He brings the stench of the wine-mad crowd,
welfare and the manner in which their tails disapa long array of scholarly and scientific names to our
He curses the watcher in sorrow bowed,
pear and "reform" inaugurated. It is a "Divine
Oh, beautiful wine!"
aid in doing this very thing.
Comedy" indeed.
Prof. Edward I. Youmans, in his "Class Book of
As we hav sown so must we reap, but may we
One must read the book in order to know all its
Chemistry," page 326, speaking of the action of alco- each day sow better seed than in the past, and come excellent qualities. It is full of spice, and meat too.
hol, remarks that "it is a disturber of. the healthy up higher and higher into the light.
It has an earnest purpose. The gist of it is the folfunctions, a disorganizer of the structure, and must
·
ELMINA D. Sr,ENKER.
lowing stanza, which shows the pervading spirit of
therefore be ranked among medicins and poisons."
the poem, and also its strength of movement and
And Prof. James Johnston, in his "Chemistry of
general melody of expression. We giv it as a
Book
Notice.
Common Life," vol. i, page 289, says: "But the
"specimen brick:"
peculiar danger attendant upon the consumption of THE 0Ri1GIN oF MAN : A Tale of Tails. By J. R. Monroe,
M.D.
" A perfect god would make a perfect man ;
intoxicating drinks arises from their extreme seducA god of justice make his creature just;
The first element of poetry is life. Without this
tivness and from the all but unconquerable strength
A god all-powerful would perfect his plan,
culture
is
of
no
avail,
or
thought
even,
for
life
is
of the drinking habit when once formed. Their
And nothing to the chance of failure trust.
peculiar malignity appears, where they hav once ob- deeper than thought. It is the spirit of the universe,
A gou all goodness would not set his ban
tained a mastery, in their becoming the parent and and unless one is somehow touched and thrilled with
Of endless tcrture on his child of dust,
Nor would a god of peace hav planted strife
nurse of every kind of suffering, immorality, and this spirit he cannot write poetry. The heart of
In the chief creatures that he called to life."
things must be in him-the fire of nature and the
crime."
In view of all this, it is our duty as reformers to eloquence of its movements. No dull repetitions can
S. P. PuTNAM.
take the ground of total abstinence, even though we make poetry. Poetry is not an echo. It is not the
be called" bigots and fanatics." Alcohol has worked music of a shell. It is an original spontaneous moour country more ruin than any other one evil ever tion. It is that which comes from the inmost re- The Freethinkers' Convention and Other
Matters.
has, because it iR the main cause of nearly all other cesses of universal power. I think that life in itself
forms of intemperance and crime. If we need any is poetical, that is, rythmical. The natural expresF<ion
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir .laws. at all we need one to prohibit the manufacture, of life is melodious. The reason we hav so much On account of inflammation of my eyes I hav been
importation, and sale of alcoholic liquors in this jar and discord in the world is because we hav so compelled, for the present, to leave off my labors on
country. Every license to manufacture or sell it is little life. That which makes for order and harmony the Infidel Pulpit and return home. I hav decided
only giving lawful permission for the making of is life. To make things better we must make them not to issue any large posters this year for the Freedrunkards. The little alcohol that is necessary for more lively.
thinkers' Convention, but will endeavor to get it as
Whenever a genuin expression of life comes to thoroughly advertised in other ways that will not inscientific or medical purposes should be made and
sold by the government and by government offi- the surface there is poetry. The infant is almost volve so much expense and labor. The convention
cials, so that no profit could possibly accrue from it always a poet, and so is the Ravage, and that is the will be held, as heretofore announced, at H~rnells
reason why poetry is so brilliant in the earlier stages ville, N. Y., the 31st day of August and the three
to the seller.
In speaking of church-members having done so of the world. Though ruder the people, they hav following days. The railroad and hotel accomodalittle toward the real advance of teetotalism, I should more life, more intense action. As they become civ- tions will be the same as last year. A large majorexcept the Friends, or Quakers, who hav at last taken ilized they become moTe formal, and so more stupid, ity of our ablest speakers hav already agreed to be
solid ground on this question, as I see by the Friends' and hence prosaical. As in the case of Samson, they present, and I am confident from what I learn that it
Review of Philadelphia, which says: "Philadelphia cut off their hair and lose their strength. The bar- will be the most numerously attended convention the
Yearly Meeting, like all the similar meetings in the ber is very apt to shave off our manhood with our Freethinkers hav ever held.
United States, has long, been a temperance organiza- beard. For all that, however, we do not believe that
From now to the time of the convention I shall detion, but at its late session it became a total abstinence long hair is necessary nowadays to the production of vote myself to making arrangements for and adversociety. The able address on temperance issued by the poetry, nor indeed is savagery or barbarism necessary. tising the convention and in canvassing for the Infimeeting for sufferings had taken ground in favor of to- Civilization can and will in its own way produce an del Pulpit, THE TRUTH SEEirnR, the Boston Investital abstinence and prehibition through local option immensity of life. So we can still continue to wear gator, and other Liberal papers throughout the westlaws; and it was felt that no lower position should be good clothes and hav a clean face without despairing ern, central, and southern part of the state of New
occupied toward our own membership. Hence the altogether of producing an epic.
York. I will giv a f"ree lecture at any place on the
Poetry as an art is the musical expression of life, liLe of the Erie R. H.. or any of its branches where
Yearly Meeting has requested its subordinate meetings to make inquiry of all the members as to their and so poetry is capable of endless growth. Its friends will provide me a place to speak. For tl}e
use of intoxicating liquors as' a drink, an~ tenderly harmonies can be multiplied and be truly marvelous present I can be addressed at Salamanca, N.Y.
in their flow and interflow, as witness the lyrics of
advise such as may use them to abstain."
H. L. GREEN.
In considering whether an individual has a right Swinburne. But mere music is not the highest
P. S.-Allow me to request every person interested
to use alchohol or tobacco there is another point to poetry. There must be energy, a mighty spirit, an im- in the success of the Freethinkers' Convention to prebe taken in view. That is its effects on others. petuous thought. The poetry of to-day runs almost pare a short notice of the same and get it published
When a man becomes a devotee to these stimulants altogether to music and seems to sacrifice life. Poets in his or her local journal.
he blunts all the finer senses of smell and taste. He surpass in expression but they lack the original fire.
can no longer breathe the pure clean, fresh air with They do not draw it from heaven, but rather from
CHRISTIANITY, not being a revelation but a concepthe same zest the temperance man can. The piney books, and so get it second-hand. I think the poetry of
smell of the woods, the soft perfume of the clover to-day is the most melodious that the world has ever tion-the gospels not being either inspired or accufield and rich fragrance 8f the floral world hav all enjoyed, but at the same time I think it is not the rate, but fallible and imperfect human records-the
become dulled and tame; the food he eats no longer strongest, with the exception of course of the viril practical conclusion from such premises must be obvious to all. Every doctrin and every proposition
givs up to him its rich, succulent juices in their per- poetry of Walt Whitman.
Dr. Mom;oe is essentially a poet. He has plenty of which the scriptures contain, whether or not we befection, and as if this were not enough, he is condemned to pollute the air for others with his cigar life. He throbs with it. He is not an imitator. He lieve it t,o hav come to us unmutilated and unmarred
or pipe, and even the effluvia of his breath or the is an original man. He knows things at first-hand. from the mouth of Christ, is open and must be subHe has been into the temple of nature himself. He jected to the scrutiny of reason. Some tenets we
stench from his clothes !
His everlasting chew, chew, chew, and spit, spit, has really seen the muses in the woods and by the shall at once accept as the most perfect truth that
spit, is an intolerable nuisance. The books he reads streams; and so he can giv genuin pictures of their can be received by the human intellect and heart;
and papers he handles all giv off .the same disgusting naked loveliness. He has not merely seen them as others we shall reject as contradicting our instincts
prim formalities in books. He knows them, we and offending our understandings; others, again, of
lilcent of tobacco or rum.
If men will not and cannot cctntrol these appetites might say, by heart, because he has met them in the a more mixed nature, we shall analyze, that so we
we must hav lawmaker~:~ who will make it compul- shadow of the everlasting rocks and beneath the may extricate the seed of truth from the trash of
boundless sky. He has looked into the mystic glory error, and elicit, to use the words of Fechter, "the
lilory upon them.
In order to preserve their sons from the habits of of their untamed soul, as their wild eyes hav met his divine idea that lies at the bottom of appearance.
-Greg's " Greed of Christendom."
drunkards, the ancient Sparlianlil made one of their in the storm and sunshine of veritable nature.
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( aontinued from page 457.)
same moderation that a man is allowed to correct hi's undergo the frightful suffering of death at the stake.
enjoy for her separate use after marriage, becomes apprentices or children. The lower rank of people, She was one of those who died calling upon God for
void as soon as she has married. All covenants for who were always fond of the old common law, still tha.t mercy she cou\d not find at the hands of Christhe wife's benefit must be made with some one claim and exert their ancient privilege.' Blackstone tian men. How vam was that appeal the reader can
else, and the husband must covenant with some other grimly adds, after saying this is all for woman's pro- easily judge.
Remember there were thousands upon thousands
man, or unmarried woman, who acts as trustee for tection, 'So great a favorite is the female sex of the
the wife. This is the fundamental wrong from laws of England' (444 and 445). This 'ancient of cases as terrible as this, and all in the name of
which all otb.ers flow, 'Husband and wife are one privilege ' is very commonly exercised at the present Christianity," the religion of love and benevolence."
person, and that one is the husband.' The wife's time. A man who dragged his wife out of bed (1877) Here can be seen how this system of religion has
body, her reputation, are no longer her own. She and, pulling off her night-dress, roasted her in front worked to secure the elevation of woman; how it
can gain no legal re9-ress for injury, for the law does of the fire, was punished (?) by being bound over to has struggled to establish Christian brotherhood
not recognize her existence, except under cover ef keep the peace for a short period. Men who knock among men. Let me ask, can woman be thankful
her husband's suit. In some cases more modern leg- their wives down, who dance on them, who drag enough for being so mercifully elevated by Chrisislation has so far become conscious of her as to pro- them out by the hair, are condemned to brief terms tianity?
We clearly differ, Mr. Mair, as to the influence
tect her against her husband, and if this protection of imprisonment, and are then allowed to resume
separates her from him, it leaves her the more en- their marital authority and commence a new course which Christianity has had upon woman. You insist
of ill treatmt;lnt" (Marriage).
that " Christianity alone has elevated woman to her
tirely at the mercy of the world.
"Very curious results flow, in criminal law, from
The same able writer, by full quotations from proper position." This I pointedly deny. Woman
this supposition that the husband and wife are only Blackstone, Comyn's "Digest," etc., shows that the lacks a great deal of occupying the position of equality
one person. They are incompetent-except in a few common (Christian) law empowers husbands to im- with man which she should enjoy, although Chrisspecial instances-to give evidence for or against each prison their wives or to deprive them of their liberty; tianity has been in existence nearly nineteen hundred
other in criminal cases; if a woman's husband be one to prevent the wives from keeping such company as years. If Christianity is an elevating element to
of the several defendants, indicted together, the wo- the husbands disapprove of; also the very great dis- woman it operates extremely slow. I have shown
man cannot give evidence either for. or against any abilities of woman under the same Christian law that woman enjoyed more liberty, more equality,
of them. When the wife of an accomplice is the with regard to holding property and the rights of more rights, in the pagan world than sue enjoys
only person to confirm her husband's statement, the property, all showing conclusively that Christianity, to-day. Christianity has been the influence that has
statement falls to the ground, as in practice confir- so far from elevating woman, has for hundreds of kept her from rising more rapidly in the scale of libmation thereof is required. In the case of Rex V• years crushed her into terrible and almost hopeless erty and justice. It is Christian legislatures and
Neal (7 C., :P· 168) Justice Park said, 'Confirmation slavery; but space will not adwit of further quota- Christian courts that have been far the most severe
on woman, which have virtually made her a slave or
by the wife Is, in this case, really no confirmation at tions.
all. The wife and the accomplice must be taken as
In my last letter I made a brief allusion to the a nonentity rather than an equal with the opposite
one for this purpose. The prisoners must be ac- horrid monstrosities perpetrated upon immense num- sex. I have quoted sufficient from the first Christian
bers of women under the false name of "witchcraft." judges and lawyers of the world to prove this, but ten
quitted.'"
The same author further on shows that " a married I showed how 400 females were publicly burnt on times as much damaging proof of a similar kind could
woman is not protected by the law in the 'uninter- one occasion, 800 under a single judge, 600 in one be given did time and space permit. The Pauline inrupted enjoyment of her "limbs," her" body," or her small bishopric, 900 in another, 7,000 at Treves, junctions have been thoroughly exercised toward wom" reputation." On the contrary, if a wife be injured 1,000 at Como, 500 at Geneva, 100,000 under an. All these Christian centuries woman has been comin her person, or her property, she can bring no Francis I., and that the enormous number of pelled to submit herself to her husband and the church,
action for redress without her husband's concurrence, 9,0()0,000 women are estimated to have been put to be a slave. She has been allowed no equality in
and in his name as well as her own' (Blackstone, to shocking, cruel deaths because Christians had liberty, independence, rights of property, and in poP· 443). If in a railway accident a married woman adjudged them witches. This is a very striking ex- litical and social privileges. When Christianity rose
has her leg broken she cannot sue the railway com- emplificatien of how much Christianity has done to to its greatest altitude of strength and power woman
pany for damages; she is not a damaged person/ in elevate and bless woman. This false charge of became th,e weakest, the most ignorant, the most dethe eyes of the law she is a piece of damaged prop- witchcraft was a very convenient one when Chris- graded and. enslaved, she has ever been in the civilerty, and the compensation is to be made to her tian husbands wished to get rid of their unattractive ized world. Christianity deprived her of her dearest
owner. If she is attacked and beaten, she cannot wives. They had only to accuse their wives of rights, and condemned her every union with the
summon her assailant; her master suffers loss_and in- being witches, and the marriage tie was dissolved, other sex unless sanctioned and authorized by its opconvenience by the assault on his housekeeper, and and a most cruel death to the wife was sure to follow. pressive priests. If she presumed to act up to the
his action is necessary to obtain redress. If she is In Protestant and Catholic countries alike this mon- highest dictates of her nature and become a mother
libeled she cannot protect her good name, for she is strous and most inhuman treatment was kept up for unless a Christian priest authorized her to do so and
incapable by herself of maintaining an action. In hundreds of years. Christian husbands and fathers performed a Christian ceremony over her, she was
fact it is not even needful that her name should ap- were often called upon from the pulpit to bring degraded to the lowest degree and made by the bepear at all in the matter. 'The husband may sue witches to justice, which meant a terrible death. hests of Christianity the vilest thing that walked the
alone for the loss of his wife's society by injury done Women were chiefly accused of witchcraft, a wizard earth. Woman has not been left free to choose her
to her, or for damage to her reputation' (Comyn's being seldom mentioned. Where one wizard was own position in society; she has only been allowed
Digest, under 'Baron and Feme')."
arrested, one hundred females were murdered as what the church saw fit to dispense to her; and in
"If a wife be separated from her husband, either witches, and usually women advanced in years, who this Christianity has been her most cruel oppressor,
by deed or judicial decree, she has no remedy for iu- were no longer alluring to the sensual passions of and she can never rise to a degree of equal liberty,
jury or for libel, unless by the doubtful plan of using Christian men.
independence, and political and social rights until
her husband's name without his consent. On this inThe clergy constantly taught the inherent wicked- the rule, which still shrieks, "Women, submit
justice Lord Lyndhurst, speaking in the House of nesE> of woman, and that she was in league with the yourselves !" is no longer the watchword and edict
Lords in 1856, said: 'A wife is separated from her devil. Women were often charged with marrying from the Christian church. Woman will have to
husband by a decree of the ecclesiastical court, the the devil, and that charge was always sufficient to rise in her might and intelligence imd assert her
reason for that decree being the husband's miscon- insure conviction and a- speedy and cruel death. rights in spite of the church and Christian legisladuct-his cruelty, it may be, or his adultery. ]!'rom The most cruel means were resorted to by Christian tion, and Christian justice, and help to put down this
that moment the wife is almost in a state of outlawry. persecutors to compel arrested females to confess monstrous Christian wrong which for centuries has
She may not enter into a contract, or, if she do, she themselves witches. One of the most powerful in- oppressed her, before she can ever enjoy that meed
has no means of enforcing it. The law, so far from centives to confess was persistently to deprive the of liberty and equality for which nature fitted her.
protecting, oppresses her. She is homeless, helpless, tormented victims of their natural sleep. Iron colInstead of Christianity doing great things for womhopeless, and almost wholly destitute of human lars, or "witches bridles," are still preserved in vari- an, the truth is directly in the opposite directionrights. She is liable to all manner of injustice, ous parts of Europe which were used in the tri- woman is doing great things for Christianity. Chriswhether by plot or by violence. She may be wronged umphant days of Christianity for preventing the tianity is sustained by woman to-day. But for womin all possible ways and her character may be merci- agonized victims from getting a little natural sleep. an the churches would not be attended, the religlessly defamed, yet she has no redress. She is at the These instruments were so constructed that by ous fervor would not be kept up, the preachers and
mercy of her enemies. Is that fair? Is it honest? me~ns of a l?op which P!lssed over the head a piece priests would not be paid, and the whole system of
Can it be vindicated upon any principle of justice, of of uon havmg four pomts or prongs was fercibly fraud and falsehood would collapse from inherent
mercy, or of common humanity?'
thrust into the mouth, two of them being directed weakness and corruption in a very short period of
"A married woman loses control over her own to the tongue and palate, the others pointing out- time. So, instead of your claim that {.,'bristianity has
body; it belongs to her owner, not to herself; no ward to each cheek. This infernal machine was done great things for woman it would be far more
force, no violence, on the husband's part in conjugal secured by a padlock. At the back of the ~ollar truthful and just for you to claim that woman is
relations is regarded as possible by the law; she may was fixed a ring by which to secure the witch to a doing great things for Christianity.
be suffering, ill, it matters not; force or constraint is staple in the wall of her celL Thus equipped, and day
" hope that woman will become so intelliIt is my
recognized by the law as rape in all cases save that and night waked and watched by a zealous, elevat- gent and so independent of priestly influence that she
of marriage; the law ''holds it to be felony to force ing Christian inquisitor, the wretched victim, after a will be able to see how priestcraft and Christianity
even a concubine or harlot' (Broom's Commentaries, few days and nights of such heavenly treatment, have degraded her and that she can never rise to a
vol. iv., p. 255), but no rape can be committed by a ma~~ened by. the tort~r~ and her forlorn, helpless full degree of mental, social, and political· liberty
husband on a wife; the consent given in marriage is positiOn, was m a conditiOn to confess anything in until she emancipates herself from the church and
held to cover the life, and if, as sometimes occurs, a the hope of securing a cessation of this diabolical has a domain more extensive and grand for the exermiscarriage or premature confinement be brought on by treatment. At intervals fresh examinations took cise of her brilliant powers than obedience to Peter,
the husband's selfish passions, no offense is committed place, and they were repeated from time to time, Paul, and all the Christian popes, bishops, and priests
in the eye of the law, for the wife is the husband's until the "contumacy" of the wretch was overcome from their time to the present. This is woman's
property, and by marriage she has lost the control and death finally came to the relief of the sufferer. great and only hope, to b~tcome free from the tramover her own body. The English marriage law
I can take the space to call attention to but a single mels of priests and priestly dogmas, from the musty
sweeps away all the tenderness, all the grace, all the case as a sample of thousands, that of. Mts. Alli- myths of past dark ages, to free herseif from the ergenerosity of love, and ,transforms conjugal affection son Balfour. Not only herself, but her only son, rors of ecclesiasticism and supernaturalism, to hav
into .a hard and brutal legal right.
her husband, and her little girls were grievously tor- something besides priestly inanities and absurdities
"By the common law the husband has a right to tured in order to wring a confession from the wife to engage her attention and to occupy the field of
inflict corporeal punishment on his wife, and although and mother. This brave but unfortunate woman bore mental, social, and political freedom in common
this right is now much restricted, the effect of the law everything applied to herself, nor did the sufferings with the sterner sex. Then, and not until then, will
is seen in the brutal treatment of wives among the of. her husba~d and_ son compel a confession of woman reach the elevated position in the scale of
rougher classes, and the light-sometimes no-pun- gmlt. Not until her httle daughter of seven or eight humanity for which she is admirably fitted. It is
ishment inflicted on wife-beaters. The common law years was put to the torture in her presence did the Christianity which has been oppressing her for many
is thus given ~y Bia?ksto~e: .'The husband also (by constancy of the mother give way. To spare the centuries, and it is from Christianity that she must
the old law) nnght give his Wife moderate correction. innocent child, the equally innocent mother confessed achieve her emancipation.
For as he is to answer for her misbehavior, the law he_rself a witch. After enduring all the agonies apIt is true that woman has made some advance in
thought it reasonable to entrust him with this power phed to herself, and all she was made to bear in the ~he world of thought and her condition has moderof restraining her, by domestic chastisement, in the persons of her innocent family, she was still made to
ately improved, but it has not been done by Chris-
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tianity, but in spite of it. It is just as false to claim
that Christianity has elevated woman as it is to
claim that Christianity has invented the printingpress, the steam-engine, the telegraph, that she has
been the cause of the increase df knowledge, learning, science, liberty, antislavery, temperance, and
human progress. We are very often told that Christianity has done all these things, but it is false every
time it is uttered. These advances have been made
because of the progressive character of man's na.ture
and his· aspiration to ascend higher and enjoy more
life and liberty, and not from the effects of any
creed, any set of dogmas, any number of myths and
absurdities, any system of religion. All these have
increased within the last three centuries, not because
of Christianity, but despite it.
Much more could ·he said upon this subject, but I
have already dwelt too long, and must close.
Yours truly,
D. M. B.
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speak of her bri9ad acres, her mighty domain, to garner her sons and daughters under the canopy of genial
skies and rational thought, to abide forever in the
conditiQns of harmony, and to become a. member of
the great and glorious republic whose law will be
love, equity, and impartial justice. Yes, we would
like to think well or our country, and were it not for
the selfishness of human n;:tture, which is so selfishly exacting as to rob others of their hard-earned
gains, we should see and hear of lE•ss angry gods and
cunning devils, popes, priests, preachers, deacons, and
money monopolies, in the absence of whose teaching
and preaching the world of mankind would be more
rational, lovely, and harmonious. But as long as superstition, myth, and greed prevail there is bound to
be ignorance, gross and blind at noonday, so that he
who supplies their vitiated minds on credulity is in
their morbid state the salt of the earth and the
light of the world, whereas the facts are he is rank
darkness surrounded with fleeting specters of his
own creation.
But on the other hand the real man or woman of
substance tangible and vital, rational and good, the
real salt and light of the world, are ignored and discarded, and why? Becam1e gross darkness, like a
mantle thick, obscures the sun of truth that is
bound sooner or later to penetrate the veil, giving
freedom, liberty, equity, and. justice to every son and
daughter of this great human family; and when that
time comes, for come it will, there will be rejoicing
not only among the human servants, but the fowls
of the air, the fishes of the sea, the mammal and
creeping things will rejoice in newness of life; yea,
the winds will become less piercing, the waves less
destructiv and boisterous, the trees of the forest
nod their long heads to the new condition, the grasses
will put on a more velvety dress, the arlamantin
rock,re-echo in one vast harmonious strain that Bennett has been here and thE} world is to know the
truth.
Yours,
A. F. ALBRIGHT.

studying chemistry he was thereby attracted to his
father's manufactur'ing establishment, which was that
of a weaver and dyer. He came to the Uj.ited States
in 1827, and became a convert of the celebrated
Francis Wright, whose Liberal doctrins he still advocates. He is a great admirer of Thomas Paine, as
well as of Thomas Jefferson. After he became a.
convert of Frances Wright he occupied his time in
working at his trade and also in publishing some
papers advocating the cause of labor, also in organzing labor unions and agitation in general. He many
times broke down financially in his efforts to enlighten his fellow-man, but he always went to work
at his trade until he could start printing again. You
no doubt never heard of him, as he has been in California for nearly thirty years, and for the last ten
years or so his bodily infirmities prevented him from
doing much public work. Our. friends of the Boston
lnvesflir;ator no doubt remember him well, as he used
to be one of its correspondents_ Barring the weakness in his back, he is pleasant, chatty, jovial, and
very excellent compa:ay. No doubt many Liberals
will be glad to learn that he is still in the land of
the living. In fact, he laughs at the idea of dying.
He says he is not old enough to die yet. He is very
pleasantly surrounded hy his children and grandchildren. One of his sons, the Ron. Robert Ferra!,
is judge of the superior court in San Francisco. If
any of the old Liberals who still may remember him
would write him he no doubt would be pleased to
answer them. His address is 828 Folsom street, San
Francisco, val.
PHILIP COWEN.
P. S.-In consideration of my asking you a favor I
concluded to stretch a point and send you the $5 as
my share toward the trip, for which you will send
me the book or books. I inclose $10, which vlease
P. C.
acknowledge.

NEKOMA, June 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will :find $5 for your
trip around the world. Good-bye, friend Bennett;
CARROLLTON, ILL., June 28, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Please accept postal order for $5 you hav the best wishes of myself and husband. I
from one who has read your letters with much in- hope we are not sending you to destruction.
Very truly your friend,
MATTIE OsTROM.
terest while you were in Europe. Now the time has
nearly arrived for you to sail on your long voyage,
CLEARFIELD, PA., July 2, 1881.
I thought I would like very much to be a contribu- ~D. M. BENNETT : Inclosed you will find $5 for your
tor. A safe and pleasant voyage, is the wish of
trip around the world. My best wishes go with you
ANN H. BRUCE.
and a hope for your safe return.
Goo. THORN.
IsLAND CITY, June 2.7, 1881.
DoWAGIAc, MwH., May 20, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT : Inclosed find money order
D. M. BENNETT: I hav this moment taken your cirfor $5, my part toward the round-the-world trip.
. May the elements be favorable; and that you will cular from the office, and before leaving hasten to
hav good health and enjoy the trip is my wish. Ex- respond, although· in my "heart of hearts" I wish
cuse my tardiness in forwarding my money, as I hav you'd stay at home and mind your own "biz." Honest, now, I can't bear the :thought of your going,
been away from home for the last six weeks.
and did'my best not to hav my liege-lord say he'd giv
Respectfully yours,
W. H. Do:R.RIT.
you anything. But enough; suffice it say here it is,
and may great good result. Adieu.
GREAT VALLEY, July 1, 1881.
AnBIE KNAPP.
Yours most thoroughly,
FRII!lND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find the $5 I
promised to help in sending yourself sure round this
PETALUMA, CAL., June 21, 1881.
little planet, and should your many respondents reFRIEND BENNETT: While in San Francisco lately, I
spond as promptly there will be little excuse for
your tarrying much longer in the land of America, called upon that old and stanch Liberal and labor
the once "land of the free and the honie of the agitator, John Ferra!. He is now nearly eighty-one
brave." Excuse me, for what will we do with the years old, and although he has to lie in bed all the
four million slaves? Oh, they are free now. Yes, time in consequence of a weakness of the back, yet
physically; but mentally are there not nearly :fifty his mind is as fresh and as vigorous as any other
million ? Methink.s so, hence you will see that I am man at fifty years old. His reminiscences, extending
In a quandary to designate her by a good word that beyond a half a century, are very interesting. He is
she would not belie. Still we hav not lost all our a nativ of Belfast, and a descendant of a Huguenot
fond recollections ot her and '\'I'OUld be glad to chant family which .emigrated to Ireland at a very early
in (her praise, to sing blithe and gay as of yore, to period. He was educated for a physician, but in

PORTLAND, ME., June 17, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT : When you first talked of making a.
trip around the world, I di.d not think favorably of
your ieaving your post of duty and taking such a
long journey from home and friends. But now I am
glad that you are going, and I hope that you may
enjoy good health and be able to write up a book,
or books, that will show up priestcraft and the shams
of Christianity from the early ages of civilization to
the present time.
I believe that such a history as you will write up
by· circumnavigating the earth will be the means of
leading millions of unborn children from the paths
of ignorance and superstition up on to the higher
plains of life.
o
Put me down for the above history, for I want it
to read and leave for my children to peruse in years
to come. I hope and trust that when you leave the
shores of America you may be spared to return to
your nativ home and friends again, where you may
long liv to reward sham Christianity for sending
you to prison for daring to be a true man, ever looking and contending for the rigb.t. You may rest as·
sured that when· the winds and waves are bearing
you over the rolling ocean, and fire and water hat·
nessed together are speeding you over the plains
and over valleys and mountains of the green old
earth, a half million of true men and women will
go with you and hope for your success, and wait to
welcome you back to the shores of America, where
they can clasp your hand and look into your face
once more.
'
I remain forever your true friend and well wisher
in the cause of free . thought, free speech, and free
press; yes, and free mails,
H. A. Lum, M.D.

ToMs RIVER, N. J., July 3, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed :find order for $5.15, the
$5 to apd another * at the eleventh hour, the 15
cents for "Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity.'' I
woulq like to hav a draught from the well of my
namesake.
REBECCA S. BROTHERTOR.
BELOIT, 0., July 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$3 for THE
TRUTH SEEKER and $5 for the trip round the world.
My best wishes go with you.
Respectfully,
ENos CooK.
JoRDAN VALLEY, OR., June 19, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $8-$3 to pay
for THE TRUTH SEEKER another year and $5 for your
trip round the world. Wishing you a pleasant journey, I remain Yours respectfully,
WM. R KING.
LoWELL, MAss., July 2, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I began to take THE TRUTH SEEKER four months ago, and I :find that I can't get along
without it, so please find inclosed $2, and when the
eight months are up I will raise some more money
somehow. I would gladly send you five dollars if it
would keep you from your contemplated journey, for
I can't help thinking that the paper will lose some
of its vim when you are gone, but my best wishes
will go with you, and I want to be classed among
your most sincere friends.
Yours respectfully,
DANA HILT.
CENTRE BELFER, 0., June 29, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $5 to help
bear your expenses round the world. I am not in
favor of your going, but if you must and will go I
want the books. I think you can do more good by
staying here in our own country. You hav accomplished a great deal of good, and there still remains
a great deal more to be accomplished by just such
men as you. Wishing you a pleasant trip and a safe
return, I am
Respectfully,
MoRGAN E. LEWIS.
PRAmiE CITY, OR., June 18, 1!!81.
FRIEND BENNETT: As you hav decided to undertake
the journey, we wish to contribute our share toward
the expenses, and herewith inclose money order for
$5. That you may hav health and strength to complete so great an undertaking, and that the journey
may prove both pleasant and profitable, is the earnest wish of
Your sincere friends,
A. L. THOMPSOl(,
HESTER A. THOMPSON.

SHARON, Wis., June 20, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: InClosed please find the $5 I
J;>romised when you were to 'make a tour around the
globe. I am only too proud to be one of the number
LEXINGToN, KY., June 30, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find postal order for to "chip in " and send the first heralder of free
$5, the amount pledged toward your journey around thought, free speech, and free press that was ever
the world. With b~st wishes for your return, I am sent by any people to circumnavigate this planet. I
wish you well, and shall wait impatiently for your
Yours, etc.,
A. CoHN.
return and for the book.
WALTER N. KELLOGG.
SALT LAKE CITY, UTAH, June 27,1881.
.
RocK SPRINGs, WYo., May 1, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : I see by the last TRUTH SEEKER
FRIEND BENNETT: We still liv and enjoy a reasonthat one hundred and forty of the subscribers to the
round-the-world fund are delinquent, so I will here- able share of the blessings of this world, and a~;; THE
with inclose you $5 to help you along for that pur- TRUTH SEEKER is one of our choicest luxuries, it is but
just and right that it should be paid for; hence you
pose. With my kindest regards, I remain
·
will find inclosed $3. It is a little behind hand, but
Your friend,
CRAS. F. BLANDIN.
will take refuge behind the old addage, "Better late
than never." With best wishes for you and yours, I
CENTRAL, 1:1. C., July 4, 1881.
close with an earnest desire for a long and glorious
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find money order life for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
W. S. WALTER.
for $5 from Capt. Wm. Hunter, Jr. This amount he
sends you to assist you in making that grand circuit
STOCKTON, Mo., May 4, 1881.
around the globe, and at the same time secure him
FRIEND
BENNETT:
After
reading THE TRUTH SEEKER
am. interest in the forthcoming volumes descriptiv of
for
several
years
I
am
surprised
at the great number
your sights and discoveries. Please place Capt_
Hunter in the starry galaxy, and as I am too poor to of people in our great country who entertain Liberal
appear there, please accept an affectionate good-bye .views, and also at the rapidity with which they are
spreading, and after your conviction and Judge
if this should be the last you hear from me.
Comegy's charge to the grand jury in his state, I am
Fraternally, · R. M. CASEY.
inclined to the opinion that there is more freedom
and
less intolerance in the great and growing West
LEMooRE, June 25, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find thirteen dol- than in the old eastern states, yet it is. too true that
lars-three for THE TRUTH SEEKER to J.P. Ford, and there are a great many localities here where it ufive from him toward the journey round the world. quires a great deal of moral courage for a man to
Also five from myself for tne same object_ We acknowledge that he is a Liberal. I believe THE
await with great expectation the appearance of the TRUTH SEEKER is doing more, by its bold, outspoken
pending volumes. May health and prosperity attend manner, for the cause of Freethought than any other
journal in our country_
JAMES T. FERRIS.
you.
·
Yours truly,
S. MoRSE, M.D.
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Is There a

God~

BY fRANK F. CRAiUPTON.

But Zaccheus, though a sinful man,
Repenting he at once began.

"0 Lord, I've been an evil-doer,
Day's glowing beams are faded. O'er the lea
But half my goods I'll giv the poor;
I wander, sadly thinking of.the one
And if I robbed from any man
I a few hom·s past did see consigned
l<'om'fold I will restore again."
To his last resting-place, the grave, to pass
By nature's slow-consuming l)l'Ocess back
Christ said, "To-day salvation's come
From heaven unto Zaccheus's home."
Once more to dust, ne'er to rise again.
But sinners now, whatever their lot,
Ne'er to ariSe again? Tell me, 0 stars,
When they repent Iwep what they'v got.
Is there a world, a heaven, above? Queen,
Thou who in majesty does roll so grand
Through the vast dome of blue, is there a worldIs there a place far, far beyond the bight
Called" heaven," where bright angels sing sweet
songs
BY JAME§ PARTON.
Around a blazihg tb1·one, whereon in state
There sits a mighty being, and by man
With Portraits and other Illustrations.
Knelt to and worshiped as a God whose acts
This work, which bas occupied :Mr. Parton many years
Can but be just and right, and who does watch,
in its prepa.m.tion, is now ready. lt is in two large volumes. on lleavy paper, and printed in bold, clear type.
With eyes that only beam with love to all,
.Mr. Parton as a historian and bio~r1t.phcr has no superior,
O'er the inhabitants of this world?

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.

I fain would lJierce
The great impossible-the vaults aboveAnd learn the secrets hidden there; to know
Beyond the pe1·adventure of a doubt
The truth," Is there a heaven, God, and angels?"
I gaze on nature. Round me spreads
The handiwoi'k of some unknown. E'en now
There stretches far into the distance scenes
Which. though mute with grief I am, call forth
A cry of admiration, and again
The thought arises, "Who did this? A God?"
}<'rom nothing what can come? Yet we are taught
From infancy to blind believe that God
Created out of nothing something, placed
Upon this something man, and frqm his side
Extracted his companion, woman.

Bsd~!-~ ~~o!ril~~l;: ~~.g,~~;!~8'~~~ag~·e!!~;~,~~ff~7~~~~~eri;I;fe

manifest in this work. It is a labor of love, as well as a
0

ff~~~~tti~~dtl~ttl~~·~fa~ J'~~~~~~~hfb¥~~~~p\:\r~ft~~~~~~~

had in the English language. It IS a most interesting portraiture of u. truly remarkable man, whether he is viewed
as the clw.mpiou of Liberalism, a powel'ful and persever-

~~gJfe~!~u~·1tf~~J ~~~o~L~~ea1;;.~~~~;~g~~~giy~'h~?~ b~f~~l~

And men who sell the same are shoved
By church bmmds into durance vile;
Tbeyhowl a holy, virtuous bowl
To cover up their priestly guile.
They slyly 'J)lan to grasp for power,
Their virtue's but an imposition;
They want to build in this free land
Another Holy Inquisition.
If obscene books they want to crush,

Not Liberals, this thought occurs :
Why don't they first begin at home,
And crush the Bible publishers ?
Let any man of common sense
God's book with" Cnpid'sYokes" compare;
To read in public some of God's
A decent man would hardly dare.
We freemen claim it is but right
That church and state should be divorced;
Our rights as sacred be as priests,
And laws impartially enforced.
We claim the mails should all be free,
A broad highway for public thought,
No priest or church should dare suppress
This right for which our fathers fought.
But if p1iests will fiing by their books
Because of vileness they contain,
And law shuts down on obscene books,
No Liberal will then complain.

SUBJECTS:
.IJ
The Sot\.1 and a Future Life and The Inftuence nr,on
Morality of a Decline of Religious Belief, by the ab est
BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.
English wrlters,lncludlnl'( Prof. Huxley, Frederic HllrrlThis book Is a plain talk about the human system, the rlson, Lord Selborne, Prof. CIIJ!ord, and several· others.
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city,

dfsease, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med-

Ical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chrouic diseases, the nn.tural relations of men and
women to each other, soctety, love, marriage, parentage,

etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. ltl. EENNE'l'T,
141 Eighth street, New York.

A BUSINESS MAN'S RE·
LICIOUS AND SOCIAL
VIEWS •
12mo, 206pp. Price, $1.

will draw weapons to refute the shtuders and lies of the
church u.bout Voltaire, and Mr. Partou's reputation will

make It the anthorlty In regard to his life, his work, his
death.
In two vo/.s. Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. lt[, Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

board and educate.. 'I' he kindest care and attention given.

author or TRUTH Si!:EKER ottice.
A lVonder.ful Exi>ose!

4t25

SE.'ID TO

ELMIN.A
For TIJem.
"The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents,
.. Jolln's Way." 15 cents. "Studying the Bible." 75
~~~Ps ~R~&~eec~i~~~~esAWdr~~; PhysiologU;t, 10 cents.

E. D. SLENKER,
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.

1ot26

Sodalism and Utilltar,anism~
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
H1Eighth st.,N. Y.clty.

SOCIALISM.
A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D.

Ey au lndei>endeut Socialist.
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents;

As Cb1ist was traveling to and fro,
He cl:anced to come to J elicbo;
And behold, there dwelt a little man
"Named Zaccbeus-a publican.
Though Zaccheus was not tall,
He bad more money than them all;
He did not labor for his dinner,
But gathered taxes-the old sinner!
.A.Rd of course when he squared up his dockets
A great deal would stick in his pockets.
A crowd from Jericb came out
And circled Jesus round about.
And Zaccheus, being short, you know,
To see him didn't hav half a show;
So he just_ scrambled on before
And climbed into a sycamore.
When Jesus came beneath the tree
He looked and Zaccheus did see,
And said, "You see, I've come to town;
Make baste now, Zaccbe, and come down,
Witli you to-day I must abide."
And down came Zaccheus at his side.
The Jews all murmured much to see
Jesus select such company,
And thought it strange be would take dinner
With Zaccheus, who was a sinner.

50 cents.

human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solution than that the wealmst must go to the wan. It is
aga.inst this passivness that 11 Socialist" cries out. Is there
no help for tlle miserable? he asks. The doctrin that goy-

~fi~~n~en;~g~l~I~, ~s~f:£t ~~1~b?t~t~'n~e ha;t~g~:· ~~~ b~~f!~::

that property is robbery, or wholly subscribe to uthe world
owes me a living," he a:ftirms "the world owes me a chance
tos':,'fci~t ~~l~i~iii:~';;:-New Yol'k Herald.

RELI·GIOPt
AS REVEALED BY THE

llaterial and Spiritual Universe.
(ILLUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt.
It treats of the Existence and General

Char~~eter

of

God, God as a Spirit, the Nature of Gorl, Creeds and Prac-

tions: " We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and inti-

widely known by his "Principles of Light and Color"
ltfanual," etc., and this new book is sure to be
~a~~~ atti~f~:afs ':-i~a~I otfh~;:sYt~~~~~tt~~~:~~~~e~Na "Health
with even greater interest than those.
motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and im- read
Price, $1.50. Sold at this otllce.

~gJfc~~c~~[;No;b-~~i~hfe ~hl~~~gb~u~~~g~~~~i~~~gi:

~~r:~~~cd'~~g~~¥6'~~1~~trhe~: f~18~ri~~J~ ~~dt~~~ba;~~
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CHRISTIANITY

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing test!.
J:;fo'gJ.:tt~~~~'i,~~~;~fi;,~~~:'ll~:S',;~~higtfh"e~~;J'~[;fY
FROM A
hnparted."
Purchasers of PLAIN HOM:E TALK are at Uberty to Scientific and Historical Standpoint.
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall, postage pre.
EY Wlti. N. lticLAREN.
paid, only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS WANTED.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, ·A very able pamphlet of 140 pp, Among the subjects
129 East 28th st., New York.· treated are, Unrevealed Religion, Old Testament ReligIon, Evidence In Support of Christianity, History of
~~~~m~~~tf.;/g~e,!f~t~a!Nlure of Christianity, Proposed

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

T.q.e book is very radical"and thorough, and shows con-

Price of single bad,r.e, postage paid clus!Vlh that the system of relll\!on which has been built

a~~Ji~ct~fc~, $.~~~tes:ud ~~{g, r~:$f~~:

uw:1~e,e/J~~en~:.s ~6~rlal~~:~hl; ~~~e~ation.

Silver, $1.00. Remit by post-o11lce order

~~r~e~~t~rr~~s~e;t;i~~ ~~~ ~~~~~~f1~t~~s Ji~:

COMPUTATION by MECHANISM,

3-cent stamp. Address the originator and

Addition 1Subtraction, Mul·
ti1Jlicatwn, and Division.

cular, terms to Leagues, etc., inclosing

LUCY L CHURCHILL,
West Richfield, Summit county, Ohio.

patentee,

6meow25

Sample Machine. postage freb,

~~{~ted?iiF~~~~~J.rW~t:r~~~~

Conn. .Address the Patentee,

WM. HART, Kirksville, Mo.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.

This is what Liberals demand:
Repeal those laws church bigots use
To crush Freetbougbt and liberty,
Outlaw all books save bigots' views.

Zaccheus.

clo~h,

He blames Dr. Hltcllcock that the latter perceives a huge

tices of Christianity, The Dangers of Infallible Standards
The Ch~lstlan BII5Ie Tested, Religions Tested by theh~
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave., Fruits,
L1le and Death Under the Old Religions, Life and
New York, to whom ali letters from the sick should be ad- Death Under
a Spiritual Religion, The Future Religion.
dressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
The book is a scientific, philosophical treatis upon the
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica. above
and other subjects, by a thorough scholar. He is

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

BY JOHN MESLIER,
A Roman Catholic Priest,

r;;~on~it!~ "d'!;'~J;i'~al ~~:1!;;n~~;~rln~ea"t'fu~~l~~7fiFo'lfs

dogmas and left as ti'fs "Last Will and Testament" to his

"It's only a cold" has sent thousands to prema- 8~~~h~io~~~s, ~~~v~n~~e'Jor~O~~e J>~~U:~eq, (f;iifm~i~
ture g:raves. A cold stops up the avenues of the system, Sense."
and disease must result. Neglected, most violent remeThis Is a powerful work and Is attracting much atten.

dies must be used to remove the obstruction. Taken tlon from the Liberal public. No more scathing arraign.
timely, a few doses of

ment of the ChrJstian system has ever been made, not
even by Voltaire, as he himself confesses. The following

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient

~o~~e:

opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the

will carry off natura1ly the cause of the suffering, and save
NEWBURYPORT, MASS., Sept. 23, 1878.
days, months, or even years of suffering.
To MISS ANNA KNOOP, Dear Madam:

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
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"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

THE STORY 01!, JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Life, Trial, Execution, etc., is a Myth.
.E'rice,$2,00

For sale at this office

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.

"At last we have seen and examined the famous
'Comstock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of
construction; seems ndmirably adapted to the e'nd had in
view iu its invention and nmnnfacture, and should be

Price, $1.50.

Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of

Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes,
physical and social, leading to them are .jllai'Jl: treated br

Reliable references given.· Bend stamp for c!rcnlar
Say In what i~~~l8ou sawd~~~~~~rf~~~rLINGS
Sm15
Smithville, Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

Harmless, Healthful and Imallibly Reliable.

1

CHRONIC DISEASES,
i~"J ~'be/~11, t"J'~M1,1,A§~N~~:ea;~,OOJE~:e~&i

Runtnres Cured
By lU:y Medical Compoiind and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30Days.

~~~s~~~~~·1u;~~~e~~~~ ~ie s~~~~~~~r~1~fa~~~~0~a0~et~~e1~';g~

Address
l\lrs. R. J. RYAN,
Elizabeth City, New Jersey.

0 i•' P R E .\_ C H E lt S.

Costly

Only Article of the Xind in TJ'se.

BY JOHN STUART MILL.

Pupils \Vanted.
An Atheist lady teacher would like a few children to

$72 ~n~::-e. 'Ji~:"l ~~.~i~:U::!~,.fn~e,

doubtless alone lmluce many to buy the book. rhe oold

and t.rencllant blows which he deals 11 society" in all its
ramifications of corruption and inhumanity i his enruest

All filthy books we do despise;
They lie who say we such defend;
'Tis church encroachment that we fight,
To her vile sway we will not bend.

BY D. PRIESTLY.

0

0

the best-abused aud best-liked production of the day by
these two classes respectivly .-(}J'itlca,l Revlew.
erance and liberty. It is the 1trsenal from which Liberals
Sold at this ollice.

BY ROBERT SW AIL.

Her servil tools our lights usurp,
Dictate to us what we shall mail;
Condenm those books that hurt her power,
And thrust the authors into jail.

Medical Common Sense.

transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a brilliant wit upon the social problem from a poor man's st1tudi>oint will

This is the history of one god's best work.
BY M. E. BILLI!SGS,
Can I believe such history as this?
Wa·ve1·ly, Iowa.
Doubting, I wander-weeping for my fiiendToward home. I'll place my trust in nothing.
crf"m~~~cf~i:iftt~iJb~~4~~~~C~~a~ein°£h~efJi~~~~es~fte:~~
Should I be wrong, my bonsst thoughts must rise the iast five years. To be continued yearly.
$ .20
1 Copy,
•
•
•
And stand in dignity before such God6 Copies,
1.00
Be judged and danmed accordingly.
13
~'
2.00
Send cash. Postage stamps are a drug. Address the

We Liberals by Comstock laws
Are victims made of bigots' bate;
Yes, martyrs to sweet freedom's cause,
For church in measure rules the state.

EMBRACING

el~ciriee~~~~oJ~eca u~~fEI~i~~d ~fN~U:l~sPf;t~~~fo~~ i~{~~~~l
~~~r~~f:;ty~g~~~J~~~~~dct!~~~fg~~~l}·oll;t~-~jt~:~~;~:a~~~ osity
to see what a philanthropic business man has to say

Pleased with this great labor, he betook himself Terms moderate.
22
To a grand world above; descending soon
To damn this pe1fect work and to endow
C H Ui E S
Them and their progeny with an endless curse.

The Liberals' Demaml.

A Modern Symposium.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

The work of the honest pastor, Jean Mealier, Is the most
curious and the most powerful thing of the kind which

~~~,If-~; ~e~~ulfuRko~~~e~.at:frh~o~~: a~3iV~i~~;*'~: .?~~ll~
~Ft~l~a~a~Ii";io~';,~~-b~~o~at~~!3~. ch~::'J'"§,:',? d~"n~~a~T~
tnous and humane act In translatlug his book so well.

JAMES PARTON.

Price, clotl_5~£r~JJ?llfJMl.f:~41 Eighth st., New York.

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE
BIBLE.

Treatin;r upon the Gods of the Se·
mitic Nations, Includin~ Allah,
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy
A BOOK FOR THE
Gbo.st, Jcs~;~s Christ, the
Moral <JIIIture an(l Reli;oious En·
VIr~in lU:ary, and
JJ~Juenment of Youth.
the Bible.
To the latter 230 pages are devoted, showing that book
BY PROF. H. M. KOTTINGER, A..M.
be a very Inferior production for a first-class 6Qd. . .
Price, $1.50,
Address
BY D. M•. BENNETT.

in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
the interest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
their fellows. Cleanliness .is essential to health, and
health interferes with the profits of certain well·known
classes."-Liberalli'reePress, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,
1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y. III. C. A., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned cham·
pion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got
hurt for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to see .an
instrument so diiierent to anything we had ever seen
before-so unhjue, and in eYery way ndaptedfor the
purposes recommended by the doctor. _ By the ladies it
must be considm·cd n. real blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all syringes."-Dr. Kinget's Healtk
Joumal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
"Any reflectiye roadet must perceiYe the practicability
of your celcbmtcd cleanser, and the urgent need•of its
unh•ersnl use for the welfare of womankind. "-Dr. A.
OPPERMANN, St. Joseph, Mo.
"That 'Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. l\Iy wife's health has
greatly improved since she commenced nsingit. "-EzRA
T. DANIELS, Downs, Kan.
"I have just received that warmly-welcomed little
friend to woman. I tbink it one of the best inventions
of the age. "-Mrs. :M. S. ToWNSEND Woon, West New·
ton, Mass.

" I am more tbnn pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it mnst prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankind; but it seems a real pity that snch an
innocent and indispensable little article shonid bear the
infamous name of 'Comstock."'-Mrs.YoUNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, I own.
" The majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
against your 'Comstock'

contrivance.''-D. HIGBIE,

III. D., Dnrton, l\Iich.
" I hope yon will phsh your ' Comstock' Syringe
until it is known to every fmnily in the Union, when
its great benefit to ovmtasked and suffering women
will be appreciated."-A. L. RAwsoN, III. D., L. L. D.
"I think it Is the best article of the kind I ever
saw. "-Enwnr BARLOW, D. nr., Flushing, Mich.
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed pur·
pose that we have ever seen. It should be in the pos·
session of every woman in the lund."-Dr. NORMAN'

llfAcLEon, Dr. JonN llfAcCnnmoN, Dr. A. E. ll1onms,
Dr. E. A. 1\IANXsEr,, Prof. DELOss LucE, Dr. E. ATWELL, Dr. A. J. DEAL, nil of Chicago, Ills.
"I received that wonderful Syringe, and consider it
the type of health and purity. I want to shake hands
with you and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
snpreme blessing. "-MARY E. DAltLow, Lincoln, New
Mexico.
"Yonr Syrin.ge is all that it is claimed to be."HATTIE SANTY, Cottonwood, Kan.
"Anthony: Comstock hns at last been of some service
lo humanity in calling public attention to such a bless·
ing as your Syringc."-J.

'\V.

KINSKEHN,

Sanford,

Broome Co., N.Y.
"I can truly say that I am more than pleased with
the Syl'inge received. I am proud of it. It far sur·
passes my expectation. All women ought to be thank·
ful for such a god-send to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price had it been $50, "-Mrs.
W. H. WrLLIAMs, Ottawa, Knn.
"I think it meets all the demands of woman for
such an article. It is certainly the best Syringe I havo
ever seen." -JAMES ~I. DuNN, New \Vnshh1gton, Pa.
"I consider this a Comstock" Syringe the pl'incc of

all others for cleansing and lwnlthful purposes, and for
applying local rcmeclics. I never fcl t more like rejoic·
i11g in my life thnn I do now over my returning health
since the cmnmcncemcnt of itsusc.''-Mrs. II. P. Phill-

ips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent seenrc1y boxed with special instructions.
Confidential terms to agents.
Price rl'en Dollars.

:Make Money Orders payable at Station E. Address
SAM. IT. PRESTON,
209 WestMth St., New York.

YOUTH'S LIBERAL GUIDE,

D. ltl. EENNE'rT, 141 Eighth street, N. Y

MACHINERY.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY 16. 1881.
1

463

1

DR. THAYER, My Dear Sir: I !~o~~yr~k1n" ~i~k ~1:..t
the 15th of February, 1880. My first attack was llke this:
I coughed up two or three mouthfulls of blood, when I
called a physician, who prescribed for hemorrhage from
the lun~s. I recovered allghtly. Three weeks after I
TRIUMPHANT.
was awakened In the night with a cough, finding my
mouth full of blood. Continued to spit blood for two
ALL ORDERS FOR " WLLSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL days before It could be controled, which left me ve1·y
weak. Recovered just enough to get around again In a
OR EXPRESS MiJST BE SENT TO THE MANUFAC· v~_ry weakened condition.
Whenever I would stoop to gtck up anything the blood
TURER, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL
0
POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE w~~~~ ~g~;,\lf !~~ iflE~~t~~ bath declared that I could
never recover again. ]from July, 1880, to September 29,
1
PAYABLE TO WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST.,

"'WILSONIA"

~~~.;J ;;r~~ g~ga~r:~£ ~~R~ttf~th~p s~~~~t ±h~: !~:,'ii'~~
~ 1~~~~Y5 g~~t!~ucl'~sg~fb~"\in~r;~~f~a\.~m~J~~~~g?bl~~d

BROOKLYN.

with every cough. Dr. Sheppard was called In an~ said it
The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS arc the was not possible for me to llv till sErlng-that I shouldn't
marvel of .the world.
1
11
8
Tiley are dumbfounding tile scientists and physicians, ~J'i'h; ~~~8: b~~ da..fe~:.. ~~i'de~n~ao~ ~y r,;>gg~~a~ ~o';,'.:'..':
and making glad the hearts of the people.
THAT I COULD NOT RECOVER.
1

The" WILSONIA" will cure any of t'he following forms
of disease:
Paralysis,
Locomotor Ataxia,
Inflammatory Rheumatism, Gont,
Anchylasis,
Varicose Veins,

i:.~~~:{us,

~~g~~Onia,

Albuminous Urine,

SpiMl Disease.

Lne~~~fs~~~e~f the Lungs ~~;~~1~~0~ ~~l~h~u~fJlleys,

u~~1:h~ :N.~r~hi~~~i, 'f~l!~ t':.~ ~l'{H_¥~~~N'r.l:'·~ ~~~}:

ances were put on me wh1le I was in bed, as I was too
weak to leave the same. Four dsya before this time, Ial'll'P'::K ~~~~~~h~~o1f~,.tcfi.wl~~tyinf~lt strong enough to
get up and dress myself far the first time In three
montfis. Then upon A prll 8, 1881, I was strong enough
to ride two miles and call upon Mr. Wilson.
Now, three weeks since that time, I feel strong

il~~R~n'IMJ~ ~:~TID£~l~ct~e lP£\~:;c~:.da~~
~i~, T¥e8~f~~ra:grro~iggb~E£!~rt~~g ¥~:~~ e~~~:Y~~~

Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of first taken sick.
over THIRTY THOUSAND persons.
Send for price l!st and clrcuhtrs.

Yours respectfully,

MICfJ~t~~l"i~fu1u~~Brooklyn.

~%:~~ts~n~ e~~~snC:s~~se~~~u~~'s:i~~; c~igte i~l~;:T~f

0

afoRthiiHiY:J/f~t ~ti~cfr~.f~lt'\i' ~\a~l~~t~~che;l:;~
veloped lnta,chron!c rheumatism 1 hav employed allo!J::

"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY ~t;l'~HY~~me1lf~~h~;,;1~ec;ijlc£f[.; b~~d, m~'iuc~l"'~knfln
FROM 2 O'CLOCK P.M. TO 4 O'CLOCK P.llf.
Brooklyn and Troy, NewJtork, but they never cured me.
I commenced to wear the ·•WILSO.NIA" just before
the holidays [but had no faith In them], with this reIMPORTANT TO THE L.'IVALIDS OF

~ft1!,: hlv!lfnc~!~~~aef~ ~~~E !>;jt~~i~tt, f~e~c~!~fe~P1~

AMEHICA.

BETTER. Have slept on hop !'lllows, and done almost

everything for my previous nervous prostration, all of
It Is a fact well known to every Individual In this coun- which I hav no need for now since wearing the uwiL-

SONIA" Garments.
YouiJ'J~~l5ANE SCOTT,
332 Clinton street, Brooklyn.
~arne. lt'or instance, F'ultou with ~1ls steamboat, and
Stephenson with his locomoUv.
T llen we had legislators in our Congress who looked
upon Jr!orse u.s a lunatic wllen he asked for a short line of
telegraph between Baltimore and W ashlngton. Yet to- an'le~!ac;u~~::Jecga i~t\'fe',m~ All;t~a~~~e~~a\h~r~~~:
day what should we do without our telegraph or steam- tissues, :fluids, etc., by acting d'frectly on the arterial
blood, which absorbs a due amount of the magnetic
boat and locomotlv?
force, thus invigorating the whole ~tem, there bmng no

~~~~h~~ ~,:>;';.,\:'ov~~~~r£ ~~k~e1'i.n ~Pfy0 sr'i.~~lcWri'gv~~~

1

0

0

gf~ t~r eW!'\~~t~~t~nri'~~t~~ ~f pt~r~ai~ ~ho ~~s~s th'::& ~~

THE INVENTORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HAV ~
; HAD TO BEAR THE INSULTS OF ALL SO-CALLED :
~SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR HUMPHREY~
; DAVY, ONE OF THE GREATEST CHEMISTS THAT ;
EVER LIVED-HE WITH ALL HIS LEARNING i
: PROVED HIJIISKLF A FOOL WHEN HE RID!- :
~ CULED THE IDEA OF LIGHTING OUR STREETS ;
; WITH GAS. HE SAID IT WAS AN IMPOSSIBIL- ~
~ lTY TO SO USE COAL GAS.

t
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What to-day should we do Without such a medium of
Ught? Our sewing-machines-they were also opposed by
those whose interest it was to oppose them. rl'housands
of instances may be quoted wh~re articles now in daily
use were l'ldlculed by the people whose interest It was to
keep back the Introduction ot such inventions.
Now, then, as to the WLLSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.

THIS INVENTION IS AS NEW TO THE PRY: SICIANS 01!' BROOOLYN AS WAS THE FIRST
; INTlWDUCT!ON
OF
STEAlll-ENGINS
AND
i ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, AND YET THE PEO~ PLE, HOTTEN WITH DISEASE, HAV NO MORE
· ; SENSE THAN TO ASK THEIR PHYSICIANS
: WHETHER OR NOT THEY SHALL WEAH WIL~ SONIA GARMENTS. IT IS JUST AS REASONA: BLE TO ASK A COMMON TINKER TO MAKE
~YOU A GOLD WATCH, OR AN IDIOT TO SOLVE
; A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK
~ PRACTICING PHYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS
:TO THE VALUE OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC
CLOTHING. AND YET THIS INVENTION IS
:DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER
; METHODS OF TREATING DISEASE. AND OUR

i

~ CHILDREN WILL WONDER HOW THEIR PAR.
• ENTS COULD HAV BEEN SO HUMBUGGED AS

; TO POISON THEJIISELVS WITH NOXIOUS DRUGS.
:PHYSICIANS THEMSELVS WHO HAV ADVANCED
: IN LIFE KNOW VERY WELL THAT 111EDICIN IS

iA

MISTAKE.

We hav in Bl'ooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
been given over by the very best physicians, so called, in
the city of Brooklyn. In tile testimonies given below you
hav tbe names at live Brooklyn physicians who had given
over the patient to die.
Head these testimonials and then let these physicians
answer why they fall to cm·e. l{ead Dr. Munsllcld's evidence; also the evidence of Peter Lehll.lu.ck, of Jersey
City, whom1lfty physicians of New Jersey uud New York
gave over as incurn.ble. Let thc13e doctors explain why
they failed to cure after four years of medical :tJm.cticc,
costing that poor 1nau $15,000. And yet the" ·wiL~ONIA"
GARMENT::;, whlcil they dared condemn, are all suJ!lclent
to cure in two monthd.

.................·, .................................. ···········
I WILL GIV ANY PHYSICIAN IN BHOOKLYN
: $5,000 11!' HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAY IN l{EFERENCE TO THE VALUE 01•' THE "WILSONLA"
: SYSTEM IN TREATING DlSE.A.SE, AND WILL
! ALSO UNDERTAKE TO CURE NINE-TENTHS
: OF .ALL HIS INCURABLES, FUEE OF CHARGE,
PROVIDED HE REGISTERS THE NAMES OF
i THE l'ATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.

i

l

from a neglect of the conditions necessary for its preservation.
NASAL CATARRH AND OBESITY.

H1EMATEMESIS.

f~!m~gc~~~ ~[;~ ~KJ'"g~!{;~~efJ~lcaJ(~~~~~~,tg

MY DIFFICULTY IS THAT MANY PERSONS WILL
BECOME ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, WILL SWALLOW MEDICIN ENOUGH TO FLOAT A STEAMSHIP, AND RUB IN LINI111ENTS AND OINTMENTS ENOUGH TO TAN THE SKIN TILL IT
BECOMES LIKE THE SAIL OF A SHIP; AND
THEN, HEARING OF MY MARVELOUS CURES,
WILL EXPECT, ON PUTTING ON MY GOODS, TO
JUMP INTO NEW LIFE IN TWO OR THREE
MONTHS. THIS IN MOST CASES IS AN IMPOSSIBILITY, AND PERSONS GOVERNED BY SUCH
EXPECTATIONS HAD BETTER NOT WASTE
THEIR TIME OR MY OWN IN CALLING UPON
ME,

iP

y!;:

which he has so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
ln all its stageo without a failure to cure in a single case.
and some of them were In a terribly shattered condition •
had been In the Insane asylums, many had Falling Sicli
ness-Fits; others upon the ver~ 6f consumption; wh1Ie
~~i~~ ~:~s~~~- become foolls and hardly able to take
Syphilis pos!tlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
system. Gonorrhc.ea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia (or Rupture),
Piles, and other private diseases quickly cured.
All diseases of women-such as .Amenorrhcea (or delay of
the first menses), Dysmenon'hc.ea (or laborious menstruation), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhc.ea (or
Whites), Prolapsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, as the following w111 show:
"DEAR DOCTOR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
you are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel ..
ing better than for seven years, nor express my gratitude
In words If every kind and grateful thought I send you

Wif~eaa~~;~oiY~'e~?~r~~uldn~TeaJtY~~~~~d~: ~0!:iJ!~~e, 0.

Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from snf!ering women whose diseases peculiar to their sex hav made their Uvea so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of bhelr
own households.
A GREAT DOCTOR.

tb~ere~~Z~J~~=~:,y;~~~:~%~~ty,r.;:a:'Ve~~~

"There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the human mind of more Importance than alleviating human sufiering, stopping the progress of disease, and thue
extending the period of human life. And I know of no
physician more successful In the practice of this art than
llr. R. P. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. His success in nearly

~~J~~~Blf! s~~~~i~ ~::~~e~~e;:r~~ ~o~~~~~}fJ7i:~y~

practice. This I know by actual trial, having been relleved of a bad case of kldne.f. disease by his new method

;'o~e~r:~ff'li~t~~ '*ft:tn:n~a~l theTg,;~JJ.',;;, ~bc~~.:;tet':,":i.M

~;,J,~eg:;'n!~~ty~\'ty to say this much for the benefit of

Dr.l!'el!ows will send for two S-cent Wl<UZ~ his MEDICAL ADVISER; or, NEW GUIDE TO
TH, setting
forth a new and scientific method (never before known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the ssme
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSKLOR, treating
on Spennatorrhc.ea and Impotency, giving the cause,

ix~C;~::r~~~r:A~l;P~~~c;;aofa~go~~~e, ;~!~7~~si~~ the
Consultation In person, $5.00; by Jetter, free and Invited,
1

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,

i6~~~~:t~::t:e~~.\'.-.9fr.::OUX~~~~~~ rl~. 'if. ~~ihl6'W~~s
Vineland, N.J.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

And the range of price for the "Wllsonla" Magnetic Suits
warranted to effect a cure in every case, when the ::m.it is
worn continuously for the space of twelve months-fre" Some Mistakes of l'tloses."
quently wm do thls in half that time.
This volume Is printed on toned paper, In clear, bald
All forms of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as Phthisis type, and handsomely bound in muslin, contalnlug :r/5
Pulmonalis, or Consumption. Broncllial Hemorrhage, Pul- pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
monary Hemorrhage, Croupous Pneumonia, Catarrhal
10
~{ii~Y~~f~!,n~s~~ &:1~~fsi~~~~g:n{iyg~~~i~~8~Tig~~Y~: so~~:sb:~d~';.nt;;\~~ ~~; :J'~~~~~~E':~n~~ t~~\~~:,.~~~n

1~1e pamphlets tllat hav been surreptitiously
tlammation of the Pleura, or Pleurisy, 1Jydro-'l.lw1'ax, or thatlsubject.
issued are incorrect, filled with mistakes, a:.1d consist of
Water in the Chest, Pneumo-'l.lwrax, or Air in the Chest 1 only
about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two
EJf~~!:bg~eB~~~~~~~r~~e~~~ ~~~~ire u Wilsonia" Mag- hundred and seventy-five paftes In the book just Issued.
1

fnhMa~t~l:. u~~gsJrJ!~;:~l~ ~f:,c:t~~. ~~~~u~n~~i,ta,.I'J~

fi~:i'dr.~~~e t~n~ g;,~:
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM Illl- ~;~~~3/:!:st~m~hp~~gj~~~~~~~t~~';;f
dition of the PQ.tient. These same conditions govern or pathos.
MI.NE.'<T DEATH
~~~~~~~~~e~~rg;~~ ic:{ tt~of~Ift:i~he~fa:~li:egate cost in
DEAR SIR: Some two weeR.s slnce l r-ead 1n the Brooklyn
All forms of Cardiac, or HEARl!? DISEASE, require "The Gods and Other Lectures."
t;~ftc:fr~~o~~e;~su~t?,~~§~~lie~p~~~~b~~{se~~l~l~o~s:~ m~~r;J~•su~~sEl~~"t~no~~f~~ 8'~'81~s~~0Df~~TION, CoNTENTS.- "The Gods," "Humboldt," u Thomas
of suppressed scarlet fever.
Havmg known of a case
Paine,"" Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies." Price,
as Diphtheritic InllaJ.nmation of the Pharynx, Syphl!- cloth,
where a young man threatened with pneumonia was really such Affections
$1.25; paper, 50 cents.
'
of the Pharynx, Intlammatlon of the
cured In forty-eight hours by putting ou your nerve and lt!c
<Esophagus,
Stricture
of
the
CEsopha.gus,
Acute
Gastric
lung Invigorator and the four other appl!ances which go Cntarrh, or Acute Catarrh of the Stomach, Gastritl-S, or In.
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case flammation of the Stomach, Carcinmna, or Cancer of the "The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
and see if any allowance must be made for the regorter's Stomach, Hematomesis, or Hemorrhage of the Stomach,
CONTENTS.-" The Ghosts," u Liberty of Man, Woman,
Scrofulous and Tuberculous Diseases of the
f.fa~~lite~ho~ s~::15f~(def;g{jf~~~~nwtsofu~~·fue~~~~1et:i!~di Dyspepsia,
Intesttns and Mesenteric Glands, CoUc, Gastric !!,ever,
called upon him regsrdlng it. He said the reporter's Item Neuralgia.
ift~n~ft!J~':: ~P~~~~r:;i~~n<>it!~~~i:'7U.~T~cee,;~~[~:e~~~
of
the
Stomach
and
Intestins,
..1::-'eritonitis.
was substantially correct. He said his family physician,
fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
The above require suits costing from $-!8.50 to $93.50.
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist\ acted as every humane
All forms of Disease of the L1ver and B1le-Ducts, such cents.
hhysician does when, having no hope of recovery himself
Botb volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00,
1
7

~t~tZ:t;e;:i~hg~f~~~~~fu~:~;u~~s~~~fL~~: Lfv~~;~i~r~~~~

8

b:s~!~s t~!Pn~~~~~n~s ~~~ ~~~fo~ 't~J" ~h~~~~~~J~{&~
the Liver, Acute and Chronic Hepatitis, or Acute and
garments would not fnterfere with his medlclns, Mr. Col- of
Chronic lnfiammatton of the Liver, Fatty Liver, Cancer
Her extemporized a nerve and Iung invigorator from two of
tlle
Liver, etc.
leg belts which he took off his own person, and applied
The above require suits costing from $38.50 to $33.50.
them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter. In
All forms of d1sease of the kidneys, such as Hemorrhage
0
!~R~~;~~dhg~~s;:~fnj~: ih~~e1~l,~~~~~~d rha~h~ ~~~~~ of tlJ.e Kidneys, Acute Dright's Disease, ParenchymatouB,
perspiration had come on, and warmly congratulated the
<JJe1~~
fam1ly and friends on the result. I found in this case, as I Ylif~:~~i~!~F~~~~~~~·eSt~i:~;1~tiie°KfJ~;;~,
Vesicalis, or BemmThage of the Bladder, Incontishonld :find, doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling turia
nence
of
Urine
and
all
disease8
of
the
Sexual
organs,
in the family, touching their family physiCian; a reluc- rttis. or Infiaromation of the Ovo.ry,Ova.rian Tumor,OvaCatance to say much,!n special praise of a remedy that was tarrh of the Uterus, Displacement of the Uterus, Parnot administered or recommended by the doctor. I was
sa.tJ.stled, however, that those most interested considered ~~~¥~~~~offh~ttft~~~c1~~~~fl~~ii~~~tr~a:~~~fi;~
Uteri, Catarrh of the Vagina., Leucharrh •
~~~fi~,~~~ijl~ ~:U t~gJ~\~1;i~~aih~r':~ d~c~ ~ ~~et~e~~~: lapsus
The above reqnlre suits costing from $48.50 to $108.50.
viction that duty to the great public deman~s that this
All forms of DISF;ASE of the NEHVOUS SYSTEM,
acknowledgment be publicly given.
Desirous of knowing what Dr. Moftat himself would say ~t~~ci\t~~fr~ii~fv~~ ~f~h:~~~y, ~~~~Wt:L!~q~: ~~ ~!~!l~~f:
ot the case, I visited his residence and had a prolonged ln. of
the Upper or Lower Half of the Body, Paralysw .Agiterview. Among other things he·said: •• The pu.tient was in
1

c1{;~ti~ ~e~?~S~~~~i
:~~.r~~tr~o~:;t~gdb~~~plra1l~n c~~£dl~o!f~!~n~oen ~~~~~'h'.:'.i ~a:~~ebJig~,n~~nfJ.:Jl~~Utt!n0~fexfu'c
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow bet- f~e;:g;a*~i~rcl~~o~~e0 b~~TnB_K~~~i{:~~~ea_;~~~u~c(/;¥~~t
ter g1·adually as long as they were on her." Very naturally genitus, or tV ater on the Brain trom Birth, J.lJyericis, or Inof the Spinal Marrow, Hemorrhage of the
~ft~~~ ll1es~~~1:~vi~l?r~~~:~£~~' \ri ~1S~~~:~ogtienndo~~: :d.ammn.tion
~pinal Cord, or Spiual Apoplexy, 1'ai.Jes lJot.su.al"Ul·, or Con-

nal change " and 1le "would want to see the same results
in repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unreservedly." It occurred to me, Mr. ""WILSON, when here~
mu.rked about such a wonderful result, that "there was no
1

sumption of the Spinal Cord, Locomotor Ataxia, or Pro.
gressiv Grey Degeneratiou of the Posterior Columus of
tJhe Spinal Cord, Ticdouloureux., Neuralgia, .Neuralgia
Ischia Dica, or Sciatica, Chorea, or St. Vitus' Dance, 1.hs..

£~!!0$rE~b~r19~~~!l~~~~ ~g~~t ~ eft t~ ~i~~~;~:crt~~ ~i~lnf~Jl~~~-1f~t~f~!tp;l;l~~i;~ 1M~~~d~~~J:f~if~~lamp.
Ueving, yes, knowing as well as I do that mothers and
8
0
~.:'!:~~.n~r{h~~~~J::,08~\~~·~"1~~"il~~Ln~glf~tftN~¥~ Ift~~g~~~['b'\.'iff:~ss'll~f ~~~n::;¥ffi':'s~c h":;st~~e~;g<'and

they hav a sure reUance iu those trequently recurrm~, aud
if not broken up, fatal cases of suppressed fever, I am induced to write Lou this. You may make what use of It
h~~ ~hoose. It s from one In whom sn1Ier!'1·~\f~¥}.ty
THE FAR·:k'AlllED "WILSONIA."

moves grandly on, conquering and to conquer every form
of disense known to men. Jt triumphs over even the most
compUcated forms within the short space of ten or twelve
months. Head the following glowing tribute from the
This ahnost seems Incredible. But, nevertheless, this ready pen of the world-1·enowned Dr. Mansfield, of New
})Rtlent has come under the personal observation of Dr. York. It was received to.day:
61 WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET, N.Y., Apr!l9, 1881.
l'hayer, as well as all the oth~rs who ,have addressed their
DEAR WlLSaN: llllll pleased to 1ntorm you that I am
lltt&l'M to him, and he a.1!1rma the truth of all they clalm•
[Bleeding from mucous membrane of Throat and
Stomach.]

by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defectlv Memory, Physical
Decay, Pimples on Face, Aversion to Society of Females,
Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., ren~
dering marriage improper or unhappi, are thorough\{ and

BROOKLYN, May 30, 1881.
PRoFESSOR WILSON, Dear Sir: All my life long I haV sufferred from nasal catarrh. Three months ago you persuaded me to wear vour Magnetic Clothing, The often.
FRIENDS OF THE SICi:K POOR OF BROOKLYN,
:f~g~~;~eu is ~;3rra;~adit':i~~dWflhd lo~ga:aet~~ :~~~
something
ha.v not done in years without weariness.
I was also annoyed with an excess of fat. Much of this Enforce your physicians and the Charity Commissioners of
has abated, and I hav gained a proportionate degree of Brooklyn to accept my ofterte them in your behalf.
1 renew it here as follows:
~~~;~la;h:trtion?v~beTo~r~!u~ai~r:_~i~~~e~i:if~~
Garments.
·
I supposed that during the warm weather they would be
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
burdensome. On the contrary, I am as comfortable as OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
the present oppresslv heat w111 permit any one to be In CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
ordinary dress.
MRS. E. G. CHIPMAN,
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
'
7 Bond street.
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE JIIY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PAPLEXY.
TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REMEMBEHED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY[CASE OF PROFESSOR HATCH SMITH.j
SICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFECT A CURE SHALL BE TWKLVE MONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

8

I w!ll also glv 'any patient $5,o00 who has worn (my
goodsiu quantity u.ud time us! direct and has not received all the 1Jcne1lt lproml•cd.

g

-----~

)iw
A regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and
the most successful., as biB pra.ctice w111 prove.
Cures all forms or PRIVATE..__CHRONIC, and SEXUAL
D ISEASES, SPERMATORRH..,.A, and IMPOTENCY, as
the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer

its several varieties, require suits costing from $48.50 to

$78.50.

'

All forms of DISEASE of the ORGANS of LOCOMOTION, sucll as Rheumarthrisis Acute, or Flying Gout,
Acute Articular Rheumatism, Chronic Articular Hheumatism, Deformities of the Joints, Gout, Progressiv Muscular Atrophy.
The above require magnetic suits costing from $48.50 to

$~Ji torms of ACUTE and CHRONIC INFECTIOUS
Dl:SEASE, such as Measles, Scarlet ~"'ever, Small Pox,
Chicken Pox, Typhus :!!'ever, Typhoid }'ever, Relapsing
Fever, Intermittent }"'ever, Dysentery, Syphilis, CongenItal and Hereditary.
9
L~e ~~gt,'hlfrW~eo~a'Wll¥~~~~~*as,v~fc~ ~-g<';,ot depend upon Intectlon,~l'.c!' as Chlorls!s, Scrofula, Diabetes
Lbath varieties], .SCarucu,..., or Scurvy, etc.
00

"What Must We Do to be Saved 't"
11 In~erpolations are the foundation stones of every or..
thodox church." · Thoroughly revised and corrected by
the author. Price, 25 cents.

.BUSTS OJ!' R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark MIIIB.
Cabinet sll!Je, price $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer of this great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MH. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fol·
lowing prices:
~~g~i~~ g!r~~lf:eeize • .. • ..
.. ~ ce~ta
Life-size Llthograph,:21x27
•
50
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yorll:.

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

OF

Col. R. G. ln&;"ersoll, D. M. Bennett
and Others.

.Painted in Oil Dolors by aid of Pn.oto.
graphs, on Gonvere Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as Durable.

These paintings are preserved by a patent process · d~
not spot, and are not aticcted by heat, cold, or sun. :Per..
sons sending their own o1· friend's photographs, with lock
or color of hair, ~yes, etc., or those ordering Ingersoli's or
Bennett's, can hav then;Jninted at the low.. price (to intro..
&.~';;ie~~~~dh c1~f:.r1 size, $2; card, $1.50. Beautiful
All sent by mall. Address
A E W ., Box 447,
Woonaocket, R.I.
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SCIENTIFIC AND RATIONALISTIC
WORKS.
THE greatest organ in tile world-the organ of
Works by Prof. Louis Agassiz.
speech in woman; an organ, too, without a stop.
The Structure of Animal Life. One vol., 8
vo., forty-six Ulustrat!oiis. Cloth, $1.50.
THE Chicago Times says that Boston is 250 years
l'Ietllods
old, and this explains why her women wear spec- mo. $1.50. of Study in Nat11ral History. 16
tacles.
Geological Sl~ctchcs. 16 mo. $1.50.
" 2TH piks " on a vase in a boarding-house reGeological Sketclles. Second series. 16 mo.
$1.50.
minds us that the landlord has adopted the reform
spelling.
h,tr ~.!U,':~~·ey in Brazil. Illustrated. s vo. $5.00;

CATHOLICS care little more for Sunday than they
do for the Bible; both are held to be of far less
importance than the authority of the church and
the dicta of the bishops and priests. Sunday, in
Catholic countries, is a grand gala day. A few go
to mass m the morning, and after that they can
amuse themselvs by card-playing, drinking beer,
going into the :fields and woods, going hunting,
riding about, or almost anything else they wish to.
It is only the Puritan Protestants that make such
AN Irishman on seeing a Very small coffin exa senseless fuss about the rigid observance of claimed, "Is it possible that cofiln was intinded
Sunday, and they hav not the slightest authority for any livin' crayture !"
for it. Neither Christ, the apostles, nor t11e early,
SHE was plump and beautiful, and he was wildly
fathers ever enjoined the keeping of the Sabbath.
All that these Puritans :find in the Bible to found fond of her. She hated him, but woman-like, she
strove
to catch him. He was a fiea.
their Sunday bigotry upon is, "Remember the
Sabbath day," etc.; but that referred to Saturday,
THE age of economy has been reached in Foxand not Sunday, and no authority can be shown boro, Mass., where a woman stopped a clock from
from any source worthy of attention why Satur- running because it would wear out too fast.
day was set aside and Sunday substituted in its
YoUNG lady, gazing on her portrait just :finished
place.-Bennett's Infidel Abroad.
by a rismg young artist, remarked, " I look like a
AN orthodox newspaper of large circn!atlon and canv~s-backed duck." He felt like eating her.
wide infiuence has told us that "the Puritan SabTHE average age of a hog is only fifteen years.
bath is not threatened, not going, but gone." Th&
clergy, however, will make desperate efforts to This always consoles us when we see a man
spreading
himself out over four seats in a railway
recover it, in view of the hold upon the people
thus afforded them. :Ministers are men, and the car.
need of dutiful attendance by the people on their
AN Irishman watching a game of baseball was
ministrations is as great to them as of clients to a sent to grass by a foul which struck him under the
lawyer or of customers to a shopkeeper. Finding fifth 1ib. "A fowl, wus ut! Begorra I thought it
that a popular conviction that church-going is a was a mule!"
duty is indispensable to the continuance of their
YoUNG smarty, who is way below his teens, noinfiuence, they :first manufacture the duty, and
then manufacture a scri_ptural warrant for it; and ticing a great number of shooting stars tile other
their systematic use of these misrepresentations evening, coolly states that "God's practicing with
his breech-loader."
has so befogged the minds of theii· people that not
SHE had sued f.or breach of promis, and the ver:
one church-member in ten understands the teaching of either Hebrew or Christian scripture in re- diet of the jury was against her. "Want to poll
gard to Sabbatical observance. Not one in ten of the jury 1" she was asked. "Yes, I do. Jes' gimme
them understands that the Old Testament speci- the pole for two minutes."
fies Saturday as the obligatory time for the weekly
U~'DER the laws of Illinois, what a person sees
Sabbath, or that the New Testament, leaving the
observance of that day optional to each individual, through a keyhole cannot be accepted as evidence
in
court; but no sewing society in the country
neither enjoins nor recommends the observance of
would reject such testimony.
any other day.- Index.
A CASE of domestic scandal was under discusTHE most malignant feelings which enter into
the present struggle between capital and labor sion at a tea-table. "Well, let us think tile best of
her
we can," said an elderly spinster. "Yes," said
hav been generated, especially in England, by the
ostentation of idle wealth in contrast witll sur- another, "and say the worst-that's the fashion."
rounding poverty. No really high nature covets
"DoEs the conversation and caniage of your
such a position as that of a luxurious and useless
new minister become the gospel?" asked a learned
millionaire. Communism, as a movement, is a bishop of a simple-minded farmer. " Well," was
mistake; but tllere is a ·communism which is the reply, "Iris conversation is rather fiuid, and he
deeply seated in the heart of every good man and don't keep a carriage."
which makes him feel that the hardest of all labor
AN Iowa man has been arrested for assaulting
is idleness in a world of toil, and the bitterest of
all bread is that which is earned by the sweat of his own wife, and he was found guilty, even
though
it. was shown that he only stu:ffed her
another man's brow.-Goldwin Smitk.
mouth with putty when he wanted to go to sleep.
AND from the prayer of want and plaint of woe
Do men hav no rights at all?
Oh, never, never turn away thine ear.
" MY dear, what makes you always yawn!"
Forlorn in this bleak wilderness below,
The wife exclaimed, her temper gone.
Ah, what were man should heaven re:(use to
"Is home so dull and dreary ?"
hear?
"Not so, my love," he said; " not so;
To otllers do (the law is not severe)
But man and wife are one, you know,
What to thyself thou wish est to be done;
And when alone I'm weary."
Forgiv thy foes, and love thy parents dear,
And friends and nativ land, nor these alone,
WHY HE WISHED TO SEE HER.
All human weal and woe learn tllen to make thine
The other night Bickels went home and found
own,
·
-Beattie.
his wife particularly retrospectiv. She talked of
lN Christian churches it i~ currently taught that
the past with a tear, and looked to tile future with
God may justly do what in man would be mon- a sigh.
strous cruelty. God is believed to spend eternity
"Oh, by the way," said Bickels, as he sat on the
in burning alive those of his children who hav side of the bed pulling o:ff his boots, "I saw a gendisobeyed him, or wbo bav only not aceepted his tleman down town to-day who would giv a thouConditions of salvation, or in subjecting them to sand dollars to see you."
tortures of which burning alive would be a faint
"Who was he? Does he liv in Little Rock?"
Symbol. But the same act would not for a mo"I don't know his name."
ment be justified or be judged as other than mon"I'll warrant that it was Oliver Gregg."
strous cruelty in man.-8amuel Longfellow.
"No."
"Then it must be George Weatherton."
CIIRISTMAS itself is a day smTounded with curi"Guess again. I might know his name if I were
ous ceremonies of pagan origin, and in no way
serving to fix the 25th of December as the natal to hear it."
"Oh, I do wish I knew I" said the lady ~hi biting
day. Yet the exact period at which Almighty God,
as a baby boy, entered the world to redeem long- excitement. "Was it Oscar Peoples 1"
"Guess again. 1 remember his name now."
suffering humanity from the consequences of
"Harvey Glenkins 1"
Adam's ancient sin should be of some importance.
"No. His name is Lucas Wentwlng."
-(Jkarle& Bradlaugk.
"I don't know a man by that name. Why would
IT does not appear that there was any uniformhe giv a thousand dollars to see me?"
ity in the period of observing the nativity of Jesus
"Because he's blind."
Christ among the early churches Some held the
festival in the month of May or April, others in
January. It is, nevertheless, almost certain tllat
the 25th of December cannot be the nativity of tile
savior, for it is then the bight of the rainy season
In Judea, and shepherds con!d hardly be watching
their fiocks by night in the plains.-Ckamber's Encyclopedia.
IF any man is able to convince me and show me
that I do not act or tllink right, 1 will gladly
change, for I seek the truth, by which no man was
ever Injured. But he is injured who abides in his
error and ignorance.-.M. A.. A.ntoninus.
THE historian Lecky cites a touching story of an
old monk who considered God as altogether human, and whom he was wont to address in most
familiar language. When he was convinced by a
brother monk that he was altogetller wrong in
holding said anthropomorphic views of the deity,
he clasped his hands in agony and said, while the
tears ran down his cheeks, "You hav taken away
myGodl You hav taken away myGodi"-J.L.
Stoddard.
To make thls earth a world of peace and love
we inust each and all put a few softening, brightening gleams on it by living out daily and hourly
good and humanizing acts, and speaking kind,
cheering, and gentle words, and thinking pure,
happy, and hopeful thoughts. If each one does
his share toward cleansing the little world of
which he is the center from all ideas of revenge,
punishment, hate, and malignity, and all unnecessary sufferings in man or beast, the spilit of
univer~al happiness, light, and love will shine
witll such a fair, illuminating effulgence of exquisit glory as has never yet been conceived of.
Work, then, in hope, work patiently, and the good
will surely come, for all things evolute gradually
l:lut surely toward perfection.-Eim.ina D. Blen/w.

BOOKS SOLD BY D. H. BENNETT. BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.

THE GOAT.

The goat is a nativ of the vacant lots abOut tile
city, and there are lots of them.
The goat is omnivorous. He will goat anything
he sees, and will seize anything that he may goat.
The gentleman goat is called Billy, but he is a
Billy that no policeman can handle.
The lady goats are Nanny. This is tile eweNanny-mons name.
The young goat is called a kid. Kids are on hand
the year round.
The goat is gener<;ms to a fault. He presents a
couple of horns to everybody he sees.
In the matter of mere cash the Cashmere goat is
the most famous.
Goats are fond of the outskirts of large cities,
also hoop-skirts.
The goat wears a heard. It is called a goatee,
though not confined to the he goat.
The goat ls noted for his bunting, but never
fiags.
The goat is one of the signs of the zodiac, signifying that he has a propensity for knocking things
sky-high.
He never gets high himself. That is to say,
he never gets over the ba·a·a-a.
Shakspere understood the spontaneity of the
goat when he said, "Stand not upon the order of
your going, but goat once."
The goat is a wide-awake animal. He is never
caught napping, notwithstanding the many cases
of kid-napping you may hav read about.
Fm.- many years tile goat was the only butter
known.
Goats love to get on a high rock and sun them.
selva. Giv them a chance and they will always
seek a sunny climb.
The god Pan was a sort of half goat. All goats
do not pan out as well as he did.

An Essay on Classification. B vo., pp. 891.
Cloth, $8.
Works by
R. Alger.

,v.

L~l"!~if~~l.~i1~:t?,~f.5 ~t· Doctrine of Fntnre
Solihtdes of Nature and Man. 1 vol. Cloth,
$1.50.
Friendship of 'Voman. 1 vol. Cloth, :J1.50.
'Vorks by Aristotle.
Etllics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
Politics and Economics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
Metaphysics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
History of Animals. 1 vol. Cloth,$~
Rhetorict and Poetics. 1 vol. Cloth,$~.
Organon. 2 vols. Cloth, $1.40 per vol.

COI,BY & RICH'S I•UBLICATIONS.
Wm•ks by D.-. A. B. Cbild,
Better Views of Living; or, Life Aecordlllfr to

the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Right." Price, 11.QO.

Whateve•• Is, is Ri3"1It. Price, $1.00.
Cll.-ist and the I•eoJ>le. Prl•o, $1.~5.
A B C of Life. Price, 25 cents.
Soui Affinity, Price, 20 cents.
'Vorks by l'II•s, l'Inria M. HiD&"·
Principles of Nature, ns Discovered In the
Development and Structure of the Universe. In throe

volumes. Price, $1.75 per vol.

Real Life in S1>irit Laud, Price, ,1.00.
'rhe Brotherhood ot· Man, and What Fol·
lows fi"OIU It. Price, 25 cento.
Social Evils: Their Causes and Curs. Price, 25
cents.

'rhe Sl>iritnal Philosophy versus Dia•
bolis1n. Price, ~5 cents.
'Vbat is SJ>iritualism? and Shall Splr!tuQllsis
hav a Creed? Price, 25 cents.

G~:l~l ~:;~, f,;~~!'t:.r and Man the Ima&-e of

Works by Alexander Baiu.
Logie, Deductive and Inductive. $2.
~leu tal Science ; A Compendium of Psychology
and History of Philosophy. $1.50.
Mind and Body; The Theories of their Relations. $1.50.
l'Ioral Science ; A Compendium of Ethics. $1.50Tl>.e Senses and the Intellect. $5.
The Emotions and the will. $5.

'Vo••ks by Prof. 'Villiam Denton.
Geology: The Past and Future of our PIQnet.
Price, $1.50.
Soul ot' '.Filings; or, Psychometric Researchea
and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per vol.
Be Tllyselt: Price, 10 cents.
'Vbat 'Vas He;_ or, Josue In tho Light of tho
Nineteenth Century. .t'ricc, cloth, $1.25; papor, $1.

Rndienl Rllynaes. Price, $1.25.
Is Sl>ii"itnalisnt •r.-ue? Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Fhutlity; or, Spiritualism su·

pcrior to Christianity. Price, 10 cents.

Connuon Sense Thoughts on the Bible;

Price, 10 cents.

Worlics by H. Charlton Bastian.
The Beginnings of Life. Being some accoun~

:fe~fs~i~~l;,c~~s2~~nrses on Reli~:;ions Sub•

On Paralysis from Brain Disease. $1.75.

S~~~c~.e~.fc~. 1~•:cn~:~e Ligllt ot" l'Ioderu

Works by M, B. Craven.
Criticism on the •.\.J>ostle Paul, in Defense of

cents.

of the nature, modes of origin, and trl).ll.»formo.tions of
lower organisms. 100 illustrations. Cloth, $5.

Womau's ntghts. Intemperance, war, and biblical theology, the three great obstructions to Christianity. Paper,
25 cents.
·

Ch••istianity Befo1•e the Time of Christ.

With quotations from the ancient sages and fathers, showing the historic origin of Christian worship. Papcr,25
cents.

'Vo.-ks ot" Cha.-les Darwin.
Origin of §pecies by Means of Natural Selection;

Man's 'l~I~ue Slt.,·iot•. Price, 10 cents.

Ser•non f••ont Sllakspcre's Text. Price, 10

The Pocasset Tragedy. Price, 10 cents.
Wllat is Right? Price, 10 cents.
Who are Cln•istiaus? l'rlcc, 10 cents.
Tbc Irl"econcilable Records; or, Genesis and

Geology.

Clotll, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.

OI·tbodoxy Fnlse, since Sl•iritnllliSin is

True. 1->rice, 10 cents.

or, The Preservation of Favored Races in the Struggle for
Life. 1 vol., 12 mo. Cloth, $2.

The God Proposed for Our National Con•
stitntion. Price, 10 ceuts.

Descent of Man, and Selection !u Relation to Sex.
With many illustrations. Cloth, $3.
Journal of Researches into the Natural History

'Vorl's of ;J.(. B. Craven.
TI·inmpb of Criticis1n; A Critic,,! and Paradox

and Geology of the Countries Visited During the Voyage
of H. M.S. Beagle Round the "rorld.. Cloth, $2.

Emotional Expressions of ;Jian and the
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'rhe V;triation of Aninaals and Plants
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preface by Prof. Asa Gray. 2 vola. Illustrated. Cloth,
$5.00.
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and flippinns.
THE Rev. R. Rock, a United Brethren pastor at Canton, 0., has been suspended for saying, "D--n it."
Do clergymen commonly fish on Sunday
while on their summer vacations? A. minister's wife says so in letter to the Congregationa'Uit.

DELIA PoiRIIIR, a religious monomaniac, has
just murdered her cell-mate, Gertrude Roberts, in the Longue Point A.sylum, Canada,
mistaking her for a frightful dragon.
IT is said in the Belfast Witness that " in
some of the congregations of the Irish Presbyterian church the rite of public baptism has
not been administered for a generation."
THE Rev. Mr. Vetterling, a Detroit pastor,
got drunk on an excursion steamer, was caught
kissing a girl, got a violent blow from another
whom he tried to kiss, and was finally arrested.
THE men of Nebraska will Tote next year
on a. constitutional amendment allowing women
to vote, and a systematic a.~tation of the woman suffrage question has already been commenced there.
IN Rocklin, Cal., the Congregational church
has !or two years been without a pastor. There
is no rush of applicants for the vacant pulpit,
as the church has only five members. The
vacancy will probably continue for some time
to come.
THE Holy Man of Senoussi, in Tripoli, who
is only awaiting his fortieth birthday-which
will be next year-to reveal himself as the
"Mchedi," or reformer of the Mohammedans,
destined to drive the ChJ.istians from northern
A.frica, is visited by thousands of pilgrims.
HERE is an instance where a counterfeit was
as good as a genuin: A. lady who occupied a
cottage at Mount Desert last summer had a box
made for her jewelry in imitation of a Bible.
While absent one day some one entered her
home and·carried off her silverware, but her
box of jewelry was undisturbed.
1

IT looks as though another division among
the already much-divided Lutherans cannot be
long avoided. The doctrin on which the Lutheran Synodical Conference is splitting is predestination, one part of the church holding to
and the other rejecting the belief that God foreordains some men to be lost and some to be
saved.
THE rector of an infant church in South
Carolina, whose roll of members numbers exactly eight, finds much comfort in the fact that
just the same number of persons were in Noah's
ark. When he shall hav a. revival increasing
the force by fifty per cent, he Will probably be
thankful that the number equals that of the
original apostles.
A.. woMAN belonging to the sect called Perfectionists undertook to run herself to death at
Dallas, Texas. She got the idea from a scriptural passage about " running the race to the
end" that if she ran till she died she would
go direct to heaven. She could not kill herself
by pedestrianism, however, and resorted to
drowning instead.
D. M. BENNETT, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New
York, is going on a. journey around the world,
and scores of persons are sending to him $5 in
advance for the book he is to write, telling
what he sees. Mr. Bennett is a true, brave
man, who deserves rest and recreation, and we
send him $5 for his book, hoping that the
money will help to bring him safely home, all
in good time.-G1·eat West.
SoME of the criticisms· made on the " King
James" version of the Bible when it was issued were quite as scathing 11.8 some of those
which hav been made on the" revised." One
·very severe clergyman said in 1611 that he
would rather be torn in pieces by wild horses
tha.n impose woh a version on the poor ohurohes

of England. Within fifty years the " King lieve themselvs to be so much better than ordiJames" version was accepted and used wher- nary mortals that they are above the tempta~
tion and power of sin, and Iiv without doing
ever the English language was spoken.
any evil. A leading religious paper intimates
IT is stated in some of the papers that the that if Bro. Inskip could with his eighty serdaughter of Victoria Woodhull is about to be mons accomplish such results among the sinful
joined in marriage with Lord Colin Campbell,
Australians, it is a pity he should not try his
fifth son of the Duke of A.rgyll, a prominent power in this city ; for there are many here,
scion of the nobility of England. But other notably in Wall street and other financial localpapers deny this interesting statement and de- ities, who might be considerably better than
.clare that the l~y whom the young lord is they are if they were_gnly "wholly sanctified."
about to marry Is a daughter of Ireland, and
having not the remotest relationship with Mrs.
D!t. THOMAS D. SPENCER argues, in the PopWoodhull. Thus this pretty fiction, like.many ular Science Monthly, that in most cases death
others, is knocked in the heoo
is painless. " It is a physiological process,"
THE London Pal,l MaU Gazette of July 15th he says, "and ought to be free from suffering.
warns Mr. Bradla.ugh that his notice to the When the flat of death went forth, Nature
speaker of the House of Commons, declaring kindly provided an anesthetic for the body. As
that he will present himself at the table, de- the end of life.draws near, the respirations bemanding. to be allowed to take the Parliament- come slow and shallow, interrupted now and
ary oath, and resist physical force, if offered, then by a deep, sighing inspiration, as though
is a menace of lawlessness, and that he and his the lungs were vainly endeavoring to throw off
followers should understand that those who, the palsy creeping over them. As the interlike the PaU ltfa},l Gazette, ·hav supported and vals between the inspirations grow longer, the
intend to support his lawful claims through blood becomes saturated with carbonic acid
thick and thin, can see nothing but mischief gas-the same as that formed from burning
charcoal, whose deadly fumes have so often
and failure in it.
aided the suicide painlessly to destroy life."
SoME ambitious faster may yet beat Gris- Dying is therefore very much like gently fallcom's record of forty-five days without food, ing asleep.
but we don't believe that any one can beat
CoL. INGERsoLL expressed himself on prayer,
Griscom. Dr. Tauner at the close of his faat
was very much prostratedj but Griscom, after etc., to a reporter of the Cincinna:ti Enquirer
forty-five days' fasting, apparently was not as follows : " I think now that the President
suffering for want of food, and seemed able to will liv. I think so because he has lived so
go on indefinitly. In fact, it looked as though long, and every hour he keeps alive givs a~sur
he would ha.v fasted until he died, and by do- ance of more. I hav not seen him since the
ing so he might hav conferred a. much greater first day, but I hav talked with a.11 the doctors
benefit on science than he has now done. Then in the case, ~orne of them several times, and
we would ha.v known exactly how long a man with the people of the White House, and what
can liv on nothing. Now we still hav to guess they tell me has even been more encouraging
than what is put in the bulletins. I do not
at it.
think that the liver is touched a.t all, or at least
THE Baptist Foreign Mission Board is in a.
only the tip end of it. There may be trouble
peck of trouble about the views of two young
to-morrow, as it is his sixth day, and I am
brethren who ha.v been commissioned as mis- told that the third, sixth, and ninth days are
sionaries to China. These are South Carolina critical ones. But what assures me," said the
men, named Stout and Bell. In their theolog- jolly Colonel,· with a. quiet laugh, "is the fact
ical training they had imbibed certain views on that many people regard this as a test of Tynthe inspiration of the Bible, much the same as
dall's prayer-gage. Here we hav fifty millthose held by Prof. C. H. Toy, and for the ions of people, more or less, in this country,
holding of which that eminent scholar was
with enough beyond seas to make up the less,
obliged to leave the Southern Baptist Theolog- all of these praying with might and main for
ical Seminary. These views are not radically the recovery of Gen. Garfield. Now, if he gets
diverse from those held by other Christians j in well they will claim it as a. victory. Now, it
fact, not nearly as much so as those advanced strikes me that if God was going to play any
by Prof. Robertson Smith, of Scotland.
part in this affair he would hav taken a hand

A.N Illinois woman was unwilling, on marrying a. second time, to giv up the alinlony which
she had been receiving from her first husband,
from whom she had been divorced. She
brought a suit to compel the continuance of
payments, but the Supreme Court decided
against her. "Treating alimony," said Judge
Scott, "as the equivalent of that obligation for
support which arises in favor of the wife out of
the marriage contract, and which is lost when
that contract is annulled by the decree, she
obtains the same obligation for support by a
~econd marriage. It"is unreasonable that she
should hav the equivalent of an obligation for
support by way of alimony from a former husband and an obligation from a present husband for an adequate support a.t the same
time."
BRo. INsKIP has returned from his evangelistic
journey around the world. The brethren at
Ocean Grove gave him a cordial greeting. Of
his labors in Australia he reports that he traveled eight hundred miles in eight weeks, and
preached eighty s.ermons. These sermons, he
says, resulted in the saving of about twentyfive hundred people, "about two-thirds of
whom were converted, and the balance wholly
sanctified." The distinction between "converted" and "wholly sanctified" is one which is
exceedingly difficult for anybody outside of
Bro. Inskip' s circle of " holiness people " to
draw. It may be said, however, in a general
way, that the" converted" ones are about as
good as ordinary Christians in other folds of
Ohristia.n faith. The" wholly sanctified,, be-

earlier. God must hav known all along when
he was allowing Guiteau to spend his time in
beating hotel keepers, etc., that he was to
shoot a president in 1881. If God had interfered when Guiteau bought the pistol, and had
allowed it to ha.v shot himself as a victim, all
would hav been well. That would hav been
sensible. A.nd, as George Elliot said, 'when
God does his best work he needs the best men
to help him.' I hav no objection to the whole
nation praying for General Garfield, because I
think it will do him no harmj but I would object very much if instead of a staff of four good
doctors they should put a praying band about
him. Then I would become alarmed. So long
as the doctors and the patient do not rely on
prayer I hav no fear. Prayer is a good thing
for the one who prays, if he or she may like it·
but it is of very little moment to the thin~
prayed for or the object being prayed to. I
:would believe there was some efficacy in prayer
if a universal invocation should be sent up for
the bullet to drop out, and it did so j and if
God caunot put President Garfield on his feet
at five minutes' notice he is no great shakes of
a God after all-about as much good, I should
say, as a. last year's mullen-stalk. If I were
sick I should much rather hav a good doctor
than any amount of prayer, not that I would
want people to pray against me, for I would
not want to hav peoplejs bad opinion. No man
desires to see General Garfield fill his term out
more than Ij but I rely on the doctors now,
and General Garfield himself, to bring about
that result."

THE Garfield fund has got up to $150,000.
DEAN STANLEY died in London on the 18th.
BEACONSFIELD's personal effects were sold a.t
auction last week.
THE Socialists arf being prosecuted rigor·
ously in Germany.
THE Manhattan elevated railroad company
is in the hands of receivers.
A. NEW comet has been discovered. It is not
yet visible to the naked eye.
SF.AX, in A.lgiers, has been captured from
the insurgents by the French.
THE French government has expelled Don
Carlos, the Spanish pretender, fr'om France.
FouR houses were struck at once by lightning at Milwaukee on the evening of July 16th.
GEN. J. C. PEMBERTON, who commanded the
Confederate army at the siege of Vicksburg,
died on the 13th.
FouR hundred and fourteen deaths from sunstroke and excessiv heat occurred in Cincinnati from July lOth to July 16th, inclusiv.
THE President continues to improve, and although not yet out of danger, great hopes are
entertained that he will f~illy recover soon:
A. FOUNTAIN of ice-water, free to all has been
placed in Union square, this city, and another
at Five Points, by the Business Men's Moderation Society.
WARNER MILLER has been elected to succeed
Platt as United States senator from New York.
He is a manufacturer of paper pulp, a monopolist, and no friend of the people.
A. R.A.ILRO.tD war has commenced between
the roa& running from this city to Chicago,
and the rates are being cut very low. Tickets
to the latter place hav sold as low as $10.
WILLIAM GALE is trying to walk six thou·
sand successiv quarter miles in six thousand
successiv periods of ten minutes each in a. rink
in this city. He has accomplished half his
task.
THE price of ice has been increased about
twenty-five per cent in this city, which is an
outrage considering the enormous crop stored
away last winter. The Knickerbocker ice monopoly is at the bottom of the advance.
A. PASSENGER train to Chicago was boarded
at Winston, Mo., by a gang of robbers, who
killed the conductor and one passenger. The
express safe was robbed of several thousand
dollars, and the messenger beaten with revolvers.
IDA LEwis, who is now Mrs. Ida Wilson,
has been presented by Secretary Windem with
the gold life-saving medal in recognition of her
services in saving the lives of thirteen people.
She is the keeper of Limestone Rock lighthouse, off the coast of Rhode Island.
NEw D"LM, Minn., was visited by a terrible
cyclone last week. Over one hundred build·
ings were demolished, and upwards of thirty
persons killed or wounded. The loss of property is estimated at over $500,000, none o!
which was insured against accidents of this
kind.
THE JJ'iji Times of A.pril 30th has a.n a.cconnt
of the massacre a.t Tipitawa., one of the Tino
Islands, of over one thousand men, womeD,
and children by a lot of Christian proselytes,
led in person by the missionary who converte<t
them, and who is under arrest at Honolulu to
answer for the crime.
A. BOOKKEEPER employed by J. Ruppert, the
brewer, was robbed of $9,600 which he was
taking to the bank. He was driving down
Lexington avenue, when the robbers rode up
behind him, jumped into his carriage, knocked
him down, grabbed the cash, and then made
off, cutting his horse's reins to prevent pursuit, and hav not yet been captured.
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of Daniel. He was the man to succeed the wearisome Berthier, who, however, continued fop many
years to bestow his tediousness upon his countrymen.
But no reader of these two pamphlets could ever
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
again hav heard or seen his. !lame wi~hout a smile.
The ingenuity of the author IS shown m the manner
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
in which he conveys at every moment an impression
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
of the childish ignorance of the ecclesiastiqltl mind
CHAPTER XV.
and the triviality of ecclesiastical topics.
The Jesuits attempted a retaliation in kind. There
So far the good Abbe Dillon read. Midnight had
was published in 1761, at Geneva and Paris~ a
overtaken us. But neither of us was tired. We
pamphlet entitled "Narrativ of ~he Sickness, Conwere silent. Tears trembled in our eyes. I threw
fession, and End of M. de Voltaire, and what folmyself on Dillon's breast. Roderick embraced him
lowed, by Me, J os. Dubois. 1' La Harpe dee~ed this
also. We so held him, speechless, for a long time to
piece not altogether unsuccessful,_ but Voltaire proour beating hearts. It seemed to us _as if we were
nounced it a "flat imitation" of his burlesque. He
pressing ti:e noble Alamontada _himself to o'!r
was preparing to pursue_ Berthie_r further, when mo~e
breasts· as if our thanks were not given to the abbe;
important game drew his attentiOn. The next affair
ne, as if they were given to him.
amused the reading people of Europe for many
" And so I also once· sank on to his heart," said
months, and averted from France a truly portentious
Dillon. " '0 man ! ' cried I, deeply moved, "' how
evil.
was it possible that humanity cast thee out of their
A new royal family was growing up then in
midst? How couldst thou with this lofty spirit beFrance. That ill-starred prince, who was one day to
come a criminal? Since when is the virtuous forged
reign and perish as Louis XVI., was in 1760 a heavy,
to the galley-bench? e"'Yast thou, perhap~, so great
tractable boy, six years old, and he was the Dauphin's
a sinner that human somety had to be afraid of thee?
third son. The royal boys were at an age when a
This is not possible, Alamontada ! Thou h~st been
tutor was usually appointed; and the office of tutor
innocently condemned to the most cruel pumshment.
had twice, within living memory, led to positions of
Oh so speak! I undertake thy justification. Thou
overmastering influence. De Fleury, prime minister
shait, thou must once more return honored into the
for nearly a generation, had been tutor to Louis
ranks of humanity. Disgrace shall not rest upon thy
XV.; Boyer, An c. Bishop of Mirepoix, h_ad been
grave!'
tutor to his only son, the present Dauphm. The
"He was_ very deeply moved. He pressed me
question, therefore, who sh_ould be again put ?n t~is
with emotion to himself, and his eyes melted in
directest road to the summits of power was bigWith
tears. 'Oh ! ' cried he, 'yet once more a man, a
interest to society and to patriotism. A candidate
brother on this long-age forsaken poor heart ! Ah !
appeared in the spring of 1760, a country magisit has in these nine-and-twenty years of its loneliness
not yet forgotten how to love; it feels once more its
trate, Le Franc, Marquis of Pompignan, a minor
poet of some merit, author .. of many psalms and
old happiness before it breaks!' In his sadness he
could speak no more. He silently wept.
other verse, some of which were more than respect"After a long pause he raised his face to me and
able. His strength lay in the fact that he was the
[F1·on, PU!'ion's L;fe of Voltaire.]
said: '0 sir, dear sir, how hav I deserved so much
last author of any recognized rank that was left on
kindness and love ? '
the orthodox side. In his youth he had coquetted
The Storm of Monosyllables.
"'Could I prolong thy life, dear man,' I exA certain Father Berthier, the plodding, indefati- with Deism, and had even translated into French
claimed, 'willingly I would sacrifice my own for gable editor of a "religious weekly" of Paris, called verse Pope's "Universal Prayer;" but his later
that! But thou knowest not that thou art my bene- the Journal de Trevoux, the organ of the Jesuits, psalms had made amends, and he now stood forth a
factor, my guardian angel. Thou knowest not that was the first to draw his fire.
champion of the faith. He had a younger brother,
"->
thou hast lifted me out of the abysses of doubt. I
Voltaire had retained a kindly feeling for the J es- the bishop of Puy, a not illiberal eccle~iastic, a zealwas sent to thee to lead thee back to religion, 0 uits, by whom he had been educated; and members ous and industrious defender of the church.
Alamontada! and thou it wast who led me back and of the order were still among his friendly correspondThese two men hung over France in 1760 as its
gave me the lost religion.'
ents. For some time past, however, the Journal de probable masters, the Dauphin being precisely the
"He did not seem to understand me. 'Behold, Trevoux had pUl'sued with fresh zeal the vocation of man to be governed by such a pair; for he had an
Alamontada, I was an unfortunate being when I the religious newspaper, which was and is to convey inkling of esprit, and a solid preponderance of uncame to thee. I had lost God out of my world, and the truths it hates to minds most in need of them. questioning faith. The marquis, recently enriched
stared trembling into the future, as into a lifeless In other words, this journal had. assailed with weak by marriage, the oracle of his nativ remote Mondarkness. ])oubts over all, over my having and and· blundering severity the Encyclopedia, Voltaire's tauban, a man of inordinate vanity, came to Paris in
being, enveloped me. I staggered about between "Essai sur les Mceurs," his poem upon natural relig- the early days of 1760 on an errand of deepest interest
contradictions, and became with my nonsense a bur- ion, and other works of humanizing tendency. But to him. He had been elected to the seat in the French
den and a disgust to myself. Thou, friend, hast to denounce those works it was necessary to name, Academy last filled by Maupertius ; in March he
raised me up again, and hast shown me to myself in describe, and quote them, and thus to spread abroad was publicly received, when he delivered the usual
my true nature and dignity. God, immortality, and some knowledge of their contents among the class speech commemorativ of his predecessor. In this
independence of myself-they are ! My spirit cannot which the works themselvs would not otherwise hav oration, he made what was felt to be a bid for the
deny itself. Through thee I am again in harmony reached.
,
tutorship of the Dauphin's children, by attacking,
withna ture; before me, lying on the scales of eternal
Ecrasez l' Iriftime! On a day in December, 1759, almost lty name, several of his most distinguished colreason, the worthiness and unworthiness of things appeared in Paris an anonymous pamphlet of thirty leagues. He violated the sanctity of a place which
are weighed. Darkness clears up again, and that pages, entitled " N arrativ of the Sickness, Confession, all parties had hitherto cherished as an asylum of
which was desolate blossoms with young life! and Death, and Reappearance of the Jesuit Berthier." peace and good-temper amid embittered controverall that was given me by thyself ! '
No adequate idea can be given here of the comic sies. In the course of his harang, he fell upon the
"In this beautiful hour it was that Alamontada's richness of this burlesque, of which every sentence age itself as vaunting its .superior light, while proheart opened itself to me. He gave me, in torn is a hit. The fun reaches its climax when a rival ducing little but false science and shameful literaleaves, his diary. He made me, at my urgent re- editor, a priest of a rival order, is hastily summoned ture.
quest, acquainted with many events of his life. to confess the dying Jesuit. It is known how ten"What do we behold?" asked the speaker. "Here,
I need not now say, Alamontada was innocent ! I derly the editors of rival periodicals of this kind an immense succession of scandalous libels, insolent
would at once begin to work at his justification. I loved one another in the last century. These two verses, writings frivolous or licentious; there, in the
wanted that justice should giv him public satisfac- priests, who had contended for many years with pen class of philosophers, is seen a long display of rash
tion-giv back to him the honor of which it had and scissors, were unknown to each other personally, opinions, systems openly impious, or direct insinuarobbed him. He shook his head, and begged me, so and the confession had proceeded far before either tions against religion; elsewhere, the historian prelong as he lived, to take no step toward that end. discevered who the other was. Poor Berthier at sents to us facts malignly disguised, satiric darts
He was not desirous of the esteem of a world which length finds himself in purgatory, doomed to remain aimed at thi'iigs the most holy, and against the
had cast him out so long, so mercilessly, and pre- 333,333 years, 3 months, 3 weeks, and 3 days; and soundest maxims of government. All, in a word,
ferred his last days to belong undivided and undis- then only to be delivered when some brother of his that these numberless books contain, bears the imturbed to himself.
order could be found who should be humble, peace- print of a depraved literature, corrupt morals, and an
"I at once procured for him, from the authorities, able, and without desire to go to court, who should arrogant philosophy, which saps equally the throne
a better room and greater comforts. With pleasure not calumniate any one to pri;uces, not mingle in and the altar."
I would hav sacrificed all I possessed to prepare for worldly affairs, make no one yawn with his writings,
The orator resumed his seat, after three-quarters
him a joyful moment after so many endured suffer- and, finally, be willing to apply to Father Berthier of an hour of this, amid applause that seemed genings. Alas I that I became acquainted with him so all his merits. "What is your penance in purga- eral because it was loud; for this style of remark was
late l
tory?" The reply was, "I am obliged to make every then the short way to court favor; it was the fash"Upon my repeated request to communicate to morning the chocolate of a Jansenist, to read aloud ionable hue and cry of the moment. The chairman
me all his wishes, even the most secret ones, he at dinner time a Provincial Letter, and to employ my- of the session complimented the new member warmly,
finally said: 'Well, write to Nismes or Montpellier, self the rest of the time ifr mending the chemises of and ventured to bring the orator's brother, the Bishop
to find out what has become of Clementine-if she the nuns of Port Royal." Every phase is an allu- of Puy, into view, in a manner that is not forgotten
still livs; whether she has married; whether she sion, half lost upon us at this distance of time, but in France to this day. He compared the magistrate
has been happy.'
not lost upon the susceptible Parisians of 1759.
to Moses, and· the bishop to Aaron ! " Everything
"I knew this Clementine from his papers and his
Before this burlesque tale had spent. its force, an- retraces in you," said the chairman, "the image of
oral communications. 'And how, Alamontada,' other pamphlet, by the same anonymous and well- those two brothers who were consecrated, the one to
said I, ' if now Clementine still livs ? W ouldst thou known hand, pervaded the city, entitled "Narrativ be judge of Israel, and the other as pontiff to work
not want to see her once more? '
of the Journey of Brother Garassise, Nephew of miracles in Israel.'' It was safe to stand well with
"He smiled quietly to himself at this question. Brother Garasse, Successor to Father Berthier, and these brothers; for who could say how soon they
'Ah! she was the angel who magically beautified what followed, in Anticipation of what is to follow." might be astride of France? Le Franc enjoyed a
my youth, and weeping accompanied me to the This relates the election of Father Berthier's suc- day of cloudless triumph, which many men hav since
threshold of my lost Eden. No, do not trouble your- cessor. Freron is a candidate. A learned brother enjoyed by similar means. He was admitted to the
self, my dear sir. She will no more think of Ala- objects in terms like these, "My friend, you hav, king's presence, to present in person a copy of his
montada, if she livs, and much less will she care to it is true, great qualities; but it is said in Cicero, discourse. "I promis you that I will read it," said
make a journey to the dying-bed of a galley-slave.' 'Cast not the children's bread to the dogs.' " The the king; and he kept his word. The same day, the
" I wrote. I summoned the aid of all my friends, place is given finally to Brother Garassise, who king asked one of his court what he thought of it.
of all my acquaintances, to discover Clementine and claims to possess the pen of Berthier, the insipidity "I found it a little long, sire," was the reply.
to induce her to hasten without delay to Toulon, of Catron, the antitheses of Poree, and the dryness "True," said the king. "I was twenty minutes

g[~anslations.

where important news awaited her. Finally I sueceeded by one of my friends to find out her abode.
It was in Montpellier, whither she had returned from
Paris a few years before. She hardly had learned
about Alamontada when _she concluded to undertake
the journey to Toulon, _notwithstanding her lying
sick with a severe disease.
"Yet, beloved," continued Dillon, "we forget that
midnight has past, that we need rest. To-morrow,
if you desire, I wil~ r~late to_ you the story of ~ur
mutual friend. It IS mstructiv. Only a man hke
Alamontada could bear so cruel a fate without perishing under it. With his eye upon God, elevated
above his own pain, he walked heroically throng? a
terrible life, of which each hour was more hornble
than death."
a•
At these words Dillon arose. We followed his
invitation. We embraced him with heart felt thanks.
"What you, dear abbe, once said to the venerable
slave, when you thanked him for your conversion,
you hav spoken also in our names ! " exclaimed I.
"What a majestic being this Alamontada in his
chains ! What a mighty, rare spirit ! His words
sound like oracles, and make man more divine. I
will copy his speeches. They are only fragments,
but in themselvs complete. One must read them
oftener, hear them oftener, in order to enter fully
into the beautiful tabernacle of their meaning."
"And I erect to his memory an altar in my garden," criQd Roderick, "the sight of which will always strengthen me. If I falter, I shall think of
Alamontada, and my untrained, feeble spirit will lift
itself up in the memory of him and be strong ! "
So we separated, fiUed with enthusiasm. The
dawn of morning found us sooner than sleep.
[To BE CONTINUED.]
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reading it, and it must hav been longer at the Academy; but, in my opinion, it is an excellent work, and
not at all likely to be applauded by the impious and
headstrong."
This king, as the reader remembers, was then in
th~,Deer Par~ period of his history. In the interregnum of mistr.esses, between Pompadour and Du. barry, young guls of fourteen and thirteen were
bought.for him; and so pious was this father of his
peol?le that he insisted on their saying their prayers
.~t mgh~, and set them an edifying example by kneelmg beside them. He was so pious that when the
host went by he would get out of his carriage, and
knt>el to it in the mud, to the transport of some spectators.
Le Franc de P'ompignan was well pleased with his
day's work at the Academy. His discourse was
promptly forwarded to Fernev. It was Le Franc
who then held Voltaire's former post of historiographer of France; a circumstance that gave point to
the new member~s reflections upon historical literature. A few days· after, a duodecimo pamplflet of
Meve~ pages, dateless, anonymous, without name of
publisher or place, snowed down upon Paris, and
was seen everywhere at once. The following is a
translation of it :-[We are obliged to omit the
larger part of the paper, but giv enough to show
its character.-ED. T. S.]
'.~THE WRENS-:

and prolonged the merriment with which it was re?eived even to the present day. A little piece was
Issued from what Baron Grimm styled the manufactory at Ferney, purporting to be an extract from the
newspaper of Le Franc's city of Montauban, which
represented his townsmen as alarmed for his sanity,
and sending a committee to Paris to ascertain the
truth. The committee found him raving mad, uttering snatches of crazy verse (selected from his own
works), while he foamed at the mouth and gritted
his teeth. The messengers burst into tears, and returned to Montauban to report the melancholy tidings. But this was a trifle compared with a poem
from the same source, called "La Vanite," a work of
great satiric force, in Voltaire's peculiar style of serious and weighty badinage.
Poor Pompignan fled before the storm to his nativ
city; where, however, he retained a certain hold upon
the court from the very violence of this attack. He·
was by no means yet destroyed as a candidate for
court favor, and we shall see the king seizing opportunities to distinguish him.
·
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Then this vilifier goes on to say that he would
not be received at any of the various hotels in New
York city, to which city he afterward returned.
This gentlemanly and Christian writer thus remarks:
"His baggage was now carried from one hotel to
another, and from coffee-house to coffee-house; but
everywhere the same greeting saluted him, 'We
hav no room.'"
I believe just as much of this as of anything else
from the pen of this nefarious writer, and that is
nothing whatever. Not content with abusing, misrepresenting, and traducing Thomas Paine, this
writer drags in the names of other Freethinkers,
William Carver (with whom Mr. Paine had resided), W. Morton, and another Freethinker, whose
initials only were given. So this orthodox defamer
goes on. If I had spaGe, and had not already writ.
ten quite enough of the false, abusiv, disgusting attacks on the patriotic, honest, and upright Thomas
Paine, I could add much more to what I hav already
noted down. But I am sure I hav written quite
enough to expose the animating, controling, and
actuating principle which impelled this notorious
falsifier to vomit forth his venom. I want your
readers to peruse these statements.
Yours,
EDWIN H. BARTLETT.

More Shtnders of Paine.

To THE EmToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I do
Letter from Col. John R. Kelso.
not mean to trouble you too often with my communiTo
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir:
" BEING USEFUL NOTES UPON A DISCOURSE PRONOUNCED BEFORE cations, and should not do so now were it not for the
THE FRENCH ACADEMY, MARCH 10, 1760, ·
fact that in reading a magazine entitled Leisure On the 6th inst. I left Virginia City on my return to
While upon this journey I perceived that I
"WHEN one has the honor to be received into an honorable Hottrs, I came across an article under the following Reno.
society of men of lett~rs, it- is not necessary that his reception title, "Who was Thomas Paine?" In the course of had erred in my last letter in regard to some of the
speech should be a satire against men of letters; it is to insult
this article were many most palpable falsities tunnels, which I incorrectly placed between Reno
'the society and the public.
and Washoe. They are all nearer Virginia City.
"WHEN, by chance, one is rich, it is not necessary to hav the concerning that much-abused and persecuted man,
Upon reaching Reno I found that some of the parwho
yet
stood
far
ahead
of
his
maligners
in
ever1
to
reproach
men
of
lettel's
with
their
poverty
in
an
base cruelty
academical discourse, and to say, with pride, that they declaim respect. I will make a few quotations from this ties upon whom I had depended to engage a hall for
against riches, and that they in secret envy the rich: (1) be- article that your readers may see what a tissue of me, etc., had been called away, and that the only
cause the new member cannot know what his less opulent col- falsehoods it contains. The writer of this article suitable hall in the place, the Nevada theater, was
leagues secretly think; (2) because none of them envy the new
commences by noticing the birth of Mr. Paine in engaged to other parties; I concluded therefore to
member.
Directly we find the following: " He married come on to this place, Idaho Springs, Colorado, where
"WHEN one does not honor his age by his works, it is a 1737.
strange temerity in him to decry his age.
the daughter of a custom house officer who was I am to lecture on the 23d, 24th, 25th, and 26th ef
"WHEN one is scarcely a man of letters at all, and not in the born in Paine's own nativ place.
Three years had the present month.
Leaving Reno, we pass down the Truckee river,
least a philosopher, it does not become him tQ say that our na- they been married when Mrs. Paine applied to
tion has only a false literature and a vain philosophy.
the valley of which is narrow and unimportant. Althe
magistrates
for
permission
to
separate
from
her
"WHEN one addresses 'an academy in France, it is not bemost all the level lands and portions of the mountcoming to get into a fury against the philosophers which Eng- husband. An act of separation was allowed her on ains are covered with the dull-looking sage and
account of the cruel treatment which she had reland has produced; it is necessary rather to study them.
"WHEN one is admitted into a respectable body, he ought, ceived from him: Mark this, my worthy female grease-wood, with the monotonous view of which we
in his address, to conceal under tlle veil of modesty the inso- readers. So fared the wife of the author of 'The soon became extremely weary. Indeed, the whole
lent pride which characterizes hot-heads and mediocre talents.'' Rights of Man!',"
scene, as far as the eye can reach in all directions,
becomes
one of indescribable grandeur and desolaNow, in the various biographical sketches of
This moderate and just rebuke had instantaneous
success with the public. The repetition of the when Thomas Paine, I hav never seen the most distant tion. All around us in the distance, and sometimes
was a kind of device that easily " brings down the allusion to anything ~ike the foregoing. I believe near at hand, lofty mountains rear their snow-capped
house," whether in or out of the theater. Several it is all made out of whole cloth. I believe it to be summits to the clouds, and stand, as they hav stood
diarists note the immediate interest which the little untrue from beginning to end. I believe it to be a for unknown ages, the vast, silent sentinels of this
pamphlet excited in all circles. The Abbe Morellet, fair sample of all the lies which the disciples of the strange and dreary re~ion. But little animal life is
then in the flower of his age, a recent acquisition to church hav put in circulation regarding Thomas visible, and, in my opmion, there is but little hope
that this portion of our country will ever be able to
the philosophic band, followed up the stroke with his Paine.
A little farther on this immaculate (?) and truth- support a settled and civilized population. Its want
"Ifs," and, soon after,. with his "Wherefores"deeming it just, as he remarks, to make Le Franc run ful (?) writer again says: "Shortly after this it wall of water is its irrevocable doom. A few Indians are
the gauntlet of the particles. Both of these pamphlets discovered that Paine had been bribed by some found almost everywhere. These are more filthy,
hitting the humor of the public, the abbe followed smugglers, and had connived at their landing contra- miserable, and disgusting than are the coyotes and
them with a reproduction of Le Franc's forgotten band goods. In order to escape the punishment the ground-owls that inhabit the same cheerless
translation of Pope's" Universal Prayer," to which which now threatened him he fled to America, where region.
About noon we are in full view of the Humboldt
he appended notes and comments. Voltaire then took the Revolutionary war had just began." This pre~
Lake,
which lies to our right, and which is about
another turn with a song, in four stanzas, entitled "The cious statement will be news to most people, esthirty-five miles in length and ten miles in width.
Tos," JVhich he followed with "The Thats," "The pecially the baseless statement in regard to his fleeWhos," "The Whys,"" The Yeses," and "TheNoes." ing to America "to escape punishment." The idea Its waters seem to be dirty and shallow, and yet a
An epigram flew from hand to hand: "Do you know of a man like Thomas Paine, who was an intimate view of them refreshes the eye after so long a contemplation of the desolate scenes through which we
why Jeremiah wept so much during his life-time? friend of Benjamin Franklin, George Franklin, and
hav been passing. Here we see cattle in consideraIt was because he foresaw, prophet-like, that one day Thomas Jefferson being implicated in such a transacble numbers, and water-fowl.
tion
as
the
foregoing
!
It
is,
on
the
face
of
it,
a
most
he would be translated by Le Franc." Other hands
After leaving Ogden we pass through Weber and
contributed, and i:J.ot a week passed without some new transparent falsehood.
Next, this delightful writer of orthodox lies Echo Canyons, which rank high among the wonderjest in prose or verse escaping into print, aimed at
ful scenes of earth. How I would like to describe
the luckless Academician. Voltaire unearthed Le refers to Mr. Paine in France, and presently breaks
all that Wf' behold here ! To do so, however, would
Franc's early tragedy, "Dido," of which he pub- out in a new strain after the following fashion:
require a volume. I will simply say, therefore, as I
"Thomas
Jefferson,
who
was
President
of
the
United
lished some ludicrous morsels, with such commentary
said
when I first looked upon that grandest scene of
as he knew how to giv. He told Marmontel that his States in 1801, sent an American ship of war to
earth-Yosemite-had I missed this view my life
deliver
Paine
from
the
perils
which
were
continually
physician had ordered him to hunt Pompignan for
would never lzav been complete.
an hour or two every morning, for the benefit of his thickening around him in France. In the spring of
After leaving behind us the almost inconceivably
health. The poor man could not show himself any- 1802 he landed in New York. The next day after
landing he left for the city of Washington, where grand scenes of these canyons, we pass out into a
where without exciting merriment.
He seemed buried, as Madame du Deffand said, he was received with open arms ·by the Infidels from comparativly open country, covered, however, still
under " mountains of ridicule," and well deserved to all parts of the United States. A public dinner was with the ever-enduring and hateful sage. The same
be, t~he thought; for he was not a simpleton merely, announced in honor of the author of 'The Age of general aspect prevails till we reach Green River in
but hypocritical and malign. But he was not so Reason' and the defamer of the fair name of Wash- Wyoming. Here we begin to meet with scenes of
beauty, good lands, lively villages, etc. At Sherman
easily killed, still less buried. Much is allowed to a ington."
I wonder where this writer got hold of the idea we stop an hour and breathe the pure, thin atmosman who takes the king's side. He increased the
general mirth :by the wonderfully absurd way in that Thomas Paine ever oofamed George Washing- phere at a bight of 8,242 feet above the level of the
which he defended himself. In reply to Morellet, he ton? Why, what an abominable falsehood is this ! sea. Here, again, we hav a scene upon which a volBut let us go on a little further in this scurrilous ume might be written. I must omit it all.
published a serious and minute narrativ to show
At the junction of the Colorado Central railroad,
that his translation of the "Universal Prayer" was article and see what else the author introduces. He
merely an exercise in English, published without his writes again, "It was expected, now, that 'reason' six miles from Cheyenne, I leave my pleasant comknowledge, and executed twenty-two years before. would unfold her richest treasures, and that an panions, and am whirled away on an express train
Exasperated by the relentless hail of sharp particles, exuberance of wit and sarcasm would gush forth." , toward Denver. I am charmed and astonished to
How venomously sarcastic is this language ! It find the Centennial state-the young Colorado-so
he carried his absurdity to the point of addressing a
remonstrance on the subject to the king and queen, betrays most unmistakably the feelings, the animus, filled with well cultivated farms, beautiful homes,
which drew upon him still more stinging derision. which prompted this falsifier and defamer. Again well-built towns, etc. Some of these things I will
"The whole court," said he, "was witness of the re- he writes: "Paine entered the assembly in dirty describe in future letters. On the 14th inst., after a
ception which their majesties accorded me. It is boots, with his trowsers torn, his waistcoat smeared journey of six days-a journey filled with interestnecessary that the universe should know, also, that with a thick layer of brown snuff, and his coat out ! reach my destination, and am soon in the presence
their majesties appeared to occupy themselvs with at each elbow, at which point a shirt that did not of three of my sisters whom I hav not seen for many
years. One of them, indeed, when I saw her last
my work, not as a passing or unimportant novelty, seem to hav been washed for months peeped out."
All this is disgustingly false and worthy of the was but a romping school-girl; now she has grandbut as a production which was not unworthy of the
sternest reprobation. But just read what follows: children romping about her. How the years do pass 1
particular attention of the sovereigns."
Yours truly,
JoHN R. KELso.
Nothing, it would seem, could highten the ridicule "He reeled backward and forward, deeply drunk,
Idaho Springs, Col., June 17, 1881.
of this performance; but Voltaire pounced upon it, and void of all his wits.''
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takes the ground that the soul is composed of fine
particles of. matter, even as is the body, but at death
they decompose, separate, and return to the fountains
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
of nature from whence· they were derived; that the
soul is mortal, while the elements of which it is
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR.
composed are themselvs immortal. His arguments
are well elucidated by comparisons, and are brought
The 1Piryest and cheapest Radical Jowrrw), p'libliihed in Europe to the common comprehension. Many of his arguor .America, e<mtaininy nearly seoen hundred sq'I.IQ,re inches mere ments are new and interesting, and despite the imof readiny matter than any other journal, of its lcind.
perfect translation are quite interesting.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.

Parton's Life of Voltaire.

III.-L'INFAME AND THE W.A.R OF WIT.
The extract from Mr. Parton's work which we publish in another column shows one of the ways in which
L' Infame had determined to keep its seat upon the
safety-valve and repress the intelligence. and progre!!&
of the French people. A royal family was t~en
growing up in France from whence her future l6ng
would certainly come, and whose members :would.' be
the sources of government, power, and mfluence. ·
THE CRIMES OF PREACHERS IN THE UNITED STATES, from May, The 'tutors of these young princes would unquestionNEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 23, 1881.
1876, to May, 1881. Translated out of the original news- ably form their minds and probably dictate the fupapers, and with previous ~-a~lations diligently compa.red ture of France. The retrograde influences had
and revised. By M. E. Billings, Waverly, Iowa. Price, chosen their instruments for this purpose in the perIngersoll and Black.
25 cents.
son of Le Franc, Marquis of Pompignan, and hit
The North American Review for August contains
This pamphlet has been pretty well heralded, and
a very terse and characteristic artic~e of twenty-o~e large numbers of people are on the lookout for it brother George, bishop of Puy. The first an_d elder
pages b_y _Col. Inge~soll on the merits of ~he Chris- and will be pleased with the clear· and concise man- had pretensions to literary fame. He early m 1760
tian rehgH:m. He Is, as us~al, str?ng, forcible, cle~r, ner in which it is presented to the public. It is in- had been elected to the French Academy as a preincisiv and crushing. His arraignment of Chns- deed a formidable array of the crimes of preachers paratory step to such tutorship. The other and the
tianity' is terrible in the _extre~e. His arguments for the short time of five years .. ~h9 aggregate of the younger felt also assured of his position, when Voland his rhetoric are peculiarly his own, and such as crimes are 917, the reverend crimmals 4 77. Though taire determined that ~Phe Infamous should not
squat in this insidious and toad-like way upon the
no man can successfully imitate.
about a hundred sorts of crime are given as having
He is followed by a reply of twenty-four. pages been committed by these mountebanks in religion, the future government and intellect of France.
But how could he prevent it? Direct efforts would
by Judge Jeremiah S. Black, of Pennsylvama, one principal ones are adultery, fornication, _biga~y,
of the first lawyers of our day. But it must be con- seduction, rape, attempt at rape, sodomy, msultmg be worse than useless, if they did not indeed end in
fessed by every candid, fair-minded rna~ who reads ladies, improper advances, lascivious conduct, etc., disastrous results. Power, social, political, or other,
the discussion that the Judge utterly fails to meet though such crimes as lying, slander, falsehood, lar- would avail nothing in this emergency where the real
the Colonel's arguments. While his a~icle .is a?ly ceny, forgery, embezzlement, fraud, swindling, arson, enemy was impalpable and the object even could not
be openly avowed. But one man ever lived who
written it is made up of the assumptiOn, laudatiOn and even murder, are charged against them.
possessed the weapon needful f?r this crisis-for such
of Christianity, evasion, false claims, cant, and misThe names of the offenders are given, the crimes it was. That man was Voltaire, and that weapon
representation peculiar t~ a Christian lawyer and of ·which they were guilty, the place where they
Christian clergymen. It IS not ~~wn whet~er ~he lived, and the denomination to which they belonged, was the most piercing-, remorseless, and crushing
discussion will be continued, but It IS hoped It will. when the same was stated. Of the 208 reverend faculty of wit and ridicule ever known. By that
The Colonel has a fine chance to show up the Judge's criminals whose sect is given, the Methodist are 30 power only could the subtle and crafty purpo11e11 of
false statements and dishonesty and to make the per cent, Baptists 20, Presbyterians 10, Catholics 9, The Infamous be met, and then only by personal
judicial, hypocritical fur fly pretty freely. yve h?pe Congregational 6, Lutheran 6, Episcopalian 5, Camp- warfare upon and ceaseless ridicule of its agents un.
to be able to lay a portion of the Colonels artwle bellites 3, Adventists 3, United Brethren 1~, Hebrew til they were crushed.
It is hardly too much to say that by this ~arfare
before our readers in our next.
1, Dunkards i, Universalists!· We keep the pam- of wit a future warfare of arms and persecutiOn wall
phlet on sale.
averted. The Inj"amous for a time at least could
WE hav the pleasure to announce to our numerous
not comfortably sit upon the safety-valve. The enreaders that the prospects now are that we will hav
A new paper, The Republic. Numbers 1 and 2 of lightened part of the French people saw the danger
company with us o_n our jo_urney roun~ th~ world in this eight-page paper has been received, of which and fully concurred in the following remark of Dr.
the person of DeWItt C. Bndges, ?f Bambndge, Ind., our friend A. B. Brown, of Worcester, Mass., is edi- Quesnay to the elder Mira beau, .quoted by Mr. Paran unmarried merchant of some thirty-four years. We tor and publisher. The heading of the paper to be- ton (p. 333): "I much approve Voltaire in his hunting
hav never had the pleasure of mee~ing him, b_ut he gin with, is complicated and novel. Around the down the Pompignans. This bourgeois marquis, but
is recommended to us by a dear fnend as bemg a name of the paper are clustered the portraits of for the ridicule with which he has been inundated,
worthy, companionable gentleman. We count our- Franklin, Washington, Patrick Henry, Hancock, S. would hav been preceptor to the royal princes of
selva fortunate in having such a compagnon de voy- Adams, John Adams, Warren, Lafayette, Andrew France, and united to his brother George, he would
age. We now expect to sail on the 28th or 30th inst. Jackson, Clay, and Lincoln. The paper is devoted hav brought back the stake and the fagot."
to money and labor reform and other vital questions
Voltaire opened the attack by what Mr. Parton
THERE are still over fifty persons on the "Round-the- of the day. In the opening article the editor speaks calls a "shower of monosyllables." They were bits
World List" who pledged to help us to the extent in this wise: "The Republic steps upon the plain of of tracts without name or date or traceable origin.
of a "V" to make the long, expensiv journey, andre- the American press as an advocate of pure democ- They "snowed down" upon Paris and excited genceive two illustrated volumes in return, who hav not racy and genuin republican principles. Our motto eral surprise. The first was called forth by the adyet remitted. To those we would say that if they will ever be just and equal rights and privileges for dress of the marquis on his installation at the Acadwish to keep their promis an~ to hav their do.nations every man, woman, and child in this great nation. emy. In it he had denounced in a manner quite out
here in season to be of serviCe to us on ouqourney We shall know no sex in political rights, nor age, nor of place everything that Voltaire was understood to
there is now no timeto lose. This is the last call; and condition as a prerequisit to the full enjoyment of represent, and gave himself fully to the church parwe hope there are not many who promised to come to every benefit arising from the social and political tisans. This called forth Voltaire's first tract, called
" The Whens," that is, what a gentleman and a man
our aid who will fail to keep their promises. We organization."
We wish the new candidate every success, and that of letters ought not to say WHEN he should be called
shall en deavor to return to each individual the
value he advances. Once more, will every man a large paying list may reward the editor for his to address the Academy under similar circumstances.
outlay and toil. Address A. B. Brown, Worcester, The lesson of the tract was so high-toned and evi"square up?"
Mass. Price, $2 a year.
dently proper, and so decidedly in contrast with the
New Publications.
address of the marquis, that it was cru11hing. This
was followed by a shower of similar tracts. The
.A Farewell Reception.
TAu: THE KEY OF HEAVEN. Dedicated to the elect of God.
reader will see in Mr. Parton's story how the KingIn the year of the Jew, Bar-Jesus, 1881. By Anna P.
The Fourth New York Liberal League will giv
Johnson. Asa K. Butts. Paper, 8vo, $1.
bird fairly hunted these two Crows back to their
Mr.
Bennett, its worthy president, a reception previ- country village of Pompignan by "the Tos," "the
From the brief notice we hav given this volume
we must pronounce it a novelty, iconoclastic, astro- ous to his departure on his ro11.nd-the-world trip, at Thats," "the Rows," "the Whys," etc., which fairly
They also helped the
1 :lgic, and Spiritualistic, claiming to ha~ be~n writ- the residence of Daniel E. Ryan, 231 West Thirty- stung them to desperation.
ten by inspiration. The preface opens m this way: seventh street, on Sunday evening, July 24th. Mem- result by tpeir stupid and sober attempts at defense,
"The Bible (instead of being a narrativ of the Jew- bers of other Leagues, and all Liberals in New York as though one could parry a swarm of bees with a
sword. Voltaire once said his great prayer was, "0
ish events) is a relic of the long- lost science of astrology. Its chara~ters are epochs or. eras of ti~e. and vicinity, are invited to unite with us in making God, may my enemies make themselvs ridiculous,"
Its apparent historzes are the astrologwal prophec~es the occasion one of pleasure, and to testify to the and he adds, "God has abundantly answered my
of the destiny of the human race."
esteem in which our champion is held. We hope prayer." These Pompignans were a part of thi!!
The subjects of the di~erent chapters are as fol- Mr. Ryan's spacious parlors will be crowded with answer. Full of ostentation, self-conceit, and bitterness, they retreated to their country home, amid the
lows: Predictions of Commg Catastrophes; Probable
friends. Let everybody who can conveniently come laughterof Paris and of all intelligent France. Their
Cause of Second or Final Catastrophe; The ProbR M. MACDONALD, Secretary.
scheme of tutoring princes had failed. Madame
able Age of the World; A Mysterious Change in the do so.
Pompadour was still able to match the Jesuits at
Human Body- Is there a God? Is there a Christ?
court, and though the mistress may hav been bad,
Jehovah; Th~ New Name; Both Satan and Christ
Mail Rights Still Refused.
the Jesuits were far worse.
are Love in Different Stages of Development; Hell
It appears that the announcement in the last PhysBut these brothers were too important, after baskand the Lake of Fire; Metempsychosis; The Drag- iologist that Drs. Foote's and Kinget's journals had
on; Death; Christ the Bar-Jesus; The Life of Christ; been restored to postal priviliges was premature. ing in royal favor, to be wholly extinguished in this
way. We fiqd the elder of them at Paris again a
The Obelisk.
The post-office folks failed-to keep faith with the
The book will probably suit Spiritualists better party charged with negotiating terms for the pro- year or two after, acting as historiographer of France
and seeking royal preferment. Again the Kingbird
than Materialists.
scribed publications. Every copy of either of these was after them, not only with his bill as before, but
medical monthlies that is refused pound rates of
THE MoRTALITY OF THE SouL, and the Immortality of its .Ele- postage is a repeated outrage against the freedom of with his songs, which were if possible still more
effectiv. The last one of eight verses Mr. Parton
ments. The Traffic of Paradise. Precelled by an Examination of the Theory of Darwin on the Origin of Spe- the mails and a fresh insult to the progressiv people givs us a specimen snatch of as follows:
cies. By A. Snider de P~llegrini, author of "Les ~ys who patronize them. Let Liberals again arouse and
Nons avons vu ce beau village
teries de Ia Creation Devm1es," " L' hom me et sa Ra1son carry on this fight till Comstockism shall be comDe Pompignan,
d' etre," "Nouvelle Theorie sur la Formation des Com- pletely purged from the postal department.
Our
Et ce marquis, brilliant et Bage,
etes" and other scientific and historical works in the first duty is to make up the loss sustained by the docModeste and grand,
Fre~ch and Italian. Published by the author. Price 25 tors of the excessiv postage unjustly levied upon
De ces vertus premier garant.
cents.
them, Dr. Foote's being over $50 per month. The
Et vive 1e roi, et Simon le Franc,
This is a translation by the author of a pamphlet Defense Association has just expended $50 as areSon favori,
Son favori I
published in Paris where it had a sa:le of ma~y thou- tainer fee for securing legal redress. Funds should
sand copies, and the author now_bemg a resident of be forwarded direct to Dr. E. B. Foote, 120 Lexing- Which we translate:
this city, has favored the Amenca.n people by pub- ton avenue, New York. Let the tongue and pen and
Oh, we hav seen this fair village
lishing it in English. He is hardly well enough ac- pocketbook of every Liberal in the land be mustered
Of Pompignan I
quainted with English to render a first-class transla- into activ service till this matter of free mails is
This marquis, too, brilliant and sage,
tion, but his ar¥uments are sound and conclusiv. He finally settled in this country.
S. H. PRESTON.
Modest and grand,
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Of his own worth first guarrantor !
Then liv the king and Simon tooHis favorit,
His favorit I

owe you ~uch, Madame, and I ought to say it." By
thus excusm_g and ?e!ending himself his very gratitude made ~1m unwittll!-gly reflect upon his patroness.
What he d1d not percerye was implied, and was very
soon thrown up to the mistress and her king by anonymous letters. The result was that Voltaire was "lost
in the mind of Madame as well as in the king's
though he could never divine the cause." But th~
poet did finally remove this impression. She acknowledged the compliment by her portrait which
"adorned his ho~se at Ferney as long as he' lived,"
a~d greatly to h1s honor. . She was his ally and the
fnend of t~e Encyclopedia. Whatever her position
and dements may hav been, it is doubtful if Voltaire
could hav succeeded in his great struggle against the
Infamous without her aid, and it is to his glory that
he fr~nkl~ and publicly ~cknowledged it.
Th1s vutue of gratitude he never failed to
exhibit, and it may well cover a multitude of
other failings. It was indeed allied to the grandest
and best quality of his nature. We have now shown
how he has earned our gratitude because he led the
hosts of learning, vanquished the enemies of progress
by his wit, and ennobled his country and human nature
by his sublime works of history and art. 'But there
was one more, one other service greater than all of
these, which has caused millions of hearts to turn
to him with gratitude and tears, and will continue to
do so for ages to come.
Let ~he reader reflect what this great quality may
be until we can giv our account of it in our next.

No English can giv the rhythm and wit of the
original.
Such a song in Frel).c1i sings itself, and when set to
airy music it was simply irresistible to Frenchmen.
It '!as sung, and even sung at the Pompignans, until
~he1r only safe~y was a ~nal seclusion. SoL' Infarne,
m so far as 1t was Impersonated in them, was
crushed. Freedom, progress, and perhaps France,
were saved by the bloodless strokes of wit and
song.
. B_u~ this was not the end of Voltaire's war of wit
a~amst the Infamous. Its representativs had determmed to control not only the royal education but
also literature and the theater.
As to the th_eater, the contest opened by the Retrogrades producmg a play, Les Philosophes in ridicule
of philosophy, science, and progress. 'Poor Jean
Jacques Rousseau and his eccentricities were made
the most of for this purpose.
·
He was r~present~d as coming upon the stage on
all. fours )VIth a. b1g lettuce in his pooket, having
ph1losoph10ally discarded the old and unstable equilibrium of only two legs, and reverted to the firmer
support as well as primitiv food of original man. ·
The play was well done and had a great success.
The tide of prejudiced and thoughtless laughter was
turned against the philosophers. But the stage was
yoltaire's own field, almost his home. They were
T. B. W.
11lly people who thought to drive him from it espe[F1·mn
the
National
Reformer.]
cially by his own weapons. In a week he had' a new
comedy ready-L'Ecossaise (the Scotch Lass). It Charles Bradlaugh to the Speaker of the
was soon on the stage, and then the applause was unHouse of Commons.
bounded, and no one doubted who was the master of
wit an~ ridicu!e in ~rench. If the philosophers did
{ 20 Cmcus RoAD, ST. JoHN's
and 11a1d foohsh thmgs, they were but a tithe of
WooD, LoNDoN, N. W.
what thei_r oppo_nents we~e guilty of. In provoking
"SIR:· I beg most respectfully to submit to your
a companson With Voltaue on the other side they notice the following points:
were soon ~ade to feel their mistake. He managed
"1. I am advised that the interruption on the 27th
to turn theu return stroke against them too in the April, and my removal on the tenth May last from
most decisive manner, as follows:
'
'
the· House by the sergeant-at-arms when engaged'l'he critics in opposition tried to play stupid or to according to law and in precise compliance with the
bray d_own the ap_plause in vain; and when th~ play rules .and orders of the House-in attempting to perwas prmted Voltaue thought to hav them pictured form the duty of taking my seat, was on each occaon the boo~ as an a_ss, sighing at a lyre hung sion absolutely illegal, and was an infringement of
beyond theu reach m a tree. But some ink- my rights, and in breach of my privileges as a duly
ling of this design got out, and Freron the returned member of the House.
leader of the literary. orthodox, announced' that
" 2. I am advised that the House of Commons had
the. Voltaire c~me~y would soon appear in print not any authority either by statute or according to
"tmth a portrazt of the author!" Voltaire at once its own precedents to pass any resolution interruptwithdrew that "portrait," and waited until revenge ing me or authorizing the sergeant-at-arms so to recould be complete. He would put it out when it move me, I being then in the exercise of my lawful
could be known for whom it was meant, and when it right, and attempting the orderly performance of my
would leave the laugh where there could be no mis- legal duty.
mistake about it. The occasion occurred soon
"3. I am advised that I should hav been justified
after. To show how grandly he could rise above in resisting the ~se of the illegal and, therefore, unthese 11quabbles and comedies he gave to the justifiable physical force on the part of the sergeantstage, and by print to the world, his Tancrede at-arms.
one of the greatest dramas in the French language:
"4. I am advised that notwithstanding the illegalthe precursor of the whole romantic school of litera- ity of the said forcible removal of myself by the
ture, a work that suggested if it did not actually giv sergeant-at-arms I hav no remedy in any court of
us Goethe's Gotz in German, and the Ivanhoe of law against the said sergeant-at-arms, as the priviWaverly in English. It proved again that Voltaire leges of the. House of Commons protect its officer
was the compeer of Corneille and Racine. The ap- even in wrongful acts if such acts are done in pursu:plause was unanimous. ~he French people bowed ance of the order of the House.
m homage before the gemus of Voltaire interpreted
"5. I am advised that the order of the House of
by the splendid acting of Mlle. Clairon, the Mel- the lOth May last, a copy of which order has been
pomene of that day. Tancrede took its place at once served upon me, does not authorize the sergeant-atamong the French classics. But when the public saw arms to use force, or to employ force, to prevent
the first copies, there was no little surprise, which· my reentry into the House-to the table of which I
11oon changed to laughter, at the device on the cover. hav been properly introduced-for the purpose of
A lyre hung in a tree. Before it stood a sighing completely complying with the law in order to take
ass. Under the picture the following lines compli- my seat at the time and in the manner provided by
men ted the great actress and gave a blow to the stub- the standing orders.
.
born critic, who had alone been silent as to her
"6. That if such order should be construed to audisplay of genius:
thorize the said sergeant-at-arms to attempt by
Que veut dire
force to prevent me from entering the House to comCette lyre?
plete and fulfil the duty required from me by law in
C'est Melpomene ou Clairon.
the manner provided by the standing orders, then
Et ce monsieur qui soupire
that any such user of force would be absolutely illeEt fait rire,
gal, and may be lawfully resisted and overcome by
N' est-ce pas Martin Freron ?
me.
This lyre, I pray,
"I beg, therefore, sir, most respectfully to giv
What would it ~ay ?
notice that I claim to disregard the order of the
Tho.. our Melpomene is Clairon.
House of the tenth day of May last, and to treat the
And this grave gent who sighs
same as not requiring obedience from me, on the
And makes our laughter rise,
ground that such order ,Ml absolutely illegal. I do
Is not that our Martin Freron ?
not dispute the power of the House, in its pleasure,
Was there ever a prettier compliment to the lady to vacate my seat, if once I hav taken it. In such
or a surer way of turning the laugh upon his and her case it would be for the electors of Northampton to
enemy? Voltaire remained master of the French decide, on a new election, as to whom they would
l!~age and literature, and orthodoxy began from that wish further to represent them.
I do 'not question,
time to stamp the stigma of inferiority upon the brow nor should I resist, the authority of the House to arof its adherents.
rest me. This right it has exercised over EnglishThe circles of Paris learned to believe that
men far more important than myself. But I do
Oredule est devenn !'equivalent de sot.
deny, and, if it unhappily becomes necessary, shall
(Believer has come to mean the same asfool.)
feel it my duty to resist, the claim to prevent me, in
But this publication of Tancrede brought another spite of the law and by physical force alone, from
complication of a more serious character to the poet. complying with the return and mandate of my conThe dedication was courageously made to Madame stituents, whose lawful representativ I am.
Pompadou_r, and in it occu_rred the only serious slip
"In the name of the law, sir, and of my constituthat Voltaue ever made With the pen. He wrote in ents, I also most respectfully giv notice that I shall,
the middle of his dedication: " If some censor could in the manner and at the time provided by the standdisapprove the homage which I render you, he could ing orders of the House, again present myself at the
only be a person born with an ungrateful heart. I table of the House to complete the fulfilment of the
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duty imposed on me by law, and in the course of the
performance of which duty I hav been most improperly and illegally interrupted and hindered.
"!-having obtained the leave of my constituents
to this effect-would hav waited and would still wait
the reasonable pleasure of the House as to any legislation with reference to the manner of my taking
my seat, but as the House does not express any opinion on the subject, and does not challenge in any
way the lawfulness of my return,. it is due to my
constituents that I should insist on the performance
of my duty in my unchallenged lawful right, and
thus put an end to a state of things without precedent in the history of Parliament .
"I hav the honor to be, air,
"Your most obedient servant,
"4th July, 1881.
"CHARLEs BRADLAUGH."
(Following the above is a clear, forcible, and unanswerable letter from Mr. Bradlaugh to the Right
Ron. Sir Stafford N orthcote, who vigorously opposed
the admission of Mr. Bradlaugh to his seat in the
House of Commons, and who was joined by two hundred and nine other members to forcibly prevent Mr.
Bradlaugh from occupying the seat which the peowle
of Northampton had given him. We will be glad to
lay this able letter before our readers at another time.)

The Dreadfulness of Infidelity.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
What is Infidelity? In the legitimate acceptation
of the word, Infidelity signifies a disbelief in the
divine origin of Christianity, and also in the representations that the Bible was written by holy men
who were specially directed to write down communications which the great creator of the universe
desired to hav made known to the children of men.
Hence, an Infidel is one who does not believe in the
divine inspiration of the holy scriptures. From
boyhood to the riper years of hoary age I hav
always observed that orthodox people hav given the
word " Infidel " a much broader and more odious
signification than the original and legitimate meaning will warrant.
From my youthful days until within a year or two
past I hav been U}\der the dominion of a dogmatic
and bigoted priesthood, andlhav always been taught
to think and to believe that an Infidel was the most
dangerous character that could exi8t in any society.
Children were taught to shun an Infidel as they
would avoid a murderer, an unmitigated seducer, or
a person of the most detestable character.
Children and youth and all adults who are accustomed to employ some one to think for them and to
tell them what they must believe hav been taught
that Infidelity embraces Atheism and every form of
unbelief, which is not any more true than many
other articles of the creed of the orthodex church.
I hav observed all through life that the orthodox
clergy hav dwelt long and emphatically on the
"O.readfulness of Infidelity." We were taught that
an Infidel is a person who has been utterly abandoned by the great creator as an incorrigible wretch,
who was to be dreaded as worse than a murderer;
who was not honest in any of the commercial relations of life; who was not virtuous in society and
could not act the part of a virtuous person, only as
he or she was kept from crime by the terror of the
civil law. We were taught that it was as impossible
for an Infidel to cherish any ennobling aspirations
or to perform the common duties, pleasures, and
obligations of a worthy and estimable citizen as it
would be for an Ethiopian to change his skin from
black to white, or for a leopard to change his spots.
Just so soon as a person manifests a desire to inquire
after truth one single degree beyond the arbitrary
limit of the creed of orthodoxy, he is reproached as
drifting toward Infidelity.
But the day is coming (I see it only a few years
in the distance) when any one will be permitted to
do his own thinking, to soar into the vast fields of
science and investigation, and to draw his own con-·
elusions without being annoyed by the dread of being
spoken of as an "Infidel."
SIGMA.

New Translation.
"Behold, the day that burneth as an oven has dawned"
(Mal. iv, 1).
The. theologies of the past, both political and religious, are fast burning up~
'The cabal at Albany, with some who hav Conkling on the brain, and some who don't seem overstocked with brain commodity, is kindling something of a fire on old political theologies.
The reverend translators of sacred scriptures hav
kindled a fire on moss-covered religious theologies.
Honest men and Liberals needn't perform that
drudgery. They can go about more <lignified employment-giv practical demonstration of the better
way-the communion of saints.
In each type of humanity we find a saint, some
more ana some less developed.
With these little saints we'll commune.
Let the bad alone, and it will not long show its
ugly mug. Amen.
PRENTISS.
P. S.-We expect the TRUTH SEEKER man to tell
all the pretty things all around the world, and pass
his honorable self off for a top-blossom.

,
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and desolation which supervened might have been what may be the state of morals when Infidelity beavoided.
comes paramount, it may be proper to state that the
In the Roman nation, which in many respects was greatest licentiousness prevailed when Christianity
a successor of Greece, a high degree of civilization was still in its childhood. We learn from Hallam
Our Twenty-third Letter to Mr. Mair.
was reached before the Christian era. Philosophy, that love feasts became scene of drunkenness and
THE GENERAL INFLUENCE OF CHRISTIANITY.
literature, architecture, saience, art, oratory, and the debauchery, and as such .ere kept up for centuries.
MR. G, M. M.uR, Dear Sir: In your last lengthy elements which constitute advanced civilization ex- The commemora.tions of martyrs became scenes of
letter you said a good deal, and touched upon a va- isted there before Christianity existed. I have stood most scandalous dissipation. Thousands of the
riety of subjects, to which I wish to reply so far as in the temples erected by the people who never clergy, while professing celibacy, kept mistresses in
my brief time and space will admit, and will try to heard of Jesus; I have looked upon many elegant their houses under all sorts of pious but false premeet your more important arguments and statements statues and paintings showing the highest degree of texts. "Monks and virgins lived together on terms
. in as regular a manner as is practicable, and will en- skill which were executed by those who had never of closest intimacy, hypocritically claiming that so
deavor to introduce no subject not treated by your- been blessed with the gospel. The works of art great was their piety that they could innocently share
taken from the ruins of Pompeii and Herculaneum, the same bed. Women deserted their husbands to
self.
Let me state right here, in reply to your com- which were overwhelmed by an eruption 0f Vesuvius live with new lovers. Open prostitution was complaint of my repeating in my twentieth letter the more than eighteen hundred years ago, and excavat- mon. The world grew accustomed to dangerous
points of resemblance between Christianity and the ed but a few years since, are the marvel of the alternations of extreme asceticism and gross vice,
older religions which I gave in my fourth letter, world; and the paintings and frescoes taken from and sometimes, as in the case of Antioch, it was the
that it arose from my forgetting that I had given the walls of the palaces of those cities are now the most vicious and luxuriant cities that produced the
Public opinion
those points of resemblance. Writing hurriedly and best models in the artistic world. I saw them on most numerous anchori~es.
at such length of time apart, without referring to what exhibition in tQ.e museum of Naples in great profu- was so low that many forms of vice attracted little
had been said in former letters, it is not perhaps sion, where numerous artists are constantly copying condemnation and punishment, while undoubted bestrange that a repetition should occur. Those points them, deeming them superior to anything since pro- lief in the absolving efficacy of superstitions rites
l>f resemblance, however, will not be repeated in the duced. I also visited the ruins of Pompeii, saw its calmed the imagination and allayed the terrors of
volume containing our letters. Once will be deemed temples, palaces, theaters, residences, etc., erected conscience" (Middle Ages, p. 163).
and occupied probably for hundreds of years by peoOf the injurious effects of Christian civilization
sufficient to use them.
In my last two letters I have treated of Christianity ple who knew nothing of Jesus or his apostles. r Lecky says, "From the very moment the church obas a religion of love, and its influence in the elevation have walked those streets which were once filled tained civil power under Constantine the general
of woman. Connected with the same branch of the with the hum, li:&e, and activity of civilization ante- principle of coercion was admitted and acted upon
argument is its general influence upon civilization rior to the time of Christianity, but which from a both against the Jews, the heretics, and the pagans;"
and welfare of the. world. Thinking that I showed natural event have for eighteen centuries been silent also that "there were no hearts t~o ferocious as Christians concerning their faith."
somewhat clearly that it has not proved itself a re- and dead.
Further, of the low morals of the early Christians,
ligion of love, and that instead of elevating woman
Yes, Rome produced her great and learned mev., her
it has tended to depress her, I think I will also be generals, -her orators, her poets and orators, in great Underwood imparts the information that "an It!ilian
able to show that it has retarded civilization, intelli- numbers, and a high degree of civilization existed bishop of the tenth century said if he were to engence, and the welfare of mankind. This I will en- there prior to the advent of Christianity. Cicero is force the canons against unchaste people administerdeavor to give with brevity, as time and space will to-day the model of the purest eloquence. Statesmen ing the rites of the church, that duty would be rew
not admit of lengthy arguments.
go to school to those old teachers, who were pagans served for boys alone; and if he were to extend
Long before Christianity made its advent into the and not Chri11tians in their thought, and learn from the canons against bastards, they too would be exworld, science and general intelligence had gained them the stately eloquence with which they used to cluded. ·At one time the clergy almost universally
considerable advance among men, and civilization sway the nations. Such were the might, the glory, kept concubines, and were systematically taxed
had made great progress among many nations.
and the beauty of pagan Greece and Rome. But the therefor. One abbot was found to have seventeen
In India, Persia, China, Assyria, and Egypt thou- civilization degenerated and became degraded when illegitimate. children. Another abbot kept seventy
sands of years ago the learned men of those coun- Christianity became the ruling ·religion of those concubines. The bishop of Liege had sixty-five
illegitimate children. The nunneries were brothels.
tries studied the grand science of astronomy; they countries.
mapped eut the heavens with great accuracy, and
Renan bears good testimony relative to the toler- Infanticide within their walls was common. Incest
were able to calculate eclipses with remarkable pre- ance of the Roman empire before Christianity: "We was so prevalent among the clergy that it was necescision. Those countries abounded in philosophers, may search in vain the Roman law before Constan- sary again and again to enact that no priest should
moralists, and teachers, who not only taught elabo- tine for a single passage against freedom of thought, live with his mother or sister. Unnatural vice was
rately, but committed their thoughts and discoveries and the history of the imperial government furnishes common, especially among the clergy." Accordto writing. Succeeding them, but long before the no instance of a prosecution for entertaining an ab- ing to Mosheim, Hallam, Lecky and other writers,
days of Christianity, Greece and Rome made great stract doctrine" (Apostles, p. 250). This certainly is no adequate idea can be formed of the depravity
strides in the domain of human knowledge, and in wide contrast with the rule which later pre'Jailed of these Ohristian dignitaries. Is it not very sorreached a stage of civilization which was an honor to under Christianity, when thousands upon thousands rowful, Bro. Mair1 that Infidels might become licenthe race. Greece produced her Thales, Solon, Ly- were prosecuted, persecuted, and put to most cruel tious if they discard Christianity?
curgus, Bias, Pittacus, and many other distinguished and ignominious deaths for entertaing slight differOn the score of general learning Hallam says:
men in the domain of law-making, political economy, ences of opinion. Of the purity and ex~ellence of "Charlemagne and Alfred were the greatest scholars
and morals. In philosophy she had her Pythagoras, the lives of the Stoics a word from Lecky will suf- of their time, and Charlemagne could not read
Aristhenes, Socrates, Plato, Protagoras, Diagoras, fice: "The austere purity of their lives, and the and Alfred had but an imperfect knowledge of
Empedocles, Aristotle, Zeno, Epicurus, Anaxagoras, heroic grandeur of their deaths, kept alive the tradi- Latin. It is very easy to produce abundant testiDiogenes, Antisthenes, Xenocrates, Democritus, tion of Roman liberty, even under aNero or a Domi- mony of the ignorance of the times. Contracts were
Theodorus, Carneades, and many more worthy of tian. To the Stoics and the Roman lawyers is made verbally for want of notaries capable of drawmention: while in the field of art, the canvas glowed mainly due the clear recognition of the existence of ing up charters; and these, when written, were freunder the pencil of Apelles, and the marble took di- a law of nature above and beyond all human enact- quently barbarous and ungrammatical to an incredvine form under the chisels of Phidias, Praxiteles, ments which has been the basis of the best moral ible degree. For some considerable intervals scarcely
and many others. Among her poets were Homer, and most influential though most chimerical specula- any monuments of literature have been:· preserved
Hesiod, Eschylus, Sophocles, Euripedes, !socrates, tions of later ages, and the renewed study of Roman except a few jejune chronicles, the vilest legends of
and other honored names. Among her statesmen law was an important elem.ent in the revival which saints, or verses equally destitute of spirit and me~nd orators were Aristides, Pericles, and Demos- preceded the Reformation " (Hist. Morals, vol. i, p. ter. In almost every council the ignorance of the
thanes. In astronomy Hipparchus held high honor. 287). The same author gives us the assurance that clergy forms a subject for reproach. It is asserted
In mathematics Euclid stood so high that he has since the golden age of the Roman law was not Christian) of one held in 992 that scarcely a single person was
scarcely been equaled. As historians Thucydides, but pagan, and that it was under the pagan emperors to be found in Rome itself who knew the first eleHerodotus,_ and Xenophon stood prominent.
To that the greatest measures were taken for reducing ment of letters. Not one priest in a thousand in
many of these names the world has looked for knowl- injustice, elevating oppressed classes, and making the Spain, about the 'ii:ge of Charlemagne, could address
edge, science, and art for nearly twenty-five hundred decline of the natural equality and fraternity of a common letter of salutation to another. In Engyears, and even to this day many of them stand as mankind the basis of legal enactments. (Vol. ii, p. land Alfred declares that he could not recollect a
authorities.
42.)
single priest south of the Thames (the most civilized
A correct idea of the general condition of Greece
Later on Christianity was born in the diminutive part of England), at the time of his ascension, who
as the result of the. teaching of these great minds country of Judea and of a people far in the back- understood the ordinary prayers or could translate
may be bad. by the following quotation from Cock- ground in science, refinement, and general intelli- Latin into his mother tongue. Nor was this better
er's "Christianity and Greek Philosophy," pp. 47-48: gence. By the fortunes of war the banner of the in the time of Dunstan, when, it is said, none of the
"In their private life the Athenians were courteous, cross was carried over those countries, and by the clergy knew b.ow to write or translate a Latin letgenerous, and humane. Whilst bold and free in the same evil influence the banners of science, art, poe- ter. The homilies which they preached were comexpression of their opinions, they paid the greatest try, happiness, and prosperity were trailed in the piled for their use by some bishops from former
attention to the rules of politeness, and were nicely dust, and were supplanted by terror, suffering, cru- works of the same kind or the writings of the Chrisdelicate on points of decorum. They had a natural elty, priestcraft, and the midnight darkness of igno- tian Fathers" (Middle Ages, ed. 186\:J, p. 295).
sense of what was becoming and appropriate, and an rance and wretcbednesil. During the thousand years
Of the great ignorance which for centuries Gverinnate aversion to all extravagance. A graceful de- that followed the triumph and ascension of Chris- whelmed the church, Mosheim says, "The beginning
meanor and a quiet dignity were distinguishing traits tianity, gross mental darkness pervaded ·the land of that unhappy contest between faith and reason,
of Athenian character. They were temperate and where it ruled, the light of science and learning was religion and philosophy, piety and genius, which infrugal in their habits, and little addicted to ostenta- extinguished, and the people were left to grope in creased in succeeding ages, and is prolonged even to
tion and display. . . . All their sumptuousness great ignorance, superstition, degradation, and the our times with a violence which renders it extremely
and magnificence were reserved for and lavished on curse of priestcraft, of a type the worst the world has difficult to be brought to a conclusion." That Christheir public edifices of art, which made Athens the ever known.
"
tians of that age entertained a great indifference
pride of Greece and the wonder of the world. InTo make this position clear I will give a few quo- toward pagan learning is obtained from various
tellectually, the Athenians were remarkable for their tations from the ablest and most reliable historians writers. Among the monks, when under a vow of
quickness lif apprehension, their nice and delicate we have to refer to. Mosheim says of the great silence, they were accustomed, when asking for any
perception, their intuitional power, and their versa- lights of the second century: "They are worthy of pagan work, to make a particular sign, which contile genius."
little admiration on account of the accuracy or depth sisted in scratching the ears like a dog, because they
It is true Greece had her vices, but not greater than of their reasonings. The most of them appear to regarded the pagans as dogs. In this manner such
have existed at later dates and under a system of re- have been destitute of penetration, learning, order, writers as Virgil, Horace, and Ovid were designated.
ligion said to have been sent from heaven for the application and force" (Eccl. Hist., ed. 1847, p. 53).
"The fourth Council of Carthage forbade the
great benefit of mankind. Had not the terrible curse Hallam says schools were" confined to cathedrals reading of secular books by bishops. Jerome ·conof war spread over that happy land, with all the vices and monasteries," and were exclusively designed for demned the use of them except for pious purposes.
which follow in its train, it cannot be doubted the the purposes of religion.
The physical sciences were unqualifiedly qondemned,
civilization and happiness of Greece would have conWith respect to the morals in the early centuries, as their cultivation was considered incompatible
tinued much longer and the wretchedness, anarchy, and in contradistinction to your horrible dream of with the practice of religious duties. "The Greek
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schools of medicine were closed. The Alexandrian celebrated philosophers, physicians, astronomers, overspread the clergy and the people when ChrisSerapion, with its libraries and museums the accu.. and mathematicians who were monuments to their tianity was at its strongest.
·
mulation of centuries, was destroyed ~nder the nation through the several succeeding ages, and in
5. For many centuries the students, the scientists,
episcopate of Theophilus, A.·D. 389.11tand twenty years this certainly they do not boast without reason.
and the men of learning found more opposition from
afterward the empty shelves exci~d the regret and
" After this period the European Christians the church than from any other source. Learning
in~ignation of ~very intelligent spectator." (See profited much by the Arabian learning, and were was regarded as an enemy to Christianity, while igar~I~le Alexandna, Encyclopedia Britannica, eighth highly indebted to the Saracens for improvement in norance all along the centuries has been considered
editiOn.)
the various sciences, for the mathematics, astronomy, entirely compatible with godliness.
It is related of many of the bishops in the councils physics, and philosophy that were taught in Europe
6. The church has persistently shown enmity to
of ~phesus and Chalcedon that they could not write from the tenth century were, for the most part, scientists and educated men, and this is apparent
thei~ nam~s. ~gnorance was by no means considered
drawn from the Arabian schools, and were estab- down to the present time. The scientists of our own
a . disq~ahficatwn for high ecclesiastical positions. lished in Spain and Italy, or were the writings of period are opposed, misrepresented, and ridiculed by
~hght Importance was attached to anything of an Arabian sages. Hence the Saracens may in one none as by the ardent advocates of Christianity.
mtellectua_l chara_cter save the insipid and childish repect be justly considered the restorers of learning The way in which you have several times spoken discontroversies whwh were ke_Pt up for centuries. in Europe" (Ecclesiastical History, vol. i, p. 211).
respectfully of scientists in the course of this discusHallam tells us that" these disputes diverted studiAgain the same author says, "The Arabians, sion, and particularly in your last letter, is a fair samous minds from profane literature and narrowed during this whole century [the tenth], preserved that ple of Christian hatred of science. If Christians have
do'Yn more and mor.e the circle of that knowledge noble passion for the arts and sciences which had later adopted scientific and literary studies in the colwhwh they were desuous to obtain " (page 453).
been kindled among them in the preceding age, and leges and universities it is because ~f the public deIt is easy to pe~ceive what encouragement the hence .their country abounded with physicians, mand for it, and the improved tastes of the age; but
church gave to learnmg, and the extent to which the mathematicians, and philosophers, whose names and they undertake to subordinate it all to the dogmas of
monastic movement contributed to the general igno- characters, together with an account of their re- theology, and ecclesiasticism is always held to be
rance .. Hallam explains: "I can~ot conceive any state spective. abilities, are given by Leo Africanus and superior to it.
·
·
of somety more adverse to the mtellectual improve- the other literary historians" (page 241).
7. The true conservators of learning in the dark
ment of mankind than one which admitted no middle
Of the advance in the eleventh century, the same ages were the Infidel Mussulmans, and but for them
line between dissoluteness and fanatical mortifica- author continues: "The school of Salernum, in the the world would much longer have been eursed with
tions. . .. Mter the introduction of monkery, with kingdom of Naples, was renowned above all others darkness and ignorance.
its unsocial theory of duties, the serious and reflecting for the study of physics in this century, and!JVast
8. Christianity has from the first sustained tyrpart of mankind, on whom science most relies, were numbers crowded thither from all the provinc~s of anny, oppression, and slavery, since Paul said: "Let
turned to habits which, in the most favorable view Europe to receive instruction in the art of healing; every ~oul be subject to the higher powers. For
could not quicken the intQllectual energies; and it but the medical precepts that rendered the doctors there is no power but of God; the powers that be
might be a difficult question whether the cultivators of Salernum so famous were all derived from the are ordained of God. Whosoever, therefore, resistand admirers of useful literature were less likely t~ schools of the Saracens in Spain and Africa " (page eth the power resisteth the ordinance of God, and
be found among the profligate citizens of Rome and 260). ·
they that resist. shall receive to themselves damnatheir barbarous conquerors, or the melancholy reSeveral of the quotations giv.en are selected from tion" (Rom. xii, 1, 2); and Peter also: "Submit
•
cluses in the wilderness" (page 453).
Mrs. Annie Besant's debate with the Rev. Mr. yourselves to every ordinance of man for the Lord's
This same author again says, "No original writer Hatchard and B. F. Underwood's "Influence of sake, whether it be to the king as supreme, or unto
of any merit arose, and learning, though plunged Christianity."
governors. . . . Honor the king" (1 Peter ii, 13,
for but a short period into mere darkness, may be
I cannot take the space to follow the struggle 14, 17). From that day to this priestcraft and kingsaid to have languished in a middle region of twi- between the church and the aspirants fQr learning craft have gone together, and both have ruled over
light for the greater part of a thousand years." And and science succeeding the tenth century, when, as men by divine right. Submission and passive obediagain, " A cloud of ignorance overspread the whole we have seen, learning began to spread; but it is true, ence have been the watchwords of the church.
face of the church, hardly broken by a few glimmer- as Mrs. Besant remarked: " Whenever a mind strug- Mosheim thought that Constantine turned Chrising lights, who owed almost the whole of their dis- gled to think, Christianity promptly !!hut it up. In tian because he saw "the admirable tendency of
tinction to the surrounding darkness."
Spain .itself, one hundred and nineteen men were the Christian doctrine and precepts to promote the
And still again: "France reached her lowest imprisoned by the Inquisition, not for heresy, but stability of government by preserving the citizens in
point at the beginning of the eighth century; but for science. Roger Bacon, a monk of the thirteenth their obedience to the reigning powers." The same
England was at that time more respectable, and did century, bears witness to the prevailing ignorance: historian also thought that Charlemagne converted
not fall into complete degradation until the middle 'Without mathematical instruments no science can the Saxons to Christianity for the same reason,
of the ninth. There could be nothing more deplora- be mastered,' he complains sadly, 'and these instru- hoping that the same gospel would "induce them to
ble than the state of Italy during the succeeding menta are not to be found among the Latins, and, submit more tamely to the government of the
century."
could not be made for two or three hundred pounds.' Franks." In all the conflicts that have arisen beWhat literature there was in existence was stored
The admirable works of Cicero de Repub- tween the people and their rulers, orthodoxy has
up in the monasteries where it could be of no pos- lican are not to be found anywhere, so far as I can always been for the complete submission of the peosible use to the masses; they groped in utter dark- hear, though I have made anxious inquiry for them ple.
9. Christianity has persistently sustained the worst
nesE~, and no attempt save in very rare cases was in different parts of the world and by various mesmade on the part of the people to acquire learning. sengers. I could never find the works of Seneca, form of slavery that has existed in the world, and
And such manuscripts as were in the custody of the though I made diligent search for them Juring during the eighteen centuries of its rule scarcely
monks were defaced, obliterated, and monkish addi- twenty years and more. And so it is with many lifted its finger in opposition to it. The most sturdy
tions made to them which possessed not the slightest more useful books connected with the science of advocates of liberty, the most steadfast opponents of
value. Lecky says, "Not till the education of Eu- morals' (Green's Short History of the English slavery, have been from the ranks of unbelieversrope passed from the monasteries to the universities, People, ed. 1878, pp. 133, 134). His own studies Infidels.
10. The church has persecuted and taken life in
not till science and classical Freethought and indus- were rewarded with bread and water and a dungeon,
trial independence broke the scepter of the church, and pen and paper were taken from him. He died the most cruel manner and on the largest scale for
did the intellectual revival of Europe begin " (Hist. in the prison of his monastery. In the same spirit exercising the right of opinion.
Torquemada burnt six thousand priceleds oriental
11. The church deprived women of the rights she
Morals, vol. ii, p. 206).
A slight improvement began in the tenth century; books. Not a single great discovery brightens held under Grecian, Roman, and German rule, and
a feeble light sprung from Moorish Spain began to Christendom from the time whereat Christianity reduced her to a state of utter dependence, submispenetrate the surrounding gloom, but for a long time destroyed pagan science until the stir of mentaJ. life sion, and slavery.
12. Thus Christianity has stood in deadly opposithe gain was very slow. Had it not been, how- brought about heresy. Calvin, among reformers,
ever, for the Moors of Spain, who despised the Chris- hated knowledge as Torquemada among the Roman- tion to the advance of civilization and the best intian religion and who treasured up whitt science and ists. Calvinists hunted Bruno from Geneva if terests of the race. The civilization that has taken
learning there was in Europe, and who retained the Catholics burned him at Rome. Later, Buckle gives place within the past five hundred years has been in
seed or nucleus from which light ultimately broke a long list of learned men imprisoned merely for consequence of the progressive nature of man, and
forth, no man knows into what a state of ignorance their science." (See History of Civilization, vol. ii, because the natural aspiration of man when untrammeled by the fetters of theology is to liberty, knowland degradation Europe might to-day have been PP· 220-242, ed. of 1869).
The cruel treatment meted to Copernicus and edge, and happiness. When it is claimed for Chrisplunged. Both Mosheim and Prof. Draper clearly
show that the followers of Mohammed in Spain were Galileo, the bitter opposition which the new art of tianity that it is to be credited with our learning and
the custodians of the learning that afterward blessed printing met with from the church, thfl disfavor with our civilization, and the liberties we enjoy, the claim
:,Europe. The Christian church showed itself the which every struggle of scientific knowledge was is false.
13. It must be held that Christianity, therefore,
enemy of learning, while the Mohammedans were its met, together with the fact that for a hundred years
and down to our own times the ablest scientists, the has sustained ignorance, slavery, the degradation of
stanchest friends.
In describing the manner in which the light of ripest scholars, .and the deepest thinkers have been woman, the infliction of torture, and the taking of
learning penetrated the darkness of the middle ages, without the church and at enmity with it, together life, and held back the advancement and happiProf. Draper says: "In the intellectual history of with all the facts in the matter, are sufficient to show ness of the human race.
Arab ism the Jew and the Saracen are continually that the church has been opposed to the advance of
JESUS AND HIS TEACHINGS.
seen together. It was the same in their political learning and science, and that Christianity has
history, whether we consider it in Syria, in Egypt, or thrown civilization back more than a thousand years.
I will next review what you have to say of Jesus
in Spain. From them conjointly western Europe de- It is clear to understand by the unprejudiced mind and the character of his teachings. Yon undoubtrived the philosophical ideas which in the course of that civilization and learning have advanced in spite edly entertain a higher opinion of him than I do.
time culminated in Averroism. Averroism is philo- of Christianity rather than with its help.
I am, however, quite willing to admit-if I can be
sophical Islamism. Europeans usually regard AverIn estimating the influence that Christianity has convinced that such a person as Jesus had a real
roes as the author of these heresieEI, and the orthodox exercised upon civilization, and upon the education existence-that he was an amiable, well-disposed,
brand him accofdingly, but he was nothing more of the world, these facts should always be borne in democratic person, but of limited information, with
than their collector and commentator. His works in- mind:
no very original traits of character, and certainly no
vaded Christendom by two routes; by Spain through
1. Jesus, if he lived, was an uneducated person, proofs of divinity or of unusual ability. But as has
southern France they reached upper Italy, engender- and taught no new scientific or philosophic truth.
already been shown in this discussion, there is no
ing numerous heresies on their way; from Sicily
2. His apostles and disciples were unlettered men, proof that such a person really existed, nor, if his
they passed to Naples and south Italy under the and, like him, taught ,no new truths of science or existence is conceded, that his maxims and teachauspices of Frederick II." (Conflict Between Relig- philosophy.
ings were correctly reported. It must not be forgotion and Science, p. 124).
3. While some of the early Fathers who adopted ten that he wrote nothing himself, and that what he
According to .Mosheim, it was under the reign o.f Christianity were men of education in Grecian and is reported as having uttered was not written till
the celebrated Khadif Almamum, in 833, that the Roman literature, it was soon lost sight of; educated after he had been dead many years, varying, as we
Arabians began to take pleasure in the Grecian men in the church soon became very scarce.
have seen, in the opinions of different writers, from
learning and to propagate it by degrees, not only in
4. Education was steadily discouraged by the thirty to one hundred and fifty years. Waving th
Syria and Africa, but also in Spain and Italy; and church; former civilization and education were aban- great discrepancy between the story of the three
from this period they gave us a long catalogue of doned, and the grossest ignorance and darkness synoptic gospels and the fourth gospel accorded to
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John, the utter difficulty of getting anything like a or dutiful; when she told him in Jerusalem that she the young readers those characters have had a real
correct report of his teachings cannot be lost sight had sought him sorrowing, his reply was curt and bonafide existence-a reality-and probably they
of. It ean soareely be thought reasonable that any without affection. When at the wedding she told have just about as much as had Jesus. The confidperson's remarks could not be correctly transmitted him that the wine was out, he ungraciously said, ing believers Jn Jesus see him, adore him, love
under such circumstances.
"Woman, what have I to do with thee?" It does him, just as the' other confiding believers in Tell and
To prove that there is something more than human not appear that he ever called her by the endea~ing Crusoe see, adore, and love them. I perceive but litin the character and teachings of Jesus you quote name of "mother." When on another ocoaswn, tle difference; and the proofs of existence in one
the extravagant language of Rousseau, which he put when speaking to a crowd, he was told that his case are just about as· strong as in the others.
into the mouth of the Savoyard vicar. It might be mother wished to speak with him, he showed impa- Legends are all we have in either. Whe)'e the
proofs are so slight and uncertain it is clearly very
oonsidered nearly as just to quote the language which tienoe and said, "Who is my mother?"
Shakspere put into the mouths of Iago or Shylock . I will not, however, stop to recall all the points in ill-advised to repose undue confidence in them.
and then claim they were his own private senti- his conduct and teaching that are open to criticism,
PROPHECIES OF THE BIBLE.
ments. But, dear sir, yl)u show your lack of honesty but it is easy to perceive that he was not perfect and
You again turn to prophecies as an argument to
by not giving the entire quotation. The closing part without fault, and undoubtedly only an ordinary huof it quite upsets the opinion he put into the vicar's man being. He was born as others are; he ate and sustain your position, though I thought we had dismouth, and you take very good care to withhold it. grew as others do; he had his likes and dislikes with oassed that subject somewhat fully in our seventh
Let· me finish the quotation regll-rding the story of the falibilities· common to mortals, with, perhaps, a letters. I showed that predicting or prophesying
Jesus: " This same gospel is full of things incredi- degree of superiority over the bulk of the human has been common in all ages and nations. Thousands of persons have attempted to predict future
ble-of things which reason has in aversion, and race.
which it is impossible for any man of sense to conYou claim that he died to save the world. How events, some with good success, but many more with
ceive or admit." This, the reader will see, puts a his death could affect the world is not easy to under- ill. This penchant for prophecy still prevails. The
very different face upon Rousseau's opinion of the stand. Hundreds are dying every day and every weather is prophesied every day in advance, and
story of Jesus and his wonderful deeds. But after hour without seriously affecting the w:or:rtl. As a the hits are generally good hits. Thousands prophRousseau had served your purpose and spoken sacrifice, his death could not possess remarkable esied last year that Garfield would be elected, while
highly of your ideal, how easy it was in the same virtue. If he was God, and had before dwelt in the nearly as great a number predicted that Hancock
letter to say unkind words of him and east him aside regions of happiness, his existence among the hills would be the fortunate man. Half WQre false prophas an object of contempt. "Oh, for the rarity of of Judea must have been most irksome. To leave ets and half were true, but there was very little mirChristian charity!"
such an unpleasant life for the happy mansion in the acle or inspiration on either side. I gave you two
or three instances of the remarkable fulfilment of
It is my candid opininn that if a rational view is skies must have been an agreeable change.
prophecies by different persons. One was a Hindoo
taken of the conduct and teachings attributed to JeEven if his sufferings were extreme, they lasted prophecy, another.of the French Revolution by St.
sus they will be found to not possess the exalted quali- but a very few hours. If his sufferings were a virtue
Cesaire, either of whioli was quite as remarkable aa
ties, morally or intellectually, usually accorded to they fell far short of what many have endured on
any prophecy in the Bible. The account of the latthem. It cannot be denied, according to the narra- the torture rack for days together in various painful ter is to be found in a book entitled "Liber Mirative, that Jesus led a sort of vagabond life. He positions and on beds of sickness and suffering.
bilis," which has been verified at the King's Library
wandered over the small country where he was born Why it was more for him to die than any other
in Paris-far better proofs than the Bible prophecies
much as the class of men called "tramps " nowadays human being is hard to realize. If he was really a have-where there is an original copy. The prophwalk over ours, and his companions were of a similar God, and his home was in heaven, and he could not
ecy reads in this way:" The administration of France
class. They performed no labor, doing nothing to return there only through the portal of death, he shall at a future and distant period be so blinded
cultivate the earth, to embellish nature, or to provide should have been joyful to pass through it; but how
that they shall leave it without defenders. The hand
for future wants. His instructions to others enjoined his death could affect the countless millions of others
of God shall extend itself over them, and likewise
them to follow the same kind of life. He said, who lived and died before him and since is all in the
"Take no thought for the morrow, what ye shall imagination of his followers and worshipers. That ove.r all the rich;. al~ ~he no?l~s..shall be de_prived of
thetr states and digmtits-diVISIOn shall sprmg up in
eat," etc. The savages who now act upon this prin- a God of infinite love and mercy could take any
the church of God, and there shall be two husbands,
oiple lead most wretched and useless lives. The delight in the suffering and death of any person,
the one true and the other adulterous-the former
lilies and sparrows are poor patterns for healthy, ao- especially of his own beloved son, is a monstrous
tive human beings, in making the struggle of life. conception and abhorrent to every noble sentiment shall be put to flight. There shall be great carnage,
and as great an effusion of blood as in the time of
Plucking the corn of others' planting would not of human nature. As I have sufficiently shown, this the Gentiles. The universal church and the whole
now be regarded as an honest mode of living. Many conception of expiation-the appeasing of the vin- world shall deplore the destruction of a celebrated
of the older moral teachers of the world set better diotive spirit of the gods by the death of men and city, the capital and mistress of France. The altars
examples than this.
animals-is of pagan origin in the dark ages of the of the temple shall be destroyed; the holy virgins,
In my tenth letter I hurriedly gave you some fifty past, and justly should be abhorrent to every lover razed out, shall fly from their convents, and the
instances in the teachings and conduct of Jesus which of beauty and justice.
church shall be stripped of her temporal goods; but
With all the loveliness and excellence which the at length the black eagle and the lion shall appear,
seem too imperpeot to be the production of a perfect
god. In replymg to what you now adduce in his admirers of Jesus are pleased to accord to him, arriving from other countries. Then misery be to
favor it may not be amiss to allude to some of them with all the veneration they may feel for his thee, oppressed city of opulence ! Thou shalt at first
again, as well as to others.
amiable character, should a man now appear in the rejoice, but thy end shall come. Misery be to thee,
It is questionable advice to one who has recently world and do precisely as he did in every respect- 0 city of philosophy! Thou shalt be subjected; a
married a wife to neglect her and make no provision wander from place to place with a band of idle fol- captive king, humbled even to the dust, shall at last
for her.
lowers at his heels, without any visible means of recover his crown and shall destroy the city of imThe injunction, "Let the dead bury the dead," support, never performing a day's labor, setting purity."
cannot be regarded as i!peoially luminous.
himself up as a god, and to know more than all
Although this prophecy was made long beThe sending of idle, filthy beggars to Abraham's others-he would be regarded as an insufferable pre- fore the sad events occurred, the fulfilment was
bosom as a reward for indolence and mendicancy tender and fraud. Probably not a member of the remarkable. Had it been made by Isaiah or Jeremay well be regarded as questionable. To teach Christian churches of the day would recognize him miah, Christians would have made great ado over
man to gain a competence by industry and frugality, or affiliate with him, and very likely he would be it. A writer in describing the fulfilment says: "The
as Confucius did, would seem far better.
arrested as a vagabond and thrown into prison at vassal, who looked not on the noble as his natural
His speaking in dark parables that his hearers hard labor with thieves and felons.
It cannot protector and guardian, but as an oppressor, arose
might see and not perceive, hear and not understand, be believed that one of the respected and salaried against him, the soldier against the officer, the officer
seems not the best mode of teaching. It is hardly clergymen who at this day derive honor and gold by against the general, and the servant against his masin keeping with the injunction, "Do as you would preaching Jesus and him crucified would affiliate ter, chaos was again restored, the holy altars were
have others do to you."
with or even notice just such a character, who overturned, .the convents defiled and pillaged, nobles
"Love your enemies" is a hard command to keep. would do precisely as Jesus did. They would spurn reduced to t'he rank of private citizens, to save even
Few have been able to do so. He seems not to him and east him from them; they would not deem life itself. The humblest of citizens and menials
have done it himself, for he denounced his enemies him a god; they would not believe him the creator arose to power and despotism-so dreadfully was
and called them very hard names, as fools, blind of the universe; they would regard him as a man this prophecy fulfilled. At length even the black
guides, hypocrites, vipers, serpents, etc.
infinitely inferior to themselves. But because my- eagle, the ensign of the northern power, and the lion,
His saying, "But these mine enemies which would self and others cannot believe that a person who that of Britain, gained possession of Paris, the selfnot that I should reign over them, bring hither and lived just in this way nearly nineteen hundred years dignified city of philosophy, stripped her of her illslay them before me," does not indicate a merciful, ago was God, or anything more than a man; you and gotten spoil, and as a punishment of her abuse of
beneficent spirit, though the words were part of a all your brother Christians think we ought to be power over other states, caused again to rule over
paraple. It would indeed be a very summary way sent to hell and roast for it. If such a character as her a king, that may have been truly said to have
for a ruler to dispose of his subjects.
Jesus would not be lovely now, if such a person been humbled even to the dust."
His making a whip or scourge of small cords and would not be acceptable to the taste of the better
Cooper with much truth says: "This prophecy is
beating and driving the dealers in doves and the portion of the community to-day, how could he worth all the Bible prophecies put together. Not
changers of money was hardly in keeping with a god be lovely or aooept:1ble eighteen hundred years ago? one of them is fulfilled so literally. And yet it is
of endless mercy and kindness. Was it loving them What would not be divine now could not have been made by one who had no pretensions to divine inif they were his enemies?
divine then.
spiration; made, too, more than twelve hundred
The oonsigningof men and women to eternal damThe great question which cannot be positively years before the circumstances referred to occurred."
nation and burning because of their inability to be- settled is, Did such a person have an existence? Was
Prophecy does not necessarily imply or prove sulieve seems like extreme cruelty and injustice. Be- he a man or myth? Either is quite possible, and perhuman agency. Any person of good mind
lief is not a matter of choice, but of evidence. A though a myth, it is as easy to admire his reputed can judge by existing facts what the future may turn
man cannot believe just what he is commanded to traits of character as to admire the qualities of Horus, out. Lincoln, before he was president, acted the
believe, but he must first be convinced.
Apollo, Balder, St. Nicholas, Aladdin, William Tell, part of a prophet when he said, "This nation cannot
The command to bind hand and foot and east into Robinson Crusoe, John Bull, Miss Britannica, remain permanently half-slave and half-free." Rousouter darkness the man who had no wedding gar- Brother Jonathan, or Miss Columbia, all of whom seau was a prophet when he predicted the French
ment seems very severG, for the man was evidently are only myths-creatures of the imagination. How Revolution. The negro woman who prophesied of
one who had obeyed the injunction, "take no many thousands of millions of children have fondly Josephine, when the latter was a mere girl, that she
thought for the morrow."
contemplated Saint Nicholas, or Santa Glaus, and would one day be empress of France was more defiIf it is blessed to be a peacemaker, why should he wondered what kind of a reward he would bring nite and remarkable than anything of t.he kind in
say he came not to bring peace but a sword. The them at Christmas time-the birthday of Jesus! To the Bible. There are also hundreds of gypsies and
contradiction is plain.
their minds he is a reality, a great and beneficent fortune-tellers who hav predicted coming events, and
His injunction to hate father, mother,. brother, sis- being who dispenses blessings to all good little ohil- often they do so with singular aoouaoy. It can
ter, wife, and children seems far below the maxim dren. Does their faith make it so i' How many hardly be supposed that an infinite intelligence intaught by Confucius, Thales, and many. of the old thousands have read with absorbing interest about spires them to say what they do, but perhaps those
teachers, "Honor your father and mother, love your William Tell and Robinson Cruliloe, of their brave just as much as a similar class of predictors among
brothers and sisters."
deeds, of the perils they passed through and the the Jews.
His treatment of his own mother seems not filia honors they achieved I To the confiding minds of
You seem to think there is 110mething very re-
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markable and divine about the prophecies regarding would sametime become 'pools of water;' b~t when
Babylon, but upon an investigation it will be found the fiery old Hebrew prophets declared, in pronouncless accurate and less definite than many prophesies ing Babylon's doom, that the destruction of the city
that have been made by persons whoJaid no claim to should be speedy and its desolation complete, and
inspiration or divine aid. Let us look a little into proceeded to give particulars of its future condition,
the facts as they exist regarding the condition of they put on record what jn the light of present
Babylon subsequent to the time when the predictions knowledge must be regarded as proof of the unreliaof Isaiah and Jeremiah were made. I will give some ble character of their prophetic writings, and eviquotations from Layard's" Nineveh and Babylon," the dence that they wrote not by divine inspiration, but
highest authority we have on those countries, as se- from intense hatred of their oppressor and from imlected by Underwood. They will show how far the patience of her destruction.
"Nelson and some other writers have attempted
predictions have lacked of being fulfilled.
" After the defeat of Darius and the overthrow of to vindicate the correctness of the prophecies to
the Persian supremacy, Babylon opened its gates to which I have referred by quotations from Rollin
Alexander, who deemed the city not unworthy to be- and Volney; but it seems not to occur to many who
still quote these old authors that discoveries made
come the capital of his mighty empire" (p. 454).
"The last blow to the prosperity and even ·exist- since their death render their work of no value, so
ence of Babylon was given by Saleucus, when he far as they relate to the site or condition of Babylon,
laid the foundation of the new capital in the banks not to mention other cities named in the Bible."
There is nothing for me to add to this. It clearly
of the Tigris, B. c. 322. Only a few Chaldeans continued to dwell around the ruins of the sacred edi- appears that Jewish prophets widely missed the
mark in their predictions, and we are forced to the
fices" (p. 455).
"Still, however, a part of the population appears conclusion that they could not have been moved by
to have returned to their former seats, for in the sec- a being of infinite truth, and that what the}· did say
ond century of the Christian era we find the Parthian possesses no special value. It will not do for inking Evemerus sending numerous families from Bab- finite perfection to be inaccurate.
ylon into Media, to be sold as slaves, and burning
THE PROPHET DANIEL.
many great and beautiful edifices still standing in
Next comes the wild, erratic talk about a great
the city" (p. 455.
·
"In the time of Augustus the city is said to have image with a head of gold, breast and arms of
been entirely deserted, ,except by a few Jews, who silver, belly and thighs of brass, legs of iron, feet of
iron and clay mixed, with a stone, which sniote this
still lingered among the ruins" (ib ).
"Among the heaps that marked the site of ancient image, etc. This incoherent gibberish you adduce
Babylon herself there arose in the seventh century as a proof of Christianity. It must be a weak cause
the small town of Hillah" (ib ).
that requires such support. To me it seems a weak
Hillah may contain 8,000 or 9,000 inhabitants. A prop, indeed, and f0r two reasons. In the first
few half-ruined mosques and public baths are its place, the riddle is so wild and obscure that it canbuildings. Its hazar supplies the· desert Arabs with not be understood, and more ingenuity is required to
articles of clothing, arms, dates, coffee, corn, and imagine a meaning than to invent the dream in the
contains a few Manchester goods and English cut- first place, or any good it could do after inv•mted;
lery. Around the town and above and below it for second, because the entire representation of the
some miles ai:e groves and palm trees forming a dream, vision, or prophecy is untrue. It is purported to have been written by Daniel at the time of
broad belt on both sides of the river" (p. 457).
the
Jewish captivity in Babylon, 537 B.C. Nothing
" A theory put forward first by Col. Rawlinson, I
believe, that the ruins around Hillah do not mark of the kind was the case. It was not written nor
the site of the first Babylon, has, I presume, been known till nearly four hundred years later, as the
abandoned" (p. 456). " Hillah, like most towns in Rev. John W. Chadwick clearly shows in his "Bible
this part of :'urkey, i~ peopled by Arabs, once be- of To-day," and whose position is sustained by
longmg to different tribes, and now forgetting their DeWette and other profound Bible scholars. Chadclanships i..n a sedentary life. They maintain, how- wick says: "Next after Ezekiel, JJaniel. The logiver, a friendly intercourse with the Bedouins, and cal order is correct, but not the chronological.
with the wild inhabitants of the marshes" (p. 447). Daniel is the next great apocalyptist, but his true
date is 425 years after that of Ezekiel, about 165
"From the summit of Birs Nimroud I gazed over years B.C. He would be the last of the prophets in
a vast marsh, for Babylon is made a possession for a chronological order, if he were indeed a prophet.
the 'bittern and pools of water.' In the midst of the But he can hardly be considered one, his whole genius
swamps could be faintly distinguished the mat huts and method are so entirely different from that of the
of the Kazail, forming villages on the small island. great prophets of the eighth century B.c., who give
The green morass was spotted with the black buffalo. to :the prophecy its typical form. The book of
The Arab settlements showed the activity of a hive Daniel was the last book admitted into the Jewish
of bees" (p. 427).
canon, and it was admitted very grudgingly. It
"Shortly after my arrival in Hillah I visited the was never placed among the prophets by the Jews.
Birs Nimroud, accompanied by Zaid and a company It was l0ft for Christians to perpetrate this piece
of well-armed Agayls. Spying a party of the of literary folly. True, it professes to have been
Kazail Arabs retreating from the marshes with their written, after the sixth chapter, in the time of thE
tentb and cattle, they fell upon them, and under captivity. 537 B.C. is the marginal date, which if
my shadow carried off a few cows and sheep, inflict- based upon the text. It is a description of visionf
ing at the same time time some severe lance wounds had by the prophet Daniel in Babylon. No othe1
upon the owners " (p. 422).
book of the Old Testament has played a greater part
To these quotations from Layard Underwood adds in the development of Christian ideas. It was the
these appropriate comments: "Thus we see that the great stronghold of the defenders of predictive
city which was to be destroyed by a great army prophecy in England in the eighteenth century.
'from the north country,' the city whose time was But now its gates are broken down; its wall is flat.
near at hand, whose days, it was declared, should not There is not a repectable critic who disputes that it
be prolonged, which was to be ' perpetual desola- was written in the time of Antiochus Epiphanes,
tion,' after the Jewish captivity, and never to be in- from 170 to 165 B.C. The writer's object was to
habited nor dwelt in from generation to generation, strengthen the faithful among the Jewish people
where the Arab was never to pitch his tenteven; the under the tyranny of Antiochus Epiphanes, and to
city which was to ' be as when God overthrew encourage them with the hope of a speedy deliverSodom and Gomorrah,' was a large and important ance. Even as an acknowledged fiction, it was well
city _a~ter the prophecies were written and after the adapted to its purpose. How much better as a veritacaptiVIty of the Jews; that Alexander int,ended to ble prophecy of the time of the captivity ! This it
make it the seat of his great empire; that afterward professed to be. Speaking squarely, it was a pious
it declined gradually like other ancient cities, yet fraud. It was pious. The man who wrote the book
' Jews still lingered among the ruins' in the time of was an earnest patriot, filled with an honest hatred
Augustus; that in the second century of the Chris- of injustice.
He had a noble end in view-to
tian era it still contained inhabitants and 'many strengthen and console his fellow-countrymen. · He
great and beautiful edifices still standing;' that at a thought it justified the means. But these were
later date Hillah arose on the site of the ancient city; fraudulent. A book written 165 B.C. was put forth
that the town has now a population of from eight to as a book written 537 B.c. But the subjective imnine thousand, and is peopled chiefly by Arabs; that moi·ality of t>uch an act as this was not then what it
other portions of the ground on which ancient Baby- would be now. Then there was not the sense of
lon stood are inhabited by Arabs whose settlement ownership in books that there is now. The copyht
shows 'the activity of a hive of bees,' while all easily glided into the redactor. He added and he
around the green morass is spotted with flocks of took away to suit his own .ideas. It was a very comthe black buffalo ; and that a British traveler mon thing, especially a little later in the first Chrisactually saw Arabs with their tents retreating from tian centuries, to try to float one's book with the
the marshes which form a part of the site of the old great name of some apostle or Father in the church.
c~.
. The apocryphal books of -Esdras are a case in point,
"I~ should be borne in mind that according to the Esdras being the Greek form of Ezra, and these
ancient historiaJ?-, Her?dotus, Babylon formed a per- books, written hundreds of years after his death,
fect square of Sixty miles-fifteen on each side. The pretending to be written by him. Other instance~:
same his~orian informs us that the whole plain of are the Wisdom oj Solomon, the Book of Enoch,
Babylon Ill the past has been subject to inundations, attributed in the New Testament to the 'Seventh
and that the city was protected by artificial canals from Adam,' but actually written a little before
and embankments, kept in repair at vast expense. Christ, and some of it a little after; in the New
There was, therefore, nothing improbable in the idea Testament, the fourth gospel and various epistles "
that a portion of the ground on which Babylon stood (Bible of To-day, pp. 17, 18, 19).
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As the book of Daniel, then, is clearly a fictionnot written by Daniel, and the person who did write
it is wholly unknown-as i1;. is much of the same
wild, visionary, unmeaning character as the book of
Revelation in the New Testament; as it is not worth
the thousandth part of the time that has been spent
i u poring over it, if possible to catch its hidden
1:1eaning; as the end of the world upon the assertions
uf this book has many times been set, but alwayi!
hlsely set, as the world still revolves and probably
will continue to do so for ages to come; as there is
11othing about the book of the slightest value to
Jleople of the present day, save as a specimen of the
literature of its time, and as a matter of curiosity, it
must be regarded as very poor proof in favor of
Christianity, and must be set aside with all the other
l'Ubbish brought in its defense. Far better proof
than this vision of a wholly fictitious Daniel will
have to be hunted up and brought forward to sustain
your system, or it might as well be abandoned as a
lost cause-a collection of absurdities without verification.
This letter has already reached considerable length,
.·.nd I will defer what else I have to say in reply to
you till my next, which will close our discussion.
Sincerely yours,
D. M. B.

Our Religion vs. Our Republic.
To TH.E EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
The fact cannot be much longer concealed that our
religion is the deadly enemy of our republic. The
one based on the belief that the universe is the creation and subject of a supreme, invisible ruler; the
other that the powers that govern are derived from
Ghe governed, are antagonisms that can never be
reconciled. One of the two must eventually go
under.
As it is useless to contend over derived conditions
without regard to the law that produced them, to
test this question of supremacy I deny that a sliadow
of. evidence can be found in the organic law by
which we exist as individuals that sustains belief in
the supremacy of the unseen over tl:i:e seen, but, on
the contrary, the same interchanging relations that
exist between the roots and top of the vegetable
exist between the visible animal, an invisible counterpart, each being equally necessary to the existence of the other. Man bearing the same relation
to lower grades of animal life that the tree does to
lower grades of vegetation, the same law of combination that makes higher numbers from lower ones,
larger streams from small ones, makes higher grades
of being from lower ones, including all that constitutes their individuality.
Belief in an oligarchy of spirit over matter is the
last expiring effort of a superstition that has made
our world a human slaughter-house and whitened the
plains of earth with the bones of its victims; that
Lurned heretics, hung witchell, dragged William
Lloyd Garrison through the streets of Boston for
asserting the right of a man to own himself, and
closed the doors of every church and lecture-room
against him, except that of the Atheist, Abner
Kneeland, and he imprisoned sixty days for expressing a doubt of the existence of a universal monarch;
imprisoned the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER thirteen
months under the flimsy pretext of sending obscene
matter through the mails, and is now feasting on the
life-blood of our republic.
The question that agitates the world to-day is
simply this, Are the two conditions that constitute
the sexes and all opposite distinct entities or interchanging relations ? Or, in other words, are the
powers that govern derived from the governed or
from a source of being that is independent of them?
On our answer to this question depends the fate of
our republic.
J. TINNEY.

Westfield, N. Y.
-------.~------

Our "Physiologist."
The only paper of its kind in the world. It is
struggling against Comstock and his postal law for
its very existence, but it stijl livs, and it depends
upon its friends as to how long it will liv and how
much good work it will accomplish. It pleads for
right generation and less of it. It works for the
good of the whole race. We wish to create a new
public sentiment which will insist that only kind,
loving, and beautiful men, women, and children
;;lw,ll be born into the world. What we are depends
mainly upon what our parents are. Immoral and
depraved parents cannot generate good and virtuous
ehildren. Diseased parents cannot giv to their children the birthright of sound minds in healthy
bodies. Drunken and intemperate parents cannot
produce temperate offspring. Licentious and lustful
parents cannot giv to the world pure and chaste boys
and girls. We wish to offer to all persons the truths
of right generation so that "fewer and better children " will be the result. We ask all lovers of humanity to do something for this great and glorious
work.
Please send a few one-cent stamps to Elmina for a
.;pecimen number.
Address
E. D. BLENKER.

________._______

Snowville, Va.

SE® for a revised Catalog. 64 pagell. 6ent free.
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who killed John the Baptist, and before whom Jesus Clopas or Alphaeus. And they are not half done
was sent by Pilate, yet in her distress had risked an yet; but· we will no longer burden you with their
application to the "great physician," was healed, suppositions on this topic, for lae can never discover
and joined in his "train." "What a train !" adds through them nor their infallible word whether
The Godly Women of the Bible.
Brown, "and immortalized her name."
Mary was the mother of those four boys, and he
BY .AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENUTRY.
0
f Susanna we know nothing except this one item, didn't know how many girls, or whether they beJliARY MAGDALENE, JOANNA, SUSANNA, "THE OTHER as she is never spoken of elsewhere.
longed to her s.ister, the other Mary, and Clopas or
MARY," AND SALOME.
In Matthew xxvii, 55, 56, we read that among the Alphaeus. Is. 1t not strange that schelars will reThis notorious character, Mary Magdalene, comes women that followed Jesus from Galilee ministering gard as authority a 1:ecord that eompels such a wide
before us f?r tbe first time in Luke viii, 2, the chap- unto him was Mary Magdalene and Mary the mother range o.f doubt, conJecture, admission, opinion, and
ter succeedmg the sinner-anointing. Here we are of James and Joses, and the mother of Zebedee's concluswn ? And now comes the precious revision ,
told that there were with Jesus in addition to "the children. The same group of women is described giving broader ~c?pe than ever to diversity of view~
twelve certain women which had been healed of evil by Mark (xv, 40) as Mary Magdalene, Mary of James toward harmomzmg the one true revelation and
s-pirits and infirmities, Mary, called Magdalene out the Little and of J oses and Salome. Luke (xxiii, 49) u~iting all mankind in one grand universal ~illen
of whom went seven devils."
'
mentions no names, only saying, "All his acquaint- mum of evangelical Christianity to sail on in one
The commentators give four explanations of her ances and the women that followed him from Gali- "Great Eastern," to one eternal heaven of bliss,
name; the most conclusive is that she belonged to lee steod afar off beholding these things." John's world without end. Amen.
1
But we must hasten to " the mother of Zebedee's '
the town of Magdala, and that she was 80 cailed to testimony is (xix, 25): "Now there stood by the
children,"
as
Salome
is
usually
designated.
Conun~ist~nguish her from all other Marys, there being cross of Jesus his mother and his mother's sister,
Bl~ m the New T~stament. As she is credited with Mary the wife of Cleophas (commentaries and new drum-Who was the father of Zebeuee's children?
bemg rthe first Witness of Jesus's resurrection and revision say Clophas), and Mary Magdalene." Here Do you suppose those learned divines can tell? If
by the Western church considered the same p~rson we have all the names given of those standing at the so, they had better leave off ruminating over the
as the :1\iary of Bethany, and the feast of St. Mary cross, and "from a comparison of these passages" fatherhood of Jesus and the pa1·entage of these boys
unsolvable and let the~
Magdalene was eonstructed on this assumption she says Smith, "it appears that Mary of Clopas an'd call those conundrums
.
'
has .b.ecome a most important modern as weil as Mary of James the Little and of Joses are the same pass.
Well, Salome is mentioned o~ly twice by name, at
traditiOnary personage.
person and that she was the sister of St. Mary the
, Luke does not inform us how seven devils came in Virgin." Now comes the scramble to reconcile the the cross and sepulcher. Sm1th says: " It is the
Miss Mary! nor why they went out of her, but leaves inconsistencies evident in these passages. Smith opinion of many modern critics that she 'ras the sisus to cOnJecture that she and the other women makes a lame and tedious apology for" the fact of ter of Mary, the mother of Jesus. (John xix, 25.)
. . The words admit, however, of another and
probably were healed by Jesus; and as he tells us in two sisters having the same name," and continues:
the same chapter that Jesus, by their request per- "Mary of Clopas was probably the elder sister of hitherto g~erally-received explanation. . . . We
mitted a legion ~f devils (~ix thousand) to ente; into the Lord's mother. It would seem that she had ca~ hardly regard t~~ poin~ as s~ttled, though the
t~o thousand swme (that 18 exactly three devils to a married Clopas or Alphaeus while her sister was still we1ght of modern cntimsm IS demdedly in favor of
-p1g), we need not hesitate in believing Mark (xvi a girl. She had four sons, and at last three daugh- the former view." And yet on such points for opin9) when he declares that Jesus appeared first t~ ters. The names of the daughters are unknown to ion's sake have good men and women been tortured
Mary Magdalene, out of whom he had cast seven us; those of the sons are James, Joses, Jude, Simon, roasted alive, and given to wild beasts, and but fo;
devils. It is to be regretted that Luke and Mark two of whom became enrolled among the twelve the march of intellect, free speech, free thought, and
di~ not minutely describe the modus operandi, for it apostles (James), and a third (Simon) may have sue- free press to-day, would the ungodly woman be ostramight have been as much more interesting tban their ceeded his brother in the charge of the church of Je- cised, indicte?-, an.d perhaps killed. for writing this;
account of the Gadarene demoniac, devilish-swine rusalem. Of J oses and the daughters we know noth- !dr. Bennett 1mpnsoned o~ burnt ahve for publishing
tragedy as was Mary Magdalene more valuable than ing. Mary herself is brought before us for the first 1t; and yourselves for readmg it be put upon the rack
a shote.
time on the day of the crucifixion, in the parallel pas- or thrust into loathsome dungeons, and all for beMoreover, it would have been most useful sages already quoted from St. Matthew, St. Luke, lie':ing or not believing s.ome of those opinions upon
knowledge ever since to devil-believers, devil-suffer- and St. John." Under the head of "James," he whwh these learned rabbis cannot decide ! What a
ers, and dev~l miracle-workers to have possessed the goes into a long disquisition to ascertain whether wei~ht of misery has the blood-thirsty church of
secret of th1s wonde?'ul power. Besides, it might these sons and daughters are really the children of Chnst load.ed upon helpless ~umanity in its zeal, bighave proved a lucrative means by which the officers Mary the wife of Clopas or the children of the vir- otry, and Ignorant pretensiOns of assumed divine
of the church could have more readily filled the cof- gin, mentioned by Matthew xiii, 55, thus: "Is not this rights and power to do God's work for him on earth
fer-b.ag.s of the Lord's treasury.
the carpenter's son? Is not his mother called Mary? in order to assist man to get to him in heaven behold
It 1s mferred by the anointed ones that our hero- And his brethren, James and Joses and Simon and his face, and sit down in the kingdom with Abraham
ine "had a demoniacal possession of more than ordi- Judas? And his sisters, are they not all with us? Isaac, and Jacob, and all the blood-washed throng'
nary malignity, since seven devils went out of her." Whence then hath this man these things?" This is to go no more out from his presence forever and
But what is that small number compared to the six as plain as language can make it that these sons and ever. Mercy, mercy, deliver me! The ungodly
~housand that went out of the Gadarene demoniac daughters were the children of the virgin, and woman here enters her protest and puts it on record
mto that drove of hogs? (The new version has it ?rothers .and sisters of the god Jesus, not his cous- that she not only does not desire a residence in this
Gerasenes.) But a~ interesting as it might prove ms. Sm1th confesses that "there are difficulties in kingdom and a seat at the right hand of God but
to pursue further this theme of devil-possession and the way " of some ten or more conjectures, hypothe- that she will use all the effort in her power to' pred~vil-disposs.ession, we must nevertheless proceed to ses, and conclusions arrived at by different exposi- vent herself being carried or dragged to such a sevendis~,uss t~e h~e and ch~racter of this " honored worn- tors, which he analyzes, for if as stated by the by-nine aristocratic, blood-bought inheritance as this
New Jerusalem is promised to be.
an.
It IS sa1d by Sm1th that "having had, in their evangelists, he says :
most aggravat~~ form~, some of the phenomena of
"First, it introduces two sets of four first cousins
But we must return to Salome, who, if the record
~ental and spu1tual disease, . . in other demo- bearin~ the same names of James, J oses, Jude: is true,_ was not of the last opinion of the ungodly
macs,
from that state of misery she had been an@!.. Simon, and seconp.ly, it drives us to take our woman, for we read (Matt. xx, 20) that she preferred
set free by the ~ealer, . . and found her safety chowe between three doubtful and improbable a request to Jesus on behalf of her two sons for seats
and blessedness m following Him."
hypotheses as to the parentage of this second set of of honor in this kingdom that the ungodly woman
Be that as it may! this life of ministration brought James, J oses, Jude, and Simon. There are three r&fuses and would shun as a moral pest-house or mennumerous women mto companionship, it seems, a such hypotheses: (a) The eastern hypothesis, that tal bastile. She must have been a bold, ambitious
few only of whom were known by name and some they were the children of Joseph by a former wife. and selfish woman to have 'desired the monopoliza~
of th~se not prominently till the crucifixi~n and res. (b) Th~ Helvidian hy-pothesis, that James, Joses, tion of the two highest seats for her two sons to the
urrectwn.
·
Jude, S1mon, and the three sisters were children of exclusion of the ten other disciples-a pretty good
. It is not specified by any of the evangelists that Joseph and Mary. (c) The ·Levirate hypothesis, indication that if she did not follow Jesus for the
either Martha or Mary, the sisters of Lazarus, were that Jose.rh and Clopas were brothers, and that loaves and fishes, she did at least expect an exalted
at the cro~s or ~epulc~er! though as Bethany was Joseph raised up seed to his dead brother." After position for ner boys, the story evidently disclosing
but two miles distant 1t 18 urged by some divines bri_ngi?g i~, all ~is evidence he sums up under "six the expectation that Jesus, like an earthly monarch
that they we~e probably present among the "many obJeCtiOns to h1s own hypothesis and the hypotheses would be hoisted oll'high with his fawning, cringing
women lookmg o~ afa~ off," and perhaps at the of. others, some of which we must quote: "It cer- courtiers around him in obeisance, and that seats at
tomb Sunday m?rmng w1th .the Marys to anoint the tamly would be natural to think that w0 had here his immediate right and left hands would exalt as
body of J e~usw1th sweet spiCes, though their names but one family of four brothers and three or more premiers her sons over the other diseiples and his
are unmentiOned.
sisters! the children of Clopas and Mary, nephews subjects. We might "conjecture" in view of this
It is very stran~e, as Smith admits, that "we have a_nd meces of ~he Virgin Mary. There are difficul- "hypothesis" that this vain mother, though a fisherno .record of theu mode of life, or hopes or fears t1es, however, m the way of this conclusion. For, 1. man's wife, on court occasions hoped to be able to
d~mg the momentous days that preceded the cruci~ The four brethren in Matthew are described as the say, with a wink of her eye and a toss of her head
fix1?n; they 'st?od af.ar off ' beholding these things brother~ ?f Jesus, not as his cousins ; 2. They are to the less favored \:lames surrounding her in the gal~
~unng the closmg agony on the cross." Thus ever fou.nd hvmg as at their home with the Virgin Mary, leries, "See, there are my two sons James and John
1s wo~an ~ound hovering around, seeking to undo whiCh seems unnatural if she was their aunt, their sitting the one on the right hand and the other on the
~he d1abohcal deeds and to counteract the infernal mother being, as we know, still alive
The left of King Jesus ! " But this fond, doting, proud
mfl.uence of man, whether this account be true or ~our brothers .and their sisters are always found liv- mother was doomed to disappointment. Though she
false. All the evangelists agree in stating that mg and movmg about with the Virgin Mary. If came to the "king of the Jews" with her sons, "worMary Magdalene was at the cross and sepulcher ex" they were the children of Clopas the Virgin Mary shiping him" like other office-seekers, asking for the
cept Luke, who does not mention her name at th~ w~s their aunt. Her own husband would appear b~st places for her boys, instead of preference she
cross. Wonderful .unanimity! Scarcely an agree~ Without doubt to have died at some time between got a most ungracious snubbing, while the ten disciment a:J?~ng them m any other one particular; but -'\·D. 8 and A.D. 26. Clopas or Alphaeus is not men- ples were very indignant against the two brethren
of that It ~s not our province here to speak.
twned at all, except as designating Mary and James. "probably" supposing that it was" a put. up job" b;
In treatmg of Mary Magdalene other women asso- Nor have we any reason for believing him to have Jim and John to have this " certain thing' asked of
ciated with her in t~eir ministrations and at the been ~live dur~ng our L.ord's ministry. Wh~t diffi- Jesus by their mother. This being so, and the fishc~lty IS there m supposmg that the two widowed erman Zebedee also in the secret, poor Salome decross and sepulcher will be considered.
In this connection (Luke viii 2 3) a
th Sisters should have lived together, the more so as serves our pity and compassion for being thrust formany women which had bee~ beaiedmo~g .~ one of them ha.d but one s~>n, and he was often taken ward as spokesman for and by the male members of
spirits and infirmities, besides Mary Magdal~n e~I from her by h1s. ministerial duties?" And so you the family and thus humiliated when she asked nothtwo are indicated by name Joanna the
~f on~ see, after all theua" hypotheses," "supposings," and ing for herself and all for others. So we will take
Chuza, Herod's steward and Susan~a ·J WI e ~ "objections," they leave the subject where they back all before said against her, for she might have
'
·
d on1y once afterward
· (xoanna
began it• not # kno wmg
·
mentwne
by Luke
· lO)IS H
w h e ther J esus was t h e one been an unwilling slave and beggar instead of a vain
where with the other women at the se ulch:; h'
oly Ghost son o~ Mary, and these other four sons suppliant. "Barnum's happy family" was never exapostles are told that Jesus has risen ~he" t be a~~ daughters h1s half brothers and sisters the e~p!ified in Jesus'.s disciples, for they were alw~ys
:·
ably" had had some devil in her little orb"1 prod C~Ildren.of Mary and Joseph, or whether they were pwkmg quarrels _w1th one another.
though the wife of the steward ~f Herod A gi· an (his cousms and the children of his mother's sister
Now that we have the recorded knowledge gathern lpas,_ the other Mary), w~o was his aunt, by her husband, ed in of the associa.tes of Mary Magdalene, we will
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proceed with her history in connection with these he is called the 'angel of the Lord,' but here he is high salaried ministers "to see" and feel themselv~s
other women. Their presence at the cross and sep- described as he appeared to the eye, in the form of "living upon the love of their pe,ople ?" H?w the1r
ulcher is so well known that we will not dilate upon a life that knows no decay." Spiritualists can find hearts warm at the anniversaries and donatiOn parthe occurrences. (See Matt. xxviii, 1-11; Mark xvi, proofs, aid, and comfort both in the Old Testament ties when the healed sisters bring in " their poor
1-11; Luke xxiv, 1-12, 22; John xx, 1-19.)
and New that Bible worshipers can neither gainsay- offerings " though the dear people may live on bread
and wat~r in sacrifice and self-denial ! "Blessed
All endeavors of the learned expositors to clear nor resist.
\
,
1
· ·
,, " It
up the contradictory account of Mary Magdalene's
Permit us to quote from Smith, under "Mary Mag- savior !"-is equivalent to "blesse d m1m~te; .
would
be
none
too
good
for
Dr.
~ay~on If It was .all
part at the sepulcher avail n?thi?g! Br?wn over- dalene," a refutation of the belief that she and "the
'lasses" said an old lady when tippmg up the JUg
flows with" gush," among whiCh, m speakmg of the sinner" are identical. It might have betm placed in
visit of the women "when it was yet dark/' he says, the anointings in the last chapter, but was over- and p~uring a plentiful supply into the docto;'s tea
as a substitute for sugar, when remonstrated With by
" Not an hour, it would seem, was lost by those dear looked. "Out of these few facts there rise a multitude
lovers of the Lord Jesus;" yea, brags that his "vir- of wild conjectures, and with these there has been him to desist as there was " enough, enough, more
enough my good woman !" (In my adopted
gin mother" was "not" the first to greet the risen constructed a whole romance of hagiology. The than
town, Rindg~, N. H., this is said to have actu~lly ocsavior, but that these " dear lovers" of his were questions that meet us connect themselves with the
curred, the settled minister, Seth Payson, bemg the
early at the tomb, and that to Mary Magdalene narratives in the four gospels of women who came
father of the renowned Edward Payson, D.D., of
especially was given this honor.
6 with precious ointment to anoint the feet or the head Portland, Me.)
But we will let him give it in his own words: of Jesus. Although the opinion seems to have been
And so all over the world, " nothing is too good
''Dear disciple, thy dead Lord is to thee 'the Lord' at one time maintained, few would now hold that for the minister," and those who are n_ot blessed
still. These particulars have a singular air of artless Matt. xxvi and Mark xvi are reports of two distinct with an abundance of the goody-goodieS are e:-truth about them. Mary, in her grief, runs to the events.
pected to make up in quantity what they lack m
The supposition that there 'were three anointings quality, like the old woman who thought the absen~e
two apostles w:ho_ were soon ~o fe so close_ly associa ted in proclaimmg the savwr s resurrectiOn, they, has found favor with Origen and Lightfoot. ~ e ~re of sugar required more molasses for Dr .. Pa_Yson s
followed by Mary, hasten to see with their own ~yes. 1eft to the conclusion adopted by the great m~Jo.rity tea. "Dear women, ministering to Jesus ~n his glo. . . Mary, arriving perhap_s by another ~I~ec- of interpreters that the gospels r~cord two an~mtm~s rious missionary tours !" and " poor offermgs," are
tion, lingers at the spot weepmg for her missmg -one in some city unnamed durmg our Lord s Gab- made the synonyms to-day of "Dear sisters, how
Lord. As she gazes through her tears on the o_pen lean ministry (Luke vii), the other at Bethany, before much they have done and are doing for the church,
tomb she also ventures to stoop down and look mto the last entry into Jerusalem. We come, then, to the Lord's Zion!" while these poor deluded women
it when lo! 'two angels in white,' as from the world the question whether in these two narratives we meet who steal from their families in order to support .a
of light, appear to her_ in a' sitting'yosture, 'as hav- with one woman or two. The one passage adduced lazy ministry are flattering themselves that their
ing finished some busmess and awaitmg some o~e ~o for the former conclusion is John xi, 2. There is " poor offerings " are in the Lord's treasury as purimpart tidings to' (Bengal). · · · But she IS m but slender evidence for the assumption that the two chase-money for a passport to ~eaven ! 0 _folly,
tears and these suit not so glorious an exit. They anointings were the acts of one and the same wo_ma:n fanaticism and idol-man worship, when will ye
(the ~ngels) are going to point out to her the incon- and that woman the sister of Lazarus. There Is, If cease in this fair world? W.P,en will woman th~ow
gruity. You would think the vision too muc~ for a possible, still less for the ident~ficat_ion of ¥ary Mag- off this incubus of superstition and no longer weigh
lone woman.
. . Can I choose but weep when dalene with the chief actor m either htstory. 1. herself down and curse her offspring with faith ~n
they have taken away my Lord, and I know not When her name appears in Luke viii, 3, the~e is n~t such frauds, but open her eyes and use ~er reason m
where they have laid him? On this she turned h~r- one word to connect it with the history that Immedi- religious matters the same a~ she w?uld m household
self and saw Jesus•standing beside her, but took him ately precedes· 2. The belief that Mary of Beth- duties and the ordinary affairs of hfe?
for the gardener. Clad, therefore, in some such style any and Mary 'Magdalene are identical is yet more
he must have been. But if they ask, as too curious startling. Not one single ciqmmstance except rev~r
Punch-and-Judy Show or Seance, Which~
interpreters do, whence he got those habiliments, we ence for their master is common. No one evangelist
To
THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
answer (with Olshausen and Luth~rd), where the two gives the slightest hint of identity: Nor is this lack
angels got theirs. [What a logiCal answer ! See of evidence in the New Testament -Itself compensated W. F. Jamies0n, in defending himself thro~gh your
poem, Easter Sunday, by T. M. W., alias the Un~odly by any such weight of authority as would indicate .a issue of June 18th against the charg~ of dishones~y
Woman, in THE TRUTH SE_EKER, J ~y 2~.1 Nor did the really trustworthy tradition. Clement of Alexandna in coming out a Materialist af~er havmg_ been. a Spirvoice of his first words discover him, Woman, why and Tertullian say nothing to i_mply ~hat ~hey ac_?ept itualist, says, "You may be a little surpr~sed (m VIew
weep est thou? Whom seekest thou?' He will try her it. The language of Iremeus Is a~ams~ It. qngen of the repeated falsifications of my teachmgs throu~h
ere he tell her. . . . 'Sir, if thou have borne him discusses the question fully and reJects It. He IS fol- Spiritual publications) when I tell you that neve~ m
hence tell me where thou hast laid him, and I will lowed by the whole succession of the e~-positors of my whole life hav I charged fraud upon any medmm
.
.
.
take him away.' Wilt thou, dear, fragile woman? the Eastern church. In the Western church, how- without positiv proof."
Mr. Jamieson, in announcmg himself. through THE
[Cant, pure cant.] But it is the voice ?f s~blime a_f- ever, the other belief began to sprea~. The t.r~n!3fection that thinks itself fit for anythmg If once m lators under James I. adopted the received traditiOn. TRUTH SEEKER a :Materialist, characterized the manpossession of its ?bject. ~ike Jose~h, he can no Since that period there has been a gradually accu- ifestations which occur in the presence of ~; H. Mo~t,
of this place, as a "Punch-and-Judy sh~w, an~ said
longer restrain himself.
Jesus Baith unto her, mulating consensus against it.
he
had witnessed them. I hav not his mamfesto
Mary.' It is the oft-repeated name, utt~re~, no
These extracts serve a double purpose. First, to
doubt, with all the wonted manner,_ and brm_gu~g a show the wrangle of the churches and the diversity before me but think he referred to no other phenomrush of unutterable aud overpowermg assomatwns of opinion maintain_ed, a~l i_n the n~me of God, ~nd ena as ha~ing convinced him of the fraudulent charwith it. 'She turned herself and saith to him, Ba~- how utterly impossible It IS to arrive at a~yt~mg acter of Spiritualism.
Now I would like to lay before your readers, as I
boni.' But that single word of transported recogm- like truth ameng such a mass o_f contradiCtiOns.
did
immediately after his insinuations above referred
tion was not enough for woman's full heart. Not Second, in quotations from the Bible and extracts
knowing the change which ha~ passed upon him,_she from commentaries there is learned the actual state- to, the facts of the case.
He never attended but one of :Mott's seances. He
hastens to express by her actwn what words faile_d menta of both or the facts set forth by each on the
to clothe [going to kiss him, probably], but she IS topics treated, so we trust om; readers will n?t c?n- sat on the side of the room opposit the ca~i~et; and
checked. 'Jesus saith unto her, Touch me not, for I aider space and time misappropriated by publicatiOn when called by a spirit he advanced t? :Withm some
am not ascended to my father. Old familiarities and perusal. For instance, the sacred expoanders are three feet of the aperture, when the spmt parted the
must now give place to new and more awful yet not willing to have it believed that Mary of Bethany, curtains and Mr. Jamieson remarked, "That loo~s
sweeter approaches. This seems _the spirit, !it least, whom Jesus loved, was identical with "the sinner" like m; mother," and im~ediately turned on his
of these mysterious words, on whiCh much di_fferen.ce who washed Jesus feet, or yet that Mary Magdalene heel and went to his seat without the least attempt
of opinion has obtained, and not much that IS sa tis- and the latter were the same, or farther that she and at investigation; and it is no w:o?d.er that he was
factory said."
Mary of Bethany were the same, t_herefo~e. ~I:ey not again called. Whateyer ~pmt It may hav been
And who wonders, when we read in Matt. xxviii, strain a point and endeavor to make Impossibilities was anxious to converse With him, but no doubt took
9, they came and held him by ~he feet and :worshiped? appear facts, and 80 in thousands of instances that in the situation, which I infer was that he was not an
honest investigator-did not w~nt to know the whole
In view of which Brown says, m commentmg on that might be adduced.
chapter, "How truly woma_nly!" and ~hat, too, after
One great lesson to be learned from these ~omen truth. This I say after attendmg nearly three hunhaving penned the precedmg, to whiCh he added, following and "ministering unto Jesus of t~eu· sub- dred seances.
When Mr. Jamieson left for his hotel, Mrs. Mott
" for these sweeter approaches the time has not come stance" is the application made by the priests a?d
invited
him to return and investigate free of cost.
yet." . Touc~es, Jesus doubtless meant, such .as clergy of modern times. Brown says on. these diB.
anointmgs, kisses, etc. How _the~ could touch h~m possessed women:" He had_the d~uble claim o~ hav- But he left town next day.
Jamieson
did
not
charge
f;aud
o?
Mott
m
Mr.
not, and yet hold _him by the jeet, IS one of the great ing brought healing to their bodies and n~w hfe to
mysteries of godlmess that. these godly men have not their souls. Drawn to him by an attractiOn more plain terms, but insinuated it, W~ICh he JUStl~ p~o
made plain to themselves, It appears, any more than than magnetic, they accompany hiJ? on this _tour as nounces "meaner yet " in the article I am critiCISSTEPHEN YOUNG.
they have to the ungodly woman.
. his almoners-ministering unto him of their s~b- ing.
.Memphis, .Mo., July 1, 1881.
Columns of criticisms could be penned upon this stance. Blessed Savior! It melts us to see thee ltvshort extract, but cannot the intel~ige?t rea~er dis- ing upon the love of thy ra.nsomed people. That they
An Appeal
cover the points and make the apphcatwns himself? bring thee their poor offermgs we wonder not. TJ;ou
From
the
Black
Hills
Liberal L_eague to all refo~
One, however, must not be omitted. Jesus was so hast sown unto them spiritual things, ~nd they thmk
nearly appareled like the gardener that _Mary, sup- it as well they might, a small thmg that thou organizations throughout the Umted States, to umte
posing him to be the sam~, addressed him. as such shouldst reap their carnal thin~s. ' Oh, the debt of and form a new political party to supplant the Reand had quite a conversatiOn before . s~e ~Iscove~e.d the riches ' of this poverty of h1s: He who _was. the ublican and Democratic parties in the control. and
her mistake. Rather a poor matenahzatwn, spmt support of the spiritual life of his people disdamed ~dministration of this government. Whereas, neither
cabinet dupes would consider nowadays. Perhaps not to be supported by them in t~e body. He was of the two great political pa_rties aboye naJ?ed are
the medium was dressed in the gardener's clothes, not ashamed to penetrate so far mto the depths of longer fit to control the affairs of this natwn, for
since there was such a close resemblance. Such feats poverty as to live upon the alms of love. He fed reasons which are obvious to all honest men, and
whereasr combined action alone on the part of all
have been performed in modern times, alas! alas!
oth6rs miraculously," etc.
Smith accounts for Mary's blunder thus, "The
Is not here portrayed in living characters, better reformers can oust them from power, _now therefore
utter stupor of grief is shown in her want of power even than the pen of a Paine or the eloquence of an be it resolved that a national conventiOn shoul~ be
to recognize at first either the voice or the form of Ingersoll can depict, the true theory of the ch~u·ch held at an early day, composed bf delegates fro~ _all
the Lord to whom she had ministered." But he was and clergy subsisting u~on the people, espemally reform organizations, for the purpo~e of ~scert~mmg
in the gardener's clothes or a~ angel's, and Mary women ministering of their substance unto the ~ord, what issues can be agree~ upon whi~h. will enlist the
could' not be expected to know him thus transmogn- and "the Lord" is the lazy, useless, mendiCant sympathies and cooperatiOn of a suffiment nu~ber to
fied. Skeptics can find as many objections and as clergy who like a swarm of locusts, infest the sweep from existence both these corrupt par~I~s, and
much to ridicule in the idea of this resurrection as counti;, eati~g up every green thing or all vegeta- inaugurate a just and pure government admmistered
in the interest of the whole p~ople. . .
.
.
can Christians against modern spirit materializations tion?
. .
in the nineteenth century.
Is it not always made to appear that the spmt1;1a1 Resolved, that we make this apphcatwn .m VIew
How about Mark? Instead of having two angels, care over the souls of men is far more than an eqmv- of a bona fide accomplishment _of the obJects _set
he describes a young man in the sepulcher clothed in alent for all the temporal goods that can be ?estowed forth, and fully believe that the time for such actwn

a long white garment! Brown says~ "In Matthew in retul"Il ? Does it not "melt'' the fat pnests and has arrived.

D. P. WILcox, Pres.
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make a journey round the world. I wish you good
luck everywhere you go, and hope your health will
never be failing, Before you start off please send
me your photograph, so tha<; I may always hav you
CoNCORDIA, KAN., July 12, 18~1.
before my eyes during your recitals in Y'- ur books,
D. M. BENNETT: I send you $5 to help you on your and that I may share alike the good and bad
travels around the world. Hope you'll hav a good hours which .are before you. With my best wishes
time and obtain mucli valuable information for the for your noble enterprise, I remain, HENRY FucHs.
caus~ of truth and the general discomfiture of bigotry and superstition.
Yours, J. M. HAGERMAN.
OTTAWA, KAN., J.VIay 13, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Enclosed please find money order for
LEEDS, MAss., June 20, 1881.
$5.00, to help you on that long joumey. I sent it as
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find $8-$3 to renew my soon as I could after seeing the notice in THE TRUTH
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $5 for your SEEKER, and hope it will be in time. May the jourproposed trip around the world.
P. DuNHAM,
ney be both pleasant and profitable to. you and all
concerned, and be assured we shall be happier at
BURLINGTON, KAN., June 19, 1881.
your coming than at your going,
BRo. BENNETT: Inclosed I remit $9.50-$3 to apply
SALEM FouTs.
Fraternally thine,
on the subscription of Wm. D. Stark; $1.50 to pay
my subscription, and $5 to help defray your exBROOKLYN, July 15, 1881.
penses around our mundane sphere. On account of
MR. D. M. BENNETT: In my retired life I did not
my health being impaired by age and disease I hav know of the e:x:istence of your paper, THE TRUTH
been unable to comply with my pledge until the SEEKER, but since I received a few of your last numpresent. I hope you will hav a pleasant and pros- bers I was so delighted that I almost regret your
perous journey. I shall anticipate your letters in next journey. It will be a loss to the future pages,
THE TRUTH S.~>EKER with interest, knowing that you but that will no doubt be compensated for by the
will giv us a correct and interesting account of the contents of the two volumes descriptiv of the trip
peoples you see and countries you travel through,
around the world,'for which I subscribe $5.00, which
Yours very trulv,
CHRIS. BROWN.
you will please find enclosed.
Yours truly,
A. SNIDER DE PELLEGRINI.
CENTER LISLE, N. Y., June 16, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $8.25-$3 to
ToLEDO, OHio, July 8, 1881.
be applied on paper; 25 cents for Col. Ingersoll's
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find my $5
''What Must We Do to l'e Saved?" which please
for the trip round the world. Whenever I saw the
send by return mail; and $5 to help defray your e:x:many shares taken I felt uneasy that I, one of the
penses while circumnavigating this little ball.
With my best wishes for your safe return ana a oldest of your subscribers, could not hav my name
added to the list of your admirers, but I could not
pleasant journey, I remain,
spare the money, I shall feel more satisfied and
Yours for truth and justice,
CHARLES L~WND.
easier now. With my best wishes for a pleasant trip.
and a safe return, I remain, your admirer,
HANNEPIN, May 14, 1881.
F. HILLENKAMP.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is $5, which place to my
credit for your trip round the world. May you hav sucWHITE BLUFF, TENN., June 15, 1881.
cess and a good time and try and tell us all you see,
BROTHER BENNETT: 1' hav not been in favor of your
as per agreement. Yours truly, JoHN M. STOUFFER,
taking that long trip round the world; somehov. I
don't feel exactly right about it. I want you to hav
HAVERHILL, MASS., July 11, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: I inclose the mite I promised ($5); and the honor and pleasure, but not the danger. ~hall
with earnest wishes that the trip may prove a great feel most glad when you get home safe and sound.
pleasure and profit to yourself, and, through you, of I hav subscribed nothing for the trip in hopes that
multiplying benefit to your many friends and readers, you would not go, but find you are bound to go, so
inclosed please find $5 to spend on the journey,
I remain,
Yours most truly,
J. M. ORDWAY.
Perhaps you will want to go into Adam's old beer
garden and menagerie, which I understand is run by
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., July 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please include the inclosed $5 in a. very worthy Dutchman and Yankee .. My last order
your round-the-world fund. I wish you a pleas- of books came to hand all right. "Semitic Gods"
ant trip and a safe return, renewed for greater efferts is splendid. So much for so little money·; I don't
Yours truly,
S. P. JoNES.,
in the cause of Liberalism. Shall peruse your forth- see how it is done.
coming books with great interest.
PEDEE, Wis., July 11, 1881.
Yours respectfully,
B. M. SMITH,
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed is $5, my mite to the
round the-world fund. You may need it, and I want
EVANSVILLE, Wis., July 12, 1881.
the
book. At first I did not like, and do not now really
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find post-office
order for $6-$5 for the world trip, and $1 for T. C. like, the idea of a person of your age who is much
Leland to help him bear the expense he is at as needed at home to make a trip round this old earth.
Secretary of the National Liberal League. Put my Hope you may hav a good time, return home with rename down for the books. I am late in sending, newed vigor, so that you can, through THE TRUTH
SEEKER (the best Freethought paper in America), giv
but in time, I hope.
Thine for the right,
us the folly and superstition of the old Jew book and
P. F. SPENCER.
so-called Christian churches as keen and sharp as
ever, if not better. Perhaps you may learn by the
BLOOMINGTON, WIS., July 11, 1881.
DANIEL PROBST.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is $5 for the world trip. way. Yours most truly,
I should hav sent it before this, but was prevented
CoLoN, MICH., July12, 1881.
by sickness in my family,_ Good luck to you and
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find my draft for $5 to
may you retum in safety are the wishes of a true
help you on your way around the world. Go, my
Liberal.
FRANK J. SCHELL,
dear friend, and do the thorough work for humanity,
And after you have safely returned to your good wife I
EATON RAPIDs, MICH., July 7, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav made no promises, but I ·hope you will make a tour of the statE's, and so giv
came to the conclusion some time ago that if the your hosts of friends an opportunity to take you by
conditions were favorable for the great trip I would the hand and say, "Well done, good and faithful serbe in time with my "V." Inclosed you will find vant. Abide in the love and esteem of all truth seekpost-office order for the amount. Wishing you a ers'' Good-bye, and may all good influences keep,
A. J. KINNE, M.D.
pleasant trip and safe return to friends, I remain, guide, and protect you.
Yours, etc.,
A. ATWOOD,
[We now think that after we return from the other
side of the globe we shall comply with the wish of
MuLLICA HILL, N.J., July 6, 1881.
many friends, and visit numerous points in our own
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $8-$3 for country, and will be pleased to call on friend Kinne
THE TRUTH SEEKER up to January 1st, 1882, and $5 and others in his locality,-ED. T. S.]
for the trip round the world and an interest in the
forthcoming volumes. Hoping you will hav a prosREADING, PA., July 12, 1881,
perous trip, I remain, etc.,
JAMES CHATTIN.
FRIEND BENNETT: P1.f1ase find inclosed $5 to help you
circumnavigate Herr Gott's footstool. If you come
MERRICK, L. I., June 15, 1881.
across that exceeding high mountain where Christ
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $8-$5 for the and and his uncle, Mr. Splitfoot, went up to get a
world trip, and $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for this good view of the opposit side of the globe, I would be
year. Please excuse me for being behind this time, much obliged if you would procure me a fragment of
and I will try and do better next. I intend to ''come rock from the highest peak, for I hav no specimens
in and see you before you start, and if not I hope I from such an altitude in my collection of minerals.
will see you back again s ,fe and sound,
It would be nice to show to our Christian gospelFrom your friend,
F. H. MoLLINEAUx.
grinders. It might strengthen them in their faith in
the old mountain and fish stories. When I was
FRESNO FLATs, CAL., July 6, 1881.
young I began to read the old book to get pious,
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $10--$5 for the but was unable to get that far. When I came to the
trip round the world, $3 for renewal of subscription big fish, mountain, ark-Noah tales, and the wet seato THE TRUTH SEEKER, and $2 for luxuries on the son it took to get Captain Noah's ..]ittle box afloat,
trip. Wishing you a pleasant journey and safe re- I found them a little too much to swallow. But
turn, I am ever your friend and admirer of the cause most of the people are used to swallow!ng, so Noah
you are so fearlessly contending for, T. G. HoGUE.
and his ark, the big fish, the Bible, and all that
comes out of the gospel-grinders' mouths goes down
SACRAMENTo, CAL., May 31, 1881.
readily, and they ask for more. But the good Bible
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Please find below an order for converted me from Christianity to unbelief, or Infifive dollars to make good my pledge to help you delity, as my Christian friends and some of the

gosp€'1-grinders say, I wish you good health and a
happy journey and safe return to you happy home
again.
Yours for truth and liberty, H. W. HoLLENBERGH.
ALBANY, N.Y., June 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Although I hav not made any
pledge, I am happy t,o send you a money order for
$5 toward your intended trip round the globe. I hav
no doubt but it will be a good investment, judging
by your letters to Mr. Mair. If that gentleman were'
in Albany he would no longer doubt if there was
anyone that believed in a personal God. I listened
to a sermon by a divine of this city, who stated that
he would go to heaven just as we are now, with the
stomach and bowels left out, as there would be no
further need for them, and being made in God's image, we must of course hav the same shape. Some
of the pictures in Puck remind me of the redeemed,
as explained by our reverend.
If it is not too much trouble, and you should happen to come to Nineveh, please find the hotel (in th&
whale) where Jonah tool;: lodging for three days and
three nights, and was thrown on dry laud for not
paying his board. I hav no doubt but the fish we
notice on some church steeples are in memory of
Jonah's tavern.
Perhaps I ask too much, but if you can inquire in
Bethany where Lazarus died the second time, and if
there was word left not to call him back again from
that hap],')y shore, where (according to priests) it is so
much better than here below, I should like to know.
He did not thank Jesus for it that I know of, and was
so angry that he would not tell anything about the
golden streets. -The same has been the case with all
the saints that were raised by a miracle, no information about Abraham's bosom, the great white throne,
or anything of that kind, not even the man whom
the bones belong to that touched the prophets would
open his mouth on the subject .of a blessed imniortality, Abraham's bosom is indeed a very tempting
place to be, judging by some pictures I hav seen of
him ; but then if the ministers could not make any
one sing "I want to be an angel," what would be
the use of their preaching? They would hav to learn
a trade, but a great deal rather work for Jesus than
for a carpenter's boss, and they hav a good reason.
I hope your pledged friends will not cause you to
postpone your trip on their account, but will hasten
to send their "V." My husband and I wish you a
happy journey and a safe return, plenty of money,
and good health, a.nd hope that you will giv some
of your tracts to the missionaries.
Yours truly,
MRs. H. A. WEENINK-ILoHAN,
ELGIN, ILLINOIS, July 10, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Much as we shall miss you at
the helm of the glorious TRUTH SEEKER to guide it
through the many breakers in the way to mental
liberty, we must bow to the decrees of fate, which
now seem to say, "Go ye into all the world, preaching the gospel of truth." My benediction would be,
May the elements of nature, assisted by the art of
man, guide you in safety through all your outgoings
and incomings back once more to yeur own sanctum
sanctorum with renewed energy to battle for years
to come the superstitions of the age. By the bye, to
make sure of plenty of the cause of the root of all
evil for your estimable wife, and to set the paper on
a sure foundation, spend some of the "V's " in good
fat life insurance policies, for there is no telling
what pranks Satan may put some brother Anthony
up to in your trip round this lump of mud, for Satan
finds some mischief still for idle hands to do. You
will miss one great unnatural curiosity if you don't
call on ex-President Hayes in your travels. Try, it
possible, to get a small piece-if it should be no
more than the small toe-of sister Lot. You had
better send some of the nativs to get it for you, for
I suppose there is an angel watching the old salt
with a two-edged sword. Hoping the inclosed draft
for $5 will be a help to you on the way, I remain
your friend and well-wisher,
J. W. ARCHIBALD.
ITHACA, N. Y., July 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER (which
I prize very much) that you are about to journey
round the world, and will publish in book form all
interesting observations for the benefit of its readers. If you succeed, I wish to obtain all the information those books contain, and for that purpose please
accept money order for $5,
I hope your wife is in agreement with your great
undertaking. Forty years ago, when I was a strong
orthodox, the faith and worship of Jesus naturally
detaehed from me the appreciation of the advice in
any affair of importance of my ,slavish wife. But
when I come to repudiate the increasing worship of
Jesus that wife-slave rose in importance immediately, and now she is truly a helpmeet, Why? Because
the dues I had taken from her and given to another
I returned to her, and it has ever since increasingly
seemed to me that a man without a woman's kind
sympathy and loving influence is only half a man;
and if there is anything in nature that I worship
more than another it certainly is woman. According
to orthodox history, she was the last of creation, and
was not· made of dust, but was taken from man's
side. However that may be, she has ever since
been an alien from him and a slave to him. But. a
glorious thought, she is fast returning once more
whence she was taken. Hallelujah I These twain
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will soon become one flesh again. This world will
soon come to appreciate woman as being fully equal
with man in all respects, when she is emancipated
and Pllt in possession of all the privileges of man.
What so beautiful in all nature, both in form, action, and sympathy, as a virtuous woman ? She is
man's ideal, and worthy of worship.
A little more and I hav done. A writer in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of July 9th, says, "I am aware that
many of your readers do not believe in continued
conscious life after what we call death takes place."
I reply that .we never hav had any reliable evidence
that the mind does not die when the body dies. It
came in a very small degre~ at our birth, and was
developed in our growth to m~anhood. We hav been
educatf'ld from children to believe that it existed after death, but it is a self-conceited fancy that we
desire to be so. I hav been a strong believer in the
hereafter existence myself, but come to examin the
evidence I find none, except we liv in our posterity.
One generation succeeqs another eternally and 'that
progressivly.
Yours truly,
ZENOS KENT.
ST. JOHNS, MICH.
FRIEND BENNETT: It is absolutely necessary that in
your TRUTH SEEKER you keep the facts before the
people that the prophet Jeremiah was chief prophet
of the captivity around whom all the rest of the
prophets circled, and their burden was concerning
Israel, to whom were enjoined the endearing names
as follows, Son of God, God's Servant, God's Vinyard, Divorced Widow, Lamb of the Slaughter, Vest·
ure Dipped in Blood, Saints, Clouds of Heaven,
Priest after the Order of Melchesedek-all these so
shamefully crowded upon the unknown refugee Jesus·
Christ.
GEo. B. BENNETT.
ZAHNVILLE, KAN., June 18, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Ho! for a waltz around the world to
view the debris which time has made of the works of
of man. I feel your books descriptiv of your travels
will meet a want not yet filled. Do not fail to note
the peculiarities of tlre common people, and of their
religions. I know you will look after them. You
may count me as a subscr1ber for your book, but am
not able just now to forward the money.
Ours is s a-lorious cause to free poor superstitious
humanity from the gigantic frauds of priests and the
pope. The reign of King Jehovah must hav an end.
Man must learn that he is solely a product of the
earth, which, through the reign of law, was condensed
from nebulous matter, aye, from the infinit, gaseous
ocean that fills boundless space, and is not accountable to gods or priests, but is just what the force of
circumstance has made him; and that pain is his
greatest benefactor, in fact, his guardian angel, that
warns him to stop, look for danger, not of the wrath
of God, but that he in his ignorance has trespassed
upon his physical nature. Yours is a noble work.
Keep pounding away with your mighty iconoclastic
hammer until the last god, devil, hell, heaven, godhouses, joss-houses, idols, Bibles, Korans, Zend
Avestas, Shastas, books of Brahma, etc., shall all be
pounded into dust. That shall not bring forth false
religions, but something tangible.
May your travels round the world be like the rings
of Saturn, a belt of light, that shall in the fast rolling ages of the future illuminate the pathway of the
millions yet unborn. THE TRUTH SEEKER and Colonel
Ingersoll will soon demolish the ponderous car of
Juggernaut, the church, in this country. But the
citizens of of the rest of the world, with their medi·
cin men, priests, and Mumbo Jumbo, will need a thousand years to reach them. Let the old planet spin
round. Truth shall yet make roan free.
Yours as ever,
D. C. SEYMOUR.
LAWRENCE, MAss., May 16, 1881.
DEAR BRo. BENNETT: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER of
the 7th that you are going to take a trip around
this little globe, and I think you will find it a hard
road to travel, as well as a long road, but I do not
wish to discourage you in your undertaking. I see
every week the many letters encouraging you to go,
and some counseling to stay at home. But if my
prayers will do you any good while going around
the world, you shall hav hundreds of them-prayers
that you may hav a pleasant journey and arrive
safe at your dear home again. I , wish you could
hav some trusty friend accompany you, which would
make it more pleasant for you, as you would feel
more safe in some of those heathen countries.
Well, I suppose that the Sneak will look sharp for
your letters, and will perhaps not let them go
through the mails, any more than he would "The
Bible Abridged." I wrote two or three times
about one year ago to hav "The Bible Abridged"
sent me, and hav never received a copy yet. I
would like about six copies, if they could come safe
by mail.
I think Mr. Mair is doing wisely in trying to answer your letters in so few lines. I think that after
you hav sent your reply to his short letter he will
be under the necessity of asking his merciful God
to help him excuse some of his God's follies that
are written in his God Almighty's holy Bible. I
think :Mr, Mair is a· smart man to . keep up as well
as he does, considering what a hard row he has to
hoe every time, but he must know that he can't
hold out much longer and hoe his row decent. The
Bible is a very bad book to get along with when you

use reason and common sense, as it is full of contradictions, absurdities, and lies from one end to the
other. But it givs a very fluent history of gods,
devils, kings, beasts, adulterers, murderers, liars,
and drunkards as sample copies of an all-wise being,
which examples I am afraid too many of our Chris·
tian believers follow.
Yours, BENJAMIN GRIFFIN.
GALENA, Mo., June 11, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav just read, with great amusement, your "Open Letter to Jesus Christ," and now
I want a specimen copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER. I
want to subscribe for the best Infidel paper I can
find.·
Yours truly,
HAROLD FISlK.
PATERSON, N.J., June 20, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I want to tell the readers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER that the Paterson Liberal League
within the last six weeks has had a series of lectures
delivered by Mr. S. P. Putnam, of New York, which
hav been received with great favor by all who hav
heard them, and one of our members told me that
"they surpassed anything he had ever before heard
or read," and he is a Freethinker of long standing.
He also said that "for beauty of style and comprehensivness, in his opinion they are unequaled." It
affords me great pleasure to conscientiously indorse
Mr. Putnam's lectures as having great merit in helping on the great work of reform which Liberals hav
laid out to do, and to say to Liberals everywhere that
he himself is a gentleman in every sense, genial and
sociable with all, and when the lecture season commences in the fall they can do no better than engage him for a course of lectures. I will also add,
that I honestly believe~ that he is an earnest, hardworking Liberal who is "intensely anxious for the success of our cause, and all Liberal Leagues that can
possibly do so should engage him forthwith. They
will never regret doing so.
Wishing you a very pleasant journey round the
world, ali.d that you will return safe to us with
added strength and knowledge, I beg to remain one
of your well wishers,
J. WARR.
W ABHINGTON, D. C., May 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please place the inclosed $1 to
to my credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER subscription.
Would send you more, but being a working man
with a family, am obliged to eke out the wherewith
in small instalments. Am very sorry that your foreign trip will necessitate the abridgment and close
of your discussion with Jlrlr. Mair, as I hav been
much interested in your letters, and was in hopes
that every proposition as marked down would be
thoroughly discussed. Your last two or three letters
particularly are "hard hits" on the old God of theology and the Bible, and were they to be read by
Christians generally over the country, would soon, as
I believe, depopulate the churches. If you do encircle the planet, as it now Mems likely you will, I
would suggest that you do Palestine in -particular,
the old country of the Jews and their bloodthirsty
deity.
Your friend,
WM. H. WHITE.
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by roy placing in his hands the numbers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER containing the Besant-Hatchard Debate. He is wonderfully pleased with the paper, and
I am glad that he is. He is an educated man, and
receiver of our land .office. It is through him that I
am trying to get a League established in Bozeman,
I reside so far from there that it is little I can qo,
save in this way: A few days since I placed in his
hands a copy of the Comstock laws, and also the
Proceedings of the Liberal Convention hel~ at Chicago last fall, and other papers sent me, I think, by
Leland. Some time since there was talk in Bozeman
ot organizing a League, but their minds seemed to
le!J,n toward Ingersoll. I placed said documents in
B~gert's hands to counteract such a movement. Bogert thinks that you certainly are one of the roost
thoroughly read men in the United States. He says
that it does not seem conceivable .that a man 'a mind
can contain so much. This is inference drawn from
your debate with G. M. Mair. When Bogert came
here he was a member of the Episcopal church, but
skepticism camped on his trail and overwhelmed
him. This is one of the best countries in the world
for poor priest-ridden whelps. I hav known several
who came here, and 1100n after their arrival the
scales fell from their eyes, and it would surprise you
to see how sensible they became. I asked one how
it happened that he had made such a change. He
answered that I had talked so darned much to him
that he could not help it. Preachers don't look near
so sleek and fat here as in the states. It is the
next thing to starvation for those of the countryschoolhouse stamp. They hav turned this immediate
vicinity over to the devil. One called around to convert me the other day, but he went off on three
legs, and was honest enough when gone to acknowledge that he had caught a Tartar. Pardon this
nonsense, and accept many thanks for your book
present. I accept it as a gratuitous gift, not as compensation for what I did for the cause. I hav laid it
by for reference, and like it very much.
I learn from THE TRUTH SEEKER of l\fay 7th that
you are· to make a trip round the world. In giving
the names of the donors I notice that mine is left
out. However, you will need all the money you can
get. I shall eend mine&,tlong all the same.
Since writing the above I received your letter. In
obedience to your request, I shall do what I can to
find donors to your tour, but fear that it will be with
poor success, as at this time of the year here people's
minds are eng·aged otherwise. I wish you immeasurable success, and my best wishes shall attend you
throughout your long trip.
Ever your friend,
THOMAS BURK.
ANGOLA, IND., May 14, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: Inclosed il'l postal order for another
year, from 20th June, the time paid for, for the best
paper in the world. Myself and family take three
paper~> and periodicals, b1,1t first o! all we read THE
TRUTH SEEKER. I see you are bound to go around
the globe; I had hoped that you would abandon
that idea, but your friends seem determined to send
you. I know very well that the vivid description of
your travels will be exceedingly interesting, as were
your letters from Europe last season, but there is so
much at home for reformers to do and so few as
well-qualified as yourself to do it, I therefore rell"ret
your going, but if you go I shall want your book of
travels. The "Gods and Religions," as far as I hav
read it is very interesting, and every reformer,
and indeed every Christian should hav it in· his
library for historical reference. When the Christians
got you in the prison at Albany they thought they
had achieved much. Comstock boasted that it was
the best thing he had done during the year; they
little thought that you would write during your im·
prisonment two volumes of 1,900 pages, the most
damaging to their Christian system of any book extant. I must say, Bro. Bennett, take special care of
your health, do·not expose yourself to those diseaseproducing influences more than cannot be avoirled,
for you, like myself, are near the end of the journey of life. I am almost 61 years old and health
not very good.
Yours with respect,
DR. J. H. MOORE.

PRINCETON, KY., May 23, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Through the kindness of
Mr. J. E. Brace, Carrollton, Illinois, I now enjoy the
privilege of reading, each week, your interesting
paper, THE TRUTH SEEKER, through whom I became
acquainted with the paper last year.
I notice your proposition to repair the Paine monument at New Rochelle, and one to which I take
great pleasure in contributing my mite. The monument should not only be repaired, but also protected
from further destruction by the hand of the despoiler, not that the shaft is essential to perpetuate
his memory, but more to demonstrate our appreciation of the hero of the Revolution,. author of the
Declaration of Independence, and the advocate of
Freethought. I approve of your suggestion in THE
TRUTH SEEKER of March 12th that a fine monument
should be erected to the memory of Paine in the
city of New York (Boston having Paine Memorial
Hall), and I believe when the time comes there will
be thousands of Liberals to whom Paine's memory is
so dear that they will respond with such generosity
as to insure the success of the work. I hav enjoyed
your replies to Mair's letters, and the BesantNoRSE, TEx., May 30, 1881.
Hatchard debate. While Princeton is a very pleasant
town, it is strictly orthodox. Three or four will FRIEND BENNETT~ After so long a time 1 remit my
number all who dare think for themselvs. The names dues for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I should hav done so
of Paine, Volney, and Voltaire are unknown, except ere this, but I couldn't get hold of the money. Inwhen shamefully defamed from the pulpit, as they closed find $5 for your paper and Paine's "Great
often are. I inclose $2.50-$1 for the Paine-Monu- Works, Complete," as published by yourself (I bement Fund, and $1.50 for the "Infidel Abroad," which lieve this is your offer). I want to get "The Cham·
pions of the Church" and "The Gods" as soon as I
please forward to Yours respectfully, 0. P. ELDRED.
am able.
Well, so you are going to take that trip. Now I
BozEMAN, MoN. TER., May 17,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: As some time has passed since feel both glad and sorry about it; glad of the prosyou heard from me, or since I hav contributed any- pect of the feast in store for your readers, for you
thing material to you and the cause, you may think hav the happy faculty of making your readers see a
that I hav gone and joined the Mormons or the thing with your own eyes, and sorry that you will
Methodists, but I hav not. That you may know this be absent so long. But, on the whole, I think it
Is not the case, I hav thought it best to write a will be a signal triumph for Freethought, and I for
one would like for you (as it will likely be the only
word or two.
I hav not canvassed for the paper recently, as I one you make) to take ample time and make a
was so occupied with different avocations that no thorough tour of it, and I believe this will be the
time was left for either canvassing or reading. Next desire of your readers generally.
Now may Mother and Father Nature bless you and
fall, when winter draws near aiJd the evenings are long,
I shall make solicitations for THE TRUTH SEEKER a sustain you in this noble work for the enlightenspecialty. You hav now on your list of subscribers ment of mankind, is the earnest and heartfelt desire
E. A. RoLEN.
the name of J. V. Boger.t. This was brought about of your well-wisher;

•
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Lament of Tamar.

BY AJ,HAZA.
Rich jessamins were twined among my cul'is,
But now defiled with dust and wet with mire;
Come, Absalom, if Israel boasts a man
Not drunk with lust or dark, unholy ire.

world to fiery battle, waged it till he fell, waged
it wfth splendid and imperishable excellence of
sincerity and strength."-Poet1y of By1·on,
Matthew A1·nold.
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Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

A Modern Symposium.
SUBJECTS:
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English wrlters,lncludinjl Prof, Huxley, Frederic HarrlThis book Is a plain talk about the human system, the rlson, Lord Selborne, Prof. Clifrord, and several others,
Wild, wondrous tales are told of heathen godsPrice, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.
Osiris brought a wreath his love to charm;
d1sease, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med.
But fiowers grow black where Amnon wends his
<11>72
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a day at home eas!ly made. Costly
BY JAMES PARTON.
ical common sense applied to cauSes, prevention, and cure 1{D
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ll'ith Portraits and othei· Illustrations_ of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
With gag, strait. jacket, and a brawny arm.
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
Til is work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
Some bosoms thirst for beauty. I could dwell
etc. Embell!shed with two hundred illustrations, Price,
~~f~~.P~~~~:.~;~oga i:r~~~vdr;:i~"ed\tn i~ofN, ~%~/~~~~-vol- $1.50. Sold by
Forever in a vale, with dance nnd song,
D. :M, BENNETT,
Proving conclusivly thj\t
Mr. Parton u.s a h~storlnn and biographer has no superior,
But every sobbing tree records my woe,
asl1js biLl!ra.pllies of Jackson,1f'ranklin. Jetrerson, Greeley,
141 Elghth street, New York,
Where art thou, noble brother, bright and
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LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
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"Antichrist:"

I track thy footsteps, dost thou wander now
In dank, wild cavern, and by poisonous fen;
With rue and night shade and each dismal tree,
Far from the shameful haunts of Israel's men?
The hungry falcon hovers near his prey,
And Amnon loves the ghastly harvest moon;
Wildly he clasped me at the vintage time,
And 'neath a terebinth he asked a boon.
With hatred glowing in his lurid eye,
"This is a wild, consuming dance of death;
And Absalom will lead thy footsteps far
Where wan miasma waits with fatal breath."
Then .A.mnon dragged me to a darksome grove,
Trembling 1>ith fear, he rudely vexed me so,
When a stern, holy spirit gliding near,
Whispered fierce words and bid him let me go.
So Hebrew women tread the dance of death,
.A.nd friends are few, and Am nons hover near,
And no religion comes 1>ith tender hand,
To sooth each grief and dry the falling tear.
.A. snowy brow beams through the cedar's gloom,
Bathed in the rose's breath, the citron's dew.
How white and cold beneath the harvest moon
Is Absalom, the brave, the kind, and true I

What's the

News~

BY ROBERT SWAIL.
How do you do, my friend, to-day?
Your well I'm glad to hear you say,
And since you ask me, by the way,
What's the news, what's the news?
I'm glad I hav good news to tell,
For :i\lr. Jamieson and Bell
Hav knocked the bottom out of hell!!
That's the news, that's the news.
Another thing, the devil's dead,
For Babcock's mashed him on the head,
And Comstock's took his place instead;
That's the news, that's the news.
Since Ingersoll has dealt out doses
To gods and ghosts and holy l\Ioses,
They're all afraid to show their noses;
That's the news, that's the news.
.A.nd Chainey's kicked a church to bits;
He's giving to the clergy fits,
.A.nd men begin to use their wits;
That's the news, that's the news.
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transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a brilliant wit
and poet, and set tiny forth what faults he had as a man.
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traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he is viewed
as the cluunpion of Liberu.lism, a powerful and perseyer-
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Only- Article of the Xind in Use.

Harmless, Healthful and Infallibly Reliable.

Address, D-l'II- Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

Correspondence.
A Liberal young gentleman desires correspondence
with ladies who are social, intelligent, and interested in

Liberal, scientific, or reformatory litera~ure. Object will
be made known. Address J. A. BURSEY,
lt30
llellalre, Ohio.

ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

Soc( alisrn and Utilitar,anisrn.
BY JOHN·STUART MILL.
Price, $1.50_
For sale by R/~i~~:~1~'y, city,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM •
The evolution of the spirit from matter through or-

ganic processes; or, how the spirit body grows.

iOCIALISM.

Two papers given in the interest of Spiritual science.
by the dictation of the late PRO~'. ~I. FARADAY, of
A Reply to Roswell D_ Hitchcock, D. D.
England. Prlce 10 cents. Sold at this ollice.
By au Independent Socialist.
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.
THE RELATION OF THE
He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives a huge
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE· human
misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solu·
tlon than that tile weakest must go to the wall. It ls
RIAL lll\'I.VEKSE;
against this passivness that" Socialist" cries out. Is there
THE LA'\V OF CONTROLno help for the miserable? he asks. Tile doctrin that gov·
1
Two papers gl\·en In tile Interest of Spiritual science,
by tile dictation of tile late PROF. M. FARADAY, of ~~~~::~~~~:a_ 1, ~s~r;lr, ~~~~~tWt~'n~e ha;t~g~· ~~~ b~~r!~:
that property is robbery, or wholly subscribe to "the world
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this ollico.
owes me a living," he tl.ftirms "the world owes me a chance
tos'grl:t ~~\!I~J!i~';:-New Ym·k Herald.
Acltsn '\V. Sprague and iUary Clark's

EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE.
Medlum-ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y,
Prlce 20 cents. Sold at this ollice.

Experiences ot· S_>\.JH:UEL BO\VLES
(Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican)
IN

SPIRIT

LIFE~

RELI·GIOPt
AS REVEALED BY THE

tlaterial and Spiritual U uiverse.
(ILLUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt.

It treats of the Existence and General Charaeter of
God, God as a Spirit, the Nature of Gort, Creeds and Practices of Christianity, The Dangers of Infallible Standards,
The Christian Blble Tested, Religions Tested by their
Written through the mediumshlp of CARRIE E. S. Fruits, Life and Death Under the Old Re!lglons, Life and
Death Under a Spiritual Religion, The Future Re!lglon.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y.
The book Is a scientific, philosophical tr.eatls upon the
Prlce 20 cents, Sold at this ollicc.
llbove and other subjects, by a thorouih scholar. He Is

Or, Life as he now Sees it from a
Spiritual Standpoint.

~I1i!1t;nM:~u~:,.h~t~.',p:~dc~g}~s n~~ ~~~i ~ns~r~0~~;

One Bennett and a man called Seaver
Are wielding each a Jfreethought cleaver
.A.nd whacking at an old deceiver;
That's the news, that's the news.

CHRISTIANITY

Blind faith some men are bold to say
With church jind priests will pass away
.A.nd common sense will win the day;
Th~t's the news, that's the news.
In fields of knowledge that abound
No gods or heaven or hellis·found;
This revelation priests confound;
That's the news, that's the news.
In science there's a revolution;
Its wise men show the true solution
Of all there is in evolution;
That's the news, that's the news.
The church the truths of science hates
Because it now does boldly state
No' power is found that can create;
That's the news, that's the news.
The loss of heaven men don't regret;
If hell is gone they will not fret;
Best neither hav than both, you bet;
That's the news, that's the news.
.A.ri~ all who to this truth agree
That there's no endless misery
• .A.re happy now as they can be
That's the news, that's the news.

GoLD is found in thirty-six counties in the
state of Georgia, silver in three, copper in
thirteen, iron in forty-three, diamonds in twenty-six, whisky in all of them, and the last gets
away with ali the rest.-Savanah N(fiJ)s.

For sale at this office

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.

~~:glft0e~~~:r~~~id a~~~~l~ea1~~~~s~~g~:~~~~h~rle b~t~~~

erance and liberty, It Is the arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
make it the authority in regard to his life, his work, his
death.
·
"
In two vols. Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.

Friend Underwood and brother Green
With others hav gone forth to glean
In fields where there is naught obscene;
That's the news, that's the news.

The general public doubt the tale
About old Jonah and the whale;
Such fishy yarns are getting stale;
That's the news, that's the news.

"'

JESUS CHRIST,

llis Birtlt. Life, 'l'rial. Execution, etc., Is a Mytlt.

re;~~i.t~1 ~Jj~n §~1~aim~;~~~~:han those.

FROM A.

Scientific aJJ d Hu~torical Standpoint.
Thousands visit. the l!Iineral SpJ•ings here
and abroad, and spend thousands of dollars In search for
hellth, when a few doses of

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient
would accomplish the same result at the cost of a few
cents. It has been tried for a· quarter of a century and
more, and with inv.ariable §ood results. It does its work
~~n~~ ~~~c\~~roughly. cleaning up as it goes, and leaves

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

. SO

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,
REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."
By ALLEN PRINGLEThis pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attacking 1\!r. Prlngle refmed to pu!Jlisll his reply
0

1

1

~t~a\~st a_~siC:~tl~i~~tu'i:,sa~R fhi~ ~mtr~~~ :~fnsa~~~h£~~

BY W:M- N. :McLAREN.
.A. very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects
treated are, Unrevealed Rellgion, Old Testament Rellglon, Evidence In Support of Christlanlty, History of
~~~~~~~~~~tf.;/Jh~'!;t~a!~~ll~re of Christianity, Proposed
The book is very radical and thoroufih, and shows con ..
~~~~v£?;;'H'M~'ha"l:t;~;~~;[~~f.:'f~u~8~Poa~. been built
Price, 00 cents. For sale at this office.

COMPUTATION ~~ MECHANISM,
Adrlition 1Subtraction, Mnl·
tiplicatwn, and Division.
Sample Machine, postage freb,

w~~iect?ir:F~~t~~:,r;~t:r~~~~

Conn. Address the Patentee,
WM. HART, Kirksville, Mo.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,

attack and reply. It is valuable. as It presents the strongest Christian evidence for thQ existence of God with the
complete and overwhelming refutation.
Price 10 cents. Sold at this ofilce.

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,

"BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price 15 cents. Sold at this ollice.

FREE BOOK FOR THE SIC.It..
Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form· shows
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by B.n origi0
~:~tW~~fes o~l~~;;;;.e·..nI~h~ ~~~~'i:lcvm~afJewt~gh SJll~
human family Is subject, besides lllustrativ cases, and will
be sent by mall to any one sendln~ their address and a
three-cent stam:r!ili'ditl. f"~ff.E'V&~'i:rsHING co.
159 East 28th st., New Yorlr.

"A.s THE inevitable break-up of the old order
comes, as the English middle class slowly
awaken from its intellectual sleep of two cenSEND TO
turies, as our actual present world, to which
this condemned us ~hows itself more clearly,
ELMINA
' our world of an anstocracy materialized and
Treating upon the Gods of' the SeFor '.I'IJem.
mitic :Nations, Including Allah,
null, a middle class purblind and hideous, a u The Darwins.H Price, pape£, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
"John's Way." 15 cents. "::;tudr,lng the Bible." 75
Jehovah, f!jatan..! the Holy
lower class crude and brutal, we shall turn our ~~~:ps
~Ea&'~e~~l~~~~esA~~r~~; 1/tysiologist, 10 cents.
~host, ·Jes~s ullrist, the
eyes again, and to more purpose, upon this
E. D. BLENKER,
Virgin Mary, and
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.
passionate and dauntless soldier of a forlorn lot26
the Bible,
hope, who, ignorant of the future and unconPupils Wanted.
To the latter 280 pages are devoted, showing that book
An Atheist lady teacher would like a few children to be a very Inferior production for allrst-olass Uod.
sole.d by its prom~ses, nevertheless waged board
and educate. The kindest care and attentlouglven,
BY ~. M. BE~N~TT.
Mrs. R. J. RY.A.N,
agamst the conservation of the old impossible Terms moderate. Address

THE SEMITIC GODS AND THE

BIBLE.

22

Elizabeth City, New Jersey.

998 IB!'IIe pBI(ea. Paper covers, eo centa; cloth, 1.00
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".A.t last we havo seen and examined the famous
'Comstock' sp·ingo. It is a marvel of simplicity of
constrnction; seems admirably adapted to the end had in
view in its invention and manufacture, and should be
in the possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inquisitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
the interest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
their fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and
health interferes with the profits of certain well-known
classes."-LiberalFreePress, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,

1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y. JIL C . .A.., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned champion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got
hurt for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to see an
instrnl!lcnt so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so uni<Jne, and in eYery way adapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the ladies it
must be considered a rcnl blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of niL syringes."-DI'. Kingat's Healtlt
Journal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
".A.ny reflcctiye render must perceive the practicability
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need-of its
nniYersnl nse for the welfare of womankind. "-Dr. .A..
OrrER)IANN, St. Joseph, lifo.
"That 'Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. J\Iy wife's health has
greatly improved since she commenced nsing it."-EZRA
T. DANIELS, Downs, Knn.
"I have just received that warmly-welcomed little
friend to u·oman. I think it one of the best inventions
of the age."-llfrs. M.S. ToWNSEND WooD, West New•
ton, :Mnss.
"I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispensable little article should bear the
infan1ons name of 'Com8tock.'"-Mrs.YoUNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
"The majority of doctors who depend npon the misfortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
against your 'Comstock' contrivance. "-D. HIGBIE,
M. D., Blll'ton, :Mich.
" I hope you will push your ' Comstock' Syringe
until it is 1.-nown to every family in the Union, when
its great bcndit to ovcrtaskcd and suffering women
will be appreciated. "-A. L. RAwsoN, l\I. D., L. L. D .
"I think it is the best article of the kind I ever
eaw."-EnwiN BARLow, D. JII., Flushing, llfich.
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed purpose that we have ever seen. It should be in the possession of every woman in the land."-Dr. NORMAN
MAcLEoD, Dr. JonN 1>fAcCnrMMoN, Dr. A. E. MoRRIS,
Dr. E. .A., MANNSEL, Prof. DELoss LuCE, Dr. E. ATWELL, Dr . .A.. J'. DEAL, nil of Chicago, Ills .
"I rccei ved that wonderful Syringe, and consider it
the type of health and purity. I want to shake hands
with you and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
supreme blessing."-MAnY E. BARLOW, Lincoln, New
:Mexico.
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."HATTIE SANTY, Cottonwood, Knn.
''.Anthony Comstock has at last been of some service
to humanity in calling public attention to such a blessing as your Syringe."-J. W. KrNSKERN, Sanford,
Broome Co., N.Y.
"I can truly say that I am more than pleased with
the Syringe received. I am prond of it. It far surpasses my expectation. All women ought to be thankful for such a god-send to their sex. I would not have
begntdged the purchase price had it boen $50. "-Mrs.
W. H. WrLLIA!IS, Ottawa, Kim.
"I think it meets all the demands of woman for
such an article. It is certainly the best Syringe I have
ever seen." -J'AMES M. BuNN, New ·washington, Pa,
"I consider this " Comstock " Syringe the prince of
all others for cleansing and healthful purposes, and for
applying local remedies. I never felt more like rcjoici•Ig in my life than I do now over my returning health
since the commencement of its usc. "--JIIrs. ll, P. Phillips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent securely boxed with Sllccial instructions.
Confidential terms· to agents.
Price 'l'cn Dollars.
Mako Money Orders payable at Station E. Address
SAM. H. PRESTON,
209 West 34th St., New York.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, JULY. 23., 1881.
, DR. TH~YER, My ]}ear Sir: I :,.~og~y~~:.rnrl~l~k l~~:,_t
the 15th of February, 1880. My first attack was !Ike this:
I coughed up two or three mouthfulls of blood, when I
called a phySician, who prescribed for hemorrhage from
the lungs. I recovered slightly. Tbree weeks after I
TRIUMPHANT.
was awakened In the night with a cough, finding my
mouth full of blood. Continued to spit blood for two
ALL ORDERS FOR "WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL days before It could be controled, which left me very
Recovered just enough to get around again in a
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE MANUFAC. weak.
very weakened condition.
Whenever I would stoop to glck up anything the blood
TURER, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL
0
POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUS'£ BE MADE w~~1~ ~gFr,~.:\f !~~ .r!flE~~t~~ both declared tbat 1 could
never recover again. !~'rom July. 1880, to September 29,
PAYABLE TO WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., 1330, I was occasionally spitting up blood. Was suddenly
taken sick one night while in the ~treet. This attack of
bleeding continued for twenty-tout days. Spitting·/ No·
BROOKLYN.
I should better describe It by saying vomiting up bloOd
with every cough. Dr. Sheppard was called In and said it
The "WILSONIA"' MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the was not possible for me to liv till spring-that I shouldn't
marvel of the world.
1
8
They are dumbfounding the sclentist;B and physicians, ~i'f'1,! ~~~~~~~b~~ 6arfe~·u ~~1'de~n~a~~ :;:'y r:gg~~a~ ~~n~.:_
and making glad the hearts of the people.
THAT I COULD NOT RECOVER.
Early In March, 1881, I gave up· the doctors In disgust.
Upon the 21st of Jllarch, 1881, the "WILSONIA" appliof ~~~~s~ILSONIA" will cure any of the following forms ances were put on me while I was in bed, as I was too
weak to leave the same. Four days before this time,!Paralysis,
Locomotor Ataxia,
also my friends-thought 1 was dying.
Intlammatory Rlleumatlsm, Gout,
Upon the 26th of March, 1881, I felt strong enough to
Anchylasis,
Varicose Veins,
get up and dress myself for tbe first time In three
Asthma,
Catarrh,
months. Then upon April 8, lBBl, I was strong enough
Bl'onchitis,
Pneumonia,
to ride two miles and call upon Mr. Wilson.
lnllammatlon of the Lungs Bleeding at the Lungs,
Now, three weeks since that time, I feel etrong
Heart Disease,
Congestion of the Kidneys,
Albuminous Urine,
Spinal Disease.
ii'W~Rl'iH'Ii~~ J:-fc~TID£~?*.;'ct~e lP~f.io"c~.::Ua~~

""WILSONIA"

'

\

~';.i~: fg~~i~o~;~~&"\i.g~l~ti:,"n ':f~~:::,~~s l~~Ifen~\~h~ toT~l;;Q~ove require magnetic suits costing from $48.50
out resting. To-day I can walk three miles without faHERNIA requires Magnetic Appliances costing from
tigulnf, me. in tlie least. I only wish that those who sufter $53.n0 to $93.50.
~~ d~ .d could know the efficacy of the '"W.ILSONIA " frci.!fJ ~~Sl); ~~~J~~ require Magnetic Appliances costing
8
Mrs. Mansfield has been and now is under the care of a
celebrated phr;sician, and up to yesterday has been suffer.

0

f

0

lngr~~ o~e~et~\~k:;.;;n~~~~~i~ ~u~~baR~1 ~ut 1~s~~ci~'f1:.~

sEe
consented, and had not it upon her body over ten min·
utes berore she acknowledged sne was free from pain. She

~ifnt w'h~ie~ !r~i1hrteg';~~1l061!v~~l~~~n;~Yfs. t~~ Is~fjft~~t
1

1

mine on her again to-night. I dare not go without It my-

~~.~~·~~Ys ~grz~tJ'g,t!~bm~ftiee~a~ i~a&~~' WlLSJ~~A~~

I ha.v sent your represcntativ on Broadway several customers already,avd in every case I tell them you MUST

=

ASTOUNDING CURE 'OF PARALYSIS.

Yours respectfully,
MICHAEL MARRION,
458 Thlril avenue, Brooklyn.

the most successfuy as his _ractlce wll\f:rove.

Df~l"s~k~o~~M¥b"R9<E1~~~d ~t~_gt¥;Afs

the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess in maturer

~~a:gts~n~ e~~~snC:s~~~s~~l~~ii~~s:~~; <c:fti~: i~~~;r~~

by dreams), Dimness of Sight, Defectlv Memory, Physical
Decay, Pimples on Face, Aversion to Society of Females,
Confusion of Ideas. _Loss of Sexual "Power, etc., etc., rendering marriage improper or unhappl, are thoroughly and

IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF
AMERICA.
It Is a fact well known to every Individual In this coun-

~r~~h~} ~e~e~h':,"~~~~ru' i:.~'k~et;,n ggPyo~~~~lc~~;gv~fi~

same. For instance, Fulton with ~is steamboat, and
Stephenson with his locomotlv.
Tuen we had legislators In our Congress who looked
We place our Electro Magnetic Appliance on the body,
uQon Morse as a lunatic when he asked for a. short line of
telegraph between Baltimore and Washington. Yet to- and we succeed in influencing the internal organs,
day what should we do without our telegraph or steam- tissues, fluids, etc., by acting directly on the arterial
0
0
boat and locomotlv?

~~~g~: tli~ii:vrgb~r it~~g~h~u~h~fe s~~~e:, tt~~e ~~~;~~
0
1
0
bf~ t~re~i:t'~~~t~~~~n;~~t~~ ~f i~r~o~~ ~ho ~~s~s th~fr I~~~

JIIY DIFFICULTY IS THAT MANY PERSONS WILL ~
BECOME ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, WILL SWAL- .
LOW MEDICIN ENOUGH TO FLOAT A STEAJIISHIP, AND RUB IN LINIMENTS AND OINT- :
JIIENTS ENOUGH TO TAN THE SKIN TILL IT;
BECOMES LIKE THE SAIL OF A SHIP; AND
THEN, HEARING OF MY MAHVELOUS CURES,
WILL EXPECT, ON PUTTL."'IG ON MY GOODS, TO :
JU.111P INTO NEW LIFE IN TWO OR THP.EE
JIIONTHS. THIS IN l\IOST CASES IS AN IJIIPOS- :
SIBlLITY, AND PEP.SONS GOVERNED BY SUCH :
EXPECTATIONS HAD BETTER NOT WASTE:
THEIR TIME OR MY OWN IN CALLING UPON
:
ME,

from a neglect of the conditions necessary for its preservation~
THE INVENTORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HAV
: HAD TO BEAR THE INSULTS OF ALL SO-CALLED
NASAL CATARRH .A_ND OBESITY.
; SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR HUMPHREY
BRooKLYN, May 30, 1881.
; DAVY, ONE OF THE GREATEST CHEMISTS THAT
PRoFESSoR WILSoN, JJear Sir : All my life long I hav suf; EVER LIVED-HE WITH ALL HIS LEARNING
ferred from nasal cata1Th. Three months ago you persuaded me to wear your Magnetic Clothing. The often: PROVED HIMSELF A FOOL WHEN HE RID!F:&IENDS OF THE SICK POOR OF BROOKLYN,
:i~g~~re:e
uis ~;3r~;~adi:i~~dWf~ Jo~~a::t~~ :~~~
; CULED THE IDEA OF LIGHTING OUR STREETS : something
hav not done in year~ without weariness.
; WITH GAS. HE SAID IT WAS AN IMPOSSIBIL- ; ~~a~~!~~d~n~~aerd h~~t~a~~e~x;~:o~~f~~·nareu~~;/e~h~~ Enforce your physicians and the Charity Commissioners of
Brooklyn to accept my offer te them in your behalf.
; 1TY TO SO USE COAL GAS.
~~~;ur£h:~rbeon?v~befo~~b~ur;ai~~~i!~~e~vi~i~~s y~e: I renew it here as follows:
Garments.
I supposed that during the warm weather they would be
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
burdensome. On the contrary, I am as comfortable as
What to-day should we do without such a medium of the present oppresslv heat w1ll permit any one to be in OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
MRS. E. G. CHI,f~~~f'street.
~:::o~~?w~o':.~ sl';,'i~~~~~,'\~c~~~e~;;-~~Vc,,:i;e~~.:'~~ 0-f?Eg:~n~ ord_!Y-arv dress.
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
of instances may be quoted where articles now in daily
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
use were ridiculed by the people whose Interest It was to
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED 1F I DO NOT
keep back the lutroduction of such Inventions.
WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PAPLEXY.
TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REnfu.w, then, as to the WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAY
[CASE OF PROFESSOR HATCH SMIT!j:.J
BEEN GI~OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHYSICIANS 0
ROOKLYN. T.HE LIMIT OF TIME TO
~·······~·················~~~···~···~··············
EFFEUT A C RE SHALL BE TWELVE !tlONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.
THIS INVENTION IS AS ~EW TO THE PHY·

j
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: SICIANS OF BROOOLYN AS WAS THE FIRST
: L.'ITRODUCTION
OF
STEAM-ENGINS
AND
; ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, AND YET THE PEO~ PLE, ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, HA V NO, MORE
; SENSE THAN TO ASK THEIR PHYSiCIANS
~ WHETHER OR NOT THEY SHALL WEAR WIL; SONIA GARMENTS. IT IS JUST AS REASONA; BLE TO ASK A COMMON TINKER TO MAKE
~YOU A GOLD WATCH, OR AN IDIOT TO SOLVE
j A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,
And the range of price for the "Wllsonla" l\lagnetlc Suits
warranted to effect a. cure in every case, when the Galt is
worn continuously for the space of twelve months-frequently will do this In half that time,

tlammation of the Pleura, or Pleurisy, llydJ·o-'Jhorax, or
'Vater in the Chest, Pneumo-'1./wrax, or Air in the Chest,
EpitaxiS, or Bleeding from the Nose.
The above forms of disease require I I Wilsonia n Magnetic suits which aggregate in cost from $38.50 to $73,501
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SA VED FROM lM- according to the precise character of the disease and con~
dition of the patient. These same conditions govern or
MINE...~T DEATH
determin the quanti~ of goods and their aggregate cost in

i

We hav in Brooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
been given over by the very best physicians, so called, in
the city of Brooklyn. In the testimonies given below you
hav the names ol live Brooklyn physicians who had given
over the patient to die.
Read these testimonials and then let these physicians
answer why they fall to cure, Head Dr. Manstield's evidence; also the evidence of Peter Lehlbaclc, of Jersey
City, whom llfty physicians of New Jersey and New York

~~; f~yferd a:o i~~~~~~~~r k~~ ~~~~~ ~~c~~~i~r~:~c~~z

costing that poor man $15,000. And yet the "WIL:>ONIA"
GARMENTS, which they dared condemn, are ali sulliclent
to cure in two months,

1 WILL GIV ANY PHYSICIAN IN BROOKLYN:
$5,000 lF HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAy IN REF; ERENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE "WILSONIA";
:SYSTEM IN TREA1'ING DISEASE, AN,P WILL~

i

: ALSO UNDERTAKE TO CURE NINE-TENTHS :
:OF ALL HIS INCURABLES, FREE OF CHARGE,~
.HE REGISTERS THE NAMES OF
:THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.

j

1
ff'~:: :~~~~~~sei~:~ ~g;i~~ si~~~~~~~%1!nr~~~1~f~o0! ~~ ev.ff{ ~g:~~~~ti~~;di~~' t~~ f:Ellfifr~lr~ 'f>1~~~SE, require
application of your .. '\VILSO.NIA •• garments in the cases magnetic suits rauging iu price from $38.50 to $73.50.
All forms of DISJJ:A::>E of. the ORGANS of DIGESTION,
of suppressed scarlet fever. Havmg known of a case
where a youn!i:" man threatened with pneumonia was really such as Dlphtllerltic Infiammation of the Pharynx, Syphilcured in forty-eight hours by putting on raour nerve and itic Affections of the Pharynx, Intla.mma.tion of tile
ilisophagus, Stricture of the <Esophagus, Acute Gastric
~ftt ~~v~~~~~~iy~~dw~e;g;t~u~t~~~~r~~~l t~i~e~~~~c~~~ Catarrh, or Acute Catarrh of the Stomach, Gastritts, or Inand see if any allowance mus~ be made for the reporter's flammation of the Stomach, Can;inoma, or Cancer of the
Stomach,
Hem.atmnesi.s, or Hemorrhage of the Stomach,
fancy, The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old grand.
daughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbia street, and I Dyspepsia, Scrofulous and Tuberculous Diseases of the
called upon him regarding it. He said the reporter's item Intestins and Mesenteric Glands, Colic, Gastric l!'ever,
was substantially correct. He said his family physician Neuralgia of the Stomach and Intestins,.Peritonitis.
The abOve require suits costiug from $-18,50 to $93.50.
Dr. Motrat, the homeopathist. acted as every human~
All r"orms of Disease of the Ltver and Bile-Ducts, such
Rhysician does when, having no hope of recovery himself
as Hyperem-ia, or Enlargement of the Liver, Acute Yellow
b:.~xs t~!r.:;;~~r;;n~s ~~~ ~~~~o~"'t~:ih~':~\v~M'U&~ Atrophy of the Liver, Tuberculosis of the Liver, Cirrhosis
garments would not fnterfere with his medicins, Mr. Col~ of the Liver, Acute ttnd Chronic Hepatitis, or Acute and
Iier extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two Chronic Inflammation of the Liver, Fatty Liver, Cancer
leg belts wh!cb he took oft bis own persou, and applied of the Liver, etc.
The above require suits costing from $38.50 to $83 50.
them as best he could upon his <lying granddaughter. In
All forms of disease of the kidneys, such as Hemorrhage
about two hours from the time he put them on the doctor
called, and on examining the child, remarked that a. gentle of the Kidneys, Acute Bright's Disease, Patenchym.atous,
perspiration bad come on, and warmly congratulated t.he or Chronic Bright's Disease. Carcinoma, or Ca.ncm· of the
family and friends on the result. I found in this case, as I Kidneys, Renal Calculus, or Stones in the Kidneys, Hemashould find, doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling twia Vesicalis, or Hemorrhage of the Bladder, Iuconti·
In the family. touching their family physlc1an; a reluc- nence of Urine and all diseases of the Sexual organs, Ova ..
tance to say much in special praise of a. remedy that was rztis. or Inflammation of tlle Ovary,Ovu.rlan 'fumor, Ca.~
not admlnilltered or recommended by the doctor. I was tarrh of the Uterus, Displanement of the Uterus, Par~
satlsfied, however, that those most interested considel'ed enchymatous Met1·itis, or Acute Inflammation of the Uterthat the saving of the little patient was due to the" WIL- us, 'tumors of the Uterus, Anomalis. or .h1enstrua.tion, Prola~su~· Uteri, Catarrh of the Vagina, LeuCharrh~
1
0
0

~~fi~!,'~ha~dJu~~toc tW! ;i~it p~1JITct d:~~~~nt~~~ ~~~~

acknowledgmeut be publicly given.
Desirous of knowing what Dr. 1\.Ioffat himself would say
of the cMe, I visited his residence and had a prolonged Interview. Among other things he said: ••The patient was in
a precarious condition. We could uot bring ou diaphoresis, but a gentle perspiration set in after the goods had

£l;:~r~S~~l~e:s f~n°g~~u{~e~u~:~eo~ ~~~~pe~e~~ ~~t'rir~~l;
0

he put In some saving clauses for the reputation and dlg~~iycg~~~~,!~~~~1ie •••• ~~~lJ ;:~t"t~e s:i~h; ~~£~er~~~W~
in repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unre~
servedly.•• It occurred to me, Mr. WILBON, when heremarked about such a wonderful result, that •• there was no

r~;~o,~~~h~iA~~~~~~~\l~ ~~~ ~seWt~ ~~~~~~;JI~~~

I will also glv [auy patient $5,000 who has worn (my
goods In <JUimtlty and time as 1 direct and has not received all the benefit I promised.

lieving, yes, knowing as well as I do that mothers and
nurses everywhere suould be made acquainted with thP.
fact that lu the" WILtlONIA" MAGN.I!;l'lC GA!t!ti.KN'fS
tlley hu.v a sure reliance in those frequent~ reeurr1ng, and

~fu~~~ bt8~~t~p, ~~t~Lf:se~g~ ~fl~~~ee ,~hX~r~!tf~f 1 ~t

you choose.
bas a
JLEMATEMESIS.

It

ls from one In whom suJierlngJ<'RIEND.
humanity

THE FAR-FAMED "WILSONIA."

moves grandly on, conquering and to conquer every form
of disease known to men. It triumphs over even the most
complicated forms within the short space of ten or twelve
months. Read the following glowing tribute from the
This almost seems incredible. But, nevel'theless; this ready pen of the wol'ld-renowned Dl'. Manslleld, of New
patient has come under the personal observation of Dr. York. It was received to-day:
61 WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET, N.Y., Apr!19,1331.
Thayer, Ill! well Ill! ail the others who have addressed their
DRAR WILSON: I am pleased to Inform you that I am
etters to him, ahd he affirms the truth of all they claim,
: [Bieedinii: tram mucous membrane of Throat and
Stomach.]

~~,d~~~a~~~~f ~~~~~~~~:~~ss 1~:~~r~~~:·cor delay of
the first menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstrua,..
tion), Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
whites), Prola!lsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
witp equal success, as the following will show:
"DEAR DocToR: If the kind thought shaft;B I dally send
r;ou are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel-

1~;~~~;r ~a~;~:rsrJi;~ [~f;r~~~u1xt~;~~hlyl ~:~lt~g~
0

0

wiriea.a~~:! l~e~~¥r~~1dn~~ealy~~~!~d~~ ~ X1~f:~~e, o.
Is only a. sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases peculiar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
~:;_ fig~~~h~~~~. llttle sympathy from II)embers of their
A GREAT DOCTOR.

th~eS~Vm~~~~l~J.~~i~e~:~~t~:~g~~~t~~C:J~~~~

11
There is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
the buman mind of more Importance than alleviating hn·
man suffering, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
extending the period o! human life. And l know of no
physician more successful in the practice of this art than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. His success in nearly

~~J~r.nslf! s~~rii~\co ~~;~s~~s~e::t~ ~eo~&~?~~W~ri:~t
practice. This I know by actual trial, having been re·
lleved of a bad case of kldned. disease by his new method

;o~~r.;'~~f~t~~ *ft'l,U:n~~l theT,Zl~Jf.:;, ~bc~~.~efon~h~

age. I deem it mydutyto say this much for the benefit of
snf!ering humanity.''
Dr. Fellows will send for two 3-cent '1\'fuiiJ!l~ his MEDI-

fo~ ~J~B=~c'l~n~l~~ n?e~~~J' (J~er befoi~·:,';~~U:,~

for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Sperma.torrhrea and Impotency 1 giving the cause,

~x~Ci~~~~i:~l~l;P~~~<i~l~go~~~e, ~~~~!1~~~N~~~ the
Consultation In person, $5.00; by letter, free and Invited,

~~\~~:t~~f;e~~~?J;.onl~~~~~~~ti~. Wr•ifu.fJW~~·
VIneland, N.J.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some Mistakes of Moses."

W:t:~iJon~~Tn0J~~:~~h, ~ioll~~~~ni~uegfmth~iaLu~~~)I~:~g: sofr~!sb\',';~~~n~~~ i~: ~~~~~t~~~E~~n~~ lli:\~lui~f~n
chial Asthma, 1.'ussis Convulsive,·, or ~hooping Cough, In~

i

! PROVIDED

fri'~mJgg~~{ c~r:~t ~Ungr!~i:if~eft~Jcajj~g.;;:~~~n1g

which he has so far prescribed for this baneful complaint
In all Its stageo witliout a failure to cure in a single case,
and some of them were in a terribly shattered condition ;
had been In the Insane asylums, many had Falling Sickness-Fits; others upon the ver~ of consumption; while
g!~;~f :ff:~Se~~~- b~come foolls and hardly able to taka
Syphilis posltlyly cured and entirely eradicated from the
fJstem. Gonorrhcea, Gleet, Stricture, Hernia. (or Rupture), ·

This volume Is printed on toned paper,: In clear, bold
All fo:rms of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as Phthisis type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing Zl5
Pulmonalt~~. or Consumption, Bronchial Hemorrhage, Pul- pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.

: PRACTICING PHYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS
: TO THE VALUE OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC
CLOTHING. AND YET THIS INVENTION IS
: DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER
: li1ETHODS OF TREATING DISEASE, AND OUR
Cl!ILDREN WILL WONDER HOW THEIR PAR• ENTS COULD HA V BEEN SO HUMBUGGED AS
: TO POISON T.HEMSELVS WITH NOXIOUS DRUGS.
: PHYSICIANS THEI\ISELVS WHO HA V ADVANCED
: IN LIFE KNOW VERY WELL THAT MEDICIN IS
:A MISTAKE.

i

'IJ

"·

g

"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY
FROM 2 O'CLOCK P.M. TO 4 O'CLOCK P.M.

0

=

"""'-"--~
)1'1
A regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and

Central Office, 465 Fulton street, Brooklyn; New York
Offices, 695 and 1,337 Broadway, and 2,310Thlril avenue.

•••••• 0. 0

CONSULT

~~~~i~~~~e~~ ::oE~~~h~rg~ec~~v!rr:J :~o~~o{eh~~et~g ~

send you a $1,000 worth of customers this year.
....,
God bless you, dear WILSON, for what you hav done and
are doing for suffering humanity.
IIi
Respectfully,
J. V. MANSFIELD.
eJ

~<;.<>,;, r~:;r~~;;M~o:i!.rgb~~i!;\g~~ ~1:'!~~ e:l'n~~"f~~~

Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of first taken sick.
over THIRTY THOUSAND persons.
Send for price l!st and circulars.
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~hef~~::.~e ~;~~UX~~cg~t\'t~r~~rrvt't!Jo ~\P~¥111.

such as Softening of the Brain, Hentaplilega, or Paralysis
of the Lateral Halves of the Body, Pariphlegia, or Pardlysis
of the Upper or Lower Half of the Body, l'm·alysis Agitans, or ::il.taking Palsy, Apoplexy, C~rebra.l Hemorrh~ge,
Cerebrit~s, or lnfiamation of the llrain, Cel'ebro-Spnrat
.Men-ingit1s, Sclerosis of the Brain, Hydrocephalus Acquisi·
tus, or 'Vater on the Brain Acquired. llyd,·oc~thalus om..

g~~tci'i\t~~nlV~}e[h0en ~hp1!iil1i~:~o11~.Blf~i~o~f~~~~' g{ ;hn~

tha"lf,subject. 'l~e pamphlets tl-u1.t hav been surreptitiously
issued are incorrect, filled with mistakes, aud consist of
only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two
hundred and seventy-five paffes In the book just Issued.

'fnh~t~o~M:. u~~~s~w~~b~~t~ ~f:.c::~~. l~~~~~~~~i.ta~a

pathos.

"The Gods and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods,'' 11 Humboldt," 11 Tbom&B
Paine," 11 Individuality," 11 Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
Co~""TENTs.-"

The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,

t~a~~!!~,:: ~·P~~~~r!tti~~n°it~~t:·~~~f¥t~e,;;;tFtf~i~\~~

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, '1.25; paper, 50
cents.
Both volumes beund in one, price, paper, $1.00.

"What Must We Do to be Saved?"

.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly facked and boxed
ready for shipment. Every admirer o this great Apostleof Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, a.t the following prices:
~~Efti~~ ~r~IJ:6size _ • • - • • • • .. ~ ce!!ta
50
Life-size Llthograph,•21x27
•
Postage paid. ·
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

Spinal cord, or Spinal Apoplexy, 1.'abes JJO'J·suattS, or Con~
sumption of the Bpinal Cord, Locomotor Ataxia, or Pro~
OF
gressiv Grey Degeneration of the Posterior Columns of
the Spinal Cord, Ticdouloureux, Neuralgia, i'Veuraloia
Ischia lJica, or Scic.ttcu., Chorea, or St. Vitus' Dance, ·1.hs.. Col. R. G. In~ersoll, D.lll. Bennett
'Jnus, Ol' Lock~jaw. Kpile psy, or Falling tilckness, Eel amp~
sia. Jnfantum, .l::lysterlu., t:u.ta.lepsy, Hypochondriasis.
and Others.
'l'he above require suits costing from $-18.50 to $150.00.
.All forms of DlS.b:A:::;E of the ::,.KIN, such us Eczema tmd
its several varieties, require suits costing from $<lli.50 to Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Ptwto7
$ _ift\orms of DISEASE of the ORGANS of LOCOl\10graphs, on Convex Glass, rounded
TlON, such as Rheltmarthris'i~· .Acute, or Flying liout,
Acute Articular Hheumatlsm, Chronic Articular Uheu.
out as Natural as Life and
mt\tism, Deformities of the Joints, Gout, Progressiv .Muscular Atrophy.
The above reQuire magnetic suits cost!Pg from $48.50 to
twice as Durable.
00
$2f1i :forms of ACUTE and CHHONIC INFECTIOUS
DIBEASE, sucll u.s Measles, Scarlet J.t'ever, ::;mall Pox, n:?i~~~i, ~~~~~eg'h~feafr~~1~~v~~ ~luf. ~gfJ.nJr P[~~:ss ~~r~
Chicken Pox Typhus Fever, 'fyplloid .Fever, Helapslng sons senil!ng their own or friend's photographs, witb lock
}!'ever, Intern:iittent Fever, Dysentery, Syphilis, Congen- or color of hair, eyes, etc., or those ordering Ingersoll's or
Ital and Hereditary.
~~~iett~~~;}a~r~\int~iif!J~\~~~d~~ ~~J~'$~~~~e ~~~~~ff~
9
1
I~e ~~~"b'hl>'~r1JeJ§:'~i\~.f'ki¥, f6J;,os~hfc~ ~go;,ot de. frames, each 50 cents.
All sent by mail. Address
A E W., Box 447,
pend upon Infection, such as Chlorlsls, Scrofula, Diabetes
Woonsocket, R. I.
[both varieties], Scaroutus, or Scurvy, etc.
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of l[hought.

fdds and

~nds.

1),

p bli t'
.I sr,irltnalisml'roma~[aterialisticStancle
nt.
cents.
M Bennett B u ca IOD s. poI•aine
tbe Political and Reli;:ious ReT

I

10

I

10 cents.
\Voman: He•• Past and Present; Her
Ri~bts ~tau! \Vrongs. 10 cents.
:U~tt.crialism lUld Crin1e. 10 cents.
'
\Viii the Coming Man \Vorship God~

1'ot~aueA·.

Truth Seeker Library.
WHAT is false can never be the best rule or prinTHE only prize the English carried off at the
ciple of action, or the be5t thing for us to endure Derby was a surprise, but it was a big one.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
t'oJ.>mers. The Blogrllphles of three hundred of the
when it can be easily avoided. Grant to Catholics
WHO says it's unhealthy to sleep in feathers ? most dlstlngnlshed teachers and philosophers (who were
every demand they make in the name of the Ronot Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
Look
at
the
spring
chicken
and
see
how
tough
!IY D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $8.00; 1eather,
man Catholic clmrch and how soon would they hav
"'.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
the whole world under control of the pope. Grant he is.
'l'he Chaml,ions ot' the Church ; 'l'heir
to Christianity her every demand, and God and
" WHERE do they catch these mock turtles, Crimes
and I•ersecutions. Biographical sketches
Christ would be in the Constitution and every pro- waiter?'' \\Don't kno,v, surr; maybe it's near the of prominent Chr1stians f:tr worse than Infidels~ A com.
panlon book to "The World's Sa£eS" etc. By D. M. Bengressiv reform nipped in the bud. So if Infidelity sham-rock,,,
nett. Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, $8.00 ; leather, "',00; mo
does no other good it keeps the church in check
lT was quite natural that the prodigal son should rocco, gllt edges, $4.50.
and forces her to be far more liberal, just, and speak to his father in a husky voice after returning
The Gods and Religions ot' Ancient and
charitable than it is in her nature to be.-Elmina IJ. from the picnic.
ModeJ.>n Times. Vol. I glvs a full account or all the
gods the nations of the earth bav worshiped, including
Blenker.
Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrgin
NEBRASKA version: •• She gaHy seized the kero- Jehovah,
Mary, and tho Blhie. SS5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fu1Iy
LET Grimalkin arise, and put on her beautiful
all the religious systems of the world, Including Judaism,
garments, for tbe genius of l\Ir. Geo l\Iivart has sene to stimulate the fire, and the tenor who had Mohammedanism,
and Christianity; the latter occupying
dawned upon the tmiverse, and he asserts that the loved her, at the funeral led the choir."
S72 pages, going fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By D. :M:.
vital principle of animals, the cat, for instance, has
A POET bas Written a poem on the stopping of his Bennett, written In prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume. or
$5,00for the two volsumes; in leather, $7 00; In morocco
nothing very special to do with pussy herself, but clock. It came to him, perhaps, as a melancholy gilt edges, $3.00
the imposing fact that she livs, purrs, and catches reminder that he could get nothing more on tick.
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Containing nearly 1,SOO pages-a complete edltlon-wlth two
mice is due to an irresistible force from God or
WHEN an illiterate farmer was asked by ·the steel engravings--a medallion portralt,and a full length
power floating through space, which has a way of
prosecuting attorney if he was a husbandman, h<· likeness of the author. Cloth, $3.00; leather, red burnished
rushing into crannies, and attending to all sorts or
edges, $4.(10; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
replied, "No, but I am to be married next month,
business, snubbing or insulting a cat or man by
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry into the
and then I shall be."
reality of divine revelutl<>n. Decidedly tne most thorintruding into his department of labor, into his
and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernaturalTEACHER: "Did I not tell you to be prepared ough
work-shop, parlor, or kitchen, while even his heart
Ism ever written. By F. W. Newman, Emeritus Profesand brain are not safe from such annoyance. If with your history lesson? And here you are, una- sor of the London University 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth,
our velvet fliend has been catching mice since the ble to repeat a word of it." Scholar: "I didn't $4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gUt edlles, $5.50.
'Analysis o1' Religious Belie.f. An Examination
ttood she must imagin that she has been doing that think it was necessary, sir; rve always neard that
ofthe Creeds, Rites• and Sacred Writings of the world.
little on her own book, without the help of God or history repeats itself."
By Viscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
Premier of Engm.nd. Complete !rom the London
angels, unless they are like hounds, w hicb drive
SliiiTH: "Harder up than ever, old man? So am twice
edition. 745 pages, 8Yo. In cloth, $3.00·; leather, $4.00;
the prey into her clutches. Says l\Iivart, "The cat I." Jones: "Seen Spitkins lately?" Smith: "No; morocco,
gilt e<fges, $4.50.
became what she is by virtue of an internal princi- that small sum I borrowed of him has estranged
The Great Works ot' Thmnas Paine. Inple, or law of God, working and unfolding in a us." Jones: "All, tbere•s one comfort, dear boy; cluding The Age of Reason, Examination of Propbecle~
Re£}y to Bishop ot Llauda.fl:, Letter to Mr. Erskine! Essay
systematic manner," and all this is so neatly done, I and U will never be separated by an 0."
that certainly it would take a God to do it. But
~~Isi;,alf3~m~~;erset~se?af~~ec~i~~~a~nJh~h~~~~fs
AN up-town man who •urprised his cook smok- Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, an:fa steel
what an astounding capacity a cat must possess
plate portrait. SOO p~ges, 8vo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, ~.00;
(if enough of her is left intact to possess anything) ing one of his choice Connecticut cigars was cut mor-occo, gilt edges, $4.50.
short
in his reproof by her asking the conundrum,
The foregoln~ eight volumes are called "The Truth
even in her very kittenhood, to be able to receive
Seeker Library. ' If all are ordered together and sent by
and apply practically all the gentle hints, nods, ·•If domestic cigars ain't intended for the use of us express, one dollar will be deducted from the price of
!lomestics,
what
are
they
called
by
our
name
for?"
each.
and little pushes, given by the best of deities,
Nature's Revelations ot· Character; or
which she is obeying all the while she is performAT Boston they are too truly good and learned
ing her silken bounds into the air, or managing to quote Byron undiluted, and so hav prepared a ~~lu~f~fa~~~~r!r'{~'t,~r~~e~m£'e~n'i~~e~e.:'ntr~~
tures.
Illustrated by 250 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
her feline housekeeping in the back-yard or on the special version of one of his best known poems, as
:fiPed~~s;'$f.W.'Svo. Cloth. $8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
fence. 1\Ir. Mivart detests Atheism, but he knows follows:
that capacity for improvement amounts to the
" Maid of Boston, err. we separate us
Paine's Works.
same thing as talent, in cat, man, or rhizopod. If
Giv me back my cardiac apparatus/'
1
pussy's capacity for progress emanated from God
IN a railroad collision the other dayayounglady's A :.:a!r\~.!on~rx~~,~~foC:!r ~~~~T.;s, '¥:~~~!~t,
it follows that this deity condescends to act the old style bonnet was crushed and dented in seven- BFshop of Llandatr, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel.plate
role of the cat himself, which outdoes Vishnu,
teen different places. She took it home, put a portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $!.50.
who has, I suppose, been incarnated only nine
flower and two yards of ribbon on it, and now bas
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one volhundred and ninety-nine times. A rhizopod ima bonnet of latest style worth eleven dollars and a ume, aa above. $3, $4, $4.50.
provises one foot when he wishes to walk, no half.
1
Se~:O~¥:~scrfs::~!~~~~:b~~~~:? igf~fg, $f.50?onunon
thanks to the Holy Ghost, for I should never
HE took her fancy when he came,
think of ref3rling such an exploit to God, in any
'I' he Age of' Reason. An investigation of true
He took her hand, he took a kiss;
and fabulous theology. Without a peer in the world. ,
shape or way, as he might not like such a stain of
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 fOr $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
·
He took no notice of the shame
1
humility upon his holy escutcheon, where some
That glowed her happy cheek at this.
The Age ot"Reason and An Examination '
few bars sinister llav perhaps appeared. If the
ot' the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 ,
He took to coming afternoons,
cents.
tolerably r.espectable shadow in question does
He took an oath he'd ne'er deceive;
anything it must be calling into being myliads of
CoInmon Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.
He took her father's silver spoons,
feeble ereatlll'eS and destroying many of them in
The Crisis. Cont&!nlng numbers from I. to XVI.
And after that betook his leave.
the most painiul manner before they bav tasted
inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
the pleasures of their fleeting existence.-Alkaza.
The Rights ot"Man. For the oppre88ed of hnman•
A "RUBBER-HEADED tack" bas been invented ity. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
WE may lay it down as an incontestable axiom by a misguided man. The Albany Evening Journal
that, in all the operations of art and nature, noth- remarks that " everybody· who has sa,~ down in
D. M. Bennett's Works.
ing is created; an equal quantity of matter existed peace and risen in wrath knows that tbl3' head of a
The World's Sages, Thinkers. and Be•
both before and after the experiment. The quality tack is not the end which needs improvement ~~Jo~~~it ici~:s~U.~; Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
and quantity of the elements remain precisely the with a rubber point."
The ChamP.ions ot' the Church; Their
same and nothing takes place beyond changes and
Crimes and Persecutions. 8vo. 1,119 pages.
BRING forth the linen duster,
modifications in the combinations of the elements.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
That
I
used
to
wear;
Upon this principle the whole art of performing
Hang np my winter wrapper
chemical experiments depends. We must always
~~~S~r~~is.:e~? rw~~tu~~~. ot~~~:,:t r~s~~
For I feel the summer air.
-Plato.
In cloth,$3.00 per volume,Gr$5.00 fer the two vofumes;
5uppose an exact equality between the elements of
iu leather, $7.00; in morocco, glit edges, $8.00.
the body examined and those of the products of
Down slave I Why thus prevaricate?
From Behind the Bars. A series of letters
its analysis.-Lavoisier [1743--1794 ; guillotined !] .
Hast pawned my linen summer suit,
written In prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
r,
Or the cool straw bat ate?
-Cicero.
WHAT becomes of the coal when it is burned?
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during avlsltoftenweeksin Europe. 850 pages. Price,
Heat comes out of it, light comes out of it, and if
Perhaps I'll go in swimming,
$1.50.
we could gather together all that goes up the chimPerhaps I'll take some beer,
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
ney and all that remains in the grate of a thorPerhaps I'll sweat and swelter here;
upon the gods of the Semitic nations Including Allah,,
oughly-burned coal-fire, we should :find olll'selvs
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
But I think not, not next year. -Solomon.
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages are devoted,
in possession of a quantity of carbonic acid, water,
showing that book to be a very Inferior production for a
A FUNNY OLD STORY.
ammonia, and min.,eral matters exactly equal in
tlrst-cla.ss God. 833 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents;
Tom l\Iarshall was engaged in the tlial of a case cloth, $1.
weight to the coal.-Hu:cley.
in the interior of Kentucky, when a decision of the
LET us hope that, before long, a boy of llish Cath- judge struck him as so bad that he rose and said: . a!f's'::i~~ln~n~.fi~~~n!,?;· t,::~d ~g~n~ur~1;
olic parents may not be separated from the chilthought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
"There never was such a ruling as that since that
has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.
dren of Protestant parents from the fear lest his Pontius Pilate presided at the trial of Christ."
Thirty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
faith and mind should be endangered by their
"r.rr. Cierk," responded the Judge, "iine l\lr. and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper coVers. 75 cents;
learning together the mysteries of the multiplica- l\Iarshall $10 for contempt of court. ••
cloth, $1.
tion table, and that in the German provinces of
"I confess your honor," continued Tom, "that
The HnmP.hrey-Bennett Discussion. A
Russia a young girl of fomteen years old may not what I said was a little hard on Pontius Pilate, but debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. H: Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
be kept twelve hours without food in order to comit is tha first time in the history of Kentucky jurisBennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
pel her to embrace the orthodoxy of the Greek prudence that it is held that to Speak disrespectBennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
church. I trust the time is coming when in regard fully of Pontius Pilate is contempt of court."
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50
to moral and physical darkness the divine com"Mr. Clerk, make the fine $20 for continuous cents.
mand will issue, " Let there be light and there contempt," said the judge solemnly.
Interroll,'atories to Jehovah. Being S,OOO qnes·
tlons propounded to his Jewish Godsblp upon a great variwasligbt."-EarZRusseU.
"Well, Judge," Tom added," as you won all my ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
IT is the current belief that Adam was niade out money last night at poker, lend me the twenty."
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
of the earth somewhere in Asia, about six thou"Mr. Clerk," cried the judge, hastily, "remit the Why and \Vheret'ore. (Forthcoming.) 350 pp.,
sand years ago; that Eve was modeled from one iine. The state can afi'ord to lose the money better 12mo. Paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of
of his ribs; and that the progeny of these two, hav- than lean."

10 cents.

(~rhnes

cents.

'l'weh·e 'l'rt\ets. Sclentlllc and Theological. 20 cts.
lhrrg·ess-IJtuleJ.>wood Debate. A four days'

della to L1etweeu B. 11', Underwood and Prof. 0. A. Burgess,

l'resluent of the Northwestern Christian University,
lndlt\llt\POlfB, Ind. Accurately repw:tod. 188 pp. Paper

50 cents; cloth, 80 cents.

Underwoo(l·l'IJ:arples Debate. A four nights'
debt~te between B. I•'. Unuerwood and Rev. John Marples,
Fully reported. Paper, 85 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
Mi11eellaneous Works.
The Martyrdom of' Man. Embraclngtbefonr

g~~~:~~~:~i;:~:?~~~~&~~~·~~~~~~ig~~J~~~ll~"i'wii.~g~

Reade. New edition. 544 .pages. Price reduced from~
to$1.75.
Tbe Creed ot' Christendom. Ita foundation
contrasted with Its superstructure. By W. Rathbone

Greg. One of the cleurest and ablest works ever written.

Price $1.50.
Revell\tions of' Antichrist. An exhaustlv work

fs~~~~i~f ;,~~;~~~iri~r~!lttc~fu~~1~f~f~~tn ,:-sJJe~~~~ [h~~~~e;f
tf~l~l~7'ti(~td~:~?l~i~~' ag~g~~lt~~~~~~fia~ ~~~~~:It!>defg~ea;~:
tie P:\Ul, both lived ami died before the Christian era.

446 pages and fulllndc:.:. Price, $2.00.

'I'he

•t•he Pro an•l Coai. ot' Supernatural Re•
1

~iu11~?~~-J~~;~r~~3L."tf~~~*::,~:~ lJ>~~~~~nsbe%6n~~ J,;J;;

5U cents.

The ·rrutb Seeker Collection o.I'Fo:rm•,
IJ:yrnns, a11d Recitations. Contalnin~~: forms for

organizing societies, mnrrlage, funeral services, naming of
intlmt.s, obituary notices, epitaphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal

~~.\\af~~~~~~V~:~ JJ.U'¥~ ~~~1clhu~~~ca8a~~tb~lf.".itf~eli:=

ltatlons for vat'lous public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, 110
cents; cloth, 75 cents.

The llelltbens ot'the Heath. A finely written

Rl.\dlcal romance. By Wm. McDonnell, author ot Exeter
Hall, It"'umUy Creeds, IJny of Rest, etc. 500 pages. Prise
reduced. Paper, 80 cents; cloth, $1.25.

Nathaniel Vaughan. A Radlcalnovelofmarked
rrcderlka Macdonald. 404 pages. Price ro2
'l'he Darwins. AdomeotlcRadlcalstory. ByMrs.
Elmlna Dmke Slenker, author of John's Way, Studylns
the Bible, and numerous essays. 257 pp. Paper, 50 centa;
~~~~:t' to

1

MIKE'S CONFESSioN.
Now Mike was an ostler of very good parts,
Yet sly as a church-mouse was he;
And he came to confess to the new parish priest,
Like a pious and true devotee.

When his sins were reeled off till no more could
be found,
Said the pliest: ".Are you sure you've told all?
A MAN may as reasonably draw cuts for his tenets, regulate his persuasion by the cast of a die, as Hav the mouths of the horses never been greased,
So they couldn't eat oats in the stall?"
take it up for its novelty, or retain it because it
had his first assent and he was never of another
"With rispect to your riv'rence,'' said l\like, with
mind. Well-weighed reasons are to determin the
a grin,
judgment; these the mind should be always ready
"Sure for that ye may lave me alone;
to hearken and submit to, and by their testimony
I've scraped till there's niver a sin left behoinedand suffrage entertain or reject any tenet indifferMe conscience is clane to the bone I"
ently, whether it be a perfect stranger or an old
acpuaintance.- Locke's Conduct of tke Under- So absolved, happyl\Iike went away for more sins,
Till the day came around to tell an·;
standing.
FREETHOUGHT rules by proof, not by authoxity. And the very first thing he confessed, he had
greased
It bas a generous patience with the understanding
The month of each horse in the stall I
until evidence incites the assent. Progress can

only walk in the footsteps of conviction. Assent "How is this?" said the priest. "When here, but
without conviction is tyranny. To assent without
last week,
conviction is servility, submission, and cowardice.
You never had done this, you swore?"
Coercion in thought is not progress, but the disci- "Faith, thanks toyer riv'rence," said .Mike, "such
plin of priestcraft, and reduces to ignominious
a thing
pulp the back-bone of the mind.-G. J. Jiolyoake.
"I niver heerd of before I"

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Anthony Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Eighth and Last Letter t"J.>OID Ludlow•
Street ;) ail. 10 cents.
Letters t"J.>om Albany Penitentiary. 25
cents.

Matter, Motion, Lit"e, and Mind. 10 cents.
The Gods of Superstition. 8 cents.
The Great Religions oC the World. 10 eta.
Open Letter to Samuel Colgate. 10 cents.
Jesus Christ. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
An HouJ.> With the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful. Saints and Siut'ul Shepherds. 10

cents.

··

Honest 'tuestions and Honest Answers.
5cents.
An Open Lettor to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.

B. F.:underwood's Works.
Essays and LeetuJ.>es. Embracing Influence of
Christianity on Civilization; Christianity and Materialism;
What Liberalism otrersln Place of Christianity; Sclentll!c
Materlalfsm; Woman; Spiritualism from a Jlfaterlallstlc

~:i:,~.y,~f~~';;, ;~~nbr~~ec ~~llfaih~ngo~el~~~~~~'W'~~~fJ

God 'I Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authority
of the Bible; Freethought Judged by Its Fruits; Our Ideas
of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
Influence of' Christianity upon Civiliza•
tiou. 25 cents.
' Christianity an<l Jlat.eria!ism. 15cents.
What :r,jboralism Offers in Plac"' ot
Christianity. 19 cons.
Scientific MateriallsiD: Its Mean:IDK" and
Tendency. lQcents.

Mr:

cloth, 75 cents.

John's \Vay. A pleasing domestic Radical &tory.
By Mrs. E. D. Blenker. 15 cents.
The Cler~yman's Victims. A Radical stoJY
vlvld!y portray'i'ng the wrongs committed by the professed
men of God. By Mrs. J. E. Ball. 25 cents.

F~~~~~t?l'J~ct~:t;dltio~~e~ffWli;~~~~~~~~~~~g~'!i

Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.

I

~~~nhl! 1~~~f,ft~~~ ~~~;;,r~~rfi'l.:'n1tft,"Lig~~~~~m .nc~~~~~s.

A nine

D.D. Pnper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

1R:

"I congratulate the court upon its return to a
sane condition," said Tom, resuming his seat amid
roars of laughter.

.Jarnieson·Ditzler Debate.

11~K~· i"~~~~~.:'nn~~.' iJ.'~,~~~~bnc~~~stlf,:>~~YJ~~i 1Jlf~f:{.

g?

ing been reduced to the eight pex·sons who were
landed on the summit of l\lount Ararat after a lmiversal deluge, all the nations of the earth hav proceeded from these last, hav migrated to their present localities, and bav become converted into negroes, Australians, Mongolians, etc., within that
time. Five-sixths of the public are taught this Ad·
amic monogenism as if it was an established
truth, and believe it. I do not; and I am not acquainted with any man of science, or duly instructed person, who does.- Huxley.

tuul Crueltie!!l of' Christianity. 10

'J'he Adventures of' Elder TriptoleiDn•
'I'ub. Containing startling and Interesting disclosures

about hell, its locality, magnitude, climate, employments,

etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Lit'e. A Romance of earth, heaven,
and bell. Beautifully written, by S. P. Putnam. 25 cents.
Chronicles ot· Simon Christlanus. His
manifold and wonderful adventures In the Land of Cosmos. A new scripture (evidently Inspired) discovered by
I. N. Fidel. lo'rom tbe English. Very rich. 25 centa.
A!llbcrley•s Life of' Jesus. His character and
doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religious Belle!. B;y VIIcount Amberley. Paper, 85 cent.a; cloth, 60 cents.

an! y:;,~:rf :i:r:j.~t'Bl.J: .~~~'i3e'N~ra~~~n~~ty, teachinp,
Resurrection ot' Jesus. Showfng the contradictions and doubts In which the subject Is Involved. By W.
Revised edition. 25 cents.
An Outline of' the French Revolution:
Its Causes and Results. A clear and com¥[o~.;,?ys.lv £~\\i':'~~koiu~h~5 ~net;£s~stlng portion of human 11-

s. BelL

L~tst \Viii an(l Testament ol' Jean Me•·
lier, a curate of a Romish church in France. contain.
lng the best of his writings. 25 cents.

A Jo'ew \Vords about the Devil, and Other
Essays. Ily Charles Bradlaugh. With a portrait of the
wrl ter. 260 pp. $1.25.
Voltaire in Exile. Translated from the French of
1!. Gastineau bL his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
~~~~~g~rsp:[pt~~~ 7~ f~er:f;::wcf~ib:,t $'[~iter never before pu~
Six Lectures on Astronomy. ByProf.R.A•

Proctor. 20 cents~

te~~~M':. a~uh :;,~~,::(;'[defi~fuoi:~ ~}r~he f~r':ir.ri~~N

1

In theology. The only edition In English. 25 cents.
Religion Not IJ:istory. An able examination of

~~e~~0N~ ~t~~n;·~~e~}~l{g~j~~ IT~rv;r:r:~~~~en~l. Prot.
1

Sixteen Saviors or None. By Kersey Graves,
of Ute World's Sixteen Crucified Saviors : The
Bible of Bl~lcs, and Biography of Satan. Paper, 75 cts;

t~uthor

c!oth, $1.

M~~tH~~~~~cc~~t.~:~~~~r~~~lfs:t;;! a~~tf.iu~·o1sl'l1~tf!a
pulllish!jJ., J->u.vcr, 5u ct;;; clotb, 75 cts.

'l'he Jll!oly llible Abridged.

Containing tho

choice paHsaget5 an<l luvely morceaus particularly pleasing
to CumHtock. 16U p.~ges. Paper, 30 cts; cloth, 50 cts.

Superstition; The Religion of Believe or bo

Damned, an Open Letter to the St. John's School Board.

By 1>1. Ilabcock. 25 cents.
\Vby Don't God lUll the Devil? A Series
of Jo~•says dedicated to the St. Johns School Board. By
M. lla,bcock. 25 cents.

The Ghost of St. Johns.

cents.

By M, Babcock. 25

P••ocee1liu;.;-s ancl Addresses at the Wat•
I< ins t!onv ention. 400 pages of excellent Speeches

aml. Es:my;;. .Price reduced to $1..00.

Truth Seeker 'l'racts. Bound In volumes of 525

page~

cu.ch-Vols. I, II, Ill, lV, and V. Each volume con.
JHJ.gcs-thirty tracts or more. A Library within
thomselvs cd most excellent Rn.dlcal reading matter at a
~~o~~·~ccct. ai~~eke~~~~?,COO 6~s~~~gJh~1i5t~O~~~·ac1: the

taiutug :)2;1

ti~;!:~ f1~~:~n;:'~~~~~f !~l'~-~!i~~slfosa?[ A~:.;~:t:
ByJame:$J. Furniss. Cloth, 50cts.

or 't~~ c ,~R~~~~~~.·~~ ~t~:o~o~ ~fe ~~;en~~o:r ~t~i~far:Ir:!
~tc. Pnc...:. lll Cloth, reduced to 50 cts.
'l'h1l l!'l>ilosophy ot' SJ•iritualism, and the
Ph1Jq::;Dpliy .~nd T1·ea.tmcnt of M:cdioman1a. By Frederto
R. Marvin, .M.D. Cloth, 50 oents.
1

0
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Ar,:;e.

1

Consequences Involved In

~~~1i~G~I'i~~~~lff;_ri v'ih':~~r~r~r~r':i~gdn~y~~~k~~~y ~~<ire:~
C. Pedller. Price $1.

Septwr 'Jl'ol<iotb J esbu; or, the Book of the
Geucrath111 of J et;us. First translation into English of a
rem;~rk,LI)ie Hci)r~w document, giving the original from
which the ~:;tory of Jcau~ was made up. 20 cents.
~
Ei~ht. Scientific Tracts. 20cents.
The Truth Seelicer; In Bound Volumes. Vot11me

I., $1.50; Vol. ll. (16 months} Ill., und IV., $2.<>0 each; Vels.
V., VI., <tnd Vll., $8.50 ca.clJ. Entire act, Uy cxpresa, $15.
New lEn~\'1>\lHl an <I tll" I•eople up Ther~
A Humor.ms Lecture. By George E. MacdonuJil.
Blakeunan's 200 Poetical Riddles. 20 centa.

lOcont...

The Godly \Vomen of the' Bible. Sharp
and telling In style. P~per, 50 ce11ts; cloth. 75 cent&,
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Botts and g[lippinns.
AN English writer estimates that there are
forty thousand Americans in England to-day.

f

New- York, Saturday, July 30, 1881.

THE reports from the great wheat region of
the West are not el!couraging. They come
just when this ~taplll ~ereal is in a critical condition, just whfl!l it is ripe for the chinch bug,
the rust, the rain, and the tornado, but not
ql!ite ripe for the harvest. The central cereal
region will apparently hav a small crop, but in
the Northwest the prospects are better-in
some regions even brilliant.
THE Rev. W. Whitcher, of Providence, is in
deep disgrace. He has been borrowing books
from the libraries and then mutilating them to
some extent and selling them, making the
statement that he bought them at the junk
shops. He has taken a vacation ; the further
breaking the bread of life to the faithful lambs
this hot weather is rather too vigorous exercise. He is spending a few weeks of prayer
and repentance at Martha's Vineyard.

IT is perfectly safe to think a man is a fool,
but not always safe to say it, so little freedom
of speech hav we, even in this country.
DR. BEARD says that.people in a trance state
are able-though rarely-to see with thoroughly bandaged eyes. The tests were made
with playing cards.
IT is rumored that Prof. Huxley may be a
candidate for the Linacre Professorship of
Physiology in the University of O;rlord, vacant
by the death of Dr. Rolleston.
THE Japanese government has appointed a
special commissioner to study the subject of
HuMAN nature is so crookedly put together,
cremation, and he is now investigating the
or at any rate has become so crooked through
merits of the Italian system at Milan.
the general belief in total depravity, that if
EARTHQUAKES in Switzerland, torrid heat all you ask a boy to go to school or to church he
over Europe, and more tornadoes in Minne- has all of a sudden an attack of toothache
sota are among the contributions of the last which would awaken the pity of a stone monfew days to the calendar of prodigies for the ument, whereas, even if he really has the
year 1881.
toothache, and you invite him to go to the
MoRE than 240,000 immigrants landed at the circus, he exhibits an ability to become indifport of New York during the first half of this ferent to the most excruciating pain, which is
year. A.t that rate, more than 450,000 of very surprising.
these crusaders will have reached us by the
A. WOMAN who exhorts among the negroes of
end of December.
southern Georgia wears on her head a halo
THE British Museum has obtained from
Babylon a statuet of Hercules seated on a
rock, over which is thrown the lion's skin;
his left hand rested on the club, but both
hands are wanting.
THE news that Schaeberle's comet has
grown a tail, a forked one at that, and is aiming, head on, for the earth, will add to public
interest in this new messenger of .the skies,
which may yet carry off the honors as the
great comet of 1881.
THERE is reason for every human action.
When a man out West sold a horse for a wife
a neighbor shook his head and declared that
there mus~ hav been somethmg the matter
with that horse or the owner would not hav
fooled him away like that.
THE Rev. Henry Knight, of Clifton, Kansas,
knocked down a man who expressed a hope
that the President would not recover. A.n
eye-witness estimated the weight of the blow
at thirteen thousand pounds. A. church tribunal will determin the gravity of the offense.
A. WRITER in the British Medical Journal asserts that in the last thirty years there has been
a gradual diminution in the size of people's
heads. The change was first observed by the
hat manufacturers, who hav reduced the average hat two sizes d1.uing that time. Cause not
stated.
A. CHINESE mother at Fresno, Oregon, bandaged her little girl's feet, after the fashion of
her country, and for several days the cries of
the sufferer were heard throughout the mining
town. Then a mob of indignant miners broke
into the house, cut off the bandages, soaked
the feet in liniment, and threatened to hang
the woman if she renewed the process.
GEORGE I., on a journey to Hanover, stopped
at a village in Holland, and while the horses
were getting ready he asked for two or three
eggs, which were brought to him and charged
two hundred florins. " How is this?" said his
majesty. "Eggs must be very scarce at this
place." "Pardon me," said the host, "eggs
are plentiful enough, but kings are scarce."
THE Fijian name for a doctor, on being
translated, turns out to be " carpenter of
death," and Miss C. F. Gordon Cumming, in
her work, "A.t Home in Fiji," says that Dr.
Macgregor, who is practicing the healing art
in that part of the world, has substituted a
new term, signifying "man of life," though
how fiJ.r it has superseded the original is not
known.

made of burnished brass, which seems to impress some of her hearers profoundly. She
tells thlilm that it was given to her by an angel
in a vision as a reward for her superlativ piety,
and is positivly the only one ever conferred
upon anybody before reaching heaven. She
claims that its possession enables her to intercede with certainty for sinners, and givs her
miraculous power over disease. Probably her
halo is just as good as any body's halo.
IN the Comptes rendus of the Academy of
Sciences, Mr. Camille Flammarion publishes
a remarkable note showing, with strong proofs,
that it is impossible to maintain the current
theory on the materiality of the tails of comets,
which are now supposed to be formed of the
substance itself of the comet driven by a repulsiv force emanating from the sun. Mr. Flammarion maintains that the tail of a comet is simply a luminous phenomenon, an electrical or
other excitation of the ether, produced by the
cometary star in the trace of its shadow. This
theory is beginning to number many partisans.
MR. BRADLAUGH intends to turn the tables
upon his vindictiv persecutors. He has discovered that a Conservativ member of Parliament advanced to the informer the funds necessary for legal expenses in Mr. Bradlaugh's
prosecution, and advised the proceedings
against him. In doing this he rendered himself liable to criminal action for the crime of
maintenance. A.lllovers of fair play and liberty of opinion will rejoice that Mr. Bradlaugh
now has it in his power to punish at least one
of the bigots who hav sought to deprive his
constituents of the representativ of their choice.
THE Rev. James H. Bourns, a member of
the Chicago Presbytery, is in trouble, serious
trouble, too. Last· Monday, when the presbytery met in Chicago, formal charges were preferred against the alleged erring brother. They
were to the effect that common fame charges
him with the sin of "deception and dishonesty in
business, in violation of his ordination vows,
and to the manifest injury of his reputation as
a Christian, and to the shame and reproach of
the Christian religion 0f which he is a minister." The particular sins of Bro. Bourns are
said to be the obtitining of money under false
pretenses, the borrowing of money without intent to pay, and of converting money collected
for charitable purposes to his own Ude and for
his own benefit. These are very serious
charges against a Presbyterian minister, and
it is to be hoped that at his trial the Rev. Jas.
H. Bourns can show co=on 'fame to be
wrong.
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NEAR BROADWAY.
f 3 per ear.

MR. BRADLAUGH has summoned a meeting
of his supporters in Trafalgar square on the
evening of tlie 2d of A.ugust to make an orderly protest against his exclusion from the House
of Commons. In the case of Clark against
Bradlaugh, before a special jury-an action to
recover £500 penalty from the defendant for
having sat and voted in the House of Commons without taking the Parliamentary oaththe jury on the 22d inst. made a verdiet for
the plaintiff. The . only question for the jury
to determin was whether the writ in this snit
was actually issued after or before Mr. Bradlaugh voted in the House.

.SILVER and copper-bearing ore has been discovered near Fort Laramie, Wy. Ter.
JUDGE CLIFFORD, the senior member of the
U.S. Supreme Court, died last Monday morning.
CAPT. CHARLEs SMITH, the heroic pilot of the
Seawanhaka, which was burned last year, died
of erysipelas on the 24th.

SENATOR RoBERTSON has qualified as collector of this port and will assume the duties
THE Freethinkers are more Liberal in mat- about the 1st of A.ugust.
ters of discussion than the orthodox brethren.
THE railroad war still continues, and tickets
Apparently they hav enough faith in their can be bought between this city and Chicago
unbelief to be free from all fear of the verbal for $8, with a prospect of dropping to $5.
onslaughts of their adversaries. A.t their conSITTING BULL has surrendered himself and
vention at Hornellsville, to commence on the
31st of A.ugust, according to their announce- followers to the government. Out of a band
ment, they will welcome to their platform any of over 2,000, he has only about 200 "braves"
orthodox minister of good standing in his de- left.
nomination and of sufficient ability to fairly
THE governor of Wisconsin has ordered out
represent the Christian church, alld grant him the militia to pursue a band of outlaws who
the same privileges and hospitality as they hav been killing and robbing people in that
gr~nt other speakers, btsides paying his ex- state.
penses. This is a very different method of
A. COLORED preacher of Canada has taken up
getting at truth than that of Dr. Deems's phi- Jasper's refrain, and says the "sun do move."
losophers, who admit no one to their discus- He triumphantly points to the Bible as his
sions without proof in advance that he agrees authority.
with them.-Truth.
TEN infernal machines hav been discovered
MR. BuRNHAM WARDWELL, ex-warden of concealed in the holds of European steamers.
the Virginia state pri80D, and a laborer in the The British government accuses the Fenians of
cause of prison refvrm, spoke in Hartford on the crime, and detectivs are at work . hunting
Sunday night. He bitterly attacked the Con- up the authors.
necticut prison system, especially that relating
A. VERY destructiv storm occurred on the
to their religious instruction. He said that
the convicts were assembled in the most iron- 20th at Corn Valley, Wisconsin. The house
clad way, and the chaplain mocked God and of a Norwegian was surrounded by a torrent
disgraced humanity by going through with and swept away, with his wife and six chil·
what is called religious exercises. The chap- dren. Property all around was damaged to a
lain, Mr. Howard, happened to be present, and large amount.
after the meeting told the speaker that his reTHE President had a serious relapse last Satmarks were outrageous and shameful. Mr. urday. A. cavity forii!Jld around the bullet
Wardwell undertook to explain that his words which filled with pus and caused a chill, succeedhad been misconstrued, but Mr. Howard indig- ed by violent fever. A.n incision was made in
nantly left the church. The audience sided his back through which the J3US was discharged,
with the chaplain, and so Mr. Wardwell's after which the fever left him, and he is now
effort at prison reform was not successful.
progressing again toward health.

CLARION presbytery in western Pennsylvania is much disturbed over a case of disciplin
growing out of a dance. Mr. Donaldson was
some months ago suspended from the Pennsylvania church for dancing. He appealed from
the decision of the church session to presbytery. In presbytery he defended himself in a
spirited speech which lasted for two hours.
Notwithstanding his eloquence, the presbytery
floored him in the test vote, which stood twenty-two against him and only one in his favor.
The trial consumed one whole day, and called
forth many severe remarks from the brethren
of the presbytery on the heinousness of the sin
of dancing. Outsiders took a warm interest
in the proceedings, and waited in earnest expectation for the verdict. One of the most
remarkable features of the case is that Mr.
Donaldson cannot dance, but onlv tried to.
His brethren made no allowance fo; his lack of
skilfulness, but adjudged him quite as guilty for
trying to dance as if he had succeeded in executing the most sylph-like movements. Mr.
Donaldson is in hopes that the brethren who
compose the synod will look with less disfavor
on his futile attempts to trip the light fantastic
toe. Therefore he has appealed to the synod,
which meets in October in Erie, Pa. .It so
ha);lpens that there is not in all the Bible any
command against dancing. It would be very
hard to disciplin any Presbyterian for this
alleged offense in the churches connected with
the presbyteries of New York or Brooklyn.
Dancing is so customary among the churchmembers, especially among the younger ones,
that any attempt at disciplin for it would array a large proportion of the membership on
the side of the accused. The Donaldson case,
when it comes up to synod, will be one of great
general interest.

AN earthquake occurred on the 22d in
Switzerland and in the eastern part of France.
A.t Geneva bells were rung and houses shaken.
A.t Morges furniture in dwellings was upset,
and b.ere was great consternation, but no casualitioo. It was also severe at Berne, Switzerland, and at Lyons and Grenoble, France.
ELBRIDGE G. LAPHAM was on last Saturday
elected to fill the senatorial vacancy occasioned
by Conkling's resignation. Both senators be·
ing elected, the legislature adjourned. Lap·
ham is about the same kind of a man as Miller,
and neither will reflect any honor qpon the
state nor do anything for the people against
the monopolists.
A. FURious and destructiv storm passed over
Hadlyme, Conn., on theJ?;!st. Hail fell to the
depth of one inch, while the rain fell in tor·
rents. The tobacco crop is almost a total loss.
Corn, in many instances, is cut clean o:ff.
A.pple-trees a foot in diameter were wrenched
off. Fences were blown down, and under
almost every tree birds were found dead. The
damage will aggregate many thousands o:f
dollars.
MR. BRADLAUGH has been advised that the
payment of £200 and the execution of indemnity bonds by Mr. Charles Newdegate, Conservativ M.P., the instigator of the Bradlaugh
prosecution, to Clarke, a common informer,
renders Mr. Newdegate liable to proceedings
for maintenance ; and Mr. Bradlaugh intends to sue Mr. N ewdegate for damages to
cover the whole of the expenses to which he
has been put. According to Russell on Crimes,
a person is guilty of maintenance who shall
provide money, or otherwise aid in the prosecution of a suit to which he is not personally a
party.
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..Alamontada, the GaHey-Slave.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE. BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.

fully will beat again the three hearts of parents and
child on one another, before the throne of God!"
The last ray of the sun faded on: the mountainpeaks; and the gloom of twilight spread over the
ear~h., The spirit of my father was free from the
~rail body that enveloped it. His dear remains lay
m my arms.

I.

SECOND BOOK-CHAPTER
When we were together in the conservatory the
abbe drew forth a note-book. "Here " said he "is
Alamont_ada's story as I with the 'greatest 'care
hav put It together. I gave to it all only the united
thread; they are Alamontada's thoughts and words
that I hav. strung upon it. Many 3: thing you will
:find therem· very short, others agam very minutely
related, according as the narrator was more or less
touched by the affairs of his past, or my questions
induced him thereto."
Our ~uriosity was exci_ted. in the highest degree.
To me It had become qmte mcomprehensible how a
galley-slave could possess such mature wisdom such
manifold accomplishments, or how such a' man
throug~ sentence of a court could be brought to that
cru~l disgrace.
At any rate this man always remamed a most remarkable being, as remarkable as
were his views of the world. What tenderness of
feeling, united with greatness of mind ! What heroism _of purest virtue, and what hard fate for it! How
vamshes beneath his loftiness the areatness of those
heroes of antiq~ity, which makeS" us tremble only
through the magw work of the poets ! A spirit like
that of _the bel~ve~ slave is far beyond the reach of
all poetiC descr1ptwn.. Forsaken, unassuming and
therefore the nobler, his virtue walked over degrading sensuality? noticeab_le only to the eye of I'eason.
The poet, while touchmg the chords of emotion
loves to behold objects of the sensual world only:
even his gods he clothes in shining colors.
'
But let me hasten to the story. Dillon shaded by
the leaves of the grapevine at the win'dow read.
Never shall I forget this beautiful hour.
'

CHAPTER II.
A small village in Languedoc was my home and
the place of my birth (so began Alamontada). I lost
fny mo_ther ~ery earl_Y. My father, a poor peasant,
could, m B_Pite of hiS economy, spare but little for
my e~ucatwn. Yet h~ was by far not the poorest in
the VIllage. But, besides the tithes from his vinya~d, oliv-tre~s, and fields, he must giv from the remamder of his sca~ty profits, gained by hard labor,
one-fo~rth for varwus taxes. Our daily food was
soup With black bread and turnips.
·
My father became distressed. This pained him
very much. " 0 Colas ! " said he more than once to
me in grieved tones, laying his hand upon my head
~·my hopes perish. I shall not be able, notwithstand~
mg the sweat of my brow, to gain for myself a coffin
free from debt. · How then shall I redeem the word
given to thy mother with my last kiss upon her deathbed? I promised her so sacredly to keep thee at
school, and make a clergyman of thee. Thou wilt
become a day-laborer, and serve others!"
Thereupon I consoled the good old man as well as
I _coul~. But my childish consolation only affiicted
him still more. He became more sickly and felt the
approach of his last days. He often looked at me
moved, full of sorrow for my future; and the bitter
tears of hopelessness wet his eyes. I left my play
when I saw this. I ran up to him, for I could not
bear to ~ee him weep. I threw my arms around his
neck, kissed the tears from his eyelashes and exclaimed, sobbing, "0 my father, do not w'eep!"
What a happ.! pe~ple _might inhabit that country,
~here the fe~til soil yields two crops yearly to its
tillers, and ohvs and grapes ripen abundantly under
the warm rays o~ the sun ! But over the blooming
earth d_rags ~eav:Ily a crushed race, which must giv
the frmt of Its dist~ess and want to feasting bishops,
who? for the suff~rmgs ~ere below, promis to it unceasmg pleasure m the hfe to come; givs its gain to
noblemen and princes, who in return would rule the
land with kindness and wisdom. A banquet at the
roy!l-1 court. swallow_ed up a whole year's fruit of an
entire provmce, W~I~h was w_rested from the lap of
the earth under millions of sighs and under millions
of sweat-drops.
I was eighteen years old when my father died. It
was a pleasant evening, the sun about to set. My
father sat before the hut, in the shade of the chestnuttree. He _wou~d o~ce more enjoy the view of the
world, w~wh, m spite of all suffering, had become
dear to him. I came from the :field. He was very
weak. I went to him. He embraced me. "0 my
son ! " said he, "now I feel well. My work is done
and I go to rest. Yet I shall not forget thee.
shall stand be~ore the throne of God with thy
mo~her; we Will pray for thee above the stars.
T~mk of us, and be true to virtue until death; we
Will pra~ for thee. God cares for thee. And weep
n~t, for if once thy day's work is done, for thee also
will come the hour of rest. Then thou wilt again
find us ab?ve, ~e and thy mother. Ah ! Colas, with
what longmg will we there await thee, and how J'oy\

'

I

CHAPTER III.
The faithful servant-his name I hav forgottenwho was to bring me, according to the last will of
my father, to my mother's brother, Mr. Etienne, in
~'ismes, held me by the hand as we walked through
Its dark, narrow streets. I trembled; An irrepressible shudder seized my soul.
"Thou tremblest, Colas," said the servant. "Thou
lookest pale and gloomy. Art thou not well?"
"Ah ! " cried I, "do not bring me hither in this
dark stone labyrinth. I feel as if I had to die here.
Let me be a day laborer in my free, green home.
Look at these walls-they stand like walls of prisons.
An.d these people, they seem so restless, so gloomy
as 1£ they were criminals."
'
· "Thy uncle, the miller, does not liv in this town·
his house is before the Carmelite-gate,* in the free:
green country."
The secret power is ascribed to the soul to anticipate its futu_re fate. When I had become a companIOn of t~e fnghtful tragedy, the history of which has
filled With terror. the hearts of all feeling humanity,
I recoll~cted this _first sad, anxious feeling of my
soul, whwh I_ expenenced on first entering the streets
of gloomy Nismes, and looked at it as a foreboding.
Even the most enli~~tened man cannot entirely cut
loose . fro~ superstitiOus ~ear, when his despairing
hope m vam feels around m the dark for aid.
The impression that Nismes had made upon meremained with me forever. As I was accustomed to
liv in and with free n~ture, lonely and simple, I was
scared by the commotiOn of the crowd of people of
this busy city. My mother had rocked me under the
branches of the oliv-tree, and in the green, pleasant
dusk of the chestnut-groves I had dreamed my childhood away. How was I able to endure it between
th~se dark, narrow, walls, where only thirst for gain
bnngs people together?. In solitude the passions die;
the heart becomes as qmet as the surrounding landB?ape. On that account I was frightened at the first
sight of so many human faces in which anger and
car~, pride and. avarice, revelry and envy, had left
their traces, whwh he no longer notices who sees
them day by day.
Before the gate of the Carmelite was the house of
my un~le and near it his mill. The servant pointed
With his hand to the pretty building, and said:
"Mr. Etienne is a rich man, but too bad-"
"And what then too bad?"
"A_ Calvinist, as people say."
I did not understand him. We entered the fine
bu~lding. ~y anxi~ty vanished at my entrance.
A
qmet, homelike feeling spoke to me from everything
that I saw, and I began to feel as well as in my own
home.
In the neat room full of simplicity and order sat
~he mother at the table, surrounded by three bloommg daughters, busy with domestic work. A twoyear-old boy sat in the mother's lap playing. Good
ness and calmness dwelt in every face. They were
all silent, and fastened their eyes upon me. My
uncle stood at the window and read in a book. Already his locks were gray, but a youthful cheerfulness beamed in his looks. His features were the features of piety.
The servant. said to him:. "This is your nephew
Colas, Mr. Etienne. For his father, your sister's
husband, has died, and in poverty. Therefore he
commanded me to bring his son to you that you
might be his father."
· ~
"Be welcomed and blessed, Colas ! " said Mr. Etienne, as he laid his hands upon my head, "I will be
thy father."
Then the woman arose, took my hand and said
"I will be thy mother."
'
'
This kindness moved my heart. I wept, and kissed
the hands of the new father and the new mother
without being able to speak a word. Thereupon th~
three daughters surrounded me and said, "Do not
weep, Colas; we are thy sisters."
From this moment I was as familiar in this new
ho~e as if I_h3:d never _been a stranger therein. I
believed to liv m a family of quiet angels, of whom
my father oft had told me. I became as pious as
they all, and yet was never the most pious.
~ was kept at school. Half a year afterward Mr.
Etieime stepped up to me, and said with friendly
look: "Colas, thou art poor, but God has blessed
thee with beautiful talents. Thy teachers all praise
to me thy dilig~nce and. that thou excellest all thy
school-fellows m learnmg. Therefore hav I concluded that thou shalt study the sciences, and become a learn~d ~an. When thou has finished thy
school-years m Nismes, I shall send thee to the university at Montpellier. _ Thou shalt study law, and

then thou canst become a defender of our oppressed
church. I see in thee an instrument of God for our
rescue, and a protector of the evangelical faith
against the cruelties and abuses of the papists."
Mr. Etienne was a secret Protestant, as with him
a few thousands in Nismes and the surrounding
country were. He initiated me into his faith. The
Protestants were industrious, quiet, benevolent citizens; but the anger of the people and the rage of
the monks persecuted the unfortunate ones even into
their very houses. They lived in constant fear; but
this kept the fire of piety the more activ in all hearts.
Compelled, and for name's sake, we visited the
church of the Catholics, celebrated their holidays,
and kept the pictures of their saints in our rooms.
Yet neither this concession nor the laborious piety
of the persecuted assuaged the hatred of the persecutor.
(TO BE CONTINUED.]

~tltcfion#.
(From Po.rtfin's Life of Volta,·e.J

The Case of the Chevalier de la Barre.

The scene of the eventli now to be related was
Abbeville, a small city of the north of France, on
the navigable river Somme, twelve miles from the
English Channel. There was a convent there the
ab~ess of which was a lady of _distinguished fa~ily,
a highly agree~~le_ and attractiv woman. A magistrate of the VICimty, Duval by name, 3: man sixty
years of age, much employed m the busmess affairs
of the convent, fell in love with her, and pressed his
suit with offensiv importunity. The abbess sent for
her nephew, Chevalier de la Barre, to come and liv
in ~he town? promisin~ to use ~er influence in procurmg for him the obJect of his ambition-a commission in a regiment of cavalry. He was the son
of a lieutenant-general who had squandered a large
estate, and he looked to his aunt for the influence
whi?h alone coul~ advance him in the military professiOn.
The abbess often inv~ted him and his companions
to supper, to the excluswn of Duval, who conceived
a viho!ent animosity adgainst the young man, and he,
on IS part, treate the elderly magistrate with
aggravating hauteur. La Barre was twenty years of
age, ill-instructed, a reader of scandalous books, but
by no means of a perverse or depraved character.
He was simply a very young French gentleman of
that period; neither worse nor better than many
others.
It w!ls a bad time for young men 0f family and
educatwn, who, above all others, need the restraints
and the inspirations of a true religion. For them
th~ old rel~g~on was a dead thing; they saw the
bnghtest spmts of the age pelting its ghastly and
sumptuous corpse; and there was as yet no hint or
hope of one which could assist thP.m to control their
propensities and ennoble their purposes.
On a certa~n night in August, 1765, a foolish deed
was done in Abbeville that filled the region round
about with horror and consternation. A wooden
crucifix which stood upon an old bridge over th~
~omme was hacked with _a knife in many places and
m such a way as to permit no doubt that the mutilation. wa.s done purposely. 9n the same night a
crucifix m one of the cemetenes of the city was cov~re~ with mud. Upon the discovery of these inJUries the people were thrown into the same kind of
affr~ght as that which ':lsed to seize the people of
anment Athens when an Image of Minerva was supposed to hav been profaned and the goddess made
angry. with ~er own beloved city. The bishop of
the dwcese mflamed the general excitement. An
austere. and zealous prelate, he arranged a solemn
processiOn to avert the anger of heaven from Abbeville. The bishop himself, with bare feet and a cord
round his neck, marched at its head, and, kneelin~:t
before the image, he invoked mercy upon those who
had profaned it-men, he said, who were not beyond
the reach of heavenly mercy, though they had
" rendered themselvs worthy of the severest punishments known to this world's law." An indulgence
of forty days was granted to all of either sex who
should visit the injured crucifix, now transported to
the principal church of the city. That church was
filled all day with worshipers. Processions of various orders and societies were seen every hour going
t?~ard it, chanting psalms as they went. The· rehgi?UB fervor of ~he people was by these expedients
exmted to the highest degree; and that species of
fervor is closely akin to the direst cruelty.
One of those terrible m.onitoires was read in all
the churches, threatening vague perdition against
all persons having knowledge of the matter "whether
by hearsay or otherwise," who should fail' to declare ·
it. The usual mad rumors ran from circle to circle·
a new sect had been formed, sworn to break all'
images and tread the sacrament under foot. The
Jews were at their old familiar work of profaning
Christian emblems.
Then it was tbat Duval, blinded by jealous hate
pointed to the Chevalier de la Barre as the probabl~
*Carmelites.
order
of monks
Carmel,
in Syria, An
in the
twelfth
century.established· on Mount perpetrator of tlw "sncrilege ;" and, in his character
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of magistrate, he inquired into all the past life of
the young man, questioning valets, servants, work.men. He discovered no proof, and none was ever
discovered, that La Barre had defaced the crucifix
on the bridge. He learned that the young man and
two of his companions had once passed within thirty
yards of a procession bearing the sacrament without
taking off their hats. La Barre confessed as much,
and attributed the omission to his being too late for
dinner. Duval also ascertained that these youn~
roysterers had been in the habit of singing loose
ditties and chanting Rabelaisian litanies; particularly
a certain song written by Piron in his youth and
known to most young men of that period. Armed
with such testimony as this, the infuriate Duval
formally denounced the chevalier, which compelled
the magistrates of Abbeville to investigate the
charge. '
A crowd of witnesses (seventy-seven in all) came
forward to testify. Half a dozen young men of
Abbeville were accused of singing the objectionable
songs and uttering ·the burlesque litanies. One of
them was Duval's own son, who took to flight, as
did others of the accused. The rooms of La Barre,
D'Etallonde, and the rest were searched. Amonv
their books were found several light novels of the
day; also one of Voltaire's Deistical poems, the
"Epistle to Uranie," and the two little volumes just
published of the "Philosophical Dictionary," works
to be found in thousands of rooms all over Europe.
Duval pushed on the prosecution with all the fury of
a David ef Toulouse, encouraged, as he was, by the
applause of all priests and many people. Fortunately, D'Etallonde escaped in time and reached the
dominions of the king of Prussia, where, having
spent all his money, and being in danger of starvation, he enlisted as a soldier in a regiment posted at
Vesel. Another of the accused, a lad of fifteen,
saved himself by confessing that he and his young
friends had indeed sung ti-J.e songs, said the litanies,
and bowed in mock homage to the books.
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At the scaffold, therefore, he was still able to speak. information requested with modesty, intelligence,
Just before mounting it, he quietly saiQ.to the priest, and grace. Voltaire sent his answer to the king of
"I did not believe a young gentleman could be put Prussia, and wrote again to D'Etallonde, giving him
to death for so little a thing." One of the execu- good hopes of a better lot.
tioners came forward to cut his hair. "Why," said
"The king of Prussia," he wrote, "knows that
the prisoner, " do you wish to make me look like a you ·are only guilty of having inconsiderately
choir boy?" The executioner from Paris, who was mocked a superstition which all men· of sense detest
to giv the final stroke of the axe, then presented from the bottom of. their hearts. You laughed at
himself. "Are your arms strong?" said La Barre. the grimaces of monkeys in the country of monkeys,
"Was it not you who cut off the head of the Count and the monkeys tore you. . . . My first intenof Lally?" "Yes, monsieur," replied the man. tion was to place you in an establishment which
"You missed, did you not?" "He was in a bad was projected at Cleves. But this scheme encounposition," said the executioner. "Place yourself tered obstacles; it has been deranged; and the goodproperly, and I will not fail you." "Fear nothing," ness of the king whom you· serve appears to me at
said the prisoner. "I will place myself aright and present a precious resource. He who writes to you
not play the baby." He laid his head upon the desires passionately to be of service to you; and, if
block, and again spoke with the most perfect seren- he could, he would make the barbarians repent who
ity, "Is that right?" The executioner did his work treated~children with so much inhumanity."
with such dexterity that he was rewarded by a gen- . All happened as he hoped it would. The king of
Prussia gave the young man a commission in his
eral clapping of hands.
Thus perished, July 1, 1766, almost within sight service, and allowed him at once a long leave of
of the white cliffs of humane England, this heroic absence, that he might visit Ferney. Voltaire sent
youth, to the horror of what was called "all him a sum of money to defray his traveling expenses,
France;" that is, to the horror of the few thousands and gave him the welcome due to his sufferings and
of people who, by sharing the intellectual life of to his amiable disposition. He detained him at
Ferney more than a year and a half, during which
France, had escaped the domination of l'Infame.
No event of his whole lifetime so deeply moved the young officer studied mathematics, fortification,
Voltaire as this execution. He was ready to a ban- surveying, drawing, and whatever else might fit him
don his country. When the news reached Ferney for a military career. "His good sense," wrote Volthat, in spite of the argument of the ten advocates, taire, "his prudence, his assiduity in labor, and his
the fell sentence had been carried into effect, he was extreme politeness gained him the hearts of all who
incoherent with rage, alarm, amazement, and com- lived at Ferney, and their number is not small."
passion. He dashed upon paper, July 16, 1766, a Wagniere bears similar testimony to the gentleness
wild letter to the D'Argentals, imploring further of his manners and the agreeableness of his person.
Nine years after the awful scene at Abbeville we
information:
"The atrocity of this affair seizes me with horror and wrath. find Voltaire still exerting himself to procure for the
I repent having ruined myself in building and doing good young man the inheritance of his confiscated propwithin the boundaries of a country where barbarities are com- erty and the restoration of his civil rights.
mitted in cold blood and going to dinner which would make
Upon his final settlement in Prussia, with his new
drunken savages shudder. A.nd this is a people so gentle, so accomplishments, Frederic made him a captain of
light, and so gay ! Man-devouring harlequins ! I wish no engineers, and added a pension to the pay of his
more to hear you spoken of. Run from the stake to a ball,
La Barre alone was a prisoner; but D'Etallonde and from the place of execution to the comic opera; break rrmk, besides giving him those marks of personal
was condemned and sentenced, as though he, too, Calas upon the wheel ; hang Sirven ; burn five poor young regard which are of so much importance under absohad been in the power of the court. He was but men, who, as my angels say, ought only to hav been put six lute governments. He n~ver, I believe, obtained
1
months in St. Lazarus. I cannot breathe the same air as you. the restoration of his rights as a French f\itizen. He
eighteen years of age; L a B arre was scarce Y twenty. My angels, I conjure you once more to tell me all you know.
The crimes of which they were found guilty were The Inquisition is insipid in comparison with your Jansenists could hav had them, as it seems, in 1775, on conditbus described by the court: "Wickedly, and from of the Grand-Chamber and the Tournelle. There is no law tion of making a public confession of his fault, canimpiety, passing with deli~erate steps before the whatev~r which orders horrors like. these in ~uch a case; only dle in hand, and asking pardon of the church upon
holy sacrament without takmg off the hat or kneel- ~the deVIl could be cap_able of burnmg men m the teeth ~f t~e his knees. He declined thus to degrade himself,
i g. uttering blasphemies against God the holy law. ~hat 1. the caprwe of five old f?~ls shall suffice to mflict and remained a subject of the Prussian king. Voln ' .
. .
·
. . ' d
penalties whwh would hav made Busms tremble? I stop, for
eucharist, the holy VIrgm, the rebgwn. a~ com- I should say much more. I hav already said too much of taire had the satisfaction of telling him, in 177 5,
that, among the events which inspired TUrgot and
mandments of God and of the church; _smgmg two demo:<Js; I wish on)y to love my angels."
his colleagues to reform the code and criminal pros~ngs_ filled _wi~h Ge~ec~:bl~ ~nd ab~m~nt~~
~lat As more exact information reached him, his indig- cedure of France, none was more influential than
P. er~:nes agams . 0 ' el 0 Yd efuc ar18 ' ed ? Y nation increased. He wondered that, in the presence the foul sentence pronounced at Abbeville in 176o,
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H1s
countrymen,
he
sa1d,
were de la Barre. It was through Captain D'Etallonde
0
pro anmg: e sign
e cross, e mysd~ry_
. e monkeys, who could at any moment become tigers.
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· France that the farmers of Ferney sent parcels of seeds to
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d wme, Ch
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the king of Prussia, such as enthusiastic agricultuse m c urc es an among
r1s 1ans.
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oun mg a co ony o p 1 osop ers m
uralists love to distribute among their friends for
These were the _offenses of the young men. Thou- minions of the king of Prussia, whence, with their trial in other soils.
11ands of merry priests had comm~tted the same when own printing-press, they would inundate the universe
they read and laughed over their m~ch-loved Rab- with works against l'Infame.
THE ILLUSTRATED SCIENTIFIC NEws.-The July
elaiB; a~d thousa:nds of French lad1~s al~o, wh~n
Not the less did he exert himself to undo a porissue
of the Illustrated Scientific News teems with
t~eY: cop1ed the hght verses of the. time mt? their tion of the mischief which had been done against
diaries and read them aloud to their compamons at the laws of France by the ministers of the law. He interesting illustrated articles, a few of which are as
supper. La Barre, present~ and D'Etallonde, absen~, wrote immediately one of his little pamphlets, enti- follows: The Do blear Telephone; Glass Grinding
were condemned t? be subJected to the torture, ord~- tled "Narrativ of the Death of the Chevalier de la Machine; Ancient Pottery from Cyprus; Mechanical
nary and extraordmary, to extort the names of their Barre" a simple graphic account of the matter Larynx; Pleasure Car of the Days of Louis XIV;
Amateur Mechanics; The remarkable Palmyra Palm;
" acco~p 1"Ice~; " t o h a': th e1r
. t ongues t ?rn _ou t b Y th e which' no one could
'
resist. In 1775, at the begin-'
roots w1th pmcers of Iron; ~o ~av their r1ght hands ning of the next reign, he followed this with one Curious Fishes; lllustrations, explaining the bursting
o':lt off at the door ?f the prmmpal church of Abbe- still more powerful and affecting, addressed to the of fly wheels; A Velocipede Carriage. In addition
v1lle; to b_e drawn m a cart to the marke_t-place, ~nd young King Louis XVI., called the" Cry of Inno- to the numerous engravings there is a large number
there, havmg been bound to stakes by Iron c~aws, cent Blood," in which he gave an outline of the of interesting, useful, and practical papers, relating
various departments of popular science. This is
t? be burned to death by a slow fire. In cons1de;~- hearsay testimony upon which the young man had to
one
of the most elegantly printed and valuable peritwn of. La. Barre's presence, the sentence was m1t1- been condemned. The object of this was to procure
odicals.
gated m h1s case B? far that he was allowed to be a formal reversal of the abominable judgment.
Sold by all newsdealers. Published by Munn &
beheaded before bemg burned. The. court. further
Meanwhile, the youthful D'Etallonde, a young
Co.,
37 Park Row, New York.
orde_red that som,~ of ~he bo~ks fou~d .m the1~ rooms, man of education and singular refinement, was
partiCul~rly the Ph1~osoph1~al D~ctwnary, should shouldering a musket in a Prussian regiment, withAs to the great question, what ·becomes of man
b~ cast mto the fire w1th their bodies, and consumed out hope of a happier destiny. When he had served
Wlth them.
some months Voltaire was so fortunate as to discover after death, we do not see that a highly educated
No rational being seems to hav thought at the his whereabouts from a Prussian officer who visited European, left to ·his unassisted reason, is more likely
time that this hideous sentence would be carried him at Ferney. January 13, 1767, he wrote to the to be in the right than a Blackfoot Indian. Not a
single one of the many sciences in which we surpass
into effect. Extraordinary efforts were made to save young soldier the following letter:
the Blackfoot Indian throws the smallest light on
a life so young and so innocent. An appeal was
" A. man who has been sensibly touched by your misfortaken. Ten of the first advocates of Paris joined in tunes, monsieur, and who is still 'penetrated with horror at the the state of the soul after the animal life is extinct.
a declaration that, in their opinion, the sentence was cruel fate of one of your friends, infinitely desires to be of In truth, all the philosophers, ancient and modern,
illegal. The prisoner was removed to Paris, where service to you. Hav the goodness to giv information as to who hav attempted, without the help of revelation,
the case was examined by a court of twenty-five what vocation you feel yourself best suited; whether you to prove the immortality of man, from Plato dow:1
speak German; if your handwriting is good; if you would to Franklin, appear to us to hav failed deplorably.- ·
judges, fifteen of whom voted to confirm the sen- like
a situation at the court of some prince of Germany, or
tence; and the young man was sent back to Abbe- with some lord as reader, secretary, librarian ; whether you Macaulay.
ville, followed by five executioners, supposed to be are still engaged in the service <i>f his majesty, the king of
FREE agency, in its very essence, contains liabilit~
Prussia ; whether you wish that your discharge should be
competent to execute it.
to
abuse. Yet, if you deprive man of his free agency,
asked
of
him
;
and
whether
you
can
be
recommended
to
him
He bore the long, unspeakable anguish of the fatal as a man of letters. In the latter case, he would hav to be
day with a fortitude that is absolutely without par- informed Ci>f your name, your age, and your misfortune. He you subvE;lrt his nature. You may hav order from
allel. The confessor who was assigned him was an would be touched by it; he detests barbarians; he thinks him, and regularity, as you may from the tides or
the trade-winds, but you put an end to his moral
old friend of his aunt, the abbess, ..often her guest, your condemnation abominable.
character, to virtue, to merit, to accountableness, to
"Do
not
inquire
who
writes
to
you,
but
write
a
long
detail
with whom the chevalier had mer.rily supped many
a time at the Gonvent. He dined with this priest to Geneva, to M. Misopriest, care of M. Souchai, cloth mer- the use, indeed, of reason.-Paley.
chant, at the Golden Lion. Hav the goodness to say ro M.
before his torments began. " Let us," said the pris- Haas,
at whose house you lodge, that he shall be reimbursed
IT is the duty of the state to provide for the eduoner," take a little nourishment; you will hav need the postage of all the letters which will be sent to you under
cation of every child under its control. It is also
of strength as much as I to bear the spectacle I am cover.
going to giv." He could even jest. At the close of '' A.lso, monsieur, will you be pleased to inform us how the duty of the state to grant to its adult population
the meal he said, "Let us hav smile coffee; it will much your father allows you per annum, and if you receive the utmost liberty to think what it pleases and to
not prevent my sleeping." The executioners them- pay at Vesel? Nothing more can be said to you at present, utter what it thinks. In this manner civil and religand your answer is waited for."
ious liberty may prevail all over the world.-.Earl
selvs proved unequal to the task they had underThe young man promptly replied, transmitting the Russell (1792-1878).
taken, and only pretended to tear out his tongue.
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said: "We send you fortb, Mr. Bennett, on this cared anything about the obscenity question. Many good and
mission because we wish to hav presente~ to us the true men were content to say, If a man is publicly obscene he
becomes a nuisance and deserves to be -~unished, and few
D. M. BE~TT, EDITOR.
different phases and conditions ?f the fa;rrnly of man, troubled themselvs whether Mr. Bennett had really been guilty
as he is represented by the varwus natiOns all over of obscenity or not, or took interest enough in the matter to
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. the globe. We know you will giv us a faithful ~c ask the ptior questions, how convicted? and by whom? and
count as you see it, and we shall read. your descrip- very few knew the trick of his con.viction. That trick palmed
upon the jury by Judge BenPdlCt, before whom Comstock
The laryest ~ cheapest Radical Journal published_ in Europe tions of your journey with the dePpest mterest. We boasts that he never loses a case, you are familiar with. So
shall
know
we
can
rely
upon
your
statements,
~nd
or .Ame1'ica, containiny nearly S(f{)en hundred square ~nches 1ncre
ignorant were intelHgent men upon the subject that the hall of
will be sure they will not be warped by theol?giCal Cooper Union was refused t~ the gen~lemen who sought to
of readiny matter than any other journal of its loind.
bias or prejudice. Study u-p the great fam1~y ?f engage it for that Sunday evem~u~.receptwn.
.
man, and tell us what is of mterest to humamty m
Mr. Bennett's means were limtted. He was Impoverished
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, JULY 30, 1881.
by an expensiv litigation and the derangement of business congeneral."
The speaker alluded to the parting which took sequent upon his cruel imprisonment, and his prospects at that
time were far from reassuring. But the course which these
place two years ago when the edi~or ~as unjustly matters hav taken shows us, if we needed to be shown, that
A Farewell .Meeting.
taken to prison, to pass a year o~ h1s hfe, and how truth will prevail. The public was aroused by that reception
On last Sunday evening, the 24th inst., a large different are the conditions of this present meetmg; to a suspicion of the motivs underlying that prosecution. It
number of dear and sympathetic friends, under the that parting was in sadness, th~s in j?y .and h?pe.
had yet to be educated up to a full knowledge of the infamy of
auspices of the Fourth New York. LiberR'l League,
After his continued remarks m a Similar vem, Mr. Comstockism. But there were those who knew the atrocity of
gathered at the residence of Damel E. Ryan, 231 Putnam read the following original poem, written the outrage Mr. Bennett had ~uff~red, and ~he hypocritical perversion of facts and law a:nd JUStice by whlCh that outrage had
West 37th street, for the purpose of taking by the for the occasion:
been brought about, and who pledged themselvs to "continue
hand the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, bidding
Go, worthy pilgrim, with thine eye serene,
to do whatsoever true men and true women may rightly do to
him good-bye, and wishing him bon voya.qe.
Baptized by science and made swift and keen,
reverse this whole current of procedure."
To
gather
truth
where
ancient
lie•
are
strewed
The numbers which assembled on this occasion
Looking around us to-day we realize that a long stride has
Alongproare~sion's slow, far-winding road;
Go, prophet of the new. and pierce the old,
been taken toward the fulfilment of the prophecy made that
did much honor to the recipient; the double parlors
And bring to darling light the hidden gold;
Sunday night in his address by Mr. James D. McClelland.
were crowded to· fulness, and even the hall was
From sea to sea. from varied land,
He said, "You hav commenced the gteat crusade which will
Unfold the spirit that ha• made them grand;
pretty well packed. The since~e friendship and
.And in each fading image Rtill unbar
.
end in the extirpation of such men as Comstock, and you will
kindly feeling evinced by the friends present was
What once to struggling man was hoJ?e's bright star;
Continue in this work until the historians shall record in our
Go
with
thy
wisdom,
freedom,
and
wide
thou~ht,
highly appreciated by the Old Man about to leave
annals that a monstrosity like Comstock is an impossibility in
And measure whatsoe'er tl\e past hath _wrougntWhat it hath builded with its ardent tml
these shores for a year. The hearty hand-shakings,
the legal history of our country, and you, in your individual
Out of the mystic heavens and fruitful soiL
capacity, can go out to-night and from this time forward create
the kind wishes, and the earnest expressions of symStrange scenes will mingle with thy journey vast
a healthy public sentiment that will accomplish that result."
As the round world befoi·e thy gaze is cast;
pathy and good will, filled his heart to overflowing.
The wondrous life of ages painted there,
As a moral victory, the Chickering Hall meeting was of
Among those present were Mr. D. C. Bridges, who
Its pathos, glory, sadneRR. and despair.
greater value than the success of the efforts to obtain President
Yes,
thou
shalt
see
the
sca:tl'old
and
the
gloom
is the compagnon de voyagej Dr. Barkany, of AntHayes pardon ever could hav been, and to-day those patriots
Of prison walls; and thon shalt pass the bloom
werp Belgium, and Mr. and Mrs. John Warr, of
Of martyrs' graves. and feel their spirit proud;
who are interested in this question are rejoicing in the fruits
And thou shalt see the altar and the crowd
of that triumph. The friends of liberty are much indebted to
Pate;son N. J., who came to the city to attend the
Still bowing to the phantoms of the air.
Truth, a paper which appeared just when it was most wanted
With sweat and pain th<•ir burdens still they bear.
meeting 'and say, "God bless you !" to the one so
The shaven priesthood will tby pathway throng,
and has done a splendid work, and in this connection let m~
soon to depart.
Weaving the charms that still protect the Wl'ong,
not forget to return thanks to the Defense As~ociation. HumAnd trading in the baseless faith of man,
After nearly an hour spent in convers~tion, handble individuals in by-places. are letting in streams of light all
.And making all his airy dreams a ban.
Thou shalt see ignorance that licks the dust,
shaking, etc., Mr. Ryan called the meetmg to order
over the country, all tendmg to swell the wave of anti-ComThat builds the throne and makes the laws unjust;
and made an earnest, heartfelt address of ten or fifstock sentiment and induce a purer moral tone to public
Thou shalt see crime in high and vice in low,
thought. And recently Comstock, who, like the king, could
.And crouching fear and despot's pampered show.
teen minutes. His remarks were very complimentThon shalt see tears and strife and fields of blood,
do no wrong, has been indicted for a cowardly assault upon a
ary to the departing editor. He revie'Y"ed the
The golden palace by the huts of mud;
woman, and only within a few days the legi~lature of the
Thou shalt see wealth and splendor reared on woe,
acquaintance that had for several years. existed be.A heaven for some built on a hell below,
Empire state gave unmistakable. expres~ion of their estimate of
tween himself and th~_guest of the evenmg, and he
Where millions labor and yet daily starve,
the integrity of Comstock and h1s assomates.
Fm·ging
the
tool
whereby
one
man
may
carve
hesitated not to avow that he had found him earnest,
This is a retrospect of the past and a review of the year.
His way to opulence and pnrple power.
While they who made him in weak terror cower.
For most of the good which Americans can realize from the
honest and brave in the execution of what he conThese thou shalt see, and still along with these,
check thus given to obscenity and tyranny they are indebted
ceived' to be his duty. He was glad to hav this
In full stnpassingray, truth's imageries:
to our friend, Mr. Bennett. Can any language be more true
The poet's laurel-and the artist's firefarewell meeting take place in his house. He was
A thousand shapes that from the heart aspire;
and fitting than the W':lrds of T · B. Wakeman when he said
the first to take the editor by the hand when he
1'he flame of nature and the breath of life,
"When Bennett left his prison it was in triumph?"
'
Et<'rnal in the bosom of the strife.
emerged from the prison walls a little over a year
And are we not encouraged to be hopeful for the future ?
From rnountain and t11e plain and green wild wood,
From glassy river and tumultuous flood;
May we not look. forward to the day when blackmailing by
ago; he accompani.ed hi~ to ~is ~o~e and cheer}'rom many a gleaming isle and blue serene,
means of the Comstock laws shall be as detestable as any
fully cooperated With friends Ill givmg the hearty
.And wind-touched billows with its tossing sheen,
other form of robbery? May we not reasonably hope for a
Thou Shalt catch splendid thought and passion high,
welcome reception at Chickering Hall, and now he
Thou shalt see all is verging to the sky:
time when trickery in the administration of justice shall be
was more than glad in his own house to take him by
Tl1at man's deep fate is linked with highest light,
banished from the bench ? And may we not in our lifetimes
And he will yet the golden fire make bright
the hand and giv the parting "good-bye." He
realize what our fathers struggled for-the fullest freedom of
Within his godlike heart and ample brain.
He
yet
in
freedom
all
in
all
will
reign.
dwelt somewhat upon the efforts in the spread of
expression of opinion on religious, political, and secular subThou shalt retnrn with new hope. with fresh joy;
jects, opened to men of all shades and varieties of belief, be
Liberalism which the editor had made, and gave
Thy gathered wisdom, spite of pain's alloy,
they Jews, Infidels, Christians, Buddhists, Mohammedans, or
Will make thee more elate, more strong, more bold.
expression to many kind remarks, and evinceil the
These pictures of the past will not grow cold.
what not ? And may we not witness the eradication of that
warmest and most abiding friendship for the person
Like ancient wine, they'll giv the spirit zest,
most dangerous doctrin that this is a Christian country?
And touch the present with the future's best.
in whose honor the meeting was held. In closing,
Sir (turning to Mr. Bennett), no great good comes without
Mr. Ryan read these appropriate lines:
Madame :Michel then, recited in almost inimitable some pain. Yours has been the pain, and your countrymen
style Charles :Mackay's poem, "Eternal Justice," will reap the good. For that your countrymen owe you more
If I were asked what best I'd prize,
than they can ever repay. If the fullest measure of filth and
As sacred gifts conferred on me,
commencing:
And which I'd bold as treasures rare,
obloql'ly had not been poured out of the vessels of wrath upon
l\fy answer back would quicl<ly be:
That man is thought a knave or fool,
you, you would not now be taking leave of us for a tour of the
A mind that's void of all offense,
Or bigot plotting crime,
world, such as it is the fortnne of few men to enjoy. You will
A heart as pure as sinless YO';lth,
Who for the advancement of his kind
A will to never swerve from l'ight,
Is wiser than his time.
ga "from Greenland's icy mountains to India's coral strand,"
A soul whose polar star is truth.
For him the hemlock shall distill,
through every climate and temperature ; you will see humanFor him the ax is bared;
ity working like ants in their little hills, but with much less of
For him the gibbet shall be built,
Mr. S. P. Putnam then read the following letter
For him the stake prepared;
system, each little group striving to build up and perpetuate
from Mr. T. B. Wakeman:
Him shall the scorn and wrath of men
the peculiar notion it may hav got hold of; you will see all
Pursue with deadly aim;
' sorts of men and all sorts of customs and manners, and you
And malice, envy, spite, and lies
No. 93 NAssAu sT., N.Y., July 21, 1881.
Shall
desecrate
his
name.
will realize that he spoke truly who said that much of the
MY DEAR TRUTH SEEKER : I regret extremely that an enBut truth shall conquer at the last,
notion of right and wrong is merely conventional, that what is
gagement to lecture for Mr. Chainey at Boston will prevent me
]'or ronnd and round we run,
right in New York is wrong in Japan, and so on round the
.And ever right com eo uppermost,
from being with you and your friends on the 24th.
.And ever is justice done.
world; you will see queer systems of jurisprudence, and noble
Your friends evidently wish this journey to be both an
men harrowed under them as you hav been ; you will see
honor and a vacation. They hav made it the honor, you must
E. W. Chamberlain (attorney, of this city) deliv- queer
religions, and you will laugh with Puck, and say, "What
make it the vacation.
ered
the
following
address:
fools these mortals be I" you will tread historic ground and
I know that your theory about that is that a vacation is a
new opportunity to work. We would venture to say, Let the
Friends of the Fourth Libe1•al Leayue: We hav come to- weep with Mark Twain over the grave of Adam ; you will
remainder of your work be done moderately. You hav abun- gether this evening for the purpose of once more taking by the peep into the black hole of Calcutta, and verhaps you will wish
dantly earned a rest. Your influence and the results of your hand our noble friend, D. M. Bennett. We hav many times you had stayed in the Albany Penitentiary all the rest of your
labors may be allowed to work for you, and they will never grasped his hand before, sometimes in pain and sympathy, life; you will compare other lands and other social systems
cease to work. Those whom you hav trained will work, THE sometimes in joy and pleasure, sometimes m adversity and de- with your own, and you will sing "Hail Columbia " as, a year
TRUTH SEEKER and its readers will work, and the great wave feat, and sometimes in success and triumph, but never at any from now, you steam up through the Golden Gate at San
of liberty, knowledge, human love, and sympathy you hav set time, whether in cloud or sunshine, with any other sentiments Francisco, and rejoice that you are an American. But
in motion can never recede.
than those of respect for his noble. qualities and esteem for his wherever you may go, remember that for what you hav sufFor your tireless labors, yol!-r sacrifice even to the layil!g goodness. And now we hav reached the time when we shake fered there are true Americans now, and more will come heredown of personal liberty for a time, for your steady apd unfail- hands once more, pleasurably, yet with a mingling of sadness, after, who will bless you as long as America has a history.
Farewell! May your path be happy, your journey prospering humor and encouragment, for your firm upholdmg of the to bid him adieu and bon voyage.
banner of truth, through evil and good report, we all join in
It is perhaps not inappropri>tte upon this occasion to take a ous, and your return joyous I
the heartiest thanks and gratitude to you.
look around us, to recall memories of the past, and to prognostiMr. Lawrence then sang in excellent voice and
We pledge to you in return our warmest friendship and cate for the future.
It is now a little over a year since I became acquainted with style a favorit song, accompanied on the piano by
good wishes; to your wife our kindest care and sympathy; to
the cause of liberty you represent our life-long devotion and Mr. Bennett. I first met him on the evening of that grand E. B. Foote, Jr., M.D.
support.
ovation following his release from prison, when a thundering
Henry A. Stone made a short speech, in which he
May you return laden not with the spoil~, but with. the protest against " corruption in office, hypocrisy in the pulpit, said he had been acquainted with Mr. Bennett from
thoughts and experiences of many lands and cltmes, and lr': to " and dishonesty on the 'bench,' " went up from an audience
enjoy them with us through a long sun~y afternoon of life. thoroughly American and thoroughly in earnest. I was at early childhood and had always found him honest,
That is the sincere wish of your sincere fnend,
once struck with his amiable countenance, his affable manner, earnest, and brave in the discharge of his duty and
and his quiet demeanor, and I wondered could this be the man entitled to the highest respect from his fellow-men.
T. B. WAKEMAN.
that malice had picked out to pour filth upon I Could this be He expected much good to result from this long jourMrs. Jennie Macdonald then sang, in the beautiful the man who had been reviled and stigmatized and pointed out ney, and felt confident a truthful report would be
manner peculiar to herself, a favorit song. She was as a fiend!
rendered to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He
accompanied on the piano by Miss Annie Allen.
"There was a manhood in his look
closed with the following original lines:
Mr. S. P. Putnam then gave an earnest, eloquent
That murder could not kill."
.Friends of the true, despisers of fiction,
address of fully fifteen minutes, in which he reAnd I recognized that manhood, and I knew that he was
Gladly we greet you with welcome to-night.
counted the injustice and wrong that had been done not a fiend nor an enemy of his fellows. I felt that no amount
Bold in defense of reason's conviction,
Strong in our hopes, independence, and right.
to the editor, the disgrace that had been attempted of scurrilous vituperation coultl make me believe that the man
to pile upon him, but which really had redounded to who spoke so learnedly and so modestly was a bad man in
Heralds of joy and final deliverance,
f
h thought or deed. I felt that respect for him would not be
d f
H b d h
Bearing aloft the bright beacon of light;
his honor an arne.
e a e t e e ttor to go ort misplaced., and I shook hands with the old convict, and we've
Gathered aronnd, with tokens of reverence,
. on his long journey around "the planet with the full been good' friends ever since.
Our hero, who's fought for freedom and right.
assurance that he was loved and remembered by nuThe merits of his case and the causes which led to his conBravely he stood, and our J:lag has unfurled,
merous friends at home and all over the. land. He, viction were at that time little known. Few knew and fewer
Wavering not when darkness enshrouded.
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N1':th~i:agr~sf~~~~~owe,.nth~~Ena~~~rpeswuorrr.1odu,n"ed.
""
J!'earless'and strong, he is ripe for the contest,
HClad in the laurels so bravely he's won;
ere
nor in
Rome will for
he garble
his protest
Against
superstition
pope, priest,
nor Hun.

Kindly
foi' his by
health
andbyhis
pleasure,
Whilewe
on hope
his journey
sea or
land;
Guarded by love, his memory we'll treasure,
And trust in tl~efuture to again press his hand.
Dr. Joseph R. Buchanan made a neat little speech
full of friendship and sympathy. He said that Mr.
·
If d · d
B ennett an d h 1mse
1 not agree altogether in their
•
b u t h e was sure Mr. B ennett was consmen·
VIeWS,
· th WOk h · d ·
· b
k'
d
'd 1
t.
wus m
e
r
e IS omg m rea mg own 1 o s
and uprooting superstitions. He had watched his
course with interest for many years, and he cheerfully accorded to him the qualities of honesty and
•
earnestness, by whtch he believed much good had
· h es would accom. 'h e d . H'IS b est WIB
b een accomp1IS
· }ong JOurney
•
pany th e t rave1e~ on h IS
aroun d t h e
world, and he would be one to gladly welcome him
back again.
Dr. E. B. Foote, Sr., upon being called upon, made
a few remarks, saying he had come to listen and not
to speak. He had the honor to be one of the com·
m1ttee
to receive M r. B ennett upon his release f rom
•
pnson
an d accompany h'1m to h'IS h om e. r·:r
::~.e h a d
· th e eff ort t o g1v
· h'lill a fitt'mg pu bl'lC
• · t e d lD
par t 101pa
welcome upon his restoration to liberty. He was
g lad now to be one of the number to giv hi:rp. a
parting good-bye when he is about to take his leave
·
Of us for a year. H e was not one w h o was anxiOUS
.
lf f rom h orne to
f or M r. B ennett t o a b sent h 1mse
make this long journey, feeling more anxious for
him to remain at his post, to do battle in the faithful
manner in which he has been doing it. But he
Yielded to the wishes of others, and J. oined in wishing Mr. Bennett a prosperous voyage and a safe
return.
P ro f . A . L . R awson rna d e a speec h o f t en or fift een
minutes. He alluded to the fact that Mr. Bennett
and himsel~ mad~ a journey to Europe together last
Year,· that m Paris they together chmbed the A-rc
de Triomphe, a grand and huge structure of masonry,
. h are portraye d m
· the most
on the surface of w h tc
·
·
h
f
b
1
·
h'
h
artiStiC way t e scenes o · att es m W IC t h e F reneh
.
d th e1r
· ne1g
· hb ors. I n B russe l s ano th er
h a d w h 1ppe
arch nearly as large WaS witnessed, but that WaS
made of scantling, boards, and canvas, painted; in
short, it was a sham. But as great a sham as was
the arch at Brussells, that at PaNs was a still greater
one, because it commemorate d t h e bleo d an d useless
wars and battles for false glory and the subjection
o f a por t.IOn o f th e h uman f ami'1y. N ot one o f th e
scenes represented on that vast pile tended to elevate
the human race, ner were the events there portrayed
calculated to make the race any happier or freer, but
·
· h t h em
rather to loa d t h em WI· th c h ams
an d we1g
• h oppressiOn.
·
B utas5reatasth ese sh ams
d ownw1t
· t'1am'ty as a st'll
are, h e regard e d th e eys t em of h ns
1
· rnad e up of th e m yth s an d sugreat er sh am. It IS
and has
Perstitions of the past dark ages, and is not
•
not been run for the good of man. He J. oined in
wishing Mr. Bennett a safe and prosperous journey.
· d t h e poem of ·" J oh n L'Itt1e. h e1 remte
M a d am M IC
john" in very effectiv style. As an elocutionist she
has few Superi.Ol'S.
Mr. Lawrence sang" The Vagabonds" in a manner
g iving the highest satisfaction. He is a singer of
unusual merit.
Mr. T. C. Leland read portions of the report he
has written to be made at the International Fed era·
· L OlltiOll
Or CongreSS 0 f ]'reeth'lll k ers, t 0 b e h e ld lll
d
. September and which Mr Bennett will attend
on lll
'
.
as a delegate from the Liberals of the United States.
The report contain$ much useful information, with
many gems ar.d hits of wit and humor. In due time
· will be 1a1· d b e f ore t h e rea d ers 0 f T HE T RUTH
lt
SEEKER.
. teresting
'I' . R . K'Inget' M. D ., ill ade a very Ill
Orne ten ml. nuteS Well filled Wl'th expres
e
h
Of
sp ec
R
'
•
sions of friendship and sympathy to Mr. Bennett.
He was much pleased to meet with the friends to do
honor to a departing brother, and he Wished SUCh
·
meetings
COU ld t a k e p 1ace 0 ft ener an d th ere b y renew
t
d
an S reng th en th e f rate rna1 a ll d Unl. fyi'ng feel1'ng
which ought to exist among Liberals. He saw in
this assembly the faces of many whom he did not
know, and this he thought not right. Liberals ought
to meet often enough together to k HOW each Oth er
· to d enve
·
Well, and b Y COillillUnlOll
Strengt h, enCOUr.
th e f l'l6ll
. dly, SOCia
' l e1e m en t •
agemen t , an d InCrease
MI.. Bennett spoke for a few minutes. l-Ie said he
feared he WOUld be Unable to make his friendS Understand how grateful he felt to those who had assembled here on this occasion to bid him farewell. H e
felt that every One who had gathere d here h a d d One
· SpeCla
· l h Onor. H e h a d been rna d e Very h appy
him
by the kindness and friendship thns extended to him.
He counted himself very fortunate in the number of
warm friends h e had not only in the city, but also
all over this b roa d 1an d ; t h ey can be num b ere d b y
hundreds and thousands.
He often wondered
What h e had done or what deeds he had performed
that should endear to him such a grand number of
. d s, who not on1y h av bestowe d upon
true, loyal f rien
him the kindest tokens of friendship, but hav sent
. 1ong JOUrney
•
him the f un d s to make t h IS
now b e f ore
hhu. He said the presence of this goodly number
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of friends here to-night, and that are all over the :Jdffla~:· MD,
:WJ>I,~gf~~~~~·MD,
:~::::;~~fB'bt!;~~·
John F :Burr,
*Th
F
*F
k H Sh
od
country, will be. held in memory when he is fa~· away *L
F Johnson,
•w
~m~~ai.:'r,
*J~~nBently:'rwo
'
on the opposit side of the globe, and if he gets weary, ::!1,~0 ~ 1~i~~·
·~r~'iii~r~0£lrl,
:t~'il~e1y~w;t.
homesick, or troubled in anv way while thousands *E
*H 1"crum,
:MCh~rlHesaylaepr'erche,
*PEPHre.ce,
Blodgett
L
1
of miles from home, he will remember the friends *AbnerKtml)all,
*JohnLeliou,Jr,
:rt~~~~~t(i'wo
shares)
01
here assembled, and those in the east, west, north, :J~ca~~J'ei~ae~ls..
:to~nc 1'wi>~isko
*Thomas
p Hardesty,
h
and south. He said he should carry theRe friends :~:~.Fo3,;,
:,fiffl~~~i>son,
:~a8/;~pe" 1 emus,
along with him in spirit, and so far as possible make .~;,?.f~~\vntse,
:'fv'i.l~'t.~l3.ax,
:~.fte~~iJ"J'.:'nde Gullck,
them see with his eyes and contemplate with his :~~~~~~~~~~~~~·
:~~~\~\i."t~i?1~·
:to~~'Praktn,
thoughts, He promised to use vigilance while away •wm Holgat~.
*lllrsAEverest,
*Fred Mantey,
*Wm K Ger11ard,
*Dr E Moyer,
*J Mon-ison,
to make the best use of what he meets with, and to *Henry T!lley,
;DJaBcoubckFinNflalt•ah~n',
*LVanderburg,
• ds at home as cl ear an *GLevor,
~
*AFAlbrJght,
convey to his numerous fr1en
EFStimpson,
RHCressingham,
*ALGrinnen,
f
h'
'bl
'1srae!Palmer,
*CACoddlng,
*MMF!sh,
account o everyt mg as poss1 e.
:EHf' JBeanllneyn.gs,
:Hs PNowPre~u.ty.
·~¥:Wi fr~.;~·.
1'
"All d ll ow' " sat'd he ' "let me ask you not to for . 'Harrison
"1
Keeley,
*John Gundlack,
*H S Wood,
get my faithful little wife, who will remain at home .ta1?if1~;?,ishop,
:~~<;;;;.eF~~~~~~·
.~rsNRifeift::,·
to look after affairs, and who will do all she can to *·JBoThnhocrlpe.m,
I •wrn Kinsella,
*F c Scharnhorst,
*R W Barcroft,
*Dr R H Lamb,
keep the good work moving on in the best possible •ow HalL
*Enoch Wickersham,
*CharlesD.Johnson,
*Sam.uel
Bass,
*111rsll1ary
TB
Humphrey,
*Henry
Schmitz (two
way.
She has stood faithfully by me when the *L R webb,
· L c Todd,
shares).
· d at *l<'letcherBJodgett
*E Belle Whitney,
*Thomas Burk,
*H Thomas,
shaf ts o f h atre d , envy, an d rna I'tee h av b een a1me
:B'~J'i''lt;;Ii:,
:1_h_llli.f
~~~~.eil'o,
me, and when the darts of obloquy and slander hav :~air;hGJ~~~w,
:~f~~;~.
:~~r~~n*" ~~h.s,
fallen all around me. She proved true when others :~~~~ ~u~~Wfr;r
*J M Gorman,
James Allen,
WQre false, and I ask you and the good friends all over :~fl~~~~~~~~~~n,
.~~ ~~~~P·
:th~.fe~1R\f~'on,
the c01mtry not to forget her nor the struggle she is :~~/:l{~~se".nim,
:~WP~bneghwo shares), :~J!~fe~i'C~.;';k.
making for the good of the cause we all hav at ·.PJhHil ijJeB,'f nDk,erhotr,
*J P Hailey
*James Lafierty,
0
k sumthlwth
"1 _c,k, 'ID, *L
111 s111Burdick,
Allen,
*R GAlien,
heart." [Several voices were heard, " W e will not ·.HEeBnrr
*Michael
Burke,
1
S(0
*Moses Hull,
Frame,
forget her. "]
•samuel
webber,
*D GVandament,
•*Wm
Andrew
Foson,
M r. B ennett sa1•d h e, a 1so coun t ed h'1mself· f o rt u- Max
*Sol Benson,
*ChasE
Townsend,
w HDeere
Jordai.,
*Charles
Bennett,
*H
M Fisher,
nate in hp.ving so genial a traveling companion as ·~ Pbown.
:'[~~"J'a~l-#ift~!s:
*¥~~~a~ 11j~~d.ge,
Mr. Brid!!.eS. It was much better to hav such than ;Jw~mJ~Bsu8rsu~s~.'l.';;;,r,
*Geo A Heyworth,
*James carter,
""'
*CW .Manderfeld,
*Johm Owens,
to peregrinate the opposit side of the globe alone, 'Joseph Manhart.
*Lewis shradar,
•wm Beeres,
*E Livezey,
*FA Moore,
*Mrs M Lyndon,
when, if q.nything serious should happen to one, *FreemanParker,
*HenryFelber,
*DCKnoderer,
· J•John
*Wm 'rrutnble
•James Hughes,
*James Leach,
friends here could never know anyth'mg a b out 1t·,
Durant,'
·
1
1
=~~o~~it~~i~r,
.. ti~; fS'ifOore,
but when two are together, one can assist the ;R ~ ~~l~'oee,
•w s Ring,
*Chas
Chambers,
other; and should anything serious occur with one, :~~1/:t~~~~~,'
.to~'!r~ompson,
:.[r'!nif1~~sJMahara,
the oth~r can convey· the intelligence to friends at •w F Stevens (four :g~~~~;·
.~gNliJa~";!~ter,
home.
*D ~h#~~o'x,
•o coolidge,
*Simon Askins,
*J S Bedel
*Joshua Beaumont,
*M Powell,
He informed the audience that he would take with •w E Renwick,
Dr. Thomas Rise.
*John
Gregory,
·
f
th
*Wm
Lindsay.
DR
lllarvtn,
*J GRodman,
him a photograph apparatus an d tak e VIews o
e •c w Mead & co (two *D P Walling.
*Joseph
Henry,
·
·
1
•
th e same t o *William
shares),Loshbough
Wm J.VTaylor,
Glaeser,
*E
WOrgen,
most mteresting
paces
on t b e JOUrney,
•wm
BFR!ce,
be used to illustrate the volumes to be written, and :~~,i;:~<two shares· .~rh~"s'\i~;~an,
:Bn~~;!ffr~~fJ."n,
.for stereoptic views, to be used ~n illustrat~ng his *Fred Heck,
*Earn!ist Rhein,
l :§a~~Nf!s~k
lectures after his return. He Will be anxwus to ·:r~Y,:1'1'mer,
:r~g Hab~f{e~ shares' James Mciver,
*lsaiall Fullerton,
*Mrs R W S Briggs,
*Leroy Dutton,
show his friends what he saw while circumnavigat- *R J Lamborn.
•.John J Kelly.
• AH Risdon.
*James McBride,
*Edwin Greenfteld
*E ClarK,
ing the globe, and it would make him proud to d o *MReeves
*Alex waters,
*AugustHilkeman,
H
·
h
k
d
*T CLeland,
*Henry Gode,
S J Lemont,
so with views taken by himself.
e agam t an e •s PPutnam,
*EP Brown (two shares), *Mrs
*Henry
Glosser,
'
f or t h e1r
· k'm dl y greetmgs
·
*Dr
W Lusk,
*James Brown,
t h ose present
an d f raterna1 *Abram
CharlesCarmack,
E Palmer,
*F HGMoon,
*Robert
Manson,
regardc.
*Alexander Risk,
*Sylvester Roe.
*G HFairbanks,
~
*C Seindecker,
*'Vm Simpson,
*Chas RandaH,
Other songs were sung by Mrs. Macdonald and :~<t~~;'i~lji:;,"~d..
:go~l:,~~i~o"n~est,
:tf:S1I<~~~!r~~;ner,
Mr. Lawrence. Miss Allen favored the audience •Henry Shurtz.
*Drc s Sterling,
*Elisha Hyatt.
*George Newton (two *Wm Brown,
*A H Simmons,
with music on the piano.
shares)
•wE Gault,
*HB carpenter,
*Joseph ca'rman,
*R H Love,
*Chris Peterson,
Mr. Bridges was called npon, when he arose and *A
J Brown
*John
D Power,
*H H Hawkins,
made a few remarks, which afforded an opportunity :~~,'\~ci~~~~ury,
:,ra:::;,;Is0l~1~0~'
:~~r~r;~~~:her,
f or t h ose present to see h'1m.
*J
111 Cosad
*W
DHeberling,
Shuler,
*Miiton111cRae,
Eads,
•wm
wen;,
*H H
•John
Two collations of cake and wine were served to *Mrs Gw Parks,
•c A Codding,
*John Garrett,
N Woolsey
*J P Phlll1ps.
*N Woo~y,
those who wished such refreshments and at twelve •*A Ervtu, '
•And J lli~h,
*Dwight w.arren,
'
I*J Settle
*John :Molhnger,
*H H Hawkins,
o'clock the last of the audience took their leave, all I ChasMo'or,
•c w stowe,
:IHsaac SlTtarp, lth
·
*Salmon Powers,
*M R Bristol,
enry . Sm ,
feeling that they had passed a very pleasant evemng.I*RH swarts,
*A Taylor,
;JGeo
HBeBdfohrd,
·
*JEBaum,
amesE IS op,
Too much pr_a1se
cannot be accor d ed to M r. *TDStimson
•cAGalnes'
*JLTompkins,
*HarrisonKeeley
1 *ARStoneb'urner
· k'm d ness upon t h e ·occaswn,
·
·
*NSJohnson,
*JamesLParshall,
and Mrs. R yan f or t h e1r
I'*Ed
Butler
'
*Dr
H L H,
•c BHowes,
· very f nen
· dl
Skidgell,
*Hiram
Thomas,
an d f or t h eir
. y recep t'10n of a 11 pre sen t • I •samuel
shares) ' Kirk (two *ChasE
*Henry H
Bigelow,
*E ATownsley,
Many of those l)re!>ent expressed their determina- 1 •c H custenborder
*J A Townsend,
:co HR DKw1i1ght,
*J
D
Whipple,
*H
L
Jesler,
*
e
ey,
tion to visit the steamer Ethiopia of the Anchor line,,1 *Geor~e MBancroft
*Isaac Van Scho!ck
.cJ' s TremJalnte.
'
•
*A PriCe
*J R 'l'oz.er,
ohn A os ,
which sails at 8 o'clock Saturday mornmg, the 30th, *D stew~rt,
•canada Friend,
:EIINetzFle>:. d
Boggs
*J S Bradley
Canada nen ,
from the foot of Dey sreet, and see Mr·. B ennett off . *Thomas
•cvrus Nlckers~n
•z Gladstone',
*John
Cogs:i(eu, ,
:ifr~J~~~r
:~ ~"~';;jf~er,
:~sfi~ill!'e!fd. eform,'
*Jacob Wallace.
*Albert Faber,
;John Beauval,
*Frauk Maxwell
*James Jebu,
C L Barrett,
R ound. th e- "'liT
"orJd F un d.
*Austin Smith
*Horace B Smith,
*D Wile,
*AS Allison '
*Mary R Child,
*J Schuk,
The following persons hav pledged five dollars *A c Harde~brook
*Capt Nelson Smith,
•wm c Wilson (twenty ')
*.M Briel
*L Heine,
shares},
each (one share) to help take THE TRUTH SEEKER •c B Ho,~es,
•p Woodhouse
*Lemuel Smith,
*C E Kuhn,
*W H Stanton
*John Morse
editor round the world.
Those prece d e d by an *J c Sin~er
•carts Brown
*J s lllartln
asterisk (*) hav already paid.
:g{:tr'fe~JI:L~~nd
:N ~sshoemaker
·1 ~ ~~1;~
*A YFuller
*TN Harrison
*Horace Cllase
*D C Coleman (four *Wm Brown,
*W T Burrell,
*V
H Re<lwood
*J
G Collins
*Dr
W Walters
shares),
De Witt Griswold (two *James H Hardison,
•wm RHoene
*D T Brinegar
111 R Pittman
*Wm Smith (2 shares)
shares),
*Bennett Victor Cutshall, *L 11 Bunnell
*Richard Matlack
*Ralph Jacobus
*D J Brown,
*George Boggs,
*J M Stauffer,
*P Dunham
*llliss Anna Knoop
Thomas H Duncan
*Mrs C l\1 Piper (takes *C H Moore,
*D M Crane,
W R Daggett
*H B M:_txwell
:James Oliver
*J J~;~;ft~~,"sl..
:i[ ~~~~[~n.
:0j, 0~~~~'hedell,
*;¥:;;;;~~ ~·.t~re
:jloJln~ll~~er
·iii: ~a'l""Weenlnk.IJi.
*DanE Hyun, (2 shares). 'John Didier
*James Sims,
•s p Jnnes
*P Dorchester
ohan
*E Gastineau,
*J R Perry,
*Thos N Paine
*M F Gillett
*G'VAmigh
*Alex Rogers
*G WSmith,
•A I•' Thomson
*Geo E Andru;s,
*,James Ashman
*F H Mollineaux
*D R Hendrix
*H Gilmore,
*Alex Baird,
*Andrew Brown,
*L HIde
*D L Coe
*J A Bennett
*N Castle,
H WBeach,
•w J Stephens.
*Mr and Mrs J VStatrord *E T Wellman
*A G Church
*Chas c 1\Ioore,
w L Gray,
*E 0 Marsh,
•John Herring
*F D Shelden
*Wm c Swarts
*H GJuleson
•w F lllalder,
H Hunter,
*Dr E B Foote Sr
*Reuben Punnett
•James W Hardison
*Dr Corkeri
Lewis Benjamin,
WA Loose,
111 Reim·m
*Dr L D Broughton
*R A Clark
.
*F J E
*W H Dorris.
*J S Lyor;, l\ID
R Sexauer
:Ella E Gibson
:~~~g~~1~~:!i.t;n1r~i:,; •.['gr~~\~~~Bronson :~l~s~~~f!~elber,
:tr~~tm l;'i~i;;~~er
·1\~o~~~; D
.~,rrJ.1o"~~salbert
•AClegg,
J s lllurlin,
J B Curtis,
*Philip Cowen.
*J p Ford
*lllr and Mrs J H Haley
k
*W H
t in
W C Close
(tllree *John J:''erl"tl '
*Enos Cook
*Joseph Coveney
:fv~lJJ~,~::;:, er,
<G W
D~;b,~, e
shares),
*G L Green' '
*John
WGillJert
*N J Trenham
*Louts
Lange,
*J
W
Price,·
*Geo
H
Look.
·*A
L
l'hompson,
*E
A
Chapman
*111
Wahle~
*F H Moore (takes two *C Garwood,
*James HSturdevant.
*AnnE Bruce.
*Ferris Burr
•samuel
\\ Heath
shares),
•c
A
Freeman,
*Luther
Wheeler
*Moqmu
E
Lewis
*J
B
Wheeler
;cllarles
Boric
*D R Burt,
J L Deens,
*W CSloane,
*l\Irs Sarah WLoins . •Solon GMcEwen
*Henry J?atgre
*G BPurdy,
*Mrs B T H W!lson
*AVincent,
*Rebecca s Brotherton •John Larson
.John Herrbold
*EVan Buskirk,
*John P :Meakin,
*J C Stevens,
H B Shears
*Mrs LA Allen
D Higbie. 1\ID
*James 111 Pert,
· *D WSmith,
Wm Edwards,
*l>eorge Thorn
*l\1 T Sprague
*Tllomas Warwick
D D Lake (hopes to send *Robert Gunther
*Mrs Silas Hili,
*Chas F Blandin
*Mrs E 8 Read
""Capt \Vm Hunter Jr
In eight shares),
*Smith Miles,
*Hu~ll Dalrymple
*R l' Harrington
*P ~' Spencer
*J M Ha&aman
*M :B!\beock,
*Franklin Peck
*0 E' Erickl:lon, '
: *II \Y Holleuburg
*B F Gove
*J S Bee Icy
CalvlnHoward,
*ABPikard,
*AlexCochmn
•zenasKeut
*Dan.Probst
:ASpiderdePelegr!n!
*MosesKunsclman,
*J MOrdwn.y,
*.A. ·s \Vheeier (four *BFBtone
*TGHogue
RF \Vilsou
*Louis Goddu.
*\Vm B Brisbine
shares),
•o p Eldre<l
*Frank J. Slleli
*Dr
B Hamiin
*J D Peterson
*Thomas
Kirk,
*Dwight
Warren '
*,JLW
Archibald
*Byr<!ll
l\1 Smith
*H
*Robert
Larimore
A Boughton,
*J B Burgess.
Harris
*F Htllenkamp
';_LeeEDans
Nor~on
*John Heibel,
*Frederick Gardner
John Caine,
*Hiram Dwinell
*,J L Allen
A v Collin
*John G Reichel,
*G C l•'ink,
*J \V Scott,
*J B Everett
*G '\\r Crowden
""E C Barkley
*John James Reuscher, *Isaac Tllorpe,
*Byron Boardman,
*Wm1' Costigan
*S M Hersey MD
*E WClunnuerlln
*C B Tucker MD
George Pu.lmer
*F C Bush,
*E H. Evans
*A Hector
*John \V Morgan
w F F1·eeman,
•Joh" L Mason,
•Geo E Httrtly,
•wm Sisson
•wm Chestnut ..
*J•hn c n,mun
*G
H d
*C II Creeue
*IsaacS Beuuett,
*Henry Bonnell
*A ~Ii):;souri Friend
*'V .J Skidmore
~'8'~'iuitg\{15:
*F
Gr;ut.
'
*J
p
Whipple,
*John
Adler
•wm
L
Ihwley
•col D White
1
•w
]<' J
1
*E
E
cn
tis
N
J
111oure,
•c
M Ross
*W
D
Curtis
Jr
*Jennjc Leete
*F L Y:ti~: esou,
*V J Boi·rette,
•wm Tyler.
*Fric<irich Nuchtshelm *Geor~e Bennett
*George
Maddocks
*H
L
B
k
111D
Geor
e
Puddington
•Geo
Clwmuerlaln,
*1'
S Frost
*Wm
S Williams
*John
P Llold
*G WB~·~;vn.;:•i1 D, •
*J Thffmas Kennedy:
*AD Ferris.
*Charles E Palmer
•Wm B Green
*W H Merw n iiiD
:~NY~~~~r,
~Jf,~1]%~p.
·~,~.~~~,~~b~i-"e,
*ChOarluesi·Tnsti~lnecere thanks ai·e extended to those fri·ends
A Ed Harle~.
*James w coyle,
*R A Hardee,
*Wm
Fray,
*E l:>cterson,
*J Petty,
· their five dollars
*L
p Santy
•Jas
w Granger,
•wm
Simpson,
w h o h av k'm dly sent In
. to help us
•AmosKmipp,
Cl'annieA!lyn,
*Franlr
around the world. We trust none Will regret the
*A
cohn,
*Ira
Smith,
George Searls.
F Wilson,·
:i_!,{ft,s'rlura sailor,
.~~ ~ f;~;.lg~: MD,
.JI1•~1 ~':,~:ews,
investment.
, vH:; ig,'~'rtD.,
*H Patrick, MD (two *Elder Albert Lomas,
•c1; R
There are still several who hav not fulfilled their
11
1
shares),
*A J Kiuue, MD,
.. " '""
S
'11
d . th
t 1d d
*A Bennett Hough,
*EB Hounds,
; s "rl e~ '},·:oyu,;s ., sher,
:promises.
uch can Stl sen m e amoun sp e ge
111 8 1 ~ ~ 1 1
•stephen
Young,
*J
l\I Hounds,
1_. the same as heretofore, and it will be duly acknowl:R'iJt.,~l~g~~an,
:m;;.pl-6\'ff·
rtn~.r.;_~~~~lh.
•Geo w Huber,
*lllrs EM Sickmon
P A Smith,
edged.
*ME Rose,
*Ed O'Douuell,
*J C Shoutles,
•.!<'rank Wells,
•AHarrtson,
•FcJnckson,
:~v~l!~t~':Iih,
*WB'Bf~w.
:~i!lf~~;~r,on,
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liamson, and Renouf. It holds that the pyramid was were the enemies of the Egyptian faitl1 and were
built simply as the sepulcher of a king who was prin~ipa~ly en~aged in destroy~ng its temples and ilL
treatmg rts pnests. The pyramid contains not a relig
never buried there.
The third school is that of the Hebrew-Christian, ~ous ~ign or emblem from socket to capstone. Relig:
The Pyramid of Gizeh.
who hav rummaged Egypt in every crack and cranny wn, hke the small-pox, can seldom be taken a second
THE RELATION OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN CIVILIZATION TO THE to find in Egyptian literature some confirmation of time. Men who had so far recovered from an attack
HEBREW NARRATIVS IN GENESIS AND EXODUS, AND THE the stories told by the author of the books of Moses of their own national faith as to expend twenty-five
RELATIV CLAIMS OF l'tiOSES AND THE PYRAMID TO INSPI- (so called), and who, not finding any, hav taken to years in building a structure which should studiously
RATION CONSIDERED.
dressing up certain nativ Egyptians and Assyrians in avo!d recognizing it in any ma:rner would be very
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
Jewish clothing, and asserting with all their might unhkely to tax the utmost energies of a nation of ten
millions of _people for t~enty-~v.e years to help out
Three schools of eminent, learned, and unsuccess- that these are the Jews of Genesis and Exodus.
the prophemes of an, alien rehgwn of a weak noful investigators of Egyptology hav sought to solve
Each of these schools, therefore, has its bias and madic tribe, which, if they had ever heard of 'they
the problems, Who built the great pyramid of its incubus. The bias of the astronomical school is despised.
'
Gizeh, and when and for what purpose did they build that human vanity is tickled by originating eccenAn
equally
absurd
hypothesis
on
the
part
of
the
it? Does it represent the civilization of the ancient trio and marvelous theories, which, like the lightEgyptians within the historic period? Or is it the ning, dazzle if they do not instruct. Its incubus is that hieroglyphic school is the speculation of Osborne in
product of some more highly cultured people, or at the utmost its method is limited to the proof of "Monumental ~gypt,". to the effect that the Ra
more scientific inspiration than they possessed ? How a coincidence, and the proof of mere coincidence Athamah worshiped by the Egyptians in the delta
do the relics in stone, the writings upon papyrus, and never becomes proof of a cause. In many cases the as the sun-god was the Hebrew Adam converted
the other evidences of this ancient Egyptian civili- measurements hav been strained or mistaken to into a god after his death, and that th~ Egyptian
zation accord with the explorations which, during the create the coincidence. The bias of the hieroglyphic god Nu, or "god of the floods," was the Hebrew
last half century, hav gone on so activly in Aryan school is that no man ever obtains fame as a hiero- Noah apotheosized. As well suppose that the
literature, and which tend to place the cradle of civ- glyphist by not beingable to read the hieroglyphics, French of to-day derive their fashions from the Moilization eastward on the plateaus of Asia? Was the any more than one can acquire fame as an astrolo- docs, as that the Egyptians derived their theology
civilization of Egypt an offshoot of the Asiatic or gist by denying that the future can be read from the from the Hebrews, when the Egyptian language
an independent evolution? Is it more ancient than stars. The world's order to the hieroglyphist is m;y-thology, and monarchy were all in a state of de:
the Asiatic, or does it follow? Do its records and "translate something "-correctly if you can, but ch_ne before the Hebrews began writing their inmonuments aid in confirming as true history the translate it anyway. The incubus of the hieroglyphic spired novels.
The Egyptians picture theml'lelvs, in their numerbooks of Moses, or do they tend to aid the work, school lies in the fact that while the authors of
now so rapidly advancing among philologists, of these hieroglyphics probably knew what they were ous colored reliefs and tablets, as a red race, Roman
resolving the supposed Hebrew histories of earliest talking about they did not succeed in making them- nos~d, broad-~houlder~d, ~ervous temperament, desdates into a chain of mfthical narrations, having selvs very clear to the modern mind. This is pre- pot~c, de~ermmed, activ, hthe, grave as an American
their origin in astrology and poetry, like the myths cisely the reverse of the difficulty under which the Indian, silent, _and s_evere. Where either whites or
of the Aryan races? These are the questions which Hebrew writers labored, which was that while their blacks _appear m their tablets_, they appear as slaves
agitate the three schools of the Egyptologists, whom writings are so clear that he who runs may read, no an? ahens. yY omen an_d children were under the
I shall call the astronomico-geometrical, the hiero- such Egyptian. facts as their authors wrote about abJect despotism of their male superiors, as is indiglyphic, and the Hebraic-Christian schools. Each of seem to hav ever had any place in history-at least cated by tablets of royal families, in which the wife
hangs on the king's arm like an extra garment her
these schools has been characteristically silent con- among the Egyptians.
earning the researches of the others. Facts and
It is using mild phrase to say- that each of the head reaching only up to his waist, and the ~ther
speculations on which Piazzi Smyth, of the astro- schools. of Egyptologists has done a great deal of members of the family, though of matured forms
nomical school, has expended five bulky volumes are romancmg. Take a sample from the astronomical rea.ched. only to his. knees. Despotic subordinatio~
ignored by Dr. Brugsch Bey, of the hieroglyphic school. Though Newton, Herschell, and Smyth hav of mferw~s to ~up~rw;s was therefore the prime fact
school, in his two-volume work, and on the other lent dignity to the ·astronomical phase of the discus- of Egyptian CIVIlization, as equality and insubordihand Bunsen's conclusions are seldom mentioned ex- sion, the most vigorous arithmetical and geometrical nation are of American.
~erh~ps the truest type of the civilization of any
cept as targets by the astronomers.
lunatic who has ever scattered his wits on this quesThe astronomico-geometrical school hav proceeded tion is a Mr. John Taylor, who also discovered the penod IS ~hat m?de ?f development which best fits
by measuring the pyramid at various points, and ap- notion that Philip Francis wrote the letters of Junius. It to. suryiy~ an;udst Its ac_tual conditions. The ape
plying this measurement to almost every other con- Taylor, more than any other, invented the theory has Its mv~hzati?n, and prwr to the discovery of all
ceivable distance in the solar system, to the earth's that the pyramid was erected to eternize certain the arts_, mcludmg weapons, cooking, and apparel,
radius, to the distance on the earth from the equator measures of distance, weight, time, and bulk. Here the ape IS more fitted to survive than the Australian
to the poles at Cairo, to the distance from the earth is one of his sentences sufficient of itself to indicate or the negro. His civilization stands arrested at just
to the sun, and they hav squared and cubed these that no lack of facts could ever embarrass a mind the point where he begins to use the club as a
weapon. The negro's civilization is better adapted
measurements and compared them with the acre anrl like his in the invention of theories:
the foot, the caldron and the bushel, and out of the
"When the new earth was measured in Egypt than that of the .yellow race to a condition that is
dimensions in inches of certain parts of the pyramid after the deluge, it was found that it exceeded the without letters, metals, clothing, or commerce. It is
they hav inferred that its builders knew of the great diameter of the old earth by the difference between ~asier for hiJ?- to be happy without all these, and
year of the Pleiades, 25,867 years in which the pre- 497,664,000 inches and 500,000,000 inches; that is JUSt at the pomt where he can be happy without furcession of the equinox is accomplished, and that all b,y 2,336,000 inches, equal to 36,869 miles ; and thi~ ther progress his civilization cu\minates and is armodern measures of distance, bulk, area, and time iricre'lse was the reason why the former number of rested. Abov~ the negro race by a long stride, but
are but degenerations from the perfectness of that 5, 760 inches (in the second) was enlarged to 5, 787,- below the Chm_ese, come the red race of ancient
system of metrology which they say was known to 446." He then goes on to explain the increase in Egypt, and possibly also ef Phrenicia, as the latter
the builders of the pyramids, but had been lost even the earth's diameter at the deluge by assuming that name signifies red. The colored reliefs and tablets
to the Egyptians before the historic period began. certain waters which were above the firmament, in he has left behind giv him the form and features
The more solid but not alw11ys trustworthy men of some such manner as Saturn's rings are above that above indicated: the lips are thin, the eye cold and
the astronomical school are Sir Isaac Newton, who planet, broke through the firmament and came to the h~ughty, the turn o_f the head is grave, for their
~rote before the criticisms on the Old Testament had earth, thus causing both the deluge and the simulta- kn;Igs look on.. at their dancers in stony, pleasureless
dissolved its claim to inspiration in scientific mat- neous increase in the earth's diameter. Another pnde, and· their husbands do not bend in tenderness
ters, the Herschells, and Piazzi Smith. The latter specimen of romancing is the interpretation given to over their wives like Hector saluting Andromache.
spent many months at the pyramid, and while his in- the statement made by the Egyptians of the cost Such seems to hav been the race that hurled itself
ferences are among the most romantic, his meaRure- expended by the builder of the pyramid upon rad- against the quarries of Egypt and Arabia in the dements are certainly the most trustworthy we hav. ishes, garlic, and onions for the workmen engaged in termination to be eternal in its works of art. The
He thinks the pyramid was built by an inspired its erection, by saying that in ·the hieroglyphic lan- Chiq.ese hav saved their race by subordinating art
Chaldean--'-a theory which saves the merit of the guage, radishes, garlic, and onions were the signs to human welfare. They build no better than
work to the white race. This school generally hold invented by the the Egyptians, and still used to ex- they need. The Egyptians sacrific,tJi human welfare
that the pyramid was built and sealed up to preserve press degrees, minutes, and seconds, and that the to art; man to his works; they c8ed not whether
from mankind the knowledge of certain standards of meaning mystically conveyed was that the builder nerve or muscle or life or affection endured or
measure and other scientific facts of great value.
of the pyramid had gone to this great expense to get even ~hether t~e race itself disappeared, so tha't its
The second school is the hieroglyphic school, the his angles of information right. No translation of pyramids, empire, power, temples, monoliths and
readers of the monumental inscriptions, the papyri, the hieroglyphic language confirms this ingenious mo~uments might liv on. Only a stern-willed race
of mtellectual despots could hav manifested this
the priestly literature, the "book of the dead," con-~ hypothesis.
earning '!I:ich Bunsen, the best of them all, said that
Mr. Sysr, of Philadelphia, a Lutheran minister, ambition. It is akin to the Greek artist's torture of
no man hvmg could ~ead !l whol~ s~ntence corr~ctly. i~lustrates the romancing tendencie~. of the Chris- his slave, in order that he might liv in fame eternally
Several learned pundits died claim~ng to hav di~cov- tian school of Egyptologists. He wrote to prove by arresting and putting on the canvas, ali nearly as
ered ~he clue to the. correct readmg of the hiero- that the pyramid is a prophecy of Christianity, and he might, the Scythian's dying groan. It is the
gly:phw lan_g':lage, Without. any subsequent scholar if w~ would put any trust in his inferences he would Napoleonic sacrifice of an army to win a battle. It
havmg admimstered on their estates. More recent- convmce us that its builders knew more about was t~e spirit that ha_s made Greece great in art,
ly, however, by the discovery of some tablets at Judaism, Christianity, and the end of the world than Rome m law, England m commerce, and America in
Rosetta, i~ which ti:e hieroglyp?ic lines are in_ter- any Hebrew prop~et. He mapa out the principal industry.
While Egypt nominally covers about four times
spersed With Greek hues translatmg them, there IS a passages of the pyramid in a manner to exhibit the
general consensus of _the initiated to the proposition closest correspondence between the number of inches the area of Illinois, viz., 216,000 square miles, all
that by the help of liberal guess-work, and keeping in certain passageways and the number of years in except the narrow '!alley of the Nile is desert. This
~ll the gues.sers together, and allo'!ing every sound, corresponding epochs of alleged or actual history, diminutiv space is only from seven miles wide to
Idea, or obJect to be represented m so many ways not of the Egyptians at all, but of the Jews and Chris- twelve in its widest part, and about six hundred miles
that each man may guess it out to suit himself, cer- tians, including, I believe, the periods from the long, thus embracing only 6,600 square miles or
tain translations can be made of Egyptian literature flood to the call of Abraham, from thence to the about one-eighth the area of Illinois. Along this
~~ic? will pwye th~ Egyptians to hav been as r.early building of the temple or the coming of Christ, and valley are strewn so.me seventy pyramids, and the
IdiOtic _as an mtelhge~t race could well become. from thence to the year 1876, in which he wrote, at remams of many miles of temples, indicating the
There IS great force m the rema_rk, n_ever bef~re which period his figures indicated some general ancient residence there of a people not often estimade, that so far from the Egyptian hieroglyphics collapse of nature to be about due. Such writers are mated at more than 8,000,000, but whom one enthubei~g meaningles~, they hav three meanings; one not worthy of quotation.
It is sufficient to indicate siastic writer declares to hav had 26,000 cities.
wb_Ic~ the Egyptians understood and we do not. fairly the tone of their idiocy. Alas ! the pyramid M~ny of the_se remains are so vast that systemThis IS the most importa~t one: One whic? '!e un- i~ nei~her in its struct~re, nor by the voice of tradi- atic and formidable labor would be required to dederstand an~ the Egyptians did n~t. . This IS ~he twn, m ~he least designed to promote superstitions stroy or seriously impair them.
m~st acoessible one to us, and the third IS one whwh of any kmd.
In no part of the structure is a god of
The tourist of t'o-day moves among the pillars of •
~either they or we hav ever understood. Herein any kind or name recognized any more than in the the temple of Carnac, sixty feet high and thirty feet
hes the future hope of Egyptology. This school is Constitution of the United States or in the overflow in circumference, yet rising on either hand through
led by BIInsen, Champollion, Dr . .Brugsch Bey, Wil- of the Nile. Tradition teaches that its builders long corridors of columns as if they were but sap~.
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plings growing in the nurseries of the gods, and mid hav been found in place and perfect. From times into one of these dimensions, will also go an
leaves them with the mental query, What motiv ever these it is known that through the vandalism of the even number of times into the other. Any inch, or
induced this mighty race to sacrifice its nerve and Turks and Arabs in carrying away the. outer stones foot, or cubic rule, which, when applied to the
muscle, blood and life, so prodigally, so wastefully, of the pyramid as building material for Cairo and radius of a circle, will go an even number of times,
other cities the pyramid has lost exactly thirty feet will, when applied to its circumference, leave a fracupon these altars of stone?
When St. Peter's, at Rome, shall hav crumbled to of its original bight, which was 480 feet and nine tion over. This ratio is expressed in decimals by
dust, when Macaulay's New Zealander shall hav inches. This about equals the greatest bight of the saying that the diameter or double radius of a circle
climbed up the archlesEl turrets of London bridge to Palisades along the Hudson, or three and a half is to its circumference as 1 is to 3.14159-i. e., the
sketch the moldering ruins of St. Paul's, when times the bight of the Chicago water tower, or about fraction runs out indefinitely without repeating conmen shall look on ancient maps for the outlines of one hundred feet higher than the dome of the state- secutivly the same figure or combinations of figures.
what was once the American republic, supposing this house at Springfield, or two hundred feet higher than Now, doubling the bight of the pyramid, it becomes
republic to endure like tl:.at of Rome, for thirteen the dome of the capitol at Washington. The pyra- 11,640 inches, which bears the ratio to its circumfercenturies, even then the sphinx will look out in stony mid covers thirteen acres, the capitol at Washington ence of 1 to 3 14159, which is, palpably and certainly,
mystery upon the Lybian desert, and the tourist will three and one-half acres. All around the sides of and, by necessity, intentionally, this very ratio,
find the pyramids as difficult a riddle as they are to- the pyramid from ten to twenty-three feet of stone hav which is nothing less than the very keystone in the
day, but essentially as perfect in their preservation. been removed. Its original base was 764 feet long. arch of mathematical science.
For herein the great pyramid presents, in its two
Its present base is 746 feet.
Among all these monuments the largest seems ·to
chief dimensions, the ratio of its bight to its base,
It
is
located
on
the
left
or
west
side
of
the
Nile
at
possess qualities of intellectuality and suggestions
that eternally insoluble problem of mathematics, the
not shared by any other structure on earth. It is a distance of several miles from the river's bank, on quadrature or squaring of the circle, upon which
the
brow
of
the
range
of
hills
which
terminate
the
deemed the oldest structure in the world, the great
geometricians were working for two thousand years,
Gizeh pyramid, called of Cheops, Chufu, or Suphis, valley of the Nile, so that it looks out to the east- until, as recently as 1775, the Academy of Sciences
ward
over
the
valley,
with
the
two
little
modern
or the "great pyram,id." Of manifest obvious inat Paris, and, shortly after, the Royal Society, of
scriptions, designed to convey the meaning of the hamlets of Gizeh and Babylon near by, the city of London, gave notice that they would decline to reCairo
beyond,
and
in
the
ea8tern
horizon
skirting
the
monument to the mind of posterity, thera is not a
ceive or examin any further papers involving either
line in the whole pyramid. In view of the fact that hill& on the opposit side of the valley the ruins of the quadrature of the circle, the tri-section of a
Heliopolis.
To
the
west
it
looks
out
upon
the
Lyball the later Egyptian temples and monuments glitangle, the duplication of a cube, or perpetual motion.
ter all over with these inscriptions, so that they be- ian 'desert stretching out in unending wastes to the
Archimedes, by surrounding his circle with two
Atlantic.
Its
base
is
137
feet
above
the
highest
come an inseparable elem.ent of . Egyptian archipolygons, one outside and one inside the circle, each
flood
point
of
the
Nile,
and
so
near
where
the
river
tecture, Prof. Piazzi Smyth infers that the pyramid
polygon having 96 sides, and then cutting up his polof Gizeh, if built by Egyptians at all, was directed divides to form tire delta that the circumference of ygon into triangles and computing the area of these
the
delta
fonns
an
arc
of
a
circle
of
which
the
pyraas to its architecture by divinely inspired men from
triangles, and then striking a mean between the
·
Chaldea. Whether the outer stone casing of the mid would be the center.
length of the exterior sides of the polygon inside and
The location of the great pyramid is as follows:
pyramid ever contained inscriptions cannot now be
that of the polygon outside the circle, came to the
known. It has undergone destruction and removal
1. It is sensibly, but only apparently, on the thir- conclusion that the diameter bore to the circumferat the hands of Mamelukes and Arabs, between the tieth parallel of north latitude, one-third the distance ence of a circle a ratio between that of 1 to 3 10period of Herodotus and the time when it began to from the ·equator to the pole. In reality its exact 71, and that of 1 to 3 10-72, or as 7 is to 22. But
attrac't the attention of modern Europeans. The latitude, computed with the accuracy with which this was farther from the truth than the Hindoos
interior contains no hieroglyphs except a few rude modern astronomers are able to allow for the had come at a period centuries earlier, for they
stone-dressers' marks in ocher, purporting to be the refraction of light, is 29", 58', and 52", or a mile computed it to be as 1 to 3.1416. Ptolemy, an asname of Kuphis, Shufu, Cheops, Ohemmis, or Suphis, and a fifth, south of the exact thirtieth degree. But trologer of about the time of Christ, computed it
which are found in one of the construction chamoers, Prof. Smyth says that owing to the refraction of the as 1 to 3.141552, which is better than Archimedes,
and whose purpose is said to be that of indicating rays of light in passing through our atmosphere the but less accurate than the Hindoos. One Dutch
the position in which the stone should be laid. Like apparent pole to the eye of one standing at the pyr- mathematician, Van Ceulen, carried out the decimal
marks are said to be still extant in some of the Ara- amid would vary only 21" from the exact altitude of fraction to thirty-six figures, which now stand graven
bian quan·ies from which the stone used in the finer thirty degrees; i. e., if there were a star exactly at on his tombstone. In 1846 it had been computed to
the pole, a person standing exactly thirty degrees the two-hundredth decimal. Men had given their
work of the chambers and passages was taken.
This has caused the hieroglyphic school to assume north of the equator, on the earth, would see that lives to its solution, as other enthusiasts had given
very generallY: that th_e pyramid was built ii?- the star at a point within twenty-one seconds of an alti- theirs to the finding of the philosopher's stone,
reign of Kuphis, to whiCh they attempt to assign a tude of thirty degrees from the horizon. To which should transmute the baser metals into gold,
date out of the materials furnished by the laby- the eye of a pyramid-builder not acquainted with in which even Newton believed, or to the kindred
rinthian maze of Egyptian chronology. It certainly the law of the refraction of light, the pyramid, problem of perpetual motion, or to the discovery of
proves that, if correctly deciphered by the tra_ns- therefore, is only twenty-one seconds from the exact the elixir which should make man immortal, or to
lators, in his reign all the passageways leadmg latitude of thirty degrees, or, say, one-fifth of a the redemption of the human race from sin. Is it
to the obscure construction chambers were still open. mile. To get nearer than this to the thirtieth par- then, as Baron Bunsen asserts, merely an accident of
If we had the least evidence that th.e stone-masons allel would hav required that its builders should de- the early Egyptian stone-cutters that in constructing
of Egypt had a custom of usin~ t~e names Clf their scend from the commanding hill of solid limestone, a monument for a king who had never heard of the
sovereigns as quarry-marks to mdiCate how a stone which formed so requisit a foundation, into an allu- problem of squaring the circle they should so conshould be laid, which would seem to be a most vial plain of sand where the dignity of the structure struct it that forty centuries of mathematicians should
unique and im:(>robable cus~om, it w?ul? f~rnis_h a would hav been lost. As nearly as the lay of cipher themselvs into their graves in the hopeless
presumption that the pyramid was bmlt m his reign. the ground rendered possible, the great pyra- endeavor to solve a problem the complete insolubility
It is carrying presumption a great way to assume mid is one-third the distance from the equator to the of which is presumed to hav been known to the
that they preserve truly a fact which the builders of pole, and therefore it would, if the earth were. an ex- builders of this pyramid? But was the problem
the pyramid seem to hav desired only to conceal. . act sphere, divide the area of the northern hemi~phere known to them?
But Newton, the Hersch ells, and Smyth concur m into two exactly equal parts. But the earth bemg an
Three facts suggest that, notwithstanding the pyrascribing to the builders of this structure an intel- oblate spheriod flattened at the poles, the line of amid seems to possess these peculiar proportions, we
lectuality and a knowledge of metrology of the ex- equal division of the n?rt~ern hemisphere falls need not necessarily infer all that the astronomers
istence of which, during the historic period among slightly south of the thirtieth parallel, or more hav inferred from it. These are: First, that the angle
the ancient Egyptians, neither they nor the hier?- nearly where the great pyramid actually stands. of the pyramid is by many stated to be 51 degrees
glyphists find any evidence whatever. Indeed, If Our first proposition, therefore, is that this pyramid 50 minutes instead of 51 degrees 51 minutes 14.3
the astronemical school are right, the pyramid build- stands sensibly on the thirtieth parallel at the point seconds, thus lacking one minute 14.3 seconds of the
ers must hav had a scientific knowledge which, where the pole star, if there were one, would be one- angle which is claimed to justify the inference that
within the historic period, never came into the pos- third the way from the horizon toward "the zenit~. its builders designed to express this problem. Secsession of mankind at all until during the past two It therefore divides the area of the northern hemi- ond, the angle of the second and third pyramids is
so nearly the same as that of Gizeh, lacking only a
hundred years.
.
.
. sphere into two equal parts.
2. This pyramid was at its construction an. exact degree or so, as to show similarity of design, and
The chief of Egyptologists, Baron Bunsen, m his
edition of 1860, referring to these views of Newton square, the more accurate measurements havmg re- yet not near enough to make them set forth
and Herschell, then recently revived by the explora- duced the variation in its sides to two and one-half any such fact as the quadrature of the circle.
tions and measurements of Col. Sir Howard Vyse in inches, with the prospect that measurements abso- Third, it is a much simpler fact than that of the
1854, says, "The groundlessne~s of the f!'lncies which lutely perfect would remove even t_his di~erence. I~s quadrature of the circle that the square of the
hav been again very recently mdulged m about the builders, to prevent the exact dimensiOns of thifl bight of this pyramid is equal t.o the area of each
astronomical purposes of the pyramids, and about a square being lost, hewed out the sockets in which of the four triangles composing its sides. This
hidden symbolic system of astronomy, is demonstrat- the corner-stones of the pyramid were to rest from fact concerning the pyramids was told to Herodotus,
ed by that thorough conviction which is fo;ced upon the solid rock of the hill beneath, and set the cor- who was not informed of the other, and its builders
us by a view of the monuments and a readmg of the ner-stones deeply into these sockets, where, despite may hav been aiming simply to construct such an
the vandalism which has robbed the pyramid edifice that the square of its bight should equal the
hieroglyphics."
This sententious opinion becomes very refreshing of it outer casing for many feet, its original base area of each of its four triangular sides. For this
when we reflect that in the great pyramids there are stands nearly unaffected by time, and astronomers purpose the exact angle should be 51 degrees 49
no hieroglyphics, and that Bunsen never viewed learn with surprise and delight that its orientation, minutes 46 seconds, but it is surprisingly near to
either of the pyramids or the monuments. The pur- or the precision with which it faces north, south, that angle.
[TO BE CONCLUDED.}
poses of the pyramids can~ot be determined _from. a east, and west, is so perfect that the variation is less
view of any monuments bmlt after them, for If bmlt than that of the observatory of one of Europe's most
THE present antagonism between theology and
after them at all, they may hav been built a thou- skilful astronomers prior to Newton-Tycho Brahe.
3. The angle of inclination of the sides of this science does not arise from any assumption by the
sand years after. And if by these monuments Bunsen meant the pyramids themselvs, then Bun~en, pyramid is 51 degrees 51 minutes and 14.3 secon?s. men of science that all theology must necessarily be
who was never in Egypt nor ever saw the pyramids, This is frequently said to be exactly that angle whiCh excluded from science; but simply because they are
had merely the intellectual view of them which makes the original bight of the pyramid, 5,820 unable to -allow that reason and morality hav two
Newton and Hersch ell had. The encyclopedias, inches, bear the same relation to the added length of weights and two measures; and that the belief in a
British and American, hav followed Bunsen's esti- its four sides (4x9, 142), yiz.,_ 36,568 inches, as t~e proposition, because mtthority tells you it is true, or
mate, hav described the great pyramid as merely the radius of a circle bears to Its Circumference. But m because you wish to believe it, which is a high crime
mausoleum of a dead Pharaoh, and hav assigned its reality the angle required for this purpose varies a and misdemeanor when the subject matter of reasonerection to the reign of Cheops, Chufu, Chemmis, few seconds from that actually presented by the pyr- ing is of one k,.ind, becomes, under the alias of faith,
Shufu, or Suphis, as he is variously called by trans- amid. We assume the variation to be so slight as not the greatest of all virtues, where thR subject matter
lators.
. to interfere with the design. This is what is called of reasoning is of another kind.-Huxley.
The great pyramid is now 450 feet and nine inches an incommensurable ratio in mathematics-i. e., no
BRETHI{EN, be not children in understanding; howhigh, according to Prof. Piazzi Smith, whose meas- mathematician can construct a unit of measurement,
urements are confessedly the best. A few stones of whether it be as narrow as a hair or as broad as a beit in malice be ye children, but in understanding
the original exterior casing of the base of the pyra- barn-door, which, if it will go an even number of be men.-1 Cor., xiv, 20.
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tivated through ages of tyranny, of want, of crime, ties treated are fit subjects for ridicule. A system
and of heroism; that it requires centuries for man to that cannot withstand the shafts of ridicule without
put out the eyes of self, and hold in lofty and equal injury is weak indeed.
But what are the facts with regard to the status of
poise the scales of justice; that conscience is born of
Our Twenty-fourth Letter to Mr. Mair.
s~lfiering; that mercy is the child of the imagina- unbelievers in Christianity ? They are on the unpopTHE BIBLE AND OTHER TOPICS.
twn-of the power to put one's self in the sufferer's ular side; they oppose current errors; they are the
MR. G. M. MAIR, IJear Sir: In connectiOn with place, and that man advances only as he becomes tabooed class, they are ostracized among their felthe brief examination of the prophecies, introduced acquainted with his surroundings, with the mutual lows, they defend what they believe to be right, and
by you, would properly come an examination of the obligations of life, and has to take advantage of the oppose what they believe to be wrong, though they
know they will lose caste and respect thereby; they
Bible generally, as was originally designed for this forces of nature.
"But the believer in the inspiration of the Bible strike against evils in high places because they find
discussion; but as we have already ~one over a good
deal of ground, as what we have said occupies quite is compelled to declare that there was a time when those evils in existence; they dare to occupy the
as much space as originally intended, and as I am on slavery was right, when men could buy and women ground of tmth though they lose friends and fortune
the eve of my departure on a tour around the world, could sell their babes. He is compelled to insist thereby. If they are not without fault, they are at
I must leave unsaid much that I wished to say. I that there was a time when polygamy was the hi~h least endeavoring to do their duty according to the
had it in mind. to take up the books of the Old est form of virtue; when wars .and exterminatiOn best knowledge they have, hoping that the future
and New Testaments, to shew to our readers that were waged with the sword of mercy; when relig. wi.ll be freer and better for their efforts.
Certainly no defense is needed from me for the
but a small proportion of the books in either part of ious toleration was a crime, and when death was a
the Bible was written by the persons Ito whom they just penalty for having expressed an honest thought. aspersions you attempt to cast upon Greg, Huxley,
are attributed; that they were not written at the He must maintain that Jehovah is just as bad now and the prominent scientists of our times. They
time they are claimed to have been written; that it as he was four thousand years ago, or that he was stand too high in the estimation of their fellow-men
is not known by whom they were written, nor the just as good then as he is now, and that human con- to .be injured by you. If the bulk of Christian
time when they were written, giving incontestable dit~o~s have so .changed that slavery, polygamy, writers and partisans had lived as pure lives as they,
proofs to sustain these positions. I intended to show religwus persecutiOns, and wars of conquest are now and labored as usefully and unselfishly, well would
that there is. nothing about tJ;le b<?o~s that is super- perfectly devilish. Once they were right, once they it be for the world.
You. deplore the practical points of the gospel of ·
human, nothmg but what men of fair mtellectual abil- w,e~e commanded by God himself, now they are pro.
ity could easily write; that the books contain much hibited. There has been such a change in the con- Infidelity, and seem to see in the near future a territhat exhibits ignorance and want of scientific knowl- ditions of man that, at the present time, the devil is ble conditon of things-universal lawlessness and
edge on the part of the writers; much that is un- in favor of slavery, polygamy, religious persecutions, social chaos. "Socialism, Communism, Nihilism-the
true; much that is coarse and distasteful; that there and wars of conquest. That is to say, the devil three fatal sisters-on the one hand, and freedom in
are fully two hundred clear and positive contradic- entertains the same opinion to-day that Jehovah the most lic.entious and unrestrained sense on the
tions; more than five hundred statements of improb- held four thousand years ago, but in the mean time other, will most assuredly join together to hurrymen
abilities and impossibilities which are palmed off as Jehovah has remained exactly the same-changele!:s to. barbarism.',' Here you are· guilty of slander and
facts of actual occurrence; that the writers of the and incapable of change. We find that other na- misrepresentawn. The Infidels of the past two hur.greater share of the books do not even set up the tions beside t~e J e~s had simila~ laws and ideas; dred y-ears have lived as honorably, have led as fault-.
pretense that they wrote by divine aid, or by any that they believed m and practi?ed slavery and less lives, as the best of their opponents. The Nihilaid save their own ability, and that if they did claim p~lygamy, J?-urd~red women and children, a~d exter- ists or Socialists are opposed to the despots and tyit, it could n~t reasonaJ;>ly be allowed; and that mi~ated the.Ir neighbors to the ~xtent of then: power. rants of the race, and if they have in the natural rethough there IS fine anCient poetry in the volume, !tIS n~t claimed thas they received a revelatiOn. It action of .things been guilty of some excesses, their
and many grand expressions and beautiful senti- IS adnntted that they had no ~ow_ledge of the true main effort has been to improve the condition of opmenta, they are not superior to what is derived ~od. And yet, b! a strange. commdenc~, they prac- pressed humanity. Nihilists are said to be composed
from other sources; while its incongruities its dis- twed t~e same cnmes of their own natiOn that the of peoplt3 of exoellent intelligence and civil deportcrepancies, its want of authenticity, its doubtfulness Jews did by the command of Jehovah. From this it ment ; but they love liberty a.nd hate despotism.
its contradictions, its absurdities its falsehoods I'ts' would seem that man can do wrong without a special This is their crime. They believe in self-govern'
'
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coarseness and indecency, its incoherence,
one part
~eve1a t'10~ " (" Ch ristian
Amer- ment and the overthrow of imperialism, and for this
they are hunted to death, or sent to the terrible mines
with another, its great want of reliability as being of z.ca~ Rev.Mw).
~It.tle IS l.eft for me to do save t.o examine the re- of Siberia by Christian tyrants. Christianity has been
celestial origin, all conspire to establish the truth
that it was written, printed, and made by men the mammg pomts you touched upon m your last letter. on the side of the despot, the oppressor. "Submit
same as all other books, and that the God of inflnite
You seem tro~ble~ ~t ~he want of system among yourselves to the powers that be," is the injunction of
wisdom, truth, and intelligence had no more to do !nfidels and their diSSimila; styles of argument. It. Christianity. I am far more in favor of the efforts
with its authorship than with the millions of other I~ pot. stra~ge that a COI_IBiderable number of men of the Nihilists than the continuance forever of the
books that haye been. written and printed. But for livm~ .m di!ferent centuries, ~eared under dissimilar crushing despotism which Christianity has sustained.
Of course you must indulge in a fling at Freelovthe reasons given I will not enter into the examina- condit~ons, ~mpressed from differen.t sources, moved
tion of these subjects now. I will remark, however, by var10"?-s .I~pulses, possessed of diffe~ent o~der .of ers; here is an enemy worthy of your steel.
in passing, that I engaged somewhat in this exam- talent, dissimilar advantages of educatiOn, with dif- But where does the most practical Freelove exist toination in the article on "The Bible," in Volume I. ferent purposes, should not all travel in precisely the day? Where is the most corrupt intercourse beof "The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern sam~ groove, or entertain precisely the same views. tween the sexes? It is in the church, and the shepTimes," and in the "Semitic Gods and the Bible," While they all wer.e .abl~ to see the falsity of the herds themselves very often lead the ewe lambs
to which the reader is referred.
system held up as divme, It could not reasonably be astray. I have myself collected the authenticated acI fully agree with Col. Ingersoll when he says expe.cted that they would all express themselves in counts of three hundred clergymen who disgraced
that it is needless to inquire into the causes that have preCisely the sam~ way, or that the s~me impressions themselves by their libidinous and amorous practices.
led so many to accept the Bible as the inspired word wo~ld be ente.rtamed b7 all. I t~n:k you cannot These are published in the pamphlet, "Sinful Saints."
of God. They have assuredly been governed by a c_laim more umty o_f actiOn and op~mon among be- Mr. M. E. Billings, an attorney, of Waverly, Iowa,
mi~taken _idea, and this. ~~sta~e has in many ways l~ev~rs than ~nbehevers. The believers in ~hris has just brought out a pamphlet called, " The Crimes
serwusly rmpeded the CIVIlizatiOn and happiness of ti!l'mty co~pris~ a .great nuJ?-ber ~f .sects, widely of Preachers in the United States," for the last five
mankind. He says: "The Bible has been the for- divergent m their VIews and m their Interpretation years, from May 1876 to May 1881, "translated out of
tress and defense of nearly every crime. No civil- of th~ scriptures. They have contended with each the original newspapers, and with previous translaized country could enact its laws, and in many re- other ,n~ the fiercest ~anner about ~~ese differences tions diligently compared and revised." He gives the
spects its moral. code i~ abhorrent to every good and of opmi?n. Blood m great quantiti~s has flowed names of the criminal clergymen, their residence, the
tender man. It IS admitted that many of its precepts from this cause. It;st.ruments of I?am have been denomination to which they belong, so far as known
are pure that many of its laws are wise and just largely used by Christians, and shrieks and groans and the crime they committed. In the aggregat~
and that many of. i~s statements-are absolutely true: have filled th~ ~arth. Millions of lives have been he reports 917 crimes of clergymen in the short
"Without desm~g to hurt the feelings of any- ta~en ?Y: Chri~tians because c;>~hers dared to enter- space of five years.
body, I propose to give a few reasons for thinking tam opmwns different f.rom t~eir own. You cannot
The following are some of the crimes of these
that a few passages, at least, in the Old Testament truly state any such thmg With regard to Infidels. pretended heavenly-minded men. ·
are the product of a barbarous people. In all civil- Consequently Ch~is~ia';l.s have been much worse than
Abortion, 4; adultery, 206; aslilault with attempt
ized countries it is not only admitted, but it is pas- Infidels. If C~ristiai_IIt~ ~as. more "system" than ~o murder, 8; assault wi.th attempt to do great bodsionately asserted, that slavery is and always was a have the unbelievers m It, It IS a far worse system. Ily harm, 1; assault with attempt at rape, 1; asYou certainly do great injustice to the opponents sault and battery, 10; attempted elopement with
hideous crime; that a war of conquest is simply murder; that polygamy is the enslavement of woman of Christianity by imputing to them" hatred of the w_omen, 1; attempt. to sed'?-ce women, 3; attempted
the degradation of man, and the destruction of Bible," "dishonesty," "want of priqciple," "incon- bigam.y, 5; a~son, m b~rmng houses, 4; bastardy,
home; , that nothing is more infamous than the sistency," "quibbling," "falsehood," "caricature," 23; Wife-beatmg, 10; bigamy, 28; breach of promise,
slaughter of decrepit men, of helpless women, and "ridicule," "flippancy," "degradation," "debase- 2; buggery, 3; breach of hospitality, 5; breach of
of prattling babes; that captured maidens should not ment," "misquoting," etc., etc. These are serious trust, 2; compounding felony, 3; cheating, 25; debe given to soldiers; that wives should not be stoned charges, and theY' are untrue, they are false j the op- serting wife and children, 26; dishonesty, 1; deceit, 5;
to death on account of their religious opinions, and ponents of Christianity are fallible human beings, .died in a brothel, 1; drunkenness, 29; elopement
that the death penalty should not be inflicted for a and doubtless many of them are not beyond making ~ith women, 17; embezzle~ent, 26; false personaviolation of the Sabbath. We know that there was mistakes, but they. are generally honest, candid, ti.on, .7; falsehood,. 3; figh tmg, 7; forging, 22; fora time in the history of almost every nation when sincere, earnest, and as moral and upright as the mcatwn, 7; gamblmg, 2; gross fraud, 4; gross im•
slavery, polygamy, and wars of extermination were same number comprising the general community. morality, 3; horse-racing, 1; illicit distilling, 2; illeregarded as divine institutions; when women were The Biple is not hated only as it . is falsely repre- gal marrying, 2; immoral conduct, 5; indecent falooked upon as beasts of burden, and when, among sented, and for the many false claims made respect- miliarities with women, 3; inhuman cruelty to wife
some people, it was considered the duty of the hus- ing it, with the requirement that we must believe it and children, 17; immoral assault on women and
band to murder his wife for differing with him on or be utterly tabooed and ostracized in this life and be girls, 2~; insulting_ladi~s~ 26; incest, 8; kissing serthe subject of religion. Nations that entertain these eternally damned in a fu,.ture life. If the Bible be vant ~Iris for their spmtual welfare, 2; keeping
views are regarded as savages, and probably, with allowed to stand upon its own merits, and is only gambling-houses, 1; lascivious conduct, 1; larceny,
the exception of the South Sea Islanders, the Fijis, claimed to be an antique work of the Jews, with the 3_1; le~dness, 1; lechery, 1; lying, 11; miscegenasome citizens of Delaware, and a few tribes in Cen- same authority as the Vedas, the Zend Avesta, the tiOn With colored women, 1; murder, 14; obscene
tral Africa, no human beings 'can be found degraded Puranas, etc., no unbeliever would object to it at literature (mailing), 1; obtaining money under false
enough to agree upon these subjects with the Jeho- all. But it is the coercion used over us that we must pretenses, 10; ~erjury, 7; J?Oisoning starving chilvah of the ancient Jews. The only evidence we have accept it as the infallible work of an infinite God dren, 1; qua~·relmg, 7; robbmg, 2; rape on women,
or ean have that a nation has ceased to be savage is that stirs up our opposition. In sustaining our 5; r~pe on girls unde-r fifteen years of age, 6; rape
the fact that it has abandoned these doctrines. To honest convictions we make use of arguments that on girls under twelve years of age, total rape 18 ·
every one, except the theologian, it is perfectly easy to our views possess strength and truth. We quote riot, 1; robbing mails, 1; "recklessness," 1; "resigned
to account for the mistakes, atrocities, and crimes of correctly, and despise evasion and misrepresentation. under chai:ges, least said the better," 1; swindling,
the past by saying that civilization is a slow and If caricature and ridicule have sometimes been used, 24; seduotwn of women, 91; seduction of girls unpainful growth; that the moral perceptions are cul- there is no impropriety in it, inasmuch as the ab~urdi- der fifteen years of age, 12; total seduction, 103;
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starving children, 2; suicide, 11; slander, 7; sodomy, 4; "scandalous conduct," 1; "too free with
the sisters," 1; "unchaste conduct," 1; "unministerial conduct," 2; "unchristian conduct," 11; "unbecoming conduct," 1; "unnamed crime,V 2; unjust
confinement of wife in an insane asylum, 1; "very
uncourteous conduct," 1; vulgarity, 2; "vile, indecent, and profane language," 1; wanton conduct, 1;
besides several crimes and cases omitted.
Of these 917 crimes on the part of Christian clergymen, 456 were against women in a sexual way,
and 81 against women in other ways, or 544 against
women especially.
Of this list of 477 criminal preachers the denomination of 208 has been preserved, leaving 269 not
designated. Of the 208 the Methodists have 72,
Baptists 42, Presbyterians 22, Catholics 19, Congregationalists 13, Church of England 10, Campbellites
6, Lutherans 6, Adventists 5, United Brethren 3,
Hebrews 2, Dunkards 1, Universalists 1.
The percentage of the crimes of those whose denominaiion is preserved, as compared with the
whole number, is as follows: Methodists 30 per
cent, Baptists 20, Presbyterians 10, Catholics 10,
Congregationalists 6, Lutherans 6, Episcopalians 5,
Campbellites 3, Adventists 3, United Brethren 1.4,
Hebrew 1, Dunkards !, Universalists t.
The definitions or names of crimes are chiefly those
given by the several church courts where the reyerend
scoundrels were tried, sometimes probably giVen to
partially hide the real offense. The compiler was
enabled to ascer.tain that" unchaste conduct" meant
a gross and beastly assault by the "divine messenger" upon a lady's chastity, and that " unministerial
conduct" meant either adultery, rape, or seduction
of some suscepti.ble sister.
In addition to the foregoing cases the compiler has
a large number of cases where the names of the reverend offender was not given. These of course
could not be used. All these, with the hundreds and
perhaps thousands of cases that were smothered and
not suffered to come to the light, would indeed make
a most fermidable array against the moral conduct
of the men who profess to be selected by heaven to
break the bread of life to the innocent lambs of the
fold. Just imagine for a moment what an appalling
aggregate of priestly crime would be presented
could this record have been made out for forty years
of all the cases that have existed. The compiler
says, "It must be recollecte~ that the preacher h~des
his crime carefully, and his compeers and panshioners assist him to conceal it; while the night
brawler, petty thief, and drunken wretch are under
police surveillance."
.
.
How insolent and self-nghteous, then, m you to
cast unjust insinuations up_on a class o_f citiz~ns
against whom you know little or nothmg an;ns~,
when there are such a great number of black cnminals in your own ranks ! This is a fair exhibit of
Christian fairness and justice. It has been so for
many generations. Self-righteous Christi~ns have
been guilty of the grossest offenses and cnmes, and
have been the most blatant and unjust in throwing
insinuations and charges upon those who cannot believe in the grossest myths and shams. Where, then,
indeed is found the most practical and criminal Freelove? ' Why, in the churches, as I said. The foregoing cases are confined to the preachers alone, but
all the crimes of the kind by deacons, class-leaders, Sunday-school superintendents, and all the rank
and file of the churches would be such a record as
would disgrace humanity, and cause Christians to
hang their heads in shame.
.
It is perhaps not stran~e that ~ou disapprove of
publishing these cases _agamst the clergy~e~ of the
land the men who claim to hold a commiSSion from
the ~utocrat above the clouds to reveal his will and
purposes and to transact business for him on the
earth. You doubtless think it very ill-advised to
let the truth be known about such a vast number of
hypocrites and false pretenders; but in my opinion
the people have the right to know the truth. Millions upon millions of dollars earned by the sweat of
the brow have been wrung from the confiding people to sustain this corrupt institution called the
Christian church, and the priesthood are constan~ly
represented as purer and better than ot~er men. ~h~l
ions every year are drawn from t~e tm~ers to sustain
this idle lecherous class of men m doling out to the
people a' mass of legends, absurdities, and false_hoods
which the gullible masses swallow as th?ug~ It was
the choicest manna from heaven. It IS time the
whole truth was told. It is time that it be known;
that these celestial gentry who claim they hold commissions from the heavenly world should be seen
just as they are. 'l'he people wh_o pay their money
are entitled to the facts concernmg the clergymen
whom they pay.
It is very advisable for Christians of great
and small degree to carefully cultivate their own
vineyard, to curb and subdue their own passi_ons,
to check their own tendencies to impurity and cnme,
and not trouble themselves unduly about the offenses
of Infidels and those who cannot accept the false
representations made by the ch_urch. In this ex~r
cise of pulling beams out o£ theu own eyes they Will
doubtless be better employed than in spending their

time in hunting for motes in the eyes of thei(Infidel neighbors.
There is little doubt that Infidels and even Freelovers, as a class, live quite as good lives, treat their
fellow-men quite as justly, use as much honesty in
their transactions with their fellow-men, and are no
more lecherous, no greater libertines, than their
Christian accusers, even the saintly clergy themselves.
The compiler of the pamphlet alluded to makes
this offer: " There are of Freethinkers, including
Atheists, Infidels, Spiritualists, etc., about seven
millions in the United States. 'fhere are about
seventy thousand priests and preachers. Now we
make the following offer: We will give ten dollars
apiece for crimes committed by any of these classes
of Freethinkers within the last five years, and will
take the report thereof as published in the. news·
papers, provided th& preachers will give us one
dollar apiece for the same evidence of crimes committed, by reverends. Thus we offer ten dollars for
one, and give them seven millions to draw their data
from, while we have but seventy thousand."
. You draw a dismal picture as to what will be the
consequences of the universal prevalence of Atheism; but I apprehend that you are as wide of the
mark in this fear as in the other posi-tions you have
taken. Inasmuch as Atheists possess quite as much
intelligence as ordinary people, as they show as
earnest a disposition to behave themselves properly
as any class of people, as a small percentage of
them are guilty of criminal conduct, it seems quite
unnecessary for you to borrow trouble as to how
they will misbehave in the future.
They can
hardly do any worse than believers in Yahweh
and other gods have done. You accuse Buddhists
with being Atheists, and a more moral class of people do not live, though they comprise several nationalities and more than one-third of the inhabitants
of the globe; They are by far less disposed to dishonesty, double-dealing, lying, stealing, lechery,
and nearly all manner of crimes than the worshipers
of the Palestine Yahweh are guilty of. The fact is,
men have depended far too much upon the gods and
far too little upon themselves. If they will only
learn to attend to the gods less, and to man more, the
world will be vastly the better for it. We find here
in this world quite enough to engage our attention
and to occupy all OUl' abilities, and it is unquestionably a very poor policy to neglect our duties to ourselves and those around us in behalf of imaginary
gods on Olympus, above the clouds,_or anywhe_re else.
The gods have led man a weary, profitless JOUrney
for thousands of years. To keep up these gods and
their immense retinue of greedy, grasping, hungry
priests has cost poor man a great deal of hard toil,
and a great share of his life-blood and strength.
Now if man can learn to dispense with these gods
and their lazy priests he will have more time to attend to his own affairs, and will get along much
better for it. Man cannot be free and independent
while he bows in allegiance to any tyrannous god.
"There cannot be true liberty on earth while man
worships a tyrant in heaven."
CONCLUSION.

We have now, Mr. Mair, reached the end of our
discussion. I have endeavored to meet your arguments and claims with what ability I possess. You
have not met all the arguments I have made, but I
think I have let none of yours of any importance pass observation. . Both of_ us have nece~saril y
written hurriedly, and without usmg as much time as
a more careful examination of the many subjects
treated would have justified. But what we have
done is before our readers, and it is for them to
judge which has come the nearest to establishing_ his
positions. You will not, I hope, deem me conceited
if I claim that I have the most fully maintained my
ground. You have_ managed :your si~e with much
ability· you have evmced extensive readmg and much
thought but I have sympathized with you all along,
because'you have the ~eakest sid~ of the argum~nt
to sustain. 'fhe truth IS on my Side, fresh and vigorous while antiquated error and superstition are on
yours~ However much_ ability you may posses~, yo.u
will ever find it very difficult to prove that whwh 1s
unprovable. Your intent~ons have doubtless been
good, and your efforts praiseworthy, but your cause
is weak errors are too abundant, and the proofs to
sustain 'you are not within your_ rea~h. If, under
these circumstances, you have failed m your undertaking it is not strange, and a fair meed of praise is
yours.' If you have sometimes _evinced a lit~le u~
fairness if you have been gmlty of evaswn, If
you h~ve sometimes ~odged, if you have sometimes resorted to cant, If you have as~umed what
you have no knowled_ge_ of, it cannot be thought
strange. It is the Christian style of argument, and
you have onlyfollowed.in the fo~ts~eps of your p~ed
ecessors. But aU-in-all, I submit It to our reaaers
that you hav~ acquitted yourself with ability. If
you have not proved your po~nts, you have done ~s
well as you could under the mrcumstances. That us
as well as anybody can do.
In the outset you asked me what objections I had
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to Christianity. I have endeavored to show you
and our readers what these objections are.
1. That it is not new; that all its dogmas were
held by .pagan systems before the Chris_tian era.
2. That the Christian system contams monstrous
ideas that ought not to be entertained by any lover
of justice, to wit, that all the world was condemned
to everlasting ruin by the offense of one man,_ and
that he is now to inherit eternal glory and happmess
by the merits. of ano~h~r individual. . I cannot perceive the justice of millions of men bemg thrust mto
eternal misery because one man ate an apple,. or n?f
these millions being made possessors o~ m_anstons m
the skies because another gave up h_Is life on tp.e
cross and took a short route to Paradise. Imputed
condemnation and imputed righteousness are inconsistent with the grand principles of j~stice.
.
3. 'l'hat salvation depends upon behef, when belief
is not really under the control of any individual. Man
is compelled to believe according to evidence and. not
otherwise. An intelligent person cannot possibly
believe that black is white, that heat is cold, or that
the pangs of hunger are the satisfied feelings of a full
stomach. It is cruel in the extreme to send a man to
hell for not believing that which h_e cannot be~ieve,
and unjust to send him to heaven simply for blindly
accepting what he cannot possibly compr_ehend..
4. That the doctrine of the atonement IS as UnJUSt
as it is absurd. The claim that a bad person can become righteous by the good deeds performe_d by another is as preposterous as that an. otherwise good
man is condemned by the bad actwns of ano~her.
Would a strictly just man, though he had comm1tted
some faults, be willing that an innocent man should
be put to death on his account?
5. That a belief in Christianity has not made the
nations which embraced it more moral than the followers of other religions. In fact, dishonesty, cheating swindling, fraud, lying, and stealing are more
co~mon, more general, in Christian countries than
any other on the face of the earth.
6. That the punishment in eternal and infinite torture for the faults and mistakes of a short life on
earth is excessive, unreasonable, cruel, and infinitely
monstrous.
7. That Christianity has been the ~ost ~r~el,
bloody, relentless, persecuting, and unlovmg religwn,
the world has known.
8. That it is opposed to freedom of thought, and
an unimpeded exploration of the mind in philosophy
and religion.
9. That it compels its ancient dicta to be accepted
as the eternal truth, with no chance for advance.
The revelation made nearly two thousand years ago
is held to embrace the whole truth, and there can be
no change, no improvement upon it. While all ~he
arts, sciences, discoveries, etc., are constantly Illproving, Christianity and its do~trines are bo~nd ~o
stand stationary forever. There IS no progresswn m
a revelation from God.
10. That Christianity is insufficient to satisfy the
longings of an aspiring, prog~essive, untrammeled,
liberty-loving man. No fixed fetters and creeds can
ever satisfy the spirit o_f _progres~. .
.
11. That its superstitwus belief m muacles-effects without natural causes-is a recognition of ut- ·
ter impossibilities-a class of phenomena that have
never taken place.
.
.
12. That it employs in Christendom a retmue of
hundreds of thousands of idle, pretentious, arrogant
priests who claim that they are employed by God to
do his' work that they understand his will better
than anybod; else, and that they hold a commission
from the court of heaven to dispense God's blessings
and pronounce his curse~> upon the beads of hapless
men and women. To support this arrogant and useless priesthood millions of h~man beings are. compelled to dig the earth and tml early and late m the
sweat of their brows and earn the money to pay
these priests for telling what they and nobody else
knows anything about. Ten m~lli?ns of doll~rs p_er
annum is a small sum to keep m Idleness this mischievous, designing priesthood, and for the tissues of
arrant falsehoods which they command the credulous masses to accept and believe, or go to hell.
13. That as a means of rendering mankind contented, happy, tranquil, loving, peac~ful, promoting
civilization, elevating woman, mak~ng man m?re
resigned as to the destiny of the race m a future l_Ife,
as a mean.: of making man better here and assunng
happiness hereafttor, Christianity has been a huge
failure and a fraud. Its claims are false, its representations are without truth, and its promises deceptive and worthless.
I will not, however, stop now to e~m~e~ate or repeat all the objections I have to Ch~Istiamty. I h~ve
done this at· considerable length m the foregomg
discussion and I will be glad if you and our readers
hav profited somewhat by it. I will here t~ke a
brief review of the ground we have gone ?ver? Ill regard to the positions I _underto!k to mamtam, and
see if I have succeeded m fulfilling the task I took
upon myself.
In rer.ly to your challenge for a discussion in
your first letter I accepted it, a?d undert?~k, as Y<'U
will recall, to prove the followmg propositiOns:
(Oonduded on paq6 492.)
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believed the facts when seen by themselves, but went all alone, for had any man been there participating,
farther, and said, " We know this is the Christ, the the penalty being death equally for man or woman,
savior of the wor~d," ju~t as nowadays many a one, he also would have been seized and brought into the
under the knowledge of unaccounted-for phenomena, presence of the great divine master to have . been
The Godly Women of the Bible.
has exclaimed, "Come, see a medium who told me judged with his companion in crime. But these
all things I ever did. I know that this is indeed scribes and Pharisees are silent as to any man, Jesus
BY AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
makes no inquiry for a man (John in the Jlarrative
spirits."
THE WOMAN OF S.A..i'IIARIA, THE WOMAN TAKEN IN
Yea, Christians declare that this one case estab- makes no allusion to a man; as far as the story indiADULTERY, HERODIAS, AND HER DAUGHTER
lishes the divinity of Christ, for how could he have cates, there was no man), but Jesus proceeds to perSALOME.
known the number of husbands the woman had had form his part of the sacred farce as if pe1fection in
It was deemed best to continue the histories of and the other fact unless he was God? Indeed, how rehearsal had made hi:t:n.<an equal with the other clowns
the Marys and their associates, even to the closing could he? He might have heard of it just as medi- in the sickening drama. How much more godlike,
scenes of Jesus's career at the cross and sepulcher, ums are accused of knowing things and professing nay, like human justice, it would have been for him
rather than break the connection, and then return to spirit revelation, or he might have been as good a to have excused himself from meddling in a matter
other women that he met during his ministry, the psychometer as some who now inhabit the earth and that belonged to the magistrates, or demanded of
these men to produce the guilty male, and if none
majority of who,m were ungodly until healed and are almost perfect mind-readers.
If this fact, as Christians claim it to be, proves the 'Yas forthcoming to have turned upon these accusers
proselyted by the son of God.
John alone gives us (chapter iv) an account of a divinity of Christ, it proves too much, for the and scored them down with, "Yes, you men, permit
wicked woman converted by Jesus at Jacob's well prophets in the Old Testament and the disciples in an adulterer to escape, seize the adulteresA, drag her
in Sychar, where he had sat himself down to rest the New are said to have done a<! great things as here to me, a man, expose her before a multitude in
while his disciples had gone into the city to buy Jesus, therefore the S!!>me woul~be a proof of their order to catch me in my decision, clear yourselves,
meat. During their absence a woman of Samaria divinity, and also that of every modern medium who cover up the crimes of your own sex and my sex with
(her name is never given) came, as was the custom, to has told the number of husbands, wives, or children your pretensions and hypocrisy ! I have nothing to
do with the judging or convicting of women under
draw water. The bashfulness, modesty, and chastity any person might have had.
Brown says, "She was transported, forgot every- the laws of the land. Go your ways and I will conof Jesus did not prevent him from addressing the
stranger, though it is alleged by the learned ones thing but one, and, her heart running over with the tinue my teaching." But no; anxious to make a
that he knew her character from the first, knew that tale she had ~ tell, she hastens home and pours it boom as usual, Jesus goes through a maudlin pelformshe would be at the well, came there for the express out." Now wEat trust in the tale of such an excited, ance not unlike some modern mediums, which renpurpose of meeting her, and probably sent his disci- crazed fanatic? Christians will not believe she was ders him liable to be suspected of being a deceiver
ples away in order to secure a private interview, to crazy, but say mediums and their followers are, when and an adulterer through the rendering of his own
which is added the fact that the Jews considered the they do and believe exactly such things; and be it verdict. When the men all left, after he told them,
Samaritans as dogs, though descendants from Father said in their defense, not all of them have had five "He that is without sin among you, let him first cast
husbands nor are known to be living in open Free- a stone at her," why did he not cast the first stone
Abraham like themselvs.
Jesus introduced himself by ordering this stranger lovism with a sixth man, as it is boldly declared of if he was innocent of the same crime and his was a
to give him a drink. Surprised at his boldness, she this woman with whom the son of God had such a righteous decision ?
The point is, according to the sequel, every man
thought to daunt him by inquiring, "How is it that confab, and whom he selected as his preacher to the
thou, being a Jew, askest drink of me, which am a Samaritans. Surely he ate with publicans, sinners, among them had violated the seventh commandwoman of Samaria, for the .Tews have no dealings and harlots, and chose them as his vicegerents. ment. A pretty lot were they thus to drag a helpSpiritual manifestations, so-called, must either be less woman before this king of the Jews, and expose
with the Samaritans?"
Then follows a long colloquy, in which Jesus elevated to the divinity of Christ and his miracles, her frailty, they the stronger sex and she the weaker!
tells her that if she only knew what a mighty per- or else Chril:lt and his miracles must be brought down Probably it was with some of these very men that
sonage he was she would ask him for drink, and to the fortune-telling and jugglery of modern medi- she committed adultery, like Judah of old, and that
that if she would but drink the living water that he umship, for they are in the same category, must be was the reason she was so easily discovered " in the
could give her she would never thirst. Still more accounted for on the same principle, and rise or fall very act," having been betrayed by these lustful
surprised, she tells him he has nothing to draw with, together. Let the church remember this when con- monsters. Like Eve of apple-tree notoriety, she
and the well is deep (about seventy feet). But he tending for the miracles and divinity of Christ and probably was the tempter also. What a pity God
waves all her objections and cajolts her with his denouncing modern Spiritualism and mediums as ever converted a rib into a woman J If he had not,
on whom could man have laid the blame? But to
nonsense till she, like other foolish women, elated devilish and devils.
Moreover, when the disciples returned to Jesus return. Now if there had been one innocent man
with the idea of getting rid of the burden of drawing
water, listens to his oily tongue, and finally begs, they marveled that he talked with the woman. Why? there, according to Jesus's rendering he would have
"Sir, give me this water, that I thirst not, neither simply because she was a Samaritan? The inference had a right to have cast the first stone. If Jesus had
is they knew her to be a woman of the towri. Now been guiltless would he not have had that right, and
come hither to draw."
Now Jesus has gained the first point. He has her if they could see in a moment by her appearance her would it not have been his duty to hav availed himunder conviction lpsychologized), and is sure of his true character, why could not Jesus without any self of that privilege? It is inferable that, being
convert, so he, in triumph, continues, "Go c:i.11 thy divinity on his part, or revelation from his father guilty of Freelove and Beecherism, he full well knew
husband and come hither." She frankly tells him God! None of the disciples reproved or questioned the character of these other hypocrites around himshe has no husband. Then he pretends he knew it him, yet feeling the predicament in which he was " set a rogue to catch arogue"-and not thinking
before he asked her to go for him, and informs her placed, he excused himself from eating when urged, the woman very bad after all, and desirous of savthat she has had five husbands, "and he whom thou with, "I have meat to eat that ye know not of." It ing her, he thought he would give them just a gentle
now hast is not thy husband." Probably the sixth appears that the enjoyment and excitement of the practical twit upon facts, not having depth of charrefused to marry, fearful of the tragic fate of his two was about equal, and they were mutual friends acter sufficient to perceive that if he did not stone
predecessors. Pretty good fortune-telling, guessing, on a very short acquaintance; and yet on such flimsy her he would implicate himself by showing that he
or clairvoyance this ! The woman, struck with the stuff as this will Christians make assertions, ,hang an was in the same boat with the infamous crew around
truth, proclaims him a prophet or medium, but goes argument, ·base a doctrine, and damn all sensible him. This is the way the Christians would construe
on to argue that the mountain in which our fathers, people who will not credit as facts their moonshine, a similar account told of a modern medium, and the
the Samaritans, worshiped (Mount Gezurim) was just called such by themselves, when demonstrated before ungodly woman's "constructions " and "probabilias good a place as Jerusalem, where the Jews held their eyes through modern mediums in this nine- ties" are to be regarded in the explanation of their
ancient sacred fables of as much consequence as are
forth. Jesus reveals that God is a ~pirit, and that it teenth century of the Christian era.
Another vile woman, who, like the former, is con- their "conjectures 1' respecting modern manifestamakes no difference where the worship is performed
if it is only done. She replies that when Messias, sidered of sufficient importance to be intrusted with tions. It is surprising why such a silly story, one so
the Christ, comes he will straighten out all these a name, is forced upon us by J obn, and as in the palpably thin, should ever have been stuck into God's
other instance, by John alone, in chapter viii. These word, unless to show, as alleged, the wonderfulness of
little crooks and kinks. (Did he?)
Now has come the moment for Jesus to make him- women seem to be introduced, not on their own the surpassing wisdom of this half-man god,.. yet in
self known, and he speaks right out, not in meeting, merits, but to reveal the supernatural smartness of which any unprejudiced person, not a theologian, can
but alone to this "guilty, sinful woman," as Brown God's only begotten son, for who but a son of God trace innumerable fallacies and readily detect this
calls her, "I that speak unto thee am he." Now is or God himself could manifest such penetration, flaw in the judgment of his divine majesty, also this
the secret out to this lone woman. He never spake comprehensiveness, and justice as was displayed in possible stain on his male virginity.
so definitely to his disciples or own people, scarcely these two miraculous scenes? But to the romance.
No wonder the revisers want to eliminate this
ever said he was the Christ or the son of God, but to
Some men, so the story goes, desiring to get Jesus diAgusting fiction from the New Testament, but it is
th1s woman of bad reputation he gives his confi- into trouble, one day while he was in the temple still there, at least, in the contrasted copy we have
dence. Wonder who wrote it down, he or she, for teaching, when "all the people came unto him" lalt secured, and which is now before us. They have
they were alone ?
is a small word, but signifies the whole. Such exag- suspected it was spurious for many long years, but
Oh, such a gush as Brown makes over it ! Quite erations are St. John's style, remember, viz., ".All would not give it up, as it was a luscious morsel
equal to the mawkishness of the press over an in- things I ever did "), seized a woman, and dragged her from which to make capital for repentant female
tended tragedy recently. He says "her simplicity before this quasi judge and king with the charge, prostitutes in the winning, "Go and sin no more,"
was perfect." So we should infer without any reve- "Master, this woman was taken in adultery, in the so often in the mouths of the modern Jesus Beecherlation from God or man. Just such perfect simplicity very act."
ites. For proof of this knowledge read Bl"own's
as is required to make a good Christian nowadays.
Before proceeding farther, let us examine with co.nfession of its existence : "This whole narrative
But just at this opportune moment the disciples care this accusation. These men averred that they is wanting in some of the earliest and moat valuable
must come blustering back and end the fun, for the ca·ught her in the very act I A wonderful catch! manuscripts, and those which have it vary to som6
woman, without saying "good-by" or "thank you" How is this act performed ? .Alone by a woman with extent. The internal evidence in its favor is almost
when she saw them, dropped her water-pot and ran herself ? Is no other person engaged in an act of overpowering. It is easy to account for its omission,
to the city in great excitement, crying out, "Come, adultery but a woman ? Can a man perform an act though genuine ; but if not so, it is next to impossisee a man which told me all things that ever I did ! of adultery alone with himself? Can a man commit ble to account for its insertion."
Is not this the Christ?"
an act of adultery anyway, and if so, how? Could
Fudge ! We cannot see why it should not have
What a whopper ! According to the account, he a woman be caught in the very act of adultery and been inserted if not genuin; it is quite as sensible as
told her but two things about herself, viz., her five no man pres~nt? If not, why did not these male most of the twaddle about the godlike performances
husbands and her present unmarried, Freelove life. accusers haul him before their male God-judge? of Captain Jesus, and serves to show that either a
How strange that the Samaritan city should believe We read in Deut. xxii, 22, that if a man be found woman could commit adultery alone, or that the
on him when such a character was his heralder ! lying with an woman married to an husband they male particevs criminis was not to be included in
They knew he could-not tell her in one short conver- shall both of them die, whether he be married or the arrest, trial, an~ punishment for the offense,
sation "all things she ever did." But, strange to not, and the penalty is (Ezek. xvi, 40, 41 ), "They shall thus binding closer and closer the slavish chains of
~ay, like modern dupes, the more mysterious and stone thee with stones and thrust thee through with sex on woman instead of elevating her, as pretended,
lmposstble, the more they ran after him, for not sat- swords, and burn thy houses with fire."
thorough this preemption and forgiveness of sin by
isfied with this one hearsay miracle, they got him to
Now it is presumable that this woman must have the Sabbath-breaker, blasphemer, seditionist, and
remain with them two days, and many more believed· been by some mysterious, miraculous intervention of usurper Jesus Christ.
"
not simply b~lieveQ. him a good fortune-teller, o; divine providence caught in the very act of adultery
We wish time and space would admit of quota-
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tions from the gushing nausea of the commentators him ! Any worse for him to lose his head than for 1 the following remarks, which we report for the sake
that the reader might become conversant with th~ Joan of Arc, Lady Jane Grey, Madame Roland, of those who were not wesent; for we think we hav
policy of the clergy in securing sympathy for an im- Charlot~e Corday, than for Mary Dyer and other ac- then•in expressed the ideas of the new religion:
aginary w_?man ';lnder the _guise of hero-worship, cused Witches t? be hung, than ~or mi1lions of men,
"The religion of Liberalism means, first of all, that
man-worship, or Idol-worship of an infinite myth women, and. C~Ildren .to be sacnficed to the bloody .we are to make a heaven here and not hereafter.
called Jesus Christ or God.
r~g~ of Chnst1an holmess ? Oh, shame, that these We don't know about the hereafter, and until we get
It is supposable tb:at the "woman of Samaria" and vllha'?-s ~hould now p~ate and howl over the death of there we can make no provision for it. We cannot
the " woman taken in adultery" were both convert- on~ VICtim, wh~n their own system of salvation re- cross a bridge until we reach it. Meanwhile let us
ed and became holy, so they can be classed among qmr~s persecution even unto ~he death, and human make ~he be.st of the ~ourney we are now traveling.
the godly ones, but it is not so apparent that the two sacnfices have been, by;,~verY: kmd of. tor~~re: offered Here m this world Is our duty and our destiny.
we now introduce were ever brought into the ark of up as holocausts to ~n mfimte nothmg, misnamed Here we are to be angelR if anywhere. Heaven lies
safety and cleansed through the pure washings of ~od~,who could d~vise n~ better "sc~eme ~f salva- in the th~usand p_o~sibilities by which we are surti_on than to sac~Ifice himself to himself and for rounded, m the tm1est blade of grass and in the
the blood of the Lamb.
By consulting Matt. xiv, 1-13, Mark vi, 14-30 hn~1sel~, bv tumblmg headlong from the skies and splendor of the sun. It is in the great beating,
Luke iii, 19, the reader will gain possession ·of th~ dy~ng m filth a~d bloo~. Such mur~erers of human throbbing heart of nature herself.
"We are to attain this heaven bv work· bv a
events as recorded in the lives of Herodias and her bemgs and believers m the begettmg of a bastard
god on whi?h to foun~ a religio'?- have no business grand, ideal purpose; by energy and devotion~ We
daughter Salome.
Herodias was the grandd~tughter of Herod the to open their ~ouths I_n accusa.twn of any earthly c~nnot float into the millennium: we mnst struggle
Great, and daughter of Aristobulus (one of the sons creature. Notwithstandmg all this, Brown and others for it with every faculty that we hav. We must be
of Marianne and Herod the Great), and consequently load all the blame, as usual, upon Herodiae~ and on fire with sublime determination. Man himself is
sister of Agrippa I. She first married Herod Salome, exonerating the wicked Herod and prating the god that must create the cosmos. He is the
Philip I., but was afterward prevailed upon Herod abou~ "his paramour's rag~," as if he was one of the artist who must paint the future with the divinest
Antipas, her husband's half-brother, to forsake her holy mnocents and never did anything in all his life, colors. His brain his muscle must be the formativ
'
husband and live with him on condition that he "hardly ever." One would suppose by the doleful powers of the uni;erse.
"Nevertheless, man must play as well as work. He
should put away his own wife, who was the daugh- la~entations of Brow:n tha~ these two women comter of Aretas, king of Arabia. She was the neice of mitted a rape upon h1s maJesty!, Poor man ! He must hav recreation, amusement, or else he cannot
says, "Abandoned women are more shameless and do his best. It is the mission of Liberalism not only
both her husbands (Josephus's Antiquities.)
It appears that John the Naptist had somewhat heartless than men." Are they always so? Is every to mako men work, but to make men play. Thus
interested Herod in his favor, but happening one s1_1ch woman '!orse than any such m,en? Oh, what a the greatest things are accomplished-the sublimest
day to say that it was not lawful for him to have his pity, what a pity, that God ever made her, since man poetry, the most glowing pictures. Work must be a
brother's wife, Herodias was terribly enraged, and would have be~n an angel without her pernicious in- Rort of play in order to be the most successful work.
would have killed him, but Herod did not dare to do fluence ! But 1t cann~t be helped, and so Brown We must laugh and sing and dance-surrender ourthat, for he feared the multitude, because they and ~he rest of the samts must make the pest of a selvs to absolute enjoyment in order to bring all our
varied faculties into exercise.
counted him as a prophet, so he threw him into bad JOb.
And what became of these ~omen? History in- . "Therefore we must consecrate Sunday to the play
prison. He had been shut up there about a year,
when, on his birthday, Herod made a great supper to forms us t~at Herod :was bamsh~d at _Lugdunum, Impulse. It must be a grand holiday. We must
his lords, high captains, and chief estates of Galilee. that Herodias voluntanly shared his pumRhment, not consecrate it to jollity-to rich and sweet enjoyment
Now all the trouble was caused by Herod getting ~o bad a woman after ~ll, a_nd that they <lied in ex- upon the bosom of nature. We must not go to
high and making a foolish oath inspired by woman's Ile; that. Salome marned m the first place Philip, meeting and listen to dull sermons but to the woods
fascination, and not by his wife either, but by his the tetrarch ?f Trachonitis, her paternal uncle; and," and streams, and be as merry as .;e can. We must
~o into the glittering temple of earth and sky,
step-daughter Salome. Her amorous dancing so set secondly, ~nstobulus, the ki~g of Chalcis. .
We are mformed further, m the sacred scriptures, where the trees are singing, and the flowers and
him beside himself that he swore he would grant
her whatever she asked, if it was the half of his that when John was beheaded, his disciples came, grass are shining, and the waters leaping and flashkingdom. She, li:ke a good girl and dutiful daugh- and took up the body, and buried it, and went and ing, and let ourselvs loose in pure enjoyment, like
ter, went to her rna to inquire what she should ask told Jesu.s. Though these two preachers were sec- the bird that sings at the gate of heaven.
"W('rk and play are the blending forces by which
for a present from her step-father. Now was Herpd- ond cousms, yet the death of John seems to hav had
ias's opportunity, and she eagerly embraced it by ~o other effect upon Jesus than to frighten him away a noble manhood and womanhood are produced."
After these remarks Mr. Avery read a poem on
instructing Salome to ask for the head of John the I'?-to ~ dese~t place ~part, he crossing. to the other
SI_de
m
a
s~rp, to avmd apprehe~d~d consequences to ~he beauty ?f nature-worship, and the banjo gave
Baptist in a charger. The king was not so far gone
but what he realized at once the scrape he had got himself, ansmg from the Baptists death. What a 1ts benedwtwn, and we wended our way to the river
himself into, but he would not break his oath, there- courageous god! What an example for imitation! .and packed ourselvs on board the Coramandel' and '
m the gorgeous evening light, went dashing down
fore sent out his orders, and the head was brought in
the
river.
and given to the damsel, and the damsel gave it to
A Liberal Picnic.
Divine Providence was with us sure. Not an
her mother.
,
Now this was a horrid sight and a shocking affair,
Liberals can hav picnics, with all modem improve- accident happened, and the day was surpassingly
but was it any worse than for Rahab the harlot to ments, as well as church folks, only they can hav t'b.e beautiful. The ministers could not hav a word to
betray her whole nation into the hands of the enemy, best modern improvement of all, namely, to hav say; but if we had drowne~, oh, what a sweet morsel
or than for Jael to drive with her own treacherous them on Sunday instead of going to church. The they would hav rolled under their tongues ! If we
hand a tent nail through the head of Sisera and pin Christians hav not got quite so far as this, but we had even broken a leg, what a quantity of sermons
him to the floor, after she had invited him to accept hope they will, and so dispense with ministers and would hav been hurled at our devoted heads ! As
protection beneath her roof? Yes, it makes all the substitute coffee and cake in their place. In that it is, the ministers must keep a discreet silence. We
had such a happy time that they hav nothing wheredifference imaginable, for Herodias was the meaas case I should be very willing to join the church.
with
"to point a moral." They must fall back upon
of the death of one of God's ministers, while Rahab
Frankel is president of the Newark Liberal
and J ael helped God kill his foes and save his chosen League, and he is a very lively fellow, and so the the old sinners.
Now I think that Liberals through the country
Israel. It was right and commendable for Rahab L~a~~e is a verJ:' lively League and ~oes upon its way
and J ael to aid in butchering men, women, arid chil- reJOicmg. Durmg the past season It has sustained a had better go in for picnics, especially on Sunday.
It will be a grand reformatory movement. It will
dren for the Lord, but all wrong and damnable for very successful course of Sunday-evening lectures.
help
create fellowship. It will carry consternation
Jezebel and Herodias to get rid of their enemies
This League, under the blessed inspiration of its
in a similar manner. For J ael's godly deed Debo- president, determined to hav a picnic during its sum- into the hearts of our orthodox friends. Nothing
could so. disturb them as to see us having a good.
rah , the prophetess sang, "Blessed above women mer vacation, on Sunday, July 17th, to which we
time on Sunday, for their deRire is to make us as
shall J ael the wife of Heber the Kenite be." The were cordially invited and to which we went. We
miserable as possible and giv us a foretaste of hell
latter were godly women; the former, fiends incar- started out bright and early, leaving the churches
in this life. But if they see .that we get the start
nate. Abraham could marry his sister and put her with their clattering bells and still more clattering
of them and hav our heaven here and now they will
away for fear of his own cowardly life, lie with her ministers behind, and met a goodly company of
be dreadfully scandalized. Let us show them the
maid, and beget a son thereby; Jacob could have "awfully wicked" Liberals on the banks of the beauright use of Sunday, that it. is a gala day, wherein
two sister-wives and two concubines; Judah could tiful Passaic, bent upon breaking the Sabbath all t~
we
are to hav all the fun we can.
hav twins by his daughter-in-law, whom he thought pieces by having a splendid time in the temple not
A Liberal picnic on Sunday is a nice little bomba harlot; Lot could be the grandfather of his own made with hands. In due time the magnificent little
shell to throw occasionally into the orthodox camp.
children by his daughters; the man after God's own steam. tug Cora .Mandai made its appearance, and
It will make things lively and pleasant.
heart impregnate another man's wife and then kill about thirty of us boys and girls, anywhere from
S. P. PuTNAM.
him to conceal it; the wisest man that ever lived or "sweet sixteen" to eighty years, jumped on board
should live could have a thousand wives and concu- and were soon speeding swift as the flight of a lark
The Freethinkers' Convention.
bines, and much more, and worse and worse, Father up the gleaming river. We had a jolly banjo on
God could violate his own. commands, libertinize hoard, which took the place of an organ, and we had
HOW TO GET THERE.
himself, become the illegitimate son of his own adul- religious services all the way except that we didn't
Persons
residing
west of Chautauqua Lake who detery in order to appease his own wrath through his take up a collection. A ride of eight miles brought
sire
to
attend
the
Freethinker's Convention should
own death, and "scheme" out a plan of salvation us to Asbury grove, and here we scattered ourselvs
for a guilty world*, and not one intimation in the upon the grass and listened to the music of the winds purchase an excmsion ticketto Chautauqua Lake and
return. These tinkets can be procured at almost any
whole Bible, New Testament or Old, that there was as they swept through the branches of the trees, and
depot
in any of the large towns or cities of the West
any wrong in these relations or in the birth of these we dreamed dreams no mortal ever dared to dream
illegitimate offspring; but all at once John the Bap- before. Then of course we grew hungry, and a at very low rates. The Erie railroad will return
tist is seized with a terrible spasm of virtue, as was bounteous lunch was spread, with all sorts of gener- home all who attend the Convention over that road
or any of its branches at one-third the usual rates,
Constantine, and reproved Herod for marrying his ous refreshments. Then we wandered .to the bank
and
the Elmira, Ithaca & Utica railroad will do
brother's wife. Old Jake took to himself two sister of the river, as it sparkled in the afternoon's sun;
the same. Persons wishing further information will
brides in the space of seven days; nothing bad in some took a bath and some a sail, and then we restamp.
that; cohabited with both alternately; begat chil- turned to the pavilion, and, ye gods, will it be be- please apply to the undersigned,H.inclosing
L. 'GREEN, Sec.
dren by both, with the two concubines thrown in to lieved? there V'lS a nice little dance, a square dance,
-------.~-----a round dance, and a jig, while the "harp of the
boot!
A
FIRM
giving
checks on a bank in some distant
But what a howling these ancient saints and mod- Lord," namely, the banjo, which I hope will be
ern Josephs make over this one case, because John played in heaven, put the music into souls and heels. country-a country not to be found in any gazetteer
lost his head by meddling with what did not concern I don't think that David himself enjoyed dancing of ascertained places, nor laid down in any cha'rt,
any better than we did, and if he could dance before and from which no persons who ever set out in search
the
ark, why couldn't we do the same? Then we of it were ever known to return-would do very little
*This passage was originally written in a series of twelve
articles, which were published in New York city in 1855 in a had some singing. We poured fol'th a few revival business among prudent men. Yet this is precisely
Christian Spi1-itualist paper. 'rhis passage was thrown out, hymns. Then of course there must be some speeches, the nature of the transactions engaged in by the orbeing considered too radical for publication; consequently this and I was the fated one to do that sort of "grinding tj;wdox firms who undertake to conduct for mankind
is the first time it was ever seen in print, though twenty-six
out." We girded our loins to the task and produced the business of this life.- George J. Holyoake ...J
yeiU"S old.-TRIIl UN«ODL~ WoMAI'!.
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(Continued from page 489.)
craft which the vorld has known. I claim to have which not even the powerful and learned were free,
have totally passed away. The moonlight has now no
~· That Christianity is neither new nor original, shown this to be strictly true.
22. That the Bible and Christianity have made fairies; the solitude no genius; the darkness no ghost,
~ei_ng borrow~d or copied from older systems of re-

hgiOn. I claim that I have fully established this war on witchcraft-something which has had no real no goblin. There is no necromancer who can raise the
proposition, and cheerfully submit it to our readers existence-by which thousands and even millions of dead frol!l their graves-no one who has sold his soul
hapless human beings have been tortured to death in to the devil and signed the contract with his bloodif I have not done so.
2. That there is not a dogma, rite, sacrament nor the most cruel manner. You will hardly deny that no angry apparition to rebuke the crone who has disquieted him. Divination, agromancy, pyromancy,
ceremony in Christianity that did not exillt in pagan I clearly showed this to be true.
23. That the Bible and Christianity are not hydromancy, cheiromancy, augury, interpreting of
systems five hundred years, and more, before Christianity was known in the world. I claim that I have the source and cause of civilization and educa- dreams, oracles, sorcery, astrology, have all gone, It
tion in· the world, and that they have not been is three hundred and fifty years since the last sepulshown this, and leave it for our readers to decide.
3. That the belief in an offspring being begotten the cause of human welfare; but, to the reverse of chral lamp was found, and that was near Rome.
by a god upon a human/virgin is nearly a thousand this, that they have favored ignorance and slavery. There are no gorgons, hydras, chimeras; no familiars;
years older than the mythical story of Jesus and his I strongly claim that I have clearly proved this to be no incubus or succubus. The housewives of Hoiland no longer bring forth sooterkins by sitting over
virgin mother. I claim to have shown this conclu- true.
24.
That
the
Bible
and
Christianity
are
unprolighted chauffers. No longer do captains buy of
sively.
4. That miracles and supernatural achievements gressive in their nature, but claim to be founded by Lapland witches favorable winds; no longer· do our
have been asJully and tmly ascribed to other teach- a divine fiat, concerning which there can be no ad- churches resound with prayers against the baleful
ers and founders of religion as to Jesus. I claim vance or improvement, and in this respect are unlike influences of comets, though there still linger in some
the arts, sciences, as architecture, mechanism, sculp-· of our noble old rituals forms of supplication for dry
that I have clearly sustained this position.
5. That other so-called saviors and redeemers have ture, painting, astronomy, geology, mathematics, etc. weather and rain, useless, but not unpleasing remibeen believed in-to have been crucified, to have I trust I have sufficiently elucidated the truth of this. niscences of the past. The apoth.ecary no longer says
25. That the Bible and Christianity do not teach prayers ov~r. the mortar in '!hich he is__ pounding to
died on the cross-many hundreds of years before the
same was said of Jesus. I claim to have fully sus- the highest class of truth, the best variety of relig- Impart a divme afflatus to his drugs. Who is there
ion, which mankind are capable of receiving; that now that pays fees to a relic, or goes to a saint's shrine
tained this proposition.
6. That the story of Jesus and his mission in the they are of the past and n0t the present; that as they to be cured? These delusions have vanished with the
world is unhistorical, neither having been written by cost incomputable treasures in labor and money to night. to which they appertained, yet they were the
himself nor any of his apostles, nor corroborated by sustain them, and as science, reason, and truth teach delusiOns of fifteen hundred years. In their support
any contemporaneous history. I claim that I have a far better and truer religion, at only a fraction of might be produced a greater mass of human testithe cost, the world should discard the former and timony than probably could be brought to bear upon
~nmistakably established the truth of this proposiembrace the latter. I claim that I have shown this any other matter of belief in the entire history of
tiOn, a most damaging one to Christianity.
position to be true, the same as all the preceding man; and yet, in the nineteenth century, we have
7. That the teachings of Jesus are defective in propositions. And I again repeat that I will submit come to the conclusion that the whole, from the bemorals, intelligence, and scientific information, and it to our' readers whether I have not made these ginning to the end, was a deception! Let him, therethat they were equaled by many who preceded hii\1 clai~s good.
. fore, who is disposed to balance the testimony of
by several centuries. I claim to have fully proved
~Ith equal truth and _candor I am impelled t6 past ages against the dictates of his own reason ponthe truth of this.
claim that you have failed to disprove a single one der on this strange history; let him who relies on the
8. That what are called the four gospels are unau- of the foregoing propositions or to prove a single authority of human evidence in the guidance of his
. then tic or spurious productions; that not one of them one of the claims you have set up in opposition. I opinions, now settle with himself what that evidence
was written by the person whose name it bears, and will again submit it to our candid readers whether is worth" (Intellectual Develo~ment of Europe, p 412).
were not known to be in existence till one hundred and what I here assert is not strictly true.
In the conclusion of his "Conflict," he says: "As
fifty years after the reputed death of Jesus. I claim
I will not dwell upon your evasions; your careful si- to the issue of th~ comi_ng conflict can any one
to have clearly established the truth of this proposition, and that it is extremely damaging to the system lence as to many of my arguments, or what seems like d~ubt? Whatever IS r.esti~g on fiction and fraud
arrogance, assumed superiority, cant, and self-right- Will be overthrown. Ins~1tut10ns that organize im~ost
I have been opposing.
eousness. These are so common with the defenders ures and spread delusiOns must show what right
~· That ~here _were a large number of gospels and
your system that they excite no surprise either they have to exist. Faith must render an account
epistles written m the first few Christian centuries, of
in myself or in our readers.
of herself to reason. Mysteries must give place to
which in correctness and inspiration vied with those
I
will
take
the
space
here
to
again
state
that
you
facts;
R~ligion ~~st rel~nquish that imperious, that
which were accepted, but were not admitted into
the canon. I claim to have abundantly shown this have brought to the defense of Christianity the ablest d~mmeerin~ positi_on whwh she has so long mainand best. arguments that can possibly be adduced in tamed agamst smence. There must be absolute
to be true.
its favor. ~ ?t one clergyman in ten thousand could freedon;t for tho~g~t. The ecc~esiastic must learn to
. 10. That .t~e early C~ristian Fat:hers were designmg, hypocritiCal, and dishonest; and that their con- excel ~he abi_ht;r y_ou _have evince~; but the simple keep h1mself w~thm the domam. he has chosen, and
tentions and quarrels about matters of faith and truth 1s, Christiamty IS weak and mdefensible; it is ce~se to t:tranmze over the philosop~er, who, conthe authenticity of certain gospels and epistles con- founded on a.ssumptions and untruths, and is ex- S?Ious o~ hiB own stre~gth and the punty of his motinued for centuries. I claim that I have shown tremelyweak m the essentials of proof and confirma- tives, Will bear such mterference no longer. What
tion. It is perfectly untenable so far as truth and was written by Esdras near the willow-fringed rivers
this to be strictly true.
11. That the doctrines of Christianity are not true, demonstration are concerned, and for sixteen centu- of Babylon more than twenty-three centuries ago still
ries it has been sailing under false colors· it has been holds good-'As for truth, it endureth and is always
a~d have p~oduced great unhappiness among manguilty
of the worst species of fraud yet' imposed on strong; it liveth and ~onquereth for evermore.'"
kind. I claim to have made this truth as clear as
the human race, and is unequivocally one of the most
I am done.
Smcerely yours,
D. M. B.
the noonday sun.
12. That Christianity has not been a blessing to consummate shams that man has known.
I will just allude to the fact that I have faithfully
the world, but rather a curse. I claim to have fully
printed your letters containing your best arguments
'!Mtttr~
Jlritnd~.
established the truth of this proposition.
in favor of your pet system, and from week to week
13. That the leaders and bright stars in the Chrishave laid them before fifty thousand readers that
tian church have been among the worst-tyrants and
PoRT HoPE, ONT., July 18, 1881.
they might thus be permitted to see what the best
oppressors 0f human liberty the world has known.
de_fense is which can be presented in favor of FRIEND BENNETT : If this round-the-world trip
I claim to have clearly shown the truth of this.
this revamped system of religious belief. While I sohuld prove disastrous to you and a damage to the
14.. That instead of ~~ristianity being a religion of do. not w:ish to claim any special virtue for doing spread of Freethought and mental liberty no blame
love, It has been a rehg10~ of hate, contention, war, this, I will ventura the claim that it is far, far more can be attached to me for any word of encvuragean~ bloodshed; and that .It has caused more perse- than any Christian paper or periodical would do for ment to make the journey. But as it is now a sAtcutiOn, wars, and loss of life than ·any other religion, me or for Infidelity. I do not believe that there is an tied matter of fact that you go, I am with you with
and more than all other religions put together. I orthodox journal in the United States that would all my heart, and I hope you may hav a prosperous
claim that I have firmly' established she truth of this allow me three inches of space in which to state the journey and a happy return.
proposition.
truths of Ra~icali~m. This very fact is a strong proof The matter of illustrating the work has been dis15. That it has fo_stered ignorance, superstition, of the superior fairness and fearlessness of Infidelity cussed here and a party said to me that he would
giv fifty dollars for that purpose. I hope Canada
and falsehood; that It has retarded education and over Christianity.
may hav credit for the suggestion and some subscience in the world, and to this extent has been a
I have indulged the hope that this discussion would
serious impediment and a curse to the race. I claim present new views to your mind and enable you to stantial aid.
that I have shown the truth of this as clearly as the see the greater and clearer truths which exist with- The lucid manner in which you gave us the "In
fidel Abroad " will lead to high expectation in the
sun in the heavens.
out the pale of the current system of faith, and that
16. That the system is founded upon pretended you would gradually become convinced of the error work that is to come, and I hav an idea that none
supernatttralism, a quality or condition which has no which for years you have been laboring under. But will be disappointed, Inclosed is $5 for the work.
WILLIAM SISSON.
Yours truly,
real existence. I claim that I have clearly;proved this. if ~y desir~s in this d~rection have not been fully
.17 .. That the. Bi,ble from which Christianity ob- realized I Will not despair; you have too much intelMoNTREAL, CAN., July 17, 1881.
tams Its authority IS ~ot ~rue, not divinely inspired, ligence to remain a permanent and life-long devotee MR. EDITOR : I was most agreeably surprised to
and does not harmomze With the facts and principles of ~he worst system of superstition and error to notice by postal card of 13th inst that you had not
of nature. I trust I have made this quite apparent. whwh men have given their allegiance.. Let it allowed the press of other business to prevent you
Many further proofs could have been produced had be hoped that the seeds of truth which have here from looking after the balance of my book-order,
time and space admitted of it.
be_en sown in. your mind may have fallen on good and while regretting that you could not find what
18. That the Bible was written by men illy in- SOil, and that m due time the same will germinate, was wanted, I a,m greatly obliged for your kind atformed in scientific knowledge and truth, and could grow to healthy life, and bring forth beautiful tention and trouble.
not have been dictated by a God of infinite truth flowers and delicious fruits of scientific truths and Having concluded that the account of your proand wisdom.
nature's superi~r morals. If, however, this happiness posed tril) around this planet of ours will prove of
19. That the Bible and. ChriE>tianity recognize and by any means IS not to be yours, I earnestly hope deep i~terest to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
confirm the tyranny of kmgs and despots which is that our many readers will be profited by what we beg tom close $5 toward the cause, and trust that the
opposed to the best interests and happin~ss of the ~ave had to say, and that many who were groping results of the ,iourney will be highly beneficial to
human race, and that neither has raised a protest m dark_ness may be enlightened by the light of rea- your good self and that you will return safely,
against slavery and oppression, but both assert that son. a~a. truth, and that they may clearly see the su- freighted with fresh thoughts regarding the condiall power is of God. I claim to have demonstrated periOrity of n~t.ure and her teachings over all the tion ef humanity in the various countries through
which your travels may lea9- you. Farewell.
the truth of this.
myths, superstitiOns, and theological dogmas which
Yours faithfully,
WM. T. CosTIGAN.
20. That the Bible a_nd Christianity have oppressed for thousands of years have cm·sed the world.
woman and have deprived her of the rights to which
I will close this protracted discussion with two
LEMOORE, CAL., July 8, 1881.
by nature she is entitled. I claim to have shown the quotations from Prof. J. W. Draper. In considering MR. EDITOR : I hav obtained at this late hour antruth of this in the strongest manner.
t~e deca(}ence of the rule of myths and the advance of other subscriber for around the world and herewith
21. That the Bible and ·Christianity have upheld hght and truth, he says: "All the delusions which forward postal order for same ($5) for Dr. R. F.
the most obnoxious system of kingcraft and priest- occupied the minds of our forefathers, and from Wilson.
Yours truly,
S. MooRE, M.D.

from

•

•
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HAMBURG, N.Y., July 18, 1881. ' No, stop, come to think, I hav not paid Bennett, TRUTH SEEKER and Mrs. Bennett. No doubt that has
MR. EDITOR: Hoping I am not too late with my and if the Shipton prophecy fails I am a defaulter been thought of and provided for, but, as I had not
mite, please find inclosed postal order for $5 to help and Bennett has been wronged out of his money. seen the matter mentioned, I thought I would. menyou on your trip around the world. A prosperous That won't do. So here is your order. Now if the tion it. I inclose $2 with the $5, which please hand
journey, and a safe return to your family and riends. end comes I won't need it; if not, I will hav religion, to T. C. Leland for annual membership in the NaYou promis a rich feast for the small sum we send that is, will hav done what I conceive to be right. tional Liberal League for myself and a neighbor. I
you.
Respectfully yours,
MRs. E. M. SICKMON.
Good success to your trip around the circle and to will put the names on a separat;e slip.
Fraternally,
E. R. EvANs.
THE TRUTH SEEKER during your absence. Please don't
forget to send me a pebble or a grain of sand from
NuNDA, N. Y., July 13, 1881.
LYNN, MAss., July 17, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER that you the top of Mount Sinai. It would be such a nice
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed in this registered letter
are about ready to start on the round-the-world thing to keep, oh, how sacred I
find $5 to help send you round the world and to seYours, as ever,
D. J. SHERER.
trip, hence I inclose my mite to help you along a
cure an interest in the forthcoming volumes. I hav
little. Please acknowlege in the list of names with a
the fullest confidence in your manliness and bravery
GILMAN, IND., June 4, 1881.
star. My best wishes will attend you.
to show up priestcraft and all the shams that hav
FRIEND
BENNETT:
My
subscription
having
expired
I am with much respect,
J. S. BECKLEY.
as a trial subscriber April 1st, please find inclosed $3 been palmed upon humanity m the missionary reto renew my subscription. Orthodoxy seems to hav ports. With your eyes wide open, ears extended,
WATERLoo, N. Y., July 19, 1881.
come to a standstill here at this place with but lit- and your noble, free soul unfettered, I expect a new
FRIEND BENNETT: With your permission I thought tle enthusiasm left it. Two or three years ago Lib- edition of revised religion-truth, golden and pure,
I would come in at the eleventh hour to help you erals . and Infidels were scarcely known, now they rescued from degraded and debauched Christianity.
on your journey round the globe. Inclosed please form a considerable p.ortion of the thinking commu- I hope to be one among the half million true men
find $5 :for that purpose and 15 cents for "Crimes nity. They are unorganized. Liberal pavers are and women to welcome you back to the home of
and Cruelties of Christianity." My best wishes· go read with interest, Liberal books and tracts hav freedom and to put a crown upon your head. May
with you. May all the great forces of nature con- found their way here, the people hav begun to doubt health, happiness, pleasure, and profit be the flowers
spire to giv you a pleasant voyage.
Yours, etc.,
D. CoRKEN.
and investigate, and lose faith in what our fathers in your path!
Your friend,
HENRY BoNNELL.
thought conclusiv evidence. Truly yours,
FARMER CITY, ILL., July 18, 1881.
SAMUEL LAMAR.
BLOOMINGTON, Wrs., June 21, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inelosed I send you draft for $5
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is postal order for $8to send you round the world, with best wishes and
WHEATLAND, OR., May 28, 1881.
$3 to apply to apply on my subscription to THE EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I see by the tab on my paper hopes that you may return safe and sound, all the
TRUTH SEEKER, and $5 fbr yGUr contemplated trip that my time has about expired, so I inclose you a better prepared for many long years of good work
around the world, acting on the old maxim better money order for three dollars for another year, for in the cause of freedom. Yours fraternally,
late than never. One of my best friends and a first- I consider THE TRUTH SEEKER well worth the money.
D. W. SMITH.
class Christian says, "Why don't you send Mr. Ben- I would send you five dollars to go around the
nett $5? You are sure to get your money's worth Of world, but I think you can do more good by staying
good books." So you see there is some little inter- at your post and pouring in the hot shot in the future
fldito~ial
est manifested in your behalf by an old member of as you hav in the past; but if you do go you can
the Methodist church. It seems like a ray of sun- put me down for the book. So giv us all there is in
shine through the dark cloud of theology and super- it worth knowing. I would like a few of the seeds
When We Start.
stition, and I hastened at once to act upon it. I hav from that apple-tree that our great-grandmother Eve
We will depart from this port on the steamer
read carefully your discussion with Mr; G. M. Mair, learned so much from; and if you could get a few
and I cannot see that his arguments possess any from that other tree, they would enable a man to Ethiopia, of the Anchor line, bound for Glasgow, at
great weight or merit. He is like the great majority liv forever. I will plant them in this fertil valley of eight o'clock in the morning of Saturday the 30th
of divines. What they lack in argument they try to the Willamett, and see how they will flourish. As inst. · Those who wish to see us off and bid us the
make up in assurance and pomposity. He goes a this is the first time I hav written to you, I will not fiMl "good-bye" had better be on hand fifteen mingreat deal upon the "thus saith the Lord " style, make my letter too long. I wish you a pleasant utes before eight, as the steamer leaves promptly on
having often to go to the old Jew book to prove his voyage around the world,
time. It lies at Pier 20, .North River, at the foot of
C. S. WILLIAMSON.
arguments, and then he says it proves the extremes to
Dey street. We will be pleased to take a final handwhich you are driven. I would like a photo of the
shake on that occasion with our numerous friends. A
BuFFALo, N.Y., June 20, 1881.
reverend gentleman to see what kind of a cheek he
FRIEND BENNETT: Inelosed find $1 to continue the few words of farewell to all our friends will appear
has. Methinks a government mule would turn aside paper. I wish I could add a "V" to help you on in our next.
and blush.
the trip, but I am poor and striving to keep the
His arguments to prove the existence of a God are wolf (interest) from the door. Yet I must hav THE
TH"E fourth instalment of Mr .. Wakeman's review
transparent and decidedly weak. They offer no reason, TRUTH SEEKER. With only a few months' acquaint- of Parton's "Life of Voltaire," intended to accomthey produce no conviction, but entrench themselvs ance, it has become like a dear old friend. I find pany the quotations from Parton's "Voltaire," on
behind their church desks, and all who oppose their great consolation in its honest truths. I must thank another page, was unavoidably crowded out of this
pet schemes of salvation are Infidels. Hoping St. Anthony for my being led to investigate Liberalyour journey around the world will be a pleasant ism, and thereby come to a knowledge of the truth. issue. It will appear in our next.
one and that you will return in safety to your home, And I say spare him not. By all means keep him
I remain,
Yours truly,
B. WooDHOUSE.
Life-Size Lithograph.
mad, and he will rival Ingersoll in making Infidels.
Yours in the light of reason, A. L. BALLou.
By
particular
request we hav been getting up a
NAPLES, N. Y., June 13, 1881.
life-size
lithograph
of ourselvs, on heavy plate paFRIEND BENNETT: I send you to-day $2 in payment
FISHERVILLE, KY., June 23. 1881.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I am sorry to be behind,
MR. BENNETT: Inclosed please find $3 to renew my per, 20 by 28 inches. They are said to be good rebut do the best I can.
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I notice in last flections of the original, and may be framed, or used
The $5 pledged by my friend has not been paid in. week's paper that you intend to start on that long without frame. Mailed to any address for 50 cts.
trip soon. Brother Bennett, I hope the good LibI will send it to you as soon as paid in.
I hope your trip around the world will be a grand eral friends will giv some demonstration of their
Show Bill for The Truth Seeker.
success every way.
high esteem that I imagin they hav for you by g[v
We
hav
gotten up a pretty show-bill for those
I think you hav got Mr. Mair fairly on the hip. ing you a magnificent send-off when the time for
Hold him to God's responsibility in the apple trans- departure arrives. May the god of all nature pro- who wish to act as agents of this paper; and they
action; study closely the 5th and 22d verses of the tect and keep you from harm on the trip, and that will be sent free to those who wish them. Sample
3d chapter of Genesis, and you will see that Adam you may return home in due time to ·family and copies will also be mailed to tkose who wish to use
was not to blame. How could he be held responsible friesds is the hope of a sincere friend and well- them in obtaining new subscribers. It is hoped that
within the next few months the circulation of THE
for an act before his eyes were opened and before wisher,
T. M. GuNN.
TRUTH SEEKER may be largely increased.
he knew good and evil ? It was only after he had parWALLA WALLA, WAsH. TER., May 30, 1881.
taken of the forbidden fruit that his eyes were opened
D, M. BENNETT: I see you hav concluded to go. I
and he knew good and evil. If God allowed him to
go it blind, the blame must attach to God and not to hav reserved my verdict, thinking you would act ao- What Objections to- Christianity ~-The Ben·
nett-Mair Discussion.
Adam. Before partaking of the forbidden fruit c~rding to your own judgment. I read your letters
Adam was in the condition of a blind idiot or lunatic from Europe with a great deal of interest, and am
It will be seen that this lengthy discussion is conso far as right and wrong were concerned. But the sure the coming ones will be as good, but I fear it cluded in the present issue of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
is rather too heavy an undertaking for you. I would It will soon appear in book form, making a volume
whole story is too silly for serious thought.
Hoping that nothing may happen to mar the pleas- muclit prefer you to make a circuit of these United of nearly z. thousand pages, with an index. In quanure of your long journey, and that you may be spared States, giving our own little valley a fl'iendly call tity Qf matter it is the largest discusssion upon Christhat we might hav the pleasure of seeing your be: tianity upon record, and by many is pronounced to
to us many years after your return,
nign countenance.
I am truly yours,
JOHN PEcK.
be one of ability. The whole in a fat, neat volume
When you start on that long and perilous journey will be mailed for $1.50. Those who wish a copy
many a true and sincere heart will follow you over are requested to send their orders in early. The
GRANDVIEW, June 4, 1881.
Mn. EDITOR: I was aware that I was indebted to the sea. Mine will be one among the band. Yes,
you on subscription, but what signifies that? Don't my dear old friend, I wish thee a pleasant trip and price is low for the quantity of reading-matter furnished.
you know that Mother Shipton, or some other of the a speedy and safe return.
prophets, has foretold the end of the world, and that I received the pamphl'ets. Accept thanks. The
Annual Meeting.
prophecies, Bible and others, are always fulfilled? "Besant-Hatchard Debate" is a splendid missionary
The annual meeting of the Spiritualists and LiberWhy, Bennett, what is the matter? Don't you know work. I hav been trying to revive our old League.
how people love to calculate and economize ? But I am working up some subscribers for THE TRUUH alists of Van Buren and adjoining counties will be
if the Shipton prediction comes true, how nice it SEEKER.
held on the Fair, Ground, at Lawrence, Michigan, on
Yours fraternally, WILLIS McDANNALD,
will pay you and all my other debts I It will wipe
Saturday and Shnday, August 6th and 7th, 1881,
out with one grand stroke all those little differences,
DuRAND, ILL., July 16, 1881.
commencing at three o'clock P. :M. Sunday morning
and put us on an equality I Don't you see how it is
MR. BENNETT: Here I come at the eleventh hour session at 10:30, afternoon at 2 o'clock.
yourself? What should I pay you for when accounts with my "V." I could not resist the temptation of
A. B. French, of Clyde, Ohio, and Mrs. Mary C.
will all be squared any way? But stop a little ; my investing that much in the round-the-world fund Gale, of Lansing, Mich., are engaged as speakers.
faith is not as strong as it was in early life; the end and of enjoying the luxury of reading the books The election of officers will take place on Sunday,
may not come this year. I hav been watching the which you will be capable of writing if nature per- and a special railroad train will be run from Lawton
signs of the times. I doubt. I see the trees hav mits you to complete the trip. May good spirits at excursion rates. An admission fee of ten cents for
donned their summer garb; the earth is clothed in ever attend you to guard and guide I If you should each adult will be taken at the gate on Sunday.
her green velvet; the flowers look as lovely and. smell be taken out of the physical form before getting
L. S. BuRDICK, Pres., Kalamazoo, Mich.
as sweet as ever; the sun still shines as in the days round, I hope you may find a medium through
E. L. WARNER, Sec., Paw Paw, Mich.
of my youth; the song of the birds in the forest has who·m you can giv us your best thoughts. I would
the same cheering effect; the air breathes as sweet suggest that provision be made for the bestowal of
AN INFIDEL ABRoAD. D. M. Bennett's letters
and the stars shine as bright as ever. All nature the funds or any remaining portion of them in case
seems· gay and lovely, a perfect paradise on earth. of your death before completing the work upon THE from Europe. $1.50.
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The Temple of Science.

They know deep spells and fiendish tricks hav
wronght.

BY A. E. DE FRIESE.

[Sl1ggested by a series of lectures on Evolution But I wonld rule with honest pride and power,
Nor cheat the people with a loathsome lie.
by Prof. EdwardS. Morse, and dedicated to American scientists.]
Till Baal calls I will maintain my splendor,
Nor
will I bow my queenly head to die.
Higher! still higher! up, up let it rear,
Raising its sun-crowned head toward a clear sky;
Build up the temple of science, nor fear
That ever this temple in ruin shall lie;
Firm its foundation built on the strong rock
Quarried from ages and grown out of time,
Higher I still higher I nor fear the rude shock
Of tempest and storm to this structure sublime. The Shaket• Eye and Ear Balsam.
ffigher 1 still higher 1 it's dome glit'ring with stars , has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application
Set like bright gems in the crown of a Jove;
for ailing Sight, Impaired Heal·ing, Oph·
lligher than llfercury, Venus, and llfars,
thalmia, and all lntlammatlous and affections of Eyes
Pointing its spire to the calm blue above.
Courage! ye artisans, higher it grows;
and Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing tile
Mount to the pinnacle ye shall uprear.
eyes find an immediate relief Soft cataracts hav been
Steady! the bight is but dizzy to those
removed by it. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is deWho look down faint-hea1ted in trembling and ferred- Price, 30 cerits.
fear.
G. A. LO~IAS,
Made aud sold only by
lligherl the centuries shall help you to build,
Nor fear from the summitthatyes11all be hurled;
Higher I until the great plan is fultll1ed
Of the architect who has builded the world;
With the glance of the universe over you thrown
AND THE
Rear thetempleofscience yet higher and higher,
That the on-coming futm·e may see its grand dome IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS,
And reons advancing behold its bright spire_
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE,
PHECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEFor in its harmenious beauty sublime,
ORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIESWhich all incongruity sternly forbids,
This temple shall stand when, ah, when rasping
By A. Snider de Pelle~·•-ini,
time
Author of the "Les MysteTeS de la Creation devoiles,"
11
Has made limature of the great pyramids.
L'homme et sa raison d'etre." "Nouvelle tbeorie sur la
.A.nd pilgrims of progress shall kneel at its shrine, formation des cometes," and other scientific aud historic
works in French and Italian languages. Price 25 cents.
.A.nd low at its altar its power confess,
Address D.JU. Beunett;, 141 Eighth st., N. y_
With truth its high priest, and knowledge divine,
SEND TO
Far swinging its censer all mankind to bless!

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC.

TH; MORTALITY

BY C. P. DARLINGTON.

Some things I learn as I older grow
I did not know when young;
I learn that I ought to be very slow
To speak with reproving tongue! learn that I ltv in a bouse of glass,
And it 1sn 't safe, I ba v found,

To hurl at my neighbors as they pass
Rough words that may rebound.
I find that I cannot safely tell
By the dress or outward show
If a mean or noble soul may dwell
In a vesture fashioned so.
I learn that in every human heart
Some lovely treasures hide I
.A.nd for me it is the wiser part
To seek the angel side.
I lea1n to look with less of awe

On men of mighty name,
.A.nd mark bow gilding bides the tl.aw,
.A.nd honor covers blame_
I learn that little deeds of good

We are not apt to count
May in the column of a life
Sum up a grand amount.
I learn how much I only guess
That once I thought I knew;
What old beliefs I now confess
Are only partly true.
I learn my riches lie in this:
A. happy frame of mind;
That nought secures this state of bliss
But love of all my kind.

BY ALHAZA-

You humbly knelt to him, Oh, I am dying;
What is our throne, its purple and its gold?
Gilead might rend its rocks to shield the robber,
With elfin hair and filthy mantle fold.
.A.nd I would scorn him, how he quails before me,
.A.nd sought deep cavern and wild, rocky plam.
Yes, I will teach him to believe in silence
If he invade our silken gloom again! had planned glories for this sordid people,

1m~26~------------~S=n=o~w~v=il~le~,~P~u=l~a=sk=i~c~o=u=n=ty~,~V~a-~

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those o! the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of

Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes,

f~lts ~~~~~~ ~~c~~b~~'¥fii1PM'WM~e ~~~ ~1e~tr.
1

L.'!G ljd"EDlCAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1,00o pages, 200
(llustratlons, by Dr. E. B- FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be addressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr- FOOTE and his medical publlc.._

sire,
These ruffi.ans drOve them from its peaceful precincts,
Ravmg of vengeance and a God of fire_

bio~rapher has no superior,

~~~gr~::ifn~\f~g~~i~t~~~~~~~~~~le1~~i~0Jt~~t~~jt~:t;~~~!~
0

Proving conclusivly that

~fgifieer~~u~18~~d'a~~:~~~ea~:;~~s~~gJ~~~~:Y~'h~7e ~f~g~

·rHE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,

traiture of a truly remarku.b1e man, whether 11e is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever0

erance and liberty. lt Is the arsenal from which Liberals

will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will

make lt tile authority ln regard to his life, hla work, his
death<- In two vols. Svo- P1·ice, $6; l<alf calf, $11.
Address, D. ~1. Beunett, 141 Eighth st-. New York-

WHERE MAN COMES

}~ROM.

g£n.ic processes; or, how the spirit body grows.
1'wo pttpers given in the interest o! Spiritual science.

by the dictation of the late PROF- M. FARADAY, of
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this Oflice.

THE RELATION OF THE
SPI.RI'I'UAL TO THE MATE·
RIAL UNIVEK.SE;
THE LAW OF CON'i'ROI..
Two papers given in the interest of Spiritual science,

~i&~3,1c~;{gg 18~e~~;. lt~~I/a~?~~~ ~c~:\RADAY, of
~lary

Clal'l~'s

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE.
llled!um-ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N-Y.
Price 20 cents- Sold at this oflice-

Expe.-ieuces ot' S.-\.MUEL BO,VLES
(Late editor of the Springfield, :Mass., Republican)
IN

SPIRIT LIFE,
Or, Life as l1c now Sees it 1rom a
Spiritual Stand(JOint.

COMPUTATION b~ MECHANISM.

A<ldition 1 Subtraction, l!Iultip!ieahon, und Division.

f!\~:~%~~ a:g~~~Fg~~1~~ t~~:ir:hs~::;~d~ ~~dt~~ris~it~~

Bample Machine. postage freb.

~,~;~ied~ilf~~~~~}~r\~~t:r~~i~
Conn. Address the Patentee,

WM.HART, Kirksville, Mo.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

and packages registered, solid gold, J.8k,

double tbick, $4.00_ Solid gold, !Uk, $1.50.
Silver, $1 00. Remit by post-otlice order

6meow25

This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the

or registered lettter, and mention this paper. Liberals, write for a descriptiv cir- habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
cular, terms to Leagues, etc., inclosing
S-cent stamp. Address the originator and disease, our sexual relations and social natures. It ts medpatentee,
ical common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chron1c d.tseases, the natural relations of men and
west R;ft,~3J. fu~!~rcJu~~Ohi•women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,

A BUSINESS MAN'S RE.•
LICIOU 8 AND SOCIAL
VIEWS.
12mo, 206pp_ Price, $1-

el~~rie~~~noJ'~e~u~~;gl~i~d0~fN~~IT!£H:t~~n~f6!~ i~r~~;~l

Thou .. ands Tisit the ~lineral Springs here osity to see what a philanthropic business man has to say
and abroad. and spend thousands of dollars Jn search for upon the social problem from a poor man's standp_oint will
doubtless alone Induce many to buy the book. The oold
health, when a few doses of
and trenchant blows which he deals" society" in all its
ramifications of corruption and inhumanity; his earnest
Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient
and manly plea for the social relileneration of the lower
would accomplish the same result at tbe cost of a few classes-will, unless we are much mistaken, make the book
cents. It has been tried for a quarter of a century and
and with Invariable good results. lt does Its work

yet thoroughly, cleaning up as it goes, and lea vee
;- uc..d ertt.cts.

i:ent.~

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS-

30

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,

;g~s~ef;~~Y:.;'s~:~~s~igfi~l~:~J':f7~~Y~~i~- the day

by

Sold at this oflice-

SOCIALISM.

REPLIES TO THE

A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D •
By au ludei>eudeut Socialist.

"Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."

human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solu-

12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth, 50 cents.

He blames Dr. Hitchcock that tile latter perceives a huge

~~,;jn~~~~~:~~~sf~;es':i~~f~Fs~~!it.ft?, J~letshgurat~ tl~~,!:

no help for the miserable? he asks. '!'he doctrin that government should mereJ:r," protect" he attacks, and lnsJsts
that he should'~ assist 'also. While he docs not believe
that property is robbery, or wholly subscribe to "the world
attack and reply. It is valuable. as it presents the strong- owes me a living," he attlrms "the world owes me a chan co
~~~~~{~{~t~'i,nd e,i~~;~'i,",[~,;':~e~~~~\1~~: of God with the tos'gilt~t ~~i~l~!fi~'~.Ntw Yark Herald-

Price 10 cents- Sold at thiS oflice-

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.

Birth. Life, Trial. Exccn·
tion, etc.;! is a lYiyth.
For sale at this office

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.
Only Article of the Xind. in Use.

Harmless, Healthful and Infallibly Reliable.

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.
BY JOHN MESLIER,

A Roman Catholic Priest,
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
Thlnk for a moment of the scene on Carmel,
Who, after aJlastoral service of thirty years at EtrefolfcnY
When its sweet flowers were bathed in priestly
"BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
0 1
blood;
By ALLEN PRINGLE .
d~~~ a~d ~~~~~fgf~\~{a~t1Vihwa~J YT~~t~:~nf~,l t~ ~1:
.A.nd now Elijah is the god you worship,
Price 15 cents. Sold at this oflice_
~~~is:,lof~~s, ~%~v~u;f'~e'dor~o~,be J'~~i\~~e~, 'g~:ifm~~
It was for this he poured the crimson flood_
Sense."
Tblsls a powerful work and Is attracting mnch at ten.
Oh, how he gloated o'er the failing harvest,
tlon from the Liberal pubflc. No more scathing arraignThe famished flocks a woke his fiendish mirth.
ment of the Christian system has ever been made, not
even
by Voltaire, as he himself confesses- The following
He and his god must rule 'mid fire and carnage,
FROM .A
~ ~~~ opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning the
,'l\Iid earthquake and the direst woes of earth0
NEWBURYPORT, MASS-, Sept_ :IS, 1878He knows the virtue of a sheepskin mantle,
BY W~J:. N. McLAREN•
T~~~~o~:~tt~~~~ef:~~fo"t~~~n
Mesller, Is the most
.A.nd Naboth's kennel by your princely gate,
A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subJects
treated are, U nrevealed Rel!glon, Old Testament Rel!g- curious and the most powerful thing of the kind which
Served him with anger to inflame the people
lon,
Evidence
In
Support
of
Chrlstllinlty,
Rlstory
of
~~~
;;,ee~~urJ',8ko~~~e~;.t~'&"l~a~SI{I~;~~;~~: ?~~~~~:
Till words of mine had sealed the villain's fate_
~~G~~~l~~~t~orAJhelf:ga~~ll~re of Christianity, Proposed softhlcal Dictionary" Is a basket of champagne compared
And thou in arms hath shone proud, noble, kingly,
Tbe book Is very radical and thorough and shows con· li,~~";.~s~.i'~~~~";~i~~of/.;:a'i:rt~ b?;;~~o~":O ~~~.a vir·
ctuslvly that the system of religion which has been built
Forgiving, too, as Baal's priests hav taught;
upon the Bible has a very unstable foundation_ ,
JAMES l?ARTON,
Price, cloth $1.50- a er $1-00This pair of Jewish gods will work OUl' ruin,
I'rlce, flO cents- For sale at this oflice.
D. M- 'Bl~E":rT, 141 Eighth et,_ New York,

CHRISTIANITY

Scientific and HiMtol'ical Standpoint.

,\"f;

"At last·- _ havo seen nnd examined the fa mons
'Comstock' syringe_ It is n marvel of simplicity of
constr ction; seems admirably adapted to the end had in
view 1 its invention and manufacture, and should be
in t1 possession of every woman_ The self-appointed
in<]' oitors of the church havo set out to suppress it in
thf nterest of those who prey npon the misfortunes of
the.r fellows- Cleanliness is essential to health, and
health interferes with the profits of ccrtahl well-k-nown
claBBes. "-Liberal li'ree Press, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov. 6,
1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstocl<: Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the y_ M_ c_ A., charged npon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way us that renowned champion, Don Quixote, did upon the windmill, and got
hurt for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
a!l our expectations. We did not expect to see an
instrument so different to anything we had ever seen
before-so unique, aml in every way adapted for the
purposes rccommcndccl by the doctor- .By the ladies it
must bo considered a real blessing, not in disguise. It
is tha prince of all syringes. "-.Dr. Kinglit's Health
Jou1'1!al, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880" Any reflective reader must perceive the practicability
of your celebrated cleanser, and the nrgent need-of its
universal usc for the welfare of womankind-"-Dr_ A_
CPPEn>rA""• St. Joseph, Mo.
"Thnt 'Comstock) Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. My ;fife's health ba.s
greatly improved sinco she commenced usingit."-EznA
T- DANIELS, Downs, Kan.
"I have just received that •varmly-welcomed little
friend to woman_ I think it one of the best inventions
of the age. "-Mrs- M.S. 'i'oWNSEND Woon, West New·
ton, llfass" I am more than pleased with the Syringe_ I can
readily sec that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
hlnocent and indispensable little article should bear the
infamou!S name of 'Comstock.' "-Mr$,YOUNG DENNIS,

BY E. B- FOOTE, M,f>_

etc- Embellished with two hundred Illustrations- Price,
$1-50- Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth Btreet, New York-

mo·

HJ

The evolution of the spirit from matter through or-

1

Price of single badge, postage paid

"Antichrist:"

~f~ ~h~th~~dt•~~t\~~~fa~ J'l~6~b~~~{tYf,~,!~'\,~'~~ft~~~~~~s

had In the English language. It Is a most Interesting por-

fl~lT~~!fc~ifaf:No;,-~;i~Ul~ ~h:~~\~u~~i~g~~lt~i~~~~i:

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N-Y- city_

manifest in this work. lt Is a labor of love, as well as a

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the ~reat benefit they hav derived from the phys~o~~~-~lg enlc, and moral lessons which he has so auly
!ll'urcbasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREEPrice of the new Popular Edition, by maiJ,. postage prepaid, only $1.50. Contents table free_ AG,.NTS WANT·
EDMURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY, ';i
129 East 28th st., New York.

Prlce, $1.25-

transcendent philosopher, a grent reformer, a bl'llltu.ut wit

tions: .. We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and inti- Written through the mediumship of CARRIE E- S.
TWI~G, Westfield, N.Y.
mately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge
Pnce 20 cents, Sold nt this office.
Imparts that he Is a man of the highest incentlvs and
tnotiva, whose life has been spent iii instructing and im-

.A.nd Baal's priests were steeped in nature's lore;
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
But dark Jehovah's mocking, warlike hirelings
paper attacJdn~ Mr. Pringle refu&ed to publish Ilia reply
Smote with vile tongue our beauteous temple to it. Its criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument,
against design in nature, and this work contains botll the
door_ As a mild, courtly train was issuing from it,
Breathing sweet words to sooth the soul's de-

.Mr. Parton as a 1Sstorian and

M~~Mo~~ :~e~l~t~~e rf,!J1~l~~~ le~l'el't~11~l~~ea~P~s~
~~~~1."£o~l~&~w,;,~':,<;,~~~~~~. Dli'lic,i,t':~'it ..m~:rgth~~~~~-

~su~~~ ~~lr~~W:~~ ~~g,~\~.k:~a·~~;~~~e!~~~a~nff;rr~~v~~~~l~

EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

I learn that wisdom now consists
In following nature's guide,
Which by making laws for men,
In Iaw herself abides.

Jezebel and Elijah.

This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years

~~~:.PJ~~:!:"~\~~oga i:r ~~;;'dr;~\~~~d\~ igo:S, ~\~~r~~~~~. voi·

A.chsa ,v, Sprague and

"The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
''John's 'Vay." 15 cents. "Stu~ing the Biole." 75
hysiologist, 10 cents.
E. D- BLENKER,

I lelllrn, how many things I learn
That make my spirit bow I
And unto him with reverence turn,
From whom all good must tl.ow.

learn how fraught with care and pain
A wicked act became,
By all good men 'tis shunned alike,
With no reward but shame.

SUBJECTS:

With Portraits and other Illustratious.

For Them.
~~~i::Ps ~RJg!~eec~i~~~:esA~fdr~~:

A Modern Symposium.

BY JAMES PARTON.

o;a;:o~~~~ 0 RIG IN 0~ F LIFE;

ELMINA
Things I Learn.

LlFE OF VOLTAIRE.

Cedar Rapids, Iowa_
" The majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
against your 'Comstock' contrivance. "-D. HIGBIE,
M_ D., Burton, Mich.
"I hope you will push your 'Comstock' Syringe
until it is k-nown to e1·ery family in the Union, when
its great benefit to ovcrtuskecl and suffering women
will be appreciated. "-A. L. RAWSON, JII. D., L. L. D.
"I think it is tlw best article· of the kind I ever
saw. ''-EDWIN BARLo,v, D. ]-I., Flushing, Mich.
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed pur·
pose that we have ever seen. It should be in the poS·
session of every woman in the lund. "-Dr. NomiA:!{
MAcLEOD, Dr. Jon:!{ l\IAcCnn.n!ON, Dr. A- E. MoRRIS,
Dr- E. A_ llfANNSEL, Prof- DELoss LucE, Dr. E- AT·
WELL, Dr- A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
"I received that wonderful Syringe, and consider ·it
the type of health and purity- I want to shake hancls
with you and tender my heartfelt thanks for such a
supreme blessing."-JII.A.lW E. BARLow, Lincoln, New
Mexico_
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."H.ATTIE SANTY, Cottonwood, Kan_
"Anthony Comstock has at last been or some service
to humaulty in calling public attention to snell o. bless·
hlg as your Syringe."-J. W. KINSKEUN, Sanford,
Broome Co., N. Y" I can truly say that I nm more than pleased with
the Syringe received. I am proud of it. It far surpasses my expectation. All women ought to be than!<:·
fnl for snell a god-send to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price had it been $50. "-Mrs_
W- H. WILLIAMS, Ottawa, Kan.
"I think it meets all the demancls of woman for
such an article, It is certainly tho best Syringe I have
ever seen-" -JAMES M. DUNN, New Washington, Pa" I consic1or this ''Comstock " Syringe the prince of
all others for clcnnslng and henlthfnl purposes, and for
applying local remedies. I never felt more litre rejoicbg in my life than I do now over my returning health
since the commencement of its use_ "-Mrs. IT. F. Phil!·
ips, Algonquin, IllSent securely boxed with special Instructions.
Price Ten Dollar~.
Confidential terms to agentsMake Money Orders payable at Stntion E. Address
SAM. U. PRESTON,
200 West 34th St., New York.
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THE TRUTH BEEKER, JULY 30. 1881.
BnooKLYN, April 30, x88t.
My Dear Sir: I was first taken sick about
the rsth of February, r88o. My first attack was like this:
1 coughed up two or three mouthfulls of blood, when I
called a physician, who prescribed for hemorrhagr~ from
TRIUMPHANT.
tile lungs. I recovered slightly. Three weel<R Mter I
was awakened In the nlglit with a cough, ftnrllnR my
mouth full of blood. Continued to spi& bloorl for two
ALL ORDERS FOR "WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL days
before it could be controled, which left me very
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE MANUFAC- weak. Recovered just enough to get around again in a
very weakened condition.
Whenever I wo\lld stoop to Elck up anything the blood
TURER, 461> FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL
0
POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE w~~1~ ~g~,~~:\f !~~ if.?'E~;t~~ both declared that I could
never recover again. From July, 1880, to September 29,
PAYABLE TO WILLtaM WILSON, •165 FULTON ST.,
~~~.;~ :!~~ g~~a~r:~1~~R~ttf~lfh~p s~;~~t :th~~ ~~g.~'knrr
BROOKLYN.
£l~g~~~ff g~~t!~ucfgs~~fb~"j~'\if~~~fn~a~~;,ft~~~l~g?bfo'gJ
with every cough. Dr; Sheppard was called In an~ said It
The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the was ,not possible for me to llv till spring-that l otouldn't
marvel of the world.
11
1
They are ,dumbfounding tho scientists and physicians, ~J'hJ ~~,i\E~ b~~~arfe~;, ~~j:\e~n~a~~ l:,"y J:;'g~~"a~ ~~rn':'..':
and making glad the hearts of the people.
THAT I COULD NOT RECOVER.

"'WILSONIA"

DR. THAYER,

1

u~~1~h~0 ~~~r~hi~~~i, 'f~si: t'li~ ~!'{rU~t'~sJ".~ !~~~j:

of~\~~~s~ILSONIA" will cure any of the following forms
Paralysis,
Locomotor Ataxia
Inflammatory Rheumatism, Gout
'
Anchylasis,
VaricOse Veins
Asthma,
Catarrh
.•
Bronchitis,
PneumOnia,
Inflammation of the Lungs Bleeding at the Lungs,
Hea.rc. Disease,
Congestion of the Kidneys,
Albuminous Urine,
Spinal Disease.

I

~':}~~ f.\'~~~~o:;~~/li':',g~l~ri"in?g~:~~;so/.f~1feO:I~h~ toT$~~.~~ove require magnetic suits costing from $48.50
out resting. To-day I can walk tbree miles without faHERNIA requires Magnetic Appliances costing from
tlgulng me In the least. I oniy wish tbat those who suffer $53.00 to $93.50.
·
as I did could know tbe ef\lcacy of tbe "WILSONIA"
VARICOSE VEINS require Magnetic Appliances costing
as I do.
from $58.50 to $108.50.
Mrs. Mansfield has been and now is under the care of a

f~~ef~o~e~fb~fi~~c!~r~:8gdu~i~~~~~1i~iJnhnsL~~~~:~:ItiJg

I proposed to take my magnetic suit and put it upon her.
She consented, and had not it upou her body over ten miriutes before she acknowledged she was free from pain. She
slept well all nle;ht, wltlluut experiencing the slightest
pain whatever. "1 regret I ha"\1' not two suits, but I w1ll put
mine on her again to-nlgbt. I dare not go without It my-

M~~.~Y~~~7s ~~r~a[g,\~~cfher8?ti:~~ i~&:~, ~rL~~~~lH

I hav sent your representativ on Broadway several cus-

CONSULT

~~~:;~ha~~~Yy~; ~Ei:_~ e~~~e~~~e lh~~l t~~e:ol~~;xr~~

"anxious seat" that wnY be converted sooN. I hope to

seG~d~fe~s$i~~ ~~~t~~L~~~~To~r.:,~~lsy~~a~av done and

are doingforsu:f!ering humanity.
Respectfully,

J. V. MANSFIELD.

ances were put on me while I was in bed, a.s I was too
weak to leave the same. Four days before this time, 1-

ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
(The patient taken off from crutches.)
al'l\'p'-::K ~~~~~~h~~o':if~;ck,"'l~~tylnfelt strong enough to
JERSEY Crry, March 11.
get up and dress myself for the first time in three
MR.
Wlll.
WILBON, Dear Sir: I hereby wish to aoknowlmonths. Then upon .April 8, 1881, I was strong enough
edge the great merit of rour Mafvnetlc Appliances. I hav
to ride two miles and call upon Mr. Wilson.
Now, three weeks since that time, I feel s:trong
~oer~ fE:~tl~~~~~tr~~ :U!e1l~~a1~:~e ~~ br:J:ua~~t~~ f~
ir~~i~R~H'Xi~~ ~~~T I Di~l-:},;ICtlj;e lp~firi'c~:.da~8 be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by
feel my strength growing better and better each day; in :~r~i~ana~t~oJwt~~~~~\ ~h~miin;~~~hb~i~~~~s 8h;r~b
I feel stronger and better than I have since 1 was
Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of .fine,
Hospital ~d a.t my residence, 548 Jersey avenue, and I
first taken sick.
Yours respectfully,
over 1'HlRTY THOUSAND persons.
MICHAEL MARRION,
Send for price list and circulars.
~l~Ji\r'lJ ~lifb¥~~W':PPfega\!'"J~:':t;~'J~~~~ ~;
458 ~'l'hird avenue, Brooklyn.
a. bout two months, and a.m able to walk about and attend
Central Otllce,465 Fulton street, Brooklyn; New York
a~:C~ ~~s~~fsS'e~~gya~v~g~~~~~r~a.i!1i t~l fJii~~~J ~~~
Of\lcei, ~95 and 1,337 Broadway. and 2,310 Third avenue.
0

~~:i:~U~~o~~~s1{y \~e~g};u ~aEe"suiJ!fe"t~~ :Shlc~a~
been.

"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY
FROM 2 O'CLOCK P. M. 'fO •l O'CLOCK P.M.
IMPORTANT TO THE !NVALIDS OF
AMERICA.
It Is a fact well known to every Individual In this coun-

~IT.~h~~ ~enne~hn,v~~~~FJ' ~~k~e~'i.~~f!yo~~~~lcU'ri'gvi~~

aame. ·Far instance, l!~ulton with his steamboat, and
Stephenson with his locomotlv.
Tnen we had legislators In our Congress who looked
upon Morse as a luuatic when he asked for a short line of
telegraph between Baltimore and Washington. Yet today what should we do without our telegraph or steamboat and locomotlv?

:························································
THE INVENfORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HA V
HAD TO BEAR THE INSULTS OF ALL SO-CALLED
SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR HUMPHREY
DAVY, ONE OF THE GREATEST CHEMISTS THAT
EVER LIVED-HE WITH ALL HIS LEARNING
_ PROVED HIMSELF A FOOL WHEN HE RID!i CULED THE IDEA OF LIGHTING OUR STREETS
; WITH GAS. HE SAID IT WAS AN IMPOSSIBIL: ITY TO SO USE COAL GAS.
•••••••••••••• ••••••••

•••••

•••••• 0

'
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~

~
;

MY DIFFICULTY IS THAT MANY PERSONS WILL
BECOME ROTTEF WITH DISEASE, WILL SW ALLOW MEDICIN ENOUGH TO FLOAT A STEAMSHIP, AND RUB IN LINIMENTS AND OINTMENTS ENOUGH TO T.AN THE SKIN TILL IT
BECOMES LIKE THE SAIL OF A SHIP; AND
We place onr Electro Magnetic Appliance on the body,
THEN, HEARING.OF MY MARVELOUS CURES,
and we succeed in intluencing tlle internal organs,
tissues, fluids, etc., by acting duectly on the arterial
WILL EXPEC1', ON PUTTING ON MY GOODS, TO
blood, which absorbs a due amount of the magnetic
force, thus invigorating the whole system, there bemg no
JUMP INTO NEW LIFE IN TWO OR THREE
cell or tissue unpenetrated by the blood. It Is Impossible to estimate the number of persons who lose their life
MONTHS. THIS IN MOST CASES IS AN ThiPOSfrom a. neglect of the conditions necessary for its preserSIBILITY, AND PERSONS GOVERNED BY SUCH
vation.
EXPECTATIONS HAD BETTER NOT WASTE
NASAL CATARRH AND OBESITY.
THEIR TIME OR MY OWN IN CALLING UPON
;ME,

~

Enforce your physicians and the Charity Co=lssloners of
Brooklyn to accept my offer te them In your behalf.
I renew it here a.s follows:

:
~

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOPLEXY.
[CASE OF PROFESSOR H.ATCH £MITH.j

THIS INVENTION IS AS NEW TO !HE PHY; SICIANS OF BROOOLYN .AS WAS THE FIRST
! L.'<TRODUCTION OF STEAM-ENGINS AND
~ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, AND YET THE PEO~ PLE, ROTTEN Wl1'H DISEASE, HAV NO MORE
~ SENSE THAN TO ASK THEIR PHYSICIANS
; WHETHER OR NOT THEY SHALL WEAR WIL~ SONIA GARMENTS. IT IS JUST AS REASONA: BLE TO ASK A COMMON TINKER TO MAKE

OR AN IDIOT TO SOLVE

~A

MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK
; PR.ACTICING PHYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS

i 1'0 THE VALUE

OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC
AND YET THIS INVENTION IS
: DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER
METHODS OF TREATING DISEASE, AND OUR
j CHILDREN WILL WONDER HOW THEIR PAR. ENTS COULD HAV BEEN SO HUMBUGGED AS

~ CLOTHING.

i

i

TO POISON THEMSEL VS WITH NOXIOUS DRUGS.
: PHYSICIANSTHEMSELVS WHOHAV ADVANCED
i IN LIFE KNOW VERY WELL THAT MEDICIN IS
MISTAKE.

We hav In Brooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
been given over by the very best physicians, so called, in
the cl&y of Brooklyn. In the testhnoules given below you
hav the names ot five Brooklyn physicians who had given
over the patient to die.
Read these testimonials and then let these physicians
answer why they fail to cure. Head Dr . .Mu.nslleld's evidence i also the evidence of Peter Lehlback, of Jersey
.City, whom fifty pllyslcJans of New Jersey "nd New York
gave over as incurable. Let these doctors explain why
they failed to cure u.fter four years of medical fll'acticer
costing that poor ma.u $15,000. And yet the "WILI:::iONIA'
GAHMENT::;, whlcll they dared condeQln, are all sulliclent
to cure in two months.

I WILL GIV ANY PHYSICIAN IN BROOKLYN :

i $5,000 lF HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAY IN REE'- l
; ERENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE "WILSONIA":
: SYSTEM IN TREATING DISEASE, AND WILL:

~ALSO

UNDERTAKE TO CURE

NINE-TENTHS~

: OF ALL HIS INCURABLES, FREE OF CHARGE, ~
; PROVIDED HE REGISTERS THE N.AMES OF :
i THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.
'

································································
I will also glv !,any patient $5,000 who has worn fmy
goods In quantity and &!me us I direct and has not re.
celved all the benefit I promised.
Read the following amoug tile many testimonies given
lilll to the virtues of the "WlLSOli!IA" MAeNETIC
iPI.OTHING:
H1EMATEMESIS.

DEAR SIR: The "WILSONIA'~~~~rlli J'xiJlli~B.rs
with which you Invested me on the 22il day of November
ultimo, hav proved to l>e all that you claimed for them:
I was stricken with al'oplexy, and one-half (the right aide)
paralyzed on the thud day of May last. In September
followmgl stopped taklnr;r medlclns. The results due to
the" WILSON!A" GARMENTS as shown by my present
physical condition are alike a. wonder and a. pleasure-the

THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF 1>1Y GOODS, FREE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 C.ASH TO ANY lliSTITUTION
WHERE MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CASES AS HAV
BEEN GIVEN OVER .AS L.'<CURABLE BY THE PHYii!ICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFE\!T A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,

8

a~r~~rt!~o~~ g~~~l 't~h~~t~~~~:r:~~m~~~ :~eci~~

And the range of price for the "Wilsonia" Magnetic Suits
the sick by a natural law, as simple and beautJful as It Is warranted to etrect a. cure in every case, when the :;u.it is
worn continuously for the space of twelve months-fre~ia?o::e~t~ ~:;.rr;~~ua~e~ ~;';.'"a~sir~a\~n 1~\."Jn.f,ng .~~~ quently will do this in half that time.
your aid who suffer from a similar disease. I now know
All forms of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as Phthisis
that your startling declaration, "One disease, one remedy,"
is absolutely true. This may puzzle some of my intimate Pulmonalis, or Consumption, Bronchial Hemorrhage, Pulfriends, who are noble craftsmen on the medical stan; but monary Hemorrhage, Croupous Pneumonia. Catarrhal
they hav got to admit It-' Wonderful facts cease to as- Pneumonia, Induration, or Harden in~ of the Lung, Bron0
1
0
tound after a caustic dose of famlllarltfi It Is a question
0

gi ~~~io~! ~l8i::.nkf~~;oh~~f:'aiid
o~~Jt~'s!~v~;f
C. liATCH SMITH. '
SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SA VED FROM IMMINE."fT DEATH
DEAR SIR: some twoweeJ<s slnce 1 read In the Brooklyn

~~fc~£t~~o~Ie:~~~~~~~~~~~ie;p~~~~~~~e~~~~~~o~~~

of suppressed scarlet fever. Havlng known of a case
where a. young ruan threatened with pneumonia was really
cured in forty~eight hours by putting on your nerve and
lung lnvlgorntor and the four other appliances which go
with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
and see if any allowance must be made for the reporter's
fancy. The scarlet fever patient was a six-year-old granddaughter of Mr. David Collier, on Columbla street aud I
called upon him regarding it. He said the re:porter'$ item
was substantiallY correct. He said his fam1ly physician,
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist, acted a.s every humane
ghysician does when, having no hope of recovery himself

~:nh~~tt:rFn~~~~~Plf~:eth~~~~~~~ ;ra£~~~~!~~~8t~~:~

extending the period of human life. And l know of n.,
physician more auccessful In the practice of tblo art th~ll
Dr. "R. P. Fellows, ot Vineland, N.J. His success ln nearly

~~Jitf.D 8If! s~~~i~ g~;~oe~~e;~~~ ~eo~~~?~~W~1;~7~

practice. This I know by actual trial, having been re'·
lleved of a bad Clll!e of kidney disease by hlo new method
when all other meam failed. Try him, by all means, lr
yon are afflicted with any of the maladleo Incident to tbb
age, I deem It my duty to say this much for the benefit vl
suttering humanity."
Dr. Fellows will oend for tl'io S-cent st~ his MEDI·

fo~ ~:~sa~:~c~~~~~ :O~g>J' (Jg.e~ befoiN~~~~~~

for the cure of all chronic diseaaee. Also, for the san11!
number of stamps, biB PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treatlll.;
on SpermatorrhOla and Impotency, giving the cause.

fx~~~:J~~:~W:Pe,g,~<;,ts.;t~o~~e, ;~~~~~~~ thJ

Consultation in person, $5.00; by letter, free and invited..
which are kept strictly confidential In all cases. Charge•
for treatment reaeonatHe. Addreso Dr. R P, FELLOWS.
VIneland, N.J.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some Mistake!!! of Mose!il."

This volume Is printed on toned paper,_ In clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound 1n muslin, contalnlng 27t:
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal points tbat Mr. Inge
soli has made against the Pentateuch in all his lectures on
The pamphlets tkat hav been surrep&ltlons!y
~~i;i!n~~jg~~f t~:ipl~'rir~l~~v~ie ~risy~ f!y~nr~~h~7~, l~- tbatl'aubject.
Wu.~er ~n the Ches.t, Pneumo.1.horax, or Air in the Chest, issued are incorrect, filled with mistakee, aitd consist o1
ouly about fourteen or lifteen pageshwhlle there are two
EpttaX1.s, or Bleedmg from the :Nose.
hundred and seventy-five pages In t e book just Issued.
The above forms of disease require '' Wilaonia" Mag- The
book Is unanswerable In Its facts and lo~lc, Inimitable
~;;~~J~~stii~~~~:~~~~~~~r~~t~~sotf fi~:fld~~:a~ ~n~7~~~~ ~~t~~8~style, and .filled wJth wit, satire, e oquence, and
dltlon of the patient. Theae same conditions govern or
~~~~~~:~e~~fg~~tJ ic;i t~~o~1 ~~~\~~e~f~~;·~ga.te cost in
All forms of Ca>"diac, or HEAHT D!::;.O:ASE, require "The Gods and Other Lectures."
magnetic •nits ranging in price from $38.50 to $73.50.
CoNTENTS.- "The God!," 11 Humboldt," u ThOlil:1t
All forms of Dlti.!!:ASE of tbe ORGANS of DIGESTION
Paine,"" Indiv.ldua.lity," "Heretics and Heresies." Prif.a:.
such as Diphtheritic lnfiamma&lon of the Pharynx, Syphll~ cloth,
$1.25; paper, 50 cents.
itic Affections of the Pharynx, Intlammation of the
<Esophagus, Stricture of the <Esophagus, Acute Gastric
Catarrh, or Acute Catarrh of the Stomach, Gastritts, or Inflammation of the t;tomach, Carcinoma, ur Cancer of the ~'The Ghost!!! and Other Lectures."
Stomach, Hem.atomesis, or Hemorrhage of the Stomach
CONTENTB.-u TJie Ghosts," u Liberty of Man, Womau
Dyspepsia, Sorofulous and Tuberculous Dise;J.Ses ot th~
and Child," u Declaration of Independence," u Farming 1d
1n;~;~~~fa ~~dth~~~~~~~hca~af~s~st~~~~c£e~U6t~f~is:'ever, Illinoia," "Speech at Cincinna.tf," "The Past Rises ~\!·
~~~~ .Me LiKe a Dream." Price, cloth, e1.25; paper, .iU
The above require suits costing from $48.50 to $!!3.50.
8
All rorms of Disease of the L1ver and Bile-Ducts, such
Both volumes bennd In one, price, paper, $1.00.

8
b~s~jfs t~:fne ~~~~n~s ~~~ ~~~fo~ 't~;!~hr:i~~~~Scf~{~:: ~t~t1Jire:Jii~h~L¥,~~~~1;b~~u~~s~~~fL£ti~rift~~~~i~ri{~~~

garments wo9td not fnterfere with his medicins, Mr, Col- of the Liver, Acute aud Chronic Hepatitis, or .A.oute and
lier extemporized a nerve and lung invigorator from two Chronic lnfiammation of the Liver, Fatty Liver, Cancer "What Must We Do to be Saved~"
leg belts which he took oil: his own person, and applied of the Liver, etc.
The above require suits costing from $38.50 to $SS 50.
u Inte~olationa are the foundation atones of every ur
1
~~Z~ t~~eh~u~ f;g~ ~h~gz:n~i~~~i~f fii:~~~ug~~;rdoc~ AU forms of disease of the kidueys, such as Hemorrhage ~~~di':thcor~r~.;~e, Jshg~~':.hly revised and corrected vi
called, and ou examining the child, remarked that a gentle of the Kidneys, Acute Bright's Disease, Parenchymatous,
perspiration had come on, anti warmly congratulated the or Chronic .Br1fht's Disease. Carcinmna, or Cancer of the
11
family and friends on the result. I found in this case1 u.s l
.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
should find, doubtless, in every other, a. delicacy of feeling ~~~ey~fcl;~, ~~l~~~o~~~~~~egl~h~ bl~J~~~;~/c~ri.~fin the family, touching their family physicmn; a. reluc- nence of Urine and all diseased of the Sexual organs. OvaBy the celebrated sculptor Clark Millli.
tance to say much in special praise of a remQdy that was rltt$. or Infiammation of the Ovary,Ovarian Tumor, CaCabinet size, prlceE ,2.50. Neatly faeked and bo:· ··•i
not administered or recommended by the doctor. I was tarrh of the Uterus, Displac.ement of the Uterus, Parsatistied, however, that those most interested considered enchymatous Met.1·itis, or Acute lntlammation of tJ.le Uter- ~~'tlli~~;~~~~a~av ai'r~t"g:e~rer o this great Apoc .. c
us, Tumors of the Uterus, .Anomalis. or .Menst.ruation.Pro~t'~fi~,~~~irf ~~ t~g~~~~~;iE:~ieh':r~~~ d~c~ ~ ~~et~e~~:
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
vlctlon that duty &a the great public deman~ that this la~1:'~ /j,tfv~ ~:~~~~~ ~~~~~~o~ti'lf:~r~~'t~~::J~ $i08.50.
All forms of DISEASE Of the NERVOUS SYSTEM By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the rol·
acknowledgment !Je publicly given.
such
a.s
Softening
of
the
Brain,
.Hema]Jitlega,
or
Par&.lysi~
lowing prices:
Desirous of knowing what Dr Moffat himself would say
Imperial, or large size
•
40 cents
of tbe eliSe, I visited Ills resldeuce and bad a prolonged In- of the Lateral Halves of the Body, PaJ·iphlegia, or Pard-lysis
Photo or card size
•
..
..
..
• 20 "'
terview. Among other things he said:" 'l'he patient was in of the Upper or Lower Half of the Body, Paralysis AgiLife-siZe Llthograph.-21xZ7
•
•
•
50
a precarious condition. ·we could not bring on diapltol'e- tans, or ~J.laking Palsv, .Apoplexy, Cerebr~l Hemorrhage
Pos&age paid. sis, !Jut a gentle perspiration set in after the goods had Cer~bri_t~s, or lntlam~tion of the .Bra.ln, ('erebro-:=,)linai
D. M. BENNETT,
been upon her two hours, and she continued to grow !Jet- Memngtt~s, Sclerosis of the Brain, Hydmcepltalus Acquisi141 Eighth street, New Yon.
ter gr:.u.iu11lly as long as they were on her." Very naturally tus,,or Water on the Brain Acquired. Hydrocephalus Om·
he put in some saving clauses for the re~utation a.uct dig. gemtus, or \Vater on the Brain U"om .Birttt, .Myelitis, or Innammation of the Spinal Marrow, Hemorrhage of the
~~\Ycg~~~~ !~~~~1ie .·: ~~~{~ ::tii't~e s~i th~ ~~£~er~~~W; Spinal Cord, or Spinal Apoplexy, 'l.abes lJorsualls, or Con.
in repeated cases before ht:f""'could declu.re iu its l1wor unre- sumption of the ::ipiuaJ Cord, Locomotm· Ataxia, or ProOF
servedly." It occurred to me, Mr. "\VlL80N, when he re. gressiv Grey Degenerntion of the Posterior Columns of
marked about such a wonderful result. that "there was no tlle Spinal Cord, 1'ictlouloureux, Neuralgia., .Neuralgia
phenomenal chan~e,'.,:·1IC pa.id about a.s high compliment to ischia .Dica, or ~ciatica, Chot'e"'a, or St. Vitu~· Dance, 'l.'ris- Col. R. G. Ina-ersoll, D.l'tl. Benuc~t
the" WIL::;ONIA 'system u.s could well oe given, and believing, yes, knowing u.s well U.B I do that mothers and ~i~slnf~1~~;~-Jt;'ste~fJ!tr:~,~g~s~~W~~o~~~:f~sfs~'anlpand Others.
1'lle above require suits costing from $18,50 to $150.00.
nurses everywhere snould be made acquuinted witb tbH
All forms of D18.KAS.E. of the bKlN, such as Eczema and
fact that In the" WILSONIA" MAGN.b;'l'lC GAKM.!J;Nl'S
Its several varieties, require suits costing from $.Jl! 50 to
ff~~th~Jo~:~r~~:el!t~lcgu.~~;hgfea~r;P~~~~r J:~~~:·lnagllia~~ $73-50.
All forms of DISEASE of the ORGANS of LOCOMOduced to write 1ou this. You may make what use of it
Oonve~
;boose. lt s from one In whom snJierln~.~~¥/.ty TlON, such as Rlteumarthrisis .Acute, or Flying Gout,
Acute Articular Rheumatism, ChronLc Articular Bheumo.tism, Deformities of the Joints, Gout, Progressiv .Muscular Atrophy,
T~ FAR-l<'.AMED "WILSONIA."
The above require magnetic suits costing from $48.50 to

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Pn.otogr-aphs, on
Glass, r-ounded
out as Natur-al as Life and
twice as IJur-able.

I;:

moves grandly on, conquering and to conquer every form
of disease known to men. It triumphs over even the most
complicated fo1•ms within the short space of ten or twelve
mon&hs. Read &he following glowing tribute from the
ready pen of the world.renowned Dr. ManSlield, of New
This· almost seems Incredible. But, nevertheless, this York. It was received to-day:
lll&tlent has come under the personal observation of Dr.
61 WEsr FoRTY·SECOND STREET, N.Y., Aprll9, lSSl.
Thaver, as well as all the others who have' addressed their
DJU.R WILSO~!: I am plet'sed to Inform you that I am
'etters to him, nnd he atllnns the truth of all &hey claim.
[Bleeding from mucous membrane of Throat and
Stomach.]

wir~ea.atbo::ollils?¥r~~ul~~Te11JF.YE~~~~d~~ ~0X:if!~~e, o.,

is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases pe:
cullar to their l!lex ha.v made their lives so miserable, &Ihl
:::. ~~~~~h~l~. little sympathy from members of tbelr
A~T DOCTOR.
Kersey Graves the noted author and lecturer, wr!tinR: to
the Seymour, Ind., 1imes under the above hea.a, rema.r~:
"There is perhaps no art that can claim the attention ui

FRIENDS OF THE SICK POOR OF BROOKLYN,

:
:

rlJ'_w, then, as to the WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTH-

iA

equal success, aa
"DEAR DOCTOR: If the kind thought shafts l dally send
you are received, I will not need to tell you that I a.m feel.
ing better than for seven years, nor expreas m~ gratitude
In words. If every kind and grateful thought I send you

i

What to-day should we do without such a medium of
light? Our sewlug-machlnes-they were also opposed by
those whose interest it was to oppose them. Thousands
of instances may be quoted where articles now in daily
use were ridiculed by the people whose interest it was to
keep back the introduction ot such inventions.

f YOU A GOLD WATCH,

PETER A. LEHLBACK.

$2fi:x':iorms of ACUTE and CHRONIC INFECTIOUS
DI8EA8B, such as Measles, Scarlet Fever, :Small ..Pox,
Chicken Pox, 'l'yphus Fever, Typhoid lfever, .Relapsing
Fever, Intermittent Fever, Dysentery, Syphilis, CongenItal and Hereditary.

These paintings are preserved by a patent proceS!l • do
not spot, and are not allected by heat, cold, or sun. l~er•
sons sending their own or friend's photographs witll 1 ck:
or color of hair, eyes, etc:, er those ordering Ingersutr~ or
Bennett's, can ,hav themafa.inted at the low price (to Jntro.
1
~~~b'i£'~1\ Jeo~"'ifli~'hi~l~f,"~i:fc~~g<'iwt de· ft'i:e~~~~jh oro' J:.~:.ri size, $2i card, $1.50. Beautiful
All sent by mail. Addrees
A E W., Box 447,
pend upon Infection, such as Chlorlsls, Scrofula, Diabetes
lboth varieties], Scaroutus, or Scurvy, ete.
Woonsocliet, H. !.

Ifte

·.
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-lfm§ of g[hounht.

~dds

and §nds.

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

WnY don't hungry tramps go to IDa ton, Ohio?
I SAID in my heart, conecrning tile estates of the
sins of men, that God might manifest them, and
WHEN things go to D K how C D they B come 1
that they might see that they them sci vs are
PURCHASERS of H rare old china'' are often stuck
beasts. .!<'or that which befalleth the sons of men
befalleth beasts; even one thing befalleth them; as cup people.
the one dieth, so dieth the other; yea, they 1uw all
DoN'T judge a man's character by the umbrella
one breath; so that a man hath no pre·eminence he curries. It may not be his.
above a beast; for all is vanity. All go unto one
llfANY a man who thinks 1Iimself a great gun is
place; all are of the dust and all turn to dust again. nothing more than a big bore.
- Ecc/esiasties iii, 18-20.
~~BEAR Wlth me for a while," is what Bruin said
THE world of evil! There is no necessity tor de- when he a1fectionately embraced the tramp.
scribing it; there is no ability to describe it; it is
"KEEP cool and you command everybody," reopen to as all; it is the mystery that perplexes us
all. Poverty, sickness, misery, defeat-we know marked St. Just. He stood in with an ice comwhat it is only too well. But here is the point, that pany.

evil is necessary, a necessary element in the progress of the race. There is no progress without
pain-physical pain, moral, social, personal. It is
the spear driven into the sides of humanity to make
it march. JI.Ien are slow and apathetic; they love
their comfort better than they do their good. On
the edge of volcanoes they go to sleep. Unless necessity swoops down upon them with the whip of
scorpions, they will not bestir themselvs to mend
their lot.- Frothingham's Oorner-Stone.
AND thou grim power [death], by life abhorred,

While life a pleasure can alford.
Oh, hear a wretch's prayer 1
No more I shrink appalled, afraid,
I c"lm·t, I beg thy friendly aid
To close this scene of care 1
When shall my soul in silent peace
Resign life's joyless day;
ll:ly weary heart its throbbing cease,
Cold moldering in the clay ?
No fear more, no tear more,
To stain my lifeless face, ·'
Enclasped and grasped
Within thy cold embrace!

THE term Atheist conveys such terrible associations to almost all minds that there is perhaps no
reproach from which men shrink mere; and yet it
has been freely applied by the zealous of all ages to
those whose notions of the invisible powers differed
from their own. The imputation is the most damaging that can be made, and it requires only a little
ingenuity to make out a case Of constructiv41Atheism from any set of opinions at all differing from
the common. Thus tbe ancient Greeks accused
some of their philosophers of Atheism, though they
did not deny the existence of a divinity, but only
rejected the common notions of a plurality of gods.
.And in the Christian church, after the doctrin of
the Trinity had been fixed and defined, those that
denied the divinity of Christ were not unusually
branded as Atheists.-Ohamber' s EinC?Jclopedia.

nett. 8vo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, $8.00 ; leather, $4,00; mo
rocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

-

The Gods and Religions ot'Aneient and
lllodern Times. Vol. I givs a full account of all the
gods the nations of tile earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah; Satan, The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin
Mary, and the Bible. SS5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes fully
alltlle reli~lous systems of the world, including Judaism,

M.l'~~~~:eg~~~Tutf;'1nfohff;t)~~~\Y~. t~f9 1 a;i~~. ~;'ITiRf.
0

~~~in~n~~.;;~1!nis~ P,:'i~~~lli~;o~¥i;,:Tt, ~~iJi~n!u'T1 \~n~'tg

1

HI "- ILL

never marry a woman that can't carve "

said i l l - - . "Why ?" " Becrmse she would n~t
be u help-meet for me."
IN Chicago it is fashionable now to get married
early in the morning. This givs the bride a chance
to get a divorce before night.

$S.&f

gilt edges, $8.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dietionarft. Con-

likeness of the author. Cloth, $8.00; leather, red burnished
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $;.50.
tsuperuatnral R.c:ligiou. An inquiry into tile
reality of dlviue rcvellft;ien. Decidedly tne most thor-

ougb lllld exhaustiv work on tlle cluims of supernatural-

Ism ever written. By F. W. Newman, Emeritus Professor of the London University 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth,
$4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
'Analysis ot'Religions Belie£. An Exnmiuation
of the Creeds, Hites, aud Sacred Writings of the world.
By Viscount Ambcrley son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of EngJand. Complete from the London

edition. 745 pages, Syo. In cloth, $8.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Great 'Vorks ot· Thomas Paine. Including 'l'he Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,
Rel'}y to Bishop ot Llanda!I, Letter to Mr. Erskine, Essay

TH'E man who can see sermons in running brooks
is most apt to go and look for them on the Sabbath when trout are biting.-New Orleans Picaynne.
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is no disgrace in being poor,'' we are
told, and we're howling glad of it, for there are

plate portrait. 800 p~g':.s, Svo. Cloth, $8.00 ; leather, ${.00;
mor-occo, gilt edges, $4.50.
The foregoinll eight volumes are called "The Truth

THERE

enough other disadvantages about it, without that

one.
IN the old Puritan times a young man caught
waiting at the church door to see his girl home
would hav been set down as one shade worse than
a sheep-stealer.
HE had been telling her stories of bimself, and
had done a great amount of bragging. When he
had finished she ldssed him and murmured, "This

is a kiss for a blow."

Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel

~i~~;s~~~:'Jo~a/;,~~~ ~~e ~~~~~~~Jof;,;::,ert~~d P~1~.!' ~

each.
Nature's Revelations of Character; or
Pn,r,sioguon1y Illustrated. The science of In·

~~~~s~ah}~~f~t~~"t';Y2"J\ ~.:'~~~{s~~~a:fo~~~sh"~t,{,:;'J;

M.D. 650 pages ,Svo. Cloth. $8.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, $4.50,
Paine's Works.
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Bfshop of Llanda!I, Iteply to 1\!r. Erskine, Letter to Camllle

•.

&Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel-plate

DISGUSTED man says: "Why don't hotels find
some substitute for the everlasting beefsteak for
breakfast?" Bless us, lots of 'em do. Cowhide is
the fuvm·it substitute.

THE difficulty originated in this way. Said Gallagher to Ragbag, "I heard a story just now that
was comical enough to make a jackass laugh. Let
me tell it." "Don't you slur me in any such remark as that," roared Ragbag angrily.
A CONUNDRUM: " What is the difference between
a man going to Plymouth church and a lover
about to propose?" asks the Boston Oonrier. Don't
kuow.-Boston Post. Then you had better go back
to school. One is going to see Beecher and the
other, to beseech her.
"1\IATRiliiONY, young man," remarked old Metaphysics, "matrimony is an arrangment whereby
a woman strives to swamp the giant intellect of a
man by insisting that he shall go 'shopping' with
her at least twice a week, and the result is she
swamps his pocket-book."
"Hr 1 where did you get them trousers?" asked
an Irishman of a man who happened to be passing
with a remarkably short pail· of . trousers. "I got
them where they grew," w<ts the indignant reply.

"IT is better to hav loved and lost than never to "Then, by my conscience," said Pat,
hav loved at all." Even if love now and then turns
to hate, this is no reason why we should never love.
Because so many eat too much, or eat food that is
pernicious and poisonous, is no reason why we
should all cease to eat. Because married love leads
to sexual intemperance is no reason wby marriages should cease, but it is a reason why the
great question should be discussed and true temperance be taught to one and all. Because so many
are unfit morally, physically, and mentally to become parents is no reason why none should do so.
.And in my view, those who practice celibacy from
a consciousness of bodily unfitness or other physical or mental causes are far more worthy of praise
than are tbose who refrain from the selfish desire
of being made fit for" redemption." (From what?)
As to " rising above" the pleasure derived from
the glance <>f the eye, the warm pressure of lips or
hand, I oonfess I nav no desire to do so. Though
less demonstrativ than most of my sex, I confess to
a real pleasure in the enjoyment of the loves,
friendships, and genialities of free, spontaneous,
cheerful, and social intercourse. A dance or a
game of croquet is to me far more enjoyable in a
mixed crowd than one of all women. We must
learn to be temperate without being ascetic, loving
without being sensually amativ, and cordial and
true without being over demonstrativ and excessivly efftt-!'iv.- Elrl\ina D Blenker.

By D. M. Ben..

"IT is rather bard to die in abject poverty," said
one. "It is hurder.still to liv in it," was the re.
joinder.

MISS of Yonkers, ere we buss, tell. me, will you
make a fuss?
I HAv known men in whom tbe reasoning organs
~Ian of Gotham, ere you risk your life, tell me,
were amply developed and well cultivated who will you inform your wife ?
assured me that they could not reach the conviction of the being of a God. I hav known such men
A RICHMoND physician says that if people will
equal in point of integrity and practical benevo- take a bath in hot whisky and rock salt twice a
lence to the most orthodox believers.-George year, they will escape the rheumatism and colds.
Combe.
But wouldn't that spoil the whisky?
A BELIEF does not necessarily make a man any
"IT'S a long way from this world to the next,"
better. The devils believe and tremble. Some men said a dying man to a friend who stood at his bedare unintl.uenced by tbe noblest creeds, though they side. ~· Oh, never ·mind my dear fellow," anassent to them; some are uninjured by the lowest swered his friend consolingly, '• you'll hav it all
and basest.-.Dr. J. F. Ola1·ke.
downhill."
IN withholding the scriptures from the people,
HER name was Eva, and when Charles Augustus
and shutting off philosophy entirely from tbe called the other evening and asked her to be his
things that belong to faith, the church of Rome darling wife, she gently tllrust him from her and
occupies a strong and impregnable position; for, if sweetly said : "Not this Eva. Some other Eva.
there be no reading there will be no inquiring; and Good Eva."
if there be no inquiring there will be no doubt; and
A RHODE ISLAND clergyman was given pei·misif there be no doubt there will be no disbelief.-.Dr.
sion to Sing "The Sweet By and By" in an inMaudsley.
sane asylum. 1\fany patients were moved. So
HE that kills for a faith must be weak; be that was the clergyman. A lunatic moved him clear
dies for a faith must be stroug.-.Maurice.
down stairs.
IT is useless trying to believe without any perception of evidence (~Iartineau). The method of
science is the common sense method of cautiously
weighing evidence and withholding judgment
when evidence is not forthcoming.-Jokn Fiske.

panion book to •• The World's Sages" etc.

Bennett, written in prison. In cloth,
per volume. or
$5,00for the two volSnmes; in leather, $7 00; in morocco
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How the will can possibly be free must remain
to us, under the present limitation of our faculties,
wholly incomprehensible. We are unable to coneive an absolute commencement; we cannot,
~erefore, conceive a free volition. A determination by motivs cannot, to our understandings, esJ.Pe from neceesitu.tion. Nay, were we even to admit as true what we cannot think as possible, still
the doctrin of a motivless volition would be only
casnalism and the free acts of an indifferent are,
morally and rationally, as worthless as pre-or.
dained passions of a determined will. How, therefore, I repeat, moral liberty is possible in man or
God we are utterly unable, specnlativly, to u:qderstand.-Sir TV. Hamilton.

Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
t'ormers. The Biographies of threo hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and ph!losophers (who were
not Christhtns), from the time of Menu to tile present.
By D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. Cloth, $8.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
"l'he Champions oC the Church ; Their
Critnes and Persecutions. Blogmphicalsketclles
of prominent CJn·istians far .worse than Inlldels. A com-

A BOY who won't try is like truth, because the
b?Y won't endeavor and truth won't end ever,
e1ther.

As a rule bookkeepers are ink-lined to be pensiv. Will some one kindly tell us if a blushing
seamstress is not a flushed sewer?

-Burns.

30, 1881.

u

you've

pulled them a year too soon."

THE pecuniary incentiv for a youth to apply his
mind to study in order that he may become a man
of great scholastic attainments cannot be over-estimated. The salary of the average editor is about
$2,000 a year, while the jockey who rode Iroquois
was paid $5,ooo for the race.
IT was their first night aboard the steamer. "At
last," he said tenderly, "weare all one, out upon
the deep waters of the dark blue sea, and your
lleart will always beat for me as it has beat in the
past?" "My heart's all right," she answered languidly," but my stomach feels awful."

portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great 'Vorks (complete) in one voJ.
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del>ate between B. F. Underwood and Rev. John Marples,
li'ully reported. Paper, S5 cents; cloth, 60 cents.

llliscellaneous Works.
The l'Iarty••do111 ot' ltian. Embracingthefour
divisions or War, Hellglon, Liberty, and Intellect. A work
ofruro merit, and written in superior style. By Winwood
Reade. New editlou. 544 pages. Price reduced from fS
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.
'l'he C1•ced of Ch••istenclolll. Its foundation
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Price $1.50.
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50 cents.
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The 'I' ruth Seeker Collection of Forms,
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REFERRING to the seclusion into which Nihilism has thrown the German and Russian emperors a.nd Prince Bismarck, the London Economist says : " Half the world is governed by
men whom their _subjects rarely see. No one
in China. outside of Pekin and a. small desert
district ever see the emperor. Not one na.tiv
in a. million has ever seen a. viceroy of ·India.·
The· czar is not personally known outside of
his capitals." '

Nonconformist minister, the Rev. Mr. Creery,
of Buxton. He lilll!Wers for it that there is
neither deception nor conjuring; the' children
do get " intuitions," which enable them-how
they do not know-to guess what other people
a.re thinking a.b0ut. Meanwhile the savants
who hav hitherto investigated what is called
mind-reading declare it to be simply musclereading. Few people can so control their muscles as to hide the fa.cb! which a.n intelligent
'' reader " wishes to discover. It is interesting
to remember in this connection that the most
inlpassiv of modern statesmen, whose face was
a. mask, could not prevent hinlself !rom revealng emotion in the twitching of his hands.

THE Rev. Jesse Way, of Wabash, Ind.,
eloped with his da.ughter-in~la.w.
THE Ultramontane Spanish papers are abusing King Alfonso for his friendliness to the
Jews.
- _
ONLY five of the one hundred and twenty-five
young men graduated this year ~t ~ a.l~ pro~ose _ THE Rev. Henry Highland Garnett, Minister
to enter the ministry. The mdica.tion IS a. to Liberia., tells of a.n incident that came under
hopeful one.
.
his observation when a. boy. He was watching
THE story about a. contemplated a.ssa.ssm~ ·a. procession in which was carried a. banner on
tion of Rutherford B. Hayes on the day of his which wa.s represented Washington a.nd Jackinauguration so~ds very fishy: ~ot even a. son ascending into the clouds. "Why, I didn't
THE question is asked with some degree of
lunatic would think of assassma.tmg such a. know that Jackson was a. Christian," said a.
anxiety as to what the gentlemen who ha.v exman:
gamin. "How ca.n he get to heaven ?" " No, culpated Bro. Cowley would .consider suffi.
IN Great Britain more persops were killed I guess he ain't a. Christian," said another,
ciently criminal in a. clergyman to call for eccle. during last year by horses than by a.ll the rail- "but then if J a.ckson makes up his mintl to
siastical action. They sa.y that his conduct
ways of the United Kingdom. The number go to heaven, he'll go there, by the Eternal!"
toward little Louis Victor " does seem to conof violent deaths regi:;tered, from all causes,
. A DisPATCH from Geneva. says: "A great viet Mr. Cowley of most atrocious cruelty."
reached 23,000.
earth slip is in progress near Sigriswell, in the And they find that he was not so prompt ashe
SARAH BERNHARDT, who always has a. keen canton of Berne, Switzerland, above the Lake might ha. v been in procuring medical assistance
eye to the future, has already arranged her of Thun. A stretch of land on which a.re during the three months of the poor little feltomb a.t Pere la. Chaise. It is of black marble, meadows and houses is gradually slipping down low's starvation. But they find that there ha.v
under a. canopy, with a. huge" Bernhardt" on toward the lake. Thirteen hundred sheep- been miscalculations a.s to the qua.njity of
it. It is much better to do this sort of thing with their shephertls ha.v been overwhelmed beims served in the children's soup. They
during life, as survivors ma.y not take nearly by an avalanche near Brigels in the Canton of think there were more beans than ha.s been
a.s much interest in the matter.
Grisons." There are many places among the generally supposed. That the supply of milk
THE friends of Mr. Bra.dla.ugh held a.n im- Alps where it l.ooks as though several little was inadequate is freely admitted by the commense meeting, a.t which he spoke, on August houses might easily be jarred down the moun- mittee, and it is also stated that Cowley ha.d a.
2d, in Trafalgar square, for the purpose of sol- ta.in side and dashed pell-mell into the valley rare gift for creating difficulties and making
enemies. Nevertheless, they declare the exemnly insisting on the enforcement of the law below.
shepherd to be free from crime and immoralrelating to the representation of the people,
A PASTOR of three churches a.t a. well-known ity. Therefore it is that they decline to recoma.nd of protesting against the illegal exclusion,
watering-place in the Welsh diocese of Bangor,
mend eccle!!ia.stica.l proceedings against Bro.
by mere physical force, of a. duly elected memby himself or agents, rents and works a. sal- Cowley.
ber of Parliament.
mon fishery, is tenant of a. large farm, a coal
GRIEF and joy sometimes ha.v the same ef- merchant, a team owner and general carrier, a.
IT is unpleasant to read of the fierce church
fect. A French newspaper relates that a. mill- car proprietor, a. private road contra.cto.r, a quarrel that agitates the sweet hamlet of
ionaire lost his entire fortune, except about stage coach proprietor (in conjunction with a. Honeytown, in the state of Ohio. It is all on
_100,000 francs, and died of grief within twen- railway company), a. chief partner in public account of a young woman. She was elected
ty-four hours. His brother, who was his sole baths and mineral wells, a. holder of turnpike superintendent of the Sunday-school o! the
heir, had long struggled in poverty, and now, gates, a. lodging-house keeper, a. guardian of place, a.nd there is no evidence to show that
on the sudden receipt of what he.regarded a.s a. the poor, a.nd a. member of the sanitary author- she was not thoroughly capable of running
large fortune, has just died of joy.
ity. This clergyman is more useful than the that school. But the Rev. D. W. Bair, an exhorter, took even stronger grounds than St.
" CAN Chinamen be saved?" is a. question common run.
propounded by Bishop Scott. His answer is
THE printers of Vienna. propose to celebrate Paul, a.nd held that women should keep sithat he thinks" their soUls ca.n liv." What a. the four hundredth anniversary of the intro- lence, not only in church, but in Sundayrelief it must b0 to China. to know upon such duction of Guttenburg's art in that city in a. school. So strongly impressed was he with
unquestionetl spiritual authority that their souls manner befitting so memorable an event. An this idea. that he headed a. faction of likewill not perish h1 everlasting hell or something illustrated book, prepared in -the best style of minded men, a.nd on Sunday last endeavored
of that kind if they will only · do as Bishop the printer's craft, a.nd treating of the history to force his opinions upon the female superinScott tells them to ! Who is Bishop Scott?
of the art in the Austrian capital from its tendent and her friends. The result, we reinfancy,
is to be one feature of the celebration. gret to say, was a. very bitter quarrel-the unTHE finger of God wa.s plainly to be seen in
the storm that visited Dallas, Tex., on the 1st Another will be a.n exposition of all the inven- godly called it a. row-which resulted in the
of July. The domicil of a.n Infidel friend of tions a.nd improvements made during the arrest of the Rev. Mr. Ba.ir a.nd in his being
ours is old a.nd shaky, a.nd apparently ready to gradual development of printing. Twenty bound over to keep the peace. The young
tumble down, a.t a.ny time, of its own accord; prominent printers and publishers of Paris will ·woman is triumphant, but yet great injury
but it still sta.~ds. A fine new church was lev- attend the festivities, and all the leading cities has been done to the Sunday-school cause in
eled to the ground, and two innocent ladies of Europe are expected to send representa.- the vicinity of Honeytown, Ohio.
tivs.
were severely injured b~ its fall.-Ag7Wstic.
THE Hindoo idea. of hell is different from
IT is not an uncommon custom among the those set forth in the Confession of Faith a.nd
THE Rev. Mr. Whitcher, of Providence, it
is found, not only obtained books fraudulently churches to make up a purse for their minister creeds of most of the denominations of Chrisfrom the libraries and sold them after lying and send him ii.broa.d. The Liberals of this tianity. Punishments for the most part are in
about them, but he also stole a. large number country ha.v been raisblg-a. fund to send Mr. D. the way of transformations into unpleasant
from the bookstores of Boston. It is not M. Bennett, the Liberal editor, around the creatures. Those who ha.v been drunkards on
strange that the brethren deem it best for him world. The readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, earth are in the next world changed into frogs.
'to stop preaching for a. while. But it is to be to the number of over 600, ha.v contributed This ought to be regarded as an improvement
regretted, per haps, that the cause of Christ is over $3,000 for the purpose, a.nd Mr. Bennett rather than a. punishment, for the frog is a. cold
thus to suffer with a. laborer less in the vin· will start on his voyage early this month. 'l'he water animal of commendable habits, and
proposition originated with sorue of Mr. Benyard.never goes staggering around with a. red nose
IT is estimated that nearly 2,000,000,000 nett's readers, and, in view of ilia unjust im- or a. bloated face. Dissenters from the true
by
the
Vice
Society
for
one
year
a.t
prisomnent
pounds of paper is produced annually, one~
faith are turned into snakes. Backbiters -a.re
half of which is used for printing, a. sixth :for Albany, the suggestion wa.s taken up with en- changed to tortoises, a.nd misers to cranes,
a.nd
the
veteran
editor
will,'
no
doubt,
thusiasm
writing, a.nd the remainder is coarse paper for
which seems infelicitous, as the crane is one of
packing a.nd other purposes. The United ha.v a good time a.t the expense of his gener- the few creatures that ca.n conveniently bite its
States alone produces yearly 200,000 tons of ous constituents, in return for which Mr. Ben- own back, a.nd the tortoise, with its ability for
paper, averaging 17 pow1ds per head for its nett will giv them a. narra.tiv written in his shutting up, would serve a.s a. fit emblem of the
population., The Englishman comes next, cha.ra.cteristica.lly vigorous style of all that he miser's strong box. Flesh eaters are to be
with about 12 pounds per head; the educated sees and hea.rs.-.D1•. Foote's Health MOnthly. eagles; thieves are to be deprived of the power
German takes 8 pounds, the Frenchman 7
PROF. BARRET tells in Nature the story of a of hearing, and debtors a.re to be bullocks.
pounds; while the Italian, Spaniard, a.nd Rus- family in Derbyshire, every member of which The last transmogrification probably has refersian take respectivly 3 pounds, H pounds, a.nd is able to read thoughts committed to paper ence to the wa.y in which poor debtors a.re
1 pound annually, the consumption of paper without seeing the paper, or touching or even sometimes slaughtered by their creditors in the
being roughly in proportion to the education seeing the writer. A scientific committee is present life. TheHindoo hell does not include
and intellectual and political activity of the about to investigate the facts, or alleged facts, the notious of brimstone and continuous compeople.
for which he answers. The family is that of a bustion.

THE fare from New York to Chicago is $7.
GLADSTONE's Irish Land bill has passed the
House of Commons.
MusKEG AN, Mich., wa.s visited with a. $130,000 fire on the 29th ult.
AN explosion of ignited malt dust blew the
roof off of a. brewery in this city last week.
A MAN named Ha.a.zel ra.n ten miles in less
than 54 minutes in this city last Saturday.
THE remains of a. sea serpent seventy feet in
length were found in Monmouth eounty, N.J.,
last week.
THREE smash-ups ha.v occurred on the New
Haven railroad within a. week a.t the expense of
two lives lost.
GEo. W. TABB,the foreman of the jury who
convicted John Brown, died in Harrisonburg,
Va., on the 30th ult.
VEssELS land daily a.t this port from the
south, bringing cargoes of from 70,000 to
100,000 melons a.t a. time.
THE steamer Alliance, sent north by the government in search of the lost J ea.nnette, has
arriv;ed a.t Reikia.vik, Iceland.
THE Cornell crew of oarsmen ha.v arrived in
Vienna., ·a.nd -are practicing for a. four-oared
race with the best Viennese crew.
THE President continues to get no worse .
His chances for recovery are said to be improving. Portions of a. shattered rib ha.v been extracted from the wound.
THE emperor of Germany has conferred upon
Prof. William Dwight Whitney, of Yale College, the Order of Merit made vacant by the
death of Thomas Carlyle._,
THE N6w York Herald has published a.n
alleged interview with Leo Hartmann, who
pl!l<nned the blowing up of the Russian czar.
Truth and other papers sa.y Hartmann is not
in America., but that the interview is a hoax.
In the presence of the unknown all ha.v a.n
equal right to guess.
THE London Observer says, in the event of
Mr. Bra.dla.ugh resisting the authority of the
sea.rgent-a.t-a.rms, who will ba.r his entrance to
the House of Commons, he will be taken into
custody. The sergeant-at-arms will then inform the speaker of the arrest, when the latter
will take the pleasure of the House . in respect
to subsequent procedure.
INFERNAL machines ha.v been found concealed
on board British steamers. The Fenians are
pointed out as culprits. O'Dona.va.n Rossa., an
Irish agitator of this city, says that a. specula.tiv Fenian placed them there, and received ten
thousand dollars from the British government
for information concerning them, which he
turned over to the Irish skirmishing fund.
A RioT occurred in Rome recently during the
removal of the remains of Pope Pius IX. from ~
St. Peter's church to the church of St. La.w·
renee. Crowds of people met the cortege with
hoots and howls, throwing mud ·a.nd stones, a.nd
shouting, "Into the river with him !" "Death
to the pope!" etc. It is said by a. correspondent of a. New York paper that the present
Pope Leo XIII. cannot appear upon the streets
of Rome except to be spat upon.
DR. NAGLE, Register of Vital Statistios in
the city of New York, reports for the month of
July 2,087 births, 735 marriages, 4,378 deaths,
a.nd 219 still-births, against 2,418 births, 618
marriages, 3,487 deaths, a.nd 191 still-births in
the same month of 1880. During the month
of July the deaths from contagious diseases
were a.s follows : Smallpox, 31; measles, 38 •
scarlet fever, 157; diphtheria., 203,· croup 58!
, '
whoopmg cough,22; typhusfever,'34; typhoid
fever, 36; ce bro-spinal meningitis, 32, a.nd malarial fevers, 52. Deaths from these diseases
are in large increase over deaths from the same
causes in 1880.
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I offered her my arm. We stepped into the light. whom they knew not, to new gods that came new-ly
up, whom your fathers feared not."-Deut. xxxii, 17.
0 Clementine!
She was a blos!lom. of sixteen years, tender and "To overthrow their seed also among the nations,
beautifully grown. She walked beside me with and to scatter them in the lands."-Ps. cvi, 27.)
A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave.
fairy-like step. The loveliness, freshness, and spirit- It is said that a huge brazen image of this Moloch,
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH edness of her countenance was angelic, and her look hollow, with the head of a bull, stood ·with arms exfull of innocence and love penetrated my inmost tended to receive the children who were sacrificed to
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
him. The. idol was heated intensely, and the chilsoul.
CHAPTER IV.
I lost mysalf in an agreeable confusion. Never dren then placed upon its arms, and slipped thence.
Suspended between two churches, the one of before had I experienced such a feeling of admira- down into its interior, where they were in a very
which I had to confess openly, the other secretly, tion and confidence of unspE)akable attraction and short time consumed. To drown the cries of these
daily witness of the hard quarrels of both parties, reverence. I was twenty-one years of age, and knew innocents and the wailings of the mothers the tabors
and how pride and hatred and egotism, more than love only from the pictures of old poets and called were beaten loudly, hence the name of the place,
forbearance and piety, were written on the banner of it passionate friendship, unworthy of the name. Tophet (of the tabors). The valley of Hinnom (valcontending churches, I became, without knowing it, .Ah ! it was certainly something else.
ley of weeping) was a noted place near the brook
.
a hypocrit and doubter of both. The ¥guments
Love is the poetry of human nature. The feeling Cedron, into which flowed the blood of the slaughwith which each attacked the disputed doctrins of of beauty ennobles the low sensuality and elevates it tered beasts in the temple. This brook was sym· the other were more thoroughly weighed, sharper, to touch the spiritual; and the virtuous, independent bolic of Styx and (Gwillionary of the Druids) was
and more e:ffectiv than those with which they de- spirit weds itself under the enchanting hue of leveli- also Gehenna, where the worms multiplied and the
fended themselvs. This awakened in me suspicion ness to the earthly. So it is trl'le that love makes fires were never quenched, because the practice was
of all doctrins of faith; only the newly attacked ones the dust godlike and brings down the heavenly to continual.
retained in my mind lasting worth. Yet I concealed the earth.
It is claimed that one portion of this Jehovah sect
my thoughts in order not to become an abhorrence
were the first to abolish human sacrifice, but at a
" You are a stranger ?;' stammered I.
to all.
.
But as they are the authors
"Certainly," answered she, "but it is in vain that very late date.
So my spirit was early left to itself. In unoccu- we look for mother and sister. Do you know the of the Old Testament, and Chronicles of the kings of
pied hours God and his creation were the topic of my house of Mr. Albertas? There we liv."
Israel, they took care to make the best side of the
thoughts. The insanity of mankind with which they
case their own. ("And the king went up into the
"I escort you there."
persecuted each other on account of changing opinWe turned about. What a change! The narrow, house of the Lord, and all the men of Judah, and all
ion, or carried on war with one another on account black streets of Nismes were no longer prison walls, the inhabitants of Jerusalem with him, and the
of the title of their princes, was to me a horror. I but shining clouds, and the people moved liked priests, and the prophets, and all the people, both
became early aware of my hard fate, to be compelled shadows through them.
small and great: and he read in their ears all the
to liv among beings who thought in all things differWe did not speak. We reached home. The door words of the book of the covenant which was found
ently from myself. I saw myself surrounded by was joyfully opened. The whole family crowde~ in the house of the Lord." "And he slew all the
barbarians or half-civilized, not yet much more hu- around us to welcome the loved lost one, who was priests of the high place& that were there upon the
mane than those at whose human sacrifices w~ shud- still sought by servants sent in search of her. Then altars, and burnt men's bones upon them, and reder. If the old Celts, or the Brahmans, or the sav- I heard under the thousands of caresses the name turned to Jerusalem."-2 Kings, xxiii, 2, 20.) But
ages of the American plains made human sacrifices Clementine. She thanked me with few words and they failed to entirely eliminate the traceR that such
on the altars of their gods, were they more terrible blushed; the same did all the rest. But I could not practices were a part of Jehovah worship, as the firstin their doings than the modern Europeans, when reply anything. I was asked my name; I named it, born was his, and had to be redeemed later by an
they on the altar of their gods (and opinions are the bowed, and left the c'ompany.
animal, who was sacrificed instead to him as the Degods of mortals), slaughter thousands of their brethstroyer who slew all the first-born in Egypt. "And
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
ren in pious zeal ?
he said unto them, Thus saith the Lord God of Israel,
I lamented the cruelty of my time, and saw no
Put every man his sword by his side, and go in and
Ecce Diabolus.-Continued.
means by which to make the general barbarism of
out from gate to gate throughout the .camp, and slay
nations disappear. The brutal nature of man is SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THAT HORRIBLE AND CRUEL OR- every man his brother, and every man his companDINANCE IN DEVIL-WORSHIP, NAMELY, BLOODY SACRI- ion, and every man his neighbor."
everywhere predominant. Food, sexual ,desires, and
"For Moses had
FICES AND BURNT-OFFERINGS. BY THE VERY REV. EVAN said, Consecrate yourselvs to-day· to the Lord, even
greediness for power are, as with every species of
DAVIES (MYFGR MORGANWG) D. D., L.L.D., ARCH DRUID
animals, the mightiest spurs to action, the sources of
every man upon his son, and upon his brother; that
OF GREAT BRITAIN-.
agreement and disagreement, the rising and falling
he may bestow upon you a blessing this day." (Ex.
TRANSLATED BY MORION B. 0.
of nations. Unselfish virtue, eternal right, and inxxxii, 27, 29).
destructible truth are more imagined than recognized
The redemption of the first-born was a later idea,
But if Jehovah represented the sun only in his
and taken to heart. Their names resound in the attributes of light and life of the world, creator and the Paschal Lamb, and the heifer and yearling
school-rooms without always penetrating the being and sustainer of all, their idea of deity would hav upon the feast of the Covenant were instituted about
of the teacher. And he who with holy zeal would been the sublimest in the world, and more adapted the time of Josiah or Hezekiah in accordance with it.
dare to profess them would soon become a laugh- to the ideas in vogue among religious people of to- And to confirm these changes, and to show authority
ing-stock for the bystanders, the victim of general day. But as the darkness and gloom of winter and for them, a pretense was made that the original book
insanity. That W!J,S thy fate, Jesus Christ, thou only, death are mixed or composed with it, they under- of the law had been found in the treasury of the
thou high one ! Thou wast misapprehended by tty stood him to be the veritable king of terrors. The temple, buried beneath the accumulated treasures of
enemies, but still more by thy followers up to this idea is the same as Chronos, Saturn, Baal, Moloch, ages,* by Hilkiah the priest.
day.
As no one had ever heard of such a book before,
El, Zeus, Jupiter, Siva, Maha, Deva, and Jehovah,
Yet altogeter too painful for me was the gloomy who alternates as a benign and malefic being; hence not even a tradition of its existence, it is probable
present. I longed for the nobler and more perfect. the confusion as to which the sacrifices were really that it was an invention of Hilkiah and other reIn life's period of sparkling fancy it could not be intended for.
formers, who wished to elevate their religion to a
otherwise, but that I built for myself a more beautiProbably human sacrifice of children, especially the higher standard. Upon this authority, therefore,
ful world, in which virtue, right, and truth embraced first-born, was customary among the Jews during the king proceeded to abolish all other sects in the
each other, and sensuality transplanted there its most of the time they held sway in Palestine, and land, and tomake Jehovah worship supreme.
sweetest emotions.
This was not the first attempt at suppressing human
later on, than is generally thought.
There were as many names to this deity as there sacrifices, for we find in Ex. xiii, 12, 13 ("That
were sects, and each sect hated the others as unbe- thou shalt set apart unto the Lord all that openeth
CHAPTER V.
lievers, but the most fanatic and violent were the the matrix, and every firstling that cometh of a
The ruins of the immense amphitheater at Nismes, Jews. All others were accursed and children of beast which thou hast; the males shall be the Lord's.
the old magnificent monument of Roman grandeur, Belial in their estimation, and worthy of death. And And every firstling of an ass thou shalt redeem with
were my favorit retreat. When I walked through if any other sect should prosper they beat their a lamb; and if thou wilt not redeem it, then thou
the high-arched corridors between the gray pillars, drums and sounded .the alarm of war, prophesying shalt break his neck: and all the first-born of man
or looked down upon the grand ruins from the ele- destruction in the name of Jehovah, who could only among thy children shalt thou redeem.") and
vated attic, then it seemed to me as if the spirit of be pacified by their extirpation. And as the J eho- Lev. xviii, 21; xx, 2, 5 ("And thou shalt not let any
majestic antiquity embraced me, and pressed me vah sect were most cruel and fanatic in persecuting of thy seed pass through the fire to Molech, neither
lamenting to its bosom.
in those days, so we find the belienrs in modern shalt thou profane the name of thy God: I am the
Here I loved to tarry, but never without melan- times of this deity ready to do the same. Some of Lord." "Again, thou shalt say to the children of
choly. The remains of races long since perished be- their actions hav been recorded in the Old Testament, Israel, Whosoever he be of the children of Israel, or
came to me a book of history. This magnificent and it is not surprising that they are extolled as vir- of the strangers that sojourn in Israel, that giveth
Roman work the hands of several nations havre- tuous acts when we know that the priests were the any of his seed unto Molech, he shall surely be put
paired. The two half-crumbled towers upon the authors of these books. Many of their learned men to death; the people of the land shall stone him
; attic, solitary piled up masses of stone, without taste were aware of the truth and identity of these dei- with stones.") a clause forbidding it. Though Miand sense ~£ art, were erected by the conquerors of ties, hence we find many of the kings of Judah and cah does not refer to these passages, yet while arguthe Romans, the Goths. And the wooden huts Israel, Solomon especially, tolerating the worship of ing the inefficacy of sacrifice, he allows the claim of
below, in the wide arena, are the dwelling-places of Chemosh, Milcom, Moloch, etc., and the Druidic Jehovah to the first-born. ("Will the Lord be
poor day laborers and workers in factories of our groves were especially a feature of those times (1 pleased with thousands of rams, or with ten thouday. What a change of time and its companions!
Kings xi, 5, 9). Ahaz is said to hav sacrificed his sands of rivers of oil? shall I giv my first-born for
The cry for help of a female here under the arahes son to them (2 Kings, xvi, 3); likewis~. Manasseh (2 my transgression, the fruit of my body for the sin of
one evening scared me out of my dream. It was Kings, xi, 30). J ephthah also sacrificed his daughter, my sol\l? "-Micah, vi, 7). Jeremiah denies that the
already dusk in the corridors. I hurried down the and not one word of blame is laid to him, but it is Lord ever ordained or sanctioned these practices.
steps from the second story, and perceived the form of rather held up as a meritorious example, and much in ("For I spake not unto your fathers, nor commanded
a well-dressed female in the power of a mean, low vogue at that time.
This ~lo?dthirsty God later becomes t~ God of
fellow. The sound of my footsteps made the
*The rule of the modern church is in healing. If any are
scoundrel timid. He disappeared between the pil- the Chr1st1ans. ("And now, because ye hav done sick call in the elders to anoint him with oil and to pray that
lara. A young girl with torn hair sat on a marble all these works, saith the Lord, and I spake unto he may be healed. One of the greatest sins an Israelitish king
block; trembling and beside herself.
you, rising up early and speaking, but ye heard not; committed was to consult a physician instead of the priest of
The worshipers of this god always believed that
"Has any one injured you?" asked I.
and I called you, but ye answered not."-J er. vii, 13. Jehovah.
prayer was more efficacious in warding off pestilence than
She felt of her head. "He was a robber, sir; he "They hav built also the high places of Baal, to cleanliness and hygiene. The pope has insisted upon this rule
has robbed me of my hair ornaments, some set hair- burn their sons with fire for burnt-offerings unto in times of cholera and other epidemics. As an example of this
pins of value, nothing else. I beg you take me Baal, which I commanded not, nor spake it, neither let us cite the gathering of nearly 700,000 pilgrims annually
under your protection. I am a stranger here. came it into my mind. Therefore, behold, the days upon the journey to Mecea, a body of the most filthy and igCuriosity led me awayfrol!l mother and sister. They come, saith the Lord, that this place shall no more norant people in the world, poisoning the atmosphere with the
of nearly 2,000,000 of sheep, whose offal and entrails
await me outside. That fellow was to conduct me be called Tophet, nor, The valley of the.son of Hin- slaughter
are left upon the grouud to rot under the blazing sun of that
back out of this wide labyrinth, and he led me into nom, but, The valley of slaughter."-Jer. xix. 5, 6. climate. Here is the grand starting-point of the cholera epi•
this remote place."
"They sacrificed unto devils, not to God i to gods demic which periodically decimated Europe and Asia,

g{~anslations.
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them in the day that I brought them out of Egypt, men to clean up and dispose of the offal and refuse; their violation, mus~ pay the extreme penalty, sufferconcerning burnt-offerings or sacrifices. But this that they lived thus, and no pestilence or suffering ing more or less, longer or shorter, according to the
thing commanded I them, saying, Obey my voice, occurred aboard. To any person of common sense, constitutional character of his or her make~up.
and I will be your God, and ye shall be my people; knowing that these things are too demonstrable as
Presidents are safe where Liberalism is tolerated
and walk ye in all the ways that I hav commanded absurdities, such assertions are ridiculous.
for the simple reason that it teaches the largest libyou, that it may be well unto you."-Jer. vii, 22, 23}
erty for each in equal and exact justice to all.
[TO BE CONTINUED1
Ezekiel claims that he did, but it was as a punishTo say the least, this proffer of Gov. Foster is an
insult to common sense; no, I beg pardon, it is in
ment upon Israel. ("Wherefore I gave them: also
Official "Clap-Trap."
keeping with the sense that is much too common; it
statutes that were not good, and judgments whereby
they should not liv. And I polluted them in their
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: is, however, an insult to reason, and that of so flaown gifts, in that they caused to pass through the Gove:ynor Foster of Ohio has telegraphed each gov- grant a nature that we can but draw the inference
fire all that openeth the womb, that I might make ern or in the United States that.as present indications that its object is to catch votes, and is nothing more
them desolate, to the end that they might know that almost assure us that the President will recover from nor leEs than political taffy to tickle and please the
I am the Lord."-Ezek. xx, 25, 26). It is probable the horrible attempt upon his life, it must occur to element that is fast losing their hold on the minds of
that the myth of a ram being substituted for Isaac them and all that it would be most fitting for them the more intelligent, but who yet manage to control
was circulated at this period of reform.*
. . and the governors of territories to issue proclama- a large body of voters who through ignorance or
But as this solitary book of the law found in the tiona setting apart a day for thanksgiving and praise folly cater to the last remnants of a dying superstiGEoRGE LYNN.
temple was lost or destroyed (according to Ezra) at to Almighty God for the blessed deliverance of our tion.
the time of the carrying away captiv into Babylon, President, and for this evidence of his goodness to
it became necessary after a lapse of several score this nation, etc., etc.
The "In:ftdel Pulpit."
years to write out a new Pentateuch and book of the
If it were possible to believe Gov. Foster the aimlaw. This was a grand opportunity to inaugurate a pleton that the letter of this telegram indicates, it
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
better system, and it probably was made use of, and would be positiv evidence that he was born at least It is quite refreshing to drop into Paine Hall on
the doubly so, as a long residence in Babylon had one hundred years too late. If he does not believe Sunday afternoon and listen to George Chainey. No
educated them to a higher conception of the sun-god it, then of course it has a purpose more evident in one among the many Liberal lecturers since the days
and his attributes.
the spirit than the letter.
of Theodore Parker has touched the public heart so
Irenreus and Clement of Alexandria assert that
Does Gov. Foster imagin that any intelligent per- fully as the incumbent of the Infidel ~ ulpit. Since
all the Jewish scriptures were destroyed at the time son believes that God had any special interest in the he began, the large Paine Hall has been filled every
of the captivity and rewritten in the reign of Ar- life or death of James A. Garfield any more than Sunday with eager listeners, and many of the same
taxerxes.
the humblest individual in this or any other land? class hav had to turn away for want of standingRefer tp second book of Esdras, xiv,· 21, 22. He Or that the physical and organic laws of mind and room in the door-ways. Even in these hottest days
complains thus, "Thy law was burnt, and no man matter will be interfered with ·to either take him off of summer, when the orthodox congregations hav
knoweth the works which thou hast done." He then or keep him with us? We think the Ohio governor wilted and gone to the sea-shore, large groups of
prays to be spiritualized, that he might recover, too well posted in matters of science and every-day 0 b- people may be seen going into Paine Hall. The
through inspiration, these lost writings..,-" If I hav servation to believe the least particle of what his reader of the Infidel .Pulpit cannot appreciate the enfound favor in thine eyes, let thy holy spirit descend tetegram in 80 many words affirms. As regards the at- thusiasm of the hearers of the live Infidel talking in
upon me, and I will write all that has been done tempted assassination there should be one universal his pulpit. There is a warm sympathy existing befrom the beginning, so that the people shall know feeling of regret, and in regard to the recovery of the tween the speaker and his hearers, which every now
the way, and it shall be for a guide forever."
President there can but be an equally universal and and then breaks. out into laughter or applause.
Later we find how in a very curious manner he honest desire for his speedy restoration to health.
In the published lectures of the Rev. Blatherskite
was inspired, how God called to him in the field and If lie gets well it will be the result of good nursing, Cook, revised by himself, we hav all the demonstragave him a goblet of water like fire, which he drank, a good constitution, and the simple fact that the tiona retained. All along through these lectures the
and was enabled to dictate for forty days to five wound did not reach one of the most vital parts. sentences are interspersed with "applause," "great
scribes, who took down his words upon tablets of Had the ball lodged in the same part as did that applause," "loud applause," and so on ad nauseam.
box-wood.
sent by Wilke~ Booth, Chester A. Arthur w-ould hav On one occasion, when, according to his logic, he
And upon this slim foundation the authority of the been President ere this, despite the threat of another made it certain that a part of the human race must
Old Testament stands; and every thinking Christian Ohio simpleton (Gen. Stedman). Where then would .go to hades, his audience applauded. They were
should read Ezra carefully to see how the Penta- Gov. Foster's thankfulness come in? Would he then really glad that somebody had to go to-hades (new
teuoh's authority stands and what kind of a founda- proclaim for a day in which all the pious could say, version). "Oh! what Modoclil!" I inwardly extion it is for Christianity.
"Amen. ·Thy will be done?"
claimed, and afterward never graced his audience
It is worthy of remark here that the number forty
This kind of official cant was well enough when with my agnostic presence.
is chosen. Why? As it eorresponds with forty men in the mass did not think, and the few thinkers
It is a noticeable contrast between the representayears in the wilderness, forty days' fast, forty hours were IJJ,ade to feel the force of the rack and fagot, tiv of liberty and the exponent of orthodoxy that one
in the tomb; and in the Druidic bardism the logos but in these dafi of liberated science and a " new publishes to the world his own praise, and the other,
is proclaimed forty hours after the sun's descent into version" such stuff is worse than folly. Men and more sensible, does not; that one gets hearty apthe under-world.
women are asking to-day, "If God is saving the plause for hell-fire doctrin, and the other enthusiastic
The barbaric, ignorant, fanatical nature of the President, after such pain and anxiety, in order to approval for his ringing notes of liberty for man,
Jews proves that this God of vengeance and blood show this would it not hav been as well to hav pre- woman, and child. In fact, all of Mr. Chainey's leewas better suited to them. than any other conception vented the shooting, and, better still, to hav kept such tures are battles for liberty. Science will save the
of deity, and, as the author of the Bible, we find an idea out of Guiteau's head, or, for instance, at race, but man must first hav liberty wherewith to
their ideas. embodied in it, hence the scriptures are some time during the two months that he was prac- gain science in his own way and in his own good
valueless for any idea of morality they contain, but tieing to make sure of his mark, to hav given a sud- time.
they are an indication of the habits of those who den turn to the pistol and let the ball giv the assasLiberty, humanity, science, and fellowship are
compiled them. We. find the gods who had been sin his quietus?" Some go even 80 far as to say per- the watch-words of all his lectures. In tearing away
incarnated by the myth-makers ages previous haps God used this method to start the big subscrip- the rags of superstition the speaker never fails to
adopted by them as their forefathers, and the gods tion!
point out the grand possibilities which lie in the fuand goddesses of the myths, and their actions comThe plain truth is that all this religious clap-trap ture pa~hway of the race. The people who come to
piled as veritable history.
does more to bring the religion of the mind and hear Mr. Chainey are of all shades of opinion, but in
In this enlightened age, what value can be at- heart into disrespect than all other influences. Think the one thing, liberty; they are a unit.
taohed to writings of authors who hav shown them- of it! God violating his own laws to save a servant
To a stranger in the city this audience presents a
selva to be so childish and ignorant of natural law of the people, and caring nothing for the hundreds novel appearance. Many of the auditors sit reading
and phenomena, and of such immoral and brutish and thousands that are continually passing from life newspapers for some twenty minutes before the leetendencies, and who wrote carelessly, if not wilfully through bodily destruction.
ture begins. Others are chatting sociably with one
deceiving the. people of that age and ages long after?
A very short time after the President was shot a and another. Conspicuous among the newspapers
They assert that some ef their ancestors saw God large number of men, women, and children, while en- that are read may be seen the Boston Investigator,
face to face, spoke to and heard him speak in a joying the festivitili/s of the Fourth of July in Mia- which has thrown hot shot into the enemy's camp
human voice; that he ate veal and cakes and melted souri, were slaughtered by wholesale through drink- for more than fifty years.
butter like any other mortal with Abram; that thj;l ing a spurious lemonade made of some poisonous
Taken as a whole, the people here assembled do
waters of the Red Sea and the Jordan piled up on acid. Quite a number died, and a hundred others not look as if they knew anything whatever of the
either hand to make a path for their fathers through were in great bodily pain and danger. Where was holy Sabbath day, and what is more, they do not
them; that more than two million people, with their God then? Where were the symathies and indigna- seem to be a God-fearing people, but are neverthecattle, etc., lived in the desert of Sinai a whole year; tion of this great-hearted people? Echo answers, less as attentiv and intelligent as any other audience
that an ass spoke to Balaam; that the sun and moon Where? Since then quite a number were killed by in Boston, the Hub of the universe. The lecturer
stood still at the command of Joshua; that Jonah, a the ·caving in of a tunnel in Cincinnati, Ohio, and on naturally draws this class about him, and from his
Jew, lived in the belly of a fish three days and the same day a mother and babe. were killed by auspicuous beginning bids fair to build a society
nights without oxygen; that three Jews were cast lightning. On the 15th inst. New Albany, Minn., which shall sustain him in his great work of lecturing
into a furnace and came forth unsinged, unhurt; and othor places were wrecked and injtfred by a to many thousands throughout the country. It is
that the world is six thousand years old, and four cyclone. Words flash from the East that one hun- greatly encouraging to him and the many Liberals
thousand years only hav elapsed since the repopula- dred men and girls were burnt in open day in a interested in his endeavors that hilil printed lectures
tion of the earth commenced; that Noah, his family, barn in Russia for simply refusing to work (for in the Infidel Pulpit are greatly in demand, and that
and specimens of all the wild and domestic animals nothing, most likely). Now it strikes us that if God their circulation is steadily increasing from week to
in existence were saved in an ark of less capacity than ever steps aside to save any person or persons, a lit- week.
W. S. BELL.
an ordinary ship of to-day, and that they had only tle well-directed lightning on that brutal mob would
one small window in the top for light and ventila- hav been a cause for thankfulness on the part of
Kansas Sphitnalists' Grove Meeting.
tion; that they floated at the mercy of winds and those poor men and girls at least.
As Liberalists we are thankful that our teachings
waves for twelve months; that there were only four
The Spiritualists of the Solomon Valley hold their
do not breed Guiteaus; such parties graduated from annual State Grove Meeting at Idlewild Grove, near
*It is tl'Ue that a traitor to country and kin, a malicious the other shops, and prove they take in just such Cawker City, on August 5th to 15th inclusiv. Able
wa~ deemed worthy of t .~r
murderer and an iiTeclaiJuable · thief,
speakers from abroad are expected. A good test
..,., d tu d s u.u as Gevernor F os t er sen d s b y t e1egram.
death , and was deemed a fit subJect t o be cut Oll
an re rne
W
· h d
th
·
f
d
·1
to .A.bred to commence his progressiv course aBew. Hence
e glv ee to e vmce o .reas~n, an aval our- medium from Chicago will be in attendance during
arose the idea that the Druids were guilty of sacrificing men. ,selva of every adv~n~e step m 11mence, and every the meeting. There will be good music, vocal,
Occasionally 1hey were burnt as a fiery baptism to purify them, element of truth W1thm our reach and comprehen- instrumental, and martial, and perfect arrangements
water being deemed of no avail, and by their own requests to sion.
for dancing every day. Board can be had for $3.50
The God we worship (if any) is in harmony with per week at a large boarding-house, and meals at 25
obtain Enaid vadhen (soul forgivness) and to mitigate their
punishment in the future existence. '.!:he Bull's Eludd and fi d d ... 1
bl 1
· f
· h 1 · lf
Elgan were not deemed atoning samifices, but symbols of the xe an u.ua tera e aws; lD act, lB t e aw 1tse ; cents per meal. Reduced rates on the Missouri
sun's zodiacal positions. Eludd was killed, roasted, and eaten and a man or woman who, whether through causes over Pacific railroad and all connecting lines. For further
upon Christmas day with bread.
which they hav or hav not control, falls in the line of particulars address L. H. Moody, Burr Oak, Kansas.
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·flourish; but if too many of yon are careless and let
the paper run on for months and months unpaid for,
it necessarily produces hard times hQre at headquarD. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
ters.
A large number of you are very prompt to remit
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $ti.OO PER YEAR.
for the paper when your subscription expires, while
The largest a:nd cheapest Radical Journal puhlished in Europe other large numbers of yeu seem perfectly content
or America, IXJ1ltaini71{! nearly seven hundred square indz.es rrwre to let it run on. Month after month passes by, and
even years of arrearages pile up. Even at this moof readi71{! matter than ooy other jQUrna}, of its kind.
ment thousands of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEK·
ER are owing for the paper and hav been for many
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 6, 1881. months. This inevitably causes hard times and' great
anxiety here. The paper costs so much to get out
A Parting Word.
that it is vitally necessary that every person should
DEAR FRIENDS L'iD READERS : My last hours in pay for it promptly.
I was a good deal in debt, and these debts I hav
America for a year hav arrived. Even at this mobeen
trying to pay off, so that while away the business
ment the boilers are being heated to make the power
to take me from these loved shores. Before your need not be under the sheriff's charge. I will hav to
eyes can fall upon these lines I will be more than a take a good deal of money with me to meet the exthousa.nd miles away, upon the bosom of the broad penses of this long tour, so it is impossible for me to
leave a large amount of money on hand in the treasAtlantic.
I leave my home on this long journey with feel- ury. But money will be needed every week to the
ings both of joy and of sorrow-joy, because so tune of $250 at the very lowest estimation.
Friends, will you see that this sum is sent in? As
many dear friends all over the country hav wished
me to go, because they hav kindly contributed the a parting word may I request those who are in armeans to defray my expenses, and because I know I rears to remit the same 't You can all see when your
hav their esteem and their blessing ; but sorrow at subscription expires by noticing the tab on your
parting with my faithful little wife for so long a papers, and if you will all keep the date ahead intime, from my many friends, and my dear pet, THE stead of letting it get way behind, happiness and joy
will reign in THE TRUTH SEEKER office, and it canTRUTH SEEKER.
I hav from week to week communed with the not fail. All, my friends, rests with you, and I bethousands of my readers and patrons; I hav given lieve the main part of you will perform your duty
you my honest thought, and my earnest wishes, and faithfully.
Those who send in orders for books also contribI hav day after day read the kind letters which many
of you hav sent in to_ me, a!ld I h!l'v felt you breath- ute to the prosperity of the business. Every book
ing upon me true friendship, whwh_ has cheered me sold helps to meet the expenses. There are lots,of
on in the labor I hav been performmg and has sus- books on hand here, and 'the world is suffering for
tained me when the shafts of malice hav been hurled the want of them. It is desirable that the world
at me. This inflow is for a time interrupted, and may speedily hav them and thus eBable us to get up
·
the communication between us must be temporarily more.
Letters, money orders, etc., may be addressed to
deranged, but only temporarily. I shall feel that I
hav your sympathy and that your remembrance and and made payable to myself as heretofore.
I will be glad while on my wearisome journey to
good desires will accompany me throughout all my
weary journey around the planet on which we dwell. receive letters from friends at home. Friendly let..
I count myself most fortunate in the great number ters always cheer me.
Till the 20th of September I may be addressed
of warm and true friends whom I can claim and who
are scattered all over this fair country of ours. The care of George Standring, No. 8 Finsbury st., Lonmanner in which you hav sustained me for years in don, E. C., England. For the two succeeding months
the feeble efforts I hav been making, and this enter- care of TB.omas Cook & Son's Tourists' office, J ernprise in which I am now embarking-a tour around salem, Palestine. Other directions will be given in
the world with the money sent in from the better time. I will let you hear from me often, and I will
part of a thousand friends-make me proud in the be glad to hear often from you.
And now, dear friends, I must say the sad words,
extreme. I call it a ,qrand thing-a mark of true
"Good-bye." May nature's choicest blessings reand trusting friendship.
Probably! will travel fully thirty thousand miles main with you while I am away. May health, prosbefore any of you see me again, but I shall feel that perity, serenity, and peace of mind be and abide with
you accompany me in spirit and memory, and this you now and evermore so long as life endures.
A hearty good-bye to each and every one of you.
assurance will make me happy and joyous in the
Sincerely yours,
D. M. BENNETT.
work I hav to perform, the same as your memory
and sympathy cheered and sustained me when the
walls of the prison confined me. I love you and
Off for Around the World.
thank yon for your continued sympathy and friendVery few travelers hav had a more auspicious beship. I thank you for your support in the time of
need and trial. I am sure no man in America has ginning to their journeyings than was vouchsafed to
warmer and truer friends than myself, and no man Mr. Bennett. The rectlption on the Sunday 17vening
appreciates friends and sympathy more than· I do. previous was enthusiastic, and the words of cheer
May we ever be united in the bonds of fraternal and goodspeed spoken were warm and heart felt.
esteem, and may good resolves to do our duty under The parting on the steamer was no less warm. The
all circumstances unceasingly nerve us on in the early hour at which the boat sailed precluded many
from participating in the final farewell, but about
performance of the work that still lies before us l
I hope I may enjoy the long journey I am undertak- forty friends were not to be deterred from a hearty
ing; but it is not exactly a protracted holiday I am shake of the hand and cheerful expressions of interest
to take. Much work lies before me, and many days in the enterprise. Among those present we noticed
and hours of close labor to perform. I shall not cut Daniel E. Ryan, Dr. 'and Mrs. Kinget, T. C. Leland,
the wires which join us together, but shall send in Dr. Foote, Jr., Mrs. Briggs, Mrs. C. A. N. Smith,
the dispatches from the various parts of the world I Miss Anna Knoop, E. C. ()hamberlin, T. F. Leslie,
visit with as much regularity as possible. I shall Henry Stone, and many others whose names we
endeavor to keep you advised of what I see and meet would giv if we knew them.
The Ethiopia, of the Anchor line, is a stanch
with worthy of your attention, and I trust you will
follow me in all my wanderings with some degree of boat, with superior accomodations, and eme end of
her large saloon was crowded with those who had
interest.
I beg your forgivness for all the shortcomings and assembled. No formal or set speeches were indulged
defects that I hav been guilty of. Many of you hav in, but the friends spoke that which came from their
written letters to me which I wished to reply to, and hearts, and which was more appreciated than any
intended to do so, but time seemed to be lacking number of formal speeches. As early as half-past
Many of you hav sent commu~ications for my paper seven the assembling begun, and friends continued to
which I gladly would hav laid before my readers, arrive eV'en after the lines were cast off and the
but the want of room has been the great impedi- gang-plank hauled ashore. We were proud to see
ment. I crave your indulgent consideration for all among the number many prominer.t Liberals and
this. "The spirit is willing, but the flesh is weak." some of New York's best citizens. When Mr. BenI commend, dear friends, to your kind considera- nett was espied coming down the pier he was hailed
tion during my absence my faithful little wife, who with joy, and walked aboard to hav his hand seized
will remain in THE TRUTH SEEKER office in my ab- and shaken with a vigor that must hav made the
sence and do all she can to keep THE TRUTH SEEKER muscles ache. After a little time was spent on deck
and its business in action; and also my trusted the party adjourned to the saloon and devoted the
and worthy assistant, Eugene M. Macdonald, who short time remaining to congratulation over the sucwill be editor and manager while I am away. I cess of the enterprise that is to giv us a true history
am sure both of these persons will be faithful in of the world, and to regrets that in order to obtain it
the performance of their duty, and send the we shall hav to part for a time with one of the ablest
bright, smiling TRUTH SEEKER to you every week and hardest-working of our leaders. Mr. Bridges
freighted with the treasures of truth and reason. came in for his share of kind words and goodspeeds.
Yes these will do their part faithfully, and it re- Although acquainted with him but one short week,
mai~s to be seen whether you will all do yours equal- we know that in him Mr. Bennett has a traveling
ly well. THE TRUTH SEEKER is a large and expensiv companion who could not well be spared. The time
paper, a!ld its _weeklY: bills_ are heavy. If ~ll. are seemed very short till the bell rang for " all ashore
·.faithful m ma.kmg their remittances as subscriptiOns who are not going," and as the crowd moved slowly
.fall due, there is little doubt but that the paper will out from the saloon to the gang-plank the handshak-
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ing was repeated, and as many words said as could
be crowded into the time. Reluctantly we left him,
feeling that though his absence was a highly creditable one, and one which ought to make us rejoice, it
was still hard to bear, Several times were the last
words said, and it was not till the officers of the ship
gently urged us all ashore that we left t~e deck for
the pier, where all assembled to s~e the lines cast off
and the vessel leave. As the engmil started· and the
screw revolved, and the vessel walked out into the
stream, we all went to the end of the pier. The two
voyagers stood by the rail waving their adieux, and
three cheers were proposed for Mr. Bennett ~nd
given with a vigor that made the steamboat officials
on the dock open their eyes. Three more were given
for Mr. Bridges,' and as the echoes died away the
ship went on out. of _hearing and the voyage 'Y"as
fairly begun. That Its progress and completiOn
may be as auspicious as its beginning is, we feel
sure, the earnest ,wish of every friend and Liberal
in the country.

Parton's Life of Voltaire.
IV.-L'INF.AlllE .AND ITS WAR WITH HUMANITY.
There is a touching passage on page 480 of Vol. II.
which reveals in the aged Voltaire one real source of
his power and the love that is still cherished for
him.
A man and wife had done great harm to this village of workmen and were about to be arrested and
punished. They came to the patriarch of Ferney,
threw themselvs at his feet in despair, crying and
protesting their repentance. M. de Voltaire was so
much moved that he could not restrain his tears, and
knelt himself to lift them up, saying to them: "Go
upon your knees before God, and not before me, who
am only a man .• Away with you l I forgiv you I
and do so ho more."
The most distinguished man of Europe, the author
with the most prodigious reputation ever enjoyed by
a man in his own lifetime, knelt to lift up the repentant and the despairing! This was the quality of
his heart that made him stand as a bulwark between l' Iriftime and the oppressed and its suffering
victims, and right nobly did he in this way earn the
lasting gratitude of all who love their kind. No
chapters of his life will keep his memory greener
than his conflicts with the inhumanities of The In-

famous.
But we refer to the above incident to illustrate
that the instinct of humanity was the primal motiv
in Voltaire's heart. It is true that he exposed and
sought redress for the cruelties and injustice of the
Infamous as one effectiv means of crushing it. But
the first impulse that moved him to this work of opposition was the impulse of love for his fellow-men.
After years of contest in the Calas case, after he had
aroused all Europe into indignation until the public
opinion of the world compelled the French king and
judges to do justice to the family of the murdered
father, we find him writing thus:
"My dear brother, there is, then, justice upon the
earth ! There is, then, such a thing as humanity l
Men are not all wicked rascals, as they say l
"
.
We shed tears of emotion, little Calas
and I. My old eyes furnished as many as his. It
is philosophy alone that has won the victory. When
will it be able to crush all the heads of this hydra ?"
Such were his real motivs. He espoused the
cause of humanity against the Inf'amous from pure
noble, human motivs, and not from the love of oppo:
sition or of victory. Few passages in history or
fiction can equal Mr. Parton's· chapter!! on Voltaire's
defense of the Calas fal!lily. Few, we believe, can
read it without tears, ending in joy at his triumph.
We thought to transfer the whole story to our column!!, but space forbids; besides, that case is so
famous that we take a shorter one, not so well
known, that of Chevalier de laBarre, which will be
found in our last issue.
It is only by reading case after case of this kind
that we begin to realize the immense and priceless
services that Voltaire rendered to human progress.
It was indeed he who lifted Europe out of the dark
ages. Their ignorance, stupidity, and cruelty remained embodied, not only in the church, but in the
very laws of the state. There was no trial by jury
and torture and hearsay evidence made the la.,;
chiefly an instrument by which superstition, prejudice, and selfishness wreaked their vengeance both
upon the innocent or guilty. No one was safe
against an adroit accuser. Voltaire, in the interests
of humanity, took up the fight against this whole
system of legal outrage. He spent his time, labor
influence, and money without stint to expose its in:
justice and cruelty in case after case. So numerous
were they that finally Mr. Parton tires of ev.en
enuiii.erating _them. lie ~a used his royal pupils, the
great FrederiCk of Prussia and the great Catharine
of Russia: to abolish torture and to revise their
criminal laws into something like justice and de·
cency. His friends Tlll'got and Necker, in France,
were sustained by the public opinion of Europe
which he had created in doing the same in France:
though he did not quite liv to see full results. He
made the Inquisition and the Calvinists ashamed of
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their cruelties, or, if not, he made them feel that the abandon your nativ country [Switzerland], then turned out to be a careful reading of the entire book.
world looked upon them with shame and horror.
come to me."
·
It was almost impossible forme to lay down the work
How could he do this? By bringing into the fore-- They finally were compelled to come, but won- long enough to eat my meals until I had finished
ground ~ new power-the interest~ and feelings of dered what he could do With them or for them. He reading this most remarkable volume. No wonder
Humamty as greater and ·more real than their petty used them to found "a city in the desert," and soon that the " Elements of Social Science" has reached
gods and dogmas and imaginary salvation ! He made Geneva see what she had lost and what France its eighteenth edition. This fact shows that there
rose to the position of the prophet of the coming and Voltaire had gained by their stupid injustice. are at least a few thousand. of men and women in
kingdom of Man; He would cry out in horror and The capital he advanced was easily repaid by the England and America who know a good book when
indignation, so that all Europe must hear, when the workmen, who became themselvs interested in the they see it. No work upon social science is calcuinnocent children of man were crushed and burned results of their own skill and labor. They formed a lated to do so much good as this. Suffering humanby the Infamous Monster. He insisted· that tor-· model village under their own laws· and the guidance ity is under an everlasting debt of gratitude to Bro.
ture, hearsay evidence, and blind laws under which and protection of their benefactor. "He was ailored Bennett for its republication in this country. Let
these were allowed should come to an end. He in- by his colonists," we read, and it is hard to .blame every reader of THE TRUTH SBEKER send for it.
sisted upon the safeness of toleration, and the inher- them for this kind of adoration. Life would .hav
Hastily, but earnestly yours,
E. C. WALKER.
ent goodness of mankind, if treated with anything been a sorry fate to most of them without him. The
like fairness, decency, and justice. This has been the ways in which he introduced them and their w.atches
A GOOD opportunity for the friends of Liberalism
faith of every really great man who has ever lived. and woven work to Europe are amusing enough. The to help on the cause is now presented. Mr. Bennett's
This spirit inspired the prayer with which he closes pleasantry and poetry by which he obtained some letters from around the world will be an ~xtra inhis history of the Calas case. It seems' to us one the grer&t lady's shoe, so as to insure fitting. stockings; ducement for people to subscribe. Many who are
most exquisit '·'Positivist" prayers ever uttered. In the watch that went next to royalty itself as an ad- not yet fully free from church control will want to
it we see opened the very heart of Voltaire !
vertisment, are\ instances of his tact. Never did a read them, and with them they will also get much
"May those who light candles at noon to celebrate colony hav such a patron at home or such a "drum- Liberal reading that cannot fail to open their eyes.
thy worship tolerate those who are content .with the mer" abroad. In a few years their wares went tG We hav an elegant poster in two colors, which will we
light of thy sun. May those wh() cover their gar- every part of the civilized world, · Their business mail free to all who write for them, and which will
ments with white linen when they say that God ought success was indisputable. Nor less was their com- be a great aid to agents. The subscription list ought
to be loved not hold in detestation those who say fortable aad peaceful livelihood secure. They had to double during the next year. No such opporthe same thing in a mantle of black wool. May it been of different faiths, b1,1t they now dwelt together tunity of getting a truthful history of the world and
be h{lld equal to adore thee in a jargon formed of an as brothers. We read:
so much Liberal reading matter was_ ever presented
ancient tongue, or in a jargon of more recent origin.
"When a Catholic was sick, Protestants went to before. We hope everybody will take advantage
May those whose coat has been dyed red or violet, take care of him, and in their turn received from of it.
who dominate over a little portion of the dirt of this him the same assistance. It was the fruit of the
IT is in order now to send for the Bennett-Mair
world, and who possess some rounded fragments of principles of humanity which M. de Voltaire had ina certain metal, enjoy without pride what they call culca~ed in his works, and, particularly, in· his discussion, "What Objections to Christianity?" The
grandeur and riches, and may others behold them treatis upon tolerance. He always said that men book is in press and will· be out just as soon as we
can get it. It makes nearly a thousand pages, and
without envy; for thou knowest that there is not in are brothers, and he proved it by facts."
thesevanitiesanythingreallyenjQyable, nor anything
Of course he was was greatly pleased with his will be sold for the low price of $1.50. Mr. Mair
worthy to swell with pride a human. heart.
success as the vindicator of the outraged, and as the is one of the ablest defenders of Chrit~tianity we
" May all men remember that they are brothers! protector of the refugees and colonists. But he never ever read, butwe think it must be conceded that all
May they hold in horror the tyranny e~ercised over boasted of it, and had the most graceful ways of his points are more than fully met and overthrown
souls! May they look with execration upon the turning off ~he compliments that rained upon him. by Mr. Bennett. Those who hav read it in the
brigandage which ravishes by force the fruits of It was "philosophy alone" that had succored the paper will want a copy for permanent preservation,
labor and peaceful industry! If the scourge of war victims of "the hydra," as we saw above in the case and those who hav not will wish it to see what can
is unavoidable, let us not hate one another, let us not of Calas. But when Madame du Deffand exulted be said for Christianity, and why the system is not
tear one another to pieces, in time of peace; and let ?ver t~e success of h~s colony he replied with in~m one calculated to benefit-mankind.
us employ the moment of our existence in blessing Itable Irony, "All this I hav done from pure vamty.
equally, in a thousand different languages, from Siam God, as we are a.ss~ed, made all things for his own
WE would call the attention of our friends to the
to C~~o.lifornia, thy bounty which has given us that glory; we must Imitate him as far as we can."
excellent lithograph of the voyager around the world
moment."
This was indeed one of the most wonderful of hu- Vi~J_ich we hav on hand. Many were not satisfied
His life was the illustration and enforcement of man beings! Think of how many nobl<es and men with the small photographs, and to accommodate
this prayer. His estate at Ferney was called and of greater ~ell:lth a.nd power the~e were in Europe. those Mr. Bennett has been to considerable expense
became literally "a refuge for the oppressed." B.ut only this mvahd, who some~Imes scarcely left to prepare this excellent representation. It is lifeWhat shall we say of a "religion" that curses a his ~ed for thre~ days, felt .an~ d~d the duty of en- size, on heavy paper, and will be mailed, secure
no?lmg, p~otectmg, and vmdiCatmg Man. as. Ma'l!'. against breakage, for 50 cents.
roan of whom Mr. Parton writes in this way?
" The patien_ ce, the skill, the tender generous This he did when all that success can giv m this
compassion, with which Voltaire labored, first, for world was his. "Who," said Herder when Goethe
THE Liberal, of Liberal, Mo., has had to change
the restoration of ruined families, and, afterward assumed charge of things at Weimar, " can with- to a monthly for lack of financial support. We are
for the reform of the criminal procedure which stand the disinterestedness of this man?" In our sorry to see the change, but it is a fact that Liberal
had unjustly condemned them, has never been next we shall see who coul~ do it, ~nd why. it was papers. are not supported as~well as they ought to be
equaled smce man first became capable of pitying needful for Mr. ~arton to write.the life of· this man considering the number of Freethinkers in the counhis fellow. In doing this high and great duty, he be~ore t~e dark mght of detr~ctwn and oblivion had try. Mr. Walser says he has been running his littl~
ennobled and purified himself; his later letters ex- veiled him hopelessly from VIew.
T. B. W.
paper at a loss of from $800 to a $1,000 a year.
hibit to us a better and 'broader man than those of
hili earlier years; The time will come when the
THE Miss Blood who man-ied Lord Campbell in
Book Notices.
twenty volumes of the writings of his old age will
England is no relation to the notorious Victoria
furnish texts, chapters, volumes, for the nourishment VoLT!lRE IN ExiLE. Translated from the French of Benja- Woodhull, as at first reported. A nice little newsmin Gastineau, of Paiis. In paper covers, 75 cents; in
of humane principles in young and old. The lesson
paper story is thus spoiled.
cloth, $1.00; postage included.
they teach is that injustice to any man wron,qs and
imperils every man, and that we should alljeel it as
We hav now in press this very interesting wor.k.
H. L. GREEN will lecture in Belvidere, N. Y., on
if it had been dealt to ourselvs. With the utmost It contains a vivid account of the life of Voltaire Sunday, August 7th. Subject, "Christianity and
convenient brevity I will mention a few instances of during hi~ exile from his nativ country, including the
his interference on behalf of those who came to im- most interesting incidents of his life, with selections Freethought contrasted."
--------~~------plore the aid of the savior of Madam Calas and her from his poems. The work had a great run in Paris
CoURTLANDTPAL:r.nm, EsQ., will read a paper at the
children."
and should hav here. Many orders are hoped for.
Hornellsville Freethinkers' Convention entitled, "A
Let us now turn to a,nother and a barely less imTemple to Humanity."
portant part of his services to his f,ellow men. He DESIGN IN NATURE. Replies to the Christian Gi.tardian and
was a promoter of what may be called cooperativ
Ch?'istian Advocate. By Allen Pringle, of Selby, Ontario.
"THE DARWINS" and " John's Way" are excellent
Price 10 cents. For sale at this office.
industry.
~
books.
M. E. BILLINGS.
He was one of the first to practically show how to
Mr. Pringle is a clear, able, and forcible writer,
protect the fruits of labor and peaceful industry, and those will bear witness who hav read the numerPersonal.
from brigandage and exploitation. He built over a ous articles he has written. In this little pamphlet
W.
F.
Jamieson
has
been speaking at Burr Oak,
hundred houses for refugee workmen at Ferney, and he makes cogent replies to the unfair and canting
Michigan,
and
Orland,
Indiana, and is advertised
from them established a kind of cooperativ colony of criticism of two orthodox journals.
for Centerville and South Haven, Michigan. For
watchmakers and weavers which was in all respects
grove meetings and lecture: courses address him at
successful, and of which the good effects remained
ANGEL oF HoREB. A. critical review of Biblic<tl In- Albion, Michigan.
as late as 1824, and even to this day. It came about THE spiration
and Divinity. By M. B. Craven. Price 10
in this way:
cents. Sold at this office.
That "Beautiful Picture."
In 1765, his neighbor, the little republic of GenThose who hav read the :,writings of Mr. Cr11ven
FRIENDS AND LIBERALS: I hav received one of the
eva, Calvin's Geneva, in a small way, rehearsed the
French Revolution. The "noble council," the Bour- will not need to be told of the excellency and terse- " beautiful" pictures of our friend Bennett, and I iike
geois, and the (,lommon people (" nativs "), could' not ness of this style. He uses strong and convincing it so well I want them scattered in every home where
agree, or rather the latter would not agree to be arguments, and knows how to place them to the best our TRUTH SEEKER is read and loved. I feel as
robbed. Voltaire had lived among them before he advantage and where they will tell the moot e:lieet- the pagans of old did when they had they their gods
established Ferney, and, when appeale-d to by the ivly.
in their own houses.
I look up from. my reading, writing, or sewing,
pe·ople, did all he could, by his inimitable tact, to
"Elements of Social Science."
and the mild, pleasant, and cheedul face of my
reconcile their differences and to secure their rights.
He failed because· there were a few rascally nobles
To THE READERS OF 'l'IIE TRUTH SEEKER: Hav you deity is right before me. Mr. Slenker comes in and
who, as he said, were "good for nothing but to be read the above work, published by D. M. Bennett? If says, "Good morning, friend Bennett," and we all
thrown into the lake."
.
you hav not, send for it at once and peruse one of feel as if he was one of the family. I hav a great
The nativs, between the " nobler" factions, were the most profound, thoughtful, sincere, and valuable many pictured faces, but there is none that seems
wronged and exploited without stint.
Voltaire works ever written. It is a book which should be in quite as near what I could worship as a god as this
said to them, "My friends, you are not unlike those the hands of every man and woman in America. A one of D. M. Bennett standing here on the mantle in
little flying-fish which, out of the water, are eaten few days ago I first sent for a copy of it, not know- its velvet fram~. All the while he is going around
by birds of prey, or else when, they plunge again ing anything of its scope and tendency, its absolute the world he Will be here also. Yes, I am proud of
into the water; are devoured by the larger fish."
fidelity to nature, of its author and his fearless truth· it, and I know you would be tuo if you had one just
He told them repeatedly in words they could not speaking. In due time I received the work. I set like it. It is by far the be~t one I hav seen of him.
fully understand at first, but afterward realized, " If myself to a cursory inspection of its six hundred I always want to share my Joys, and hence these few
the hardness of your masters compels you .to clearly-printed pages. But the " cursory inspection" words to you.
· ELMINA.
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to the condition of pastoral simplicity, before men will generally be indicativ either of the flush which
hav come to know good from evil to the extent that the moon casts upon the clouds in sett~ng and ,rising
lcitntift~.
they learn it in the busy world-the. populous E~pt or of the sun. The reason the moon Is emblematic
of life, where industries are diversified and society of barrenness or virginity is the correspondence be.
tween the ~onthly periods of the moon and those of
The Pyramid of Gizeh.-Continued.
is complex. ·
the virgin or barren woman. The fact that the
Let
us
descend
a
moment
from
the
great
pyramid,
THE RELATION OF ANCIENT EGYPTIAN CIVILIZATION TO THE
so expressiv of the endless toil an~ endeavor of kings of Gerar and Egypt fell in love with Sarah in
HEBREW NARRATIVS IN GENESIS AND EXODUS, AND THE
her old age indicates that these nations worshiped
RELATIV CLAIMS OF MOSES AND THE PYRAMID TO INSPI- restless civilization, to this pretty little storY: of the moon nearer its setting 01· to the westward of
Eden.
It.
is
described
in
Genesis
as
a
land
of
delight
RATION CONSIDERED.
or of pleasure, watered by a ri'Yer .. Hill countries the nations in which the myth assumed its Bible
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
are drained, not watered, by their rivers, but Egypt form. . The offspring of Sarah is. Yishak or Isaac,
It is probable that the. necessity of resurveying is watered by the Nile. It was, too, the land of the "the bright and laughing one," i.e., the sun. The
their lands every year, owmg to the annual overflow Adamah, of Adam, or the red race, al?-d bears better setting moon is spoken of in the myths of many lanof the Nile, imparted to the Egyptian mind a spe- evidence than any other co11ntry of bemg the land of guages as giving birth to the rising sun. Hagar, the
cial impetus in mathematics lil~e tha~ which_ the ne- Eve or of the mother of both pastoral and agricult- fleeing one, the pursued, the concubine of Abraham,
cessity of _filling ou! c?untry With ra1lro~ds Imparts ural' life. The story says t h at. "from th ~nee, , .2. e., the "deep night sky," represents t,b.e sun not on its
to us in railroad bmldmg. We can ascribe to them after watering this land of delight, the· nver parted bright and cheerful side as it is represented in Isaac,
this special impetus in mathematics, and still remem- into four streams. In no hill country can a river but in its burning and unfriendly aspects when it in- ·
ber that they were plowing the soil with two sticks divide into.four streams. It can only do that at its vades the shepherd's peace with withering power
fastened together by a cord, which, held in on~ posi- delta, where its continual deposits of sediment obl~ge and blasts that which it has no power to bless. As
tion by the laborer, formed a ho~, and held m an- it to form new exits because the old ones are flowmg the hot and scorching sun is to tb.e calm night s'ky,
other position, with oxen to draw 1t, formed a plow. up hill. The name of the ~rs_t riv~r, says Genesis, and sweet but barren solace of the moon, so is the
The arts were far more immature than they were in is "Parting Asunder," that IS It whiCh runs through sudden and fruitful lust for Hagar, the fugitiv, to
the subsequent epoc?s of ~omer and of Dav:id, and the whole land or district of the circle where there the faithful service of Sarah.
the Egyptians of th1s perwd were engaged m com- is gold; and the gold of that land is good; there are
All these myths descend to us from a period near
merce with the inhabitants of the lowermost cities the precious stones and the cameo; and the name of to that of the authors of the pyramids, and may rewhich Schliemann has been uncovering beneath the the second river is" A Stream;" the same is th~t vive in our minds the strong force with which astrasite of ancient Troy, and with the earliest of the which courses through the whole land of burnt faces; logical conceptions ruled the ancient mind. It is but
dwellers in the lake villages of Switzerland, for both and the name of the third river is "Swift. Waters;" recently that the astrological interpretation has been
these classes of far-off ancients are shown to hav that is it which goeth toward the east of Asshur, the given to them. Max Muller, in his earlier writings,
been con·suming the grains ana using the rude manu- red hero, or the sun (whose Egyptian form was has declared that the Hebrew imagination was void
facture~> of Egypt.
Osiris). The names of the fir~t _and third. rivers, of the myth-making spirit. Yet here we find a sysIt is too early in the study of religious science to Pison and Hiddekel, hav a phallic mterpretatwn, and tern of Hebrew mythology developed by a better
trace exactly the relation between Egyptian and suggest the sexual relation, Pison in its feminin and Hebraist than Max M'iiller, which ranges the Hebrew
Jewish ideas at this period. We are beset by the Hiddekel in its masculine aspegt. The story then legends of Genesis into a unique order, having a
difficulty that our Jewish records, though written by says, "and the fourth river is 'Sweet Waters'" mystical fellowship with those of the Aryan races.
people who knew little of Egypt, are wrL~·~u so clearly (Euphrates). Here are three related me~ninge, the
If these interpretations perform no better service,
that we learn • their errors easily. The Egyptian first is mystically sexual, the second may, _m connec- they at least unchain historical criticism and investirecords on the other hand, though written by those tion with the name Adam as the appellatiOn of the gation from the galling fetters of an alleged infalwho k~ew whereof they wrote, are far earlier-be- red race, imply a geographical recogniti?n of Egypt; lible inspiration. They leave us free to perceive that
fore an alphabetic language like that of the !febrews the third is ethical and identifies Eden w1th the shep- the Hebrews, though they thought and talked much
was possible-and hence they wrote their truths herd life of simplicity, where the fruit of the tree of about Egypt, knew very little about it, and that little
very obscurely. Hence it is infinitly easier to learn the knowledge of good and evil had no~ at first b~en not correctly. They never knew the names by which
error from the Hebrews than to get at the truth from eaten. In brief, the legend t~ays that m the begm- the Egyptians called their own c<imntry, viz., Kern,
the Egyptians. Bunsen thought 20,000 years would ning the red race found its perfect delight in love, in or the black·country. The Greeks knew Egypt by a
hav been required to mature the Egyptian hiero- Egypt, and in the simplicity of the shepherd state. name supposed to indicate a suburb of a city in the
glyphic language to. the condition at ~hich hi~tory Then came the thirbt for knowledge. The serpent, delta, viz., Aiguptos; and from the Greeks this name
opens in Egypt, .VIz._,. to tha~ where1~ ~he hiero- which in all mythological languages means tim.e, has come down to us. As if a schooner from Java,
glyphic language Is d1smtegrat1~g and g1vmg w_ay to taught this red race the knowledge of good and evil. putting into the port of New York, might anchor at
the alphabetic. But Hebrew history opens With a How? Through the transition from the simple pas- Jersey City, and in that way the Javans might come
race already possessed of an alphabetical language, toral to the compl~x industrial life. Then this red to know the United States of America by no other
and who never had a hieroglyphic one. So He- race was driven out from the land. of delight, and name than Jersey City. The Jews knew Egypt only
brew history opens after the worship of one god the curse of toil was laid on them. In the sweat of by its Palestinian name of Milzraim. They knew
had developed from polytheism. They seem never their brow should the red race, the Adamah, eat the individual name of no king or Pharaoh of Egypt,
to hav passed through the earlier polytheistic stage. their bread, and Time himself, the serpent that neither of the one who promoted Joseph nor of him
But Egypt went through the whole polytheistic tempted them, should, "like a wounded snake, drag who opposed Moses. The Jews seem to hav carried
his slow length along,'? accursed through the world. out. from Egypt and to hav adopted into the Hebrew
career.
Hebrew life began after iron and brass were
Goldziher finds the names Cain and Abel, sons of language no proper names, no new words, no names
known; Egyptian long prior to those arts. In what- Adam, are the same as the names Tubal Cain and of utensils, or even of places. From the Phrenicians
ever ideas, therefore, the two races share, the Egyp- J a bel, grandsons of Noah, and that in both cases they borrowed even the name of their god Vah-veh;
tians must hav been the teachers. Mr. Osborne, in they typify modes of industry. Cain is the agricult- from the Babylonians they borrowed his other name,
"Monumental Egypt," tries to identify the Adam of ural industry, the sacrificer of the fruits of the El. But when they name places, towns, seas, or
the Hebrews with the ra-Athamah, a sun-god wor- earth, the builder of civilization, the destroyer of gods of Egypt, it is never with Egyptian names, but
shiped by the Egyptians of one of the cities of the the shepherd race, accursed of God, the foe of man, always with epithets to which the Khemites were
delta~also the Noah of the Hebrews, with the Nu, because the introducer of wealth and .of power. strangers.
They enter the country and leave it
or god of the flo~ds, of the Eg_Yptians. S?me o~ tJ:le The legend as a whole, therefore, may tell the story' without discovering a solitary pyramid, or temple, or
legends in Genesis are suggest1v of Egyptian ongm. of the transition of Egypt from that which the Jew- hieroglyph.; the overflow of the Nile never disturbed
The word Adamah is plural, and signifies red men or ish or Chaldean poet thought to be its Eden of early their labors, nor did they ever pam1e in their brickrace. The specification of an individual by his color and simple delight to its epoch of soul-destroying making to descant on its wondrous changes; to-day
indicates that those who so distinguish him are not civilization.
.
the red Nile, anon the white Nile, then suddenly the
of that color. The legend of Adam, therefore, conFar older, according to Goldzih.er, than the myth green and nauseous and deadly Nile, and anon the
cerned a red race, and must hav been first circulated of Adam and Eve is the myth of Abraham, Sarah, blue Nile. The Egyptian civilization, as seen by the
among some people of a different color, either blackJ and Hagar, which he traces through numerous lan- Hebrews, inverted all the common qualities of human
yellow, or white. The Egyptians were red.
guages. To apprehend this we must recall that ele- nature. Egyptian women of high rank fall in love
Goldziher, in his "Mythology of the Hebrews," ment of the early shepherd life in Asia, for this with Jewish men of low degree, without regard to
has treated the myths of Genesis with more philolog- myth is not Ep,yptian but Uhaldaic, when the shep- caste, modesty,' religion, language, race, color, or
ical research than any other author. He holds the herd mind looked upon the night as its period of joy, previous condition of servitude, ~tnd make known
story of Adam and Eve, Eden, Cain, and Abel to for by day the hot sun blasted everything, made their love in obscene places. An Egyptian general
be a myth significant of the wicked triumph of agri- even the movement of flocks impossible, compelling selects a man to preside over an important trust, apculture (Cain) over the sinless pastoral or s4epherd them to cower in the shade or gather in the streams, parently because his religion, language, and blood
life (Abel). There existed ~etween agric~ltural while their owner shrank into his tent and longed all unfit him to perform the trust acceptably. Ananations like Egypt, whose sacrifices were ammal, a for the retum of the cool and benignant night sky, tion having a tremendous and varied assortment of
violent antagonism as to what virtue itself, or ethics the blessed, reviving night· winds, and the high and gods of its own, gets into a panic the moment the
or morals, arose from and ·consisted in. According hallowed companionship of the night stars.
god of little Judea is mentioned. A Pharaoh's
to the shepherd idea, as men grew wealthy and luxOnly those who hav watched the myth-making daughter goes wading around in the Nile after stray
urious throug;h agriculture and its attendant com- process as it ·transforms the day sky into Zeus and babies and bathing with her maids of honor as natumerce and manufactures, they diverged into rich and his sister and wife, the atmosphere, into Juno; the rally as we might suppose that Queen Victoria and
poor, bondmen and masters, a~d thus grew wiser and sun' into Hercules in one country, into Samson in an- her daughters would go wading around in the
wickeder together. The agriCultural races, on the other, and into William Tell in a third; the moon Thames, while they left the duchess of Brunswick on
other hand, became accustomed to buying the ser- into Ion and Diana among the Greeks, and· into the· shore to watch their clothes .. The kings of
vices of the poor, and to the idea-which is the true Jonah among the Phrenicians and Jews, and who by Egypt, like those of Babylon, are occupied in dreammercantil conception-that the morals of the poor patient study hav become satisfied that these trans- ing dreams for Jewish youths to interpret; Belshazare precarious and purchasable. What to the shep- formations are part of the natural play of the poetic zar is duplicated in the Pharaoh; Daniel is duplicated
herd is the fall .of man is to the economist the rise of spirit in man, only such will be prepared to believe: in Joseph and Moses; Babylon is duplicated in
man, and vice versa. Even to-day the poet idea is, that Abraham is the high and starry night sky,, Egypt. The prophets are always propnesying in
"When ignorance is bliss, 'tis folly to be wise."
whose offspring are not only as the stars for number,· prison, and because of their prophecies are immediBut the scientific idea is that ignorance never is bliss but they are the stars in mythical truth and verity; ately made secretaries of state for foreign affairs. It
nor was man ever better or wiser for being ignorant. whose sister and wife, Sarah, is the wandering, the is evidently the Babylonian story thrown backward
Perhaps the ancients did not formulate their idea changing, the princess, ,.the queen .of heaven, the into a more remote antiquity, and made the basis of
more clearly than do the millions to-day who hold moon. The name _Saran is kindred to the n_ame a new n?vel, w_hich. is to giv. di~nity to the orig~n of
that virtue resides in the rural districts and demoral- Astarte, under whiCh the moon was worshiped the Jew1sh natwn, JUSt as VIrgil wrote the 1Ene1d to
ization in cities; whereas, cities are the most intense throughout Asia. In every moon myth the moon is prove that Rome was settled by the fugitiv Trojans.
The Jews could never hav been' captiv in Egypt
form of every nation's life, of its virtues and vices sister and wife of her lord, who is sometimes the day
alike. It is sufficient to know that mankind hav sky or sun, and sometimes the night sky. But she is and gone forth after several hundred years of resialways fought over the question whether solitude or always either absolutely virgin, as in Diana, or, if dence there so utterly ignorant of Egypt as everysociety, simple life or complex life, most promotes D;J.arried, she is barren, except when in her old age, thing in the Old Testament shows them to hav
in setting, she has offspring, which offspring . been. I will not here enter upon an analysis of the
virtue. The Eden story attributes the higher virtue i.
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criticisms which demonstrate that theHebrew books
So he must manufacture Moses out of another with two hundred and fifty thousand leprous Egypcalled "of Moses" had no existence until about the Egyptian story. Here it is. Now watch and see if tian followers, was driven out of the country. I
period 'of Josiah or of David, seven ·centuries after it looks like Moses. He says that "Manetho re- might hav taken this character to be Moses, though
the period assigned in them to Moses. This has been counted, as we hav seen above, that the reign of the he and his followers were all Egyptians, had not
established from the books themselvs.
What I weak, superstitious, and unwarlike son of Ramesses Bllllsen, Ewald, Manetho, Josephus, anil Brugsch all
now call attention to is the fact that Egyptian his· produced a politico-religious cu.tbreak among the looked elsewhere for their Moses.
· tory never heard of Joseph, Moses, or the Jewish people, who were inhumanly oppressed and perseEvery reader must see that neither account.resem. captivity, in any feature or circumstance.
cuted, the consequence of which was an overwhelm- bles the exodus any more than the conquest of MexPhilip Smith, in his preface to Dr. Brugsch-Bey's ing inroad of the Palestinian hordes. In order to ico by Cortes resembles the enslavement of the negro
"Egypt under the Pharaohs," says: "The position clear· the cou~try of the unclean pe~sons, it is stated in the United States. If the Hebrews had ever
and precise office of Joseph, the name, time, and that he collected together all the lepers and incapa- reigned over Egypt they never would ha v forgotten
works of the Pharaoh of the oppression, and the ble persons (i.e., those who were disabled by leprosy) it. If they had ever been in Egypt at all the Egypexodus of the Israelites~ D9W take a definit place in in the quarries on the edge of the Arabian deaert, in tians would never hav forgotten it. Accordinp; to
Egyptian history, and the localities named in script- lower Egypt. There he imposed upon them severe Prof. Piazzi Smyth also (The Great Pyramid, p. 328),
ure are determined by evidence of surprising clear- tasks and privations, and cut them off from all com- "There are not in the hieroglyphics any allusions to ,
ness." Not so~by any means!
munication from the.rest of ~the nation (i.e., the lep- the Israelites through all the times from Joseph to
Brugsch-Bey's book does not justify a line of this rous Egyptians). Influenced by conscience or some Moses," and this he asserts to be "the united voice
statement. The witness does not meet the promises conscientious adviser, he resolved, however, after a of the most learned Egyptologists."
made by the attorney in opening to the jury. Brugsch time to mitigate in some degree their hard lot. With
Sir Isaac Newton became, after the period of menquotes not one line from any monument, papyrus, or this view he assigned them as a residence the city of tal ill health which followed the writing of his
other source that in the remotest way relates to Avaris, which had been deserted !Iince the evacua- "Principia," almost as intensely wrapped up in reJoseph, Moses, or the Jews by any name.
tion of the shepherds, in the time of Tuthmosis III., ligious studies as Swedenborg, after a like period of
He quotes simply from Josephus what Josephus the old city of the enemies of God, on the frontiers mental unsoundness. Despite his great scientific
had quoted from Manet'o, an Egyptian priest and of Palestine. The outcasts, among whom were some and mathematical penetration, he was nearly as
savan, who wrote late enough to know all about the priests, now made preparations for an outbreak. A credulous as John Taylor upon theological dogmas.
Moses story, an account of the Hyksos or shepherd pri~st, Ozaroph (approved by Osiris), of Heliopolis, In his treatis on the "Sacred Cubit of the Hekin~s in these words of Josephus, viz., he says: founded a religious brotherhood or hetaery, based brews" he undertook to connect the Egyptians with
"There was a king called Timaios. In his reign, I upon the abolition of animal worship, ·and conse- the Hebrews, but ended by showing that in the
know not for what reason, God was unpropitious, and quently in direct hostility to the existing system of earliest historical period in Egypt a cubit of 20 7-10
people of low origin from the country of the east the popular and state religion of Egypt. Aware of British . inchet! was in vogue, and that this is the
suddenly attacked the land, of which thAy easily and the persecution which awaited them, they boldly un- cu~it which appears in_ the building of the pyramid,
without a struggle gained possession. They over- dertook to restore the fortifications of the vast city. while the Hebrew cubit was a totally different one
threw those who ruled there, burned down the cities, But not feeling sufficiently secure even with that, of 25 British inches. Newton sU.pposed the entrance
and laid waste the telnples of the gods. They ill- they called in to their assistance the. same s:S.epherds intQ the pyramid and each of its ordinary passages
treated all the inhabitants, for they killed some and which Tuthmosis had e;JCpelled, and seized the oppor- to be two of these profane or Memphian cubits high
carried into captivity others, with their wives tunity of invading the kingdom of Egypt. These and two cubits wide. I am unable to reconcile such
and children. . And they made one from the Palestinians were a nume)."OtlS horde, and they over- a statement with Howard Vyse's and other recent
midst of them king, whose name was Salatis (Saltis ran the land of Egypt from that critical point. measurements, which make the breadth of the enor Silitis). He fixed his seat in Memphis, collected Menepthah collected a large army and went out trance passage, of the first ascending passage, of the
the taxes from. the upper and lower country, and against them;~ but when the attack was about to take passage to the queen's chamber, and of the anteplaced garrisons in the most important places. But place his courage failed him.· He thought, as stated chamber from 41.3 to 41.5 inches, and the bight at
he particularly fortified the eastern boundary, in the Egyptian accounts trap.smitted by Manetho, right angles to the line of inclination a greater
for he foresaw that the Assyrians, then the most that he was entering into contest with the deities figure, variously stated at from 43.7 to 4 7 inches,
powerful people, would undertake to make an attack and would hav them opposed to him, and so retreated and differing slightly as to the different passages,
on his kingdom. When he had found a town very upon Memphis in order to secure the sacred animals in one reaching to 68 inches, but uniformly showing
conveniently situated, in the Sethroite nome to the and images. of his gods. Having done this, he aban- that the bight of all these passages differs from the
east of the Bubastic branch Of the Nile-on the doned the city and the kingdom and fled with his breadth. This negativs Sir Isaac Newton's hypothegrounds of an old mythical legend it was called wife and heir, five years of age (afterward Sethro II.), sis, as neither the bight nor the breadth doubles the
Anaris; he extended it, fortified it with very strong the sacred animals, priests, and images of the gods so-called "pyramida~" cubit or " sacred cubit of the
walls, and placed in it as a garrison 240,000 heavily- to the king of Ethiopia, who was his friend.
Hebrews," viz., 25 inches, though the breadth is very
armed troops. There he betook himself in summer, The.king of Ethiopia placed his kingdom at the dis- nearly a double_of the profane cubit of Memphis,
partly to watch over the distribution of proviSIOns posal of his guest and friend and stationed an Ethi- of about 20.7 mches. As the latter cubit is not
and the counting out their pay to his army, and opian army on the frontier, which, in conjunction founded on the earth's radius, it follows that the
partly, also, to strike fear into foreigners by making with the Egyptian army, was intended to protect his extended speculations which hav been indulged in
own country. The Palestinians. however, desolated rest on a very narrow foundation of fact, for the
his army perform military maneuvers.
Years. Months. Egypt and exercised every kind of cruelty which cubit of 25 inches which the metr.Jlogical romancers
He died after he had reigned .................. 19
religious hatred and love of plunder could suggest. hav endeavored to connect with the pyramid does
His successor, by name Buon (Banon or Beon),
This state of things lasted thirteen years, at the ex- not measure evenly into either of its five principal
reigned ............................ · ...... 44
piration of which Manepthah returned, and his son passa_ges, w~ether in brea~tb or transverse or perA.fter him another, A.pachnan (or A.pachnas),
7
reigned .................................... 36
(afterward Sethro II.) drove the enemy oat of the pendiCular hight. Indeed, It may be doubted if the
A.fter him A.phobis (or A.phophis, A.posis, A.phosis),
country." Josephus ridicules the notion that this bight and breadth of these several passages exhibit
reigned ................................... 61
Osarsiph could hav been Moses, and well he might. any other intent than that of exceeding the myste1
A.nd.A.nnas (or Tamas, Tannus, A.nan), reigned 50
For this is an insurrection of Egyptians, not of He- rio:us coffer which occupies the central chamber of
Last of all A.sseth (or A.seth, A.ses, A.ssis ),
brews-for religious reasons, not overwork. Its aids the pyramid, as they are all 1~ inches wider and 2~
2
reigned ................................... 49
" These six were the first kings. They carried on are Palestinian hordes, invading Egypt with banners inches higher than that coffer. And yet it does not
war uninterruptedly with a view to destroy the land flying; not eruptions of lice and lizards and flies and appear that this increase of width and hight would
of Egypt to the roots. The whole people bore the small-pox, such at the Lord is said to hav sent· to the avail to enable the coffer to he got into or out of
name of Hyksos-that is, 'shepherd kings! For help of Moses. It gets possession of the Egyptian the pyramid after the completion of the latter withHyk means in the holy language a king; 808 in the throne. Was Moses ever seated on the throne of the out some means of enlarging the passageway at the
dialect ·of the people a shepherd or shepherds. Pharaohs? Osarsiph reigned as long over Egypt as point where the coffer, 7.6 feet long, would hav
These syllables, when put together, make the word Cromwell over England. Could an English historian to turn from the descending to the ascending pasdescribe Cromwell and the Puritans as in bondage sage. Newton, according to Smythe, derived his
Hyksos. Some think they were Arabs."
This is all there is of the account. Does it bear while he reigned over England? Osarsiph was an measurements from Greaves (Our Inheritance, etc.,
the faintest likeness to the Bible story of the captiv- Egyptian, not a Jew. He was a priest of Osiris, the p. 127)~ and ~art frem their inaccuracy as measureity of the Jews?, These Hyksos oame with the very. religion which the Jews held in horror. Was ments, they all set forth the cubit of Memphis, 20
inches, which has no metrological significance.
strong hand, as a conq~ering nation. Instead .of be- Moses ever a priest of the sun?
Yet of this story Bunsen, strongly biased by his Smythe quotes Newton as having proved it to hav
ing slaves they were kmgs. The Jews, as their legend indicates, came as beggars and stayed as slaves; desire t9 prevent any Christian idols, such as the been constructed in terms of the cubit of Memphi",
or as visitors not wanted-poor relations. The Hyk- verity and inspiratien of the Old Testament, whose or very nearly the common cubit of Egypt at the
sos were constantly parading their armies to the mythology had not been as fully sifted in his day as present day (20 inches), in the following argument,
terror of their enemies. The Hebrews ran a fortune- in ours-Bunsen, the head and front of the h~ero which is Newton's: "That the pyramid was built
telling business on dreams and prophecies-the in- glyphic-reading, dynasty-constructing schools of by the cubit of this magnitude appears from several
tellectual ancestors of the gypsies. 'Bunsen devotes Egyptologists, says: "It is undeniable either that it dimensions of it. The square passage leading into
several hundred pages to prove that the Jews had is the Egyptian view of the exodus, or else that the it of polished marble was in breadth and bight 3.673
their happy time in Egypt, "but utterly rejects the Egyptian records said nothing at all about it. It re- of the English foot; that is, two of the above-mentheory that the Hyksos were they. Alas! the period quires no further proof that the narrativ of the evac- tioned cubits of Memphis; and of the same breadth
of the Hyksos is just tho time when the Jews, of all uation of the shepherds had nothing whatever to do and bight were the four other galleries. In the
middle of the pyramid was a chamber most exquisitly
others, could not hav entered or left Egypt in the with the exodus of the Israelites."
To complete this comedy of errors Ewald thinks formed of polished marble (according to Greaves,
mode which the Bible describes, for their path across
the Isthmus of Suez would hav been blocked by a the Hebrews under Joseph and his descendants helped Newton's informant, but Smythe says it is granit),
more fordimable foe than the Egyptians. The Hyk- protect Egypt from further invasions of the Hyksos. containing the monument of the king. The length
sos expelled the Pharaoh from his throne, burned In short, the Hyksos, who were the Jews of the cap- of this chamber was 34.38 English feet, arid tne
his cities, and destroyed his gods. If Joseph or tivity, according to Dr. Brugsch-Bey, were not so ac- breadth 17.19; that is, it was 20 cubits long and 10
Moses or their brick-making brethren performed any cording to Bunsen. Osarsiph's Egyptian rebellion, cubits broad, the cubit being 1. 719 of the English
The marble gallery which led into
such vast military achievement, why did they forget which Bunsen says was the exodus, was not so foot.
it? Usually the transactions of a people are. great according to Brugsch. Ewald's Jews were engaged this chamber was 6.87 feet; that is, four cubits of
when told by themselvs, little when the story is told in keeping Brugsch's Jews out of Egypt, and the chamber in breadth. In the middle of this gal.
by their adversaries. But here, if we are to believe Brugsch's Jews went out of Egypt after reigning lery was a wa.y of polished marble 3.435 feet; that
Brugsoh-Bey, are a people who in their own esteem over Egypt several hundred years. Bunsen's Jews is, two cubits })l·oad; and on both E>ides of the way
had all they could do to get straw with which to went out after reigning thirteen years, and neither were two banks, like benches, of polished marble
make bricks, but in the estimation of their enemies Brugsch's or Bunsen's Jews were ever in captivity at (granit), likewise 1. 717 feet broad and 1. n 7 feet
they are drilling 240,000 armed men every day, and all, but while they were in Egypt the Egyptians were deep; that is, in breadth and depth one cubit. Who
will, therefore, imagin that so many dimensions, not
in captivity to these foreigners. ·
were the terror of the world ! ·
'
Besides these there was one Moyses, or some name at all depending upon each other, should correspond
Not the least difficuly with Brugsch-Bey's story is
that Bunsen declares that it has no 1·eference what· that favoring Bible defenders can twist into that by mere chance with the length of the cubit assigned
ever to the exoduFJ, and Bunsen is as good a Mosite form-and Egyptian names seem to be very elastic- by us?"
From Sir Isaac Newton's enthusiastiC statement,
a renegade priest of Hieropolis, an Egyptian who,
as Brugsch.
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all the five passageways must be deducted, his from the equator aiong the line of the earth's _axis 820. The encyclopedists following Bunsen hav in~easurement being incorrect. The king's chamber to the pole reveals a closer mathematical accuracy £erred from the sealing up of these passages that the
Is 205 inches wide and 411 inches long. Instead of than the -French savants developed.
angle of their inclination has no astronomical signifian even 10 cubits of Memphis wide, it is 9.42 cubits
Here, then, is the so-called pyramidal table, cance. Newton and Herschell and Piazzi Smyth are
wiqe. Instead of an even 20 cubitB long, it is 19.35 fot~nded on the so-called pyramidal cubit, whose equally familiar with the closing of the passages, but
cubits long. It is needless to follow such a theory presenoe in the pyramids is hypothecated on false do not regard it as lessening the astronomical signififarther. The coincidence on which it is predicated meastires elaborated by ciphering poets.
cance, since there could be no utilitarian reason for
has no existence. This disposes of the Memphian
One inch equals roughly 1 thumb-breadth, or so marked a nicety in adjusting the two angles of
cubit as having no relation to the dimensions with 1-250,000,000th of the earth's semi-axis.
·
exterior opening so as to hav them point due north,
which it has been sought to connect it_.
One cubit equals 25 inches, or 1-10,000,000th of but the entrance 3 degrees and 42 mintes below the
It is alleged, however, that the 25-inch cubit, the earth's semi-axis.
pole, and the orifice 3 degrees and 42 minutes above
called by some the pyramidal C!lbit, and by S~r
One acreside equals 100 cubits, or .J-100,000th of it. Our fifth proposition is~ therefore, that the angle
ISaac Newton the sacred cubit of the Hebrews, Is the earth's semi-axis.
of inclination of the two exterior orifices of the pyrexhibited in the base line of the pyramid by being
One mile equals 25 acresides, or 1-4,000th of the amid, the one apparently intended for entrance, and
contained as many times in each line of the base as earth's semi-axis.
the other either for astronomical observation or for
there are days in the year. Even this is not quite
One league equals four miles, or 1-1,000th of the ventilation, or both, were astronomi'Cally adjusted so
'
that one should point 3 degrees and 42 minutes above
exact, for there are 9.168 English inches in each earth's semi-axis.
base line of the pyramid, which, being divided by
One semi-axis equals 1,000 leagues.
the pole, and the other at a like angle below the pole,
25, the number in the pyramidal cubit results in
Sir Isaac Newton tried hard to see in the pyramid for some reason deemed important to the builders of
the sacred cubit of the Hebrews. Very good He- the pyramid, but which is lost from us. We may well
366.70 instead of 365.24, the quotient required.
While the evidence that a cubit of any kind is braists of the present day deny that any data exist doubt whether this furnishes any clue to the date of
indicated in the pyramid measurements depends thus for determining the true 1ength of the cubit of the the building of the pyramid, but it does indicate that
partly on false measures and partly on enthusiasm Hebrews. On this point, therefore, I hav no opin- the motivs were at least in part astronomical and
for its basis, a singularly untenable attitude has ion. I simply say:
s~ientific. They may hav had reference to the accu.
been assumed by the astronomical school in asserting
4. That .the theory that the unit of measurement rate astronomical measurement of time, though a point
both that the sides of the pyramid were designed of the pyramid is a cubit of nearly 25 British inches, in the equator would hav been worth infinitly more
to express in sacred cubits the number of days in and of exactly 1-10,000,000"th part of th.s earth's for this purpose than one so near the pole. It must
the year, and that the diagonals between the four semi-axis of rotation, must be abandoned as having be acknowledged, however, that the passages begincorners were also designed to state in inches the no sufficient basis of fact to rest upon. As this re- ning in the interior and ending in the interior are
number of years in the great year of the Pleiades. lieves the ancient Egyptians of much of the supernal also constructed at essentially the same angle as the
As it is a conceded fact that the number of days in knowledge necessary to hav accommodated them to descending passage, and no astronomical motiv can
our year bears no necessary ratio or proportion to the astronomical theory, still more does it relieve be alleged for the angle of inclination of an interior
the number of years in the great year of the Ple- us from defining whether they got their knowledge passage. For the subterranean chamber, the queen's
'
c~amber, and the ascending gallery thirty-six feet
iades, or 25,867 years, while the number of inches in by inspiration or in the natural way.
the two_ diagonals of the pyramid are wholly de5. The sole entrance to the great pyramid is by a high, none but the boldest dreamers can assign any
pendent upon and determined by the number of tube or passageway of masonry, the dimensions of motiv whatever. It is natural that Freemasonry
cubits in its sides, it follows that, if the number of which, perpendicularly to the incline, are 47 inches should hav seized upon them and tried to connect the
cubits in its sides sets forth the number of days in high by 41! wide, and which enters at a point about interior co:flstruction of the pyramid with its rites.
our year, that forms no reason whatever why the one-eighth of the way up from the base to the sum- But all ~vidences of the e_xiste~ce of Masonry prior
number of inches in the two added diagonals should mit of the pyramid, and descends at an angle of 26 to the mnth century are Imagmary. The evidence
equal the number of years in the great year of the degrees 18 minutes from the horizontals. Between that the coffer in the interior of the king's chamber
Pleiades. But the actual length of the sides of the this angle of descent into the pyramid and the angle was intended to hold the remains of a dead king is.
pyramids is asf'.umed to hav been fixed with a design of ascent of a tube about 6 by 8 inches, which not conclusiv. The coffers in the other pyramids
to express in cubits the number of days in the year. ascends from the principal interior chamber of the hav grooved sides for a lid, and the lid shoved in in
If this were so, and if any square which would on its pyramid to the outer surface, known as the ventilat- such a way that when it got in a bolt fell out of the
base line state in cubits the number of days in our ing tube, there seems to be this relation, viz., that ~id part. way into the co~er, and remained part way
terrestrial year would also, by the number of inches while neither of these tubes points exactly to the m the hd so as to niake It automatically self-sealing.
in its two diagonals, state the number of years in the north pole, the exact medium between the two It could not be opened without breaking the lid.
great year of the Pleiades, then no intent to express would, and hence that if at any time there had been The top of the coffer in this pyramid has no such
the latter fact would need to be attributed to the a so-called pole star, revolving around the pole, at a arra~gement. It h~s ~ groove, but i_ts sides are perpyramid builders. It would only be necessary for distance therefrom of 3 degrees 42 minutes, the de- pendiCular, so that if It ever had a hd the lid could
them to hav aimed to express in cubits, in the sides scending entrance would point exactly toward this not be fastened down.
of the pyramids, the number of days in the year, star in its lower culmination, or :when it was nearest
Three stories are told by Arabs of the condition
and the rest would hav followed. A coincidence, the horizon, while the so-called ventilating tube in which the coffer was found by Ca_liph Al Mamoun's
however, which appears only once, viz., in the base leading from the king's chamber would point toward men, when they by quarrying from the side of the
line of the pyramid, and which is certainly not a the same star in its upper culmination, or when· it pyramid toward its center, in 820, struck upon the
marked feature of other portions of the structure, is was farthest from the horizon. No burden seems to central passages and groped their way, torch in hand
too slight a fact on which to base any theory that hav rested on the builders of the pyramid to make downward into the subterranean chamber, and the~
the builders of the pyramid knew of any 25-inch plain to posterity the motiv of their singular con- back and upward into the king's chamber. One story
cubit. It is a pity to spoil so good a story as that trivances. But here are two passages pointing out- was that they found the coffer full of gold, the other
the pyramids exhibit evidence of a cubit exactly the ward, both due north, to two points in the heavens, that they found it containing a mummy, and the
one ten-millionth parth of the earth's radius from both exactly 3 _degrees- 42 minutes from the pole, third that they found it empty. The latter is acthe equator to the poles, but we see no alternativ. the one above and the other below the pole. If cepted as the fact. Indeed, it is narrated that in
On this fair basis of supposition our ima2inativ either of them had pointed toward the pole, the order to appease the riotous disappointment of his
friends, John Taylor and Piazzi Smyth; hav reared a angle of inclination would hav been 30 degrees, soldiers at having found no plunder in the pyi"amid,
really brilliant hypothesis that, before history began which would hav corresponded exactly to the lati- the caliph buried a sufficient sum to compensate
or even mythology dawned, some people residing in tude of the pyramid, and would merely hav indicated ~hem at ~egular rates per da~ fo~ their arduous job
Egypt knew the distance of the earth's semi-radius that the builders of the pyramid could locate the m quarrymg out the great cavity m the side of the
from the equator to the pole, and had even made it pole, which would not be a very difficult achieve- pyramid still known as Al Mamoun's hole. He then
the basis of a table of measurements.
ment. Both Newton and Herschell hav inferred from had a dream which informed him of the hidden gold,
This imaginary cubit which Newton looked for these two angles that at the date of its erection there which he announced to his soldiers. When they had
but could not find, and which Smyth hoped he had was a pole star at this distance from the pole. This dug out of the sand the exact sum which would
found, was the unit of an inspired metrolo&J: One has occurred at two periods, one about 2,170 years cover their bare daily wages, they were struck with
hundred of them made an acreside, twenty-five of .before Christ, and the other at about 3,500 years a deep sense of the profound meanness of a God who
these acresides made a mile, four of these miles made before Christ. From this Newton inferred that could accomplish no more for them by a miracle than
a league, and one thousand of these leagues made a 2,170 years before Christ was the most probable exactly what they coulcl earn at daily labor in Cairo.
semi-diameter of the earth, thus furnishing a com- date of its erection. By the apparent star movement They did not consider a deity altogether practical
plete system of metrology from which our English known as the precession of the equinoxes, but which who would allow a pyramid to be built and sealed
system has varied only just far enough to reveal is really due to a gyratory motion made by the earth up for any other purpose than to contain gold, and
that it is imperfect.
.
on its axis, 'the star a Draconis, which is now 24 de. this opinion fell still lower when the God could. deThus the 1-250,000,000th of the earth's semi-axis grees away from the pole, was then, as Herschell cal- scend so far below his station as to perform a miracle
of rotation, which is the pyramidal inch, is only culates, revolving around it at 3 degrees 42 minutes, in order to pay a debt.
1-1,000th of an inch more than the English inch.
near enough to be the pole star of that epoch.
Reasons requiring close statement hav been ad. ·
The 1-10,000,000th of the same semi-axis, or the
Both the entrance and the air orifices opening into duced to show that the coffer was inserted in the
eubit of the pyramid, is 2.083 feet, or about two feet the pyramids were probably closed up at the opening pyramid as a standard of measurement; its interior
and one inch.
of the historic period, and so continued until the capacity corresponding very ~xactly to four English
The 1-100,000th of the earth's semi-axis, or the Caliph Al Mamoun discovered the entrance by quar. quarters, or the caldron; also reasons for regarding
acreside of the pyramidal scale, would be 9.992-10,- rying directly into the side of the pyramid in .A..D. 820. the builders of the pyramid as having been more
OOOth of an English acreside; i. e., it would lack At least the only evidences to the contrary are that familiar with the exact distance of the earth from
just 8 parts in 10,000, or 1 part in 1,250 of being an Herodotus described only a descending passage, the sun and even with the weight of the earth than
even English acreside.
terminating in a well through which flowed the astronomers hav· been until very recently. But I
The 1-4,000th of the earth's semi-axis is 9,874- waters of the Nile. .As this description never was must halt. I hope merely to state the condition of
10,000th mile; i. e., the English mile lacks 126- true, it is doubtful whether it was founded on a the great Egyptian riddle, considered in its conflict10,000ths, or about 4-500ths, of being the even frac- knowled-ge of the actual passage, or whether on mere ing aspects as a source of modern discussion, and to
tion, which would be arrived at by constructing the rumor. It is also alleged that in 1820, when M. establish that it is a riddle of a profound intellectual
mile on the basis of 2,500 pyramidal cubits, and, Caviglia rediscovered the subterranean chamber there dignity, perhaps the most profound in history-but
finally:
were Roman letters upon its roof. On this alleged wholly unsolved. The coffer which occupies so conThe 1-1,000ths of the earth's semi-axis of rotation fact it is claimed that some Romans must hav entered spicuous a position in the pyramid could not hav got
is 1.3,166th leagues, sufficient to suggest that it the descending passage and the subterranean cham- inside of it after it was completed, and cannot now
might hav originated our league, but that whether it ber prior to 820. But neither of these evidences be taken out without breaking, for though the pasdid or not, it is the more perfect of the two. The seems adequate to establish what it is cited for. sages downward and upward are five inches higher
pyramidal table is more perfect than any decimal, Roman letters found in 1820 can hardly prove that and one and one-ha~f inches wider than the coffer, yet
metrical system yet. devised, even by the French, they were made Defore 820. The facts seem to be, its length of more than seven feet would leave it no
who base theirs on the 1-10,000,000th part of the therefore, that the great pyramid was sealed to all room to turn in at the bend from the downward to the
length of th~ curved line running. from the equator the world from the reign of Cheops or Suphis, whose upward passage. It must hav been placed in the pyrthrough Paris to the pole. It is obvious, however, name appears inside the pyramid in hieroglyphics amid before the room in which it is deposited was
that the 1-lO,OOO,OOOth of a straight line running which may hav been about 2100 B. c. down to .A.. n. built over it. It constitutes, doubtless, a very leading
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[Frmn the Washington Republiean.)
idea in the erection of the entire structure. More than
prior Jesus, who was stoned and hanged for sorcery,
this we cannot now know. · The material of which
being the son of Mary and Joseph Pandera.
Historical· Jesus.
it is composed cannot be found nearer than the
In regard: to the King Aretas referred to bi Paul
The opinion of Renan that the passage in.Jol'lephus in 2 Corinthians, xi, 32, Smith's Bible Dictionary
Sinaic quarries of Arabia, wherein, it is said, the
same name of Suphis, or Shufu, or Chemmis, or concerning Christ is, even in part, genuin is worthy says (I quote from the abridged edition), "There is
Cheops, who is supposed to be the builder of this of a writer of historical romance who pictures a somewhat difficult chronological question respecting
pyramid, is found as quarry marks upon the stones- Jesus as a Freelover and treats his readers to much the subordination of Damascus to this Areta~:~;" and
the writer then goes on to argue the possibility of
left there, it is assumed, nearly four thousand years. flapdoodle.
All that Justin says about tbe "Acts .of Pilate" is, Aretas, the father-in-law of Herod, tetrarch of Galago. But the evidence of this is slight, and the story
is "fishy." Certain singular harmonies of numbers, " And that he (Christ) did those things" (i. e., mira. ilee, h!lving been permitted by the Emperor Caligula,
and especially of the numbers five and seven and cles in fulfilment of prophecy) "you may learn from A.D. 38, to exercise power in Damascus(!); or that
fifty, pervade the structure. But of themselvs alone the acts of Pontius Pilate (I. A pol., ch. 48)." Tertul- "the governor under A,retas" of Arabia Petra was
they inspire no particular re~ard, and can be made lian, the next witness, says, "All these things Pilate only visiting Damascus (!). But this chronological
the basis of no hypothesis. But these details do not did to Christ; and now, in fact, a Christian in his own difficulty is now solved by the discovery that Paul
alter the_ general effect, nor change the answer to convictions, he sent word of him to the reigning Cresar was a disciple of another Jesus than the one described
the questwn, What does all this prove? It proves who was at the time in Tiberius" (Apol., section 20). in the gospels-a Jesus who was stoned and hanged
that at some very early period, while Jerusalem, Lastly, EusebiRs (A.D. 315): "That nothing might on a tree prior to 63 B. c.-a Jesus who- had several
Athen§, and Rome were still the lairs of wolves, and escape him, Pontius Pilate transmits to Tiberius an disciples with names answering to those in the goaBabylon and Nineveh were jungles, when probably account of the circumstances concerning the resur- pels. (See "Lost and Hostile Gospels.") No won.
the black race had not retired from the south of rection of our Lord from the dead" (Book II., ch. 2). der, therefore, that Paul never mentions a Roman
All this accords with what has come down to us as emperor or an event occurring under any emperor:
Asia, or the Fins and Esquimaux from central
Europe, there arose in Egypt a red race of wonder- the "Acts of Pilate," etc., which Tischendorf assigns N 0 wonder commentators find such difficulty in idenful persist_ency, despotic determination, and iron- to the second century, and the author of the article tifying Paul's Christ with the Jesus of the gospels.
What, though Paul says he was shipwrecked three
handed Will, who were determined to enshrine "Pilate" in Smith's Bible Dictionary to the third
themselvs and their ideas in imperishable stone. century. Precisely what Eusebius meant by the for- times and was a night and a day in the deep (2 Cor.
They were slave-holders and despots, for no free peo- gery and circulation, in the reign of MaxiDtin (A.D. xi, 25), will it be pretended that writing thus A.D. 57
ple would ever hav built thQ monuments of Egypt 308 and 313), of "certain acts of Pilate respecting (the date ,assigned to the epistle), he described a
in any form. . Here in this des-potism civilization our savior, full of every kind of blasphemy against shipwreck on the Island of Melita, A.D. 60 or 62 (Acts
was cradled, and science began. The plow shown on Christ" (Book IX., chapter v), I cannot understand. xxviii, 1)?
The Jesus of the Gospels is a myth; but there was
the sculptures of the Egyptians was just at the point The earlier documents," Acts of Pilate," etc., are all
where it differentiates from the hoe. It consisted of now generally conceded to be forgeries, and there is a Jesus who was executed by the Jews for sorcery
STUDENT.
two wooden sticks tied together by a cord, which in no evidence that Justin or.Tertullian referred to any about a hundred years before._
other historical record.
·
one position were handled by the slave as a hoe, and
Justin (A. D.l50) is the earliest Christian father who
JESUS A MYTH.
in another were drawn by oxen as a plow. Here in
Egypt pottery began. Seventy feet below the level speaks of a Christ born of a virgin and crucified under
To
THE
EDITOR
oF
The Republican : As a Chrisof the Nile we find the relics of a people who had Pontius Pilate. Jus tin had a disciple, Tatia~;~, who, tian I hav been surprised at the articles in your
not yet obtained metallic implements, but at the rate after the death of his master, renounced the doctrin paper .presenting facts to prove that Jesus never lived.
of deposit by the Nile they might hav dwelt there of the incarnation and humanity of Christ, and estab- I was aware that his existence was denied, but I had
twenty thousand years ago. On questions of time lished himself about A.D. 170 at .Antioch as a Gnostic. never before seen the facts upon which this denial
and chronology everybody is guessing, and no two Being afterward adjudged a heretic, most of his writ- was based. From these facts as published it seems
guess alike. As to motivs, too, some hav guessed ings were destroyed. But he had a gospel, says Theo- that no Jewish historians, nor their numerous writers
.that the reason the pyramids were built was because doret (A.D. 430), which o~itted ,the ge~ealogies and at the time or soon after, when Jesus is said to hav
their builders feared that if the body were suffered all other passages showmg that Christ was born existed in Judea, ever mentioned his name. This is
to decay the soul would not be immortal. Bnt peo- of David according to the flesh. Such, also, was Mar- astounding, especially as the four gospels are said to
ple who could build the great pyramid and inscribe cion's gospel, A. D.140.
hav been written not in Judea but in Greece, and
All we know of Celsus is what Origen(A. D. 230) long after the alleged events. And· I now remember
on it no recognition of deity, no prayer, no altar of
worship, no sign of a priesthood, no superstition or has transmitted to us. But in Origen's quotations that according to the New Testament the disciples
sacrifice whatever, and nothing but geometric facts from Celsus Jesus is quite a different person from were first called Christians at Antioch, and not at
and metrological standards, were not thinking -of what the gospels describe, and the character agrees Jerusalem. Also, since reading these articles, and
rescuing their souls from any religious terrors, either more nearly with that portrayed in the Talmud and then reading the New Testament to refute them, I
of punishment or of annihilation. Every fact about the Toldoth J eshu.
hav been surprised to see how greatly the story of
There is a chronological difficulty about Cyrenius. Jesus, as there recorded, resembles the mythologies
the pyramids negativs all religious meaning. Was
the pyramid built by the Egyptians at all, or by Publius Sulpicius Quirinus became governor of Syria of the m{merous heathen nations. I confess that these
some previous race? Where else in history does the about A. D. 6, and made a capitation tax in Syria and articles hav greatly shaken my faith, before that, as
first experiment in any art stand forth as its most Judea about A. D. 9. Smith's Bible Dictionary tries I thought, firmly founded on a rock. And I hav
perfect achievement, and all that follow exhibit only to get over the difficulty in Luke ii, 2, by supposing heard many other Christians say the same. I am,
servil imitation or decline? Yet the great pyramid, that Quirin us was twice governor of Syria, or that the however, not afraid of the facts, let them lead where
so solitary in its wonders, is not only the largest, text in Luke has been corrupted. But a like refer- they will, and even the scriptures saith, "The truth
but, to an almost equal certais.ty, is the very oldest ence is made by the same gospel writer in Acts, and will make us free." I earnestly desire not to be destructure ever built by man. What were the ideas as there was a capitation tax about the time of the ceived in this important matter, and hence I hope
that caused it to be built? We don't know. No rebellion of Judas, of Galilee, referred to in Acts v, that our Christian ministers will answei; these artitheory that has b'een presented concerning them is 37 -i. e., about A. D. 9-it is evident enough that Luke cles on "Jesus a Myth," both in the press and in the
more _than barely plausible. The pyramid, there- himself made the chronological blunder, which is only pulpit.
GEoRGE ATKINSON.
fore, IS a good stamping-ground on which, in this one of a great many in Acts.
How could Annas and·Caiaphas be high priests at
[From the Independent.]
age of universal pretense, to learn how to say, "We
don't know, and we can't find out." But the intelli- the same time? It is true that Valerius Gratus de-Dr. York in Forest Grove, Oregon.
gence required to build it is such that we can easily posed Ananus and appointed in succession Ishmael,
The popular Liberal lecturer on this coast, Dr. J.
assure ourselvs that those who did build it well Eleazer, Simon, and Caiaphas. And it is true that L. York, of San Jose, Cal., gave three of his interestknew that wondrous "why." The ignorance in this Ananus lived many years after his deposition, and had ing lectures in the Liberal Hall here last Saturday
case belongs wholly to the last fifty centuries.
five sons, who succeeded to the high priesthood. But, and Sunday-two on Sunday. There were large and
One service at least the pyramid has rendered. It admitting the possibility that his successors, especially appreciativ audiences at each lecture, composed of
h!l'~ stood a~ a monument of man's incomprehensi- his sons and his son-in-law Caiaphas, deferred to pa- the strength and intelligence of our population-its
bil~ty to himself.
As we cannot comprehend its rental authority, who will believe that Pilate, in a for- best citizens. The Doctor spoke on a variety of reform
builders nor they us, so from the beginning the mal death sentence of Jesus Christ> engraved on brass topics; the first evening treating the living issues of
greatest mystery to mankind is man! The Jew has and in Hebrew, recognized" the pontificate of Annas _the day. He began by citing a few things in physifailed to com-prehend the Gentile; the Roman has and Caiaphas ?" Why, the Hebrew or Aramaic name olcgy and pathology which the learned do not know
misapprehended the Greek; the occident· has mis- was not Annas, but Anan, and the Roman equivalent but would like to know; he placed the cook on a
understood the east; aristocracies hav maligned the would be Ananm1, just as the name Joseph is changed high but just position; exam:..ned briefly the popula.
people; mobs hav never known their kings nor to Josephus. Look you, Mr. Bray, to the original tion question; criticised severely the great monopokings the people; the wealthy ;hav frowned upon brass plate and inform yourself of its internal evidence lies; stated that government should own the telethe unfortunate; the successful, calling themselvs of authenticity. It is probably no more more genuin graph and railroad system or they would own the
the virtuous, hav strangled the unsuccessful in the than the holy coat of Treves or the golden plates government; reviewed the land and money question;
interests of respectability; the law has executed the on which the senseless Book of Mormon is alleged said that ownership in land should be abolished and
only a possessory title given for the amount actually
poor, and the judge has insulted the criminal. Is it not and certified to have been engraved.
The authorities cited to prove that Judea was one used or necessary, the same as with air and water.
well, therefore, that the qldest, grandest, most intellectual effort of the human hand and brain should of the provinces of Lower Galiletl and that Pilate gov- He favored graded taxes-taxes should be on the
remain as it has always ·been, and now and hence- ernedSamariaandidumeaareatvariancewithSmith's thousands and tens of thousands, on the surplus
forth must always be, a monument, simply and sub- Bible Dictionary. (Articles "Herod" and" Pilate.") wealth, but not upcn the poor or industrial classes;
The cr~cifixion, says Mr. Bray, is fixed by Dr. Strong said the state that allows a millionaire. and a pauper,
limely, of man's incomprehensibility tl) himself?
March 18th. And he should have added from McClin- the robber and the robbed, is not just. No man ever
tock & Strong's Cyclopedia that the year was prob- earn-ed a million dollars. The school system is not
The Freethinkers' Convention.
ably 29. But the fatal objection to March 18, A.D. as effectiv as it should be, compared with the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: One 29, or any other year, is that the Jewish Passover money expended; the scholars of the future will
make thinkers, not imitators. Cheap labor is a
thing is sure; the Hornellsville convention is to be a never occurs before March 26th. (Cham. Enc.)
But, says Mr. Bray, the word" Friday" never occurs delusion and a fraud, the cause of so much sham,
very large eonvention and a success, but it should be
more tban a mere success. It should be a convention in the New Testament. True, nor the word "Satur- shoddy, and hypocrisy; labor should be paid. The
that by its size and character and able utterances day." But will any one deny that the synoptics de- Doctor's remarks were attentivly heard. and frewill command the attention of the whole country. scribe the crucifixion as occurring on the great Pass- quently applauded. They were applicable to the ne. Allow me to urge the friends ·of " universal mental over Day, and that the day following was Saturday or cessities of the times and will form the issues for fu. ture political campaigns.
Sunday afternoon he
liberty" to exert themselvs to make it such a conven- the Sabbath?
The two Gemaras (Babylonian and Jerusalem) spoke on natural theology, or the religion of nature,
H. L. GREEN, Sec.
tion.
says Mr. Bray, allude to Christ and the apostles. Not comparing the various churches and giving his
so. I commend to him the Rev. S. Baring-Gould's preference for the latter system. In the evening he
"JOHN's WAY" is a bruiser, and I hope" '!'he Dar- "Lost and Hostile Gospels," which translates all the spoke on individuality, self-hood, love, courtship, and
wins" and "Studying the Bible " are equal to it. I passages from the two Gemaras supposed to refer to marriage, giving a true and sincere course of action
am well satisfied with "John's Way."
Jesus, and then frankly confesses that they do not re- as the basis upon which all these things should be
Your friend,
DAN HocHSTETLER.
fer to the Jesus Christ of the gospels, but to another conducted.
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t{ot1f.''lnnicatian§.
Mr. Preston and "The Health Monthly."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
a recent issue of your paper our mutual friend, Mr.
Preston, kindly made mention of my difficulties with
the postal department in attempting to get the
Health Monthly readmitted at the rat~s of the second
class, or, in other words, at the usual publisher's
rates. In that communication he remarked that a
retainer of $50 had been paid to counsel in behalf of
the Health Monthly by the Defense Association, and
expressed the hope that the Liberals would make up
to me· any losses I might sustain by having to pay
the full rates of postage. In order that there may
be no misunderstanding in regard to this matter, let
me say:
At the outset of the trouble, when Dr. Chase, Dr.
Kinget, and myself were. all in the same boat, the
Physiolo,qist excluded entirely, and the Health Journal and the Health Monthly thrown into the third
class, it was proposed to make a test case of Mrs.
Dr. Chase's, and I pledged $25 to the Chase fund.
Of the moneys contributed to the Chase fund $50 were
placed in the hands of an attorney as a retainer.
The intention was to commence an action against the
postal authorities if the order respecting the Physiologist should not be rescinded. Bef~re any litigation was commenced, the postal offimals, doubtless
perceiving that they had overstepped the mark, retreated from their position and allowed the Physiologist its rightful mail facilities. As money was·
needed by the Defense Association to print some
documents to be used in the furtherance of the cause
at Albany, the $25 I had pledged was used for this
purpose. At the same ti~e it was decided that as
lawyers_ d? not return retamers,·the a_ttorney who had
been ongmally engaged should go right on and see
what he could do on behalf of the Health Monthly
and the Heal~h. Joumal.
.
The propositiOn that the Liberals should make up
to me losses sustained by the denial of the privileges
of the ~econd r~te to the Hef!lth _Month;ly, although
made :w'th the kmdest ?f mot1vs, Is 3: mistake. I do
not w1sh ~o hav th~ L1be~als do this. If the postoffice offimals remam obstmate, and the subscr1b~rs
of the Health Monthly should see fit to make up tn.e
extra posta~e I _am ?bliged to Pll:Y for mailing it, I
should consider ~t a kmdness, and, 1£ they reall! value
the matter_ that IS serv~d up to them, as ?nly JUSt. I
hav occasiOnally received some donatiOns to the
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My year's bu~gy t;ip over th_e state is ~early up,
and I think of d1sposmg o~ .my r1g and takmg to the
railroad for another year's trip over the state.. Now,
my Liberal friends, please let me hear from you. ·A
little from each reader of this would help me amazingly, and it would enable me to do a great deal
more for our cause than I hav heretofore been able
to do with my limited means. Address me, until
further notice, Springfield, Ill.
:F. :F. :FoLLET, Sec. S. L. L., Ill.
and Ch. Sub. Ex. Com. N. L. L., Ill.
GalesbU1'{J, Ill., July 23, 1881.

Seeds Dropped by the Wayside.

ber of days in the neighborhood of Stillwater, Deerfield, and Orchard, meeting my old acquaintarices,
Mr. and Mrs. :Frost, E. J. and J. :F~ Andrews, Mr.
and Mrs. Crawford, Mr. and Mrs. 'Douglass, .and
others; also made the acquaintance of Mr, George
Brown, of Deerfield, a scholarly and earnest :Freethinker.
Spoke at the "Blue schoolhouse" one sultry June
night, and had a plea,sant rencontre with a good Christian brother, who did not know (nothing strange)
what was in his Bible.
The next stopping-place was Oeage, where I Iriet
Dr. Whittemore, Mr. Edge, and one or two others,.
friends of ·the. Spiritualistic wing of the Liberal
army.
.'
.
.
Saturday, July 2d, at 5:30A.M., stepped on board
a passenger train· of the Illinois Central road for
Lyle, Minnesota. At Lyle waited several h~ursfor
the northward bound train on the Austin and Mason
City branch of the C. M. and St. P. railroad. At
Austin waited again for the connecting ·train on
the Iowa division of the same immense network of
iron, and at 4:30 P. M. reached Northfield, Hice
county, my first stopping-place.
Minnesota is a beautiful state, but railroad travel
was very. disagreeable on this particular day, the
heat and dust combining to torment to the utmost
the Infidel as well as Christian pilgrim. With such
a land as ours, what might we not accomplish if liberty, love, and justice ruled the lives of all? Alas!
that there should be so much slavery, mental, industrial, and social; so much hate, jealousy, envy, revenge, and fear; so much injustice in every department of our national, state, neighborhood, and
family associations. Nine-tel'lths of the men and
women of even this favored land liv in a little, narrow, contracted pen of deeds and aspirations, scarcely
ever catching a glimpse of the wide sweeping plains
and limitless ocean of hllll1an endeavor and accomplishment. Life is one ceaseless round of drudgery,
alike to the household automaton and the wage slave,
and no new love or hope ever comes to cheer and
gladden these isolated lives, and if it did quite
likely the foolish slave would spurn it as a visitation
of the devil of temptation and hug the chain of custom the closer. But the light is @!awning. Try to
meet it, ye who would be free. Believe no longer
the old antiquated lies. Stand forth free, self-respecting men and women.
E. C. WALKER.
Cedar Rapids.
Sec. Lib: League.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Left Bellevue June 1st, taking passage on board the
Diamond Jo for McGregor. Was twenty-four
hours in making the eighty-three miles of our trip,
the Diamond Jo having two heavily-laden barges
in tow. The barge business on the Mississippi is increasing, and those interested in the problem of
cheap transportation are looking eagerly toward this
natural commerce way in the hope that time, skill,
and government aid will make it a successful rival of
railroad m.onop<>lies. But what hope of this if Jay
Gould or some other monopolist owns the barges !
Does not the remedy for existing ills l'ie rather in
the government ownership, or at least control, of the
railroads? Will some one wise in the lore of the
Goulds and Vanderbilts please tell us how a railroad
roadbed can be private- property? McGregor is
tucked in between two precipitous bluffs, and is
called the "pocket city." Its single business street
runs back into the hills, while its residence streets
run out from this street until they are lost in the
nativ forest.
Leaving this place on the morning of June 3d, we
proceeded over the C. M. & St. P. R. R., passing up
the Mississippi to North McGregor, thence through
an opening in the bluffs westward until the village
of Beulah was reached, where I changed on to the
"Iowa Eastern" for Bismarck. This latter is a
"narrow gage," and as its engin was disabled, we
trusted ourselvs to the tender mercies of a "dummy,"
said "dummy" being a hand-car roughly fixed up to
carry the mails and a few passengers, the united
power being a one-horse power engin. This was its
first trip over the road and another hand-car propalled by human muscies, went along as a re~erve
force, and it had no difficulty in keeping up with us,
for our engineer could not keep up sufficient steam,
Cursing and Swearing;
and 80 we had to stop occasionally to let the weary
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The next mormng I proceeded on my way as far doubted seemg that natwns wh10h hav not come m
as Postville. I remained here and in the "'¢icinity contact ~ith the Christian faith are not addicted to
for nearly a week, enjoying the hospitalities of this practiGe, except in some mild forms. In conseG. L. Henderson most of the time. Other' Liberals quence of the existence of these mild forms among
here are Alexander Henderson, W. P. ·ward, and the "heathen," however, we should be hardly justiM D
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:From PostVIlle I went to Ossian, m Wmnesh1ek forms of verbal expressiOn to those only who hav
county. Remained here some eight days, speaking been "born again." Still it is undeniable that
three times, and succeeding in organizing the Ossian although this habit may not be exclusivly Christian,
Liberal League. Mr. and Mrs. James Daniels, it has reached its pres~nt high state of development
Nelson Schumaker, the Rosa brothers, W. Rathbun, only under the fostering wing of the Christian
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From Illinois.
we may love to linger amid these fair, sylvan scenes. cursing, wished the object of his malediction "to
I am under especial obligations to friend Daniels the ravens," which place seems to hav been a swamp
" FRIENDS OF THE LIBERAL CAUSE IN ILLINOIS : I and family for hospitalities freely extended. The somewhere in the neighborhood of the city fre·wish to inform you through the columns of THE Ossian Liberal League will never lack for good quented by these birds. Judging from specimens of
TRUTH· SEEKER that from the lack of means I am string music so long as brother Daniels and his boys the talks of these ancient peoples that hav come down
obliged to givup my long-cherished plan of going to remain among its members. Three violins and a to us, their cursing and swearing was of a quite difthe northern part of the state to hold another Liberal bass viol in one family are enough to make his ferent nature to that of our modern Christians. It
camp-meeting this fall. The Liberals and :Free- satanic majesty the patron saint of that household, lacked force and earnestness. In its angriest moods,
thinkers in the northern part of the state hav neg- if the orthodox estimate of the innate depravity of the Greek mind never conceived of sending its
lected to respond to my many eamest appeals for these instruments is the correct one.
adversary to a place where he should be tortured
help in carrying forward the work in this state, and
In extending thanks for kindnesses received, I eternally.
my necessities compel me to remain in the portions must not forget friend Rathbun, who, although he is
We hav good authority for believing this habit to
of the state where I can get a little pecuniary aid to a little doubtful about the necessity of organization, be essentially a Christian one. We read about
help me along in my work for the advancement of is an earnest humanitarian.
Peter, that rock on which the church was f<mnded,
the Liberal League movement in Illinois. .
At Charles City thing13 seemed to be jogging along how on a certain occasion he "immediately began to
I shall turn from this point and try to work my in about the same old way. John Mahara and wife, curse and swear," the conditions under which he did
way south again in the hope of getting to St. Louis Mrs. D. Andrews, Miss Ettie Andrews, Carl Mescal, it, and the coupling of the two words, show that
in time for the next National Liberal League Con- Andrew High, Ira Dodge, and the Wheats are still Peter's cursing and swearing was of the same species
gress, in September. I shall try and do some lectur- faithful sentinels on the watch towers of freedom.
as now survives among his followers. Jesus also
ing in the central and southern portions of Illinois
A :Floyd county League should be organized at took a hand in the cursing business, as that fig-tree
this fall and the coming winter. My efforts will be once and represented in the next Congress of the which got so effectually damned for not bearing figs
mainly directed toward increasing the strength of League.
·
in the wrong season bears witness. We may be
the Liberal League movement in Illinois. Those
There are enough secularists at Nora Springs, permitted, then, to regard Jesus and Peter as the
wishing my services are requested to correspond with Rudd, Charles City, Rockfield, and in the adjacent practical originators of the practice; and we need
me by addressing me at Springfield, Ill. And all country to make a good strong organization. Re- not wonder that the Christian world still curses and
who desire to become members of the Illinois State member this,' Organized wrong can be overcome swears, seeing that it but faithfully treads in their
League can do so by sending me one dollar each as only by organized right.
footsteps.
a life-membership fee. Any other aid the liberally- :From Charles City to Stillwater, Mitchell county, Nevertheless, some of the Christian sects hav put
inclined are disposed to send me will be most thank- riding up across the country with our own sturdy the practice under their ban. We don't precisely
fully received.
ex-laborer, Robert Bradshaw, canvassed for a nUlll- see why they hav done so. The Christian church
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has always practically damned its enemies in this
world, burned them at the stake, and tortured them
in every way conceivable; and when their souls hav
finally escaped its clutch, has. always believed that
God would forever continue the process. Consistently, we think, they should regard cursing as one of
the foremost of. Christian virtues and a necessary
factor in that wonderful "plan of salvation." And
that is just the reason why the practice of cursing
continues to flourish. It is the genuin expression of
a set of emotions generated by a religion which
requires its votaries to believe that almost the entire
human race ought to be and will be damned. The
Christian gets so habituated to look upon his fellowmortals as doomed to' undergo this fate that his natural sympathies become E!o far blunted that he looks
with complacency for the damnation of his nearest
rela.tivs and friends.
We think the men who get converted to Infidelity
h
·
1
a·
·
oug t, consistent y, to lscont111ue cursing and
swearing. We kl).ow it is a difficult job to root out
· 11
h · h · df
d
h . h b"
t IS a It, espema y w en 111 ente rom a hundre
or two of generations of Christian ancestors; but
really it should be done. This practice is the last
vestige of Christianity which sticks to us. Frequently some Infidel who seems to hav eliminated
·
· ·
d
the entire Chnstian mo e of thought betrays by an
"I don't care a damn!" the fact that he was brought
up in a Christian country and by implication received
a Christian education.
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to the latter). At night the illuminations on lake and come sycophantic dependants upon public.office, and
island made the scene enchanting.
so continq.ally engaged in promoting their own
The exercises were varied and interesting, although 'selfish advancement, with no patriotic desires for the
of Christian flavor, of course. I heard one speaker public good-a wholly undemocratic system; too
carry the Christian adjectiv to an absurd point. He much one-man power for a true republic.
told about Christian charity, Christian benevolence,
Our government needs purifying, and can be made
Christian institutions, including Christian education vastly more incorruptible and efficient for the public
and Christian government; finally he put the cap- weal by making the following ,simple and just
sheaf on by reference to "Christian eyes ! " Even changes in its mode of appointments to all offices,
the weather was Christian; the first day there came and thus niore completely identifying e~ch state as a
up a Christian wind and blew over the Christian pole responsible part. of the confederated Umon :.
of the Christian tent. As far as I could judge, the
Let the senate of each state (when not 111 armed
only unchristian exceptions around the Christian rebellion against the United States) appoint a comisland were this Infidel and his wife and the Chi- mittee of six members to nominate persons to fill all
nese and Japanese lanterns. (I almost wonder they government offices located i!l their respecti.v s.tates,
did not baptize them.)
to be then confirmed or reJected by a ~aJonty ?f
The music was first-class. There were the Tennes- such state .senate, each senate, by advwe of sa1d
seeans (colored songsters), the Constantine (Mich.) committee, to hav. th~ exclusiv po:wer of removals
Band (one of the finest), Prof. c, C. Case, the owner and to fill vacanmes 111 such pubhc. offices, and to
of a magnificent voice, and a gentleman of great make each state pecuniarily resl?onsible to the ~enaptitude in musical instruction.
. eral government for any speculatiOns or defalcati9nB
Among the ·distinguished preachers were Presi- of su?h appointees.
.
·
dent Moss, LL.D., Rev. Dr. Pierson, Rev. Hurlburt,
Wlth regard to cab111et officers, heads of depart1 ffi
h
f
Rev. D. W. :Moffat, D.D., Prof. Cumnock, A.M., menta, judges, and other loca o cers at t e seat o
W. X. Ninde, President of Garrett Biblical Insti- government in the district of Columbia, and all
tute, Rev. J. H. Vincent, and others.
foreign ministers_and consuls, as well as army and
There werQ also several excellent lecturers, the naval.officers, ~et them be exclusivly nominated ~y a
most notable George W. Bain, Frank Beard, and committee of SIX members of the Senate of. the Umted
Walter Q. Scott.
States, and then to be confirmed or reJected by a
The hours from 7 A.M. to 10 P.M. were full of work maJ· ority of such senate; such senate, by advice of.
and recreation combined. There were sermons lee- such committee, to hav the exclusiv power of reThe Christian religion has certainly enriched our tures, normal schools, music college, art school, movals a'nd. to fill vacancie.s in.such offices. .
vocabulary by the creation of these expressions; and school of microscopy, kindergarten, and museum.
Making. 111 all.such nom111ati~ns and appon;t~ents
we very much fear that, like small·pox and measles . The church will steal science as sure as Liberals by the senates of states and Umted States Civil serthe acquisition will be permanent. And, if so, ho~ are asleep. I see it. Christians wo!·k as~ if they vice promotions. for merit a prominent feature of this
about the religion of the future? If it is going to meant every stroke to count; no half-heartedness sys~em of appo111tments to all offices .whene'Yer exbe a necessity for us to continue this. practice, and at about them. They propose to hold on to the young perienced, adaptable persons are atta111able 111 such
the same time not believe a word of the system folks as long .as they can. To this end. they spend departments.
.
.
which originated and developed it, we shall event- their time and money; they unite amusement, recre- . Gov.ernment thu~ p1~nfied, we will ~av _no more
ually work out a compromise between them which ation, with instruction; they compass sea and land 111c~ntivs to assassm!:\twns or con~pt111&'• packed
as Herbert Spencer .shows in his "Data of Ethics,': to gain proselytes; they endow colleges and enrich cab111ets to .serve one man: or oti:er cl.Iques _1~ depart·" must always be the result when conflicting theories churches; . they modify doctrins to hold positions; men~s, whi~l) now ~xmte am~osity, vitiate the
are simultaneously held." Oomte failed to provide they fill the chairs of educational institutions, and pub~Ic. service, and giv undue Importance to our
against this. He developed a catechism out of the scent skepticism from afar.. Liberals fully qualified offimals, and so corrupt the government and the
Positiv philosophy, b]lt furnished no formulas to to teach, .fi'nd college doors slamllled in their faces. morals of. our people in the contin]led "hangers-on"
curse and swear by. No wonder that Positivism Christians hold the keys yet of the schools of Amer- upon offimal patronl!'ge at the seat of government.
makes no greater headway, nor thata distinguished ica. Liberals will need Leagues until every uni- •
Yours for the right,
CaAs. E. TowNSEND.
disciple should be in danger in his decrepitude of versity down to every common school will welcome
Locust Valley, N. Y., July 22, 1881.
relapsing to the faith in which he was first taught to the Freethinking teacher equally with the Christian,
pray, and presumably to curse and swear. Voltaire's the -only question for fitness being qualification to
Michigan Camp-Meeting.
and Pope's systems of pure Theism likewise failed teach, not religion to believe.
The
State
Association of Spiritualists and Liberalto furnish anything to satisfy their want of human
Such was one of the trains of thought that passed
ists
will
open
their second annual camp-meeting on
nature, and what has become of it?
through my mind as wife and I sat five hours a day,
Our friend, Mr. Townsend, of Locust Valley, who for five days, among the Christians, twenty-five the beautiful camping-grounds of Gaguac Lake, one
has expou~ded in ?-'.S:E TRUT.S: SEEKER his theory of hours of Christian music, Christian prayer, Christian mile and a half from Main street, city of Battle
the "Subtil Materiality of M111d," has still a chance sermon, Christian mirth (for one of the reverends Creek, Mich., from Aug. 12th to Aug. 22d. A full
to furnish the required formulas. He translates God told the congregation that there is such a thing as line of able speakers hav been engaged.
Sunday, Aug. 14th, J. H. Burnham, Saginaw City,
into "the infinit mind," and throws open the door "consecrated humor." After that assurance the
Mich.; A. B. French, Clyde, 0.; Mrs. L. A. Pearsall,
for a new system of theology, creeds, dogmas; cate- Christian laugh was more hearty.)
.
Discoe, Mich.; Aug. 15th, George H. Geer, Minnechisms, ritual, and what not. But on reflection
The clergy hav frequently charged Infidels with
sota; Mrs. L. A. Pearsall; Aug. 16th, Mrs. M. 0.
"By the infinit mind" would never succeed. Th; bigotry, to parry the thrust made at themselvs, an
emphasis and expressivness of the great original unwillingness to listen to Christian preaching. It is Gale, Saginaw, Mich.; A. B. French; Aug. 17th, J.
H. Burnham, George H. Geer; Aug. 18th, M. Babwould never attach to it. That "straight man" because sermons are one-sided 'affairs. But, even as
cock, St. Johns, Mich.; A. ,B. French; Aug. 19th,
Herbert Spe~cer writes a; bout will hardly hav any it is, many Freethinkers giv audience to the "heav- Dr. A. B. Spinney, Detroit, Mich.; George H. Geer,
use for anyth111g of th.e kind; but he is still a long enly" embassadors. How many 'Christians will lis- G. B. Stebbins, Chicago; Aug. 20th, Mrs. :1'11. C.
way ahead. Meanwhile we must hav a theory for ten to our side as decorously as we did to theirs for
Gale, G. B. Stebbins, M. Babcock; Aug. 21st (Sunthe "less crooked man" (as compared with the twenty-five hours? Until they do, their accusation day), Dr. A. B. Spinney, J. H. Burnham, G. B. Stebpresent man) to liv and talk by. None of the vari- is ill-founded. We hav listened to their gospel, the bins; Aug. 22d, 10 A. M., general conference and
ous theories toward which the human reason is evo- same Christ-and-him-crucified doctrin, until we know business meeting.
luting are apparently able to furnish any formula to it by heart. When the Christian world listen to our
Appropriate singing, accompanied by ins.trumental
curse by. Perhaps some makeshift for swearing teachings a hundred times over, as we havhearkened music, will be a feature of the entire meet111g. The
migh~ be discovered to .wean. the. human tongue to theirs, they may then hav ..the shadow of a right forenoon of each week day will be devoted expressly
from 1ts old ways and assist us 111 bridging over the to complain of the bigotry of Freethinkers. Now to mediums. A majority of those present shall say
broad stream that separates us from the "straight they hav none. Hav the mass of Christians ever how the time shall be spent. Many valuable mediman" of the future.
J. S. L..
made it a point to giv ear to all phases of our teach- ums ha v. signified their intention to be present and
ings even once? No. Those who hav become ac- hold seances. The medium's tent will be in order on
quainted with Freethought, and in consequence hav the grounds.
An Infidel Among Chdstians.
espoused it, furnish a clue to the alarm of the church.
All railroads mentioned below will sell round trip
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Those who learn what Liberalism is hav no further tickets at two cents per mile each way, from Aug.
The "Lord" having· called me to labor for several use for Christianity. Rare indeed are the exceptions 11th to Aug. 22d, good to return the 23d: Chicago
weeks in northern Indiana and southern Michigan, to this rule. Then what? Almost universally the & Grand Trunk railroad, without a certificate. N.
afforded me an excellent opportunity to attend the clergy warn their hearers, and the hearers importune B.-Michigan Central railroad, Grand Rapids &
"Island Park Assembly" of Christians, third annual each other, not to listen to Infidel teaching. Where Indiana railroad, Detroit, Lansing, and Northern
is the Liberal that warns anybody t0 refuse a hear- railroad, Detroit, Grand Haven & Milwaukee railsession, from June 29th to July 15th.
road, require a certificate to be presented to the
Even an Infidel, who has not a very high estimate ing to the other side?
In my next I will hav something to say of the ser. ticket agent in order to obtain reduced rates. Cerof Christianity, confesses that it was a grand affair,
W. F. JAMIESON.
tificates can be had by inclosing an addressed and
admirably arranged, smoothly and ably managed. mons I heard.
Albion,
Mich.
stamped envelope to the secretary, E. L. Warner, Paw
Every officer connected with the assembly seemed to
--------4H.________
know his duty, and performed it with precision and Government Patronage, Public Offices, and Paw, Mich. For full particulars see bill. General
supervisor of grounds, tent privileges, etc., It. B.
courtesy. The superintendent is a prince of presidtheir Proper Disposition<
Cummins, Battle Creek, Mich.
ing officers. He knew just what to say, and how to
Directors, B. F. Stamm, Detroit; Hon. J. H.
say it. I like to see business done well.
To THE EnrTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Where is Island Park ? It is the name of an One of the most pernicious sources of political and White, Port Huron; Mrs. G. Merrill, Lansing. Treasisland in Sylvan Lake, near Rome City, Noble Co., official corruption, and of personal danger to heads urer, Mrs. R. A. Shaffer, South Haven.
L. S. BURDICK, Pres.,
Ind. The island contains about twenty acres, cov- of_ departments, markedly that of the President, is
.
Box B, Kalama;loo, Mich.
ered by a beautiful grove of young trees, affording the present onerous system of appointments to office.
a refreshing shade, doubly grateful this hot July.
Such extended monopolizing, one-man power, E. L. WARNER, Sec., Paw Paw, Mich.
Art has lent her aid to nature in making the island a grasping the whole Union, has a very deleterious
Overjoyed.
delightful spot, the gently undulating land laid out effect upon the legitimate duties of the President
by wide gravel walks. There were gushing fountains and heads of departments in that their time is so
DEAR BENNETT: I am so glad thee is to illustrate
and murmuring rivulets; rustic bridges; flower beds; largely occupied by the corrupting influences of per- thy forthcoming books of travel. It will be a great
pavilions; a large, well-built tabernacle with seating sonal favoritism in the hosts of appointments to expense to thee, and I think we all ought to help a
capacity of three thousand; boarding house; assem- office. Such system, too, corrupts the purity of our little, so I send twenty-five cents more, and hope
bly hall; scores of double-roofed and single tents.
elections in every state of the Union, by which nom- every star in the galaxy will do as much according to
The lake is four miles long, on whose surface often inees are made the tools of political cliques and means and desires. We want these books to be a
glided more than one hundred row-boats and a pretty "wire-pullers," and, among the people, creates and· glory to thee and the great cause thee, champions.
little steamer, besides ferry craft (not much" glide" maintains a large class of selfish aspirants, who beELMINA.
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BRADFORD, PA., June 15, 1881. ,world. None wishes you success more than I do.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is order for $5.50-$5 to pay The 15 cents is for new version of Testament. ·
You must excuse my tardiness and short letter.
my subscription to help send you round the world,
and 50 cents for W. J. McCune as a trial subscriber The late spring, wet weather, cut worms, and weeds
CpRSIOANA, TEX., July 20, 1881.
to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Wishing you a pleasant trip hav kept us poor cusses busy planting and replantBRo. BENNETT: Inclosed find postal order for $5 as and a safe return, I remain,
J. H. HARDISON .. ing to keep ahead of worms and weeds. _There are
several things I would like to write you, but I am
promised, on trip around the world.
Hoping you will receive this in time and my best
not in the mood for writing. When a man sees a
CHESTER Co., PA., July 19, 1881.
wishes, I remain,
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed $5 for that nice stand of corn ruined in two or three days by cut
Yours sincerely,
J. P. HAILEY.
long, long trip round the world. I should be pleased worms, a fine field of wheat dying by bugs, it makes
J. W. ScoTT.
P. S.-While you are away from. home I think I to learn that you are going to hav some suitable him feel pious and prayerful.
can add some four or five to the list for THE TRUTH companion to share in the many ups and downs you
SEEKER. Perhaps others will try and do the same, will be obliged to encounter. I hav feelings of pleasFRANKTON, IND., June 9, 1881.
so when you return home you will feel it was good ure mingled with regret in your contemplated trip.
FRIEND BENNETT : This may be the last occasion I
that you served us in making the trip.
J. P. H.
First 1 hope to get information that I know of no will hav to write you before you start on your jourone but yourself is capable of giving. Second, taking ney, so I take this opportunity to bid you farewell
your age and the many changes and trials which and wish you a pleas&nt trif\, and a safe return. I
EUREKA SPRINGS, ARK., July 16, 1881.
BROTHER BENNETT: Your notice reminding me of you will hav to encounter, I fear the trip will be would pray for you, but I know the $2 I am owing
my obligation to you has been received, and here is irksome. But I hope that prudence and discretion you will do you a thousand times more good than
your $5 in return. The books I must hav, although may be your constant guides to carry you safely all the prayers that could be uttered even by prayI am reaching beyond my ability in buying so many arourid and land you triumphantly back to your ing people from now until your return.
books of you and 'taking the paper also. But, sir, I many friends. Truly yours, RicHARD J. LAM.BORN.
After you start on your trip I hope to see a short
cannot stop THE TRUTH SEEKER; without it I am lost,
letter from you in the paper each week. As you reTITUSVILLE, PA., June 11, 1881.
I am miserable; there is something lacking in all
turn, if you can make it convenient, be sure and come
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed money order by way .of• Anderson and giv at least one lecture. I
books and journals which it supplies. And now
may you ride round this earth in safety; and as you for $6.13, which you will please apply to the follow- am sure you would be paid enough to carry you
come across this contint>nt on the way from San ing: One share in your trip round the world, and for many miles out of your way.
Francisco to your dear wife and home, I know you the remaining please send some pamphlets.
Most truly yours,
L. R. WEBB.
Yours respectfully, JAS, SEBu and J. S. BRADLEY.
will ma.ke a call at Eureka Springs, won't you? We
want to see your face and we want to hear you talk?
ADRIAN, MraH., July 25, 1881.
SAN FRANCisco, CAL., Jun.e 10, 1881.
Call on us, Mr. Bennett, and I will go to work at
MR. BENNETT : From your notice in your last issue
MR. BENNETT: I see your intention is to swing round
once and try to organize a Liberal League here.
You will find here the largest city on the globe for the circle. As it is often for want of a mite is I see that you are about to leave us for your roundits age. Eureka Springs is just two years old and often more than its value, you will please allow my the-world trip. As I was one of the first to inciaims a population of about nineteen thousand. It mite to help. to guard against such a contingency. d~.-rse this movement with a little pledge to help it
is becoming a pleasure and health resort of the first Hoping pleasure may be with you in your labors, forward, so time and thought hav only confirmed me
importance. A safe and prosperous trip! Good-bye success attend your every effort, and time deliver you more and more that it is all in wisdom. And my
prayer has been that there might be some one, or
safe home, are the wishes of an outsider. I a.m,
till you heave up from the West.
J. T. KENNEDY.
ones, that would feel it their duty and pleasure to
Very respectfully yours,
H. W. WALKER.
[We will be much pleased to visit friend Kennedy
accomp;;.ny you, !1-nd sure enough it seems that my
and his friends. If not too far from our route we
prayers are about to be answered. Glory hallelujah!
WASHINGTON, D. C., June 11, 1881.
will try to call upon him.-ED. T. S.]
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $10-$5 for THE Well. my dear and much persecuted friend and friend
TRUTH SEEKER and $5 for· your trip round our planet. of freedom, I am truly glad that you are going to
hav company. I hope you may be a help to each
WINsLow, Mo., June 4, 1881.
Respectfully yours,
M. BRIEL.
other. My parting word to you is be careful of yourFRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $8-$5 for the world
selva in person and in property, As a truth seeker,
trip and credit me with $3 for the paper. I see you
BucHANAN, MicH., July 8, 1881.
are elected to make the trip. Do you propose taking
DEAR BENNETT: Inclosed find postal order for $5 to let truth be your watchword in all your statements,
Comstock along to specify what is obscene and that help pay the expenses of your trip round the world. and may your labors be crowned with success in unwhich is not? Wishing you good health, a pleasant I hope your journey may be a pleasant and safe one. veiling some of the hidden mysteries of some of the
trip, and a safe return, I remain,
When you return should you come by the way of the various religious superstitions of the world besides
Yours ·truly,
C. L. BARRETT.
Michigan Central railroad, I would be pleased to hav the Christian. And here I will bid you farewell.
you stop at Buchanan, and .I will show you the monB. D. MooRE.
ument that has caused so much excitement among
LAURA, OHIO, June 9, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $6-$5 for the world the. good Christians of the country, and I will try and
CHIOAGO, ILL., July 26, 1881.
· trip, 40 cents for photo of Ing-ersoll, imperial size entertain you for a day or two.
D. M. BENNETT: Dear Sir: We herewith send you
With best wishes for your good health and safe re- $5.00 to help you around the world, in compliance
the balance for Liberal pamphlets.
ELI NETZLAY. '
turn, I remain
Your friend and well-wisher,
with your offer to send each subscriber a history of
JOSEPH CoVENEY.
ST. JosEPH, MraH., June 30, 1881.
your travels. Ho]ling this will reach you before you
DEAR BENNETT: Agreeable to request, I send a postset sail. and that you may hav _a pleasant voyage,
MILWAUKEE, Wis., June 13, 1881.
office order for the $5 I pledged on the world trip.
We are respectfully yours.
A. CouLTER & Co.
Please excuse the delay. I am traveling all the FRIEND BENNETT: By the tab on my TRUTH SEEKER
I
see
that
my
subscription
will
expire
July
1st,
and
while, and at present am in the western part of the
CoNWAY, June 11, 1881.
state of Michigan. I hope you will enjoy the trip. as you are going on the proposed trip soon, I will
BROTHER BENNETT: Inclosed you will find post-ofI wish it were possible for your wife to go. I hope send you $3 for the paper and $5 as my promis tothat Mr. Macdonald's health will be spared, that he ward your trip round the world. Inclosed please find flee order for six dollars, five for your trip around
the world, and one dollar for continuance of THE
Yours respectfully,
may conduct THE TRUTH SEEKER in such a manner post-office order for $8.
TRUTH SEEKER, which I hav not received for some
GUSTAv LucK.
as to double the subscription list on your return.
time.
I hav been lost without that grandest of
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best paper printed on j;he
papers, THE TRUTH SEEKER. You will please pardon
HYDE PARK, VT., July 18, 1881.
American continent. It is the only paper that hanFRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find a postal my forgetfulness in not renewing immediately upon
dles Comstock in the manner in which he should
the expiration of my subscription. Here is hoping
be, without fear or stint, and is always ready and money order to pay for the round-the-world trip.
Fraternally yours,
HIRAM DwiNELL.
you will hav the strength and endurance to make
does expose fraud and deception wherever found.
a grand success of your trip, and giv us the facts
Then let us rally to the standard of THE TRUTH
BEAVER DAM, Wis., June 15,1881.
about those humbugs which we hav been taught in
SEEKER and sustain it liberally with our means. All
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $7-for $5 of our youth.
WM. LINDSAY.
honor to its brave old editor, D. M. Bennett who
after being put in the Christian crucible, ca~e out which please send your book of travels round the
OsBoRN, OHIO, June 15, 1881.
pure gold, and was received back into the arms of world, and for the other two you will please send
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inolosed three dollars
his friends with great public demonstration. Breth- Dr. Chase's paper one year, which will be $1.50, and
ren, let us work while time and opportunity are given. for the other fifty cents please send "Truth Seeker in payment of my subscription for THE TRUTH
SEEKER for the year 188i.
·
Sow broadcast the light of truth and science until this Tracts" of your own selection.
I hav been a reader of your paper, THE TRUTH
In your trip around the world I hope that you
earth shall become deluged with it. Brother Bennett, go; and may peace abide with you till you return SEEKER, for a number of years, and could not well do will find no worse civilization than ours, for we are
home safe is my most sincere wish. Best regards to without it, but I hav kept quiet on this round-the- yet almost savages. Look at our treatment of Chiyour faithful, patient little wife and friend Mac- world business because I felt like having you stay at namen in the Denver riot last fall. I trust you will
home and work for the good of humanity in our own meet with no such treatment at the hands of the
donald.
Respectfully,
JAMES S. BEDEL.
country, but I am willing to abide by the will of the so-called heathen of the Eastern world. How would
majority. They hav said go, and I submit. May the Christian world stand back aghast in holy horror
GRAND LEDGE, MraH., July 8, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: I inclose you $5 to help you round health and happiness attend you and bring you safe were a Christian treated one-half as bad even among
the world, and also to help dispel the ignorance and back to your happy home, is the wish of your true the wild Tartars of the mountain reg·ions of the infriend,
H. E. DAVIS.
terior of Asia. I hope that you will be capable of
superstition that exists in the world.
making an unprejudiced comparison of the different
Yours respectfully,
HARRisoN HALBERT,
MAui;ToN, Wis., July 19, 1881.
systems of savagery that exist in the world. May
FRIEND BENNETT:· You told me not to remit any circumstances favor you and allow you to return
.
WAUKEE, IowA, July 4, 1881,
money on the books faster than I sold them. But I safely in your own good time. In haste,
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Here is the the money for thy cannot help it this time, as I don't consider it a sin
Truly yours,
S. F. WooDWARD.
foreign mission. Hope it may be in time.
to disobey your orders under the pre·sent circumYours most truly,
A. L. GRINNELL.
stances. Mrs. Slenker advised every one to remit all
FALLS CITY, NEB., May 12, 1881.
they are owing you for books, but as I cannot do it
D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find ten dollars to
DILLON, MoN. TER., June 5, 1881.
I will do the best I can for you, as you will need all
FRIEND BENNETT: I am a little tardy, as usual, for you possibly can get for your long journey. I was your trip around this terrestrial globe, of which
which please excuse. Find inclosed $10, $5 of which out this forenoon trying to get some new subscribers credit five dollars to Frank Wells and five to J. V.
is for the world tl'ip, as per pledge, and $5 sent by to the stars. I've only succeeded in getting one- Hallebaugh, both volumes to be sent to
John Murray, whose post-office address is Burnt that's better than none. Please add the name of
FRANK WELLS.
Pine, Montana Ter., for one year's subscription to John Adler to your list. He says he would like the
THE TRUTH SEEKER and Paine's works complete, Now, books very much. He says you beat all writers he
GmsoNVILLE, CAL., May 29, 1881.
dear Bennett, may the fates be propitious toward ever read for giving such good descriptions of all FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find. :{lOSt-office
you. May your health · and power of endurance be you see. He got your " Infidel Abroad," which to his order for eight ·dollars, five dollars of which you
equal to the magnitude of the enterprise, and your mind is the best he ever saw. He is English.
will please apply to your around-the-world fund,
efforts cro~ned with the most signal success, the reand three dollars for Dr. Joseph Simms's "Nature's
Yours truly,
WM. HoLGATE.
sult of which will be welcome news to all Liberals
Revelations of Character; or, Physiognomy Illusfreighted, as is your style, with gems of thought:
trated.'' With my best wishes for a pleasant and
MoRRILL, KAN., July 4o, 1881.
As ever, your sincere well-wisher and friend,
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for successful trip, I remain,
WM. Xllii:JJU,U,
Yours respectfully,
W. W. WooD.
$5,15-$5 !or your journey round. this priest-ridden
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ADRIAN, MICH.
BRo. BENNETT: I hav now just returned from my
visit to eastern Pennsylvania anp. the sea-shore,
where I had .been with the view in part of improving my health as well as to visit with old friends
and relativs. I had fully intended to make your
city a visit, and · to take you by the hand and look
into your face, before you went on your round-theworld trip.
·
But the fates seemed to rule otherwise, and instead
·of my health improving, the reverse appeared quite
apparent during my four days' stay at the sea-side;
so I concluded to let discretion be the better part of
valor, and to make my way directly ltome, and bid
Old Ocean a long and lasting farewell. As I stood
and gazed in meditativ thought upon the briny flood
dashing its surf far upward on the beach, to me it
was sublimely grand.
And while thus in meditation I became somewhat
en rapport mentally with a prehistoric people who
liveg in age of the world before science had made
the discovery of the rotundity of the earth, ~nd before anything was known about the law of gravitation, or the philosophy of storms in the elements
was thought of, as being brought about by natural
causes. These primitiv people, in their undeveloped
mental unfoldment, concluded that there must be
some superhuman being or beings somewhere that
had a controling influence over those natural elements; so they personified those natural forces and
called them God, or gods, and of course these gods
were anthropoid in form and character, made and
created after man's own form and likeness. In the
beautiful words of a modern poet,
" 'In the likeness of his maker man is made.'
Of some allowance this may well admit;
And man the great exemplar imitates
When he becomes the maker of his gods.
The image of himself he then adores,
In fancy's glass he views his inmost soul
Reflected dimly, and he knows it not;
But, as it is congenial to his taste,
Concludes that it must surely be divine,
And bows to the reflection of himself."
And here in these few thoughts we can trace the
origin of all religions based on divine homage. All
are alike earnest, all alike sincere, and all alike
based on ignorance and superstition. They all must
hav something supernatural, something superhuman,
something that man as a human being and an intelligent thinker- can know nothing about, And as
it is now a well settled fact that the Christian religion is only an outgrowth of the more ancient forms
of religion, it must take its place with the rest.
S.D. MooRE.
PITTSBURGH, PA., June 14, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: Once more I hav the pleasure of
sending you the name of a new subscriber, who has
lately given up old monotonous and bigoted orthodoxy, and has come over to inhale some of the pure
. oxygen of liberty and to grow mentally strong under
the bright sunshine of free thought and free speech.
We are battling with the enemy here, slow but
sure, as I believe the converts we hav made here·
are in earnest on· the' side of Liberalism. My friend
whose subscription is inclosed is already a radical
Freethinker, and like me he loves THE TRUTH SEEKER
so that he reads it every word through as soon as
time will permit, after getting it.
I notice by THE TRUTH SEEKER that the "V's " are
coming in fast, and that your trip is now a settled
fact. I hav now made up my mind that I must hav
those two or three fat volumes, and now send you
the required sum for that purpose and also to assist
in moving you around among the orients, hoping
that you will make the round trip safely and that
you will giv every Liberal who wishes to buy it a
history that will, if they use it right, giv other histories, gotten up from a Christian standpoint, such a
knock-down that they will be away below par, and
will never be able to mount the platform of. defense
again.
I hav no fear for THE TRUTH SEEKER in your absence. It was tried before and was not found "wanting. I say it is bound to liv under the management
of Mrs. Bennett and Mr. Macdonald, and with the
letters of D. M. Bennett from abroad. Inclosed find
$6.50-$5 to my name for your- trip around the globe,
and $1.50 for the paper to the new subscriber named.
Yours truly,
H. B. MAXWELL.
RossviLLE, ILL., July 18, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find my "mite," the
promised five dollars, which I hav ne~lected sending till this day. "Better late than never," however. You hav my best wishes for a safe and prosperous trip around the worlp. There are many anxious hearts praying- for your safety and return from
your journey. I remain yours truly, C. M. Ross.
WEST RANDOLPH, VT., June 24, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : Inclosed find post-office order for
eight dollars; three of which are foi: your paper
one year, from April 17, when my subscription expired, and the other five for the around-the-world
fund, ·according to conditions,, etc. I hope you will
succeed in the undertaking, and be able to return to
us with unimpaired health, to be at the helm to
prosecute with renewed vigor the priests who now
fatten upon the credulity of the people. I see even
now that many are thinking for themselvs and do

not believe the old, old story. Yet for the sake of
gaining popularity many pander to tv the aid of
priestcraft and do not take our Liberal papers and
books. Yet I find they are eager and willing to
read my papers, etc., when I furnish them. Amidst
it all I can see signs of promis for the future generations all over our fair land.
I wish you an abundant success. I am yours
truly,
SAMUEL BAss:
MILWAUKEE, OR., June 5, 1881.
FRmND BENNETT: I am a sort of a border ruffian,
and don't _pretend to know much, having but little
education. But as I am a Yankee I hav an idea,
perhaps a new one. There is plenty of evidence here
that the earth has more equators than one, and my
geography used to teach me that the revolution of
the earth drew the water upon the equator as the
water is drawn upon the center of a grindstone by
its revolution. If this is so, then the whole secret
is made plain. Here we find old established beds of
oysters at intervals of twenty-five or thirty feet, one
above the other. We hav examined four distinct
beds from fifteen to twenty inches in thickness, and
it is probable that these distinct beds of oysters can
be traced to the tops of our highest mountains.
The last bed ·above tide-water is the most perfect,
and of a much larger size than those at tide-water
to-day, showing that the climate was warmer here
when it was established. Hence it is plain that the
sun is moving southward, or has been moving southward on this coast, and going, as the Yankees would
say, "by jerks." I will not make a long argument
with the geologists, who claim that these mountains
hav been thrown up from the depths of the ocean,
though I think I hav plenty of testimony in favor
of my theory, but what I want is to ,hav ·you search,
when you make the circuit of the earth, after the
old legends that many of those old Eastern nations
must hav, that -their forefathers once dwelt in a
beautiful land of plenty somewhere in the east. It
is provable that the Chinese once dwelt in this country, for a bronze Chinese altar was exhumed in excavating for the N. P. B. B., with writing upon it
which was deciphered by the Chinamen, and was by
them conveyed with great care to their nativ land.
I don't think it will pay to try to destroy
quite all of Noah's flood, though it might bear considerable pruning.
The paro.disaical home of our forefathers, or Garden of Eden, will probably be found in Dakota, or
the Red River country of the North. When the sun
moved northward the aquatic animals were driven
into the lands bordering on the Arctic Ocean, which
accounts for the great abundance of ivory and
aquatic fossils in those lands to-day. If I could hav
time and space to tell you about Adam and Eve, and
Abel's sheep business, and the reason why God
would not accept of Cain's turnip and cabbage offering, it would be a story worth reading. But look out
for Mother Shipton's sayings this year, for this tidewater bed of oysters is just about as well established
as either of the other beds, and the jerk must come
soon. Hav your arks ready and well stowed with
grub and tobacco.
E. W. CRESSEY.
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My experience is nearly the same as that of all in my
(lircumstances. One example will tell the gist of the
whole. Our minister told me in a puplic .Jo!lference
meeting, "I want you to sit down; we like to hav
you come and hear what we hav to say, but we. want
you to keep your mouth shut."
But my mouth don;t shut worth a cent, nor will it
.while prison doors stare us in the face for exercising
our legal rights; and "do you know, Liberals, that
we would" be an irresistible army of truth seekers
if we were a little more concentrated?
I still say, "Bennett, don't go." But I suppose you
will though; and you can put me down for the book
of around the world, but don't send it till you get
the "V," which !will remit as soon (at longest) as it
is printed. My money is in the bank of heaven and
I shall hav to raise it somewhere else, for I guess
the "bank's broke."
A. H. W ALXER.
SoLEBURY, Feb. 27, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Feeling. assured of your pardon for my levity in using to you so common a vulg.ar expression, let me say, I perceive you're a cunning old coon (jokingly). I think I understand you.
Seeing there is no hope of life, immortality in Materialism, you consent to visit the ancient Garden of
Eden so as to partake of the " tree of life in the
midst thereof and eat and liv forever." Well, I am
sure that I with your many friends ha.v not the
least objection, but oh, how shocking to those who
wish you dead already! Can you not accommodate
them before you go? I,say, No, but go and eat
thereof and liv forever.
If I was not so old and poor,
I would help you on your way,
But I will often think of you
In reading what you say.
.
So make the trip around the world,
.A.nd tread on holy ground,
Then return to your dear home,
With all your treasures found.
Go see the beautiful Eden ga.rden,
Once planted by the Lord,
Now held in !lurance, as we read,
By glittering two-eqged sword.
Try to hav some talk with Satan,
If you can be so bold;
See if he really is a serpent, snake,
.A.nd if he's looking old;
Shake him gently by the tail,
.A.nd pat him on the back;
.A.sk him kindly for some fruit,
.A.nd put it in your sack.
You might whisper in his ear
A. word or two of praise;
We think him better than his goo
In many of his ways l
You need not tell him all you know,
For that would raise his ire
To drive you from the garden,
.A.nd cast you in his fire.
Do not neglect the tree of life,
Bat treat it kindly, clever;
Try to get some fruit thereof,
.A.nd eat and liv forever .
Respectfully,
~ W. ALLEN.
Consistency, thou.art called a jewel,
Not here portrayed to view,
By one that's call.ed the wisest man
The world laas ever knew:
"Happy is the man that "findeth wisdom, and the
man that getteth understanding" (Prov. iii, 13). "For
in much wisdom is much grief; and he that increaseth knowledge increaseth sorrow !" (Eccl. i, 18.)
Old fashionable theological religion is now about
losing its last hold on intelligent minds; its doom
is sealed as a thing of the past, itR priests and priestly
rule must go to the wall, being weighed in the balance and found wanting ; the light of scientific
knowledge has eclipsed the splendor of its brightness;
its mock sun must go down in gloom to welter in
the blood of its slain -I
Then shout, ye nations of the earth,
.A.nd let your voices ring;
The year of jubilee bas come,
So all the world may sing,
Science god is king l
E.W.A.

CENTRAL, S.C., July 24, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: I write this to say good-bye. Love
and good wishes are all I can~giv. Much as I regret
your leaving us, I would freely send you $5 if I h~d
it and thereby secure the history of your voyage
which will no doubt be worth three times the amount
it will cost your donors. I am so glad you are going
to hav company from home. It relieves me of half
my regret for your going. Take good care of yourself, and right here let me suggest that you take a
full suit of the "Wilsonia" to protect you from the
effects of unavoidable exposures. Bring me a walking-stick from the Holy Land, even if it is nothing
but a stalk of Jerusalem oak from round that old
stable place where Christ was born, or may be you
could get me a sprout from the stumps of that figtree which was struck by that big streak of cursing.
I shall think of you often during your absence and
look and long for your safe return. If you are successful and get home safe and then conclude to make
FoREST GROVE, OR., July 13, 1881.
a tour ·through the United States, I hope to be able
FRIEND BENNETT : It is rather late on my part in
to contribute my share to that enterprise.
sending in my "V" pledge, but circumstances sometimes interfere with plans, so I will not tender any
Farewell.
B. M. CASEY.
apology, but instead indose postal order for $8-$3
to apply on the subscription of Mr. Bisbee of this
JoRDAN VALLEY, OR., July 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I hope you will hav a safe journey, place and the balance to apply to your missionary
and I know you will, for "Yahveh" will take care trip. I will giv another "V" if you will take Comnot to lose so useful a man as· D. M. Bennett. stock the sneak along with you and cast him in ye
And if the ship should happen to wreck with you, Daniel's lion's den. I hav great doubts about any
he will probably hav a great whale created for you, respectable lion making a meal off Comstock. No, I
as he did for Jonah, for "Yahweh" knows you are hav a better opinion of a lion or any other animal
a more useful man than Jonah was. And if you than to think they would giv Comstock even a passshould happen to get lost in some of those heathen Ing glance. I hav a favor to ask of you which I
countries you will surely not find any worse hell hope that you will grant. Will you kindly forward to
than the Christians hav prepared for you. Hoping me one of those rocks that Joshua, God & Co.
you will hav a pleasant journey, and return safely, caused to be rained down from heaven upon men
who were bravely defending their homes against a
I am yours truly,
WM. B. KING.
band of wandering (according to the Bible) robbers.
I am not a lover of the (Bible) land, bu't I would like
OswEGo CENTER, N. Y., July 28, 1881.
FATHER BENNETT: Find inclosed one dollar for THE to hav one of those mythical rocks. It strikes me
TRUTH SEEKER ; wish I could send you one-half as as very strange that Christians will persecute people
much as I've expended for Jesus. I made up my who do not believe such infamous heathenish stories
mind that I had done more for him than he had for about their Gud. Instead of persecuting unbelievers
me, and I claim a balance in my favor; but he is Christians should giv them credit. Wishing you a
Your Infidel friend,
exactly like his followers, and don't do what he grand success, I remain,
W. C.Cr.ow.
agreed to, so I've dropped him from _my list.
4
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God's Doings.

God made this world himself ttlone,
With no one to assist him,
.And then llJ?On the other hand,
There were none to resist him.
He macle the world for our own use,
we·conld not liv withou~ it,
And so he made it very quick,
. Was just six days about it.
He made the sun and moon and stars
Ami placed them all in order,
.And spt·ead a curtain over· all,
With a star-spangled border.
He made an Indian and a squaw,
And placed them in the bushes,
And taught them how to get their food
By catching fowls and :fishes.
.And tben he made another pair,
And called them Eve and Adam,
When they'd been here a few short years
He wished the devil had 'em.
And then God sent old Satan down,
With l\Iot!Jel' Eve to grapple,
And Satan turned into a snal{e,
.And otl:'ered her an apple.
She took the apple, ate it all
But just the core and paring,
.And those she gave to her old man,
And that set him to swearing.
so now we all must go to hell,
With devils there to grapple,
Because six thousand years ago
Our parents ate that apple.
God made ten thousand little things,
Black, yellow, gr·een, and red bugs,
.And then be made two species more,
We call them fieas and bed-bugs.
He made ten thousand little things,
Thousands of little midgets.
They bite our dear sweet babies so
Their mothers get the fidgets.

Then, Uncle Sam, be warned in time
Before you feel her deadly clutch;
Where she gets power, then freedom dies,
And science withers at her tonch.

SEND TO

They may hear and pay them too,
Yes, every one that pleases;
In spite of this they can't get mine,
Till melted brimst<me freezes.
Now take a peep at Plymouth church,
Behold their godly teacher;
There's no wm·se devil in the world
Than their beloved Beecher.
.And when all find he's lied like hell,
.And none believe his story,
He'll take a rope and hang himself,
.And swing right into glory.

The Liberals' Warning to Uncle
Sam.
BY ROBERT SWAIL.

Our lovely goddess, Libe1-ty,
After a long and weary strife,
Was won by thee, dear Uncle Sam,
.And thou didst take her for thy wife.
We gtieve to think that thou dost flirt
With llfother Church so tlloughtless!y,
Forgetful of that lovely one
Who has been always tr·ue to tllee.
Old l\fother Church has mistress been
Of kings of Spain, and John Bull tooThe concubine of ancient kings,
.And histm·y proves this statement true.
.And 'tis well known that in those times
When kings and church were joined in one
The land ran red with human gore
.And rights of conscience trampled on.
When king of France and pope of Rome
Conspired the heretics to slaughter·
On fatal Saint Bartholomew,
Then ran human blood like water.

Atlditloni Subtmction, Mol•
tiJtlicat. on, an!l Division,

Fol' Tl1en1.

Sample Machine. poatnie freb,

u The Dnrwins~". Price, paper, 50 cents~ cloth, 75 cents.
"John's Wa;r." 15 ·cents. "Study,!ng: the Bible." 75
cents. Specnnen cosies of the 1 ~"yswloglst, 10 cents.
Stamps gla.dly receive . Ad'IJ:~~. SLENKER,
10t26
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.
6m25

Don't yield to her a single inch;
Giv her not our Constitution,
In which to put her God, and thus
l\Iake it a priestly institution;
But cling to lovely Liberty;
From her true love be never parted,
Nor grieve her more by tlirting o'er
One that's so vile and bloody-hearted .

FREE BOOU. FOR THE SUJ:H.

Oh, hark not to church, priests, or :Pimps,
Who on freedom's cause wonld tread,
For they would slay thee, Uncle Sam;
They'd laugh if liberty was dead.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

LIFE-SIZE

REPLIES TO THE

LITHOGRAPH

"Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."
By ALLEN PRJN(U,E.
This pamphlet was considered necessrtry because the

OF

fg~~:· a~~~cb{inrtcrs~fi ~~~n~i~~;t~fr~d ~~iJ>~~!~sha~~~:;Elt

against design tn nature, and this work coutains IJoth the
attack and reply. It is valuable. asH presents the strongest Christian evidence for the existence of God with the
complete and overwhelming refutation.
Price 10 cents. Sold at this ofticc.

D. lVl BENNETT.

§ent by Mail or Fitly Cents.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

CBRISTIA.NITY
FROM A

Scientific a1Jd Historical Standpoint.

BY w:u. N. McLAREN.
A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects
treated are, Unrevealed Religion, Old Testament Rellg·
ion, Evidenc~ In Support of. Cbrlstlanity, History of
~~~~~il~~~tlor~IJ.er1~t~a~Nl~t·e of Christianity, Proposed
The book is very rad.icaf and thorough, and shows con~~g~v~h;~M~'l.a?'~t;~;~~~~~?enf;;.~J~f.:'~. been built
Price, 50 ce.nts. For sale at this a!lice.

. Afte•· au attaek of )>araly!'iS persons are
hable to many ordinary Uiseases which did not affect
them before. Your doctor will tell you that you m.ust
~i;_~ your bowels reguhn.
This can be best done by

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY .TAl'IES PARTON.

Aperient.

It cl~nns_cs without weakening, thus enabling the slck
man to regain hi~ strength. Asl{ your physician, and he
will recommend Its .use.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
S2

'Vith Portraits and other Illustrations.
This work, which bas occupied Mr. Parton many years

~~~~-P~~lft~:~oga i~r ?~:4r;~i~"ed 1ln igo{d, ~fe~r1 ~;~~. vol·
Mr. Parton as a h~torianand bioi"lapher has no superior,
0 1
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manifest in this work. It ts a labor of love, as well as a
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to~~J6b ct~e~~i~~s t~l~~J ~o~:f ie~o~:b1~~rit~~~~.~J~ ~~~r~fnn!tY~g~~~g~~ha~r,dd~~~~i~f~~iV.oll:i~~j~:~;~a~:~
about two yetus. I want it to build a workshop; am a

mechanic, but can just merely Uv on account of my expense.,, and rent consumes all the rest. I hav no real
estate; the only security I can giv will be the building
and references. For particulars
·
Please address G. B. FIDE,
1t32
108 Wash. ave., Minneapolis. Minn.~
CORRii!~PONDE~CE.

A widow lady of thirty, refined and educated, would
like,to correspond with strictly honorable gentlemen bet~JJ'r~~; ages ~!J~."f8A50PR'6b~¥()f;;s §~;{g~~~1d, Mo.
Box -198.
2!32.

transcendent philosopher, n. great reformer, a. brilliant wit

~r~. ~~~tl;~~dt~;~}~ya~~'1~~~~~itY~~ra'j,eh:~~ft':.~r::'~8

bad In the English language. It >s a most Interesting portraiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he 1s viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever.

~~glf~e~~?.fr\f~~da~~oa~~~ea1~i~~s~~gl:~~~1~% b~;~g~
erance and Jlberty. It Is the arsenal from which Liberals
. will
draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the

Correspondence Wanted.
at~. ~~~l~~~Jb~~ 1~bsg~~ ~g~~s. e~dc~~a~=~' :~~~;~fit~e~f~r~

Iaay, 25 to 35 years, of similar characteristics. Object,

knowledge, happiness. and_ perhaps more. Address
1t3Z
LOTUB, Box 399, Sioux City, Io
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WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY.
THE

Bennett·Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

B. M. BENNETT and G. N.J. M.4.IR.
(CONTAINING S60 PAGES.)

The fullest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogmas and Claims ot·
Christ-ianity a tho:rong·h Ex·
amination p•·o ana con.

church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation wm
make it the authority In regard to his life, bls work, .his
death.
In two vols, Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. :u. Bennett, 141 E!gbtb st., New York.

ORICIN OF LIFE;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The eva lution ·of the spirit from matter through organic processes; or. how the spirit body grows.
Two paper~ given in the interest of Spiritual science.
by the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, of
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.

THE RELATION OF THE
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
RIAL UNIVERSE;
THE LAW OF CONTROL.
Two papers given in the interest· of Spiritual science,
~~J;.';,£.1c~~fg~ 1 8~et,i't~. la~~lla~~~s ~ffic~~RADAY, of

Achsa W. Sprague and l'llary Clark's
EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE.
Mcdlu?'-ATBALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N. Y.
Price 20 cents. Sold o,t this ofilce.

Our priests charge this to popery,
To do such deeds they would disdain;
A glance in history will show
Servetus was by Calvin slain.

Made up from the letters as they appe•red In THE
J~~~~:esii."c~~aed:r'h,id~~ii t~~~<iollfc~~~ low price of $1.50,

Read church of England history,
Their foolish nonconformists' wac;
They prosecuted Puritans
·
.And drove them to this land afar,·

SAVE .THE EYES AND
SPIRIT LIFE,
HEARINC,

Did then all prosecution end?
Oh, no; for Puritans then turned
.And Quakers hung for love of God,
And Baptists :fined and witches burned.

The §haker Eye and Ear Balsam

The old Blue laws hav been enforced,
.And Kneeland th111st in prison cell;
The church on steamboats now makes war,
.And railway trams would stop as well.
.And she declares the malls are hers,
All through this land, o'er hill and dale;
To what she wants men must respond,
Or she will pop them right in jail.
The fact is this, our churches here
]'rom Romish chm·ch are but a shoot;
It makes no difference their name,
They all agree to prosecute.
So, Uncle Sam, be not deceived;
Her crimson skirts of bright array
Are red with blood of martyred menReformers who opposed her sway.
Her pious mien, her gentle words,
Hide worse than the most vile of beasts;
The seeming whiteness of her skin
but whitewash daubed on by priests.

Add tess the

Pntent~et

WlU. HART, IUrksville,Mo,

A Modern Symposium.

$72 t-u~r:~. •¥~~~ ~~.~i~f:!~..~~e.

costly

WORLfWIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.
Only- Article of the Xind in Use.

Harmless, Healthful and .Infallibly Reliable.

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WI'I.,HOUT FRAME.

~eltzer

Con11.

"At last ~ _ have seen and examined the famous
'Comstock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of
constr etlan; seems admirably aduptccl to the end bud in
view l its invention and manufacture, and should be
in tl . possession of eYcry woman. ~'he self-appointed
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH, inq• aitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
the nterest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
."BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS,
the.r fellows. Cleanliness is essential to health, and
By ALLEN PRINGLE •
health interferes with the profits of certain well-known
Price 15 cents. Sold at this ofilce.
· c!asses."-LiberalFreePress, (Davenport, Iowa) :Nov. 6,

Heavy Plate Puper, 20x2S.

'?K'a::rrant'!>

~~~gied~i~~~~tci~J.l'W~terg~~~

Containing nearly 100 pages, In pamphlet form; shows
how Chronic Diseases can be positively cured by an original system of practice. It contains valuable and Bug."
ll:est!v notes on nearly all the cbrou!c Ills to which the
SUBJECTS:
human family is subject, besides illustrativ casea1 and wm
be sent by mall to any one sending their addrel!S and a
The Soul and a Future Life\ and The Inlluence upon
three·cent stamp to l'_ay cost of mailing.
:Iorality of a Decline of Rellg a us Bel!ef, by the ablost
li!UREAY BILL PUBLISHING CO.,
Engll•b writers, Including Prof. Huxley, Frederic Barrl159 East 28th st .. New Yor;r .~ , rison, Lord Selborne. Prof. Cl!lford, and •everal others.
Price, $1.25.
Far sale ~r&l~t~~rr:e~;J:Y. city•

God made ten thousand little tl1ings,
Thousands of little creatures,
No man could either name them all
Or know them by their features.
Tile book we call the Bible here,
If you would read its contents,
One half we find is decent good,
The other half is nonsense.
There is no devil in the world,
In no dark place he lurches,
He has no refuge anywhere,
Excepting in the churches.
The priests may keep the devil there,
They think it very funny;
So long as they make them believe
They'll grab 'the veople's money.

COMPUTATION by MECHANISM.

ELMINA

Experiences ot' SAMUEL BOWLES
(Late editor of the Sprhigfield, Mass., Republican)
IN

Or, Life as he now Sees it from a
!!ipiritual Standpoint"

bas for fifteen years proved the best remedial application Written throug¥.Jr§G',"~~~5\~'tJ; N~):,CARRIE E. s.
for ailing Sight, IDJI>ail•ed .U:earil>g, Oph~
Price 20 cents, Sold at tbls oftice,
thahnia, and all inflammations and afiections of Eyes
and Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the
eyes find an Immediate relief Soft cata_racts bav been
~ledtcal Compound and
removed by it. By Its use. the wearing of glasses !s deRubber Elastic Appliance
ferred. Price, 30 cents.
· in 30 Days.
Made and sold only by
G. A. LO:UAS,
Reliable references given. Bend stamp ror circular,
Sltf
Shakers P, o., N.Y.
s"Y In what i1.J.~~~8au saw 6~~~~~~r_r~~&'riiNGS
Sm15
Smithville, Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

Ruvtures Cured

By My

THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL
A:ND THE

IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.
PHECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OJ!' THE THE·
ORY OF DARWIN ON THE OitiGIN OF SPECIES,
By A. Snider de Pellegrini,
Author of the" Les :Mysteres de Ja Creation devoiles"
"L"homme et sa raison ll'etre,'' "Nouvelle theorie sur ia
formatJon des cometes." and other scienti.tlc and. historic
works In French and Italian languages. Price 25 cents,
Address D.l!l. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., N, y,

1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstocl( Syringe, so
nnmed beenuse Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y, l\I, C. A., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned champion, Don Quixote, did npon the windmill, and got
burt for his pains. The Comstock Syrmge surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to seo an
instrument so difierent to nnything we had ever seen
before-so nnil1nc, and in every way adapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the Indies it
must be considered a re"l blessing, not in disguise. It
is the prince of all s}'ringes. "-llr. Kinqet's Health
Joumal, New York, (317 East 14th Street,) October,1880.
"Any reflecti>e render mtt;;t perceive the practicability
of your celebrated clcunscr, and the urgent need-of its
universal use for the welfare of wamankind."-Dr. A.
0PPERliAK'l', St. Joseph, l\fo.
"That ' Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. l\Iy wife's health has
greatly improved since she commenced using it. "-EzRA
T. DANIELS, Downs, Kan.
"I have just received that warmly-tvelcomer:l little
frierzr:l to toornan. I think it one of the best inventions
of the age."-1tfrs, 1tf. S. ToWNSEND WooD, West New·
ton, Muss.
"I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
tb womankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispen~able little article should bear the
infamous name of 'Comstock.' "-Mrs. YouNG DENNIS,
Cedar Rapids, Iowa.
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortunes of others for subsistence· will set their faces
against your 'Comstock' contrivance. "-D. HIGBIE,
l\I. D., Burton, Mich.
" I hope you will pn'sh your ' Comstock' Syringe
nntil it is !mown to every family in the Union, when
its great benefit to ovcrtnsked and sufiering women
will be appraciutcd."-A. L. J{Awsox, l\L D., L. L. D .
" I think it is the best article of the kind I ever
saw."-EnwiN BARLow, D. l\L, Flushing, Mich.
"We have critically examined the 'Comstock'
Syringe (so-called) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably adapted article for the prescribed pur. pose that we have ever seen. It should be in tho pos•
session of every woman in the laud."-Dr. NoRMAN
MAcLEOD, Dr. JoHN liiAcCnDI:ItON, Dr. A. E. !>ionms,
Dr. E. A, li1ANNSEL, Prof. DELOSS LUcE, Dr. E. AT·
WELL: Dr. A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
.
"I received that wonderful Syringe, and consider it
the type of health and purity.· I want to shake hands
with you and tender my. heartfelt thanks, for snch a
snpremo blessing. "-llf.A.r.Y E. B..uu.ow, Lincoln, New
Me:rico.
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to be."HATTIE SANTY, Cottonwood, Kan.
"Anthony Comstock has at last been of some service
ro humanity in calling public attention to such a blessing as your Syringe. "-J. >V. KrNSKERN, Sanford,
Broome Co., :N.Y.
"I can truly say thltt I am mare than pleased with
the Syringe received. I am proud of it. It far surpusses my expectation. All women ought to be thankftil for such a god-send to their sex. I would not have
begrudged the purchase price had it been $50. "-Mrs.
W. H. WrLLr..urs, Ottawa, Kan.
"I think it meets all the demands of woman for
such an article. It is certainly the best Syringe I have
ever seen." -J AiU:ES I\L BliNN, New \Vnshington, Pn.
"I consiclcr thjs "Cmnstock ,, Syringe the prince of
nil others for cleansing aml healthful purposes, aml fol'
applying local remedies. I never felt more like rejoic·
i'lg in my life than I do now over my returning health
since the commencement of its usc. "-:l<It·s. H. P. Phil!·
ipsrAlgonquiu, Ill.
.
Sent securely boxetl with special instructions.
Conticlcntiul term~ to agents.
Price ~'eu Dohars,
Make l\foney Orders payable at Station E. Addl'ess
SAM. Il. l'RES'rON,

CRil\lES OF PREACHERS.

209 West 34th St., New York.

THE' TRUTH SEEKER~ AUGUST 6.,1881.
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BRoOKLYN, April 30,11881.
DR. THAYER, My Dear Sir: I was first taken sick about
the rsth of February, r88o, ·My first attack was like this :
l coughed up two or three mouthfulls of blood, when I
called a physicia.n, who prescribed for hemorrhR.2P. from
TRIUMPHA.NT.
the lungs, I recovered slightly. Three we~k• after I
was awakened In the nlglit with a cough, fin~ln~ my
mouth full of blood. Continued to spit blood for two
ALL ORDERS FOR "WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL days
before It could be controled, wlilch left me very
OR EXPRESS :MUST DE SENT TO THE :MANUFAC- weak. Recovered just enough to get around again In a
V~Y. weakened condition.
·
Whenever I would stoop to Elck up anything the blood
TURER, <165 FULTON STREE1', BROOKLYN. ALL

''"WILSON 1 A!'

0

w'b~~~ ~g~~~f !~~ :lrlE~~t~~

both declared that I could
never recover again. }i'rom July, 1880, to September 29,
PAYABLE 10 WILLIAM WILSON:I!"465 FULTON ST,, 1880, I was occasionally spitting up blood. Was suddenly
taken sick one night while in the street. This attack of
BROOKLYN.
bleedln~ continued for twenty-four days. Spitting? Nod
POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE :MADE

~flto~~er~e~~~~g.es\5:?§~~ ~~:J~~ ciS~Jt[~~n"J' s~l~ 1t
0

m:f~",; 1 '~l{~~~J:11~" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the was not possible for me to

They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians,
and mak!ug glad the hearts of the people,
of ~~s",;~.;tiLSONIA" will cure any.of the following forms
Paru.lyala,
Locomotor Ataxia.,
Intlu.mmatory Rheumatism, Gout,
.Anchylasis,
Varicose Veins,
Asthma,
Catarrh,
Bronchitis
Pneumonia,
Intlammatlon of the Lungs Bleeding at the Lungs,
Heart Disease,
Congestion of the Kidneys,
Albuminous Urine,
Spinal Disease.

8v t111 sp,r!ng-that I shouldn't

~1Yt:'~~~g~llb~~~arfe~;, ~~i:ie~n~"o~ ~ey R;'~gsd~~~ ~'::"n~
THAT I COULD NOT RECOVER.
Early ln·March, 188I, I gave up the doctors In disgust.

U pan the 21st of :March, 188I, the "WILSON IA " appli-

ances were put on me -whUe I was in Qed, as I was too
weak to leave the sl\me. Four days before this time,!also my friends-thought I was dying.
Upon• the 26th of March, 188I, I felt strong enough to
get up and dress myself for the first time In three
months~
Then upon April 8, 1881, I was .str.ong enough
to ride two miles and call upon Mr, Wilson.
Now, three weeks since that time, I feel strong

~lf'i:MR'IiH'lM\I ~~teTrD£~l~:ct~e lPJW.i~c~da~~

feel my strength growing better and better each day; In
I feel stronger and better than I have since 1 was
Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of fine,
first taken sick.
Yours respect(ully,
0
. :MICH.A.EL :MARRION,
'Se:na~~i'irTcJff.?~~t"~fcu~~i:~n•.
458 Third avenue, Brooklyn.

"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON SUNDAY
FROJII 2 O'CLOCK P. :M. TO 4 O'CLOCK P, M.

l

IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF
AMERICA.

·l

, rt'is'a fact well known to every Individual In this coun-

~IT,.~h~~ ~e~'ivhnov~l'.~~fJ' ~~k~e,"nn ~f.?yo~",;~~lcl~n"gv;~

.same. For instance, ]fulton with ~i'i steamboat, and
Stephenson with his locomotlv.
Tnen we had legislators In our Congress who looked
upon :Morse ns o. lunatic when he asked tor a short Hue of
telegraph between Baltimore and Washington, Yet to- anlJ' eJ'~ac:uoc~~~Jecgo l~:,re'~~~~f~~!a~~~e~~a\h~r~~':{.:
day what should we do without our telegraph or steam- tissues, fluids, etc., by acting directly on the arterial
boat and locomotlv?
blood, which absorbs a due amount of the magnetic

~~~c6rt~~:~~v~~01~a~~~~a~~a ~~~~es~~~~~.' t~~r~ ~~ng8~~

THE INVENTORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HAV;
; HAD TO BEAR THE INSULTS OF ALL SO-CALLED ~

ble to estimate tte number of persons who lose thefrllfe
!rom a neglect of the conditions neceSBary !or Its preservation.
.
NASAL CATARRH AND OBESITY.

i

SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR HUMPHREY j
; DAVY, ONE OF THE GREATEST CHEMISTS THAT ;

BROOKLYN, May 3D,I88I.
PRoFESSOR WILsoN, Dear Sir: All my life long lhav sufWITH ALL HIS LEARNING ~ ferred from nawal Cl.l.tarrh. Three months ago you perPROVED HIMSELF A FOOL WHEN HE RID!- ; suaded me to8 wear your Maguetlc Clothing, The otten-

i EVER LIVED-HE

i ~~~:DG:!~ ~:~:r: ~~G!~~~~:r::. ~
; ITY TO SO USE COAL GAS.
.................................................................
.

:~~g~~sre~e } ::sr~;~adi~i~dWf&d la~~a:U~ :~~~

something

i,P hav not

done in years without weariness.

~~~J\'~~.f,n~~aelh~~t~a~~e~x;~:o~~~~·na~u~~:e~h~~
:~~'it~[h:tr~cfv~befo~~~~u;:a~~~~~~~e~::i~:s y~e:;

Garments.
I supposed that during the warm weather they would be
burdensome. On the contrary, I am as comfortable as
the present oppresslv heat wlll permit any one to be In
ordinary dl'ess.
MRS. E. G. CHIPMAN,
·
7 Bond street,
WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOPLEXY.

Now, then, as to the WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.

[CASE OF PROFESSOR HATCH ii:MITH.j

THIS INVENTION IS AS NEW TO THE PHY- ;
; SICIANS OF BROOOLYN AS WAS THE FIRST~
; L.'ITRODUCTION
OF
STEA:M-ENGINS
AND :
: ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, A)lD YET THE PEO. ~
! PLE, ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, HA V NO :MORE !
~ SENSE THAN TO ASK THEIR PHYSICIANS ~
: WHETHER OR NOT THEY SHALL WEAR WIL. :

l SONIA

i :METHODS

OF TREATING DISEASE, AND OUR l

~CHILDREN WJLL WONDER HOW THEIR PAR-~
• ENTS COULD HAY BEEN SO HUMBUGGED AS:
; TO POISON THE:MSELVS WITH NOXIOUS DRUGS. ;

:PHYSICIANS THEMSELVS WHO HAV ADVANCED~
: IN LU'E KNOW VERY WELL THAT :MEDICIN IS ~
:A :MISTAKE.

···'······ ....................................

INTO -NEW LIFE IN TWO OR

THREE~

; MONTHS, THIS IN :MOST CASES IS AN IMPOS· ~
; SIBILITY, AND PERSONS GOVERNED BY SUCH;

l EXPECTATIONS

HAD BETTER NOT WASTE~
j THEIR TIME OR :MY OWN IN CALLING UPON ~
;ME,
.

success, as
"DEAR DocToR: lf the kind thought shafts I dally send
I;ou are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feet.

i~~~~~ts~r ~a~~~~s~y;~ [;Sr;;a~~~u1xt~;~~~Yl g::!~t~g:
0

w~~eaa~~::o~,e~?¥ri:~'1~~T:~~d~!~d~~ ~f !:it~~e, 0.

Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by tbe Doctor from suffering women whose diseases pe.
cullar to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of t;he!r
.
own househol<ltl.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
Kersey Graves the noted author and lecturer, writing to
FRIENDS OF THE SICK POOR OF BROOKLYN,
the Seymour, Ind., 1.imes under the above hean, remarKs:
"There is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
human mind of more Importance than a11evlatlng huEnforce your physicians and the Charity Commissioners of the
suffering, stopping the progress of disease, and thus
Brooklyn to accept my otter te them In your behalf.
• man
extending
the period of human life. And I know of no
I renew it here as follows;
physicl!ln more successful In the practice of this art than
Dr. R. P. Fellows, of Vineland, N.J. Bta success in nearly
'J;HE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN ~~J~~~~! s~~~~i~ ~;~~~s~e;:1~~ ~o~~~?}~~f~1~~t
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF :MY GOODS, FREE OF nractlce. This I kllow ~ actual trial, having been reCHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO wh~"nd ~(; ao~~~rca~eea"~s ~aJ'e"l d~~;s~~~ g~s :IT':U~;:;o~
you are atrllcted with any of the maladieo Incident to this
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION age.
I deem it mydutyto say this much tor the benefit of
WHERE :MY GOODS ARE ACCEPTED lF I DO NOT su..tiering humanity."
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PAThll~fs"EW~ a~~'&'kWJ~'h>~ce;6 ~'it'TNM~ ~Rt~
TIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT REMEMBERED, I ONLY ASK SUCH CAeES AS HAV forth a new and scientific method (never before known)
BEEN GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHY- ~~~g~rcgfest~k~~. gf.r~~~1"f~~ou1.~~'b"R~~~e~~:
iillCIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause,
EFFEIJT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FRO:M ~~~~~:~r:J~l;v~1f:~;ts~t~go~~~e, ;gJ~!t~~e~~e:;~ the
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.
Consultation Ill person, $5.00; by letter, free and Invited,

.

································································.

c.PI:

ro~\~~:t::;f;e:~~~~Jj;,"~~~~~\5~.~. ~~ifulJ'Wg~s
•

VIneland, N, J.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

"Some Mistak~s of' Mo!les."
This volume Is printed _on toned paper;Jn clear, bold
All forms of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as PhthisiJ; type, and handsomely bound 1n muslln, contslnlng 27i
Pulmonalis, or Consumption, Bronchial Hemorrhage, Pulmonary Hemorrhage, Croupous Pneumonia Catarrhal pages, I2mo. Price, $1.25.
1
Pneumonia, Induration, or Hardenin~ of the Lung, Bron-

so~'ii:sb~~d~~~~~~ i~~ /!~~~~~ cE~~n~l ~~:\~;,}~~~n
~~~!n"'i£l~~~f ~~;i~~~:~~l~~v~i~~riay~0}4~~~~~l~:~, I~ i~s':,~sdu':.lr",;ctinc~~~g:,~fl~~t~i~t ~t:~~~~ ~~;JegJ~~~~~~
'Vater in the Chest, Pneumo-1horax, or Air tn the Cheat,

1

l

l JUMP

And the ranll'e of price tor the "Wllsonla" Magnetic Suits
warranted to e:trect a cure in every case, when the Bait ls
worn continuoul5ly for the space ot twelve months-frequently will do this In half that time,

i

; A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK~
~ PRACTICING PHYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS
: TO THE VALUE OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC :
CLOTHING. AND YET THIS INVENTION IS ;
! DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER ;

~ MENTS ENOUGH TO TAN THE SKlli TILL IT~
; BECOMES LIKE THE SAIL OF A SHIP; AND ;
j THEN, HEARING OF MY MARVELOUS CURES, j
; WILL EXPECT, ON PUTTING ON 11IY GOODS, TO-;

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,

GARMENTS. IT IS JUST AS REASONA- ~
BLE TO ASK A COMMON TINKER TO MAKE
; YOU A GOLD WATCH, OR .AN IDIOT TO SOLVE;

i

l':MY DIFFICULTY IS THAT MANY PERSONS WILL
ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, WILL SWAL· :
LOW :MEDICIN ENOUGH TO FLOAT A STEAM- j
; SHIP, AND RUB IN LINIMENTS AND OINT-;

! BECOME

SUPPRESSED SC.lRLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IM·
MINENT DEATH
DEAR SIR: some two weeKs slnce 1 read tn the Brooklyn

~~ffc!ft~go~~e;~su~t~~~TI_t§tV:Je~~~~~~~e~~~~~~o~s:

of suppressed scarlet fever. Havmg known of a case
where a youn2' man threatened with pneumonia was really
f~~=~n~~g~~~~~~ei:~ ~~~~~~r~~~~~ga~~lf~~~~sn;1~~:~g

with it ordinarily, I was curious to trace this fever case
und see if any allowance must be made for the regorter's

~~~C:lite~hoef s~~~~f;ldeCC~f~~~~nwt'rifu~t"fae~I~~1et~~~~di

Epitam, or Bleeding from the N oae.
The above :forms of disease require "Wllsonia" Magnetic liuits which aggregate in cost from $38.50 to $73,50,
according to the·preciae character of the disease and condition of the patient. These same conditions govern or
~~~~~~~;~e~~r~;~~ 1~ tt~ofg1 ~~1 ~~e~fa!ffli:gate coat in
.All forms of CardiaQ, or HEAH.l' DISEASE, require
magnetic ouits ranging in price from $38,50 to $73.50,
All forms of DIS!!:A~E of,the ORGANS of DIGESTION,
such as Diphtheritic Inllammatlon ot the Pharynx, Syphll•
!tic Affections of the Pharynx, lntlummatlon or the
<Esophagus, Stricture of the <Esophagus, Acute Gastric
Catarrh, or Acute Catarrh of the Stomach, Gastritzs, or Inflammation of the Stomach, Carcino-ma, or Cancer of the
Stomach, Hematomesis, or Hemorrhage of the Stomach,

only about fourteen or fifteen pages, while there are two

~~~ct6ggk ~~~:::~~1: ~~af~sf!~t;~~dbPa"~c~Y~i~~~g~,;

in its style, and filled with wit, satire, efoquence, and
pathos.

"Tile Gods and Otlter Lectures,"
Col\""TENTS.- u The Gods," 11 Hnmboldt," u Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality," 11 Heretics and Hereaiee." Price,
cloth, $I.l!5; paper, 50 cents,

"Tile Ghost!! and Otlter Lectures."

CoNTENTlll.-1 " The Ghosts," 11 Liberty of Man, Woman,
called upon bim regarding It, He said the repol'ter'o Item Plt~~p;~a~n~cr}f~;~~~e~~d J~~~a~~~~Y~~~ DJ~~~:r~ ~~~~~~
fNfn~~~!?,;; ~p~~~~r:;i~~n°it~~~(,~~l!~f~~e,;a'~tR~\~~
was substantially correct. He said his family physician, Neuralgia of the Stomach and Intestins, Peritonitis,
The aDove require suits costing from $48.50 to $93.50,
fore :Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, ,I.25; paper, 50
Dr. Moffat, the homeopathist, acted as every humane
AU forms of JJlsease of the Llver and Bile-Ducts, such cents. •
~hysician does when, having no hope of r~covery himself
as Hyperemia, or Enlargement of the Liver .Acute Yellow
Both volumes beund In one, price, paper, $I.OO.
~:rue ~~r~n: ~~~ ~~~~~st~:~h~~~~ltSJ~l&!; Atroph'l of the Liver, Tuberculosis of the Liver, Cirrhosi8
garments wo~d not rnterfere with his medicins, Mr. Col- of the iver, Acute and Chronlc Hepatitis, or Aoute and
lier extemporized a nerye and lung invigorator from two Chronic Inflammation of the Liver, Fatty Liver, Cancer "What Must We Do to be Saved 'l"
leg belts which he took ott his own person, and applied of the Liver, etc.

b:a%/¥a

We ba v In Brooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
been given over by the very beat physicians, so called, in
the city of Brooklyn. In the testimonies given below you
hav the names ol five Brooklyn physicians who had given
over the patient to die,
1
l{ead these testimonials and then let these physicians
i'l!:o~hage
answer why they rail to cure. Head Dr • .Mansfield's evi- ;~~~ ~~v~~~u~: f;g~ ~h~pti~1~i~~yi~f ~ri~nd~~ug~ir doc~ ofI~~g~~~~J~~~!~;e"~~t~g~s~~~~:r~~~~·~
the Kidneys, Acute Bright's Dfsease, Parenchymatoutl·,
dence; also the evidence of Peter Leblback, of Jersey 8alled, and on examining the chuJ: rema1·ked tha& a gentle
or Chronic .BrJght's Disease, Carcinoma, or Cancer of the
8
1

r:~:iy~r:~!f¥rfe~~~~~~b~nre:tDt. 't~~~!rd 1~n~~t~:!~~sthi
8
~~Ve' 'ci! g:Ua~f.1~J>~~¥ll~f~~nt~{ r:e'!eJ~~ c~~r~ngx~I~fn y;h~ should
tlnd, doubtless, in every other, a delicacy of feeling fu~~e1Jesf::ffi~ ~~l~~%'o~~~~~~e~~~h~h~~~~~;' in~g~ttf.
In the family, touching their family phys!c1an; a reluc- nence of Urine and all disease!~ of the Sexual organs, Ova~~;urf;~~~t ~0oo~u;~ea~f~~~.J&~rl~J'~et"[h~~\~WJ"jrf~! ta.nce
to aay much in special praise of a remedy that was ntis. or Inflammation of the Ovary,OYarian Tumor, Ca-

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated SC1flptor Clark Mills.
GARMENTB, which they dared condemn, are all sufficient
not administered or recommended by the doctor. I was tarrh of the Uterus, Displacement of the Uterus, Par·
Cabinet size, prlce'E $2.50, Neatly lacked and boxed
to cure in two monthli.
1
satlafied, however, that those moat interested considered
~~'t\1,~~;~~~~~n~av a'ifg.tag:e~er o this gr~at Apostle
th~t the savln~ of the little patient was due to the" WIL. ~~~~f~~~~~~: ~h~ttlt~:u!~~~n~z~~~it~Z~u?Iai&;?P~-~:
0
PHOTOGRAPHS OF :MR. INGERSOLL,
~~~~:::a~ddu~~t~ 0:~':~~;t p~'b"J1ct dea~;,::~nt~~~ ~YJ~ la~·h'; .'J}~~ ~:~~~~~ ~~~~~o~~~~r~,;;u$'4~~t!J·~~ $108.50.
I WILL GIV ANY PHYSICIAN IN BROOKLYN: acknowledgment be publicly given,
All forms o! DISEASE of &he NERVOUS SYWl'EM, By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the !ol·
Desirous
of
knowing
what
lJr.
:Mottat
himself
would
say
such
as
Softening
of
the
Brain,
Bemapltlega,
or
Pu.rnlysis
lowing prices:
j $5,000 IF HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAY IN REF-l of the caoe, I visited his residence and had a prolonged In- of the Laterallialves of the Body, Parip!Llegia, or Parulysis
~~g~1~7 g!r~~eslze • • • • • •
• ~ ce?.ts
; ERENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE "WILSONIA"! terview. Among other thingtJ he said: 11 The patient was in
a precarious condition. We could not bring on dlaphore. ?~/J!~JISE:~~~r 1?~~~ !~~pfefx t~C~r~t~arH~c;1l'os;:h1f~
•
50
Life-siZe Llthograph,;2Ix27
:SYSTEM IN TREATING DISEASE, AND WILL; sis, but a gentle perspiration set In after the goous had Cer~bri.t~s, or lfntlamatiou of t"fle Bra.in, Ce1·ebro-~""'pinat
Postage paid.
0
1
0
0
D.
:M.
BENNETT,
9
:ALSO UNDERTAKE TO CURE NINE-TENTHS; ~ii~r~K~~u~ !s fi;~g ~~ut~e;n::~eo~ ~;:;pe~ e~~ ~~t'ri~Tl; fue;:~~ ,~~i~rc g~o~~e ~~~fnBl~~~i{:M~~W/.~~~uhal~~¥~t~!:
I4I Eighth street, New YorB:,
reputation and dig- genitus, or Water on the Bro.in trom .Birtu, ..Mye'fitis, or In.
:OF ALL HIS INCURABLES, l!'REE OF CHARGE,~ be put in some saving chmses for the
1
6
Iiammation of the Spinal Marrow, Hemonhage of the
PROVIDED HE REGISTERS THE NAMES OF j ~~\Ycgi~~~ !}';~~be;: ~~~t~ ;~b't~ s~~~~h~ ~~ub !er~~~~S Spinal Cord, or Spinal Apoplexy, 2abes Dotsualis, or Conin repeated cases before he could declare in its favor unre- sum,tton of the tipinal Cord, Locomotor .Ataxia. or Progressiv Grey Degeneration of the Posterior Columns of
:THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.
OF

···················································· ···········

l

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

:~i~~2'l~~oults~~1~~r~~~3e~~'1 ~~!~~~~~~ 't~~r~n:~ r:~
~~JLi~~~:~, ~~~~~~~l~~~'b~;.~~~;; ~~~~~:fs~a:bt~~~,."aJf.Js~ Col. R. G. Ingersoll, D. M. Bennett
g~;~o,VfLSb'WfXFi~~~~t~E~l~ ~~~~ ~aeti~~ ~~~~~~;Jib~
Ueving, yes, knowing u.s well as I do that mothers and ~~I~s l11/~1~~~~-U~t~f~!tr:fu'Ig~s~~W~go~i~~3:rasfs~LanLJIand Others.
F.:'~~s;~ar'l~r(h~~.ew~r~o6'11r.k<;. 'i(fi'tx~'lY-f.~~n~"iifii~J¥~ IR~~~,;:~~l't~'if£it~t~fc~~~n!Jft':'s~~8Ii~s tz.~!~~~nd

I will also glv [any patient $5,000 who has worn (my
goods In quantity aud thuo as I direct und has not received all the beue!lt I promised.
they hu.v a sure reliance in those frequently recurring, and its severai varieties. require .suits costing from ~:ld.50 to
~u~~~ b~~~t~p, ~~~hf:.Se~g~ ~ff~~ed ~tX~rh!~l~fiit 7
of DISEASE of tile ORGANS of LOCOMO
Read the following amon11: the man;;: testimonies given you choose. It ls from one In whom suffering humanity 'TION,forms
such u.s Rheuma1·th1·isis Acute, or Flying Gout
as to the virtues of tile "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC has a
Acute Articular Rheumatism, Chronic Articular Uheu.!fRIEND.
~OTHING:
matlsm, Deformities of the Joints, Gout, Progreaaiv MuGcular Atrophy.
THE FAR-lf.AMED "WILSONIA."
The above require magnetic suits costing from $JB,50 to
H.iEMATEMESIS.
$200.00.
All forms of ACUTE and CHRONIC INFECTIOUS
moves grandly on, conquering and to conquer every form DISEASE, such as Measles, Scarlet Fever, iSmu.ll Pox,
[Binding from mucous membrane of Throat and
of diseu.se known to men. It triumphs over ~ven the most Chicken l'ox, Typhus Fever, Typhoid Fever, Helapslng
Stomach.]
complicated forms within tho short space of ten or twelve Fever, Intermittent Fever, Dysentery, Syphilis, Congenmontlls. Read the following glowing tribute from the Ital and Hereditary.
~!. t~~eceY;~~d~~g~;ned l>r. Mansfield, of New I~e ~~g(>'iill'J~~eo~a'}f~~'ki~Y~~os.;!~c~ 9 ~g<';,ot deThll almost seems Incredible. But, nevertheless, this 'i\'~~l.
patient has come under tile personal observation of Dr.
6I WEST FoRn-Sl<COND STIUIBT, N.Y., April 9,1BSI.
pend upon Infectlon,_sl'c!la• Chlor!s!s, Scrofula, Diabetes
Thayer, as well as all the others who have addressed their
DJU,II WILBON: I am pleased to Inform you that I am [both var!Qtlell], &Qr_..., or Bourv;v, eto.
etters to him, and he a11lrms the truth of all they claim.

i\f·

~

Pft

.Painted in Oil Colors by aid of Pn.otographs, on Convex Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as .Dw·able.

These paintings are preserved by a patent process i do
not spot, and are. not alfectcd by heu.t, coltl, or sun. Per
sons sendlug theu own or friend's photographs with lock
or color of hair, eyes, etc., or those Ol'dering Ingersoll's or
Bennett•s, can llav themJainted at the low price (to intro~'i::e~:~jh ~·J~fi,rl size, $2; card, $I.50. Beautiful
AU Bent by mall, Addrell8
A E. W ., Box 447,
Woonsocket, :R. I,
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TB:E :l\fetbodist condemns the Catholic for be·
llevlng too implicitly, too entirely, In his leaders
and his churcn dogmas, while the .Atheist knows
that they are each and all of them dupes and victims of old superstitions, traditions, and teachings
perpetuated by false education and unfavorable
social in11uences.- Elmina D. Slenker.
TB:E pure scientists object to anything being
called facts in human experience which are notreducible to sensible terms. They are not facts such
as science contemplates. Their value to religion or
to religionists they may not deny, but they complain bitterly of any attempt to confound science
with mental philosophy. They study tbe brain,
but not the soul. They observe and respect what
can be wo:>igbed, measured, or subjected to physical tests, but leave all that is beyond this-and that
is the best and highest-to the speculativ thoughts
of men, who must be contenteEl with something
short of what they call scientific knowledge.-Rev.
H. W: Bellows.
PRoTESTANT as well as Catholic Christianity discourages investigation and love of truth by instilling into ·the mind unmanly fears respecting the
consequences of coming to conclusions in confiict
with accepted dogmas. How can a.man educated
to believe a system that forbids doubting-the beginning of wisdom-regarding its truth, make an
impartial examination of its claims, or the claims
of other systems opposed to it, or investigate,
without fear or favor, questions that are related
to it ?-B. F. Underwood.

fldds and "nds.

,D. M. Bennett's Publications.

.A HANDSoME lady entered a dry-goods store and
inquired for a" bow." The polite clerk threw himself back and remarked that he was at her service.
"Yes, but I want a buff not a green one," was the
reply. The young man went on measuring goods
immediately.
"FATHER." asked little Johnny," when you was
a boy did you used to think wbat a great man you
would be when you gre}V up ?" "I suppose so,"
said his father, "why do you ask that?" " I don't
know," replied Johnny, "only I heard you say last
night that life was f•ill of disappointniimts; that
was all."
"WoULD you like to look at some mourning
goods Y" asked the polite dry-goods clerk, as he
:tlung down some slazy black fabrics before a serious lady customer. "No, not this morning; some
other mor·ning; good morning," she responded;
and the clerk was so overcome that he was shortly
afterward C9.!-'ried out to his bier.

Truth Seeker Library.
The ·world's Sa~res, Thinkers, anll Be•
t'or01ers. The Biographies of threQ hundred of th.e
most distinguished teachers aud philosophers (who we1 e
not Christians), from the time of Menu to the present.
~yD. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, ~.00; leather,
$4.00; morocco, gilt edges. $4,50.
'rbe ()baDlPlons of the ()burch ; Their
()rimes and Persecutions. Biog'raphical sketches
of prominent Christians far worse than lnlldels. A companion book to "The World's Saze~1" etc. By D. M. Bennett. avo. 1,119 _pages. Cloth, ~.w;
leather, $4,00; mo
rocco, Kilt ed.l:es. $4.50.
The Gods and Reli110ions .of' Ancient and
lllodern Times. Vol. I give a full account of all the
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, InCluding
Jehovah, Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, VIrJtin
Mary, and the Bible. 8S5 pages, avo. Vol. II describes fuily
all the reli~lous systems of the world, Including Judaism,

.A YOUNG man bas just been married. On the
evening of the happy day he observes his bride
carefully restoring her bouquet of orange blossoms
within a globe of glass prepared for the purpose.
Much surp't'ised, he inquires the reason. She, with
a charming smile, replies, "But, my dear, I may
be able to keep it for the next."-From the French.

"WiiAT," asked Lampy, pausing in the middle
of a mischievous article on the annex, "is the difference between a boarding-school miss twelve
months before marriage and the same individual
twelve months after the ceremony ?" ".About two
years," said the lbis, mournfully viewing the sadHUMAN nature is, we admit, so capricious that eyed censor returning from an algebra examinathere may be a single sensitiv point in a conscience tion. "Nay," replied the jester, "one husbands
which everywhere else is callous. .A man without her bang, the other bangs her husband.-Harvanl
truth or humanity may bav some strange scruples Lampoon.
about a trifie. There was one devout warrior in
liE saw a carpet hanging out
the royal camp whose piety bo't'e a great resem·
Upon a clothes-line in the rear
blanca to that whlch is ascribed to the king. We
Of that fine mansion, and he thought,
ntean Colonel Turner. That gallant cavalier was
"The folks are out, the coast Is clear;
hanged, after the R.estoration, for a tlagitous
I'll bag that Brussels if I can."
burglary. .At the gallows he told the crowd that
He did, and, making no delay,
his mind received great consolation from one re.Adown the alley, in the dusk,
tlection-he had always taken off his hat when be
The carpet-bagger tramped away.
went into a church.-.Macaulay.
WB:EN you go to court your girl, young man,
Keep getting bclder and bolder,
MEN differ in opinions as much as in features.
And when the proprtious moment comes,
No two minds are perfectly accordant. The shades
Right in your arms enfold her-of belief are infinitly diversified. .Amidst this
immense variety of sentiment, every roan is right and ask her if you dare hope to, some time in the
sugar-coated
futurity, swear her in to get up on
in his own eyes. Every man discovers errors in
the creed of his brother. Every man is prone to cold mornings and start the :tire, while you bold a
magnify the importance of his own peculiarities private seance with Old Morpheus pending break·
and to discover danger in the peculiarities of fast.
NOT FOR THE REVISED VERSION.
Others. This iS human nature.-Dr. Channing.
How dear to my heart was the old family Bible,
EVEN our enemies are beginning to admit that
That stood on the table so solemn and still,
the secularist life may be as pure in aim and aspi- Where often I've bid anything I thought liable
ration as theirs. They are ceasing to point to men
To get in the bands of my brother Bill;
as false and dishonest because they are Secularists How ardent I've seized it with eyes that were glowor Materialists, Agnostics, or even .Atheists. But
ing,
•
the constant cry is that morality is not enough. A
And shook its wide pages till out the things fell;
pure, honest, workful life Is not sufll.cient. There But now all its charming old secrecy's going,
must be a belief in God; nay, in this country there
With this new-fangled Bible the bookstores all
must be a belief in Christ and his blood, if a man's
sell,
life is to be a true life, He may be the faitbfulest The new-fangled Bible, the twenty-cent Bible,
of husbands, the gentlest and firmest of fathers,
This reverend Bible that says hades for bell.
most honest and painstaking in business, one
SB:E DIDN'T KNOW.
against whom no breath of censure stirs. That is
Miss Pallas Eudora Von Blurky,
not enough. The Christian shakes his head dogShe didn't know chickens from turkey;
gedly and says: "All this is of no avail. He does
High Spanish and Greek
not believe in the saving power of the blood of
She could tluently speak,
Jesus Christ."-Dr. Aveling's Superstitions.
But her knowledge of poultry was murky.
WHAT signifies his barren shine
She coUld tell the great uncle of llfoses,
Of moral powers and reason?
And the dates of the wars of the roses,
His English style an' gesture fine
.And tbe reason of things.Are a' clean out of reason.
Why the Indians wore rings
Like Socrates or .Antonine,
In their red, aboriginal noses.
Or some old paga.tl heathen,
Why Sbakspere was wrmig in his grammar,
The moral man he does define,
.And the meaning of Emerson's" Brahma,"
But ne'er a word o' faith in 't
And she went chopping rocks
That's right that day.
-Burns.
With a little black box
WHO would not rather be damned with intelAnd a small geological hammer.
lectual, moral men and women, whose chief crime
She had views upon co-education,
is that they are independent and courageous
.And the principal needs of the nation,
enough to examin the faith of their ancestors and
And her glasses were blue,
to reject whatever seems contrary to their reason
.And the number she knew
and their sense of right, however consecrated by
Of the stars in each high constellation.
time, than to be saved with the ignorant and the
And she wrote in a handwriting clerky,
vicious, whose principal merit conRists in their declining to doubt or to investigate, in their adherAnd she talked with an emphasis jerky,
ing :ftn:illy to the religion taught them :ih child.And she painted on tiles
In the sweetest of styles,
hood, and their confidence that the blood of Jesus
has the virtue to wash away all their sins and fit
But she didn't know chicken from turkey..
them for the mansion of the blest I Who, I say,
· -Tom OchiUree.
would not rather be damned with the former than
A QUESTION FOR THE BACHELOBB.
be saved with the latter !-Underwood's Christianity
Where do old bachelors go-when they dle?
and .Materialism.
Where !}o the bachelors go?
Do their souls take fiigbt to the realms on high,
IF you want to hav better men and women,
Or to darker regions below ?
change their condition here. Don't promis them
Old maids with their follies and whims·
something somewhere else. One biscuit will do
Climb up the golden stairs;
more good than all the tracts that were ever pubWhere do old bachelors go with their sins 1
lished in the world. Glv them more whitewash,
Sweet echo answers, Where?
more light, more air. You bav to change men
physically before you change them intellectually.
When from tbls dreamy world they skip,
I believe the time will come when every criminal
Do they think of their ill-spent youth ?
Do they ever think of the rosy lips
will be treated as we now treat the diseased and
sick, when every penitentiary will become a reThey never kissed ?-in truth.
No curtain lectures, no little storms,
formatory, and that if criminals go to them with
To burst over them now and then;
hatred in their bosoms they will leave them withNo making up in each other's arms,
out feelings of revenge.-Ingersoll's Hell.
To love but to quarrel again.
·I LOVE the man that can smile in trouble, that
ea.n gather strength from distrsss, and grow brave They liv on earth in a negativ state,
In hunger and thirst and cold;
by refiection. 'Tis the business of little minds to
In a state of unrest in the tide of faith,
shrink; but he whose heart is firm, and whose conA poverty of the soul;
science approves his conduct, will pursue his prinThey call it happiness, because
ciples unto death. He that rebels against reason
They enjoy It-and so It isis a real rebel; but be that, in defense of reason,
For 'tis merely short suspension of laws
rebels against tyranny, bas a better title to "DeThat puuish,-and tbat is bliss.
lender of the Faith" than George the Third.Old bachelors go to-well, when they die,
Tkomaa Paine.
We know where the bachelors go;
0 wAD some power the giftie gie us
Old maids shall pile the embers high
To see oursels as others see us!
Far down in their quarters below.
It wad frae many a blunder free us
"We might hav been married," they cry aloud,
And foolish notion.
And look up from the regions dark,
What airs in dress and gait wad leave us,
" Then we could swing on a rosy cloud
.And e'en devotion I
-Burna.
And play on a golden harp." -Becky Ska,.P.

BOOKS SOLD BY D.~:M. BENNETT.
SCIEN'J.'IFIC AND RAI'IONALISTI()
.WORKS.
Wm·ks by Prof. Louis A!!;assiz •
The §tructure of Animal Lit'c. One val., 8
vo., forty.slx illustrations. Cloth, $1.50.
l!Iethods of Study in Natural History. 16
mo. $1.50.
Geological Sketches. lGmo. $1.50.
Geological Sketclocs. Second series. 16 mo.
$1.50.
hat ~~~:~~tey in Brazil. Illustrated. 8 vo. $5.00;
C~t~, ~~say on ()lassification.

1

~~~'!:ego~~'furl';1n2N£:t~~~WJ. t~1s a;:~~. ~;YJ.I.l.'f.

Bennett, written In prison. In cloth, ~.b8 per volume. or
$5,00tor the two vo!Bwnes; In leather, $7 00; In morocco
gilt edges, ~.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con·
tainlng nearly l.SOO pages-a complete edltion-w1th two
steel engravln~ medallion portrait, and a full length
likeness of the author. Cloth, ~.00; leather, red burnished
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, ,4.50.
Supernatural Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelatlen. Decidedly tne most thorough and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural·

!~':Wtfi:l~~~~n t?n:rv:rs~· ~~m"~~~:ns;r~~uh~~:t.

\Vorks by Alexander Bain.
Logic, Decluctlve and Inductive. $2.
lllental Science; A Compendium of Psychology
and History ofPhllosoplly, $1.50.
·
tl~!:.nfi.~~d Body ; The Theories of their Rela-

$4.00: leather, $5.00: morocco, gilt ed~~:es, $5.50.
Analysis oi'Religions BelieC. An Examination
or the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
By Viscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of England. Comglete from the London
~~~~.~<lftt~RJ'::•• t~oo. In clOt • ~.oo; leather, u.oo:

Moral Science ; A Compendium of Ethics. $1.5().
Tb.e Senses and the Intellect.. $5.
The Emotions and ..he will. $5.
Works by H. ()harlton Bastian.
The Bel'llo'innings of Life. Being some accounb

The Great Works ot' Tho01as Paine. In·
oludlng The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,

~Y}r.;o,:.~s~~~t~~ ~~ang:J:,ik;t~~J~n~fh~rW.!nei~~

Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The R~hts of
Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and-a steel
plate portrait, BOO pages, Svo. Cloth, ~.00 ; leather, U.OO;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The forego in~ eJfht VOlumes are called "The Truth

r:wt~rea~:~~f~~S~l0l~~h~~St~~fi~~B~ngl~i~~$~?rmatiODB

0

~i~~:~s~~~"!'d~~r w~il t~e ~~~~~~~J f~~ert~~dp;.t~; ~

each.
Nature's Revelations of ()haracter; or
Physiognomy Illustrated• The science of Individual traits portrayed by the temp.<>ramenta and features. illustrated by 260 wood cuts. -By J o~h Simms,
:ff~d~~s~if~.,svo. Cloth. ~.00; leather, $4 ; morocco,

Paine's Works.
Paine's Theoloe:ical Works, Including The
Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Letter to the
Blsbop of Llandatr, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine aud s steel-plate
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine'sOreat Works (complete) In one volume, as above. ~. $4, $4.50.
Paine's Polttical Works, !n~udlng Common
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The A&-e ol' Reason. An investlfntlon of true
~'!M'!~~~:~~.ha"r"~ojg· $l:W:J1~~~; c~~~. n the world.
The Age of'Reason and An Examination
of the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
()ommon SeDl!le. Paine's first work. !Scents.;
Tbe ()risis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
lncluslv. Paper, 40 cents; cloTh, 75 cents.
The Rights of'lllan. For the oppreaaed of humanIty. Paper, 40cents; cloth,75cents.

s3

D.lll. Benuett•s Works.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. 1,075 P!'!!es, avo. Cloth, ~.00; leather, if4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

()-:-i-::ie~~~r:P.t~~e::;_tf!'-:s. ()rv~.rc~~~l':a:!:.

Cloth, ~.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

ltl~!t:r~0.Pi".J'e~~ rw~·~tu~:. ~~~~:~:-t
0
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In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or$5.00 fer the two vofumes;

In leather, $7.00; ln morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
Fro01 Behind the Bars- A series of letters
written In prlson. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
·
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages. Price,
$1.50.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating

~~~~v!~~ sf~~~. ~~etjl~1:"<f~~!~. 3~~~,:'~~~f~~~Ji'.f #i~~f,:

Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages are devoted,
showing that book to be a very inferior production for a
first.class. God. S3S large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents;
cloth, $1.

a!&.~i~~ln~-::i~!.~~:rta,rr· ~~d ~g~~~"f~1;

thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that -has appeared. 500 l&rge pages. Price, $1.50.
'.l'birty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.
·
The HniDphrey-ilennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infidelity, between D. M. Bennett and Rev. G. B. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M,

~~~!'ti,~t ~~'k~rv~~ ~~'.l'~:'th~e~ap~r~~~"c!~ts tgfa1h~~~

cents.
Interrogatories to Jehovah. Being 3,000 ques.
tiona propounded to his Jewish God ship upon a great variety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
Why and Wherefore. (Forthcoming.) S50 pp.,
12mo. Paper, 60 cents: cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of

~~~0h1~ 1~~f.Fti~~ f~~;:,"t~J~ft.!~t:tonLlg~;..'j1!'af.nc~~~~~.

8 vo., pp. 891.

Works by W. R. Alger.
()ritical History of Doctrine oC Future
LiCe. 1 vol. Cloth, $8.50.
Solitudes of Nature and ltlan. 1 vol. Cloth,
$1.50.
Friendship of Woman. 1 val. Cloth,$1.50.
Works by Aristotle.
Ethics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
Politics atul Economics. fvol. C!oth,$2.
Metaphysics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
History of Animals. 1 vol. Cloth,$~.
Rhetori" BUll Poetics. 1 val. Cloth, $2.
Organon. 2 vola. Cloth, $1.40 per Yo!.

of

On Paralysis frmn Brain Disease. $1.75,

I

Works by ltl. B. ()raven.
()ridcisno on the AJ>ostle Paul, In Defense of
Woman's ntghts. Intempemnce, war, and biblical theology, the three great ob•tructions to Christianity. Paper,
25cents.
Christianity Before the Tilne ot' Christ.
With quotations from th.e ancient sages and fathers, show-

~~~t~~lc

historic origin of Christian worship, Paper, 25
\Vorks of Charles Darwin.
Origin of St>ecies by Means of Natural Selection;

or, The Preserva.twn or Favored Racestn the Struggle tor
Life. 1 yo!., 12 mo. Cloth, $2.

Descent ot'l!lan, and Selection In Relation to Sex.
With many Illustrations. Cloth, $3.
Journal of Researches Into the Natural History
and Geology of the Countl'ics Visited During the Vnyage
of H. M.s. Beagle Round the World. Cloth, $2,
Entotional Ex1•ressions ot'l!lan and the
Lower Animals. Cloth, $3.50,
'l'he -variation of Anionals and Plants un·
der Domestication. Authorized edition, with· a
preface by Prof. Asa Gray. 2 vols. Dlustrl\ted. Cloth,
$5.00.
Insectivorous Plants. 12 mo. Cloth, $2.
Movements and Habits of Climbing
Plants. Second edition, revised. With Illustrations.
1 vaL, 12 mo. Cloth, $1.25.
The Various ()ontrivauces by which Orchids are Fertilized by, Insects. Second edition, revised. With Illustrations. 1 vol., 12 mo. Cloth,
$1.75.
The Effects of Cross and Self-Fertilization in the Vege£able Kingdom. 1 vol.,12 mo.
Cloth,$2.
'I' he Different Forms ofFlowers on Plants
of' the Same Species. With Illustrations. 1 vol. 12
mo. Cloth, $1.50.
.
·
Works by Prof. John ,v, Dra1>er.
Scientific l!Iemoirs. Being experimental r.ontrl·
buttons to a knowledge of Rad:ant .l;nergy. Cloth, $3.00.
History American ()ivil War. Three vola.
Cloth, beveled edges. $10.50.
Future ()fvil Policy of America. Crown 8
vo. Cloth, $2.00.
·
Intellectual Developntcnt of ·Europe. 2
vols. 12mo. Cloth, $3.00 .
Natural Philosophy. A text-book on natural
philosophy for the usc o1schoolB and colleges. $1.l5.
Physiology. Human Physiology, Statical &nd Dy·
namical; or, the Conditions and Course or the Life of Man.
Illustrated. 650 pp. $4.10.
Physiology Abrid"'ed. Text-book on physiology,
abridged from the author'slarger work. llmstrated. $1.25.
()onfl.ict between ScH•nce and Religion.
Cloth, $1.75.
Works by R. W. Enterson •
Ejisays. First series. Portrait; 16mo. $1.50·
Essays. Second series. 16 mo. $1.50.
llliscellanies. 16 mo. $1.50.
Representative Men. 16 mo. $1.50.
English Traits. 16 mo. $1.50.
Conduct of Life. 16 mo. $1.50.
·Poems. With portrait: 16 mo. $1.50.
May Day, and other pieces. 16 mo. $1.50,
Society and Solitude. 16mo. $1.50,
Letters and Social Aims. 16 mo. i1.50.
Above 10 Volumes, Half calf, $30.
Essays, Blue and gold. 3 2 roo. $1.25.
Poems. Blue and gold. 32 mo. $1.2 5.

50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Anthony Co01stock : Bls C&reer of Cruelty and
Pfc:e1'~.irt!'s~i:f:rci~~~~:tPc~n~?mesttc Life. Vest·
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 c~nts,
Eighth and Last Letter from Ludlow•
Prose \Vorks, Including essays (both series), Mis.
Street Jail. 10 cents.
cellanics, Representative 1\fen, English Traits, and Con.
•
Letters fro01 Albany Penitentiary. 25 duct of Life, 2 vola., i2 mo, $5.
cents.
Parnassns. A choice collection of poetry, with an
Introductory
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the way part of the day 'Wall spent the other day results in nearsightedness. In the latter case,
at' Chautauqua.. There are plenty of " heath- the simple intensity of the light produces unen '' at home uncared for, but it is not perhaps due contraction of the pupil, and an increase
)
the heathen brother abrbad that the good men of tension within the eye.
AN !Jx-female is the term .applied by the at Chautauqua cAre for so much ail the
W¥.. G. F.A.Rao, of Wells, Fargo & Co., diad
Philadelphia. Press to Mrs. Victoria Wood- brethren who are to handle the money raised
TR:& quiet old town of Da-renport, Iowa, has on the 3d.
hull.
in the. Sabbath-schools.
recentlv been seriously agitated over a scandal
ANoTHER Indian outbreak is announced in
, "A STRIP of land one inch· wide and three
which has just come to light. The facts in the New Mexico.
A MoRMON conf0renee is to be held in
case are as follows: one Rev. Mr. Wilson, a
hundred feet long was sold in Milwaukee for
BARONESS BURDE!l'T•COUTS and her husband
Georgia. This announcement confirms the Baptist preacher, has been charged with talct1.500.
•
are coming to America.
reports
of
numerous
con'fersions
to
Mormonism
ing
improper
liberties,
and
finally
culminating
NEARLY all the persons miraculously cured
PARNELL has been suspended from Parliaby prayer at Pink Cottage, the hospital of the in the mountain districts of Alabama, Georgia, in attempting to commit rape on one of the
h h Mrs. B us.,a
h ladyof ment for offensiv langna.ge.
North Carolina, and Tennesee, where exhorters membe'rs of hi's,cure,
·
Rev. George 0. Barnes, in Kentucky, hav since
from Salt Lake hav been zealously at work for very good character, who lias been holding
CoLLl!:CTOR RoBERTSoN assumed the duties
died, lind. these mishaps hav closed the conseveral years. Thes~ men preach polygamy, official positions in the church, and a leader in
of collector of this port on the 1st inst.
cern.
,
but ad vise the converts not to practice it until so·m'ety The case 18
· now m
· progress m
· th e
FATHER RYAN, a Roman Catholic pastor at· they migrate to .Utah. It js said, however, courts . A 1
ANOTHER plot for the assassination ot the
.
· arge amount of eVI"dence has b een
Cromwell, Conn., who fell in love with a girl that. among Georrna Mormons a plurality of
czar has been discovered and frustrated.
.,.
given
seriously
re:fl.ecting
on
the
character.
of
and became a drunkard, has contritely turned wives is not uncommon.
·
NINE persons died and twelve were prostratmany of the church"members, and also bringall his property over to his bishop and retired
CoL. INGERSOLL says: "Rev. Dr. Newman, ing in the good names of previous pastors who ed from the heat in this city last Saturday.
to amonastery.
of New York, tells us that the crime of Gui- ha.v not always used the best discretion when
A NET saving of $1,381,442 was effected in
THERE is troU.ble in the Meth~dist church at teau shows three things: first, that ignorant in company with .their weak sisters. The
Star Route service by Postmaster James in
Hickory Point, Illinois, because cigars were men should not be allowed to vote; second, church is divided, as usual.· in such trials, the July.
sold at the Sunday-school .festival to small that foreigners should not be allowed to vote ; pastor having the large11t portion; not only
JoHN DILLON, the Irish agitator, has ..been
boys, several of whom indulged in their first and, third, that there should not be so much that, but he has the sympathy and support of
released from prison by the British govern·
l!moke on that occasion.
religiouS liberty. It turns out, first, that Gui- a portion of the press, the churches generally,
ment.
REPORTS from Kansas cities agree that the teau is not an ignorant man; second, that he and the Y. M. C. A. Their influence is so
FoUR ~en were killed and ten wounded by
prohibitory liquor la.w passed last winter is is not a foreigner; and, third, that he is a potent that 13robably the pastor will go free and
already disregarded.
All the saloons were Christian. Now, because an intelligent A.mer- the injured woman will receive censure from one bolt of lightning at Hartsville, S. C., on
the 5th.
closed a while, but they are now open, and the ican Christian tries to murder the President, the people.
this parson says that we ought to do sometraffic suffers no interference.
SH.A.Rltl! Me being caught off the piers of this
IT is announced ·that the Rev. H. W.
thing with i~ora.nt foreigners and Infidels.
city and plal'ed on exhibition by enterprising
THE John Allen case'of twelve years ago in This about the average,pulpit logic."
Thomas, of Chicago, is to be tried in September fishermen.
this city now has a counterpart in Chicago,
for heterodoxy as to the ato1ement and the
3
except that instead of a "wickedest man," the
THE London Daily New says: "Mr. Brad- inspiration of the scriptures. It is also anBRADLAUGH is seriously ill from the effects
person of supreme debasement is Minnie laugh's case will be immediately considered by nounced that he has "left the Methodist of his encounter with the officers of the House
Brooks, in whose dance-house revival meetings the Cabinet council. A ministerial statement Episcopal church." There seems to be some of Commons.
on the subject is expected before the close of confusion as to his standing. For some time
Me held.
THE ministerial cabinet of England has de·
UNDER the new khedivial decree abolishing the session. We are informed that Mr. Brad- he has been preaching as an independent min- cided to introduce an Oath's bill at the next
slavet;y in Egypt, domestic slavery .in future l~ugh will take no further steps pending the ieter. If it shall be definitly ascertained that session of Parliament.
will be rendered impossible. Families possess- hearing upon the summons. We hav always he has severed his connection with the Meth·
THE fashionable way now of injuring your
ing slaves now are not to be deprived of their maintained, in· accordance with the opinion of odistEpiscopal church it will be super:fl.uous for enemy is to place a dynamite bomb around
Lord
Selbourne,
the
law
officers
of
the
crown,
the
court
of
that
church
to
attempt
to
try
him.
property in them, but no new. slaves are to be
the late attorney-general, and a majority of The points on which charges of heterodoxy are where he can step on it.
:admitted.
LAST Monday night Wm. Gale completed
lawyers, that the right claimed by the House made out a.re exceedingly nice, and are based
A METHODIST camp-meeting near New .Cahis walk of 6,000 quarter miles in oonsecutiv
on
expression
in
his
sermons,
many
of
which
of
Commons
is
one
which
does
not
belong
to
naan, Conn., announces· as one of its advanit, which it never exercised before, and which, a.re capable of being explained in different period of ten minutes each.
tages that " a commodious iee house has been
0RTILLE GRANT, brother of Gen. Grant, '
erected on the grounds.'• It is not stated sooner or later, m~t, if persisted in, bring it ways. It is claimed by his friends that
into serious conflict with the constituencies. there are many in the Methodist church who died at the New Jersey Asylum for the Insane,
whether this is for the stor!loge of ice or for the
Mr. Bradlaugh's own imprudence cannot alter a.re quite as heterodox as Dr. Thomas is ac- near Morristown, on the 5th.
accommodation of brethren who grow too enthe fact that he has been treated with the cused of being. And ft is urged that if he be
thusiastic and :who need cooling off.
Tm: sexton of the Fourteenth street Presbygrossest injustice, and that he represent a prin- tried there ought to be a general and compreterian church was found dead in the chapel
THE St. James's Gazette tells of a Nihilistic ciple of the highest political importance."
hensiv trial of all who hav in any degree wanlast Sunday, suffocated by gas.
beer shop in Rose street, Soho, where the subFATHER K..u.LENBERG is pastor of St. Mi- dered from the standards of the Methodist
GREENFIELD, the wife murderer, was hanged
version of law and order iS advocated in the chael's Catholic church at Miamisburg, Ohio. Episcopal church. Such a trial would produce
at Syracuse on the 5th. He had been three
following song :
Pete Eagle is an ex-sheriff and of consider11r a theological earthquake, and would introduce
times sentenced in the five years he has lain in
A stands for Alexander, who was killed the other ble weight
in the community. He and his more dissensions tllan fifty eoumenical connday;
jail.
If his son don't alter he'll be killed in the same wife belonged to St. Michael's. Mrs. Eagle cils could heal.
SITTING BULL says he only surrendered beway.
accused the priest of attempting to kiss her,
REv. DATID TIGE, Methodist, of Stillwater,
. ELDER ATWATER, a Wi!consin Methodist and similar charges were made by other Minn., has been persecuting a poor cripple cause his women and children were starving .
preacher, affected the Peter Cartwright style women ; but none of the accusers would ap- who keeps a peR.Ilut-sta.nd on Third street, in He don't place much faith in the promises of
of evangelism, and gained an enviable reputa- pear before· the official whom the bishop sent that town. He lodged a complaint against and the government.
tion for piety and eloquence ; but his downfall to investigate the scandal, and therefore the arrested him several times for doing business
BY the aid of the electric balance the locahas been caused by a committee, who watched matter was dropped. Mrs. Ea.gle was absent on Sunday, the same as dozens of others in tion of the ball in the President's abdomen has
his conduct at a camp-meeting and made dis- from the services awhile, but last Sunday a town there and elsewhere are making a regular been discovered. He had another relapse on
coveries which confirmed their worst suspi- new church was to be dedicated, and she went practice of doing, and in which they a.re c<>un- Saturday, but the physicians now say he is docions.
to attend the services. Father Kallenberg met tenanced and upheld by public opinion and ing well.
IT is impossible to satisfy some men. No her in the aisle, and, in hearing of the congre- officers of the law; but Tice, one of the ComPosTMASTER JAMES has found that the Canamatter how much they hav they want more, gation, asked why she had come. She went stock style of virtuous seekers after notoriety, dians hav been using the United States mail
They are like the little boy who had gorged home immediately. Then Pete Ea.gel sought a.nd whose hypocrisy can be seen in every word bags in their local service, some being sent as
himself at dinner, but still begged for a piece the clergyman, and exacted, by means of a a.nd motion by any ordinarily keen-eyed ob· far north as Mauitoba. He will take steps to
of custard pudding. "But, my dear," said threat to whip him, something that served for server, must look after the morals of this poor prevent this in future.
his mother, " you are so full now that you can an apology. Both men are now going armed cripple-not daring to attack any abler-and
MR. BRA.DLAUGH addressed a monster meethardly speak.'' The youthful prodigy replied, for a fight.
hav him fined to help his morality. His first
ing at Northampton last Sunday. He said
"Mother, the apple-dumpling side of my
AN unexplained objection to the electric fine tile citizens chibbed together and paid.
stomach is full, but the custard-pudding side is light arises from its alleged evil effects on the His ~econd fine was ten cents, the situation that the great struggle for constitutional tights
was growing graver, but he would fight for
empty.''
eyes. European observers. state that the fre- having come to the knowledge of the judge as them as long as his life lasted.
THE increase of wealth from 1860 to 1870 quent variations in intensity to which the light it should, and it being the duty of the court to
THE publication of the St. Petersburg Golos
was over 114 per cent. The increase of popu- is subject giv rise to sudden and frequent impose some fine to meet the requirements of
lation during the same period was less than 23 changes in the pupil,. and, consequently, in the the law; that is, honored more in the breach ha<J been suspended for six months for having
percent. Thus the increase of wealth in ten " accommodation" of the eye, by which is than the observance. The local papers, and e~ceeded propriety in criticising the conduct of
years was 91 per cent greater that the increase meant that alternate, contraction and .dilation even tllose of towns like St. Paul, adjacent, the Prince of Bulgaria and General Ernroth,
of population. And yet the great mass of of the pupil, by which it suits itself to the vari- hav passed very severe strictures upon the con- and in exposing the disorder txisting on board
people were no better off in 1870 than in 1860, ations of light. Such a light, therefore, causes duct of the "self-appointed," and given him Russian men-of-wa.r in foreign stations.
and poverty and crime were more .widespread. not only muscular fatigue, .but also a consider notoriety, though of a not at all pleasant kind
A MOVElllENT has been set on foot in thia city
·Who got the 91 per cent of increase and how able degree ol blurring and indistinctness in to any one but such abnormal creations a.s by the Business Men's Moderation Society to
did he, they, or it get it?
the retinal image. Th:e light suffers both when Tice, Comstock, etc. It is hoped he will hav ascertain how far adulteration has been carried
IT is difficult to imagin a multitude of sane it is too dim and when it is·too bright. In the sense enongh to crawl into his moss-grown in the manufacture of beer. Having recompeople gathering together to ~ear a D. D. dis- former ,case the object mu~t be brought cloee fossil of Methodism and content himself with mended malt liquors in 'preference to distilled
cuss plans for raising money in Sabbath- to be clearly seen, and an increased accommo· mauling the " revised" or some more ante- the society feels responsible for the qnalit"J
ffered by tile different breweries.
Bchoola for foreign mission work. But that is da.tiv effort is called !or, which in moat case quated edition of"' God's word."

IJoits and flippinns.

..
I raised myself up. A wagon thundred over the rels. He termed the destiny of man blissfulness, and
bridge. I hurried thither. An old servant met me, knew no limits to the selection of the means to this
and asked whether I desired refreshments. I ex- end. He mocked at my lively zeal for virtue, called
P!"essed my astonishment to him. "Are you not it a work of social regulation, and proved to me that
A.lamontada, the Galley-Slave.
Mr. Alamontada ?" said he. I replied in the affirm- it, among different nations, also bears different colors.
"Now, Miss de Sonnes and her wother hav His wit sometimes even. made me ridiculous in my
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH ativ.
left the order with me," answered he. I went back, own eyes, while he suffered one of my principal vir•DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. :MOSHER, LL.B.
took Clementine's wreath ·from the ground, and tues to wander to different nations and everywhere
CHAPTER VI.
'
:followed the servant.. Clementine was Miss de ridiculed it.
And yet Bertollou ·was, in spite of these prejuOften I was in the amphitheater; often I passed Sonnes.
'
through the· street of Albertas. I s~w he.r no mo.re.
This day will never 'be forgotten as one of the dices, dear to me; for everywhere he did good.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
Her picture floated before me and mu:ed Itself With most beautiful of my life.
my dreams. I lost all hope to see the beautiful vision again, but not my longing.
.
.
Ecce Diabolus.'-Continued.
CHAPTER VII.
The time came that I was to enter the umversity at
SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THAT HORRIBLE AND CRUEL OR·
Montpellier. Mr. Etienne.repea~ed t~ me his wi~hes,
An attic room in the rear house of one of the
DINANCE IN DEVIL-WORSHIP, NAMELY, BLOODY SACRI·
and conjured me not to disappomt his expectatiOns. richest and happiest inhabitants of Montpellier,
FlOES AND BURNT-OFFERINGS. BY THE VERY REV. EVAN
DAVIES (MYFGR MORGANWG) D. D., L.L.D., ARCH DRUIL'
In the superabundance of his confidence in my young Mr. Bertollou, became my abode. Some roofs, black
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
powers he saw in me the future guardian angel of the walls, and two windows, and the attic of a house
TRANSLATED BY MORION B. 0.
Protestant church of France.
standing on the opposit street, was my scanty view.
·He blessed me. The whole family stood weeping Nevertheless I was happy. Surrounded by my
As the world gained in knowledge so also did the
around me at my departure. I promised in all vaca- books, I lived only for the sciences, and Clemen- Jews, and the concepti. on of deity rose higher and
tions to come to Nismes, and left, overwhelmed tine's wreath hung above my writing-desk. Spring's higher. But the credit of reform was not due to the
with grief.
myriads of blossoms lost their brightness beside the priests, but to the poets, who were called by them
From Nismes to Montpellier are eight full leagues. charms of these withered flowers, and the weight of prophets. We find the poets of all lands gifted and
i wandered in the shade of mulberry-trees between the queen's jewels could not pay me the value of the in communion with nature, and opposed to priestgolden grain and beautiful wine-gardens along the slightest citron-leaf thereof.
craft. Their ideas are the best moral lessons in the
chain of hills above which rise the gray Cevennes.
Clementine became my saint. I loved her with a oriental writings. Sir William Jones asserts that,
But the air glowed, and the earth burned beneath pious veneration-as one loves supernatural beings. from the Mediterranean to China all countries that
·my feet. Mter three hours I sank down, worn out, The suspended wreath was my relic, which an angel lie between are indebted to the poets for their subat the banks of the Vidourle, in the shade of a neat had thrown down to me from heaven. I saw her, limest and most moral ideas.
yilla and its chestnut-trees.
in the glory of transfiguration, go through my
By persistent agitation the God of Israel was so
I meditated over my past and my future. I calcu- dreams. Her name resounded in my songs. I modified as to be satisfied with a lamb or ox or a
lated what I had lived, and what a space of time, ac- awaited with trembling and longing the vacation of small sum of money in lieu of the first-born. After
cording to the common measure, would yet be left the university, in order to sse my uncle Etienne and the captivity he was tamed down and ceased to be a
for me to labor. I found still forty years, and for Nismes, and perhaps through some lucky ·accident wonder-worker. A sin-offering dwindled to a scapethe first time shuddered at the shortness of our days. to see the loved saint again.
goat, who was let free. :Barabbas is a modification
The oak upon the mountain needs for its development
One day the door of my study-room was opened. of this idea.
a century, and stands yet another in the prime of its A young, handsome man entered to inspect the room.
But the Christians hav resuscitated the idea in its
sttength. And man's existence so fleeting ! And It was Mr. Bertollou. "You hav here an unpleasant worst form. Jehovah must be appeased by a human
why? What shall he do with his numerous talents? view ! " said he, and stepped to the window; "yet sacrifice. And those who revile and decry these
Not a long, but a rich life was by nature given to yonder still a little piece of the house of De Sonnes, atrocious and heathenish ideas in ethers hav incarman. The thought consoled me. Well then, thought one of the most tasteful in the whole city!" he added nated and humanized Hu, the sun-god, hav adopted
I, four decades more, and thou standest, a more per- smilingly.
the mythical sacrifice of Hu as the only begotten of
fect one, where thy father stands.
The name De Sonnes made me tremble. Mr. Ber- Sadwrn or Jehovah, and incorporated it as the chief
So I gradually fell asleep under these thoughts. tollou remained meditatingly at the window and ap- article of their faith. Jehovah demands a sacrifice
In my dream I was an aged man, my limbs heavier, peared to become sad. I began a conversation. He once for all and then rests satisfied forever.
my hair white. The thousands of fine pores of the asked me about my origin and my knowledge.
It seems comical to a person who understands the
physical body, through which it unfelt inhales power "How," said he, "you play the harp? And you relations between the God and devil of the Chrisof life, and nourishes itself from the elements, had love it passionately, without possessing an instru- tians, when they praise God who has sent his blessed
withered. With the ceasing flow of the matter of ment?"
son into the world to save it. Which world? If he
life ceased the power of the muscles, and the tender
"I am too poor, sir, to buy one myself. My little sent his blessed son into this world to chase out the
parts, which we call its tools, gradually hardened and money is hardly sufficient for the necessary books." Evil One, also his son, we would be thankful. But
closed themselvs. I heard the world no longer, and
"My wife has two harps. She can well do with- the devil is the grand essential of priestcraft.
soon my eyesight also became. extinct. While thus out one of them ! " he answered, and left me.
Possibly some hot-headed Christians may take ofthe senses died· away with which the spirit takes
Within an hour the harp came. How happy was fense at the fearless and analytical manner in which
root in the earthly the emotions grew weaker, all I ! Now I tL.ought of Clementine and touched the we discuss their Jehovah, the Jewish deity. To
perceptions feebler, and all that whiCh was formerly strings. Emotions are speechless; for thoughts the such I say, Keep· your temper. As an initiated bard
conducted through the busy senses to the spirit was proper words hav been invented; for the feelings of of the Druidic order, I well understand what I speak
lost. I had my corpse no longer under full control, the heart, melodious sounds.
of, and am prepared to prove that the most notable
and forgot the names of things and their use. I was
The following morning came the amiable Bertol- gods of the orien'tals are only the symbols and bardio
fed by others, and dressed and undressed, and treated lou. I thanked him moved. He asked me to play. myths of the Gorsedh deified. In proof, let me
as children are treated. I could yet talk, but the I played and thought of Clementine. He leaned show that 3,300 years ago Vyasa, compiler of the
words often failed me, and I spoke sometimes that with his forehead against the window and stared Vedas, said when Jamadagni, chief bard of the
which nobody could comprehend. Yet I thought gloomily over the roofs. My soul drowned in the White Isle (Sweta Dwi pa ), speaks all the gods of the
and felt, though without regret, that I no longer be- abundance of harmonies. I did not notice that he earth tremble and submit.
longed to the earth. But soon I did not even think turned around and listening stood near me.
It was a sad time for humanity when the devil was
any more in words; it was only a motionless, still,
"You are a dear enchanter ! " exclaimed he, and instituted and finally elevated as the god who denominal feeling of my being. This being, eternally embraced me with violence; "we two must become lighted in sacrifice, and who is still worshiped as the
monotonous, with entire absence of anything from friends!"
God of Israel. Still sadder the fact that European
without, was without weal and without woe; there
I was his already; we became so still more in the nations hav elevated him to the position of supreme
was in it no change of thought, hence no results, and course of a few weeks. In fine weather I had to ac- being, that they call him the god of battles, and
no more time. Enough ! I was dead long ago, my company him on all his little pleasure rides. He in- teach that is his sole prerogativ, and that he comcorpse a long, long time buried and moldered for troduced me to numerous acquaintances. Every one manded and was responsible for all the atrocities comcenturies .. Only upon earth; where we count the treated me with respect and distinction. He was the mitted in Palestine in his name, deeds of cruelty,
changes of things, are centuries, and the succession owner of a respectable library and a rich natural dishonesty, and enslavement of humanity. Through
of events produces in us the idea of time. Separated collection. He entrusted to me the management of this idea war has been sanctified and religious perse·from all change, there is in existence no time.
these, and seemed to hav chosen this means only to cution justified. And as the Jews claimed Palestine
An agreeable, dark sensation now took possession relieve my poverty through a considerable salary in the name of Jehovah, so also the Christians claim
of me. My hitherto isolated spirit became con- for the little trouble without offending my feelings. the lands of the whole world upon the principle that
nected with new instruments, to be working in the
Bertollou was, in more than one respect, an excel- the earth is the Lord's and the fulness thereof, and
universe upon the universe. I felt gradually more lent man. He possessed knowledge, wit, and power all nations who do not worship Jehovah hav no
distinct, and heard a mild rustling, and felt an of persuasion; he charmed through his gentleness rights that Christians are bound to respect. Why
agreeable freshness about me. Before me floated and goodness; in companies he was the genius of has Jehovah any more rights than Brahma or the
golden, dazzling beams, and silvery clouds danced joy; his aim was the respect of his fellow-citizens. god of the Aryans? Why do different titles of the
along. I lowered the astonished look. into the He had already declined several public offices with a sun giv greater powers, or any authority to steal the
bright, transparent green of trees surrounding me, modesty that made him still more worthy of the gen- lands of weaker nations ? The two great divisions,
which, like colored air, swam in the crystal-clear eral confidence. He was very rich, copartner of a Jews excepted, who now contest'the possession of the
ether. And between the branches and the clouds large mercantil house, possessed one of the most globe are Ohristians and Mohammedans, and since hisstood Clementine, motionless, shining brilliantly in agreeable villas on the bights of the opposite village, tory began there never were two greater disturbers
unspeakable beauty, a wreath of young flowers about Costelnau, and was the husband of the most beauti- of the public peace than these two sects; never any
her dark hair.
ful wife of Montpellie~. Generally his wife lived in sect so fanatical for their creed, so ready to fight and
She smiled· at me. So smiles only love in its the villa; only in winter she removed to the town. shed blood to establish it, to impose taxes upon the
innocence. She took the wreath from out her hair, Bertollon saw her seldom. Not love, but conven- public, to uphold slavery in its worst form, to hinder
and swung it in her tender hand, and it sank upon ience and interest seemed to hav closed this alliance. all aspirations for liberty, and to condemn and demy breast.
What to me made this man of still more impor- stroy natural emotions and feelings. 0 Religion,
"0 thou heavenly dream, do not leave me !" tance was his being free from all prejudices. Bigotry what a hell thou hast made the world, with discusthought I, and stared in nameless rapture at the and religious fanaticism pervaded the whole town; sion, oppression, persecution, slaughter, and bnrning
beautiful vision.
only he made a rare exception. Nevertheless, he at the stake in all eras, especially the Christian, and
At this I heard a sound, as of a wagon rolling by. visited most regularly the masses, and was even all for creed's sake l
Clementine's countenance darkened. Her name was member of the brotherhood of the penitent. "'Tis
Better for the world if no conception of deity had
called.
such a little," said he, "to win the favor of mankind. ever been than such a deity, who delights in prac"Farewell, Alamontada !" said she, and vanished If one only does homage. to their prejudices, if he tices which cannot be tolerated in our fellow-men.
among the trembling twigs.
cannot attack and conquer them, he is the man But as the Father persecutes his children eternally
I was at that moment about to sink at her feet. of all hearts. He who makes open war upon the in hell, and manifests such a disposition, what else
But I lay upon the ground. I was nGt in a dream, prejudices is just as much an enthusiast as the one can be expected of his progeny?
for I recognized the Vidourle and the villa darkened who defends them with all weapons."
The true philosopher has no need of god or devil;
by high chestnut-trees.
We, notwithstanding, often had our friendly quar- sufficient for him is the knowledge of two great

lf~anslations.
'
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"Crimes of Preachers."'
principles, good and evil, which often blend, and condition of nebulous or gaseous fluid. When we
work together for the common benefit. If for consider the harmonious order and perfect laws
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l' : I
society's sake a god is necessary, let it be a god of whereby the solar systems hav originated and are hav just finished reading "The Crnnes of Pre~chers,"
love and goodness, the sublimest ideal of purity, in kept in balance, the inference is that an unlill}ited by M. E. Billings, and must say I am astomshed at
contradistinction to a devil, who is all that is evil.
intellectuality has pervaded and ,is still controling the " magnitude of the sins " wrought by these go?d
In oriental myths, and in the Puranas and VedaR, the operations of all nature.
men. I hav long known that t~e ~eve_rend hypo~rits
as stated before, this idea of atonement sprung from
The conditions attending our planet in its for- were a sinful set, but I was still mclmed to believe
the idea of the sun being sacrificed annually. But mation are equivalent to those attending all others that the worst side had been shown up by the e~e~y
the Druidic bardism never esteemed this to be in like stages ()f development. Our .world is a and hoped they were better than Infidel statistiCs
either a. moral or spiritual idea of atonement, but sample planet, from which data we reason,' and had made them appear. But if nine hund_red a~d
simply a natural fact. Through his death and resur- the elements, species, varieties, principles, tempera- seventeen detected crimes hav been committed m
rection_all nature was preserved through the adverse tures, climates, habits of animals, and even the five years by the most_ refined and intelligent cla_ss o~
forces of winter to blossom in spring, and giv joy enterprises of man in this world, are representativ society in the "great mtellectual belt of the natwn,
and blessing to man. Hence H11 was a savior, and of those in any other at a similar period of its de- and "~ot one-half of the published accounts " been
the son of the black virgin (winter.) Coming velopment.
seen and preserved by the author of the little volume,
Man, the highest order of animated nature here, we must conclude that though "_charity covere~h .a
forth annually in his might and glory as the lamb
(Aries) in March, and the lion of the tribe of Judah is doubtless the highest order in any other world multitude of sins," it is rather m1splace9- when 1t IS
in summer (H11 Dad in Leo), sinking into the lap of where the conditions of development are adapted cast as a veil over the "crimes of preachers," who
the virgin (Virgo), and dying upon the gallows for the existence of man and his intellectual ex- sin with wide-open eyes, caring for nothing but self
(Libra), passing through hell (winter) to resurrec- cellences depend upon the natural progress of the and selfish pleasure and lustful gratification, a~d
earth in her development. Doubtless the highest knowing themselvs to be teachers of myths and mirtion,
Who is this that comes from Edom,
intellectual abilities of man existed nearer the poles acles, _and lies and legends. If 35,000 of the. eduA.ll his garments dyed in blood,
or a higher latitude than now; but at the present cated and intelligent preachers of the. most highly
To t~e s.lave proclaimiJ?g freedom,
time, what intellectuality lies between the thirty- cultivated and intellectual classes of soCiety hav comBringmg and bestowmg good?
·seventh and forty-eighth degrees, north and south mitted four hundred and fifty-six: crimes against
As a conquerer he emerges from ~rthan, and ~s latitudes, is worth more than five times the human women in a sexual way, is it not proof positiv that
Edom is red !JO red was the Typhomc or. Art~amc intelligence of all the rest of the world. But ten their God is a monster of iniquity and lust, and the
hue, as a.lso was Bosrah where the same Idea Is re- thousand years hence (not doubting but the earth Bible from which they draw their .code of immoralpresented. Here he crushes th~ head o.f the serpent will stand ten times ten thousand years) the highest ity is libidinous, unchaste, and impure! True, as
(Scorpio), and proves that he IS superiOr to death intelligence will exist nearer the equator, as by that Mr. Billings says, a great many of these reverend
.and hell.
time the climate at this latitude will be much colder scoundrels "know that the creeds they teach are
The same power is attributed in a hi~her. ·sense to than now.
false and they come to look upon all legal and moral
the influence of Hu in the metempsychwal Idea, but
The rigor of cold climates impedes the progress of restraint as an abridgment of the}; rights and upo_n
this idea has .been so utterly debased as to be enterprise, while the hot climates nurse man in his all morality and virtue as a sham, but, after all, It IS
'scai'celyrecogmzable. The Jews esteem~dJehovah indolence. "Necessity, the mother of invention," their Christian training that has made them what
as a savior i~ ~ime of trouble, :war, pe~t~lence, e~c. spurs man _to enterprise where the conditions best they are-vile hypocrits, wicked deceivers, .lustful
But the Christians. hav ma~e h1m a spiritual savwr afford the opportunities for him to pursue. More in debauchers and consummate liars, and too often
who takes upon h1m. the sms of .the whole world. ralation to this portion of my subject anon.
even murd~rers in every sense of the wor~, taking
Sin as much as you like, only believe, and you shall
The theory that those planets furthest from the first all that madt life valuable and preciOus, and
be saved, aye, even at the eleventh hour. Jesus sun are necessarily colder is not at all reasonable. then to hide the crime, depriving their poor victim
bears it all; noma tter w~a.t you do, .you shal.l g? sco~- All require the same temperatures in tlie progress of the last remnant of mortality itself. If I were
free.
What a ~emorallzmg ~octrm ! Th1~ Idea IS of their developments. The prinCiple caloric is able I would send for $10 worth of these little
not susceptible o~ proof, but ~~they held h1m up as existent in the planet's own body, while the light unique books and mail them to preachers a_nd pious
a savior m physwal trouble; h1s efficacy would be received and heat absorbed by a heavenly body is church-members, acc-ompanying each one w1th a lettested and found worthless.
as much enhanced by magnitude as detracted by ter asking them to peruse and comment, thereup~n.
The bards, in their myth of the death of H11 upon distance, hence the larger planets, in the economy
By thus holding . up to them nature s_ own mirror
the gallows, did not hold that he died as ~n .atone- of nature, are furthest from the sun.
much good might be done, and many might be conment to God, but to the.Destroyer, the prmmple.of
The absence of caloric is indicativ of a planet's vinced that the shoe had always been on the wrong
darkness, Death; that It was .a natural necess1ty death. The moon originating at the same period as foot, that all the opprobrious epithet_s the p_ious h~v
that he should annually lose h1s energy, youth? and the earth, and being about forty-nine times smaller, so delighted in ?e~towing up.on unb~h_evers lJ?- Chrispower, to die, and be resurrected, born agam! to without douht has developed to her maturity, and tian myths, Chr1st1an morality, Christian purity, and
infuse new vitality into the ea:rth, even as a lovmg is now expiring with old age. The heated volume Christian goodness really belonged to the mudfather suffers hardship and tolls to pr?cure suste- being less than that of the earth, it required pro- throwers themsel vs.
nance for his family, or .as a man d1e.s to enter portionately less time to cool; and· now while iceBuy his book, my friends, and send it _far and
into a higher state of existence, accordmg to the bergs. surro-und her surface, her sister, earth, pre- wide. Tear the veil aside and show the vile mondoctrin of metempsychosis.
.
sents an appearance of her most fascinating bloom. ster who has so long worn the mantle of hypo~ritical
The Druidic doctrin taught that all blessmgs a~d The moon is now held subserviel.lt to out use, giving piety to hide his gross immoralities just as he IS.
good were the direct gift. of God, and every pam light by night, creating . various essential effects
"With features horribler than hell e'er traced
and trial was but an experience .necessary as a pun- upon the earth, and actmg as a balance-wheel,
On its own brood ; no demon of the waste,
.
ishment or atonement .to th.e Ev1l One: He~J.Ce the equali~ing the motion of the earth in her diurnal and
No churchyard ghoul, caught lingering in the light
primary idea of sacrifice m .conn~ctwn .With th.e annual revolutions. ,
Of his blest sun, e'er blasted human sight
With lineaments so foul, so fierce as those
worship of H11. But t~e. d~v1l deified was a.n or1~
The asteroids, now in formation, indicate a vast
The impostor now in grinning mockery shows."
·ental idea. But the Dru1d10 Idea of God was simply quantity of nebulous fluid between Mars and Jupiter
the Principle of Good, as represented by peace, love, which the attractiv force of neither was sufficient to
The veiled prophet of Khorassan is a true type of
joy, without hate or mal~ce:
.
collect. These small planets increase in size by these lustful impostors who are scattered all over
Avagdhu was the Prmmple of. Ev1l, the Oppo~er, receiving through their attractiv forces t~e gaseous ·our beautifnl land, these slayers of innocence and
the Negativ of Good,. and all pam and destructi?n substance surrounding them. The attract1v force of morality, whose touch is pollution and whose preswas attributed to h~m. He was the ?rea! Chemist each will rarefy the condition of the gaseous mate- ence is profanity to true purity. Rouse up, ye truth
who destroyed and dissolved every~hmg m ann:wn rial surrounding, so that in each succeeding century seekers, and pause not till perishes the foul fiend of
(chaos, original elements).. Under h1s hand Hu d1ed each will receive proportionately less sub~tance from Christianity and its 70,000 preachers, who_ hav, ~s our
:li.gurativly and descended mto hell (annwn).
meteoric showers and gradual accumulatiOn. Some friend Billings calculates, proba?lY: committed 1~ five
But the Christians hold that it was by a pre- of the asteroids will doubtless eventually collide, years 58,688 crimes, and the maJOrity of them. cr~mes
arranged plan of God-by his express co~.mand, and owing to the close proximity of their orbits, forming against women. Y ~t _every ?De of these crimmals
by his chosen priesthood-Jesus was sacrificed as an a single planet of respectable dimensions, where now is supposed by Christian believers to be worthy of
atonement to himself, and not to th~ devil. And to are several of these comparativly small bodies.
the highest heaven if they only repent at the ele,venth
giv color to this inconsi~tency, they mven~ed a m:fth
As the. internal .hea~ s_ubsides fas~est where a hour and believe in Christ. How long, 0 Reason,
which they call the righteousness of uod, whiCh planet's diUrnal motwn 1s !east, there 1s where vege- how long shall such false beliefs rule the world?
demands this atonement.
tation first germinates, and there, from the exceed- Go ye, my friends, and teach our gospel of_ real
[To BE coNTINUED}
ing cold, is where it first ceases to grow. And thus morality, of true science, and a pure humamty to
as the internal heat· subsides, the surface grows "all the earth." Teach the deluded victims of priests
colder, until earth, like the moon, will die. And that
Planetary Development.
" No bleeding birds nor bleeding beasts,
such, eventually, will be the fate of- all the planets
No hyssop branch nor sprinkling priests,
BY FRANCIS D. LACY.
in existence, and each in succession wil~ be swallowed
No running brook, nor .flood nor sea,
Since planets exist fo; the sat~sfaction _of intel- .in as food for t~e sun.
. .
.
Can wash man's guilty stains away."
lectuality the inference IS that Without_ mmd there
Thus the sun Is supported, while m exchange he IS
Can you unwhipped of justice go
would ne~d be no such principle as matter. Both, throwing out over the regions of his dominions the
Because some priest has told you so?
Can you escape the avenging rod
in nature are absolute necessities, nor will we be refined and subtil fluid in the way of light for the
That follows evil ways you've trod?
partial as'to which is the do~inant prin_ciple, since format~on of a ne'Y generat~on of planets .. Thus
Can you transfer a moral stain ?
either alone is a cipher, while both? umt~d, are _a forma~wn,_ progressiOn, maturity, and destructiOn by
Can you transfer the burn and pain?
universe. It is not our pleasure to mvest1gate this evolutiOn IS the grand order of nature.
Neuralgia's stings can others bear?
point just here, but _will see ~non. .
.
Your hbctic flush can others wear?
Since from nothmg nothmg arises, while from
Your scrofula, or plague, or stone
McKiNNON's STYLOGRAJ.>HIC PEN.-Mr. Bennett,
Be fastened on to other bones ?
something something nec.ess~tates i~ the sustenance previous to his departure for the other side of the
And you scot free allowed to go ?
of a living, acting, and_ thmkm_g ?emg, ~h~ result of globe, provided himself with one of these excellent
A.re there still fools who swear 'tis so?
the conclusion that either prmmple or1gmated or
Since progress is the sovereign rnle,
pens, to write up a description of w~at he ~ay see
controls the other more than by mutual correspondTo lead from low to higher schools ;
while away. The pens hav been w uee m THE
ence is fruitless. Either, alone, is a cipher; both, TRUTH SEEKER office for a long time, and they hav
Since justice can't for sins atone,
Each soul must bear i~ sins alone.
united, are a universe.
proved themselvs a valuable article. The prices
Yet all are ttlllght without disguise
The food and atmospheric sustenance of the body vary from $4.00 to $6.00. Address the McKmnon
'l'hat pardon cometh from the skies ;
retain a realization of its identity within it, and
That crimes of every name and hue,
Pen Co., Cor. Broadway and John st., this city.
doubtless this natural machinery is equivalent to 3:n
May cheaply be forgiven you.
electro-magnetic battery, occasioned by the electriC
ELMIN.A. D. SLENKER.
GoLDSMITH's heart was soft· even to weakness. He
currents being conducted by the numerous fibers of
Snowville, Va., July 20, 1881.
the nervous system, ra~_ifying 'to every _part of the was so generous that he quite forgot to be just.. He
body and its extreiD:Ities, and centering a~ t~e forgave injuries so readily_ that he might be said to
THESE are thoughts which hav occurred to me;
med-ulla, all the prinCiples and forces pervadmg m invite them. He was so hberal to beggars that he
the universe and regarding the present state of the had nothing left for his tailor and his butcher.- weigh them well, and take them or leave them..Bacon.
earth's dev~lopments, as having evolved from a Macaulay.

'l...HE ~RUTH SEEKER, A l:J GUST 13, 1881.
teers in suppressing the Atheist. The defending force looked men with political opinions obnoxious to. the majorquite nervous, and closed up their ranks when the speaker ity expelled,. the law twisted and str~ined to strangle
passed through. The member for Northampton showed a dis- the freedom of the press to incarcerate an editor for
D.•M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
position to break through the ranks with a sudden rush. It
was with a feeling of relief that all heard the announcement, the publication of his opinions in matters of public·
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURD.A.Y .A.T $8.00 PER YEAR. "The speaker is in the chair," which told that business hail moment, and an English constituency warned that
begun and the moment for action had arrived. Involuntarily they shall hav no representativ if they send to Parall eyes were turned toward Bra.dlaugh, and without a word liament a man who really represents their political
TM largest and cheapest Radical, Jourruil published in Eu'l'OJ!e spoken a lane was opened to let him pass through the crowd views, England stands to-day the leader among con9'1" America, CIJntaining 'Marly seven hundred square iMhu more which interposed between him and the door of the House.
With steady, resolute stride the mewber from Northampton stitutional governments in narrowing the limits of
of rw.ding matter than any other journal of its kind.
made directly for the door, and so eager were the members to political liberty ..
Mr. Gladstone will suffer more from this usurpahear and see all that should occur that the rush nearly pushed
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 13, 1881. him, with the deputy sergeants-at-arm~, into the sacred pre- tion of power than Mr. Bradl~ugh. The latter can
cincts. Erskine, however, barred the way and informed Brad- bide his time. Liberty is coming. Freedom will
laugh that by the speaker's orders he was obliged to forbid him not always be choked by priestly hands. Universal
England's Disgrace.'
to pags, A. short parley ensued in low tones, being quite inliberty may not be here or in England in this year
Not for many years has En!!'land been so disgraced audible owing to the buzz of excited comment. Suddenly Brador
next year, and probably never anywhere till the
as she was by the action of her Parliament last week. laugh seized Erskine and attempted to push him aside. ImA J h B · h h
h d
mediately the member from Northampton was seized by the church 'is forced to relax her hold upon the people,
s o n rig t, t .e Istmgms e statesman, says, other deputy sergeants-at-arms and a number of policemen, but the time is coming. Two hundred years ago
it was an unprecedented scene. But to a church who proceeded to drag him across the lobby teward the mew- Bradlaugh would hav been burned.
That the
that has burned and tortured people for religion's bers' entrance.
·
church cannot do it now shows progress, however
sake it will probably be regarded as a not very heiHe struggled violently and a most painful scene ensued. He
nous crime to debar an Atheist from taking. his seat was half pulled and half shoved through the door by sheer slow. But Gladstone, for the part he has played,
in a Parliament to which he has been twice elected, force, followed by hundreds of members, principally Conserva- will be execrated by all Liberal people. His boasted
tivs. Many of them indulged in unbecoming jibes at the scene Christianity is but the garb of the hypocrit. That
and to which he has every right that England's un- which will be remembered with pain and sorrow as long as the he did not seize the opportunity to show broad
written constitution and national usage can entitle history of Parliament is recalled to mind. Down the broad statesman~hip shows his much-vaunted genius to be
him. Every lover of liberty in both hemispheres stairway, struggling all the way with might and main, at the a sham-brilliant, but of no depth. The persecution
must feel his blood surge hot through his veins as he risk of breaking his own and his captors necks, was the mewreads the report of the outrage upon Mr. Bradlaugh, ber from Northampton dragged until the outer door of the Pai- is honorable to none but the Infidel, and is outrad b
d
f
ace yard was reached. Then the doors were swung to and the geously disgraceful to all the Christians engaged
perpetrate
Y or er 0 the speaker of the House of expelled member was released from the grip of his assailants. in it.
Commons. The persecution has been watched with A. number of delegates who had obtained admission to the preno less interest in this country than in Europe, al- cincts witnessed the conclusion of the disgraceful scene from
Crowing too Soon.
though here the political aspects of the case are less beyond the lines of policemen, and cries of" Shame, shame!"
understood, and consequently the religious aspects rent the air as Brad laugh was hurled out of the door.
The Baptist Messenger exultingly prints this:
·stand out more prominently. The refusal to allow
These men made a rush to his aid. Umbrellas were branMr B d
dished, and the angry cries of the spectators in the Palace yard
For several years Col. Ingersoll has appeared in the role of
. ra laugh to take his seat comes entirely from were taken up and. echoed by thousands of men. who were a blatant, bQld blaspheiDer o~ God's holy word, and has deftthe religious element, which unfortunately is strong shut out from the yard by a strong cordon of policemen. For antly challenged open discussion with those who believe the
enough to compass its ends. The church of. England a moment it seemed as if a physical contest with the police Bible to be divinely inspired.
is a huge state machine foisted upon the people by ~as about to ensue, and had the struggle with Bradlaugh conThe challenge was accepted by .A.llen B. Magruder, a lawyer
law and supported by money forcibly taken from the tmued the matter would hav probably ended in a riot. When and lecturer of Stephens, Virgiuia (formerly of ·Baltimore,
1
In
~radlaugh, who stood in the center of the circle of policemen Maryland), who is well known as a man of eminen:t talent and
peop e.
times past it has employed armies to do like a wounded stag at bay, recovered somewhat his breath, he education, and is every way well qualified to meet the 1'etreatits bidding. Instead of missionaries it sent generals, said to inspector Denning that he would return with a force ing Colonel.
and along with the Bible went the sword and mus- that would compel his admission or his arrest.
The acceptance of Ingersoll's challenge was published in the
ket, the rack and the stake. The nineteenth century is
Inspector Denning mockingly asked him how many would Restitution, a weekly paper printed at Plymouth, Indiana, a
too late for these agents, so it now, through its tool, come with him. Bradlaugh replied," Something less' than a copy of which was mailed to Mr. Ingersoll; a registered comt.he speaker of the House, resorts to gag-law and po- million." Cheer after cheer was given for Bradlaugh by the munication was also sent, for which Mr. Magruder has the
li
people, but the police soon cleared the precincts of the House, Colonel's receipt.
cemen to deprive Liberals of their political rights. and Bradlaugh was left standing almost alone in the midst of - The result is, the challenging Infidel makes no response,
'fhe first obstruction the church places in the way the policemen. Here he held hi.> post ~or about half an hour, but retreats in silence.
of Infidels who may be elected to Parliament is an and then left, heartily cheered by the crowd. The attention of
The OMistian Ohiliart, published at Wilmington. Delaware,
iron·clad oath which forces the taker to avow his be- the House was immediately called to the incident by Mr. commenting on the above challenge, says: "It should be a
lief in a God. Mr. Bradlaugh does not believe in Labouchere, who submitted a motion of privilege on the ground cause of humiliation to the rank and file of Infidelity that their
this relic_ of a barbarian superstition, and demanded that the member had been assaulted by order of the speaker, most eloquent and presumptuous champion has beat an ignowhom he charged with acting beyond his authority. Mr. ble retreat from his accepted challenge. . . . Over two
to be allowed to affirm, which after much parleying Gladstone replied, defending the action uf the speaker.
months hav elapsed since Ingersoll was notified by the man
was allowed by the government party". Mr. BradAfter Mr. Broadhurst (advanced Liberal) and Mr. Cowen worthy of his steel, yet no response has the bold champion of
laugh then assumed his prerogativs, took his seat, (radical reformer) had spoken in favor of Mr. Bradlaugh, John Infidelity returned. We would modestly suggest to THE
an~ voted. 'fhen a pious M. P. dug up an old law Bright de8cribed how Mr. Bradlaugh was brought down to the TRUTH SEEKER that it coax the Goliath from his cowardly re·. fi.nmg a man £500 for every such vote cast, and in- Palace yard in a fainting condition. He thought such a scene treat, or expose to contempt the effrontery of a colleague who
~as unprecedented. He appealed to the opposition to recon- challenges only as a braggadocio."
stituted suit against Mr. Bradlaugh. He gained his s1der their former decision, so as to extricate themselvs from
point, and the seat was declared vacant. Mr. Brad- the present difficulties. He W¥ called to order for irreleIf Col. Ingersoll should stop to chastise every
laugh returned to his constituents and was again tri- vancy.
cur that barks at his heels he would do little
umpbantly elected over his clerical opponent, who
Lord John Manners (Conservativ) said that Mr. Bright's at- else. Scores of small-fry ministers and lawyers hav
entered the canvass as a church man, endeavoring to titude was calculated to encourage Mr. Bradlaugh, who had challenged the Colonel to debate because they
get to Parliament on his piety alone as a quali:fica- ~~~;~itated his forcible removal by attempting a forcible wanted the notoriety such an encounter would giv
tion. Mr. Bradlaugh, thinking .he could do more
.A.n amendment to Mr. Labouchere's motion declaring that them, and would be satisfied to get soundly whipped,
good in than out of the house, then announced him- the House approves the conduct of the speaker and of the although it is doubtful if they could get through
self as ready to take the oath, but the privilege was o~cers under his orders was accepted by Mr. Gladstone-and their thick heads the fact that they were whipped.
peremptorily denied him. Having waited for Mr. S1r Stafford Northcote, and was passed. A. number of Liberal They don't represent anything but themselvs, no two
Gladstone to amend the oath, as he promised, J\.'lr. members quitted the House before the vote was taken amid agreeing in their notions, and they can find no
ironical cheers.
h
h 'll'
Bradlaugh demanded as his right that be be allowed
Mr. Bradlaugh, after his expulsion, went to Bow street for a c urc WI mg to risk its reputation on their efforts.
to assume his seat. HI:) had g1ven full notice to the summons against the police.
Col. Ingersoll met and vanquished Judge Jeremiah
House, to his constituents, and to the country at
Black-or rather Judge Black made an unsuccessful
large, that he intended to obtain his seat. He had
Just before the final act in this painful tragMythe attempt to meet the Colonel; and we hav no doubt
held immense meetings in London, and is supported speaker, by whose .orders it was done~ passed in to but that if the Christian churches of the country will
by thousands of people, but Gladstone, influenced by prayers, and a chaplain, who draws a large salary get together and put some person forward who will
the church, would take no notice of his appeal for for his week's services,· prayed to G.od for the House. represent the united force and best talent of Chrishis right. And then occurred this scene, in which It needed it. It needed some appeal to somebody tendom, Mr. Ingersoll will debate with him, and we
the great government of J£ngland has degraded it- ~ho might possibly hav a sense of decency and hav no more doubt but that he will giv a good
self in the eyes of the civilized world, and taken a r~ght, for th.e members of the House, with four glo- account of himself. As for expecting the Colonel
long step backward toward the middle ages, when nqus exceptiOns, hav none. But little more is needed will meet ·every six-by-nine Christian who can scrape
might was right, and the church, as the instrument to pl~ce England and ~~r government on a par with t?geth~r money enough to hire his challenged pubof God, was a tyrannical assassin. We giv the re- Russia. Just such pohtwal tyrrany led to the killing hshed m •some obscure Christian paper, the idea is
port, as cabled over here, in full:
of the czar. Just such religious oppression and in- ridiculous. The Christians might as well expect
.
Lo~oN, August B,
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hu!llan tre!l'tment of the people as England has been their devil to personally chastise every deacon who
188
Mr. Bradlaugh attempted to force his way into the House of gmlty of m her government of Ireland, her treat- takes his name in vain.
Cpmmons to-day in fulfilment of the notification previously ment of the· Irish members of the House of Com____,...._ _ __
made. The utmost interest was felt in the result, and fe,us mons, her suspension of Parnell, led to the French
MB. CH.AINEY has put 'f. B. Waken:an's lecturewere entertained lest a strong body of supporters should gain Revolution. It was British tyranny that gave to the deli~~red in_ Paine Hall, Boston, ~n " The Age of
access to the lobby and e:!lable Mr. Bradlaugh to force his }Vay world the United Statt:s. 'fhe Infidel Paine was a RevisiOn "-mto the Infidel Pulpzt. It is in Mr.
into the body of the House. To obviate this danger orders 1 d
h
A
were issued against the admission to the lobby of the House of ea. er t en; the theist Bradlaugh may become the Wakeman's best vein, and lays down some truths
any but members of Parliament. The enforcement of this or- Palne of his century. British: liberty has received a which all Liberals should know. He says there
der gave the House a bleak, deserted appearance until half-past te;rrible blow in this expulsion. It is no wonder that never w:as such a man as Christ pn earth, never an
eleven o'clock, when the members began to arrive in large With such a policy in force Ireland is in revolt.
· authentic text of the gospels, and never a genuin
numbers.
The essence of freedom is that all the people shall text, and supports his statements in an unanswerable
.A.t a quarter to twelve .the sounds of distant cheers made h
· ·
themselvs faintly heard, and murmurs ran through the crowd av repre!'lentatwn m the common legislature. It is manner. He would revise the whole system of theof assembled members, "He has come." .A.Imost immediately also that the representativ shall from each constitu- ology; and, in the light of his method of revision,
Bradlaugh appeared coming through the entrance reserved for ency _b~ a man of the choice of that constituency. we shall hav, instead of an anthropomorphic God,
members. He looked pale and evidently suffered from sup- And It IS as much tyranny for the House of Commons ~he In:finit; instead of a personal Chril!lt,· Humanity;
pressed excitement. His black dress hightened the effect of to expel or refuse to admit a worthy man honestly mstead of a Holy Ghost, Love, Charity; instead of
his pallor. Labouchere welcomed his colleague, and the ele_ct_ed solely on account of the opinions, political or the Virgin, Woman and Womanhood; instead of a
opportunity for a short delay before the proceedings could be1
h
h
d
gin to holli a consultation about the tactics to be pursued. A. re Igwus, t at e hol s, as it would be tyranny in mythical heaven, the new heaven within us and on
rumor ran through the lobby that Bradlaugh meant to use the Q~een if ~he should _at~empt by an edict to pre- earth; instead of a mythical hell in the center of
absolute force to obtain entrance and to resist removal. This vent his election or admiSSIOn, or compel his expul- the earth, the hells of remorse and evils on earth;
hightened the interest, and when the speaker passed to prayers sion. Mr. Bradlaugh is the duly elected member of and instead of dogmatic creeds he would hav science
carcely an honorable member followed.
,
Parliament from Northampton. His expulsion, and and her methods.
The arrangements to prevent Bradlaugh s entrance were the subsequent refusal t 0 d 't h ·
ft
"l ·
~r:
ak~man's revision of theology into a revised
most complete. At the door of the House stood two deputy .
.
.
a mi
I.m a er ree ectwn,
sergeants-at-arms, Erskine and Gosset, Jr., flanked on either IS a practical den_Ial of represen~at10n to N orthamp- Positnnsm IS very instructiv and pleasant reading;
side by a number of policemen picked for great bodily strength.! ton. And that IS now the attitude of Parliament and all who .want a sensible lecture setting forth a
A number of athletic ~onservat~v _me~bers also stood close to towar~ this c?nstituency. The free right of repre- ~ensib.le religion can get it by sending to this office,
the door, only too aJW.ous to distingUish themselvs as volun-l sentat10n demed, free speech in Parliament choked, mclos1ng five cents.
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come the property of the Universalist Church of Our.
Father.
Mr. Bennett has undertaken, at the request of his
On another page is the round-the-world list. Sevhundreds of friends, a very arduous journey, involv- eral names hav been added sirice last printed, and
The Hornellsville Convention.
ing an immense amount of labor. He has left his we would like to add many more. The volumes of
From
every
quarter I am receiving the most enbeloved paper in the hands of his friends to sustain, the travel Mr. Bennett will.write will be dedicated
trusting in their interest in the great cause of Liber- to those who furnish the funds. The names will be couraging news as to the prospects of the Hornellsalism to keep it from harm. we do not want printed in the first volume, and there is yet plenty of ville Convention. There will be large and respecthim to be disappointed. We want all our friends to time to swell the list. The illust;ration will cost con- able delegations present from nearly all the New
help us to double the circulation and therewith its siderable extra, and a thousand" V's" w~ll be none England states, from the Middle and northwestern
influence and power for d6ing good. During the too many to pay the expenses of the trip and the states and from Canada, and a few from the Southyears ~ince it started its undaunted editor has made printing and illustrating of the volumes.. The books ern states. Nearly all the live Freethinkers from
many sacrifices for Liberalism. And now that his are open, and we shall add names With thankful western and central New York w.ill be present, ~nd
many from western Pennsylvama;. Th~ followu~g
friends hav sent him off on a year's journe~ we hav pleasure.
persons are getting· up parties m . their. respectiv
no heflitation in asking them to do a little to sustain
the paper from which they hav taken its heroic ediIN ·another column appears an advertisment of Mr. neighborhoods to attend the ConventiOJ?• VIZ.: J os.eph
tor. We conceive that the letters he will write from Benjamin R. Tucker's new fortnightly journal, Li~ York, Meadville, Pa.; Geo. W. Baldwm, Lmesville,
abroad will be an unfailing source of instruction and erty~ 0£ the first number Mr. James Parton says m Pa.; Clement W. Austen, Rochester, N.Y.; N. G.
delight, and we want them scattered all over the a letter to the editor, "Yours is the best fil'llt number Upson, Nunda Station, N. Y.; David Cosad, Jr.,
Oak's Corners, N. Y.; S. S. Ball, Penn Yan, N. Y.;
country. Let pur f~;"iends ask their friends to sub- that I hav ever seen."
William Bonnell, Waterloo, N.Y.; ~amuel Cosad,
scribe for the year in which they will appear weekly.
Wolcott N.Y.; W. F. Graves, Castile, N.Y.; D.
We know they will be pleased with them, and we
MRs. A. H. CoLBY and Mrs. 0. K. Smith are en- B. Mort~n, Groton, N.Y.; J.P. Ar~strong; Og~ens
think that after they hav read THE TRUTH SEEKER gaged to attend the yearly meeting at McLean, N.
burg, N. Y.; Henry ReyneldR, Albwn, N. Y.; E. p.
for a year they will not want to giv it up. And we Y., Aug. 7th; at North Lansing, .Aug. 14th. Mrs.
VanSlyke, Hamilton, N.Y.; Wm. Estus, Cape Vmdo not want the friends to think that because Mr. Colby spoke at N eshaminy Falls, July 29th, 31st, and
cent, N. Y.; Wm. D. Hunt, New York; G. W~
Bennett has gone around the world the paper will
Aug. 2d. They are engaged for ~~e m.onth of S.ep- Bayes, LittleValley, N. Y.; J. B. Gray, Perrysbur&',
not want any money. It does. If every subscriber 'Yill tember by the First Society of Spmtuahsts of Phila- N.Y.; R. W. Moss. Gowanda, N. Y:; J. A. Kenmpromptly pay all will go well. If not, not. Th~ thmg delphia. Parties in that vicinity wishing their
we do not want to do is to hav to send out notices to services for funerals or week-evening lectures may cott, New Albion, N.Y.; ~eorge Smith, Buffalo! N.
Y.; J. B. Washburn, Attica, N. Y.; B. V. Kidd,
delinquents.
address Mrs. Colby and Mrs. Smith, 1208 Mount Ver- Burns, N.Y.; J. L. Walker, Canaseraga, N.Y.; J.
The many "V's" which appear in our round-the- non street, Philadelphia, Pa. Permanent address,
A. Gould, Hinsdale, N. Y.; Hiram "\Yheaton, Alleworld list hav been taken by Mr. Bennett to pay
gany, N. Y.; George Colwell, Forestville, N. Y.; H.
Laona, N.Y.
expenses of the trip, and we must hav the regular
Harty, Elmira, N. ~.;John yv. Truesde.ll, Syracuse,
amount to run the paper. All who hav been instru.A.
Letter
of
Thanks
from
Miss
Wixon.
N.
Y.; H. B. McNa1r, Dansvil~e, N.Y.; 0. S. Chase,
mental in sending him away ought to take an unusual
Jamestown, N.Y.; Wm. R. Mills, Hume, N.Y.; W.
interest in making his place good. Many expressed
D. M. BENNETT, EsQ., .Dear .Friend: Many H. Jones, Clayville, N. Y.; J. T. Crosby, Belvidere,·
fears that with the editor away the paper would de- thanks for that excellent lithograph likeness. It is N.Y.; H. L. Doty, Ettenville, N. Y.; Reuben Halcline. We do not think so, and, if all will help, we a pleasant reminder of one wh~ has ever bravely sted West Walworth, N.Y.; J. W. Sterns, Custer
know it will not. It would be a pleasant thing for toiled for the uplifting of humamty,,and w~o never City', Pa.; R. C. Trowbridge, Tully, N.Y.; Dr. A.
the friends to do to present to the voyager they hav in any hour of danger or defeat shirked his duty, Robinson McLean, N. Y.; C. H. Latham, Ransent away a doubled-up subscription list when he re- but always pressed straight on toward the mark of dolph, N.'Y.; W. J: Tillotson, Oneida, N.Y.; A. P. ,
turns. We will do our part in the office if our the prize of the high calling of truth.
. .
Bradt, North Hanmbal, N.Y.; S. Hoagg,NewYork
friends will do theirs all over the country.
Every Liberal should possess a cop~ of this P.Icture Mills, N. Y.; Charles C. Chase. Marengo, N. Y.; J.
of one who has started out truth-seeking, for It rep- M. Harwood, Hess Road, N.Y.; C. D. King, Geneva,
WE hav letters here for A. Sherman, Mrs. Frances, resents a brave and .fearless s.earcher, and should h:e N.Y.; J. T. Reynolds, Gouvern~ur, N.Y.; Lawrence
, .
,
d M 1 d B k
never return from his long trip around the world It lt'ay Gloversville N Y.; J. Fritz, Macedon, N. Y.;
Mr~. hClarkso~ii '£Libert~, an
: . e ~h ar any; will be a precious memento to those he leaves behind. Luther Myres, L~dl~wville, N. Y.; J. H. Northrup,
wh10 we WI
orwar on receivmg
e prope But he will return, laden with much precious and Freedman, N. Y.; L. N. Stephens, Cuba, N. Y.;
address and stamps to cover P?stage.
valuable information~ and a;ll. who read the "Truth David Madison, Dayton, N. Y.; A. Andrews, CatSeeker
in. Europ~" Will antiCipate a g:eat deal ~f taraugus, N.Y.; M. B. Fobes, Olean, N. Y:; Ja~es
. DoN'T forget to se;nd for THE TRUTH SEEKER poster.
pleasure
m readmg the volumes pronnsed for this H. Hadison Bradford, Pa.; S. E. Latta, Friendship,
It will be a great aid in procuring subscriptions.
Many Spiritualistic camp-meetings and Liberal gath- long voyage. I expect to read the b~st an.d most N. Y.; J oh~ Lelons, Belmont, N. Y.; William H.
erings are now being held, and if friends who pro- authentic history of the world ever wntten, m Een- Wyman, Dunkirk, N. Y.; W. J. Whitewood, Wells.
ville, N. Y.; A. B. Stebbins, Canisteo, N. Y.; .Harpose attending would take along some of these and nett's promised book.
With
many
wishes
for
a
safe
and
prosl?erous
JOUrrison Westlake, Addison, N.Y.; B. C. Wood, Pam ted
post them up they could do great good. We will
ney
and
a
happy
return
home,
I
remam,
.as
ever,
Post;
E. Pier, Corning, N.Y.; N. Morse, Owego, N.
mail them upon application.
~ours for truth,
SusAN H. WixoN.
Y.; s. A. Talmadge, Horseheads, N.Y.; J?r. B..W.
.Fall Rwer, Mass., Aug. 8, 1881.
Franklin, Ithaca, N.Y., and many more m varwus
W. F. J.AMIESON. lectured in Centerville, Mich.,
parts of the state.
twice July 31st, and address~d the colored pe~ple
The speakers who hav indicated that they would
For the lllustrations.
Emancipation day (Aug. 2.d) ~n South Hayen, ~ICh.
be present are Hon. Elizur Wright, Horace Seaver,
He is now in northern Michigan. Address him at
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l': George Chainey, W. S. Bell, T. B. Wakeman,CourtAlbion, Mich.
I very .much appreciate and .would. encourage the Iandt Palmer, A. L. Rawson, Samuel P. Putnam, J.
suggestion of Elmina to contribute liberally toward H. Burnham, J. S. Verity, C. Fanny 1\llyn, Miss
THE Third Annual Convention of the Union Reillustrations iri Bennett's around-the-world volumes. Ella Gibson, Mrs. H. S. Lake, Reuben Dally, Lyman
form League meets. in the Town Hall, Princeton,
Copious illustrations, such as are true to nature c. How.e, Hon. R. S. McCormick, Rev. J. H. Harter,
Mass., Sunday, Monday, and Tuesda-y, Aug, 28th,
and art, greatly add to the value of a book, espe- 0. H. P. Kinney, 0. P. Kellogg, and others. I ex29th, and 30th. Three sessions daily. Stephen
cially so from that part of the world whence we hav pect to be able to announce definitely, soon, that in
Pearl Andrews, Juliet H. Severance, Colonel J. H.
so little that is reliable· but instead we hav forlorn the words of Henry Ward Beecher, "the greatet!t
Blood, L. K. Joslin, A. K. Wood, Angela T. Heyfancy sketahes, such as 'samstm's dental op.eration o,n living orator on the fa~e of the globe who speaks the
wood, Lyman A. Wiley, A. D. Wheeler, E. H. Heya Iion,Jonah launching a whale, CaJ?tam Noahs/English language" wil~ surely ad.dress the great
wood, and other speakers are expected.
transport ship, President Moses canaling the Red gathering at. Hornellsville. All will know whom I
Sea, the prophet's flying ma.chine, etc.
.
.
mean without my naming Col. Ro~ert G. Ingersoll.
.A. Trinity of Lithographs.
I trust the suggestion will find material aid su.fThere will be ample accommodatiOns at Hornellsto
warrant
a
very
interesting
book
or
books
m
ville
for all who may attend. There are five h.otels,
ficient
We hav for sale the lithograph likeness of the
. and many boarding-houses, and hundreds of private
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas this particular.
I am reminded of what I wrote Bennett when m houses are arranging to keep boarders. The hotels
Paine,.. D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame prison: "Your thirteen months imprisonment will hav agreed to keep the people for one dolla~ per
around them-which can be procured from picture- do more for the cause you advocate than as many day and good board can be had at the pnvate
hou~es and· boarding-houses for from fifty to sevent~frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament years would hav done without it:"
Persecution is a good advertisment. Your s~b- five cents per day. Dr. Shuttuck h~s refitted up his
to any home. They will he sent, secure from breakage by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett scribers and sympathizing friends are g~e~tly m- Opera House in fine style and .contribut~s the use of
and' R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine creased. We hav the "Gods and Rehgwns of it to the Convention free. Friends, allis now ready
Ancient and Modern Times," "An Infidel Abroad," for . the great feast of reason and eloquence, and
$1.
an exceedingly interesting volume, with a prospect every lover of universal mental liberty should try
of two or more equally interesting volumes, "Around and be present at the Freethinkers' Convention.
The Hornellsville Convention.
the World," all of wl:ich ar~ due t~ p~rsecution.
If you hav not al~eady caused a notice to ~e pubTo THE Em ToR OF THE · TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
What a boon Comstock has unwittmgly bestowed Iished in your local JOurnals, copy the followmg and
I hav just received the following letter from Dr. T.
upon Bennett and the Liberal-minded!
request your local editor to publish it.
L. Brown President of the New York State FreeAyer, Mass., Aug. 8, 1881.
ELIJAH MYRICK.
H. L. GREEN, Sec.
thinkers' Association. Will you please giv it a place
FREETHINKERS'
NATIONAL
CONVENTION.
in THE TRUTH SEEKER?
H. L. G.
The
New
York
State
Freethinkers'
Association
has called its
IF
misery
loves
company,
the
Rev.
Congressman
MR. H. L. GREEN, My Dear Secretary: The Annual Address I am to giv the Freethinkers' Convention at Hornells- J. Hyatt Smith's Brooklyn cong;~gation in ~ee. ave- Fourth A1~al Convention to meet in Hornellsville, N. Y.,.
ville on the thirty-first of August will be on "The Science and nue will not groan over the conditiOn of affairs m the the 31st o£ the present month, to co'!-tinue in session. fiv.e days.
The committee having the matter lD .charge has mVIted~ as
A.rt of Health, in its Relations to Right Living."
Bedford Avenue Reformed church of Brooklyn. heretofore the Freethinkers of the vanous states of the U ruon.
In this address no Christian, Spiritualist, or non-sectarian
will hear a word in defense of any sect, party, or ism con- Like the Lee Avenue Baptist church, it is in finan- to meet with the Association in general convention, and the
cial straits, and unless the brethren put thei~ hands prospects are that most of the states and Canada will be repre~
nected with politics, medicin, or religion.
My desire is to giv demonstrated knowledge of things under- deep in their pockets the Reforlii:ed church will fol- sented at Hornellsville. Some twenty-five of the ablest Freestandable and indispensable to health and happiness.
low in the footsteps of the Baptist and go under ~he thought lecturers of this country hav been engaged to speak,
By analysis, reason, logic, and argument I shall support the hammer. It will require $47,000 to ward off the Im- among whom are many persons of national reputation.
The hotels hav agreed to entertain those who attend for one
known laws of science and art needed in living a true and use- pending ~:!hock-considerable money in these days.
dollar per day, and the boarding-houses fo~ a less sum. T~e
ful life, enjoying liberty of thought and speech.
'rhe members of the church congratulate them- sessions of the Convention will be held m Dr. Shattuck s
I shall endeavor to be practical, and therefore available.
The only fair way to eradicate ignorance or error is to put in selva that their case is not quite as hard as that of Opera House, that has just been .refitte? in fine style. ~ear
its place the thinkable, the known, the understandable, and their Baptist brethren, who stand in fear of seeing the Opera [House is a fine grove! m ':"hwh outdoor meetmgs
can be held if required. The Ene railroad has agreed torethe set·viceable.
their old sanctuary sold for a t~e!l'ter...The Reformed turn all who attend over that road, or any of its branches, at
To this end I labor for the good of the Association.
brethren know that if they fallm raismg the $47,000 one-third the usual rate of fare, and the Utica and Elmir
Ever truly yours,
T. L. B.aowN.
their sanctuary will suffer no worse fate than to be- road will do the sa.me.
Binghaffn;tm, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1881.
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who, full of the souvenirs of 1572, had edged his ions bearing the names of his operas. Here all the
~tltclion~.
way into the crowd, as formerly, in glorious Rome, artists of the company joined in singing that spirited
some drunken porters mingled insults with the accla- song of his at the end of the first act of "Samson,"
which the Revolution adopted as its own, beginning,
mations of triumph."
[From Parton's Life of Voltairo.J
All night the sarcophagus remained. among the
. '' Peuple, eveille-toi I Romps tes fers !"
To the Pantheon.
ruins of the Bastille. On Monday morning, clouds
Thousands of voices joined in the chorus, which
For thirteen years the body of Voltaire remained veiled the rising sun; it raine<i several times; but had already become familiar to the people. The
in the vault of the village church in Champagne. before noon the clo.uds broke away, the sun shone next halt was in front of the house of the Villettes,
All had then changed in France, or was swiftly out warm and clear, making a beautiful afternoon upon the street which had been the Quai of the
changing. The Revolution was in full tide. June 1, for the procession through the city. Toward three Monks, but which had now received the name it still
1791, the king of France, the same)ll-starred Louis o'clock, all being in readiness, the sarcophagus was bears, "Quai de Voltaire." The car here pass~d un.XVI., but then a king only in name, signed a decree placed upon the new car designed by David, and der a magnificent triumphal arch composed of four
of the National Assembly, which ordered that" the the cortege began to move toward the Pantheon. large po_Rlar-trees united by garlands of .o3.k leaves,
ashes of Franyois~Marie Arouet de Voltaire be First marched a detachment of cavalry, a body of a beautiful umbrageous roof, from whiCh hung a
transferred from the church of Romilli to that of sappers, drummers, artillerymen, and some of the crown of roses that descended upon the car as soon
Sainte-Genevieve in Paris," the church that·was to young National Guard. A group of citizens from as it stopped. Upon a spacious platform in front of
be styled thenceforth the Pantheon of France. It distant places followed, carrying medallions of Vol- the house were seated in semicircles, one above the
was at first intended to deposit the body in the taire, Rousseau, and Franklin, with the bust of Mi- other, fifty young girls, all ·dressed in white robes
Pantheon on the 4th of July following, a day as dear rabeau in the center, then only a few months dead. with blue girdles, holding civic crow~, and wearing
then to France as to America; but the intervening The workmen employed in demolishing the Bastille upon their heads diadems of roses. In front of the
time was found too short, and the crowning cere- marched next, their chief, Talloy, carrying chains, exquisit amphitheater formed by them were the two.
moniaJ was of necessity postponed until July lOth. bullets, armor, and other objects found in the Bas- daughters of Calas, in deep mourning, who, when the
The body was solemnly removed from the place tille. Another body of workmen bore the flag of car stopped, advanced toward it, kissed the sarcophwhere it had rested, and was placed upon an open the Bastille, and among them was seen the giantess agus of their deliverer, and lifted up their hands in
funereal car, twenty feet high, adorned with oak who had made herself conspicuous in the attack on the attitude of blessing him. Madame de Villette
leave~ and laurel; and it began its long journey the building. Behind them marched citizens armed also ptepped forward, kissed the effigy, and raised
under the escort of the local officers and a detach- with pikes, surrounding one who carried upon the her child in her arms, as if dedicating it to his spirit.
ment of the national guard of the province. As the top of his pike a red cap. A model of the Bastille This scene passed to the B<'und of pathetic music;
cortege advanced from village to village, and from made of its own stone, one of the eighty models de- and the young moth.er, overcome by her emotions,
town to town, it was joined temporarily by the signed for the departments of France, was carried in had to be carried away.
mayors and their associate functionaries, as well as the procession by the Old French Guard, wearing
A halt was made, of course, at the Theater-Franby files of citizen-soldiers, carrying at the ends of the uniform in which they had refused to fire upon 9ais, which was now called the" Theater of the Natheir muskets leaves of oak and branches of laurel. their countrymen. The Jacobin Club was conspic- tiori." Here the decorations and the ceremonial
The procession, which chang!ld every moment, uous, and the Hundred Swiss, and bodie~ of the were not less remarkable. All the columns were
passed through lines of spectators, who threw flow- National Guard. The academies, the actors, the wreathed with garlands and the whole edifice was
ers upon the sarcophagus and saluted it by present- society of artists, and indeed almost every organized brilliant. One inscription read, "He wrote' (Edipe'
ing crowns. The villagers and peasants were then body in the metropolis took part in the procession, at seventeen." Another was, "He wrote 'Irene' at
rejoicing in their first freedom from those feudal or contributed a delegation to it.
eighty-three." Thirty-two medallions were placed
burdens, those complex vexations, which Voltaire
Among the maxims and devices exhibited, the fol- upon the pillars, each containing the name of one of
had undermined by S?tire and argument, and they lowing were remarked, all taken from Voltaire's Voltaire's dramas. When the car stopped before-the
seemed to feel that it was to him thev owed their writings:
theater, curtains opened, and exhibited a sanctuary,
deliverance. The people of rural France were
"I hav done a little good; it is my best work."
so lighted that all the rays formed a halo around the
enJ'oying, for the moment, some of the substantial
"They hav troubled the earth, and I hav consoled head of Voltaire's statue. Here, while the musicians
fruits of reasonable l I'b erty, an d no one yet foresaw it."
again pelformed the ch orus f rom " samson," La Rive
the price they were to pay for it-they, and their
" If God did not exist, it would be necessary to placed upon the sarcophagus a crown, and the ladies
.
. wreath s upon it.
ch'ld
I ren ' s ch'ld
I ren.
Aged invent him."
of the company a l so lai'd t h eir
children, and t h eir
A striking object in the procession was the statue
It was now late in the evening, and it began to
peasants were seen to shed tears of grateful homage,
and mothers of families lifted their little children of Voltaire, modeled upon that of Houdon, gilt, rain again with such abundance that a part of the
above the heads of the crowd, that they, too, might crowned with laurels, carried by men dressed in persons accompanying the car sought refuge in the
see. Some persons brought out precious objects Greek costume, and surrounded by pupils of the vestibule of the theater, and there was a general
from their houses, which they made more precious Academy of Painting and Sculpture, all dressed in flight of the ladies. Then, lighted by thousands of
by causing them to touch the sarcophagus. Some the Greek manner.
torches, the procession resumed its march, and
priests, too, restored to manhood by the Revolution,
The great car that bore the sarcophagus, a'stupen- reached the Pantheon at ten o'clock in the evenwere observed to sympathize with and share the dous object indeed, announced itself from a long ing. The sarcophagus was deposited in the place'
popular emotion.
distance. It was preceded by a chorus of singers prepared for it, near the tombs of Descartes and
During the night the procession still held on its and a band of music, also clad in the Greek fashion, Mirabeau.
way, welcomed in every village by torches and many carrying instruments of music of antiqne patAnd there the body remained, an object of venelanterns, so that the road by which it was to pass tern. The car itself was the crowning marvel of the ration to many, an object of horror to many, until
seemed all lighted up in advance. In the daytime occasion. It was a vehicle of vast size and bight, the return of the Bourbon king to Paris, after the
the towns disclosed triumphal arches, hung with supported on four great wheels of bronze, and departure of Bonaparte to Elba. In April, 1814, a
garlands of flowers; and, with that classic taste. that adorned in every part by allegorical figures and dec- few of the" royalists, one of whom was De Puymorin
seems indigenous to France alone, dancers arranged orations from the designs of David. It presented the Director of the Mint, who afterward told th~
themselvs spontaneously about the car, and young the general appearance of a magnifioent altar, cov- story, represented to the ministry that the presence
girls, clad in white, threw upon it jessamin, violets, ered with blue velvet sown with .stars of gold, upon of the remains of Voltaire in the ancient church of
and r.oses. At that time of year, it was said, nature the summit of which was the sarcophagus, and upon Sainte-Genevieve was an outrage not to be borne.
herself had lavished upon the earth the three beauti- that a full-length figure of Voltaire, half reclining, There were several conferences, we are told, as to the
ful colors by which recreated France had symbolized in an attitude .of sleep, and covered with a purple manner in which those remains should be removed.
the union of the three orders of the people.
cloth. Immortality, represented as a young girl, It was decided, at length, that it should be done seThe car itself was a beautiful object. The great winged, and as if juEt descending from heaven, was cretly, and that the secret should be kept. One night
structure was drawn by four horses caparisoned in placing upon his head a~rown of stars. This impos- in the month of May, 1814, the bones of Voltaire and
violet, and covered with flowers. At each corner of ing structure, "forty feet high," was drawn by of Rousseau were taken out of their coffins of lead
the lofty platform was a pilaster of white marble, twelve white horses, harnessed· four abreast, led by tumbled into a· common sack, and placed in a hack~
from which elegant hangings were suspended, and grooms dressed in the manner of ancient Rome.
ney coach stationed in the rear of the church. The
which sustained a canopy all fluttering with the
The passing of this' wonderful vehicle, preceded by carriage moved away slowly, accompanied by five or
three national colors. The sarcophagus was so its band of music and its chorus of singers, by ranks six persons, and went out of town by unfrequented
placed that it appeared to be suspended from gar- of men also in long white tunics and wearing crowns streets to the barrier De la Gare, opposite Bercy.
lands of flowers; and round the outside of the car a of green branches, kindled all the enthusiasm of the Near that barrier there was an extensiv piece of
gallery was constructed, from which seemed to grow susceptible Parisians. Upon the car were various waste ground inclosed with a board fence, public
poplars and cypress-trees. On the front of the car inscriptions, the reading of which increased and pro- property, not yet put to any use whatever. Near
was written, "To the manes of Voltaire;" along one longed the emotion of the people:
t~e middle of the inclosure a deep hole had been preside, "If man is created free, he ought to govern
"Mortals are equal; it is not birth, it is virtue alone, which vwusly dug by persons who were then waiting for
himself;" upon the other, "If man has tyrants, he makes the difference."
the arrival of this strange burial party. The sack of
ought to dethrone thein."
"It is necessa1·y to love the laws; it is necessary to be their bones was emptied into the pit; a sack of lime was
When the procession reached the gates of the cap- slave, and to bear all the burden of them. He who is willing poured upon them. Th_ e hole was filled up with
to violate them does not love his country."
h 11
bl
d
.
ital, it was met by a numerous d eputatwn of munic"IJe defended Calas, La Barre, Sirven, and Montbailly."
eart , a traces were o Iterate as far as po§sible
ipal officers, head_ed. by the ~a~or; also by ~elega"Poet, philosopher, historian, he gave a great impuls.e to the and the party then separated in silence.
'
tions from the prmmpal patriOtic clubs and literary human mind, and prepared us to become free."
The secret was well kept. There was occasionally
societies. It was nearly dark when the cortege en"He combated the Atheists and the fanatics."
a rumor, difficult to trace, and not generally betered Paris, and it marched that night only as far as
"He inspired toleration.''
lieved, that the sarcophagus was empty. In 1864
the site of the Bastille, not yet wholly removed. a~;:.~, claimed the rights of man against serfdom and feud- when the family of the Villettes became extinct, th~
There, upon the very spot where the tower had stood
heart of Voltaire (which had been removed from the
in which Voltaire had twice been confined, the archiImmediately behind the car walked Belle-et-Bonne body when it was embalmed, in 1778, inclosed in a
teet Cellerier had constructed an altar out of the and her husband, with her infant daughter carried silver vase and given by Madame De11is to the busstones of the fallen edifice, covered with laurels and by its nurse. La Harpe also walked with this group. band of Belle-et-Bonne) became the property of the
rose!'.. Upon this the sarcophagus was placed. On Then came deputations from the National Assembly, nation, and it was a question with the usurper what
t)le side of the altar was the inscription, "Upon this the municipality, the courts of justice, and the veteran should be done with it. He suggested that it be
spot where despotism chained thee, Voltaire, receive soldiers, the proces&ion being closed by another body placed with ~he other ~·emains of the poet in the
the homage of a free peqple !"
of cavalry. A hundred thousand persons, it is said, church of Samte-Genevieve. The archbishop ·of
"All Paris," says M. Dubois, the historian of composed this procession, which was. witnessed by Paris, who was probably acquainted with these facts
these events, "went as if upon pilgrimage to pay six hundred thousand spectators. . "It seemed," says observed that it might be well to ascertain first
their tributes of love and respect to him who, con- Dubois, "that that worship of human excellence, whether the ashes of Voltaire were really in the
veyed clandestinly from Paris in 1778, reentered it elegant and poetic, which made the delight of antiq- place where they had been deposited. An examinaafter thirteen years of exile, avenged, adored, and uity, and which is still the charm of souls susceptible tion of the sarcophagus w~s ordered. lt was opened
triumphant." In the midst of the general acclama- to the beautiful creations of the arts and letters, lived and found to be empty. Thus the fate actually be~
tions, one cry not in harmony with the rest was again in its completeness before our eyes."
fell the remains which the poet had dreaded from
heard: " God, thou shalt be avenged!" It was the
The procession halted first before the Opera House, the time when he saw the body of Adrienne Levoice, says the same writer, of "a fanatic priest, adorned with the bust of Voltaire, and with me~au-.J couvreur carried out, at dead of night, and placed in
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That mind is an effect of organization, I verily could be self-existent and eternal, without beginning
a:r;J. unmarked grave in a vacant lot of the outskirts
believe. That man's soul is evolved from the forces and without end.
of Paris. "God, thou shalt be avenged!"
The fact is, something must be e~ernal, without
of nature acting upon the lowest forms of protobeginning
and without end, whether It be matter or
plasm, I hav no doubt; but whenee comes the conI Frtrrn .Truth.]
clusion that it must die with t4e body? Cannot the spirit, or both, or else nothing could benow. And
effect outliv the cause? Must the cast-iron lose its according to all our experience and knowledge
An "Old Infidel" Off for Europe.
shape when its sandy mold is destroyed? May not here, mind or spirit is the power that co~trols matD. M. Bennett, the veteran Infidelpublisher arid the spirit be of ethereal and invisible matter, and ter· that influences and controls other mmds; that
editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, whose unjust impris- continue to exist when its grosser prototype, the codtrols every enterprise among men; that moves
onment in the Albany Penitentiary in consequence body, turns back to dust?
the world, as the saying goes. And why should w_e
of Anthony Comstock's machinations is a matter of
Again, mind is an effect of organization. The not reasonably come to the conclusion that t~e un~
history, was la&t Sunday evening the object of a solar system is organized, and no doubt the whole verse is controled in the saine manner by an mtelhgrand ovation on the part of a large number of universe is one grand organism. Should we not be- gent, invisible power, a mind, a spirit, a god, who
friends at Daniel E. Ryan's parlors, No. 231 West lieve that it has a soul and thinks as well as you or handles matter as he pleases, as we do as far as we
37th street. Last year, as duly published in Truth, I? Perhaps a great deal .better. And is not that haY. the power, and who has the exclusiv rig~t to_ u~e
D. M. Bennett was sent by the American. Liberal mind shown as plainly in constant law and evolution it as he pleases, if he created it? And I thmk It. IS
League to represent this country at the Brussels as it would be in miracles and instant creations ?
as susceptible of proof that it was crea:ted by _an mCongress of Freethought. On that occasion he
telligent power as that it eternally existed without
J. G. TRUMAN.
wrote a little volume entitled "An Infidel Abroad,"
an intelligent cause, and tha;t by some p_rocess _of
which found such a large and ready sale here that.
evolution as mysterious and mcomprehen$ble as Its
Is Mind Material~
many prominent Freethinkers in the United States
eternal existence without a cause it should produce
hav lately subscribed to afford Mr. Bennett the
To THE EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l' : intelligence, produce ~ind, to. contro~ and gov~rn
opportunity of making a tour around the world. He If it is true, as was stated in my last communication itself, which would be JUSt as mconce1vable ~nd n~
is t'o write a series of letters, describing his impres- on this subject, published in your issue of April 30th,. comprehensible as that it was created by an mtelhsions abroad, which will first appear in THE TRUTH that there is a supreme, intelligent, self-existent, gent being, and much more so, because it woul~ be
SEEKER and afterward in book form. This project eternal cause of all things; that the universe is only contrary to all our experience, the analogy of thu:gs
naturally formed the subject of most of Sunday a medium through which that intelligence manifests in nature, cause and effect, and every rule by whiCh
night's congratulatory speeches, although some of its llxistence and powers, as all created beings like we are governed in the acquisition of knowledge.
the eminent gentlemen present also spoke feelingly ourselvs and every other kind of living beings in the
It seems to be a generally received opinion that
of Mr. Bennett's sufferings in the cauee of human un~erse manifest their existence through the ma- matter cannot be annihilated, and that consequently
liberty and Freethought. Sev~ral. original poems terial organisms peculiar to themselvs, then I it must be eternal and could not hav been created.
were read, those by S. P. Putnani and Henry A. Stone think we hav come fairly and squarely to the propo- Now all that I can see in that is just this: that we
being particularly happy and appropriate. Madame sition that force is not an inherent property of mat- are unable to annihilate matter. That does not
Ivan C. Michels, the actress, gave a recitation, and ter, but, on the contrary, we can rest upon the good prove that the Almighty cannot annihilate ~atter
several ladies sang operatic selections. Among the old idea that matter is inert, and that its inherent because we cannot ·do it. We cannot create It, but
persons present were Dr. E. B. Foote and son, both property is to keep quiet and lie still until it is acted that does not prove that he cannot create matter.
of whom hav suffered at Comstock's hands, Dr. upon by some power independent of and superior to How can we know that the Almighty cannot anniJoseph R. Buchanan, Dr. S. M. Percy, Dr. L. D. itself, and that it is entirely unnecessary to bring in hilate matter? We say, because we hav never·seen
Broughton and wife, W. H. Peck, Alexander War- the proposition that force is an inherent property of him do it. That· proves nothing. How do I know
ner, T. F. Leslie, and Charles L. Andrews. The matter to supply the place of God, and account for that he has not annihilated worlds of matter? If
proceedings closed with a choice collation.
all the life and intelligence manifested in and he could create, why not undo what he had done?
Mr. Bennett, when seen by Truth yesterday, through those material organizations.
How. do I know but that the great I Am could blot
Let the Almighty reign and rule on the throne of out this universe in the twinkling of an eye and sti:U.
dwelt at length on his proposed voyage. He intends
first visiting England, Scotland, and Ireland, and the universe; and in every living intelligence, and in exist, the same eternal, self-existent being that he has
from there proceeding to the continent, after which every material organization; from the highest to the eternally existed?
he will " tackle" Asia Minor and the holy land. He lowest within its unbounded realm giv evidence of
It is asserted by scientists that the moon cannot be
will go up the Nile as far as the first cataract and his eternal existence and power, and in the endless inhabited because there is no atmosphere surroundtravel through all the Asiatic countries excepting and infinit variety manifested in the works of ing it. Now that is. assuming that the creator canSiberia. He expects to start next Saturday, and to nature show his all-sufficiency and the infinity of his not create any other kind of beings but such as we
be back in New York within a year. Upon his.re- resources and capacity to meet all circumstances and are. I cannot see any good reason why the creator
turn he will lecture on his experiences abroad, contingencies, as we may call them, which are, in could not create beings with all our capacities, who
illustrating his lectures with stereoptic views taken fact, no more circumstances and contingencies with could exist without an atmosphere as well as with
by himself. Mr. Bennett's traveling companion is the great eternal than anything else but a part and one as easily as he could create amphibious animals,
parcel of his own creation, and designed to be as that can liv in either air or water, or fishes, which
Mr. DeWitt Clinton Bridges, of Indiana.
Before letting the reporter go Mr. Bennett said: they are. And so in everything of which we can liv in water and die out of water in our atmosphere.
"I should feel obliged to you were you to state hav an idea in the whole universal exhibition which And I hav no doubt but that the creator has created
that I am able to prove the falsity of all the charges the Almighty has made of himself in the material intelligent beings to inhabit the different worlds he
that Anthony Comstock ha~< brought against me in a universe, we see an expression of his ideas, of what has charge of with as great a diversity of phyl3ical
sort of pamphlet he recently published. To giv you he had taught, of what he is thinking, that he has in organization as there ie difference in the worlds they
an example: in 1877 I issued a circular requesting a that creation worked out his ideas, given a tangible inhabit.
number of gentlemen to sign a petition for the re- expression of his thoughts, and in this light we see
I think the Almighty has given us assurance
peal of the so-called Comstock postal laws. This God everywhere, ever-present in every part of the enough of his all-sufficiency in what we can see in
circ11.lar contained about twelve names of persons universe. Omnipresent, and being self-existent and the universe of his creation, in the infinit variety he
whom I knew were in favor of a repeal, as they had eternal, he must be omniscient, for, being the author has given us in the countless millions of different
so expressed themselvs. Owing to this I did not get of all things, nothing could be done but what he orders and forms of existence, to satisfy us that all
them to put their signatures to the paper, but after designed should be done, and he_ must know as we~l things are possible with him, except to contradict
printing their names to the proof-shellt I went to the what it would be before as after It was done; and if himself or make nature contradict nature, or himself
persons, and showing it, asked their permission to anything could happen in the unive~se o_f :which he to commit suicide. I don't believe the Almig'hty
JAMES !Lu.E.
use the names. In one or two cases consent was not was ignorant, then he would not be mfimt m knowl- can kill himself.
given. I struck the names off. Some few I left, edge.. The thing must be done independent of him,
with the understanding that I should hear from them and he would not be all-sufficient; would not be God
Only Three Loaves of Bread.
if they had any objections, and hearing none, and alone; there would be an opposition god, and then
knowing their sentiments, I kept their names on. there might be contingencies with him, and continTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l':
Well, although I acted in thorough good faith gencies might arise for which he would not be I noticed when reading your letters during your
throughout, hardly had this circular seen light be- prepared, in consequence of his ignorance, and the previous tour that you spoke against the oppression
fore Comstock visited these persons, and so brow- whole universe might be imperiled, and all go to of the laboring people wherever you found it. Now,
beat them that seven out of the dozen were actually wreck and ruin under such an administration as that. in your tour around the world, will you please to
The idea that the Almighty should not be om- tell us if you find any country which favors the
induced to sign a paper certifying that their names
had been used without their authority. Upon the niscient is as inconsistent with his existence as the laboring people less than old England, that great
strength of these disavowals Comstock charges me denial of any other power or attribute. The Al- Christian land, with its established church? I hav
with forgery, and heaps every invectiv upon my mighty must be the all-in-all or nothing. Now just read of a poor, hard-working man there being
head. Now, what does all 'this amount to? I hav with such an eternal, self-existent, almighty, intelli- sentenced to ten years' imprisonment for stealing
written statements and affidavits of these seven par- gent power at the helm of the universe, we hav an three loaves of bread.
ties in my possession, showing that the disavowals all-sufficient cause for all that exists. And how it
Bradlaugh, when lecturing in Philadelphia a few
were Uomstock's own work, extorted by him, and can be that such a being can exist is just as easily years ago, said ·that the Prince of Wales actually
that the original use of the names was justifiable. explained as how matter came to be in existence broke open a paymaster's chest and. appropriated the
In short, to use my friend T. B. Wakeman's words, without any cause outside of itself, or how such a money to his own personal use. If ten years' imthe blunder was mine, but the crime was Comstock's. being could create matter out of nothing as that prisonment is the recompense for stealing three
His other charges against my morality and integrity matter could create itself or exist without creation; loaves of bread, I wonder how many years the Prince
are about on a par with the accusation I ha v just or how this being. can create worlds, a universe of should serve for his theft?
worlds and living intelligences, and control them as
disposed of."
Oh, for shame! The English Parliament treated
he does, as how 1 can control my own actions-how, this crime as a cunning little joke, and actually
by the exercise of my mind, I ~a~ write as I am now appropriated a sum sufficient to cover the loss ..
The Evolution of Soul.
doing. I can see that I am Writmg, I know that my
Speak, oh, speak, brave Bennett, against all such
To THE EmTvR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l' : I mind is the power that does the work, the thinking, injustice-yea, against all oppressions, and let thy
see that some writers for your paper hav taken great and that Gontrols my hand in the mechanical opera- clarion notes for freedom ring with thee round the
pains to prove that mind is the effect of organization tion of writing, but I cannot expiain to you the con- world!
of matter, and so come to the conclusion that such nection between my mind and the operation, or how
To-day I follow Grace L. Parkhurst's examplemind cannot survive the body's death. T. B. Wake- my mind moves my fingers and pen to form letters renewing my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER by
man, in "Constructiv Liberalism," shows that the and words. I cannot explain how I think. I can sending the money which my fashionable friends
soul is evolved from the lowest forms of proto~lasm, write what I think, I can tell what I think, but 1 think I should spend for a new hat. I can wear my
therefore soul cannot exist separate from proto- cannot tell how the mind does this-how the mind old one with the happy consciousness of knowing I
plasm.
has this power.
hav done that much more for reform.
Now I might just as ,reasonably deny my own
Well, now, does any one doubt that the baby is
Yours for truth and freedom,
S.ADA BAILEY.
evohed fr0m the material and forces of the father existence because I cannot understand how I exist as
and mother? Yet who will draw the conclusion to deny the existence of an eternal, self-existent
A TRUTH SEEKER rN EuROPE. Mr. Bennett's
that the child cannot exist separated from its mind, intelligence, as the cause of all that exists
because I cannoL understand how that intelligence etters f:rom abroad. $1.50.
parents?
'
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seen in England, where rural tastes were already friend and relati~ of Voltaire, induced the prior of
well-nigh universal. One traveler describes them the church there, who knew nothing of the interdicts
and of what had occurred at Paris, to grant burial to
thus:
"his v.ncle" who had died suddenly, he said~ without
Parton's Life of Voltaire.
"The garden Is very beautiful and very large, forming with being able to be removed to Ferney.
the park an extensiv inclosure. In the park there is a. fine
T.-THE ROSES, THE BURI..U., AND THE PANTHEON.
plantation of oaks. lindens, and poplars, besides beautiful and
The prior granted the request. The body was, by
~elp of the village undertaker and prior, decently,
, There is no exile like that which says to a French- lovely avenues~ The view is extremely fine.
"Here, there is foliage and shrubbery, always green; there, a honorably, and sacredly buried in the consecrated ·
man that he can never return to Paris. It was espe- verdant
lawn surrounded with clumps of bushes. In the midst
d
cially poignant to the sensitiv Voltaire, who cher- is a large and ancient linden, with dense foliage, which over- groun ·
When the fa.ct of the removal from Paris became
ished Paris as his birthplace and the heart of the shadows the shrubbery with its thick branches. This is called
great spirit-world of thought and feeling which beat the cabinet of Volt~ire; it is there that he works. Near by is suopected the interdict reached the prior, but too
in response to his own words and inspiration. For a. little building for silk-worms, which serve him for recreation. late, he could only plead to his superiors the fact all
twenty-ei~ht years he had been in effect an exile Not far from it is a. lightning-rod, the chain of which descends innocently done-but done it was! Thus the old fox
a. fountain. Adjacent to the silk-worm house there is a.
d
h
1 d d h'
d t h f
d
from the Paris world which loved him and which he into
field, which is called Voltaire's field, because he cultivated it seeme to ave u fl
IS pursuers an
av oun
loved. True, there were there 40,000 people who he with his own hands. This park contains, besides, some bPaU~ his final and longed-for home in the earth. Only
said longed to carry fagots to burn him, but then tifulla.byrinths, a. large peach orchard, lovely beds of flowers, seemed, for the malice of the Infamous never sleeps.
there were 80,000 who longed to see him and who viues of excellent grapes, kitchen and fruit gardens, the wa.lls We shall see how nearly forty years afterward, in the
would carry water to extinguish the flames and exalt of which are entirely covered with pear-trees and peach-trees. silence of night and of their power, unknown to the
Mont Blanc, which is seen covered with snow, and the gardens world, they wreaked their vengeance on his remains,
him as the victor over l' Infame. His niece and filled
with :flowers on all sides, form a. contrast difficult to find
·
h h
11
·
family urged him to spend a winter in the great elsewher!J, and afford a.n enchanting prospect. Near the cha.- :which by t e c ance of war fe into their hands.
But to return to Paris. There one of the strangest
city. His new play, Irene, had to be rehearsed and teau is a. bathhouse, a. little marble edifice, supplied with hot
put on the stage effectivly. All joined to make him and cold water a.t will, water being warmed in a. boiler placed 'of events occurred, a thing possible only under despotism. When Voltaire beoame extremely in hi1
feel that he was needed in Paris. And so contrary in a. recess outside."
to his better judgment, Feb. 3, 1778, "the Lord of
All this involved much out-of-door exercise, and friends were silent so as to obtain if possible honorFerney and Tourney," at the age of eighty-four, set he enjoyed it with a zest which the ordinary amateur able disposal of his remains. When he was dead the
out for Paris.
little knows. For two or three years he was full to hearts of his friends, of the people, of the press, of
It was the great, the irreparable, mistake of his overflowing of this new occupation of founding a France, were repressed by an interdict that prevented
even the mention of his ilame l It was as if the sun
life. He was not to meet the flames of persecution, great country home.
at noonday had vanished by a permanent eclipse.
but the hardly less fatal flames of apotheosis, accom" I owe life and health [he wrote to Mme. du Deffa.n(ij to H
d b
1
h d
panied by labor and exnitement, which in less than the course I ha.v taken. If I dared I would believe myself wise,
e who ha
een upon every tongue, a most t e ay
four months exhausted the life which promised, like so happy a.m I. I ha.v Jived only since the day when I chose my before, was lost, .am. none knew what had become of
Fontenelle's, to reach its hundred years if spent in retreat; every other kind of life would now be unsupportable to him, nor why the strange silence. What everyone
me. Paris is necessary to you, to me it would be mortal; every wished to know could be learned only in whispers.
his country home.
Before long epigrams, which always "temper desHis colonists and the country people gathered to ~>ne must.rem~ in his eleme~t.. I am verv sorry that I?i~e is
mcom~atible with yours, and It Is ass~~dly my o~ly affi.wtwn.· potism " began to appear.
Gradually the story of
bid him bon voyage with abundant tears, which You
w~;hed also to try the country; It IS not suitable to you. h'
· k'
d th
d b · 1b
b
showed their love and their presentment that at his The taste for proprietorship and labor is absolutely necessary IS SIC ness, ea • an _urm Y stratagem ~ca~e
age his departure meant a final farewell. At the last when you liT in the country. I ha.v very extensiv possessions, kn~wn to the 'Yorld. outside of France. The mdighe seemed reluctant to go, and well he might. As which I cultivate. I make more account of. your drawing- natiOn of all mtelltgent and honorable people of
proprietor, farmer, and protector a comfortable little I"?om than of my grain-fields and I?Y pastures, but it was my des- Europe rose against the Infamous, until they felt the
world had gathered about him at Ferney, that with tiny to end my career between drills, cows, and Genevese." • recoil of the indignity which h!ld prevented fair,
its nearness and closer ties might well have compenFrom all this happy world the wheels of his car- open, and honorable ,burial of .the great Frenchman
sated for all the glory of the outer and greater world. riage were the wheels of fate which bore him away in his nativ soil. The royal Frederic of Prussia, before the Academy of Arts and Sciences at Berlin, in
We bav spoken of his refugee work colonies; ·and forever.
like all great men he had founded his life and heartAt Paris he was received with open arms. The his famous Eulogium on Voltaire, expressed the senwork upon the soil. He had become a farmer and church and the court were silent, while the Academy, timent of the civilized world in words that touched
producer to a very large extent.
the theaters, and the masses of the people gave him the heart of France:
His heart roots had struck deep into his lands, and ovation after ovation. It was in vain that he tried
"Blinded by a false zeal, drunk' with fanaticism,
whenever illness and literary work permitted he tried to escape a triumph that was plainly his. At the they (the priests) prevent th~ last duties of humanity
to till them with his own hands. If his neice and same time he was at work upon his play, and its re- from being paid to one of the most famous men
family had been contented to remain iu their rural hearsals, under peculiar embarrassments and excite- France has ever produced. The best destiny they
exile and to cherish him who was their all, as they ments. He had also determined that the French can look for is that they and their vile artifices will
should hav done, he would gladly hav remained and Academy should earn its right to exist by giving to remain forever buried in the darkness of oblivion,
enjoyed a long sunny afternoon of life. But that was the French people a great and authenticate dictionary while the fame of Voltaire will increase from age to
not to be. To understand what he left, nay, to un- of their language, a work which he began, and which age, and transmit his name to immortality." He dederstand the strength of the old Voltaire at all, these has borne such gloriOus fruit in his own land, and by nounced the treatment which the remains of Voltwo charming pictures in Mr. Parton's words of the emulation in others.
taire had received as disgraceful to savages. His
environment that nourished him are necessary:
It was too much. He was smothered under roses words made every Frenchman who understood them
"He appears to hav had farms which were as at the theater, burdened with honors at the Acade- long for the time when it could be shown that The
profitable as they were beautiful, and he assures, us my, and with work at home. He had attacks of ill- Infamous was not France.
that he managed all the details of their culture him- ness, accompanied with spitting of blood, but bore
The time came. The body of Voltaire slept by the
self. His letters for the next ten years teem with up wonderfully and seemed to recover from them. country church of Champagne until the tenth of
allusions to his farming. He exulted in a great barn, His vitality was astonishing. As some of his friends July, 1791. During those fourteen years his soul
filled with the products of his lands:said, it seemed that he could be killed by nothing had been marching on. The despotism and the In" A. va.St rustic house, with wagons loaded with the spoils of short of a club on the head. But in the third week famous had vanished from France. The N.A.TIONAL
the fields coming and going by four great gateways. The pil- of May, 1878, he lay at the house of his family AssEMBLY was in their place, and it had decreed that
lars of oak, which sustain the whole frame, are placed a.t equal friend, The Villettes, near the Seine, very ill. The the ashes of Voltaire " should be transferred from
distances upon pedestals of stone; long stables are seen on the use of coffee at night when exhausted by mental the church of Romilli to THE P .A.NTHEON in Paris."
right and on the left. Fifty cows, properly fastened, occupy labor had banished healthful sleep and made only the
In another column we giv Mr. Parton's own acone side, with their calves; the horses and oxen are on the
count of this act of justice and gratitude. It stirs
other side; their fodder flills into their racks from immense sleep of death possibl6.
His friends were anxious not only for him, but as the heart as if with a trumpet. It is a noble event,
mows above; the floors where the grain is threshed are in the
middle, and you know that a.ll the animals lodged in their sev- to what should be done with his remains when the and it is most nobly told. Where in all literature
eral places in this great edifice hav a. lively Sense that the for- final sleep should come. .The church then had its can we feel a grander march of popular triumph than
age, the hay, the oats which it contains belong to them of iron hand remorsely on the three great events of life, in his sentences. The heart of France was free at
right. To the south of these beautiful monuments of agriculture are the poultry-yards and sheepfolds; to the north are birth, marriage, and death. Unless buried with her last, and while the armies of despotism were gatherthe presses, store-rooms, fruit-houses; to the east are the sanction no burial, not even a decent dog's, was pos- ing on its borders, it turned to honor Voltaire as
abodes of the manager and thirty servants; toward the west sible in France. Voltaire's "Mania," as he called their real deliverer.
extend large meadows, pastured and fertilized by all these ani- it, was a love of his fellow-beings. A desire to hav
But the progress .of mankind is not even; it is·
mals, companious of the labor of man. The trees of the or- his remains and memory incorporated with them in
chard, loaded with fruits, small and great, are still another death was an earnest desire of his life. He had in rhythmic. When an eddy occurs shallow ·people
think that revolutions go backward, and that the
source of wealth. Four or five hundred beehives are set up
near a. little stream which waters this orchard. The bees giv early years se6n the remains of the noble and accom- stream of time is reversed. The selfish Bonaparte
to the possessor a considerable harvest of honev and wax, plished actress· Adri!3nne Lecouvreur "thrown into betrayed the Revolution which made him, and the
without his troubling himself with a.ll the fables which are told the kennels." He had striven to relieve her profes- despots throttled him, and in 1814 the Inj'amou& reof that industrious creature, without endeavoring in vain to sion from a similar fate; he had built a tomb for turned to Paris. What occurred then? An event
learn. whether that nation livs under the rule of a. pretended
queen, wlJ.o presents her subjects with sixty to eighty thousand himself by the side of his church at Ferney, but he which proved that Voltaire was not mistaken when
children. There are some avenues of mulberry trees a.s far a.s had returned from exile there to find that the church he summed up despotism and superstition in one
eye can reach, the leaves of which nourish those precious could exile even from every grave. He and his word-the Infamous.
worms which are not less useful than the bees. A. part of this friends tried to make a formal reconciliation that
The last of the story of Voltaire's remains is told
Ta.st inclosure is formed by a.n impenetrable rampart of haw- should giv the rights of burial, but when that was in the conclusion of the extract we publish to-day,
thorn, neatly clipped, which rejoices the senses of smell and refused his last words were, " Let me die in peace." from Mr. Parton, ending, "God, thou shalt be
sight."
.
· On the last day of May, 1778, his life had ceased avenged I"
In other letters we see him a zealous and patriotic and the disposal of his remains was a sad puzzle inWas there ever such a mode of revenge taken for
tree-planter, sending wagons all the way to Lyons for deed to his family and friends. The Paris clergy a god e:Xcept by the savages?
loads of young trees, and urging country friends to would not grant burial, and nothing more than the
The god that h_as to be revenged in this way i11 the
follow his example. He formed a nursery, also, privilege of removal. The clergy at Ferney were god of ghouls ! The deliberate and stealthy dillfrom which he every year enriched his plantations. ordered in no event to permit burial there. The In- honor and destruction of those remains which a nation
"It is certain," he wrote to the inspector-general of famous determined that he who made France glori- had deposited i~ the sacred and honored keeping of
French nurseries, "that the forests of France hav ous should not rest in her bosom;
those who held Its power was a double desecration
been too much neglected, as well as horse-breeding,
But the wiliness that had ba:ffied his enemies eo -first of the mighty genius itself, and then of the
and I fear that we shall soon be without the means often did not desert him even after death. That fact national trust and love. It was more, it was also an
of warming ourselvs. I am planting walnut and was kept a profound secret ; two carriages, one with act of treason against common decency and humanchestnut-trees upon which I shall never see walnuts six horses, in the evening of that day left his house ity, agaiiist liberty and the instinct of progress. It
or chestnuts, but the mania of people of my kind is as though a country gentleman was going to visit his ~as an act that should never be forgotten; and espeto labor for posterity.''
country seat. The first carriage bore the body of Cially should those who advocate the superstition
His plantations and his colts were among his fav- Voltaire sitting on a seat in dressing-gown and night- which caused it be never permitted to forget it. Let
orit objects. As the years went on he formed a cap, with attendants, as if an invalid. It reached those. w~o wear ~he dress of the .clergy remember
J>ark and gardens about his new abode, three miles H.omilli on the Seine in Champagne, one hundred that 1t 1s the uniform of the Infamous until 1he;r
1n oirouit~ which reminded visitors of what they had and ten miles ea&t of Paris. The Abbe M~gnot, the e1feotually disown thil aot of infamy. Wu it juati·
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•Ed Payne, MD,

•Dr D Bodlfleld,

•Jameo G W&taon,

A Day.
•wm McLa.ury,UD,
•samuel B Clark,
fied by the acts of Voltaire? Did he carry on his forces we shall compel respect from our adversaries; •F
John F Burr,
•Thomas Fee,
•Frank B Sherwoed,
controversy so as to be placed beyond the pale of and until a good solid front is paraded we shall be •L F John1on,
•w L Weaver,
•J 0 Bently.
·~r~'rlt!r~0UD
:~~)Jel~;d,r,
human beings? We answer, No ! Those who raise worried with petty wars without and bickerings :lf:e0 ~i~~~~·
:~h~~:~:~erche,
:~ifril:,-ood,
the black flag must not complain of retaliation. within the camp. One other suggestion to New York *H Crum,
:!:n~;"!lf:t"all,
*J 0 h L II
*B FE
Those who outlaw, persecute, and burn hav no right friends who cannot be there in person-kindly send a •Frank
E Wells,
*A DnCo~n~'!ll"'
•A. H Wa~~~t~o oharea)
•Jacob Neihart,
•John A Dctsko
•Thomas Ha.rdooty,
to complain when they are also beaten in the war of COJ?.tribution to the treasury for expenses. This is a *M
H Collin,
*Wm Black,
*Laura Polhem111,
intellect and wit which they themselvs provoked. state association, and could do a greater and better :~ ~ ~~~ds,
:~ l{yTf~:zE:~·
:J E~Pci:mond,
.
*Charles Wlltse,
•w Penfield,
•Peter and Jane Gulick,
No, not in any work if there was a fund for printing.
1 But was not Voltaire .a hypocrit?
•Ichabod Stoddard,
•c W Stowe, MD,
• A Vacher,
I hav ac.cepted a call to lecture at Rochester before *James B Denton,
fair sense of the word. The church and state were
*W R Bristol,
•John T Lakin,
*Wm Holgate,
*.Mrs A Everest.
*Fred Mantey,
~me in France. It was not a free country like Amer- the League, and will serve at other places on the •wm K Gernard,
*Dr E Moyer,
*J Morrison,
ICa, or>even England: The rites of the church with way between that city and this on short notice;
:Ht~~o;,illey,
:Ya.:Ou~~iWa.~~~n.
l-tll~~:~tt~·
A. L. RAWSON, Vice-Pres. N.Y. F. A.
confession, absolution, and communi~n were civil
!~!:1t~~P~~~:
:~ f 8~J~~~:,ha.m,
:tt
h~~'it~ en,
H L Bailey
*HN Prouty,
*Gustav Luck,
offices without which he would hav been outlawed
•E M.Jennln'g•
•s Powell,
J H W!lllamo,
•Harrison Keeley,
•JOhn Gundlack,
•n S Wood,
and deprived of property, means of' living, and perJames E Bishop,
*Georite Salter,
Mrs R J Ryan,
Wbat Mr. Mair has Failed to Prove.
haps life. He had a right under such circumstances
:yo~~~,~~.
=~~rRti~;lf:: ·
:feN
s~~~~~Orat,
to say to the authorities, "I will conform to the outTo THE EDITOR OF· THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : *B Thorp,
*R W Barcroft,
*Dr R H Lamb,
•c W Hall.
•Enoch Wickersham,
*Charles D. John•on,
ward grimaces, but I will show you that they are noth- For a long time I hav been reading the able discus- :taf~~~~~··
•r:B'~~'Jd;'B Humphrey,. •Hes'lilres~;hmltz (two
ing but grimaces by a life devoted to truth."
sion between Mr. Mair and Mr. Bennett. In all the *E Belle Whitney,
*Thomas Burk,
*H Thomas,
=b~ J"L''Vaeik,
:lhglifl(!~~t:,e~D,]
But further, it must be remembered that Voltaire writings of Mr. Mair he has given no proof that the :~l~c~o~~~~~tt
*Ralph Helm,
•L B Sibley
•wm Jones, Sr,
was· in conviction and heart a Deist and a philan thro- Bible was written by the inspiration of God, nor has •John
Bulmer,
•B L Royse.
•George Wllllamo,
•J M Gorman,
James Allen,
pist. He was honest-in preser~ing the sense of rever- he proved that a human being can be born or brought *John T Miller
=~~~~~~~~:r~~~'
·~~ ~~~~~p,
:~h~rfe~iWf1~'on,
ence for deity, and in ~urning the sentiments of into existence without a human father, or that any •p
C Johnson,
•J M King,
•wnuam Sweet 1
•E S Pope (two shares), •Charles E Clark.
religion into sentiments of hullJ,anity. Such was the other animal came into existence in opposition to •wm Rowe, MD,
:JW~~eB,
~nJ.erho:ff,
•J
P
Hailey
*James Lafferty,
substance of all of his so-called confessions and acts 1ihe natural causes that ever produced effects.
fBt~.l't~k.
:ii:t~h!!\e~;,rke,
4
Mr.
Mair
would
not
call
all
men
Infidels
who
of religion. In estimating his character attention to
=~~rngo~~'!.~Ck, MD
Mos~s Hull,
*Wm Frame,
•samuel
Webber,
•D
G
Vandament,
•
Andrew Fason,
this view has been strangely overlooked. Thus he would not believe Buddha was born without a hu- Max Deere,
*Sol Benson,
Chas E Townsend,
Jordan,
*Charles Bemiett,
•H M Fisher,
said in regard to the church which he caused to be man father; he cannot believe it himself, though •oWBHBrown,
•Joseph Y Crosby,
•David Gifrord,
*Leonard Walters,
Thomas H Dodie,
built and inscribed .Deo erexit Voltaire: "This church there are many who as surely believe he was as Mr. •.JJaomhn.ACCosgreohvme'er,
es L
•Geo A Heyworth,
*James Carter.
•c W Manderfeld,
*John Owens,
which I hav had built is the only church in the uni- Mair does that Jesus came into existence unnatu- W J Burns,
:~at~e~z~,nhart,
:~C:!iaso~~~dar,
:irr~:~;~~on,
verse dedicated to , God alone. All the others are rally. In his discussion, how can he tell what Christ *Freeman
Parker,
*Henry Felber,
*D C Knod.erer,
dedicated to saints;· for my part, I prefer to build a meant (as he pretends) when he says," I came not to *Wm Trumble.
•James HughPs,
*James Leach,
Durant,
*J F Smith. Jr,
• Abel D~~ovis,
send peace, but a sword." Mr. Mair must be a lit- *John
church to the master than to his valets."
*C D Moree,
*Thomas Reeder,
.Hrs R S Moore,
*R s Kelsoe,
•w
8 Ring,
•chas Cham ben,
tle
insane
when
he
doubts
that
many
who
read
THE
But did he not directly justify falsehood? Yes, but
*A MBrlgham,
.John 8,
*WWWood.
*D J Thompson,
•.Mr and Mra: J Mahara,
only in the same way that the Jesuits did and in his TRUTH SEEKER hav not education sufficient to spell •c .E Peterson,
shrres~.tev&n& (!onr :1 ~ ~~~~;·
·~~Nli da~~!~fer
contests with them or some form of The Infamous. the word science, and hav no knowledge of its mean- •w
•D P Wilcox,
•o Coolidge.
•simon Aoklno,
S Bedel,
•Joshua Be&.umont,
•.M Powell,
For instance, from a bishop who tried to involve him ing. We can inform Mr. Mair the youngest scholars *J
•w E Renwick,
Dr. Thomi<B Rise.
•John Gre~:Qry,
DR Marvin,
•J G Rodman,
and his parish and church and cure in a legal prose- who can read the Bible can never believe the Lord •wm Lindsay,
•c W Mead & Co (two •D P Walling,
•Joseph Henry,
cution for heresy that would perhaps ruin them all, divided the waters by a blast from his nostrils, nor · shares),
Wm J. Glaeser.
*E W Orgen,
Lash bough
•wm V Taylor, M.D.
B F Rice,
he escaped by the most innocent but amusing false- that the sun ever stood still for one whole day by the *Wllllam
*0 F Green (two shares). •wm A Graves
*Duncan McLaren,
•wm Hart,
'*John Sharman,
*Gilbert Arnold.
command
of·
Joshua,
and
a
thousand
other
impossihoods. When taxed with them by his friends, he
*Fred Heck,
'*Earnest Rhein,
F N Albright
Elmer,
*F L Ray (two shares),
*Samuel Cosa.d,
replied: "He is one of the most malignant persons bilities contained in that book which he pretends- *F
*Lewisliiller, ·
*Aug H Oelke,
James Mciver,
Fullerton,
*Mrs R W S Briggs,
•Leroy Dutton,
breathing.
In a word, it was necessary to fight as it is certainly only pretense in a man of his under- *Isaiah
* R .J Lamborn.
•.Tohn .J Kelly.
• A H Risdon,
•James McBride,
*Edwin Greenfield,
*E ClarK,
thi,s man with his own weapons." With those who standing-to believe to be true.
*MReeves,
*Alex Watera,
*AugustHilkema.n,
He has proved nothing of what is to come, only from T C Leland,
*Henry Gode,
*Mrs S J Lemont,
loved and regarded truth he was the soul of truth.
PPutnam,
EP Brown (two !!hares), •Henry GloB!er,
He spent his life in its pursuit. His mistakes and data given 0f what has been. He has proved noth- *S
*Abram Carmack,
*Dr G W Lusk,
*James Brown,
Tuttle
*F H Moon.
*Robert Ma.naon,
limitations are the more noticeable by contrast, be- ing to the ignorant readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER *Charles
1
:t
S!f~!ee~k~~~k,
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:gh~sFA~~~~~·
only
that
many
of
the
professors
of
Christianity
cause he manfully persisted in the battle for truth.
<f, ~~~~~~s~d,
:.~olPa~~~~en~est,
:tr:Ji~~r~~:~er,
He lived to make truth possible. Science, that would like to chain the wheels of science by keeping •:~Henry
Shurtz.
*Dr C S Sterling,
•Ell&ha Hyatt.
*A H Simmon•,
-~Which is really true, that which man can really know, in ignorance a sufficient number to maintain colossal *George Newton (two *Wm Brown,
shares),
•w E Gault,
*H B Carrenter,
1
he insisted should take the place of church dogmas churches and to donate enough to support priests in :ia~eE~~anr;na.n,
:JofnL:8v~~wer,
:~hii
'k~~~fri~~·
and exploded fables. Humanity and its service, he the pulpit and preachers of the parish.
J R Tewksbury,
•wm Johnson,
'*M Merriwether,
*H F Young,
*James Allen,
*A J Brown.
Mr.
Mair
is
certainly
not
as
ignorant
as
he·says
urged, should take the place of worship to God in
*J M Casad,
•w D Shuler,
•Milton &do,
*Wm Wells,
*H H Heberling,
*John McRae,
the interests df despotism and priestcraft. Said many of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER are; *Mn
G W Parka
•c A Codding,
*John Garrett,
Casanova to him, " Your predominant passion is love therefore he must believe the existence of all matter -~ :;~~~~ey,
:i_~dPJ~IPt
:~w1{h~1 Wa'rren,
and things is the result of combined natural causes, *J Bettis,
•John Moll~nger,
•:s: H~awkins,
for the human race."
*Chas Moore,
•c W Stowe,
*Isaac Shar~,
Again Voltaire said of his farm, "I am planting and the disappearance to any one or all of the five :~a~g~r;;_~~erB,
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ifT D Stimson,
*J E Baum,
'*James E Bishop,
walnut and chestnut-trees upon which I shall never
*C A Gaines,
*J L Tomf)kinl!,
*Harrison Keeley
see walnuts or chestnuts, but the mania of my kind Credit Mr. Mair with having some mother· wit if he *A R Stoneburner,
*N S Johnson,
•James L Parsha.ll,
*Dr H L H,
*C B Howes,
*Ed Butlet,
is to labor for posterity."
Labor of this kind, acknowledges the last paragraph to be true .
'G H G Stackhonse
*ChasE Skldgell,
•Hiram 'l'homao,
•samuel Kirk (2 shareo) *Henry H Bigelow,
*E A Townsley,
Unionville, Pa.
J. SwAYNE.
prompted by the passion of love for mankind, mm;t not
*C H Custenborder
*J A Townsend,
•c R Dw1ght,
'J D Whlf~e,
*H L Jesler,
•c H Kelley,
be allowed to fade from the memory of ni.an. That
:~e~~fcee,
ancrott
:}sRt!~~.Schoick
:yo~~rAIJ~~~~·
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love is at once a treamre and an inspiration, and
•canada Friend,
*Eli Netzley.
Thomas Bogg!,
*J S Bradley,
*Canada Friend,
it mus~ endure. Through the· depths of the ages
•crrus Nickerson
•z Gladstone,
*John Cogewell,
men Will turn to Shakspere the Revealer, Voltaire
Round-the-World Fund.
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*E 0 Marsh.
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"D W Smith,
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heart. No tribunal more competent has ever been *Calvin
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The annual meeting of the New York State Free- -.,y
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. lfF Grant,
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MD,
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Moody and Sankey Again.
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That, wielded right,
Makes hours, like minutes, hand-in-haud,
Dance by full light.

p. 92). Please read another chapter of history,
friend Mair.
Thus the parallel runs through the miraculous history of all the incarnate, virgin-born gods. They
were bon-owed from eaeh other. Christ was the
last in the list, and his history was culled principally
from Egypt and India. More than twenty gods are
reported as having been crucified, and several of .
them, like Christ, while their bodies were reposing
in the tomb, descended to hell, and after roasting
there three days cut loose and -came back to' earth,
and finally ascended to the "house of many mansions," and took their seats at the right hand of the
father of all gods. Christ, being the last, had to take
his seat at the far end of the bench. The Holy Ghost
also figured with some of the gods, both iri heaven
and earth. And the religious rites and doctrins ~f
the gods were chips cut out of the same block. Their
creeds included a belief in baptism both by water
and fire, also in the trinity, the " divine word," the
sacrament, "regeneration by a new birth," etc., etc.,
as I expect to show her~after. Brother Mair has
several times called in question the truth of some of
my statements, as found in " The World's Sixteen
Crucified Saviors," and "The Bible of Bibles." I
advise him to read those works and then read oriental history and compare them together, and if he
finds one important stateJ:?-ent there. is ground f~r
doubting the truth of let h1m repeat It to me, and 1f
I fail to find history to support it he may hav my
head for a foot-ball, in accordance with the ancient
Christian penalty for believing history and disbelieving creeds.
KERSEY GRAvEs.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l' : The
- great evangelists, Moo~y and.. Sankey, a;e h~re. I
0. G. P.
.Denve'l', Col.
am just home from their meetmg, a~d this bemg my
first sight of them your readers w1ll please pardon
Mr. Mair's Ignorance of History.
me for calling their attention to these two co-workers
To THE EDIToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l' : I
for Christ. I had .been led to expect something, to
hear such an eloquent appeal for the salvation of sin- hav not had the time to spare to read the discussion
ners as would melt the hardest heart. I had often which has for some time been going on between
been told, by those who had h~ard Mr. Moody, that Mr. Mair and y<;>urself relativ to the claims, merits,
if I ever heard him preach, his successful " reason- and origin of Christianity; but I hav glanced over
ing" would turn me from the "error" of my way, the articles sufficiently to observe that M1,·. Mair diswould br.ing me into the f?ld of the elect.. Ha ! ha! plays a great amount of ignorance relatfv to ancient
poor, innocent dupes ! I p1ty you from the mnerm?st religious history, the character of the rud systems of
recesses of my heart. That you or any one with religion, and the doctrins, principles, and precepts
common inteliigence should consider Mr. Moody an of the oriental systems. And to this ignorance I
eloquent speaker, mu?h less a logical reasoner, is be- ascribe the unyielding tenacity with which he adyond my comprehensiOn.
heres to the worn-out traditions and superstitions of
The meeting to-night was held in the Central the Christian system.
Presbyterian church, it being the largest church in
No man who will acquaint himself with the princithe city, having a seating capacity of twelve hun- ples and legitimate .bearings of the twenty-seven
dred. Of course it was crowded. Twelve hundred sciences now in the course of rapid development in
tickets were issued, and none could gain admission the civilized world, and the important theological
without the necessary pasteboard. After music by lesson which they teach us, and who will also avail
the choir of fifty voices, Sankey, pious, sanctified himself of the benefits derivable from the vast
Sankey led in "i love ·to tell the story," " In the acquisitions of knowledge attained in the field of
cross/' 'etc., etc. Then Mr. :Moody read the program historical research within the last half century, can
for the balance of the week. Then Mr. Sa~ey for a moment entertain the belief that Christianity
sang a solo, an<l" we all joined in the chorus."
is either an original system or a true system in
We had scarcely got well fitted in our seats again science or morals.
when Mr. Moody was on his feet, and after making
Those twenty-seven sciences hav brought to light
some apology for the absence of light near the pul- no less than nine thousand scientific errors in the
pit, he said his talk to-night would ~e" What Jes.us Christian Bible and its religion, while modern re.Richmond, Indiana.
wishes to be to you." After tellmg what Chnst searches in history hav traced all its doctrins and
would and wished to do for us poor, diseased sinners, precepts to older systems, stigmatized by Christians
Church and State in California.
he said "Christ was not only a man; he was more as pagan, or heathen.
than a' man; he was God and man, and he delivers
Every miraculous event recorded in the history
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l':
us from sin and from the temptation to sin, thus of Christ, from that of his miraculous birth to his As church property is nominally taxed in this state,
demonstrating his supernatural power." Just how ascension into "the house of many mansions," is and as the·constitutional provisions are clearly against
Mr. Moody happens to know this, I am not able to found in the history of incarnate gods who figured any religious discriminations, unsophisticated perl!ltate.
in the world long before the birth of Christ.
sons not versed in the wicked wiles of politicians
He went over the same ground so often gone over
But as Mr. Mair appears to be ignorant of these and ecclesiastics might regard the title of this artic_le
by the ignorant backwoods revivalist, and stepping facts, and has called for the proof of some of them, as a misnomer. For their information I cull this
as far to the front as possible, and making a sweep- I will gratify his laudable curiosity and try to episode from an investigation of San Quentin (state)
ing gesture~ "This is no myth we preac~," said he, enlighten his ignorance by bringing some of these prison now in progress.
"but a living truth, as sure as the sun shmes."
facts to his notice. With respect to the first great
The law is that the warden is to appoint his assistThat settles the Jesus question. Know all doubt- event in Christ's earthly history-the immaculate ants. How it is evaded is shown by the following
ers that Jesus' power is a fact, for Moody says so. conception, as also that of the miraculous birth- extract from the testimony of one of said assistants, •
And all the time Sankey looked as solemn as the permit me to say to Mr. Mair that if he will read designated "moral instxuctor," the incumbent being
running-gear of a dyspeptic katydid. "Never knew Grote's "History of Greece," Ranking's" History of Rev. H. Cummings, and the expression a dodge to
a man to go to God in his extremity," said Moody, the Mogu!s," Malc.om's "History of ~ersia," Plaia- cover the payment by the state for the teachings of
"but that he found sure relief." And Sankey never ted's "Oriental History," etc., he will find many the church:
smiled. Mr. :Moody dwelt at length on the super- cases related of young maidens being" overshad"I consider that I was invited to the position of
natural power of J~suR C~uist, and "every del~ver owed" by Jehovah, Jupiter, Brahma, Fohi, Tien, instruetor by Governor Perkins. He offered me the
ance from sin," he said, "Is a supernatural deliver- Baal, or Bel, or some other divine potentate or position, and after I had agreed to take it I asked
ance." And Sankey's eyes rolled around, and he amorous god or omnipotent "Freelover," and giving him who had the afpointing power, he or the directseemed well pleased .. ,
birth to a little prattling, squalling, he-deity.
ors, and he said, ' will make it a specific point in
Then the funny feeling came over Moody and he
Will Mr. Mair please inform us, if he is sufficiently appointing the warden and directors that you shall
related a circumstance. I guess it was a circum- into the secrets of the divine councils, why the little be appointed to the position.' I think that at that
stance. Anyhow, he saw an elegant painting or baby god always turned out to be a boy? That is a time some of the directors had been decided upon.
steel engraving in the city of San Francisco. It was mystery of godliness no priest is able to explain. He told me that he would see to it that I was apin a minister's house, and it was a picture ~f Jesus Why did they use women as wives, but never as pointed after the directors and warden were apwith a lighted lantern in his hand, knocking at the daughters? Or why did none of them ever become pointed."
door of a sinner's house (of course it was a sinner's father to a daughter as well as a son? Please
Mr. Mills spent some time in arriving at the purhouse), and he said if he owned that picture he wo~ld explain.
pose and theory of the witness' employment in the
hang it with the faae next to the wall, for " Christ
2. Again, :l'Ylr. Mair assumes that Christ's humble jail, eliciting the information that the purpose was
is the light of the world, the light of life." And birth finds no parallel in the history of the heathen to work for the reformation of the prisoners, and
everybody smiled-but Sankey.
gods. He should read m.ore ~istory. ~he ~istori~al that the theory was that this was enly to be accomThen he told a solemn story. One of his dear resemblance of the gods m this respe?t IS qm~e s~nk- plished by inducing them "to giv their hearts to God
friends lost all his children, and he and his wife went ing. Several of them ~er~ born, hke_ Christ, m. a· and be born again," so that they would sincerely
to the East to try to find comfort there. But they cave. Per?aps Mr. Ma1r will not adn:ut that Chr~st adopt and practice the divine precepts. At least that
could not forget their children. One day they saw was born m a ~a~~· . To settl~ tee matte~ I w1ll was the only way in which the witness had confia shepherd trying to coax some sheep across a river. quote Fleetwood s L1fe of Chnst, a work m every deuce of a permanent reform and to that end he
But they wouldn't coax. So the shepherd went back Christian library. It says, "The Greek fathers -gen- labored in an unsectarian way.'
to ·shore, and got two little lambs, and put them in erall~, agree. that the pl3:ce of•Christ's birth was. a
That is the way politicians get over e':en _exp;ress
his bosom, or rather in the bosom of his frock, and c!l've (p. 568). Ac~or~:ng to }he reverend. mlS· enactments to keep our penal and other mst1tut10ns
waded out in the river, and the mothers of these two s1onary> Allen (see ~Is Judea, P: 379), Chr1sh~a non-partisan.
lambs followed him, and (sheep will follow) he got of _Ind~a was born m. a cave. M1thra of Persia,
But the cream of it lies on what ).Ir. Mills elicited,
them across the river and put the darling little lambs Osirus of ~gypt, Ad oms. of Greece,. were also repu.t- that this " moral instructor" was to reform the prisdown by their mothers and turned them all into ed~y ~orn ~n caves. W1ll Mr. Mau please explam oners by making them believe in orthodox, theories
greener pastures, and then the father and mother this h1stor10a~ resemblance?
.
. covered up in the expression "giving their hearts to
knew that "God does all things for the best," and
3. Mr: Ma1r woul'~ also hav ~s believe that the God," which means in Saxon-English vernacular
they found comfort in that thought. Still Sankey stars paid no attentw_n to the birth~ of. an~ of _the that provided you can swallow the "vicarious atonewouldn't smile. When his children came to his gods but th~t of Christ. Here ag~m h1s ~IstoriCal ment" theory and rely upon the "blood of Christ "
grave he wanted them to say, "Papa always pointed kno~led~e Is short. Yu ?f Cochm, C?nshna of to cleanse your sins, works are of minor consequence,
us to Jesus." No smile from Sankey. He didn't say India, C_rite of Chaldea, M1thra of Persia, Eros of and you can steal, lie, forge, murder, or do anything
whether he wanted them to say, "Papa was always the prmds, and other gods were _repeatedly ho~ored else that is bad provided you are 0. K. on theologgood and kind to us," but, "he pointed them to at b1~h by some sta~ry wo~ld of 1mme?se magmtude ical questions at time of death. This is glorious
Je~ms."
·
breakmg loose from Its orb1~ and runnmg after ~he~ teaching whereby to reform criminals .. This doctrin
It would perhaps be difficult to offer anything new to ~o them hoJ?age, o~, as. m the case ~f Sakia ot is certainly capabl~ of filling prisons, but the man
about this emotional religion, but I want to add my Ind1a, announcmg their btrth. See Plaisted, p. 87. who tries to hold water in a sieve is sane compared
mite to what has been said. I am. eternally and The stars treat all the gods alike.
.
with the one who expects to empty them, in whole or
firmly OJ?posed to it: I~ shoul_d hav gone out of the
4. The angels of heaven and the shepherds and in part, by such a process. However, that is what
world with the commg m of hberty. When people wise men of earth ·showed about. the same respect the people must pay for as long as they believ~ in
were hugging their chains and blessing the power for o~e god ~s another, ¥r. Ma1~ to the cont~ary the present infernal system of so-called "representathat kept them beneath the feet of tyrants, it may no.twithstandmg, as he thmks Chnst alone rece1v~d tiv" government, under which Liberal speakers and
hav been a blessing to become excited and lung t~1s p.onor. Here h~ should take another le~son m writers must starve or quit, while priests . and poliabout the myths of the other world, but we should history. A chor~s of angels announced the buth of ticians fatten in fooling the people.
expect something more rational of a people with a Chrishna, wise men ~the magi) visited the infant
ALFRED CRIDGE.
hundred years of liberty and school-houses. This savior Mithra at birth, and shepherds paid their reSan F'l'ancisco Cal. July 8 1881.
Moodyism is as foolish to thinking people as Mor- spects to Osiris the day he was born. See Plaisted,
'
'
'
monism is is Moody. So far from being converted, 146, for these and several similar cases, all reported
I am firmer on the rock of free inquiry, free speech, in history before the b!rth of Christ. When Osiris
To solicit and persuade one another are privileges
and free press.
of Egypt was born, 642 B.c., "angels flew to the. which belong to us all; and the wiser and better man
scene, shepherds surrounded the cradle, and wise .men is bound to aU vise the less wise and good. But he
"This life, sae fa.r as I understand,
Is an enchanted fairy land,
·
came from a dista'nce and made him an offering of is not only not bound, but he is not allowed, speakWhere pleasure is the magic wand,
frankincense and myrrh" (So says Colgate'_s Egypt, ing gen~rally, to coerce him.- W. .E. Gladstone.

THE TRUTH SEEKER., AUGUST IS, 1881.
Misunderstood.

it exists among the scientists as well as the theologians, that whatever position we occupy 'tis the right
and true one; and already we see cropping out here
and there an offensiv disposition to make a creed for
Liberals in the place of securing that freedom of
speech, press, and the mails that will alone make
true Liberalism possible. My definition of what
"true Liberalism" is hath this extent, no more: It is
not a .question of belief or disbelief. It is simply a
questiOn of justice, a clear recognition of human
rights-a disposition to hear as well as be heard to
guard as jealously (or more so) the rights of others
as to guard or defend your own.
,
"£!ntil we ar.e as willing that others shall enjoy
their gods, devils, and angels as we are to ridicule
them in the main as .absurdities, we are bigots, and if
~e are not as desirous to protect them in their
ri~hts as we are to claim protection for ours, we contam the germs of the Inquisition, and all we lack is
opportunity to exhibit its fruit. Still farther, a constant disposition to ridicule what others esteem sacred is neither just nor generous. Liberalism teaches
me to hav courage to advocate and defend principles
or persons that I esteem right and true, but courage
may be. courteous, and mental~y there is quite as
much difference between the different kinds as between that repr~sen~ed on t.he one hand by the bulld?g and the prize-rmg brmser and by Garrison and
his compeers on the other..
.Expe~ience tea~hes thi~ lesson, that bigotry and
Liberalism gr~w side by Side-~either stands entirely
alone. ~ometimes the most mtolerant bigotry is
found With those whose mental conclusions ar~ the
br~adest a~d most _in acco-rd with the strongest
claims of smence, while the best illustrations (in isolated cases) of "true Liberalism" are found among
the l~ast. cultur~d and most orthodox. Such, in
part, IS my experience.
It is true, as a rule, that the raJical progressiv
e.lement is the most tolerant, but as all sects and parties ar<J tolerant when a small minority, it remains
to be seen just what we would be if strong enough
to rule.
. I cannot think of safety apart from simple justice
to one another, and on the recognition of which I
base the hope for the grand and noble manhood and
womanhood which Mr. Jamieson refers to. I hav no
desire for a personal controversy with the learned
professor, but I do desire to see all our strength con.centrated to secure the freedom of the mails the
voice, and the pen. After these are secured' and
every subject tha~ conc~rns the race intellect~ally,
~orally, and physwally IS opened for honest discusswn and investigation, it inay be well for the columns of THE .TRUTH SEEKER t~, by way of spi(;e,
a~low Mr. Jamieson to shoot off his pop-guns to annihilate the few deluded Spiritualists. that remain. Until that time comes would it not be as well to meet
the common foe and thunder at the doors of the capitol for a clear recognition of our charteted and natural rights?
GEORGE LYNN.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir: I
per?eive by an article in y~ur paper of Ju~e 18th
entitled, "The .Spiritual What-!s-It ?" from the pe~
of W. F. Ja.~Ieson, tha~ he fails e!ltirely to unders~and my positiOn regardmg the opmion of some of
his utterances, ~s well ~s his rights and integrity.
Th~ cause of his. complamt he finds in" Fair Play,"
whwh appeared m your paper some time last April·
and ~n order ·to justify .what Mr. Bedell says h~
(Jamieson) uttered, he givs us a lucid definition of
the' word" humbug."· ,
My charges were based on the. natural inference
tha.t the mass of the common mind would draw, and
whwh Mr. Bedell did understand by his clear elucidation th~t followed. The mass of readers are day
laborers hke myself, who hav little time to hunt for
the roots of words. We accept them as right or
wron~ accord.in.g to . their generally understood
meanmg and their relatiOn to other words in the sen.
tence or paragraph. . Professors may be able. to root
around to find the tubers of words, and which, after
found, are often obsolete to ordinary mortals. The
m~in object of my writings has been an effort to
umte our forces to secure full freedom of speech, the
press, and the mails, for the sole reason that I consider this object the most important of the hour.
In the effort to aid in achieving so important an
object it is quite possible that my language, in all
respects, may not hav been well chosen; but this is
certain: .there has been no desire to misrepresent·
Mr. Jamieson or any one else; and of this fact the
gentleman may rest assured, that his change of intellectual base does not annoy me one particle for
I esteem any individual, however great in his 0 ; her
opinion, of little importance to aid or retard the
onward s~eep of ~deas that ever and an~:>.n germinate
and culmmate amid the steady march and revolution
of added centuries.
"Lynn logic". is not as he represents it. As seen
~h~ough. his glasses, and distorted by his rendering,
It IS entirely too narrow to suit any taste.
I would inform that gentleman that I hav not read
a word from any Spiritual paper, pro or con, regarding him. My conclusion.s were based on what I read
from THE TRUTH SEEKER . in Mr. Bedell's article,
and the several communications in t1le same from
his own pen. This was my source of information.
Could there hav been a more correct one?
In most of these there seemed, to my mind, a
tendency and desire to antagonize instead of unify
our forces. It was Jamieson against Spiritualism,
alid it looked like the inflated effort of a new convert, in his milk season, to demonstrate the integrity
of the change, his enthusiasm for his new love, and
the immense value of his services in the new field.
These conclusions were the result of his talk about
persecution, of his comparing the conduct of Spiritualists toward him as being in spirit and act like
the. Catholics to Protestants, and Christians to Spiritualists.
While I honestly think .the writer meant to be
truthful, men of his class fail to understand the
Thumping Christian Lies.
common people. As a rule, we are simple, and if a
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
man is a glib talker and spends his time in the lecture T~e follo~ing statements in Judge Black's letter to
field, we pet them and partly make them think they Ingersollm the North American Review f 01, Augast
are above the common herd, to which we belong; hav been so often repeated that to refute them occathat is, as long as they talk and tickle us. When sionally seems a necessary service, in no way person. they cease doing so we use less sugar, and the pets ally unkind to the last man who has displayed his
get the pouts. This is my solution. I think Bro. ignorance by using them.
The first of Judge Black's assertions which seems
J amieson has the pouts, and when these are over, and
· ·
· th a t Ch ris
· t'mm'ty IS
· not d ec1·mmg,
·
he milk bottle is laid asi'de, hi's vi.si'on wi'll be w or th cri't'I?Ismg
I.s
tcleare;r and digestion good.
_ ~ut rather mcreasmg. A few months ago I published
How amusing to think my critic can get along m the New York Bun some statistics copied from the
.thout
my t.:lessi'ng,
and that he prefers loyalty to b es t Ch ns
· t'Ian au th ori't y, w h'lCh were copie
· d by your
u
WI
convictions to a,place in my good opinions ! I want paper and many others, and which proved that during
to laugh; 'tis so comical. Why, my dear sir, I am the last thirty years the number of churches of all
only a shoemlj.ker who has worked at the bench for ~enominations .in America ha~ grow.n less in proporover forty years, and, with the exception of a little twn to popul~twn, an~ that m an mcreasing ratio,
public writing and some public speaking, could only a~d that their capac1ty had fallen off still faster.
teach by example.
Smce then I hav seen the ecclesiastical statistics of
These are sorr..e of my conclusions: First, that England, which giv very similar results. That the
great men and women, as a rule, are much smaller Protestant parts of continental Europe hav become
than people imagin them; and secondly, the" com- Infidel is a universal. subject of Christian lamentamon folk," or little men and women, hav more prac- tion, and no man in his senses will doubt that the
tical good sense and mentally weigh more than they power of the church in all Catholic countries has deget credit for.
clined since the battle of Waterloo. In view of all
Again, I esteem it in very bad taste for any party this, he who maintains that Christianity is holding
that has honestly entertained a certain set of relig- its own simply misrepresents notorious facts.
Judge Black repeats the stale slanders of Christian
ious, political, or other opinions, with any reasonably
sized body of people for any length of time to raise malice against other religions, and in so doing falls
the cry' of humbug regarding those opinio,.PB as soon into the absurdest historical errors. He talks of the
as he or she sees differently; and if Spintualists or worship of Bacchus with its drunken orgies, but if
others ai·e guilty of this conduct, it is dishonest, to he will read so common a book as Grote's History of
say the least.
Greece he may learn that the •' orgies" of Bacchus
Take my own case. At one time I was an enthu- did not consist in getting drunk; that Silenus, rather
siastic Methodist, and after became just as earnest for than Bacchus, was the jolly god of dissipation; that
the spread of Universalism. Suppose I had denol:lnced intemperance, instead of being pleasing to Bacchus,
Metho.\'lism as a humbug, would I not hav been dis- was considered the effect of his anger, and that his
honest r Would it not hav been the proclamation of worshipers (mostly women) sought to avert this
my own former dishonesty? So it seems to me, as curse from their husbands, fathers, and brothers by
the common mind understands the word. In addi. "orgies "-that is, frantic and furious religious
tion, it would hav been a lie of the worst form. exercises, like those of a modern camp-meeting, but
Methodism was a godsend to the English masses; it never got drunk.
came as a democratic liberator from the thraldom of
He says the enemies of the Jews were mere savthe (that day) vici<ms, aristocratic Episcopal church. ages, and on this ground justifies their own cruelty.
There always seems to be this trouble with us, and What a charge to make against the noble race which

circumnavi~ated

Africa, sailed to India, and produced Hamilcar and Hanno and Hannibal! Judge
Black should wake up from the Rip Van Winkle
sleep of barbarism and learri that there are a few
people who hav read history with new lights since
he went to school.
·
Elsewhere he says that in the late war we sacrificed, to put down treason, more lives than Judea ever
contained at one time. Has he forgotten that in on
Jewish battle 500,000 men were killed? Or does he
not, perhaps, believe it?
In replying to Ingersoll's remarks upon polygamy
~udge Black says it is Christianity alonP. that has extirpated po~ygamy wherever carried. · This is simply
and unqualifiedly false. Polygamy never existed in
any country which has adopted Christianity except
Abyssinia, and there it flourishes now.
The arguments by which Judge Black attempts to
prove the . authenticity of the gospels hav been so
o~ten r~futed that they are not worth noticing, and
his rephes to Ingersoll's criticisms on Christian doctrins merely show his own orthodoxy to be extremely
shaky.
But wh~n he t~i~s to pr?ve that Christianity is not
a persecutmg rehgwn he IS driven again to the most
bald misrepresentation.
"Louis XIV. " he says
" revo k e a t h e e a·ICt of Nantes, and banished
'
the'
Walden~ses" (Huguenots, Judge!) "undPr pain of
confiscatiOn and death; but this was dons on the declared ground that the victims were not safe subj~cts." It would indeed be hard, even for a Christian, tO' get more falsities into the same space. Lbuis
did not banish the Huguenots, but on the contrary
refused to let them leave, though many did
Confiscation and death were not the methods em:
ployed to convert them, but deprivation of sleep
starvation of infants, and the constant outrages of ~
brutal soldiery, were. The edict of Nantes was rev:oked on the ground that the above cruelties, contm'lled for .many ye.ar~, had abolished heresy, and
that an edwt permittmg heretical worship had become unnecessary, not on the ground that any one
was an "unsafe subject."
'
~ hav oD:lY noticed in Judge Black's article a few
pomts whwh I know to .be historically false, and
~hat only because some who read him may not know
~t. ~ndoubtedly Ingersoll is quite capable of meetmg smgle-handed all criticism on himself.
C. L. JAMES.

Good-Not so Good.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Mr. Roger de Goey's suggestion in THE TRUTH
SEEK~R of July 16th is a good one. Cannot we act
?-POD It? What better way can we find by which to
mform prospectiv American citizens of the ideas and
principles now seeking to mold the institutions of
this country? For instance, the question of woman
suffra:ge meets with bu~ little encouragement comparativly from our foreign-born population and it is
the desire to curry fa'!or with this vote which prevents m~re than. anythm.g else the political parties
from takmga fair stand m favorof this most just refo.rm. Now, cannot we supply emigrants at Antwerp
With the ~ecessary documents teuching this as also
the questiOn of state secularization in all its various
phases? Foresig~t is far better than hindsight, and
I hope our secularrsts will take hold of this matter in
e.arnest. Let a committee, composed of representativs of the various Freethought publishing houses and
deal~rs
in Liberal literature, be at once formed for
h
t e purpose of supplying to our Antwerp brethren
our secular publications on the best terms possible.
Who seconds the motion ?
Says David Br~ce, "I canno~ from my standpoint
of knowl.edg:e esti~ate any .writer or public speaker
a humamtanan, philanthropist', or reformer who exultingly trifles with the belief in immortality and in
addit~on attempts to create a love for the bl~nching
doct!I~ of the soul's annihilation." Again, "As the
surv~vmg mortal lays awa:r the remains of one once
chenshed-perhaps of a father, mother, benefactor
or friend-his memory should not be embittered and
chilled with the icy pall of eternal oblivion."
'From my standpoint I must say that the odium
theologicurn animates to altogether too great an extent these lines of friend Bruce. Has not the Materia~ist the same right to "exultingly" proclaim his
~e!Ier as ~as the Spiritualist to proclaim his? Nay,
IS It not his duty to announce the truth as he sees it?
By what right does friend Bruce deny to Charles
Bradlaugh the name of humanitarian, philanthropist,
or reformer? All truths are not pleasant, but many
people with a theological bias assume that because
an. asserte~ fa~t does not tally .with their preconceived notwns It must of .necessity hav an injurious
effect upon ~he human mmd, an~ they at once, like
Mr .. Bruce, Jump at the conclusiOn that any man
holding such, to them, erroneous views must be lacking in some of the attributes which go to make up
the genu in humanitarian.
Sup.ern~turalists mista~e their feelings and desires
for sCientific facts oftentimes, and say that such arid
such things "should not" be taught, etc. when the
real truth seeker will only inquire "Is it'true?" not
"Ought it to be true?"
'E. C. W ALXER.
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tend to be their spiritual advisers and guardians by
special permit from on high. I claim no man as my
superior, and no God my master. I am a free moral
agent, with no power but my sense 'of right tq look
to for guidance or approval, and no devil to fear or
shun; but when your friend Mr. Mair wil~ sit down
and locate heaven and hell according to undoubted
interpretations of the Bible, locate them definitly as
he would locate Lapland, Nova Zembla, Patagonia,
or the more distant star in the blue vault of heaven,
I may take some further notice of the prating of
these Christians, who work for the almighty dollar,
and for lack of it will permit all the souls of the
Christian world to go down to perdition without raising their voice in the most feeble effort to save them.
Herewith find· appended the names of the frie,nds
who so kindly aided me in my e:t'forts. To each of
them who are not subscribers please send a copy of
T
T TH SEEKER in which the receipt of their subHE RU . ·
scription Is· acknowledged, that they may know that
·
·
· t"
d h t th
their money has reached Its destma IOn an t a
ey
are booked for the books. Truly yourti D LA

about a year ago, under the direction of the Hayes
administration. I believe them cooked for a campaili\'n document.
.
.
As I do not hardly expect to be able to come a.n<l
see you oft. I wish you bon voyage, and hope I shall
be here to welcome you on .your return. Wife joins
in kindest regards to Mrs. Bennett and yourself.
Fraternally,
J. WARR.

C:ml'fTRAL CITY, CoL., July ll1, 18!!1.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: At last I
think that I hav obtained for you all the shares I
can get at present, and am happy to be able to inclose you drttft for $65.00. Much of this I hav had
from friends of the cause for some -time past, and
SouTHAMPTON, ILL., Julr 27, 1881.
!!lome I hav myself advanced for others who I know
MR. EDITOR : I am one of the comparatr~ly few of
will pay me.· When I saw that my otrer of eight
y_9ur patrons who are oppos~d. to your trrp around
shares wal!l the highest of!er made I became ambi:tffil.e world, but as, !ou are gomg. to take th~ shorttious to be the largest contributor-to the fund, and
cut I hope you wrll not suffer the ha~dships and
concluded that fifteen would probably do it. I obprivatio~s the writer ?f ~his has e;x:perienced on a
tained the names, as I hav previously advised you,
twenty-siX months crmse m navigatmg the globe. by
but two were more willing than able, and seeing you
the way of the cape of Good Hope, the Eas~ In?Ies,
had another contribution of twenty shares, I gave up
China, Southern Islands, thence to Columbia nver,
the prospect of being the largest, very willingly
and down the west coasts of North and South Ameriea around Cape Horn, up the east coast of South
taking the second place in the ranks, and will, not
A ' .
d
. d af . th U r"ted States
reluctantly, be willing to see many advance to posimerica an arrive s em
e n
.
But nu'w, after the lapse of forty-one years, I doubt
tions above me in their contributions to a fund to
that there is a vestige left of that stanch and galhelp you on your journey of investigation, and from
•
•
KE.
lant old ship, and perhaps but very few of that
which I hope much may be learned by inquiring
minds regarding the truthfulness of the many trahardy crew that_sailed her.
EPHRAIM, Wis., July 1, 1881.
ditional accounts that hav been handed down to us
Well, friend Bennett, as you hav made up your
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for your trip
al!l facts by the paid agents of the theological insti- round the world.
mind
to go I will not withhold my mite to help you
JoHN LARsON.
tutions of the Christian world and been accepted as
along, and herewith inclose postal order for $5. May
such by the followers after and believers in the suyou liv and prosper in your perilous undertaking,
NoRTH HuRoN, N.Y., Aug. 2, 1!!81.
perstitions belonging to an ignorant era in the existTRUTH SEEKER READERs: You as well as myself hav and return safe and sound to your · nativ land to
ence of the human family of many ages ago.
without doubt taken a glance at the names of those gladden the hearts of your numerous friends.
Like many others, I am loth to hav you go, as your who hav pledged themselvs to the trip round the
Yours fraternally,
JoHN G. KENDALL.
hand will be missed from the helm of THE· TRUTH world and find some without the star prefixed, which
SKIDMORE, Mo., July 20, 1881.
SEElrnR, however ably you may be represented thert>, is very unpleasant for us to behold. and much more
MR. BENNETT: Find inclosed $5 to help you around
but nevertheless I think your path of duty lies plainly so for him who has taken his departure with a debefore you. which is, that in order that you and we termination to fulfil on his part or sacrifice his life the world, as per your agreement. I hope you will
may successfully cope with our adversaries it is neces- in the attempt. We know the journey is long, and illustrate your volumes when you publish them. I
sary that you Jlet at the fountain-head of this myth- the labor to be performed will require every mo- did not promis to send you $5, but I presume you
ical idea embod.fed in the Christian religion and tear. ment of time, and the mind should be free from all will accept if all the same.
Yours respectfully,
N.J. SKIDMO:BE.
Samson-like, the pillars from under the foundations anxiety, and cheerfulness predominant. And how
of the whole structure, leaving if possible not O'lle can this be accomplished? Perhaps in no better way
MAusToN, Wis., July 26, 1881.
stone resting upon another. Raze the walls to the than by the pledgers performing on their paf't, and
BRo. BENNETT: I am no astronomer, but I haT disground, destroy every vestige of . this relic of bar- in case there are those whose circumstances are such
barism, and. let us st8.rt out anew, substituting for that they cannot, would it not be a good idea for covered another star to help you around the world,
this hollow farce, as a more reasonable guide, our those who are able to take a second share (aome hav) and a truth seeker at that; be sure there is no miscommon sense and the experiemce, the possible knowl- and bestow it upon some such friend on the list, if take in the name and address, Here it is, D. C. Robedge, of the civilized and enlightened minds of the any, and if not, out, and thus liquidate the amount inson, Mauston, Wis., one of our own ranks. The
present age. May your researches lead others to in- pledged, and giv .all a chance to read the accounts postmaster laughed to-day when he saw me enter
vestigate the truth or falsity of these vagaries of of the journey who are seekin2" after truths instead the door, and said he didn't know what THE TRUTH
SEEKER would do without me, ]i:. said, "Very badly
Christianity and cause them to see in all their glar- of superstition? Are there any willing so to do?
indeed, sir, if I took no more interest in st)reading
ing, hideous shapes the methods to which the priestG.
SMITH.
the truth than you and many others in this town."
hood hav resorted in order to maintain their supremI only liv a block from the post-office, but in that
acy over the minds of men and cause the whole
UTICA, MINN., July 25, 1881.' short distance I came in con tact with four men, three
Chriatian world to cast aside as a thing of no further
D. M. BENNETT: At this late hour J send in my mite
use to them in the present advanced intelligence of to help you along on your trip round the world. If of whom I can't persuade to hav a star attached to
the world, these old legends that originated far, far you succee<;l in making the trip (health and strength their na.mes. The fourth one, Mr. J. L. Alsbacher,
back in the dim vista of human knowledge and holding out) I expect we shall hav a very rich treat said, "If it was not for this old sinner there would
in the brain of infants when compared to the human .served out to us in the·shape of a book of travels a be but little Infidelity in this town; but for him I
might hav been a good Jew yet."
intellect of to-day.
little ahead of anything now-extant.
I said," Never mind that, Ike; they can't cheat you
Only take 2"00d care of yourself, so that you may
Wishing you health, strength, and a prosperous out of your Jewish mark, you know."
return and be the better able to fight our battles for voyage, I remain,
Yours truly,
B. PEARODY.
"That's so; I didn't think of tj:J.at."
us these many years to come, but hope you may be
At the New Jerusalem land offices they only advermore fortunate next time and meet an antagonist
PAXTON, ILL., June 21, 1881.
tise to take emigrants in at the eleventh hour, but
who, when whipped, will know it, and when unable
MR.
D.
M.
BENNETT:
Inclosed
is $8-$3 credit to my we extend the time to half-past twelve, or any other
to answer your arguments, will hav the manhood to
come out and acknowledge his inability to do so. a.nd subscription, and the remaining $5 for the volumes time most convenient to all who wish to add a star to
not pass them by without notice, as your friend Mr. you propose to write while viewing the world from help carry D. M. Bennett around the world. I shall
Ma.ir invariably did. They cannot answer them, and the standpoint of one who has not found all truth take all the stars I can get whether you are in New
York or Egypt. Perhaps I hav said enough this time,
in order to make their goon living sure they must in that bundle of absurdities, the Holy Bible.
I hav never pledged this assistance, but all the so believe me,
Yours truly,
WM. HoLGATE.
make a big blow and 111!\e 1iigh-sounding words and
time
felt
that
I
must
take
a
hand
in
this
merited
vague meanin!!'s in order to satisfy the credulity or
WEST AMBOY, N. Y., July 2~. 1881.
rebuke to Christian bigotry, arrogance, and fanatithflir blind followers.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: A friend said, "Jen, when
On your return endeavor to visit this place if pos- cism. But I must own my motivs to be principally
those books are out I wish to present them to you."
!!ible, when I will devote my time to showing you selfish. I expect very much pleasure and profit from
those volumes and much honor from help- I replied that I should be proud and gratified to
over our 'gold and silver-lined county, and deeper reading
ing sustain the man who has suffered the loss of all own them eventually, but the pleasure would be
down in the bowels of the earth than you hav pro b. things commonly held most dear to preserve for us
greater if I knew the author had the $5 to help hls
ably ever been. I can obtain as a. following or body and our children the blessings of liberty our fathers trip a bit. So you may please write my name down
guard more disciples than Jesus was reported to hav bequeathed to us.
with the happy ones, 'cause here's the money.
had while on earth, and with no Judas in the crow·!
I hope you will hav a congenial companion for .That the pleasure will exceed anticipation, that no
either, as we hav no use for such, nreferrinll' to leave your long and toileome journey, and that you may ill may be found insurmountable, that your return
them to the churches, where they belong. I will not enjoy the protection of the elements and the sympa- may be to peace, plenty, and consequent happiness,
agree to show vou through the chnrches, however, thy of the good and. true, a.s you surely will of all are the wishes of
Yours truly,
JENNIE LEETE.
a.s I am proscribed among them. Three out of the that class who will learn the facts.
L. H. IDE.
six are vacant. One of the three during the past two
CRAB ORCHARD, NEB., July 15, 1881.
months had a minister. Prior to that time it had
ST. JoHNS, MICH., June 18, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Please find inclosed money order
be.en idle for many years. Thinking to benefit the
FRmND BENNE7T: Please find inclosed money order for $8-$5 for the world trip and $3 on subscription.
trusteee by a r':lntal, and also onrselvs. I tried to ne- to the amount of $7, which please appropriate as fol- Now as all hav had their say but me, I would suggotiate for it. in the interest of a pool. for the pur- lows: $5 for the round-the-world trip as per agree- gest, since you hav determined to illustrate the
pose of a public hall. I never intimated for what ment, $1.50 for amount due on subscription, and the "Tour Around the World," while at the holy city,
exact purpose we wished to use it. After this minis- balance for "The Darwins."
that you ha v a cut made of Absalom and his father's
ter of God, the kind shepherd of this church, had
With earnest good wishes for you aml yours dur- concubines as seen by all the people from the west
been here a short time he learned of my negotiation ing your long journey, I remain,
side of the temple. This picture will greatly inand al!'O that I was an Infidel, and supposing no 1 Yours for truth and liberty,
craase Comstock's admiration for you and your
J.D. RICHMOND.
doubt I wishf'd it for the use or Liberal lectures, etc.,
forthcoming book.
he very kindly remarked that had he been there he
PATER~ON, N. J., July 25, 1881.
Yours for the advancement of truth, B. F. STONE.
would· hav kicked me from the top to the bottom of MR. EDITOR : I want to tell you that myself and
the stairs. which stairs lead from the street to the wife enjoyed ourselvs ever so much at the splendid
CouRSEN's GRoVE, KAN., July27, 1881.
sAcond story, where the audience room is situated. reception given you by those warm friends in New
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 to help you
Now, inasmuch as I Wt>lgh nearly 180 lbs. avoirdu- York on the eve of your departure for a long, long round, for which please send me the book when
pois, stand almost six feet in my stockings, and journey, whose duration and results can merely be published. I know this will be a little late, but I
measure about forty inch~>s arounn my shoulders, guessed, not computated, but it is my most sincere could not send sooner. With hopes for your safety,
while he would nrobably weigh 135 lbs. and is about wish tliat the most sanguin hopes of yourself and I am,
Respectfully,
C. E. Couru5EN,
1'lve and a half feet high, I am inclined to the opin- frie~ds be more than realized, a~d I aJ?l anxious
ion that there might hav been ROm A fun (for me) had that your journey may be accomplished Without any
OREGON Co., Mo., July 26, 1581.
I!IUch an attempt been made. REI did not attempt it, unpleasant encounters with wild animal of either
MR. BENNETT: I am an Atheist; that is, if I underand has 2:0ne. The church could not support him. the biped or quadruped species. I also want to ask stand what the word means. I will tell you what I
It shows the spirit of the whole sect toward a person you, if it be possible for you to do so, to find out hav had to suffer on account of my opinion. I am
who has the supreme audacity to simply precume to the comparativ or actual condition of the masses in a showman, and often express my opinion regarding
think kr tht>mselvs or to act contrary to the hered- those countries you are intending t0 visit, especially religious belief. Not long ago I was at one of their
tary laws laid down for the unquestioned action of those of Europe. I would very much like to see how meetings, at a c(tuntry schoolhouse, to advertise my
Bll humanity by the Christian church, which claims your report on the earnings and cost of living of show. A man l!ltepped up to me and asked my
o be their protecto•, while minieters and prioets pre- those people will comparo with our consule, giTen name. I told him. Another man who happened to

w.
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By the w~y. speaking of speculations, I hav ~n
are surprised what ignorance and darkness are still
in our midst. It is indeed strange that the Lord al- other suggestion· to make. Shoftld you in your perlows these good Christian people to sutTer so in com- ambulations round the world in search of truth and
mon with the ungodly during unfavorable seasons. Bible curiosities chance to fall in with any of that
At such times they gladly accept aid from Infidels genus or species of the human female bipeds who
or anybody else, for they know well that it is not used to hav devils cast out of them-sometimes as
safe to trust to the Lord to rain down manna or many as seven at a birth-! wish you would l!lecure
quai~s on toast when needed.
Their faith ,is indeed one and ship him to me via the Suez Canal, thence
weak and faltering. We hav been blessed so far by express the overland route. Chain him firm and
with an unusually favorable spring. We are now strong, and don't let the lubber hav too long a chain
correcting God's works by increasing the area of so that he can "go about" the cage "like a :roaring
cultivation for the purpose of producing a larger lion seeking whom he may devour," and thereby inrain-fall. As during the dry stasons of the past two crease the expenses by making it necessary to em- ·
years no amount of prayer would bring rain, I think ploy an army of priestly keepers to protect the inthere must be a screw loose in the orthodox ma- dustrious and otherwise innocently employed people
chine somewhere, or things would come better to from the destructions, for which the clergy say those
time I think we had better deputize some Henry devils hav a strong penchant, if they don't divide ·
Ward Beecher or Mr. Mair, both of whom are no their hard earnings and giv liberally for the support
d()ubt well acquainted with such machinery, to of the church. 1 think, perhaps, we could make a
visit the upper regions armed with ditrere.nt-sized grand speculation out of this by selling him to Mr.
monkey-wrenches and tighten up things, or we Barnum. Such a young devil would beat his famous
shall stand in great danger of getting drowned out " what-is-it" all to peices . And i! we found it to be
a. paying enterprise we could doubtless by contribRoSEVILLE, July 12, 1881.
this season on the American desert.
BROTHER BENNETT: A postal card and four copies of
Yours for truth, justice, and the welfare of THE uting a portion of the proceeds to the cause of Christ
and the support of the church go in with the Young
your superb journal came to hand last week. The TRUTH SEEKER,
J. B. w.
Men's Christian Association, and, by employing Comcard was on a business matter; the four pape:r;s are
stock as manager, could do an immense business, be~
brimful of the gospel of common sense, truth, and
DETROIT, MrcH., July 26, 1881.
progress. It is so encouraging to learn that the gloriMR. BENNETT : I see that you are on the eve of sides increasing the number of devils. Please send
ous work is still progressing. In spite of the nasty departure for your trip around the world, and if I one of the prolific sort, one of the Mary Magdalene
methods, hypocrisy, bigotry, and intolerance, larger am in time to avail myself of the eleventh-hour kind. Should we contemplate the securing of Commight send one of each sex,
and iarger numbers of heroic souls are gathering dodge, I want to take it in, so inclosed please find stock as manager, y
under our banner. The athlete Reason is challenging $8, $3 of which is for .the continuation of the paper, as be could train the female (if as successful as he
to mortal combat the monsters of superstition every- which I hav taken from· the first copy published has been in one case) to stand on her head and perwhere. The bloody ha:nds of .the church n.re still con- down to the last, and the remaining $5 is to help form sundry tricks, all of which would be amusing.
vulsivly clutching at Freedom's white throat. But so you on your trip.· · Please hav a care as you pass both to the young as well as the older members of
many of her strong fortresses hav been stormed and through some of those God-haunted and devil-in- the Young Men's Chris.tian Association. I think,
demolished, so many of her horrid dogmas hav been fested regions that you are not taken to some ex- furthermore, it would be an excellent thing, aside
exploded by the divine torch of reason, that her ceedingly high mountain .and there shown and prof- from its speculativ character, to bring one or two
power to terrify is splendidly less.
fered all the kingdoms of the world to sell out, or oriental devils to this country. I think it would be
I m11st admit, while I agree with your contributor, that the same old spanking team with a fiery a means of greatly improving the Comstock" strain"
Redfield, that we hav enough for all ths Ingersolls chariot, that was sent down. for good old Elij~h. may by the cross if Anthony should become manager of the
and Bennetts to do in showing up this priest-ridden not be in waiting to bear you away to join him concern. It might deteriorate the devils some, but
country, I think your contemplated journey round safe in the promised land. This would not do, as this would be more than compensated by the gain
the world is a splendid idea. Many men hav gone we should all be left to mourn your loss. And if you on the other side. And then, from a moral and reround the world before; some of them, no doubt, shall chance to pass through the land of Uz, and ligious standpoint, I think the introduction into this
were competent to hav done much that you propose any of the descendantli of the sons of God are still country of those young devils would soon be the
to do; but the mailed hand of the church was upon living in that section of country who, in company means of bringing ali" devils up to the standard· of
their mouths; compelling them to suppress truths of with their father and the devil (people are known our Christian civilization. You see, according to the
vast importance, or blinding their eyes so that they by the company they keep), used to afflict (for their new revision (and they hav got it right this time
did not see." I trust you will name your first volume Sunday .amusement) poor old Job with sore boils sure), that hell is no longer hell, but "hades," and
of travels" The First Free Man that Journeyed Round from the crown of his head to the soles of his feet, hades, you know, means hades. And if there is no
the World." Receive my blessings and hopeful good and you should happen ~Y a strange ,fatality to be longer a hell, why, the very devils themselvs would
wishes. Of course you will hav the benefit of the smitten in a similar way, please don't lay your mis- soon become mild, gentle, and peaceful, for as mercy
earnest prayers of the church to the effect that the fortunes to the devil, and then afterward, stupidly would take the -place of revenge, and an!l"ry threat· Lord will feed some great fish with the editor of and in an unguarded moment, cry out as Job did enings giv way to persuasiv love, even the devils
THE TRUTH SEEKER.
(and thus let the cat out of the bag), and declare themselvs would learn to become amiable and kind.
Hav you spiked all of Mr. Mair's
: ? I! not, that you were suffering for the sins of your youth. And thus would the "Anthony" stock come to be
One thing more : should you in your
why does he dodge all vital points in the discussion ? No, ctRn't do this, as it would look suspi<Jious in improved.
The thought .has occurred to me that the truth has these latter days of "petroleum" wealth prosperity travels accidentally stumble upon and find the last
dawned upon his brain and that he will be ready to and fast living. Job lived in an oil country, and reating-place of our dear old ancestors, Adam and
argue for the other side soon.
Hopefully,
was probably a "coal-oil Jonnie;" But especially Eve, I wish you would drop a tear for me on the
T. R. STEPHENSON.
please don't wear your hair long, as some fair latter, for if it had not been for that "brave little,
Delilah might persuade you to indulge in a sweet wife" of Adam we might all hav been a pack of
_GURNEE, ILL., June 7, 1881.
siesta, from the strange, voluptuous dreams of which priest-ridden, blubberilag idiots.
FRIEND BENNETT:· I hav been waiting and watching you might awake only to find yourself a modern
Again, I say, in conclusion, seriously, hav a care to
all the rest to see them expose their minds about Sampson shorn of your locks, your strength gone, the many dangers that will lurk in your pathway.
your little tramp around this small planet. Well, and betrayed into th.e hands of some Anthony Com- It is sad to think that you, like a good old saint. of
find inclosed $11-ii\5 for the world trip, $3 on sub- stock Philistine, your eyes scratched out, and you former times (Paul), will be exposed to dangers" by·
scription, and $3 for two copies of your travels in left in a worse condition than when incarcerated in sea and by land." Our hearts will yearn for your
Europe, one for friend Fankel, and one for myself.
Ludlow-Street Jail or pining in Albany's prison safety and our love sigh for your return. Good-bye.
Yours for the right always,
'I'. V. LAwsoN.
cells. And if at any time in your travels you should
Yours fraternally,
U. K. BooTH.
find yourself tired, weary, and footsore, as was the
VINTON, IowA, July 26, 1881.
NoRTH STAR, July 25, 1881.
Lord when visiting Abraham on the plains of Mamre,
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find draft for three don't get into any wrangling disputes with some old
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you wHl find a postal
dollars, and apply the same to account for TRUTH Sarah, even if she should indulge in immoderate and order to apply on my subscription, and 25 cents for
SEEKER. I can't well do without your paper at this incredulous laughter at the idea of bearing a child ''Self-Contradictions of the Bible." I regret much I
time, as I expect to be much interested in your let- when old and well stricken in years. No, let the am unable to subscribe to help you on your roundters while you are on your round-the-world trip. old lady hav her way about it, and don't giv your- the-world trip, for I shall want the books. If I ever
May good health and an abundance of pleasure at- self away by placing yourself at the mercy of old get the money to spare 1 shall try to get them, and
tend you on your long journey. I might pray for Sarah's enemies. I should not advise you to visit I want your "Infidel Abroad," and I shall want
your safe return, but I hav learned that it is a waste Sodom and Gomorrah, for there might be some of your "Bennett-Mair Discussion." I hav been very
of time and attended with bad results, as the Chris- the descendants of Lot's daughters still living in that much interested in rt;ading it, and want the book to
tian God never fulfils his I>romis to answer prayers. vicinity; and there might also still be a case of that loan to my orthodox. friends. I should feel lost withSo men who are believers in that kind of a God nat- same old wine left which those two virtuous girls out THE TRUTH SEEKER to read. I shall try to send
urally follow his example and learn to disregard lugged off in their hasty flight, and with wnich they you some more money as soon as I can get it. As
their own obligations by the precedent set for them played such funny pranks wiLh their old father. two long as it is possible for me to pa.y for it I shall
by their God. Yours in the hope of the triumph of nights in succession, the two girls drawing cuts to take it, and when I can't pay !or it any longer I will
truth,
N. HAYS.
see who should enjoy the fun of getting the old man let you know. Hoping you may hav a pleasant and
drunk the first night. No, I should giv Sodom and profitable journey, I remain, _
IsAAC GABRION.
VosBURGH, KAN., June 3, 1881.
Gomorra.h a wide berth. If you should happen to
MR. BENNETT: As I was lately eating my humble meet in that country a fair damsel who can trace
KIOWA 1 KAN.; June 10, 1881.
meal of pork and beans I looked over your four- her pedigree back to those two daullhters of Lot,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8 to pay for THE
teenth letter to Mr. Mair, thus taking both bodily flee for your life I Look not behind you I And as for TRUTH SEEKER for another year. If I had the money
and mental food at the same time, both of which I that kind of wine, touch not, taste not, handle not the to spare I should, hav sent you a "V" long before
considered very nourishing. My private opinion mischievous liltuff.
now, and it would hav said go or stay, as you thought
may be a little premature, as your discussion is not
You might, while lingering at the little city of Zoa:r, best, but in my heart I wished you would conclude
yet ended, but I calculated that a few more such hav an eye to the pillar of salt into which Lot's not to go, for I could not help but think how lonely
broadsides of yours, properly distributed; would wife was so suddenly changed because the poor old Mrs. Bennett would be without you, and then the
spoil all the theology in the world. Taking Mr. lady turned to view for the last her home and loved thought that you might get sick in a strange land
Mair as an individual I am inclined to· think that ones left behind. They say that Lot's wife has be- with no loved one to care for you was another reason
.a cold rag on his forehead, with a pair of mustard come a mountain of salt some five miles in length, for wishing you not to go; but I hav all confidence
poultices on his feet, would feel very comfortable, with proportionate hight and symmetrical form. This n Mr. Macdonald and Mrs. Bennett, and think the
:and be quite beneficial, and taking him as one of a was intimated by Dr. Adam Clark in)1is travels in paper will be all right. It has become one of the·
large class the necessity stares out of many hospi- search of the remains of that saline fossil. Should necessities with ns. The discussion between Mr. Bentals for such patients to be solely presided over by this prove. to be the case, you might take ·a lease on nett ami Mr. Mair is very interesting. If I had ever
the leading Infidels of the age, so that such subjects her, and upon your return we could organize a stock had any•reverence for the Bible God there would be
would receive proper treatment. We find a good company on her, with a capital stock of say $200,000,- none left after reading Mr. Bennett's letters. I can't
many of these benighted unfortunates over the fron- 000, and thus get a corner on salt. We might appro- help but think Mr. Mair must belong to that class
tier of Kansas, where little moving around and priate one-half to foreign and home missions, and that are blind because they will not see. I shall try
changing of locations has a tendency generally to thus secure the influencE! of the clergy. There may to get the book when it is published.
.
brighten up some people. When we look at these be millions in it. A block of the stock might be sold
With many wishes for you a pleasant journey and
people and contrast them with honest Infidels we to Colonel Sellers.
safe return, I am, as ever,
LoTTu: E. Gronm.
see us got a writ for us, and the cost of the suit
took every cent I had. I am in the most distressed
circumstances, having a wife and three children to
support, and having had to spend over '$15 for medicin in the last ten months. The cause of the arrest
was for being an Atheist. I hav fifteen or twenty
copies of your paper-the best paper published,
Now, Mr. Bennett, I want to work for THE T·RUTH
SEEKER and the· pulling down of institutions that
take away our liberty. I get no. assistance from
them, therefore I now make an appeal to a few of
the Liberals of New York city. If they could send
me a few dollars I would be very glad, as I am
chilling and hav not a cent with which to obtain
provisions to eat. · I could write one hundred pages
telling of the crimes done against Infidels, but I
must stop. If I can't get help from my friends
shall never ma"ke ·another effort in that direction as
long as I li v. In sending money, address 0. S.
Ware, Payne post-office, Oregon Co., Mo.
Your friend,
0. S. WARE.

...
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THE TRUTH
A. Wild Fancy.

If the sad old world should jump a cog

Some time, in its dizzy spinning.
·
And go o1fthe track wit.h a sudden jog,·
What an end would come to the sinning!
What a rest from strife and the burdens of life
For the millions of people in it;
Why, a way out of care, and worry and wear,
And all in a beautiful minute.
With not a sigh or a sad good-bye
For loved ones left behind us,
We would go with a lunge and a mighty plunge
Where never a grave should find us.
What a wild, mad th1ill our veins would fill,
As tbe great earth, like a feather,
Should ftoat through the air to God knows where
And_ carry us all together.

••

N o dark, damp tomb, and no mourners' gloom,
No tolling bell in the steeple,
But in one swift breath a painless death,
l''or a million billion p~ople.
What greater bliss could we wish than this,
To sweep with a bird's free motion ·
Through leagues of space to a resting-place
In a vast and vapory oc!'anTo pass away from this life for aye,
With never a dear tie sm1dered,
And a world on fire for our funeral pyre,
While the stars looked on and wondered!
-Ella Wheeler.

Impromptu Response
TO AN INVITATION TO WRITE A FEW WORDS TO A

SEEKER~

As no truth can be canceled, no error last lo13g
Where the children of liberty daily grow strong.
Let us work till humanity's beauty is rife
And nations are lifted from Ignorant strife,
And we pass to the endless convention of life.
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SINCE
NEWTON'S DISCOVERYso
of the hw of Gravitation nothing has been
publlsh~d
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.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

CORRIHoPONDEI\CE.

REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."
By ALLEN PRINGLE.

pa~~~saft~'g£f:1:tM~~sp~f~/~~~~~s~Jct~ss~~bi~'h~Y:~e~;
1
1
~~a~~st a~st~~tl~ ~~ui!:.sa~Ro&~~~o;{£·~~~ ir:fnsa~~~~it~!

attack and reply. It Js valuable, as It presents the strongest Christian evidence for the existence of God with tile

copi.f~~tr0ag~nt:,erS~I3t~ifJi~·~jg~~~~on.

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,

CHRISTIANITY
FROM A

Scientific and Historical Standpoint.

A Modern Symposium.
__

MACHINERY.

LIFE OF VOLTAffiE.

E. B. STIMPSON,

" LI BE RT Y;n

ORIGIN OF LIFE;
WHERE MAN COMES FROM.

CO,iPUTATION b~

It is much to be Liberal-! doubt if we are;
But we're surely advancing 'neath reason's bright
star;
It is hard to begin with ourselvs to reform,
When the effort produces a fierce mental storm;
It is easy applauding the lessons we teach,
But hard to be liberal and act what we preach.

Let us onward .and upward and forward for truth,
We can .Jearn from the sire, we can study from
youth;
From the gods and the demons, from heaven and
hell,
From all nature around and within us as well,
Till we take a high rank for wisdom in fight,
And "a Liberal's" a title for justice and right.
Then here's health to my friends who in fancy I

see,
And the same to· my foes (though they may not
agree);
I am with you in spirit though miles stretch be-

tween,

WHAT OBJEOfiONS TO

SPIRIT LIFE,

CHRISTIANITY

Or, Life as lie now Sees it from a
Spiritual Standpoint.

THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

Made up from the lHters as they appeored In THE

~~s~~:e8f:~~~ed~h1d';I~.,";; tt1~doMc~?e low price of $1.50,

Ruutures Cured
Reliable references given. Send stamp for circular,
Say In what i_~~~~sou saw d~~~~~~rf~'l:J~'ri.INGS
1St33
Smlthv!1le, Je1l'erson Co, N.Y.

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women an:d the various causes.
physical and social, leadin',\to them are -.FlalnJ:l: treated ~

SAVE THE EYES AND

~"J ~f~n"f~ft 'C 3~"i.lb~ ~~N,~:earM,oooE~~e~~zoO

HEARINC.

fr~~~~r~rJ'?t:'~~~ ~~i~~~~~:.rf~s~~f/. ~~~~g&.~ ~::T~

And I wish that my form in your midst could be
seen.
May the angels both sides of the gateway of death The §hakcr .Eye and Ear Balsam
Baptize you with love in each instant of breath.
has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application
May your sessions be pleasant, your motivs be f r ailing Sight, Im1mired Hearing, Ophpure,
thalmia, and all Inflammations and aiTect!ons of Eyes
That f1•eedom of thought may be still more secure;
and Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the
Till pulpit and rostrum and ballot-box tell
That the Liberal element does its work wen;
eyes find an Immediate relief Soft cataracts hav been
Till fathers and mothers more truthful shall stand removed by it. By Ita use the wearing of glasses Is deAnd home life and children grow holy and grand.
fet;red. Price, 30 cents.

May your meeting and parting be earnest and true,
And the :tlowers of fraternity blossom anew.

Written througll the medlumsh!p of CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y.
Price 20 cents, Sold at tbls ofi!ce.

By My Medical Compound and
D. M. BENNETT and G. M. M..t..IR.
R.ubber Elastic Appliance
(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)
in 30 Days.
The _t"t~llest Discussion yet Published,
g1vn•g the Dogmas aud Claims ot·
Christianity a thorough Ex·
amination pr.o and con.

Made and sold only by
31tf

G. A. LOUS,
Shakers P. 0., N, Y.

0

Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington •we.,
1

SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publications: "We know birn (Dr. Foote) personally and lntl1

C R 1 M.. E S
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PRE A C H E R S.

. BY M. E. BILLINGS,
Waverl1{, Iowa.
A pamphlet giving names, glacl of residence of, and
~~~"J~:tcl~~~~~~~~ b~tsgg~;~~~~~Jny~~~1¥,nlted States In
1 Col•f,•
•
$ .25
Col!. es, •
-~:g&
Send cash. Postage stamps are a drug. Address the
author or T"RU.TH SEEKER o111ce.
A Wonderful Expose I
4t25

Ig

PER DAY at home. Samples worth •s
$5 to $20 free.
Stinson & Co., Portland, ..Me.

" BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price 15 cents. Sold at this office.

BY WU:. N. McLAREN.
BY C. FANNill ALLYN.
A v~ry able pamphlet of 140 .PP· Among tbe subjects
treated are, Unrevealed ReligiOn, Old Testament Relig.
A Liberal Convention? Well now, that is good;
ion, Evidence In Support of Christianity, History of
But do you suppose that the wprd's understood?.
Christianity, Allel\"ed ~·allure of Christianity, Proposed
SUBJECTS:
Do yoU: think in this age of transition to thought
The' Soul and a Future Life, and The Influence uuon S~b~~~L~t~kf?: :e~~~~~?~~f"and thorough, and s-hows con:
From the 1gnorant faith that our ancestors taught,
Morul!ty of a Decline of Religious Belief, by the ablest
That women and men can be Liberal in deed,
English writers, tncludin~ Prof. Huxley, Frederic Barri- ~~~!Yih:~aitbl~1as/~t~~;~~~~~1iPenf:u~~~t{ba~. been built
Price, 50 cents. For sale at this office.
rison, Lord Selborne. Prof. Clifford, and several others.
And can follow the truth where'er it may lead?
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
A good Baptist is made by immersion·, sans soap;
141___:::..__---'..
Eighth street, N.Y. city.
..::_
An Episcopal's faith is eugendered from hope;
Presbyterians come by election's blest spell;
BY JAlUES P4,RTON.
And a :111ethodist born thro' the fear of a hell;
With Po•·traits and other Illustrations.
Universalists-faith in a Christ that can save;
And a Spiritist grows by a note from the grave.
. This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years·
1n its preparation, is now ready. 1t is in two large vol~
'Tis not hard to be all that the church may require, Hand, Foot Rnd Power Pr<>s•es. Di<> W "*of all kinds. nmes. on heavy pal?er, and printed in bold, clear type.
Mr. Parton as a h1storian and biographer haR no superior,
Or to the communion of angels aspire;
Perfo.•ating D·ies a Spec-ialty.
as his bio!raphies of Jackson, Franklin. Jetrerson, Greeley,
'Tis.a matter of evidence brought to each one,
3J.Sp:mceSt.,X.Y. ~~~·f~~t i~u~l~~~ ~ro0rk~' al~di~i: ftrbegrt ~~i\~~e1 ~ :sv:.~1fa0sr:
And beliefs are but seqnences when this is done,
1
1
For that which appeals to each one's highest light
~~~r~~[~~t~!g~~~g~cxha~~.dd~~~~l~I~~ %ol~J~~j~:~;~a~ ,d~
Partnef' 'Vnnted
Brings the knowledge, or faith, each soul must
transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a bril1iant wit
For a fine bearing orange grove and winter hotel. Secthink tight.
tion the most delightful and healthy on the Gulf coast tf~s ~g~tfi:~dtrs;;~}~f (1~~1~~~~~IftY~~ra~eh:~~~~lfr~~~~
of Florida. Fine boattng, bathing, bunting, and fishing. Jlaq. in the English language. It is a most interesting por.
Bnt a Liberal-ah l friends, that ts harder indeed
Address M. C. DWIGHT Orange Bluff Hotel and Gulf tralture of a truly remarkable mrm, whether he is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever.
To learn how to think, Ininus church, priest, and Coast Real Estate .Agency, Clear Water Harbor, Fla.
ing foe to bigotry, or u.s the fertilscholar of every branch
4t33
creed,
of literature and advocate always and everywhere of tolTo allow to all others the rights we demand,
erance and liberty. It is the arsenal from wh1ch Liberals
wlll draw weapons. to refute the slanders and lies of the
To all sects extending the courteous hand,
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
Being just to oilr enemies, finding in all
make It the authority In regard to his llte, his work, hill
death.
·
Some tr'l.ces of goodness we like to recall.
In two vols. Svo, Prie<, $6; half calf, $11.
A. New Fortnilj;'htly. First Num- Address, D. :M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
To engage against sin, leaving sinners alone,
ber .Just Out. Objects: Abolition
Giving gossips starvation, by casting no stone,
Remembering at all times that prenatal life
o:f the State and Annihilation ot·
Has fashioned our actions with joy or with strife U!>iury. Fi:fty Cents a Year.
Sub·
And feel that the same power of darkness or grace scrtbe.
OR,
Would be ours were we but in the other one's ADDRESS,
place;
"LIBERTY," Box 3,366, BosToN, MAss.
To enthrone some high truth, though the mass by lt33
The evolution of tbe spirit from matter through orour side
gaT~op~~~~;se~1~:n ~~'£h~h!n~~1i~~tb~~Y~;1~11iial science,
E'en our manner and method lll!ly scorn and deby the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, uf
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this ofi!ce.
ride,
To face ev'ry fact though our idols go down,
THE RELATION OF THE
To be ready to study from book, beast, or clown,
And admit we are pupils in life's busy throng,
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
And we may make mistakes though we want not
RIAL UNIVERSE;
the wrong.
THE LAW OF CONTROL.
Are we liberal enough to work without thanks,
Two papers given in.the Interest of Spiritual science,
Taking just as much stock in our truths as our
JVn:J;.;3.1c~~lg: 18~e~t~. la~~lla~~fiis ~fn.c~~RADAY, of
banks?
Are we liberal enough no advantage to take
MECHANISM,
When a tiny white fib would a gain for us make?
A<i<lition 1Subtraction, MulAfter an attack ot' paralysis persons arc
To stand for the right though we're hissed by the
tilolicat!On, and Division.
liable to many ordinary diseases which diu not affect
·throng,
Sample Machine. postage free,
them before. Your doctor will tell you that you' must
And not even take friendship if based on a wrong? ~~~~~ yonr bowels regular. This can be best done by
~~~ied?irF~~~~~i,rW~te~~~~~
Are we liberal enough to forego present gain
Conn. Address the Patentee,
That the future shall grow from our sorrow and
Tarrant's ~eltzer Apm•ient.
WM. HART, Kirksville,l!Io.
pain?
·
It cleanses without W"akening, thus enabling the sick em25
man
to
regain
his
strength.
.Ask
your
physician,
and
he
Are we self-sacrificing with all our pretense,
will recommend its use.
Experiences ot· SAMUEL BO,VLES
Or is it a matter of dollars and cents?
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.
32
Is our money as free as our words for the right,
(Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., &publican)
Or are sentences easy and pocket~books tight ?
IN
Can we giv to the cause without hope of reward,
Or do we ask pay when we "lend to the Lord?"

__________

A widow lady of thirty, refined and educated, would
like to correspond with strictly honorable gentlemen between the ages of 85 and 50. Widowers preferred.
Address
MRS, IDA PROCTOR, Springfield, Mo,
Box 498,
2tS2.

~~~~8 at'h'}.r\~:"is 'i ~a~ o\ht~gs~~~~~~tt~~~~nt~~;e~~a

1

rootivs, whose life bas been spent in instructing and im-

~~If~~,c~tl~[:No~.~~~Jl~ ~h~!;~~\~1~~~/~fg~~~~~.~~ri:

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

~\~~~~~c!~~g~t~rg:1~~; trhe~~~r:~~ri~~~Je ~~dte~~a~~~

of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the ~reat benefit they hav derived from the phKs~~o~~~~~,l.,~,Yg enlc, and moral lessons which he has so a ly
'~Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty_to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or bL mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by maiE:JostaW

Je-

~~· onlYJijriRf~n!"Ef. ?8JM~'i\'iN~~oJ1ANY,

T-

129 East 28th s~., New York.

WORLD-WIDE BLESSING TO WOMANKIND.
Only Article·of the Xind in Use.

Ha.rmless, Hea.lthfnl a.nd Infa.llibly Relia.ble.
"At last-· . have seen and examined the fnmous
'Comstock' syringe. It is a marvel of simplicity of
constr ction; seems n<ln{irnbly adapted to the end had in
view 1 its invention: and mm'lhfucturc, nn!l shot1lil be
in t1 possession of every woman. The self-appointed
inq• oitors of the church have set out to suppress it in
thf nterest of those who prey upon the misfortunes of
the.r fellows. CleanlincBs is essential to ben! th, and
health interferes with the profits of certain well-knO\VU
classes. "-Liberal Free Pre-ss, (Davenport, Iowa) Nov, 6,

1880.
"We have seen the famous Comstock Syringe, so
named because Anthony Comstock, that champion agent
of the Y. :ill. C. A., charged upon it and its inventor
and proprietor, much in the way as that renowned champion, Don Q,nixote, did upon the windmill, and got
burt for his p»ins. Tl1c Comstock Syrmgc surpassed
all our expectations. We did not expect to see an
instntment so diiferent to nnything ;,ye bad ever seen
before-so unique, and in every way adapted for the
purposes recommended by the doctor. By the ladies it
must 1Je considered a renl ble.ssing, not in diE-guise. It
is the prince of nil "yringes."-.Dr. Kingot's IIealth
Journal, New York,_(317 East 14th Street,) October, 1880.
"Any reflective render must perceive the practicability
of your celebrated cleanser, and the urgent need of ita .
universal use for the welfare of womnnkind."-Dr. A.
OPPERllii.:>."N, St. Joseph, Mo.
"That 'Comstock' Syringe has proven itself all right
and stood the test of time. My wife's health has
greatly improved since she commenced using it. "-Eru
T. DANIELS, Downs, linn.
"I h:we jnst received that warmly-welcomed Zittl6
friend to woman. I think it one of the best inventions
of the age. "-Mrs. M.S. TOWNSEND WooD, West Newton, Mass.
"I am more than pleased with the Syringe. I can
readily see that it must prove one of the greatest blessings
to womankind; but it seems a real pity that such an
innocent and indispensable little article should bear the
infamous name of 'Comstock.' ''-Mrs. YoUNG DENNIS,
Cednr Rapids, Io\va.
"The majority of doctors who depend upon the misfortunes of others for subsistence will set their faces
against your 'Comstock' contrivance. "-D. HIGBIE,
M.D., Burton, :llfich.
. "I hope yon will push yonr 'Comstock' Syringe
until it is l.."'!own to every family in the Union, when
its great benefit to ovcrtasked and su:ffering women
will be appreciated."-;\. L. RAwsoN, :Ill. D., L. L. D.
"I think it is the best article of the kind I ever
saw."-EDWIN BAnLow, D. :u., Flushing, Mich.
"We have critically exnii1ined the 'Comstock'
·syringe (so-callc.d) and professionally pronounce it the
most admirably a<lnplcd article for the prc,cribed purpose that we l1avc ever seen. It shonld he in the possession of every woman· in the.lunU.''-Dr. Nonl\IAN
MAcLEoD, Dr. JorrN )f.AcCm~r;uoN, Dt· . .A. E. Monms,
Dr. E. A. 111ANNSEL, Frcf. DELOBB LucE, Dr. E. ATWELL, Dr. A. J. DEAL, all of Chicago, Ills.
ui reccivecl that wonderful S'yringe, and coneider it
the type of health and purity. I want to shake hands
with you and tender my heartfelt thanl<s for such a
supreme blessing."-MARY E. BARr.ow, Lincoln, New
Mexico.
"Your Syringe is all that it is claimed to bc."HA'I'TIE SANTY, Cottonwood, E:an.
··Anthony Comstock; has at last been of some service
(;o humanity in culling public attention to such u blessing as your Syringe. "-J. W. KINSKJ<HN, Sanford, ·
Broome Co., N.Y.·
"I can truly say that I nm lllOI'C than plcuor"l with
the Syringe received. I urn vwnd of it. It far sur·
passes my expectation. All \'tomen ought to be tlluuk ..
ful for such a god-send to'thcir sex. I would not havo
bcgrudge<l the purchase price hnll it been $50. "-Mrs.
W. II. WILLIAi>rs, Ottawa. Kan.
"I think it meets all the <lcmunds of woman for
such nn article. His certainly the hcst Syringe I have
·ever Been., -JAl\lES ~f. DuNN, New Wnshingtun, Pa.
"I consider this " Comstock " Syringe the priJ1co of
all others for cleansing and hculthfnl purposes, und fm•
applying locq.l remedies. 1 never felt m:.rc like rcjoica
illg iu my life ~han I do now OYP.l' my returning health·
since the commencement. of its usc. "-lirrs. Il. F. l'hillips, Algonquin, Ill.
Sent sccilrely boxed with special inst.!'!lctions.
Confidential ~erms to ngeuts.
Price Ten Dohnrs,
Make Money Orders payable at Station E. Address
SAM. H. PRES'rOif,
209 Wer;t34t.h St., New York,

)
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THE. TRUTH SEEKER, AUGUST 13 .. 1881.

''W'IL SON lA!'
TRIUMPHANT.
ALL ORDERS FOR "WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE MANUFACTURER, 461i FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN, ALL
POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS }lUST BE MADE
PAYABLE '10 WILLIAM WILSO:N--r465 FULTON ST.,
BROOKLYN.

BROOKLYN, April3o, r88r.
DR. THAYER, My Dear Sir: I was first taken sick ab~ut
the rsth of February, r88o. My first attack was hke thts:
l coughed up two or three mouthfulls of blood, when I
caLed a physlcl•n, who prescribed for henwrrh•ll• from
the lungs. I recovered slightly. Three week• after I
was awakened in the nfgtit with a cough, :ftnrHng my
mouth full of blood. Continued to spit bloorl for two
days before It could be controled, which left me very
weak. Recovered just enough to get around again in a
very weakened conditia.n.
Whenever I would stoop to pick up anything the blood
would come
into my mouth.
.
Drs. Shlrwel and McEvette both declared that I could
never recover again. l!'rom July. 1880, to September 29,
1880, I was occasfonally spitting up blood. Was suddenly
taken sick one night whtle in the street. This attack of
bleedin~ continued for twenty-four days. S~itting? No;

uy

I:h~~;
. r;~u1~o:o;~~lfr":'n~~l~h'::"n?g~::'t~iso?~~~fen:l~h~ \toT$~-~~ove require ma~etlc suits costing from $48.50
out resting. To-day I can ,walk three miles without fa.HERNIA requires Magoet!c Appliances costing from
tlgulug me In the least. I ouly wish that. those who su1Ier $53.;;() to $93.50.
as I did could kuow the efficacy of the .. WILSONIA"
VARICOSE VEINS require Magoetlc Appliances costing
as I do.
.
from $58.50 to $108.50.
Mrs. Mansfield has been and now is under the care of a.
celebrated physician, and up to yesterday has been su1Ierlng from deolllty attended with much pain Last evening
I proposed to take my magnetic suit and put it upon her.
She consented, and liad not it upon her body over ten minutes bet"ore she acknowledged she was free from pain. She
slept well all night, without experiencing the slightest
pain whatever. I regret I havnot two suits but I will put
mine on her again to-night. I dare not go WJthout it myself durlug tbe day time, Several ladles hav called on
Mrs. M. tllis morning, and her theme fs tbe" WILSONIA 11
I hav !ent your representativ on Broadway several cu.s-

~flt0~~er~e~~~g.es~·:?§~: t~3~~~ c':tY~J\~in? s~1~0i~ ~~~;;~ha~~~~Yy~;~Ei:M ~~~Z,~~~e lh~~~ t:oe:ol~~nMr~~

The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the was notpoitalble forme to 8vtill spring-that lslmuldn't
marvel of the world.
.
live tm· April, 1881. Dr. Dower satd he had done for me
They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, all he could. Dr. Carreau said one of my lungs wa!!. i'Oneand making glad the hearts of the people. THAT I COULD NOT RECOVER.
Early In March; 1881, I gave up the doctors In dlsgost.
Upon the 21st of March, 1881, the "WILSONIA" appliThe" WILSONIA" will cure any of the following forms ances were put on me while I was in bed, as I was too
of disease:
·weak to leave the s~me. Four days before this time, ! Para.lyais,
Locomotor Ataxia,
also my friends-thought I was dying.
Inflammatory Rheumatism, Gout,
Upon the 26th of Marcil, 1881, I felt strong enough to
.A.nchylasis,
Varicose Veins,
.Asthma.,
Catarrh,
~Jn~Ks.an~h~~esrip:Y~:rif~~ 1~t f;!~s t~~gnine;~~:g
Bronchitis,
Pneumonia,
to ride two miles and call upon l\Ir, Wilson.
Now, three weeks since that time, I- feel strong
lfet;,"r'f~t:~:e~f the Lungs ~~'it~':,l.:l~o~ ~~~h~ulfJheys,
Albu~lnous Urine,
Spinal Disease.
ii~il'b\~H'l~~~ ~~c~TIDJ~l'!~ct~e lP~fi:c~~da~~
feel my strength growing better and better each day; In
I feel stronger and better than I have since I was
Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of fine,
Yours respectfully,
first taken sick.
0
MICHAEL MARRION.
'S"e"nJ~~fJi-fclfils?~~t~~u~~~:~ns.
458 Third avenue, Brooklyn,
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"anxious seat" that will be converted sooN. I hope to
send you a $1,000 worth of customers this year.
God bless you, dear WILSON, for what you hav done and
are doln~: for suf!erlng humanity.
•
Respectfully,
J. V. MANSFIELD.

CONSULT

ASTOUNDING CURE OF PARALYSIS.
(The patient taken of! from crutches.)
MR. WM •.WILBON, Dear Sir: l h~~~~yw~~1Y,:~~'khn~;.l.
edge the great merit o! :your· l\Ia_gnetlc Appliances. I hay
been greatly attiicte'd With ,;paralysis and rheumatism for
more than two years, unable to leave my bed, and had to
be carried wherever I wished to go. I was attended by
more than fifty of the most promfnent physicians of Jersey City and New York, at the Hudson County Church
Hospital and at my residence, 548 Jers&y avenue, and I

~l&"J.&WJ 'J1jf~~~\fs~pp¥ega~";!~:':t;~~~~~~17,';

about two months and am able to walk about and attend
to my business~ and am improving daily. My present residence is 551 Jersey avenue, where all the c~.fH.icted who

~!!t::~~~io~t0~~~~s~1Yt~eu~f~:t:iale0su!tlfgt~~ :Sh±c:a~
been.

"WILSONIA" DEPOTS ARE OPEN ON iUNDAY
FROM 2 O'CLOCK P.M. TO 4 O'CLOCK P.M.
IMPORTANT TO THE INVALIDS OF

~ MY DIFFICULTY IS THAT,MANYPERSONS WILL

AMERICA,

~
:
~
:

It Is a fact well known to every Individual In this country that all new Inventions ho.v been op,posed by the very

~~~.of J?o~ni~~aon~~o~J~l~na~dfil~i:Yaf-::te~;~~~ !~~

Stephenson wltll his locomotlv.
Tnen we had legislators ln our Congress who looked
upon Mortie ai a. lunatic when he asked for a short line of
~ele&raph between Baltimore and Washington. Yet today what should we do without our telegraph or steamboat and locomotlv 1

i

; THE INVENTORS OF ALL THESE THINGS HAV
: HAD TO BEAR THE INSULTS OF ALL,SO-CALLED :
; SCIENTISTS. WHY, EVEN SIR HUMPHREY :

NASAL CATARRH AND OBESITY.

i DAVY, ONE OF THE GREATEST CHEMISTS THAT ~

; EVER LIVED-HE WITH ALL HIS LEARNING ~
' PROVED HIMSELF A FOOL WHEN HE RIDI. ;

i CULED THE IDEA OF LIGHTING OUR STREETS ~
; WITH GAS.

HE SAID IT WAS AN ll\IPOSSIBIL- :

.: ITY TO SO USE COAL GAS.
.
·············-···········-················-·····················

WONDERFUL CURE OF PARALYSIS AND APOPLEXY.
· Now, then, as to the WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING.

[CASE OF PROFESSOR HATCH i>MITH.j

THI's INVENTION IS AS NEW TO THE PRY; SICIANS OF BROOOLYN •,A.S WAS THE •FIRST
: INTRODUCTION
OF
STEAM-ENGINS
AND
. ~ ELECTRIC TELEGRAPHS, AND YET THE PEO-

BECOME ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, WILL SW ALLOW MEDICIN ENOUGH TO FLOAT A STEAMSHIP, AND RUB IN LINIMENTS AND OINTMENTS ENOUGH TO TAN THE SKIN TILL IT
~BECOMES LIKE THE SAIL OF A SHIP; AND
: THEN, HEARING OF MY MARVELOUS CURES,
~ WILL"EXPECT, ON. PUTTING ON MY GOODS, TO
:JUMP INTO NEW LIFE IN TWO OR THREE
; MONTHS. THIS IN MOST CASES IS AN ll\IPOSj SIBILITY, AND PERSONS GOVERNED BY SUCH
:EXPECTATIONS HAD BETTER NOT WASTE
j THEIR TIME OR l\IY OWN IN CALLING UPON
;ME,

"DEAR DocToR: If the kind thought sha!toJ I dally send
fjou are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel-

i~g~~~~r Yia~:~~sir~3 [~~r;ra~~~u1xt~oe~~h~ll~:~~t;~~
wir~eaa~~:!03:ie~~¥r6'~1dn~Teal~~~!~d~: ~oXM!~~e, o.

Is only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases pe.
culisr to their sex hav made their lives so miserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of tllelr
own hou•eholds.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
Kersey Graves the noted author and lecturer wrltinl>: to
FRIENDS OF THE SICK POOR OF BROOKLYN,
the Seymour, Ind., limes under the above he;d, remarks:
" There is perhaps no art that can claim the attention of
human mind of more Importance than alleviating huEnforce your physicians and the Charity Commissioners of the
man su:fiering, atop ping the progresa of diaease, and thus
Brooklyn to accept my oJierto them In your behalf.
extending the period of human life. And I know of no
I renew it here as follows;
THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN ARE AGAIN
OFFERED $5,000 WORTH OF MY GOODS, FREE OF
CHARGE, TO BE PLACED UPON THEIR SICK POOR
IN THE HOSPITALS OF BROOKLYN; AND I ALSO
WILL GIV $5,000 CASH TO ANY INSTITUTION
WHERE liiY GOODS AR}j; ACCEPTED IF I DO NOT
ABSOLUTELY CURE NINE-TENTHS OF THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME. AND, BE IT RE.
MEMBERED, I Ol<"LY ASK SUCH CAI!ES AS HA V
BEEN ·GIVEN OVER AS INCURABLE BY THE PHYSICIANS OF BROOKLYN. THE LIMIT OF TIME TO
EFFEUT A CURE SHALL BE TWELVE MONTHS FROM
THE DATE OF TIME OF PUTTING ON THE GOODS.

MULTIFORM DISEASE CLASSIFIED,

~ PLE, ROTTEN WITH DISEASE, HAV NO MORE
; SENSE THAN TO ASK THEIR PHYSICIANS

And the ran!l;e of price for the " WI!Bonla" Magoetlc Suits
warranted to e::!tect a cure in every case, when the g~it is
worn continuoul!ly for the spr.ce of twelve months-frequently will do this in halt that time,

r:,~:~:i~~F~8~~B~uo~c~1~~la!~,t~~ s:a~u;:u0!c!~~i~~~~~~
~~J~r.ns~! !~~r~~~ ~~;~~~s~er~~~ ~o~~~?~~if!T~~t
Rractlce. This I know bl, actual trial, having been re1
8
38

wb~'itd ~~ o~~~~~ee~,;. ~ atf:d. d~~ ~1:;r, g~ :3wm':::i;~~

you are afnlcted with any of the maladleo Incident to this
age. I deem It my duty to say this much tor the benefit of
&u1rer1nc humanity. 1 '

cfl; .ni~rs"E1l~ o~~'I,'k~rJtj¥nS:¥'6 mrJ~ik~ ~Pn~
1

forth a. new and scieutific method (never before known)
for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cau.ae,

iitf~~~~::J~1 ;p~~~'i~i':go~~~e, ;~!~~~~·;~~the

Consultation In peroon, $5.00; by letter, free and Invited,
which are kept strictly confidential In all c.seo, Charges
tor treatment reasonable, Aoldreos Dr. R. P. FELLOWS,
VIneland, N, J.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

" Some Mistaket~ of Moses."
This volume Is printed on toned paper, In clear, bold
All formo of PULMONARY DISEASE, such as Phthisis type, and handsomely bound In mUBI!n, containing ZlS
Pulmanalis, or Consumption, Bronchial Hemorrhage, Pulpages, 12mo. Price, $1-25.
0

; WHETHER OR NOT THEY Sf!ALL WEAR WIL; SONIA GARMENTS, IT IS JUST AS REASONA-.
: BLE TO ASK A COMMON TINKER '1'0 MAKE ~
! YOU A GOLD WATCH, OR AN IDIOT TO SOLVE:
. ~A MATHEMATICAL PROBLEM, AS TO ASK j

W~:~gon~~fn0J~~!fi~h, ~~ 1l~~~:ni~ne~fmt~~itu~:~Bfg~~

: PRACTICING ,l'HYSICIANS THEIR OPINION AS :
! TO THE VALUE OF THE WILSONIA MAGNETIC j
CLOTHING. AND YET THIS INVENTION IS ~ SUPPRESSED SCARLET FEVER.-SAVED FROM IMMINENT DEATH
:DESTINED TO OVERTHROW ALL FORMER :
DEAR SIR! some two weeKs slnce 1 read ln the Brooklyn
ME1'HODS OF TREATING DISEASE, AND OUR j News a reporter's item noting a remarkable result trom an
of your'' WILSONIA" garments in the cases
~CHILDREN W11LL WONDER HOW THEIR PAR- : application
of suppressed scarlet fever, Havtng known o! a case
• ENTS COULD HA V BEEN SO HUMBUGGED AS i where a young ma.n threatened with pneumonia was realty
cured in forty-e1ght hours by putting on your nerve and
: TO POISON THEMSELVS WITH NOXIOUS DRUGS. j

i

i
.

PETER A. LEHLBACK,

.

chia.l Asthma., 1~u~is Canvulsiver, or ~hooping Cough, In- son~:.b~~d;~ni:i~~ ~~; :J'!~~t~~~E~~n~~ ~:\~~;,~~~n
tlammatiun ot the Pleura, or Pleurisy, 1Jydro-1horax, or that{flubject. 1'l:e pamphlets tkat h~v been surreptltloUBly
'Vater ~n the Chest, Pnrumo.'llw1·ax, or Air in the Chest, 1s!ued are incorrect, ft1led with mistake!, aad conslat of
only about fourteen or .fifteen pagea, whDe there are two
EJ;i~~~bg~eBi~~~~~~r~r:e~~; ~~~riire "Wtlsonia" Mag.
netic iUits whicll aggreg~e in cost trom $38.50 to $73,50, ~~~d6;gk ~~~:,:'ri;;~~~~']; ~~arr:sr,!g~~~dbPo"~c!Y~~g~
according to the precise character of the dtseaee and con- ln. its style, and filled with wit, satire, efoquence, and
dition of the patient. These same conditions govern or pathos.
determin the quantity of goods and their aggregate cost in
every case mentioned in tne followin~ clas~es ·
All fonns of Cardiac, or HEAR'!~ DIBEASE, require "TIIe Gods and Other Lectures."
mt~gnetic suits ranging in price from $38.50 to $73.50.
CoNTENTS.- "The Gods/' "Humboldt," "Thomas
All forms of DIS.O:A::>E of. the ORGANS of DiGESTION,
such as Diphtheritic Inflammation of tlle Pharynx, Syphil- Paine," "Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies." Price,
itic Af!'ections of the Phary~x, Intlammation of the cloth, ei.25; paper, 50 cents.

~Ut \~V~f.gl~~~}"ly~~dw~~e f~~6u~t~rtr~~U~~i~e~~~~c~a~~ ~:~l~ll~~:A~~~~t'!:~~r~L ~~et~s3fo~fg~: ~~\]ts~~tf!~

: PHYSICIANS THEMSELVS WHO HAV ADVANCED ! a.ud see 1f any allowance must be 1nade f_or tbe reporter's
fancy. 'l'he scH.rlet fever patient wa! a sa.-year.old. gr~nd: IN LIFE KNOW VERY WELL THAT MEDICIN IS ~ daughter of Mr. David ColUer, on Columbia street, and I
called upon him regardin& it. He _said the reporter's item
:A MISTAKE.
was substantially correct~ He sn1d his family pllysician,
• • Dr. Motlat, the homeopathist, acted as every humane
ghysician does when, having no hope of recovery himself
We hav In Brooklyn cases of diseases cured that hav
been given over by the very best physicians~ so called, in b~~~ls t~!~h~ ~~~~n~; ~~~ ~~~~o~s,t~: ~h~l!~~ll~J.&r&:;
the city or Brooklyn. In the testimonies given below you fiarments would not 1nte1iere witll his medicins 1 Mr. Colhav the names of live Brooklyn physicians who had given ~~- ~~t~~~{~~eg; ~g~~~rt'n~ sl~~~ui~~~~~~~t~~Jr~~f~~
1
over the patient to die,
Read these te•tlmonlals and then let these physicians them as best he could upon his dying granddaughter. ln
answer why they fall to cure, Head !Jr. ll1anslleld's evi- about two hours from the time he put tllem on ·the doctor
dence; also the evidence of Peter Lehlback, of Jersey -..~lied, and on examining tlle child, remarked that a gllntlc
City, whom fifty physicians or New Jersey and New York perspiration had come ou, and warmly congratulated the
pve over as incurable. Let these doctorR exrlain why family and friends on the result. I found in tbia cas£:, a! I
they failed to cure after four years of medica practice1 should find, doubtlesi!, in every other, a delicacy of feeling
eostlng that poor man $15,000. And yet the" WIL::>ONIA' in the family, touching tlleir family physiCian;"' a relucGAUMENTS, which they dared condemn, are all sufficient tance t9 say mucllln special pr~ise g,t & remedy; that was
not administered or recommended bl" th-e doctor. 1 was
to cure in two monthli.
satisfied, however, that those most interested considered

1

' ... i. wiLL '(}iv' ANY-f:iiisiciAN 'ii,i. 'ii:R'ooiffi;:i,i.;
1i5,000 IF HE CAN DISPROVE ALL I SAY IN REF- j

i

1

I will also glv (any patient $5,000 who has worn !my
goode in quantity and time 1LS I direct and has not received all the benefit I promised.

H..IEMATEMESIS.

t::w"c:'tf.:

ot tlle Liver, Acute and Chronic Hepatitis, or Acute and

~fhih~i~}Vne~~':t~-ation of the Liver, .Fatty Liver, Canf:?er
The above require suits costln~: from $38.;;() to $83 50.
All forms of disease of the kidneys, such as Hemorrhage
of the Kidaeys 1 Acute Brigllt's Disease, ParendtymatfJUS,
or Cllronic .Hright'a Disease. CaJ·cinoma, or Cancer of the
Kidneys. Renal Calculus, or ::ltones in the Kid.ueys, Hernaturia l'esicalis, or Hemorrhage of the Bladder, lncontinence of Urine and an diseases of the Sexual organs, Ovarttis. or Infiammation of tlle Ovary,Qyarian Tumor, Cata.rrh of the Uterus, Displ~ement of the Uterus, Pa,-.
enchymatous .!Jlet.,.itis. or Acute Inflammation of the Uter-

11

"What Must We Do to be Saved l"

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price]: $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
~~'ttb~~;~~~~IJ~i.v aif~ta~~er of this great Apostle

PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
"fhe above require suits costing from $48.50 to $108.50.
All forms or DlSEAS.O: of the N.O:RVOUS SYSTEM, By Barony, the celebrated artist or New York, at the folsuch as Softening of the Brain, llemapltlegal or Paralysis
lowing prices:
of tile Lateral Halves of the Body, Parip/llegia, or Paru.Jysis
~~E~i~~ g:~~:estze _ _ _ ~ ce!!ta
of the U.\)per or Lower Half of the Body, Paralysis .AiJitans, or ~l.au.king Palsy, Apoplexy, Cerebral Hemorrhage,
50
Life-size Llthograph,:21XZ7
Cerebritis, or lnfiamation of tlle liro.in, CerebJ·o.Spinal
Postage paid.
1
0
D. M. BENNETT,
i!e;:~ ;a\{/~t:rclg~o~f:e ~~~TnBA~~~ifieff~Jf;G/!::C~uza1~'f~~:
141 Eighth street, New York,
gen'itu.t, or )Vater on the Brtl.in rrom llirtu, Alyefilis, or Intlammat10n of the Spinal Marrow, Hemorrhage of the
Bpinal Cord, or ::;pinal Ap.oplexy, 'l.abes Varsualts, or Con.
sumption of tbe 8ptnal Cord, Locomotor Ataxia, or Progressiv Grey Degeneration of the Posterior Uolumns of
OF
t.lle Spinal Cord, Ticdouloureux, Neuralgia, .Neuralgia
ischia 1Jica, or Sciatica, ClwJ·ea, or St. Vitus' Dance, :n·is- Col. R. G. In~ersoll, D.M. Bennett

BEAUTIFUL

tf~~~~~~~s~t~~~i~Ir:t:sn~~~~c~\~1~ ~~11 tt~l~~~~Lt~L~sd abn~ ~~~sln/~1ft~~~·Jt~te~f~!~~~,l~~~~~W.~r,o~\~~~J~f~fs~lamp
~:~~~~a~1~1'{~~~~~~1~~0J1dl~~~~hl1~.N~·Y.!Ln~gl~~t~Nt'~B l~~g~~~·~~[1~~~~8B~t~f~~~nogJfN'!"'st4~ti~stE~!~t·~~nd
tlley hav o. sure reliance in those :rrequently recurrtug, and its soveru.i vu.rietle~, reqUire suits costing from $4~ 50 to
if not broken up, fatal cu.~e~ of suppre~::~ed foyer, 1 am i11- ta3.5U.
duced to Wl'lte l:ou this. You may make what u•e or It
All forms of DISEASE of the ORGANS of LOCOMO
h~~ ;boose. lt s from one in whom sutrerin~,ft~~r,t.ty r~~£!· l~~~uf!r lfih~~:~t1~~:·~·ct~~~:c 0lr?t~~il~~ 1'fi:~~mati8m, Deformities of the Joints, <.Tout, .Progre~:~slv Muscular Atrophy.
THE FAR-F.A.MED "WILSONIA."
Tile above require magnetic suits costing trom $48,50 to

moves grandly on, conquering and to conquer every form
of disease known to men. It triumphs over even th~J most
complicated forms witllin the ~hurt space of teu or twelve
montlls. Head the tullowlng glowing tribute from the
peu of the world-renowned Dr • .Manslleld. of New
This ahnost oeems Incredible. But, nevertheless, this ready
York. lt was received to.day:
WEl!T FoaTY-SKUOND STREET, N.Y., Aprll9, 1831''¥t:'~;~~.
~n~~ ~t~.F.e~sgga~a"v":~~~~~~~.fih~fr DJUR61 Wu.soN:
I am pleased to Inform you that I am
··&ttera to him, and he amrms the truth of all they claim,
[Bleeding from mucous membrane of Throat and
Stomach.]

~t~tlf:;e:;;i~h~~f~~~~~~~~~u~~s~~~fLfti~rLit~~;~i~r~~~~

~~a~j~~.~~itiuu' ~~ t~g~~~~~:iE:~ie:;r':~~ d~;t ~p~~et~;~~: ~· ;~~~~"i~b!~:r~;6~u:il~~~~~~,' f~~~1~~~h~ation, Pro.

-vlctlon that duty to tlte great public demauda that this
acknowledgment be publicly given,
Desirous of knowing what Dr Moffat himself would say
of the cru~e, 1 vistted Llis residence and had a pr~longed in: ERENCE TO THE VALUE OF THE "WILSONIA"; terview. Amongotller thiugs he said: u '!'Lle pauent was in
a. precarious condition.. We could not bring on dta.phore:SYSTEM IN TREATING DISEASE, AND WILL; sis, lmt a gentle perspiration set ln after tlle goods had
0
0
:ALSO UNDERTAKE TO CURE NINE-TENTHS
~:r0~r~S~~n~e~sl~~g~~u[~e;n:;~eeo~ h;~~ ~e$ e~~ ~~t~r~~J~
put in some aaying
clauses for the reput.u.tlun
and dig:OF ALL HIS INCURABLES, FREE OF CHARGE,: he
11
nity of the faculty. 11 There was,'' he said, 11 no pheuome.
nal cllange," and he would want to see tlle same results
~PROVIDED HE. REGISTERS THE NAMES OF in
repeated cu.ses Uefo1·e he could declare iu its favor unreservedly." lt occurred to me, .Mr. \VlL~UN,
wllen he re:THE PATIENTS HANDED OVER TO ME.
marked about such a wonderful result, that 11 ther~ was no
phenomenal chan~e, he paid about as high complunent to

.................................................................

, fia.mmation or tlle St9mach, Carcinoma, or Cancer uf the ..The Ghost11 and Other Lectures."
StomacL, Ht:matomests, or Hemorrhage o! the Stomach.
Dyspepsia, Scrofulous and Tuberculous Diseases of tlle
CoNTENT3.-11 The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,
Intestlns and .Mesenteric Glands, Colic, Gastric }'ever,
fftfn~~!!~·:: ~fe:~~r:;igttofi~~~i~~~~~T~~e,;~tF~~e~\~
Neuralgia of the Stomach and Intestins,.Peritonitls.
'!'he above require suits costing from $48.50 to $93.50.
fore Me LiKe a Dream." Price, cloth, ,1.25; paper, 50
All rorm! of l>isease of the Liver and l3ile-Ducts, such cents.
Both volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.

$~i~torms

of ACUTE and CHRONIC INFECTIOUS

PICTURES

and Others.

.Rtinted in Oil Colors by aid of P11.otog1·aphs, on Oonve:c Glass, rounded
out as Naturat as Life and
twice as .Durable.

These paintings are pre.served by a patent process . do
not spot, and are not atfected by heat, cold, or sun. Per
sons sending their own or friend's photographs, with lock
Fever, lnterruittont ~'ever, Dysentery, Syphilis. Congen or color of hair, eyes, etc., er those ordering Ingersoll's or
!tal and Hereditary,
Bennett's, can hav themafninted at the low price (to intl'().o
The above require magnetic suits costlug $93.00.
All lJl:SORDJ,;HS OF .N U1'Rl1'10N whiCh do not de. ~~e:?~~h ~· J~~:.ri stze, $2; card, 11.00. Beautiful
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==tl=tl=d=s=an=d=:=~=n=d=s=.====/D. M. Bennett's Publications.
Trnth Seeker Library.
THE SORROWS 011' GENIUii.
The Worl<l's Sages, Tltinke•·s, and Re•
Homer was a beggar.
for~ners. The Diogmphles of three hundred of the
the calm lying down to sleep and leaving of the
Spencer died in wnnt.
most distinguished teu.chen ltnd philosophers (who wera
morrow to its own destinies. If we wake we take
not Cllristhws), from the time of Menu to the present.
Cervantes died in hunger.
By
D. :M. Bennett. I.Oi5 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; leather,
up tbe duties and pleasures of the new day, and if
Te•·•·ence, the dramatist, was a slave.
~.00; morocco, gilt edges. $4.50.
we never wake it is forever an endless. blank, and
Dryden lived in poverty and distress.
'l'he Champions of the Chnreh; Their
why need we dread that when it is really (for us)
Sir Walter Raleigh died on the scaffold.
Crhnes and Persecutions. Diographical sketches
nothingness and annihilation?- Eltr.ina IJ. Slmker.
of prominent Christians far worse than lnlldels. A coma
Butler· lived a life of penm'Y and died poor.
pan lou book to "The World's Su_g_es/' etc. lly D. M. llena
Bacon lived a life of meanness and distress.
nett. 8vo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, ~.00; leather, $4,00; mo
EVERY miracle and pr·eternatural event that is
Plutus. the Roman comic poet, turned a mill.
rocco, ~:Ut cd~:es. $4.50.,
taught against the consent of reason is a dar·k cloud
Paul
Borghese
had
fourteen
trades,
and
yet
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
between the hearts of men and the sunlight of
l'llodern Times. Vol. I g!vs a full account of all the
truth, While m!)n refuSe to trust their senses, to starved with all.
gods tlle nations of the earth hav worshiped, iucluding
Tasso,
the
Italian
poet,
was
often
distressed·
for
Jehovah, Satan, The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, Virgin
be guided by reason, or continue to hold any fact
Mary, and the Bible. SS5 pages, 8vo. Vol. II describes fully
or truth of nature as profane, the wheels of prog- five shillings.
all the religious sy~emsof the world, tneluding Judaism,
Steele,
the
humorist,
lived
a
life
of
perfect
Wai'·
ress will be blocked, the hopes of humanity unful:Mohammedanism.'and Christianity; the latter occupying
'
S72 pages, going fully into its merits. 949 pages. By D. M.
:!llled, and its truest joy and peace unrealized. No fare with bailiffs.
Otway, the English dramatist, died prematurely, Bennett, written in prison. In cloth, $3.00 per volume. or
instrumentality or agency should be neglected in
$5.(XHor the two voiBumes; in leather, $7 00; in morocco
gilt edges, $8.00
dethroning supernaturalism and entbroning na- and through hunger.
Chattetsou, the child of genius l!nd misfortune,
ture. JIIuch has been accomplished, but much
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con.
. talnlng nearl[. 1,800 pages-a complete edltlon-wlth two
more remains to be done.-G~orge Cllain.ev's Icono- destroyed himself at eighteen.
Bentivoglio was refused admittance into a hos- rr~~~c~~~7;h~~~~o~ 6~\~1~h~$s~&f;t~~~t~~~ r~l~~r~1~~~~
•laam.
pital he had himself erected.
l'&l; edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
A SPIRITUALIST [N. B.-No reference is intended
The death of Collins was through neglect, first
Supernatural Relil(ion. An Inquiry Into the
to our table-rapping friends I] who tries· to eradi- causing mental derangement.
reality of diVIne revelatlen. Decidedly tne most thor•
ough and exhaustiv work on the clu.lms of supernatural..
cate worldliness by teaching what you Will get in
Savage died in prison at Bristol, where he was ism ever written. By F. W, Newman, Emeritus Profe&o
another world for your virtue cannot succeed. confined fm•the debt of forty dollars.
sor of the London University 1.115 pages. Bvo. In cloth,
l!elfishness does but become more long-sighted.
Goldsmith's "Vicar· of Wakefield" was sold for $4.00; leather. $5.00; morocco, gilt ed~:;es, $5.50.
Greek: philosophers taught that virtue was to be a trifle, to save him from the grip of he law.
of't~a~r,~~~.0J~~~~!~J~~c~~e.yr~~·n:Sno¥~~~~~~~~l'J:
loved for her own sake; that no reward was dellfilton sold· his copyright of "Paradise Lost" By Viscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Ru•sell,
eired by the virtuous man but virtue herself; that for seventy-five dollar·s, at three payments, and tw-Ice P1'emier of Eug1and. .Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, Bvo. In cloth, ~.00 ; leather, $4.00;
to do a good deed was not goodness unless it were finished his life in obscurity.
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
done from the love of goodness. The good m!l.n
The Great Work& of Thomas Paine. In·
NAUGHTY, BUT SWEET.
necessarily rejoices in good acts, whoever performs
cludtug 'rhe Age of Reason, Examination of Propbeciea,
them. Being delightful, to him, they are an end in
Somebody's lips were close to mine;
~;f]~;,;"~~s~~~t~~ ~~ung:!·lkit~~rrJ~n~.fh!r~~ft~l~;saJ
themselvs, and not a mere means to something beThus tempted I couldn't resist.
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rights of
yond; though they generally do lead to fnrther·
Man· the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
· Roguish and rosy, a sweet little mouth
plate' portrait. 800 p$fes, 8vo. Cloth, $8.00 ; leather, $4,.00;
desirable results. Thus virtue did not need happiWas suddenly, softly kissed.
ness or reward as "an appendage," but bad the
m¥~o;e2~rge!~~t'hdge:ii!jhtfi\-olumes are called "The Truth
Somebody'seyes looked up and frowned
Seeker Library~' lt all are ordered together and sent by
happiness and reward in herself.-F. W. Newman.
With such a reproving glance;
express, one dollar w!ll be deducted from the price ot
" If kisses were wicked," I a sired my pet,
each.
I KNOW there is truth opposit to falsehood, that
Nature's Revelations of Character; or
Then the eyes began to dance.
it may be found if people will [seek it], and is worth
Physiognomy
Illustrated. The science of lnAnd smiling, the little maid answered,
d!vldual traits portrayed by the temperament» and feathe seeking, and is not only the most valuable but
tures.
lllusli'rated by 260 wood eut 8 , By Joseph Simms,
As I knelt'there at her ·feet,
the pleasantest thing in the world. And therefore
M.D. 650 pages ,Svo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
"They must baa little bit naughty,
I am no more troubled and disturbed with all the
gilt edges, $4.50,
Or they never would be so sweet."
dust that is raised against it than I should be to see
Paine's Works.
No real Infidel ever fears death. Why ehould we!

It is like tbe day's close when its labors are ended,

from the top of a high steeple, where I had clear air
ENDIN' UP THE WORLD.
and sunshine, a company of great boys c.r little boys
"Dem Africans up dar in Kaintuckhas done go1
(for 'tis all one) throw np dust' in the air which
reached not me, but fell down in their own eyes.- me all broke up," said the old man a,s he stood hie
brush up on end and leaned against the rear wall
Loclce' s Familiar LotterI.
of the market.
FIGS, as you see and know,
"What's the trouble!"
Do not of thistles grow;
"'Bout de endin' ob de world, sah. Some of 'em
And though the blossoms blow
said de gran' splash would take place last week,
While on the tree,
'
an' some of 'em say it has been put off till de
G~apes never, never yet
twentieth, an' some of 'em are gwiue to prepar' to
On limbs of thorns were set;
go up nex' Saturday. When I leff de house dis
!lo if you good would get,
mawnin' I tole de ole woman I war gwine to ax
Good you must be.
some white man all about· it an' git right down to
Life's journey through and through
de dead level. Now, sah, what am do cold facks
Speak what is just and true,
in de case ? Am de world gwine to kerplash dis
Do what is right to do
summer or not?"
To one and all.
-E. IJ. Slenker.
" Of course not."
"Dat's 'zaokly what !tole 'em up dar. She can't
.ALL the churches in the ti.Jne of Wesley adhered do it. She can't a1for·d it. Why sah, if de world
to forms of belief to which, smce the .l!oodgates of should bust up what would become of all de
new knowledge, scientific, bletorical, and critical, folks?"
h!!.T been opened, no man of competent learning
"That's true."
~
can adhere without doing despite the light which
"Yes sal!, an' whar would de pieces go to 1 Why
le in him, and which it Is to be presumed comes dar wouldn't be room for de splinters, let alone dJ
from the universal source of light. The churches big chunks. De ole woman may sot up all night
haT to look in the face the question whether that waitin' to ha'ar de fnst crash, but she'll be disap.
which reason by conscientious effort has discov- pinted. Ye havn't smelt brimstun, hav ye!"
ered does or does not emanate from the author of
"No."
truth. If it does, they havto accept it, even though
"Nor I either; but dem Kaintnck lunatics am
it may not square with their fm·mer li f'es and the snuffiin' an' cryin' out de· world am all on flab.
past history of their doctrins. If it does not, thfly How long. sah, do you spec' dis world will stan?"
hav to show us on what, if not reason, the evi"Oh, about ten million years more."
dences of Christianity reste.-Toranto Bvstander.
"Honest?"
IT is ridiculous in any man to say in general that
your book [Locke's Inquiry into the Human Understanding] is dangerous. Let any fair contender for
truth sit down and dhow wherein 'tis erroneous.
Dangerous is a word of uncertain significance;
e..-ery one uses it in his own sense. A papist shall
aa.y 'tis dangerous because perhaps it agrees not so
well with transubstantiation; and a Lutheran because his consubstantiation is in hazard; but
neither consider whether transubstantiation or
consubstantiation be true or false, but taking it for
granted that they are true, or at least gainful,
whatever hits it, or is against it, must be dangeroue.-.Molvneun in Locke's Familiar Lett!fl's.

MAN has learned in the school of experience
what produces his happiness and what diminishes
his enjoyment. The one he calls good, the other
evil; the one right, the other wrong. He has
learned that certain actions, although they may
giv him temporary pleasure, are followed by lasting injury to himself or his friends. These the
thoughtful man avoids equally with those which
are attended or followed by unmixed suffering.
lie has learned that other actions, although they
cause hi.Jn pain, or conflict With his immediate
interest, result in greater happiness to himself and
Others than would lle possible if they were
llhnnned. These the man of moral courage performs equally with those good deeds which require
no nerve nor molal courage to perform.-B. F. UnderwO()d.
Ev-ERY Thei~t must admit that if God exists he
could hav so convinced all men of the fact of his
existence that doubt, disagJ:eement, or disbelief
would be impossible. If he could not do this, he
would not be omnipotent or he would not be omniscient; that is, he would not be God. Every Theist must also agree that if God exists he would
wish all men to hav s~ch a clear consciousness of
his existence and attrrbutes that doubt, disagreement, or disbelief on the subject would be imposeible. And this, if for no other reason, because that
out of doubts and disagreement~ ln religion hav
too often resulted centuries of persecution, strife,
and misery which a good God would desire to preTent. But as many men hav doubts, as a large
maJority of mankind hav disagreements, and as
tome hav disbeliefs as to God's existence and attributes, it follows either that God does not exist
orthathe1snotall-W1se,ortbat heis notaU-pow+>-•t h ·
tau
,
ortul, or ....,. IllS no
·&ood.-Brad,aug~

"Yes."
"Den I guess I'll walk up home an' tell de ole
woman. One reason why she feels so bad is bekase
she was gwine down to Toronto dis f111l to see her
sister, an' she thought de endin up ob de world
might stop de 'railroad kyars fr·om runnin.• Ten
millyon y'ars mo'l Why, she'll hav time to tlnisb
dat log-cabin bed-quilt an' vislt her sister too."
.REVISION OF THE NEW TESTAMENT.

Paine's Theolo~ieal Work&, Including The
Age of Reason Examination of Prophecies. Letter to the
Bishop of Llandaf!, Reply to Mr. Erskine,Letter to Camille
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The Strtu•.tnl'<' of ,\.nimal LUe. One yo!., I

vo., fol'ty-itx

ilhtitration~.

Cloth, $1.50.

·

l!lethods of Study in Nlltlll'al History. 111
mo. $1.50.
Geological Sketch eli. 16 mo. $1.50.
GeoloiO'ieal Sl<etehe!i. Secane! sarieo. 1i mo.

$1.50.

A .Jont•ney in Brazil. Illustrated. 8 yo, ,5,00;
h•lf Clllf, $8.
ctt~~.l§~sl~Y on Classification. s yo,, pp. ag1,
'Vorl~s by w. R. Alger.
(Jt•itieal Histor;r ot· Doetl'ine or Fnture
Lit' e. 1., vol. Cloth, $•.50.
Solitude& of Nature •n•dMan. 1 yo!. Cloth,
$1,50.
Friendship of Wo1nan. 1 vol. Cloth, ,1.50.
Worl~s by A.riRtotle.
Ethics, 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
Politics a1u1 Econo1nies. 1 vol. Cloth, •~·
Metal•hysics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
'
History of Anhnals. 1 vol, Cloth,$~.
~hetoriC< and Poetics. 1 vol. Cloth, $2.
Orlil'anon. 2 Yolo. Cloth, $1.40 per vol.
\Vorl~s by A.lexaiider Datu.
Logic, Deductive and Inductive.
l!lental Science; A Compendium of Paycllololll'
and Hl•tory of I'hilosopliy, $1.50.
l'llind 1tnd Body; The Theories of their Rela..
tions. $LoU.
Moral Science ; A Compendium of Ethics. $1.5().
Tbo.e Senses and the lntelleet. $5.
The Emotions and the will. $5.
'Vorks by H. Charlton Bastian.
'I'he Be/.l'hUoiug·s of J,it'~. Being some account
ot the natm~e, Iuodc~ of origin, und tranaformationa of

,2.

lower orgu.ni:nns. lOU lltustrutions. Cloth, $5.
Onl'a•·~tlysis

t'ron1 Brain Disease. $1.7i!.

Works by l'II. B. Craven.
Criticisnt on the "'-i>Ost.le Panl. in Defenae o!
Woman's Htghts. Iutempemnce, w1.1.r, and biblical theology, the three great obitructlons to Christlan!ty. Paper,
25 eent.s.

Clll'istianity Befol'e tile Time ot' Christ.

With I}Uota.tions from the ancient sages and futllera, showing- the historic origin of Christ.tun worsllip. Pa.per,2i
cents.
\Vo•·l~s of Chnrles Darwin.
Origin ot' S1•ccies by Means or Natural Selection;

Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel. plate

or, The l'rcsct'\".1110ll ul Fa.,·ored Races tn the Struggle for
Life. 1 ,-ol., 12-mo. Clot.h, $2.

ume, as above. $3, $4, $4.50.

With mauy

portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one vol-

Paine's Political Works, Including Common
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50,
The Age ot· Reason. An investigation of true
and fabulous theology. Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cants.

The A~e of Reason and An Examination
of the 'Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.

Common Sense. Pa!ne's first work. 15 oentl.;
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. 'to XVL

1nclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75cents.

The Rights ~f'Man. For the oppre ..ed ot human•

1ty. Paper, 40 cents i cloth, 75 cents.

D. M. Bennett's Works •
The World's Sages, Thinkers, snd Re•

CoriOers. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

The Champions of the Church; Their
8
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In cloth, $3.00 per volume. or $5.00 for the two vofumesi
in leather, $I .CO; in morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.

Descent of ;uan. and Selection In Relation to Sex.
illustr!\.tion~.

Cloth, $3.

Journal of ltesearehes Into the Natural History

a.nd Geology of tllc l'uuntries Vis} ted During the Voya&e
of H . .M. b. Beagle Ruund the \Vorld. Cloth, $2.

Eonotional Ex11.•ressions of l!Ian an'l the

LO'jVCJ." .l\.ninutls. Cloth, $3.50.

'l'li(o Variation of Animals and Plants nn•
der DouwstieaHon. Authorized edltlou, with r.
preface by Prof. Asa Gray, 2 vols. Illustrated. Cloth.
$5.00.
Insectivorous Plants. 12 mo. Cloth, $2.
lllovements and Habits of CUmbin.:
Plants. Second eclition, revised. With 1llustratlons.
1 vol .. 12 mo. Cloth. ~1.25.
The Val'ious Contl'ivances by which Orchitis are .t'ert:iUzcd by I.usecr.s. Second edition. revised. With !llustratlons. 1 vol., 12 mo. Cloth,
R~
•
The Effects of Cross an<l Self-Fertilillll\•
tion in !be Vege£abl~ King-dom. 1 vol., 12 mo.
Clotll,$2.
'I' be Different Forms ofFlowers on Plants
of the :'01une S}>ecies. W!tlllllustratlona. 1 vol. 12

mo. Cloth, $1.50,

\\'orks by l'rof. John W. Dra1•er.
Scientifie ~letnOi!·s. Being experimental r.ontr!·
buttons to a knowledge of Rad:ant J>ucrgy. Cloth, ~.00.

From Behind the Bars. A series o! lettJ>rs
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
Cl~~~~~~;~fe.i~~~~~Mh'1~ Civil War. Three vols.
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
during a visit of ten weeks In Europe. 850 pages.· Price,
Future Ch·U Policy ot' America. Crown I
$1.50.
vo. Cloth, $2.00.
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Treating
Intellectual Development of Europe. 2
upon tho gods of the Semitic nations, including Allah, vols. 12mo, Cloth, $3.00,
,
Jehovah, Satan, the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, tho Virgldn
Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages are devote r · Natural Philosophy. A text.fJook on natural
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of
schools
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first-class God. 333 large pages. Paper covers, 60 ceo ti;
Physiology. Human Physiology, Statical and Dy.
cloth, $1.
nn.mical; or, the Conditions and Coun~e of tlle Life of Mo.n.
.Judaism, ChristianitY, and MohaJDmed· Illu8twted. 65U pp. $4.10.
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Physiology Abrid"ed. Text-book on physiology.
thought to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity a.bridgctlt rom the l\Uthor•rna.rger work. Ilmstra.ted. $1.25.
that has appeared. 500 large puges. Price, $1.50:
Conflict between Scl.l'nee and Reli~ioo.
Tbirt.y Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays Cloth, $1. 75.
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
·. \Vorks by R. W. Emeraon.
cloth, $1 .
E11says. First series. Portrait; 16 mo. ,1,5().
The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
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nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price, $1.
l'lliseellanies. 16 mo. $1.50.
Bennett-Teed Discnssion. Between D. M.
ltepresentativ<e Men. 16 mo. ,1.50.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed, Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, SO cents; cloth, 50
English Trnits. 16 mo. $1.50.
cents.
1
Condttet of Life. 16 mo. $1.50.
Int<erro~atories to J eho-,;ah. Being 3,()(1() quesPomns. With portrait; 16 mo. $1.50.
tions propounded to Ills Jewish God'shlp upon a great vari·
ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 15 cents.
May Day, and other pieces. 16 mo. $1.50.
What I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
Society and Solitude. 16 mo. $1.50.
Why and ,Wherefore. O'orthcomlng.) 350 PP•
·Letters and Social Aims. 16 mo. t1.5J.
12mo. Paper, 60 cents: cloth, $1,50.
Above 10 Volumes, Half calf, $30.
Deacon Skitbnore's Letters. First Deacon of
Zion Hill Baptist Church, giving many church Incidents
Es!inys. Blue and gOld. 32 mo. $1.25.
ana his evolution from Christianity to Liberallsm. Paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
Pomn'!. Blue and golu. 32 mo. $1.2 5.
Anthony .Coms1lbek : His Career of Cruelty and
J,ove, F•·iendship, Domestic Life. VestCrime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
pocket aeries. 32 mo. 5U cents.
Eighth and Last Letter from LudloW•
Prose WOI•Ju•. Including essays (both series), Mill..
cellu.nies, Representative Men, EIJglish Traits. and Con.
Street .Jail. 10 cents.
'
..
Let-ters from Albany Penitentiary. 25 1luct of Life, 2 vols., 12 mo, $5.
Pn.t•un.ssus. A chOice collection of poetry, wlth an
cents.
Introductory Essu.y. B vo. $'1.
Mattei', Moti<i)n, Life, and Min<l. 10 cent•.
Culture, Behavior, Benuty. Veat.poeket seThe Gods of Superstition. 8 cont3.

We hear a great many remarks made on this
subject, and "ll sorts of opinions given, but perhaps Uncle John's opinion is about as near· right
as any of them. Coming into town the other day
Uncle John was asked by one of our prominent
citizens what be thought of the revision.
"Weli,Squire,Ithinkit's'a d-d swindle. You
know, Squire, I make free use of Bible words in
my family; not that I always •tse the same words
that the parson does, but they're Bible words all
the same, and we always got along well enough
till this new version come out."
"What is wrong about the new version, Uncle
John?"
"Well, Squire, I'll tell you. When I tell my boy
Jim to do anything and he don't start as soon as
I want him to, I just sing out, 'Jim, what in h-1
and damnation is the reason you don't start?' He
starts then, you bet. And when I go into the house
tired and hungry and ask the old woman if di.Jmer
is ready, and she says no, I ask her what in h-1 is
ries. 32 mo. 50 cCilts.
'l'he Great Religions of the 'l'orld. 10ets.
the reason. You can -just bet your boots I don't
Power, We,.Itb, lllnsionl'l. Vest-pocket soriel,
22
mo. 51J cents.
Open Letter to Samuel Col~ate. 10 cents.
hav to wait long for dinner. And there's my
Natttre. Vest-pocl{ct series, 32 mo. 50 cents.
horses, too. When I get a big load on and they
J estts Chrb1t. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
don't want to pull I just smg out, 'What in hell
§ucces,., Greatncs,;, I•n•nortality. Ve•t•
An Jlou1 'VItll the Devil. 10 cents.
and damnation are you doing here 1' and that
Sinful. Saints and Sinful Shepherds. 10 pocketBerles. 32rno. 5Uecuts.
Rool~s, Art, EIO<Juencc. Vo•t-pocket serleo. 82
load moves or· they go through the harness. But cents.
Jionest (tnestious und Honest Auawers. mo. :i0 CCiltH,
now here it is, when I tell my boy to do a thing and
Enaerson's 'VoJ•)Ls. New cdttton, uniform with
he don't, I sing out, 'Why in hades and condem- 5 cents.
8
1
1
An Open Letter. to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
~~t~i!~1 ~ ~~ll\ 1~.~J~: kft~ ~~rt:~~~uJ: ~~;~~,~~~~~~ts~~-i~~.rj;;s~l~~!;
<Jlation don't you start?' but do you think he starts?
sccoullseJ·tca, HcpreHent.u.tivc men, 1~n~l1sh Traits. Letters
Not a bit of it. He jest sets there and laughs, and
n. F. Underwood's works.
and l::)och~l Aims, Yoems. Cloth, Ct\ch volume, $1.50; the
says, 'Old man, you must be getting luny.' And
Essays an<l Lectures. Embracing Influence of set in cloth iu box, $13.50.
when I ask the old woman what in hades !s the rea- Christianity on Civilization; Christianity and Materialism;
'VOI'i~s by I•rof..John Fisl~e.
son dinner alnt ready she looks sor·ter Wr'Id and . WlmtLIIJeral!sm of!ersln Place of Christianity; sctentltllo
Materialism; Woman;, Spiritualism trom a Mate~Iu.11st ~
l'llyths and llll;}'til-)iotlH>c·s. 12 mo. $2.
then says, 'Jim, your father has got another of 1 Standpoint; P11lne the Political and Tieligious Retormt"f•
Outlines of <Uo!moic l'hilosot>by, Ba•edOil
them bad Bllells, and I guess you'd better go for· :Ml1tel'lalism and Crime: Will the Coming Man wars 1 P the
doetrin uf evuluthm. 2 vohs. 8 mo. $ti.
God 'I Crimes anu Cruelties nf Christtanltv: the Authorlty
the doctor. • And the horses-they won't know a of the Bible; Freetlwught Jurlgect hy Its Fruits; Our Ideal
The Unseen \Vorld and Other Essays. $2,
thing I mean when 1 sing out 'hades and condemof God. 800 pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth. $1.
Works by George H. Lewes.
nation.' No, sir, they'd stR.nd there from now till
Influence ot· Christi.anity npon Civiliza•
Problems of I,it'e and lllind. 2 vola. 8 vo, $8
the judgment day afore they'd start a peg for such ~ion. 25 cents.
each.
d-d nonsense. No, Squire, that new version of
Christianity and Materialism. 15 cents.
'I' he Physical Basis of l!Iiud. 6 vo. $:!,
theTestamentdon'tworkworthad-ninourfamWhat Liberalislll Oflt'ers in Place_ of
"
Chl'istianity. 10 ceuts. ·
. Tile Story of Goethe's Life. With aoo por.
ily, •
scientific M ateriallsm; ~til HeaulDC and trait. 1~ mo. ~1.50.
Ten(t ency • 10 cel!ts.
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Jlo.lts and flippings.
THE Herald says that the American 'Bible
Society last month supplied 3,400 destitute
families with the sacred book. Would it not
hav been better to supply them with bread?
THE Rev. Geo. W. Williams, a member of
the Ohio Legislature, is a negro. A. year ago
he was suing a Columbus hotel for refusing to
board him on account of his color. Now a
Columbus hotel-keeper is suing Williams for
failing to pay a board bill.
REv. SILAs PIERSON, a Baptist preacher,
residing and preaching near Greenup, Illinois,
recently eloped with a seventeen-year-old
daughter of a member of his flock. Her
name is Alice Maynes, and she is said to be
very handsome. The fleeing minister leaves a
wife and three children.
ONE of the Roman Catholic members of the
House of Commons, who not only voted and
spoke against Mr. BradlP,ugh being allowed to
take his seat, but in addition gleefully boasted
that his seat would be vacated by his being
made bankrupt for penalties, was recently himself adjudicated bankrupt.
LAI'HAM's PEAK is the highest in.Wisconsin.
It has another name, Holy Hill, and another
distinction on account of the miracles said to
be wrought t,here in answer to prayer. The
cures claimed are marvelous indeed, ranging
from the instantaneous mending of broken
legs to the recovery of consumptivs whom
physicians had given up to die. · The .praying
is done by Methodists. They claim to hav
saved Mr. Garfield.
CAI'T, AMos SHIRLEY, the leader of the Salvation Army, which flourished and then collapsed in this city a short time since, has disappeared, leaving behind a very unsavory reputation. For some time past Mrs. Shirley has
been accusing her husband of Infidelity, and
that her accusations are true has been clearly
established, as well as the additional fact that
Shirley has been peculating from the treasury
of the army. Shirley's affinity is said to be a
wealthy young woman who was converted by
his gifted eloquence. Saturday Mrs. Shirley
and her daughter sailed for Europe, leaving
the missing husband liberty to practice dishonesty, deception, and religion in glorious but
gullible America.
THE London hiberator says: "The poverty
of the poor clergy would be hard to bear in any
case, but what must be the feelings of a poor
curate when he hears of such a living as that
of Wimbush, Essex, the net income of which is
£650 a year, while 'no duty whatever' is required from the holder? It has been a sinecure for more than four hundred years, and
for the most part has been bought by women
for family purposes. It is also a donative-i.e.,
the right to pre8ent is absolute, and any clergyman, whatever his character, can be presented
' in spite of all the bishops of England.' This
living was lately put up at auction, and, not
being sold, the price is reduced from £6,200 to
£5,500. It is an investment simply-we cannot say pure and simply."
JoHN SHEPPARD, an Infidel, of Orion, Neb.,
built a platform alongside a Methodist campmeeting ground, and made daily SJ!>eeches
against the doctrins preached by the Methodist ministers. He was a great annoyance to
the Christians, and they tried hard to convert
him, but all in vain. One day an impulsiv
clergyman prayed that, if Sheppard could be
silenced in no other way, he might be removed
by death. That evening the lnlidel died very
suddenly, and it would be difficult to convince
the veople thereabout that he was not killed in
direct answer to prayer.-N. Y. Church Union.
Either this story is a lie, or the Uhristians
must hav poisoned Mr. Sheppard. We incline
to the former opinion, as it is very easy for
Ohrioti&n.l to d.eviat.e from th& strict truth,
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while but few of them hav the courage, al- by quick-witted hearers, followed by exposures,
though the most of them hav the will, to poi· and church-trials, and heart-rending alienason a man. It is not perfectly safe to kill even tions, and all that sort of t~g.
heretics now.
AN Oregon paper has this.in a recent issue:
THE Rev. James A.. Corcoran has the com- "Along letter appears in the Merc:wry of Sun1>
mon sense to see and say that " Ingersoll is day last, charging Professor Walker, Presireally logical, and has the best of the argu- dent of the coHege at Philomath and a minisment O::! the Protestant side. He is carrying ter of the gospel, with being !L libertin and a
out the Protestant principle to its legitimate liar. It is signed by Isaac Belknap, ex-pastor
deductions. If Protestants attack the Catholic of the church at Philomath, and a member of
church they use his principles; if they want to twenty-one years' standing, and concludes
answer him they fall back on ours. They are with the following appeal to Professor Walker:
utterly irrational. They hav started him on ' SIR : I charge you of circulating among
his course, and then tell him to halt midway. your friends reports that are as false as your
Why should he listen to them, or obey their own heart, and thereby trying to break down
dictation ? Are they infallible guides of the the charact~r of the innocents whom you had
human mind, after teaching their followers previously sought to ruin. These and all the
that neither Christ's church nor any power on foregoing charges are of euch a nature that no
earth can prescribe limits to the liberty that honest gentleman will rest under them, and I
Christ has left to his followers? Ingersoll only haT but to add that if you think your past recfollows out their rule in explaining scripture by ord will bear inspection and wish to enter into
his private spirit against Christianity or against a legal investigation of the matter, you will
the arbitrary limits these men hav prescribed." find me in life-size at my residence at PhiloAs an example of how the first report of a math.
\Then giT no longer private leasona
calamity always makes an impression on the
To a female class of one,
minds of the people that subsequent corrected
In the chapel of the college,
information never fully eradicates, is the fact
'Neath the setting ot the sun.•"
that the general impression still prevails that
MARY DuNN, the blind Philadelphia girl,
the two shots fired at the President by Guiteau
both entered his body. Whereas, while one who professes to hav had visions of the Virgin
ball entered the back of his right side, be- Mary, adheres to her claim of that special
tween the hip and kidney, the other passed favor. She wished an altar erected in her
through the right coat-sleeve just below the bedroom, and at midnight, under her direction,
shoulder. Another incident of this tragedy several persons knelt and recited the litany of
that received little notice was the almost in- the Blessed Virgin. "Mary lay in bed," says
voluntary though none the less noble and de- one of these witnesses, and all of them agree
voted action of Col. Robert Ingersoll, who was in the account, " a lighted candle in her left
present in the ladies' room of the Potomac de- hand, and with her right she was pointing
pot at the time of the shooting, and heard the toward a certain spot in the wall just oTer her
shots fired. Not being near enough to the as- bedside, and saying, 'There it.is; just there.
sassin to stay his hand, he sprang forward and Don't you see it?' !looked in the direction
covered the wounded President with his body, which she indicated, and there, upon the wall,
facing Guiteau, who still held the revolver in just as plain as if it were painted, I saw the
picture of tlie Blessed Virgin Mary. I stayed
his hand.-Ghurch Unio •
DEAN STANLEY has been buried in West- there two hours, and all the while the picture
minster Abbey. He refused George Eliot a remained upon the wall. It was just as we
resting-place there. Now, compare the good see it in the paintings, with a sweet, demw:e
these two hav done. What did Dean Stanley face, and great mournful eyes. There was a
ever do for humanity, or for anybody but him- halo about the head, and a strange but distinct
self ? He was not even a Christian, for he did Light. A.ll the while the blind child seemed to
not believe in the supernatural history of .Jesus be filled with unutterable joy. I thought she
Christ. He was a favorit with royalty, popular would hav spasms. She prayed fervently and
with dissenters, as his religion was liberal, and without ceasing.'' The vi8ion is solemnly dehe was of that wing of the English church clared by others to ha v been several times recalled" Broad." He did not object to George peated. On one occasion, says a woman who
Eliot's (Marian Evans) creed, but because she was present, all saw the resplendent figure on
was not married by a clergyman to Lewes, the the wall except a girl, who, for her perversity,
historian, with whom she lived, therefore she was followed home by the devil in the form of
was not good enough to repose by the side of a black cat.
the particularly immaculate lords, scholars, and
virtuous dames that sleep in Westminster. No
doubt but that the bones of those peculiarly
moral king Georges would hav rattled ·with indignation had the casket that enshrined the
genius of poor Marian Evans been laid beside
them. How about Peg W offington, as noted
for her infidelities to her lovers as for her histrionic ability; what is she doing in W estminster Abbey ?-Mayflower.
THE price of prepared lithographed sermons
in Chicago has gone down to thirty cents a sermon. 'l'he temptation is great to lazy ministers. When for this inconsequential sum a
pastor can save himself several hour!' work,
and can at the same time feed his people on
better material than he could himself prepare,
it is hardly human to resist such a chance to do
good at small expense. Thus far the enterprising Chicago publisher which furnishes the
sermonic lithographs has several hundred discourses on mi~cellaneous topics, avoiding controversy and sectarianism. A.s the list increases, the brethren who purchase will hav to
look with care into the doctrins of the discourses they select. This kind of busines~
may do in England, where ministers are expected to be more perfunctory in the performance of their duty, and hearers less on the
alert. If it goes on to any gre&t extent in this
country there. will b11 llOlli& awful developmin
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THE alleged Hartman, Nihilist, is in Hamiltem, Ontario.
THE A.meric~m Dental Association is in session at Saratoga.
SICKNESS is prevalent among the workmen
on the Isthmus Canal.
THERE is a deadlock in the British House of
Lords over the Irish Land bill.

AN anti-papal meeting was l!llppressed by
the police in Genoa, Italy, on the 14th.
THE Apache Indians, of New Mexico, are on
the warpath against the United States troops.
BISHOP O'REII.·LY, a Western priest, confirmed 370 children in Springfield, Illinois, last
Sunday.
THE discovery of concealed weapons in a
dockyard in Liverpool has revived the Fenian
fright there.
THE Cornell College crew were defeated in
their race with the Vienna oarsmen. The
stroke fainted ai the end of the first mile.•
THE people of Sunluri, Sardinia, mobbed
and killed their ex-mayor recently because he
had misappropriated twenty-five thousand
francs of the public funds.
A. cow on the track of the Grand Trunk
railroad at Ogdensburg, N. Y., last week
wrecked an express train, killing the engineer
and injuring many passengers.
,
. MR. BRADLAUGH is still suffering from erysipelas, the result of injuries received at the
hands of the police when attempting to enter
.l:'arliament. He has left London for the
country.
A. CONFIDENTIAL clerk cif the firm of J, C.
W ollcott, of New York, sailed for Europe last
week with $45,000 in bank notes and securities. It is expected that he will be arrested
on landing.
A. BOY in Jersey City viewed a circus from
the top of the ti~er's cage, letting his feet
hang over the side. The beast seized his leg
and tore it so severely that the boy had to be
carried home.
SIGNOR MARINELLI, a distinguished member
of the Italian Alpine Club, while attempting
lately the ascent of Mt. Rosa, in Italy, was
o.verwhelmed by an avalanche, together with
two guides.

JUDGE KELLY, of this city, gave a free excu'!'sion and picnic to the mothers, youngsters,
REv. ATwATER, of Knapp, Minn., is a vic- and babies of two wards last 8aturday. About
tim of the latest clerical scandal-a scandal three thousand availed themselvs of the
that seems inclined to stick, too, Early last Judge's generosity.
FIFTY-FOUR thousand copies of a religious
week he was caught in an unseemly position
with a pretty school-ma'am of Knapp, in the pamphlet entitled " Food for Thinking Chriswoods on a hill back of the little town. He tians ; Why Evil was Permitted, and Kindred
was observed to go there with the girl by sev- Topics," were distributed .among the church·
eral parties, who followed them, among the goers of this city laet Sunday. It states that
crowd being one of the members of his own there is no hell.
church. They watched the couple until the
CANoN FARRAR, author of the ''Life of
crimlil was committed, and then rushed in upon
Christ," and whose utterances on the existence
them. Notwithstanding this testimony, which
of hell commenced the general discussion on
was sworn to in a c.J.urch trial, the minister and that subject, which was carried on two years
the girl, who, it seems, used to liv in his famago, is talked of as the successor to Dr. Stanily, deny having any criminal intimacy. Their ley, late dean of Westminster.
story is that the girl, who_ belonged to A.twatTHREE thousand persons assembled in Sea
er's church, had a. confession to make to him.
8he had been giDlty of the awful sin of danc- Cliff, Long Island, last Sunday, at the memoing, and wanted the spiritual father's counsel. rial service for Captain Smith of the Se;:.wanln order to hav the right kind of talk over haka, who died recently from the effects of inthese deeply religious matters, it was thought juries received when his vessel . was burned a
best to hav somethiilg more private and secure year ago. Many distinguished persons were
thu.n the house they were in at Knapp, so present.

.

they went to the woods, to the de.ep, lillent,
woods back of the town, the one to giv, the
other to receive spiritual advice. They adwiL
lhat while sitting on a log, the pastor had h~
arm around M1ss Northrup's waist, and she
was reclining her head on .Mr. Atwater's boliom. 'l'o ll. lLUUl up ll. tree thi itor1lookl thin,
nr1 thin, Mr. Atwater.

THE condition of the President remains
nearly unchanged, except for the continued
improvement which his physicians allege is
tl.l.king place. "lmproving '' h11s been the
report for six weeks, and yet the patient hRII
not recovered, and is m a critical statll. Pio~U:e growing &i!Xiou::t lor him to 1top "impriiT•
ini " and be~in to iet bitter.
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ter. "You know that a good Christian should be
CHAPTER X.
the happiest, then, when the waves of misfortune
clash together the _wildest. The devil has no power
It was Clementine. In the evening beam~d the
over us, and Providence has counted every hair of windows with light, and I saw her figure float by
Alamontada, the· Galley-Slave.
our heads. The marshal is not beyond the power of them.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH the Lord."
When it was late, I took the harp, and -in its
I made known my astonishment about all this. sounds my feelings gradually grew calmer.
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
"Surely thou art right, Colas," said the old man;
The next morning I awoke late. Sleepless for me
CHAPTER VIII.
"and it vexes me the· -faint-heartedness of the the night had passed. When I stepped to the winWhile I thus dedicated my hours to the muses and women. The Lord Marshal de Montreval has sent dow Clementine was already in hers in her morning
friendship, the windows and the attic of the palace here an hour ago and commanded thee to make thy robe. I bowed to her; my salutation was hardly
De Sonnes were not forgotten. Mr. Bertollou had appearance to-morrow morning at ten o'clock in the noticeably returned. But still she looked friendly up
frequently offered to me in, exchange for my little castle. Now thou knowestit. And what else now? again. As long as she was in her window, I also
attic room one elegantly furnished and with a wide, Is it well with thy conscience, then go to the mar- was bound to mine ; sometimes our. bashful looks
pleasant view. But not for his grandest state-room, sbal without fear, and were· the court of his castle met. My soul spoke to her, and to me it seemed as
not for the view upon a paradise of Languedoc, the open jaws of hell."
if I heard .low answers.
would I hav exchanged that poor little attic room.
Naturally could !his. direct co~man~ from so high
0 blessed hours, which I dreamed away harmless
Accident-for I was. prevented from making in- a person scare this simple, qmet miller's family. in stolen glances. Poor and of low descent as I,
quiry by a strange bashfulness-revealed to me tbfJ.t Rarely the marshal showed himself to the people, and without being able to lay claim to handsomeness,
the family De Sonnes w!ilre expected back in a few and even then accompanied by a large escort of with which I could please, how dared I to raise my
weeks, and that they were in deep moutning over the officers, noblemen, and guards. The outward pomp hopes up to the most amiable and richest heiress of
recent death of Clementine's sister.
of the great one exercises upon the minds of the Montpellier, for whose favor the richest youths in
And the few weeks, and three months passed ..·As great uneducated mass more fear than their power. the country wooed?
often as I touched the harp my eye was fastened
The mother had, with trembling bands, next
And bow gladly tarry. my thoughts in the memory
upon the dear walls. But the family De Sonnes did morning arranged my clothes. 1 soothed, with all of those days ! Friendship and love are the propnot returri, and no accident informed me why. But consolation, the dear, sorrowful ones. "It is ten erty of mortals only ; be does not share them with
I was silent, and hid my loving heart from the world. o'clock," exclaimed Mr. Etienne. "Go, in God's the beasts. Friendship and love, children of the
The vacation of the university eame. I flew to name. We pray for thee."
amalgamation of the human and godlike in us, are·
Nismes, in hope to be more fortunate there. When
I went.
tb~ crowns of humanity. We are more pious, more:
I passed by the villa on the Vidourle I stopped. All
The Marshal de Montreval was in his cabinet. faithful, more regardful, more at home in the uniwas locked up, although the fields and bill-sides were After more than an hour and a half I was led verse, and more self-reliant then ; and we endure:
alive with grain-cutters and grape-gatherers. Then through a row of chambers and halls to him. An the thorns along the wayside, and also a wilderness:
I sought the enchanting place beneath the chestnuts, ~lderly g~ntleman, somewhat spare, with command- shines brightly in the glitter of a fantasy burning
where once dream and reality had so charmingly U:Jg. digmty, of dark· complexion, and sharp, pene- quietly in love.
intermingled. I threw myself down under the wav- tratmg eyes; came a few steps forward. The reverIn the evening I took the harp from ·the corner
ing branches, upon the same spot which once Clem- ence of the bystanders pointed him out to me as the and made the strings resound. I played the "Sufentine's foot had consecrated, as it were, through its marshal.
ferings of Count Peter de Provence, and the loved
touch. Love and sentimentality drew me down. I
"I wish to see you, Alamontada," said the mar- _Magellone," at that !ime one of the newest, mo~t
kissed the sanctified ground that had borne all that shal, "as you on the register of the University of celebrated, and touchmg ballads, full of expressiv
was dear to me in this world.
Montpellier are so distinguished by praise. Culti- melody. When I had ended the first stanza, and
Alas ! in vain I hoped for the appearance of an vate your talents, you can become a useful man, and rested my hand for a moment, there came. back to
angel. It had grown evening already, as I left the I will in the future provide for you. My encourage- me t~e low sot;tnd of a harp t_hrougb the sttllness of
beautiful place, and above the dusky-growing plains ment must not make you proud, but more industrious. ~he mght playn~g t_he same piece. Who else co~ld
only the 'lfOcky peaks of the Cevennes sparkled I shall further inquire after you. Do all you can to It be than Clementme, who seemed to ~av the desire,
golden-red.
retain the friendship of your well-wisher Bertollou to become the echo of my own emotiOns ? When
Mr. Etienne, and the pious mother, and· Mary, An- and tell him that I bav called you to me/•
' she had ende~, ~began again. So we changed altertonia, and Susan, the three· daughters, received me
This it was that the marshal said to me. After a nately. MusiC Is the language of the soul. What
with touching joy. I sank from heart to heart, little conversation he seemed to be pleased with me. an unspeakable delight for m~ heart; Clementine
speechless and happy, and knew not by whom I was I commended myself to his grace, and hurried to deemed me worthy of conversati?n!
.
.
more deeply loved, and whom I loved the most. I console my anxiously-awaiting family.
Ah, th_ousand_s ?f nameless httle thmgs, whiCh
was the son and brother of this family; was in my
The joy was great. Soon all the neighbors and ?nly ~eceive their I~mense value through the sense
home, and the joy of them all.
the whole town must know it, what honor the mar- m_ whi_ch they are given and accepted, I must pass
"Yes, thou art the joy of us all," exclaimed Mr. sbal had bestowed upon me. "Did not 1 say it?" With Sil~nce ; but. they are. unforgotten. Even the
Etienne, moved. "And the hope of our church. cried Mr. Etienne. " God it is who rules the hearts ~orpse of the ~eautiful dream of youth, remembrance
All news from Montpellier has praised thy diligence, of the powerful. Out of the night arises the sun, Is, although lifeless, always charming.
and how thy teachers esteem thee. Continue, 0 and above the crushed serpent and the thorns of
And so the dream l_asted two y~ars. For two
Colas, continue to stengthen thyself, for our suffer- suffering towers the cross toward heaven."
years we saw ourselvs silent and lovmg, and· spoke
ings are great, and the misery of the faithful has no
toge_ther through the voice of the strings, and never
end. God calls thee. Become his chosen armor, to
approached each other. I knew the church in which
break the power of antichrist, and to triumphantly
she prayed. There I was also and prayed with her.
lift from the dust the down-trodden gospel."
CHAPTER IX.
I knew the days, when she, accompanied by her
The fe!trs of my uncle had lately been increased
Mr. Bertollou had gone to visit his wife in the mother and her lady friends, went walking under
through hard expressiom:! against the secret Pretest- country when I arrived in Montpellier. Not without the shade trees of the Peyron;* there I was also.
tants from the first m!'l.gistrate d the province. The sadness I stood in my attic room before the withered Her look recognized me then and rewarded me timMarshal de Montreval resided. in Nismes, and the wreath. I sighed Clementine's name, and kissed thEJ. idly.
mightier and more dreaded became this man, as he dry leaves which once blossomed beneath her tender
Without having spoken once to each other during
possessed the unbounded confidence of the king. His fingers. I wanted to be ashamed of tears, which this long time, we had gradually become the greatest
threats against the Huguenots were carried from disappointed hope drove to my eyes, and yet I felt confidants. We disclosed to each other our joy and
mouth to mouth; every street-boy hallooed it at the relieved through them.
our sorrow; we begged and granted and hoped and
other.
The wreath and the small part of the magnificent feared, made vows to each other and broke them
But I was tormented by another trouble. In vain house of de Sonnes should, through the winter, be- never.
had I daily passed through the street of Albertas, in come again the mute witnesses of my joys, my hopes.
Nobody fancied the intercourse of our souls, ourvain ha~ I wandered th~o~gh the amphitheater. "Perhaps spring will bring her, together with its intim'l.cy. Only Mr. Bertollou's kindness often
Clementme was nowhere -yisible.
flowers, to Montpellier," said I to myself, and looked exposed me to the danger of losing all my joys ..
On the street one mornmg I met the old servant,, over to the palace which should then contain her.
He wanted by all means to giv me better rooms;
w~o had, by ord~r of Madam~ de Sonnes, enter- _ There stood at or:e of the high windows opposit a not wi!hout effort I secured for myself the further
t:~.med me at the villa on the VId?urle. He- recog- female figure, wrapped in black crape, her back possessiOn of the attic room.
mzed me; he shook my hand_ heartily, and related to turned to me. My pulse stopped, my breath ceased,
[To BE CONTINUED.]
me after a thousand other tbmgs Madame de Sonnes it grew dark before my eyes. "That can be only
~nd ~er daughte~ were fo~ the _last few mon~hs not Clementine ! " it spoke within me; but strengthless I th: ~;;e~fp!~: of~h! ~o':~~iful promenades of Montpellier, in
~n Nismes? but m Marseilles, m order to qmet the sunk down, lying in the window, and had not the
mten~e gri_ef over_the ~oss of a ~early-beloved child courage and not the power to look over and seek
a~d sister m the diversiOns of this large commercial certainty.
Ecce Diabolus.-Concluded.
mty.
.
When I had re-collected my strength I raised my- SOME OBSERVATIONS UPON THAT HORRIBLE AND CRUEL OR. ~o with lost h~pe to catch even a momentary self up and stealthily threw a look over, Her face
DINANCE IN DEVIL-WORSHIP, NAMELY, BLOODY SACRIFICES AND BURNT·OFFEIUNGS, BY THE VERY REV. EVAN
ghmp.s of Clementm~ from ~far I went sa~ly home. was turned toward me, surrounded by a black veil.
DAVIES (MYFGR MORGANWG) D. D., L,L,D., ARCH DRUID
The Joyful expectatmn whiCh had no.urishe~ me The breeze played in the folds of the veil; it was
OF GREAT BRITAIN.
through the full half of a. year ~as disappomted. raised-I saw Clementine, and in a moment, in
TRANSLATED BY MORION D. C.
I ma~e plans to ~o to Marseilles-It was only three which I seemed to hav attracted her attention.
days JOUrney thither-and the_re ~ would wan~er
I cast down my eyes. A fire never before felt
The Druids did not believe in eternal punishment,
from street_ t.o street, and examm wmdow after wm- burned in my veins. I thought I must sink int 0 the but simply a chastisment-a natural one-either in
dow, and vunt all churches and attend all masses, if ground. And when again I looked over she had dis- this life or the next. They taught that as the soul
b_y these means I could see her only one moment's appeared from the window, but not from my inmost attained the line of liberty (human existence), if the
time .. Could she not for so much trouble grant me look.
·
evil predominated iu its nature, so after death not
on~ friendly lo~k? .
.
"It is she!" it resounded in me, and I stood on only was it punished but it was set back in Abred
. But cool consideratiOn soon de~troyed this adven- the very bight of human blissfulness, alone onl (preexistence) as far as its experience required. If
turous plan. -'\nd the more downcast I entered the Clementine's picture before me. A golden glitt!r so bad as to be set back to the lowest stage of exhous~ of Mr. ~tienne..
.
flowed over the gray walls, and above the barren istence it only entered anew upon the progressiv
W1th surprise I notiCed here also, I~ all faces, an roofs floated a rich sea of flowers. The world under stages of metempsychosis, till it .was finally humanunusual embarrassment and. unqmetness. The me vanished like a shining cloud. The form of ize~ again, wi~er from its preceding experiences.
mother stepped_ up to me! laid her hand on my Clementine went through the lovely eternity, and I This process might be repeated several times, but
shoulder, and ki~sed me, with a look of sympathy. was beside Clementine, and my lot nameless en- the gate of bliss was always open if it deser-ved to
~ary !lnd A1;1toma an~ ~usan took my hand friendly chantment. "Ah ! what blissfulness is the human enter. But straight was the path and narrow the
m ,~heirs, a~ If_ they WIS~ed to console me:
. _ heart capable of ! " cried I, and sunk down upon my gate, etc. Annwn and Abred represented the
W,hat _Is It,. then? asked Mr. Etie_nne,. w1th knees and raised my hands toward heaven, crying grand crucible in which all mortals were disinte·
s~ron_g, proud vowe. He ha~ at any ~a~e, ~~ spite of aloud, "0 G:od! for what hours hast thou preser-ved grated and re-cqmbined to enter upon this progressiv
his pwus appearance, somethmg hermc m h1s charac- me 1 ·0 make this emotion everlasting ·I"
' stage to gwynvyd (bliss).
refining, purifying,
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What Morality hav We Left 1
this stain. This I deny; the British Druids were the
exception to the rule.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The Christian writers especially who lie under the This is the titleof a very interesting art~cle in the
Qan most vehemently decry the Druids and say they North American Review for May. The wnter seems
were guilty of building huge wicker images and to hav swept the field of thought only to find that
burning their captives. They hav failed utterly to we hav no basis of morality, even as we hav none of
prove the least of their assertions: And some of religion ; that the world is slowly drifting into a
these writers are utterly astray as regards Druidic belief in hedonism and altruism, and that our moral
mythology. They accuse them of pantheism and say convictions are only the association of ideas, and
they worshiped Taranis the thunderer, Onvana the "like all other intuitiv or necessary beliefs," are
sea-goddess, etc., characters and names unknown to "merely" the product of the gathered experie~c~ of
British gorsedd. They assert that the cromlechs our ancesters animal and human, through the asmd1an,
and logan stones were our altars, but we as adepts the mollusk,' the monkey, on to man, and handed
know better-that they were symbolic arks.
down by heredity," and that consci~nce consists of
They point to the fact that the stones are hollowed nervous modification become hereditary. Now all
to receive the blood of the victims and that there this is correct reasoning and the outcome of the
were hewn channels for the blood to flow down. ages. The world of to-day really livs for happiness.
These were simply fonts for· the baptism of the neo- We are all hedonists. We all liv for the joys and
phytes, an ordinance strictly Druidic. N 0 one but a goods of existence. We labor for the general good·
sect who indorsed sacrifices and who believe that an of humanity here (ln earth. We seek to make men
innocent; man took the punishment upon himself wiser, better, anl:'happier here and now, and hav
which they so richly deserve, and who yet feast upon left the gods and ghosts out of our calendar. We
his flesh ·and blood as a most holy sacrament, could are really altruists. We believe that to be regardmake out such a case, and, heing blackened them- ful of the interests of others is promoting our
selvs, wish to stain and smirch an order of the most own highest happiness. We cannot enjoy our pleas.
humane, peaceable, and intelligent men the world ures when we feel that our brothers and sisters are
ever saw.
in want,. misery, and destitution. We feel that it is
In refutation I would inquire where are there any not happiness in its highest sense, when a few are
traces of fire visible upon any of the Druidic stones? rich, educated, and cnltured, and the masses are igIs not the nature of these stones such as would not norant, poor, and rude. We realize that we need the
full sympathy and assistance of all who surround us.
stap.d the action of fire without splitting?
Strabo (Book 3, ch 1) qnotes ·Ephorus, a witness We want them to understand and appreciate the
2,200 years ago, to the effect that he participated in higher and purer joys that thrill and happ1fy us.
the Druidic rites at their temple and logan stone in We liee them bound to old, effete superstitious nod h
"fi
bh
tions, and behold them ingraining them into their
northern Spain, an t at sacri ce was a orrent to chilqren, thus perpetuating them down through the
them.
M
ages; and we long to lift them up higher and giv
It is as plain as day that the Hindoo enu is identical with Menw of the Druids, and the Hindoo. them of our truths and our pleasures.
vivifying nature and her progeny. Thus he was the scriptures confirm the idea also t:hat Menu of the
Speaking of Spencer's ethics, one writer says: "As
resurrection and the life. But in his symbolic title three shouts is Cain with the nod (a mark, a symbol); an ethics for a hundred thousand years or ages
of word of God (creature force) he was also the hence we hav notum, notorious, etc:, and his city of hence, Spencer's is perfect and will be so acknowlchief oracle, prophet, priest, and king. By another refuge (sanctuary) are all part and parcel of Druid- edged when that time comes. The fine nervous ortransposition Abel (Avagdhu), who is the first mur- ism. Cain was a vegetarian, a tiller of the ground; ganization which constitutes Mr. Spencer's mind will
derer and instituter of sacrifice, is elevated to be a Abel a herder who butchered his flock for sacrifice then be dissolved and unconscious ; but he will be
martyr. He, as A Bel, or Baal, is simply the de- carnivorous, which naturally would be the mur- thoroughly appreciated by the finer organizations
stroyer, while the dispute between the brothers is derer.
dwelling on the earth, and placed above our highest
the incarnated myth of the continual war between
D
good and. evil-between Hu in Hevin (,mmmer solAgain, the philosophy of ruidism is entirely op- philosophers and scientists." But when he goes on
d
A
dh
·
A
h
(
·
·
)
posed
to the doctrin of atonement by sacrifice. Its to say: "All things are tending toward an era of abstice ) an
vag u m
rt an wmter so1stiCe - sentiments indicate as if its entire system had devel- solute morality, when pain, and what men call sin,
between pure aspirations (A wen) and temptations to
d )
· ·
b
Al h
d oped itself in some golden age of truly natural will hav disappeared. In the struggle for excellence,
evil (w hu -the oppositiOn
etween
p a an teachings, and the voice of God, the language of all ,sharp points and roughness will be removed and
Omega-the positiv creativ force (logos) and the nature, the authority for their actions, when priest- everything became rounded and smoothed as the
negativ disintegrativ principle, decay, death, change. craft and idolatrous practices had not conceived the pebbles which lie on our beach hav been by the
This appears in the Hindoo bardic myths as the war idea of sacrifice.
dashing of the ocean currents. The hights having
between Brahma and Siva, who fought till the cirbeen ground down and the hollows filled, all will be
It was impossible lind inconsistent with the teach- one rich plain," I must disagree with him. We
cles of heaven were displaced, referring probably to
the eccentri.city of the zodiacal revolutions and pre- ing of bardism that sacrifice should be a part of the cannot conceive of a time when there will be no
cession of the equinoxes. They state that these two rites, as the sacrifice was to the devil, the evil.prin- pain and no sin. Nor would it be desirable. We
deities were also incarnated and under the appella- ciple.
must hav sharp contrasts, or where will be our motiv
tions of Dacsha and Chardama (Cain and Abel), sons
The devil, or Evil One, again, was not a personage for work ? What would there be to strive for ? Beof Adim (Adam) the first man. This Adim is some- nor deity, but was recognized as the opposit of sides, the natural history of events shows us that with
times called Menu from the White Isle. The strife good, and indispensable, as darkness is the opposit of every inventioB, every il'new acquisition, comes On a
was perpetuated by the brothers in their mortal light. The idea would be abhorrent to them that new list of new desires, needs, and wants. With
form, but in their immortal condition neither was the principle of all good would delight in the slaugh- every step toward a higher education and a
able to slay the other, but as mortals, Dacsha is said ter of innocent lives for guilty ones, and would be higher morality, new crimes, new sins, and new
to hav slain his brother Chardama; in other places deemed blasphemous.
immoralities spring into being. The more we know
vice versa, Chardama slays Dacsha, cuts off his head
The iewish idea of atonement for the family, and the more we find it possible to err. Our joys become
and burns it upon the altar, the place of the skull the Christian idea of atonement for the sins of the deeper, and as a necessary consequence our sorrows
(where the sun, shorn of his beams and bald, is de- world, would seem ridiculous to them, for life was more acute. We find more avenues opening to us
stroyed, Golgotha). But when Dacsha was resusci- esteemed to be only temporary and probational, that lead to pleasure, but we also realize that the roads
tated he received a goat's head (Capricorn). (See while evil doing was certain to be expiated here or to unhappiness are also increasing. While great
Sir W. Jones's Asiatic Researches, vol v, pp. 254, hereafter; no remission of sins was possible, neither sins, brntal, coarse, and vulgar crimes are being
245'; vol. vi, p. 473.)
was eternal punishment to be dreaded, as though gradually eliminated from progressiv humanity, the
Taking all these coincidences into consideration it put back irr A bred, progression through metempsycho- whole amount of misery and vice is probably not
is not surprising that Christian writers hav made out sis was continually possible. To them the universe lessened at all.
that Cain slew Abel upon Saturday. Abram offering was one grand crucible in the processes of dissoluWhile it is possible that the hills and hollows of
Isaac is traceable to the same mythical source. tion, and reconstruction were carried on perpetually. earth may in time disappear, and "all be one rich
Aaron, the high priest, who went annually in the tern- Punishment was understood to be the varied expe- plai~{ would this be desirable? Would it in
ple of the Yoni, holy 0 ~ holies, is th~ ~arne de~cent riences which were undergone, and necessary to reality be ric:h ? Would it not be one vast marsh of
into Arthan. The Jewish and Chrifjtian festivals shape and mold the character and fit it for entrance watery plains ? And then as ages rolled on the
are simply changes of season and zodiacal symbols. into gwynvyd (bliss). Repentance meant an undo- waters would dry up and all become dead desolation.
Thus the Jewish New Year is in September, typical ing for the evil, restoring that which was fjtolen 1'he hills and valleys are beautiful luxurieil, and
of the advent of Avagdhu, the destroyer, and their fourfold; giving up his life as a 'punishment for should be prized and valued as inestimable arljuncts
Sabbath upon the seventh day. Saidwrn's day, Sat- murder voluntarily, to be slain by the sword-never to our happiness that no sane, sensible person would
urday. The fire-worshipers and pagans held their by fire.
wish to be deprived of. What earth would be
N auroy or New Year in March, the advent of Hu or
Christians acknowledge that sacrifice is unnat- without them it is impossible to conceive. Just so
Helios or Elia (spring), seven months earlier than ural, yet they accuse the Druids, who' were nature- with regard to many of our unfulfilled desires. We
the Jews; the names of the months bear the stamp worshipers, of this practice. · Sacrifices were for may paint fanciful pictures of the "wished-for someof this to the present day. The Christians in the them unavailing. They hold that to win favor thing unpossessed," but the consequences of the frufourth century fixed the birth of Christ upon the with the deity they had to bridle their apetites, ition of our desires might be far .from blissful ones.
25th of December, the day when Hu emerges, or is crucify their vanity and lusts, subdue all cruel and
Let us then enjoy and appreciate the now and
born from the womb of the black virgin, and crucify wicked feelings in their own persons; to devote make the most and the best of it. Let us be hedonhim about the time of the vernal equinox, when he their energies as a sacrifice for the common good, ists and altruists and make our own beautiful earth
crosses the line. It is commonly charged against and obey the voice of their father and mother-God as much of. a paradise as we can, and scatter happithe Druids that they were guilty of human sacrifice, and nature.
ness wherever we can, for
and quote Cresar as an authority that the Druids ofNow the Jewish God of blood and lust holds sway
"The world it is beautiful; who can complain,
ten did so. To these ignorant prejudiced people I in the land, and our beloved soil is defiled with JewOr wish that the world were made over again?
say that it does not follow that the British Druids ish names, every chapel is a Carmel, a Zoar, a
There are valleys so sweet where the violets grow
did likewise, any more than French Catholicism is an Bethany, etc., while lambs and goats and sheep are
.A.nd dales breathing fragrance wide-spreading below."
index of what British Protestantism is. I claim intermingled with their prayers in ludicrous confuEunN.A. D. BLENKER.
upon the authority of our triads that the Druidic sion, while the Druid with clean hands and pure
mysteries of the British gorsedd were neverfully ex- lips is scoffed at and must not raise his voice in deTHE more we read the history of past ages, the
plained or carried out anywhere outside of Great .Brit- fense of the creed of his ancestors.
ain.
,
Our temples were never defiled by blood, idol- more we observe the signs of our own times, the
. It has been proved that as all other nations were worship, or priestly delusions. Pure philosophical more do we feel our h<:larts filled and swelled up by
guilty of sacrificing human beings and animals, hence temples were they, and their motto was always, a good hope for the future destinies of the human
race.-Macaulay.
' many will say the Druids also were not exempt from "The truth against the world.n

process, as gold and iron. are prepared by fire for
higher uses.
The Jews sacrificed to Jehovah as an appeasement
of his wrath as manifested in physical and natural
evils, not as an everlasting atonement for sin, as the
Christians believe.
In bardism every male was symbolic of Hu, while
every female was· symbolic of nature, his complement, and the Jews sacrificed the animals which represented his symbols, the bull Taurus, the lamb
Aries, and the goat Capricorn, while the Christians
claim they were but types of the sacrifice of Hu,
Hes, J es, J esous, or Jesus, 'as the name was modified
according to the Greek and Latin languages. This
was a grand mistake. They did not typify or foreshadow anything of the kind, for they were simply
symbolic of the annual death of the sun-god (Hu).
The Jews never claimed that they typified· the roessiah, for he was to come as a king in his glory and
establish his kingdom on earth even a!l"the Christians
expect the second advent of Jesus (Hu). But the
author of the epistle to the Hebrews strongly supports the typical idea.
Bardism held that nature was the bride of Hii,
and she and her progeny were persecuted by tbe
principle of evil (Avagdhu) who also demanded this
death of Hu as an atonement or exchange for the·
liberation of nature in the spring. But some of the
oriental nations assumed that the bride was also sacrificed, hence they sacrificed female animals, als<;>
symbolical of nature's zo~iac!ll signs, to wi~; Jephthah's daughter and Iphigema. Hu was kmg and
lord· of heaven and earth, also the high priest,
Arawn (Aaron) he sacrificed. No man taketh away
my life. I lay it down of mine own accord. In
his death he was supposed to enter the archaic
womb, stone ark, representing .the black virgin of
Arthan, to be born again and resume his work of re-
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But the church and clergy had great ·hope, and
some peace and composure in havi~g to obe~ what
she tries to obey, and to put up with the ev~ls she the fervid Joseph Cook great. expectations, in the
puts up with. But once accept tbe assumptiOn of new chair and Professor Gulhver. Too great for
personality
in or over nature, and that person is such sore disappointment.
The Odium Theologicum.
And now1 among the trinity of comets for 1881,
proved by facts everywhere visible to be a monster,
if there are loves there must he hatred!!. Hatreds responsible for cruelty, pain, and failure, as well as already appearing
and disappearing, a new star of
are ·not happiness-not the best, at any rate. Of all the reverse. In fact to hav any peace of mind at all hope and promis has risen in th~ new Co_ncord School
hatreds, the one most odious, unnecessary, and mis- we hav to split God in .two and hav two Gods at war of Philosophy. The Boston daily evenmg Tra·veler,
chievous is the theological. It comes of mistaking a with each other-one responsible for the good, and one of the· largest and ablest of the city journals,
figure of speech for a reality; a fiction of the imagin- the other for the evil. It surely is more comf~rtable last Thursday copied the following from the Conation for a knowable fact. were the personality of to every intelligent being to make a god of the at- cord correspondence of the New York World:
God a fact, man could no more know it t~n the in- traction of gravitation, acting uniformly, without
"The one thing which seems most prominent in the Concord
finitly little can comprehend the infinitly great. God any personal will or choice, or the slightest regard to school
is that the whole movement is directed against modern
as a figure of speech may be ul)eful, according to the the consequences to ·any person or race.
philosophy. The most orthodox could not enter exception to
use it is put to. But, assuming that there is an actThis is a live world, into which love thrusts us a.ny of the views expressed. Even Professor 1 Harris, who
ual person outside of all individual mind and matter, helpless, to grow, think, do, and die-the irresistible, seems to be more purely specula.tiv than a.ny other of the
with a will, the cause and reason for all obligation whirling globes, hot and cold, 3re all alive in every speakers speaking c>f a certain view says·it is only in thi~ wa.y
that we' ca.n see the movement of providence in history.
and duty, and then professing to know and declare infinitesimal atom-with a unity and infinit variety Everything
tends to the presence of a pe1·sonal God. It is the
that will, by the authority of that person, has been of life. If this life is God, as dear, good, lens-grind- outcome of Kant's philosophy, it seems by a. uselessly roundthe fountain of the worst evils that the human race ing Spinoza thought, we are part of God. Does not about road, though Heine says it wa.s done to please his servhas hitherto suffered. This assumption is theology. this make us hav an ambition to be good? Of course ant La.nner, or through fear of the police. Whatever the
The odium culminates when theology asserts that he we shall be good just in proportion as we understand means, it is accepted by the transcendental philosophers of
Concord. . . . They predict a revival of the philosophy of
that believeth shall be saved, and he that believeth and obey the uncreated verities.
Kant, a.nd see tokens of the coming:. Materialism is a. cant
not shall be eternally damned, and, in behalf of the
What good morals, or the best morals, are is not term they use, like a. red flag, to frighten the crowd. Although
alleged divine will, commences the damnation in this yet distinctly decided. Perhaps they differ with dif- the word is not mentioned on the platform it circulates through
life.
ferent races of intelligent beings-not alike for sheep the audience. Spencer, who is not mentioned by the speaker,
The only excuse for this arrogance of assumption and wolves, for example. Each race has to decide is classed among the Materialists, who a.re evidently regarded
is that without it ·an human law, order, decency, hap- for itself, and each individual of a race has to judge among the Camp-stools as a. low set."
piness, and peace would perish-all sense of obliga- for himself and take the consequences. The human
Mr. Alcott presides at the sittings with his usual.
tion and d~ty would cease-human society would be- race embraces the gr~atest variety of character-the dignity and urbanity; is evidently well pleased with
come as intolerable as any of the fabled hells.
characteristics of all races, in fact. Some men are the general current of thought and expression, espeLet us stop and think a moment. Suppose the lions, some hippopotami, some wolves, some sheep, cially when in the line of the extract cited above.
infinit, arbitrary, omnipotent, personal will is a fact, some foxes, some swine, some (perhaps many) don- Indeed, I do not understand that he has evez; disand without it no material thing or individual mind keys., But it is found most comfortable to make avowed, or his friends for him, what was claime.i
could exist. Would, by any power or choice of that them all equal before the law, and the law as limite_d and loudly boasted, too, concerning him by the Boswill, two hav been no more than one, a cube the as may be. This is called liberty. We cannot carry ton Monday-noon evangelist.
same as a globe, space the sarue as time? No? ,Then it to the perfection which is enjoyed by that wonder- ·,_I am very far from being myself what is commonly
there are uncreated verities; abstract principles of ful race, the Musca .Domestica, or common house fly. called a Materialist. But I am cheerfully cooperatlaw and order, recognizable by the human mind, There must be politicians to do a good deal of buzz- ing with them and all others who are honestly and
a_ltogether superior to and indestructible by any pos- ing for the human race. But the more liberty is earnestly seeking a larger liberty in things theologSible or conceivable will. They must inevitably used, especially in speech and literature, the less law ical and religious than is now enjoyed, or can be exdominate and govern will, whether finite or infinit. is needed, and tbe happier the morals grow.
pected while the present powers that be in state
If your personal God must submit to and be governed
If history proves anything, or observation and ex- and church bear rule.
/ by the uncreated verities, where is his use as a ere .. periment prove anything, they prove that good,
Democracy holds sway through the Catholic, the
ator? If the principles of form, order, harmony, and happy, comfortable morals did not and never do Republican party by Protestant power and influence.
their domination over the course of time and thing!~ grow out of theology. There is something else that Both believe in and teach a personal God, passionate
are discoverable by the human mind, and if the will makes them grow in human hearts and minds with. lJ,nd powerful, and so, it appears, does the Concord.
of the infinit person, supposing one exists, must in out the aid and against the obstruction of theology. School of Philosophy. And so do all accredited
effect be identical with them, what difference to us Calling a book holy that makes God stop the rota- scho9ls, colleges, universities, and theological semor to him can our belief in his existence make? It is tion of the earth to aid one tribe of Arabs in cutting inaries in the land. Let all Liberals of every name
quite as accordant with reason-though beyond the the throats of another, or that makes him but one- hear and understand.
P .A.RKER PILLsBURY.
grasp of reason-to assume that the material world is third of his infinit self into the body of a carpenter
Concord, N.H., Aug. 13, 1881.
from eternity, uncreated, as that a person uncreated, to be murdered by wicked men, to appease his own
existing from eternity apart from matter, did finally, anger at their wickedness, cannot reasonably be supThe Dogma of the Immortality of the Soul.
a~ter an eternity, create matter out of nothing. On
posed to increase human goodness. And if it caneither theory a personal moral government of the uni- not, it had better be said, shock where and whom it
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : In
verse is a sinecure.
will. Exempting all the ecclesiastical machinery in your issue of the 16th, it appears to me that friend
We are capable of discovering certain uncreated this great republic from taxation, on the pretense that Bruce is singularly inconsistent when he asks us Libverities which all mundane things and persons obey theology promotes good morals, is a great political erals to '' not trifle with the belief in the immorto their happiness, or disobey to their cost. And so and social mistake. Why, if all the time, labor, and tality of the soul; not to attempt to create a love for
must a personal God, if he exists. How silly then to money now wasted in praying and teaching what the blanching doctrin of the soul's annihilation;"
say that if the personality of God d,rops out of the nobody knows, or ever can know, were honestly em- "That the belief in immortality, with its multifarifaith of men and women, th~re will be moral chaos! ployed in practicing and teaching the human arts, ous spiritual proofs, is not the antagonist we ought
-worse than now !
which raise man above the beast, all the toiling mill- to assail, but that we should seek to expose and exBut the theologians will say: If you abolish the- ions would be happier in this life, and better pre- terminate the ignorant assumption of mercenary,
ology, there will be nothing above us to love and pared for any life that may follow.
cunning, aristocratic priestcraft.."
reverence. We are emotional beings. You would
I would ask friend Bruce if the whole fabric which
The odium theologicum is a viper that poisons itstarve our best and highest emotions. Even your self with its own fangs.
supports in idleness this "aristocratic priesthood" is
ELIZUR WmGHT.
giant Infidel, Voltaire, said, If there were no God it
not, from pillar to dome, resting upon that one stone,
would be necessary to invent one. He dedicated a
a belief in the immortality of the soul. Take from
The Concord School of Philosophy.
house to God.
the Christian religion that one belief, and the whole
Very well, there is no objection to the figure of
To THE EDITOR OF THR T:RuTH SEEKER, Sir: structure would crumble to dust and dissolve itself
speech, sanctified by the grandest of human poetry. Perhaps your readers hav hardly been introduced to into "multifarious spiritual proofs" that the
If God rreans the uncreated but knowable verities the new academe within a few years established at Christian portion of the world has been led about in
let him hav any amount and grandeur of fanes-the Concord, Mass.
"
darkness by this set of designing, praying, and prey·
school-houses are the best he has now-where the
It owes birth and being probably more to Mr. ing pirates, levying burdensome taxes upon the poor,
wonders of geography, chemistry, and astronomy A. Bronson Alcott, the sage and scholar of that credulous dupes, their followers, that these " drones
may and must inspire reverence, seeing how all somewhat noted town, than to any other person. upon society" might liv a pleasant, luxurious life.
things, the most apparently stupid and lifeless, obey But its annual sessions are now widely known as If, then, by one well-directed al!sault upon this corwith alacrity the uncreated unity of omnipotent, om- seasons of great literary and speculativinterest. And ner-stone of the Christian religion, we can demolish
nipresent, impersonal truth. So much for reverence. its lecturers include some of the most eminent think- the entire structure, why should we spend our time
As to love, what is the law of its being? What ers, writers, and scholars in the land, both women and energies pulling the shingles off the roof one by
holds the oceans to the land ? Doubtless they are in and men. And the Boston press is liberal to a high one, hoping thereby to accomplish our purpose as
love with the sun, and still more with the moon. But degree in reports of the lectures delivered, papers speedily as by demonstrating the falsity of the idea
they do not elope with either. They only coquet a read, and subsequent discussions.
of an immortal soul and the uncertainty of an imlittle, a yard or so generally, or perhaps twenty
The now noted, if not notorious, Joseph Cook, fa- mortality after death, thus undermining and pulling
yards when the land ungraciously objects. Why is mons for a number of years as Monday-noon lecturer the foundation away from this false belief, leaving
this? Simply because lo'Je (we must hav figures of in Boston, was credited, and perhaps rightly, with nothing for this "aristocratic priesthood"" to stand "
speech) hold~ them in stronger than conjugal bonds two rather remarkable achievements; the establish- upon?
to the rigid earth. The uncreated verity proclaims ment of a sort of semi-scientific professorship at AnBecause we hav been taught from childhood to
that love shall bEl, like gravity, inversely as the dover Theological Seminary, and the conversion of believe that we possess an immortal soul, is that any
square of the distance (figure again), for one of its Mr. A. Bronson Alcott tG the ·Andover school of argument why that now, when we find no sort of
laws. The love of God, even as defined in the Chris- theology and philosophy. He also boasted Mr. Em- reasoning.that will sustain such teachings, we should
tian creeds, compared with the love of one's mother, erson as a convert, but Mr. Emerson's family and still cling to that old superstitious or fabled belief?
wife, husband, child, or bosom friend, must necessa- friends made haste to deny the somewhat audacious Why should we not come out boldly and speak plainrily be about in the ratio of the attraction between a claim, and no more was ever heard of it.
ly to all mankind and ask, What proof can you offer
mundane granit rock and the invisible, undiscovered
Nor is much yet known of .the new Andover pro- that your teaching is correct?
astronomical center of the universe, compared with feasor. He was to reconcile all differences between
Now, friend Bruce, if you are honest in a belief
~he attraction between the hornblende and feldspar theology and science, harmonize all difficulties be- that man has an immortal soul, and that there is an
1n the rock.
To make God a person, and set him up tween Genesis and geology, explain how Joshua abode set apart for a habitation for these intangible,
as the object of supreme love-superior to a loving compelled the sun to stand· still a whole day in the invisible somethiugs that without a body shall walk
human father, mother, husband, wife, child, or bosom sky, while he slew the hosts of the Amorites, and the golden streets of paradise, will sing anthems of
friend,' is not only a .shamlut, but a shameful, outrage other unpleasantnesses that hav disturbed the peace praise for ever and ever, and wear upon their invisupon the laws of nature. No such love can, by any of the church since science has presumed to question Ible bodies wings to carry them through space, while
possibility, be real or genuin. There may be fear or its divine authority and character.
the unfortunate's body or no body.burns in the "lake
some other emotion in or behind it, but it is not love.
But in spite of Professor Gulliver. (remarkable of fire and brimstone through all eternity," will you
Subtract from nature the arbitrary, omnipotent name for a master in theology) all these mooted please answer me the following three questions that
will which theology imposes on her, and we may hav problems refuain as ~determined as before.
. just now occur to my mind:
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In order to , prove the existence of an immortal
This is the plainest and most just way that church hand, who hold that the highest expediency is to
soul, first, please explain where that soul was ten, property can be understood in order to protect hon- expose and reform such abuses at the earliest will
twenty, fifty, a hundred, or a thousand years prior est industry and just and equal laws for priest and Bot dread the shaking of them down and the removto the birth of the child.
·
layman, and throw away the cloak of hypocrisy from ing of them away, "that the things which cannot be
Second. Where is the soul of the insane when all classes of citizens. No wonder Infidelity spreads shaken may remain." To such persons the longer
they become so devoid of reason that the brute all over the civilized world where so many Christian hiding of the constitutional condition of the Bible
<Jreation, without a soul, shows a greater intelligence wrongs are daily combating with equal rights and Society and the inviting. of charitable gifts to be
deposited where their seuurity is constitutionally
·tha.n the once intelligent being; and,
common sense.
M. H. BLACKFORD.
impossible seems a scandal against public morals;
Thirdly. Where, after the body dies, does that
[.From the Indtptndent.J
and the approach of a controversy about the Soci·soulfind an abiding-place?
· . .
•
ety's policy, which will certainly be earnest, and
There are several other questions which I find will
The American Bible Society Attacked.
which threatens to be acrimonious, looks like the
force themselvs in as. followers to these, which I will
The revision will demonstrate how utterly un- providential " accessory means to the greatest good."
briefly state.
If, when the soul leaves the body, it flies off into necessary is this enormously rich, expensiv, and re- I seriously believe this fat, overgrown, lazy monopspectable, but not lively, corporation for the produc- oly'to be a public nuisance, hindering the circulation
spac~, of what substance is it composed to enable it
to withstand the indescribable cold it would encoun- tion and sale of Bibles. By the time it shall hav of the scriptures in this country, and accomplishing
ter as it would pass farther and farther from the made up its multitudinous mind what it is goin~? to nothing in any country that would not be better done
do about it, it will hav ceased to be of\ any consider- if it were removed.
LEONARD WOOLSEY B.A.CON.
ea~th in~o space, and :when passing from point to
able practical importance to t)le public whether it
pomt, with what velomty would it travel, and how does anything about it or not. The demand for copies
long woulil it require to reach the nearest fixed. star
[From the Dubuque (Iowa) Daily TimeB.]
of the revised version will hav been amply supplied,
whe_rein there would be a possibilit,y of finding a in the way of business---by publishers making a profit
Plucky Bradlaugh.
res~mg-place; and should you. doubt its ability to reon their work and paying interest on their capital,
People who turn in dismay from the rowdyish
mam there, how long, supposmg it to travel at the and allowing compensation to the retailer and the
same velocity as light, would it take that immortal book agent-with books as cheap, as elegant, as accu- proceedings with which some of the sessions of the
soul to travel thro•1gh the intervening space to a rate, and as durable as can be furnished by the huge lower house of the United States Congress has in
place beyond the human vision, for by the aid of the charitable society; with its immense capital (a free time past been disturbed may possibly find somemost powerful telescopes of to-day no place is found gift); and its army of book agents, salaried by the thing in recent occurrences in the British House of
within the range of the human eye answering the churches; and its high-toned piety, which is quite too Commons to lift the sense of humiliation they hav
felt over like occurrences in their own country. The
description given of the New .Terusalerp.?
spiritual to permit it to do business on business princiIf the only proof we hav of an immortal soul or ples or conform to the divine constitution of human most of these people hav turned to England for an
of a future immortal existence is that which has been society. The revision will make it plain by practical example of lofty dignity and statesmanship in times
handed· down from generation to generation, from experiment that the American Bible Society is the when they hav been disgusted at. home. The other
the most remote period of man's existence, when principal existing hindrance to the circulation of the day Bradlaugh, member-elect from Northampton
ignorance and superstition ruled the world, originat- holy scriptures. In the course of a few months the to the House of Commons, was ·denied his seat on
ing no one knows where, or by whom first. pro- revised New Testament will be found on sale in every the ground that, being an Atheist, to swear in, the
claimed, or by what authority it was so pro0laimed, considerable village, and even in every small village, name of God would not, in the view of the House,
the whole system resting upon bare supposition, I in the United States, in great varieties of style and bind his conscience. He determined. to resist so
"Prefer to ~o my own supposing, basing my conclu- price, and tens of thousands of families, who never unhallowed a proceeding as to unseat him for such
sions upon the thousands of years of experience and hav seen a Bible society's" colporteur" (cant for book trivial reasons, and did resist. But there were sevenlightenment that hav intervened between that pedler), will hav had it offered for sale at their doors eral other reasons back of this for shutting the door
time and the present, and take for my guide the with the earnestness of men and women whose liveli- against Bradlaugh, though how well grounded thtly
present knowledge and our own experience in pref- hood depends on their finding customers. If, then, were as a cause for keeping a legally-elected member
erence to the old mythologies of an almost forgotten any person shall be moved by curiosity to ask the out of his seat is not for us to discuss, as the House
age. I prefer to choose from my own store of bookseller, or the news-vender, or the country grocer, seems to hav preferred the former charge. These
knowledge of the past, obtained from many sources, or the "colporteur," "Why did you never hav Bibles reasons were that he is an Obstructionist, that he
what court!e to pursue and aim to liv out that which to sell before, such as we wanted to buy for our chil- hopes to vie with the Home Rulers as a' source of
I know of, and let that of which I know nothing, or dren; and our new married couples, and for' gifts in trouble, and otherwise attempt to make a bear-garden
of which it is impossible for me to find out anything, Sunday-schools, and for a pastor's gifts among his peo- out of the House. But Bradlaugh is a man of force,
alone as something not worth w'orrying myself ple?" the truth will come out that this keeping of the and· he gave notice that he should insist on taking
about. If, therefore, we liv an upright life in this Bible away from the ready access of the people in his seat. He made the attempt, and was carried out
world, which we know of, there is no cause why we Christian regions was the result of the settled and ob- by the police. He returned to the scene backed by
liihould trouble ourselvs regarding a world about stinate policy of the Bible Society, by ~hich "alarm- a crowd of followers, and attempted to force an
which we nor anybody else ever has nor ever can ing df\stitutions" were created, that should figure im- entrance to the House, but was overpowered. The
know anything. Instead of troubling ourselvs about pressivly in the annual report, and that could be sup- case will not rest here, for Bradlaugh's cause behow to avoid a future place of punishment or to plied only by large contributions to the society or Its comes the cause of human liberty. What he might
do in case he got his seat is not for the House to
.gain one of happiness, let us devote that time auxiliaries.
consider. He was elected in due form and sent by
toward the more laudable and useful purpose of tryIf the children of light were wise in their generation
ing to assist our fellow-man to a higher standard in (which they are not), the effect of the automatic pro- his people to serve them. That he is an Atheist is
the scale of human happiness. The body and soul duction and circulation of the revision would lead the not a just ground either for his expulsion. Padiasoul-mind-are inseparable; when the body ceases churches, in answer to petitions for a little more ment has had its momentary triumph, but at the
to liv there is no further use for the mind to control money in behalf of manufacturing and trading cor- polls the people will again assert the .rights of conits actions. The mind is the motion of the watch, porations that do not manufacture and sell for profit, stituencies to the member of their choice, and ,the
the wheels and pulleys the body; when these wear but only for the glory of God, to say respectfull~, next House will undoubtedly seat Mr. Bradlaugh. out or become deranged the motion ceases; where but firmly: "Not another dollar. You hav had more There are several similar examples in English hisdoes it go? The flame of the lamp shines brightly than is good for you already. Henceforth, if Bibles tory. Wilkes, editor of the North Briton, was in
so long as the oil feeds it; when that fails the bright and tracts are wanted we will giv money to missionary 1869 expelled from the House of Commons on the
flame of but a few minutes ago is gone. Where did societies, or to committees organized for the purpose, ground of impious and seditious libel. He was
it go? If you cannot tell, do not ask, or expect, that wherewithal to go into open market and buy what again elected by his people, but was not allowed to
the flame or motion exists after the human body is they want. And then, if you can furnish the best sit. Another election was held. He gained it by a
large majority, but Parliament held the court candead.
·
goods at the lowest priee, you will get our money didate, Luttrell, to be elected. Wilkes was arrested
Disprove immortality and the whole victory is and not otherwise."
for the seditious utterance of his paper and exiled.
D. D. LAKE.
won.
The revised New Testament will, perhaps, be the He was finally imprisoned for twenty-two months.
Oent1·al Oity, Ool.
happy occasion of demonstrating the imbecility, the Luttrell held his seat all this time. On Wilkes'&
·--~----lunatic idiocy (pardon the inadequacy of the expres- release he was again elected in the midst of an exA Voice from Erin.
sions), that directed the form of constitution of the citement that threatened the th.rone itself, and this
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Bible Society and of all the societies that are fash- time was permitted to take his seat, and sent baok to
Many views are expressed in relation to Bishop ioned on that model. This constitution may be briefly several successiv Parliaments-a triumph for Wilkes
Purcell's Cincinnati banking system of cheating described as absolute government by a ring, limited that proved his cause to be right, and that when
creditors. Some say it would be hard to sell the by the annual possibility of a mob. As a former sec- once the people are thoroughly determined to assert
church property, as it belonged to the congregation, retary of the society gently states it, "the society has themselvs there is no power under the heavens to
and the bishop was only a trustee. This is a fine an immense constituency, and while an annual meetthem.
system of fraud to deprive honest people of receiving ing may be very small, it may also ·be very large and stop
The other case was that of a Jew named Salomans,
what justly belongs to them. When a bishop or very stormy;" which is Dr. Taylor's mild way of ex- who was elected in 1851 from Greenwich. From the
priest becomes embarrassed by worldly speculation pressing the fact that once a year the society with its oath of objurgation he omitted the words, ''on the
the church property where he presides or officiates immense property counting up into the millions, and true faith of a Christian." He was denied his seat.
should be sold to meet the indebtedness the same with the vast spiritual responsibilities which it con- He afterward, however, made an effort to regain it,
as a citizen's house and land can be sold by law.
trols, is tossed out to be nimbly picked up and brought and was removed by the sergeant-at-arms. An
A Catholic bishop or priest purchases land, or back into tht) office by the governing ring, or to be enabling act was passed by both Houses permitting
builds thereon to suit himself; the congregation sim- cleverly caught and run away with by any five score this Jew to take his seat. The Parliament that perply pays the necessary funds from time to time to or ten score of adventurers that might combine for mits a Jew to sit in judgment with them cannot remeet the priest's demands. The clergyman of such the purpose; or (supposing some agitating question fuse to Bradlaugh the same right. Like Wilkes,
aforesaid congregation does not consult said congre- of policy to arise) to be stormed over and wrangled Bradlaugh will gain a victory over the Parliament
gation when he wants to get money by mortgages over by so many of the forty thousand life members in the end, and the day of humiliation is not far off
on said property1 or consult them (the laity) on the and of the practically illimitable number of three-dol- for the House of Commons.
heavy insurances they get on said church property. lar annual members as can manage to force themselvs
Therefore the equal justice of law should deal with into the closet where the annuj;i.l meeting is held. By
MEN who are able to make discoveries are generthe aforesaid clergy, or any other denomination that dexterous avoiding of divisiv questions, by backing
holds the deeds of said property. As this delusion down from their right and duty for fear of an agita- al:y disposed to make allowances. Men who are eais generally understood at present, the bishop and tion, the management of the society hav kept thus gerly pressing forward in pursuit of _truth are gratethe church is the wife to the congregation, and the far from the general knowledge of the public the ful to every one who has cleared an mch of the way
property cannot be touched for debts that the bishop grave fact that its constitution is rotten in' every for them. It is, for the most part, the man who baa
or priest justly owes to the laity. \Vhen the H.epub- timber. Those who feel it to be a part of Christian just capacity e_nough to pi~k up an~ repeat the comlican party made U.S. Grant, when President of the expediency to keep such a matter hushed up as long monplaces w~wh ~re ~ashwnable m h~s own time
United States, a present of a fine mansion on Fifth as possible may well look forward w th terror to the who looks With disdam on the V(lry mtellects to
avenue, New York, U.S. Grant could deed it to his approach of an inevitable controversy, in which which it is owing that these commonplaces are not
lawful wife, and who could touch it for the debts prejudice and sentimentality will be pitted against still considered as sta1·tling paradoxes or damnable
and defalcation of U. S. Grant?
acholarship and conscience. Those, on the other heresies.-Macaulay.
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lieve is the same as the Phase), the Gihon, which that Moses undertook except the miracles which covflows through Ethiopia, and consequently cannot be ered the country with lice and vermin? How did
the Nile that has its source a thousand leagues dis- they change into blood all that water which was altant from the source of the Euphrates? Again it is ready ·changed into blood by Moses? Why did
The Questions of Zapata.
suggested to me that God is a very poor geographer. M<?ses flee with his people when he was aided by
11. I would with all my heart be willing to eat God himself, and had command of 630,000 warriors?
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF VOLTAIRE BY
the
fruit of the tree of knowledge, but it seems to Why did he not capture Egypt, since all the firstAVERY MERIWETHER.
me that the orthodox excuse for eating it is a strange born had been put to death by God himself? Egypt
Voltaire, in order to add sarcasm to the force of one. God, having given reason to man, ought to en- could never hav assembled an army of 100,000 men,
his thrust against the Bible and church doctrins, wrote courage self-instruction. Does he wish to be served as is ascertained from the historical records of the
these questions under the assumed character of Za- by a fool? I myself would hav been willing to con: time. Why did Moses, in fleeing with the troops of
pata, a Spani~h priest, and pretended that they were verse with the serpent since it had so much spirit, but Goshen, traverse half of Egypt and remain just op.translated from the Spanish 1?Y a learned doctor in I wish to know what language the serpent spoke? posit Memphis, between Baal-Zephon and the Red
Sorboune. He represents Zapata as an earnest, faith- The Emperor Julian, a great philosopher, asked this Sea, instead of going in a straight line to the land
ful, and pious priest, who in the course of his minis- question of Saint Uyril, who could not satisfactorilv of Canaan? And, finally, how could Pharaoh purtry had his faith seriously shaken. In order to quell answer it. However, he replied, "It is you, 0 Em- sue them with all his cavalry, when God had dehis doubts, Zapata presents th~ following series of peror, who are the serpent." Saint Cyril was not stroyed all the horses and animals of Egypt by the
questions to his superiors in the church. Instead of P.olite, but let us remember that he did not an~wer fifteenth plague, and the country was moreover cut
answering these questions the college of priests sup- J'ulian's theological impertinence until the emperor up by so many canals that it was impossible to use
pressed them, and the questioner in addition. These was dead.
cavalry?
questions are contained in the centennial edition of
Genesis says that the serpent eats of the earth; you
22. How shall I reconcil~ what is said in Exodus
Voltaire's selected works, published in Paris in 1878. know that to be false, for the earth alone cannot" with the words of St. Etienne in the Acts of the
Voltaire opens with the following preface :
nourish a person. As for a God who promenaded at Apostles, and with the passages of Jeremiah and of
"The licentiate Zapata, a professor of theology in twelve o'clock in day-time in the garden, and who Amos? Exodus says that they (the Jews) sacrificed
the University of Salamanca., presented these ques- amused himself with the company of Adam, Eve, and to Jehovah for forty years in the desert ; Jeremiah,
tions to the college of doctors in 1629. They were the serpent, he should at least be very amiable, since Amos, and Saint Etienne say that they offered
suppressed. The Spanish copy is in the library of he was the fourth companion.
'
neither sacrifices nor victims in all that time. Exothe Prince of Brunswick."
I truly believe the facts concerning the company dus says that they manufactured a tabernacle, in
SAGE 1\'L.sTERS:
which Joseph and Mary kept. in the stable at Bethle- which was the ark of the covenant; and Saint
1. How can I prove that the Jews, whom we burn hem. I should not like to visit the Garden of Eden Etienne in the Acts says that they carried the taberby the hundreds, were for four thousand years the while the gates are guarded by a cherubim armed to nacle of Moloch and Remphan.
cherished people of God ?
the teeth. Do you think you could gain an entrance?
23. I am not a sufficiently good mechanic to make
2. Why did God, whom we cannot call unjust According to the rabbis the word cherubim signifies a calf of gold, which, Exodus says was formed in
without blasphemy, abandon the entire world for a beef. Here is a strange door-keeper. Pray, tell me one day, and which Moses reduced to ashes. Is
small crowd of Jews, and then in turn desert the what is the true meaning of cherubim?
such possible to human art?
Jews for another set of people who for two hundred
12.
How
shall
I
explain
the
history
of
the
angels
24. Is it not a miracle that the leader of a great
years had been still more insignificant and much
who fell in love with the daughters of men, and who nation, while in the desert, should allow the throats
more despised-the Christians?
3. Why did he perform a number of incomprehen- conceived giants? It cannot be denied that this of 23,000 of his men be cut by one of .the dozen
sible miracles for the benefit of his favorit people in same tale is found in the fables of the pagans. But tribes, and that 23,000 men should permit themselvs
times unknown to history ? Why did he not per- since the Jews, a very ingenious people, invented all to be massacred without any defense?
25. Should I regard it as a miracle or an act of
form them during some known period, and why do these tales while in the desert, it is evident that all
we, who are the people of God, never see any mira- other nations derived their knowledge from them. ordinary justice that 24,000 Hebrews were killed beHomer, Plato, Cicero, and Virgil knew nothing that cause one of them lay with a Midianite, while Moses
cles now?
4. If God is the God of Abraham, why do you burn had not already been comprehended by the Jews. himself had married a Midianite woman? And
were not those Hebrews whom we paint as ferocious
the children of Abraham? If you burn them, why This is part demonstration, is it not?
13. How much faith shall I hav in the story of the a very a gentle race, to allow their throats to be cut
do you pray for them during the attto-da-fe .'? How
can you worship the letter of the Jewish laws when deluge, and the cataracts of heaven (which, by the for the sake of a woman? Apropos of the maids,
way, has no cataracts) and the tale that all kinds of how shall I maintain my dignity when I say that
you kill others for following them ?
5. How can I make the chronology of the Chinese, animals from Japan, Africa, America, and the south- Moses found 32,000 maids in the camp of the Midthe Chaldeans, the Phamicians, and the Egyptians ern continents were shut up in a great ark with suffi- ianites together with 61,000 asses? That is two
agree with that of the Jews, and how shall I make cient supplies for eating and drinking to last a asses for one maid?
26. What explanation shall I giv of the law which
the forty different modes of computing time used by year, without counting that time when the earth was
the different commentators accord with one another? too moist to bear nourishment for them? Hdw was advocates eating a hare "because it is a ruminant
6. By what arguments shall ~prove that the books it possible for Noah's small family to feed all these and has no cloven foot," when hares on the contrary
attributed to Moses were written by him when in the animals shut up in the ark?
hav cloven feet and are not ruminant! We hav
desert? Can it be said that he wrote them in the
14. How shall I explain to my congregation the already seen that the good book proved that God
land across the Jordan when he had never crossed history of the tower of Babel with some semblance was a very poor geographer, chronologist, and phythe Jordan ? But I am told that God does not know of truth? It stands to reason that the tower of Ba- sician; it has not shown him to be any better naturalanything of geography.
bel was higher than the pyramids of Egypt, since ist. What reason shall I giv for the many other
7. The book called Joshua says that Joshua en- God allowed the pyramids to be built! Did this laws not the less wise, such as relate to the waters
graved the book of Deuteronomy upon stones covered tower reach to Venus or even to the moon?
of jealousy, and laws punishing with dEath any man
with mortar. A passage in the book of Joshua, and
15. How shall I justify the lies of Abraham, the who lay with his wife during the time of her menses,
in other ancient authors, proves evidently that in the father of believers, who, while in Egypt and Gerar, etc.? How can I justify those barbarous and ridicutime of Moses and Joshua the eastern people engraved and at the age of one hundred and thirty-five, pre- lous laws which they say came from God himself?
upon stones and brick their laws and their thoughts. tended that the beautiful Sarah was his sister in or27. How shall I answer those who will be astonIn the Pentateuch we ar,e told that the Jewish people der to induce the king to fall in love with her, and ished at what must be a miracle, viz., that in order
while in the desert went without their food and thereby giv him presents. Fie! what a villain he to cross the Jordan, which in its greatest width is
clothing; it was scarcely probable that a race learned was to sell his wife!
not more than forty-five feet wide, and which can be
enough to engrave a great book had neither tailors
16. Giv me satisfactory reasons why God ordained easily crossed in a boat ·of moderate size, and which
nor shoemakers. How did they preserve that great that Abraham and all his posterity should be cir- is fordable in many places, it is said that 42,000
work which was impressed upon mortar?
cumcised? It was not so ordained in the time of Ephraimites were cut to pieces in the ford of the
8. What is the best way to answer the criticisms Moses.
river by their brothers ?
of learned men who find in the Pentateuch the names
17. Could it be explained to me whether the three
28. How shall I answer those who require me to
of cities which were never in e~istence when those angels to whom Sarah served a whole calf for their explain how the walls of Jericho were overthrown
books were written; who find in those books a set of dinner had a body, or whether they borrowed one? by the sound of a trumpet, and why other towns
rules for kings, when the fact is that the Jews looked How was it possible that the Sodomites wished to were not destroyed in the same way?
upon kings at that time with horror, and were not commit certain crimes upon the angels of God? The
29. Is there any excuse for the courtesan Rahab,
governed by them for seven hundred years after angels must hav been very charming. But why did
Moses? There are passages in the Pentateuch in Lot, surnamed the Just, offer his two daughters to who betraytld Jericho, her home? Why was this
which the author betrays himself, and which prove the Sodomites in the place of the two angels? And treason necessary when the sound of a trumpet was
that he did not liv until long after Moses, for in" what god-mothers too! They laid with their father. sufficient to capture the city? In what light shall
stance, "The bed of Og which can be seen to-day at Ah! sage masters of the university, this is not mo- I undertltand the divine decrees, which permit our
sainted savior, Jesus Christ, to wait on that courteRamatha. . . .• The Canaanite was then in the rality.
18. Will my congregation believe me when I tell san Rabab, which also allow the incest committed
country," etc.
These learned men laboring under difficulties and them that Lot's wife was changed into a pillar of ·by Tamar, with Judah, her god-father, and also the
contradictions (which they impute' to the Jewish salt? How shall I answer those who tell me that adultery of David and Bathsheba? Such commands
chronicles) should take care how they presume upon this is only a gross imitation of the ancient fables of of God are incomprehensible !
Eurydice, and that a statue of salt cannot resist
30. What approbation can I bestow upon Joshua,
their knowledge.
·
who hung thirty-one little kings while he mmrped
9. Is the book of Genesis true or allegorical? Did rain?
19. What shall I say when it is necessary to justify their little kingdoms and villages?
God take a rib from Adam to make a woman? If so,
31. How shall I speak of the battle of Joshua
why, then, is it said in a previous passage that he the bleasings bestowed upon Jacob the Just, who decreatea male and female ? Why did God create the ceived his father Isaac, and who robbed his father- against the Amorites at Bethoron by the Gabeon?
moon before the sun?. How did he divide light in-law Laban? How shall I explain the circum- The ruler of all made great stones rain down from
from darkness, since darkness is nothing but the ab- stance that God appeared to him from the top of a heaven, from Bethoran as far as Azekah. It is five
sence of light? How did he make day before the ladder, and that Jacob wrestled a whole night with leagues from Bethoran to Azekah, so the Amorites
. were exterminated by rocks which fell in the space
sun was made? How did he form the firmament in an angel, etc.?
20. How can I explain the sojourn of the Jews in of five leag~es. Scripture says it was midday.
the midst of water? In• truth there is no firmament,
for was not that false notion of a firmament derived Egypt, and their departure? Exodus says that they Why. then did ~os~ua comi?and the sun and t~e
from tte ancient Greeks? 'l'here are some people who remained four hundred years in Egy~t, but in mak- moon to s~an~ still m t~e middle of the ~eavens m
suppose Genesis was written when the Jews had only a ing a correct calculation we find that 1t was only two order to giv time to fimsh the fate of a httle troop
slight knowledge of the erroneous philosophy of hundred years. How could the daughter of Pharaoh which was already ext_erminated? ~hy did he tell
other people. Already I hav had the sorrow of hear- bathe herself in the Nile, where no one· is now able the moon to stop at midday? How did the sun and
moon remain for a whole day in the same place?
ing it said that God knew nothing of physics, of chro- to bathe on account of crocodiles?
21. How could God make Moses his prophet with- To what commentator could I hav recourse for. an
nology, and of geography.
.
10. What shall I think of the Garden of Eden, out reproaching himself, since Moses had espoused explimation of that extraordinary fact?
32. What shall I say of J ephthah, wllo sacrificed
which contained a riv.er divided into four branches- the daughter of an idolater? Why was it that the
the Tigris, the Euphrates, the Pison (which some be- magicians of. Pharaoh could perform all the miracles his daughter, and who cut the throats of forty-two
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thousand Jews of the tribe of Ephraim, because
A Christian Hermit •.
Catholicism Inimical to the Republic.
they could not pronounce the word Shibboleth?
We
are
informed
that a gentleman has spent thirty
33. Shall I accept or deny that the laws of the
The
Rev. Father King, of the holy Roman CathoJews declare there is no place of punishment or rec- yean~ in seclusion, from which he has jutt; emerged, lic church of the Immaculate Conce-ption, in Oakland,
a
white-bearded
Christian
philosopher,
swinging
the
ompense after death?
How does it happen that
in California, in America, on Sunday last, July 24th,
·
neither Moses nor Joshua hav spoken of the immor- "sword of the Almighty."
of this century, gave, notice to his parishioners that
We
are
told
that
nothing
like
him
has
appeared
tality of the soul-a dogma known by the ancient
he would deny absolution to all the children of his
Egyptians, Chaldeans, Persians, and Grecians-a since the days of the prophets and apostles.
parish who attended the public school recently built
His
advent
is
as
sudden
as
the
present
northwestdogma which was not recognized among the Jews
upon the corner of Grove and Seventh streets.
ern
comet.
after Alexander? The Sadducees always rejected it,
Whether there is anything especially "godless" in
"God
passes
by
a-dd
proclaims
his
awful
name
because it is not found in the Pentateuch.
this particular school we are not informed. To
anew "-so proclaims one of his disciples.
34. What explanation shall I giv of the history of
He has come forth to smite the scientists, hip and withhold absolution from a dying child, by a duly
the Levite, who came upon an ass to Jaboa, a city of thigh, in the old-falilhioned style.
authorized priest, is to send the soul of that child
the Benjamites? All· the Gommorrites wished to
Tyndall, Huxley, Haeckel, Helmholtz, Darwin, to the tortures of an endless hell of sulphurous .fire,
violate him? He abandoned his wife with wh<'m Mayer, and the rest of their school, may as well go from which redemption is alo:qe possible through
the Gommorrites had lain during a whole night. He and hang themselvs.
masses said for coin. We state the proposition; we
died on the next day. If the two Sodomites had
do not argue it. We ask'these questions: Is it right
This hermit is a Daniel come to judgment.
·accepted the two daughters of Lot in place of the
The Gospel Preacher published in Ashland, Ohio, to send a child to hell for obeying its parents, who
two angels, would they hav died ?
furnishes the startling news that he is "the Cyrus send it to a public school? Is that part of the
35. I hav need of your wisdom in explaining the elect of the Most High to liberate Israel from the holy Roman Catholic church represented by the
19th verse of the first chapter of Judges, "The Babylonian yoke of scientific bondage."
parish priest of the church of the Immaculate Conruler of all accompanied . Judah, and he made them
"God Almighty has come down once more upon ception at Oakland in favor of the American system
masters of the mountain, but he could not defeat the Sinai in fire and terror."
of free common schools? Will Archbishop Alemany,
inhabitants of the valley, because they had a large
now that he is directly confronted with the proposiIt is just awful.
number of iron chariots." I cannot comprehend how
The Gospet Preacher can hardly contain itself. tion, support Father King, or repudiate him? If he
the God of heaven and earth who had changed so It bm:sts out in joy, "The angelic jubilate that un- does not repudiate and does uphold this doctrin, does
many times the order of nature and suspended the dulated over the plains of Bethlehem is not yet he not thereby declare that the Roman Catholic
eternal laws in favor of his people·, the Jews, was uot spent. It still quive1·s in the air, God has sent a church in California is the enemy of our public
able to vanquish the inhabitants of a valley because new messenger in the latter half of the nineteenth school system? If Cardinal Me Closkey upholds the
they had iron chariots. Was it true, as many learned century to pronounce with fresh and glorious em- archbishop in upholding the priest, is it not a declamen pretend to know, that the Jews regarded ~heir phasis the Deuteronomy of the gospel."
ration that the church of Rome is the enemy of free
God as a local divinity and protector, who was e1ther
He is a conquering hero.
• schools in America ? If the pope upholds the cardimuch more powerful than the enemy's god; or much
The Methodist Frostestant, Baltimore, imparts the nal in upholding the archbishop in upholding the
less powerful? And is not that proposition clearly cheering news that "thousands of the best educated priest, is it not proof that the church of Rome is the
demonstrated by the answer of Jepththah, "You minds .will rise up and call him blessed."
enemy of free education in the world? If the Roman
possess that which your God Chamos has given you;
The Primitive Christian, Huntingdon, Pa., says, Catholic church is the enemy of free schools, is it not
permit us, then, to take that which our God, Adonai, "This man of 'seven locks' and divine ordination has a fact tending to prove that it is also the enemy
has promised us ?"
·
taken the distinguished Infidels of the present day of our republican government, which is based upon our
36. I add that it is difficult to believe there were by their throats, and shaken them in the eternal grip system of free common schools? If it, the Roman
so many chariots armed to the teeth in a mountain- of truth till not a joint hangs together."
Catholic church, is the enemy of our republican form
ous country, where the scriptures say that in such
That is rough treatment. It does seem to me that of government, had we not better keep the pope's
places it was a great thing to even be mounted on an a gentleman who believes in the turn-cheek-for-blow political Irish, and all others who believe in papal
infallibility, out of our political concerns? And
ass.
doctriu ought to leave them their bones anyway. ·
37. The history of Aod givs me much trouble. I
The New Covenant, Chicago, declares that he is a had we not better begin now, and in San Francisco,
find that the Jews were always enslaved in spite of man of " marvelous ability."
and at this coming municipal election, by withholdthe aid they received from their God, who promised
The Dominion Churchman, Toronto, thinks "the ing from the pope's political Irish and the demaupon his honor to giv them all the country between God of Providence has raised up the author to meet gogs who work with them our votes? We comthe Nile, the sea, and the Euphrates. For eighty the wants of the church in this time of need."
mend this question to the serious consideration of all
years the Jews were subjected to an insignificant
The Christian Standard, Cincinnati, says the those American citizens, nativ and foreign-born, as
king named Eglon. At length God caused Ehud, scientists will find they hav "caught a Tartar."
one they will be compelled to meet at the ballot-box.
the son of Gerah, to favor them. Ehud served them
Let no one sneer. Since this wonderful Christian We regard it as a political question which involves
with his heart and soul. Having made himf'!elf a warrior has come forth from his cave he has already very important results. If a church so powerful in
two-edged dagger, which he hid under his garments captured several college presidents, and many its numbers and its influence as the Roman Catholic
after the manner of Jacques, Clement, and l{availlac, smaller fish among the professors and ministers.
church has determined to set itself in hostil opposiEhud then demanded a secret audience of the king.
tion
to our system of free and non-sectarian schools,
Evolution is destroyed ; the undulatory theory
He said that he had a mysterious and important completely overthrown; Darwinism annihilated, and it is a declaration of war against the republican incommunication to make, which he had received from a personal God firmly reseated on his eternal throne, stitutions of the country. It is an aggressiv display
God. Eglon granted Ehud an audience, whereupon from which he had been hurled by the Tyndalls, of ecclesiasticism which strikes a blow at everything
Ehud with his left hand thrust his concealed dagger Huxleys, and Darwins.
held dear by Americans. It raises the issue of ultrathrough the Yitals of the king. God looked favorAn old "white-bearded Christian philosopher" montanisrrl, clericism, or vaticanism, as a distinct
ably upon this deed, which, according to the morals " in the cleft of the rock under the hand of the issue to be determined at the ballot-box. The first
of all nation~, was a dasta1·dly crime.
partly-disclosed I Am," has been raised up, at this thing to be done in a civil war of this character is to
Explain to me what is a divine assassination. Was stage of the game, to 5heckmate the entire host of ascertain who are the friends of the government, and
the assassination by Saint Ehud more divine than the blasphemous scientistt;. He has come not one mo- who are the friends of the church-to call the roll,
assassination committed by David, who killed the ment too soon.
that all may respond whether they are soldiers of the
cuckold Uriah, or perhaps this was more divine than
The American Christian Review declares that he Constitution or soldiers of the pope. It is well to
the assassination of Adonijah by his brother, the is the " brightest scientific star of modern times," remember that this is a government of majorities;
happy· Solomon. Solomon must hav been happy, and has " startled the religious- world into transports that such questions are capable of peaceful solution;
since he possessed seven hundred ·wives and three of joy and praise."
that if a majority of those clothed with the electiv
hundred concubines.
·His advent is the most important event of 1,800 privilege favor an ecclesiastical government, and the
(CONCLUDED NEXT WEEK.]
subjection of our country to priests; if they favor a
years.
He has already fought tremendous battles and won union of church and state, in which the state shall
them
every one. A pious paper, already quoted be subordinate to the church, and the church take its
The Drink Question.
from, says the gospel of the masses among the in- direction from infallible Rome, they hav the right
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : .telligent to-day, throughout the civilized world, is to so change our Constitution and our laws as to
For the benefit of your correspondent from Liberty, evolution, no God, no Emmanuel, no heaven, no fu- bring about this result. It is desirable to understand
Kan., who, lacking a good reason for the drinking of ture; conscience an educated lie, responsibility a de- this issue, that we may meet it with the intelligent
firmness that becomes American citizens who love
·spirituous liquors, is obliged to fall back on rattle- lusion, and the Bible a stupendous fraud."
snakes, I will say that there is a better remedy for
That state of things has existed long enough, and their country, its government, and its institutions
snake-bites than strychnine whisky, and that is sim- so God has sent this new and very extraordinary better than they love the church of Rome, its pope,
ple mud, an article at once cheap and abundant in "messenger;" "a divinely-panoplied and invincible or its dogmas. This is not a new question, nor is
the West, even more abundant than that delectable champion of the truth has been providentially placed Oakland the only place in which it has arisen,
compound considered so indispensable by many in the van of the host battling for God and the au- nor is Father King the only priest who has asserted
it. It is as old as the papal-hierarchy. It is as unipeople.
thenticity of his revelation."
Years ago rattlesnakes were quite numerous in this
·what is the result? Sanguinary, of course. The versal as empire. The Roman Catholic church can
county, and it was no very uncommon occurrence for Methodist Christian Advocate reports how he has not liv in the sunlight of free thought and free
people to be bitten by them, but I never heard of vanquisheil the Tyndall-Huxley crowd, " met on their speech that comes from free schools. It is only a
but one case proving fatal. A woman died after own ground, fought with their own weapons, and are power of intellectual darkness. It can only flourish
being bitten by a rattlesnake, but it was generally hewn to pieces as completely as was Agag by the in ignorance. It is a thing of superstition and bigotry. It has in it no element of enlightened p1·ogress.
conceded that it was from the effects of the brandy sword of Samuel."
,
The
country that it dominates is arrested in its intelthat she took by order of her physician, whereas all
I will watch the progress of the conquering Chriswho tried an external application of mud recovered. tian army, with its procession of one, and giv the lectual development. It stagnates. The people beSo much for ardent spirits for snake-bites.
news. He has already snuffed out the greater lights, come slaves to the priests, and the state loses
Evidently your correspondent thinks he has asked and we, rank and file, may as well make up our dignity, power, and rank among nations.
an unanswerable questi&n of temperance people when minds to be devoured whole. Between Mother
A WEsT INDIAN slave, who, amidst his wrongs,
he inquires where the poison of whisky comes from, Shipton, the comet, and this last great Christian
"from the grain or from the air?" Will he be good hero, there will not be much left for us to pull for retains his berievolence, I, for my part, look upon as
amongst the foremost of human candidates for the
enough to tell where the venom of the rattlesnake the shore of 1882.
W. F. JAMIESON.
rewards of virtue. The kind master of such a slave,
comes from, from the earth, wherein grow wholeAlbion, Mich.
that is, he who, in the exercise of an inordinate ausome roots for the food of man, or from the air we
thority, poStpones, in any degree, his own i:qterest to
breathe?
H. A. LAMB, M. D., of Portland, Me., will repre- his slave's comfari, is likewise a meritorious characI would recommend friend Holmes so devote a little time to the very useful study of chemistry, where sent that state at the Hornellsville Freethinkers' ter; but still he is inferior to his slave.-Paley's
he may obtain some knowledge of th<'l nature of Convention, and will giv a report of the progress "Natural Theology" (1743-1805).
poisons, about which at present he seems profoundly that Liberalism is making there. It will be well for
A TRUTH SEEKER IN EuROPE. Mr. Bennett's
the cause if other distant states shall be as well repignorant.
C. L. ]}'loRGAN.
letters from abroad. $1.50.
resented.
.
H. L. GREEN.
Alb,any, Wis.
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A Diluted Comstock Fails in his Efforts.
Another apostle of culture has got a metaphorical
alap in the mouth, and has sat down sorely wounded,
because he cannot control the reading of the whole
Boston public. His name· is Hubbard, and the men
who hav smitten him are thtl trustees of the Boston
Public Library. They hav decided that the novels
of the Rhoda Broughton kind shall not be excluded
from the library because they are exciting and sensational. Mr. Hubbard, who appears to be a man of
Anthony Comstock type, except that he has a little
more intellect and little less dishonesty, has for some
time, with an utter disregard of consequences to his
own sensiti"v mind, been picking out and reading all
the "racy" novels in the library and then writing
letters to the newspapers asking them to use their
influence to hav the objectionable works removed.
After an extended wallowing in literary slush he became so noisy that the library committee of the city
council gave him two hearings. He seemed to think
that the clergymen of the city were by divine right
guardians of the public's reading matter, for he says
that he has "the right in the name of every decentminded clergyman in the city to demand that this
department (the fiction) be closed." Prob11.bly the
indecent-minded clergymen of the city, and Boston
has a good many of that class, would object to being
deprived of their sensual recreation, and so Old
Mother Hubbard only appeals to the other kind.
To his frantic efforts the trustees of the library
respond with exasperating coolness. His charges,
they say, lack definitness. He could not, as the
critics of the Bible do, point to chapter and verse and
say, Take that out, but confined himself, like Jeffreys
Benedict, to the "tendency" of the work, with himself as a judge of the "tendency." "It is obviously
impossible," the trustees sensibly say, "as it would
be highly improper, for the trustees to exclude such
authors as these, whQse works are read in every circle
of society, and which the public, who are taxed to
support the institution, demand. While they carefully exclude from circulation, especially among the
young, all books of an immoral influence, they do
do not consider themselvs in the position of parents
or guardians to the community, bound to select for
it only such books as suit their own tastes." Moreover, they put truth against old-maidishness. Fiction
tJ1at represents " a world of fair weather and blue
skies, with no sickness or suffering, no vice or erime,
would not giv a faithful picture of life." A novel
which points a fatal consequence of error and wickedness is not, in their judgment, immoral, and leaves no
stain on the mind of youth or age. Milton, who had
no admiration for a "cloistered virtue," is called in
to support their position. They hav probed the subject thoroughly, and they "can find no present
grounds at least for the charges other than that
among the books circulating there, as through the
whole community, are many imaginativ, exciting,
and trashy works, high-wrought, sensational, and
unwholesome in their tone and influence."
Mother Hubbard must, therefore, seek some other
city in which to work his high moral reforms. Perhaps he will come to New York and start a school,
as that other eminent moral reformer of Boston did.
He appears to be too good for this worla, and the
most appropriate place we can find him will be
among the crowd of Boston transcendent.alists, who
exclude thempelvs from the world and presumably
liv on air. Such over-sensitiv people as Hubbard it
was who objected to the Greek play recently performed at Harvard because it would corrupt the public, and who wanted the "Maid of the Mist" in the
Public Gardens veiled with some more substantial
fabric than spray. ·
We are glad to see the good sense shown by the
trustees of the library. Let the bigots, whether literary or religious, be soundly reouked whenever they
attempt to foist themselvs upon the public as censors. These nasty-nice people are mentally unhealthy, and should be put in a mild asylum and
treated for their disease. Of course the trustees of
the Public Library could not do what Mother Hubbard asked of them. The library is supported by
taxation, and the people of Boston would justly complain of the censorship so rigid as Mr. Hubbard would
establish. If he explains that the books he wished to
keep from'them are corrupt and wicked, they retort
that those he would leave in the library are stupid
and dull. To refuse applications for tais class of
fiction at the Public Library would force the applicants to some other library not free, and they would
be likely to raise a protest against paying further

taxes for the 1upport of a collection which did not plenty of time in which to send in the names. Next
week we will again publish . the list, when we hope
include the books they wanted to read.
there will be many new names, and that before every
one there will appear a star.
'

Progress. in France.

A significant and gratifying step forward has been
taken by the French government in rPgard to freedom of the press in discussing religious subjects.
France has for a long time been a very inconsistent
country. While her people aile thoroughly imbued
with skepticism, and the intellectual portion of the
"upper" classes are Atheists, the hands which hav
held the reins of power hav been fettered by priests,
and the government has been in the interests of
Catholicism. Recently in the expulsion of the Jesuits
and now in the acts repealing all restraining regulations against Liberal publications, a clean sweep has
been made, and hereafter no priest can throttle the
press in France. Up to now a " commission du colportage" has existed which has sat in judgment upon
the works issued bearing upon religion, much the
same in practical effect as the censor whG used to
read (so Mr. Parton informs us) Voltaire's manuscripts, smile at his sarcasms, say they were good,
and then suppress them. Under this commil'sion all
books against the Catholic church were promptly
suppressed. There hav been indications for the
past year that this commission was not very strenuously supported by the government, for it has pretended not to notice tl:.e publication of the works
which these acts now expressly allow. Even an "Illustrated Comic Bible " found many readers among
the irreligious Frenchmen, and now that an "AntiClerical Publishing Company" has been formed for
the avowed purpose of printing and selling cheap
works showing up the church, we may reasonably
look for the further fast spread of the ideas sowed
decades ago by the irresistible Voltaire. Any
Frenchman, now that· the colportage commission is
done away with, may print and sell without license
the best thought of his brain, even though that
thought may sap the religious feeling of the people
and undermine the foundation of that edifice of tyranny and ignorance, the Catholic church. And when
the patriotic citizen of France reflects upon the monstrout~ cruelties upon humanity which that church
has inflicted he can but feel derelict in his duty to
his children and his country if he does not do all in
his power to overthrow it. France, in times past,
has been the field on which the battles of the cross
hav been most relentlessly and bloodily waged.
Almost every acre has been watered with the tears
and blood of the victims of the church. Almost
every hamlet has been lip;hted up by the fires kindled by religious love. From Charlemagne to Voltaire there was no rest for the heretic within the
boundaries of France. Voltaire was the first warrior who made the church afraid. He it was who
made even the little Freethought of the eighteenth
century possible in France. But the work so powerfully begun by him has languished, because of governmental opposition, although going steadily on
throughout the masses, until at l!lst it has reached
the law-making heart. Kings and emperors had
first to be overthrown, because in politiGal tyrants
theological despots hav ever found most congenial
and potent help. Under a republican form of government religious liberty may be had for even
France. Let us hope that the priest may never
again be the power behind the throne which shall
keep in miserable degradation the minds of a people
so prone to good as those of France.
WE see that the steamer Ethiopia, in which Mr.
Bennett sailed, has arrived safely at Glasgow, and we
hope in the ne:x:t number of the paper we shall hav a
letter from him. We know it will be joyfully hailed
by his thousands of friends.

A First-Class Suggestion.
PALo, IowA, A.ug. 11, 1881.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : I would like
to say to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER that a thought
came to my mind as I was reading Bro. Bennett's parting letter what a grand, good chance there is open while he is on his
trip for every one that can possibly send in their names for the
book, and roll up such a list of names that he will be astonished
when he comes to see it. This, I think, we ought to do, lhose
of us that hav not felt able to send in the $5 beforehand. We
hav a long time before us to make the preparation to hav the
money ready to pay for the books as soon as they can be published. I would like to see such . a display of names as no
other man ever had for a book. This would be so encouraging for Bro. Bennett and his worthy little wife all the rest of
their days to think of. Now, friends, roll up your names as
fast as possible, and let them be put _in the paper from time to
time, and let Bro. Bennett see what we are doing for him while
he is doing so much for us. I would say before I close this that
I would like to hear from others on this subject through THE
TRUTH SEEKER.
.
J. STRATFORD.

The above is a very excellent and timely suggestion, and is in accordance with our desires. We
would like to see the list of donors to the fund (and
consequent recipients of the books) very materially
lengthened. It ought to be to pay for the trip, and
we want to hav a thousand names to whom to dedicate the volumes. It will be five or six months
before the first volume is bound up, and· there is

Book Notice.
"THE INFIDEL PuLPIT." Lectures by George Chainey. Vol.
I. Price, $1. S~ld at this office.

There is no need for us to do more than announce
this work. Words of praise, amply deserved as they
are, are rendered unnecessary by the wide and favorable reputation which Mr. Cpainey has ·made for
himself in the Liberal lecture-field since he left the
cramped and crowded church, where brains were at a
discount and original thought not wanted. Mr.
Chainey is a man to whom anything concerning human liberty is far from foreign. He thinks a great
deal, and givs his audience all his thoughts. He is an,
iconoclast and builder, and at present is engaged in
clearing away the rubbish that impedes the mental
progress of the race. And he is capable of afterward
rearing from the ruins a temple which shall stand
the criticism of truth. His idea of the work of Liberals is well told in this:
"Liberalism has its isms, as you know, as well as orthodoxy.
One party believes in destruction, another in construction.
There is quite a tendency among many to be frightened at any
sign of hostility toward the church. If you open your mouth
against it, they insist upon it that you must be sweet as sugll.l"
and gentle as a zephyr. They seem to think that a pioneer can
work with kill gloves on his hands, and that the church's dungeons of despair and high, thick walls of sectarianism can be
battered down by pelting them with roses. They talk a great
deal about the orderly sequence of religious ideas, and the
work of a cultured Liberalism. Now, while I believe in culture, and strive each day to gllin some. yet I am sure that to
many this word means moral cowardlinese and sentimental
aristocracy. They shrink from the rough work demanded of
the pioneer; and so, instead of going bravely to worli:, and by
dint of hard blows making a clearing in the forests of superstition, they sow their seed beneath its deep aml dark shade, and
then wonder why it doesn't grow. The excuse given for letting
the church alone is that it is not so objectionable as it used to
be. But this is by no means so certain as many think. It is
true that the lake of real fire ii.Ild brimstone has been changed
into afigure of rhetoric, illustrating the torments of conscience
and moral despair. But, according to their own confession,
spiritual joys and pains are more intense than physical; and
so you see that this new charitable hell is a great d~al worse
than the old one. They no longer torment the unbeliever with
fire and sword. Still, they socially ostracize him, put him under a ban, whisper slander against him, warn young people to
keep away from him as from a pest-house, rob him of his
friends, and insult his memory after he is dead, all of which,
to a sensitiv soul, is worse than martyrdom."

The book contains eighteen lectures upon the following subjects: "Lessons from the Life and Work
of Karl Heinzen;" "Minot Savage's Talks about
God;" "Moral Obj'ections to the God Idea;" "Nature and Decline of Unitarianism;" "Robert G. Ingersoll;" "Assassination of the Czar;" "Lights and
Shades of Liberalism ;" " The Spirit of the Press;"
"Relics of Barbarism;" "The Sphinx;" "The Choir
Invisible ;" "Lessons for To-day, from Walt Whitman ;" " True Democracy;" " My Religious Experience ;" " The Ideal Man and Woman ;" "What is
Morality?" "What is Religion?" "The Church of
the Future."

Lithographical.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, f:Jir : I
I hav received the excellent life-size lithograph of
the good old truth seeker. It is a fine picture of
our leader and guide, Mr. D. M. Bennett, and I.
hope it will find a place on the walls of hundreds of
LibeTal homes all over the land.
I don't know of a single face in all the world that
I should prefer to hav as a household companion to
this of our round-the-world traveler and freedom's
champion. He has gone on a long journey, and who
knows but this may be the last picture we shall ever
hav of his mild, pleasant, and benign countenance?
I hope all will hasten to secure it and that its presence in their homes will be as. that of a guardian
spirit that shall keep them from all thoughts of
wrong,and evil and impel them to earnest labors for
the highest good and widest liberty for all.
ELMINA.

A GREAT many of Mr. Bennett's friends are availing themselvs of the opportunity to get his litho.
graph likeness, but we hav some more left. Orders
fil.led promptly and securely.
IN making remittances our friends will greatly
oblige us if they will send cash, drafts, or money
orders in preference to stamps. If nothing but
stamps are obtainable we shall receive them with
pleasure, but we prefer cash, sent by registered letter so' as to be safe.
WE hav sent out a good many posters to friends
who are willing to make a little exertion in behalf
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, and we hav several hundred
yet on hand which we shall be pleased to dispose of
in the s.ame way. Let all who think they can obtain
a new subscriber or two by posting them up drop us
a postal card, and we will forward promptly.
•
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Fifth Annual Congress of the National Liberal coins in e:ristence stamped with hi1. name and assigned to that period. Aretas had a governor there
League.
The fifth Annual Congress of the National Liberal
·League will be held in Hershey Hall, city of Chicago,
on the 30th day of September, and 1st and 2d of October, 1881.
All charter members and life members of the National Liberal I . . eagne, and all duly accredited delegates from local auxillary Liberal Leagues, organized
in accordance with the provisions of the Constitution,
·are entitled to seats and votes in the Annual Congress. Annual members of the National League are
entitled to seats, though not to votes.
The object' of the National Liberal League is no
more and no less than: 1. THE TOTAL SEPARATION
OF CHURCH AND STATE. 2. Protection of all eitizens in their equal religious and politiaal rights.
3. The universal secular education of the people.
T)lese objects commend themselvs to every American citizen as worthy of immediate accomplishment
in town, state, .and nation. Hence, there is not a
man or woman on· this continent whose dignity
would not be enhanced by participating in this Con-.
gress for the furtherance of its object.
Equality before the law for all, without distinction of race or sex, justice for all, p1·ivilege for
none, are the vital principles of human society. Any
religion founded on th~se principles is a blessing.
Any which opposes them_is a curse.
The two facts, first, that a large portion of• the
people of these United States are not connected with
or benefited by any church; and second, that almost
universally, throughout these states, the property of
churches or ecclesiastical organizations is exempted
from taxation, show that this Congress is not less
important than any ever assembled on this continent,
hardly excepting that of 1776. If this5s not marching to success, that was a failure. Let it not be the
fault of the two hundred and twenty-one auxiliaries
if it is not as earnest and dignified.
Boston, Aug. 10, 1881.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
President Nationa Liberal League.
[From tke National Republican.]

Paul not Acher of the Talmud.

then.

In our Greek version he is called ethnarch

(ethnarkes), but in the Peshito, or ancient Syriac version, written in the language of that country, and
the language which Paul spoke and probably wrote,
the passage -reads, as translated by Dr. Murdock, "The
commander ol the army of Aretas the King." It is
evident, therefore, that Aretas exercised supreme and
not subordinate power in Damascus when Paul escaped from the city by being let down from a window by the wall in a basket.
CHRISTIAN CHRONOLOGY.
"Why date an event from the birth of a myth?''
says" A Subscriber." "Why write A. D. (Anno Domini) if there was no Dominus?" So he might also
ask the Infidel or the Unitarian, Why do you recognrze the divinity of Christ by using A. D.? Rabbi
Wise ingeniously substitutes c. for D.; and now "A
Subscriber" wants "Student" to change D. to M.
There ar.e two objections to that: 1. There is no Latin
word for "myth;" 2. A • .M. stands for forenoon. As
an evidence that Christ wa.s ~orn 1,881 years ago (or,
rather, 1,880 years 6 months and 21 days, he should
hav said) "A Subscriber" refers to the date of" Student's" letter. Wrong there l "Student" has not
dated one of his letters. About the year 1270 A-u. c.
-i. e., from the building of Rome, which would be
527 A. D.-Dionysimt, a priest, undertook to establish
a Christian era. Finding in Luke's gospel that when
Jesus was baptized ,by John he began to be about
thirty years of age, and that John began to baptize
in the fifteenth year of Tiberius Cresar, and allowing
one year for John's prior ministry, the birth of Jesus
would fall fourteen years before Tiberius became
emperor. But Dionysius overlooked the fact that
Herod, who, according to Matthew, ordered a slaughter of infants in the hope of destroying the little
rival to his throne, died three or four years before
the year 1 of the new era. So, in order to save the
story of Matthew, the churchmen of later times hav
had t9 set back the birth of Christ several years.
First, they set it back two years (Helvicus's Chronology, 1687 ), then four years, and now at last six years or
more (McClint. and Str. Cyc., Appleton's new Cyc.).
So, then, it appears that Luke didn't know how old
Jesus was by at least six years, while John took him
to be near fifty (viii, 57), and Irenreus (A-D- 190)
asserts that John and the other apostles told the
elders in Asia that Jesus was an old man, certainly
past fifty. (Agt. Heres, book II., ch. xxii, 4, 5). In
view, therefore, of th._\l fact that Anno Domini is at
least six years older than the civilization of the dark
ages determined, and that we hav all got to use some
kind of chronology that will be intelligible, "Student" will continue to stick to A. D. and B. c.
ffiSTORIC.A.L CHRISTIANITY.
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Liberal Encampment.·
'l'he annual meeting of the.-Liberals of Kansas and
states will be held in Forest Park, Ottawa
( oeheved to be the finest natural park in the state),
commencing Aug. 25th and continuing until the 29th.
The committee hav given much attention to perfecting every arrangement to make it pleasant and profitable for those present, and therefore urge large and
prompt attendance. Friends from surrounoing cities
will make arrangements for special excursion train!!
for Saturday and Sunday. Reduced rates hav been
procured over the F. S. & Gulf, K. C. L .. & Southern
Kans., and A. T. & Santa Fe railroads. The park is
located one square from the depot of the K. C., L. &
Southern railroad. Lodging can be hadas reasonable rates. Meals, 25' cents in the city and at the
park. A limited number of tents can be rented, but
we recommend each family to provide their own, the
cost of which will be but a trifle more than the rent.
Vocal and instrumental music has been provided for
the oc~asion. A number of distinguished speakers
of natiOnal reputation hav promised their attendance, in addition to home talent, among which are
Mrs. Mattie P. Krekle, of Missouri; Bishop Samuel
Watson, of Memphis, Tenn.; Rev. Jenk Jones, of
Chicago; C. G. Howland, of Lawrence, Kan.; J. E.
Remsburg, of Atchison, Kan.
The following persons hav been invited, some of
whom will attend: B. F. Underwooil, Charles Se'l.rs,
Sr., T. C. Leland, T. B. Wakeman, Judge A. Krekle,
W. S. Bell, H. L. Green, Gov. Charles Robinson.
All friends. of progress and mental liberty are requested to giv this meeting. publicity by advertisment in local papers ani! distribution of its bills.
By l)rder of the executiv committee.
·
·
ALFRED TAYLOR, President.
MRs. ANNIE DIGGs, Secretary.
a,dj~ining

Iowa State Convention.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Please announce at once that the First Annual Convention of the Iowa Liberal League will convene at
Cedar Rapids, Saturday, September 24th, at 7:30
P.M., and continue over Sunday and Monday, perhaps Tuesday. After Saturday, tliree sessions daily.
It is called at this time that delegates to and others
desiring to attend the National League Congress at
Chicago the following Friday, Saturday, and Sunday
may be enabled to do so without returning home in
the interim. Good Rpeakers will be in attendance
and arrangements will be perfected as soon as possi~
ble and duly announced for reduced fares at hotels
and upon railroads.
Delegates to the Fifth Annual Congress of the
National League will be reelected at this meeting,
and much other business of vital importance will be
transacted.
Cedar Rapids is accessible from all parts of the
state, and there should be a large turn-out of truthloving and light-seeking men and women. ·Let us
hear from you all, and please do not forget that the
sinews of war must be forthcoming if we would be
successful. Let us evidence our faith by our works.
Fraternally,
E. C. W .ALKER,
Secretary.

· "The Origin of Christianity," by the Rev. Isaac
M. Wise (Cincinnati, 1868), is a work which has afforded me much valuable information. 'l'he learned
author proves that the writer of Acts was ignorant
of the geography of Palestine and of the history and
customs of the Jews. Yet out o:li the mass of fiction
he seeks to save a few facts. Assuming that Paul
flourished in the first century, and believing that the
Talmud omits to mention no distinguished character
of that period, Mr. Wise is very sure that Paul answers to Acher of the Talmud; and as in Acts Paul
is an alias for Saul, so in the Talmud Acher is supThe sayings ascribed to Jesus, which "G. H. B.''
posed to be another alias. Indeed, the meaning of
quotes,
are good, but not original; they can all be
Acher is "another," just as Paul means "little."
But, in my judgment, all the parallels pointed out traced back of the first century. "It is a curious
by Mr. Wise between Paul and A{lher are very weak. fact," says the eminent Swiss theologian, W etstein,
He says Acher, like Paul, was a pupil of GamalieL "that the Lord's Prayer may be reconstructed
Paul says nothing about Gamaliel in his epistles; it almost verbatim out of the Talmud." And the Rev.
is the writer of Acts who names him. Acher, like John Gregorie (1685) givs the old Jewish prayer
·
Paul, had visions, says Mr. Wise. So had many oth- thus:
ers in those days. But in order to identify the two
Our Father which art in Heaven be gracious to us. 0 Lord
characters Mr. Wise has to fix the birth. of Paul as our God, hallowed be 1'hy nal!U!. 0 let the ·remembrance of
Bro. Walker in Minnesota.
· d
h l
f
Thee be glorified in Heaven above and upon earth below. Let
late as :A.D. 30, an his deat
ong a ter that of thy kingdom reign over us, now and forever. The holy men
To THE EDITuR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : The
Nero, A.D. 68, probably some time in the second of old said," Remit and forgiv unto all men whatsoever they
cen:tury. For he makes Paul-i. e., Acher-the au- hav done against me." A.nd lead m 1wt into temptation but Liberals in this section hav had the pleasure of a visit
tagonist of Akiba, who flourished after the destruc- d~liver mjrorn the ev-il thing. For Thine is the ldngdom,' and from E. C. Walker, Secretary of the Iowa Liberal
League. This " brick" in the cause of Freeth ought
tion of Jerusalem, A.D. 70, and who died about A.D. Thou shalt reign in glory forever and forever more;
134, at the age of 120.
.
"Dunbar" charges contributors with "giving us not only scattered broadcast many Liberal books and
Paul's last visit to Jerusalem is described in Acts excerpts from Strauss, Renan, and Taylor, without pamphlets, secured subscribers for Liberal paper!!,
:xxi, xxii, and xxiii. The marginal date in our old giving due eredit to the authors." This I am cer- but he gave us two of his keen and logical lectures,
version is .A.. D. 60. Ananias is high prfest and Felix tain is not true. "Iconoclast" (dubbed "Learned which, wherever delivered, will be a thorn in the
is governor of Judea (xxiii, 2, 24). Now Ananias Man" by the editor) has once referred to Taylor's side of orthodoxy. I hav long been an admirer of
was high priest from 48 to 55, and Ananus for three "Diegesis," and stated in a few words what the Mr. Walker on account of his efforts in the Liberal
months in 62. (McClint. and Str. Cyc., Josephus). author had proved; and in my article, published cause, but it was reserved for the present time to
If, therefore, Ananias was meant, the year 60 is too July 15th, I gave from another source a brief state- know him well, and we unhesitatingly say that for
late by five years or more, and if Ananus was meant ment of the treatment Taylor received at the hands ability, d-etermination, and unselfish devotion to the
it is too early by two years. Mr. Wise rejects Ana. of the clergy. But I am not aware that I bav even cause or humanity he has few, if any, superiors.
Should there be any change p1ade in the chairma:e.nias A.D. 4tl to 55, and assumes that Ananus was drawn on Taylor for a single point thus far, and I
meant, .A..D. 62 or 63, as Mr. Wise has it. But as certainly hav borrowed nothing from Renan or ship ef the Executiv Committee, Mr. Walker is the
man for the position. Liberals of Minnesota should
Festus succeeded Felix A.D. 60, or earlier, and was Strauss. I hav no use as yet for either.
governor only two years, Mr. Wise is compelled to
But "Dunbar" wants "Student" to answer, arrange with him for lectures by all means.
P. UNDERfiLL.
drop both Felix and Festus from the account in Acts "s~stematically and syllogistically," five questions
as unhistoricaL Indeed, he avers, and truly, that whwh he propounds about God. I beg to decline.
CICERO said that he was sure that two augurs could
during the latter part of Felix's governorship there The learned and eloquent Col. Ingersoll, as I underwas no high priest Ananias or Ananus. And the stand, when asked, "Do you believe in a God?" not meet without laughing; and he was likely to
same is probably true during the whole of Festus's anRwers, "I don't know." And the great Voltaire, know, for he had been once an augur himself.governorship. Othe1: chronologica~ difficulties stand writing, at the age of eighty, to King Frederick of Garlyle.
in the way of Mr. Wtse's hypothesis, as well as any Prussia, reproves D'Holbach, author of" Systeme de
HE hath showed thee, 0 man! what is good; and
other hypothesis recognizing the existence of Paul la Nature," for deciding that there is no God," withor any of the apostles in the first cen"tury.
out so much a!! trying to prove the impossibility," what doth-the Lord require of thee but to do justly
Laying aside the book of Acts, let me point out one and adds, "Si .Dieu n'e~istait pas, il faudrait and to love mercy and to walk humbly with thy God?
in Paul's own writings. How can Mr."Wise, who l'inventer"-" If God did not exist it would be neces- -Micah, vi, 8.
dates Paul's conversion about A.D. 50, reconcile with sary to invent him." So, then, with Baron D'Holhistory this statement in 2 Corinthians, xi,_32: "In _bach denying_a deity, and Voltaire claiming that · THOSE who hav read of everything are thought to
Damascus the governor, under Aretas the kmg, kept "all nature cnes to us that God exists," and CoL ~nderstand everything too; but it is not always so.
the city of the Damascenes with a garrison, desirous Ingersoll confes!ling that )le don't know, why ask Reading furnishes the mind only with the materials
to apprehend me?" Do!"S history tell us anything "Student" to discuss the question? Please, "Dtm- of knowledge; it is thinking that makes what we
about a king Aretas, .A..D. pO, in Damascus or any- bar," don't! I am, "systematically, syllogistically" read ours. We are of the ruminating kind, and it is
where else? We know that prior to 63 B.C. King and idiosyncratically incommensurate to answ~r not enough to cram ourselvs with a great load of
Aretas of Arabia Petra did govern Damascus; not satisfactorily the momentous interrogatories you collection!!. Unless we chew them over again they
only does history tell us tl01 but there are diverse oate~orically propound.
STUD.&NT.
will not giv,ue strength and now:ishment.-Locke.
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Judge remains in the belief that the earth is flat and
stands upon pillars reaching clear _down.
.
Third. As for the power and In~u~nce of Christianity, in connection with the_ rehgwn. held. and
taught by the God described m the Bible (mde"The Political Aspect."
pendent of Infidelity), leading III.ankind ~o moral
To THE EDITOR o"F THE TRUTH SEEKEn, Si'l' : I
goodness and ci vihzation, the Colonel claims they
see that R. H; Lamb has recently favored you with
hav failed to do so in past ages.
an article under the above caption, which proves
1. The Bible claim.s God was the chief ruler and
that however much he may hav studied Liberalism,
governor from Adam to Noah, and instead of the
he knows little of Greenbackism. and what it seeks
people becoming moral citizens_, _they became desto accomplish.
·
perately wicked, and G?d was gr~eved to the ?~art
He says: "The Greenbackers. hav nothing of
that he made man. If this be true, It proves positivly
which to complain now, inasmuch as there is money
that the influence of God's teaching and his governing
enough for all who are industrious, and the means of
power over mankind was a perfect failure.
acquiring it are ample. The kind of currency is a
2. From Abraham to the destruction of Jerusalem
matter of little import. The.money wehav is good,
God is, in the Bible, claimed to hav made choice of
and the people are satisfie~ gener_ally if they only
Abraham and his seed, known a~ the Jewish nation,
hav enough of it, so that, m reahty, there are no
to whom God revealed himself personally, and was
good reasons why this party shoul_d be supp~r~ed,
their special ·lawgive_r, ~nd dictated in all the !lffairs
particularly so, as there are now m the pohtiCal
of the nation, yet his mfluence and power failed to
arena three different parties, all of which present
lead his chosen people to moral goodness, and this
shortcomings of the real needs of the present. . . .
attempt was no improvement on his others.
Democracy and Greenbackism represent lost causes.
3. How was it with Christianity from Christ to
We need advancement. The people are restless."
Martin Luther, who introduced Infidel doctrins into
As they say in conventions, let 1lfl. consider this
the church, causing a division by teaching individse'l'iatirn.
ual rights, d~nying and_ pr?testing against God
1. "The Greenbackers hav nothing ef which to
placing infalhble authority m the rulers of the
complain now, inasmuch as the1·e is money enough
church? This was rank Infidelity, and struck
for all who are industrious, and tne means of acalmost a death-blow against popes and car<iinals in
quiring it are ample."
the church, nevertheless it had been held a sacred
The Greenbackers do not complain so much to-day
doctrin from Abraham down through all the head
of the limited quantity of money as they do of the
rulers o,f the church, and is so acknowledged by the
kind of money in circulation and the cost of getting
Protestants appealing to Mo~es and the _prophets,
it. But if they hav nothing to complain of now,
Christ and his apostles, on disputed questiOns as an
why is it? Is it not because they hav poured their
infallible 6tandard. We ask, Who but an Infidel
complaints into the ears of the people, and so
would deny the order of God's church ?
thoroughly aroused the masses that our lawmakers
This infallible authority was held and maintained
became afraid of them?
in the church down through Constantine to Luther,
When the Greenbackers commenced their agitaand is to this day held by the mother church. From
tion the Republicans had contracted the amount of
Con'stantine to Luther Christianity ruled predomimoney in actual circula.tion to about five dollars per
nant, and the result was deplorable. This period is
capita; they had demonetized. silver; had burdened
known as the dark age of the wol'ld.
.
the people with a debt on which the masses were
Here again is proof positiv of another failtaxed to pay six per cent interest; had dishonored
ure to lead mankind to moral goodness. After a trial
the money of the government by causing the govof some fifteen hundred years, Christianity ran
ernment to refuse to take it at its custom-houses,
herself into the ground, committin_g murder and all
and had passed a law aUowing the banks to contract
manner of crimes under the authority of the church.
and expand the volume of the people's money at
This is a fact that cannot- be successfully denied.
pleasure.
All the improvements and red~eming qu3;lities in
Under the Greenback agitation the contraction of
Christianity leading to the elevatiOn of man m moral
the volume of the currency was stopped, silver has
goodness had their origin in that whi~h is called
been remonetized, the interest on our bonded debt
Infidelity, first taught by Luther and his co-laborhas been reduced nearly one-half, and greenbacks
ers in denying infallible authority in the church;
are, in violation of law, receivable at our customsecond, by claiming individual rights, which l~ad
houses.
to religious toleration, in the. absence of whiCh
Now, if there is money enough, as Mr. Lamb
tyranny rules with the predommant party.
Col. Ingersoll and Judge Black.
says, that is only a proof that the truths the GreenTherefore Infidelity should be respected for what
back party came to teach are working. Now, don't
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si'l': it has done, and for what it is now doing; first, for
ask us to cease our work just as we are beginning to H'aving read in the No'l'th American Review of dividing the Catholic or mother church. . _To t~is
compel the old parties to do what we hav so long August, 1881, Col. Ingersoll's and Judge Black's alone we are indebted for our present rehgwus hbcontended must be done. But does friend Lamb views upon Christian religion, I propose to make a erty. Had Christianity remained a unit we would
know that more than half of all our superabundant few comments upon the positions taken by each gen- now be under pope rule. Second, for causing and
money is national bank money? Does he know that tleman on a few points wherein they differ.
keeping a division a~ong the Pr?testants: . If
~hey never had so much money out in the world
First. The existence of the universe. There are Protestantism was a umt, the same as IS Cathohmsm,
before? Does he know that they hav more money two theories: the creativ, or theological, founded the two parties would be measuring swords for the
out now than they hav bonds deposited to redeem? upon the six-day creation in the Bible; the other mastery, as in past ages.
.
.
Does he know that these same banks could at any the developing, or scientific, theory, founded upon
4. The Judge in some of his closmg rema~k~ speaks
time, on ten days' notice, by a concerted action, science.
of the condition of the world when the disciples of
withdraw their over seven dollars per capita of
The Colonel takes the latter, basing his arguments Christ commenced to reform it as being in a very
money now ·circulating among the people? ·And upon common sense and the unchangeable laws (or immoral condition. He says: "In its mighty medoes ne know that that would bring immediate power in matter) that rule.
tropolis the center of its intellectual and political
The Judge takes the creativ theory, basing his power, the best men were addicted to vices ~o definancial ruin? Is he willing to put the welfare of
this whole country into the hands of a corporation arguments upon superstition, supernatural laws, and basing that I could not even allude to them Without
whose interest is to bring ruin to the masses and miraculous power.
soiling the paper I write upon. Cold-blooded cruelthereby enrich themselvs?
The Colonel denies miracles upon the ground that ties, oppression, and robbery ruled supreme. MurAgain, the industrious cannot to-day" acquire" the they cannot exist unless the laws that govern are der went ramp~in~ and red all over ~he earth. The
money; the means are not" ample." While stock suspended and held in check by supernatural law, church came, and hght penetrated this moral_ da~k
jobbers, speculators, and gamblers are making their and the power that produces miracles must be ness like a new sun. She covered the earth With mmillions, if R. H. Lamb will come here I will take changeable, therefore not reliable.
stitutions of mercy. Her earliest adherents were ·
him only one-half mile and show him a hundred men,
The Colonel has the best scientists on earth to killed without remorse, crucified, sawn asunder,
some of them building a new railroad and some of back him, and the experience of man teaches the thrown to wild beasts, and slowly burnt to death."
them repairing an old one, at on~ dollar and ten fact that just as fast as common sense and scientific Upon what the judge says upon this point we will
cents a day each. Is a dollar and ten cents pe'l' diem knowledge overpower superstition miracles cease to make a few remarks, and then put in as a reply reli"ample?" Would workmen if they could get more exist, though they once were of every-day occur- able history.
bear the "burden and heat of the day" for so small renee, owing· to the ignorant and undeveloped condiFrom what he says we think he misstated the time,
an amount? Would lawyers, bankers, and gamblers tion of man.
from the fact, with a slight difference, if any, he has
Second. The Colonel starts out, claiming a pro- given the condition of the Christian church _in ·what
consider it "ample " for themselvs?
2. "The kind of currency is of little import." That found change has taken place in the world of is called the dark age of the world, at the time Lumeans it makes but little difference whether the peo- thought.
ther commenced teaching his Infidel doctrin, for
ple, through their properly-organized channels, issue
This the Judge denies, and says it is a preposter- which the church excommunicated him as a blacktheir own money or giv their power to bankers. If ous blunder in the Colonel, and not true.
hearted Infidel. Murder and all manner of crimes
Congress givs its power to make money to the bankUpon this point of difference it seems useless to were committed under the indulgences of the church.
ers let it delegate away all of its powers. The power comment, as there is nothing more. positiv and true As for being burned to death with a slo:w fire, ~h!s
to establish post-offices and post roads might be than that there hav been changes of thought, politi- was practiced in the church as late as m Calvm s
given to the Star Route thieves; the power to declare cal and religious. Once religion and politics were day, who was present when Servetus was burned
war might be delegated to the gunsmiths and pow- united in theocratic governments, and it was death with green wood.
.
.
der makers, and thus we might go on until there for a man to express his independent thoughts.
" The Iiom,.an empire at the birth of . Chrlf;jt was
would be no further use for Congress.
Yet the thoughts of man changed to that of kingly less agitated by wars and tumults than It had be_en
. The. banks can issue money Oi,ly on bonds dep_os- governments, and still a greater change of thought for many years, though I _can~ot consent to the opmIted with the comptroller of the currency. In saymg to that of republican governments, where the govern- ion of Orsins" (another historian) "that the temple
" the kind of currencr is of little import," Mr. Lamb ing power of the nation is vested in the people in- of Janus was shut and that wars and discords had
says bank currency will do about as well as any; in ~tead of a God. Infallible authority in the head absolutely ceased tJ:lro~ghou~ the worl~. Yet it is
saying that, he says the money in circulation should rulers of the church is now denied by the Protestant certain that the periOd m whiCh our saviOr descended
be ~ecured by bonds; ann in saying that, he says the world. The lake of fire and bri~stone is nearly on earth may be justly stylJJd_ the pacifi~ age comnatiOnal debt should be perpetuated. Not any for annihilated, and hell is not found in the late trans- pared with the preceding times, and mdeed the
me, I thank you !
, lation. Yet the Judge denies there has been any tranquillity that then reigned was ne?essary to enab!e
Greenback] party should be supported." Let us see;
were there reasons why our Revolutionary fathers
should be supported ? Thomas Paine, in writing in
behalf of that revolution, asked: "Hath y.our house
been burnt? Hath your property been destroyed before your face ? Are your wife and children destitute of a bed to lie on, or bread to liv on? Hav you
lost a parent or a child by the tyrant's hand, and you
the wretched, ruined survivor ? If you hav not, then
you are not a judge of those who hav. But if you
hav, and can still shake hands with the murderers,
then you are unworthy of the name of husband,
father, brother, or lover, and whatever may be your
rank or title in life you hav the heart of a coward
and the spirit of a (3yc'ophant."
Now we are in a n~w revolution, and I ask: Hav
you lost your home? Hav you stood by and seen
the sheriff take all you had ? Has your all bee:q
swept away by the shrinkage of the prices of all you
had to sell? Has your business been ruined, and
your children been made beggars? Hav your wife
and children been destitute of a bed to lie on, or
bread to eat ? Hav wanji and despair come to you
or your friends through unjust class legislation? Hav
disease and death come to your tenement or hovel
and carried off your friends because of your inability
to provide the necessaries and comforts of life for
them'? And are you the wretched survivors? Hav
you been a tramp, wandering up and down the earth
asking for the p11ivilege of earning' a living by honest
labor? Do you in any way belong to the millions
who hav been robbed by class legislation, or by any
of the great monopolies the Greenback party seeks
to reduce to the position of servants instead of masters of the people ? If not, yon are as yet unprepared to decide these matters, but if you belong to
either class of the above-named sufferers, and still
directly or indirectly work with the robbers who hav
ruined the people, then you are unworthy the name
of freeman, and whatever may be your rank or title
in life, you hav "the heart of a coward and the spirit
of a sycophant."
4. " Democracy and Greenbackism represent lost
causes." What cause has Greenbaflkism ever lost?
When our country was lost beyond redemption from
any other quarter, it strikes me that Gteenbackism
saved it. When would the Rebellion hav been put
down had it not been for greenbacks? And from
that day to this what has Greenbackism lost? Indeed has not all our mischief come upon us from two
causes, first from clipping the wings of the greenbacks, and second, from calling them from duty and
O.estroying them? No, Greenbackism is not dead;
it is the living and progressiv movement of the present generation.
As ever,
MosEs HULL.

3. "There are no good reasons why this (the change in the world of thought. We presume the the ministers of Christ to execute w1th fiUCCeis thell'
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prisoned true ~en for essaying to teach the laws of
human nature, its needs, rights, powers? Foote,
Heywood, and scores of extant men can answer.
Why did fashion and fancy goods speculators bribe
editors to ridicule dress reform and hire bad characters to put on and display publicly misrepresentation~ of the reform? Because their vile gain was in
holdmg the weak, long-beguiled-ribs to their service
in making moving dummies of their bodies to show
and consume fabrics and fixings that they dictated,
~et prices on, and receiving which .:!iped their coffers,
Impoverished the masses, and deepened the gulf between capital and toil.
·
Were ever beings put to meaner use or held on
daily treadmills by viler incentivs? Poor, tortured
dupes! Deformed externally, displaced internally,
diseased generally, and despised by those enticin~r
them to the task by the assurance that the style will
look pretty and fascinate dandies, who will admire
them and coax away the little life the toggery leaves,
the trained slaves obey, lest they be called odd, and
none of the images of absolute rule buy them for
helpers through all their rib-born lives.
1
Observers hav been puzzled to decide which bondage, church or fashion, was more potent in subjugating to sordid ends beings with such versa til and high
possibilities. The soul-withering belief of decreed
male mastery and servil helper, with h~r teacher,
the serp!=lnt, is inexpressibly di~couraging, but the
body-wasting and mind-warping burdens of fashion
are paralyzing; its sinister flatteries, its inculcation of
milliner-made respectability, and the self-disgust it

customs fast as accumulating numbers and the rapid
mental growth of this epoch permits. None need
fear they can go faster than evolution allows. It
will take a century to set in order material rea0y for
use if,,they work constantly at reconstruction. Practicality is not only what shows life, but what perpetuates. Theory may fail.; the lore of ages went to the
flames in the Alexandrian library; our literature may
light the fireworks to please some incarnate fiend, if
we do not fortify it by framing. into customs our
moral go~dness, hygienic knowledge, commercial and
social equity, our justice in all things. Truth lived
into customs is test 'of faith in it, is fireproof basis
for long time, at least; is imperishable certificate of
performed duty to the present andfuture.
.
MARY E. TILLoTSON.

engenders in all who retain mind enough to reason,
are degrading. It makes quite as strong a claim on
]?OBsession of the rib by the images as thQ church; it
strikes directly at the vital functions, it stimulates
the already morbid approbativness by appeals to
paltry vanity, becomes both base and dome of the
f
h
'3Uccess 0 the c urch in these times, and is not less
malignant. Remove this support and ·every steeple
would topple. It also includes the same relation of
rib and serpent-the stealing under entrancement
that started the plan is apology for theft and all
petty arts; the instilling into the rib the serpent cunning of sly fascination by liquid eyes and scale-like
glitter of ornate garb is akin to both, and the c01·e of
the licentious line strong in both. This is well seconded by producing personal semb\ance nearly as
possible. It is effected by preserving the rib form,
banding together and ignoring her dual propelling
powers, and eking out her length with the covering,
making apparent crawling ability by trailing extensions to the motion-confining drapery which the images long ago discarded, finding it the most petty
sort of a coat. The crawling extension raises the
dust she must eat, and altogether makes her just the
kind of woman to bear dirt eaters and rib drivers.
Sequel to "That Stolen Rib."
The rib idea succeeded.
These two institutions for running the world were
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
With many others on the summit of this crisis, I am once competitors, but seeing their effects similar,
thanking E. Belle Whitney for reminding God's their objects mainly identical, they coalesced for
images of the origin of the customs, creeds, and mutual gain and strength. Their union forms the
statutes they sustain, and thereby enslave the peo- great remaining organization of the old fabrication
ples of the myth-ruled earth, and am moved to call of Eden, sword, and gate; God, image, and rib; serattention to modern phases of the farce, and invoke pent, apple, and repast. Images hav availed themselva of full control, rib scapegoats for all sins, rib
action thereon.
While mar-Veling that millions of heart-aching providers for all repasts. Serpents hav done much
women are not pressing their thoughts into every subtle teaching, and ribs borne pain and service
club and journal, I am rejoicing that THE TRUTH enough to absorb their exuberant spirits.
The fable simply would hav been powerless and
SEEKER is a truth-speaker, spreading before the eyes
of the world the high results of advancing Free- hav gone with gnomes and fays, but astute reasoning all along said, Practicalize if success is meant.
thought.
While the Bennetts, Bradlaughs, and Wakemans, And tireless effort obeyed, defending with sword to
in their work against present evils, are quoting the the hilt, and slander like scorpion stings. Practicing
Denton's to tell how very old this planet is, the perpetual savagery, and sent on coercion, hypocrisy,
Da1-wins to prove how long animal life has existed and lust, heartless ambition and pride, the intermeon it, the Hesiods and Platos to show the thousands diates filled with frauds and intrigues that only
of persecution-darkened ages since science dawned, tyrants and slaves can beget.
Hence vagrancy, robbery, and vampirism beset
knowledge glowed, and real law aimed at, blest
some peoples for a time, the world should read, that every avenue and vocation in life; hence sickness
it may think its way to action. The images and and squalor fill every city, cranny, and miser-made
imitators of jealous gods should see the horrid sway asylum; hence misery broods in every place called
of craft, and flock to Liberal ranks faster than home; hence bishops' and misers' faith that their
Leagues can number them. And fear-suppressed sway can be maintained; hence vengefulliberty-haters
rib-servants should rise in multitudes, form leagues, and kings of caste supply the inquisitorial espionage
quote the Hypatias and Wolstoncrofts, and el:npower and cherish courts that are mere forms for a show of
thousands of platforms with American Besants and law in condemning. Without the hon·ors in the
Frances Wrights. The Ma1·garet Fullers and Fanny name of religion, the old sages slain for their truth
Kembals of to-day should be teaching the fallacy of would hav spread schools of science .where the-, cross
the old Eden apple-story, and all the cheats it has and font betray and crush. Souls wiser than Lycurgus, brighter than Eschylus, would hav turned that
suggested to modern masters.
.But what do we see? Lethargy, implying that savagery, this barba1·ity, to happy enlightenment .
the feminin ribs, pressed in, impart the defect of But here we are, with dungeon and fine for stake and
the old seed-rib to the heart, and there is no sound- rack, with senseless tales of Adam and his rib whined
ness in the system. Most humiliating facts and into millions of ears weekly from costly thrones of
pueril conditions cover the nations like fogs from mockery, built by the sweat of poverty, with our
upas groves and mantles of leprous taint, and the best society composed of aggregations of shams,
mostly ancient, the modern colored with pel-verimages, like the rib-helpers, are affiicted.
Why this widespread stupor and reckless inert- sions.
And what is the work of to-day for those abhorness? Because the early philosophers were slain by
God's images, intent on seizing the gold and subdu- ring past cruelty and present corruption, those grasping their knowledge-craving ribs; because modern ing truth, and formulating clear statements of
reformers are unheeded by the masses who dread purity and philosophy; those searching for laws of
the transition of tearing away from church despots human nature, inherent rights, boundless capacities,
and scheming misers. This stupid obedience is be- and all-glorious justice?
Evidently to declare their codes, practicalize belief
cause of the property God's images hold in rib-helpers. Is this doubted? Why has creedoraft im- in all doings, thus change and rationalize habits and

AN OPEN LETTER TO THE REV. MR. BALCH, MINISTER OF THE
FIRST E. METHODIST CHURCH OF LA CROSSE.

sublime Qommission to the human race" (Mosheim's
History of the Church, vol. i, pp. 30, 31.) From such
history we.are justified to look upon the period of
man's existence referred to by the Judge· (as being
so deplorably wicked and debasing that he would
soil his paper to a,llude to its crimes) to be a time of
peace, tranquillity, and universal-brotherhood. Also,
on p. 33, Mosheim, after speaking of the various·
gods and religions, says, "One thing, indeed, which
at first sight appears very remarkable, is that this
variety of religions and gods neither produced warH
nor dissensions' among the different nations, Egypt
excepted." This show~ that Christ's disciples were
tolerated at first and treated with respect throughout
the Roman empire, instead of being murdered. Yet
the Judge seems so anxious to destroy the Colonel's
influence that he would sacrifice both history and
common sense to do it. . Not wishing to do the
Judge injustice, Mosheim, on page 49, speaking of
the Pharisees, Sadducees, and Essenes, says: "They
were fanatical and superstitious, while such darkness, such errors and dissensions prevailed among
those who assumed the character and authority of
persons distinguished by their superior sagacity and
wisdom it will not be difficult to imagin how totally
corrupt the religion and morals of the multitude
must hav been. They were accordingly sunk in the
most deplorable ignorance of God."
We admit the deplorable condition of the Jews,
their God having failed to teach them moral goodness. In fact, they were a dishonest race, and had
their foundation in lies ·and deception through Jacob
and his mother. See Gen. =vii. But this does not
relieve the Christians from their doleful condition
J
into which they hav run, and we deny that the udge
is justified in extolling the Christians as a new sun
covering the globe with institutions of mercy, unless
he calls the Inquisition dungeons, the gallows, execution block, and the stake institutions of mercy.
Christians are entitled to the honor of these instituC
tiona and the using of them from the days of onstan tine to the· hanging of a Quaker lady and burning
witches in Boston, Mass.
The Judge also says, "Take away the restraint of
Christi:inity on evil-doers, blot out its history, repeal
the laws it has enacted, and what would we come
to?" Infidelity teaches us to do right and shun
evil on the principle that it is best. Christianity
teaches people to do right and shun evil for fear of
God, his wrath, and an endless hell. Fear hath
torment, while a clear conscience in doing right for
the sake of right givs peace. Christians are the
original authors of laws to punish heretics; and .we
say, Repeal them. All of our moral laws as a natwn
had their origin in paganism before Christianity existed or had a name.
IsAAC PADEN.

i

I

'

·Mr. Petty Takes a Minister .to Task.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I ·posted a copy of the following letter to the Rev.
Mr. Balch, of this eity, some two months ago in reply to a letter of his in one of our city papers on the
alleged desecration of Sabbath, hut hav had no response. Since the11 some of the Germans wished me
to try and hav it published in one of the city papers.
I tried three of them, and they all promised, but none
fulfilled, alleging it would create controversy.· I
told them that was the right way to get at the truth,
but it was no go. ,Please publish it in THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and oblige
J. PETTY.

La Grosse, lVis.

SIR: I was in the city a few days ago, and I had
put into my hands the La Crosse News and Chronicle,
with some remarks of yours concerning the German
turners desecrating the Sabbath. You assert "that
this is a Christian land, and with Christian institutions." I deny the assertion, arid desire you to prove
it.' And you also added "that Sunday is the Sabbath
and of a divine origin." Now, reverend sir, I deny
that Sunday is the Sabbath, but affirm that Saturday is the Jew and Bible Sabbath, and not Sunday,
as you assert. If you think so, let me hav your
proof. Sunday is the priests' Sabbath, the day they
hav set apart to call the simple people together in
their churches to prea~h myths and falsehood~, and
frighten them out of their money. You stated in
your church, also, "that there might be secured
three thousand Christians in this city to put down
this unlawful and alarming degradation of the Christian Sabbath." Now, reverend sir, you had better
not try that ma'tter by force, for if you do your
three thousand will be very small against fifteen or
sixteen thousand in La Crosse.
Why, my dear sir, what is the matter with you
and your God that he does not come to your aid to
destroy those German turners for desecrating your
Sabbath? Is he asleep, or has he gone on a long
journey? or has he winked up on the slaughtering
business? You added also that New York city
is as full of the devil as La Crosse, but that a small
number of united and determined Christians had
prevented the enactment of the crucifixion." Why,
if that is the case, it must be a certainty that your
god-trinity, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, three in
one, hav died and lost their former power, and that
he abandoned himself when he cried, "Why hast
thou forsaken me, God?" and then died, and that
the devil has got away ahead.
Well, I am glad of it, for I think the devil is far
the best boss of the two, and the most respectable
gentleman, if what your Bible says of him is true.
You added in your sermon that you "will complain against the desecration of the Sabbath and
enforce the law if it is not stopped."
Now, here again it is plain that your God is dead
or has lost his former power, or why resort to puny,
man-made law to defend him? You ministers or
priests (for you are all the same to me) hav always
been very handy to resort to the law when your God
has failed to help you in your slandering and
slaughtering work.
But it is my candid opinion, reverend sir, when
the. people get intelligence and good sense they will
cease to believe in your gods, ghosts, devils, damnation, and a hell. The church will then become bankrupt and hav to hang out a shingle, with the insc:t:iption, "Suspended for the want of raw material."
Now, reverend sir, do you believe in the doctrin
" That hell is crammed
With infants damned
Without a day of grace?"

For, if so, your ideas would be in accordance with
the character of yom""Bible God.
But I will close by saying that, if you should
bestow an explanation- to these few remarks andremove the difficulties, you may perhaps knock the
gam out of my gummed-up eyes so that I will see
my error, and so become a convert to your faith and
join your church. Who knows? Paul, you know
says, "Come, let us reason together and hold fast
tha.t which is good."
I am, with due respect, your well-wisher,

La Crosse, Wis.

·
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UNioN CITY, MICH., une 18, ~881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please nd order for
$1.50 to Apply on payment for my paper. Considering the department of "Letters from Friends" interesting and instructiv, and wishing to contribute
something to the same, I, although unused to writing letters for publication, send these few lines. I
will now try to write, and
short letters are no
doubt the most acceptable, wi 1 try to be brief.
For a little over· a year I hav been a constant and
interested reader of your paper, and I find that it
is a truth seeker not only in name but in fact. It
was introduced to me through the courtesy of a
neighbor, and on perusal of the first copy I at once
pronounced it the best paper by far that I had .ever
got hold of. In point of logic, miscellaneous news,
and valuable information it is unsurpassed. Had I
known of its existence before I should hav been a
patron earlier. It is just the thing, 1t seems to me,
for the times and conditions, and just th thing to
open the eyes and under:=;tandings of the people and
eradicate that huge theological delusion emanating
from those absurd and antiquated dogmas of the
early Christians, all of which I believe had their
origin in heathen mythology-in pagan darknessin the dark and superstitious ages of old. And they
are certainly far better adapted to those ages than
to this age of comparativ light and reason. As it is,
it seems to me high time that such palpably absurd
teachings should be denounced, repudiated, and ut·
terly blotted out of existence, for the -world has
mainly outgrown them. Within the last two years
I hav had the privilege and pleasure of attending
in this town three courses of lectures by Prof. B. F.
Underwood. I thought him the deepest reasoner I
had ever listened to, and the effect upon myself was
that my former faith (alway:=; rather weak) in regard
to the -authenticity and reliability of that old Asiatic
book labeled the Holy Bible was very muqh staggered. Universalism had been my favorit nearly
all my life (and I am now past three-score), bul
now, having heard those Uml.erwood lectures and
read THE TRUTH SEEKER a year, I must confess
that I am p:r:etty thoroughly converted o Liberalism.
And now, friend Bennett, in regard to your "roundthe-world trip." At- first the proposition did not
meet my approbation, as I thought you could do
more good here at home, but upon a· little reflection I decided in favor of it, for I am fully persuaded that whatever deterioration THE TRUTH SEEKER
may suffer in your absence will be more than compensated for by your interesting and instructiv letters.
The merit of your European letters last summer is
ample guarantee for this conclusion. I read them
with interest and profit, and my wonder then was and
still is how you could accomplish so much mental
and physical labor, and do it so well, within the
short time allotted you. Surely, friend Bennett,
you must be especially and extraordinarily endowed
by nature for the grand work in which you are engaged. But I see that my short letter has run to a
greater length already than I had intended, so I
will close, assuring you, brother Bennett, that in the
name of humanity my best wishes and my fervent
prayers shall accompany you on your circumnavigation for your health, pleasure, success, and -safe re·
turn to " the land of the free and the home or the
brave."
Yours truly,
M. BURLINGAME.
W !.LTHAM, MASS.
D. M. BENNETT: I send you a money order for
five dollars, for your trip. I meant to hav sent it
before, but kept procrastinating~ so I will make up
for it by sending four dollars for the paper a year
while you are gone.
Yours, GEo. B. HAYWORTH.
PAOLA, KAN., June 15, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I see by the last number or
two of your paper that you hav concluded to make
the trip around the world for the benefit of your
friends. I am truly glad that you have consented
to comply with the wishes of so many Liberals,
though I fear that many more, including myself,
will miss your forcible letters to Mr. Mair. Mr.
Mair seems to think that you don't furnish him
with material to work on. I think that if he will
examin your sixteenth letter he will find a few nuts
to crack that will require some labor to open satisfactorily to a thinking mind. I hav almost changed
my mind. I used to think everything came by
chance, or by certain inherent laws in matter, but
since you hav concluded to circumnavigate this
globe I hav concluded, or almost concluded, that it
was foreordained that you should do so. Who thought
when you were sent to prison that it would be the
means of sending you around 4he world to write a
history that poor, benighted beings might beco:ne
enlightened? How mysterious are the ways of the
Lord!
Inclosed fin(! post-office order for five dollc~.rs, for
your trip around the world.
Hoping you may a1ways meet with friends, I am
Yours fraternally,
DR. W. ·WALTERS.

to take a trip ·around the world I wrote you that I
would take one share of the stock. But it appears
that you took no notice of it, as my name is not
in the published list. But whether you publish my
name or not you will find incfosed post-office order
for $7.50, five of which is to aid you in your trip
around the world.
nd for the balance you will
please send me a copy of "The Infidel Abroad,"
and one dollar's worth of T. B. Wakeman's pamphlet, "Liberty and Purity."
1
Hoping you will hav success in your trip around
the world, I subscribe myself your friend and wellwisher
J. S. MARTIN.
BARBOURSVILLE, June 25, 1881.
MR D. M. BENNETT: I cannot bear the thptight of
being in your debt for the glorious TRUTH SEEKER
while you are off on your journey, so please place to
my credit the amount within. I think all should
make it a point to square up with you before you
start on your long and perilous journey.
May
good health attend you.
With due regard,
EDGAR BuRNSIDE.
NELIGH, NEB., June 23, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Excuse me for not being on
deck with my stamps before this. I in<Jlose postoffice order for eight dollars, three of which apply
on my subsbription and five on your trip around
the world.
If you can conveniently I wish you would make
a collection of relics while in the Holy Land, such
as a chip from the cross of Immanuel J. Christ, a
brick from the tower of Babel, a tooth from Jonah's
whale, a.hinge from the ark of the covenant, and
a door knob from Solomon's temple. If you fail to
fl.nd those interesting relics, of course I will be satisfied with your volumes of travel.
Can you giv me the address of any Liberal pub-lication adapted to the wants of children? I want
something that will takE' the place of this Sundayschool trash. It is high time that we hav literature of thi& kind in the field for our children to
read-something that is suited to their comprehension and not filled with vile religious nonsense and
superstition.
I hav two little girls and I want
books suitable to their age, but of a Liberal nature,
to place in their hands.
May you hav a pleasant voyage and a safe and
speedy return, and should you run short of funds
draw for five dollars more on
y
ours truly,
G. F. W INK.
[Miss. Wixon's "Apples of Gold," price $1,50, and
Dr, Foote's "Science in Story," price $2.00, are admirbly adapted to young minds. A little story by
Jennie B. Browne, published at this office, entitled,
"Little Red Mittens," is also a pleasing tale for
children. We will forward either of the above upon
application.-ED. T. S.]
VERNON, IND., June 4, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: So thee is going to ake that contemplated trip round the world. My best wishes and
peace go with thee, and may thee hav a pleasant
trip and a safe return to thy home and many truP
friends. I hav been one of the number who did not
want thee to go at this time, as I felt thee was needed
here. Bro. Lynn and Sister Parkhurst spoke my sentiments long ago. I will want the book when it is
published. I hav enjoyed THE TRUTH SEEKER very
much during the past year, and am now taking Geo.
Chainey's lectures also, which are iudeed a feast for
the mind.
I see by my tab that my subscription is out, so
inclosed is money order for $3 to keep the paper moving westward another year. Now in conclusion I
want to say to your many readers that I am Liberal
enough for any of you. Yours for universal mental
,liberty,
ANNA H. HANNA..

night for almost a bare subsistence, when machinery
which has almost reaclied the acme of perfection is
not allowed to scatter its benefits evenly. A. large
proportion' of those who fail to get their share in the
general scramble count themselvs unfortunate, and,
in their ignorance, can see no remedy. It does not
strike their dumb noddles that in proportion that
machinery increases should the hours of labor be
reduced. This is a subject that will hav to be discussed in the near futur_e, Necessity will assert her
claims by and by. It is only the stupendous size of
the country and its boundless earthly treasures that
hav enabled the people to ward off the reckoning.
day thus long.
Your last few letters to Mr. Mair are posers. If
he is convinced or not, I think your readers are, that ,
no infallible book was ever written or ever will be.
The idea of a stand-still, unprogressiv book being
adapted to the wants of a progressiv people and an
ever unfolding world L If Mr. Mair receives a salary
for holding- and propagating h: silly notions he has
some excuse, but if he believes the nonsense that he
culls from that old Jew book, a well as from its latest offspring, his learning has gone to seed.
Respectfully yours,
J. BEAuMoNT.
MERIDEN, CoNN., June 27, 1881.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER : Inclosed
find check for $8-$3 for my subsuription for one yeal'
and $5 for your book describing your trip round the
world. That you may hav a pleasant trip and good
health and safe return to your friends, is the wish of
JoHN MoRSE.
WAVERLY, IowA, June 22,1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I inclose $5 to pay on subscription. I thank you for waiting so lo~. I am poor
and hard up, but I can't afford to drdl5 the best Liberal paper in the United States for poverty..
Respectfully yours,
B. P. MESSINGER.
CEDAR Rums, IowA, June 23, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Just allow rrie a little space in thy
valuable paper to inform your readers that Cedar
Ra-pids, the hot-bed of orthodoxy, received a thorough
shaking up. B. F. Underwood, our noted lecturer,
was here June 7th, 8th, and 9th. His logical reasoning left a profound impression upon the minds of
those who heard him. The lectures, I will say, wero
perfectly successful, as well in point of-pleasing the
large audiences as financially. As a natural consequence orthodoxy has received a stroke of temporary
· ag1•ta t'mg th e
paralysis. Th us 1't· s h ows th e su b'Jec t IS
minds of the day. We need many more such men as
Ingersoll, Underwood, Denton, Chainey, Wakeman,
and many more too numerous to mention, to use the
sword of reason against the nonsense of the Bible and
<l.gainst the oppressiv tyrant Df civil and religious
liberty in order that we may enjoy all the rig-hts of
nature, the birthright of every man and woman.
Yours for truth,
S. J. H. WoLF.

FRANKFORT. MICH., June 23, 1881.
FRIEND' BENNETT: Your circular card of recent date
to the effect that I am in arrears a few months on
my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER is at hand.
This ought not to hav occurred on my part. As your
paper is one of the very few journals that I read, I
always take it up and lay it down after a perusal
with a feeling of satisfaction that you are doing a.
grand, good work in awakening mankind to a consciousness of the depths of degraqation that the religions of the earth hav plunged us into. I would
hav you assured that there ·are- many, many-whose
n"mes never reach you-friends who appreciate and
admire the efforts you are making and the effectiv
work you and your journal are doing in liberatin~
the honest masses from this accursed thraldom. And
they will watch with hopeful and eager interest the
long journey you are about to take in the interests
of your fellow-beings; and if earnest well wishing
FRESNo FLATS, CAL., June 9, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed is $10-$5 for THE TRUTH would secure you a pleasant. voyage and safe return
you are already amply insured in these respects.
SEEKER and $5 for your trip round the world. I will
Yours very cordially,
N. A.. PARKER,
send you more as I can. There are some books that
I want, but I am not able to get them now.
BROOKLYN, N. Y., Aug. 12, 1881.
Yours for the truth,
RoBERT LARIMORE.
FRIEND BENNETT: I sent for fl. ve copies of "A Truth
Seeker in Europe" the day before you went away.
WoLcOTT, N.Y., June 3, 1881.
I sent them to. different friends in Connecticut-one
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find $11 for the
to Mr. Edward J. Couch, of Ridgefield, Conn. He is
renewal of my subscription (two copies) and for your
a highly educated man. I send you herein inclosed
voyage around the world. Wishing you health and
a copy of a letter I received from him. It is so flatpleasure during the trip, I am,
tering that I canuot forbear sending it to you. I
ruly yours,
J. M. CosAD.
send for five more copies. ·
A. S. WHEELER.

PHILADELPHIA, PA., June 17, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I suppose you are needing money
to sen you on your travels in search of the north
pole, so I inclose three dollars for my paper up to
January, 1882. I am rather sorry that you are going
to abandon the field of your greatest usefulness to
do a work that a 15econd-rate man could do. The
clergy and their dupes will rejoice that you hav voluntarily put an extinguisher upon your usefulness
for a time at least. A man of your general ability
and knowledge should be at his post in the watch
tower night and day. So much ignorance o'erspreads
this land of many states and much boasting that I
fear your absence will be a calamity to the cause of
LAKE Vrnw, NEv., June 11, 1881.
freedom to ·a great extent. The poor and ignorant
MB. D. M. BENNETT: When it was first proposed human beings-the, toilers, I mean-those who happen
tht~.t your patrons furnish the meane to enable you to fiot the lion's ell.are..of work, au working day and

P. B.-I would recommend you to send him a copy
of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
"RIDGEFIELD, CoNN., Aug. 8, 1881.
"A. S. WHEELER, EsQ. : Two or three days since I
was quite surprised in being made, by mail, a happy
recipient of a copy of 'A '£ruth Seeker in Europe,'
which I hav perused a little, and find it extremely
interesting, the author possessing an extraordinary
faculty of elucidating his experiences to the reader
which I must confess, l seldom meet. I think I hav
never 'before now met with any of his writings, hut
shall endeavor to become acquainted with them.
The author is a man who thinks and then dares to
express his thoughts, whetller they are formed in an
orthodox mold or uot. Those are the kind of men to
whom I say, Amen. We hav altogether too much ot
the conventional way of thinkiug-one waving the

.·.,

. ,·. '
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THE TRUTH
wa.nd and all others acting in obedience thereto. Not
so, however, with our friend Bennett.
"For the kind favor which you hav rendered me
please permit me to say thanks.
"Yours truly,
E. J, CoucH."
LEBANON, 0._, June 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I see your notice of "Liberty and
Purity," by T. B. Wakeman, and wishing to aid the
Defense Fund, arid also to help people read that they
may hav knowledge to know themselvs, I send you
a dollar for the pamphlets. I cannot help doing it
whether I hav the money to spare or not, or whether
it is my choice or not. Now friend Ma. says, I could
if I chose. But that if is there. Now want to say
a word on this choose in my own awkw ,rd way. No
person has the choice where he will be orn, whether
in India, Africa, and America; he does not organize
himself, therefore his destiny is partly before he is
born, and with his organization, education, and surroundings he is forced to do just what he does do, and
without any "ifs" ab_out it, for attraction and repulsion govern the universe and all that pertains thereto.
· Does it not? Then, if so, every one with his organization, which I presume is the product of his will, energy,
and propensities, is that which forces him along.
I might write more on this, but you hav my idea; giv
it to the people if you think best. That is my choice,
if I hav any. But I do not think the world will let me
hav my choice, or I would n<et be forced to stay among
so many selfish, bigoted sectarians.
Mair, I should judge, had rather a hard job on hand.
I was pleased to hear of the dedication and decoration
of Paine's monument. I worked on bnth those farms
before the monument was up, but hav never been
there since.
·I see in THE TRUTH SEEKER some one gave his ideas
of your book of travels abroad: "I had intended to
write of it when I wrote you last, but can only think of
one thing at a time, and hardly that now. Infidel. I
will not claim that name. People may call me that,
but the greatest Infidels, in my opinion, are the socalled Christians, for I do not think at this day of
knowledge they can believe what they profess to." So
I think it best to change the name to those who most
deserve it. I do it all the time. 1 do do not know as
it would be best to alter it now, but it was always
re; ulsiv to me. But still, as that friend said, if I recollect, he could hav got more to read it had its title been
differe-nt. But enough, for I don't know how you ~an
keep up with things. You must go on wheels; you will
whirl round the world on wheels .. My hope is that you
may whirl round safe, and, if we still survive, I hope
to be with you to keep the wheels rolling.
AARoN EvANS.
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were well expressed by Grace L. Parkhurs'.; and others. However, I will nt-t say anything farther, as it
is useless to argue a case after it
decided. So I
bow to the decision of the majority. Since you are
going, I wish to contribute my mite toward making:
it a success.
Inclosed· you will find money order
for eight dollars, three dollars of which apply to my
subscription, and the other five to the circlimnavigation fund, I am. sure that in no country will you
find a more contemptible hypocrit than Anthony
Comstock, or any· court where honor, justice, and
fair play are more grossly outraged than they were
on your trial before the Christian Judge Benedict,
With best wishes for your safe return, I remain,
Most sincerly yours,
J. L. ALLEN,

is

GREAT VALLEY, N.Y.·
BRo. BENNETT: I write you a plain statement of
facts, showing the fervent and undying love of our
Close Communion Baptist church-members toward
those of their brothers' who are rational. enough to
think for themselvs and hence hav come to the
sensible conclusion that there is just a little more
heaven outside of their close communion than inside.
The story runs thus:
We hav at this place a Close Communion Baptist's
society, which has from tlme immemorial taken
up squatter's claims on this part of God's supposed
heritage, claiming not only the right by discovery
and possession, but' also by adoption, Hence the
members regard all new-comers with the eye of
suspicion, and if perchance they are found upon acquaintance to be tinctured in the least with that
reprehensible essence, reason, he is at once regarded
as a trespasser, not worthy of the least consideration
or respect from the sq tter colony above mentioned.
To illustrate: I moved into this place some eleven
years ago and found this society well established
here, their rights there being none to dispute. They
laid claim to. the district school-house to hold their
meetings in, and not only on Sundays but on weekdays for conference meetings, and I think that on a
few occasions the day or district school was closed
to accommodate the Lord's people. Revivals were
not unfrequent, lasting from four to six weeks at a.
time, using the wood furnished by the_, school district, which, however, took no stock i1;1 their solemn
conclaves. As time sped by, others were added to
their church ro.embership, until at length the house
became too small for them. Prosperity favored a
few, who became infatuated with the very laudable
mania of building the Lord a new and more commanding chapel. It was jinally built and dedicated
to him. But mind you, they didn't refuse the devil's
filthy lucre to help pay for it, even asking the
writer of this for a little help. But as my old friend,
D. M. Bennett, was at that very time languishing in
a Christian prison, I felt illy disposed to comply
with his request, and gave him nary a red.
Time passed on, as time always does, until last
February, when George Chainey was announced to
lecture at the Opera House at Salamanca. A few of
us attended said lecture. We were well pleased
with the speaker, whom we found to be a scholar
and a gentleman. We engaged him .to come up to
our place and deliver his great lecture on " The
Clergy" the next Saturday evening at the schoolhouse. We thought, of course, that under the circumstance's above rela.t;ed our Baptist friends would
not nor could not with any justice or propriety refuse letting us hav the house. But here is where
@Ur generosity prompted us to expect too much, for
the worthy camp-follower, Mr. Edwin Bonsted, who
commanded the keys of the house as trustee, upon
being asked for the house. inquired who this George
Chainey was-if he wasn't a Bob Ingersoll man, and
when told that Mr. Chainey was a Freethinker, a
scholar, and a gentleman capable of entertaining
an audience or filling any pulpit or rostrum in the
country, turned with a sneer and said, "Doef!n't he
go back on the clergy, on morality, and everything
good?" We again informed him that if such was
the opinion he had formed of the man it was without a foundation in fact, and that after listening to
the man and becoming better acquainted with him
he would hav a better opinion of him. In vain did
we plead. "The school-house," he said, "is no place
to hold meetings or lectures in now that we Baptists hav got a snug little chapel to hold our meetings in. The school-house used to do, but now we
think it is no place to hold religious meetings in.
It dirties up the house and the scholars' books are
apt to get misplaced. Even though you should not
burn the district's wood the building must henceforth be kept exclusivly for school purposes." Thus
saith E. Bonsted, Trustee District No. 3, Great Valley, and I now enter my solemn protest against
such narrow, contracted, Close Communion selfish.
ness by subscribing the name of A. F .. ALBRIGHT.

CENTERVILLE, UTAH, June 7, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : I hav read and had serious
thought in regard to your intended 'journey around
the world. I am sorry I hav no five's to put my
name to the list, if I had I would ~:~ay, 8 ay a home
and attend to your paper. For a man at your time of
life to undertake such a journey seems to me out
of all reason, to go through different climates as you
will hav to; it will be trying to your constitution,
also ·it will be a sad triat for Mrs. Bennett, more so,
I think, than when you were in the power of Christ,
at Albany; but if it is that you do go, I hope you
will be healthy and enjoy your trip, and liv to return
and publish the scenes of your travels. Of course
you cannot load yourself with all the various relics
·of that old Jew country, such as a piece of salt of
Mrs. Lot, and a bar of the gate that old S mpson
packed off, and a piece of the old flat-boat that Noah
left on the top of Mount Ararat. You must find out
what all his animals lived on after the old cuss
turned them out, as you see the water was on all the
land so long it killed all the grass and trees and
brush, in fact, everything ; there would be no feed
for old Noah's birds, no, not even his canary birds
and jackdaws.
·
Well, Mr. Bennett, I do not very often see anything
in your paper from Utah, where the Bible God's true
apostles and prophets reside, with the rest of the
small fry. I shall not think you hav completed the
circuit without seeing Utah, for I can assure you there
are a vast number of the ends of the earth in Utah,
and most of the natural scenery is sumblime. And
you may tell the irrepressible Anthony Comstock and
Joe Cook, if they wish their nasty •names nrolled
with the saints of latter days, the Zion of Utah is the
place to come to God's prophet and mouthpiece. Old
'Taylor would receive them with open arms, and or. dain the holy pair to be great apostles. Then they
·could feast their eyes in the holy harems of God's
·chosen servants.
Well, I must close with wishing you well, and suc'cess to the fearless TRUTH SEEKER, and that its army
·of subscribers may still increase; and that all people
:may throw off the infernal dark pall and humbug of
PoTTERSVILLE, S. C., July 8, 1881.
_priestcraft and cultivate their own· reason instead, is
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav read ''John's Way," and
1my sincere wish. A Freethinker,
must say I hav enjoyed it well. I hav sent it
WILLIAM WILLIAMS.
around among some church folks, and they like it
·DLARA, PA., July 21, 1881.
well. I think it is within the reach or all. Every
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav watched the progress of one ought to get a copy of it.
EARNEST RHEIN.
'the plan for sending you around the world. I hav
LEONA, TEx., July 22,1881,
·not offered to contribute to the fund herebefore for
FRIEND BENNETT: I expect before this reaches you
'the reason that I hoped you would not go, as I
think your efforts are all needed on the side of there will be no Mr. Bennett 1at THE TRUTH SEEKER
-Freethought in our own. country. My other reasons office, but there will be one on the other side o! the
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world doing a grand and glorious. wor~ that will not
be forgotten for generations to come.
Wh~n I think of the crime and misery going nn in
this -.,rid it mak13s my blood flow with horror. What
causes it? Why is it thus? It is simply because the
people will not open their eyes and use their brains.
But, as George Chainey says, they are more to be pitied than blamed. They hav been taught all their
lives that to curse, not pray, not joill' the church, and
other things was sinning against an infinit God. But
we, who accept science for our religion, open speech
for our liberty, see things in a different manner. The
love of God among Christians is as slim as the rationa of a one-legged soldier, Take away the law,
throw aside the government, and see how quickly
Christians would be stealing and robbing. The fear
of God does not amount to a " hill of beans" when
it comes down to the truth. Did you ever see -a
preacher that would giv you the last cent he had
even if you was starving? If he did it would be because he was afraid you would not pay him for the
next time he preached. But with Ingersoll, Bennett,
Underwood, George Chainey, and a great many others
working in the interest of Liberalism we need not
hav any fear of these low enemies of human happiness.
The little germ of truth that we hav obtained was
through working, not praying, thinking, not shouting.
Would you rather see a person hung to hav him +
saved· for the next world than to see him liv on?
Christians would. We need something grander and
nobler to occupy the minds of the people these days.
The craving of the' mind goes too far to stop at the
teachings of the Bible. We must load our muskets
with the best material we can find, and throw it in
the ranks of those hell-hounds, and make them howl
and pitch worse than they did when they were burning poor, helpless little children because their mothers were witches. I think the preachers would do more
good selling eggs than what they are doing now.
Why could they not be teaching
Instead of that stuffv preaching?
They only preach for money,
And when they get off think it's funny.
Yours for the truth,
W. A. DuNJJ,
MANCHESTER, MICH., June 17, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I see by the tab on my paper
that I am indebted to you. Please find $1 to renew
my subscription. I am glad that you hav decided to ·
make the trip round the world. I havn't the $5 now,
but I will hav the book if it is published. I want
facts and not live gods. As for dead saints, they
don't benefit the living. Send THE TRUTH SEEKER.
GEORGE LOCKERBY.
PHILADELPHIA, PA., July 31, 1881.
RlEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $5. for your intend.
ed trip. I wish it were $50. My best wishes are with
yo .. If things wer.e just right Mrs. Bennett would·
ac Jmpany you and be included in my congratula.
tions on the interesting trip you are contemplating.
Hoping for your continuous health and safe return,
I am
Yours for truth,
EL. D. LourB.
BIG CREEE:, N.Y., July 25, 1881.
BRo. BENNETT: Charles Moore deputizes me to say
to you that he herein forwards you the $5 that he
promised to contribute to the round-the-world trip,
hoping it will reach you in time and help you on
your way, and that he shall look with interest for
your safe return.
Yours fraternally,
·
JULIA C. FRANKLIN,
CRESTLINE, 0., July 30, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Please find inclosed $5.00 to help
you round the world. Hoping to see you home again
in good time as well as you are now, I am
Yours truly,
J. B. DIETRICH.
AURoRA, ILL., July 25, 1881.
FRrEND BENNETT: Inclosed find draft for $5, the extent of m·y promis to help you round the world. May
success attend your every effort to enlighten mankind. I hav but just returned home after long absence, hence the late hour of remittance.
Yours truly,
R. R. HALL, M.D.
CLYDE, 0., July 25, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: Inclosed please find $5, which I did
not promis you to help you on your trip round the
world. I could not very well let the opportunity slip
trusting the old saying will prove true in this case'
that the last shall be first. If so, I shall get m;
book first. Wishing you a safe journey, I will subscribe myself,
CoL. D. WHITE.
CLIFTON, KAN., July 22, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I herewith send you a $5 draft to
help you bear your expenses in traveling round the
world. Believing you will giv a true description of
men and things as you see them in your travels I
shall take pleasure and satisfaction in reading t'he
history you will giv us.
The weather here is extremely warm, and early
corn is drying up in many places. It must rain soon
or our greatest crop here (which is corn) will be almost a total failure.
Yours,
JoHN C. HANAN,

A TRUTR SEEKER IN EUROPE.
letters from abroad. $1.50.

Mr. Bennett's

.
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The Fisherman's Wife.
BY ALRAZ4·

LfTHOGRAPH

Low with the lilies there breathes a sad tale,
My love is going far over the sea;
When the winds sob low on the mOlU"Ilful strn.nd
Deep will the grief of our parting be.

OF

I bear 'neath the ocean a signing tone,

The plaintiv murmur of many a shell;
And it suits my heart in its mournful mood
To tm"Il and list to the rising knell.
I could wrap my form in a sea-green robe,
And gather pearls from the ocean's floor;
But the gem I love I shall never wear
.As I weep alone by the wild sea-shore.
Then make my grave in a whispering dell;
lily love is going far over the sea,
A.nd low with the lilies I'll dream and die,
.Afar from the knell of the momnful sea.

1

Will. HART, Kh·ksvillc, lllo,

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.

Expel"iences ol" S.\.MUEL BO\VLES
(Late editor. of the Springfield, Mass., Republican)
IN

BY JOHN MESLIER,
.A Roman Catholic Priest,

:~ n::ft~~ "di:':::?~ ~~rt!~:n~~:~lio)~~e,!'b'J'u~:l~~Yftffo"~
0

1

dogmas and left as I.tfs "Last WIII and Testament" to his
10

s~~l~: f~~s, ~%~v~~n~e'd 0 r~o~-~~e J'nut~:l~~e~. rg;~m~~

Sense."

Spiritual Standpoint.
on The Xew ~later:aallstu. George Romane's JecuJ~~~~;';tt~wL\if~i~tg~~ll~~dJ~ ~~~·~c~~~h%':;c~~\~~:
turc iu Scit-:71lific Nan :No. 34 is more amu~ing and instruc·
1
tiv tha'\ nnythtng in Puck or Punch-n.learnf'd and slgnifi· Written thl"OU~.J¥:&G:"f.J~~in~\'J~N~~-CARRIE E. S. ~~':{b~~~l~a~-~~~! 1:~ ~r~t.o;:~ ~~~f;.~~~-be~ge 'r~W~w-i'ri':
cant scientific'' side-splitter." Send 5 cts. fol' the three
~· ~~~ oplnlou of a distinguished Llbei·ai concerning the
Price 20 cents, Sold at this office.
0
cof~"· No attention P';{~ fr~ ftJ~'.}~:'~~".betd~:;~. Y.
N&wnunn•onT, MASs., Sept. 2S, 1878.
SEND TO
To MISS ANNA KNooP, JJear Madam:

ELMINA

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY

-Sir Tlwmas ,lfoore.

.All I hav had to do I bav done in kingly fashion:
I bav let tongues wag as they pleas~d. What! saw
to be the right thing, that I did.-Goethe.
If evil be said of thee and it be true, correct it;
if it be a lie, laugh at it.-Epictetus.

THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D. M. BENNETT and G. M. Mt\.IR.

When land is gone, and money spent,
Then learning is most excellent.

(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)

-Shenstone.

The First Article of the Methodist
Faith Analyzed.
BR ROBERT SW AIL.

The t·nnest Discussion yet Published,
gi,~ing the Dogtnas and UlaiJns ot·
Cht·istianity a ihoroug·b Ex·
aminati~n pro ana co;n.
11

T:~~~cS~~K~~~mTf~e vJ~~\~r:ol~s a\ ~fie fJ>~~~ft~~ ~?$I.~I
postage Included. Address this office.

There is but. one living and true God, everlasting. without. body or parts, of infinit power, wisdom, or goodness ;
the maker of all th 1ng•, visible and Invisible, and In unity
of all this godheaO tllere are three persons of one substance, power, and eternity, the Father, the Son, and
Holy Ghost.

There's but one living an,d true God,
The ';est are false, or 'neath the sod,
Ex9ept the devil, and don't forget,
If rumor's true, he's breathing yet.
God has no parts in Wesley's view,
And he is everlasting too.
'Tis only holy men can guess
The mysteries of godliness.

A Modern Symposium.
SUBJECTs!'
0

Mr~~~t~ ~} ~~c~!n~t':,';e J-.fi~~i~,~~ l.,llrel't~u~!';';ea'Gf~~

Engl!•h writers, lncludln~ Prof. Huxley,Frederlc Harrlrison, Lord Selborne, Prof. Clifford, and several others.
Price, $1.25.
For sale by D. 111. BENNETT,
.
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.

MACHINERY .

He's powerful, all-wise, and good,
.And infinit, that's clear us mud,
Which boundless means, good Webster said,
Not circumscribed, unlimited.

Hand, Foot snd Power Prpsees. Die Work of all kinds.
Perforatin{/ D-ies a Hpecia.lty.

Lo, the infinit God must dwell

E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruceSt.,N.Y.

In every place, in heaven and hell,

Partner '\Vanted

Since two things can't possess one place,
Then all is God-all him embrace.
He makes all seen and unseen thingsPreserves them 'neath his mighty wings;
l\Iade sin and SOlTOW just for fun,
And everything below the sun;

it~~ ~fen~~;tatJ~l~g~~~~F;ngJ~i:a~ti~ ~!n\1~ hG~1~ c~;~t
~di[;~~~dtf. ~~'1-M!gJ~?· 3~!~b~g·n~~~t 1 i'lat~f~n~si.tJ~t
C~~~

Real Estate Agency, Clear Water Harbor. Fla..

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.

1\lade guns and powder, shell and shot,
Brimstone and fire, to make hell bot;
.1\fade alcohol as well as tea,
Disease and death, and misery;

Price of single badge, postage paid
and packages reglsterecf. solid gold, 18k,
double thick, $4.00. S0lld gold,1Uk, $1.50.
Silver, $1 00. Remit by post-office order

Made breweries and whisky shops;
Made insects to destroy our crops;
Made serpents and the murderer's mind;
Made thieves and rogues to curse mankind;

For Tltem.
"The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents
"John'& Wai." 15 cents. "Stu~lng: the, Bible." 75
~~~:Ps ~~J[y ~e~~i~~S~esA~~r~~; 1tyswlag1st, 10 cents.
E. D. BLENKER,
1ot26
Snowviiie. Pulaski county, Va.

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY JAMES PARTON.
With Portraits and other Illustrations.
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton mo.ny years
In its preparation, is now realdy. 1t is tn two large val.
umes. on heavy pal?er, and printed in bold, clear type.
1

1

as~~fs ~~~~a~~~~ 6~sj~,~tna~~~~~~{~fg. Jc:Jt~~~~~s8F::f~;:

patentee,
6meow25

LUCY L CHURCHILL,
West Richfield, Summit oounty, Ohio.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

This book l.s 11 plain talk about.the hnman system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
disease, our sexual relations and social natures. It is med·
i~lcommon sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embeii!shed with two hundred IIIustratlons. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. III. BENNETT,
'·
141 Eighth •treet, New York.

Runtures Cured
By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appllance
in 30 Days.

If God is wise then all are wise,

For be made all below the skres;
Supremely great, no power of course
Could hinder his infinit force.
So he does every arm employ,
Whether to save or to destroy;
And every mouth is his mouthpiece,
Though they from lying never cease.
The devil is his instrumentHis time is in his service spentAssassins do his sovereign will,
And robbers his designs fulfil.

A BUSINESS MAN'S RE·
LIC.IOU8 AND SOCIAL
VIEWS.
12mo, 206pp. Pr!ce, $1.

el~~rie~~~~oJ'be~0tfty;gl:i~~d0~fN~~Ys~if:t~~nt~~~~ i~{~~~f.

8

erance and Uberty. It is the arsenal from wll1ch Liberals
will draw wea11ons to refute the shmders and lies of the
church about Voltaire. aud .Mr. Partou•s reputation will
make it the authority in regard to his life, his work, his
death.
In two vaL<. Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. III. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OB,

SOCIALISM.
A Reply to Roswell D. Hitchcock, D. D.
By an lnde}>endeut Socialist.
12mo, 67pp., paper, 25 cents; cloth,_ 50 cents.
He blames Dr. Hitchcock that the latter perceives 11 huge
human misery, but neither sees nor seeks any other solut-Ion than that ~Ue weakest must go to the wall. It Is
against this passtvness that" Socialist" cries out. Is there
no help for the miserable? he asks. The doctrln that gov1

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
ga~~; p~·6~~~~~os~ gi, ;~~ ~E~r~~t~~bo~a:~g~s~hrough or-

Two papers given in tb.e inte'rest of Spiritual science.
by the dlctatlun of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, of
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."

i~~f~en~~iJ'IWtl?, ~s~f:~~·, ~l~~?t\~t~'n~e ha~t~g~:' ~~~ b~~~!~:

that property is robbery, or wholly subscribe to "'the world
owes me a living, 11 he atlirms "the world owes me a chance
to6~1~k;t ~~j~I~N;-~';.""Yew York Herald.

Achsa \V.

Reliable references given. !Send stamp ror circular.
Say !n what X7/d'i.';,l.ou saw 6~t~~~~1.s~b'liiNGS
1St33
Smithville, Jell'erson Co .• N, Y.

Spra~ue

and l'!Iary Clark's

EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

TEN SPHERES

o:F SPIRIT LIFE.

1\Iedlum-ATHALDINE S~IITH, Oswego, N.Y.
Price 20 cents. Sold at this ol!lce.

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamph'let was considered necessary becnuse the
paper attac!<int;: Mr. Pringle refu&ed to publlah his reply
1

~~a 1~st a~stC:~tl~i~~uV::.s a~8°~hts ~aiti~~~~~:nsa~~~~~~~
1

attack and reply. It is valua.b~e. as it presents the st.rougest Christlan evidence for the exbltence of God with the

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC.
'lL~e

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.
CHRISTIANITY
FROM A

Scientific and Hn•torical Rtandpoint.
BY Wl!l. N, l!lcLAREN,
A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects
treated are, U nrevealed Religion, Old Testament ReligIon, Evidence In Support of Christianity, History of
~~~~m~~~t¥~/d~r'i;t~a~~ll~re of Christianity, Proposed
The book is very radical and thorough and shows concluslvly that the system of religion which I.tas been built
upon the Bible has a very unstable foundation.
Price, ~0 cents. For sale at this oftlce.

RELI·GIO?t
AS REVEALED BY THE

Material and Spiritual

§llaker. Eye and Ear Balsam

ll as for fifteen years proved the best remedial application

Price 15 cents. Sold at this ol!lce.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M, D.

So if he's good all things are good;
All, therefore, since he made them should
Giv him the credit, glory, praise
For all their dirty, crooked ways.

Price, cloth, f!.50: a er $1.00.
JAMES PARTON.
D. J\I. nlN~h,;1rT, 141 Eighth st .• New York.

~~gJ~e~~~u~i:~iid 'a~~o~\~ea~;~~-1 ~~gl~~~;y;'bee?~ b~t~~l:

By ALLEN PRINGLE.

Medical Common Sense.

To reason thus may be too fast,
For God may make things right at last;
.All ills may tm·n to joys supreme,
And but remembered as a dream.

0

for Faring Sig·ht, IJnpail'ed Hearing, OI>h-

thalmia, and all Inflammations and affections of Eyes

A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
an
·"BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.

EMBRACING

1

cu~:j:.<;,~~~~ it;~e~g~e~o~::;.1~l Jte~~~: o"!~~~· ~~~~"w~~~·~
~~:; ,t:lr; ~e~t~wfuBko~~~c~'at~~~~Dft~n~~~~~;:l\;~~: ~~~~~:
~ft~i~~a~i~t;or~~lt~- ~~.go~ttt~~d~. cl~~!(\~~ d~o~~ll~r~
tuous and humane act ~n translating his book so wen.

osity to sec what l\ philanthropic business man has to san
Burr. and Butler prove, and his great ability is even more
manifest in this work. It is a labor of love, as well as a ~g~gtf~~ s~fJ~~ Pf~(~~~X:: ~~~Yt~g~o; ni;~~~g~~~~dl}o~~t ~\J
:nonument of research and scholarship. It Is just, candid, and trenchant blows which he deulJ"s "society" in all its
discriminating. and exact, describinf£ Voltaire cl.a he was, a ramitlcatlons of corruption n.nd iohuui.anity; his earnest
transcendent philosopher~ a great retormer. a brilllant wit ~hl~S~~~~~)ll;~~~e~~~~~~~e s~~t~~hr~~:~~~-:~1,0~~~et~l~ e1 b~'
best-abused aud best-liked production o! the day by
ir~s ~g~th~~tdtr~et\i}~f a~~{~~6~~~~IftY~~n!bch:V~f~fr~~g~B the
had in the English language. It is a 1nost interesting por- these two classes respectivly.-{.'·ritical Review.
Sold at this office.
traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he is vi ewell
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and· persever.

~~r~.e~~t~rr~1s!e;~\~~ ~?~~ ~~~~~~?p\~~sl!~: cofrf~~t~0a~~n~~.ers;~{Jl~ifill:~i;;~~~ion.
S~~:~t ;~ar:~. tAJd~~fsl~~'e ~~~g~~~~~~s~~~

l\lade graves, with hells on either side;
:Made greasy grooves therein to glide;
:illade snares to trap the souls of men;
lllade fiends to catch nine out of ten.
This wise God all the fools designed;
This good God bm"Ils near all mankind;
This great God yields the de'il the kirk;
This perfect God does faulty work.
All, all was made by him, 'tis said,
·without him there was nothing made;
Then to hell with him who says old Nick
BEgat himself by some damned trick.

Univer~e.

(II,LUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt.

Eu.ra.

Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the

lind ane Immediate relief

Soft cataracts hav been

removed by 1t. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is deferred. Price, 30 cents.
:Made and sold oniy by
S1tf

G. A. LOJIIAS,
' Shakers P. 0., N.Y.

Modern 'l'hinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With rm Introduction by R. G. Inge1·soU.
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bentham, Adam Smith, Paine, .Fourier, Herbel·t Spencer,
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT
141 b:lghth street, .N. Y. city.

The

World's

Sixteen

Savior~>~;

Crucified

OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of" The Biography of Satan" and

~·The

Bible of

It treats of the Existence and General Character of ~~~~1~~~co~~,~~~~t~i~~s~~8t~~~r~~;d'f~~;~-~~~~~t~~~~~
religious filstory, which dl•clo•e the oriental origin of an
God, Goll as a Spirit, the Nature of Gorl, Creeds aud Prac- the
doctrius. principles, precepts, a.nd mirll.cle.s or the New
tices of Christianity, The Dangers of InfalliUie Standards, Testament,
and furnishing a key for unlocldng many of its
1
1
1
1
1
f::::'It~ £A"J ~d B~~ .:'t~rt"~~~·r ~tei ~\~tJ~e1;~~~~~. IJ3.fi ~';1J ~~~~e~ri~K~~p~11~"c!~~~~~~.~omprlslng the history of six·
1
D. M. BENNETT.
Dta;~ ~a~~~: ~P~~·:~~~lfc~Wf}Bg~o~?~~c~f~~~~;tl!c~W~~nthe Price, $2. For sale by

The godhead we don't comprehend,
To knowledge great we don't pretend;
That three is one and one is three
Remains to us a mystery.
But on this moral we insist
'Tis nice to be a .1\fethodist; .
For its creed proves since .Adam's fall
God is responsible for all.

'12

6

S2~/?!P~i~7:i~!~1~re:.tnie"z~~

hw
startling and profound as .the .essays in .Jian. Nos. 40 and 41,

.And if they do, fear but augments the pain.

4!72
'I'

By A. Snider de I•ellell;l'illi,
u b?~~~~l~f ~~ s~' ~~~o~ ld~~~~.~~"d•~ ~~~~:~~~irl~eg;~a!~e:i~
formution lles cometca." u.ud other scieutiflc und historic
works in French and Itnlhm Ju.ngungcs. Price 25 cents.
Address D.l'tl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., N.Y.

SINCE
NEWTON'S DISCOVERY SPIRIT LIFE,
of the
of Gravitation nothing has been published so 01·, Life as he now Seel!l it from a

-Sharpe.

PER DAY at home. Samples worth
free. Stinson & Co., Portlalld, Me.

BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE 'l'HE.
OlW OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SI'ECIES.

6m25

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

If evils come not, then our fears are vain;

to $20

THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.

Pl~ECEDED

\Vanted. Factory, Waterbury,
Coon. Address the Patentee,

Sent by Mail or Fi:fty cents.

One glorious day of activ life
Is worth an age without an aim.
Oftimes nothing profits more
Than self-esteem, grounded on just and right,
Well managed.-Milton.
Of love, true· honor, happiness, the price
Is 1L'<ed and must be given-self-sacri:fl.ce.

~"'-

COMPUTATION b~ MECHANISM.
Addition, Subtraction, Mul·
ti1•lication, and Dhision.

Heavy Plate Paper, 20x2S,

Poetic Crumbs.

opv

Two papers given In the intereot of Spiritual science.
by the dictation of the late PROF. :M. FARADAY, or
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.

D. M. BENNETT.
SUITABJ_jE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.

THE :MORTALITY OF THE SOUL

SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
AND TH.E
RIAL UNIVERSE;
IMMORTAl.ITY
OF ITS ELEMENTS.
THE LA·w OF CONTROL.

~~~fyak~~~~erb;~~~e9f~r~~cfpi~~o~~u~~grir 1 ~1:J· c~~r.i'~
"Health Manual/' etc"' and this new book is sure to be

re~~~~;,t¥ 1~s1J~n &~lil'~t~m~~;lj_~~~han those.

'5

A WEEK
a day at home easi!Y_ llllide. Costly
outtlt free. True " Co., Augusta, Millne.

ti~::Ys safest tnedicin to hav about the house at ail

"Antichrist:"

Tarrant'e Seltzer Aperient.

Proving conclusivly that

It will llarm no one. It wiii benefit any who may hav
occasional attacks of hPadu.cue, vertigo, low spirits or
othl; r ailments resulting from 1rregul u· actton of the b'owels, Keeg a. bottle always in the house, and there is a
~~~YsJlrlr1~~~n ne•r that wiii save many dollars and
.

SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS.

U

JUDAISM, CHRISTIANITY, AND
MOHAMMEDArdSM
Examined Historically and Oritically..
It is thought to be the

l'HE STORY 0}' JESUS CHRIST, Most Damagtnr; Exl1ibit of" Chrl•··
H18 Birth. Life, Trial, Execu·
tic,n, etc., Is a Myth.
/!rice ,1.00

For eale at this omce,

tlanity tltat has Appeared.
BY D. M. BENNETT.

500 large pages. ·

Price, $1.50.

,..
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"W'I L S 0 N lA!'
I

TRIUMPHANT.

ganlsm of man-ls the source and law [It Is not attraction
of gravitation, affirmed by Newton, or the. undefined cena
tripetal.and centrifugal forces of.sc!entlsts], but the om.

t~f~st;fit~gftn~~~~~ff:.earu If~~~~~~~7t ~Yfiear~~~; ~~~~
cosmogony of the universe.
The law (attraction and repulsion) In each molecular

ALL ORDERS FOR " WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL ~~~~y~;':~i~~n~~~£ ~~crt{~;l:r o~nv:~~~~ g?aeo~~rg:z~re ~~~:
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE M.ANUFAC· cular orbs which float in the firmament of the heavens. is
TURER, 466 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL

g;

~~~tnat~m~~~;;~:~gr~e:~~~~~:i~,tf~~~e .:~1c~~~~~8;

and all cele,tfal bodiest including comets, are sustained in
POST-OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE space without posslb!Hty of co!Uslon, and all motion,
whether orbital or axitu.l, has become the harmony of the
PAYABLE 10 WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., spheres.
Its disturbance in the one ta the source of all commotion,
BROOKLYN.
celestial (as solar magnetic storms) or terrestrial, inward,
as tn tbe miignetlc shocks of the earthquake, or outward,
tn electric storms IJy !and or sea. Its tuterruption in the
The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the animal m·gantsm whereby tfle ultimate electric molecules
of the blood, tissues. nerves, and muscles, each with a
nia.rvel of the world.
They are ·dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, posttiv and negtl.ttv pole (recently discovered and an~
nounced to exist by Snettle Scoutellon, of Parts. an~ Duand making glad the hearts of the people,
.
bois Reyman•!), become non-electric or demagnetized~ tn

................................................
...
.

:

OPEN LETTER.

:

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

:r~~~~r~~~-i~~:~~c :!~~eo:~~; :iit,?k~· ~~r::s~t~:r~~~

become oPe, possessed of one positive zone and two negattv poles, and when tn tile electrotonic S[8.te uneg,ual or
unlike po}es are turned toward each other. This nonelectric or demagnetized state of the iron molecules of the
bloodt or the electric molecules of the nerves and muscl~s
is. therefore, the source of all disorder and all diseases in
thr" ci'~;n:,:: ~~'lf::· believe It Is, the law that the celestial
strangers known as comets are ·magnetic regulators dea
signed to resupply the wasted magnetic forces of the
spheres they traverse tn apace. creating apparent temporary disturbance and increased activity in the magnetic
force~ of the sun. plainly visible in the solar spectrum,
and due, says Lockyear, in a recent lecture before tbs
Royal Astronomical Society, to the ejection of heated
matter in the interior of the sun, the l"esult of increased
l~~~~rr~~r;u~~~t~~:~~~~~n~[i~~~~~~. up of magnetic
Whatever weight Is due to this theory of m~netlc restoration of exhausted plH.neta-Hlustrated i~ the increased
temperature of the sun thus excited by the posittv forces
of Its late and still freshly announcea celestial visitors-It
has been demonstrated that the electro magnetic or
nervo electric vftaJ forces of the human organb:1m can be
uniformly replenished and resupplied and reinvigorated
and revlta.lized frem the very verge of dissolution and
partial demagnetization of the ultimate electric molecul~·i:i
of blood an<l nerve by the truthful appUcatlon of the
maxim of the great Herman 11;sculapius, that Uke cures
like, with the universal law of proper polarization, celes~
tia.l and terrestrial, revealed and understood. man may and
wtll control its forces; u11lock the arcana or natme in all

~e;g~~~fg0s~~~cseta~ff :~t~~~s~~1i1~ 11a~3eci~ft~'ite; ~~~ ~g:

p1·eventiv of decay and premature death approach to compr~ hend with a spirit of exultation and awe the now revealed, yet still invislble, power. which, when darkness
was upon the face of the deep and chaos reigned, moved
upon the face of the waters, uttered the supreme tlat, and
solar magnetism burst upon a primeval world, bathed it in
light, an<! then as now, Invested It with life and clad it
in beauty.
r

"Some Mistakes of Moliis."
This volume .Is prhited .on toned paper, In clear, liold
type, and handsomely bonnd In muoUn, containing 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the principal points that Mr. Inge ,
Boll has made wtnst the Pentateuch tn all his lectures on

i~s~~u~r"e"tincorr~g~~~~~:ft!,it~t ~t:~~~~ ~~Je~~~~i~'t"~Jf

g~ifd~~~u~;g~';;;~t~~ft~~t~~n e~"fne~h!hb~eaihJ'~:t ar:~~~
The book !s unanowerable In Its facts and logic, Inimitable
tn its style, and ftlle{l wtth wit, satire, eloquence, and
pathos.

"The Gods and Other Lectures.''
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods.'' u Humboldt,'' u Thomas
Paine,"" Individuality," 11 Heretics and Heresies." Price.
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents •

"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
CoNTENTe.-u The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man,. Woman,

t~tn~~!~}l,;; ~fe:~~~tt1b~n~i~~~e,~~~i:ti~e,;::Sti[f!le~\~~

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50
cents.
Both volumes bannd in one, price, paper, $1.00.

"What Mnst We Do to be Saved?"

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
B:r the celebrated scnlptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price $2.50, Neatly packed and boxea
ready for shipment, Every admirer of this great Apostle
of Liberty shonld hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices :
~g~i~~ ~r~IJ:esize .. a • a • • • • .. ~ ee!!tS .
Llfe-s!Ze Lithograph,_21xZ7
•
•
•
50
Postago paid.
D, M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes,

f~ltsl~~:~~ ~~c~~1o~~~'Yfl~'l"t~g'~e .ftl'Jr. ~t~t~~

ING ~EDICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1,00o pages, 200
Illustrations, by Dr, E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be addressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878~ M1•. Bennett's TRUTH
BEEKER thus speaks of Dr, FOOTE and his medical publico,.
tlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lnti-

J:~;~s "t:an:ar.': 1 ~a~11 JPt~:·~1~'it~~;h~~:~t1:ie~~~

motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and im-

~~lrcna'fc~i~£:No~~~~~Jl! ~hliri~~~u~~i~~~t~~~n~~J:

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

Ii.l~e~~~~~2~Y:o¥g~~1;1~t~~~~rg1s~ri.l':~J8 ~~dt~~ri.~'i.~
of

Prof. CAR~HCHAEL,
FORDES HARKER,
Dr. DEMEREST,
Dr. CLARK,

Dr. ELTINGE,
Dr. THAYER,
Dr.TINKEH,
Dr, TRUE.

The· following gentlemen can also be referred to:
Commissioner Garrison, J. B. Hoyt, Spruce street; Col.
Bayard Clark, JudgP. Levi Parsons, E. Sinclair Clark,
Lafayette avenue; J. W. L1ttlefield, artist; Mr. Frazer,
corner of Reid avenue and Broadway. These, with thousands of others, hav worn my garments. Therefore, gentlemen, in conclusion I most respectfully submit that
you owe a duty to youtselvs and the public to Inquire into
the nature of the invention thus pl'esented to you. But
knowing, as I do, that an new remedies for the cure of
disease should be well attested scientifically by practicing
physicians before being generally prescribed, I herewith
ofi'er you everv facility tor testing the same, and would
respectfully cJ.il youl' attention to a portion of Professor

A regularly ecrocatea ijand legally qualified physician, and
the most successful, as his practice wtl}f:rove.

WISDOM AND GOODNESS

Professor W, H. Parsons, a talented and modest gentleman, who is now a resident of our city, has made a discovery that is likely to be regarded with the deepest Interest by men of science everywhere, ·Since it not only
explains mnch hereto1'ore myoterioua in astronomical
science, but Is calculated to Impress all minds with more
profound udmira.tion for tbe wisdom and goodness of
Almighty God.
'l'hls discovery Is that the sublime principle of MAGNETIC
REPULSION
is coextensiv Wlth MAGNI~TIC ATTRACTION
througllout our universe. 'l'hts mafnetic repulsion has

~a~~~1~~1~~~cfn ~~~~l~tiri"gt~~': ~ri'v~m~~~s ~?T~t~~i~~t~

bedies and maintaining harmony among them ull. This
principle was first developed tn the comse of manifestations und experiments of Professor Parsons, who is an
electro-therapeutist, or medical electrichm, while mak~
· ~~'f~;TirT~~ei~~~~~~t!~d ~~~~\1?.11s of electro-magnetism to
Without attempting to trace 11ow far previous advances
of science had prepared the way for the grand discovery
by Professor Parsons to which we desire to call attention,
we may interest our readers by glancing at tlle great facts
in magnetic philosophy.
Magnetism and electricity-the one the manifestation
of the other. with dtft'erent forms of motion; the one yi-

~{r~id 'b:~~~g~~d~~~1~:a6~1~~~e ~~~~t~ sg~~~~l~stl~~~~~:

sassed wtth magnetic poles-are neither imponderable
fiutds nor atomic Htrearus, but fol'ces .known only from
results, tlle direct ton of the lndividun.l force in each molecule of all magnets, whether in the blood or tlle heavens,
being the oppos!t of the force In Its vicinity, giving rise
to a wagnetfc force, says Maxwell, of extreme complexity,
.but Which, by Its repellam. u.s well a.s its u.ttrn.ctiv power,
works order out of appn.rent n.ud really orlginu.l chaos,
nnd under law e~tu.blished at creation's dawn iB the prin.
.ctpJe of all mo~ion and allltfc in every klugdum 01' nu.ture,
either in the heavens aboVe. or the earth ueueatll.
Perfect polal·!zatlun, whereby !Ike paleo repel and un.
ltke attru.ct o.nd neutralize euch other, wllether in the
celestial system, including our own planet, or the circuatory sv•tem of the bloou and nerves, of what Is as fcar.1 ully, wonderfully, and 11.11 curiously made-the divine or.

RICH'S PUBLICATIONS.

Works by Dr. A. B. Child.
Better Views of'Livin;.;-; or,Life According to
the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, Is Right." Price, $1.00.
Whate,·e.-Is, is Right. Price, $1.00.
Christ and the Peot>le .. Price, $1.25,
A B "C of Life. Price, 2:; cents.
Soui Affinity. Price, 20 cents.
'Vorks by Mrs. Jllaria 111. King.
Principles ot· Nature, as Discovered In the
Development and Structure or the Universe. In three
volumes. Pr[ce, $1.75 per val.
Real Life in Spjrit Land, Price, $1.00.
The Brotherhood of lllan, and What FollOlVS t'ro01 It. Price, 2a cents.
Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. Price, 25
cents.
The Spiritual Philosophy versos Diabolisnt. Price, :l5 cents.
What is Spiritualism? and Shall Spiritualists
hav a Creed 'I Price, 25 cents.
God the Father and lllan the In1age of
God. Price, 25 cents.
Works by Prof. William Denton.
Geology: Tile Past and Future of our Planet;
Price, $1.5u.
Soul of Things; or, PSychometric Researches
and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per val.
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.
What Was He • or, ,Jesus in the Light of the
Nineteenth Century. Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, ~1.
Radical Rhyrncs. Price, $1.25.
Is S}>iritualisnt True? Price, 10 cents.·
Christianity no Finality; or, Spiritua,l!sm su·
perior to Christianity. Price, lU cents.
Co•nmon Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
Pr1ce, 10 cents.
Radic~tl Discourses on Religions Snbj;ects. Price, $1.25.
l#I~n's True Sa viOl". Price, 10 cents.
Tne Deluge in the Light ot· lllodern
Science. Price. 1U cents.
Sermon t"ron• Shakspere's Text. Price, 10
cents.
rrhe .ll~ocasset T•·ag-edy. Price, 10 cents.
'Vhat is Uight? Price, 10 cents.
Who a1•e Christin.ns? Price, 10 cents.
The Irreconcilable Recor(ls; or. Genesis and
Geology. Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.
·
Orthodoxy F~tlse, since Spiritualislll is
True. Price, 10 cent.s.
The God PrOI>ose<l for Our National Constitution. Price, 10 cents.
Works oflll. B. Craven.
Tritunph of CriticisUl; A Critical and Paradox
Wurkon the Bible and our Theological IdC<L of Deity.
Price, 25 cents.
.
Biblical Chronology. Price, 10 cents.
Christianity Before the Tin1e of Christ.
Price, 25 cents.
'Vorks of Henry

c.

'Vright.

A It.:iss fot• a Blow. Cloth, $1.2j; small edition, 60
cents.
The Living I•t•cseut anll Dead P1tst; or,
God made Manitest and Uselul in Living 1\len and '\Vomen
.lB he was in Jesus. CotlJ, 75 c~nts; paper, 50 cents.
Errors of the Bible DentOltstratc<v by the

nfs~s"Rs; 0JW~M.J¥b~1Jf<E~~~d ~~~~h~m:Af; BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT. J:iitit!~~ ~:~~i~:.u~~~e~~··s~1g~~~s~n~ro~h~·~U~~~t;:ule of

~TI~r~ts~n}} a~~~~nr:a~~%~~fg~u~~a:i~~se c~1i~tei~I~~~~

~~!;~Wt'~PY~~~~s~~~~il~t~~fot;~~i~~~fe~;~·le~~\~~

Confusion of Ideas, Loss of Sexual Power, etc., etc., rendering marriage Improper or nnhappl are thoroughly and

f~!~~f~~ { c~i;~t ~J'ngr~!{i~'::,e~~lcaJI~~~~c~n:~

1

th~eli~Vm~~:'i~J.~~i~~~:J';~~&:~%~;~t~eeiJ.~~~

~~J~r"sJ:i'! s~~'rii~l;o g~s;:,e~~e2~t~ ~"a~g~?~'!iflr~~~;
gractlee. This I know bl, actual trial, having been re1

OF ALMIGHTY GOD.

COLBY &

the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excess tn maturer

" There Is perhaps no art that can claim the attention ol
human mind of more Importance than alleviating hu·
DISCOVERT OF THE UNIVERSAL PREVALENCE the
man sutrering, stopping the progress of disease, and thru
extending the period of human life. And I know of no
OF A PRINCIPLE THAT GRANDLY llfANIf>~~~~~~F~J~;.s~':,~c~1~.\'f~~.t~~ J:afitl~c:u~~~~~sl~~;~~~
FESTS THE

to-day stand ready to bear willing testi-

CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FREE.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mail,:JostaW&e~~· onlyJMlilf~nii"&t, ~a8~Lf~'ifiNlt~~M},BANY, T129 East 28th st., New York.

which he has so far prescribed for this baneful comp'hi:in
~~fisgh~~!1~t~;tft~b~i:~:~A~ ~~~ti~~~e i~bci~t';;i~"to;g~ In all Its •tageo without s failure to cure In a single caae
position that ma~~:netlsm is destined to take among the and some of them were In a terribly shattered condition
REMEDIAL AGENCIES now prescribed through your col- had been in the Insane asylums, many had Falling Sick·
leges. Hoping that you will seriously and 111 a fair spirit ness-Fits; others upon the ver~ of consumption; while
~~i'cif ~~~~~~-become foolls and hardly able to take
inquire into tue nature of my invention, l remain,
Very respectfully yours,
WILLIAM WILSON.
Syphilis pooltlvly cured and entirely eradicated from the
~~~;:'i;nt:,~g~h;i~~~~is~~~~~t~~~c~l~~~~ig~ Rupture),
All diseases of women--such as Amenorrhcea. (or delay at
the first menses), Dysmenorrhrea (or laborious menstru~
tion). Chlorosis (or green sickness), Leucorrhrea (or
READ THE FOLLOWING' PORTION OF A LEC- ; whites), ProlaJlsus Uteri (or falling womb), etc.-treated
with equal success, as the following will show:
~ TURE. BY PROFESSOR PARSONS, AND SAY:·
"DEAR DocToR: If the kind thought shafts I dally send
~ HOW MUCH LONGER CAN THE PHYSICIANS ~au are received, I will not need to tell you that I am feel~OF BROOKLYN RESIST THE INQUIRY WHICH
~~gw~~~taer ~a~;~:ysfr_T~3[;~~~~~u1x8[;~~~lJ. gar:~~t~~ri
: THE " WILSONIA" SYSTEM DEMANDS,
w~r;eaat~;g~~·e~?~r~~uldn~IeaJf.Y~a~!~~: ~0!:if!~~e, 0.
ts only a sample of the many grateful expressions received
by the Doctor from suffering women whose diseases pe
cullar to their sex hav made their lives so rmserable, and
who receive so little sympathy from members of their
own households.
MORE LIGHT.
A GREAT DOCTOR.
THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.

fa~lles, who

J::fa'il~.3.tR;gfe';.~~~;~J'fi!~~~:'f\~:s6g;~h~ghfhoemh~~J'~6J~
1
'W~';~~s~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at liberty to
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w'l;'e"nd ~frao~~~;~eea"~s ~ a1?:d. d~~;"~~ ~~· ~1Tv:n~;:,o~
you are all:llcted with any of the maladies lneldont to thle
age. I deem It my duty to say this much for the benefit ol
sutrering humanity.•'
1

eft
X'h~t'S'k'if: o~~~'ki\lrJt'J'in~c'¥'6 mliJ!l~T~~ ~PJ~i
forth a new and scientific method (never before known)

for the cure of all chronic diseases. Also, for the same
number of stamps, his PRIVATE COUNSELOR, treating
on Spermatorrhrea and Impotency, giving the cause,
'llx''W~::I"n~~,r~W;pea~~c;s~!~ga~':,~e, ;~~~~~s~~; the
Consnltatlon In person, $5.00; by letter, free and invited,

r.;~\~~:t~~:f~e~~~~fij~n1~~~~~\~~. 'W. _{;~~~k,E6'W~~· ·
VIneland, N.J.

BEAUTIFUL

PICTURES

OF

Col. R. G. lnt(crsoll, D. D. Bennett
and Others.

Painted in Oil Oolors by aid of Pnotographs, on Oonvere Glass, rounded
out as Natural as Life and
twice as .Durable.
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PoeJDs Crout the Inner Lit"e. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1.50.
Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price,
$1.50,
.
Poems. By the well-known medium,. Achsa W.
Sprague, Price, $1,
Proof Palpable ofinnnortality. By Epes
Sargent. Cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Poems ot· the Lit"e Beyond and Within,

~oifie~i~~~ dtpe~~,Y ~~~~~n2n~e~~~~j~~~ar;~n~ii~~~fi~·JP~~

bins. Price, $2.
Psalms of Life. By JohnS. Ad~ms. Price, $1.25.
Philosophy ot· Creation. By Thomas Paine
through the htt.nd of George S. '\Yood. Cloth, 60 cents;
paper, 35 cents.
~lanclliette; or, The Despair of Science. By Epes
Sargent, Ptlce, $1.25.
Startling Facts in lllodern Spiritualism.
By N. B. Wolle, l>LD. Price, $2.
Solar aud Sp:iirit.ual Light., and other lectures.
By CoraL. V. Tappan. Paper.15 cents.
Six Lectures, including ·Invocations and Poems.
·6y Mrs. CoraL. V, Rtchmond. Paper, 40 cents.
Spiritnall.iism as a Science and Spiritnal1.SUl as a. ReliQ·ion. By Cora. L. V. Tappan. Papert
i> cents.
Sph•iitnal Ecfioes. A new collection of words and
mut'IC for the congregation and social circle. By s. W.
Tucker. Paper, 25 cents.
Spiritualism as a New Basis of Belief.
By JohnS. Farmer. Price, $1.50.
Scientific Basis of SJ>iritualism. By Epes
Sargent. Price, $1.50.
S1>iirit and Jliattet·. A drama In six acts, By G.
Damiani, P.M.L. Price, 50 cents.
The Life. Price; 50 cents.
The Spirit World, Its Locality and Conditions,
By tile sp1r!t of Judge John Worth Edmonds. Price, 20
cents.
The Relil:;ion ot· SI>iiriitualism. By Eugene
Crowell, ltl.D. -price, 15 cents.
TransceudentaA Physics. ·rranslated from the
German, With a prefnce and appendices, by ~ha1•le~ Carleton Massey, of London, I:Jarristcr-at~la.w. Pr1ce, $1.50.
ri'J1e Ga6:arene; or, Spirits in Prison. By J. 0. Bar·
rett and J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.:25.
'J.l'he l:)Ilo~~~.e (Jase; Its Fact~ and Lessons. A Record
and a 'Vu.rnlug. By" .M.A. COxon)." Price, 20 cents.
The Symbol Series of three lectures. By Cora
L. V. Tappan. Price, 10cents.
Visions o!( tbe Beyond by a Seer of To-Day; or
Symbolic Teachings from ~the .htgher Life. Edit~d by
Herman Snow. Price, $1.2o.l,
Vital lllagnetic Cure. By a magnetic physician.
Price, $1.25.
'Vhy I am a SJ>iritualist, and Wily I am nat. an
Orthodox. By J. B. Angell. Price, 10 cents,
l'iellinmship ; Its Laws and Conditions. By J. H •
Powell. Price, 25 cents.
Nat-ty, 1t SJ>irit_;, His Portrait and his Life. By
Allen PUtnam. P~~per, ~cents; c)oth, 75 cents.
Ni~ht·Side of Natnl"C.J or, Ghosts and GhostsSeers:' By Catherine Crowe. l:'rtce, $1.50.
On Miracles ai1d lilodern Spiritnalistn.
By Alfred R. Wallace, F. R. G. S., F. Z. S. Price, $1.75.
Psycho- Pllly!iiological
Sciences
and
their Assltillti•ts. Being a r~sponse by Alfred R.
Wn.llncc, Prof. J. R .. Buchu.na,n, Darms Lyman, and ~pes
Sargent. to the Attacks of Prof. '\V. B. Ca.rpenter, of Eng.
and, an<l others. Prlce, 50 cents.
l'l:tn n.n<l His Relations., By Prof. S. B. Brittan.
Price, $1.50; large quarto edition, $3.50.
People from the Other 'Vorld. Containing
full and lllustmtlv descriptions of the wonderful seances
held by Col. Olcott with the Eddy's, llolmeses, and Mrs.

Compton. l'r1ce.ta.IIO.

E1npire of the lllother over the C hat•acter
anti Destiny ot"the Race. Price, cloth, 'i5cents;
paper, 50 cents.
· The Unwelcome Child: or. The Crime of an
Undesigned and Undesired Maternity. Price, cloth, 60.
cents; paper, 35 cents.
Spiritual

and Reforn>at.ory Books by
Various Authors.
An HOtir with the Angels; or, A Dream of the
~J>~~~t~~fe. By A. Brigham. Price, cloth. 50 cents; paper,
Child's Guide to Spiritualisnt. By Lucy M,
Burgess. Price, 25 cents.
CbaJ>ters front the Bible oft he Ages. Ed·
ited anu cum piled by G. B. StebDins. Price, $1.50.
Clock Struek One, and Christian Spiritualist.
Revised and corrected. lly the Rev. Samuel Watson.
Price, $1.00.
Cloeli S.truck Three. Being a review of "Cl!Bck
Struck Ono." By Hev. Samuel 'Va.tson. Price, $1.50.
Debatable Laull Between tbis 'Vorldand
the Next. Hy Hobert Dale Owen, Price, $2.tl0.
Diakkaisnt; or, Clairvoyant Trn.vcJs In Hades. By
A. Gardner, of London, .E.nghl.Dd. Price, 10 cents.
Docs Uatter Do it .-\.11? A reply to Prof. Tyn.
dall's late"t attack on Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent,
Price, 5 cents.
Death, In the Light of the Harmonia! Ph!losophy. By
Mary 1<'. Davis. Clotu, 30 centsi paper, 15 cents.
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Price, 15 cents.
Ex1>criences of .Judge J. ,V, E<llllouds in
Spirit Life. Given inspirationally by Mrs. Com L. V.
Tappan. :Price, 30 cents.
E:x}leriences of Satnuel Bowles, late editor
of the Sprmgfield .RepulJlican. Written through the medi·
umshlp at' Cui-ric E. t;, Twing. Price, 20 cents.
FootfaJis on tllc Boundary ot· Another
World. '\'ith narrativ illustrations. By Hobert D:~.le
Owen. Pt·icc, $1.75,
Gist of Spiritualistn. Being a course of :five
lectures dellverc<l in Washington, D.<..:., by Hou. Warren
Chase. Price. 50 cents.
Ghost Land; or, Researches into the Mysteries of
Occult Spiritism. Tnmslated by :Mrs. Emma H. Britten.
Price, cloth, 'i5 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Golden lllelodies. A new collection of words and
music for tile usc of lyceum~. circles, and camp-meetings.
By S. '\Y. Tuc.ker. Pnce,2:J cents.
Hollow Globe ; or, the World's Agitator and
Reconciler. A treatison the physic.tl conformation of the
earth. Presented throuP.h the organism of M. L. Sherman,
M.D., and written by" m. Jl"'. Lyon. Pric~, $2.00.
'tl
Heaven an<llicll: or, The Dlyine Justice Vindl·
cuted in the Plurality of Existences. By .A.llil.ll .Knrdec.
Translated from the slxtfctlt thousand by Anna Bln.ckweU.
Price, $2.00.
Hynuts for Publie. Meetings and Social
Gatherings. 'Vithout music. Selected lJy w·. J. Colville.
Price, 10 cents.
Hea.Hn~ by Laying on of Hands. An cxposl~
tion of the art of hea.ling by Intmipuhtion. By Dr. J.
:Mack. Price, $1.25.
·
J.ife of Prof. 'Villiant Denton, the Geologist
and 1-{;.tdical. By J. H. I_,owell. Price, 25 cents.
J,ifc Beyond the Gr:"·e. Price, $1.00,
l!lental Cure. By Rev. W. F. Evans, Price, $1.50.
l!lollern American S]>iritnalism; A T'lliinty
Yetu•s' Uecord of the Communwn Between Earth ana''the
~~~[J~e~f~~/;\~!1 ;~$1.~:' Emmt> Hardlnge. Cloth, $3.75;

lllentnl J(e<liciue : A Theoretical and Pr"ctical
Treatis. on ~led leal Psychology. By Rev. 'V. F. Evli.na.
Price, $1.25.
Mystery of Edwin Dro<)d, Completed by tha
Spirft-pen of Chas, Dickens. Price, $1.00,
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9Jdds and ~nds.
IF knaves beguile by felon art

The ~hitting favm· of the hour;
If civic r11le from right depart,
And brazen impudence has :!lOwer;
If low am!Jition buy bi• place,
While merit waits in half disgrace,
!!till undecided sways the :fight;
The bugle still to charge commands;
There is no truce of tongne or handsNo quarter while one foeman stands
To mock eternal right. -Bayard Taylor.
IGNORANT and miseducated men often mistake
the true path to happiness, and co=it crime in
the endeavor to obtain it. ·Atheists hold that by
teaching mankind the real road to human happiness it is possible to keep them from the byways
of criminality and error. Atheists would teach
men to be moral now. not because God o1fers as an
inducement reward by and by, but because, in
the virtuous act itself, immediate good is insured
to the doer and the circle surrounding him. Atheism would preserve man from lying, stealing,
murdering, not from fear of an eternal agony
after death, but because these crimes make this
life itself a CO.Jll'Se of miser'y.-Bradlaugk'& Plea for
..!theism.
1\ofAN, say some, knows (fod by immediate intuition; he needs no argument for his existence, because he perceives him directly, face to face, without any medium. It is easy to assert this, but obviously the assertion is the merest dogmatism.
Not one man in a thousand who understands what
he is affirming will dare to claim to hav an immediate vision of God, and nothing can be more likely
than that the man who makes such a claim is selfdeluded.-Prof. Flint.

A bELLULOID cu1f young man.
A; ready :m\).de clothes young man,
A bean-eating Yankeeful,
Moody and Sankeyful
Oil-on-the-hair young man.
VIRGINIA POLITICS.
SHE-Don't put your arm around· my r... ,_,
You'll rumple all my ruffles.

HE-Then let me kiss you without force,
And thus avoid all scuffles.
SIIE--There is no sweetness in a kiss
Unless by force 'tis taken.
HE-I know it. There I Oh, this is bliss ?
This style of osculation.
SHE-My ru:ffies you hav rumpled love,
And put me in a fluster.
HE-Oh, never mind; I'll :fix It, dove,
For I'm aReadjuster.

-Wheeling Ledger.
AN INTERLUDE.
There's silence deep, and a brooding sleep,
That over the drear earth steals;
And the gentle buzz of the June-bug's coz
Through the orchard and meadow peals.
At the garden gate, though It's rather late,
Stand a youth and maiden fair;
She is seventeen, and a little lean,
And She bangs her nut-brown hair.
:rhe old gate creeks as 1\ofaud's blushing cheeks
Are kissed by two rose-red lips;
Down the garden-path, with a great big lath,
A stern parent sottly skips.

There's scattered group, and a wild, wild whoop
And a swiftly-moving boot:
REASON givs us knowledge, while faith only givs
us belief, which is a part of knowledge, and is, In the new spring pants see him madly prance,
And away for the street cars scoot.
therefore, inferior to it. It is by reason, and not
by faith, that we must discriminate in religious
WHAT HE MEANT.
matters, and it is by reason alone that we can disA man who on the sidewalk fell,
tinguish truth from falsehood.-Ghillingwortk.
From having a collision,
A li:AN who has learned little grows old like an
Commenced to swear and l!ay, "0 h-"
ox; his 1l.esh grows, but his knowledge does not
Forgetting the revision.
grow .-Bucldka.
But when he heard a well-bred screech
lNFINIT goodness would desire for human kind
From the lips of passing ladies,
the most perfect happiness, in:finit wisdom would
He modified his opening speech
know how to obtain that happiness, and in:finit
By adding," I meant hades."
power would be able to carry out the dictates of
- Evanrville UQUI.
wisdom and goodness. lf causes exist which imTEACHING HIM THE BUSINESS.
pede mankind in their progress toward happiness,
they must exist either because God does not de"Herman," said a Poydras street merchant clotheire to remove them-in which case he is not in- ier, addressing his clerk, ·• haf ve sold all of dose
:finitly good; that is, he is not God-or beCause God overgoats vat vas left over from last vinter !"
does not know how to remove them-in which case
"No, sir; dare vas dree of dem left yet."
he is not all-wise; that is, he is not God-or be"Veil, ve must sell 'em right avay, as de vinter
cause God is not able to remove them, in which vill not last, you know, Herman. P~'ing me one uf
case he is not omnipotent; that is, he is not God.- de. goats und I vill show J'OU somedings about de
Bradlaugk's Jesus, Skelley, and MaUhus.
pisness. I vill dell you how ve vill sell dem oud,
TRUE reverence does not consist in declaring a und you must learn de pisness, Herman; de vinter
subject, because 1t 1s dear to us, to be un.tJ.t for free vas gone, you know, und ve hav had dose goats in
and honest inquiry; far from it. True reverence
is shown in treating every subject, however
sacred, however dear to us, with perfect con:fi.
dence; without fear and without favor; with tenderness and love, by all means; but, before all,
with an unflinching and uncompromising loyalty
to truth. I also admit that religion has stood in
former ages, and stands even in our own age, if
we look abroad, aye, even if we look into some
dark places at home, on a level with alchemy and
astrology; but, for the discovery of truth, there is
nothing so useful ,as the study of errors, and we
kno\~ that in alchemy t ere lay the seed of chemistry, and ·that astrology was more or less a yearning and groping after the true science of as.tronomy.-Maa: Muller.

A FRIEND says, "The true Christian ie always
capable of living in obedience and happiness.''
Can we :find
individual bearing this ear-mark 1
I've nllver met one. I know of no one capable of
being always happy. And few, if any, are always
at peace with other people. Always is impossible
in these relations. No one is always happy,
peaceful, or obedient. The spirit will- fly up in
rebellion to all that it warmly opposes. A real
- Christian is more and more an anomaly to me.
Where, oh, where, 1s one? Echo answers, Where r

an

-E. D. Slenke1•.
EVEN an evil-doer sees happinesil as long as his
evil deeds hav not ripened; but when his evil Lleed
has ripened, then does the evil-doer see evil. Even
a good man sees evil days as long as his good deed
has not ripened; but when his good has ripened,
then does the good man see happy days. Let no
man think lightly of evil, saying in his heart, It
will not come near unto me. Even by the falling
of water-drops a water-pot is 1illed. The fool becomes full o! evil, even if he gatllers it little by
little. Let no man think lightly of ·good, sa~ing in
his heart, It will benefit me. Even by the falling
of water-drops a water-pot is filled. ~'he wise
man becomes full of good, even if he gather it
little by little.-Buddha's Dhammapada.
CmcUMSTANCE is not all, but it often makes the
di1ference between the castaway who comes to the
gallows ·and the highly respectable rogue who
comes to rewa:~;d and honor.-Toronto Bystander.
THE appeal to earthly rewards andpliDishments,
says Lessing, is after all an appeal to our lower
feelings; other-worldliness is but a refined selfishness, and. we are to cherish virtue for its own sake,
not bec1l.use it will lead us to heaven. Here is the
grand principle of Stoicism. Lessing believed,
with Mr. Mill, that the less we think about getting
reward either on earth or in heaven the better. He
was cast in thb same heroic mold as Muhamed
Elfendi, who, when led to the stake, exclaimed,
" Though 1 hav no hope of recompense hereafter.
yet the 1uvb of truth constrained me to die in Its
def.se."-Jokn Fiske.
JiERE is no home; here is but wilderness;
l!'ol'lh, pilgrim, forth; on, best out of thy stall,
Look up on ulgh and thauli the God of ail.
Wei w1th [subdue] thy lust and let thy ghost [spirit]
thee lead,
.And truth 11ha.ll thee d(j]iver-'tlll no drede.
-aTuliul:w.
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./orks by o. B. FrotbinK"ham.
-The ReliA;ion·ot'· Humanity. Third edition.
12 mo. $1.50.
·stories t'rout the Lips oC the Teacher.
Retold IJy a disciple. With lllustrntlon•. 16 mo. $1.
Stories of tile Patriarchs. 16 mo. Cloth, ,1.
• The Child's Book ol' Reli~iou for Sunday.
schools and Homes. 1G mo. $1.

u.!f:;: ~rv~~l~1 ~[~~~!~[i. 7~ study In prlmltlv Chrll·
Creed and Conduct and other Dlsconr.oes.
Cloth, $1.00.

1~

mo.

co~:.~. S8~o~t ~~t:.~ror.ew Faith and other dis·
'rhe SaCest Creed and other dl.ocourae.o. 12 mo.
Cloth, $1.
Knowled~e and Faith and oth&r dlscouraes. 12
mo. Cloth, $1
Transcendentalism in :New En~laud.

~~: octaTo, with portrait, on steel, of the auth?r. ~loth,

Works by Anthony Fronde.
Science and TheolOArY· Ancient and Modem.

Paper, 25 cents.

Short Studie• on Great Subjects. 2 vall.
Cloth, $1.50 per val.
Calvinism. 1 Tal. Cloth, 75 cents.
Histor;y oC England. 1~ TOil. Clo\h, $1.25 per.
volw.me.
.
Works bT Goethe.
Faust-. Tr&nslated Into Engllah v•ra• by Bayo.rd Tay.
lor. ~ vols. $3 per TO I.
Elective Affinitie•. $1.~.
Willlehn Meister. Trans!atod hy Thomao Carlyle.
Portrait of Goethe. ~ volo, $3.50.
Herman and Dorothea. Tranalated by Ellen
Frothingham. $1.
West Easterly DiYan. Translated, wltil not•••
etc., by John Wei••· $1.25.
\Vorks by Thont as H. Huxley.
Man's Place in Nature. 1 Tal.. 12 mo. Cloth,
$1.25.
On the Origin ot s"pecie•. 1 TO!., 12 mo. Clo\h,
fl.OO.

l'IIore Criticisms on Darwin, and AdmlnlstraiiTe Nihilism. 1 Tol.,·12 mo. Limp cloth, 50 cent•.
.&.l'IIanual of' the Anatomy.oCVertebrated
Animals. Illu•tratad, 1 TO!. $~.50.
A. Manual oi' the Anatomy ot' Inverte•
brated Animal!•. $~.50.
Lay Sermons, A:ddrasscs, and Review•. 1 Tal., 12
mo. Cloth. $1.75.
Critiques and Addresse•. 12 mo. Cloth,$1.00.
A.tneriean Addresses ; with a Lecture on the
Study of Blolon. 12 mo. Cloth, $1.~5.
·
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Elements oCSocial Science; or PhysiC.:!, Se•llaJ, and Natural Religion. Au exposition of the true. cauae
ana only cure of.the three primary -socii\! evils-poverty,
p,rostltutlon, and cellllacy. By a Doctor of Medlcln. Near-

II
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oold in Alllerlcu.. ~ eatly bound In cloth, nearly 700 pa!!&l,
$1.50• •
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Re· .
Rrlnted verbatim from the six-volume edition oold lorg.
v~~~~/~fJ::~-:i';:~~t1':"WJ't;:~e"s~~~vlnl!• of the a11thor. · o
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the Philosopher; t!Ie White Bull;Plato'sDream ;Bababec;
a Conversation with a. Chinese; the Black and tile White;
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rich, and they are wrttfen in the author's satirical, humorous, and Inimitable 1tyle. 816 pages, double columna,
Cloth, ,1.50.
The Prophet of Nazareth. A critlcalinqllhY
into the Proplietlcal, Intellectual, and Moral Character of
Jesua Christ, as exempl!lled In his predictions, his precepts, his actions, his dlscourse"Aand lils social Intercourse.
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$2.50.
Immortality oCtbe Soul. By Robert cooper.
Price, 50 centi.

Rationalism.

By George Jacob Holyoake,

25

eents.
.
HaiC~Hours With Freethinkers. First ancl

second series. Containing the lives of 48 Freethinkers,
By Charles Bradlo.ugh aud John Watts. ln cloth, .1.00.
Jachin and Boaz. An authentic ke~ to the door
of Freemasonry, both ancient and modern. 2a cent.a.

An Hour -w'ith Harriet l'llartineao, with
extracts from her Antoblol!raphy. By Mra. Harriet Law.
10cents.
Cosmogony: The Principles of Terrestrial Physics•.
By Evan Hopkins, CE., F.G.S. 25 cents.
Six Nla-hts' Discussion between Thoma'!.,
Cooper and ·Joseph •Barker on the Being of a Penonal
God and a Future Life. 40 cents.
·
.
The Beina- nnd Attributes oC God. By Sir
William Mackintosh, author of the" Electrical Theory ot
the Univerae."' 20 cent&.

A :r.etter Crom Rome. Showing the conformity

t~}fee.~l'~~ilii~~de~~~~~':"~f ~hec~gr~:;M~%~et~~

maniam." 40 cqnta.

Ye Comic History oCHe.-aldry. By R. 11: •
Ji:dl(ar. U2 page•. Profu•ely Illustrated. 50 centa..-PUBLICATIONS OF WATTS d:: CO.
Work• by Charles Watts.
Freethinkers' Text-Book. The history of

Freethouiht, ita riae, proeress, and triumph. Iu erath,
$1.25.

•

The Bible and Christianity. 15centa. ·Freethonght and Modern Pro~rress. 10

cents.

Why Am I an Atheist? or, Theism Criticised.
10 cents.
Cloth, $2.50.
Christianity: Ito Nature and Inllnence. 10 cents.
Huxley and Tonnu•us' Elmnents ot
Christian Scheme oC Redemption. Scents.
Physiology and ~[y~tiene. By T. Huxley and
W. J. Youmans. 1 val., 12 nio. $1.50.
.
·
Science and the Bible Antagonistic. 10c.
Lessons in Elementary Physiology. n.
The Character oCChrist. 5 cents.
lnstrated. $1.l50.
Christian Evidences Criticised. 5 cents.
Works by w. E. H. Lecky.
The last seven pamphlets, bound together, SO cents.
History ot· European Morals from Au~tns
Assorted Tracts.
to Cllarlema~:ne. 2 vols., 12 mo. Cloth, $3.
The Leaders ol'. Public Opinion in Ire• 5 ~~'is~l)_f~~~~~~hiV."Ns' !5t c~~~~lte"~~l ;!'"J~1J'i? t~e ~~~~;
land : Swift, Flood, Grattan, O'Connell. 1 vol., 12 mo. The Christian Notion of Man's. Ultimate Existence, 5
de store more es seex yea.l.'s."
Cloth, $1.75.
,
cents; English Nonconfonnlty: What bas It Done for
An eight-dollar overcort was handed him, by hi&
ental Freedom sud Natlona I Progress? 10 cents; The
History oC England in the Eighteenth III
English Church a Failure alia Reforming Agency, 5 cents;
clerk, and smoothing it out he took a buckskin Century. In press.
Ortnodox Christianity: Its Defense Tested by Modem
money purse from the showcase, and stuffing it
History oC the Rise and Inftuence oC the Thought, 5 cents; Atheism and Crime, S cents. For the
F
full of paper, dropped it into one of the pockets.
Spirit or Rationalism in Europe. 2 vola. series, 30 cent!.
Catholicism and Rationalism. A review of
HNow Herman, my poy," he continued, Hvatch smallS vo. Cloth, $4.
two
nights'
discussion
with
a
Catholic.
5
cents.
me sell dat goat. I haf sold over dirty·:fife uf dem
Works by Sir John Lubbock.
0
shust de same vay, und I vant to deech 'you de pillOrigin oC Civilization, and the Primitive Con. of~~!~!'w T';,~~nf!:~i~'!-~tli:Ji'~.t~f.~~:~~~\J;afg:
ness. Ven de nexd gustomer comes in de shop 1 ditlon of .Man. 1 Tal. 12 mo. Cloth, $.2.
Rev. B. H. Cowper. 20 cents.
vill show de way Rube Hotienstein, mine broder
Tile Belie£ in God and the anthentlcltr of the
Pre historic Times. as Illustrated by Ancleat Re·
Four Gospels. A verbatim report of four nights dlscua.
in Detroit, sells his cloding und udder dlngs."
!it.13~~~~~:. t~~~~sn:~~ aM~ ~~~toffi~t~f, i~~'heii~.:n~\~0: olon with the Rev. Alexander Stewart. 25 cents.
A few minutes later a negro in quest of a suitaThe Divine Ori~in oC Christianity. Verble pair of cheap shoes entered the store, The
Works by Lyell.
batim report of two nlgnts' debate with Dr. Sexton. :10
proprietor advanced smiling and inquired,
Principles oCGeology; or, The Modem Chl\nges cents.
Works by Austin Holyoake.
of the Eartli and its lnha.bita~ts, considered a! Illustrative
"Vat is it you vish ?"
of Geology. Illustrated with maps, plates, and wood cuts.
"Yer got any cheap shoes hyar !" asked the A new and entlrP!y revised edition. 2 val!!. Royal 8 vo; ou1b&~~t ~uc~~eiW'e~~~uc:~ct
b~h':iihJ~~ar~~~
Cloth, $8.
·
5 cents; The Apostles of Christ: a Farce In Several Acts,
negro.
Antiquity of Man. London edition. 1 val. Cloth• f~."":i~"Jio~u~~ci~~~ct~~~;;~ ~b ~eh:~~latf~t~:rs~l t~;J>~l)f.~
"Blenty uf dem, my frent, blenty; at any brice
$5.00.
ylayed: the celebrated Letterof Pitt, Earl ghatham, with
)OUVant."
Works by Henry Maudsley.
The negro stated that he wanted a pair of brot~f~~~~;;~o~e~~ f-T~1n~~~e;,} c~~i'~~[,a~e&~e~!";{,~e~i
Body
and
l'llind
;
an
Inquiry
into
their
Connection
gans, and soon his pedal extremities were in!lllsed and Mutual Inlluence, specially In Reference to Mental what Paoses as tile Word of God, 10 cents; Daniel the
Dreamer, 10 cents; Does there Exist a Moral. Governor of
in them and a ba1·gain struck. As he was abou• Disorders. 1 val. 12 mo. Cloth, $1.50.
the Universe? 5 cents.
to leave the proprietor called him back.
Physiology oCl'llind. New edition. 1 val. 12mo.
Works by George Jacob Holyoake.
"I ain't gwine ter buy nuffln else. I'se got alll Cloth,$2.
The Trial oC Theism. Handsomely bound. 260
want," said the negro, sullenly.
Responsibility in Mental Disease. 1 val. pages. $1.25.
"Dot may be so, my dear sir," replied the pro- 12 mo. Cloth, $1.50.
LUe and Character oC Richard Carlile.
20 cents.
prietor, "but I -shust vants you to look at dis goat.
Works oC John Stuart l'llill.
It vas de put·e Russian vool, und dis dime last yea1·
Three Essays on Religion. 1 val. $2.50.
A ~:!:m~~~~ lu~~~~g~ ~~~h:~:~. in England.
yon doan got dot same goat for dwenty-:fife dol·
The Autobiography. 1 val. $2.50.
Limits or Atheism. 10 cent&.
lars. Mine gracious, cloding vas gone down to
Dissei"tations an<l Discussions. 5 vols. $2.50.
Logic oCLUe. 5 cents.
noding and dere vas' no money in de pisness any
Considerations on Representative Gov•
longer. You vant someding dot vill keep you ernment. 1 val. $2.50.
Logic oCDeath. 5 cents.
from de vedder und make you feel varm as sumExamination oC Sir William Hamilton's
Life and Last Days oC Robert Owen. 15
cents.
mer dime. De gonsumpt!on vas going round, und Philosophy. 2 vols. $2.50.
Reasoning Crom Facts. A System ot Every.
de doctors dell me it vas de vedder. More deu
On Liberty: the Subjection of Women. Both In 1 Day
Logic. 50 cent•.
nine beoples died round vere Illf last veek. Dink val. $2.50.
I.~~s~~f.fr~~~·operation in England. Vol.
Comte's Posi~ive Philosophy. 1 val. $1.50.
uf dot. Mme frent, dat goat vas Russian vool, dick
'I'Ile Subjection of Wo~nen. 12 mo. $1.25.
und bevy. Vy, Misder Jones, who owns de pank
V~-~i?,~ec.,;::s~on in Rochdale. Vol. I., 40cents;
on Canal street, took dat goat home mit him yesPrinciples oC Political Eeonomy. 12 mo.
terday und vore it all d"'Y; but it vas a leedlt $2.50.
Memorial Vol. John Stuart Mill: HI• Life and a!!'e~ ~t~!:t!.l'IIeans oCPromotbag Temper•
dight agross de shoulders und he brought it pack
11
Working Class Representation. 5 cents.
shust a vile agd, Dry It on, my dear sir. .A.h, dOl TI?~~s, i;nJ~·~~lJ,.gi ~~,:',!;';:~; sM:C~~~e:; f~ rh"e"
The Logic oCCo·opcratton. 5 cents.
vos all right I Misder Jones vas a rich man, und ~e0r~ 8~j,~Kc~·; T ·J/!"b~~?,~icu.V 1M::Jr:;, ~~afi~c;g' ~~r~:~;
The Policy oCCo·opet•ation. 5 cents.
he liked dot goat. How deep de pockets vas, but
H~~~~~cJ ."II~f~~tl~. %;;voit~Ji~~o in !i~"r~sor~dnJ~~~l~g~~:
it vas a leedle dight agross de shoulders."
8ence, byW.A.iJunt.eri His Work lnPolltfca!Economy, ti'!~C:,l.:aJ!::;a~~e--:~of[e~P..hy in the Fo.-ma•
The negro buttoned up the goat, thrust his hands
t~~aJifci~c~~h~1~i~l,
Works by John Watts.
in the pockets, and fel~ the purse. .A. peaceful Ue;r/f?a~~~~;;s; H~!srnfi~~;~~e
smile played over his face when hi_s touch dis- ~i'if."ci!;"'~~~~~.~tl~'h~~~:~~~~~~a~'h"~~~'IW~~I:'Ii~~~~~~ !O~e~~•. Logic and Philosophy oC Atheism.
closed to his mind the contents of the pockets; but 16 mo. $1.
Christian Theory oi'the Destruction
he choked down his joy and inquired,
the World. 5 cent!!.
·
Works by Herbert Spencer.
" Who did you say wore this hyar coat!"
E<lucatiou-Intellectual, Moral, and l'hy•ical. 12mo. R~~~~~!ta'Jc.~fs?trine oC l'llan•s Depravity
"Vy, Misder Jones vot owns de pank on Canal Cloth, $1.25.
Who\Vere the Writers oCtheNew Testa•
streed."
First Principles. 12 mo. Cloth, $2.50.
mcnt? 5 cents.
"What yer gwine to ax fur it?"
Essays-Mora!, Politi cu.!, and Esthetic. 1 vol.,12 mo,
l!Iiscelln-n eons.
Cloth, $2.50.
"Dwendy dollars."
Illustrations of lJniversal Pro~rress. A ]3~~~~~~:. w~~o~o~~~pting ()bristianity.
"Dat's pow'ful high price fur dis coat, but I'll
Selection of his best papers. 1 val., 12 mo. Cloth, $2.50.
take it."
Social Statics ; or, The Conditions Essential to M~.hJf. f~'::i~t~~~~~:::'•l Position oC Women.
.. Herman, here, wrap up dis goat fur de schentleman and drow in ·a cravat; it vill make him ~p~'a'.an1 ~~f.P~~,<i:'~. s~g~~~d$ 2~~~ the First of t~em DcveJ, ce~:i.~ular Almanac Cor l88i;. Nine cso&yo. 1S
look nice mit tie ladies."
'rlae Principles oCBiology. 2 volo, 12mo. Cloth,
"Nebbel' mind, I'll keep de coat on," replied the $5.UU.
G. W. Foote's Pamphlets.
Tile Principlel!l oC Psychology. 2 volo., 12
negro, and pulling out a 10ll of money, he paid for mo.
Cloth, $5.00,
Secularism the True Philosophy of l.tte.
it and left the ~tore.
15 cents.
.
,
oo~l~{!~SoJ,hY oC Style. 12mo. Flexible cloth,
Futility oi'Praycr. 10 cantil.
W bile he was around the next corner moaning
over the stutted purse Hott'ensteinsaid to his clerk,
Creation Story. 5cen tJ!Recent Discussions In l!clenee, Phllo•ophJ, ancl
1
" Herman, :fix up an udder von of dose i[Oats de Morals. New and enlarged edition. 12mo. Cloth, 12.00.
Noah's Flood. 5 cents.
Sociology. 1 val., 12mo: Cloth, a1.00.
samevay, und doantorgetto dell iiem dotMisder
~'Eve and t.he Apple. 5 oelltll.
Jones vot runs de pank on .Cana.l etreet Tvre 1t
Principles ofSoctolo&'Y· Vol. I., 1Jalo, L"loollo
The Bible Divine. 3 eenf!B.
,(,
••. 50.
.
yesterday."
.A.theism and MoralitF• 10 entl,
Works. tZVoll. avo. Jlalf ca!f,elll,tL
..if
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shops congregated in the immediate vicinity
than anywhere else in the city.-Halifax Mayflower.
Ex-SHEPHERD CoWLEY, finding no alacrity
on the part of the Christian public to respond
to his appeals for money, has now taken to
writing long and tiresome letters to the papers.
He represents himself a.s. a. badly used person,
and stoutly denies that he was cruel to the
wretched victims of his miserly economy. The
more letters Cowley writes the less money he
will get, and the less brilliantly will he appear
a.s a. burning and a. shining light in the ecclesiastical fold which whitewashed him instead of
turning him out for a. wolf. -
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He does not look for science in the Bible. He
rejects as a.n untenable hypothesis the idea.
that the days are periods of undetermined
length. The order of creation set forth in the
THE President is not gaining perceptibly.
THE organ of the Vatican, the Aurora, has
Mosaic record is not of the scientific order.
died a. natural death. It never sold more than
THE Greenbackers met a.t Elmira, N.Y.,
Casting about for the real meaning of Moses,
a. thousand copies, and has cost Leo XIII.
he points out that the real meaning of Moses this year.
£4,000.
was that the Egyptians set apart the days of
THE Electric Exhibition a.t Paris is said to
A MAN at Bangor, Me., finding that his eavesthe week for heathen festivals; and Moses had be a. brilliant success.
trough was highest at the end which ought to
good reason to fear that his followers would
A GENERAL strike of all classes of railway
ha.v been lowest, hired a gang of men, tore out
recur to the Egyptian forms of worship. operati vs on the Erie Railroad is expected as
the foundation, and raised one corner of the
Moses, desiring to offer them a substitute for the we go to press.
house until the trough was all right.
heathen feasts, wrote a. hymn for them, in
THE Georgia. Legislature has passed a. bill
which he did not profess in fact to giv a hisMooDY continues his opposition to church
prohibiting the Mormons from making contory
of
the
days
of
creation,
but
ouly
to
consefairs. When asked how to secure a. gennin
crate to the one deity of all creation the days verts in that state.
revival of religion, he answers, "Put aside all
THE Douglas monument and sarcophagus a.t of the work, which still bore among the Israel- . THE second annual convention of the phothose distracting church fairs." When asked
Chicago, which cost about $75,000, is now ites their heathen names.
tographers of the United States was held in
as to the best manner of training new conreceiving its finishing touches, a. bronze tablet
this city last week.
verts, he says," First keep them out of fairs."
IN
the
National
Reformer
of
Aug.
14th
Mr.
medallion being added which represent~" legAT a. recent bull-fight in Marseilles 27 perTHB Golos, the well-known Russian news- islation," and which will ha.v a. place on one Bradla.ugh thus explains the illness he has sufpaper, has been suppressed for the term of six side of the base. The body of Douglas re- fered from the effects of his disagreement with sons were killed and 306. injured by the fa.ll of
months. The reasons assigned are : Firstly, poses within the sarcophagus in a.n iron casket. the members and officers of the House of Com- a. portion of the seats.
an article criticising the prince of Bulgaria. ; The marble of which the sarcophagus is made mons: "When I endeavored to make a protest
ONE boulder that netted him $15,000 was
and, secondly, a. feuilleton animadverting on came from Rutland, Vermont, Mr. Douglas's in favor of peace in 1878 I was severely injured taken by John Lewia from the surface of a.
the behavior of Russian naval officers when in na.tiv county. On its front sides !Ire these in- by some of the Jingo roughs, then paid and ledge near Sonora. lately.
organized by the Tories to put down by bludgforeign ports.
scriptions : " Steplten A. Douglas, born April
LEo HARTMANN, the Russian Nihilist, has
geon and brute force all expression of opinion
A NEGRO woman who killed two children 23, 1813; died June 3d, '1861." "Tell my
retarned to this city and declared his intention
One
against
the
policy
of
Lord
Beaconsfield.
near Washington is unable to giv any motiv children to obey the laws and uphold the Conto become a.n American citizen.
of the results of the injuries I then suffered
for the crime, and none can be conceived, stitution."
THE late Matthew Vassar left $130,000 to
was a. rather dangerous attack of erysipelas in
though she seems quite sane. " The devil put
THE Southwestern Baptist quotes from the the left arm. On Wednesday last the same Vassar College, and large sums to other eduit in my head," she says, " and I couldn't help letter of " a. pious lady" to the editor the
arm again came to grief, and on Friday erysip- cational and charitable institutions.
it. I see them running round the yard, and statement that " we ha.v· a. great many shakeelas marked the gentle methods resorted to by
CAPTAIN HowGATE, of the United States sigthe dEttn made me pound them with a. club." head Baptists in our churches." The lady
the ·House of Commons to prevent a duly nal service, bas been arrested on a. charge of
LET the Rev. Mr. Jasper take courage. writes from Florida.. This is a.n altogether elected member from representing his constitu- embezzling $40,000 of government funds.
Printed tracts are in circulation in England novel variety of Baptists not known in this ents. On Saturday this attack grew worse,
A BRIDE of a. year blew her brains out, at
in which devout men are informed that the latitude. Why they should shake theirhea.ds and on my return from Northampton was suf-doctrfnsnow taught in the astronomical text- is not explained. Possibly they may do so in- ficiently menacing to compel me to appeal to Orange Mountain, N.J., on Saturday last, bebooks are of heathenish origin, and are invited stead of shaking hands, a.s other people do. Mrs. Besant to take my place at the Hall of cause of a. childish quarrel with her husband.
THE recent murder of Spotted Tail, the noted
to join a. society for asserting " the fta.tness It must be a strange sight to see two of these Science. Although I a.m perforce chained to
good persons approaching each other on the the house by this unpleasant attack, it is not, Indian chief, a.t Rosebud agency, was the re•
and fixity of the earth."
'
street and gravely shaking their heads a.s if I think, likely to ha.v any permanently se- suit of a. conspiracy among the other chiefs.
THE Rev. Mr. McKechnie rose to open a
about to butt each other. The subject is rious consequences. Many frienitb ha.v writIT is reported that the troublesome bones
business meeting with prayer in the Argyle
shrouded in a.s deep mystery as that which ten me with recipes and remedies, and many
of the late millionaire A. T. Stewart ha.v been
Free Church, Glasgow. He had got no further
enwraps the origin of evil.
more still with kindest wishes for my recovery. discovered in Cypress Hills Cemetery, Brookthan " Our Heavenly Father," when hll was
knocked down. A fight between tw0 factions
PARAMUs, N. J., has a.n old stone church I thank them all, and a.m glad to say that the lyn,N. Y.
of the congregation ensued, and the house was whose bell lias called the people to worship attack seems abating.''
THE Fenian scare continues rife in England.
for considerably more than a. century. In its
a.t length cleared by the police.
THE B.-S. Times, which is undoubtedly Chris- The authorities are searching everywhere for
INGERSOLL writes to Mr. Holyoake, of Eng- graveyard adjoining the church are some very tian, laments thus over " withheld statistics:" infernal machines, and terrible catastrophies
land, regarding the shooting of Garfield: " It ancient and very odd epitaphs. Here is one: ''How it would startle some of our congre- are feared.
gations to hav the pastor follow the reading of
was fortunate for me that the assassin was a.
You had better go home and dry your
WHEELOCK, who absconded from this city, a.
the annual report of his church with a. few of
good Christian, that he had de.livered lectures
tears,
short time ago, with $50,000 belonging to his
the
withheld
statistics,
somewhat
after
this
answering me, that he was connected with the
For I shall stay here a. thousand years.
sort: Of the thirty-two that hav joined our employers, was arrested as he stepped ashore
I, Rachel Doty,
Young Men's Christian Association, and that
church the past ye~>r I find that five of those in Liverpool.
Died
in
1830.
he had spent most of his life reading the
23 years I was a. virgin,
who came in on profession ha.v unmistakably
A BAPTIST revision of both the Old and the
sacred scriptures."
12 months I was a. wife,
fallen in to former evil ways, while of those who New Testaments is being prepared for a. Bap11
days
I
was
a.
mother,
IN Kingston on the Hudson is a low, long,
were received by letters three were "certainly ti~t Bible society of this city. The revillion is
When I was called to Christ.
stone house with a white cornice, on which is
lacking in good character in the churches they to cost $25,000.
this inscription, "Senate of the state of New
left, although by the record they were in 'good
CoMET C of 1881, the third comet discovered
York, 1775." Upon a. sign over one of the
DR. LE PLoUGEoN, a distinguished archmol- and regular ~tanding.' One of our elders is
side doors is this: " Col. W esse! Ten Broek, ogist, writes the following interesting letter popularly reported to ha.v swindled a. neighbor this year, is now visible to the naked eye. It
born a.t West Philadelphia, 1635, erected this to the Evening Post from Merida., Yucatan: outrageously in a. notorious business transac- is in the constellation Ursa. Majo~, about twelve
stone house about 1686, wherein the Senate of " I hav discovered the ruins of a.n ancient tion. We ha v lost one of our most prominent degrees below the dipper.
A RESIDENT of New Haven, named Marvin,
the state of New York was held in the year of Masonic temple, where the priests and magi- members by his tranfer to the county jail on
the adoption of its first Constitution, 1777, con· cians used t'l gather in order to celebrate their conviction of crime. A careful examination has just been arrested for bigamy and forgery.
tinning here until the burning of Kingston, mysteries. The Masonic lodge of those be- of our record has convinced me that fully one· He has married and swindled nine confl.ding
longing to the first degree fronts toward the third of our members can be counted on the women within a. few years.
Oct. 16, 1777."
MIRACLEs, like spiritual manifestations in north; that of the Masons belonging to the 'dead-head' list. They do nothing in the line
OwiNG to financial troubles in the parish of
our day, prefer darkness rather than light. second and third degrees points to the south. of Christian activity. As to their example, St. Anthony's, Greenpoint, L. I., the bishop
Wonderful visions and miracles come to the I ha.v found a. few of the mystical dice, a stone they are not bad enough to be a warning to the of Long Island has threatened the pa.rishioneu
ignorant, as a rule, only, and it was ouly in on which is carved an apron with a hand on it, outside world, nor good enough to be taken as with wholesale excommunication.
the world's greatest intellectual night that and a. <'a.balistic stone. The stone is of such a. an example by anybody, in or out. Our beA TERRIBLE water-spout burst near Grape
they flourished. "The days of miracles are description that I a.m of the opinion that I ha.v nevolent contributions look pretty well for our Creek, Col., on the 20th. Railroads, bridges,
found
a.
similar
stone
in
the
temple
of
Helioppast," cry the orthodox. "Nay," says the
number, but I learn that nearly one-third of trees, horses, and cattle were washed a.wa.y,
earnest seeker after truth, ''we need a. good olis. I hav taken copies in clay, and shall try their full amount has been given by four per- and fears are entertained for the safety of a.
square miracle now if ever we did; not prayer to establish the relation between these discov- sons, and that of the other members of the number of travelers in that region.
to believe what our reason revolts against, but ered Masonic attributes and those found a.t church more than one-half gave less to religWHAT is known a.s the Dynamite Council,
Memphis and Thebes. I think I may not be ious causes than they pay toward amusements,
a square, fair, and no denying miracle."
mistaken if I suspect a. relation as well with while there are not a. few families which composed of delegates from various Irish soTHE meeting to discuss the affairs of. the those attributes discovered by Gorringe on the
cieties throughout this country, has just closed
latest business assignment was held in the Y. pedestal of the Cleopatra. obelisk a.t present in gave more for peanuts during the year than its sessions in this city. It was held for the
they put in the contribution box. A fair estiM. C. A. building-just about th(l most appro- Central Park, New York."
purpose of determining on measures of aggresmate of the tobacco bill of the congregation i
priate place for a bankrupt meeting that could
sion against England.
WILLIAM CLirFORD, Roman Catholic bishop twice and three-eights the amount given by the
be imagined. The number of bankrupts that
A voLCANIC eruption took place a. few da.y11
ha.v graduated from that benign institution of Clifton, England, has come forward with a. church to home and foreign misbions comago in a. mountain near the South Fork of the
since it was built makes it peculiarly select. new and original explanation of the first chap- bined." Such a. supplement as this, in kind Clearwater River, Idaho. The volcano sent
There are hallowed memories about that build- ter of Genesis. The main fact which he and degree according to the particular com- forth a column of fire and smoke several huning, young a.s it is. The first floor is occupied makes clear is that he believes in it as little as munity, could be truthfully made in many a.
dred feet high, and an enormous rock, which
by the Bank of Montreal, the up-stairs for Darwin or Tyndall. Scientifically, he declares church where the annual report last presented
fell several miles distant from the crater.
a.s
"
in
every
way
encouraging."
is
spoken
of
pra.yer-meetingl!1 while there are more rum· that it can neither be explained nor defended.
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Ufttanslations.
A..lamontada, the Galley-Slave.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE. BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.

CHAPTER XI.
When Madame Bertollon had returned from the
villa her husband introduced me to her.
"Here," said he, "is Alamontada, .a youth. whom
I love as my friend, and whom, I w1sh nothmg but
that he may become yours also.
Fame had not spoken too much about her. She
was very beautiful, scarcely twenty years old, and
could serve artists as ideal for Madonnas. An
agreeable timidity beautified her the more. The
fewer of her sex and class in Mo~tpellie~ e~~n knew
the refined modesty without whwh am1ab1hty loses
all charms.
She spoke little, but well. She appeared cold, but
the l<YVeliness and brightness of her looks betrayed a
feeling heart, an activ mind. She was a benefactress
of all poor and the whole town honored her. Neglected by ber husband, worshiped by young, handsome men of the best families, could slander nevertheless discover no blemish in the purity of her
morals. She lived an almost hermit-like life. I myself saw her rarely. Only in the last year of my
study at the university a sickness of her husband
caused us to meet often in his room.
The tender care about the health of her husband
could be read in all her features. She was incessantly busy fo~ him. She prepared for hi~ the medicins she read to him, and when the disease had
reached its crisis she did not leave his bed; through
continued night watches she destroyed her own health.
Mr. Bertollon after his recovery remained the s~me
in his coldness and politeness toward her. Her kindness remained unanswered. She appeared to feel
his indifference deeply, and gradually'became more
and more distant from him as his health returned.
I could do nothing but pity her and reproach my
friend.
,
. dh "
"But what dost thou want, Colas? erie
e, art
thou master of thy heart, that thou darest to demand
obedience of mine? If it pleaseth thee, well, I will
agree with thee, my. wife .is beautiful; but. empty
beauty is only a pleasmg shimmer, under wh~ch the
heart remains cold. Why do we not fall m love
with the masterpieces of sculptors? I own up to
thee she is intellectual; tha;t one us~ally does not
love, but at the highest admire. She IS very benevolent· but she has money enough, and takes no
pleas~e in c~stly entertainments. . She has shown,
during my sickness, much attentiOn to ~e. I am
grateful to her. Nothing shall b~ wantmg to her
that she wishes and I am able to g1v. But the heart
cannot be given-it must be won! Moreover,
friend thou knowest her too little. She also has
her w;aknesses, and, with thy permission, her faults.
But now if unfortunately among these faults one or
the other were of such a kind that it from necessity
would extinguish in my breast every germ of affection what then could I be blamed for, if I could not
cha~ge stone into gold, and an alliance for convenience into a cause of the heart?"
"But never, dear Berlollon, never disco;,ered I
even the slightest trace of such a great fault.
"Because thou knowest not my wife. To thee, as
my friend, I might as well reveal what in the ve;y
first days of our married life made me forever distant from her. It is her ungovernable, senseless,
raging, her all-destroying,. passion. T~ust not the
ice and snow of the outer appearance, a volcano
boils below, which must fro~ time to time send fort.h
flames, if it shall not burst 1ts encasement. She IS
quiet, and therefore the m~re dangero.us. ~a.ch .of
her emotions takes a long t1me before It exh1b1t~ Itself but then it is unquenchable and all-destroymg.
She' seems to be virtue personified, and .the ~ery soul
of kindness· without her unfortunate disposition she
might bec;me a saint. But this destr?YB. everything better. I hav caught her already m Ideas so
horrid so frightful, that one cannot comprehend how
one or' them could steal into the soul of a woman, or
how she could harbor it. And in this manner,
friend no heart can be gained."
The~e confidential revelations shook me the more,
as I had myself already experienc~d Bertollon's
knowledge of human ch~ract.er and h1s correct, penetrating eye. I meanwhile d1d not cease t? contmue
the intercourse with Madame Bertollon m oftener
repeated calls. I ~houg~t to notice that she found
pleasure in conversmg w1th me. But she was always the calm, patient, gentle one. So much bea;uty
and 80 much mildness changed my r.everence mto
hearty friendship. . I ~ade the resolutiOn to, at any
cost unite her agam w1th her husband, or rather to
lead him back into her arms.
CHAPTER XII.
The habit of meeting daily gradually freed us
from troublesome etiquet, and made the society of
Madame BertoUon a necel'll'lity for rue.
"You are Bertollon's first friend and confidant,"

I discovered the immense abyss which separated
said she once when she, leaning on my arm, prom- the hearts of this couple, and despaired to fill it up.
enaded up and down in the garden near the house.
"But Madame," said I, and ·pressed, moved, the
"I also consider you my friend, and your character hand of the beautiful unfortunate,·" do not despair.
givs me a right ~ 0 your kindness. Speak fra_nkly,
.
"ll fi ll f
Alamontada. you know it. Why does Bertollon Your untiring love, your VIrtue, WI
na y as ten
'him."
hate
me does
?" not hate you, Madame. H e Is
· f ull of
" Virtue? 0 dear Aln.motitada, what may one
"He
the highest esteem for you. Hate? He ~ust be a hope of this man, who calls virtue weakness, or .onemonster if he could do that. No, and he 18 a noble sidedness of character, or prudery of the mmd ;
who considers religion merely a business of ch!lrch
man. He can hate nobody."
and education, wherewith the fancy of the bashful
"You are right. He can hate nobody, becaus6 he plays with child-like zeal?"
can love nobody. He does not belong to the whole
"But he has a heart, this man !"
world and to nobody; the whole world and every"He has a heart, but he· has it for himself only,
body 'belong only to him ..
per?aps, has and not for others. He wants to be loved, but witheducation poisoned a heart rwher m feehng and a out returning it. Ah, and can such a one be loved?
more talented head than his."
No Alamontada, love demands more. It surrenders
"You judge, perhaps, too harshly, Madame."
its~lf entirely to the loved one, and livs in ~im, and
"Oh, would to heaven I did ! I entreat you, con- is no longer mistress of it~elf.. It cares not, It counts
vert me."
not and it risks whether 1t will finally be blessed by
"I convert you? Not so, Madame. Watch your truthfulness or strangled by treachery. But hopehusband and you will change your mind."
. less it will not be. It demands the heart of the
"I watch? I always did that, and always he IS other, and therein even lies its paradise."
the Same."
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
"At least a good, amiable man."
.
" Amiable? He is that. He knows 1t, and takes
pains to be so; yet it i8 a pity, not for others, but to
The Questions of Zapata.-Concluded.
make himself happy. On that account I cannot call
him good, and yet he is not bad."
TRANSLATED FROM THE FRENCH OF VOLTAIRE BY
" Certainly, Madame. I do not understand you
AVERY MERIWETHER.
fully. But permit me to return your confidence
38. I pray you tell me by what means Samson
with confidence. Never yet hav I known two per- took three hundred foxes, tied them together by the
sons who deserve so much to be happy and so fit to tails to which he attached lighted torches, and then
be so one through the other, as you and your hus- turn~d them loose in the grain-fields of the Philisband: And yet both stand separated ! . Ce~tainly I tines to set the grain on fire. Foxes do not inhabit
believe to hav lived and done enough m th1s world a country unless it is covered with woo~s. There
if I could reunite you both with each other in the was no forest in that country; moreover, It seems to
strongest love and bring your distant hearts to- be a very difficult thing to take ti:ree ?undre~ li~e
gether."
foxes and tie them together by their tails. It Is sa1d
"You are very kind. But in spite of your work that Samson killed a thousand Philistines with the
being already .half done, for ~y heart has long fol- jaw-bone of an ass, and that of. one of the. teeth of
lowed his, whwh flees from mme, so, I fear, you de- this jaw-bone he made a fountam. How. d1d he ~se
sire an impossibility. But if one should be success- the jaw-bone of an ass for such purposes i' E:xpla-..n,
ful in this you would be the one. You, Alamontada, if you please.
are the fi;st one to whom Bertollon surrenders him39. I ask for some explanation concerning the good
self so entirely-on whom he lays so solid a hold. Tobit who slept with open eyes and was blinded by
. ch ange th e mans
' ~m
. d"
Try 1t;
.
.
sparr~ws? Also concerning the angel who de"You joke. Change h1m. What VIrtue do you scended to the world for the exlJress purpose of asyet demand that Bertollon should exercise? He is sisting the son of Tobit in .looking for the .money
generous, modest, the protector of in~ocence, alw:ays which the Jew Gabel owed h1m; also concermng the
of the same temper, without conspicuous passwn, wife of the son of Tobit, who once had seven huspublicly useful, friendly--"
bands whom the devil had twisted by the neck.
"You are right. That all he is."
Tell me how they restored the blind to sight with
" And how shall I cha~ge him ?"
the gall •of a fish. Such tales as the above are
"Make a better man of him."
hardly more worthy of attention than just so many
" A better man !" replied I,. astonished, and Spanish romances.
stopped and looked pe~lexedl;r into the. eyes of the
Shall I make allowances for the sacred text which
beautiful woman, whwh ghstened w1th a tear. says that the beautiful Judith w~s descended from
"Why, is he bad? Is he vicious ?"
Simeon, the son of Ruben, and m another passage
"That Bertollon is not," she answered; "but he says that Simeon is the brother of Ruben? Can the
is not good."
sacred text lie ?
"And yet, Madame, you admit he possesse~ all.the
I admire Esther very much, but I find in this book
beautiful qualities which I before praised m h1m? that Ahasuerus a false king, did not know that he
Do you not, perhaps, ask too much of a mortal?"
had married a' J ewess. He laid with his wife six
" What you hav praised in him, ~lamo~~ada, hav months before he found out who she was. Much
I not denied. But these are not h1s quaht1es; they of the rest of this book is made of like imare only his tools. He does mu.ch. good, but not probabilities. Clear up these perplexities for me,
because it is good, but because It Is profitable ~o 0 sage masters !
him. He is not virtuous, but prudent. He sees m
40. I need your advice about the history of the
all acts only the useful or th~ hurtful; never the kings and that of the judges, that of Tobit and of
good and the bad. He would JUst as so~n use hell his d~g that of Esther, that of Judith, and that of
as heaven full of virtues to the accomplishment of Ruth
When Saul was declared king the Jews
his aims. He places happiness in reaching that were 'slaves to the Philistines. They did not permit
which he desires, and for that he is and does what the Jews to hav swords or lances, yet at the same
under the given circumstances may b~ expedie~t. time they compelled them to sharpen their ins.t~u
The world to him is a play-ground of desires,.wherem ments. Saul at one time gave battle to the Philisall belongs to the luckiest and most cunnmg one. tines and won the victory. In this battle he was at
Tlie throng of people living together created, as he the head of 330,000 soldiers. This was in a steril
believes, states and laws, religion and practices. country, which could not to-day support twenty
The wisest one, in his opinion, is he who knows even thousand inhabitants. Perhaps the surplus numbers
the finest thread of the entangled net of circum- in Saul's army were obliged to make a living by bestances· and he who knows this is capable of all. coming courtiers at Damascus, Tyre, and Babylon.
Consid~red by itself, nothing is right, nothing 41. I am unable to justify Samuel when he cut to
wrong. Opinion alone sanctifies and damns. Be- pieces the king of Agag, a prisoner of Saul, and who
hold Alamontada, this is my husband. He cannot was even promised t~e privil.e~e of a rans~m. I do
love 'me, for he loves only himself. His mind a.nd not think our good kmg (Ph1hp IV. of Spa~n) w.ould
taste change, and accordingly his ~an~ers. W1t.h be admired were he to conclude to chop h1s prisoniron zeal he follows up and reaches his a1ms .. He Is ers in pieces.
the son of a distinguished family, but whwh had
42. Why should we hav such a great respect for
sunk down from the bight of former wealth. He David, who was a man after God's own heart?
wanted to become rich, became a merchant, disapI fear to test by ordinary laws the con~uct of Dapeared in distant regions, and caine back as t~e vid, who associated with four hundred Wicked men.
master of a million. He wished to secure h1s David plundered the house of Nahal! servant o.f the
wealth through an alliance with one of the most dis- king, and eight days afterwar~ married the w1do~.
tinguished families of the c.ity. I. beca~e his. wife. He offered his services to Ach1sh, the enemy of h1s
He wished to hav influence m pubhc affairs Without king, and desolated by fire and .blood the land of the
awakening envy. He made himself p~pular, an.d allies of Achish, without sparmg sex or age. As
declined the first places of honor. N othmg, by h1s soon as David was on the throne he took new conmanner of thinking, is beyond his reach. He knows cubines. Not content with this additional number
no sanctity. He overpowers everything. ~obody of concubines, he ravished Bathsheba and killed the
is strong enough for him, because everyone Is. weak dishonored husband. I hav still some hesitation in
through some kind of an inclination, or passwn, or thinking that Christ was born in Judea of an adulopinion."
terous woman and that he was descended from the
This picture of Bertollon's manner of thinking homicides found among the patriarchs. Such misstartled me. I found it in all features similar to the givings as these giv me ext~eme trouble.
.
original: Never before had I in . my own min.d
43. The riches of David and Solomon, whiCh
raised all that to a clear understandmg, although It amount to more than five thousand thousand milllay darkly hidden in my feelings.
ions of ducats, present difficulties incompatible With

Nev~r,
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the poverty of the country. Our colonels of cavalry
5. I hav still more need of your instructions upon J esll,S there expressly says that he will "Come in
would shrug their shoulders if I should tell them that the N_e~ Testament. I do ~ot know what to say the clouds with great power and majesty, before the
Solomon had four hundred thousand horses in a when It IS necessary to reconmle the two genealogies generation to which he then spoke had passed away."
small country, where there were no other than asses, of Jesus. Why do they tell me that Matthew makes He did not do this and he has not yet come in clouds.
as I hav ~h·.eady had the honor to represent to you. Jacob the father of Joseph, and Luke makes him the If he has come in clouds we know nothing of it; tell
44. If ~t Is necessary
me to run over the history son of Heli, and as that is impossible, as we could me if you know anything of it. Paul said also
of the frightful cruelties of nearly all the kings of not change He into Ja, or li into cob? Some hav to his disciples of Thessalonica that they should go
Judea and Israel, I fear to scandalize those fables asked me how it is that one counts fifty-six genera- in clouds with him before Jesus. Why hav they
more than to improve them. Those kings assassin- tiona, and the other cannot count more than forty- not made that trip? Does it cost more to go to the
ated each other too often. It was a bad kingilom, two ? and w~y these ~enerations are entirely differ- clouds than to the third heaven? I ask pardon, but
if I am not deceived.
ent_? and still 'Yhy, m _th~ forty-two generations I love the clouds of .Aristophanes better than those
45. I find that small body of people, the Jews, whwh are promised us, It Is possible to find only of Paul.
59. Shall I preach according to Luke, who says
ne~rly always slaves either under the Phcenicians, or forty-one? and finally why it is we hav a genealogiunder the Babylonians, or under the Persians, or under cal tree of Joseph, who was not the father of Jesus? that Jesus went to heaven from the little hill of
the Syrians, or under the Romans, and I hav some I hav no more been able to explain this folly than Bethany, or shall I agree with Matthew, that it was
trouble in reconciling so much misery with the mag- my predecessors. I hope you will lead me from this from Galilee where the disciples saw him for the
nificent promises of their prophets.
lyb?"inth. .Are you of Saint .Ambroise's opinion, last time? Shall I believe a wise doctor who said
46. I know that all oriental nations hav had who sai.d that an angel impregnated Mary through that Jesus had one foot in Galilee, and the other in
prophets, but I do not know how to interpret the her ears? "MariC! l?er aurern imprwgnota est." Or Bethany? This opinion seems to me to be the most
proph_e~ies of the J e_ws. What shal~ I understand by are you of the opmwn of R. P. Sanchez, who said reasonable one, but I will abide by your opinion.
60. I hav been asked if Peter had ever been in
the visiOn of Ezekiel, son of Buz1, near the river that the virgin had regular connection with the
Chebar. What is meant by the four animals who sacred spirit?. The question is a curious one. The Rome, and I answered that he without doubt had
had each four faces, four wings, and the feet of wise Sanchez believes that the sacred spirit and the been pope twenty-five years. The main reason I
calves. How shall I explain the command of God holy virgin emitted at the same moment, for he gave was that the church has a letter of that good
to Ezekiel to eat a book of parchment; to bind him- thought that a meeting- of the two seeds were neces- man, who neither knew how to write nor read, and
self; to remain lying upon the left side for three sary for complete generation. We see that Sanchez that letter is dated from Babylon. No one could
hundred and ninety days, and upon the right for knows more of theology than of physics and that the reply to this argument, but I wish something more
forty days; and to eat his bread in the manner de- profession of making infants is not understood by forcible, if you are able to giv me such.
61. Tell me why the creed which we call the symscribed? I cannot penetrate the hidden meaning of Jesuits.
that which Ezekiel says in chapter sixteen: "I hav
51. If I announce, accordin~ to Luke, that .Augus- bol of the apostles was not made before the time of
eovered your nudity, I hav given you robes, hoods, tus had ordered an enumeration of the whole earth, Jerome, four hundred years after the apostles. Tell
girdles, ornaments, and ear- rings, but at last you are when Mary was enciente and Cyrenius or Quirin us, me why the first fathers of the church do not cite
only a misshapen prostitute, and you hav prostituted governor of Syria, published the enumeration, and the evangelists which are now called apocryphal.
yourself in public places," and in chapter twenty- that Joseph together with Mary went to Bethlehem Is not that evident proof that the four canonical
three the prophet says that ".Aholibah desired the to ta~e the census, the people will laugh at me. books were not true ?
62. .Are you as offended as I am because the
bed of those whose flesh is as the flesh of asses, and .And It adds to my perplexity when antiquarians tell
whose issue is like the issue of horses." Sage mas- me that no _enumeration of the population of the first Christians forged so many bad verses which
ters, tell me if you are worthy of the favors of .Ahol- Roman empire was ever taken; that Quintilius they attributed to the sibyl ; bcause they forged the
ibah.
Varus and not Cyrenius was at the above-mentioned letters of St. Paul to Seneca, the letters of Jesus,
47. It will be necessary to explain to me the words time governor of Syria; that Cyrenius did not and the letters of Mary and the letters of Pilate;
of the great prophet Isaiah, who foretells the coming govern Syria for no less than ten years after the and because they established their sect by one hunof our master, Jesus Christ. This prophecy is in birth of Jesus. I hav no doubt but that you will dred crimes which ought to hav been punished by
chapter seven. Bezin, king of Syria, and Pekah, clear up this little matter for me, for if there is false- the courts on earth? These frauds are to-day recogking of Israel, besieged Jerusalem. .Ahaz, king of hood in the sacred book must that falsehood also be nized by all the savants. We are forced to call
them pious frauds, but is it not sad that your wisdom
Judah, consults the prophet Isaiah upon the event of considered sacred?
,.,.
the siege. Isaiah answers him: "God will giv you
52. When I point out that the holy family went does not prevail rather than such dreams ?
63. Tell me why Jesus did not establish seven
a sign; a girl or woman will conceive and bear an into Egypt, according to Matthew, I am told that
infant who will call himself Immanuel. He will eat this is not true, because they rested in Judea, ac- sacraments for our church? Why did Jesus never
butter and honey before he is of an age to discern cording to the other evangelists ; and when I then declare that there was a trinity; that he had a double·
evil and good. Before he will be old enough to re- assent that they remained in Judea, some maintain nature with a double will, and one body. We
ject the bad and choose the good, the country will that they were in Egypt. I am not hypercritical define trinity to mean one person with two natures.
be forsaken of two kings . . . and the master when I say that they could not hav been in two What need had Jesus for two wills, when he had no
shall hiss for the fly at the extremity of the rivers of places at the same time, as is maintained by St. power to teach the dogmas of Christian religion?
.And why has Monsieur, the archbishop of Toledo, a
Egypt, and for the bee that is in the land of .Assyria, Francis Xavier and other saints.
and m that day the master will shave with a hired ra53 . .Astronomers can very well ridicule the stars million ducats in rents when Christ said that among
zorfrom those on that side of the river and shave the which conducted the three kings into a stable. But his disciples there was neither a first nor last place.
head and the hair of the feet and all the beard of you are great astrologers, my masters, you are able to This seems to be a reductio ad absurdum.
64. I know well that the church is infallible, but
the king of .A!'>syria."
giv a reason for that phenomena! Tell me about how
Finally, in chapter eight, the prophet, in order to much gold the kings offered; for you are conversant is it the Greek church, or Swedish, or the English,
accomplish his prophecy, lies with the prophetess. with such matters . .As regards Herod, the fourth king, or the Danish, or the Latin, or the church of that
She bears a son and the master says to Isaiah, "You why should he hav feared that Jesus, born in a proud city of Neuchatel, or the primitiv church of
will call that son Maher-shalah-hash-bag, hasten-you- stable, would become king of the Jews? Herod the Quakers, or the .Anabaptists, or the Moravians?
to-take-the-spoils, or, run-quickly-to-the-booty· and was only king by the authority of the Romans, so it The Turkish church has some good principles, but I
before the infant knows how to call his fath:r and was an affair of .Augustus, the Roman king. The am told that the Chinese church is still more ancient.
65. Is the pope infallible when he lies with his·
his mother the power of Damascus will be over- massacre of the innocents is a little startling. I am
turned."
vexed that no Roman historian has spoken of those mistress or with his own daughter, and when he car48. In w~at light sh~ll I understand the history of thing~. .An ancient martyrologist who was very ries to supper a bottle of poisoned wine for the cart'
Jonah. on his W!l'Y to Nmeveh to preach repentance? veracious (as all those under us are) enumerated dinal .Adriandi Corneto ?* When two councils anath.As Nmeveh did not belon~ to Israel at that time fo_rty thousand children who were martyred. If you ematize each other, as has been done twenty times,
.
J~nab at_least should hav mstructed the people of. wish me to add a couple of thousand to this number which is the infallible council?
66. Would it not be far better to preach the docN meveh m the laws of th~ Jews before inducing them I you hav but to say so. •
~o repent. The pro.J?het, mstead of obeying his God,
54. Please tell me how the devil carried God and trin of simple virtue rather than to entangle ourJOurneyed to. Tarshish; a. tempest arose, the sailors placed him upon a hill in Galilee, whe're all the selva in theological labyrinths? On the great judgthrew Jonah mto the sea m order to calm the storm; kingdons of the earth could be seen. The devil ment day I seriously doubt if God will al'!k Ul'!
Go~ caused a large fish to ~wall?w Jonah; he re- promised all these kingdoms to God provided GoJ whether grace is versatil or concurrent; whether
mamed three days and three mghts m the belly of the would fall down and worship him. Hav you not marriage is a visible or invisible sign; whether we
believe that he (God) has ten choirs of angels or
fish. God then commanded the fish to throw up J o- one word of praise for this liberality of the devil?
nab and the fish obeyed. Jonah landed upon the
55. I pray you when you go to a marriage to tell nine; whether the pope is superior to the counsel, or
coast of Joppa.
.
me how God, who also attended marriages, was able the council is superior to the pope ?
Will it be a crime in the eyes of God to address
Go_d then or~ered him to t~ll the people of Nineveh to change water into wine, for a set of people who
prayers to him in Spanish when we do not underthat If they did not repent In forty days their city were already drunk.
~hould be overthrown .. From Joppa to Nineveh it
56. When eating figs for your dinner in the latter stand Latin? Will we be objects of God's eternal
IS over four hun_dred miles. Does n?t such history pa~t of July, I pray you think to tell me why God anger if we eat certain dishes on certain days of, i;he
demand a ~upenor knowledge and fa~th than I pos- bemg hungry searched for figs in the beginning of year? Will we be punished if we hav eaten a small
dish of turbots, or soles, or sturgeons during Leri~?
sess? I Wish to be ~ble to confound the savans who of May, when that was not the time for figs.
pretend t~at story IS taken from the fable of the
57 . .After having received your instructions upon In the bottom of your hearts, 0 sage masters, you!}o
myth?logwal Hercules. Hercules was shut up three all these wonders, and upon that one especially, it is not think God will jadge us according to the idea.s
days m the stomac~ of a whale, but he was more necessary to ask why God was condemned to be of St. Thomas or St. Bonaventure, or will he rather
contented, for he dme~ upon the liver of the whale. hung for the original sin. But I am told that there judge us according to our works ?
Shall I not believe the moral law as laid down in
Jonah was not so adroit.
is no such thing as original sin mentioned in the Old
49. Teach me how to explain th~ first verses of or New Testament. It is only mentioned that the works of many authors? Some of their princithe prophet. Osee. God ord•d him expressly to .Adam was condemned to die the day he partook of ples aTe so pure, so saint-like, so universal, so clel;lr,
take a prostitute .and hav sons ·l'ly her. The prophet the tree of science, but he did not die. It is said so ancient, that they seem to hav come from Golf
-• ·
obeyed promptly. He ~ddressed Dona Gomer, the that .Augustine, bishop of Hippone, previously a himself.
Has
not
God
given
to
man
self-love
for
self-presdaughter of Don Debelaim. He took three years to Manichean was the first one who started the docm!l'ke three children of one type. . Finally God trin of original sin. Now certain disputatious peo- ervation; benevolence, kindness, and virtue, to ke.ep'
Wished another type. _He ordered him to lie with ple hav attempted to prove that it was impossible guard over self-love. These are double necessitiE,is ·
anot~er one of the villagers who happened to be for God to hav been condemned to death because a for evolving society. He gave us pleasure in order.
married, and who already had planted horns on certain species of apple was eaten some four thou- to enjoy· existence, and grief in order to moderate'
the forehea~ of her husband. The jovial Osee, sand years before his death upon the cross. I am our pleasure. He gave us passions in order to spur
always obeilient, has no trouble in finding a pretty unable to answer such insinuations and am forced to us to grand deeds, and wisdom which bridles our
lady of that eharacter, and it did not cost him more hide my head with shame. People tell me that it is passions. Has he not inspired all men who are
than five drachmas and a measure of barley. I pray impot;Jsible to redeem the human race, and that gathered together in society, with the idea of a suyou to make me ~cquainted with the value of a Christ has not redeemed it yet. If he has, why are preme being? Has he not made adoration of a supreme being a strong binding-link of society? The,
drachma at ~h~t time among the Jews, and what so many people yet in the hands of the devil?
you should giv m _the present time to such women if
58. Throw some light upon the prediction made
the Lord ordered It.
by our Lord in St. Luke, in chapter twenty-one.
* Voltaire refers here to Pope Alexander VI.
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T
E h" · IS
· elg
· ht years o. ld ; sh e h as Mr. Ramsay, a lawyer off Cincinnati,
1 f . dwith
f hisS daughsavages Who Wande r in the woods hav no need of on board.. he ht. w_pia
1 th 1
h f
d h
ter and another young ema e rien
rom teuben- "
that idea. They hav no regard for the duties Of a been runn!ng on t IS me at engt o time, an
aR ville, are going abroad for a few months' recreation ,
society, the principles of which they are ignorant of, been considered a fortt~nate vessel. On ?er second over Europe, to return in the fall. A New York
but they hav reason, and reason was given to them trip she broke her mam shaft, and she !s the first cotton broker, who resideR in Brooklyn, and his wife
by God.
.
. ocean steamer ~h!lt ever mended. he~ mam shaft at are also with us, as well as a good many others
God does not make people adore him for a vam sea; but by drilhng and the apphcatwn of gooil me- whose names and history I have not learned. We
purpose. He regards prayers as more necessary to chan_ical skill the repair was effected, . tho~tgh it have several musicians on board, and the piano in
man than to him. At the same time God gave man reqmred some fifteen days to accomplish It. .A the cabin has to suffer accordingly. Some of the
the spirit of religion, without which society would steamer was ~ent out fro~ ~lasgow to tow her m, steerage passengers have a violin and a guitar, which
dissolve. He gave them the genius for art, and the bu_t by the time the EthiOpia was reached tho re- they bring out about sundown and hold a musical
principles of science.
pairs were made, a~d she was able to run away concert on deck, while others join in waltzes, etc.
Will you, 0 sage masters, permit me to announce from the steamer ~hiCh came out to tow her home. Quoits and cards :are played by a portion of the pasthese simple truths to my congregation and to the 9ne of the mates mforms me that he h~s been s~rv- sengers, but not nearly to such an extent as on board
Spanish nobles?
.
mg on. her for three years, and that durmg that t1me the Gallia.
My sympathi"es have been somewhat awakened for
67. If you wish to conceal these truths; If you ab- no acmdent has befalle_n her and not a man has b~en
solutely order me to preach upon the miracles of St. lost from .h~r by fa~hng overboard or otherwise. a Mr. T. of Illinoiil, who had a brief but unpleasant
James in Gallatia, and of our Mother of Atocha, The captam s name Is Campbell, a regular Scotch experience with some New York sharpers. In comand of Mary of Agrida who in her ecstasies showed name. All the officers and crew are Scotchmen .l!ond
d
h A
H
her naked sides to a ;abble of small boys, I shall have the ".San. dy_ " characteristics clearly m. arked.
pany with a friend he stoppe at t e stor ouse,
1
h and on the day before sailing was standing near the
T
E h
f
h d df t
obey, but what shall I do with the refractory oneR
he t wpia. IS o':er onr un re ee m engt ' door of that building, while his friend was being
who doubt all these things?. Must I report them, forty-two feet m width, h~s a tonnage of over four shaved by the barber. While thus waiting, one of
and hav them put in prison and tortured?
thousand tons, and her engm~s are of fiv~ hundred those conscienceless villains approached him in the
When I come across the daughters of the Jews can horse-.Power. She has a port~on of her freJ_ght-room blandest manner, and holding out his hand, said:
I lie with them before condemning them to be occnp1ed by one of Coleman s patent refrigerators,
burnt?
in which, by me~ns of pumping an_d condensing air,
"Why, Mr. Morris, how do you do? and how are
I await the honor of your answer.
the temperature IS kept down ~o thu~y-three degre~s all the folks at Harrisburg?"
DOMINICO ZAPATA
-one degree above the freezmg pmnt. Every tnp
Mr. T. replied, "My name is not Morris, and I do
y verdadero, y honrado, y caritati~o. she makes to Glasgow she carries 3,400 ~uarters ~f not live in Harrisburg. My name is T., and I live in
·
· d
· b t k hl'm beef, and 500 carcasses of sheep. The refrigerator IS R., Illinois."
N OTE.-Zapata, not havmg receive an answer, e oo
- h .
.
fp
C I
f Gl
d h
"Ah
d
I.
cuse me I thought
self to preaching Deism. He taught that the father of man t e mventwn o. ro~. o eman, o
asgow, an t. e
• my ear s r, ex
· '
you
was the rewarder, punisher, and the pardoner of all people. Coleman Refr~geratmg Compa~y now rent room m .were Mr. Morris, of Harrisburg, Pa. Have I not
Zapata made a distinction between truth and my~ h. be~ween each steamer m the Anchor hne, as well as other seen you there?"
religion anJ fanaticism; he illustrated and practiced vntue. lines and ship the beef on their own account, by
"No, you could not have seen me there, for I have
He was sweet, kind, and modest, and was roasted at Vallado- whicb business they are realizing enormous profits. never been in Harrisburg."
·
lid in the year of grace 1631. God hav mercy on the soul Ou some of the steamers they occupy more space
"Pardon me then; I must be mistaken. You
of brother Zapata 1
than. on the Ethiopia, and carry 6,000 quarters of. look very much like my old friend Mr. Morris.
beef at a time. In its incipiency the invention was Good day."
looked upon with much distrust. The inventor
The villain having thus learned Mr. T.'s name and
endeavored to sell his patent to the company, but residence, withdrew, and undoubtedly imparted the
they declined to invest in it. He and his associates information to an accomplice. Very soon another
D. M. BENNETT' EDITOR.
then rented space in the steamers, and filled it very friendly individual presented himself, and
PUBLISHED EVERY S.A.TURD.A.Y .A.T $3.00 PER YE.A.R. themselves. Many were the predictions that the gra~ping Mr. T. by the hand, said:
plan would prove a failure; but half the first lot of
"Why, .Mr. T., how do you do? I am very glad
beef that was shipped to Glasgow by this plan was to see you here. When did you leave R. ?"
~ kergm and cheapest Radical, Jourruil pu]Jlished in Europe
readily sold, and the other half was taken back t<'
Mr. T. looked at him and said: "I do not know
or .A.11Ulrica, containing nearly seoen. hundred square inches 'ITI()re
New York and sold in Washington Market for fresh you, sir. I do not think I ever saw you before:"
of reading matter than any other jourruil of its lcind.
beef, though it had been away from the city over
"Oh, yes, you have, many a time, but you may
five weeks. This was done to prove the utility of have forgotten me. Of course you know Mitchell,
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, AUGUST 27, 1881. the invention. The steamer company then, seeing the banker in your town. Well, I was a clerk in his
tl1at the invention was a grand one, proposed to bank for two years, and I often used to see you
Prof. Coleman and his partners that they would when you came to town."
Around the World.
purchase the right. "Oh, no," said Coleman
Mr. T. is a pretty extensive farmer near R., and
ON THE ATLANTIC, MIDWAY BETWEEN NEw}
& Co., "we will keep it in our own hands and derive not knowing all the clerks that had lived in R. within
YoRK AND GLASGOw, Tues., Aug. 4, 1881.
the benefit of the invention ourselves." A ninety- the last ten years, concluded he might have seen this
DEAR READERS oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: It was horse-power engine is used on this steamer to con- young man, and subsequently have forgotten him.
right along here somewhere that I directed my first dense the air, and the Coleman Company send two The sharper, seiz~ng this partial concession, briskly
letter to you last year, while on my first pa~sage to engineers along to attend to it and to look after their pressed his acquaintance.
Europe, and perhaps I can find no more proper place interests. This plan saves a great deal of expense
"Yes, I remember you very well, Mr. T. I
from whence to begin my letters to you on my tour and space for the transportation of ice for keeping have seen you many a time, and am glad to meet you
around the world. I have been taking a survey of the meat cool. It used to require three hundred tons so far from where I used to see you. But I am not
our surroundings in this latitude and longitude, and of ice each trip to keep the same amount of meat now following the same business I used to. I have
it looks to me just about the same place as where I cool, which is now effected better by this condensed- given up bauking, and am now selling. the best
commenced my letters to you a year ago. The water air process. Thus the world moves.
grades of woolen goods. For many years we had to
looks just about as blue; it seems just about as
The Anchor Line must be a wealthy company. It send to England for all our best broadcloths and casdisturbed; it looks just about as far to the has five steamers running between New York and simeres, but with the advance made in machinery
edge of the jumping-off place Gr the horizon, and Glasgow, six between New York and London, three and the mode of manufacturing we have got so now
the clouds look much the same color. I have not between New York and Barrow, England, where that we can surpass the English in the production of
taken soundings as to the distance to the earth the newer steamers have bef'n built; and besides it the best woolens in the world. I have my samples
through the waters, but from the observations l has a bi-weekly line running from Liverpool to close by here, 1\'Ir. T. If you will just step with me
have taken I should not know but it is just about the Bombay, in India. It had a hard struggle for sev- a moment I will take pleasure in showing them to
place, though very likely it may be _twenty-five miles eral yearfl, and made little or no money; but now it you."
furtliPr north, as we are now steering for Glasgow, is doing a good business and paying a net dividend
"Oh, no," replied Mr. T., "it is hardly worth
and then we were making for Liverpool. Last year to the stockholders of fifteen per cent per annum, while. I am not dealing in anything of the kind.
we passed along by the southern end of Ireland, but with a liberal allowance for wear and tear and the It will be of no use to me to look at the samples.
this year it will be the northern end.
depreciation of values. The stock is largely held in Besides, I am waiting for a friend who is in the barWe have now been out five-and-a-half days from Scotland, a considerable share in England, -and ber shop, and I do not wish to leave till he comes."
New York, and the captain says we have made just a very respectable portion in the United States.
"It is only a few steps, and will take you but
about half the distance between the two ports. This It is a company of limited liability.
a minute or two. Come on, I think you will be inI will say a little about the passengers. Some terested." ·
is very convincing that we are not going to make a
quick trip. Last year, the Hallia, of the Cunard forty of them are in the first cabin, twenty-five or
Thus importuned, Mr. T. went with his whilom
line, on which I took passage, made the transit in thirty in the second cabm, with about the same friend to a "sample room" hard by, where the samnine days, but this steamer, the Ethiopia, of the number, or more, in the ilteerage, making less than a pies were in the line of goods called gin, rum, and
Anchor line, will be some eleven days. Then hundred all together. This is not more than half whisky, and here, sure enough, the fellow had a roll
wel: ometimes made as many as 360 miles in twenty- the number that was on the Gallia, and they are not of samples of broadcloths, cassimeres, etc., which he
four' hours, but the greatest distance yet made so distinguished, wealthy, and aristocratic a class. soon had op~ned and commenced describing with eaon. this passage is 270 miles in the same length of A goodly portion are Scotchmen returning from gerness. W bile this was taking place a third pertime. The Gallia is evidently a faster steamer than a viRit to America, or who have been living many son entered the sample room in an apparent state of
the Ethiopia, for the weather has been quite as fa- years in the United States, and, after making a great excitement, and gave vent to language like
vorable during this pasaage as it was last year, and good sum of money, are now going back to the this:
the sea has been smoother, though for the most part mother country on a visit. Some are English, who
"Look here l Can I get anything to eat here? I
the winds we have had have been head winds.
are returning home temporarily, while several are want to get out of this d-d town in about fifteen
What we lose in speed perhaps we gain in steadi- Americans going abroad for pltlasure, and others in minutes. I have been used the worst kind here."
neis. The Ethiopia seems to be quite a steady the pursuit of health. Among the latter class are
The dealer in woolens at once became much intersteamer. So far she has not rolled and pitched Oaptain James Belger, of the New York Postal ested in the new-comer, and asked him what had benearly so badly as the Gallia did on both our Department; Mr. Harmon, a young merchant of fallen him.
outward and inward passage. There are, perhaps, Paterson, N. J., and Mrs. Oliver, of Ohicago. Capt.
"Oh, damn it l I have just been swindled out of
three reasons for this; first, the weather has been Belger and Mrs. Oliver are afiiicted with rheuma- four hundred dollars. I came to this city with a lot
b~tter this time; second, this steamer has a much tism, and go abroad for relief. A Mr. Ta.blor and of horses from Kentucky, which I sold at good
h·eavier freight, which steadies her greatly, and wife, a Scotch couple, of Portland, Oregon, have prices, but I'll be d-d if l wasn't just now swindled
thirdly, the !!have of the hull of the Ethiopia 1s more been thirty-five years in America, and, having accu- out of four hundred dollars in less than ten minutes,
favoraole agaiust rolling, which is a strong com- mulated a competence, are now going back to Scot- and a little the neatest of anything you ever saw."
mendation ill her favo_r.
.
land to see the old hills once more, and as many of
"Why, tell me how it was done. I would like to
Now? as for the time . bemg I hav:e become an those they once knew as are stili living. Mr. lJon- know about it. Explain."
EthiOpian, aud that too without changmg the color aldson a sawmaker of Rock Island llhnois another
"It was done with a pack of cards. A fellow
of my skin, it is but fittiug that I should tell you a Scotch'man has alt~~ made some mo~1ey and is going dealt them out most skilfully, and I· thought I saw
little about the ste~mer, a little about the line she over hom: to recuperate for a few ~onths aud to' in which pile he put a certain card, and bet my four
belongs to, and a little about the passengers we have accompany his wife home, who is now in Scotland. hundred dollars like a man, and lost it before you
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could say Jack Robinson,. B~t I boug~t the cards,' a few had the good fortune to spy a whale in the all the states and territories of our broad land and
and here they are, and I IJl gomg to see If I can't get distance and see him spout. I was not one of the am fully conscious that I am kindly remembered
some of my f~nr hundred dollars back again."
fortunate number. Sea gulls are occ!lsionally seen as I am wending my way ~oward the rising RUn, and
The_dealer m woolens professed to feel great in- even thus far out at sea, but they are not nParly so I am sure I have your kmdest wishes and richeAt
terest m the matter of the cards, and requested the large as those near the coast of Ireland. We have ?lessings. Never did a man start out on a long
Ken~ucky horse trader to show him how they were not. spied many sail!.~, some days seeing none at all, JOUrney under more favorable auspices-never did a
mampulated. The seller of horses was ~ery willing whi!e on one daY: three were in sight at once. We more wide-spread and kindly feeling go out toward
to accomodate t~e man of w:oolens, and Immediately are JUSt now passmg the banks of Newfoundland and one starting on a tour around the globe. I shall endealt the cards mto ~?r.ee p1!es. One of the cards, are favored wit~ good weather. It is very common deavor to keep intact the wire that connects us. I
httle JOker," was shown and for fogs to prevail over the banks but we are havin~:t shall. hop~ _that ~e may not become estranged, but
called, perhaps, the
then ~extrously d~posited on one o_f the pile;, but no fog:. ~ e had some before we' reached this point, that m spirit and m memory you will accompany me
the trw_k o_f the thmg was to tell whwh the pile was, nec.essitatmg the frequent blowing of the steam all the way around, and that the fraternal feeling
which for years has exiRted between us may become
and this Is the pomt on which the betting was wh1stle, but not enough to cause inconvenience.
done. ~he man of ~ool~ns was. very sure that he
Last Sunday morning we had "divine service" in stronger than ever upon my return from my wide
saw unmistakably whiCh pile the httle joker was in, the music room, and the first-cabin passengers wanderings o'er land and sea, to close a somewhat
an~ h~ eagerly bet twenty dollars that he could gathered in to partake of the bread of life. I waR eventful life quietly at home.
It is just a year to-day since I sailed from New
pomt It out. The horse dealer humored him, and reading in the room previous to the meeting hour
York
last year, when I left for Liverpool. As we
t?ok the bet. . The man of woolens indicated the and of course did not deem it necessary to leave th;
will
probably
be some two days longer in making
pile, bu~ was mistak~n, and of c?urse l?st. This only locality. The servines were conducted by the Rev.
mad~ him mor~ anxwus to try It agam. The Ken- John Stoddard, of the Scotch Presbyterian church, the passage this time than that, I will reach Europe
at very nearly the same date.
The weather
tuckia~ ":as kmd enough to deal the cards again, who has for five years been out on the island of
here is from twenty to thirty degrees cooler than
~~d this t1me showe_d the. cloth-merchant almost pos- Jamaica to hold forth to dwellers on that beautiful
Itively where the httle JOker was deposited. The little island, and who, with his wife and two children at New York. Overcoats are quite comfortable.
cloth-merchant turned to Mr. T., saying:
are now returning on a vacation of six: months t~ The change has been too great for comfort. It is
hard to realize, while we are shivering around on
"I see. into this thing now. I hav just got the h~s n~tive Scotia, and especially for the benefit of deck, that friends at home are sweltering and roasthang of It. I am sure I can win now every time, if ~Is Wife'~ heal~h, who has bee~ considerably affiicted ing with the heat. There is probably very little reI only had the money to bet with. I have lost all m JamaiCa With fevers, erysipelas, etc. Both are ally warm weather on the ocean in these latitudes.
the money I had with me; but if you will lend me a fleshy and look robust, but the climate of the island It is a delightful place to cool off.
hundred dollars or two for a few minutes I will agrees much better with him than her. She speaks
. I have got slightly acquainted with a Scotch physimake a good haul and we will divide the gains."
very highly of Jamaica, its climate, and society,
man who has s~ent several years in China, and have
Mr. T. is evidently a very good-natured man, and and says she must go back, for she cannot think learned from him several points relative to the celespossibly was willing to increase his pile of gold of leaving their l_ovely congregation there. She has tial land. He is now returning to Scotland with his
somewhat, and he handed over to the whilom bank- U profuse quantity of shells of many sizes and family to make it his home again. He seems to have
clerk, whose acquaintance he had so fortunately re- styles which ~he and her friends picked up on the done very well in the flowery kingdom.
newed, t~e sum of two h_undred doll_ars, in English beach of the Island. They are indee~ beautiful.
Sunday evenin,q, Au~. 7th.-We are getting along
gold,· whwh he had received for natiOnal bank bills
But to return to the Sunday serviCe. Two or very well, but not makmg remarkably fast running.
the day before. The thing was decided in half a three of the hymns from Sankey's collection werP Two hundred and ninety-three miles is the longest
minute, and of course the cloth-merchant lost and read and feebly sung, a part of a chapter was read day's run we have made yet, which is fully fifty miles
of course the two hundred dollars of Mr.
was from the epistle to the Ephesians, a prayer was less than the distance made some days last year on
offered up, when th_e Revere~~ Mr. Stoddard stood the Gallia. This steamer is stanch and large but
hopeless!y &'one. Alas I for human expect.ations.
At this JUncture the keeper of the sample room up for Jesus; but, m my opmwn, the effort was a her engines are of two hundred leAs horse-power'than
approached the trio in a v~ry excited manner, saying: feeble one, and I could not see that the cause of those of the Gallia. We are heavily laden with
"Loo~ here, none of th~s, Y?U are gambling and the lowly one was much advanced by the efforts corn, cheese, and beef, and we have had head-winds
there IS a heavy law agamst It-$500 fine and six the Scotchman made. He eats at the same table I much of the time, but the principal difficulty is said
months' imprisonment. Get right out of this or we do, nearly opposite my place, and I am constrained to be that the vessel is "foul." She has not been in
will all be sent to prison. Get out at once."
to say that he handles his knife and fork far more dock since she has been in Rervice. Could she go in
Of course there was nothing for the woolen mer- dexterously than he did his arguments in his sermon. dock, have her engines repaired and the barnacles
chant, the Kentucky horse trader; and our honest He evidently takQs more interest in eating than (small shell-fish) scraped from her bottom, she would
farmer friend, Mr. T., of Illinois, to do but vacate speaking, and it is quite likely that it is to keep him make at least a knot more per hour.
·
the sample-room at once. The Kentuckian walked at the former which impels him to pursue the latter.
I learn we have had both a birth and a death on
off his own way, doubtless congratulating himself He is a big, burly, two-fisted fellow, and looks better board to-day, and in the same person-a very small
that he had so soon recovered $220 of his lost $400, adapted to growing oats and hoeing potatoes than child born of English parents who went out to Tenwhile the woolen merchant and Mr. T. felt corre- occupying the pulpit.
nessee to join a colony, but not liking it there are on
spondingly dejected. The man of woolens said, "It
Ocean travel is rather monotonous. There is little their way back to England. They have a rather unis too bad t? lose such a sum of money; you go with or nothing along the way to make variety and en~ happy time of it. The little stranger was born too
me and I will pay the ~200 back to you again." Of !iven the .drooping spirits. The same heavy roll- soon and departed too early. He will probably be
course Mr. T. wanted his money and the pair walked mg waves, the same deep blue WJ.ter, the same low- food for the fishf>s, so far as he goes. He will hardly
away ~ogether. The~ had, however, gone but a ering clouds, the same misty or foggy horizon, is be a mouthful for some of those porpoises I have seen
short d1stance before It flashed upon Mr. T's mind about all one has to see; but, as I said to Bridges tumbling along.
that the keeper of the sample room was an accom- to-day, it is a good deal better than being cast away
I a~ sorry to say we had no divine service to-d.ay
p!ice, and the impulse seized him to go back and on a plank, or driving hogs in the deep mud. After by whwh I was a trifle disappointed, as I had fixed
g~ye that sampl_e-~·oom man a small piece of his ~wo or three days ~f ocean life, however, the novelty myself Up. in an unusuall:y pious mood, ready for the
mu:d. The ?bhgmg woolen. m~rchant favored the IS gone, and one wishes _for the land he is steering bread of hfe as soon as It was broken. With two
proJect and said he would await his return. Accord- for. It seems almost hke a waste of tim~ to be so clergymen on board, one a Presbyterian and the
ingly Mr. T. went back and had the pleasure of tell- much upon the water, with so little that is new so other an Episcopalian, it is a wonder why religious
i~g the mixer of cockta_ils that. he thought him a little that presents variety to the senses. But as' we services should be dispensed with on a Scotch Presdishonest man ; upon whwh he received the assur- undoubtedly have some twenty thousand miles of byterian_ steamer.. Mr. Stoddard duly presented
ance that his opinion was very wrongly founded. ocean travel to perform, it will not do to tire of it so himself m the mus1c room and seemed disposed to ,
When, however, he returned to rejoin his friend of soon. One inevitably becomes impressed, at all preach and pray, but the connection was not made.
the woole~s, he was not ~here. Probably some eyen~s, with the much ness of the watery element en- Compens'ltion was made. thiR evening, however, by•-'
urgent busmess had called him away.
mrchng the earth, and he almost wonders where it holdmg a sacred concert m the music room. Two
Mr. T. had no recourse but to rejoin his friend all came from, and whence the salt came to make young ladies alternately manipulated the organ, and
who had visited the barber, and to recount the un- brine of it all. But nature is a prolific provider and the way we sung "The Sweet By and By " "Meet
favorable result of his little speculation, regretting, she is not stingy with her supplies. She furni~hed Me at the River," "Nearer, my God, to Tbee" and
of course, that the $200 which he had made by till- oxygen and hydrogen in abundance to form all the about half a dozen other pious hymns of the' same
ing the soi: had flown forever. He even wished he water on the earth, with a big surplus left ever for class ought to be very satisfactory to the angels in
had not met Mr. Mitchell's old bank clerk, who had numerous other combinations. Great is nature; great attendance.
adopted the woolen trade. I talk with him occa- are her resources. There is nothing and can be
In connection with this religious subject I am
sionally, and I fancy I trace a trifle of sadness in his nothing to equal her.
sorry to be compelled to state that I have learned
countenance for those sovereigns which are forever
I have been spending a portion of my time since unpleasant news about Sister Stoddard, the wife of
lost to him and his heirs. He has no hesitation in leaving New York at writing up a series of articles the Presbyterian clergyman from Jamaica, and that
acknowledging himself a great fool to do as he did, and begun in THE TRUTH SEEKEI{ some three years ago is that she drinks intoxicating liquors to excess. It
he is half way of the opinion that it served him right. -"What I Don't Believe." When I was sent to is reported in the first circles of the steamer that she
He i_s, _however, a sort of p~i!o.sophical ~cotchma~, prison these articles were necessarily discontinued; absolutely drank a bottle of whiskey and a bottle of
and It Is to be hoped that VJSitmg the friends of h1s and I have had so many other things to take up my brandy in a single day. It is also reported that the
boyhood in his rugged native land will drive away attention since that they have not been resumed. 'I way she "cut up" and "raised old Ned " in her
the memory of the lost two hundred. There is some have intended to take them in hand for the last three room was a caution to Bacchanalians. She has
consolation in the assurance that he is not a poor months, as I have frequent calls for the volume to mixed in with the elite of the steamer but very little
man and that he has enough left to make his journey contain the same, but having at all times a good deal for the last day or two, and then it was remarked
comfortably.
else to occupy my attention rather deferred the duty that from the rolling of the ship or some other cause
I am glad to be able to report to you that I have till now. On this passage over I have more leisure she wal.ked quite unst«?adily. I can now account for
thus far had no sea-sickness. The tossing and rolling than I have had before in a long time, and have been the flor1d cast of her countenance, and am led to fear
of the steamer has not been sufficient to disturb the using it in telling you what I don't believe. As there that the ery!'ipelas of which she complained might
equanimity of my reliable old stomach. But I am is . so much tha_t I cannot easily believe, it re- possibly be imbibed in a fluid form. She expressed
sorry to say some of the passengers have suffered not qmres a good while to tell all, and it will probably ~0 me weat regr~t at leaving he~ dear congregation
a little. My traveling companion, poor Mr. Bridges, use up much of my leisure time till I reach Glasgow m Jamaica, but tf she has been m the habit of conhas had a pretty_ serious time of it and has been com- to_ tell you all aJ:>out it. The same will probably be ducting herself there as she has on this ship I fear
pelled to keep his berth a good deal. He has put in la1d before you m TuE TRUTH SEEKER.
the regret is all on her side. I am indeed sorry for
an appearance at the table but a few times. His
My mind oft reverts back to the farewells which her husband and her two pretty little girls, and am
s~omach refused to be composed and has several my numerous friends so kindly tendered me. The truly reg1·etful that her religion is insufficient to retimes reyolte_d at the. steamer's. motion. Probably parting at the steamer's side is vividly clear in my strain her appetite for drink.
the ~ettmg nd o~ considerable b1le will be a benefit memory. I can still see the numerous white hand- . A lady passe_nger from Chicago has a very interestto him, _and he w1ll be all the better for it when we kerchiefs waving in the air from the end of the pier mg p~rrot whwh amuses us not a little, as its cage
are agam on te'l''l'a {i'l'ma.
as the steamer receded from the wharf. I can real- ?ccuptes a central position in the dining saloon. It
There has not very much occurred to relieve the ize the hearty "good-bye" and "God-bless-you" Is a great talker. She opens conversation with many
monotony of the voyage. We saw a pretty large thus fraternally extended. I can realize too the of the passengers, and when a reply is made to her
li>Chool of porpoises rolling and tumbling along, and same feelings welling up in thousands or' hea;ts in
(O<m.c:.uded on paga 552.)
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Lord help me. But he answered and said It is not nicious doctrin is taught in Luke xi, 5-13 in regard
meet' to take the children's bread and to ~ast it to to prayer, viz., "I say unto you,_ though he will not
91onrnrunication~.
dogs. And she said Truth Lord· yet the dogs eat rise and giv him, because he is his friend, he will
of the crumbs which fall from their masters' table. rise and giv him as many as he needeth." Then
The Godly Women of the Bible.
Then Jesus answered and said unto her 0 woman Jesus urges them to "ask," " knock," and " seek,"
great is thy faith; be it unto thee even as' thou wilt~ promising them if they will do ~o it shall be given
BY .AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY.
And her daughter was made whole from that very them, etc.
SUNDRY NAMELESS WOMEN HEALED .AND COMFORTED hour."
.
We come now to a most important event or events,
BY JESUS.
Mark calls this woman" a Greek, a Syrophamician for it is a double transaction, recorded in Matt. ix,
Now Peter had a mother-in-law, and she got sick• by nation," which gives Smith some trouble in his 18-26, Mark v, 24-43, Luke viii, 41-56, and giv it in
as mothers-in-law sometimes will, and however much dictionary to reconcile with Matthew that she was of the words of Matthew:
"While he spake these things unto them, _behold,
Peter might hav desired to rid himself of her the Canaan; while Brown glides over the discrepancy
evangelists report not, but they do record _that she with, "So called as inhabiting the Phcenician tract of there came a certain ruler, and worshiped him, saywas healeo. (Matthew viU, 14, 15; Mark I, 30, 31; Syria." The divines take great comfort in feeling, ing, My daughter is even now deaa: but come and
Luke iv, 38, 39.) Matthew says she was laid and sick "though a gentile, and no Israelite herself, she lay thy hand upon her, and she shallliv. And Jesus
of a fever and that Jesus only touched her hand and salutes him as Israel's promised messiah." Mark says arose, and followed him, and so did his disciples.
the fever ieft her, and she arose and ministered unto further, "Jesus entered into a house and would have And behold, a woman which was diseased with an
them. Mark tellfl the same story, except instead of no man know it; but he could not be hid." Jesus issue of blood twelve years, came behind him, and
Jesus seeing her of himself, he says, "Anon they tell appears to hav been fleeing from the rage of the touched the hem of his garment. For she said
him of her, and he came and took her by the hand Pharisees, and in no mood to minister to heathen, but within herself, If I may but touch his garment, I
and lifted her up," etc. Luke says she had a great this woman fell at his feet, worshiped him, and so shall be whole. But Jesus turned him about, and
fever and that they besought him for her (as if he cried after him in her persistency, that though at first when he saw her, he said, Daughter, be of good
did n~t readily and willingly attend to her case) and he deigned not to answer her, and, when he did, de- comfort: thy faith hath made thee whole. And the
he stood over her and rebuked the fever, etc.; noth- clared that he was only sent to the lost sheep of the woman was made whole from that hour. And
ing said about touching her hand or lifting her up, house of Israel, and not until she implored him more when Jesus came into the ruler's house, and saw the
but that he rebuked the fever, as if it had been a and more, "Lord, help me," did he give her to un- minstrels and the peoble making a noise, he said
rational intelligent being. All agree that she had a derstand that the Israelite children were not going to unto them, Give place, for the maid is not dead, but
fever, that Jesus healed her instanter, and that she be starved at the expense of stuffing Canaanite dogs! sleepeth. And they laughed him to scorn. But
arose immediately and "prepared the Sabbath meal," What a response," Yea, Lord, yet the dogs under when the people were put forth, he went in, and
as Brown declares the ministering unto them to mean, the table eat of the children's crumbs." Thus beaten took her by the hand, and the maid arose."
Mark and Luke vary this account, and both add
"in token both of the immediateness of the cure and and_ put to the blush, as we should infer, he took the
devil out of her daughter.
thereto, giving the name of the ruler, Jairus, and
of her gratitude to the glorious healer."
There are two points to be considered in this story stating that when he first came to Jesus his only
Is it not surprising in view of this, and when Jesus
promised," Greater things than I do ye shall do," that in addition to those already hinted at. First, is it daughter, twelve years of age, "lay a-dying," that
those who profess to believe in him should not em- strange that Christians should consider themselves the ruler said, "lieth at the point of death," not,
ploy ministers at t~ei_r bedsides ~hen ill inst~ad of superior to all other people and sects, and that they "even now dead," as Matthew has it; that Jesus
medical men, and msist upon bemg healed m the are the peculiar favorites of their Almighty Father, started to go with him, the throng followed, and
good old way? It seems not ~o ha v been thought of when Jesus taught practically the right of exclusive- that it was then while on their way that this namein the emergency at the White House, though the ness, and the disciples and his immediate successors less woman who" had suffered many things of many
promise stands firm and sure forever according to enjoined, "Come out from among them and touch not physicians, and had spent all that she had, and was
the unclean thing, and be ye separate from them?" nothing bettered, but rather grew worse, came in the
the divine word.
Second, Jesus compares all but Israel to dogs! Is press behind, and touched his garment. And Jesus
Luke relates another miracle in these words: "And
behold, there was a woman which had a spirit of in- it surprising that when he thus set an example immediately knowing in himself that virtue had
firmity eighteen years, and was bowed together, and his followers anciently should have called the Sara- gone out of him, turned him about and said, Who
could in no wise lift up herself. And when Jesus cens, Arabs, Mohammedans, and all unbelievers, touched my clothes? and the woman, fearing and
saw her, he called her to him, and said unto her, "Infidel dogs," and that through the ages all kinds trembling, came and fell down before him and told
Woman, thou art loosed from thine infirmity. And or opprobrious epithets should have been heaped upon him all the truth" (:~lark). Luke adds they all dehe laid his hands on her; and immediately she was dissenters, and that to-day the Lord's Zi.on should nied touching him, but admits, with Mark, the remade straight, and glorified God. And the ruler of designate those outside of the ark of safety as" wild- buke to Jesus by his disciples, getting in the name
the synagogue answered with indignation, because mouthed, blasphemous Infidels," "gutterish drunk- of Peter in the connection. Mark and L11ke declare
that Jesus had healed on the Sabbath day, and said ards;" their writings "Deistical trash," and their that it was at this moment, while Jesus was yet
unto the people, There are six days in which men movements "devilish." See Rev. G. H. Humphrey speaking, "thy faith hath made thee whole; go in
ought to work; in them therefore come and be healed, in THE TRUTH SEEKER, Feb. 1 and 8, 1879, on Inger- peace," that there came one from the ruler of the
and not on the Sabbath day. The Lord then an- soll and Paine; and Truth, July 19, 1881, where a synagogue's house, saying to him (the ruler)," Thy
swered him, and said, Thou hypocrite, doth not each correspondent is accused by another correspondent of daughter is dead: why troublest thou the Master
one of you on the Sabbath loose his ox or his ass "gross stupidity," "blasphemous insinuations and any further?" and Jesus answered, "Fear not: befrom the stall, and lead him away to watering? And abject and filthy degradation of utterance," "utter lieve only, and she shall be made whole." Mark
ought not this woman, being a daughter of Abraham, barrenness of common sense," "surcharge of bosh says that he suffered no man to follow him to the
whom Satan hath bound, lo, these eighteen years, be and twaddle,"" guilty of consummate' ignorant ig- house. save Peter, James, and John, while the other
loosed from this bond on the Sabbath day?" (Luke norance ;'" called a "stupid lout," ·~Bob. Ingersoll's two declare that he put out all them who were in(boss Infidel)," for the correspondent to whom all side holding a wake over the supposed corpse. All
xiii, 11-16).
The Sabbath, it will be remembered, was Satur- these vile epithets are applied is no less a man than three agree in stating that Jesus said, "The damsel
day, and as Jesus very justly called them hyp?crites Colonel Robert G. Ingersoll, and all this slander and is not dead, but sleepeth," before he took the father
so might the reformers of to-day call the sticklers much more in a Christian article of forty-five lines. and mother, Peter, James, and John, and entered in
for Sunday observance the same, for no more do we
Well, what better can be expected of a sect fol- where she was lying, restored her, charged them that
Liberals violate their first day of the week than did lowing a leader who commanded, "Learn of me," no man should know it, and commanded that somehe their seventh-day sacredness. If he is or was and then indulged in such high-toned, gentle, amia- thing should be given her to eat. Luke specifiesauthority, he destroyed the Sabbath effectually, as he ble terms as "dogs," "hypocrites," "child of hell," meat .
.abolished it by working on that day, believing and "blind guides," "ye fools and blind," "ye serpents,
There is not the least probability that the girl was
teaching that the day was made for man, and he ye generation of vipers, how can ye escape the dam- dead, but in a state of coma from some cause, that
ordained no other in its stead. Henry C. Wright nation of hell?" "Ye are of your father, the devil, Jesus perceived it, and therefore told them not to
used to state it: "The hat for the head, not thC3 head and the lusts of your father ye will do. He was a weep, etc. There were but five present besides himfor the hat. Would you knock out your brains to murderer from the beginning;
he was a liar, self, according to the account, when she was restored;
save your old hat? Institutions f?r men, not men and the father of it;" and who swore and cursed a and no Spiritualist of to-day would think of palming
for institutions." Another defines It thus: "A full- helpless fig-tree until it withered under his blasphe- off such a phenomenon·upon the Christians as genuin
grown man curled up in a cradle t~us ans~ered his mons maledictions! Query.-Did this tree possess evidence of their having raised one from the dead.
interrogator as to the cause of his locatwn, 'My sensation and intelligence, and did it shrink and Even should they attempt it, the whole Christian
mother put me here.' " The moral is, as mankind wither as would a loving, sensitive child under the world, Catholic included, though they profess to
outgrow institutions the latter should perish, not the curse of a stern, tyrannical father?
work miracles sometimes, would "laugh them to
people remain squeezed into their small-clothes and
This same Jesus in a parable (Luke xviii) repre- sc?rn," and cry out, "Humbug! you cannot catch us
stultified. The hypocrites of this age ought to be sents God as an unjust judge, to whom an importu- With yo~r tom-_foolery! " And Y;et we ~ust be
ashamed under similar rebukes, whether Jesus's nate widow com~s to be avenged of her adversary, damned If we will not o~ cannot_b_eheve their story.
Sabbath-day violations ever occurred or not.
and though this JUdge feared not God, nor regarded
Our ne;x:t and last healmg or ra1smg from t~e dead
Brown says that this "spirit of infirmity on the man, yet because she troubled and wearied him by by: Jesus Is, very fortunat_ely, only recorded m Lu~e
woman,' whom Satan hath bound,' was probably the her continual coming, he avenged her, not for her vu, 11-18, thus rendermg unnecessary all vam
effect of some milder form of possession," that is, it sake nor justice's sake, but for his own ease and con- attempts of reconciliation with the other evangelists.
was not a physical disease, but a possession of evil venience. Then this great moral teacher, Jesus, It would have been well had the compilers of the
spirits that bowed her together eighteen years; so it makes the application by inquiring, ''Shall not God New Testament thrown to the dogs all but one of
was not much of a cure to boast of afte:t: all. We avenge his own elect, which cry day and night unto the gospels, then there could have been no comparishould judge the bystanders thought so, as they him, though he bear long with them? I tell you sons, "odious" in themselves, and odious in the eyes
seemed not in the least surprised at the healing, but that he will avenge them speedily." That is, keep of Christians, would-be believers, and skeptics. Hut
only found fault because it was done on the Sabbath praying, begging, or teasing, as did this woman, and to the narrative:
day. But to proceed.
this unjust God, the same as this unjust judge,
"And it came to pass the day after, that he went
Our next miracle, for we treat of none but those though he has no regard for justice, mercy, or love, into a city called N ain: and many of his disciples
performed on women or connected with women, will rather than be wearied by your continual coming in went with him, and much people. Now, when he
be found in Matt. xv, 21-28; Mark vii, 24-30; the prayer, will finally avenge you, or grant your peti- came high to the gate of the city, behold there was
former of which is here quoted:
tion-that is, if you are "his own elect." What a a dead man carried out, the only son of his mother,
"Then Jesus went thence, and departed into the God ! Keep on praying, ye elect ones, and tire and she was a widow : and much people of the city
coasts of Tyre and Sidon. And behold, a woman of your God all out; then he will get out of patience was with her. And when the Lord saw her, he had
Canaan came out of the same coasts, and cried unto and answer you for your importunity! Was this compassion on her, and said unto her, Weep not.
him, saying, Have mercy on me, 0 Lord, thou son of Jesus's idea when he would not answer the woman And he came and touched the bier: and they that
David; my daughter is grievously vexed with a devil. who cried after him for her daughter until she had bare him stood still. And he said, Young man, I
But he answered her not a word. And his disciples fallen at his feet, worshiped him, and besought him say unto thee, Arise. And he that was dead sat up
came and besought him, saying, Send her away; for repeatedly, "Lord, help me," and why he would not and began to speak: and he delivered him to his
she crieth after usf,. But he answered and said, I am go near Lazarus for two days when sent for? Was mother."
·
not sent but unto the lost sheep of the house of he imitating this trait of his father God to ~ake the
How did it happen that Jesus had compassion on
Israel. Then came she and worshiped him, saying, people cry after him all the more? The same per- no other widowed mother, and on the relatives of but
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two other deceased persons, viz., Lazarus's sisters and offerings of God," and all for the support of a lazy, of any room, in any house, to an imaginary, inconJarius, if he possessed the miraculous power of rais- useless priesthood! Is this the lesson that Brown ceivable, and impossible nothing, that has never
ing- the dead?
says Jesus wanted t0 teach for the future? If Ro, it been seen in any corner of any room, in any house,
We have not space or time to indulge in comments has been well learned and most faithfully .taught, as or in any other place in all the universe, why, it is
on this story, the preceding ones, nor yet the healing many of us can testify at our cost and loss. Did we the most absurd and ridiculous of comparisons.
of the diseased persons and the raising of the sup- not see it practically illustrated. in 1863 at the
We hay all seen, felt, and read books, and can
posed dead through the means said to have been Methodist centenary in Elkhorn, Wisconsin, the even make books ourselvs, but when we try to look
here used. To those who believe that Jesus was shire town of Walworth county? There were assem- at a god we gaze on vacancy, when we try to touch
God and that with. God all things are possible, no bled some .half dozen clergymen, who meandered a god we grasp empty air, when we attempt to read
explanation is required, for could not this same God the country in squads, soliciting centennial offerings him we find legends, fables, and myths, when we try
who said, "Let there be light and there was light," from the people. They preached, exhorted, prayed, to make him we create only dreams, fancies, and
and who in six days created this great universe out and held out every conceivabJe inducement to the vain imaginings.
He attempted to prove from a single rain-drop the
of nothing, open the eyes and ears of the blind and audience and citizens to ,pledge large sums for the
deaf, loosen the tongues of the dumb, dry up the Lord's use, to be collected "in installments if not con- power of a great architect, who drew that drop, little
issues of blood, restore withered hands, straighten venient or not able to pay all at once. One of these by little, from the ocean and carried it on the suncrooked backs, cleanse lepers, heal lunatics, cure in- servants of the ever-living God told a story to touch beams till it expanded into a cloud and floated into
stantaneously impotency of thirty-eight years stand- their hearts and move their hands into their pockets a colder region and was once more condensed and
ing, cast out devils by the legion, and bring to life of a poor, crippled octogenarian widow who had let down gently into the lips of a thirsty flower, or
dead men and maidens if he choose, even when ''in been all the year with her old, paralyzed, trembling perhaps into his own mouth as he had opened it to
a state of decomposition," as Brown affirms he did in hands knitting socks to sell, so that she could con- catch it, when he was a boy. God always let it fall
the case of Lazarus?
tribute her mite toward the Lord's offering, and that by wise and careful laws, and not come pelting down
Why should not great things. be expected of one 'when they ~rrived ~t. t~e town where she _lived in torrents, dealing death and destruction, as" chance
who had four fathers . to sire him! We know of (somewhere m the VICimty-the name was given), would do it," but he never whispered about deluges,
some humans who are excellent mind-readers and and they heard the fact, they had• her brought cyclones, water-spouts, and whirlpools.
Oh, no; these would show a loose screw in God's
healers, who were borJ;I in the ordinary way, having into the_ meeting in h_er chair, and placed in the
but one father, and why should not this quaternion- broad aisle, that all might see her; that they might great water-works, so they are carefully kept in the
fathered god be their superior in that line? Some make an example _of her for others. Then he piled background, because it might look as if chance did
may inquire as to the authority for this assertion. up the a~ony, takmg her case f_or a ~ext,_ a~ did Jesus things instead of a wise and benevolent God, who
Bible authority of course, and the reverend comm~n- o_f the Widow and . the two mites, mqmrmg of the sent each drop gently on its mission of good to man.
He used science, law, and God's power to describe
tators and divines by the hundreds to confirm It! riCh and the ~oor If they ~ould not do as much for
Did not Mary, his mother, declare Joseph to be _his the Lord as this poor old wi?ow, who was a depend- the wonderful and beautiful adaptation of the atmosfather, and the genealogy, also? Did not Jesus him- e~t and ~upport~d by charity: I wanted .t~ spe!lk phere to the needs and demands of our race. He
self t!ay God was his father? Was he not begotten of right out m meetmg and ask him and the mimsterial told how very heavy the air was, and yet how well
the Holy Ghost? (he _who beget~ a child is a father, clique in the desk if they we_re not ashamed of th~m balanced it was by the universality of its presence
is he not? any proxy m that affair?) and was he not selves to accept such offermgs and then publicly inside and outside of us, so that we could more
his own father, being God? ann if Gabriel, who boast of their disgrace; if it was not their duty to freely inhale it and only realize pleasure in its nice
made the announcement to Mary, had a finger in the have given her of their abundance instead of taking fitness for its uses. He told how a little more
pie, why, then he had five fathers !
her mit~, for they g~the~ed, in ~ll, over $1,000,000. oxygen or a little less nitrogen or carbon, or other
Is not that scripture and divine revelation?
But no, m our ears still rmgs their "Go thou and do changes, would hav made it destructiv to all life, but
never breathed a syllable as to the hundreds of lives
Fanatical women who are so beside themselves likewise."
when they think a dumb devil is cast out as to lift
Wo~en, this is the despair of Christianity. When that are yearly lost by the malaria floating on its
up their voices in the multitude and cry out," Blessed you Will no longer thus be foole~ by these men ?f breezes, the terrible wrecks made by its sweeping
is the womb that bare thee and the paps which thou God, who are the leeches of somety an_d the dram whirlwinds, that lay waste and devastate whole
hast sucked" (Luke xi, 27), would not be considered upon your purses, t~e.bane of all morahty, the end towns and villages, and miles and miles of forests.
competent legal witnesses to-day in a similar re- of free thought, rehgwus drones and .ti:eyes_ts of all It is a "nice, soft, warm blanket," but it is also a
ported miraculous case of hell.ling or raising from reform and progress, the canker of mvihzatwn, an~ keen-biting blast and a sharp, marrow-freezing,
the dead, even by Christians in a Christian court, '!ho woul~ be the controllers of your homes, fami- blood-chilling demon to the thinly-clad, povertybut probably would be sent to a mad-house, unless h~s, ~ffectiOJ?-s•. and rob you of alliJ?-depende_nce, sub- stricken child who shivers along the winter-frozen
Comstocked at once for street obscenity by those ~titutmg theu mfernal c~eeds for smence, philosop~y, streets of our cities.
He told us that all who planted in the hope of
very Christians who indorse the same as a part of mdustry, a_nd pleasl_ll"e m order to ma_ke _you. sigh
God's word when applied to their Jesus.
through thi~ world m hopes of psalm-s~ngmg man- reaping, and all who slept in the hope of waking,
believed in a God, because they trusted in his power
Similar cases now reported are called psychology, other of whiCh you nor they know nothmg.
to
fulfil his own laws, but he failed to tell us that
or of the devil, or disputed by Christians, except
the Atheist's hope, trust, and confidence in nature's
when inside of their church, then they are attributed
Elmina at Church.
laws is only a natural sequence of his experience of
to the direct power of God in answer to prayer.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: all the past. He has planted and reaped, therefore
Spiritualists claim that this power is derived from Elmina has been to the holy temple of the divine be feels he shall continue to do so unless liOme unforeand regulated by spirits, while Materialists and oracle to-day, and listened to the wisest and most seen circumstance intervenes to hinder, and this we
skeptics believe that the facts-if facts there are- eloquent of all the dispensers of truth and light all risk just as we risk life every time we eat by not
will be accounted for on some unknown law of that Snowville bas ever been favored with. And knowing that our food may not be poisoned or may
mental, physical, and electrical absorption, either this great expounder of the faith according to Alex- not choke us to death as we attempt to swallow it.
self-induced or otherwise, without any aid from ander Campbell gave us a beautiful discourse on the Like causes produce like effects, and from planted
God, a Jesus, angels in heaven, or spirits, except existence of God, the glory of his works, and the acorns we hav always found oaks to grow, and never
earthly ones, dependent on earthly causes.
gloom of Atheism, with its incongruoas gods of once heard of one that germinated and grew an ox
All that is true involved in clairvoyance, human chance and fatality.
or a horse, or even a pumpkin. Nor hav we, as a
magnetism, healing, and kindred phenomena, will,
"And you came home convinced and converted?" general thing, known the sleep of the night to exin the onward march of science, be demonstrated, ask you. Nay, not by a long shot! Only more tend into weeks or months instead of ending with
traced to remote and obscure causes, classified, util- firmly and securely grounded on the sure certainty the rosy dawning of the coming day. It is true,
ized, and assigned to its proper place in mental and that matter is all there is, and that mind is only a there are cases of trance-sleep, and some who sleep
physical philosophy, so that the ages to come will form of force-an attribute of living, activ, organ- and never wake, but these are exceptions, and we
not stumble in supernatural darkness under this spir- ized matter, and not, as he told us, a something that risk them, expecting to miss them just as the Campitual eclipse of intellect and reason, as has all Chris- was before matter, and gave to matter its life, force, bellite expects to miss hades and condemnation bimtendom and humanity in the past, and are still doing pvwer, and potency. He talked of dead men and self, while he thinks the Atheist will find them.
in these beliefs which have been criticised and con- dead matter as if the two were similar, while we
He talked of chance as the god of those who dedemned.
know that man is an identity, and all identities nied his one boss deity, but never told his hearers
Christianity is responsible for the assumptions of must die, and that matter is only substance or mate- that there could be no chance without miracles, and
modern Spiritualism, the latter being an outgrowth rial out of which identities evolve or are made, and a miracle was good because it was done without
of the former revamped, for God, Jesus, angels, and is not only full of all forms of life, -but i~ life itself, reference to law.
prophets, substituting spirits, departed friends, medi- and dead or inert matter is a dead and gone idea of
When a Christian will show us one Atheist who
ums, and materializers.
the ages of ignorance.
believes in miracles or chance, and explains to.us
We come now to another widow, for whom Jesus
This wise leader of the only Christian church set wherein it is possible to so believe, he will bav then
did nothing, for it was she who did for him or for up a great number of men of straw, and gracefully made just one point that will count against Atheism
the then church. See Mark xii, 41-44, Luke xxxi, popped them over, one after another, with beautiful as a scientific and rational system, and may score
1-4. We quote from Mark: "And Jesus sat over flashes of rhetoric, accompanied by appropriate ges- one for his side. Till then we will go on planting
against the treasury, and beheld how the people cast tures; convincing his too willing dupes of the foun- our truths, which in time will grow so large as to
money into the treasury; and many _that wer~ rich dationless condition of all forms of Atheistic pbiloso- outroot his errors and run the ground for itself.
cast in much. And there came a certam poor widow, pby. It was like an Arcadian dream of romance, or We hav had a long and up-hill work of it, but it is a
and she threw in two mites, which make a farthing. a beautiful fairy tale of our childhood-pleasant to triumph well worth our labor to win in so glorious a
And he called unto him his disciples, and saith unto hear, nice to while away an idle hour with; but cause as the cause of science against superstition,
them, Verily, I say unto you, that this poor widow when tested in the crucible of reason, science, anl'l. and realities against myths.
hath cast more in than all they which have cast into and philosophy all vanished like mists before the
" As o'er his furrowed fields, which lie
the treasury. For all they did cast in of their abun- sun. "Suppose now," said he, "I carefully search
Beneath a coldly-drooping sky,
dance, but she; of her want, did cast in all that she one corner of one room, in <me house, for a book,
Yet chill with winter's melted snow,
had, even all her living."
and find none there, and on the strength of this hunt
The husbandman goes forth to sow,
And they accepted it, did they? Shame on them! I declare that there is not a book in all the room, or
All her living, and Jesus called his disciples to see in all the house, or in all the dwellings round about,
Thus, Freedom, on the bitter blast
The ventures of thy seed we cast,
it, and commended her fo1· casting in her penny, all or in all the state of Virginia. Well, this is what the
And trust to warmer sun and rain
the living she had (Luke), instead of advising her to Atheist does. He f.learches in his little corner of the
· To s""ell the germs and fill the grain."
reserve it for her own use. Brown says "she might world for a God, and finds none, and then declares
have kept one of these mites," but Jesus desired " to that in all the VflSt systems of planets and suns cirEuuN.A. D. SLENKER.
teach from it a great future lesson. 'l'hey cast in of cling through the spaces of the great universe there
Snowville, Va., August 14, 1881.
their superfluity what they had to spare, but she cast is no God?" Now, how many in the eager, listenin of her deficiency her whole subsistence. As ing audience of all that congregation of preacherI C.A.N say that thrift, well understood, includes in
temple offerings are needed still for the service of worshipers do you suppose could see the sophistry
Christ at home and abroad, so looking down now as that was so neatly embodied in this one little inci- itself the best virtues that !# man can hav in the
dent of the sermon? This comparing of a well- world; it teaches him self-denial, to postpone the
then up, he sees who casts in and how much."
Shameful ! What an inducement for poor widows known, real, and tangible object, like a book, a present to the future, to calculate his means, and to
and indigent women to give their last mite as "the thing so common as to be seen in almost any corner regulate his actions accordingly.- Ga1·lyle.
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We steamed close to the princely summer resi.
days and weeks out of sight of land, the navigator
deuce, by the water's edge, built by a Mr. Fleming
can
tell
within
a
mile
or
two
where
he
is.
The
~he say!, " There is no doubt of it," in s very charmformerly one of the directors of the bank of Scot~
mg manner. Sbe of course has to talk a good deal northern coast of Ireland hardly strikes the view so land, the disastrous failure of which occurred a few
pleasantly
as
the
southern
coast.
Its
hills
look
more
about "Polly" and in calling for" Annie." She is
years ago. He was a lar~e debtor to the bank, and
also a great Iaugher, and to hear her laugh and not sterile and rocky, with fewer farms and green,fields, owing to some irregularities of his he found it advisbut
probably
back
a
little
from
the
rock-bound
coast
s~e her you would think that about a couple of young
able, when the officers of the law were after him, to
girls were being tickled to within an inch of their it is all right. We have passed several islands a few betake himself to Spain, where he now remains for
miles
from
the
main-land.
We
passed
inside
of
lives. This morning when we had all become busily
safety's sake. His summer residence cost £40,000,
engaged in dispatching our chops, biscuit, and coffee, Tory island, a mile or two in length, merely an ele- or $200,000, a nice little sum for a summer residence
and everybody seemed wholly interested in what vation of rocks with a thin layer of soil upon it. I for three months. Since he has gone to foreign parts
they were doing, Polly commenced laughing, and saw green fields of grass and turnips, but not a tree his house is deserted, and would not to-day sell for
the way sh~ kept it up, laughing and squealing, was in sight. Turf is the fuel used, and we could see ten cents on the dollar of its cost. It is a huge folly,
most affectmg. The laughing was very infectious, where they had recently been taking it up for their
I would prefer hickory, or but as it was built with other people's money
and everybody at the tables dropped knife and fork winter's fire-wood.
perhaps it does not make much difference--that is
and joined Polly at laughing. It was the jolliest anthracite coal. We afterwards passed a much
the
way of the world.
larger
island,
owned
entirely
by
a
rich
rector,
who
breakfast I have partaken of for many days. When
We pa!sed, just at sunset, Elsa Craig, a lone rock
one of the laughers said, "Polly, you are very good- is also a magistrate. He is monarch of his little
a few hundred feet in diameter, which projects some
natured," the bird replied, "There is no doubt about realm-a king in miniature. It is said he is very
two hundred feet from the sea. It is roundish, and
severe
upon
those
from
the
main-land
who
are
'it."
looks like a huge dome. Millions of sea-gulls make it
caught
depredating
upon
his
possessions.
These
isLet me mention an interesting little girl, perhaps
five years of age, which this steamer is bearing to land_s are doubtless desirable property to their owners, their rendezvous, and some of the natives make a
Glasgow. It is said that when she was about to leave but 1t occurred to me I would not take them as a good sum of money by shooting the gulls for their
America she made .a special business of bidding every- gift and be obliged to live upon them. I would pre- feathers and down, said to be fully equal to those of
body and everythmg good-bye. She said, ''Good- fer two hunqred acres of land in Illinois or Iowa, geese.
There ! if you can tell where Moses was when he
bye, uncle;" "Good-bye, auntie;" "Good-bye, cousin where I could be in more direct communication
blew
the candle out, you may know where I am at
with
the
world.
Jane;"" Good-bye, Herbert;" "Good-bye, SuRan ·"
We passed the town of Mabill (I don't know as this moment-in the dark. The steward says it is
"Good-bye, Carlo;" "Goo~- bye, Kitty;"" Good-by~,
dolly;"" Good-bye, playthmgs ;" "Good-bye God I that is the way it is spelt), on the main-land, situated time to close up and the lights must be put out, so I
am going to Scotland."
'
'
on Loch Foile, a beautiful wide river-probably a will retire to my berth for the last time. We have
Tuesday evening, August 9th.-It is now nearly mere arm of the sea. Twenty miles or more up the yet two or three hours' steaming to Greenock, at the,.
ten o'clock; our passage is drawing to an end. We stream to the south lies Londonderry, a town of some mouth of the Clyde.
Wednesday morning, Aug. lOth.-Here we are
are nearing Glasgow, and I must draw my letter to a forty thousand. The steamers of this line usually
lying
at anchor in the middle of. the Clyde, opposite
close so as to be ready to mail it in the morning, for call at Mabill, where Londonderry passengers get off
I doubt not several of you will be anxious to hear or on as the case· may be; but we did not call, so no- Greenock. I was up some time before the sun, takfrom. me and I_earn that we have had a safe passage. body got off. Had the call been made Mr. Bridges and ing a survey of the beautiful country on both sides.
Barrmg that It bas been ten and a half days since myself, with a few others, would have got off and The smoke is curling from scores of farmhouses on
we left the dock at New York, we have had a very fine done up Ireland first of all, but under the circum- the hillsides back from the river.. Everything looks \.·
trip. Yesterday was pretty rough; a strong north. stances we concluded to go on to old Scotia. We green and beautiful. It rains so often that the fields
west wind made the waves roll grandly. The white soon came to the Giant's Causeway, about which are obliged to be green. It is said to always rain
caps were most abundant in every direction, and as everybody has heard or read. It stretches along here, unless it snows, which it sometimes does by
far as we could see the ocean looked like a vast bowl the coast a mile or more, and as the steamer ran way of variety. The sun is just now peeping over
o_f soap suds undergoing the most vehement agita- close we had a good view, and a number of glasses the eastern hills and a fine rainbow is cast in the
tiOn. It was by no means a gale, but the wind was were brought into requisition. The Causeway con- west; yes, it is raining this very moment, but it i!
brisk and the waves were very susceptible to it. The sists of a range of perpendicular basalt rocks, 160 only a passing scud. The sky is blue between the
waves of the oce~n are not so regular and rhythmic as feet in bight, with curiously scolloped and figured clouds.
The Clyde is wide here, and is well supplied with
I once used to thmk them. They do not roll along in surfac~s facing the ocean, presenting the appearance
shipping
and steamers lying at anchor in the stream.
s~raight row:s like the furrows in a plowed field, nor ?f havmg been elaborately carved and groined, but
hke swat~s m a mo~n meadow:, but are broken, irreg- It was done by the hand of nature alone. There are Here is a war steamer, off half a mile lies the Servia,
ular, tossmg, swelling, spraymg, and foaming with several recesses and uneven surfaces to be seen, and the new steamer of the Cunard line, of 8,500 tons
but little re~ularity, as. though an earthqu;ke or a cavern or two. In these the giant of the legend burthen, perhaps the largest steamer that plows the
sorre submarme commotiOn had violently stirred up dwelt. At the mouth of one of the caverns Jack the Atlantic. She will probably be a favorite. On the
the deep waters to the very bottom. Neither are the Giant-killer is said to have dispatched him. This south bank of the Clyde, or rather on a point of land
waves so large or high as I used to suppose. I used legend is probably just as true as many which are between the Clyde and Loch Long, an arm of the
to read of " billows mountain high," but do not find repeated oftener. On the smooth top of the Cause- sea, is one of the Duke of Argyle's residences. It is
them out here. Of course they are large and roll way next to the ocean is where the giant was wont to a fine-looking establishment, with a beautiful green
along in a grand and l?ajestic manner, but they are take his daily walks in pleasant weather, and as the lawn in front running down to the river. Of course
not so large as mountams. A very small mountain sod is green and smooth it must have been a pleasant a noble lord like him would have nothing but a fine
or a hill even twenty-five feet high, would be larg~ walk, but it would not have answered for the old establishment.
We are to have an early breakfast this morning.
enough to measure the waves by which I have seen. giant to have tipped his bottle so much as to get
I think I have seen waves quite as large on Lake Erie topheavy and tumble off on to the rocks below. Soon the custom-house officers will be aboard and
as. I foun~ out here in the Atl~ntic. The regularity The upright rocks from the ocean look like the huge look over our baggage--" luggage " here-and then
with whwh waves dash agamst the shore gives walls of a vast fortification with its curved and probably we will be put ashore by a lighter, and
one the idea of a measured rhythm not found out ~arved walls. The rocks in this locality are of the then take the train for Glacgow, twenty-two miles
here in mid-ocean. But I do not wish to say a word Igneous class, and probably a few millions of years up the Clyde. All is now bustle and hurry. The
derogatory of the old Atlantic; it is an extremely ago were thrown up by some internal force or com- luggage is being got out and everybody is in a hurry
large body of water, far the largest I have ever seen motion. The same formation is found in several to get on land once more. I am happy to say to you
and it has behaved itself finely on this passage and localities hereabouts, and is also on the island of that I have been quite well during the passage and
I can only SJ?eak in its praise.. It has leaped dp on Staffa, two hundred miles north, where Fingal's not sea-sick at all. I think I am getting to be quite a
dec_k a few time~, but perhaps It was mere sociability Cave, a large natural cathedral, is located. Many sailor. Mr. Bridges has been better the last few
on Its part; but It stayed but a short time and retired tourists visit that locality to view the fine natural days, and I trust will be all right now. One poor
in good order. I must say I have the highest respect curiosity. As fine as the Causeway looks from the fellow, Mr. White, from Providence, has been sick
for it. It is the biggest thing of its kind anywhere oc~an, I mus~ ~owever, c?nfess to a slight disap- all the way over and has not taken a single meat
in this part of _the_ world. _It really looked grand po~ntment ; It Is not qmte what my fancy had Here comes the custom-house officer. I have no
yesterday mornmg m the bright sun and brisk wind pamted it. Perhaps when visited from the land whisky or tobacco so he passes my satchel readily.
with its tens of thousands of waves cresting, foaming' ~ide, seei_ng ~t cl?ser. and taking the time to penetrate Now breakfast is over and I am writing this closing
surging, and dashing in every direction. Yes it wa~ mto th_e mtrwames, Its b~auty. may be more easily word, sitting on a trunk on the tender. Good-bye,
one of the prettiest sights I ever set my ey;s upon appreCiated, but I had Imagmed that the Giant's Ethiopia, I must say you have done very well for
and I decided by a unanimous vote that old Atlanti~ Causeway was rather more than it seemed to-day. us these past eleven days.
Hurrah for Glasgow by rail, and all over Scotland
is entitled _to the ~rst prize. I have a decided degree
Soon after leaving the last headland of Irelandof veneratiOn for It. I do not exactly worship it but called the Giant's Organ, because of its apparent in four days! Good friends, good-bye. D. M. B.
it belongs to dame nature's family of big children sculptured columns, li~e the large pipes of an organ,
and I reverence the entire family, perhaps as som~ the land of Scotland Is reached, an island first and
Another Voyager Gets there Safe.
Yahoos, South Sea Islanders, and Christians do their then a promontory which extends more than forty
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
big gods. . But my- god is tangible, visible, ever miles into the sea, and extends northward a hundred
present, active, movmg, and anything else but stupid. miles or more. This part of Scotland belongs to the arrived at Glasgow by the steamer Anchoria on the
I would not exchange my god for all the other thou- Dl,lke of Argyle, one of the petty kings of Scotland. 3d inst., and am to-day doing this magnificent city
sands of gods that men b.a ve make and devised. yes, He owns hundreds of square miles of land, for which Scotland's capital, before leaving for England. Th~
wind is blowing a gale here to-day, and I am thinknature, thou art indeed great, and I adore thee!
thousands of toilers have to pay him an annual rent. ing of Mr. Bennett upon the Atlantic; think he may
We have had a lovely day, this last day of our pas- The fields are green wit~ oats, barley, turnips, and
sage. The wind has been northeast, but not such ~ grass, but hardly a tree IS to be seen. We saw a g~t tossed about some; we did. If Mr. Bennett
northeast wind as we sometimes have in America- country residence for 'summer use, where the noble sailed in the Ethiopia he should arrive at Glasgow
not a northeast wind that brings a storm. It has duke after the twelfth of August goes with his on the lOth inst. Bradlaugh is making it hot here
been beautiful. The hills of Ireland much to our ~rie~ds to shoot grouse-a fine sport, doubtless. It now for the bigots. The pa,P.ers are lively about him.
joy, hove in sight on our right early in' the forenoon IS said that a rental of two hundred pounds a year is Good luck to you and THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Most truly,
T. S. ANDREWS.
and we all made our obesiance to the old hills of paid for small portions of the hill ground by lords and
Edinburgh,
Scotland,
Aug.
5,
1881.
~rin. As grand as the ocean is, one gets enough of nobles from various parts of England and· Scotland
1t after ten or eleven days. Land, with its solid un- to come and shoot grouse. Is not that fitting busiwaving, and untossing hills, presents a most 'wel- ness for the noble lords? It is said that many come
THE Northern Wisconsin Spiritual Conference
eome sight. I will not object to an ocean life for here during the hunting season, even from London. will hold a three days' meeting in Spiritual Hall,
those :vho prefer it, but for myself and for steady The law prescribes that grouse-shooting shall not Omro, September. 9th, lOth, and ~lth. James Ray
wear give me t~e land. T~~ ocean is very fine in its commence before AuguiSt 12th, so it seems we shall Applebee, of ChiCago, T. 0. Willey, of Madison,
way, but there IS an unstabihty of character about it have to wait a day or two before we can engage in that and other speakers are expected to be present.
that I do not fully appreciate. But the old hills are lordly sport, and then we will be under the necessity Efforts are being made to secu:re a slate-test mepermanent, they can be relied upon every time. Yes of renting a place at high figures to shoot from. dium. Good vocal and instrumental music. Officers
the hills of the Emera.ld Isl.e made us all glad, and Probably we shall forego the pleasure, and run the of association will be elected for ensuing year. We
we wondered how the marmers could strike it so chances of getting our grouse at the hotels or restau- extend an invitation to all to participate, regardless
accurately. It is indeed a marvel that when for rants.
of belief, assuring them of courteous treatment. .As
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*Charles Wiltse,

we maintain a free platform, all are invited to speak
Second General Report
~~~~~~·
their honest convictions. Friends, come the first OF THE TREASURER OF THE NATIONAL DEFENSE .ASSOCIATION. =5~r::~~~
*Wm Holgate,
*Wm K Gerhard,
day of the meeting. All will be entertained free as Amount on hand at date of last report, Aug. 9, 1879 .. $ 13.26
:~~:iol:Uley,
far as possible.
WM. M. LocKWOOD, Pres't,
Total contributions and receipts from all sources to
*E B Stimpson,
the general fund from date of last report.. . . . . 286.05 •Israel Palmer,
DB. J. C. PHILLIPS, Sec'y.

Book Notices.
"THE L.A.BOR DOLLAR." By St~>phen Pearl Andrews. Reprinted from the Radical Re~Jiew. Benj. R. Tucker, publisher. Price, 10 cents. For sale at this office.

In reprinting thiFI essay in pamphlet form Mr.
Tucker has done a good deed. It is probably the
clearest and most rational attempt at defining a
proper "unit of value'' that has been made. Mr.
Andrews is well known to be considerablv, if not
utterly, abstruse when upon his favorit topic of the
universe, and few there be, save such as are thought
to be self-deluded, that claim to understand him;
but when, on occasions like the present, he allows
the finite to get the better of the infinit, and discourses upon subjects of contemporaneous human
interest, he is certain to add something new and valuable to the sum total of human knowledge. "The
Labor Dollar" first appeared some three years ago,
but enjoyed only the circulation to be gained by the
limited number printed of the Review in which it was
published, and the questions with which it deals are
perhaps no nearer their final settlement now than they
were then. All efforts, therefore, to establish an
equitable " unit of V3lue" will continue to be regarded with growing interest, and especially so when
writers of unquestioned and unexcelled scholarship,
like Mr. Andrews, hav contributed the fruits of their
study toward a solution of the problem.
THE North American Review for September opens
with an aTticle on ''The Church, the State, and the
School," by Prof. William T. Harris. M. J. Savage
treats of "Natural Ethics," showing that the principles of morality are rooted in man's nature, and are
the products of evolution; consequently, that they
are not affected by the vicissitudes of dogmas or religious creeds. The Hon. John A. Kasson givs a history of the "Monroe Declaration," and proves that
the credit of formulating that cardinal doctrin of
American statesmanship it due to John Quincy
Adams. The Rev. Edward Everett Hale .writes of
the" Taxation of Church Property." He would hav
all churches taxed in form, but would exempt in
practice those which by their charitable work help
to lighten the public burdens; in other words, he lets
his feelings override hiR reason. The other articles
in this number of the Review are, "Jewish Ostracism
in America," by Nina Morais; "The Decay of New
England Thought," by the Rev. Julius H. Ward;
"Ghost Seeing," by Prof. F. H. Hedge; and" Factitious History, by Rossiter Johnson. The latter
article is a scathing criticism of Jefferson Davis's recently-published historical memoir. Fifty cents per
copy. Five dollars per year. Address the North
American Review, New York, N.Y.

The expenditures of the association since date of last
report are as follows:
Attorney's fees in the Barter case. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Other expenses attl•nding the Barter case...... . . . . . .
Printing documents, including 1,000 copies of "Liberty and Purity" .................. · · · · · · .. .
Contributton to the defense of Mr. Conger .......... .
Expense of preparing petitions for presentation to
Congress ................................. .
Expenses of Attorney before the Senate committee at
Albany. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Publishing. Wakeman's speech before Albany committee in League Ma;n . ..................... .
Traveling expenses of delegate to Boston Indignation
Meeting .................................. .
Clerical services . . . . . . . .......................... .
Postage ........................................ ..
Stationery ...................................... .
Miscellaneous Expenses ...... - ................... .

Winsted Press.

Hannah Dixon passed to the spirit world (or some
would say died) from the residence of her son-in-law,
John Sichter, in Warren, Ohio, Aug. 13th, aged 74
years. Mrs. Dixon had been a life-long Liberal.
When informed that her earthly journey was drawing to a close, she said that she would prefer to die
as she had lived, without the interference of a minister. She preferred no prayers over her body, nor
any funeral oratio~ from a theological standpoint.
Her sons, son-in-law, and claughtel', all being Liberal,
sent for the writer, who discoursed on death and the
after life.
MosEs HuLL.
Linesville, Pa., Aug. 20, 1881.
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The German Press and Comstock.
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To THE EmTOB OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : :\r,}'tha!~~~~~on,
To-day's Westliche Post, a German newRpaper of *James McBride,
•M Reeves,
this city, republished an article of the New Yorker *T
CLeland,
P Putnam,
Zeitung, a German newspaper of your city, that re- *S
•Abram Carmack,
Tuttle
lates to a bill pending before the Legislature of the *Uharles
:~ 1S:fnnfeed'k~~~k.
state of New York. The article, translated, reads: •s
G Sharpless.
"The general opinion, without an exception, may be that
the Society for the Suppression of Vice, and particularly its
chief instrument, Anthony Comstock, does more mischief than
good; the espionage with regard to letters they practice is
alone sufficient to condemn them in the eyes of .every rightminded man. The object of the bill in question is to empower
Anthony Comstock and the other agents of the society, with ..
out judicial warrants and according to their own opinion, to
make arrests at any place and at any time. A society that
can even conceive the idea of claiming for itself such a despotic measure, threatening individual liberty to the utmost, is
far more dangerous and far more deserves to be suppressed
than the vice it endeavors to suppress. If our legislators hav
not lost all common sense yet the passage of this bill cannot be
thought of."

Very respectfully yours, JoHN GEO. HER'l'WIG.

St. Louis, Mo. ·
--------~---------
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*John McRae,
*John Garrett,
*N Wool~~y,
•Dwight Warren,
*B H Hawkins,
•Isaac Sbar~,

*J E Baum,
*J L Tom{'lklns,
*N 8 Johnson
*Dr H L H, •
*C(las E Skidgen:
*Henry H Bigelow,
•J A 'rownsend,
•a L Jester,

*James E Bishop,
*HaiTJson Keeley
*James L Parshall,
*C n Howes,
•HJram Thomas,
*E A Townsley,
•c R Dwight,
*C H Kelley,
*C S Tremaine

*Canada Friend,
*J S Bradley.

•canada Friend,
~John Cogf:iweU,

:K1
~ ~~y~gi,
*A Taylor,

;~sRT!~~.schoick

:x Cfi:~~~~~e,

*H W Walker,
*.Albert Faber.
*James Jebu,
*Horace B Smith.
*Milry R Child,
:£alf~ru~l.son Smith,
*P Woodhouse
*W H Stanton
•cnris Brown
*M G Shoemaker
4
H ·r S
*TN Harrison
*J G Collins
•D T Brtne~r
'Richard Matlack

=«'~ ti~~~~lyoop

*H B Milk
*John Haner
*P Dorchester

:~'IIA1T~Nl:,eaux

*M T S~rngue

*L I!' Johnson,

0

:~o~nL:8v;Ower.

*R P Harrington

;~tb1t~!~1feu~;· MD,

·w-~':,t~r~ {[o

:~t:ri~f~~!~~-

*Mrs SUns Hili.

·~,,<~,sl~~a~'i!s,

Mrs R J Ryan,

•w N Kellogg,

• August Hllkeman,
*Mrs S J Lemont,
*Henry Glosser,
•James Brown,
*Robert Manson,
*G H Fairbanks,

*Ferris Burr
*J B Wheeler
*Solon G McEwen

*Mor~an

*Gust11v Luck,

·~ ~ ~~;t,ms,

*Edwin Greenfield,
*Alex Waters,
•Henry Gode.
*E P Brown (two shares),
*DrG W Luik,
•F H Moon,

E Lewis
*Mrs Sarah W Lotos
*Rebecca S Brotherton
H B Shears

:!n~ ih~~g:~n,

=!
rt~r~hge~f:
•M M Fish,

:~ ~a~~~don,

*Andrew Brown,
•w J Stephens.
*E 0 Marsh,
H Hunter,
1V A Loose,
•w H .Dorris,
*J W Hager,
*Christ Schreiber,
J B Curtis,
W C Close
(three
shares),
*Geo H Look,
*James H Sturdevant.
*Luther Wheeler
*W C Sloane,
*A Vincent,

'j~tnUF')lurr

:""HCrum,
!t~o~,~~~~':'·

:t,ai'i'er':!tshman
*Mr and Mrs J V Stntrord
*John Herring
*Dr E B Foote Sr
*J S Lyon, MD
•Albert Fletcher
*.M,t.tt1e Ostrom,
*Philip 1 owen,
*John Ferral,
'*G L Green,

=~~~ ~:~~·

:~~."~nR}k~n~."iggs,

*Joshua Benest,
*.C Mo1rtaon.
*Dr C S SterUng.
(two *Wm Brown,
•w E Gault,

:w~sF~~g~erson

Round-the-World Fund.

*N Castle,

Obituary.

*.Mrs A Everest,
*Dr E Moyer,

*Freemnn Parker.
Total contributions to the Chase Fund received bv the
•wm Trumble.
•John Durunt,
association, not including sums sent directly to
D Moree,
Mrs. Chase ............................... . 107.00 "~"C
• R S Kelsoe,
Amount expended in her behalf ................... . 50.00 *AM Brigham,
:~E ~eteg~~~ens (four JJ~R~~son,
Amount deposited in her own hands to be disbursed at
*J TReed,
her own discretion ......................... . 50.00 *D Pshares),
Wtlcox,
•o Coolidge.
7.00 *J S Bedel,
*Joshua Beaumont
Balance on hand ................................ .
•w E Renwick,
Dr. Thomas Rise.'
*Wm Lindsay,
DR Marvin,
107.00 •c W Mead & Co (two *D P Walllng,
shares),
Wm J. Glaeser.
New Yo1·k, Aug. 10, 1881. HUGH B. BRoWN, Treasurer.
*William Loshbough
•wm V Taylor,M.D.
•o F Green (two shares). *Wm A Graves

"'H Gtlmore,

--------~---------

*A Vacher,

:ya~o~c~iRFa~~~'
•R H Cresslngham,
•c A Codding,

4

WE are in receipt of a large-sized lithograph of
D. M. l3ennett, editor of the New York TBUTB
SEEKER, which will delight the eyes of his thousands
of friends all over the country. It is a good likeness,
and will serve to keep his memory bright while he i~
off on his trip around the world, outdoing the famed
Capt. Cook, and writing home letters for THE TRUTH
SEEKER full of minute information concerning the
countries, and particularly the churches he visits
abroad. When the miserable Comstock began to
persecute Bennett he expected to destroy him, root
and branch. Instead of doing that he made for
him a host of friends throughout the country and advertised and extended his business. 'l'he expenses of
this trip around the world are defrayed by scores of
doughty Infidels, each of whom is to receive one or
more copies of his book of travels, after it is published from the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER. We
are glad that Bennett has lived to triumph over his
enemies and realize the appreciation of his friends,
and we wish him a happy and prosperous jonrney.-

•w Penfield,

=~'It ~~~!';,~\,MD.

*Jacob 1Vallt\Ce,
The following persons hav pledged five dollars *Frank
1t!a.xwell
Smith,
each (one share) to help take THE TRUTH SEEKER 'Austin
'A S Allison,
editor round the world. Those preceded by an
~:f:r,denbrook
B Howes,
asterisk (*) hav already paid. If any errors occur in •c
*C E Kuhn,
*J C Singer
the spelling of names,. friends will confer a favor by *D
M Tiffany
*Charles
Lownd
notifying
us.
PORTRAIT oF D. M. BENNETT.-We are obliged to
*A Y FuJler
*W T Bur1·eu,
*D C Coleman (four *Wro Brown,
•v
R
Redwood
our friends of the New York TRUTH SEEKER for a
shares),
*De Witt Griswold (two *James H Hardison,
Wm RHoene
•Bennett Victor Cutshall, *L
share•),
M Bunnell
large lithograph portrait of Mr. D. M. Bennett, its •wm Smith (2 shares)
*J M Stauffer,
:ill;
BJo!inPtper (takes :gi-Y~~~~l,gs,
*DMCrane,
:};Pv~8~~~ad
absent editor, who is now on his long voyage around
•w Wood
two shares},
*W Ennor,
James W Dare
*Chester Bedell,
Josephus,
*ME Felton,
the world. The portrait is a good one-natural and *J
*S P Jnnes
•James Sims,
•Dan E Ryan, (2 shares) •John Didier
*M F Gillett
*Thos
N
Paine,
*
E
Gastineau,
*J
R
Perry.
life-like-and will no doubt find many purchasers.- 'G W Smith,
*Geo E Andruss,
*A F Thomson

Investigator.
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:~:g~a ~ect~~~·

:~y1b~etzfe~.t,

*John Beau val,

•c L Barrett~
*D \VIle.

*J Sehuk,

*Wm C Wilson (twenty

*Le~~~~T~IDtth,

*John Morse
*J S M11rt1n
J 0 Holt
*J E Moss
*Horace Chase
*Dr W Walter
M R Pittman
*Ralph Jacobus
Thomas H Duncan

;~aWe~a~ ~~~
1

*Mrs H A Weenink·lll·
ohan
*Alex Rogers

:~ f if::~::~

•D L Coe
*E T Wellman
*F D Shelden
*Reuben Punnett
*Dr L D Broughton
R Sexauer
W S Gray
*S Morse, MD
*J P Ford

*A G Church
•wm C Sworto
*James W Hardison
*R A Clark
*Ella E Gibson
*B F Nichols
*Harrison Halbert
*Mr and Mrs J H Haley
*Jose~h Coveney

*E A Chapman

*Samuel W Heath
*Charles Borte
*Henry Da1gre·
*John Herrbold

:~X~ ~0~1Jbert
:tfi~nllrXWen

:tf~ ~pe~cC:rd

:~ Jw'::1~~am

=?~~~~!ew':~ick
*Ca~t Wm

Hunter Jr

:1 ~ B~~~t~~-~n
• A Snider de Pellecrini

*B F Gove
•Dan. Probst

*R ~· W!lson

*Htra.m Dwinell
*J B Everett
•wm T Costigan
*E R Evans
•wm ~lsson
:~~~~Yfctig;eu
•c M Ross
*Friedrich Nachtshetm
•T s Frost

*Byron .M Smith
*F Hlllenkamp
*J L Allen
*G W Crowden
•s M Hersey MD

*Lee Norton
• A V Collin
*E C Barkley
*E W Uhamuerlln
*John W Morgan

*A Missouri Friend
*Wm L H<lWley
•w D Curtis Jr

*ColD Wll!te
*Jennie Leete
•George Maddocks

*Isaac L A~slJnchcr
• A Coulter & Co
•Edwtn Worman
*Isaacs Rosevelt
*Charles Tuttle

*Wm B GreP.n
*R R H11ll MD
Flora Dutton
*.John G Kendall
*Isaac Snvder MD

•o p

*i :a~!;hlbald

:gg:~1~: ~~itV~er

=~ ~ ;\';,~kge~ll.n

;ir~n~oJu~hell

:~~ec3I~~rstnut

:~;;.r~eJtWi~~iit~t

•~ E~f~t~fcb

*Mrs Mary Emma Fisher *Alexs.nder Doerle
*D c Robinson
*R0b"rt. J .Adame,
*K P Kidder
*Mrs S B Davis
:j,~l!r ::lfnd
:~~ ~~~~l:me•·e
J Burns
*EJ D Louie
*J H Niemann
*Ernst M.t.nson
*J T Brown
»Jacob Taus1g
*E B Foote Jr
•Mary A Shepherd

.,y

.

;~ sR:~U~1d~eform,"'

:~rlD~~T.un

:~l.Jns~1~~~~~

:~PW l;e~~yg MD
•Elizabeth Holgate
*Fred K u•e
•Alexander Carstens
*August Hach
*Peter McFHrla.ne

:y~~i!fJ:J!~;~~

• Alex G Blsnop
*SamueJ Haubrlek
*Matt Boellert

;~ji~su~~~~lo

*A J Carr
*ti N Hiller
*James A Taylor

Our sincere thanks are extended to those friends
who hav kindly sent in their five dollars to help us
around the world. We trust none will regret the
investment.
D. M. B.
LET thine eyes look right on, and let thine eyelids look straight before thee. Ponder the path of
thy feet, and let all thy ways be established. Turn
not to the right hand nor to the left; remove thy
feet from evil.-Prove1·bs, iv., 24-27.
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Ukommunicalions.
Among the Rome City Christians.

Rev. P.: "Get evil out of a man's heart and you
hav already got !nfidelity out of .his head."
That is a specimen of theological anatomy. Get
Christian scrofula out of a man's blood, and you put
common sense all through his brain.
Rev. P.: "Men prefer to sin."
The clergy ought to know t~e!r own history. .As
applied to the mass of people It IS not true. ·
And such as this passes for able preaching, and is
highly salaried.
Several other of the most learned of college professors and D.D's. expressed themselvs in a similar
vein. One said, "Nothing but the Christian religion can giv hope to the mother in the dying hour of
her daughter."
People who can express such tho.u~ht (s_o entirely
contrary to fact) ought to hav missiOnaries among
them.
.
Said another, " Palsied ·be the hand that would
rob the Christian of his hope !"
They clutch their faith as if they were already in
the throes of dissolution. Do they feel their approaching doom? We are glad, for their sakes, that,
while they see nothing ahead but the black clouds
of doubt, the sunshine of knowledge will burst
through and they will then wonder, as thousands
who were once Christians do wonder, how they ever
eould hav been satisfied with the childish things of
the church. As a matter of course, the mixing of
science with superstition will giv the latter respectability. The leaders of the. Christi.an movement congratulate themselvs on their sagamty; but, after all,
the watching Liberal perceives that every atolii; of
soience t:iken into the chruch, to support the fallmg
edifice, will prove, in the end, the nitroglycerin which
will explode faith.
W. F. JAMIESON.

To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : " Bible," "Christianity," "liod," "religion," "Jesus," were
showered over my unbeliev~ng head for fi.ve days; a
Noachian deluge, a drenchmg torrent, With all the
variation, the words like pattering hail-stones fell.
Frequently Infidelity was led out and slaughtered by
some meek divine. Rev. D. W. Moffatt, D.D., was
announced to deal with " skepticism inside the modern church." The same gentleman cut :• Materi~l
ism" up into mince-meat. Rev. Dr. Pierson discoursed upon "Snares of Sk~pticism." H~ was
advertised to giv also, "Infidelity from the Side of
Reason." Another, "Infidelity from the Side of
Experience." From the statement of those subjects
it will be seen that the church fears its greatest foe.
Remember, too, it is always this same cowardly
church that is crying out, " Don't a.ttack us; let us
alone; advocate your own views and abstain from
demolishing ours." A large share of ~he effor~ at
this Christian assembly was expended m opposmg
Freethought, Darwinism, evolution; and a great d~al
of pious fun was poked at J:Iuxley, TJ:ndall, D~rwm,
and other nobodies. The bright and witty allusiOns to
the weak poiqts of Darw:inism call.ed f~rth ripples of
religious laughter. It Is a peculiar kmd-subdued
like.
,
Here are a few profound utterances of the D.D s.:
Dr. A. T. Pierson said: "Skeptici~m is very subtle."
"He who should take the utterances of skepticism
and try to harmonize them might as well form an
orchestra from the groans and squeaks of a thousand
Albion, Mich.
steamboat whistles."
This from a man that belongs to one of the hunOrganization.
dreds of quarreling, screaming sects ! In Freeth ought
no groans of damned souls are heard. T~e~ are peTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: In
culiarly an orthodox cargo. No two Christian sects this day and age of the world when so many men
can agree upon the exact'route to heaven.
and women are seeking after truth instead of blindly
Rev. P.: "I consider one of the most common "following after strange God~'.' tha~ hav ~nly such
snares of skepticism is si~ple vanitY:-".
.
attributes as undeveloped conditiOns. m somety. pr?But. in addition to vamty the Chnstian Is troubled duce in the minds of many, there Is much said m
with simple selfishness. Every Christian is vain reference to organization. And various attempts
enough to suppose he is fit stuff out of wh.ich to hav been made to form an organization that would
make an angel, and selfish enough to want his sect embody as much of truth as man alone could perceive,
in heaven, and all others in the universe to take back the last attempt being known as the Liberal League.
seats.
But even this does not seem to satisfy those who hav
Rev. P.: "Sometimes the severest of all measures labored so hard to make it national in character.
which can be adopted toward a blatant skeptic or Internal difficulties or external influences seem to
noisy Infidel is simply to let him alone."
.
.
turn many of its members awa~ fro~ the trut~, _inHe did not seem to know that he was vwlatmg stead of keeping their eyes on Its ?right and .s~mmg
his own doctrin. Why did he not let him alone? light, which fact leads us to questiOn the solidity of
That is the way with the preachers, th~y arg~e the basis on which it rests.
against argument. If they succeed they fail, ~nd. If
In the order of nature, to produce harmonious evothey fail they fail anyway. Poor, self-stultifymg lution, or revolution, the positiv and negativ forces
shepherds of scampering sheep ! They might as well balance each other, and these correspond to the centry to sweep back the oc'ean with Mrs. Partington's trifugal and centripetal forces that are ever equally
new broom as to hinder the overflow and spread of operating where harmonious results are produced.
Liberalism, which is destined to engulf Christianity,
And to awaken thought, perhaps criticism, I desire
Noah Ark, Jonah, whale, and all.
to add my "mite" on this all-engrossing subject in
Re;. P.: "The veriest fool may affect to criticise." many minds.
Mr. Pierson criticises Infidelity. Ergo.
Society is make up of homogeneous elements that
Rev. P.: "The appetite for dispute is a snare into express themselvs in as .man! different w3:ys as there
which many a man has fallen, and through it i~to are individuals composmg It, no two actmg exactly
skepticism. There are those who are by nature In- alike any more than they look exactly alike, although
tellectual Ishmaelites;
they naturally take in general outline they all resemble each other, and
to doubt as a duck takes to water."
at th'e same time hav to depend on each other to run
It is a sign of the decay of Christianity that it the machinery of life i~ a greate_r _or lesser degr~e in
shuns debate; it fears agitation and controversy as a harmony with surroundmg conditiOns and relatiOns,
cat dreads the fire. But the gentleman's Jesus was thus proving the truth of the saying, "The head canvery fond of controversy. Paul disputed daily in the not say to the hands, I hav no need of thee; or the
market-places and in the synagogs (they were more hands to the feet, We hav no need of you;" head,
more free than modern churches). Stephen, the first hands, and feet, as well as heart and all the inChristian martyr, wad a rousing debater. Too bad ternal viscera, being necessary to make perfect the
that Jesus and his apostles did not find out that by human organism. And the same law holds eq~ally
engaging in disputation they were laying snares of good in reference to the absolute. needs o~ somety,
skepticism !
which is only the human orgamsm duplicated or
Another of the annointed said to the congregation, multiplied.
"We shall never argue Infidelity out of the world."
Cannot the clear-minded man or woman gather
Look at the inconsistency of Christianity. It ex- from this simple statement of fact a lesson in referpends millions to argue heathenism out of the ence to organization worthy of imitation? Let us
world; but here is something, right at home, which look at this subject unbiased by selfishness or selfit confesses is to strong for it in argument. Hun- seeking, and see if- it is not capable of clearly illusdreds of the Christian clergy are Infidels so far as tratmg the true principle of organization, because
the inspiratio~ of the Bible is c?ncerned, and the based on truth's immutable laws.
church itself IS honey-combed with doubt. It has
First, the proper motto for such an organization
become a coward; dares not face and argue down its would be Truth's immutable law, or exact justice
own doubts.
for all m~n, women, and children. Second, its watchRev. P.: "Skepticism spreads a net for the unwary word, Free thought, free speech, and free action, to
in the very positivness of its utterances."
insure mental liberty for all, the young as well as the
Your objection hitherto has been its "negativness." old and middle-aged.
You are hard to please.
Its code of laws based 0n the highest, holiest, noRev. P. : " A very small portion of mankind do blest, and purest aspirations that the human soul is
the thinking for all the rest."
capable of evolving.
Too true. And the sorriest set of men on earth
Its code of morals, the Golden Rule actualized in
are the clergy, because the people are, more than all its business transactions, as well as in the physical,
ever, doing their own thinking. Even a poor man mental, moral, and spiritual desires and necessities
who does a poor job of thinking on his own account of those who belong to or help form such an organdiscovers that it is better than good-for-nothing ization.
thinking done for him by an hired clergyman.
Its social observances not to invade the rights of
Rev. P.: "Men know there is a God, Atheistic ot:hers knowingly, or allow them to invade our rights.
argument to the contrary notwithstanding."
Its sexual need~;~, the caressing manifestation of all
How? Your Bible god is 'proved a myth. Hav genial, loving souls with whom they come in contact
you any other?
to cement the bond of union between them ..

Its sexual rights to repel any advance that is not
genial to one's spiritual intuitions, moral status, or
affectional desires.
Its sexual necessities, the central love
one true
mate. And no man or woman can ever hav but one;
all union that is complete, being the result of the
attraction that ever exists between the positiv and
negativ principles, and this ~uality . in ~ts perf~ct
action ever forms an indestructible umon m the spiritual forces, this action being known as chemical
affinity.
Its mental needs, the genial association daily of
worthy and progressiv souls.
Its mental rights, to hav the opportunity to unfold
and perfect any gift or gifts any one may possess,
whether of a physical, mental, moral, or spiritual
character.
And in an organization of this character there can
be no "drones," and carry out its code of morals
embodied in the Golden Rule; the different degrees
of capacity only making the duties each owes to the
others more or less onerous.
" But," says one, " there are but few on the earth
at tae pres~nt time tha.t could liv ?u~ such . exalted
ideas of life and society." Admittmg this to be
true should this hinder those few from reaping the
ben~fits that such a union of physical, mental, moral,
and spiritual forces would giv? And would not
these few stand out before the world as a bright and
shining light that in time would attract others to that
degree that they would resolve to " go and do liJrewise?" the union of precept and example, bemg
much more teachable and attracting than precept
alone.
"But," says one, "I cannot see how this. will be"?
efit the masses who are not ready to worship truth m
lip and life instead of error." Th~ tree is judged by
the fruit it bears, and who can gamsay the fact that
the "tree of knowledge" is capable of bearing better
fruit every way th~n the tree of igno.r~nce, wh~se
fruit lies all about m undeveloped conditiOns and Inharmonious relations, consequently disease, sorrow,
misery, and early decay and death stare us in the
face on every side.
"But," says one, "who will set this ball in motion?" They who perceive its adaptation t0 the absolute needs of the human soul.
"Who among the masses are qualified to direct its
evolution?" asks another. We answer, they who are
the most gifted in any required direction, be it representing head, bands, or feet. There are always
some better adapted to occupy responsible positions
than others, and let adaptability, united with corresponding capacity, be the touch-stone to success in
any given direction.
"But," says one, "how are we to know that they
can succeed?" We answer, by actual demonstration in a small way at first, and enlarge and unfold
the boundaries of use as increased capacity makes it
desirable or necessary.
"But," says the captious critic, " one is apt to grow
proud and overbearing by continued success." Not
if they take the Golden Rule for their only guide
and leader, as a law of life.
It is not the bigot or the ambitious self-seeker that
can worthily work in such an organization, so ~f
course will not be allowed to try to fill any respensible position until they hav outgrown both their bigotry and selfishness.
"Then, who can occupy responsible positions in
such an organization ?" clamor many voices. We
humbly and reverently answer, the! only who are
willing to renounce the world and Its .all~rements,
and liv for truth and truth only. While It (truth)
knows no favorits, only its honest, sincere, and devout
worshipers can worthily fill an~ responsible position
in an organization that has for Its base, as well as superstructure, the immutable laws that govern and control its activities, whether they hav reference to man
or all below him in the scale of pure and perfect development.
JULIA C. FRANKLIN.

of

Charitable Institutions.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Are not the Liberals in the United States strong and
able enough to found and hav of their own an
orphan asylum, and with it an old lady's. home?
The latter would be a service to the former in many
ways. Such a home should be located in the country. I think Virginia the best state, as land could
be bought cheap in that state. I would not suggest
over one hundred acres; lesE' would do. All that are
able, be it much or little, to be taught to be usef~l.
The children to be instructed under a systematic
course of certain hours for a certain occupation, so
as to be useful to themselvs and the commonwealth
hereafter.
By locating the home in the country, I think, wi~h
right management, after a few years the home WI~l
be self-supporting to a large degree. What IS
wanted is plain, healthy buildings, not too large at
first. Let us creep first.
Now, can we not set the good work afloat and
make a beginning? Better an humble ~me t~an
none at all. I think as time goes on, parties seemg
the necessity for the object will come forward and
lend their aid.
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It is easy to sing of a bright, golden shore,
Co. Bro. Hemphill's salary had been reduced one
A.nd our mansion above, but just show us the door,
thol!sand a year.. His church had dispensed with its
Then we'U come to Jesus if you'll sh0w us in,
choir, and had discharged the organist. Bro. SanA.nd be devilish glad to get rid of our sin;
key, with his syren song, had out-roared the organ
Yours, moodily,
THE PARSON.
and ?eaten a whole choir at their own game. Bro:
The Oaks, March 4, 1881.
Hamilton's church h~d s~ceded from the presbytery,
and, under the Umtanan banner, was walking a
go-as-you-please match with Bro. Stebbins's church
Is the Human Will Free 1 ·
on t~e ro~d. to the _N ~w Jerusalem. The Young
Mens ChristianAssomatwn was organizing a SundayTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
school for the board of brokers, with John Perry Jr. The following remarks were brought out by reading
for a superintendent. Fra~ Pixley had sent Ge~rge the communication on this subject by "A. B. B."
G:orham an apology for. his abuse; also tendering in THE TRUTH SEEKER of Feb. 5th:
him the_freedom of th~ mty! if George should ever
As a rule, mankind are taught in their infancy that
come this way. Mr. P10kermg had doubled his sub- the will is free, hence, as a rule, believe it, and even
scriptions for the News Letter. Tom Fitch was claim to be conscious of it; but no more fatal misholding prayer-meetings at the Union Club. Fred take to the happiness and well-being of mankind
McCrellish had presented Bro. Moody with a plaster was ever made, for it is exactly the reverse of true,
cast of Pixley's mule, accompanied by an affidavit and breeds uncharitableness, hate, and vindictivness.
from Gen. McComb, swearing it was taken from the
The will, instead of being a governing power, is
original ass on which the Bible hero rode into Jeru- ~holly the subje_ct of government, and acts just as it
salem. Col. Bee and Denis Kearney were walking IS acted upon, With greater force in some individuals
a;m _in a~m throug_h the Chinese quarter of the city, and under some circumstances than others. Because
smgmg, 'Where IS my_ wandering boy to-night?" a person can do in any case as he pleases is no eviMa~or Kalloch had resigned, and had hidden his dence of freedom, for he must be just as able to do
pemtent head beneath the empty benches of the Met- as he don't please if he is free, which is a contradicropolitan Temple. Handsome George had refused tion in terms. A man never acts without an adeto call an extra session of the Legislature, intending quate motiv of action. He can never create a motiv
to force the Assembly to repeal the Debris Act and for his own action. He is governed by motivs he
pass the Apportionment and Appropriation bills. can neither create nor control, hence his every act is
Brady and ~annix had drifted away from the lobby the result of adequate forces bearing upon him. A
on the re?edmg waves of public opinion, completely man may create a motiv for the action of others,
[From the San Francisco News Lette>·.]
wrecked m the treacherous undertow of politics. The and others may create a motiv for his action, but
The Last Convert.
murdere~, Wheeler, was preparing to leap from the neither can create a motiv for their own action, for
EDITOR NE~s. ~TTER, .Dear Sir: It is only at scaffold mto the arms of Jesus, and the United States they cannot go out from themselvs to do it.
the earnest sohmtat10n of the host of pious readers commissioner had sent a crew on board a ship withDo not all philosophers and scientists admit this
of_ your pap~r, and the settled conviction in my own out a fee. In all these alarming, overt acts of seces- universal law of the physical, mental, moral, and
mmd of the Important duty I owe_to mankind in gen- sion from the cause of wickedness I could see the emotional universe; that no effect can take place
eral, and to this commonwealth m particular, that I finger of Providence and the :hand of Moody.
without an adequate cause; that causes and effects
consent to emerge from my sacred retirement, ana,
And now I, as a minister of the gospel, ask my are always adequate to each other? To deny this
from the News Letter temple of worship, to face brother parsons, How long are we to tolerate the in- principle would be to proclaim the rule of chance
once more the frowns of theological bigotry. I was sufferable impudence, vanity, and egotism of this which is no rule at all. To say one can do so and s~
engaged last Sabbath, as usual, in my sacred calling, bra_ce of carpet-baggers? We hav elegant temples, if he pleases is equivalent to saying he can if he can·
and, as ~ parson (on whom the holy spirit had de- whiCh were erected and dedicated to the unknown but if the will is free, we should hav to say, he ca~
scended. m a delug_e), I 'Yas portraying to my large for the especial performance of our religious theatri~ if he can't, which is nonsense. Remember that the
and d_ehghted audience, m the most vivid colors, the cals. And we were doing well, playing to fair will, to be free, must be independent of all extranebeautiful scheme of salvation. I had raised the star houses every Sunday with paying patrons, until this ous forces; but as we cannot create a motiv for our
?f Bethlehem, overshadowed Mary, brought Christ pair of gospel distributers put in an appearance. And own action, then how could the will act? Simply
mto the world, had him crucified, taken him out of the lay of this last minstrel laid us out. We had not at all. And what kind of freedom would that
his tomb in three days, and sent him back to heaven "high-toned," standing-collar congregations until be? Simply freedom from action, which is an imloaded with the sins of the world. I had raised the two Shanghai roosters began to crow about the res- possibility, except with a dead man.
~eyil, ~anufactured hell, stocked it with sulphur, filled urrection morn. We sold our religion. And there
But some will say, if the will is not free, then man
It m with coal, fired up, and had raised the tempera- were "millions in it." But these two unsophisti- is not morally accountable for his bad acts, and
ture to nearly a white heat, in the minds of my cated prodigals throw theirs away. They hav too should not be so held. Well, never try to dodge a
hearers. I had so worked upon the imagination of much of it. They came here loaded with it, and legitimate conclusion from your premises. The
my followers, had brought them up to such a pitch they hav scattered it about until it has become worth- moral organization of a tiger, or lack of moral deof heavenly enthusiasm, that each and every one of less. They hav sung us a new song. No one ever velopment in him, makes him a tiger, and his natuthem smelled h~ll, and heard the roaring billows of a heard it before. It is, "Come to Jesus." And the ral and appropriate acts are those of a tiger. His
fiery sea ~o rolhng on to a shoreless eternity. I had great unthinking masses catch it up and echo the will is acted upon and governed by the most sordiddrawn, with g_entle hand? the wool of the bleeding wild ref~ain of " Come to _Jesus." You hearit every- ly selfish motivs. Conscience, he has none, and no
lamb over their heaven-d~r~cted orbs, until, through where; m our churches, m ?ur stock rooms, in our one thinks of holding him morally responsible for
the soft glamour of religion, they saw the jasper theaters, at the hour of meetmg, at the Merchants' his acts, but only to keep him from hurting us. So
throne, the golden streets, and the gates of heaven Exchange. Business is commenced with prayer, and with our criminals; from lack of conscience they are
stan~ing slightly ajar. They saw, through my the- the hardy adventurers that meet there daily, pious closely related to the tiger; their natural and approologiCal telescope, t~at hell was bridged over, and men who go down to the sea in ships, and do busi- priate tendencies, from their inherited organizations,
the gap over_the roarmg chasm. spanned by the single ness on the great waters-they walk into the great are to crime; and all we can do with them is to
plank of faith. They were m a state of beatific grain mart with noiseless tread, bowed head, and a keep them from hurting us, for we can neither edurapture. They . were rea~y for anything. They prayer on their lips, that the glory of God may go cate nor legislate the tiger out of them; it is bred in
would away their uncertam all here for a share in ~1p a~d freights go down, so that the hungry mill- 'them, and there it will stay. They are pitiable and
the certain hereafter. I had got them where I IOns m Europe may hav bread cheaper.
unfortunate victims, not at all responsible for their
w~nte_d them, and was about to pass around the conAll this Moody and Co. hav accomplished, and organizations, but blasted with the withering curse
tributiOn-plate, when an emissary of Satan, in the ~uch mor~. They hav trailed the purple and fine of a bad heritage from bad prenatal conditions.
shape of a reporter for a small, obscure, religious lmen, flowmg robes of a cultured clergy, in the dust
There never was a truer saying than this, "As is
penny paper, called the Pacific, rushed in and hand- of the common people. They hav dragged down to the organization, so is the man." A thief, liar, or
ed me a note, at the same time shouting : "Hallelu- their ow~ low level the gilt-edged theology of a re- robber has not a sufficient development of conjah ! Good news ! Glory to God ! Hurrah !"
fined somety. They hav scattered the promises of science, that involuntary emotion which is responsiv
My congregation requested me to impart to them "Jesus " all over Tar Flat, and washed the entire to intellectual perceptions of justice, and which
the .blessed intelligence contained in t.he note. I shore-line of Barbary Coast in the blood of the prompts its possessor to do the just and right in
opened it in eager haste. It was from the Christian Lamb. Their tickets to heaven admit every one to preference to the unjust and wrong. So he invades
firm of Moody & Co., and contained these words:
a front seat, and without money. Preposterous! and usurps the natural and just rights of others, and
"M! DEAR P ARS?N: Cease laboring. Go home, put on a Who ever heard of a religious superstructure resting will not allow them the same rights he claims for
dry shtrt, and turn m. San Francisco is converted. Glory!" on any other foundation than a golden brick?
himself if he can avoid it by hook or crook. Men
I fell back in my pulpit stunned. If the news was . Wh_o w~nts to go to hea~en in company with men and women conceived in lust and gestated in disgust
true, my occupation was gone. The effect of the m their shirt-sleeves, trudgmg all the way on foot in and inharmony inherit organizations more or less
startling intelligence upon my people was sorrowful a pair of $2.50 brogans? We don't. We want t,o aborted physically, mentally, morally, and emotionto behold. Every man instantly buttoned up his go in full dress. We want to ride there in our fam. ally, and having at most but weak developments of
pocke!, picked up his hat, and started for the door. ily coach, with our coat-of-arms emblazoned on the conscience, their wills are governed by sordidly
I receiv~d but one answer to my entreaties for them panels, so the old residents may know who we are. selfish motivs, which result in more or less crime,
to remam. It was, "No more money on a heavenly We're in the ring-on the inside. We've made according to their greater or less degree of bad
margin. Old man, we don't put up another cent. many a corner in the "New Jerusalem" stock mar- organization.
So criminals are bred, and their wills are susceptiYou can take the stock ; if San Francisco is con- ket, and made other people keep our margins good.
verted, we are safe enough." And every regenerated And we don't intend to be crowded out by Mr. ble only to the force of sordidly s~lfish motivs,
which is in perfect keeping with their inherited
soul_ march~d out without donating me a copper, Moody.
MOODY.
organizations. The religionist's hells are built on
leavmg me m debt to the woman I board with.
For weeks, in our ears, his trumpet he hath blown;
the false doctrin of the freedom of the will, but the
It is the greatest shock I hav received since Bro.
He hath told of a land of which nothing is known;
real hells a.re inherent in the inherited organizations
Kalloch forgave his enemy, and sent him home to
He hath sung of a savior no man ever saw:
of mankind; and the only way mankind can get out
glory. I left my sacerdotal robes in pledge with
He hath preached of an infinit God and his law;
of these hells, or rather get these hells out of them,
Bro. Ha~ilton for h:Hf a dollar, and crossed the ferry
But he, in his wisdom, hath never yet told
is to breed them out according to the law of heredto ascertam the facts. It was too true. As I landed
'ro us where the tide of humanity rolled,
ity; or, in other words, stop breeding criminals, and
on the wharf the first indication of a converted city
When death settled down on its breast with a shiver,
d
f
A.ml
earth's
weary
children
go
down
the
dark
river.
breed only men an women o good organizations by
that I encountered was "Bro. Kentzel," one of her
He prates of our beautiful home in the air,
strict observance of the conditions necessary to that
guardians. He was singing, " Oh, had I the wings
Where the singing is sweet and the scenery rare.
end.
F. H. MARsH.
of a dove, I would soar to my mausion above." I
We know we must go, but the question is, Where?
Globe Village, Mass.
knew something was wrong if he wanted to soar. As
Through limo's dusky ages the question hath rung
p S Th
11 ·
in asylums;
proceeded !Ill town my worst fears were realized.
In the ears of earth's millions, but never a tongue
· . - e menta Y msane we put
Ihe occupatiOn of the San Francisco cler~y was in
Hath answered that question, or showed us the road
the morally insane we put in prisons. The former
F.H.M.
'I' hat leads to the gate of our future abode.
is_humane; the latter brutal.
danger of being entirely swept away by Moody &

Must the Deist and Infidel, in case of death and
misfortune, go back to the generosity of the orthodox church :a.nd avail themselvs of their charity for
the fatherless children and the aged mother?
Yes, there are poor in the Liberal ranks, and they
ought to be cared for. If the Liberals don't come
forward and do good work the same as the church
people, then I, f?r one, say let us hush up and don't
destroy. the charity that t~e church builds up.
Chanty covers a multitude of sins. Think not
matter"of-fact Deist, that in your wisdom you ought
not to be poor, for to-day we may be comfortable,
a few ye~rs hence we may be poor.
We bmld no churches, we pay no priests; can't we
afford to do a good work? or do the Liberals wish
to recr?-it the church through her orphanages? The
Maaomc order has an old man's home, as also the
Independent Order of Oddfellows. But a man must
believe in God to enjoy their society. The old Infidel, if poor, can take the county poorhouse.
Well, I hope it will not always be so. I hope there
are as many noble hearts in the Liberal ranks as in
the ch!lrch. The trouble is lack of organization and
an obJect ~o work on. What truer object than the
helpless c~Ildre~ or second childhood (old age)?
. The writer will feel well recompensed if his effort
IS the m~ans of. awaking a slumbering community
to an. a_ctiv workmg_ for the good of humanity.
Hopmg others will take up the subject, I remain,
Yours respectfully,
B. F. BATT.
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,• but not being accustomed to exhibiting himself in
church was rather deflciE>nt in the respectful attitude
and peculiar long face required in such a position.
His unbecoming appearanca developed some hilarity
NEW YoRK, June 26, 1881.
in his nearest neighbors, some of whom, inspired,
MR. EDITOR: I will take ten or more shares of no doubt, with Christian charit.y, went to prompting
stock in the "Temple of Humanity." Permit me to him up from his embarrassed position with pins,
state that I consider the noble undertaking of which method, as improper as it may seem at first.
Courtlandt'Palmer a failure, as no such amount can had a pretty good effect after all. "Who made you?"
be raised at the present church-flourishing age to asked the teacher. Just then a pin entered the boy's
build such a structure, or even the .foundation flesh from behind, giving him quite an acute and
thereof, as proposed by Ingersoll Lockwood, as such painful sensation. He rubbed the affected part with
a building only would be a real success. Too many his hand, exclaiming at the same time in a tone of
rich kind-hearted Liberals wear the church muzzle. anger, "God Almighty!" "Your answer is correct,"
' of them are even church-members-" taCit
. I n- said the teacher, "but don't get excited. Who was
Many
fidels."
our redeemer?" At that moment that wicked pin
My plan is to get temples of humanity, temples of was stuck again in that fleshy part where the spine
liberty, and halls of learning gratis. Deprive the loses its name. "Jesus Christ!" shouted the boy,
church of her power, and tl;l.is will accomplish all. again rubbing the wound. "You answer W9ll," said
It will soon convert churches into temples of hu- the teacher, " but your tone is hardly proper in
manity, into temples of liberty, and into halls of church. Compose yourself." He little knew what
learning; a noble change of uselessness to useful- wai! going on below the railing. "Had it not been
ness would be created. As soon as the church is for the blood of the redeemer, what would hav been
powerless and taxed, the emancipation of an army the destiny of man?" Another stab of the infernal
of good Liberal men and women will take place and pin. "Hell and damnation !" exclaimed Lthe exasconvert all the rest of the church-members into in- perated lad. "I admire your answers," said the
vestigators a.nd truth-seekers. That very power lies teacher, but your delivery is execrable. Why can't
in the hands of the present slow-coach Liberals. A vou keep cool?" "Well," said the boy, who had
political Liberal party ought to be formed at once i:tot once thought of answering the questions, "I
and go to work like good men. They hav been would like to see you keep cool with some one
fooling and wasting away valuable time with non- sticking pins in your-" "We will unite in prayer,"
sense too long. If Liberals continue to fool away interrupted the teacher, after which the school was
valuable time I, for one, would say that lunatic asy- dismissed for that day.
lums and state prisons are the most suitable places
A Sabbath-school teacher traveled ten miles to tell
for them.
Yours truly,
M. REIMAN.
me that praying to the Virgin Mary, as the Catholics do, is an insult to God, who prides in granting
HANFORD, CAL., July 11, 1881.
a just request without any interception whatever,
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of J nne 18th we and will not suffer himself to be teased into an
find a letter from our friend Dr. J. L. York, who unjust grant by all the Marys of heaven and of
not long ago paid us a visit and delivered here a few earth.
When I informed him that I fully agreed
lectures, which had the effect he wished, viz., to with him that far, but that I could see the same
wake the people up and set them to thinking and amount of insult in praying to God direct, that
quarreling. He made things lively while he staid prayer being nothing more nor less than prompting
with us, and proved himself to be a holy terror to one to do what, if right, and he knows it, he ought
priestcraft and religious bigotry generally. The to do without being told, or teasing him to do what
writer of this was one of the most attentiv listeners, he should not and will not do whether told or not
and is of the opinion that notwithstanding the great told. Rev. Mr. Minckler returned home fully conintellectual blight or Southern Methodism and that vinced that I was God-forsaken beyond redemption.
of Tennessee Presbyterianism, which abound here to
CHAS, LAPERCHE.
a deplorable degree, some of the seeds of Liberalism
which he sowed will take root and grow and bear
HORTON, MIOH., July 25, 1881.
fruit that will elevate the souls of mankind, ami
DEAR BROTHER: You remember in the olden time,
thereby glorify God. The doctor's remarks in his when a fellow came late, very late, at the eleventh
letter in regard to the Mussel Slough trouble· and hour if I mistake not, and behold he got about as
railroad surprised some of us, for we believed much as those who were there in and through the
and yet think that he is willing to advocate the heat and burden of the day, and some were dissatiscause of justice, no matter what foes oppose it. The fied and said it wa'nt fair, and all that, and more,
question is this, Has the railroad company obtained perhaps, but finally became reconciled, and so I hope
an honorable and legitimate title to the land that is you, as lord of "round-the-world" manor, will recunder dispute? The majority of the American oncile all your friends, and, if consistent with your
people say "no." We believe the title the railroad plans on the trestle board, giv each a penny. I, at
company has to those lands was obtained by fraud, first, promised tt) glv you a "V" (to help you round
misrepresentation, bribery, and corruption. Is it the world) if I could, and now, at the eleventh hour,
right, then, for honest men to recognize their claim please find it inclosed. I hope it may find you beor bow in humble submission to the dictates and fore you go.
terms of these plunderers of public property? We
Please put me down as one of the immortal few
think not, and it is our opinion that the settlers' who were willing to giv the "widow's mite" to help
case is far from hopeless, because right must win. speed you round this world in search of the truth,
It is very hard to understand by what process of which I am sure will prove the greatest treasure we
reasoning the doctor has come to the conclusion could buy with our little mite. Oh, how I hope I
that the leaders of the movement against the railroad may liv to receive it and read it. I am well started
company are brainless demagogs. That kind of on my fourth score, as I believe you are, and it is a
expression seems out of place when uttered by a great undertaking for you, I know, but I hav faith in
Liberal and Freethinker. No one of Liberal ideas you, my brother.
and sentiments should use such harsh language
I hope you may see fit to take an artist with you,
without a good reason for so doing. 0. WHITNEY.
unless you can do your own sketching, for I think it
may make those volumes four times as profitable to
MR. ·BENNETT: Please find inclosed one dollar and you and us to hav them well illustrated. Hoping I
fifty cents, for which you will please continue the may liv to see you coming through Michigan on your
wicked old TRUTH SEEKER. I am afraid something way home all safe and sound, permit me to write mybad will happen to you or to your affairs at home self your friend and brother.
while you are on your journey.. Tell your folks to
Fra tern ally,
IsAAC SNYDER, M.D.
be very careful what they put in THE TRUTH SEEKER
while you are absent. The church was too strong
FARMINGDALE, ILL., June 23, 1881.
for Murphy's bill, and I am afraid it might be too
BRo. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find postal order
strong for you. The vile Comstock laws will not be for $8-$3 for my TRUTH SEEKER for the present year
repealed nor even modified. History is repeating and $5 for your trip round the world. I hav not
itself, and. what has been will surely be again. Our made you any promis or any encouragement. Go
government will follow in the wake of those that on, old veteran, and if you don't lind the people any
hav gone before. I will giv you my sentiments in better in the Old World, then interrogate Jehovah
round numbers. That system of religion known by and find out what is the matter, for he is the creathe name of Christianity, under the two heads of ator and Alpha and Omega, then hold him to acCatholicism and Protestantism, is the biggPst hum- countability. Our best wishes go with you on your
bug and the greatest curse that has ever afflicted a long journey. Yours for truth,
ALEX. RoGERS.
suffering humanity.. The only exception in history
to the rule that "the church in its might has always
June 20, 1881,
triumphed overdright was the way in which you got
FRIEND BENNETT: I hav been rather laxing in duty,
the inside track on Mr. Mair when he denied the but will try to do better hereafter. Inclosed find
personality of a god and kept it ever since. I read post-office order for my subscription for 1881, and $5
the discussion with great interest. I think Mr. for your trip round the world. I hope you may hav
Mair is a right smart man, but he has met more a pleasant trip, get back to the land of childhood
than his match in you. Wishing you a happy trip, I and spread good news and glad tidings as you hav
am
Yours,
T. H. MoNTGOMERY.
for several years.
Yours,
0. W. HANNUM.
MooERS, N. Y., Aug. 14, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH "SEEKER: The following anecdote may
figure well in your paper:
A rough kind of a lad, induced by his young friends
to go to Sunday-school, somewhat attracted the
attention of the teacher, who at once requested. him
to stand up and answer questions. The boy arose,

LEMOORE, CAL., June 12, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: We hav just been favored with a
course of lectures from Dr. J. L. York-the first ever
delivered in this place. That the public mind is
almost intuitivly prepared to receive the truth cannot be doubted when a Liberal lecturer's audience,
composed of the best intelligence and minds of all
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isms, increases every night, to listen to the truths of
a bold and Radical character, as in this case of the
doctor. The doctor is doing a mighty work for the
Pacific coast. He sees and deeply feels that he is in
the midst of a mighty harvest fully ripe, and that
laborers are mighty few. The doctor possesses quite
a happy way of bringing up the gods of science and
placing them against the host of the mighty, forcing
them back to their proper }1lace among the ages or
myths, and into their dismal abodes of fetich i~no·
rance, as well as carrymg you forward on the wmgs
of evolution to a higher, purer, and happit>r sphere
of existence.
Yours truly,
G. B. HAMLIN.
SALINA, KAN., July 19, 1881.
DEAR MR. BENNETT : I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER
that you will start about August 1st. If I am ready
I will meet you about that time, but I am afraid I
shall not. We will see each other at Paris, anyhow.
I see by the same the proposition of Roger de Goey,
"A Freethought Cargo," proposing at Antwerp an
establishment of a Freethinking colony, a Freethinking store of books for inteuding emigrants, and this
project I find an excellent one. Its utility and necessity must strike the eyes of any intelligent man,
and must obtain the aid of all Liberals. Mr. Bennett, you can make plenty for such an institution,
which will necessarily hav some very good results
for the propagation of Freethought all over the
country, which needs it. I say the occasion is very
well chosen. · Poor emigrants hav nothing to pass
the time away on the steamers but the Bible and
holy books that hav been put in thPir pockets at
Liverpool or elsewhere by some good Christian people. I wish you to mention my approbation of this
project and to see it sustained in your paper. I
will pay my subscription to the paper in crossing
New York. If I don't see you I will see the office
and your representativ.
Yours for federation all over the world,
JoSEPH HENRY.
CINCINNATI, OHIO, Aug. 12, 1881.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: It is a considerable time since
I addressed a few lines to your popular self. Our
champion, friend, and editor is now on his world
trip, and life and vigor should be thrown into your
columns, spreading broadcast truth strong a n pungent, striking down deep in the recesses of each
mind, and having the effect of bringing over thousands to the side of Freethought and out of the
slough of superatition, and more especially that
modern ,lunacy called Spi.ritualism, which deludes
its dupes with a false hope of a phantom life in the
sky. Bah! Every phase of supernaturalism is a
fraud, but this Spiritism is the fraud of frauds; and
the man or the paper which exposes its wild assumptions and anti-natural theories is entitled to the
thanks of every honest man. There is not the first
thin~ to prove that any life survived the wreck of
death; and where no proof exists all statements are
false, and the whole thing is untenable. Faith in
things non-provable is the faith of fools; and if millions believe therein it proves nothing. What is a lie
ever remains a lie, unchangeabl'e. I challenge the
whole pack of supernaturalists to prove that man
livs in any phase after once dead. There is one life
and one death, and that's all there is in it. We
knew nothing before life, and we shall know nothing
when life is extinct. This is solid truth, and must
prevail. Nothing but ignorance and deceit can retard
its progress. Sound sense and plain logic are on its
side, and thousands privately believe this fact, but
fear to openly express their honest convictions. But
here is a champion Materialist, bold and fearless,
with a conscious firmness that the whole and above
truth is solid and unanswerable.
T. WINTER.
AunuRN, N. Y., May 30, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Please find inclosed post-office
order for $10, to pay for two shares in the "Around
the World" fund, as per my promis, which, as I
understand, entitles me to two sets of books. I can
only use one set, and will let the other share go
toward purehaaing some of your other useful publications, which are so very instructiv to the truth
seeker in the way of opening up new channels of
thought which hav heretotore been lying dormant in
the crucibles of Christian intolerance and religious
bigotry.
Every day of my life I am becoming more mindful of what unfathomable depths of ignorance man
has waded through for eighteen hundred years; how
for Christ's sake the human race hav groaned in
agony, withered in misery, died in indescribable
torture. Oh, in just a word let me say when I contemplate for a moment this sad catastrophe it makes
my heart beat with all its pulsation, my veins swell
faster and quicker, and my· heart's blood run cold
with indignation! Oh, how this wbrld and its race
hav been imposed upon! Terrible, terrible to behold I Agonizing to think of I It is humanity that
has suffered for Christ, not Christ for humanity.
Now you are to start soon to circumnavigate our
planet. I hope and I am satisfied th&t you will giv
the world the greatest production of its kind that
has yet been written, and that without the aid of
divine inspiration. In times gone by travels round
the world hav been written by Christians and to
please Christians, who are notorious for writing anything and everything, true or false, in order that
their false system may be strengthened and perfected
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thereby. With an Infidel to the Christian religion,
we are sure to get the facts just as they are, not
having any system of religion to cherish or defend.
I think we shall come in to the possession of truths
concerning the popular Christian religion which will
startle us and set us to thinking once for ourselvs.
It seems to me, Bro. Bennett, that one year is not
time sufficient to visit all those countries of scriptural import. I want you to make a thorough visit
and giv a complete account of those ancient lands.
Be sure to giv us a concise de,crirtion of all the interesting Bible accounts, such as Mount Ararat, upon
which old father Noah's box rested much above
perpetual frost and snow; also the mountain where
the devil alighted with Jehovah and held their interview; the spot where Jesus fed five thousand people with seven loaves and two fishes; the very place
where Judas hanged himself, and where he fell and
his bowels gushed out; the identical spot where the
swine ran headlong into the sea; where Abraham
ottered up Isaac; the place where Jesus was buried
and arose the third day, and whether it was Jerusalem or Galilee into which he went in unto the Gentiles; where Lot committed incest with his daughters; where the poor, peaceful Midianites were entirely destroyed by the Israelites, save 32,000 young
virgins, which were kept alive for the beastly and
amorous lusts of the soldiers of the Almighty; the
Garden of Eden, where God, of infinlt wisdom, omnipotent and omniseient., made a gigantic failure in
his first attempt at creation; and last of all, but not
least, just where the immaculate conception was
consummated, and how it was brought about.
This supernatural method, I am afraid, will forever remain a mystery to us. I cannot understand
why the Almighty Jehovah should hav dispensed
entirely with the man and not the woman. Why did
he not do away with both and speak Jesus into existence, whioh would hav left us much less mystified? I shall forever believe that Jesus was begotten
the same as I was-by actual, visible, human, sexual
cohabitation. This is my belief, hell or no hell.
Yea, Bro. Bennett, I hope you will giv the world
some light upon this important subject, which is today agitating the mind, and which has for many
centuries made enemies instead of friends. Let ns
love truth more and error less. The more we believe in the crude absurditiPs of the old Jewish
book and its alleged author, God, the less we will
love man and all that is real, beautiful, and good.
Reali y, it is a great undertaking for you to set out
upon so vast an enterprise. You may never liv
to return to your many dear friends who are now
battling for the right with you. I hope THE TRUTH
SEEKER will not suffer in your absence. I dou't
think it will. I, for one, will continue to renew my
subscription, and when at leisure will occasionally
add to its columns. I hope every subscriber will do
the same, and when our champion returns home to
greet us once more he will be surprised to learn
what. strides we hav made in its sut·scription list,
also its financial department.
Should I not write you again before your departure round the world, you may depend on my fidelity
to THE TRUTH SEEKER and the glorious cause which
it fearlessly advoca1es, ever striking asunder the
hydra-headed monster of superstition, fostered by
an ignorant, credulous race, who hav become the
victims of the gross imposition practiced upon the
world in the name of revealed religion.
Hoping that your better half will remain well and
happy in your continued absence, and that she may
once more greet your return home in renewed health
and vi,.,or and that there will yet be many years
for both c{r you to mingle together, feeliug that the
world and its people hav been greatly benefited by
your influence, I am ever,
Yours truly,
L. DEWITT GRISWOLD.
DAYTON, 0., June 27, 1881.
D. M. BENNETT: We hav quite an excitement in our
neighborhoou just now, in regard to church matters.
In the first place the German Rerormed church,
called David's church, after D. Winters, D.D., has
turned out fifteen members for non-payment; the
next is an excommunication of a prominent young
lady belonging to the cl.mrch, for riding around
with a brother, and finally having a girl baby, which
is charged to him. They are considered some of our
best citizens. They are about to turn all members out
of church who do not atLend regularly and pay up.
We hav still another church in our neighborhood
quarreling about church affairs, electing officers,
etc. Some are likely to quit the church. They had
scarcely a choir to sing h1st Sunday.
Your friend,
W. K. GERHARD.
BURNIP'S CORNERS, MICH., June 30, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find money to pay for the
June nth number of THE TRUTH SEEKER, as I hav lost
the copy of that date and don't want to lose it entirely. I loan the paper far and near among all the
orthodox as well as Freethinking friends that I can
prevail upon to read it, and thinli I hav the gratification of !mowing that I hav absoluLely converte'd
some of my fl'ienus who leaued on both sides o1 the
fence, aud worked a pel'ceptible change in some of
the orthodox siue at the same time, and that is how
I lost the missing number off my file. I collect
them all in as soon as tlley begin to be wurn and
mutilated and lay them carefully away for future
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MILLERTON, CAL., Aug. 1, 1881.
ammunition to fight old orthodoxy and barbarianism
MR. EDITOR: Please find incloeed $5 for the ronudwith; and also for the useful intelligence In science
and reason they coutaln. I am very sorry I cannot the-world trip. I would hav sent it before if I could
at present subscribe to that round-the-world fund, possibly. I am not the only one that has been prevented.
but may meet fortune and health some day.
D. M. Bennett will need a good sum to help him
Yours for. spreadihg truth and reason, F. E. S.
zig-zag through the Western states and territories
after landing at San Francisco.
SYRACUSE, N. Y., J"uly 24, 1881.
Yours t~uly,
GEORGE PADDINGTON.
MR. D. M. BENNETT : In a few days you will say .
good-bye to the grandest people and country on this
MT. PLEASANT, PA., Aug. 8, 1881.
earth, a'ild may your trip be one of prosperity and
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Would it not be well if the
happiness to you most complete.
friends in their letters would impart what they know
With best wishes,
IRVING C. TERRY.
concerning the finds in their localities of prehistoric
tiines? It would impart a vast amount of knowledge
FABIUS, N. Y., July 23, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed find $3.00 for THE in a year, and be extremely interesting. Th~ letter
TRUTH SEEKER. How I wish I could· send $5.00 for of E. W. Cressey, on page 509, would make a f<ur samW. F. BARKLEY.
Yours truly,
the round-the-world trip, but sickness and death hav ple.
depleted my purse. I am c0mpelled "to seek first for
SAN JosE, CAL., June 26, 1881.
the kingdom " that. furnishes bread and butter.
FRIEND BENNETT: Find inclosed money order for $5
Accept, then, the will for the deed. We can't do
without the paper, even though fortune frowns upon for yom trip round the world. I would hav sent the
us. We anticipate much pleasure in reading your amount at first call in THE TRUTH SEEKER if my donaletters -from foreign and benighted lands since we've tion had been noticed when I wrote you to put me
had a foretaste from the letters of "An Infidel down on your list for $5. My name never appeared
Abroad."
among the list of names until very lately, so I gave
I should hav renewed my subscription before, but the matter no further attention. At last, my donapoverty has been my master, and bread and butter tion being acknowledged, I hasten to respond.
Sincerely yours,
R. H. ScHWARTZ.
we must hav. Though you hav been victimized and
imprisoned by so-called Christians in the land of
MoRAVIA, IowA, July 10, 1881.
your nativity, it will ever be a sweet consolation to
you in knowing you hav the lasting sympathies of FRIEND BENNETT: I donate $5 to bring you back
hundreds or thousands, as evinced in that monster to America sound and glittering. Add my name to
petition for your release from an unjust confinement. the list, and if your money runs out whilst looking
As you hav become a marked man at home, and for God's family let us know it, and we can buy you
your prospectiv journey is pretty generally _known, a passage home again. Then come around and see
It may be advisable for you to be on your guard at us.
Respectfully yours,
H. G. JuDsoN.
all times and look out for spies, assassins, or even
missionaries abroad, for the chur.:~h has heretofore·
HoI for Hornellsville.
PXecuted diabolical plots, and all for the sake of
Christ, who came, not to bring peace, but a sword.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
It is nut the heathen's rage we fear in regard to Liberals should cultivate comradeship. If we can't
your safety, nor that of the dreaded Mussulman, but organize we can at least associat~ .. If w_e ca~not.~e
rather the Jesuits ·of Protestants and Catholics.
of one mind we can be of one sp1nt. It 1s th1s sp1r1t
Desiring that your health may continue good dur- -this enthusiasm that comes from mental contacting your absence, that friends may greet you which is the need of the hour. Liberalism is an imelsewhere, and that you may be able to giv us as menFie thing; it is a vast revolution, and it is no woncorrect a history of your travels as was that of the der that those who sweep along its tide hav a thoutan weeks in Europe, we shall wait for your return sand different outlooks; but the same fresh morning
anxiously though patiently.
bursting with a million flames is the beacon-light of
Your friend,
HoMER A. BILLINGS.
all.
We must make the world feel our power; we
EAu CLAIRE, Wis., July 21, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT : Please find inclosed $6, for must be like so many sticks put in a bundle not easily
whioh send B. F. Underwood's works, and $5 for broken.
Liberalism seems a muddle to some, but by union
your trip around the world. I hav been ws.ntin~ to
add my name to the honorable list for some time, it will become in the eyes of all a clear crystal, and
but did not hav the money to spare, but I trust that then it can pour all its glory upon the world.
After all we are but atoms. In ourselvs we are
I am not too late yet. I hope that you will hav a
successful voyage.
Yours truly, W. D. CuRTIS.
not the cosmos. We can make that only by the
coming together of atoms. A thousand atoms at
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., May 10, 1881.
Hornellsville will make quite a brilliant constellation.
FRIEND BENNETT: To all who advise thee to stay at
Let the law of attraction compel us thither, that
home we respectfully reply that one good reason for we may giv and take of our best, and keep the wheels
thy going away is that thou will be out of the reach of progress in motion. Let us strike hands and we
of that arch fiend Comstock, the persecution of cruel shall become giants, and to all old fogies terrible as
Christians, and the horrible American bastile, for a an army with banners.
few months.
Let us hav a grand encampment, with music and
The term "prophet " originally signified poet. banners, and giv " a long pull, a strong pull, and a
Perhaps it has changed its meaning to prophet for pull all together."
profits?
I hope that everyone will go. According to YenWe claim true prophetic foresight as far as penenor
the weather will be splendid, cool and comfort.
tral ing- the future is concerned far excelling all of
able; and now that the railroads are fighting we can
Yahweh's poets.
To prove this, allow us to refer thee to THE TRUTH go to Hornellsville by way of Chicago for almost
nothing. It's a good time to travel-not Jordan,
SEEKER, Vol. VII., No. 1, p. 14:
for no matter how cheap the fare, that's always a
"The Infidel prisoner's fame will be sounded,
hard road to travel-but the path of liberty, science,
And waftPd triumphant to every shore, .
and humanity.
By legions of truth-loving friends be surrounded,
Hornellsville is the rallying-spot, and no doubt in
And treacherous enemies harm thee no more."
a
few
years we shall come three hundred thousand
Thy writing in prison and in Europe, and thy future productions to "the end of life, will surely and strong. Let us be the advance guard of this great
host.
fully justify the prediction that
No Liberal should stay at home who can go; for
"Thy pages with truth and philosophy glowing
neither books nor papers can giv the life of one such
Will cheer and illumin man's path to the grave."
Shouldst thou die in a strange land "Pope's grand meeting. Home will be sweeter because we
shall return to it with fresh and exalted minds.
Elegy " will be very applicable to thy case:
A goodly-if not godly-number should go from
"By foreign hands his dying eye& were closed,
New York and vicinity. Newark, Paterson, and
By loving hands thy mortal frame reposed,
other points of Liberalism should be represented.
By Infidels his foreign grave adorueu,
We expect to see Frankel and W arr and their comBy strangers honored, and by strangers mourned."
peerR. Of course Wakeman and Palmer and Leland
Were Spiritualism true we would silently invoke and McDonald will be there, and why should not the
the aid of angelic beings to shield and protect thee rest of us follow suit?
from all danger and harm, and return thee renewed
That is what I propose to do, and I hope to see a
in age and vitality, increased in knowledge and large delegation from the metropolis of the world to
wisdom, and intellectually prepared to triumph over
all falsehoods, superstitions, bigotry, persecutions, greet the Hub with the right hand and the great
S.A.MUEL P. PUTNAM.
bastiles, death, hell, and the grave. So mote it be. West with the left.
Farewell.
Yours truly,
E. N. KINGSLEY.
I PROTEST that if some great power would agree to
make me always think what is true and do what is
ALToN, ILL., Aug. 25, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I seud postal money order for right, on c0ndition of being turned into a sort of
$5 for your trip round the world. I hope you will clock and wound up every morning before I got out
receive it in time. I hope the eleventh hour is not of bed, I should instantly close with the offer. The
too late to do thee good. I am one of your oldest only freedom I care about is the freedom to do right;
subscribers, and hav not missed a single number, and the freedom to do w10ng I am ready to part with on
hav read every paper that you hav sent. Capt. Harry the cheapest terms to any one who will take it of me.
Starr, my son-in-law, is as much taken up with the -Hua;ley
pap<>r as I am. I hav no more time to write, for I
li'v about two miles from the post-office.
A TRUTH SEEKER JN Eu.aOPE. Mr. B1mutt's
letters from abroad. $1.50.
Wv. A. GBA~.
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LIFE-SIZE

There is No God.

As they glide over the bright sand and roll
THE RELATION OF THE
Among the pebbles polished by their roll
Poor fools! wild dreamers! No, there is no God;
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
Is still singing on its wav to tbe sea;
Yon heaven is deaf and dumb to prayer and praise; And the ole! rude school-house of logs arid mnd,
RIAL UNIVERSE;
Lo, no almighty tyrant wields the rod
Wbose pupils sat on benches hard and high,
'I'HE LA.W OF CONTROL.
l>'or evermore above our hapless race;
Two papers given in the Interest of Spiritual science,
And from Webster, Olney, Dabold, and old
Nor fashioned us, frail creatures that we be,
Lindley Murray learned all 'twas deemed that ~:J).<;,g_lc~;/g~ 1 8~et~l;. Ju~~lla~?~s ~mc!~RADAY, of
To bear the burden of eternity.
child
Or man need ever know. And there are still
Hear it, self-torturing monks, and cease to wage
The
meadows
and the hills and running streams,
Your mad, delhious, suicidal war;
COMPUTATION ~~ MECHANISM,
And in the early time of spring the birds
There is no devil who from age to age
Aolditlonl Subtrnction, lllnlThey
come
again;
again
the
grasses
grow,
tipllcat on, nn<l Division.
Waylays and tempts all souls of men that are;
Again
the
flowers
bloom,
but
now
they
bloom
Sample Machine. postage freb,
Forever seeking whom he may devour,
$2.50. Circulars Free. Agents
And damn with wine and woman, gold and power. Above the playmates gone-forever gone.
Wanted. Factory, Wnter6ury,
0 cherished memories that make us weep,
Conn. Address the Patentee,
Deluded priests, ye think the world a snare,
Yet still we love and cling to them always,
Will. HART, Kirksville,lllo.
Denouncing every tender human tie!
E'en when years hav silvered o'er our heads
6m25
Bellold, your heaven is unsubstantial air,
With the gray drapery of departing day I
Your future bliss a sick brain's phantasy;
'Tis then this crowning magic power of thine
Experienees ot· SAMUEL BO\VLES
There is no room amid the stars wbich gem
Becomes a solace sweet when we become
(Late editor of the Sprlnglleld, Mass., R<!publican)
The firmament for your Jesusalem.
A child again. But dearer than all these
IN
Rejoice, poor sinners, for I come to tell
l\Iemories of hill and stream, and song of birds
To you who hardly dare to liv for fright,
And playmates gone, are the old fireside joys
There is no burning everlasting hell
Of home, the love of mother and the care
Or, Life as lac now Sees It from a
Where souls shall be tormented day. and night;
Of father, and the sweet alfection of
!ip1ritual Standpoint •.
The fever ye call life ends with your breath;
Sisters dear and brothers kind-aye, these
All weary sonls set in the night of death.
Are the dearest treasures in the casket of memo- Written through the medlumshlp of CARRIE E. S.
TWING. Westt\cld, N.Y.
ries.
Price 20 cents, Sold at this olllce.
Then let your life on earth be life indeed I
Ease from mind its memories, and all
Nor drop the substance, snatching at a shade !
Tbe past would sleep in unremembered grave.
SEND TO
Ye can hav Eden here I ye be>U' the seed
No ray of hope from out the years gone by
Of all the hells and heavens and gods ye made
Would
e'er
ilav
thrown
its
light
beyond
the
line
Within that mighty world-transforming thought
That lies between the two eternities;
Fol" Tltem.
Which permeates the )llliverse it wroughtAnd art and history and science too,
"'The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents
Wrought out of stones and plants and birds and And all that givs to man a name, to life
•• John's Way." 15 cents. u Stu~ing the Bible." 75
beasts,
~~~Ps ;J:Jg!~e~~i~~S~esA~fdr:~; hysiologist, 10 cents.
A joy, would ne'er hav th1illed the human soul;
To flower in man, and know itself at last
E. D. BLENKER,
Darker than darkeat night would be the pall
10t26
Snowville. Pulaski county, Va.
Around, about you, see what endless feasts
Besting upon, above, and over all.
The spring and summer bountifully cast I
'Tis memory then goes back through all the ye<trs
"A vale of tears," ye cry-if ye were wise,
And treasures up the beauties of the past,
The eartil itself would change to Paradise.
Gathering in her bright and golden urn
The melody of song-the precious gems
BY JAMES PARTON.
The earth itself-the old despised earth,
Of thought that shine like polished diamonds With PortJ,-aits and other llillStrations.
Would render back your love a thousandfold,
bright
Nor yet afflict the sons of men with dearth,
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
Along- the winding path the world has trod.
Disease, and misery, and drouth and cold;
~~~:.P~~lba::~oga i:r~~:dr;;i~iCd\tn i~o~d, ~~"e0ar1~;t~.volThou art the cable strong whose welded lines
If you would seek a blessing in her sod,
Mr. Parton as a hYatorian and biographer has no superior,
Do hold the sailing craft and floating wreck
Instead of calling vainly on your God.
as his biocfraphies of Jackson, Franklin. Je:fl'erson, Greeley,
All safe above the sweeping tide of time
~~f~~t i~ui&1~ ~ro0r'k~' al~di~~ f[~~~t ~~i\~~i~ :sv;~li~::
Cast down the crucifix, take up the plow!
That man may see the all of what has been;
monument of research and achoJarshi~. It is just, candid,
Nor waste your breath which is the life in prayer I That he may shape the now to good account,
Dare to be men, and break your impious vow,
~;:~~~~~~~~~~h,fo~;;~~~: ~~~C:i~~~lfor~~~i'r: g:inlairt~i~
So that out on the great ocean of time
8
0
Nor fly from woman as the devil's snare!
To come no floating wreck shall there be seen,
~~f.~~~tfi:;,ntdtr .:'tt~~~f a~ J~~.j~~~t ~~Y~~ra~eh~t~f~Tr~~s
For if within, around, beneat11, above
bad
In
the
English
language.
It~s a most Interesting porFor man should be one great grand brotherhood traiture of a truly remarkable man,
whether he is viewed
There is a living God, that God is Love.
Linked by common ties and common interests,
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever-Miss .Mathilde Blind in the Prophecy of St. Oran.
8
1
Learning wisdom from memorized pages
~fgtffeer~~u~i~~IJ 'a~~o~~~ea1;.r~~~ ~~~ :~~:r~h~?;~ b~f~~~
That time hatil written on her glories
erance and liberty. It is the arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the
And also on her ruins. Well should he know
church about Voltaire, and :Mr. Parton's reputation wtll
That on the still, calm seas all crafts are safe;
make It the authority In regard to his life. his work, his
BY R. R. HALL, M.D.
That 'tis out on the dark and surging waves
death.
In two vols. Svo. Prie<, $6; half calf, $11.
That wrecks are made. Then why not wisdom
What is this wonder- working power of mind
Address, D. M. Bennett. 141 Eighth st., New York.
learn
That chisels genius on the granit tower
And marble dome? That tunnels mountains And sail the ships of life on waters calm?
through,
And climbs their rugged sides, and delves beneath And he who alms hath often asked, and often
too
Their rocky base in search of hidden gold
OB,
Hath felt the keen demands that gnawing hunger
And rough, uncut diamonds 1 Did it commence
makes,
With embryotic life when form began,
At last, unowned, in Potter's Field is laid to rest.
Or had it o1igin far back in time
No slab doth mark the spot, and tilere no tears are ga;~; P~6~~~;~o8~ g{, ~~; :g~r~~~~~~0 3}at~~~ 8~hrough orTo where matter and force coeternal
Two papers given in the interest of ~iritual acienco,
shed
by the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, of
And coexistent did commence to form
Save those that cloud and wild flower drop, and England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this olllce.
And shape the world on which we liv, and those
drop alike
That gem as pearls the coronet of night 1
On all the dead, yet sleeps as quiet and as sweet
If time gave birth to flowers of mind that bloom
As he who lies beneath a granit base on which
Through form, then tinle will write its epitaph;
REPLIES TO THE
The chiseled marble stands, that speaks of birth,
For only that which knows no beginning
of death,
Knows no ending. l\Iind, matter, and force,
And to what church belonged, but always dumb
The triune with which the eternal years
to faults.
Hav wrought and changed to form all that the eye
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
And this may e'er be well, for who that livs would
Beholds, from violet in shady dell
This -pamphlet was considered necessary because the
wish
To orb that rolls dispensing light and heat,'
paper attacking Mr. Pringle reiu>ed to publish his reply
Their faults to liv when they hav gone adown tile to it. Ita criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument
Giving to earth its greenest robes of spring,
against design in nature, and this work contains both the
vale
And to the su=er lime a promis rich
attack and reply. It is valuable. ash presents the strongTo final borne, where all the countless dead hav est Christian evidence for the existence of God with the
That autumn reaps in ripe, golden harvest.
gone
And here again we ask what is this power 1
cofrf~~t~ 0a~~n~:."To~JI~It'lfl.:-~~~~~lon.
And all who liv must go? Oh, then, spread broad
This power whose life we trace along the line
the robe
That takes us back to read from ruins old
That covers faults, and only memorize the good,
The fading history of time forgot.
Or
write
it on historic page, that they who come
Forgot in all save in her ruins, and they
To take our place need never blush because we
With age are dying too, for years revolving
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
were!
Shall wear away the chisel marks when stone
" BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS,
Then liv to highest light, express the noblest
Shall change to sand. But thou thyself shalt liv
thoughts,
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
When tower and dome and ruins all shall sleep
And only in this light, and this expression too,
Price 15 cents. Sold at this olllce.
In mingled dust. Oh, who can tell the deep
~rove out and on and through the world, that
And hidden laws that thou may yet unfold I
world at large
Thy genius weighs the stars and revels 'mid
The dance of worlds; and running rills and flames May better be because that you hav lived thereon;
Make life and deed, and not belief or creed, to
Of fire at thy command are yoked, subdued,
FROM A
wr1te for you a name.
And made to serve the world. Floating palace
And rattling car are thy abode for man
To travel round the world. The Press, thy child,
BY WM. N. MeLAREN,
Whose voice in manhood's strength and accents
A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects
clear
t~~~t'l;?v~~h~enrr;et~ed o~e 1 ~110~hW~I;'n'l~;,~mlil:.io~e 11g!
Proclaims the "higher law" "that right makes
Christianity, Alle~ed W'anure of Christianity, Proposed
A POEM.
might,"
8
BY WILLIAltl WILSON.
'¥'~~~t~toekfy~ .Je~~ ~~?i!l"a.nd thorou h and shows cor"
Is heard through all the world; and devotees
"The finest piece of satire in the English langn~e." cluslvly that the system of religion wh~ch has been built
upon
the Bible bas a very unstable foundation.
Are flocking to and drinking in the grand new Price 10 cents. Post-paid.
Sold by D. M. BENNETT.
Price, 150 cents. For sale at this olllce.
truth
That's marking out the onward line of march
In which the millions yet shall learn to go,
With reason for their guide and nature for
Their moral code. 0 thou mighty genius
'Whose inspiration seeks for truth through law
AS REVEALED BY THE
That governs the unbounded universe,
Univ~c~ne.
It's hung in air above the solid earth
And laid beneath the waves on ocean's bed,
(ILLUSTRATED.
Cold iron nerves, and sent through them the thrill
By Edwin D. Babbitt,
Of life that beats with magic power of speech.
It has made of the sunbeam an artist
It treats of the Existence and General Character of
That paints both form and feature true to life.
God as a Spirit, the Nature of Gori, Creeds and PracThe safest JUediein to hav about the house at all God,
tices of Christianity, The Dangers of Infallible Standards,
But most wonderful of ail its workings,
times Is
1
And most valued of all its treasures,
lfu'lt~iW! 1;~d B~~~thT'b"~~~·r tteJ 5\~n~et~~~'h~. ~f!~~a
Tarrant's !!ieltzer Aperient.
Death Under a Spiritual Religion, The Future Religion.
Is its crowning glory of memory ;
The book Is a sclentificbpl.lllosophlcal treatis upon the
It will harm no one. It will benefit any who may hav
Those living, speaking, immortal tablets
and other subjects, y a thorough scholar. He is
occasional attacks of headache, vertigo, low spiritB or above
widely known by his "Principles of Light and Color,"
That hold the record of our childhood's life
othl'r ailments resulting from irregular action of the bow- "Health
Manual," etc.{ and this new book is sure to be
And takes e'en age back to play-grounds sunny
~!':nu~e~gy~l~~~~'i,:1;Y~b~t1nwiftes:;,:'";;;a';,~d J~1f~i. ~n~ re~~~~~~~1 ~s(}~n fo'J'da~~\hY~~~~~~han those.
And bright, and calls up forms and faces dear
m uch.slill'erlng.
That sported with us these long years ago
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
S4
On sloping hills first kissed by spring's warm
rays.
There bloomed the violet and dalfodil,
Proving conclusivlythat
And there sang the bluebird and the robin,
The first and welcomed songsters of the year;
And tilere the meadows gr·een that stretched away
Where grasses and the daisies mingling grew;
HJs Birth, Life, Trial. Execn·
Hand, Foot and Power Presses. Die W nrk of all kinds.
The mountain and the bounding brook, tiley too
Perfora.tin(J Dies a Specialty.
tion, etc., Js a Mytla.
Are there; and the sweet song that waters make
E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruoeSt.,N.Y. Price $1.00
For sale at this office.
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ft~~ ~hfien~~;ta~~~ ~~~~f~ngJoti:a~hd ~~n~ite hat;~ c~~i

of Florida. Fine goatlng, bathing, bunting. and fishing.
Address M. C. DWIGHT Orange Blutr Hotel and Gulf
C~~~ Real Estate Agency, Clear Water Harbor. Fla.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

By My Medical Componnd and
Rnbber Elastic Appliance
ln 30Days,

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.

CHRISTIANITY

Scientific and Historical Standpoint.

RELI ·GIO l\t

:tlaterial and Spiritual

Ruptures Cured
Reliable references given.

"Antichrist:"

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,

Send stamp tor circnla.r

Say In what i~~~l8on saw d~~';,~'\;:'l~~gr£INGS,
1St33
Smithville, Jetrerson Co .• N.Y.

THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL
AND THE

IMMORTALITY OF ITS ELEMENTS,
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE,
PRECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
By A.. Snide•· de Pelle~rini,
Author of the "Lea Mysterea de la Creation devoilea"
"L'homme et sa raison d'etre," 11 Nouvelle theorie sur ia
formation des cometca." and other scientific and historic
works in French and Italian languages. Price 25 cents.
Address D. lti. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., N.y.

Tile

World's Sixteen Crucified
Saviors;
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

By KERSEY GRAVES,
AuthOr of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
Bibles" (comprising a description of twenty-seven bibles)

containing new, startling, and extraordinary revelations in
religious history, which disclose the oriental origin of all
the doctrina, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of its
~:~e~rt~fi:!f~r':i'~8t~~~~~ ~omprlolng the history of six-

Price, $2. For sa.Je by

8

D. M. BENNETT.

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK ANDWHY.
BY PROF, VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.
With Eight Po1'tralts: Compte, Sweden borg, Jeremy
Rontham,.,Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,

.'IDllProf. J:ijrnat Haeckel.

Prke, $1.50.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elglith street, N. Y. city.

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC.

1

MACHINERY.

Rell~lous

~~~~ ."to~ ~~~g~~~~-u~~~f. ~ffir~/,f,u;~~ .:~~~r~th~~':I-

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.

" Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."

THE TRIAL OF MEDICIN FOR
MURDER.

SUBJECTS:
The Soul and a Future Life, and The Influence np,on

Ti~<'

Shali.cr Eye and Ear Balsam

nas for fifteen years proved the best remedial application
for Falll11g Sight, Impaired Iletu•J11g, Oph•
thalmia, and all lnllammatlons and atrcctlons of Eyes
and

Ear

Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the

flnd an elmmedlate relief Soft cataracts hav been
removed by it. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is deferred. Price, SO cent.B.

Made and sold only by
S1tf

G. A.. LOMAS,
Shakers P. 0., N. Y,

THE TRUTH SEEKER!! AUGUST 27 .. 1881.

"'WI L S 0 N 1 A!'

ganlsm of man-ls the source and law [it Is not attraction

TRIUMPHANT.

cosmogony of the universe.
The law (attraction and repulsion) In each molecular

r:~~~~!ft~~~n~:~lri;:S.Pfo~~':~~nsc~~!~t~t~J~~~~nth~ ~~:
1
~f~st:u;:g~o~~t!l1~ft:.e:J f~~~~~~~~ ~CU"1~r'ri:t~ i~ ~~hn~

CONSULT!~

BOOKS SOLD BY]). M. BENNETT.
COLBY &

ALL ORDERS FOR "WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL g~;~r::~~i~~n!~~f [i!ea'i:~~;l!i o~nv~~~;: ty;o~!rg:z~;e ~~~=
firmament of the he1weno, lo
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE :MANUFAC. cular orbs which ftoat In the
1
TURER, 461> FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL
POST·OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE
PAYABLE 10 WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST.,
BROOKLYN.

~~~tna~frm~~~f~?~!~r~e:! cf~~~~~~~~~~e~; .:~1c~~~iY3~

and all celestial bodies, Including comets, are sustained In

~~~~h:i~~~f;alPo"r"~~/H.l;h: b~~~:;,~~ii:~~~~nfg; ~:~
1

spf~r3i~"tu.rba.nce in the one is the source of all commotion,
celestial (as solar magnetic storms) or terrestrial, inward,
as in the magnetic shocks of the earthqUI~,ke, or outward,
in electric storms by land or sea.. Its interruption in the
animal organism whereby the ultimate electric molecules
of the blood, tissues, nerve!!!, and muscles, each with a

The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the
marvel of the world.
.
They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, gg~~~';,J'~ e~ffta~l; st~1~tJ~r~gg~~flo~\"gH~~~~~- ~~ ~~:
and maklnr; glad the hearts of the people.
bois Reymonrl), beceme non-electric or demagnetized, in

:r~i~~r~~~-~~~:~ac ::~~eo:g~: :i~h~!~~· ~~~sel!lg=tt~~r~~~

become OI" e, possessed of one posttiTe zone and two nega.
tiv poles, and when in the electrotonic state unequal or
unlike poles are turned toward each other. This nonelectric or demagnetized state of the Iron molecules of the
blood, or the electric molecules of the nerTes and muscles
is. therefore, the source of all disorder and all diseases in

OPEN LETTER.

TO THE PHYSICIANS. CHEMISTS, AND ELECTRI· thie,!~m::, ~~~m.$:·belleve It Is, the law that the celestial
strangers known as comets are magnetic regulators deCfANS OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK
sl~ed to resupply the wasted ma~:;netlc forces of the

~~r::;~i;~~lb~~~!ea~~ t~c:f:S~~acft1~~~~~:~g~r~~~;:U~

forces of the sua, plainly visible in the solar spectrum,
and due, says LocKyear, in a recent lecture before the
Royal Astronomical Society, to the ejection of heated
matter in the interior of the sun, the result of increased
temperature and consequent breaking up of magnetic
iron In the sun into s1mp1er constituents.
Whateyer weight lo due to this theory of mllln\etlc restoration of exhausted planets-Illustrated In the Increased

~~'ft~~~!U:ri'd itlftef~~~;~~':n':.~';I!~~J~..\~~tf..1"~m~~::.~~
0

has been demonstrated that the electro magnetic or
nerTo electric vital forces of the human organism can be

~~~fo,!'~{..';l'f~~n!~~,';,d tt~d i'ee:;Pf~~~~ ~~ddf.~~~~fg~a;~~
~:'1,\~~~e~na!n;:~~tl~~ ot;,t~l~~§'~rea~~fl:a:;:,ol~nt:

maxim of the great German Esculapius that Uke cures
like, with the universal law of pro~er polarization, celeB·

~1lla.c~~~;~r~~:r1~c~~~e:!~gc~nth~~r~~~ogl ~:ru~ar;~fl

her kingdoms: stand within the veil face to face with the
magnetic source of universal 11fe and motion; and the
preventiv of decay and premature death approach to comprehend with a spirit of exultation and awe the now revealed, yet still invisible, power, which, when darkness
.was upon the face of the deep and chaos reigned, moved
upon the face of the waters, uttered the supreme flat, and
solar magnetism burst upon a primeval world. bathed it in
light, and then as now, Invested It with life and clad It
In beauty.
THE " WILSONIA."

Dr.ELTINGE,
Dr. THAYER,
Dr. TINKER,
Dr. TRUE.

Prof. CARMICHAEL,
FORDEB BARKER,
Dr. DEMEREST,
Dr. CLARK,

The following gentlemen can also be referred to:
Commissioner Garrison, J. B. Hoyt, ~ruce stree~ Col.
1

0

f:r:;~tt~ a~:~n~~~Kj_ ~.vitrt~~~ e~t atlt~f~~~r Fr~~~:

corner of Reid avenue and Broadway. These, with thou·
sands of others, hav worn my garments. Therefore, gentlemen, in conclusion I most respectfully submit that
you owe a duty to yourselvs and the public to inquire into
the nature of the invention thus presented to you. But
0

0

J;~~:S~ fh6~1~ ~ ~ ~he~t ~le~t~~ s~~~n~~A~~~f~rb;~~~~fc,g~

The " Wllsonia "wni core evefy form of disease that is
curable without medlcln of any klndf change of diet or
occupation. Magnetism is all that s neecfed when any
portion of the human organism Is deranged. It Is by the
forces of magnetism that the otars are kept In their orbIts, and the heavenly bodies bear witness to God's om.
nisclence in his ftrst grand conception of so simple a.
method AS tbe polarization of ultimate a~ms, whereby
the repellant and attractiv forces thus inbermg keep constant and in order all vegetable, animal, and mineral life,
there being even in minerals ample evidence of life
forcds, although to our senses they may appear dead.
The forces of cohesion in mineral and aeriform bodies
are but modifications of the same mwznetic law, and the
disintegration and breaking up of the atom storming the
mass is only another form o:f death; actual death cannot
be: all Is changed: nothing ever dies; Its form Is alone
altered. Disease, therefore, is nothing more than analteration of polarities, whereby the organism is disarranged. If, therefore, we can by any neans keep t;he peculiar polarities of our organic structure in perfect uni~
son, then disease cannot be; and knowing as we do that
the blood Is the regulator of our being by virtue of Its clr·
culation, such circulation being animated by electric
nerve :tlnids keeping in constant magnetic condition the
atoms of iron tn the blood; but when nature be impaired
or exhausted, then any perfect artificial magnetization
will restore the diseased org•nism, no matter what name
may hav been given to the malady.

THE "WILSONIA"

physicians before being generally prescribed, I herewith

Magnetic Garments are nature•s true remedy for every
~:s~elt~~l~;~~l r;~~;t~ti~~t1~~tirogat~~r:O~~·l~~ofu~~~~ ill, and there is not tn the world such t.estimony as can be
Parson's lecture, Eubllshed in Baltimore this week. You found here, in Brooklyn and New York, as to the wonder1
0
ful yet simple treatment of disease.

;"d!l;~~~ri~~t"":,~g;e~;:;:'~~~~;t~~e~ ~ ~~~ ?'ma~n~ ~g~

The" WILSONIA" will cure any of the following forms
now prescribed through your colleges. Hoping that you will seriously and In a fair spirit of disease:
inquire into the nature of my invention, I remain,
Paralysis,
Very respectfully yours,
WILLIAM WILSON.
Inflammatory Rheumatism,
Anchylasls,
Asthma.,

REMEDI.AL AGENCIES

.........................................................
, ..... .
.
.
•

READ THE FOLLOWING PORTION OF A LEC· ;

: TURE. BY PROFESSOR PARSONS~ AND SAY:
~ HOW MUCH LONGER CAN THE PHYSICIANS ~
OF BROOKLYN RESIST THE INQUIRY WHICH ~
: THE "WILSONIA" SYSTEM DEMANDS.

i

r~~~:;,~t~~lon of the Lungs

Heart Disease,
Albuminous Urine,
Locomotor Ataxia,
Gout,
Varicose Veins,
Catarrh,
Pneumonia.,
1

~~"o"g~ ~fo~ ~~~h~~fJneys,
Spinal Disease.

Evidence of this we can giv from the experience of

ovs":na~~flrfc.;r'~.?~~t~~u~;;:~ns.
MORE LIGHT.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.
DISCOVERY OF THE UNIVERSAL PREVALENCE

"Some Mistakes o:f Moses."

OF A PRINCIPLE THAT GRANDLY M.ANI.

This volume Is printed ;on toned paper, In clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing :m
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.

FESTS THE WISDOM

AND GOODNESS

so'li~:Sb~~d~n~~~ ~~: :J'!~~~t~~cE~~n;t thi!\~~~ran

that'subject. ~e pamphlets that hav been surreptitiously
issned are incorrect, filled with mistakes, and consist 01

OF ALMIGHTY GOD.

~~,id~~~u~,[g~~:,;w:ft~~t~en ef'W;e~h!'~~~hr~:t ~~~~

The book Is unanswerable In"ffts facts and logic, Inimitable
Professor W. H. Parsons, a talented and modest gentle· In Its style, and ftlled with wit, aattre, eloquence, and
man, who is now a. resident of our city, has made a dis- pathos.
covery that Is likely to be regarded with the deepest Interest by men of science everywhere, :since it not only
explains much heretofore mysterious in astronomical ''The Gods and Other Lectures."
science, but is calculated to impress all mtnds with more
profound admiration for the wisdom and goodness of
CoNTENTS.- u The Gods," "Humboldt," '• Thomas
11
Indtvidna.Uty," 11 Heretics and Heresies." Price •
.A!f!'df.hJf.g,~~cy Is that the sublime principle of MAGNETIC Paine,"
cloth, f1.25; paper, 50 cents.
REPULSION is Coextensiv with MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
throughout our universe. This magnetic repulsion has
equal potency with Newton's law of the ATTRACTION oF "The Ghosts and Other Lectures."
GRAVITATION in regulnting tlte movements of 11.ll celestial
bodies and maintaining harmony among them aU. This
CoNTBNT3.-u The Ghosts?' "Liberty of Man, Woman,
principle was first developed in the course of ma.nifesta...
tiona and experiments of Professor Parsons, who is an tftfn~~!!~·:: ~p~:~~~;~~~~~i~~~:f,.t'l!~~~~e,;~tFitra~~\~
electro-therapeutist, or medical electrician, while mak- fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; Paper, 5I
i~~:~~f{;.hd~~~~~,t~;d rde~:iho.ns of electro-magnetism to cents.
Both volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.1)0.
Without attempting to trace how far previous advances
of science had prepal'ed the way for the grand discovery
by Professor Parsons to '""htch we desire to call attention,
we may interest our readers by glancing at the great facts "What Must We Do to be Saved Y'"

ln~r;,~~r~C:l~~~·~fe~{rlclty-the

one the manifestation
of the other, with di1Ierent forms of motion; the one vi·

~{:~ia'b;"t~~g~~d~~~1~~a6~~~~~e~~~~h ·g~~~~l~s&~~~~ o'!:

sessed with magnetic poles-are neither Imponderable
fluids nor atomic streams, but forces known only from
results, the direct ion of the Individual force In each mole·
cule of all magnets, whether in the blood or the heavens,

~~n:f.~he e~fcf?,;'~~e~~:.eii~~!Jff, ~~·ei[~~~t.;~g:i;"~~~Mt~~
but

wh~h, by its
0

repellant. as well as its attracttv power,
11

!'~J~~d irdra~o~!t~blts~~·:~tc::a~.t~~~ ~a~~gli~h;~~P~:

clple of all motion and all life In every kingdom of nature,
either in the heuvenB above or tbe earth beneath.
0

11

ui'ee~~~~!cr ~~~z~~~~~~aTI~:~·:~~h ~fh~~;~~:lh~r a~d &n~

celestial system, including our own planet, or the ctrcua.tory avstem of the blooCI. and nerves, of what 1a as fear..
ully, Wonderfully, and ao curiously made-the diVIne or.

Works by lllrs. lllaria M. King.
Principles of' Nature, as Discovered In the
Development and Structure of the Universe. ln three
volumes. Prlee. $1.75 per val.
Real Lil'e in Spirit Land, Price, $1.00.
The Brotherhood ol~ Man, and What Follows l'rom It. Price, 25 cents.
Social Evils: Their CauseP and Cure. Price, 25
cents.

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly educntsd and leplly qualified phyalclan, and the

moat suceesstul, ns. his pr!tctice will pro\"e.

Cures all torms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea ancl Impotency,

b!'l':.:.P~;j~~-:'~~~e~~ilo@.o.~l

6

8

1

~ :rr;~~~n~~:S~!~:~ 1'E~CUi~~:(!:f:bs:':~f~!t;!~i dr:~~)~D~:

~e:e.ol:er;¥!~ foe~~~~~~Y ~~eF:~~te~~~~si:Co8lid~~P~:a0o~

Sexual Power, &c.• rendering mnr.iage improper or unhappy, are
thoroughly nnd permanently cured by an

EXTERNAL

·
Soul of '.rhings; or. Psychometric Researches
and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per vol.
Be Tlaysclf. Price, 10 cents.

.:;:si~~h~u;fb~~ ~~~:~e::Je ~~n~l~:~~~hC:~et::n :~~be ~~~:=
t:aylums, many had Fallmg Sickues;, Flte; othere Upon tbe TCI"JZ"O

of Coneumptlon; while others, again, had become fooliilh and hardly

N~~e~~t~~~n~u~~ i>r1~~. ~fo't~ ~r.2;~~a~!~~i1 •0 f

the
Radical Rhynaes. Price. $1.25.
ls Spiritualism True ? Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Finality; or, Spiritualism su·
perior to Christianity. I,ricc 1 1U cents.
Coonnton Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
!,nee, 10 cents.
• Radical Discourses on Ueligious Sub·
~ects. Prlce,$1.25.
ltlau's True Saviot·. Price,10cents.

th~~rt!~~L&~lf;~Il1n~A~d G L~E~:e}ltr~~~~~~~~:,
Hernia
(or Rupture)~ Piles, and other private disease& quickly
cured.
8

llliddle-Aged and Old Men.
w~~~'!a;~~:f :.!:C~ea!Fo~0:f i~1!~a'3d:~~Ch:cc~~P~~~1b;

a &Hght smarting or burning senso.tion, and a weakening of tho
system In It manner tho patient cannot account for. On examining
the urinary deposits n ropy or cotton-like sediment, or sometim~3

~~~ o~ar;, iitei~bf b~~~~~~:!~a:~fn:~~o; i!;k ~~~rto~l~ :;p~~~
1

nnce, which plainly shows that the semen Rnssesoffwith the urir.c.

~a~~: n~r.~:lro:s~nE~~~~eR~~eidyd~.1~;r~~~~~~n; p~~r~~~
5
cu~Co~!~ ~~~~i~n~n~; ic~~! fre:~~J~~;~~tg~agh~r~~a1~~~l~~i~

S~~:ic~.c'p~fc~. 1~~~ent:~e Light ot· Modern

and cc.rrespondencestrictly contidcntia.l

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
8
tr~~~~::~;!~S:O~b~~~r ~~~d~~~tW~!~E'~:::~?~ti~~:~

f!ymptoms, horrfbleetrects 1 o.nd cure, followed bv strongtc.stimonlals.
beaded by an nflldnYlt as to their Nenuincness. Should be read

R'If. ·R~ .nFE'lU:~Ws~ovl~:~J~~1d1,c M'ei!v.f!=se~~dB!
1

liure and state iu. whQ.t.\JO.pcr you saw t.hia.

[From

the House and Home, N, Y.]

11

Among the successful physicians who hav departed
from the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows. of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
his system baaed upon sctent:fl.c fact."
[From tM (Mo.) Ltberal.

" The reputatioD. of Dr. Fellows is sufficient to warrant
any one In reposing confidence In h '• skill and "blllty.
Those in need of his ala should not fall to consult him at
once. Procrastination is the thief of time, and often costs
t~e life of a human being."

$66t,~J~~rr&~:Po~d~~· and tsoutll.t

$5 to $20 fr!~ ~tJso~ ,?~~-~Po~~~e~,:vorth
$72 ~:r~e. 'Jf~~"l ~~.??.::U:t:.l~ay:,~e.
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Costly

BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.
COLBY &

.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price.._ $2.50. Neatly facked and boxe<l
ready for shipment. .o;very admirer o this great Apostl<
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL.
By Barony, the celeb"t~~d~~~c~~:New York, at the fol
Imperial, or large size
•
•
•
•
40 cents
Photo or card size
•
•
•
•
• 20 "
Life-size Lithograph, 21x27
• •
50
Posta~~:e p!Ud.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New YorK

be Image oi'

Price, $1.50.

0
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hall Spiritualist•

Works by Prof. Willia
liJenton.
Geology: The Past and Ji'utul"l::; of our l'lauet.

APPLICATION~

-wblch l.s the Doctor' a latest and greatest lDedlcal discoYery and
which ho has so fnr ftre1cribed for thla baneful comjlaint in all its

able to taliecare of themselves.

versus Dis-

What is Spiritualtsm? ·1
ho.v a Creed Y Price, 25 cents.
God the Father and Maa
God. Price, 25 cents.

na ths result of self-abuse in· youth, aexual excassea In lDa.turer

RICH'S PUBLl.CA'l'IONS.

Poems from the Inner Lite. By Lizzie Doten. Price, $1.50.
Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price,
$1.50.
:1'-oems. By the well.known medium, Achsa W.
Sprague. Price, $1.
Proof Palpable of Immortality. By Epes
Sargent. Cloth, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Poems ot· the Life Beyond and Within.

xo~~e~:~~~ Jre~~y ~~ft~d0~n~e~~~~1re~a~~n~~~:r1\~' J~e0~

bins. Price, $2.
Psalln.s of" Life. By Johns. Adams. Price, $1.25.
PhUosophy ol' Creation. By Thomas Paine
throngh the hand of George B. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents;
paper, S5 cents.
.lo!!'Ianclllette; or, The Despair of Science. By Epes
l:largent. :Price, $1.25.
Startling Facts in Modern Spiritnalism.
j3y N. B. Wolfe, M.D. Price, $2.
Solar an<iil Spiritnal Light, and other lectures.
Uy CoraL, V. Tappan. Papcr,15cents.

..

.,~:r~ ~~~\.~'f~~lc~':;;~':,ri,i,ngp~~~~~~lgg~ts~nd

Poems.
Spiritua~iism as a Sciience and Spiritual•
>Sm as a Religion. By Cora L. V. Tappan. Papcl'.
5 cents.

m~.f!~~~~:: ~~:~;.~ionAa~~w,ggi~~c~~~~~-f '1':~~ a{V~

Tucker. Paper, 25 cents.

B~fo~j~?'fa~~~ ~~lc:. ft.~w Basis of Beltef.
Scientific Basis of ~piritualisDI. By Epes
Sargent. Price, $1.50.
Spirit and l!latter. A drama In six acts. By G.
Dan11ant, P .AI.L. Price, 50 cents.
The Life. Price, 50 cents.
'l'hc Spirit \Vorld. Its Locality and Conditions.
By tile splrlt of Judge John Worth Edmonds. Price, 20
cents.
'l'he Religion oi· Spiritualism. By Eugene
Crowell, M.D. -price, 15 cents.
Transcendentah Physics. ·£mnslatcd from the
German, with a preface and appendices, by Charles Carleton .Massey, of London 1 barrtstcral\..t~law. Price, $1.50.
The G8(\iarenc; or, Spirits In Prison. By J. 0. Bar·
rett and J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.25.
.J-·fte
e ()ase: Its Factq and Lessons. A Record
and a Warning. By" M.A. (Oxon)." Pricc,20 cents.
'l'he Symbol Sei•ies of three Jocturco. By Com
L. V. Tappan. Prlcc,10 cents.
'O'isions OY the Beyond by a Seer of To-Day: or
Symbolic Teachlngo from the Higher Life. E11ted by
Berman Snow. Price, $1.25.
Vital lllagnetic Cnre. By a magnetic physician.
Price, $1.25.
'Vhy I am a Spiritnalist, and WilY I am not an
Orthodox. By J. B. Angell. Price, 10 cents.
Mcdinntship; Its Laws and Conditions. By J. H·
Powell. Price, 25 cents.
·

A~~~'ftJa~~-SJ~\~1~: ~riJ c~~~sr~~~rhl,\:~~nlf!~

0

RICJI•S PUBLICATIONS.

Works by Dr. A. B. Claild.
Better Views of Living; or, Life According to
the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Right." Price, $1.00.
Whatever Is, ill Ri&'ht. Price, $1.00.
Christ and the People. Price, $1.25.
A B C oC Life. Price, 25 cents.
Soni Affinity. Price, 20 cents.

Life. By
Nigltt-Sidc of },fature; or, Ghosts and GhostsSeers. By Catherine Crowe. Price, $1.50.
On l!Iira<'~es aaul lilodern Spiri:tualisan.
Dy Alfred R. Wallace,),'. R. G. B., F. z. B. Price, $1.75.

tt!'es{~c.!'.?s~~}r.~!? 1 lfl~l~a,~ rcs~~!.:;,n~:~lfr~•'t_

Wallace I->r,)f. J. R. Buchan1m, Darius Lyman, and Epes
Sargent.' to the Attacks of Prof. 'V. B. CH.rpcnter. of Eng.
and, and others. Price, 50 cents.
Jllan anti His Relations. By Prof. S. B. Brittan.
Price, $1.50; larglj quarto edition, $8.50.
People from the Other World. Containing
full a.ncflllustra.tiv descriptions of the wonderful seances
held by Col. Olcott with the Eddy's, Holmeses, and Mrs.
Compton. Price, $2.50.

Sermon from Shaksl>ere's Text. Price. 10
cents.
The Pocasset Tragedy. Price, 10 cents.
What is Right? Price, 10 cents.
Who are Christians? Prlce,1U cents.
The Irreconcilable Records; or, Genesis and
Geology. Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.
Orthodoxy False, since Spiritualisn• is
True. !,rice, 10 cents.
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THE TRUTH

fdds and

SEEKER~

~nds.

.A GoD who loves sacrifice cannot be just, sacriJOSH BILLINGS'S PRAYER-NEW REVISION.
fice being a breach of justice.-Oharles La}lerche.
l<'rom tu many friends, and from things with
THE God and Bible-believer bas taken a Hercu- luce ends, deliver 11s I
lean task-that of making fact, rea~on, truth, and
From a wife who don't luv us, and children who
consistency out of fable, miracle. falsehood, and don't look like 11s, deliver us I
inconsistency. Why not drop gods, ghosts, and
From wealth without charity, from pride withmyths, and help us to make good men and women out sense, froni pedigrees worn out, and from all
out of the materials now on hand? Leave the dch relations deliver nsl
future to take care of itself and Improve the now.
From snafx In the grass, from nails in our butes.
Let us make the earth blossom as the rose, and cul- from tm·cb-light processions, and from nu rum detivate all the graces, the virtues, and the morali- liver us I
ties. Let U8 liv for love and read the great volume
From pack-peddlers, from young folks in luv,
of nature. Build up the arta and the sciences. from old aunts without money, and kolery morbls
Seek out the laws of heredity. Pay due heed to deliver us I
parental in1luences, and build here on earth a race
From newspaper sells, and pills that ain't 1lsic,
who shall as far surpass the old Bible gods, from females who faint, and men who 1latter, deghosts, and angels as our present enlightened civ- liver us.
ilized inhabitants surpass the wild savages of the
From virtue without fragrance, from butter that
smells, from nigger camp-meeting, and from cats
..tl..frican interior.-Eimina IJ. Blenker.
WE may dwell as much as we will upon the that are kourting, deliver us I
From other folk's secrets, and from our own and
charm of a faith into which intellectnal speculation never enters; but we shall never know the women committees, deliver us I
From folks who won't laugh, and from them who
full power of 5piritual convictions until they are
also intellectual beliefs. To believe with the mind giggle; from tile butes, easy virtue, and mutton
without the heart may be barren; but to believe deliver us!
• J
THE RAM AT CHURCH.
with the heart without the mind is fruitful in dellfollie had a litqe ram, 1leece black as rubber
lusions and nourishes an unreal life. If religion
is ever to become the rule of the life that now ie, sho·e, and everywhere that Mollie went, he em+
as well as of the life that Is to come, it must be- grated too.
He went with her to church one day; the old
come as intellectual as it is a1fectional, not ingenious, esthetic, academic-this is not intellectual- folks hi-la-rious grew, to see him walk demurely
into
DeRcon Al-len's pew I
but intellectual in the sense of being penetrated
The wor-thy deacon quickly let his angry paswith, resting upon, thought.-Rev. H. W. Bellews.
sions rise, and gave it an unchristian kick between
"PAINT me as I am," said Oliver Cromwell the sad brown eyes.
while sitting to young Laly; "If you leave out the
This landed rummy In the aisle; the deacon folsears and wrinkles I will not pay you a shilling." lowed fast, and raised ills foot again, but ah I the
Even In such a trifle the great Protector showed tlrst kick was his last.
his good sense and his magnanimity. He did not
l<'or lllr. Sheep walked back about a rod, 'tis said,
wish all that was characteristic in his countenance and ere the deacon couldrett·eat it stood him on his
to be lost in the vain attempt to giv him the regu- head!
lar features and smooth, blooming cheeks of the
The congregation then arose and went for that
curl-pated minions of James I. He was content ere sheep, but several well-directed butts just piled
that his face should go forth marked with all the them In a heap.
blemishes which bad been put on it by time, by
Then rushed they straightway for the door, witb
war, by sleepless nights, by anxiety, perhaps by curses long and loud, while rammy struck the
remorse, but with valor, policy, authority, and hindmost man and shot him through the crowd.
public care written in all its princely lines. If men
The minister had often heard that kindness
truly g1-eat knew their own interest, it is thus that would subdue the fiercest beast, so, ".Ah I" he says,
they would wish their minds to be portrayed.- "I'll try that game on you."
.Macaulay.
.And so be kindly, gently called, " Come, rummy,
rammy, ram; to see the folks abuse you so I grieve
SOFT you; a word or two before you go.
I haT done the state some service, and they and sorry am I"
With kind and gentle words he came from that
know't.
tall pulpit down, saying, "Ram my, rammy, ram.
No more of that. I pray you in your letters,
rummy, t•ammy, rammy, bestsbeepy in the town."
When you shall these unlucky deeds relate,
Then rummy looked meek, and on he came, with
Speak of me as I am, nothing extenuate,
uRammy, rammy,ram; ram, ram my, rammy, ramNor set down aught in malice.
-Shakspere.
my, ram; the nicey, pretty ram."
Fowx canna come richt 'xcept by havin' room
The ram quick dropped its bumble air, and rose
to gang wrang.-Geurge ltfa~donald.
from o1f his feet; and when the parson lit he lay
GoD, we are told, desires the happiness of all beneath the hindmost seat.
men, and bas the power to make all men happy.
As he shot out the open door, and closed it with
Thousands and hundreds of tboueands of the hu- a slam, he named a California town-I think 'twas
man family are miserable, and none are entirely "Yuba Dam !"-Afodern .Argo.
happy. His watchful eye observes everything,
THE TRUE TALE OF WILLIA!! TELL.
even the falling of a sparrow (Matt. x, 29-31, and
William Tell ran a hay ranch near Bergelen about
Luke xil, 6 and 7), and ·• his tender mercies are all five hundred and eighty years ago. Tell had lived
over his work~" (Psalm cxlv, 9); yet war, fa min, in the mountains all his life, and shot chamois and
and "the pestilence that walked in darkness" chipmunks with a cross-gun till he was a bad man
(Psalm lxxxxi, 6) slew every year immense mul- to stir up. .At that time Switzerland was run printitudes, including the gentle, the noble, and the cipally by a Jot of carpet-baggers from .Austria,
good. Patriots and philanthropists languish and and Tell got down on them about the year 1307.
die In loathsome dungeons, martyrs expire amid
It seems that Tell wanted the government conthe 1l«mes, the poor are robbed, vice glistens in tract to furnish hay at forty-five dollars a ton for
the palace, slaves wither under the cruel lash of tbe year 1306, and Gessler, who was controling the
their masters, and whole nations are impover- patronage of Switzerland, Jet the contract to an
ished by tyrants and priests, yet this God-whose Ausu·ian who bad a big lot of condemned hay
pretended oracles pledge his aid and assistance further up the gulch.
whenever needed and asked in faith- never interOne day Gessler put his plug hat on a telegraph
poses to help poor su1fering humanity.-Underpole, and issued order 236, regular series, to the efwood.
fect that eve1'Y snoozer passing down the toll-road
.AT first David took refuge with the Philistines should bow to it. Gessler happened to be In beand fought against his own count!'Ymen. Next he hind the brush when Tell went by, and he noticed
turned brigand, and was joined by all the crimi- that Bill said" Shoot the hat," and didn't salute it;
nals and outlaws of the land. The cave of Axtul- so he told his men to gather Mr. Tell in, and put
lam was his lair, whence he sallied forth to levy him in the refrigerator. Gessler told him that if
blackmail on the rich farmers and graziers of the he would shoot a crab-apple from the head of his
neighborhood, cutting their throats when they re- only son at two hundred yards with a cross gun he
fused to pay. At the same time David was a very would giv him his liberty. Tell consented, and
religious man, and never went on a plundering knocked the apple higher than Gilroy's kite.
expedition without consulting a little image,
Old GesEler, however, noticed another arrow
which revealed to him the orders and wishes Of sticking In William's girdle, and he asked what
Jehovah, jnst as the Bedouins always pray to kind of a 1lowery break that was. Tell told him
.Allah before they commit a crime, and thank him that if he had killed the kid instead of busting the
for his assistance when it has been successfully apple, he intended to drill a hole through the stomperformed.-Reade's MaA'tyrdom of ltfan.
ach of Mr. Gessler.
This made Gessler mad again, and he took Tell
To learn the a1't of contentment is only to learn
what happiness actually oonsiats ln. Sensual on a picnic up the river in irons. Tell jumped off
pleasures add little to its substance. Ease-if by when he got a good chance, and cut across a bend
that be meant exemption from labor-contributes in the river, and when the picnic party came down
nothing. One, however, constant spt•ing of satis- be shot Gessler deader than a mackerel. This
faction and almost infallible support of cheerful- opened the ball for freedom, and weakened the
ness and spirits is the exercise of the domestic Austrian government eo much that In the follow·
lug November they elected Tell to fill the long
a1fections; the presence of objects of tenderness
term, and a half-bt•eed for the short term. After
and endearment in our families, our kindred, our
that Tell was recognized by the ruling power, and
friends. Nor hav the poor anything to complain
of here! .Are they not surrounded by their rela- he could get most any contract he wanted to. He
tions as generally as others 1 The poor man has got the service on the stage line up Into the .Alps
his wifE! and children about him, and what has the increased to a dally, and had the contracts in the
rich man? He has the same enjoyment c,f their name of his son .Albert. The appropriation was in'eociety; the same solicitude for their welfare; the creased $150,000 per year, and he had a good thing.
Tell lived many years after this, and was loved
same pleasure in their good qualities, improvement, and success. Their connectioll with him is by tne Swiss people because he had freed their
as strict and intimate, their attachment as strong, land. Whenever he felt lonesome he would take
their gratiude as warm.-Paley's RRasons.fur Con- Ills cross-gun and go out and kill a tyrant. He had
tyrant and toast almost every day till Switzerland
tentment.
was free, and the peasants blessed him as their deTHE connection between error and misery, be- liverer.
When Tell got to be an old man be would go out
tween truth and happiness, becomes gradually more
apparent as our inquiries proceed and produces at Into the mountains and apostrophize them In these
last a complete conviction that, even in those cases memorable words: "Ye crags and peaks, I am
when we are unable to trace it, the connection ex· with you once again. I hold to you the handH I
ists. He who feels this as he ought will consider a held to you on previous occasions to show you
steadfast adherence to the truth as an expression of they are free. The tyrant's crust Is busted, so to
benevolence to man and of confidence in the right- speak. His race Is run, and he himself hath
eous administration of the universe, and will sus- .cooted up the 1lume. Sic semper 1\lcGinnis, tetTa
pect tbe purity of those motlvs Which would lead firma, nux vomica Schweitzer kase, Tlmbuctoo
him to advance the good of his species or the glory erysipelas, epluribus unum, sciatica, multum in
of his maker by decelt and hypocrisy.-IJuqald parvo, vox populi vox snockmeontllegob."-Boom6t«carl.
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IN addition to the'$100 which Thomas HarTmmE are about ten thousand regular sumrison, the· popular revivalist, receives for a mer residents at Ocean Grove .. One of the
week's serVices at a camp•meeting, he makes a most popular preachers said a. few days ago
.....
profit from the sale.bf his photographs, hym.il that he had good reason to believe about two~'lATIGATioN on the Ohio river is virtuallt
Au. Saints' Protestant Episcopal church, books, and biography. The managers of·. the thirds of these to be backsliders: If these closed
on account of low water.
San Francisco, went up in. a blaze a few days camp at A.cton, Ind., say they were well pleased gentlemen are correct, the evangelical work
SEVERAL of the new ocean steamers• are be•
ago. The rectory was also destroyed.
with these terms, and voluntarily' provided lllm 'accomplisheu at this famous resort does not
ing
fitted up with the electric light.
PETER CooPEB., now over ninety :years of with •a terit furirlshed in the most luxuriant seem to be attended with as salutary results as
A. CLERGYMAN had a leg taken off by a train
has generally· been supposed. Many of the
age, is going to expend about $60,000. the manner.
THE hatred between Roinan Catholics .and preachers who. hav had much to. do with the at Carbondale, Pa., on Saturday last.
present summer in improving the Cooper
Union.
_ ·
Ori!Jlgemen bas been intensified in Ontario by Ocean Grove meetings are disturbed about the ·. A. RAILWAY syndicate has purchased 8,000
IN the vicinity of Mari~ol are se~en Jewish V4Lcent F. De Longe, an apostate' priest, who great growth of worldliness among some of acres of land near Chicago for $1,200,000.
colonies, three of which were lately attacked declares that he was subjected to .torture·for· those who by this tinie should hav bec<:Jme the
his heresy in a monastery.il.t ,SandWich.·-· He most highly spiritualized. If a dozen years of
NEARLY a million dollars' worth of property
by Russian peasantS, who d~stroy.ed all. their
tells a more wonderful story, ':b"0wever, of a oamp-meeting fervor can make no better ex- was destroyed by fire in Chicago on the 26th,
property.
'
.
.
- .
Father Fitzpatrick's tongue being out dff in- a. hibit than the backsliding ofsome six or seven
A. MINER in Sussex Co., N. J., recently
A. CREDITOR is by birth and nature a ritual- Montreal monastery, bec8ru'se he spoke"igainst thousand people who are in the habitual enjoy- fasted forty-three days, subsisting solely- on
ist. He has a ·superstitious regard for set days the Pope. ·De Longe solEimnly declares that ment of the means of grace which hav been so water.
and times-the days and 'times when certain he saw the mutilation, ~d the Orangemen be- highly extolled, the indication is that some' JoHN ToBIN, of Chicago, has been sentenced
nptes become due.
lieve him. On the 'other hand; he is.. said tohav other plan of operations may hav to be substi- to imprisonment for life for having kicked his
· MEN are so credulous that they believe any long been insane, :and 'those who hav him in tuted for those which hav drawn such crowds daughter to death.
amount of evil told of a neighbor, and at the charge admit that his ~ind is n~w unsettled, of pilgrims to this Methodist Mecca.
A. M.A.N in Delafield, Wis., poisoned his whole
same time so incredulous that they can't posA GERM.A.N philosoph!ll' has . been experi- A. FIGHT between Dr Hargett and the Rev •. family a few days ago. His wife and two
sibly believe any good.
J;ll~ntjng as. to the; infl.Jl.ences of, intellectu8.].. Mr. Mackey is enlivening Youngstown, Ohio. ' children hav died.
IF a man declares himself tO b. e so thoroughly 1ab or.r],~pon
'' '
th. e circul.ati qll of • t h e bloo d . m"s Th
. e d octor is a middl.ed-aged medical practiILLINois is afilicted by a serious drouth.
reli<l'ious
that he has not committed a sm
... for ob serv.~
· '· ··'tions sh ow thao~ th e h eart b eats are m·
·
t 10ner of good san
t ding; the clergyman is a Wells and streams are dry pastures burned
.,.
twtlnty years, you ar~ safe in. concluding that creased': tw~· or three pvJsatjons per second. young Methodist pastor. Both ~e bachelors, and·nearly all the late corn ~ed.
'
· The ,great~r .the lB:bi>r ana the ~loser the atten- and formerJy they were intimate friends. The
he does not regard lymg as smful.
GEN. HURLBUT, our new miliister to, Peru,
THE latest news sent out from Pink Cottage, .ti<in,: the; ,grea,~r' til~ •. ~~her., of :p$a,tions. trouble began when Hargett sent Mackey a has presented his credentials to the provisional
the Kentucky hospital of .miracles, is that a T,l;l.ps; 1f!.is , ;P,~Osopher discovered. that _the bill for doctoring. Mackey refused to pay, government of that ~ountry.
woman's awfully curved spine straightened s~qY( 9f g~e~etry,, to. ,whi~h he had never .li.nd,Hargett advertised the debt for sale. Then
INDIANS attacked the town of Eureka, New
out w;hiJ-e prayer was being made for her.
gh:lln ~~ch,,~tention, ~ade his heart beat Mackey preached a_ sermon on Hargett, vioTHREE Michigan girls made up a party and mo~e rap~dly than that ,of. philosophy, ~th leritly assailing liis cliaracter, and charging Mexico,. a few days ago, and massacred all the
eloped with a young man. By going to three ,whic,_h:he was already familiar .. Concernmg him with dyeing his hair, desiring a. young citizens, said to be about seventy.
,,..,.
t . . -t
h
. d all f h'
the effect of -arduous love-makmg upon the wife, and going to Cincinnati on sprees. H a~. _ A.N engagement between the French troops
wueren mullS ers e marrie
o IS com• '·
.·
·
panions, awl- then they went on a tripartite heart beats he .does not appear to hav record· gett retaliated by publishing an accusation in Tunis and 12,000 Arabs recently took place,
bridal tour.
·
ed any observations.
that· Mackey was a hypocrit; that he was a The loss on both sides was small.
The plan of c~-~rig a 'regular admission visitor at siiJful- resorts in disguise, and that
SPECIAL prayers for the President were of•
A. GIRL at Lynn, Iowa, went to a picnic with fee has not prove.· : altogether successful at a h e h ab'It!f.W'Y
- n k'1ssed t h ose women in his confered up by the devout in most of the churches
her lover instead of going to a prayer-meeting, negro camp-meeting near Marion, Ohio. Bro. gregation .. wh C> would 1et him
· . The minister
as her father h¢ ordered. The parent tied Hart had J·u.st n).ade a fervent prayer, and was demes
· tha t h e IS
· a sk eptic in any particular, of this country and England on Sunday last.
THE President is still alive, but hopes for
her to a post on her 'return, and gave her such laboring zealously among the mour_n_ers~;,when an d a dmits tha t · h e h as VIsited the wicked
a whipping that she died next day,
- re- P1aces as ch arge d , b ut on1y f or the purpose of his recovery are a.lmo~t given up. Blood-poi·
the six members of ,t~e;"Finan,e._e <J(),~ee
&o.r. PICTET, the discoverer of the liquefac- minded him that he had _oJimbe;(l~r the g~tting information for sermons against them. soning is slowly but surely eating his life away.
THE editor of a paper in Quincy, Ill., was
tion of oxygen, has invented an improved steam fence instead of entering· by tQ.e g~ They A.s for the kissing, he says that it hls been
vessel with which he expects 'to attain a speed demanded ten cents for himself and .ten more confined to unmarried women, whom he has a burned in effigy, a few nights ago, for saying
of thirty-five miles an hour. A. model vessel is for his wife, but he refused to pay,<and they perfect right to kiss, if it is mutually agree- that Guiteau was just as honorable as Garfield.
built, and will sh6rtly be tried on the lake of dragged him off the grounds. But he· did not able.
ONE man was killed and several hundred
Geneva.
long stay expelled. He and his wife armed
Gov. 0. M. RoBERTS of Texas, in conversa- thousand dollars' worth of freight destroyed by
THE queen 'of Madttgascar has issued a proC- themselvs with clubs,' knocked the ticket taker tion with a representativ of the St. Louis Globe,.. a smash-up on the Erie Railroad near Olean, on
lamation forbidding her subjects either to sell ·away from the gate, scattered the opposing IJemoiY!'at, recently gave _his reasons in detail the 29th.
or drink rum. She.- says she cannot take a committee of si4 PI1anciers, thrashed the pre- for not joining .with Gov. Foster in the ThanksOWING to threats made in various parts of
revenue from anything that debases or de- sid~ng minis_ter ·himself, and resumed their giving proclamation for the President's recov- the country to lynch Guiteau in the event of
grades her subjects, and· yet this woman is not work among the penitents.
ery. - He said: "This union of church and the President's death, the force at the jail has
a Christian.
"A. MINISTER told me yesterday," said Mr state is all wrong. It has taken a larger and been strengthened.
'THE Rev. Father Grogan attempted to drive Moody, as he began his talk on the Bible last· more arduous battle to divide the church from
THE steamer State of New York, from Harta land league out of his parish school-house, in Sunday night, " that what we want is convic- the state than it did to achieve our national in- ford, Conn., for this city, struck on a rock in
tion.
·
But
how
can
conviction
be
brought
dependenee.
You
know
how
it
was
in
England
Chicago, where they were holding a meeting,
the Connecticut river, and went down almost
and characterized them as " scoundrels and about without_a firm belief in the Bible-in its in the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. immediately. Only one life was lost.
vagabonds.'' They retorted that he was drunk, entirety,? Whim a man believes fUlly, and his Men of one faith fought for the right to uphold
TEN farm hands, near Kaufman, Texas,
daily walk is correct, he's a power ;:'why; he'd it as against another. When they could not
and threw him into the street.
convert a whole heathen nation. If the word achieve it in the old country they came to the were poisoned recently by eating peaches in
THE. Two Be'Uvion MagaziM is the name of
of God Is true in one part it's true in every new. You had the Congregationalists in Mass- which arsenic had been put by some unknown
the new religious journal published in Japan to
part-in the whole. It's a great fashion here achus•tts, the Quakers in Pennsylvania, the person. It is thought that all of them will die.
warn the J aps against the influence of Chrisin this country for people to talk about the Lutherans in New York, the Baptists in MaryTHE largest grain elevator in the world has
tianity. Buddhism and Shintoism hav formed
' supernatural' in the Bible-in religion. You land, the Huguenots in the Carolinas. Each just been completed in Brooklyn, N.Y. It is
an offensiv and defensiv alliance against Chrispeople here from Great Britain don't often class had its faith, and that faith swayed the 100 by 1,200 feet, and can take grain from ves·
tianity, and this ~s_,9ne of the results of it.
hear this word. People nowadays cut and state, especially, as the books tell us, in New sels at the rate of 8,000 bushels per hour.
MADRAS, the SQ-called benighted presidency slash at the Bible till it's all gone. Some don't England. Only church members voted, and
BY a collision on the Grand Trunk Railway
. of India, is 'the first to recognize the cl~of want anything to do with the Old Testament ; in all essential matters the conventicle was suat
Lancaster, Ont., on Sunday, two men were
women 'to. ,important offices. The Gdiette the New is all right, but, oh, dear, the Old is preme. But toward_the middle of the eightannounces the appointment of a lady, Miss gone by. But Jesus and his apostles· haft no eenth century came along the Freethinking killed and others injured. The engins were
Pogson, to be meteorological reporter to the other scriptures ; then think of the hundreds English artisan and Scotch Prerbyterian, who smashed to pieces and the cars piled in a heap.

lfotts and flippinns.

I
I

0

0

government of that presidency. Miss Pogson
has for some years discharged with great ability the duties of ass~tant government astronomer,
AMoNG the emigrants passing west over the
Pennsylvania Railroad one day last week was
a German family, consisting of the grandfather,
grandmother, and their nine children, six sons
and three daughters, all of whom are married,
with their families, on board the same train.
There were forty grandchildren and eleven
great-grandchildren, the entire relationship
consisting of ninety-five people. They will
settle in northern Iowa, and will form a colony
of their own. A.mong the men in the party
were practical farmers, weavers, shoemakers,
and butchers.

of references in the New to the Old. For instance, Matthew has one hundred, and in
Rev~lations there are two hundred and fortyfive. Some want everything supernatural
taken out of the Bible." Mr. Moody went on
to cite the supernatural events recorded in the
New and Old Testaments, saying, among other
things, ·u Now, there's Jonah and the whale.
'Pooh!' says the scientific man, 'a whale's
mouth isn't big enough to swhllow a man,
anyway.' But couldn't God make a whale
big enough to swa.llow a man? Why, he
could make a man big enough to swallow a
whale.'' Upon considerable laughter in the
audienc~ at this, Mr. Moody emphasized the
assertion. ".Yes, I havn't the·, least doubt he
could-not the least.'' -SprinVield Republican.

fled from the defeat of Cullodin and Preston
Pans. These were a thrifty, cultivated, logical
class, and _they gradually disseminated the
leaven whose creation is the present outward
separation of church and state. I say outward
because, as you well know, it is only in name.
The religious principle of New England and
Ohio makes their politics. We hav seen plenty
of that i~ the war, and it is this unconscious,
subtle union of the church and state in. the
publie mind that shows to the front in days of
thanksgiving and fasts of solemn prayer. It is
all right to fast and pray. I den't object, but
I do not see the necessity for the governor of a
state directing its religious concerns, and hence
I thought it was aMut time to inaugurate the
contrary policy.''

DuRING a hurricane at Port Royal, S. C., on
last Saturday night, a ferry house was swept
into the river, drowning several persons. The
number lost is variously estimated at from
twenty to forty.
A. FURious hurricane raged in Charleston, S.
C., on Saturday and Saturday night last. Sev·
eral lives were lost. The sea threw spray
forty feet high over the sea-wall at the city
front.
THREE men wera killed and five others seri·
ously injured by the breaking of a hoisting
apparatus on an electric light pole in Union
Square, this city, a few days ago. The pole is
150 feet high, and is to support eight large
lights.
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tion througli self-sacrifice, wouldst thou be ab~,e to vainly endeavored to cheer her up. The melancholy
suffer for that life: long poverty, or even death?
of her looks, the fading roses in her cheeks, her deep
"Mr. Colas, thou art enthusiastic, again. Only silence and her effort to hide from me the grief that
enthusiasts can demand and bring such sacrifices. sickened her heart, under artificial merriment, mixed
Al_amontada," the Galle-y-Slave~
And it is good in this world that there are such peo- with my friendship the mild warmth a'hd tenderness
TWsLATlllD FROM THE GERl\I.AN O:FJOHANN. HEINRICH ple. _ But do once come to thoughtfulness. It hurts of sympathy. How gladly would ~I>hav put my life
me that thou continually !!Urseth wrath. In this at,~take to p.roc_!:lr~ !or, her happier days.
,_ __ ·.
:Q~- ZSC~OB:KE· BY'=-iRA. .G. MOSHER. LL.B.
manner thou wilt never become fortunate. Run
Once, in the evening, as I accompanied her singCHAPTER XIII.
through the whole w9rld and.,oo}l,eot. the fools to- ,ing with·my harp, a sudden gush of tears interrupted
"And therein even lies. its paradise-!;' sighed I gether that
go for thy thedries into _death, .thou ~her voice. Startled, -I leaned back the harp. She
when I stood in my room, and thought of Clementine. wilt find among -bllndreds of million.a: npt.a siugle arose and wanted to flee into her cabinet, in order
;r togk the withered wreat_h down and hung it on man. Everything ia only under certain circum- not to show her pain to me.
the harp. It had been t~us far to me the sacred stances true, good, useful, just, beautiful. The ideas
How, touching are -virtue, beauty, .and innocence in
pledge of Clementine's .favor. Had she ilot herself of mankind are everywhere different. How many the moment of silent ·suffering! 'I seized her hand
thrown it upon my breast, that contains the loving hav meant to save the world with their death? and held her back.
heart? Did she not then seem to wish to crown They died for their power of imagination,.and not
"No," she cried," leave mel"
this with her own hand? Could it hav been only for the world, and became afterwards ridiculed as ·"But so to leave you is impossible for 'me. Rechildish playfulness? Ah l could it hav been the fools."
.
.
main. May I not know your sorrow? Am I not
same to her if it had been a crown of thorns, or a
"I could hate. thee, Bertollon, for these words .."
your friend? Do you not yourself call me_ thus?
wreath of. blossoms, which she drew around the
:"Then thou wouldst, according to thy own the- And does this beautiful name not give me the right
heart?
·
·
'"
ories, be not .altogether too virtuous."
to in·qnire after your affiiction, which you hr vain: try·
- ·She· w-as at the window. I lifted up the wreath
"If thou couldst increase thy riches thereby that to conceal from me?"
and held it against my lips. She seemed to reoog- thou wouldat. push me into misery, wouldst thou
"Leave me. I conjure youlleave me !" cried she,
.
and would free herselffrom me with feeble strength.:
nize it. She hid a smile, leaned out of the window, push me into misery?"
looked down into the street .and no more over to .me.
"For such a question I dould hate thee, .Colas."
"No. You are unhappy,'l said I.
This answer plunged me .into qnspeakable inqui"And yet I was able .to ask it. Thou aimest
"Alas, unhappy !" sighed she with unrestrained
e'tude. It seemed to nie as if she were ashamed of the always, as thou· ,eayest, only after that which thou pain, and her beautifuJ face sank on my breast in
recollection of having once given me that presen-t. callest useful. Thou weighest always, as thou say- order to hide her tears. ,
..
Now, all at once, it was clear to me, what I asked, est, the deed by the g~odness of the. ~u~c~tas ·~.,
Involuntarily I elapsed .my arms_ around the gen'tle
what I hoped. I longed for the impossible. Never
"Dear Colas, I see 1t already thou)¥Ilt become a sufferer. I, too, was overcome by melancholy symhad I fancied to myself Cleme11tine as wife. I only poor lawyer and gather few treasures if thou wilt pathy. I stammered to her words of consolation,
loved her and wished to be loved 'Qyher._ But, wife? defend only that cause which is after thy opinion and be~d her to quiet herself.
.
I, the poor son of a peasant that h_ad died in debt- just and never the unjust, if thou couldst in ~hat way
"Alas, unfortunate I am !" cried she with violence
I, who still had to battle with want, and only saw gain a profit."
.
and eobbing. I dared not, with untimely words of
before me an uncertain fate in the future-I was
"I swear to thee, Bertollon, I would despiSe my- co}Jsolation, avert the storm of her emotions. I
asking Montpellier's richest heiress.
self as long as I lived if I !!houl-d once move my lips allowed her to cry herself out, and led her back to
My proud courage sank._ I loved Clementine, I?ut to accuse innocence or protect vice." ..
.
the arm-chair, as I felt she grew. weaker and trem,
pardoned her if she could not return my love. I be"And yet, thou good: hearted little fool, thou wilt bled. Her head remain.~d on my breast.
"You do not feel well?" said I .timidly.
came aware that I· could not change the conditions hav to do it more. than once, because thou dost not
of human society, and was in reality too proud to always find man's guilt or·iri.'nocence inscribed-:on his
"I am getting better!" she answered. After a
make :my outer .fortune through the hand of a woman. forehead. Go- l thou wilt be the world's fooio.if .thou while she became• more quiet. She looked up and
More"zealously thereafter I pursued my studies. canst not walk the same way with it."
.
saw my· eyes wet. "Why do you cry, Alamontada ?"
I would through ·my own strength·make my way to
So we ofteri quarreled with. e'ach other~ ·r some- she whispered.
.
.· ..
Clementine'oe bights. , J?rights I watched through tirl:tes did not know how to take him. I could hav ; "Can I remain untoucl;led at seemg your grief?"
among my book;;. I wanted to hear the unrestrained feared him if he had not always told me his terrible ·answered I, while I stooped down to her. Silent,
opinion of experts apout my talents, and caused to opinions in so playful a manner as if he himself did_ hand in ~and and eye in eye, we sat there, lost in
appear, anonymously, a work on the jurisprudence not believe them~ He only love.d to get me into an ?ur feelings. A tear stole oyer h~r cheeks. I
of the older nations, and at the same time a collec- excitement and when he had succeeded he laughed Slowly bent toward her, and k1ssed 1t away, and
tion of poems, of which a considerable part was die- heartily. But his deeds contradicted his words.
drew•the suffering one closer.to my heart, insensible
tated into my mind and pen by my sacred love.
· ·
·
of wha~·I did~ My lips burned upon hers, and I felt
The public appearance of my works was of unexmy kiss softly returned. We remained embraced
pected succ.ess. The loud· applause raised my selfand our tears evaporated on our glowing cheeks. In
reliance. Curi.osity soon made known the name of
CHAPTER XV.
our kisses flamed an intoxicating fire, and what we
the author, and I reaped everywhere caresses.
Madame 'Bertollon, on the other hand, exhibited termed friendship had changed into love.
. .
The success of my first book lit again the extin- daily more th~ b~autiful spirit that dwelt within her.
We separated. Ten· times we separated, and just
guished torch of hope, under the light of which, al- She burned with virtue, which she practiced with re- as often I t~ank upon her neck a~d forgot separation.
though in the vanishing distance, I beheld Clemen- ligious zeal.
. .
Staggering like a drunkard, I a~rived in my room;
tine as my own.
. I became her table-companion. ·Alone with her I harp, wreath, and window scared me.
·
She herself rewarded me in the most beautiful lived through the long winter evenings. S_he learned
(
)
manner. •·)When my name had already become more
TO BE coNTINUEJ?.-. .
•
from me to play the harp. Soon'•I could accompany
known, she once in her window read my poems. her charming · singing with my' lute~ . ·She sang
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
Even without knowing the name of the author could my .songs, and with deep feeling. She was enf!he in the easiest manner guess it, from hundreds of chanting. Her beauty could hav been dangerous to AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOCexpressions which she alone understood. She looked me if my heart had not been fixed on Clementine.
TRINS.
over, smiled, and pressed the book t.o her bosom, as
Bertollon smiled when I spoke to him of her with
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
if she wanted to make me understand, "l love it, and enthmriasm. When I reproaced him, that he could
[Translated from the French. by A.very Meriwether.]
what thou say est therein hast thou spoken to this leave such an amiable being so completely to herself,
heart; and it feels it, and is full of gratitude."
he answered: "Our taste is different. Leave to
INTRODUCTION.*
· I took once more the withered wreath, which I so every orie his own. W ouldst thou, dear despot, ask
d
She that all heads and all hearts should be molded after
The esire to dominate is one of the strongest pasoften had made the subject of my song.
the model of thy own? 1 know, my wife does sions in man. A theologian, a missionary, al!d a
smiled and bowed, and· looked over no more.
not lose anything by my absence. She, therefore, leader of a party can . domineer as w~ll as a prmoe.
is not unhappy that I treat her so, as it is customary _There _are many sects m the. wo~ld whw? hav almost
CHAPTER XIV.
in the married .life of the educated classes. She sovereig;n power. The questiOn Is, to whwh sect. s~all
-But nobody was morecharnied through the applause knew this beforehand. Dost thou feel well in her I submit my soul? Shall. I . become a Chnst!an
I earned than my friend Bertollon. He more and society, I am glad of it,. and I like it, if she finds merely because I happen to hv mLondon or Madri~?
more closely and confidi,ngly joined himself to me. entertainment in thy society. Thou seest, virtuous Shall I become a Mohammedan because I was _born m
We looked upon each other as brothers. Regave Colas, I also am capable of great sacrifice. For I Turkey? I am the only pers.o~ able to thmk for
himself up to me entirely, and proved in a thousand leave thee to her often-when I would most longingly myself. I must choose a rehgwn for myself, a_nd
ways that he had a heart even for others. lie per- desire to hay thee with me."
not allo~ ~the~s to choose one for _me; for the chowe
mitted no day to escape without a good deed. I
I had finished my studies and had received the of a ~ehgwn Is of the greatest Import. One may
.
through
and
royse lf S o 0 n l earned Only th r Ough a Cc I.d en t th"IS- d egree of d octor of 1aws an d a 1wense
to appear as worship God
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. "Oh, Bertollon !" I cried once, while pressing him My multiplied work in the mean time made my visits o . er
· le nee t o m yself, "what a man a r t th ou 1 to M a d ame B erto11 on 1ess f requent. B ut t h e more sh1ps
WI"th vw
Th God
t through
·a . d reason alone.
h" h th
· "t f
Why must I pity thee in the same degree that I gladly she received me there every time ; the more
e s upi m o1ence w IC . e maJon y .o men
admire thee!"
vividly I felt how dear she was to me. We did not ~estow upon one of the mo~t Important obJects of
"Thou do est in both too much, for I do not de- say to ourselvs, in words, h9W .necessary we had be- hf~ seems to proye t_hat man IS no bette~ than a mere
f!erve the one nor the other," answered he, with a come to each other, but each betrayed it to the other am!llal, whom mstmct leads to gratify only ~he
gentle smile.
in mien and in heartiness of conduct.
whims of the presel!t moment. We treat our .mmd
"No, Bertollon, that is lamentable that thou art
Sometimes it seemed to me as if she was sadder as we treat our bodi~s. ~e s~rrell:der both to chargood and virtuous without wishing to be. Thou than at other times, and then again she was more l~tans. The people m Spam_ die With a mon~ ~n one
callest virtue enthusiasm and monotonousness of attentiv and devoted. Sometimes she seemed to Side and a quack on the other. In England It IS but
ideas, Jtnd yet unceasingly thou fulfillest its com- treat me with strange coldness and reserve, and then
mands."
again with sisterly tenderness to quiet me over my :toA.t the head of the first edition the following was printed:
"Well, Alamontada, then be contented with that. anxiety. This changeableness of behavior was "We giv a new edition of this most eloquent, prl)fonnd, and
Why dost thou tire thyself out continually on my strange to me, but in vain I attempted to discover most powerful work that has ever been directed against fanatconversion? When thou growest older, I see thy- the source thereof. Nevertheless it remained not icism. We hav made it our duty to multiply thlil works which
self follow my footsteps. For the present be at hidden from me that she was no longer the always attack a voracious religion that devours the substance of mankind. This summary of the do~trins of Lord Bollngbroke is
least tolerant. The same child has, perhaps, only a cheerful and even dispositioned cne of former days. complete and is taken from his posthumous works, dedicated
double name.". .
.
I often found her with ('yes red from weeping. She by him a few years before his death to Lord Cornsbnry."
"I doubt. Couldst thou, Bertollon, plunge thy- sometimes spoke with odd enthusiasm of the happi[Voltaire used the name of Lord Bolingbroke as a mask
self voluntarily into misery in order to sustain the ness of the se<:lusion of convent life. Thereby she under which he could attack the theologians and escape persejust cause ?"
withdrew from her customary society. more and cution. The doctrins in this introduction, and in the following
are, to all intents, the same as those of Lord Boling. "But what dos~, thou call the just cause? Thy more. A concealed melancholy gnawed at the chapters,
broke. Voltaire ildits them and appends critical and sar1d:~s are not clear.
.
bloom of her y;oung _life.
•
.
castic notes .under an assumed name in order to avoid sus·
If thou couldst save Montpelher from destruc. I These observations made me also sad. I often picion.--TRANSLATOR.)

Ufttanslatwns.

will
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a little better.* A vicar or a dissenter besieges us earnings. The enfeebled spirits of sick men are so frightened whether such a man as Jesus Christ ever livtd on
at the f~arfulness of the ceremony that they generally die.
earth or not; religion gave him joy, and it was FnfliduHng our last moments.
M;ons1eur Falconn~t, one. of the ~octors of the French king,
Only a few men examin a question for themselvs. haVlng seen ove of h1s patients d1e on account of witnessing cient for him that he could say,
"--It is naught to me
Generally party spirit and envy determin a man's the rite of the e.xtreme unction, declared to the king that he
Who shall be saved and who be damned,
opinions. One great man, as Samuel Clarke for in- would never agam allow the sacrament to be administered to
For grace shall still exalted be,
stance, was a Christian only because he was an ene- one of his patients. (1771.)
A.ndsaints rejoice though hell be crammed."
my of Collins. Whiston was a Christian only beThis was all taken in by the Irishman with a green
cause he .was an Arian. Grotius only wished to
Religion a_s Stock in Trade.
shade over his eye,' and he signified his thorough ap~
confound the Gom:uistes. Bossuet defended popery
There is_ a gospel tent on the corner of Second provalbyfrequentejaculationsof,"Bedad,that'sso."
against Claude, who in turn fought for Calvinism.
At the close of Bro. Vandelet's remarks, Mr. Pratt
In the first century Arians fought Athanasians. The avenue and Twentieth street, in this city, where reemperor Julian and his party combated both Arians ligion of the Moody and Sankey variety is dealt out had another struggle to keep the impatient congregaand Athanasians, and the rest of the world opposed to all who want it, free. From the street the tent tion in their seats long enough to receive the beneChristianity. The Christians occupied themselvs looks like a circus, but the resemblance ceases when diction, and it was only by expressing in the most
with the Jews. Whieh is to be believed? It is you go inside. All the _seats look in one direction, unqualified tetms his opinion of people who would
necessary to examin and question for ourselvs; it is toward a raised platform, which is occupied by the leave before the services were over that he succeeded
a duty which no man can call in question. Aman general manager and exhorter, the Rev. Mr. Pratt, in inducing a few to remain. As it was, the majority
who receives his religion without questioning is like an organ, several ladies-who hav long since ceased heard the final amen with their hats on.
The young man from THE TRUTH SEEKER offi,ce
the beasts of burden which we hitch to our wagons. to be youthful, and two or three enthusiastic young
The great number of. sects among the Christians male convert!'! with nicely-combed hair. The tent is wanted to stay to the prayer-meeting in the little
is prima facie evidence that the whole system is full lighted by a gasoline lamp hoisted up the central tent, but Mr. Pratt inquired so minutely into the,
of errors. Some wise man has said, " If God had mast. In the rear is a smaller tent for prayer-meet- state of his mind, and concerning his standing as a
wished me to believe in his divinity, the belief in his ings. A paralytic policeman stands near by to pre- Christian, that the water grew deep around him, imd
divinity would be necessaryto my species. If it had serve order in the immediate vicinity of the tent, he swam out; while the esoteric few filed in under
been necessary it would hav been given to all alike, though several stalwart ushers seem to be chiefly de- the close-communion canvas and dropped the flap of~
just as he has given to all two eyes and one mouth. pended upon to disperse the small boys, who nightly the tent behiQ.d them.
The sentiment enunciated by the Teuton may be
Such a belief would uniformly obtain since all neces- congregate there and persist in remaining just outside
the
door
and
correcting
the
statements
of
the
evanset
down as one of the most apiculated of aphorisms
sary proparties are uniform. The principle of reason
-"The longer we liv, the more we find, by Jesus
is common to all civilized nations. Every people gelists.
A young man from THE TRUTH S"EEKER office Christ, out."
1\L\C.
acknowledge the existence of a God. They flatter
themselvs that this recognition implies a truth. But strolled around there one evening last week. He
Absolutism.
each community' has a different religion. Can they walked meekly inside, and went slowly up the aisle
for
a
seat
at
a
modest
distance
from
the
platlooking
To
THE
EDITOR
oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
conclude, then, because it is within the bounds of
reason to worship a God, that their religion is the form. Suddenly his arm was seized by an usher who "Where the spirit of the Lord is, there is "-bigtowered above him like a Goliath, and he was marched otry.
true one.
Bigotry is the true word in this passage of scripIf any principle which the world universally ac- well forward and seated,' gently but firmly, beside a
ture. Bigotry is the finale and the inale, the all in
cepts is true, then all things diametrically opposed stout Irishman with a green shade over his eye.
About this time the choir began to sing. The card all, of the religion of faith ignoring reason, of the
to those principles are erroneous. This I hold to be
.
wrong, and my opposition to this principle increases which Mr. Pratt circulates states that this group of government of arrogance denying liberty.
Absolutism is the ism of isms. Upon the foundawhen I see that the whole aim of the leaders of the vocalists is led by the gentleman who has charge of
various sects is to dominate over others an.d to en· the Chickering Hall choir. This is a mistake. They tion of assumed perfections is built the prison house
rich themselvs. All religious leaders from the are not _led by anybody. It was a go-as-you-please of the church and the slaughter-house of the state.
priests of.Tapan to the bishops of Rome are occupied screeehmg match, and ~o two passed the finish to- We are the people, and you are our subjects; we are
mainly in elevating a pontiff to a throne founded gether. Some cats that h~J,d been charging frantically to say, and you are to obey, is the pronunciamento
. ,
npon the misery of the people and . cemented with about in the rear of the tent during, the singing took of the ecclesia-falsely self-called.
up the song where the last member of the choir
The governments of the world hav always allowed
·
the people's blood.
Let the Japaneseexamin the way their priests hav dropped it, and continued i~ until driven away ·by an a priestly control; indeed, it has always been impos:
·
sible to tell where the church ended and the state
subjugated them through the ages ; let the Tartars. usher.
Mr. Pratt then came 'forward and requested the began in the amalgamation of civic and deific polity.
exercise their reason and find out whether their
grand lama is immortal; let the Turks criticise their audience to bow with him in prayer, when he pro- In all practical intents and purposes these two hav
Alkoran, and let the Christians carefully examin their ceeded to invoke the blessing of heaven in a voice been one, and Dagon the appropriate emblem of the
well calculated te arrest the attention of the deity if enormity.
evangelists.
The founders of this republic ignored the doctrin, ·
I hav carefully examined the evangelists, and he was anywhere on the east side of the city. After
therefore hav the right to speak the truth about he h~d concluded his sug~estions the ser~ices were denied the authority, of both gods and fishes, angels
them. Pascal in one of his letters says, " Let those contmued by two men takmg up a collectiOn, while and fables in civil affairs, and erected a government
who oppose the Christian religion show the authority Mr. Pratt exhorted his hearers to liberality. "Re- of men for men, by men; with no God in the Conby which they judge," etc. I judge by these words member," said he, "that God takes notice of every titution, and no priest in the administration.
But the priests remained in the land, and beinothat Pascal is a man who is biased by his party feel- mean act. And if there ·are any here-which God
ings.
I can understand why a cure in France forbid-who doubt this fact let them recollect that I priests they must rule ; not to rule is to be not~
named Jean Meslier, who died a little whilo ago, myself hav a weather eye for those who like to come priest.
Therefore, it is falsely claimed that this is a Chrisasked pardon from God for inculcating Christianity. here every evening and listen to our singing, and pay
That disposition of a priest at the point of death, to nothing. I would like," he continued, with the ear- tian nation, and it is intended by those who arroNate
speak his true thought, has more effect upon me than nestness of a man whose meals the next day depended the power to bind on earth, in heaven, and in hell, to
all the enthusiam of Pascal. I hav seen in Dorset- upon the result of that collection, "to raise two cents put their fish-god, their devil-god, their angry, reshire, in the diocese of Bristol, a clergyman renounce apiece from every one in this tent. I hav never done penting, lying, licentious God in the Constitution
a living worth two hundred pounds sterling and it at any meeting yet, but I hav faith enough in the that they may thereby hav the form of law to susavow to his congregation that his conscience would Lord Jesus Christ to believe that that average can be tain them in what they hav thus far been disadvannot permit him to teach the absurd doctrine of a Chris- reached." The young man from THE TRUTH SEEKER taged in doing without law, that is, bending the l'eatian sect. But neither the testament of Jean Meslier office, being a printer and therefore opulent, contrib- son and conscience of the people to the will of the
priesthood.
nor the declaration of that worthy curate are decisiv uted five cents.
Religion means a repetition of bondage; the religThen Mr. Pratt introduced the speaker of the evenproofs to me. The Jew U riel ..1\.costa publicly renounced the Old Testament in Amsterdam, but I ing, a Mr. Vandelet. When this apostle arose some ious are the doubly and trebly tied up. Religion is
shall believe no more in the Jew Acosta than in the of the people arose also and made for the door. This therefore a snare, a net, a fetter, a prison house, a
curate Meslier. I can read the parts of a legal proc- movement exasperated Mr. Pratt exceedingly. Said dungeon, a grave. Religion is the denial of imess with a critical attention without being led off he: "People think they can do anything in a tent. provement, the preventiv of progression, not merely
by either one of the lawyers, and can examin the They get that idea at camp-meetings. They come in its incident, but in its essence-because it is absoconclusions of both parties and decide according to here and go when they please. I would hav more lute; God's will-law.
Whatever it be assumed and believed to be God's
my conscience, I am able to discuss the arguments respect for a speaker than that. The worst Infidel on
of Wallaston and of Clarke, but I can only trust to Manhattan Island would sit still in church when he will, no matter what its character, must, under the
got there. If he couldn't, I giv him credit for stay- government of religious absolutism, be accounted
my reason.
In the outset I refrain from touching upon the ing away. It seems to me," he went on with in- just and wise; and whoever contradicts it, no matter
English church, since it is established by an act of creased bitterness, " that all respect, and reverence with how much show of honesty and mercy, nothing
Parliament. I regard it above all as the wisest and too, went out of this world years ago, and if they is too bad for him.
Catholic bigotry, Mohammedan bigotry, J ewis):i
best regulated church in Europe. I am not of the hav ever come back, they havn't found their way
opinion of the "Wigh Independent " that we should into these tent-meetings yet." Having relieved him- bigotry, Buddhist bigotry, are only different in
abolish all priestly offices and remit them into the self to this extent, Mr. Pratt sat down, and Elder name, and Protestant bigotry falls no farther behind
hands of the heads of a family as in the times of the Vandelet came to the front of the platform and read than its many sects deny it the power to execnte.
patriarchs. Our society is so constituted that it a text which he construed to mean that every man is The doctrin of all is, unll'ss you belong to the
would not permit so radical a change. I think it either for or against Christ. He related that antedi- church and pay the priest you are damned, and be·
necessary to maintain priests in order to hav them as luvian anecdote about an old lady who, being asked ing damned you hav no rights and privilegea with
preservers of our customs and to offer to God our by the parson if she loved Jesus, replied that she men.
This is why the Freethinker makes war upon reprayers. We shall see whether they are jugglers, "hadn't got nothing agin' him." This worthy old
lady, the speaker continued, had fallen ·into a very ligion and its institutions; by it he is denied the ex·
breeders, of discord and sanguinary persecutors.
Let us commence, then, to instruct ourselvs first. common error. There were three classes of men who ercise and possession of himself; by it he is nobody
were against Christ: one was the indifferent man, and nothing; by it he is a servant and a chattel if he
[To BE CONTINUED.)
who took no interest in religion any way; the second yields a quiescent assent.
Knowledge, liberty-these belong together, and
"'No. Lord Bolirgbroke goeB too far. A. man livs and was the lukewarm Christian who went to church
dies as he wishes wi.th us J.. only the foolish and the supersti- every Sunday, believed the Bible and all that sort of the American government is their humanly consti·
tious send for a pr1est. .lliven the priest mocks them. He thing, but had never given his. heart to Christ; and tuted protector.
It belongs to the Liberalist to
knows well enough that he is no embassador from God to the
the third and most hopeless class of all was the out- deeply concern himself in politics, to subvert the
dy~~g.Catholic countrifls, in the extremity of life, it is thought spoken Infidel. The first class were silly men, the boasting intrigue of all bigots, and preserve this
necessary to perform frightful ceremonies and to engage in the second class were fools, and the third class were un- nation of freemen (and may the women soon be free,
ceremony of the extreme unction. The priest brings you, speakably impious; words were inadequate and also) a freehold of reason and a citadel of humanity,
when sick, the popish God, surrounded by six candles. A.ll tongue too feeble to describe the present state of over which absolutism shall hav no power, and be·
the b~ggarly_ crowd of priests hav the right to enter your such blasphemers, and their last state would be worse fore which superstition shall dissolve and fade
chamber. The more one indulges in this lugubrious pomp
JoHN H. P. GuiLD.
He didn't care for the momen away.
the more the vile clergy gain. They pronounce your sentence than the first.
Washington, JJ. 0.
and then go to the tavern to drink up the proceeds of their whether the Christian religion was true or not, or
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..Around the World.-II.
A WEEK IN SCOTLAND.

EDINBURGH, Sunday, Aug. 14, 1881.
M<r DEAR READERS: We parted at Greenock just
after the steamer had come to anchor and as the
tender was putting us on shore. We at once took
cars for Glasgow, some twenty-two miles up the
river Clyde. The ride is a beautiful one, a part of
the way by the side of the river, with its shipping
~nd its extensive iron ship yards, where many of the
leviathan iron ships are in course of construction;
and a larger share of the way we were some little
distance from the river, and passed several flourishing towns, the largest of which is Paisley, seven
or eight miles below Glasgow, celebrated for its
manufactures, notably Clark's spool cotton, known
the world over.
There is hardly a woman in
America who has not used Clark's spool cotton, and
found it better than almost any other. We saw the
extensive factory in which it is spun, and also" the
fine town hall, built by the present of $100,000 made
by Mr. G. A. Clark, of the firm that manufactures
the cotton. It is a fine and substantial looking
building. Paisley has a population of 47,500, and
ilil beautifully situated on the White Cart river. It
has fine public buildings of hewn stone, and every
house and even every cottage is of a neat, substantial character, and every wall dividing the dwellings and gardens of the more humble residences
is neatly laid in mortar, and one is at once impressed
with the fact that. building and all other work is
here done to last. Nothing is seen of a temporary,
shabby, tumble-down character, and this is also true
of all the towns I have visited in Scotland. The
houses are chiefly of stone, the walls heavy, and
everything of the most permanent kind. There is
also a general exhibition of fine taste in a large part
of the suburban homes of the towns and villages.
Flower beds and parterres are numerous and beautiful. This remark will apply to all the better places
I have seen, but the homes of the peasants, the
farmers, I am sorry to say, are too often very humble-low stone or concrete houses with small windows and a thatch roof, without any yard in front,
usually without a shrub or flower in sight, and generally joined on to the yard or stable. These humble
homes are much less cheerful than they might be.
The difference between the conditions of the rich
and the poor is far more marked than it ought to be.
The homes of the poor, though. humble, should be
neat and cheerful.
There is a somewhat noted ·cathedral in Paisley,
with a sounding aisle, remarkable for its echoes.
Here also were buried several of the ancient kings of
Scotland. One of the suburbs, Elderslie, is the
birth-place of William Wallace, the celebrated Scottish chief of giant proportions, with patriotism and
valor equal to his enormous physique. The entire
distance is dotted with neat and flourishing villages.
Arriving ..in Glasgow before 9 A.M., I at once attended to mailing my letters, so that friends at home
might as early as pessible be apprised of our safe arrival in the land of Bruce and Wallace and Burns.
Glasgow is a fine city of 700,000 inhabitants, including its suburbs ; it is decidedly a thrifty business
place, and is composed of the most substantial stone
buildings, erected with good taste. We spent the
day in looking about the city, visiting the steel manufactories, which are here conducted on the most extensive scale; but I will leave a general description of
Glasgow until we return there and finish its inspection.
On Thursday morning, the twelfth, at seven
o'clock, we took the beautiful steamer Columba for
a visit to the Highlands, the extreme northern point
to be visited being Inverness, called "the capital of
the Highlands." I must say a word in praise of the
steamer Columba. She is constructed for great speed,
having a double oscillating engine of two hundred
and fifty horse-power, constructed of steel and in the
strongest, neatest manner. Being a small-sized
steamer, this great power makes her go like the
wind. I am sure I never saw a steamer make such
rapid speed before. Her regular rate is twenty-two
miles an hour. She is a side-wheeler, with a slim,
graceful shape, and cuts the waves most beautifully.
I am told she belongs to the Cunard line, and no expense was spared in her construction. Her cabins are
neat and rich, the dining saloon in keeping, the bar
gorgeous and well supplied, the accomodations of all
kinds of the very first character, including bathrooms, ladies' and gents' retiring rooms, barber
shop, post-office, fruit stands, book tables, with ample
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provisions for not less than a score of people to- write,
a privilege which was embraced by many. I think
not less than two hundred and fifty were on board,
including English, some French, several Americans,
with a large preponderance of Scotch people going
north for summer pleasure. This being the day
when by act of Parliament grouse-shooting is begun,
doubtless many are now attracted to the northern
hills for this particular purpose; abundant chance
among the Highlands being afforded for both hunting and fishing.
The ride down the Clyde was most enjoyable.
For some miles we passed the largest iron ship building yards in the world. Here were thousands of
men hammering away in the most busy manner at
the great iron leviathans in all stages of construction,
from the setting up of the skeletons with solid iron
keel and ribs to the finishing off of the fine, stately
steamers. Hundreds of men were riveting on the
heavy steel plates; and by the thousands of bolts
which we saw men putting in their places red-hot,
and riveting down in the strongest manner, it would
seem that these powerful iron ships ought never to
give way. I hardly before had a correct appreciation of their immense strength. Plates of rolled
steel from half an inch to an inch thick, twenty feet
long, and four feet wide, are bolted on to the strong
iron ribs, standing near together, in such a manner
that it would seem that the immense power of the
waves of old ocean might dash and pound against
them forever in vain. I think we must have seen not
less than fifty of these tremendous iron ocean steamers in process of construction in the several yards as
we steamed down the Clyde; and oh, what a pounding ! what a din of industry !
I must say right here that the people of Glasgow
are deserving of the highest; praise for the enterprise and energy evinced in making their thrifty
town what it is. The Clyde was originally a shallow,
insignificant stream, up which the smallest sloop
scarce dared to venture, but by dredging.it out for
twenty miles they have made it- a stream on which
the largest iron ships in the world can ride with safety,
and have made their city second only to London in
the British empire, and one of the first commercial
points in the world. The dredging has still to be
continued. We saw dredging machines at work
capable of taking up five hundred tons of dirt per
hour. The iron manufactures of this Pittsburg of
Europe are of the grandest and most extensive
character, as I will tell about further along. The
motto, "Let Glasgow flourish," was first spoken
more than fifty years ago, and the injunction has
been fully obeyed-it has flourished to a marvelous
extent.
-After leaving the ship-building yards we passed
several places of interest and beauty while making
our way to the Firth of Clyde, where the river
broadens out into a large bay or arm of the sea.
Fifteen miles west of Glasgow, between the Clyde
and the Leven, stands Dum barton Castle. It is
partly natural rock, with buildings constructed upon
it. It was a stronghold of the Romans when they
held power upon this island. It is thought to be
Ossian's Balclutha, and was the metropolitan seat of
the kingdom of Strathclyde, or Cumbria. It has
been a royal fort from the commencement of the
Scoto-Saxen monarchy till the present time. It
made at different times a great figure in public
affairs up to the end of the reign of Mary. The
rock rises naturally from a plain, measures about a
mile in circuit round the base, and is 260 feet in
bight to its loftiest point. In its upper part it is
split into two cones. The superimposed buildings
are chiefly a rampart wall, two batteries, a governor's house, barracks for 150 men, and an armory with
1,000 stand of arms. A small structure is here
pointed out as the place where William Wallacewas
imprisoned. The town of Dum barton is a mile north
of the castle, and was the Theodosia of the Romans.
It is a town of considerable size, having eight
churches.
Greenock is on the south shore of the Firth of
Clyde, twenty-one miles from Glasgow by water,
and a mile and a half further by rail. From a small
fishing village of the seventh century, it has grown
to be a city of fair proportions, with its ship-yards,
sugarrefineries, and manufactories of divers kinds,
containing many points of interest, and surrounded
by scenery as lovely as is often met with. We waited
here an hour for the arrival of the London train,
which brought us a considerable addition to our
numbers. We steamed down the Firth of Clyde for
several miles, when, by a small arm of the sea, we
turned to the right and followed in a general northwest direction, winding through lakes (always called
lochs here) and narrow channels, well dotted with
towns and beautiful residences of the wealthy, the
whole presenting a series of most picturesque and
interesting views. A ride up the Rhine presents a
continuation of lovely scenery; a ride up our own
Hudson is also replete with lovely charms; but our
ride to-day from the Firth of Clyde, in our sinuous
course through various lakes, to the northern extremity of Loch :Fyne to the town of Ardrishaig, is
one of the most lovely in the world. The surface of
the earth hereabouts seems pretty evenly divided

Ishapes
between land and
and forms.

irregul~r

water, both. being of
The land Is well supplied with
flourishing villages, country seats, and charming
retreats.
I will not attempt to give the names of all the
points we touched with our magnificent steamer, but
we made many calls, puttmg off and taking on
numerous passenger.s, occasiona~ly learnin.g little bits
of local matters of mterest, seemg the ruu)s of some
old castle, ~r pa~sing_ near the birth-place of some
noted Scottish ch1eftam or man of :valor.
At every point touched we saw such a general
turn-out of people dressed up in ~ood style that I
ventured to ask an intelligent-lookmg gentleman if
this was a holiday, that so many people should be
out celebrating it. He said: "Oh, no, it is nothing
unusual. The people only come out to see the
boat make its landing, and it is so nearly every
day." Then I marveled how so many of them could
take the time to do this without neglecting the
means of procuring a livelihood.
We called at Tarbert, noted for 'its herring fisheries, and where the land is so rocky that it would
seem that fishing was about the only resource left
by which the people can live. Here Robert Bruce
once lived, and, in my opinion, he showed good
sense in looking up another location. This point is
more rocky than any point reached until we got
further north, where the rocks increase, and the
mountains, which are simply piles of rocks, grow
taller and more picturesque. The diversity and
loveliness of the scenery for scores of miles defy
description. There is hardly anything in the world
equal to it.
At Ardrishaig our beautiful steamer reached the
end of her journey, and unloaded a large share of her
passengers, some returning with her to Glasgow.
Here the Crenin Canal commences, and a walk of
five minutes brought us from the Columba to the
Linnet, a small steamer built expressly for the navigation of this canal. Our numbers were sufficient
to load her to her full capacity.
The canal is some nine miles in length, connecting
Loch Fyne at the foot of Loch Gilp with a large arm
of the sea outside. The canal has some ten or
twelve locks, nine of which we passed through. It
was constructed in 1791-1801 at an expense of nearly
$1,000,000, and afterward improved at a cost of
$500,000 more. The passage of the locks was
effected with reasonable celerity, and the two hours
required to make the passage of the canal afforded
diversity to the day's ride. At the termination we
found the steamer Iona in waiting for us. Though
not so fine a boat as the Columba, nor quite so rapid,
still she is very good, and glided with us to the
romantic town of Oban in four or five hours, affording us an excellent opportunity for taking in the
ranges of rocky hills and rocky domes which line
the passage mile after mile and scores of miles after
scores of miles.
We had now reached the Highlands in good
earnest, and they consist principally of huge hills
of rocks thrown around by the :rowerful hand of
nature in the surrounding waters m the most fascinating manner. The rocks are mostly green, though
thousands upon thousands of acres of them have
very little earth upon them. Where there is a little
earth grass makes a feeble growth. Where grass
cannot succeed, heather, a small, extra-hardy shrub,
covers thousands of acres, giving the brown appearance peculiar to it; and where the heather cannot
find enough ea.rth to sustain life, a kind of moss
serves to give the otherwise bare rocks a greenish
hue. It rains so frequently in this country that yegetation on the rocks, such as it is, rarely dries up,
even if the earth is extremely scanty. But there are
no forests in this country. No woods are seen upon
the mountain sides, as in our country; nothing but
the everlasting bare rocks, save the scant verdure
mentioned.
To my surprise people are living in considerable
numbers up among these rocky ranges and domes,
and the buildings are principally of a neat and substantial character. How the people live I could not
divine-probably by :fishing in great part. A patch
of levelish ground a rod or two wide and twenty to
forty rods long makes a desirable farm. On every
such patch a house is sure to be seen. The crop is
principally grass, with a piece of oats or barley
where there is land enough to admit of it, with potatoes and ever-present turnip field in the farming districts. But little of farm crops of any kind are seen
among the Highlands proper. I wondered again and
again as we passed these everlasting hills what the
Macdougals, the Rob Roys, the McGregors, the
Campbells, the Camerons, and those heroes of a few
centuries back could find to fight for a:Q?.ong these.
Highlands. But here were their homes, here their
affections were anchored, here their Highland Marys
and loving sweethearts dwelt, and that was enough
to fight for. Probably the Highland homes were as
dear to the owners as any in the world, and no set of
men fought for their homes more readily and more
bravely than did the Highlanders of three and four
hundred years ago.
We reached Oban, called the "Queen of the Highlands," at about six o'clock, which afforded us ample
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time to climb its rocky hill in the rear and view the and generally turns out pretty well. The oats are though really the Highlands are hardly to be seen
peerless little bay in front of us, with its little very green and short,; the barley is turning, and in from its limits. This is a high latitude-fifty-eight
steamers and sailing craft of chiefly small dim en- two weeks will perhaps be ready for the harvest. No degrees, I believe-the farthest north I ever was,
sions. Here we were to pass the night. Oban is a grain has been cut her.eabouts yet. Before and since and probably ever will be. I find it does not get
new town of some 5,000 inhabitants, domiciled in the visiting the Highlands I have seen a few fields of dark so early here as further south, as at the latitude
most substantial stone buildings, both by the water's wheat; it does net look well, but is short and thin. of New York, and were we to keep on to the north
edge and upon the rocky steeps at an elevation of
We were up betimes at Oban and aboard the pole we should now find it perpetual day. We had
two hundred feet. There are some thirty summer steamer Mountainier, and at half past six started for ample time to see the town, to visit Castle Hill, and
hotels. Some of these are romantically located a still more northern country. A2 we passed up the to look through the building of massive walls nearly
on the hillside, presenting a view of the bay below, lakes and arms of the sea we saw more mountains of four feet in thickness, used now as a court-house.
crescent side toward the sea. We climbed up above rocks, more sterile hillsides, n9w and then a village Some of the stores are qaite fine, and the buildings
· the town, looked at the continuous piles of rocks, ex. of small size, occasionally the ruins of an old High- are nearly all of a very good description. The renttending back for miles, and saw many beautiful land chieftain's castle, with small stone houses ing of hunting and shooting grounds is quite a bu!Jimansions, the homes of the rich. Here we found by the water's edge, quite frequently in country so nef'S here, and I noticed several signs out to that efsoil enough to sustain vegetation, and every ad- hard. that obtaining a living there would seem wholly fect. An attractive feature of Inverness is its cemvantage was taken of it in growing evergreens and impracticable. Many of the points touched are very etery, nearly a mile from the town, on a natural
some deciduous trees, flowers, etc. The trees have romantic and the entire scenery is picturesque in the mound, regular in shape, about half a mile around
all to be. plan~ed, as I believe no trees _grow sponta- extreme;' but there is so much of it that it is possible its base, and tapering. gradually to an obtuse apex
neously m this coun.try. In the evemng we. heard one fails to appreciate it to the fullest extent. Fort one hundred and fifty feet high. It is tastefully set
some very good music by a brass band playmg fot:.. William is an old town situated on one of the lakes out with trees, among which the graves and monuthe pleasure of the guests of t~e Cra~gard Hotel. we passed through, and has a castle hard by with ments are plentiful.
Early yesterday morning we took the train on the
We were not guests of that anstocratiC hotel, but historical reminiscences of battles and bloodshed.
we nevertheless enjoyed the music.
Not far from this, towards the east, rises the cele- Highland Rai~way ·via Forres and Keith for AberThe stores a:J:e small but neat, and everything has brated mountain Ben-Nevis, the highest ground in deen on the east coast of Scotland. We passed the
a solid and tasteful appearance. One would hardly Great Britain or Ireland, reaching the bight of battle-ground of Culloden, where the cohorts of
doubt that the inhabitants are Highlanders by 4,400 feet. It is an independent mountai.n, being dis- Charles were defeated one hundred and forty years
the names on the signs in the place-the Macdougals, connected from those in the immediate neighbor- ago. We also passed Brodie Castle, where Burns
the McFarlins, the Fergussons, the McGregors, the hood. It is .some twenty-six miles around its base. stopped when he visited this northern country. He
Fraziers, etc., appear often, and the Christian names It rises in grand proportions and has an obtuse top, wrote in the diary of his hostess that Lady Brodie was
Donald, Duncan, etc., do not detract from the Scot- not an apex or sharp point, as many hills of the coun- very nice, but not equ~l to some women he had seen.
tish characteristics. I notice the females of the lo- try have. Compared with the Alps it is a mere
We passed through a pleasant agricultural councality with interest. They look healthy, red-cheeked, pigmy, their highest altitudes being 15,01)0 feet. But try, which with favorable weather would unquestionand robust. They walk with head erect, and with Ben-Nevis is a stately fellow, and well may the ably produce good crops, though portions of it are
an independent, determined, self-reliant air, but, to Scotch be proud .of it. Burns and others have not very rich. It turns out good hay, oats, barley,
confess the truth, I see but few that I call really sung its praises.
·
and turnips, though the latter are looking badly this
pretty. Though they look ruddy and fresh, without
At Bennavie we left the steamer and took huge year. More trees are visible, though probably culthe slightest traces of biliousness in their counte- omnibuses for about a mile to the steamer Glengary tivated, and no hills are in sight, it being an entirely
nances, there is a tendency to strongly-marked or on the Caledonian Canal, which is twenty-four miles different country from the rock mountains of the
large features, with a trifle of grossness in their ap- in length, in three parts, connecting Loch Eil, Loch Highlands. Nothing of moment was to be seen till
pearance, and this I have thus far thought to be Lochy, and Loch Ness, making sixty-two miles in we reached the old city of Aberdeen, noted for its
characteristic of Scottish women, though I have seen a straight line to Inverness. These lakes are rather two colleges, one of which Byron attended when
some very pretty. As a rule, I think the moo are narrow, with ranges of rocky hills on either side, of quite a young man. Five or six hours' ride brought _
quite as good looking as the women. There is noth- the same picturesque character as before described. us to this solid old city of 100,000 inhabitants. Its
ing of the sallow, cadaverous style of countenance in Some of the hills are covered with grass, and upon principal street (Union street) is nearly a mile in
either. I have seen many lasses with cheeks so red, them we saw thousands of sheep feeding. We also length, a hundred feet in width, and remarkably
so high colored, indeed, as to lead one to think some saw thousands of acres of heather, hearing a pink well built of granite, though the buildings are not
deep red paint had been applied; but nature is the flower.· This shrub's only value is for making particularly tall. This is a ~ranite city; extensive
artist that applies the paint.
' brooms. We saw also a large growth of furze, a granite quarries are in its vimnity, and by far the
At Oban I realized ·that this is not a hot climate. low, scraggy growth, a few feet in bight, of very lit- greater portion of the edifices are of this material,
Overcoats and gloves are decidedly a necessity, and tle value, save that sheep will sometimes eat _it when and some of them wrought and polished with dewithout them one would sh~ver in discomfort. I nothing else can be had. We also saw considerable cided skill. Many of the residences are palatial and
never saw such cool weather in August before. At broom, a rather neat shrub with long, slim twigs, ornate. Great Britain hardly furnishes anything
night seven thicknesses of blank~ts and spreads were which when ~ound ~ogether make '!ery fair brooms. finer in its way. Union street crosses a ravine in the
upon our beds, and we found It convenient to let The heather IS now m bloom, and Its. neat blossoms center of the town, which is spanned by a fine granthem remain. These were not too many. The sheets are very pretty. The water in portions of the lakes ite bridge, built at a cost of about $75,000.
Aberdeen is an ancient royal burgh, at the mouth
and blankets are of home manufacture and very is very deep, vary.ing from ~ve hundred to nine
heavy. Every person who lives or travels in this hundred feet. This depth, With a thousand feet of of the Dee, a great sea-port, a place of considerable
country is well prepared with overcoats, wraps, and altitude of the rocks above the water, shows that manufacture, and is the fourth city in Scotland, the
warm" habits" like what our people wear in the cold- nature is given to .some unevenness of character. three others being Glasgow, Edinburgh, and Dundee.
est weather. The ladies wear furs and cloaks and The Caledonian Canal was constructed in the first It has five large hotels, a university, a finely
woolen over-garments, as would be worn in our coun- part of the present century, at a cost of $7,000,0(0. equipped harbor, and an annual revenue of over
• try in January. The luckless wight who ventures It is sixty or eighty feet in width, and twenty-five $200,000. Its principal edifices are the municipal
abroad without an overcoat shivers and shrugs his in depth, and, like the Crenin Canal, its banks are and county buildings, costing $300,000, a music
shoulders as a penalty for his improvidence. I call skilfully walled the entire distance.
There are hall, a theater and opera house, Marischal college,
it regular November weather for our part of the ten, or more, locks in the canal, and as they are the bank of Scotland, an infirmary, and several
world. And to think this is the warm season of the large and deep, and the gates massive, the passage of fine churches. It has a monument of polished
year, that this is summer, and that people rush up the steamer through them is necessarily slow. 'l'here granite some eighty feet high in front of the college,
here to enjoy the Highland coolness! While you at are some pleasant _villages along the canal, though the one to the Duke of Gordon, a statue to Queen Vie,
this moment undoubtedly are sweltering with the country is of the most rugged character. At the en- and another to her consort, Prince Albert. What is
heat away up in the nineties, wishing for a cool trance of Loch Ness is Fort Augustus, quite a taste- called the Old Town, formerly Seaton, is a mile
breath of air, we are shivering with the cold, wishing ful village, with a fine, large monastery, capable of north of the main city, and is now quite antiquated
that the weather would turn a little warmer. The accomodating two or three hundred students. It and little more than a '3equestered village.
thermometer ranges here from 50 to 60. They say seems a little out of place to see a monastery in
We visited one of the granite quarries a mile and
last summer the weather was extremely warm, and Presbyterian Scotland, but the Highlanders were a half in the rear of the town, whence for scores of
some days reached the great bight of 80 degrees. It formerly Catholics, and they still maintain quite a years immense quantities of granite have been taken
has not reached that altitude this year.
foothold here. As there are five locks together at for building purposes, monuments, and other uses,
I must say a word also about the rain. It rains the vil~age we had over an hour to walk about and and shipped in all directions, some even reach. oftener here than in any country•! ever visited. Let patr.omze _the four or five small stores of ~he place, ing America. We saw about a hundred men busily
at work at the bottom of the quarrv. 'N'./1'"§ 'a· hunme give you some idea of it. On our first day in Scot- buymg trmkets and mementos of the locality.
land it rained fifteen times, and perhaps it was not a
When about midway through Loch Ness the dred feet below the surface, d.<.::i-1mg, tearing, and
right good day for rain either. The second was an steamer stopped to allo:W the passenge;s to view the blasting. Here blocks for monuments and pedestals,
unusually fine day, and it only rained three times; the Falls of Foye;s, a r~p~d stream rushmg ?~wn the weighing forty or fifty tons, are raised from the
two following days were aJ;>out .of an average class, rocky mo;mtam declivity of chas~, prempwe~ a~d bottom by steam with an immense crane. The
and could only boast of SIX rams each day. This glen. It IS by far the largest fallm Great Bntam, smaller blocks, for building purposes, are elevated in
day has been a most remarkable day, and has abso- and is thoug'ht to b~ extremely grand. It is more a huge iron pan or tray, which hoists a ton or two at
lutely passed without a,ny rain at all, but to-night a cascade than an mdepen~e.nt fall, as. the w~ter a time; the engine winds it up in a hurry and the
the air is raw and cold, and an overcoat is a welcome partly dashes down the preCipitous rocks m the Wild- crane lands it where desired. The red granite is
companion. With all these rains, however, but little est manner. There are rea,lly two falls;_ one above the also obtained in the vicinity, and when polished
water has fallen. I have known more water to fall other, one of forty, and the other of mnety feet. It looks particularly rich and makes beautiful contrasts
in our country in five minutes than has fallen here in is grand, but I esti~ated it would take a million with the. gray. It is a very- hard kind of stone to
five days. It falls here very gradually and in fine such to make one Niagara. It was wort~ the walk work, and requires the most persistent blows and
drops, and is perhaps little more than a Scotch mist. ~nd climb we had of th;ee-fou~ths of a mile to reach pecking at to bring it to desired forms. We visited
But the remarkable part of it is how easily and fre- It; nevertheless, we easily I:ealized how much Amer- the yards of the city where monuments are made
quently the rain comes. Once in a while it will par- ica surpasses the old world m the matter of water- and saw much excellent workmanship in this line.
At 4 r. M. we took the train for Perth, nearly one
tially clear off and look some as though it had not falls.
rained for a week and would not for a week to come
Several miles south of Inverness we left the High- hundred. miles south-west. Soon after leaving Aberand perhaps in less than fifteen minutes it will b~ lands, and found a comparatively level country, with deen we rode several miles in view of the German
rainin~ again, with a good prospect for a long spell much imp.roved awicultural facilities. we reached Ocean, and saw a large number of boats and small
of falling weather. I have wondered how, with the the town m the ram about 8 P.M., a?-d soon the pas- vessels engaged in the herring fishery, which is probcold .weather, crops can grow at all, and how, with sengers ~cattered aroun? to the varwus hotels for ac- ably mol'e extensive here than anywhere else in the
the constant rain, they can be harvested and secured. comodatwns for the mght. As fo; us, we stopped world. Many come here from France, Germany,
The natives do say, however, that this is an unusually at the Glenaloen l~otel, kept by 1\hss Isab~l l{oss, and Denmark, and spend months at the herring fishcold, rainy summer. As a consequence the crops and have to ~peak m the highest terms of Its good ing. We noticed vessels being towe~ i~ la~en wi~h
the herrings to be salted down, when It IS shipped m
look unpromising. The turnips especially are very accommodatiOns.
poor-not half as large as they should be at this
Inverness is well built of stone, and contains 18,- great quantities. It is well for the lovers of this
season. If they fail, the cattle and sheep must 000 inhabitants, mostly intelligent, frugal people. fish that it is so prolific.
(Umtinued on pag6 568.)
suffer il). the long winter. Grass is now being cut •The town is called the capital of the Highlands,
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This is the only account of any disciple raising any a valuable convert. It was during their stay here
one from the dead, unless Paul bringing life into the as they went to prayer that a certain damsel posEY AN UNGODLY WOMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. young man when he fell from the third loft and was sesl!ed with a spirit of divination followed them, and
taken up dead be considered such.
Paul, in the name of Jesus Christ, commanded the
THE APOSTOLIC- WOMEN.
All these wonderful things may be classed with spirit. to come out of her,.and he came out the same
Having finished Jesus's women, we now take up those of which it is said" distance lends enchantment hour (Would you not like to have seen him com.
those that ministered unto Paul and the apostles. to tte view," eighteen hundred years being a long ing ?), which so enraged her masters, who saw the
The names of some twenty are given, and about as distance in the remote past, demanding that these hope of their gain gone, that they caught Paul and
many more spoken of, who are nameless, the major- marvels be received with a broad latitude of belief, Silas, sGourged, manacled, and imprisoned them, on
ity of whom were workers with and helpers of the especially when liars are the chief operators and tes- which occasion, it is alleged, they were miraculously
apostles.
tators, and all are put out of the room but themselves set free, and the jailer, with _all his household, conIt appears (Acts i, I4) that "the women and Mary, and the pretended corpse. But Dorcas is alive again verted and baptized. When they left the prison
the mother of Jesus," were waiting in Jerusalem in and ready to work on coats and, garments as before they returned to the house of Lydia, remaining there
the "upper room" for the celebrated day of Pen.te- for the widows and orphans.
and comforting the brethren until they departed.
cost (Acts ii), and participated in it, for Peter, in his
We must pass over all the marvelous doings of Thus did Lydia and these good sisters entertain the
defense against the charge of drunkenness, quoted Peter except those that relate to women. In passing apostles of the new and then despised heretical refrom Joel, ". . . Your daughters shall proph- we read (chap. xii, I2-I7) that after he had escaped ligion. Brown says, "The reality of this demoniae.:;y, and on my handmaidens I will pour out in those by angel power from the prison "he came to the cal possession (the damsel's) is as undeniable as any
days of my spirit," passages often referred to by house of Mary the mother of John, whose surname in gospel history." It will be remembered that she
Spiritualists as authority for the same among them- was Mark; where many were gathered togethe~ divined that these apostles were "servants of the
selves.
praying. And as Peter knocked at the door of the most high God." Of course sorcery that approved
After the Pentecost, and Peter had healed the
gate, a damsel came to hearken, named Rhoda. And of Christianity would he indorsed as genuine by
"man lame from his mother's womb," and their
number had increased to five thousand men, they when she knew Peter's voice, she opened not the gate modern commentators. We also read (chap. xxi, 8, 9) that Philip, one of
formed a "community of goods," says Brown, though for gladness, but ran in, and told how Peter stood
Acts iv, 32, states they had all things in common, before the gate. And they said unto her, Thou art the seven evangelists, had four daughters, virgins,
from which text the famous Oneida Community take mad. But she constantly affirmed that it was even which did prophesy. Smith adds, "Who apparently
their authority to include the sexes, contending and so. Then said they, It is his angel. But Peter con- gave .themselves to the work of teaching, instead of
maintaining that the scripture is on their side, but tinued knocking. And when they had opened the entermg on the life of home." How does that agree
the evangelical Christians two years since forced door and ·saw him they were astonished. But he, ~ith Paul, "I suffer not a woman to teach" (I Tim.
them practically to yield that point. Socialism and beckoning unto them with the hand to hold their 1, I2) ? and, "Let your women keep silence in the
Communism were early established in the Christian peace, decla1·ed unto them how the Lord had brought churches" (I Cor. xiv, 34)? Here is a splendid
him out of the prison." And these Christian men chance for an argument with Fulton, D. D., and such
church.
This community business resulted in the tragical and women assembled there in prayer believed this as are ever crying that women's proper sphere is at
death of two of the disciples at Jerusalem. Ana- unveracious man when he related that an angel of home.
Paul's sister is incidentally mentioned (xxiii, I6-27)
Lias sold his goods for the benefit of the church, but the Lord smote him on the side, his chains fell off,
kept back a part of the price, bringing to the apos- the iron gate opened of its own accord, and he came in. connection with her son informing his uncle in
tles the remainder, as if it were the whole, his wife to himself in the street. And, moreover, all Chris- pnson of the . conspiracy against his life, which
S1pphira being privy to it. Peter, it seems, was a tians believe it to-day, and because we Liberals re- caust;ld him to be sent by Claudius "unto the most
good clairvoyant or medium, for the deception was fuse our credence we deserve to be damned, and shall excellent governor, Felix." On his second hearing,
j)Crceived by him, though Smith terms it "the power ba, they say. But ask them to believe that the Dav- Felix came with his wife Drusilla, which was a Jewd the spirit that enabled him to see the fraud," and enports were brought out of jail in a similar manner, ess, and heard Paul concerning the faith in Christ
and they will tell you that you deserve to be damned (xxi.v, 2, 4). This is all the scriptures say of her,
lt8 denounced Ananias as having lied to the Holy
Ghost. On hearing this he fell down and gave up for believing that. So we can suit them only by be- but Josephus gives her a terrible character.
Bernice, the sister of King Agrippa, was with her
the ghost. He was carried out and buried without lieving all the miracles in their book and rejecting
brother on his visit to Festus when he was consulted
upprising Sapphira, and when she ignorantly came all others.
It seems also that these ancient Christians were so by the latter on Paul's case (xxv, I3), and listened to
'in three hours after Peter fell to quizzing her, and
she said, "Yea, for so much" we sold the land. foolish as to believe that angels came to doors his famous defense, having come with Agrippa in
Then Peter gave her a blast, ending with, "Behold, and knocked. Is it possible that spirit rappings, great pomp into the place of hearing, with the chief
the feet of them which have buried thy husband are that modern Christians so deplore and despise, are captains and principal men of the city (23). When
the proceedings closed, the king rose up, and the
at the door, and shall carry thee out !'' Then down synonymous with those old angel knockings?
We
read
(chap.
xiii,
50,
and
xvii,
I2)
that
in
Anti~
governor,
and Bernice, and they that sat with them
she fell and yielded up the ghost, and they carried
her forth and buried her by her husband, and great och and Berea the apostles made proselytes among (xxvi, 30). So it ap.Pears that the wives and sisters
the devout and honorable women, some of whom of governors and krngs were not excluded from the
fear came upon all. (Acts i, I2.)
· Smith says: "That this incident was no mere physi- were Greeks, and that in Antioch the Jews stirred up assemblies of men, and from sharing with their lords
cal consequence of St. Peter's severity of tone . . . these women, and the chief men of the city, and public patronage and distinction. Brown and Smith
distinctly appears by the direct sentence of a similar raised a persecution against Paul and Barnabas, and give Bernice a worse character, if possible, than does
death pronounced by the same apostle upon his wife expelled them out of their coasts; in view of which Josephus Drusilla, and perhaps it is an intrusion to
SJ.pphira a few hours after. It iE<, of course, possible Brown says, these women "were female proselytes place two such ungodly women among the· godly.
that Ananias's death may have been an act of divine of distinction, jaundiced against the new preachers ~ut we cannot see, even if all they are charged with
justice unlooked for by the apostle, but in the case by those Jewish ecclesiastics to whom they had IS true, that they are much worse than some of those
of the wife, such an idea is out of the question." learned to look up. _The potent influence of the fe- who are esteemed holy and held up as patterns by
.
Brown declares "this effect on the Christian com- male character, both for and against the truth, is the Christians of to-day.
As we come to the last chapter of Romans, which
munity itself was the chief design of so startling a seen in every age of the church's history." True,
judgment." Howdoes he know? The account does and never more so than now, for woman with the epistle is said to have been written by Paul from
ballot will vote God into the national Constitution Corinthus and sent to Rome by Phebe, we have a
not affirm it.
vYe are not sure, however, should such an event when Henry Ward tells his Elizabeth so to do, and if whole batch of women to whom Paul sends greeting,
,ocm'tr if a modern medium should thus denounce a the priest thus instructs Bridget under the penalties no less than seven by name, besides numerous others
lying Christian, but what the former would suffer of endless damnation. Brown adds, "To expel the of the household of the brethren. The chapter
arrest, trial, and perhaps execution as tbe cause of apostles was easier than to refute them." Wonder if opens with a recommendation of the female letterthe death, especially if the medium was as notorious Christians do not find it easier now to expel than carrier thus: "I commend unto you Phebe, our sisa liar as' was St. Peter, who, it will be remembered, to refute heretic Infidels-Ingersoll, for instance, in ter, which is a servant of the church of Cenchrea :
that ye receive her in the Lord, as becometh saints
told a whopper and washed it down with cursing Delaware.
The mother of Timothy or Timotheus is introduced and that ye assist her in whatsoever business sh~
and swearing, while his Lord and master was being
·led away to crucifixion to atone for his oaths and in Acts xvi, I, as a certain woman which was a J ewess, hath need of you : for she hath_ been a succorer of
and believed, but his father was a Greek. Paul many, and of myself also" (Rom. xvi, I, 2). Paul
lies, yours and mine and every one's else.
Is it not queer that such a recorded liar as was (2 Tim. i, 5) gives further information by referring was not such a woman hater but what he could acPeter should have been chosen as the agent of the to the unfeigned faith that is in thee (Timothy) cept aid from the sisters wten in need. This and
J;[oly Ghost, to have thus anathematized and put to which first dwelt in thy grandmother Lois, and thy what follows is WQl"thy of especial notice, because of
death Li.;_.;; n~\Yple, who were disciples of the Lord like mother Eunice, and in thee also. It seems Paul be- its bearing on the question of deaconesses of the
himstlf? Is .~" -, r~sible that Peter, Paul, and the lieved in heredity, and that this faith in these good apostolic church. "Servant or deaconess," says
others, with all the followers of Jesus for eighteen old ladies had been transferred to the young man Brown, and "That in the earliest churches there
hundred years, have never told as big a lie as that and developed by the laying on of his own hands, he were deaconesses, to attend to the wants of- the feacted one? If they have, why has not God struck frequently calling him his dearly-beloved son (2 Tim. male members, there is no good reason to doubt. .
them dead if he is j11st and impartial? Why? Be- iii, I5) wh? from a child knew the holy scriptures. . . Indeed, from the relation in which the sexes
cause he is the Lord, and besides him there is none What an mducement for the modern Loises and then stood to eaeh other, something of this sort
dse (Isaiah xlv, 5, 6). Could Peter have forgotten Eunices to teach their little ones at their knee to re- would seem to have been a necessity. Modern athis own lie when he so unfeelingly convicted and peat the Lord's Prayer, to send them to Sunday- tempts, however, to revive this office have seldom
sentenced Sapphira? Was the retaining a part of school, and furnish them with religious literature found favor; either from the altered state of society
the price as great a crime as denying the knowledge that the children may know the scriptures, and the or the abuse of the office, or both." Smith makes a
of his Lord and master? Answer ye who best grandmothers and mothers be honored for thus fur- similar admission, saying, "These women mentioned
nishing sons for the ministry, as did these women, in Rom. xvi, 6, I2, belonged to such an order." It
know.
Soon after Paul's- conversion (chap. ix), and while a;fid Christian daughters for ministers' wives and mis- is very probable that this office was abandoned
through fear that women would usurp authority over
Peter was in Lydda healing Eneas, an eight-year swnary purposes.
Paul, Silas, Timothy, and the writer of Acts came the man (I Tim. ii, I2). In our.own day, though the
Ledridden paralytic (verse o2), Tabitha, also called
Dorcas, a female disciple of Joppa, died. As none to Philippi (xvi, I2, I3) and on the Jewish Sabbath M. E. Society would permit Mrs. VanCott to preach
of the disciples but Peter possessed miraculous went outside of the city, and by a river-side held a yet would they not ordain or license her. Where~
power, they sent to him to come without delay. prayer-meeting consisting wholly of women, and fore? Let the bishops and elders answer. We have
"When he arrived he found the body washed and laid these not all Jewish. Here Lydia is converted and neither time nor space, and must proceed.
in an upper chamber, surrounded by the recipients her whole household baptized. She was at that time
" Greet Priscilla and Aquila, my helpers in Christ
of her charity, for she had been full of good works a Jewish proselyte of Thyatira in the province of Jesus, who here for my life laid down their own
and almsdeeds. But Peter put them all forth, and Asia, and was Paul's first European convert. She necks: unto whom not only I give thanks, but also
kneeled down and prayed, and then commanded her besought them to make her house their home. She all the churches of the gentiles. Likewise greet the
Ly name to arise, and she opened her eyes, and was a person of considerable wealth, a seller of pur- church that is in their house" (verses 3,' 4, 5). And
when she saw Peter she sat up, and he gave her his ple, her native city being celebrated for its dyeing, who are Priscilla and Aquila? and why is her name
hand and presented her to them alive, and it is said she receiving her goods from there, and having an first here and elsewhere? Smith thinks she "was
this was known throughout all Joppa. Do you be- establishment large enough to accommodate this mis- the more energetic" of the two ; they are always
lieve it?
sionary party for several weeks. (Brown.) She was mentioned together. Brown says she "is named be-
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fore the husband, probably as being the more prom~
A woman named Chloe is mentioned inl Cor. i, they w.ill soon want a Liberal paper of their own.
inent and helpful to the church." If that rule was 2. .:t\nother by the n:,tme of Apphia in Philemon, ii, Let. the Liberals of each town and city club. together
now followed, most husbands would come in last, as "apparently a member of Philemon's hou8ehold and and place a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER on the table
of each barbf;)r shop, together with some tracts, and
womet;l are· the help.. and hope of the modern church. not unlikely his wife" (Smith).
.
. We first bear of this couple in Acts xviii, 2, 18, then We have now given all the recorded names of the the result will astonish. A barber, a friend of ,the
1 Cor. xvi, 18, also 2 Tim. iv, 19. Paul found them apostolic sisters, and references to all others men- writer, tells that his Boston Investigator is read with
at Corinth, to which. place they bad been banished tio.ned, and have only left "the elect la.dy, and her real interest by those whom he knows to be strong
from Home, with whom he lived a year and six children,. :wl;tom I love," to whom the elder directs orthodox people.
Would these people borrow or buy a copy of any
months, working at their common trade of making the second epistle of John, but as Brown concludes
. tent or hair cloth. They went with Paul t_o Ephesus, the cbur.cb is meant, not ~ woman, we will pass it Liberal paper? Not a bit of it. But tbey ..will read it
.
·
and from thence back to Rome, wher!(l Paul addressed over with his ·reason. "I beseech thee, lady, that we with avidity in such a place.
We care not in what way we get this knowledge
to them this endearing message. They. bad been: love one another" (ver. li) be considers "is.hardly
his saviors, if they had interposed their own necks to like an apostolic precept, however pure may be the before them; only get it before them, and the work
s;tve his, and he ought to have been grateful. Smith love enjoined." Perhaps Paul or John was writing will be began which shall end in their emancipation
A, H. RisDoM:;
thinks that "Priscilla is the example of what the a private love-lett~r on his own hook, and. by some from mental slavery.
Huron, J)akota.
married woman may do for the general service of mistake it got· among the sacred writings, and inthe church, in conjunction with home duties, as spiration was not sufficiently strong and (llear to dis[From the Bpston CommonweaUh.J
Pbebe is the type of the unmarried ·servant of the cern carnal or ma~rimoni;tl love from spiritual or
Mr.
Bradlaugh's Case.
church, or deaconess." How nicely these fellows Christian love. ·some people now are unable to discan fix up these things, and set as exemplars over tinguisb between the two, they are so similar. "They
EDITOR oF BosToN CoMMONWEALTH : Reading
the modern sisters the saints of olden times ! Well, twain shall be one flesh" is not more alike.
your remarks on Mr. Bradlaugh's case, a·nd finding
well, they wish to be equally well cared for, thereWe often hear it said by Liberals, "If it had not in them a repetition of misstatements that hav been
fore flatter the good sisters of to-day and release been for Paul" (the policy man) '~we should never as often denied in Mr. Bradlaugb's paper, the Nathem from sin in proportion as they are helpful to have heard of Jesus Ohrist, and the church would tional Reformer, as they hav been made by his enetbe.churcb, which is themselves.
never have been founded." Had it not been for mies, I beg -leave to correct the following pointli!:
"Greet Mary, who bestowed much labor on us" these women "Paul might have planted and Apollos "He originally proclaimed, almost offensivly, that
(ver. 6). This is the same Mary, mother of Mark, watered," but God himself could never have given an he was an Atheist, and that no oath would ba taken
where Peter knocked at the gate. Mark's or Mar- increase. Were it n<_>t, for women now the church by him. He went to Parliament and refused, openly,
would be riowbere in a;~ew years. Heaven must be to take the oath of allegiance because it recognized
cus's sister's son is spoken of in Col. iv, 10.
"Salute Andronicus and Junia, my kinsmen" (ver. composed mainly of women-and babies, since infant a supreme being."
;
7). "Origen conjectures that be was possibly one of damnation bas gone out of fashion. _.;A. wrecked
Some irrefuta}:>le facts I hav learned by constant
the seventy disciples," says Smith, "and that his apology of herself, woman flies tQ religion as a ref- reading of the National Reformer, and official l'ename is Junias;" while Brown thinks Junia is right, uge from foes in this world and for salvation in the ports of committees and court proceedings published
and a woman, "no doubt the wife or sister of· An- next, and seeks to p~rpetuate the falsity iri her off- therein, besides statements made by Mr. Bradlaugb
_
dronicus." Didn't God know whether this person spring.
himself. When first elected Mr. Bradlaugh rewas a man or woman when be inspired the writing
Again, keenly.susceptible to suffering, the story of quested of the speaker of the House. to be permitted
of the book? Why then leave it in such doubt and the cross pierces her very vitals, she loves to love her to affirm instead of taking the usual oath. He beconfusion? Could be not prevent the inspired one Jesus, and pou~s out her whole being into the bosom lieved tha~ be was legally entitled to do so; but he
from making mistakes?
of this imaginary savior in deep and sacred sympathy. · id not refuse to take the oath, nor publicly declare
"Salute Tryphena and Tryphosa, who labor in the
Moreover, as did these women administer to the himself an Atheist, or state any reasons other than a
Lord. Salute the beloved Persis, which labored wants of the apostles and brethr~m, so does woman preference for affirmation. He took his seat by afmuch in the Lord" (ver. 12). The two former are to-day in the same spirit, for the same reason, and firmation, pending the decision of a committee apsupposed to have been sisters, and all three deacon- from similar .motives coddle the ministers and sus- pointed to determin whether the law on affirmation
tain the cburcb. And most foully bas her confidence in court proceedings would also apply to parliamenteases.
"Salute Rufus chosen in the Lord, and his mother· 'been betrayed ''!:>i these mf;ln of God. What is a ary oath of allegiance.
and mine" (ver. 13)., Rufus was the sop. of Simon prayer-meeting, a revival~meetin~, or a camp-meetThe committee decided by a majority of one only
of Cyrene, who was compelled to bear the cross at mg but an e·~ercise of those passwns and social pro- that Bradlaugb's view of the law was wrong, though
the crucifixion, therefore "his mother" was the wife pensities which, uncontrolled, lead to the results of eminent legal authority in that committee sided with
of this Simon, whom Paul also appears to mother or holy kissing in an unholy manner and for an unholy him. His seat was thereupon declared vacant, and pro"mine." Brown expatiates feelingly on this appel- purpose? Ask yourselves the effect of a constant ceedings were instituted against him to compel him
lation. How do we know but Paul was sending a strain on the affections, this "love for Jesus," and to pay a fine for voting without taking the oath.
salutation to his own mother, since his "sister's son" bow easy then to transfer the emotion from an absent He was nevertheless reelected by the voters of
was thereabouts.
Lord to a present man-minister. Just so with the Northampton, and, on presenting himself at the
"Salute Philologus, and Julia, N ereus and his sis- other sex, and this blending of the two elements pro- House of Parliament, he naturally accepted the sitter, and all the saints wbiqh are with you" (ver. 15). duces the disasters so common in the church. Men uation and offered to take the nsual oath, declaring
Smith says, "Julia was probably the wife or perhaps and women following its teachings fall an easy prey unreservedly that it would. be binding on his conthe sister of Philologus."
_
to the wiles of evil men leading captive silly women, science. Yet without law or precedent Parliament
Now COIIJ,es the "cream of the joke "-the manner and vice versa. But we refrain.
voted that be should not be permitted to take the
oath, because in the opinion of eome few Tory bigots
and quality of the salutation.
_
it would be a profanation of the oath for him to do
"Salute one another with a holy kiss "(ver. 16).
Some Good .A.dvi.ce.
· ~~.is injunction is repeated in 1 Cor. xvi, .20-;. 2 Cor.
To THE EDITOR OF TnE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: so. Gladstone and Bright thonght rightly that that
xm, 12; 1 Thess. v. 26; 1 Pet. v, 14. Smith mforms I
t tb
h
ol
t
k t 0 th was a matter which concerned Bradlaugh only.
us that "in the Christian church the kiss was pracwan
roug
your c umns 0 spea
e
Mr. Bradlaugh has not acted as a mere politician
Liberalists of this country. To every one belongs a
. ticed riot only as a friendly salutation, but as an act work, and that work should be to liberate some would, but he has been earnest, honest, and consistsymbolical of love and Christian brotherhood." friend from the chains of slavery and superstition. ent throughout ; and his submitting himself to the
Brown enlightens us still further with "The custom Let every one procure Liberal works and papers and danger of forcible ejection from the House seemed
prevailed among the Jews. · · · Its adoption loan them wide-spread. In this way the light may be necessary becatlse his only resource. Were he to sit
into the Christian churches as a symbol of a higher brought to some poor blind being groping in the dark. idly \f.:lli~ing for justice to be done himself and his
If all liberal-minded men and women will take it constituents, he wotlld certainly remain forever on
fellowship than it had ever expressed before, was
probably as immediate as it was natural. In this upon themselvs to distribute whatever they may the outside. The high legal talent that agreed with
case the apostle's desire seems to be that on receipt own of Liberal books and papers in this way we may him in his view of the laws of affirmation gave full
of his epistle, with its salutations, they should in this double the readers of THE TBUTH SEEKER in a year. justification for his first step, and since his first de.
manner expressly testify their Christian a:f;fection. I think the duty of all who hav earned their freedom feat be has acted throughout as a brave, straightforIt afterward came to have a fixed place in the church is to aid others in obtaining theirs. It is not to be ex- ward, and invincible fighter.
Lastly, Mr. Bradlaugh does not "despise and reservice immediately after the celebration of the sup- pected that church-goers or church people of their
per, and continued long in use. In such matters, own accord are going to make the first move toward pudiate an oath," but simply I"egards as a meaninghowever, the state of society and the peculiarities of Liberalism. But we must first arrest their attention; less form the phrase that refers to a "supreme be'different places require to .be studied."
get them to begin to think for themselvs, then they ing" in whose existence he bas no faith.
E. B. FoorE, J B.
· "Ex.Pressly testify their Christian affection with a will work out their own salvation.
holy kiss." This has blundered more clergymen into
The times are peculiar; the leaders of orthodoxy
We Don't S"lfltllow It.
the lap of Christian adultery than Christ's blood can are either at loggerheads or at fault as to which
ever atone for. The command was easy to obey, coursfl to pursue. The masses of the reading public
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I
both by the clergy and laity, and they well improved are pausing to reflect among themselvs whether they notice the Chicago papers announce the cvnversi()n
it under the' guise of "Christian charity" and a will longer be led by blind leaders.
and reformation of two of the State street keepers of
"holy kiss." But it has not been s.o easy to determine
Now indeed we want fearless in en and women to houses of ill-fame, Madam Herrick and Minnie
where the holy kiss ended an~ the unholy one began. step to the front and proclaim aloud the tidings of Brooks. Madam Herrick is now quite an aged
For instance, in a court of justice in Maine less than liberty of conscience and speech.
.
woman, sick, and ready to die. A great splurge is
thirty years ago, a minister was arraigned upon a
I see that some propose building a temple in New being made over her conversion; and that· she lias
charge of kissing the sisters·. He pleaded guilty, but York city. Would it not be far better for every now had her many sins washed away, and is going
deClared they were holy_ kisses, in obedience to Liberal league to found a circulating library of Lib- to heaven without a doubt. Now, I don't want to
Christian commands. He was called upon to define eral books and see to it that these books were read swallow any of that kind of ti·ash. Madam Herrick
holy kiss, which was not done to the satisfaction of by all in their several communities who could be in- has undoubtedly been the cause of ruining as many
the court, who, lt is presumed, was carnal-minded duced to re:l.d them? In this way the grand army of innocent young girls, and of leading as many rather
and did not und.erstand ~piritual things, which are .Liberal~:~ would yearly gain thousands of recruits forward young men to shame and degradation as any
only spiritually discerned. In hopes to get at the from the ranks of the enemy or from the now indif- other person, male or female, in Chicago. I do not
merits. of the case the defendant was then asked to ferent noncombatants.
believe in the idea of lauding her to the skies, as
define an unholy kiss. He promptly and boldly reThe subject of taxation of church property must they are now doing in Chicago, just })ecause she
.r,lied, l~ kissing with an appetite/~ The inference is be thoroughLy discussed, not only by the Liberal claims she bas "been born again." Her days. of
·'that a holy 'kiss is a kiss without 'an appetite. Had press, but .by the entire press of the country.
doing good or evil in this world are passed. We a:r;e
all the clei'gy thus kissed, and thus administered . Let every reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER and every glad she is at last going to die happy, but, at the
·spiritual consolation to the sisters, the books "Sin- other Liberal paper in the land see to it that their same time, we think of the almost· countless number
ful Saints and Sensual Shepherds," and the" Crimes paper is read, not ouly by themselvs and families, of young males and feniales · that hav disgraced
of Preachers" would have been unknown. Farther but by others also; let it one week be loaned to one tbemselvs, their friends, and at last come to ruin in
comment is ull:necessft.ry, but scripture can be hauled family, and the next week to another, and so on. those dens of iniquity, and wonder how these women
in to sust11.in every ci·ime inside of the church or out• Soon you will.hav sown the seeds of thought and in- can now go to heaven while they, or most of them,
side, by those who desire to make of it a scape-goat quiry; chu,rcb-goers will begin ta discuss these sub- never get this so-called conversion, and are going, or
L. E. ToMBLIN.
for then· wrong~doing.
jects when alone among themselvs, and as a result bav gone, to hell.
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(Contimwljrompage 5615.)
vehement harangues on the subject of Mary's marWe visited the church of the Grey Friars, where
Leaving this locality we saw off to the right the riage with Darnley, in which, with especial indigna- the covenanters used to hold their meetings regu.
spurs of the .Grampian Hills where N orval's daddy tion, he denounced the nobles and other leaders of lariy, and where the covenant was signed. In the
used to feed his flocks, and other daddies are doing the congregation as betraying the cause of God by adjoining church-yard are the graves of many hun.
so still. The Grampian mountains are the eastern their ina~tion in the matter. "I see," 'said he, sud- dreds who for two or three centuries have been
portion of the Hi~hlands, and occupy an area of about denly stretching out his :arms as if he would leap waiting for Gabriel to blow his trump, but which
a hundred miles m diameter, affording a great quan- from the pulpit and arrest the vision, "before me they have not yet heard. The inscriptions on the
tity of moor lands fitted only for sheep raising, your beleaguered camp. I hear the tramp of horse- tombst?nes are many of them quaint and amusing.
which is carried on extensively. We saw but little men as they charge you in the streets," and in a but I did not take the time to copy them.
of the Grampians, but instead a fine stretch of good strain of lofty and sustained eloquence he denouneed,
We saw "the Heart of Mid Lothian," immortal.
farming country, with its neat farms and well-tilled exhorted, and warned his hearers with such vehe- ized by Sir Walter Scott. It is a heart formed of
fields. I see no slovenly farming; everything looks mence, says Melvil, that "he was like to ding [dash J brick in the pavement of High street. Not far awa)
tidy and well-attended, and every foot of available the pulpit in blads [splinters] and flee out of it." It is the spot, marked by three stones, where the crim.
land is occupied. Land rents all the way from five was in this church on Sunday, April 3, 1603, that inals were :formerly executed. The blood of JllBny a
dollars to sixty dollars per acre per year, and it stands James VI. took his leave of the people to go to wretch was there shed. This is also on High street.
the renter in hand to obtain from it a.ll that he pos- London to be6ome James I. of England.
On another street was pointed out to us the place
sibly can. How in such a climate he can raise
The churoh has had a long and varied history. where state prisoners had their heads taken offenough to pay his rent is passing "strange. The First Catholic; after the Reformation it became those who had offended the ruling power in matters
poor toiler has a hard time of it indeed.
the headquarters of Knox, and afterward was a of government. The taking off the heads of dukes,
We had the company in the cars for three hours regular church of England cathedral, but is now counts, and even kings, was once very frequent here.
or more of Mr. Thomas Esplin, a young man of de- of the Free Church, or Presbyterian. Its architect- We likewise saw the house where two persons in the
cided intelligence and extensive reading, whom I ure has also been modified and improved. We lis- course of eight months murdered forty men for the
found an interesting companion, and from whom I tened to a sermon of not over thirty minutes, where- purpose of selling their bodies to the medical col.
learned many facts with reference to the country. in the preacher told us in what salvation consists- leges for dissection, for this has for hundreds of
He is more advanced in free and independent not in good deeds, not in morality, not in keeping years been a noted place for medical schools, and the
thought than any other man I have met with in the law, not in being a perfect worldly man, not in young students must ha_ve bodies to work upon to
Scotland, though he still holds somewhat to the idea the outward forms of religion, but in a Christian life learn how living bodies are organized. The unforof a creator ox designer of all that exists. He has and character, and really by faith in the Lord Jesus tunate men, under various pleas, were induced to
read Volney's "Ruins," Hume on "Miracles," Prof. Christ. This is about the old story.
enter this house and to drink very freely until drunk.
Clodd's "Childhood of the World," "Childhood of
Presbyterianism is about the same in Scotland as When prostrate upon th6 floor one of them placed
Religion," and "Jesus of Nazareth," and is also in the United States. It matters not how upright a his knees and his whole weight upon the wretch's
familiar with the writings of Huxley and Tyndall. man may live, how much good he may do to his breast, while the other held the man's nose with one
He is certainly beyond the most of his countrymen fellow-men, how conscientious he may be in the dis- hand and his. mouth with the other, and in a few
in free and independent thought in the anti-theo- charge of what he conceives to be his nuty, it all minutes it was all over with the poor fellow, withlogical line. He readily acknowledges the baneful passes for nothing, and is . c~unted as filthy rags out any marks of violence being made.
influence of priestcraft, and willingly discards the unless he professes the Chnstian creed and believes
These bodies found a ready market from the medabsurd theory of supernaturalism. I have much that a being may be his own father; that the son is ical professors, and no questions were asked as to
hope for this young man. He studied the law for just as old as his father; that three persons, when how the bodies were obtained. Of course, they
four years, but concluded he preferred more acti?e properly counted, make but one person, and that the could not be ignorant of the fact that murders had
business, and is engaged in quarrying and sawing father planned the death of the son for the sweet probably been committed, and for their express benstone for pavements and building purposes, at which influence it would have upon himself.
efit; hut the necessity for "subjects" made them
he is doing well. He has not taken a wife yet,
Yes, according to this form of belief, a man has unmindful of the fact. This is by no means the
deeming his first duty due to his mother and sisters, to accept Presbyterian theology or roast forever in only case where medical professors and teachers
for whom he provides-his father, a teacher all his hell. It is true or it is false. Reader, which is it? have paid the worst of criminals for committing the
life, being far advanced in years and crippled by the
The organ is a good one, and was .well manipu- worst of crimes, that their classes might have bodies
loss of a leg.
lated. About half a dozen hymns and psalms were for dissection. How often have graves been robbed
I am able to report but little Freethought in Scot- sung, and nearly as many prayers were uttered. In of the dear ones deposited therein, and the M.D.'s
land. Presbyterianism obtained a strong foothold this way the service was lengthened out to an hour gladly rewarded the midnight grave-robber by payhere, and it is intensely inimical to free and Liberal and a half. When the money-bag was passed ing him liberally for the bodies! And worse still,
thought. When I meet a man with such surround- around from one to another, each one taking it in his the blackest murders have been paid for in the same
ings who has the intelligence and courage to be in- hand and dropping in gold, silver, or copper, as he way and for the same purpose. In the cases referred
dependent it does me much good.
preferred, the organ gave its sweetest, mildest, and to 'here, inconsequential and obscure persons were
We had an hour at Perth. It is an old town of most heavenly strains, doubtless to induce the faith- selected, but many were missed, and nothing could
some thirty thousand inhabitants, but has no points ful to believe that while giving the coins of. the be heard in reference to them. Finally an idiotic
worthy of notice. Three more hours' ride brought realm to the Lord they were engaged in the most person well known to everybody in Edinburgh was
us to the old town of Edinburgh (always pronounced celestial employment they could find to do. I no_. suddenly missed, and the inquiries were frequent as _
Edinboro), reaching here at eleven o'clock last night. ticed nearly all dropped in something; and remem- to what had become of him. The papers took the
By Mr. Esplin's advice, we cam~ to the Waverly bering that in Rome we must do as the Romans do, matter up, and had considerable to say of the sudden
~otel conducted ~n the temperance principle, which I also dropped in a coin, though I am quite sure it disappearance of this person, on the heels of so many
1
IS entlrely
congemal to our tastes. We find it a was neither gold nor silver. If the Lord can make others_ of a liimilar character. At last a medical
very comfortable stopping-place, and can recommend copper available in his business, I prefer to contrib- student told a person that he had seen the body of
it to all who visit Edinburgh. I have always heard ute that kind of money to his treasury, and I think ~his well-known idiotic person on the dissecting-table
that this was a fine city, and have to admit the there are others with the same prejudices.
m the college. This led to a thorough examination,
report correct, especially of the new town.
We visited the house where John Knox used to and the facts came out. One of the criminals turned
With its schools of learning, academies of art, and live. It looks extremely antique, with small win- king's evidence; the other was convicted and exemarts of industry, covering an area of some six miles dows, the panes of which are six inches square. It cuted; but the guilty informer, and the almost .
in circuit, and including a population of two hundred is jn the old part of the town, where many of the equally guilty professors, went scot-free.
thousand, Edinburgh, which is now a city of judg- h_?~ses look to be five hundred year~ old. We also
The slums of Edinburgh, where the low, dissolute,
ment halls and churches, and which was for centu- VISited the sp~t where _Kn~x was}uned~ m!l'rked by and worthless class live huddled together in close,
ries a paltry village of mean, straw-thatched huts, ~ flat stone Simply _w_Ith I .. K. upon It, Imbedded dark, tall stone dungeons, are in the lowest part of
has made a wonderful change, especially within the m the pavement. It IS Imme~Iately m the rear of the the city, and their means of egress and ingress to
last century. A kind of ravine, which was once a chn;ch he used to preach m_. Knox w:as a man of and from the open street is by narrow, dark, and
lake, but is now metamorphosed into most lovely demded character. He h_ad his ~oo~ traits a~~ some filthy p~ssages unfit for the use of human beings. . I
gardens and pleasure grounds, separates the old and not so goo~. He was vwlent m his opp_ositiO~ to looked mto them enou~h to see that large numbers
new towns, the western side being the old town, thos~ who did not embra~e the same religwus VIeWs of low-down human bemgs dwell there in wretchedwhere its historical interest and incidents largely he did, and he pursued his opponents to the ?itter dess and abject poverty as bad, I .think, as I ever
center. The new town is remarkably well built end. He ~estroyed_the churches and monastenes of witnessed. What a mockery are gilded palaces and
with tall, stately edifices, on wide streets, well the Catholics and With as much hatred and intoler- the glitter of royalty and fashion while tens of thoupaved, and everything is neat and tasteful. The ance _as though th?Y had been the gates of hell. But sands of beings in human form are wallowing in
city is built of a dark;.::,gray freestone, obtained from he did a great thmg for the free school system of the filth of misery and destitution ! Why send thoua quarry four miles tovthe north. The stone is rather Scotland, and may be regarded almost. as its. father. sands upon thousands of pounds and dollars to consoft when first quarried, but hardens in the atmos- He was ~doubtedly a man. of stern mte~nty and vert the so-called heathen of foreign lands, when at
ph?re, and makes very durable building material. firm devotiOn to what he believed t~ b~ nght. He h_ome there is ten times as much degradation, ten
It IS a darker stone than Paris is built with, but in was also a man of the stro~ge~t p~eJudwes, most re- times as much suffering? I fear God takes but little
some respects the style of the buildings remind one l~ntles.s ~atred, and of u~yieldmg mtoleranc~. Had interest in these miserable beings i:h the divine form
of Paris, though the city is far less extensive. The his rehgwn been of a milder and more gemal char- in which he fashioned them after his own image, who
buildings here are much taller than the average in act_er_ than that taught by John Calvin, or had he no are groveling out in wretchedness and squalor the
London. I have counted buildings here seven, eight, religw~ ·at all, he would doubtless have had more unhappy existence into- which he has thrust them.
and ten stories in hight. Five stories is perhaps the humamty and have been a better man.
If he has the will equal to the power ascribed to him
average.
We were shown the house where David Hume re- he might certainly do something to ameliorate the
The most we could do to-day was to view the pub- sided when he lived in Edinburgh-a tall, old-looking ~eplorable con~ition of these_ f~stering, reeking, dylic buildings, the monuments and statues, the streets, stone house, reached by a narrow passage from High mg thousands, m the great Cities of the world, who
and some of the public gardens and grounds. The street, which used to be the street of Edinburgh, and are so unfortunate as to be his children. We are
museums and galleries are closed on Sundays as is yet one of much importance. I felt that Hume left to conclude that he lacks either t]le will or the
se~urely as a prison. A more rigid ~bservance is was a better man than Knox, and reverently raised power to do anything to ~netit this portion of his
paid to Sunday here than in any other city of its my hat as. I stood at ~he door where he had thou- family._ The. vast amount ~f human wretchedn_ess
size I ever visited. Its .citizens are painfully relig- sands of times passed m and out. We were also that exists, Without any apparent effort from on high
ous. _No street cars are run; no Sunday papers of shown the house in which Robert Burns lived when to mitigate it, is an unanswe~able argument against
any kin~ ar~ sold; no shops o~ any kind are open. in Edinburgh. The window of his room was open, the existence in the universe of a kind and beneficent
Everythmg IS as blue here With Puritanic Presby- and th;ee. young persons were hanging out of it. b~ing who rules the affairs and marks out the destiterianism as. Connectic!lt was two. hundred years Burns Is highly revered by the people of this coun- mes of men.-( Concluded next week.)
ago. We bemg susceptible to that kind of influence try, especially the poorer classes. He was not much
very naturally gravitated to church in the forenoon' of a friend to royalty, nobility, and the priesthood,
WE print this Week but a portion of Mr. Bennett's
and where were we more likely to go than to St: and it is not strange that this trio should not think second letter. It was received too late for publicaGiles's, the church in which John Knox preached altogether well of Bobby. When I meet his statue, tion in all its interesting fulness. The remainder
some three hundred and thirty years ago? Here in as. I have done both here and in Glasgow, my hat will appear next week, together, probably, with the
July, 1565, he delivered one of his boldest and rdost ral8es spontaneously.
whole of a third letter.
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What I Don't Believe.
PART II.-NO 50.
538. It is more than two years since I wrote part I. of "What
I Don't Believe." Soon after writing the last installment I was
brought to trial in the United States District Court, in the city
in which I resided, for mailing a small pamphlet, "Cupid's
Yokes," by E. H. Heywood, on the marriage question, many
thousands of which were sold both before and since my trial,
and which, as a book dealer, I had a perfect right to sell, it
containing nothing but what any person can read with perfect
impunity. But my Christian persecutors and prosecutors had
prejudged me and decided in advance that I muAt go to prison,
where they hoped I would die and my publishing business be
broken up. The trial was a most unfair one, and the rulings
of the modern Jefferies, Judge C. L. Benedict, were against
me in every instance.~ I was not allowed to give the opinion
of any writer, dealer, or expert as to the character of the
pamphlet for which I was being tried. I was not permitted to
show any comp~risons between it and others sold in every
book-store and found in every library. I was not permitted to
show by the mos~ compe~ent judges that the little work is not
obscene. I was not allowed to show th'at many other works,
including the Bible, are obscene and much worse than Mr.
Heywood's pamphlet. The most arbitrary decisions were
constantly made against me, and it was very easy for my
Christian judge to impress upon the Christian jury that I
should go to prison. One of the jury was of a mind different
from the rest, and he stood out for fifteen hours; but he
finally got weak-kneed and complied with the wishes of his
fellows and the judge. But you know all about this, and it is
quite unnecessary to recount it here. I was· sent to prison for
thirteen months, which term I served out, save the abatement
of two months for goou behavior, according to the laws of our
state.
An effort was made by my friends to obtain my pardon.
Petitions were sent over the land, and these were signed by
over two hundred thousand persons, asking the President to
release me from prison.. A petition with so many names was
never before signed in favor of any person. But it was of no
avail. A weak-backed man who was not elected to the chair
which he filled was acting as President. He decided to open
my prison doors, and so expressed himself to his private secretary and others ; but the church said " No ; keep that man
in prison to the end of his term, even if he dies in consequence!' The wife of the acting-President is a zealous
church-member and a bigot, and she headed this demand.
She contended With great persistency that I should not be
pardoned. She spoke for the bishops and the priests of the
country, and her voice was law. I was not pardoned.
My health at one time gave way, but I rallied and stood the
confinement out to the end, when a glorious welcome and reception on the part of my friends awaited me. Never was greater
honor bestowed upon a private individual, or even upon a conquering hero or a' crowned monarch. Through such treatment
the inconveniences of prison life were soon forgotten. I will
state, however, that besides working two months at shoe-making while serving out my unjust sentence I wrote three large
volumes, the first while waiting on the decision of the President in Ludlow-Street Jail, "From Behind the Bars," with
eight hundred pages, and in the Albany Penitentiary two
large oct~vo volumes, containing nineteen hundred pages,
"The Gods and Religions of Ancient and Modern Times."
The opportunity for writing these works perhaps made some
amendment for the unjust deprivation from my family and
business.
Soon after the expiration of my imprisonment, my friends
sep.t me as a delegate to the International Congress of Freethinkers, held in Brussels, in the latter part of A.ugust, 1880.
An absence of over three months was oocupitd in writing a
·series of letters home to my paper, and the satisfaction which
those letters afforded my readers led to the plan of sending
ine around the world, to write it up, and to give my thoughts
anifthe impresisions made upon my mind while away. I am
now upon the bosom of the Atlantic, on the steamer Ethiopia,
of the Anchor line, bound for Glasgow, and it seems a fitting
ti~e for me to finish telling what I don't believe. I have
not with me a record of what I have already given of what I
cannot believe, and so if I should repeat in some instances
what I have said before I don't believe it would be very

541. I cannot believe thatif five days were required to make
this comparatively small world, the ·sun, nearly a million
miles in diameter, Jupiter; nearly 100,000 miles in diameter,
Saturn, nearly as large, with countless other suns and worlds,
many of them much larger than our sun and all the planets of
its system combined, could have been" made in the short space
of one day. There is not the slightest possibility in such a
statement.
_ 542. I do not believe that the sun was created for the use
alone of this little globe, .while there are hundreds of other
planets and asteroids revolving around it which equally receive
its light and influence.
543. I don't believe that while the animals were being
created, male and female, it did not occur to the creator
that man should also be male and female, and that the plan
that he should be so was an afterthought.
544. I don't believe that knowledge and life ever grew on
trees any more than at the present time.
545. I don't believe that a snake was ever able to circu vent and defeat the architect of the universe.
546. I don't believe the remarkable flood story. There are
scores of falsehoods connected with it impossible for a sensible person to believe.
547. 1 don't believe that members of the human race at any
time lived to the age of over nine hundred years. There is no
probability of such a thing being true.
548. I don't believe Noah acted wise or godly when he got
so intoxicated that he lay in stupor in his tent, exhibiting his
person in a disgusting manner.
549 . I don't believe that Lot and his daughters acted in a
proper manner, or tha~ the recital of such indecent stories are
·
calculated to be of any benefit to readers..
550 . 1 don't believe it was first-class morality in A.braham
to trade off the charms .of his wife for cattle, sheep, and gold,
and to lie and say she was his sister.
55 1. I don't believe that Jacob was a truthful, honorable
persori, such as an all-wise and just being would choose to be
the father of his chosen people.
552 . I don't believe that the story of Moses and the Israelites in the land of Egypt is true. I elsewhere pointed out the
many impossibilities in these statements, and it is unnecessary
to repeat them here.
553 . I don't believe that the Red Sea parted to let three
million of the Israelites pass through, and then closed upon the
Egyptians and overwhelmed them.
55 4. I don't believe that such a great number of people,
with the cattle, etc., necessary for fooil and for sacrificial purposes, could exist for forty years in a dreary and sandy desert.
555. I don't believe that the land of Canaan was much of a
gift to the Israelites when they had to fight like bloody pirates
and kill off the legitimate owners and take what they had by
brute force.
556 . I don't believe now any more than before the remarkable yarn about Joshua stopping the sun and moon. It is too
monstrous for belief.
557 . I don't believe the Samson story, the Elijah story, the
:i]lisha story, the Hezeki~~th story, the Josiah story, the Jonah
story, the fiery furnace story, the Daniel and the lions story,
and. hundreds of others which I believe I have already mentioned. The whole compilation is a mass of improbabilities
and impossibilities, without the least likelihood of being true.
The stories were written by persons unknown to us, aud even
if we knew them well it would not make their statements true;
and as they lived in an age when fable was persistently mixed
up with statements of fact, and but little true and reliab~e history was written, but little confidence can be placed 1n the
best of it.
558 . 1 don't believe that many of the books composing the
Bible were written by the persons whose names they bear. To
begin with the first fiVil books of Moses, it is not at all likely
that he ever wrote a word of them. If he wrote them he
selected events that took place a long time after his death, and
mentioned cities that had no existence until he had been dead
for hundreds of years. If Moses was able to describe his own
death and burial, and to say tliat even unto this day his burial
place is unknown, he possessed the most ability of any man
who ever lived.
559. I don't believe that the book of Joshua was written
by that bloody general, and for the same reason that the books
of Moses were not written by Moses. The book of Joshua pretends to narrate events that did not transpire until long after his
time. It speaks of the Jebusites and the Israelites dwelling
together at Jerusalem, while that city was not taken till the
time of David, several hundre(\years after the time of Joshua.
The book clearly was not written till after the time of David.
Such remarks as the following show that the account was not
written till a long time after the occurrence of the events described: "And Joshua burned Ai and made it a heap forever,
even a desolation unto this day;" and again, "He raised
thereon a heap of stones, which remaineth even unto this
day·" and still again: "And he laid great stones on the cave's
ruo~th which remain unto this day." This style of expression
clearly indicates that the account was not written till long
after the events transpired, and of course could not have been
written by Joshua. Who the book was written by no one
knows.
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A Resolution Mr. Bradlaugh May Appreciate.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
You ~ill please be so kind .as to _publish the following at as early a date as possible, and send Mr.
Bradlaugh a copy of your pap~r ·~hen. published, a
copy of which has been sent him m writmg:
MR. 'CHARLES BRAnr;AuGH, M. P., LoNDON, ENGLAND, Very
Much Respected and JUfJtly Honored Sir : Please accept the
kind and heartfelt feelings of sympathy intended to be expressed ,in the accompanying resolution (which was offered by
Mr. M. B. Laurance, and unanimously adopted), as the best
manuel~ in which we, American citizens, and Freethink~rs ?f
St. Johns Liberal LeaguA, No. 93, of St. Johns, Il_hnms,
U.S. A., can express that deep and.lasting regard whiCh we
entertain for you as a most noble agitator and defender of
right against miglLt. We fullv commend t~e course pursue~
by you in your present and past trouble~ w1t~ those s_uperstJtious religiou~; bigots, who should ~av lived m the th1rteen~h
century if at all. In the sacred nght you hold to a seat m
the Ho~se of Commons, your words and actions in every instance hav been, to say the least, that of a noble man, while
that of your assailants hav been everything but hon~r!Lble and
manly. We commend in the highest degree the untirmg persistence of your noble, determined, and much-to-be-honor~d
constituents in electing and re-electing you to fill a place m
your nation's councils that no other man i_n Engla~d ca~ fill
with such perfection as yourself. You will, dea;r s1r, belwve
us your sincere friends and sympathizers in all noble words
MRs. M. V. BALL.
and works for all time.
Sec'y St. Johns L. L. of Illinois, U.S. A.
RESOLUTION.
Resolved That we the Liberal League of St. Johns, illinois,
U. 3. A., No. 93, hav 'watched with intense interest {he contest of
might against right, and hav jostified .YOlll' prolonge~ endeavors ~o
obtain the seat in the British Parliament to whiCh you were
legally elected, not on<Je only, bnt the second time. an lndo,·sement
which, perhaps, no other membe1· ~f Parliament. in tl)e Hou~e of
Commons, is at this time honored With; and we l)erew1th. by reso·
lution, tender to you our heartfelt sympathy. With the hope and
belief that you will in the end come off more than conqueror. And
we wish to record our unmitigated condPmnation of those methods
by which the majority in th~ House of Co!I)mOl)S are 31ttempt1ng to
subvert the rights of man. And we tr•1st the time Wlll co!lle when
not in England only, but !n all t!Je .w?rld, the expressi~n of an
honest opinion will not subJeCt an mdiVIdual to condemnation and
punishment.

License.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I find much said of interest in your paper, and the
question of prohibition, among other thi~gs, gets its
portion of· comments. E. C. Walker thmks education the direct road to reform; so do I. But how
can you properly educate an~ at the sam_e time
license and se~ before your children that whwh you
condemn? Mr, Walker says it is more than law can
do. True it may be. Do our laws prohibit counterfeiting? And must we annul. them because the~e
is continued violation? I admire the man that m
dead of night takes from my boy's pocket his
money rather than the saloon-keeper, who takes
money, morals, and debauches my son for life. I
say remove the temptation, arrd then you show real
protection.
.
.
,
.
.
I sometimes thmk the name "Liberal -as m this
question_:.:'_is oftimes used to shield mi~de~ds. Why
not license and defend houses of prostitutiOn? And
why not rear your children under their benign
influences ? I think it a poor way to educate by
putting our young near such i~fluences.
Prayer will not save 'mankmd, b~t a~ enactm~nt,
a law doe~ make some seek to avOid Its penalties;
and ~e don't see that annulling any law would .make
any ene more honest.
I wish some one would state to THE TRUTH
SEEKER readers the evils prohibition would work.
I am, or wish to be, Liberal; but I am not ready
to say that setting an evil sue)I as Uce~sed (or ~ree)
intoxicants before my boys Is truly hberal or JUSt.
I prize liberty in its broade~t s~nse to man~ind; but
because I am Liberal I won t giV the enemies of our
race weapons for their defense. Truly yours,
Conrad, Iowa.
~
A. FORD.

How Does the World Move ~ By .Making One
Folly Cure Another.
"All discord is harmony not understood,
All partial evil universal good."
How many partial evils did the achievement of
American independence cost?
.
.
How many evils, of all sorts and Sizes, did the
abolition of slavery cost? ·
.
.
The boxing up of the autocrat 1s not Without a purpose. A universal good is to be achieved.
John Sanford's master said to his ward, "John, I
shall hav to giv you a licking."
John responded, "Lick away, but please remember that two can work at that business."
John wasn't licked. He had become a large boy.
The autocrat and other dread sovereigns are beginning to make the sublime dis~overy that the people
are becoming a pretty good-sized boy.
The shooting of ~arfield w~s rathe~ a s~abby
business but see how It harmomzes pub he feehng.
DogU:as, theological and political, don't hold the
people in antagonism, as heretofore. .
.
There are still other wrongs to be r1ghted-folhes
to be cured.
We don't want them to shoot A. B. C.-the govPRENTISS.
ernor.

strange.
539. Among the things I find it hard to believe, I will mention some that I have not before alluded to~ while some that I
have mentiop.ed will again be alluded to. I cannot beli1Jve
the Bible , statement that the earth and all the other
worlds were made less than six thousand years ago. There
is abundance of proofs in the geological strata of our earth
that it has existed for many millions of years and that man
has existed upon it not less than one hundred thousand years
and probably more than that.
540. I don't believe that the earth· is older than the sun,
though the Bible tells us that the earth was brought into existence and continued long enough for vegetation to come to perfaction and bring forth trees, shrubbery, plants, with flowers,
fruits, seeds, etc., before any sun was ~ade. I cannot believe
in anything so utierly impossible. As the light and warmth
of the sun are of the utmost importance in the production of
a.nimal and vegetable life, it is 'impossible to conceive of a
THE vice-editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER is at Hortime wl!en vegetation could be perfected on the earth when
MR. BuRR's pamphlet entitled "Plagiarism," adnellsville this week with a full stock of Liberal vertised in another column to be ready soon, we unthere was no sun. There can be little doubt that the age of
the sun is as great as that of the earth. Morning and evening books to sell. He will also receive subscriptions derstand has been published and will be sent on
application to the auth6r.
for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
could not take place with no sun.
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There, as we sat close by the lake, in the great
Those are rather reasonable miracles. The returned missionary must not flatter himself that Jesus tabernacle, open at its sides and end, we looked out
was the only savior who professed to raise the dead. on the waters, made golden by the setting sun-a
Chrishna, a very ancient savior, did it with the ut- gorgeous sunset,· which no pai~ter's pencil· co1;1ld
Last Days in Rome (Ind.).
equal-shooting toward the regwn of the recedmg
most ease.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: With
The heathen can flay the Christian alive at every comet the many-colored glories of the god of day.
Prof. Scott's oxy-hydrogen stereopticon apparatus to turn. The very small number of conversions to Such a display is enough to make us feel serene
illustrate his able lectures on Rome ; Prof. Seward's Christianity shows what a hopeless task the church amid the petty thoughts of theologians about their
tonic sol fa system; Miss Ross's kindergarten; draw- has undertaken.
Bible, God, creed!!, and speculations.
ing by Frank Beard, a n'ltural-born wit, whose wit
Rev. D.: "But he could sit cross-legged in midOne more disappointmPnt, Anthony Comstock walil
seems to be not only consecrated but concentrated ; air, he could divide his body into innumerable parts, advertised to be there. He did not come on the day
classes in German, Greek, elocution ; panorama ; ad- and from each portion would flash forth light. He announced, nor any other day, that I am aware of.
dresses by such ~earned gentlemen as Ron. T: ~- could move though the air at will, could lengthen or Friends Hovts, from Nottaway; Dexters, from
Cooley, cl!ief justiCe of the supreme court of Mwh1- shorten his stature many cubits. As the time of his Burr Oak, Mich.; Mrs. Brown and daughter, from
gan ; Dr. Henry S. Frieze, president of the "f!~iyer- dtJath drew nigh he retired under a large tree, called Kendallville, Ind., were all present to see and hear
sity of Michigan ; wi~h lectur~s, sermons, VlSlt!ng, in Siam the Bo-tree, and considered very sacred; the saintly Anthony. How lonely we felt without
boating, fishing, rambling, readmg, h.ammock-~wmg- offerings are made under it, and the Buddhist of him!
ing; with Prof. Case's h1;1ndted-v01ced choir.' ~he Siam thinks that birds lodging in its branches are
An editor feebly tried to taktl his place, by alludConstantine brass band-w1th all these the Chr1st1an free from harm. (I made it a point to weaken their ing to obscene publications, but he broke. down on
Assembly was a great success; a success in manage- faith by shooting game from its sacred branches). that and switohed off on paragraphs. The 1dea of an
ment, a success in numbers, a success in finances. Under this tree Buddha gave himself up to medita- ordinary editor talking about pure literature ! LaughSome days there were ten thousand present, twenty- tion until he lost himself in Nirvana, which is, ac- able, is it not?
five cents admission.
cording to the Buddhists of Siam, a state of unsusSeventeenthly. Permit me to observe, in conclusion,
Some of the lectures and sermons were superior, ceptibility to all pain or pleasure-a dreamless, per- that these Christian assemblies are taking the place
a few were old fogy and very musty. Even some of petual sleep. By the snuffing out of a candle his ex- of the old-fashioned camp-meetings. They are far
the best were marred by such expressions as
istence was ended.
When Buddha's disciples more respectable and are growing in wealth and in"Until scientists can agree among themselvs about wished to cremate his body they found that they fluence. They combine the best features of the
the Yosemite Valley, and be sweet-tempered-until could not burn it; but suddenly flames burst forth camp-meeting, on the one hand, and the ~est side. of
scientists, who are as positiv as theologians, can from his heart and reduced his body to ashes."
watering resorts on the other. There IS Lakeside
agree, we will not giv up our Bible to the demand
That surpasses the miracles of Jesus. Jesus, it is assembly, in Ottawa county, 0.; Clear Lake Park
of the scientists." [Applause.]
believed, could walk on water; but the Siamese sav- Assembly, Clear Lake, Iowa; Round Lake Assembly,
"The fault I find with astronomy is that it be- ior could walk on air! Still ahead.
Round Lake, N. Y.; Ocean Grove Assembly, South
Iittles our earth."
Rev. Dunlap represents the followers of Buddha Framington, Mass., Monterey (Cal.) Assembly, all of
Thus it is, when they want to belittle scienctl they as idolaters; but Sir John Bowring, in his "King- them born of Chautauqua. Their aim is to promote
do not hesitate to represent that it is in direct antag- dom and People of Siam" denies that they are the study of the Bible and the instruction of Sundayonism with their religion; but when they want to idolaters. He says: "No Buddhist believes his school teachers and leaders.
glorify Christianity then they seek the aid of science. image to be God, or anything more than an outThere is scarcely a state Liberal League that could
Rev. E. P. Dunlap discoursed on Siam. He was ward representaion of deity."
not manage a scientific and Liberal assembly. It
compelled to admit that the people of Si!llm hav good
Zell, in his Encyclopedia, says, "This veneration needs effort, backed by dollars and dimes, on the
laws, and yet they are heathen.
of the memory of Buddha is, perhaps, hardly distin- part of the Liberals. Will we be equal to our oppor"The Siamese hav comparativly a good code of guishable among the ignorant f1·om worship of him tunities?
, w. F. JA.l\HESON.
laws. Their courts all seem to be entangled in a as a god." He further states that their religious ex·
Albion, Mich.
network of corruption. The judges of the higher ercises are commemorativ and do "not necessarily
courts grow to be the wealthiest men in the land. involve idolatry, any more than the garlands laid
Atheism Triumphant.
Courts are held in an open hall ; judges sit cross- upon the tomb of a parent by a pious child." He
legged or recline on pillows or mats ,here and there might as well say that one who looks upon the phoA REPLY TO REV. MR. HALL, CA.l\IPBELLITE.
through the hall ; each one has his teapot and betel- tograph of a friend is an idolater.
" We are in deep water here-deep enough to
nut box at his side, chews betel, smokes, and talks
It is a hard blow on the intelligence of Christian drown Atheism," said the big-gun preacher of the
with those around him as though no responsibilities missionaries that they cannot distinguish the differ- Campbellites the other night, as he held forth from
rested upon him."
ence between reverence and idolatry, but most of the pulpit, to the sea of eager upturned faces that
Very like our own nation in most respects, not omit- them go to heathen countries with their minds al- appeared to be drinking in as law and gospel all that
ting the corruption; but the manner in which a Chris- ready made up, and, full of zeal for their favorit fell from his "inspired" lips. The sermon was a
tian pharisee alludes to heathen iniquity indicates savior, they see nothing but idolatry in the love of purely philosophical one, based on scientific facts
that his mind scarcely borders on the suspicion of the heathen for such as Buddha, born of Maya, and the perfect adaptation of means to the ends so
any corruption in the courts of his own country- "Holy Virgin, Queen of Heaven."
appat;.ently designed. And whe~ever. some. grand
and the more Christian the court the greater the
The boy Buddha was far ahead of Jesus in spright- climax was reached and the na1l driven m that
corruption.
liness and intelligence. The first day he was born clinched the design argument .he would exultingly
Rev. Mr. Dunlap, returned missionary of the Pres- he stood up and said, "I will put an end to the suf- exclaim : "There, does that look like chance? No
byterian board, gave a sketch of the last Buddha:
ferings and sorrows of the world."
room for chance there!" etc. Just as if any sensible
"According to Buddhism there hav appeared on
As to his teachings, Dunckar, Max M·a.Iler, Klap- Atheist ever dreamed of a universe devoid of law
earth seven great Buddhas. The last and most cele- roth, Laboulay, Prinsep, Hodgson, and others, who and adaptation. Just as if it would not be all chance
brated was Gautama Buddha. Before he was born he hav studied oriental literature, show that they hav were a God who could be moved by prayers or
underwent at least five hillldred transmigrations, first never been excelled in moral precepts ..
wishes to take the helm and guide the course of
a plant, then an alilt, then a bird, then a heart, again
It is a well-known fact that Christian missionaries events as whim or notion dictated. Gods make miras a heart, then as a slave, and thus born and reborn and boards hav tried to prevent the damaging facts acles, and miracles are chance work. A god sends
fro~ the very lowest to the highest, suffering and of the excellency of heathen principles coming to the his angels into fiery furnaces and lions' dens, and fire
enduring until at last he was born into a certain knowledge of the people.
·
ceases to burn and wild beasts forbear to rend and
human, whence all Buddhas came down to earth.
By the best writers on oriental history, Buddha is tear. Whenever nature's laws are subverted by the
He selected as his parents an Indian king and queen, spoken of as a "perfect pattern of all the excellen- will of a god then chance takes the place of ·law.
and flashes of light announced his birth into this cies he preaches; his self-abnegation, charity, meek- But as this has never yet been done, we claim that
world. At the age of seven he had such great wis- ness, do not falter for a moment."
no god has ever existed. You hav been trying~to
dom that none of the learned men of the day could
Christians, who consider him ·to hav been the "drown Atheism" all through the ages of the past,
teach him, and was so strong that he threw a large founder of a false religion, are obliged to confess but it is coming to the surface more and more eve.ry
elephant a long distance, and shot an arrow so deep ·that "his life is spotless;"_ "·his personal example day. Each newly discovered fact in sciel)Ce or plj.iinto the dry ground that it brought forth a stream above reproach."
·
losophy is a new timber in the structure of Materialof water. Disgusted with all the vanities and pleasProf. S. L. Baldwin was twenty years a mission- ism or Atheism, and one out of the crazy old h1;1.lk
urea of life, he deserted wife and family, and Went ary in China. There is not much hardship in living of the ship of Zion ; and before you will hav. sqc.
about constantly preaching until his followers grew in the "Flowery Kingdom," not as hard as for a ceeded in drowning Atheism you will find yourselvs
from a handful to thousands. He was clad in rags, "celestial " to abide in California. China, with its submerged deeper in the waters of oblivion" than
and begged his food from house to house. women mountains terraced from base to summit ; vegeta- plummet ever sounded." You will sink deeper arid
flocked to hear him; but he laid a strict limit to their tion, in some instances, to the very top ; groves of deeper until the immense pressure. will .crush the life
rights, and founded a doctrin yet held by Buddhists, camvhor and oliv trees ; orchards of pear, plum, out of your god-your whale w1th h1s blanket· of
that woman's highest aspiration should be to labor and peach; thousands of acres of rice; tea plants on blubber two feet thick.
as a man."
hill-sides-celestial land !
Atheism is simply naturalism, while godism or
"Deserted wife and children," like the apostles of
The people who by millions liv amid such scenes design is Bupernaturalism, and in every contest' of
Christ.
are, for the most part, a gentle, happy, contented, supernaturalism with science and naturalism, the
The "returned missionary" app!lared to be afraid intelligent race. In the name of humanity, with as former has always had to go to the wall. The
his Christian hearers would conclude that the mira- good a religion as can be found, what do they want Atheist maintains that everything in the universe is
cles of Jesus were put in the shade, and so he assures with the selfish, unfair, ene-sided Christianity of our natural, and could not hav been otherwise than as it
them that Buddha's miracles did not amount to very day?
is, and consequently there can be no such thing as
much after all:
Was there ever a more bootless enterprise than the unnatural or supernatural. No supernatural
" He performed miracles, but they were of a low Christian missions ?
event or miracle has ever taken place nvr ever can
order, and compared with the loving miracles of our
I am rejoiced that we Liberals hav had sense take place; and the existence of a God outside of
Lord were insignificant. No healing of the ribs, enough, and energy and pocket liberality enough, to and superior to or independent of nature is the most
openin~ the eyes of the blind, or causing the lame to send the veteran editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER to unnatural thing we can try to conceive of. God is
leap w1th joy, or calling the dead to life."
heathen lands, not as a missionary, but a close ob- but the expression of our ignorance of.nature, and .as
N ow take tbe reverend gentleman at his own server who will tell us the exact truth to the best of fast as we discover and comprehend a fact or phewords. Is it "insignificant" to throw a white ele- his ability. We will get a faithful picture of the nomenon of nature, that far God diminishes dtnd
phant a long distance? Compare it with his Judean heathen, in a plain, understandable shape.
recedes from the domain of the universe. We.are
Well, we must leave Island Park, with its sermons, profoundly ignorant of the first principles of almost
savior's cursing a fig-tree! He confesses that "Buddha shot an arrow into the ground so deep that it lectures, calcium lights thrown across the waters of everything, and to ~cco_unt .for anyt~ing ~e cannot
brought forth a stream of water." Was that "insig- Sylvan Lake; while the barge, loaded with colored comprehend by attr1butmg 1t to an: 1magmary god
nificant ?" Compare it with Christ turning water jubilee singers, white choir, and Constantine band is childlike philosophy, and may satisfy idiot:S and
into wine for a lot of drunken fellows to drink.
discoursed melodiously. Music on the water, and at infants, but the pabulum is too weak for the intellect
Rev. Mr. Dunlap misrepresented still worse by the witching hour of midnight, makes one feel of a Humboldt, Huxley, Darwin, Spencer, 'l'ynda:ll,
saying Buddha did not heal the sick, restore sight to heavenly. It is far more eloquent than zealot's plea or indeed any mind that is not dwarfed and stunted
the blind, and make the l~Jlle leap with joy.
and sectarist's hate against heathen and Infidel.
by creeds and dogmas, and sects and faiths. To
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out-of-the-way place, being an obscure town in Missouri. But Jesus did a good many of his m:iracles in
This word is becoming invaluable in the vo~abu obscure places.
However, the story goes tll.at a young lady twentylary of the champions of the old reactionary doctrin
one
years old had been sick for five years, and none
"Wht
.
.
'h""H
·
'
a ever Is, Is r~g t.
e Is an iconoclast" is
the
doctors could do her any good. The Presbyof
the terrible sneer with which it is attempted
put
down th_e upstart reformer who proposes to make some terians were holding a protracted meeting in the
place at the time, and came to the conclusion to try
~han~e lD the ancient order of things in social oq:JOlit" God is a spirit, veiled from human sight
wal hfe. We do not object to it. It is astonishing the efficacy of prayer in her behalf. So they fixed
In secret darkness of eternal night,"
to what an extent any law or usage of th& olden times on an hour for all to join in supplicating their God
to restore her to health, and before the hour had exand we can safely predict he will remain a sleeping becomes enshrined as a veritable idol in the imagina- pired she arose from her bed, called for her clothes,
tion
ef
a
large
class
of
men
and
women,
so
that
he
mystery until the latest moment of eternity.
and dressed herself, declaring she was healed, and
A finite mind can hav no conception of the infinit who has the temerity to propose a change no matter has been going about ever since; She had not been
how
imperativly
that
change
may
be
d;manded
in
and it is labor in vain, and time, money, and brain~
out of bed for eighteen months previous to this.
are worse. than ~asted when spent in trying to find ~he in~erests of justice or truth or progress, becomes
And again, somewhere out near Erie a priest has
out the "Impossible to find," 0r comprehend the im- m their eyes a very smasher of sacred images. We been performing miracles by curing the sick, the
hav
reaahed
a
stage
of
progress
when
the
social
conpossible to comprehend.
ditions are such as never before obtained in the his- lame, and the halt. They are coming from far and
" How k\lowest thou aught of God.
tory of the world. Education, science intellectual near to him, so he bids fair to rival our lady of
Of his favor or his wrath ?
freedom, hav done their work. The masse~ hav learned Lourdes. And a lady in Vermont says she has been
Can the little fish tell what the lion thinks?
to think, to combine, to agitate. The great doctrin restored to health through prayer.
Or map out the eagle's path?
So you see, friend Bennett, the church can perform
of the_ essential equali~y o~ all has taken hold upon
the mmds of men,. and IS bemg pushed in many quar- miracles. The Colonel, like Capt. Scott's coon, will
Can the finite the infinit ·reach?
Did the blind discover the stars?
ters to unheard-of, and it may be illogical, extl'emes. hav to come down. Now, as the church had sucIs the thought that I think a thought,
Beneath the surface of modern society mighty and ceeded so well in curing the sick, I thought I would
Or a throb of the brain in its bars ?"
dangerous forces are at work, which threaten unless try it on in my case. I hav been suffering a great
. You giv no direct evidence of a deity, and indi- suitable vent and scope are found for their h~althful deal the last four months with rheumatic gout, and a
rect evidence is all negativ, and consequently no evi- operation, to burst forth in dangerous upheavals and few nights ago I had a very severe attack, and I was
suffering terribly, could get no rest or sleep, and as I
dence at all. You put the cart before the horse all catastrophes.
It is rema~kable what different effects are pro- formerly belonged to the Presbyterian church, the
the time when you show by the harmony and adaptation of things to their surroundings that there must duced upo~ different classes of minds by the knowl- account of these miracles came into my head. So I
be a god behind the workings of nature to guide and edge of this state of affairs. The difference is no thought thet"e would be no harm in my putting up a
direct them all, for this god would be more wonder- doubt partially due to coiLStitutional but mainly to petition for relief in my case. So I prayed to the
' fully made than all the rest, and would himself need educational, causes. Those who h~v been accus- giver of all good, who the Bible says is so merciful,
a still more great and wonderful maker. So we call to~e~ to t~e idea that c~rtain privileges and prerog- and who is more willing to giv good gifts to his
for direct evidence. We want just one direct proof ativs mherited from their ancestors, and sanctioned children th~n any earthly parent is to giv unto his
by hoary customs and traditions, must hav their children. I told him in searching for the truth I had
that a god exists, and
foundations in natural right or divine ordinance lift wandered from my first love, but I was sincere in
When thou hast really found him
up their nands in horror. They see no safety but seeking the truth; if the dogmas of the church were
A.nd shared" his precious love,"
in holding down _the safety-valves. "Why, these true, and he would instantl:y relieve me of my dreadPlease take him down to Snowville
fellows.
are becommg dangerous; they are positivly ful pain, and restore me to good health, that, like
A.nd thy assertions prove.
revolutiOnary. We must keep them down with a the prodigal son, I would return to my father's
Then we'll grant one point made and one argument strong ,?and. If we giv them an inch they will take house. But, I am sorry to say, in my case the mirgained.
an ell, say they, and thus refuse to consider the acle business did not work. Now, I feel very certain
The telescopic and microscopic eye of your fish, claims of justice or to listen to the voice of reason. that if one of my children had been suffering onethe sail of the nautilus, the bony plate that protects "Eithe_r _they must. take e~sting facts as they were, half as much as I was, and I could giv him relief so
the eye of the mud-diver, the shell of the lobster, recogmzmg established rights as sacred, or giv rise easily, I would hav done it instanter. And yet they
etc., etc., hav all been accounted for by natural to a social controversy which would not be able to tell us he is more merciful than we. I suppose the
principles, while you attempt to rob the grand old be settled by peaceful means." So said Lord Lyt- Christians would say my faith was not strong enough,
universe of its beautiful inherent and unchangeable ton the other day in the House of Lords, and he but and that reminds me of an incid!jlt in my boyhood
laws and giv all the good and glory to an imaginary ~ave voice to the. argument which lies deepest and days. I got my hand very badly '1'mrnt, and a neighbeing, and then personify him and worship him, IS most powerful m the minds of th& opponents of bor told me to go to an old Dutch farmer and he
thus doing humanity an unparalleled wrong and reform in Great Britain and elsewhere. We must do would take the fire out. I had no faith in it, but
helping to keep up a delusion that acts as a brake such men the credit to say that with many of them was finally persuaded to go. Nearly the first word
upon the wheels of progress, civilization, and pure selfishness, the determination to hold fast what be said to me was, "Hav you faith dat I can do dis
science.
they hav _in poss~ssion, with~mt stopping to inquire ting ?,, "Yes," said I, for I wanted him to try it.
- No man, however good at heart he may be, or whether It was JUstly acquired or can be rightly He then took my hand and blew on it three times,
however good are his intentions, can do what is right held, does not seem to be the actuating motiv so mumbling some words in Dutch, and said the pain
unless he knows what is true.
much as an unreasoning, slavish dread of what may will be gone in five minutes. But I must say it failed
Admit for a moment, for the sake of argument, be the result if they once begin to yield to popular in this case also, all owing to my want of faith I
suppose. .
that your theology is false-as we are forced to clamor.
I am suffering one of the curses that this good and
maintain it is-we would ask you, in the name of all
The views of the other class, the Liberals or Rethat is science, h~w are the ohild_ren an~ dupes of formers, the "iconoclasts," were well expressed by merciful God sends on his children even to the third
your flock ever gomg to find out Its falsity? You the lord chancellor in the same debate-"The laws and fourth generation, for I think my infirmity was
will not allow them to even think, save as you teach of property and the laws of tenure were made for entailed on me by some of my riotous ancPstors, for
them, nor to read a bit of Infidel philosophy under mankind, not man for them." There spoke the true I hav ever been strictly temperate, using neither rum
pain of hell and eternal damnation.
philosopher and the progressiv statesman. Change nor tobacco, and am temperate in all things else.
Now I don't think in justice that I ought to be
"Believe or be damned " is the first. dogma of for the mere sake of change is of course undesirable
Christianity. This is the most infamous, the most and pernicious. But the fact that a thing is, is no punished for others' sins, and this almighty Jehovah
execrable, doctrin that was ever promulgated. by man proof in itself that it is right or that it ought to be. that has no pleasure in the death of the wicked, but
or fiend. 'J.'he clergy never settle anything. They The fact that certain customs originated, certain dis- would that all should come unto him and liv, could
are the great unsettlers of the world. This question tinctions emphasized, certain privileges seized and in the twinkling of an eye hav restored me to health
of Atheism they hav dogmatized upon for ages. It held, in darker days, in days when might was right, but did not. So I must continue to bear my pain till
is death to their gods and their work, and so they and the power of knowledge or of arms in the few old mother nature (the only God I know) effects a
keep trying to "drown" it and settle it; but the sufficed to overawe and subjugate the many, often cure or lays me to rest where the woodbine twineth.
Philadelphia.
S. H. BROWN.
more they work at it the more unsettled it becomes. places the presumption on the other side, and makes
Truth will out. The more the question is agitated it more than an even chance that what is is wrong.
"Hell" Still Doing Business.
the more science steps in, and at last she will settle At any rate there can be no presumption in assuming
it as effectually as she settled the rotundity and rev- that we of to -day are as capable of judging wh!\t is
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: Inright and fair and desirable as our ancestors of one terpolations in "divine " documents, :tp.istranslations,
olution of the earth.
The very fact that you labor so hard to prove the hundred or one thousand years ago. Hence we may etc., and all that sort of things, are perhaps not out
existencA of your God is presumptiv evidence that boldly claim that it is ours to examin the founda- of place with zealous religionists, who frequently
yo11: yourselvs doubt that he is. It iil not satisfactory tions of old laws and customs, and reconstruct them seem to consider that the end justifies the means.
to your own minds, and you cannot therefore make when necessary on the basis of modern ideas. Nor But I hold that we Freethinkers, Infidels, Iconoclasts,
is it either beneath the dignity of the statesman or or whatever the pious world denominates us, should
it satisfactory to the minds of others.
If there was a god, every child would become dangerous to the peace of the state to hold confer- be particularly careful to avoid extravagant stateconscious of his existence just as it does of the uni- ence with all classes, and to listen attentivly to what ments, incorrect citations, etc., in what we place bethe peasant as well as the peer may think or say. fore the public; and I wish here to correct a false
verse around it.
·
, What would you think of a man who should de- The real danger is in striving any longer to ignore notion, which I perceive has become very general,
liver an apparently endless discourse founded upon the voice of the many and to treat them as creatures and which is repeated in Mr. Isaac Paden's letter recarefully perverted facts to prove the existence of ma~e to labor, to obey, and to be governed or pat- garding Colonel Ingersoll and Judge Black, in THE
romzed.
the universe ?
TRUTH SEEKER of August 20th.
If God has no better way of proving his existence
Mr. Paden remarks, "The lake of fire and brimMiracles.
to poor, finite mortals than to mock our efforts and
stone is now nearly annihilated, and hell is not found
stultify our understanding by manifesting himself in
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir : I in the new translation." I take it that he means (as
such ~ysterious "footprints'' as the scales of a fish, hav been very much interested in your controversy the press of this cmmtry has generally stated) that
the wmg of a bird, or the hair of an animal, he cer- with Mr. Mair, and think in your paper of April 2d the word " hell" is not preserved in the new translatainly has a very "mysterious way his wonders to you hav most effectually answered him in regard to tion of the New Testament. This is a mistake, as I
perform."
the miracle business, and in this case the gray (mare) know by actual inspection, but, unfortunately, I hav
"Houses built upon the sand
Mair is not the better horse. I had just finished read- not at this time a copy of the work at hand and canBy imagination's hand
ing Col. Ingersoll's lecture on the gods, in which he not, therefore, cite texts. But suffice it that" hell"
Totter when the clouds of doubt
asks the chUl'ch to perform one miracle, no matter is several times still retained. In certain passages
Pour their angry waters outhow small, so it is beyond a doubt, and he will then " hades,, has been substituted for "hell," but not,
Fall in ruins and destroy
believe in their God. The next day I picked up the as I understand it, as the translation of the same
A.ll who dwell in folly's toy."
NationatFreePress, published in Washington, D.C., word, in the original, which is still rendered "hell.'
ELMINA D. SLENKER.
L.W.C.
in which I find that the church has actually per/Snowville, Ya., Aug. 21, 1881.
formed a miracle. It is true it was performed in an
Highland Park, Conn., .Aug. 21, 1881.
account for a mystery of nature by manufacturing
another mystery a million times greater than our
first mystery, and calling· this manufactured myth a
god, is the very hight of absurdity.
We are all natural Atheists. Every child is born
an Atheist. All we know of gods is taught. us by
others who know no more of them· than we do ourselvs.

[From the 7oronto Globe.]
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SNOWVILLE, VA., Aug. 22, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I've sold my last" Darwins," and send
the promised dollars for more. I told Mr. Bennett
before he left that I'd do the little I c<9uld to keep
money flowing into THE TRUTH SEEKER coffers while
he was away. I hope to see hundreds of stars added
to the galaxy of names, and that the list of subscribers will double ere our hero returns. I will do my
level best to obtain all the names I can, for I am
sure Bennett's letters from foreign lands will interest
every one, and will make the paper doubly valuable
to us all. Next week the letters will begin. Please
circulate every paper. Do not let one be destroyed.
Make all work for Bennett and the cause we love.
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
BozEMAN, MoN. ~ER., July 23, 1881.
EDITOR oF TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosei:l find money order
for three dollars for continuation of my paper. I am
fully convinced of the judiciousness of the investment.
I fervently wish that every Liberal on earth could be
thoroughly impressed with the importance of sustaining all Liberal publications. It is a duty we cannot
well absolve ourselvs from. Every one who subscribes
for a Liberal paper signs a protest against the career
of Comstock and the imprisonment of editors.
Respectfully yours,
THOMAS BuRK.
WHITEWATER, Wis., Aug. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1.50, for which I
wish you to send the paper for six months to a friend
herein mentioned. He is a new convert, and is an
honor to our cause. I suppose Bro. Bennett is over
in Europe by this time. I hope he may hav a pleasant journey, and return to us safe and sound, bringing with him some evidence to overthrow Christian
superstition and liberate the world from the tyrannical rule of hate and oppression, and make it a home
of free, just, and intelligent people, instead of the
prison of a set of ignorant, cringing slaves. By the
way, what has become of "A Hater of Shams?" I
hav been looking every week for something more
from his pen. He is not used up yet by many odds
and it will take a great deal stronger artillery to d~
it than any that has yet been brought to bear U[)On
him. Why don't he "get up and hit 'em again?"
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER a prosperous future I
remain,
Fraternally yours,
JENS K. STOCKLAN;.

'

- - MICH., Aug. 16, 1881.
PERRINSVILLE,
MR. EDITOR: I am happy to be able to send you
again three dollars inclosed as a renewal for the very
welcorne TRUTH SEEKER before my subscription runs
out. Experience has taught me the comfort I can
take all the year round by paying in advance.
Yours most respectfully,
WM. C. HERR.

intended to send you, but the lank, lean, mythical
monster, the wan wolf of want, hath done it-my letter
was torn open and never reached its destination. The
characteristics of the case lead me to suspect that
said wolf has found the P. M. C. A. But I am 0 K
now, and here is my "V." Love for universal mental
liberty hath done it. The extra mite is for the best
Liberal journal extant. I must not pat my own bctck,
but I wish to remark the glorious response that has
been made to a mere suggestion to send our beloved
chief upon the noblest of errands. I hope my style
will not jerk you out of your mental equilibrium. If
it is handy, I wish you would go up into the " sides
of the north " and saunter round and 11ee what you
can see. And then there is the "four corners of the
earth," which would undoubtedly be interesting to
us. In all probability said four corners are the identical site of the famous Satanical summer resort. Giv
us a little description, and, if possible, get a picture
of the devil as he goes dancing around the red-hot
rim of his roaring hell. But I may be mistaken. I
will leave the management of Mr. Mammon to the
man who is doing more to lift the fallen millions of
humanity from the mire of superstition and misery
than all the theologians this side of eternity.
A Birdy Shuck prayer that you may return home
safe and sound to an unbroken circle. May the gods
stay their hands from medGlling with thee in thy
errand of mercy. Amen.
Agnostically and respectfully thine,
D. RussELL MARVIN.
LEAVENWORTH, KAN., July 27, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find money order for $8
-$3 for the paper, and $5 for your journey around
the world. My best wishes go with you.
ALEX. DOEl\LES.
;=-

CoLFAx, WAsH. T., July 20, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT : Please find inclosed postal order
for $5 to help the globe-circling experiment. I havn't
said anything about rendering you financial assistance, but I hav been determined from the first to
put in my mite to help explode the old fabulous
tradition of the holy of holies.
You hav my best wishes. I hope the good angels
wi~l att~nd you: trip, and health and prosperity
abide w.Ith you till your safe return to family and
friends.
Yours for the truth,
J. M. HARPER.
0RANGEPORT, N. Y., Aug. 23, 1881.
FRIEND EDITOR : Inclosed please $1, for which
send THE TRUTH SEEKER. I will renew before the
expiration of term, and do what I can to procure
new subscribers. Through the courtesy of ms brother
at Eaton Rapids, Mich., I hav read the paper and
become quite interested in its contents. I also hav
a strong desire to read Mr. Bennett's letters. I
shall contir;ue to circulate the papers among my
orthodox fnends. If there is anything that I can do
to advance the cause of Freethought by circulating
documents, etc., I am ready to enlist in the good
cause. I s~nt Mr. Leland, last spring, a list of the
most promment Liberals in this vicinity.
I hope that Mr. Bennett and his paper will liv
until religious ignorance, superstition, and bigotry
shall hav been banished from the land, and truth
reason, and justice shall reign triumphant.
'
I hav fought religious bigotry, superstition and intolerance for thirty years, alone and almost singlehanded, hav suffered reproach, denunciation, and
contumely, and hav been shunned, despised, and
proscribed; but, thanks to the spirit of the age, I am
now surrounded by many earnest, outspoken Liberals. I subscribe myself,
Yours for truth,
M. E. ATWOOD, P.M.

HALIFAX, N. S., Aug. 22, 1881.
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Herewith please find
five dollars for Mr. Bennett's voyage round the WL-rld.
I congratulate the gentleman on his success in establishing a Freethought journal in New York. The
experiment has been tried in Toronto and in other
Canadian cities with poor success, though to the last
undertaking in Toronto writers like Mrs. Slenker, B.
F. Underwood, and a host of others of recognized
ability, contributed. The paper I publish, called the
Mayflower, alone of all the Freethought journals in
Canada, has survived the storm, this now being its
twelfth year.
I would say to your readers that I hav just begun
the publishing in the Mayflower (one dollar a year)
from the original manuscript of a well-known French
scholar, a work entitled, "Jesus and the Gospels"
EsCANABA, MICH., Aug. 17, 1881.
which I hav the only right to publish in North Am~r
FRIEND EDITOR : Inclosed is $5 to help pay Mr
ica. Thanks for your extract from our article on the
late Dean Stanley in your August 20th TRUTH SEEKER. Bennett's trip around the world. I did not, want
hi~ to go, but .as he has gone I think the only
Yours truly,
F. H. BAKER.
thmg I _can do Is to contribute toward his expenses,
as he Will need all that has been paid and more too
EDGERTON, Omo, Aug. 12, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: As my subscription will expire soon I I hope h~will hav a safe journey and return to u~
,
inclose one dollar to hav it continued, as I cannot improved in health and strength,
Yours
respectfully,
J.
·N.
HILLER.
think of doing without it. I hav read several Radical
papers, but none of them compare with THE TRUTH
SPOKANE, WAsH. TER., July 24, 1881.
~EEKER in common sen~e and masterly and philosophFRIEND BENNETT: I send postal order for $8-$3 to
ICal arguments. Its editor, Mr. Bennett, is a profound
renew subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, from
thinker and writer, and a noble, grant!, and educated
March, 1881, to March, 1882, and $5 to help you in
man. I hav read with great interest his essay on
your search after truth around the world; and I
"Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind," and I think it
hope Y?U may hav a pleasant journey, health, and
clearly demonst.rated to every thinking, inquiring prospenty, and truth garner for the millions.
mind the non-existence of any creativ or supernatural
Yours truly,
A. HARR.
power outside the universe, and that matter is eternal, self-existent, and infinit, and that life and mind
MAusToN, Wis., Aug. 8, 1881.
are the products of matter. I am sorry that I could
FRIEND EDITOR: I received my paper and the shownot. co~tribute $5 to the traveling fund, but I shall bills this morning. The first thing I looked for was
read his weekly letters with great interest, and you our dear old friend's departure from our beloved
may put me down for the books as soon as they are ~bores of America. May his health be good and his
published.
Fraternally,
A. J. SHAFBR.
JOu~ney pleasant all around the world and home
agam. I see by his parting words those who send in
PLATTSliiOUTH, NEB., July 28, 1881.
orders for books will contribute to the prosperity of
D. M. BENNETT: The inclosed postal order for $5.00 the business. Every book sold helps to meet the explease apply to my credit on THE TRUTH SEEKER to
~ens~s of. $250, a large sum, so I will send for &ix
keep it alive. I can't do without it
hfe-size llthographs and run my chances of selling
Yours for the cause,
· J. M. FowLER.
five of them, and I hope thousands will do likewise
Also Bennett-Mair discussion when it is ready and
JusTIN, MICH., Aug. 20, 1881.
one dollar's worth of "The Adventures of ·Elder 'Trip
FRIEND BENNETT: All in g~od time I had my legal tolemus Tub." .l:ul' all UJeuiJove-named find moneytender tenderly folded up w1th a Jetter which I had order for $5.50,
WM. HoLG-ATE.

FRIEND, NEB., June 2, 1881.
DEAR BENNETT: I see by THE TRUTH SEEKER you
hav decided to make the trip around the world •. I
confess I preferred to hav you stay at home, where
there was less danger, but as you hav decided on
going I hav decided to send you, $5 to help pay your
way and make you more comfortable on your long
journey. I see but few letters in THE TRUTH SEEKER
from Nebraska although we certainly hav Liberals
here. I wish y"ou a safe journey and many years
after your return.
Yours,
J. W. GILBERT.
ATLANTA, GA., July 28, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: :Find inclosed postal order for
$5 to help pay your expenses around this little planet
of ours. I did not send in my name, but my intention was to wait and see if you could make up the
desired amount, and if you could another $5 would
not be objectionable. That you will hav a safe,
pleasant, and profitable journey is the sincere wish of
your friend,
MRs. H. S. DAVIS.
GREAT VALLEY, N. Y., Aug. 1, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: I writ(:) you to send me one copy or
THE TRUTH SEEKER, No. 30, as that number railed to
come to han.d week before last, and I don't want to
miss any of the Bennett-Mair discussion. I hav
read the closing debate, and were I a judge of the
merits or demerits of the case I shouldn't hav to
take any time to consult the minutes respecting
evidence. Since the contest seems to be so unequal
and there is such a preponderance of evidence on
one side, it does not require a very keen critic or
one of great comprehension to decide which of the
two debaters won the belt, and by rights should be
entitled to the laurels. And although we feel scrme
reluctance in deciding 'tgainst the man of God, yet
the voice of justice speaking within us compels- us
to declare our humble opinion that you, Mr. Bennett, hav floored your antagonist, with all his gods
and demi-gods, and even should they survive the fell
attack there is little hope that all the gods and the
devils combined can inspire Mr. Mair with sufficient
courage to risk another encounter, or take the turf
again to trot with D. M. Bennett, who, we all know,
never breaks on the track and has made the best
time on record.
I learn from my last paper that our old friend
and editor, D. M. Bennett, was to hav started t.hat
morning at eight o'clock A.M. on his long trip, and
is no doubt now far out on the raging main. May
the winds be favorable, the waters smooth, the engins strong, and fuel plenty, that he may glide safely
o'er the seas and so on around the circle back to
friends and h9me. Such are the wisb.es not only of
the writer of these few lines but also of hundreds
and thousands all over this extensiv universe. I
send my best regards to Mrs. Bennett and to all
connected with THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Truly yours,
A. F. ALLBRIGHT.
'

MILL BROOK, CoN:N., Aug. 16, 1881.
MR. EDITO:R: My motto is, "Don't forget to pay for
your paper," so inclosed you will find $3.00 to renew
my subscription to your r aper. I can't do without
it and I won't try to. It has come to be one of my
household gods, and it will now be doubly dear, as
those great letters are coming out in it,
Yours truly,
H. W. PINNEY.
LoWELL, NED., Aug. 16, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I send by express two dollars, being
one and a half for the paper until the end of the
year, and the remaining fifty cents for a lithograph
of Mr. Bennett, which please send to the above address. Please say if you hav a portrait of that noble
man, Mr. Chas. Bradlaugh. If so I must surely hav
one.
I am glad that Mr. Bennett has gone on his long
trip, for I think he is the best writer that ever left
these shores. But I do hope that he will not go any
farther than China and Japan. I can see no use or
his going from there to Australia, as it is a young
country. He might as well go to Manitoba; he would
see about as much. I think the time would be better spent in Europe and Asia. The accomodations
for traveling are not so good, the steamers not so
large, and the voyage very long.
~ hav been reading some letters from England,
wntten by Nasby. They came out in the Toledo
Blade, but they seem poor things after reading Mr.
Bennett's. If this Nasby only made a few mistakes
I would overlook them, but his letters are budgets
of trumpery and mean lies, thus it is nothing but a
waste of time to read them. Such a fellow richly
deserves pitching off London Bridge, and I would
like to be the one to throw him off. It is very
lucky for him that the London barmaids, whom he
so foully slanders, don't know him, or I think he
might fare w0rse than Marshal Maynaer did when
he visited Barclay and Perkins' Brewery. My friend,
who lent me the paper to read, said it was such a
cheap paper. I told him the paper was certainly
low, and the writing was of the same character and
therefore dear at any price. Some folks !Jav toid me
that THE TRUTH SEEKER is such a dear paper, but I
tell them it is high-priced, not dear. It is cheap,
for we get truth.
Yours truly,
G. GRAY.
BANGOR, ME., Aug. 1, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find one dollar
in payment for your paper. I acknowledge I liav
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felt guilty every time I hav torn the wrapper off for
the last three months, because it was not paid
for. I never intend to owe for a paper again, and
certainly not for one that I value as I do yours.
To i:ne it·is the ~st paper in the world. You dare
to speak the truth although you are imprisoned for
it. I like your cour'age.and your honesty. I should
think they would get tired of trying to kill you a~ter
a while. They .little realize that they are making
new converts for you every day.
My best· wishes go with you on your long journey,
and may it prove a profitable as well as a pleasant
one.
Respectfully yours, · MRs. S. E. GouLD.
LAKE VIEw, NEv., Aug. 4, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please send me one of your show·
bills for THE TRUTH SEEKER. I will volunteer to act
as agent for that grand old journal in this and
··ormsby counties. I think I am the only subscriber
yori. hav in the two counties.·· If there is another
you will please inform me, for I would like to make
his acq,;uain tance. There are many here of Liberal
views who seem to be dfi)lighted with THE TRUTH
SEEKER. I received that dollar's worth of T. B.
Wakeman's pamphlets and sent them to our state
officials. I hav seen the governor since, and asked
him what he thought of it, and he seemed to be
much interested in it. I told him I would send him
a copy of THE TRUTH SEEKER. He thanked me very
kindly, and said he would like very much to see the
paper.
I think I shall be able to get a number of subscribers before long. ·
Fraternally yours,
J. s. MARTIN.
BELLEVILLE, KAN., July 23, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find five dollars and twenty
cents, for which send "Six Lectures on Astronomy,"
by Proctor, and credit five dollars on the round-the_
world fund to Robert J. Adams. I hope to get
many names for the books.
DR. H. PATRICK.
MINNEAPOLIS, MINN., June 20, 1881.
DEAR BROTHER BENNETT: I hav .had the dreadful
misfortune (worse than any other calamity) to get
in to the trap of a perfect godlike, sanctified, Christian unconsciously and unawares. Therefore, very
unwillingly but·of absolute necessity, I must for the
present withdraw my subscription for your journey
round the giobe. The uncertainty of the law is now
my only hope and refuge from impending poverty
and ruin. I f i receive justice I shall yet be enabled
to pay up my subscription hereafter. If not able to
get out of this Christian trap, it may not be in my
power to pay for books and the paper hereafter. I
siucerely hope that my case will be a warning to all
Freethinkers, Liberals, and truth seekers to avoid
the intrigues of designing and faithless Christians!
Truly and heterodoxly yours,
E. N. KINGSLEY.
--RICHFORD, VT., Aug. 16, 1881.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: It seems to me that if man
livs after he is dead in endless hell fire, he ought to
hav positiv proof of the fact while he livs in this
world. I will giv fifty dollars for good evidence to
prove the following propositions are real facts: 1.
That there is a real personal God, Elohim (aside
from kingcraft, priestcraft, and hypocrisy), who created out of nothing all things in six days ; created
- man, male and female, blessed and directed them
and rested (Gen. i); 2. Then Yahweh Elohim (Gen.
ii, 4) made it all in one day; made man or· the
ground; made a woman of one of man's ribs; planted
a garden of fruit trees, and prohibited one tree (a
perfect trap); 3. Bring me good evidence-not hearsay or assumption-that tlie eating of that forbidden
tree by the first man and woman caused all children
to be born sinners and exposed to endless punishment in fire and brimstone.
Either the Christian's Jewish God intended that
man should eat of the forbidden fruit or he did not.
God knew when he made man that he. would eat it,
or he did not. God knew when he -xuade the prohibition that man would eat it, or he did not. Why
did not God turn man out 0f the garden and place
a cherubim and a flaming sword to prevent his eating? Either God could hav prevented man and
would not, or could not if he would, or the story is.
a fabrication of lying priests.
What wicked man on earth would burm his children in .fire arid brimstone endlessly because they
ate an apple that mystagog liars forbade ?• Yet we
hire and pay millions to priests in the pulpit to
affirm the absurdity. Therefore priestcraft and hy·
pocrisy are really the rulers of this world_
After thirty years of sober thought artd critical
examination I hav found no good evidence that there
is a real being in the universe such as is described
by Jews and Christians or any other system of superstition. But the religion of humanity is the only
true religion adapted to the human mental capacity;
all others are priestcraft, hypocrisy, and imagination,
and hav no real existence.
The Jewish holy scriptures affirm positivly that we
shall not hav knowledge or consciousness after we
are dead. Christians say we shall, but they hav
nothing but hearsay evidence, thousands of years
old, to prove it. And they hav murdered some five
hundred millions in support of what they do not
knowjs true, but hav overwhelming evidenCEl that it is
·
false, So wags our world in crime and mi~ery.

Inclosed find post-office order for $1 for 'I'HE TRUTH
SEEKER up to January, 1882. I hav more Liberal
books than I shall ever master. I take THE TRUTH
SEEKER because I like it and admire D. M. Bennett.
With my best wishes,
Respectfully yours,
JosEPH NoYES.
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passover. The only proof he adduces from the synoptics is an equivocal passage in Matthew, which he
erroneously interprets by John. John, I admit, describes the event"as occurring on the day before the
passover ; but in this he flatly contradicts the synoptias.
Let us trace the order of events as described by
FAmFIELD, PA., Augus.t 8, 1881.
Luke: "Then came the day of unleavened bread
MR. D. M. BENNETT: By the recent arbitrary expul- when the passover must be killed. And· he sent
sion of Bradlaugh, Parliament, in my opinion, clearly Peter and John, saying, Go and prepare us the Passindicates that .in its estimation Freethinkers hav no over, that we may eat.
. . . And when the
rights that· professional Christians are bound to re- hour was come he sat down and the twelve apostles
spect. Its treatment of that gentleman-and not
only of him, but of his constituency::.:...was certainly with him, and he said unto them, With desire I hav
desired to eat this passover with you before I sufmost high-handed and shameless. But the act will fer" (Luke xxii, 7, 8, 14, 15). That, therefore, was
recoil; acts of injustice always do, sooner or later. a passover supper, and it is also so described by
Some persons-even some that are friendly to Brad·
laugh-regret that he did not bear the injustice done Matthew and Luke_
At what time in the day was the passover eaten?
him and his constituency with more meekness. I
am not one of those. Human rights hav never yet "At even" (Ex. xii, 18). That evening, as every
been advanced by quiet submission to wrong. They, Jew will tell you, was the beginning of the Jewish
as • a ·rule, hav been wrung by sheer force or fear day_ " The evening and the morning were the first
from the grasp of tyrants. In my judgment, the day". (Gen. i, i); "From even to even shall ye celbehavior of Bradlaugh on the occasion of his second ebrate your Sabbath" (Lev. xxiii, ~2). So then
expulsion was, received in the light of all the facts Jesus and his disciples, who were Jews, celebrated
in the case, perfectly excusable, if not entirely in.all the passover by a supper at evening; and before the
respects in good taste. "Something should be par- close, of that day, which began at evening, Jesus
hung lifeless on the cross. It was the 14th and not
doned to the spirit of liberty," says Burke.
The English people I don't think will censure his the 15th of Nisan ; the error in calling it the 15th
conduct very severely. 'rhe provocation was certain- arises from disregarding the Jewish division of time.
The day before the Sabbath, is call " the preparaly very great.
Well, they hav driven this robust apostle of civil tioh" (Mark xv, 42; Lukexxiii, 54; Matt. xxvii, 62).
and religious liberty by brute force from the House, Preparation for what? Mark and Luke say for the
but the end is not yet. We will now see of what Sabbath, while Matthew does not say for what.
stuff, moral and intellectual. his constituency is But he tells us that on the day after the preparation
made; and not only his constituency, but the whole the chief priests requested Pilate to guard well tlie
English people. The cry of " Wilkes and liberty-~" sepulcher. That request was made on the Sabbath
will again be heard, the name of Bradlaugh being according to Matthew, and not on the passover day,
substituted for the name of that profligate patriot. which was already ended. John alone speaks of
The House will yet find it convenient to recede. "the preparation of the passover." Why? Because
Their position is surely not tenable, either in law or he has Christ crucified on the day before. The supreason-certainly not in reason. The fact Is, they per which John describes is not a paschal meal, and
are afraid of Bradlaugh. He is the bugaboo of all he expressly says that it was eaten "before the
the Coriservativ forces. They are fully aware of his feast of the passover" (xiii, I, 2). John makes the
courage, tireless energy, bull-dog tenacity, and tow- passover and Sabbath come together ; the synoptics
ering abilities. He would always be giving them do not_
trouble-forever bringing up forbidden and abhorrent
questions. What with Irish discontents and multiCelsus, as reported by Origen, discredits the story
'form deviltries, colonial troubles, foreign wars and
aggressions, and questions of labor and capital at of the massacre of the infants by Herod and of the
home, John Bull, I should think, would hav had his resurrection of Jesus. He admits that Jesus went
hands sufficiently full without the introduction of into Egypt, but says that he there hired himself out
as.a servant, and, having acquired some miraculous
this Bradlaugh business and all that it involves.
Did he not consent to take the oath-that mean- powers, he returned to his own country to practice
ingless formality. What decent excuse, then, hav them, and proclaimed himself a god (Origin agt_
they for refusing him a seat? None. I think Eng- Celsus, i, 28)- This agrees with the Talmud and
lish people will say so, and say so soon, or I am not with the gospels. The Rev. S. Baring-Gould
greatly mistaken. Who made Parliament the keeper translates all that the Talmuds contain about Jesus,
of anybody's conscience ? Is not such assumption and admits that they do not refer to the Jesus of the
gospels. He also believes that in the reign of Alexon its part preposterous in the extreme?
'
A. 0. ScoTT.
ander Jannreus (106-79 B. c.) a certain Jesus went
down into· Egypt, where he learned )llagic, and that
•
he returned to Judea and practiced it, but was
· ·[From the National Republican.].
arrested, and, by order of the Sanhedrim, stoned to
Gnosticism and Catholicism.
death for sorcery.
In Mr. Bray's first article he quoted a sentence
This Jesus was the son of Stada, or Mary, and
written by the Emperor Adrian, in which he mentions Pandiro, according to the Talmud, and of Mary and
Christ. I beg leave to submit the rest of the letter Joseph Pandera, according to the Toldoth J eshu.
down to and including the sentence adduced by Mr Here, again, is a nearer agreement with the Je11us of
Bray. It was written in the year 134, and was ad- Celsus, namely, an illegitimate son of a carpenter's
dressed to his brother-in-law, Servianus:
wife by a soldier named Panthera (Ibid i, 32).
"Egypt, which you commended to me, my dearest
"T. B." asks for "a sample copy of a sermon on
Servianus, I hav found to be wholly fickle and incon- the mount." He will find it in the Toldoth Jeshu
stant. The worshipers of Serapis are Christians, and Rtory (Revelations of Antichrist, p. 373). The paralthose who call themselvs bishops of Christ are de- lel precepts purport to be given by Simon Kepha, a
voted to Serapis. There is here no ruler of a Jewish venerable rabbi, who became a disciple of Jesus
synagog, no Samaritan, no presbyter of the Chris- about thirty years after his death by stoning and
tians, who is not either an astrologer, a soothsayer, hanging. He lived six years on a tower, and, dying,
or an anointer of the wrestlers. The very patriarch was buried within it. "Afterward," continues the
himself, should he come into Egypt, would be required story, "they devised a most abominaile fraud, and
by some to worship Serapis and by others Christ.''
at this very time that tower is to be seen at Rome,
It appears, therefore, from the testimony of Adrian and they call it Peter; that is, the name of a stone."
that ~rapis and Christ were identical in Egypt A.D.
Kepha, in the language of the Jews, means "rock"
134. And this is corroborated by the fact recorded or "stone." Kephas, the Greek form (Eng. Cephas),
by the Christian historian Socrates (A.D. 412) that the has no meaning; but Petros (Eng. Peter) is a transcross was found engraved in the sacred temple of lation, meaning "stone." Paul frequently mentions
Serapis. In less than ten years after Adrian wrote a fellow-apostle Kephas, whose name, in several inthat letter Marcion of Pontus came to Rome bring- stances, has been changed by transcribers to Petros,
ing Paul's epistles, ten in number, and a gospel but in the Syriac version it is always Kepha_
which began thus: "In the fifteenth year Qf the Having found that Paul lived as early as 63 B. c.,
reign of Tiberius Cresar, Jesus came d9wn (i.e., from and that he Lad a fellow-apostle Kepha, I infer that
heaven) to Capernaum (Luke iii, 9; iv, 31). At the there is a grain of truth in this Toldoth J eshu legend
same time Jus tin, of Samaria, proclaimed at Rome a about Simon Kepha, of whom I find no historical
Jesus born of a virgin in a cave, and he did not recog- trace in the first century.
nize Paul's writings nor Marcion's gospel. Marcion
"Dunbar" will please excuse me. I hav no taste
was the champion of Gnosticism, which recognized for metaphysical questions.
STUDENTJesus as a man only in appearance, who only seemed
to suffer. Gnosticism existed before the Christian
THE price of "Antichrist," advertised by mistake
era, and was all-prevalent in the second century_ In
the year 146 the worship of Serapis was introduced as $1.00, is $2.00.
into the city of Rome by Antoninus Pius. Meanwhile
the belief in a real Jesus Christ began to prevail
DoEING the last few weeks many riotous demonover Gnosticism, and at length Catholicism tri- strations against the Jews hav taken place in the
umphed and became the state religion.
small cities of Pomerania and West Prussia, where
houses hav been demolished and Jewish families
"J. B." denies that the synoptics, i. e., the first persecuted by the mob. The Prussian government
three gospels, describe the crucifixion as taking has now taken the necessary measures for })rotecting
place on the great passover day, and appeals to the the Jews there, but a strong hatred against the
gospels to prove that it was on the day before the Simitio race seems to pervade the whole population.
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\ To be conformed to my peculiar views ;
'Twere better that the world stand still than move
In any other way than that Which I approve.

The Latter Law.

LIFE-SIZE

THE RELATION OF THE

SPIRITUAL TO THE DATE·
When, schooled to resignation, I had ceased
-Hawkeye.
RIAL UNIVERSE;
To yearn for my lost Eden; Whfiln I knew
No loving spirit brooded in the blue,
THE LA.W OF CON':QtOL •
Two papers given In the Interest of Spiritual science,
.And none could see his coming in the East,
l.Jy the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, of
I looked for comfort in my creed ; I sought
England. Price 10 cents. Bold at thla office.
To draw all nature nearer; to replace
The sweet old myths, the tenderness, the grace
Of God's dead world of faith, and reverent Will be ready soon. .A tract of ·sixteen pages, containing
COMPUTATION ~~ MECHANISM.
three articles yclept sermons, entitled,
thought.
Additloui Subtrnctlou, Mnl·

...

PLAGIARISM

Oh, joy! I found the stern new law reveal
Romance more rare than poesy creates.
Your blood, it said, is kindred with the sap
Which throbs 'Vithin the ce:Iar, and mayhap
In rome dim wise the tree reciprocates,
Even as a dryad, all the love you feel!
You and t.l:!e great glad earth are kith and kin:
There is one base, one scheme of life, one hope
On that and this side of the microscope.
.All things now wholes hav parts of many been,
And all shall be. .A disk of Homer's blood
May redden a daisy on an English lawn,
.And what was Chaucer glimmer in the dawn
To-morrow o'er the plains where Ilion stood.
No jot is lost, or scorned, or disallowed ;
One law reigns over all. Take you no care,
For while all beings change one life endures;
.And a new cycle waits for you and yours
To melt a way like streaks of morning cloud
Into the infinit azure of things that were.
.And soon the selfish clinging unto sense,
The longing that this Jlle should never fail,
Loosed quivering hands, for ohl of what avail
Were such survival of intelligence
It all the great and good of days gone byPlato, Hypatia, Shakspere-had surceased,
Had mingled with the cloud, the plant, the
beast,
.And God were but a myth us of the sky?
.And when I thought, o'ersbadowed with strange
ttwe,
How Christ was dead, had ceased in utter woe,
With that great cry, "Forsaken," on the cross;
rfelt at first a sense of bitter loss,
.And then grew passiv, saying, "Be it sol
'Tis one with Ch1ist and Judas. 'Tis the law."

tlpllcat on, nud Division.

1. Shame! Sham! Pshaw!
2. Do;:-s!

The first two of these appeared In the &ynwur Times In
reply to aspersions by W1lllam Emmette Coleman, and
altbongb be had been allowed fonr times the space I occu-

OF

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy Plate Paper, 20x2S.

$2~Jl,~P~i~':;i~~j;r.':.tnie ~:i'.;

Wanted. Factory, Wn.ter~ury.
Conn. Address the Patentee,
WJII. HART, Kirksville, Mo.

~ock-a-doodle-doo!

3.

LITHOGRAPH
SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.

1

~i~; ;~~:i~ft~~~;:E I ~~b:~~!~~r~~~t~ei~~7~tna~l

cle or sermon, rejected by the Seymour Times, I prove be·
yond all doubt that W. E. Coleman plagiarized from my
pamphlet" Sunaay n·'t the Sabbath" (43 pages. 1872), aU
that he quoted or summarized In his tract elltltled " Sabbath Observance" (18 pages. 18j9), from Justin, Irenmus,
Tertullian, Victorlnus Orlgen, Eusebius, Jerome. Luther,
Melanctllon, Hey lin, Milton, Baxter,Faley, and Neander;
and that every reference made to the above authors,
and every statement taken therefrom, was borrowed
from my work. Other indubitable proofs of plagiarism
will be given.

Experiences of SA.ltllJEL BOWLES

Sent by Mail :for Fi:fty cents.

(Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Rtpub!ioan)
IN

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

SPIRIT LIFE, SiNCE NEWTON'S DISCOVERY
of the
of Gravitation nothing has been published so

Or, Life a8 he now Sees It from a
Splrltual Standpoint.

l~w

startlin.g and profound as the essays in Man, Nos. 40 and 41,, ,,
on The New1tlate1•ialisan. George Romane's lee.
In Scientific Man No. 34 Is more amu•lng and.Jnstructhe medlumshlp of CARRIE E. S. ture
tlv than anything In Puck or Punch-a learned ann slgnlfl. ,
This tract will be sent gratis to every Written through
TWING,
Westfield,
N:Y.
cant
scientific" slde-SJ!lltter." Send 5 eta. for the three '
applicant. by caJ.od or letter.
Price 20 cents, Sold at this office.
Address at once,
w. H. BURR, Washington, D. C.
cofJlis· No attention p~~ {,?. ~~¥'il'~~sbe~ds~~;~. Y.
St36
SEND TO

ELMINA

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

For Tbem •
The Darwtns." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents
"John's Way." 15 cents. "StU<:Jylng: the Bible." 75
cents. Specimen copies of the Phys.ologist, 10 cents.
Stamps gladly received. Address
E. D. SLEN.KER,
lot26
Snowvme, Pulaski county, Va.
11

LIFE OF VOLT.A.ffiE.
BY JADES PARTON.
Thousands Visit f,he lllineral Sp1•ings here
and abroad~ and spend thousands of dollars in search for
health when a few doses of

Tarrant's l'!eltzer Aperient

With Portraits and other lliustrations.
This work, which has occnpled Mr. Parton many years
In Its preparation, Is now ready. 1t Is In two large volumes. on -heavy paper, and printed tn bold,' clear type.
Mr. Parton as a historian and biographer has no superior,
as his blo,raphlesof Jackson, Franklin. Jerrerson, Greeley,

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D.D. BENNETT and G. D. DAIR •
(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)

The fullest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogmas and Claims ot'
Christ.ianity a thorough Ex•
amination pro and con.

would accomplish the same results at the cost of a few
1
0
cents. Each bottle contains from thirty to forty glasses
~~ \~~i: ~v;~Ii~i:
of Sparkling Seltze,, which makes It posltlvly the cheap. ~~~if:~t i~u&i~ ~~ rk~' ai~d~~~:
monument or research and scholarship. It Is just, candid,
est as well as the most efficacious mineral water extant.
dlscrlmln,.tlng. and exact, describing Voltaire as he was, a
Made up from the letters as they appe•red In THII
But when my child, mv one girl babe, lay deadtranscendent philosopher, a great reformer, a brilliant wit TRUTH SEEKER. The whole sold at the low price of $1.50,
SOLD BY .ALL DRUGGISTS
86
The blossom of me, my dream and my desirepostage Included. .Address this office.

And unshed tears burned in my eyes like .ilre;
.And when my wife subdued her sobs and said,
" 0 husband, do not grieve; be comforted;.
She is with Christ." I laughed in my despair.
With Christ ! 0 God 1 and where is Christ? and

The great glad earth, my kin, is glad as though
No child had ever died; the heaven of 1\fay
Leans like a laughing face above my g1ief.
Is she then lost forever? How shall I know?
0 Christ, art thou still Christ ? .And shall I pray
For fulness of belief or unbelief?

-Examiner.

f:"beg;

tr~ l~~tfi~~dtr'::'tt~l~fa~o,n~~at tftY~~Peh~~~r~tr~l:i'8

had In the English language.

I~ a most Interesting por-

of a truly remarkable man, whether he Is viewed
THE TRIAL OF :MEDICIN FOR astraiture
the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever:MURDER.
~~gJ~e~~~.;'ir..~'J'a~~,Fc..~~eaii.":,i1si~gl~g~~;~W~ b~f~~

.A POEM.

MACHINERY.

NEW YoRK, .Aug. IS, 1881.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
The inclosed lines, which are copied fTom the
Evening Express of the 9th inst., the autho.r's name
not appearing, are worthy of wide circulation. I
therefore send them to you as deserving a place
1n the poet's corner of ypur paper. B. SICKELS.
What is the gain?
If one should run a noble race,
.And at the last with weary pace
Win to the goal, and find his years
.A harvest-field of waste and tears,
Of turmoil and of buried trust,
Rich with dead hopes and bitter dust
.And strife and fear and ceaseless pain,
What is the gain?

of Florida. Fine ~oatlng, bathing, bunting, and fishing.
.Address M. C. DWIGHT Orange Bluff Hotel and Gulf
c~tli Real Estate Agency, Clear Water Harbor, Fla.

Band, Foot 11nd Power Presses. Die Work of all kinds.
Pe'l'fora.ting Dies a Specialty.

What is the gain?
When, having reached a sunlit bight
Through barren sweeps of gloomful night,
Hoping to see beyond the crest
Fair lands of beauty and of rest,
There lies before, stretched far away
Unto the confines of the day
.A desolate and shadeless plain,
What is the gain 1
What is the gain I
The race is won, we see the light,
We conquer where the storm-winds :tight;
We show the way to those who wait
With faint hearts by the walls of fate;
Our banners flutter in the van
Of battles fought for thought and man,
.And ignorance and darkness wane-This is the gain.

Creeds.
Believe as I believe, no more, no less,
That I atp. right, and no one else, confess;
Feel as I feel, think only as I think;
Eat what I eat, and drink but what I drink;
Look as I look, do always as I do,
.And then, and only then, I'll fellowship with you.
That I am right, and always right, I know,
Because my own convictions tell me so;
.And to be right is simply this, to be
Entirely and in all respects like me;
To deviate a hair's breadth, or begin
To question, doubt or hesitate, is sin.
I reverence the Bible, if it be
Translated first and then explained to me;
By churchly Ia ws and customs I abide,
If they with my opinion coincide;
.All creeds and doctrins I admit divine,
Excepting those which disagree with mine.
Let sink the drowning if he will not swim,
Upon the plank that !throw out to him,
Let starve the hungry if he will not eat
My kind and quantity of bread and meat;
Let freeze the naked if he will not be
Clothed in such garments as are made for me.
'Twere better that the sick should die than llv,
Unless they take the medicine I giv;
'Twere better sinners perish than refuse

Ruutures Cured

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.
.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,
REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian .Advocate."
By ALLEN PBINGLE •
This pamphlet was conaldered necessary because the

6meow25

E;'~~~ ai\~c::ftfcl'i~ ~:-.\.nlf}e ~;f~f:'.d ~~~J'~~~sha~~~~~

PLAIN HOME TALK,

against design in nature, an8 this work contains both the
attack and reply. It Is valuable. as It presents the strongest Christian evidence for the exlotence of God with the

EMBRAOING

co:ry~~t~0a~~n~:.e'Io~31!'£1ih'IJ~~~:~Ion.

.Medical Common Sense.

Symposium~

Partner Wanted
8g~ ~Jilen:i:,~:t"1~~ ~~~F:J'Joti:aft~d ~Jn\1~ h&~~ ,;z,~t

E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruceSt.,N.Y.

The Gain.

A Modern

erance and Uberty. It Is the arsenal from which Liberals
SUllJECTS:
will draw weapon• to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation w111
The Soul and a Future Life, and T.be Inftuence upon
make It the authority In regard to his ll!e, his work, his
Morality of a Decline of Religious Belief, ba the ablest
death.
1
In two voZ.,. Svo. Friel, $6; half calf, $11 •
~~~~."~o;-; ~~~<>~':.".}~~~~. ~fMar~~~':f;.rv~..:r~th~~.Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st .• New York.
Prlce, $1.25.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N.Y. city.

By Dy Medical ~ompound and
.Rubber Ela8tiC_A.,pphance
In 30Days.
Rsllable references given. Bend stamp ror circular
Say In what i'tdi-~~ou saw J~~~w?'l~~&'&INGS
•
1St33
Smithville, Jerrerson Co .. N.Y.

THE :MORTALITY OF THE SOUL
.AND THE

IMMORTAl.ITY OF ITS &LEMENTS •
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.
PRECEDED BY .AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
This book 1s a plain talk about the human I!J'Stem, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
By A. Snider de Pellegrini,
A REI'LY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOI' LYNCH,
disease, our sexual relations and social natureo. It Is med·
"BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS,
"b~~~~~f ~~~~·~a~~ a~~~~~;:~,~~ #ou~:~~~~~~eg~i~0~~r8 ~
teal common sense applled to causes, prevention, and cure
formation des cometes," and other scientific and historic
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
works In the French and Italian languages. Price 25 cents.
Price 15 cents. Bold at this office.
.Address D. ltl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., N. y.
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Bold by
D. 111. BENNETT,
The World's Sixteen ~rucUled
141 Eighth street, New York.
Saviors;

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.

CHRISTIANITY
FROM A

FREE BOOK FOR THE

SI~K.

Scientific and H•storical Standpoint.

OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

By KERSEY GRAVES,
BY W:M. N. M:cLA.REN.
.Auth9r of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
.A very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the snb1ects Bibles" (comprising a descrlgtlon of twenty-seven bibles)
treated are, Unrevealed Religion, Old Testament ReligIon, Evidence In SuQport of Christianity, History of ~ft~~':fsn~~~~w' ~~~~ggd~~lo:;t[g~r~~~:~ta'ieb;/"t~o~;
Chrlstlanltf.• .Alle~ed Failure of Christianity, Proposed the doctrine, p'Jnclples, precepts, and miracles of f/,e New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking mimy of ltll
8
'i\'~~~t~~k
~~~f~i'and thorough and shows cor•. t:~e~r~K~r~r'::c&~~~~s':"mprl.slng the history of six·
clnslvlh that the system of rell&on which has beenb11 Ut
Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

£H

r: :e%

u~~~e,eli~~~en~s ~b~rlal~n;~hl: ~~~e~atlon.

CHRONIC DISEASES,
.Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases ot
Men, the Diseases of Women and the varlons causes,
Qhyslcal and social, leadlnito them are .flai'Jr. treated bl

tl.~ =l~li ~8~:M~t ~~Nl§~:earfll.oooE:a:e~~
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 l.exlugton ave.,
New York, to whom all letters from the· sick should be ad·
dressed. In Its Issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical public.,_
tlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti·

Fm"~::.r~ at'h~n:·r. ':~~.~n ~fh~::·~~~~~~tt~~~:,:w:ele~~~

Modern Thinkers,

RELIGION
AB REVEALED BY THE

WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
fll'

Material and Spiritual Universe•
ILLUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt.

motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing and lm.
It treats of the Existence and General Character of
proving his fellow-beings by giving such Information asia God, God as a. Spirit, the Nature of GM, Creeds and Pracwen calculated to enable them tone more healthy, more tices of Christianity, The Dangers of Infallible Standards,
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
1

ff~uelt~lflfi :~d B~~~~hTU~~*r fte,ll~~~n~e'fti~t'i,~, t1t!~~J

BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

With an Introdw:tion by R. G. Inger&oU.
With El'iht Portraits: Com~te, Swedenbor~, Jeremy

~,i',Pf!'~T.'Er~:f'J..~~~~i.Palne, ourler, Herber Spencer,
Price, ,1.50.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elgfith street, N. Y. city,

SAVE THE EYES AND

~~~:Jci~~~cg~~3~~¥6'~~1"1~ t~~~~f,!'t"~:s:~a~ ~~dtg~~~~ Death Under a Spiritual Rell~lon, Tbe l!'uture Religion.
of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the great benefit they hav derived from the phys- ab~~: ~gg~t~e~ :~bj~~~~:'b~ !lo:~g::f:~t~~t;~ra~potl;bl:
lologlca~ hygienic, and moral lessons which he has so ably widely known by Ills "Principles of tight and Color,"
lm~~"ci'~a.B~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at IIbert to "Health Manual," etc., and this new book ts sure to be Th(' Shaker Eye and Ear Balsam
CONSULT ITB AUTHOR, In person or by mall, FRJdi1 . re~~6"i;M~~n Hcilil'~~~~y;~';li~~:han those.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mai~Jostaw
nas for fifteen years proved the best remedial applicatiOn!
~~· onlyJMfir.f.gnfiefrf. W8~d~'ii'iNI1<to~ANf, T·
for Falling Sight, .Impaired Hearing, Oph•
129 East 28th st., New York.
thalmia, and all lntlammatlons and arrectlons of Eye$
and Ear&. Printers, artists, and thoae overtaxing the
Proving conclusivlythat
A.chsa W. Spra~;"ue and Mary ()lark's

HEARINC.

w•·

"Antichrist:"

EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE.
Medium-ATHALDINE SMITH, Olwego, N, Y,
Prteo 20 cents. Sold at this ofllee.

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Ll:fe, Trial, Execution; etc., 18 a Myth.
PrleP •1.00

Fo• Rflle flt. nl• oflloe

eyes find an Immediate rellef. Soft cataracts hav been
removed by lt. By Its nse the wearing of glasses Is de.
ferred. Price, 80 centa.
llade and sold only by
G. A, LOMAS.
Sltf
Shakers P. 0., N. Y,
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""WI L S 0 :N I A!'
TRIUMPHANT.

ganbnn of man-Is the source and ta.w [It Is not attraction

~i~fe~!/t~~~nce~ffri'~aPfo~c~~nsc1~!~t~t~~~~?t«J.~ co~:
rifri'.t:g~~fio~':'.:ll~fr":.0.l'J Jl~~Wfi~':.~ ~'l{'i,CJ,.:,~tg: ~~1:'6

CONSULT!,

BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.
COLBY &

cosmogony of the un!verae.
The Jaw (attraction and repuls!orij In each molecular

ALL ORDERS FOR .. WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL ~~~~~~;·~fi~n~~~£ t:!":.W~;l!i a~ v:~~~ ~~~~~rg:l.fe ~~:
oR ExPREss'MUST~BE ·sENT TO THE MANUFAc. cular0 orbs wblch lloat In the llrmament of the heavens, It

t~~t a~l'r8J~~r;;~r~r~":!.l,f':,~r:i~'f~~~e;; :~1cg~~~Y3~
TURER,·:,t61i: FULTON- STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL and
all ceJe,tlal bod!es.lncludln~: comets, are suata!ned In
POST..OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE space without poso!b!Uty of coll!a!on, and all motion,
whether orbital or ax! tal, has become the harmony o! >he
PA~f\B.LE
WILSON, 465 FULTON ST.,
"Pf~r£t~turbance In tbe one Is the source o! all commotion,
celestfal (as solar magnetic storms) or terrestrial, Inward,
BROOKLYN.
asln the magnetic shocks of tbe,earthquake, or outward,
;L.JJ .:
In electric storms by land or sea. Its Interruption In the
organism w~ereby th!3 ul.Uma~~ electric molecules
The:"WILSONIA" ;M,AGNETIC GARMENTS are the animal
of the blood, tisames, nerves, and muscles, each wtth a
mariefof the world. ·
•
.
pos!tlv and negat!v pole (recently discovered aDd. an.
They are dumbfounding tbe Bc!ent!sts and physicians, nounced
to oxlst by Snettle Scoutellon, of Parts. anti Du.
and ~aklUII: Klad the bearts·of the people.
bois Reyman<\), become non,electr!c or d.mqnet!zed, In

10,;Wii.L4.M
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0

t!v poles, and when In tbe electrotonic a~ate unequal or
unlike poles' are. turned toward eacb o1;her. Thla non·
electric or demllfllletlzed atsto of the Iron moleculea of the
blood, or the electric molecules of the uenee and muaclea
Is, therefore, the source of all dlaord.er and all d!seaaea In

0 ...... .

thieJ~;n:: :~m~~·bel!eva It ts, the law that tbe cele!ttai
TO THE .PHYSICIANS,_ CHEMISTS. AND ELECTRl· stranger•
known as eomots are magnetic rogulatora de.
CIANS'·OF BROOKLxN
AND
NEW
YORK
Bll!Ded to reoupply the wasted mllfl!letlc. foreea ot the
':• .
.
they traverse In space, creating apparent temGENTLEMEN: A little O~er· a year ago I arrived In the spheres
porary
disturbance
Increased ae;lv!1;y In tbe mllflllet!c
city of Brooklyn from Europe, ahd at 465 Fulton street, force& of the ann, and
plainly vtslble In the solar opeo>rum,
Brooklyn, CO\llmenced tlie sale of my patented Magnetic and due, says Loclcyear,
in a recent lecture before the
clothing, advertised and known as tfie "WILSONIA" Royal Astronom!col Society,
to the ejection of heated
Magnetic Garmento. l 'arldresoed a c!tcular letter to a matter In the Interior of the ann, the reault of !ncreaaed
!luge numiJer of medical men tn Brnoklyn, In whlcb I temperature and consequent breaklnr; np of m&~:Uet!c
tully described the nature of my Invention, at the same Iron In the suo Into simpler co•stltuen~.
time pointing out to th•m the rationale of my method of
Whatever wel~~;ht I• du<> to thlo theory ot Ill8.1roetlc reBo
cure. A few members of th·e profession accepted my of.
planets-111uatrate0. In the Increased
tor. &nd.vlolbed:me for the purpose of having my !nveo. torat!on of exhausted
t!on fully explained to them. Of those who came there ~i'l'tn~~~~:d0;tffte f~~~h\~U:n':.7.'i:~~~d'~e1~tf.s."~T~~~~
was not on~ but readily 11ccepted my theory of disease, bas beeri ·demonstrated that the &!ectro mognetlc or
and r.ecogrilzed the poss!b!!!t!es of cure by my method, nerTo electric vital forces of the human organil!lm can be
but a number of those written to so forgot themielvs and uniformly replenished and resupplied and reinvigorated
their character of gentlemen as to openly Insult rna bY tbe and rev!ts!lzed fr&m the very ver~:e of d!aaolnt!on and
return' of my letters ~nd in other ways openly expreaaed

"M:~~~l:¥:~"a~;tl~~t;l:;:,otg;~J;'~
i~~~~~Jt!e[r~~·~. o.f~ft~~~~llo~~~ta'\~~[il~der:e ~~,; ~"t\~~~e~n"f'ri';~~~ttgn
maxim of tihe great <1erman Eecula.pins, th&t lfke cures
warfare aKatnst the now universal system of

DRUG TREAT-

like, with the unlverBal law of proger polariZation, ce!eBo

~Rr~J b~\:s~~~i!\~a~~~;~~tr~~;e~r:x~~YK :~~~C:~~ ~~hac~~~~~~:rl~c~~~e:!~gc'trnfu~~r~~~og;r:::fu~arn•~ft

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly educated and leg11Uy quaUfled phyatclan, and the
most sueoessrul, ne his pnctiee zrill prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,.
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.. ·
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

na the rcsuH of self-abuse in youth, s.exual ercestes Jn maturer
Years, or other CBU.ses, and producing soma of the following effects:
N i'fVOUBness,Seminnl Emissions (night emtMlons bydtea.ms).Dim-

Fe::e,0i~~~~~~ Poe~:~i~~Y ~~F:ci~te~~{;~i:~se:c:rid~~~It~s~
Sexnal Power, &e., rendering mnt:"iagc improper or
thoroughly and porm.a.nently cured by an

u.n4&ppy,

whtchts the Loctor's lntr>st and grentest medical discOTery1and
which he has so far hre1cribed for thla bnnefnl comjlaintin ad its

~~~:s~~~~~rbil~ ~~:~:d ~n~t~l~~~he,:rb:~n i~n;bo0 i~;;:,
X~sylnma, many

had Falling Stckuesl, Fits; otbera upon the Yell!;G
of Consumption; while others, ngAin,had bewme !oolliiliandhardly
able to take care ol themselves.

tb~!-pt!!~L~~Fo~R!f~EX:a GL~E~1:0~r~~~~~~~ch~

Hernia (or Rupture), Piles, &D.d other prlvato disall8es quickly
cured.

Middle-Aged and 01<1 Men.
0

w~ezo of~~:f-:;:c~ea~fo~0:r t~~fu~d:r~!h!h~e~l>~~~1b~

a alight smnrting or bnrninqo sensation, and a weakening of tho
system inn manner tho patient cannot n.cconnt for. On examining
the urinnry deposits n ropy or cotton·like sediment. or sometimes
smnll particles o( albumen, will apponr. or tll<~ color will be of a
tbin or milk ish hno, again chan~ting to a dark and toryidappenr~
nnee, which plainly shows that the semen J!llSseso.ffwit!i tho urir.e.
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Col. Ingersoll's Works.

'f.:;;'£,

Works by Mrs. Maria M. King.
Principles· of Nature, as Discovered In tbe
Development and Structure of t.he Universe. In three
volumeo. Price, $1.75JJer val.
Real LiCe in Spirit Land, Price, ,1.00.
The Brotherhood or Man, and What Fol·
lows from It. Price, 2a cents.
Social Evils: Their Causes anrl Curo. Price, 25
cents.
The SJ>iritnal PhilOSO}'l
,.·ersns Dia·
boliSDI. Price, :45 cents.
What is Spiritualism? 'I
ball Sp!r!tua!tsts
hav a Creed 'I Price, 25 cents.
God the Father and Mal
be Ima&'e or
God. Price, 25 cents.

nrtJ

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

tbat wKtch Is really beneficial and elllcac!ous, no mat1;er her kingdoms: stand within the veil face to face wltb tbe
from.what source i& ma{ come. With this fact before me, magnetic
source of universal life and motion; and the
prevent!v of decay and premature death approach to com.
J.~~ ~o'::~;!~nd'~e~~~~f.:\g.o::,;~fef~g~~ ~~1t~Y'1f.!:.~ prebend
~rl~:e~ a~r.F~lfo;:,n &~~\0 ~~~d/~~-~u~;rri~~~~f! p0a1d~~~
with a spirit of exultation and awe the now recure tn n!l such cru~es, nnd n healthy restora.til)n of the organs.
ufactory and Consulting ROoms, when I will expla?,'. fully vealed, yet
still
Invisible,
power.
wb!cb,
wben
darkne""
tTConsul.tat\~:ms by lct\.er freo nnd mvited.. Ch.ll.l'geucaso:nable
everything connected with my method of tre..tment. l
upon the face of the deep and chaos reigned, moved
and c'rrespondenco strictly conftdential.
.,.
w!ll glv them the names and addresses In Brooklyn and was
upon the t~e of the waters, uttered the supreme ftat, and·
New York of h1mdreds of ita bettcittzens. who hav under solar
magnetism
burst
upon
a
primeval
world,
bathed
It
In
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
my syst'em recovered from every for a ot malady known light, and then· ao now,1nvested It with II!~ and clad It
1
to Nosol6glsts, ana this without a sing'•• dose of med!c!n. In beauty.
t!~~~~::~~~~~~: lr~~~~!~ltW~~r::.~~i:g"it;:~
I am, moreover, prep&red to take a patient from every
symltoms, horrible effects, nndcure. followed bv stro~testimoni:i'j
physician In Jlrooklyn that he has given. over as an Incur·
ab Ie case, and place upon Sucp._~atlents oo the number of
t;nall~ ~brnJt~::~~~en; !~th;!~.Jie~~~eJ:ss~lv::~ld1~J':!.
THE " WILSONlA."
FIVE BUNDRRD,asuitof my uWILSONIA" GARMEN'f:i,
DR. R. P. FELLOWS, Vluelnud, New J~roey, Be
free of charge, and w!II undertake to e.ure ninety per
w.re and state iu wh».t. paper ;you aaw Ulia.
~ent of all tnuse handed over to me, within twelvo months
The "WilsonIa "will cure every form of d!oease that Is
from the time of p nting on my GARMENTS, my on!y curable w!tbout med!c!n o! any li!nd. change of diet or
[FrQ7n tho HotUe and H<m14 N. T.)
condition being that PliYSICIAN AND PATIENT b!D<I occupation. Magnetism Ia all tbat Ia need-ed when any
"Among the successful phys!c!ana wbo hav departed
0
portfon of tbe buman organism Is deranged. It li by the
~l':n"l;'ci'!r. ~g: ~~~\'hg~ ~~ d~r~:~~~ ~ea:rv~!ng. a~y";~~ torces of magnetism that tbe stars are kept In their Qrb· from the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
atltu t!on named, should lIn the twelve months fall to cure Its, and the heavenly bodle• bear witness to God's om. Dr. Fellows. of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true,
ninety per cent of all .heir !ncuraoles under their • everal n!sclence In his first ~:rand_ conception of eo simple a his system based upon sc!entllc fact."
•Y•tems. I will alao at once band over ~.000 worth of method ,.. tbe polarization of ultimate atom•, whereby
'
[Fr= th< (M~.) L•btral.
repellant and attractlv force• tbuslnberm~: keep con·
~J'o~~\'i!a~~~· ~goar01nh~~i~~~;m~~~~~~~~';i.~bti'l~~~ the
"The reputation of Dr. Feliows Is su!lle!ent to warrant
stant and in order all vegetable, animal, and minerd.llife,
l1i this case also, that med!c!n will not be given In any way there being even In mlnerala ample evidence of life any one In repoBing conlldence In h'• sk!II and "blllty.
Those In need of his a!<t should not tall to consult blm at
Thts Is a stand!n~ otTer for twelve months from date. ·
!ore••• althOUih to our senses tbey may appear dead.
forces of cohesion In minora! and aeriform bodies once. Procrastination Is the tb!ef of time, and often costs
~f::s~~~ot'i'i::'Uel~lg:a::,sy'&XJ'~~f{,ed to as having areTbe
but inod!llcat!ona of tbe same miMlnet!c Jaw, and the the lite of a. human being."
disintegration and breaking up of tbe atoms torm!ng the
66 Atree.
WEEK In your own town. Term• and t5 outllt
mass is only another form of aeatb; actual death cannot
Prot. CARMICHAEL,
Dr. ELTINGE,
H. Hallett & Co.. Portland, Me.
b.e· all Is chang~d: nothing ever dies; Its form Is alone
Dr. THAYER,
FO·RDES HARKER,
altered. Disease, therefore. Is nothing more than analDr. TINKER,
Dr. DEMEREST,
teration of .polarities, whereby the organ!Bm Is disar- ~~>5
$20
PER DAY at home. Sample• worth '5
free. Stinson & C&., Portland, Me.
Dr. TRUE.
Dr. CLARK,
ranged. If. therefore, we can by any neans keep the Pe- .Jl
culiar polarities of our organic structure in pertest unison then disease cannot be; and knowing as we do that d>']'2 A WEEK tl2 a day at home eas!!)c 1p.ade. Costly
ill
out1!t tree. True & Co., AnRUsts. MII.\!Je.
Th~ following· gentlemen can also be referred to: tbe 'blood Is tbe regulator of our being oy virtue of Its cirCommissioner Garrison, J. B. Hoyt, Spruce street; Col. culation, such circulation being animated by electric
Bayard Clark J udg• Lev! Parsons, E. Sinclair Clark, nerve llu!ds keeping In constant magnetic condition the
Lafayette avenue; J. W. Littlefield, artist; .Mr. Fra..zer, atoms of Iron In the blood; but when nature be Impaired
comer o! Reid av.enue and llroadway. These, with thO'U· or exhansted, then any perfect artiftcia.l magnetization
aands of others, ha.v worn my garments. Thereture, gen- will restore the diseased org,,nism, no matter what n&me
COLBY & RICH'!I PUBLICATIONS.
tlemen, in conclusion I most respectfully submit that may hav been given to the malady.
Poems 1'rom the Inner LU'e. By Llu:le Dorg~ ~:t~r'!.<!~:~:e 1~~~~l~~argu~h~fe~~~~e~~j~~~ 1Jt~1
ten. Price, '1.00.
knoWing, aS I do, t1ia.t all new remedies for the cure of
THE "WILSONU"
disease should be well attested sc!entlllcally by practicing
PoeJDs ·o1' Pro&T-•· Jly L!Jis!o Doten. 1'rlee,
pbyo!cll\lis before being generally prescribed, rherew!th
$1.50.
offer you eTer.y facility tor testing the same, and wou~d Magnetic Garments are nature's true remedy for every
..
'·oeJDs. By tbe well-known medium, Aob.oa lf'.
111,
and
there
Is
not
In
the
world
such
testimony
as
can
be
respectfully call your attention to a portion of Professor
Parson"s lecture, pui>Ilshed In B"lt!more this week.. You found here, In BrooklyDand New York, as to the wonder· Spl'follle. Price, $1.
wl!l therein see tfie necessity !or your Inquiry as to the fnl yet simple treatment of disease.
Proof Palpable o1'IIDIDOrtality. By Epeo
position that magnetism Is de•ttned to take among the
The "WILSONIA" w!ll cure any o! the following forms S&rr;ent. Cloth, fl; paper, 75 cents.
REMEDIAL AGENCIES now prescribed through your col~
PoeJDs o1' the Lit'e Beyond and Within,
leges. ·Hoping that you w!!l seriously and In a fair spirit of disease:
inquire tnto the nature of my inventfon, I remain,
Paralysis,
it.~~·~:~~~d'l'e~\\Y '&~ft"e~0~n~e~~:~~f.;,rb~n~~~~~~·~~e~
Tery respectfully yours,
WILLIAM WILSON.
lnllo.mmatory Rheumatism,
bins. Price,$~.
Anchylas!s,
Asthma,
Psanns ot· Lit'e. By John s. Adamo. Price, $1.25.
Philosophy ot: Creation. By Thomas Paine
~~~t~r!on Of tbe LUniS
through the h•nd of George s. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents!
paper, S5 cents.
~~~f~~~~&rtne,
: READ THE FOLLOWING PORTION OF A LEC-l
Locomotor Ataxia,
Ji!'Janc!llette; ot, The Despair of l!c!ence. By Epes
Gout,
TURE. BY 'PROFESSOR PARSONS, AND SAY:
!:'argent. Price, $1.25.
Varicose Veins,
Catarrh,
HO:W MUCH LONGER CAN THE PHYSICIANS ~
Startli~;: Facts in Modern Spiritualism.
Pneumonia,
llyN. B. Woue.M.D. Prlce,$2.
:OF BROOKLYN RESIST THE INQUIRY WHICH!
Solar and! Spiritual Light, and other lectnreo.
~~';.~~~~o~ ;~~b~'lmueys,
: TIU: "wll.soNIA" SYSTEM DEMANDs.
·
Uy CoraL. V. Tappan. Paper,15 cents.
Spinal Disease.
Six Lectnres Including Invocation• and Poems.
Evidence of this we can g!v !rom tbe experience of oy.Mrs. CoraL. V, R 1chmond. Paper.40 cents.
Spiritna.i.ilsm as a Science and Spiritual•
ov~~uH~nTclll.?~~tm~ull:~~n•.
UIDl as a Relir,rion. By Cora L. V. Tappan. Paper,
i
cents.
MORE LIGHT.
Spiriitnal Echoes. A new collection of words and
music for the congregation and ooc!a! circle. By S. w.
THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.
Tucker. Paper, 25 cents.
Spiritualism as a New Basis oC Belief.
By Johns. l<'armer. Price, $1.:;().
DISCOVERY OF THE UNIVERSAL PREVALENCE
"Some ltllAtakes of Doses."
Scnentific Basis oC Spiritualism. By Epes
Tblo volume It printed ,on toned paper, In clear, bold Sargent.
Price, $1.50.
OF A PRINCIPLE THAT GRANDLY MANI.
type, and handsomely bound In mualln, containing 275
Spirit and Matter. A drama In six acta. By G.
pages, 12mo. Price, -~~.
Damian!. P.M.L. Price, 50 cents.
FESTS THE WISDOM AND GOODNESS
This book conts!ns the principal points tb&t Mr. loge
The L11'e. Price, 50 cents.
soU has made w!nst tbe Pentateuch In all his lectures on
Spirit \Vorld. Its Locality and Conditions.
OF ALMIGHTY GOD.
~~~"~r~ctincorr~A't.~ft~~~~t~t:t:~:~~ ~~eg;:~~!;i lly'rhe
the sptr!t of Judge John Worth Edmonds, Price, 20
cents.
g~\rd~~~u!,tg~~;;~t~~ll~t~in e~~e~h':~.,';,~hf,::t
Tbe book Is unanswerable In fts !acto and logic, Inimitable
'rhe ReltJII,'ion ot" SpiritnaUsm. By Eugene
Profe•sor W. H. Parsons, a talented and modeBt gentle· In Its style, and lllled wttb wit, satire, eloquence, and crowell, M.D. "Prlce,15 cents.
man, who is now a resident of our city, ha& made a dis· pathoa.
Transcendenta1 Physics. ·frans!ated from tho
covery that Is likely to be regarded with the deepest In·
German, with a preface and appendices, by Charles Carle·
~~P~~~n~Y ;;;;_gh ob:~!~Foereev~Vsfe~f~~S ~s~~c:!~;o~~~~~ " The Gods and Other Lectures." ton Massey, ot London, barrister-at-law. Price, $1.50.
science. but Is calculated to Impress all minds with more
'rhe Ga<i<arene; or, Spirits In Prison. By J. O. Bar·
profound admiration for tbe wisdom and goodness of
CONTENTS.- •• The Gode '' "Humboldt," " Thomaa
rett and J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.25.
1
Paine,''" Individuality," u Heretics and Heresies." Price,
··fhe
e tJa!le! Its Factq and Lessons. A Record
"-'ft, f.~r.c~~~ry Is tbat the s\Jbl!me principle of MAGNETIC cloth, '1.25; paper, 50 centB.
and a Warning. By" M.A. (Oxon)." Price, 20 cents.
MPULSION 1R coextenaiv with MAGNETIC .ATTRACTION
throughout our universe. This magnetic repulsion bas
'rhe Symbol Series of three lectures. By Corn
~~~~~l:.i~6~cfn ~!~hu1~Tri"g~~~ !ri~v~fn!g:s ~r~g~~~~t~ "The Ghosts and Other·Lectures." L. v. Tappan. Pr!ce,10 cents.
bed!eli and maintaining narmoily among them all. Tb!s
'Visions oil the Beyond by a Seer of To-Day; or
CONTENTS.-.. The Ghoste.u •• LibertY of Ma.n, Woman,
principle was llrst developed In the couise of manifesta- and Child," 11 Declaration of Independence," .. Farming tn Symbolic Teachings from the Higher Life. Eoltcd by
tion& and experiments of Professor Parsons, who is an DJinois," "Speech at Cincinnati," "The Past Rises Be· Herman Snow. Pr1ce, $1.25.
.
.
electro-therapeutist, or medical electrician, whl!e mak· tore Me L!lte a Dream." Price, clo1;h, '1.25; paper, 5C
Vital Magnetic Core. By a magnetic physician.
~~~~~1mr;,hd~~~~~. t~:d ~J:U~ns of electro-magnetism to
f'r!cc,
$1.25.
oe/t~th volumes beund In one, price, paper, '1.(10,
Without attempting to trace how far previous advances
'Vhy I am a Spiritualist, and Wby I am not an
of science had prepared the way for the grand discovery
Orthodox. By J. B. A.nge!L Price, 10 cents.
by Professor Parsons to wh!cb we destFe.to call attention,
Medhtmship; It>! Law• and Conditions. By J. R·
"What
Must
We
Do
to
be
Saved
Y"
we may Interest our readers by glancing at the great facts
Powell. Price, 25 cents.
In magnetic philosophy.
"Interpolations are tbe foundation stones of every or.
Magnetism and electricity-the one the manifestation
Natty a Spirit· His Portrait and his Life. By
of the .other, with dltrerent forms of motion: the one vi· tbodox clmrch." Thoroughly revised and corrected by ;\lien Putriam. Paper, sO cents; cloth, 75 cents.
1
tbe author. Price, 25 cents.
~::;~:a·b;~~~g i~d~ri~te:a6~~:~~e~~~~h s~~~~~~st.i~~~~~:
Night·Side of Uatnre_; or, Ghosts and Ghosts.
scssed with magnetic poles-are neither Imponderable
Seers. By Catherine Crowe. !'rice, $1.50 .
.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
fiuids nor awmic streams, but forces known only from
On Miracles and lliodern Spiritualism.
By tbe celebrated sculptor Clark M!lls.
results, the direction of the Individual force In each mole·
BY Alfred 1~. Wallace, F. R. G. S., F. Z. S. Price, $1.75.
cule of all magnets, whether In tbe blood or the heavens,
Cabinet size, price,_ ,2.50. Neat!]' fliCked and boxed
being the oppos!t of the force In Its vicinity, giving rise ready for ohtpment. l!<very admirer o 1;hls great Apootle
Psycho. Physiolo~ical
Sciences
and
to a magnetic force, says MaxweJl, of extreme complexity. o! Liberty should hav at least one.
their .<\.ssailants. Being a response by Alfred R.
but wh1ch, by ilB ~·epellant. as well &lilts attractiv pow~r,
Walla.ce, Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Darius Lyman, and Epea
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
worktt order()ut of apparent and really original chaos,
!"argent, to the Attacks of 1--,rof. W. B. Oarpgnter, of Bna·
and under law et~ta.Ulit-~lled at creation's dawn is the prin- By Barony tbe celebrated artist o! New York, at 1;he fol·
and, and others. Price, 50 cents.
ciple of·all motion and 111llHo In every kingdom of nature,
'
lowing prices:
ltlan and His Relations. lly Prof. $,B. Brittan,
either In the heavens auove or tile earth oeneath.
Imperle.l, or large size
•
•
•
•
40 oellta
Price, fl,50; large quarto ed!tlon,llJ.50,
Photo or card size · •
•
•
•
• 20
tt?ee~~~!cfn.;~~~z~~~~fr'aTI::r:~~hu~:h~~~~Jf:lh"ir afnd ~e
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•
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IKl
People from the Other World. Containing
celestial system, including :our own planet, or the circu~
full and !llustrat!v descriptions of tbe wonderful seanees
Postage paid.
.
D. M. BENNETT
!\tory ov•tcm of tbe bloou ancl nerves, of what Is as fear.
beld by Col. Olcott wltb the Eddy's, Holmeses, and Mrs.
fully,.wonderfully, and aa curiously made-the q!vluo or·
141 Eighth street, New Yori<
Compton. Price, e2.50.
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THE pietist says, "Those who are resigned to the
WAGONS a1'e born tir«:d.
will of God-are capable of always living in obediGoES by w11i'er-a toper.
ence and happiness and living at peace with God
A COUNTERSIGN-~' No t1·ust here."
and all his people-are Christians." Resigned to
tile will of God. And the Bible is the will or testA MAN'S heirs ure sometimes his most impatient
ament-the whole Bible-all editions and revis- creditors.
ions of the Bible-all translations of the Bible.
JUMPING at a conclusion-A dog trying to catoh
Ear-marks so numerous and so inscrutable that I
despair of finding them! Does anything ever his own tail.
happen contrary to God's will? Is it his will that
A BLACKSMITH: is always on the strike-when he
I should teach Infidelity? Is it his will that so is not blowing.
many lead lives of sin, vice, ignorance, and crime?
THE corkscrew :finds the longest way round the
Is it his will that all should be precisely as it is?safest way through the cork.
Eimina D. Slenlrer.
A RELIGIOUS faith that dreads unfettered invesA WESTERN editor wrote an !trticle on Rhubarb,
tigation and a trial by logic or science is already and the compositor made pi of it.
feeble and in decay. It will not answer for oldish
THE reporter who wus requested to write up the
men and woman, educated in another and a better death oft wo mm·derers, said he'd !ee 'em hanged
school, to criticise sharply and censoriously those first.
who are striving to meet the wants of the new
WE hav heard considerable about the habit girls
generation. What shocks them is often what feeds
others. l\Ien who do not read, study, and think hav of sitting on one leg. It's a very bad one, parare poor judges of the work of those who do. It is ticularly if the leg does not belong to the young
safe enough to assume that those who administer lady.
religion a half century behind the times, in respect
WILL the coming man use both hands? is a quesof learning and the best thinking, will find plenty tion asked by a scientific exchange. We do not see
of people who like it and who will pronounce it how the coming man can use both hands unless the
the most pious and wholesome way. But the coming woman drives the horse.
timid and satisfied and unprogressiv-though
A'.r a Woman's Rights meeting in this city the
often the most fastidious, the most ceremonious,
and the most proper-are seldom the representa- other day a lady from Chicago said she would "try
tivs-as they are seldom the constituents-of the to cover all the ground;" a St. Louis lady remarked
deepest thought on the most efficient feeling in re- that 8he "thought she could do it."
ligious things.-Rev. H. W. Bellows.
NICE AN' YACHTY.
LET me tell you the story of Orpheus and EuryA captain who owned a nice yacht
dice. Eurydice had been carried away by the god
Sailed away to a beautiful spacht;
of bell, and Orpheus, her lover or husband, went
The harder it blew,
in quest of her. He took his lyre with him and
The warmer it grew,
played such exquisit music that all hell· was "By St. Andrew," said he," but it's hacht !"
amazed. Ixion forgot his lahot· at the wheel, the
A sailor of splendid physique,
daughters of Danaus ceased from their hopeless
He was fearless and gay, so to spique;
task; ;ran talus forgot his thirst, even Plato smiled,
So he would not rare,
and, for the first time in the history of hell, the
And "holler" and swear,
eyes of the furious were wet with tears. As it was
Though the yacht that he loved sprung alique.
with the lyre of Orpheus, so it is to-day with the
harmonies of science, which are rescuing from the
With his passengers from the "Argyll,"
prisons of superstition the torn and bleeding heart
He cruised about seventeen myll;
of man.-lngersoll's Hell.
And then when they bought
IT was not until the time of Descartes that people
.All the fish they had caught,
began to consider the problem of consciousness in
Said Herbert," Well, now, I should smyll."
any sort of intelligent way. Of course, we k-now
-Hawkeye.
that it is an entirely wrong thing t6 say that the
THAT FLY.
physical counterpart of being angry was the boilHe sat down upon a recent Sunday morning for
ing up of the blood about the heart. It was a mistake that the ancients made that the motions in a. quiet hour with his newspaper. Presently a fiy,
socially
inclined, began to forage upon his bald
and about the heart were connected with the emotiOns and the passions, and that bas run into un- spot. He put up his hand; the :tly described a
popular language. We speak of aperson being graceful curve in the air and came down upon his
good-hea~'ted or bad-hearted, and so on, but that, ear. He cuffed his ear, and the· :tly darted aro1md
as you know, is an entire mistake.-Olifford'8 Seeing and perched upon his nose. He then put his hand
to his nose six times in succession, and the :tly shot
and Thinking.
A BODY heavier than the atmosphere, unsup- into the air each time, and returned at exactly the
ported, falls to the ground. This action is regular, same angle. Wild with vexation, he waved his
invariable, uniform. We say it is the law of grav- paper in the air and muttered,
"If I were in the habit of' swearing I should say,
itation. It was not made, instituted, or impressed
on matter unless matter itself was made. We Cuss these little pests!"
Then an inspiration seized him; he yanked off
cannot imagin matter existing without modes of
action or uniform sequences of motion. We say his slipper, and said to his seven-year-old son:
"Here, boy, take tllis and go for these rues, and
they are co-eternal with matter and "a stringent
expression of necessity." All forms come into make mummy-meat of every one of them I"
"Shall I hit 'em on the wall ?"
existence and undergo disintegration in accord-
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ance with them. The combustion of coal in the
"Shall
I
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table?"
From Behind the Bars. .A series of letters
Scientific Memoirs. Bein!f experimental nontri·
furnace of a locomotiv and the eruption of a vol"Yes,
hit
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wall;
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'em
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tile
table;
written
in
prison.
Over
700
pages.
Price,
$1.50.
butions
to a knowledge of Rad!ant .ll:nergy. Cloth, $8.00.
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History American ()ivil War. Three vols.
Ali Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written Cloth,
mer's day and the tornado that sends a fleet laden hit 'em anywhere; only be sure that you mash
beveled
edges. $10.50.
during a visit often weeks in Europe. 850 pages. Price,
with humanity beneath the remorseless waves; 'eml"·
Ftiture Civil l"oliey of' AmeJ:'ica. Crown B
The lad was a dead shot, and entered upon the $1.50.
the rounding of a pebble and the formation of a
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Natural Philosophy. A text-book on natural
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cloth, $1.
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namical; or, the Conditions and Course of the Life of Man.
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Physiology Abrid~red. Text-book on physiology,
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abridged from the author'slarger work. I!Justrated. $1.25.
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"Hi, there! you little heathen; what do you
Conflict between Scit>nce and Religion.
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the last eentury, they are generally referred to as mean by hitting me on the head in that shape ?"
and Lectures•. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents; Cloth, $1.75.
amounting to no less than one hundred and fifty
·
"0 pap!" cried the boy, with enthusiasm; " it cloth, $1.
Works by R. W. Emcr•on.
thousand at the present day.- Dr. A. Roberts.
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reading,
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ety of subjects. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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One sweltering day in hot July
May Day, and other pieces. 16 mo. ~1.50.
\Vbat I Don't Believe, What I Do Believe,
deny it and say he never wrote it. I Will liv by
A beer saloon he wandered by,
Why
and
Wherefore.
(Forthcoming.)
850
pp.
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Deacon Skidmore's Letters. First Deacon of
He
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God 1 Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Authority
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BY D. M. BENNETT.

music out of a fiddle, which was his customary
aid in composition. The hymn book had its
day and is forgotten; but this one tune is put
into every new publication of the kind, and
THE Hornellsville Convention was a success,
NEW ZEALAND has a $50 poll tax on Chinese,
has 11 sale of 10,000 copies 11 year in sheet form.
·and New South Wales is goin~ to imitate her.
A. ONE million dollar .fire occurred in London,
Dr Bennett says that he and Webster were not
" THE truth is," as seen by the Retailer, a
orthodox Christians when the hymn was writ- Eng., on the 1st.
:journal devoted to alcohol, " that the world
A. PREACHER was cowhided by a lady in Cin·
ten, and that he is now even less a believer.
never drank so moderately or judiciously of all
Mlt. WILli'RID · S. BLUNT, the well-known cinnati on the 2d.
beverages as at present.
oz-ientalist, has just completed a census from
A. FIRE in Sierraville, Cal., a few days ago,
the best obtainable authorities of Mohammed- caused a loss of $75,000.
TnE name is lacking in this Western item of
anism. According to him, the creed numbers
news: "A.n eminent judge of Inuiana, now inA. NEGRO was hanged at Chatanooga., Tenn. 1
175,000,000 believers, divided into four sects, on the 2d, for outraging a white girl.
·dulging in his annual debauch, has broken a
'faro bank at t•Hoosier capital."
TnE Chinnse government, for some -reasons ot which the Sunites are 145,000,000. There
THREE young men were drowned in the Saco
not
stated, recently issued a decree command- were 93,250 pilgrims at Mecca last year. But
THE falling off in Peter's pence, which has
river,
at Brownfield, Maine, on the 31st ult.
the
most
singular
feature
of
Blunt's
record
is
•excessivly crippled the pope, is asserted to be ing its subjects to abstain from shaving the
THIRTY miles of seals were traversed by a
·due to the concerted action of the Jesuits, who head for a period of one hundred days. De- the spread of Islamism into the heart of Aftected in the act of disobejing this arbitrary rica. In the Dark Cqntinent the faith is alive vessel lately arrived at Victoria, B. C.
:are strongly opposed to his ideas and policy.
regulation, between fifty and sixty persons in and at work, and is proselyting as fiercely as
A. GENERAL strike among the Working people
THE project of a second Suez canal under
the city of :B'oochow alone were on. the 11th of in die days of the caliphs of Ba;;dad. Each of Galveston, Texas, took rilace on the 1st.
Engli~h auspices is the suhject of discussion in
J nne sentem~ed to receive castigation with bam- year adds thousanus of converts to the faith
the Alexandria press. The advantages proA. LUNATIC ran amuck in Chicago, a few
boo rods, and to pay each a fine of three thou- of the prophet, and the result will shortly be
pcsed include a quicker transit and a reduced
days ago, killing two men and wounding
sand cash (a.bout $6). It is stated by the local the erection of .another Mohammedan cathree.
tariff.
journals that before liberation the heads of tht> liphate in Soudan, which is now largely Islam·
.A.T Dongola, Ill., on the 2d, a man was
THE Record (Evangelical) takes pleasure in offenders were, as a woolesome warning to ite. 'The work which this creed has done in
the civilization of the world will never be ap- lynched by a mob for whipping a child to
oontradicting a rumor that the Prince of Wales others, carefully paffited and varniihed.
"bad played at lawn tennis on the Lord's
preciated ; and now again in Africa, as centu- death.
SWINEBURNI.!N.A.
day." and the evangelical party once more
ries ago in Europe, the crescent is shining
AN unsuccessful attempt was recently made
A. little boy with a base ball bat
brightly upon a benighted people. Our debt at Lille, France, to blow up six families with
breathe freely.
(Sore is tbie joint of his left hand thumb),
to the Arabs in Spain and to the Ottomans in dynamite.
A. MASQUERADE ball was one of the events of
A. stolte he shies at a brindle cat
southeastern Europe will never be paid. Their
NEW and marvelously rich gold veins hav
'the Spiritualist camp-m~eting at Lake Pleasant,
(But the voice of t)le sobbing sea is dumb).
philosophers laid the foundation of almost been discovered about thirty miles from Dead.Mass., and it was believed that a number of the
every scie~;tce that Wl'''hav ; their commanders wood, Dakota.
JIDaskt>d and fancifully-costumed dancers were For thee, my 1(\ve, will my strong right arm
taught us !trategy and modern war.
(Hoarse is the man with a livJr pad)
materi11lized spirits.
THE colored people of North Carolina voted
" DID you get my article on the revival of almost unanimously against prohibition in the
A. SEXTON and his enemy fought in a church- Plow up the stumps on a Western farm
(And solid I'll get with a grizzled dad).
orthodoxy ?" asked a Brooklyn clergyman ap- recent election.
yard at Millsboro, Del., and the sexton was
proaching the managing editor of the Eagle
thrown into a freshly-dug grave. Then the Oh, the red, red rose is red, you bet
ONE of the usual race conflicts has broken
recently. " I did," replied the editor, ''and
(Autumn is coming, my sweet, my sweet);
other undertook to bury him alive, and had
out in Asiatic Turkey, Many of the combatit's
in
type.
Be
put
in
to-morrow's
paper."
Maud S. will trot in two-seven yet
almost completed the job when help came.
ants hav been killed.
(Or my na1:noisn't Red-headed Granger Pete). "Some conversation with the brethren has maTnE pope's nephew lately applied to him for
THERE were 236 lives lost by the rMent
terially
modified
my
views,
and
I
wish
to
with-Ohicago Tribune.
assistance to marry. The pope borrowed
draw the thesi~ temporarily," explained the foundering of the steamer Teuton, off the
$5,000 and gave it him. Soon after, he made
MrssroN.AR.TEB and temperance preachers must clergyman. "All right," said the editor," I'll Cape of Good Hope.
over to his family some $15,000. the whole of be careful im ili!rmany how they expostulate attend to it." "But," remon!trated the minA. NEW and powerful telegraph company, to
his small patrimony. What a contrast to with persons accustomed to take strong drink. ister, with a smile," you journalists are subject
run in opposition to the Western Union, has
_papal nepotism in other days!
One of these gentlemen entered a tavern re- to aberration of recollection, and you may forbeen formed in this city.
THE Dreamers are a new Minnesota sect, who cently in the Thuringian village of Walldorf, get it. Would you object to making it a cerTHE St. Francis convent, at Silver Lake,
and
seeing
one
of
the
villagers
sitting
there
··believe that dreams are revelations of divinity,
tainty now?" "Of course not. Here, Swipes, Wis., was set on fire by lightning and destroyed
with
a
glass
of
grog,
laid
before
him
two
tracts,
:and only need correct interpretation to serve as
tell the foreman to hunt through the God gal- on the 1st. Loss $60,000.
;guides to holy living. Their leader professes one bearing the title," A. Nut for Unbelievers leys and kill the Rev. Postledrum." "They
THE President is still alive, but symptoms
peculiar expertness in this regard, anu his fol- to Cra<:k;" and the other, ''A. Hog Among had an acddent out there a bit ago, and I guess
lowers report all their dreams to him to be in- Men." The latter was devoted to showing the the orthodoxy was pi~d, sir." '' .A.h I That's of malaria hav induceu his physicians to move
wick.ekness ~t.nd beastliness of liquor drinking. all right. Then your stuff has gone into the their patient to Long Branch.
terpreted.
The villag r looked upqn this act as a personal hell box, Mr. Postledrum, and you needn't
THE fifteenth wife of Marvin, the bigamist
Tn~t following has been sent to the papers insult, and upon his complaint before a crimi·for public11tion : "Americans and friends of nal magistr&te, the missionary has been sen- trouble about it. Be glad to hear from you and swindler, bas just been heard from, and
.Ireland are hereby warned against embarking tenced to p~y a fine of $6 and to eight days' again, sir. It's rather clever slush." A.nd the the returns are not all in yet.
reTerend gentleman retired, wondering if
THE town of Hilo, Sandwich Islands, is
'upon any vessel flying the British fl11g after imprisonment.
orthodoxy had received another blow, or threatened with destruction by an overflow
'Thursday, September 1st. Many may reach
WILLIAM KING, of Williamstown, N.J., has whether he was the victim of printing-office of lava from the volcano of Mouna Loa.
1their destination, but none are rafe. By order
•of the Central Committee, Chicago, August 27, rentlered himself liable to a fine of $500 or technique.-B1·ooklyn Eagle.
ONE person was fatally and several others seeighteen months' imprisonment, or both, by
WE are informed that fifteen miles northeast
1881."
marrying his mother-in-law. The daughter of of here, on Greasy Creek, one of the greatest riously injured in a shooting affair at a colored
camp-meeting at Uniontown, Pa., on the 4th.
BRo. KNOWIDEN's polygamy is of a kind that the present Mrs. King was Mr. King's third
•even Mormons uo not approve. He has a wife wife. She died in October last, and presently and most mir~culous springs on record has
FoRTY thousand dollars of the city's money
'in each of seven Utah towns, so that in his Mr. King began to pay his addresses to hi' recently been discovered. We hav not been was given to various religio-charitable societies
but
our
informant,
a
good
citizen
to
see
it,
ltravels be is provided with convenient lodgings mother-in-181w, then Mrs. Smith. But he had
by the Board of Estimates of this city last
ifJ:ee d cost, for he iets the wives support them- a rival in ;Joseph Doughty, the father-in-law and a Baptist preacher of celebrity, tells us week.
what
he
saw.
Parson
John
R.
Yeatts
was
at
M1vs. One of them became so poor that she of his third ·wife's sister, who wooed with vigor.
the spring last week, and he says the spring
A. RroT, produced by some insulting remarks
nearly starved to death, and Knowiden was King was nuecessful, however, and recently
flows from a mountain about four hundred about the pope, took place in Limerick, Iremobbed next time be visited her.
was married to his mother-in-law. There is feet high, comes out of the ground one hun- land, on last Sunday. A.s a result fifteen perLETTERs from Russia depict a sad condition now a bare possibility that the irate and disap- dred feet from the top of the mountain, on the sons are suffering from gun-shot wounds.
of things as regards the Jews. It is no rare oc- pointed fa.ther-"in-law of King's third wife's north side, and flows at the rate of about forty
THE c rnell crew of defeated oarsmen recurrence, espee:ially in the south, for rich Jews sister may seek vengeance upon King for mar- gallons per minute, and it is the color of apple turned on0 the 5th inst. They attribute all
to be fulsely accused of some imaginary crime rying the mother of his daughter-in-law, by cider, and tastes jt~st like apple brandy, and their reverses to the rascality of Shinkel, one
'and their property ctmflscated. The victims briugiug King's violation of the state laws to has the same effect. Those under th~ influ- of the crew, wlio fainted in the Vienna race.
:are glad to escape with their lives, and if they the attention of the grand jury.
ence of the water are perfectly ecstatic, and
.
·' .
,
venture to return they are seized as vagabonds
THERE i$ a story that the popular hymn, hugging and loving everything they meet.! TH.E verdict ~f the c~roner s JUry, m the
·or as bearing an assumed name, anu banished ''The SwetJt By and By," was the work of two He says: "r never saw the like; children! Jenme Cramer mquest,_ lS that t?e deceased
.to Siberia or removed to distant parts of the men while< druuk. Joseph P. Webster, who 11nd boys and girls hugging and kissing every . carne to her death by po~so~ a~d _vwlence, and
•empire.
composed the music, died !everal years ago. ~ne they meet. .QlJ men and old women,' t?at ~.ames _Mulley, Jr., IS criminally responwhile" Wulter Malley _and, Bl11nche
.ABOUT half the petitions to the throne of Dr. S. F. Bennett, author of the verse~, lives young men and young ladies, embt·aci.ng each Sible,
grace from churches on hlst Sunday were for at Richmond, Ill. He says that the charge of other by hug-ging and kissing. I met an old Douglas are morally responsible, for the
:min, the others were for the recovery of the intoxication is untrue, thoug-h Webster was 11 white-h~ireu man and woman-r suppose about. muruer.
l~.!~J;i:id•·nt.
A.s any consi!lerable amount of free drinker. The two wrote a hymn book iu eighty yea.rs okl-and they were hopping and ' b a recent conflict with the Indians at
raiu. .on the Potomac swamps would breetl a 1874, and "The Sweet By and By'' was one 8kipJ>ing like lambs. I saw huntlreds lying C.tmp Thomas, Arizona, Gen. Carr aml nearly
pestileutilil malaria that woulu be almost cer- of the pieces jointly produced for it. The sug- around the sprmg so drunk that they conltl all his forces, 117 in number, were mass!lcred
tain death to the President, the Lora is placed gestion came from a chance remark by Web· not !land up, and they were lying and laugh- by the Inuians. Encouraged by their success,
in a ra'ther awkward p;·etlicament, though he ster, who was habitually despondent, that all ing ani! trying to sl11p their hands. The peo- it id feareu there will be a general outbreak
!had probtlbly determined on his cout~e of ac- would be well "by and by." Bennett at once pie call them the 'Millennium Springs.'"-. among the lmlians of that section. Troops
are being hurried forward from other points.
made the rhymes, and Webster brought the Littl6 Rock (Ark.) Gaeette.
'tion }Qn$ before the prayers were offered.
j
A.T Bologna, on ths 26th of September, therP
to be a congress of geologists, at which all
civilized oountries are to be represented, for the
purpose mainly of e1fecting uniformity in the
geological nomenclat11re of the world. The deliberations are to be conducted in French. .A
preliminary convention was held in Paris in
1873, and tbe proceedings at that conference
will show resul~ in the ·one l!oon to meet.
Commissions appointed to report upon many
different countries are expected to contribute
valuable and interesting information and suggestions.
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l~til..

was done. Th~ husband knew it all. But for once
"But with confidence in you, Madame, and with
I waR rescued.
a confidence greater than my virtue, he attempted to
In the wild paroxysm of sensuality, when power- dissuade me from the determination to leave Montful passion battles with our sense for duty, only a pellier."
Alaniontada, the Galley-Slave.
sudden, decisiv action, which we acknowledge to be
"Was that your resolution, Alamontada ?"
TRANSLATED FROM Tm!: GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRIC.H means of rescue, can save. We must, as it ·were,
"It is the sam~;) yet. I love· you, Madame. But
drive by forc6 the slow body to exercise it until we you are the wife of Bertollon. I do not want to
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE. BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
can go back no more. I felt as one being tossed be- disturb the peace of a family to which I am under
CHAPTER XVI.
tween the waves of the ocean, to whom, at the point oblig-ations for thousands of beneficent acts."
In a greater confusion I had never been than on of drowning, the indistinct branches of the ·13h01·e
"You are a noble man," and tears rolled down her
the following morning. I appeared incomprehensi- float before the dim eyes in stupefaction, and an in-· cheeks. "You want to do what I had resolved to
ble to myself and wavering between contradictions. ner voice says, "Seize them!"
do. My things are already packed. I dare, I will
Madame Bertellon seemed to love me; heroically
Bertollon grew pale and said, "What dost thou not conceal from you, Alamontada, that I wish never
had she hitherto battled against a passion which say, Colas?"
to hav become acquainted with you. Our friendship
stained the nobleness of her soul. It was I, misera"I must away. I must leave Montpellier, must flee degenerated into love. I, in vain, lied to myself. I
ble wretch, who, without loving her, could side with thee and thy wife, for I love her !" answered I.
attempted too late resistance against my wild emoher passion and blow on an unfortunate flame, by
"Thou art a fool, I believe !" said he, smiling, and tions."
which she was consumed, and I, more than the UB- regained his color.
She sobbed more violently. "Yes," exclaimed
fortunate one, must become disgraced.
"0 Bertollon, I am in earnest. I must not remain she, "it is better so. We muEJt separate. But not
In vain I recalled to ,myself the sacredness of my here. Thy wife is a noble woman. But I am afraid forever and eternity. No; onlylmtil our hearts beat
duties; in vain I laid bare to myself the shameful my intercourse with her becomes destructiv to thee more calmly-until we can meet in cool friendship."
ingratitude which I committed against Bertollon's and me. Yet it is time. Thou art my friend, my
She was silent. I was deeply moved.
·
generous friendship ; in vain I thought of Clemen- benefactor; I shall not deceive thee. Take this bit"But alas, dear friend !" said she, lamentingly,
tine's and my quiet vows ; all that was once charm- ter confession as a proof of my love for thee. I am and threw herself upon my breast. "I shall not
ing and venerated to me had lost power and influ- too weak to be always master of myself, and thy survive this separation long."
·
ence. The intoxicati0n of my senses continued un- wife is so amiable that• I could not be indifferent at
And while her heart beat on mine, and our passion
interruptedly; !Jefore my fancy floated only Bertol- her side."
flamed· higher, and our feeling for duty wrestled
Ion's amiable wife ; I still felt on my lips the glow
"A saint like thee, Colas," said Bertollon, laugh- with it for the victory, the hours flew unnoticed
of her returned kiss, and my flattered vanity de- ing loud, "who to the husband himself confesses the by us.
stroyed with deceiving conclusions and inferences the secrets of his heart in pious devotion, is dangerous
We confessed to each other eteel, pure, holy
earnest warnings of my conscience.
to no husband. Be quiet. Thou remainest with us. love, and vowed and swore yet to kill it in our hearts.
"Wretched one, thou wilt yet regret, thou wilt Who will make so much trouble of a love affair? I We concluded that we should separate, that we would
once bluRb before thy shameful deed, and even the trust thee, and hav no suspicion against thee, nor but rarely see each other, and even th~n only with
frost of old age will not be able to cool the burning against my wife. This may suffice for thee. If you quietness and never without witnesses, and ·sealed
of the troubled conscience within thee !" So I spoke two love each other, what can I do against your with numberless kisses t.he indestructible union of
to myself. I tried to be strong. While I yet in- hearts? And if fou would roll between you the our hearts.
dulged in the remembrances of the past evening, and. whole globe, would you on that account love less?
What a wretched being is man! He is always the
gloomy forebodings made me tremble, I seated my- Would your separation also separate your hearts? weakest when he thinks to be the strongest. He
self at the table, in order to write to Madame Ber- Love each other. I know you both think too noble who flees the temptation, he is the hero; he who
tollon, to describe to her the danger in which we to forget yourselvs !"
wilfully seeks it in order to gain the crown of virtue
both were placed through our intercourse, and to tell
He said this all so unembarrassed and p1erry, and has lost it already before he begins the battle.
her, that I, in order to remain worthy of her friend- with the tone of unsuspecting confidence, tbat I,
When we took leave of each other we had agreed
ship, had to leave her, had to leave Montpellier.
moved, clasped him to my heart. His generosity re- that I should go no further than a league's distance
And while holy reason dictated its commands to newed my strength for the good. I was ashamed of from Montpellier. On a country-seat near Castelnau
my pen, and I desired to make to virtue the first my baseness, and even that I had fought so hard a I should liv, and only occasionally visit the city.
great sacrifice, I wrote to Madame B<lrtollon the battle.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
most sacreil oaths of love; I lied to her, how I was
"No," said I, "dear Bertollon, I would be a monconsll.med by secret passion, and how I only in her ster if I could betray thy confidence and could reoProgress of Intellectual Development.
love could 'find my heaven. I implored, I conjured orupense thy friendship so shamefulJy. Thou hast
her, not to let me pe1·ish, and unfolded before her now brought me again to the feelitJg of my better
BY FRANCIS D. LACY.
fancy an exciting picture of our happiness.
self. I love, and the recollection of thy trust will
I sprang up. I read, and read, and tore the letter prevent any di~gracing thought in me. I remain and
Everything in the universe is essential to fill its
in pieces, and wrote a second one, and wrote all of will prove to thee that I am worthy of thee. I shall place, and by nature adapted to do so. The laws
the former again, and read and tore it again. As break off my intercourse with thy wife. I will governing materiality operate from causes to effects,
. by an unknown power I was dragged against my never see her without witnesses. I will _ _,
and the effects, conjoining, act as causes for other
will toward the crime before which in vain my soul
"What do you tell me that for?" interrupted Ber- effects still to follow. Through these principles, all
shuddered. While I took an oath, took an oath in tollon. "Sufficient, I trust thee. Dost thou think action, change, or evolution is produced, nor are any
a half-loud voice, to leave yet this very day for that I not long ago noticed that my wife loves of the results occurring subject to either accident or
Nismes, and never again to look upon the walls of thee? that her love bears the color of her violent, mistake, but through absolute necessity each cause
Montpellier, I vowed silently to myself never to vehement character? that her passion be the more or missil sent strikes with definit precision, ;every
forsake the angel-like, unfortunate woman, and to powerful the more she hides it? Impart to her thy point producing results in the line of its destiny.
cling to her, even if I should draw unavoidable death noble principles, and cure her, ff thou wilt, but do it Consequently nothing had the power of creating
with her kisses.
with caution. I know her; her love could very soon itself but everything was forced to exist, and is
It seemed to me as if two souls with equal change itself into a fearful hatred, and then woe wholly passiv to the natural principles controling it.
strength and skill were wrestling within me. But unto thee!"
Natural laws are inherent with materiality, self- my reflection grew obscure-; the feeling of duty
"What ,dost thou mean, Bertollon? Shall I cure existent and eternal, but in the absence of material
died in the feeling of all-consuming passion. I re- her of a disease under which I myself perish? And substance would be non-existent; for they only persolved to hasten to Madame Bertollon. PerhapR what dost thou speak of the violence of her temper? vade whereby to control matter, and no laws would
she also, on account of her exhibited weakness, tor- Never hav I of that discovered even the slightest be required were there no matter to control.
.
mented herself with reproaches ; perhaps she also hue."
That matter is the production of mind is evidently
thought of fleeing from me and Montpellier. I
"Friend Colas, thou dost not know the women. In illusiv, for how mind could exist without matter
would hold he.r back. I wanted to reason away her order to please thee she will certainly not put herself is incomprehensible, and out of the order of both
objections, and preach to her the justification of our in the shade. And if she does forget herself once nature and reason. If any conceivable mind could
love.
thy love makes thee blind."
possess creativ power, then absolutely it must con"To perish
Herewith he broke off the conversation and en- tain all the possibilities of what it could create;
I sprang up and toward the door.
then?" it cried within me. "To perish after all the gaged my attention in a strange narrativ. He did therefore as the means are adequate to "the end, this
glory of long preserved inmost innocence?" I fal- not suffer that I should begin again the former also comes under the law of cause and effect, contared and stepped back.
theme. The more I had cause to admire the great- £equently there lies no miracle. I;Ience the axiom
"Be pure like God and remain so ! This day and ness of his confidence the cooler I became myself, that something cannot be produced from nothing,
this storm pass away, then thou art rescued !" said I and the more resolved to separate myself by degrees nor the tangible ever be rendered extinct.
to myself.
from his wife.
The idea of mind existing without matter dispenses
This religious sentiment lifted me up. The
with the necessity of matter ever existing. Even
thought, Be pure like God ! always made itself
CHAPTER XVII.
though an infinit intellectuality, with all the imagheard above the turmoil of my wild passion, and
inary supreme attributes, could exist from all eterheld me back, at least for this time, from hastening
Not before the evening of the following day did I nity, and pervade throughout illimitable space devoid
at once to Madame Bertollon. But undecided the see her again. She sat lonely in her room, her beauti- of all materiality, we must naturally question what
battle remained. My longing now became louder, ful head resting melancholy on her arm. She arose as did it exist for, and why the necessity of manufacand I almost mocked at my ,own religiousness.
soon as she perceived me; her face was full of sweet turing worlds? Could not a finite mind get along as
Then the door of my room was opened. Mr. Ber- confusion.
well without a body as an infinite one? Then sing:
tollon stepped in..
I approached her. We both remained for a long
Mind and matter dwell together; without either
"What art thou doing, dear Colas? Thou dost time speechless. She had cast down her eyes.
can be neither; both possess. their power in one.
not feel well?" said he; Not until now I observed
"May I yet dare to appear before you?" said I, Ever changing, never failing; ever using, never losthat I had thrown myself upon the bed. I sprang trembling. "I come only to do penance for my ing; rieither can exist alone. From eternity behind
up. He offered me his hand, but I was without transgression."
us to eternity ahead, throughout wondrous evolucourage to giv him mine.
She remained silent.
tions, mind and matter onward tread. From the
"But what aileth thee? Thy look is so disturbed,
"I hav abused your confidence," continued I. "I world sublimely rolling through immensity of space,
Colas ! Thou lookest pale!" said he again. But I should -entertain only esteem for the wife of my only down to atoms 'neath our vision, grandly onward is
could not answer.
friend. I hav done wrong."
the race. From beyond the orbs that twinkle to
"Disch,se to him all that has happened!" it ex"And I!" she stammered with a low voice.
minute worlds 'neath our sight, on the business runs
claimed within me. "To the husband disclose all,
"Alas, madame, I feel it. I am too little under in order, mind and matter still unite. Without one
all; then. is at once erected the eternal partition-wall , my own control; and who could be so sufficiently in wherefore the other? What is substance without
between thyself and his wife, and thou remain est' your presence? But-and should it cost my life thought? Worlds unnumbered known to nothing
pure, dost not become seducer of a wife, a traitor to I will not disturb your peace. My resolution is are equivalent to nought. Wherefore thought o'er
thy noble benefactor, deceiver of thy friend !"
I taken and irrevocable. I hav disclosed to your bus- nought to labor? What accomplishments are made?
"Bertollon, I am miserable beuause I love thy I band the innermost of my heart."
What a barren, idle heaven, withou.t elements for
wife!" said I quickly and with fear. I would not end
"Disclosed?" cried she, scared, "and he
"
aid.
the confession. And hardly had I thrust forth the
"He grew pale at first."
Changing the form does not affect the quantity,
last syllable when I regretted it, but now too late. It
" He grew pale?" she stammered.
nor destroy any of the principles that matter pos-
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Could the universe hav been weighed a billion ervation, and the earth is controled by natural pri.n- Were it possible to discern and understand the chem-

sesses.
of years ago, and again at the present time, the difference would not "stir the scale or rock the beam,"
nor since taat time would any of the principles hav
been lost.
Everything is in a state of growth, yet nature in
the aggregate never progresses or retro~rades; yet
development borders closely on destruction, and the
building up of one thing is equivalent to the tearing
down of another; therefore dissolution is but reorganization. The course of nature is origin, development, and decay; hence birth is but a token that
death is to follow, yet the dead, to nature, are worth
just as much as the living. Then sing : '
Crowd on, thou restless forces of infinity sublime,
and bear, from all eternity to never-ending time, the
self-existent principles that never can astray, in all
this endless ocean while evolving on their way. To
that which through development surrenders up and
dies, shall be applied new forces, and the same
again shall rise; nor smallest of identities be unto
nature lost, for cou~d the least be stricken out, so
·
likewise might the most.
But in the sense of organization, that which had
its origin must hav its end, else all the evolutions of
nature would at once be at a stand-still. For illustration, if the cosmogony of worlds ever took place,
which is scarcely a question, then their destruction
is certain, for the principles that evolve are identically the same that destroy.
To contemplate the fact that all the densities
within our observation, and all existing in the innumerable worlds of the universe, were once in an
ethereal condition, perhaps a thousand times more
rarefied than our common air, and that the rapid
action by which come forth the vegetable productiona, and the wonderful phenomena of forcing into
being the myriads of living identities, were all
occasioned by the operations of certain natural
forces existing inherent in the material itself, it
creates a wide stretch of the imagination, but
develops a truth as potent as the fact that we liv
and realize our existence.
Could the mind but possess a sufficiently extensiv
knowledge of the chemical affinities, electric forces,
and philosophical working of atoms, it would not be
difficult to trace their course from the condition they
occupy in ethereal space to the densified aJld organized bodies they form.
,
Why the 'atoms in rarefied condition tend' t,o
develop into vegetable productions and animal life
just as they do after forming into planets, suns, and
comets is a question presupposing a guide antecedent to such developments.
How results can
come without their causes would overthrow our
course of logic; and any substance or forces proceeding from whatsoever source they may, presupposes a fountain_ adequate to such results. How
inorganic material in ethereal form can build
cities, construct railroads and steamboats ·for transportation of some of the same material that actually
proceeded from the celestial regions before being
organized into worlds, brings a solid fact to question; nor does it matter through what course of development the material has come to produce man,
yet still man's works are but a secondary condition
of nature, and his grandest intellectual developments
are but the results of molecules at work, guided by
a certain intellectual force onward to this end.
The origin of the species, to our understanding,
seems to be the commencement of intellectual de-velopment; but is it possible for nature to produce
what she does not possess? If not, then she held in
possession, billions of years ago, all the possibilities
of what she possesses to-day. If this be so, then the
thinking principle existing in all animated creatures,
at the present time, must hav eternally formed some
portion of the guiding principle controling the universe, and, in acccrdance with our reasoning, necessarily forms some portion of that controlirig principle yet.
Now as a sign which may answer for an inference,
we here would ask if in the construction of a clock
we discover any principle of design? Most certainly,
·for it is easy to appreciate the labor of our own
kind. But compare the rough mechanism of the
clock to the systematic, wonderful, arid harmonious
formation of the solar system, and then with the
universe, and see which indicates the grandest design. But you say that these celestial bodies, with
their harmonious action, are the work of nature.
That is very true, so also is the clock; but the one
came thro"iigh the agency of man, and the other
came through an agency still higher than man.
That which is above the human understanding may
appear as il!.usiv as that which we know to be
erroneous. ~t is difficult for man to comprehend a
higher intellectuality than himself, but he overlooks
the thousands of proofs constantly surrounding him.
Not that I would lead the mind to the miraculous
attributes of heathen deities, but that if man has
thinking power, then why hav not greater things
than man thinking power also? Does not the earth
require, as an organized being, as much thought to
traverse her course with lightnmg speed, in the path
of· her orbit, as man to pursue the habits of his
sphere? You say, no; for man labors for self-pres-

ciples. That is true, but it is also true that the
earth and all heavenly bodies are laboring for selfpreservation, as well as man, while man is governed
also by natural principles as much as they.
Now here is a fact worthy of consideration.
There is a reason why intellectual beings exist, and
as has already be,en shown, this principle of mentality is the most precious portion of nature. Now
if this be the most important part, as is plainly seen,
that without an appreciation of what exists tbe universe would be but a blank; then why not this
principle be diffused as extensivly throughout the
universe as it is in the power of nature to develope.
If a small portion of this ·quality is essential, a
larger portion is still more desirable. Therefore, if
it is possible for a world to possess, as an organized
being or body, living and thinking qualities, then
such would be necessary prerequisits in nature's
econOillY· When I first presented this theory by
lecture and through newspaper communications, I
received the scoff of ridicule from some, and the eye
of pity from others, but those who scorn my theory
or pity my mania fail to preE~ent any tangible oppo·
sition. The conditions whereby inorganic rnaterial is evolved into organized bodies, possessing
life and intellectuality, certainly do not deny that
a planet may possess a realization of life, and· a
sense of its identity, but on the contrary, sublantially, declare that it must possess and sustain these
qualities within itself, and without these qualities
it could never act as the fountain from which intellectual beings spring forth. For illustration, let us
consider the physiological conditions necessary to sustain life in the body and produce thought. We will
consider the human-system, as it is the most interesting to contemplate, and the highest order of animation known to us. In the first place, in the nature of
every living and thinking creature or being, exist
three definit qualities, namely,. the living, moving,
and thinking principles. These constitute three
definit and separate systems, yet it is necessary that
they all harmoniously conjoin that any may be potently manifested. The action of these parts is but
the result of material organization and physiological condition. Material elements are necessarily
the tangible constituents whereby all bodily action
is producea, and in order to sustain in operation the
physical functions new !Dftterial must be regularly
supplied. Withhold it the' system famishes, and
a sense of realization in the body is no more. The
living principle relates to all the involuntary action
manifested in the body, which may be represented as
operating upon the food from the time it is received
into the mouth until it is assimilated to the removal
of the worn-out tissues, unfit for further service, and
cast away. The desire that is felt to enjoy the taste
creates a natural inclination for mastication, and nature has provided a means to accomplish it. Next,
how peculiar is the muscular action of the rnsophagus to convey the same to the stomach, never forgetting which end to commence swallowing at. The
stomach, concomitant with the rnsophagus, is ready
to receive the new supply of food, and is made to
feel its requirements from a peculiar pain created in
the numerous nerves thereof from the absence of food,
which are sensitiv to the conditions, being tributaries to the eighth pair of sympathetic nerves.
Next, nature made no mistake in the office to
which she applied the stomach. While its action
upon the food is truly wonderful, in one sense it is
almost laughable. Let us consider for a moment the
principles of digestion, how a fluid is secreted, of
such materials as pepsin, salivary matter, mucus, lactic acid, and salin matters so associated together
as to produce a solution of the most powerfully dissolving nature upon the ·food at the temperature of
its action of any combination of materials known.
Let the best practical chemist in existence associate the elements most natural for food, and then at a
temperature of only ninety-eight and one-half degrees bring to bear the most powerful dissolvent rnaterials, with the most artful device he is master of,
for fermentation and digestion, and my word for it,
the stomach will do more for it in two hours than
the chemist can in ten, while at the same time nature
is running both machines. Hut while.the stomach
prepares the food, adapted to pass on to receive the
next process, the chemist has left his poisonous to
the system, and well calculated to inflame the tissues and clog the circulation.
It is interesting to notice the construction, or
rather formation, of the mucous membrane or villous
coat, and its secretion, and the rapid action thereof.
Suffice to say that nothing in any other form, or any
different quality of secretion, could do the business
so well, or, in other words, could do it at all. Next
consider the muscular fibers, which unite to form
the tissue of the mucous membrane, the powerful
and rapid action of this membrane, and its adaptatiop to either the large or small quantity of food
that may be in the stomach. Consider, also, how
the pylorus guards the food from passing out of the
stomach until it is in a proper condition of chyme, to
be cheJ;Ilicalized into chyle by the excretions of the
liver and pancreas, while passing through the duodeI;l.Um, before reaching the lacteals in the intestins.

ical action of the bile and pancreatic juice, and the
lightning quickness of their dissolvent effects upon
t~e chy~e ~hi.le in the duod~n~m, before any portron of It IS m proper conditiOn to be received
through the lacteals into the thoracic duct, it would
beggar all attempt at description, and leave the
mind in awe at the wonderful workings of the elements in our own physical systems.
.
Then, again, let us consider how this material is
pumped up by the muscular action of the heart, to
unite with the venous blood to be forced through the
pulmonai"Y arteries to the lungs, there to undergo
another chemical change of lightning quickness, before being arterialized to return to the heart. Back to
the heart through the pulmonary veins it is drawn,
whereby to be forced through the left portion of the
heart with such powerful pressure into the arteries as
to send the blood to the uttermost extremities of the
body, where these millions of channels, separated,
ramify with such delicate minuteness that it would
be impossible for the cuticle to be pierced with the
finest cambric needle without puncturing one or
more of them. Through these millions of delicate
hoses they hav deposite<i on their way their new
loads of material to each and every portion, whereby
to renew every article of tissue throughout the whole
spiritual tenement.
·
Then we find that where the arteries terminate, the
capillaries, which are tributaries to the veins, arise.
The worn-out material is judiciously collected up,
and by rigid economy is conducted to the glands to
be cleansed, or separated, the waste portion to be
conveyed from the system, and the remainder, acceptable for further use, to be conveyed back
through the heart and to the lungs for arterialization. In this way, with what is added by respira·
tion, every portion of the body is supplied with the
necessary material required to sustain life in the organization.
[TO BE CONTINUED,]

A Peace Congress in 1885.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
The National Arbitration League of Washington,
D. C., desire to make an appeal to the friends of
humanity everywhere for moral support in their
great undertaking, which has for its aim the "peace
on earth and good will to m~m," so long prayed for.
The movement has been organized for many months.
Its object is the settlement of all national disputes
by arbitration, to be brought about by agitation in
every nation, but especially by a world's conference
at Washington in 1885, when, from all portions of
the earth, great numbers will be attending the contemplated Boston World's Fair.
This seems te be a time when a movement of this
kind could become practicable. Many travelers
over the earth agree that there are in all civilized
countries persons of influence who hav means, know
the English language, and would be glad of the
honor of representing their respectiv countries in a
convention of this magnitude. The recent desire of
some of the countries in South America for arbitra.
tion from the United States after being desolated by
war makes this undertaking at this time a very im·
portant one.
Representativs from the National Arbitration
League are now abroad appealing to those in power
in other lands and urging the importance of our
cause.
There is every indication of a general corr.ing together among the nations of the earth, which assembly, after due deliberation, will probably issue an
address to the world, advising, among other things,
the formation of a family of nations to educate the
people on a peace footing, so that by the dawn of
the twentieth century all armies and navies can be
disbanded over the whole earth.
It is hoped that Arbitration Leagues will be commenced in every county in the United States, as
well as in all other countries, so that it will be very
unpopular for those in power to expend so many
millions for war when education is everywhere so
much demanded.
Headquarters of the National Arbitration League,
619 F street, in charge of Mrs. B. A. Lockwood,
chief of Corresponding Committee.
August, 1881.
S. M. BALDWIN.
IN the district of Saratow, in Russia, a new religious sect, called "The Underground Sect," is said to
be gaining followers. The peculiar name is derived
from the habit practiced by the followers of this
eccentric form of belief of seeking out caves and
other subterranean places of refuge as habitations.
They liv an ascetic life, taking only.bread and water
for food and drink, and tolerating no union of the
sexes. Their dead are buried under cover of night,
from which the notion has gained currency among
the peasantry that they throw the bodies into the
Volga.
THE Rev. William Marshall, colored, of Clark
county, Ky., announ0es that he will pray for any de."
sired object for 75 cents.
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Report of the Michigan Camp-Meeting.
.

. .
The seco1_1d _annual c~n:p-m_eetmg of ~he M_whigan
State AssoCiation of Spmtuahsts and Liberalists was
held near Battle Creek on the bank of Goguac Lake,
one of those beautiful sheets of clear crystal water
for which the state is not.ed, and. on whose bos?m
two ~mall steamers ar~ plymg, besides an almost. mdefimt number of sail and row-boats of varwus
shapes and sizes, with seeming variety enou~h to
gratify the aquatic de~ire of ~he m.ost versa~il Ill ~ttendance. The beautiful r~lhng grounds lymg adJacent to the lake gav~ eviden.ce ~hat. the hand. of
nature had b~en true. 1!1 contributmg_Its proportiOn
to the attractw~s reqmslt for the occaswn. The rostrum and seatmg were well arranged, and a large
tent .o":ned by the Associatio~ was pitched i!l close
prox~m1ty, t? _be used as occasiOn mi_ght reqmre. A
~an?mg pa:v1hon was a1_1other ,~ttractwn _to. t~ose wh_o
The pr_Im_ItlV cond1. tr1p the hght fantastiC toe.
twn of the grounds precluded the admiSSIOn of carriage!l, which proved a detriment to the local attendance, while the attendance from the state at large
was good.
· ·
t th
o ds a
A ng. 12• 1881 . -0 n arrivmg
a
e gr un m ny
familiar faces from the various portions of the state
are encountered on this the opening day of the camp,
which augurs well for the future of the meeting, for
they are here with their tents and a II t h e parap h ai.
nalia of camp life.
Aug. 1Hth.--Campers continue to arrive on all trains,
so that before night the grounds are well dotted with
evidences of a :fixed purpose to make this a time long
•
k
p ·d
to be rem em b ere d . A t 2 o cloc P. IlL the res1 ent,
L. S. Burdick, took the chair on the rostrum and
· h
d h
·
'f
··
faith f ully disc arge t e duties o the positiOn at
·
b
ld
th
d
·
th
eeti
g
every sessiOn e
ere urmg e m
n · Th e
afternoon was devoted to a conference. An evening
session was held, Mr. Kenyon, of Wi.f'consin, speak.
ing on "The Origin of Mind." Singing by ll. C.
Andrews, of Bridgeport, Mich.
Sunday, Aug. 14th.-At 9:30 a conference of one
hour was held. At 10:30 J. H. Burnham, of Saginaw
City, spoke from the rostrum, giving a review of the
Liberal movement, urging a compact union of all
anti-church people as the only !lure method of suecesF. Singing by S. Bigelow, of Kala azoo. At 2
p, M. A. B. French, of ()lyde, 0., gave an address on
"The Old and the New; or, Our Losses and GaiiiS."
Giving and ge~ting and getting and gi vi g is the order of nature in the processes of life. We grow mutually and spiritually by so doing. Singing by Mr.
Wadsworth and friends of Lapur City. The evening
address was by Mrs. L. A. Pearsall, of Discoe, Mich.,
her subject bt::ing "Generation and Rrgeneration."
Man'l:l material naturP. has need of supplieR as much
as Lis spiritual nature. Singing by S. Bigelow.
Monday, Aug. 15th.-The forenoon of each day being advertised to be devoted exclusivly to mediums,
the President called the meeting in the tent at 10
o'clock, when they proceeded to organize among
themselvs by electing Dr. Hills of Wisconsin, as chair.
man, continuing thetr sessions each forenoon during
the week. At 2 o'clock P. M. 11 ~- L. A. Pearsall
spoke froll! the rostrum on t!-c different reforms of
modern tiines, and three oft .e evils sustained in the
Bible, viz., strong drink, slavery of women, and po
lygamy. On account of the inclemency of the evening atmosphere the outdoor sessions were suspended,
and two lectures from the rostrum were given each
afternoon. Tbe second lecture was given by Dr. G.
H. Geer of Minnesota, from the subject, "What is
the Worth of the Phenomena of Mod ern Spiritual.
ism?" It is a fact with which scienti!ltS must deal.
He argued for more culture among Spiritualists,
with less fanaticism. The singing for the afternoon
was by Mr. Wadsworth and friends of Lapur City.
Tut::sday, Aug. 1f:ith.-Medium~;' meeting at 11 A.M.
At 2 P. M. Mrs . .M. C. Gale, of North Lansing, Mich.,
gave arr address on ''The Law of Mediumship." The
second address was given by A. B. French; subject,
"Whence am I and Where am I; or, Intimations of
a Future Existence." Life is too short to complete
our powers, and cannot be destroyed. He spoke of
the power and permanency of memory, likening it to
a faithful guardian treasuring up our experiences.
The testimo11y of the dying was also good evidence.
Singing by the La pur friends.
Wt::dllesday, Aug. 17th.-Mediums'meetingin the
tent at 10 A. M. At 2 P. M. J. H. Burr.ham spoke
from the rostrum on "Self; or, the Personal Entity
of the Ego." Nothing il'! destroyed in nature. Matter remams indestructible, and so must personal entity and the disintegrated elements of old forms go
to make up new ones. Dr. G. H. Geer gave the second address, on "The Coming Minist-ry," contrasting
the work of the past with that of the future. The
lesson~; of to-day oce for us to profit by; those of the
past were giveu to another generation. Singing by
the La pur friends.
Thun;day, Aug. 18th.-Mediums' meeting in the
tent aL lU A.M. A slight rain necessitated the seatiug of the dauciug pavilion for the session at 2 P.M.
'l'lle opening song was by the Lapur friends. The
first lecture was by .Mrs. M. C. Gale, on "The Philoilophy and .li:vidence of Spiritualism, and the
Beauty of Spirit Communion." 'l'he ignorance of
the people is a greater barrier to progress than the

\frauds of mediums, for they are sensitiv, and partake
of the atmosphere surrounding them, therefore we
should not approach them deceptivly unless we are
willing to accept deception in return. Song by Mrs.
Gale. A. B. French read a poem entitled, "The
First Settler's Story," by Will Carleton, after which
he spoke on "Toleration, Fraterniz!ltion, and _Charity," asking, "What is truth?" It IS that pmnt. to
which there can be no addition and from whwh
there can be no subtraction. Truth is eternal
and will be its own champion in time. ~cientists
and religionists all hav some . truth m the_m
which will be preserved, while their falsehoods w1ll
decay. Spiritualists claim to hav the truth, but
they are often intolerant and mista~en, and th~t man
is not Liberal who measures the nmverse by h1s own
range of vision. He compared truth to the _beaut~ful
firmament of heaven, which is not always d1scermble
when obscured by clouds. Closing song by the Lapur friends. Eefore adjournment Hon. S. B. McCracken ·of Detroit offered the following resolutions,
which V:ere passed ~nanimously by a rising vote:
Resolved, That this meeting adds its voice to the universal con·
demnation and reprobation of the wick~d and Insane attempt upon
the life of the President of tile United States. and we record our
earnesthopethattheeventmaydisappolntthefearsofafatalissue
that at this time oppress the nation. and we look upon the prPtense
of
themagistrate
church to etrect
physical
re~ults in the case of the sutfei1ng
clliPf
as a solemn
mockery
il) the face of a great national
CHla~· y.
R
•ed That we honor the just and patriotic position ~o :firmly
take tmd'consistentlyheld byGovernorRoberts.of1'exa~.indeclln
ing to be a party in oftldally recommcndmg a religious obsei•vance
under the nt1me of thank•giving, for the reason ""signed by him.
namely, ".Because I do not de~m it COI)Sisten! with m~ J?OSition as
governor to issue a vroclamauon dlrectmg religions set vices where
church and state are and ought to be kept separate In tlte.Ir func.
lions."
Re.•olved, That In response to fhe request by the commission acting under the authority of a law of this sttite in prepari11g a revision
of the genernl tax ltiw, a•king for a popular expression on the subj<>ctofthetuxationofcllurchproperty,tllismeellngrepresenUngthe
Michigan State A•sm,iatlon of Spiritualists and Liberuli8ts, her~:by
repeats
frequently
expres>ed demand of said Associa.
tlon
thatthe
all hitherto
private pro
1,eny should be required to bear itM Just provortion of the cost of maintll!ning the government which givs it
vrotectlon.
Friday, Aug. 19th.-Mediums' meeting in the tent
with more than usual interest. At 2 P. M. M. Bahcock, of"St. John'll, Mich., spoke from the rostrum,
criticising religion, so called, and the idea of a God
generally. He, nor any of his family, ever saw a
God or knew anything about one. We want truth
and not victory. No man should be forced to pay
for blank cartridges. Crime is hereditary., and th~>
same effort should be made to improve the human
race as the animal kingdom. J. H. Burnham then
!!poke on "Our Slow Growth in Comparison with our
Hopes." We hav been prohibited from thinking so
long that we are like the eagle that has been caged
for years till it doubts its ability to fly from the
mountain crest. Men and women never get to be
thinkers without disciplin and effort. He contended
for charity during the transition incident to the evolution of human thought. The singing for the session was by Mrs. M. Babcock, of St. Johns, Mich.
Saturday, Aug. 20th.-Mediums' meeting in the
tent at 10 A.M. with still increasing interest. Afternoon session at 2 P. M. was opened by a song from
Mrs. M. Babcock, followed by a lecture from M.
Babcock on "Superstition," saying that he borrowed
his ideas from Ingersoll, and lngarsoll borrowed
from the next man, while we all owe what we are to
the exchange of ideas. Many things in the Bible he
did not believe. Why should God giv the .Bible to
you and me, while millions hav died who never saw
it?
Mrs. Babcock then read a poem entitled
"Eternal Justice," by Gerald Massey. Song by S.
Bigelow. Second lecture by Rev. C. A. Andru!', of
Flushing, Mich., who took for '"his suhject "What
Should be Eternal Justice." Everything that is true
to the conditiOn that produced it is justice. A man
created half animal must liv out those conditions.
H.evo:W.tion is but the working out of the law of justice if it only bring better conditions.
Sunday, Aug. 2lst.-Ccnference at 9:30 A· M. from
the rostrum. At 10 o'clock song by S. Big&low,
when S. B. McCrackea spoke on the organization of
Spiritualists and Liberalists, what value do we place
on it? He advocated taxation of church property
and spoke against employing chaplains in Congress,
legislatures, and armies. The second lecture of the
morning was by W. F. Jamieson, his subject being
"Universal Mental Liberty." He regarded liberty
as the best creed a man could hav if he must hav
one. The man who fears criticism is in doubt about
his own position. If Spiritualism is true he coulrl
not argue it out of existence. He differed with
Moses Hull, but Mosas should hav an opportunity to
defend himself, and people who were unwilling to
accord him that right should themsel1fs be in doubt.
Afternoon session at 2 P.M.-Song by S. Bigelow.
Address by C. A. Andrus in favor of Spiritualism,
coveting honest criticism. Science has failed to account for certaia phenomena, never disputing them,
but a) ways trying to explain them. It some one has
witnessed them, it should not invalidate the testi.
mony of those who hav. An original poem was then
read by Mrs. L. E. Drake, late of California,
entitled, "Old Flag, Art Thou an Emblem of the
Free?" J. H. Burnham then gave the concluding
address, on "Selfishnesfl," which he regaraed as the
prime factor in all systems of religion. .li:very appeal
to man's nature is selfish, and he is urged to right
that he may escape certain punishments and gain
certain rewardsl but never because it is right and
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He would rather accept the torments than re.
ce1ve the rewards on terms that would compromise
his honor.
Sunday evening there was a conference in the tent,
which closed the !'eflsions of the meeting.
Monday, Aug. 22d was occupied in breaking camp
and the partings incident to the close of such a meeting.
E. L. vVABNER, Secretary.

.Paw Paw, Mich.

Spiritualism Not Necessal'ily Lunacy.
To TIIE EDITOR OF TaE TRTTTB SEEKER, Sir:
I hav been familiar with, and a large share of the
time a subscriber to, your paper since its first publication, and I would not like to do without it at the pres.
ent or in the near future especially, so I must remit
the year's subscription. I hav never, as I remember
occupied your columns with a single paragraph.
do not hesitate to announce at once that I hav been
a candid and I trust somewhat intelligent investigator of spiritual phenomena and philosophy for over
thirty years. To my knowledge I hav never been
pronounced a "lunatic" only by total strangers. I
think you understand as well as I that a large and
perhaps respectable portion of your patrons belong to
the same class. I never knew an instance when one
of them called a Materialist a "fraud," or a "lunatic," a "deluded dupe," or a fooL I certainly regret that your Cincinnati correspondent has so far
forgotten the attributes of a gentleman as to indulge
in such language against a very large number of independent and Liberal thinkers who are industriously engaged in accomplishing the same pu1·pose as
the Materialist!!, and I think perhaps a little friendly
criticism may do him no harm.
Almost in the outset he indulges in the profound
exclamation, "Bah !" I see no reason why, only I
suppose it is natural to some organizations. I l.av
frequently heard the same exclamation used in the
fartn yard by individuals who w~re very young, but
they always get over it with a little age and experience, and I entertain hopes that our friend of Uincinnati will do the same.
Mr. Winter manifests the most stupid ignorance in
every stat::lment he has made concerning the subject
upon which he has undertaken to write. He says
"Every phase of supernaturalism is a fraud."
'
Very well, let it be that or anything he pleases.
I think I may SR.fely, without increasing my liabilitie!', offfir a thousand dollars a head for every intelligent Spiritualist ~e. can bring who reco~nizes any ....
tmpernatural conditiOn whatever. For h1s information as well_ as any others who may happen to be ignorant, I wtll say that one of the strong points Spiritualists make and teach is that all thiugs are inside
of the natural universe and governtld by Jaw, and
that a supernatural realm is entirely mythical and a
vain delusion.
"Faith in things non-provable is the faith of
fools." Now, I may safely offer another thousand
for every intelligent so-called Spiritualist he can
bring who will acknowledge any faith in anything
in accordance with the theological meaning and
acceptation of that term.
Theological faith is simply the acceptance and belief in a dogma which is entirely unknowable without any evidence whatever. Spiritualists stand right
up shoulder to shoulder with the Materialist in their
endeavors to destroy all faiths and all dogmatic
teachings of the religionist or any one else. If I
understand it, they hav no beliefs in a theological
sense, but they simply arrive at conclusions, and entertam opinions batoed upon evidence presented to
the minrl- individually.
r;:, _., IS no such sect any more than there is of
.u1aterialists. When he says, "I challenge the whole
pack of supernaturalists," whoever he referred to
the language is low and vulgar; but as those h~
doubtless meant do not belong to that class it is
quite sufficient to expose his ignorance in relation to
the matter.
Evidences hav been presented to my mind all
along during the last thirty years quite sufficient to
convince me of a continued conscious existence after
the dissolution of the physical organism, but I would
not cross the street to convince Mr. Winter of the
truth of my opinions. If it is true he will find it out
himself/at some time, prvbably soon enough; if it is
not it's no matter. But I see no good reason why I
should be called a lunatic or an idiot because I hav
been compelled from evidence to arrive at such a
conclusion. I bad no choice in the matter any more
than Mr. Winter in becoming a !tlaterialist. I:le
thinks as he does simply because he cannot help it,
and I do the same.
•
I had not learned before that THE TRUTH SEEKEIL
was directing its batteries toward ~piritu~tlisw and
I a;m ~ot aware tha~ an;r individuals bav ch;nged
their VIews from readmg Its pages. I read it because
most of the sent_iments adv?cated cort'espond with
my own. I cons1der myself 1n the same boat using
my best endeavors to spread Liberalism and t~ assist
ifi demolishing that mighty fabric, the Christian
church. With the Materialist, I. consider it the
greatest obstacle tba~ civilization has to oppose its
onward and progress1v march. As a Spiritualist I
oan only speak for myself, but I think I giv expr~-
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sion to the general thought of the iarger nulnber of the necessity for a thorough cultivation of every President. It was fortunate for me that the assassin was a
that class when I say I stand "cheek by jowl" with d.rt, physically, intellectually, and ri:wrally. She good Christian, that he had delivered lectures answering me
he was connected wilh the Young Men's Christian AssoMessrs. I~~gersoll, Bennett, Parton, and doubtless i!en showed how races were developed in the same that
ciation, and that he had spent most of his life reading the
most others, in the great share of the opinions enter- manner as a child. First were the lower faculties sacrPd scriptures.
,
tained and published in THE TRUTH SEEKER and and selfi~h propenstities, and the religious propensi''Your letter would hav be~n answered lnng, long ago, only
other periodicals of a similar stripe. They look ties, and the religious ideas were accordingly low, for the fact that I was absent in New Mexico, where I was
·
upon the whole system of religious teaching from cruel, and selfish, as manifested in the time of the looking after some mining interest.
"Hoping to see you before many months; hoping to sha~e
alpha to omega as· an unmitigated farce. So do I. Mosaic dispensation. Next come the intermediate your
hand once more and thank you for many th1ngs, l n·mam,
They suppose all laws for the government of man's faculties, recognizing higher truths based upon au~·Yours always,
R. G, INGERSOLL."
moral nat11re are found in the natural universe, and thority, which was manifest in the Chrisfan dispenThe
above
letter
and
prefatory
remarks were
that nothing of the kind bas been revealed by any sation. The last faculties to be developed are the
God. I think the same, and so on down the chapter reasoning, when demonstration must supersede au- communicated to the Secular Beview by 1\Ir. Holto the hst end, where thet·e may be a little diver- thority. To meet this demand come the truths of yoke, and after the letter he givs the remarks of
gence. They cl~m they hav no satisfactory evidence modern Spiritualism, which is the ouly evidence we Henry Ward Beecher upon the political stand last
concerning a conscious existence after death. I sim- hav of a future life-one in which we are the same fall, extolling the Colonel, and also the Colonel's
ply claim I hav obtained such evidence; not "by in character, disposition, loves, and hates, to which complimentary remarks on Beecher, etc., and confaith," but by seeing and hearing, I am fully satisfied we are progressing by natural methods the same as cludes the article with these words: "I hav told
that others liv, aftd that I shall liv also. Now, is those just spoken of. She urged that if Spiritualists Col. Ingersoll that my hope is to meet him again in
there anything to quarrel about, or any reason why are to lead the world in its onward march they must Washington in 1882."
And now, wishing you, Mr. Editor Macdonald, and
we should call the. other names? I think Mr. Winter throw aside all bigotry and narrow sectarianism and
the
good TRUTH SEEKER every success, I am
will never do it again when he understands the take hold of the vital questions of the day, or some
Yours, etc.,
T. S. ANDREWS.
matter a little better. If I should notice all the weak broader movement will supersede it. She then adNorwieh,
Eng,,
Aug.
21,
1881.
and silly points in his short epistle I might require vocated the necessity of the secularization of the
.
•
too much room. But one more, "Where no proof government by the taxation of church property, the
exists, all statements are false." If so, progress is at abolition of chaplaincies and all sectarian teaching Winter Disposed of m a Summary Manner.
an end, and the universe at a stand-still. No new in our schools, and the repeal of sabbatarian laws; To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
ideas can ever be presentP.d unless accompanied by all public fasts, and the infamous Comstock postal In THE TRUTH SEEKER of August 27th, T. Winabsolute proofs. When Morse first conceived the laws. She spoke of the impo~tance of. the lab~r re- ter speaks about "that modern lunacy .called Spit·idea of the telegraph it was a truth, but could he form movement and the finanmal questwn, the rtghts itualism1 which deludes its dupes With. a false
prove it? He asked Congress to assist in proving or of woman, nec.essity of health, a~d the rations! treat- hope of a phantom life in the ~ky." And again
demonstrating such truth by aiding in constructing ment of the swk. These questiOns are before the he says "There is not the first thin~ to prove that
a line to Baltimore, and that body of savans laughed world, and must .be ~et by tholile ~ho will.lead the any lif~ survives the wreck of de~th," and "I chalhim to scorn. When Fulton was working at his lit- people up to lof~Ier h1ghts. All swkn.ess and prema- lenge the whole pack of Spirituahsts to prove that
tle steamer, the Clermont, the masses who were en- ture deaths are m consequence of our Ignorance, and man livs in any phase after once dead."
tirely unqualified to conceive or appreciate his idea can be overcome by proper generation and care, and
How does T. Winter know that there is no proof?
called it hisfolly, and they were quite sure theywere this will supersede regeneration. Idiots, criminals, Millions of people believe in spirit life after the
correct, for Mr. Fulton was quite unable to prove to and those defor~ed are ~he results of our wrong death of the b.ody, and no ?De can believe anythi~g
them that the thing would be a success, or that it methods, and their productiOn should not be repeated. without proof. Mr. T. Wmter does not beheve m
was a truth. I might go right on with incidents of Criminals should be treated with the intent to cure Spiritualism, and why? Because he has no proof.
this character if space would permit. And now we by proper training and development, and not pun- Others who hav investigated believe, because they
sincerely hope M.r. Winter will not hurry matters, ished. There is no limit to the pos~ibili~ies of man's hav proof, otherwise they could not .believe. And
but giv these poor deluded lunatics a fair show, giv nature when they are unfolded by, mtelhgent effort. when Mr. Winter asserts that there IS no proof, to
them time. The demonstrations bav already been of She closed by r~citing Phrebe Cary's poe~, "A make sense it ought to mean tha.t. he knows of none,
such a character as to satisfy thousands and millions Woman's ConclusiOn." Thus ended t~e e":ermses ~f and this may be true, for his btgotry may hav preof quiet, intelligent people, and sometime they may a day long to be remembered by the listemng multi- vented him from looking up the proof, and he talks
reach this "champion Materialist," bold and fearlest! tude.
ALBERT BURSON, Manager.
very much like one who has never investigated and
as he may be, and if not I think the world will still
knows nothing about the matter.
move.
Spontaneously and simultaneously, without colluA
Letter
From
Dr.
Andrews
in
England.
There are a few other occasional writers for THE
sion or concert of action, thousands of persons in
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRtlTH SEEKER, Sir : this country and in other lands hav become medi~~s
TRUTH SEEKER who hav made somewhat similar attacks, but I think none I hav noticed· hav been quite I hav a recent letter from Mr. Bennett; he had of phenomena, which hav taken the name of Spmtlanded at Glasgow, Scotland, and expressed himself ual phenomena, and why? Becau~e innumerable
as severe or quite as ridiculous.
To show our friends that the dear TRUTH SEEKER as highly pleased with Scotland and the Scotch peo- communications from unseen intelligences, always
is not very ardently engaged in the demolition of the ple. He also advises me that he had a pleasant voy- purporting to come from depnrted friends, hav be.en
Spiritual philosophy, he need turn but a single page age aeross the Atlantic, and I think he was. pleased received, and in this there is some proof that life
from his letter and find a large number of popular with the Anchor line route to Scotland, whwh I be- survives "the wreck of death."
Spiritual books advertised which Mr. Bennett seems lieve he was induced to take through my influence,
A bit of pencil placed between two slates produces
quite desirous of placing in the hands of a reading as I hav always come and gone by that line and route. messages purporting to come from friends who hav
The harvest is progressing here midst sunshine gone before, and the messages seem to prove that
and thinking public.
WM. F. LYoN.
and shower. How strange it seems to me ! last year they are what they purport to be witho~t d?ubt in
4drian, Mich., Sep. 1, 18~n.
and again this year I left the United States in July, the minds of those receiving them, and m this there
and each year the harvest was nea;rly o~er. there, would seem to be some proof.
A Red-Letter Day for Schoolcraft.
but not till some weeks after my arrival did It comMillions of telegrams, all agreeing on the one
The seventh annual meeting of the Spiritualists mence here. And how strange, too, that a ten-days point that they come from the .departed, would see~
at Schoolcraft, Mich., took place Aug. 28th. The day voyage across the Atl~ntic p~ants one upon another to be strong presumptiv proof m favor of the doctrm
wa6 extremely hot and dusty, yet notwithstanding continent where all IS so different from our own of continued life, and these phenomena hav not been
that a lar,e:e concourse of people assembled, excur- loved America. I will not undertake to condense explained or accounted for in any other way; when
sions being run from the north and the south.
any of my observations for your over-crowded col- experts get up the force the intel~igenc~ is lacking.
At half-past ten the mee.ting was opened by tJ;e umns, as THE TRUTH SEE~ER has. a representativ It is often said, I know that my fnends hv, for I hav
reading of a poem by Juhet H. Severance, of Mil- here that will glean every Item of Interest clean to often seen and conversed with them, and they gave
waukee, Wiscon~in, "The People's 1\dvent," by I the bone; or, may ~e better, to t.he bed-rock.
.
me indisputable evidence of their identity; and why
Massey, after whw~, .Mr ..Angel not bemg present,
But knowing the mtere~t that IS felt by every Lib- no proof in this ?
.
. .
J. W. Kenyon, a Spmtuahst lecturer who chanced to aral of America, and I mtght add of the world, to
All nations and peoples who hav hved wtthm the
be present, ~as inv~ted to occupy his ho.ur in _the eagerly read ~very line from the pen of our Colonel historic period hav, almost without exception, bemornin~, which he d1d most acc.el?tabl,y, 1Is subJ~ct Ingerscll, I wrll copy a fresh letter f.rom the ~olumns lieved in continued life, and why? Because proof
being "\Vhat is Man?" '.' epmtualism," he S3;ld, of Mr. Charles Watts's Secular Remew, pubhs~ed at of some kind satisfied the innumerable multitudes,
"is the revealer of the myst~nes of the agel'1, revealing London, sent by the Colonel to the gre,at Liberal notwithAtanding the assertions of Mr. Winter, and
the causes at work produ?mg phenomena that hav philosopher and orator, G. J. Holrok~. rhe letter the verdict of the people still continues to be that a
bafthd the world to explam, and ~hat hav sh!ouded <~eems to be in response to the d~dwatwn o~ ~Ir. Hoi- preponderance of proof is in favor of ~ fut~re life.
the world in mystery. Somnambulism, presentiments, yoke's work entitled, "Secularism a Rehgwn that But intelligent Spiritualists do not beheve In anydouble appearances, and many other singular phe- Givs Heave~ no Tl'Ouble." The prefatory remarkb thing being supernatural. ~be "modern lunacy
nomena can be explained only by Spiritua~ism. to the Colonel conclude with an allu~ion to the coil~ called Spiritualism'' has explame~ muc~ of the s.uWhat is mediumship? Why are some medmms cident views of Colonel Ingersoll wtth recent senti- pernaturalism which has been believed m, and m~s
while others are not? The human functions can ments of the .1 all Mall Gazette. I quote: "The Pall led the people in all the ages of the past. The mironly be understood by a ~nowledge of Spiritualis~. Mall Gazette said the reputation. of ~re~thought in acles which hav been relied on for ages to prove
The past had ~e": medmms; the prese~t has Its this country would be ~ompronns~d If It appea~ed some things, hav mostly b~en explained by modern
thousands. Thts IS the resul.t of evolution. Man that the leading Freethmk~rs were ~II: favor of ~akmg Spiritualism, and no well-mf?rmed person nowbbesprung from the lower expresswns of nature through the oath although clearly m oppositiOn to their pro- lieves that there ever was a miracle or ever can e.
the law of progressiv unfoldings, the infi.nit past fessions to that qu~sti.ou." ~ut it is ~seful to record
The universal reign of law is now admitted, disbeing his father and moth.er, and he. ~te epttome. of Col. Ingersoll's commdence m th.e VIews heretofo~e posing of all miracle, and of the idea or notion that
the univer>~e, both matenal all'd spm~ual, the npe expressed, he being the mos~ promment representattv prayers were ever answered or ever will be. And all
vuit upon the tree of hfe ete;nal_. It IS. the product of the Freethought party In the New world;, T.ne superstitions based on dreams a;nd fa.bles ha:v been
of the everlasting past, an.d It Wlll ~equ}:·e tlie ever- article i!' heade~, "News from Col. Inhersoll. The disposed of in the same way, as mconststent wtth the
lasting future to complete Its unfoldwg
.
Colonel's letter IS as follows:
doctrin of universal law.
WrLL.AM WATSON.
In the afternoon Dr. Severance, after readmg the
.
"WASHINGTON, D. C., Jlliy 19, 1881.
Lowellville, 0., Sept. 1, 1881.
grand poem, "Eternal Justice," addressed the large
"MY DEAR MR. HoLYOK,E: 1 h11rdly know with ~bat words
audience that had asl!embled, upon the subject of ev- to thauk you for the beauuful and e~trem~l~ fi;~.tte~·mg dediCaTHE~ SACRED BROTHERHOOD, an organization of
l ·
Sh t
d the development of matter tion to me of your new pamphlet, entitled, ~ect~larlsiU a Rehg0 utwn.
e race . .
.
, . . k h
h ion which Givs Heaven no Trouble! You hav made me,more Liberals of all shades of Freethought upon the
from the crude cond1t10ns of gramt IOC t roug th 11 your friend. I read the p11 mphlet with the greatest mter- broad basis of the brotherhood of man and charity
the various stages o~ ve~etativ ~tfe, ~nd.then the ?-n- es~; it is by far the best I ev_er read upon this subject., Noth- to one another will hold their annual meeting at the
imal kingdom from Its first semi-veg1ta;ttv expressiOn ing cau be b~tter, than your tdea abol_lt_ a reh~wu fur thts w~rld. town of Libe;al, Mo., the only town in America into the bi<l'hest type of the human bewg, and then The whole ptece ts so full of the SJ?lr~t of mdepe_ndence, oelfshowed how by the same law of activity and motion reliance, and perfe~t _candor that It. Is ~ard to b~e how the tended to be entirely Liberal. G<?od speakers and
· •
' · 11
tt
th
· ·t ·
1 d most superficial Chrtst1an could ~<:>ad It wilhout feelmg real ad- good music will entertain the audtences, a~d . those
that 1s mherent 1n a. mab er,
e sptrl
IS hevo ve t • rona
, . t'lOll. • • • You are doin".., great good.
from abroad will find plenty to eat. They mvtte all
d
.
h'
h
.
that portion of bralll or o YIn W IC IS t e gr~a,"no you intend visiting this country again? I read your Liberals to meet with them, and all orthodox who
est activity evolving the. ~re~test amount of ,spmt articles Oil the duty and po~icy of Fre~th!nke~s ":hose open.ly~ want to discuss the live issues of the day. 'l'he
matter. Our forms in spu1t hfe Wtll be fashiOned avowed convictions concernu~g th~ beh~f 1mphed Is J:?Y feeling meetings will be held Sept. 9th, lOth, and 11th.
according to the, exercise of the various parts, hence to a hair. We haY had a terrible time since the shooting of the
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.Around the World.-11.
A. WEEK IN SCOTLAND.-CONCLUDED.

Glasgow, Tuesday morning, August 15th.-We
finished up Edinburgh to-day, and returned here
after 4 P.M. We visited Edinburgh Castle, the old
Parliament House, the National Gallery of Paint"
ings, the Gallery of Art, the Phrenological Museum,
and Holyrood Palace. I will briefly give some of
the particulars, beginning with the castle, which is
perched on the top of a rock 443 feet above the
water level, and is prominent in view from all parts
of the city. The top of the rock contains seven
acres, which are pretty well covered by the palace,
the castle, and barracks-yards. The rock is nearly
perpendicular on all sides, save where the entrance
or esplanage is, so it is a stronghold most difficult to
take by storm or by scaling. A high wall on the
top of the rock incloses all save the buildings whose
walls stand even with the side of the rock.
A fortification was built on this rock by the Picts
as early as the fourth century; but none of the
present buildings, except the quaint little old church
called St. Margaret's Chapel, built in the .eleventh
century, were erected before the fifteenth century.
The most interesting features of the castle are
the room where the crown formerly worn by the
kings of Scotland and the crown jewels are kept
safely secured in a large iron cage, and Queen
Mary's bedroom, in which James VI. of Scotlandafterward James I. of England-was born. We
looked out of the window from which, when nine
days old, he was let down in a basket 250 feet. If
the rope had broken, perhaps England and the
world would not have lost very much. Some fine
old paintings of Queen Mary adorned the walls of
her room. When there was any dieturbance in the
country the crowned heads were quick to flee to this
castle for safety. A large room, called the Parliament Room, was used for legislative purposes.
The palace looks grim and old, and in its best
days was not very grand. The barracks are occupied by seven hundred soldiers, comprising a Highland regiment. When the union was formed between England and Scotland, one of the stipulations
was that the castles of Edinburgh, Stirling, and
Dumbarton should be garrisoned. To fulfil this
contract, soldiers are still kept at each place, though
far the most at Edinburgh.
We saw the soldiers drilling, and noticed that
they are a fine, hardy, robust-looking set of men.
They are Scotch, and were raised on oatmeal cakes.
Many of them wear the Highland uniform-a kilt
and naked legs. We have met Scotch soldiers in
many places, often wearing the national kilt. Although the Scotch soldiers, as a general thing, look
fine, I cannot say I admire their uniform. There is
no beauty in a lot of men's shanks and bony legs;
besides, this climate is too cold to go with the legs
naked.
The Parliament House, near St. Giles's Cathedral,
is occupied only by paintings and statues of Scottish
notables, warriors, and statesmen. In the center of
one of the rooms in the National Gallery is a fine,
full-sized marble statue of Burns.
The Museum of Antiquities contains a large number of copies in plaster of Grecian and Roman
statuary, the originals of which I saw last year at
Naples and elsewhere. In other departments are
collections of Egyptian antiquities, sculptures, terracottas, etc., from various countries; old Scotch wood
carvings; various instruments of punishment and
torture used in Scotland; " the maiden," or Scottish
guillotine, by which several earls, dukes, and other
notables had their heads taken off about two hundred
years ago, also other Scotch antiquities.
..Holyrood Palace was the former residence of the
kings of Scotland, and was built over three hundred
years ago. It is a rather plain, antique stone edifice,
square in form, around a square court in the center,
with towers, castellated elevations, etc.
The picture gallery is well filled on both sides
and ends with paintings of both the fabulous and
reputed kings of Scotland. One is surprised that
Scotland had so many kings. These were painted
two hundred years ago, and of course have an ancient
appearance.
An interesting feature of the palace is Queen
Mary's apartments and Lord Darnley's room. Here
are the chairs used by Mary, the bed she slept upon,
and other furniture used by her. The Scotch people
seem to venerate her highly.
Adjoining the Palace is the Royal Chapel, in
ruins, being about the fourth part of what many
hundreds of years ago was Holyrood Abbey, which
stood there in the form of a Greek cross, fne part
only of which remains. It was built in fine style for
the twelfth century, but suffered severely by the
calamities of war. It now has no roof, and the
walls and pillars only remain. Here many of the
notables of Scotland were buriRd, and large tablets
on the wall, and others forming the floor of the
chapel, bespeak their praises and valorous deeds.
Edinburgh is well supplied with monuments and
statues. That of Sir Walter Scott is the most conspicuous and beautiful. The monument is of brown
sandstone in the form of an open 1 crucial, Gothic
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spire, supported by four grand arches, which servers
a ca~y to the fine marble st"tue of the author· of
the Waverly Novels in a sitting posture, with his favorite dog, Maida, by his side. The spire is nearly
two hundred feet high, in the Gothic style, and in
the numerous niches are statues of the characters in
Scott's novels. The whole cost $60,000.
Near this is a fine bronze statue of Livingstone,
and west of it are statues of Wilson, Black, and
other distinguished Scotchmen. In St. Andrew's
Square, which is beautifully laid off, and surrounded
by an iron fence, stands a tall, fluted monument, 136
feet high, with a statue fourteen feet high of
Henry Dundas on top.
Among the other statues and monuments may be mentioned those of Pitt,
Burns, Brewster, Chalmer, Charles II., George IV.,
Hopetown, Lord Melville, the martyrs, Nelson,
North, Playfair, Prince Albert, Wellington, and
the Duke of York, and also the National Monument.
They are all very fine.
Edinburgh is noted for its colleges, schools, and
hospitals, but I will not stop to describe them. We
stepped into the Phrenological Museum, where are
many hundreds of skulls of men of different nationalities, and heads of distinguished men (in plaster),
among which I particularly noticed David Hume, an
intellectual and benevolent head; Voltaire, deep and
cunning; Burns, with poetry in excess, and also the
heads of murderers and criminals. This collection
was commenced by George Combe, one of the great
and good men of Scotland. But I hav probably said
enough about Edinburgh. It is a city of much publishing, much scholarship and reading, but not a city
of manufactures and commerce like the city of Glasgow. We rode over here in eighty minutes, passing
through a fine farming country, well fenced and well
supplied with good farm-houses, and with teeming
crops.
Scotland must be a poor country for apples. I
have not seen an apple orchard in all my travels over
it. Green gage plums are considerably raised, and
some strawberries of large size are seen, but not of a
flavor equal to ours at home. Gooseberries are the
most abundant fruit, but they illy supply the place
of the apples and peaches of America, which I very
much miss.
Tuesday, Aug. 16th.-To-day we have made the
tour of Loch Lomond, Loch Katrine, and the Trosachs, considered the most picturesque part of Scotland, and the prettiest of the Highlands. Leaving
the city by rail at 7.40 A.M., we soon reached Balloch, at the foot of Loch Lomond, the most beautiful of all the Scotch lakes, where we found a
steamer in waiting, which was soon bearing us up
the lake,· an irregular and rather narrow body of
water, twenty-two miles in length, having twentyfour islands, varying in size, and surrounded by continuous, somewhat independent, green, rocky hills in
the form of domes and other shapes of the most picturesque character. Rarely is more beautiful scenery
found in the world. Trees are more abundant here
than further north. Some of the islands are cultivated and some are mere piles of rocks, covered with
grass, heather, or moss, with an occasional tree.
One cultivated island, containing two or three hundred acres, is called the drunken island, because several drinking wives have been sent there by their
husbands, where the women were provided with
what they needed, and could eat and drink all they
wanted, but from which locality they could not pospibly escape. I made inquiry if there was another
island where drunken men are sent, but could not
learn that there was. Along the banks is an occasional fine hotel, where pleasure-seekers spend a few
weeks of summer. Several from England are now
here, and many more making flying visits. I also
meet a goodly number of Americans-to-day Dr.
Mallory and Mr. F. P. Smith, of Rochester. Everybody who visits Scotland wishes to see Loch Lomond,
really a very pretty lake. On its banks Rob Roy
McGregor, one of the Highland heroes, used to live,
and the cave is pointed out where he and those connected with him used to hold their councils. Loch
Lomond has so often been described by those who
have done it so much better than I can that I will
not attempt it. Some of the hills or mountains surrounding it are quite elevated. Ben Lomond, the
tallest, is 2,192 feet above the lake. Many of these
hills are mere hunting-grounds, kept for deer, grouse,
etc. Hunting is great sport here.
The steamer landed us at Inversnaid, where we
took coaches-nearly a hundred in all_:_and climbed
some 400 feet in our five-mile ride to Loch Katrine.
From this pure lake Glasgow obtains its supply of
water, which is carried a distance of thirty miles or
more. It is 365 feet higher than this city. It is ten
miles in length, and is also a most beautiful little
lake. This is where Sir Walter Scott located his
"Lady of the Lake." Here on its banks we saw the
house in which Helen McGregor was bern. A small
steamer took us the length of the lake, where coaches
again a waited to convey us ten miles through "The
Trosachs" to Callander, a railroad station. We
stopped on the way at a fine hotel, where all took
dinner who wished. ·The Trosachs is a long defile,
glen, or continuous wide ravine, with romantic and
picturesque scenery, afforded by the high hills on

both sides all the way. We also passed two small
lakes in the ten miles. The ride woul~ have been
very enjoyable had it not rained a slow, drizzling
rain, or heavy mist, which after a while finds it way
to the skin. But as we absolutely had two days without rain, we should perhaps not complain if it did
rain in the Trosacbs, for it passes as an adage
here, "It always rains in the Trosachs."
From Callandar, a fine, well-built stone-bouse viilage, we had a two hours' ride back to Glasgow, and
saw more excellent country and good crops. By way
of variety we had more rain along the way, and
found upon returning that Glasgow~ad been blessed
in the same direction.
Let me now describe to you our visit to two of the
largest steel works in Glasgow. The first was the
establishment of I. & W. Beardmore, of Parkhead,
in the outer portion of the city. Here Rome one or
two hundred tons of cast iron are daily converted
into steel by the Siemens process, which has been in
use about eight years. The product is often called
"soft steel," but as steel is purified iron with a cartain per cent of carbon worked into it, and as this
iron by the Siemens process is divested of its carbon,
it is questionable whether steel is the proper term for
it. Homo,qeneo~ts i1·on is considered a more proper
term. Two kinds of iron ore-one a hermatite-are
used for the purpose. Ten tons are put into furnaces and kept at an intense boiling heat for ten
hours. This ebullition of the iron drivas off all the
carbon which the ore contained. A dozen or twenty
of these furnaces are built in a row, and are heated
with jets of gas. It seemed curious that gas will
heat furnaces better and cheaper than coal, but so it
is. When the iron has been submitted long enough
the contents of a furnace are drawn into a large iron
pot, called a ladle, which also holds ten tons; this
moves on a car or carriage for the purpose over a.
series of large iron molds of different sizes, some of
them holding an ingot four feet long, two feet wide,
and over a foot thick. The molds are thick, open at
both ends, and stand upon one end, when the melted
metal runs into them with all the ease imaginable.
When they have stood a few hl)urs the ingots have
become sufficiently cool and ~<ufficiently decreased in
size so that the molds can be lifted from them by
machinery. It is a sight when the doors of the furnace are remov;ed to look in and see the broad surface of melted iron glowing with white heat, bubbling
and boiling like a huge kettle of pudding. The light
is too intense for the eyes unless protected by colored
glasses, which the men make constant use of, and
handed us to use for the occasion.
The ingots are next placed in heating furnaces,
where they are brought to a high heat, but pot
enough to melt them. They are then taken out and
placed under a huge steam trip-hammer, where they
are poundtld most unmercifully, the sparks or scales
flying very freely, until the impurities are out and the
metal become entirely maleable. These trip-hammers are immense institutions. There are several
large ones in the works, but the most powerful of all,
and perhaps in the world, is appropriately named
the "Samson." The hammer and piston are in one
piece of steel and weigh twelve tons. The anvil
weighs forty-two tons and is placed on a solid foundation of three hundred and fifty-three tons of concrete composed of slag, bush dirt, iron borings, and
Portland cement. This concrete, which has bardened into a solid mass of great firmness, tenacity
and endurence, was deposited on a bed of blue "till •'•
lying at a great depth below the surface of the
ground, the length of the block of concrete being
nearly twenty-three feet, and the width over seventeen feet; on the top of this are courses of plank and
iron borings alternately. Altogether the foundation
for the hammer is a permanent one, and it needs to
be four hundred tons ; that is, the force of that
number of tons falling the distance of one foot. To
enable a hammer of twelve tons to strike a blow of
four hundred tons the power of steam is employed.
A cylinder is placed upon an iron frame immediately
over the hammer and anvil, and at every blow the
force of the ·steam upon the piston increases the
blow to the amount named. It was the first time I
had seen anything of the kind, and I was not a little
surprised to see with what ease six or eight men
with levers and the proper appliances could handle
an ingot weighing. three or four tons, holding it
under the hammer, putting it on edge, turning it
over, cutting off the ends, cutting it in pieces if neesesary, and reducing it to the size and shape desired
to fill orders.
The Samson hammer is capable, with a steam
pressure of sixty pounds, and with an ordinary force
of hands, of striking thirty blows per minute and of
finishing up an ingot of two tons into slabs in seven
and a half minutes. It is most remarkable how
such a heavy body of steel can be so expertly and
expeditiously handled in so short a space of time,
but the iron trucks for carrying the hot, heavy
masses, the cranes, levers suspended by chains, etc.,
all work effectively, and the men are masters of their
business. Every motion seemed to be the proper
one and not a mistake wail made. It is one man's
place to manipulate the hammer, and by letting on.
and cutting off steam to strike the heavy blows when
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desired and to withhold them when not needed. is not equal, of course, to many of the cathedrals on Near the monument it is spanned by two permanent
A large share of th,e work done at this establish- the continent; but as it was erected in the twelfth stone bridges. Not far away still live two maiden
ment is rolling steel and iron plates for ocean and century, it may be regarded as an antiquity. It is nieces of Burns. They appear about seventy years
other Rteamers, boilers and similar work. For boil- 319 feet in length, and 63 in width. Its central of age. They are proud of their relationship to the
ers and shipbuilding the Siemens steel is vastly tower is 225 feet high. Its crypt is somewhat noted great poet, and cheerfully engage in conversation
stronger, tougher, and better than iron. For ocean for its fine tablets, with extensive inscriptions.
respecting him. They entertain a very friendly
.steamers the plates are rolled from ten to twenty-five
Glasgow must be admitted to be a fine business feeling toward Americans, who often visit them and
feet in length, four or five feet wide, and from half city, having in its manufactures but few tmperiors in bestow upon them small amounts to help them fight
an inch to an inch and a half in thickness; these are the world. One fau:t can reasonably be found with the battle of life.
bolted on the iron ribs of the ship. The plating for it-there is far too much ardent spirit used here. It
In returning to the town of Ayr-a rather quaint,
iron-clad war steamers has been carried to a foot and is the bane of the working classes. In the outer antique, solid-looking town of some fifteen or twenty
even eighteen inches in thickness, but guns, I believe, part of the city, among the mechanics and laborers, thousand inhabitants-we visited the" twa brigs"
have been made powerful enough to send a ball even it seems as if nearly one-fourth of the buildings are (two bridges) over the river Ayr. These, it will be
through this tremendous thickness of solid steel. It occupied. by "spirit merchants." Too much of the remembered, were the subject of one of Burns's
seems to be a still unsettled question which shall be money e!l.rned by working people goes to pay for poems. There had from time immemorial been the
triumphant, thick pl~tes or heavy guns.
whisky and other alcoholic liquors, and the effects plain solid old bridge spanning the Ayr.
The ingots for the plates are heated, and handled are seen in the barefooted and bareheaded women
"A.uld Brig appeared, of ancient Pictish race,
much in the same way as for the steam hammers; and children who -perambulate the, streets in a state
The very wrinkles Gothic in his face;
masses from half a ton to four tons are brought from of destitution. It IS a great pity that the poor peoHe seemed as he wi' time had wrastled lang,
the heating furnaces on iron trucks and passed and ple of Scotland make so much use of intoxicating
Yet, teughly doure, he bade an unco bang."
repassed through rollers six or seven feet in length liquors as they do.~ If they would but abstain from
Finally it was determined to build a new bridge a
and nearly two feet in diameter. The motion of the !~~sd_much poverty and degradation would be obvi- square below, and it was ornamented and decorated
rollers is reversed in a moment, so that the mass is
I omitted to mention that the people of Edinburgh with carvings, etc.
passed between the rollers back and forth, losing no
time in handling. In this way a mass of two tons or are making preparations for the grand fete coming
"New Brig was buskit in a braw new coat,
That he at London frae ane A.dams got;
more is passed between the rollers twenty or thirty off there on the 25th inst, when the Queen will be
·
h
In's hand five taper staves, as smooth's a bead
times, two men bringing them nearer together with t h ere an d revieW
fifty t ousand troops. It is thought
Wi' virls and whirligigums at the head."
'
screws every time the metal passes through, until not less than five hundred thousand peovle will be
with a gage it is found to be the desired thickness, present.
The old bridge of course was jealous, and Burns
and it is carried off on the iron carriages and laid
Adrossan, We~nesday evening, August 17th.- made them hold a dialogue together. Finally the
upon the stone or iron floor while still red hot. The We left Glasgow this morning for .Ayr, riear which old bridge, in utter disgust with the young upstart,
last few times the plate is passed between the rollers old city Robert Burns was born. We visited, first says:
dry birch twigs or brush are thrown upon the plate of all, jjlle Tam O'Shanter, in which, according to
"Conceited gowk! puffed up wi' windy pride!
just before the rollers, and this causes the scales to Burns, Tam O'Shanter and Souter Johnny used to
This mony a year I've stood the flood and tide·
A.nd tho' wi' crazy eild I'm sair forfain,
'
work off and leave the plate smooth.
hold their meetings. The building is a low, twoI'll be a brig when ye're a shapeless cairn."
It is a striking scene to see in one large room story, plastered structure, with a thatched roof, with
Here, you notice, was a distinct prophecy. The
scores of men handling these masses of red-hot steel, the straw nearly a foot thick. We saw the room
some beating it with steam hammers and several sets where they sat and the chairs they used. I ven- old bridge predicted that- while he himself stood
of rollers at work rolling the heated masses. So much tured to take a thimbleful of sherry in the old Tan: fast and firm the new bridge would become a shapeless mass. The prophecy proved true; the fine new
heated metal of course heats up the air in the estab- O'Shanter. for Auld Lang Syne.
We walked out two miles to the cottage farm- bridge some years after fell a shapeless mass into
lishment not a little, and the perspiring men, flying
about in all directions, look as though they might be house where'Burns first saw the light. We saw the the_ Ayr,_ and another bridge was buil~ in its place,
Cyclops, and old Vulcan himself could not be other- bed in which it is said he was born, and the place whwh still stands. The old one, too, IS still on duty
wise than at home in this modern hades. It was also where the piece of wall blew in on the night the and I walked upon it. Here was one of the most
astonishing to observe with what facility the huge future poet made his debut into the world. The remarkable fulfilments of prophecy that I have ever
shears, with blades seven feet in length, will cut chairs also then used are still there, and the ingle, or met with, and in my opinion it surpassed Isaiah and
plates of cold steel an inch or more in thickness. fire-place, where his mother did the homely cooking Jeremiah in this line altogether. The room was
Some idea of the extent ef the establishment ar:d the for the family, on which fire was still burning. We pointed out to me, _still st~ndin&' beside the Ayr beamount of money it takes to pay the current expenses were showed several original manuscripts of his tween the two bridges, 1n whiCh Burns hurriedly
may be had when I tell you that twelve hundred poems, particularly Tam O'Shanter, and one or two wrote the poem of "The Brigs of Ayr." On tho
men are employed here, and considerably more than others. A statue of Burns adorns the pleasant Wallace Tower, built upon the remains of the fortiroom, added to the house, in which to hold his cen- fications which Cromwell caused to be built is still
a hundred tons of steel are worked up daily.
the clock which Burns mentioned.
'
We had.an interview with one of the gentlemen of tennial celebration, January 25, 1859.
the firm. He was very polite and kind, giving us
The country about Ayr is pretty and productive.
The house is a low cottage, with a straw roof,
freely all the information we desired. The firm ap- which has evidently been repaired. A coarse plaster By conversing with farmers and others we learned
pear to be doing a flourishing business, as they cer- covers the outer and inner walls, both of whwh are that good land turns out fifty bushels of wheat
tainly deserve to. They assuredly have my best kept whitewashed. Here, I realized, was brought into eighty to one hundred bushels of oats, weighin~
wishes.
the world one of the most natural, simple, and one forty-five to fifty-five pounds per bushel, and from
After this we visited the Steel Works of Scotland, of the sweetest poets that ever sang, who, though he two to three hundred bushels of potatoes per acre.
at Newton, some six miles out of the city. These are had some faults and weaknesses, was at heart a true The land is kept well fertilized, and the very fresomewhat more exsensive works than those just de- man-really one of nature's noblemen, one of the quent rains bring out the crops to the land's fullest
scribed, as their full quota of men is fourteen hun- highest works of her hand. I feel, while standing capacity, and the moist, cool weather causes the
dred. They here also manufacture steel by the in his birthplace, a deep veneration for the memory grains to ripen slowly and plumply. The prices of
Siemens process, and make steel rails for railroads of Burns, whose cheerful songs and poems are still farm crops here run about as follows: Hay, $26.00
on a pretty large scale. We saw theyt roll out sev- sung and repeated with admiration by the people of per ton; oats, $1.75 per bushel; wheat, about $2.00
eral masses of steel into rails from half a ton to a Scotland, as well as wherever the English language per bushel. Good sheep are from $10.00 to $12.00
ton in weight, in strings two or three hundred feet is spoken. The natural outbreathings of his soul per head; steers, three years old, and cow11, from
long, which were cut up in proper lengths with a have made the world happier and better. Some of $100.00 to $125.00; and horses from $1.00 to 500.00.
large circular saw while still red hot, much as though his songs are the sweetest ever penned by man, and These prices may seem high to American farmers,
it was stove wood. The steel for rails is made his " Man's a Man for a' That " is grand and glori- but it must be remembered that farmers here have
harder than that used for boilers· and ship-plating. ous. He believed in manhood, but despised tyranny, to pay a rent of from $12.00 to as high as $50.00
This is affected by introducing carbon while still in oppression, and cant, whether of royalty oi' of a and $60.00 per acre. The average rents, hereabouts,
the furnaces. One striking feature in this establish- hypocritical priesthood.
are $15.00 _to $~o.oq .. ~ have seen a few apple and
ment is the great power of its engine-300 horseA little further on we came to Alloway Kirk, pear trees m this VImmty, or rather the vicinity of
power., It has no fly-wheel, so that its motion can where Tam O'Shanter, in his midnight l"ide, saw the Ayr, with a profusion of beautiful flowers everybe reversed every half minute when the rollers are in witches, and where, in making his escape, the mis- where. It is a matter of some surprise to me how
operation. Five huge boilers make the steam for it. chievous N annie jumped upon his mare, Meg, caught flowers can bloom so beautifully and so bountifully
ThA shears here were still larger than seen in the her by the tail and pulled it out. The walls of the where the weather is so cool and there is SP little sun.
I must say a word about the fences on the farms
first establishment, the blades of some of them being old kirk are standing, but the roof long since took
nine feet in length, and able to cut cold steel plates its departure. The churchyard is full of graves, and and by the roadsides. Hereabouts they are princi1~ inches thick. Its steam hammers were also large, the thick, massive tombstones, many of them more pally stone, and by the roadside are laid in mortar
but I think none so powerful as the one I have de- than a hundred years old, tell who were buried there, and as smoothly and with as much care as though
scribed, or so perfect in workmanship. The capacity with the usual poetical injunctions for the living the wall of a house ; and often they are high, freof these works is extensive, the pay-roll being about reader to be prepared for coming death, which surely quently five and six feet. I have sometimes, as in the
case of an old curmudgeon who wished to shut him$15,000 per week, and often turning out over 150 awaits him.
tons of steel per day. I saw several large piles of
Still farther on stands, on an elevated plot of self away from the gaze of passers by, noticed walls
steel made ready for America, in slabs of a certain ground, the beautiful monument which the friends even ten feet high, especially in the outskirts of the
size for rails and other purposes. Since we in Amer- of Burns erected to his memory. The walls of the villages. They are made so square and smooth that
ica hav got to making rails pretty extensively, much base inclose a circular room, some sixteen feet in a boy conld scarcely climb over them. I do not like
less is sent over there from thit> side than formerly. diameter, lighted by a glass dome. On the top of these high walls all along the roadway; they are of
But the iron and steel manufacture of Glasgow is im~ the walls stand, in a circular position, eight round course permanent, but they look cold, cheerless, and
mense indeed, giv. altogether, employment to columns, which support the canopy, on the top of forbidding. When a person is walking along counwhich is suitable ornamentation. A stairway leads try roads,_ he wishes to look over into the fields and
many thousands of men.
Glasgow has a fine public square on Queen street, to the observatory, under the canopy, where a fine see the crops, and the sheep and cattle feeding, and
in the center of which is a tall column over one hun- view is had of the "bonny Doon," which placidly not feel as though he was in the corridor of a prison.
I must give the farmers of this country the credit
dred feet in bight, surmounted by a large statue of flows by within a few rods of the monument. The
Sir Walter Scott. On the outside of the square are grounds surrounding the monument are most beauti- of keeping their fields very clean and free from
several smaller monuments and statues of Bu:rns, fully decorated with flowers and ornamental shrub- weeds. I have hardly seen a single weed in the
Livingstone, James Watt, Peel, Wellington, and bery in beds and along the gravel walks. In the hundreds of miles I have traveled over this country.
rotunda of the monument is a fine marble bust of It cannot be possible that weeds grow so rapidly in
others.
The railway stations of the city are large and Burns, and the Bible he is said to have presented to this country as America, but farming is attended to
commodious, and all covered with thick, hammered his Highland Mary, with an assortment of Burns's far more carefully here than there.
We have not seen, the central part of Scotland,
glass platet>. The public buildings are of a good mementos, and photographs kept for sale. In a
character, and many of them very fine. The town room hard by are life-size statues of Tam O'Shanter but have surrounded it and taken a pretty thorough
has a.college, libraries, and museums, but I did not and Souter Johnny sitting over their beer in gleeful view of it. We are now about to leave it, and a few
words of its people may not be amiss. I must say
ta.ke the time to visit them.
·
·
conversation.
The Doon is a very pretty stream, of good size. then, that I like the Scotch people very much indeed;
• . TJ:le, cathedral is perhaps worthy of mention. It
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they are honest, earnest, industrious, frugal, genial, most beautifully, the tow dropping on the floor under ably good, and many fortunes were made in Belfast ..
Acoompanied by Mr. Montgomery, we next 'Visited·
and reasonably happy. Perhaps they are a trifle the machine, and used for eoarser purposes. These
grave and matter-of-fact people, but they are thor- sections of the clamps move along in the machine the manufacturing establishment of Combe, Bar-:
ough-going, plodding, persistent, and successful, or and drop again and again between the combs, which hour, altld Combe, the manufacturers of the hacklera
they could not have succeeded in this country as they grow finer and finer as they advance, so that at the spinner!!, and all the other machinery connected'
end of the hackler the flax is mflst thoroughly with the spinning of flax and the manufacture of
have.
The Lowlands are a good farming country, but the combed, every fiber lying perfectly straight and ai- linen, wb_ich is a very extettsive establi~bment. It.
Highlands, as you have doubtless inferred, are rocky most as soft ali silk. The hanks, twist&y or whatever covers etght acres of ground, employs fourteen
and sterile. But had the country a warm, genial, they are called, are then reversed and the other end bo11dred men, and turns out nearly a million dollars.
Ita weekly payand sunny climate, Scotland would be a delightful or half passes through the machine and re<w.ives the woTtft of work per annum.
place. I fear I should never become an admirer same amount of combing or hackling. This process roll is over $5,000. To giv some idea of the extent
of Scottish mists and rains. We have now passed greatly improves the appearance of the flax. It is of its busines·a and the coat of conducting it it may
eight days in this country; two days it did not rain, then taken into another room where some twenty or ,be s 1 ated that the tools and machineR n~eil in the esbut one of them was raw and cold. Snch coldnes!l thirty men are busily engaged in assorting the flax tablishment a:re themselves worth $3,000,000. Ma.
of the air in August I cannot like. We have had that bas been hackled, separating it accoriling to elJi;n.ery for tb.e manufacture of linen js peculiar, and
some hours that seemed pleasant, but we have not finecesa and quality, and deciding which shall be for is n~tl gotten up to any extent save in this establish.
had an hour that we would call even moderately warp and which for the woof or filling, the warp re- ment. Extensive orders are being filled from Belwarm in our country. The most of the time an over- quiring the beat material and the hardest twisting. gium, Russia, America, and other parts of the worldl.
The I? en who w~rk at hatcheling, h!l'ckling, and I saw .$2@0,000 worth of the machinery packed ready
coat baa not been uncomfortable.
I will also say a word more about the ladies. I asaortmg necesaanly have to bTeathe 1n constantly for shipment to Rarbou:r Brothers, Paterson, N. J.disparaged their looks a trifle, but I must say that the fine dust of the flax with which the rooms are bTotbera to the Mr. Barbour of this establishment
to-day I have seen several, if not prettv, at least filled; this unavoidably affects the lungs, and after a and who formerly lived in Belfast. The full ad~:
good-looking women, and they all have a remarkably f~w years t~ey are greatly afHi~ted wit~ P.u1monary vantage is taken i~ this manufactory of performing;
the hundreds of kmda of work done by the appli-.
fresh, rosy, healthy look. Some of the young girls d1seasea, whiCh of course abbreviate theu hvelf.
After being thus assorted by skilful judges the ancea of rnf/.chinery and the making of the almost in ..
have too red cheeks, looking aR though the akin had
all been rnbbed off. I have met several large peo- flax passes through other complicated machi!nea numerable pa~ts of the many machines bas neceaai •.
ple, but very few fat ones, and very few unreason- which I fear I cannot describe, in which the tJax is tated the makmg of many expensive machines andl
ably thin and emaciated, and no indications of bil- compressed by rollers and by running through a tools, and that is why the aggregate of the tools is1
iousness. I should say the people generally enjoy series of these machines is drawn out in loose coarse so large. Of cour!le lathes, planers, etc., are used in~
'!lntwiated treads, and wound on large F1pool~, hold: g~eat numbers. We sa'Y ninety lathes in one room,,
better health here than in America.
I have said nothing about the bagpipes of Scot- mg each perhaps two or three pounds of flax. A :ont~ severallarg.e ones .m other roo~a. The forgland. I have beard them on several occasions, both large room, 200 feet by 75, is filled with these rna- mg 1~1 all done by macbmery, many trip-hammers of·
in the front of soldiers on the march and on other chines, which press, refine, and draw out the flax various sizes being constantly at work, one of which. ·
occasions. The noise they make may cheer a -High- preparatory to spinning. These machines lfre at- was ma.de in America; it strikes more rapidly and~
tended by w:omen, from girls thirteen years of age to does mt.•re exec'!ltion tb.an others of i.ta size. The·
lander, but it would not me.
We are now on the steamer Northwest, at Adros- the gray- ha1red matrons who have spent a lifetime at foundry' for caatmga of 1ron and bras$ 1a very ext enWe bad
aan, and at 11 P. !I. will steam out for Belfast, where this employment. On the two next floors above in aive, and is similar to other foundries.
we will find ourselves in the morning. I will bid rooms of the same size, are the a:pinner11 ; these 'are B?me conv~raation with :Mr. B~rbour, w~o principallylong, complicated machines havmg 480 apindleFI duecta and manages the ent1re establishment, and
good-bye to Scotland and good-night to you.
ea~b. A ~irl attends to two of the F1pinnera, or 91.\0 found him a. very pl~aaant gentleman. We were
D.M.B.
apmdles (If I am not mistaken). This spinning is shown over the establishment by Mr. James Megan....
done by the damp process, the flax passing through nety. The work is not all. perfor~ed. in one building~
Around the World.-Ill.
warm or hot water, and the entire room being filled of course, but rather a serieS of bmldmgR; and a narsrx DAYS IN IRELAND.
with steam, almost like a vapor bath. The coarse row. gage railway for hand-cars connects all togetherDuBLIN, Aug. 19, 1881.
loose yarn prepared in the preceding room is in th~ for conveying work and stock from one part of the,
DEAR FRIENDs: We left Adroasan at 11 p. 111. spinner stretched out twelve or fourteen times its establishment to another, also from one part of the,
W edneaday night, and had a smooth passage across length an~ twisted to the requisite degree of hard- aa~e building. to. another. A mile and a half of this:
the Irish Sea to Belfast, arriving about daylight yea- ness. It IS marvelous how fine and even the threads railway track Ism use and saves a great amount of
terday morning, finding ourFlelvea in Old Ireland are made, and with what dexterity the spinning girls heavy carrying. As it must be readily seen, as the,
"for sure.'' Breakfast was the first thing to be at- manipulate the business; the fine threads very often manufacture of linen machinery cannot be enaaged
tended to, for which the hotel keeper had the aasur- br~ak in the process, a.nd it is astonishing to see how in ex~evt. at a very heavy exp~nditure of ~onef, this:
ance to charge us three shillings each (75 cents), and quiCk they Will mend It and the spindle be made to firm IB hkely to have very httle competwn Ill any·
then we looked about the town and found it to be a resume ita work. As the spinning is done the part of the world, and they must continue to be the,
well-built city with fine stores, good public build- ~bread is woun? upo_n small spools or bobbins, which ~anufacturers of this class of mac~inerJ: ior all na-.
ings, and neat, wide streets, with a population of m other ma:chmea ln other rooms ilil put on large tiona. They take the greatest pan~s ~Ith all the·
212,000. This is the seat of the linen manufacture spools and In large reels wound off in knots and work they turn out, and every machme IS tested by·
in Ireland and the greatest place for the business in hanks or skein~, each knot and each hank having pra.ctiGally working the flax before it leaves the ea-.
the world. The linen mills and warehouses are j?-at the right number of threads. In the reeling tablishment; ~h~s if .any defect ~xista i~ it it is delarge, tall, and imposing buildings, five and six httle bells tell when the right number of threads is te?ted befo.re It IS sb1.Pped. Wb1le lookm~ through
stories high, and present a peculiarly neat appear- made up, and everything moves like clock-work. ln th1a extensive establishment I was fully Impressed
ance for manufactories; there are a large number of another room the warp is prepared by a machine with the fact that Ireland can do some things as well
them.
winding from hund;eda of large spools at a time, as oth~r countrie~. The engine for this establish! early made it my business to call upon Mr. John enough to make a p1ece of linen a yard and a quarter ment IS necessarily of large power, and runs very
Montgomery, manager of the Falls Flax Spinning or a yard and a half in width. The threads pass smoothly, and the machinery is all operated by
Company's works, and whom, in company with Mr. through a reel of the proper degree of fineness are leather ropes or round belts, no cog-work or flat
James Kirkpatrick, I met on the continent last year wound eve~ly on large iron rollers with flang~s at belts being. used,.
traveling with them from Brussels to Cologne, thenc~ the ends like a spool, and then are put into the -Mter th1a the two gentlemen, Messrs. Montgomto Bohn, then up the H.bine, stopping together over looms for weaving. I forget how many thousands ery and Megannety, took us in a carriage out to the
night at Bobn, looking the town over together, and of feet of thread is put upon one of the large iron cemeteries, the park, and the suburbs of the town on
again at Bingen on the Hhine, and then on to May- rollers, but the number is very large, and the weight the west. The cemetry is on somewhat elevated
ence, where we parted. I found them very genial, ?f t~read must be very great. The process of weav- ground, and afford~ a charming view .of the Lagan
pleasant gentlemen, such companions as one likes to mg 1a much the same as with cotton and woolen valley and the adJaCent country, w1th the Black
fall in with when on a journey, as well as at other goods.
Hilla on the north and the Caatlereagh Hilla to the
times. I resolved if ever I visited Belfast to call
The men work by the pound at hatcheling, back- south, i?cluding in the valley .several villages! manupon them. tv:e found Mr. Montgomery busy at ling, straightening out, etc. By constant effort ~factories, and hundreds of farms, each lookm~ at
work at flax apmning, or rather superintending six they make between five and six dollars per week Ita very best. I have ael~om .seen a m?re beautiful
hundred employees. He ae~med glad to see me ~nd A part of the women work by the day and a part b · prospect. . The cemetery I~ la1d off W:lth excellent
I am quite sure I was glad to see him. I le;rned piece-work, and make two dollars per week. Th~ taste, a~d IS ornamented Wlth a profua1?~ of ~ovely
that Mr. Kirkpatrick was away on a tour in Switzer- women who do the reeling sometimes earn, if ver ~owera m full bloom. The cem~tery VISlted Is but
land, so I will not be able to see him, which I have e.xpert, $2.50 per week. And here they spend thefr fifteen or twenty yea;s old, and I~a monuments are
cause t? regret.. Mr. Montgomery kindly showed us hves, many of the employees having grown old iri all modern ~nd beau~zful. . The rwh people of ~el
over h1a eatabhahment, and now I fancy I will be the service. The dusty part must be very unhealthy, fast have evidently v~ed w1th each ot~er as to wbwh
able to tell you a little something about flax-spin- and the hot steam, especially in cold weather, must be shall have the. pret~1est mbnument m the cemetery
ning. We first visited the large store-room where very exposing; the contrast in the air, without and and the moat m?ely Improved lot. In the rear part
the flax is deposited when brought in from the within, mul!lt be very great. Although many of the of ~he grou~da ~a ample ~oom for the poor, to whom
growers or from the continent, Belgium, and else- girls looked healthy, I noticed they did not bav the bunal room 1a g1ven grat1s;. but few or ~o fine tombwhere, for only about half the flax manufactured in rosy ~heeklil, fine s~raight forma, and full busts of the atones o~ monuments are ratsed over their graves. .
Belfast is grown in Ireland. The Flemish flax is b?n.me Scotch _Iaaa 1ea. Working constantly in heated
The rtde over, Mr. Montgomery t?ok us to. h111
put up with more care and in better style than the air 1a very unlike the free pure air among the hills very comfortable house, where a fine dinner awaited
Irish, and perhaps is quite as fine in quality. There of Scotland.
'
us. His ho!lpitality is of the genuine character, and
was probably one or two hundred tons of flax in the
'I' he engine which runs the establishment is a very wh~n h.e visits New ~ ork, if ever, ~ shall fee~ under
large store-room. The first process is hatcbeling large one-:-three hundred horae-power, with a thirty obl1g!l'twna to show h1m oorre;~;.dmg attentwn.
and hackli?g, by which process ~h.e flax is thoroughly foot walkmg-beam, four and a half foot cylinder,
ThiS part of Ireland wa~ lar . settled .bY: Scotch
combed, diVested of any remammg ahives or par- and aev~n foot stroke, supplied with steam by three people, conaequ~ntly the Cathol.w element 1a In much
ticlea of the stock or woody portion of the plant. It lar.ge b~ 1 lers: . The power is far more than is re- ~mailer p~oportwn here than ID moat p~rts of the
is also divested of the tow, the disarranged fiberlil of qmred, It or 1gmally being designed for an additional Island, estimated to be here about one-th1rd part of
the flax. This ~aokling was forme_rly done by hand, mill.
the population. Of the one hundred places of worand 'Ya~ a labonoua, un!Jleaaant ~ask to perform; but
The number of employees in the Falls Flax Spin- ship, thirty-four are Presbyterian, nineteen Epiaconow ~tIS done by a large,comphcated,and.expensive ning Company is six hundred. In some establish- pal, nineteen :Methodist, seven Catholics, six Uni.
machtne, call~d the hackler. Hanks or twists of the menta are double the number. In and about Belfast tarians, three .Independents, two .Baptists, and ten
flax after bemg opened and. passed a few times thirty thousand women are employed in the linen assorted.
through a hatobel are plac~d mto metal clamps at manufacture, besides the men. When the linen
The town has grown rapidly in population and
the ce~ter, and are entered In the hackler one clamp trade is good times are good in Belfast, employers, wealth for an old. country. In 1821 it contained
io~~t~~~f t~~othe~. aomeT~en
twt:l~e f~et, t~e manufactur~rs, and shopkeepers all flourishing; but 37,000; in 1851, 120,777; in 1881, 212,000~ The
s:ctiona
thr:t~hmefl
ese c b~pa rop o~n ln when there IS a depression in the trade everybody commerce of the town bas also grown in proportion
80
el ne~dles
whic e ax passes e '."ee~ com a of suffers. In the time of our civil war, when cotton to its population. The city stands at the lower
11 te
•
h comb and strlngh ..en the flax oould hardly be had, the linen trade waa remark- point of a oollUilodiows bay and upon the ridr
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*Ed Payne, MD,
*Dr D Bodlfteld,
*Samuel B Clark,
Lagan. Large numl;lers of sailing vessels and steam. *1<'
.A Day,
•Wm McLaury, MD,
·*Frank H Sherwood,"
F Burr
*Thomas Fee,
*J 0 Bently,
ers come into this port. The manufactures of the *LJohn
F Johnson,
•w L Weaver,
:_g~~;~~:J.r,
town are large, other goods heing manufactured here :!t,';:'~l~~~':'·
·~rsW~t!rf."r.?'.D
• .A P Heywood,
*M M Hayler,
*P E Price,
besides linen. One million of spindles are pretty con. *H Cru'tl,
:g~~~1 1"ell~~~~?e,
:I ~~~~~t';o shares)
stantly !!pinning linen, and brocade and damask :ft~~~oif;.~;ll,
goods of various kinrls are manufactured largely. :s;~.~He~i~~·
:Jogncorrl'J~lsko
:r~g:.::·~of~~:!.e,:;;·
One pretty large establishment was pointed out to :~1 A? ~~38,
:}"ff.P~~~~Pson,
:J
8~fc'iimond,
*JJ s H:ll:.
•T W J~mma:x,
*Pet.flr-:-mrl .Jane Gulfck
us which is wholly employed in manufacturing for *Charles
Wiltse,
*W Penfield,
• A Vacher,
*lchahod Stoddard,
•c W Stowe, MD.
*John T Lakin,
the New York market, and perhaps for the house of *J;1-mes
B Denton,
•w R Bristol,
*Fred Mantey,
•\Vm Holgate,
•Mrs A Ev-erest,
*J Morrison,
Stewart & Co.
::e~r~
~r~~~;~d,
*Dr
E
Moyer,
:1
~ayJ~~~~~~·
At 3:20 P.M. we took tbe train for Dublin and
•G Levor,
:J!~~~~~\~~~ti.
*A L Grinnell
found it a very plf•asant ride. We passed through
:H: 8~~~,~~~ham, :Nu~~ 8~Uck
a mnst fertile country teeming with luxuriant crops, :rs~~~t~~K~~~;
kf ~~,~~~;gs,
:~fa:~~1~ty,
.:&~ ~~l~~~ms.
which seemed better and more abundant than we :~
'Harrison Keeley,
*John Gundlack,
Mrs R J Ryan,
James E Bishop,
*GeorJZe Salter,
*W N Kellogg,
have yet Reen. We saw comparatively little moun- *0
~etlson,
*Henry Fuchs,
*F C Scharnllorat,
tain or hill land, and what was seen is not covered :~o~bo~~~m, ~
::~~~~~~~c~i,
:gt;a~e~ft:fo~nson,
*Enoch Wickersham,
*Henry Scbmltz (two
with trees as in America, but with heather as in •c W Hall.
*f!~~~~;s Humphrey, *H ~~~~~k
Scotland; the same is sometimes seen on the low- :~alr~~~~~:s·
1
lands unfit for cultivation, of which, however, there :~l~:Jhe~~;~~J;!tt
:rr~0~:!:e~k.
:i"g lfn~~~trt;e~b.
*A w Goodnow,
*Dr J L York,
•wm Jones, Sr.
is but a small percentage. The land is generally *Ralph
Helm,
*L B Slloley
*George WUllams,
*B L Royse.
James Allen,
gently rolling, often approachi.qg a level, for miles •John Bulmer,
1
·~ttl!'.~;~·
:&~rf.~ Wfl~on,
together. We passed several pieces of land where =~~}~~~~ r~~~~.
:~ Kr Pif~.
:~~!~1~~ ~'C'i:;lr.
the residents WPre securing their winter's firewood, :~irr~~\~~s~~~wn,
•wm Rowe, MD,
:~ ~ ~~fl~jtwo shares), :~a~Akeaferty,
or rather their fuel for both winter and summer, :nJ~&e~~inrJ-,erhotr,
M MAllen,
*Michael Burke,
called turf, but really peat, a vegetable forma0
=~~
S'o~~i!~Ck,
MD
:tr~a~:'i1~~~·
:;~ie~i}~Son,
tion of decayed ]eaves, wood, anu fibers, in ]ow, *.'Samuel Web.ller,
*D G Va.ndament,
*Cha.s ETownsend,
Mu.x Deere,
*Sol Benson,
*H M Fisher,
wet fields called bo.rfs. The peat is cut out in W
H Jordan,
*Charles Bennett,
*David Gitl'ord,
•o B Brown,
•Joseph Y Crosby,
Thomas H Dodge,
square pieces, about the size of a brick, then piled ;JJo.,mbnesCCosgreohvme'er,
*Leonard Walters,
*James Carter,
L
*Geo A Heyworth,
*Jnbn Owens,
loosely in small lots to dry, when it is stacked in W~~ J Burns,
*C W Manderfeld,
*Wm Beeres,
Manhart,
*Lewis Shradar,
*Mrs M LyndoJ!,
very much larger quantities. This is burnt in -*Joseph
*I£ Livezey,
•F A Moore,
*DC Knoderer,
grates, etc., much like coal, but does not last half so *Freem~n Parker,
*Henry Fe1ber,
*Ja.rnes LeaclJ,
•wm Trumble,
*JamesBughPs,
*Abel Da.vts,
long. It is most fortunate that Ireland produces the .wJ,Jhn
Durc~.nt,
*J F Smith, Jr,
Mrs R S Moore,
Morse,
*Thomas Reeder,
*Chu.s Chambers,
peat' in profuse qnantities, otherwise the people •*C:R sD Kelsoe,
W S Ring,
•w W Wood.
*John 8,
ilMr and· Mrs.J Mahara,
would inevitably suffer for the want of fuel, for she *AM Hrtgha.m,
~eteSi~~0ns (four :y j J~~~~~son,
·H~nflJ Ja~~!~ter
has no coal, and firewood is entirely out of the ques- :*~slmres),
*J T Reed,
*Simon Askins,
*D P Wtlcox,
*0 Coolidge,
*MPuwell,
tion. Scarcely a tree is to be seen but what has *J
S Bedel,
ilJoshu~ Beaumont,
*John Gregory,
been planted and, cultivated and not even a stick, or •w E Renwick,
Dr. Tllom"s Rise.
*J G Rodman.
*W:m Lindsay,
DR Marvin,
*Joseph Henry~
quarter-grown tree, can be cut by a tenant but what •c w Mead & Co (two •n P Walling,
*E W Orgen,
sllar~s),
Wm J. Glaeser.
B F Rice,
the owner through his overseer will demand and se- *William Loshbough *Wm V Taylor, M.D.
*Duncan McLaren,
*Gilbert Arnold.
cure payment. Formerly it was the rule to evict a •o B' Green (two shares). *Wm .A Graves
=~~~~e~ri{~~~;
:Ka~~pg~~.
tenant guilty of cutting anything in the way of a =~~d Ifi~~k,
:re~~~~iner,
:I~g 1~tli~fke~ shares), .{~~~s ~:ii~:~·
tree, however small, but the law has been changed *ls<liah
Fullerton,
*.Mr.i R W s Briggs,
*A li Risdon,
*.Tnhn .T KP.11v.
*E ClarK.,
so 'that the tenant can remain by paying the value of *I{. .r L~mhrrrn.
1tJc\mes McBride,
*Edwin Greenfield,
:t~~sS~~~~~t,n·
the tree cut. The peat strata are variable in thick- 1
~!~l:i~d,
~f}~~xry't~~J~'
*Henry Glosser,
ness, running from one foot to ten, the average :f
*S P Putnam,
,
*K P Brown (two shares) •James Brown,
• Abram Carmack,
*Dr G W Luak,
• *Robert Manson,
being perhaps four feet. I have seen a hundred *t:harles Tuttle
*F H Moon,
*G H Fufrba.nks,
Risk,
*Sylvester Roe..
*Cba.s Randall,
acres of this turf or peat grounds together, though ••cAlexander
s~indecker,
*'Vm Simpson.
*A M Partridge,
•s G Sharpless,
*JoHhua Benest,
*Mrs FJora Turner,
often not more than one-1 ourth of that amount are *R
D StricKland,
. *C Mo• rfson,
*Kllslla Hyatt.
Shurtz.
*Dr C S Sterling,
*A H Simmons,
seen together. 'The land was originally·swampyand *Henry
'i!Geo~e Newton (two *Wm Brown,
*H B Carpenter,
shares),
*W E Gault,
*t..:hris Peterson.,
is still too much so to cultivate. The holes whence
•Jopeph Carman,
*R H Love,
*H H Hawkins,
the peat is taken are generaJJy partly filled with *A ,J Brownb
*,1obn D Power,
*M MerrJwetber,
R Tewks ury,
*Wm JohnPon,
~A J Brown.
water. The peat on the ground is worth about three *J
*H F Young,
*James AJJen,
*.Mi1ton Eads,
M Casad,
*W D Shuler
*John Mcllae,
shillings and sixpence per cartload, which is about *J
•wm Wells
*H H Heberling,
*John Garrett,
G w Parks
•c A Codding,
*N Woo~y.
eighty-five cents in our money. When delivered *Mn
N Woolsey,
•J P Phllllps.
*Dwight Warren,
• A Ervin,
• .And J High,
*H H Hawkins,
in towns it is correspondingly higher, though not as *J
Settle.
*John Mallinger,
*Isaac Sharp,
Moore,
*C W Stl,we,
:HI.!nry T. SmJtb,
much so as might be supposed. When dry it is *Chas
·salmon Powers,
*M R Bristol,
Geo H Bedford,
light, about half the weight of hard wood. This *R H Swarts,
*A Taylor,
*Jatpes E Bishop,
*T D StJmson,
*J E Btturn,
*Harrison Keeley
peat is used principally by the lower classes, as the •c A Gaines,
*J L Tomt>kins,
!James L Parshan.
Stoneburner,
*N S Johnson,
*BCiB Howes,
better classes-small in pr( portion-especially in the •*AH ButltH~
*Dr H L H,
r<~m Thomas,
*G
H
G
Stackhouse
*ChasE
Skldgell,
*E
A Townsley,
cities, use coal brought from England and Wales. I •,;amuel Kirk {2 snares)' *H~nry H Bigelow,
•Cc R Dwight,
*C H Custenbvrder
*J A Townsend,
;C HTKelley,
have been told that coal is found in the southern •J
8 rema1ne
D Whipple,
*H L Jesler,
•GeorgP. M Bancroft
*lsaac Van Schoick
.John A Joet,
part of Ir·eland, but for some reason the mines are *.A
Pr1ce.
*J R Tozer,
Ell Netzley,
*D Stewart,
*Canada Friend,
*Canada }friend,
not worked.
*J S Bradley,
*John Cogswell,
.*Thomas Boggs,
1
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NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPT. 10, 1881.
THE Hornellsville Convention closPd Sunday night
with a very able address by Mr. Wakeman. We
shall next week giv as full report of the meeting as
we can find room for. The whole five days were
pleasantly spent, and although the attendance was
not so large as was hoped for, the enthusiasm and
earnestness were marked. The Association will meet
at Watkins next year.

-------..-------

THE demand for the papers containing Mr. Bennett's first anu second letters on his tour Round the
World has been so great that the supply~of which
we had an extra quantity-is exhausted; We shall
try to print enough hereafter to meet the demand,
and,.would say to those who hav written and cannot
obtain the paper that they will do well to subscribe
for the books which are to be sent to all sending in
their V's. The volumes will be dedicated to those
remitting before the first volume is published .
THE remainder of Mr. Bennett's very interesting
letter from Ireland arrived just too late for this issue,
but will appear in our next.

.A Letter from California.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: What
an it.spiring sight is this magnificent march of humanity, to the sweet and harmonious strains of liberty's music, the music that thrills and fills the soul
of every loyal and royal Fr·eetbinker! A leader in
that march has departed for a tour around the globe
in the .intt'rests of the human race, a leader true and
tried, one whom the Christian bigots and fanatics
thought to crush to earth. But he Iivs to triumph,
livR to carry the banner of intellectual freedom all
over the wide world. The principles which he advocates, and for which he was ready and willing to
offer up his life, are the principles of truth, based on
reason and liberty, based on justice. They will
triumph and with their triumph the name of D. M.
Bennett will shine bright among the immortal hosts
of freedom.
But are we not shaking the citadels of that accursed
thing called Christianity, that l'Infame, as Voltaire
called it, which has caused this earth for over 1,800
years? And we are doing it in such a quiet, unostentatious way that I glory in being one of the ob.
scure instrument!!! in its destruction. We hav no inhuman butcheries connected with our triumphs over
"the infamous," no priests singing songs at the sight
*"Spelling Reform,"
'*'B Redfield,
of blood, and no Loyolas granting edicts to burn and
*John Beau val,
:De LWB arrett,
butcher innocent souls. Ours are the victories of
1Ie.
*J Scbuk,
peace, the triumph of reason over superstition, of
•wm C Wilson (twenty
mercy over brutality. We reason and argue, we
*L shares),
*J~~nu~:r~th,
-sow the Stled, and we are as confident that the har*J S Murt1n
vest of free souls will come as we are that we
J 0 Holt
breathe. All we hav to do is to keep sowing the
:izu~~eo~hase
seed, be patient, and the crop of Christians will, in
·~r~P;%~t;~
*Ralph Jaco!Jus
time, be gloriously short.
Thomas H Duncan
I am glad to know that George Chainey is so suc:~aWe~a~1!~~
His fame is spreading
*Mrs H .A Weenink·lll- cessful in his Boston lectures.
oban
here and we hope one day to see him in this paradise
;Alex Ro)!'ers
D R Hendrix
by the Pacific. Mr. Chainey is a splendid specimen
*J .A Bennett
• .A G Church
of a free soul that has thrown aside the galling ser.
*Wm C Sworts
•James W Hardison
vitude of Christism. I see several other ministers
*R .A Clark
*Ella E Gibson
are
lea viug "the fold" of the good shepherd, like
*B F Nichols
*B•mson Halbert
Chainey, and coming out into the radiant world of
*Mr and Mrs J H Haley
intellectual freedom. These Christian ministers
•Joseph Coveney
*N J Trenbam
who are boldly thinking for themselvs deserve the
*M Wa.hJen
•samuel W Heath
fellowship of all Freethinkers. Christianity does
*Charles Borte
*Henry Daigre
not allow a man to think for himself, and when he
*John Herrbold
*D Higbie, ll! D
has
the heroic spirit to do so, he is spit upon and
*Thomas Warwick
*Capt Wm Hunter Jr
hounded with charteristic Christian malice. Well,
*J M Hagam•n
all such men are sure of a hearty welcome into the
*J S Beckley
• .A Snider de Pellegrini
paradise of F'reethought.
*R ¥Wilson
This week I had a pleasant chat with two of your
Jlol!~~lln
*Lee Narron
old
subscribers here, Dr. Hardcastle and H. Berenz,
• A V Collln
*ll: C.B~rkley
Esq. Dr. Hardcastle is an English gentleman and
*E W Chamberlin
•Julln W Morgan
combines therewith that easy and natural manner so
*J ··hn C H man
peculiar to Californians by adoption. Mr. Berenz is
•w J Skidmore
*ColD w lllte
a Jewit~h-American, and was, I think, a bondsman
*Jennie L~ete
•George Maddocks
for Mr. Bennett at the time that the unclean firm of
*J•olm P Lluyd
•w R Merwin MD
Comstock, Benedict & Co., sought to destroy him.
*Eliz \heth Holgate
•Fred K use
Berenz
is a big- brained, big -hearted Freethinker
:Al~xand~r Carstens
A ugu•t Hacn
and a true type of the loyal, progressiv, and liberty*P~ter M("Ftlrtane
loving American Israelite.
:y~~:!Deid!~~
In unison with all Freethinkers I wish Mr. Ben*.Alex G Bl•llop
*Samuel Haubrlck
nett a triumphant voyage and safe returll.
*Matt Boellert
4

[TO BE CONCLUDED.)

Round-tl1e-World Fund.

•cyrus Nickerson
•w B Ford,
*Dr Tr:mmer,
*J11.cob Walhtce,
*Frank Maxwt:ll
•Austiu Smtth,
'A 8 Allison,
*A C Hardenbrook

The following persons hav pledged five dollars
each (one share) to help take THE TRUTH SEEKER :~~:~~~es
K Kuhn, '
editor round the world. Those preceded by an •c
*J C Singer
asterisk(*) hav already paid.
;g,~~r~~trL•~*nd
·*D C Coleman (four •wm Brown,
*W T Burreu,
:~ KK:,;'!~ad
shares),
*L lJe Witt tlriawold
*Jamc~ H Ha.rdtson,
*Wm ~mitll (2 shares)
•IJ J Bruwu,
*Mrs c M Piper (takes
twu share~:~),
:t~~s~~~;!;l, (2 shares)
*KGastiuea.u,
*G W Smith, .
*H tHlmore,

*G~orgeBuggs,

*<...: H Moore,

•w Enuor.

*M K .f<'e!ton,

*Bennett Victor Cutshall, •wm H Hoene
*L JIIJ3unn~ll
*J .M Stauffer,

•ll M crane,
*W Wood

:t,~~3~~~ad

*Z Ght.dstone,
*A Ka.hlert,
*H W Walker,
*Albert Faber,
*James Jebu,
*Horace B Smith,
*M••rv R Cblld,
*Ca.~t Nelson Smith,

=~ w~~house

•w H Stantun
*ChrJs Brown

:N ~~hoemaker

:J:
~~1YJ:on
•D T
Brlne~mr

*Richard Matlack

:}J11: ~~~~~~oop

James W Dare
*H B Milk
Jnnes
*John Haner
*M F Gillett
•p Dorchester
*A h' THomson
*l'hoa N .Paine,
*GW
Amlgh
*.James
.Asilman
*Alex Baird,
*Ueo K An<.J.russ,
*L H Ide
*F H Mo!Uneaux
H W Beach,
*Andrew Brown,
*ll!r and M·s J V Statrord *D L Coe
=~h<;:S'&ioore,
'\~ ~~~~r,
:}J ~~~P.R~ns.
*John H~rring
•E I Wellman
*Dr E B Foote Br
*F D Shelden
*H (.t Juddon
Lewis Benjamin
H Hunter,
*J S Lyon, MD
*Reuben Punnett
*1Jr t.:orJ{tm
*F J l!:mury.
W A Loose,
•Dr L D Broughton
• Albert Fletcher
*Mrs Ehulna D. Blenker, *\Vm Martin Bronson •w H Dorris,
R Sexauer
*Mattie Ostrom,
*C!LroUne 8 Ellis (taKes
Ctwo allare6)
*J W Huger,
*Philip 1 owen
W S Gray
four stla.re~:J),
*!tf .Umnin,
*ClJrfst Scllrefber,
•John Ferra.l, '
*S Morse, MD
*A c egg,
J S .Murttn,
J B Curtis,
*G
L
Green
*J
P Ford
*E R suuemaker,
*Wm H uenstein
W C Close
(three
*A L Thonipson
*Enos Cook
*W H .Pearce,
*G W VnriJy,
shures),
*Ann K Bruce, '
*John WGilhert
*Louts Lang~,
*J W Price
*Geo H Look,
*Mol'J<an E Lewis
*E A Chapman
*b' H Moore (takes two *C Garwuod,
*James H Sturdevant.
*.Mrs S<Lrah \V Loins
*}'errJs Burr
sbtu·es),
*C A _ll·rueman,
*Luther Wheeler
*Hebecca S Brotherton *J B Wheeler
:ttD H llurt,
J L Deena,
*W C Sloane,
H 13 Shears
*ilolon G McEwen
*G ll Purdy,
*l\-lrs U T H Wilson
*A Vincent,
'beorge Thorn
*Jobn Lnrson
*.K Vuu Uusldrk,
*John P Meakin,
*J C Stevens,
*Chnsl.<~ Bh\ndtn
*:Mrts LA Allen
*Ju..mes M Pert,
*D W Smlth,
Wm Kdwu.rds,
*R p H<~rrlngton
•111 T Sprngue
•u u Lake
*Robei't Uuuther
*Mrs Silas Hu;,
*H W Hnlleubush
*!l!rs E S Read
:rtli'.t.~~~~~s
=~~~~.~u~t~~~~~·ck
:8w~#~/[lo'~.ple,
*Zenas Kent
*.P F Spencer
*B ~, ~t,ne
*B F Gove
*Vulvtn Howard,
*A l3 Ptku.rd,
*Alex Cocllrnn,
*I
1
P
Eldred
*Dan. Probst
*Moses Kun•elman,
*J M Ordway,
*.A S Wheeler (four
*lo~olll!-1 Hnclfln,
*Will ll Brlsblne
shares),
:a~f~hlbald
:}:r~n~o.f"S'hell
*J D Petersun
*ThnnHL~ Kfrk.
*Dwight Warren,
*Hll'llm Dwinell
*Bxrun llf Smith
*Hobert Larimore
A Houghton,
*.J B Runzess,
•J 13 Everett
•F Hlllenkamp
*Jolin Hetuel,
*Frederick Gardner
John Uu.lue,
•wm T Cu.clgan
~.J L Allen
*John U Heichel,
*G U ~·Ink,
*J W l:lcutt.
*E R Evans
*G W Crowden
*John James Heuacher, *l.su.uc Tllurpe,
*.Byron .Boardman,
•wm blll!lon
*SA! !Jersey MD
•u .13 Tucker M D
George Pultner
*F U Hush,
*Henl'y Bon 1ell
*A Hector
W .ll .F\'e~man,
*Joh1· L 1\l<isun,
*Geo K Hnrtly,
*Jo~lln Adler
•wm Chestnut
•ueorge Hcudee.
*U 11 Greene,
*ltn\u.C 8 13eunett,
•c M R ·811
• A Ml<s,url Friend
W 0 omlth, MD,
*F Grant,
*J .P WhipJ>le,
'Frieurlcll Nachtshelm •wm L Hawley
•w·~· J~mte~::~on,
*E b; Curtte,
*N J Moure,
•T S Frust
•w D curtis Jr
*Clmrle; E P•lmer
*Ge .. J'Ile Bennett
=~ ~~~irne1•, ,MD,
=~eJur~~r~~t~3{ngton,
:~ve'6 J~!~~berlain,
*Charle• Tuttle
•wm S Williams
*(:} W llrown, .MD,
*J 1'homas Kennedy,
*AD .Ferris.
•Isaac L A'shacher
*Wm R Gre~n
•wm Walker,
J ll Mayo,
*Geo Ulshruw
*A Coulter & Co
*R R H~ll MD
*.Kdwln \Vorman _
Flr~ra Dutton
·~ M'iL~:i~;n,
-~~:;:~~WtJ~yle,
!~f~ ~:id~~~
•Isaac S Rnsevelt
*-fohn G Kendall
1 1
•c,~arlPs Tuttle
*Isaac Snyder MD
:r~ns ~ ;~ty,
:~t~~e~~~~1' er,
;~;~t~linpson,
*Amos Knapp,
*C l"'u.nnte A[yn,
•f!'rt\nk 8eu.rls.
*.A Cohn,
•Ira 8mlth,
George ~· Wilson,
•Mrs .1\I.~ry Rmma Fisher *Alexander Doerle
J Kinser,
*Mrs c C u-reenfleld
Tbeo Andrews,
• H C Hubinson
*R 1b rt J Adame
*Annie Lttura Sailor,
*W F Porte1·,
*J J McCoy,
*K P Kidder
*Mrs S H Davis
*H P!itl'IClto JIID (two *Eluer Albel't LomiLII,
•c R Dwight,
•
A
City
Friend
*Mrs
sA Prlgmere
shU.l'Utl)",
*A J Kinne, M.U,
R it .Hull, 1\10,
•J omes Fell
•e E Coursen
*A lltmuett Hough,
·~ li Hound~,
*Salem ll'outs,
•w J Bu•·ns
*E' D L·oule
*Stephen Yvung,
*J M Hounds,
Henrv Donnel,
•J H Niemann
•J<:rne•t M <1180n
:~ret,. t!~~~~an,
:;x,!~.f.{8KJ?!•
~ ~ f~ftt~ortb,
•J T Brown
•Jacob Taustg
*K B F•••te Jr
*M<Ll'l' A 13hepherd
*G~o ~Huber,
*Mr• I> M Sickman
•J C Slwntteo,
•Jo'rank Rivero
*1!' H B«ker
"'M. .ERose,
•J!.d O'Lionnell,
•.(t" CJucksnn,
•Mrs R IS Luce
•.•ames C Grllfiths
*Jo'rank Wells,
*.A Hnrrlson,
*Wm .Anderson
*William W•lker
*J M H.<rper
·•Mrs W Raynor,
*l!:d swllt,
*Carl P!UI8••hl.

:~ol~~~;#~r

t

:y~~~tt~ft;~ell,

•s P

J

•t

f:

:~ l5 ~~lf~~an

•J V HIIUOUIIOIIiho

•w c

Clow,

•Jamoa G War.oa.

•D Btl&iiolli<\rviu

·~ ~~p~~fch

Dr T L llrown

:w

•s.. muel Mellor
*EI ·as Pelton
*A J Carr
*J N Hiller
*J •m•s .A Taylor
*John Brown~
*Luman Peck
*James L l'le1ce
•c ll Latham

BYRON ADONIS.

San Francisco, Gal., Aug. 26, 1881.
LITHOGRAPHS of the ·Voyager Round the World
for sale at this offioe. Price, 50 oents.
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Ufommnnications.
That "Christian Hero."

In all this, so far, there is nothing very new.
Every man of science who has the misfortune to be
generally known receives reams of letters from people who propose to upset some fundamental trut~
gravitation is a favorit object of attac~-and l_Ike
poor Hall usually succeed at once m makmg
it evident that they do not understan~ what ~bey are
writing about. But from another pomt of VIew the
career of the Christian hero is interesting. The orthodox papers which indorsed him hav given themselva away worse than when they slobbered over Joe
Cook for he has thrown himself right into the inexorabl~ clutches of mathematics, which Joe, in his
maddest merriest moods, was sane enough to keep
away fr~m. But worst of all is the fact-if it be a
fact-that the college professors are amOO:!g his admirers. These men-Christians, of course-took the
accepted theory on trust without a~ att~mpt to verify It and formed a college whwh Judged them
worthy to teach without the mathematical knowledge necessary to see through such blunders as the
above. Could there be a sadder commentary on the
superficiality of learning in Christian institutions?
The names of these men and their colleges deserve
to be published. They are Prof. Kephart, Western
College, Iowa; L. M. Osborn_e, Madi~on U_niversity,
Hamilton, N. Y. (not Madison, Wisconsm, thank
the gods!); and Dr. Adams, Wesleyan University,
Bloomington, Ill.
C. L. JAMES.

The Truth About the Jersey City Police.
To THE EDIToR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
When having so happy a call with you last Thurs.
day morning, how little we thought the bright sun
would set on my head in a cell unfit to receive a
vagrant dragged from the ditch ! But such fates
belong- to the crisis-wars between liberty and the
tyrannies.
The assault I suffered that day at Jersey City was
wholly unprovoked-had not a slight apology. The
ignorant man of the badge seemed to think his displeasure at the style of my raiment justified him in
any treatment. He was astonished when the sergeant asked him what he meant, and as soon as he
got me locked in the station he fled and. could not
be found. The other officers, the reporters and editors, thinking women and citizens, saw there was no
occasion for disturbing me; yet the papers, while
giving my true statements, could, for selfish reasons,
falsify and make li&ht remarks, evidently wishing ~o
show me at fault and to teach other wemen they Will
meet foes if they attempt to decide their own
course.
Men are encouraged in their tyranny and continue a cruel mastery because women are so readily
subjected-so slow to use the few rights they hav.
The most intelligent part of them, yielding their
health and usefulness to the fashion bondage, because of the effort to resist pret.ense and vicious
usage, are aiding the powers that shake chains in
their faces and mock their tears with dregs of an.
guish. They know their sinning weakness; thousands of them hav been confessing it in this summer's tour of mine, and a few hav shown pr3:_ctieal
grit. For the rest I may hav to look on the grates
again.
Sham arrests of dress reformers hav long been
practiced as a scare, and are doubtless commenced
on me to prevent my influence among women, as the
fling at women's rights and their public work testifies. This line of Comstockism, smiting individuals
that Liberal institutions may be weakened, has been
endured till women, as well as men, should face it
with bravery and power. That it will be stJiered
till it is thus fac&d is evident.
Women, what crater are you sleeping over? Has
the spirit of freedom that glorified your sires perished on the rack of style? This tHal crisis of all
tyrannies, now in operation, must come to a close
with liberty lost or saved. The latter cannot be
effected till, with renewed strength and high purpose, you act your part in the conquest, Only so
can men be fully empowered. Only by the forces of
both united in the right are nations or planets redeemed. I scorn condescension to vile officers, clans,
trades, and customs, but am willing to be humanity's
·Faithful servant,
MARY E. TILLOTSON.

To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: I was
much amused at Jamieson's account of this personage
in the last TRUTH SEEKEH, but I assure you (the
Christian hero's advertising sheet having been also
sent to me) that Bro. Jamieson ~as_ not quo~ed the
funniest part. I allude to the Christian heros argument, of which I will giv you an outline. His theory is contained in a book called "The Problem of
Human Life" and to advertise the same a paper has
been started yclept the Literary Microcosm, fro~
which I get my idea of the. book. About hal~ tJ:ns
paper is given to the notiCes .of other Christian
papers which as you know, are nch. The other half
is made up ~f selections and. abridgments o~ ~he
book, which yo~ shall see are ri~he~. T_he ChriStian
hero or Mr. Wilford Hall, whwh IS a Simpler term,
sele~ts for his point of attack on "materialistic''
science the undulatory theory of sound. And certainly if he can demolish this he will hav knocked a
hole in the inductiv philosophy tbat cannot easily be
patched. Now let us see how he _goes .at it. The
theory is first stated thus: "The mtensity or loudness of any sound diminishes as the square of the
distance from the sounding body precisely as the
quantity of air increases." The ~ordfl i~ italics c~:m
Ea'i:t Claire, Wis.
tain a gross blunde~. Th~ quantity of au, supposmg
-----~------Aphorisms.
its density to be umform, rncreases as the cube of the
diameter and not as the square of the radius. Thus
BY LEVI NORTH.
at a radi~s of two feet the intensity of the sound is
The object of all investigation is the attainment of
one-quarter what it is at one foot; but the. volum~ of truth.
air is eight times as great. Mr. Hall evidently ImTruth has no respect for prejudices, none for the
agins that the diminutioR in intensity of sound de- authority of great names, none for traditions, none
pends on the increase in the weight of air to be for precedent, none for opinions whose claim to truth
moved·1 but this is quite a mistake; it depends on rests upon the willingness of those who entertain
the sup erficial area over which the action is_ diffused, them to die in their defense. A million of martyrand which varies as the square of the radms. For doms cannot establish, nor even tend to establish, the
this reason the law applies to forces, like gravitation
smallest truth.
.
and radiant heat,-which are capable of being propaThe genuin seeker after truth must be as willing
gated through empty space, ~h~re there is .no weight to cast off old and erroneous opinions and receive
of air to be moved at all. This IS the meanmg of the new truths in their place as he would be to part with
following statement by Prof. Tyndal_l, which the an old coat and put on a new and better one.
blunderer Hall quotes, but has w-holly misunderstood:
It is not necessary that a new truth should be sub"You hav, I doubt not, a clear mental picture of the stituted for every error that is discarded. It may be
propagation of the sound from our exploding balloon sufficient to deny and discard the error.
through the surrounding air. The wave of sound exThere are some errors of morals and religion
pands on all sides, t~e motion produce~ by the ex- which should be replaced with truths. But before
plosion being thus. dijfuse_d over a contmur:Uy aug- truth can be fully substituted for them they must be
menting mass of a~r. It IS perfectly manifest that torn down and removed.
this cannot occur without an enfeeblement of the
No erroneous opinion can be of advantage to men.
motion. Take the case of a shell of air of a certain
It is better to hav no opinion upon a given subject
thickness with a radius of one foot, reckoned from than to hav one which is erroneous.
the center of explosion. A shell of air of the same
That which is above our capacity to understand
thickness, but of two feet radius, will contain four does not concern us, and we need hav no opinion
times the quantity of matter~· if its radius be three concerning it.
MRS. TILLOTSON'S ASSAULT.
feet, it will contai~ nin~ times ~he _quantit:r of matMP.n are under no obligation to hav any opinion
From the Je~·sey City Argus.
ter; if four feet It w1ll con tam s~xteen trmes ~he upon all questions about which opinions are someJERSEY CITY, Aug, 26th.
To THE EDITOR OF THE .ARGUS, IJear Sir: To prevent misundeJ·.
quantity of matter, and so on. Thus the quantity times entertained or asked.
standing respecting the assault made on my person yesterday in
of matter set in motion augments as the square of the
city I spare time to make correct statements.
Let us acknowledge our ignorance at the precise this
On the way to my Vineland home I called bm·e to communicate
distance from the center of the explosion. The in-. point where it begins.
with people on t11e toplo of health and the methods of obtaining it.
lodging at the Philadelphia hot,;! and went about my
tensity or loudness of the sound diminishes in the
The moment we step into darkness or doubt, or I engaged
A little before sunset Policeman ~'inlay accosted me with the
same proportion" (Lectures on Sound, p. 10, quoted rely upon tradition, or the authority of great names, qwork.
nery, u Are you a 1Vo1nan or a 1nan ?' I replied. u Look at tne
and commented upon p. 152 of the Problem of Hu- our ground is uncertain, and our opinions without calmly and you will need no answer." He said, "'You had best ~o
and see the mal"Shal." I rejoined,"' I hav no business with him; 1f
man Life).
he has with me he can go to my hotej." I passed on, leaving him
any definit value.
and about a dozen little children whom I hoped he would send to
You see Tyndall speaks of the quantity of air in
There are many conclusions logically drawn from their homes. A few of them seeing him pursue mc·instead of them,
the shell itself, while Hall understands him to mean defectiv or unfounded premises; Such conclusions followed across to the corner, but we1·e not noisy us the police acstated; there wns not the shadow of uprour and no confusion
that contained in the hollow. of the shell. This is are worthless. The first step in a safe chain of rea- count
but what he caused. The first that I knew of hiH following he pulled
only the beginning of H~ll's blun~ers. In the s~me soning is to establish the truth of the premises. The my sleeve and said," You must go with me." I said," I cannot obey,
sir; you are wrong; to obey would he to abet that wrong, which is
article we hav the followmg amazmg demonstratiOn: most of men can reason well enough to reach a cor- not
in my will or power to do." He seized my arm and started,
which turned my feet on their sides, and I fell. Betook one of my
"If the sound decreases as the square of the dis- rect conclusion from given premises, but few of them, arms
and told a. man to take the other, and they attempted to either
tance, beginning at one foot from the instrument, however, can be relied upon to determin if these drag or walk me, but I folded my feet under my skirt and they
lugged
to the station, while I assured the poor police he was
then it decreases at the same ratio beginning at any premises are perfectly established. Nearly all the placing me
himself in my power. The sergeant asked him what he
meant,
and
with hesitancy he stammered "disorderly person." He
other distance from the instrument you may choose. errors in men's beliefs hav arisen from overlooking
ordered me to deliver up my things, and I said: ·• Is not this
For example, at one hundred feet from the instru- or disregarding errors in the premises or foundations then
abuse enough without robbing me of my property? I will not aid
such evil," and I held my hands over my pockets. He held my
ment the sound is of a certain intensity. You can of those beliefs.
hands in one-of his while he took my watch, ch>tln, brooch, portebegin there, if you choose, and if the principle be
and even a loose dime from the skirt pocket, whlcl• with
In judging men we must not hold them so much monnaie,
umbrella, and reticule of books he passed to the sergeant.
correct, the sound must decrease from that point on- responsible for the correctness of their opinions as shawl,
They asked my name. 1 told them, but saw they could not spell it .
ward as the square of the distance the same as if the for the honesty with which they entertain them. .Asked where my home was; I said, •• In New Jersey when here."
Asked my occupation; I said I do anything I wish to. but I am not
sounding body extended out one hundred feet, and Frown upon hypocrisy, for it is cowardly and dis- obliged
to answer you, for It cannot be shown that I hav been out of
had that much less intens~ty. This being indispu- honest. Better is the man who is honestly in error order; asked my age, a man answered sixty. ~'hey told me togo
to
another
room.
taqly so, let us suppose a station at a distance from than he who hypocritically pretends to believe even I said, •· Unless
I can know it is where I ought to go I cannot go."
Two of them took my arms and curried me to a cell. Hearing them
the steam siren of ten miles lacking one hundred the truth.
bolt the solid door 1 asked how long they would hold me there.
feet, and let us call this the inner station. Let us
"~·m morning." I looked around In surprise, feeling
Whoever demands my concurrence in his beliefs ~·ney said,
to endure it. Grated windows were before me for the first
now use feet for the unit, as at first, and see what has no respect for my natural rights. He is no nearer unable
time, and the· dirt was intolerable. ~'he size of the place was about
·must be the unavoidable decrease of this sound in honest than the robber who demands my purse; and 5xl0. One bard chair, a rude cot bedstead (the canvas on It rent
length wise, so thu.t a body would fall througn), a foul slop· pall, a
traveling through these one hundred feet; Watch not many years ago he was quite as dangerous and rat-hole
in the smeared nom·, and grm1t cracks in the corner of the
broken wall completed the view. After awhile some ldnd-faued
the figures. At one foot from this inner station the more cruel.
men raised the sash opening to the first room, and I complained of
calculation commences. At two feet from it the
The most cruel thing in the world was the odium the utter cruelty of my detention. '!'hey said they would see if the
sound is one-fourth as loud as at the first foot. At theologicum, and church partisanship is still as full judge could be round that night, and soon consoled me with such a
nol'iter eight o'clock he came and heard my story, said there was
three feet it is one-ninth as loud. At ten feet it is of hatred and cruelty as the statutes will let it be.
no cause of arrest, and, with manly words, invited me to call on him
one-hundredth as loud; and at one hundred feet (ten
this morning and he would consider the matter of redresl!. l!'lnlay
I hav not much respect for.-those men whose opin- could
not be found. My valuables were returned, and I asked for a
miles from the siren) it is one-10,000th as loud. ions are set between quotation points. They seem to
deeent man, who was not covered With badges of o1llce, to show me
Thus the sound must decrease within this one hun- hold these little points of the greatest consequence the way to my hotel, and the marshal gave his service.
intend to see tile judl{e again, converse with the mayer, and try
dred feet 10,000 fold; or, in other words, must be of anything about an opinion, much as some people toI turn
some light into the darkness of this part of the city, which I
10,000 times as loud at one foot from the inner sta- consider the frame as giving the principal value to a came into because it was commended as the best part.
lfor justice and human weal, lllARY .I!J. TILLOTSoN.
tion as it is one hundred feet farther away!"
picture.
·
Here our lunatic friend forgets entirely that the
Kewanee, Ill.
lteport of the Lawrence (Mich.) Meeting.
intensity of the sound decreases as the square of the
-------.~-----radius, and coolly assumes that it must decrea.se as
W. F. JAMIESON can be addressed at any time at The annual meeting of the Spiritualists and Liberthe square of the distance from any arbitrary point I Albion, Mich. He was engaged to giv two lectures alists of Van Buren and adjoining counties was held
He deliberately creates a transparent absurdity, and in Angola, Ind., Sunday, Aug. 28th, and was imme- on the Fair Grounds in the village of Lawrence,
then imputes it to men, who, if they heard it, would diately reengaged by the Liberal League to giv five Mich., commencing on Saturday, Aug. 6th, at 3
smile1 and bid him go back to common school.
o'clock r. M., with L. S. Burdick in the chair. 'l'he
more, Sept. lst1 2d, 3d, and 4th.
1
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afternoon was devoted to conference and short
speeches.
.
Sunday morning the genial face of our president
was visible in the chair, and all nature was radiant
with smiles, while a free Methodist camp-meeting in
session two or three miles distant was the center of
attraction for superficial mindR, leaving us with a
comparativly small audience of solid, thinking men
and women, whose wrapt attention gave evidence
that they were interested in our beautiful philosophy
of life.
The morning session was occupied by A. B. French,
of Clyde, 0., in a short seeech, followed by Mrs. M.
C. Gale,· of North Lansing, Mich., in a speech of one
hour. Her voice also rang out in sweet tones of
soul-inspiring music, m:aking the grand old woods
echo with her songs. At the clos~ of the morning
session the following-named per!sons were elected as
officers for the ensuing year, to wit: for President,
L. S. Burdick, Kalamazoo; Vice-President, Mrs. R.
A. Sheffer, South Haven; Secretary, W. J. Dennis,
Breedsville; Treasurer, Miss L. B. Bangs, Paw Paw.
An intermission was then taken for dinner and social
greetings until 2 o'clock, when Mrs. Gale gave an
address of half an hour on the "Law of Compensation," after which A. B. French gave the concluding
address, contrasting the God of theology with that
of science and Liberalism. The most perfect barmony prevailed, and each seemed to vie with the
other in contributing to the" feast of reason and flow
of soul" that seemed to pervade the atmosphere and
fill the hearts of all with good cheer.
The next meeting is to be held at South Haven,
the first Saturday and Sunday of November.
E. L. WARNER, Secretary,
Paw Paw, Mich.
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was no time to lose. They went, and they stood not think, that considering his youth and the limited
upon the order of their going. They left for parts time he had to acquire a liberal education, since he
unknown.
came upon the green earth (with few exceptiom:~),
Well, b;r this time God became weary from his six Adam .did well in giving appropriate names to
days' toil m creating, although it was all done by his things.
merely speaking the word, and presto ! it nll appeared
But now God saw that his work yet required a
as if by magic. But he was tired, nevertheless, and few finishing touches to make it a little more perfect,
must needs take a day of rest, which he did on the and he resumed his labor. And now he comes as a
seventh day, when all creativ business was brought horticulturist. He plants a garden, and trees around
to a stand-still, and so remained during the seventh it and in it. And he made all things lovely and
day.
good to ·the sight, with fruits enough to eat, and he
But our friends, the man and woman, who had told his man Adam to pluck and eat of all the trees
been created, and received the solemn command to in the garden except one.
be fruitful, multiply, and replenish, etc., found that
And that tree of which the man was forbidden to
portion of the country in which their lot had been touch or eat the fruit thereof was called the Tree of
cast was rather dry, there being nothing but herbs, Knowledge, and it was set exactly in the middle of
as the green trees had not beg11n to bear fruit, nor the garden, in a conspicuous place, and its fruit was
the vegetables to ripen, and they found green herbs fair and very beautiful to look upon (it is believed
rather thin as a diet, eo they concluded to tramp. that they were apples, of the variety now known as
And they tramped.
the Baldwin-a choice winter fruit), and the sight of
They started rather late on that memorable Saturc the fruit was indeed tempting.
day :;tfternoon, !l'nd it is believed that they traveled
Time passes on, and both God and his man Adam
all mght that mght (there was a go_od moonlight; as observed that the man had no mate, while all the
the moon had not been made long It was fresh, full, other animals were paired, the male with the female.
and bright), and perhaps the greater part of the next And as Adam observed this fact, he spoke up rather
Q:l.y-that first Sunday, while God was resting. complainingly to God in regard to it. But God was
Well, in C?urse of time they arrived upon the border equal to the emergency, and he suggested to Adam
of a beautiful land, and the place being somewhat that it was about time for him to take a nap, and
secluded by nature, they at once resolv~d to seek its suiting his acts to the occasion, he proceeds to adS.fl~an shades that th~y ~ight there can-y out the minister upon Adam a slight but very effectiv opiate,
d1vme decrees of mult1plymg and subduing, as well which had the effect of bringing a deep sleep upon
as the sublime fact of enjoying their honeymoon in him. And while Adam slept and snored soundly
that secure retreat away from the molestations or God hurried to perform upon him a curious surgical
observation of other human intelligences should their operation. It was no less than to extract from Adam
chance to be any.
·
his fifth rib. And it was done with a large carvingN ~w, th~ country o~ land to w_hich they journeyed, knife, and so well and smoothly was it performed
----~---and m whwh they pitched their tent, and wherein that when Adam awoke he was unaware of the wonthey dwelt, obtained its name in this wise.
delful operation which he bad been subjected to, nor
Cain's WU:e.-Who Was She~
4-rrived upon its borders and standing upon an could he be persuaded to believe it till the rib was
BY J. c. N. ABBOTT.
emmence they were enabled to take in a view exhibited to him in the lovely form of a female.
So God created man in his own image; in the image of God of a . large tract of. ~and th~ exce~ding beauty
B~t the tangible proof-the ocular demonstration
created he him; male and female created he them. A.nd Qod of whwh was very str1kmg and 1mpress1v, and it ap- -bemg presented to Adam, he succumbed, and exsaid unto them, be fruitful, multiply, and replenish the earth pears to hav had a very imposing effect upon the. claimed: "Why, this is bone of my bone ! This is a
and subdue it, and hav dominion over the fish of the sea and happy pair.
' part of myself, sure! And now she shall be called
over the. fowls of the air; and over everything that moveth
For while the man, in rapt contemplation of the woman, because she was taken from man." And
upon the earth. A.nd God said, Behold, I hav given you every
herb bearing seed which is upon the face o:l the earth, and sublime scene before them, was barely able to ex- looking her carefully over, and contemplating her in
every tree in the which is the fruit of a tree yielding seed· to claim, as he did:" 0 Nancy, Nancy!* my beloved all her aspects of youth and beauty, Adam lavished
you it shall be for meat.-Gen. i, 27, 29.
,
Nancy! this is heaven! Here let us dwell. What upon her the most extravagant expressions of his
A.nd on the seventh day God ended his work which he had say you Nancy? Speak and tell me that I may admiration, and right then and there he declared
ma~e, and he rested on the seventh day from all his work know!" the fair Nancy's heart was too full for his love for her, and offering her his heart and hand,
which he had maae. A.nd there was not a man found to till
the ground. A.nd the Lord God formed a man of the dust of ~tte~ance, and weeping as she sto.od, ~~e could only he proposed an engagement with ~er, .and t~at tothe ground, and breathed into his nostrils the breath of life, s1gmfy her too ready assent to .the mspnmg language gether they should set up ~ousekeepm~ 1m~ed1ately.
and man became a living soul.-Gen. ii, 2, 5, 7.
of her noble consort by noddmg her head and this
Adam, no doubt, perceived the pohcy, 1f not the
Th
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h b
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k dd .
she did in so emphatic a manner that the simple necessity, of prompt and immediate action in securfi
t~ques l~llS av w~o en asc e. ' ur~~g?theFpast Ithough significant act so impressed her husband that ing for a bride one so beautiful and lovely, and be~e t ~u~~- d y~ars,
~
am s
e.
ro~ he immediately and exultingly exclaimed, "This fair fore she had time to properly consider his offer, and
a sh oc . \ s ~ ~r.mg f h 0 were e~ parents land shall be called the land of Nod, and henceforth whether or not by a little coquetting and procrastias s ehatsis er .o . am ?o Aw domh no recor hor _genhe- and forever it shall be known by that name, by vir- nating she might do better. But, like many of her
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And thus is was that that simple nod of her beauti- was) was performed jointly by God and Adam, her
"nd hasessoe sehemtf 0 e per met~ qulestilont~' an f tmhan- ful head gave the name to the land of Nod, which husband.
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n ,I IS e Ieve. ~ .at Wise. t eo.1ogians, great an~ primeval innocence, and right royally and well do God places them in the garden which he had planted
grave a.octors of divimty, antiq~ana~s, and ~he ctm- they fulfil the divine injunction to multiply, replen- and told them to hoe it and weed it out well and
ous of all ages, hav wrestled With th1s ques.twn, '<tn.d ish and subdue.
keep things in good order, and that they might eat
they
solutiOn
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·
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God gets rested from b1s
w ~~l r~ug s opl ehmout s o t ose mqmsitiv ~nd and going forth on the morning of the eighth day t~ apples; those he reared for his own use.
peop ·e w h"
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to be prymg , survey t h e work of h1s
· hands, he qmte
· naturally deN ow, mm
· d , h e says, you mus t no t ea t or even
·sacr1 egwus
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~d di no; d~m bestd~o' sires to view his latest piece of workmanship, which touch that tre~ or its fruit;_ and if you do touch or
r~~e~ess o
em m
e pas ages o t e worl s 'twas his man and woman. But lo, and behold ! upon eat of that fruit you shall die that very same day.
p / t ·
· th
· f
looking carefully around they are nowhere to be
It must be observed that the first man and woman
. u now m
e present age o progress a~d of ' found·!
'
which God made were not placed under any restrichg~t and knowledge, and after we hav so sat1sfac-1 For God said, "There is not a man to be found to tions whatsoever in regard to their diet, but, on the
tor1ly s~lvedhthehknotty ~roblem, ~~~people ar~ left till the ground." In his absence they had skipped contrary, they were informed that every herb and
to won e; w Y ~ .ey cou not, or 1 not,_ see It be- and gone over to Nod, and probably forgetting (i~ every tree bearing fruit or seed upon the face of the
fore, so Simple.ISit_. ~ow ap afppears plam, and the the multiplicity of his works) that he had made earth should be meat for them. Perhaps, however,
peop 1e are rest~ng m t e b_e .1e -yea1 ~he assurance them and left them to drv he at once resolves to if they had not skipped as they did, and while God
-that Mrs. Ca1~ ha_d a le~1t1mate ongm, whose an- make another pair, and acc"o~dingly he proceeds to was resting, they, too, might hav received some
~estr~. hav a h1stmy. whwh ~ntedates that o~ her the work, and this time he tells us how he did it, to further instructions and comman~s in ~egard to eatIllustnous husband, w1th all ~IS an?estors. Th1s an- wit: He scrapes up a little dust, he wets it, and ing, and certain consequences whwh might grow out
no_u~cement~ ~e are aware, Will ~tr~ke t~e world as then he rolls it until it becomes a little stiff like, and of it. But nothing of the kind was done, and they
origi_nal (as It 1s). Nevertheless ~tIS .str~ctly tru.e ac- not having a potters'-wheel handy upon which to were left free both to roam and to eat. And when
~rdmg to. the {ecord f_rom_ whwh It IS obtamed. turn and mold the man, he :performs the little job we contemplate the lives of those two men and their
. ow .the \ecor -the h1s~my of all these transac- entirely by hand fashioning It after his own model wives, together with the results that followed, the
twns ~s-w 1at we hav to msti:?-ct us as to the real and in due time' he brought him out a full-fledged one being le!t free to do as ~e plPased and go wh.ere
facts m the case. By referung to that we l~arn man, all but his breathing apparatus, and that was he liked, w1th no threatemng commands hangmg
that a_fter God had m~de _the earth and a~l th1~gs accomplished by merely his breathing into the man ovel· him, as that he should die if he did thus and so,
up ~n It h~ held a coun~1l With somebody besides h1m- his 0 "' n breath and behold the man drew his breath or else that he must toil and sweat for a living all
se , and m that co~mml he proposed that they (the and became a living soul.
' his days and that his posterity after him should do
firm) should go a ht~le further and ~ake a man and
Now, all that would hav been considered wonder- the sam~, as the second pair were informed that they
a woman, and that 1t c~uld b~ eas1ly done,. because ful, to say the least, in some ages of the world, but must, we are led to envy the first pair and to con~~ey would make ~hem m their ~~r) own Image- it was nothing remai"kable then. The age of mira- gratulate them upon their m_?re favorable condi~ion,
et us cast the~ ~n ou_r own mol .
.
cles had not then arrived upon the earth's stage.
resulting perhaps, fro~ then· energy_ and foresight
And the rec~rd Informs us that th~ JOb was perWell, Adam (f@r such was his name) was a full- in thus starting on their travels on theu own account
formedd the P_aih were ma~e, set up, VIewed, and pro- fledged man right at the start. What ~se to make and without waiting for further instructions.
nounce all rig t. And r1~ht then and. there they any other? The times required a perfect man in
They thus escaped what might hav been to th~m
wer~ commanded to be frmtf~l and multiply, and re- every sense of the word. He must not only be per- and their posterity a fearful doom had they tan-1ed
plemsh. the .earth~ and subdue 1t.
.
feet in his physique, but he must be wise and perfect over the Sabbath. But they left, ~aking wi~h them
. Feehng ~t obligatory upon them, an~ feari~g to in knowledge and know all the idoms of the Hebrew only the divine command to be fru~tful, multiply, redisobey this command of God, they 1mmed1ate~y language, the same that God used in conversing plenish, and subdue. They soon discovered that desou~ht for some place where. th~y could set up m with him, because he was called upon to name the lightful country which they called the ~an~ of Nod.
busn~ess, and thus ~ake a be~mnmg_t~at s.h~uld .re- cattle, and all the beasts and fishes and fowls and There they tan-ied, and there they multiplied.
sult m t~e accomphshme~t of the d1vme InJunctiOn the creeping things and it must be admitted I
[To BE coNCLliDED.]
to multiply, and replemsh and subdue the earth.
'
'
SVHSO.BIBE for TllE 'J.'au~a SEEKEB· It pays.
This was the great business before them, and there4 *Her name WIIS Nancy.
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Invite you to co-operate with the writer of this article Spiritualist ranks a'> a defender of that faith, until his
that wisdom and truth may be put upon its passage mental ·powers had unfolded to that extent that he
could honestly defend it no longer, and then he
to a successful issue. Yours in hope,
T. WINTER,
claimed the same right to step out of that on to what
seemed to him to be a higher plane of thought that he
THE POLITICAL ASPECT,
SPIRITUALISM AND LIBERALISM.
had to step out of the church into Spiritualism. He
MAzOMANIE, Wis., Aug. 1,1881.
M
A
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I noticed not long
ADRIAN, ICH., ug, 24, 1881 • observed, near the close, that this would not be the
since an article in your pH per with the abovt> caption,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: As I hav platform to hold a discussion on, but if there were any
purporting to hav been written by a Mr. R. H. Lftmb. just returned from the attendance of the second an- of the public speakers who would be willing to puban<i more recently a very good criticism of it by Moseo nual meeting of the State Association of Spiritual- licly discuss this question with him he would willingly
Hull. E,q_ But there was one very important qnes- "tsts and LI"berali"sts at Batt!~." Creek, I thought I meet them in debate on a free platform, he taking the
tion ·in connection with this suhject that Mr. Hull rould giv the rearlers of THE TRU'l'H SEEKER in other Materialistic sidA ann they the Sniritnalistic.
. I , w1t
· h your consen t , pr_o- parts of our br·oad country a li'tiie inklinz
Then we had Mr. Bg,bcock; of St. John,, with us. He
neglecteu to mention wh wh
-- of how
pose to consiiler. In th<> fit·st place, I would say 10 •he cause is prospering with us here in the Wolver- is always spicy and full of wit and common sense.
relation to Mr. Lqmb Mr. Hull very properly said ine state. It has been my privilege to attend all His labors with the Christians of St. Johns in _reference
that although Mr. Lamb might be well posted in re- our annual and semi-annual meetings, but this last to their superstitious course in persisting in reading
lation to Liberalism, yet be betrayed !lreat ignorance one in my bumble opinion WllS the most telling one the Bible in their public schools is well known to all
in relation to the Greenback cause. There are three for the truth and the right that we hav ever held, who hav read his book entitled, "Why Don't God
horns ~ 0 Mr. Lamb's dilemma, and he can hang him- ; hough some with less liberal ideas made an effort Kill the Devil?" After he had spoken for one hour,
self upon eitht-r one that fits him best. First, the to narrow down the platform to their own contracted criticising the Christian Bible, one would hav thought
quantity and quality of his brains may be a good ex- views. And even our book-agent, Mr. Day, of De- that it was truly a remarkable book.
cuse for him, or he may be a capitalist with bonds troit, was among this number, and in publicly an'fhe closing speech on Sunday evening was given
and mortg 11 ges etc. If so, he would be entitled to nouncing our newspapers he omitted the Boston by Mr. Burnham, of K1st Saginaw. As he had been
the same exeu;e that all Shylocks are, that is, self- Investigator and THE TRUTH SEEKER, two of the most an ordained minister in the Christian church, he was
interest. or hfl may be a natural-born tyrant, who independent and outspoken papers in our land, and abundantly able to unravel some of its mysteries to
thinks that all poor, laboring men and women hav which hav now done, and are now doing, more to us from a Liberal and intelligent standpoint. He
no rights that he is bound tu respect.
break the bonds of an ignorant and superstitions showed most conclusivly that the whole plan or
But I commenced writing this article with the idea religious faith than any other two papers in the scheme of Christian salvation held up to the people
·
of supplyingwh11t I considered a very important world. But he upheld, as worthy the patronage of for 'their acceptance is based on ~:elfishness, and as
omission ·in Mr. Hull's criticism, that is, the subject 'he people, the Rel'igio-Philosophical Journal-a. sheet the religious eentiment is the strongest characteristic
of taxation. Now. I suppose that every person that •hat has besmeared itself all over, time and again, in the human race, this superstition becomes a
knows anything about the doctrins of the Greenback witt1 filthy ebscenity, lies, and slander of the dirti- feeder of his most selfish faculties, and thus is the
1
· h est, meanest, and most contemptil,le kind. For breeder of most of our troubles in social life as
pa!"ty knows that one very important princip e wit nroof I need only refer the reqder t0 its pages for well as political. I think that everv free and intelthem-nay, I consider it the most important-is the
doctrin of a graduated income tax to support the October, 1879, in the case of D. M. Bennett, who for ligent person who listened to Mr. Burnham for that
government, the only righteous system of taxation llis manly and independent course in the de1ense of hour while he unraveled the mysteries of the Christhat bas ever been sup-gested. I say it is the besl our American liberties was now a victim of the spleen tian church must hav come away convinceu that it
bemmse it would compel the wealth instead of the of the minions of the Christian church, and was was not the best kind of religion for the people to
t
serving out a year at hard labor in one of the most invest in.
S. D. MooRE.
poverty of the country to support the governmen ·
cruel penitentiaries in this country, and of course
Now in order that I may not ue misunderstood, I
LESLIE, MICH., Aug-. 1881.
will st~te a few facts, namely: To support the general was unable to defend himself, and while thus in· 1 ·•arcerated the vel"g"o man, finding that the subEDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I am in hopes of
government and to furnish money for all the offi ma
thieves we hav to rais~ about $300,000,000 annually, ~cription list of THE TRUTH SEEKER was increasing getting an unbiased aceount of the old country by
and three-fourths of this enormous amount is wrung instead of dim~nishing, rent hunting to s~e wha~ he way of l\Ir. Bennett's letters. I liv in a town of
out of the mouths and off of the backs of the poor oould find agamst the . atter pap~r and_ Its edttor, twelve hundred inhabitants and five churches. so
·
th t
ht not to be taxed at all and finally he finds th1s old foolish, priVate letter, vou can see it is quite orthodox. hoping that Mr.
1a b onng
c 1a~ses
a oug ·
,,,
d b
't
d · • "t
1
• h"
while the other fourth is paid by the capitalists who an
uys ~ up an gr~'"' 1 a P ac? m IS pape;, Bennett may hav both good health and g~od luck
own three-fourths of all the wealth of the country. preface~ with some sq~aie a~d flat hes. And th1s on his journey around this planet, I remain
· Stt'ce a n d robbery iS Sthe..literature
thath Mr.
one
Yours truly,
H. HAYNES.
N ow 1. t d oes seem t o me as th e 1·n)u
· .
ld Da),
t
h of our· members,
·
d
is so' manifest that all the laboring men would rise 11. pmtuahst, can
up ? t e assoCiatiOn an
LEADVILLE, CoL., Aug. 19, 1881.
·
h ·
"<Yl1t "th their ballots and put both the those who attend our conventiOns as wor.thy of pat10 t elr mi,
WI
.
.
h ronage. But THE TRUTH SEEKER he omits to say a
MR. D. M. BENNETT: I hasten to send you $8-$5 for
Republican and DemocratiC parties beyond the reac word about but luckily there were those there who that long trip, and :IJ3 for subscription to my latest
rould rise 'and show copies of the paper and ask acquaintance-THE TRUTH SEEKER. Shall be very glad
of a political resurrection
Another important doctrin of the Greenback party for names to its list, and I am glad to say that it to hav you come up here on your way home. Hopis the land reform. What I understand the party to ot its full share of patronage.
ing you will hav the pleasantest journey possible, I
wean by land reform is that every person of proper
I might say more about the Spiritual side of the remain,
Yours,
JAMES C. GRIFFITHS.
age shall hav as much _la?d ?'s they can occupy, and convention, such as spirits coming and taking posthat there shn.ll be a limitatiOn _to the amount that session of their mediums while others were speakAsHLAND, OR., Aug. 16, 1881.
any one person shall hold, or, m other words, that ing · of their getting up two at a time in conferenc•·
FRIEND MACDONALD: Inclosed is one dollar, for
there shall be no su~h thing as land monopoly. My rne~ting · of one commencing to play' on the organ which please send me two lithograph pictures of
~pace will not permit me to speak of a dozen other in orde; to stop the speaker, who was Mr. Rowell, friend Bennett. I want to look at him while he is~
~mportant _measur~s of the Greenb,ack ~arty. No~: a Liberal, and an agent for your paper. He had not so far away. Ri-o picture will be worth more to me
m co~dusw~, I will say that I don t believe ther~ 1 ~ spoken over ten minutes, and had said nothing dis- than a dozen crucified saviors and dying gods.
Ever yours for the cause of right,
any nght-mmded man or woman who has an~ feehnll respectful of any one, but was talking good comin_ uomm?n with the lower S 1r~ta of hnmamty that mon sense, from his own mental standpoint, and
0. CooLEDGE.
Will not mdorse t~e above_ senuments, Mr. L'l.mb to actuated by a sense of duty, and moved by the
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH., Aug. 25, 1881.
the contrary notw1thstandmg.
0. THOMAS.
prompting of his own spirit. But this disorderly
MR.
D.
M.
BENNETT:
I hav had the pleasure of the
conduct of the spirits through their mediums in thus
ORGANIZE! ORGANIZE!
taking possession of their weak brains while second reading of THE TRUTH SEEKER for some time,
another had the fluor was sharply criticised the and like it very much. I feel that I cannot do withCINCINNATI, 0., Aug. 15, 1881.
out it as long as circumstances permit, therefore find
MR. EDITOR: There is nothing that would so build next day by a member, after which the worthy
inclosed one dollar, and when this expires I will
up the great and true 1 rinciples of Freethought as chairman indorsed the criticism by observing that
endeavor to renew. From a friend of truth,
for every Freethinker to unite ar;d co-operate with all he hoped it might be of use, and I am sure that
CiiAS. E. TRASK.
the other Freethinkers in any and every part of the I can say the same.
world. Let the whole body, wl1ich are millions in
Following this we had some muslc, and then Mr.
BURLINGTON, IowA, Aug. 25, 1881.
number, become as one man, full of zeal, and truly McOrac·ken, of Detroit, took the floor and made
DEAR MRs. BENNETT: Will you please send me about
resolved to push the honest truth as found in science ::~ome very goJd remarks on Liberalism of the Lib- half a dozen of those posters? I wish to see if, by
and nature's grand store, and rest not until every eral League stamp. In closing he recommended the decorating our town with them, I can increase the '
city, town, and village hath an organized Freethought people to organize Spiritual and Liberal associ11· circulation of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
cluo, where both sexes can hold most pleasant meet- tions in their several neighborhoods that should be
I pres•Jme you are getting along smoothly with
ings embracing lectures, music, and occasionally a auxiliary to this association.
Five persons can your office work in spite of Mr. Bennett's departure,
dande. It should be a place of good cheer and jolly form an organized body and will hav the right to and only hope that you and ML". Macdonald will not
times, fnll cf vigor and free from every vulgarism. send one delegate to this association, who will hav be obliged to remind too many of your subscribers
Every woman can be a lady, and every man can be a r.he right to vote in all of our business meetings. thu.t they are behindhand with their dues.
geu tleman, and each one can spare a trifle to austain Here in this arrangement we can see shadowed
It has been a very hot summer in these parts-hot
an organization which hath for its objects the sole forth one object that the contrivers of this move- enough even for Christians, and in New York city it
enlightenment of the mind and the best methods ol' ment bad in hitching on Liberalism to their own must bav l:>een frightful. Large cities hav the adpromoting human happiness and domestic prosr>erity. Spiritual rites. Mr. McCracken is one of the leading vantage of being run by bigger rascals than smaller
The writer of this article dwells in a city of 250,000 Spiritualists.
places, and so in addition to the great heat, which
inhabitants, with thousands of Freethinkers therein,
But enough on the Spiritual side. I must now add cannot be helped, they enjoy various odors which
and yet there is no society or club formed in the city. a little on the Liberal side of the Convention, for might be helped. My garden has suffered considerThis is a. sad neglect, and arises from the coldness that is where its grandeur comes in.
ably from the great heat; but, thanks to the shortand indifference of Freet binkers toward each 01 her,
Ooe of the most able and intelligent speakers on sighted stupidity and cupidity of our city fathers, the
instead of a warm recognition of each other, and a that side was W. F. Jamieson. He is not a formal depredations of roaming cattle and geese are a more
fraternal feeling of each others' joys and sorr• •Ws, member of the association, but the Liberal elemen1 exasperating evil than the blighting effects of heat.
and building up of each nthers' principles, and show- was strong enough to demand that he be heard in
It is wonderful to me how people can cling so
ing to the wide world how our organizations are the spite of that, and even if he had outgrown the notion tenaciously to customs, habits, and religions just betrue and solid arguments in favor of a bright and that people lived on after their bodies were dead cause they are old. Might as well worship Gog and
intelligent life on t!Jis globe, instead of a visonary and buried. So on Saturday evenin~ the r.hairman Magog and dress in sheep-skins, which are fashions
spook lire, utterly unknowable and unthinkable.
gave out the notice from the rostrum that on the still older.
Once more, let all Freethinkers unite and cripple the following morning at eleven o'clock Mr. Jamieson
We spend millions of dollars in this country for
powers of supernatural da1 kness, and show to the would occupy the platform one hour. When that fences, and just ~now Iowa farmers are spending
worlrl the slavish and debasing influence of supersti· hour arrived there was a large crowd of listeners thousands fighting the barbed-wire fence monopoly,
tion; and instead of having untaxed gospel shops and eagerly awaiting him. He in his speech defended and all for what? Not for im11roving or even beaujoss houses, let us hav s· ·cular schools, libraries, and himself in a kind and charitable spirit against the tirying the country, but to keep out other people's
temples o~ scientific learning, where ligllt and under- attacks t11at had been made upon him by a n.urow- cattle. The simple device of saving decent people's
standing reign supreme, and ignorance never comes miuded Spiritualists, who were inclined to call him a money by compelling the mean and selfish onPS to
-except to receive instruction.
baeksliderinto cold Materialism, the same as church take care of their own cattle, keeping it off. other
· Brother Freethinkers, life is short, and is the only bigots heap such names on those who mentally out- people's property at their owa expense, appears to
opportunity we hav to improve the world in which grow sectarian prejudices. He gave us a little sketch be too complicated for the· intellect of the average
we exist, I, therefore, appeal to your mauhood, and of his religiOus li!e, tl.rst io the church, then io the citizen. especially of the Dutch. Irish. or Swede p er
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suasion. If all the money-not to speak of the valuab~e time-thrown away on fences and lawyers had
been expended in planting trees where needed, cultivating flower gardens, and beautifying homes (all
of whieh is almost. an impossibility in Burlington
under the present cattle regime), if we scattered
more TRUTH SEEKERS, Physiologists, and other practical and truthful literature, then we might bav s.)mething to show for our money, life would be brighter.
and all those Christians who feed their cattle on
other people's property would 'hav to play second
fiddle.
This cattle question is as demoralizing tC\ petty
legislatures and boards of aldermen as the slavery
question was in Congress. It Is a monstrous injustice done toward farmers and citizens to oblige them
to fence cattle out instead of simply having the
owners of cat tie fence them in or herd them or stable
them. This town, for Instance, might be a beautiful
place, with its numerous natural advantages; but no
owner of 11 garden, a shrub, a flower bed, or a shadetree has any rightfl which the owner of a cow or a
goose or an old horse or a gamboling heifer is bound
to respect.
An experience of fifteen years allthorizes me to advise all lovers in the shape of anything horticultural
who may-· be am biLious to come out West, not to
pitch their tent in any place like Burlington, Iowa.
When Mr. Bennett returns from his trip round the
world it will be time for you to take a trip around,
at least part of it, and then I hope to meet you at
my home in Burlington; but I shall hav no fine
avenues of trees to show you, no public parks, no
fountains, no signs of modern civilization, except a
number of individual efforts under adversity; but I
can show you them cows, the special pets of our city
council. P1ease remember me to Mr. Macdonald.
Wishing you continued good health, I remain
Your friend,
CoRNELIA BoECKLIN.
LITCHFIELD, ILL., Ang. 20, 1881.
DEAR EDITOR: The Bible oath aml civil affirmation
regarding Bradlaugh's position needs, for clear understanding and purport by the masses, in spite ol
education, a correcting explanation. The church oath
is opposit unblindfolded common seuse, truth, and
healthy reasoning, the fundamental proof of real
criminal meutal slavery by falsehood and deception,
and is treated justly by many a~ a farce. It shall
thereby be expressel,l a guaranty, of truthful assertions or statements by giving as: pledge a'Promised
out and supernatural heritage of possessions whereof no creature has an idea, much less a proof, to
tender. Bradlaugh 's matured, healthy mind places
him before us as mental sovereign, and it can honestly, therefore, not stoop to traditional deception.
HoMo SANUR.
MRS. ELMINA D. BLENKER, Dear Madam: Our old friend, James
Price, died at 12 o'clock to-day. His mind became weak about a
month ago, and last Sunday he sent for a l\Iethodist minister 11nd
told him that he wished to be buried by the church. The ministers
hav attended to him ever since ru:..d administered the communion
He will be burled to-morrow afternoon from the church.
·
All this will appear Btrange at first to you, no doubt; but now let
me m'\ke a statement of fncts as they occurred:
About two mi>nths.ago I told him that his time was getting very
short here below, and asked him If he was yet of the same belief
He told me he was, that he could see no reason for him to chlinge;
but he was afraid If he lived much longer that his mind would become we11k and that he might act and say things that he would be
ashamed _q_f were he in his right mind. Furthermore, he requested
me not to bav his remains taken to any church te be mumbled over
by the parsons.
The church cls.ims a great victory over Freethought; but to my
mind it is no victory at all.
Yours truly,
G.

SNOWVILLE, VA., Aug. 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Thus reads a l~tter from a fliend at
Key West, Florida, and I giv it to you as a specimen
of the death-bed conversions that the church has so
often crowed over and held up to sensible Liberals
as proof that death always tests the sincerity of
one's faith. I've had innumerable letters from Mr.
Price for years and years, and knew him to hav had
no more belief in gods, ghosts, and bibles than I
hav myself; but he has been dying for several years,
and for months been failing in his mind, so that his
letters became childish and worthless, and I merely
wrote replies because it cheered his sick room, and
I could furnish him a few little trifles that he could
ea.t, for he was a town pa~per-cheated out of hundreds of dollars by the very Christians who now rejoice over their pitiful victory in winning for the
church one whose mind was a total wrt>ck, and whose
claim to humanity was only this-that he still bore
the form of man and breathed the vital air.
While we deplore the fact that even this little
concession has been made to the claims of a horrid
superstition, thus encouraging it to go on building
more bulwarks against the spread of real truth and
real knowledge, we will only let it be as one more
incentlv for us all to work harder and do better service- in the ranlcs of freedom, lest when we die we
too L1ay be held up in mockery of all our present
wishes and hopes, aud our last strong vital will be
supplanted by vne made when we were only a livlpg
corpse and babbling of the childish tales of our
nursery.
Work while it is day, my friends, if you would
escape the doom of this helpless old man whose
one Liberal brother could do nothing agalnst the
crowding hordes of the .priestly crew who, ghoullike, seized the body before the breath had made it

c~ay.
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Oh, is it not time these heaped-up iniquities of the
church were denounced in tones that. would reach to
the uttermosts ? Take hold, brothers and sisters,
aud begin to do something now. Begin to-day in
dead earnest. Srudy, read, think, argue, and, above
all, liv your faith in works, and see how quickly we
can kill off and utterly extirpate the last vestige of
this snperstition from our bright and beautiful earth
and make it the home of jey, happiness, and hope.
Let us sweep away, one by one, the poison clouJs of
priestly teachiugs and sow the fair seeds of happy
sunshine, of jubilant cheerfulness, and merry contentedness where now reigns self-abasement, dreary
ascetism, and the universal gloom of a dec:ieptiv,
false, and wicked theology.
We must-we must utterly destroy the-vile beast,
and then its pestiferous progeny will no longer rob
one of earth's hapless children of its birthright to
the bounteous blessings of nature's far-reaching and
~ver magnificent benevolence. Let us work for this
glad day; work in hope, work in faith, and work in
the sure knowledge that it will come, because every
step we take brings with it a ray of the coming
sunshine and a peal of its joy-bells.
The end is not far. See! Victory is perched on
our banner? Can we falter? Get up Leagues, add
to your Liberal libraries, support our papers, and
sow seed in all ways. Be enthused by this great
labor of love, than which the world has never
known a greater.
" In all thy ways hast thou e'er done
The best tby hand could do?
If so, be sure the crown is worn,
Fadeless, pure, and true."
ELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
BROoKLYN, N.Y., June 29, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: I 11.end you the copy of an extract
taken from a lecture of_M. L. Hamilton, delivered at
a rueeting 9f the Freethinkers' League, on "The Failure of Materialism to Solve the Question of a Hereafter." He said, in referihg to an admission or Du
Bois Raymond, the eminent German scientist, of the
failure of his philosophy in conceiving matter to be
vt herwise than indM'ferent to its position and motion:
"If inert matter is indifferent ~o its past, present, or
future, how can it possess consciousness or intelligence? How can any combination of atoms that are
utterly-indifferent to their position and motion m~
themselvs? Why should they cons..ciously move
about· and perform an act in harmony with, their
wish or desire? How can they hav any motiv or a
desire to move at all? How can they combine without an object ? How can an atom know it exists?
How can they produce their own consciousness? We
are not only machines, but conscious and thinking
beings." It will please me, and perhaps many more
of your readers, if you will giv the above EXtract a
(Jlace in your paper, together with your views of the
questions it contains. I am a seeker after truth, and
think it a good way to obtain it by aBking questions
of those who hav thought deeply on the subj -ct.
Yours truly,
E. F. BLAISDELL.
SuPERIOR, NEB., .Aug. 31, 1881.
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I hav read in your
last issue the communication of Mr. B. F. Butt, on
·'Charitable Institutions." The idea is a very good
one, and I cordially participate in it. I think if the
Liberals would nominate a committee t~aise funds
for that purpose, and agitated tfl.j ms.tteiiPi.t would be
a succ e EE'.
··
I hav a farm of 320 acres of good land, 87 acres of
it under cultivation, with two houses on it, one small
and ~me large house with seven fine rooms and good
cellar. The house is well constructed, with a fine
view and a very healthy climate. I would donate it to
the Liberal orphan asylum, With a few conditions, if
the committee would find it the pro.;er place. Let
the ball roll. I hope the Liberals of the United States
will think about this and do something at once.
Yours for Liberal charity,
A. MINSKI.
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I say natural eloquence because it seems to come
direct from ttJe soul, without any studied effort.
How often I hav fuund myself carried away by his
magic power, carried off to the" shordess vast," to a
momentary view of unbounded worlds; such was the
power of his eloquence.
Ingersoll wrote Mr. Chainey, that his (Mr. Chainey's)
"sermon on 'Iconoclasm' was the brave:;t one ever
preached in an American pulpit." With all due respect to Mr. Cuainey, whom I greatly admire, I
think I hav heard some equally as brave from the
brave, proud, manly Mt·. Herbert. Tv him every
good thought was a prayer, aud every good deed was
a sermon. You to whom, perhaps until now, his
name has been a stranger, you can form no
conception of the feeling that existed between Mr.
Herbert aud his "good friends," as he was wont to
call us; but to us who kuew him personally, who
knew him as a friend and fellow-t.uember, the case is
diff~rent.
You may form a sympathetic feeling for
him; you may admire the character of the man I
am telling you about. But we who are fortunate
enough to know him, we love hlm. We remember
his pleasantries in the pulpit, his reverend, profound
disposition in the parlor, and we love him. Wf' rem~mber that he wanted to .make Suuday a day
ror sc,cial pleasures in which the chihlren of the rich
and poor alike could enjoy life among the flowers
and green trees. And we love him for that. And
we love him because he was a man.
There were strong men wept freely in the church
that day who are not apt to weep at trifles. We
who knew him as a brother, a felluw-meml.Jer of "
"Ftiends in Cuuncil," Wept like children.
He could not remain in the Methodist Episcopal
Church, witb. its soulless dogwas, aud preach its
senseless creed to a muililude of thoughtless beinga,
He was too honest to do that, and so he came out
under the more Liberal and brighter banner of
Unitarianism. If he had sought fur tile applause of
the world; if he had desir~d great notoriety as a
(Jllilosopher; H hh; ambition had pointed him to the
author's chairs, they were at his call. Ho was no
''blind leader of the blind," but a great brain leading other brains. His funeral sermon was preached
by a bro her Unitarian who had climbed the Methodist ladder, and is, as Mr. Herbert was, a Ltberal
thoughtful man.
'
The world is better for his having lived. May pature':> clwicest blessings rest upon thosl# he left. He
is where those people go who hav done· their duty,
Respectfully,
0. G. P.
RANDOLPH, N. Y., Sept. 3, 1881.
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I must thank Mr. T.
Winter for his remarks on S1Jiritualism in your issue
of Aug. 27th. It shows how easily I was deceived at
Cassadaga Spiritual camp-meeting. I saw a medium
but do not remember his name. I wro,e three ques:
tions on three pieces of paper-two to my wife, who
Jied July 2, 1881, and one question to my daughter
who died tw~nty-one years ago. The papers with th~
questions were rolled up in balls with five others.
My three questions were picked out, given to me, and
the initials given at once. The m~dium then bit off
a smali'bit of slate pencil and laid it on a slate. He
then laid another slate on the tirst slate, which inclosed the scrap of pencil perhaps the size of a wheat
kernel. I took hold of one side of the slate, and the
medium the other, in broad daylight, on top of the
table, and in a moment we heard the pencil writing,
and in a minute or two the signal was given by raps
that they were through. We took the slates apart,
and found the answer given correct and written on the
upper side of the lower slate. The writing included
nineteen lines, and purported to be from my wire.
I think half your readers are SJ>ititualists, and I
think every one would hav believed as I did if they
bad seen it.
Inclosed find $6-$5 for the books of travel, and $1
ror the plates. I think it will take another dollar
from each. Fraternally yours,
C. H. LATHAM.

BLOOMFIELD, Mo., Aug. 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Now that our great head is on his
tour around the world, I feel a little more anxious
that the paper should liv and flourish than I ever
felt bef~re, although a patron or it from the first to
the last number. I was not one who favored his
trip around the world, thinking that if we could dispel the errors of our own land other lands might
take care of themselvs.
Inclosed find $5.50-$3 for the renewal of my subscription, and $1.50 for "Superstition in All Ao-es"
and $1 for the" Infidel Pulpit," by George C:~alne~,
DENVER, CoL., Aug. 23, 1SSL Vul. I. Accept the be::;t wishes of a true Liber<Jl.
M. A. BELFORD.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I would like to tell your
readers something ''bout the R~v. R. D. Herbert, who
was buried here last Sunday, Aug-. 21st, but I do not
BosToN, MAss., Sept. 1, 1881.
feel equal to the task. He was of such sterling FRtEND BENNETT Inclosed I Eend my check for
worth, of such a kindly and manly disposition, that one share in the round-the-world fund. I would that
to do him justice one would need a pen as prolific as I could take more shares, but cannot see my way
Mr. Bennett's, and a soul as eloquent as Ingersoll's. clear to do so at present.
'.rllere was no reform calculated to benefit mankind
With kind regards to all, I am as ever most deat large that would not find a friend in Mr. Herbert. votedly,
Your friend,
FRANK RrvERs.
He seemed to penetrate farther into unwritten gospel
than any other ·man with whom I am familiar.
WE hav yet a good many posters on hand which it
There was a passionate appeal to reason in all his
sermons which seemed to sink deep into the con- will be well for the friends to bav to aid them in obscienCE'S of those who sat under the charm of his taining new subscribers to the paper. They will bli
cheerfully mailed at the request of friends.
peculiar natural eloquence.
NoRvELL, MICH., Aug. 28, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Learning that you hav already undertaken the arduous task of making a tour of observation around the world, and having long felt
desirous of obtaining t.he books promised to such as
sent in $5.00 to assist you on your journey, I inclose
that bmount, which please accept, together with my
best wishes for yonr safe and prosperous return to
the lonely wife, and the many friends. who are so
so1icitou& for your welfare.
Yours, with esteem,
MRs. R. S. LuoE.
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Some people think this scene of life
A frightful gladiatorial strife,
A struggle for existence,
Where class contends with class, and each
Must plunder all within his reach
To earn his own subsistence.
i3hocked at the internecine air
Of this arena, they forswear
Its passions and its quarrels;
They will not sacrifice. to liv,
All that to life its charms can giv,
Nor sell for bread their morals.
Enthusiasts I check your revel"ies,
Ye cannot always pluck at ease
From pleasure's cornucopia;
Ye cannot alter nature"s plan,
Change to a perfect being man,
Nor England to Utopia.
Plunge in the busy current, stem
The tide of errors ye condemn,
And fill life's activ uses;
·
Begin, reform yourselvs, and liv
To prove that honesty may thrive
Unaided by abuses.

AS REVEALED BY THE

H:ateriai aud Spiritual Univl'lr•e.

Amid such clamor, who can tell
Which is the way to be a ven or hell,
Or how we must be saved?
Whether by faith, or work, or prayers,
Grace or penance, days or years,
Or cash in plenty paid ?
llfy counsel is to walk alone,
Keep clear of troubles not your own,
And all religious strife;
Let madmen at each other roar,
Do good to all, both 1ich and poor,
And lead ·a blameless life.

OF

It treats of tile Existence and General Character of
God, God us a Spirit, the Nature of Gort, Creeds a.ud Prnct-ices of Chrlsth\uity, The Daugers of Infa!Uble Standards,

ff~ueit~t11?~ 1~~~~d BJ~~~hT~~~~·r fl(~ 5\3nJ1et~~~'i,~, ¥!;f~ ~'ifJ
1

1

Deutb'Under a Spiritual Re!lgioq, The Future Rellgion.
The book Is " sclentltlc, philoooplllcul treatis upon the
above and other subjects. by u thorouf[l scholar. He is

~}1:!1u~m~~gu~:"11 ~t~~'P:~~c£gl~ 8 n~~ ~~~i ~ns~r~ £6~~
rep~i~~~,t~1 ~~~u ~~l~t~~~fiY!~IJi~~-than those.
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ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The evolution of the sE!rlt from matter through orscience,
by the dictation of the h\te PROF. M. FARADAY, of
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this o1Jice.

ga.~p~~op~~\~~8:se~i~~~ ~~'th~ Tn8t~i:~~tb~~Y/Ji~}t~·al

..DESIGN" IN NATURE.

PLAGIARISM
Now ready. A tract of sixteen pages, containing three
articles yclept sermons, entitled,
-

REPLIES TO THE

" Christian Gua1·dian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered neceSSl\ry because the
paper attacKin~ Mr. Pringle refuoed to publish his reply

1
I. Shame! Sham ! Pshaw!
~~{l't~st a~8si~~tl;i~~u':':,s a~8°fhi~~o~r~~~ :;_insa~~r~nit:!
2. Doa-•!
attack and reply. It Is valuable. as 11 presents the strOUt<3, Cock·a-doodle·doo! est Christian evidence for the exl•tence of God wltb the

The first two of these appeared In the &ymou1· Times In
reply to aspersions by W1lliam Emmette Coleman, and
although he had been allowed four times the space I occu-

cop~f~:t~0a~~n~:.er;0~J l~it~fi:~i;;~~~ion.

1

f~~~e~~~~t~~u~~a[u~~a~~~d i~ ~~~ ~~t~~~ ~~ti~ie 3~~)St~b~

bath Obst>rvance" (18 pages. 18i9), from Justin, lrenreus.

Tertullian, Victorinus Orlgen, J:£.usebtus, Jerome, Luther
:Melu.ncthon, Hey lin • .Milton, Baxter, Paley and Neandel';
and that every reference made to the above authors,
and eYery statement taken therefrom, was borrowed
frum my work. Other Indubitable proofs of plagiarism
will be given.

This tract will be sent gratis to every
a}> plicant by card or lettei".
Address at once,

St36

W. H. BURR, Washington, D. C.

"The Darwins." Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents

~eJn~~~'s sre~;;;en 1 ~o~~~~Ot ·~~!u1J~ffs~of~~·sf. ~Je·~'ent~~
1

Stamps gladly received. Address
E. D. BLENKER,
10t26
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.

LlFE OF VOLTAIRE.
.,

PARTON~

Giving and Living.

With Portraits and other lllnstrations.

Forever the sun is pouring its gold
On a hundred worlds that beg and borrow;
His-warmth he squanders on summits cold,
His wealth on the homes of want and sorrow.
To withl1old his-largess of precious light
Is to bury himself in eternal night.
To giv
Is to liv.

~nrrt~~-PcJ~~a~~;~a~~ i:r?~:dr~~l~~~ed\tn i~ 0 {~. ~Yeoarl~;~~-vol-

The fiower shines not for itself at all,
Its joy is the joy it free! y diffuses;
Of beauty and balm it is prodigal,
And it livs in the light it freely loses.
No choice for the rose but glory or doom,
To exhale or smother, to wither or bloom.
To deny
Is to die.
The seas lend silvery rays to the land,
The land its sapphire streams to the ocean,
The heart sends blood to the brain of command,
The brain to the heart its lightning motion;
And over and over we yield our breath,
Till the mirror is dry and images death.
Toliv
Is to giv.
He is dead whose hand is not open wide
To help the need of a human brother;
He doubles the length of his life-long ride
Who givs his fortunate place to another;
And a thousand millions lives are his
Who carries the world in his sympathies.
To deny
ls to die.
-Boston' Transcript.

Sectarian's Way to Heaven.
I write of the road to bliss above,!
The different ways in which we move
To gain that heavenly seat;
Each studied sect, in error bound,
Think they the only road hav found
To paradise complete.
The Catholic, absolved by pope,
Thinks heretics deserve a rope,
Or else a burning fiame;
Does penance at the Virgin's shrine,
Feels purified from every crime,
And claims a saintly name.
The churcb of England pay their tithes,
Read their long prayer with half-closed eyes,
And bless their king and queen;
They will be nobility in bliss,
And look on that sect and on this
As Vulgar, low, and mean.
The Presbyterian sourly scowls,
Denouncing all as guilty souls
Who are not saved by fates;
We're the elect and you are damned,
Hell like a wallet will be crammed
With God's own reprobates.
The Baptists, washed in puddles clean,
Join Presbyterians in their scheme
Against the non-elect;
Repent and be baptized by time,
Nor sprinkle babies black with crime
Of Adam and his mate.
The Methodist, by madness drove,
Howls dreadfully on his road above,
Denouncing heavenly ire;
Repent, or God will in a trice,
Shake you o'er hell like squeaking mice
Suspended o'er the fire.
The Sbaker dancing to the gate
Of bells, calls mother Ann to wait,

This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years

Mr. Parton as a hYstortan and biographer has no superior,
as his biocfraphieS of Jackson, Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley,

~~~f~~t i~u;~,~ ~~rk~' and~~~: ~~e~; ~~ii~~i~ :sv~~~~~sr:
scholarshi~.

:nonument of research and

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Mail or Fifty cents

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.
THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY

!iiTEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRiCE TEN CENTS.
Add1·ess,
D. 111. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New York.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mai.r Discussion.
(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)

For Them.

BY .TAMES

lleavy Plate Paper, 20x2!il.

D. M. BENNETT and G. lU. M.tiR.

ELMINA

1

D. lVl. BENNETT.

BETWEEN

SEND TO

g~;~.' ;~e ;:~rr~}~~:8 1I fu~·~h~~s~~~~~~~ ~);e~~~r ~~~tnarll

cle or sermon. rejected JJy the Seymour~ime.~, I prove beyond all doubt that W. E. Co!em~n Elaglarlzed from m!J
8

LITHOGRAPH

II,LUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt..

The Universalist will glide
To heaven as smooth as school-boys ride
Down hill on ice or snow:
Hurrah. my boys; we'll all be saved,
For hell is nothing but the grave,
And there's no future wt.e I

Moral Cosmetics.
Ye who could save yom· features florid,
Lithe limbs, bright eyes, unwrinkled forehead,
]!'rom age's devastation horrid,
Adopt this plan;
'Twill make, in climates cold or tonid,
A hale old man:
Avoid in youth luxurious diet,
Restrain the passion's lawless riot;
Devoted to domestic quiet,
Be wisely gay;
So shall ye, spite of age's fiat,
Resist decay.
Seek not in l\1\lmmon-worship pleasure,
But find your richest, dearest treasure
In books, friends, music, polished leisure;
The mind, not sense,
llfade the sole scale by which ye measure
Your opulence.
This is the solace, this the science,
Life's purest, sweetest, best appliance
That disappoints not man's reliance,
Whate'er his state;
But challenges, with calm defiance,
Time, fortune, fa~e.

LIFE-SIZE

RELI·GIOPt

And hear his heavenly love;
I hav left sin and fiesh below,
The devil and his works, you know,
To dance with you above.
The Quaker smoothly travels on,
Thinks cash in trade is fairly won,
And all the world are knaves;
Yet he is honest all his life.
No money gets by war or strife,
And by the spirit prays.

Life.

The t'nllest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogmas and Clahns ot·
Christianity a thoi"ough Ex·
amination PI"O and con.
Made up from the letters as they appe•red lu THB
TRUTH S>:NKF.R. The whole sold at the low price of $1.50,
postage Included. Address this o111ce.

Runtures Cured
By My Medical Compound and
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30 Days.
Reliable references given. Send stamp ror circular
Say In what Ji~~~~sou saw d~~~~t~rf."'lJI'J'riiNGS,
13tSS
Smlthvllle, Jefferson Co .. N.Y.

It Is just, candid.

~~~~~r;;~~~t~r~·Wio~~;~~~~: ~~~~~~~~1o~~~i,r: ~:inra:ta!!i~ THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL

Thousands visit the l!Iiue••al S}>rings here
and abroad. and spend thousOrnds of dollars in search for
health when a few doses of

~rrs~~~tfi~tdtr'::'tt~}~fa~<;m~~~itftY~~~~eh:~~ft~fr:;'g~,;
AND THE
1
rr~~t~r~ho~ :~¥gl~h r~~~k~tiie ~a ~,awh~~h~~th~er!~fe~~tct IMMORTA\..ITY OF ITS ELEMENTS.
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and perseverTHE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.
~~gtffeer~~u~1:~hiJ·a~~oa~l~ea1~r;~~s~~~l:~~:Y~'h~7e bci~~~~~

erance aud liberty. It Is the arsenal from which Liberals
PRECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEwill draw weapon~ to refute the slanders and lies of the
ORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation wlll
make It the authority In regard to his life, his work, his
By A. Snider de Pelleg••iui,
would accomplish the same results at the cost of a few death.
In two vols. Svo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
cents. Each bottle contains from thirty to forty glasses
Author of the "Lea :?.IysteTeS de la Creation devoiles"
of Sparkling Seltzer, which mak•s It posltivly the cheap.
Address, D.ltl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York. "L'homme et sa raison d'etre,"' •• Nouvelle tbeorie sur ia
est as well aa the most efiicacious mineral water extant.
formation des come tea,'' and other scientific and historic
works In the Frencb and ltaUan languages. Price 25 cents.
S6
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
Address D. ltl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., N.Y.

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient

THE RELATION OF THE

THE TRIAL OF MEDICIN FOR SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE· The World's Sixteen Crucified
Saviors;
MURDER.
RIAL UNIVERSE;
THE LAW OF CONTROL.

A POEM.

OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.

By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of" The Biography of satan" and "The Bible of

~~~~~~~co~~.~~~~tf~~:~~~St~~~~~;;r;~~g-~~~~li~~~~=~~

COMPUTATION by MECHANISM,

MACHIN fRY.

Addltlou subtrnction, Mul·
tiJllicat1on, and Division.
Sample Machine. postage freb,

~~~ied?i~~~~~~i,rW~te~~~~~

Hand, Foot and Power PrPsees. Die Work of all kinds.
Perforating Dies a SJ>e<Yialty.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruoeSt.,N.Y.

Conn. Address the Patentee,
WM. HART, Kirksville, Mo,
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Achsa W. Sprague and l!Iary Clark's

Experiences ot" SAMUEL BOWLES

EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

(Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Rqmblican)
IN

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE.
Medlum-ATHALDINE- SMITH, Oswego, N.Y.
Price 20 cents. Sold at this office.

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivlytha.t

SPIRIT LIFE,
Or, Life as he now Sees it, from a
Splrltual Standpoint..
Written through the medlumsh!p of CARRIE E. S.
TWING, Westfield, N.Y.
Price 20 cents, Sold at this o1Jice.

FREE BOOK FOR THE SlfJB.

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price 15 cents. Sold at this office,

CHRISTIANITY

With El\ht Portraits: Com~e, Swedenborg, Jeremy

~ri~~hr'6f.Er~:rB~~~~~i.Pa.ine, ourier, Herbert Spencer,
Price, $1.50.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N. Y. city.

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC,
ThC' Shaker Eye and Ear Balsam
year~

proved the best remedial application

thalmia, and all ln1lammatlons and affections of Eyes
and Ears.

Printers, artists, and those overtaxing tho

eyes Jlnd au Immediate relief.

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women and the various causes,
physical and social, leading to them are ,_Fiahil!. treated by

Ek'~ 11~A'h"t~1t '<?8:M~~A~~N~~:eart1,01JoEI;!~l!;'\~

Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 LexinJgn ave.,

:r~:S[d~rki;1t:'ft~:::, ~~i~t;~~~l.rf~s~~~r~~l'i~:~~1l1·~ ~!u":~

thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publications: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lutt.

SEEKER

1

1

~~~~s "t'h~n:"is ': ~a~ ;p~~:·~~~~~~tt~~~:.:t~~~e~a

FROM A

motlvs, whose life has been spent In Instructing and lm-

Scientific :u1d H•11torical Standpoint.

happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.

BY Wltl. N. ltlcLAREN.

BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.

for Fa!Hng Sight, Impab•ed Hearing, Oph•

For sale at Ills office

A REPLY ,TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
' BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.

as for fifteen

His Birth, Life, Trial, Execution, etc., Is a Myth.
Price 12 00

religious gistory, w!Jic!J disclose the orients! origin of all
the doctrine, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of ita
~~~~e~r~K~T~~c~~~~~.~ompriolng the history of six·
Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

~~~j~~~j~\~l:Jloi'J,-~~\."J!~ ~hl~i~\~u~~:g-rg~I~f,1;,n~g::
11

f:t~~:~~~cd~ii8~~~fg~~t'; tr~~A f~1s~;S~~~~ ~~dtg6ria~~~~

families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testiA very able pamphlet of 140 pp. Among the subjects of
mony to the great beuellt they hav derived from the phys.
treate? are, U nrevealed Religion, Old Testament Relig- lo!ogica1 hlglenlc, and moral leBBons which he has oo ably
1
ion, Evidence In Support of Chri•tianlty History of i~parteu.'
Chr·istlanlty, Alleged ~allure of Christianity J'roposed
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at !lbertl' to
Suustlt ute for Christianity.
'
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, l<'REE.
The book Is very radical and thorough and shows cor Price of the new Popular Edition, by mal!r_ postagl' preclusivly that the system of rellglon which has been
lit ~d, only $1.50. Contents table free. AGl!ONTS wANTupon tbe Bible has a very unstable foundation.
Price, GO cents. For sale at this o1Jice.
•
MURRAY HILL PY:l:~~mgs~.?We:~:;;.'k.

Soft catara.cts hav been

removed by it. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is de.
fer red. Price, 80 cento.
Made and sold only by
Sltf

G. A. I,Olt[AS,
S!Jakors P. 0., N.Y.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.
This book Is a plain talk about the human ll}'stem, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
d1oease, our sexual relations and social natures. It Is medIcal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
'lromen to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
,1.50. Bold by
D·-11:1• BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York,

THE TRUTH
"~lL

SON I.A!'

TRIUMPHANT.

SEEKER!~

SEPTEMBER

ganlsm of man-Ia the source and law [It Is not attraction
of gravitation, afilrmed by Newton, or the undefined cen.
tripe tal and centrifugal forces of scientists], bnt);h'e om·

10~

1881.

CONSULT!

i~fn°st~n~~~q~~~1~fi':.ea~f tfe0a'i~~iri~ ~Yi1~r~~~~: ~~hn~

BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.
COLBY &

cosmogony of the universe.
The law (attraction and repulsion) In each molecular
or rings of electricity, in eit.her the circular cora
ALL ORDERS FO~ " WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL current,
puscles which flollt in arterial or venous blood, or the clra
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE MANUFAC· cu1ar orbs which float in the firmament of the heavens, Is

TURER, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL

~~:t~t~~~r~f;;~:r~~~e:~~~~~t~~~il~~~e;; !~1cg~~~~3~

and all cele 1tlt1.l bod les, including comets, are sustained in
POST·OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE space without possibility of collision, and all motion,
whether orbital or ax! tal, has become tile harmony of the
PAYABLE 10 WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., spheres.
Its disturbance in the one is tl;le source of all commotion,
BROOKLYN.
celest1a1 (as solar magnetic storms) or terrestrial, inward,
as in the magnet1c shocks of the earthqu~:~.ke, or outward,
in electric storms by 1and or sea. Its iuterrupt.ion in the
organism whereby the ultimate electric molrcules
The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the animal
of the blood, tissues, nerves, and muscles, each with a
marvel of the world.
•
They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, i:~~~~~dai'od e~f~at~ s~~\~l~r§g;;:;~1lo':l:g~VJ!~~- !~i ~~:
and making glad the hearts of the people.
bois Reymon1), become non~electric or demagnetized. in

A regularly eduented and le!!n1ly qualified. physielan, and the
mo&tnuccesstul, ns his pr!tctice will prove.

TO THE PHYSICIANS. CHEMISTS, AND ELECTRI· thie,::;nb'~ ~~~~~·believe It Is, the law that the'cellistla.l
strangers known as -comets are magnetic regulators dea
ClANS OF BIWOKLYN AND .NEW YORK
signed to resupply the wasted magnetic forces of the
spheres they traverse in space. creating apparent tema
porary disturbance and increased ac~>ivity ln the magnetic
forces of the sun. plainly visible in the solar spedtrum,
and due, says LocK.year, In a recent lecture berore the
Royal .Astronomical Society, to the e.jectlon of heated
matter in the interior of the sun, the result of increased
~~~~~rtg~r:U~~~tg~y:~~~~~n~[~~~~hn:. up of mainetic
Whatever weight Is due to this theory of m&lllletlc res·
toration of exhausted planets-illustrated in the ip.crea.sed

ns the result of self-abuse in youth, sexunl excesses fn maturer
v~nrs, or oib0r en:uses, nnd -produc\n~ some of thefoUowlng etfeet&:
N trvousness 1 Seminnl Ea:rlssions (night emiflsions hydrenms).Dlm-:

0

•

become ore, possessed of one positive zone and two nega-,
tiv poles, and when in the electrotonic state unequal or
unlike poles are turned toward each other. This non·
electric or demagnetized state of the Iron molecules of the
blood, or the electric molecules of the nerves and muscles
is, therefore, the source of all disorder and all diseases in

~~'ft~1~~n,[ri'd itf8ef~~~;~~n':.7,~~~:~e\~:tfit ~\~1tS~~'i~
0

8

has been demonstrated that the electro magnetic or
nervo electric vital forces of the human organism can be

~~aroi~lrilil~~ni~~~d t~~~d :::;P.f~~~~ ~¥ddf:S~~~ifg~a!~~

partlol demagnetization of the ultimate electric molecul~s
of blood &nd nerve by the truthful application of the
maxim of the great German Esculapius, that like cures
Uke, with the universal law of proper polarization, celeB·
·tial and terrestrial, revealed and understood, man mny and
will control its forces; unlock the arcana of nature ln all
her kingdoms: stand within the veil face to face with the
magnetic source of universal life and motion; and the
preventiv of decay and premature death approach to com·
prPhend with a spirit of exultation and awe the now re..
veated, yet stiJI invislble, power. whicb, when darkness
was upon the face of the deep and chaos reigned, moved
upon the face of the waters, uttered the supreme fiat. and
solar magnetism burst upon a primeval world, bathed it in
light, and then as now, Invested It with life and clad It
in beauty.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

o,

F~S:e, l:~:sf;; foe~~~~iy !}F~:Jdle~,hCo~h:sl~:~fid!!~~!a0
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.Sexual 1-'ow.;r. d:c., rendering m:1rringo improper or unhappy, are
thoroughly and pcrmaneo.tly cured by o.u

1

~f~:~:~~~~o~:\~~ife ~~~~egrs~~~~~a~ ~e~~~e;:O~h!:~h:df;
11

Dr.l>EMEREST,
Dr.CLAHK,

The following gentlemen can also be referred to:
Commissioner Garrison, J. B. Hoyt, Srruce street; Col.
Bayard Ulark, Judge Levi Parsons, E. Sinclair Ulark,
Lafayette avenue; J. W. Littlefield, artist; Mr. Frazer,
comer of Reid avenue and .Broadway. These, with thou.
sands of otber.s, hav worn my garments. Therefore, gentlemen, In conclusion I mo:;t resp~ctfully submit that
you owe a duty to yourselvs and the public to inquire into
the nature of the Invention thus presented to you. But
knowing, as 1 do, that an new remedies for the cure of
disease should be well attested scientifically by practicing
physicians before being generally prescribed, I herewith
offer you every facUlty for testing the same, and would
respectfully Cdll your ll.ttention to a portion of Professor
Parson'slecture, published in Baltimore this week. You
Will therein see the necessity for your inquiry as to the
position that m~netism is destined to take among the
REMEDIAL AGENcms now prescribed through your colleges. Hoping that you will seriously and lu a fair spirit
inquire into tue nature of my invention, I remain.
Very respectfully yours,
·WILLIAM WILSON.

, THE "WILSONIA"
Magnetic Garments are nature"s true remedy for every
111, and there is not in the world such t-estimony as can be
fOUnd here, in Brooklyn and New York, as to the wonderfUl yet simple treatment of disease.

The " WILSO.NIA" will cure any of the following forms
of disease:
· Paralysis,
Infililllmatory Rheumatism,
Anchylasis,
Asthma,
Bronchitis,
Inflammation of the Lungs
Heart Disease,
Albuminous Urine,
READ THE FOLLOWING PORTION OF A LEC- ;
Locomotor Ataxia,
Gout,
: TURE. BY PROFESSOR PARSONS, AND SAY:
Varicose Veins.
; HOW MUCH LONGER CAN THE PHYSICIANS ~
Catarrh,
Pneumonia,
OF BROOKLYN RESIST THE INQUIRY WHICH ~
~~'i,"g~~~o~
~f~h~ulf.rneys,
: THE " WILSONIA" SYSTEM DEMANDS.
Spinal Disease.

1
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MORE LIGHT.
THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

DISCOVERY OF THE UNIVERSAL PREYALENCE

"Some Mistakes of' Moses."

OF A PRINCIPLE THAT GRANDLY MAN!·

This volume Is printed .on toned paper, In clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.

FESTS THE WISDOM AND GOODNESS
OF ALMIGHTY GOD.

sor?~:ab:~~n~~~ ;~: ;,r,~l~~cE~g>:.11 i'l!\~iu~~~~n

that' subject. ~e pamphlets that hav been surreptitiously
issued are incorrect, tilled with mistakes, a11d consist of

g~\{d~~~u~18us":~:i:t~~fi~teen e~"fne~h':ht?o"o~hl~~"[.~~:'.f.

The. book Is unanswerable lt"fts facts and logic, Inimitable
Profe•sor W. II. Parsons, a talented and modest gentle. In Its style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
man, wb.o is now a resident of om· city, has made a dis. pathos.
covery that Is likely to be regarded with the deepest ln.
terest by men of science everywhere, ·Since it not only
explains much heretofore mysterious in astronomical "The Gods and Other Lectures."
science, but Is calculated to Impress all minds wit II more
profound admiration for the wisdom and goodness of
CONTENTS.- "The Gods," u Humboldt,'' .. Thomas
Paine,''~· Ind1vidual1ty," •• Heretics and Heresies..'' Price,
A!f:'d~hJr.~~~ry Is that the sublime principle of MAGNETIO cloth,
$1.25; paper, 50 cents.
REPUUUON
is COextensiV With MAGNETIC AT'rRACTlON

~~~a~gJt~~~cou~v~gi~~':ion'f~hf!wm~r~1t!c A;~i:!_1gi~~Nh~ "The Ghost8 and Otller Lectures."
GRAVITATION fn regulating the movements of all celestial

bedles and maintaining harmony among them all. This
principle was first developed In the couJ"se of manifestations and experiments of Professor Parsons, who is an
electro.therapeutist, or medicl\l electrician, while mak~~,~~~~ffr;.hd~~~~~~.t~:d rcr~:~li.ns of electro~ magnetism to
Without attempting to trace how far previous advances
of science had prepured the way for the grand discovery
by Professor Parsons to which we desire to call attention,
we may Interest our readers by glancing at the great facts
In magnetic philosophy.
Magnetism aud electricity-the one the manifestation
of the other! with dltrereut forms Of motion; the one vi.
bratory, u.s I ghti u.nd heat; the other spiral. us demonstrated by the induct'on balance, ~ach convolution pos~
sessed with magnetic poles-are neither Imponderable
fiuids nor a.tomtc. ~treams, but forces known only from
results, the direct ton of the Individual force In eacil moJe.
cule of all magnets, whetlHu ln tU~ llluod m• tlle heav\!ns,
being the oppOHit of the force In lls vicinity, giving rise
to a magnetic force, says Maxwell, of extrem~ complexity,
but wlucll, by lts repcHu.nL as well u.s its u.ttractiv power,
works order uut of apparent and. really originlLl chaos,
and under law e8ta.blh•hed at creadon'8 da.wnis the prinCiple of all motion and all lite lu every kingdom of nature,
either ill tile heu.veu~:t ll.uuve or the earth ueneath.
Perfect .polarization, wilereby like pole• repel and nn·
like attract awl neutralize each other, whether In the
celeatlalsystem, Including our own planet, or the clrcu.
atory sv•tem of the bloo!l and nerves, of what Is as fear.
tully, wonderfnlly, and aa cnrlonsl¥ made-the divine or.

CONTENTS.-" The Ghosts," 11 Liberty of Man, Woman,
and Child," u Declaration of Independence," "FarminJt in
Illinots," 11 Speech at Cincinnati,'' " The Past Rises lJe.
fore Me LIRe a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 00

ce:B~th volumes beund In one, price, paper, el.IXJ.

"Wilat Must We Do to be Saved 'I"
t~~~~e~:~~.\1!' af~o\~':,1gl'y"~!Vf,.~d8~,':3s.,g~:J:O"[ 'try

the author. Price, 25 cents.

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mlllil.
Cabinet size, prlce.._$2.00. NentJy·facked and boxed
ready for shipment. J>very admirer o this great Apostle
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celeb"t~~!n":J:fc~i:New York, at the rol

~tgg:,n~~ grr'.f~eslze • • • •

N;'!e?e':!t~:~u~~ l>r7~~.~!:,"r%', ~f.2~~~a~!~~i1.of

able to takecnro ot tbemselvc1:1.

!~ft!!~LA~.~O~~l:';,E~\~ GL~En.p~eltrf:t'~~~C:to~n tfti~

th:
Hernta (or Rupture), P1les, and other privllte diseases quickly
cured.
;

1\Iiddle-Aged and Old Men.
0
w~C~~~f~:~:~f :;a~ea~fo~ ~ti~fua~u:~h~h:cc~~P~~S1b~

:f

a &tight smarting or burnin!J sensation, and a weakening qf tho
syste~ in 11 maun~r the patient cnnnot a.econnt for. On examt!ling
the urmnry depos1ts a ropy or cotion·like sediment, or eomet;mes
small·particles of albumen, will appear, or tho color will be of a
thin or ll"ilkiEh hue, again chnngtng to a dark and t~rpldappenra
ance, which p~sinly ehows that the semen ~1\Ssesnffwtth the urir.e.
8

;n~~~~ Dr.~~lfo:a~nE~i~~:lo R~~:J/~~u~;~;~~~~~n~ p~frf~~~
cu~Co~~~l~~~fi~n~~;sJ~r~rf~e:~~lJ~~;i~~~agh~r~~st~~~f~bt;

and cc;rrespondence strictly confidential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

S~>nt to any address securely sealed lor two three-cent ~tampR,
trcatin~ on Spermatorrhea or Seminal Weakness. giving itscnuse,

horrible effects, and curo, followcd.Lv strongteatlmon~

te~tT: btJrn/l~::~~e~ ~o th~~Ni:~!ef~ssgt~!~~ldldJresa

The "Wflsonla "will cure every form of disease that is
curable without medlcln of any kind, change of diet or
occupation. Magnetism Is all that Is needed when any
portion of the human organism Is deranged. It is by the
forces of magnetism that the stars are kept in their orb ..
its, and the heavenly bodies bear witness to God.. s om..
niscience in his first grand conception of so simple a
method •s the polarization of ultimate atoms whereby
the repellant and attractiv forces thus inhering keep constant and in ordeT all vegetable', animal, and minerulltfe,
there being even in minerals ample evidence of life
forc.!s, although to our senses they may appear dead.
The forces of cohesion in mineral and aeriform bodies
are but modifications of the same maenetic law, and the
disintegration and breaking up of the at'JIDs !orming the
mass Is only a.nother form of dell-tb; acr.ual death ca.nnot
be· all Is chlluged \ nothing ever dies; Its form Is alone
altered. Disease. tnerefore, ts nothing more than analteration of polarities, whereby the organism is disarranged. If, therefore, we can by any neans keep the pe.
culiar polarities of our organic structure in perfect unison, then disease cannot be.; and knowing as we do that
the blood is the regulator of our belns uy virtue of Its c!r.
culatton such circulation being ammated by· electrfc
nerve tl~ldskeeplng in constant magnetic condition the
atoms of Iron in the Uluod; but when nature be impaired
or exhausted, then any perfect artificial magnetization
will restore the diseased org·nism, no matter what name
may hav been given to the malady.
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lU Eighth street, New You:

&ure and state tu what. paper you saw thia.

Be

[From the House ana Home, N, ?".]
" Among the successful physician• "Who hav departed
from the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J. His principles are true,
his system based upon scientftc fact."
[From the (Mo.) Ltoera!.
u The reputation of Dr. Fellows is suiDcient to warrant
any one In reposing confidence In b'a skill and ability.
Those In need of his aln should not fall to consult him at
once. Procrastination is the thief or time, and often costs
the·ij!e of a human being."
dl> 66 A WEEK ilJ.·,your own town. Temis"'and ~outfit
'iP
free. H. Hallett & Co" Portland, Me. ··

$5 to $20 f.!~ ~~r:; fg~~Po=g~e:.;:vorth

nenton.

Geology: The Past and Futur~ of our Planet.
Price, $1.5U.
Soul of' Things; or, Psychometric Researche•
and Discoveries. ln three volumes. Price, $1.~0 per vol.
Be ThyseiC. Price, 10 cents.
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0
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Ji'R. R. P. FELLOWS, Vluelnnd, New .J,roey.

Dr. ELTUIGE,
Dr. THA"Y'ER,
Dr. TINKER,
Dr. TRUE.

Works by Prot". Willia

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

which ts the , oct or's lnt~st and greatest medical dlscove_ry and
which he has so fard;reacribed for this baneful codlaint in
ita

I!!)-~ toms,

THE "WILSONIA."

~g>firfls~~~~~·

Wol"ks by Mrs. Mal"ia M. King.
Pl"inciples of" Natul"e, as Discovered In the
Development and Htructure of the Universe. In three
volumes. Price, $1.75 per vol.
Real LiCe in Spirit Land, Price, $1.00.
The Brotherhood of Man, and What Fol·
.lows t"rom It. Price, 25 cents.
Social Evils: Their Causes and Cure. Price, 25
cents.
The Spil"itual PhiloS.O)."l
versus Dia•
bolisDI. Price, ~5 cents.
'Vhat is Spiritualism T ·j
llall Splrltuallsto
hav a Creed Y Price, 25 cents.
God the Fathel" and lila&
lie Image ot'
God. Price, 25 cent..·

VINELAND, N.J.

:r~ir~r~~aa~~~!~~c :!~~e~th~: :~t~Y~~· ~~fesses~t~;~~~g
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OPEN LETTER.

RICH'S PUBLICATIONS.

wo:ks by D ... A.. B. Child.
.
Bette.. Views of" Living; or, Life Accordlil.g to
the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Right." Price, ,1.00.
Whateve .. Is, is Right. Price, $1.00.
Christ and the People. P.rlce, $1.25.
A. B {) of" LiCe. Price, 25 cents.
Soui Affinity. Price, 20 cents.
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BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.
COLBY & RICH'S PlJRLlCA.TIONS.
Poems t"rom the Inner LiCe. By Lizzie D.,.
ten. Price, ,1.50.
Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Price.
$1.50.
l oems. By the well·known medium, Achsa W.
Sprague. Price, $1.
Proof Palpable of" Immortality. By Epes
Sargent. Clotll, $1; paper, 75 cents.
Poems of the Lite Beyond and Within.

ih0~~e~:~~~dlfe~~Y ~~~~n~~e~~:~~ferb~n~~~r~~'Jt'eo:

bins. Price,$~.
Psa.llms ot· LiCe. By Johns. Adams. Price, $1.25.
PbMosophy ot' Creation. By Thomas Paine
through then.nd of George s. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents;
paper, 85 cents.
JO!'ianclilette; or, The Despair of Science. By Epes
!;;argent, Price, $1.25.
Startllin~t Facts in Modern Spiritualism.
ByN.B. Wolle, M.D. Prlce,$2.
Solar an81. !o!lpio.rltual Light, and other lectures.
By CoraL. V. Tappan. Paper.15 cents.
Six JLectures mcludlng Invocation• and Poems.
.oy Mrs. Cora. L. V, R 1chmond. Paper, 40 cents.
Spiritua~:iisin as a Science and Spiritual•
asnt as a Religion. By CoraL. V. Tappan. Paper,
5 cents.
Spiriitual Echoes. A new collection of words and
mllil1C for the congregation and social circle. By S. W.
Tucker. Paper, 25 cents.
Spiritualism as a New Basis of" Belief".
By JohnS. ~·armer. Price, $1.50.
Scienltiiic tiasis of" i:'ipiritualism. By Epes
Sargent. Prlce,~l.SO.
Spll.l"it and Matte... A drama. In six actll. By G.
Damiani,P.M.L. Price, 50 cents.
The JJ:.it"e. Price, 50 cents.
'l'he SPil"it Wor.l!d. Its Locality and Condition•·
By the sp1rlt of Judge John Worth Eamonds, Price, 20
cents.
'l'he Re:Ugion oi' Spiritualism. By Eugene
Crowell, M.D. -price, 15 cents.
Tl"anscendenta1 Phys:ilcs. ·.rranslated from the
German, with a preface and appendices, by Charles Carleton Massey, of London, barrister-at-law. Price, $1.50.
'l'he Gmunl"ene; or, Spirits In Prison. By J. O. Barrett and J. M. Peebles. Price, $1.25.
· .d.1 e
e Uase ; Its Factct and Lessons. A Record
an'd a Warning. By" M.A. (Oxon)." Price, 20 cents.
The Symbol Series of three lectures. By Cora
L. V. Tappan. Prlce,10 cents.
Visions ok the Beyond by a Seer of To-Day; or
Symbolic Teaching• from the Higher Life. Edited by
Herman Snow. Price, $1.25.
Vital l!Iagnetic Cure. By ,. magnetic physician.
f'rlce, $1.25.
Why I am a Spil"ituaUst, and Why I am not an
Orthodox. By J. B . .Angell. Price, 10 cents.
"Medinmship; Itt! Laws and Condition•. By J. H·
Powell. Price, 25 cents.
·
Natty, a SPil"itJ. His Portrait and hi• Life. By
Allen PuL:.nam. Paper, :;u centai cloth, 75 cents.
Night-Side ot" Natnl"e.- or, Ghosts and Ghostfl.
Seer•. By Catherine Crowe. rrlce, $1.50.
on Mil"a('ll<>s and lliodel"n Spil"ttnalfsm.
By Alfred H. Wall~~oce,~'. R. G. B., F. Z. S. Prlce,$1.75.
Psycho. Physiological
Sciences
and
thell" Assailants. Being a response by Alfred R.
W1llhl.ce, Prof. J, R. Buch!t.nan, Darius Lyman, and EpeJ
Sargent, to the Attacks of Prof. W. B. Carpenter, of Eng.
and, and others. Price, 50 cents.
Man and His Relations. By Prof. S. B. Brittan.
Price, $1.50; large quarto edition, $3.50.
People :fl"om the Othel" 'Vorld. Containing
fnllandlllustratlv descriptions of the wonderful seances
held by Col. Olcott with t.he Eddf'•• Bolmeee1, and Mn.
Compton. Prlce,f2.1!0,

the
ltadical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Is Spiritualism Tl"ue T Price, 10cents.
Cht•istianity no Finality; or,Splrltuallsm su·
perior to Christianity. Price, lU cents.
Common Sense Thoughts on the Bible.
Pr1ce, 10 cents.
Radical 'IHscon..ses on Religions Snb~eets. Prlce,$1.25.
Man's True Savior. Price, 10 cents.
Tb.e Deluge in the Light of Model"n
Science. Price, 1d cents.
Sel"mOn f"l"Ont Shakspere•s Text. Prlce,10
cents.
The ·Pocasset Tragedy. Price, 10 cents.
What is Right? Price, 10 cents.
Who are Christians? :Price, 10 cents.
The Irreeoueila.ble Recortls; or, Genesis and
Geology. Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.
'
Orthodoxy False, li!ince Spil"itualism is
True. Price, 10 centil.
The God Pl"opose<l f'ol" Our National Con·
liltit<ttion. Prlco, 10 cents.
\Vorks oflti. B. <Jl"aven.
TrillmJ•h of Criticism; A Critical and Paradox
Work on the Bible and our Theological Idea of Deity.
Price, 25 cents.
Biblical Chl"onology. Price, 10 cents.
<Jhl"istianity. Befol"e the Time of" <Jhl"lst.
Price, 25 cents.
"'
'Vorks of" Henl"y C. Wright.
A. IUss Col" a Blow. Cloth, $1.25; small edition, 60 ,
cents.
The Living Pl"escut an<l Dead Past; or,
God made Manifest and Usefulin Li.viug Men nud \Vomen
as he was in Jesus. Coth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Erl"ors ot"the Bible Demonstl"ated bfu the
;f:;:~t!~~ ~~~1ci!.11 ~~~e~~ 's~~~~k~s~n~folh:t~i~i~ts:ule of
Empil"e oftbe Jllothet• ovel" the Character
and Destiny of the Race. Price, cloth, 75 cents;.
paper, 50 cents.
The Unwelcome Child; or. The Crime of an
Undesigned and Undesired :Maternity. Price, cloth, 00
cents; paper, 35 cents.
Spil"itnal

and Ret"Ol"tnatory Books by
Various Anthol"s.
An Houl" with the Angels • or, A Dream of the
Spirit Life. By A. Brfgham: Price, cioth, 50 cents; paper,
20 cents.
Child's Guide to Spiritualism. By Lucy M,
Burgess. Price, 25 cents.
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Price, $1.00.
Clocl~e St:rnck Thl"ee. Being a review of "Cleek
Struck Ona." By Rev. Samuel Watson. Price, $1.50.
Debatable Lan<lBetween this World and
the Next. By Hobert Dale Owen. Price, $2.00.
Diakkaisrn: or, Clairvoyant Travels In Hades. By
A. Gardner, of Lon-don, England. Price, 10 cents.
Docs Jllattel" Do it All? A reply to Prof. Tyn.
dall's latest attack on Spiritualism. By Epeo Sargent.
Price, 5 cents.

M~:j}~~~~~:h~~~~t~'~~~:~;.~~~~~~N ~:~i~~ophy.

By

A~:;,... go~l" :o~~na 1Jip~r&.:'al~~~res~/'lr~~; ¥.8 'fia~¥s~

Price, 15 cents.
Exneriences of" Judge J. W. Edmonds in
Spirit Life. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. Com L. V.
Tappa.n. Price, 30 cents.
Expel"iences of Samuel Bowles, late editor
of the Sprm{l/ield Re)JUIJlican. Written through the medl·
umship of Cafrie E. o. Twlng. Price, 20 cents.
Footfall!'~ on the Boundary ot· Anothel"
Wol"ld. With narratlv Illustrations. By Robert Dale
Owen. Price, $1.75.
Gist ol' Spiritualism. Being a course of Jive
lectures delivered in Washington, D. <..:.,by Hon. Warren
Chase. l.)rice 1 50 cents.
8
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Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Golden Jllelodies. A new collection of words and
music for the use of lyceums, circles, and camp-meetings.
By B. ,V, Tucker. Price, 25 cents.
Hollow Globe 1 or, the World's Agitator and
Reconciler. A treatis on the physical conformation of the
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Translated from the sl>:tleth thousand by Anna Blaclnvell.
Price, $2.00.
Hyanns fol" Public ~leetings and Social
Gatllerlngs. Without music. Selected by W. J. Colville.
Price, 10 cents.
HealingbyLayingonot"Hands. An expos!·
tion of the art of healing. by manipulation. By Dr. J,.
Mack. Price, $1.25.
I.ife of Prof. William Deuton, the Geologist
and Radical. By J. H. Powell. Price, 25 cents.
:r.ifc Beyond the Gl"ave. Prlco, $1.00.
•JIIental Cul"e. By Rev. W. F. Evans. Price, $1.50.
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Cloth, $2.75;

JIIental Uedieine ; A Theoretical and Practical
Treatls on Medical Psycholo~. By ·Rev. W. F. Evans.
Price, $1.25.
M ystel"y of" Edwin Brood, Completed by the
Bplr1t-pen of Chas. Dickens. Price, $1.00.
,
Mesmerism, Spll"itnalism, Wltchcl"afC,
and Miracl~. Price •. so cents.
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.fldds and finds.
SUPPOSING that man bas descended from a lower
animal form, there appears to be ground at least
for surmising that vice, instead of being a diabolical inspiration or 1J. mysterious element of human
nature, is the remnant of tt1e lower animal not yet
eliminated; while virtue is the effect by which that
remnant is being gradually worked off. The acknowledged connection of virtue with the ascendancy of the social ove!" the selftsb. desires and ten·
dencles seems to correspond with this view; th~
nature of the lower animals being, as far as we can
see, almost entirely selfish, and admitting no re·
gard even for tbe present Interests of their kind,
much less tor its interests In tbe future.-Goldwin
Smitk' s Lectures a-nd Rtviews.
THE lowest races are Idolaters; next come polytheists, who see God in all the numemns manifestations of nature, gods good and gods evil, man)
and fearful; then come a more Intelligent class.
who believe in a trinity of gods, fllthe1-, son, and
ghost; then still up on the scale you find a class ol
thinkers who are pure Theists, who worship on~
great and good spirit or power only; then l!lstly at
the very top, on the apex itself, stand tbe grandest.
noblest philosophers of all who, believing in pur~:
science, dispense with all the fetlches, godii, and
spirits, and cling only to what can be proved and
demonsu·ated.-Eimina D. Slenlur.
GREAT thinker as Pythagoras was, yet we find
him giving forth to the people that he had been
for many months in helL Doubtless of him, as ot
all the most thoughtful, ordinary folk might whisper as the people of Venice whispered when tbt
solitary Dante passed by them, "See~ there is th~
man that was in belli'' For the loftiest men an<1
women do not react1 their sublime bights without
passingtbrougb tribultLtion, whereof the every-day
world knows notlling and can know nothing.-.Dr.
A·Vtling·s Science and Secularism.
AMBITION this shall tempt to rise,
Then whtrl the wretch from high,
To bitter scorn a sacrifice
And g1·inning infamy.
The stings of falsehood those shall try
And hard unkindness's altered eye,
That mocks tile tear it forced to flow;
And keen remorse. With blood defiled,
And moody madness, laughing wild,
Amid severest woe.
-Gray's Eton OoUege.
.BUT which of you, having a se1·vant plowing or
feeding cattle, will say unto him by and by, when
be is come from the field, Go and sit down to meau
And will not rather say unto him, mt~ke ready
wherewith I may sleep, and gird thyself, and Bei'Vt
me, tilll hav eaten and drunken; and afterward
thou shalt eat and drink. Doth he thank tbllt servant because he did the things that were commanded him! I trow not.- Luke xvii, 7-9.
You hav among you many a purchased slave
Which, like your asses, your dogs, and mules,
You use in abject and in slavish parts
Because you bought them. Shall! say to you,
Let them be free: marry them to your heirs!
Why sweat they under burdens? Let their beds
Be made as soft as yours and let their palates
Be seasoned with such viands? You will answer,
"The slaves are ours.'' So do I answer you.
Skytock, Merchant of Venice.
THE day began to break as we descended into
Marseilles. It -was Sunday: but the town seemed
only the gayer. At last the noise of bells guided
me to a chapel mean inside and mean outside, but
crowded. The mass was nearly over. I stayed to
the end, wondering that so many reasonable beings
could come together to see a man bow, drink, bow
again, wipe a cup, wrap up a napkin, spread his
arms and gesticulate with his hands; and to hear
a low muttering which they could not understand
interrupted by the occasional jingling of a bell.Macaulay's Life and Ldters:
IF that last day-the day of death-does not occasion IUl. entire extinction, but a change of abode
only, what can be more desirable? lr' it, on the
othe1· hand, destroys or absolutely puts an end to
us, what can be preferable to the having a deep
sleep fall on us in the midst of the fatigues of life,
and being thus overtaken, to sleep through eter•
nity ?-Oicero.
WE do not regret that we did not exist in the
ages of the past. Wby feel sad at tbe contemplation of unconsciousness in ages to come? But as
unpleasant as is this thought to those rationalists
who are accustomed to regard as probable a blissful immortality for all mankind, how pleasing the
reflection of an eternal sleep in comparison with,
or rather In contrast to, the expectation that, while
a few will be happy thereafter, the majority of our
race will exist forever in excruciating and unremitting torment l-B. F, UnderWQod.
FoB my part I am willing to gtv up heaven if we
can get rid of hell. I had rather there should be no
heaven than that one solitary soul should suffer
for ever and ever·. But in the Old Testament there
is not, In my judgment, a single reference to another life. The idea of eternal life is certainly not
born of any book. That wave of hope and JOY ebbs
a.nd fiows and will continue to ebb and flow as long
as love kisses the lip; of death.-lngtrsolt's Uetl.
BOTK Mohammedanism and Buddhism hav defects and so has Christianity; it teaches the barbarous docu·in of eternal torment, the superstition of
dhibolical posse~sions, tile efiicacy of prayer, the
subordination of woman to man. a personl!l devil,
and many other vagaries. It extols poverty ~nd
denounces riches; 1·estr·lcts divOl'ce to adultery on
the part of womiUl; command; submission to tyr.
anny; teaches that twelve disciples will sit on
twelve thrones jud~~:ing the worlu. etc. The miracles of Chdstiauity are sustained by no reliable
history; it bas no or·iginal doctrins; it contains
nothing that man could not learn by his unassisted
powers, and it is undergoing Improvement in
proportion as man becomes enlightened. All the
evidence that the case admits of demonstrates
tbat the Bible is an outgrowth of the human mind,
an evolution of human thought, a wo1·k made up
of books belonging to ditrerent ages, but all com·
posed by man.-Undmcood'f Autllmltv flltlu BU/14.
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Truth Seeker Library.

A ROD and !yin' catch the biggest fish of the
season.
THE heat, the heat, the beautiful heat I
How it bakes the tin roofs a.nd the bl'icks at your
feet,
How it melts down your collar and musses your

batr,

The World's Sages, Thlnkel's, and Re•
formers. The Blogr~tphles or ttn·ee hundre<l of tile
most distinguished teachers and ph!losopllers (wbo were
not Christians), from the time or Menu to the present.
c!Jy D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, 8vo. moth, $8.00; leather,
M.OO; morocco, gilt edJ,!es. :M.5U.
'l'he ChamPions of t.lte Church; Their
Crhnes anti Pers<lcutions. Blographlcalsketclle&
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of prominent Christians tar worse thlln lutldeJe. A cum.
paniou Uook to .. The World's S~\g_ca," etc. lly 1>. M• .Uun.

And makes the air thick with full ma.ny a swear.
Al!TER

nett. avo. 1.119 pag~s. Vloth, $8.00 ; leather, $4,00; mo
rocco, Kilt edges, $4.50.
The Gods and Relill;ionll of Ancient and
Modern 'l'imes. Vol. I gtvs a full account of nJJ the
gods tile rmtions of the earth hav worshiped, iucluulng
Jel!ovub &tan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Vllrlst, VIrgin
Mary,and the Blble. 8S5 pages. Svo. Vol.ll describes fully
all the rel!glous systems of the world. Including Judaism,

TENNYSON.

Break! break! break!
lily cups and saucers, you lout;
But I'm glad my tongue can't utter
The oaths that my soul points out.
~fy stately vases go
To your uncle's, I ween, to be cashed;
Bnt oh I for the light of my broken ltlmp,
Or the tick of my clock that is smashed.

1
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steel eogrtwings-a. mec.l1dllon portralt.und a fuU length
likcuessoftheu.utllor. Clutb,$3.00; lelLther, red L>urnlslled
edges, ~-111.1; moroooo, gUt edges, $4.50.

Supernatural Religion. An inquiry Into the
reality of dlvlne J:j)Velatl~n. l>eeldadly tue most thor.

ougb. and ex.b.austiv work on the clahns of supernatural.
ism ever written. By F. W Newmdn, Emeritus Profes-

Break l break l break I
At the foot of my stairs in glee,
B•1t the cash I've spent for the glass you haY
cracked.
Will never come back to me. -Unkncwn Lim·.

sor <•f the London University 1,1!5 pugesl Bvo. In clotb,
$4.00: leather, $5.00; moroo.co, gilt edges. $o.5U.
Analysis Of Religious BelieC. An Examination
of the <;reeds, Hites, _and Sacred Writings of .the world.
By Viscount Aluberley flon of the Lite Lord John Ru;sell,
tw-ice Premier of En11umd. ComElete from the London
~~~~~.'~tt':.':f;:e:~. lr~oo. ln clot , f$.00; leather, $4.00;

GOOD

INDICATIONS.
It is an easy matter enough to forecast the weather like Pt·of. Tice· and 1\lr. Vennor, if people will
only glv thei,r ininas to it. By closely reading and
~tudying tb-e predictions of these great weathel'breeders we hav deduced the_,_following rules by
which be makes all his forecasts; hind casts of thP
weather are not made until the next day: An intensely blue sky indicates a temporary absence of
clou<ls. Under other circumstances, again, an intensely blue sky indicates a tornado. When a woman leaves a piece of soap on the stairs where her
husband will tread upon it, it is a dead sure sign
of a storm. When the sun rises behind a bank ol
clouds, and the clouds hang low all around the horizon. and all over the sky, and the air feels dampand there is a fine dr-ling mist blowing, the lndi
cations are there will be a rain somewhere in the
United States or Canada. When it begins to thunder look out for lightning. When a man gets up
in the night, and feels alongtl1e top pantry shelf In
the dark, and knocks the big square bottle without
any label down to the fioor and breaks it, it is a
sign there is going to he a dry spell until seven or
eight o'clock in the morning. When the spring
millinery openings are advertised, look for brfkht.
sunny weather ali around the house, with treacherous calms and rising barometer, indlcativ of
sudden tempests and mean temperature. When
the cradle begins to vibrate with irregular, spasmodic motions about 1 o'clock in the morning look
out for signals and try to remember where you put
the paregol'!c the last time you used it. When the
youngest boy in the family comes ]lome thret·
hours after school hours, with his hair wet and his
shirt wrong side out, look out for a spankln!!
breeze. To see the head of the family feeling In
his right hand pocket, then in the left hand pocket
then in all his vest pockets. then in his hlp pocket
then in his coat pockets, and then look at the c-eiling, Indicates "no change." lf he suddenly stop•
whistling at the ceiling, and expands his face Into
a broad grimace of delight, it means "unexpected
change." If the spring bonnet comes hom~
trimmed on the right side for the wearer's seat in
churcl!, and has two more spl'lgs and three more
dandelions than the bonnet of the woman in the
next pew, it is "set fair." An unusually large
number of spiders presages a very mild or a very
open winter, as the case may be. If the corn-husk~
are very thick the winter will be colder than the
summer. If the corn-husks are very thin the summer will be warmer than the winter. lf the cornhusks are neither too thin nor too thick, the summer will he warm and the winter will be cold. lf
the weather prophet predicts a rainy season, and
it happens to rain away out in Calaveras coun·y
and is as dry as a hone all over the rest of America, this I'aln must be set down to the credit of the
weather-breeder, and all the dry time counts for
nothing. If the weather-breeder· predicts a very
dry month, and the raging floods sweep all the
country In one wild, drowning deluge, except
Newton Upper Falls, .!Uassachusette, then people
must say that sure enougll old Vennor said it wa~
going to be dry this month. Still, It is just as well
to bear in mind, when you read the wild prognostications ot Mr. Vennor and his great rival, that a
rain 1,500 miles square no more makes a rainy day
on this continent than a fly-speck on the dome (Jf
the Capitol makes thed1strict of Colnmbla,orevt;n
all of the dome, black. Anybody can say, "There
will be rah and thunder storms and cyclones In
the United States during July," and it would be u
mighty safe thing to bet money on. What we
want, what the country clamors for, is a man who
can tell us wben and where the cyclone is going to
sU1ke, and whom it wlll hit. And up to date that
D1llll hasn't said a word about the weather.-Burltnqtqn HawkeJJe.
WEATHER
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$5,00for the two volsumes; In leather, $1 00; In morocco
gUt edges, $8.00
VoUulre's Philosophical Dictionary. Containing nearly !,SOU pages--~\ complete edltlon-w1th two

Oh I well for the china-shop man,
Who gets a fresh order each day;
Oh! deucedly well for yourself,
Who are in the said china man's pay.

FOR FLIES.-"Sav, do you know what'f
~ood for files!" queried a Woodward avenu~
butcher as he entered a dl'ug store the other day.
" I gness I can put you up something for about a
quarter;• was the reply.
When the dose was ready the butcher was told to
pour it out on plates and set them on the counter.
and be hurried a way to giv it a u·ial. In about an
honr he sent for the druggist to come over. Th~
10 ooo flies in the shop before the dose was fixed
llad been multiplied by four.
" Gr~at lands I but I'm being carried off by
flies I" exclaimed the butcher as he waved a long
knife around his head.
"Well, why don't you get something to klll 'em
off?"'
"Didn't I, but it hasn't killed a one."
"Of course it hasn't. You wanted somethinll
!{OOd for files, and I gave you clarified syrup I It'~
t.he best stuff to draw files and keep 'em contented
I ever heard of. Why didn't you tell me yon
wanted a fly-killer!"- Detroit Free Press •
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MR. D. M. BENNETT1 cditor of the New York the Rock: ·River Conference. The decision is
TRUTH SEEKER, has reached these shores. We olaimed to· be a virtu&! verdict of guilty.
received a hasty line from him merely anTHE Salvation Army in Philadelphia is not
nouncing his arrival at Glasgow, and saying
PoLITICAL and religious riots are prevalent
AN Englishman says of the House of Lords that he will be in London shortly, Any com- making- proper progress in attacking the
that it is naturally a strong upholder of injus- munications for Mr. Bennett may be addreseed strongholds of sin. The ungodly go to the in Cairo, in Egypt.
tice to women.
meetings,• but it is to scoff; and instead of reto our office.-London Republican.
MooDY and Sankey are goiug to Europe to
maining to pray, they continue to scoff. This do battle to the great enemy of souls.
ERASMUS DARWIN died in London recently
MANY of the recent emigrants from Germany is very trying to the soldiers of the Salvation
at the age of 77. He was a brother of the ilNEW JERsu is being parched, roasted, and
are young men under eighteen, who thus escape Army. When, the other night, the scoffers
lustrious naturalist, Charles Darwin.
the long .and burdensome milita.ry service. attacked Comrade Robinson, a colored brother robbed by drouth, forest fires, and tramps.
A.N advertising van lighted with electricity Were they to remain until their eighteenth year
NEARLY twenty-five hundred immigrants
is one of the latest curiosities to be seen mov- their emigration would not be permitted. Bis- who attempted to preserve order, then forbear- landed on American shores on ~aturday last.
ance
came
to
an
end.
Major
More,
Lieutenant
ing along the Paris boulevards at night.
marck is reported not to lik~ their departure at Morgan, and Comrade Frank showed that thev
THE numerous Smiths of New Jersey held
A CONNECTICUT maniac's belief is that he is all. He is alarmed to find his stock of food for were indeed fighters. The entrance of th~ their annual family reunion at Peapack on the·
powder
so
rapidly
diminishing.
divine, and therefore has a right to ride free
police prevented loss of life, but the solemnity 7th.
on railroads. He tries to kill conductors who
DANIEL JoNES, an aged bank president. at of that meeting was ruined. These things,
A MAN named Crimmins committed suicide
deny his claim.
Watertown, Wisconsin, and Charles Wood, an however, do not discourage the A.rmy, for the by jumping over Niagara Fulls on the 5th.
CHINA, spurred to activity by the late threat- equally aged manufacturer, hav both been re- next evening Comrade Robinson remarked: "1
Cause, one unfaithful wife and three Catholic
ened invasion of her dominions by Russia, has garded in their community as pattern men. want you young fellows there on the back seats priests.
begun the construction of an e:xtensiv railroad Nevertheless, they had a desperate fight over to understand that I ain't going to hav no
THE new dean of Westminster, successor to
and telegraph system.
the discounting of a note, and Mr. Jones was more fooling around here. We're going to
Dean
Stanley, is to be the Rev. George Granhav
order
if
it
breaks
my
back."
His
course
A. STUDENT at Oxford University on being so badly whipped that it was doubtful for a
ville Bradley, Master of University College,
of
action,
while
it
shows
the
pluck
of
the
time
whether
he
would
recover.
asked "Who was Esau ?" replied, "Esau was
Army, is not apt to convince sinners of the Oxford.
a man who wrote fables and sold his copyright
THE modem Athens has not hitherto been error of their ways or to awaken the impeniTHE question of Vice-President Arthur's
for a mess of potash."
as conscientious in the use she has made of tent.
birth-place, said to be Fairfield, Vt., is being
A GIRL received a reward of $20 from her her finest concert hall as New York. While
agitated. Some aver that he was born in
SOME inquisitor has made the diaconry that
father for climbing a church steeple at Sara- Steinway and Chickering Halls can only be
Canada.
nac, Michigan, standing on the knob, and secured for strictly first-class entertainments, of the twenty American Presidents, only two,
HANLAN, champion oarsman of the world,
Washington
and
Garfield,
were
members
of
Boston Music Hall has been constantly deseaheering for Col. Ingersoll.
any religious denomination, though all of has made up his mind to retire from boatcrated
by
poultry
and
dog
shows,
prize-fights,
IE a man declares himself to be so thoroughthem, for the sake of appearances, aometimes racing. Trickett, the Australian, has chally religious that he has not committed a sin and Joseph Cook's lectures on modern science.
attended public worship. The statement that lenged Courtney.
But
now
that
the
majority
of
the
stock
has
for twenty years, you are safe in concluding
" all of them revered Christianity " is more
LATER news from the West contradicts the
qeen
transferred
to
the
generous
and
art-iovthat he does not regard lying as sinful.
ing Mr. Higginson, it is to be hoped that the doubtful if the word " revere " is intended to report that Gen. Carr and all his command
F&ENCII religious communities own real hall will no longer be disgraced by such exhi- express anything stronger than respect. Both were massacred. One lieutenant and eight or
estate in France worth over $140,000,000 ; in- bitions:-Post.
the Adaml!es rejected the doctrin of the divin- ten men w~re killed.
deed, it is averred that they own much more
ity of Jesus ; so did Jefferson; so did LinTHE weather part of the time for the last
under cover of private individuals' names.
OUR memory recalls no "giv-away " so de- coln ; so also did Filmore. As that doctrin is
ten days has been the hottest of this season.
lightfully
innocent
as
that
of
the
Catholic
one
of
the
essential
corner-stones
of
ChristianMooDY says he never talks about anything
Remarkable atmospheric phenomena hav been
that he knows nothing about. What a quiet bishoJ:ll of Ohio, who, in a recent proclamation ity, to say that those who rej'lcted it "re- observed in Massachusetts and elsewhere.
ordering
a
certain
number
of
prayers
per
day
vered
Christianity"
is
putting
the
matter
man Mr. Moody must be, then, after all! We
THE Will of the People, a Nihilist paper pubhad really supposed that he was quite a talker. in his diocese for the recovery of President somewhat too strongly.-Ohicago Times. We
Garfield, gravely added that," in case of the think the Time8 mistaken. Washington was a lished in Berlin, in a recent issue made known
" I AM a Brethren, and my mother is a ~resident's. death, the prayers s.hould be con- Deist, and did not particularly "revere" for the first time that the name of the mau
Brethren too," was the reply of a ten-year-old tmued durmg the week followmg that event Christianity and we are informed th t Pr ·• who threw the bomb that killed the Russian
8
girl who, at a Western camp-meeting, was for the welfare of the country." That is to dent Garfield and his wife hav evol:ted i:tlo
czar was Grenevitsky.
asked what denomination she and her folks be- sa!, having pyayed the President to death, his ·being very Liberal in their theology, and that
A coLLISION occurred between the police
longed to.
pnests must ?ex~ try ~ pray the . country to that is the reason no priest has hovered around and some striking negro teamsters in New OrMoNEY was given the Rev. Moses Broyles to dea~.. It IS Impossible. to car1?ature the the sick bed at the White Llouse. Probably leans on the 9th, in which several of the latter
pay the debt of the Second Baptist church at Ch~1st1an sys~em, there bemg a pmnt beyond Hayes was the only simon-pure orthodox Pres- were killed or wounded. The mayor called
Indianapolis, but the money, instead of the which absurdity cannot ({o.-Lwerty.
ident. We admit he was a Christian without upon the governor for assistance.
debt, has disappeared, and the pastor is called
THE Discharge of Contumacious Prisoners one redeeming trait.
A MEETING between Emperor William, of
upon to explain.
bill is intended to open the prison doors to
Germany, and Czar Alexander, of Russi!J,, is
AN
aged
clergyman
on
Thursday
last,
while
D. M. BENNEl'T, of THE TRUTH SEEKER, New those disobedient clergymen whose defiance of
rumored. The place of meeting is kept a secret
York city, has reported from shipboard near Lord Penzance and the Church Association praying for the recovery of the President, was
for fear that those happy sovereigns will :find
stricken
with
paralysis.
At
the
beginning
Scotland. If you wish to read his t.ravels,sub- has led to their incarceration. The nobl~ membombs on the road awaiting them.
scribe immediately for his journal. $1.50 for bers of the Upper House are deeply interested almost of a prayer his voice began to tremble,
R.nd soon became inaudible. The congregaCoNNECTICUT celebrated the one hundredth
six months.-Monthly Review.
in the maintenance of the church of England, tion were dismissed, and the old man was
anniversary of the battle of Croton Rights on
A WORTHY deacon in a town not far away and hence their readiness to pass a measure in- taken to his home. This circumstance might the 6th with military and oratorical display,
gave notice at the prayer-meeting the other tended to, put an end to such long-continued be cited as evidence of divine displeasure at
and on the 7th held appropriate services In
night of a church meeting that was to be held scandals as that of the confinement of the the act in which the venerable minister was memory of the patriot Nathan Hale.
immediately after, and unconsciously added, Rev. F. S. Green. At the most, however, this engaged. But not by us. Whether prayer
THE Rev. Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, has been
"There is no objection to the female brethren new act will prove only a whitening of the sep- for the President is available or not, the noble
ulcher ; inside, the Established church is not purpose was the same. And whatever may be found guilty on the grave charge of heresy by
remaining !''
"THE mainspring of Italian music in the a whit less rotten, less divided against itself, the motivs of some, the sincerity of this aged his ME-thodist brethren, who convicted him of
eighteenth century," says a recent writer, less simoniacal than it was before. ·Let eccle- man, wkose hairs hav grown gray in the ser- disseminating ideas contrary to the doctrine of
" was the exclusiv and passionate worship of siastical tinkers do what they may toward bol- vice of his church, should be free from all the Methodist religion, The specifications are
the human voice." But Italian music has ex- stering it up, the whole edifice is on the point doubt. Himself prostrate before an open very humorous.
THE Rev. Jacob Mulford committed suicide
p!lrienced a change. Its mainspring is now in of bursting asunder, and another generation grave, from which he besought the Deity to
will find our state church reckoned among the save the President, and with a stricken family on Sept. 8th at his home in Philadelphia. He
a1 box, and is worked with a handle.
things that were.-Semtlar Review.
about him, his is no case to use for illustration appeared one Sunday morning drunk in his
A LEADING Sunday-school organ asks: ''Hav
THE case of the Rev. Dr. Hiram W. Thomas, in religious controversy. The laws of nature pulpit, was relieved of his charge by his conyou been to any of the summer Sunday-school
assemblies? If you hav, what suggestion that of Chicago, has reached the first stage in its brought him face to face with death at a mo- gregation, and a few days after was found
you hav received there are you going to make journey. The starting point was in July last, ment when he was offering a prayer for the dead with a bottle of whisky in his hand,
practically useful?" A great many sugges- when members of the Chicago District Rock health of another; but decency and a reasona- Some laudanum was discovered upon his table.
THURSDAY, the 8th, was set apart by the
tions occur to the wide-awake teacher who River Conference charged Dr. Thomas with ble regard for the emotions of others forbid
has visited these gatherings. One is that most disseminating doctrins contrary to the doctrins that this circumstance should be appealed to governors of several states, including New
of them are run in the interest of a real estate of the Methodist faith in denying the inspira- to prove that what he was doing when death York, as a day of fasting and prayer for the
ring which owns the property. Another is tion and authority of portions of the Bible ; found him was an impious act. Opipions recovery bf the President. It was observed to
that, owing to the desire for the copious influx secondly, in denying the doctrin of the atone- which cannot be sustained by better argu- some extent in this city, many business houses
of '' gate money," the attractions are, in some ment as held by the Methodist church; and, ments, and illustrated in a spirit more hum.me, closing their doors. On Friday, President
cases, more sensational than profitable. An- thirdly, in teaching a probation after death to must indeed be unworthy opinions. And yet Garfield, whose removal to Long Branch had
other is that if the sanitary conveniences are those who die in sin, thereby antagonizing we hav a recollection of reading, and in relig- been safely accomplished, was reported better.
not made better on some of the " assembly" the standards of the Methodist church. The ious publicatious, too, arguments and illustra- Since then, however, an abscess has been disgrounds the overcrowded and underfed patrons case came up for a preliminary h12aring in tions precisely such as this would be. They covered to haY formed on one of his lungs, which
will be stricken with pe~tilence. A. fourth Chicago on Monday last, and after five days of were used, however, to sustain opinions dia- will necessitate a severe surgical operation, and
1uggestion is that the beef and mutton fur- pretty hard work the investigating committee metrically the reverse of those in behalf of there are indications of other similar formanished at these places ought not to be as tough decided that there was enough trllth in the which the sad circumstance to which we hav tions oii'the liver and other lung. Tue11day he
sat up for half au hour.
charges to warrant Dr. 'l'homas being tried by ll11ded mi,i'ht be 01ad.- Trut,.,
they generally are.
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sensitiv, and asked whether they believed her to be thing ; where he could not convince reason, he knew
a poisoner. Finally, as she could no longer deny the how to entangle it in inext1·icable doubts, and again
surrender of the little flask without creating suspi- to set in commotion all feelings of the heart. When
ll Sl
. cion, she gave· it up. Meanwhile several physicians he spoke in court, the halls were filled with listeners,
Alamontada, the Ga ey· _ ave.
: had hastened hither, and also an officer of the police. who, for his sake, often came from distant regions.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH. The affair had become known. The druggist recol- He undertook, and never unsuccf'ssfully, even the
DANIEL zscaoKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
!Iected the poison bought by Valentin, and informed most difficult causes, when he could expect to be
CHAPTER XVIII.
\the police office. Valentin was immediately ar- richly rewarded.
"I ask nothing," said Be1·tollon, "but that I be
.
.
rested. He appealed to the order of his mistress.
Without delay I execut.ed my resolutwn, as m_uch i Madame Bertollon was asked authoritativly about it. separated from·- the poison-mixer forever. I insist
as Mr. B_ertollon opposed It.. He finally had to YI~ld !She sank down in a swoon. They demanded of her upon no other punishment for her unsuccessful
to my wishes. I departed Without even attemptmg all the keys, examined her dispensary, and found the attempt. Her own conscienoe and public contempt
a farewe_ll call up?n Madame Bertollon.
poison, which was recognized by the summoned are thorns enough for her. Menard is, I know it,
Soon, m. the gme.tude of rura~ nature, I recovered druggist; there was wanting only a part in the personally opposed to me. He was once my rival.
from my mtoxwatwn. I felt It, that I had never weight. In the mean time the essence in the little I see beforehand that he will, through his artifices,
tr~ly and purely lov~d Ma~a~e Ber~ollon, and de- blue flask had been analyzed, and the poison discov- blindfold and eonfuse judges and people to such an
spised myself for havmg exhibited fee!mgs toward ~er ered therein. So stands the case. Now think what extent that my shameless wife will, after all, tri.
umphantly emerge from this affair." ·
tha~ I ~ever possessed. It. ~as nothmg but an m- you please about it, sir."
"That he will not!" cried I with fiery enthusiasm,
toxwatwn of. my senses .ongmated by that unfortuI shuddered, and spoke not a syllable. I perceived
nate love whwh the handsome woman ~o~ld not con- through it all a "terrible linking of circumstances, "I beg thee, Bertollon, although I am only a beginceal f_rom me. _She alone was to be pitied, a~d my which neither Larette nor any other outsider could ner, who never spoke in court, entrust me with thy
duty It was to giv to her he_r lost peace.
imagin. She loved me with an awful strength; our affair. Trust me and the j!st cause. It does not
. A1o1 from dense fog my mmd gra.du~lly_ emerged to separation increased her passion instead of diminish- hurt me at all to enter the tribunal against a woman
Its. former clearness, and. Clementme s picture stood ing it. -So she fell upon the infamous plan of rid- whom I once called friend, and who has drowned me
brighter and m_ore charmmg before. me than eve~, I ding herself of her husband. I recollected her fiery, in criminal favors. Thou art my brother, my benehad, at my flight from Montpelher, left behmd passionate character, of which Bertollon had spoken factor; thy cause is a sacred one."
Bertollon smiled; but he expressed to me at the
wreath a;nd harp. N~t that I had wholly forgotten to me before. I remembered my last conversation
<?Ie~~ntme at that time, but shame and a sacred with her, and how I had imprudently told her that I same time his fears that I was not a match for the
timidity repu!sed me. when I wanted to touch the had open-heartedly acquainted her husband with our skill of my opponent. He consented, finally, and
venerated reb~ I beheved to be wort~y of her no relation; and how she was frightened at that, and apparently with fear, to my proposal that his cause
should become the first trial of my skill.
mor~, and consi?ered the pang of lon_gmg and..sep- inquired deeper into Bertollon's conduct.
"Be not anxious, dear Bertollon!" said I; "friendaratwn only a hght penance for my crime.
. .
The probability increased in me to a frightful
Four weeks passed by. Bertollon al?ne ':ISited certainty. I could well comprehend how the black ship will make me enthusiastic, and uphold me if I
me. He came ofte~. ".For I cannot hv Without thought might hav ripened within her; I saw her should once falter under Menard's powers. And
t~ee~, an~ yet my affairs tie me to that unfortunate mix the accursed bowl, and, blinded by her passion, with all his cunning he will not be able to deny away
facts that his client bas all too hastily admitted."
City, said he.
.
handing it to the unfortunate Bertollon.
iTO BE CONTINUED.
He made _several ~tte~pts to md~ce m_e to ret~rn
We arrived in Montpellier. I wanted to enter the
~o Mon.tpelher, but m van~. I remamed m my qmet- room of my dear benefactor. "Is he still alive?"
mg sohtude and felt happier.
cried I, yet at the foot of the stairs. I was ordered
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
in a whisper to be quiet. I was denied the entrance
CHAPTER XIX.
to his room. He had sunk into a gentle slumber, AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION oF LORD BOLINGBROKE's DOCOne morning I was awakened early by the servant· which did him good, and was a quieting proof of his
TRINS.
"Mr. Larette is without; he wants to see you abso- recovery.
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
"And where is Madame Bertollon P" asked I.
lutely at once!" said he, and Larette, one of B ertolCHAPTER I.
Ion's friends, at the same time entered the room pale
I was told that she had left the house very early
and disturbed.
that morning, and had moved to her relations,
THE BOOKS OF MOSES.
where she, under bail of the whole family, had re"Arise!" cried he, "an d come at once to M ontpe l Christianity is founded upon Judaism;* let us see
lier."
ceived house-arrest. It was only with difficulty, if this sect is really a work of God. If any one givs
"What is the matter?" asked I, frightened.
and through the influence of her relativs, that the me the so-called books of Moses, let me first find out
disgrace of imprisonment was spared her. I was
"Arise, dress yourse If . You hav not a moment to
whether tl:!ose books were written by Moses.
·
d
d
h
·
f
told
in confidence that Mr. Bertollon himself, through
lose. Bertollon is pouwne an on t e pomt o a friend,
1. Is it probable that Moses had the Pentateuch
had given her the advice to fly to Italy bedeath."
fore it was too late. She had been undecided. Her and the other lesser books of the law engraved upon
"Poisoned?" stammered I, and sank almost faint- own brothers had tried to induce her to make use of stone, and that he kept engravers and-~olishers of
ing in my bed.
her short liberty. But her pride had conquered. stone in a naked desert where, it is sai ' his people
"Only hurry! He wishes to see· you yet. I hav Her word had been," I shall not flee, for with that I had neither tailors, .sandal-makers, cloth-cutters, nor
galloped hither by his order!"
would plead guilty to a crime of which I am not yet the bread to eat, and where God was compelled to
I tremblingly dressed myself. Strengthless I fol- and cannot be convicted."
perform one continual miracle forty years in order to
lowed him to the door. A buggy stood awaiting us.
preserve the garments of his people, and to nourish
We took our seats and flew to Montpellier.
·them?
"Poisoned?" I asked again on the way.
CHAPTER XX.
2. It is said in Joshua that the book of Deuteron" Certainly," replied Larette; "yet there is an inomy was written upon an altar made of broken
comprehensible mystery in the affair. A fellow,
Beauty of form ie charming only inasmuch as we stones laid in mortar. How could a book be written
who got the poison at the drug-store, is in jail. Also accept it as a silent proof of a beautiful soul. It· upon mortar so as to last? How did it happen that
Madame Bertollon is arrested in her room."
loses all power, nay, fills us with terror, if it is the the letters were not effaced by the blood which was
"Madame Bertollon? Arrested? Why arrested? ornament of a criminal. The artist may paint sin continuously poured upon the altar? How came it
Who had her arrested?"
beautiful on the threshold of hell, and this becomes, that this altar, this monument which preserved for
"The magistrate."
by using the most loved and touching ideas of us Deuteronomy, existed so long in a country where
''The magistrate? Fancies also the police of humanity as the tools of its wickedness, a thousand the Jews were reduced to such a state of servitude
Montpellier such madness? Believes the magistrate times more fearful.
that even their unlawfulness was excusable?
that Madame Bertollon could hav poisoned her busNo longer without abhorrence could I think of
3. The innumerable ·mistakes in geography, in
band?"
Madame Bertollon. She was a poison-mixer, and all chronology, and the contradictions which are fqund
"He believes it, and everybody - - "
that which Larette had hastily. related to me was in the Pentateuch hav compelled many Jews and many
"Sir, you shug your shoulders? And everybody confirmed in Montpellier, and a multitude of peculiar Christians to affirm that the Pentateuch was not
-well continue; what were you about to say?"
circumstances continually spread more light over the written by Moses. The scholar Leclerc and other
"That everybody believes it. The fellow, Val en- assassin's deed.
theologians, and even our Newton, hav held this
tin, I think he is called--"
All Montpellier was disturbed through this extra- opinion. It is therefore all the more probable.
"How? Valentin? Right, the old, faithful faro- ordinary, event Bertollon's gradual recovery, through
Is it not sufficient to judge with common sense a
ily servant, the most honest soul under the sun !"
the skill of the physician, created in every house the book which commences with these words, "These be
"Well, he has told to hav bought poison about a greatest joy. I left no more the bedside of my dear the words which Moses spake on this side of the
week ago by order of Madame Bertollon."
friend, whom I venerated as a brother, as a father. Jordan," to be a mere forgery, since this same book
"The infernal liar, that--"
"0 Bertollon !"I cried, "thou art saved! Woe assures us that Moses never had crossed the Jordan?
"And on being examined about the declaration of unto· me, if thon hadst perished! My grief would
the servant, Madame Bertollon, without hesitation, not bav suffered me_ to survive thy death very long.
'"Suppose that God had created the petty and <'ruel sect
admitted it. There, you hav it all."
Behold, thou art my only friend, the only one I hav called the Jews, would it not follow that he had also created
"Admitted ? I am as one out of his senses; I do on earth ; thou art my benefactor, my guardian the Galileans and other troublesome sects r
Since we take for granted anything te be the truth which is
not comprehend you. What has she admitted?"
angel. Every moment I am ready to die for thee.
"That she had ordered Valentin to get the poi- And is it possible? Could a woman, such a tender, announced by God himself, demonstrated by marvelous deeds,
son."
timid being, a woman endowed with such heavenly and Bealed by human blood, since God himself has said a huntimes that this law of his shall be eternal; since he has
"Horrible! And also that it was she who had charms, a woman whose eyes and lips so sweetly dred
declared in his law that any one who abridged or added to his
poisoned, killed her own husband? "
preached virtue, be so horrible?"
laws must be put to death without pity; since he command"Who would willingly own such a thing? After
"Dost thou love her yet, Alamontada ?" asked ed that any prophet who dared to make a change in his
ancient laws by performing miracles should be slain by his
all 'tis to be so. Bertollon had again yesterday Bertollon, while he pressed my hand.
morning one of his usual attacks; you know he is
"Love? The thought is shocking to me. I hav best friend, or by his brother; it is clear that Christianity,
which discarded Judaism with all its rites in opposition to
subject to· dizziness. He asked his wife, as Rhe pos- never loved her; only belittling vanity, only sensual these
commauds, is an erroneous religion and is hostil to God
sessed in her room a small family dispensary, to giv deception it was, that I once in intoxication termed himself.
him the customary drops, a very costly essence, love. I hav never loved her. A secret power It is alleged that Christianity is founded upon the Jewish
which Madame Bertollon brought to him in a blue, always kept my heart at a distance from hers. How religion. 'fhis, to my mind, is the same as if one had said tha.
gilded, glass flask."
can I love the one that wanted to_kill thee? I curse Mohammedanism is founded upon the ancient religion of the
"I know it very well, and also the essence."
every hour that I lived in the society of the poison- Sabeans. Mohammedanism had its origin in the country of
the Sabeans, and, far from having its origin in that religion, it
" She herself poured the medicin into the spoon, mixer, and regret the love caresses that I wasted on destroyed
it.
added sugar, and gave it to .her husband. After a her. Alas, I did not know her I"
Add to these a still stronger argument. God revealed the
while he felt the most violent pains in his bowels.
Meanwhile the prosecution against the wife of law to that man Noah who was iguorant of all other nationsThe physician came. He recognized the symptoms Bertollon had begun. But the most renowned advo- except the Jews, and he revealed the law during the reign of
of poison. There were found traces of it in the es- cate of Montpelier, Mr. Menard, offered himself vol- l:'haraoh, and finally for the third time revealed it during the
reign of Tiberius. This pretty little story of God revealsence that remained in the Sf>OOn. The physician untarily to the family of the accused one to become ing
at three different times a universal religion to a mioer- ·
did his utmost to save him. He demanded the es- her defender in court. Menard had never· yet lost a able, petty; and ignorant people is only characteristic of a
sence for examination. Madame Bertollon became cause. The charm of his eloquence conquered every- mind unable to invent anything more absurd.
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The explanation given by Abbad, a poor fool of a
Protestant preacher, who lived in Ireland, to wit,
the words "that side," in the above quotation from
the Pentateuch were intended to mean "this side,"
is ridiculous.
,
I ask in the name of reason if it is probaple that
Moses while in the desert revealed the laws to the
..Jewish kings who were born so many years after
ihim; whether Moses in the same desert gave forty<eight towns together with extensiv suburbs (Deut.
xiv), to a small tribe called the Levites, in addition
to the tithes that the other tribes had to pay the
Levites? (Numbers, xxxv.) It is without doubt natural that priests should try to swallow these tales.
Had it been necessary to giv as many towns
to the other tribes of Jews as were given to the
Levites the total would hav been four hundred
and eighty towns.
The Jews hav not written their history otherwise
than in this foolish style. Each statement is exaggerated in a ridiculous manner. Their histories are
full of gross lies and absurd fables.*
[TO BE CONTINUED1

-.----~~_::.--

But our imagination can in a measure at least sup- lific. And they went to the land of Nod, where the
ply this deficiency; and in doing so w~ cannot but hero of our story found them and his wife.
feel that Cain's conscience was troubling hi~-reSo much for the history of pair No. 1, or the
morse, bitter remorse, in the thought that he had magic pair. They came as if by magic, but were
killed his brother, and that perhaps somewhere or real nevertheless.
sometime in God's providence or universe afl:liction
Now, mark, when God came to look for them on
or punishment might be visited upon him for that the morning of the eighth day, behold, they had
act, accidental though it might hav been. Then, too, skipped the place and left for parts unknown; they
be was leaving the parental roof, the parents who could not be found; they were non est. ·
had nourished him and brought him up, the home of
But without them God's creathr work was imperhis childhood and youth, with all the tender memo- feet-his crowning piece was wanting. And from
ries which naturally cluster around home with its hal- the remarks which he made we infer that he searched
lowed recollections and pleasing associations.
for them diligently, and failing in finding them, he
To all these he was bidding adieu, and taking his declared that there was not a man to till the g~;ound.
life in his hand, as it were, he went to parts unknown,
It is evident that God was either disappointed in
and equally waR it unknown to him as to what he DOt finding the pair which he had made on the sixth
should find or whom he should meet there. But be- day, or else he must hav forgotten that he had made
coming desperate, as we may suppose, he resolves to them. At all events, he went to work and made
make necessity a virtue, and, plucking up courage, another pair right then and there; and now he tells us
he pushes out and OJl till at length the fair land pf just how it was done, to wit: By wetting~ up a little
Nod appears in the distance. And here again im- d.ust,. rolling it into the proper shape, and then
agination must come to our aid to supply what his- breathing into it the breath of life. And then, as if
tory has left void and blank.
in fear that this man might skip as the other did, he
But, as we hav been credibly informed, the land immediately went to work and with his own hands
*My lord Bolingbroke contents himself with a limited num- was very beautiful; it was indeed a magnificent planted a garden full of all manner of trees, and it
ber of examples. Had he wished he could hav found many country to look upon. Cain doubtless comprehended 'is supposed that he hedged this garden around so
hundred more. One of the strongest arguments against these all as his eyes rested for the first time upon the love- that his man No. 2 could not get out. But In conbooks is found in the books which were supposed to hav been ly and enchanting panorama spread out before him; sequence of his eating that apple-one of those
written in the time of Moses and of Joshua, but which were in and with tearful eyes, as we may suppose, and those Baldwins-he was tnrued out-driven out with a
truth written in the times of the kings, because they are cited tears of joy of course, he then beheld such a strong reprimand, which involved fearful consein the history of Joshua and of the Jewish kings.
The Catholics call these books the History of the Righteous. beautiful land which might soon be his, in part at quences.
And now, gravely considering the manner in which
When Joshua spoke of the sun standing still upon Gibeon and least, outcast though he was from his home, his
of the moon arresting her course over A.jalon iD mid-day, he parents, and his God, and as he pressed forward to each of the two pairs were brought upon the stage,
cited this History of the Righteous. When the author of enter it he yearns to see and to know all in regard to together with all the attending circumstances, these
the Chronicles or the Books of the Kings speaks of the songs of the land and its people, if indeed it contained a peo- beings, No diverse, the one coming by magic and the
David written by him upon the death of Saul and of his son
other by a simple process of manufacture, by manip.Jonathan he cites the Books of the Just. How could this book ple, as he ignorantly supposed it did not.
These and many other equally important cogita- ulation, notwithstanding that they both came from
hav been written in the time of Moses and also in the time of
David? This unfortunate discrepancy was not noticed by tions, it is apprehended, passed rapidly through the or through the hands of the same manipulator,
JLord Bolingbroke. It is really laughable to watch the embar- mind of our hero Cain, as he plodded diligently we are constrained to giv it as our unbiased, rnarassment of that innocent man Don Calmet, who seeks in vain along the way to the land of Nod, that fine land ture, and deliberate judgment that there was not a
to reconcile such absurdities.
wherein dwelt one who in the order of divine provi- particle of blood relationship existing between them.
fNotes by Voltaire in 1771.]
dence was destined to be his bosom companion, his
And this, we think, must ever stand as the judgwife, together with her parents and all her family ment of the world as they come to a true knowledge
Cain's Wife-Who Was She 1-Conclnded. relations, and which in the order of destiny was like- of the history of those two remarkable men and their
wise soon to become his home with all its endearing families.
BY J. c. N. ABBOTT.
relations. The prospect now immediately before
In conclusion, then, we remark, first, that there
Time rolled on, and for aught they knew or per- him, notwithstanding his peculiar situation of ban- were two pairs of men and women created (made at
haps oared, they were the sole monarchs of the world. ishment from his nativ home, encouraged him in a about the beginning of things), and that the first
They ceased from traveling, and no traveler had high degree to persevere and enter the land which he pair that were made were the parents, or grandever invaded their peaceful borders.
beheld with so much beauty. He was probably parents, of Mrs. Cain, and they were the original
Their sons and their daughters grew up as tender spurred on by the stings of those bitter admonitions first pair; and that Cain's parents were an after
plants and as vines around their hearth-stones, and and threatenings which he had received from his consideration, a second creation, and the second pair
they were married and given in marriage.
God, hoping and believing that whatever things were brought into existence; and that the two pairs were
They became, as it were, a little world to them- before him and in store for him in the future, they in no way related to each other, each having been
selvs. They were neglected or fogotten by God- at least could be no worse than those he was leaving originated in a very different way and at different
they grew by neglect-they were happy in them- behind him.
times, hence it was legitimate and proper that Cain
selvs.
·
But at length Cain arrives in the land of Nod. and his wife should marry as they did.
But in the mutations of time the results of the He beholds the fair daughters of that land, and conmarriage of the second man and woman, the man sideririg the injunction which God laid upon his
The Iowa Convention.
Adam and his wife, began to be apparent. Two sons parents as equally binding upon himself as one of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
were born unto them. And as the result of eating their posterity, to wit, that they should be fruitful,
thosQ apples, the curse of laboring and sweating multiply, and replenish the earth, he at once, and for The First Annual Convention of the Iowa Liberal
being entailed upon their offspring, the children, it the first time in his life, began seriously to consider League will meet at Cedar Rapids, Saturday, Sepso happened that while the two so.ns were in the the important subject of a matrimonial alliance with tember 24th, and will continue over Sunday and
field hoeing corn one day, and as the labor of hoeing one of those lovely and charming maidens with Monday, perhaps Tuesday. Three sessions daily
and sweating probably exasperated the youths, a which the land of Nod seemed. prolific. But the after Saturday.
We confidently expect that to this gathering will
quarrel arose between them, and so fierce did it at contemplation of this subject was of short duration
length become that the elder boy, Cain, raised his ere Cain resolved upon action instead of theorizing; come the working Liberals of Iowa, attracted, not
hoe and struck his younger brother, Abel, upon the and suiting his action to his resolution, he proposed, by flaming posters announcing the expected presence
head and killed him. This little episode of Cain's was accepted, and took to himself a wife from among of scores of great orators, but· drawn hither by a
sincere desire to do something to help humanity in
appears to hav aroused God's anger toward him to the daughters of the land of Nod.
such an extent as to cause him to set a mark upon
And here our story, and our duty as a chronicler its devious and arduous march onward and upward.
him, or brand him so that all who saw him might and a faithful and true interpreter of one of the To be sure, good speakers will be on hand to please
easily recognize him by his brand.
most important events recorded in Holy Writ might and enlighten by means of the ever-loved charms of
And then God told him to leave; to hie him away end, were it not that some very inquisitiv people ask the orator. But we think that it is time that we
to parts un~nown, where he would make him a vaga- us, in addition to all this, to explain to them the rela- ceased to depend wholly upon the fame of ·the
bond and an outcast for all time.
tionship, if any existed, between Cain's wife's parents speaker to assemble our cohorts in yearly conclave.
But Cain, who had the courage to kill his brother and those of his own par~nts, or between the first Our cause involves more than a mere holiday parade.
We hav .to organize for long, persistent, and terrible
and then deny it as he did, was not the man to be pair and Adam and Eve.
discouraged at any such trifles; and instead of hang- · Well, since we hav satisfactorily explained the battle with the leagued legions of oppression and
ing his head and becoming morose and disheartened knotty problem, this long-mooted question as to Mrs. privilege; we hav to combino to educate our chilhe shouldered his pack and tramped, and in due time Cain's ancestry, her genealogy, we are not at all re- dren in nature's lore, that tiey may not be cursed by
he is heard from as being a resident, and a married luctant in undertaking to solve the metaphysical lie of priest and statesman's craft, and we hav to
man, in the land of Nod.
question as to the consanguinity of those two pairs overcome the opposition of all those "who believe
As to what took place during his journey thither or of people. We remark first, then, that owing to the that to "meddle is to mar," epecially if your medjust how far it was from the land of Eden, where his absence of documentary proof this question at first dling is with established religious opinions and timeparents lived, and from which he took his departure, view would seem difficult of solution, as the proof honored customs and institutions.
Then to this Convention there should come the
· or how long it took him to accomplish the journey, must be more inferential than absolute. N everthehistory is silent. We are therefore left to conjecture less we will venture to giv an opinion. In the first men and women who are in earnest; who desire to
only in regard to these important facts--important place it must be observed that in the production of leave the world better, more intelligent than they
because in the life of all prominent men, and espe- the first pair no particular effort was ·put forth. found it; who do not believe that non-belief in an
oially those who are our common ancestors, each and They simply came forth by the speaking of God, endless hell is any excuse for ceasing to labor in the
every fact bearing any relation to their history be- by the simple word of his power. He only had to cause of humanity; who are aware that in renouncing
comes intensely interesting to us who come after speak, and presto, they came. They came upon the the old supernatural beliefs we hav incuiTed an
them.
scene, we may believe, simultaneous with each other. added responsibility to our fellows, and who know
. Doubtless Cain kept a diary of all passing events, In fact is is believed that the pair came hand in hand that a Liberal is something more than a denier of
and of whatever objects came under his notice dur- together. They were very original, and no doubt Christian teachings.
Then we hav the annual business of the League to
ing his lonely but eventful journey from the land of quite independent of any and all other beings. They
Eden to the land of Nod. But the sacred historian were given to understand that the earth with all its attend to, the election of delegates to the Fifth
Annual Congress of the National Liberal League,
has seen fit to leave us in doubt here, as he has failed fruits, and the fulness thereof, was tlieirs.
to make any reference whatever in regard to that
There was no reservation made of anything. It and much else of importance.
Come· and help us sing the songs of freedom and
memorable journey. This omission on the part of was all tl;leirs. They evidently accepted the gift
the sacred writer is much to be regretted, because the with thanks, and without delay they set out to fulfil join your voices with ours in the discussion of pracperiod covered by such omission forms an epoch in the divine command to multiply and appropriate the ticable and practical reform. Let me hear from you.
the life and character of this notable man and the promised fruits; which at that early day seemed Contribute what you may feel able toward expenses
E. C. WALKER,
influence, yea, the conclusion, is that it was also an rather scarce in those parts, and hence they resolved of Convention.
Sec'y Iowa L. L.
epoch of great importance in his hiBtory.
to travel in quest of a land that should be more pro-
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attendance was upon the last days, when T. B. to get my trade. I ain't that kind of a man. Good
Wakeman, Geo. Chainey, S. P. Putnam, and T. C. morning." And the Christian grocer laments to this
Leland put in an appearance. Mrs. H. S. Lake was day that he refused to sign the petition for the reD. M. BENNETT. EDITOR.
in attendance most of the time and spoke twice.. very lease of D. ¥· Bennett. Dr. Lamb said he was
acceptably to her many admirers. We had to regret rocked in the cradle of orthodoxy, his father having
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. the absence of Mrs. Colby and Mrs. Smith, and C. Fan- been a Baptist preacher. "We are taught," he sai8.
nie Allyn, whom we had been led to suppose would "about JeRus in the Christian Bible, and told about
TM largest and cheapest Radical Journal puhlished in Europe be there. Col. Ingersoll, too, was prevented by prior the birth, crucifixion, and ascension of Christ and the
or .America, containing nearly seven hundred square inch& more engagements from giving the Convention one of his promis of the scriptures that he should liv forever
brilliant speeches, and it was owing to his absence in the songs of his people. It was false. Christ
of reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
as much as anything that the Convention was not won't liv forever any more than Chrishn!l or Buddha,
who are as good Christs as any. The promulgation
more fully attended.
The meeting was called to order Wednesday after- of Christianity has caused enough bloodshed to float
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPT. 17, 1881.
noon at 2 o'clock, and Dr. T. L. Brown gave the the navies of the world. Millions of infants hav
opening address, which was upon "The Science and starved to death in China, and where was Jesus?
The Hornellsville Convention.
Art of Health, in its Relations to Right Living." It Suppose a child should stray away and be threatened
;;.
The Erie railroad is noted for its comfortable was crowded with sensible suggestions, put out in with starvation and death, would not every one with
cnrs and good road-bed, but the long spell of dry Dr. Brown's peculiarly direct manner, and if its human feeling wish to seek and save it?" The docweather lately has rendered riding on any road, even ideas were carried into practice there would be fewer tor said that Christianity is responsible for crime
the bes~ very disagreeable, and we were therefore sick people. The doctor's ideas are in direct opposi- and insanity. Our jails and prisons are filled in conglad when the conductor said HornellRville was the tion to the well-being of his pocket, but he is phi- sequence of the Christian religion. Orthodoxy is
next stopping-place. We got there l01te Monday night, lanthropist enough to care more for humanity in the responsible, because these criminals hav been taught
by religious teachers that they could commit crime
and went immediately to sleep. Tuesday morning ab~tract than in the concrete.
:Mrs. Lake spoke in the evening in her usual enter- and go to Jesus for pardon and salvation, and it
we started out to arrange about our business, prepar
a tory to the convention w~ich began Wednesday: taining and logical manner. We are certain Mrs. would be all right. If they had been taught InfiDr. Shattuck was repairing his beautiful Opera Lake always pleased her audiences, because immedi- delity there would be scarcely a prisoner in the
House, and as no business could be done in the fore- ately after her lectures there was a great call for her world. He said that ninety-nine out of one hundred
noon we hail a half day to look the town over. Hor- pictures, which is a sure indication that she is liked in the insane aRylums are there because they believed in the Christi:'l.n religion and were not taught
nellsville is a pretty place lying down among a lot and that her lecture was appreciated.
Thursday morning, as were other mornings, was that disobedience of nature's laws must he punished
of very high hills. It is the end of a division of the
Erie road, and the railroad bnsineRs is its principal devoted to conference, in which short speeches were by disease and insanity. The Sunday-school teachsupport. Its eight or ten thousand inhabitants are in order. Some of the best things said were in the ers had told these people who are now criminals and
piouR. There are not over fifty Liberals in the conferences, but we could not get the names of the lunatics that sin could be forgiven and washed away,
and they lie, they lie, they lie to you !
town and they are quiet, with the exception of speakers, having to attend to our book-etand.
Thursday afternoon session was more fully atWhen Dr. Lamb had concluded, Dr. Brown took
the generous Opera House proprietor. Dr. Shattuck
is known all over town as the Infidel. In season and tendPd than any of Wednesday's sessions. Mr. S. the floor and gave an essay upon the human body,
out he di10penses truth, and he is fortunate in being D. Moore was the first speaker. His address was its functionR, composition, and necessities. Every
independent enough to do it. With these honorable upon "Knowledge." He was aggressiv, pitching man, he said, should know his body, and then reflect
exceptions Hornellsville is very blue in its orthodoxy. into the churches and h·mdling their creeds and dog- upon its wonderful mechanism and try to be a
The Y. M. C. A. has established a reading-room mas without gloves. Mr. Moore is not a polished healthy human being. He spoke at considerable
there, but we did not see many availing themselvs of orator, but he is exceedingly forceful and in earnest. length on the importance of pure air and the bad
the opportunity to get theological reading free. If there were as hard-working a Liberal in every town effects which resulted from depriving the body of
Probably the railroad boys, for whose osteneible use in the country the life of falsehood and error would "this prime necessity. "Oxygen," said the doctor,
the room was fitted up, prefer to amuse themselvs be short. After Mr. Moore had concluded, Mr. Peck "is God. It is useless to shut out oxygen and pray
after the day's work is done. Railroad men are not sang a song called "Dem Golden Slippers," which fer health." He said he would not deny the existAfter the ence of a future life, because he didn't know whether
apt to be pious, excE-pt the track laborers, who was much enjoyed by the audience.
are mostly Irish Catholics. After looking the town laughter provoked by the song had died away Dr. there was one or not, and he would not object to the
over we returned to the Opera House and procured Brown introduced Prof. W. S. Bell, who gave an people entertaining a thousand hopes for another
the services of a carpenter to put up our little book- address upon "Morality," the same that was pub- life, but he would say, "May oxygen bless you I"
stand. As he was a Liberal he did not bankrupt UR lished in THE TRUTH SEEKER sorn,e time ago. Our
Friday afternoon the attendance was good. Many
by his price. The ChriRtians of the town appeared readers all know Mr. Bell for a deep thinker and ladies were present, and also many gentlemen whose
to think that the convention was of the devil and logical reasoner, as well as genial gentleman. His faces, said the Hornellsville Tribune, more than one
only to be tolerated as the Freethinkers had to liv paper was highly appreciated by the audience. Af- Hornellsville pastor would declare belonged to some
and they could put monE-y in their purses by ter Mr. Bell's lecture Dr. Brown was called upon to of his most pr.:>minent church-members. The first
boarding them. The ministers of the place talked recite the poem upon "Orthodoxy," which he did speaker was Prof. Toohey, who spoke upon Spiritand worked against the convention. Sunday they with good effect. It is the same that he recited at ualism. He was followed by Lyman C. Howe, anpreached against it, and on several days ilistributed the rededication of Paine's monument, and which we other Spiritualist, who took issue at a previous contracts in the vicinity of the different hotels. Their then published in these columns. It is good any ference with Mr. Moore, wl:io -denounced the Chrispious exhortations may hav had some effect, for the time.
tian plan of shutting Infidel publications out of the
towns-people who cameainto the convention were
Just before the hour for the evening exercises to mails, and Mr. Howe thought religious people should
not numerous. It may hav been the fear of hades commence it began to rain, but, notwithstanding, the be protected against Freethought publications; but as
or the ten-cent admission fee charged in the even- audience was larger than on the previous night. Be- he did not say when their rights had been infringed
ings that kept them away. One good Christian who fore the hour for the regular speaker to take his his remarks were not thought of sufficient weight to
lived seven miles out in the coumry heard that the place had arrived the time was filled in with short be answered. He spoke with his physical eyes shut
Freethinker!! were having a convention, and Friday speeches from members of the audience, and by Dr. and said many things that indicated that his mental
evening he hitched up his horse and brought his Brown, the drift of whose remarks was that the eyes were in the same condition. His subject was
family in, much, we suppose, as he did to attend the Christian religion put a premium upon sin by leading "Environments and their Centers." Mr. Howe made
circus which exhibited there Saturday. On arriving the devotee to believe that no matter how often or one good point by asking why the clergy did not
at the Opera House, and seeing the ticket. office open how serious were the crimes he committed he would accept the invitation to appear upon the platform
with Bro. Hell's jolly countenance beaming from the be saved in the end by professing faith in Christ. and express their views.
window, he walked up, followed by the female He said: "They ask us what we will giv in the
Friday evening session was attended. by about two
Christians of his establishment, and asked if an ad- place of Christianity. We will giv honest and hundred and seventy-five persons. After a song by
mission was charged. "Ten cents," answered Mr. hard work. According to the Christian creed I can Mr. Peck, George Chainey spoke. He took for his
Bell. "What ! charge to hear an Infidel preach !" sin as long as I please and Jesus will settle the bill, subject, "Nothing." He said there is no such thing
almost shrieked the disciple of Calvin; "I won't pay if I rep&nt early enough. But Freethinkers will set- as nothing, but if the earth, sun, moon, and stars were
it, never!" and he walked away like a turkey gob- tle their own bills. I think that God will save my made from nothing there ought to be enough left
bler, with his brood after him, while Bell and the soul if it is worth saving. If it is not worth saving over to make one respectable lecture. The Bible, he
vice-editor added an ounce or two to their avoirdu- it is unkind and improper to ask him to save it." said, is the text-book of the science of nothing. Its
pois by some quiet laughter. The old gent probably After a beautiful piece of music, "The Little Ones first sentence foreshadows the tone of the whole book:
paid $50 or $75 a year to support his preacher, who at Home," by Mr. Peck, the speaker of the evening, "In the beginning God created the heaven and the
told little but lies, but when it came to ten cents to Prof. J. H. W. Toohey, of Boston, was introduced, and earth." We cannot conceive of a beginning, or nothhear a good lecture h~ backed out. He may think held the audience some two hours by a very eloquent ing. God is another name for nothing. He is
that Liberal lecturers liv on air, but he knows preach- address under the title of "Liberty vs. Catholicism." described as without body, shape, members, or pasers don't. 'fhe old man is not alone in his parsimony After Prof. Toohey had concluded, another song was sions. That is a good definition of nothing. Furthertoward supporting Liberal lecturers. We heard a sung by Mr. Peck and the meeting adjourned.
more, he is three nothings occupying the same place
Liberal say that when he was a church-member he
Friday morning the Convention listened to Dr. H. at the same time-which must be somethings. There
gave annually $100, but since he has become eman- A. Lamb, of Portland, Me. He reviewed what can be no such thing as nothing-it is unthinkablecipated he has not spent over $10 or $15 a year, and Christianity had done.
He is a forcible and for space is everywhere and always existed. We
he reproached himRelf for it. Many are just like pleasing speaker, and is very aggressiv toward the cannot conceive of the creation of matter and motion.
him, only they don't reproach themselvs.
church. He related how he went to his coal dealer, We cannot conceive of the orthodox God. Mr.
Tuesday night the attendants upon the Convention from whom he had purchased tons of coal, when Mr. Chainey paid a glowing tribute to President Garbegan to drop in, and every train brought a few. S. Bennett was i~ prison, and asked him to sign the pe- field, who, from next to nothing, had by the force of
D. Moore, of Adrian, Mich., came Monday, and tition for his release. The coal dealer refused, and his own character and genius raised himself to the
Tuesday afternoon we had a quiet chat with him. "from that day to this," said Dr. Lal)lb, "I havn't highest place in the greatest nation on the earth.
W. S. Bell, and H. L. Green arrived Tuesday night, bought an ounce of coal of that man, and I never Many prayers hav been said for him, but Christians
along with Dr. T. L. Brown, the president of the as- shall." He went to his grocer with the petition, a would not dare to leave him to the mercy of the Lord
sociation. W. F. Peck, the musician of the meeting, man with whom he had dealt for years, who hemmed without the help of the best physicians in the land.
was also on hand early. Mr. Green had advertised and hawed awhile and then refused to sign. Dr. Guiteau represe11ts the bloody deeds of Christianity,
the Convention well in the local papers of central Lamb left him and went to another, who also re- for he claims to hav been inspired.
and western New York, and the Liberals of the state fused. The honest doctor left him in disgust and
At the Saturday morning conference Mr. Toohey
and Pennsylvania came out numerously. But those went still further, until he found one who was Liberal took hold of an Elmira correspondent of the Horn ellsliving further off could not get there, and we missed enough to ask Mr. Hayes to do an act of justice. ville Tribune, who had cast some slurs upon the conseeiug many that we had hoped to. We were par- That man got his trade. Awhile after he met his vention. He handled him very readily, making him
ticularly pleat~ed to meet S. D. Moore and W m. old grocer on the street. "See here, Dr. Lamb, I'll the text of a really fine discourse. After JUr. Tuohey
Edllluudt~on, of Renova, Pa., two of the oldest and sign that petition," said he.
~'No you won't," had finished Prof. Bell read the speech prepared by
stan<Jhest friends of TnE TRUTH SEEKER; also W. answered Dr. Lamb. "You wouldn't sign it before Hon. Elizur Wright, who is too feeble to stand the
W. Dunham and L. DeWitt Griswold. The largest when you hlld a chancet and now you want to sign it strain of a long journey in such hot, dusty weather,
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and so was unable to be present in person. Like all want to suffer with him, that I might curse him with better days of the republic, when the separation of church and
state was the undoubted resolve of our people and the foundaof Mr. Wright's utterancPs, it was clear and sharp. every breath."
The subject was," What Will You Put in Its Place?" .. At the conclusion of. Mr. Chainey's sermon Mr. tion of their liberties.
It is the oft~asked question of ChristianR, and was Peck sang "The Devil Is Dead," and the Convention
The following letter was received from Col. Ingertellingly answered by the old veteran of Liberalism. adjourned till evening.
soll. The convention regretted his absence as much
We shall print the whole lecture one of these days.
Upon reassembling, Mrs. Lake recited a poem of as himself:
Saturday afternoon Courtlandt Palmer read an Lizzie Doten's, after which Mr. Wakeman w11s in"LoNG BRANCH. SPpt. 1, 1881.
address upon the social aspect of Liberalism. He troduceci and delivered a sermon, taking for his text "MY DEAR DR. BRoWN: I rPg'ret that my Pn!ZMgemPnts will
thought the strength of the church lay in its capacity the sentence of William K. Clifford'8, "Those who not allow me to be with von next Sunday. Of cour~P. I hav a
intPrPst in all efforts to clo away forevPr with j,]iotic do:.for tmpplying its votaries with social pleasures, which can read the signs of the times read in them that great
mas that fill the worlcl with hate ancl misery. You will hav
bound them together more strongly than the dogmas the kingdom of man is at hand." Under the old plenty of spt>akers, and I hope plPnty of hearers. Giv my best
did or could; that to combat it successfully it was dispensation he said it was the ehief end of man to regards to Messrs. Green, Bell, and Shattuck. Hope that your
necessary to meet it upon its own ground, to con- glorify God, but under the new dispensation it is to convention will be a great success. I am yours alwflys,
" R. G. INGERSOLL."
struct temples and establish a social life based upon glorify man. The only way to glonfy man is to do
Liberal principles. Mr. Palmer said he had studied him good and to serve him, and every point of our
A list of the officers elected for the ensuing year
the question thoroughly and had planned a magnifi- life must be adjusted to the new doctrin. What will be found in the secretary's report in ano~her
cent temple which should cost $2,000,000, the lower shall we call it? Let us call it the " Liberal." column.
portion to be devoted to business purposes in order to Even the word "Infidel" has no terrors for us. We
Although the weather was very warm all through
raise a fund to meet the running expenses of the por- can make it respectable. The name of "Quakers" the convention week, everybody was sorry when the
tion devoted to the people, so that it might be self- was applied as a term of ridicule or reproach, but time came to separate. For ourselvs, we found
sustaining. The scbeme had the sanction of promi- they adopted it and made it respectable. So with many friends whom we had known by correspondnent business and public men. At the first meeting the Puritans as well. The new dispensation makes ence for a long time, and we felt pained that social
$3,000 was subscribed, and he was quite enthusiastic it a crime for a man to injure himself, as well as his personal intercourse could be enjoyed for only five
over the prospects. He did not ask this meeting to neighbor. Mr. Wakeman then cited the new code days. Too much praise cannot be bestowed upon
invest; that was not his object. He wanted simply of laws which went into operation on September 1st. Dr. Shattuck for his ceaseless efforts to make the
to excite an interest in the project.
All old laws were raked up in it. Some of its pro- convention comfortable and feel at home. He per, Mr. Palmer was followed by Reuben Dailey, edi- visions, passed nearly a century ago, made it a penal sonally superintended the conduct of the house. His
tor or the Jeffersonville Evening News, an abstract offense to use profane language or desecrate the employees, also, were very obliging. The hotels at
The
of whose speech will be found on another page. He Sabbath, a penalty of $500 being attached. He Hornellsville are good comfortable ones.
is an interesting speaker and a superior elocutionist. drew a graphic picture of the state of affairs existing Osborne · House is the largest, and most of the
In the evening Mrs. Lake again addressed the in this state under tlie present penal code. He speakers stopped there. The proprietor did all he
meeting. A blind confidence, she said, had been cited the case of the arrest of a young Italian boy for could to make his Liberal guests comfortable. At
placed by the people in their priests, but when Infi· picking up rags in the streets of New York, and his the other hotels the landlords were equally kind.
del science began to count the stars and dig into the sentence to the Protectory for eleven years.. This he All in all, the week spent at Hornellsville was one of
secrets of the earth, then men doubted and began to Glaimed was a disgrace to civilization, and the Lib- the pleasantest we ever enjoyed, and we look forrely upon themselvs. :Morality looked in the inso- eral people should see that the laws were repealed or ward to the reunion next year at Watkins with
lent face of religion and declared that all men were amended. The institutions to which the young anxious joy.
equal. In places ruled by priests miracles and misery people were sentenced are under control of either
MRs. A. U. MAcDONALD will lecture before the
liv side by side. Her closing was very beautiful and the Uatholic· or Protestant seats; and as they are
paid by the head for the keeping of these children, Liberal Club next Friday evening, Sept. 23d. The
interesting.
She was followed by Mr. Chainey, who spoke upon It is to their interest to get as many of them and to subject announced is "Universological Explanation
the Bible story of Jacob and Esau, which he char- keep them as long as possible. This they do by of World and Man," but the lecture will really be a
acterized as the most disgraceful affair imaginable, misstating their ages, thus keeping them until they reply to one of T. B. Wakeman's before the same
condemning strongly the reprehensible conduct of are long past the age at which they should be dis- club, with whom the lecturess differs in some points
Jacob, and denouncing the moral to be drawn from it charged. The influence and power of the church in regard to Universology. A controversy has been
as a Bible story. He referred to Bradlaugh's expul- are increased by this policy, but the effect is demor- going on a number of years between Mr. Andrews, the
sion from Parliament as the act of the spirit which alizing and tyrannical. The speaker said that the eminent metaphysician and Universologist, and his
aim of the Freethinkers should be to correct these school on the one side and Mr. Wakeman on the
is the relic of barbarism.
When he had concluded, Mrs. Lake read an interest- abuses and wrongs, and he, for one, desired to labor other over the legitimate use of the terms universe,
ing poem by Lizzie Doten, which was warmly for the complete destruction of the power of the world, cosmos, etc., Wakeman contending that
applauded, after which Mr. Peck sang a very laugh- church, believing that thus the interests of humanity universe etymologically means a one-turn, a concepable song, which put everyone in good humor for could best be served. It is the object of the Liberals tion derived from a false system of astronomy-the
to put the school-house in the place of the church Ptolemaic-and as that system has been overturned
their sleep.
Sunday forenoon Mr. Moore opened the conven- and the schoolmaster in the place of the minister. and upset by a newer and true system, consequently
tion, after which Mr. Putnam spoke upon the" Glory Let us worship purity wherever we find it. We the conception of a one-turn has been upset too and
of Infidelity." The substance of his discourse was can make a character for purity by living proper should be set aside. The Andrewsians contend that
that all reformers must necessarily be regarded as lives, and when made keep it clean. We can form the conception of the Universe has changed too
Infidels by those that they left. :Martin Luther, the our own idea of purity. That is the kind of art in and continues to mean "the whole of everything,"
and so of the world and cosmos.
great reformer- and founder of Protestantism, was which we can all be artists.
Mter the sermon, which was listened to very attent·
Mrs. Macdonald, who h\s been a student of Uniregarded as an Infidel by the Catholic church, then
the great ruler of the religious world. The poets ivly and thoughtfully, Mr. Green made a report of versology the last few years, intends to answer
Shelley and Shakspere were regarded as Infidels. the recreipts to pay expenses of the convention, Mr. Wakeman's objection and also his denial of an
All great minds, and especially all who attempted to which were $215, a sum amply sufficient. He offered assertion on which Mr. Andrews is willing to rest
counteract the evils of their day, were put in that the following resolutions, which were unanimously the claims of Universology, "that the laws of thinking and the laws of creativ energy in the universe
and heartily adopted:
category by their opponents.
Resolved, That we tender to Dr. Shattuck our sincere thanks are one."
He was succeeded by Mr. Leland, who read his
report as secretary of the National Liberal League for his liberal donation to this association-the use of his Opera
BY the National Reformer of the 4th inst. we
to the Freethinkers' Congress at London upon the House for the holding of this and last year's convention.
Resolved, That we also thank the secular press of this and
"Progress of Liberalism the Past Year in the United adjoining towns for the fair manner that we hav been treated are very glad to learn that Mr. Bradlaugh has made
good progress toward health, although not entirely
States." We shall lay it before our readers at as by it.
early a date as possible. At the conclusion three
Resolved, That we gratefully thank the proprietors of the out of the doctor's hands. On Aug. 31st he asked
public houses of this town, and the various railroads that leau Mr. Bennett to visit him at his house, bPing unable
cheers were given for Bradlaugh.
to leave it himself, and our readers will probably in
In the afternoon Reuben Dailey and Mr. Moore to this place, for the favors they hav granted us.
a week or more hear from him more direct. Since
spoke again, after which Mrs. Jennie Macdonald
The following resolutions, affiliating theNew York his confinement to his house several persons, none of
sang "Genevieve," and then Mr. Chainey spoke State Freethinkers' Association with the National
them giving their names, but all stating that they
upon "The Clergy." He began by saying that he Liberal League, were adopted:
are Christians, hav lately honored him with letters
would not abuse them or call them as hard names as
That this association reaffirms the platform adopted assuring him that he will go to hell. One says that
did one whom they now· worship as a God, who at Resolved,
its convention, held at Watkins Glen, in August, 1878, and if he again tries to take his seat he shall send him
called them whited s~pulchers, liars, and children of recommends that it be reprinted anu circulated as expressing
their father, the devil. As fathers, sons, husbands, the general objects of this association, and that if the National there by shooting him. Two write that they hav
and citizens, many of them are above criticism. He Lilileral League adopt that platform at its next congress to be prayed he may not recover, an•l he has in addition
gave a history of the priesthood as it originated held at Uhicago, the officers of this association be author- received a heap of tracts and religious books. Such
and instructed to t~tke out a charter for this society that is Christian charity as exemplified by the English
among the savage tribes and developed among the ized
will constitute it an auxiliary state League. 'rhat we earnestly
civilized. The priesthood, as originally established, recommend that all Liberal-minded people join some Liberal church.
changed into priestcraft and perpetrated itself by organization in their neighborhood, of such as it is. and that if
OuR readers will regret to learn that the shingle
inventing miracles with which to delude their sim- there is none they secure such organization without delay,
ple people in order to retain their power. The ori- to the end that there be a general union of all the Liberals of mill of Mr. F. D. Lacy, of Nirvana, Mich., whose
gin of priestcraft was similar to kingcraft, and the our country, for defense, for secular education of the people, scientific contributions hav frequently appeared in
the advancement of Liberal views, and culture.
our columns, was burned on the morning of the 8th
two hav been working hand in hand as a sort of forResolved,
That in addition to resolutions of approval of the
mutual benefit society. 1'he power and influence of course of Mr. Bradlaugh and Mrs. Besant, formerly passed by inst. Loss about $3,000. No insurance. It is
the church is rapidly leaving it. The best intellects this association, we wish now to send word directly to Mr. pretty clearly understood that it was set on fire. A
are now found outside its pale. Science, railroads, Bradlaugh of our admiration of his heroic course in asserting new mill is being rapidly built.
electricity, telegraphs, telephones, etc., are the apos- his right to his seat in the House of Commons, to which he has
repeatedly elected, and from which he is kept by the mere
THE next quarterly meeting of the Spiritualists of
tles of the new dispensation. Let the telegraph be been
bmtal force and mob violence of bigotry. That we call the western N~w York will be held in the Sons of Temused like the post-office and all the great discoveries world to witness that Christian superstition in dogging him
of the age be brought in the reach of all people, and with dangerous violence from the performance of his duties as perance Hall, over 44 Main street, Lockport, Saturthe golden age will cease to be a superstition of the a represeutativ of the people proves again that it has really no day and Sunday, Sept. 24th and 25th. C. Fannie
past or a dim hope of the future, but a grand realiza. respect for duty or decE-ncy, and that it is the same selfish, Allyn and other speakers will be present. All are
tion of the present. Mr. Chainey said he was a vindictiv, persecuting master which has filled the wt>rld with invited.
blood and suffering. That we sympathize with and urge all
Materialist. He would rather die and sleep the who are near and who can aid Mr. Bradlaugh ,in his whole
MRs. H. S. LAKE spoke at Friendship, N.Y., the
dreamless sleep of eternity, reappearing only in the struggle, aud we assure him that we will do all we can here to
grass and the beautiful flowers, or even in the dust crush the infamy against which he contends for freedom a!!d 12Lh; will speak at Angola, Ind., the 18th; will be at
the League Uongress, Sept. 30th, Ollt. 1st, and 2d, and
of the highway, stirred by the hurrying foot of the represeutati v rights of the people.
Resolved, That we heartily approve of the example of Hon. 0. begin a two months' engagement Sunday evening,
enterprise, than suffer eternally in hell or sit with
ltobrrts, the governor of Texas, in declining to issue any Oct. 9th, at Elgin, Ill. Societies wishing her services
folded, useless hands forever in heaven. "If there is M.
proclamation for prayers or fasts by the people of that state for
a God who can make people suffer forever and for- any purpose. That the noble Jeffersonian grounds upon which on week evenings will address he:r at Elgin, Ill.,
ever the agonies described by the Bible, I would he has based his declination to do so recalls the glorious and Drawer 47.
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The apples tasted good and reminded me of home. for his men, who defaced some of the statues and:
Mr. Bridges, feeling weary and not very well, took other holy things belonging to the cathedral. The
himself to the hotel and retired early, while I, feel- baptismal font was used for watering Cromwell's
ing more youthful and enterprising, visited the horses, and it is not for me to say this Wal!!
Six Days in Ireland.-Continued.
Gaiety theater to witness the Carl Rosa traveling not the most practical and sensible ul'le It was ever
At Drogheda we passed over the river Boyne company play the English opera qf the "Bohemian put to. At all events, though Cromwell was excessnear where the celebrated battle took place some two Girl," and I must say I was highly pleased with the Ively religious in his way, he seems to have had very
hundred and forty years ago, which the Orangemen evening's entertainment; the rendition was splendid, little respect for the religious prejudices of the conare so fond of referring to, and where the forces of and the large theater was packed to its fullest ca- quered Irish. In other cathedrals and churches in
Cromwell were especially cruel 'to the Irish. Here pacity, some hundreds having to stand up. This is Ireland are pointed out the marks of desecration and
it is, I think, where the mouth of the river forms the first place of amusement I have attended in a injury perpetrated by Cromwell's men. In St. Patsomething of a harbor, and considerable shipping long time, and I found that it did not hurt me at all. rick's Cathedral are much fewer images of saints,
was seen. When within some fifteen or twenty In fact I was so well pleased that I persuaded Mr. virgins, and dead Christs than are found in the cathemiles of Dublin the road brought us in sight of Bridges to accompany me the following night to hear drals and churches on the continent, but there is quite
the Irish Sea on the east, with some shipping and a and see "Carmen," which was also good, and almost sufficient in that line to meet all the wants of the Hifine farming country immediately around us. Here perfectly rendered. The company is probably Eng- bernian worshipers. It would seem that half a dozen
we saw the first grain being harvested since arriving lish, though in the spoken parts some of them seemed images in one church ought to have as heavenly an
in Europe. The farmers were cutting it with imper- to speak like Americans. The Dublinians appreoi- effect as a hundred times that number.
Christ's Church Cathedral belongs to the Episcofect cradles, and even sickles, while women were ate them highly.
raking and binding. It is about as common to see
Saturday, Aug. 20th.-We intended to have made palians, and is a rich and showy church. It was
women working in the hay and harvest fields as men. a trip to Kingstown, Bray, Wicklow, and the Valley built many hundreds or years ago, but has recently
I have seen them pitching, loading, and stacking Ovoca, but it rained so steadily that we abandoned been greatly improved and decorated by the munifihay. I have noticed but one or two mowers or reap- it and visited the museums, St. Patrick's Cathedral, cence of a rich distiller, Mr. Henry Roe, who expended
ers in Ireland; the principal part of the hay, which and others of the public buildings, managing in the one million dollars upon it. Here we have another
is a large crop here, is cut with the scythe. I have mean time to get pretty thoroughly wet; the rain instance of money obtained by making drunkards
seen no women mowing. Much hay still remains to being more like a regular American soaker than any- and spreading misery among the sons and daughters
be cut, though in our country the 20th of August is thing hitherto met with on this side of the Atlantic. of humanity, being used to enrich and ornament an·
regarded as late haying time. It is a wonder how The principal museum contains a very large collec- edifice called a "house of God." Doubtless these
they manage hel'e to '3ecure their heavy crops of hay tion of the antiquities of all nations, old works of men who have obtained their wealth by making their
when it rains nearly every day. It is cured largely art, a full department of natural history in stuffed fellow-beings wretched hope to enter the gates of
in small shocks, in which the hay stands for two or birds, animals, reptiles, the skeletons of saurians, heaven by giving freely to the church. of their illthree weeks, when it is put into stacks. I see very mammoth elk, deer, and other animals not in fashion gotten gains, precisely as many bloody kings, dukes,
few barns, and they of small size. The farmers' or now, with a full assortment of sea-shells of all varie- earls, murderers and butchers, after spending a lifepeasants' houses are chiefly small, rude affairs, with t!es~ and thousands of specimens of geological forma- time in shedding human blood and in crushing helpone low story, very small windows and doors, the tions, and minerals. I should not omit to say that less, wretched beings into the very mire of the earth,
walls of stone, and the roofs of straw, and down close among all the rest to be seen are scol'es and hun- imagined they could placate heaven and be able to
to the doors and windows. The floors are usually of dreds of gods, little and big, which nations have join the select band of harpists in the upper air by
stone, concrete, or gravel, with very little wood worshiped, and which were once thought to govern giving freely to build some cathedral or church, pay
about any part of them. T.l.1ey are dark, damp, and the world, but have now entirely lost their power. for a stained window or two, a few statues, a monucheerless houses, and the majority of those I have I have seen no finer collection of curiosities, ancient ment, or something of the kind, with which they
seen are untidily kept. I fear the Bridgets in hum- and modern, save in the British Museum at London. hoped to win the favor of heaven. Such are some of
ble life are not first-class housekeepers. There are
The Royal College of Science, and institution for the vagaries with which what is called Christianity
some houses somewhat better built, with tile or slate the instruction of teachers and others in industrial has infused the minds of men.
Dublin Castle lacks the imposing appearanee of
roof, flowers growing round the door, and having an science, contains a library and an interesting muEdinburgh Castle, elevated on a pile of rocks over
air of neatness apparent; but these are rather excep- seum.
The Royal College of Surgeons, near Stephen's four hundred feet in bight, but was built hundreds
tions than the rul_e. The houses of the poor have no
door-yards, no wmdow-shutters, no flowers, no signs Green, a beautiful plot of ground surrounded by nice of years ago as a place of security from the depredaof comfort or neatness. I also see very few man- residences, is a fine edifice. On the pediments are tions and murderous attacks of neighboring warlike
sions or homes of those well off, as are very frequent- statutes of Minerva, Hygeia, and Esculapius. The assailants. It has been changed much since built, and
ly seen in Scotland, and still more so in England. museum is the chief attraction and contains a good is now little more than barracks for soldiers, who are
There is indeed very little evidence of wealth in osteological collection, including the skeletons of stationed here to overawe the Irish discontents.
Much more could be said ·about Dublin, with its
Ireland save in the growing crops and the herds and elephants, deer, bears, elk, dogs, monkeys, etc., as
pretty park, its pleasant streets, and fine edifices, but
flocks, and these or their products are largely sent to well as of human beings.
England to pay rent and taxes. Many of the land
The National Picture Gallery, with a statue of what has been said must suffice. It is a city of someowners live in England, and either have the cattle Dargan in front, stands in beautiful and capacious what less than 250,000 inhabitants, and fell considerraised for them, on their own account, or their ten- grounds, called Leinster Lawn, opposi.te to the ably away in importance, prosperity, and population
ants send the cattle raised to pay the rent. Though Museum of Natural History, and contains sevel'al gal- when the parliament was discontinued here and reIreland produces largely of fine cattle and sheep-a leries of very respectable paintings, prominent among moved to London in the year 1800. It has a limited
number of manufactures, and these of insignificant
finer grazing country existing nowhere-people which are portraits of Ireland's distinguished sons.
probably do not get the cliance to eat one-tenth part
Trinity College is a fine, imposing edifice, imme- importance.
Saturday, Aug. 20th-We left Dublin and took
of the beef and mutton produced; nearly all goes to diately opposite the Bank of Ireland, formerly the
(fill the stomachs of English lords and more fortu- House of Parliament. The external fayade, 300 the train for Galway, 125 miles distant, on the west
nate English gentlemen. These will have their roast feet in length, is of Portland stone and is ornamented coast of Ireland. This took us through the central
beef and their mutton chops, while the poor pro- with tall columns let into the wall and supporting an portion of the country and enabled us to see much
ducers must manage to do without them, and par- elegant pediment. At the entrance are fine bronze more of the farming districts, stretch after stretch
tially fill their empty stomachs with potatoes.
statues of Burke and Goldsmith. The first court- opening before us. For over seventy-five miles the
. We arrived i~ Dublin at a litt~e past 6 P. 111., hav- yard is decorated with illustrious characters, many country io very good, lying well, and tolerably well
mg made the d1stance of 113 miles from Belfast in of whom were students of the college and graduated fenced. I must say, however, that the fencing in Ireabout three hours. We had an opportunity to view here; among them are Dean Swift, Burkeley, Arch- land is not as good as in Scotland; the hedges often
the tow~ fo_r an h.our ~r two, and find it a pleasant, hishop King, and Molyneaux. Hel'e is a monument appear neglected and imperfect, and the stone walls
well-bmlt mty, With Wide streets and fine public edi- of Provost Baldwin, a liberal benefactor to the col- are not as strong or high, and not so strong or high
flees. There are but few finer cities than Dublin. lege; he is represented in a reclining position, with and not so generally laid in mortar.
It is situated on both sides of the river Leffey with a an angel at his feet holding a palm branch, with the
For a large number of miles the country is mostly
fair harbor. Her shipping interests ought to be genius of the university bending over him. The devoted to grazing for cattle and sheep, and but a
extensive, but I fear they suffer from the general dining hall contains portraits of Grattan, and many small percentage of it is in grain and roots. This condepressi?n which seems to cover the country.
others of Ireland's great men. A handsome granite firms what a gentleman in Dublin had remarked, that
Sackville street, west of the Laffey, is a beautiful bell tower in the middle of the quadrangle is orna- Ireland had degenerated into a mere grazing pasture
thoroughfare, and Carlisle Bridge at the foot of it mented with statues of divinity, medicine, law, and for England. This. is unfortunate for the poor peocrossing the river, is a fine stone structure and th~ science. The library is 270 feet in length and con- ple of the country who want labor, for but little
widest brid_ge I remember of seeing, though not very tains over 300,000 volumes. Other fine edifices will labor is required to attend to a grazing farm, and
long, standmg on three arches. The monuments of have to ,pass unnoticed.
consequently many thousands have been thrown out
Lord Nelson, Daniel O'Connell (now being comOf course we had to visit St. Patrick's Cathedral, of employment. America is charged with having
pleted), and the statues of many of Erin's distin- which stands where the great saint of Erin is said to effected this by furnishing breadstuffs at so low a figguished sons grace the city in ample profusion. The have baptized his converts. The original church ure that stock-raising is more profitable than grain.
old House of Parliament, now occupied by the Bank which stood on this ground was built as early as the The poor, however, feel grateful to America for supof Ireland, the City Hall, Trinity College, the muse- ninth century, for in 890 Gregory of Scotland, with plying them with food, and know not what they could
ums, ~nd a goo~lly n~mber of .other public buildings, his followers, attended worship in it. The present have done without Amel'ica's help.
are ncb and Imposmg spemmens of architecture. building was begun in 1190, and was largely added
The bogs or peat-beds were often passed on this
The better buildings in the center of the city are to in 1370. It is cruciform in shape, is an edifice of route, and in many places large piles of this fuel are
built of what looks like gray granite and Portland considerable pretensions, but falls far behind the piled up. We of course passed many little towns
stone, but the bulk of the dweflings, away from the cathedrals in the principal cities on the continent. and villages. Conspicuous among them is Athlone,
center of the town, are of brick, four or five stories In it, as usual in such institutions, are the tombs and with 6,000 inhabitants, situated on the Shannon river
high, but mostly very plain, without cornices, win- memorials of distinguished departed greatness.
and occupying about the geographical center of Iredow frames, and caps.
The old cathedral must have fallen considerably land. It has an old tower, well overgrown with ivy,
I am often painfully reminded of the absence of into decay or disrepair, for Benjamin L. Guinness, a and which, with some additions, serves as barracks
good fruit in this country. !here are gooseberries, wealthy brewer, gave the munificent sum of £150,- for soldiers. Previous to this we passed through the
a few plums, and some puckermg pears, but apples are 000, or $750,000, to repair it and place it in its pres- small town of Maynooth, the seat of a college of St.
scarce and very inferior, being only about the size of ent condition. It was perhaps very fitting that a Patrick, for the education of young men designed
acorns, knurly, hard, and unpalatable. I am sure an man who had made his fortune by making drunkards for the Catholic clergy. Here are also the remains
American pig would feel himself disgraced by eating and administering to the debased passions of his fel- of an old castle, and in the neighborhood are round
thell?-. I am fond of frui~, and seeing some good low-men should give some of the proceeds of that towers, or what is left of them. In many places the
lookmg apples on a Dublm woman's fruit stand I bad business to fixing up one of the residences of the view of the surrounding fertile country is beautiful
approached it and inquired, "Are these apples grown Virgin in which to worship the unknowable and non- indeed, while in the distance the highlands present
in Ireland?"
existent God.
.
themselves. But for the last twenty-five miles or
"No, them is American apples."
When Cromwell and his army of religious zealots more befol'e reaching Galway the country grows
"Well, I will take a couple of them from the high came over to Ireland and brought the country into poorer, and rocks seem to be the principal product in
respect I bear the good lady Columbia."
subjection he used St. Patrick's Cathedral as barracks many places. Large quantities of stone have been
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laid into walls, fencing the land off into small fields,
but enough still remain on the land in many places
to make twice as many more walls. In loeking
across the country when nearly on a level with the
eye, little more than stone walls can be seen. ·
Galway is in a poor, rocky district, and stands at
the head of Galway bay, Rome thirty miles in length.
It is a town of about 14,000 inhabitants, and does not
present a very flourishing- appearanee, though a new
dock is being constructed to enable vessels of heavy
draft to come up to it, which has hitherto not been
the case. We had an hour or two to look around
here, and saw any number of human specimens of
poverty and degradation. The people of Connemara,
a poor district next north, come here to do their limited trading, 'bringing in whatever little stuff they
may have to sell and take out some whisky and other
supplies, and this, being Satttrday, is their regular
day for trading. We saw scores of women with red
petticoats, a heavy blue cloak with a hood and large
cape-all home-made-bare-footed, bare-legged, and
bare-headed, and every one with a square basket,
holding nearly a bushel, fastened to their back, in
which to bring in a few eggs, a chicken or two, or
whatever else they may have to sell, taking back a
little tea, a piece of salt American pork, and a little
whisky to cheer up their spirits. The blue cloak
covers the basket, giving them a very humped-back
or dromedary appearance, more like a band of rude
gypsies of a thousand years ago than like civilized
women of the nineteenth century. Their hair is disheveled and unkempt, their faces dark and dirtv,
their feet and legs ditto. Many of these. miserabie
creatures walk in and back, a distance of more than
thirty miles, with their pack-baskets on their backs,
with perhaps not more than a dollar's worth or two
to sell or exchange for what they want. Their
feet must be as tough as the hide of the rhinoceros
to walk on the sharp stones and flints which line the
roads and paths. But they do not seem to mind it.
They know no other mode of life, and possibly they
enjoy it as well as the average of• human beings,
though large numbers have little or nothing to eat
and are in a chronic state of starvation. When their
little crop of potatoes fails many of them absolutly do
starve, and but for the generosity of America when
the people of England evinced little disposition to
aid them, many thousands of them long before this
would have been starved to dea.th. A few are well
enough off to keep a donkey, and with a rude cart to
match they are very fond of putting off to town with
their wheelbarrow-load of "truck," with the whisky
jug to carry back some whisky-the bane of Ireland,
but many of these poor people are unable to have a
donkey and have to get along without. They are
poo·r indeed. It is a very plain case that there is no
God who cares about these poor wretches, or if he
does he has an extremely poor way of showing it.
Generation after generation he lets them drag along
a miserable existence far worse than death, and does
not the first thing to help them or alleviate their
woes. It seems to me if l was God Almighty for
only three weeks I would either do something to help
them or kill them off and get them out of their
misery. The only thing they seem able to do is
to have children; every family has ten or twelve, and
what they find to live on to grow up to be men and
women no man knoweth. A policeman of the town
said to me that they had children just as fast as possible, with half a dozen of the same age and size, so
that if one fell into the fire none were big enough to
haul him out.
Galway is a very old town, and was originally set.
tied by the Spaniards and Italians who traded at this
port centuries ago. The blood so infus<Jd still shows,
as well as the characteristics of the people, and the
great rage of the women for red petticoats and high
colors may in this way be accounted for. It seems
that the Irish blood has scarcely been improved by
the admixture.
We walked over the town for an hour, and the
policeman referred to took us down in the lower part
of the town occupied by a singular class of people
called the Claddagh, a race of hardy fishermen who
live in the extreme end of Galway by themselves,
their residences being a series of low stone huts, with
straw roofs, with no regular streets, and not a donkey
or horse or cart among them. There are nearly five
thousand of them, and they live distinct from the
other residents of Galway, and will not intermarry
with them. They follow fishing exclusively, and
catch large quantities of fish, many of which are sent
even to London. They have their own laws, and
manage their own affairs. They are governed by a
sort of mayor called the king of Claddagh. This
potentate decides all their cases of litigation and
contention, and by way of distinction his boat is
decorated with a white flag. I did not have the
pleasure of seeing the king of Claddagh, but was fortunate enough to see his lieutenant, or the second in
command. He is an old, rusty-looking personage,
with but little to commend him to the attention of
the world. The policeman informed me that these
people were very peaceful, and.1·equired no attention
from the police force ; if they sometimes got into a
fight and broke each other's heads, they settled it
among themselves, or their king settled it for them.

He also said that there was but one woman in the
five thousand who was a prostitute; she sometimes
got drunk and then went over to see the men in the
other part of the town, and got into trouble, and they
frequently had to lock her up. Among the peculiar
customs of this people is that of giving with the
bride, as her dowry, a boat, or a share of a boat,
according to the means of the parents. The marriage-ring, also, is an heirloom, passing from mother
to daughter. It is massive, and often decorated with
a heart and crown, supported by two hands. When
out fishing they take with them oaten cakes, potatoes, and water, but no ardent spirits of any kind.
They make their own boats themselves. I saw one
in course of construction, and it appeared a short,
stout . craft, not more than twenty feet long, and
capable of carrying five to ten tons. I saw many
also in the water; with these small fishing boats they
venture far out into the Atlantic, but it· is very seldom that any are drowned or lost. The boats are
built upon dry land, and placed in the water by main
strength. Twenty men can carry one of the boats;
the sails are rude and coarse. Like all other primitive people, they have their lucky and unlucky days;
and the people of Galway might starve for the want
of fish before they would put out on an unlucky day
to catch any for them. On the eve of St. John's day
the election of the mayor and sheriffs is made by the
Claddagh boys. Their mock ceremony is accompanied by real mirth. Fires are lighted up in various
places through the town, round which boys and girls
dance in joyous hilarity, armed with long-handled
besoms, with which they gently touch such passersby as refuse to obey the mandate of honor to the
bonfire. The attendants of the mayor and sheriffs
are also armed with like rude emblems of authority,
which in the plenitude of fun are ultimately set on
fire, and whirled around over the heads of the noisy
population. ·They have a priest of their own-Catholic of course-and a good school-house for the
children.
The policeman pointed out to us what is called
Lynch Castle, where three hundred and fifty years
ago lived Lynch, the mayor of the town, who showed
a degree of severe justice scarcely known among the
ancient Romans. It is related that he sent his only
son to Spain on s0 me commercial business, who
returning with the son of a Hch Spanish friend and a
valuable cargo of goods, conspired with the crew
to murder the Spanish young man, throw him
overboard, and convert the cargo to their own
uses. One of the party, however, divulged the
truth of the matter upon returning home, when
the just Mayor Lynch tried his son for the black
deed, convi8ted him, and sentenced him to execution.
It was thought by his relatives that through their
intercession, and especially as the condemned young
man was the mayor's only son, that the father would
relent and by so.me means spare the young man's life.
He appointed a certain time for them to call for his
answer to their request. Early on the day appointed
they called, but found the body of the son hanging
from one of the windows of the fatner's house. Such
stern and impartial justice has seldom been known in
the world. In thousands of instances men have connived and used every expedient to save the lives of
their guilty sons, but this early Irish magistrate
flinched not to honqr and carry out the behests of
the law, though his only son was the victim or subject. He executed his only well-beloved son because
he was guilty of a most heinotls crime, but we are
told of another very just and good being who caused
his only well-beloved son to be more cruelly executed,
who was entirely innocent, and had committed no
offense whatever. I most admire the justice of the
stern but just old Irish magistrate.
From Galway we took a southerly course to Limerick, where we arrived late Saturday night, stopping ..an hour or so just at sunset at the town of
Ennis. What the train stopped there an hourfor we
could not tell, unless, as one of the passengers suggested, it was to let the engine rest, but the time
made had not been E!O rapid as to make a rest seem
necessary. We were afforded time, however, to look
over this town of 8,000 inhabitants, formerly the
residence of the mighty O'Briens, chiefs of Thomond.
It has a fine church afl.d a few good buildings, but it
is by no means a fine town. 'l'he streets are narrow,
dirty, and lined on either side with uncomely shops
and miserable dwellings, and with an unlimited number of beggars of both ages. A stranger is known
at once, and they are sure to "go for him" without
the slightest hesitation. "For the love of God give
me a penny or two to keep the childer from starving.
Do that for the love of the Blessed,Virgin, and I will
pray for all the good saints to bless ye and give ye
long life." Though not regarding their influence
with the saints as of any special value to me, I dispensed a few pennies among a few of the most
abj~ct, including a blind person or two, but this only
seemed to make matters worse, for, like hungry cormorants, they beset me more ferociously, and I was
glad to betake myself to the station and into the
car. 'l'here were unmistakable signs of the immoderate use of whisky. Scores of. places had it for
sale, many were drunk on the streets, and wret~hed
ness was on all sides. There are fine church edtfices
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in the vicinity, and some old ruins, but there are so
much of them in many places that continued mention of them seems superfluous.
We remained at Limerick over Sunday; not because we wished to, but because we were compelled
to, as the trains do not run on Sunday. Limerick is
situated on the Shannon river, at the head of heavy
navigation, some sixty miles from its mouth, and is
in the center of a fine productive country. Its date'
runs back into antiquity, and it is said to have been
the home of the kings of Munster in olden times,
and many a .battle has been fought in its vicinity.
The old part of the town was once inclosed by a city
wall, but few remains of it now are seen. The old
town is now the quarters of the poor; and they are
poor indeed. We looked into the places where people live, and they are not so good as Americans often
provide for their horses and cattle. They live in
cellal'l! and dark, noisome rooms on stone or earth
floors, with no furniture, or with the scantiest allowance of the most miserable kind. The little shops
where the eatables for the poor are sold are miserable, filthy places, and it would seem that the poor
wretches must be very hungry to eat anything obtained there. I passed by many of the dwellings of
the lowly, and was fully impressed with the wretchedness which prevails among them. I also got acquainted with a Mr. Michael Casack, a hardware
merchant, who is a gentleman of intelligence, and
from him I gained much information re~arding the
condition of the poor. He is a committee man in
the charitable work of a city organization, and it
was his duty to visit the poor families and see what
condition they were in. He said he had often fou11d
families of eight or ten persons living in a single
room, with not a sign of any furniture save a bed of
straw with old rags for a covering, and possibly a
cradle, an.d the stench and filth were often enough to
almost overpower him, and he was compelled to use
antidotes and disinfectants to prevent the contraction
of disease. He also said it was his duty to put them
through a course of severe catechism as to their
means, where they were born, what their religion
was, whether they attended church regularly, whether
they led moral lives, etc., etc. If the questions
were answered satisfactorily the society gave the
sum of one penny per day to each member of a family who had no means of livelihood, and with this pitiful sum they were compelled to buy fuel to keep
them warm, and such miserable food as would keep
soul and body together. But if they found any
taint of immorality, if parents and children were
compelled to sleep in the same nest of straw, where
the children might be involuntary witnesses of what
is considered immoral for children to know anything
about, then the penny was withheld, and they were
left to live or die as they could make it. There was,
however, another society which furnished means
with which to purchase other straw and covering, so
that half-grown children need not have to sleep in
the same bed with their parents, and after this was
effected the donation of a penny each was dispensed
to those who had thus become moral members of the
community.
He told of cases of the most harrowing kind;
where the only article of furniture was a cradle, and
that contained only straw, on which was an infant
sick with a disease of the bowels ; the straw was
changed once in two or three days, and then used
for other· members of the family to sleep upon. 0
God ! if there is a God, why does he not do something for such wretchedness? In view of the millions who are thus dragging out a miserable existence far worse than death, how can any person believe that a loving, merciful, and all-powerful being
directs the destiny of every human being, and
watches with a parental eye over the conditions of
all his children ?
In the morning I waiked down to the docks, which
are constructed of hewn stone in a most creditable
manner. Vessels, at high tide, drawing twenty-two
feet of water can come up to the docks. I saw vessels from various parts of the world, one from Peru
with guano, and one just arrived from New York
laden with petroleum, making the passage in twentythree days. Mter this I attended mass at the Dominican chapel, where the soldiers stationed here get
their weekly instalments of religion. Last Sunday I
attended church in the old John Knox cathedral, and
to-day at the Dominican monks' worshiping place.
Thus if I mix up my religion pretty thoroughly it is
to be hoped it will not hurt me much. The soldiers
marched in order, the officers carrying their heavy
swords, and the privates with their bayonets in
their belts. As they kneeled while the officiating
monk was going through his flummeries befOl'e the
altar, at one moment "kneeling before the image of
the Virgin, at another reading in Latin from the
missal, and at another holding up a tankard of wine,
which the faithful devoutly believe to be the blood
of Christ, and then carrying some wafers to the
communicants in the front row of kneeling devotees,
I said in my heart: "Is this inO.eed Christianity? Is
this indeed religion? And is there an intelligent
God who takes pleasure in such foolishness?" The
large organ kept up a pretty steady low playing, but
no hymn was given out, and no singing done by the
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audience. Nothing was don~ by the. devotees save' we might all ~ave had a pretty nice t_ime ?f it; but I crmyn each (f?2 cts. ). We ~eplied that we wished no
to stand upon their knees while the priest performed prob~bly that Is too much ~o expect m this.country pomes, espeCially .at that t!me. ~e soon came ~ 0
his stereotyped ceremonies, and then they went off to of ram. As we returned It was very plam to be others who also wished to hire pomes, and soon a gam
get drunk and fight, as is their wont upoii. Sunday seen .tha~ the ~ons of Erin on the train had been in- still.more,_ until as many as tA~ strong, robust, hea~ty
afternoons. Some pious old women, and some oth- dulgmg In drmk stronger than water, and some of lookmg Irishmen were gallopmg along close behmd
ers not so very old, remained fifteen. or twe~ty min- them conducted th_eiD:selves in a most offensiv~ man- us, so that a part of thei; horses' ~eads touched o~r
utes saving Ave Marias and countmg their beads, ner_ It was gratlfymg at the approach of ntght to knees, and all most anxwns to hire four of us their
by .;hich they suppose they secure the approbation get back to Limerick and to part company with the ten ponies, dilating with Irish eloquence upon their
of the Virgin and obtain a ~ansion in the bli.ssf!-11 drunken, ill-mannerly roughs.
superior qualities !1-s P?nie~. and th_e Ion$ diRtance
_Monday morning we were off bright. and early for through the Glen, It b~mg _fou;, Ir1sh miles-;-equal
regions of paradise. Some !mages of t~e VIrgm
were displayed. A dead Christ, large. as life, IS up Killarney, to take a look at the beautiful lakes and to five and a half Enghsh miles. . The Englis~man
next to the roof, over the altar, With twelve. oil lovely scenery. I will not name the several little engaged two of the horses for himself and. wife at
paintings on the side of the church, representmg villa~es we passed, but some of them looked very half. a_ crown each, and then the othe~s were still .more
Christ in as many different attitudes and positions, well, and the country is good, showing sufficient evi- persistent to make. arrangements With Mr. Bridges
carrying his crot'!s from J~rusalem ~o Calvary, so~e- dence of agricultural skill.
and myself. I demded at on~e that I preferred to
times falling down, so~etime~ gettmg up, etc., With
At 11 ,,A.. H. we arrived at Killarney, and here a walk and s~o1;1ld do so. I am not spemally fond of
numerous doleful-lo.o~mg samts, who Impress o~e more trying ordeal awaited us than had hitherto ho_rseback ridi~g, and c~ose to 4falk even at the sa~e
that simon-pure religwn ~as an awful bad effect m been our bad fortune. As we stepped from the train price. Mr. Bridges de01d~d that ~e_ would not ~Ive
crus~ing out the last _particles of cheerfulness and about a hundred carriage drivers and their assistants, ha!; a crown, but woul~ giv~ a shilh~g (25 cents).
happmess from the human heart.
and half as many hotel drummers and their helpers,
0 ye~ honoi", t~at IS. qmte too little for a fine
There are several orders of. mo~ks, good br~thers, were very persistent that we should ride with them kony. to ri~e four Irish mile.s, equal to five and. a h!l'lf
and good sisters located at Limerick, where, With all o.r go to their hotel. In fact, there was no getting nglish miles. ,Shure and Its yourself that Will g1ve
its wretchedness, thousands upon thousands of dol- rid of them. They were not only extremely per- more than that.
lars have been expended in erecting homes for these sistent, but insolent and offensive. They would not
"No," said Mr. Bridges, "I will only give a shiluseless, pious, lazy idlers. But ~ith ~ll i.ts wretch- take "No" for an answer. Patronize them we must, ling."
enness, with all its drunkeness, LimeriCk IS the most at any rate. We had been warned somewhat in
"0 yer honor, sir. I cannot take so little, but
Christian, the most Catholic city in Ireland, and reference to these pestiferous boreli, and advised to go shure I'll be afther splitting the difference wid ye.
with a population of 45,000 it ?as not ~ house of to a hotel and engage their own carriage, boatmen, Y e may have this illegant pony for two shillings, but
prostitution in the city. T?ere. Is not a mt_y where etc., for a ~our of the lakes. We accordingly not"'for any less."
chastity among the unmarried IS more strictly ob- marched straight forward and made little or no re"No, I will only give you a shilling."
served. It is, however, a good s_tudy for the philos- ply to their importunities. A dozen of them would
"And shure yer honor will be more generous than
opher to decide, which condition is the best for hu- stick into our faces at once the cards or circulars of that."
manity, a country like F~anc~, where the sexual re- the hotel~ for which they were running, and with
And so the chaffering went on, mile after mile,
lation among the unmarried IS as comm.on as among extreme Impudence. At length one of the red- the ten horsemen following closely after us, as
the married, and abundance and happmess seem to mouthed Mickies sung out, in the broadest Hibernian though their very existence depended upon their
be ·general, or Ireland, where chastity, drunkenness, accent: "Go to hell wid yees. Yees desarve a good hiring us their horses. The driver of our jaunting
religion, and starvation are the rule.
kicking to come here to see our lakes and act in that car tried to drive away from them, but it was of no
After mass was over we walked to St. Mary's manner.''
use; the persistent horsemen kept closely up to us,
Cathedral, a church of olden time, having b~en built
The beggars were equally numerous and persistent. and as I was occupying the back seat I got the benein the fifteenth century. He~e we h~ard high mass They acted as though they thought we had come benefit of the horses' noses. Our driver finally got
performed, in ":hich there IS considerabl_Y mo~e there loaded ~own with silver for their express ben- mad and cursed the valorous Irish brigade so closely
chorus and singmg. !f, ho_wever, God deligh~s m efit, and that It was our duty to. hand it to them about pursuing us, and"told them they ought to be ashamed
the monotonous, drawling, smg;song of the priests, as fast as we could get our hands into our pockets. of themselves, that we had given our answers, and
}}.is taste is different from mme.. On the strong But their game did not work very well. If they got that ought to be enough, and they ought to turn back
tower of this cathedral, 120 feet high, a cannon was much money out &f us we hope it will do them great and annoy us no longer. He also talked to them voplaced when De Ginkle besieged the city, which did good.
ciferously in Irish, with which I am not sufficiently
fine fXecution in shooting down the enemy, and
The population of the town, including some five acquainted to be able to translate, but all this was of
probably proved far more effective than any fulmi- hundred beggars, amounts to five thousand, and it no avail; the Irish cavalry still pursued us, and were
nation the bishop was able to send forth from the will be inferred that the larger portion are trying to still clamorous that we should hire their ponies.
pulpit below.
get their living from the unfortunate sight-seers who The scene was a novel one, and filled me with mirth.
We also took an external and internal view of the call to see the beautiful lakes in this locality. Our I often looked back and viewed the anxious pursuold castle with its seven towers and its massive hearts, however, being properly hardened, we ing legion and laughed outright. It exceeded anywalls stili standing. There is much history con- marched unswervingly forward through the din and thing 1 had seen in the line.
As we approached the Glen they became still more
nected with it of blood and de3th which I will not hullabaloo to the fine hotel hard by, and signified to
attempt to repeat. It is now used as barracks for the accommodating clerk that we wanted to make a clamorous, all the more anxious to secure the hiring
soldiers, of which there are qu~te .a number stationed tour. of the lakes, and needed an outfit, or the proper of their ponies. A new feature was also added to
here as there are in all the prmmpal towns we have carriages and boats for the purpose. He informed the scene to make up a variety. Two quite mature
visit~d in Ireland. It must cost a large suin of us that a jaunting-car to the Gle!!, and a boat with a maidens darted out of a small hut and pursued us on
money to keep the Irish people in a proper state of pair o~ oars.men to rGw us through the three lakes, the run, regardless of the carwheels or the pursuing
subjection.
.
and a Jauntmg-car to return us to the hotel would cavalry. They each carried two bottles and a small
We also visited the celebrated "Treaty ~t?ne" on cost one pound, four shillings (six dollars), and po_nies glass or tumbler.
One bottle contained goat's
which the treaty. betwee~ the. ~orces of W_Ilham the through Glen and luncheon would be seven s~ilhngs milk, and the other "mountain dew," or whisky.
Third and promment Irish Citizens was s1gned, one more each ($1.75). Fortunately a young Englishman They were bare-footed, bare-legged, and bareof the conditions of whic~ wa~ that Catholics should and wife '!ere with us, and wished to make the trip; headed, and were at least good runners, for_ they
be entitled to the fullest liberties and have no em bar- so by makmg a party of four the expense was $1.50 kept along with us for fully half a mile. To patrorassments placed upon them. This provision, how- each, with 25 cents each extra for luncheon to take nize them a little I took a glass of goat's milk of one
ever, was violated, and hence Limerick has been along with us to eat while passing through the glen. Eily O'Connor, and as the other claimed to beth~
called "the city of the violated treaty."
(The luncheon consisted of two thin ham sandwiches, real a.nd original "Colleen Bawn," and had photo.
In response to an invitation from Mr. Cusack, we worth about five cents.) We were accordingly soon graphs of herself to sell, I was constrained to give
called at his residence and were introduced to his aboard our jaunting-car and off for the Glen twelve her sixpence (twelve cents) for one of them, so when
pleasant family and most hospitably .e~tertained. m!les away, through a pretty' country, well dotted I get home those of you who wish to see how the
He gave us many facts about the conditiOn of Ire- With many comfortable and several fine-looking resi. Colleen Bawn looks in her native dress can be ac.
land, and an hour or two passed away very pleas- dences, with the hills which surround the lakes on commodated.
antly.
.
. before us. Here. th~ h~dges were neatly trimmed
At length we arrived at the point where the jauntIn the afternoon we took a Sunday excursiOn tr~m most of the way, md10atmg that the owners are peo- ing-cars are left and where the horseback riding or
six miles up the Shannon to the Castle Connell, whwh ple of taste. We also saw many bl:lautiful flowers, walking commences. The· maid who had sold me
presents some points of interest and beauty. Parts of shrubbery, and a fine growth of deciduous and ever- the goat's milk had followed and importuned me to
the old castle still remain on a rocky mound or emi- gteen trees. These were around and in the vicinity try some of the "mountain dew" before attempting
nence, with the rich ivy running profusely over it, of the better residences.
the passage of the glen. My virtue was so great
as we have seen it in many other localities. Ivy is .I have not described to you a j ·unting-car, and that I firmly refused, assuring her I could make the
very natural to Ireland. If our American lovers of will now proceed to do so, for they are common in passage quite as well without thedew as with it .. I
house plants could succeed in gro'Ying ~arlor ivy all parts of Ireland, and as an Irish institution par- then upbraided her with cheating me in the milk,
with one-tenth part of the success with whiCh nature ticular mention should be made of them. They are calling it goat's milk whfln it was only cow's milk.
"Och!" said she, "it is goat's milk, for shure,
does the work here in Ireland they would be proud a two-wheeled vehicle like a light cart, with a pair of
indeed. The laurel also grows abundantly, as well seats at right angles with the axle, the seats some yer honor."
as the holly, which has a firm, shining leaf, with two feet apart, facing outwar~ with a seat in front
"But, Biddy, show me the goats. I see cows
sharp prickers at the end. I saw many pretty wild for the driver. The seats are sufficient for two per- about here, but no goats. Please show me the
flowers, and among them fox-glove (digitalis pur- sons, though three can squeeze into one of them. goats."
purea), a fine biennial, which in our country is per- Those sitting on the seats ride back to back to each
"Faith, sor, the goats are on the mountain. If
fected with considerable difficulty, being liable· to other, the feet hanging outside, and resting on a nar-~ you will ~o up there _wi~~ me I will show them to
winter-kill. Here it grows by the sides of ditches, r?'! fo~t-bo~rd, each person looking outward and you. Fait~, and I ~Ill.
. . .
.
on banks, and even on stone walls, where dirt is also ridmg sidewise. It does not seem so social to ride
Not havmg the time or mchnatwn to chmb the
found.
with backs toward those on the opposite seat, as 'i tha mountain with her I was forced to take her
We also went a mile further up the Shannon and though the seats faced inward, but such is the Irish word as to the matter of the goats, and to this day I
saw the "Falls of the Doonass," or, more properly, fashion. There is a b_obbing motion in riding, but, am ~ot _able to s~y w~th certainty whether it was
the rapids of the Shannon. In the course of about as the seats are on sprmgs they do not ride unpleas- goats milk or cows Inlk that I drank; but at all
half a mile they make a descent of some fifty feet; antly, though I much prefer a four-wheeled spring I events it did not hurt me "at all at all."
and as the Shannon is the largest river in Great ~arriage. Th~se jaunting-cars are seen in profusion I At this ju~cture our ~and'!iches were dispensed to
Britain or Ireland, and at the rapids nearly an eighth m every town m Ireland. They cost less than a four- , us by the driver of the JaUntmg·car, and I took mine
of a mile wide, to see it dashing and foaming down wheeled buggy, which probably accounts for their. in my hand and walked out, eating it the while, to
among the rocks is a pretty sight indeed, though as g_eneral use .. They also have cabs and covered car-' avoid the importunities of the pony fellows. One
a waterfall it is a small affair compared with rtages for ramy weather.
I of them had accepted Mr. Bridges's offer of a shilling,
what we can do in our country. It is perhaps oneWe had traveled about half way to the glen when· and he had mounted, and two of them stuck to me
tenth the magnitude of the rapids of the St. we met two men on horseback awaitingus, and wish- to take theirs at the 'same price. I said:
Lawrence.
ing to hire their "'Ponies" to us to ride through the I "No, I have told you repeatedly I prefer to walk.
Several car-loads of the people of Limerick were glen. They fell in line close in the rear and were I do not want your pony. Can you not understand
out for an excursion, and had the rain only htld olf very anxious for us to secure their ponies at half a i me? When you visit my coun~ry I will not_ annoy
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"Yes sir-r. But won't you buy these of me, sir?" of me. We Irish girls will talk and say anything
you this way, but will let you ride or walk as you
"I don't see how I can. I have no room for that is lively and plizent, but we will do nothing that
please. Why cannot you do the same by me ?
them. But I'll tell you what I ca:n buy of you, is wrong. A true Irish girl will not step aside to do
Please turn back and let me have peace."
At that one of them turned back, but the other Katy, and take with me just as well a!l not; that is a that which is not right."
kiss. I could carry several of them; yes, half a
"Yes, I understand that, and for that the Irish
1till followed with:
dozen."
girls deserve great honor. But there are other
"Yer honor, ye will find it a very long way to
"But sir-r-r" (blushing), "I do not sell kisses."
things you ou~ht to do. ~ou should discourage the
walk, an' ye'll wish for the pony before ye get half"I' 'll t · · t
II"
th
I ·n use of moun tam dew. It IS a curse to your country
way through. I offer the pony to yees very chape,
whI no msis upotn yDour se mgt kem. th Wti I and your people, and you ought not to sell it or perand I know ye'll want him."
,· t a k e t em as a preiJen ;
0 you no
now
~
. suade any one to drink it."
I had become wearied with his persistence, and would esteem the~ highly~. And then, I might
"But, yer honor, a wee drop will not hurt any one,
turning upon him with more than my usual emphasis, m~~e you. a present m retu~.
.
,
and it is good to cheer up the heart and make life
said, "Now you may go to --I" The place I men"Yes Sir-r, b~t I d? not ~Ive kisses away.
•pass away smooth and plizent."
tioned is said to be. a very warm country, more . B_ut you mig?t m this case. I h~ve not had a
"Ah, Mary, that is all wrong. It does not make
known by the preachers than anybody else, the re- krss smce I came mto Irel.and. Just thmk _how far I life pass smooth and pleasant, but makes poverty and
vised name for which I believe is hades. "Go where have _come, and not a kiss have I h_ad_ smc~ I le~t wretchedness. If the money spent in Ireland for
you please, so you let me alone." He turned and America. Do you never do any kiss~ng m this mountain dew could be applied to making your
went somewhere; perhaps it was hades. He might coun~ry:? Do your. mo~~er and the priest tell you homes pleasant and comfortable, and in providing
not have gone far to reach the place designated. that It IS wrong to kiss?
.
the necessaries of life far far better would it be for
I pressed on, munching my sandwich, and feeling ~ this M~ry O'Sulli~an, who ?ad told me her the people of this cou~tri"
a great sense of relief.
name, a cousm of _Katy s, and thirty years of age,
"True for ye, sir-r. Ye spake the truth, and ye is
The Glen, as the name implies, is a gap, gorge, or answered the questiOn:
a plizent gintleman entirely."
passage through the mountain rocks, which are
"It will not do for us to kiss strangers."
And so the fairies of the Glen and myself chatted
piled up some hundreds of feet on either side, not
"Well, you need not consider me much of a on as they accompanied me for some two miles, two
perpendicularly, but with a gradual slant. In several stranger. I am easy to get acquainted with, and I or three on each side of me, and others close behind,
places are remarkable echoes, which were tested as feel as if I knew you pretty_ well already. Can you walking over tb,e rough and often sharp stones with
we passed along by playing on a bugle and firing off not be as good to me as If my name was Pat or their bare feet as though the stones were the softest
a small cannon. The echoes and reverberat-ions Mike? The little girls in our country sometimes carpets. I inquired if the stones did not hurt their
from wall to wall were excellent-as good as I ever kiss, and I have even heard it said that larger ones feet, and they answered, "Oh, no, not at all;" they
heard. Near the entrance of the Glen is a small, nar- sometimes do it, and I guess it don't hurt them."
were" used to it, and had to be used to it."
row, irregular sheet of water, called Serpent Lake, and
"Oh, what a plizent gintleman ye are, sir-r, to be
Two or three times I asked if they were not going
said to be the last place where the snakes lingered shurP,! I am shure so plizent a gintleman has not too far, and if they had not better return. They
when St. Patrick banished them from Ireland. Pre- come through this Glen in many a day."
answered," Oh, no, we will go with you as far as we
I!!Uming that the snake-banishing myth is just about
"I am afraid you ~re given to flattery, Mary, and can. 'Tis not every day we have such a plizent ginas true as the fable of which it is a part, I passed on. perhaps you 1lave kissed the blarney stone, though tleman to walk with as yourseL"
The views of the dark, towering, frowning rocks you will not kiss me. You must remember I am.an
I assured them they complimented me quite too
on either side as we passed along were really grand. old man, and that it is hardly worth while to flatter highly, and that I knew lots of gentlemen far
Now and then the winding passage is wider than me."
more pleasant than myself.
elsewhere, and a little patch of land now and then
"Ye ar.e not old at all, sir-r."
"Then will ye not please to send them over to see
appears, with a stone hut, a family living in it, a
"Oh, yes, I am; I am away past sixty. Before the lakes and us girls of the Black Valley?"
plenty of little children playing around the door, thisAear closes it will see me sixty-three."
"Perhaps I can induce some of them to come. I
and a few cattle and sheep feeding on the plat of
" nd shure yer not a day over forty, and I tell ye can, at all events, tell them how kindly you have
grass.
a plizenter gintleman has not -come through this accompanied me to-day."
Soon after reaching the summit and half-way glen and walked off as brisk as yersel, sir-r."
"Then plaze do that same, yer honer. And when
point I met a small company of bare-headed, bare"1\:Iore flattery, Mary; I am now almost sure you will you come again yoursel ?"
footed, and bare-legged damsels, their apparent ages have kissed the blarney stone. But what is the use
"Well, I cannot give you much encouragement of
ranging from twelve to forty, some with bottles of of a man being old before he needs to be? I think coming soon. However strong my inclination may
goat's milk and mountain dew, and some with coarse it best for all ages t? ~e lively and cheerful."
be to come again and see you fairies of the Glen, I
heavy stockings, all of which they were especially
"Yes, ye~ honor, It IS far. the best way; and I am have a long journey to per~orm, and I fear other
anxious to sell for silver and even copper money. shure there IS none more phzent than yersel. And duties will prevent my returmng soon."
They were sitting on a ledge of the rocks as I ap- now take a little of this m_ountain dew; it ~il~ chee,r
"Well, yer honer, we will pray to all the b_Iessed
proached them, and feeling sociably inclined I ac- yer heart and make ye phzent and happy mt1rely.' saints to send ye safe on yer JOurney and to brmg ye
costed them in this manner:
"No, thank you, Mary. I do not need any mount- back here again. Ye are a plizent gintleman en"I presume you are the fairies of the Glen."
ain dew. I do not bel_ieve in it. I am_ a disciple of tirely."
.
.
" Yes, thanks, yer honor, and we want to sell ye a Father Matther and thmk that ~o~ntam dew does a
I proposed that our next meet~ng be m America,
leetle goat's milk and a drop of mountain dew to great deal of harm. But how IS It, Mary, that you where it would be more convement for me to see
cheer yer heart in yer long walk."·
them, and where they could probably find better emdo not get married?"
"I see you are more real than many of· the fairies ." Oh, the right man has not. come alo~p yet. You ployment than selling mountain dew. To this they
I have read of, but I don't think I wish to buy any- did not come along yourself till to-day..
readily assent.ed; bu~ they urged me repeatedly to
thing. I am a disciple of Father Matther and do
"No, but I am an old man, past the time for mar- leave a little silver with them to help them make the
not believe in mountain dew, and as to the goat's rying; besides I have a wife already, and it would journey and to remember me by. I assured them that
milk, I had some back at the entrance of the Glen, not do for me to maiTY any more."
.
with great pleasure. wou_ld I comply with their
and I am not sure it was the genuine goat's milk
"Ye are young enough if ye had no Wife. Ye are wishes did not the exigenmes of the case seem to foreither. I am afraid you fairies are disposed to cheat so plizent. Ye would suit the girls in the Black Val-.;d · that I was on a journey that would last nearly
us poor wayfarers who come to view the beauties of ley well enough, yer h onor. "
·ear,
and that every day, an d at every turn I made,
'
your country."
"Mary, you flatter too much. You should be I had to pay out money, and that therefore they
"Bless yer sowl! yer honor, sii'-r, this is the raal careful of my feelings. You don't know how tender would have to excuse the munificent presents my
goat's milk, and no mistake. We would not chate they are. But if I was younger, if I had no wife, nature would otherwise prompt me to make. They
ye for the wurruld."
however much I might be inclined to you girls of insisted with pertinacity that I should at least give
"But where are the goats? I have not seen a goat the Black Valley, I should almost be afraid to marry them something to remeinber me by.
since I left Killarney. Produce the goats."
an_y of you because y~u Irish women have so many
At the gate where _I entered the possessions of a
"Oh! the goats, yer honor, are on the mountain children."
rich man, through whwh I had to pass to reach the
feeding. If ye will go up there ye will see a plinty
"Ha, ha, hal Good for ye, yer honor! Ye are lake, an adieu had to be taken of the fairies. I conof thim, and shure ye will."
such a plizent gintleman,_ye are. The _childer, ye sented that Mary O'Sullivan might pour me a glass
"Well, I guess I will let them remain up there say. The more the merner I Twenty Is the rule, of goat's milk, and at her urgent request I suffered
and take your word for it, but I don't want any ha! ha I ha !"
her to add "a wee drap of the mountain dew." I
milk just now."
"That is all very nice to talk about, Mary, but agreed with her that the least drop in the world
A little rosy-cheeked girl approached me with a just think of it for a moment, a woman to have would not hurt me. And then I turned and took my
pair of coarse white stockings and said:
twenty children! Oh, I should be afraid of such a leave of Bridget McGinnis, Annie O'Flaherty, Mary
"Please, sir, buy these stockings of me."
woman, Mary. But how is it that you Irish women O'Shaunnessy, Biddy O'Rourke, Ann Gallagher,
"What is the price of them, my little fairy? "
have so many children? Upon my soul I believe Mary O'Sullivan, Katy O'Sullivan, and all the rest
"One and sixpence, sir-r."
Ireland would be able to people the world if all the of them. I told Katy I should have left with a
"That is cheap enough, and they are very good other inhabitants were swept off the earth. How do lighter and happier heart had she given me somefor the kind, but they are heavier and coarser than I you acC<'unt for this, Mary?"
thing to remember her by, but I would only have
"I think it is the goat's milk, the mountain dew, the memory of her want of generosity. She hung
am in the habit of wearing; besides I have a plenty
her head and looked a little sorry, and as though she
of stockings and have not room to carry any more. and the petaties, yer honor."
"Well, perhaps it is, but I must confess it is all a relented a little; but then it was too late. Very
You see I have set out on a long journey, and it
stands me in hand to carry no more than I ,tequire. mystery to me. But why don't a lot of you girls go pretty "Good-byes" and "God bless yees" came
I do not need these stockings, and I must not take to America? There are some millions of your peo- from all of them; and in counting up the expenses
ple there already, and we might as well have a few I found it had cost me twice as much to walk with
them."
"Yes sir-r, yer honor, but they will keep you more. There is plenty of work to be done there, and the fairies as it did Mr. Bridges to ride the pony.
warm in cold weather."
pretty good pay given for it."
But "sich is life."
"Yes, yer honor, that is jist what we are after
It cost a shilling each to walk an eighth of a mile
"Yes, I know they will; but you see I am going
where the weather is not very cold, and what I have wishing to do. We are saving up all we can to go through the rich man's posessions to the upper end
will answer all purposes. , My little wife bought me to America next year; and cannot you give us a lit- of the lakes, where we found two boatmen awaiting
us with· sprightly-looking ctaft for us to ride in a
some very nice stockings before I left home, and tle siller to help us?"
"Unfortunately I am not prepared to enter into distance of twelve miles through the three lakes.
they are all I require. But, my little fairy, may I
the emigration enterprise to any large extent, but
The charming lakes of Killarney have been so
ask your name?"
America is your country. But tell me where you all often described by poets, painters, and fine writers
"Katy O'Sullivan, sir-r."
that it seems a useless effort for me to undertake it,
"That is a nice name. I am fond of the name of live now?"
"Up in yonder ,Black Valley which goes out so I will only say the lakes are narrow, irregular
Katy. And what is your age?"
sheets of water surrounded on each side with high,
"'fwelve years old, sir-r, and going on thirteen." from the Glen before you."
"And what do you find to do, and how can you picturesque, and very attractive hills or piles of rocks
"That is a good age, too. You will soon be a fine
covered with green moss, with here and there diminyoung lady. I am sorry that the stockings are so make any money in such a place as this ?"
" Oh, we knit and sew and take care of the chil- utive bushes and trees, all very green, and with
thick and heavy, for I would like to buy them of
you. Had you known that I was coming, and that I de!' and sell goat's milk and mountain dew to those numerous small islands all along as we passed down.
preferred light stockings, I am sure you would have who, like yourself, come through the glen to see the Some of the hills are. in continuous ranges, but thew
(Oont~nUfd on page 604.)
knit me a lighter pair, would you not ? ''
. . lakes. And now, sir-r, yer honor, please buy some
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churches, but these, although bolstered up with It is this slavish respect for precedent that made
money and prestige, are failures too.
Judge Black, during the thirty years' antislavery
In the Colonel's article in the North American agitation, and continues to make him an unchangeReview he lays aside the scalpel, which serves him able prbslavery man. While a regenerated South,
[Fmm tile Pittsbur,qh Dispatch.]
such a good purpose on the platform, and makes his with the scales of ignorance and prejudice fallen
Black and Ingersoll.
attack upon the popular religion in the shape of a from her eyes, thanks God every day for the unIt is certainly a sign of the times,· and a very bill of indictment, with specifications carefully speakable blessing disguised in Lincoln's proclamagratifying one to every advocate of free discussion, drawn up. He defines what Christianity is, and then tion of freedom to the slave, Judge Black, true to
when the editor of so respectable a review as the undertakes to prove that it is not worthy of credence. his old instincts, speaks mournfully of the event, and
North American considers that an examination, pro He makes the charge that the Bible justifies the bar- still harps on the old string that the morals of the
and con, of the merits of Christianity, by two such barous institution of slavery; allowed polygamy; country were injured by the discussion and abolition
able men as Col. Ingersoll and Judge Black, would authorized and enjoined religious persecution for of slavery. Was not Abraham, the father of the
be interesting to its readers. The universal con- opinion's sake, and in the New Testament itself faithful, a slave-holder? Was not Washington a
sciousness of the fact that man is mortal, the gen- bases salvation from eternal hell fire on belief, when, slave-holder? Did not the inspired Paul direct Phileral belief in a continued existence after death, and in intellectual economy, it is plain that a man's be- emon to return Onesimus, a fugitiv slave, to his masthe question whether we shall be happy or miserable lief is governed by the amount of evidence he sees, ter? and did he not enjoin all other slaves to be
in a future state, always has invested and always and is a matter over which he has no control and for obedient to their masters? Was not slavery a legal
will invest the subject of religion with deep interest which he is not accountable. These ideas, and institution in this country, and did it not exist under
many others which are correlativ to them, he en- the Federal Constitution?
to all reflecting men.
The nineteenth century, with its freedom of forces fairly, calmly, but with tremendous energy.
Most of the educated and philosophic men of this
thought, is beginning to feel that its childlike
It reflects great discredit on the clergy that, al- day, exercising faith in God as the father of all his
credulity has been imposed upon by its predecessors; though they number several scores of thousands in children, and in the great law of progress and develand as neither Catholics nor Protestants hav now this country, among whom are many eminent doc- opment which has brought mankind up to its present
the legal power to send doubters to prison or the tors of divinity, not one of them of any note, from condition, direct their eyes in hope to the future,
stake, men everywhere, in Europe and America, are Dan even unto Beersheba, has ever had the courage when all men shall hav a fairer chance than they
beginning to apply the rules of evidence and the to meet Col. Ingersoll in debate, either 4lral or writ- now hav in the struggle for property and happiness.
demonstrations of science in examining the claims of ten. Itinerant laymen offer their services to the But Judge Black, like all other born and predestithe church and her various creeds.
church, and go up and down trying to " pulverize" nated Bourbons, has his eyes in the hinder part of
In this work of fearless examination, so that the the arguments which the Colonel wields with such his head, and sees and admires nothing but the past.
common people, who hav suffered the most from tremendous power; but they don't seem to be highly He can·ies the habit of the lawyer into the arena of
superstition, can understand the subject, no man now appreciated by the people, and they generally retire theological discussion, and instead of being calm and
living is to be compared to Col. Ingersoll. Relig- in disgust. The watchmen upon Zion's walls see the fair, as a seeker after truth should be, storms and
iouily educated, and understanding perfectly the Colonel traveling all over the country, and the peo- scolds, as he would an adversary in a criminal case
Christian doctrins and the history of their acknowl- ple flocking. in thousands to hear him speak, and before a county court and jury. The spirit of the
edged spokesman and exponent, the church; con- paying large money for the privilege; and although nineteenth century has arraigned the church in the
scious of his ~reat powers of wit and ridicule; deeply they profess to be the successors of the confessors Court of the Human Understanding, to show cause,
penetrated With the conviction that all church claims and martyrs of old, and the sworn defenders of the if she can, why the people should not repudiate her
are utterly without foundation, and that their en- faith, they carefully avoid grappling with the arch creeds as false and her authority as usurped, and
forcement in past ages through the ignorance and heretic,. and satisfy their consciences by uttering require her to convert her meeting-houses into sciencredulity of its victims has greatly hindered the civ- imbecil tirades against him from their pulpits on tific lecture rooms. The fact that so many good
people believed, and still believe, in her system of
ilization of mankind; as well skilled in the use of the Sunday.
scalpel as ever Voltaire was, he seems to take infinit
The only man of :mark in all the country who has religion, makes it proper that the questions at issue
pleasure in vivisecting the church and clergy before shown himself willing to enter the lists is Judge shall be decided judicially, reason and conscience
an appreciativ audience and seeing them writhe in Black, a layman, who is not even a member of the alone being judges in the case. Dogmatism and
speechless agony. He seems to practice this cruelty church in full communion, but seems to belong to personal discourtesy are entirely out of place, and it
with the same sang froid that a thoughtless boy that class we read of in the Old Testament, who is because Judge Black has been guilty of these
evinces when he transfixes a poor fly on the window "feared the Lord but served their own gods." . He faults and played the part of a bulldozing, countypane with a pin and sees the helpless sufferer con- begins his defense of the church and its religion court lawyer that many a judicious and fair-minded
stantly striving to escape from its persecutor, and against Ingersoll's attack by saying that such defense clergyman will secretly say in his soul, if not with
constantly failing. Since the Colonel is known to is no business of the priests, but that their prescribed his lips, Non tali auxilio; nee defensoribus istis.
hav a kind and sympathizing heart toward all per- duty is to preach the gospel, leaving such as he, "an
It would be impossible, in the short space allowed
sons in distress, and to be above reproach in regard unlearned and unauthorized layman," simply to act in a daily newspaper, to follow Judge Black through
to his morals, his unrelenting ferocity against the the part of a policeman to silence tlte Colonel as a his whole article and point out his failure to meet
popular religion and its professional, bigoted teach- rude disturber of the Lord's congregation of saints. Col. Ingersoll's facts and arguments. Besides, it
ers can only be attributed to his poignant conviction No doubt this dictatorial assignment and limitation would be a work of supererogation, for every intellithat it is ajalse and cruel system, and a mountain- of the clergyman's function is very grateful to the gent and candid man must feel that he has injured
ous hindrance to the progress of the human family common run of mercenary priests in all denomina- both himself and his cause by his characteristic
in intelligence and happiness.
tions, who, like Micah ef old, say, "Put me I pray method of debate.
. ' office, that I may hav 'a piece There is, however, one charge that he makes
The universal dumbness of the clergy under the thee, .mto the priests
of
bread,"
and
who,
in consideration of what they against the Colonel that cannot be passed over withColonel's assaults results from the fact that, as a
general rule, with many exceptions, they are ex- receive, feed the Lord's hungry people every Sunday out comment, because, while it is used merely ad
tremely ignorant upon the questions at issue, and with a mild infusion of milk and water. But how captandum, "and is well calculated to receive the
therefore entirely unprepared to reply to the moder will the really able men in the ministry who in applause of his clients, the clergy, it has the appeartheir ordination vows, swore not only that they ance of considerable force u11til it is examined. The
arguments against their religion. They were se
to the theological seminaries years ago, not as would preach the gospel, but that they would de- Judge alleges that in disavowing belief in the Jewstudents of the great subject of religion as a depart- fend its doctrins against all gainsayers, na matter ish God and rejecting the Bible as an infallible relament in the science of anthropology, but merely to what persecution might arise to them on that ac- tion of his will, the Colonel's morals must be in a
prepare to preach the gospel and save souls. When, c.ount-ho:w wi!l they like the _ex-cathedra, bishop- state of confusion, because he has "no acknowledged
therefore, a scientist uses the modern discovery of like style m whwh the Judge pomts out their humble standard of right and wrong." BecauAe the radicals
the conservation of force as an argument against the duties? It is doubtful whether this large and re- repudiate the anthropomorphic idea of God believed
doctrin of miracles, or the truth of evolution as spe~table class o! m~nisters wifl thank the Judge for by the church; that he is a person, which means that
proof against the fundamental doctrin of the fall of takmg away their high character as defenders of the he is an infinitly great man, with eyes to see, ears
man, the clergyman is at his wits' end, and is- com- faith, and convertilag them into inane pulpiteers like to hear, with a nose to smell and enjoy the odor of
Moody and the rest of the evangelists, who flourish burnt-offerings, and with all the other parts and
pelled to sing dumb.
The spirit of Freethought and investigation seems most where the people are the most weak-minded functions of a man, they hav no supreme intelligence
to be everywhere except among the clergy. It is in and ignorant.
to adore and obey, and no rule to judge of the right
JudgeBlackgivs a glowing account of the strength and wrong of human actions. The Judge holds the
the very atmosphere. Our literature is permeated
by it. The press everywhere, except those papers and prosperity of the church, but if he would read medieval idea incorporated into the creeds of Chris'!hi.ch circulate alll:ong the pagani, the people who the church papers themselvs, and examin the statis- tendom, that justice between man and man is oblil~v m obscure sect~ons of the country-drop, inten- ~ic~ they publish, he would see, as has already been gatory because it is the will of God, who has spoken
tiOnally or otherWise, many seeds of philosophical mtimated, that all the Protestant denominations con- to the world in the laws he enacted for his chosen
and scientific truth, which fall into good ground and fess and mourll: over their ~ecreasing strength, and people, the Jews.
But as to the Decalog, the
produce their effect upon the people. The railroad that the Cath~hcs alone are mcreasing in proportion first, fourth and fifth precepts contain internal evicars, as well as the bookstores, sell Ingersoll's lec- to the populatiOn of the country. Comparativly few dence that the law was local in its application, and
tures by the thousand; and no man who has int&lli- young men offer themselvs for the ministry and except in those parts purely moral, designed for the
gence enough to read and comprehend one of them what f~'! there are are far from being men of' first- Jewish people alone. As to the law bearing upon a
can ever afterward be the same person he was before rate abihty. There are no such accessions of new chang~of religious opinion, contained in the 13th
converts to the chureb .as there were formerly, and chapter of Deuteronomy, no one not besotted by
in his feelings toward the church and its claims.
the
chur~h owes ~ts ~tren~th chiefly to the complete- superstition can read it without horror. It was this
There are many superstitious dogmas which hav
n.ess of Its orgamzatwn, Its wealth, and its old pres- law which impelled the Jews of the 17th century to
been.f?r.ages an.d still are paraded in the pulpit, like tige.
persecute and denounce their co-religionist, Spinoza,
a Phihstme Gohath, to scare the people into a blind
The Judge has a .national reputation as a jurist, when science aided him in emerging from those
and unquestioning faith and to keep them quiet and
submissiv in the church. But when Ingersoll with and as a Pennsylvaman I am proud of his record as infantil conceptions of the great God handed .down
his sling and stone, smites· it in the forehe~d 1 it the chief justice of o~r supreme court, and a worthy by the laws and traditions of his race. It was the
never recovers, but dies, and soon calls aloud for successor to Judge Gibson. But he is a mere law- spirit of this law which drove both the Catholic and
buriaL Of the men who live, or hav lived he best yer, and belon~s to that class of the legal fraternity Protestant churches respectivly to persecute, not
knows the vital spot in a theological error 'and how who are men of precedent, and never ask a question ma.liciously, but on prinmple, all those who repudito giv it the death-blow. No wonder the Rev. Dr back of custom and the law. Bacon, in his "Ad- ated their creeds and their spiritual authority. If
Newman wishes to stop his mouth by due process of vance.ment of Learning," speaks of this class as we could injure God by blaspheming against his
law. To his influence in this line we must ascribe knowmg well enough what is the law, but not what name, the most audacious blasphemy we could utter
the fact, mourned over so generally by all sects of ought to be the law. Hence, as a general rule, they against the universal father would be to say that he
the church, that the baptized· youth of the country are not safe state~men and legislators. Hence, also wrote as a law this 13th chapter of Deuteronomy
hav to so great an extent lost their interest in the so .few, comparativly, ever distinguish themselvs a~ when he knew beforehand what bloody use it would
ministrations of the pulpit. The Young Men's agitators and r~formers of abuses sanctified by age. be to put to in the future ages of the church. The .
Christian Associations hav been gotten up to supply T~ey look not mto the seeds of things to sHe what same code authorized the Jews to make property and
the failure of the clergy to attract young men to the will g~·~w out o~ t~em, but rummage among the merchandise of the heathen round about; and for
authont1es of antiquity to find out what is the law. ages this has been the warrant for the intelligent and
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strong to oppress the ignorant and the weak. But tion in astronomy, zoology, geology, archreology, and should not be resorted to; patchwork is always a
it was the law, and, therefore, Judge Black, in his the different branches of scientific knowledge not to waste of time.
regard for precedent, was opposed to giving 4,000;000 be found in any of the many Bibles? To hav a
10. Beware of abnormal development of your facof the American people who had been slaves the knowledge of nature's laws, and believing in their ulties or tendencies, either for drmk, animal gratificommon rights of humanity, and was willing, on the truths, would hav a tendency to shake their belief in cation, or gambling. This is the trinity of the world's
legal principle of partus sequitur ventrom, to doom the old superstitions, dogmas, and doctrins of ancient devil, whwh, if it put its combined force on any
them to everlasting bondage.
times; and if they beeome students of the seven man, will soon reduce him far below the level of the
The philosopher, however, who seeks by knowl- great branches of the knowledge of man, M1·. Mair brute. If you suffer either of these to run awa.y
edge to ·understand man's relation to the universe would brand them with the sobriquet of Infidel, with you your Liberalism will avail you nothing.
Finally, make a study of life and determin for
J. SwAYNE.
rejects with scorn the ferocious and arbitrary law~ skeptic, or Atheist.
Y?Urself tha.t you. will extrll;ct from it th~ most h!l'pUnionville, Pa.
enacted by the Jewish God, and adopts this as his
pmess possible m the brief span of time whwh
standard of morals: that a given thing is a duty and
nature has alloted to you as a lifetime. And, then,
ought to be done, not because it is enjoined in the
Bible, the Koran, or the Zend-Avesta; not because What Liberals Should Do,_.:_Some :Moral Phi- I think by the observation of these rules nobody will
losophy.
be able to say that Liberalism bas been an injury to
we shall play on the golden .harps, and walk the
golden streets of the New Jerusalem if we do and ABSTRACT OF .AN ADDRESS .AT HORNELLSVILLE, N. Y., to you, but rather a benefit. It is a most important
BY REUBEN DAlLEY.
matter for the world that supeliStition be smashed,
wail in the eternal :flames of hell fire if we d~ not
but it is far more important to yourself that this life
but because it is eternally and everywhere right and
Mr. Dailey having prefaced his speech by a refer- should be happy, and that in your own home there
prope; in itself. considered. The intelligent radical
IS a JUst man m all the relations of life, whether ence to the fact that there are no Christians living to· should be happiness; and if you hav it there it will
there is a God or not, and whether there is a future this day, and having expressed the hope that all Lib- be the best evidence that the principles which you
. s.tate of being or not.
For every act of jus- erals' skepticism is born of honest doubt, proceeded believe and practice are calculated to be of benefit to
to speak of the duties of Liberals, and said: Consider the world.
~ICe or m~rcy he . performs he gets his reward
this
fact that we assume to be guides and teachers
All human actions should be considered in their
m the domg of It, by the approbation of· his
own conscience and the promotion of his own self- of the world, we are proud of the idea that we are relations to and effects upon our fellow-men. The
respect. As a free, just, and ll;Ccountable agent, he progressiv men, and there can be no such thing as ?nly true test of the goodness or badness of an action
betieves that no man has a right to do anything progress unless it is by the advancement of our indi- Is the questions, What effect will it hav on myself?
which injtlres either himself or any other J?erson. vidual selvs. The best evidence we can giv of our vy~at effect on my family, my neighbor, my fellowBut as he owes duties first and foremost to himself, capacity to benefit the world is to show in our own ~Itizen, and the country at large? Determin surely
he has a right, as he journeys through life in his life .an example of honor, ma,nliness, industry, and ~n Y?Ur own mind if it will injure any of these. If
triple ,character of a being endowed with an intellect sobnety. We must keep our ideas clear on all It Will not detltroy health, if it will not unnecessarily
which delights in knowledge, affections which seek points of progress; we must be sure of every step. w~ste property without. any adequate return; if It
Recollect that science does not ;necessarily involve Will not mar the happmess of your familv, render
t~eir proper objec:s in love_, and a body with its variOus needs,, to enJOY anythmg a:sd everything which morals, but the science of a good life does. Our aim uncomfortable your neighbor, defame the ~name or .
does not injure himself or others. This is the radi- should be manly perfection as far as possible. Per- disturb the good feelings of your fellow-citizens, decal standard of morals. It is so short, so easily com- fection is the proper appliance of all faculties. For fraud the.go-yernment, then you may lawfully do that
prehended, and so obviously just and reasonable that illustration, a man may be much interested in the act. If It givs you pleasure you should do it. This
.it does not tequire a priest to expound it. Besides study of phrenology, he may become an adept in the theory of morality, you will perceive, disregards the
this, it. never varie~, "but is the same in all ages and knowledge of the bumps, yet in the matter of per- theory of God. The idea of deity is a blank, because
sonal industry as a means of earning money to pay we cannot injure omnipotence, neither can we make
countr~es. T~a Bible ~tandard of morals changes
his
way he may be wofully deficient. He may pos- the mysterious fiction of theological dream happy by
accordmg to time and Circumstances. It authorized
slavery, religious persecution, and polygamy, all of sess a critical knowledge of the theory of evolution a go~d act. We must act only upon the basis of clearly
which are conside;ed crimes in our day. By the law and yet be an unfaithful man in his family relation. acqmred truths and visible bodies. ''hen we will act
of natu:al morality, however, slavery and religious So a man may be authority in ancient history, in at all times intelligently, and the superior advantage
persecutiOn were always wrong, because they in- languages, and the exact sciences, yet he may lack we will hav over orthodoxy will be the entire absence
jured not only the victim, but him who inflicted the true politeness, courtesy, ·and agreeable manners. of a fear all t~e time that by personal gratifications
wrong. And polygamy is wrong because it violates The aim should be that while we pursue these re- w~ are. o~endi~g an unknow~ and infinit being. Obthe natural law, apparent in all census tables, that forms we should at the same time be careful to add tam this mtelhgent and defimt basis of moral action
whereas the sexes are equally balanced in point of loveable, agreeable, and upright personal character- then the mind becomes clear and placid. It is not
numbers, nature wills and provides a wife for every istics. In the ardor of our battle against these great harassed by doubts nor tortured by the fear of infinit
wrongs we are apt to forget our own faults. VVe pm;.sibilitie~ of punishments that may grow out of
man and a husband for every woman.
that it is most important that our own life be actwns whwh are but the answer to nature's imSome men, unfortunately for themselvs, are born aforget
vindication of our sentiments .. Then, my friends, pulses.
before their time, and hav to keep in advance of
The.re. is no logical connection between a theologitheir age, and be forever unpopular. But Judge loving the cause of Liberalism as I do, desiring to
see
it
prosper,
desiring
to
witness
the
freest
toleraca~ opmwn and a mor3;l a~t. Opinions on trinity or
Black, as. a theologian and moralist, was born after
his time. He should ha'IJ :flourished in those ages tion .of diverse opinion, permit me, as a young Lib- umty of God, or a belief m the immaculate conception, the Mosaic cosmogony in biblical history, cauwhen authority and precedent ruled over a subject eral, to modestly suggest the followi-ng:
l.
Be
moral
men
and
women.
Now
what
does
not
make a man good or bad unless he finds in the
world, and before science and Freethought, like the
sun in the east, had dawned upon the darkness. He that include? Much indeed; everything. If we are acts of the Jews some moral example. And these
is out of place in the closing decades of the nine- moral we will do no wrong. We can be guilty of are· unfortunately more often bad than good. Hence
teenth century, when the insatiable hungering of the no dishonest 'let toward individuals or government. one neut~al!zes the other, and history proves that
human soul after truth in all the departments of in- Honesty includes industry, because every man owes men hav Imitated more often the bad actions than
quiry, and a supreme reverence for it when found, to the world a return for that which he used in the the good. Ever uppermost in our mind should we
establish man's title to be the very child of God. maintenance of his life, as also it includes a willing- keep the effects of ideas and principles on our rnaThe daring and iconoclastic spirit of radicalism does ness to pay a fair price for a fair article at all times. terial and mental condition. Hence as these theolog2. I would recommend that each Liberal take an ical speculations divert the mind from the known to
not aim recklessly to destroy. It is constructiv also,
interest
in the charities and philanthropies of the ~he unknown, from the practical to the impractical,
and shows itself to be such by substituting for the
church standard of morals, which has licensed every day and manifest a willingness to bear equally the It destroys that much vitality, arid impoverishes the
crime, one which is founded on utility, and is en- burden of the support of the unfortunate and deserv- mind. Again, as these things take from us the time
tirely safe for society, because it is natural and inva- ing poor, as the widow, the orphan, crippled, and which should be given to the increasing of our rnaterial wealth and to the inventiv genius of man, it
riable. The radicals, in giving up the Jewish and blind.
3.
I
would
recommend
that
each
Liberal
show
a
becomes
clear that theology impoverishes man.
Christian notions of a personal God and his laws,
embodied in the so-called "Mosaic" writings, are neighborly disposition at all. times, giving a practical Hence biblical theology is set both against the
not, as Judge Black intimates, like a ship at sea recognition of otlr foundation principle tba_t all men physical, material, and mental interests of man.
without compass or rudder. Taken as a class, with are created free and equal.
4. I would recommend kindness to those whom the
The Science of Government.
very few exceptions, their lives prove that this is not
· the case. 'l'hey hav a safe anchorage. Their rule world recognizes as our inferiors financially and soIt is pleasing to be great, but more excellent to be little.of morals appeals for its authority to the noblest in- cially.
5.
I
would
recommend
courtesy
to
all,
kindness
to
Father
James.
stincts of human nature, and especially to the sense
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
of justice; more or less developed in all mankind by the unfortunate, and a general conduct in life that
the progress of civilization; whereas the church 1·ule inspires the lowly to approach us in confidence of Never having been largely great, nor largely little
only about middling, 'tis not mine to question th~
applies to the basest and most despicable passion of kind treatment.
6. I would recommend that each Liberal man and verity of the sage maxim of the father.
the human soul-its fears.
A. B. BRADFORD.
woman try to keep order in their house and perform
Among the emigrants from this world to the next
Enon Valley, Pa., Aug. 17, 1881.
the functions of ruler of the home with quietness, of such as figured largely in the affairs of men, I fad
kindness, moderation, and wisdom; to study the to find the first individual who, if a mere wish would
Unsatisfied.
comfort of home and keep it clean, in good repair, obtain it, would not hav a sponge drawn over his
past record.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :~In and orderly.
7. I would recommend attention to personal apWhy?
the discussion between Mr. Mair and Mr. Bennett it
Because, underlying his most patriotic efforts he
is evident that all the talent, all the history, and all pearances. vVe should be elegant if we can, but
tH'e craft and ingenuity that Mr. Mair was possessed never fail to be clean and decent. Above all, our finds, on retrospection, a large substratum of ~go,
of was exhausted in attempting to prove by whom children should giv constant evidence of attention to hiding, for the time being, from his own eyes only,
the absurdity of his "fantastic tricks before high
and when his Christian Bible was written, and fail- their personal comfort and neatness of attire.
8. We should maintain always business relations heaven;" the absurdity of inferring, from his terning to do that, we are left as much in ignorance of
what he asserted to be true as we were before he of the best kind. Honesty in business is as essential porary e~evation, that he was born to command ad
commenced to explain it. He avoided the natural to success as chastity is to the character of woman. libitum or infinitum.
He now sees that some who were unknown to
causes that always hav and always will produce the The calling by which we earn bread and clothes for
ourselvs,
wife,
and
children
should
receive
our
indifame
are largely his superiors. He sees there is a
same effect. His whole argument, as logical as he
thought it, was a waste of words. Not so with Mr. vidual energies. Business first, hobbies afterward. power that overrules in the affairs of men; who
Bennett; he showed clearly what Mr. Mair did not Execute every order for business with all possible selects from the material lying about loose such inknow. It is not possible Mr. Mairwould be satisfied promptness and unscrupulous honesty of detail at strnments as will best answer the present purpose.
When that parpose is accomplished, or the tool befor his children to know nothing more than what that.
9. On matters of public interest assume and main- comes dul!, it is dropp~~ and another picked up.
they could learn from the Bible, although he asserts
In the mstrnmentaht1es selected, no new springs
it to be the greatest and best book ever written, con- tain that position which is for the general ptlblic
taining all that is necessary to know of truth, Chris- good. Everything is policy in this life, but that to action are created. The springs already there are
tianity, religion, and morality. Would he wish them to which in the course of human events proves to be touched upon.
PRIDiTlSS.
Such is the science of government.
know nothing mol'e, and to be deprived of all instruo- best is the only true policy. Temporary expedients
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(Ccm;timted from page 601.)
are chiefly in independent hills or domes, with their
apexes from a thousand to over two thousand feet
in bight, and one, the lofty Camm-Tual, 3,414 feet
high, the loftiest in Ireland. Near the edge of the
lakes is a thick growth of good-sized trees with
thick green foliage. Though not possessing the magnitude, the grandeur, and sublimity of the lakes of
Scotland, particularly Loch Lomond and Loch
Katrir.e, they are very pretty. The islands have
a considerable growth of the arbutus, whose rich,
glossy leaves remain green the year round.
The upper lake, two and a half miles long, covering an area of 430 acrea, is considered the prettiest
of the three, because of its wild and picturesque
scenery. One cannot examine the high rugged hills
surrcunding it, its snores, and the deep inlets along
the same without being fully impressed with their
beauties. The masses of rocks piled up near are
called "Coleman's Eye," "The Man-of-War," "The
Four Friends." A rugged, precipitous pile, whose
pyramidal head is eleven hundred feet high, is the
home of the eagle, which here builds its eyrie in an
interstice, well toward the top. When the young
eagles are hatched out, men have climbed the rock
on the accessible side, and, by letting one of their
number down with ropes, have captured and carried
the young eagles away to rear them in slavery.
Here is also a remarkable echo, which, when
thoroughly awakened, will reverberate from rocky
hill to rocky hill, and be 11nswered from mountain to
mountain, sometimes louder and louder without interval, and then fainter and fainter, and after a
sudden pause again rising, as if from some distant
glen, then insensibly dying away. In this way six
different echoes are distinctly counted.
The middle lake, called Muckross, or Tore, containing an area of 680 acres, is regarded as beautiful,
but its hills are not so wild, high, and rugged as
those surrounding the upper lake. They are connected by a narrow passage winding around among
the rocks. In iassing the narrow chute we saw two
rocks within a few feet of us with what appeared to
be the print of human feet deeply imbedded in them,
one mark larger ,,than the other. About these
indentations various superstitions are held. One
version is that the larger one is the mark of the foot
of a distinguished old Celt who, when pursued by
deadly enemies, made his escape by jumping from
that rock to another on the opposite side of the
stream, and that the smaller one is the print of his
wife's foot. They made a pretty ~ood jump to leap
the stream; and, what perhaps is smgular, they made
a deep impression on the rocks from which they
leaped, but none on the rocks upon which they
lighted. Possibly they went up, and did not light
at all. These appearances of human feet indented
in rocks are found in various parts of Ireland, and
the most extravagant stories are told in reference to
them.
Lough Leane, or the Lower Lake, is much larger
than the others, containing five thousand acres, and
being five miles in length. Before entering it we
passed down a rapid chute, where the waters rush
under a weird old bridge said to have been built by
the Danes about the time of their incursions into
England, and to be the oldest brid~e in Ireland.
Just above we saw a large condor divmg down into
the water for fish and then flying majestically away
at our approach. Abundance of fish, salmon, trout,
etc., abound in these lakes. The lower lake is bordered by hills in its upper portion, but at its lower
portion is seen a wide stretch of beautiful farms and
cultivated fields. The rugged hills and mountains
are, of co use, wild, picturesque, and charming; but
a beautiful sheet of water, surrounded by highlycultivated fields and pleasant homes is certainly not
also without its beauty. The lower lake has over
thirty .islands, but few of them contain an area of
over an acre, and several considerably less. In its
more rugged portion is a cascade or two much admired.
We were landed near Ross Castle, and in walking
through beautiful grounds to it we were not far from
the copper mines which formerly turned out much
valuable copper ore. They were undoubtedly worked
many hundreds, if not thousands, of years ago, by
the Danes, or a still earlier class of people. Rude
stone hammers have been found in the mines which
the aborigines-perhaps the ancient Celts-once used
in mining purposes. Ross Castle, now in ruins and
covered with beautiful ivy, was formerly the scene
of bloody warfare between the wild races and factions that once inhabited this land, but I will not now
call up these unpleasant memories. We did not stop
long to gaze on the old castle; there are so many of
them in Ireland, that after seeing a dozen of them
they cease to be a novelty. Here we found our
jaunting-car in waiting, which took us by a short
route through pleasant drives of shaded roads
amongst elegant residences back to the hotel. We
found that the lower end of the lakes were much
nearer the town of Killarney than the glen to which
we were first driven.
d We were back in time to take the train for Cork,
intending to stop over at Blarney to view the castle,
etc., the followmg morning, but when we arrived

there it was intensely black, the rain, which had
kindly withheld itself while we were doing up the
lakes, was now descending pretty freely, and as no
hotel was within three-fourths of a mile and no conveyance to it, we very prudently retook the train and
came on to Cork wherewe readily found a comfortable hotel.

brave campaign against ignorance and superstition
from now until then, so that when that convention
assembles there may be at least twenty-five earnest
representativs from each of the counties of our state
present.
H. L. GREEN, Sec. N.Y. S. F. A.
Salamanca, N. Y., Sep. 11, 1881.

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

Hot For the Iowa Convention, Everybody t

New York State Freethinkers' .Association.

AT CED.A:R BAPIDS, SEPT. 24TH, 25TH, .AND 2.PTH.-H.ART
.AND WETZEL'S HALL.
Come up to the counmls of the champions of equal
rights. Let us work to receive the universal supremacy of justice. Men and women l friends of universal mental liberty l remember the time and place.
One and an,· come.
E. c. w .ALKER, Sec.

OFFICERS ELECTED .AT THE HORNELLSVILLE CONV:ENTION.-A REQUEST BY THE CORRESPONDING SEC·
BET.ARY.
The following officers were elected at the Hornellsville Freethinkers' Convention for the New
York State Freethinkers' Association:
President : T. L. Brown, M. D., Binghamton,
N.Y.
Vice-Presidents: Albany, Thomas Du~an, Albany
city; Allegany, Samuel Latta, Friendship; Broom,
Eugene Wilber, Binghamton; Cattaraugus, A. L.
Branard, Salamanca; Cayuga, L. De Witt Griswold,
Auburn; Chautauqua, E. Mitchell, Jamestown; Chemung, H. Hurty, Elmira; Chenango, A. D. Newman, Norwich; Clinton, G. P. Lapell, Moores; Columbia, Morris Tompkins, Germantown ; Cortland,
William D. Hunt, Scott; Delaware, Benjamin Green,
Barbourville; Erie, Geo. W. Taylor, North Collins;
Essex, Dr. Freeman Lyon, Bloomingdale; Franklin,
J. G. Reynolds, Bombay; Fulton, Lawrence Fay,
Gloversville; Genesee, Dr. Charles Holton, Batavia;
Green, John Canine, Leeds; Herkimer, W. J. Lewis,
Ilion; Jefferson, Wm. Estus, Cape Vincent; Kings,
Wm. A. McAdams, Brooklyn; Lewis, Thomas Bacon,
Leyden; Livingston, H. B. McNair, Dansville; Madison, Frank S. Hammond, Bennet's Corners; Monroe, Moses Hays, Rochester; Montgomery, Henry
Chapman, Fultonville; New York, A. L. Rawson,
New York city ; Niagara, J. M. Harwood, Hess
Roads; Oneida, S. Hoagg, New York Mills; Onondaga, Isaac Van Schoick, Syracuse; Ontario, John
Peck, Naples; Orange, Wm. H. Knapp, Middletown;
Orleans, Peter Tanner, Albion; Oswego, W. J.
Bradt, North Hannibal; Otsego, Horatio F. Burger,
Cherry Valley; Queens, Isaac Sherwood, Manhasset;
Rensselaer, Jesse Brown, Troy; Richmond, J. E.
Haynes, New Brighton; Rockland; J. Brooks,
Sloatsburg; St. Lawrence, J. P. Armstrong, Ogdensburg; Saratoga, J. J. Dunlap, Waterford; Schenectady, Johathan Baker, Schenectady city; Schuyler,
C. H. Hibbard, Watkins; Seneca, W. W. Mitchell,
West Junius; Steuben, A. B. Stebbins, Canisteo;
Suffolk, M. R.Conklin, Northport; Sullivan, C. S.Bennett, Narrowsburg; Tioga, Gilbert Newell, Owego;
Tompkins, D. B. Morton, Groton;· Ulster, James
Young, Melton"'Post; Washington, R. G. Hurlbut,
Whitehall; Wayne, Samuel Cosad, Wolcott; Westchester, W. E. Sutton, Mt. Kisco; Wyoming, W. F.
Graves, Castile; Yates, S. S. Ball, Penn Yan.
Recording secretary, Edgar M. S~llon, Dewar;
corresponding secretary, H. L. Green, Salamanca;
treasurer, Amy Post, Rochester.
Executiv Committee: 0. H. P. Kinney, Waverly;
Dr. A. Robinson, McLean; Sigmund Block, Cape
Vincent; David Cosad, Jr., Oaks Corners; Mrs. Asena,th Macdonald, New York city; Clement Austin,
Rochester; and C. Houghton, Batavia.
For the purpose of informing the above-named
officers as to what are their duties, I copy the following from the Articles of Association of this societ):
"The officers shall be a president," one vice-president from
each county, a recording seoretary, a corresponding secretary,
and a treasurer: also an executiv committee of seven who shall
hav the general supervision of the association. The duties of
the officers shall be those usually pertaining to these positions
with the additional duties hereinafter mentioned.
" The vice-president of each county shall, immediately after
his election, appoint two other persons of the county to act with
him, and the three shall be the Freethought and Liberal committee of the county, the vice-president to be the chairman,
and it shall be his duty to notify the corresponding secretary of
this association who his associates are when they are appointed.
The duty of these county committees shall be to carry out the
objects of this association, and also to co-operate with the National Liberal League in all practical ways."

I desire to call the attention of the persons who
hav been elected vice-presidents of this association
to the above statement of their duties, and request
them to comply with it at once. We must do a great
work for Liberalism in the Empire state the coming
year. If any person who has been elected to office
in this association, for any reason cannot discharge
his duties, let him resign, and we will hav President
Brown fill the vacancy.
The most important work that each county committee can perform is to greatly increase the circulation of the Liberal papers. As soon as those committees are formed they should s{lt about this work.
There should be ten Liberal papers taken where
there is one now. And each county committee
should see to it that at least one Liberal convention
is held in their county during the year.
Friends, you hav again reelected me as your corresponding secretar:y. If you will uphold my hands
I will discharge my duties. I will speak for our
cause in any place in the state if my actual expenses
are guaranteed. We are to meet in annual convention at Watkins next August. Let us carry on a

New Leagues and New Members.
I am happy to announce three new auxiliaries, as
follows: No. 223 Big Horn, Wy. Ter., Wm. A. Martin, Secretary; No. 224, Cedar Falls, Iowa, L. W.
Maxwell, Secretary; No. 225, Greene, Iowa, Johnnie
Wilson, Secretary. Also the following new annual
members, making 106 in all: M. Farrington, Edgar
L. Farrington, Mrs. Ann L. Farrington, Miss Ianthe
A. Farrington, all of Denver, Iowa; Mrs. Delia J.
Jacob and Mrs. Maria Repp, Waterloo, Iowa; H. J.
Woodhouse, Wilmington, Del. Also one new life
member, making eleven life members in all: Henry
Sheffield, M.D., Nashville, Tenn.
The two Iowa Leagues above are got up, as so
many hav been before, by our indefatigable worker,
E. C. Walker.
All auxiliaries, life and annual members will recollect that the Fifth Annual Congress of the League
will be held this year in Hershey Hall, Chicago,
Sept. 30th and Oct. 1st and 2d .•
T. C. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.
201 .bast 71st street N. Y.
·

The Two Liberals

of Hunter.

To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
After two months' summering in the Catskill Mountains, during which time the weekly visits of yeur
paper were doubly welcome, I return to the city of
ashes, if not of sackcloth too. That alone should
not hav determined my writing to you, but I thought
you might be interested with an account· of the germination of Liberalism in Hunter, the village where
I stopped. I could fill pages for you with the description of the many charms of the " heart of the
Catskills," but, as Liberals, we long rather for the
charms of freedom of thought and being;· so I keep
to the point.
I met with only two Liberals, which, however, in
that church-dotted region rather astonished me. The
first of these, Dr. Mead, is a very intelligent man,
and, as my wife expressed it even ·before we knew he
~as a ~iberal, about the only genteel-looking person
m tte VIllage. He seemed very glad to find me, like
himself, a lover of the liberty of thought and state
secularization. The doctor is a subscriber for THE
TRUTH SEEKER. In spite of his being a pronounced
admirer of Mr. Ingersoll, he enjoys the respect of
every one as a man and as a physician. His practice
is very large. He honors our cause in his section,
and his influence must result in the development of
Freethought among the new generation at least.
Possibly were he so minded he could furnish us with
some details about the condition of Liberalism in
Hunter w.hich may hav escaped me, although we had
much conversation together. At our last interview
several questions I had meant to ask were cut short
by the advent of patients coming to this liberal fountain of health. I did not mean a jest, but italicized
the word so you could take your choice.
The other Liberal I met is a skilled ornamenter in
one of the Hunter factories, a Mr. Burt. He formerly
belonged to the Church of England, but, falling
across the lectures of Robert Ingersoll, he was made
to see the untenability of the Christian dootrins, and
renounced them forever. The "Skul~s" startled him;
the " Gods" were too many for ·him; and " What
Must We Do to Be Saved?" converted him. His
Liberalism has not been activ so far. It has remained
entirely individual. The fact is that Mr. Burt has
not seen any of our Liberal publications. He was
ignorant even of the existence of THE TRUTH SEEKlfR,
Man, and other manly and Liberal sheets .•
These two gentlemen should leaven the whole
lump of Hunter. I do not see why a Libe1·al club
could not be organized there. Doubtless there are
others who would join it. The separation of church
and state and the freedom of thought must be objects desired by many who are not declared Liberals.
And the population of that region (although evidently pious in the very orthodox sense of the word)
seems well endowed with mental qualificationsrather exceptionally so, it even appears to me. So
Liberalism should hav an easy victory if i1i made a
show for battle.
But having said all that could be of interest to you
at P!esent, I remain,
Very sincerely yours,
New York, Sept.- 6th.
ED¥QN:P G.lBTINEAU.

THE

TRUT~

WILKESBARRE, PA., Sept. 3, 1881.
FRIEND EDITOR: Mr. Bennett having em barked on
his long trip around the world, it remains for us to
keep the sheet ~float, and continue the agitation and
discussion of, such subjects as will interest your
many readers.
I am astonished to find so many intelligent persons getting a wrong idea of what Mr. Bennett
teaches and believes. One writer, Mr. Shafer, from
Ohio, says, "I hav read with great interest his es·
, say, 'Matter, Motion, Life, and Mind,' and I think
it clearly demonstrated to every thinking, inquiring
mind, the non-existence of any creativ or supernatural power outside the universe, and that matter
is eternal, self-existent, and inflnit, and that life and
mind are the products of matter."
It has been demonstrated time after time that
unless matter has· life it cannot in any way chanJire.
If it had no life it could not be acted upon, and as
i t i s inertq having no power to move itself, as a
mass, except by a force, the fact that it does constantly change and move in mass is evidence that it
has life and that there it force in the universe.
Mr. Bennett teaches that life produces varii)US degrees of organization, and that owing to these stages
various degrees of mind are exhibited, but I do not
understand him to say that "life and mind are the
products of matter," unless you take matter in that
sense to mean life itself. There must be life in matter before a complete organization is effected, and
it is necessary to effect an organization in order to
produce mind. The essential, however, is life.
As an illustration take the subject of magnetism.
It is the nature of magnetism to arrange atoms into
a positiv and negativ relation. In fact, each atom
bec:omes a complete magnet. If we take a horseshoe magnet and divide it into ten millions of parts,
each part will instantly become • a magnet, and no
subdivision of atoms, by the finest sense of perceptiv division, can alter this fact. The magnetism then
must be tlre real force, and the material, the thing
through which it acts. Now one of two conclusions
must be held; either magnetiRm is a universal force
manifesting itself through the particles of iron to
the greatest degree, or else iron is the force. But
- how absurd to say that iron, the material, is the
force, when we know that in some conditions iron
is not a magnet 1 Any ordinary mintl must see then
that there are forces in nature which manifest
themselvs through materiality, and hence these
forces must be superior to mattar, or the thing acted
upon. I submit whether this is not a definit conclusion. In every department of nature the greatest
potencies lie hidden from view. The material is but
the outside shell, while the real force is unseen, and
is unknown except by its manifestations. In reasoniug upon these subjects it is the easiest thing in
the world to get the cart before the horse, but please
remember that whether you hitch the horse end
about or not, the load will not move unless he
pushes or pulls it.
! ask the simple question, Is there no difference
between magnetism and iron ? Or between it and
any other material upon which it acts? By the division of a magnet and the polarity of all its parts
it is shown that the law of polarity is a property of
magnetism. If we strew iron filings upon a sheet of
paper, and place it in contact with a battery, the
filings immediately arrange themselvs in five piles,
one central mass and four smaller lots, so that magnetism will immediately polarize any confused number of particles, and arrange them into an orderly
condition. If it can do this on a sheet of paper it
can do it in relation to the larger masses, called
worlds, and by the law of their attraction, corresponding to their distances and masses, a perfect
harmony of motion is the result. This the great
mind of Kepler comprehended, and hence his law.
A human being, composed of more varied materials,
a more complex mechanism, is but a superb magnetic machine, and he feels only the breaking of those
currents which act upon him, and enjoys the life of
those movements. In fact, all that he is and all
that he can be is' but the result of this life. Man
essentially is sensation. Now upon an outside inference it will be argued that when the machine dis. solTes, man must cease to exist. This does not follow. I hav just shown you that by breaking the
magnet the magnetism is not destroyed. Man possesses magnetism, which can no more be destroyed
than could that of the magnet. If, therefore, the
highest form of magnetic me was necessary to organize man, a thinking and feeling being, we are
justitled in con-cluding that this superior production
remains intact, and may exist, supported upon
higher and finer material.
I do not understand Mr. Bennett to argue that
there can be no future for man, but he does say
that whatever exists must cif necessity be a part of
the universe, and there can be no room outside for
any such God as he of whom t.}:J.eology teaches. In
fact, there is no such God. He is but the creation
of the weak and and inconsistent imaginings of an
ignorant people, emleavorin~Z to account for what
they could not understand.
There is every reason, scientific and otherwise, to
believe in the endless duration of matter, in all its
conditions, and a force or forces which manifest
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through it, and the highest developments of mate- the ages and races, the abstract idea is based upon
rial science up to this time establish ·this great truth; the law of nature or of matter.
but whether this polarity and organization which
The answer to the question, "How could Materialresult in what we call mind shall continue after the l~m sa:, stealing or any other iniquity is wrong or
outward body is changed or dissolved must depend nght? can be solved in a very material way. A
upon another set of evidences above and outside of theft prodl!ces upon the loser a feeling of regret for
the ordinary operations of materiality.
the lost ObJect. The physiognomical expression of the
That such evidences of identity and individuality loser again rouses the pity of. the witness of such a
exist, and can be established, is believed by a large regret, and there are the feelings that a wrong has
and increasing class of our best minds, and no super-. been committed ..
ficial observations of the stay-away thinkers will ever! The abstract difference of right or wrong is desolve this proplem. If there is no possibility to destroy pe~-~~~t ~n t~ effect 1that ~ deed produces on other
even one particle of matter or its life, why should ~~o~ ~f u~hs~ in~f~~:~l o~h~Isa~pr~v~l, any modi~cait be possible to destroy_ the most per.fectly organized' right and wrong, and' depenngdssoin tihnteo cthhaeraectthericaofl
f
hi h
d
?rc_e, w c we call mm and ~pint ? . The Mate- the individuals; for instance, the thief might think
riahst argues that to produce a mmd which shall en- the arrest of a brother thief as a wro g d
dure _after
would be like having a spring
them. The ethical right and wrong
up hill and giV us th~ p_urest water at the summit, straight against the abstract idea.
g
but he forgets that it IS JU~t what we appear to see
The Spartans taught their children stealing. The
from ~ay to da~-:everythi?-g g~ows from the lower Hebrews slaughtered their children as sacrifices t 0
to .a higher condition. 'It IS this very_ fact that the their God, and thought it very meritorious to b t h
child is first, and afterward the man, mdicates first their captivs.
u c er
the man and then an angel.
A t
.
.
s o po 1.vgamy, the nations on earth are still in
In refernn~ to my first argument about the magnet ?ou~t whether it is right or wrong. With us stealI may say this, Can we conceive of such a state as mg IS wrong, but driving a "good bargain" is held
matter ~hie~ is _uot atomic? As far as it is possible to be right, though it is nothing else but stealing in
for the Imagmatwn to go, we find the foroe we call another form.
by the name or magnetism to exist, and if so we
Again. A man who does not find justice before the
may reasonably infer that it is one of the inherent law by corrupt judges has, in the abstract sense, a
forces of matter. All bodies will attract or repel right to help himself, though it is against the preeach other-! mean all masses-~nd, as a~ove stated, vailing ethical iGJ._ea, and therefore punished by law.
eTery at?J? of ~very mass has Its polarity,_ the one
Approval or _disapproval are thoughts, and they
en.d positiV while the oth~r end IS negativ. The are caused by Sight, hearing, or feeling, and thoughts
mmd of man cannot consistently reason away the areal ways produced by external objects through the
atomic constitution of matter. The thought ls absurd; sensorial nerves. Whether these thoughts are the
~atter cannot be destroyed by division, nor its force immediate effects of recent perceptions or effects of
either. M~tter and force are coexistent and coeternal, past _perceptions, we ever will hav the feeling or
a_nd man IS one of the various forms of its manifesta- sight or sound (in our imagination, as they say)
ti?n. And when the outward man ceases the spirit reproduced, and that sometimes so lively for inWill, undoubtedly, be found not unconnected with stance in dreaming, that we are often in doubt
matter by any means; and if it is impossible to destroy whether we hav heard or seen or felt or were merely
une of the conditions of matter, polarization, why dreaming.
should we argue that a much higher, the highest If animals of the higher order from birth on were
form of magnetic life we are acquainted with, a per- excluded from all and any perceptions they had cerfectly matu;ed ~ind, should cease to control any tainly no thought whatever, and if th~y move their
matter b~t m this crude_ state?
.
motions _were not caused by perception, or thoughts
There IS one thought m connectiOn with this sub- of any kmd, but by mere nervous reflex action as a
ject that is interesting. It is that the fact of life piece of the flesh of a recently killed il.llh exhibits
implies motion. If but one atom of matter were motion when. pricked with a needle.
destitute of life and motion, all other atoms might
Memory is thub out the preserved perception actcrowd upon it and thus destroy all other masses. ing in after times.
All wo_rlds would thus be p~led upon the central mass,
At the prese?-t there is not known how thoughts
to their absolute destructiOn and confusion, but no are converted mto motion and how perceptions iniworld is devoid of motion; they are subject to the tiate the thought process, but all the newer discovmagnetic law of polarization, and attraction and eries in the electrical science makes such an explarepulsion exist through nature in every department. nation possible.
To illustrate: If the sun were to ramain in one spot,
That force which we call "electric " is the cause
and become motionless, and still exercise the mag- of all chemical processes, the cause of motion and
netic power she does, it is evident that one planet gravity of light and temperature. Attraction and reafter another would be hurled upon her mass; but pulsion, cohesion and adhesion, one of them can be
the reason that this does not occur is because when converted into the other.
each planet arrives at _any_ given ·pla:ce at which the
If we hold force (electrical) is an inseparable part
sun was, and from whiCh Its attractions came, she is of matter, or that force causes the physical differnot there, but has moved away by the attraction of ences of matter, all thuse phenomena are "dynami·
some force acting upon her. Another, and a most cal" or "material" effects.
important, fact is that the polarity givs the sun and
In the camera obscura light causes the same effect
all bodies both aitractiv and repulsiv power. One on the chemical film as in the eye on the retina and
end of each atom is positivtwhile the other is negativ. that "material" picture on the retina is ,,'taleSo of each mass, each world, each sun. This is why graphed" to the brain, which is also matter.
~hen a planet passes its p~rihelio~ it is repelled and The same is the case with hearing or feeling. So
IS thus compelled to chase Its sun m sportiv glee on far that. is cl~ar. But whether the perception or
through 'the countless ages of the future. You will thought Itself IS to be explained by motions of the
see by this law that we stand a good chance to exist cerebral molecules or in a different way that is not
for a considerable time in this play of magnetic life known.
'
and we can afford to let the Second Adventists and
Still so much is apparent, that thoughts are effects
world det~troyers howl away at their confounded and caused by the influence of matter, and further on
gloomy ~ongregations, whi~e goo~ old Mother Nature thoughts are the causes of material changes, motion~
goes on m her even w_ay dispensmg life and beauty; of muscles, even often of disintegration and disease.
as well as death and lts lessons, all around.
E. B.
There seems t~ be a tendency in thinking minds of
our time to run in the direction of some one force
DUMMERSTON, VT., Sept. 7, 1881.
hence the doctrin of the conservation of force. But
DEAR MR. BENNETT: Inclosed you will find my $5
it is a question whether there are not many forms of for ~our trip_. I am a Spiritualist, so I shall pray for
force. We hav adhesion in matter that has but little the good spirits to attend you and bring you home
magnetic force; it may be the same force, but it is safe. I am anxi_ous to read ~our letters from foreign
CALVIN BRADLEY. ·
questionable. My impression is that the mind of man lands, and especially from Asia.
is manifested by means of an organization of all the
forces, so to speak. Hence he has every force and
BuFFALo, KAN., Aug. 8, 1881.
every quality of life in nature below him. He seems
MR. EDITOR: The inclosed $5 is to aid Mr. Bento be a superior result of all the forms of force in
this world, and, while subject to still higher forms nett on his journey round the world. The remainof force, it is altogether probable that his real life der ~ ~ould_like to hav applied to paying for W. s.
Bell s Outl!~es of the French Revolution, its Causes
will begin when this ceases to be.
I hav thrown these thoughts together for the con- and Results, which you will oblige me by sending
sideration of our friend, sister Elmina, and others I remain, with best wishes for Bro. Bennett and ali
who are so content with this atom of lire that tliey who are working to unmask imposition and spread
truth,
JoHN BROWN,
are not inclined to bother about a larger mass.
Please find inclosed check for my subscription,
LEADVILLE, CoL., Aug. 28, 1881.
which I see is due.
Respectfully yours,
BROTHER BENNETT: Inclosed you will find postJ. R. PERRY.
office money order for $15-$10 for two more shares
to your round the world trip, and $5 for THE TRUTH
RIGHT AND WRONG AND MATERIALISM,
SEEKER. I hope to get five more shares for you by
MR. EDITOR : The fact that right and wrong, as New Year's.
Fraternally,
J. BEAUV.A.L.
generally understood by the massee, is continually
changin~ with the ideas of the age and individual,
.makes right and wrong a matter of ethics and hisGREENCASTLE, IowA, Aug. 23, 1881.
tor.{, and separates the same from the natural, abMit. EDITOR: I send you herewith $3 for three copies
stract, or eternal right and wrong. While the ethi- of the paper for four months. Send them all to my
cal idea. is the reflection of the moral conditions of' address with mine.
Yours truly,
D. SwANK.

de~th,

fl~w

nufte~ne o!~
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A Song.

"I want you to put me where I can see the ocean."
-President Garfield.
Afar from tile deep blue sea,
Afar from tlly choral of waves,
A child who hath roamed by thee
For thy murmuring music craves;
For the laugh of tlly billows that bound
In play amid sl1ells on the shore,
Or dashing o'er rocks tllat resound
A troubled and stormy roar.
Let him for tile greenwood sigh
Whose home is its leafy bowerWhose hearth at the twilight hour
O:trers emblems of peace to the sky.
His may be the breeze
That rustles the forest :dower,
Or stirretll a thousand trees
To an anthem of strength and power.
But giv me the sea-girt isle,
lily forefathers' home and grave.
That basks in the mutual smile
Of sunlight and rippling wave.
Its billows seem all my own,
And the skies more dear to me,
Whose arch rests fondly down
On the breast of the h~oaving sea.

- Charles Carter, Jr.

Sunrise in Old Trinity.
BY C. BRADLEY.

r. as a forester. the groves may tread,
E'en till the E..'\stern gate all fiery red,
Opening on "II eptune with fair blessed beams,
Turns into yellow gold his salt, green streams.
-Shakspere.
TI1e shade-hauntin~r bird
Whose charmed throat hath stirred
All night the dream pulse of the dark,
With a soft dying hush
At Aurora's :first blush
Givs up his sweet song to the lark.
See through the tall trees,
Yet unkissed by the breeze,
That fringe the waved ridge, the sun,
With a sweet golden grace
On his round, blessed face,
Begin his day's journey to run.
The winged song doth fly
From the vale to the sky
To greet the dawning ray.
And our hearts unite
In the joy of the light
To hail the glorious day.
"The sun is up, the bills are bright,
The waves are dancing in the light;
The sun hath left the vale
To labor then with merry hearts
Until again the sun departs
And western skies look pale."

Paddle Your Own Canoe.
BY ROBER'r ISW AIL.

You must obey, the parsons say,
Or burn in brimstone blue;
You must not call your soul your own,
Nor paddle your own canoe.
But never mind the hell-fire threats
Of the black-coated crew;
Don't let them scare your wits away,
But paddle your own canoe.

And warm np your ]Joor old mother,
A-shivering down in hell."

RELIGIO!'t

i

There are those in this heavenly kingdom
With friends in the torment below,
But the cords that had hound them when mortal
Are broke, and the burden of woe
That sympathy bears for another
Rests never upon them again,
For conscience is freed from the kindness
That made them do good unto men.
A sweet little angel cherub,
All rosy and smiling aud bright,
With joy wrrtten over his forehead
In the glow of eternity's light,
Comes up from the beautiful river,
With ecstasy sweet and unslmmmed,
To send down a blast on a sister
Who went to a dance and was damned.

I

AS REVEALED BY THE

'

I

A father and mother together
Come up in ineffable joy,
To force down a whi:lf of pure justice
For the flames round a dear little boy,
Who laughed by mistake when the deacon
Broke down with a cough in his prayer,
And died with the crime unforgiven,
To go down to hell and despair.

Material and Spiritual Universe.

It treats of the Existence and General Character of
God, God as a Spirit, the Nature of Go~, Creeds and Practices of Chrlstlanlt.y. The Dangers of Infallible Standards,
The Christian Bible Tested, Religions Tested by their
Fruits, Life and Death Under the Old Rellgtons,Life and
1

D~'lf~l ~o~'fre'i: ~PiJl~~~~~~~t !~~-o~~fJNr~:t~e~~~~'lhe

above and other subjects. by a thorough scholar. He Is
widely known by his "Principles of Light and Color,"
"Health Manual," etc., and this new book is sure to be
read with even greater interest than those.
, Price, $1.50. Sold at this office.

:oRIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM:.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through or·
gan!c processes: or, how the spirit body grows.
Two papers given In the Interest of Spiritual sclenco,
by the dictation of the late PROF. l\1. FARADAY, of
England. Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.

1------------------------1 II DEs I GR~P::E! ~0 ~~ T u RE.

"All washed in the blood and made whiter
Than snow," and with purity crowned,
A murderer swung from the gallows
Comes joyfully walking around.
And creak goes the mighty engin,
And downward the rich stream is driven,
To blow up the coals that are roasting
The wife that he killed-unforgiven.

· " Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."

I
i
t

A fine old angel\cal deacon,
Who once distilled whisky on earth,
And sold it around to his neighbors
For thrice what it really was worth,
Takes hold of the hlmdle and turns it
On_ one who fl"Om godliness fell
By drinking his orthodox wl:tisky,
To burn in an orthodox hell.

.

i

:
·

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attacking Mr. Pringle refuoed to publish his reply
to it. Its criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument
against design in nature, and this work contains both the
attack and reply. It Is valuable. as II presents the strongest Christian evidence for the existence Of God with the
complete and overwhelming refutation.
Price 10 cents. Sold at this office.

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.

0 beautiful rest for the weary 1
0 joy that shall be to all men I
0 beautiful scheme of salvation!
That saves about one out of ten.
Sweet message of love from the ages I
liweet story that ever is new I
" Believe or be damned to perdition."
I believe I I'll be damned if I do I

BY JAMES PARTON.
W.ith Portraits and other runstrations.
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
In its preparation, Is now ready. lt Is !n two large vol·
umes. on hen.vy paJ?er, and printed in bold, clear type.
Mr. Parton as a historian and bio~rapher has no superior,

~u~~ ~~o~1~~l:: ~it:~~:g~f?t~g~~~~agnft;rs~v~~e~~le
manifest In tills work. It Is a labor of love, as well as a

ID~~r~~i~;ty~g~~~cf~;~~~dd~~~~i~r~~i~.ol~i~~J.~:~~:a~~d~

transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a bri1lhmtwit

'l'O TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Don't be enslaved on gospel ships
By Gentile or by Jew;
With truth keep trim, then sink or swim,
Just paddle your own canoe.
Should bigots vote to swamp your boat,
Show them a thing or two;
Kick theirs to hits with science's aid,
Then paddle your. own canoe.
Oh, let no empty laughs or jeers
Drive you from what is true;
Let parsons roar till they are sore,
Just paddle your own canoe.

'fhe Enigma of .Mercy.

Amen I Hallelujah I Forever
The Lord in his righteousness reigns.
The chosen are saved, and the many
Are lost as his goodness ordains.
The almighty boss won the battle;
Old Satan's put under his feet;
And smoke-clouds of anguish arising
Fill heaven with aroma sweet.
There stands a big bellows in heaven,
Right back of Jehovah's throne,
With air-pipes strung from its nozzle
Way down to the fiery zone.
And sometimes an angel gets lazy
And rusts for the want of use,
His brig lit wings flopping and twisted,
His harp·strings twanging and loose.
Then Michael says, •· Here, you loafer I
Just pump these 'ere bellows a spell,

Heavy Plate Paper, 20x2S.

SUITABLE FOR FRA.ME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Mail or Fifty cents.
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ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.
THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
:BY
STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CI<JNTS.
Address,
D. 111. BENNETT.
141 Eighth st., New York.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-1\lair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D. M. BENNETT and G. M. MtliH.
(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)
The t"nllest Discussion yet Published.
giving the Dogmas and ()laims ot·
()hristianity a thorough Ex·
aminatiou pro and con.

T!~~~c~~rK~~~mTl)~e Jr.~\~~ol~ alh~fie fJ':";r~~~ o~n$I.~
postage Included. Address this office.

Ruutures Cured

1

X.~.f~~sou saw d~~~~~~T~'f:li'J'LliNGS,

Smithville, Jelrerson Co .• N.Y.

THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL

FOR

FIFTY

()ENTS.

THE RELATION OF THE

Full lettei•s .from the Editor, now on a
tour around the world, appear weekly.
These alone are worth the price asked.
Address

D. ~I. BENNET'II;
141 Eighth st., New York.

SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
RIAL UNIVERSE;
THE LAW OF CONTROL.
Two papers given In the Interest of Spiritual science,
~~~g_ic~;~g~ 1g~et,iii. la~~lla~??;~ ~:nc~~RADAY, of

COMPUTATION ~y MECHANISM,
Arhlition 1Subtraction, Mol·
tiplication, and Division.
Sample Machine. postage freb,

~~~ied?ir*~~~~y~r~~t;;~~~~

Conn. Address the Patentee,

Wlll. HART, Kirksville, Mo.
611125

Experiences ot" SAMUEL BOWLES
(Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Republican)
IN

AifcTv~fl~~~!no~s t~u6ff~~~~~Ji~~~~~ie ~~)f~s~ bU:tu~~;~

so much a• the people of the Untted States. It Is here in
the new world that the disease has become domesticated;
and we, as a people, hav threatened to monopolize its
miseries. Let us check its further progress by the use of

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS

SPIRIT LIFE,
Or, Life as be now Sees It from a
Spiritual Standpoint.
Written through the medlumshlp of CARRIE E. S.
TWL.'<G, Westfield, N.Y.
Price 20 cents, Sold at this office.
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"The Infidel Pulpit."
Lectures by George Chainey.
VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen· Minot
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the God
Idea· Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G.
Ingersoll; Assassination of the Czar; Lights and Shades
of Liberalism· The Spirit of the Press; He lies of Barbar.
Ism; The Sphinx; The Choir Invisible; Lessons for To.
day, from Walt Whitman; True Democracy; My Religious Experience; The Ideal Man and Woman; What is
1\I~~~~~~~i. What Is Reli~~Kf 6lr\'."1{'1'}f~\.'lh~." Future.
141 Eighth st., N.Y.

BY FRANK FELT.
11
Bis mercy endureth forever."-.Bible.
"The same I will rise and es.plain."-1!-utltful Jas.
" Take such a place as some call hell,
Where sin and your big devil dwell;
It from It tr,>th and God had fled,
The institution would be dead."-Jno Craig.

D. lVl BENNETT.

erance and liberty. It Is the arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapon8 to refute the slanders and lies of the Say In what
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
1St83
make It the authority In regard to his life, his work, his
With sixteen large pages, will be sent death.
In two vols. Bvo. P>ice, $6; half calf, $11.
tor THREE ~IONTHS, postage paid,
Address, D.111. Bennett, 141 Eighth st .• New York.
A "\VEEKL Y LIBERAL JOURNAL

Though dupes support a swat·m (>f priests
That stick to them like glue,
Oh, keep your pelf for wife and self,
And paddle your own canoe.

Do unto others as you would
Hav others do to you;
One life or clime take at a tinle,
And paddle your own canoe.

OF

0
~ffs ~~~tft~dtr";t\;}~fa~ ll~~i~t ~tY~;:,..,~'h:~~~fr~~s By My Medical Compound and
had In the English language. It1s a most Interesting porRubber Elastic Appliance
traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether he is viewed
. as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever30Days.
l ~~gJt~eer~~ub/l~~IJ 'ad~oa~~~ea1;;~~~s~ggl:~~~~vh~Ve b~f~~?- Reliable referencesingiven.
Send stamp :ror circular,

They only want to get your cash,
Your bread they want to chew;
But don't you feed the lazy set,
Just paddle your own canoe.

Yes, bid farewell to priests and hell;
Bid slavish creeds adieu; •
Just steer your boat to wisdom's port,
And paddle your own canoe.

LITHOGRAPH

ILLUSTRATED.

By Ed win D. Babbitt.
I

LIFE-SIZE

PLAGIARISM
Now ready . .A. tract of sixteen pages, containing three
articles yclept sennons, entitled,

I. Sllame! Sham! Pshaw !
2. Do;:!l!
3. Cock-a-doodle·doo!

MACHINERY.

Hand, Foot and Power Prcesee. Die Work of all kinde.

Ptn>fora-ting Dies a Specialty.

E. B. STIMPSON, 311:\pruoeSt.,N.Y.
I\

Student Wanted

AND THE

IMMORTALITY OF ITS E"LEMENTS.
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE,
PRECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
By A. Snider de Pellegrini,
Author of the •• Lea }!ysteres de la Creation devoires,"'
11
L"homme et sa raison d'etre," u Nouvelle tbeorie sur la
formation des cometes." and other scientific and historic
works In the French and Italian languages. Price 25 cents
AddreBS D. ~I. Bennett, 141 Elghth st., N. Y. •

The

World's Sixteen Crucift.ed
Saviors;
OR, CHRISTIA.NlTY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of " The Biography of Satan " and "The Bible of

~J~i.:;T~;Jco~~.~~Mi~:s~~N~~~r~:J'l~~g·;~~~~~!!'~~h

religious ~!story, which disclose the oriental origin of aU
the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of it&
sacred mysteries, besides comprlolng the history of six·
teen oriental cruc!fled gods.
Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

Modern Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

With an Introduction 0y R. G. Ingersoll,.
With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bontham, Adam 8'mith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Pr!ee, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, N. Y. city.

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC,

~Tct:r~:Jue:lf~c~~ftlragu~g~al~et'~N:fu~~n"t~~·~~a~~'l.;'~~
The.' §baker Eye and Ear Balsam
0
~~~~:s~aD~~ii~~~ li11J~~~~~~k~ ~ntr~e W~~~~~~N .~Y
ltSS

Has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivlythat

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
His Birth, Life. Trial, Execu·
tion, etc., Is a Myth.
Price t2.00

For sale at als omce

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.

The first two of these appeared In the Seymour Times In
reply to aspersions by William Emmette Coleman, and
although he had been allowed four ttmes the spacel occupied, and a further reply was absolutely necessar yon my A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNOH,
part, yet was I refused a further hearin~. In thA last arti" BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
cle or sermon, rejected by the Seymcmr 'llmes, I rrove be01
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
t~~ t'ler?.'t~n~~~t ~;tEth~ ~.%t~tE!~rl~'J~:~s. f~i~\.~fi
that be quoted or summarized in his tract entitled u SabPrice 15 cents. Sold at this office.
bath Observance" (18 pages. 1879), t'rom Justin, Irenreus,
TertuJlian, Victorlnus Orfgen, Eusebius, Jerome, Luther,
Melancthon, Heylin, Milton, Baxter, J.11aley and Neander;
and tba.t every reference made to the above autllors,
and every statemQnt taken therefrom, was borrowed
from my work. Other Indubitable proofs of plagiarism
will be given.
A POEM.
This tract will be sent gratis to- every
BY WILLIA~I WILSON.
aJ•plicaut by card or Jetter.
.
Address at once,
W. H. BURR, Washington, D. C.
P;;c~111~ ten;~~ P~g:t-~f3.tire d~1J~; ~~ti~s~~~WjW,·"
BtB6

THE TRIAL OF .MEDICIN FOR
MURDER.

fbr Falling Sight, Impaired IIearing, OI•h·
thallnia, and all Inflammations and alrectlons of Eyes
and Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the
eyes find an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts hav been
removed by !t. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is de.
ferred. Price, SO cents.
Made and sold only by
B1tf

G. A. LOJIAS,
Shakers P. 0., N.Y.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M, D.
This booi Is a plain talk about the human system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
dtsease, our sexual relations and social natures. It Is med·
leal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each other, society, !Qve, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
.1.50. Sold by
D. 111. BENNETT,
141 Elahth street, :New York•

THE TRUTH SEEKER, SEPTEMBER

''"WI L. S 0 N I A!'
TRIUMPHANT.

ganlsm of man-Is the source and law [It Is not attraction
of gravitation, a.filrmed by Newton, or the undefined cen.
tripe tal and centrifugal forces of scientists], but the om.

17. 1881.
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TO THE PHYSICIANS, CHEMISTS, AND ELECTRI·
CIANS OF BROOKLYN AND NEW YORK
GENTLEMEN: A little over a year ago I arrived In the
city of Brooklyn from Europe, and at 465 Fulton street,

~~~g~~~~·a"cl':O:.'tll.~~e~!~e k'::'~;~f ,:s;,g:t~!'{ifr.WJWJ'tl,~

Magnet.lc Garments. I addressed a circular Jetter to a
ll\rge numl>er of medical men iu Brooklyn, iu which I
fully described the nature of my invention, at the same
time pointing out to them tbe rationale of my method of
cuT'e. A few members Of the profession accepted my offer, and visited me for the purpose of having my inveotlon fully explained to them. Of those who came there

:J'J ~~~o~~rz~r\t!";ag~!rsib~fi1P::dofm6u~ht~Y~: ~i:r:~~:

become oPe, possessed of one positive zone and two negativ poles, and when in the electrotonic state unequal or
unlike poles a~e turned toward each other. This nonelectric or demagnetized state of the Iron molecules of the
blood, or the electric molecules of the nenes and muscles
is, therefore, the source of an disorder and all diseaaea in
the human cosmos.
I may be and we believe It Is, the law that the celestial
strangers known as comets are magnetic regulators designed to resupply the wasted magnetic forces of the
spheres they traverse in space. creating apparent tern·
porary disturbance and Increased activity In the magnetic
forces of the sun, plainly visible In the solar spectrum,
and due. says Lockyear. in a recent lecture before the
Royal Astronomical Society, to the ejection of heated
matter in the interior of the sun, the result of increased
;;~~~~~~rs~:~~tg~y:~~~~~n~[i~~!~~f. up of magnetic
W batever weight Is due to this theory of mao:netlc restoration of exhausted planets-IJiustrated In the Increased
0

~j'ft~~~~~"i~d :tfftef~~~r1'&":n':to'::~~~J~e\~:tl:Ss~1~it~~~1~

has been demonstrated that the electro magnetic or
nervo electric vital forces of the human organism can be

~Jil!i~ ~l~!~~~l~~foih::~t~~~~~;~osg~~~Y~~n~~i~~~lb~ ~h~ ~~~ro:~ilalTf~~ni;~~d tf1~d :::;P.f~~~~ ~~ddf~i~~iyg~a:~a
return of my letters and in other ways openly expressed
0
g~r~\~~~e:i'n"!n;~~~'::lg~ o{hteb'£~tJ:¥~fea~l~~~~gf{i,olgj~J:':
i~;/i~Jt!~~~~'iJ'. fr1't~~ffeb~fb.?;,~~~~~~kne~l~den:'e ~~~eAn maxim
of the great German Esculapius. that like cures

warfare against Lhe now universal system of D_RUG TREATMENT; but knowing as I do that there are many noble men
in the profession who are ever ready to e:X:amln and accept
that which is really beneftcitil and efficacious, no matter
from what source it may come. With this fact before me,
I am constrained to call upon the faculty of Brooklyn and
New York, and re•pectfully Invite them to visit my Man-

like, with the universal ·Jaw of proper polarization, celestial and terrestrial, revealed and understood. man may and
will control its forces; unlock the arcana of nature in all

~eig~~~fg 0s~~~cs;a~ff :~f~~~s:l'i~:na~geni~ft~'ite; ~~~ ~~:

BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNET'.I'.
COLBY & RICH'S PUBLICATIONS.
Works by Dr. A. B. Child.
Bet-ter Views of Living; or, Life According to
the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Right." Price, $1.00.
·
Whatever Is, is Bight. Prlae, $1.00.
Christ and the People. Price, $1.25.
A. B C of Life. Price, 25 cents.
Soni Afiinity. Price, 20 cents.
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ALL ORDERS FOR " WILSONIA" GOODS BY MAIL g~~~y~;~~~~~nH~i[ fJ~cr~i;f!J O~nv;~~~: t~a o~~rg~ttte ~y~~
firmament of the heavens, Is
OR EXPRESS MUST BE SENT TO THE MANUFAC· cular0 orbs which tloat In6 the
1
TURER, 465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN. ALL ~~~t a~~N;~t~r;:~:r~r~ !! ~~~i~~,t~~~~e~; .:~?cti~~~Y3B
and all cele•tlal bodies, Including comets, are sustained In
POST -OFFICE ORDERS OR CHECKS MUST BE MADE space without possibility of collision, and all motion,
whether orbital or axltal. has become the harmony of the
PAYABLE 'lO WILLIAM WILSON, 465 FULTON ST., spheres.
Its disturbance in the one is the source of all commotion,
celestial (as solar magnetic storms) or terrestrial, inward,
BROOKLYN.
as in the magnet1c shocks of the earthquake, or outward,
in electric storms by !and or sea. Its interruption in the
The "WILSONIA" MAGNETIC GARMENTS are the animal organism wliereby the ultimate electric molecules
of the blood, tissues, nerves, and muscles, each with a
marvel of the world.
They are dumbfounding the scientists and physicians, gg~~~~daf~ e~f.fta~~ st~~~~~r~g;,;>;/Jio~~g~1!il~. :~~ ~~:
and making glad the hearts of tile people.
bois Reymon1), become non-electric or demagnetized, in

60?'

VINELAND, N.J ..
A regularly educated and legally qualified physician, and the

mostauccesslu1, as his pr9.ctice will prove •

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

as the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual excesses in maturer
verna, or other causes, and producing some of the following effects:
Nervousness, Seminal Emi88ions (night emiP.sions bydrenms).Dh:n·
0
F:e, 1~:~~:; -~e~~~~!fy !}F~~~le~:t~~~sfo~C:lfd~!~~BB0o,

Sexu.o.l PoWO:.l\ &c., rendering mat'!"inge tmptope.r or unh&.ppy 1 ate
thoroughly and permanently cured by an

Works by l'Irs. Maria M. King.
Principles ot' Natnre, as Discovered In the
Development and Structure of the Universe. In three
Volumes. Price, $1.75 per VOl.
Real Life in Spirit Land, Price, $1.00.
The Brotherhood of' Man, and What Fol•
lows fro1n It. Price, 25 cents.
Social Evils : Their Causes and Cure. Price, 25
cents.
....
The Spiritual Philoso:r-1
versns Dia•
bolism. Price, 25 cents.
What is Spiritualism? ·1
ban Spiritualists
hav a Creed? Price, 25 cents.
Gotl the Father and Ma1
be Image of
God. Price, 25 cents.

which ts the :Coctor'B lntrst and greatest msdical discovery and
which he hns so fartltre&cribsd for this baneful comjlaint in ah ita

Works by Prof. Willia
Denton.
Geology: 1'he Past and Future of our Planet.
Price, $1.5\1.
Soul ot· Things; or, Psychometric Researches
and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per vol.
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.

nbJe to take care of themselves.
SYPJIILIS ::Sosltive!jJ cuTecl and

N;'!~~~~t~!'~u~.e }r1~~. ~l'oW1~ ~r.2J~~a~!~~~1.0 r

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,
0

~~;! t:'i~~;fb~; :b~i~~:O ~~n~i~~~~~h:deb:~u :~O:be i~::~
1
~f~~~~~~~~~;h;gtfea!~1°e~~~~~ka~ ~.!eo~~ef:oNfh~~~:~M;
5

entire~

eradicated from
0

lr:r~f~~:r' Ru~t~~~Mle~~a~A c?t~:~~;at:r~ci::~ ~~~!~1i
cuted.

Middle-Aged and Old Men.
0
w~~o~f~:~!~f :.:atc~eai~~ ~~t;tli~d:;:!ft:h:cc~~P~~31b~

:f

a Might smarting or burning sensation, and a weakening of tho
system in a manner the patient cannot account for. On examining
the urinary depositg a ropy or cotton·like sediment, or sometimt:s
small particles of albumen, will appear, or tho color will be of a
thin or milkish hue. again chaugtng ton dark and toJ1>id appearance, which pl.ainly shows that the semen pnssesnffwitli the urir.c.

the
Radical Rhyntes. Price, $1.25.
Is SpiritnalisiD Trne? Price, 10 cents.
Christi,.nity 110 Fi11ality; or, Spiritualism Su·
perior to Christianity. Price, 10 cents.
Com1non Sense 'I'honghts 011 the Bible.
Price, 10 cents.
. Itatlical Discourses 011 Religious Snb<
>ects. Price, $1.25.
Man's True Sa 'rior. Price, 10 cents.

preventiv of decay and premature death approach to com~a~~~~ aDr.~:lfo:s~n~~~~~le R~~:J/~.1n~:fr:;~~~~n~ p~~r~~~
prehend with a spirit of exultation and awe the now re.
S~~:ic~.e\,~fc~. 1~·~ent~e Light ot· ltlodern
cure in all such cases, and a healthy restoration of th" or.,.:~.ns.
vea!ed, yet still invisible, power. which. when darkness
E.TConsultations by Jetter free nnd Invited. Charges rcaso~able
was
upon
the
face
of
the
deep
and
chaos
reigned,
moved
will glv tile m the names and addresses In Brooklyn and upon the face of the waters, uttered the supreme fiat, and
and ccrrespondence etrlctly con:lldential.,
Sermon frOID S·hakSI>ere's Text. Price, 10
New York of hundreds of Its be•t citizens, who hav under solar magnetism burst upon a primeVal world, bathed it in
cents.
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
light,
and
thQn
as
now,
Invested
It
with
life
and
clad
It
The 'pocasset Tragedy. Prlce,10 cents.
~Vl:;~~is~~~~riar;~isf~Uh~citrz s1~rg~~. ~~:~~dfu!3~1"n~
SE'nt to any address securely sealed lor two thrcc-eent stump!',
troatinR' on S.pennatorrhea or Seminal Weakness, giving its cause,
I am. moreover, preptt.red to take a patient from every In beauty.
What is Rigllt? Price, 10 cents.
~J:toms, borribleeffects,nnd cure, followed by strong testimonia~
physician In Brooklyn that he bas given over as an lncnr·
Who at.•e Christians? Price, 10 cents~
THE " WILSONIA.."
all~
it~.:!:;;:~:: ~oth~~gi~i~~~e~~ssgl;;~~ld
~~~: ~~:~::~ ~~~Tt ~¥o~;~~~~~~rr,t~Aw:~~{T~~
The II•recoucilable ReeoJ•ds; or, Genesis and
iR. R. P. FELL(HVS, VJnelnnd, New J.,rsey. Be
free of charge, and will undertake to r.ure ninety per
Geology.
Cloth, 40 cents; paper, 25 cents.
ture
Blld
etatc
io. what pu.per you saw this.
cent of all those handed over to me, within twelvd mo.nths
The .. Wilsonia "will cure every form of disease that is
Orthodoxy
l'aJse, since Spiritualism is
curable without medlcln of any kind, change of diet or
[From the House and Home, N. Y.]
g,~~~t~~~ t~'l';g ~t& '~iffs~3I'f~ 1_'f,ltMJfifEiff. gr~a occupation. Magnetism is all that is needed when any
True. Price, 10 cents.
1
" Among the successful physicians who hav departed
portion of the human organism is deranged. It Is by the
!P"nm~;~~~ ~g; ~~ ihg~s~~a J::r~~~t,or,ea;rv:!n~: a~y'i~~ forces of magnetism that the stars are kept In their orb. from the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
'I'he God Proposed for Our .National Con·
satution named, should lin the twelve months fail to cure Its, and the heavenly bodies bear witness to God's oma Dr. Fellows, of VIneland, N. J. His principles are true, stitu"tion. Price, 10 cents.
ninety per cent of all ..heir incurables under their several niscience In his first grand conception of so simple a his system based upon scientfic fact."
systems. I will also at once hand over $5,UOO worth of method ss the polarization of ultimate atoms, whereby
'Vorhcs of lli. B. Craven.
[From the (Mo.) Llberal.
the repel1ant and attractlv forces thus lnhermg keep conTriumph of Criticism; A Critical and Paradox
~lo~~~l~as~~is ~go~nfnh~~~~~~:ti~~t~~~~b~~~·st~o b~epit~~g stant
11
and In order all vegetable, animal, and mineral life,
The reputation of Dr. Fellows is sufficient to warrant Work on the Bible and our Theological ldeu. of Deity.
in this case also, tbat medlcln wtll not be given In any way there being even in minerals ample evidence of life any one in reposing confidence in hts skill and ability.
Price, 25 cents.
This Is a standing o:trerfor twelve montlls from date.
forct!s, although to our senses they may appear dead.
Those In need of his-ala shoUld not fall to aonsult him at
The following physicians may be referred to as having
The forces of cohesion in mineral and aeriform bodies once. Procrastination Is the thle! of time, and often costs
Biblical Chro11ology. Price, 10 cents.
witnessed the e:trects of my GARMENTS:
are but modifications of the same ma2n.etic law, and the the life of a human being."
Christianity Before the TilDe of Christ.
disintegration and breaking up of the atoms tormlng the
mass is only another form of death; actual death cannot
A WEEK In yonr own town. Terms and~ outfit Price, 25 cents.
Prof. CARMICHAEL,
Dr. ELTINGE,
be; all is changed; nothing ever dies; its form is alone $66 free. H. Hallett & Co .. Portland, Me.
Dr. THAYER,
FORDES BARKER,
'Vorks of Henry C. lVright.
altered. Disease, therefore, 1s nothing more than an alDr. TINKER,
Dr. DEMEREST
teration of poJarities, whereby the organism is disarA Kiss for a Blow. Cloth, $1.25; small edition, 60
Dr.CLAHK,
Dr. TRUE.
~ft~~ .?g~~i>oM..~S~":!:;::orth $~
ranged. If, therefore, we can by any neans keep the pe- $5 to $20
cents.
culiar polarities of our organic structure in perfect unison, then disease cannot be; and knowing as we do that
The Living P•·esent and Dead Past; or,
The following gentlemen can also be referred to:
~u'iPt~e. 'Jfr':,~~ ~~-~1~:W.":.11lfaTn~e. Costly God
made .Manifest aud Useful iu Living Men and ·women
<Jommissioner Garrison,J. B. Hoyt, Spruce street; Col. ~~r~Wg~~ ~~~~ec~~g~~::fcinofb~~~:e!~Y~Kt~art%~ o~f~~tir~
ashewasinJesus. Coth,75cents; paper,50cents.
Bayard Ulark, Judge. Levi Parsons, E. Sinclair Ulark, nerve tluids keeping in constant magnetic condition. the
Lafayette avenue; J. W. Littlefield, artist; Mr. Frazer, atoms of iron in the blood; but when nature be impaired.
E•·rors oftlte Bible Demonstrated by the
corner of Reid avenue and .Broadway. These, with thou- or exhausted, then any perfect artificial magnetization
~{t~t:~~ ~:~~t~!.uJ::~Je~~·/o~~~~s~n~Io1~~llii~~t::ule of
sands of others, ht:~.v worn my garments. Therefore, gen- will restore the diseased org~nism, no matter what name
tlemen, in conclusion I most respectfully submit that may hav been given to the malady.
COLBY & RICH'S PUBLlCA.TIONS.
you owe a duty to yourselvs and the public to inquire Into
a:~n:&~s~r~:~n~~~~c~~e~..r~~
~o~'h~~~c~~~
Poe~ns frotn t;he Inner Lit"e. By Lizzie Dothe nature of the invention thus presented to you. But
paper, 50 cents.
ten. Price, $1.50.
knowing, as I do, that all new remedies for the cure of
THE "WILSONIA"
disease should be well attested scientifically by practicing
The Unwelcotne Child; or, 1'he Crime of an
Poems of Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Prlee,
physicians before being generally prescribed, I herewith
Undesigned and Undesired Maternity. Price, cloth, 66
otter you every facility tor testing the same, a.nd would Magnetic Garments are nature"s true remedy for every $1.50.
cents; paper, 35 cents.
· ,
respectfully call your attention to a portion of Professor ill, and there is not in the world such testimony as can be
l"oems. By the well-known medium, .A.chsa W.
Parson's lecture, published in Baltimore this week. You found here, in Brooklyn and New York, as to the wonder- Sprague. Price, $1.·
Spiritual
and
Ret·orinatory
Books
by
wlll therein see tbe necessity for your Inquiry as to the fu.l yet simple treatment of disease.
Proof Palpable of Imtnortality. By Epes
position tbat magnetism Is destined to take among the
Various Authors.
i
The" WILSONIA" wlll.cure any of the following forms Sargent. Cloth, :u; paper, 75 cents.
REMEDLAL AGENCIES now prescribed through your colAn Honr with the Angels ; or, A Dream of tho
lages. Hoping that you wlll seriously and In a fllir spirit of disease:
Poems ot' the Life Beyond and Within. · Spirit
Life. By A. BrJgham. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper,
inquire into the nature of my invention, I remain,
Paralysis,
0
20
cents.
Very respectfully yours,
WILLIAM WILSON.
~
~1e~:~~~
dTe~Y
~~aae~n~n~e~~~~1r~r~~n~,-i~~:~~~·J~eb~
Inflammatory Rheumatism,
Anchylasls,
bins. Price, $2.
Chiltl's Gnide to Spiritn,.lisnt. By Lucy M,
Asthma,
Psa.bns ol Lite. By JohnS . .A.dafus. Price, $1.25.
Burgees. Price, 25 cents.
Bronchitis,
Intlammatlon of the Lungs
Philosophy ot· Creation. By Thomas Paine
it~l~::-fc~-;:p~J!J;,>~.t:.'i,~J~!:. o:·,~~!~$t.~~s. EdHeart Disease,
through the hand of George S. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents;
Albuminous Urine,
READ THE FOLLOWING PORTION OF A LEC- ;
paper,S5 cents.
R~v~~e~kan~t~:,.<;,~e?"~Y t~~ ~:~.li~~::,;.,lllr~~f~~~:
Locomotor Ataxia,
It"ianclllette; or, The Despair of Science. By Epes Price, $1.00.
Gout,
: TURE. BY PROFESSOR PARSONS, AND SAY:
25·
Varicose Veins,
l:iargent.
Price,
$1.
Clock Struclic Three. Being a reYlew of "Clock
Catarrh,
~ HOW MUCH LONGER CAN 'l'HE PHYSICIANS ~
Startl:i.~ Facts in Modern SpiritualisiD.
Struck Ona." By Rev. Samuel Watson. Price, $1.50.
Pneumonia,
: OF BROOKLYN RESIST THE INQUIRY WHICH ;
13y N. B. Wo e, M.D. Price, $2•
Debatable Land Between this 'Vorld and
~~';,~'!,l~fo~ ;f~h~'W~J;,eys,
So.i.ar an<lll ~pil.ritual Light, and other lectures. theN ext. By Hobert Dale Owen. Price, $2.00.
: THE " WILSONIA" SYSTEM DEMANDS.
~
Spinal Disease.
By Cora. L. V. Tappan. Paper, 15 cents.
I DiakkaiSID; or, Clairvoyant Travels in Hades. By
Six Lectures£ rncluding Invocations and Poems. , A. Gardner, of London, England. Pr1ce, 10 cents.
Evidence of this we can glv from the experience of .oy Mrs. CoraL. V, R chmond. Paper, ·10 cents.
i Does ltlatter Do it All? ~reply to Prof. 1'yn.
Spiritnalliism as a Science and Sl>iritnal- ' dall's latest attack on Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent.
ovs"~na~r~~;rr,}fts~~~t~~u~;~:~ns.
~sc~t:'~ a Religion. By CoraL. V. Tappan. Paper, 1 Price, 5 cents.
MORE LIGHT.
Death, In tile Light of the Harmonlal Philosophy. By
Spiriitual :Ecnoes. A new collection of words and Mary F. Davis. Cloth, SO cents; paper, 15 cents.
muslc for the congregation and social circle. By S. W.
THE HARMONY OF THE SPHERES.
Tucker. Paper, 25 cents.
! Aif,:::go~r Jot.fe~~al~p1rlt~~~~::::res~Yo'k!~; ¥.s'i';a~Y~
Spiritna.il.ism as a .New Ba1ois of Belief. Price, 15 cents.
DISCOVERY OF THE UNIVERSAL PREVALENCE
"Some Mistakes o:f Moses."
By JohnS • .l.<'armer. Prlce,$1.50.
!
Ex~eriences of Judge J. W. Edmonds in
This volume Is printed .on toned paper, In clear, bold
Scileutific Basis oC Spiritualism. By Epes
S)>irtt Life. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. CoraL. V.
OF .A. PRINCIPLE THAT GRANDLY MAN!·
Tappan. Price, 30 cents.
type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing 275 Sargent. Price,$1.50.
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
Spirit and lt.llatter. A drama In six acts. By G.
Ex 1>ericnccs of Samncl Bowles, late editor
Damiani, P.M.L. Price, 50 cents.
of the Sprtngjield RepulJlican. Written through the medi·
FESTS THE WISDOM .A.ND GOODNESS
sof?f:!:Sb~if.J.~"ant;}~U,~ £~: J'~~~~~~~E~~n!t th~\~u~f~n
The Jr.ife. Price, 50 cents.
amshlp of Carrie E. o. 1'wlng. Price, 20 cents.
that•subject. ~e pamphlets that hav been snrreptltlonsly
· 1~ W
11. 1 Its L 000Jlty , d c dltl
FootfaHs on the Boundary of ,\.uother
OF ALMIGHTY GOD.
issued are incorrect, filled with mistakes, aad consist of
'l'he Sptr •
or t •
~n · on
ons. World. With narratlv !J!ustratlons. By Robert Dale
By tile splrlt of Judge John Worth
onds, Price, 20 Owen. Price, $1.75.
g~1d~~~u!ntg~~~;~t~~ft~t~:n eF"fn.e~h-:hb~~~hf~:t ai~J~~ cents.
I
The book Is unanswerable In Fts facts and logic, Inimitable
'l'he ReUgil.on olC Spiritualism. By Eugene : Gist; ot' SpiritnaliSIII. Being a course of five
Professor W. H. Parsons, a talented and modest gentle. In Its style, and tilled with Wit, satire, elOquence, and
delivered In '\Vashlngton, D. C., by Bon. Warren
Crowell, M.D. -:rrlce, 15 cents.
I lectures
man, who is now a resident of ou1· city, has made a dis- pathos.
Chase. Price, 50 cents.
covery that Is likely to be regarded with the deepest ln.
'l'ranscenliental Physics. ·rranslated from the !
terest by men of science everywhere, ~since it not only
with a preface and appendices, by Charles Carle- I 00G
explains much heretofore mysterious in astronomical "The Gods and Other Lectures." German,
ton :Massey, of London, barrister-at-law. Price, $1.50.
I 0 ulltto~tplrft~"m~l ir~~~~~~~~Sr~1Yle~l~~oE~~~~:¥I~~~f~t~~~
science, but is calculated to impress all minds with more
'rhe Gtu.(ttarene; or, Spirits In Prison. By J. O. Bar- Price, cloth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
profound admiration for the wisdom and goodness of
CONTENTS.-" The Gods," "Humboldt," "Thomat
Paine," u Individuality," "Heretics and Heresies." Price
rett and J .]\[.Peebles. l'rlce, $1.25.
i m?.~~~~llielt~:;,1t?td1~~~,;m! ~~iJe"s~ 1!~';[1 ~;;~.~":~t~~;~
A!p'Jl~hJf.~~~cy Is that the sublime principle of li!AGNETIO cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
ne
. e 4Case; Its Factq and Lessons. A Record · By s.
Tucker. Price, 25 cents.
REPULSION is coextensiV With MAGNETIC ATTRACTION
20
and" Warning. By" 111. A. COxon)." Price, cents.
I Hollow Globe; or, the World's Agitator and
throughout our universe. 1'hls magnetic repulsion has
The Sy~nbol Series of three lectures. By Cora Reconcller. A treatis on the physical conformation of the
equal potencfx with Newton's law or the AT1'RACTION oF "The Gllosts and Other Lectures."
v. Tappan. Price, 10 cents.
i earth. Presented throu-P.h the organism of:M. L. Sherman,
g:~;;:~·~i:gNm~i~~:i~\~~~n~at~o~;~~~~t~l~~~l~fl~Ie~~t! CoNTENTS.-" The Ghosts," u Liberty of Man, Woman, L.'t'isions
ol< tbe J'ileyond by a Seer of To-Day; or : M.D., aud written by" m. F. Lyon. Price, $2.00.
principle was first developed In the course of manlfesta.
S~ymbollc
Teachings
from
the
Higher
Life.
Edited
by
:
H
d H II
Tl Dl 1 J tl VI dl
tiona and experiments of Professor Parsons, who is an ~~~n~~!~~~;: ~fe:~~r::i~~~ii~~~:f,,~U.~~~cee,;~[~~~~,l: aerman Snow. Price, $1.25.
i catecr~1~~fi~ullty eof k~f~te~~es. vB~e AYI~nckar~ec:
electro.therapeutist, or medical electrician, while mak- fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 5I'
Vital :Magnetic Cnre. By a magnetic physician. • Translated from the sixtieth thousand by Anna Blackwell.
~~,~~~irf~hdeis~~:~,t~:d ~e~:~~ns of electro.magnetism to
25
f' r l ce, •1
ceB~~ volumes bennd In one, price, paper, '1.00.
~ . .
I Price, $2.00.
Without attempting to trace how far previous advances
Why I am a Spiritualist, and Why 1 am not an
Hymns f'or Pnblic Meetings and Social
of science had prepared the way for the grand discovery.
Orthodox.
By
J.
B.
angell.
Price,
10
cents.
.
by Professor Parsons to which we desire to call attention,
1 ~~[~~~r/~~~D.ti;lthout music. Selected by W. J. Colvll!e.
we may Interest onr readers by glancing at the great facts "Wilat Must We Do to be Saved 'I"
Mediumship ; Its Laws and Conditions. By J. H. I Healing by Laying on of Hands. An expos!.
In magnetic pllllosophy.
rowell. Pr1ce,25cents.
I tion of the nrt of healing by manipulation.
By Dr. J.
Magnetism and electricity-the one the manifestation
Natty a Spirit • His Portrait and hls Life. By ' Mack. Price, $1.25.
1
g~;t~~ ~t~i il~f.th,.~~trg~~~~ 1~rem~t?le~~~~~~~: ~~eJ>enrii~J:
.Allen Putriam. Paper, sO cents; cloth, 75 ceuts.
Life of Prof. William Denton, the Geologist
stratea' by the induction balance, each convolution posNight-Side of Natnre; or, Ghosts and Ghosts. and Radical. By J. H. Powell. Price, 25 cents.
sessed with magnetic poles-are neither Imponderable
.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
Seers. By Catherine Crowe. Price, $1.50.
I.ife Beyond the Grave. Price, $1.00.
fiuids nor atomic streams, but forces known only from
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
On ~Hracles anti liiodern Spiritualis~n.
results, the direction of the ludlvldual force In each mole·
-.ttleutal Cnre. By Rev. W. F. Evans. Price, $1.50.
cule of all magnets, whether in the blood or the heavens,
Cabinet size, price..._ $2.50. Neatly facked and boxed By Alfred R. Wallace, F. R. G. s., F. z. s. Price, $1.75.
oe!ng the opposlt of the force In Its Vlclnlty, giving rise ready for shipment. -"'Very admirer o this great Apostle
Psycho. Physiological
Sciences
and
~Iodern America.n Sl>iritnalism; A Twenty
to a magnetic force, says Maxwell, of extreme complexity, of Liberty shOuld hav at least one.
their Assailants. Being a response by Alfred R.
Years' Hccorclofthc Uommunlon Between Earth and the
but whlcll, by Its repellanc as well as Its attractlv power,
Walh\ce Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Darius Lyman, and Epes ~~~rJ~e~re~R\~l~$1.~: Emma Hardluge. Cloth, $3.75;
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
works order out of apparent and re&lly original chaos,
Sargent,'totlleAttacks of Prof.
B. Carpenter, of Eng..
and under laW estu.blit~hed at creation's dawn Is the prlnand, and others. Price, 50 cents.
Mental l'Iedicine: A Theor&tlcal and Practical
. clple of all motion and all life In every kingdom of nature, By Barony, the celeb"'t~~'\:~~jc~i:New York, at the foJ.
ManandHis Relations. By Prof. s.B.Brlttan. Treatls on 1\Iedlc<ll Psychology. By Rev. W.F. Evans.
either In the heavens above or tbe earth beneath.
~~E~~~~ ~r~~;eslze • • • • • • • • • ~ ce~!,,. l'rlce, $1.50; large quarto edition, $3.50.
Perfect polarization, whereby llke poles repel and un.
Price, $1.25.
like attract and neutralize each other, whetller In the
Life-size Lltho~ph,~2lx27
•
•
•
50
1 •
People from the Other World. containing
~Iystery of Edwin Drood, Completed by the
celestial system, Including our own planet, or the clrcu.
full andlllustratlv descriptions ot the wonderful seances Bplrft-pen of Chas. Dickens. Price, $1.00.
atory system of the blood and nerves, of What Ia 118 fearPostall8 pl\1 •
D. M. BENNETT ~"'""
held
by
Col.
Olcott
with
the
Eddy's,
Bolmeses,
and
Mra.
Mes•nerisiD,
Spiritualisllk, Witchcraft,
jullY, wondertnll;y, and aa curlonsly made-the divine or.
Ul Blahth street~ New i'orJt
Compton. Price, fji.SO,
and Mtraclle. Price, 30 cents •
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SOLI) BY D. 11. BENNETT.
noon:s soLn BY D. M. DENNETT. BOOUS
~
~
JJI.Jjj(;ELLANEOUS RADI«JAL WORii:S.

LET any fair-minded per•on re>ld the "Light of
STILL waters run deep, but not in the modern
Asia," and note how simllnr the supernatural inci- hollow-bottomed bottles In which stlll W>tters are
dents are In numy in•tance~ to the supernatural RO!U.
incidents in the

NllW

Testnn1etlt narration~. and

the conceit t!Hlt Cl!risti>mlty Is a SUJWrtutturnl
reli~ion. or the only one, ntnst rec(li\~e a tnngnitlcent rebuke. Here are s11pernatural Incidents !·elated ~o remark>tbly similar to those of the New
Testament that, if the latter are accepted as so
many facts, there is nQ, reason why tbe former
should not be, In which cR.se we hR.V two snpe,·natural religions on 011r bands. But there Is another
horn to the dilemma. It is from the similarity of
these incidents to infer that human nature is a
wonder-loving, wonder-making power, and that
especially it loves to clothe with supernatural
traits the wisest teachers and the greR.test benefactors of mankind. Drawing this inference, instead
of finding om·selvs with two supernatural religIons on our bands, we find onrselvs without any
supel'nntural religion at all-a very satlsf>tctory
and sensible conclusion, to which I trust the" Light
of Asia" will guide many feet that now stumble In
darkness.-Chadwlck's Cond11ct of Life.
1\[Y neighbor, an educated and fah·Jy intelligent
man, scorns the circumstantial account in Herodotus of the sun's veering from it~ wonted course;
understanding what an upturning of nature it
would bav been and how none could hav survived
to testify to It, or hRv been born to write about it
afterward; in short, how impossible any snch
thing was, and bow incredible such a narrativ is
to be regarded in our day, though carefully recorded by the historian, and vouched for by the
Egyptian priests. And this same fairly in tell! gent
neighbor reads In his Bible of a similar event
having happened in Pale,. tine to giv the Israelites
more time to s!a1rghte( their adversaries (Jos!lua
x, 13) and again at the choice of a Hebrew king for
a sign that the LOrd (Yaveh) bad changed his mind
concerning him (2 Kings xx, 10-11). And these latter accounts my neighbor receives with as easy
and childlike a faith as if he were still in the nursery, or as if be bad never learned and pronounced
upon the intrinsic incredibleness of such fantastic
traditions.- Waters's Through Rome On.
nr a man declared to me that he was "Inspired,'•
I could not argue the matter with him; I could
only say that his inspiration, whatever it might be
worth to him, was purely his and availed me not bIng. A thorough acquaintance with all the possibilities of nature no man can possess or pretend to.
Not having this impossible comprehension of

'Vorks by Clun·le>i Rrndlnu"b.

ll"icJi:. 4U ceut•.
Heresy; Its Mornuty and Utility. SO cents.
When Were Our Gospels 'Vritten T Reply
to Dr. 'l'!scheuuorf. 2U cents.
«Jromwellnnd Washington. A contrnat. 20c.
Five Dead Men Whou• I Jiuew when Liv·

BEECHER •ays that hades Is a state rather than n
place. He doesn't say what state, but" Go to Texas" has always been considered synonymous with
that other profnne injunction.

f;~!ies ~~~~r~:n~uL~3:~ ~~tt~~~iC;~t~?

"WHAT Is the meaning of the word tantal!z
ing ~" asked t11e teacher. u Please, marm," spoke
up little Johnny Holcomb," it means a circus pr-ocession pusslng the school-house and the scholars
not allowed to look out."

Stuart Mill,

Taxation ; How It Orlgluuted, Who Dears It, and
Wllo Ougllt to llear lt. 25 ceut•J esus, Shelley, an«l Unltbus. An e888y on the
populatluullucsttuu. lU cents.
AnlCrict•n Politics. 10 cents.
LU"e oJ" George, Prince ot"\Vnles. With recent
contrast::~ aud cutnctdences. lll cents.
•rile Laud, tile Peo1•1e, and the «Joanin&'

AT THE 1\fuSEUM.-" Several years nre supposed
to elapse bet ween this act and the first, are there
not f" "YeB.'' •· Well, that girl has got on the
same pair of stockings she was wearing years ago.
She ottght to be nshnmed of herself."

tilrug~·Je.

lUcents.

Uent Uepresentation of the People. 10 ctaPlet• fo.- Atheisan. lU cents.
llns Mt•n tl Soul 'l (New edition.) 10 centa
Lil"eofDavi«<. 10cents.
LUeofJaeob. 5cents.
Life of Abraham. 5 centa.
Life of" Moses. 5 cants.
Life of .Jonah. 5 cents.
Is there a God? 5 cents.
Toryisnl from 1770 to 1879. 5 centl.
Letter to ,Ubert Edward, Prince ofWales,
on J<'rcenul.sonrJ~. 5 cents.
\\'hy Do Men Star,·e 'l 5 cents.
Po,·e..ty and its EO"eet upon tbe People.
5 ceuts.
Labo•··s J>rnyer. 5 cents.
\\"ho was Jesus 't Scents.
\\"bat Did J Clins'l'el\eh? 5 cents.
The Twelve Apostles. 5 cents.
The ,\tonen•ent. 5 cents.
A Few \\"o••ds about the Devil. 5 cents.
\\'ere Adant and Eve our First Parents 't

WILLIAM PENN was a very Jwnest man. He
would not rob the Indians of their lnnds. Not a bit
of It! He honorably gave them seven pounds of
bread and some jackknives for the territory of
Pennsylvania. Such honesty cannot but be re
warded.
THE mo•t beautiful feature about the American
system of bnggagc checking is found in the fact
that the passenger is made to car1·y in his pocket n
piece of railroad property that would otherwise
share in the general destruction generated by the
baggage-smasher.
l\[R . .ALCOTT told the Concord Summer School of
Philosophers that" Actuality Is the Tbingness of
the Here." The Information almost paralyzed
them. For years they had been laboring under
the misapprehension that the bereness of the actuality is the thing. But it is no such thing.

5 CCUt8.

Bt·ndlaugb's Political Essays. Cloth. $1.
Brudlnugb's Theological Essnys. Clotll. $1.
l'h·e J)ebntes. Between C. Bnldlau~:ll and I:ev. Dr.

"WHEN I hav prepared a remarkably good sermon," said Rev. 1\lr. Gnsbwell, "it generally happens that I b w a very small congregation to listen
to it." "What a memory you hav I" exclaimed
Fogg, In tones of astonishment; "how lOng ag
was It that you prepared that sermon, did you
say1''

D.ukc,

l~t.!Y. 1Jr. Hi.l.rrisun, 'Vru. l:Sruwu, ,.\£..A.., 'l'humas
Rev.I~. .A. Arw:;trutlg. lu ouc \·ol. Clutll. $1.

Cooper, uud

e:!:~~!!,"i-~~~~uY~:r~~-d ~~~~~'!.1~:~~4r~~~=

I

Cooper. 20 cents.
Ilns Jlnn a Soul 't A debate with Rev. William
Westerly. 4U cent•«Jhristinnity in Relation to Freethonght,
Skeluicisru, una ],'aitll. Heplle• w turee dls·
cuuroes Uy the l:Usllop of PetcrlJurougti. :.:!0 ccnta.
God, i'tian, and the Bible. A debate with Rev
Dr.llallec. 20 cents.
'''bat does Christian Theisrn Teach 't A
debate with tue I~cv. A. J.lla.rri:!un. :.!1.1 ccut8.
Is it Reasonable to \\-orshit> Go«l? A debate with Hev. R. A. Armstroug. 4V ceuts.

Works by Mrs. Annie Besnnt.
Freethinkers' Text-Book. Part II. Section
!.-Evidences of Christianity unrell•ble; tiectl~n ll.-lts

~"tJg}'.,".E:,~A ~~cl~g~~~;:y~ts_&~~JlfK ~~~lg~et~g:-tton 1V.
My Path to Atheisan. The Deity ot Jesus; 1nAtonement; Eternal Puuishmeut; pr,~yeq Ue·

~piru.tion;

\·e.LleU rcUgwn and the existence of Uud all cxaunncu and
rcjcctctl; togetller with 8_,ome et~says on the lJook of com·

mun prayer. Cloth. l\1.25.
ltiarriuge, as it wus, as Jt is, and as It sbot1ld be. 40
cents.
Tlle Law oJ" POI>Uiation; lts Consequences and
its Bearing upou llumu.u Conduct and Moral~. lW,OOU sold.
40ccnta.
Auguste Comte ;_Blogrnphy of the _great Frenr.b
t.h1nkcr, with slietcl.les ut llis pllllosoplly, hls religion, a.nd
his ~ociology; being a short ant! conYcmeut resume of Posit hun tur ti.W general re~dcr. 2.J cent,.j.
F.nglaud, India, and A-fghanistan. 30 cents.
Ch·il and Religious Liberty ; with some lllnts
takeutrum the .French H.eyolutwu. 1;) cents.
'rhe •rrue Basis of Jlorality. A plea for utility
as tllc. Stautlard of Mura.llty. 1U ccnUi.
'rhe Gos1•el of Atheism. 10 cents.
Is the Bible Indictable 'l 10 cents.
The Gospel or Christianity and thf'l
pel of :t'rocthought. lUcent~.
Christian Progress. 10
The Political Status o<:'Woman; a Plea for
Womun's l{igllts. 10 cents.
~at ural Ueligion vs. Revea.led Beligion.
10

t'xetea· lin H. A theological romance. "One or the
mo~t. exciting l'ullltlnccs of tho lln.y .'' Price, paper, 60
•ents; cloth, BOccuts.
'I'll«> H«>ntlH'll" of"1;he Hentb. ByWm.MoDon.
nell, uutiwr of !Lxl!tcr Hall." Price, $1.50.
l.'IUII ily C>•eeds. By W!llhnn McDonnell, antllor or
• Meter HUll." 1->ricc, cloth, $1.25i pupcr, 75 centa.
11

Freetaiu..-ers' •rext·book, l•tu·t I. Section
IT is now claimed thnt Satan prevailed over Eve
I.-Tho ~tul'y aml urlgln of mau ~ told. IJy tho DtUle u.ud
by lmp-ortnnlty.-N. Y. Herald, P. I. H>tS it been science. t:;cctiuu 11.- 'Vllut ls religion~ How hu.s it
demon-strated !-Commercial Bullllin. Yes, It Is the gruwn '( Buuud iu cloth. Price, $1.
Itnl>encnanent of the House of Bruns·
latest dP.vil-opment.

AT Chautauqua the other day a little girl was
asked if she was a Methodist. "Oh, no l" sbe replic1. "I am a Brethren, and my mother is a
Brethren too." These were the United Brethren.
nature, and not being supernaturally u inspired,"
At :Montreal one of the Plymouth brethren was
I could not then assert of any proved fact (much asked why they never spoke of the Plymouth sisless of something unproved) that it was supernat- ters. "Oh t" was the answer, u the Brethren emural.- Waters's Through Rome On.
brace the sisters."
TREY also a1·e to be had accursed that presume
W ANTJ!:D-A compositor; one who uses neither
to sav, That every man ehall be saved by the law
or sect which he profe~setb, so that he be diligent tobacco nor rum. Thus rends an advertisment,
to frame his life according to that law and the light and we'll bet our boots to a leaden greenback that
of nature. For holy scripture !loth set out unto us that man's place was cro'Vlied with applicants.
only the name of Jesus Christ, whereby men must and that the passers-by thought there was a funeral
there. The idea of a compositor drinking Ol"
be saved.-Church of England, Art. xiii.
chewing l Pretty soon they'll accuse editors and
THE Westminster Confession teaches the_same reporters of staying away from church.
doctrin and with no uncertain sound: so that the
AT a recent examination in a girl~' school the
estnblished churches of England and Scotland, as
well as their innumerable copyists in America, are question was put to a class of little ones, "Who
committed to a lie, as is shown in the following makes the laws of our g')Vernment!" "Conextract: There is no universal religion. The notion gress," was the ready reply. "How Is Congress
that there is has filled tbe earth with horrors and divided?" was the next question. A little girl in
wailing until now. All organized religions are the class raised her hand. "Well," said the examalike human growths from roots of error. Toes- iner, ".Miss Sallie, what do you say the answer is f'
teem one division at the expense of the rest is a Instantly, with an air of confidence as well as tripoor partisan superstition. The religions which umph, the answer came," Civilized, half-civilize d
Christianity calls false are as really true and good and savage." "
for the people that bold them as Christianity is
A BIG, fat colored woman went to the Galveston
true and good for Its disciples. If the good side of chief of police and told him that her step-son bad
religion has been nobly exhibited by Christhns so run away, and she wanted to know where he was.
it bas been by heathens for even a longer period of "It bodders me to know why he left. He had everytime; and alas for the lofty and exclusiv preten· thing he needed to make him comfortable. I done
slous of Christianity I the earthliness of its nature alii could for him," she observed. "Has he any
bae been abundantly demonstrated through the marks by which be may be recognized 1" "Well,
nineteen centuries of modern history in wblch the I don't reckon all de marks I made on him wid a
evil side of religion has been so painfully con- bed-slat while de old man was holdin' him bas
trasted with the good.- Waters's Through Rome On. faded out yet."
[In giving these extracts for the column entitled
"Is that a yacht!" was asked of a long, gaunt
•• Gems of Thought" it bas been my custom for the codder who was lounging about the whaJ:f, and we
last two or three years to content myself with add- pointed to a steam vessel coming in. "No," was
ing the author's name, and. if I sometimes add the the reply. "Is that a yacht?" pointing to another
name of tbe work from which the extract is taken, sort of craft that might be a .yacht. "No, that
it ls in the hope of attracting tbe attention of in. ain't no yot, nuther," was the answer. "Well,
qulring spirits and inducing them to read the work what is a yacht?" was the next inqnlry. "Wot's a
for themselvs; but I hav seldom or never sought yot ?" said the fisherman. " Well, you get any sort
to direct specinc attention to any individual wm·k. of craft you pleases, a'ld fill her up with liquor
In transcribing passages from such writers as 111ax and segyars, and glt yer frens on board and hav a
Muller, J. S. 111ill, Leslie Stephen, etc., as also from lively old time-and that's a yot."
Ingersoll. Underwood, Bradlaugh, Annie Besant,
etc., I feel that I am doing a good work, and I am
THERE was a young lady named Cbolmondeley,
ftlled with confidence that many of the readers or
Whorn men thought exceedingly colmondeley;
But as she would speak
THE TRUTH SEEKER will hav recourse to tbe origi.
nal sources to edify and satisfy them~elvs. But
In nothing but Greek,
if the editor will not think It an intrusion on his
They sighed and looked at her dolmondeley.
:proper office, I would fa in embrace this opportuThere was an old noble in Leicester
nity to recommend to special notice the work of .llfr.
Who passed himself off as a jelcester;
Waters. lf they are already familiar, as without
He stoo<i on his head
boasting or vanity I may assume that I am, with
Until his no!e bled,
say Greg's" Creed of Christendom," Amberley's
And tben the whole town be would pelcester.
"Analysl8," Parker's "111atters Pertaining to Re·
ligion," Fronde's u Nemesis," •'Supernatural Re.
AN ENGLISH IDEA OF THE ABORIGINALS.
llglon," Strauss, Renan, and the numerous works
Speaking
of his visit to England last year, John
ot the same school of thought that hav been within
the last half century Issued both on this srde and T. Raymond recently said at a London dinner pat·the other side of the Atlantic, they wlll, I am sure, ty, the lady he escorted to the table said to him in
enjoy "Through Rome On" with an intense feeling a very earnest voice:
"lllr. Raymond, are you really an American 1
of delight and satisfaction. It Is a most candid and
fearless exposition of a life of thoughtful invest!. Yon aro not In the least like my idea of one!"
"I
am an American, but not an aboriginal," regalion, and it cannot fail to guide the feet of those
wbo are earnestly cndea voring to keep the strait sponded he.
"An aboriginal! You mean an Indian. That repath of truth and sobe1·ness. I hav never seen 1\lr.
Waters, and !never expect to see him, as! already minds me to ask you If you hav much trouble with
considerably exceed the three score years and ten the Indians in New York?"
"No; we bav got them pretty well under there"
eald to be allotted to man; but 1 wish to thank him
'
audibly for his noble work and to recommend it to he remarked.
"And are they-do they dress as you do!"
all earne"t and candid Inquirers-C. W. C.]
"Ob, yes; in New York citytbeyaregreat snobs
AND one aald unto him, Lord, are there few that but at Niagara Falls they run about In the elmp!IC:
be saved? And he said unto them, su·ive to enter !ty of nothingness."
tn by the narrow door; for many, I say unto -yo1r
"How dreadfnl," murmured the lady; "and
shall seek to enter in and shall not be able.-Lu~ Dean Stanley wrote so glowingly of the place and
23-U.
never said a word about it."
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PIJBLICA.TIONS OF «JHARLES BRAD•
LAUGU AND MRS. RESANT.

cent~.

Onl:ternal Torture. 11 cents.
On i~ruye1.•. 5 cents.
Giordano Bruno, the Freethought Martyr of the
16ttl Century. 5 cents.
Landlords, Tenant-Farmers, and Labor•
e1•s. 5 cents.
Liberty, Equality, and Fra1;ernity. 5centa.
The God ldeu in tbe Revolution. 5 cents.
English Republicanism. 5 cents.
The English Land System. 5 centa.
Mrs. Besant's Essays. Dound ln clotb. $1.20.
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bitlon of tho Christian religion In the days of the early
.!fathers. By Deuu Dudley. l'rlcc, $1.
.RI!eroh>C!i ot" Freet.non!f.bt. Uontalnlng Blo-~l.~~~ t_~tt~s;:w~~l,'r":~f~~~~{~emale writers. By
'l'be Apoeryl)hal New "l'estamen1;. .Being aU
epistles, u.ud ut.llcr pieces now extant attrlb-

"'\C gospel~.

~l~~.n~~lt~~~c11;'S;~~~~~f~~:r,~~~ ~l~tJf~~fu~~!flT~ P~~ We:

'l'cstamcnt lJy its compllcn:~. l)rlcc, $1.25.
Ali>Jt~es ol Gol«tt. A story book for boysandglrla.
fly Ml•; Susau .II. Wixon. I'r!ce, $1.25,
'1.Jile L l'OI>het o~ Nazareth; or A Cntlcw Jn.

~~(~Y,ll{,n~oest~l:~c r~~k~~t~l,~~~~uy~~l~lt'l u~i~r~d~~ ~~X;
S. L. Price, $4.
11trign1 and JWevelo1nnent of" Retfgjon•
Jden.N UD«l Be~iefM, !Lij IIHlnlfC~tcllin hbnory uud SeeD.
by rca::sou. lly Morris KiMtcin. l)ricc, tl.
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brokAn out in Paris, where the International
Electrical Exhibition is open every day in the
week. The Commission, who lately extinguished, with some difficulty, the light of bibIT is extensivly believed at Constantinople
lical criticism among themselvs, hav written to
PRESIDENT GARFIELD died at 10.35 Monday
that the ex-khedive covets the caliphate, or
the Parisians requesting that the electric light night.
spiritual headship of Mussulmanism.
may at least be put out on Sundays. It is
FoREST fires in northern New York are defeared in some quarters that if the Parisians vastating farms and wood-lands.
A.N insurance company lately declined to acreturn any answer it may merely be in the way
THE American Institute Fair in this city
•cept a risk on the life of a uiember of the Irish
of directing the attention of the commission to opened auspiciously on the 14th.
Property Defense League at any price.
the beam figuring so prominently at present in
Two hundred persons were recently killed by
SPURGEON says that London is getting to be
their own eye.-Pall Mall Gazette.
a land-slip near Herne, Switzerland.
'the most heathenish city under the sun, and
THE London Sec"Ular Review says : Accord·the necessity for evangelical work there is
THE French government has sent 36,000
ing to the decision of the judge at the Norfolk
.greater than ever.
troops to A.lgeria since September '?th.
Assizes, a juror who has no religious belief is
IT is said that the emperors of Germany and
OH, the ripple of childish laughter,
neither entitled to swear nor to affirm. Mr. R.
A.nd the touch of the velvety hands I
A.. Cooper, of Norwich, who is well known to Russia hav formed a complete alliance.
The charm of the little features,
many of our readers, having been summoned
THE Mormons are recruiting from the South.
A.nd the wee feet to patter the sands !
on the petty jury, said that he thought he had Fifty agents are to be put to work there.
better affirm, as the oath could hav no influence
'.These chasten the beautiful sunshine
A.N American horse won the St. Leger stakes,
That floods all the house with its light;
on him, although it would not affect his ver- the most important of recent English races.
diet.
Upon being asked if that was the
oA.nd the vanished shadows before it
NEW YoRK is threatened with another six•
ground of his religious belief, Mr. Cooper said
A.re recalled but as dreams of the night.
it was not, as he had no religious belief. The day go-as-you-please pedestrian tournament
'" A.ROUND·THE-WORLD D. M. BENNETT " has
judge then expressed his inability to allow Mr. next month.
u-eached Scotland, and attended church one
Cooper either to swear or to affirm, adding that
A. UNION soldier named Mason tried to mur·Sunday. Not a street car nor other vehicle
A. GENTLEMAN from Delaware county, who the statute would not permit him to do so.
der Guiteau the other day by firing a shot into
-was running, nor a shop open.-Cloud County was well acquainted with tha late A.. M. Paine, 1 · The only ground," he said," upon which I can his cell window.
founder and for many years editor of the allow you to affirm is that the taking of the
Blade.
THE explosion of a steam boiler in Jersey
Delhi Gazette, in referring to the kindhearted- oath is not in accordance with your religious
THE Rev. John Hemphill, of San Francisco,
ness that endeared him to all with whom he belief." "I cannot say that," replied Mr. City last week killed two men and dangerously
is being tried for heresy in upholding the
associated, relates that he kept a bag of buck- Cooper. "Then,". said his lordship, "I can- wounded six others.
views of Mrs. Sarah B. Cooper, a cousin of
wheat in the office, out of which he, in the not help you. I once brought a bill into the
Two masked men pillaged the entire town of
Robert G. Ingersoll, who conducts three kinwinter, fed the little birds that gathered in the legislature which would probably haT met your Bates City last week. The plucky inhabitants
dergarten schools in that city.
trees in front of the office. A.nd yet the rector cW!e; but it was not. passed, and it has not looked on unresisting
LAsT week Mr. D. M. Bennett, of America, of the 'church which he regularly attended,
been introduced since. You had better leave
THE Apache Indians continue to giv trouble.
who is looking remarkably well, called upon and to the support of which he liberally conthe box." Mr. Coop~r having inquired if he The people of Arizona are anxious to hav them
us. He will remain in England· for a few tributed while alive, refused to preach his
might leave the court, was told, "Yes; we removed from that territory.
weeks, and then he will proceed on his journey funeral s11rmon because he was not a member
shall not trouble you again." Such a state of
MAYOR GRACE was not sustainPd by Gov.
around the world.-Secular Review.
of the church. The minister might with things is really a greater hardship than many
METHoDisM in Chicago is in an uproar in profit study the life and character of the man persons would imagin. It places the consci· Cornell in his attf'mpt to remove the derelict
consequence of the Thomas heresy trial. It is on whose remains he put this insult, and learn entious objector to the oath in a most invidious police commissioners of this city.
THE White Mountains, N.H., are infested
said that three conspicuous clergymen of the from them lessons of kindness and Christian position, subjecting him at once to the uncharChicago Conference can be convicted on one charity which he has apparently failed to find itable judgment and the ill-concealed dislike of by a gang of highwaymen, who cull upon travor another of the charges sustained in the case in the teachings of the theologians.-Middle- those of his neighbors whose minds are in- elers to stand and deliver in the most approved
of Dr."Thomas, and that prosecutions are to town Mercury.
fluenced by theological prejudices, and who style.
begin at once.
n. M. BENNETT, EsQ., editor and proprietor regard the Freethinker as a direct emissary of CouRTNEY, the hitherto unfortunate oarsSAMUEL CuPPLEs is a conspicuous Methodist of the New York TRuTH SEEKER, has started the devil. We hope that ere long nothing of· man,_ won a race ~he other day owing to his
opponent being nearly swamped by rough
·in St. Louis, and the Christian Advocate accuses on his tour around the world, the Liberals of this sort will attend judicial proceedings.
IN Maranham, a province of the empire of water.
him of including playing-cards in the merchan- thE.' United States and Canada having contrib. dise of hi.,; store. The editor has heard that uted, individually, a five-dollar piece to defray Brazil, at a plantation of a Mr. S. Vieira, a
THE International Congress of Scientists
·some of the cards are" marked and fixed up the expenses. In some cases some Liberals hav well was being dug by the negroes. When opened in Berlin on the 13th. The American
for what are called brace games,'' but he cares contributed ten, twenty, and in one instance they had dug down to the lower bed of the delegates are said to receive great attention
:nothing for that, because all cards are equally even a hundred dollars. Among the list of tertiary strata, they came upon some bones from their colleagues.
contributors are a number of Jewish-Americans, which appeared peculiar to them. They sent
wicked in his sight.
THE "Nation's Avengers" is the name of a
and in this is our friend Philip Cowen, of Peta'' THERE are Christian families,'' says the ex- luma, who is down for ten dollars. The total to the h~<>use for their master, who, upon seeing body of men who hav organized to avenge the
:amining committee of the Boston public li- amount realized so far is about four thousand them, comprehended the importance of the dis- death of the President. A. member has been
He immediately chosen to murder Guiteau.
brary, in its last annual report, "ln which the dollars. In return Mr. Bennett will giv two or covery at such a depth.
Old Testament is a forbidden book to the three volumes, illustrated, of his travels in cir- ordered the work stopped, and sent to the city
WAR on pool sellers in New York has driven
young." Well, it ought not to be in any well- cumnavigating the earth. We wish the brave of Maranham for Dr8. :Branuao, Sogner, Bar- them to take refuge in Hunter's Poiut, Long
and
Jansen
Peneira,
who,
after
studying
bosa,
regulated household, unless the head of the and distinguished editor a prosperons voyage.
Island, where, they aver, they hav no fear of
family is prepared to admit those books of In his travels we hope he will not find such the subject, agreed that they were human bones the law against their business beiog enforced,
in
a
fossil
state.
They
repaired
to
the
place,
which Anthony Comstock has at present the fanatical persecutors as Comstock, Benedict &
and after twenty-four hours' labor in excavat·
GEN. BuRNSIDE, at Qne ttme commander of
monopoly.
Co., the "good Christians" who, on a flimsy ing, succeeded in taking out a complete skele- the A.rmy of the Potomac, uied at his residence
MR. DARWIN, replying to a letter asking pretext, had him incarcerated in the Albany ton without the loss of thA least particular. in Bristol, R. I., on the 12th. The immediate
him whether the report of mosquitoes beiug Penitentiary some two years ago. Bon voyage, The skeleton is of colossal dimensions, meas- cause of his death was spasms of the heart. He
seen in England suggested to him that an ex- gallant spirit.-San F-rancisco Je1oish Ti1nes.
uring eight feet and three inches in bight. was 57 years old.
ceptionally hot mouth developed the English
THE Free Church of Scotland is just now in A.nd what is more extraordinary is the prolonTHE trial of Senator Sessions for bribery in
gnat into the mosquito, said: "I am sorry I great distress both as regards its home and 1ts gation of the dorsal spine more than twenty
cannot answer your question. The Tipulidm, foreign policy. Scarcely has the noise of the inches. If this skeleton does not belong to au Albany the other day had to be adjourned beor gnat family, is a very difficult one, and not Robertson-Smith controversy died away when individual who had such a deformity, then we cause Spe11ker Sharpe, with whom the bribe
well-known. No trustworthy evidence has been a new form of strife hllo!l begun to develop it- hav the most brilliant confirmation of the doc- money was deposited, though subpenaed, was
advanced of the introduction or appearance in self. Since the middle of the sixth century trio of Darwin. Whut is necessary now is to nowhere to be found.
MANY people in Michigan are in great disthis country of a new species, but it seems to the Western church has laid aside the practice continue the excavation and discover another
me probable that some English species hav of settling disputes by the arbitrament of the skeleton, and at once the great scientific prob- tress for the necessaries of life, owing to the
lately increased in number."
fist, but it has just been resumed in the Free lem is solved. What the discovery has already disastrous forest fires which hav swept o~er
THE remnant of the Salvation Army still left church. Recently, at a church meeting in absolutely solved is the existence of man be- portions of that state. Money and clothing for
their relitf are being forwarded from the East.
in Baltimore is laboring in the southern part of Glasgow, the congregation, with a view to set- fore the tertiary epoch. To what nation, then,
SoME of the Hebrews exiled from the south
the city with an announced determination to tling a point of orher, proceeded to seize each does this skeleton belong? Can it belong to
"make Satan howl." The latest style of gath· other by the throat, and fought over the q ues- any nation of the red men who inhabited South of Russia desire to settle in America, and a
ering advertised is a "I.Iallelujah, Blood, and tion for an hour or two, clergy, elders, America at the time of its discovery! Or can number of Hebrews in New York are in corFire Experience Meeting." This was set down deacons, communicants and catechumens, male it belong to any nation extinct before that r~spondence with a Paris socit·ty with a view
for Sunday afternoon last. In the evening aud female, rushing indiscriminately at one epo~h? A.ll corroborate the latter hypothesis. to assisting them in coming here and finding ~
these sanguinary evangelical braves made "A.n another with cries aud blows, and defying the Extensiv investigations will yet one day giv to home.
A.tt11ck upon the Devil und his Host." A.s to efforts of a dozen or score of the police to calm humanity the S')lutiou of these problems. The
PRoF. KING, the aeronaut, attempted a bal-exactly how much they succeeded in" mukiug the confusion. The Church Commi8sion, who whole skeleton has been brought to Mujor Pol- loon asctmsion from St. Puul, Minn., la:;t week,
Satan bowl " the returns are not all in as yet. are the General As:;embly en permanence, are ycarpo Pinheiro to be prepa1·ed for exhibition. which he promised should be attended with
·The exhortations at thPse meetings generally endeavoring to dissuade the utlice-bearers and It is to be sent to the museum at Rio deJa- results very important to science. A.fter hoverconsist principally of ranting. Those who at- people from wh.t they call this ·•unholy war- neiro, with a box of the cluy in which it WliB ing in the air for half an ho.ur the balloon setIare." In the mean tiwe a freJh troubltl has buried, as a specimen.
tled to the ground.
tend are chiefty the most ignorant.

Jlolts and flippinns.
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MR. SwiNBURNE writes to a French newspaper of Trelawny's· death that England haa
lost in him her " last republican and freethinking patriarch." His old friend is gone,
he says, at the great age of eighty-one, " to
meet the friends and emulators of his errant
and warlike youth,· Shelley, Byron, and Canaris." It is declared, though, without further
explanation, that in writing the Captain Sumph
episode of " Pendennis," Thackeray had Trelawny in his mind.
DR. THOMAS, the popular Methodist divine
whose trial begins at Chicago on Thursday of
this week, is reported as saying that, whil& he
hopes to be sustained and vindicated in his
Liberal views, he does not believe that an ad·
verse decision will injure him in the least in
public estimation. This is equivalent to saying that a lar;;e proportion of the Methodist
clergy hav as little faith in the doctrin of everlasting punishment as he has himself, . and
whether they hav or not is a matter of little
consequence to him or the public. Evidently
church trials for heresy are losing their ancient
terrors.-Detroit Evening News.
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g[~anslations.
.A..lamontada, the GaJley-Slave.
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINillCH
D~L zsCHOKK:&. BY IRA G • .MOSHER, LL.B.

sorrow called sympathy and pity into every heart
and tears into every eye.
Every one was silent. Every eye now turned
away from her to me. I was to speak. But I could
not. I was in an unspeakable confusion. She was
the picture of suffering innocence. All the pleasant
hours that I had enjoyed at her side awoke in my
memory at her sight and surrounded my soul likP
wet->ping angels, and praved for her, and wh~spered,
"She is certainly guiltless."
Finally I collected myself. I declared that no one
would be more gratified to be convinced of the innocence of the accused than her own husband and
myself, his advocate. But for that reason would it
be indispensable that she should turn away from her
the strong suspicion, that she should make known the
purpose for which she had procured the poison.
Madame Bertollon was very weak. She leaned on
the arm of her advocate. She looked at me with a
painful glance, out of which spoke love and grief.
"0 Alamontada," said she, with feeble voice, "and
it must he you who insists upon it to learn my intentions with the poison? You? And here?" She
remained silent for awhile, then raised herself suddenly, turned her pale face toward the judges, and
with a bitter t~ne, which expressed the de!<pair of
her soul, she said: "Judges, you hav threatened me
with the torture to force my confession.
It is
enough. I will end this suit. I am guilty. I had
intended a murder with this poison. ,More you will
never hear from me. Condemn me !
. She .turned around and left the hall, and a. deathhke stillness followed her-a deep stupefactiOn everywhere.
Two days afterward the tribunal spoke the word,
"Guilty !" over the wretched one.

CHAPTER X."'\:!.
Since time immemorial no lawsuit had created a
greater sen~>ation than this, which was equally im.
portant through the terribleness of its nature, as
well as through the social position of the persons
acting therein. Ah, and the part that I was to act
therein ! No one knew the relation in which Madame
Bertoli on had been standing to me. No one fancied
that I once had lain on the heart of tbi~ accused in
the intoxication of the highest bliss. No one knew
that her illegal affection for me had perhaps given to
her band the first direction toward mixing the poisoned cup.
All this was yet a secret; it was to remain a !!ecret. Only if Menard's skill was threatening to be
victorious, should also these last mines be exploded
against him. ·when it became known in Montpellier
t~at I. was Bertollon's advocate, the victory was
given m advance to my opponent. After sufficient
examination and hearing of witnesses Menard and I
were allowed to appear before the bar.
The powerful orator seemed merely to mock at me.
He sheer despised to appear opposit a young man
who only a short time ago bad been his pupil and
now was about to make his masterpiece. He spoke,
and spoke with such power that I myself was most
dee}Jly moved and almost won over to the causa of
the prosecuted woman.
~he suit had already lasted, through Menard's
skill, half a year, where I had hoped to conquer in a
CHAPTER XXII.
few weeks. Menard was always accompanied from
Mr. Bertollon bad recovered long before. He was
the court-house by the applause of the people, and I
seemed to spend my powers merely to make his vic- happier than ul:!ual. He jested agaiu, as formerly
over my so-called virtue-enthusiasm; be loved me af
tories difii<.:ult in order to increase his laurels.
The beauty of the aceused had won over to her that so tenderly that it only caused him grief when
party all youug men of the city, and her former be- I so stubbornly stood by my principles. I on that
nevolence secured for her the people's poorer classes. account s~meti;'ll~s pleased hil!-1 by becoming apparI had not to fight Menard, I had to fight against the ently of his opmwn, and gave In to his favorit whim
secret affection of innumerable bribed hearts, and to tha~ everything on earth was merely play of conwrestle with the memory of virtues in which Mad- vemence.
In the evening before the court day on which the
&me Bertollon had shown henelf.
The more meanwhile my ~ause !!ank, the higher sentence should be pronounced upon Madame Berarose my courage. An uuutmal power animated me. tollon, I was with him. We were merry; about
:Menard himst.lf began either to respect or fear me midnight we were still sitting behind the winethe further ~ d_r~ve him back from his first conquests. glasses, and swore to each other in the maddest inHis party dimmtsbed the more he was compelled to toxication everlasting friends' fidelity rm til death.
"Listen, Cola11," said he.
"Dost thou know
ackuowledg~ facts which he had plac~d in ambiguity
and uncertawty. Soon I heard pubhc praise. tloon Clementine de Sonnes?"
I turned red. Wine and friendship tore from me
I was surrounded l!y a small number of partisans.
~ertollon laughed loudly and
Soon I aloo was greeted by a stormy applause, the th~ sacre~ secret.
more Madame .Bertollon ap}Jeared as a criminal and cned a gam and agam: "But, little fool that thou
her beauty and her virtue became darkened by the art, with thy secret virtue, thou art cheated everywhere. Be at least once reasonable. Why hast
memory of her black deed.
As Jlleasing as this burning incense was to me, it thou not told me that long ago ? She would be by
ple~sed me not so much as C!ementim?s silent appro- this time thy betrothed. Well, thou shalt hav her.
There is my hand. With prudence we subjugate
batiOn.
·
.Madame Bertollon was a· relativ of the family De the world; why not a girl, or a proud family i' For
Sonnes. When it became known that I would de- I perceive already that Clementine would not giv
feud Bertollou's cau~>e, Clementine stood sadly at thee the mitten."
I fell "in ecstasy on my friend's neck. "Oh, if
her winuuw. t:ihe oiteu shouk her head. She made
a threatening nwtion to me. 1 believed to under- thou wert able to do that, Bertoli on !-if thou couldst
Thou wouldst make me happy-thou
stand her aud shugged my shoulders, and could not do that I
be Oil!suaded. from 1u!J:illmg a duty that was so sacred wouldst make a god of me ! "
" The better. For I need yet a divine assistance
to me.
A g1rl like thy Clemei:tineA~:~ my name became more known and praised in to another litt_le_ plot.
Moutpeliier, 1:1he, too, became more friendly. Clem- she has a stnkmg resemblance to her-one could
eutiue l!eemed over my 1:1uccess to forget the relation- take t~ern for sisters-<>uch a girl livs in Agde.
shiv ol Madame Bertollou. Ah ! 1 baW myself loved You thmk, you fools, that I travel on account of the
by the ai,gd whom I worbllliJed. No mortal was wholesome air or mercantil enterprises over to
more ulelll:l"d than 1. For years our silent under- Agd~. No, I love that girl-! love her beyond expressiOn; so no woman has yet fascinated me. As
st.anuiug ha<l already lal:!ted.
Yet 1 retun1 to the mdortunate lawsuit, which now soon as I am rid of my wife I shall ask for the hand
for the accu~>ed took the wonst turn. lHat.!arue Ber- of this Venus of Agde. l<.ome sells dispeusatiotJS.
tollou cuult..t, as all facts and witnessel:! were united But th~n, Mr. Col~s, I would take leave to forbid thy
entertamments Wtth my future wife as thou hast
agaiu~>t htr, do nuthi11g further than persistently
done with my first one."
deny that she iute11deu to pGison her husband, al"How, Bertollon ?" cried I, astonished· "thou
though the appearances pronounced her guil~y. I
wilt marry again?"
'
now insisted UjJOn her Lting examined closer than
"Why
otherwise?
Look
here;
I
thought
at first
heretoiore why or to what purpose she had, a
thou wouldst play a true romance with rny wife. I
wee~ ueiore the deed, bought the puil:!on? She gave
evasiv answers, and fell duriiJg cross-examination thought thou lovest her really, and then I would hav
into contradictions. One saw, Without difiiculty, that transferred her to thee, and we would hav agreed upon
she avoided disclosing the reason. All entreaties of ~hat. It would hav been just pleasing to me. Then
her relativs, all threats of her advocate, could not It would not hav caused thil:! hellish scandal and
prt:vail uvon her. This increased the suspicion. with the poison, it came near going ill with m~." '
But how then, Bertollon; I do not understand
1\ien<..rd conceded his cause lol:!t, although he incesthee?"
santly attested her innocence. The triuunal ordered
I must tell thee, thou little fool when I
a beVeier im!JrioOIJment, and threatened with the first . " hWell,
m t e a bst-nce of my wife in the evenings' secretly'
degree of torture in ordtr to force a confes1:1ion.
went through her thi~gs-only laugh; th~u seei:!L 1
'lhen Madame Btrtollon undertook to defend her h::'-d not tru~;ted the VIrtue of you two tso entirely
own ~.:aul!t: Lelore the court, in which Mr. Menard either-! th?ught that you would be writi•Jg lovewas !lO uu1onuuate. I saw therein noth1ug but a letters, classwal and real ones. And the rascal
CUllllUJg device oi .!Heuaru, who now wished to call lank Jack, just coming down the stairs saw m~
to abblbl<>.llCt the touchlllg poWtr of femaJt ueauty tO sneak out ot my wife's room as I had play~d her the
aSbli:IL Llo eloqueuce.
mad joke. Hut the stupid mole shut by me and
\\ h~::n tiLe U1tt1td the hall a death-like silence en- saluted revereuti;dly."
sued. 1-.evu Wab bLe ruo1e cLarmUJg than at this
'.'What joke, tbeu? Thou oddly mixest thy jests.
moiUent. lltr !llm!Jle drt:li!l aud the !Jallor of deep Drmk, thou shalt hv I"

I

"And thou, also, Colas. Thou hast acted thy part
well-art a precious fellow. I bet thou wouldst not
hav held thy speecli against my wife before the tri.
hunal half as we11 if thou hatlflt known tl1at I myRelf
had put the poison-to be sure but little-into the
essence."
"No, certainly not, dear Bertollon."
"'Veil, now, on just that account it was smart in
me not to tell it to thee before. Now it can ne
long-t>r do harm."
"Thon hast been no such a fool as to want to
poison thyRelf ?"
"'Vel!, I knew already that the thing could not
be so dangerous to me. I was only aRtonished to
find poison in the possession of my wife. She had
written it upon the box. But what thinkest thou
that she may hav wanted the stuff for?"
"That even is a riddle."
"Bnt cunning it was. Not so, Colas. Well, on
the following morning I pretended an attack of dizziness, had sent word about it to my wife, who, aftm·
her custom, brought to me the essence hen;elf. The
physician also was ordered, so it was poPsihle to giv
directly an antidote to the poison. But I had put in
only a very minute portion."
"But, Bertoli on, what dost thou talk? Then thy
wife is really innocent?"
"That is j nst the fun in the thing, and thou bast
talked thy throat sore for nothing at all. But just
drink, that healA up again. That watil a bold stroke
in me, wasn't it? l\ly wife must think that she is
fairly bewitchrd, for she does not know that I hav
for all her cases the best pick-lock."
"But--" said I, and ten·or made me suddenly
sober.
"B11t beware that no !loul finds out a thing about
this. Thou, Colas, art my only confidant, ~eest thou,
and it might have terminated ill in BJ.!ite of all. In
the hurry I knocked a flask of red wine over in the
medicin case, and forgot to place it upright again.
In short and in reality, Colas, I am happy. Thou
also shalt be so. I swear to thee that on the day on
which I celebrate my wedding with Julia thou shalt
also celebrate thine with Clementine. But what
aileth thee? Upon my soul thou art fainting. Here,
take this water; champagne never agreeth with
thee."
He laid one arm around me while he handed me
the glass. Shuddering, I pushed him back. I was
stupefied by that which I had heard."
"Go to sleep," said he.
I left him. Laughing, he staggered after me.
(TO BE CO!>TINUED.)

The Tomb of :Fanaticism.
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOO·
TIUNS.
WRlTTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN

1767.

[Translated. from tb e French by A very l\leriwetber.]

CHAPTER II.
CONCERNING l\IOSES.
Was there ever a Mo~es? Everythino-11oncerning
him, from his birth to his death, is so f~lmlons that
he seems as mythical as the enchanter Merlin. If
such a person bad really existed, if he had performed
the incredi~le ~niracles which it is suppoRed he had
performed 111 Egypt, would not some Egyptian au.
thor ~<'V spoken of l\Ioses? Even the <-treeks, dabblers m the marvPlous, hav not written a word concerning them. Flavius Josephus, whO" recited all
passages of Egyptian authors touching upon the'
Jew£<, for the pnrpose of bringing his people intO'
contempt, has ~JOt the cff:ontery to cite a single author who mentiOnA the miracles of l\loses. Does not
this universal silence indicate very strongly that
l\loseR is a myth 't
Notwithst,mding the little I hav studied of the
halJits aiJ(l customH of the ancients, I know that the·
old Arabs were the inventors of rniiny fables which
hav been from time imm~morial known among an.
other peoples. They concetved the history of Bacchus
whic~I is suppos(~d to hav been known long befor;
the ttme when l\Iose·s appeared unto the Jews. Bacchus, or Bach, was born in Arabia, and wrote his
laws upon two tables of stone, which were called
.JIIisem. This name somewhat resembles that of
Moses. Having delivered from a rock he acquii·ed
the name of .JIIisem, which means "deliverer of
water." He had a wand with which he performed
miracles and which changed itself into a serpent at
his will. This same .Misem lJa~sed over the Red Sea.
with dry feet, and at the head of his army. He separated the waters of the Orontus from thr waters of"
t~e Hydaspus, and held them suspended upon tha
nght and left. A eolumn of fire shone over his
army at night. . 'fhe ancient Orphic verses which
were ch.anted in Bacchan~!i~n orgies helped to make
these ntes celebrated. lh1s fable was so ancient
that the fathers of the church believed that Misem
and Bacchus were the same as Noah.* •
*It may be neccs~ary to observe that Bncchus wns known in
Egypt, ~yriu, Asia Iv~inor, lJ reece, mal lltrttH·Ja u loug lirue
b~fore UJ_JY other nulloll huu ever spokl'll of 1t.Ju,~s, N oub, or
aur _of l.Jlt; uescendttll ls. .AJJ that Wl.Jicl.J we Oil]} fiuu in the
wrirmgs of the Jews from .Adam to David Wa.i unknown to
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Is it not very probable that the Jews adopted that honor of Bacchus, Hercules, and Perseus clearly suffering some in the way of trade, stifle their confable a~d then wrote about it when they commenced prove that Perseus, Hercules, and Bacchus were the victions, their sense of duty, and tacitly by their
to acqurre a knowledge of letters under their kings ? sons of Jupiter, and that the Temple of Castor and silence acquiesce in priestly and pot-house rule.
The marvelous was as necessary to them as it was to Pollux in Rome demonstrated that Castor and PolI do not think the priesthood as a whole mean to
other peoples, but they were certainly not the in- lux had fought for the Romans ! This amounts to work injury to their flocks; the folly is ingrained
ventors of these myths. There was no petty nation the absurdity that what we supposed to be has that by some sort of spiritual "hocus-pocus" they
s~ c?arse as the Je~s. All th~ir dreams were pla- always really existed. The controversalists, for the ha v been set over the people to keep them from
~P~Tis~s, and all their c~~emomes. were evidently in arguments U(JOn their cause (the most important to doing themselvs harm. It seems an utter impossiImitatw~ of the Phamician, Synan, and Egyptian humanity) are indebted to Lady B!ackacre* who did bility to convince any man or party that thinks he
· ceremomes.
not dare to trust them to the puhlie attending common or they are born leaders ttat the people are ever
That which they a_dded to these fables appears so plays. 'l'bat which the fools bav written imlJeciltl com- quite ready for all truth they are cavaule of imThey seem to think that t!Je minds of
~oa~se a~d so revo~tmgly absurd that it only excites ment upon, and that which rogues teach we make the partiug.
mdignatwn and pity.
In what foolish romance children learn by heart. W o call the sage a blas- the uncultured masses are a kmd of embryo powwould a person be p~rmitted to say that a man by a phemer because he is indignant and even irritated der magazine, and if entrusted with all the (httle)
blow of a wand and m the name of an unknown God with the most abominable stuff that has evor dishon- truth priests and politicians are capable of imparting they would explode into all forms of irreligion
chang:ed water, to blood, while magicians did the ored the human species.
same m the name of their god? The only thing in
and lawlessness.
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
These careful souls forget that the basic elements
which Moses was superior to the sorcerers of the
* Lady Blackacre is an extremely pleasant character in the of equity and good practical sense rests with the
king was that he brought on the plague of the lice,
which the other sorcerers were unable to do. A comedy " l'laindealer" by W yeherly. Voltaire wrote a.n imi- people, and that all that is valuable is saved from
ruin by the common mind, whether it be from social,
great prince has said that the Jews in making lice tation of this play called "The Prude" (1767].
political, or religious revolution.
knew more than all the magicians of the world.
Our Infamous.
So true is this human progress indebted in part to
Why did an angel of the Lord kill all the animals
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: the innate honesty of the great uncultured mass of
of Egypt? And how was it that the king of J£gypt
was able to collect a body of cavalry after such an While reading the copious extracts from Parton's the race that reformers hav ever understood that occurrence? How could cavalry travel on the bot- "Life of Voltaire," and the comments thereon by wherever and whenever they could get at the comBro. Wakeman, I hav felt how much the cause of mon people a reasonable suecess was assured.
tom of the Red Sea?
What makes ecclesiasticism and stateeraft united
How could this same angel of the Lord cut off the truth is indebted to these brave and able friends for
heads of all the eldest-born of the Egyptian families tho eonsecration of their talents to so laudable and so infamous is their disposition to fetter the human
in one night? That would hav been good at the much needed a work, and my only regret arises from mind and make it subservient to their lust for power
time when Moses could hav seized upon that beauti- the fact that so many who desire will be unable to and rule, and still further the effort on the part of
the ecclesiastics to destroy by any meaus Withm their
ful country instead of cowardly fleei11g with two or purchase .Mr. Parton's work.
Of this truth, however, we may rest assured, that reach all who question their positions or hav courage
three million people, among whoni, It is said, there
were six hu11dred and thirty thousand fighting men. Mr. Parton has brought forth from the vile heap of to think for themselvs.
Our boasted liberty is a farce so long as this desThis is an immense crowd with whieh to flee from }Jriestly rubbish and base misrepresentation to' the
the cadets of Egyptian families whom only an an- light of day and the perception of the honest think- potism is allowed to exist. By what nght does this
ing and truth-loving mind one of the grandest and pretended divine monopoly rob the :people of its
gel was able to ravage.
just share of taxation? 'l'lley revert:~e every princiThis horde wande1·s in deserts where there is no mo8t beautiful characters in history.
From henceforth this advaneed thinker, indomita- ple of justice. 'l'axation witllout representation was
water _t? be found: . In order to help on this amazing
expedi~I?n, God divides _the wa_ters of. the sea I~ighG hie worker, and sublime philanthropist shall be declared a positiv political wrong. What is eJ~:eessiv
and left,mto two moun tams. After savmg them from truthfully known for what he taught, said, and did, representatiOn without taxation r
To the many who sail with the tide the great
the dangers of the passage &f the sea he allows his and his spirit of true devotion, and. self-abnegation
for the good of his kind, will inspire this and coming overshadowing evil is not clearly perceived, but once
favorit people to die of hungef and thirst.
let a man be as honest to critici~:~e religious opinions
All the rest of the history of Moses is equally ab- generations to emulate his glorious example.
Will it be ever thus that the slow progress of our as he is to call in question old methods in labor or
surd and barbarous. The quails, the manna, the interviews of Moses and God, twenty-three thousand of race shall be written in blood~ That its true saviors mechanics, and he will soon discover the abomina·
the followers of Moses slaughtered at his command must be crueified, and their names and fame buried tions of the mental slavery that fetters the human
.
by the priests, twenty-four wousand massacred upon beneath mountains of prejudice and falsification ere mind by its invis~ble chains.
another oceasion, six hundred and thirty thousand the world perceives their value and their grandeur? . We do not ~esitate to accept any Improvement or
Thus far the lines of history run parallel; 'tis ever supposed one Ill the realm ot physwal mdustry,_ and
warriors left in a desert where before there had
never been two thousand-all these tales and many the blaek lines of prejudice, and the red ones of wuy should not the same rule eXit!t Ill the domain of
..
others seem, most assuredly, the bight of extrava- perseeution and blood, traced by the priesthood and thought?
lawgivers for the peo_~Jle to execute. lt is the un\\ ho and what are these would-be spmtual and
gance.
Some one has said that Orlando l!"'urioso and Don taugllt, or rather wrong-taught, masses crucifying mental dictators r Hav they a patent from the
·
"Lord of ho~:~til" to determm what we may or may
Quixote are books as sober as geowetries compared their own deliverers.
Well indeed do the self-crowned kings of the not believe? . And who amon~ us proposes to longer
to the books of Jewish historie~:~.* Werathere anything true or natural in the fables of .!Yloses we "Infamous" understand that a very free people would submit to their arbitrary_ ru~e ~
As long as frit;lllds of Lrboral thought fight the
could then possibly believe that sueh a person ex- not sul.mut to their dietation, and that unfettered
roason would soon diseover the cause of mental battles of justice and toleration, they will march
isted.
steadily on to sure and vermanent victory. In an
Some people hav the effrontery to say that the det.>asement and its prop.er remedy.
lt has well been saju that "ignorance is the evil open conte~t with theologians that seek exemption
feast of the .Passover proves the passage over the
Red Sea. We owe thanks to the Jewish God for and knowledge the remedy," and there is no faet from_ taxatiO~ for chur~h prop~rty, and who are de·
that feast, and also for his goodness in slaughtering more patont than this, that the peo}Jle never injure termwed to Impose their peculiar notiOns and literature into our sell~ols, we L.a~ no fea~. All we a~:~k il!!
all the eldest sons of the ~gyptians. Some peo}Jle those they et>teom their friends.
The people always mean well, and 'tis only when for them to ~-equire no _speCial pnvlleges at our exstill insist that there is notJ.ung more divine than
a priesthood, jealous of the truth, or a politician more ~ense for the1r vet theones and unreasouable assumpthat pious and divme lmtchery !
.
"Uan any one conceive," said that orator but illog- auxwut:~ for success than for right, misleads the peo- tions.
_We must_ m~ke t~Is_ country at least as free from
ical reasoner A bad die, t ''that Moses would hav puu- ple by their nusrepresentations and appeals that
lished his well-known memorials, iu the event that enors or great wrongs are comlliitted by the popu- this ecelet>Iastwal mfamy as our Hevolutwnary
fathers made the nation free from the power of
they would hav been pereeived to be false by six lace.
Our "Infamous" is ubiquitous. No human being, l!:ngland. We must plaee our ''luffuuoutJ_" on the
huw.ired thowsand WitneiSt!eS ("
Poor man J You should hav said "two million" tires Hie, or busineiSS is entirely free from it~:~ ommpo- lle1cnSIV. We. must demand the rmttiOUI:i for their
instead o£ six huw.lred thousand witnellses, beuause tent espwnage. lt is Janus-raced and brazen-faced. tyranny and misrule. We meau to say to _these selfsix hundred and tlnrty thousand men pretl1cate tlle lt hesitateiS not to branu with all the infamy it dare sty led lords, What good does_ the u~:~e o~ the holy
eristenee of more than two million people. You say any and every 1?yal_ soul to truth aud justice t.t.iat .lames's (olct ve~·swn) .13Ible do ~n our vuulwt!chool~?
that Moses react the l'entateuuh to more than two or eaUi:i m questwn Its nght to dommate over tho human Why sh~mlu Uatholics anu LiberalJS sul!mlt to this
wa~:;te of time, expense, and Iwmlt to their nghts?
three million Jews. You bdwve that. Sollie one o1 lliinu.
\v e need not go abro~d to note its despotic mach- Why tax Ut! _tor. eh~vlaint! in the army, uavy, a~d
these two or three million people would hav eontradicted Moses if there J.mu bt::en 1ouuu any error in the iuations and itt! J eJSuitwal deeeit and t!Ubtertuge. ualls of legit!latwn ( Why everlasuugly stand m
Pentateueh, and that pen;on woulu hav very proba- Tl!~;J "oruer ot tile J eJSuit" is not eontinod to tue the way to bloek every ad.vanee t!tep Ill suieuee?
bly intlerted his cntwil:!lli lll the journals of the day ! ehurch ot Hollie. Protet!tantislli, thatvwlates the ear- And wlly in the name of all that is equitable and
I hav nothmg iunher to say to tnil:i ai.Jt!uruity, unletos limal elemem of it:s own ongm anu growth, discouuts Humane I.Je always ou the alert to ferret out and exit is that all the people suould llav signeo. tile .l:'tm- the "mother cliuruh" in Itt> pen;i~;tent anli ImpuueHt !JOSe to the pul!llc odium of rchgwut:~ uupcs eavl.1 and
tateueh as witne~:~t!et!, and that .Mont>Ieur AI.Jaddw worker,; who form a large pereentage of tlle Young t:very one tllat ~:~eeks the aueo11.a vusllmeuL ol the I.Jest
1\len's Cllrit>tian AssuelaLion. You will tind them liberty and llap}Jiuess of manklllll ~
should hav seen their signatures I
You believe that tho temples and rites instituted in everywliere; they iwagin that they hav a divine . We must not l.Je sati~:~tied in the simple proclamangllt to pre~:~s upon you unasked their sickening cant twn of our advaneed I~eas, I.Jut lllUtiG aLtack the
the eastern and western nations. 'fhe chronology and the anu obseene hterature. 'l'hey _are God's espeCial enemy along_ the whole hue and ~ako them come
faolet1 of that ruberalJJ.e trill"' of Jews re~erulJJ.eLl llHJ f<>llle~ ul. iavont~:~· their prayertl are essential to the salvation out f1·om theu defenses to the open iield.
otller nations fal" more tllun tile y <.titferetl lrulll til em. Tile anu perpetuatiOn of our libertiet!, and the only thing
Those of us w_ho t:~t~ll believe it posJSible to main.
Jewish autllors diu nut WOl'k very tli!Jgeutly, fur tlwy plugJur- to make our republic safo beyond the perauveuture taw tho best spmt of what we t~mk constl~utes a
izet.l from all thetr ueiglllJurs, uml fuilell Lo Ll1sguise tueu· petty of a doubt is to write m and on the natiOnal 0onsti- natural and ratwnal rehgwn neea not be afraid to
larceuie~. lnsL<>lice tile fable couceruiug l\lu~es, wluch Llley
tako part in the hottel:!t of the contliet.. If religion
hat! borrowed from the sturle~ u.buut ilu.ccuu~; aut.l llleu· story tutwu that this IS a 0hrit!tian country.
lt it! true that we hav no bast1le iike they had in bas any value It will wo~·k for 1lulllan hl>erty. Its
of ~arup~ou taken from the latHe of HerctUeo; autl thmr story
of the <.t<~.ughLcr ol JepJJs':m J.Jke thuL or .l!J.llegemu. JJ:veu L.lle J!'ranee in the days of the ".l!'erney" pll!losopher, prel:iervatwn depends e_utirely on the salvatiOn of
tale o.f Lot IS an imiLto•IIlll of JJ:ury<.tice, etc. [.i'l ote by Vu1tu.ire, tllat the lives of retormers are more safe trow vhris- llumalllty from every wrlueuco that retards Its on1771.J
tlan uate than in the uay~:~ of liuiSs, /:iavonarola, awl ward mareh ~o the largest post!ible culture and deJ.l:u~ebius has preserved the preciuusfragments of Sanclwniatrwn, wllu li veL! t.Jol.ure 1\luscs. ::>auclwlllulliuu tlltluut tilHJali. ui /:iervt::tu:s, I.JuL we hav our penitentiane~, and the Lib- velopment of the enure human bewg.
'l'o me the motst tlaered tllwg Is man, male and
the Jews. Hu.tl tueriJ ueeu uuy ll'ULLll!l llie book Ul UC!l~~lti Llt emlran.b:.s L.av anu are stul fur.:Hslllll" many vwLillli:i
cerl.illu1y wuuJ.u nuv su1tl ,;urnetwug uuuuL IL. .!J;u:>euw.:; 11 uulu Lo a!JlW'u;e tlle w1·atll oi tlle "lniamo~s" that reignt:~ female. The gout! will take eare ot Lllewsd vs. My
!lOt llUV l<>lltU LU lllulill tiUCU 1JUbbUt;tlb KIIU\1 11. 'l'ue i'I>W· w uuy anu that Joetl uot.. hesitate to pay a 1a1·ge ba.l- uuty It! to my raee.
All LhaL eoueerw:1 Lllcw cunuern11
UlCl<>U ::)aucliulllaLI.luu liaLl lwllllu 0 Lv ~uy ul ll j lhcrdurc Uw ary tu oue ol ILS ehlel exeuutwuertS, .aut!Jou.; \Jom- we. .lu tlleu· lll!erty l}"t:Jowe; w Llll.:lr bl<.~Vely my
Jew~ UlLl uuL e.l'-lbl 111 lllti Lmw, uti 11 uu<.ty, u.ull Llle luul\Jti ul
tSLvuK.
own tsUUi lo icLLt:reu. 1 ne~L<:! auu h.lilt:.ti ale iu }Jl"lll·
ueue.:;1.:; uu.u uuL Llieu ue\Jil 1111 eu.LcLl. [i'i iuj.
l.ne most pitiahlo speetaele, and the oue to be most vllJle our uulliwun t:Jllcmw~:~. 'luc gn:aLebL vl all
*The cure Me:;ller <.:OllJ!JaleLl the l'euluttuch to Don Quixote. O.elJl.u.l·eu, l~> LJ..le cvw;.uUl)' ~:>Ikuuu ol tlwtlt: wuo eluarlj UiVilliLiel:i il:! tue nguLIS <Lull hliclll<.:~> Vi Lilt peuple,
t A.l>u.t.lLlle LHi.J'i-ln'ij wus tue uutuur ul •· l'ue 1rULuuf uw lJ'-'lllUIVU Li.Ub VlulaL!Uil vl WellLal illJ~.:I'L.) auli )'-'L auu ail Ll.iaL bLaUUI» 111 VJ.:'j;IVItHlun ll:i "llit: lul..o.wulll>.'
1
Cl:u:llltl..U J.i.ell~IUU 1 " WJ.U u! lit wu~Ji. Ui'Oll Lue I.U 1 luiLY U.L
wuu U.ll"uug.U hau· o.t !ol!.wg a lHLltl 1:!\.l~lal ~;a11Le, u1·
UJ>V.I.i'->J> .L.~bi.N.
~.lu-llit.
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465 FULTON ST., BROOKLYN, Sept. 13, 1881.
descriptions "S.re faithful portraits of actual facts. ANTHONY CoMSTOCK, 1£sQ.,
Dear Sir: I was surprised this mm·nHe tells everything that he seeR, and he has a shrewd lng to tl!'d ,In my consulting l'Oom~ many of my fol'mer patients,
eac.h
hn~gmg me a circnhn· letter received from you," copy of
w_ay of s_eeing everything that is going on around winch Is lnclo•ec\ herewith. With this each hnndert me a c:~py of
D. M. BENNETT. EDITOR.
him. Hts letters so far hav been marvels of descrip- their ret'lles to yon. Yon imv evidently been linpo•c·ll upon. [
would hike it as a favor if yon would giv me the names of the in~iv writi~g.. We hav read whole pageR of glow- formants to whom yon refel'. They nre amenable to pt·o•ecntion
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. mg descriptiOns of the Glen and Lakes of Killarney, and it n~ay become my duty to institute proceedings ltgainRt them:
It will g1v me p!Pasm·e to atrorct yon convineing proof of my posi= = = = = = = = · - - - but could never form an idea of how they looked till tion, and of the nature and benefit of my nppliances ns a enrutlv
agent.
I believe my services in this reRpect w1ll be fonnd to be such
The largest and cMapest Radical Journal published in EurrfJ!IJ Mr. Bennett told us in last TRUTH SEEKER. The as to co~menct me to nniversnl llpprovnl "" ot puhlle benefttctor.
l\Iention
IS mnde in yom· letter ln1·eference to my nn.me. Allow me
work,
we
feel.
sure,
will
be
greatly
superior
to
any
or A'TlliJrica, wntaining nearly 8even hundred square inchiJs mm·e
to refer yon to the Brooklyn directory, whero you will tln<l an adaccount
of
a
JOUrney
around
the
world
we
now
hav,
vcrtistnent
of tnine tLnd rny n!ltnc and nlldres~ in fnll.
of reading matter than any other j=rnal of its lind.
!lnd we want all our friends and their friends to aid I lmv inclosed one of my blank checks (not for nse). Yon will see
name printed on the end. As to my having; been " cabinet
In disseminating it.
There will be over one hundred my
mnker, upon that fact I build my glory; In not only having ea1·ned
and fifty full-page illustrations of scenes described ll.ll honest livlihood, but to htw won the respect of all honest men
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, SEPT. 24, 1881.
wlt!l whom I hay come in contact, until to-dny I stand In the proud
beside~ many smaller cuts. The.se will add greatl; po~1tlon,
as t'!e mventorof a system destined to ovm'throw the perniciOus practiCe of drugging humanity. I undm·stnml most fully
to the mterestof the work, and wtth the faithful and the
penalties I lmv to bear for hnving dared to teach mecllc111 men
The Nation's Calamity.
close des~~ipti?n will pres!lnt Old-World places in a their business. Do yon not know that all great inventions und im
provem~nt:' ever emanate from persons whose wnlk in life hnR bee.;:
President Garfield is dead.
Last Monday he verY: famthar ltght .. It will be as good as making tott!llY
dtstmct from that in which such inventions were likely to
spnng 1. lily discovery of the re111 nntnre of nervl• fluid and blood
passed into the last hours of his long struggle with the JOUrney. And m order to pay for all this we ~ompos1tton
revolutionize the pmcttee of medlcin. Thut beshall keep the list open yet awhile longer in the hope mg the case, must
death, and when the night had come he died.
ha v I not cnnse to be proud of once lm ving been 11 cablnet~aker
1
If
a
l'!lll-splitter
become n President, nnd our now
He is the second President who has been slain by ~h~t many more will yet send in their names. It Prestdeut not being 11shamedmay
of having once conducted a barge
assassination. But Lincoln was killed in the heat of tsn t exactly square that the eleventh-hour laborers ~~k:~fuld William Wilson be aslmmed of having been ll Cllblnet~
passion stirred up by civil war, while Garfield was ~ho~l~ ge.t as. much as the early workers, but if that Hoping that you may pay a visit to my establishment, and there
sho_t. by col~- blooded fanaticism, wrought upon by IS d1vme Jns~tee po?r fallible human beings cannot see for yourself the result of my luhor, I renmin respectfully yours
WILLIA~l WILSON. '
blamed If we giv the ones who subscribe now
pohtwal ~eehng: Gar?eld was shot by religion, and
P.
S.-I
intend
to
pnblisll
all
letters
sent
to
me, being copies of
when Gmteau ts arraigned at the bar of justice re- JUSt as fine a book as those who subscribed to send those sent to yo•1, and will t11ke it a favor If yon
will forward all
ligion should stand up with him. He was, he says the editor off. We can call it that the first sent him letters sent yon for or against me.
away
and
the
last
bring
him
back.
inspired by God to shoot the President. Freema~
Any one who knows the methods of Comstock will
was inspired by God to murder his child. J ephthah
not be at a loss to know what he is trying to do in
was inspired by God to slay his daughter. AbraPost-Office Tyranny.
sending out this circular. His aim was to get some
ham was inspired by God to sacrifice his son. All
information
upon which he could go to Washington
The final decision in the case of IJr. Foote's
through the ages men hav been inspired by God to
and get Mr. Wilson's mail stopped upon the ground
Health.l!fonthly
has
been
reached
by
the
post-office
take human life.
Guiteau had illustrious examples.
of fraud. Among the many thousands whom Mr.
Christianity has always been cruel. Its foundation authorities, and Dr. Foote has been deprived of the Wilson has supplied with his garments, there may
use
of
the
mail
to
send
his
paper
except
by
paying
is upon innocent blood. Had the President's assasbe a few disaffected ones. :Mr. Wilson himself says
sin never had a Bible, had he never been taught the one cent on each copy. The decision was given by that "my difficulty is that many persons will become
gospel of blood, had he never "communed with one Freeman, who is employed somewhere around rotten with disease, will swallow medicin enough to
God," had he never ~cen instructed i_n Christianity, the office at Washington, and shows very plainly float a steamship, and rub in liniments and ointments
Garfield would be ahve to-day. He IS the victim of that i~ is written_ by a little man who wants to ap- enough to tan the skin, till it becomes like the sail
the church, a sacrifice to the Moloch of superstition. pear big. He s'Y'ells up with his judicial importance of a ship, and then, hearing of my marvelous cures
The prayers that were recently made in behalf of to ~ very large stze, and lays down his propositions, will expect, on putting on my goods, to jump int~
our chief ~agistrate _were h~artfelt and true, yet whteh he says are settled beyond dispute. They new life in two or three months. This, in most cases
they were Without avaiL Medical science prolonged may be so far as he is concerned, but we fancy the is an impossi_bility, and those perhaps, go~erned b;
his life eighty days, but either there is no God to people will go on disputi_ng the right of any petty such expectatiOns, had better not waste their time or
hear and answer prayer, or else he wished an inno- pos_t-office clerk to depnve them of a newspaper my own in calling' upon me." If Comstock could
cent life to ebb away by foul assassination. What whteh t~ey want, for a cent a copy means ruin to hav found one of these he would hav been happy.
a mockery of div~ne justice ! What a lesson is taught any pubhsher unless he can evade it, as Dr. Foote !Ie has found out that Mr. Wilson is a Liberal Spirthe people of thts country ! There was no omnipo- has done by mailing his paper from Canada where Itualist, that he is a warm friend of Mr. Bennett
tent shield to stand between a life dear to every one the post-office officials do not arrogate to th~mselvs and THE TRUTH SEEKER, and that was reason enough
and the religious fanatic's bullet, and there was no ~he .functions of jud1ge and executioner. One ob- for him to attack "Wilsonia." Added to this is the
o~n.ipotent power to answer the voice of beseeching Jec~I~U to Dr. F?ot~ s .paper-noted by the oracular fact that he, like Dr. Foote, has incurred the dis~ndividual who stts m JUdgment on radical journals
nnlhons. Natural law controled everything.
pleasure of the "regular" M.D.'s by curing people
And yet in the face of all this, in the face of the In the post-office-was that he sent out large num- by the use of remedies not down in the "regular"
bers
of
sample
copies;
but
no
notice
is
taken
of
the
fact that Guiteau says he was told by the Lord to
books nor used by" regular" physicians, who are as
shoot, in the face of the fact that he has spent his f~ct that right in Washington a firm solicits adver- bigoted in their way as the "regular" orthodox
tisments
on
the
ground
that
it
sends
out
one
hun~ime in his cell up?n ~is knees or reading the Bible,
~hurches.
Comstock is the tool of orthodox bigotry
m the face of all his ptous utterances, some religious dred sample copies per month. In view of this and m matters of medicin or religion, and he may hav
the
w_ell-k~own
cupidity
of
government
official~,
the
mountebanks, like J.P. Newman, hav laid the Presbeen instigated in his annoyance of 1\Ir. Wilson by
ident's death at tbe doorof Infidelity. Such charges questH~n .nnght be asked as to how much is paid for the_ "regular" physicians, who see in the "Wilare monstrous, and the fact that ministers can make the prtvilege. We would also like to know why soma " the overthrow of their drugging system.
them only shows how religion has degraded their t~e post-office lets Harper and his Franklin Square . 1\Ir. Wilson deemed himself libeled by Comstock's
manhood and robbed them of the last particle of l;tbrary through at pound rates, when the publica- msolent circulars, and immediately engaged counsel
honor and self-respect. Would that Guiteau had tiOns are bo?ks, to send which we hav to put on and instituted a civil and criminal libel suit against
been an Infidel, for then the Bible would hav had no stamps? Is It because the Republican officials want the sneak, upon the latter of which he swore out a
mliuence over him to make him commit the cruel the support of Harper's Weekly .P And what right warrant for his arrest. Two policemen were detailed
hav .they to use the people's mail service to pay for
deed!
to capture Anthony, but he could not be found. Mr.
Over the wasted form there will no doubt be held serviCes rendered to them personally? There is a Wilson then advertised a hundred dollars reward.
good
deal
of
favoritism
and
tyranny
exercised
by
all
religious services. But what a mockery ! Grief
Thursday afternoon at three e'clock he and two witcannot dry its eyes by kneeling at the fountain from our government officials, and none are more brazen nesses went to Comstock's office, where~ he was inand
outrageous
than
the
little
almightys
who
diswhich its tears are flowing. How can the stricken
formed by three clerks that Anthony was not in and
wi_dow derive consolation from the religion that de- tribute our mail.
would not be in till" next week." Yet Friday ~orn
I~
is
a
source
of
joy
that
in
having
his
paper
prtved her of her husband? It seems to us that in
ing he received a letter from Comstock dated Thursthis case, if in no other, the church should cover it- ~ailed fro~ Canada lJr. Foote has found a way of day and post-marked 2 A.M. Friday, showing that it
self with mourning for its own sin instead of offering mrcumventmg the would-be despots. Now the post- was mailed Thursday after midnight, and which
words which are such a palpable mockery. And ollie~ has to carry th~ Health Monthly just the same, pr?ves conclusivly that Comstock was in when Mr.
the lesson to be drawn is 'that we hav still the old and It ~oes n?t get Its two cents a pound, as it for- Wtlso.::J. called, and that his clerks lied to him. Frimurderous spirit of ChrisLianity in our ze>1lous fanat- merly did .. It IS to be hoped that Canada will never be day Anthony was found by the policemen and taken
ics that must be drhen out ere the life of any man blessed With such bullymg officers as this country is. before Justice Solon B. Smith. Comstock waved exAll communications for the Health Monthly
is safe.
amination, and was held to await the action of the
should be sent, as before, to New York.
grand jury. The following is a copy of the commit.Around the World.
ment:
Comstock .Attacks the Wrong Man.
We hope there will be no cessation in taking shares
"It appea,rlng to me by the within depositions and statements
that the cnme therein mentioned has been committed and that
in the Round- the- vV orld journey which Mr. Bennett
Once again has the sneak been poking his officious there
IS ~uffictent cause to believe the within-named Anthony Comis now engaged in maklllg. The expenses of the nose into the business of vastly better men than him- st?ck gmlty thereof, I order th>Lt he be held to an"wer and to be admitted
m the sum of $fi00 and be committed to the care of the
trip will be close upon $3,000, and the cost of the self, and this time he has got it tweaked. The pro- wardentoorbml
~eeper of the city prisou of the city of New York until he
SoLoN ll. i:iMITU Police Justice
books, with their illUtstrations, wtll not be less than prietor of " Wilsonia " is a man of energy and dots g1v such bail.
"Dated September I6, ISS!."
'
·
$1,500 or $2,000. So his friends who hav~ sent him not propose to hav his business broken up by ComSamuel Colgate went his baiL He fathers all of
away will see that many more names are nec- stock and his soap-fat backer.
essary before the bare cost of the undertaking is
Last week Mr. Wilson began to receive calls from Comstock's operations, and stands ready with his
paid. The idea is that the work shall be a sort of patients, each showing him a circular letter reading ~ealth to back him in all his questionable transactiOns. They are a precious pair of Christians whom
joint enterprise, the people contributing the money thus:
the country would be better off without. We trust
and Mr. Bennett giving his time. It is not fair to
THE NEW YORK SoCIETY FOR THE SUPPRESSION OF VICE ~
I50 NASSAU STREET, NEW YoRK, Sept., IO, I881.
' S Mr. Wilson will not slacken in his prosecution of
ask him to giv the year necessary to make the cirDEAR SrR; Several complaints of a very startling character hav Comstock, but will giv him his just deserts.
cuit of our globe and pay for getting out the books co~e
to me from persons who hav been sick and aftlicted, and who
besides. The work will be dedicated to those ad- cla1~ to hav been outrageously swindled and Imposed upon by one
~J\~S~
~'l:g::i·a~~ 465 Jfulton street, Brooklyn, by an arrangement
vancing the $5's, and their names will be enrolled in
Nihilism in Russia
the first volume, which is being forwarded at the rate Among the representativ references published In a pamphlet I
find
your
name.
Was
the
subject
of a very interesting and instruotiv
of thirty-five or forty pages per week. It will take un- l fin <I that the right name of this man is William Cotter Wilson
til about next January for it to be finished, and until and that a few years ago he was employed In Eighth street as ~ lecture before the Liberal Club last Friday night.
poor cabinetmaker, and he did business in and around what Is
that time the starry roll of honor is open to those known us i:icience Hall, and that some friends helped him to go to The lecturer, Mr. William Frey, is a Hussian 1 and was
England
who want to be pioneers in getting the truth. There country. about four years ago. He afterwat·ds retm·ned to this for many years an officer in thtl service of th..J Rushav been plenty of hooks of travel written, but all As you are published by him as his reference, will you kindly sian government, and though not himself a Nihilist
stat~ to me 1f he has your permission and authority to so publish
hav catered to some pious church prejudice, and, so an
<I mform me of the menta of this article which he so loudly ad~ is yet in full sympathy with the terrible wrongs and
far as telling the actual state of affairs existing in vertls.es 1 lly so domg you will render great assistance in a very sufferings by the H.ussian people that make NIhilism
Important !uvestlg>LUon now bemg made. Any information you possible if not inevitable.
the " Holy Land" and the orient, were worth no may hav Will be gratefully receiveu.
The lecturer reviewed the history of Russia under
more than what they would sell for as waste paper. With considerations of highest esteem, I remain very truly,
ANTHONY CoMSTOCK, Secretary. the government of Nicholas and Alexander II., and
Those who have read Mr. Bennett's travels in
enumerated the wrongs of the people that gave rise
Europe, written last year, will agree with us that his
To which Mr. Wilson replied as follows:
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to the Nihilistic party. He asserted that the much
of the two opposit statements they set to work to
New Publications.
vaunted reforms of the late emperor, especially the
profess to prove that they are both correct, and that
The contents of the North American Review for the "apparent " contradiction is really the most peremancipation of the serfs, were shams; that it was
only a substitution of a hated system of "landlord- October cannot fail to arrest the attention of all fect harmony.
.
ism," and had to be forced on the people by the readers. Every one of the topics discussed is of the
Such people are past all argument, and nothing
bayonets and bullets of the soldiery. He regarded highest present interest, and nearly all of the authors can be done with them. They must be left to die
the assassination of the czar as an act of desperation are eminent American statesmen, publicists, and lit- out, as they will do eventually. There will then be
on the part of an outraged and despairing people; terateurs. Senator John T. Morgan, of Alabama an end to them, and the world will be all the better.
he regarded it as unwise, but would not say that it consi~ers "Some Dangerous Questions," namely:
At the present time, the movement now being
was not a just retribution for his (the czar's) political certam emergencies arising in the administration of agitated in the country for the abolition of the
crimes against the people; that averse as he (the lec- the United States government, for which adequate Puritanical observance of Sunday is the thorn in the
turer) was to destructiv methods, he would hav provision is notmaaein the Constitution or thelaws. flesh of the clergy. These "gentlemen in black"
become a Nihilist had he remained in the country, Among these questions, that of the succession to the think the public house and the church or chapel are
and to escape which was one of the principal reasons Presidency in case of the inability of the elected in- quite enough for all right-minded citizens, and no
of leaving the imperial service and emigrating to cumbent holds a conspicuous place, and it is treated other amusements are necessary. Canon Birch, one
by the writer with much learning and in the most of the queen's chaplains, said a short time back at a
this country.
The lecturer's recital of the atrocities that led to judicial temper. Prof. George P. Fisher, of Yale public meeting that one of the most unhappy features
the assassination of the czar and other high officials, College, contributes a study of "The Elements of of the time was that in Manchester and other manuespecially those in which women were the instru- Puritanism." ·Senator George F. Edmnnds, of Ver- facturing towns there should be thousands ready on
ments of the people's vengeance, as also the history mont, defines the relations which exist between Stmdays to listen to lectures of secularists, having
of the man who invented the bombs by which the "The State and the Nation," replying to an article for their subject the dethroning of the Christian
late emperor was slain, were listened to with breath- by the Hon. David Dudley Field that appeared in faith from its position in the lanil.
the May number. D. C. Gilman, President of John
There is not the least doubt as to the canon feelless interest by the audience.
He completely refuted the stock argument of the Hopkins University, writes of "The Idea of the ing bad about it, as if secularism spreads too fast,
University," drawing the line ·'.>f distinction between the national church will be speedily abolished, and
conservativ press in relation to the gratitude due the
the college and the university, and showing how the
government of the late czar from the American peo- latter institution is the indispensable organ of a gen- these sinecurists and pluralists will hav to fall back
ple for· sending its fleet to our shores during the late erous, liberal culture. A timely historical paper is on their savings or turn to an honest mode of gainrebellion to keep England in check. He showed that of Mr. Sydney Howard Gay, "Why Cornwallis ing a livelihood, which would be a very difficult
how that act was a stroke of policy in its own behalf, was at Yorktown," Under the title, "Shall Two thing for them to do. After so many years ef
crooked dealing, honesty would be strange to them,
and had no reference to American politics.
States Rule the Union?" the Ron. Thomas A. HenThe facts briefly were these: Russia was then on dricks discusses the perennial tariff question, which, and they would not get in the way of it easily.
It seems as though the Archbishop of Canterbury
the point of a rupture with England and France on he insists, is a subject not for politicians, but for
account of the remonstrance of their journals against economists, to be settled, not in the councils of poli- is not in favor with the Lord at the present time, as
his prayer for fine weather has brought on an extra
the cruel policy or Russia in Poland. To save her
ticians, but by a commission of manufacturers and supply of rain, and the chances are _that if ~e had
fleet from destruction in case of a rupture it was necbusiness men. M. Desire Charnay, in the ninth of
essary to get it out of the Baltic Sea into the Atlan- his valuable archreological papers, sets forth the left the matter alone the farmers mrght hav saved
tic, where, in case of war with those nations, it could grand results of his researches among the "Ruined the harvest, as now, through his interference, it is
hav the protection of the neutral ports of a powerful Cities of Central America." Finally, Col. H. B. nearly all spoiled. He ought to hav known that he
was in disgrace-with the authorities up above, but I
and friendly nation.
Carrington, in an article on "Washington as a
The lecturer spoke of the post~ibility of the extradi- Strategist," proves conclusivly the title of Washing- suppose he did not want it to become generally
known that such was the case, and thought that pertion of Hartmann as an act which no government, ton to be esteemed "first in war."
haps they might overlook it on this occasion to save
much less that of the United States, could do and
retain its integrity and the respect of the civilized The Two Worlds. A Record and Exponent of Mndern his credit with his deluded followers. But of course
world. "At present," said the speaker, "the NihilSpiritu<~olism in its higher aspects.
Published at he will not admit that this is the reason his prayers
He will say all the adverse
100 Nassau street, this city, by Eugene Crowell. are not answered.
ists are the true representativs of the Russian peoweather is sent to punish the people for their sins
A. E. Newton, editor.
ple, and unless Alexander takes warning there will
yet be a terrible explosion of the Russian people.
Number 1 of this paper has reached us. It is a and their falling away from the "true church," and
We may shudder at the coming disaster, but none of large-sized, four-page sheet, well printed, and with t.hat they must take it as a hint to qt1it blacksliding
us must blame the Nihilists. When the boiler ex- many articles in rt interesting to Sphitualit~ts. Al- and pay up all arrears of tithes and pew rents, and
plodes, ruining property and killing men, nobody though the editor and publisher know what hard when this is all done to the satisfaction of the priests
blames the steam for being cofldensed beyond the work it is to start a new paper, especially one de- things will come straight again.
You will be glad to hear that Mr. I3rai!langh is
endurance of the boiler. If you wish to blame any- voted to teaching Spiritualism, nevertheless they
body, blame the man who attends to the machinery." talk cheerfully of their prospects and are in no wise so far restored to health that Le is now able toredaunted by the fact that so many hav tried and Stlme hill lecturing engagements. It is generally
thought that no obstacle will be put in the way of
failed.
We wish them success.
As Others Saw Us at the Hornellsville Conhis taking his seat when Parliament again meets for
vention.
The S]Jiritual Offering. Newton, Iowa. D. M. and business, and if there is any objection made the govN. P. Fux, editors and publishers.
ernment will step in to his assistance. He will
We are obliged to Reuben Dailey for this in the
This journal has been changed from a monthly to scarcely submit to the same treatment he has already
Seymour Times :
"Among those whom I met and became personally acquainted an eight-page weekly, and removed to Iowa. The experienced, and if his opponents still persist in
with was Eugene ]l[acdonald, the editor of THE TRUTH SEEKER in West needs a decent Spiritual paper to take the keeving him out of his constitutional rights an apl\[r. Bennett's absence. He is a quiet, modest-looking young man, place of the Chicago sheet, and we hope this one can peal to force will be the only remedy left.
and is equally modest in action and manners. What little inter- keep its head above water.
It is published very
I hav had the pleasure of conversing several times
course 1 had with ]l[r. l\lacdonald was of the pleasantest nature. His
with Mr. D. M. Bennett since his arrival here, and
wife and child were present. llh·s. lllacdonald delighted the conven- cheap, and ought to obtain a larJle circulation.
am glad to find he is looking well and hearty, and
tion by her fin OJ singing."
trust his trip will be an enjoyable one. All his time
The "better half" and baby are equally obliged
Some London Topics.
is
fully taken up, and whenever I hav called upon
to S. P. Putnam for the following in the Boston
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : him he was busy writing. I hav not once caught
Investigator:
Doubtless many of your readers hav perused with as him loafing, but if I do will not fail to report him.
"Eugene l\lacdonald, the representativ of friend Bennett of the
New York TRU~'H SEEKER, was also present, and with him his • bet- great interest as myself an article in the North I think, judging by present appearances, it bids fair
ter half,' plus the baby. It was a nice Liberal trinity. We were Ame1·ican Review for the past month on "The for his friends having their money's worth in his
under great obligations to 1\lrs. Macdonald for her beautiful sing- Christian Heligion," by Col. Ingersoll, written in his weekly letters. Believe me,
ing. She has a sweet and powerful voice, and it gave melodious
J.D.
Sincerely and fraternally yours,
usual forcible manner, and, as far as I can see, unanexpression to the spirit of the hour."
London, Sept. 5, 1881.
swerable, for the so-called reply by J. S. Black is
quite wide of the mark, and does not attempt to
A •rrinity of Lithographs.
combat any of the objections raised. Who Mr.
Book Notice.
We hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the Black is I do not know, never having before heard JoaN's WAY- A. Domestic Radical Story. By Mrs. Elmina
three leading Liberals of this conntry-Thomas of him, but I presume he is one of the champions of
Drake Slenker. A.uthor of "The Darwins," "Studying
Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They orthodoxy in the states. He follows the usual tactics
the Bible," etc. D. M. Bennett, publisher, New York.
Price, 15 cents.
are all splendidly execllted, and with a neat frame of his party, and mistakes abuse for argument, thinkaround them-which can be procured from picture- ing that if he throws plenty of mud some of it is
In this little volume, Mrs. Slenker has " truth in a
frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament bound to stick. If he is the best man who can be nutshell." The characters which she has portrayed
to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage, put forward as defender of the faith, the church certainly exist in every-day life. The creeds and
by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and must be in a very poor state. It never was very dogmas which now envelop such a large portion of
R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
strong in the matter of brains, and although the mankind, as represented and preached by thousands
writer boasts that the best and wisest men for the of the clergy, are replied to in a sarcastic and arguMR. UNDERWOOD, who has had temporary chargA past eighteen hundred years hav been amongst its mentativ manner. The evolution from Christianity
of the Index, seems determined the paper shall not members, he carefully abstains from informing us to Freethought, it being what many hav passed
lose its reputation as a chronic growler at Liberals. who they were. I think it will be found on exami- through, is perfect to life.. Instead of impos.sible
He dislikes to see the New York Freethinkers' Asso- nation that just the reverse 'is the case. There hav things) such as taught by B1ble students_ as emmatciation affiliate with the National Liberal League, been plenty of writers and talkers in the church, but ing from the ~od of heaven, . or ~he hght, tra~hy
and devotes two columns to an attempt to show that the great majority of them were mere windbags, and improbable storres the country rs bemg flooded wrth,
the League is a very bad body of men. The animus never wrote anything worth reading nor said anything we hav in "John's Way" a story of real life,
is apparent. He dislikes to see two such pow- worth hearing. They were and are utterly deficient clothed in beautiful and chaste language.
Young people should send for this little story.
erful bodies unite for work, for he is afraid they will in useful knowledge, totally ignorant of science, and
do something practical to curtail Chrililtianity, which destitute of reasoning capacity, but are masters of Old folks should buy it and giv it to some chainis the last thing in the world the Boston sentimental- sophistry, mistaking it for logic, of which, as a rllle, bound friend, that it may be the means of freeing
them from old theology. The Christian people disthey know nothing.
ists want done.
They quarrel and fight amongst themselvs, each tribute their pnblications throughout the world;
W. F. JAMIESON has postponed his visit to Eaton sect condemning the other to everlasting torment, should Liberals remain silent and let that which they
Rapids, Evart, and Mancelona, Mich., for a few and only combine to attack the common enemy. It are satisfied is false be forced upon the people withweeks, and is lecturing evenings and Sundays in is amusing the way they contradict themselvs and out trying to counteract the intlt1ence?
We shall make some extracts from this truly valsouthern Michigan and northern Indiana. Address each other. At one time they will deelare that
what they call "the church of Christ" is gaining uable little book in the near future.-Monthly Re·
for lectures, Albion, Mich.
ground every day and everywhere, and directly after iew.
H. L. GREEN will lecture at Belmont, N. Y., on they will lament the fact that many are falling away
THE TRUTH SEEKER is sent six months to new
Sunday, the 24th inst. Subject, "The Religion of and that the prince of this world is making rapid
1headway; and if you tax: them with the inconsistency subscribers for half a dollar.
Deed, vs. the lteligion of Creed."
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1.1 Scotchman, kindly showed us all the operationR, and a half or four feet high-or abont the big-ht of

~OflU scouring the wool, carding three times ov<'r by a lowil'lh farm fpnce.

Five of the horRI"R l!caled tbel!e
intricate macl1ines, spinning, w<'aving, fulling. brantifnlly and went flving away with the wingR of
dressing, etc. The spinners moAt took my attPntion. tl1e winil, hnt the Bixth hor!'lr, Jess courageous or willSix D!lyS in ll'eland.-Conelnde(],
They are carriages from Reventy-two to one hundred ing, snddenly halteo, a.nil a.fter ltaping once fin4:1ly,
ImmPdi'ltPly aftPr breaHa~twf' chartPred a j'tnnt- feet long, running evf'nly on wl1ef'l~, each spinner refnReo to jnmp agnin. The running was very good,
ing-c!lr to ta kP nfl five milP« to Blarnf'y ani! the olo having 350 or 400 spindles. The spinner draws hack and the hetting tolPrahly free; hnt it occurred to me
-put the hol'flPR to, and a had
ca!'ltle. The orivP, hotl1 going and coming, waR mo!'lt some Rix feet or more at a timP, the four hnnoreil tl1at it waR a l~nor nRe
intf're~ting and lovPly, bPing in the vallPv of thP spindlPR each pulling out a thread f1·om an nntwiRtPn way to uRe np t:he peo11le'R time. There wPre thourivPr I.ee, a vf'ry fine ~<tream,anil nnmf'rouR heautifnl small roll, jnRt the same aRmy mother nseil to pull Ran.oR tlwre who JookPo ns though they needed work .
reRidenCPB ann fovely homes bPing RcattPrPd along in out a single thread on an old-fashionf'd han"d-wheel, and the comforts it brings.
the moRt charming manner. There iR nothingRpecial ani! twiRted it in the "'ame way, and then the spinner ·PernapR to make amends for attending a horseto be sa iii ahout the villagP of Blarney, though nice and rolled back, and the twisted thread was wound on a race I walkPd to thf' other extreme end of the city
neat enough in its way. , The castle is the main attrac- bobbin. In this way the four hundred threads were and looked in to Ree St. Fionn'R new cathedral, a very
tion, which iR some quarter of a mile from tbe vii- drawn out and twisted as rapidly as my mother tall, stately, and expenRive edifice, costing, probably,
Iage. It is the largest and tallest old castle I h 11ve drew out and twisted one thread. Such is the tri- Rome hundreds of thousands of dollars. I could not
help thinking," What a waste of money, and bow
seen in Ireland. The front of it is one hundred feet umph of machinery.
in bight, while the rear, where the _ground iR conI was also much interested with the intricate and much more good it would have ilone coulil it have
sicierably lower, is one hundred and fifty feet hil!h, perfect machinery for combing wool for worsted been spPnt for man inRtead off or God, in making the
with a watch-tower adjoining. It was built in the work, the warp for serges, etc.; but I will not uniler- wretched homeR of the poor more comfortable!" God
fifteenth centurv by the McCarthy familv, who werP take to describe the machinery or process. The does not need the bouse, but the poor do sadly need
once the tPrror of the semi-barbarians who inhnbiteil number of spinners is some twenty or thirty, and the the wealth it cost. It iR said to be the finest catbe.
this beautiful country. Under the castles are the number of looms over a hundred, capable of weaving dral in Ireland, and bas three tall and expensive
spires.
horrible dungPons in which unfortunatA nrh~oners two yards wide.
werA once confined; and as I groped around in their
Mr. Scott has greatly enlarged and improved the
To make amends again for visiting the cathedral,
smnll, dark, damp recesses, not abl4:1 to stand more works since he bas undertaken the control of them, in the evening I went t.o the thf'ater, and for one
than half erect, 1 could not help pitying the miser- and I am inclined to think that Scotch thriftiness and shilling had a front seat in the "pit "-in our own
able wretches who w<'re eon fined there, and was forced good management bas bad much to do with the country the parqnette-and saw a fine rendition of
to admit that their fate was much worse than mine, success of the establishment. He employs seven "l\Iy Awful Dad," and "A Roland for an Oliver."
My prison cell, three and a half by seven feet, was a -hundred bands, largelv women, bnt be informed me Mr. 'sidney was the star, and was sustaineil by a good
palace compared with those miserable dungeons that he bas much difficulty in getting good hands. company. I selilom care to attend theater or church
under Blarney Castle. Hard by are caves, or a sin_gle He finds the Irish greatly disinclined to stick steadily at home, but occa~ionally feel like it when abroad.
cave with two or three avenues or compartments, at mill work, many seeming to prefer to do some One sometimes likes to see bow other folks do up
being low excavations under the roch, where fifty or outside work at two sbillini!S a week to working- in thin gR.
one hundred people could find refug-e from a pnrsu- the mill at six per week. He regards Irish help as
Cork is a tolerably lively town with nearly 78,000
ing- fo'3. Douhtle~s it was many times re!lorted to. uncertl!-in and 1msatisfactory.
inhabitants. It is situated on the rivPr Lee, and has
The most noted thing- about Blarney Gastle is the
Of tweeds (woolen goods woven by a figure or several wide and pretty Rtreets, a college, and a few
Blarney Stone, the kissing of which iR said to have pattern), cassimeres, serges, and flannels, the mill statues and monumentR, among which I noticed a fine
such a remarkable effect as to make the one paying turns out two hundred pieces per week of fifty yards statue to the memory of Father Matthew, who is
that devotion extremely complaisant, flattering, be- each, besides a quantity of yarns. Many of tbP deserving of the honor. He did much to lessen the
guiling, glib, sweet, wheedling, and persuasive in his woven goods are sent to America for men's wear. I intemperance of Ireland, but unfortunately there is
or her conversation. The belief in the wondrous saw a large number of sampleR being made up for very much more of the same kind of work still to be
powers of this stone probably grew out of some Rilly the New York market for 1882. Buminger & Co. none. Cork is called the capital of the ROuth. This
old fable, the samfl as other strong beliefs held by are the parties there to whom the goods are shipped. locality was once the home of the McCartbys and
tbou!'lanos and millions have grown out of other base- Water and steam are both used in running the 0'1\lahonys, and the soil in the neighborhood bas
less fables and legends. The song which bas achieved machinery of the mill. When water is abundaut, often been wet with human blood. In the war of
for itself and the groves of BJ,uney a widespread 150 horse-power is thus provided, but sometimes it the Protectorate, Cork held out as a loyal city, but
reputation was written as a burlesque upon some of falls to thirty horse-power, and in all cases steam in 1649 was surprised and taken. The severities of
those wordy dittieR with which ignorant pedantry makes up the deficiency. The factory is well man- Cromwell are much commented upon. It is related
used to astonish village circles. It is in this style: aged, and turns out a good quality of goods. Ire- of him that while on his short sojourn at Cork be
The erovt>s of Blarney
There is a stone there,
land should have hundreds of such establishments. caused the church bells to be cast into cannon. On
They look so charming,
That whoever kisses,
She bas the surplus labor and the raw material in being remonstrated with against committing such
Down by the purling
Oh! he never misses
·
Of sweet silent streams,
To g-row eloquent.
abundance; but the enterprise and spint are lacking. profanity, he replied that as a priest bad been the
Being h•mked with posiM
'Tis he may clamber
Aside from the works at Belfast and vicinity, this inventor of gunpowder, be thongbt the best 11se of
That sponbtneous grow there, To a htdy's chamber,
establishment is the principal one in the country. bells would be to cast them into canons-meaning,
Planted in order
Or become a member
Poplins, etc., used to be manufactured at Dublin, but of course, a kind of pun on the word cannon. It wall
Bv the sweet rock close.
Of Parliament.
the works there are not prospering. Laces are man- in Cork that 'rilliam Penn, the father of Pennsyl'Tis thrre the daisy
A clever spouter
ufactured to some extent at Limerick and other vania, became a believer in Quakerism. He visited
And the sweet carnation,
He'll sure turn out, or
The hlooming pink.
An out-and-outer,
places, but not nearly to one-fourth the extent the the city to look after some of his father's property,
and became convinced of the correctness of the teachAn<l the rMe so fair,
To he let alone;
people are capable of.
The dafiy-down-dilly,
Don't hope to hiniler
Our ride back to Cork by another road, the valley ings of George Fox under the preaching of one
LikPwise the lilv,
Or to bewilder him,.
of the Lee opening up before us with all its charming Thomas Loe. He was thrown into prison with eightAll flowers thR( scent
Sure he's a pilgrim
beauty, I must again say presented some of the pret- een fellow converts, but after a time was released.
The sweet fragrant air.
From the Blarney Stone.
tiest views I have seen in Ireland, and I have seen Christians have long bad a fondness for throwing
What is considered the original Blarney Stone is many that are lovely in the extreme. I was charmed people into prison who cannot believe exactly as is
laid in the front wall of the castle, about eight or with the entire loveliness of the surrounding conn- prescribed for them. The good William Penn bad
ten feet from the top, with two bars of iron coming try, with its gently sloping bills under full cultiva- to go to prison more than once, and should it be my
from the top of the wall over it, thus being some tion; its fertile valleys; its numerous rich and com- fate to experience prison life again I cannot forget
ninety feet from the ground. The..stone is perhaps fortable-looking homes on every band. Many of the my illustriOus predecessors.
three feet in length by ten in thickness. As may rich business men of Cork have residences within
Just imagine me now en the steamer Lee, waiting
well be imagined, it requires a pretty dexterous two or three miles of the city. The formation of for the time for the craft to steam down the beautiman, even when upon the top of the castle, to let the country affords lovely sites for residences, and ful river Lee to Queenstown, and then to Milford
himself down by clinging to the bars of iron while these have been well improvad. Near thecity is a Haven. The crew and attaches are busy in driving
be kisses the stone of wonderful powers, and then fine and extensive insane asylum for the city and on sheep, bogs, cattle, and horses, which Ireland is
haul bim~elf up• back again. As hazardous as the county, capable of accommodating over a thousand sending over to Wales, and even the quacking of
feat must be, it is said to have been accomplished by patients.
ducks which are aboard reaches my ears. I Lave
l!ome daring visitor to the castle. To prevent a repSoon after our ride Mr. Bridges repaired to the been watching the loading of these dumb animals on
etition of the foolhardy exploit, another "real" steamer for Liverpool, be having decided to vroceed to the steamer, and have felt sorry to see bow much
Blarney Stone was provided and placed inside the at once to London, while I propose to cross over to pounding, bow much punching with goads and club!!,
castle, near the top of it, which bas since been the Wales and take a view of that country. He sails the poor brutes have to endure from cruel man.
Blarney Stone that bas been kissed.
to-day, while the steamer for Milford, ~outh Wales, Man's inhumanity to man bas been the wail of one
It is reported that a company of ladies and gentle- where I have decided to go, does not sail till to- sympathetic poet, but man's inhumanity to brute!!
men once visited the castle, and one or two of the morrow, and I conclude the best thing I can do is to deserves the rebuke of thousands of others. How
number kissed the Blarney Stone. A gentleman wait for her. I am now at the Bteam~::r to see Mr. can a merciful God sit up in heaven on Lis golden
coming in a bout the time said be did not care to kiss Bridges off.
throne and look down and see all the pounding, beatthe stone, but be was resolved to kiss the lady's lips
I ought, perhaps, to say a word about our health. ing, and starving that poor sveecbless animals have
that bad kissed the stone. He bad some difficulty Mine is excellent. Mr. Bridges's bas improved mate- to endure, and be lJerfectly unmoved at it and never
in finding which lady to kiss. Finally one of the rially. He bas been in rather poor health for a long raise even a little finger to 1Jrevent it~ As bad a
ladieR said she bad not kissed the stone, but had sat time, and be tells me that he has had no good apve- man as I am believed to be, bad I infinite power restupon it. The man left on the first train.
tite for a year. I remarked to him that if be bas no ing upon me, I certainly would do something to
I was not ambitious enough to try to get up to the appetite now, be eats the heartiest without an appe- defend and protect the J:>OOr brutes of the world, and
first "original" Blarney Stone and kiss it; and as tite of any man I ever saw.
something, even, for the poor, suffering, starving,
the door of the castle was locked, and the woman
Wednesday, Aug. 24th.-After seeing Mr. Bridges downtrodden, and oppressed of the human race. H
who bad the key was not there, I could not get to off for Liverpool yesterday, I looked about the town I were God, I think I would do something with my
the second "original,, one, and I bad to content some, and walked out to the race-course where the infinite vower to make the world a trifle happier and
myself by throwing up a kiss to the one in the high great attraction now is. I am not passionately fond better, or I would resign and start a peanut stand.
wall, without knowing whether it struck or not. If of horse-racing, this being the second race I have
Now, as I am about to leave Ireland, and perhaps
I am no more oily of speech, no more winning and attended in my life, though I have had numerous forever, a few refiectious are crowding themselves
persuasive, than I have heretofore been, I think it will opportunities for doing so; but the time was banging upon my mind, which I feel like getting rid of by
be safe for you to conclude that my kisses did not rather heavily upon my Lands, and I wished to see a throwing them upon you. The area of Ireland
strike.
little more of the customs of the people. I judge amounts to 20,808,271 acres, more than half of
What interested me far more than the old castle, fully ten thousand people were in attendance at tbe which is arable, fertile land, very productive of the
which warriors and murderers once occupied, is the race course, though the numbers are said to be less crops adapted to it. Its msources and abilities are
temple of industry in Blarney village in the shape than usual. I witnessed two races, the firat being an great, but it is very far from being a prosperous
of the tweed manufactory of Martin Mahony & entry of five running horses and the last one of six country. England may be somewhat at fault for
Brothers, the largest and principal one in Ireland. -it being a hurdle race, the horses having to this, for in the past she bas been oppressive toward
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has all the advantages in legal enactments possessed wise absolutely criminal. It is not 80 with simple besides, we want our money at once, and if you canby Scotland, Wales, and even England herself. The prevention. Every mother ought to have the intelli- not pay it we shall proceed against you without
" Laud bill," wbich has just become a law, gives the gence to safely govern the number of the family !!he delay."
people of Ireland advantages not posses~ed. by the is able to properly rear, and none ought to add to
Then the poor man is in trouble, sure enough. He
people of Wales and should have a paCifymg and the incomputable number of wretched human beings cannot pay the note, and the bailiff is set at work.
beneficial effect upon the people of the country. If to flt:lrve, suffer, and die, or at best eke out a Then .1\like goes to the landlord and s:~ys .Timmy is
exorbitant rents are ch:uged to tenantA, tho latter miseral,le existence. Prevention is legitimate and doing no good for the country. lie (:\likP) c·•n no
have redress by taking their cases into court, whPre right, Comstock,and the Catholic bishops to the _con- longer be on his paper, the bankers are prPBRing for
a disinterested authority bas the appraiAing aud fix- trary notwithfltanding; and well would it be if a mill- their money, and it stands him (the landlot·d) in IT and
ing of the rent within the bonnrls of reation. An- ion or so of efficient syringes had for the last three to use means to get his rent. Jimmy's Atvck is seized,
other great advantage gained is the privilege provirl- score of years been in the bands of Irish mothers. he is without a home, and he and his family are cast
ed in thl:l bill for tenants to become purchasers of Ireland- has suffered intensely, and is still suffering, upon a cold, unfeeling world, and told that he is no
their homes; and this feature should be greatly en- from over child-bearing. There are hundreds of good to the country and had better get out of it. If
larged. The holding of the land by a few persons thousands in this country now dragging out a most he can get to America he is fortunate, and there beis a great evil and should he abated. Land-holders wretched existence who would be infinitely better gins the world anew. Thus Irishmen often treat
should have a certain number of years in which to off had they remained in the state of nih1lity.
each other, and this has been the experience of many.
Could Ireland own her own land and have her own
sell their ill-gotten lands to absolute tillers of the
I hear of evictions being frequently made by means
soil-in fact they should be compelled to do so, and gover:nment it would unquestionably be better for of the constables, sheriffs, and police, and often
if purchasers cannot be found, government should her. The lands of every country, though owned by causing much hardship. These cases m·eate much
take the land at a fairly appraised value, and then a few persons, ought to be owned by the people of excitement and dissatisfaction. Ireland is fully suplease it out or sen· it on liberal terms to those the country. Absenteeism of landlords is a great plied with police. In little towns of 500 inhabitants
who need homes and lab01:. No man should own evil. Could Ireland have her own parliament, as I have seen half a dozen or more of the idle police.
land in excess of certain stipulated amounts. Gov- Canada, Australia, and British India have to consid- I also see the red-coats (soldiers) in the larger towns.
ernment should take all the surplus until bona fide erable extenttheirownhomegovernment, itwould be
The number of land-holders in Ireland is 10,000.
tillers and purchasers can be found. ln. fact, it is a vastly better for her. Ireland was never so prosperous Instead of this they should number 200,000, every
seriou!j question whether the earth's surface should as for the eighteen years of the last century when she tiller having a farm of his own. One lord or duke I
be owned as private and personal property any more had her own parliament, though it was founded on un- was told of who has 500,000 acres, while over 4,000,than the waters on the surface, or than that owner just, unequal principles. When the union was formed 000 have not a foot.
ship should be claimed for the light of the sun, the in 1800 and the parliament became only a fractional
One of the great evils which weigh down upon
air we breathe, and the expanse abovl:l us. Why, tell part of the British Parliament, Dublin and all Ire- Ireland is intemperance in whisky and tobacco.
me, has not every person born the same natural land receded in wealth and prosperity. Hundreds They are both used to excess. I need not stop to
right to the land of the world that he has to drink of wealthy families left Ireland/ and removed to tell you their bad effects. When every man is conof the waters of springs and streams, to breathe the England, where they have since remained, thus per- stantly smoking, and a duty of seventy-five cents a
pure, free air. of he_aven, an~ to bask in the glori~us manently depriving Ireland of a great aggregate of pound is paid upon tobacco, the heavy and U'!eless
sun-light, whiCh shmes free for all? Land-ownership, wealth and intluence. Could her- own government expense can be easily understood, but the whiskyand land-tenure, in the way they have been conducted be restored to her upon a just basis she could enact drinking is far, far worse. I will not enlarge upon
in this and other countries, are evils of excessive laws best adapted to her own interests. Now her it. It is emphaticaTly the curse of the country. No
magnitude, and have been the basis of a system of representation in the British Parliament is but a class of people can prosper who make an excessive
tyranny and oppression most destructive of the hap- fraction-too small to insure the passage of such use of intoxicating drinks. They ruin all possibility
piness and welfare of mankind.
laws as she most wants, and about the only course of prosperity.
The industries of Ireland are not as well directed left her members is the questionable one of hinderBut a great evil, and perhaps the greatest of all
for the welfare of the people as they should be. 'l'he ing and retarding legislation.
Ireland is cursed with, is too much Christianity and
manufactures are not ten per cent of what they
Whether the lriRh people are really capable of too many priests. Every man, woman, and child is
should be. I have spoken of the small amount of judicious self-goverpment I will not now stop to dis- a zealous supporter of the Christian religion; they
manufacturing done here; with the exception of the cuss; but it is too true that her sons are too liable to are the most religious people in the world. There is
linen and a small amount in woolens and cotton quarrel with and oppose each other to give good hardly a Freethinker among them. There are over
there is nothing to speak of, and there has been a promise for a peaceful future. This is a conspicuous 8,000 priests in the country, and they are the best
diminution in place of an increase. To show the feature in Irish character: If a farmer has a pretty dressed, the most leisurely, and the most useless
di:fferenc.e in this rega_rd between England a~d Ire- good farm and is doing middling well, though he is class of men that I have met with. They are the
Ian~ I will stat_e th~t m ~ngland one person lives ?Y paying every penny the land is worth, some neigh- tyrants and oppressors of the country. They exact
agriculture ~hile etght ln·e. by manuf~ctures; wh~le bor becomes envious of him and wishes to supplant their fees and their perquisites though their victims
in Ir~land eight versons hve by agnoulture while him in the farm, and goes to the landlord and says, starve. What if they do to some extent restrain the
one hves by manufactures;_ so, by the cheal? bread- "I will give you one or two pound more an acre for brutal passions of their ignorant lackeys? it does
stuffs whieh A~~rioa furn.tshes, England .Is more that farm that Mahoney is on than what he is paying not atone for the harm they produce. They keep the
benefited than liiJUr~d, while t_? Ireland It means you." The landlord, of cc.urse, is greedy and wishes people in ignorance and gross superstition, from
poverty and starvatiO?· .A';lltmca has generously to get all the money he can from his land, and at which they never will arise so long as priestcraft like
fed thousan_ds of starvi~Jg Irishmen, but the cheap- once notifies Mahoney that he must the next year pay an incubus crushes them. The rule which the Irish
' ness at whwh she furmshes, wheat, tlour, and corn the additional rent offered or leave the farm and in priests exercise over their dupes is terrible, as we
has p~·even~ed other t~ousa~ds from realizing remu- that way he is often compelled to pay more r~nt than have often seen in our own country. In cases of
nerative priCes for then agncultural labor.
he can possibly make from the land, and ruin befalls riot, while working at constructing our railroads, the
The direct tax upon Ireland to sustain the British him; or if McGinnel'!s, by over-bidding, obtains the priests have not unfrequently been known to go
government is $35,000,000. Total rental of her farm instead of Mahoney, he is equally unfortunate; among their drunken, fighting church-members and
lands $65,000,000. 'l'otal $100,000,000. To meet he is unable to raise the rent and is ruined.
belabor them over the heads and shoulders with
this drain she sends of produce to England $60,000,Another common method of one Irishman injuring clubs, and the poor, cringing slaves have taken the
000; manufactured fabrics to other countries, say, another is in the way of going security for a neigh- beating without having the soul or independence to
$5,1)00,000, leaving $35,000,000 to be paid in other bor to raise a certain sum of money to pay rent, and raise a voice or hand against the priest. This is
ways, and how it is done I am unable to say. With then treacherously relinquishing him at the crit- assuredly not a healthy control. It may be better
this outlook before us Ireland seems doomed to grow ical moment, allowing him to be sold out by the than drunken rioting and killing, but it is not the
poorer and poorer year by year. The direct tax: to bailiff. It is often done in this way: Jimmy Murphy kind of control to make free, spirited, and indethe govtlrnment being $35,000,000, rents paid to says to Mike O'Gorman: "And faith, Jimmy, I don't pendent men. It may possibly answer for brutes,
absent landlords $25,UOU,OOO, makes a total of $60,- know what to do to raise the rint. I lack thirty but it will not do for intelligent human beings.
000,000 taken out of the country every year, none of pounds and there is no way for me to raise the
When in conversation with Mr. Cusack, and conwhich is returned. How a country can prosper with money. My cattle, my pigs, my horses, and my demning the influence of such priestcraft, he asked
such a heavy and unreciprocal drain to be kept up is sheep will all have to go, and Biddy and the childer me what I would substitute for that controL and how
very hard to understand.
will be turned out of doors, wid no roof over them such a people could be better governed. I answered:
"Mr. Cusack, I would raise the general intelligence.
A discouraging feature for the prosperity of the but the stars."
future is the decrease in population, the decrease in
"Och ! mon ali_ve ! non~ of that ! If its _?nly thirty I would educate men and women in the truths of
manufactures, the deorease in the amount of grain pound ye want, will ~ot I sign for ye? Get It fr_?m t~e science, and inculcate in their mindlil correct moral
raised, and, what seems the strangest of all, the de- bank, and pay the nnt. And. ~Id ye say Biddy IS teachinglil independent of priestly superstitions and
crease in cattle and sheep raised.
'Vithin the last poorly and ye want some med1eme for her, 3:nd ye falsehoods. In short, Mr. Cusack, I would have all
fiv\J years there has been a diminution in the number want a new dress for her? Then, mon, make It fifty the men of Ireland like yourself, intelligent and selfof sheep of 1,000,000, hogs 500,000, and cattle 500,- pounds and ye can have what ye need."
reliant. You are a moral man; you do right because
000. The decrease in population may thus be seen:
Jimmy is of course overjoyed to get out of his it is better to do right than any other course. I find
At one time the population was 9,000,000; in 1841 troublesome dilemma, and with Mike's name to his you a man of excellent general intelligence and in8,175,124; in 1851, 6,551,970; in 1871, 5,402, 759; in paper he gets the money to pay the rent and buy the formation. You require no priest. You are capable
1881, estimated at 4,500,000. 'l'his falling off has medicine and dry goo'ds. But next year the weather of being your own priest, and I would that every
arisen from emigration and not from natural is bad and the crops come in light; perhaps he loses man in Ireland was like unto you." I thought he
decrease, for no people in the world increase so a horse, and when rent-day comes round he has not seemed slightly struck with that thought, and he for
rapidly. If there is any class of mothers in the enough to meet it, let alone paying the note. Mike the moment seemed to admit the force of the arguworld who raise more ohildren per capita I would tells him to cheer up, that a note for seventy-five ment. He is a genial, amiable, intelligent man, and
be very glad to know where they are. l'revention of pounds can be made, the first note paid, and the rent I wish he had a better religion than he was reared
ohild-bearing, which is so well understood in France, squared. Jimmy is very glad to get off so, but prob- in. The change in the education and religion of a
England, and particularly in America, is unknown ably next year his trouble is greater than ever, and people must be necessarily slow, but if it is never
in Ireland. Every mother has as many children as this time Mike plays him false. He takes the trouble begun it will never be consummated.
As remarked, the Land bill will prove a good
she is capable of giving birth to, whether she is able to tell the bank folks that Jimmy is dqing no good,
to feed one-fourth part or one-tenth part of them cr that he shall not sign with him again, and that they measure for Ireland, and will ten<l to pacification on
not. 'l'he Catholio chnroh does not wish to lose one had better look out for their money. A few days the part of the masses; but there is a restless, uaof its heirs; every child born of Catholic parents is ~tfter, Jimmy goes to the bank accompanied by Pat easy elemeN-t in Ireland that will not be quiet until
sure to be a Catholic, and for this reason Catholic Mulligan, and, both taking off thair hats and bowing home rule is established, and then I fear dissensions
mothers are eujoined under the penalties of purgatory very reverently, Jimmy says: "I beg yer pardon, and turmoil would prove nearly as great an evil as
to do nothing whatever to prevent conception, noth- yer honors. My neighbor Pat has been kind enough they at present have to complain of.
'l'he Irish are not as thrifty as the Scotch or the
ing to limit or avoid excessively large families. This to oome down to renew that note with me, and with
is an evil. No mother should briug into the world God's blessing I hope next year with better crops to Welsh; they will be poor and degraded when those
more children than she is able to feed and care for pay it off. Will yer honors be kind enough to let others will be prosperous. Were the Scotch to Impplant the Irish in Ireland, within the next five years
properly. A word cannot be said in defense of abor- me renew it.?"
manufactures would spring up, and prosperity would
tions; they not only ruin the health of the persons
The bank man, pro!llpted by Mike, say-s: .
upon whom they are practiced, but they are other"No, Mr. Murphy) we cannot ren~w 1t agam, and smile on the land. Ireland is now a land of beggars.
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The grandness of Milford Haven as an excellent, weigh forty-three tons each, with six six-inch guns
I have had healthy, stron11:, hardv men ask me for
almR; and as many as fifty people per day, of all safe, and commodious harbor has led to the inaugu- and on the Collingwood four machine or Gattling
!!hades, have held out their hani!s in<\ craven man- ration of an enterprise that must greatly add to the guns.
The ribs of the monsters are very heavy, and·
ner and asked me in the name of the Virgin and her prosperity of Milford, and also be of much interson to give them a perny. Nothing of that kind is est to the United States. Several first-class ocean forged to the exact shape, of iron or steel, each one
seen in Scotland, though the country, as a whole, iR steamers are now being Qonstructed at Glasgow to to give the steamer the proper form, varying a trifl;,
far poorer than Ireland. But the reli11:ion, the fru- ply between New York and Milford. They are be- from its fellows in shape. These are set in their·
gality, and the indPpendence of the two peoples are ing built with a view to speed, and will have power- proper places and strongly secured, and to them,
quite different. Ireland has produced many great ful engines to insure fast running, and it is Pxpected three-quarter-inch steel plates are firmly bolted. The,
and good men, but vastly greater numbers of craven, the trip will be made in seven days. Milford will armor-plates, sixteen or eighteen inches thick, are.
treacherous, and superstitious devotees of a false have the advantage for ocean steamers from America placed over the inner thin plates. Between the·
over any other port in Europe; it is the nearest and inner and outer plates are thirtv inches of solid teak
religion.
I admire the good points in the people, but do not most direct, and it has the deepest, safest, and best wood, brought from India. English oak will not,
like her intemperance, her thriftles~;~ness, her improv- harbor. The majority of the steamerlil from America answer the purpose, as the acid it contains causes it,.
idence, her superstition, her servility to priestcraft, go to Liverpool, but the much greater distance from thus confined between the two steel platings, to rot.
her impudence and insolence. In view of this state Queenstown to Liverpool than to Milford takes fast in a few years. Teak is equally solid and possesses:
of things, I would prefer to spend six days in the steamers half a day to run, and the Mersey is not a greasy nature which seems to preserve it, and is
deep enough for large steamers to go in at low tide, the only wood found to answer the purpose. It is a
country to twelve.
I do not remember saying much of the fisheries in which often necessitates the waiting several hours for large tree brought from India. hewn in a square
Ireland. The rivers and coasts are well supplied the tide. The passage by rail from Milford to Lon- form as large and long as the trees will make. The
with choice fish, which are obtained in large num- don is no farther, if as far, as from Liverpool. If thirty inches of this solid wood offers additional rebers. Salmon abound in the larger streams. Large the ocean passage can be made in seven days it will sistance to the eighteen inches of steel to impede the
numbers are caught in all the rivers. In Galway, a be a great consideration to the large number of force of the shot which may come against it.
I also saw hundreds of tons of cork in slabs or
distance of a hundred yard~;~ was pointed out on the Americans who every year visit Europe, and which
river where a rent!tl of $5,000 is paid for the privi- is every year increasing. The great impetus it must sheetR, which is also used in certain parts of the
lege of salmon-fishing. At the mouth of the Shannon give to Milford as a first-class ocean steamer port has steamers for additional proteGtion against intruding
one hundred tonR of mackerel are annually caught, been fully estimated, and capitalists have bought up shot, and is, of course, placed under the steel plates.
The Majestic is the most advanced in construction~
at a profit of $50,000; but the fishing iR done by a lar11:e share of the real estate of the town, and
Scotch fishermen, and the fish are sent principally to everything there has a buoyant tendency. I am told and the officer took me on board of her. I assure you
that sPveral Americans have taken stock in the new I was forcibly struck with her ponderosity and her
England.
I intended to visit Knock and look into the mira- ocean line, and in the Milford property. A large immensity. Everything seems to have been done Lhat.
cle business a little, but I did not know exactly amount of money, I should think millions of dollar!!, can be to add strength, security, and power, withwhere it is, and in fact have thought but little of it has been expended i~ constructing the be~;~t kind of out the slightest regard to expense. The deck is
within the last few days. I learn the miracles are stone docks for the accommodation of the forthcom- covered with two courses of plates of hardened steel
still continuing. This speaks badly for the intelli- ing steamers, and the harbor has been thorougly each two inches thick, and some eight by ten feet in
gence of the people. A people cannot believe in dredged in the immediate vicinity. The highest size. The turrets are some thirty feet in niameter,
or rather that is the size of the opening in the deck,
such impossibilities as miracles unless fully immured confidence is placed in the entire enterprise.
I crossed the Haven to this point where the British a hove which the turrett1 project, and have bearings or
in the darkness of religious superstition. It requires
government has very extensive docks for the build- rollers on the deck. They are moved with facility
ignorance to make miracles a possibility.
It would be desirable to dwell upon many points ing of large war steamers with heavy armor. The in time of action, and after one gun is fired the turof interest and hiRtory in southern Ireland; to dwell grounds comprise a hundred acre!!, and are incloRed ret is at once moved and another gun brought to the
somewhat upon how Catholicism waR introduced into by a massive wall, twelve feet high, laid in mortar. proper position while the first is being reloaded. The
Ireland in the reign of Henry VIII.; how Strong- It has been built more than fifty years, and looks as guns are enabled to discharge in any direction, fore
bow, Earl of Pembroke, by treachery, force, and theugh it would easily stand five hundred or five and aft or at broadside. In the center of the deck,
running lengthwise, are placed the cabins of the offifraud changed the religion of the country; how the thousand longer.
monks of Tara, a species of Druidic worshipers,
I applied to the office for admittance, and, as for- cers, all constructed of steel, strong, airy, and well
!lpread their teachings through Europe which were eigners are not admitted without a permit from the lighted. I was taken below deck to the captain's apartadopted by the church, but this letter is already very Admiralty, I was taken to G. W. Parkin's office, and ments, to the dining-room, store-rooms, kitchen, etc.
long, and I mu!lt close.
after sending in my card, was in a few minutes The rooms are ample, and are being fitted up in exThe steamer is already started on its journey down granted an audience. Mr. Parkins hesitated for a cellent style. The only places where I saw wood
,the beautiful valley to Queenstown, a point where I while about allowing me to go through the workR. He being used. in the fittings are doors and frames. The
touched last year. We are even out on the ocean, said I should have obtained a letter from the Ameri- room for coal and for the men is ample, as well as
and to-morrow morning will be in Wales. Good- can minister at London, taken it to the Admiralty, for all the purposes of the steamer. The interior of
and obtained a permit. I informed him that I had not the vessel is to be thoroughly supplied with conbye.
Fraternally,
D. M. B.
been to Lon•lon, nor was I aware that it was neces- densed air.
The heavy armor is not placed over the entire
sary to obtain a permit. I assured him that I merely
Four Days in Wales.
wished to see the construction of the heavy plated steamer, but over the citadel-the middle part,
PEMBROKE DocKs, So. WALES, Aug. 25, 1881.
war steamers, and that I wished to steal no secrets, where the turrets are and where the projectiles and
EsTEEMED FRIENDs: I have left the land of the nor use any information obtained to the detriment amunition are stored-and does not go below the
MeKinzies, the Fraziers, the J'rhcrlonalds, the Me Greg- of her majesty's government. He then very kindly water-edge. The steamer is made in compartments,
ore, etc., of Scotland; the O'Flahertys, the Mulli- consented to my seeing what I wished, and instructed so if one or more parts are perforated the vessel will
gans, the O'Garrittys, the O'Shaunessy~;~, the McFini- Inspector Harding to place me in charge of an intelli- still float. The vessel is propelled by two heavy
ga.ns, of Ireland, and am now in the land of the gent constable who would afford me that pri\ilege. screw wheels, one on each side, near the stern.
Owen sec!, the J oneseR, the Evanses, the Da.vises, Accordingly constable G. Venning accompanied me The whola attachments holding the screws are of
the Williamses, the Edwardses, the Morgans, the around the works, allowing me to see the various great strength and braced most firmly. The wrist
in which the end of shaft of the screw rests is of
Thomases, etc., here in Wales. Our departure from operations performed.
Cork and our ride down thQ river, some sixteen miles
The docks are of hewn stone, and are four hundred solid steel and so heavy that breaking would appear
to the ocean, counted one of the loveliest valleys in feet in length and twenty or thirty in depth, the utterly impossible. The rudder is so far under the
the world, would have been very pleasant at 5 and sides coming near together at the bottom and spread- stern and so thoroughly secured that it would seem
6 P. M. had it not been for the rain which had to ing from the bottom upwards, so as to conform to out of the question for it to be carried away.
attend us, though it was not heavy. We had, in the shape of the hull of a steamer, and are on an inThe ribs, the plates, and all the different heavy
passing, a fine view of Queenstown, where I spent cline of perhaps ten feet or more, so that when the parts of these steamers are prepared elsewhere than
three hours last year. When outside the splendid leviathans are launched they will move gently down on the ground-largely in Sheffield, and some at
harbor we took a southeast course, but it was some the rollers Oil which they rest. A substantial struct- other points. Everything is made to the proper shape
two hours IJefore we lost sight of the southern coast ure, five hundred feet in length, with a slate roof, before brought here, and every piece is closely exam~ bcland.
·
incloses the doGks, which, in the severest weather, ined by government inspectors, before being brought
The passage was smooth, and we arrived at Mil- with the continual heat employed, makes the vast to the dock-yards. If the slightest flaw or imperfecford at daylight this morning, the rain still continu- apartments comfortable for the numerous workmen, tion is found the piece is discarded. The machines
ing with a driving wind. And still the rain keeps some 1,400 being employed upon the entire prem- and tools for completing and fitting the various
on. Oh, what a country for rain ! This is harvest ises.
parts are necessarily large, strong, and ponderous.
time; much of the grain is cut and lying in the fields;
What shall I say of the three iron monsters in The punching machines, the drilling machines, the
the wheat, barley, and oats are sprouting, some course of construction? I should rather say steel planert~, the lathes, etc., are of the largest and
before it is cut. Yes, still the rain continues and the monsters, for they are largely of the improved steel, strongest kind. Heavy steam hammers are used for
weather is cold. Overcoats can by no means be dis- which costil but little more than iron, and is stronger, shaping and forging; a powerful hydraulic press of
pensed with. Farmers cannot be blamed for having tougher, and better. The names of the three Rteam- thousands of tons pressure is used for giving the dethe blues, and for thinking that the weather god is ers now building are the Collingwood, the Majestic, sired shape to the sixteen and eighteen inch armor
not extremely good to them. Possibly all this rainy and the Amphion. The first two are first-class plates. Though they weigh twenty tons they are put
weather ought to be Rttributed to the prayer for armor-plated steamers, 325 feet in length, 68 feet in a heating furnace and brought to a red heat and
good weather recently written out, offered up, and beam, 9,150 tons displacement, that is, that number then placed under the hydraulic press, which is powerrecommended for the use of the churches throughout of tons of iron and steel will be employed in their ful enough to at once bring them to the desired shape.
the realm, by that humble follower of Jesus, the construction. Their engines are 7,000 horse-power. It is wonderful what power there is in water and air
·Archbishop of Canterbury, who is willing to be a Just think of it, nearly ten thousand tons of iron and when properly manipulated. As powerful as steam
despised follower of the Lamb for the pitiful salary steel in a single vessel, and that floating like a cork is it is immensely superseded in force by cold water
of £15,000 per year, or $75,000. He has made and going in all the deep waters of the globe. The and air. Plates to the thickness of 1! inches are
a special prayer for good weather, since which it has Amp hi on is 300 feet long, 46 beam, 3, 748 tons, with punched, but beyond that thickness are drilled. Of
done little but rain. Who can longer doubt the 5,000 horse-power engine. This is called a second- course there are many machines employed in this
efficacy of prayer?
class steamer, is a cruiser, and will not have the establishment, many powerful cranes and processes
Milford is an inconsiderable town of two or three very heavy armor plating of the other two. All for lifting and conveying heavy bodies of steel that
thousand, but it has the finest harbor in Great Brit- three have the ram construction-strong, sharp prows cannot well be described without taking too much
ain. The Great Eastern can at low tide come up the -so powerful, and the momentum and force of the time and space. Suffice it to say the vast shops are
Haven nearly twenty miles from the ocean and pro- huge vessels so great, as to pierce and crush every- fully supplied with all the apparatus and machinery
ceed ten miles above Milford without difficulty. By thing they come in contact with.
necessary to perform the work. No cost has been
the bye, the Great Eastern is now lying just below
Tne Collingwood is a bar bette ship, that is, she has spared in the furnishing of the tools and equipMilford undergoing painting and repairs, with the no revolving turrets, but the guns are raised and menta.
view of selling her. She has th11s far proved a very lowered by the screw process, while the Majestic has
I left the vast establishment grateful to Captai"l
unprofitable piece of property. It costs more to two turrets which revolve by hydraulic power. The Parkin and Constable Venning and fully impressed
run her than oan be made by the operation.
four guns on eaoh of the two large vessels are to with the strength, the oapaoity, and energy of the
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After leaving the dock-yards he holds .that the six day~ ~f creation were length- nothing of the kind.

..

It would have been far better

! looked some over the solid, clean-looking town, ened perwds-perhaps milhons of years each instead for him to have described the rotundity of the earth,

seeing no signs of either magnificence or abjectpov- of days of twenty-four hours each. His .sffort has its motions, etc., etc., ~nstead of concocting the silly
erty. The rain still continuing, I did not prolong been to reconcile science and the Bible, and he has yarn about a snake bemg able to circumvent and defeat him, about the snake speaking human language,
my walk, but made my way here to the station occasionally delivered a lecture in that direction.
He admitted that from his experience as a chemiRt and-wheedling our;great-grandmotber, about knowl(depot), where I had t<? wait some hours for the train
to Tenby. On my way to the station I met with a he believed that there is not skill and power enough edge growing on trees, and eternal life doing the
slight divertisement which pleased me somewhat. in all the world to create one atom of oxygen, hydro- same. I asked him if it was not a little difficult for
A stout, buxom Welsh lass was driving along the gen, carbon, or any other form of matter, from him to believe that a being possessing the power and
street two not more than half-grown pi.gs, weighing nothing, or by any possible process to convert one wisdom to create all the suns and systems that exist,
probably two hundred pounds each. Whether she atom of any existing substance into nothing; and to estahlish and regulate all the intricate laws and
had taken them out for a walk this rainy morning, I that this being the case it is very difficult to conceive rules of matter in the production of chemical· com;
cannot say, but I inferred that the pigs had not been how an imaginary being, of whom no man ever had pounds, and the endless forms of vegetable and aniallowed full liberty, for each had a small rope ten the first iota of knowledge, could from nothing not mal life could write such utter twaddle as that confeet long tied to one of the hind legs. The lass and only create this earth with all its rocks, gravel, clay, tained in the Bible-to say so much, and give so litthe pigs, just as I came along, reached a close gate earths, fused and unfused metals, water, atmosphere, tle of the real truth which his children stood so
openin2" into a yard where the lass wished the pigs to etc., but Jupiter, a thousand times larger than the greatly in need of. Said I, "Is not the very fact
enter, but, hog-like, they got contrary and resolved earth, Saturn, nearly as large, the planets of the solar that the book contains nothing more than man knew
not to enter thereat, evidently preferring to remain system, including two hundred asteroids and satel- at that time, and far tess than he knows now, that it
in the street a longer period. An old man was lites, the sun in the center, nearly a million times pandered to the ignorance which then existed, and
a!i!sisting the lass to get the pigs to enter the gate, larger than the earth, with tens of thousands and hinted not a word of the important truths which man
but the pi~s seemed resolved not to comply. I probably millions of other suns, worlds, systems, has been compelled to dig out and learn by his own
halted, inchned to render any little assistance that and constellations, many of which are so far distant industry and research, positive evidence that a God of
might be needed. The pigs utterly rebelled at pass- as to require millions of years for their light-which all knowledge did not write it, and that it was simply
ing through the gate and started off in different travels at the rate of 200,000 miles per second-to the production of men not yet enlightened by truth
directions in spite of the old man and the stout, rosy reach us; and all this in six days, or even in six and science? "
As regards the length of the six days of the crealass. But the lass was equal to the emergency; she periods. He almost admitted that it was about as easy
sprang and caught one of the ropes and soon Mr. to admit that matter, like space, must necessarily al- tion, I endeavored to show him that there was no
pig was brought to a stand, while he set up a very ways have existed, together with the forces which are warrant in the Bible to suppose that prolonged periaudible squealing, which, however, she did not re- inseparably connected with it, rather than to con- ods or ages were meant by the word <lay. The exgard, but caught the porker by the hind leg and ceive that the tutelary God of the Jews, who seems pression that " the evening and the morning were the
dragged him into the yard. In the process her hat to have been unknown, and to have no power save first day," "the second day," etc., clearly shows that
was blown off by the brisk wind and rolled down the in the diminutive country known as Palestine, could the author meant an ordinary day, as we understand
gutter in which the water was abundant. I could have created it all from nothing. He seemed to it. If not, it was very wrong to mislead us by saynot be less gallant than secure the bonnet while she comprehend that it is quite as easy to believe that ing what he did not mean. If he meant a period of
was so vigorously employed and say," Go it, Sal; I any given quantity of substance, of whatever kind, many ages, he should have said so, and not have de•
will hold your bonnet." She did not mind the blow- that exists to-day, also existed thousands and mill- ceived simple-minded people "by talking about a day
ing away of the hat, but at once secured pig number ions of ages ago, as that some being or force to sud- with one morning and one evening. Again, if day
two in the same manner and dragged him into the yard denly speak into existence that which had previously meant a great number of years in the first six inbefore she gave a look after the hat. She thanked had no existence. He seemed to understand that stances it must have meant the same protracted peme with a smile, and with another smile I left her nothing is a very poor kind of stuff of which to make riod for the seventh day, when the creator from the
and came on to the station.
suns and worlds, and that it must be very difficult for exhaustive labor he had performed had to rest for a
August 29th.-! did not visit Pembroke Castle, as any kind of a bP.ing to accomplish the feat. I en- few millions of years, and did nothing while the unithe weather was unfavorable for it. It was a little deavored to show him that it is quite as easy and ra- verse ran on without his help. The word translated
distance away, and my admiration for old castles- tional to conceive that what is always was in some day in the last instance is the same as in the first,
the residence of the lords of former centuries-is not form as to conceive that a being capable of creating the same as translated day in hundreds of cases, ana
excessively great.
it all from nothing could have existed forever. In if in this way God attempted to mislead his readers,
I next stopped at the fine old seaside town of reference to the Bible story it was not hard to show it must be a small, pitiful business indeed.
I also enlarged somewhat upon the numerous cruTenby, situated in a cresGent form on an elevated him the great improbability of the earth being older
rocky bluff or promontory, a hundred feet or more than the sun, and that it not only existed, but brought dities, inaccuracies, frivolities, indecencies, and falsiabove the waters of Carmarthen Bay. I had a letter forth all the varieties of vegetation, including moss- ties of the old book and endeavored to show that it
from a friend in New York to Mr. M.P. Davies, a es, grasses, herbs, vegetables, shrubs, trees, and that could not have been written or dictated by a being
druggist of the town, and first of all, upon leaving all these brought forth flowers and perfected their of infinite wisdom, goodness, and truth. We also
the station, I hunted him up. He knew of my ex- fruits and seeds without any sun to aid in the intri- branched off upon collateral subjects, including the
pected arrival, and received me with true cordiality, cate processes, and he readily showed a disposition non-originality of Christianity, and the non-superior.
as also did his interesting and intelligent wife. to set that part of the story aside. He understands ity of its morals, but it is hardly worth while to unWhen the rain had subsided, Mr. Davies and Mr. that the suri in indispensable in the full development dertake to repeat all that was said. I tried, at
Evans, a brother of Mrs. Davies, took me out and of vegetation, and that to that extent that there must least, to do no discredit to the great cause which I
fain would serve. Mr. Davis is not a superstitious
showed me the town and its splendid views of the have been some mistake in the record.
almost surrounding waters of Carmarthen Bay and· As a man who appreciates science I asked him to devotee of mythil•.al falsehoods and delusions, and
the country forming the rest of the circle. On the point out a single passage or line in the whole Bible readily drinks in the pure and faultless teachings of
extreme prominence of the high bluff is a lovely showing that its writers had the slightest compre- science. He needs only to follow up the line of
green, where a band discourses music, while the hension of the simplest laws of nature and facts study and thought in which he has begun, to bring
waves dash in concert at the foot of the rocks below. which almost every school-boy now understands. him to a pretty clear appreciation of her laws.
Mr. Evans is a young man of fine intellect and
Here stands a beautiful statue and monument in I asked what l?assage in the Bible even hints that
Sicilian marble of H. R. H., the late Prince Consort, the sun is a million times larger than the earth; that acquirements, and though he expects to derive his
Prince Albert.
the earth is a sphere turning daily upon its axis, and livelihood from holding forth the dogmas of the
Ten by was prcbably founded by the Danes prior yearly revolving around the sun; that the earth was church, he is not disinclined to hear the expression
to the Norman conquest, and was subsequently occu- once a ball of super-heated matter, on which for an of greater truths, nor to be shocked at the vindi.
pied by the Flemings, who settled in this part of inconceivable period it was impossible for any veg- cation of nature and her laws. It is indeed a pity
Wales in considerable numbers. Though the town etable or animal life to exist upon it; that the con- that so bright an intellect should be misapplied in
now looks modern and neat, its old castle, the rem- densing of the earth, with internal commotions, teaching antique and untrue myths and fables.
In the morning Messrs. Davies and Evans saw me
nants of the old wall which once surrounded the caused the uneven surfa.ce of the earth, deep valleys
town, and the other relics of the past, bespeak its in some places and high mountains in others; that to the station and bade me a genial good-bye, and I
mature age. Its regular population is about five valcanoes exist in consequence of the internal heat of was soon on my way to Carmarthen, long regarded
thousand, and the visitors who resort here, both in the earth; of the formation of igneous and aqueous as the capital of Wales, and a place of interest and
summer and winter, as it is an agreeable seaside rocks; of the formation of the various strata importance. It is beautifully situated in the midst
watering place, number about as many more. A of the earth; that the lower stratum of rocks of a richly-cultivated district on the northwest bank
splendid full German band, who are hired through presents no indication of any form of life of the river Towy, which, augmented by numerous
the summer season, were out on the bluff and dis- having existed at the time; that in supervening strata tributaries, here becomes a wide, noble river, crossed
coursed excellent music, which numerous persons, are found fossil remains of plants, low, crude rep- by a handsome stone "bridge, and hence is navigable
though it was wet under foot and threatening over- tiles first, then animals of higher grade1 up to man; to its outlet in the Bristol channel. This is the renead, were out listening to. We visited several in- the existence of the coal plants, of their aggregation puted home of the celebrated Welsh prophet Merlin,
teresting points, where splendid views are obtained, into strata, and they becoming covered with rocks, whose surname was Ambrosius, and who was born
and saw numerous hotels, where visitors from various gravel, and earth to the depth of hills and mount- not far from the beginning of the sixth century, and
parts remain for weeks and months.
ains, which must have required many thousands of who made remarkable prophecies in reference to the
ki.ngs who ruled in England for seven or eight hun
The evening was spent till a late hour in the dis- years to accomplish.
cussionoftheological subjects. Mr .. Evans hasre"Yes,"l said,"tell me where in the Bible the dred years later-down to the time of Charles 1., and
cently graduated at Oxford from the divinity class, first word is found in the least indicating that the which prophecies are said to have been remarbably
and is now prepared to enter the pulpit of the estab- writers of it had any knowledge of these things. fulfilled. If half that is told of him in a quaint old
lished church and break the bread of life to hungry Did they know anything of the existence of ~xygen, volume that Mr. Davies presented me-printed sevparishioners, though he proposes to def~r cl~ric!l'l of hydroge~, that the two uni~ed i~ the f~rlliation of eral years before I was born-is the truth he was
duties for a year or two, and spend the mterim m water; of mtrogen, and that It umted With oxygen more remarkable as a prophet than Joel, Amos,
teaching. He now has a position as ~utor at in the composition of our atmosphere; of carbon, of Isaiah, Jeremiah, Ezekiel, Daniel, and Mother ShipBrighton, and is at present away on vacatiOn. Of chlorine, and many others of the elementary sub- ton all put together. And why should he not be ?
course, my views are far too radical and advanced to stances which we now know really exist? He read- He wa~:~ begotten by a ghost or spirit, and had no
find response in such quarters. I presume such opin- ily admitted that the Bible does not teach science, natural father, according to Thomas Heywood, who
ions as I hold have rarely been enunciated in that and that its writers did not seem to know much of wrote the history only about a thousand years after
locality. They seemed to be new and almost shocking. anything about the simplest truths of science which the life of the prophet, giving the statement of
Mr. Davies is a good chemist, and has a scientific, we now pretty well understand. "But," said he, the prophet's mother to the fact; .J.nd as she ought
analytical turn of mind, but his studies have not led "the Bible was not given to teach science." "No," to know ~>bout it better than anybody el<~e, IVho will
him so far as the doctrines of Materialism-the great I replied, "but it ought to tell the truth, and not in- be so incredulous as to disbelieve it? lf you will
only look around a little you need not longer wonder
potency :wd eternality of matter. He has accepted culcate falsehood by implication or otherwise."
the belief that the world and the entire universe had
If God wrote a letter or book to his children to at what you have supposed the remarkable circuma creator, and that there was a time when everything give them the information they needed he should not stance of our Jesus having been begotten without
in existence, save the Creator, had a beginning, and mislead them by talking about the foundations, the the aid of a visible person of the male persu&sion, for
(Oonti,mud. 1m pagll 620,)
hence he embraces mainly the Bible story, save that pillars, the ends ~nd corners of the earth, when it has
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none, cares 1o_r a~l. Its object and ai~ is to make
the best of . .hrs hfe, on the safe as~umptwn _that a~y
future one ~~>J.nnot bedamage_d ~h~teby. _Thrs church
:ignores Gou only be.ca.use rt rs u~possrble t~ know
"'"What lVill You Put in Its Place 1"
. . .
·
.
him. In tb tl re~pect rt rs on a precrse level wrth the
BY ELIZUR WRIGIIT.
• It was m rts first _t"~vo or tllreAeent.uneR nnqnes- Christian church itself, only the latter pretends to
tw~ably a ~rand uprrRmg of the humhler clnfl~es of know him tVhen it doesn't. The ohjPet of rt>verence
Christianity, w hatAver form it takes-either .Tuila- soCiety agallls.t tl1e Intolerable tyranny of tllC lng}le;; where God is ignored is tlw truth, the lwauty, the
ism, Panli~m, C:1tholiciRm. or Protestantism, Unita- but as snch rt was by no me~ns succeRs~ul, for. m order, the fitness of thing~<. The rolling orbs, teemTian, or T 1·init!1rian-is ol>jE>cteil to as not fonnded on three ~r four !nmdn'd ~ears rt resulted. m makm_g ing with ever-renewed life, fill the thoughtful soul
facts, as a theory which tlle increasing knowleil.ge of the umon of pnest and kmg more tvranmcal tllan It rth awe. The wi~e the good the brave of his own
mankind iR snre at. la!lt to ('xtermh1ate. When
ever
w
, , · ' a 1wmage
.'
. ex.t. 1ts every
· Chris·
h" hwas before. tIt was
l"l not
t anyk"form
d of theology
hl" · race,
naturally {Xctte
t 11at
tians find themselvB una bl e to auswl'r t h e o1)JectwnE', w 1c . was. ever o 1 )era e. man m , or esta lR11 man. It has always been so. The gods hav all
their last resort is to ask, "What will yon put in its anytbmg hke brotherhood_ m goverm.nent. It was been men. And there are modern men, within the
place? How will the world do without it?"
secular knowledge-:-knowledge of thiS world and knowledge of the living far higher than any of the
If you object to chemistry or geology, a scientist not of another-whrch men wanted to render them
.
Wh
h' 1
d h 1 ..
does not ask any such qne~<tions. They are silly ones free. The church was the very mothe1· of ignorance, anment god~:~.
h en t e.~ o;y an t eo ogra~~~ cease
to ask abont Christianity if you cannot prove it to be teaching that of which it knew nothing, and could ,~:o:r;n .thetharth t ere wr
e more persona uman
'true. No doubt there are truths taught by Christians imagin but little. It murdered all the science and Ivrmty an eve~.
. . .
.
'aS a part of Christianity whicl1are not of its essence. most of the art of the Grecian and Roman world!:!,
The trouble w~th Christramty brthe~"to has been
'They will stay. But the falsehood need not stay on and not till a rebellious something, in human nature not so mucl. that rt shed ?lood a1:1 that rt. R~othered
their account. It may hav been asserted, but it itself du"" np some of the old literature did light thought. lt shortened hfe some, but hfe rs short:surely has never yet heen proved, that falsehood, as hegid to break in upon the darknei3S which Paul and ened by m:.ny other causes. Its crime has been
'11 general fact, or the belief of it, is essential to hu- Peter had brought over the world.
enslaving the human .n~ind, holding tb~ pr_esent in
man well- being. Lies, however widely believed,
The Hebrew religion adopted by Christendom, like bondage to ~he past, fil~mg the future wrth mtoleramust go as soon as they are founo out, even if they all other religions, iR founded on a theory which ble forebodmgs, S\':appmg away a w?rld ~hat .we
leave a vacuum. Truth may not fill their place, but attempts to account for life, or assigns a cause of all hav for o~~ ?f wluch we ~now nothm~, divertm~
a cubic inch of it is better than a cubic mile of false- things outside of the things themselvs. It assumes ~atural aff~.Jtwns from therr natur~l obJects, breedhood.
.
what it is impos~;ible for us to know as a reason for mg paup~rusm at the base of soCI~ty to support a
There happily will not be a vacuum when Chris- the existence of what we do know. To a limited useless hrerarchy at the top, t~achmg that human
tianity is gone. There is something better which is extent we can answer the question How? greatly to salvation comes l!ot from man. hrm~elf, but from. the
crowding 'it out. The question about what is to take our own happiness; but we can only imagin an favor of an arbitrary sovereign through a prrest. its place is far more easily answered than Christians answer to the question Why? The th~ory answering hood.
are apt to think.
Why? will produce happiness or misery, according . AI~ e_nslavers are. them.selvs. en.slaved. T~e hour
If you dispel the clouds the sky remains. If you as facts support or contradict it. The theory of an IS stnkmg for the hber~ttiOn of kmgs and ynests as
explode incredible dogmas self~evident truths re- uncreated, external, omnipotent, omniscient creator, well as comi?on humar:1ty. r:erfe~t equality before
main. If En en, the Lord God walking in it in the lawaiver and governor moral and physical is 110 the law, perrect seculanty, per·tect hberty of thought
cool of the day, the universal deluge, the tables and mor~ su;ceptible of pro~f, a priori, than th~ other and speech, does not mean ?o obligati~n, no duty~ no
thunders of Sinai, total depravity, the atonement by one-that matter, with its qualities, is uncreated, order, no prope1·.ty, no vanety of _gem us . or. a~nhty.
the death of a God-man, hades, hell, and the devil and that all life necessarily results. Eitl1er theory There a~e greg~rwus races, of whwh the mdtviduals
should all go to the limbos of vanity, the Golden being beym1d the grasp of human comprehension, it are prec.tsely ~hke. In the human race no two are
Rule would not go. It would only shine brighter is idle if not worse, to spend a thought upon either. s~. T_h~s v~rrety of form, 8treugth, tale_nt, ta~te, and
and brighter unto the perfect day. Nature did not If a volent God, that is, a sovereign will, whether dtE<posrtiou rs what tends to the perfectiOn of human
wait for books to teach that. It shone into the heart external or internal is left out of account does it socrety. F vr every one of the thousands of labors
:and head of Confucius even a lit.tle more clearly than follow that the distinction between right a 1;d wrong and arts that minitlter to huma~ needs and enjoyinto those of Jesus. It seems natural to many animal will be blotted out in any human being? Does it men~s, ~here are thol:le naturally fitted. Whe!-1 every
tribes as well as man. The absence of it is excep- follow that no sense of obligation will he left?
one rs ~ree to d? wha~ he can do best, and rs made
tional, or society could not exist. It will grow the
Just the reverse. Mothers fathers brothers sis- sure of the fruit of his own labor, whether of hand
stronger the more you clear away the weeds of the- ters, neighbors, friends, cou 1~trymen~men and wo- or brain, wnen no clasl:l, by its privil,eges, _livs at the
()logy.
men everywhere-will remain. Abstract, eternal exp~nse of ano~her, or extor~s ben~tits wrthout renHl.story is a recent achievement of human nature. truth will remain. The human pas8ions and the dcrmg an eqmvalent, mankrnd wrll be as w~ll off
The art of printing is not five hundred years old; human intellect will remain. JuRt in proportion as her~, !in~ as we~l ~repared for hereafter, wrthout
that of writing had perhaps existed three times as men cease to strain their vision into boundless vacu- Cbnstramty as wrth rt.
long before printing began, but was confined to a ity they will use it effeetivly 011 the realities within . J!reethind:ers are not f~ee from th~ught? but free
few persons. Its first work was to record traditions the grasp of their senses and reason. This is what Ill rt. '\V~"'tev_er they. believe or do!r t beheve, they
which are nothing if not marvelous. The record of we see going on now every day. '\Vhen the human hav. no an:ruosrtY: agam11~ fac~s, dutre8, natur~l obhfacts is always distorted and colored more or less by race contentedly allows God to hide himself just as gatrons? or anythmg \~hwh bmds human somety tothe prejudices of the writer and of the class or nation if he were nowhere it will be moral governor to it- getber Ill &ne harmomouH whole. They cheerfully
to which he belongs. That long line of written re- self. It will find out that all the rt>ally good moral ac?ord to ~ne great body o~ Christians the credi~ of
cords, professing to giv the history of the human laws which th'} ancient priests hav promulgated berng far better tha~ therr creeds or th~ol?gtcal
race from the origin of the first man and woman to were reveale? to them through their senses by the dog?las. ~nd when tne churches, as su~b, wsrst on
the tragical death of one of the many men who hav n~tnr~ of thmgs, _and not by a supreme person. It havmg thetr property taxed equally wrth. all ot~er
been deified, which is now printed as the Bible, and wr_ll find out that m the name of a supreme person property,. they wrll a?cord t~em such credit for sm.
generally accepted by Christendom as the inspired pnes.ts hav really manufactured a frightful amount cent~ as rs lit presen~ It;Jpossrb~e.
.
and infallible word of God, is no exception from this of sm for professional purposes. They lived and . ·wrsdoru. whether It IS the grft of matter or mwd,
criticism. It begins with traditions unanswerably fattened on that sort of sin, and some of them still rs never thrown away on man or beast. "If thou
contradicted by the rocks. It is full of individual, do. How a man can sin against some other know- be :wise, thou shalt be w_ise for t~yself," says the
clas_s, race, anJ u~tional p~·ejudices. It is often irrec- able person or being, society, race, or nation, is pat- ancrent pr_overb. ;And rt adds wrth equa~ truth,
onmlably at vanance With contemporary records ent to common sense. But how a man can sin what theo.ogy demes, the converse, "But 1f thou
having apparently quite as valid a claim to divine against an i~finit, omn~potent wil_l-a person beyond scor~est, thvu alone shalt bear _it." Wisc1o~ li~" in
auth~tity.
.
.
.
. comprehensiOn-no prrest or philosopher, not even makmg th:} powers of nature tnbutary to ones. hrghIt Is utterly rmposs1ble for any ratiOnal person to I the great Apostle of the Gentiles, has ever been able est and m:.st permanent pleatmre, and the hrghest
accept as true the alleged facts on which the Chris- to explain. No matter for its motiv-it is an all- and most pclrmanent pleasure comes from contributtian reli~ion is based. Thet>e facts are either unnat- sumption founded on nothing.
ing as far ~>S posHible to the -high~st and m?st per~al or _rmprobabl,e, and are 1~ot supported by ere~Thet:e is no possibility of getting any common manent phousure of others .. Nature rs ma~e t~rbutary
1ble testimony. 'Ihe only basts for au argument Ill sense mto the first table delivered to Moses on to man or.ly by co-operatiOn of labor, of mmd, and
!avor of Christiaui~y worthy of a I?-oment's atten~ion Mount Sinai, except by making God a figure of m';lscle; b'.a.t. mind nowhere amounts to anything in
1s that founded on rts moral teachmgs and the lives speech to represent aggregate humanity or the will thrs world wrthout muscle.
of its disc~ples. Ar,e t~e.good ~orals original with and wisdom of society, and not much at' that. The
In the r~:.tgn of _folly, which has hitherto prevailed
these Jewrsh at~~ Chru;tt~n. s~nptures? As~uredly ~hole o_f that histor,v is~ honible myth. Supposing so deplora~lJ:, .mmd and muscle hav .scorned each
not. Are the vutnes of Uhrrstrans due to therr theo- rt a ventable narrat1v oi facts no wonder that Moses other, to thv mJury of both. On one srde labor ha1:1
logic~l dogma~? That is tl~e only real question. If on coming d?wn and seeing that golden calf, and the been held in contempt as disho~o~·able, and on the
the vrrtues whwh ennoble hfe hav other causes than people dancmg naked like satyrs broke Loth the other deplored as a curse. But rt rs both an honor
the .belief in th~ Christian doglll:asi if men and tables. In the second one, the v~ry God who had and a blessin,g, wh~ther by mind or muscle, or both
~omen. can ~e kmd,_ truthful, patnotrc, honest, and c~mm~nded the Israelites to steal the jewelry of the together. 'Ihere Is no other JJOnor and no other
mdustnous, rnespectiV of any theory of the tmper- Eayptrans-knowing, doubtless that they would blessednes~:o, and no other possible ground of selfna~ural or life after death, then there may be. some- ~~ke a calf of it-forbade st~aling! Then in a r~sl?ect. !-'he most exalted and honorab!e. of all inthmg valuable left after the dogmas go, and rt may Jealous rage he commanded a hornble amount of drvrduals H! he who exerts all such quahtres as he
•: .· <.be vastly more effectiv without the dogmas than with murder : "Slay every man his brother, and every has to make all wisely-directed labor as honorable
.them.
.
.
man his companion, and every man his neighbor."
~nd effectiv as possible. 1'he~·e is not a man in exIt surely rs a fact that as pure and wrse moral
After three thousand such murders had been com- rstence wbo can afford to desprse or cheat the humteaching exists out of the Bible as in it, so far as mitted, Moses, if we are to credit the narrativ went blest hod-carrier-if lle carries the hod faithfully
good con~uct in this world is concerneJ. It is also up again into the mountaiu, and God reeugraved and does not spill the mortar. 1'here is not a
an undemablc fact that as noble mo<lels of morality, Loth tables for him, with, "Thou shalt not kill ! " in woman, tb(,ugh she be a goddess Minerva, who can
patriotism, philautbroJ'Y• and heroism hav appeared the second the same exactly as before ! Taking afford to harbor a thought of contempt for the sister·
~utside the pale of Chris~iani~y as inside of it:
this as a truthful narrativ of actual facts, what are woman wLo washes her chiua without breaking it.
· Now what does. the hrstorwal l'eco~·d £,or .er~ht~en we to think either of Moses or of God? Is it not
Society l~.x:ists to-day with such happiness ali it has
hund~ed years, smce the advent of Chnst1amty, better to hav a godlel:ls world than s~cl~ a God~ But because, with comparativly small exception, the higll
show?
.
our common sense teaches Ul:l that rt 1s not hrstory, and the low, the rich and the poor, the workers wit b.
It show~, m the fir~t ylace, that one system of su- but a romance for a purpose, a priestly fiction, which mind and the workers with muscle, are mutually
· p~rna_turahsm,_ or rehgron, ?v.e~th~ew another, and reddened subsequent history with rivers of blood grateful to- each other. 1'here is reason for this
wrth 1~ a certa~n degree of mvihzatwn, for the want needlessly she(L
I gratitude in their mutual dependence. It is tha
of whwh the E~ropean world floundered for about a
"What will you put in its place?" I answer that· ignorance of this great, inevitable fact, no denser
thousand y~ars m what are calle? the "dark ages." what will take the place of Christianity already ex-, with the poor than the rich, with the laborers than
. Even grant~ng that the ?ew reltg10n wa_s be~ter than iHts! so far g:row!l that. it only ?-eeds standing room. ' with the capitalists, that makes all the danger there
the old, w lnch ts not ~u1te so clear as It mrght be, It 1s repubhcamsm-free to thtllk and speak. It is is for the future. The wisdom of universal common
that does not. prove rts goodness or necessity. It our corulll:on humauity. T~e gospel of. science has school education lies in this, that by educating the
faced perseuut10n bravely, as many flagrant false- set up a s1mrJle church of tht:s world wh1ch excludes! children of all classes together this fuuQ.ameutal_and

Qlomtnunicalons.

hoods hav; but the moment it grasped power it Jtersecuted. It preached and argued against its heathen
opponents, but relied less on its own argnments and
writings than on the phvsical destruction of theirs!
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Tital fact of human sociology maybe impreesed upon
every intellect ann every heart. After this hae been
done t.here will be no 1uch thing a!l ponrty to !!pe!tk
of-at any rate, no one with mind and muscle
enough to do useful work will hav any poverty to
complain of.
·
Terrible poverty, in spite of all modern imvrovements, still E>xists, because not only the poor steal
from the rich, hut the rich steal perhaps ten times
8!! much from the poor.
After nearly two thousand years of Christianity
the world want!! justice more than it wants mercy.
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Comstock United States poetallawe are nnconetltntlonaJ. It might
e~em !l.b~l· to a~k the Le!tgue or the people at large top~~~ upon
anch ll qnl'!~tion of conetltntlon!tl law Ple-1\lnet the Unlt"'d !!tnte• Snpr..,me Court. :Rnt th" LeRI(IIe hM never done anvthlng of the kind.
It ha~ ~Imply eald In givlmr l!e rcn~ons why It thought thoee lowe
hnd better be ·repenled, "That In the view of many whose jndgmPnt WI'! reepect snch laws .re nnconstltntlonal."
That lA all It has ever A!lid-nncl Is not that true and rensonnble!
C<wtalnly mnny of onr nblest lawyers. stntesmPn. ond editors. nNI
tbonsRnds of onr peopiP. bnv protested RQ"Rinst the declo! on of the
United SIRles Snpreme Conrt In !be .Tnckllon case n• the RPnnblfcons
did against It• rteclslon In the Dred Scott""""· and for a. •l,;,llm· J"ensnn, thnt It strike• down the Con•tlt,Jtion RA R hnlwnJ·k of Jibertv.
Tt seemed proper to mention this bfllief RS one gronnrt why tho~e
lRws should he repPnled, but thP. LeRgone hnA done nothing more. It
does not, RA you A!'em to Auppose. aRk itB members to Rhnre thAI helief. People who believe those laws to be con•titntlonal nre as ellglble to the League as those who believe with Mr. Wright or myself.
or, as I believe. yonrself. on thRt subject. It Is ·a matter of Jegnl or
political opinion about which there Is not and never has been any
declaration or test whRtever.
Truth Is slow In catchln!l" a lie, but when you heRr Rn objl'ction of
this kind to the Leng"ue I pmy you to refer to Its recorrt Rnd APe if It
has any ground. If your friends would only reart the fifth Rnd sixth
re•olntlons of Its lnst Congress, cited In my ~peech "Liberty and
Pm·lty," most if not Rll of their obj<'Ctions wonld frill a.t once.
But these questions hav now, for all I see. pRssed ont of the
LeRgue to the legisiRtnres nnd the people. I see no reason for revivIng them In any Lntgne Congress again.
Let us, then. Rll join our President Rnd Mr. Chninev In mRkln!!'
the League henceforth a power for the THREE great pu~po•e• stRted
In your letter, and Rhove all for the last. which our country needs
more than all, the secniRr edncRtion of the people.
Youl"B slncerPlV,
T. B. WAKEMAN.
93 NllB•au •treef., N. Y., Sept. 13. 1881.
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self ann a_gAd wife a few of the necessaries of life,
while be givs yon the ripened thoughts of a radical,
lahorious, and w~eful existence.
Be sure, everv (lne of yon, to SAnd at le!!Rt ten cents
for Specimens which OnCA read Will pRYP the WaV for·
larQ'e orilers. Mr. H11ckP.r wato. one of Elmin::~'s first
goils, and many a seeil sown hv hiR "PleaRnre Boat,"
has grown into a larQ'e :md flonr1.,hinQ' tree of radicalism. Address .TP.remiah H11cker, Berlin, N.J.

The Fifth Annual

L~ag-ue

Congress.

For the fifth time the org<t.nized Liherals of the
United States are_ about to- meet by delegation in
Striving for Harmony.
their Annual Congress. These conQ'resseR hav been
T. B. WAKEMAN. EBQ .• DearS!r: At the Freethinkers' Convention.
a marked feature in the claRh of puhlic opinion, since
held at Hornellsvllle lRst week, steps were mlren that I bope mRy
they were started. Every succE>eding one bas been
result In bringing together into the NRtional Liberal League all the
of greater interest, and has made its mark in the hisfriends of state secnlarizatlou in this country. And snrely such a
torv of the renuhlic.
result would bring joy to every patriotic heart that desires to see
our government plnced where the fathers Intended it should be. on
The Liberals of the United States hav succeeded
the firm basis of the entire sepRrntlon of church and state.
to the radicalism, the versistence, the conscience of
The resolutions pRSBPd at. the Freethinkers' Convention provide
the old AholitioniRt party. They are the conscience
tbat If the National Liberal Leagne at Its coming Congress shnll
party of to-day. Wherever they mount the platform,
nrtopt the resolutions pnssert hy the Freethinkers' Convention In
1878, then the officers of the New York State Association are authorthere bed-rock prin11iples are iliscussP.d :md inRisted
ized nnd requP.sted to tnke out a ohnrter for the Association as an
on, down to the bottom. Wherever they assemble
auxiliary Llbernl League. I consider thnt a greRt step towa.t·d
in convention, there the conflict is fiercest; and woe
union. Of course It Is not Rll thnt those known Ri "morllflers"
be to any opponent, or even any half friend, who
would like. but I think they shonlrt be willing to join on that basis.
Those re•olutlons concede thnt the United States Comstock lRws nre
enters that arena not duly armed and eqnipped as the
unconstitutional. and It seems to me that as they hnv been constMJed
law of logic directR. The j11velins of justice hurled
by the courts In the Heywood Rnd Bennett cRses. they do come In
hy the force of intellect are sure to find any crevice
contllct with thRt part of the Constitution that provides for the freeA Terrific Explosion of Dynamite in the Old in
dom of speech and of the press.
his cuirass, and down he goes hors de combat.
These re•olutlons rto not call for the tnt!rt uptal of the present
City of Pittsburg.
The lights of the Liberal party will hP. on h!lnd
lnws, much less for the reveal of all laws against the circulation of
obscene liternhll"e, but they require "thRt any laws found on the
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir : The at Chicago this year as heretofore, and there will be
statute books of either the genernl or stnte governments thRt enable Liberal League of this city is one of the most entE>r- the usuai flash o'f wit and blaze of eloqnence. Internny person to arrest nnd punish other citizens for the honest expresprising in the country. It holds its meetings regu- eRting questions will corne up for debn.te, and they
sion of their opinions on qnes!lon• relating to religion, morRls, or
will be debated as nowhere else. The working
science should be at once repeRled." I cannot see how nny Liberal larly every Sunday after a vacation during tbP. hnt
stagers
who were at ChicH-go la"t yE>ar will he there
can object to that. There Is where "repealer" and "modifier" can months, keeps up discussions of interesting subjects,
come together.
and manages its financial affairs with so much pru- ag-ain, with new ones ailded. Mr·. E. C. Walhr, F.
And then these resolutions provide,thRt the state Comstock laws
dence as always to keep even with the world. Al- F. FollP.tt, W. W. Hall, Geome Lynn, Mrs. Maria
should "be repeRled or radically modl:tled." That brings our friends
though Pittsburg is one of the verv worst citieR in Follett., Mrs. Dr. SeverancE>, Mrs. H. S. L1.ke, and
to nn Rgreement ngRin.
Then upon the following stntement, which we :tlnd In those re~olu the Union for crimes of all kindR, it is also the most 1\'Irs. M!!ttie P. Krehl will be on hand, anil speak
tlons, we will nil concur: "Thnt the LlberRl cRuse is the cRuse of orthoilox in. religion, the two P's, poperv and Pres- for the Mississippi Valley and the Weflt.. We hope
knowledge, liberty, nnd purity, which Rre tbe best gunrRntees of
The Liberal some strong-bodied. and able-minded Liherals mav
each other, Rnd t~at this Convention hereby emphntlcally p• 1ts It- byterianism, being in the ascendant.
League
is
a
light
shining
in
a
dark
pl:we,
and its anpear from the Pacific coast. Eliznr Wright, .T. P.
self upon record a.s In no sense sympnthlzlng with, but as holding In
severe reprobation, those who seek. by the circulation through the members keep it constantly replenished with oil.
It 1\'fendum, George Chainev, .Tames Parton. T. B.
mRils or otherwise of literature of an obscene spirit nnd chRmcter. goes in really for free discussion, and inviteR clergv- Wakeman, Prof. Raw&~on,C. Palmer, and.J. S. Verity
to corrupt, debniich, nnd Influence the pnhllc, and especiRily vonthwill be there to represent the Atlantic states. The
fnl minds. and It hereby declRres Its emphatic approval of the use men of the most orthodox stamp to address the Liberals everywhere are invited to attend, and if they
of all euch means as mny be within the legitimate scope of the gov- members, as well as lecturers who coincide with them
don't, they will miRA a great occasion.
ernment to secure the repression of the lssne and circnlation of in ovinion.
such matter by the press."
On the first Sunday of this month, in accordance ':':At Chicago the Brevoort House, on the American
On !.hose resolutions I am willing to etand and work for the Libwith
an invitation extended to her, Mrs. Jane G. plan, with a good restaurant in the basement, will
eral LeR~Pie movement, Rnd I predict thRt their adoption by the
accommodate guests on the same terms as last vear
coming Congress will bring to your ranks large numbers of those Swisshelm gave them a lecture on "What is Chriswbo heretofore hRv not connected themselvs with the LeagtJP tianity?" in which she exploded the pretensionR of -seventy-five cents and one dolhr pl"r day. It is
movement, and also will satiRfy our friends known as "modi:tlers "
the church and of the apostle Paul in the most ter- Rituated on Madi~on street near LaSalle, and only a
&o tbat they will ret:ltrn to their 1\rst love.
'
few steps from HerRhev Hall.
I hav leRrned by experience that Libeml8 are R hard clR~s to or rific style. It reminds me of the havoc made by the
The Liberals in the I.eagne and out of it must be
ganlze. ERch hRS hiR hoblw or idea thRt he thinks impor!Rut Rnd French and English armies on the famous fortrefl!'
must not be sacrificed. For that reRson, if we would bnild up R called the Malakoff, which the Russians suppo~ed aware that the holiling of a congress in a great city
great organizRtlon we must stick close to the fnndRmental princiwas invulnerable, but which, soon after thP. siege be- costs something. Halls hav to be paid for, and !'lome
ples of our org<tnizatlon. I think there is no Libemlln AmerlcR bnt
advertising done, and the convention ought to be
believes in the plRtform of the League, as the LeagJ.u>, restated by gan, replied so faintlv as to show that it was readv
reported
and the proceedings printed and preserved.
Hon. Elizur Wright. President of the League, in his call for the next to surrender. Mrs. Swisshelm is a ladv of national
Congress at Chicago on the 30th of September. viz. (l) in the entire reputation as a thinker and writer.
She was born The expenses of the working officers hav to be paid,
aepRrRtlon of church and stRte; (2) in tbe protection of all clti!:ens
and some of the speakers ought to be. Besides, we
In their eqnRI religions and politlcRl right•; (3) In tbe universal see. and brought up a Covenanter, the straightest-laced wish something left in the treasurv after the congress
nlar education of tbe people. lint when we come to detnile to stRte of all the Protestant sects. It was known that in
The very
our specl:tlc views we find we differ. There d!Jferences m•1st be following Christ she felt it her duty to differ with to commence an activ ne:x:t year's work.
allowed, tolemted, or compromised. We must cer!Rinly avoid the the church, but the public little dreamed of the ex- Rev. Jo Cook ridiculed us one year because wereappearance of lRyin~~; down, ae to other mattera, anything like a
tent to which her defection from orthodoxy had ex- portP-d only $200 left over in the treasury. Don't let
creed as a test of fellowsblp.
Everybodv, however, knows now, for the us incur Jo's satire and our own bankrnvtcy by letting
Since the organlzRtion of the LeagJ.1e nt PhlladelphiR we hav bRd tended.
aome bitter controversle!, and some bad blood hae been engendered IJeRpatch and the Commercial, the two leading daily that happen again. Send in contributions or comin our ranke. We must forget thoee controversies Rnd purtfy thst
papers of PittRburg, gave the address in full tlie next munications to the national secretary, 201 East 7lst
blood and all go in for reconciliation. lf we hav combatlv natures
street, New York, as usual, except near and at the
that must find vent, let them be eRtl•fled by warring against our day after its delivery, and it has had a reading which
time of the congress; then address him, Brevoort
common enemy, the Christian superstition nnd its Interference in even Col. Ingersoll could not command. The clergy,
T. C. LELAND, Sec. N. L. L.
state and seonl.ar a1fRirs. We hav enough of that kind of work to dumbfounded and terror-stricken, and utterly unable House, Chicago.
do to gnl.tify that propensity.
to
say
a
word
of
defense,
hav
hid
their
little
selvs
in
I believe if tbe coming Congress BbRil be guided by patriotism and
WE recently noticed, with some trembling of conwisdom, and by R desire to unite all our forces in one great army their coward's castles, called their pulpits, and fire
tbat shall fight for liberty and purity, it will make the Llbeml off their harmless little popguns against the bugaboo science, the efforts of the Right Rev. Bishop WingLeague movement one that will command the respect and admim- "Infidelity;" but Mrs. Swisshelm, by her bold and field, of BenE>cia, to raise a fund for the conversion of
tlon of all true Americans. Thousands will look to you Rnd the
the .Tews. The bishop is well and honorably known
other leaders of the present orgnnlzatlon to so conduct the proceed- logical attack upon the sham religion of the churches, in California, and we hope the same thing mav be
inKS of the next Congress n.s to make the Lea~rue movement a grand has set multitudes to thinking on the subject, and
snccees.
many hav expressed the wish to know the steps, said of him in heaven-when he gets there. He is
His life
I thank yon for tbe cordlnl lnvltRtlon that hae been extended to from the first to the last, by which so remarkable a venerable in years and, we trust., in piety.
me to be present at the coming Congress. I fear unavoidable obstnis consecrated to the salvation of his fellow-man and
woman
found
her
way
out
of
the
Egyptian
darkness
cles will prevent me from acceptinfil" of the Invitation, but I shall
watch the proceedings with great Interest.
and bondage of the densest Presbyterianism into the especially to his Jewish fellow-man-if he can only
raise the coin for his conversion. This is a noble amFrateJ"IInlly yours,
H.L. GREEN.
light and liberty of Radicalism.
Bulamanca, N. Y., Sept. 10, 1881.
I think, Mr. Editor, you could not render a more hition of the bishop, but, alas! it is a mercenary one.
important
service to the cause for which TnE TRUTH Why cannot the bishop convert the .J ewr> withont begDEAR !llR. GREEN: Your favor of the lOth !net. can hav but one
SEEKER
was
founded than to republish Mrs. Swiss- ,ging money of the Christians? Yon cannot convert
reply from me-l concur.
the Jews by showering money upon them. They hav
I hav always felt that the dlseentlons you refer to never grew out helm's address. Her high character in all that makes
of any real difference of principle, or policy, or as to onr true work up the intelligent and good woman would lead thou- no love for monE>y; you know to them it is really "the
to be d?ne. 'I'hey seemed to me to be chiefly dlft'erences of politics,
sands of persons to read with deep interest the root of all evil"-in a horn. The bishop is gravely
educatiOn, and culture inflamed, nncon&clou&ly perhRps, by personal
mistaken if he thinks he can convert a single Jew
and editorial Interests, rivalry, and pride. If we are true Llberuls thoughts she has expressed in it, and to wonder at
through the influence of "filthy lucre." The revertime will let thesennwortbymotivs fall away from us, and will :tlnd the ability and courage she has displayed in giving
end gentleman might be successful in giving a Jew a
us united in one great work of defense Rnd eeoular odnoatlon. But such an utterance in such a city as Pittsburg.
as the clouds clear up we must all unite In three cheers for our
free vass to heaven or a seasen ticket to the opera,
DAVID
JONES.
noble President, lioN. ELIZUU WRIGHT, who has brought us tht·ough
which is about the same thing, but a check or draft on
Pittsburg, Pa., Sept. 10, 1881.
the storm with our FLAG oF LIBERTY unsmlned by defeat or comthe Bank of California for $100,000 would be spurned
promise.
if the condition were that the Jew shonld change-the
LIBERTY is our birthright; when that is sold or betrayed all is
Elmina's Request.
lost. That is the jewel of the soul the League must be ever ready
color of his skin. We hav this to say to the venerto tight for and cvnserve.
To THE READERS o:F THE TRUTH SEEKER: able bishop : If he collects any coin from dupes and
Other matters, such as the "punishment of offenses," are important too, but they oan be scoured at any time, and must be harmo- I hav just received from good old Bro. Hacker can spare it he had better apply the sum total to the
nized with the greo.t purpose of tbe Constitution "to preserve the "Bracing Hhymes for the Times." They are cute, reformation of the 447 Christian minit!ters who hav
blessings of liberty to oureelve and om~posterlty."
clerer, and true, and I hope you will order them by fallen from grace. If he wishes the particulars reThere seems to be a notion that In susminlnK liberty the League
the
dozen, or hundreds, and scatter them broadcast garding these saintly shepherds be can get them in
has mken some new extreme, Illegal, lmmm·al, lmp1·actlcable, ab·
They are eye- detail from M. E. Billings, who has published
surd, unnsuul, or "disrespectable" grounds or views. There Is no among your believing neighbors.
foundation for this notion. It has simply maintained the old land- openers and splendid for tracts.
An old man who a book of their sins. The author of the book
marks of liberty amid a storm of unmerited und Insincere abuse is crippled with rheumatism and has given his best s.1.ys that his collection is by no means complete,
whloh those who hurled OUI;Cht to die soon or learn to be ashamed
days for the good of humanity, and has no other bnt he has already enou~h, in our opinion, to
of. Still such reports lead to no little mlBRpprehenslon and harm.
For instance, even you ln your letter seem to suppose that the means of support, sends out these rhymes hoping you call for any spare change Bishop Wingfield may haY
LlllloiiUi ha~ til.kill tlli iL"OWld, or wo!Uil tui tlli il"OIUlll, t.hll.t thi will send him " dollar1 and dimes " to furnish him- for the conversion of the Jewa.-J6wiBh Times.
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( Clmtinued {'rom pQl]~ 617.)
or 300 years before our era, and not till about as m~y years plicate of the fifty-third, and parts of various psalms appear in
the thing had been rather common for a thousand had elapsed from the time the events named occurred. There various others. It is preposterous to suppose that the infinite
years or more before his debut in the world, and a are some discrepancies between the books of Ezra and Nehe- creator of the universe had aught to do with them.
569. There is no proof that the book of Proverbs was written
small number of cases are said to have taken place miah well enough to notice. They agree that twelve thousand
since. The Chinese demi-god Yu is said to have Israelites returned from Babylon to Jerusalem, but in adding by Solomon, or that it was directed by the infinite one any more
been begotten upon a human virgin by divinity in up the items to make the sum total Ezra's only amounts to than the proverbs of the Turks, the Spaniards, or those which
person; Christna had the same origin, the god Vishnu 29,818-12,542 less than the number claimed, while Nehemi- appeared in poor Richard's almanac. There is a bare possibilhaving a private and very interesting interview with ah's items make 31,089, or only 11,271 out of the way. Such ity that Solomon may have been the author of some of them,
Christna's virgin mother Devana guy; Genghis Khan incorrectness will hardly answer to attribute to a God of in- but it. is only a possibility, and the probabilities are in the other
has a similar story told ·of him; Buddha was begot- finite truth and perfection,
direction. Who cau believe that a sens1ml libertine with his
tfln of thti virgin Maia by a ray from heaven, which,
565. I do not deny that the little book of Ruth, which we seven hundred wives and three hundred concubines would
of course, could have been no less than God himself;
passed by, is a very pretty little love-story-told just toler- have spent any portion of his time in writing homilies on purRama was another divinely-begotten son of Vishnu,
ity, chastity, and morality, as the first nine chapters are?
and he came as a mediator or an stoner for the ab~y well-about a Moabitish girl who was in love with her
cousin
Boaz,
and
about
her
slyly
crawling
into
bed
with
him
after
Who
could imagine that such a man as Solomon would write
wickedness of men; and so far as old Jupiter is concerned, he far excelled, and at a much earlier date, dark and leaving before daylight in the morning. The storJ enjoining others to sexual continence ? The chapters x to xxii
the exploits of the Jewish Yahweh in the matter of was not written till several hundred years after the time when are made up from fragments from different sources, and others,
begetting children on the persons of young and the event is located, and as it narrates an amorous circum- again, make up to chapter xxx. The latter chapter begins:
pretty females of the eartl.; among the sons of old stance, similar to what has occurred thousands of times in th( "The words of Agnr, the son of Jakeh." Whether Agur was
Jove may be named Mercury, Esculapius, Hercules, world, it does not seem to be necessary for a person to be in- Jew or Gentile does not appear, but it is quite safe to conclude
Bacchus, Castor, Pollux, Perseus, etc., and quite a spired to write it; and what necessity there was for placing il he was the latter, as those names are not mentioned by any ,
goodly portion of these were begotten by him on the in the Hebrew canon it is hard to decide.
other writer in the Bible. The last chapter begins with, "The
persons of young ladies for whom he took a burning
566. The book of Esther is still more objectionable, bein~' words of King Lemuel, the prophecy thnt his mother taught
fancy. Of the mythologies of the begetting of demi- little more than a story of the prostitution of a~Jewish maide1 him." As the Israelites never hr1d a king Lemuel, the only
gods I need not now speak, as it would swell my let- to the passions of a drunken king, who put away his wife be· conclusion to be arrived nt is that the chapter under consid()rater to very full proportions; but I will mention Plato cause she had the good sense to be disgusted at his shameful tion is of Gentile origin, as is doubtless a large share of the colof Greece, a great writer and thinker, who lived conduct and to refuse to be made a foolish show of in a drunken lection. They were probably not collected till after the return
nearly 500 B. c.; Spensippus, the son of Plato's sister, debauch. Dr. Davidson showed his"good sense in deciding that from Babylon, and are the gntherings from various nations and
and Elarchus the sophist; and Amaxilides, in the
the book is unfit to have a place in the Jewish canon. It if times, the same as with our proverbs and "old saws" of our
second book of his philosophy, atlirms as to the begetunquestionably the merest fiction, and was probably written in own time. ' It is quite unnecessary to attribute them to the
1;mg of Plato, that his mother Perictione, having connection with the shadow of Apollo, conceived, and Persia some 250 years before our era. I cannot think it just lecherous. Solomon, or to the dictation of the God of infinite
thus was enabled to bring into the world him who to send persons to an endless hell for not being able to think wisdom.
570. I cannot think there is much more probt1bilily of Soloproved to be the prince of philosophers. No Chri!l- Esther was a strictly virtuous woman, or that the book of he1
mon having been the author of Ecclesiastes than of the Provtian ought to doubt this remarkable begetting of doings is the inspired word of heaven.
567. I don't believe that the book of Job was written by: erbs. They are a set of gloomy, sad thoughts probably
Plato, for Plato really lived; he himself wrote most
excellent works, and his beautiful morals and teach- Hebrew, or that it was necessarily penned by a hand directet· written by some unknown person who wished to obtain a repings which have been handed down to us, and the by heaven. True, it is one of the grandest and sublimes' utation for his production by giving the name of a distinstory of his miraculous paternity is at least three books between the lids of the Bible, but that does not prov• guished character to them like Solomon ; the same has been
times as well proved as that of Jesus, of whose very that it was inspired by the God of the Jews, nor that it is not 1 done in thousands of instances since and probably before. It
existence there is the gravest doubt, and of whose drama or poem which a man of talent would be capable o~ is hardly reasonable to suppose that Solomon would have writdivine paternity we have the statement of an un- penning. In incidents, names of places, and persons it has nr ten of him~elf in this way, "I, the pret1cher, was king over
known person that the old man Joseph,_the carpen- connection with any other part of the Bible. It is a series oJ Jerusalem," unless it was written after he had died. A.nd was
ter, discovered it; but this unknown person did not dialogues purporting to have been held between God and fivE it a mark of wisdom in him to say, " I have gotten more wiswrite it till more than a hundred and .fifty years after other persons. The drama opens by God and Satan holding a
dom than all that were before me ?" It would rather be a
Josep·h was dead, and long after everybody else had
conversation and entering into a compact to trouble and mark of vanity. The person who thus wrote and wished to
passed away who lived at the time.
greatly annoy a good and just man by the name of Job, aud have it pass as the words of Solomon played his part badly.
LTO BE CONTINUED.]
the way in which the poor man was shamefully used, both in There is some diversity of opinion as to the period when the
person and property, stamps the whole transaction as themost book under consideration was written ; Ewald and Davidson
What I Don't Believe.
shabby and discreditable one which god or devil was ever en- say 325 B. c., or seven hundred years after Solomon ascended
PA.RT II.-NO 51.
gaged ir.. It was certainly unhandsome in God to turn over the throne of Israel. Kuenen, Oort, and others make it a
560. I don't believe that the book of Judges was written by so just a man to the sport and cruelties of his worst enemy, century later, or 225 B. c., 800 years after the time of Solomon.
either of the judges who ruled over Israel, or by any one who and it assuredly was the worst act ever charged upon the devil The very least that can be said is that it was not written by
lived at the time. It is clearly anonymous and unauthentic. that he should show such cruelty and injustice. Some amend~ Solomon, and whoever the writer was there is no possible way
In the fu:st chapter it speaks of Jerusalem and the Israelites are attempted to be made by God or the devil, ur both in con- of knowing. Probably it was some misanthropic priest who
dwelling there, when it was not taken by the Israelites till the cert, after tormenting and afll.icting poor Job to within an wished to honor his questionable production with the name of
time of David, some three hundred years later, nor was it called inch of his life, in bestowing upon him a double quantity a great king.
Jerusalem until after it was occupied by the Jews. Before that of all the treasures he had before pofsessed and other seven
571. I do not believe that what is called the Song of Soloit was called Jehus or Jebusi. This is proof conclusive that the sons and three daughters, 14,000 sheep, 6,000 camels, 1,000 mon, or Canticles, is any more the writings of Solomon than
book was not written till after the time of David.
yoke of oxen, and 1,000 she asses. This is the only instancE the two books just considered. It is an amorous oriental
561. I no more believe that the two books of Samuel were where Satan is introduced in the Old Testament, and that h( drama or poem, and has about as much connection with Hewritten by him whose name they bear, and for the same is here merely a fictitious character is quite clear. The first brew scriptures as would one of the fairy tales of the Arabian
reason-they mention events which could not have occurred and last parts of the drama are thought to have been ~tdded to Nights Entertainment. The supposition that it had any refertill after Samuel's death. For instance, the account of his the main story after being written, as was also the part played ence to Christ and the church, as the translaters took the libbeing raised from the dead by the Witch of Endor could by Elihu. But one thing is very certain; no one knows by erty to insinuate, is most preposterous.
hardly have been written by him any more than the account whom it was written, when it was written, where it was writ572. We now come to the Prophecies, sixteen in number.
of the death and burial of Moses could have been written by ten, or why it was written. It is probably just about as much They are probably less apocryphal than any others of the books
Moses. Men are not apt to do so much writing after they are entitled to the claim of being divinely inspired as the produc- of the Old Testament, for some of them are believed to have
dead and buried. The second book of Samuel gives accounts tions of such writers as Dean Swift, Defoe, and Charles been written by the persons whose names they bear. Isaiah,
of events up to the close of the reign of David, who outlived Dickens.
however, was written by two or more persons, and at periods of
Samuel some forty years. No one is justified in thinking Sam568. I do not :believe it is correct to ascribe the book of two hundred years or more apart, and herein is portrayed the
uel a smart enough man to write up what took place afttlr he Psalms to bloody King David, but that it is true that but a carelessness that is evinced in the compilation of the Hebrew
had moldered into dust.
small portion of them were written in his time. They are a canon ; the writings of different persons not living within two
562. I don't believe anybody knows who wrote the two collection of religious songs by different authors, very much as hundred years of each other are thrown together and called
.:~ooks of Kings, or that there is the slightest proof that they songs of various kinds are in our own times. They were un- the writings of one man, and he under the immediate direcwere written by inspiration. They are entirely made up of doubtedly a collection made up of different dates, varying ~ion of heaven; and this is the way in which God's word has
narratives which any person of moderate ability could write in from five hundred to one thousand years, the earliest from the been fixed up for him. The fore part of the book was written
they were familiar with the transpiration of the events, or latest. Some of them are vindictive and rualicious enough to long before the captivity took place. The chronological
which they could easily imagine were it necessary to draw be David's, as they might have been written by a Nero or a arrangements of the book is also at fault. While it stands
upon the imagination for the sake of a startling recital. The Charlemagne, but it is quite presumable that David was too first in order, it should have been fourth. The style of Isaiah
second book ends with the Babylonian captivity, and it is much engaged in his forays, freebooting expeditions, wars, is grander and. more elevated than the other prophets, but he
thought by good judges that the books were not written till massacres, and slaughterings, as well as with his many wives is often very incoherent, wild, discordant, and erratic, and often
the Babylonian captivity or afterward, as probably was the and concubines, the getting of other men's wives, and all that, without sense or meaning. The prophets were evidently much
case with tL.e brger share of the books of the Old Testament. to take up his time in writing pious songs. The avocations are less thought of before the era of C~ristianity than since.
It is highly probable that very few of them, save the older too dissimilar for me to believe they could all have been per- Isaiah and Jeremiah are the only two out of the sixteen men_
prophecies, were in existence when the Israelites were taken formed. by one and the same person. Kuenen, the learned Ger- tioned by the writers of Kings and Chronicles. Had they been
away captive to Babylon.
man Bible scholar, sensibly says, "We cannot safely preili- considered of much consequence their names at least would
563. I don't believe any person knows who wrote the Chron- cate a sfngle psalm that was written by David, and the chances have been mentioned. The chronology, as given in the mar_
icles, or that they were penned by an inspired writer. Neither are that not a single one was written by him." In this position gina! notes of the Bible, claims that it was written 712 B. c.,
does anybody know when they were written. Some excellent Chadwick fully agrees w;th him, and says the conclusion is a but the following passage : " Thus saith of Cyrus, He is my
judges think they were not written till ,250 B.c., which is very thousand times more reasonable thH.n the opposite. Twelve of shepherd, and shall perform all my pleasure; even saying to
probably the case. They go over much the same ground as the Psalms are ascribed to A.saph, eleven to the sons of Korah, Jerusalem, Thou shalt be built, and to the temple, Thy
the two books of Kings, leaving many statements in those two to Solomon, and one to Moses. Had they been ascribed to foundation shall be laid ; thus saith the Lord to his anointed
books, and containing some extravagant ones not in the others. fucius, Buddha,A.pollo, or Thomas a Kempis it would have been to Cyrus, whose right hand I have holden to subdue nations
They contain many highly improbable statements, and add just as correct. There are no proofs that the credits are in the before him, and I will loose the loins of kings to open before
nothing to help the reliability of the books of the Kings ; in slightest degree correct. The 137th Psalm, which speaks of him the two paved gates, and the gates shall not be shut ; I
fact, they are without value.
the captivityin Babylon, assuredly could not have been written will go before thee," etc., could not have been wtitten m
564. I do not believe the books of Ezra and Nehemiah to be by David, unless like Moses, Joshua, and Samuel, he was able after the captivity, when the Jews were under the power of1
any more reliable or any more inspired than the Chronicles. to describe what took place long after his death. The ablest Cyrus, and it was desired that Jerusulem and the temple be
They are indeed supposed to have been written by the same critics think that a consider~tble portion of them were written rebuilt. To pretend that the original Isaiah wrote those words
hand. In fact, the last two verses of Chronicles and the first as late as the time of the Maccabees, 150 B. c. Some of the is the sheerest nonsenbe and imposition. 'rhe later Isaiah, who
three of Ezra are the same. There is a confusion between Psalms have been broken in two, some made up of fragments, wrote ne~trly half the book as it is calJed, is by the mitics
them and amongst them that is hard to reconcile with a divine and some have been perverted from the purpose for which called the Great Unknown, or the Deutro-Isaiah,and who lived

origin. It ill not at alllikel;y that they were written before 2GO they were origiJWl;y designed. The fourteenth Psalm is a. du- nearly two hundred yea.rs la.ter tha.n the older lsaia.h. Both
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the Isaiahs may have had a fondness for predicting future
events, but they were not extremely successful in their hits.
Those passages which are held to refer to the coming of Jesus,
or the Messiah, do not, upon examination, make the claim
good. I do not believe that one of them points to Jesus with
any accuracy. Most of the predictions of a coming Messiah
are by the Dentro, or false Isaiah, and are not Messianic at
all. It is the true Israel that is described-those Jews who,
during their captivity, were faithful to th'lir religion. A vast
amount of deception and absolute falsehood has been used in
connection with the prophecies attributed to Isaiah.
(To BE CONTINUED.)

If the Free Religionists do not see their way clear
to unit~with other Liberals in the greattwork we are
interested in, then let us all 'Qid them good cheer in
the splendid work they are accomplishing with their
acknowledged culture and ability for Freethought.
If some of our Spiritual friends think they hav a.
special work to do that requires them to stand aloof
from Liberal organizations of secular or Freethought
character, then let thL·m do so, and let us all gratefully admit the good work this large and intelligent
body of Liberals has done iri liberating people from
the thraldom of orthodoxy. And if it must be that
"modifiers" and "repealers" cannot work together
in the same organization, then let them work apart
in friendship. Last fall I was in hopes that those
known as " modifiers" would succeed in perfecting
an organization at the Grand Pacific in Chicago, for
it then seemed that there was need of two organizations, and there certainly was work enough for each.
And may I be permitted to say that we could advance our cause much faster by giving material aid
to our Liberal press than we can by finding fault
with it. There is a variety of Liberal papers, and not
one but what is doing good. Let every Liberal aid
the paper he likes best, and, if I may be allowed to
trespass on ve1;y dangerous grounds, I would say that
our Liberal editors can accomplish much more for
Liberalism by fighting our common enemy than by
fighting one another. And above all, friends, if we
cannot hav everything our own way let us not get
disgusted and giv up the good work. The worst
charge that I can bring against Mr. Francis E. Abbot,
who a few years ago was the earnest leader of the
Liberal League movement, is that when he could not
hav his own way he retired from service. I never
had such faith in any one man as I had in Mr. Abbot, but I learn with regret that he had not that very
requisit characteristic for a good warrior-the capacity
to bear defeat with resignation and turn it into a
victory for the cause. Friends everywhere, let us
cease our domestic bickerings; learn to tolerate each
other's peculiar views, close up our ranks, and march
on to victory.
H. L. GREEN.

tial, worthy of our admiration and respect, must ha.v
truth for its foundation.
Error has left its corroding and subverting imprint
on the records of the past, giving melancholy evidence of its triumph in the destruction or thrones,
powers, principalities, and republics, with only a
few shattered columns as the silent remains of their
pride and glory. But let us turn from the <'Ontemplation of these unpleasant scenes to some brighter
theme "hich truth inspired and which is still cherished for its beneficial results. Galileo stood alone
in the seventeenth century, rejecting the sophistry
of ancient philosophers and conclusivly demonstrating the revolution of tne earth with other planets
around the sun. Political and religious prejudices
had till then clustered around the Ptolemaic system
of philosophy, and to reject this ancient doctrin was
heresy, those who dared to maintain new doctrins
being subjected to inquisitorial torment and death,
but Galileo felt the force of this great fact within
his brain, and notwithstanding his forced recantation, which had been wrung from him with torture,
he was constrained to say, "And yet it moves."
There hav been many recurring successes in science,
politics, and the moral elevation of mankind since
that time, each giving new impulse to the evolutionary march of civilization, and new victories are being continually ascribed to the glorious banner of
truth.
Our own government has not yet recovered from
the sad effects of the confiict between truth and
error, truth having gained one of her grandest victories in the abolition or negro slgv9ry. There are
still other victories to come-the emancipation of
woman, and the emancipation of the human: mind.
Evolution is written on the grand march of events,
and THE TRuTH SEEKER is its grand coadjutor.
W. GoLDSMITH STONE.

SALAMANCA, N. Y., Sept. 16, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The most important lesson
that Liberals hav to learn is to agree to disagree
upon many questions tha~ are very closely connected
with the fundamental principles that they all profess. When they hav. thoroughly learned this lesson
they will be prepared to revolutionize the world.
They cannot succeed without organization, and they
cannot perfect a great organization without compromise. And that word "compromise" will throw almost any ordinary radical into convulsions.
There are a few things upon which Liberals of all
sh .. des agree in this country.
First, they agree that i'gnorance and superstition
are the bane of the world, and what humanity needs
most is freedom, light, and knowledge.
Second, they agree that there should be an entire
separation of the state and what is known as the
church or religions institutions.
I hav never come across a person who professed
to be a Liberal who would not readily assent to these
two propositions. But when you get beyond these
MouNTAIN Vrnw, CAL., Aug. 31, 1881.
statements, and take up questions closely connected
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find eight dollars-five
with them, you will find an honest difference of opinfor the "Round-the-World" fund, one dollar and a
ion existing. Now from the first my idea has been
half for "What I Don't Believe, What I Do .Believe,
that we (\l'ganize on these two or three statements
Why, and Wherefore," and the balance for THE TRUTH
upon which there is no disagreement, and cordially
PORTLAND, OR., Sept. 9, 1881.
SBEKER for six months.
Yours,
DAVID JENKINS.
allow members to disagree upon the minor quesMR. EDITOR: I am on the warpath in this great
tions. And I can't understand how we can perfect northwest spreading the gospel of nature. The counMILLSTON, Wis., Aug. 23, 1881.
a great, powerful organization in any other manner. try is alive with the great railroad boom which has
MR. EDITOR: I am behind with my mite, but better
When the Syracuse Liberal League Congress was reached this far-off land at last. Hav spoken from
called Mr. Abbot laid down a certain platform four to six nights at Walla Walla, Dayton, Waisburg, late than never. I hav got you one name for your
known as "the modification of the Comstock l~tws," Milton, Pendleton, The Dalles, and am now giving a books, for which you will find inclosed $5, from my
and declared that unless that platform was adopted course of six lectures' at Portland. The Liberals hav young brother James J. Pierce, which you will send
he would withdraw or would not hdd office in the a fine society here under the direction of C. Beal, a to his address. I must hav the books' too, but will
League.
prominent lawyer of this city, and it promises to be hav to wait awhile before sending in the "V." Sent
Although before that time I had been a great ad- permanent. They hav $20,000 subscribed toward the me some posters, and I will try to get some new
mirer of Mr. Abbot, I could not go with him in the building of a fine hall, to cost $30,000. God speed the subscribers. Wishing you a pleasant journey and a
safe rettun,
I remain,
MRs. JOHN DoTY.
course he took. I said such a platiorm would be Portland Liberals in the good work.
unjust to those members who honestly believed the
I spoke three nights at Hepner, a small town sixtylaws should be repealed.
My position was that tht ee miles from The Dalles, in eastern Oregon, in
RICHLAND, MICH., Sept. 12, 1881.
both parties should be allowed to hold to their own the midst of the great sheep county. There had
DEAR TRuTH SEEKER: I was somewhat pained to see
special opinions on that subject and kindly work never been a Liberal lecture, and, so far as I could in your valuable paper of Aug. 27th the article si!:{ned
together.
ascertain, not a Liberal paper or Infidel book, in the T. Winter, in which he rants against a large class of
At Chicago last year the " total repealers" in- town. The Christian pagans had it all their own the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER with the same spirit
sisted on putting their peculiar views into the plat- way. We turned loose the Gattling-gun three nights, of intolerance and bigotry that marks the most orform. Col. Ingersoll and others asserted that if the and when we came to bag the game we found we thodox believer. Now, sir, I am a Spiritualist. I hav
total repeal of the Comstock laws was made the had made a host of friends, and, what is better for investigated the subject for more than thirty years
platform of the League they could not remain in it the cause, received six subscribers for THE TRUTH from before the first tiny rap was heard in Hyde~
and would be compelled to withdraw. I felt then, SEEKER, with back numbers, if any, containing Ben- ville up to the almost perfect materialization of the
and I think now, that l;he passage of these resolu- nett's trip letters round the world.
present day, and now, sir, after all this thought and
tions was unjust to the friends of state secularization
I go from here to Dallas, Salem, Scio, Albany, study, I find myself one of the worst of lunatics and
who were not for repeal, and I felt it my duty to Brownsville, Eugene, Roseburg, Jacksonville, Ash- fools which Mr. Winter claims the thanks of all honwithdraw from the League and leave with the mi- land, Red Bluff, Checo, to San Jose, my home, where est men in exposing.
I hope to be once more in November. I hope the
nority.
Let us analyze his article somewhat. He starts out
The next Liberal League Congress is to meet in Liberals at the above points will pick their flints and by congratulating you upon bringing thousands up
Chicago in a few days, and I can't giv up the idea get ready for a short season of labor, not prayer, out of the slough of superstition to the side of Free·
but what such wise action may be taken there that when I reach them. Those who win muat work.
thought and at the same time denies me the right
Yours truly,
J. L. YoRK.
all friends of state secularization may unite in the
and respect due a Freethinker. He says there is no
National Liberal League 'organization. But from inproof that a.•single life has ever survived the wreck
dications that hav appeared recently, since the Horof death. ll!ow does he know ? Has he proved all
CRAB ORCHARD, NEB., Sep. 7, 1881.
nellsville Convention, I fear there are a few Liberals
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: While thousands of other old things ? Has he investigated until there is nothing
who are determined not to work with the National soldiers are going to the capital of Nebraska to at- more to be learned ? Is he prepared to say that he
Liberal League unless the League will come entirely tend the reunion, where they expect to hav a grand, possesses all knowledge, and thousands of earnest,
to their position. I was in hopes we might all unite good time, and spend their surplus cash for truck, candid men and women are fools ? Why is his stateon the platform adopted by the Freethinkers' Con- trinkets, and trash, I remain at home and write you ment that maRkind do not liv after leaving this
vention in 1878. I think myself in that platform this letter, inclosing money order for six dollars and state of existence entitled to more credit than my
the "repealers" hav a little the advantage, but as a half-my surplus cash-five of which is to help the statement that they do, without he givs us the proof?
they appear to be in the majority it may be best grand old editor swing around the circle for the mu- and he offers us nothing of the kind.
tual good of all, and the remainder is to pay for THE Now, he claims to be the champion Materialist.
that it is so.
One party demands that the Comstock laws be TRUTH SEEKER to Jan. 1, 18811. In doing this, how· Well, if Materialism leads one to the bight of impu"repealed," while the other party demands that ever, a. selfish motiv may be lurking at the bottom, dence and self-conceit manifested in his article, I
these laws be only "modified." I think if the pres- as I expect shortly to receive in return "a thing of want none of it. I want to be able to respect the
ent platform could be changed so as to read " that beauty and a joy forever," and as time passes its belief and opinion of every honest truth seeker. , He
we demand that the Comstock laws be repealed or loveliness increases, and just here is where my says that faith in things non-provable is the faith of
fools. Now, sir, he must prove that there is no hereradically modified, to the end that the liberty of pleasure is expected to come in.
speech and of the press be preserved," it ought to
For twenty years I hav been in the minority, on after for mankind or he stands a self-convicted fool
satisfy both parties.
the side of truth, and it does not require any great as well as an ignorant, self-conceited bigot. IgnoBut if it be impossible to wholly unite all the Lib- stretch of imagination to perceive the ups and downs rant when he calls us supernaturalists, self-conceited
erals of this country in one great, grand organiza- of an isolated Freethinker in this truly Christian when he claims to know more than thousands of
tion, then let every party and division work on in country, but truth is mighty, and although it has earnest, honest believers in the Spiritual faith; bigtheir own way without warring with the other di- been incessantly contending from the most remote oted as the most intolerant "believe as I do or be
ages against a great arid diametrically opposit power, damned" orthodox Cltristian, when he calls another
visions.
There is no party in the Liberal ranks but can ac- it will finally prevail over error. The long duration a lunatic or 'fool for believing different from his high
complish great good in their own way. If Col. In- of this struggle has been marked by alternations of mightiness. Come, Mr. Winter, prove it, and thougersoll has come to the conclusion that he cannot success at times when circumstances seemed very sands will indeed bless you, or you must stand selfunite with any of the various Liberal parties or so- unfavorable. Truth has risen like a victorious chief, convicted as above.
cieties, then let him go forward alone in the mag- proclaiming to the rejoicing millions its triumph over With love and respect for all humble, honest seeknificent work he has been doing for years-educating its fallen foe by flinging to the breeze its glorious ers after knowledge, and e!!pecial reg-ard for you and
the great body of the people into the philosophy of banner. Civilization and truth go hand in hand, and your whole family of truth seekers, with envy and
Liberalism. Every Liberal in the world is proud to thus is- strength, rigor, earnestness, efficiency im- malice toward none, I beg leave to sign myself (if
one of the worst of frauds), an earnest, honest truth
know that we hav such an eloquent advocate for parted to the progress of improvement.
WILLIAMs. LoGAN,
Whatever structure we may erect, to be substan· seeker.
our cause as Col. Robert G, Ingersoll,
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Knowledge of the Unknown.

~o.ld,

"Shame tho.t Tonald Shaw ebould not he.v

a congregation."

There Is o. pl'Ohlem I ho.v tried to solve
By patient thought, by long research, by guess;
Yet o.ll the more til >it probltltn I revolve,
Of its eolution still I know the less.

So they thought I was not sound, and when election
d>lY came round
They chost Shon Grant, who wore ta spotless tie
aud collar;
Though ta factor of to. lah·d to ta tenantry declared
Whence do we come, and whither do we go!
They ehould vote tor Tonald Sbaw, ta sbenlleWhat falls to earth 1 what soars to 1·each the
Iuun and ~cholut•.
gky1
But !\Llcleod of llalmaquho.ir so.id he did not like
Who.t of ourselvs do any of ns know,
long
lluir,
Except that we ttro born, ttnllliv, and die!
Tlmt I diu not preach at all, but pella ved like a
What \s the meaning of eternity?
pla}'•aCIOr;
Backwttrd tmll forwttrd is it just the so. me!
And hie daug-hter and hi~ wife said tho.t not in all
Are we druwn on and on unerringly,
their !if~
Or sent on to that unknown from which we
Hnd they heard a mo.n like Grant, and they
came T
wushed to spite ta fo.ctor.
No answer to such questions can I find
Tiley should all deplore ta dtlY they took patronIn all tile systems that the wise essuy;
ag~awo.y
And when I try to cope with them my mind
From ta men of common sense and ta men of
Falls back upon itself, and turns away.
education;
And yet I hav a knowledge quite sublime,
A knowledge that I hold withont a fear;
That I shall wl ve the problem in good time,
And day by day that time is dru wing near.
Then I, without an etfort t!Jat is mine,
Inevitably, sure as fated detlth,
Shall know if I am lmmttn or divine,
And if my being ceases with ruy breath.
Then I, when all things fteshly part and fail,
Shall put tbe unknown future to the touch,
Shall look, if 1 C>~nlook, beyond the veil,
And evermore know nothing, or know much.
-Edward Tnlldt.

But they wushed to dish ta Frees and confound ta
greut U. P.'s,
.
And they dishe~ poor Tonald Sbaw and ta Zion
of ta nation.
For I'm not so verra sure that our Zion is more
pure
Than it wass in ta old times when ta patron
chose ta. pastor;
What a shame that Tonald Shaw should herd sheep
inLochinvu.;
To lose such ruen as Tonald is a national di~ster.
-1'onald Shaw, B. D.

Part.uer 'Vanted

Lines on the Death of Edward
John Trelawny.
Last high star of the years whose thunder
Still wen's listening remembrance hear~,
Lust light left of our father's years,
Watched with honor and hailed with wonder,
Thee, too, hav the years born~ under,
Thou, too, then ha~t regained thy peer!!.
Wings that warred with the winds of morning,
Storm-windti rocking the red great dawn,
Close at last, and a film i; drawn
Over the eyes of the swrm-bird, scorning
Now no longer the loud wind'; warning,
Waves that threaten or waves that fawn.
Peers were none of thee left us living,
Peers of theirs we shall see no more.
Eight yea1·s over the full fourscore
Knew thee; now sbalt thou sleep, forgiving
All griefs pust of the wild world's giving,
:Moored at last on tbe storm less shore.
World-wide liberty's lifelong lover,
Lover no letiti of the strength of song,
Sea king. sword:stnu.n, huttr of wrong,
Over tlly dust that the dust sbull cover
Comes my song as a bird to hover,
Borne of its will as of wing:; along.
Cherished of thee were this brief song's brotllers
Now that follows them, cherbhing thee,
Over the tii.le; and tbe tideles; sea
Soft as a smile of the earth our mother's
Flies it faster than all those otbers,
]first of tile troop at thy tomb to be.
Memories of Greece and the mountain's hollow
Guarded >tlone of thy loyal sword,
Hold thy nurue for our he.,rts in ward;
Yet more fain are our hearts to follow
One way now with the southward swallow
Back to tile grave of the man theil· lord.
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W!I. WILSON.
Sand, Foot llDd Power J'Tt>sses. Die Work of all k!nda.
Ptwftw'Oting Dies a Specialty,
),'OR FIFTY (!ENTS-

.& WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL

Heart of hearts, art thou moved not bearing
Surely, if hearts of the dead ruay hear,
Whose true heart 1t i; now dmws near T
Surely the sense of it thrills thee, cheering
Darkness and death with the news now nearingFnll letters from the Editor, now on a
Shelley, Trela wny rejoins tllee here.
.
tour around the world, appear weekly.
-A. G. bteinbume in the Athenaum.
These alone are worth the price asked.
Addre1111
D.l'II. BE:SNE'I"I',
.A. Scottish Clergyman.
141 Ei~hth 11t., New York.
[Suggested IJy Dr. Cunningham's speech in the
Gt:nt:ral .aosen.I.Jly of tbe L:Uurch of ticotland on
"An ,l,;i.lucated .illunstry.'']
My name is ~ronald Slmw, and I come !rom LochENTENARY OF VOL'I'AIRE.
inva,
For my knowledge of to. Greek well known in
Ewbro L:ollt:ge;
,.
I am 'l'onald Shaw, ll. D., and ta good Professor B.
Said no student couli.l excel 'l'onald Shaw in genHis Life and Works in .France
eral knowledge.
I've been licenocd for three yeure, o.nd begin to
and .Abroad.
luiV my fears
That I'vt: wasted too much time on my college (En~:land, Holland, lJelglum, Pru~sla, Switzerland), with
education;
uuvubli•lted !etten• of Voltaire and Mme.
For ta people nowadays chose ta candidate who
Du <.:hatelet.
btays
BY BEN.JAJ.U.IN GASTI.NEAU.
Like llalaam's ass or roa1·s like ta genuin bulls
of Bash an.
Tran•Iated with tbe autbor's apprQval by Meson. F. Vogell and Edmond JJubourg.
My cousin, Sbon McCall, who never know Greek at
all,
PRICE, PAPER, $0.75; CLOTH, $1.00.
Was called ta other day to ta parish of GlenAddreoo D. M:. Bennett, 1418th Bt., New Yorlc.
heather;
For Shon thumps ta Bible well, and dwells largely
upon bell
As ta verra hottest place in ta verra coldest \VORK8 OF T. B. WAKE.,~~.AN.
weather.
CONITRUCTIT LmBIU.LISM.
Though Shun knew no Greek at all when a student
An Epitome of Positive Philosophy 1\nd
at ta hall,
JteJig·ionShon could put ta heavy stone and could throw
'l'he l'ositlve Classification of the Sci•
ta heavy hammer;
euccK; ur, :Jcteuce u.tt u. Creed. . .Price, 15 cents.
He coul<l play ta pives and sing, and could tance ta
'I' be lleli~ion ol' llnuaanity. Address before
th~ .£ rce HeUg•ous Attttociatlou, llfiti. !"'rice, !U LentH.
Highland tling,
'l'be .&;,;'<' ot' Revision. ,!,'rom <.:halney's Injid<t
But be was uu awful dunce at to. Greek and HePulp Lt. ! ...uce, 5 ceut~:;.
brew grammar,
*The llnranony of the Scientific Gospelii.
I was asked. to preach one day in ta parish of Glen•Goethe the lleeoneiler_ A lecture.
s true,
• A.
Literal Linear
'l'ran!ilation
of'
And l vreached o. fine discourse, and I made a
Goethe's !(.cli;:Jtous .l•oen••·
gooc.J. iwvrc~oion;
•Leo;son!l
in
Const•·netiv
Liberalis•nVol.
I.
And l tLougiJt 111y clmnces sure until Dominie
Price of cacll of u.buyc, 25 ceut.tt uulet~s otllerwise noted.
1\lcL:Iure
LIBEH.TY VS. CO.:U!:rl'OCKISM.
Said 'l'OJmld Shaw had doubts about ta Westmunbtcr Coute;:,::,lon;
J,'nueuilllall S}teeelt on U.S. Com11tock
That ta gn.;al l'rolc~oor Smuth, who said llloses (.loO~lUl LUWS • .PJlCt;;,lUCClitd.
J .. ibeJ•ty tt.nd l,urity, Dpeeches, etc., ai'ainst
wao a lliUlh,
Thougilt 'luJ•uld would be sure to mllke a splen- Lolubtvc.b.lbiJJ. J:r.ce, 5IJ ~.-eut.lll.
Leu;r;uc Man- 1\' o. 1. DII!<:U8slon with CoL U. G.
dlu reputulion;
liJKerttuli uu Cow~:WC.b.lttlll. .Price, 5 ceuts.
Tlul.t ta leamed l.Joctor Grie1l', of all beret!ca ta
Tboso
marked • w!U •hortly appear. Order tbrongb Tm:
chief,
TKl'TH RI<:":IIKEH, 141 .h.ili:hth street, N. Y. city·

WOLTAIHE IN .hXILE:

LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
With Portraits and other lllnstraUons.
This work, which bas occupied Mr. Parton many years
~~~~.Pci~Jta::;;o~~J:r~~ri"dr;:J~~~d 11~ Ig0}~, ~"fe~/~~~- vol.
Mr. Parton as a historian and biographer has no superior,
as his bio!raphies or Jackson, Franklin. Je.treraon, Greeley,
0

1

0

~~·r:~t J~u;~~~ ~o r'k~' al~dJ~ ! ~~; ~~i~~~i~ :_v:,~JTa ::
~~~r~~fnn:t?!g~~'he3~~h~~dd~~~~fb~hi~.oll;t~~J~:H~:~~~

transcendent philosopher, u. great re,ormer, a brUiiant wit
and poet, and settJng forth what fauJta he bad 8B a man.
It Is tbe tlrst truthful and thorough biography Voltaire bas
had In tbe English language. It Is a mo•t Interesting por.
traiture of a truly remarkable man, whether be is viewed
as tl.Je cbampion of LiOeralJsm, a powerful and persever-

~~glf~eer;~u~~:~tiJ 'a~~~~~eJ~r;~~~~S~~~~;'b~?e b~;~g~

erance aud lltJerty. lt Is the arsenal from wblcb Llbernls
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and Ues of the
church about Voltaire, u.nd Mr. Purton•a reputation wUl
make It the authority In re~:ard to bla life, bls work, bls
deatb.
In two 11ols. 8vo. Prie<!, $6; half calf, $11.
Address,
M. Bennett, 141 El11btb st., New York.

»-

LIFE-SIZE

LITHOGRAPH
OF

D. lV1 BENNETT.
U cavy Plate Paper, 20x2S •.

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent by Mu.ll or Fifty cents

ADDRESS l HIS OFFICE.

Ruutures Cured

E. B. STIMPSON, 31BpruoeSt.,N.Y.

RELIGIOPt
AS REVEALED BY THE

Material und

~piritultl

Univer11-e.

ILLUSTRATED.

By Ed win D. Babbitt.
It treats of the .Existence and General Cbarncter of
God, Ci<ld as a Spirit, the l\acure of Uo~, Creeds and Prac-

tices ot Chl'lstlaulty, '1'he Dangers of lnfallllJle Standards,
The Christian lllble Tested, Hellglous Te•ted by tbelr
Fruits, Lite and Death Undur the uld He'lgtons, Life and
Deutll Under a Spiritual Hellglou, Tile l<'uture l~ellglon.
The book Is a sctcutluc pullo•ophlcal treatls upon the
u.bove and otller sul.ljcct.H, 1uy a thuruugh scholar. He la
widely known Uy hitt •• Pr1ucipl~tt of Light and Color,"
u HealtlJ ManuaJ." etc., and tUit:!i new book fs sure to be
read with evou greater inttH'CSt than tllose.
Price, $1.50. bold at this o1llce.

ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
Tbc evolution or the spirit from matter through ori'a.n1c processes; or, how the ttpirit body J'rows.
Two papers given In tbe Interest ot :>plrltual IIC!enco,
b;y the dictation of the late Plw~·. M. FAltADAY, ol
En11Iand. Price 10 cents. Sold at this o1llce.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Advocate."
By ALLEN PIUNGLE.
Tbl• pamphlet wu• considered uecos ...ry 'tecan•e the

r~p~~~ "1't.c~~~Mi~ ~~~·'tf~~~r~t~d ff:~f~~!~sha~:uJ:&~

against dosiguiu .nu.ture, u.uU thJ1:1 work coutu.ins both th•
uttack. and reply. 1t 11:1 vu.luu.ble. u.~:~h pretteut.d the &trol18est UhrtstJu.u ovidonce t"or tile e.x.1mteuc~ of Uud with Uie
complete und ovurwllehu1u" ro1ut.u.t1un.
!-'rice 10 ceuu. !:)old at tl.l.l» uUlce.

THE RELATION OF THE

By My lflcdJcal Compound and
SPIIU'l'UAL TO TilE ltlATE•
Bubb~r Ela!ltlc Appliance
RIAL l!.Nll'.hli8E;
ln 30 Dot )'1.

THE LA.W OF COl'II'I'ROL.
Reliable reference• &lven. Bend stamp ror ctronlar,
Two papurs given In the Interest of bplrltual aoleDae
Bay In what i~~!,i;.ou Jaw ~~~.W~1,~~~fi.INGS
b,!' the dictation or the late l'lWF. M. Jf.A.JU.Di.Y, oc1
England. l'rlce 10 centl. t!Old at this o1llce.
lStSS
llmltl!.vllle, Jell'enon Co •• N. y_

THE· TRUTH SEEKER SEPTEMBER 24.,· 1881.
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WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CONSULT!,

CHRISTIANITY

COLBY

THE

\t'hatever Is, is Ri&-llt. Price, $1.00.
Christ and the People. Prlca, $1.25.
A B.() of Life. Pricc,25cents.
Soui Affinity. Price, 20 cents.

BETWEEN

D. M. BENNE'I"I' and G. U.ltiAIR.

DeTelopmenr. and Structure of the Universe. ln three
volurue8. Price, $1.75I>Cr vol.

VINELAND, N.-J.
A rogulnrly

edn~te<l

and

Jep-~tlly

Real Life in Spirit Land, Prlce,$1.00.
The Brotherhood of ltlan, and \Vhat Fol•

quo.Ufled phyalclan, and the

low!ll J.'rotn It. Pr!ce, 2:i cents.

,bQstnucces!llul, as Lis pr"'Ciico w;:J pr(l\\,,

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DISEASES.
Spermatorrhea ancl Impotency,

~bs~!~esr~~~~~ed:rlAd'd~~osl: thl~uoftfc~. e low price of $1.50,

THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL

!iioeial Evils: Their Cause• and Cure. Price, 25
cents.

ll8 tho result of self-abuse In youth, acxanl e:xcet~se.s tn maturer
wnrs, or other cailses, and producin,:! aomo of tho following etrec~:
N trvouaneea, Seminal Eml.lisions (night. emiP·slons by drenrna).Dim-o

AND THE

IMMORTALITY OF ITS FLEMENTS.
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.

1

which ta the • odor's lnt st and greatest medical discovery and
whi
ch ho hna so (n.rJ;-reacribed for this baneful codlalnttn :J.t ita

and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per vol.

~itJ~~:~n;~~~~;h!~tfe ~~!."egn~!~~~~~i~~~efo8oirrh~~~~df;

11

Be Thyself, Price, 10 cents.

nble to tnh:e cnro ol tbPmBt:!lvcs.

N~~.~~th'~~:Cu~~ i.>r1~~. tfost~,s. ~r.25~~a~~~?~t.of

cured n.,tl entirely f'tndicaVd from

~:r~J:~t(~/ J~~~ur~~t~;le~~~d ~l~~~i\;n~r~~~~~o;~~~~

Address D. JII. Bennett, 141 ll:lghth at., N.Y.

Rn<lical Rhymeg. Price, $1.25.
lls Sph•itu,.lism 'I' rue? Price, 10 cents.
Clll"istiauity no Finality; or, Spiritualism

eur~d.

World's Sixteen
Savior,.;

Middle-Age(l ancl Old Jlfen.
0
-~~e[!o.r~:q~~r :;:c~ n~Fo~0ofr ~~~!~a~d:::!ft!h:c"~~l>:l~~1 b~

Crucified

~~~~~~~co:;~~.~~~!f-tit~:~~t~Rt~~~r~~:J'I~~~-~~~~~att~~=~~

~!l~~~

religious ~!story, which disclose the oriental origin of all
the doctrlns, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, lUid furnishing a key for unlocking many of ltf!
eacred myl3tcrles, besides comprising the history of sixteen oriental crudllcd gods.
Price, ,2. For sale by
D. Jl!. BENNETT.

With an Imroduc:tion by R. G. IngersoU.

B~~~~~!~~a~S~~~ Paf~~~~~~rr~~~~~e~~·st:~~~l,

and Prof. Erust Haeckcl.
Prke, $1.<>0.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
!41 IJ;Ighth street. N.Y. city.

SAVE THE EY£8 AND
HEARINC.

and Ears.

Printers, artists, and thoso overtaxing the

eye a find an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts hav been
removed by tt. By Ita use the wearing of glasses Is deG. A. LOMAS.
Shakers P. 0., N.Y.

Made and oold only by
S1tf

Ser1non fron1 Shakspere'll Text. Price, 10

cents.

The I•ocasset Tragedy. Price, 10 cents.
\Vhat is Ri&-ht 'l Price, 10 cents.

S~>nttoA.nyaddresssecarelyMMlcd lor two thrce·ccnt ~tO.mJHIIt
~pcrmatorrhcQ. or Fcminal WenknPee, giving its canso,
tympt.om>~, honiblecfre<"ts, and cure, follon·ed bv strong-testimonial!.
bea.dod by P..n nf!Mn,·lt as to their genuineneee, Should be read.

Who

}~Jt ·R~ .1 \~.~\~LW~fs~ 0Y~~~f~;~:;,c Ne~Jc~~~S:
1

EMBRACING

T.a·ue. Price, 10 ceutii.

The God ProJ>osed for Onr Yationnl Con•

fnm the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, of Vtnela.nd, N.J. Hts principles a.re true,
ht uyatem based upon scientftc fact."
[Front the (Mo.) Ltberal.

&titntion. Pried, lU cents.

"'orks of Jl. B. Cra,·en.
Triuan]>h of Cl"iticisnt ; A Critical und Puradox

The repntatlon or Dr. Fellows I• oulllclent to warrant
any one In reposing confidence In h's skill and ability.

Workou till! lllUl!i and our Tll!iological lde.t. of
Price,25 ceutw.

$66 i~E~ J'!tle~~ 'lj'~~ Po~l'k~s

Price, 25 cents.

1 hose In need of his ala should not fall to consult him at
once. Procrastination Is th'=' thief of time, and often costa
the life of a human belng~·-"----=----:-::-:c::--:-:~

72

and 15 outllt

Worl<.s of Ilenry C. Wright.
A Kiss for n Blow. Cloth, $1.25; small edition, GO

f,.!!: ~ft;r.:; :~~~Po~'t:~~e::r;:orth $5

ocuts.

~~lf.~e. 'ff~~'2' ~~-~l':::U~f:.I~~Y:,~e. Costlv

The Livin&- Present and Dead Pa"t; or,

God llladc .Mauitust aud Csemlln Liviug )olen anti ''{omen
u.s hu was in Jesus. Cotll, 13 cunt8; paper, 50 cents.

E1•rors of the BiblE Dmuonstrnted by tile

l'a.~t~~~~ r,:~~~~:.u~~Jc~·~·,3~I~,~~~so;~fo~~!-~icb~~t;:ulo of

COLBY & RICH'S PUBLU!A'l'IONS.
•·bems Cron1 the Inner Life. By Lizzie D0o
tt--.. Price, $1.50.
-~ems ol Progress. By Lizzie Doten. Prlce,

Eml'ire oftbc Jlother over the Chnl"aeter

and J)er;tiuy of t.he Jtace. Price, cloth, 15 cents;
paper, 50 ccnt!i.

The Unwelcoane Child; or. The Crlmu or

UndesJined and Undesired Maternity.
cents i paper, 35 ccnti.

II),

oe.ns. By the well-known medium, Aeh88 W.
e"""S"ue. Price, $1.
·orooCPaipable of' Immortality. By Epeo
· f1)

An 1-lonr with t.beAngels • or, A Dream

ems ot· the Life Beyond and "'it bin.

Child's Guill" to Spiritualism. By Lucy )1,

\""~o.Jt.ms ot· Lite. By JohnS . .Adams. Price, $1.25.

Burgess. J>rice, 25 cents.

Chapters from the Bible of the Ages. Ed·
tte<l und compiled by li. B. Stebbins. Price, $1.50.

. IJ.Uosot>hy ot· Creation. lly Thomas Paine
tt ~ugll the h•nd or George S. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents;
I'"'"l~r, S5 cents.
• 1anelJlette; or, The Despair of Science. By Epes
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of ,.. 1'eut. Price, $ 1.25·
'!!lt.artHil~_g- F'aets in Modern !llpiritnalism.
dtl!ea&e, our sexual relations and social natures. It is medN. B. Wouo, M.D. Price, $2.
Jcal common Bense appUed to causes, prevention, and cure
BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the

.1.50. Sold by

Col. Ingersoll's Works.
"Some J.Uistakes oC Moses."
Thlo volume Is printed on toned paper, In clear, bOld
<type, and handsomely bound In muslin, containing 275
,pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This l>ook contains the principal points that Mr. luge

<Sollllaa made agtLinst tile Pentateuch In all his lectures on
that subject. '!'he tmmphlets that luw been surreptlt1ouB~y
1asued are incorrect, llllell with mh~tu.kes, a. au consist of
<>nly about fuur·tcen or llftecn I>ngeshwlllle there are two
hundred and sevcuty-tlve puges in t e book just issued.
The book is untLnswurable in its facta and logic, inimitable
1n ita style, and ll.lled with wit, satire, eloquence, and

pathos.

"Tile Gods and Otl1er Lectures."
CONTENTS.- " The
Gods " " Humboldt," u Thomas
Paine," .. Individuality,"" Hereticau.nd Her68Iee." Price,

cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.

"The Gllosts and Otller Lectures."
Co.NTBNT~~-'" The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,
and Uhlld."'" Declaration of Independence.'' •• Farming in
Dlinois," " Speech at Uinclnnati.'' " The Past Rises Betore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 50

ce~~ volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.

Do<>s ;tiatter Do it ,~)1? A reply to Prof. Tyn.
dall"s l<'tc>t attack on Spiritualism. lly Epe'll"''"l:ent.

J>iriitua.asm as a Sctence aaul SJ>iritual•

:Price, 5 cents.

cuts.

Death. In the Light of the Harmonia! Phllosoa.;y

..... :w.r ... anaJL Jl!.iC.J.'lOcs. A new collect~on of words and
;: ~ra !'or L.he congregation and social ctrcle. lly s. ·w~

Mary 1•.1Joivi8. Cloth, 30 cCilt::l; pu.pcr, 15 cents.

A~!'et:go~r 11~c!fc~~:'l:p1rt~~~~~~~rcs~Yo~I~~~ f..8 ~a~?~

..ater. 1Japer, 251!euts.

;l>irHltua>li§m ns n New Basts of Belief.
John::;, c'arrner · Price, $1.~.

1

•CJ emt'~l11clC .IU,fttlln& ot· t::i)JirituaJisDI.
f; .. gent. Price, .•n.50.

Price, 15ccnt.l.

Ex)Jeriences of Judge J. ,,.. Ethnond!ii fn

By Epea

SJ•irit J..~it"t~. Givon imopimtlonully by .Mr::~. CoraL. v.
I 'l'appau . .Price, SO ceutli.

'I>urit and iillatt~r. A drama 1n six acts. By G.

ExJ>erieuces of Sa•nnel Bowle!'l,latc editor

.)· 11lia111, P.~l.L.

Price, 50 cents.
1 of the 8pn11{1.fi.dd Repu1J!ican. \Vrltten throuKh tho mcdl·
('he .ll.4iCe. I>rJcc, 50 ccut.:3.
umslJJp of CarrJu B.s. TwJng. J>rJce, 20 cents.
, ile :;0 1nrliJi, ~" or,l<i. 1ts Loeallty and Conditions." · Footfalls on tlle Boundary of ,\not.her
:b-v the spa·it of Judge John \Vorth Fdmonds, J>ricc, 20
~~~~-~~\~ri~~!t~\.¥5t.rmU\" illnstmtions. lly Hubert ll:"lle
C"'--tS.

,

he A.~eJ!iu;•on 04 SpYriitua.l:ism. By Eugene ' Gist of Si>irituali!<m. Being- a course ot five
"· •well, M.D. -rricc,15ccnts.
i l?fi~~~~s 1;t~~~-~~8~~~\s:vnsllington,lJ. c., by Hun. W:trn•n
1'l\nscenuCntn.1 J»IJysies_. 1'ransi:ttcll fro~ the ·
with 11. preface amlappcndwes, by ~harles Carle.
O~t~t?:~I~~~~~~I ~~~j 1;\~~arT}~c~lr~~oE~~t~u~?l~\~~f~t~~~
tL.- .\l~Ia8cyf of Loudon, barriotcr-ut-L.tw. 1•ncc, $1.50.
Price, cluth, 75 ccnt.:-J; paper,
50 cents.
flte CJ.~a<tl.a.n·ec.ne ~or, ::;pirit~ !n Prison. By J. 0, Bart.anll tJ. )[. ecebles . .erice, ~1.2;).
m~~~;~~~:~~,~~~~f(~~-~~m~;, ~l;~c~~ 1l~1~i~~~~-~1~r~ti 11~~~
~•e
e ~;.;nse: lts Fnct<~ und Le~:~s.nnR. A Record
J3y ::;, 'V. Tucker. Price, :!5 cents.
20
a ..·~· o. ''-""arn:ug. By" ~I. A. COxon).'' Price,
cents.
Jiollow Globe~ or, the World's Agitator nnrl
Reconciler. A treatison t.hc physlc<ll conformation of the
.._e SyntbOI Set•i("S of three l~>cturcs. By Corn.
1
11
\7
by a Seer To-Day; or !

(-"· nn·m

r·

of

,::~!~~u~:~~i~~ ~~~;:~:·ut~

s

~i.rb • ," a~:~~e~~r~~~~~~t·~~o~~!!.tl~~ L~~·~~~s~~~cfc~~2~0o~hcrman,

nljoJic Touching• tro1i1 tho Higher Life. E'iltod by
r"'•,..J"m:.m Suow. l.Jrice, ~1.::.!5.
By n. mngncttc physician.
1 .l.tnl .uu•~netic CJure.

t ~·c, $1.23.
Vhy 1 810 n. Spurituallist, ami Why I am not an
o-uoJ·ux. By J. B. Angell. Price. 10 cents.

!~~~~'~M~~~~~c~ni!~ Lnws anu

f'"

t;~J~~e~~~~~~· '!f~.fr~~tfg~n~:V~~ds~3·~h:JtW 'lii

~ntty, ,. l!iJ>!rU; HI• Portralt.~nd hi• Life. By
/.-•Len Putnam. lapur, 50 cents; c1oth, •a cent~.

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrate~ sculptor Clark .lt11lla.
Cabinet size, price ,2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
ready for shlpmeut. Every admirer or this great Apostle
ot Liberty should hav at least oue.
l'HOTOUHAPI;!S OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celeb"t~~d1 ,:':~~~c~~ :New :0: ork, at the fol·
Imperial, or large slz.e
· · • • 40 centa
:Photo or card slze
..
•
•
•
• 20 11
.LUe·s!Ze Llthogrnph,_21X2'1
• • • 110
\ l'OBI&IIe p!Ud.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Elllhth street, New York

the X ext. lly Hoi.Jert Dale Owen. 1->ricc, $2.UO.
Dinkli.nistn; or, Cla.irvoyn.nt Travels in Hades. ny
A. lh1.nluer, of London, Eng laud. Prtec, lU ccntli.

\11 ns I!.IC.eli~ion. By CortL L. V ·Tappan. Paper.

"Wllat Must We Do to be Saved 'f"
the author. Price, 25 cents.

R!;~?e~ll~m~t~~:;,~te~n~Y ~~~ :r?:~.~·~~~:Jllr{~~~!~~:

Price, $l.W.
Clo('.k Struck Three. Being a reylcw or "Clock
Struck On•." By Hev. ~amucl Wat•on. Price, $1.50.
Debntnbl<> Land Between this "'orld and

lokRr nn...:~. b.ipltr1tun.l.Light.. nnd other lectures.
<.;unt. L. V. 'l'ap:pan. Puper, 15 cents.
1lX .!Lectures, mcluding Invocations nnd Poems.
,. Mrs. CoraL. Y, Hicl.lmoud. Paper, 40 ccntl!l.

D. M. B:t:NNE'I'T,
141 Elihtb •treet. New York.

or tho

s:ytri< Life. lly A. l!riiham. Prlc•, cloth, 50 cents; paper,

2 cent::~.

Price, $2.

J,

Rl\

Price, cloth, 6i
·
,

Spiritual and Refor1natory Books by
Various Autho•·s.

\r- Ces from many lands and centuries, saying. '" Man, tllou
st. It never die." Edited ~nd compiled by lilies 1!. Stebt

Dei~y.

Biblical Chronology. Price, 10 cents.
CJ1ristianity Befor" the Tim" oC Christ.

.llOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.

Medical Common Sense.

of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each otller, society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hunllrell illustrations. Price,

t::hristians? Prlcc,lO centa.

Cloth, -lU cents; paper, 25 cents.

Orthodoxy False, liinee Sph·itnalisan is

[From the House ana Home, N. Y.l
Among the successful physician• who hav departed

8&. Aent. Cloth, ~l; paper, 75 cents.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

t\i.'O

The Irrceoueilable Records; or, Genesis and

G8Qlogy.

aue and stat-o ill what.tJaper you flaw this.

J'

ferred. Price, SO cents.

Science. Price, lU cents.

trenlinlt on

Th<' Shaker Eye and Ear Balsam
Has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application
for FniUug Sight, In• paired Jieuring, Ophtbalniia, and all Inflammations and affections of Eyes

nor .mF~lro~~;aE~i~~~o R~~~id/;r.~u~~r:~~~~~n! r~fr'~~~

$5 to $20

~n·

Radl.cul Diseourses on Reli&-ions Subfeets. Price, $1.25.
!Ian~s 'rrue Sa"\·ior. Price,10 cents.
/. Tile Deluge in the Light of ;tlodern

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.

10 cents.

the

Pr?c~~~e~~!. Sense Thoughts on the Bible.

curo In n! I euclt C:'l~~s, n~d n healthy re~torntion 0 t the org:<~ns.
tJrCons•tl!'!tinns by l0!tcr frco nnrllnVited. Charg-e a rc.:t:.oJ;r.ble
and c~:orrcapondcnce strictly con1hlcatia.l.

Modern Thinkers,
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

perior to Christianity. Price,

a all~bt smarttng or burnin!I eensation, and a weakening or the
system In:~ mnnner the rntlentcannot ncconnt for. On e:z:amin!r;~
the urlnnry deposits n. ropy or cotton-like sediment, or someti!I'..;S
small particles ofnlhumcn, will appear, or the color will bo of a
thin or Jrilkl~h hue, a:r::tin cha.n;dngloadarknndtolJildappenrI'IDCe, which p'ninly shows tbn~ tha se;:nen .r.nssesr.ffwit!i the nri:.c.

OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author ot" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of

be Ima&-e ot

Price, 25 cents.

l!ioul of Things; or, Psychometric Researches

0

~YPJIILI~ ~ositivel(i

l!all Splrituallstl

Creed~

Price, $1.5U.

~~;:s,:i~ht:rtrfb 1; ~~::e~:Je ~~n~~~~~~~bc:Jet:~n j~~bo ~~~:

Author of the" Lea My~te"es de hL Creation dcvolles,"
L'homme et s:L ra1sou d"etre," "NouveJle tJJeorfe sur Ja
formation des coml'tes," and other sctentillc and historic
works In the French anti lt:lihm languages. Price 25 cents.
11

'I

Go<l the Father and Maa

\Vorks by Prof. WiHia
nenton.
Geolo&-y: The Past and Futuro ot our Planet.

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,
1

\Vhat is SI>irttualisDI?

God. Price, 25 cents.

Bexual Po•nr, &:c., rondering mnrringo Improper or unhappy, aro
thor~ughly o.ud pormanently cured by an

PHECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF TBE THE.
ORY m' DARWIN ON Tl;!E OIUGIN OF SPECIES.
By A. Snider de Pelle""rini,

versus Dia-

hav a

0

~~~o, !v~ !s?;~ Poe~~~~:~y ~}F~:J;le~,h~~f~sl~;C:fid;~~~:a o~
0

....

The Spiritual PhiloSO}'l

bolism. Price, :c!5 cents.

conditions. By J. H·

rt .... itt.-Shle o¥· .t.a.ture ~ or. Ghosts and

se~t'd7 lly ~;Ltlu;rino Crowe. Price, $1.00.
'

II

Gho~ts..

Ull"lt<'i<•S andn.do<lern
u. 8., F. z. SpirU.unlism.
8. Pricu, $1.75.

P>.~~.Aifi:eU 1 ~. \V,Lli.~ee, F.

.t•,.J·cllo. PhJ'"iologi<•al

Seten('Cs

anfl

:

l

Hca,·en and Jlell: or, The Dl;-lnc .Justice Vindl·

catClt in the rturallty of Existences. By Allan Karde<.·..
f,~l~~~~$~~&,~rom the sixtieth tlwus1mtlby Anna Blackwell.

Jlymn!'l 1"or Public ::ueeting" and Social

~~li~~~rlS~~llt;:lithout music. Selected b}· ''· ,J Colville.

tl~r~~!'U~~~r~J:,f!~:r~~~~g 1~01~:n~:~;::.;~~~ .~1~ oJr.os.t

1\Iack. l'rlcc, $1.25.

J~ife of Prof. Willtrun Denton, the Geolop;l~~
and. H.:~U.ieal. Uy J. H. Puwcll. Price, 25cents.
J~ife Beyond the Grn"\·e. Price, $1.00.
n y Il CV". ~·
F E1 vans. pI
• •"
-rtlental Cure.
u. •.
r cc, ,,1.;:)\),

y~~~~·''fc~~~r,!\~~~t~~~~~~~~ui:~~~~~!!~~,;rt~ ~~~~em~

tlH"Is.• .:\.Sii~'nnnts. lltdng a response by .Alfre 1 ~ ~·
\VI\II.le!C, l'l"•lf, J. H.lluch,tn;tn,l>artu::~ Ly!mm, and Epcs
88.1\(ent, t\l the At.t~c.k8 of Prof. \V, ll. Catpcntcr, of Bng.
ah~l, uutl others. 1 rlce, 50 cents.
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STANDARD WORKS.
Pr~blished

•
Works by Mrs. Maria M. King.
PrineiJ>les of Nature, as Discovered In the

(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)

LI~

OF

RICH'S PUBLICATIOYS.

the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Rliht." Price, '1.00.

Bennett-Ma1r Discussion.

The

&

\Vorks by Dr. A. B. Chlld.
Better Views of Living; or,Life Aceordlnito

The 1'nllest Di!<CU!Oslon yet Pnbli,.hed,
&"ivin~C" the Uogmns nnd Claims ot"
Cbrislinnily " thorough Ex"uiination J>ro ttn<l eou.
Made up from the lct.ters as the~ appeored In THE

READ 'l'B.IS

BOOKS SOLD BYD. M. BENNETT.

Cl 0 tl 1 $3 ... 5.

• • ·•·'

by D. U. RENNET'A',
:C.<Il Eiglltll St., New York.
The "U'orld's Sages, Tllinker11,
and Reformers. By D. M . .t>ll:!'INE·L'T,
ElJitvr or THE ., RUTH S!!.EKEH. Octavo;
second editicn; enlt~rged and revised. Being
tbe biographies and important doctrines of
the most distinguished teachers, philosophers, reformers, innovators, founders of
new schools of thousht and rPligion, disbelievers in current theology, and the deepest
thinkers nnd most active humanitarians of
the world, from Menu down through the
succeeding three thou•!\nn years to onr own
time. Price, cloth, $3; leather, $<!; mo·
rnr"'\ gilt Pdge•. $4.60.

The Champions o:f tll<P> Church:
Their ~rimes and Persecutions. By

U . .M. BENNETT. li"'graphic"l sketches of
Christians, from tke time of the
reputed founder of ChriEtianity to the
pre•ent. A comp~nion book to "Tll.e
Wor!d':: Sages, TLinkers, and Reformers."
Containing a correct history of the distinguished ornaments and diabolical chnracters
of the church. A full sccount Is given of
the bloody wars which Christianity has inhumanly waged to spread its rule. It also
gives a history of Jesuitism for threP. ccnturil;~.
The whole is base•! up-'1n Christian
authorities. Pric.t~, eln•h. $3; leather, $4;
morO<~cn, gilt E'O!!"f'P, $4.60.
Analysis of' Reli;;ions BelieC. By
V1sco-::~·1' AMBKRLEY, Hlll of L"r•t J;>hn
Ru8sell, who was twke Premier r f England.
Complete, from the London edttiou. This
rematkable work hag attracted unusual 6ttention ia England. It Is the work of a br:Uiant
young lord of Christian pa.re11ts, who was
brought up in t:.e Cbrititian faith, but who,
upon investigation and rdlertion, became a
decided unbeliever; the reiult of which is
the elaborate work hero named, the preparlltion of which Pccupied him Peveral years.
Price, cloth, $3; Ieathe:r, $4; morocco,
gtlt. eel gee, $<1.60.
~minent

Tile Great 'Vorks oC Thomas
Paine, (;om(Jlete. New edition. 1'he

chtapeot ~ml Utot evtr eolJ. Contains Life
of Paine; his theological writings-the Age
of Rea~on-1-. Ext~mination of Prophecies,
Reply to Jjishop Llandoff, Letter to Mr.
Erskine, Essay on Dreams, Leite: to Camille
Jorrlan, Of tlJe Religion of Deism ; hiR political Writing~-c. •mmon Sense, The Crisi11
(No~. I. to XVI. inclusive), and The Right.•
of .Man. A!! in one octavo volnme, with a
fine steel ptJrt1ait of Pair e.
Cloth, $3;
leather, $4; mornccn. ~ilt., $<1.60.

Supernatural Rcli~:iou: An In·
1)Uiry into the Reality oC Divine
Revelation. Det:H.lt d y the ttblcbt work
tn thts lmo ever publishtd.
Probably no
work printed in England ( xcitt:d greater interest than this. lt we.s issu(;d anonymously,
and the ~Yreat inquiry was, "Who is the
author t' a It is most Ullmaging to the claims
of Chri•tianity, and its postttons and state·
menta have never been refuted by the clergy.
It is very scholarly, and enters into the examination of the original Grltk in detail and
with great exactness. Three 8vo V< lumes in
one, rev:srd and corrected, and accurately
reproduced from the latest Lr,ndon eclition,
which sells at $15 00. The Lou dun Times,
in speaking of tillS great W<'rk, usts this language : "No b••uk published in :he world, at
any time or in any age, has had the influence
and efftct on tl.te thinking part of tue comtnunity as this work. lL has done mortl to
open the eyes of the ignorant and ere<:ulous,
and swr<'p away the cubwebo of dogma aBd
superstition, than any other book." Pub·
ll~hed complete in a volume of 1,000 pa!Zes,
with a full iudex, bt tb••. I olio wing low prices:
C1o1h. $4; l<'"lther. $ii; morocco, gilt tOI!:e&,

$6.50.

.1\a!urc'"

Rcvcla1ion>~

:2r; o•·, Ph)·,;io;;uomy

of f'IJnrac·

lllu~tratctJ..

lit!Dg llJt~ ll.IUltilli• ll \ldloL.V-: L. .. Si-Jt~tl tl\•l.u; of

mankmd as m»nife>f< d in tLe llllm><n form
and countet,ance. By J SEPH i:'IMMs, .M.D.
This work is the frutt ef twenty )e .. r~' olli·
gent observation of nature, and. pre~e• rs a
new and complete analysts and claiisification
of the powers of the human mind aud body,
together with the physiognomical signs by
which every fuculty is disclosed. In one
volume of 650 Svo rp.; illustrated by 260
cuts. Price. cloth, $3; leather, $4; morocco, gilt 1 d\1"•·•. $<1.iJO •
Paine's Tlleological Works. In
one voJuwe, compnstug A!'e ot Reason, ExBmination of Prophec.es, Reply to B1shop
L!andaff, Letter to Mr. Eskine, E>say on
'Dreams, Or the Religion of Deism, etc.,
with a, Lite 11nd fine &lcel portrait of Paine.
Cloth, $1.60.
Paine'!! l"ol!tical 'Vorks. In one
V< Juu"·· c<-ll•j-o"!61• g (J mw •. u l::lenee, The
Criois (NoH. I. to XVI. ll•clus!ve), The Rights
of .MHu, aud Life' f P due, with a fine steel
~;>ortralt. Cloth $1 .SO,
Tile Age or ltem•on. By TBOM:AS
PAlNJ£. LJ.Lrne t)pc. !>,.pta, 2€J cents; cloth,
60 cents.

'I he Age of Rcn!lo" ~:9d tile Ex"
amiuation of PJ·ophecies By lho.ltl-

T~~t~i~~~~l ~i!~~a\ei!'y~l;ol~gy~heB;c\\~~- ~~~Jo~rE~~~~ AS PAll\ I£. L»tge ljpe, Pa!Jtr, o(} ~entll:
);lan '""1 Hll!'l Relntions .• Ry Prot. S. B. Brittan. p 1 •! 2ch•1h, 'r6 rertPr'•·.e, $1.50; lar~;o qu•rto edition, $8.5!1.
.
r co," · a.
Commou Sense. By TnoM:As l'A:Y&.
11
Mystery of Edwin Drood, Completed by the
l'eop1e from the Other \VorhI • Couta n n~t Spirit-pen o'r Cl!as. Dickens. Price, $!.00.
, His ftrst and most important :voiitical wora.
fuil amOllustnltlv descriptions or the wonderful seances I
held by Col. Olcott wltll the Eddy's, Holmeaes, and .Mro.
Me!'l•neri,.m, Sph·itu" II""'. W!f('h<"rntt~ Dllof,l'!l':'. 111. .1\ C'l\l).t,a.
Apton. Prlce,P.SO.

Prier.. :1 1 .·

.~ ....
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BOOJlS SOLD BY D. M. BJ!]NN:ETT.

SCIENTIFIC AND RATIONALII!ITIC
WORUS.
llE content with your lot, especially if it's a corWorks by Prof. Louis Aa-assiz.
ner one.
The Structure of Animal Lit'e. One val., 8
NATURE keeps the ocean tide, and that is why It vo., forty-stx Illustrations. moth, $1.50.
Methods of Study"in Natural History. 18
does not run away Jlke a river.
mo. $1.50.
THE confidential clerk now takeg his vacation to
Geological Sketches. 16 mo. $1.50.
giv his employer a chance to look over his books.
Geological Sketches. Second series. 16 mo.
$1.50.
NEXT to money ! think a man kan glt more out
A
.Journey in Rrazil. Illustrated. 8 vo. f5,00;
ov t11e world with politeness than enythlng else.half calf, $8.
.Josh Billinqs.
An Essay on ClasstflcaUon. 8 vo., pp. 891.
A RHODE ISLAND man called a neighbor a Cloth,$3.
• Works by W. R. Alger.
"lantern-jawed cockroach." A suit for slander
Critical History or Doctrine oC Future
resulted, and tile jnry returned as follows: "Not
l,ife. 1 val. Cloth, $3.50.
guilty on lnntern-jawed, but way otfon cockroach,
Solttudes of .Nature and Man. 1 val. Cloth,
and we find damages in the sum of three cents.
$1,50.
lllR. L. W. liiASON has remodE'Ied the Japnnese
Friendship or Woman. 1 vol. Cloth, *1.50.
mu;;ical scale, adcling t11ree notes to it. Think of
Works by Aristotle.
the horrid possibllities of a Similar addition to our
Ethics. 1 val. Cloth, $2.
musical 8ctl!e, and then let your heart go out In
Politics and Economics. 1 val. Cloth, $2.
gympatlly to these poorly-treated brown men of
Metai>hysics. 1 val. Cloth, $2.
the outmgetl orient I It is said that even the
History oJ' Anitnals. 1 val. Cloth, $2.
youngest pupils in Japan "now sing aR correctly
Rhetori" and Poetics. 1 val. Cloth. $2.
ns Boston children of the same ages." Come to
Ora-anon. 2 vola. Cloth, $1.40per vol.
think of it, we hav no desire to go to Japan.

IT is impossible for any one to conceive of an
"intelligent and omnipotent agency." If I were
asked if I believed any being exists that Is all head
ILnd no body, I ghonld say no, for we cannot conceive of a being that conld exi•t that was all head
Omnipotence is just as impossible to our minds ns
would be a living head and no body. A power or
agency that could do all t!Iings could controvert
every known law of the tmiver'5e. It could turn
the earth backward in its revolution wlthont dis.
turbing a single molecule of its entire substance
1Lnd appurtenances. It could make fire freeze us
and water turn to liquid honey. It could cause
trees to grow in mid air, and elephants to climb in
their branches. Omnipotence is just as ridiculous a
conception as one could well imngin, and the wonder to me is that so many still insist that it is a
possible being.-Klmina D. Slen!fer.
THE wlll is father to the deed, hut the thought
and sentiment are father and mother of the will.
Nothing seems more important than a thought; it
has neither hands nor feet, but nothing proves so
powerful. The thought turns out a thing; its vice
or virtue becomes manners, habits, laws, institu·
tiona; the abstraction becomes concrete; the most
universal proportion is the most particular; and, JFOND friendship tried vainly to cheer her,
in the end, it is the abstract thinker· who is the
To stop up the tears that fast fell;
most practical man and sets mills a-running and
And she clasped llcr daughter still nearer,
ships to Sllil.- Tlteodore Parker.
And in agony uttered farewell I
THE last resort a man has recourse to, in the
The groom with his bride has departed,
conduct of himself, is his understanding; for
To journey far otf in strnnge Ittnds,
though we distinguish the faculties of the mind,
And the mother cries out, broken-hearted:
and giv the supreme command to will, as to an
"Well! I'm glad that girl's otfof my hands."
agent, yet the truth is the man who is the agent
determins himself to this or that voluntary action,
SHE said he had a flattering tongue,
upon some precedent knowledge, or appearance of
As to his arms she fondly clongue,
knowledge, in the understunding.-John Locke.
And love's sweet roundelay he songue.
For that, said he, my love, I guess
THERE can be no doubt that ttcung upon a prede
You cannot, cannot love me !ness;
termin<tte profession of faith, long kept up, in
Giv me the little hand I pruess I
connection with fear and aversion in regard to
what contradicts the factitious creed is in many
'Tis thine, she said, with glance oblique,
cases eventually productiv of belief, and in this
While blushing roses dyed her chiqueway the will does really mold the understanding.
The twain will be made one next wique.
Religious faith is a standing crusade against rea·
-Somerville Jow·nal.

son.-N. Ramsay Waters.

SCIENCE worships truth alone; her steady gaze
ls :fixed upon the real; she never· gillnces aside to
follow expediency. Her work is to declare what
Is; she leaves it to others to say what ought to be.
Pure, serene, unwavering science walks through
this world of ours; a grand, clear, dry light, illuminating all dark places; revealing, with equal lucidity, beautiful facts and ugly facts. As the rays
of the sun fall alike on gorgeous palace and on
filthy hovel, on fair and hu.ppy faces, and in those
ploughed deep with the lines of misery and want,
so does the sunlight of science throw clear beams
on the glory of nature and illuminate with equal
brightness its stains and its dark clots.-.Annie Besant' s Ohri8tianib1 and Freethouqht.
IT is Lucifer,
The son of mystery;
And since God sutfers him to be,
He, too, is God's minister,
And Inbors for some good
By us not understood.
-Lonvfellow's Golden Leqend.
THE seeds are planted and the spring Is near.
Ages of blight are but a fleeting fro•t.
Truth circles into truth. Each mote Is dear
To God. No drop of ocean e'er is lost,
No leaf forever dry and tempest-tossed.
Life centers deathless underneath decay,
And no true word or deed can ever pass away.
-The Clwrck, by C. P. Cranch.

1 No more expect a reaction in favor of Gotton
and old Sareem than a reaction in favor of Thor
and Odin. I should think such a reaction almost
as much a miracle as that the shadow should go
back upon the dial. Revolutions produced by violence are often followed by reactions; the victories of reason once gained are gained for eternity.

-.Macaulay.
CERTAINLY, if the Bible is such a revelation as
men claim, it has egregiously failed to answer the
purpose for which it was intended, seeing that
men, equally able, earnest, and sincere, ditfer
among themselvs radically and hopelessly.-J. W:
(Jhadwick.

THE constitution of man is such that for a long
time after he bas discovered the incorrectness of
the ideas prevailing around him, he shrinks from
openly emancipating himself from their domination; and, constrained by the force of circumstances, he becomes a hypocrit, publicly applauding what his private judgment condemns.-J. W.
Draper.
DOTH any man doubt tbat if there were taken
out of men's minds vain opinions, flattering hopes,
false valuations, imaginations as one would, and
the like, but it would leave the minds of a number
of men poor shrunken things, full of melancholy
and indisposition, and unpleasing to themselvs 1
. . • Truth, which only doth judge itself, teacheth
that the inqtiiry of truth, which is the Jove-making
or wooing of it; the knowledge of truth, which is
the presence of it; and the belief of truth, which
is the enjoying of it, is the sovere1gn good of bu.
man nature.-Bacon's E1says.
MEN never receive a historical religion up~~ ~
torical grounds, and only in very rar~stances
take any pains With the historical argument before becoming believers. Mental habitudes, education, and social circumstances, in the main, determin one's religion. A person first gets his
religion and then perhaps looks at the "evi·
deuces;" his mind made up and turned away from
anything that contradicts them.- Waters's Tltrouvh
Rume On.

NOTHING is so easy as to rail; many an old worn·
an is apt in it.-Hcmu:r.
WHEREUNTO is money good?
Who bas it not wants hardihood;
Who has it, has much trouble and care,
Whe once has had it, has despair.

-Lonvfellow' a Poetic .Jp'hortaml.

MAUD'S ANSWER.
Come out of the garden, Tom,
'Fore a big brickbat is thrown;
Come out of the garden, Tom,
I'm here on the fence, alone;
And cast-otf shoes are wafted abroad,
And the musk of hoses blown.
For a frantic boarder's astir
(And there's blood in his frenzied eye);
Beginning to loosen that brindle cur,
0 Tom I I shall faint, I shall d1e;
Shall faint in my fear of that dreadful cur,
Shall faint in my fear, or tly.
From the next-door window a lodger has poked
The barrel of a blunderbuss;
Come, Tommy, Jet's got Don't think I've joked;
The deacon up-stairs has cussed;
The cook, in her attic, has grumbled, has croaked;
0 Tom! lets tly, let's dust!
There has fallen a bootjack, dear,
And a cuspador here by the gate;
He is coming! He"llsoon be hereThe man with the hairless pate.
Let us leave I Let us go I it is queer
How thus you can trifle with fate.
He is coming, 0 Tom, my sweet,
With a noiseless, crafty tread;
Let us leave t Oh, let us retreat,
Till the. monster goes back to bed.
Let us tly t Oh, let us retreat t
Let us wait on the roof of the shed.
"Trus is the porterhouse, is it?" asked the sad
passenger sitting at the corner table in the restaurant.
"Yes, sir," said the waiter, with the weary air of
a man who was tired-of having to tell the same lie j
a thousand times a day, "porterhouse steak, Sir,
same
you ordered, sir.''
cut porterhouse steak from between
year?" asked the sad passenger,
ln·tm11l.1'.ion of a man who wanted to know.
the waiter.
to be a tritle tenderer last year," the
sad passenger went on, with the air of a tired man
indulging in pleasant reminisences of the past,
"but I remember now; it was cut a trifie lower
down then. Last year you cut your porterhouse
steaks from the curl in the forehead, and the sirloins from the shin. But I think this comes from
between the horns. I used to liv in a boardingbouse where they cut the porterhouse between
the horns, and this one reminds me of them.
Animal dead this steak came from?"
H Dead," echoed the astonished waiter; "course,
sir. He was butchered sir."
"Butchered to make a Roman holiday," sighed
the sad passenger. "He would be more likely to
make a Roman swear. Well, it was time It was
killed. He hadn't many more years to liv on this
earth. All, here is the brass tip from one of his
horns. Dropped Into the steak no doubt while
you were slicing it otf. What do you do with these
steaks when the guests are through with them?"
The waiter looked vnzzled. "Why, sir," he
said," they ain't nothing left of 'em, sir."
"Possible?" said the sad passenger; "what becomes of them?" The waiter looked nervous.
"What?" he said; ''the customers eat them up."
The sad passenger looked up with an air of interest.
"Incredible," he exclaimed; "cannot accept
your word without proof. They may hide them
under their chairs or secrete them in their napkins, or they may carry them away in their pockets to throw at burglars, but I cannot believe they
eat them. Here, let me see one of them eat thi~
and I will believe you. Trust me, good waiter, I-"
But the waiter pointed to a placard inscribed:
"Positivly no trust," and went to the cashier's
desk to tell the boss to look out for th tt man at
the corner table, as he didn't seem to be satisfied
with his steak and bad asked for trust.-Burlington
Hawuve.
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Work!i by M. B. Craven.
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ology, the three great obitructlons to Cbrlstlanlty. Paper,
25cents.
Christianity Before the Time of Christ.
With quut.:.nlons from the ancient sages and fu.thers, showIng the historic origin of Cbrlstlan worship. Paper,25
cents.
l\'orks oi' Charles Darwin.
Origin of SI>ecies by Means of Natural Selection:
or, The Preservanon of Favored Races in the Struggle for
Life. 1 val., 12 mo. Cloth, $2.
Descent oi' l'tlan, and Selection In Relation to Sex.
With many !llustratlons. Cloth, $3.
.Journal of Researches Into the Natural History
and Geology of the Countries VIsited During the Voyage
of H. l\1. S. Beagle Round the World. Cloth, $2.
Eouotional Expressions of Man and the
Lower ."-nimal!i. Cloth, $3.50.
'I' he \·ariatiou ot' Aninu•Is and Plants un•
der Doruestication. .Autborlzed edition, with a
~~~~~cc by Prof. Asa liray. 2 vols. lllustrated. Cloth,
Insectivorous Plants. 12 mo. Cloth, $2.
Movements and Habits of Climbing
Plants. Second edition, revised. With Illustrations.
1 vol., 12 mo. Cloth, $1.25.
The Various Contrivances by which Or·
cbids are Fertilized by Insects. Second edttlon, re\·Jsed. With Illustrations. 1 voJ., 12 mo. Cloth,
$1.75.
The Effects of Cross and Selt'-Fcrtilization in the Vege~able Uingdom. 1 val., 12 mo.
Cloth, ~2.
'I' he Different Forms ofFiowers on Plants
oJ' the Sa one Species. Wtth Illustrations. 1 val. 12
mo. Cloth, $1.50.
lVorks by Prot'• .John W. Draper.
Scientific Memoirs. Being experimental r.ontrl.
butlons to a knowledge of Rad:ant Energy. C!otb, $3.()(),

Cl~~~~~'~fed~~:.~:~~~ Civil War. Three vols.
Future Civil Policy of America. Crown 8
vo. Cloth, $2.00.
Intellectual Developmeni of Europe. 2
vols. 12mo. Cloth, $3.00.
Natural Pbilo!iophy. A .text-book on natnral
phllooopby for the use o1scbools and colle~;es. $1..!5.
Physiology. Human Physiology, Statical and Dy·
namlcal; or, the Conditions and Course of the Life of .Man.
Illustrated. 650 pp. $4.10.
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Representative Men. 16 mo. f-1.50.
English Traits. 16 mo. ~1.50.
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Parnassus. A choice collection ot poetry, with an
Introductory Essay. 8 vo. $4.
Culture, Behavior. Beauty. Vest-pocket se.
ries. 32 mo. 50 cents.
Power, Wealth, Illusions. Vest-pocket series.
22 mo. 50 cents.
Nature. Vest.pocketserles. 32 mo. 50 cents. 6
Succe!l!l, Greatness, Immortality. Vest•
pocket series. 32mo. 50 cents.
Books, Art, Eloquence. Vest-pocket serleo S2
mo. 50 cents.
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lVorks by Prof'. John Fiske.
Myths and Myth· Makers. 12 mo. $2.
Outlines ot' Cosmic Philosophy. Basedon
the doctrln of evolution. 2 vola. 8 mo. '6.
The Unseen World and Other E811ays. $2.
Works by George H. Lewes.
e!"{oblems of LU'e and Mind. 2 vola. 8 vo,
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The Physical Basis of Mind. 8 vo. $8.
The Story oC Goethe'• LiCe. Wlth liM po~~.
trait. 12 mo. et.l50.

D. M. Bennetfs Publications.
Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
formers. The Blogr~phles of tllree hundred of the
most distinguished teachers and philosophers (who were
not Christians); from the time of Menu to tho present.
py D. M.llennett. 1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; 1oather,
"".00; morocco, ~ilt ed~es. $4.50.
'l'he ChamPions of the Church ; Their·
tJrimes and Persecutions. Blogrnphlcalsketcheo·
of prominent Christians tar worse than Intldels. A com.
pu.nion book to ,. The World's Sa.&es," etc. By D. M. Bennett. Bvo. 1,119 _pag~o. Cloth, $3.00 ; leather, $4,00; mo·
rocco, Kilt edKes. U.50.
The G01ls and Religions of Ancient anll
Modern 'l'imes. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
gods the nations of the earth hav worahlped, Including.
Jehovah, Satan The Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, Vll'ldn
Mary, and the Bible. 8S5 pages, Svo. Vol. II describes tUlly
all the religious systems of the world, Including Judaism.
Mohammedanism, and Christianity; the latter occupying
872 pages, going tully Into Ita merits. 949pages. By D.lr.
Dennett, written in prtson. In cloth, $8.00 per volume. or
$5,00!or the two volsumes: In leather, $7 00; In morocco
gilt edges, $3.00
Voltaire's Philosopbieal Dictionary. containing nearly l,SOU pages-a complete odltlon-w.lth two
steel cngruvlnga-a medallion portrait, and a fulll ongtb
likeness of the author. Cloth, $3.00; leather, red burnished
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $•.50.
Nupernatnral Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelatl~n. Decidedly tne most thorough and exhaustlv work on the claims of supernatural-
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twlco Premier of EnK•and. Complete from the London
edition. 745 pages, 8To. In cloth, fS.OO; leather, f4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, e4.50.
The Great Works oi' Thomas Paine. In·
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Physiognomy Illustrated. The science of In·
dlvldual trnlts portrayed by the temperamento and feo.tures. Illustruted by 260 wood cuto. By Joseph Slmmo,
M.D. 650 p~ges ,Svo. Cloth. $5.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
gilt edges, u.50.
Paine's Works.
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portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (cotnplete) In one volo
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Paine's Political Works, ln~ludlng COmmon
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Jlolts and Qllippings.
DR. MAUDSLEY, the eminent English neurologist, says that " the true site, ~eat, or organ of
the mind is the whole body."
THE autograph of Martin Luther was recently sold for $150; that of Melancthon for
$56, and that of Voltaire for $2,250.
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Ne-w- York. Saturday, October 1, 1881.

KALLOCH, who has long been troublesome to
the Baptists of the Pacific coast, now withdraws from fellowship with them and takes his
church and his son Isaac, Jr. An independent
church is thus formed. The Baptists make no
concealment of their joy at getting rid of the
Kallochs and their followers, whom they consider a pestilent set. Kalloch has announced
that he will retire from politics, but also announces himself as a candidate for Congress.
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NEAR BROADWAY.

IJltws of

mentitious matters, it is not to be wondered at
t~t
that outbreaks of this disease should often
occur among pilgrims to Mecca, while it would
scarcely be possible to provide a more effectiv
ON September 26th the thermometer regismeans for the distribution of cholera poison
tered 90 degrees in the shade in New York
throughout Mohammedan countries."
city.
THE NAKED TRUTH.
THREE men were killed and thirty. wounded
Falsehood and truth, the story goes,
by a railroad disaster in Greene county, Iowa,
Upon the beach one summer day,
on Sunday last.
Unrobed and, laying down their clothes,
THE Rev. Dr. John McCaffrey, one of the
Bathed in the waters of the bay.
most noted clergymen in the Catholic church,
Now plump and roseate was Truth,
died in Maryland last Monday.
With rounded arm and well-turned limb,
THE City Hall and a number of manufactoA countenance aglow with youth
ries were burned in Ottawa, 1llinois, last week.
That God above had given him.
Loss, between $150,000 and $200,000.
But Falsehood's legs are long and slim,
A YOUNG man was instantly killed at CleveHis bony face wrinkled and old,
land by a fall from a high stone wall while
His claw-like fingers, poor and thin,
viewing the funeru.l procession of the late
Clutched like a miser grasping gold.
President.
SwARTHMORE CoLLli:GE, Philadelphia, was
And jealous feelings filled his breast
burned on the night of the 25th ult. The fire
While bathing on the briny bay ;
originated from the explosion of chemicals in
So, hidden by a wave's white crest,
the laboratory. Loss, $300,000.
He watched his chance to slip away.
THE Rev. Daniel Corey, for two years pastor
All unperceived he scrambled out,
And wrapped Truth's robes about his form; of a Baptist church at Stillwater, N.Y., has
resigned his charge. The woman is a young
The ample vestments flapped about
lady who acted as housekeeper for him.
Like fluttering sails amid a storm.
KALAKAUA, king of the Sandwich Islands,
But ever since he lifts his head,
has just spent a week in New York and vicinAnd swaggers like a lusty youth ;
ity. He dresses like a civilized man, but
While far behind, with faltering tread,
speaks the barbarous English of a cockney.
Abashed, ashamed, comes naked Truth.
AsPERSIONs of cowardice hav led Hanlan,
A VERY interesting correspondence has been
champion oarsman of the world, to offer to row
going on in the columns of the Yeoman, a New
anybody a farewell match for the final chamZealand journal, upon the Bible and its teachpionship for from $1,000 to $5,000 a side.
ings. A writer, signing himself ''Defense,"
Wallace Ross has responded.
boldly stated that the New Testament nowhere
PRESIDENT CHESTER A. ARTHUR took the
teaches that the " sinner " will be punished
foreTer in hell. To this a correspondent, .oath of office at twelve minutes past two on
"Vindicator," who appears to be a most de- the morning of Sept. 20th. In his proclamation
vout orthodox Christian, replies : " The Bible he stated that he should endeavor to perpetuexpressly states that for those who do not be- ate the form of administration inaugurated by
lieve in Jesus Christ there is no salvation. his predecessor.
QUINCY, ill., was struck, September 25th,
You must believe in Jesus Christ or be cast
into hell, ' where the worm dieth not and the by one of the most terribly destructiv tornadoes
fire is not quenched,' and where every immor- that ever visited that section of the country.
tal sinner shall be ' salted with fire.' Will Four men were killed, and a vast amount of
'Defense' read Matt. xxv, 41-46? I quote property was destroyed. The loss to the farmverse 41 : ' Then shall he say also unto those ing community is estimated at $150,000.
on the left hand, Depart from me, ye cursed,
A FRUIT vender, named Randazzo, arrested
into everlasf;ing fire, prepared for the devil and in New Orleans, and claimed by the Italian
his angels.' Let ' Defense ' consider for a mo- government to be Esposito, a Sicilian brigand,
ment the utter absurdity of the doctrin he sup- has been extradited to Italy. In this country
ports. If there is no such thing as eternal there is great doubt about the justice of the
punishment in hell, what could possibly hav extradition, and also the identity of Randazzo
induced the son of God, co-equal and co-eternal with Esposito, the bandit. Many persons who
with the father, to come down on earth and hav studied the case claim that it may lead to
voluntarily suffer starvation, insult, a cruel diplomatic complications with Italy.
death, and even a descent into hell-fire ?"
THE funeral of the late President took place

Ml!.. CHARLES HENRY FosTER, the wellTHE following requisition, sent by Gov.
known Spiritualist medium, has been removed Jonathan Jennings of Indiana to John C. Calto the insane asylum at Danvers, Mass. Mr. houn, Secretary of State, has been found among
Foster has been ill from typhoid' fever, and some old records:
upon his recovery was bereft of his reason.
Dear, good John C.,
I send to thee
AN English journal thinks there is someFor three great guns and trimmings,
thin~ peculiarly absurd in the announcement
Pray send them to hand,
of harvest " thanksgiving" services, seeing
Or you'll be damned,
By order of Jonathan Jennings,
that instead of being abundant and of good
Governor of Indiana.
quality, the yield seems likely to be scanty
and poor.
A REVEREND gentleman, who resides in the
A PASSAGE from the prayer of a Cincinnati countyjust across the Ohio river, recently.conclergyman, the rest being devoted to a petition sulted .a physician in regard to some malady
for the recovery of the President: " Forever which troubled him, and was told to take a
accursed be the hand that committed this foul " sun-bath." He resorted to the woods, and
deed. May endless tortures rack him here and was luxuriating in the warm beams of old Sol,
when he was surprised by a party of hunters,
hereafter.''
and skedaddled out of pure modesty. ThinkA JOINT convention of Spiritualists and ing him some demented individual, he was run
spirits is called at Lynn, Mass., and the former down, captured, and taken before a justice,
believe that the latter will then make known where the actions of the gentleman of theologthe place where Thomas Veal, the pirate, hid ical proclivities were satisfactorily explained.
his treasure. The intention is to devote the He will probably migrate to some lone Pacific
money to the propagation of Spiritualism.
islet where he can enjoy sun-baths without moBoB INGERSOLL wouldn't hav been flung out lestation.
of the Capitol building if he had been elected
IN LaSalle county, in one of the small towns,
to Congress, as Bradlaugh was out of the they held a prayer-meeting to pray for the
House of Commons. -None of our members President's recovery. An old lady who was
are obliged to believe in God. If they happen present put the following petition to the throne
to it is simply a streak of luck.-F'ree Press.
of grace. It is, so far as heard from, the best
LAST Sunday Henry Ward Beecher said: thing on this subject that has been reported :
" I hav a right to speak of Guiteau. He once "0 Lord, come down; come forthwith and
was of us, or, rather, he was among us, but doctor the President. Lord, don't delay, or
not of us. He sat in our classes; he united you will be too late. 0 Lord, let thy mercy
with the throng in our sanctuary. I cannot hover around the hole in the President's back,
dismiss him without a sense of sorrow and and cause it to come to a head. Let thy love
enter the hole and tussle and wrestle with the
mourning."
pus, Lord. Yes, Lord, wrestle with the pus
THE International Congress will be held in and bring it forth, all for thy glory. And,
the Hall of Science, London, England, on Sun Lord, if thy wrath can get around the ball,
day, Monday, and Tuesday, September 25th, roll her out, for· the redeemer's sake, Amen."
26th, and 27th. Most of the leading FreeMRs. CooPER, cousin of Col. Robert Ingerthinkers of England will attend. Mr. Bradlaugh will deliver an address on the Sunday soll, and member of a San Francisco Presbyevening. There is likely to be a good muster terian church, announced her disbelief of the
of Freethinkers from all parts of Europe and story of Jonah and the whale. She was adjudged a heretic by the session of the churcb
America.
and expelled. She retaliated by accusing the
THE Salvation Army appears to be in a bad
pastor, the Rev. Mr. Roberts, of bad conduct
way in England. While a detachment were
of various kinds, and particularly of preaching
recently parading the streets in Reading, singa sermon which was in effect an advertisment
THE Methodist ministers of Philadelphi#l. ar11
ing hymns, they were attacked by a mob of
of his own business as a life insurance agent.
two thousand persons, who smashed a number There has been an acrimonious controversy in a stat~) of misery on account of the doings of
of windows in the Salvation barracks. We and a trial before the Presbytery, in which Mr. t.he wicked reporters of the secular press.
will wager that every one in the mob was a Roberts incidentally accused a reverend brother These carnal and unregenerate persons hav
Christian, as that is their way of showing dis- of" bombast, malignity, and ingratitude," and been guilty of the offense of reporting the
ministerial meetings in a way which displeased
approval.
Mrs. Cooper remarked that she would rather
THE pastor of St. Mary's Roman Catholic hav her cousin Ingersoll's society in hell than the brethren. Sometimes these brethren said
church, Pittsburgh, announces that he will re- her pastor's in heaven. Mrs. Cooptlr was pro.- queer and funny things which were not intended for publication. They were much anfuse absolution to any parent or guardian who nounced a heretic by a vote of nine to .eight.
noyed to notiee that the wicked reporters took
sends children to the public instead of the paE. FRANKLAND, of the Royal College of particular pleasure in noting these things, while
rochial schools. A member declares that in Chemistry, writes thus of the water of a holy
omitting to record the more serious arid imcase of the priest's refusal to spiritually minwell: "In Tiew of the present outbreak of
ister to his family in the manner prescribed by cholera in thY East, the following communica- portant things which fell from the 1i ps of the
reverend speakers. The preachers appointed
the usages of the church, recourse will be had tion, accompanying a sample of the water of a
a committee to wait on the Philadelphia. editors
to civil law.
sacred well, from her Majesty's consul at Jed- and ask for more faithful reports. Some of the
A CHINESE witness in a Philadelphia court, dah, is both interesting and instructiv: ' The committee thought that what was printed was
after taking an oath with a particularly loud well is in Mecca, the water is regarded as holy, too greatly condensed.
They expressed a
kiss of the Bible, was asked if he considered and large quantities are annually sent as gifts preference for complete verbatim reports, in
himself bound thereby to tell the truth. He to all Mussulman countries. Most of the Mo- order to do full justice to the speakers and
complacently answered that the Bible was no hammedan princes, especially those of India, their speeohes. At this the editors loudly
more to him than the lawyer's old white hat. hav "keepers of the well," whose duty it is to smiled. But the preachers say that if the reThe only form of oath that he would re8pect, send them annually water from the well.' I ports cannot be given in full the reporters
he said, was to cut off a chicken's head while hav analyzed this water, and find it to be of the shall not be admitted. It will be recollected
repeating certain words in Chinese. A chicken the most abominable character. In fact, it is that the ''Preachers' Meeting" of this city
and knife were provided by the opposing sewage more than seven times as concentrated some time ago reduced itself from being one of
counsel, but the judge said that, though in- as London sewage, and it contains no less than the most attractiv gatherings in town to the
clined to permit the ceremony, he would ad- 579 grains of solid matters per gallon. · Know- level of a meeting so lifeless that nobody cared
journ the trial for a week to consider the ques- ing the composition of this water, and the mode to spend time upon it. This was by its action
tion.
of propagation of Asiatic cholera by excre- in excluding reporter~S.

fltth.

at Cleveland, Ohio, on Monday, the 26th ult.,
in the presence of over 300,000. people. The
day was generally observed as one of mourning throughout the country, most of the busi·
ness places closing. Nearly every building,
public and private, in and around the city has
been draped in mourning ever since the day
of the President's death. Guiteau, the assassin,
has been hung in effigy many times in this
vicinity. Considerable contradiction of opinion
prevails as to where the trial of Guiteau shall
be held, whether in the District of Columbia,
where the murder was committed, and where
he is to be indicted next week, or in New
Jersey, where the death took place. The fact
that the autopsy !hows that the physicians'
diagnosis of the President's wound w&.s alto·
gether erroneous-that the ball was found encrysted near the spinal column instead of being
lodged in the anterior wall of the abdomen,
and that the surgeons had been probing and
reporting upon a burrow formed by ·the pus
instead of the real wound-will raise the question at the trial whether the Pre~ident died
from the wound proper or from malpractice.
The surgeons, while admitting their mistaken
diagnosis, a>er, however, that the wound was
necessarily mortal. A fund of more than
$300,000 has been raised by subscription for
•he Garfield family.
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searching. I thought he had in ~he surprise forgo.tten
that his clothes were lying at his bed~Ide~ While I
stooped to reach them to him a pistol shot resounded
and the blood streamed down over my bre~st.
The door opened and the poli~e officer stepped in
scared. Bertollon, still holdi:t!g in one hand the discharged pistol, in the other a second one, looked stupefied at the linexpected appearance.
"Accursed dog!" cried he to me, with the distorted features of despair, and enraged flung the unloaded pistol against my head. A new shot was
fired. Bertollori had shot. himself. He staggered
toward me. I caught him in my arms. His head
was shattered in pieces.
My senses left me. I sank to the floor and awoke
again under the busy hands of the physicians and the
servants in my room. My wound, under the left
shoulder, had been examined, dressed, and found
perfectly harmless.

very slowly, before the house of my unknown friend.
I only noticed that it was in the neighborhood of
Bertollon's house and in the street where Clementine
lived, which, to me, as confused and stupefied as I
was, could be no disagreeable discovery.
At the stairs, in the interior of the house, the
sedan-chair was opened. The friendly stranger was
already awaiting me. I found myself in a large,
magnificent building. Two man-servants led me up
the marble stairs.
fTO BE CONTINUED1

TRANSLATED F:RO:M THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE. BY IRA G. :MOSHER• LL.B.
CHAPTER XVIII.
Midnight had long past; morning approaching.
Into my eyes came no sleep. I did not even undress
myself, but ran. up and down my room in violent
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
emotion. What a night ! What had I learned! I
was not yet able to believe such a·horrible crime,
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DO()..
against which all nature rebels. An innocent, virtuTRINS.
ous woman, who had never offended the husband,
WRITTEN
BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
plunged into imprisonment and life-long disgrace !
[Translated from the French by A.very Meriwether.]
Misusing the friend to defend the hellish deed and
to torment innocence upon the torture, more bitter
CHAPTER III.
than death can be.
CONCERNING
THE
DIVINE ORIGIN OF THE JEWISH
I felt well, when I thought Bertollon, witb. all
BOOKS.
this, only wanted to put my friendship to the test,
CHAPTER XXIV.
for, could he possibly hav acted so frightfully, how
Could we ever imagin that God chose a crowd of
might he dare, his life long, to hav a glass of wine
Everybody was in the greatest consternation. Arab robbers for his cherished people, and then set
cross his lips, since every drop of it threatened to Several of Bertollon's friends were standing before them against all other nations? By the way, how is
reveal his secret? How could he disclose himself to me. Everyone pressed me with questions.
it that God permitted his people to be so often vana wicked one? How much less uncover to an honI freed myself from them, and as soon as I had re- quished and enslaved ?· In revealing to his brigands
est man his whole contemptuous sinfulness?
covered I put fresh clothes on and ordered a sedan- the laws, why did he forget to restrain them by a
But in vain I wished to be deceived. His expres- chair, that I might be carried to the court-house.
belief in the immortality of the soul and in punishsions about me and his unfortunate wife, and how
Bertollon's suicide in the mean time had become ment after ieath ?*
he then would gladly hav transferred the wife to known throughout the city. An immense crowd of
Why did he forget to teach them those beliefs
me--· Alas! everything was only too certain! people surrounded the house. As soon as it became which all the great neighboring nations, the ChalNow it dawned before me in the darkness of his known that I would go to the court-house the curious deans, Egyptians, Syrians, and Phoonicians had beformer plans. I recollected the many of his dropped crowd followed me.
lieved in ever since such beliefs were useful to
expreseions, and that he it was who led me to MadAlready in secret sessson of court the sentence had man?
ame Bertollon, and never wanted to distrust the virtue been passed upon Madame Bertollon. In the moIs it possible that God prescribed the precise man.
of ue both. And when he spoke to me about the ment that she was led into the court-room in order to ner in which the Jews, while living in the del!ert,
violence of her temper he prepared then his de'ligns hear her sentence pronounced before the public, I should go to stool, t and at the same time concealed
to load a crime upon her. Perhaps he regretted that also entered.
from them the doctrin of immortality l' Herodotus
I became no adulterer!
I begged to be heard, as I had important disclos- said that the famous temple at Tyre was built two
The morning had dawned, and I stood yet without ures to make. The permission to speak was given thousand three hundred years before his time. It is
resolution. Innocence must be rescued;· but her me. A etillness took possession of the court-room, said that Moses led his people in the desert sixteen
rescue was the destruction of my benefactor, of as if life had fled from every breast.
hundred years before our era. Herodotus wrote five
my first, my only friend ; only an over-abund"You judges," said I, " once I stood here, an ac- hundred years before the beginning of our era,
ance of love for me and an intoxication of wine cuser of innocence. I come to save it, and to pre- therefore the temple of the Phoonicians existed
had elicited the terrible confession; should I go pare for it its due triumph. I was deceived by the twelve hundred years before Moses, and the Phooand betray him? He was the creator of my for- appearance of circumstances; deceived, misused by nician religion began its existence at a still earlier
tune; should the hand that had· received from my friend, and participator in a cruelty without time. The Phoonician, Chaldean, and Egyptian rehim innumerable alms ungratefullY. fling him into knowing it. The unfortunate one whose sentence ligions teach the doctrin of the immortality of the
the vast abyse? Alas ! and him whom I still loved, you are about to pronounce is guilty of no crime!" soul. The horde of Jews never held that doctrin as
the only one I should lose !
I now related minutely the history of the past the foundation of theit: creeds. They were a coarse
"Unfortunate linking of events !" sighed I. "Why night; related the suicide of Bertollon and hie at- people; it is sai<i, to whom God adapted himself~
must I become the instrument to put innocence in tempt to 'rob me of my life. Beside me stood the God adapt himself! and to whom? To those robchains or to kill my benefactor?"
testifying police officer, and lank Jack, who remem- bers, the Jews? Upon that supposition God would
But my conscience cried, Be just before thou wilt bered to hav seen Mr. Bertollon come out of his hav proved himself to be more brutal than the Jews
be kind ! Whatever may be the consequences of our room with a burning candle, the evening before the themselvs. Are not such ideas blasphemous?
acts, which we exercise dutifully, and must we de- poisoning scene.
stroy ourselvs, nothing should keep back, if virtue is
Such a solution of this lawsuit, in which I in the
CHAPTER IV.
at stake. You may plunge back into your poverty beginning had gained such a grand victory over my
WHO IS THE AUTHOR OF THB PENTATEUCH?
and go lonely and friendless through the world, only opponent, Mr. :Menard, and which was to establish
preserve thy independence and carry within thee the my reputation throughout the whole country, nobody
I am asked who is the author of the Pentateuch.
silent consciousness, Thou didst as thou shouldst, as had expected. During my speech astonishment and I prefer that I should be asked who wrote "The
a just man. There is a God, be pure, as he is !
horror were visible in every face. But when I was Four Sons of Aymon," "Robert the Devil," or the .
.
I wrote to the police officer of the ward to betake silent there arose a murmur, and this murmur grew "History of the Enchanter Merlin."
Newton, who disgraced himself by seriously examhimself at once, on account of very important affairs, into a loud huzza. The people cried my name with
to me. He came. I went into Bertollon's room, enthusiastic joy, and the eyes of the bystanders were ining into that question, pretended that Samuel
wet With tears.·
wrote those reveries called the Pentateuch, apparand the officer remained before the door outside.
It was no longer possible to preserve order in the ently in order to render kings odi?us to the J ewe.
Bertollon still slept. I trembled. Love and pity
overwhelmed me. " Bertollon !" I sighed, and kissed court-room. Madam Bertollon had swooned under That detestable priest, Samuel, wished to govern.
him.
the congratulations of those surrounding her. The For my part, I th~nk that the J ew:s did n~t know .h?w
He awoke. I permitted him, while talking about vice-governor of the province, a relativ of Marshal Jo read and write ex?ept du;mg their captivity
de Montreval, whom curiosity or accident had a.mong the Chaldeans, smce their letters were .at first
unimportant matters, to collect himself.
"Tell me," said I, finally, "is thy wife really brought into the court-room, left his elevated seat like the letter!! of .the Chaldeans, and then like the
guiltlesl'!? Hast thou really thyself poisoned the and embraced me publicly. Mr. Menard followed letters of th~ Syrians. We hav never heard of a
his example, under the applause of the enthusiastic purely ~ebralC alphabet.
essence?"
.
·
I conJecture that ~sdras forged all thos.e ~tories of
He looked at me with a staring, penetrating look, peopl,e.
I desired to be conducted to Madam Bertollon. Tonneau 1 upon his return from captiVIty. He
and answered, "Be silent !"
,
"But, Bertollon, this answer is a confirmation of My limbs refused to support me. I sank down wrote in Chaldaic characters, and in the idiom of
thy last night's testimony. I conjure thee, quiet strengthless and pressed my tearful eyes upon her that country, just as the peasants of the north part
'
of Ireland to-day write in English characters.
me. Hast thou done it all? or wouldst thou me only hand.
"Can you forgiv me?" stammered I.
The Syrians who inhabit Samaria wrote this same
"
Bertollon raised himself up and said, "Colas, I
With a look full of unspeakable love, with a
"'This if one of the strongest arguments against the Jewish
trust thou art prudent !"
heavenly smile, she looked down upon me.
"But speak ! Bertollon, to-day the court will
"Alamontada," she sighed lightly, and tears hin- law, and Lord Bolingbroke has not pressed it sufficiently. The
Indian legislators, the Egyptians, Babylonians, Greeks, and
pronounce the sentence upon thy wife. Do not let dered her furtlier words.
Romans teach that the soul is immortal. We can prove this
innocence perish."
The session of the court had to be adjourned. by twenty pass_ages in Homer. Moses the pretender has not
" Art thou mad, Colas? Shouldst thou hav the The judges embraced me. In vain I wished to come mentioned this f-act 1 He has not said a word about it either
desire to become a traitor to thy friend ?"
back to Madam Bertollon. The tumult was too in the Decalogue or in the Pentateuch 1 Is it possible that the
While he stammered this, I saw him in violent great. I was led thrpugh the dense crowd of people, commentators or the ignorant, or even those more knavish than
emotion. · He had turned very pale, and his lips be- which overloaded me with tokens of honor, down. the ignorant, hav twisted certain passages of Job (who was no Jew)'
in order to make men, more ignorant than they, believe that.
came livid, and his eyes stared horribly before him. steps of the palace.
.
Job had spoken of a future life because he sa~d: "I shall rise
All taught me only too surely that he in the night
About to enter the sedan-chair, I was stopped by from my dung-hill yet, for my protector is living. I shall reduring his intoxication had acknowledged things be- a young, well-dressed man.
cover my first skin. I shall get my fleshj beware, then, of
fore which he now himself was frightened, as he
"You cannot," said he, " you cannot possibly, mocking and persecuting me?"
What report shall I make, I pray you, of a sick person who
found them no more secure with me.
with agreell.ble feelings, return to a house, sir, which
and hopes to be cured by the immortality of his soul in
I laid my hand on his shoulder and whispered i!ilto still contains the corpse of a suicide, and which must suffers
hell or paradise ? If W at-burton had undertaken to demonhis ear, "Bertollon, dress thyself, take gold enough everywhere remind you of the terrible events. strate that the Jewish law did not teach of another life, he
with thee, and flee! I take care of all the,rest l"
Grant to me the honor, I beg you, sir, at least for would hav rendered us a great service. But by a madness all
the more incomprehensible b.e has endeavored to make us beWith a look that would pronounce my death he the present, to entertain you at my house."
said, "Why?"
This invitation, made with such true cordiality, lieve that the coarseness of the Pentateuch is a proof of its
quality, and he has mainta;;ned that chimera with ex"Flee, I say. It is yet time."
came, nevertheless, unexpectedly to me. Tears still divine
treme impatience [1771].
.
"Why?" replied he. " Hast thou in mind-or, sparkled in the eyes of the young man. · He begged
tDean Swift says according to the Pentateuch it was more
perhaps, already"-so entreatingly that I could not decline., He pressed necessary for God to look after the back sides of the Jews than
"For the sake of all that is dear and sacred to my hand with warm gratitude, gave an order to the to look after their souls. A.fter reading chapter :xxiii of Deuthee, flee, I say."
sedan carriers, and disappeared.
teronomy we judge that the Dean had good reason for his
While I whispered this to him, he sprang hastily
Always f0llowed by the cheering crowd of people statement [1776].
'
uv, ran undressed about the room, as if he were through the streets of the town, I arrived finally, but_ :j:A. romance of Dean Swift,
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Pentateuch. in Phoonician characters, .which hav always been m vogue in their nation. We still hav
that Pentateuch.
I believe that Jeremiah contributed much to the
composition of this romance. Jeremiah was strongly
attache~, as we know, to the kings of Babylon. His
rhapsodies prove that he was paid by the Babyloni- ans and that. he de_serted his country; He always
favored ~he kmg of ~abylon. The Egyptians were
at that time t_he enemies of the Babylonians. It is
to pay court to the great king, master of Hershalem
Kedusba, ca~led by us Jerusalem * that Jeremiah
and after him Esdras inspired the J ewe with s~
much horr~r of th~ Egyptians. He took good care
to say nothmg agamst the people of the Euphrates.
These were t~e slaves who managed their masters.
They truly said that the Jewish tribe had very nearly
always been in servitude, but they respected those
whom they then served.
That some .Jews hav. written about the actions and
deeds of th~Ir petty kmgs is of no more importance
than the history of the chevaliers of the Round
Table, or. the dozen Peers of Charlemagne, and I regard as all the more futil than all those researches to
e!l~eavor to find out the name of the author of a
ridiCulous book.
Who wrote the first history of Jupiter, N epthne,
or Pluto? I do not know, and what is more I do
not care to know.
'
There is a very ancient life of Moses written in
~ebrew, but that has not been embodied in the JewIsh canon!!. We are as ignorant of the author of it
a!! ?f th~ authors of the other Jewish books. It is
W:Itten, m t~e s.tyle .of "The Thousand and One
Night~, which Is entirely of Asiatic origin. The
followmg are samples:
· In the year 130, after the transmigration of the
Jews from Egypt, sixty years after the death of J 0 •
seph, one of the Pharaoh!! during his sleep dreamed ...1
he saw an old man holding a balance in his hands •
In ~ne o_f the scales w~re ~11 of the EgJ:ptians with
their c~Ild~en and their Wives, and in the other was
a suckimg mfant. who weighed more t~~n all Egypt.
The kmg forthwith called all the magiCians and told
~hem of his dream, and they were struck with astonll!_hment and fea;. One of the king's councilors prediCted. that a chtld of Hebrew parentage would be
the rum of Egypt. He advised the king to kill all
the small boys of the Jewish people.
The. adventure of Moses saved while floating in the
water Is very nearly the same as that related in Exodus. Moses .was then called Schabar, and his
mot~er J ~chotiet At ~he age of three Moses, in
play~ng with Phara?h, se1~ed his crown and placed it
on himself. The king wished to condemn him to
death, b)lt the angel Gabriel descended from heaven
and persuaded the king not to do so. "He is only
a child and meant no harm," said the angel. "In
~rder to prove how simple he is," said the angel,
l!how him a carbuncle and a red coal and you will
!!e.e that he w.ill choose the red coal:" The king
tried the experiment. The infant Moses did not fail
to choose th.e ?arbuncle, but the angel juggled the
red-hot coal m Its place. Moses burnt his hand to
the bo!le. The 'king pardoned him, believing that
the child was a. fool. So. Moses, having· been saved
once by water, is at another time saved by fire.
. .1\ll the rest of ~he hist?ry ~ in the same style. It
Is ~1:fficult to demde whwh IS the most admirable,
this fable of Moses, or the fable in the Pentateuch
I offer this question to those who hav more time t~
!!pare than I hav. But I must confess that I admire
above a!l those pedants, Grotius, Abaddie, the Abbe
Houtevxlle, for a long time manager of the fal.'mer
~ene~als at Pa~is, and finally secretary of the famous·
Oardma~ Duboxs, who, I have heard it said, defied all
the cardmals to be more Atheistic than he. All
those people puzzle their heads in order to force
themselvs to believe (that which they do not believe)
that the Pen~ateuch was written by Moses.
·
Ahl my friends what will you prove in that case?
~hat Moses was a fool.
I am sure I would shut up
m Bedlam a man who to-day should write in such an
extravagant manner.
-

___._

(TO BE CONTINUED.)

* Hershalem was the name of Jerusalem, and Kedusha was
its secret name. All towns had a secret name w.hich was carefully concealed from enemies for fear their enemies might by
enchantm~nt re~der themselvs master of their towns. Taking
all ~n col!-slderation, the Jews were no more superstitious than
the1r neighbors They were only more cruel more usurious
and more ignorant [17'71].
'
'
tIn the xxxiv chapter of Ecclesiasticus one of the apocrypha
the following passage occurs: " The hop~s of a man void
understanding are vain and false, and dreams lift up fools.
Whoso regardeth dreams is like him that catcheth. a shadow
and followeth after the wind."
'

uf

T~!~E LmERAL .REVISION.-Liberalism, instead of
puttmg peopl~ in hell and burning them, puts the
orthodox god In the crucible of science and acquired
fact, and utterley destroy!! the monster.

~AKIN~ HELL Ou~ OE,: THE BtBLE.-The Anglican
tevisers did a good t~mg tn taking hell out of the. Bible.
Now the next step IS for orthodox and Liberals alike
to . take hell out of the people. This is the pre~mment.need of the age,-.Reuoen .Dailey.
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book of Daniel was the last to be admitted into the Jewish
canon, and it got in by the greatest difficulty. It was never
PART II.-NO 52.
placed among the prophets by the Jews, an~,- as Chadwick
573. I don't believe there is very much accuracy, reliability,
says, "It was left for the Christians to perpetrate this piece of
or importance connected with the prophecies attributed to
literary folly." From all this we are led to the conviction
Jeremiah. In chronological order he is pliwed second among
that all the remarkable visions seen by Daniel in Babylon are
the prophets, while in reality he should stand twelfth. He
the merest fiction. The story of the three young men being
lived more than a hundred years ·after Isaiah, his career bethrown into the fiery furnace, of Daniel's being thrown into
ginning 626 B. c. and ending 584 B. c. The best critics say that
the lions' den, are of the same class, for none of these accounts
he is not the author of all that is attributed to him. Chapters
were written by Daniel. The whole thing 1s a fabrication-is
1, li, and Iii are denied to be his, and the greatest confusion and
not worth the paper on which it was written. How futile and
irregularity mark large portions of the book. It seems to be
absurd, then, the days, weeks, months, and years that have
a medley of historical scraps, lamentations, and a kind of prebeen spent by modern prophecy-mongers in trying .to decipher
diction. Had it been given out that it was written by a somethe wild visions of the fdlse Daniel with the view of telling
what convalescent inmate of an insane asylum, it could have
when the world is coming to an end l .A.nd the numerous fail·
been readily. accepted. The incorrectness of his predictions
ures that have taken place in these times so set show how
may be estimated by his prophesying that the captivity would
worse than worthless the whole thing really is.
continue for seventy years, when it was but fifty. Another
576. Hos~a is the first 9f what are called the miner. proph·
inst11-nce was his assuring King Zedekiah that he should not
ets. He stands fifth among the prophets, but correctly would
die by the sword, but in peace, and that odors should be burnt
be the second. He tells that the Lord commanded him, " Go
at his death, when the finale proved that he did not die in
take a wife of whored oms and children of whoredoms." So
peace and that odors were not burnt at his death. In chapter
he went and took Gomer, the daughter of Diblaim, which conIii we learn that the king of Babylon slew the sons of Zedekiah
ceived and bare him a son. And the Lord said unto li.im,
before his eyes, then put out the eyes of Zedekiah, bound him
"Call his name J ezreel." All thi~ may have been of immenile
in chains; took him captive to Babylon, and kept him in prison
importance to manrund in that age of the world, bnt I do not
till 'his death. Still again Jeremiah showed himself an unbelieve that it is of the slightest consequence now whether
truthful prophet when he predicted the restoration of the, ten
Hosea took a wife of whoredom! or not, or whether she bore
lost tribes of Israel. Almost any guesser of tolerable ability
him a son or n0t. Those who believe that the oreator and
could make as good hits as he did. He was a gloomy, ungovernor of the universe has occupied himself with and given
happy man, as is abundantly shown in his main book, and
commands regarding things of this kind are quite at liberty to
particularly in his Lagtentations. He was, however, shrewd
do so, but I decidedly believe nothing of the kind.
.
enough to make friends with Nebuchadnezzar, king of Baby577. Joel is the next in order, but he was only a small
lon, who showed him marked favors. Indeed, the prophet
prophet; he wrote but three chapters, in which be talks
has been accused of being untrue to his own people and of
chiefly about the anger of _God. There is a dispute of some
showing undue allegiance to the Babylonish king. In modern
two hundred years as to the time when it was written, some
parlance, he, evidently " knew which side of his bread was
saying eight hundred, some six hundred B. c. I don't believe
buttered." As a prophet, however, he does not deserve to
I care which figures are settled upon as the correct ones, as
rank very high.
but little importance can be attached to Joel anyway.
574. I do n·ot think much more of Ezekiel as a prophet than
578. Amos, with nine chapters, follows Joel, but really he is
of the two preceding ones. In the Bible order he stands third
the captain, or the oldest, and should have been placed first.
while in correct chronological order his -place would b~
If his own word is taken for what he says, be did not amount
thirteenth, and this one little fact shows the utter unreliability
to very much as a prophet, for he says he is neither a prophet
of the whole arrangement. Ezekiel was a priest of Jerusalem,
nor the son of a prophet, and, for one, I am willing to take
and was carried to Babylon with ten thousand others eleven
him at his own valuation. His nine chapters are merely a.
years before the destruction of Jerusalem. His prophetic
wail, a turmoil of indigent grief, that his God should be worcareer continued for some twenty-two years. Ewald considshiped with lascivious rites, and that men cared more for
ers him a writer rather thk a prophet. He was noted for
empty ceremouies than for justice, mercy, and truth. What
startling visions and sensational descriptions, somewhat in the
he wrote was not of great consequence when it was written,
style of Daniel, with perhaps more coarseness and crudeness.
and it holds its own even unto this day.
Kuenen considered him a sort of Hebrew John Calvin-severe
579. Obadiah is the next prophet; but as he has but one
and narrow. Chadwick adds, "His book, like Isaiah's and
c~apter of twenty-one verses, it is hardly necessary to takEi up
Jeremiah's, was a record of the prophecie's, written out at the
his case. He said but little in his one short chapter, and we
end of hi~ life;" and he concludes that the prophet's memory
will say as little of him.
was particularly at fault. "At any rate," he says, "in judg580. Next comes our friend Jonah, who had the remarkable
ing of the prophecies we ought never to forget that almost
experience with the whale. It is perhaps hardly necessary
without e:xceptio:p. they were written out long after they were
for me to say that I do not quite believe all that is stated in
uttered, and that afterward from time to time they were ed
this short book. It is not known when the book was written
ited, and thus re-edited again and again, and made to agree
where it was written, by whom it was written, who Jonah was:
with subsequent events." He prophesied the rebuilding of the
whether he was a Jew or Gentile, or whether there-ever was a
temple, but when it was built his plans were entirely disreJonah, and I will not undertake to decide. It is very easy for
garded as impracticable, which, perhaps, furnished a good indi.
those of much faith to believe that Jonah was swallowed by a
cation of the value attached to his utterances. His ground
great fish and remained safely housed three days in his
plan seems to have been very extensive, and would have restomach, at the expiration of which time he was safely vomited
quired nearly the space of the entire city. This portion of his
on dry land; and had it read that this same Jonah swallowed
prophecies is seldom dwelt upon by his admirers. His proph·
the whale and all the water round about they could just as
ecies about the city of Tyre were never fulfilled. He said the
easily have believed it. Blessed is faith.
site of the city should be scraped as a rock and become a
581. Micah is the next prophet ; and as the burden of hie
place for the drying of nets. But the city existed many hunsong is a denunciation of falsehood and false prophets, I will
dreds of years after this prediction was made, and even down
not quarrel with him, but will grant that such a man as Micah
to the present time considerable of a town exists there. When,
might h.ave lived ~boU:t the year 750 B. C., and might easily
however, he or his editors had time to arrange and modify his
have wntten the seven chapters accredited to him ; and if he
prognostications with the fulfillments, it was not extremely
was only a tolerably smart sort of man he ought to have been
difficult to make them tally somewhat. He ha~ often been
able to do so without special help from on high.
criticised as It coarse writer, and by reading his fourth, six582. I fear we cannot give Nahum the credit of being a very
teenth, and twenty-third . chapters this censure would seem to
great prophet. lile wrote, so fat· as is known, but three chap·
be well sustained. It is greatly to be doubted that he post~rs of fort~-seven verses ~ and his maledictions were chiefly
sessed the power to read the events of the future any more
directed agamst the Assyrians, by whom he was taken captive
correctly than thousands of his fellow-beings ; and it is to be
while fearing a threatened invasion from the Scythians ; but
hoped that his writings may have been of some use to the
as none of his predictions ever came to pass, he must be r~
world at the time they were written, for they seem to be of very
garded as a failure as a prophet.
little use in modern limes.
575. There is little reliability to be placed ;;on the book of . A YEAR or more ago a ?J-an named Cowley, a min·
Daniel. It stands the fourth among the prophets, when it Ister of the Protestant Episcopal church in New York
should be the last, for aU the others were written before it. who had been placed in charge of a charitable insti~
In the marginal notes it is claimed to have been written 537 tution called the "Shepherd's Fold,"was after a fair
B. c., but, as a matter of fact, was not- written till 250 n. c:, trial in a secular court, convicted of the m~st atrocioul!l
while some reduce the time to 165 B. c. Chadwick, after giving cruelty ~racticed upon the little orphans under his
the views of Kueneli, Ewald, and De Wette, says: ''There is cafre. H1s sentence was approved by the community
not a respectable critic who disputes that it was written in the generally, and his name became a hissing and a bytime of Antiochus Epiphanes, from 170 to 165 B. c. The ~ord. among all p~ople. The. other day his term of
writer's object was to strengthen the faithful among the Jew- Imprisoume~~ extnred, .when, m.stead of seeking !lome
humble positiOn m whwh he might earn a living by
ish people under the tyranny of Antiochus Epiphanes and to
manual labor, he had the effrontery to knock at the
encourage them with the hope of a speedy deliverance. Even door of the denomination to which he belonged and
as an acknowledged fiction, it was well adapted to its purpose. demand recognition aR a clergyman. And to the
Bow much better as a veritable prophecy of the time of the shame of the brethren, hil! insolent demand was accaptivity? This it professed to be. Speaking squarely, it ced~d to, and the sacred mantle of mother church
was a pious fraud." This is undoubtedly a correct view of a gam -~d?rns the. l'!houlders of the ex-convict. Had
the case, and thus we are led to infer that the prophecies of he exhibited pemtence and asked to be received on
Daniel were not made by Daniel at all, nor till some four hun- trial as a layman. until his re!orm shot~ld b~ apparent,
dred years after Daniel had been laid in his grave. This is a no one would obJect; but to mdorse his clatm of inno·
striking exemplification of the imposition that has been played cence and receive him at once to.full fellowship and
upon the world in the matter of the Jewish prophecies. The communion as a minister of Christ, is monstrous.
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The Ark Story.

yarns, legends, and lies that make up what is called
by gowned and spectacled ignorance," God's Word."
As to the kind of wood the ark was supposed to be
made of, it is immateriaL Mr. Smith cannot be
certain that the gopher-wood was cedar. It is only
supposed to be by those who hav an interest in making Bible lies appear facts. When the reverend
gentleman asserts it positivly he says what he does
not know. No one knows exactly what gopher-wood
is. But when our Christian friend says there are
pieces of the ark extant at this time he says what he
cannot prove. Where are they ? Who has them ?
And how does Mr. Smith know they are pieces of the
ark? What documents has he got to confirm his
statements? Who saw the ark demolished and who'
·preserved the pieces? Has he got the affidavit of
one man, even a Christian, that he saw the ark?
There are enough pieces of the cross in European
cathedrals and churches to make over a hundred
crosses such as Jesus was said to hav been crucified
on, each one s~orn to be a veritable piece of the
1 t
b M J S "th · h
1
on Y rue cross, ut r. · mi IS t e on Y one presumptuous or ignorant enough to pretend that there
are pieces of Noah's ark in existence. He will next
pretend that he knows where Moses was buried and
that he has a piece of his tombstone in his possession.
As to the capacity of the Noah's mud-scow our
friend is away off. In the first place a three-story affair,
fifty-five feet deep, flat-bottomed, with no centerboard, would be a very dangeroU,s craft to go s.ailing
in. To be sure, if all the animals with their food
were in, it would be well ballasted, 'but no shipbuilder of the present day would think of building
·
his craft entirely above water. Steamers not more
than half the length of Noah's tub draw twenty feet,
and at that rate the ark would be forty feet under
water. But being flat-bottomed it would not sink
quite so deep, so we can call it thirty feet, which
would only leave twenty-five feet out of water. Any
one who has smelt of a ship's hold can iinagin what
a stench there would hav been in the ark with all
the animals, birds, reptils, and ins'ects aboard.
If Bishop Wilkins said that only seventy-four animals required a place in the ark he must hav been a
terrible ignoramus, or else he didn't believe in the
Bible story that God created them all. Either God
created all the animals that now liv or ever hav lived,
or he did not. Our belief is that he did not, but
h d '
E" h
h
t at on t count now.
It er e drowned all those,
except some specimens, or he did not. If he did
create them all and drowned them, then there must
hav been preserved a good many more than seventyfour. Even the computation of Butler, another ignoram_us, of five hundred horses and fifty-six pairs of
oxen, IS altogether too small. There are, according
to Hugh Miller, 1,650 known species of mammalia,
6,266 of birds, 642 of reptils, and 550,000 of insects.
If these were not all in existence before the flood,
th
th
t h
·
b ·
·h
en
ey mus
av sprung mto emg .Wit out any
creativ act, which is directly contrary to the theory
of the Christians, and is a first-class argument in
favor of evolution. As our reverend friend probably
does not want to support Darwinism, he will take
the other horn of the dilemma-go back on himself,
d
th t th
· 1 b" d
"I
an say a
ese aruma s, Ir s, repti s, and insects
must hav found a place in the ark. But there are
other naturalists who say Miller understates the
number. Gray says eight thousand birds and over
two thousand mammals. Of birds, Noah took seven
each of males and females into the ark, which would
giv him 112,000 birds, 8,000 beasts, and about a
million insects. The beasts alone would hav filled
all the floors of the ark and left no place for Noah
and his family, for the birds, reptils, and insects,
and it would assuredly not hav done to let the rattlesnakes and tarantulas browse around loose.

To THR EDIToR OF THE TRuTH SEEKER, Sir: I understand that you are willing to publish both sides of the
question on theology, and therefore take the opportunity
to refute some very absurd assertions made by yourself and
pagan Bob Ingersoll and other Infidels in regard to Noah's
ark, which is misrepresented most grossly, either through wilful misrepresentation or else through not understanding the
holy writ, and I challenge refutation of the facts which I now
adduce by Ingersoll, Jamieson, Y?urself, or any other Infidel.
And, gentlemen, when you speak m regard to this please giv
facts, and not opinions, surmises, or sophistry. That such a
wonderful structure once existed admits of no reasonable
doubt in the Christian and Jewish world. In regard to the
gopher-wood of whi<:h it was bui~t, that is easily settled. The
name, gopher-wood, 18 a corruptwn of cedar-wood. That is
assuredly the wood from which the ark was built. You find
that Herodotus and Theophrastus relate that a whole fleet was
built of it by the kings of Syria and Egypt. There is also
proof of it in pieces of the ark which are preserved to this day.
The ?ime~sions of the !Irk ~ere_ three h~ndr~d cubits in length,
· :l}fty m wtdth, and th1rty m h1ght, whwh s1ze, considering the
number of things it contained, at first seems too small hence
the argument by Infidels against its existence. Cels~s long
a~o called it" the absurd ark," but this is mere calling names
mthout proof, and the modern Infidels; though they hav often
attacked it, hav come no nearer to refuting the sacred truth.
This difficulty is easily overcome. The common cubit being a
foot and a half proves geometrically [sic] that the ark was large
enough to hold all the animals and their food. Cumberland
and others compute a cubit to be 21.88 inches. Smellus computes that the ark covered about one-half acre. Cuneus and
others calculate about the same. Father Laney says it was
larger by one hundred and ten feet than the church of St.
Mary at Paris. Bishop Wilkins says that onlv seventy-four
anima~s req~red a place in the ark. Butler computed that all
the arumals m the ark would not equal five hundred horses or
fifty-six pairs of oxen. Father Laney enlarges it to sixty-four
pairs. Thus the fact is clearly demonstrated that one floor
would suffice for five hundred horses, allowing a space nine
feet square for each horse. As to the food contained in the
second floor, it is observed by Beautea from Calumella that
thirty pounds of hay is enough for one ox per day, and a solid
cubit of hay pressed would la~t an ox a day. Now a second
floor containing 150,000 cubits would be sufficient to contain
food for two years. So you see there would be plenty of room
for food and water. As to the third story, no one can doubt
but that it was large enough to contain the fowls insects and
Noah and his family; therefore it appears more difficult to assign a sufficient number and bulk of things to :fill the ark than
to find room enough fo~ the sp~cies of anim~ls already known
to hav been there. ThiS I attnbute to our lists of animals especially of those of the unknown parts of the world. I'will
add that the most expert .mathematician of the day could not
a.ssig~ the proportions of a vessel better adapted to the purpose
than 1s here done. Therefore I conclude, and I believe you
~ill a~so, that the questio~ of. the capacity of the ark, which
has mth ~orne been an obJe~tion t? tb~ ~oly scriptures, ought
to be cons1dered a confirmation of 1ts d1V1ne authority since in
those ruder ages it is scarcely possible that men could,hav constructed it so perfectly without divine aid. The whole argument you can bring to bear against the account of the flood
and the ~rk can be easily refute~ by bringing to notice the
fact that 1t was a local flood and d1d not require a large ark.
You Infidels forget that nothing is impossible with God-a being whose existence Infidels deny without adducing a particle
of proof in support of their assertions. Now, Mr. Editor,
you say that you are a truth seeker. I am also a seeker for
truth, and w~ accep~ the truth fr?II!- the holy Bible, which you
can also do, 1f you will only read 1t m a more Christian spirit.
I would like to hav you publish this article, and I would like to
bav you answer it if you can. If I am in the-wrong I want to
know it, and if I am right I want your readers to know it. I
hav some more articles in defense of Christianitywhich I would
And there was no room left for food, which was
like to hav J?Ublis~ed. I_ a'!l constra~ned to admit that you no small item for all these different species. A Benshow more fatrness m pubhslung both s1des than religious pa- gal tiger in good condition would hardly liv on air,
pers ever do.
REv. J. S:r.nTH.
and an African lion in full possession of his faculties
Hillsboro, Or.
would murmur if left without food for several
The Rev. J. Smith has evidently paid more atten- ruonths. Noah had to provide food for himself and
tion to studying _commentators than composition. family, and all these animals, birds, reptils, and inHereafter, when any Christian feels moved of sects, for the Bible says God said, "Take thou unto
God to write us he will please hire some one thee of all food that is eaten, and thou shalt gather
to reconstruct his stuff for him, for we shall not. it to thee." It is seen that Noah not only had to
This particul~r _divine pi~s his fait~ on the deluge find room for the food, but had to gather it also-a
story, and says It IS an admitted fact m the Christian rather hard task for an old man six hundred years
and Jewish world. Even if that is so, which it is not old and his three boys. Nothing is said about the
it would not make the story true. It was once a~ fishes, but as every living thing outside the ark peradmitted fact in the Christian and Jewish world that ished, Noah must hav taken them in or else they must;
the earth was flat and the sun went around it, being hav eome into being since-a theory too evolutionon top. in th~ day-ti:J?e and underneath in the night, ary to be entertaiued for a moment by a good Chrisbut bemg an "admitted fact" did not make it so, tian. Even if packed in like sardines, the ark would
and, if we are not mistaken, it is now an admitted accommodate but a fractional part of the beasts
fact thafthe Christian and Jewish world was in er- alone, leaving out in the cold all the birds, reptils,
ror. And it is not impossible they may be in regard insects, and fishes, and there would not hav been
to the flood. Ignorance has admitted many things room for an ounce of food. An animal with a modthat knowledge has overthrown. The truth of the erate appetitQ would hav eaten four or five times his
matter is that the deluge story is only admitted by o~n weight, and if our Oregonian pastor will take
those who never examined into it, but swallow all his slate and pencil and go over to his district school
the priests tell them, taking the Bible, deluge story, teacher, he can get him to figure out how many
whale story, creation story, Moses-in-the-bulrush times over the size of Noah's tub the bulk of live
story, Joshua-stopping-the-sun story, Samson-and- stock·and food was. 'l'he result 'Will astonish him.
his-ass's-jaw bone story, Holy-Ghost-conception story,
But Mr. Smith hardly seems to believe the story
Joseph-and-his-dream story, Jonah-and-his-gourd -at least he hedges by saying that if we show him
story, and all the other improbable and impossible hat it was impossible for all the animals of the earth
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to get in out of the rain, he can still overthrow all
Infidels by saying that the flood was local. That is
the common knot-hole through which theologians
now crawl, but it will be a good deal easier for the
old-time camel to get through the eye of a needle
than for them to get out of tne m~ddle in that way.
The Bible says, and we giv it for what it is worth,
that "I, even I [God], do bring a flood of wat~rs
upon ·the earth, to destroy all flesh, wherein is the
breath of life, from under heaven; and everythinq that
is in the earth shall die." "All the high hills that· were
under the whole heaven were covered." Now, if the
highest hill in the world was covered, all the rest
must necessarily hav been. Deltzch, an advocate of
the partial flood theory, saw no way out of this difficulty but to suppose that the flood of water was
ejected with such force from the fountains beneath
that it assumed a conical shape. But he did not
mention how it retained this shape when the force
was spent. What a sight it must hav been to see
this big cone of water, 17,000 feet high, with Noah's
little three-story ark on top I If Mr. Smith believes
the Bible in one thing about this story he must in
others, and if he believes that the flood occurred he
must believe that it was over the wbole earth, for
the Bible says so. If Mr. Smith can read, and we
hav :qo reason to doubt it, by perusing the seventh
chapter of Gene!\).s he will find the statement not
once, but several times, that everything upon, in,
and on the earth died from the effects of the moisture then prevalent. And if he wants more evidence
he can find it in the utterances of scientific men. Geology absolutely contradicts, shuts out even the possibility of, any such deluge within the historic
period. According to Sir Charles Lyell no such flood
has passed over the forest zone of Etna during the
last 12,000 years; and the volcanic cones of Auvergne,
which inclose in their ashes the remains of extinct
animals, and present. an outline as perfect as Etna,
are older still. Kalish says: " Geology teaches the
impossibility of a universal deluge since the last six
thousand years, but does not exclude a partial destruction of the earth's surface within that period.
The Biblical text, on the other hand, demands the
supposition of a universal deluge, and absolutely e~
cludes a partial flood." Hugh Miller, a Christian,
said that the flanks of volcanoes of at least triple
antiquity of the deluge exhibit no mark of denudation. He saw that his facts conflicted with the universal deluge theory, and he adopted the local flood
one, but as it conflicts with the Bible, and if there
was a flood at all it must hav been universal, he was
left in a quandary. He had to disbelieve the Bible
whichever theory he adopted. He spent a good deal
of time trying to reconcile his Bible with his science,
but never satisfactorily succeeded. Bayard Taylor
and other distinguished archreologists state· that
Egypt presents abundance of proofs that it has uninterruptedly existed as a nation for more than twelve
thousand years. China claims au equal antiquity.
Can these facts be reconciled with the story of a
universal flood less than five thousand years ago?
The Egyptians had abundance of mummies, statues,
inscriptions, paintings, and other representations belonging to a period much older than Noah's time.
Lepsius, writing from the pyramids of Memphis, in
1843, said, "We are still busy with structures, sculptures, and inscriptions, which are to be classed by
means Of the now more accurately determined groups
of kings in an epoch of highly flourishing civilization, as far back as the fourth millennium before
Christ," or nearly two hundred years before the time
of the ark. Chevalier Bunsen, in his elaborate and
phi!osop~ical work on ancient Egypt, has satisfied
many learned scholars, by an appeal to monumental
inscriptions still extant, that the successiv dynasties
of kings may be traced back without a break to
Menes, and that the date of his reign corresponds
with a time nearly thirteen hundred years -before the
time of the flood. Lepsius asserted, in the "Types
of Mankind," that negroes and other Africanic races
existed on the upper Nile at least 2,300 years before
Christ; and as this would be less than fifty years
from the time of the deluge, it would follow they
could not hav been the progeny of Ham, interim
sufficient not having elapsed for nations to hav
sprung up."
We think we hav adduced enough to convince our
friend that if he believe!:! the Bible he must believe
in a universal deluge, and we think we hav shown
that a universal deluge has never occurred, consequently the Bible is mistaken. It i"s pretended that
the person who wrote Genesis was directed by divinity, and to doubt the truth of the story is therefore to
impugn God. The writer evidently thought and intended the impression that the waters covered the
whole earth, and to say that God did not know how
large he had made the globe is ~omething we should
think a good minister would not want to do. . Mr.
Smith evidently did not look ahead far enough to see
that in contending for a partial flood he was running
contrary to the Great I Am himself. Otherwise we
cannot account for his presumption.
As for all things being possible with God, that is
not so. We hav the testimony of the Bible (again
we giv it for what it is worth) that he could not
drive out the inhabitants of the valley of Ajalon1 .
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because they had chariots of iron. And the record
A TYPOGRAPHICAL error last week. made us say with a kiss," just. see how many subjects you are inintimates that he had some other little difficulty in that THE TRUTH SEE:KER would be sent sire months troducing at once-marriage and religion. I h:i.v
various matters. But, getting away from scripture, for fifty cents. It is not so. So large a paper can- often told you that I iould not see with the light you
we will just mention that God cannot make two hills not J:>e. afforded at that price, even with the hope of profess to on this sul:iJect of blind belief, and - - "
without a valley between, nor can he make two obtammg permanent subscribers. But we will send
"Yes, I know, I see I cannot be instrumental in
things occupy the same space at once. If he could, the paper to new subscribers on trial three months bringing about your conversion ; but you hav given
he might hav got a few more animals into the 'ark.
for fifty cents, trusting that when they hav read it me but vague excuses." · .
If our friend will tell us what kind of a being be th.at long t~ey will ~ant to continue. Any one who · "Lisette, if you, whom I know and love, and enmeans when he says "-God," we will tell whether we Wishes to aid the Liberal cause cannot do it better joy, and realize a sa present trath, were the Christ of
believe in him or not. If he means an anthropo- than by sending the paper three months to friends whom you speak, you might approach me on the
morphic being who is everywhere and has neither who are likely to take an interest in the work.
subject of belief in an actuality with ·glowing succenter nor circumference, and yet is like a man in
cess, for my faith penetrates the dark vale of past
shape, we do not believe in it, because it is an images but to grasp· possibilities and tangibilities in
WE recently received a call from Mr. and Mrs. J. accordance with the light given me by the creator."
possibility. If it is suc4 a being as is described in
the Bible, with smoke coming out of his nostrils and N. Hiller, of Escanaba, Mich. They are traveling in
"And may not a man's understanding be cultivatfire out of his mouth, with feet like brass, and horns .search of better h€alth, and also take all the pleasure ed with an eye single to one purpose?"
they
can.
They
were
at
the
Hornellsville
convengrowing out of his hand, we do not believe in either.
" For all I know, some may be able to whet their
That is a monstrosity born of the brain of a lunatic. tion, and will be at the Chicago congress as they are imagination up to that point where they will believe
on
their
way
home.
We
are
indebted
to
them
for
We hav never yet heard God defined so that we
those evergreens out there on the lawn were once
could believe in him, and we never expect to. We many courtesies, which we hereby acknowledge, and tomato plants, but I appear to be of a different
~al?-y
pleasantly-spent
hours.
May
their
path
always
cannot prove that there are not men millions of miles
make up. In the light I see it, to demand of sense
long on J apiter, but we don't believe it, and that is hem the sunshine, with roses thickly besprinkling a fellowship with nonsense would belie my concepperfectly parallel with the God question. · The the way.
tions of consistency, and for a man to enslave his
burden of proof rests on those who assert the exist.
reason by the power of imagination is base hypocMRs.
CoLBY
lectured
in
Germantown
last
Wednesence of God. Let them define their God and prove
risy. Man has implanted within his being that
day
evening
to
a
large
and
appretiativ
audience.
he exists and does what they say he does. The
which enables him to distinguish right from wrong,
Bible God is an impossibility. If there is any other Mrs. Colby and Mrs. Smith closed their engagement in justice from injustice, purity from that which is base·
Phil~delphia on Sunday, Sept. 25th, whence. they go
we do not know it.
and unclean, and a heart to go out in love toward
In closing, we w0uld assure our friend that we are to Pittsburgh for the greater part of October· and his fellow-men, if they be worthy of love, and ever
return
to
Philadelphia
for
November.
Parties
wisha truth seeker, and in the matter of this ark story
charitable to all, be they what they may. I do right,
think we hav -found it. . And if he is really seeking ing their services will address them at 1,208 Mount Lisette, because it is right so to (do, because I feel
Vernon
street,
Philadelphia,
Ps,,
for truth we think he will find it by perusing these
betterwith myself and better toward others. I becolumns. We are fully aware that THE TRUTH
lieve in and wors1.ip the great spirit called God, in
THE
free
stenografic
class
each
spring
and
fall
at
SEEKER is more fair than Christian papers. One of
whose law there never grew seeds of error with a
the great"faults we find with the church is her un- Cooper Union, room 24, will open on Monday, Oct. need of ever changing one iota of his plan. I love
3d,
at
8
P.
:M. For tickets apply to Mrs. E. B. Burnz,
fairness, extending to cruelty. She has been unfair
the woods, I love the flowers, the birds, the sunshine,
with everybody who opposed her. The Inquisition New York School of Phonography, 24 Clinton and the dewy rain, and my soul pulsates in unison
·
·
was a very unfair and one-sided institution; so were Place.
with each sweet sound God has made or his creation
the autos-da-fe. The Bartholomew massacre was
WE hav plenty more of those colored posters on has produced, whether it be the prattling of a tenterrible in its unfairness, and so were all the murders
hand
which we will gladly send to any friend who der babe, the carol of birds, the gurgling of streams,
which.Christianity instigated and perpetrated. It is
takes
enough interest in THE TRUTH SEEKER to aid the song of the factory· spindle, the click of the
the glory of Infidelity that it never killed any one.
mechanic's hammer, or the melody of your own .
in
extending
its circulation.
Science never shed a drop of human blood, while
divine rendering in song. But when you ask me to
faith has waded through blood and carnage for cenbelieve in an orthodoxical myth, to listen to voices
turies, dragging along in her wake little Oregonian
that hav never been heard, and to play upon my imGarfield •.
pastors who try to bolster up that which wiser men
agination in affairs purporting to be of such vital
BY SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
hav thrown to the winds long ago.
·
importance, you· ask me to immortalize my ignorance
The full heart breaks to tears as through the night
We trust our friend will wait, before sending us
The tremulous message of thy death is borne.
and insult my judgment."
.
any more articles in defense of his pet religion, until
The toil is ended, and thy spirit brave
"You
should
seek
for
light
and
faith
to
compreIs quenched at last in the black tide of death
his Christian papers publish some of them.
hend .the great truths of Christ's plan of salvation,
That sweeps to victory o'er thy rigid form.
Hard fate, when life is blooming to its best,
for he loves you, Paul, and one of his children
When summer's wealth of honoris thy prize,
almost dares to worship you. Oh, what a Christian
WE would call attention to a new work we hav
To feel the cold, dark winter On thy heart:
you, with your gifts and attainments, might make
just issued, "Voltaire in Exile." It is an epitome
Earth's richest promis suddenly made bare,
.And all its music turned into a sigh I
were it not for your--"
•
of the life of the great Infidel, and for those who
"Infidelity, love. Say it; I will not feel insulted.
cannot afford the higher priced Life by James
0 life of man I so grand, and yet so frail;
So thrilling with the godlike, yet so quick
To call a man an Infidel only means he is a selfParton, and yet want to know all about Voltaire, it
To sink into the dust and be no more;
thinker, an investigator, an arriver at conclusions
is just the work. It was written by Benjamin GasA buoyant wave, o.nd then the fieeting foamthrough the possible laws of cause and effect, not ·
tineau of Paris, and translated for us with his apThe tragedy no faith can change. Nor prayers,
blindly accepting some doctrin taught ages before
proval by F. Vogeli and Edmond Dubourg. It
Nor tears, nor passionate wish, nor strife,
Can make the gloom less gloomy than it is,
science had formed the bud, which to-day blossoms
contains an account of Voltaire's youth, his exile in
Or turn the stream of death to joyous bound.
with such vigorous enlightenment."
England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, and SwitzerWe only can endure with dauntless breast,
land, his relations with Jean Jacques Rousseau,
.And pluck the fiowers that still must bloom along
Frederick the Great, Catharine II., and Pope BeneThe everlasting way of darkling fate.
THE MoRTALITY OF THE SoUL, AND THE IMMORTALITY OF ITS
There is no choice; but we must onward press,
dict XIV.; what h~ did at Ferney, how he improved
ELEMENTS. By A.. Snider de Pellegrini. New York, D.
And 'vear the crown or bear the heavy cross.
the town, ·built a church, and fought the Jesuits,
M. Bennett. Second edition, corrected. Price 25 cents.
We weep, and with our sorrow become great,
and defended the victims o'f religious hatred and
And mourn the migbty dead with upright face.
The
author of this little work is a scientific w~iter
persecution. It describes his triumphant return to
Yet death is beautiful, for it will make
of much vers.'l.tility, and has written several works in
Paris after his years of exile, and ends with chapters
Thy memory, chieftain, like a lofty star,
the French and Italian languages, among which may
Forever lovely and forever dear.
on his work, his philosophical system, his enemies,
The tears that fiow to-day shall set most bright
be mentioned, "Les Mysteres de la Creation deand some hitherto unpublished letters.
,
Thy name in the eternal thoughts of men,
voiles," "L'homme et sa raison d'etre," "NouveJle
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire,
Embalming it with precious effluence,
Theorie sur le formation des comete," all works of
So that it crystals to most tender beams
but none of its size contains so much information as
interest. The title of the work now publsihed givs
Thy life's romance, its quick, eventful years,
this.· From it a clear idea can be obtained of the
The boy's large hope and manhood's spleedid deed.
a good idea of its scope and object, and the following
immense influence he exerted>upon Europe and the
The toilsome path to where the noblest shine
extract will enable the reader to judge of its merits:
world by his brilliant genius and how the church has
By this great woe are fiooded to renown.
The burning heart of youth through endless years
ever fought the men who dared to step out of the
It would be a great injustice to blame a man's religior_ beShall catch the fervor of heroic aiin
orthodox paths of thought.
cause he follows a dogma different from ours. Every generaFrom the poetic grandeur of thy life.
tion has inherited the creed of their fathers and ancestors, conWe will fill orders as fast as they come, and hope
Through suffering thou hast plucked the rarest fruit;
sequently the son is bound to follow the form of religion
to send off a good many. ·Price, cloth, $1; paper,
. The wreath of rich remembrance through all time,
adopted by his parents, only he is bound also to respect, for
To be a fireside story and sweet dream,
·
75 cents.
the same reason, the creed followed qy his neighbor upon reMANY friends are sending for the paper, saying
they wish their ·subscription to begin with Mr.
Bennett's first letter. To such we wish to say that
it is impossible. THE TRUTH SEEKER is not stereotyped, so after the edition is exhausted we (.lannot
f. [.· supply back numbers. Let all who wish the letters
~\' complete subscribe to the "Round-the-World" fund
, · and they will get them bound up in elegant book
i form, with two hundred or more illustrations. The
list is not by any means ·full, and great pleasure will
be taken in aclding new names and crediting the
"V's." There are also several who hav pledged who
hav not sent in the money. We wish they would
do so, as we need it, and also like to see stars all the
way down the column. It will take a thousand subscriptions to pay the expenses of the trip, and we
want them before the tirst volume is out, so as to
get all the names in the dedication.
THE mill of F. D. Lacy, of Nirvana, Mich., burnt
on the morning of September 8th, we learn has been
rebuilt, and the party suspected arrested and bound
over to appear at circuit court. It is a grave charge,
and his guilt seems thoroughly established. We
trust that justice will be meted out to him. ·

To liv in music and the rhythmic tale,
To touch the heart with genius' mystic spell.
Sorrow hath clothed thee with its jewels bright,
That softly shine through multiplying days,
And keep thy memory fresh as bending skies.
No honor crowns thee as our grief to·day;
It give immortal ardor to thy face.

Book Notices.
PAUL H~T; OR, THE LovE OF Hxs LIFE, by Uncle
Lute, rs a new romance of real life in America
from the prolific press of T. B. PeLerson & Bros'
Phil'a, Pa. Paper, 75 cts.; clotll, morocco, $1.25:
Many of our readers are acquainted with Uncle
Lute through a perusal of his poems, one of which
appeared in THE TRUTH SEEKER about a year ago,
entitled, "Whipping Post in Delaware." From
this fascinating romance before us we extract the following conversation, between Paul Hart, the selfthinking hero, and Lisette Lawrence, his beautiful
sweetheart, who is a Christian. They are talking
about their marriage, soon to take place, and Lisette
suddenly changes the supject with:
"And Paul," now raising her eyes to his, " it
would make me so happy to hav you take the step
of which I hav so often spoken to you-to hav you
walk the Christian's path with me."
"Now, darling," said he~ suppressing herlast word

flection that it is only the forms of worshiping God that differ
in their respectiv ceremonials, not the root (le fond), as the
homages are, whatever form directed, all addressed to the one
single divinity, which is the Almighty God, creator of the
universe.
.
Martin Luther deserted the Catholic church because he was
disgusted by the arbitrary acts by which the priest of his tiq1e
was imposing on the people, and he established the Protestant
church with liberal intentions; but to-day Catholicism in Italy,
France, and Spain is liberal-everybody may employ Sunday
as he likes. Protestantism, on the contrary, imposes constraint
on the people.

THEY tried .in the PresbyttJrian Criminal Court
this week a Sunday-school teacher named Mrs.
Cooper, on a charge of heresy. Can any one imagin
a wilder lunacy than a set of so-called divines, pious
elders, qeacons, and ecclesiastical small fry, gravely
discussing the orthodoxy of a woman who teaches a
Sunday-school class of a hundred girls successfully,
simply because she has once or twice been to hear
Dr. Stebbins preach, and also because she is a·
cousin of Bob Ingersoll? A third charge is that she
raised $500 for the "godless" kindergarten schools.
The plaintiff is a Pecksniff or a Stiggins named
Roberts, evidently a blue-nosed hypocrit, with a
heart about the size of a small ood-fish balL-San
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9Jo1tf11(Unication§.
Progress of Liberalism•the Past Year.
REPORT TO THE FREETHINKERS' CONGRESS .A.T LONDON.

Prof. A. L. Rawson, Secretary of the National
Liberal League for 1879 and 1880, a~d a delegate
last year from the Liberals of the Umted States to
the Freethinkers' Congress at Brussels, made an extended and able report to the Congress on the state
of Liberalism in this country. I need not go over
the historical ground so well covered by that report,
but just take up the story where Prof. Ra:wson ~eft
it, and giv an account of the progress of Liberalism
during the past year.
The general secular press of the U~ited.States has
kept steadily on iu the progress of Liberal development. It has been more outspoken in favor of Freethought than ever before. Its ~ol.id, sober write:s
hav published more elaborate, can?Idly.argued articles arraigning the church, and Its Wits hav shot
more fanatic "folly as it flies " than ev:er before.
The New York Times, one of the most staid, respectable, and venerable papers in this city, founded originally and for many years conducted b_Y He~~Y. J.
Raymond, a very cautious and conservativ politiCian
anq Presbyterian, has, during the past year, ast?nished its readers and gladdened the heart of all Liberals by leading editorial!!, week after week, on
ecclesiastic themes that before could only be found
in the columns of downright Infidel papers. The
New York Herald, Telegram, Sun, and Evening
Post hav also from time to time, stalked unceremoniously over ~remises where the priesthood hll:d put
up the warninjl, " All Infidel trespassers forb1dden
under penalty of the laws." The Boston Herald,
the Boston Globe, the Cincinnati Commercial, the
Chicago Times are similarly free and handle theological subj!'cts with what used t~ be thought
frightful audacity. Last of all a lit.tle o~e-c.ent
daily paper named Truth was started .m this mty,
something over a year ~go, and .11as, m th~ shortest time ever known m the h1story of Journalism grown into a manifest and acknowledged succes;.
Truth, among other principleii of its platform announced itself Liberal and Infidel from the
start: It has traded on its Infidelity, set forth its
claims to public patronage on ac.count of i~s Infide~it:y,
and won its succesil because of Its Infidelity. This IS
encouraging to other journals and its success has set
free many a pen among writers on other journals. ,
This liberality and freedom of the more general
secular press, though of great.value to the Liberal
cause militates somewhat agamst the spread of the
so-cailed Infidel and Liberal journals. In general
trade, when every shop sells boo~s and s.hoes the
special shoe store finds itself curtailed of Its sales.
The same is true with concer~s that supply the Liberal understanding. Such papers as THE TRUTH
SEEKER and Investigator, however~ hav n~t o~ly hel.d
their own, but hav made encouragmg gams m their
circulation. They are also doubly endeared. to t~ose
who patronize them when. they find the~r views
adopted by their popular daily contemporaries.
The church, of course, writhes and is distressed
under these increasing vollies from an unshackled
press. Driven to retreat, she rushes to her last defenses but finds no commanding hight on which to
remou~t her damaged batteries; no emi~ence of inspi~tion so infallible that reaso~ and smel!"ce cann~t
. explode it and make it very ~amfestly fallible. This
demoralization, so palpable m the orthodox force~,
reacts upon the press, and, emboldened bY: succ~ss,. It
pushes on and becomes still more mermless m Its
treatmentlof theologic shams.
While our population is steadily and rapidly increasing, the attendance at church is diminishing.
There is a general complaint of empty pews. Pastors
preach to bare walls. The churehe~ are fr.equented
chiefly by women to whose sympathies pe:sistent appeal is made. Men of sense and reflectiOn remam
away. The church is hedged about with difficulties
on every hand. While audiences are becoming more
critical and require clearer proofs, deeper reasons for
the doctrins that are preached to them, young men
of thought, of brains, of ability capa};lle of rendering
such reasons, decline to enter the priesthood. Thousands of clergymen are out of employment, and yet
thousands of pulpits are vacant because congregationil are so critical that they will not employ any
but first-class intellects. But the tr<imble is, the
Lord's vinyard iii mostly barren, producing nothing
but sour grapes. A few great theological lights
whose fervor and eloquence were kindled by the theoretical philosophy and fanciful metaphysics of half
a century ago, yet remain tottering on the stage; but
even the best of these are part heretic, part agnostic,
and the best 0f their faith is a dim religious flocculency floating in the air. We hav a Beecher, a
Thomail, a Collyer; and we hav a King, a Tyng,.a~d
a Swing; and of these, Tyn~ hae ~eft the pulpit m
despair. He has gone out of the life-eternal line of
buliiness and gone into insurance of this· life. After
these are all gone, when shall we see their like
again.? Where is the Promethean heat that will

succeeding lights like these illume? What would deal worse than themselvs, hav coveted not only
not the churches giv, if money could buy, or flattery his ox, his ass, and his maid-servant, but his wife
entice, or promise of a heaven of delights could at- also-yea, hav taken his life and been hung for it.
tract, for the tongue of Robert Ingersoll, or the pen The usual number of godly suicides, fallen into deof Herbert Spencer, or the research of Huxley, Dar- spair of this life, hav made violent entry into some
win, or Tyndall, to at least try to lift them into the supposed happier world beyond the grave. On the
realm of reason, the company of the scientific elect, other hand, it is very- rare to find a Freethinker led
and bolster their theories of "the atonement," "ret- into unjust, immoral, or criminal ways of any kind
ribution for the finally impenitent," and their gen- or character.
eral cosmical conceptions, yet a little longer?
The political parties, once well defined and
An event of the greatest importance to the irre- planted on certain clearly out-lined platforms of
ligious world has happened this year. The "in- principles, are now all at sea, chaos reigns supreme,
spired word" has been undergoing repairs, and it faction strives with faction, bosses of gangs conhas just come out· spic and span new. "In the be- tend with captains of. cliques. On the other hand,
ginning was the word, the word was with God, and the masses are perplexed and know not where they
the word was God." But, in the end, it turns out belong. The very names of all these political sects
that the word was not God, never was with God, are a revulsion and a fright to the honest citizen.
and gets out of style as easily as any old hat. "Stalwart," "Half-breed," "Feather-head," are
Things hav been working to this end a long time. the right, left, and center of Republicanism.
The word of God was getting shabbier and shabbier "Tammanyites," "ReadjusterB," "Bourbons," and
year by year. Believers everywhere were getting "Straightout" are Democratic factions, with "Inashamed of a "word" so tattered and torn. The dependents" playing shuttlecock between them all.
telescope; microscope, retort of the chemist, hammer All these names are as meaningless as Choctaw
of the geologist, and camera of the photographer and devoid of any principle but the spoils. The
hav been ·making discoveries and developing divine principles of all of them are identical in kind and
revelations, as well as those old prophets and apos- the same in number-seven in all, namely, five
ties. These later revelations were of an order with loaves and two small fishes.
whieh this "word that was God" found it difficult
But amidst all this anarchy among professional
to compete. Hence the nec!issity for a revisal. politicians the people remain u,nmoved. Busy indusHence "the word was made flesh," in spots, to get try proceeds just the samb. All wheels whirl, all
away, as far as possible, from the spirit of the age hammers ply, all spindles t~rn, and production and
and to concede some slight adaptation to the mate- consumption 'go on with ever increasing ratio. The
rialistic tendencies of modern times. But it is such people are thinking and acting independently of the
a little outcome of wool for so great a cry ! The politicians. New parties are forming and the old
minimum of pancakes is out of all proportion to the ones, allied with money and the priesthood, are findbatter that was stirred up. Our father in heaven ing themselvs undermined. The Greenback party is
they continue to ·call "which." They interpolate organized against a monopoly. in money and bank" the evil one" into his prayer, and his "kingdom, ing. The anti-monopoly party is organized against
power, and glory forever and ever" they revise out. a monopoly of rail and water transportation of freight
The short and convenient "cuss word," "hell," is and passengers. The Socialistic-Labor party is orlengthened by a syllable, putting profane people to ganized .against a monopoly of land, machinery, and
some inconvenience to revise their terms of impreca- raw materials. The Liberal League is organized
tion, and this iii all. It is enough, however, as a against a monopoly of divine favors, celestial privistep. It is but a beginning. It has been a money- leges, blessing from the most high, and demands free
making speculation, and the old prophets will be trade in these prime necessities of daily life.
mercilessly sacrificed to the new and more uniWhen all these parties hav worked out their claims
versally worshiped cash profits. Other revisions and find that they can make no further headway
will follow. Gospe~ truth here will suffer excision, alone, they will coalesce, pool their issues, and make
and a precept there emendation. A phase of doctrin one grand united party of progress against the party
here will be lopped off, and a word there substituted. of immobility and reaction ; and Freethought, the
Texts will be clipped worse than the coin of the moral as well as the material well being of mankind,
realm, till finally they will get down to the last re- will be the gainer by it.
maining grease spot of holy scripture, which will be
Exactly at this point in the· writing of this report
this expressiv piece of a text, "Hang all the law and comes the shot against our President, heard all
the prophets." The penalty for all these impious around the world and felt in every human heart.
proceedings they treat as so much buncombe and Here too the assassin is a .Christian, his insanity first
bosh, as it probably is: "If any man shall add unto took the form of religion. He was originally a rethese things, God shall add unto him the plagues ligious fanatic of the Freeman Pocasset-type. Then,
that are written in this book. And if any man sha:Il as religious excitement of the Moody and Sankey
take away from the words of the book of this proph- pattern died down and political excitement came up,
ecy God shall take away his part out of the book of his insanity shaded off into politics. His victim too
life and the holy city and from the things which is a Christian, and. the same before-mentioned Dr.
are written in this book." These be fearful words, Newman, in his first succeeding sermon, demanded
but the judge.of all the earth don't mean them at a, universal raid on Infidelity to put down Freethought
all; and when the righteous are assembled at the as a remedy for the shooting of Christian Presidents
last day before the judgment seat he will forgiv by Christian assassins. ·The Rev. Dr. Crosby prothem their trespasses on his "word" as they forgiv ceeds to lecture on "Assassination and Infidelity,"
those who trespass against them..
and both conspire to swear that the Infidel wolf it
Our colleges and universities are filled with revolt was that roiled the stream that runs up by the lamb
against exploded dogmas and the superannuated in- of God.
But in the shock and terror of this great trouble
culcations of sectarian text-books. The younger
professors are discontented, and impatiently await the Liberals, Freethinkers, and men of progress in
the shoes of the older theologians, who are fast Europe and everywhere should reflect that the govdropping away. The truths of nature, as revealed ernment of these Unit~d States is but one of the
in the scriptures of Huxley, Tyndall, Darwin, steps in the great march of progress. The freest
Haeckel, Herbert Spencer, and other scientists are vanguard of the race has halted here for over a canknocking at class-room doors, and student and tutor tury without a king exactly under that name; but, as
alike demand that they shall be let in. Prayers, the years go on and the experiment of this phase of
chapel exercises, and all religious observances are Democratic government proceeds, it is discovered
becoming more and more odious, and the students that too much of the monarchical principle remains
more and more demand freedom of choice as to their in our one man President. It is not fit that one man
observance.
should rule over so vast a territory, such tremendous
Prayers also in our state and national legislatures financial interests, and so diverse and numerous a
-for many years a mere farce and hollow form- people.
are now becoming an unendurable bore to almost · The outcome of it is monopoly, centralization and
the entire body of lawmakers. The correspondent ever-increasing spoils. Thit;~ is becoming more and
of the New York Sun writes daily from the Capitol more obvious year by year, and the people are getat Albany making fun of the prayers and describing ting ready to clip this one man power, abolish the
the legislators as engaged in writing, reading, smok- spoils, and make this still more a government of the
ing, talking, and in anything but devoted attention people for the people and by the people. This will
to the prayer. Yet every Infidel must pay his share be to take another step in social, political, and govof the three dollars which every one of these prayers ernmental progress. How this will be done cannot
costs. This is a mockery too hollow to last long. be precisely stated in this paper, but it will be
The late World's Fair Commission, which promised done, otherwise evolution will fail, progress will turn
so much and performed so little, opened its business backward, and chaos and night come again.
meetings with prayer by its most active agent and
It may, however, be suggested that the legislativ
commissioner, the reverend Newman. The public system of two houses in Congress and in every legis"
at once lost confidence in it, and the whole movement lature will be greatly modified or abolished. Senfailed after a preliminary expense of many thousand ates if retained at all will become more administradollars.
tiv and less legislativ. The time will come when
The usual number of clerical lapses from their the President of the Senate, elected by the Senate,
own prescribed rigors of virtue hav occurred this will be, by virtue of his office and only so long as he
year. The usual large majority of Christian crimi- is president of the Senate, President of the United
nal'l are in our prisons. The usual number. of pious States. And his function as President will simply
defaulters hav run away, even with funds of their be to sigll. the papers and carry out t}le decrees of
own churches and Sunday-schools. The usual num- the Senate, without any veto power whatever. The
ber of holy men hav loved their neighbor a great supreme court, too, will probably be reduced to a
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The Do~a of Im;mortality.
law department of the Senate; the Sena.te itself may eral fact of the progress of the world makes their
continue to be elected by the state leg1slatures, but appearance inevitable. The Liberals are those who
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
the legislatures will be elected directly by the people. hav become free, that is, emancipated from theology. It is no secret to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
This will reduce the hnperial, monarchical principle The facts imd laws of civilization compel this eman- that I am a Spiritualist, and heuce I hope the ultra. in our President to the smallest. It will also avoid cipatian more and more.
Materialistic readers of your Liberal paper will bear
our every fourth year convulsion of electing a Pres2. Shall this process of progress and enlighten- with me, and, if necessary (to them), pity my apparident and our every sixteenth year cruelty of shoot- ment be the result of blind facts, forcing events and ent weakn13ss, even if my skepticism is al'! great as
ing him.
.. ·
.
.
_revolutions like the·broken ·and dammed up ice in a theirs, and my 1mowledge in some matters greater.
The ~iberals Of the. Umted S~ates ~re preparu;g to ~o~~tain gorge, or ~hall th.e .process of p:o_gr~ss be I hav preferred to write occasionally for your paper,·
.cope with these questwrrs. It IS their full and mde- antiCipated by a wise preVIsiOn and proVIsHm, that knowing full well you hav a numerous amount of
feasible right to take a share in their. discussion and will open the minds of men to the inevitable and Spiritualistic subscribers who fully understand and
execution. Christian statesmen and Christian gov- make the rise and flow in the river of time_and evo- appreciate the subjects on which I generally treat; I
ernment having proved so manifest a failure, the lution peaceful, healthy, and-natural.
am therefore not surprised at the crude remarks of
anti-Christian citizens can fairlv demand a return to
3. This ·wise prevision and preparation can only be some of your contributors. It must therefore be
the principle~ of the Infidel fathers and founders of had by the wise and prudent spreading of Liberal, understood that it is from this standpoint I generally
the republic, with such modern i~provements as scientific; and humane views among the people. To write. It is simply from this position friend Lake
time, growth, invention, and development hav proved do this, two things are necessary (I), careers for in- misunderstands ·my recent contribution on our proper
to· be necessary to the just and efficient working of dividuals; (2), organization.
· "foe."
·
.
the origin,al plan~ and principles. L.east of all is
T?at is to say, Liberalism must furnish a livelihood
In some former number of your paper I gave my
Dr. Newman's raid on the Infidels m order as a for Its best teachers and exponents. The success of views upon the much. used, and, as I think, ignorantly
remedy.'
a cause that can furnish such careers is assured. The handled subject of what is called "superstition." I
· In the midst of. all this political turmoil and the cause that cannot do it must remain suspended like endeavored to show how it is generally popularly
break-up of time-honored political parties stands the vapor, "in the air," giving freshets here and light- denounced by most writers without even a. logical
National Liberal League. This organization is in- ning there, under the blind propulsion of revolution- examination of its- true origin and character. I
, tended to act, and does act, as a steadying, guiding, ary events. The revolution, if it is understood, or- elideav0red to sh9w that the classic erections of
progressiv, and yet conservativ element. The League ganized, and manned, is gradual and safe; it is but Westminster, St. Paul's of London, St. Peters of
is young yet, having been organized only so late as another name for the growth and progress of man. Rome, and the ten thousand costly religious taber1876. It has had its accidents and adversities, but But man cannot advance physically, morally, men- nacles in our own land, had the same common basis
it grows, increases, survives through all; and its sur- tally, socially, and politically without limbs and as the lowest species of fetish and idol worship of
vival alone shows that it 'i.s in some degree fit. The organs.
the most barbarous humans. I endeavored to show
National Liberal League is the only association in
l2). Back of these leaders, ~teachers, and editors that all these latter mentioned creations were mere
the United States .organized on the line of Free- there must lie organizations, intelligent, trusting, outgrowth of superstition and all this coatl;v re.ligious
thought to bring a Liberal, Infidel, and secular people cooperativ, influential. The National Liberal League superstructure was based on a natural desue m. man
to act. to&'eth~r, to promote. secular in opposition to is one of these; it ~ust be larg~ly. e~tended, and for a continued existence. I contended that the hope
ecclesiastiCal mterests.
others must take up Its workand aid m Its efforts for and expectation of a continued existence.in some form
The National League is composed of Liberal asso- emancipation, education, and. social· development; was natural, and that skepticism in immortality waii
ciations, acting under its charter, affiliated in its and, above all, aiil. in the defense of liberty against purely artificial, and was doubtless lashed into hatred
work and meeting in their various localities through- encrt>achment of both chm:ch and state, by securing by the fashionable ignorant assumptions of our domiout the United States. There are now two hundred the complete and permanent separation of both.
nant aristocratic priesthood.
and twenty of these chartered auxiliaries scattered
4. The last consideration is, that no Liberal can
If friend Lake will understand my last article
through the several states of the union. The League really be one until and unless he has an earnest (which he has in ~art ~noted) h~ ~ill perceive less
is specially popular in the great free West. Miners desire to hav others enjoy the blessed emancipation inconsistency, I think, m my positiOn than he no,w
-and mining people take hold of it spontaneously. from the horrors, dogmas, dreams, and despotism of supposes. I said my " standpoint of knowledge."
The League has not chartered as many auxiliaries theology from which he has escaped. He knows I can but infer his standpoint of knowledge differs
this past year as in former years but it has consoli- that this escape must be commonly a slow growth, from mine, or he would not hav written so childishly
idated itself, strengthened the affiliated societies it not without the doubts and fears which always at~ of the well-known claims of Spiritualism. He seems
has already, and secured a larger revenue to its tend growth and progress. But he knows the joyous to overlook, or does not note the fact, that Spiritualtreasury than in any previous year. It has estab- health and liberty beyond, and he longs to see all ism embraces all fthat is known of the scientific re- ·
lished a littl~ mo~thly org3:n un~er the. title of enjoy thi~ blessed light. He knows, too, that only searches and speculations of Huxley, Darwin, TynLeague Man, m whwh Is published Its offimal corre- by that hght can the progress of the world be other dall, and Spencer, with the additional presumption
spondence, reports of local societies, and such articles than a blind and dangerous groping and stumbling ttat we Spiritualists know a little more.
and documents as are of interest to the organization in the dark. It is evidently, therefore, the duty of
Just glance at friend Lake's position. Here, attenand promotiv of its welfare. The League holds an every Liberal to secure his own life, family, and tion to the subject of Spiritualism has existed for the
annual congress of delegates from the local societies paying business, upon the most successful and per- space of thirty-eight years, or ever since its public
usually in September. It has held~ five such con- manent basis possible, from the point of view of notification through the press of the rapping phenomgresses-the first in 1877 at Rochester, New York; worldly success, and then; to use ·of his means rea- ena at Hydesdalein this state, and its va:r;ious modithe second at Syracuse, N ew,York; the third at Cin- sonably, and in proportion to his means for the wise fications of table-tipping, independent writing, and
cinnati, Ohio; the fourth at Chicago, Ill. The Fifth support of the organization and the men who only entrancements, etc., and at this late day our friend
Annual Congress was held this year on the 30th of can make Liberalism .a beneficent power upon earth. Lake shows his ignorance of its conceded claims as
September at Chicago, I~linois.. ~ts immediate . Thes~ reflections are forced upo!l us. by the. f.act an: established fact by propounding questions worthy
objects are to secure a JUst taxatiOn of church that Liberals so often take a pride m despismg only of the dullest Sunday-school bigot of the union,
property along w:ith ~t~er property, exclude .the money. and position, as so much filt?:y: lucre and and invites me to waste time in answering.
Jewish or any other religious scriptures as an ·obJect hypocrisy. If sought for themselvs, this Is true. If
As I stated before in one of my former contribu"
·of adoration and worship from the public schools, sought as a power for good, it hi the reverse of the tions to your paper, Spiritualism cannot be proved
and to abolish the restrictiv lawil that relate to Sun- truth. Unless the genius of Voltaire had been by mere pen controversy, and hardly· by the mere
day and that prohibit citizens from spending one- seconded by his wealth, he could never hav lifted statement of phenomenal facts, but mainly by a perseventh part of their time as they shall see fit. And Europe out of the dark ages .. Honestly, honorably, sonal knowledge of facts connected wit~ their corgenerally its objects are to secure and maintain a industriously, therefore, "put money in thy purse," responding intelligence. This is a peculiarity all
complete and perfect separation of church and state. for money is the power that propels the world for- advanced thinkers long since observed. The only
Organization is now the hope of Liberalism in the ward in her orb~t of progress. Each must learn and utility in these public statements of phenomenal
United States. Organization, mutual help, joined he able to contribute to that power.
facts (many of. which I hav given through your pashoulder to shoulder, is the order of the day. Even
T. B. W .A.KEMAN, Treas., N. L. L.
per) should be that they might act as an encoura,geif it is no more than to count noses and exhibit our
ment to others, if they felt inclined to giv the subnumbers, it will be a manifestation of power and a
But the Liberals of the United States in pushing ject a personal examination. To me it seems a
b
· d
h their own enterprises do not lose sight of Liberal waste of time to attempt to argue the truth of the
giving of notice that we are not to e tnfle wit . movements in Europe. They hav been profoundly
How much more if we organize for activ, enterprissoul's immortality with minds of friend Lake's coming, Liberal work ! Just as the church waked up interested in the struggle of the government with the prehension. He is so crudely Materialistic I am
one time to the fact that" the devil had all the best church in France and the struggle of the church with afraid he would hardly understand me were I to say
tunes," so the Liberals of this country hav come to Mr. Bradlaugh in England. Day after day, turning I also am a Materialist, but that my Materialism was
recognize the great truth that the church is what she is to the foreign news in the morning journals, the first of too refined a character to yield to the powers of
"·because she has the best methods of proselyting, in- items looked for hav been the latest developments the microscope.
h
from these two fields of religious warfare. ~ir.
We can all commiserate the fate of the poor caststructing, and preaching er gospe1 to every crea- Bradlaugh especially in being a personal sufferer
ture; and, of these best methods, the one of chief from an injustice that could be conceived only in a away sailor on. one of the tro~;ic.al i~lands ill; the Pavalue is organization. If the church were not or- Christian heaven and that would be scorned as too cific. He readily won great distmctwn and mfiuence
ganized into circuits, presbyteries, bis~oprics, and inhuman by all traditional devils that ever peopled with the savage emperor by his more civilized su&"dioceses she would be a rope of sand Without cohe- the Christian hell, has been the center of universal gestions, and being also possessor of a rusty nail
sion and without power.
. t eres t an d h a s h a d th e sympath y no t 0 nly ofFree- wherewith to bore holes for the construction of their
h With organization
·
d she is m
the powerful creature t at she is notwithstan ing the .thinkers, but of many Liberal Christians in the tents and bark canoes. But unfortunately he told
falsity of her doctrins. A small body organized United States. The Nati.onal Liberal League, and them a truth, far beyond their savage comprearound a lie is stronger for evil and for selfish ends
d
h&nsion. Wishing to giv them an idea of ice he
than a multitude unorganized are for good, though Freethinkers generally, in this country send kin ly told the emperor he had seen sheets of water in his
·
f
greeting
to
their
peers
and
comrades
in
Europe
and
country so hard that men could readily walk and
they may hav immediate access to t h e f ountam o
M B dl
h
d h'
ll
d f d
truth and liv and act upon it in their daily, individual to r. ra aug an
IS ga ant e en ers espe- run on their surfaces. This truth,. so far from the
lives. While the devotees of lies are organized for cially. May he and they all win in their bitter strug- emperor's plane of knowledge er conception, nearly
d gle with the power of the church is the hope and bethe propagation of lies, ~he ?-evotees of truth shoul lief, yes, and even the prayer in such a scientific way cost the mariner his head, and from being, as before,
come into counter-orgamzatwns to defeat error and as prayer is sensible and permissiblS) of the millions almost deified, he was branded as a liar of the first
order. Now, believing friend Lake to be an honest
defend and propagate the truth;· This is what the of Freethinkers of the United States.
lover of truth, he inust conceive us Spiritualists to be
National League is organized to do, and it is growT . C • L ELAND, SeO. N . L . L .
liars and frauds of the worst kind.
ing to be a succesf!.
201 East 71st street New York.
But, the question will arise, Is this earthly ex~
istence, with its tantalizing hopes of unrealized hapThe preceding report of our able and devoted
Secretary leads to two or three reflections which,
WRONG BECAUSE IT HuRTs.-Nothing is wrong piness, a place of torment, an absolute hell, or is
under the light of our experience, ought to be sub- because it hurts deity or nature, but because it hurts mankind only in all' evolutionary state preparatory
mitted to Liberals at home and abroad:
man. Teach the people that laws are made for their to something higher? I can only reiterate that I
l. That Liberalism is "in the air," and will ap- protection, not as instruments of revenge, and their coiweive that he or she entertaining the belief in anpear from time to time in forms, shapes; .persons, self-interest and gratitude will be excited. Thus the nihilation can be neither philosopher nor philanthroDAVID BRuCE.
and places the most unexpected. Indeed, the gen- first step to solid and permanent reform will begin. pist. . ·
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o/1 iirrni1.. &'nnftnr o/Jr(lnnd it(" Jtll!.(lrl'.t lawo which held the p~ople of Great Britain subjects immediate neighb'orhood of Merthyr went into the
~ J!W4 u-l/1 ~"4' " .~ "'
lfj" ~~
U of those Norman bandits; but I must hasten on. Let possession of Mr. Crawshay, whose spirit and intelli1

·

me say, however, before leaving Carmarthen, that it gence soon raised the operations in iron to such maghas been the birthplace of many distinguished men nitude and perfection that Merthyr became the most
Four Days in Wales.-Continued.
who have aided in forming the histo:t:y of this celebrated spot for iron manufacture in the kingdom.
But let me narrate what is claimed for the divine country.
Four large establishments were in active operation,
or miraculous paternity of Merlin, whose city I have
Ali hour's ride through a pretty fine country with fifty blast-furnaces, and turning OJlt over three
seen: King Vortigern, who lived in Wales near the brought the train to Swansea, a great place for coal hundred tons of iron per wee-k. But this has all
close of the fifth century, being in great trouble mining, iron manufacture, copper and silver smelt- changed. Bad counsels ruled, a conflict arose beabout the foundation stones of a castle which he ing, etc. It is also an active seaport, and has a tween capital and labor, manufactories in other
wished to build, and which stones sunk into the bi-weekly or tri-weekly line of steamers to America. places sprang up and took the trad", Merthyr lost
earth out of sight as fast as they could be put in It has a large trade with Chili in South America. her market, and America profited by obtaining her
place_, called together the bard~ and w-izards of his Here. the silver and copper are made ready for skilled workmen.
·
locahty.-and they we_re the priests and prophets of the market. Here are the capitalists and back-bone
The gentleman here to whom I had a letter, and
those times-to tell him. what he should do. They of Chili. From this point went the resources and another whom I wished to see, were both absent
gathered together at his command,_ and consulted strength which Chili recently developed in' her war from home, so after looking over the town more than
long among themselves; and not findmg any .natur_al with Peru. It has been a surprise to many how a an hour, I took the train down the narrow Taff Vale
or supe~atu_ral reason why the stone~ ?n a hill little strip of territory like Chili could possess power to Pontypridd (pronounced Pontypree), arriving just
should smk I~to the: earth, to cover th~Ir Ignora~ce enough to whip two such countries as Peru and as the evening shades were spreading over the vale,
and save their. credLt, t?ey p~t. t_he kmg ?ff With Bolivia. The fact is, Swansea was to Chili what and in the rain, as. a matter of cour'!le. My object in
what they consider<:~d an Impossi~Ihty by saymg that Liverpool was to the S~tuthern Confederacy.
visiting thi~ point was to see Mr. Evan Davies, the
"those stones could never be laid together and re. .
.
.
,
main where placed till cemented with the blood of a
I VISited the e_xtensive Siemen s steel works, per- Arch Druid of the British Islands, who resides here.
roan-child who was born of a mother but had no haps the largest m the world, and saw more. furnaces, I inquired for his residence,. some half a mile
man for father." This. answer satisfied the king, more heavy steam -hammers, probably st~ll la~ger off in the upper end of the village, and set out in
and he sent truety servants abroad over the country than I had seen before, more heavy rolhng m~lls, the dark to find him. When I reached his house I
to find a woman who had borne a son without the et{). Her~ they . roll o~t steel plates of all. th_wk- plied the knocker, but with no response, and feared
agency of a father. 'fhey were extrem~ly fortunate, nesses, railr~ad non, thm s~eel sheets for t~nmng, I had lost my journey; but some little boys told me
for after a few days' search in several villages they bolts of all Sizes, to~ether With many oth~r kmds of that while the son was away the old man was :home
found at Caer-Merlin (which .implies Mellin's town, work. I _saw, a pa1r. of shears for cuttiD:g rolled and had just gone to a neighboring grocery. They
and from which Carmarthen is said to have come) a steel and Iro~•:.the kmves or blades _of whw~. were went for him, and soon he was there. I remarked
virgin, the daughter of King Demetius, who had borne twen~y feet m len~th. I had not time to VISit the that I had come a long way to see him.
"From what country?" he inquired.
MerliL, and who, according to her own statement, smeltmg works of Silver and ~opper .. About 200,000
"America."
had ·known no mali. When she and her boy were ~ons ?f C?~p~r ore are smelted m the different furnaces
"Ab, then you are M,r. Bennett, the Bradlaugb of
brought before King Vortigern he made inquiry of m this yimmty .. The copper W?rks and .other ma,nher as to the paternity of the lad. She replied that ufactories. are situated alongside t~e. river Tawe, America !" at the same time extending his hand.
"Yes, my name is Bennett, but I am hardly
the boy was a natural son of her body, but at the about a m.Ile and a.half from ~h~ mty, and the atsame time protested that she had never had the soci- mosphere IS so becloude~ and VItiated by the fumes worthy to be called the Bradlaugh of America,
ety of mortal man, and that the only company she of copper, sulphur, a~semc, e~c., that the .face of the though I have tried to do what I could in my way."
He invited me in, and, seated by his genial fire, we
had had was a spirit, who assumed the appearance of country, largel:r deprived o~ Its yerdure, IS rendered
a beautiful young man, who often appeared unto her, barren and unsightly. . It IS claim~d, ho~e.ve:, that were soon engaged in conversation on the old reseeming to court her with an uncommon warmth of the health of the workmg people IS not. lllJUrwusly ligion of the Druids and the false claims of the curaffection, and when any of her fellow-virgins came affe~ted, and that a full ave;age proportiOn of them rent system .. It seems a friend in New York has
in he would suddenly vanish, she evidently being his at~m an old age_, though It. ~o~ld seem that the written to Mr. Davies with regard to myself, and
only choice. She asserted that by his many and ~onous fu.mes _whwh are so mJurwus to vegetable has sent him some copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER.
urgent importunities she was at length overcome and life wou~d mev1tably have an unf~vorable e~ect upon He spoke in the most complimentary terms of the
yielded herself to his wishes, and was embraced and human hfe. The whole plac.e IS black with smoke work I am performing, wishing me all possible proscaressed and fervently pressed by him, and as the and soot-~on>e than our Pittsbu:gh, because the perity. Mr. Davies, otherwise Myvgr Morganwg,
result of all this the child Merlin was born. Her atmosphere IS dam~er and more ea.sily ov~r~ast. As his Druidic or Welsh name, is a genial, intelligent
words were uttered with such modesty and humility a place of commer?Ial .and mechamcal actiVIty there man of eighty-two years, and has been the most
that the king was satisfied she told the truth, and he are few places of Its siz.e th~t anywhere near equ~l active man in the British Isles in perpetuating the
gladly accepted Merlin as just the person he was Swan~ea. Its. popula~w~ IS o~er 60,000, and Is Druidic faith, which he holds to be far superior to
looking for.
gr.owmg. I Will. mentiOn one thmg I saw here. In the Christian religion. He has spQken Welsh the
. It is perhaps not strange that a child begotten th~s coun~ry, as ~n England, Scotland, and Ireland, greater part of his life, and it is not easy for him to
under such remarkable circumstances could prophesy railroads m crossmg. each other never do so on the exprk!ss himself in English. He has written and
what should befall the kings for many hundred years same l~vel, but one Is ~ar eno~gh above the other puhlished several books upon Druidism and the
to come, and that what he uttered should come truth- to admit t?e lower tran; passmg under the upper " Glory of Wales," but they have all been printed in
fully to pass, I have the book containing these road. It IS the same With roads for .wago~s, they Welsh. The series of articles under the title of
prophecies in crude poetry, as they were translated are not allowe~ ~o cross on ~ level w1t? railroads, "Ecce Diabolus," which lately appeared in THE TRUTH
from his version, but I will not detain you to listen ~nd hen?e colh_sw~s a~d acmdents at railroad cross- SEEKER, were translated from his pen. He is evito them now, as they are too lengthy for this letter;· mgs are Impossib.le, VIaducts are therefor~ extremely dently a man of first-class intelligence and of exbut I wish to assure you that they appear nearly as com~on. Here m Swansea, I saw one railroad t~us tensive learl).ing. · It is easy to see, too, that he has a
good as any prophecies I have ever read, save crossmg another .and below the two a canal With genial disposition, and that goodness and kindness of
Mother Shipton's, which is now shown she did not loade~ boats P.assmg. I cannot say ?ow long the heart •are his predominating characteristics.
write at all. And as for the claims of Merlin's re- canal. IS, but I J~dge a go?d. many miles, as I have
He has a peculiar arm-chair, with symbols carved
markable paternity, I beg to assure you that it is seen It several tm:~es; but It IS not lar~e enough for upon it, and somewhat like a throne, made for him
better authenticated than any similar account of the boats of half the. s1ze of our~ on the ~r1e canal.. In to sit in when acting in the capacity of Arch Druid.
kind that .IJ.as come down to us, for here we have the the matter of railroad crossmgs I ~hi.nk AmeriCans I. had the honor to. sit in it. He informed me that
assurance of the mother herself as to how the matter should adopt the European style; It Is vastly safer Mr. Bradlaugh had visited him, for whom he enteroccurred, while in some of the other cases, including than ours.
tains a very high respect. ~n the cours·e of our conthe one in Palestine, we are entirely left without the
On our way from Swansea we passed through a versation on the origin of religions, etc., he made
testimony of the mother, who, it must be confessed pretty, productive country, and saw several pretty this observation, which struck me with spocial force,
is t~e most direct and impvrtant witness in the case~ ~illages. ~ eath, however, is the first place of. con- and as being strictly true, "Christianity is one of
I WISh now to assure you that I believe this story s~derable size.we came to .. The Neath Valley Is ~e the greatest falsehoods the world has known, and an
about the supernatural parentage of Merlin just as m~edly beautiful. Here hve the stock from whw.h uncounted number of falsehoods have been used to
much as I do the others I have mentioned, because I Ohver Cromwell sprung. The next place of note Is sustain it." He several times reverted to the work.
have read it in a book written and printed before I Merthyr, a town of consi.derable size, one~ a ve;y in which I am engaged and expressed his approbawas b~rn, and because I have seen the city where ~usy place, but n?w suffermg from stagnatwn, ~riB tion of my efforts, at which, of course, I felt highly
the child was brought into the world, which was mg from the failure and stoppage of ?eavy Iron flattered.
nam~d a~ter him, and because the cave is hard by manufactures. Perhaps thousands of skilled wo:kI inquired of him as to the Druidic temple in the
and IS pomted out wh~ore he .used to resort to obtain men who once wrought here have gone to Amenca vicinity, remarking that I wished to visit it in the
his inspiration and learn how to prophesy.
!l'nd materially a~tled to _our prosperity in the w~rk- morning. He pointed out the direction of it on a
It was at Carmarthen that considerably later the mg.of coal and Iron, while the once.busy establish- neighboring eminence, and said that but for his age
Rev. Peter Williams lived, who translated the Bible ments of Mertbyr are going to decay. This is and feebleness he would accompany me to it in the
from the original Hebrew and Greek into the Welsh a wild country, with precipitous ranges of hills and morning. I thanked him, and assured him I would
language, more correctly than .any other translation narrow, winding valleys, with, of course, much of be able to find it, observing that I should rise pretty
that has been made. After completing it he was picturesque scen~ry.
early in the morning and visit it before breakfast, so
requested by the Methodists to modify certain porHere it was amid these hills that the wild Irish as to be able to take the early train for Cardiff.
tions so as to agree with the Calvinistic doctrines, clans made raid and foray, and many a hard battle After detaining him as long a time as I considered
but he. flatly refused, on the ground that he consid- was here fought. Here the Dissenters were hunted reasonable, I bade him good-night, agreeing that I
e:ed the Bible far more the true authority than Cal- by the regular church, as the Covenanters were pur- would call again upon him in the morning after visvm. For this he was suspended-not by the neck, but sued in Scotland, and the place abounds with historic iting the Druidic temple, and exchange pictures wit.h
from his office as a preacher, and was denounced as memories. Here Trevethick and Vivian built the him, as I wished his. I soon reached the hotel, and
a heretic, as the church has similarly done in numer- first locomotive in 1807, long before Stephenson. it was but a short time before I was abed and
The Dowlais Iron Works, here situated, are said to asleep.
ous other cases.
It would be pertinent here, as Wales was long the be the largest in the world. Yes, the useful element
I was up betimes in the morning, as I had a mile
str?nghold of dissent, to trace the origin of the sects whi0h has played such an important part in develop- or more to walk to reach the old meeting-place of
whiCh arose here, to state that on St. Bartholomew's ing the iron and coal industries of the United St~tes the Druids. I had to cross the river 'l'a:tf, over
day, Aug. 24, 1662-199 years ago-four thousand W:J.s drawn from this locality. About the middle of which William Edwards, an ingenious, self-taught
clergymen sec.eded from the church of England and the last century Mr. Anthony Bacon, a man of much ma~on of the village, was employed to construct a
~ounded the Dissenter's Independent or Puritan sect activity and energy, having obtained a long lease of bridge about one hundred and forty years ago. He
m a manner quite similar to that in which the church a large tract of iron and coal country, entered into a first constructed one with three arches, but it was
of England dissented and withdrew from the church of contract with the government for supplying the soon swept away by the floods; then he determined
Rome uuder the reign of Henry VIII. I might also arsenals with cannon and iron. Great works were to build another with a single arch, but this was
show how Romanis~ was established by William the erected, which rapidly diffused industry and at- scarcely completed when it fell in, ·the great weight
Conqueror and his ·able coadjutor, Lafranc, bishop of tracted population. After acquiring an immense of the abutments causing the arch to spring in the
N?rmandy; ho~ .Lafranc's was t~e brain that con-. fortune, Mr .. Bacon d~sposed of the tract i:J?- seJ.>arate center. In his third trial he reduced the weight by
ce1ved the permcwus law of entail, as well as other leases to vanous parties. The largest port10n m the introducing cylindric!'l openings or tubes. in each
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side of the arch, securing greater stability with a all the gods and divinities which men in the ignorant Here the gorsedds of the Druids .were held, and here
diminution of material, a principle which has since ages of the past devised, and which enlightened men they met to hold their most sacred and solemn cerebeen employed in the construction of other bridges of the present time believe in. Hail to thee, 0 Sun ! monies, as the ancient Persians, three thousand years
in Wales. It is considered a remarkable bridge,. its I bow in reverence before thee. I own .thee superior ago, used to assemble upon the tops of their mounsingle arch being one hundred and forty feet, and its to all other existences within thy system. I devoutly tains to .warship the sun and perform their religious
bight from the sprin~ to the ·keystone thirty-five a?knowledge. thee the supreme power that rules on rites.
·
feet. It served to give a name to the village, for high. There IB none greater than thee; there is nothThere were many points of similarity between
Pontypridd means a bridge of beauty. To pre- ing BU_Perior to thee. As the ancients worshiped thee Druidism and the ancient religions of central Asia.
vent its falling again, the arch is made very crown- on thi,B very spot of ground, so do I now worship Both were emphatically nature-worship; the devoing, necessitating a steep ascent to cross it from thee, and the glorious universe of which thou art a tees of both worshiped in the open air and on the
either side.· For this reason a more modern level part, now and here this lovely morning."
top of eminences and mountains; both worshiped
bridge has been built by the side of it, which has taken
I must confess I am unable, if worshiping is to be the sun as the central and supreme power, the source
all the travel. Under the arch is said .to be a re- done at !ill, to see a;ny object, real or imaginary, of light and life; both were familiar with the momarkable echo which repeats itself nine times, but· I more fittmg to worship than th~ controling orb of tions of the planets and the twelve signs of the zodid not investigate it. I hardly had time, and an echo the solar system, from which we obtain life, suste- diac; both were opposed to idel-wotship, and rerepeated five or six times does me just as well as a nance,_ health,_ and happiness. I cannot see why the garded nature as the supreme power. It is usually
dozen. I pushed on for the Druidic temple on the worshipful mmd should look farther than this su- thought that the Druids, or rather, the earlier settlers
hill, and fortunately took the right road. As I was preme p_ower, or conceive, imagine, or invent any of the island of Britain, came from Asia and brought
climbing the hill on one side. the sun was climbing other bemg or monster to take its place as. an object with them the religion and worship which they had
the other, and when I reached the ancient religious
worship. In. this view. I have regarded the an- there· believed and practiced. There are others,
temple we stood face to face. When I realized. that ment sun-worshipers .as qmte as sensible as any class again, who claim that the inhabitants of Britain are
the religious and intelligent Druids thousands of that has lived, and far more 80 than the :worshipers even older'than the Hindoos and Persians, and that
years ago used to gather upon this . hill, with the of Brahma, Ormuzd, Tien, Baal, Chemosh, Osiris, Asia was absolu:€ly settled by emigrants from this
beautiful Taff flowing by its precipitous side, two or Vishnu, Jupiter, Odin, Yahweh, Allah, Taaera, part of Europe. One thing going to con:firm this
three hundred feet below, a feeling of awe came Mumbo Jumbo, or any of the other divinities which theory is the fact that the Rig Vedas, the oldest
over :nte, a consciousness that I was standing upon men have devised, and which have no existence save known human writings, contain reference to the
"holy ground." The feeling that the ancients used in their misdirected imaginations. True, the most "White Isle " in the northwest, and of the people
to come up. here and worship the sun, and my own ?f th~se were originally clumsy and distorted person- who come from there and brought with them into
gladness to see the sun once more, whose face had been Ificatwns of the god of day; and the personal attri- the land of the Aryans the religious beliefs peculiar
many days hidden, .but was now so full and fair be- butes, the passions, the loves, the. hates, and the to both people. This White Isle is supposed to
fore me, made me worshipful, and I took off my hat fierce anger were simply the distortions of other mean Britain, so called from its chalky bluff shores,
and bowed reverently to the glorious orb, and said: minds, or the crude way they adopted of expressing which of course look white as far is they can be seen
"Great source of light, heat, and life, I hail you the power and fierceness of the sun's rays, and which out at sea. That both peoples had many things in
with gladness as I stand upon this sacred spot of in its evolutions, in the minds of uneducated and un- common in their belief there are many proofs to conearth,'made sacred thousands of years ago by the civilized men, degenerated into angry, fickle, and un- firm, philological and otherwise. I will name one.
honest sons of this island who reverently met here to reasonable monstt3rs. It is by no means difficult to In the Druidic belief Menw (pronounced Manoo or
do honor to thee, thou supreme ruler over this world see that the Jewish Yahweh or Jehovah conformed Menno) was the first man created, and from whom
and the entire system of planets, asteroids, and satel- to this general rule, and that he was originally a sun- descended all the nations and tribes of men. The
lites within thy influence., I thank thee and the at- ~od, or. a god of fire. Sul:)h passages from the Jew- Hindoos believed that Menu-pronounced almost
mosphere around me that thou dost not hide thy face I~h Scnptures as these make it pretty clear: "The exactly in the same way-was the father of
Many of the words used by
from me this beautiful morning. I recognize thee as Bight of the glory of the Lord was like devouring the human race.
the great,-beneficent, and overruling power which fire" (Ex. xxiv, 17); "There is none like unto the both people have similar sounds and meanings.
controls the destinies of all the forms of life on this God of Jeshurun, who rideth upon the heaven in thy Another proof of the great antiquity of the Druids is
globe, and the author of life, sensation, motion, help, and his excellency on the sky" (Deut. xxxiii, found in· the fact that the German excavator
thought, and all the qualities and abilities possessed 2?); "Extol him that rideth upon the heavens, by and antiquarian, Dr. Schliemann, when digging
by various forms of vegetable and animal life. With- his name of Jab, and rejoice before him" (Ps. lxviii, where the ancient city of Troy stood in Asia Minor,
out thee none of these could exist. Without thee 4); "To him that rideth upon the heaverio'f heavens, found seven different strata, upon which seven
eternal night, frot~t, and nihility would ,exist where which were of old; lo, he dota send out his voice, cities had successively been built. As the last was ·
are now countless millions of sentient and happy an~ that a mighty voi?e "(Ps. lxviii, 33); "Who destroyed three thousand years ago the great antiqbeings. However much praise may be accorded to layeth the beams of his chambers in the waters; uity of the lowest city may be imagined. But
the conceptions and creations of illy-informed minds, wh<' maketh the clouds his chariot; who walketh however great its age may be supposed to be, Dr.
however much praise and worship may be extended ?-POD the ~ings of the wind" (Ps. civ, 3); "His go- Schliemann there found Druidic symbols.
The ancient Grecians had much to say of the
to them which far more rightfully belongs to thee, mg forth IB from the end of the heavens, ~nd his
still thou dost not take offense thereat; thou dost not circuit unto the ends of it, and there is nothing hid Hyperboreans, by which they undoubtedly meant the
withdraw thyself from the inhabitants of this earth from the heat thereof" (Ps. xix, 6); "Our God is a inhabitants of Britain, where the great. temple of
because they run after other and inferior gods. Not- consuming fire" (Deut. iv, 24); "God come from Apollo (the sun) existed. DiodoruB Siculus quotes
withstanding they speak falsely and say thou wast Ternan, and the Holy One from Mt. Paran. Selah. Hecatreus, 600 B.c., as authority that Latona was
made of nothing less than six thousand yea.rs ago, His glory covereth .the heavens, and the earth was born among the Hyperboreans, hence her son
and all within the space of a few hours (for thyself, full of his praise. And his brightness was as the Apollo was highly esteemed among them. The .
the moon, and millions of other suns and worlds are light" (Hab. iii, il, 4); "His body was like beryl, Hyperboreans lived in an island not smaller than
said to have been made in a single day), thou takest and his face as the appearance of lightning, and his Sicily and situated in the ocean beyond and opposite
no offense at these ignorant falsehoods, but constantly eyes as lamps of fire" (Dan. x, 6); "His throne was to Gaul, under the constellation of the Great Bear
rollest on in thy beauty greatness, grandeur, and like the fiery flame, and his wheels as burning fire" (meaning far to the north). The Great Circle, Temmagnificence, dispensing thy blessings the same, hour (Dan. xii, 9, 10); "And there came a fire from the ple of Apollo (Hill of Sages), was there, and near by
after hour, day after day, month after month, year Lord, and consumed the two hundred and fifty men was a city wJwse inhabitants were mostly.harpers,
after year, century after century, millennium after that offered incense" (Num. xvi, 35.); "Mount Sinai who played and sung in this temple in the wormillennium. Foolishly do short-sighted mortals say was altogether in a smoke, because the Lord de- ship of Apollo (Hu, the sun). Then he enjoyed himthat. thou wast created but six thousand years ago, scended upon it in fire " (Ex. xix, 18); "And there self among them, playing upon his lyre and dancing
and that prior to that time thou hadst no existence, came out a fire from before the Lord, and consumed from the holiday of Albon Eilei (vernal exquinox)
for every atom of matter of which thou art composed upon the altar the burnt-offering· and the fat" (Lev. till the rising of the starry tower at the end of sumis eternal in its nature and has not only exi&ted thou- xix, 24); "The mountains melted from before the mer; and the language resembled the Athenian.
sands of years, but millions, trillions, quintillions, Lord, even that Sinai from before the Lord God of The Greek mythology teaches that from among these
and decillions of ages. Yes, thou art eternal I Thou Israel " (Judges, v, 5); together with many similar Hyperboreans Apollo came to institute the oracle
hast e~isted forever!!! Well am I convinced that passages. Some of these quotations are in figurative and tripod of Apollo at Delphi; and the first renot one atom of matter has ever been created from and poetic language, but they convey a fair idea of 8ponses given there were through Olen (Aiwain),
nothing and never can be, and sure am I that not one the writers of the power of the sun and of fire, his prophet of the sun. Apollo was a Titan, as were all
atom of matter can be converted into nothing-mat- symbol and r.epresentative, in keeping with the the Hyperboreans. Tacitus also gives an account of
ter which is the eternal, the supreme, the most high, knowledge of the sun and its motions then possessed. these people. By him Apollo is represented with his
both uncreatable and indestructible. I know not
But let me leave the sun for the time being and Discus; Vishnu as throwing his chacra (quoit), and
whether it is true of thee, as some scientists assert, describe. this old Druidiu open-air temple. I will be- Arthur as doing the same and instituting round
that thy substance in a highly diffused and heated gin in the center and work outward. In the center tables, that is, organizing gorsedds all over the
condition filled the orbit of .Neptune, the outer there is a logan, or rooking-stone, having a large known world-building circle temples. When J ulplanet, and that with the great centrifugal force com- rock with a flat upper surface for the .rocking-stone ian, the apostate, tried to revive Apollo worship the
bined with inherent and convulsive power, the outer to rest upon. The latter is a huge stone, ten feet only response he obtained was, "Roofless are the
planet was first throwu off, and, like thyself, as- across, spherical on the under side, like the half of a temples of God ;. no more he dwells on earth;"
sumed a spherical form, the next planet following huge egg. It stands upon its apex, and is so evenly "Howbeit he dwelleth not in temples made with
suit, and the next, and the next, until all the planets, balanced that it is said to once have rocked by the hands." When the religion degenerated to cave
asteroids, and satellites- over two hundred in hand of a child, but small stones have been thrown worship and Mithraitic rites, as roofed temples, it
all-down to Mercury were separated from them and in by children or others in a way to block the rock- no longer was symbolic of Hu, the summer sun, but
each took up their line of march, revolving in cease- ing-stone and prevent its moving. The clacha-brath, of the powers of darkness, death, and hell, as repreless orbits around thy far greater self forever, whilst or rocking-stone, must weigh several tons, and it is sented by winter. It will perha_ps be remembered
thou also revolvest around some other vast body, a marvel how it was placed in its present position. that Homer speaks of Ulysses gomg to the Theb.ian
doubtless thousandti of times larger than thyself. I am not aware that it is now known what was the Bard Terescus. Thebes was a Druidic city.
It is also well known that the opinions upon many
Whether this theory is true, or, as others assert, that office of the rocking-stone, but it evidently had its
thou ever maintained thy present size and condition, use, for several of them have been found in various subjects held by the Druids and by the ancient Greand that the numerous bodies revolving around thee parts of Wales, Ireland, and Brittany, where Druid- cian philosopher Pythagoras, who lived nearly a
thousand years before the Christian era, and who went
from all eternity revolved around thee as they do to- ism once flo11rished.
day. I know not, but of this I am sure, that thou
Around the rooking-stone, in a circle some forty into Egypt to learn philosophy and religion, were
wast never nothing, and thou wast not created by any feet in diameter, stand twelve upright stones, planted almost identical. Both believed in the immortality
being which has no existence save in the darkened firmly in the earth, and outside of this, and some ten of the soul, both believed in the doctrine of metempand ignorant imaginations of men. The fact that feet from the inner circle, is a larger circle of stones, sychosis, and both agreed perfectly in many other
thou existeth to-day and must exist to-morrow is planted in a similar manner, and three feet high. particulars. Whether Pythagoras learned of the
the assurance to me that thou hast existed fore'Ver, The stones in this circle I think are nineteen in num- Druids or whether the Druids were the disciples of
from all eternity, and thy existence must continue ber, and are said to have been placed where they are Pythagoras is rather difficult, at this late date, to
forever to all coming time. Great art thou, 0 Sol! at a comparatively late date. The Druidical circles decide.
That there were inhabitants on the island of Brit~reat are thy attributes and power I Great is thy usually contain twelve or nineteen stones; the twelve
influen9e for good--for transcending the potencies of is said to conform to the twelve signs of the zodiac.
(O<mtimua on. pags 636.)
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would hav~ done as did he, and if in the present and made. Think of the opprobrium heaped on her as
future she Is and should be inclined to cast the blame the direct. cause of a~l the evil in the world through
of their mutual mistakes solely on him, then may we her. excessive sens!lahsm bJ:" " our first _mother," parjudge the ancient Eve would have done the same as takmg of the forbtdden frmt, her. seducmg the virgin
The Godly Women of the Bible.
did and has done the ancient and modern Adam.
Adam from cbntinency, the consequent curse in
:BY .AN UNGODLY woMAN OF THE NINETEENTH CENTURY. · But to return. In regard to the 144,000 which child-bearing, and her subjection to man, and then
coNCLUSioN.
were redeemed from the earth (chap. xiv 4) our rev- ask your~elv:es if ~he _Bible a~d the present theology
el~tor boasts, "These are they which wer~ not defiled do not JUStify him In the nght of excuse and with
~s the Bibl~ open~ with defaming woman (Eve), With women, for they are virgins." One knows not authority to attribute to woman passions stronger
so It en~s, as It _begms, by fastening upon her the how to comment on such a statement. Women than his own and lead him to curse her as the author
most o~wus ·epithet applied to her sex.
All reckoned as catt~e, so filthy as to be unfit to be ap- of all his misery, "in the sweat of thy face shalt
thro!lg~ 1_ts sa~red pages we find such an ignoring of proac~ed b_y thetr husbands for three days previous thou eat bread," giving him the right to place her in.
her mdtvtduahty, such a disparagement· of her na- to their gomg up to the mount to receive the. com- an inferior. position to himself, chargeable with all
ture, such perversion of her functions, such prostitu- man. dments, would. necessarily defile virgin men in existing evils, even death itself ! " Thy desire
tion of herof sexuality
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·
nonentity
her affections
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and mother
wt"fe th'atsuch
we th &Ir purtty.
Nevertheless, Jesus was born of a shall be to thy husband, and he shall rule over thee"
•
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t
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h1m too become
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We are informed in as ,a wife. All such statements are odious in the his authority over her a duty which he must faiththat unrevealed revelati.on, chapter xii, that" there eyes of woman and an abomination in the sight of fully perform; No woman, believing in the inspiraa1ppeharded . ah grheat wonder in heaven; a woman man-all men who are worthy of the name.
tion of the Bible and taking it a-s her rule of faith
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and the dragon stood before the woman which was find thetr wtves less amorous than affectionate and she must acknowledge him as her superior, her lord
ready to be delivered, for to devour her child as soon more faithful than themselves. The Bible stories of and master, her divine "head;" so ordained by God.
as it was born. And she brought forth a man-child woman's anxiety for offspring is at this very hour
What a "head" for a noble, intellectual, pure
who w:as to rule all nations with a rod of iro'n: and misleading many a man to suppose that she then and woman! Yet this is the Bible, and a Bible prohib-·
her chtld was caught up unto God, and to his throne. no:w desired an_d craves amatory embraces more than iting divorce for any vice or crime except adultery!
And the woman fled into the wilderness where she children, and, if the latter, for the gratification only Then away with it ! Away with its false teachings,
had the place prepared of God, and the dr~gon perse- of her passions.
fables, pagan mythology, ana abuse of woman, and
cuted the woman, and to her were given two wings
Since these articles began in THE TRUTH SEEKER assist her to free herself from these shackles and tb
. of a great eagle, that she might fly from the face of the writer has been thus informed ol). this point and overcome these vile aspersions descending down
the serpent."
requested to make this statement and draw attention from the dark ages and settling like a pall over her
_:N"o'Y .the c~~mentators have been very busy with to this fact, viz., the surprise and disappointment of existence and the existence of the race!
thts Vl810n, gtvmg numerous interpretations of its men and husbands upon ascertaining the predomiWoman's position under Judaism and Christianity,
nonsense, the most acceptable of which is, the woman nance of affection over amativeness in women and as portrayed in the Bible, is unworthy of herself and
represents the true church, the dragon the devil and wives, due to the false teachings of the Bible. man to-day. Then why seek to maintain and perthe man-child " Christ," "the son of God," ~.the Sarah, Lot's daughters, Rebecca, Leah, Rachel petuate it by retaining such a book as auth0rity ?
h!lsband of the_churcb/' and various other significant J~dah's daughter-in-law, Hannah, Ruth, and othe; The abominable laws respecting her in the Old Teatitles. In their terg versations here and hereafter Btble women, whose anxiety for offspring is repre- tament and in the New, especially those of Paul in
1
they so confuse themselves and their readers as to sented 80 great as to defy all law, order and de- 1 Corinthians and elsewhere, are a disgrace to
leave ~o douJ;>t of their utter inability to reach the coru~, are cited by men as a proof of woman'• a greater civilization and English literature; and any family
authors meanmg, even had he an idea of what he amativeness and attraction towards the opposite sex which permits such a volume to lie on their parlorwas seeing and transcribing. But ne~ matter for for. t~e sole. purpose of gratification and procreation. table ought to be ostracized from all respectable socith!l't, enough is gained ,to give woman a thrust by Thts IS a mtstake. Woman anciently, and especially ety, unless there under protest. The time will come
usmg her as a symbol of the abominations of the by the Hebrew nation, was only valuable as the when King James's Bible (present version) will not
Romish church typified as ancient Babylon. Again ~other of a "man child," and in order to gain favor be spoken of without a blush of shame tingling the
we read, chapter ~ii, that one of the seven angel~ m the eyes of her husband the wife would hire him cheek of modesty, or referred to except as a texts~owed John the JUdgment of "the great whore that with her son's mandrakes to lie with her, that her book obsolete, superannuated, blasphemous, false,
sttteth upon many waters, with whom the kings of more s~ccessful rival sister in his affections might perniciom;, corrupt, immodest, ·obscene, and too imthe earth have committed fornication, and the inhab- not gam an advantage over her by bearing him moral to be tolerated, even as a past nuisance, aniters of the earth have been made drunk with the wine numerous sons. Censure not, then, these women too cient, foreign, and worthless.
of her fornication." John says, "! saw a woman harsh~y if to secure. a lesser or larger share of the
Woman, this is your work, to rise in rebellion
sit upon a scarlet-colored beast, full of names of blas- affectwns _or attentwns of their polygamous lords, against the book which promulgates such false and
phemy, having seven heads and ten horns. And they practiCed device to attract them to their arms vile opinions in regard to yourselves, which is the
the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet-color, or made extra efforts, like the daughters of Lot: origination of such erroneous views relative to your
and_ decked wtth gold_ and precious stones and pearls, ~ama~, and others, to obt~in childrelll in a surrepti- needs, motives, and desires, which, in every relation
havmg a golden cup m her hand full of abomina- twus~ Ill~gal manner, ~r, hke Ruth, pursued her hus- of life, misrepresents your position, aim11, and intertiona and filthiness of her fornication: and upon her bands kinsman, Boaz, m order to raise up seed unto ests; which clouds your hopes, stifles your ambition,
forehead was a name written, MYSTERY, BABY- t~e for~er, by stealing into the threshing-floor in the circumscribes your opportunities, chains you down
LON THE GREAT, THE MOTHER OF HAR- mght-ttme and urging him in his stupid or merry to slavish servitude in obedience to its mandates;
LOTS AND ABOMINATIONS OF THE EARTH. drunkenness to spread his skirt over her. These gives to man, as man and husband, supet;ior rights
And I saw the woman drunken with the blood of :2ible narratives have misled man in regard to wo- and privileges, exonerates him from all blame when
the saints, and with the blood of the martyrs of man and disgraced her in his eyes, he having ac- most to blame, and installs him, right or wrong,
Jesus."
c.epted them as a sample of the sex for all coming Lord God over one-half of the human universe, and
As the woman in chapter xii by commentators is t1me.
oman m~st unde?eive man in this respect that half his mother, wife, and daughter, making
de_clared a type of the church while faithful,
is by castmg these Btble stortes from her and him as him the fiat to which woman must universally defer,
80
th~s same woman, here called the mother of harlots, representatives of her sex. Woman alone can reform and limiting her education, privileges, possibilities,
sa1~ to be a symbol of the apostate church. Be that man. She must refuse him her aid and cooperation aspirations, and intuitions to his blind selfishness,
• as 1t may, woman perverted is used as the symbol in wrong d()ing. Were all women perfect models of controlled by passion, filthy lucre, ignorance, aiJ.d
instead of man perverted. Man has always chosen t~eir sex_man co~ld find no Eve, no Delilah, to tempt power.
woman as the scape-goat of crime instead of ac- htm or yteld to hun, no daughter or daughter-in-law
These pages have not been penned for pastime, but
knowledging his own guilt, and has made her sex the to seduce h_im, and h~ would be compelled from for a purpose, to call woman to her duties, to show
synonym of wickedness. Adam, or the fable author sheer necessity to remam a male virgin till married her her responsibilities, to expose her dangers, to
used fifteen wor~s to criminate God, his alleged and thereafter a faithful, devoted husband.
' reveal her errors, to open her eyes to their origina~aker, woman, hts helpmeet, and to excuse himself. These misrepresentations of our sex 0 woman tion, viz., the volume called the word of God, whereThe woman whom thou gavest to be with me she will never be corrected until we oursel~es take th~ in she is maligned, outraged, victimized, enslaved,
gave me of th.e tree;" while his own confession 'rap cas~ in hand in dead ear_nest by discarding a book chattelized, polygamized, scourged, crushed, brutalidly ~tt_ered, required but three words-"! did' eat,'; whiCh teaches the opposite sex such falsities and ized, and even denied the right of immortality, her
contamm_g only seven letters. Did he not then and follies about ourselves and leads us -into such fatal very name suppressed, or merged within her busthere ~asll y get over that difficulty, and has he not e;rrors · in reg~r~. ~o our own powers, privileges, band's as unworthy of a place in history, her love
ever sm~e ? We find woman also excusing herself rtghts, responstbthttes, and duties.
· trampled under foot, her affections scorned, motives
and castmg the blame upon the serpent, but when .This injustice of the Bible to woman is in keeping questioned, sincerity doubted, her virginity despoiled,
the old dragon was called and cursed by God he With the age and development when it was written. wifehood betrayed, and her very motherhood prostinev:er ~o m~ch as opened his mouth to accuse others "Thou shalt not covet thy neighbor's wife" is in the tuted.
or JUstify htmself. Which of the quartette in this category with "thou shalt not covet his ox or his
Y~s, we charge all this and a thousand times more
holy .farce-man, woman, the serpent, or God-dis- ass" or any o~her piece of property he owned. She upon the Bible and the Bible God or Bible makers;
played the most magnanimity, judge ye?
was cl~s.~ed Wt~h "the ~ous~, the man-servant, maid- woman being therein reviled and held up as a conHad woman wri~ten the Bible or been inspired bv servan • or 8 aves, an With the cattle. But this temptible thing, fit only to be used by man as a
a female God to mdite it, is it presumable that she piece of merchandisea the wife, was not commanded menial, a toy, or a slave, as one of a numerous set of
woulci have made Adam her tempter instead of Eve not to covet her neighbor's husband '(nor anything wives or concubines, to be discarded or kept at will
his, and put into her mouth, "The man whom thou that is thy neighbor's," as was her husband simply or pleasure-even the Bible-God interfering to fill
gavest to be with me, he gave me of the tree and I because she was a thing, goods and chattel~. The up seraglios, steal wives, prostitute d~msels, and
.d eat" or w ld h h
k
'
commandments were not given her. She was not a vt"olate matrons and mothers.
,Wouldoushes have
d1
e avesymbolized
ta en the blame
on her- portion f "the people" that assembled when Moses
_self?
the apostate
Let us pause and estimate the value of such a
chur~h and Rome, the typical Babylon, as a male went up into the mount and received them from book, its aminus and its results on hum3nity-such
prostitute? The fact that man wrote the book ex- God, and J:"et she is held a~enable _to them as though women, or their history, as hav been c4tnsidered
plai~s why these indignities are put on the female s~e were mcluded a~d a resp<:mstble human being in this review, called godly or holy in this ninehke man, endowed With reason· and male attributes teenth century, and set up by Christianity. as patterns
sex mstead of the male. Would
woman
have
Ne"ther
w as 8 h e f orb"dd
· frmt
· of· for maidens, wives, and mothers to f ollowl
1
the same? We can never know but
h ld
h done
I en to · eat of the
.. .
l)ubject man to a tyrannical will' we 8 ou . ~ e ev~r the tree, according to the record, for Adam received
As we have delved into this 1·ottenness, we ha.ve
may Ju ge 8 e the command and its conditions before she ' was shamed our own face and the face of othe1:a in ·the

g[ommunications.
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quotations made from the sacred word, yet often
omitting language too vulgar for THE TRUTH
SEEKER, and have been compelled to ask pardon
of the reader for a seeming breach of decency when
an omission of some obscene passage would have
failed to elucidate our subject or prove a statement;
Our apology for this work is the Bible itself, itself
so vile in its shamelessness that only itself could expose itself, for like the "Holy Bible Abridged" no
language of ours could equal its obscenity or do it
justice in portraying its filthiness; therefore, pardon
IS expected by the author, who took upon herself the
unpleasant task and painful duty of probing the offensive ulcer, from whose festering foulness has emanated disease more contagious and fatal to the mental, moral, and physical well-being of the race than
from all other sources combined.
This may be considered a wild statement, neverthe less true, though perhaps unprovable. N 0 estimate can b e ma de of t h e wrong d one to woman by
the existence and authority of the Bible, and if done
to woman then to .man and the race; therefore we
implore our brother man to assist woman in discarding this filthy book, its pernicious doctrines, and un-.
just laws against, if not the better half of humanity,
at least that half or portion with which he must
cooperate in order to perpetuate the race and reproduce himself. If we ever again take our pen to expose, the shortcomings of man, we trust this will not
be the sin of omission that we must attack, viz.,
want of interest and lack of support in aiding wornan to destroy the authority of a book which has been
her greatest foe and most fruitful cause of oppres. f
s10n rom man.
Woman, man is in your advance respecting this
book, for having preceded you in its attempted destruction, and often has he encountered your fierce
indignation when he would have sacrificed this
hydra-headed tyrant, your idol which has made you
.
. '11'·
. t'
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annihilation, oppose him no longer. Realize that
morals are not advanced or preserved through Bible
teachings, progress secured, or science unfolded.
The next great battle of the wol"ld is to be fought on
the bights of reason between the truths of science
and the errors of superstition. On which side, 0
woman, will you be found in this mighty contest?
Aiding and abetting your enemy, the Bible, or arrayed against it rendering assistance to you savior,
reason, science, and truth? Oh, choose the latter, and
unite with your brother man in exterminating from
the earth the greatest scourge of the race, a false
and pernicious theology, the doctrines of which are
found within and sustained by the Hebrew ·and
Christian scriptures, known as King James's Bible.
Farewell for the present.

Minnesota M:eanderings.
To THE En!'TOR OF TiiE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
My last notes of travel left me at Northfield,
Minn., the scene of the famous Younger and James
boys' last raid. The three Youngers are now expiating in Stillwater penitentiary their" crime against
society," Query: Where are Belknap, Harlan,
Craig, et al? In the penitentiary? Oh, no, dear,
simple readers. · They were only " irregular" in
their :financial transactions.
Mrs. S. J. Lenont, Chas. Holt, H. H. Harber, Mrs,
Rice, and Messrs. Iverson, Ruby, Martin, and Fish
are activ secularists. If Minnesota had twenty such
workers as Mrs. Lenont the state would be heard
from in no uncertain way.
Dr. H. L. Armington and lady at Cannon Falls are
the forlorn hope of our cause in that priest-ridden
neighborhood. They hav suffered much at the
hands of the bigots irl various ways and naturally
hav ri.o great love for the powers that· be, either in
church or state.
At Farmington I met Dr. Berlin, N. B. Rowley,
and Peter Martin, all outspoken Freethinkers. And
speaking of Freethinkers reminds me that while at
Northfield I one evening attended the free Methodist camp-meeting. The evening air was fairly lUrid
with the flames of hell, metaphorically speaking.
It seemed like the good old times once more to hear
those two preachers yell. "I believe that there are
men and women in this world who are sure of hell:fire," roared the old man. "There is a line which it
is fatal to cross;" "Satan is wonderful cute;" "It is
a dreadful thing to grieve the Holy Ghost;" "I tell
you when God says lake of :fire and brimstone he
means it;" "When preachers who pretend to be
called of God say there is :QO hell they deny half of
the Bible;" "Young men and women, do what the
Bible tells you to do. If the Bible told me to lift
the world I would do it, for God would tell me to do
nothing which I could not. do;" "Ushered into
eternity;" "The devil wants to ruin us; God wants
to save us;" "Neighbors and children will rise up in
the awful judgment day and call you cursed in the
name of God;"" Satan wrecks souls in various ways;"
" There is an hour coming when they (sinners)
will weep and wail with damned spirits and devils;"
" The devil has come out to make war on man," etc.,
etc. These and other choice specime?s of Metho~st
eloquence were fairly yelled out, With appropr1ate
aC:Joompanying gestures. This is the most ignorant

and consequently sincere and earnest Christian sect
of which I hav any knowledge.
Minneapolis is a busy, thriving city. They say
that there are many Freethinkers here, but with few
exceptions they are of the negativ, "'l"espectable,"
do-nothing sort.·. G. Gunneson keeps a supply of
Liberal books, and'in other ways does all he can to
help in the good cause. Messrs. Curtis and Kingsley are also wide-awake secularists. The papers of
Minneapolis are notoriously unfair in their treatment of all subjects of a religious nature. The Pioneer Press is a rival of the Chicago Evening Journal
in the strife to see which paper of theN orthwest can
say the meanest things of unpopular reforms and reformers. Said the Pioneer• Press concerning Gov.
Roberts's refusal to appoint a day of thanksgiving.
upon thf recovery of Mr. Garfield:

Next to Waverly, and from thence to the Spiritua.list camp-meeting at Jefferson. Owing to lack of
conveyance we did no:, reach the scene of illumination until Sunday. The meeting was under the
direction of Dr. J. C. Cory, of Waterloo, and the
chief speakers were himself and Elder Warre~. T~e
attendance was quite large and very ~armomous m
its determination to work for the r1ghts of man,
irrespectiv of creed. A business meeting of the
Liberal League of northern Iowa was held Sunday
afternoon. Officers for the coming year and delegates to the Chicago Congres~ were ele~ted. That
"noblest Roman of them all,' M. Farrmgton, was
reelected President. Cedar Falls is supposed to be
under the complete .control. of the ch~ch, but I
readily found enough seculansts to orgamze a strong
county league. Mr. W. St. J.ohn and lady, 0.
Othey, H. W. Conrad,. L. W. Maxwel_l and lady,
Paul Geering, D. W. Br1dgeman, J. Pfeiffer, and J.
W. ·Alexander are especially outspoken and activ.
Going west from Cedar Falls over the Illinois
Central; I next stopped at New !lartford, where I
made the acquaintance of M .. J. Pierce ~nd la~y and
R. D. Strickland, the only hve Freethrnker m the
I :fi d
h'
b " h
place. At Parkersbur~ cou d n not rng ut' p enomena" hunters, a Spuitualism more worthle!ls than
Christianity for all practical work. Ackley, on the
contrary, has so_me Spiritualists who ):>el~eve in working for humamty here and now, promment among
whom is Dr. H. K. Morris. Laura N.
al~e~ h~d
been visiting in Cherokee county, an Wit t e
bairnes joined me here. From Ackly back to New
Hartford and Sunday well spent in the hospitable
and Ll'beral home of the Pierces,· then back to Cedar
12 50
M d
Falls; a hasty transfer there at
.: .A..JIL
on ay
on to the B. C. R. and N.,;nd aw~y we~~· to Ced~
Rapids. A good road-be , exce ent ro ~ng-stoo ;
courteous officials and employees and fast time make
this one of the most popular lines in the state.
Cedar Rapi'ds l's reached at 3:16 .A.. M., and soon the
bustle of a busy day begins.
Hart & Wetzel's Hall is secured for the Convention. Numerous friends and some not so friendly
are interviewed. Notices given to the Standard
and other arrangements connected w~th the Convention are perfected, then aboard trz.m No. 5 of the
C. N. N.,'and in a few minutes I step off at Norway.
Mother fondly welcomes he:r; wandering boy, and my
summer trip of 132 days IS ended-a summer of
hard work, sinall pay, many frowns, but some warm
smiles, cordial hand-clasps, and earnest ~ood speed.
To sum up all in a few words, our cause Is progressing; the most opposition we hav to encounter comes
from our own ranks, born of selfishness, apathy,
indifference narrowness, and blind hero worship,
What we n~ed to do is to push the circulation of our
papers, organize, and educate the young.
E. C. WALKER, Sec. I. L. L.

.." ~ov. Roberts g'!'v~ a shambling reply, declining on the
1diotw plea of unwlllingness to confound the functions of
church and state. He· is probably aware that the PresideLt
regularly sets apart a day each year for thanksgiving, and that
the e:x;ecutivs of ~he several states adopt the measure ,by proclamatwn. To gibber ~bout church and state in our country
and upon such an occasiOn shows up Gov. Roberts in an unenviable light. It means simply the most venomous kind of
Bourbon hate, disguised under a pretext 50 absurd that an
ostrich would ashamed to seek its shelter. . . . . The good
people under his rule might further enliven the proceedings or
their holiday by disposing of the governor in effigy."
. The malignant meanness of this Republican hireling in trying to make political capital out of the
manly actien of the Texas governor, for the party of
H
D
B d H
& C0 .
ay~s,d bor~~y, tt ~· y, owgafteh
. '? Hi on1Y
equa e
y IS u e Ignorance o t e prmmp1es upon
which this government was founded. Now he can
only try to incite a mob to burn the recalcitrant governor in effigy; once men of hili kidney would hav
burned the man himself. What they lack now is
h
d
t eThow~ l au ~oLage.L k I'
h h
f
e Vl age ~
ong a e les c1ose to t e s eet o
water of that name, and just north of the beautiful
lake Minnetonka. Heretics are very numerous in
this neck'o woods. In Long Lake and vicinity and at
Mound City we hav such activ workers as W.
Archibald, L. Underhill, the three Lydiard brothers,
0. B. Brown, Dr. Shepperd, Messrs. Alderman,
Shuck; Barnes, Stubbs, Burrell, Slow, Graves,
Wiley, Hawkins, and Walsfeldt. Spoke here twice
in Freethinkers' Hall. A great many former Nova
Scotians in these parts. Very pious, some of them:
Not all, though.
Lake Minnet9nka is a fine body of water. It is
becoming a fashionable summer resort.
Noble
steamers ply upon its waters and expensiv hotels dot
its shores.
The Freethinkers' badge pin made me a pleasant
acquaintance one day upon the Hattie May. Our
good old friend, J. Kinser, of Champlin, is not
ashamed to show his colors. Why do not more of
our people wear this neat little symboical ornament?
Are they afraid?
A SINGULAR quarrel concerning a. burial has jus~
Organized a League at Anoka with such· stanch taken place in France. A young soldier, named Henn
veterans as W. S. King and lady, a:nd J. M. Boulanger the son of a widow living at Auxerre,
McGlauflin, of Anoka, E. M. Rathbun and John lately died in Algeria, and ~as brough~ back ~o his
Kinser, of Champlin, and William Kruegar, Christ nativ city to be buried. His mother w1shed h1m to
Schreiber, and John Hechtman, of Osseo, among its be interred with religious rites; b~t the deceased youth
charter members. It is the intention of the Anoka had given himself out as~ Freethrn_ker, and he had left
friends to soon make a beginning in the direction of a will by which he appou:ted as his ex~cutor o~e ~·
a Liberal library. Comrade McGlauflin will furnish Gallot, a Freethinking prmter an~ act1v R~di03:lm
a room in his hotel for meetings and for the library, Auxerre. Boulanger's will contarned no directwns
and will act as librarian. Out in Mr. Rathbun's about his funeral; but M. Gallot contended that, as
and Schreiber's district it is desired to start a de- executor he was entitled to arrange the obsequies as
bating school the coming winter, ·meeting in the he pleas'ea. Accordingly, he issued a ~u~ber. ef
schoolhouse. The Christians hold their services in handbills convoking the townspeople to a CIVIl burial;
these public buildings, and should they object to and Boulanger's body was carried to its. grave with
their fellow-tax-payers doing likewise, it is likely a demonstration of red flags and Masomc emblems.
there will be music in the air.
Mme. Boulanger thereupon applied to the authorities
From Anoka back to Minneapolis, stopping but· a for leave to hav the body of her son exhumed and
short time, and thence south, past old Fort Snelling, buried in a Christian manner. Such an application
founded in 1819, the Falls of Minneapolis, and other had never been made before, and it excited a good
points of historical, poetical, and legendary interest, deal of interest. The Procureur de la Republique
to N orth:field, where I canvassed for several days argued that as the deceased had expressed no wishes
and spoke once.
about his interment, it rested with his family and not
But I could not then, in fact, as I cannot now, in with his executor to determin how he should be
retrospection linger longer in the lake-dotted state. buried; and the court, adopting these conclusions,
I must away to Iowa, where duties connected with empowered Mme. Boulanger to hav her son exhumed
the coming state convention at Cedar Rapids call and laid with religious rites in the family vault. Imme.
mediate execution of the judgment was ordered; but
At Nora Springs I found the ever-gentlemanly the defendant has given notice of appeal,for the point
agent of the B. C. R. & N. R., Israel Turner, and of law raised is a novel one.-St. James's Gazette.
Miss Cavanagh, telegraph operator for the same
company, still earnest in the cause of mental emanLo:NG, long ago Pascal said to the Jesuits, "The
cipation. Messrs, Holcomb, Manchester, Snow, and
B1rney are each at work in the seeding field of world is getting mistrustful, and no longer believes
things unless they are evident to it;" and this is daily
humanity.
,
At Greene I found Johnnie Wilson, J.D. Steves, growing to be more and more a fact. People do
and A. Wilson ready for a League, and steps toward not swallow all manner of miracles as they once did.
the organization of the Butler County Liberal League All gods are but a gradual development; from worwere at once taken. From the hospitable farm- shiping many material, visible objects men .Passed
house of A. Wilson we drove over to Bnstow through on to adoring the sum and substance of all thmgs in
a fine farming country, and found George M. Slight the one great source of light, heat, and life-the Slrn;
and W. S. Welsher ready for work. Near Clarks- and from this sun-worship grew and developed a worville D. Wait was found willing to enroll himself for ship of the great invisible spirit, as they termed it;
justice. Stopping at Clarksville briefly, I next pro- and this is now being resolved into nothingness by
ceeded to Shell Rock, where reside .those Mess~s. scientific scrutiny and research, and ere long we shall
Cunningham, Goo~sell (Sr. an.d Jr.), Dees, Leverich, see the great masaes of the civilized races settling
Jenks, and Mrs. F1sher. To friend Jenks I am under down upon the hard-pan of faot and reality.-Elmina
.D. SlenkfYI',
special obligations for kindnesses received.
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world and the facts of its motions and changes than· mair. Spindle-wheels were found at Ty Mawr.
ain many thousands of years ago, long enough not little children just large enough to run about the Flint flakes, undoubtedly used as knives and scrapers,
only to be teachers of Pythagoras, but the ancient door-yard. Still we are told we must believe every- have.been numerously found in many places. Evans,
Brahmans of Hindostan and the Magii of Persia as thing they wrote to be infallible, and that if we do in his "Flint Implements," mentions these having
well, there are thfil strongest proofs.· There are two not do so we will have to burn in hell forever. All been found in a dozen places in Wales. Some were
ways in which information is gained of the inhabit- this talk is equally as false as were the Bible writers well trimmed, others were left more rough, and are
ants which once peopled Wales and the whole of themselves, and it is now too late in the day of sci- supposed to have been used as arrow-heads. These,
the Island of Britain-cave explorations, and the ence and truth for sensible people to longer swallow even, were found in Anglisea, where no flint is
examination of tumuli or graves. The caves, before such idle tales and such equally idle and false threats within many miles. These flint implements and
such things as human dwellings were constructed, if we do not believe them.
weapons, as in many other countries, bear evidence
were the retreat of the people who were once the
The changes that have taken place on the earth's of two ages-the older stone age and the newer
inhabitants of what is now England and Wales. surface have been slow and gradual. The earth does stone age. As the races developed, and made slight
They were driven there by the severity of the not change suddenly in its orbit, many thousands of advances toward civilization, they bestowed more
weather and to escape from their enemies, whether years being required for a place where the torrid care upon their stone implements and exhibited upon
human or fierce four-footed animals. A rampart zone exists to be changed to the north temperate them a greater degree of mechanical skill. In the
of loose stones was thrown up to protect the entrance. zone, or for the glacial period to supersede the highly later age they were often carefully polishe(!.. The
In later times, even after dwellings were constructed, heated condition of the earth. Tens of thousands of older are styled Palmolethic, or early, the later, Necaves were still resorted to in cases of unusual dan- years, and perhaps hundreds of thousands of years, olithic, or new. The latter are found in caves and
gers. In many caves of Wales and England the must have rolled by while all these changes were graves with crude specimens of pottery, but no potbones of human beings have been found side by side taking place, the greater share of them probably be- tery has been found with the older stone implements,
with the bones of the cave-bear, the mammoth, the fore man appeared upon the earth. The changes another proof that the stone age is properly divided
woolly elephant, the hippopotamus, the rhinoceros, that have taken place since man existed have, too, into two periods, the old and new.
the hyena, the ti~er, and the lion, which animals only been great indeed.
Portions of the earth have
It has been said that explorers have been materilive in hot countries. That the British Isles were changed their altitude, some places rising and others ally aided i~ determining the order of deposits on
once a very warm country cannot be doubted. The sinking, some sea-coast washing away for miles in cave floors by the formation of stalagmites. Water
bones of these long defunct animals prove .it, and width, and other places equally building up. Geol- saturated with lime trickled through the fissures of
the extensive coal fields prove it, for the eoal plants ogists tell us that the topography of England and rocks forming the roof and left a slowly increasof which the coal deposit were composed could only Wales has changed wonderfully, and this since man ing deposit of stalagmite on its stone floor, while
grow in r!lgions very huD,J.id and warm. Yes, Eng- has existed. '!'here was a time when miles in width the stalactites remain suspended to th.e roof above.
land and Wales, though north of fifty degrees, had on the western coasts of Wales and England were When bones or tools were left on the floor of
once the climate of the torrid zone. The animals of mainland which are now covered by the Atlantic. caves they were slowly covered and imprisoned
the torrid zone flourished here, and the vegetation There was a time when the Bristol Channel had no with these limy formations. Thus the lower bed of
which could only exist in a torrid climate grew here existence, when the Orkney Islands, and the other stalagmites clearly contain older deposits or older
to an enormous degree. But this must have been islands of E111gland, Scotland, and Wales, belonged implements than those of the upper layers. In this
long, long ago-probably a hundred thousand years to the main_ land; and it is even claimed that once way the same cave may give a reliable succession of
ago. The poles of the earth, the equator, and the the British Channel did not exist, and that England the remains of an extinct race.
precesRions of the equinoxes do change, but it is so and France were joined together. The same chalk
For the valuable accounts of Welsh cave-exploraslowly that thousands of years pass by with very formations exist on the northern coast of France and tions the world is greatly indebted to "such men as
little difference in climate perceived. There is little on the southern coast of England. That solid ground Profs. Boyd, Dawkins, Huxley, Hughes, Busk,
doubt that where the north pole is was once under once connected them is not improbable, though the Flower, eto. The caves explored by them notably
the equator. The existence of the remains of .the channel is now in places a hundred miles in width.
are at Towyn of Oabel, Yale of Denbigh, Perthicoal plants in the polar regions conclusively proves
Cardigan Bay in southwestern Wales has fur- chwaren, Cepe, and Plus Heaton of St. Asapb, Penthat these latitudes, now considered the regions of nished a text for geologists and chroniclers. An old ally of Pembroke, Caldy Isle, Ogle of Tenby, Pavieternal frost, were once torrid, with the sun vertically Welsh triad records the destruction of sixteen towns land, and Oxwich of Glamorgan. In some of these
overhead, but this was long, long ago, how many in a lovely country by the sea. Far out in the sea were found very primitive l0oking flints, the bones
hundred thousand years ago I cannot tell. I have are the remains of stone embankments. Holyhead, of the extinct ox, the goat, the bog, the rhinoceros,
seen an estimate of how many hundred .thousand now separated from Anglesea, is believed to have cave-bear, hippopotamus, the extinct elephant, and
years it requires for a place under the equator to been connected with it since human settlements all these in company with human bones and the
come to be the pole, but with the failing of memory there.. Giraldus wrote six hundred years ago about handiwork of men's hands.
I will not now undertake to state it, but it II!Ust be forests out at sea. Raised beaches to the southward,
Gower is rich in the caves bearing proof of the
hundreds of thousands of years.
it is claimed, date from Flemish days. Forests sank long past ages. Benson says, "All the known boneAt all events, the bones of human being$ have near Tenby so long ago as the people used stone caves of Gower and the Mumbles appear to be about
been found in many caves in England and Wales implements. Similar changes are to be seen at the same bight above the sea and to have been raised
side by side with the bones of animals which have Manorbier. Sunken forests are also known at Kid- at the same time;" while it is said the woods benot been known to exist for thousands of years, and welly. Heather roots are dredged up near Caldy neath Swansea Bay exhibit the action attending a
of those which can only exist in very warm coun- Island. All around Pembrokeshire, at very low subsidence of the coast. In Bucon Holes the bones
tries. This island could not have been such a coun- tides, ancient land is seen, yielding the remains of of the rhinoceros, bear, and mammoth found a final
try within a shorter period than ten; twenty, or fifty oak, fir, elk, red-deer, and the graves of men; similar resting-place in company with the bones of the huthousand years. This one fact alone completely disclosures being found on the opposite coast of man beings who once lived with them. Bonwick
disposes of the Bible story of the time when the Cornwall, goes far toward proving that what are says: "Paviland cave had flints, charcoal, the tusks
world was created, and proves in the most positive now the two coasts were once united, and that the of the mammoth, and a skeleton with ivory ornamanner that England and Wales existed thousands Bristol Channel, as now observed, did not exist.
ments. Oxwich Bay cave, twelve miles from Swanof years before the Bible says the world was spoken
James Bonovich, F. R. G. S., says: "The Welsh sea, contained the elephantand the rhinoceros. Long
into existence. These facts knock into oblivion caves, in which there is evidence of human being11 Hole turned up many flints with extinct mammals."
what is called the Mosaic account of the creation dwelling with animals, now extinct in Great Britain, As it must have been many ages ago when these exupon which Judaism and Christianity rest. The bear a similar testimony as to changes of level. tinct and tropic animals existed there, some apprecifoundation of these religions is thus proved to be Geologists say that after the glacial period Wales was ation may be had of the length of time human
utterly false; and if the foundation is false, what submerged at least thirteen hundred feet, and that beings have lived in this country.
about it can be true?
it was after the rise that the second glacial age took
Tenby Museum contains many of the ancient
Since the period of the earth's existence, when the place. The Welsh caves trace tenants of an order Welsh remains here alluded to, and caves in its imhumidity and heat were so great that the coal pla.nt 1bespeaking not only a continuity of land, but a dif- mediate neighborhood are said to be well worth
grew so luxuriantly and in such immense quantities, Iference of climate in that part of Britain, when man visiting. They can only be approached at low
the glacial or frozen period supervened. Vast had to eontend with elephants, mammoths, hyenas, water, but are full of interest. The Black Rock,
bodies of ice covered thousands of square miles and hippopotami."
Hoyle, Longbury, and Ogle caves are particularly
where th~ c?al plants had previously flourished.
Flint weapons and tools are said to be the earliest recommended. The men and animals which occuStones weighmg tons have been slowly moved for memorials of man's existence. These are found on pied them lived when Bristol' Channel was a p]ain
miles by these _slowly:traveling bodies of ice, and each continent and in every principal country. Even and Caldy Island a hill upon it. Hoyle's Cave exthe furrows whiCh their sharp. edges have made in Egypt, which can boast of a civilization six thousand hi bits these materials in three successive diggings:
the. earth and rocks over whiCh they ~a.ssed are years old~ has furnished chips of rude flints narrating breccia and stalagmite, red cave earth, black earth,
plamly to be seen, not only on the British Isles, the story of its savage days. Wales has a plenty of worked flints, pottery fragments, ashes, bones of
~ut on manY: parts of ~he e~rth's surface. Rocks of the same handiwork to exhibit in proof of its prim- men and extinct animals. In the Black Rock Cave
Immense W81ght have m this way been transported itiv races. They are in the form of stone hammers the reindeer,woolly rhinoceros, a"nd auroch, or Euroma~y miles, and w~re ~e:posited ~pon the melting of pounders, diggers, grinders, cutters, borers, whet: pean bison, were found; wh~le the Fairy Chamber of
the ICe far from the1r original res~mg-place, and from stones, rubbers, spindle-whorls, flasks, daggers, axes, Caldy Island contained the woolly rhinoceros, elk,
where ro~ks of the same formatwn_are t~ be found. cups, disks, celts, etc. These are usually of flint, but mammoth, lion, bear, hyena, cave-tiger, hippopotaThese thmgs are true, but the Bible gives no ac- in places where no1iint existed other stones were used. mus, reindeer, auroch, cave-wolf, and a wild horse,
count. of such ch~nges on the earth's surface, though Hugh Miller said, "Man in the savage state is the with disproportionately large head. It is thought
the Bible was writte~ thousands of years subsequent same animal everywhere." Dr. Barnard Davis, in many mammoth calves were dragged in by hyenas.
to _the events thus. hmted at.. In l?atters of truth, speaking of the stone age, says: "The stone instru- In a cave in Denbighshire was displayed a refuse
as m matters of smence,_ the Bible, IS thu~ proved to ment was made everywhere by the same number of heap belonging to historic ages; but below that a
be utterly at fault, and IS worth httle more than the strokes, and given exactly in the same direction. remarkable collection of human and animal bones
, nursery tales of "Old Mother Hubbard" and "Jack There must, therefore, have been the same wants, belonging to a prehistoric age.
and his ~ean-Stal~."
.
the same powers and capacities, tl:.e same skill, and
It is not my purpose hire to show that the early
!V"hat did the writers of the Bible know about the exactly the same taste or the same desire for the inhabitants of Wales and England were the original
eXISteuce of the coal plants and the deposits of the beautiful, with exactly the same mode of gratify- Druids who emigrated to Asia, but mei;ely that this
carboniferous strata over millions of square miles of ing it."
island of Great Britain was peopled many, many
the earth's surface? What did they know of. the
Hammer stones, plain and perforated, it is assert- thousands of years ago, when it was a tropic connchanges o~ the equator, the J?Oles, and the precesswns ed, were found in the mines of Cardigan, in Pem- try, and that it is possible that some of its inhabof t~e eqm~oxes? What _did they know about the brokeshire, Anglesea, Holy head, Corwen of Merion- itants might have journeyed to the Ea~t and carried
glamal pepod? What did they know. abo~t the eth, Caerdeb, in hut circles of Holyhead, Old Geir, their religious notions with them.
earth havmg. poles,. an equat~r, ab?ut Its bemg a etc., all in Wales. Flint chisels and gouges, called
[To DE coNTINUED.]
sphe!e, rev:olvmg daily upon Its axis, and a~nually celts, were found at Neath, Dwygyfylchi, Llangylmakmg a JOurney round the sun ; vyhat did they. log, Old Gier, Llansilin,, and other places. Some
OwiNG to a detention i.n the mails of Mr. Bennett's
know_ about the nat_ure of the earths exi~tence or how! worked stones, like dumbbells, are thought to hav.e round-the-world letter this issue is one day late. We
long It had been m existence? Nothmg whatever.\ been used as sinkers for nets. Grinding stones were waited, knowing that the readers would regret the
'!hey were complete ignoramuses on all _these sub-~ found_near. Aber, .of Carnarvon. A perforated stone absence of a letter from Mr. Bennett more than one
JeCts, and knew no more about the creatiPn of the axe, eight Inches m length, was found in Llanbryn- day's delay.
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AN OPEN LETTER TO ELMINA.
GosHEN, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1881.
MRS. BLENKER: I read in THE TRUTH SEEKER your
account of the conversion of an enfeebled old man.
To me that is not surprising, under circumstances
detailed. As an offset I wish to say I ha·v been a
practicing physician for thirteen years, and- in all
that time I hav lieen unfortunate enough to lose a
number of patients, as, indeed, is the fate of all humanity and doctors as well. I cannot say how many
hav died under my charge, but among them hav been
children, old men and young, young women-among
them a beloved wife. I hav seen them die in full
consciousness, and in coma and insensibility to all
surroundings, and in all these cases only one expressed a dread of impending dissoiution. They,
our brothers in humanity, and sisters also, either
passed out into the unknown with, (1) utter indifference; (2) cerebral insensibility, coma; or (3) in such a
state of overpowering weakness and restlessness that
they looked forwar<;l to the hope of dreamless sleep,
"an eternal rest." Now, dear sister in humanity, I
accord with your suggestion that we use increased
effort to spread the gospel ~ccording to D. M. Bennett, and will say that I hav converted a large family of ten brothers and sisters with one exception,
besides the married branches, by circulating Freethought works.
DR. A. J. JESsuP.
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mind is impregnated with erroneous ideas that the
Bible God created the-world from nothing (can some
friend tell us where 'he got it)? I also want the
pamphlet, "Ingersoll in Canada;" I wish to ascertain if our theological friends in Canada are as ignorant of history as Judge Black, or as untruthful and
malignant as the clergy of the United States, and
lastly I want six copies of "Crimes of Preachers,"
which I wish to donate to some or-thodox friends
who exalt the clergy to the skies, and think that they
are infallible. I want the aforesaid friends to read
a few, or rather, many, facts in regard to the conduct of men who claim to be appointed by their Bible
God to break the bread of life, and ·I want them
to see that their God makes mistakes in his appointments as well as in other matters. Yes, one
of the greatest fruits of Christianity is crime, as the
criminal records of our country show that during
the past five years more crime has been committed
in the ranks of the 60,000 preal!hers than has been
committed by the millions :of Infidels and Liberals
during the same length of time. This fact proves
that infidelity to. Christianity is fidelity to truth and
morality. Hoping that we may soon hear from Mr.
Bennett, I remain, THE TRUTH SEEKER's friend,
.
w. c. CLOW.

.
LIBERAL, Mo., Sept. 4, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : n has been some time since you
heard from me, so I thought I would write you. of
our. P!ogress. After a pretty strong move by the
Chrtstians around us we hav settled down in a peacef~l manner to. comme~ce life in the only exclusivly
Liberal town m Amenca. We built a nice hall and
hav dedicated i~ to universal mental liberty, as' may
be seen upon Its front in fac simile of the Freethinkers' badge-pin. We had a pretfy severe wind
that came when the hall was in an unprote0ted condition and partly took it off the foundation; but we
hav replaced it and partly finished it. We hav many
new-comers (Liberals) from abroad, -and they all express themselvs as pleased with our prospects and
most of them either settle here or invest mon~y in
some manner.
We are now investigating the co-operativ bushiess
and .I expect it will culminate in a co-operation i~
manufacturing interests, and perhaps mercantil also.
We are now working up the school business and
hope soon to hav I1ot only unsectarian public schools
but higher schools and institutions that may be ~
credit to the Liberals. We find the Liberals all over
the country interested in the idea of a Liberal colony·
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 17, 1881.
and in reply to various letters to the Liberal press i
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Josh Billings, the funny fool
hav got a large number of letters of inquiry. We
who writes for the New York Weekly and thinks his
SEDGWICK, Sept. 4, 1881.
can now saj to the Liberals of .the United States The
FRIEND BENNETT: I received your postal card, and I bad spelling makes him smart, in nearly every issue
town Liberal is a success, and those who investigate would say that I want you to continue to send THE of that weekly has a fling at the Infidels and Athewill find it so. We hav a good place to locate either TRUTH SEEKER. I wish to become a life subscriber, as ists. In one number he says that "Infidelity iz suma woolen mill or a flour mill. We are laboring to I am getting quite old, being now 77 years old, and thing a man haz got to lern out ov books. He kan't
build up before the eyes of the world a higher soci- not able to do much hard work, and as your paper lern it ov hiz mother, nor ov the works ov God."
ety than orthodoxy can furnish, and hav a town that employs my time I enjoy it very much. As I am one
Well, I will agree with Josh that I did learn mine
is free from churches anGl saloons; and by the use of of the government's poor I do not get any money from books, and• my first lessons were from the Bibooks, papers, the stage, good speakers, and mental but once a quarter, and I am often without ~ny. I ble; and the more I read and studied it, the more
freedom we hope to bring to mankind our highest had three sons in the army, and two of them got confirmed I became in Infidelity. My second lessons
ideal conception of the social relation.
killed, and I receive a pension for one of them. I were from the book of nature and the works that he
FRANK M. BAKER.
shall not hav any money until about ten days from would call God's, and I soon found a wide difference
date, and if you please I should like to ha.v your between the God of the Bible and the God of nature.
ToRONTo, ONT., CAN., Sept. 17, 1881.
paper as long as I liv, and I will send· you money as In another number he says: "If I kood hav my
MR. EDITOR: I hav much pleasure in a~nding you soon as I receive my check,
way about it there ain't a human being on the face
the names of three new subscribers for THE TRUTH
ov the earth but should hav all hiz rezonable wants
Respectfully yours,
WINSLOW LAWTON;
BEEKER, with accompanying cash. I think we should
gratified. The only real mean thing about me iz I
double the circulat.ion of the paper before Mr. Benhav alwuss bin too poor for my impulses."
FoREST GRoVE, OR., Sept. 1, 1881.
nett's return. Nothing could be finer as an induceReading in a New York paper a short time ago of
EDITOR
TRUTH
SEEKER
:
Once
again
I
apply
to
you
ment to get subscribers than his letters from abroad
the
many improvements made at one of our most
and to those who desire to canvass, and so forward for a small amount of mental food in the shape of fashionable watering places, Long Branch, among
Liberal books and pamphlets which are to be used
the good work, this is their golden opportunity.
the names of persons owning fine residences there
1: I hav noticed that some hav expressed themselvs for missionary purposes; also send me one of those was Josh Billings. I understand he has also a fine
adverse to Mr. Bennett's going, fearing the paper fine lithographs of the great champion of Free- residence on the Hudson river. If he is so anxious
might suffer in consequence; but they seem to for- thought, whom we hav sent upon a long and dan- that the human race should hav all their reasonable
get the very able and satisfactory manner in which gerous journey for the purpose of giving us a truth- wants gratified, one fine residence might satisfy him,
it was conducted during his previous continued ab- ful and authentic description of foreign countries as there are so many in the world that hav not more
sence, and I wish to say I hav every confidence in their people and customs. I hope that every Liberal than one room to liv in. He might sell .the Long
in the land will send and get one of the lithographs Branch property and divide it round among his poor
the management of Mr. Eugene Macdonald.
of Mr. Bennett. I want one• of them to add to the relations
Yours respectfully,
J. F. DANGERFIELD.
or friends, if he has any. By so doing he
lithographs of Paine and Ingersoll, then I will hav would do some good and prove that he was not a
a
trinity
of
the
religion
of
humanity.
They
are
in
PIPE STONE, MINN., Aug. 23, 1881.
Christian hypocrit. But I rather guess he is· like the
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: I see by ypur last issue that my judgment a portion of the true saviors of the man who, during the war, was so patriotic (and I am
·your noble leader has arrived safe in Glasgow. My great human family. Now, I wish to say a few words not sure that it was not Josh himself that said it)
heart leaps with joy and gladness whenever I hear in regard to the proposed plan of illustrating Mr. that he was willing to sacrifice all his wife's relaof any and every success of our noble leader and Bennett's book of travels. I do not comprehend how tions for the good of his .country. Yes, he would
champion of human rights. May success, health, and Mr. Bennett can go to the great expense of traveling even send his mother-in-law and take the risk of her
happiness attend him on his journey and land him for a year or more, and also tlhe incidental expense going to nurse the small-pox and yellow-fever pasafely back to his loved and loving ones, is our daily of publication, and send post-paid two or perhaps tients. Now I think Josh would like to benefit the
prayer. The suggestion of Bro. Str~:~.tford is a good three volumes for the meager s.um of $5. Now, I human family in the same way at the expense of
propose to pledge $1 more to help defray the extra
one, and hope it will call forth a hearty response.
expense Mr. Bennett will incur in illustrating the some one else. He made a mistake. The mean
Yours for truth and right,
A. J. BROWN.
books. If a few hundred more Liberals would giv thing is, his love of money is greater than his love
fifty cents or a dollar it would be a considerable help, for humanity.
WEST BELLEVILLE, ILL., Sept. 24, 1881.
and
the books would then be cheap. We hav to pay Here is his last fling: "Infidels are bad citizens.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3.00, Please
forward the books ordered as soon as you can. I four and five dollars for a single volume of any note on The man who don't believe in future rewards and
iz a desperado at hart and iz liable to
hav been taking your paper now for over a year travels in the Holy Land, and of all the books on that punishments
1 e one in act the fust good chance that offers."
subject
that
it
has
been
my
lot
to
read
the
authors
through the newsdealer of this town, but now I wish
Now all I hav got to say is, that is false-false as
it direct from the office. It is the best paper of the hav had a Rev. or D.D., a.ffixed to their name, and
hell that he believes in, as I know many Infidels
kind published, and I shall always speak a good word the1r heads contained more superstithm than judg- that
will not hesitate to compare their record for
for it wherever on opportunity offers. It ought to be ment, as the candid reader will perceive by the con- truth, honesty, and morality with Josh or any other
in every home in the land, for then this would soon tents, which consist of a large amount of pious cant, believer in future rewards and punishments. The
p~rversion of facta and truth, and a superabundance
Respectfully,
WM. T. BECK.
be a better world.
of illustrations of Bible myths, such as Sampson in man that has to be kept honest by that doctrin I
HEPNER, OREGoN, Aug. 29, 1881.
the great bone:feat, Jews crossing the Red Sea upon would not like to trust if he got a good chance to
MR. EDITOR: Our town has just received a four-days dry land, Noah's ark, tower of Babel, the birth of cheat me without the fear of detection.
Now, Mr. Editor, I don't know anything about the
visit from Dr. J. L. York; the great Liberal orator the mythical Jesus, his crucifixion, resurrection
character
of Josh, but you newspaper men generally
of the Pacific coast. While here the doctor delivered ·etc., and other nonsensical and untruthful drawing!
three very interesting, entertaining, and instructiv from imagination, which they would hav us believe know the writers for the papers. Suppose you let
lectures on the ·following subjects, viz., "Evolution," are historical and real occurrences, without an iota your Infidel readers know something of this man
"Common Sense," and "Individu~j.lity." He handled of evidence to sustrain them, outside of faith, which who undertakes to pass judgment on their morality·.
his subjects ably, and orthodoxy, superstition, arid is the Christian's sole stock in trade. There is one He and Tony Comstock would make good mates, and
bigotry were beautifully shaken up. So much so, thing that people can rely upon in regard to Mr. I would advise him to pay Tony a visit and look over
that it is our opinion. that many who were undecided Bennett's description of that country, that is, it will his collection. Most likely he would enjoy it, as I
in their opinions hav now come over to the Liberal be just as it is in reality; his mind is not befogged think one about as big a hypocrit as the other.
. s. H. BROWN.
ranks.
with the cobwebs of superstition, and let us hope
The doctor is the first iecturer who has been amongst that no Methodist parson has slyly exchanged specus on the subjects which he heralds, and we hope it tacles with Mr. Bennett. I hav often wished for a
WooDHULL, ILL., Sept. 6, 1881.
may not be his last.
deacriptiqn of the Holy Land writtEm by some one
MR. EDITOR: Please correct my error. Nothing giva
We understand he has taken five new subscribers free from the influence of priestcraft, so that people me more pleasure than to correct my mistakes. L.
, for THE TRUTH SEEKER while here. He goes from this could obtain a common sense idea of the land of W. C. says in the last TRUTH SEEKER that the word
~ place to The Dalles, Portland, Salem, Albany, Eugene myths, the land that gave birth to the two worst "hell" is retained in the new translation.
Like
i: City; and other towns in the Willamette valley. We system of religion that ever blighted the· earth- himself, I had no copy when I wrote, and, from re~ wish him success in the great work he has before Christianity and Judaism, with their black record. port, really supposed it was left out. I cheerfully
J him.
Yours truly,
L. F. SHIPLEY, M.D.
Please find inclosed $1.75, for which please send me stand corrected. But from the fact it is seldom we
"
the following: One lithograph of Mr. Bennett, for he hear hell-fire and damnation from pulpits or in re~:
SALT LAKE CrT~, Sept. 14. 1881.
i1 one of my deities, arid to hav the portrait of his vivals, and that Thomas of Chicago, Beecher of
K EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I herewith send you good-natured face upon the walls of my sitting-room Brooklyn, and other reverends hav taken out all tke
1 a post-office order for $5, and request you to enroll will act as a charm to frighten away the Christian's fire and brimstone-and a hell without these is not
f my name as a subscriber to the publication of the gods, ghosts, .etc., if they chance to come prowling much like the hell we had fifty or one hundred
round-the-world trip, Wishing every possible success around. I also want the pamphlet by Pringle, "De- yeara ago-the word " hell" might as well not exist.
to tho onton>rioo,
.s..._. QEO, IWD. lrign in N•turo," to giv to .. orthodox lriond whoso
IsAAo PADEN,

t
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A'New Song.
BY K. FARRINGTON.

"I will put a new song in their mouths."-Bt"ble.
AIR: H Bruce,s Address."
The world still calls our d~ctrins vain,
.And Infidels our creed arraign
.And prove our systems fault~ contain;
Our Bible tbey disprove I
We've tortured them with rack and chain;
We've put to death with fire and pain;
.And strove our best the race to rein;
.A.nd all in Christian love.
.A.t last our church, becoming wise,
.A. great commission did devise,
King James' Bible to revise,
.And cast the bad aside.
They met; and year by year they found
The books with eiTorsgreat abound,
.And proved what skeptics said is soundThat priests and bigots lied.
Now something quickly must be done,
For cburch desertion has begun;
The rays of reason's glorious sun
Are shining far and wide.
The sons of reason, undismayed,
Boldly engage the Cross brigade,
With clarion trump and :flashing blade,
In conscious strength and pride.

.We tlien another tack must take;
We cannot now burn at the stake;
Men no more fear hell's smoky lake,
Nor all our pious lies.
Revise then ! Oh, revise I revise I
We've all our lives been preaching lies,
But cannot forget the good and wise.
Revise I revise I revise I

The Inside History of the Dantzic
Conference.
The emperor went to meet the czar,
.And both the monarchs had traveled far.
The emperor said, when they met on the sea,
"Come over, my boy, and dine with me."
".A.ll right," said the czar, from behind a gun;
"I will dine with you at half-past one;
But first I must send my police to you,
To search your ofilcers and your crew.''
The search -.vas made, and the emperor said:
" Come over, my son, for the cloth is spread."
"I will," said the czar, "if you deem it best,
.A.s soon as I don my bullet-proof vest."
The dinner over, they hastened ashore,
But a bogus czar was sent before;
The real one went in a fisherman's boat,
With rubber boots and a ragged coat.
.A.t Dantzic he shunned the palace halls,
.And begged for the shelter of prison walls.
He said there were Nihilists all about,
.And nothing but stone could keep them out.
.And so the descendant of many czars
Was hidden from view by iron bars;
.And Bismarck entered to talk of peace,
Well watched by the Muscovite police.
The Romano:tl"s conversation ran
On poisons and things that kill a man;
.And the only sl1Bject that pleased him quite
Was--the last new thing in dynamite.
When Bismarck spoke of political work,
Of fiery Frenchman and turbaned Turk,
He said he was ready to giv his note
To Krupp for an iron-clad overcoat.
The emperor said: "He is always so,
.And we can do nothing but let bini go,
.And send him safely on board his yacht.
If. he is happy, whv, we are not."
-N. Y.Sun.

.A. Warning.
(From Heine, by Ge(ll'ge Gossman, .M.A.)

What avail your prints aggressiv
Worthy friend you are a goner;
:e:e who wishes fame and favor
Must resolve to be submissiv.
'Twill not do to be so gritty
When you're speaking to the people,
Or to write of priests and preachers
Without askinll the committee.
What avails your sense of honor,
When the power's in the dollar;
In the tongues of priests and preachers,
Worthy friend, you are a goner!
REPROOF,

Man, don't make sport of the devil!
For the course of life is brief;
.And the talk of future pain,
Is no idle chl'll'ch belief 1
Man, do not fail to pay your debts!
For if life be long be sure
That you'll often hav to borrow
.A.s you often did before.

Re:O.ections on the Origin and Philosophy of Evil.
:BY L. :B. OOLE.

Oh sin 1 thou foul, thou .damning deed!
What was thy purpose? what thy need?
In nature's vast creativ plan
Wert thmi designed alone for marr?
Of all the worlds that :lloat in space,
Is this alone by sin disgraced;
Was man made perfect (if at all),
On all but this terrestrial ball?
In all the vast creation round
That varied beauties there abound.
Why could not man these gifts enjoy
Without the curse of sin's alloy,
To blast his hopes, to curse the hour
That made him subJect to its power?
Did GOd or mim procure thy end 7
.A.rt thou a demon or a friend?
If God designed mankind to bless,
Of wisdom's plans he'd choose the best,
A:ild choosing with a sovereign will
ms every purpose would ful:tll.

If this involved a low beginning,
· The greater is the joy of winning;.
And greater still as man shall rise
To broader views and brighter skies.
Shall man both ignorant and blind,
Presume to scan with finite mind,
The wisdom.of the great first cause,
The gmtnd arcanum of his laws?
As well with microscopic eye
Might insects scan the distant sky,
Or trace the comet's trackless wav
Through bmmdless space from day to day.
This fruitless task let sophists try,
'Tis wisdom's part to pass it by;
But with such reason as we can,
Let's justify God's ways to man.
Let not blind ignorance demean
.What nature hides in beauty's sheen,
But rather let us seek the cause,
If such there is in nature's laws .
Let's find the reason if we can,
Why sin's entailed on mortal man.
Was it from choice and with intent?
Was it for good or evil sent?
If sent for evil as an end,
Why curse old Nick (a needed friend),
Whose cunning saw his sov:ereign plan
To make a world for sinful man?
To curse with unrelenting ire
In endless :flames of liqtlid fire.
And if for good he deemed it best
That man with knowledge should be blest,
Then Satan served bis purpose well
To cause the woman to rebel;
To bring her to the tree of know ledge,
A Neophyte in nature's college.
How else could she know good from evil,
Or choose to serve a God or devil ?
'Tis needful that mei} wiser grow
In plodding through this world of woe.
If progress is a law of nature,
Then knowledge comes to every creature
In lessons new from day to day,
To help when passion leads astray .
If such was the design, 'tis plain
That man a novice must remain
Till knowledge tell him how to choose,
What to accept and what refuse.
And that he might progress in knowledge,
The world was made for him a college,
.A.ll past experience far a teacher,
The only true and faithful preacher,
That he might 'call from wisdom's store
Both old and new forever.more,
The lessons by past ages taught,
By pain and su:tiering were bought.
Sublimest joys are won by trial,
They come through toil and self-denial.
If ignorance wa!hhe cause of evil,
What use was there for friend or devil?
In spite of what the preachers say,
Old Nick {the elf) must pass away,
.And with his weird and mystic crown,
His sulphurous king·iom must go down.
When Satan's dead and hell's no more,
How priests and bigots will deplore
The loss of all their stock in trade,
By which their proselytes are made 1
Whim wisdom reigne all fears will end,
And knowledge, man's redeeming friend,
Will point him to angelic skies
Where all in due degree shall rise .
The brightest seraphs in the skies
Hav taeted sorrows, bitter tears,
And rose from passion's dire control
Through fire's trial to their goal.
The true philosopher will find
That all things serve the end designed.
In realms of nature and of art
The whole depends on every part;
.A.ll causes balance in a scale
So nicely that no part can fail.
So sure as water drives the mill
All causes will their missions :tlll,
.And in concatenation make
.A.n endless chain without a break.
The power that shapes the tiger's claw
·Makes all things subject to its law.
The flowers of most resplendent hue
Contain their hidden poisons too.
,. 'Mid roseate hues and amber skies
Wild storms and tempests take their rise.
In every good that heaven bestows
.A. thorn is nestled with the rose.
And yet in nature's wide domain
There's nothing sought or made in vain.
The good or ill, or fire or frost-Each is for use, and nothing lost.
The seeming ill our heart decries
Is wisdom's lesson in disguise,
To cleanse the soul from love of sin
And sanctify the life withinTo train the· wayward soul to climb
.And spread its wings for bights sublime.
Thus good and ill their lessons giv,
To teach the living how to liv. ·
And each some quickening power imparts
To strengthen weak and wavering hearta.
.A.s law to order ever tends
So good with ill forever blends,
To modify the creator's plan,
.And bring the greatest good to-man.
The largess that our hand bestows
In time may blossom as the rose,
And bear its fruits in frhindlier climes,
Where heart to heart in virtuous chimes,
Where love and truth hav full control,
.And friendship :flows from soul to soul.
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Partner Wanted
For a fine bearing orange grove and winter hotel. Section the most delightful and healthy on the Gulf coast
of Florida. Fine boating, bathing, hunting, and fishing.
Address M. c. DWIGHT Orange Blu:tr Hotel and Gulf
Ooast Real Estate Agency, Clear Water Harbor. Fla.
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CEN'I'ENARY OF VOLTAIRE.

VOLTAIRE IN EDLE:
His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
unpublished letters of Voltaire and.Mme.
Du Chatelet.

BY BEN.JAMIN GASTINEAU.
Translated with the author's approval by Messrs. F. Vogel! and Edmond Dubourg.
PRICE, PAPER. $0.75; CLOTH, $1.00.
Address D' :M. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.

THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL
AND THE

LIFE OF VOLTAffiE.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
With Portraits and other Dlnstrations.
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
In Its preparation, Is now i'eady, lt Is In two large volumes, on l1eavy paper, and printed In bold 1 clear type.
Mr. Parton as a historian and biographer uas no superior,
as his bl!:frapltles of Jackson, Franklin. Jeiierson, Greeley,
/:,~~{r~~t l~ui/,~~ t",:>rk~' aftdl~i: fabeo"rt ~~~~~~;~ .:;.v~~Jfc:'sr:
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transcendent philosopher, a great re,ormer, a brilliant wit
IMMORTAl.ITY OF ITS ELEMENTS. and
poet, and settlnf forth what faults be had as a man.
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.
fi~~ ~t~~h~il.;~m~f~na~'1.~~~r"r~~ ~~r.mre~~~~t~~eJ:,n~

PREOEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPEOIES.
Ry A.. Snider de l'elleg:r-ini,
Author of the "Les Mysteres de Ia Oreatlon devolles,"
.. L'homme et sa raison d'etre," u Nouvelle tbeorie sur la

tralture of a truly remarkable man, whether he Is viewed
as the champion of Llberall•m, a powerful and persover·

~~glf~e~!~u~1l~~d'&~~o~l~ea';,~~~·~~g~~~[y;,;'h~le b~f~g~

erance and liberty. It Is th~ arsenal from which Liberals
will draw weapons to refute the slanders and Ilea of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
formation de! co metes," and other scientific and historic make It the autllorlty lu regard to his life, lila work, his
works In the French and Italian languageo. Second edi- death.
In two vols. Bvo. Prict, $6; half calf, $11.
tion. Price 25 cents.
Address D.:M. Bennett, 141 Eighth et., N.Y.
Address, D. :M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

WORKS OF T. B. WAKEJJAN.
CONSTRUCTIV LIDERA.IJS:M.

Au Epitome or Positive Phtlosophy and
Religion.
The Positive Classification of the Sci•
ences; or, Science as a Creed. Price, 15 cents.
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ot' Revision. From Chalney's Infidel

Pulpit. Pilce, 5 cents.

*The Harmony ot' the Scientific Gospels.
Snm1ner heat begets undue languor, loss of appe•Goethe the Reconciler. A lecture.
tite, biliousness, feverishness, headache, and other symp.
*A
Literal Linear
Translation
of
toms which may speedily develop Into chronic diseases. Goethe's Religions Poe1ns.
Check them at the outset with that supremely efficacious
•Lessons in Constructiv Liberalistn. Vol. I.
saline,
Price of each of above, 25 cents unless otherwise noted.

Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient •
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FOR THEM.
The Darwlno. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.

CONCERNING

-Religion and the DutJ of Man.
BY ;JAMES INMA.X,
CONSTRUCTIV RATIONALIST AND NATURALIST.

This work glvs new and startling revelations In religious
history, disclosing the orlental ori~;ln of some doctrine and
precepts of the Holy Bible, and rurnlshes a key for the
unlocking of many o+ Its sacred mysteries. Copyrighted
1881. Price 25 cents. Sold at this office,

THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY

INGERSOLL· IN CANADA.
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
''BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Price 15 cents. Sold at this office.

THE TRIAL OF MEDICIN FOR
MURDER.·
.A. POEM.
RY WILLIA.ltl WILSON.

P;;c~~~ ~.:'r:':. pl;g~t-~f~~lre J~~J~~ E~i¥.%l~~~:"
Experiences ot' SA.l!flJEL BOWLES
(Late editor of the Springfield, Mass., Rqlubliean)
IN

SPIRIT LIFE,

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS

PRICE TEN CENTS.
Addreu,

Faneuil Hall Speech on U. s. Ccnnstoek
Postal Laws. Price, 10 cents.
Liberty and Purity, Speeches, etc., a!ll\lnst
Comstockism. Price, 50 centae
League Man No. 1. Discussion with Ool. R. G.
Ingeraolt on Comstock1sm. Prica, 5 centse
Tho•e marked • wlll•hortly appear. Order through THE
TRUTH BEKKER, 141 Eighth street, N.Y. city'

D. :M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth at., New York.
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Conn. Address the Patentee,
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Or, Life as he now Sees it from a
Spiritual Standpoint.
Written through the medlumshlp of CARRIE E. B.
TWL."fG, Westfield, N.Y.
Price 20 cents, Sold at this office.

MACHINERY.

Band, ll'oo& and Power Presses. Die Work of all kinde•
PerfO'I'atilng Dies a Specialty.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruceSt.,N.Y.

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.
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Price of elngle badge, postage paid
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Wat Richfield; Summit oounty,
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"The Infidel Pulpit."
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Lectnreli by George Chainey.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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Leeson. from the Life and Work or Karl Heinzen· Minot
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the God
A WEEKLY LIBERAL ;JOURNAL
Idea; Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G.
Inget•oll; Ae•asslnatlon of the Czar; Lia"hts and Shadee
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"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRIST,
HJs Birth. Life. Trial, Execntton, etc., Is a Myth.
Price $2.00

For sale at nls omoe

RELIGIO!'t
AS REVEALED BY THE
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and Spiritual Universe.
ILLUSTRATED.

By Edwin D. Babbitt.

It treats of the Existence and General Oharacter of
God as a Spirit, the Nature of Go~. Creeds and Prac•
Morality? What Is Rell~:ll>U 1 The Church of the Future. God,
tlces Chrletlanlty, The Dangers of Infallible Stan!lards,
Price ,1,
1>ul<l by D. M. B.ENNETl',
Full letters frotn the Editor, now on a
141 Eighth st., N. Y•
·
ff~~lts, tm~:~d Bb~~thT~~~~r rh0~ 1 5\3n~eTI~,~'ir~. 'llf!"..'if~
Death Under a Spiritual Rell~lon, The Future Religion.
tour a:round the world, appear weekly.
ah~~~ ~~8~t~e~ :ghj~~~~~b~ 10 1 t~~t{~s ~po~;hl:
CORRESPONDENCE.
These alone a:l'e worth the priee asked,
widely known. by his "Principles of 'fight a~ Color,"
A
poor
man
with
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years
of
age~
desires
"Health Manual," etc'{ and this new book Iesure to bG
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D.:M,BENNETT,
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Medical .Common Sense.

OF

This book Is a plain talk abont the human system, the
habits of men a.nd women, the causes 3nd preventiop. of
dil!lease, our sexual relations a"nd 'Wctal natUres. It is m'edlca.l common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
or chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each other, society, love~ marriage, parentage,
etc. Embe!Ushed with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D;"M. BENNET'J',
141 Eighth street. New York.

()OLBY & Rl())I'S PUBLI()ATIONS.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

D. M. BENNETT.
Heavy .Plate Pape.,, 20x2S.

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
Sent. by Mail or Fifty cents.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

"Some Mistakes of Moses."

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

This volnme Is printed jon toned paper, In clear, hOld
type, and handsomely bound 1n muslin, conta1n1ng 275
pages, 12mo. Prlce, $1.25.
This book contains the prlnc!pal points that Mr. Irige
soli has made wlnst the Pentateuch In all his lectures on

CHRISTIANITY

I~s':,~~~r~c\.ncorr~Ef.~fJ~:f~~r~t ~~:~:~~ ~'t';[eg;~~~s~1

g~~d~~~u~,f3~"::i:;'t~~ft~~te;_ne~"ffie~h'.ih~oeaihj'~:t"f:;:'£.

fn

THE

The book Is unanswerable rts facts and !aide, Inimitable
In Its style, and ftlled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
pathos.

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

" The Gods and Other Lectures."

D. M. BENNETT and G. D. MA.IR.

CONTENTS.- "The Gods," 11 Humboldt," "ThomQs
Paine,"" Ind1v1dualtty," "Heretics and Heresies." Price,
cloth, $1.25; ·paper, 50 cents.

(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)

"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."

The t"ullest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogmas and ()Iaims or
()hristianity a thorough Ex•
amination pro and con.

CoNTENTs.-•• The Ghosts,''

11

Ltberty of Man, Woman,

~~~~~!!~,;: ;P~:~~r:i1 ~~n°lt~:lwn.~~t~e.;~[W:i~~~~

Works by Dr. A. B. ()hild.
Better Views of :J,iving; or, Life According to
the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Right." Price, ~LOU.
Whatever Is, is Right •. Price, $1.00.
()hrist and the People. Price, $1.25.
A'B ()of Ltt'e. Pr!ce,25cents.
Sonl Affinity. Price, 20 cents.
•
Works by Mrs. Maria M. King.
Principles of. Natnre, as Discovered In the
Development and Structure of the Universe. In three
volumes. Price, $1.75 ver val.
Real Life. in Spirit Land, Price, $1.00.
The Brotherhood of Man, and W·hat Fol•
l.ows froiD It. Price, 2.<; ceuts.
·
·
Social. Evils: Their Causes and Cure. Price, 25
cents.
....
versus Dia•
The Spiritual PhiiO!;;o:r-l
bolisJD. Price, 25 cents.
l>~ll Spiritualists
·what is Spiritnallsm? ~
hav a Creed 't Price, 25 cents.
he Image ot
God the Father and Maa
God. Price, 25 cents.
·
Works by Prof. Willia
Deuton.
Geology.: The Past and Future'of our Planet.
Price, $1.5().
Sonl of Things; or, Psychometric Researches
and Discoveries. In three volumes. Price, $1.50 per val.
Be Thyself. Price, 10 cents.
What·Was·He· or, Jesus In the L!ght·of the
Nineteenth Century. Frice,cloth, $1.25; paper, $1.
:Radical RhyDles. Price, $1.25.
Is SpiritnalisJD Trne? Price, 10 cents.
()hristianity no Finality; or, Spiritualism Su·
perlor to Christianity. Price, lO cents.
·
CcJDnton Sense Thoughts on the .Bible.
Price, 10 cents.
·
:Radical Discourses on Religions Snb,
.~ects. Price, $1.25.
.
lllan's Trne Savior. P,.!ce,10 cents.

PUBLI()ATIONS oF-E. TRUELOVE.'
EleDlents or Social Science; or, Physloal, su-

:a~~~~~~';."!~f:!11\;'~e&A~~~~~;~~~a~f:~~~~;:~~

prostltutlon,and eallbacy. :J'y a Doctor of :Modlc!n. Neu.
ly forty thousand of this very valuabla and radical work
liavbeen oold In England. Half as many at least should )a
sold In Alilerica. Neatly bound In cloth, aearly 706 pqn,
,1.50.
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. l!e~nted verbatim from the six-volume edition aold for~ ..
vols~;~~~dn!'~~M:~t;;~e~~G~vings of the author.
o
Voltaire's Philosophical Tales, RoDlances.. and Satires. Containing Candide, or the
Optimist; zad!~or Fate; The World as! t Goes, or the Vla0

~~np':{ ~~~ 3~£ur~~rj~~g:;:~~~~10l 0 ~~~cdibt:~llh~t;

the ::&.n of forty crowns; the Princess~ Babylon; Memnon
the Philosopher; the White Bull ;Plato's Dream; Bababee;
a Conversation with a Chinese; the Black and the White;

~~~ft~~~':~~\~~sm.r;rdl:''¥~d~~ft':.~':::~e~;:,e~:l'i

rich, and they are written in the author's satirical, humorous, and !nlm!tablo style. 816 pages, double columno~·
Cloth, SUiO.
The Prophet of Nazareth. A critical !nqn!ry
Into the Propliet!cal, Intellectnal. and Moral Character or
Jesus Chr!st)._as exemplified In his predictions, his precepts, his actions, his discourses, and hie: sociallntercoune..
By EvanPowel\Meredlth,F.A.S.L. Thlswork hasa1to
~~~~d great attention In England. 636 pages Bvo, In cl~th,

IJDDlortaUty ofthe Soul. By Robert CoopM,
Price, 50 cents.
RationallsJD. By George ,Jacob Hol)'oako, II

cents,
llalf•Honrs With ·Fr~ethinkers. First and

il';'b'h~fii'ifr..Jr~~~~~~~':FJ~g: ~~i~~fi!8cf~t'h~tlf.%l.ers,
Jachin and Boaz•. An authentic key to tha doer
of Freemasonry, both ancient and modem, 25 cent1.
An Hour with Harriet Martinean, wltb
extracts from her Autobiography. By Mrs. Harriet Law.
10 cents.
·

B:'J1:a~:f~~J: H.~~:J~N~~~1eg~:J.errestrlal Phyelee.

Six Nil{hts' · Discussion between Thomas
Cooper and-Joseph Darker on the Being of a Personal
God and a Future Life. 40 cents.
postage Included. Address this office.
The Be in!{ nnd Attribntes of God. By Sir.
l>lackfntosh, author of the" Electrical Theory of
i!!i~~:ic~.e\.~fc:. ~~~en~~e . Light or ·l!Iodern William
the Universe."' 20 cents.
·
Crucified
"What
Must
We
Do
to
be
Saved
'I"
The World's Sixteen
SerDlon fron• Shakspere•s Text. Price, 10·
A I,etter fro10 RoBle. Showing the conformity
cents.
·
between popery and paganlom. By Conyers Middleton,
Saviors;
D.D. "A scathing exposure of the absurciitias ef RoThe ·Pocasset Tragedy. Price, 10 cents.
manism." 40 cents.
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
'Vhat is Right?· Price, 10 cents.
Ye ()ornie History of Heraldry. By R. II.
.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Who are .Christians? Prlce,10 cents.
Edgar. 142 pages. Profusely Illustrated. 00 cento.
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Author or" The Biography or Satsn" and "The Bible of
The
Irreconcilable
Rec9rds;
or,
Genesis
and
Bibles" (comprising "descr!Stlon of twenty-seven bibles)
PlJBLI()ATIONS OF WATTS & ()0.
Cabinet size, price, ,2.50. Neatly facked and boxed Geology. Cloth, 40 cents; pape.r, 2:5 cents.
Works by ()harles Watts.
~ff~~':f.:'~i~F.;y:~~J~gg/i~~~a:;t~r~~::?ta'ie6~l:r~og:
~~'tfu~~t;~lfo'.i'J~n~;.v!lfg.t"g~~er o thill great Apostle
Orthodoxy Fais.,, since. Spiritualisnu is
the doctrlns, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
, Freethinkers' 'J'ext•Book. The h!sto~ ;_
True. Price, 10 cents.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its
iJ:~g:hought, its rise, pro~ress, ami triumph.
cot~-·
sacred .mysteries, besides comprl.o!ng the history or six- By Sarony, the celebrated artist or New York, at the tal·
The God Proposed l'or Our National Con·
teen oriental cruclfted gods.
stitntion. Price. 10 cents.
·
·
lowing prices:
The Bible and Christianity. 15 cents. Price, $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
~gt':,~~~ :r~"J:e"!ze • • • • • •
• ~ cellts
Freethought and Modern Progress. 10
'Vorks·orM. B. ()raven •.
cents.
Llfe.s!ze Llthograph,)21xZl
50
TrinJDph
of
CriticiSID;
A
Critical
and
Paradox
Postags paid.
.
AID I an Atheist? or, Theism Criticised.
Work on tlie Bible and our Theological Idea of Deity. 10Why
cents.
1~ Etl!ftb.~ti~~J'i'orl< Price, 25 cents.
Christianity: Its Nature and Inftuence. 10centa.
THEY THINK AND WHY.
Biblical ()hronology. Price, 10 cents.
()hristian ScheDle of RedeJDption. 5 centll.
. ()bristianity Before the TilDe of ()hrist.
Science and the Bible Antagontstic. lOG.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
Price, 25 cents.
•
The ()haracter of()hr1st. 5 cents.
Wo1•ks
or
Henry
C.
'Vright.
Wuh an IntroilA.wtion 7Jy R. G. InuersoU.
()bristian Evidences ()riticised. 5 cent&
A Kiss for a Blow. Cloth,$1.25; smalledltlon,OO
The last seven pamphlets, bound together, SO cent&
With Eight POrtraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
cents.
Assorted Tracts.
BonthamLAdam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
0
and Prof • .~<rnst Haeckel.
G.i~?~,~d!'U.;.!~s~~~'ij~~~~ i';,,1v~:~~n !;,~s~ in 5 ~~'1.~l!f~!i'mbfe":!t{,; 1~ c~~\1i:eo~~l ~~':,~dof1th5e ~i~~;
Price, $1.50.
For sale by D. M. BEN.::<ETT,
as he was in Jesus. Coth, 75 cent&; paper, 50 cents.
141 Eighth street, N. Y. city.
The Christian Notion of Man 8 Ultimate Existence, 5
.
I
Errors oftbe Bible Dentonstrated by the cents; English Noneontorm!ty: What has It Done tor
Tt•ntlls of Na;ture; or, l!u.n·~ only lnfallilJle itule of Mental Freed0m o.nd National Progress? 10 centsi The
Faith and Practice. Paper, 35 cents; cloth, 60 cents.
1
English Church a Fa !lure as a Reformh>g Agency, 5 cents;
Empire ot"the Nl.otber over the Character Orthodox Christianity: Its Defense Tested by Modem
1
an(l Destiny ot" the Race. Price. clot.ll, 75 cents; Thought, 5 cents; Atheism and Crime, 3 cents, For the
series, 80 cents.
p~per, 50 cents.
lly My Medical Compound and
()a.tholicisJD and RationalisJD. A review <1f· ·
The UnwelcoJDe Child; .or. The Crime of an
two
nights' discussion with a Catholic. 5 cents.
Rubber Elastic Appliance
Undesigned and Undesired Maternity. Price, cloth, 00
cents; paper, 85 cents.
Oril{in of"()hristianity and the Historical Value
In 30 Days.
of the-New Testament. Two nights' d!souos!on with the
Spiritual and Refortnatory Books by· Rev. B. H. Cowper. 20 cents.
Reliable references !liven. Send stamp fer ctrcular.
A regularly educated and leg!llly quallfied pbysl~, and the
The Belief in God and the authent!ctt:r·of tllo
Various Authors •
.host auccesslul, as his prnctice wi II prove.
Say In what i~~~[sou saw J~~~~~~".r~~l!>'&INGS
Four Gospels. A verbatim report of four nights oll•cu.
Cures
all
forms
of
PRIVATE~
An
Hour
with
the
Angels
•
or,A
Dream
of
the
stan
with the Rev.Aiexsnder Stewart. 25cents.
1Stss
llm!thv!lle. Jetrerson Co .• N. Y.
Spirit Life. By A. Brigham. Price, cloth, 50 ceuts; paper,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS.. 20
cents.
ba't~~e~~f~l\~~~~~~~~
d~~..feh:ft'ttb~~:!itan:e~
5 to $20 free.
PER DA,Y at home. Samples worth 15
EASES.
Cbihl's Guide to Spiritualism. By Lucy M. cents.
l!ltlnson & Co., Portland~ Me.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency, Burgess.
Works by Austin Holyoake.
Price, 25 cents.
as the result of self-abuse in youth, sexual ei.caues in maturer
()lta}>ters froiD the Bible of tile Ages. Ed·
venrs, or other cnuses, o.nd producing some of the following effects:
oulh~~\i~t ~nc!ti~s"iWe~~'inc~~~ ~~~·,b~;:,:;hJftlf;a{~~~
!ted and compiled by G. B. Stebbins. Price, $UO.
'"N"ervousness, Seminal Emia~ions (night emle.slons by dreoms),Dim()lock
Struek @ne. and Christian Spiritualist. 5 cents; The Apostles or Christ: a Farce In Several Acts,
~~~~e,0L:e~~¥;~ foe~~~~:~y !leF~~dte!;ro~~s~~:C:lid;!~~S:s
Revised and. corrected. BY the Rev. Samuel 'Vatson
tgece:B'r~~o~ug~cr~!'!~ct~~:~:: ~~::!:la~~tye~sttt~;J' 1bf~
Sexual Power, &c., rendering mnr.iago improper or Wlhappy, are
OR,
Price, $1.00.
•
thoroughly a.ud permanently cured by an
flayed: the celebrated Letterof Pitt, Earl ~hatham. with
1
Clock Struck ·Tili•ee. Being a review of •• Clock
EXTERNAL APPLICATION,
t~f~\'-~~~~~~e~~s ~Tfile" ii~~~e~~ c~~~~;;a~e~~eft~:~eg!
Struck Ouo." By Rev. Samuel.Watson. Price, $1.50.
which'ts the Doctor's lnt~st and greo.test medical discovery and
what Passes a.!!l the Word of God, 10 cents; Daniel the
which he ho.a so fnrtftreacribed for this baneful comjlo.int in ~I its
Debatable Land Between this ~Wori<i! and Dreamer, 10 cents; Does there Exist a Jdoral Governor Of
0
the Universe? 5 cents.
~;:s,~i~h't~rtr~b~; ~~~f~c~:e ~~ndl~~~~~hco.a:et~~n ~~~be ~~::: theN ext. By Robert Dale Owen. Price, $2.00.
Dia.k!u~:istn; or, Clairvoyant Travels tn Hades. By
8 11
,._ Works by George Jacob Holyoake.
~firi~~~~~~~~t;gtfe ~~1 c~~~~ln~~Ji~c~~~fu~jifh~~~~; A. Gardner, of London, England.. Price, 10 cent.s.
The Trial of TheisDl. Handeomely bonnd. 200
able to taka care of themselves.
Docs
Nlatter
Do
it
AU?
A
reply
to
Prof.
Tyn.
pages.
$L25..
·
8YPJIILI8 ~ositivcly
and entirely eradicated from
dall's latest attack on Spiritualism. By Epcs Sargent.
Ltre and ()haraeter of Richard ()arllle•
n:r~l:t(:; i~~~~~~~fl!!~~d ·!ife~~~~a~:r~i~~~~o~~iY .t'rice, 5 cents.
20 cents.
llr~:~~~~;::,~ht~~~t~~~~:~~. ~~~;~~~rJ ~~~i~~aphy. By A 'g:U,~~~~ lu~~~Ja~~~~~:~. in EDjrl&nd.
Middle-Aged and OM Thien. ·
8
01
-;·Jg~~~ ~;::u::f ::a.~u n~Fo~ or \t!\fJa~d:r~~ft!h:cc~~P=~~~b~ A~e':go~r ~a'f.~al:plr!t,~~~ft?~:re~/1r~~~ f!.s)';,,~.r~
LiDlits of AtheisJD. 10 cento>.
. . atight. smnrtiog or burning sensation, and a weakening of tht~
Price, 15 centse
Logic or Ltre. 5 cents.
REPLIES TO THE
;rat~j~~r; don;~~~[st:~crPa;l:~tc::n~!t~~~~~;~~~·t. ~~ =~~~U~~n~~
Experiences of Jnd;:;e J. W. EdJDonds in
Logic of Death. 5 cents.
11
Spit'it Life. Given Inspirationally by Mrs. CoraL. v.
~hl~ o~"~~\~1'1~hf g~~~n,:~~h~v!~~~fne~~o:J~k ~~~~o~l~ ab;p~·~:_ Tappan. Price, 30 cents.
· Life and Last Days of Robert Owen. 15
nnce, which plninly shows tho.t the semen pnssell~"~fi' with t.he urine.
cents.
EXJ)eriences of Sauti•el Bowie,., late editor
~~e~~~ "Dr. ~~~fo:S~n E';f~~~~e R~~ho\iyd~~.1n~~rz:d~~~~atn~ r~~~t of the ~)J,·tngjictd. Rq!ublican.. Written through the medi- D::t~:~~~~~:i,~~- Facts. A System or Every.
BY ALLEN PRINGLE.
umship of c;~rrtc E. b. Twing. Price, 20 cents.
~:u~Co~!~ll~~~i~n~n:;sfs~~~r ~o:~~~J~~:it~~~gb.~~~ot~~;~:g~
This pamphlet was considered neccSBary beca,use the
Jo'ootfall,. on tbe Bou>tda•·y of Auothe1• I.~~s~ai:.?fs~~·operation in Eagland. Vol.
ftlld ccneapondenca strictly con1idcntial.
\Vo.-Id. With narmtlv lllustrntlons. By Robert D~lo
~~~~ "l\~c~iftfcf:~ ~~sn~e ~;f~;,d ~~~E~~\~Bha~~E~
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
Owen. Price,.$1.75.
against design In nature, anN this work contains both the
()o•operation in Rochdale. VoL I.,40cents;
1
attack and reply. It Is valu&ble. as II presents the strongGist oi· Spiritualis>n. Being a coarse of ftve Vol. IL, 50 cents.
tr~!~~~::~;!r~~S:O~~h~~ lrses~~d~~~ tW~!~Je~~.-~~~~g~it::~ .lectures
eot Christian evidence for the existence or God with tll.e
delivered in Wasllingtou, D.<...:., by Hon. Warren
~ytnptomB, borrlbleeffects,andcure. followed bystron~testimoniala
a~:e~
~C:~!~\!.Means ofProDlotincr TeUlper•
1
Chase. Price, 50 cents.
cofrf~~t~0a~~n~"'1o~l~!t'lfti"~~~~~~on.
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1
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Working
()lass Representalien. & cents.
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IIW'O and atato lu w~t tw-P.9t you saw this.
The Logic of()o.operatien. Scent..
Price, cloth, 75 cents; pn.per, 50 cents.
THE RELATION OF THE
The Policy of()o•operatiea. 5 eents.
[From the House and Home, N. Y.]
Goh!cn liJ:elodies. A new collection of words and
fm· the use of lyceums, circles, and camp-meetings.
Among the successful physicians who hav departed music
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
By
S.
\Y.
'l'uckcr.
Price,
25
cents.
ti~~~l~J:!:a~Ie~~of'[.~l;.h7
in llo.e For10a•
from the narrow beaten track or orthodoxy, we may rank
RIAL UNIVERSE ;
Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J. His principles are true,
Jloliow Globe; or, the World's Agitator and
Works
by
John
Watla.
hl system based upon scientllc fact."
Reconciler. A. treatfson the physlc!l.l conformation of the
THE LAW OF ()ONTROL.
[FI'Om the (Mo.) Ltberal.
:~'.1; al~~c~~~l~~~~t ~;o"p~ _t»~ £;~~~1sp~pcfe~~ 2~0Q~hermt\n, 10 ~~~ -Logic and Philosophy o~ AtheisDl.
Two papers given In the Interest· of Spiritual scie~,
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sufficient to warrant
Heaven
an<l Hell: or, The Divine Justice V!ndf. t~~\V~~\~? 'fct::::_ry of the Dessruction of
~~]!.~g.tc~;/g~ 8~etJ.'t~. Ja~~lla~??;s ~c!~RA.DAY, of any one in .reposing conftdence in hts skill and sb1Uty. cated In the Plurality
of Existences. By Allan Kardec.
'I hose In need of his ala should not tan to consult him at Translated from the sixtieth
thousand by Anna Blackwell. R~%~~!l~~c!!g,~trine of ltlan's Depravity
66 Atree.
WEEK In yonr own town. Terms and '5 outftt once. Procrastination Is the thief of time, and often costs Price, $2.00.
the life of a human being."
H. Hallett & Co .. Portland, Me.
Hynnas f"or Public Nlcetiugs and Social
Who Were the Writers of the New Testa•
Gatherings. Without music. Selected by W. J. Colv!Jle. ment? 5 cents.
Sixteen Saviors or None.
Price, 10 cents.
Miscellaneous.
BY KERSEYlGRAVES.
Healing by Laying on of Hands. An expos!·
Being reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or t!mt of the art of healing by manipulation. By Dr. J. B:'~~~~?~. W~t~ o~fc':i,C:Ptin;r ()hristianity.
One 1" Two hundred and twenty-fou.r errors are pointed Mack. !'dee, $1.25.
The Education and Position of Women.
Life of Prof. 'Villiant Denton, the Geologist Mrs.
Tile Sllakcr Eye and Ear Balsam out aud thoroughly exposed.
K, E. Watts. 10 cento.
0
and l~dlcal. By J. H. Powell. Price, 25 cents.
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6~~~~~,\'
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~&~rib.
&~
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I,ife Beyotul the Grave. Price, $1.00.
.rt[eutal Cur~. By Rev. W. F. Evans. Price, $1.50.
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Mental.i!Iedicinc ; A Theoretical and Practical
but that some of hJs witnesses seem to tun1 u state's evi()reation St.ory. 5 cents.
Treatls on Medical Psychology. By Rev. W. ~'. Evans.
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t/dds and finds.
THE Norsemen understood in their hearts that it
was indespensable to be brave, that Odin would
havno favor for them, but despise and thrust them
out if they were not brave. Consider, too, if tha·e
s not smnething in this! It is an eve1·lasting duty,
valid in our day as in that, the duty of being brave.
Valor is still valor. The first duty of a man Is
still that of subduing fear. We must get rid of
fear; we cannot act at all till then. A man's
acts are slavish, not true but specious; his very
thoughts are false; he thinks, too, as a slave and
coward till he hav got fear under his feet.-Oar-

.

"P.A~TING is such sweet sorrow," remarked ,
bald old bachelor to a pretty girl as he told be 1
good-night. " I should smile," she replied, glanc·
ing upon his hairlessness and wondering hOw h<
ever did it.

ToURIST: "Where is Rock Island?" Polit~
American: " Iu Rhode Island." T.: "But how
can you put one Island in another island?" P. A.:
"Oh, that's nothing-we accomplish anything in
this country."

A Goon churchman- was commenting at the
breakfast table on the conduct of one of the vestry,
when
he was suddenly interrupted by his hopeful
Booxs are not absolutely dead things, but ciontam a progeny of life in them to. be as actlv as that aged seven, exclaiming: ''Papa, why don't you
soul was whose progeny they are; nay, they do pull down your vestrymen?"
preserve, as in a VIal, the purest efilcacy and ex·
.A. PRETl'Y young girl full of pique,
traction of that living intellect that bred them. . .
Got down in the mouth, so to spique,
He that destroys a gOOd book kills reason itseU;
And when people' laughed
kills the image of God, as it were, in the eye.
She thought she was chaughed,
Many a man livs a burden to the earth; but a good
And she stayed in the bouse for a wlque.
book Is the precious life-bloed of a master spirit
embalmed and treasured up on purpose to a life
DE.ATH'S test is a favorit'theme with Chrisbeyond life.-.Milton's Arcopagitica.
tians. The Duke of Buckingham on his death-bed
was asked to send for a priest, but refused. Sect
MY days among the dead are. passed;
after sect was named till the Catholic's were menAround me I behold,
tioned, "No, no," he said, "they eat their God,
Where'er these casual eyes are cast,
find me a fellow who eats the devil, and send him
The mighty minds of old;·
here."
1rfy never-failing friends are they
Ali' UNEXPECTED RISE.
With whom I converse day by day.
I stood on the porch at evening,
With them I take delight in weal,
When the sun went silently down,
And seek relief in woe;
And the June bug bright, in the starry night,
And while I understand and feel
Flew merrily through the town;
How much to them I owe,
Oh, sweet were the gentle zephyrs
lily cheeks hav often been bedewed
That blew from the balmy south,
With tears of thoughtful gratitude.
.A.nd red were the lips and sweet the sips
-Southey's Liarary.
That I took from the pretty mouth.
TH:E celebration of Sunday was always, like that
Her tiny waist was encircled
of every festival, a human institution; far was it
By my arm so strong and true,
from the apostles to treat it as a divine command;
Said I, "Whose ducky are you, love!"
far from them and from the first apostolic church
''Yours,'' she murmm·.ed. ''and whose are you~''
.to transfer the laws of the Sabbath to Sunday.-Ne·
ander.
Oh, the hallowed hours·of that·eveningl
Oh, the cruel caprice of fate I
THERE may be a God external to the universe,
Her father, unkind, came up from behind;
but that there is such a God is no logical inference
And fired me over the gate.
from the universe. When I say there may be this
external God, I of course mean no more than that ANTHONY CoMSTOCK abides in this city,
I can show we know nothing to the contrary. To Where they let him run loose. It's a confounded
my mind there is a shocking irreverence in the
pity!
common babbling on this theme. And what is all
Anthony
meddles in people's a1fairs,
the talk about trinity and unity and personality of
God but babbling? What is ali ecclesiastical tra- Anthony peddles in scandalous wares.
dition on the subject but raving, and as Coleridge Anthony found out a straightforward man,
said about Calvinism, superfetation of blasphe- Anthony thought out an infamous plan.
my 1-N. R. Waters.
One Wilson had proven the friend of the lame,
ly~'s

Hero Worship.

THE harsh things said about nature are true
things; the whole fabric of nature is built upon a
principle of death. The destruction of one creature is the salvation of another; the death of one
is the life· of another ; the anguish of one is the
pleasure of another; the torture of one is the
amusement of the other. See the panther drop ou
the antelope; it is natural for him to do so. See
theca.tplaywith the injured mouse; it is natural for
her to do so. See the vultures peck at the eyes of
the dying buri:alo; it is natural for them to do so.
Science reveals these facts, with many another, all
hearing the same signet. She points out how the
earthquake spares not for the shrieks of the terri·
:tied people; how the waves smooth not at the
cries of the drowning crew; how the fire leaps
none the less high for the fierce moan of the burning man. But science does not make the facts
which· she reveals. Science is not responsible for
the revelation she unfolds.-.Annie Besant's Christianity and Ji'reethought.
THE breakers were right beneath her bows,
She drifted a dreary wreck,
And a whooping billow swept the crew
Like icicles from her deck.
The rattling shrouds, all sheathed in ice,
With the masts went by the bo<trd;
Like a vessel of glass she stove and sank,
HoI ho! the breakers roared.
-Lfmufellow's Wreck of the H~eros.
WHAT a melancholy notion is that which has to
represent all men in all countries and times except our own, as having spent their life in blind
condemnable error, mere lost pagans, Scandinavians, Mohammedans, only that we might hav the
true ultimate knowledge I All generations of men
were lost and wrong, only that this present lit;.
tie section of a generation might be saved and
right. They all marched forward there, all genera.
tions since the beginning of the world, like the
Russian soldiers into the ditch of Schneidnitz
Fort, only to fill up the ditch with their dead
bodies, that we might march over and take the
place I It is an incredible hypothesis.-Oarly/6.
MY life is cold and dark and dreary;
It rains and the wind is never weary;
My thoughts still cling to the moldering past,
And the hopes of youth fall thick in the blast,
And the days are dark and dreary.
Be still, sad heart I and cease repining;
Behind the clouds is the sun still shining;
Thy fate is the common fate of all,
Into each life some ra.ln must fall,
Some days must be dark and dreary.

-L®gfelluw.
So MANY complain that we are only able to teach
the scientist and the scholar our doctrin, while
the Ignorant and unlearned go right on believing
1n myths and fables. But if we gain the great
lllass of real thinkers the day !s then ours. The
goal will surely be won. The preacher carries his
church along, the teacher carries his school along,
the parent can'ies his Children along, and this will
bring the truth and the light into every home, and
we shall win all the illiterate through the inftuence
of the learned whom we :tl.rst convert to the newer
and better doctrin.-Eimina JJ. Blenker.
LUTHBBAlf, poprsh, Calvinistic, all these creeds
and doctrine three
EK.tant are; but still the doubt is, where Christianity may be.
-Lrtngfslluw.

To reach his spondulics was Anthonv's game.
Iuventor and monger of articles patent,
Electi'ical healing in his wares was latent.

.
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That people were cured was very well known
From ills they'd endtlred, as their letters ha.v
shown.

rejected; together with some essays on the book of com ..

But Anthony's plan was to write to the people,
To ask if this man hadn't cheated a little.

Faith and Beason; Heart, Sam, and Handwork.
~The Law of Population; Its Consequences and I· By Halsey R. Stevens. Extra cloth. 12mo, 441 pp. Price,

Now the people receiving his circular letter
Twigged Tony's deceiving, and went him one
better.
They went and told Wilson, who straightway proceeded
To treat Mr. C. in a way he's long needed.
And if the machinery of justice don't fail
:Mr. Comstock's career will be ended in jail.
MULE OF TEXAS.
Mule of Texas, ere we part,
Tell me why you will not start;
Or, if really you must balk,
Pray excuse my wicked talk;
Hear my vow before I go,
I'll be even with you, though.
By vour long tail unconfined,
Wooed by every passing wind;
By those heels, so wondrous swift,
Which can me:p. o'er tree-tops lift;
By those ears that droop so low,
I'll be even with you, though.
By those ribs I long to baste,
By your show of d. b. taste,
By the melancholy bray
That alarms folks miles away;
By your stern resolve to whoa,
I'll be even with you, though.
Mule of Texas, I am gone;
Think of me, sweet, when alone,
For I fiy to get a club;
Then your blamed old back I'll drub.
If I cannot make you go,
I'll be even with you though.
STUDIES IN SPELLING.

There Is a small village called Ainwicke,
Whose inhabitants fell in a palnwicke
When the comet they saw;
And they all hollered, "Oh, law I
It ls certainly something Sa.talnwicke I''
There was an old man of Alife,
Who kept getting dife and dife;
When yelled at, he'd say,
In a wondering way,
"Oh, what do you whisper to mite?"
There once lived not far from St. Denis,
A slangy young woman called Janis,
Who, when asked by her beau
A-riding to geau,
Said, ,; Thank you, I'm not taking enis I"
There was a young man of St. Cyr,
Who impatiently muttered," Oh, dyrl
I certainly fyr
I hav drank too much byr,
For my head feels unco=only quyr.
In Southern conventions the negro
He cuts quite a prominent fegro;
But in all restaurants,
When the waiter he wants,
They draw pistols and pull on the tregro.
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and flippinns.
THE' Rev. George F. Meredith, who has figured in Illinois as the" boy preacher," has been
arraigned by his Methodist Conference on
charges of falsehood, drunkenness, and pro
fanity.
A JUDGE at Erie, Pa., has just decided that
Spiritnalisi:n is a religion, and its exponents
are entitl~d to all the privileges enjoyed by
ministers. A medium who had been arrested
for giving exhibitions without a license was accordingly discharged.
THE Rev. Dr. Boyd, of St. Louis, is accused
of plagiarism from Edward Everett; but the
Globe JJerrwcrat says it is rather a " case of
morbidly retentiv memory reacting .upon unusual receptivity of mind, and producing unconscious assimilation of ideas." That lets the
minister down easy.
A CALCULATING friend who seldom employs
any other interpreter to the Bible than the
"rule of three," being asked his opinion of the
deluge, replied in a manner worthy of Jeremy
Bentham, ''I think it a great waste of water,
which might hav been more profitably and humanely employed in quenching hell-fire."
A BITTER quarrel in the Roman Catholic
churchof the HolyTrinity,Chicago;is followed
by a graver accusation than is 1asually made in
such afiairs-that of murder. Pastor Mielcuszny was foui:J.d;dead inliis room, and Assistant Pa.stor Malek is under arrest on a seemin ely ·unjust suspiP.ion of h"-vinv kill"il h'
''"' · · ..
PRoF TYNDALL has now a chance to test his
prayer-gage practically at a merely nominal
expense. The Rev. Mr. Marshall, a colored
divine of Clark county, Tenn., announces his
readiness to pray for anything or anybody for
the ridiculously trifling sum of seventy-five
~ents a prayer. No doubt wholesale orders
would be filled at a suitable reduction.
AN original method of meas~ring "original
sin " was found out !,he other day by the
young son of a clergyman, who had been
studying the steam-engin during the invervals
of the cathechism. "Papa," said he, "as we
all inherit the sin of Adam, and the baby is
such a little fellow, is there not a greater pressure of sin to the square inch in him than in
the rest of us ?"
A OHIEF of the Piute tribe of Indians, who
roam over Nevada., was asked what he thought
of the comets. The chief wrapped his robe
closely around his body, stood erect, &lld,
pointing upward, declared that the sun is the
chief of the heavens, the moon is the sun's
squaw, and the stars are his children. The
great sun must eat, and, therefore, whenever
he feels hungry he catches one of his children
and swallows it. The moon is very proud of
her children, yet is doomed every m.onth to see
6ne of them devoured by their unnatural
father. She then goes into mourning so deep
that she even paints her face black. Fortu.
nately, however, the paint gradually wears off
and _she shines forth as bright as ever until
her next loss.
A MAN named Edward Spencer, described as
a" Captain" in the salvation army, was committed for trial on a charge of having robbed
his employer, a grocer. This scoundrel had
induced a young girl, a member of his congregation, to come and liv with him. A letter in
which he had described this as "the Lord's
wish " was read out in court. No wonder
that the magistrate denounced him as a "dissolute, impious, hypocritical scoundrel," It is
such charactt>rs as this who bring the religion
of the gospel into disrepute, and cause people
to ask themselvs, "Is there any such thing as
true religion whatever?" "Oh, where shall
wisdom be found, and whet·e is the place of
understanding?" We can affirm at any rate
that it ill not to be found in the Salvation
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MR. D. M. BENNETT, of the New York TRUTH
SEEKER, has arrived in London. He will visit
many places in England before the Internstiona! Free thought Congress, after which he
will continue his trip round the world. Mr.
Ben~ett's expenses .are paid by his friends and
adml~ers, who consider themselvs compensated
·by h1s letters to THE .TRUTH SEEKER from
abroad.-London Repuhlwan.
A CORRESPONDENT writes from Keene, :N:ich,
that a young lady of that town received ten
dollars from her father as a reward for climbing a church steeple and cheering for Colonel
Ingersoll, instead of twenty, as given in THE
TRUTH SEEKER. The young lady, Miss Juliett
Bowen, wishes him to state, however, that she
regrets it was not twenty. The father is still
offering five dollars apiece for the next ten
ladies who will follow the example of his
daughter.
THE late Roman Catholic bishop of Newfoundland was a merry prelate and· one who
loved a joke. He had a piano which he desired to dispose of and which a friend, a Protestant doctor, desired to purchase. Considerable chaffering ensued, which ended in the
doctor buying the piano at a price which the
bishop declared ruinously low. The only vehicle which would accommodate the piano
was the hearse, and in this it was accordingly
driven to the doctor's door. Down came the
doctor to the bishop in high dudgeon. ·"What
the-! mean why on earth did you send the
piano home in the hearse? it looked very ridiculous." The good bishop's eyes twinkled
mFmilv ,._q h"
_, the terms on which
the· in~trument waS. sold, and he a_·n~ered,·
''Why! because, my dear doctor, it was a dearJ,

·bargain."

·
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IN his recent proclamation, President Arthur
says, "Whereas, in his inscrutable wisdom, it
has pleased God to remove from us the illustrious head of the nation, James A. Garfield, late
President of the United States." This is, in
fact, placing upon Providence the responsibility of the act committed by Guiteau. If Providence did it, as President Arthur alleges, why
blame the mere instrument used in that damnable taking-off? If it be true that Providence compassed the death of President Garfield, Guiteau is an innocent man, because he
was made use of by omnipotent power t0 accomplish an act devised by " inscrutable wisdom." The fact of the matter is, President
Arthur has bElen made to express himself in
the cant of the day. If the shooting and consequent death of President Garfield was the
result of providential interference, is that same
power at work when other people are shot and
die, or is it confined to presidents and crowned
heads generally? In ordinary cases,. if one
man shoots at and kills another, the man who
fires the shot is called a criminal. He is put
in irons, tried, sentenced, hanged, and men
rejoice that murder has been avenged. No
one rises to sa v that the killing, or, as President
Arthur has it, the removal, was an act of Providence or an illustration of "inscrutable wisdom." On the contrary, they express horror
and deteStation at the act. One is accustomed
to the conventional terms incident to platform
oratory; but when a grave public document is
issued it should be at least consistent with
known facts. The surgeons who attended
President Garfi~ld hav said that death was inevitable as the result of the wounds he had
received. If they are to be believed, a certain
physical phenomenon, death, followed as t~e
natural, the inevitable, result of a certain
physical cause-:othe injuries inflicted by the
bullet, If the proclamation had said that
President Garfield had fallen hy the hands of
an assassin, at the commencement of a career
full of hope and promis, it would hav ~;tated
the fact as it was; but to attribute his premature death to a direct act of Providence is to
travel into the depths of the unknown, and to
excuse Guitea.u besides.-London, Ont:, .Fr66

Press.
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NEAR BROADWAY.

AccusATIONS of witchcraft and maltreatment
of supposed witches by the illiterate country
people are still things of frequent occurrence
in Germany. A recent number of theJJansiger
Zeitung tells us of an incident of this kind in
the village of Stangenwalde, where an old lone
woman was accused of having bewitched an
i~valid widow, because as the latter was driving by the other's hut her horse suddenly came
to a stop. This was assumed to be owing to
the old woman's occult influence, and to prove
that the widow's influence had been caused by
her. The old creature, frightened out of her
senses, was dragged to the widow's bedside and
subjected to various torments to coerce her into
expelling the devil from her victim. This mode
of procedure failing, she was compelled to inflict cuts in three of her fingers and permit the
widow to suck her blood, after which the invalid immediately began to feel better. It was
then proposed to hang the witch, and a rope
was fastened round her neck, while the crowd
beat her about the head and face with slippers
and shoemakers' lasts. She was finally rescued, but in a dangerously injured condition.
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FIVE persons were killed and nine injured
by a railway collision near Aylmer, Out., last
week.
A eoN of the late Brigham Young recently
died on shipboax;d while returning from
Havana.
TIMOTHY R. E;RLE, the Prohibition candi·
date for lieutenant-governor of Massachusetts,
died Oct: 1st.
LAsT Monday was Yom Kippur, the Jewish
atonement day. Israelites of all varieties kept
it as a solemn fast.
AN American ho~se won the Grand D~ke
.Miuhael's stakes, the principal event of the
Newmarket, Eng., meeting.
GERMANY has completed her underground
telegraph system, and has 221 cities and towns
connected by the buried wires.

THE citizens of Brook's Mills, Ga., fired
upon some Mormon elders while the latter
D. M. BENNETT, the brilliant editor of THE were holding a meeting in that town.
TRUTH SEEKER, is now making a tour around
CHARLES PIERCE was taken from the jail in
the world. THE TRUTH SEEKER will contain Bloomington, 111., on t\le first inst. by a mob
each week during the time of his extensiv jour- and hanged. He had sh~t the jailer.
ney a letter from him relating to many of the
A NEGRo named Moses, near Otho, Ala.., has
every-day scenes of his travels. Mr. Bennett,
as many of our readers wm remember, was a built himself an ark. He has received ad vices
from the Lord that a .flood is imminent.
few years ago arrested at the instigation of one
Anthony Comstock, a hired and infamous imp
THE Rev. Justin D. Fulton wants to start a
of the church, tried and convicted, and sen- party to be called the Gospel Temperance
tenced to the state prison in the state of New party, and place Gen. Grant at the head of it,
·y__?~k, for the crima_oL.sendi.ng,.as -a stupid
THE question whether or not it is· best·to
and biased. court decided, obscene literature
through the mails. President Hayes, although pray for Guiteau's soul is exercising the Chrisimp?rtuned by hundreds of thousands of peti- tians of the country. The ·majority damn him.
tioners for the pardon of Mr. Bennett, proved
A DESPATCH from Vienna says that "two
to be too cowardly to grant his release, and so women suspected of preparing to make an athe was compelled to serve out the full term of tempt upon the life of the czar hav been arhis imprisonment. Mr. Bennett, although rested."
made to occupy once a felon's cell and to wear
MR. GEo. ScoviLLE, a brother-in-law of
a felon's stripes, instead of being disgraced
Guiteau, will undertake the latter's defense at
stands to-dav as one of the most honored citthe trial. He will enter the plea of ·insanity
izens of our republic, while Rutherford B.
for his client.
Hayes has sunk into obscurity and Anthony
A ScoTCH cutter called the Madge, on a
Comstock is being now allowed to receive only
the reward of a perjurer and a villian. D. M. visit to America, has been scoring an uninterBennett has been placed by the verdict of rupted series of victories over American
millions upon one of the highest pinnacles of yachts during the past week.
human fame.- Iconoclast.
KRoHNE and Harriman, two long distance
WE sit and sigh and long for him and he pedestrians of note, had a 75-hours heel-and·
comes not with the bread of life. We mourn toe walk in this c;ty last week, Harriman winand grieve for him, and yet h6 comes not with ning by about twenty miles.
the bubbling yeast of salvation. We are in
THE superintendent of the mint at Philadelsackcloth and ashes for him, and still he comes phia has been authorized by the director to
not with the waters of life to irrigate our thirst- 8trike memorial medals having the heads of
ing soul. Come, bishop; come, thou sweet and Presidents Lincoln and Garfield on opposit
ancient cherub of sanctified piety, and convert sides, to be sold to the public.
the loyal and royal Jews in the office of the
THE Universalists of Massachusetts, in their
Jewish Times. Your circulars giv the world to
understand that you ar6 on a collection tour to state convention in Springfield last week,
g .. ther in, reap, and harvest coin, bright and adop~ed resolutions condemning ball games,
shining coin, for the" conversion of the Jews." walkmg matches, boat races, and like public
Let us hav a little of the root of all evil in this contests as antichristian and demoralizing.
office, bishop, that the root of all good, your
DR. TALMAGE last Sunday said it was his
salvation salve, may be unctions and fruitful suspicion that Guiteau is a Mormon emissary.
unto our spirit. Seriously, Bishop Wingfield, He incidently characterized Mormonis?J, a.s
of Benicia, state of California, do you think " that old hag of hell which sits malting
you could occupy your time to more advantage mouths at high heaven between the Rocky
and with greater profit to " your Lord and Mountains and the Sierra Nevadas."
master" by attending to the fallen lambs in
THE late President's physician~ hav pub·
your own fold and let the wandering sheep in
the fields of Israel take care of themsel vs ? lished an elaborate report of. the autopsy. To
They hav been in the habit of doing so f.or the those who can understand its technicalities it
last five or six thousand years, and it looks a divulges the fact that previous to the Presi.
little superfluous on your part to act as their dent's death the surgeons had very little
shepherd, and that without invitation. But knowledge of the nature of the wound they
why do you beg for coin to convert the Jews Y were treating.
Why not turn our water into wine t~.nd feed
A CARD containing a bogus order fixing the
thout'ands on a few loaves and fishes as your value of coins with hol~$ in them at about half
master did? Ah I you hav lost the " spirit'' their real value_ has b~n generally circulated
but not the thirst for coin, bishop, and that is in this city and vicinity.'recently. lt is proba·
where you and your master differ. Hi~hop bly the work of some enterpr.h!ing printer who
Wingfield, speaking to you with ·profound re- wiched to make money by the sale of the
·spect, we hope to meet you in heaven-it you cards. The effect has been to almost entirely
ever get there.-San.Francisco Jewish 1'i11UJ8.
stop the circulation of mutilated coin.
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CHAPTER XXVI.
sooner er later, must lose your intercourse-should
Meanwhile Madame de Sonnes and Cle~entine had lose you, Clementine, and there must come such a time
often visited me during my sickness. I was not -how would it fare then with me?" said I, while I
treated by them like a stranger, but like a relativ drew her hand to my violently-beating heart.
Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
like a brother.
'
"Do never separate yourself from us, then we
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
~adame de Sonnes was a noble lady, of lively shall never lose each other!" she answered.
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA. G. MOSHER, LL.B.
spmt and fine education. She did not seem to liv · "Would to Go~ that I ,~eed ~ot separate myself
for herself, but for others. Always anxious to ren- from you except m death_! I crted.
·
·
CHAPTER XXV.
der services to or prepare pleasure for others, she -- She looked to heaven, sighed, bent herself over me,
knew how to giv_to those who did not object to be an~from her cheek fell a h?t tear-drop upo~ my h!l'nd.
All the. horrible and agreeable that man's life
made happy by her the appearanceof being her ben. Do you doubt the lastmgness of myfrtendshtp?"
may contam was crowded for me into the narrow
efactors.
Her
goodness
bore
everywhere
only
the
satd
she.
·
space of ~ few liourlil of this il.ay.
stamp of gratitude.
_
"Hay I a ri~ht to your frie_nd~hip, Clementine ?
. A foldmg-door was _opened. Some ladies stepped
And wholly alike to her was Clementine, the pride And thts beauttful heart, ah ! Will It not hav to beat
forth toward me. The eldest of them addressed me
"I am very grateful to my nephew that he procures' of her sex. The harmlessness of innocence, together some day f01: another louder than for me? And
with an always cheerful disposition made up her then, Clementme, then?"
~or me the_ honor to receive the generous rescuer of
?haracter. No one could approach h~r without lov- - "Never, Alamontada !" she ans~ered, and quickly
mnocence m my house."
mg her. So beautiful I had never seen her, never arose. and ~urned herself away With a countenance
Who can comprehend my surprise ! It was Madame fancied her. Her smile was inspiring, her look spoke ~lowmg _wtth. a soft blush. I arose .. A na~eless
de Sonnes,,and Clementine stepped from behind her only to the soul; the grace of her action was ideal. Iapture mtoxwated me. I· drew her ~~ my arms.
m?ther. I wanted to stammer a reply to the court- From all her friends she was distinguished by so ~er bosom heaved under the storm of vwlent emoestes bestowed upon me, but I was too feeble. The much loveliness that she alone always was admired. twns. ~er chee~s glowed. Her look told me the
l~ss of blood h! the morning, after a sad, wakeful And of all she was the humblest, she knew nothing word whwh her lips dared not pronounce.
mght, and the change of the most violent and strange of her own excellences, and became enraptured whe~ . Our souls b~ended themsel_vs a~d completed the
emotions and sensations, whose prey I had been so s~e observed them in others. One might hav be- mseparable un~on. A trembli~g stgh was our oath.
far, had completely exhausted me. Clementine's lieved she had never seen herself in a mirror.
T_he world vamshed_ about us like a shadow. In the
appearance ~nnerved me._ I saw only her, speechSince I was in the house she played the harp no ktss we exchanged life for life.
less, her, until forms and colors before my breaking more; also was she more bashful than formerly in
Oh, ~hat bliss has the hand of the infinit ruler of
eye floated in confused darkness together.
the distance; she also came to see me more rarely the umverse granted even. t_o. the dust, and thereby
For several weeks I was confined to bed and room. than all others in the house; she also spoke less to sweeten~d the lot of the spmt to be wedded to the
With the pains of my wound a fever had united. me than to others, and yet she was the most eager of earthly ·
The young Mr. de Sonnes never left me; he had all to care for me; yet it was she who most zealously - And when we awakened from. our sacred ecstasy,
brought my scanty property over from Bertollon's watched for my slightest -wishes, and her eyes an~ I could yronounce Clementme's name, and she
hous~, also the harp, but the wreath was missing. beamed friendship for me.
whtspered mme to me, nature around about us was
Ah, It was not known what value it had for me.
. While thus my love grew into unconquerable pas- changed, and all ~o more the forll?-er world. Holier
Meanwhile Madame Bertollon had been discharged. swn the thousand obstacles also grew continually an~ more beauttful was everythmg about us; the
Mr. de Sonnes told me that the beautiful unfortunate clearer which robbed me of all hope ever to become qmet room resemble~ a temple, and _an angelic spirit
one had immediately departed from Montpellier and happy through her. I was poor, and had nothing spoke from everythmg, fro_m the ptcture~ down to
had entered a distant convent. At· that he handed for myself but a good reputation and the confidence the c~rpet. And the rusthng of th~ twtgs ~f the
me a letter that had arrived for me in care of Madame of all honest people. How little is that in the great tree~ m the garden was full of meamn~, and m the
de Sonnes.
world! I had, it is true, in the Bertollon suit fl_oat!ng s~adow of the leaves dwelt a htdden, lovely
.
"Probably Madame Bertollon will thank her res- gained such a general reputation that the number of stgmficatwn.
my clients grew daily. yet how long would I hav to
" I love !" exclatmed I.
cuer," said he.
"And eternally !" she added.
I took the letter, with trembling hand. As soon work before I could g~in a fortune large enough to
[To BE coNTINUED.]
as I was alone I read it. It since then has accom- dare to approach Clementine?
panied me through all my weal and woe.
. And daily I saw t~e angelic being, in her room,
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
Here it is:
m her garden, sometimes alone, sometimes in company. Ah! she could know how much I loved her. AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOC"
·"ABBEY ST. G--, AT B--, May 11, 1702.
TRINS.
Farewell, Alamontada. These lines, the first that I write My silence and my speech, my going and my coming,
to a man, will also be the last. I hav left the stormy life of the were so many betrayers of my heart.
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
great world. The sacred stillness of consecrated walls surI ~ecame d_aily more oppressed, more unquiet.
[Translated from the French by A very Meriwether.]
rounds me. I hav, without difficulty, been able to separate ~ othmg remamed for me but separation from her,
myself from all that was once dear and indispensable to me. m order not to become unspeakably miserable. IreCHAPTER V.
I hav taken with me out of the world nothing but the wounds
solved
at
once
to
execute
my
plan,
rented
a
house,
it inflicted upon me.
and made known my intention to Mr. de Sonnes.
WHAT THE JEWS HAV OBTAINED FROM OTHER NATIONS.
"Alas, that I might hav been able to hav left also these
He and his aunt resisted in vain; I remained firm
Some one has sai.d that insignificant and enslaved
:wounds and my memory outside ! · But they remaia with me
m order to make the last of my friends, death, the more against their wishes and entreaties. Only Clemen- people secretly imitate their masters; that a feeble
charming.
tine did not appear, and begged not, but she grew and uncultivated nation adapts itself in a rough way
" In the bloom of my life I must wear the black veil of more serious, and, as I believed I observed, sadder. to the manners of a great nation. It is Cornonailles
wi~owhood. I exhibit therewith to mankind Gne mourning
"You are very cruel," said Madame de Sonnes to which is the imitation of London and not London
which I do not feel, and conceal another which destroys me.
"Yea, Alamontada, I do not blush, even now, even on this me one day. "What wrong hav we done you, that which is an imitation of Cornonailles. Nothing is
sacred spot, to confess what I did not want to hide from you- you want to punish us so hard? You take the peace more natural than that the Jews adopted what they
that I loved you. You knew it ; you know it. Alas, and it of our formerly so happy house with you. We all could of the culture, the laws and customs, of their
was you who could thrust the dagger into a heart that beat for love you. Do not leave us, I conjure you."
neighbors?
you alone on this earth. 0 man, you hav belied me! You
All
reasons
which
I
might
invent
to
quiet
Madame
We are quite certain that their God, which we eall
hav never loved me! It has not grieved me that my unfortunate husband has wanted to blame me with the blackest ~e Sonnes were got sufficient. The only and most Jehovah, and which they called Jaho,* was the inefcrime; no; that Alamontada could believe me guilty, could ImJ?ortant one I dared not reveal. She saw in my fable name of the God of the Phamicians and Egypbecome my accuser, he for >~hom joyfully I co-p.ld hav died, reststance only an untamable stubbornness.
tians. This was a fact well known to the ancients.
that has torn the roots of my life.
"Very well," said she, finally, "we shall hav to Clement of Alexandria, in the first book of his
"But no ; no reproach. Noble, dear, and still loved man :esi_gn ourselvs- to your will. We are to you more 1"Stromates," says that tho~e who entered in the
thou w~st innocent. Blinded by appearances, thou madest of
thy feelings a sacrifice·upon the altar of friendship and justice. mdrfferent than I thought. Why is it not given to te~ples of Egypt were obliged to carry a special
Thou wouldst, at the highest, be only miserable, but not un- all mankind to let friendship strike its roots no talisman composed of the word Jaho, and when
grateful. I knew it well the wife of another had no right to deeper in the heart than. it is nec~ssary, to tear it out any one pr~nounced that ~ord in a certain way, he
love thee, and I, with my sinful love, was never worthy of thy agam at any moment, Without pam? Clementine on who heard It fell dead or dtsappeared. At least this
pure heart.
that account will be very unhappy. The fear that was what the cl:larlatans of the temples endeavored
. "!.felt it always! and alway~ I went with too feeble powers
to teach to the superstitious.
mto the battle agamst my passwn. There was no being more she may fall sick makes me tremble."
These
words
were
hard
blows
for
me.
I
turned
Every one well knows that the figure of the sermiserable than I, and each of thy looks, each of thy kisses
"Clementine ! " stammered I. pent, the cherubims, the ceremony of the red cow
perpetuated a fire within me which ought to hav bee~ pale and trembled.
' the bathings called baptism, the robes of linen re:
quenched by them. In a moment of silent despair I preferred "Fall sick?"
voluntary death to the danger of losing my virtue. Then it
"Come with me into my room ! " said Madame de served for the priests, the fasting, the abstention
was I had the poison procured. I had destined it for myself Sonnes, without fancying what passed within me.
from pork and_ o~her. meats, circm;ncision, the scapefor I loved thee too violently. Here, man, thou hast the secret
We went. She opened the door and said to her goat, were alltmttatw~s of Egypttan customs.
which shame would hav prevented me to confess, even under
The Jews agree that they had no temple earlier
the torture.. Ah, misery-bringer l And tl;wu it must be who, daugh~er: "He will not. Do thou persuade him ! "
before the JUdges, questior.ed me about it.
I remamed alone, and approached Clementine.
~han five hu~dred years after Moses; this is accord"Thou hast never lovea. me. My disappearance will never
Oh, w_ha~ a picture ?f b_eautiful melancholy l mg to. thetr eve1: erroneous. chro_nology. They
grieve thee. I had deceived myself, and must suffer for the Never w1ll1t become extmct m my memory. The finally I~va_de~ a. little town m whwh they built-a
devotion of my innocent heart. The world pities me, but this
pity leaves me comfortless ; and even· thy sympathy, 0 friend t~rrors of an endless misery, which surrounded me in temple m tmttatwn of greater peoples. What did
can only make my pain more acute instead of soothing it.
' ~1stant quarters of the globe, could not rob it of its they .hav b~fore_? A box. That was the fashion of
. "~ere, in these _convent·walls, I see the goal of my short life or char~. There she sat, in her simple house- the _nom~dlO trtbes ~nd of the poor Canaanites in
pilgnmage. !'he lmden-tree be!ore the barred window of my dress, charmmg as a child from Eden, a withering the mterwr. There IS an ancient tradition among
cell spreads 1ts shade over the little space which shall be my blossom of blue elder hanging over her hair between the Jews that when they were nomadic, that is to
grave. Behold my consolation I
"Ah, how sad it is to be so lonely in this world I And lonely the folds of her veil, whieh enwrapped it, as if she say, ~hen they were wandering in the deserts of
I am, fo~ no one loves me. I am already forgottep. in the were the symbol of that which she seemed to need Arabta Petra, they carried a box in which was placed
a coarse image of a god named Remphan, or a kind
merry mrcles of my friends ; my tears do not disturb their most-sleep, rest.
And when I now approaehed her, she looked up, of star cut from wood.t We can find ti:aces of cuipleasures. I fade, like the solitary flower in the mountains
unseen and unknown; it gave and received no joy, and it~ and her friendly eyes smiled at me through tears. I
disappearance leaves no trace behind.
*More accurately "Yahweh."
"And thou, whom alone I hav loved, call these lines our took her hand, knelt down before her and sighed
t "Hav ye offered me sacrifices during the forty years in the
"
Clementine
!"
'
'
farewell letter. A breaking heart breathed the words · a dydesert? Hav you taken the tabernacle of Moloch and of your
She was silent and smiled no more.
!ng hand wrote them. I only fulfilled my last duty. Do not
m~errupt my peace throug~ an answer. 1 accept no letter, and
"Do you also demand that I should stay? Only god Remp_han ?" (Acts :"ii~ 43; Amos v, 26; Jer. xlix).
w_1ll neve_r see ~hyself agam. : I will pray to God for thy hap- command, I will gladly obey, even should I become Her~ are smg~lar contra?wtwns. Add to this the history of
the. idol of Mwah, worshiped by the whole tribe of Dan and
pmess, will dedwate my last s1gh to thee, and, with the thought still more miserable."
wa1ted upon by_ a young son of Moses himself, a3 our readers'
of thee, death shall lead me into the better life.
"Still_mo;e miserable?" she replied, and looked at can see by. turnmg to Judges xvii and xviii. It is for this mass
"AMELIA BERTOLLON."
me questwnmgly. "Are you then unhappy with us?" of contradictory ab~urditi~s that my lor~ of Canterbury gets
tw~lve thousand gumeas mcome, and a kmgdom is given to a
And I never beheld the noble one again. She
"~hat you know not I You want to spread only
'!ho pretends to be the successor of Caipahas, and who
perished with her virtues in her heart. I never for- happmess about you. But, Clementine, you make pnest
has, Without any ceremony, taken the place of emperor at
got her. Often I wept at her memory.
me accustomed too early to heaven. If I now, Rome [1776]."

If~an-slations.
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ture in some of the prophets, and especially in the
pretended discourse which is, according to the Acts
of the Apostles, uttered by Etienne.
According to the Jews themselvs, the Phoonicians
(who Wt:re called Philistines) had the temple of
Dagon before the Jewish crowd had even so much as
a house. If this is so, if all their culture in the
desert consisted of a box made in honor of the god
Remphan, who was no other than a star worshiped
by the Arabs, it is clear that the Jews had nothing
that was not originated by a band of Arab vagabonds; that they throve upon brigandage in Palestine; that they made a religion after their fashion,
and composed a history full of fables. They took a
part of the ancient fable of Back or Bacchus to create
their Moses. Those fables are revered by us, since
we hav made them the foundation of our religion.
These fables are even credited in this age of philosophy. This is, above all, unworthy of wit!e men.
The Christian church chants the prayers of the Jews
and burns whosoever is' Jewish.
What pity l
What contradiction and what horror !
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toward the solution of the difficulty above stated.

' Liberty, Science, and Humanity.

its first thought of a remedy is c_ontained in the
'l'he Harmony and M,eaning of the Scientific For
discovery of the true origin and history of the human
. Gospels.
race, which establishes the ascent, instead of the de-

TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB scent, of man, his evolution instead of his degeneration. To that step, therefore, we must first ask your
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
attention.
LECTURE I.

THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.
The Political Aspect.
LADIES AND GENTLE:Irl:E:N: It will generally be adTo
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
mitted that the books lying before us, taken from
I
hav
always
admired
the bold and grand strokes
the recent additions to our Club library,* have a deep
and important meaning in their titles, as well as their made by yourself and through the pages of ·your
nobje paper for liberty and justice. Last year when
contents. They are, indeed, signal proofs that
you opened, as it were, the political campaign with
" The thoughts of men are widened with the process of the suns." your opinion, I was pleased, not at your personal
But they are far :QJ.Ore than that-they imply a defi- position, but the breadth of the battle-field.
nite object. For the first time in human history,
Now I wish to speak in regard to the communicathey bring the light of science to bear upon all of the tions of R. H. Lamb and Moses Hull. My main dequestions of human life and fate; and by virtue of sire in this article is to say, with Mr. Hull, that
their truth they demand to be taken as the new Greenbackism is not dead, and also to say that he
gospels, in the conduct of our lives and of all human has answered Mr. Lamb welL
·
affairs. They claim to be the test of tru~h and the
"The Greenbackers hav nothing to complain of!"
guide of life.
The outrages committed through the various changes
CHAPTER VI.
For about a hundred yeats, certainly ever since the in the currency are enough to make one's blood run
French Revolution, these social and religious claims cold when they are seen by the bright light of truth.
GONCERNING GENESIS.
of science have been emerging in various forms, and The trade dollar alone ought to make every thoughtAll the nations by whom the Jews were surround- with ever-increa11ing volume, unity, and strength. ful man a Greenbacker. It is not a legal tender for
ed had a Genesis, a theogony, and a cosmogony a The miseries of mankind have meanwhile continued anything, and small currency for only $5, such as
long t~me before the Jews existed. It is not evident, to add constant emphasis to these claims, and still pennies (two kinds), two-cent pieces, three-cent
then, that the Genesis of the ancient Jews was taken furnish excuse enough for any attempt, however r~sh pieces (two kinds), five-cent pieces (two kinds), tenfrom the old fables of their neighbors?
or humble, to appreciate these new gospels or to ap- cent pieces (one dime), twenty-cent pieces, twentyJaho, the ancient god of the Pboonicians, disen- ply them. In this view the first suggestion that five-cent pieces, fifty-mint pieces. National bank
tangled Chaos, or Khautereb; he arranged Muth, or arises is that in order to appreciate and apply the notes from two thousand national banks of issue;
matter; he made man by his breath and called him propos,ed solutions and remedies, we must first get that is, with their stamp upon them, all printed for
Oalph; he placed him in a garden Aden or Edem, bold of the real origin 'and nature of the difficulty them by the general government at Washington; all
he protected the man against the great serpent which science has caused and which therefore it oug1t based on debt-the national debt. Glorious idea,
Ophion, as is related in an old fragment of Phereci- to meet and remove. Let utl, then, begin with that. but the beauty .of them is that they are not a legal
des. What similarity to the Jewish Genesis! Is it
A. glance at the map and history of civilization tender; but most of the people think they are all
not natural that this petty people should, in the shows that it is now chiefly limited to the Christian greenbacks, and now that for the present all paper
course of time, borrow the fables of the great nation, and Mohammedan peoples and that their fundamental money is at par, or nearly so. Shall we keep quiet?
the Phoonicians?
belief about the world and man is a theology orig- No. By all that is great and good, let us work calmly
There is a report in Asia that God formed the inating chiefly, from the traditions of Hebrew history, until we hav a currency which cannot be changed;
world in six stages called by the Chaldeans, who with subsequent, and consequent, additions of a Chris- not hav and use as money notes for nine-tenths of
were prior to the Jews, the six Gahambtirs.
tian Savior and a Moslem Prophet, each with a our business, to be redeemed by the other one-tenth
This was also an idea of the ancient Indians. The gospel.
any time, when a few can control that one-tenth,
Jew13 who wrote Genesis were no better than imi- . The religion, politics, 11ocial life, and morality of silver dollars (dollar of our daddies) and gold doltators. They mingled their absurdities with these civilized mankind have, to a great extent, grown out lars, which the people do not care for as long as they
fables so that I am forced to acknowledge that I 0f this theology, or have become associated with it can be fooled with trade dollars, national bank notes,
could not restrain ~yself from laughing were I to as their supposed support and sanction. Now the etc.
.
see . a serpent talkmg familiarly with Eve. God difficulty is that science proves that this original beNo, the people must, sooner or later, fix the matter
talkmg to a serpent I God promenading each day a_t liefis one of the childish traditions of our race, im- of mon~ representation of value and hav but one
twelve o'clock in-the Gatdim orEden! God ma.King ag-inary and unverifiable· or, where it can be tested kind, and that a legal tender, as far as the bounds of
a yair of breeches for Adam a;nd a wrapper for his by facts, actually false. ,. Scie:::we thus discr~dits the our nation. Again, let the citizen keep his eye open
Wife Eve! All the rest appears Just as absurd. Many support and sanction of that which is deemed the and not be fooled by' the present mixed moriey
Jews themselvs bl~sh at. it. _Theyconside:r; such-tales most sacred and stable guarantee of human society. system.
the product of the Imagmatwn, or allegorical fables. Hence the "Conflict betw£:en Religion and Science,"
With respect to Mr. Lamb, when he says the
Ho~ can we, then, accept to the :yery letter that and the "Warfare of Science," so clearly presented democracy died with a broken heart, I think it not
whwh th~ J e~s hav_ regarde~ as stories?
by Prof. Draper and President White, in their works wise to look at a party as dead that has probably
_There IS neith_er m the h1story of Judges, ?r the bearing those titles, with which you are familiar. cast morcl votes in this country for the last eight
~mgs, or the history o~ any othe: prophet, mted. a Those works prove conclusively that the attempts of years than any other. Well, not much of a ghostsmgle p~ssage of Genesis.* N othi_ng has been said theology to repress science by persecution and pro- not even the Holy Ghost. And the Republican
of that rib of Adam, stolen from his side to be man- scription have been failures, and will always be; al- party, he says, has outgrown its breeches, its great
~actured into a woman; nothing -has b~en men- though such efforts are far from being obsolete. They end and aim being to retain its present power.
twned of the knowledge of good and evil,_ of the show how useless it is to try to keep men ignorant, or Now, with its present condition, it may get new
, serpent who seduced Eve, and, finally, nothmg has to endeavor to make them believe a lie in order to be clothes, etc., and retain power for a long time. It
been said _d th~ imaginary tales of original sin. good; that thereby there can only grow up a race of certainly will when there are many such men as Mr.
Must we still beheve all?
imbeciles, hypocrites, or bigots, instead of free, Lamb, who do not vote at all.
Their rhapsodies demonstr~te that they (the Jews) hearty, healthy ruen and women; that the light and
Now the Greenback party take up most of the
hav stolen their ideas from the Phoonicians, Chalde- air of free inquiry is necessary· to all strong and questions that the Liberals would desire; and if
ans, and the Egyptians, just as they stole their goods healthy growth.
Liberals are ready to take hold of the questions of
wherever they were able. The name of Israel itself
But to those who honestly fear that free scientific currency, land taxation, labor, etc., and all things
they took from the Chaldeans, as Philo declares in inquiry and criticism will undermine religion, society, which pertain to this life (not the sweet by and
the _first page of his account of ]lis deputati?n to and morality, the other books before us present a view by), let them look into the principles of the new
C~hgula. t We of the West would be very foohsh to that ought to be the purest consolation. For they National Greenbt1ck-Labor party. Of course, some
thmk that all which the barbarians of the East had show that science in laying aside every form of the- Greenbackers are pious, but they can be made to
st~len was their own l
ology has done so only to become itse'ff more leave that at home. But a party founded on justice
[To BE coNTINUEDl
thoroughly and truly religious and reconstructive. will not interfere with their religion, which should
The apparent Destroyer now steps forward as the be merely a personal matter. I, for one, am a Green"'Thomas Paine obtained many of his ideas from Voltaire. Preserver-as the main support, indeed, of those backer, and I know many who carry all the princiHe makes this same comment upon Genesis, and adds that
"no mention is made throughout the Bible of any of the extra· precious interests which theology is ce<tsing to control. ples of the Liberals, and we tlhall not keep silent in
ordinm·y things related in Genesis. It was not written till after This is the meaning and the ultimate object of this regard to them. The present revolution is of a triple
the other books were written, and was put as a preface to the literature before us. Every estimate of the progress nature-political, religious, and social. But Mr.
Bible. Every one knows that a preface to a book, though it of science is unfair and misleading which does not Lamb must not stay away from the ballot-box. Let
stands first, is the last written." [Note by translator.]
keep in view this constructive or affirmative, as him make a ticket that will be a protest, at least.
tHere are the words of Philo: "The Chaldeans name the well as its destructive or negative, influence. Indeed But I hav extended this letter much farther than I
Just, Israel, or" seeing God." [1771.]
they should' both be studied as correlatives of each intended to at first. Yours for liberty and justice,
C. A.. J\'URSHALL.
other. The destruction or disintegration should be
J. H. Burnham in J(alamazoo County.
Newark, N. J., Aug. 22, 1881.
regarded simply as the inevitable consequence of a
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: higher and truer construction or integration, which
J. H. Burnham, our state Liberal lecturer, gave us a it is our duty to grasp and appreciate. From this,
A. coNVENTION of Spiritualists and Liberals will
series of three lectures on Saturday evening and Sun- the true point of view, the unscientific character of
day, Sept. 24th and 25th. T1iese lectures were able, those who complain of science as destructive mlty be be held at the Opera House in Hornellsville, Steuand were well attended. Mrs. E. A.. :Finlay gave a seen at once. They see nothing but the old passing ben county, N. Y., Oct. 7th, 8th, and 9th.
Eminent speakers are expected. Come one, come
reading before each lecture, for which she receives away. They see not that the old can never die exthe thanks of the society. After the lecture Sunday cept because of a new birth. In that birth lies the all, to the great pentecostal feast of Spiritualism.
A. great work is before us.
it was thought best to organize a Liberal club, and true consolation. To that we must learn to trust.
the meeting at once elected W. V. Warmington,
The poet Goethe saw this wP,en he said:
"Let us, then, be up and doing,
With a heart for any fate,
President; F. B. Hall, Secretary; Lowell Hulett, Schedliche w ahrheit, ich ziehe sie vor uem nuetzlichen Irrthum.
Still achieving, still pmsuiug,
Treasurer; and Mrs. C. M. Piper, Mrs. R. D. GregWahrheit heilet den Schmerz, den sie vielleicht uiJs erregt.
Learn to labor and to wait."
ory, and E. W. Hewett, directors. On a call for
members twenty-four names were subscribed at once.
Painful Truth 1 Yet I prefer her to pleasaut Error.
~eakers will be entertained privately.
For Truth heals the pain she may perhaps inflict.
On the whole, our meetings were a success, and the
.
otels agree to board those attending the Conresult shows what can be done in "almost any town.
This is t~e only true, safe, a~~ healthy VIew. vention at one dollar per day.
People are beginniug to think aright, the only trou- How well smence acts ~s the ~hys1man of her own
ble being that men and' women will not be true to wounds we shall readily see m the very first step
themselvs.
Trulyyours,
F. B. BALL.
WE will send THE TRUTH SEEKER three months
A.ugu&ta, Mich., Sept. 27, 1881.
"'See list a.uvertised on page 654 oi this paper,
to new subscribers for 50 cents.
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his own works. So the Bible God cannot be at all. that must come out in spite of religion. This feeling
Until it is first proved that there is a divine inspirer has been seized upon by the priests and claimed as
we cannot see how there can. be a divinely inspired the rP.sult of religion, the same as they hav claimed
D. M. BENNETT. EDITOR.
book. There is no book now in existence which was credit for all progress, when the fact is they opposed
not penned by man. An infallible God could not it as long as they could, and only yielded to the inPUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. write a fallible book. That the Bible is fallible evitable. It was the Infidels, the heretics, who first
its own pages prove, and Christians admit, else why agitated abolition. It is the heretics who bav been
these constant revisions? The Bible is full of blun- the pioneers in all works of reform. They hav so far
The largest and cheapest Radical, Journal published in Europe ders in every department of science and art. An succeeded in spite of the church, and then the church
or Ame1·ica, containing nearly seDen hundred squm·e inches more omniscient God must necessarily know everything. has turned around and claimed the credit.
of reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
Would he hav written down that which he knew
We do not think Mr. Bixler would do wrong withwas not so? That would convict himself of false- out the restraining power of the Christian religion
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 8, 1881. hood, and he must hav known that for a lying God and its corollary the devil, so he must want it for his
men could hav no respect. It must be borne in mind wicked neighbor. The wicked neighbor will probthat the Jews did not do all the ignorant, cruel, bar- ably thank him for his good opinion, but will also
barous things recorded in the Bible because they probably prefer that he keep his devil for himself.
What Good t
were ignorant of its real teachings, but because they
The assertion that it is the worthless. ·and hard
We hav received the following letter, with therewere imperativly commanded by it and God to do cases who applaud Col. Ingersoll's lectures is bosh.
quest to publish:
them. In killing people for changing their religion It is worse-it is a lie. The bard and worthless
MR. EDITOR: Being a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER, I
and
for being witches the Christians of later times cases of a large city never go to hear an Infidel lecfeel at liberty to ask the friends of Liberalism a few questions.
Granting that the Christian religion has caused much woe, were not ignorant of the Bible's real teachings, but ture. We were conversing a while ago with an old
crime. and bloodshed, is it not possible, nevertheless, that the were acting in exact accordance with its commands. Californian-one who was out there in the mining
Bible may be an inspired :vork? A.lth?ugh those people of People in those days seem to hav been naturally time'l. He is a very intelligAnt man, who underolden times may hav been smcere Chnstrans, yet as they were cruel, and the Bible helped them wonderfully. In it stands a good many subjects, and is now one of the
ignorant, they were in consequence of their ignorance disposed they could find excuses for any conduct, however
editors of a New York daily. He does not believe
to be cruel and >icious. Because they quarTeled and killed
·each other on account of their religious differences and per- outrageous. In the dark ages murders were not in the devil now, and did not then. He said: "The
secutions is no evidence against the Bible. It goes only to committed by ignorance, but by religion. The most California roughs were peculiar. They broke every
show that the people were wonderfully ignorant of its real learned were the priests, and they were the most commandment in the decalog, and only waited for
teachings. The religions people of to-day certainly teach cruel. According to the Bible, God himself in his more to be made to break them, but let any one
sound moralitv, and if all would abide by their instructions scheme of redemption set an example of infinit cru- question the Christian religion, and they would fight
there would be no wrongs committed. Here in our country,
where the people enjoy a fair education and hence a fair elty. "To sum the Bible up, it is in conflict with sci- promptly, defending their faith with revolver and
knowleuge of God's moral laws, we find a people who are just ence and morality, is barbarous, cruel, and an unfit bowie-knife." It would hav been very dangerous
It bears undeniable for Col. Ingersoll to hav attempted to lecture in
and prosperous. I cannot see what we mean to gain by our guide for civilized people.
trying to take away the religion of Christ, when, instead of do- evidence that it was written not only by ignorant San Francisco in the early days, although now, when
ing harm, it does some good .. The "buga~oo" of the devil men, but by men who would be regarded at the civilization has replaced the barbarism of the mines,
and his kingdom of fire and brrmstone, I thmk, scares a great present day as barbarians. ·Its inspiration must be
he can do so without fear. Any time between '50
many folks into the path of right, and so why not suffer them
to continuein this belief, when without it they may commit all given up because there was no God to inspire it, and and '60 these "worthless and hard" Christians
sorts of crimes? I remember, when a boy, how my good if there had been he never would hav inspired such would hav shot him on sight. We hav attended
parents used to tell me to be a good boy or the '} bad man" a book.
several of the Colonel's lectures in this city, and we
with big fiery horns would catch me, which indeed had a good
The religidus people of the present day teach know-what Mr. Bixler confesses he does not-that
effect on my conduct. Now, though there really had no such
thing existed, yet my believing so often deterred me from sound morality only when they get; away from the the class who attend are very far from the hard
doing mischief. A.nd they tell me to go where Col. R. G. In- Old Testament and hang on to Jesus's teachings in cases. His audiences are of the most intelligent and
gersoll lectures and see who it is that applauds his impious the New, which are not original with him, but had wealthy people, and the applause comes from them.
talk. The applause comes up, they say, from all the most been current among the philosophers and religious Worthless and hard cases are s:onspicuous by their
worthless and hardest cases of the city. .A. man from our teachers for hundreds of years before his advent. absence. Mr. Bixler's informant would probably
place once heard the Colon~! speak, and says_ it's a fact; of
course he admitted that he drd not know.<tnythmg of the char- And the basis upon which the New Testament puts judge anybody a worthless and hard case who apmorality is not sound. Morality should not be based plauded an Infidel lecturer. If he wants to judge
acter of those in attendance, but he judged by their actions.
But there is another reason why religion should be sustained, upon hopes of reward or fear of punishment here- of the character of Freethinkers, let him attend one
and that is this: It affords an excellent consolation for those after. To do right because one expects to get to of our conventions. At Hornellsville there is a lager
who are lingering at the portals_ of de~th. It seems painf~ to heaven or escape hell by so doing is not acting from beer saloon just out of the lobby of the Opera House.
believe that at the moment of drssolutwn we should be entirely a very high motiv. Indeed, we should call it a very The proprietor boarded at the same hotel at which
annihilated. We desire to make the last hours of our departing friends as pleasant as possible, but not believi'tlg in any low motiv. "God's moral laws" are very indefinit, we stopped while there. One morning at the breakfast-table some one of the towns-people asked,
.
hereafter what can we say to cheer them? How pleasant, on except in their badness.
The Old Testament is supposed to be the very em- "Well, Jim, getting rich off the Freethinkers ?"
the. other'hand, to say to the dying that Chris~ is wn:iting with
outstretched arms to embrace him and carryhrm upmto a glo- bodiment of God's ·moral laws, but friend Bixler "No," said Jim, with an expression of deep disgust,
rious heaven. Here there is surely hope and comfort while one would hardly turn to that expecting to find moral " no saloon will get rich off from them. There ain't
livs. The Christian religion is a source of the greatest consobeen a d--d one in. They are no·-good." Jim is
lation to the dying and their friends: These ~re. my reaso~s teachings. 'l'he command to steal jewelry, rape virwhy it appears more profitable to c~tJvate a belief m the ~hns gins, etc., is not moral, and when one reads the whole a Catholic.
The fear of death is- an unfortunate legacy betian doctrin. If any one can pomt out my errors, I will be book he will be surprised to see how often the men
~re 1 tly oblio-ed. I and my friend, Prof. Daniel Hochstetler, who were after God's own heart violated what the queathed to man by the Christian scheme.
Of what
are the onlv" outspoken Liberals in this section of the country. civilized world now regards as morality. And the use is it to hold out the promis of "Christ waiting
We 2 re of "the opinion that to be religious is to be superstitious, men of God to-day are no better. There is no pro- with outstretched arms to embrace him and carry him
yet I cannot see what we hav really gained by emerging from
fession which, in proportion to its numbers, turns out up into a glorious heaven" when there is no glorious
the ocean of religious superstition.
Wishing our hero, Mr. Bennett, good health, a pleasant and so many reprobates as the clerical. There is no class heaven and noewaiting Qhrist? How cruel to scare
of men in the world so licentious, so hypocritical. the dying with the fear of a burning lake and the devil
profitable circumna>igation of our pll:met, I remam,
Yours fraternally,
SAMUEI. BrxLER.
Nearly every defaulting bank cashier or trusted clerk when the devil and the lake are myths ! Better a •
As our friend would like to hav "the argument is either a deacon or exemplary member of some thousand times that they should lie down calmly
answered," as he says in a private note, we will orthodox church. If the religious people teach and say, "I hav done the best I knew in this world,
morality they certainly do not practice it. Educated I will do the best I can in the next when I get there,
just say a few things which come to mind.
The fact that the Bible has been the inspiration people are more nioral than religious people, and it and if there is no more life for me I will sleep."
of bloodshed and crime would not effect its being an is because their education teaches them that honesty The Christian believes there is either an eternity of
inspired book but for one or two things. First, who is and morality for their own sake are the best. In agony or an eternity of bliss. And he knows that,
there to inspire it? We know nothing, neither does taking away the religion of Christ Liberalism is sub- according to the orthodox belief, there is not one
our friend, of any power outside of man capable stituting in its stead the holier purpose of doing right chance in ten million of ~is going to eternal bliss.
of inspiring a book. So far, also, r.s we know, no- for right's sake, and not for some reward. A child What consolation is there in the thought that an
body but men ever wrote books .. And until it is who is taught to be good simply because its parents infinitesimal portion of the race is in paradise and all
proved in the first place that there 1s somebody be- will re~ard it with candy or punish it with blows the rest are in a seething hell? If the Christian
sides man to inspire books, and in the second that will be apt to turn out a bad man or woman when doctrin were true, if heaven and hell were realities,
there is a book in existence which could not hav been the reward is no longer before it: Fear never made then might friends hold out hopes to dying men;
written entirely by men, intelligent people will doubt an honestly righteous man. The fear of hell never but the hope would be so small that it could not
divine inspiration. We know nothing of "God" but restrained a burglar or a murderer. The Christian afford much consolation. The last hours of departwhat we learn from the Bible. That asserts his ex- religion teaches them. that they can commit all sorts ing friends cannot be made pleasant by bringing
istence and offers itself as proof. It is as though a of crime and escape its eternal penalties if they only to their minds the fear of hell, or showing them a
man should walk into frie-nd Bixler's office and, pro- repent-at the last honr. The bugaboo of the devil heaven they cannot hope to reach. Death i~ as
ducing a book, say, "I made the world; I am the Lord; never turned a thief from his course, nor ever necessary as life; and had not the Christian religion
is my revelation to man." Mr. Bixler would frightened one murderer from his victim. It is only filled men's minds with pictures of eternal agony
assuredly want more proof b~fore accepting the used to scare little children and supe1;stitious men they would not fear to die more than they fear to
man's say-so. And Mr. Bixler's incredulity would and women, and we doubt very much if it ever go to sleep. One would think that if Christianity
be still greater if the man should say: "I am every- scared one toward the gates of heaven. It has filled was such a comforter in the hour of death it would
where; I fill all space; I am without bounds, yet I their lives with woe and fear, and made them hav reconciled its own founder to his death. But it
am in the form of a man." He would say that wretched every moment. It is a cruel belief. But did not. Christ was a coward upon the cross. And
it was impossible to be formless and yet hav whether it ever forced onfl into the paths of right or what an innumerable multitude of Christians hav
form; to be at once infinit and finite. And yet the not ft! no matter if the devil does not exist. Morality gone down to the grave in fear and trembling, exassurance of the man would not be greater than is based upon a belief in falsehood is not sound moral- cited by the dread of hell, and knowing how small
the impudence of Christians in making such claims ity, and if the devil and hell are creatures of priestly were their chances of Christ " waiting with outfor their God. '!'hey make a God of chameleon fancy then it is a crime for honest men and women to stretched arms to carry them up into a glorious
color, changing as the wind, and then claim for him teach a belief in them or let it be taught if they heaven I" And how many men who had no hope
stability of form. '!'hey hav drawn a picture of an can help i.t. And we think we should be derelict in of heaven nor fear of hell hav quietly lain down and
omniscient God who knew his own mind scarce our duty to ourselvs and humanity if, knowing as we passed away, fearless and untormented by shrieking
twL·uty-fonr hours in advance; of an omnipotent God do that hell and its monarch are only barbarous fiends ! Which is the better way, which the most
who wa:; weaker than bis own creations; of an in- myths, we should not raise our voice against the self- consoling-to die as did Socrates or as did Jesus?
finit God with the circumscribed form of a man. seeking priests who endeavor to perpetuate a belief The1·e was no consolation for Christ in the Christian
Such a God is manifestly impossible. He cannot be in them that they may fatten on the people's fears. religion, while there was an infinit deal in the phione person and yet three; be cannot be omniscient The religion of ()hrist does not do even some good. losophy of Socrates.
and yet limited in his knowledge; he cannot be om- All the good that comes out of Nazareth is the feelIt is not profitable to cultivate a belief in Chrisnipotent and yet weaker than his own creatures; he ing of humanity over-topping the confines of the tianity because it is not profitable to cultivate false.
cannot be infallible and yet continually repenting of narrow creeds. It is the good in the human heart hood. Believing that to be religious is to be super-
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stitious, it is culpable to inculcate still further the
superstition. It is ~ypoorisy, or worse. The gain
made by emerging from the the ocean of superstition
is substJ.ntial. It is a step from ignorance to lmowledge, from falsehood ,to truth. If it is better to
know the truth than to believe in error, then is the
step one of vast importance. To get rid of superstition is to throw off a slavish fear and stand erect as
becomes a man: In throwing away all superstition
we get rid of the burden of the priesthood, an incubus that has hung for centuries around the neck of
man, dragging him down to the dust of servitude.
It is throwin~ open th_e barred and grated prison
doors and lettmg the mmd step out into the free air.
It is a relief from the delusions of theology; from
deceit and lying. Instead of crawling in the dust it
is to walk erect. lt is to be a man. No man bound
by creeds can fearlessly investigate anything. He is
always afraid of finding something counter to his
creed. If he finds a fact in conflict with his Bible
he throws the fact aside and clings to the error.
Liberalism has made it possible for such men as Darwin and Huxley, Tyndall and Haeckel, to pursue
their scientific studies without inquisitorial ignorance
sitting in judgment on their work. It givs freedom
to think, to know. No Liberal was ever read out of
our ranks for knowing too much. There are no heresy hunters among us, poking around among our
thoughts, prying into the secrets of our hearts. Liberalism givs liberty; Liberalism dethrones faith and
enthrones reason. It civilizes mankind and fills th&
world with light, with science. Those only who hav
emerged from the ocean of superstition can know
how gl{)rious it is to be free. To be obliged to suppress our thoughts is an abject slavery we would
not be in for worlds. We do not want a hell for
ourselvs nor for our neighbor.
We thanlc Mr. Bixler on behalf of Mr. Bennett
for his kind wishl3s, and hope he will see that in
throwing away superstition and embracing Liberalism he has made a solid, substantial gain.

" .A Painful Omission."
Now that the grave has closed over the remains of the late
President, one fact stands out which cannot fail to excite painfill emotions, especially in view of the eulogies pronounced on
his Christian character.
During the long and trying illness which his chief physicians
hav recently declared was incurable from the outset, there is
no record that he was ever visited by a minister of the gospel,
thRt religious service was performed at his bedside, or that his
sufferings were soothed by religious consolation in any form.
He wert to his dread account. just as he was shot down, so
far as the sacred offices of religion are concerned, which ha v
been so profuse since his death.
No man is pure enough in this life not to need preparation
for eternity, and thankful is every true Christian for time of
repentance bef<11.·e the final summons. Even the just mau is
· said to sin daily.
Whoeve1· may be responsible for this extraordinary omission
must look back to the lost opportunity with sad feelings, from
the consciousness that the error can never be made good. It
was perhaps proper from a medical point of view, though opinions differ widely on this point in the profession, to isolate the
patient as was done. But above Cabinet, above friends, above
kindred, tbe door should hav always been open for the minister of Christ, who carries with him the symbol of faith and the
hope of salvation.
Why it was kept closed we do not know; but the fact
l!h<icks the moral sensibilities of a Christian people:

pretends to explain be can know· nothing. His
words can be but repetitions of what he has been
told. He knows no more of heaven than his victim.
His symbol of faith is boiTowed; his hope of salva.
tion is only a hope.
This placing a stranger above kindred simply because be is a minister is barbarous. It is impertinence in the minister to ask it; it is slavish in the
friends· to grant it. The custom has come down
from a time when superstitious men thought the
priests could control all their affairs, even their life,
and they consequently besought their int!lrvention
on all occasions. It is the same spirit which later
placed the priests on equal footing with kings and led
to the disastrous wedding of church and state. In
these times, when ministers are only paid advocates
of ignorance, the exponents of views held by a certain number of people, and hav no power over anything but themselvs, it is in conflict with good sense
to let them annoy sick people with lurid pictures of
a hell which not one man in ten million could escape if
it existed, or hold out a hope of a heaven which none
could reach under the conditions imposed by Christian faith and foolishness.
If the moral sensibilities of the Christian people
were shocked by the absence of ministers, how much
more would common sense and a people's love hav
been out.raged by the presence of those who would
only hav brought to the sufferer's mind the fact that
it was a man called of God, equally with the ministers, that laid him low.
·

.A 'frinity of Lithographs.
We hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
around them-which can be procured from pictureframe makers at slight expense-will· be an ornament
to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and
R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
OuR Spiritual friends of the Banner of" Light hav
published a discourse purporting to be from" Spirit
Thomas Paine." It may be-we do not say it is not
:-but it reads very much like all of Mrs. Richmond's
communications, containing the same glittering generalities, no more like the clear, incisiv, convincing
language of the works that we know to be Paine's
than black is like white. We will not say that the
spirit of Thomas Paine does not exist, but a perusal
of this discourse will go a long way to convince anybody conversant with his writings that if he did
write it, he bas lost a good deal of his nativ common
sense somewhere between this world and the next.
No one can read this jumble of words and then say
the author of the "Age of Reason" and " Rights of
:Man " wrote them:
"Knowledge upon any given subject is the basis of the exercise of all reason. A.s a fact in the universe of human progress intuition takes its place, and being a fact it is demonstrated
beyond the possibility of denial. Having taken its place, it behooves all thinking minds to adjudicate their reason in conformity with it." ''

The phrase "adjudicate their reason" may be
good English, but Paine never used it. Furthermore,
anybody who lets intuition take the place of knowledge will, as the worldly say, get badly left. To
attribute such utterances as the above to Thomas
Paine is taxing our credulity too much. We can
hardly believe he ever used the language which we
hav quoted.

ON the last page of this issue will be found a list
of l13ctures which J. E. Remsbmg is prepared to deliver wherever he may be invited. He is a very superior lecturer, aud we cordially recommend him to
all Liberal Leagues and societies contemplating ba~
ing a course of lectures this winter. His address IS
._
Atchison, Kan.

________

______

DuRING the month of October 1\fr. Bennett may
be addressed at Jerusalem, Palestine,. care of Cook's
Tourists' Agency; during November, at Bombay,
India, care same Agency; and during December at
Colombo, Ceylon.
--------~------

WE hav plenty more of those colored P?Bters on
hand which we will gladly send to any fnend w~o
takes enough interest in THE TRUTH SEEKER to aid
in ext&nding its circulation.

Base-Rock Principles.
I hav just read the call of T. C. Leland to attend
the annual Congress of the Liberal League, but as a
lack of means will prevent the presence of a represenativ from this section (southern Oregon), please
giv ·me space for a suggestion relativ to "base-rock
principles" which need to be brought to the surface
for discussion.
1. Woman, being the equal cooperator in the production and destiny of the race, has an absolute equal
right to share in its government, and until her influence for good is as paramount in every department
as it is in a well ordered family, all other reforms
are but of secondary importance and cannot be
achieved.
2. Woman has the absolute right to say when,
and under what conditions, she shall be taxed with
the burden of offspring, for it is certain that there
cannot be any further improvement by nobler men
until women are placed in better conditions for
their production.
3. It seems nonsense to talk of equal rights while
the rights of women, the bigger and better half of all
the people, are ignored, and while the Indians, who
hav a prior right by heritage and possession, are held
by popular sentiment as having no rights but that of
extermination. Surely women, Indians, and foreigners (Chinamen included) hav the rights of humanity,
which are greater than mere citizenship. Therefore
the progress of the Liberal League should embrace
the rights of every human being under the control
of the United States government.
And inasmuch as all new countries are in process
of rapid settlement, measures should be adopted to
limit the increase of population within the bounds to
which food can be increased for its support. Hence,
theN ational Liberal League should adopt a memorial
to the Senate and House of Represenativs to giv to
women citizenship, to the Indians and foreigner_s _protection, to abolish the Comstock laws, and to famhtate
the object for which the Institute of Heredity is
organized, to the end that there may be "fewer and
better children" instead of starvation for the generation to come. 'Respectfully,
JoHN BEESON.
THE defenders of liberty are compelled to be the
foes of the church. Not only does the church support every th!o~e in Europe, but ~Is? the_ similar injustice of maJOrity rule here. · It IS m this way that
she compels the minority to help support that which
they hold to be the worst foe of human happiness.
Every law upon our statue books to-day that is inconsistent with universal human rights is owing to the
fact that the barbarous legislation of the Hebrews
has been ascribed to divine inspiration. The same
is true of the slavery and degradation of woman.
For her every cup of human joy, liberty, and justice
bas been polluted with the foul scrapings of the sanctuary. To lick up the dust beneath the_dirty feet of
priests has been one of her constant dut1es from that
day to this. Her chance to be wrongfully ac?us~d
and condemned has been almost equally certam m
every age. Inspired by the same religious ideas,
many a women accused of witchcraft has b.een flung
into the water. If she drowned, she was mnoeent;
but, if she could swim, she was adjudged guilty, taken
out and burned to death. Beneath the teaching of
the' church, to be a mother has been a crime, and not
to be one a still great·er sin. Her chance of justice
has been something like the present opportunity of
medical students in Maine, where no one can graduate in medicin unless he has had regular practice in
a dissecting-room, and no bodies can be lawfully dissected except those of criminals which hav been ex·
ecuted, and capital punishment has been abolished.
In other word.s, the wise law-makers of Maine say:
"You can't graduate unless you hav dissected a subject. You can't hav a subject unless somebody is
hung. We don't allow anybody to be hung." In
the same way, Calvinistic theology says:

The above is from the Sun, and is a specimen of
pious twaddle which we should not hav expected to
see in the columns of our usually level-headed contemporary.
The absence of ministers from the bedside of our
late President has been relllarked very often, and
various reasons are assigned. Probably the correct
explanation is that the President was too sick to be
As the time slips by we are reminded that many
bored by conceited men, who could not tell him how
to die any better than he knew himself. Mr. Gar- subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER are getting in arfield was a very liberal Campbelll.te. In his younger rears. We hope they will not long remain so. The
days he was a sort of preacher in that sect. But as summer months are the dullest months with newshe grew older he grew Liberal, even for a sect that papers, and the receipts are the lightest, while the
is itself regarded by the regular orthodox as a little expenses are just as heavy as at any time. We hope
heretical. He probably did not feel the need of a those friends whose subscriptions hav expired will
minister, and it would hav been cruel of his attend- bear this fact in mind, and renew at once, without
ants and physicians to hav allowed one to force waiting for us to send them bills. It takes time
and money to send out hundreds of bills, which
himself upon him.
The consolations of. religion are very meager to a would be unnecessary if all would watch their tab
man in his senses, and we believe Gen. Garfield had and remit promptly. We hope to hear from those
his the most of the time. In his case, too, the fact in arrears right away.
that he was shot by a religious fanatic would tend
ANOTHER new candidate for Liberal favor is the
to still further deprive religion of its power to comfort. He was just as well prepared to go to his Iconoclast, edited by W. H. Lamaster, and pub"dread account" the O.ay he was shot as he could lished at Noblesville, Indiana. It is a four-page
hav been had all the ministers in Christendpm monthly, at seventy-five cents per yeai·. Number
prayed by his bedside. He had tried to liv an one of the first volume is before us. It is a very
honest and honorable life, wronging no one, doing readable paper, and has kind words to say of all its
good when he could, and seeking the truth to the older Liberal contemporaries. We giv it cordial
best of his ability. If such a life will not prepare greetings, and hope it may not encounter any rocks
one for the grave, all the religious rites of all the in its course ..
churches cannot do it. A clear conscience is a man's
best friend and most-needed minister in the hour of
THE Banne1· of Light has been enlarged to twelve
" You can and you can't,
You will and you won't,
death. We believe Gen. Garfield had that, and hav- pages, but the price rem:1ins t~e same. The J?roprieYou'll l.Je damned if you do,
ing that he needed no priest.
· . tors were compelled to take th1s step by the mcreasA.nd damned if you don't."
The statement that "above friends, even above ing pressure upon their columns. We are glad to see
Thousands of women hav no more chance to be
kindred, the door should hav always been open for such evidence of prosperity, and hope the Banner
the minister of Christ" is horrible I What right has will keep on waxing fatter and fatter as i~ gr<?ws "virtuous and happy in modern society-whose God
a self-appointed expounder of a self-asserting creed old. It probably suits a larger class of Sprituahsts is the church-than the Calvinist reprobate had to
be saved.
to force his way into a sick room? Of the faith he than any other distinctivly Spiritual journal.
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~f(lttnd tt.t ~~lt(lr[d Gauls bards, c~rtain philosophers and theologians which were pagan property. If Christianity were to
1(
~~
name<i Druids, and that they were soothsayers. He be divested of everything borrowed from the pagan
also alluded to the similarity of their philosophy systems it would have nothing left save its persecuwith that taught by Pythagoras, Strabo, and Pom- tions for opinion's sake, with perhaps the confession
Four Days in Wales.-Continued.
ponius Mela, distinguished Roman geographers, also of sin to priests. All the rest is borrowed in whole
THE DRUIDS .AND DRUIDISM.
cloth. Druidism, like the other ancient religious
made mention of the Druids.
The elder Pliny also wrote with reference to this systems, had its principal God Hu, who was simply
But I am digressing.' Let me return to the old
Druidic temple and say a little about the nature of remarkable people; he narrated in what veneration the personification of the sun; they had their Hesus,,
Druidism. Some fifty or seventy-five feet from the they held the mistletoe, a clinging plant. which the son of God, and their redeemer; they had their
outer circle of the old temple are planted two stones grows upon the oak. Groves of oak were their Virgin Ceridwen, sometimes called the Consort of
with smooth upper surfaces. In one is cut in large chosen retreats. The oak was accepted as represent- God, and even Mother of God. These are the Drusize the Druidic symbol of the trinity, or ·god, con- ative of 'the strength of deity, and whatever grew idic trinity, at least as true and as sensible as the
sisting of three straight lines in the form of the upon it was held to be a gift from heaven. This Christian trinity, and far more original.
A volume of large size might be written in expla.
letter A, with a middle line coming down between was especially the case with the mistletoe. It was
the two outer ones, and not quite united at the top. revered as a valued blessing from the divine source, nation of the details of the religion of Druidism,
This symbol is said to represent the first word ever and possessed the power of curing nearly all diseases but that is not my present purpose, nor will time and
spoken, and to be the name of G_od embodied in the to which human flesh is heir. The name given to it space admit of it. I have doubtless said quite enough,
trinity of light, tr~th, _and purity. On. the other by the Druids in their language signified All-Heal, and I will hasten on and complete my letter. I will,
stone is represented m mrcles the twelve signs of the and its virtues were believed to be as great as its however, remark that though Druidism has been
zodiac, or the sun in its journey of the year. The name implied. Pliny also mentioned a peculiar greatly crushed by the cruelties of devotees of the
Druids based their religion, t.beir belief in God, their charm held in high veneration by the Druids-the current system, although younger, less original, and
holy days and ceremonies, upon the sun in its various Anguine~tm, or snake's egg. It was said to be pro- no purer, it ·is not still dead; there are many yet
positions in the different signs. A winding path- duced from the saliva and frothy sweat of a number alive who cherish the faith; and gorsedds even exist
way, six feet in width, and bordered by upright of serpents writhing in an entangled mass, and to be in New York and other places in America, and they
stones, led from the temple to where these two tossed up in the air as soon as formed. The fortu- often meet together, regarding their religion as a
stones are planted. It struck me that the latter nate Druid who managed as it fell to catch it in his true natural religion. They still regard the sun as
place was a most holy spot in their worshipful cere- sagum, or cloak, rode off at full Rpeed on ~ horse the great central power, "the eye of light," and all
monies, and that here perhaps the chief Druids that had been in waiting for him, pursued by the the great forces of nature are regarded with approgathered for their most bol:y: ~bservanc~s.
serpents until they were stopped by a running priate veneration and respect. They meet and part
Druidism was truly a rehgwn of philosophy; its stream. A genuine specimen of the egg when thrown in the name of truth, and their motto is, "Truth
high priests were men of learning and science. The into the water, it was believed, would float against against the world." I have had an opportunity of
priesthood was divided into three classes-the the current, even if incased in gold. This, of course, meeting with them a few times and become much
Druids, the Bards, and the Ovades. The Druid has will strike the reader as being decidedly mythical, interested in their views, and desirous of learning
been classified as the trunk and support of the but Pliny declared he had seen one. He described what I could relative to this very ancient religious
whole, the Bard the ramification from that trunk, it as about the size of a moderately large round system, I was thereby induced to visit this place
arranged in beautiful foliage, and the Ovade the apple, with a cartilaginous rind, stndded with cavi- while on my long tour.
young shoot growing up, insuring a prospect of per- ties like those on the arms of a polypus.
Before leaving it for the present I wish to say that
manency to the sacred grove. The whole body was
Tacitus, in describing the attack made on the slanders have been uttered against it. It has been
ruled by an Arch-Druid elected by lot from the Island of Mona (Angelsea) by the Romans under said that Druids practiced human sacrifice, but those
senior brethren, who were the most learned and the Suetonius Paulinus, represents the legionaries as best acquainted with the history of that people asbest born. The Druids, among the ancient Britons, being awe-struck on landing, by the appearance of a sure me that it is untrue; they did not sacrifice bu.
occupied a position very si~ilar to the magii, or the band of Druids, who, with hands uplifted toward man beings. Many of the old systems did, and the
wise men, of ancient Persia. They were familiar heaven, poured forth terrible imprecations on the numbers of human beings which have been sacrificed
with astronomy, and it is claimed for them they heads of the invaders. The strength and courage of to appease the anger of the gods are fearful to con.
were well informed in nearly all the sciences. Win- the Romans, however, were too much for the Britons, template. That the Jews are among those who
wood Reade says: "It can easily be proved that the and the imprecations of the extra-religious Druids practiced human sacrifice there is no room to doubt.
science of astronomy was not unknown to the were not sufficient to save them. They were put to Such passages from the Bible as the following fully
Druids. One of their temples in the island of Lewis, flight, and the groves of Mona, wherein they had confirm it: "And they" (the Israelites) "served
in the Hebrides, bears evident signs of their skill in solemnly worshiped, were ruthlessly cut down.
· their idols: which were a snare unto them. Yea
the sciences. Every stone in the temple is placed
By the writings of Lampridus and V ospiscus, two they sacrificed their sons and their daughters unt~
astronomically. The circle consists of twelve equi- annalists, and Scriptores Historice Auguste, we get devils, and shed innocent blood, even the blood of
distant obelisks, denoting the twelve signs of the the information that the Druids introduced into their their sons and their daughters, whom they sacrificed
zodiac. The four cardinal points of the compass are sacred serviGe an order of Druidesses, who were to tbe gods of Canaan; and the land was polluted
marked by lines of obelisks running out from the prophetic women. This was showing greater con- with blood" (Ps. cvi, 36-38). The sacrifice of chilcircle, ·and at each point subdivided into four more. sideration to the gentler Rex than baR been done by dren was continued by the Jews down to the time of
The range ef obelisks from north, and exactly facing any other prominent system of religion. Vospiscus Jeremiah and Ezekiel. And so early as the time of
the south, is double, being two parallel rows, each tells upon the authority of his grandfather, who had Abraham, when his god commanded him to offer up
consisting of nineteen stones. A large stone in the the story from the future emperor himself, that it his son Isaac, the command seems not to have.
center, thirteen feet high, and of the perfect shape had been foretold to Diocletian by one of these shocked the old patriarch in the least, and he went
of a ship's rudder, would seem as a symbol of their Druidesses, that he would wear the purple after he about preparing the altar and getting ready for the
knowledge of astronomy being made subservient to had slain a wild boar. Many years after, when bloody deed with as much composure as though the
navigation, and the Celtic word seren, for star, Deocletian found himself, on the death of Numerian, victim had been a lamb. It was the same when
ruth-iee, "a guide to direct the course," proves such unexpectedly declared emperor of the troops, he at J ephthah sacrificed his daughter; though he regretted
to have been the case. This is supposed to have once cut down with his sword Arrius Aper, regard- to part with his only child, he thought the solemnity
been the winged temple which Erastosthenes says ingwhom dark suspicions were afloat, exclaiming, "At of his oath and the will of his god required it, and
that Apollo bad among the Hypoboreans-a name length I have slain the fated wild boar," and thus he did not flinch. Many Jewish children were sacwhich the Greeks applied to all nations dwelling fulfilled the prophecy delivered to him by the weird rificed in the immediate neighborhood of Jerusalem·
north of the pillars of Hercules.
Druidess. Probably this was quite as well as proph- and on the Mount of Olives were sanctuaries of
Julius Cresar gave the first definite account of the ecies have usually been fulfilled.
Milcom, Chemosh, and Ashtoreth dating from the
Druids of any Roman writer, after his excursion to
There are several others of the ancient writers time of Solomon, by whom they were established.
Gaul and Britain, more than sixty years before our who spoke of the Druids, but it is not necessary to Jeremiah, speaking of the people of his country
era. In his "De Bello Galli co" he narrated that all quote what they said. They generally spoke in said, "They have bnilt the high places of Tophet. :
the men of any rank or dignity in Gaul were in- terms of respect and approbation. It is unquestion- . . to burn their Rons and daughters in the fire"
cluded am':lng either the Druids or the Equites or able that they were an earnest, sincere, worthy peo- (Jer. vii, 31).
Ezekiel makes the same charge
nobles. The former were the religious guides of the ple; that their religion was one of the very oldest against the people (xxiii, 39). Again he says for his
people, as well as the chief expounders and guardians known on earth, older far than Judaism and Chris- God: "Wherefore I gave them also statutes that
of the law. On those who refused to submit to their tianity, and that the latter especially contains little were not good, and judgments whereby they should
decisions they bad the power of inflicting severe pen- or nothing not in Druidism. Tnere is much justice not live. And I polluted them in their own gifts,
alties, of which excommunication from society was in the claim tha-t it is the parent of the various sys- in that they caused to pass through the fire all that
the most to be dreaded. As they were not a heredi- tems of religions and mythology that have been openeth the womb, that I might make them desolate"
tary caste, -and enjoyed exemption from service in known among men. All seem to have degenerated (Ezek. xx. 25, 2?~· That _Mana~seh a~d Ahaz, kings
the field, as well as payment of taxes, admission to with the lapse of years, increasing the number of of Judah, sacrificed their children IS narrated in·
the order was eagerly sought after by the youth of their gods and adding to the mass of their absurd Kings and Chronicles. It is fair to suppose they
the country. The course of training which a novice kuperstitions. It is very probable that Druidism re- only followed the customs of their times. That
bad to submit to was protracted, extending sometimes tained its purity quite as well as any religious sys- ahwe~ approve~ of such sacri~ce, and that he gave
over twenty years. All instruction was communi- tem that has existed. Of its great antiquity there mstructwns relative to the horrible practice, the folcated orally, but for certain purposes they had a can be no doubt. 'It had flourisheq many centuries lowing quotation will suffice to prove: "No devoted
written language in which tbrq used the Greek char- in Britain and Gaul previous to the mmquests of thing which a man shall devote unto the Lord, of all
acters. The president of the order, whose office was Cresar, some believing that the time of existence pre- that he hath, both of man and beast, and all of the
elective, and who enjoyed the dignity for life, had vious to that far exceeded a thousand years~ and field of hiR possession, shall be sold or redeemed:
supreme authority among them; they taught that the probably Reveral of them. It was old when Cresar every devoted thing is most holy unto the Lord.
soul is immortal. Astrology, geography, physical visited Britain, and is said to then have been in its None devoted, which shall be devoted of men, shall
science, and natural theology were their favorite decline. It is uncertain whether any system of relig- be redeemed; but shall surely be pnt to death"
studies. Britain was the headquarters of Druidism, ious belief can claim an earlier existence, and cer- (Lev. xxvii, 28, 29). But as to the Druids, upon the
but once every year a general assembly of the order tainly Christianity can claim little or no originality, assurance of those who ought to know, I wish to exwas held within the territories of the Carnutes in or that it has anything of any value not possessed onerate them from the bloody practices of the devGaul, probably in the neighborhood of the Dreux. by DruidiRm.
otees of Moloch, Chemosh, Baal, and Yahveh.
Their chief deity was identified by Cresar with MerThe belief of the birth of the son of righteousness
While wending my way back to tlie village and
cury of the Romans.
on the 25th of December, and the observance of that not far from the old Druidic temple, I saw a ~tone
Cic·ero, in his treatise on divination, written a few day in commemoration of the event, when holly, monument, or slab, six or seven feet high, three feet
years later, introduces his brother Quil'ltus as remark- laurel, and other evergreens were gathered to deMr- broad, a:cd six inches thick. On it, in large letters
ing on the existence among the Gauls and Britons of ate their dwellings on their Christmas day, was held is this inscription: " Stranger, halt I I am placed
augurs or soothsayers known by the name of Druids. among them long beftn·e the advent of Christianity. here to commemorate the virtues of - - - who
With one of these-Divitiacus, an 1Eduan-Quintus There is no doubt but what the church borrowed after managing the chain-work on my right side fo;
said be was well acquainted. Diodorus Siculus,·a that festival from the pagans of Britain, Gaul, and the space of twenty-one years, much to the benefit
contemporr.ry of Cicero, as already observed, wrote of the Mithraitic worshipers of Persia, as it has of all mankind, died, and lies enshrined herein.
of the Druids, that there were among the ancient many others of the rites, ceremonies, and dogmas Age, 69-1840." The name of the person to be
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commemorated had been cut out, aud I am unable
to give any further explanation about this stone.
Upon descending from the hill I called upon the
venerable Myfyr Morganwg (pronounced Muvir
Morgana) and exchanged pictures with him. He
expressed many good wishes for the safety of my
journey and my safe arrival at home. He also sent
his kind re~ards to such Brahmans as I might meet
in India. On taking leave of him I felt that I had
met a good and remarkable man.
The ride down the narrow Taff Valley is filled
with picturesque and romantic scenery. At the end
of the valley road is Cardiff, one of the most important towns in South Wales. It is situated on the
river Taff, about two miles from its afll.ux in the
Bristol Channel. Much of the town looks modern
a~ though recently built. It has considerable ship~
pmg, and presents. an appearance of prosperity.
Here we changed ra1lr?ads, and took the one running
by the shores of Bristol Channel. Twelve miles
from Cardiff is Newport, a young town of considerable size, hayin_g a f{ood harbor, a good trade, and
several :fiounshmg Iron manufactories. Soon we
came to Chepstow, situated on the river Wye near'
its confluence with the Severn. Steamers asc~nd as
far as Chepstow, and barges go above. This place
has the highest tide of any place in the world. The
s~trging water rushes ~p the Bristol Channel, up the
r1ver Severn and the r1ver Wye, and rises to a hight
of fifty feet, and even the extreme bight of seventy. t~o feet has _been reach_ed, which seems hardly poss1ble.. The t 1de was gomg out when I arrived, and
I did not wait to see it come in and take note of its
altitude.
As I am now leaving Wales, a few words respecting its people will not be out of place. They seem
a hardy, industrious, intelligent, peaceful, well-disposed people. If they have not remarkable brilliance, they possess many excellent qualities. There
are places in. Edinburgh and Glasgow where a
person might Justly feel very unsafe at night, and
even in the daytime if it was known he had some
money with hiitf~·' There are plenty of such places
in Ir~land; but in Wales one realizes a feeling of
secunty and safety, an,d that he is among honest
people. They have the same fault that prevails in
all parts of Great Britain and Ireland-of using
altogether too much intoxicating liquors, and they
are very religious, but it cannot be denied that they
are industrious, plodding, and frugal. But little
extreme poverty is seen here. All seem to have
something to do, and to possess a will to be about
it. There are several contrasts between the Irish
and the W elsb. While both have been seriously
oppressed by the unjust land laws which prevail in
both countries, as well as in England, evictions not
unfrequently taking place in each country, especially
in Ireland, the disposition shown by the Irishman
and the Welshman is often very di:ffer.mt. The
Irishman will lie in ambush behind the hedge and
shoot his landlord, while the Welshman, though he
. just as keenly feels the injustice that has been done
him, makes no demonstration about it; he quietly
packs up his worldly affairs, and probably takes himself peacefully off to America.
The Welsh language is largely spoken among the
lower classes. I should judge it is patronized quite
as much as the English, which seems singular in so
small a country, with constant intercourse with England. I judge they are a people slow to change.
They are undoubtedly a people of very mixed blood.
Whether any of the blood of the original stock who,
scores of thousands of years ago, used to live in
caves and lay their bones down with those of the
mammoth, the elephant, the hippopotamus, the
rhinoceros, etc., has descended to the present day,
or whether the people of ancient Troy or Phrenicia,
or Greece or Iberia (ancient Spain), were the progenitors of the present W elsbmen, it is pretty bard
to determine; but it is well known that the Romans,
the Saxons, the Normans, the Danes, the Celts, the
Gaels, and the Flemings made warlike excursions
into their country, conquering them first, then settling among them and blending the blood of each
together, thus causing the product to be so mixed
that it is very difficult to say what it is. But as in
our own and other countries, it is probable that the
race has been improved by this admixture. The
Flemings mixed especially with the portion in the
vicinity of Swansea and other parts of south Wales.
and the effects are quite visible to the close observer,
Wales is a small countr)', but her sons have been
brave in battle. They have had to contend with
many more powerful nations, with whom they had
to cope on unequal terms; but they have been valiant
and patriotic. Their last great struggle for national
existence was contending against the armies of
Edward the First, of England, the grea.test general
of· his time. Though overpowered, they were not
conquered. Though their Prince Llewellyn was
slain at the fords of Wye, the English king was glad
to compromise with them and grant them the most
honorable terms. They asked that a vV elsh prince,
born in the country, and unable to speak English,
should rule over them. This Edward conceded, and
effected it by having his ..queen journey to Carvarnon
to give birth to a prince. Since that time the king

Of England's ,oldest son has held the title of th~
Prince of Wales, though he never lives in the coun;
try. Later on, Henry Tudor, a Welshman, raised ari
army in Wales and marched against Richard th~
Third, who was slain in the battle of Bosworthfield
by Sir Rhys, of .Thomas of Caermarthen. Henry vn:
then became kmg of England, and the mark of royJ
alty became the old Druidic symbol, but simply reJ
versed, the three straight lines meeting at a point at
the bottom, in the shape of the letter V, with a per~
p~ndicular line in the middle. It is said that every
highway government building, even to the smallest
nails used by the government, bears this mark. Thili!
does not look much as though the Welsh were utter-~
ly conquered.
The South Wales Railway continues on to Gloucester, a fine old English town, situated on the
Severn river, with a celebrated old cathedral, which
I did not. take the time to go and see. I here took
another road in a southeast course to Swindon, and
at. a considerable distance, perhaps seventy-five
miles. Th~s part of E~gland i11 very _beautiful, and
s~ows unmistakable evidence of the highest cultivatwn. The crops are abundant, but bespeak the bad
quality of weather for harvesting. After waiting a
while at Swindon, I took another train in a southwe~t cours_e to Westbury. Here Itook another slow
tram, passmg by seve;al Rleasant villages to Sal~sbu~y. It was nearly SIX o cloqk P.M. when the tram
a:r1ve~ there~ ?ut as I h!l'd made the jo?-rney in_ ~h!s
duectwn to VISit the rums. of the anment Drm~IC
temple of Stonehenge, I w1shed to carry out the mtention that night. I learned that the place I wished
to visit is nine miles north of Salisbury. I soon
made a. bargain with a cabman to convey me out
t~ere w1th as little de~aJ:" as possible, though he ins1sted_upon twelve sh1llmgs (three_ dollars) to make
the tr1p. We were very soon rollmg along over a
very smooth road toward the north. Two miles out
the site of the old S~lisbury Cas~le was reached.
Of course, I had to chmb the emmence where the
castle stood, and where the tumbled-down ruins now
are, and enjoyed a fine ':iew of the town, two miles
a~ay, and the . fine plams all around me.
S~ven
m1les from. Sahsbury we p~ssed through the ht~le
old town of Amesbury, w_hiCh, however, has a h1story, as all these ol~ ~nghsh towns have. Just before we reached t~e v1ll!l'g~ we pa~sed a rather comfortable, fine-lookmg bmldmg, whiCh my Jehu called
a "Union,'' whe:e a considerable nun;tber of people
of both sexes r~s1de upon the _commumt_y !?Ian. T~e
J:Oung man sa1d .they_ were m a :fiounsbmg co~d1twn, but more than tb1s I could not learn from h1m.
Stoneheng~ st~nds upon elevated grou:sd, _called
Old_ Sa:um J;l1ll, .m the center. of the .great Salisbury
Plams m 'Y1l~sh1re. T~e Plam~ :emu~d me much of
a. large Illm01s u~du!atmg pram~, w1th the except1~n that the ~lams IS a much tbmner, poorer soil,
bemg ~very thm layer of earth on a va~t chalky
formatiOn. The farms are large, the residences a
long way apart, and mu~h of the land. unfenced.
The c;ops, o_f cours~, are_hght, and but httle of the
lan~ IS cultivated, 1t bemg ~reatly used for sh~ep
pas.urag~.
The same fertile appeara~ce wh_ICb
abounds m nearly all parts of England IS wantmg
here.
Stonehenge is truly a wonder, though at a distance, standing by itself on a naked plain, it very
easily strikes one at first as not being equal to his
expectations; but upon close observation, when the
massive stones, twenty-four feet high, six or seven
broad, and three or four feet thick, and weighing
forty tons, are immediately before one, he is struck
with wonder how a primitive people could convey
these· stones from the shortest distance whence they
could be obtained-sixteen miles, and some of them
from Devonshire, fifty or sixty miles away. This is
thought to have been the cathedral of the ArchDruid in olden times, perhaps three thousand years
ago. When these stones were erected where they
now stand cannot be told.
In the morning I reached the little old Druidic
temple at Pontypridd just as the sun had risen and
was shedding its rays benignly over the earth. I
worshipped, as I stated; and now after a pretty busy
day visiting m~ny towns, viewing a great deal of
beautiful landscape, and riding over many miles of
country, I reached the gt·eater antique stone temple
at Stonehenge just as the sun was setting, and again
it was a fitting place and hour to worship. I im
proved my opportunity.
The large stones which I have mentioned were
originally planted in a round oval circle, one hundred and eight feet in diameter, but with the lapse
of centuries some of them have fallen over, though
more than half of them are still standing. The
stones are square at the upper e!ld, save a tenon
half-spherical in form, perhaps ten inches across
and four or five inches high. On these upright
stones is placed a very heavy cap, or impost stone,
resting on two of the upright stones, they being
some sixteen feet in length, four feet wide and two
feet tbiok, and weighing probably fifteen or twenty
tons. A row of these heavy cap-stones originally
went all round the circle of the temple save at the
west end, which seems to have been left for an
opening or entrance. The upright stones do not
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stand close together, but somewhere eight or ten
feet apart, while the impost or cap-stones reach from
one stone to another,n1aking a continuous and very
heavy cap or coronal to the entire edifice. On the
under side of each cap-stone mortises or indentations
are cut out to admit the tenons on the upright stones,
thus enabling the capstones to fit close upon the uprights, the tenons of which hold the capstones in
their proper places. The capstones are also dovetailed together. Within -the circle named are five
pairs of the upright stones, with the caps forming
trilithons or triplets, disconnected with each other;
besides a circle of .smaller stones, about six feet high.
There were originally sixty of the large upright
stones in the outer circle and thirty imposts to correspond. I will not say that all the upright stones
are twenty-four feet in length, but I measured one
that had fallen over and found it to be that length.
Twenty -four of the uprights are still standing, six
having fallen over. The inner circle is rather more
than eight feet from the inner part of the outer circle
and consisted of thirty stones, six feet above the
ground; nineteen of them have fallen over, eleven
still remaining upright. Thus the walk or corridor
between the two circles is three hundred feet in
length, or circumference. The central portion is an
oval, formed of ten stones, from sixteen to twentytwo feet above the ground. They stand in pairs and
have imposts, but are not connected. Within still
are a number of smaller stones, some of which are
standing and some are not. Near the open end of
the adytum is a large stone, supposed to be the altar.
It is a long slab of bluish, coarse marble, sixteen
feet long, four broad, and twenty inches thick. The
entire original number of thEJ stones are supposed to
have numbered one hundred and forty, but some of
them have been broken up and carried away to
make houses, mend roads, etc.
Around this rock temple without a roof are two
rows or circles of mounds and ditches. Some of the
mounds ar.e fifteen feet high and the ditch is thirty
feet broad. These mounds or tumuli have been dug
into and the bones of animals have been found in
them, and ornaments of bronze, and even of gold in
a few instances. They were undoubtedly the burialplaces of races of people who occupied this country
long, long ago. It is thought by some that there is
no connection between the mounds and the heavy
stones of the temples, and that the mounds are of
the greatest antiquity. These burrows and tumuli
are met with in various parts of England and Wales,
as well as in other parts of the world. The open air
stone temples are also very numerous in various
parts of the British Isles, in France, India, and even
in Persia. They are what is left of the works of great
religious races, who assembled in these open tempies to worship the source cf light and life, which
they revered. ·
At Abury, Ayebury, or Avebury, also in Wiltshire, and some twenty miles north of Stonehenge,
is a series of these stone circles, in respect of numhers a far greater collection than at the latter place.
I intended. to have visited it, but it was late in the
week, and a little inconvenient to reach, and I a bandoned it. In those circles there are in all 650 blocks
of stone, varying from five to twenty feet in higbt
above the ground, and from three to twelve feet in
thickness. One hundred were raised on and around
a fiat and circular area, fourteen hundred feet in diameter. These stones were bounded by a deep ditch
and lofty bank, which inclosed the whole work, except places of entrance to the temple. The area and
the embankments comprise more than twenty-eight
acres. About half way up the slope was a terrace
walk, possibly prepared for the use of spectators in
times of worship.
Another temple of forty-five
stones, some of them of immense size, is partly
standing a little way north of the temple above referred to.
At Carnac in Brittany, France, is the remains of a
stone temple far more extensive, the stones reaching
the number of four thousand and covering a very
large space of ground. !:Jaru, in his "Historie
Brentange," describes these temples and says they
are at a great distance from any quarries where the
stones could have been obtained.
The stone temples, cromlechs-fiat stones of various sizes, many of them very large-resting like a
table upon three uprights, are found in many parts
of Wales, as well as the tumuli or mounds already
spoken of. The cromlechs are supposed to have
been erected for altars, and that on these the old
Druids offered sacrifice8 in olden times. Large numhers of these temples and cromlechs have been destroyed by the· vandals of modern times, and the
stones have been used for various purposes. But
John ltuskin, M. P., has recently very properly procured the passage of an act by Parliament making it
a penal offense to destroy these relics of the past.
This will doubtless prevent further destruction of the
kind. I may also remark that measures are being
taken to restore Stonehenge to its original condition.
After looking over Stonehenge and meditating
upon the work of men in the far past until it was
dark, I turned my face toward Salisbury, where we
arrived at nine o'clock, finding the August evening
air decidedly cold in riding over Salisbury plains. I
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pound boiled beef, four pence; four pound!! bologna unduly irrational. This want of unity of thought beRausage, tuppence; ten prime eggs, a E1hilling ; two tween the two wings has led to active opposition
ounces !!nnpowder tea, tuppence; a ponnd of refinE"d and they seem wholly ilisinclined to cooperate:
Rugar, thrippence ha'penny; a oan of SwiRR c~mcen Neither wing has affiliated with the international
trated milk, four pence; a jar of mixPd pickleR, eight organization, and neither sent mem hers or representrwnce; a·j!\r of !ltrawherry jam, five pence; one jar atives to the Council here, though both were fre.
of orange marmalade, f'lixvence; onP box of !lardine!l, quently rpque8teil to do so. Belgium, Germany, Inthrippence; one potmd of E1WPetened tea cake!!, four dia, the United States, and Canada had representa.
nt>nce; one pound ditto-a bettPr article-six pence; tives in the Council, but France had none, and took
<lix E1mall tarts, one !!hilling; !lalt, a pPnny; vint>gar, no stepR in 1hat direction. As it was the place of
a penny; pepper, a penny; two pounn1;1 applPf'l, four one or both of the organizations of Paris to ally
pence;· two pounds of rwurs, Rix pence; two pound!! themselves with the international movement, and to
of plums, six pt>nce; half a pound of Spanish grape!!, make due preparations for the holding of the Confour pence; half a pound of raisins, thrippence-ha' gress in their city, and as they did nothing of the
penny; one bunch radishes, three ha'pennies; two kind, the Council were embarrassed as to how to
hunches of watercresses, a nenny; four buncl.es of act. A party was sent over to Paris from London
kindling wood, tuppence. Now I do not wish you to see if something could not be done to secure coopto under1;1tand that I eat all these at one meal, for I eration, with a view of holding the Congress in Paris
have made several meals from the store,- and have in September. But neither party showed disposition
much left. I started a fire, boiled the eggs, and to take any steps in the matter, and nothing could
made a good cuu of tea, the best I have had since I be effected. Then, when the time had come when a
left America. Everybody here drinks black tea; I decision must be made and the announcements sent
do not like it; it tastes too much like herbs; I pre- out, the Council decided that the Congress should be
fer Japan, but not heing able to find that I took the held in London, and the notices were issued accordgreen. It does nicely. The firE1t thing I had to do ingly. If the Paris friends would not take the initiwas to !lalt my butter; much of it comes to this mar- atory steps in the matter, and did nothing toward
ket perfPctly fresh, and people are erpected to salt it preparing for the Congress, there seemed no way left
to suit themselvs. I got, each morning, warm roll!! but to hold the Congress here. Since that decision
A Tarry in London.
t>nough to do me through the day, and with my was made it seems that the ultra or extra-radical
LoNDoN, ENGLAND, Sept. 12, 1881.
Ralted butter they go very well. I pRy E1ix shillingR win~ in Paris have resolved to hold. a Congress in
DEAR READERS: I have been in this great city and Qixpence per week for my room ($1.60), 1;10 I e~timatP Paris. It may have delegates from other countries,
vicinity two weeks, and shall be till after the meet- I am living at a cost of ahout two shillingR (50 cents) but :as they have not united with the international'
ing of the International Congress in the latter par1 ner day, which for London does pretty well, and I movement, the Congress they propose to hold cannot
of the month, when I will push on with my journey. like it better than at a hotel, e8pecially as it is 1;10 be the International organization inaugurated last
ing, hoping to complete it in reasonable time. Thif much cheaper. If I am remarkable for anything it year.
is indeed an immense, great city, and one cannoi iR economy; in fact, it baR been my salvation. As I . After the work of the committee was over Mr.
really realize it until they go over it from end tc sit here by my table I wish I could have a place as Bradlaugh invited me to supper, at which his daughend and from side to side. A compact city twe1ve cosy and quiet every night while on the long journey ters and Mr.- Swaagman, ~hom I got acquainted
miles across each way must necessarily contain hun- before. I sweep up my carpet and keep quite tidy. with last year at Brussels, were also present. A
dreds of thousands of houses and millions of people. I do not make a fire at every meal; the weather is somewhat prolonged conversation appendixed the
One cannot see all of such a city in a few weeks, nor not cold enough to require it, and I like cold tea and supper, in which English, French, and Spanish polidoes he wish to see it all. The eternal sameness of cold eggs very well. If I only had here the con- tics were the topics. Mr. Bradltj.,q_,gh was in a conhundreds of miles of dingy-looking dwellings in time venient little gas stove which wife and I have at versational mood, and I was muq~ interested with
ceases to be a novelty. One might live here for home my cooking arrangements would be perfect, hi~ remar~s, and cou~~ but admir.e .t~e familiarity he
years and not see one half of the town. I do not but I manage to get along very well. I would evmced With the politiCS and politiCians of the varidoubt that thousands are born here who spend their hardly answer for head cook in a first-class French ous European countries. His observations were of
lives here and go down to their graves and l!)ave a hotel, but can get up a simple meal to suit myself. a. ~ery interesting and instructive character. My
large portion of this city unseen. It is only the most I wish some of you could drop in and see me when I VISit was prolonged to a somewhat late hour.
interesting places and the most attractive points one am in; we certainly could have a nice little visit. I . Mr. Bradlaug~ kindly invited m_e to accompany
wishes to see; the rest soon becomes monotonous.
could give you a cup of tea, some cold meatR, a him on the 5th mstant to Hanley m Staffordshire
I gave you a tolerably full description of this city, boiled egg, some orange marmalade, some fruits, some one hundred and thirty miles north, wher~
or at least such parts of it as I saw, and it will etc. I am sure that would do very well. I have he had engaged to make a speeeh to a trades
hardly be worth while to repeat now what I said done much worse many a time, and expect to again. union gathering, principally of potters. I was
then. I have a good many persons to see, and If you conclude to call upon me you must come only too glad to a0cept the invitation, as I wished
many places. Distances from one part of the city to within the next two weeks, for soon after that time to visit t~at part of 1£ng!and, and was glad of the
opportumty to make the Journey with Mr. Bradlaugh
another are great, and consume time in making them. I will be off for Jerusalem.
and
to listen to one of his open-air speeches. AcI have several business matters to look after, and
I had been in London but a few days before Ireconsiderable time to spend in writing, so that much ceived an invitation from Mr. Bradlaugh to attend a cordingly, on Monday morning, Sept. 4th, I repaired
I meet with will hardly be worth repeating. I will meeting at his house of the Executiv Committee of betimes to the Easton station in the north part of
mention only such items as I think may interest you the council pertaining to the International Congress. the city, where I met Mr. Bradlaugh, and we took
because they interested me.
I found Mr. Bradlaugh's health much improved the northern-bound train at 9 A. :M. I will here rePossibly I am inclined to talk a little too much from what it has been since the brutal attack made mark that Mr. Bradlaugh travels like a prince· conabout myself, but I will tell you how I am living upon him by fourteen constables or policemen to sequently we occupied a first-class coach, and by arhere. For the first ten days I stopped at the Essex prevent him from taking his legitimate seat in Par- rangement of his we had a compartment to ourHouse, kept by a good Liberal, George Fowler. An liament on August 3d. That outrage, with the selves, which, besides taking note of the beautiful
eating-house on the first floor makes it very conven- rough handling which Mr. Bradlau~h received, re- undulatory, teeming country through which w~
ient for guests to obtain meals, light or heavy, as sulted in an attack of erysipelas, whiCh caused not a passed, with the finely built and prosperout~ towns
they want, at such times as they want them, and little alarm. He still carries his left arm in a sling. all along the way, afforded us an excellent opportuwith moderate expense. But as my friends, Dr. T. The muscles of that arm were seriously injured by nity for conversation. He was kind enough to reS. Andrews and wife, of Ohio, were occupying a some of the fourteen legal bullies. Mr. Bradlaugh, view the circumstances attending his canvas for recomfortable, pleasant room on the ground floor of a with his large physique and great strength, would be elec~i~n t? the House ?f Parliament, together with
large, new dwelling but a short distance from where a match for three or four strong men, but -fourteen the InJUStiCe that has smce been done him, including
I was stopping, and as they concluded to take to one is almost too great odds, even for such a man the brutal outrage done him on August 3rd, at the
steamer for America, and I remembered how pleas- as he to overcome.
behest of the Conservative Tory members of the
antly I kept bachelor's hall last year in Rome, I conI was struck with the Parliamentary ability which House, and from which violent attack his left arm
cluded, as I still had some time to remain here, to he evinced in discharging the duties of chairman of is still suffering. I was on the ocean at the time
change my quarterR and try baohelor-hallism ag~tin. the two committees which held meetings in his this event occurred and had not seen a full account
So here I am at No. 13 Chichester Houses, Great room-the Executive Committee of the National of it, and of course I was much interested with such
Eastern street, Bishopsgate, in the eastern-central Secular Society being the second. He seems very particulars of the affair_ as he !'as pleased to give
portion of the city. I have a front room with a win- familiar with Parliamentary law, and insists upon a me _of. th_e onslau~ht whiCh the aevote~s of bigoted
dow on the street, with an area eight feet wide, pro- strict observance of it, by which business is trans- Christiamty and mtolerant Conservativism saw fit
tected by a high iron fence, and in course of the acted in a direct and expeditious manner, without to visit upon him.
day I see thousands of 1>ersons and vehicles of all the admission of outside irrelevant questions.
The probable future aspects oJ his case were cankinds passing as I sit by my table, so that I get
With regard to the place where the International vassed, and I noticed that his apprehension is that
tired of so many. human and brute beings and Conference or Congress is to be held a few words further opposition on the part of his opponents will
wish for more quiet, though I have a fine oppor- may be in order. The Congress at Brussels last be offered him when he again presents himself to
tunity for studying several pha11es of the world as it year decided, after an animated discussion, that the take his seat in the House, when Parliament again
passes along before my eyes. Each person that goes Congress should be held this year at Paris, and at meets, in November or February next, as be has a
hurrying past has a history, has had his troubles and the same time it enacted that the societies in each just and unquestioned right to do, having been legally
trials, and baa them still. Many look as though locality sending delegates to the Congress should or- elected and reelected by the voters of Northampton.
they are in comfortable circumstances, while many ganize and affiliate with the organized movement In this respect I observe that Mr. Bradlaugh
others appear to be in poverty's lowest estate. Many and send or appoint members of a general council hardly agrees with the p~ople whom I have conlook tired and weary of life, while all look earnest which should meet in this city, London, in January, versed with upon the subject. The general lmpres.
and careworn. Oh, what a world this is, to be sure! 1881, with other duties making necessary provisions sion is that when Parliament meets again the oppoI often think infinite power and infinite wisdom for the assembling of Con?ress. Now Freethinkers sition will give way, and that Mr. Bradlaugh will be
ought to have made a better job of it.
are abundant in Paris, but unfortunately they are allowed quietly to take his seat. But he knows the
I have a grate in my room and can easily make a not harmonious. There are two antagonistic parties, character of the church and aristocratic influences
cup of tea, boil eggs, broil a steak and all that, for the one being emphatically an anti-clerical party, which are deadly opposed to his occupying a seat in
the room is duly furnished with all the little con- making opposition to the church its distinctive ob- the great legislative body of the country, and it is
veniences for housekeeping, and the weather is not ject. This party is large, respectable, and many of his opinion that the conflict, if not irrepressible is
so warm here as to make a little fire feel uncomfort- its members wealthy. They are publishing and not yet over, and that perhaps the bitterest part' of
able. I must tell you, if I can remember, all about circulating tracts and pamphlets exposing the falla- the tight is yet to come. But this much inay be relaying in my supplies.. First of all I ordered half a cies of orthodoxy and the faults of the priesthood. garded as a settled fact: Mr. Bradlaugh fully underhundred of coal, seven pence ha'penny; a small loaf of The other party join the most ultra Socialistic views, stands his rights in the premises, as well as the nabread, tuppence; quarter of a pound of butter, four and even Communistic and Nihilistic theories, with ture of the influences in opposition to him, and as he
pence; half a pound of cheese, five pence; quarter of their ]'reethought, and carry their ideas to such ex. is not a man to tamely yield his rights, nor to act
a pound of boiled ham, five pence; quarter of a tremes as to render themselves impracticable and the coward's part in maintaining them, he is prelooked over the town for an hour, watching the people doing up their Saturday night marketing, and
then retired to rest, feeling that I had done a very
fair dav's work.
Sunday opent>it pleaRant, and ft>t>ling that therP
was nothing fnrthpr to optain me at SaliRbnrv I took
the one Sunilay train for London, approachin!! it
from the !IOntbwe!'t. The firRt part of the hundreil
mile!'l iE1 of the light, hard soil variety, anil the cropP
were not heavv; hut after a while we reacl1eil a hetter country, with good cropR, well-cultivated farm!!,
and many very plPasant-looking towns.
I reached Lonilon at 1 p. :M., soon finding Mr.
BridgeE1, later calling upon my friend John
Dryden, and taking dinner with Dr. T. S. Andrews and
wife, of Kipton, Ohio, who are temporarily stopping
in London. In the evening I 1istt>ned to an able lecture hy Dr. E. B. Aveling, at the Hall of Science, on
the "Martyrs of Science in the Past and the Present." I would like to repeat some of his remarks,
but I must close this Ion~ letter. I met at the hall
many persons whom I got acquainted with while on
my visit here last year.
Now, friends, if you will excuse this long letter I
will try to be more brief in the future.
Good-bye,
D. M. B.

s:
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pared to meet the enemy, in whatever form it may
present itsel~, and will ~o the utn;J.O.st defend. his just
and legal rights. It IS my opm10n that If brute
force is again exercised to prevent his ·taking the
seat which the people of Northampton have twice
sent him to occupy, somebody will be hurt. In' jui!tice his constituents and to himself, he will use
his best endeavors to represent them, and this he
will contend for so long as he has life and strength.
I hope that those who from a spirit of hi~otry and
unfairness have endeavored to crush him will have
the good sense to relinquish their position and allow
justice to be done, and that blood need not be spilt.
This opposition on the part of leading men in the
church and in the state is making hosts of warm
friends for Mr. Bradlaugh among the working
c~asses in. all . parts of the k~ngdom. They regard
him as their friend and champwn; and knowing that
great wrong has been done him, they will stand by
him to the last. Three hundred and seventy-five
thousand persons who have attended his public
meetings over the country for the past few months
have decidedly evinced their desire that he be accorded the seat which belongs to him. This sentiment is both strengthening and spreading; and if
this injustice is continued, such a state of feeling will
exist, and such a determined spirit be aroused, ·as will
bring about a revolution in this country. Mr.
Bradlaugh does not desire that any rash course
should be taken by his friends, but that the unjust
treatment toward him should be discontinued; but
he will not flinch his duty, let the results be what
they may. I noticed that he is known all along the
way, and many greeted him with words of friendship and sympathy in the various towns through
which we passed. There is probably hardly a man
living who has warmer friends or bitterer enemies.
When Parliament assembles again such a flood of
petitioners will favor his being permitted to take his
seat as have scarcely been placed to a petition before.
Blank petitions are now being sent out in large numbers, and I am sure they will be well filled with
names, and in due time forwarded to Parliament.
What effect these will have remains to be seen.
I had some talk with Mr. Bradlaugh on the Irish
question, and found that he is in favor of granting
to Ireland all the rights and privileges due to her
people, and says· he would himself, if he had the
power, grant her "homfl rule," giving her a home
parliament and the right to le~islate for herself, the
same as with Canada, Australia, and other colonies.
I think, however, that while he feels that though he
was friendly with the Irish members of the House,
and on more than one occa~:~ion .evinced it in his
official capacity, he has cause to think the same members acted with the Conservatives in opposition to
himself, thus evincing that they are not capable of
appreciating their best friends. Religious prejudices
may have much to do with this Catholic opposition.
Cardinal Newman has said he was opposed to an
Atheist occupying a seat in the House, so perhaps it
is in keeping that Catholic members should vote in
the same direction. Intolerance has ever been a very
strong characteristic of this great and original
branch of the Christian church; and in this instance,
as in many others, the Protestant branch seems to
act fully in unison with the intolerance of the
Catholics.
· After Mr. Bradlaugh regains his seat in the House
I have reason to believe that the next great reform
he anticipates is a land reform bill. One of the
greatest evils which England labors under is the
miserable system of land tenure by entail-allowing
a single individual to be the owner of hundreds of
thousands of acres, while his own brother has not an
acre. He is not in favor of rash or extreme measures that could not be practical, but advocates such
· moderate changes as need not•produce a disastrous
revolution, being more in favor of gradual evolution
in English affairs than hurried revolution. He
would, in the first place, advocate an act enabling
land- owners to sell parts of their estates, and in the
second place would encourage the same by a gradu.
ated taxation, making it heavy on lands in excess of
a stipulated num~er of acres, making it generous to
the land-owner, but effectually doing away with the
system of entail, which has been a curse to England.
We arrived at Stoke, on Trent, before 2 P. :r.r.,
where the Chairman, Mr. William Owens, and the
Secretary, Mr. Charles Blower, of the Potters' Trades
Union organization, of Hanley, met him, and inside
of half an hour we four were in a carriage riding to
Henley, some two miles away. The time for the
speech was set at three o'clock. Large numbers of
working men, and not a few women, were on the
ground waiting for him. The place is a very
pretty one? having in connection beautiful gardens,
lawn tenms grounds, a large dancing floor, with an
elevated place for the musicians, with summer-houses
for refreshments. The grounds are much resorted
to all through the summer season, and seems a place
of rational enjoyment.
I could not help noticing the great respect and
love which the working people bear toward Mr.
Bradlaugh as evinced upon this occasion. They
pressed forward toward him and wished to take him
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by the hand, but owing to the injured condition of a ball (probably rubber, six or eight inches in diamhis arms he begged them to excuse him fr.om hand- eter), such as catching it with a small rod when
shaking. Many expressions of high esteem were thrown at him from a distance of ten or twelve feet,
Rpoken to him. At the proper time four officers of picking it up from the floor with 1-he rod, and makthe Trades Union, Mr. Bradlaugh, and mysel( occu- ing it spin in the air, roll, etc. He also balanced
pied the platform, and about five thousand people knives, rods, a ladder, etc., on his chin and forehead;
gathered upon the dancing floor, and in a standing and while be balanced on his chin a rod, with a plate
position listened closely to the speaking that took spinning on the top, with each hand he kept balls in
place. The chairman, Mr. Owen!!, made the opening the air, and plates in the same way. Among other
remarks, alluding to the object of the meeting, the things, he balanced on his chin a limher whip, with
purposes of the Union, and what was to be gained a stock and lash united in one, the whip resting on
hy a union of earnf'st -and intelligent working men. the double, or bow. A negro performer, or rather a
Mr. Secretary Blower followed with very timely re- white man representing a negro, performed very
marks in the same direction, when two resolutions well many comicalities with his banjo and otherwise.
were presented to the meeting, the first pertaining The audience enjoyed these performances highly,
to the rights and duties of working men; the second and the whole seemed like a regular vanity fair.
an earnest opinion that Mr. Bradlaugh should be There were several side shows in tents, with gypsies
permitted to take and hold his seat in the House of telling fortunes, etc. The whole, in the evening, was
Commons to which he is justly entitled. These reso- supplemented with a good display of fireworks, until
lutions were seconded and spoken upon by the two which time the music and dancing were kept up,
other officials occupying the platform, when they with a free indulgence in refreshments, both solid
were enthusiastically carried by the meeting. The and fluid, especiallythe latter. The numbers present
second resolution with reference to Mr. Bradlaugh were largely increased after the working hours were
was passed with a dissenting vote, the vote being over, and the working men and women from the
taken by the holding up of hands; but one hand was scores of potteries had an opportunity of }eaTing
their work, which the various bosses were before
raised in opposition to his taking his seat.
Mr. Bradlaugh then rose and for half an hour unwilling to consent to.- The performances were
poured forth in a full, heavy voice a flood of elo- kept up till nearly ten o'clock, making a regular gala
quence not often listened to. He is one of the best day for the work people. The weather, fortunately,
open-air speakers I ever listened to. Of course the was favorable.
I accompanied Mr. E. W. Sale back to Stoke,
burden of his remarks pertained to the rights and
obligations of working men. He urged them to not where he keeps a very excellent temperance house.
only keep up their organization, but to increase its He is also an uncompromising Radical, and has been
efficiency by increasing itlil numbers and intelligently in prison for two years for his Radical views; but
promoting its objects. He said the condition of the he sternly maintained his principles, and is much
working men of England could never· be what it honored by his numerous acquaintances. His hq,use
should be so long as it is impossible for them to own is an excellent place at which to stop, and I cheerhomes of their own, and while one man could be the fully recommend it to all friends visiting Stoke, on
owner of a million acres, and millions of men could Trent.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
not own an acre. This sentiment was enthusiastically applauded by the audience, as well as much else
he said. His hearers were fully in sympathy"with
Obituary.
him, and evinced the fullest approbation of his remarks. He said it would not be becoming f~.?_r him
Aby Burdick, wife of Lewis S. Burdick, departed
to reply at length to the second rtsolution, but he this life Sept. 8, 1881, aged fifty five years.
gav: them the assurance that he should contend with
Mrs. Burdick was born in Cbittendon county, Verhis best ability for the right to repr<'sent the constit- mont, but resided in Texas, Kalamazoo county, Mich.,
uency which had sent him to the House, and in any since her girlhood. She was a Spiritualist for thirty
event he could only promise them that he should years, one of the most calm in her thought and exstrive to perform his duty.
pression, even temperament, ever kind and amiable
This was the first speech Mr. Bradlaugh has made and hospitable, beloved by all who were honored by
since the injury was done him by the minions of the her friendship. She was as near a perfect type of
conservatives, and he found his strength hardly as womanhood, I think, as ever walked this earth. She
great as he had supposed, and on this ground he was one of the very few friends that took a philobegged indulgence for not continuing his remarks, sophical view of my change of conviction from
which was earnestly :requested. He was kind SpiritualiRm to Materialism, and who from my enenough to allude to myself, the part of the world I trance into the lecture field gave me her counsel and
am from, and the free institutions of America.
encouragement, and through all the twenty-one
Mr. Bradlaugh left as soon as he had made his years that hav sped by remained the same steadfast
speech, and made his way back to the station in or- friend. If any one deserved immortality she should
der to take the evening train for London. I re- be entitled to endless happy existence. Neither
mained over to see more of the people and the indus- hopes nor- wishes can create life if nature has made
tries of this portion of England. He left me in no provision for it. Whether we are destined to liv
charge of kind friends, to show me through the pot- forever is, with many of us, an unsolved mystery.
teries, etc. I will remark that he had given me to Sentiment cannot prove it. Even the deepest love
understand that ·he did not expect this meeting cannot p.rove it. In the presence of death Spiritualwould be so large as many that he has addressed, as ist, Christian, Materialist alike are made one in symhe had never spoken before that organization nor at pathy; one in the consciousness that death levels all;
that locality. The society is much smaller than one in sorrow over the parting that no vision can
many others of the trades unions of the country. make a separation only in seeming.
When he ha~ spoken before the miners of Durham,
As my friend Burdick ~himself a Spiritualist most
in the vioinity of Newcastle, as many as twenty of his life) writes me: "She may be happy in spirit
thousand have turned out to hear him; and in Man- life. I think she is. I know she is if any one is;
chester, Northampton, and many other places the but I do not see her. She is gone, gone, no dream,
people assembled in great numbers to listen to him. no illusion. It is a fact, and everything I see reThe meeting at Trafalgar Square in this city, which minds me that it is all too true. Her release from
he addressed over a month ago, was estimated to pain is all the silver lining there is to the terrible
number over forty thcusand. There is scarcely a cloud that hangs over us. She passed out without a
man in England capable of drawing out larger struggle, although she had suffered greatly.
audiences. The numbers of his adherents are
"She frequently remarked that she was a Liberal
great, and steadily increasing. He is building up a Spiritualist. She believed in spirit communion, but
party which must ultimately have a marked effect did not indorse much that others did.
upon the affairs of this country.
"A medium said to her on the camp-ground [BatI remained upon the ground some time watching tle Creek, Mich.], ' You will not stay here long. You
the assembled multitudes in their enjoyments, !!orne will soon pass over.' She, as well as myself, thought
dancing on the floor, some playing lawn tennis, some of it as we hav on other occasions as an idle fancy,
bowling, and many listening to performers, singers, but it proved all too true.
" I caiTiecl out her wish in the funeral arrangeetc., who had been secured for the occasion. Various games were in operation, such as tossing balls at ments, for she often said, 'Let me hav a Spiritual
cocoanuts perched on wire stakes seventy-five feet funeral, or none.'
"Some said they saw her at the funeral, passing
distant, at a penny a toss, winning the cocoanut if
hit or thrown from its perch; some striking with a from one room to another, and then stopping near
heavy maul or beetle upon a lever or a spring, by Fitz and myself. If she took cognizance of the ocwhich a ball is thrown upon a scale, indicating the casion, she, as well as myself, must hav been gratiforce with which the blow is given. Some blows fied by the lai:ge concourse of people gathered to
caused the ball to rise as high as five, six, and eight pay their respects to the departed. When I think of
hundred, and occasionally by a strong man a thou- all this, as well as the sorrowing hearts and willing
sand was reached. When that was the case a little hands to aid us during her sickness, the charge of
figure of a man popped out with a spring and looked total depravity against the human family seems more
down upon the man who gave the heavy blow. odious than ever. Sure, there is more nativ goodOther games of throwing and pitching were engaged ness in humanity than it gets credit for.
"Charles A. Andruss, Flushing, Mich., was the
in. Very creditable performances in sleight of hand,
balancing, etc., were done. One man dressed in speaker; Julia and Jordan Athens, singers. More
tights came out on a platform and kept five and six than one thousand people in attendance."
There is certainly an absence of gloom about a
balls in the air, three to five plates, and four butcher
knives, catching them by the handles and tossing Spiritualist funeral, which characterizes most Chris·
W. F. J.uuESON.
them most skilfully. He also did sever~! feats with tian ceremonies.
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7. "His language is recklessly bad, very defectiv
in method, and altogether lacking in precision."
Nobody will "dispute with Judge Black the honor of
making that discovery.
-·
God and the Devil.
8. "Then for him there is no ·standard at all ; ona
thing is as right as another, and all things are
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
equally wrong."
In St. Johns, the little town in which I liv, there are
This is sheer misrepresentation, if not so~ething
six saloons, and also there are six churches. Six inworse. Atheists do hav a standard of morality. It
stitutions of the devil and six mstitutions of God.
is humanity, something that they are acquainted
One deals in doses of damnation for this world, and
with, and know something about. They don't prothe other in doses of damnation for the next world.
fess to know anything about Jehovah, or what he
There is one thing that can be said in favor of the
has commanded or forbidden. What does Judge
saloons. They so manage their business as to be
Black know about God?
able and willing to be taxed on their business, which
fact goes to show that the devil as a business mana9. ·"I appeal from his profane malediction to the
ger is far ahead of God, .who is neither able nor
conscience of men who hav a rule to judge by."
willing to pay even one cent of tax on his places of
Pope Leo XIII. for instance. " Protestantism of
business.
every form has not, and never can hav, any rights
Notwithstanding God is exempt from taxation,
when Catholicity is triumphant" (Catholic Review
two or three of his places of business are without a
for January, 1852).
business manager for the want of funds. And were
10. "These are crimes which every independent
it not for the system of begging, begging, and begcommunity has always punis~ed with the utmost
ging, the others soon would be in the same fix.
rigor. In our own recent history they were reThe devil does a big business in St. J obns; besides
pressed at the cost of more lives than Judea ever
be bas a host of friends all over the country. The
contained at any one tinie."
Seymour Tirnes expresses itself as follows:
Judge Black's Reply to Col. Ingersoll.
Here things totally different are confounded.
" Every brave man must admire the devil. Did anybody
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Blasphemy and idolatry are not, and by no st~·etch ?f
ever hear him complain? He takes blowS' without a murmur: Some time since a friend said to me, "Hav you read the imagination can be made, treason. Neither IS
Half a million soul-savers, great ~tnd small, assail him every Judge Black's reply to Colonel Ingersoll in the Au- there any analogy between the " war for the _uni~n"
day. He makes no reply, but quietly fightc the whole kit of gust number of the No?·th American Review_')" I and the Jewish war of conquest and extermmatwn.
'em. According to their own story he is >~lways on top. With
J d
God and Jesus and the ghost and the virgin thrown in for good re12Iied: "I hav not, but am glad to hear that u ge The one was to suppress rebellion against legallymeasure he still whales the whole lot. A.ud he makes no fuss Black bas entered the field. He is an able man, and constituted authority; the other was an invasion by
about it, whilst they keep up a continual tooting of horns, from a gun of'bis caliber we must expect some heavy foreigners.
.
sounding of gongs, ringing of b:olls, and loud bellowing, mak- shot."
11. ":My faith and my reason both assqre me that
ing more to-do than fighting tom cats upon a million moonAs soon as I could procine a copy of the Review the infallible God proceeded upon good grounds
lit s\!,eds."
I did so, and read Ingersoll's article and Black's when he authorized slavery in Judea. SubordinaPerhaps Bro. :Monroe gets a little too enthusiastic reply, and·was astonished beyond measure. Instead tion of inferiors to superiors is the groundwork of
when speaking of his old friend the devil. For if of a learned, able, and candid reply to Col. Inger- human society."
the· Bible is true the devil sometimes makes a mis- soll's points, such as we were justified in expecting
The logic of events seems to hav produced no
take. I never quite liked his running a drove of from one of Judge Black's high reputation as a de- effect upon the judge's views of slaYery, either in
hogs into thd sea-it was a little tough on the pigs bater. and juri~t, we hav a harang that would dis- the abstract or concrete, and his reasoning here
and awful mean on the owner. ·But the devil pas grace a third-rate pettifog~er in a police court, and soundS" very like a wail for " the lost cause.'' Verily
this consolation, he only drowned two thousand hogs, that might hav emanated from a callow :Methodist the Bourbons are not all dead yet.
whilst God is c:.1arged with having drowned millions licentiate, more intent on giving God the glory than
12. "Either the evidence by which the apostles
of human beings.
telling the truth.
were able to prove the supernatural origin of the
Sometimes when a man gets a big dose at the
Instead of being an "ar.qurnenturn ad_judiciurn," gospels was overwhelming arul irresistib~e, or else
saloon be will begin to holler and yell, and say it is an argumentum ad hominem. H(l refers to Col. its propagation was provided for and caiTied on by
that he feels good. And occasionally he will fall Ingersoll one hundred and eighty-six times, and to the direct aid of the divine being himself."
down and become unconscious as to the things of his questions as seldom as possible.
These considerations, if they prove anything, prove
this world. And it is just so at the church and esThe twelve labors of Hercules would be light com- too much. The same train of argument would prove
pecially at the Free :Methodist church. When one pared to the task of reviewing all the stale platitudes, the divinity of Buddhism and Mohammedanism.
gets full he says that he feels good. He hollers and glaring absurdities, and downright perversions of
13. ":Mr. Ingersoll speaks-of interpolations made
yells, falls down, and soon becomes unconscious as to history that this remarkable "reply" contains, but I by the fathers of the church. All he knows, and all
the things of this world. One is drunk on an over- cannot refrain from noticing a few of them.
he has ever heard-on the subject, is that some of the
1.· "An offense against public decency."
dose of whisky, and the other is drunk on an overinnumerable transcripts contai~ed errors which were
dose of superstition. Both . are objects of pity.
The superlativ arrogance· of this remark proves discovered and corrected. That simply proves the
Both got a little too full.
Judge Black to be fully imbued with the spirit of present integrity of the documents " (Black).
God could stop the traffic in whisky and close all modern Christianity.
" The Christian world is left in uncertainty as to
of the saloons if he wanted to. And his friends hav
2. "It is not true that a profound change has what its scriptures are as long as the sacred text is
asked him to do it a million of times, but God thinks taken place in the world of thought."
so full of various readings. There is hardly a senhe knows best, so he lets th :m flourish and keep
Can it be possible that Judge Black is ignorant of tence in the whole of the four gospels in which there
right on. And why don't he close the saloons? the facts? Does he wish us to understand that he are not varieties of diction in our principle manuWell, as we hav shown, God is a ve1y bad business never read Darwin, Huxley, Tyndall, Spencer, scripts, ba:filing all our atte:m,pts to decide which was
manager. And also he must be a friend of whisky. Haeckel, or Helmholtz? Did he never see a copy of its original form" (Dean Alford, Critical Introduc •
For in the Bible be recommends wine for the the Popular Science Monthly.'!J Does he wish to tion to the Greek Text of the New Testament).
stomach's sake, and says, "Thou shalt bestow thy impress the idea upon us that he belongs to the
"Among the numberless translations which are
money for whatsoever thy soul lusteth after, for Siluriap. period, and is only sojourning temporarily extant this day in Europe, there is none of them all
oxen, or for sheep, or for wine, or for strong drink " amongst us? If he has not been asleep for the last which is of divine and infallible authority" (Prefaqe
[that's whisky] (Dent. xiv, 26).
fifty years what evidence hav we that he bas been to King James's Bible, London).
We will admit that saloons hav caused a vast awake?
"But this is a false assumption, not countenanced
amount of misery, and it is also true that the church
3. "The bad classes of society always hated the or even suggested by anything contained in the
has caused more misery to the world than ha v sa- the doctrin and disciplin which reproached their scriptures." Let us see.
loons. The devil to-day has a better record than wickedness and frightened them by threats of p_un"For the prophecy came not in old time by the
God, and the saloon is a better friend to man than isbment in another world."
will of man; but holy men of God spake as they
the Bible, which consigns an honest man to a place
That is right, judge! When you can't answer a were moved by the Holy Ghost'' (2 Peter i, 21 ).
of eternal torment on account of his honest opinion. man's arguments, attribute his opinions to the innate
"The spirit of the Lord spake by me, and his
The church in the name of God has ripped men depravity of his heart, and impugn his motivs in word was in my ton~ue" (2 Samuel xxiii, 2).
and women open with ripping-knives, tortured mill- expressing those opinions. That is a truly Christian
See also 2 Tim. iii, lti; Luke i, 70; Acts iii,
ions of good men and women with godly instruments method.
18, and i, 16.
of torture, torn out their tongues by the roots, cut
4. "These are what Paul refers to as 'vain bah15. "No such doctrin [as salvation through faith
off their ears, punched out their eyes with godly red- lings,' and the opposition of science, falsely so called, alorie J is propounded in the scriptures, or in the
hot irons, hung them up by the heels with their but they are perfectly powerless to stop or turn aside creed of any Christian church."
heads downward, and killed them by setting dogs on the great current of human thought on the subject
"And by him all that believe are justified from all
them. And as a means of establishing the church in of Christian theology."
tliings " (Acts xiii, 39; also Romans iii, 28). ·
the name of God and their religion they burned at
Excuse us, j udg&. We are not trying to stop it.
"For by grace are· ye s~>ved, tlirough faith, and
the stake and killed in various ways millions of hu- Let it roll. 'l'he more thought the less theology.
that not of yourselvs; it is· the gift of God" Eph.
man beings, and God approved of the work by look5. " It would be a mere waste of time and space ii, ~; also Gal. ii, 16, with various other texts teaching on and refusing to help the poor, pitiable crea- to enumerate the proofs which show that the universe ing the same doctrin. See Rom. xi, 6, and 2 Tim.
tures who in vain were begging of him and of man was created by a preexistent and self-conscious
i, \J ).
•
b 1·
- . h d .
for help and for mercy.
being, of power and wisdom, to us inconceivable."
16. "The mere failure to e Ieve It IS pums e m
Did the saloon with the devil's help ever commit
The learned judge could not be better employed. hell ! I hav never known any Christian man or
such acts ? Who ever heard of a saloon man who We poor Infidels would be very thankful for one woman to assert this" (Black).
.
killed men for saying or thinking that his whisky single proof of that" stupendous miracle," and· would
"He that believeth and is baptized shiill be saved,
was not as good as some other man's whisky? The look with much less suspicion on the lesser miracles but he that believeth not shall be damned" (Old verchurch has killed thousands of men and women said to hav been performed at a later day.
sion, :Mark xvi, 16; see John iii, 18, and Acts
for thinking that its religion was not as good as the
6. " The moral code of the Bible consists in cer- xvi, 31).
religion of some other church. I never was drunk, tain immutable rules to govern all men at all times
17. "And this exemption extends to adults who.
but would rather be drunk on an overdose of whisky in all places. It is entirely separate and apart from hav never seen the evidence." 'fhen of what use.
than be drunk on an over-dose of superstition.
the civil polity . .
of the Jewish people."
are missionaries?
It might be interesting to note the result if God
Indeed ! If one is for " all time and all men,"
18. "The broadest benevolence, universal philanand the devil would exchange pulpits. Let the why was not the other? Were not the Jews men thropy, inexhaustible charity, are inculcated in
devil run the church, aud as an experiment ·let God and women·~ and if Jehovah's " civil polity " was every line of the New Testament. It is plain :Mr.
run the saloon, and run it according to the following good for them was it not equally good for the Gen- Ingersoll never read a chapter of !t."
Bible command:
tiles ~ and if not, why not? .if the command re"Think not that lam come to send peace on earth;
"Therefore thou shalt say unto them, Thus saith corded in Genesis xiii, ti-10, was ever given by Jeho- I came not to send peace, but a sword " (Matt. x,
the Lord of hosts, the God of Israel; drink ye and vah it would prove him an infinit fiend instead of a 34, 35, 36, and 37; also verses 15 and 21; also chap.
be drunken, and spew, and fall, and rise no more" merciful God.
xi, 20, 21, 22, 23, and 24 )~

f!fommunications.

(Jer. xxv, 27); and in the nextverse be says, "If they
refuse to take the CJIP at thy hand to drink, then
shalt thou say unto them, Thus saith the Lord of
hosts, ye shall certainly drink." According to this,
if God should undertake to run a saloon he would
hav his customers all drunk and spewing all over town.
Let us hope that God will still stick to the church
and not undertake to run any of the institutions of
the devil.
We are told that God will save a fellow from fire
in the next world. But men on ~burning ship most
need a God who will save them from fire in this
world. We want more gods, so that they can giv
more attention to the things of this world. Our
President for a long time has been very much in
need of the services of a God. But owing to the
great press of business on hand God has been
obliged to let the doctors manage the case. The~e
is· no doubt but God is doing all he can, but there IS
too much business for one god; in fact, there is business enough in this world to keep a dozen gods busy
if we only had the gods and they would all pitch in
and do a good act whenever they see an opportunity
without waiting to be called upon. :M. B.ABCOCK.
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"I am come to send fire on earth;, (Luke xii, 49; i A ~borough and extensiv criticism of this valuable might be considered remarkable-quite as much that might be
also 51, 53). "If any man come . to me an~ ·hate work would. occupy too much. space in your co l~lm.ns, regarded as divine or superhuman.
not his father and mother, and Wife and children, but suffice It to say, the "History of the Christian 591. If it even be admitted that several of the Jewish prophand brethren-and sisters, he cannot be my disciple" Religion to .A..n. 200" is a book that the student, the ets, as their names have been handed down to us, had an act(Luke xiy, 26). "But mine enemie~ whi?h would investigator, the thinker, the searcher after truth ual existence, and that they spoke and wrote that which
not that I should reign over them brmg hither and will find invaluable, and one that he cannot afford might be called prophecy (the foretelling of events that were
slay before me" (Luke xi~, 27). "And he that hat~ ~o do without; an~ I ~rust th~ talented author may, to take place at some future period), full reliance cannot be
no sword let him sell his garment and buy one m the sale and diffusiOn of his work, be amply re- placed on the record that has been handed down to us. We
(Luke xxii, 36, and Rev. ii, 23).
.
.
. paid for all the toil,, tim~, an~ trou~le req~1ired to have only to remember that the more important of the prophBy an examination of the texts above mted It Will place before the public this highly mterestmg and ecies were written bP.fore the Babylonish captivity; and that
appear what dependence can be placed on Judge important work.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
when Nebuchadnezzar and his Chaldean army took the Jewish
Black's assertions when he att.empts to play the role
Fall River, Mass.
people captive and carded them off to their own country and
of a theological David.
--------city, Babylon, the Jewish temple was not only destroyed, but
If the argumentum ad vereoundiam were not
What I Don't Believe.
their sacred writings which were kept therein, including, of
entirely inapplicable to his c~s~, I might s_uggest
course, the writings of their prophets ; and there is no account
that he take a little of the mediCm he so gratmtously
PART !I.-NO 53.
that their writings were ever reproduced until after the return
offers to Col. Ingersoll.
.
.
583. Habakkuk, with three other 'chapters of fifty-six
19. "It is true that some persons professmg Chris- verses, comes next in order. There is a slight discrepancy as from captivity, when, according to the book of Esdras, in the
tianity hav violated the. funda~~nt~l principles of to the time whon he lived and wrote, but as that is by no Apocrypha, five rapid scribes were selected, who wrote continuously for forty days, and in that time produced, or reprotheir faith by inflicting vwlent InJUries and bloody
wrongs upon their fellow-.rr~.en,': etc. The!l by parity means an unusual occurrence it need not excite surprise. His duced, two hundred and fQur books. In this very convenient
of reasoning Mohammedams~ I~ equally mnocent .. invectives were chiefly diructed against the Chaldeans, the op- way the destroyed books could have been reproduced, proph20. "The kingdom of Christ IS based upon certam pressors of the Jews. Their value to us amounts to very little. ecies and all ; but it is to be feared that they might not all
584. Zephaniah also treats us with three short chapters conprinciples to which it requires the assent of every one
have been strictly correct. It is to be feared that when they
taining fifty-three verses, supposed to have been written abo'ut
who would enter therein."
waxed weary, and the spirit which ministered unto them
" Religious liberty in the sense of a liberty pos- 530 B. c. The burden of his fears was from the Scythians, might have lessened his energy, there lllight have been some
sessed by every man to choo~e his own .re.ligion is and that they would destroy his people. The destruction came, deficiency in the divine afflatus thus imparted, and the dione of the most wicked delusiOns ever foisted upon but not from the source his fears indicated. He cannot be re- vinity of the productions thus vouchsafed, consequently more
this age by the father of deceit. The very name of garded as a true prophet.
or less imperfect. When the writings, which originally were
liberty ought to be banished from the domain of 585. Haggai treats us simply to two chapters of thir:y-eight not perfect, were destroyeu, it is to be feared th<~.t reproducreligion " (Shepherd of the Valley--:Catbolic ).
verses. He wrote after the captivity, and when the rebuilding ing them by such a process, or any other, could not be reThis givs a fair idea of Catholic "freedom of of the temple had commenced. Chadwick says of htm: "His garded as strictly reliable.
thought," and Protestantism is but a diluted form spirit is less moral tMn ecclesiastical. He is one of the least
592. While it may be considered -a well-settled fact that bu
of Catholicism.
inspired of all the prophets, one of the most prosaic." If, a small portion of the books of the Old Testament were written
2. "Are miracles impossible? No one will say
so who opens his eyes to the miracles of creation then, the prophets are to be likened to a measure of tubers, by the persons to whom they are attributed, and that but few
Haggai will have to be set down as a small potato.
of them were written at the early period in which they have
with which we are surrounded."
Here is apparently an intentional misstatement of 586. Zechariah comes with somewhat greater pretensions, been generally supposed to have been produced, another fact
the case. Webster defines a miracle to be "an event but he claims too much, or rather, too much is claimed for him· stands prominently forth, and that is that Moses arid the Moor effect contrary to the established constitution and Of the sixteen chapters accredited to him he is really entitled saic law were greatly or entirely unknown to the Jewish people.
course of things or a deviation from the known laws to but half of them. These he wrote during the rebuilding of No law of Moses was known to Samuel, David, Solomon, or
of nature." But what Judge Black calls "the mir- the temple, which was the burden Of his song. The. other any of the later kings. The last prophet of all-and he a very
acles of creation with which we are surrounded " are eight chapters were by some unknown author, and were ~rit- apocryphal one-seems to have made the slightest mention of
in strict conformity to the known l~ws·.of nat~re .. It ten a century earlier. This is but·another instance of the dis- the Mosaic law.
593. It is very reasonable to conclude that the early history
is only an event which takes place m direct vwlatwn honesty qr carelessness attendant upon the compiling and
of those laws that is entitled to the name of a mira- fixing up God's word for him. It cannot be claimed that of the Jews is involved in great doubt and uncertainty. At'
cle· and such an event, instead of establishing or Zechariah amounts to very·much.
the best, the whole story is extremely mythical and fabulous.
substantiating any religion, is itself the very thing 587. Malachi, with four short chapters, closes the prophets If none of the prophets, none of the ]l:iugs, and none of the
that most needs substantiating. H1,1me said, "It is and completes the Old Testament canon. By the marginal people knew anything of Moses and his law, it is extremely
more probable that human testimony should be false notes in the Bible it is claimed to have been written about 397 probable that all the early part of the Jewish story is involved
than that a miracle should be true;" and Carpenter B. c., but critics insist that.this estimate is at feast half a cen. in the same mythical doubt and uncertainty, including Abraand Tyndall say a break in the uniformity and co.n- tury out of the way. That, however, is a matter not at all rna- ham, Isaac, Jacob, and all the rest of those old wortl)ies, or
tinuity of nature's la~s has never yet been dis- terial to us. We will give or take fifty years· without a mur- unworthies, as the case may be. It is claimed that while the
covered.
.
mur. Chadwick has this to say of this final prophet: "It is Jewish people were held in captivity in Babylon they acquired
.Tudge Black forgets that. the onus. proband~ of
the miracle of original creatwn rests With those who uncertain whether Malachi is a prophet's name, or his title. more learning and general information than they had ever posIt means the angel, or messenger, of Yahweh. There is no sessed before, having previous to that time been a nomadic
assert it.
·
22. "This religion has come do~n to us thro~gh contemporary mention of any such prophet. He has not the and semi-wild race of people. After returning from their capthe ages, attended all the way by righteousness, JUS- old-time inspiration. The Jews considered him the last of the tivity, however, they felt the need of a national history and a
tice, temperance, me~cy, ~ransparen~ t~~thfulness, prophets. Apparently his prophecies were never spoken. He national religion, when the books comprising the Old Testais si;tnificant as the first prophet who makes any mention of ment were produced. Whether this is true or not, I do not
exulting hope, ~nd white-wmged ~harity. .
Judge Black's ·acquaintance With Mosh~Il!l• Hal- the Mosaic law," probably for the very good reason that the believe, and for the reasons given, the books comprising the
lam B~kle and Lecky appears to be as limited as Mosaic law was unknown to the Jews until within a few hun- Old Testament were written by the names accorded to them,
his knowledge of the B~ble: T.his infe:ence is m;a- dred years of our era. Had the Mosaic law been in existence nor at the times when they are claimed to have been written.
voidable if we charitably giv him credit for a Will- fifteen centuries before the Christian era, and. had it been of 594. I do not believe what is called the Jewish cosmogonyingness to tell the truth; but this, i.n. vie~ of his many such consequence as bas since been claimed for it, it is very the account of the creation of the world-was original with the
extraordinary statements, we find It d.Ifficult t? do. singular that none of the prophets, save this very questionable Jewish people. It is well known that the Chaldeans taught a
Tba conclusion is if Judge Black IS really Igno- Malachi, had not a word to say about it. I do not believe that system of cosmogony very similar in its character, and the
rant ~f the present' status ?f th~ "confl~ct between Moses ever wrote a law, I do not believe that David wrote the same was inscribed upon their earthen tablets long prior to the
religion and science," we pity him? and m ~h~t ~ase book of Psalms, that Solomon wrote the Proverbs and Eccles- time when the Jews were. held captive in their city;, and long
he should not attempt to champ~on Christiamty. iastes, or that the prophets we have been considering required before it is known that the Pentateuch was written. Smith
But if he has lifted his .eyes .from his law b~oks long any help from the infinite creator of the universe to enable and Rawlinson, in their excavations at Babylon and Nineveh,
enough to notice what IS gomg on. around hi~, wh~t them to write the very imperfect books ascribed to them.
found large numbers of these ancient tablets, and learned to
shall we say of his honesty? ~n either ca~e his posi588. I ~annot believe that a tithe of the importance at- decipher the cuneiform inscriptions upon them, and among
tion is an unenviable one. His laurels, JUS~ly won
in his own chosen field, hav been sadly tarnished. by tached by Christians to the Jewish prophets really belongs to other curious matter traced the story of the creation of the
his unwise attempt to enter. the arena of ,;heologiCal them, or that they possessed superior power in knowing and world, inscribed on those tablets some four thousand years ago,
polemics and poise a lance m. defense of an absurd revealing the mind and purposes of the most high creator and . and from which legendary source there is little doubt the Jews
superstition, propagated by Impostors, pr0fessed br, governor of the universe. They clearly exhibit the bias of the borrowed their notions, and which were later written out in
h ocrits and believed only by credulous dupes. religious superstitions under which they were reared, and their own language and claimed as an inspiration from their
I!ftead df answering Col. Ingersoll, he has onl.Y show the fact that they were not a class of men superior to own God. Those tablets were taken to London and deposited
succeeded in disappointing those who " put their hundreds, thousands, and millions that have lived in various in the· British Museum, and I have had the pleasure of examintrust in princes," and disgusting those who do not. ages of the world.
ing them. I do not believe that the Jewish story of the crea589. It does not appear that the Jewish prophets were of tion of the worhl was written or heard of until long, long after
Ne sutor ultra orepidam.
HARRY HoovER.

Clearfield, Pa.

-------.~----~

History of the Christian Religion to A.D. 200.
To THE EDITOR OF .THE TRUTH ~E~~R,. Sir:
I hav just finished readmg Judge Waites History
of the Christian Religio~ t_? .A..D. 200," and I ~av no
hesitancy in saying that It IS one o.f the most timely,
scholarly, and remarkab~e productwns. of the. age. A
book of suc'Q rare merit should be m eveiy hou~e
and read by every thinking man and woman. . It. IS
the fullest and most perfect account of the Christian
religion during its very earliest period . that has ever
been placed before the people, and n~p.resses t~e
reader at once with its truth and validity .. It. Is
written in a clear, straightforward manner, depiCtmg
facts and dates exactly as they are; and, as we rea?,
the gospels, miracle~, miracle-W_?I:Irers, apostolic
fathers Christian writers, the tnmty, atonement,
originai sin, et.c.,, with ~ll. the stock in trade belon~
ing to the Christian religwn, assume new an~ startling shapes, while dreams, .myths, an~ fancies are
seen to crumble and fade before the hght held befQre)hem by this ..candid author.

signal importance, even at the time they flourished. If they
even had a presentiment of the evils that we.re to befall their
people, they had not the power to prevent it, for lhe evils
came, and all were swept away together. With such anumber to speak and write for him, it would seem tbat Jehovah,
or Yahweh, should have been better able to make himself
understood, and shoulil have been able to introduC(l such measures among his people as to prevent the dire calamities that
befell and destroyed the people of his choice.
590. It cannot, in any truth, be accorded to the Jewish nation that they were the originators of prophecy, nor that mauy
other nations had not used it before they had an existence.
The uncient Hindoos had their pro;Jhets and holy men ; so
h
d
h
had the ancient Persiaus; and their great prop et an teae er,
Zoroaster, towers far above all the prophets and teachers of
which the Jewish people can boast. The Egyptians, the Chaldeans, and the Canaanites also all bad their pt·ophets; and it
W ould not be extravagant to imagine that they foretold future
events with about as much accuracy as their followers of the
Jewish people. Had their prognostications been handed down
to us as have been the writings of the Jews, it is not at all improbable that we would have found in them quite as much that

those Chaldean tablets were inscribed.
595. I cannot give creaence to the story that Hilkiah the
priest told to King Josiah that he had found a book of the law
of the LorJ in the house of the Lord, and that this was the
law of Moses which had long been lost. It is far more likely
to have been a priestly trick to cover a new invention, and
caused to be received with reverence and eclat a new protluction which the priest wished to palm off as a new revelation
from heaven. It is extremely improbable that a book so important as God's law could have remained in the temple from
the time that Solomon built until the time of King Josiah, and
nobody have ever known anything. a~out it. ~t is far more
probuble tbat it was produced b.Y Htlkmh the. pnest und Shu phon his scribe and that they wished to huve It accepted as the
word of God. The readiness with w~ich King Josiah accep~d
the book claimed to have been so smgularly found C1tn easily
be accounted for upon the ground of his youth and.inexperience; or it might be quite pos~i~le that !te was pnvy to t~e
game being played, and the smttmg of hts knees may.eas,ly
have been simulated to make the game go off well. But however much importance is attached to t~e boo~ which Hilkiah
claimed to find there is no proot that It survived the destruc
tion of Nebuch~dnezzar, and, whatever its original value, it had
to be reproduced.
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ALBANY, N. Y., Sept. 9, 1881.
MR. BENNETT : I hasten to send you word to put
!he down as a regular subscriber as soon as you can.
It it had not been on account of sickness you would
MANSFIELD CENTER, CoNN., Sept. 26, 1881.
not hav had a chance to tell me that my time as a
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find check for $10. I intend
trial-subscriber had expired. You ask if we like the
to keep on the right side of D. M. B., and help him
paper. Of course we do; it is a light in the darkness,
with all my might, as I would rather hav his 1400d
a city on a hill that can't be hid; we cannot do withwill than that of the best Presbyterian God in the
out it. My husband says, "Hurry up, get the letter
universe. The $10 is to help support THE TRUTH SEEKER.
ready.'' I sent the order down. I don't like to miss
Long may it liv and all· those connected with it.
a copy; it should be in every family, and superstition
Ever yours with respect,
J. S. MACFARLAND.
would soon disappear.
return our heartfelt thanks to friend Macfar.
When I am well again I will do something, in the
land. His kindness is of a substantial kind that
direction of getting subscribers, and if you will send
Liberal editors know well how to appreciate. May
a poster I may be able to make use of it. I ha~
his shadow never be less nor his pocket leaner for
been troubled with rheumatism of late, and don't
his generosity.-En. T. S.]
walk further than I am obligt:'d to,
Yesterday was a very solemn day in Albany, fastDEL NoRTE, CoL., Sept. 20, 1881.
ng and prayer in many of the churches. One pastor
MR. EDITOR: Another at the eleventh hour for the
ook the text, "Whatsoever you ask the Father in
Round-the-World fund. Inclosed please find money
my name he -will do," and they
went to praying
order for $10-$5 for the books of travel, $3 for subwith a will. The result is not yet made public, but
scription to the bEst Liberal journal, and $2 worth
the promis stands sure. The paper with the account
of TRUTH SEEKERS for my brother in Europe, comof
the churches contains the news of dozens of peomencing with Mr. Bennett'e first letter. I hope 1\Ir
ple out West who in the last few days were roasted
Bennett won't forget to bring along with him a
alive by the large wood-·fires out there. It seemed
basketful of those wonderful Jericho roses, which
mighty strange that no prayers were offered to stay
only blossom Christmas eve, as the church has it.
the blaze. If any human being had the power to
Please forward one or two of them to me by mail
heal the President and rescue the sufferers out West
so I can experiment on them Christmas.
.
and refused to do so the Americans would not think
p, S.-I should consider this a grand speculatiOn
much of him, but the Christian God, who is all powfor Mr. Bennett if he only made the hundred thouerful, can do as he pleases and is thanked and
sandth part of what the Catholic church has made by
praised for refusing a re·asonable request. They are
thifl deceiving humbug.
Yours truly,
satisfied
to take the will for the deed. I would like
FRANK IHRINGER.
to ask the ever-present help in time of trouble to
do something in that direction. The President has
FALL RIVER, MAss., Sept. 26, 1881.
suffered long enough for the sake of that lunatic
R. EDITOR: I inclose my check of $7.50-$5 to beGuiteau, and help is indeed welcome from one who is
come'a member of the Round-the-World Co., and 50
able to giv it. The morning Express called Guiteau
cents for likenesses each of D. M. Bennett and
a blasphemer because he said God inspired him. I
B. G. Ingersoll (lithograph), and $1.50 if you will be
wonder what its opinion is about Abraham.
kind enough to hand to Mrs. S. B. Chase for the
I hope THE TRUTH SEEKER will prosper and the
Physiologist, and oblige
Yours,
LEMUEL HALL.
books of travel will do a great deal in reducing the
LooKJNGGLAss, OR., Sept. 10, 1881.
number of believers. Every truth seeker ought to
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find post-office order for
send $5. Inclosed please find $3 for the paper, and
CENTRAL, S.C., Sept. 20, 1881.
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I think I will be
25 cents in addition to the $5, for illustrating the
DEAR MACDONALD: The posters you sent me arrived books. Excuse me for writing so tedious, but believe
able to spare the money for your new book by the
time the first edition is out. Will also try a?d g~t in due time, but I am sorry to say I hav only found me to be your well-wisher,
some new subscribers for you when threshmg .Is one place in this self-righteous and Christian town
MRS. N. A. WENINK-ILIOHAN.
over. There are a good many Liberal-minded men ~n where I was suffered to put one up. The pious postthis far-off community, many who are well-to-do Ill master here refused them a place in the post-office.
FREDERICA, Sept. 6, 1881.
the world yet show too much indifference to a cause n,,twithstanding the walls are literally covered with
FRIEND BENNETT: The tab on THE TRUTH SEEKER
they beli~ve to be right. This is not as it s??uld other .newspaper posters, etc.; but then, you know, admonishes me that there is three dollars wanted.
be. But let us only be patient, the ol~ superstitiOns these are all indorsed by Mrs. Grundy.
I therefore inclose postal order for same. I am makThere are two or three soft-shelled, or rather white- ing somo effort to get others to subscribe, and hope
of the past will hav to giv way by little~, and the
washed, Liberals in the place, but they are such to succeed. Hope to increase the list of subscribers
public mind eventually outgrow them entirely.
moral cowards that they will not suffer anything during Mr. Bennett's absence.
Yours respectfully,
F. WARn.
hetrodox to be seen on their walls, !or fear of offendYours fraternally,
N.J. MooRE.
ing- the pious humbugs of Israel.
OPEN LETTER TO MR. STEPHEN YOUNG.
There
is
one
young
merchant
in
the
town
who
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Sept. 5, 1881.
ARLINGToN, MAss., Sept. 7, 1881.
Your letter of the 28th ult. is received, in which allowed me to hang up one of the show-bills in his
MR. EDITOR: Seeing by the tab on my paper th.at
store;
and
there
is
another
one
on
a
nice
board
in
you narrate as positiv evidence of a future existence,
the time has almost expired for a renewal of my
incidents m~st marvelous that transpired at different the street just in front of my humble domicil, and subscription, I inclose the amount .for another year.
times in your intercourse with Spiritualists, and ask I will hav the others somewhere if it creates a rev- I also send fifty cents to pay for one lithograph likeolution in Abraham's bosom worse than the one ness of Mr. Bennett.
•
me to embrace that belief.
.
I am very liberal in my views, always respectmg when Lucifer was forced to emigrate and go into the
My husband and I like the paper very much, and
the honest opinions of others, though they -~ay be brimstone traffic.
think we cannot do without it. We look forward
Well. the deluded bigots may, to some extent, deat variance with my own, yet I must plead gmlty to
most anxiously for its arrival, and we read it with
stroy
Liberal
literature;
they
can
burn
a
few
Freea strong prejudice against Spiritualism, not perhaps
great interest, especially Mr. Bennett's letters. Since
thought journals, but the reign of reason and the
I commenced reading THE TRUTH SEEKER I feel like a
0 much against its ductrins as against the proceed- triumph of truth is only a question of time.
~ngs attending its .demonstration-its cab~nets, c.u~
little child just learning the first rudiments of knowlFraternally
thine,
B.
M.
CASEY.
tains partitions, pnvata- rooms, etc., and Its exhtbiedge. I hope the light of science will grow brighter
rooms. These
C
p
S
and brighter unto the perfect day.
ti·ons' being conducted in dimly-lighted
h
l
ld
ARVERSVILLE, A., ept. 25, 1881.
·
Yours truly,
LucY A. CuRRIER.
apparently necessary associations Ill t emse vs wou.
FRIEND EDITOR: Having been beating about the
hav a tendency to convince me that somewhere Ill bush of Freethought (destined to grow a mighty tree),
PHILADELPHIA, PA., Sept. 6, 1881.
its operations there exists a sham which, through I hav been waiting to. see what I now see in H. L.
FRIEND MACDONALD: Another trial subscriber for
their assistc.nce or presence, was concealed from the Green's communication in your issue of the 24t,h
outside view. T~ ~believer. it m~y all appear co~~ inst.-the fire that burns without consuming the you. Now if every one who feels any interest in our
old friend's absence would just use a little exertion
clusiv proof of spiritual mamfestanons, but to me
bush which meets my entire approbation
he or she might add one or two more names to th~
resembles more the wonder.ful and . unaccountable '
'
I hold for all to hav their say
.
col)lpany of truth seekers, which would cheer the
feats of Prof. Anderson, . Signor Bhtz, and other
And do their work in their own way
heart of our old friend on his return to his nativ
sleight-of-hand performers I~ the art of necromancy,
Without reg-ard to creeds of men,
which I hav frequently witnessed, and mark the
In spoken words or writ with pen.
home, and would show him, though absent from us,
similarity: they, like the Spiritualist, must hav the
Then the fire will not consume
he was not forgotten. Inclosed find shin-plasters for
necessary appliances or the performance cannot go
Freedom's bush for want of ro?m;
',he same.
Yours fraternally,
W. F. PoRTER.
on showing most conclusivly that beneath all these
And fre_e-b?rn ~ouls put of!. thm shoes*
'
t' " for the occasion there exists almost unAnd ha1l With J~Y t~e glorwus news,
RENO, NEv., Sept. 11, 1881.
prepara IOn~
.
.
And sound the JUbilee abroad.
EDITOR oF THE 'TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed you will find
deniable proofs of It~ ~alse. teac_hll1gs.
ld
Science, knowledge, is our god.
If the truths of Spiritualism are such as you wou
*·
. .
money order for one dollar for your valuable paper
. h
t 0 believe them to be why resL.rt to all
Put off the shoes of preJUdice,
for
four months. D. M. Bennett's reply to Mr. Mair's
fam av me .
.
'
h
h' h
That keep the mind in awe,
arguments is perfectly grand.
this preparatiOn Ill order to demonstrate t at w .Ic ,.
And rally to the standard
should be common to the whole h~n:an fa~~ly t
Of universal law.
MRs. MARTHA J. YoUNGLOVE.
Why should your system, like the Chnstm.n religiOn,
Res ectfull
E W AL
demand that a chosen few be set apart or delegated
P
Y,
·
·
LEN.
NEWPORT, ME., Sept. 27, 1881,
S T. J OSEPH, l\;r:~.ICH., A ug. 9, 1881.
DEAR FRIEND: Your editorial, "The Nation's Calamto explain to others that which should
th t
d be fa supreme
right belonging alike to all the chil ren
men a
FRIEND BENNETT: I want to pay you for THE TRUTH ity," is good. All Liberals ought to f.eel thankful
hav friends in that spirit-land? Is not the d~ar de- SEEKER, and for that reason I send you $2. I hav that the President was shot by a Christian. None
parted as tenderly attached to its earthly fnend as got another subscriber. I trust friend Bennett will but a knave or fool would charge his death to Infiit was when clothed in mortal form? And, if so, hav a prosperous and pleasant journey. Respects to delity. It all comes from the infamous teachings of
the doctrin of a vicarious atonement.
why should they not be permitted to communicate Mr. Eugene Macdonald and Mrs. Bennett.
at all times and places with their friends without
JAMES S. BEDELL.
Your friend,
SEWARD MITCHELL.
the assistance or through the medium of strangers?
If you hav a something here which is what you
JAMESPORT, Mo., Sept. 4, 1881.
DANSVILLE, MICH., Sept, 21, 1881.
claim it is, why not publish and lHOClaim it to th.e
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed please find
MR. EDITOR : Inclose please find postal order for
whole world in the broad glare of day, perform It one .dollar, for which please send me your paper. I THE TRUTH SEEKER another year; I see by the tab on
upon the street corners, in the public square, in the am glad to see that our grand hero, Mr. Bennett, my paper that my time expired on the first day of
broad fields, and court investigation, that all may has arrived sound and well on the opposit shore of this month. Mr. Bennt:~tt's letters are more than
learn this wondrous truth and be enabled to hold the Atlantic. Success to the paper during his ab- worth the cost of the paper for one year. So long
communion with those that hav gone before?
sence is my wish. If you will send me several of liv the old '.rRuTH SEEKER, the best paper published
If you are sincere in your endeavor to convert me those vosters I will post them conspicuously.
.in the English language.
a.nd others to the !a.itb. I wiil offer to any person the
W. D, S:a:uLER. ·
Yours for mental liberty,

-·--=============--:::::==

°

opportunity of proving to me the truthfulness of the
theory you advocate upon these conditions: that we
proceed to the top of one of the highe&t mountain
peaks near by, and there, in open daylight, without
any preparation, and in the presence of all that may
be there congregated, perform the usual spiritual
operations successfully, with like results as when
performed in the usual manner and with the usual
preparations, then will I believe that there is something more than jugglery behind these scenes, and
you will hav proved your claim of immortality. You
know that you cannot comply with these conditions,
hence your theory must be false and unworthy the
attention of intelligent and reasoning minds.
You say: "According to our family record, my
parents lost a son before my birth at the age of
about a year. His given name was Gorham (an unusual name). It was very seldom that I ever thought!
of this brother, and at the second or third seance,·
while I was not thinking of him, the curtain was
drawn aside and a face presented which I did no
recognize; and while I was wondering who it could
be, and before I spoke, he said, in a distinct whisper,
'I am your brother Gorham, who died before you
were born.' "
According to your belief, are the spirits immortal?
Do they change, grow, after giving up their mortal
tenement of clay? If they do not gl'OW older, how
do you account for the fact that a child, unable to
talk, should speak to you in go0d plain English,
recognize you, whom it had never seen before, and,
I suppose, presented the face of a grown person?
If the face was no that of a child, it would go to
show most conclusivly that the spfrits grow; and, if
so, they being immortal, there could be no power to
prevent them from growing on forever. If they
grow at all there, they must grow forever. If the
spirits do not grow, and you saw the face of a grown
person instead of a child, does it not strike you as
somewhat peculiar? Take it which ever way you
please, it looks very much like human trickery,
legerdemain, or whatever name you may see fit to
apply, but not in any manner attributable to the
spirits of departed humanity.
D. D. LAKE.
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GRATTAN, MICH., Sept. 24, 1881.
of his daughter. Jehovah is not satisfied with any- element, the embodiment of all immorality." I
MR. EDITOR: The extract you publi!!h from the thing short of blood (even his own son had to bleed could only reply that I did not enjoy the church,
speech of Mr. Dailey at the Hornellsville Convention, and die to appease the wrath of a benign father). So and that I allowed every one to believe as he chose
in your issue of Sept. 17th, is so good and appropri- those are Jehovah's footprints,. and our friend Ben- to. But I find I hav no desire for eternal life beate in every respect that I am constrained to write nett need not hav gone from horne to find them.
yond tb,e grave. I hav no taste fqr a luxurious,
a few words commendatory to you for publishing as Now when the nation was filled with hope that the idle eternity. If there possibly be such a place as
well as to him for uttering it. It contains in a martyred President would survive, Jehovah passed an orthodox heaveri there will be no suffering hucondensed form the best code of morals I ever read, through our fair land on the night of Monday, Sept. manity them to need my aid, and I hav little or no
and I wish ·every person who takes THE TRUTH 19th, and as it is told in Exodus xii, 29, "Smote all desire to be where I am of no use. I can see no
SEEKER would _not only read it again, but preserve it the first-born in the land, from the first-born of Pha- practical benefit in a future existence. I hav comand call the attention of his family, his neighbors, raoh who sat on
throne to the first-born of the mitted to mother earth my fair-eyed and bright-eyed
and particularly his Christian friends, to its excellent captiv in the dungeon" (Jehovah's footprints on the little boy, our first-born, and if nature can take care
precepts and sound morals that should be practiced sands of time). It was surely alf his work, for the of him until I die, I do not eo why she cannot
by all.' It is very necessary that Liberals should book says, in Isaiah xlv, 7, "I form the light and care for him throughout coming ages.
The longing for everlasting life that I once had
show "by their daily walk and conversation " that create darkness; I make peace and create evil; I,
was only that 8elfish desire to be seen· in another
theirs is a better way than either or all that is taught the Lord, do all these things."
and lived by any of the numerous religious sects.
The assassin was ,a Christian, he says, so he was world promenading around through the golde'n
They hav to contend with all the difference of opin- and has always been, and is only following out the streets with a crown on my head, and a self-importion caused by the business of every-day life the same injunction o! 'bloody records. Now the Christians ant, peacock-like strut. But I would rather hav the
as Liberals, and in addition they hav their conten- must turn round and hang him to vindicate what? name in this world of being a who! e-souled man
tions caused by sectarian dogmas, which are more the meekness of the lamb, who says, "Vengeance is than to hav eternal life in a thousand hereafters.
bitter, more strenuously maintained and lasting, than mine; I will repay? Who will say it was anything I say I would rather hav a home in this world with
all things pertaining to the every-day business of but religious fanaticism that caused him to do the kind words for our creed and smiling faces for our
Yours truly,
L. N, BENNETT. · pictures, than to be monarch of all heaven. I do
life. In this respect Liberals hav the advantage, arid bloody ·work?
not love the name Spiritualism, it sounds so much
they should be careful to maintain and exercise it.
CHICAGo, ILL., Sept. 22, 1881.
The precepts of Mr. Dailey will do much good if wo
like Ghostism. It would seem about as one-sided as
are only careful to remember and apply them every MR. EDITOR: Mr. Bennett's letters are very enter- revealed religion. It is no kin to Materialism, as
taining, and you· make the paper real good. I am the latter is honest enough to reveal itself in dayday.
·
Another important point to which Liberals should always wishing for your uccess and that the grand light to all men alike, while Spiritualism, like regiv their best thoughts and continuous work Is the qualities that make the pure, good, useful man may vealed religion, has drawn the curtain around itself,
"Social Aspect of Liberalism," alluded to by Mr. adorn your Jife _and rest right royally upon you. and reveals itself only to a few. Why is this selfishCourtlandt Palmer at Hornellsville. In that lies one Accept my kind regards, and giv my love to Mrs. ness? Are there not millions of honest people who
are groping for the best that is in store for the
great source er strength that is effectually used by Bennett. Yours truly, MRs. H. L. BucHNER, M.D.
mind? Then why does not Spiritualism come to the
the church in its control of the masses. A large
front and show the light to all alike? If I now hav
portion of those who giv their countenance and pecunCINCINNATI, Sept. 27, 1881.
iary aid to church organizations think or care very MR. McDoNALD: I suppose out of common ·Court- a spirit I would rather hav none after death, for I
little about religion aside from its social enjoyments. esy you will not refuse to publish this letter, which hav never yet heard of auy practical benefit derived
Men, women, and children attend church because it is a mild but firm defense of my honest principles. from the spirit of a dead man; the world b·as often
is popular to do so. They display their fine clothes, From time immemorial the unbeliever in creeds, needed some of these wandering ghosts to protect
hav a social chat, a kind of holiday time, which is dogmas, and other phases of supernaturalism hath innocent martyrs, if for nothing else. I should
pleasant and profitable. Liberals must giv more been abused, deceived, and treated in a manner rather my spirit would exist in the memory of
time, talent, and money in this direction if they utterly disgraceful to the boasted refinement of our pleasantries of the fireside in the minds of my
would succeed.. We need organizations to promulgate "high civilization." No words seem coarse enough friends than to be taunting my widow to veil her
our opinions and make them popular.
to be hurled at the unbeliever. The gentle idolater face and wear her life away trying to commune with
Liberals fail in obtaining the respect and confidence and the modern angel on earth would grind the im- it. I hav no use for a spirit except in this world,
of the people at large because of their neglect to pious Infidel to dust, or make a ruast of him, if and the one that shows itself in my good works.
W. P. KIRKPATRICK.
organize any proper system of conducting funeral they dared. But this fearless Infidel, of the antiexercises. This is a matter that sooner or later comes supernatural stripe, will only laugh to scorn the
home to all of us; and on account of the neglect to· ebullitions of pious malice. It is as harmless as a
God or No God~
provide beforehand for these occasions must p~ople gentle patter of rain-drops on a well-roofed castle.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
at such times go to the church and comply with its But abuse is not argument. My,argument is founded It is a common thing to hear it said that we must be
forms and ceremonies, even though in their belief on the laws of nature, which couvince me that in a clever thinking people, judging by the vast num.
they do not in the least coincide with any religious order to hav a spirit, mind, or soul (all the same ber of newspapers in circulation among us. But
sect. In doing thus they giv their support and tacit thing) there must be a. living, normal, organized
a.sse:nt to that .which in every day life they often brain, and as that brain is matter and has a begin- when one examins and finds what a vast number of
ridicule as inconsistent and not in accordance with ning it will also hav an end,-and such spirit could miserable, trashy publications hav extensiv circulareason and common sense. By doing thus they act no more exist after death than it could prior to life. tion he will conclude 'twere better those who read
the part of hypocrits, and the cause of Liberalism The miDd or spirit of man is not an entity, distinct them were unable to name a letter. There is such a
fails to command the respect it deserves.
from matter; it is simply the effect, not the cause. thing as miseducation, as learned error; and ignoC. CLOSE.
T lJOse who believe in life before gestation or rance, which is merely the negativ of wisdom, is
Yours truly,
.
after extinction are welcome to their opinions, but preferable.
Nine-tenths of the church-members are _taught
MouNT VERNON, WAsH. TER., Sept. 10, 1881.
while I retain my senses I shall never share them.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 in payment I hav nothing against individuals; it is systems I op- that Infidels and skeptics hav no belief in a supreme
for one year's subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I pose, not from bigotry or conceit, but from reason, being or a future state. Now I find in our Infidel
am in sympathy with the cause of Freethought, and which ever guides me, and never fails me. I can publications the most powerful arguments to prove
believe that you are doing more for the good o! man- generously excuse W~ S. Logan, Esq., for his epi- both, and it would be well for our Christian friends
kind than all the priests in Christendom. Much thets. They are choice, and clearly denote the su- to read our publications. For my part my great
credit is due you for the good you hav done, and I perior mind of my critic. But I quarrel not with difficulty in trying to reason myself into Atheism is
trust will continue to do, in banishing from the minds any man or woman. I respect every sincere person, this, that if there be no God we must confess that
of the people the idea of a cruel and vindictiv God but I despise all hypocrits. I hav nothing more to man's intellect is the highest of all existences in
who takes the greatest pleasure in witnessing the say now or any other time, except that when I ex- creation. I see nothing to cause me to believe that
cries and lamentations of the damned, and that un- pire I never expect to become a spook. I am, dear God has ever specially interfered with anything
less we believe in Christ and the apostles a lake of sir,
Yours, in the best of humor,
T. WINTER.
since the great fiat, "Let there be," was conceived,
everlasting fire and brimstone most surely awaits us.
or has ever heard a single prayer or swerved one hair's
These are_doctrins that it might do to teach in times
SPRINGFIELD, ILL., Sept. 22, 1881.
breadth from the great original design. Man seems
past, but not in this age of enlightenment and civiliMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar to renew my no more to him than the gnat or animalcule. The
zation.
Respectfully yours,
H. CLOTHIER. subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. Would like back same vicissitudes of time or weather that destroy
numbers containing first three chapters of "AlaWHEELING, W.VA., Sept. 24, 1881.
montada." I had been in the habit of circulating countless races of invisible beings cause whole races
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for trial sub- my numbers, and by mistake allowed it to go out and generations of humanity to perish. But that
scription to the blessed old TRUTH SEEKER, whose before perceiving the merits of that production, and creation originated independently of some supreme
editor is now on a tour of investigation, whilst you, now feel that I must hav it entire. We enjoy Mr. thought, I can no more believe than I can that the
Mr. Macdonald, are keeping things level at home. Bennett's letters, and feel that we could not afford obscure ruins of the oldest races of mP.n that ever
You are superintending magnificently, and no Liberal to miss one of them. And, altogether, the dear olcl left a vestige of their work came by natural developshould for a moment relax his or her energy in the jomnal seems like a choice friend calling in upon ment with no thinker to precede them.
Those who deny the existence of God assert that
noble work of mental freedom. The two subscribers us once a week, which I cannot do without, although
man's intellect is the highest of all existing things.
are for three months. Hoping that the paper may at present I must remit so' sparingly.
The creation is a most amazing, confounding puzzle
come to hand promptly, I subscribe myself
Fraternally yours,
MRs. L. M. PLANCK.
if there be no intellect higher than man's to compreYours truly,
J. 0. BRosiUs.
[We cannot send back numbers containing "Ala- hend, appreciate, or control affairs. We see man's
montada," but it will be put in book form when
GRoToN, DAK. TER., Sept. 20, 1881.
completed, and we shall then take pleasure in sup- work and readily ascribe it to man. We see a small
part of the universe; we stand speechless before its
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $10-$5 for the trip plying our friends.-ED. T. S.]
majesty 4 and acknowledge its inexpressible wisdom,
around the world and $5 to pay up what I owe on
and we ascribe it to-nothing? A mere principle of
the paper. Hoping tnat all who read this will folFAIRFIELD, PA., Sept. 21, 1881.
low suit, I remain, Yours truly,
JAs. H. GILES,
MR. EDITOR: Garfield's belief in Christianity, I am grc;>wth or development I
If man had designed and set into operation any
inclined to think, was the belief of a statesmanpart
of it, even the most insignificant, we would all
only a belief in its utility, not in its supernatural
BINGHAMTON, N. Y., Sept. 25, 1881.
EDITOR TRtJTH SEEKER: Find inclosed $3 to apply on origin. Faith in prayer has certainly received a ter- exclaim, "What a mighty work of intellect is
my subscription. I thinlr THE TRUTH SEEKER the rible blow. I advised my pious friends not to risk its here I" "What a wonderful thinker is man!" One
grandest paper in the world, and look forward every reputation on the issue of the President's illnet>s; sweeping glance shows us a small part of this our
weelr to its coming with anxiety. In these sturing but they would Llo it, and now where are they? The earth and millions of bright points, each one of
times, and while Mr. Bennett is away looking fol' the pious can't be too cautious in the public application which we knew to be a world, and we say, "This
was done without thought, for there is no thinker
footprints of Jehovah, while the nation is wrung of such tests.
A. 0. ScoTT.
above man; there is no God."
CLaRKE IRVINE.
with the groans and filled with the blood of martyrs, it behooves us weaker ones to strike. And who
ARaowsMITH, ILL., Sept. 21, 1881.
FRIEND JAMIESON is engaged in Indiana, lecturing.
will defend Guiteau on the grounds of religious fanatiEDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: It has been but a
cism, as he exclaimed "God told" him to shoot? short time since I gathered honest courage enough He spoke at Kouts on the 2d inst., and will speak
And Freeman was told to strike the deadly knife to to speak my real S9ntiments. I now breathe the pure there again on the 9th; will also lecture at Noblesthe life-spring of his innocent little child; also Abra- air of liberty. A Methodist brother of long standing ville on the 13th, 14th, 15th, and 16th. Liberala deham was told by God to slay hli:1 own son, so Jeph- said to
e recently: "Kirk, I thought you were a siring his services ~:~hould address him at Albion,
thah's God ordered or approved of the sacrificing man oft o good sense to turn In with this Ingersoll Mich., two or three weeks in advance.
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Wearing Away.

This mighty confiict which we call existence
Doth wear upon the bodY and the soul;
Our vital forces wasted in resistance,
So much there is to conquer and control.
The rock that meets the billows with defiance,
Unshaken and undaunted day by day.
In spite of its unyielding self-reliance,
Is by the warfare surely worn away.
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If I Were God.
Never should cloud the clear splendor of noon,
If I were God;
Never should blight the bright blossoms of June,
If I were God;
The luminous lilies for ever should shine,
The red roses fiame on the lush, trailing vine.
The golden grapes drip with the delicate wine,
lf I were God l
The song bird should lilt in an evergreen bower,
If I were God;
And twitter and trill through an evening less hour,
If I were God;
And never a leaf in the green forest gay
Be borne from its bough, for no dark, wintry day,
Nor blank, thnndrous storms should rise wild in
our way,
If I were God l
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Never be pestilence, famin, or chain,
4t39
The
~leaning of History. By Frederick HarThose
marked • wlllsbortly appear. Order through THE
Never be poverty, farewell, or pain,
rison. and his Essays aud Reviews.
TRUTH. SE::J.KER, 14l.Eiglltll street., N.Y. clty·
If I were God I
Essays, etc,_,_ of Richard CQngreve, and
CENTENARY OF VOLTA.IRE.
the English rosilivists.
Never a mortal should come unto harm,
M..
The Politique Positiv, and the \Vorks of"
If I were God;
the J<'rencb Positivists.
{)Oii.S~ & RICH'S PlJBU.CA'l'IONS.
Never a gallows should lift its red arm,
The Keys ot' the Creed, etc., etc.
If I were God;.
•"berns .from the Inner Life. By Lizzie DoLyell's Geology, and Antiquity ot' .lllan.
t.. .., Price, $1.50.
Sin should slink far out of sound and of sight,
Lockyer's
Astronomy.
t r~eJUs o! Progress. By Lizzie Daten. l'rlce.
The wrong that is rapturous always be right,
Gnilleman's Astronomy.
Nor fagot and sword be the symbols of might,
oeJUs. By tile well-known medium, Aches W.
Other Worlds, and Our Place
If I were God!
(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with inProctor's
.
the Infinities, and various works and e ""'!!Ue. Price,,!.
unpublished
letters
of
Voltaire
and
Mme.
Lectures.
The dreams be fulfilled of the poets and sages,
'C'oot' Palpable ot' ImJUortality. By Epes
Du Chatelet.
S.. toent. Cloth, $1; paper, 75 cent•.
If I were God;
e~!'-:d~:,>;,.~:_s.H~::!b~~~Ier Wm·ks o.f AI·
• I'll ems ot' the Life Beyond and Within.
And all the grand yearnings of inftnit ages,
BY BE~.J.UIIN GASTINEAU,
Tb~ Works of Augu~te (Jomte.
If I were God;
~1.. ~e::~~~d'fe~~Y ~gft~:in:n~e~~~~f;,f&~n~,~~!1.\3~·Jfe0~
Translated with the auth~r's approval by Mess~s. F. VoThe \Vorks ot' John Stuart ~lill.
t . J- Price, $2.
The march of humanity, strong and sublime,
gel! and Edmond Dubourg.
The \Vorks ot' Uerbert Spencer.
Should ring with the footfalls of angels in rhyme,
<'iaJJ.ms ot L:Ue. By Johns. Adams. Price, 11\U~S.
The 'Vorks of Goethe, aa,d Particularly
And reason be regnant in every clime,
' lliltosopby oi Creation. By Thomas Paine
PRICE, PAPER, $0.75; CLOTH, $1.00.
His
Li.fe,
Corres}>Ondence,
and
Snaaller
t:.,.nugh
the h•nd o! George S. Wood. Cloth, 60 cents;
If l were God I
Poenas.
r·-:-...
t;:r.s5 cents.
Address
D.
M.
Bennett,
1418th8\.,
New
York.
-Will Hubba1'd-Kernan.
An<l the 'Vorks in the International S('i•
'iianc,..ette; or, The Despair of Science. By Epes
entific Series.
J:i·· ~ent. Price, $!.25.
These books can be furnished from this olllce. The
l!ltartlliin~ Facts in Modern Spiritualislll,
prices will be fonn<lln our catalog.
I N.B. Wo!Ie,l\!.D. Prlce,$2.
loiar anJ.I5lp~l'Itnal Light, and other lectures.
Stay, stay at home, my heart, and rest;
Lectures
by
George
Chainey,
[>, CoraL. V. Tappan. Papcr,!5 cents.
Home-keeping hearts are happiest;
For those that wander, they know not where,
VOL. I. CONTAINS
~~:l~{~i{!c~~~~<IJ~gp~~~~~81g~~ts~ud Poems.
Are full of trouble and full of care;
piritna.Gism as a ScLence anti SI>iritnal•
Lessons
from
the
Life
and
Work
of
Karl
Heinzen·
Minot
To stay at home is best.
1 Ul as a Religion. By Cora L. V. Tappan. Paper,
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the God
r -..ents.
.
Idea; Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G.
Weary and home-sick and distressed,
Ingersoll; Assa.ssl:~atlon of the Czar; Lights and ·Shades
•pu..tua,. J<ic.aoes. A new collection of words and
They wander east, they wander west,
of Liberalism; Tbe Spirit of the Press; Hellcs of Barbar~ ,.;ic for the congregation and social circle. By S. W.
Ism; The S~IIinx; The Choir Invisible; Lessons for To1· ·~ker. Paper, 25 ~ents.
And are baffled and beaten and blown about
1
By the winds of the wilderness of donbt;
Jpirutnad.sJU as a .New Rasts ot' Belief,
IS THE MARVEL OF THE WORLD.
?~Js fE~~ede~ ~e;v~~~mf~JJ~~inD:~"*';::;i~n~~~!f1f~
JohnS. ~·armer. Price, $1.50. .
.Moo'allty? What Is Ro!l5iun 1 The Church of the Future.
To stay at home is best.
Price $1.
buld IJy D. 11! BENNETT,
ocr.ell!t:iiilie .Hasiis ot· !Spiritualism. By Epes
14!
Eighth
st.,
N.
Y.
Then stay at home, my heart, and .rest;
'f .gent. Prlce,~1.50.
The bird is safest in its nest;
lpurit an<l l9llatter. A drama in slx acts. lly G.
J mlant, P.M.L. Price, 50 cents.
O'er all that fiutter their wings and fiy
A hawk is hovering in the sky;
l'be ll.ife. Price, 50 cents.
COMPUTATION by MECHANISM,
To stay at home is best.
\ile Spiriit \tllor..ld, Its LooaJ!ty and Conditions.
A<l<litiou 1 Subtraction, Mul•
h~ the spirit of Judge Jonn Worth Edmonds, Price, 20
-Longfellow.
tiplicatwn, nnd Division.
cc_'t8.
·.
Sample Machine. postage freb,
<be Reiligilon ok S.p~rii.tualism. By Eugene
l. 1well, M.D. "'l'rlce, 15 cents.
~~~iect?it~~~t~~i,rW~te~g~~~
· ·t'anscenO:entaL Physics. ·l'mnslated from tho
Conn. Address the Patentee,
( nnan, with a preface and appendices, by Charles Carle.
TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS
WM.HART, Kirksville, Mo.
tt..- M.asaey, of London, barrtstcr-at-lu.w. Price, $1.50.
6m25
'I' be <lillll4.ttn•enne; or, Spirits In Prison. By J. 0, Bal"
r· ...,1; and ". 11!. Peebles. .Price, $1.25.
4lC
e c.t:ase; Ita l1~actt; and Lesaona. A Record
SEND TO
· a:-:1 ~ Warn:.Ug. By" M.A. (Oxon)." Price, 20 cents.
A WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL
••c Symbol SerieH of three lectures. By Cora
l V, Tappan. Price, 10 cents.
With sixteen Iar10e pages, will be sent
lsions o,. tltlle .Jleyond by a Seer of To-Day; or
t'or THREE ltiON'I'JIS, postage paid,
F6R TUEM,
s nbollc Toachlngo from the Higher Life. E llted by
!1tU"man
Snow. Price, $1.25.
8
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
Jo1&~s ~~~n i5 ~~~~~ Ps"fu';{yl~ ~~~t~~~~~~h·l: ~~~t::
, 1tal ~Iaguetic Cure. By a magnetic physician.
~La
·
Full letters .from the Etlitor, now on a ~~~~~n;~~ef~gJ~• .AJd~~~. Physiolo~Vosi'knJ'h~~amps
Vhy I a10 a ~purituaUst, and Why I am not au
40tf
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va. ·
tour around the world, appear weekly.
Snmaner beat begets undue languor, loss of appe- 0 ·•!Jodox. By J. B. :Angell. Price,!O cents.
These alone are worth the price asked.
'ledlumsbip; It• Laws and Conditions. By J. H•
tite, biliousneas,fevcrishncaa, headache, and -other aymp.
,
toms which may speedily develop Into chronic diseases. f' well. Price, 25 cents.
Address
D,J'II, BENNETT,
~"tt.y, " Spirit_;_ His Portrait and his Life. lly
Check them at the outset with that supremely elllcaclous
,Auen
Putnam.
Paper,
ov
cents;
cloth, 75 cents.
141 Ei~:"htb st., New York.
saline,
AND THE
Ught·Sille oi" l-Oature_; or, Ghosts and Ghosts.
Tarrant's Seltzer Aperient.
Seglo. By Catherine Crowe. rrice, $1.50.
IMMORTA\.HY OF ITS ELEMENTS,
~n Mlracl!es and lllodern Spiritualism.
SOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
40
THE TRAFFIC OF PARADISE.
}:lu Alfl'ed H. Wallace, F. R. G. S., F. z. S. Price, f1.75.
:
..sycho • Physiological Sciences
and
PRECEDED BY AN EXAMINATION OF THE THEFREE BOOK FOR THE SI«JK.
BOOKS BY !tl. B lBCOCK,
their Assailants. Being a response by Alfred R.
ORY OF DARWIN ON THE ORIGIN OF SPECIES.
Why Don't GQd Ktll the Devil? 25cents.
Wallace, Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Darius Lyman, and Epes
Snper.. tition; the ReligJon or Believe or Sargent, to the Attacks of Prof, W. B. Carpenter, of Eng.
By A. Snider de Pellegrini,
be· Darn ned. 25 cents.
and, u.nd others. Price, 50 centa.
'I' he Ghosl ot' St. Johns. 25 cents.
A utbor of the u Les Mysteres de 1a Creation dcvoilea,"
Man aaul H»s Relations. By Prof. S. B. Brittan.
The above books are having a big run. They are full of
.. L'homme et sa raison d'etre," .. Nouvelle tbeorle sur 1a fire,
~e, $1,50; large quarto edition, $8.50.
lffe,and
solfd
facts;
and
are
backed
by
hosts
or
testl.
formation des cometes," and other scientlftc and historic monlals from the most eminent Freethinkers.
PeoPle
.froiD t.be Other World. Containing
fig~ks Wrlg: ~r;~;~. and Italian languages. Second edl·
fullannlllustratlv descriptions of the wonderful seances
2
'
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
Address D. l'll. Bennett, 141 Eighth at., N.Y.
141 Eighth Street. 1 held by Col. Olcott wlth the EddJ''s, Holmeses, and l4rlo
('• •ooAPton. Price, 12.50.

.U001nrsoLD BYD.

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE:

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.

Home.

"The

Pulpit."

THG "WILSONI!"

, ':fr..

MAGNETIC
CLOTHING

THE TRUrH SEEKER,

ELMINA

THE MORTALITY OF THE SOUL

I

BENNETT.

,...I'HE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER 8.
CONCERNING

PLAIN HOME TALK,

Religion and the Out~ of Man.

EMBRACING

CONSTRUOTIV RATIONALIST AND NATURALIST.

.BOOKS SOLD .BY]). M. BENNETT. BOOKS SOL]) BY D. M. BENNETT •
'i-.-

COLBY &

,Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M, D.

BY J ii.JUES INJIIAN,

Tbls book Is a plain talk about the human system, the

This work giVs new and startling revelations In religious habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
disease, our sexual relatiOns lilld social natures. It is medrJ§\~c~~fcg~rc':.~s~ §~l3':."{tg 1 ~JJI.~';,',Ies. Copyrighted Ical common sense applied to ca~ses, prev:.ention, and cure
history, disclosing the or1ental orlgln of some doctrlns and
precepts of the Eo~ Bible, and rurnlshes a key for the

of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,

MACHINERY.

etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
'1.50. Sold by
D. JU. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

Sand, Foot and Power Presses. Die Worlc of an kinde.
Ptwfoffl.ting Dies a Specialty.

RICH'S PUBLICA'l'IONS.

ual, and Natural Religion. An exposttton of the true cause
and only cure of the three primary social evils-poverty.
~rostitutlon,and celibacy. By a Doctor of Medicin. Near.

Whateve•• Is, is Right. Price, $l.W.
Christ and the People. Price, $1.25.
A B C ot· Life. Price, 25 cents.
SouiAffinity. Pricc,20cents.

sold In America. !&eatly bound In cloth, nearly 700 pages,
$1.50.
Voltair.e'o; Philosophical Dictionary. Re.\l;rlnted verbatim from the six-volume edition sold lor $12.

the Doctrin, "Whatever Is, is Right." rrice, $1.00.

la~br;~nt~o)~~~0~n°k~~~s ~:~~;~~~le it~~i:td~g~~~o~!

~
lVorks by Mrs. lllaria JU. King.
Principles of Nature, as Discovered In the

Development and Structure of the Universe. In three

cents.

rich, and they are written in the author's satirical, humorous, and inimitable style. S16 pages, double columns,

".Antichrist:"

bolisill. Price, ~5 cents.

.g~ifd~~~u~,tg~";i:~t~~n~~t~:n e~"fne~L!'h6~"oihf~;t afs~J:d~
The book Is nnanswemble lu fts facts and logic, Inimitable

Works by Prof. Willia·
Deuton •
Geology: The Past and Futur~ of our Plane~
Price, $1.50.
Soul ot· Things; or, Psychometric Researches

Price ,2.00

For sale at nls o11!ce

CORRE~PONDEN{)E

in its style, and filled With wit, satire, eloquence, and

pathos.

"The Gods and Otller ·Lectures.'}
CoNTENTS.- .. The Gods." u Humboldt," .. _Thomas
Paine,"'' Individua.lity, 11 ''Heretics and Heresies." Price

By a man aged 49. I hav two boys, ages 13 ann 17 (good cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents .
. boys). I seek a party tbut llas I or the means to purcluise)
a farm. I do not seek. fortune. but I do seek the means

of a comfortable home. Willing to do my part. Tobacco

or rum I do not use. Wife dead seven years. We spent

eighteen happy years. .\ddress
lt4l
B. F. B., 340 Johnson ave., Jersey City, N.J.

The

World's Sixteen {)rncitled
Saviors;
OR, CHRISTIANlTY BEFORE CHRIST.

CoNTENT~.---

The Ghosts",''

Liberty of Man, Woman,

u

·fore
fDfn~~~J~·:: ;p~:~~r:;i~~n~l~~~~f.·~~~~~~e,;~tF~f~~~\~
Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, ,1.25; paper, 50
cents.

Both volumes bennd In one, price, paper, $1.00.

"What Mnst We Do to be Saved 1"
8
t~~A~~e~lh0~~~-~s af~otr~~igg.n~:V~~d~~3 ~i.r:citeera ~~

By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
Bibles" (comprising a dcscrlgtlon of twenty-seven bibles) the author. Price, 25 cents.

~~ft:t~~~:Rt~:O~ ~~h\~~gd~s~lo;:tlli~r~~~:~b:ie6~~f!og: ~~

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
Testament, and furnish lug a key for unlocking many of Its
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the history of six·
Cabinet size, price $2.50. Neatly packed 'and boxed
teen oriental cruc!Jied gods.
ready for shipment. Every admirer of this great Apostle
Price,~. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.
of Liberty should hav at least one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Sarony, the celeb"t~~dm"~~}c~~:New York, at the fol·
the doctrlns, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New

Modern Thinkers,

WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,

~h6(o~~~ g:r~~:estze • • • • • • • • • ~ ce!!ts
Llfe.slze Lithograph, 21XZ7
Postage paid.

50

D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New Yorl<

With an Introduction by R. G. IngersoU.

to $20

PER DAY at home. Samples worth J5
free. Stinson & Co., Portland, Me

ORIGIN OF LIF.E;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through or.

ganic processes; or, how the spirit body grows.

Two papers given In the Interest of Spiritual science
by the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, of
England. Price 10 cents Sold at this o11lce.

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered 'necessary because the
Eaper attacklnf, Mr. Pringle refnsetl to publish Ills reply
8

a~~~st ~~sl~r~t~~i~~u~:, a.~goftlt~~Vo~r~~~~:~fusa~~ihm;h!

attack and reply. It Is valuable. ns II presents the strong.
eat Christian evidence for the existence of God with the

cofrf~~t~0a~gn~:.er;~~~l~lt'J:\i~i:f~~~lon.

SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
DIAL UNIVERSE;

Has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application

Radical Rhymes. Price, $1.25.
Christianity no Finality·; or, Spiritualism Su·

pcrior to Christianity. Price, 10 cents.

C<::mmon Sense Thoughts on the Bible.

Price, 10 cents.

. Radical Discourses on Religions SubPrlce,$1.25.
Man's True Saviot•. Price, 10 cents.
Tne Dclu~e in the Light of ~Iodern
Science. Pr1ce, 10 cents.
Sea·mon Crona Shakspere's Text. Price, 10

-~ects.

cents.

The Pocasset Tragedy,. Price, 10 cents.
What; is ltight;? Price, 10 cents.
'Vho arc Christians? Prlce,lO cents.
The Irreeoncilablc Recot•ds; or, Genesis an<l

Geology.

11

~h6o~~~~:~Jl~~~flhei'b~\i,"e~.;'; g~a1o~c~rae.:'fth~'*~~~;
~~;fl~id~r}1~;;;~~~s&~;ld JpcJi~a~~~f1~~~r:;e~o;t~e<::l~
Cloth, $1.50.

Works of ~1. B. Craven.
T.l"inmph oC Criticism; A Critical and Pamdox
Work on the Bible and our Theological Idea of Deity.

Price, 25 cents.

Biblical Chronology. Price, 10 cents.
Christianity Befo•·e the Time oC Christ.
·

The Unwelcoine Chiltl; or. The Crime of an

Undesigned and Undesired Maternity.
cents; paper, S5 cents.

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly educAted and. legAlly qualified phystclan, and the
.:noat;suceess:ul, as his pr!l.ctice will prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Sperntatorrhea an<l Impotency,

as the result of eelf·ntmse In yout!J, se:.:ual excesses in maturer
vears, or other cnuses, and producing some or the following eft"ects:
"N l'rvousncss, Semi on I Emi.ssinne (night emiflslons bydreams).Dim-

~~8:e,0l;;fa~~~ foc~~~;~~Y !~eF~~dle~~{;~~~si~~~nlid;!~~:S of
Soxunl Power, &c., rendering mar:-iago improper or unhappy, are
thoroughly and permanently cured by no
0

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

which te the L'octor'e lat·st nnd greatest medical discovery and.
which he has so fur preacribed for this baneful co~laint in e.h its

nblo to takeenrool l.hamsclvcs.
8YPJIILJS ~ositively cured and entirely eradicated from
tho t>~·stcu:; GONOHHIIEA, GI.EE~I', Stricture, Orchitis,
Herma (or Rupture), Piles, and other privata diseuses quickly
cured.

1\Iiddle·Aged and Old 1\Ien.

:r

6

1

v·:i~~~~nf~~:~f :;a~bu n~Fo~ ~~l ;\3J:~u:;~!f~h~c:O~l>~~~~b~
0

:-oUght smnrting or bmninq- sensation, nod a weakening of tha
eystem
manner tho pn.t.ientcnnnot account for. ·On examining
the urinnry deposih n ropy or cotton·like sediment, or sometitnL'S
amnU particles of albumen, will nppenr, or tho color will b~ or n
thin or tr.ilkish buo. Rf:l"!lln changmg ton. dark nnd torpidapJYnr~
which p!ninly ehows tbnt t!Jo eemcn passcsoffwiHi tbe urii:e.

ina

nnce,

~~e~~ aDr. F~lfo~ns~u E~·~~n~~o R~~~{l/;r.~u~:~:;~~~~~n: p~~r~~i
turo In nll sne.h

Cl\9es,nntl

n healthy restoration ot tho organs.
@"'Consulb.t.lons by lt'ttL'r froo nod Invited. Char,..eo rc:lSOn!lble
and C(;rrcspondeneostrictJy contidential.
.,

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

tr~~~~o::~~:OaS:O~b~r: !rseS~~~!~I tW~!r:t'~~-~~~~it~:~~
1

borriblootfect9, nod cure, JOt lowed bv strongtestimoninla..
beaded by an ntudu.vlt ns to their fr:nuineness. Should beren.d
0

1

1

~lR: ·~eRff£i~i~(~{V~: vl~~~lt~~ S,e§'e~'J;~se~~d7!

IWe and etato in what pp.pcr you saw tbil!.

[Fro111 the House and Home, N. Y.]

Sbi:teen Saviors or None.
BY KERSEY(GRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or

One.'' Two hundred and twenty.four errors are pointed

out aud thoroughly exposed.

•

ofT!i~.~~~~v~nstfie~f~~~~~~:l~~l~~f 6~~~~;~ P~ \~f1~riho&;

examine all of Mr. Perry's witnesses and authoritjes, one

for Fnlllng Sight, Impaired Hearing, OJ>h• rrm~i~g:fu~t aMr~·~;~~mh~~:~1ll.t ¥t~~l ~f~e:~:sn?n si~~T;
tbalmia, ant! all lnllammatlons and affections of Eyes cross-examination not only ccmtradt'ct each other n.ud

and Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the ;~=~~~l~~:rftfecgnt:''!~tc~h~f~i:~ss~o\'int~t~o~~~.r t~tY~
eyes lind an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts bav been {~~t~r~eml\~r!~~\l~.r~~:-~~1~gJ~<;,~:· w~;asl'g:sd~~~~~z
but thut some Of: hJs witnesses seem to turn 11 state's evl·
removed by lt. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is de. dence" against_ him and testify for Mr. Graves. Ant! In
ferred. Price, SO cents.
:g~~io~,;~h~~~ir~:· ~r t~e'"a~~~~~·~;~~~o~~r' ~ai'i'f.t~~r~1
testimony against Mr. Perry_ that Is absolutely overwhelm.
G. A. LOMAs•.
Made and sold only by
Ina. Price, 75 cents, parru>lllet; $1, bound.
·
Sltf
-Shakers P. 0., N."Y.:r.
·
For ll&le by
D. M. BENNETT.

Price, cloth, 6U

By Evan Powellllfered!tll,F.A.S.L. This work has attracted great attention In England. 636 pages Svo, In cloth,
$2.50.
Immortality ofthe Soul. By Robert Cooper,
Price, 50 cents.

and Reforanatory Uooks by
Various Authors •
An Hour 'vith t.he Ang·els; or, A Dream of the
By A. Brigham. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper,

Child's Guide to Spiritualistn. By Lucy 11!,
Cha}>ters _frotn the Bible ot"tltc Ages. E<l·
itc<l aud·compiled by G. B. Stebbins. Price, $UO.
Clock Stru~k One, and Chrlotiuu Spiritualist.
By the Rev. Samuel Watson

Price, $1.W.
Clock Struck Three. Being a review of "Clock
Struck One." By Rev. Samuel Watson. Price, $1.50.

Debatable Laaul Between tltis 'tVorltl and
the Next. By Robert Dale Oweu. Price, $2.00.
])in.kkaisnt; ol', Clairvoyant Travels in Hades. By
A. Ga.rdner, of Loudon, England. Price, 10 cents.
0

By George Jacob Eolyoake,

cents.

25

Half-Hours With Fr'eetbinkers. First and

second series. Containing the lives of 48 Freethinkers,

By Charles Bradlaugh and John Watts. In cloth, $1.00,

of~~:e~:o~:;~:h0a~~ient~zilJI~~N:!;.k~~ ~~!~s~ door
An Hoot• with Harriet Ma••tinean, with
extracts from her Autobiography. By Mrs. Harriet Law.

10 cents.

Cosmogony : The Principles of Terrestrial Physics.
By Evan Hopkins, CE., F.G.S. 25 cents.

c!~~r a~j~~:ei>'h l!!:~~~~:it~-r: n~f~;~~na ffe~~6n~~

God and a Future Life. 40 cents.

The Being and Attributes oC God. By Sir
Wllliam Mackintosh, author of the "Electrical Theory of
the Universe .. , 20 cents.

A :r,etter Crom Rome. Showing the conformity

t~b~e~~l~~~i&i~~de~~~~~~~mOt ~hec~b~~~ilt~~~~etm:
manism." 40 cents.

E~:i-. C~~~!:e~~r~1:S~ly01fl:i~a';!'J.d~.;en~l.
PUBLICATIONS OF WATTS &
Works by Charles Watts.

R. E.

CO.

F~:t~~~~~~~:~·i~:. ~r~:r!;~~n~fiu~~t. hl~gt~~

$1.25.
The Bible and Christianity. 15cents. ~
Freethonght and Modern Progress. 10
cents.

Why Am I au Atheist? or, Theism Criticised.
10 cents.
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THE TRUT:a

of Ufhongltt.

I MIGHT tell of many benevolent institntion~
onnned by Infidels, but perhaps not rnn and offi.
cered by them, for no matter how strongly a man
may m>tke his will agar'lst the inroads of wily
priests they will find a way to surmount, creep
under, or force a way iu, as is the cas<:l of Girard
College, which in its present management IS a disgrace to Philadelphia and the whole United States
government which allows such a vile tampering
with a dead man's bequest to the helpless and innocent orphane. These fanatics literally cry out,
• Swallow my dogmas or starve. "-Elmina ])rake

f}d~s

S~EKER,

and finds.

WHo says It's unhealthy to sleep In feathers f
Look at the spring chicken and see bow tough
he is.
WHEN a New Orlerms man wanted his picture
in a heroic attitude, the artist painted bimin the
act of refusing to drink.
A RECIPE for lemon pie vaguely adds: "Then
slt on a stove and stir constantly." Just as if anybody could sit on a stove without stirring constantly.

ABoUT the gl).iltlest-loOking people in this world
is a man accused of a crime of which he is innocent,
NEITHER is there no use in knOwing something and a newly-married couple trying to pass for
about the old paganism of our-fathers. Uncon- veterans.
ciously and combined with higher things, It is in
THIS is the season when the bees get in their
us yet, that old faith withal. To know it con- buckwheat honey; but buckwheat honey is a desciously brings us into closer and clearer relations lusion and a snare, and if you don't believe it just
with the past-with our own possessions in the try to get some out of a hive when the bees are at
past. ~'or the whole past, as I keep repeating, is home.
the possession of the present; the past bad always
A SERVANT girl. writes from New York to her
something true and is a precious possession. In a
ditferent time, in a dilfereut place, it is always friends in Bangor, l\Iaine, that she works in a
some other' side of our common human nature that house culled fiats, that they go from one story to
has been developing itself. The actual true is the anotner in ventilators, and send their washing to
urn of all these; not any one of them by itself con- the foundry.
LOVE.
titutes what of human nature is hitherto developed. Better to know them all th>tn misknow
:lllr. Factandfancy has noticed:
them. "To which of these three religions do you
'l'bat the boy who is most afraid of girls is the
specially adhere!" inquires llleister of his teacher. first to be conaled into matrimony.
To all the three!" answers the other; "to all the
That the little boys •prefer boys to girls.
three, for they by their union first constitute the
Tbat they soon change, never to go back to their
true religiou.-Carlyle's llero- Worship.
early love.
That the little girls love the girls the best.
I THINK it best not to dispute when there Is no
That they don't get over their preference as soon
probability of convincing.- Whitfield.
as the boys do-some of them never.
IT is the certainty, the inexor-ability, of death that
That women love the men because they love
makes us certain that its enmity is only superfi· eve,ythiug they hav to take care of.
cia!; that benignity is at the heart of it. It is beThat men love women because they can't help
cause it comes to all; to the best and purest, ae it.
well as to the basest and most vile, that we know it
That the wife loves her husband so well that she
is no penalty.-J. W. Chadwick.
has no thought for other men.
That the husband so loves his wife that he loves
THE bishops preach that it is as difficult for a
rich man to get into heaven as for a camel to go all women for her sake.
That the married :in an is apt to think himself all
through the eye of a needle; yet they enrich themselva and families as greedlly and carelessly as if killing among the fair sex simply because he has
they at any rate never expected to smell brimstone found one woman fOol enough to marry him.
That homely husbands are the best. They never
as a consequence,-Bradlaugh's Few Words tvith the
forget the compliment paid them by their wives
Detil.
,
in accepting them.
THE horrors of theology are brought to a focal
That homely wives are the truest. They know
point in the doctrin of hell. This is generally how to make the most of what they hav.
among the earliest of the tenets of faith, if not the
That tbe man who marries late in life dOes well.
very first one, to be rejected when a mind once
That the man who marries young does better.
allows itself to reason freely on the subject of reThat the man who never marries is to be pitied.
ligion.- Waters's Through Rome On.
That the woman who marries does well.
That the woman Who does not marry does better
WORTH makes the man, and want tbe feliow;
nine times out of ten.- Boston Transcript.
And all the rest is mere shoe-leather or prunella.

Blenker.

-Pope.
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Radical Rostrum.

])evil.

THE free man is king of himself, but be is ruler
of none others; self-respecting, he must respect the
rights of others; jealous of his own liberty, he
must be equally jealous of the liberty of every one
else; stern defender of his own dignity, be must
with equal sternness repress any personal inclination, or any inclination of the many to injure the
same dignity which is in each individual alike.-

Annie Besant.
I HARDLY know which is the greater pest to society, a paternal government which intrudes itself
into every part of human life and which thinks it
can do everything for everybody better than anybody can do anything for himself; or a careless,
lounging government, which sutfers grievances
such as it could at once remove to grow and multiply, and Which to all L-orn plaint and remonstrance
has only one answer: "We must let things alone;
we must let things take their own course; we
must let things find their own leveL" There is no
more important problem in politics than to ascertain the just mean between these two pernicious
exti·emes, to draw correctly the line which divides
these t:ases in which it is the duty of the state to
interfere from those cases in which rl is the duty
of the state to abstain from interference.-Macau-

lay· s Spuch on the Ten Hours Bill.
:MEN who disregard law are generally the enemies, not the friends, Of freedom; yet When a WiSl'
and sagacious man-with whom an enlightened
conscience is the supreme authority, whose life is
an exemplification of the principles for which he
contends, whose principle~ are founded upon the
impregnable basis of justice-assumes the responsibility of resisting, individually, an outrageous
law, willing to giv up his freedom and happiness,
and even life if necessary, in order to maugnrate
some great needed reform, such courage and sacrifice must even t:ommand the respect and <tdmiration of independent, honest, truth-loving men
and women.-lndero.
Do you ask me if the orthodox teaching may
not, after all, po~sibly be true! I reply only on the
postul>tte or supposition that our primal instincts
of justice, truth, etc., may be deceitful. If truth
may be what we call untruth, reason tmrea~on,
love hate, etc., then orthodoxy may be true; but if
the intellectual and moral perceptions are trustworthy, orthodoxy is certainly false.-N. R.

Waters.
How much better Is It to get wisdom than gold 1
and to get un<lerstandlng r~thei: to be ChOsen than
Uver t-J'r()!)eros m, 16.
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.• oa·l~s by O.ll.l'rothingham.
'I' he Religion of Ilu nunaity. Third edition
•
12mo. $!.fill. .
I. The Dentands of Liberalism.
j Stori.-s 1'••ont t·hc Lips of the 'l'eacher
Retold by a dbclvle. With !llu•trutlons. 16 mo. $1.
'
2. The 'l'axatiou ot· (;lnn•ch PrO))et•ty.
Stories of the Pah•iarclts. 16 mo. Gloth, $1.
3. 'l'he Bible in tlie Public Schools.
4. 'l'he Sabb,.th, its Origin, Use, and
'l'he Child's Book of Religion for lilunday.
schools and Homes. 16mo. $1.
Abuse.
The Cradle of' Christ. A study In prlmltiV Chris.<
olt't~~~~j~~ctures constitute an exhaustlv exposition tlantty.
8 vo. 01otll, extra, *1.75.
C1•eed and Conduct and other Discourses. 12 mo.
5. Irrational Conventioualisua.
Cloth, $1.00.
6. 'l'he Evolution of Lau~uage.
eo~r~e~. S1~~0~t 8J~t:,l:~oo::V ew Faith and other dla7. Byron, Burns, and Slaelley.
s. Christianity and Ratioualisln.
'l'he Safest U1'eed and other· discourses. 12 mo.
Contrasts the character aud history of the two, repels Cloth,$1.
the calumnious attacks of the church upon Infidels and
Infidelity, and holds up to view her own dark record of m~'t~~~.~1ge and Faith and othor discourses. 1~

REMSBURG'S LECTURES.

cruelty and crime.
9. A. Christian Cate('histn.

'l'ranscendeutalism

in

New England.

Large oatavo, with portrait, on steel, of the a.uthOl', Cloth,

ctrl~t~~~~~~~~ ~;v~ei:'o~~~t~~~~~Y:ln~ls~~h~~ ~~~:

,2.5U.

Presenting an overwhelming nrrny of evidence In sup~
port of the fact that Washiugtou, Jl'runklin, and JefCerson
were uubellevers or Infidels.
11. \Vas Lincoln a Christian 'I'

vo~~::,~or;t· of Entrlancl. 1~ vols. Cloth, '1.25 peP,

than two hundred contr.-t.dictory stnt~ments and manifest
\Vcirl~s by Anthony Fronde.
absurdities contained In Matthew, Mark, Luke. and John.
Belleved to be a complete refutation of the dogmas of P~~!."1~'~:i,t~~d Theolo:oy. Ancient nnd Modern.
Christ's diVInity and the Inspiration of the scriptures.
10. Our lnfhlel Fathers.
Cl~tt~$~~50~~~~I,:tl!l on Gre..t Subjects. 2 vols.

Cal vinisan. 1 vol. Cloth, 75 cents.
\Vorks by Goethe.

A mass of testimony on this question, much of which

~ln:u~e6ferJo~f~~t b~~~8,1v:~d t~tb~~ PJ~~f~tia:v~l?t::~~ 10 :-":n~f,;.
shown to be false.

p:;~:lf~NJ~e~~-is:~~;, W,;:J.lated by Thomas Cariyl..

COJIUIENDA.TORY.
A smooth and pleasing or.1~or.-St. Joseph Gazette.
Jo~:~':';}~lg words, an eloquent panegyrlc.-Kamas C1ty
Ti;:'~.sturdy

blows glv us Remsburg every tlme.-&ymom·

,-e~~s JT~~~~~~-J~owed deep and thorough research.-Law-

He l"ndled Ills subject In a remarkably abl manner.-

Kansa.s Cit1.1 2.1-mes.

G~~~- "Ji~J~~~~·~~:v;:,~~~aPl/.aud eloquently dlscnssed.-Dr.
One of the most brilliant and accompl!shed young men
of this generattou.-Concordia (Kan.) Blade.
A scholarlk, cultured gentleman; u. fluent, forcible, and

~~~;!, ~~?'l;";rl·o~,~-d.N~ 1_Pl~ndld Liberal.- Prof.

o.

A.

One of the best writers and speu.kers upon the subject

:~~~~!~;r;;.~J~~u~,~~d_d_;'bi'!~:''est,

·~~~'!,s,~a~gf Into English veroo by Bayard Tny.

Elective A.mnJt.ics. $1.25.

12. Liberty's Apostle, Thomas Paine.

F~~~li,~~~r:r~ ~r~tl Dorothea. Translated by Ellell
\Vest Easterly Divan. Translated, with notes,
etc., by Joliu Wo!ss. $1.25.
\Vorks by Tltotn as H. Huxley.
Man's Place in Nature. 1 vol., 12 mo. Cloth,
$1.25.
On the Oritrin ot Species. 1 To!., 12 mo. Cloth,
$1.00.
lllore Criticisnts on Darwin, and Admlnlstrs.
tlve Nihilism. 1 vol., 12 mo. Limp clath, 50 cents.
A.ltlnnual oCthe Anatomy ot·vertebrated
A.uitnals. Illustrated, 1 vol. $2.00.
A l!Iannal of t.he Aau•to01y ol' Iuverte•
bra ted A.niutal!i. $2.50.
m~ll·~~u~~S:~~~ns, Ad lrosses, and Rgv1ew 1 .

1 Yol., 12

1f not In ;he

Critiques and .-l.tldresses. 12 mo. Cloth,$1.!10.
Atnet•ieron Addresses ; with a Lecture on the
In Mr. Remsburg the cause of Llberul!sm has a stanch
defender, and science a devotee of no mean order. Hts Study of lllology. 1~ mo. ()loth, $1.~5.
lectures are models of lo~dc and good sense.-Hon. A.
l'hysiotrraphy: Au Introduction to the Study of
Krekel, Judge U. S. Dist. (burt, Missouri.
Nature \V ftll iflusr.r~tions and colored pla.tea. u mo.
Cloth, $2.!\0.
g~~~~~::~~~~~f ~~~o~lt ~a~ ~~~d~~~ ~Yfi~~~, rb~i
Huxley and Youmans• Eleanents of
not.lug1cal, and ~orne who are l,)glca.l but not br1lliant; but
RemsiJurg is both Dr1llhmt and loN_lcal. His style is f.,s- ~?!.'Vo~~:nr '\'~~ ...~n;,7:ie;~~. By T. Huxley and

vl:

7~~-atlng and his rea:soB1ng lrreslst ble.-Bo.\"tl>n lnr:estiga-

An old Illinois journal!st who visited the late Encamp.

ment of Western Liberals, in a conversation wtth Gov.
Robinson, said, .. I ha.v heard nearly all of our great ora.A.ND the Lord said unto Satan, Hast thou considtors, from Ctaa to Ingersoll, but I liav never Jtstened to a
"Isn't
there
such
a
crime
as
conduct
calculated
ered my servant Job, that there is none like him in
to provoke a breach of the peace?" asked a nerv- ~~h~ ,~~'~h~sono~~t~fot.tha.n ~ems burg deUvered last

the earth, a perfect and an upright man [What do
the evangelical preachers say to this certificate of
character?), one that feareth God and escheweth
evil! And still be holdeth fast his integrity, although thou movedst me against him to destroy
him without a cause (Job i, 8; ii, 3). Can God l>e
moved against a man to destroy him without a
cause! If so, God is neither immutable or all wise.
Yet the Bible puts into God's mouth the terrible
admission that the devil had moved God against
Job to destroy him without cause. If true, it de·
stroys God's goodness; if false, then the Bible is
no revelation.-Bradlaugh's Few Words about the

I

A PERTINACIOUS LANDLORD.

ous-lookJng man of a Brooklyn police justice.
"Of course there is," responded the justice.
"Then gimme a warrant for my landlord," de·
manded the nervous man.
"What has he done?" asked the justice, eyeing
the suitor suspiciously.
"He comes to my hOuse when I'vegot company
and says he wants the four month's rent I owe
him, and sits out on the front steps and howls for
his money. If I should kick the whole spine out
of him I'd be arrested, wouldn't I?"
"Yes, I think you would. Why dOn't you pay

from the composure of gentus and tile deep emotion of a
manly heart converflant wttb. and honestly convinced of
the grand truths uttere11.-Min·or of Progusse
Liberal iOCiettes and others desiring one or more of the
above lectures accommodated on reasonable terms. A
limited number of engtlgements for a course of lectures,
to be delivered at regular intervals-monthly. semle
}ftfe~~h 1b·o~:e~~~~~~~~~~feJ~e fall or winter, will be
· 1t
JOHN E. REM:>BURG, Atchison, Kansas.

hi~i~atrsn'tthequestion.

VOLTAIRE IN J£XILE:

His language wa• chaste and beautiful, and his well-

turned sentences were sublime as the theme of his d1se

course. The address had all the eloquence proceedlnp

CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.

Hecomestomyhouse
at 4 o'clock in the morning, and yeils through the
L:~e
key-hole, and then he goes up through the vacant
ll'
bouse next door, and gets on my roof and shouts
down the chimney. Says he will hav that money.
If I should drOp a fiat-iron on him, or blow him up (England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
with powder, it wonld go hard with me, wouldn't
unpublished letters of Voltaire and Mme.
Du Chatelet.
it?"
"Pretty apt to. Can't you come to no underBY .BENJ llMIN GASTINEAU.
standing with him?"
"It seems not. Say, bas he got a right to climb Translated wltl) the author's approval by Messrs. F. Voover my fence and hav fits in my back yard, just
gel! and Edmond Dubourg.
because I owe him a little money?"
PRIC~, PAPER, ~0.75; CLOTH, 'UJO.
"Does he do that?".
Address D. M. Bennett, 141 8th st., New York.
" Of course he does, and when we haul him in
the house he yells murder and draws a crowd.
Hav I got a right to maul the life out of him with
a club for that t"
"I think not," ,responded the judge. "Why
don't you move?"
" That's got nothing to do with it. I want to
know if be is entitled to sl!p up on the ice and fall
through my basement window and do ten dollars'
worth of damage to the glass? Couldn't I mash
the stuffing out of him for that?"
H Certainly not.''
"But when he lays down on the sidewalk and
howls that his mother is dead and he can't bury
llcavy Plate Paper, 20x2S.
her because I won't pay what I owe, havn't I got
SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
any remedy?"
"I don't know Of any. I think you'd better pay
WITHOUT FRAME.
him."
"But isn't it conduct calculated to provoke a
Sent by Mail or Firty cents
breach of the peace when he comes around with a
quart of laudanum and a horse-pistol and threat- ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.
ens to take 'em both right on the premises if I
don't put up! Ain't it a crime to hang himself to
a tree in front of my house with a paper pinned
on him that I drove him to suicide ? Has he got
a right to make faces at my children in Sundayschool! Won't the law touch him for coming to
my door at daylight as drunk as a lord and chtim'
THE
ing he's me and yelling that I want to get in and
lick my wife!''
• .. I don't think you can dO anything but pay him .
•
lSCUSSlOD •
or move. The man has a right to his-money."
BETWEEN
"'l'hat's all I want to know," replied the nerv•
ous man, appearing relieved. "I'm the landlord, D. M. BENNETT and G. M. MlliR.
and my tenant says he'll bav me arrested fordoing
(CONTAINING 960 PAGES.)
these things. Now you bet he'll put up that
wealth or I'll fall otf the top of the house and hav The lnllest DiNcussiDn yet. Y.\1~
bli.shed,
giving the Dogmas and''(Jf~s oC
the inquest in the parlor. A man can't liv four
Christianity
a
thorough:
Ex~
mouths in my house without going to some
aanlnatiou pro anu con.
twuble, now you hear mt:;'' and the nervous man
pranced otf, glowing all over with griill determlMade up from the letters ae they appe.red In THB
nation.-Brooklvn Eaql,,
~~=68fn"c'~~elhld'X~i: tt%do:c:~e low price of f1,50,
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i A. ScoTOH clergyman who was performing WILL you walk right dow.n to Dantzic, said the

; the funeral service over the remains of a neigh-

kaiser to the czar;
the dead man, "He was I'd like to hav a talk with you where no assasBERLIN has a vegetarian restaurant, in which' good man, but he was not perfect." He.said
sins are.
STATE elections in Ohio and Iowa took place
no animal food nor spirituous 'drink can be had. , this with an air of sadness, as if· the poor inan We needn't there hav any fear of Vera Sas- on the 11th.
. i ought to have been perfect, and was greatly
sulitch,
NEWSPAPERS are suppressed by the Captam· to blame for bein an thing short of erfec- Of Hartmann or Perovsky, of dynamite and
SENATOR BAYARD, of Delaware, has been
General of Cuba for "calumny, defamation, I t·iOn.
g
y
p
elected president pro tern of the Senate.
sich.
~nd _,boastful and exaggerated patriotism."
Will you, won't you, will you, won't you
THE New York State Democracy hold their
.
d h
THE help already given to the Michigan fire
il of S w1tzer1an
a8
.
.
T HE F e·td era1 Ctounc
convention in A.lbany this week.
Come down, Mr. Czar?
-Graphic.
t h
. . al
. 1 sufferers, together w1th the prom1s of more,
-expresse
.
F d. 1 s regre o t e .mummp author!- h as save d many a farm to 1·t s owner. I mmeTHE Massachusetts Democrats hav renomiTHE pastors of the Washington churches
ties
that a Jesmtrecently preached d'Ia te1Y aft er th e fi re, specu1ato rs hurr1e
· dm
· to th e
.
t thof t !'!bourg
1
agreed the other day to call on the President in nated Charles P. Thompson for governor.
a
a Pace.
burnt-over district with cash, expecting to be a body. Thus no one would get the start of
MR~ BRADLAUGH's suit against Newdegatefor
SATAN is to be violently assailed in Chicago . able to buy the land at trifling prices, but the the other, and each would be on hanil to see
maintenance was decided in favor of the latter.
this winter. R:evivalists Harrison, Whittle, II farmers, encouraged by the prompt assistance, what the other was about. This was better
McGranahan, Bhss, and Hammond are all to hav: declined to sell.
TALMAGE,· the Brooklyn prayer and dance
than the rivalry of the Long Branch pastors,
ilabor there. Poor Chicago I
artist, is drawing large audiences in Chicago.
.
. .
AMERICAN beef is regarded in England as of when the late President first visited that waTHE son of a clergyman in Syracuse was
lt:A~n~ RICHARDs, a W!Sconsm school m1s-l a superior quality, but they think the mutton tering-place with his wife, who was ill. There
tre_ss, IS to hav a medal because she walked we send there is not to be compared in flavor wag a rush to his hotel to invite him to church detected stealing money from registered letters
d~1ly to and from h~r sc~ool through ~ve. or tenderness with that of home production. for the following day, which was Sunday. on the 5th.
m1les of dense forest, m whwh were prowling The reason for this is that our sheep are gen- Square dealing is bestin all trades and profesL:eo HARTMANN, the Nihilist, who has been
wolves.
erally treated in a way to favor tlie growth of sions.
in this country for a few months, is going
THE Belgian idea of S~nday is a fMtival. their fleeces, without much consideration of
PRo:r. DAWsoN, of the Dominion Geological back to Russia .
Survey, reports that the forests of Columbia are
. On that day ther crowd to the seaside to bathe, the quality of the mutton.
THE fund for the Garfield family amounts
of vast importance. Many first-class mills hav to above $338,000; that for the Michigan
picnic, and go the places of amusement. On
PoKER has ruined Dr. E. J. Hoffman, o!
one recent Sunday 7,000 excursionists 11rrived Louisville. He had a large practice, was an been established, and the total annual product sufferers, $95,000.
in Ostend.
activ Methodist, and his reputation was excel- is about 200,000,000 feet. Daweon estimates
A. RECENT meeting between A.lphonso of
th&t timber covers 110,000,000 acres, or twoPRoF. MAX MuLLER has taken his seat as lent. Becoming infatuated with the game, he
thirds of the whole province. The Douglass Spain and King Luis of Portugal was celeforeign member of the French Institute, and neglected hi!! patients to play it, borrowed all
fir or Oregon pine is the most valuable com- brated by a bull-fight.
delivered an address in French, giving an the money he could to meet his. losses, and
THE Conkling men, or Stalwarts, were outmercial tree. It frequently exceeds eight feet
account of his discovery of Sanskrit manu- finally forged checks amounting to $2,000, for
in diameter, and rises to a hight of from 200 voted by the Half-breeds in the Republican
which he is jail. His church loses $600.
'
scripts in Japan.
to 300 feet, forming great and dark forests.
State Convention held in this city last week.
THE world's Methodist council in London
THE First Baptist church of Macon, Ga.,
GovERNOR ST. JoHN, of Kansas, will enter
TwENTY-FIVE Mormon elders are about leavcondemned travel by ministers on Sundays, 1mdertook to benefit its members temporally
holding that they should travel on the Satur- by means a co-operativ society, the members the senatorial canvas in that state on his tem- ing Salt Lake City for Europe. They intend
days, and stay over night where they desired to of which could buy goods at a reduced price perance and anti-monopoly record. St. John proselyting in England and the Scandinavian
may be a fanatic and a fop; he may be riding countries.
be on the next day.
·
while they lived, and be buried free when they
the popular whirlwind to attain his selfish aims,
DR. JoHN BucHANAN was sentenced, in
died.
Deacon
Jeremiah
Pounds
was
elected
THE number of students at the Vienna Unias some of our Kansas friends charge, and he Philadelphia on the lOth, to one year's imprisversity is now 2,457, exclusiv of 594 unattached President, Secretary, Treasurer, and general may paint his moustache . and oil his hair,
etudents, or considerably more than at the manager. A.s soon as the fund reached $1,500 but he is unquestionably a man of ability and onment and to pay a fine of $1,000 for issuing
bogus medical diplomas .
.German universities of Berlin and Leipzig. he stole it.
a shrewd politician, and his chances of succeedThirty-five are' Americans.
THE Collector of Customs of Toronto seized
THE report of the newly-established analyt- ing Senator Plumb are good.-Falls City
a number of copies of Paine's" A.ge of Reason"
fuziNG at Smith College, the Massachusetts ical laboratory in Paris shows that out of 455 (Neb.) Journal. There are three things that
and Voltaire's "Pocket Theology," sent
institution for girls, is quite sweet and gentle. s<tmples of wine purchased by the inspectors Gov. St. John has setout to do; viz.: First. He
through the mails to a local publisher.
The new-comers are seized, led into the main in the modh of June, 318 were adulterated ; has undertaken to destroy Liberalism and build
A. NUMBER of distinguished Frenchmen are
hall, presented with bouquets, kissed affection- out of 22 of cider, 16; out of 180 of milk and up a church oligarchy in Kansas. Second. He
ately, and then shown the pictures and statu- cream, 120; out of 18 of butter, 10. No has undertaken to make men sober by enact- visiting this country to participate in the celefewer than 48 of the 54 samples of spices ana- ing a law that they shall not drink. Third. bration of the centennial anniversary of the
ary in the art gallery.
lyzed were condemned in ·like manner. The He is trying to "lift" himself up to the United surrender of Cornwallis at Yorktown, Va.
THE inhabitants of the great manufacturing n•port on chocolate and sweetmeats is scarcely States Senate. Thus far he has not met with
IN a speech at Wexford, Eng., last Sunday,·
center of Crefeld, Germany, hav begnn the more favorable.
a single success. Liberalism is of tenfold
Parnell, the agitator, referred to Premier
copstruction of a splendid new school of textil
IT is probable that before Christmas the fate greater proportions to-day than it was a year Gladstone as the greatest coercionist and the
industries. It will be replete with appliances
of
Newgate as a prison will be sealed, as all the ago, and on every hand the churches are weak- most unrivaled slanderer of the Irish nation.
appertaining to the production of textils-a
authorities
approve the proposed destruction of ening. Tlrere are more drunken men in Kanlaboratory, workshops, library, and museum.
TRoUBLE continues from the A.pache Indians.
this famous London jail. There was a prison sas now than wl).~p his " Prohibition amendUnited States troops hav received orders
The
ment"
took
effect.
Kansas
will
never
swap
a
MRs. O'BRIEN publishes a card, at Reck of N ewgate long before the present building
Island, Ill., to say that Methodism is a failure. was erected from the designs of George Dance. Plumb for a toothpick.-Cloud County Blade. to pursue them into Mexico if permission is
granted by the Mexican authorities to crossthe
She has been brought to that way of think;ing The foundation stone was laid in 17'1'0. In
MoNCURE D. CoNWAY says: "I believe that
by the conduct of the Rev. Mr. Meredith, who 1780, before it was finished, it was attacked by the work which Mrs. A.nnie Besant has line.
DURING a recent thunder-storm at Newark
converted her, induced her to elope from her the Lord George Gordon rioters, who liberated achieved within the past year is unparalleled
husband, and finally deserted her.
three hundred prisoner~ and set fire to the ed- by the achievement of any living person. Valley, New York, two young men entered a
prayer-meeting to escape a drenching, and
While lecturing to many thousands throughout
A. NEGRo went home from a Georgia camp- ifice. It was repaired in 1782.
were instantly killed by a lightning bolt whiQh
meeting in a state of ecstasy, declared that he
A. MILWAUKEE dispatch says: "A. recent the country with never-failing eloquence, al- descended the chimney.
-was going to heaven by way of a tall tree that Washington despatch to the effect that Guiteau ways holding her audience spell-bound, while
A. CIGAR factory in this city was burnt on
grew in the door-yard, climbed to a bight of based his hopes of marrying a rich widow at the same time doing the larger part of the
8eventy feet, and then undertook to fly the upon the securement of a government appoint- editorial work of the National Roformer, and the morning of the lOth, causing a loss of $100,.
ment, has caused much talk in this city. While while organizing branches of the League for 000, and throwing out of employment some two
rest of the journey. The fall killed him.
conducting revival meetings here last June, the defense of constitutional rights, tb.is lady hundred men, women, and girls, who narrowly
A. coMMoN subject for sermons last Sunday Mrs. Sarah VanCott exhibited several letters has carried on private studies (without the aid escaped with their lives.
throughout the country was the death of Gar- written to her by Charles J. Guiteau, prefacing of professors) which hav brought her successTHE people of New Jersey want Guiteau tried
field as following the prayers for his recovery. the act with the statement, in substance, that fully through the severe_ examinations of the in their state. They hold that a conviction of
The explanations varied bat slightly, and were Charles J. Guiteau was formerly an Infidel, University of London for the first division of murder in the first degree can be secured
nea~;ly all that God does not answer prayer
who had been ()Onverted through her efforts, the B. Sc. degree. Mrs. A.nnie Besant sitting there, which they think is doubtful if the trial
when to do so would thwart his all-wise de- and that since his conversion he was the smart- in her lonely home, her lovely child now away takes place in the District of Columbia.
"l!lgns.
est and most influential young man in Chica- from her, only the great, kindly Newfoundland . ONE of the worst fires that ever visited New
SINCE the death of Dean Stanley innumera- go. The letters were neatly tied together with dog that was its playmate remaining with her, York occurred on the night of the lOth_ The
ble stories of Westminster A.bbey hav come to a perfumed blue ribbon, and were a mixture of toiling to teach herself while she teaches others, Fourth A. venue car stables .and several warelight. II ere is one of the best: " A. gentleman ambiguous dissertations upon things spiritual, is really as heroic a figw:e as any in contempo- houses were burnt to the ground, and two
passing through the A.bbey observed an appar- rha)!lsodical references to his all-absorbing af- rary England. Instead of being recogpized as hundred horses were lost in the flames. The
ently devout person on his knees. It is true fection, profound admiration for and inexpres- the noble woman she is, this lady is brutally loss is said to reach $1,500,000.
no service was going on, but the occupation sible gratitude to the lady evangelist who, he slandered by the Christian charity which think·
A. RELIGIOUs frenzy has broken out in Nicawas a harmless one. A. verger soon took note said, haa saved him. Said one of the ladies eth all the evil it can of every independent ragua. The p~ople affected believe themselvs
mind.
Members
of
Parliament
and
clergymen
of the irregularity, and touched tha kneeler on who was privileged to read the letters, 'Mrs.
the recipients of divine commands. Whenever
the shoulder, informing him that praying was Van Cott exprebsed great pride in showing the hav uttered the :vilest insinuations as to her re- a person feels the inspir11tion of a communicalations
with
Bradlaugh.
Those
who
know
the
against the rule. "Why, sir," exclaimed the letters, and seemed highly to esteem the aution he rushes to the church and riugs the
verger with genuin disgust to a bystander, "if thor.' The lady says that she knows that Mrs. facts most intimately can alone realize the bell, and the whole population assembles to
deep
infamy
of
these
falsehoods
concerning
this
Van
Cott
is
the
wealthy
widow
the
crackI let 'em, we should soon hav 'em pra.yin' all
r the message from on high.
brained fellow thought he could marry."
· pure and heroic woman.''
-over the place.''

===================' boring pastor said of
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Uf~anslations.

drafts on the bank of Paris, been already delivered! sufficient to ove1;tbrow all the walls? The trumpet
over to the government of Languedoc, and I the I of Astolphe put to flight the whole world. And
only heir. This placed me in the enjoyment of a here we may be allowed to observe that the woman
yearly income of four thousand francs.
harned Rahab, the prostitute, was one of the ancestors
.Alamontada, the Galley-Slave.
Although l knew that one .of my relativs, in his of that Jew whom we hav for some time worshiped
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH. youth, had gone to America, ·from whence never as a God, and who counts among his ancestors the
again had anything been heard of him, I could incestuous Tamar, the imprudent Ruth, and the
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
hardly believe that he had amassed so large a for- adulterous Bathsheba.
CHAPTER XXVII.
tune. Even the obscurity which prevailed in the
It is also related that Joshua captured thirty-one
A few hours afterward I met Madame de Sonnes. London reports 'about several noteworthy things kings of the country, that is to say, thirty-one capA silent fear stole over me. She smilingly came caused me to look somewhat suspiciously at this tains of a village, who fought for their homes
toward me, and said, "What did you make out of wealth, at least in so far as it was meant to be an against a troop of assassins. If the author of that
Clementine? She is filled with animation, she inheritance, although it seemed to be too large to be history bad intended to render the Jews hateful in
speaks in verses; she does not walk any more, she a present for me. I wrote, not only to the banker in the eyes of other nations, wonld not that be cause
floats, as if with wings ! And now, Alamontada, London, but also to the magistrate of the province enough? The author, adding blasphemy to robbery
why do you turn red? I owe you thanks, but how in America where my relativ was said to hav died. and barbarity, dares to say that all those abominable
shall I thank?"
But never had I discovered more than I already prectices were committed in the name of God, and
While she said this, she embraced and kissed me. knew. And for that reason. I could not rid myself by .the express order of God, and that they were
"You are a good man !" she continued. "I well of the thought that Madame Bertollon, more than merely sacrifices of human blood offered to the ereknew the secret reasons for which you wanted to my relativ, had played an acting part.
ator.
leave us."
Marshal de Montreval seemed almost to become
Such are the divine people! The Hurons, Canal was so surprised that I could not reply a word.
displeased with my scruples. "Enjoy your indis- dian Indians, and the Iroquois are certainly philo" Strange enough, now, perhaps you think I had putable property, and hav a dozen masses said for sophie and humane compared to the children of
not guessed anything? You always want to be the your cousin," said .he; "and in order that you may Israel. It is in behalf of such monstrous people that
inore acute one, Alamontada, and always are so; but not enjoy your fortune altogether idly, come to me God stopped the sun and the moon in full day! and
not this time! Do you think I had not noticed that and accept the head place in the chancery office of why? To giv them time to pursue and slaughter
you loved Clementine? Why would you make a the government of the province. Yet one condition the poor Amorites, already crippled by a rain of
secret of that, and to me, the mother of your loved I must make. You are not allowed to liv anywhere heavy stones which God had hurled at them from the
· one?"
else than in my castle. I must see you daily. My clouds, along five leagues of their route. Is this the
"Madame," stammered I, more and more con- business is extensive, and your advice is of too much history of Gargan tau, or is it the history of the people
fused.
value to me."
·
of God? Which is the most repugnant, the excess
"I think you would like to deny still, if you . I thanked the marshal for the honoring proofs of of ·horror or the excess of absurdity? Could there
could!" said she in a playful tone. "I stood beside his grace. I only bPgged for time to consider the be any other way than ridicule by which we can
you both when you in the fulness of your happiness acceptance of a situation to the importance of which amuse ourselvs fighting that set of d.Ptestable fables
no longer saw the world and myself, and then I felt my knowledge was not adequate. The marshal which outrage good sense, virtue, nature, and the
that you could well do without me at your betrothal. overloaded me with politenesses, and sent me away divine power itself? If, unfortunately, only one of
My daughter livs for you; make her happy, and I with friendly threats if I should not soon conclude the events concerning that people had been true, all
too shall then be so."
to accept the situation.
the other nations would hav wanted to exterminate
What a woman ! I sank at her feet and kissed
Mr. Etienne, my good old uncle, was beside him- them; if they were false, then on~ could not be more
her good hand, without being able to utter a single self with joy when be heard from me the offer of the foolish.
word.
marshal.
What can we say of Jephthah, who sacrificed his own
"Not so !" said she; "a son does not kneel before
"When thou, as a boy, earnest to me in thy linen daugl t .·r to hi,; B.tugmnary God; and of 1he ambihis mother."
coat and wooden shoes1" said he, "0 Colas, and dextrous Ehud, who assassinated Eglon, his king, in
"Madame," exclaimed I, "you grant more than whe~ thou wast standing before me in thy poverty the name of the Lord; and of the divine J ael, who
the boldest hope."
movmg my heart, then it was as if I heard the inne; killed General Sesara by driving a nail into his dead;
"I giv nothing!" replied she; "no, my dear, you voice of the spirit which commanded me to adopt and of the c" ebauched Samson, whom God favored
are the one that givs peace to us. I am mother, it thee a.s a child, for thou wouldst become in time the by .so many miracles? This last tale is a gross imiis true, but without rights over the heart of my guardian angel of the persecuted believers. Behold, tatton of the fable of Hercules.
daughter. Clementine knows you longer than I. Colas, the Lord has done great things for thee.
What shall we say of that Levite who rode into
For your sake she rejected many a hand. She Thou standest there again now on the same place in Gaba upon an ass with his concubine and some straw
hoped only for you. To secure Clementine's happi- the poor mill~r's house, and art a highly esteemed and hay, and who belonged to the tribe of Benjamin
ness is my duty. I also hav become more acquainted learned, and nch man. Do now no longer refuse t~ What must we think of the Benjamites who wished
with you, and bless Clementine's choice."
accept the offer of the marshal. It is not his will· to commit sodomy with that old priest, just as the
"It is too much!" cried I. "To be sure it was my no, it is God's will. It is not his call; it is the cali Sodomites had endeavored to commit the same crime
resolution, some day, when I had secured for rna a ?f heav~n :Which, to the consolation of the evangel- with the angels?* The Levite compromised with
fortune large enough; I am poor, Madame."
ICal Chnstians, has come to thee."
them and abandoned his mistress ox his woman to
"What has fortune to do with this affair?" anMy uncle, and the amiable family, in whose circle the Benjamites, who enjoyed her all night and then
· swered the noble woman. "You hav a sufficient in- only one daughter was missing, who was married murdered her next day. The Levite cut his concucome, and Clementine, wealthy already in her own and all his friends,. who were, without exception: bine into a doz~n parts with his knife, a thi_ng, by the
right, is my heiress. Cares for subsistence can not secret Protestants, did not cease to implore me in way, not so eas1ly done, and thereupon civil war foltrouble you; and should you through a very great the ~ost earnest manner. I was compelled to half lowed.
misfortune lose everything, then accommodate your- promis to accept the position. I only wished yet to
The eleven tribes- armed four thousand soldiers
selvs to circumstances. You hav education, energy, find out the opinion of Clementine and her mother against the tribe of Benjamites. Four hundred thouand honesty, thus you can not want for anything." about it.
sand solil.iers in a territory which was about fifteen
In vain I made several objections. But the
But both, as soon as I had made known to them leagues long and five or six wide! The grand Mogul
woman was too noble to feel their weight.
the offer of the marshal, were at once of the opinion never had tha half of such an army. The Israelites
"No, sir," said she; "that you loved Clementine that I should not let an opportunity escape to secure slaughtered the people of the tribe of Benjamin, the
without regard to riches, I well knew. And truly, for myself a more extensiv circle of activity.
?ld and the young, the women and children, accordthe girl has excellent qualities enough to be loved
•: And we accompany you to Nismes," said Clem- mg to the approved custom of those times. Six hunfor her own sake. Your sensitivness, my dear, re-I· entme. "You recollect, no doubt, the amphitheater dred. men escaped. It was not necessary that every
mains unhurt. Could you ask and accept Clemen- and Alberta's house? But liv with the marshal? one .m the tribe should perish. It became necessary
tine's heart, surely, you should not blush if she No, that yo~ must graciously refuse t() him."
to gtv six hundred women to these l:lix hundred men.
brings you a rich dowry. The heart which you gain
.And so It .was done. We went together to What di~ the Israelites do? There happened to bs
is worth more than the miserable money, before N1smes. _ I entered upon my position, and was a small VIllage called. Jabesh-gilead in their neighwhich you are so timid as being too much. :My all~wed to rest from business in the arms of Clem- b?rhood .. The Israehtes surprised the people of this
daughter can not be happier if she marries a million entme.
VIllage, killed tnem all; even the animals- were
to which is attached an ~n_loved man; she can become
[To BE CONTINUED.]
slaughtered: ~ut ther reserved four hundred girls
so only through the spmt, through the noble mind,
for the BenJamites. 'lherefore there were two hunthrough faithful love, through the care of the loved
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
dred men who were without girls. We must agree
one for her."
that they were right when they stole two hundred
"And?" !laid Clementine, as she in her charming AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE's DOC- girls who were dancing before the portals of Shiloh.
innocence lightly entered the room, took my hand,
TRINS.
(Judges xx, 2.) But Abaddie, Sherlock, Houteville,
and looked her noble mother, with a friendly mien,
and there confreres brought arguments in J"ustificaWRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767 .
in the eyes.
*The illustrious· author forgot to speak of the angels of
[Translated from the French by A. very Meriwether.]
" Thou hast chosen well !" said Madame de
Sodom. Bnt that topic is too horrible. ln the whole history
Sonnes, as she embraced us both. "Thou always
of the Jewish people there could be no greater or more abomCHAPTER VII.
carest more for the happiness of thy mother than for
inable e_xtravaganza than that story about the angels whom
CONCERNING THE CUSTOMS OF THE JEWS.
thyself."
the magistrates, the street porters, and even the boys, wished
violate. No pagan fable equals this. Such a tale makes the
If we examin the fables of the Jews relating to to
hair s_tand on en_d. Some people dnre to comment upc.n such
their
customs,
do
we
not
find
these
customs
as
abomCHAPTER XXVIII.
abommaLle stones and make the young children reapect them,
ina?le as their f3:bles are absurd? They are, UJ?On and then hav the insolence to complain of the Brahman8 of
Clementine was my betrothed. The whole family the1r own confessiOn, robbers who car.ried everythmg lndia and of the Magii of Persia, to whom God has not revealed
treated me with the greatest regard. I was looked in the desert, which they had stolen from the Egyp- such things because they were not his chosen people. There
upon in the palace De Sonnes as the beloved son. tians. Their chief, Joshua, crossed the Jordan by are still people among ns with souls so low and base who say
The esteem of the whole town surrounded me. I means of a miracle similar to the miracle performed " Believe these in fnmous tales or the wrnth of an a vengin~
will fall upon you; believe, or we will persecute you
had reached my highest aim, and it would be tire- in the passage of the Red Sea. And for what pur- God
whether you be in the consistory or in the conclave, or in office
some if I should begin to picture the manifold pleas- pose? In order to put to fire and sword a city or at the bar or in a tavern." How long shall the rogues·make
ures I enjoyed.
which was not known, a city which God destroyed sensible meu tremble? Yet they suffer them to exist and
shall I add, some even adore them. What imbecils! what ~ou
The Marshal de Montreval received letters from by the sound of a horn.
1 [1776.]
Lonrlon, as governor of the province, for my deThe Grecian fables were more humane. Amphion sters
The world has advanced since Voltaire's days. The clergy
cea~ed father, !JeRides an inheritance which his built cities by the sound of a flute.
Joshua de- are l~ss dogmatic and the c:hurch less powerful. The priests
brother, who had died in the West Indies, had left stroyed them. He delivered to sword and flames are m.ore humble and IW longer threaten persecution for. disbehim. I hasteued for a few days to Nismes, to the old men, women, children, and cattle. Could cruelty lief, but ar~ <o~tent.to picture the tortures of the lower regions
Bad Voltaire hved m the present time he could hav lectured
marshal, iu COlllJJliance with his order. He showed be more senseless?
me only the letter of the London banker and the
He is not excused because a prostitute betrayed and written without fear of disturbance, as his follower and
copy of the Testament, without being able to gi v her people. But what need was there for the per- fellow-countryman Reuan has uono. The force therefore of
Voltaire's note is lost upon us who liv in a comparativly free
me any further explanation. The fortune had, by fidy of that unfortunate :woman when a horn was age. [Note by the translator.]
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tion of these cannibal-like fables, and endeavor to gradually grown into existence and become recog- book. Then all change, all gradual and healthy
prove that all this was a mark, a figure of speech, nized.
growth, stopped. In the place of growth we find
which announced the coming of Jesus Christ.
Hobbes saw the civil State as the " Great Levi- persecution and repression, until that becomes intol" [TO BE CONTINUED.]
athan," and ever since his great work, the organic erable, and then "reformations," revolts, and revo-.
nature of societies and of Humanity, as a whole, has lutions inevitably followed, and must c~mtinue.
·become more and more the basis of all scientific, Thus EVOLUTION, the first law of sociOlogy, shows
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
sociology and politics. All \his will appear plainer us plainly that monoth_eism, and all "religions" ~nd
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific and more and m0re important if you trace the· churches based upon It, must, after a ~ew centtmes,
growth. !tnd history of this grand conception of , tend t? become ~he deadly and perseoutrv:e foe of huGospels.
Humamty from Cicero and the Roman lawyers i man hberty, sCience, an~ progr~ss.. Time always
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB through St. Augustine, Dante, Pascal, Hume, Kant,' tends to convert the old God, as J.t did the old gods,
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
Diderot, Turgot, Condorcet, Herder, Goethe, mto a new devil-the foe of humanity. Thus, to the
LECTURE I.
Fourier, Comte, and Spencer, until finally we are early Christians, Jove and his hundred celestials beable
to realize as well as to idealize Humanity as an came and were called veritable "demons "-i. e.,
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
organized Being surrounding and governing our devils. Our latter-day Christians, in their turn, are
THE ASCENT, INSTEAD OF THE DESCENT OF MAN.
planet-the grandest living Being known to us.
pained to bear their God, the successor of Jove,
Scientific criticism has made sad work with the
But the important fact is that this organic law of cursed by French "Atheists" as l'Enemi, "the
stories of the divine and perfect origin of man. " correspondence to the · environment" applies to Enemy!" that is, the condensed d~vil of mankind.
The fables of his creation, and of a perfect Adam nations, or peoples, and to all societies of the human IJ?-deed, all European wars, revolutwnR, a_nd general
and Eden, pass, together with the traditions of all race in all their variety of time or place, and even history for the last tbr~e hundred y~ar~-smce _1600otber ancient peoples, into the limbo of mythology. to Humanity, considered as the whole cooperating ha_ve been, or are bemg, b1;1t plam _rllustrat_wn~ of
But our tears over Paradise Lost cannot blind. us to human race. For these are all conditioned by their th1s law_, and are best e~plam~d. by Its appli?atw~,
the fact that science thereby proves that we are not past and by the world in which they live, and thus aJ?-d by 1t our age ~*lid 1ts strivmgs become mtelhstanding in a line of degredation as degenerate they have the laws of growth, of convergence, and gible.
.
angels, but of advancement in a gradual progress in of adjustment similar to those simpler and lower I Mark well thrs date-;-1600 ·1 For tL~t year, under
which our future may more than equal the dream of organisms of which biology treats.
the law we are followmg, J;>ecomes peihap~ the most
. 1 Ed
d G ld A·
It k
I
·
· ·
.
.
. important and noteworthy mall human history. It
th e my th10a
en an
o en ge.
, as s us, s
Now, If this 1s t;ue, our solution 1s foun_d .. This was the keystone year of the great bridge of time
it not better to hav the troglodite and cannibal sav- law must be applicable to our age; that Is, to our that passes from the old fixed theologic, to the undeage in the past rather than in the future of our race? pre~ent stage of progress, and III:ust generally ~t least, termined unforeseen scientific world of the now and
This fact of progress brings us to a conclusion mdiCate to us our own future lme of evolutiOn and th f t '
e t d t
It b
e u ure.
Which makes our inquiry possible. It is that the fate and theret'ore our
•
.
pres n
u Y·
eco.~es
That was the date of the new era. A novus ordo
sciences of biology, sociology, ethnology clearly in- the gravest of questwns, then, to see how the fatahttes
.
th b
b
f
fundamentally new
dioate the oonditiens and the general laws under of this present life will be increased or relieved in rer71:m ent etganll e~a~ s.e 0d a anki'nd
For then
h t k
d ·
k"
·
1
.
envuonmen o a CIVI 1 Ize m
.
. h h
w h 10
uman progress as a en an 1s now ta mg prop?rtwn as we neg ect. ?r rec~gmze ~nd conform it was that the discoveries of Da G~ma, Columbus,
place. The scheme of salvation is thus replaced by to this law _and the .conditiOns w~th whiCh the prog- Magellan, Copernicus, Bruno, and Galileo literally
the law of evolution-the law of progress. It is ress of soCial evolutton, under th1s law, bas actually b
ht t
h
e a d a new earth If
plain that our further inquiry can be only as to the surrounde?- us. We hav thus a lig~t to guid_e our t~~:! WOJ~i!~~t ~:: h:a; ~od~y transplanted the
meaning and application of this law, and that our feet. This law at once makes socJ?logy a SCien~e. whole human race to the planet Mars, supposing it to
first step must be to grasp it as intelligently, and in as It become~ at on_ce the soul and phi~osophy of hi;'3- have the conditions of human life, it is doubtful
few words, as we can.
tory. As 1t explams the human past, It must explam whether the change could have been so great. The
What, tlten, is the fundamental law of the progress our present and fut.ure. .
.
.
thoughts of men were then literally and suddenly
of society? It is, clearly, in general terms, the great
.Let. us, then, begm With our firs_t less~n m th1s ap- "widened out" of their old world. Under these
law of all organic growth, the correspondence of the plicatwn. The very first result IS ternbly destruc- a·
· th e ":fi rmamen t of heaverl
" w'th I"ts
·
Th' 1 ·
h f · ·If
1scovenes
. ,
1
organism (society) to its medium or environment; tive..
IS aw IS enoug o ;tse to destroy all the- Divine Father and heavenly hosts, vanished into the
that is, the world about it, and its own past history. ologiC~l ~_ethod and authority. The past. becomes Infinite. The "fixed" earth rolled under their feet,
This law was discovered by, and becomes intelligible under It SI~ply the groun_dwork-the material, ~or an an insignificant planet of an insignificant sun star.
only in the works of, the scientific biologists-in the ever-changmg and growmg future. Under this law
It will be seen at once that these changes,. under
school of Spencer, Haeckel, Huxley, Darwin, St. there can b~ no fixed or I!ermanent Church or Book evolution, the social law of progress, must have inHilaire, Goethe, Lamarck, Von Baer, Oken, and their or Rev~latwn. upon whtc~ m:=tn .can permanently volved a thousand others-and one by one they came,
successors. Through their labors we have come to found hts" habits, cultur~~ mstitutwns, or hopes as and still are coming. The whole nature of man, insee that life is the organic action of the body, i. e., upon the Roc_k of A~es.
.
.
.
dividual and social; the fate of his body and soul;
of the cells and tissues of every organism, plant, or
For the law 1s certam and mevitable that as time, his capacities and knowledge, were and still are
animal, great or small, by which the whole organism our ~uman past, change_s and enlarges. the world; c>alled to undergo changes new and strange, to meet
continuously reacts upon and adjusts itself to its en- ~hat 1s, the human e~vi~·o?ment, the l~fe of man, this new world. We may indeed say new world, for
vironment. The organism is thus the correlative of mterna~ and external, md1vidual and soCial, must be what have the advanced scientists now in common
its past and present world, from which it lives and proportiOnably. and constantly changed and . ad- with the mass of the human species as they existed
grows.
vanced. That IS the reason that peoples and natwns .· r to 1600? Hardly more than a Rimilar animal
· To supply the losses caused by this reaction, assimi- who w~r~ taught a~d made to believe in a stationary b~I~y and a iittle language and civil law ! Never
lation of food, and hence growth, takes place as long superstitiOn, or an Iron-bound creed, have _become the was there a change, physical and mental, so great
as growth is able to maintain the organism. We depe~dents
slaves of the more el3:st1c and p·o- and so sudden ! The old environment had passed
see also that the or~anism inevitably becomes more gressive portions of the hu~an _family.. Nat!OI!S away. "All things must become new," but how and
and more complex m order to answer to the increas- and peoples who try to believe m an uon-bou~d when became then and still remain our pressing iming complexity of its outer world. Again, the dif- way now, mu~t become stunted and retrograde. Life pending questions. The future of the human race
ferent parts or organs of the organism become more a_nd growth 1s but another nam~ for constant ?-ltera- must be explained by the same law of evolution that
and more distinct and special in their functions, twn and change. Permanency m burna~ affairs can explains its past. It would be stupid to waste time
while the functions are increasingly integrated, and only mean steady grow:th and progr~ss; 1.t rests t~p?n upon the old notion of the degeneration of the race
cooperate in a greater degree toward the support ~ slow b~t healthy adJustment, whiCh g~ves flexibil- after its perfect beginning in Adam and Eve. The
and defense of the whole organism. Thus progress 1ty.. Wisely the poet Goethe admomshes !ls to ascent of man and of civilization by evolution from a
is the process of answering more and more com- "plzantly w~?der through the fields of the nchly- savage origin is so plainly shown bY: Lubbuck, 'l)ler,
pletely to the every-increasing demands of the en- stored earth.
The peoples who sncc.eed_ are those S encer and indeed by all archmologists, that no mtelvironment. This process is furthered by the increas- who were, and are, ever ready and sk1lled to adopt li~ent v~ice now maintains the old th~ologic_ notion.
ing unity or integration of the functions of organs and adapt.
.
.
. Science has reversed our past Eden. Can It light our
that are themselves differentiatAd more and more as
T?~ first di'!fi~ulty,_ then, w1th theolo~y as a ?asis way to a future P:=tradise? Scien?e 01_11~ can answer.
the organism grows, and as it rises in the scale of of civil and rehgwus hfe, as above noted,_ 1s explamed. In the light of this law of evolution 1t 1s as clear as
istence.
Its ~bsolute cha:racter tends to ~ake I~S adhere~ts noonday that this great astronomical change we have
The history of the organic world, from the jelly- st~twnary. It IS thus bro_ught mto direct c?nfiiCt noted can never llecome realized by the masses of
like ammbm to man, is but the illustration of this wrt? the human and relatiV'.l character of sCie~ce, the people, in its co~sequences, :without .c?mpe!lins- in
l 11 w: When the organism can no longer support or whwh encourages the freedom and the ch,anges whiCh them a new life, with new social c;:mdttwns, mst1tudefend itself-that is, when it can no longer adjust are nece~sary_ t? _Prowess and growth. 11 or example, tions, destiny, and hope~; _in other wm:ds, a. new
itself to its environment-it fails, to use Darwin's the earlier CIV~lizatwns of our .ra~e were. fo\m.ded philosophy and a new religion. To realize this we
phrase, "in the struggle for existence," and dies, or upon theology m th~ fo~m of fetiChism (~s m Uhma) have only to take up and to follow out this change
falls a prey to its enemies. This law of correspond- or of astrolatry (as m Egypt an?- Assyr1a), and the of environment to it~ logical results. We have tv
enoe to the environment is the greatest law of all permanence of th~ worshiped fetwhes a!l.~ of the con- ask, what have been, and must ~e, the main _conseorganio life.
stant never-changmg stars became a ~p1~ Itnal an~ an quents of the great AstronomiCal RevolutiOn of
Modern biolQgy shows that all of the varieties and actual tyranny, and_ gav~ ?~ly ~hose lu;mted, st~twn- 1600? Let us look on the affirmative as well as the
species of plants and animals, including man, have ary, ~nd u~pro~ess1ve CIVIhzatwns W~IC~ Rawlm_son negative side of these changes; and if we are folprotoplasm as their principal and common material. d~scribes. 1~, his great work on the .B 1ve Anment lowing a true law, it must be that those consequences
They are all the results of the accumulated changes Hter!'lrch1e~.
Those peoples were ?O';!sequently are in and of themselves the 11e10 gospels and harmoof organisms brought about by the changing de- readily resisted or c~nquered ~y polytheistiC people~, nies of science unfolding before us. Let HS begin
mands of their environments, and which changes w~o.' from the vanety a.n~ mdependence of theu then with the one that is fundamental, the discovery
have been inherited and increased from generation spmtual and unlocated deities, were at home every- of the nature of truth. That is the first of the barto generation. We have explained this fundamental where, and everywhere ready to conquer other peo- monies.
law of plant and animal physiology to gain the sure ples, and adopt neighboring gods, cut~toms, and arms.
(TO BE CON1'IXUED.]
ground for an illustration that throws the greatest Of all this the histories of the Greeks and Romans,
A ...'lOVEMENT r's on foot to raise subscriptions to
light upon sociology.
of Al exan d er and C msar, WI'th a lt ars t o th e un Imown
For, if we turn from biology to the next higher gods, and a crowded Pantheon, are well known illus- pay the expenses .of the lteverend Hallelujah Cox
science, sociology, we find that societies of insects trations. They were the readiest to learn from their and l\:Ioody ai~d Sankey to Fort Apache. There
and of animals, and in a still greater degree those of enemies and to assimilate them.
seems to ue little doubt but that these three evanthe human race, are composite growing organisms,
The monotheistic faiths, that is to say, Judaism, gelists would do noble work in evangelizii:g the
equally subject to this fundamental law of the whole Mohammedanism, and Christianity, on the contrary, Apache Indians, and that they are tlmsty for the
organic world. This might be abundantly illustrated ·although the most condensed, warlike, powerful, and work. If Heury Ward Beech!•r, Ma;:o~· Kallocb, and
by the hist'l>ry of the separate tribes and races of the de6tructive for the first few centuries of their growth, a few more oi that ilk would also JOin the band of
· espeCia
· 11y true of t h at H umamty
·
Apache
remote past, an d 1s
soon a f terwar d b ecame permanent, an d t h en retro- missionaries, it is })l'ouable that every
.
d th in
of the present which has inherited and absorbed all grade and revolutionary to the more advanced part Arizona woul~l become deep~y convmcet1• an
ere
that the isolated and partly civilized parts of the of the race. 'l'he reason is clear. 'Their one God is no doubt that the scalps of t~w reverend gent~emen
race have hitherto worked out. We can only allude was believed to cease to act through inspiration, and would be pre~erved for J!l ti~e aM hol~ r:/Ics of
. to the steps by which this grand human organism has became finally revealed in one pt·ophet, church, or these great samts.-!San 11 ·ww~sco ews e er.
1
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Mr. Leland, the Secretary, led off with his annua1
the world without its utilities. The most useful are
those where the most gifted and best trained minds report. It was clear, fu~l of information and nnspar.
meet the humblest, least trained, and of the wild~st. ing in its wit to both friends and foes of the League.
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
and most erroneous opinions, on a perfect eqnahty He alluded to the split that occurred in the Conven.
as to authority, and where reason does all t~e work t.ion last year as a very small affair, that took from
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR. instead of authority. I confid~ntly trust, lad~es and the I,eague only three individuals and four auxiliary
gentlemen, that this League IS bound to extst and societies. The blow that the League got was one
grow, and to bind ~ogetber _the most and the least given in the house of its friends, ~ut the .P~tient wa 8
The larqest t:md cheapest Radical Journal puhlished in Europe thinking minds-or, If anybody pleases, the best and recovering. The League was growmg rapidly. When
or A71Ulrica, containing nearly seven lllundred square inch.es more the worst thinking-till it envelopes our whole the first convention was held in Hocbester, N. Y.,
of reading matter th.an any oth.er journal of its lcind.
country and ceases to exist because its work is there were but eighteen societies represented. At the
convention of 1878 there were sixty-four auxiliaries
done."
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, OCTOBER 15, 1881.
Mr. Verity, of Boston, upon the conclusion _of included in the League. To-day the League bas one
the President's address, moved that three commit- hundred and seventy-five auxiliaries in its activ mem.
tees be appointed to conduct the business of the bersbip besides fifty others that were no more inac.
A 'frinity of Lithographs.
Congress. He thought these Committees should be, tiv tba~ were .many branches of the Christian church
We bav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the one on Credentials and Membership, one on Resolu- or the Young Men's Christian Association. He re.
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas tions and Future Work, and one on Nomination of ferred to the success of the League's paper, the
League Man, as auspicious of the final success of
Paine, D. 1\I. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They Officers of the League for the ensuing year.
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
Mr. Follett, of Illinois, decidedly objected to the Liberalism.
around tbem-w bich can be procured from picture- appointment of any committee to nominate annual
Thtre is no space to giv any more of this remark.
frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament officers. It was a method by which a "elate" might able report, even by a summary. It was an admir.
to any home. They will be sent, 'Secure from breakage, be imposed upon the Congress, and be was princi- able piece of work, and will doubtless be fully
by mail at the following prices: D. :M. Bennett and pled against it.
printed and be cit·etdated largely.
R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
At the conclusion of this report the Congress, by
Mr. Verity then moved the appointment of the
two first committees, which was agreed to. The motion, voted to continue League Man, if possible,
WE bav plenty more of those colored posters on Secrfiltary, Mr. T. C. Leland, together with the Com- as an organ of the Leagu_e.
The next report was from }.lr. T. B. Wakeman,
band which we will gladly send to any friend who mittee on Credentials, soon made a partial report
takes enough interest in TuE TRUTH SEEKER to aid that one hundred and twenty-five delegates, repre- the Treasurer. He showed how the accounts were
in ext6llding its circulation.
senting sixty-six Leagues, bad already appeared and kept so as to avoid any error, or spending of money
that many more, probably twice as many, Leagues without the direction of the President and Secretary
WE would call attent.ion to a new work we bav would be represented before the close of the Con- and proper vouchers tberefcr. The receipts had,
been for the year $902.62 and the expenses $1, 191.80,
jus~ issued, "Voltaire in Exile." It is an epitome gress. This proved to be the case, a large part of
of the life of the great Jr.tidel, and for those who the delegates appearing the next day, and especially leaving $289.18 due to the Treasurer, who ~id not
cannot afford the higher priced life, by James on Sunday, when the ball was well filled by the del- press for immediate payment, a remark whwb was
received with applause.
Parton, and yet want to know all about Voltaire, it egates and audience in the evening.
The report of the League, written by Mr. Leland,
The Committee on Resolutions and Future Work
is just the work. It was written by Benjamin Gastineau, of Paris, and translated for us with his ap- was as follows: George Chainey, of the Paine Hall the Secretary, to be sent to the European Congress
proval by F. V ogeli and Edmond Dubourg. It League, Boston, Chairman; T. B. Wakeman, New of Liberals directed by last year's Congress at Bel.
contains an account of Voltaire's youth, his exile in York; J. H. Burnham, of Michigan; Mrs. H. S. gium to be held at London this year, was read and
heartily approved. It was sent to Mr.•D. M. BenEngland, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, and Switzer- Lake, of California; and Mr. Sloan, of Chicago.
The question of the appointment of a committee nett, now in Europe, to be presented, and was reland, his relations with Jean Jacques Rousseau,
Frederick the great, Catharine II., and Pope Bene- on nomination of officers was then taken up again printed in your last TRUTH SEEKER.
While the Committees on Officers and Resolutions
dict XIV.; what he did at Ferney, bow be improved and adopted notwithstanding Mr. Follett's continued
the town, built a church, fought the Jesuits, and objection. He was immediately requested to act as were further deliberating, Mr. ·wright asked leave
defended the victims of religicus hatred and perse- chairman of the committee so as to prevent any to submit some considerations as to the need of a
cution. It describes bit' triumphant return to Paris slate, but declined, and the committee was appointed Human Providence in preserving the trees of the
after his years of exile, and ends with chapters on by the Congress upon open nominations, with in- earth. The suggestion was received with applause,
his work, his philosophical system, his enemies, and structions not to report until the Committee on Cre- and the matter submitted was of the greatest inter.
dentials bad completed its report, and to gather the est and importance. Mr. Wright was requested by
some hitherto unpublished letters.
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, se~timents of the members as far as possible before many present to write out his facts, figures, and
views on this important subject and to furnish
but none of its size contains so much information as reporting.
The rest of the afternoon was occupied by confer- them for publication and dist,ributiOn. They should
this. From it a clear idea can be obtained of the
immense influence be exerted upon Europe and the ence reports from the several Leagues in short be presented before every state legislature as a basis
world by his brilliant genius, and how the church speeches, which were extremely valuable and inter- for legislation next winter. He hoped that eecular
bas ever fought the men who dared to step out of esting, and which were continued until darkness management of the surface of the earth for the
compelled an adjournment.
the orthodox paths of thought.
achievement of human welfare would be held to be
The announcement that 1\Ir. Cbainey would open a part of League work, and would include the imporWe will fill orders as fast as they come, and hope
to send off a good many. Price, cloth, $1; paper, the continued reports of the Leagues in the evening tant duty be felt to be so necessary, the protection
by an address upon "Secular Education " largely in- of our forests, and the extension of them largely
75 cents.
creased the audience notwithstanding a threatening over barren mountains and prairie land.
Report of the Fifth Annual Congress of the ram.
The Committee on the Nomination of Officers for
National Liberal League.
His address fully equaled the expectation the an. the ensuing year then reported through Mr. T. C.
nouncement had excited. He dwelt upon the imposHELD .A.T HERSHEY'S MUSIC HALL, CHICAGO, SEPTEM- sibility of a secular state without a secular people, Leland, who was selected by them as their chairBER 30TH-OCTOBER 3n.-.A. :r.rOST ENTHUSIand that secular education alone could giv us such a man for that purpose, as follows:
For President, T. B. Wakeman; Secretary, T. C.
ASTIC, HARMONIOUs, AND SUCCESSFUL
people, and that no agency DOW existed SO capable
Leland; Treasurer, Courtlandt Palmer; Chairman of
MEEliNG.
of effecting this object as the l,eague itself. For Executiv Committee, George Lynn, of Illinois;
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : that reason be bad come to cast in his lot with it. Chairman of Finance Committee, Mrs. H. S. Lake,
My instructions were to report the Congress as He took as his text the fifth and sixth objects of the of Oalifornia.
effectivly as possible without swamping your paper League as stated in its Constitution. He stated that
As each of these names were read they were rewith an ocean of words and details. The only way he had supposed that the Constitution of the League ceived with applause, and they were voted upon
to do that is to giv an outline of the proceedings would bav to be enlarged in order to do the great separately and unanimously elected. Even Mr.
and to call attention to the salient points. The work of secular education, but be found that the Follett, who had declined to accept this method of
speec::hes may be printed afterward, as your space Constitution covered the ground completely, and to nomination, thought the result could not bav been
will -permit. The delegates a!'-sembled on Friday, his grea.t satisfaction. All that remained now was for better. Before the vote was taken the Committee
September 30th, and after a great deal of band- the League to carry out the measures to effect these explained that Mr. Wright, owing to his age and
shaking and a pleasant reunion of friends, the objects as stated in his text, and it would confer the infirmities; especially an increasing deafness, .bad
Congress was called to order by the President, Hon. greatest possible benefit upon our country. He pro- positivly declined to be reelected President, and
Elizur Wright, who delivered an Introductory Ad- ceeded to state in detail bow this could be effected that be and the Congress had unanimously indicated
dress, which bas been printed at length in the Boston and in what spirit of charity and forbearance it was Mr. Wakeman as his proper successor. This fact
Investigator of this week. The editor of that paper necessary to work for it. A lecture bureau and im- necessitated the election of a majority of the Board
says that it is one of the best. tbi?gs. i~ h~s ever proved lecturers, a library and newspapers in each -that is, the Secretary and Treasurer, from New
printed, and those who heard It Will JOin m that League, a Sunday-school for adults and children, York, so that a majority could meet readily and
opinion. He made a masterly exposition of the social meetings with music, were among the means often for business, as the constitution had pro.
three main planks of the League- I. The separation to be insisted upon.
vided. The other officers bad been selected from
of church and state; 2. The protection of all citiAt the close of Mr. Cbainey's address the League the west. The executiv committees appointed in
zeus in equal rights and privileges, without regard reports were resumed with great earnestness. It is each of the states would do the work of the states in
to religious beliefs; 3. The univer.~al secular educa- impossible to refer to these interesting accounts and direct communication with the officers of the Board.
tion of the people. He proved that none of these proposed methods of League work in detail. These
I learn from members of the Committee that there
objects had ever been fully attained in our Republic, reports were the most useful part of the congress was some division as to the chairmanship of the Exthough a great step was taken in that direction work, but no account of them can be given without ecutiv Committee. It seems that some were in favor
when our Federal Government was founded by the exhausting your space. They abundantly compen- of reliltoring 1\'h. H. L. Greey. to his old place intbe
Declaration of Independence and the United States sate for the great expense and time taken in holding League, while others preferred Mr. E. C. Walker, of
Constitution. But this step was largely, if not prin- these annual congresses. Mr. Edward King, of the Iowa The result was that Mt·. Lynn was ac0epted
cipally, on paper. It would be the work of the New York Liberal League, gave a very instructiv ac- as satisfactory to all. It was thought that no man
League to see them realized hy effecting first the count of the educativ methods of Liberals in Scot- could resist Mrs. Lake's appeal for money, and when
three acts of justice it proposed, as above stated. land and England. Mr. E. C. Walker reported for her name was mentioned, there was no other candiThereafter the other evils that oppress society, and Iowa, Mr. Follett for Illinois, Messrs. Wakeman and date.
especially financial cannibah:sm, which be explained Green for New York, Mr. Mendum for MassachuVice presidents were then elected for at le.ast
most clearly and graphically, will be in the way of setts, and ilO the evening was spent, as the story went thirty states, with instructions to the Board of Di.
removal with its vast train of evils. His concluding from League to League, and before it was thought rectors to revise and add to the list.
·
words bad grl~at dfeut, and should be pondered by that the hour to ad}1urn was near it had passed.
The St. Louis Delegation then mov_ed that the
ThP. next (Saturday) moruing the League met to next Congress of the League be held in that city, and
every frieuu of Lil>eraLsm iu the League, and especiall) uy those out of it.
bear the annual repo~·ts of the secretary and treasurer presented such comfortable and substantial reasons
He said: "Organization, without usurpation, is and also the reports of the committees of the League therefor that the motion was after discussion unanialways good. There is hardly any organization in which had been appointed the day before.
mously adopted with thanks.
'
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The Congress ass~mbled for its afternoon session votion to truth for its own sake, and univerRal brotherhood on the
A resolution in regard to the position of Governor
W
· ht COTHJllC.
J
t d -..f W 1
!n:onnd of a <'Ommon
hmnnnity,
mm·e
pnrticnlRI'IV
to estRbli•h
at 2 0 ' c1ock . -.I
J} r_.
. .Pf!
e n r.
a wman Lli11'rHlleCfm·p
hm·enn for
the mntnRl
hPnt•tlt
of theh!'ni'PrH
and lect-a Roberts of Tex11.s, in refusing to appoint days of
to the :platform and introduced him as the new Pres- nrPT'"• hv whic·h thP fot·mntlon of local Lilwml •ocletle• mRy he prayer and faAting, was also heartily :1pprov!'d.
fncilitHtP~ fH1(1 Rtiml~l~tp£1 nnrt hv Which Lilwrnl lPetnt'f>l'"- of ~nffiident in a .few very }1appy rem11rk ~"• conc1ui!ing with eiPnt n~ility nnd nnhiPml•hPrl morHl dlRm<otPt", wlthont the le,.•t
Mr. Wakeman then came forw11rd ani! delivered
the words: "ThPre is no mistake thifl time.· You dl•crlmmntlon <>n nc·Pntmt of tlwlr J"Pli!!lon• opinion•, mav be Pn- hiR Inaugural Address as Pre!'lident of the League.
.
.
h
.
com·ag-/>d, fnm!ohpd wlt11 employment, and helped to devote them.
hav thf' nght man m t e r1g1)t place." Jlrlr. Wake- •elv• to""' L1lwm1 c11n•e.
He held the attention of the largest aurlience that
· t k' rr the chair re~l)O d d ·
h t f 1'
6. In nil prnJwr nnrl pt·ncticnl wnv• to pl'Omote the tlnal ernnnclpaman Ill. a 111,..,
'
~
n e 111 a S Or ' ee Ill!!, lion of the •lnte fJ·nm thP cnnti"Ol of the chnrch. nncl to f'l•ter the cle- had assembled during the CnngreAs clo~e1y for over
gracefuJ, Sl'n~ihle R~eech, which g~ve great s~tisf~~;c- vpJopml'nt of thnt nntm·"I in'PlligPnc" and moJ"Rlity which consti- an hour. The ~:mhjPct was "The Past, PreAent, and
A thn 11''Ce•oRI'\' Rnd aJI.enfflciPnt hu~i· of •ecnlRI' ;,.ovprnment.
tl·on, and whwh I Will not tr."".r to. ~fr}V here, as It Will tntlnA~~:mncl~
ft!;l, t 11A Pxpm ience of the llrt~t ha~ tanght ns thflt the Future Work of the League."
It is enough to say
doubtless be printed by you in full and I should time I• nmtpe fm· thn AnforcemPnt of political action. Pit her throu.,.h that this was generally concederl to hav been the
. . b
. ·
f.
'
the ln•trnmentality of pt·e•ent parties or the organizauon of the
only SpOil lt Y gt vmg a ragment.
Liheml• into an actlv politicnl party: thefefore
best and greatest address :M:r. Wakeman has ever
The
next
business
was
the
report
.
f
the
Secretary
Resolved, That while we keep this steadily in -yi_ew as the final work
0
.
. . . A
.
.?f t_hE! Leag-ne, we call the attention of all aux1hary Leagues and of made. He took all of the difficulties in band with the
on Constttutwnal mendmentE!, whwh bad been pro- mdividuul Ltbcrals In sympathy with our general aims to sections 5 confidence and skill of a master. Nothing in the past
· g the year Aft ·
f 1
t'
and 6 of of article III. of the Constitution, and urge them to devote
pose d d unn
·
er care U CODI~l era JOIJ their time and strength princinally to the dissemination of naturnl was excused or evaded. The history of the League,
they were all voted down, except a few formal ones lntellif!ence and mornlity, so tbat, by the secularization of men and its successes and failures, wast fully given; its present
· · 1 b
Th ·
.
womeR, we may in time secure a party strong enough not only to de·
of tr1v1a c aracter.
e Important expressiOn was mand, bnt also to enforce, the complete secularization of the state. position was fairly estimated, and its future forecast
thus obtained that the Constitution is satisfactory In order to carry this out,
.
.
,
•
•
• •
•
Resolved, That the Board of Directors of the League Immediately in a way that inspired confidence and reasonable
and rehable, as 1t was or1gmally adopted m 1876, establl~h the Iect.n!·e bureau, as pl'Ovided fo!· in the Consti~uti~n for hope. Through it all ran a vein of humor that
that no change that can be suggested 8
the pm poRe ~he1 em set forth, by the appomtment, at thmr discrean d
.
.
eeiDS tlon, Of a S1111Hl:le per~On to act liS a general agent therefor, With touched upon Mr. Abbot, Col. Ingersoll, and the
likely to 1m prove 1t.
snell compensation us they are warranted by the state of the treus- Comstock difficulties in a way that removed them
1"'
ll h C omm1'ttee on R eso
. l utJons,
.
h ea d e d by 1U•vtoo1f•·r.
~·Ina y t e
WHEREAS, ltha•bP~>n claimed bysomethat-the re•olutionspnsRed without irritation. All admit that it was a most
Mr. George Cbainey came upon the j)latform to re- by 1_1w Uongi'ess of the !·"~g-ne bon~d thooe who vot~>d in the ~~~- masterly and usl'ful diseourse, one that will rlo very
.'
.
nOJ'It"l", HR well"" the Tn'IJOT'ltv, and Vtl'tnally compelled the mmor·11y
port. Every reF~olutwn was applauded and no dissent to w!thnrnw from thP L""l!ne: th~el'<'fnrp,
much to put the LPague upon a new, safe, and prac1
1
1
was expressed except as to the one that declared that P.{;~~~~~~;;, ;.:~~!, ~~;~ f,'i! 'b~~':: ;r,~;;' ~;:~~~ro~h.i~~~;1~~~~~ t~,."~:~~~~ tical foundr.ttion. There was no word of disapproval.
resolutions passed at any one Congress of the League afteJ" pas.•(•d hy the ll.nnnal o:mgress of the Leag-ne nre no test of fel- One of the leading seceders of last yt>ar was the
•
• h C
· low•llip m the LeHI!lJe bnt !-Imply I'Xpreos the •entJmentA ot thoHe
express~ d on 1y th e sentiments of t at ongresf' by voting for them. ancl or the particnlar Congress of which thPy are most jnbilant in his commend:Jtion, and the most
the majority thereat and was no test of membership. a majority: that "11 who ?elio;ve in the entire BPpa,·ation o~ church radical repealers said that upon the ground taken by
..,
B .
.
and Hfate, whHtev~r tlH::•Ir vwW:"\ mRy be on other qne~tton~, u.re
Mr. Gorsuch, of alt1more, had It read over, and earnestly reqne•tect to nnitewith the Libe1·al League movement and the new President" we can all stand, and all hatchets
·
ht
b
t
·
h
1
•
work for its advancemPnt.
t h oug ht th ere mtg
e some ca lD t e mea, or Dig- WHEREAs,TheNewYorkStateFreethinkers' Assoclation,atitslate are buried."
er
in
the
fence.
He
would
do
nothing
to
lower
the
annual
meeting, held at Hornells,·ille, N.Y., passed a reHolution to
The President at once came forward with the prog
take out a cb>trter as an anxiliHry to the Leag-ue, providing we apposal 'to begin activ work then and there by taking
stand ar d of t h e L eague nor to ena bl e t h e t hree or prove of its resolutions, known ns the" watkins resolutions,"
four members who had seceded last year to return
Resolved, Th!it as. the permanent Constitution ~f the League is in
.
.
' ent1re harmony w1th thE) same, onr sem·etary be mstructed to 1ssue contributions or subscriptions for the League, from
and he feared that some such constructiOn might be the cbarter when so applied for by the officers of the Association.
the Leagues or individuals present-following up the
given to that resolution. Mr~. Dr. Severanc~, Mr.
These resolutions mark a new departure in League work of the same kind which had been commenced
Mendum, a!ld other_s followed m the sa;me stram.
work, and will make the basis of the greatest prac- the evening before. Mrs. Lake, the new chairman
The _Cha1; e~plamed for the Comm1ttee that the tical effort of Liberalism in America. They were of the Finance Committee, took the matter in hand,
resolu_twi~ dtd httle more than resta~e a clause of the drawn by Mr. Chainey, and he was ;warmly congrat- and in a short time five hundred dollars were pledged
and partly paid in. This was an earnest of success exConstitutwn of the League; _that It. was nec~ssary ulated upon the program they presented.
to do so to rem_ove a false ImpressiOn that ~t was
Immediately after ·the dispgsal of these resolutions tremely gratifying to the officers for the ensuing
found had prevailed largely to the g_re~t detnment Mrs. Dr. Severance, of Milwaukee, offered a resolu- year.
The press of Chicago referred to this generous reof th~ League; tha~ th~ supposed tw1stmg of tender tion reaffirming the resolutions passed at the last
consme_nces of a ~mor1ty_ of the League upon ~ny Congress in regard to the repeal of the so-called sponse as the squeezing of a few "nickels" out of
reso~ut_wn that _m1~ht be mtroduced on !'l'ny subJect Comstock Iaw111 • This resolution was passed with a reluctant audience. Let me say in this connecnot m Its .Const1~utwn would thus be a':"01ded.
only two or three dissenting voices. It was felt that tion that the general treatment of the Congress by
Mr. Kmg claimed that the resolutJ_o!l ~as very the previous resolutions had taken away the objec- the press of Chicago was disgraceful in the extreme.
n~cessary to cover the cases of sue~ auxtharies as the tion that had hitherto been made as to any such ex- Mr. Dailey and Mr. Wakeman gave the editors and
Liberal Club of _N ~w . York, whwh could not be pression of opinion on the part of the majority, and reporters of the Lake City a terrible excoriation in
bound by any maJonty m a League Congress because that the rights and consciences of the minority how- their addresses. There was nothing that could be
it. caul~ never by its Constit~1t_ion, being a club for ~ver small, was respected, and would not be co'mpro- fairly said against the Congress, which was as orderdJs~usswn merely, hav an opmwn as a club on any mised nor compelled to appear as publicly assenting ly and as well conducted as any could be. Nothing
that could be objected to as immoral or improper or
subJect. If-,e tho_ught _that the g~~tleman fro~ Balti- to that which they might not approve.
more was gettmg h1s back up unnecessanly and
Several other resolutions, which had been offered extreme was said or done. The press could find
about a mat_ter that ought to hav been declared long by members and referred to the Committee on Res- nothing wherewith to illustrate its meanness except
ago,_uuless It ~a~ to be held that the J:eag~~ was to olutions, ·were then reported back and read and by reference to such trivial matters as the spelling of
constst of a maJOrity only, and that all mmont1es were recommended to be received and committed to the words by a copyist of the resolutions; and ridiculing
~o b~ cast out of the L_eague on every trivial matter auxiliaries for consideration. ' They related to many the flowers presented by the ladies, which those
It ~tght pass a resol~twn_about.
.
. of the prominent reforms of the day, and especially chivalrous gentlemen of the "\Vest advertised as
Col. Kel_so, of Cahforma, then obta1~ed the floor, presented the views of the Socialistic-Labor party, "prairie weeds!" When malice descends to things
and so plamly show_ed that the resolutiOn was but a and the civil service reform with great force. as small as those it is evident that it has beoome
restatement of parliamentary law to remove a false These resolutions and the discussion on them had impotent merely from want of material.
The resolution of thanks and gratitude to Hon.
impression, that all opposition to it was disarmed. exhausted the afternoon session. As the ex-PresiHe said t.hat i~ ~fter its passage there was any do~bt dent, Mr. Wright, arose to leave the hall, the Elizur Wright were now moved as the last -act
about the pos1t10n of the Congress on any subJect Congress rose and gave him three cheers and his of the Congress, and were of course passed unanipassed upon at a former Con~ress, the se_nse of this name was directed to be put at the head
the list mously. The old Nestor of the League responded
Congr~ss could be taken ~n Jt. at once Without then of Vice-Presidents. "The old man eloquent" was with allusions to his early connection with the temappearmg to C?erce the mmo~Ity.
.
. visibly affected by these expressions of respect and perance and antislavery reforms aud his progress
upward to the League. He was convinced that the
. The ex-Pre~1dent, Mr. Wnght, _concurred m this gratitude.
,
v1ew, and advised that the resolutiOn should pass. .
Mr. Chainey, as Chairman of the Committee on world was gradually growing better, and that the
Mr. ~orsuch ~nd_ sev~ral ?thers had f_ears that _If Resolutions, was requested to bring forward a reso- League represented the greatest instrument in all
passed JUSt ~t t~1s t1me It m1ght be cons1der~d as m lntion expressing the grateful sentiments of the Con- real progress, all true reform. It was for that reasome way y~eldmg to somebody or to somethmg.
gress and of the Liberals of the United States gener- sen that he had joined it and should continue to aid it
in every way he could, and when he could do no
The vote on. t_his special re~olutiou was taken by ally to Mr. Wright.
the dele~ates r1smg:. Many dtd not vote, b~t there
The evjjning session was devoted to public speak- more it should hav his last good wish, but not a
were thuty-three m favor of the re.solutwn and ing and music, by Mrs. H. S. Lake and Prof. Peck. parting blessing now, for he hoped to liv to see it
seventeen opp_osed. The oth~r resolutwns reported
Mrs. Lake's lecture was entitled "The Higher prosper and be a blessing to the world many years
by the Comm~ttee ~ere unammously adopted. <?f Life," and was a grand vindication of the moral yet to come.
Prof. Peck then gave a few touches of music.
course, you Will prmt them, and your readers will basis of Liberalism. The "law unto oneself" and
carefully digest them. 'l'hey are as follows:
the use and need of it, al'! against church and artificial The President announced that the next Congress of
Re&olwd, 'l'hnt tl!is con~ress reaffirms its devotion to t11e specia1 morality was never more clearly vindicated. The the League would meet at St. Louis, one year hence,
object~ of the Nat10na~ Liberal League as set forth m Artwle I., II.,
'
•
.
•
and Ill. of tne eonstitution:
lecture gave great sattsfactwn and was hearttly ap- and the Congress then finally adjourned. There
was a general feeling that this was the best Congress
ARTICLE I. 1.'he name of this association shall be the National Lib· plauded.
era! League.
ART. u. General Object.-Tbe general object of the League shall
The lecture of Prof. Peck was shorter and gave of the League ever held ; that it meant harmony
be to accomplish the total separation of clmrch and stale, to the end h
·
'fi b
f
· 1 l'f
d
.1
h' h and work for the future. The delegates separated
tbut eqnalnghts in religion, gennin morulity in politics. und free- t e sment1 c ase o soma 1 e an IDOla s, W JC
dom, virtue, und brotherliood in ull human life may be established, he found in a very clear statement of positiv phi- in the best spirit and with often expressed satisfacprotected, und perpetuated.
h
tion that all internal dissensions were gone, and
ART. Ill. Specillc Objects.-1. As ~eans to the accompllshment of losop y.
thi8 gen"ml object, Ute specific. ol>Jeets of tbe Leagne shall be to
Owing to the occupation of the hall on Sunday fore- that there was no thought now but to find out what
urge the udoptlon uf snell a rehgtous-freedom amendment of the
.
United States Constitution us slmll effect the complete seculariza- noon the adJOUrnment had to be made to Sunday af- work each could best do for the League and its
tion of the government in ull its <lep>lrtments anu Institutions. state
t 2 •1 k
cause.
V ERITAS.
und national, and shall secm·e to every Americun citizen the full en- ternoon a
0 C OC , P. JII.
Chicago, Ill., Oct. 4, 1881.
joymeutof his opinions on the su~ject of I'eligion,_wlmtever they
On Sunday the Congress assembled to hear Mr.
may be, without molestatiOn, disability, or depl'lvat1on of any CIVil Ch .
,
. t 1 t .
t'
th
tl
or poliLioalrlghts.
.
.
amey s g1ea ec ure, or ora JOn ra er, on 1e
The following letter will explain itself:
2. •1·0 •ulvocate the e<J.t~ltable taxah'?n of obnroh prop~rty, the totnl clergv
:For au hour and a half the audience were
discontinuance of reh~Jous mstruct10n and WOl'Shlp m the public
•·
.
.
Cmc.A.Go, October 3, 1881.
school•, thtl repeal of all laws enforcing the observance of Sunday as spell- bound by thts magmficent effort. There was
DEA.R SrR: The Fifth Annual Congrl"SS of the National
the t;abbatll. the cussatlon of all appropritttions of public fnnds for b
.
b
.t
a th t
f
religious inelltutious or purpoHes of un:l:' l<ind, the ttbolition of state- ut one ex~res~JOn a out, 1 , an . .a was one O ~x Liberal League closed yesterday. lt has been a perfect sucpaiu cbapliuncies. the substltutio':-1 of s1m_ple affirmation un<ler the treme admiratiOn. It was an mdwtment, a conVIC- cess. More auxiliaries sent delegates, Ultl more attended than
palns 1111<1 penallles of perjury for tbe Ju<llcml oath, tbe non-ap- .
·
. d
l
f h
h 1
pointment or religious fasts, festivals, aud l!oliduys by pnblle au- t1on, an executwn, an a rep acement o t e W o e last year. All differences hav been recondled !III<.! perfect
thOl'ity, the practlcul ost11blishment of simple morality and lntelli- body of spiritual " black dragoons" of the celestial harmony restored, without any sacrifice of principle ou either
gtmce as the IJusls of pm·ely secular government, and the adequate
sidtJ. Mr. H. L. Green returns to his connection with the
guaruntee of publJe order, pros.perlty, and righteous_ness, and whrtt- despot.
eve 1• ot~er measures ot· pnnmples may be necessary to the total
I will not try to epitomize There is no doing League, and brings with him the heretofore independent New
separut10n of cb.m·oh and stute.
.
York State Freethinkers' Association, with its large member3. To promote the formatton and multiplication of local auxiliary anything satisfactory with such an effort but to hear
ship of 1,200 Liberals. He will take a place of activ work in
League" throughout the country in aecordunce With the provisions · l · b
d·
· · h U · dS
or this Constitution, in order to institute comblued and vigorous 1t; et It e repeate Ill every mty m t e mte tates. the League. Georg& Chaney and other leading Liberals coagitation_ for the adoption of the religious-freedom amendment, and,
The evening session of Sunday was OJ)ened by Mr. operate heartily with us.
pending Its adoptiOn, to secure through state und municipal actton
D .
.
'fhe Board of Dire(,tors elected for the coming year are T.
the accomplishment of the various special l'eforms above euumer- Reuben
atley, of Indiana, by an address replete
B. ·wakeman, President, in place of E!iznr Wright, who could
at:~To d.efend, through th!l ooUl'ts, oy the eombined efforts and w~th argument and anecdote o!l the conditions of no longer serve; T. C. Leland, 8ecret•tr)·; Courtland Palmer,
means of the Liberals of tb.e eountry, >tny Americrm eitizen who~e Liberal progress. It was heartily applauded. The Treasurer; George Lynn, of Lockport, 111., Chairman of the
equal1·eligious or moral rights are denied, or Who is oppressed on
·f h b ··
f th C
h
account or any opinions be may hav held or expressed on the sulJ- rest o t e USiness o
e ongress was t en con- Executiv Committee, in place of 0. A. Phelps, resigned; and
jects of religion >tnd momls.
eluded by resolutions proposed by Mr. Chainey in Mrs. H. S. Lake, at present of Elgin, Ill., Chairman of Finance
6. To promote by all peaceable and ordel'ly means aot.iv propaM B
Committee.
T. C. LELAND, Secretary N. L._L.
pndi11m of the pl'inoipiell of religions liberty and equal rights, de- honor and support of
r. radlaugh.
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This establishment is said to be the largest and 'and they have not yet learned it. When may it be
finest in the world, -and has taken the first premiums expected that it may be generally accepted?
in several world's fairs or expositions; so when I had
As great as the landed possessions of the Duke of
been over it I did not conceive it necessary to look Sutheriand are, he is not the wealthiest man in Great
.A Tarry in London.-Concluded.
at others of smaller caliber, when the process in all Britain. The Duke of Westminster, who, though he
is practically the same. The number of hands em- does not own so much land, has a fai' larger share of
THE POTTERIES.
On the following morning Mr. Sale accompanied ployed in this establishment is some seven hun- property in cities and towns, which pays an enor.
us to the pottery of Messrs. lVIinton, Campbell & Co., dred, about equnlly males and females. In many mously higher rent, is vastly wealthier. The Duke
theJargest in the vicinity, where I was highly inter- cases, as in the whirl work, in the first processes each of Sutherland, however, has a princely fortune, but,
ested in witnessing the various operations in the workman has a girl to assist him by treading the unlike many of the nobility, he has the credit of bemanufacture of fine queensware and China, from the wheel, etc. I made the inquiry if irregularities and ing enterprising and public-spirited, and engages in
mass of finely-mixed and kneaded clay, as it is immoralities do not sometimes occur by the sexes iron works, making of railroads, anil works of that
formed upon the wheel, through all the processes being thus thrown constantly together, and was in- kind, thus giving employment to hundreds of people,
until ready to be packed in crates. To witness the informed that illegitimate births are frequent, but and doing something to promote the general welfare.
burning and molding of tea-cups, saucers, plates, that the young mother is thereby tabooed, disgraced, But it is hard to forget how grasping these lords and
platters, bowls, soup dishes, tureens, fruit dishes, and oppressed. In this way is the injustice of man- dukes are, and how through their agents the poor
pitchers, vases, ornamental ware of all kinds, is most kind exemplified; the male escapes scot-free and toilers are oppressed to the earth, and the last cow
interesting. It is curious to see the expertness with suffers no permanent disgrace, while the affectionate, and the last pig often taken from them to pay the
which the right amount of clay is guessed; how confiding, trusting, inexperienced girl, often the most relilt of a few acres-absolutely for the privilege of
skilfully it is manipulated through all the various innocent party, is made to suffer for life .. When living. They might about as well own the air and
processes. Cups, bowls, etc., are made rather heavy, will men and women learn to be just and charitable seli it by the gallon as to make a poor tenant give
and after they have stood in the drying-room an hour to each other? When can the simplest demands and all he can possibly produce for the privilege of eking
or two they are put in a lathe and turnerl inside a11d instincts of nature be answered without a life of out a wretched existence.
out and brought down to the proper thickness and cruel disgrace to follow?
SHEFFIELD AND ITS IRON WORKS.
made smooth and even. The handles are molded
In a radius of fifteen or twenty miles about Stoke · In the afternoon I took a train for Sheffield, via
and stuck on to the cup, pitchers, etr.., very rapidly. and Hanley, the first having 20,000 inhabitants and Derby, some fifty miles distant, as I wished to visit
Flower-making of clay and ('Other ornamentation is the second 40,000, a large proportion of whom are that busy town of Yorkshire, so noted for its manumore tedious and requires more painstaking. Roses, potters, are scores if not hundreds of potteries, and factures of iron and steel, and the great multitude of
for instance, on large vases and flower-pots are made it is estimated that fully 75,000 persons are employed articles from the same. The country along the route
a leaf or petal at a time by bringing the clay to the therein. When trade and foreign demand are good is of the same undulating, fertile, beautiful character
proper shape, and stuck on where it belongs in the the times in the potteries are good, and all hands are for which England is so justly noted. Good farming
flower.
Skilful workmen are required for such prosperous, but when trade is stagnant and foreign land and well cultivated fields are seen on every side,
ornamentation. When the ware is sufficiently dried demand dull, hard times are the result. The ex- with an iron manufactory of some kind at intervals
it has the first firing; that is, it is placed in large, tensive potteries that are in successful operation in of a few miles only all aiong, and more especially as
heavy clay vessels, called seggers (usually twenty the United States, particularly at Trenton, N. J., Sheffield is neared. England, in fact, with much
inches in diameter and one foot in bight), in which have of course had a tendency to lessen American truth can be denominated one great continuous
the ware is packed to the best advantage, so far as demand for English ware, and have correspondingly work-shop.
space is concerned, and the seggers are piled up in affected the English manufactures. The manufacSheffield is not a pretty town. It has beautiful
the kilns, one over the other, to the bight of twelve turers of England would be glad to have Americans plains in its vicinity, and the town itself was doubtto fifteen feet. The kilns are circular in form, some engage exclusively in raising bread-stuffs and not less a pleasant place a few hundred years ago, before
fifteen feet in diameter, so that a great many piles engage in manufactures; but I have said to those I the disciples of Vulcan settled down here in such
of seggers are made in a kiln, after which they are have conversed with upon the subject that a country vast numbers, and before the constant smoke from
fired up and kept at a white heat for four days.
of fifty millions cannot profitably engage in agricult- hundreds of blast furnaces, smoke-stacks, and belchWhen the ware is cooled down so it can be han- ural pursuits, and that the best interests of the ing chimneys, made the city and locality a perfect
dled the seggers are taken out and the ware under- country demand manufactures as well as agriculture; hades of soot and blackness. I did not enter the
goes inspection. It is smoothed ancl sand-papered, and that when both go hand in hand is the greatest town under the most favorable circumstances, it havand this raises a sharp dust, the inhaling of which is prosperity attained. I say to my English friends ing rained two or three hours, the atmosphere being
the most unhealthy part of the business, inducing that America will gladly supply England and other humid and oppressive, its hilly streets nasty and
pulmonary diseases of a painful kiD:d, which shorten countries of Europe with what bread-stuffs and black, and an air of gloom like a pall hanging over
life so that few are able to follow It past the age of meats they require or are unable to produce, but they this city of 285,000 souls. I spent the remdinder of
forty. With a view of lessening the pains in the must not ask us to relinquish manufactures; for it is the day in looking up persons to whom I had letters
chest, liquors are drank pretty freely, and the men questionable whether an exclusively agricultural as it had got to be too late to think of visiting th.
often die confirmed sots, as well as diseased in the community can attain to the highest degree_of pros- manufactories; and in the evening to pass the dreare
lungs. It, however, takes but a small percentage to perity. Manufactures are also essential t:> the great- time away I visited the Alexandria theater, any
perform this portion of the labor, and the rest of the est prosperity of any country.
witnessed a very fair company perform two piecesd
In addition to the pottery interest of Staffordshire one of which was ballet and operatic. I am struck,
work is quite healthy. After the first firing painting or ornamentation of the required kind is applied. there are also many iron manufacturers, and as the with the cheapness of amusements in this country;
One room is called the printing-room; here various country is also a fertile agricultural district the I think I paid but six bits for my seat in the Sheffield
designs and pictures on copper plates are printed on· prosperity of the people has been secured, and vast theater, and it was close to the stage and directly in
light, strong paper, and then the paper, ink side fortunes by the few have been accumulated. The front. In New York such a seat would not have
down, is placed upon the ware and rubbed down; clay for the manufacture of pottery is principally been less than a dollar. In the galleries here, the
the paper is then wet and removed, when the picture brought from Cornwall, in the southwestern part of admittance is sometimes but three pence.
or design is transferred to the ware; and after _again England, and is transported by canal, by vessels, to
Sheffield is supposed to have derived its name from
being baked, the picture is as permanent as the wn.re Liverpool.
the river Sheaf, one of the branches of the river
After viewing the potteries sufficiently, we took a Don, which flows through the town. A town has
itself.
The painting department is a very pleasant part to caniage and rode out three miles to.Trentam to one stood here many centuries, and a· great deal of hisinspect. Several rooms are filled with women and of the palaces of the Duke of Sutherland, who owns tory, some of it of a bloody character, might be regirls, sitting closely together at tables and busily a large proportion of the land in this vicinity. The lated if time and space were not so in demand.
engaged at painting in various colors flowers, birds, palace is large, imposing, and costly, and is amply Many of the quaint old appellations of hundreds of
and other figures. The paints used are such as will supplied 1Vith lodges, laundries, gardens, sylvan years ago are still retained, so they still have in use
endure the great heat to which they are to be ex- walks, and drives, the latter of the most elegant such names as "Daisy Walk," "Pea Croft," "Bower
posed, and most of the colors are changed in the description, including hundreds •Of acres of beau- Spring," "Balm Green," "Fig-tree Lane," . etc.,
kilns, or ovens. These female artists by constant tiful grounds. Among the other luxuries which some of which now, with the black, grimy look which
practice become very expert, and it is wonderful to the Duke has to boast of is a church of his own, everything wears, seem a trifle out of place.
see how rapidly they dispatch their part of the near his palace, so he is not dependent upon his
There are in Sheffield scores Qf heavy iron and
work. Tiles for floors are square tablets measuring neighbors for his religion; by having a priest of his steel works, and many manufactories of articles of
about six inches each way and half an inch or more own he can have all the religion he wants upon his iron and)teel, including cast steel, Bessemer steel,
in thickness. These make a floor as pretty as if own premises. He was not at Trentam, and the pal- Siemen's steel, armor plate, heavy ordnance, riflerichly ca1:peted; they are largely used upon the con- ace was not open to the public, so I did not see the bands, shot and shell, railway engines, railway iron,
tinent, as well as for the inner walls of houses. In inside; but did not feel extremely regretful about it, buffers, wheels, springs, tires, axles, carriages, wagone room were forty of these artistic painters.
for I have seen the residences of kings and popes ons, large steel castings for marine uses, engines,
The glazing is a simple process; hardened. silex or and was not made especially happy thereby.
machinery, shafting, steel bells, scythes, sickles,
flint, the principle of glass, blended with a preparaThe Duke of Sutherland is one of the largest land- mowers, reapers, wire of aH sizes and kinds for ropes
tion of lead and other materials, are mixed in a fluid holders in the British realm, he being the owner of and hawsers for marine use, sheet steel for pens,
state and kept agitated, and into this the ware is 1,300,000 acres, including a hundred thousand acres bolts, nuts, boilers, engines, lathes, planes; drilling,
dipped, and the great heat of the ovens fuses the or two owned by his wife. Just think for a moment boring, and slotting machines, saws, files, axes, adzesl
silex, lead, etc., and the vessels are absolutely coated of the great injustice for one man to own a million hatchets, hammers; table and pocket cutlery of the
with glass.
·
and a quarter acres of land, while scores of millions most extensive character, with far too many articles
The gilding of the finer ware is performed, I of his fellow-beings, equally as good and as worthy to enumerate in full. Sheffield is a regular Pittsthink, after all the other processes are completed, as himself, are without a foot they can call their own. burg of a place, only a good deal mor~ so. Such a
. and the gold is applied in the form of gold leaf, a A comparatively few men have from feudal times din is kept up all along its manufacturmg streets as
cement holding it only where wanted. Perhaps the engrossed to themselves the lands of Great Britain, to induce a very healthy respect for industry.
ware is again baked after the gold is applied. Ware and have prevented the masses from having any
I did not propose to visit all the manQ.facturing
decorated with blue seems to be in style for the pres- share in its ownership. The waters of the country establishments of Sheffield, nor half of them, as that
ent, and the white ware, which for several years was are also similarly owned by a few, and a common to do them justice would require weeks of time. I
so generally used, has been supplanted by the blue. man dare not fish for certain kinds of fish ·which propo~ed to visit some of the larger establishments,
In the sample or display room-a room perhaps breed in the streams of England unless by permissson which give a faithful idea of the work done in the
sixty by forty feet-I saw many of the most exquisite of the owners. In the same way would the pure air many others of lesser pretensions. After walking an·
specime~s of a;tistic work imaginable. Some of the of heaven be owned, and bottled up or kept in reser- hour or two among the manufacturing c,.stablishlarger pieces, like platters, tablets, etc., had on them voirs, and sold to the masses at so much a breath, ments, I made some effort to find Mr. Alfred Davis,
beautiful paintings from classical and other de- were the thing possible. There would be jus- one of the employees in the great works of John
signs. I do not know when I have seen anything so tice in a few men owning the air, and farming it out Brown & Co., and withal a very intelligent Liberal.
pretty. The kinds of ware and styles of decoration to those who wish to sustain life, equal to a few own- He was busily engaged in repairing a large blast
were almost innumerable.
Some pairs of large ing all the land and a portion of the water. All are furnace, and could not leave the job to show me
plates and tablets sell for hundreds of dollars. The equally gifts of nature, and all men have a birthright around. He sent me to a friend of his working in
finer decorating of this kind of ware is done by male inheritance in each. It has taken a long time for the rolling department of the works, but I was unartists of the highest excellence.
mankind to become convinced of this great truth, able to see him, as upon_ application to the office of
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the works I was for the first time refused admission on top and bottom, when by a heavy chain and en- witness until one gets ca little used to it. The rushin an ·English manufactory. The person with whom gine, the chain winding around a shaft, the vast ing in of tte air, the roaring which is produced by
I had an interview presented my card to the Chair- body of iron at the welding heat was made to change its action upon the highly-heated metal, the belchman of the Board of Managers, but brought back its base. Slowly its great weight was dragged ing forth of the fiery flame and the torrents of
word that their rule admitted none, unless bearing along on an iron car or carriage just the right bight sparks, which look as though they might set the
letters from some friend or patron of the establish- to reach the rollers which were to crush and roll and world on fire, present such an effect as cannot anyment. I had no such letter, and whether good-look- we~d the huge body; and the carriage looked strong where else be produced, and are enough to make one's
ing or not, could not get in. It, however, seems to enough to bear up a hundred tona. The engine wa& eyes open Wide, if not. his hair stand on end. The
make some difference as to what kind of a man of coarse strong enough to deposit the heated twenty sparks are mainly dross and irrpurities of the iron,
application is made to. I next went to the Cy- tons upon the car, when the tongs were removed, but the force of the air is so great that the metal
clops works of Messrs. Charles Cammell & Co., and nearly fifty men pushed and pulled the car (for itself is often blown out, but it is afterward gathered
on Saville street, which are of proportions as large as some were before and some in the rear) down a up and used again, so it is not lost. At_ the com- ·
those o~ .Tohn Brown & Co., or any other in existence, gentle incline to the huge pair of rollers ready to re- mencement of the blowing the blaze which rushes
and whwh had been represented to me 'lS more diffi- ceive it. The heat of the mass was so great that one out is a brownish red in color; but as the process
cult of ingress than Br:>wn & Co's.; but upon man with a hose h3d to spi'inkle the men and keep proceeds the color becomBs lighter, till almost white;
obtaining an interview with Mr. A. G. Longdon, the them wetted to prevent their clothes from burning. and then again, as the desired state is reached, it bevery gentl.emanly person in charge of certain parts The momentum of the heavy body took it between comes of .a deep orange color. The color of the
of the busmess, and the one who has to decide upon the large rollers, and their force being irresistible, blaze tells the workmen when the blast has performed
the admission of visitors, he listened very courteously the mass was forced between them, lessening its thick- its work, which requires from twenty to thirty minto my reque~t, and though he said it was their rule ness by a couple of inches. It was received by a utes. .Then the "converter" is turned down again,
to admit only such as brought letters from friends of car similar to the one used on the opposite side. and half a ton or more of metal, called "spelter,"
'the est<abliRhment, he readily granted me permission The motion of· the rollers was then reversed, and from another furnace, is allowed to run into it. Just
to loek over the works, and sent an intelligent young the mass rolled back again; and each time it passed what this addition does I did not quite learn, but it
man to accompany me and show me the different through, the upper roller was lowered a little by has its office to perform in converting cast-iron into
processes and departments. I was particularly anx- screws above. Thus the twenty tons of iron were Bessemer steel. The " converter" is then emptied
ious to see the manipulation of the heavy armor passed back and forward between those great rollers into a large " ladle," from which the steel is run
_ plates, which I had seen at Pembroke Docks, and about forty times, welding it all thorou~hly together into molds holding five hundred pounds or more of
the forging of large bodies of iron and steel.
and bringing it to about sixteen inches in thicknes the metal, which, when cold, are known as ingots.
Some idea of the extensive character of the and correspondingly increasing its length and breadth. These are again heated in furnaces, and, by means of
Cyclops works may be. had by the statement that The process required over half an hour. When the a roller, brought into rails or any other form desired.
they have been in operation some thirty years. ma13s was forced throul;h the rollers the momentum For some purposes the heated ingots are subjected
They have establishments in Grinusthorpe and Peni- is calculated to send It away too far on the cars; to the steam-hammers, which give them a tremenstone, besides those at Sheffield. Their works this was prevented by a heavy chain holding the car dous poundiJ;Ig, and draw them into whatever size bars
occupy over sixty acres, and they employ six thou- from going more than the proper distance; and to or bodies wanted. In the entire works over forty
sand men. I will not attempt to enter into details cause the mass to be entered between the rollers the of these "converters" are in use, and 550 tons of
in the hurried description which I have given, but car was moved forward a little by" nipping" at its cast iron are weekly converted into Bessemer steel
will only mention some of the features which most wheels with long bars for the purpose. Birch fagots and brought into all the forms desired.
interested me. As soon as-inside, one seems lost in were frequently thrown upon· the hot mass just as it
The process of making cast steel or crucible steel
a labyrinth of huge apartments peopled by Cyclops was passing between the rollers, to render it smooth, is much slower and more expensive, it requiring
,
indeed. The engines are working, the furnaces but they produced a great crackling.
some sixteen days to c':mvert cast iron into first qualWhen the mass was brought down to the desired ity of cast steel. This work also bas a department
belching fire, the steam-hammers, large and small,
forging out iron and steel in all forms and sizes, thickness, which was ascertained by a guage, a very by itself. The smelting for cast steel is done in furshowers of brilliant sparks falling here, there, and heavy chain with three huge hooks, the whole at- naces heated by chan.:oal, the fumes of which are abeverywhere, the large rollers crushing and bringing tached to a traveling carriage or crane overhead, was sorbed by the metal, which carbonize it and coninto proper shape large masses of heated iron, all brought over the mass, and one hook put under the vert it into steel. Cast steel is simply pure iron
attended with a bewildering din difficult to de- center on one side, and the other two hooks some with the requisite of carbon united with it. The
scribe. The first large apartment attracting atten" two feet each side of the center on the other. The carbon is of a hardening nature, and imparts to the
tion is the extensive file works,. where files of s.ll heavy traveling apparatus overhead, operated, I iron something like the bard quality of the diamond,
kinds are made, from two feet in length down think, by hydraulic power, easily lifted the twenty which is pure carbon in a crystallized form. The
to two inches, fiat, square, three-cornered, round, tons of iron and placed it on an iron railway car metal is kept in the charcoal furnaces for eight or
half-round, and of all shapes in which files are made. which was awaiting it. Four powerful horses then ten days. It is next subjected to a refining vrocess
They are brought into shape by small steel hammers, drew the car to a turn-table, where it was directed which is called the smelti.n~ shop. The steel in
and then annealed and ground upon huge grind- to an immense hydraulic press, in which the still broken fiagments is placed m clay crucibles holdstones, and after this are cut with something like red-hot plate is made perfectly fiat or given such ing fifty to one hundred pounds each, and these are
cold chisels. The better cutting is done by hand in a curve as is desired to fit any part of the war let down into a large furnace heated by coke. The
the old way, and it is curious to see fifty men cutting steamer for which it is designed: Each plate is in- furnaces are very long and may be said to be under
in a single apartment, with what speed they work, tended for a particular part of the . steamer and is the floor, with heavy plates over them. The cruciand how rapidly they file and smooth a bar of steel shaped accordingly. This hydraulic press gives a bles are let down through round opening, and when
with file teeth, and how accurately they perform pressure of 1,250 tons, wllich is quite sufficient the process is completed they are lifted out by mustheir work. Several machines are in operation at to give even a large armor plate, while hot, cular strength and poured into molds for ingots,
cutting files, and they strike perhaps four times as by the introduction of blocks and bearings, the which are again heated and drawn out by steam
fast as can be done by hand. The hand-cutting is -requisite form. When the heavy plate is suffi- hammers into bars of such sizes and shapes as
much the best, as good workmen can judge of the ciently cooled it is put upon a kind of planer, desired. The crucibles are short-lived, rarely lasting
softness or hardness of the steel and govern their where the edges are cut down square and true, the for more than three insertions into the coke furnace.
blows accordingly. After cutting they are straight- ends also in the same manner, leaving in the center The job is a very hot one for t~e workmen. The
ened as needed, when they are hardened hy being on each end and side a jog or ledge of two inches, so crucibles are made on the premises, and a set of
dipped, when at a red heat, in a vat of brine. This that the plates will lap on· to each other and the men are kept busy in forming them.
process is performed very rapidly. Before the heat- joint not be all the way through in a straight line.
The Siemens steel is prepared in another departing process, to }lrevent the sharp edge of the teeth Holes are also drilled in the plate, through .which ment still. The process, as described in my Scotbeing injured by the fire, the tiles are coated with bolts attach it to the vessel, and when fully com- land letter consists in keeping the iron at a boiling
ale-grounds. They are next taken to the finishing- pleted the edges are painted white, the plate is num- beat for t~o hours, while by the Bessemer process
room, where they are thoroughly brushed, and then bered, with the name of the steamer for which it is a continued blast of air forces out the impurities, redipped into lime-water to protect them from rusting, designed, and sent away by rail. A portion of the finin~ the iron into steel. In making cast steel
and packed for market. While the files are being heavy plates have a surface of two inches of steel at- the non is kept for many days exposed to t~e
cut they rest upon a block of lead, to prevent the tached to them by the steel being poured on in a fumes of burning charcoal and coke. The latter IS
newly -cut teeth being injured; but in the process a fused state, heavy bars of iron ·being used to ma'ke a much the hardest and is capable of being made
dust arises, which is very deleterious to the cutters frame to prevent the steel running too far. I think more adamantine than the other kinds, but at a
by inducing a diseased condition of the lungs, hence the union is effected by the plate also being brought greater cost.
file-cutting may be regarded as an unhealthy trade. to a high heat.
I could give much more extended details of the
BESSEMER STEEL.
The grinding is done under a large shed; and as the
work done at this very extensive establishment, but
men work by the piece, frpm morn to night they
The manufacture. of this variety of steel has a de- perhaps l hav dwelt long eno';lg:h upon the subject.
may be seen sitting on a slender board, the end of partment of the works by itself, and I was much I will dismiss the matter by gtvmg the weekly prodwhich bears upon the file; and the expedition with interested in watching it for half an hour or more. ucts of this busy hive of industry. Of railway
which the work is accomplished is sufficient cause I doubtless had read of the process of making steel springs 150 tons; railroad tires, 180 tons; hundreds
for wonder. A large grindstone five or six feet in by the Bessemer process, but had forgotten it. The of gro~s of files; best iron, ~ncluding armor pl3:tes,
diameter and seven or eight inches thick is often pig-iron is first melted in an ordinary furnace, from 575 tons; Bessemer steel ratls, 1,000 tons; crumble
worn away in eight or ten days.
which, by a trough, it is drawn, some four tons at a or cast steel for files, tools, and steel pens, telegraph
I will endeavor to describe the rolling of the time, into what is called a "converter," which is wires, springs, shovels, propeller .blades, etc, 400
heavy armor plates, for war steamers, which I had something like a huge crucible, or retort, constructed tons. To perform all this work eig~ty-five steam
not before seen. I found that the vast mass of fif- of fire-clay, with an inner jacket, and pipes -trans- engines one hundred and fifteen bmlers, forty-five
teen or twenty tons is not taken from the puddler versing it for the conduct of the air, which is the steam hammers (some of them '.'ery l3;rge), twenty
and worked in its entire .mass, as smaller quantities element used to blow out the dross and impurities of rolling mills, eighty-three cranes, mclu~mg the tr!lvare done, but the mass is made up of scraps and the metal. The "converter" is bung near the center eling and hydraulic cranes, twenty-six convertmg
small pieces heated up and worked to plates one, on pivots, allowing it to turn down or up, as desired. furnaces, twenty-six planing machines, fourteen drilltwo, or four inches thick and of the requisite size. The mouth of it is much narrower than the body, ing, fourteen slotting machines, and twelve :U:iles of
A pile of these plates, say two feet in thickness, are looking like a huge fish's mouth turned to one side, railway are employCJd. A large ~hare of t.he uon ore
put togethei' in a huge furnace, the three heavy. front somewhat like a crook-neck squash or gourd, the employed in this heavy establishment IS brought
doors of which are raised with' levers to admit the whole being pear-shaped. When the molten iron is from Spain. Th~ propr.Ietor.s of t~e works hav purmonster, when it requires several hours for it to conducted into the "'converter," which receives it by chased extensive uon mmes m Spam and work them
be brought to the proper degree of heat. l did not bein~ tui·ned down hQrizontally, the stream running themselves. Smelting of the ore by large blast fursee ene of these masses put into the furna-ce, but had into It like lava down the sides of a volcano, it then naces keeps a certain number of men constantly emthe good fortune to see one weighing nearly twenty takes the upright position, with its mouth inclined ployed. In the way of iron and steel J?anufactories
• tons taken out. When it was found to reach the I·ight toward the wall, and the engine is started, which it is unquestionably one of the largest m the world.
The celebrated cast-steel works o£ Jessup & Co.,
degree of heat, the furnace doors were raised, and a forces a strong current of air through the molten
huge pair of tongs, which I'equired ten men to mass in the "converter," and the way a stream the steel from which establishment nearly every
manipulate, were brought into service. 'l'hese of fire, blaze, and sparks rushes out of the "con- blacksmith in America has used, are located at Shefwere made to take hold of the huge mass at one end verter"- and ilies over the place is almost fearful to field, but as they are a mile and a half away, and as
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I had seen the process of making cast ateel, I con- see that it was much to boast of, for he had him11elf they could be done in any other way. I noticed a
recently been taken foT a much more di1tinguishe_d dovetailing machine, for making the bo:xel! in the\
cluded not to go to them.
individual than the Prince of Walel!l. He spoke th1s artillery carriages, that works very perfectly and!
B~GERS'S CUTLERY WORKS.
with not a little indifference, all though he did not rapidly. There is a timber department where th&
The next place visited was the large cutlery works think the Prince of Wales amounted to much. The hard and strong wo&ds are kept. They are brought
of Thomas Rogers & Co., where everything in the other became rather indignant and replied that the here in the whole tree and sawed by gang-saws iD.
line of table and pocket cutlery is turned out of ae Prince of Wales stood about as high as anybody, mills of the neatest construction.
The making of conical shot is also a very extensive)
good quality and in as large quantity as from any and he did not know where a person could be found
establishment in the world. The works comprise more distinguished. · The American coolly insisted branch in the arsenal. These shot are all sizes, fromt
Beveral buildings five and six stories high and dividei that he had been taken for a much more famous an inch to eighteen inches in diameter, more•
principally into small rooms. The work is mainly individual, but did not seem to care to tell who it than four feet in length, and weighing 1,800"
small, and small rooms answer for the principal wall. The first speaker then urged him to tell pounds. All the large shot are shells, cast with a
m'anipulations.- Considerable of the work, like forg- who the person was that the American had been chamber in the interior to receive the explosive
ing carving-knives, pruning-knives, and large blades taken for, and others joined in the request, "Tell us charge, the plac~ being afterward closed with "
of that character is done with light steam ham- who it was." "Why," drawled out the American, plug which goes in with a screw. The foundry for
mers, but all the small blades for pocket-knives, etc., "I was walking down by Hyde Park the other day, casting these shells is large and light, and undoubtare forged by hand, a particular workman being en- when a man, coming up behind me and slapping me edly the neatest foundry in the world. The most
gaged on a particular blade, all being made alike, so on the shoulder, said, "Jesus Christ, is that you?" perfect order is maintained here and throughout the
I will detain you no longer with this letter, but entire establishment. The floors of the buildingBI
that he becomes very expert in turning them out.
It is inte1:esting to pass from room to room, and from try to tell you of more that I have seen in my next. are of iron plates cast for the purpose, and are careforge to forge, and see the numerous kinds of blades I am sorry to hear of the severe drouth in America, fully and frequently swept. On entering the furnace\
being turned out by the thousand, including razors, and of the destructive forest fires in Michigan. The build:.ng one is struck with the lurid glare of the,
which are made in very large numbers. The springs drouth in the Western states means that many of molten metal streaming in cataracts from the. fur-· •
for pocket-knives are cut out with a die punch, as you must suffer in consequence, and that your sum- naces, or in seething caldrons, borne from the huge.
are also the linings for knife handles. The grinding mer labor will be nearly lost. By the fires many reservoirs to the molds or cases where the molding
of the knife blades is an immense job and takes many again have lost their all, and quite a number is done. Many thousands of tons of iron have been
mento attend to it. The process is much the same their lives also. This is a saddening reflection, and here converted into death-dealing shell. In the large
as grinding files, but requires more care. The liltamp- awakens my deepest sympathy. Could my prayers grounds next the river were huge stacks and piles
of the shell all ready for shipment. There must now
ing in blades of pocket-knives the places for the be answered, prosperity would smile upon you all.
D. M. B.
Good-bye,
be thousands of tons all ready to go as soon as the
thumb-nail and the name of the firm occupies several
order issues from the war department. The sight of
hands. The tempering is another branch of the work
so many shell, designed to destroy human life by
to which certain workm~n are devoted. The blades
London and Other English Towns.
wholesale, is enough to fill one with amazemement
are first all tempered high, and then drawn by heatLoNDoN, Sept. 18, 1881.
if
not with horror.
ing them carefully until by the color the right point
DEAR FRIENDS .A.T HoME: I will give you some
is indicated. Next comes the polishing, while an- account of my visit to the Woolwich Arsenal, situShells are made of hardened iron, or the outer
other set of workmen are getting out the different ated on the 11outh bank of the Thames, some nine surface is hardened by a patent process, so that they
parts for handles. Ivory, pearl, bone, horn, and wood miles from London Bridge. I am indebted for my cannot be turned in lathes, but they are ground on
are used. Ivory is largely employed, and several admission into the extensive establishment to my large grindstones. Several holes are, however,
men are engaged in sawing it up with fine circular friend Mr. Robert Forder, who was once employed drilled into each shell, and in these are put plugs of
saws into the multiform shapes and sizes required. there and has several friends still remaining there. brass or some metallic composition, which are turned
The firm buys large quantities of ivory, pearl, and None are admitted save upon a pass from the war down in lathes to correspond with the rifling of the
deers' horn. The price of the deers' horn is about office or indorsement of an employee in the estab- guns. The plugs project a quarter of an inch or more
~3.50 per hundred pounds, and the stock principally
lillhment. Foreigners are not admitted at all, save beyond the body of the shell, so it will be seen that
comes from Germany. The ivory is from both Asia by special permit from the Admiralty or the War the shell proper does not come in contact with the gun,
and Mrica, the latter yielding much the largest Department; so for the time being I was regarded but only the soft metal plugs, otherwise the rifling of
tusks, some of them weighing over one hundred as a subject of Queen Victoria, and I took no pains the guns would soon be worn out by the cutting and
pounds. It is worth about $18 per hundred pounds. to inform any one to the contrary. In Mr. Forder's wearing of the shells. The smallest shot have six
The pearl costs fully twice as much. The stock of company I passed very well for an Englishman, es- or eight of these plugs at the right places, while the
ivory on hand is large.
pecially as I did not talk enough to expose the Yan- large-sized ones have three or four times as many.
The common pocket-knives are put together with kee accent.
The charging of the shells with the explosives which
little care and are turned off rapidly; but the finer
Let me tell you first that Woolwich is pronounced are to burst them into fragments and scatter death
knives are fitted together with great care, each part W oollege, the same as Greenwich is pronounced and destruction round about is not done till after
filed and adjusted to its place; temporary rivets are Greenege, and Norwich is N orrege; I will not under- they are shipped to their destination, and not till
used, and each part numbered so they can be taken take to explain by what process in pronunciation just before they are used.
apart and it can be told which parts belong to any wich becomes ege, but it is sufficient for me to assure
The small conical shot for the hand rifles are
given knife. The finest knives are handled some two you that it does so be,come here.
made of lead by machinery. The lead is forced by
hundred times in the finishing processes. Several
The Woolwich Arsenal is decidedly the largest in powerful hydraulic pressure through a die of the
men are employed in honing the knife blades and the world. The grounds front more than a mile on right size, and comes shooting out in a most singurazors, and the celerity with which this part of the the river, and comprise over three hundred acres, lar manner. It is then cut up and pressed in shape
work is performed is very observable. In fact, as the and fourteen thousand persons are employed in the and otherwise worked by complicated machinery
work is nearly all piece-work, it stands each in hand works. The large area is inclo11ed by a strong, made expressly for the pur}>ose. The only round
to dispatch it as rapidly as possible. Following the high wall, and is well covered with large, substan- shot or bullets made in the establishment are lead
same kind of work year after inevitably makes an tial buildings, for the manufacture of cannons balls for scrapnel, hundreds of them being placed in
active mechanic very rapid. The room where the of all sizes, from the small field-pieces, and those a metal vessel, which conveys them from the gun to
razor handles are made is a lively one. Various ma- transported on the backs of mules, to the guns where execution is to be done. I saw scores of these
terials for handles are used. Horn, in imitation of weighing eighty to one hundred tons. These last metal cases, some six inches through and twelve
shell, is a large proportion. The mode of polishing are truly monsters, being some twenty feet in inches long, being filled with the leaden balls.
is new to me. The polishing-wheel is made of mus- length and over six feet in diameter at the breech,
There are many large rooms filled with intricate
lin in round form, about eighteen inches in diameter, with a bore eighteen inches in diameter, the shot and expensive machinery; one room of this kind is
some hundred thicknesses or more being held only for which weighs 1,800 pounds. These cannons are the largest I ever saw. I estimated it to be nearly
at the center. One would hardly think thin muslin made of steel, and are composed of scrap and other a thousand feet in length by four hundred or five
so held would make a substantial polishing-wheel, material that has been worked over several times. hundred feet in breadth, having five hundred lathes,
but the rapidity with which it runs makes the thin It is welded in round, flat sections of the size of the slotting machines, etc., etc. This is indeed a busy
muslin pieces seem firm like a board. Nearly a thou- gun, with a hole for the bore, and some l!ix inches room, and contains millions of dollars' worth of masand hands are employed in the establishment.
in thickness. This mode of manufacture turns out a chinery. Other shops are very large, and the aggreRoger & Co. manufacture largely silver-plated mucJ;l stronger gun than making them of large bodies gate of machinery of different kinds is something
goods of all kinds, but that is done in another estab- of metal. The larger guns must be composed of thou- immense.
lishment which I did not visit. I thought I had sands of pieces of steel. Some ten or twelve of the
There are brass as well as iron foundries for
probably seen enough of Sheffield, and being rather sections, after being thorvughly welded, are put to- casting the many forms of articles in brass. The
weary made my way to the station. I had a pleasant g~ther, and brought to the welding heat in a furnace. brass is melted in crucibles. The finishing of the
three and a half hours to London, making but two They are then placed under a large steam hammer brass articles is done in a department by itself.
l!toppages in 160 miles, that being a pretty fair rate and welded into one mass; and section after secThe preparing of the cartridges is done in a seriel!l
of speed. Our route lay thrcugh Nottingham, which tion is added until the right size and shape are ob- of buildings put up separate from the others, and
from the railway looks like a very pleasant town. tained. It takes a long time to build up a large ·gun, visitors are not allowed to enter them. Even the
That was one of the points at which we stopped. giving it the right size and proportion for the great- employees who work in them are required to change
The beautiful country is exceedingly lovely, it being est strength for the weight of metal. Then the exte- their clothes and don an arsenal suit before they can
in that direction about as pretty as any part of Eng- rior has to be turned or planed off, and the bore has enter the cartridge buildings. Every possible preland.
to be turned out to the correct size, after which the caution is taken to prevent accidents. The best of
I can inform you that in all my seeing I have not rifling is done, in a kind of lathe for the purpose. chemists are employed in testing the chemicals for
seen Queen Victoria, nor any of the royal family, and The rifling is a grooving of a slightly spiral charac- forming the explosives to be used in the work of
in fact none of the distinguished nobility. Vic. has ter, so that when the shot is expelled it receives a death.
been at Balmoral through the summer, and I think is turning impetus, which gives it greater speed and
In the various parts of the grounds are captured
there still. Wales and v.ife have heel>. to Liverpool precision. All the ordnance made at this arsenal is cannon which have been taken in the various wars in
to attend to the opening 1)£ some very fine docks, and rifled.
which the nation has been engaged-some taken from
also at other places. The cobility are in various
The manufacture of the bearing and apparatus for the Chinese, some from the Indians, some from the
places seeking pleasure and trying to make life handling the guns is of course very extensive and Russians, and some from other nations. These are
endurable. It matters little to me where any of perfect. The sighting of the guns and preparing kept as mementos of the nation's prowess, though
them are, as I want as little of them!' s they do of me. them for accurate shooting is a particular part of the some of the pieces are of brass, or bronze, weighing
In this connection I will repeat an anecdote which business, requiring the most accurate skill. The many tons, and of great value. Here also rer<ts the
is being told here. Several gentlemen were recently making of gun carriages for the navy and wood large fifty-ton gun which burst on the steamer
in company, and one of the number was boasting carriages for field artillery are distinct branches of "Thunderer" in the Crimean war, by which some
that he had be6n taken by a person in the West End the business. Putting together the very strong twenty persons were killed. It was a great mystery
fer the Prince of Wales. He was feeling very good wheels for gun carriages is done by hydraulic power, what caused the bursting, whether from a flaw in
over the little incident, and congratulated himself a cylinder of the hydraulic press being placed at the metal or because two charges had been inserted •
upon his good looks that any one should mistake each spoke. ',['he wheels are of the strongest oak, without firing. Hundreds of exper;ments were
him for so distinguisned a personage as the Prince the hubs are of iron, and the spokes are pressed in made with its companion gun, firing it with such
of Wales. An American in the company could not with greater power and with greater expedition than rapidity as to cause the metal to be almost hot
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enough to set the powder on fire; then by a doubl13 ant. The day we were there some two hundred in Brighton have fronts for bow and projecting
charge of powder and double l!lhot the second was and fifty ballet-girls and their dressers and attend- windows, with innumerable verandas, which give
also burst. So it was settled that the first gun burst ants were out for a day's pleasure. We took dinner them a beautiful appearance. The sign, "Apartfrom overloading. The broken guns lie side by with them; and though they were lively and musi- ments to let," hangs out from many housef!, showing
side-a sad confession of the fallibility of even great cal, they behaved very modestly and decorously.
that more people can still be accommodated.
guns. Here are all!lo lying the six Parrott guns
On one day I made a trip per steamer down t.he
The "Front" along by the sea, or the esplanade,
which the English government contracted for with river Thames, some sixty miles, to Sheerness at its is a beautiful place for promenading and driving,
Ericsson several years ago. Much sport was made mouth .. It was a pleasant excursion, giving me an op- and it seems to be well improved; numerous gay
in this cou_ntry by the war department buying such portumty to see the towns that dot the river's banks equipages were out, making the best of a sunny day.
guns. Erwsson sold them by weight, and he plUi in all the way, and t~ view the vast amount of shipping I saw manj hand-carriages, in which invalids and ·
about three times as much metal as was necessary. constantly traversmg its waters. There is no river elderly females are drawn ahout by men, usually
They have never been used, and probably never in the world over which one half so much of the pretty well advanced in life. They are much longer
will be.
produce of the world, the wealth of nations, and the and stronger than children's carriages. This mode
I could ~ot help thinking, while looking over this various articles of trade and commerce passes back of riding in public places is far more common in
Tast. e~ta~hshment? what a sad commentary it is upon and forth as on the Thames. One of the petulant Europe than in America. Many persons were in
Chnstiamty and Its peaceful teachings. Here the kings of England once threatened the lord mayor of bathing, apparently enjoying the sport, though al!l
first Christian nation in the world has expended hun- London to remove his ·court from London, to which there is so little warm sun here the water must be
dreds of millions of dollars, and is employing thou- the mayor replied, t" Your Majesty may move your rather cool. Hundreds of ladies and others were
sands of men constantly, to construct the most in- court wherever you: please, but you cannot remove sitting on the beach, watching the bathers and taking
genious ~mplemen~s and inventions for destroying our river Thames." But as rich as it is in its burden the sea air. The ladies generally had some crotchet
human hfe-the hves of men, too, who never did of the w:orld's wealth, one cannot help thinking what work or something of the kind in hand, showing
aught themselves to wrong ·the British government a foul stream it is, carrying the sewage of 4,000,- themselves very industrious. Probably a hundred
or people. Premiums are offered for those who can 000 people.
•
small row-boats and pleasure yachts were out upon
invent guns and other apparatus that will destroy
At London Bridge the river does not seem to be the water, occupied by those who prefer a row or a
the greatest number of creatures bearing God's !!lore than six or eight hundred feet in width, but sail. By the nets being abundant along the shore,
·image, and brother Christians at that. This killing It soon ·grows wider. At twenty miles down it is a •considerable fishing would seem to be done here.
· and maiming has been kept up century after century mile wide, and it continues to grow wider until at At the east end of the town is an extended pier, on
since Christianity becl}me a power.
Although Sheerness its width is nearly five miles. Hundreds of piles and chains, reaching out over thirteen hundred.
it boasts the highest civilization th\• world bas c~·afts, from the stately ocean steamer or the full- feet. It is wide enough for a double carriage-way,
known, its proudest achievement seems to be to kill rigged ehips to the small-sized sloops, are passing to and at the end is eighty feet wide. Many resort
the greatest number of human beings in a given and fro on its surface. Steam tug-boats are busily here to lounge, gossip, take the sea air, and amuse
time. I remarked that Christianity claimed to be a employed at towing up heavily laden sailing vessels, themselves at low tide by throwing pennies in the
peaceful religion, but that it han proved itself to be and when the freight is changed are ready to to~ water to see the urchins-" Jacks in the water"more bloody, to provoke more hate, to take more them back again. The amount of life and aetivity which abound here, picking them up. The scramble
life, th_an all the other religions among men. In constantly being displayed on the Thames can hardly is great, and it is sport, for those who have nothing
spreadmg peace over the world CJhristianity has be realized by those who have not witness!'ld it. At else to do, to witness the scramble. The pugilist,
proved a failure. If war is ever done away with different points are anchored the old men-of-war and Tom Sayers, who whipped John Heenan, lived here
and the nations study peace instead of war, Ration~ three-deckers which half a century ago were the while a boy; he was a noted Jack in the water, and
alism will have to effect it; Christianity will have great dependence of Great Britain in maintaining was athletic enough to get his full share of the pento give way and a better religion take its place.
her supremacy over the waves; but now iron and nies. He was afterwards a -bricklayer, previous to
After seeing the Arsenal to our hearts' content, steam have superseded them, and they are set aside his engaging in the rough sports of the fistic ring.
we called upon Mr. and Mrs. Martin, of Woolwich, as training-schools for candidates for seamen and The pier stands on four clumps of piles, 258 feet
a most pleasant, genial, and agreeable pair of Free- the navy-the indexes of the changing system of apart, driven into the solid chalk, which is the faunthinkers. We stopped and took tea with them and ocean warfare.
dation here, and on them are towers of cast iron
had a very interesting visit. It is seldom one meets
The banks of the lower Thames are not elevated; reaching to twenty-five feet above the platform,
more agreeable people. Here I eat the first shrimps much of the way the country seems level and flat, sustaining a roadway hung on chains by upright
I ever tasted. For those who do not know any more but for perhaps half the distance a low range of cul- rods. This pier was begun in 1822 and cost $150,000,
about shrimps than I did, I will say they are a small tivated hills loom up and bound the horizon some and perhaps $25,000 has been since expended upon
fish somewhat in the shape of a lobster or crab, but five miles away on either side.
it to repair the damages it has received from the
about an inch and a quarter long. They are boiled,
Among the towns upon its banks are first Green- ocean. The pier at the west end is more modern,
and usually skinned before being eaten, but it is wich, then Woolwich, Rosherville, Gravesend, South and of course finer. This was constructed fifteen
a slow, tedious work, something like skinning beech- End, and Sheerness, with some others whose names years ago. It has but about half the length of the
nuts. They are sweet and palatable, and are quite a I have forgotten. At Sheerness the government has east pier, but is much wider. It is constructed upon
favorite here, where oysters are scarce and dear.
a naval station, where naval stores are kept, docks a foundation of iron piles screwed into the chalky
After this we crossed over tl e river to extensive for the construction of war steamers, etc. The pier, bed of the sea, and upon them are based iron colpleasure gardens on the north side-a place of great however, was a quarter of a mile in length, and as umns, firmly braced and tied together, which bear
resort. It is without the city limits, not subject to the little steamer on which we made the passage longitudinal girders of wrought iron, supporting the
the ordinances of the- city. People meet in great stopped but fifteen minutes, no time was afforded to roadway, which is constructed of planking, covered
numbers there to enjoy music, dancing, and to par- look into the merits of the town. At Gravesend a with asphalte. The grand entrance from the esplatake .of fluid refreshments, etc. Here we saw some regatta was out, and some kind of row was on hand, nade is 265 feet wide, with ornamented gates and
thirty English girls from one of the interior counties but nothing of much importance. The docks are toll-houses; and beyond is an abutment 290 feet long
busily braiding hats and bonnets of beautiful extensive, and must be to accommodate such an and 140 feet wide, from which a broad flight of steps,
bleached straw. All parts of the processes were amount of shipping as comes to this port. New and side-inclines for bath chairs and other wheeled
being represented, and some sales effected. The docks of the very best description have been con- vehicles, leads to the main portion of the pier, a
groves, shaded walks, and promenade grounds of the structed on a branch or extended slip on the north promenade 560 long and 56 wide, with octagonal
place .are pleasant and extensive.
bank, and are capable of receiving great num hers of rooms and flat roofs reached by spiral stair-cases at
On another day I went with Mr. H. R. Smith to the largest vessels. The docks are of stone and will regular intervals. The pier end toward the sea is
Epping Forest, eight or ten miles northeast of last for a thousand years.
316 fee~ long and 140 feet wide, and is supplied
the city. The wood extends some ten or twelve · I should have told you sooner than this that on the with weather-screens and roofed seats, with glass on
miles north and south, and one or two east and west, 2nd inst. Mr. Bridges left for the continent, to go the back, so that the prospect is not impeded, while
and is a veritable forest. For centuries the public over much the ground I did last year, while I remain gusts of wind and the heat of the sun are guarded
have had a sort of ownership in it, though it was here, and attend the conference when it comes off, against. Beneath the pier-head are landing-places
virtually the property of the lord of the manor. It see what sights I can, etc. I of course do not care for passengers to and from steamers which call.
being a long time a sort of public property, and not to go over again the ground I did last year, while Two thousand people have been on the pier at a
of as much value as it has become of late years, Mr. Bridges cannot afford to omit it. We will join time, and ten thousand have visited it in a single
many persons. who owned land adjoining with im- again on the steamer, which is to take us from Italy day. The admission is two pence. The band plays
punity made depredations upon it by moving their to Athens, Constantinople, etc., when we will un- here every day. An object of interest on the pier
fenceli upon it and taking ten, twenty, or fifty acres, doubtedly remain together the balance of the tour. is the small cannon fired exactly at noon by the acaccording to their greediness and dishonesty. At
A TRIP TO BRIGHTON.
tion of the sun's rays, concentrated by a sun-glass.
first this sort of stealing attracted but little attenOne pleasant morning I took the southern train to The west end of the town has become the most
tion, and if. the thieves retained peaceful possession B · ht
f th
t
t
t ·
fashionable, and as a matter of course is far more
ng on, one o
e mos p1easan wa ermg p1aces visited than the old one at the east end.
for twenty years, then it became bonafidely theirs. in the world. It lies on the English Channel, some
LTo BE coNTINUED.]
In this way hundreds upon hundreds of acres were sixty miles south of the city. 'l'he country along the
taken from the forest, and ultimately became private line is of good quality, and farming seems successThose who Kick Against the Inevitable.
property. But at length, when the land became fully conducted. Brighton is a very pleasant, wellTo
THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
more valuable and the stealing became too open and built town, situated on rather high ground and dee:xtensive, serious objections wert' raised against' this scending gradually toward the channel. It is evi- Please say in this week's TRUTH S.EEKER that the
wholesale robbery, and many suits were commenced dently a town of fashionable resort for those who fodtth annual congress of the New England Anti·against those who had thus moved their fences upon have a plenty of money. The town fronts on the Death League meets in Science Hall, 71 2 Washingthe forest, and those who had not had it in posses- Channel for nearly two miles, and the buildings are ton street, Boston, Mass., Sunday and Monday, Oct.
sion twenty years were compelled to give it up, with of an excellent character, tall and imposing. A 23d and 24th, day and evening. J. H. Swain, Prof.
whatever improvements they had made upon it. large proportion of them are hotels, to accommodate A. P. Barnes, J. M. L. Babcock, C. M. A. Twichell,
The government took it in hand and bought the the numerous visitors who resort here for six or E. H. Heywood, P. A. Field, the spirit of President
forest of the lord who had a claim upQn it, and eight months in the year. The winter season is said Garfield, and other citizens of the air and the earth
devoted it to the people for a perpetual place for to be as good or better than the summer. This is are cordially invited to speak. Yours truly,
.1 rinceton, .Mass., Oct lOth.
E. H. H.
public resort, excursions, amusements, picnics, etc.; the south part of England, and has a milder and defor school children, Sunday-school children, grown cidedly pleaF~anter climate than many other portions.
Mr. Green's Whereabouts.
people, and whoever wish to go there. A hotel is 'l'here are twice the number of pleasant days in
kept at tne edge of the forest, with a variety of Brighton in the course of the year there are in London,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
accommodations for sports, such as swings and flying- with but a small share of its fogs and mists. Many Please say to your readers that for the next month I
horses. A railroad runs direct to the forest, and merchants who do business in London live in· will lecture and form Liberal Leagues in Michigan,
great numbers flock out there during warm weather Brighton, and go up on a .fast train in the morning Indiana, and Illinois, and obtain subscribers for Libfor a day's amusement. T:tose who wish to walk and return in the evening-a pretty good distance to eral papers. I can be addressed care of Willie E.
through the woods have ample room to indulge in go every day to and from business. For this reason Green, Otisco, Mich.
H. L. GREEN.
that direction, while those who wish to ride on Brighton may be considered a suburb of London.
horseback or in carriages have facilities to do so.
I noticed that one or two of the hotels are seven
IT costs but half a dollar for THE TRUTH SE.l!:~
The ground is level, and the surroundings are pleas. or eight stories high. Many of the buildin~s to a. new sub•oriber for thrie monthl.
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Qlontutnnication§.

Again I refer to the comptroller's report for 1880, remnants of the defunct Greenback party raise their
page 30, part 1 :
voices and exclaim: "We are the· great financial
reformers who brought order out of chaos; we are
U.S.b'nds
the
party who strengthened the government credit
The Political .Aspect.
held for U.S.b'nds
from its lowest ebb. It was our advocacy of the
circnlation held
for Grand
Dnte.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
bythegov- other purtotnl.
further inflation of an irredeemable currency which
for
the poses.
In your issue of August 20th appears an article
banh.:s.
brought our depreci?..ted greenbacks at a parity with
under the above caption, written by Moses Hull, to - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - gold coin and we, the few defeated members of the
July 1. 1865
$235 959 100 $155 785 750 $391 74-1 SilO
which I would reply. I hold that no possible good
327 310 :liiO 121 Jfi2H:')O ,148 403 ~00 dea<i Gr~enback party, deserve all the credit of
1806
3-{0 007 500 84 002 (\'iO 42-( 610 150
1807
can grow out of political or religious discussion un- ....
JoHN W. TRUESDELL.
18th.~
341 4!!5 noo
SO !122 iiOO 422 418 400 saving the nation."
lesR we can impart and receive information founded ..
186<1
342
Sol 6oo 55 102 000 397 nrm eoo
Syracuse,
N.
Y.,
Aug.
22,
1881.
..
380
2fi!1
HiO
a42
278
rmo
4:l
!1So
noo
1870
strictly upon fact. The pla~n truth in m~st cases, ..
~il9 88il ililO
39 450 800 3!!!1 il:lO :l50
1871
..
380"
440
700
412
308
900
1872
31 868 200
and particularly when apphed to the smence of ..
.A Plea for Organization.
3DO 410 550 25 72-( 400 -ll G 134 9r>o
1873
finance tends to cement the people together and to ..
391 171 200
2o 347 1oo 416 518 300
187-1
..
370 314 500 26 HOD 200 403 214 700
187ii
To
THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir .
mutual' improvement, while di~torted and uure~ia_ble ..
341 3!14 750 41\ 170 300 3So 5Gr> or;o Now that all differences between the Liberals of the
1876
statements produce the oppos1t effect, often stnrmg .. ·1877
33S 713. GOO 47 311\ OiiO ilS5 0.!8 650
.. 1878
34(! ii46 400
OS SilO 900 I ·118 3H7 aoo United States hav beeiJ amicably arranged, and the
up bitter enmity and deluding the masses.
.. 187!1
3il4 2fi4 GOO<
430 858 120
I~ ~~1 g~g I ,104 483 3:10 National Liberal League h_as adopted a sta~din~ rule
301 G:i2 050
1880
The Greenback party, and those who hold opposit ..
NOv'. 1. 1881
35!! 748 950
43 62o 4oo I 403 300 350 that in the future no one IS to be responsible m the
views hav food enough for discusssion in the finanleast for the opinions of others, and that there is to
cial history of the last dec~de without either party
It is not true that the national banks could at any be no test of fellowship in the League further than
resorting to misrepresentatiOn. Let us try, therefore, to unite. upo~ the real issues rather than be time on ten days' notice, by a concerted action, that all shall be in favor of the total and complete
withdraw their whole circulation. Not even one separation of church and .sta~e, we shoul1l all go to
divided upon 1magmary ones.
bank among the two thousand now m existence work in earnest for orgamzatwn.
Mr. Hull says, "When thP. Greenbackers comIn the first place, I think the Liberals of every
menced their agitation the Republicans had con- could do anything of the kind within so short a
period. In almost every instance, when a national state should be organized into one body. And I
tracted the amount of money in circulation to about
bank bas attempted to call in their circulating notes, know of no name more appropriate for them to take
five dollars per capita." Now as this l'>tatement is
the foundation upon which many of his most im- it has taken years to accomplish that object. It is than the name "Freethinkers." That word, better
portant grievances are based, let us see whether he not true that such concert of action on the part of than any other, will inol?-~e al_l classes of Libera_ls.
the banks (if possible) would enrich them while it The Materialists, the Spmtuahsts, .the Free Rehgis building upon the solid rock of truth or the unreruined the masses. When the masses are financially iouists and the Liberal Christians oan all consi'ltently
liable quicksands of imagination.
Never for a single day during the last quarter of ruined the banks quickly fall in their wake; deposits adopt 'the name ":Breethinkers." It was for that
a century could Mr. Hull make the above statement are withdrawn, bills diE! counted fail, and the banks reason that the New York State Association took on
that name, and its doing so, I think, has greatlYi congood; the paper money alone in circulation in the are impoverished, but never enriched.
There are now in existence over two thousano tributed to its success.
United States has never fallen to five dollars per
national banks, scattered over the whole country,
And I would like to see every state in the Union,
capita during the last twenty-five years.
In controversion of his statement I glean the fol- located in almost every state, county, and city in the during the present fall or durin~ the winter, form a
lowing statistics from the official report of the union· they are controled by over fifteen thousand similar organization, so that dun~g ne~t fall ne~rly
direct~rs, of every political and religious stripe; their every state may hold a Freethmkers conventiOn.
comptroller of the currency for 1880, page 41, part
stockholders are mnch more numerous, and are found And then let each of these associations take out
first:
largely among our poor and middle classes. Thou- charters as auxiliary Liberal Leagues, and be fully
sands of the national bank shareholders will truth- represented at the next annual congress, to J;>e held
Aggt·ega~e !National ba:k
fully testify that their bank stock is by no means in the city of St. Louis. And here let me giV your
Population cnrrencv In ~urrency In
Cunency
Date. of u. s. by circulation, circulation.
millions. NationRJ bank includingg'ld per cap1ta. among their best paying investments; that they readers the "Articles of Association" under which
[ and U. S.
noteo.
_____ subscribed originally for the stock in many cases to the New York Association has so. greatly prospered,
---------:-----~-~~
improve the general bus~ness of the country and to and I would recommend it to the consideration o£
$18
$635
515
574
$170
213
955
Aug. 31, 1865'
35
21
750 820 228
July 1, 1866
29S 5SS 4HJ
35
accommodate the people m the town where the bank our Liberal friends in other states who desire to
19
..
1867
709
070
S60
299 846 206
35
is located. Thousands of such shareholders and organize:
..
1868
19
087 504 279
29~ 7!7 569
36
18
..
1869
689
!173.1~5
299 629 322
37
directors will also say that there can be no pecuniary
The name of this association shall be "The Freethinkers'
..
>870
18
695 779.791
299 904 029
3S
..
1S
702 403 847
·306 307 672
39
advantage to them to engage in auy conspiracy tend- A.ssociation of the State of New York."
18
..
1872
726 826.109
328 465 431
40
ing to financially ruin the masses. The bugbea;r cry
oBJECTs OF THE .AssoCIATioN.
..
1873
7,!8 947 167
18
344 582 812
41
18
..
187!
777 874 307
350 848 236
42
of
the
inflation
orators
that
some
day
the
natwnal
Fint.
To
stimulate
free thought and investigation among
..
1875
17
782 59ll65
3M 128 2il0
44
banks will, by a concerted action, try to pull down the people in relation to. thei~ ci~il, religious! and po!itical
..
1876
16
762 523 690
346 47\J 756
45
15
..
1877 .
714 064 358
321 595 606
46
the t-emple, Samson-like, upon their own head~, is rights, and encourage the mvestigatwn of questiOns re!atmg to
14
..
1878
689 443 922
321 672 505
47
simply ridiculous.
The bankers, as a class, are relio-ion science, and reform; nnd to that end sustam Free..
1879
14
686 642 884
49
323 791 074
704 S04 006
14
..
! 1880
50
342 387 336
neither knaves nor fools; they could not do such a tho~ght speakers, hold Liberal meeti~g~, and circulate Liberal,
13
.. ·. 1881
697 757 809
343 831 107 I
50
ld
scientific. and reform papers and penodwals.
silly suicidal act if they would, and they wou not
Second. To act as an auxiliary to the National Liberal
could.
League in its efforts to accomplish the total separation of
The above statement shows that the paper money if they
The claim made by Mr. Hull that the Greenback church and state and to organize local Liberal Leagues in the
alone in circulation has at no time during the last -party has restored financ_ial prospe~ity to our coun- counties above n~med. in accordance with the provisions of the
sixteen years fallen to $13 per capita, while the try is about on a par w1th .the claims of the ortho- Constitution of the National Liberal League.
greatest i~flation . d_uring that period wa_s $21 per dox churches that they liberated the slaves: During
THE CREED oF THE soCIETY.
capita, whwh const1~uted almost ~he_ entire money the early days of ·antislavery agitation, when such
"Universal mental liberty."
circulating, as no com worth mentwnmg was passed pioneers as Gerritt Smith, Samuel J. May, Lucy N.
PLATFORM OF PRINCIPLEs.
among the people until after the passage of the Colman, and hundreds of others were publicly
The Platform of Principles is the "Demands of Liberalresumption act.
mobbed egged, and burned in effigy, and otherwise i3m," viz:
Now it iM fair, however, to estimate the amount of insulted\y the rabble for daring to raise their voices
1. We demand that churches and other ecclesiastical prop.
f h
erty shall no longer be exempt from just taxation.
specie doing monetary service at $250,000,00Q, or five
'!-m~~
2 . v'fe demand that the employment of chaplains in Condollars per capita, making ~he• total available mo?ey in opposition to the monstrous cnme O
the church and the clergy, as a umt, m gress, in state legislatures, in ~he. na~y and militia, and in
of the United States over eighteen dollars per cap1ta. slavery,
every Sout}fern stat~, publiclr sustain~d the s:rstem, prisons, asylums, an~ all o~her mstitutwns supported by pubAgain, Mr. Hull says: "But does not friend Lamb while in the North, 1f they d1d not assist the rwters, lie money, shall be discontinued.
know that more than half of all our superabundant
·
th
d
t t"100 t 0 the"r
3. We demand that all public appropriations for educational
1
f ·1 d
a1 e to giv sympa Y an · pro ec
and charitable institutions of a sectarian character shall cease.
money is national bank mpney?
Does he they
. We demand that all religious services now sustained by
victims. It is a long story, with which the average
know that they hav more money out now than they reader is well acquainted. At bst the slaves were the4 government shall be abolished; and especially that the use
hav bonds deposited to redeem? Does he know that set free, and to-day the orthodox people in every of the Bible in the public schools, whether ostensibly as a textthese same banks could at any time, on ten days' section of the country freely boast that they did it, book, or avowedly as a book of religious worship, shall be pronotice by a concerted action, withdraw their own and nearly every upstart of a young priest in the hibited.
tho
seven dollars ver capita of money, now circulating land is ready to swear that the great sin of American
5. We demand that the appointment by the President of
United States, or by the governors of the various states, of all
among the people ? And does be know th3:t that slavery was washed out by the biood oj the Lam b · religious
festivals and fasts shall wholly cease.
would bring immediate financial ruin? Is he willing
Our great financial troubles began with civil war,
6. We demand that the judiCial oaths in the conrts and in
to put the welfare of this whole country into the and kept even pace with the creation of public debt all other departments of the goverument shall be aboli~hed,
hands of a corporation whose interest it is to bring and an unhealthy expansion of the currency. Con- and that simple affirmation under the pains and penalties of
ruin to the masses and· thereby enrich themselvs ?" traction or renudiation was the inevitable result of perjury shnll be established in its stead.
~"'
d z 7. We demand that all laws directly or indirectly enforcing
I think Mr. Lamb or no other person can know these such expansion.
Government debts, like indivi ur; the observance of Sunday as the Sabbath shall be repealed.
statements to be correct. It is not true that more ones, rnust be paid or repudiated. All conservat1v
s. We demand that all laws looking to the enforcement of
than one-half of all our superabundent money is people hav advocated the payment of the public "Christian" morality shall be abrogated, and that all laws
national bank money, and this statement cannot be debt as fast as it was practical, whilP. the Greenback- shall be conformed to the requirements of natural morality,
made good by Mr. H~ll until_ the Greenbac~rs ers hav continually demanded an increase of irre- equal rights, and impartial liberty..
. .
·
b
d ll
IJ. We demnnd that not only m the Constitution of the
drive all the gold and silver com out of the U mted
Th
deemable currency.
e true economists rave a United States and of the several states, but also in the practiStates, amounting to more than one-third of the opposition and passed the resumption act, which cal administi-n:lion of the same, no privilege or advantage shttll
entire money in the country.
brought our depreciated, indefinit government prom- be conceded to Christianity or any other special religionj that
It is not true that the n'l.tional banks hav more ises on a par with gold and strengthened our na- our entire political system shall be founded and administered
money outstanding than they hav bonds deposited tional credit at home and abroad, while nearly every on a purely secular basis; and that w~atever cba~ges. shall
to redeem, and this never has been the case since the Greenback orator and inflation writer in the land prove necessary to this end shall be consistently, unfl.mchmgly,
organization of the national system.
raised his voice against the bill, demanding its im- and promptly made.
MEMBERSHIP.
The strong insinuation in the abllve.that the semediate repeal.
Any person may become ,. member_ of this society by signing
curity of the national ban.k currency has_ been i~
While the real economists, headed by John Sher- these A.rticles of A.seociation and paymg twenty-five cents
paired by the surrender of a part of their bonds IS man at the Treasury, were fast paying off the princi'l'HE OFFICERs.
mischievous and tending to mislea<l the people. pal o£ the national debt and every day reducing the
The officers sliall be a President, one Vice-President from
The facts are that in every case where the govern- rate of interest on the balance, the Green backers, each county, a Recording Secretary, a Corresponding Secretary,
ment has taken up the bonds owned by a national led by General Weaver, were haranging the people and a Treasurer; also an Executiv Committee of seven, who
bank, and held for circulation, they hav been re- with wild inflation schemes, which, if carried out, shall hav the general supervision of the A.sso_ci~tion. The
placed by other bonds hearing a less rate of interest, would financially ruin the nation in a twelve-month. duties of the officers shall be those usually pertammg to these
or if sold the proceeds are paid over to the bank And now, aftP.r the great evil" attending· a depre- positions with the additional duties hereinnfter mentioned.
Vice-President of each county shall, immediately after
only so fal:!t as their currency is surrendered to the ciated currency hav vassed away, and prosperity 011 hisThe
eleetion. appoint two other persons of the· colmty to act
government, always holding in reserve at least one e\ ery hand has been restore~ to our b~loved _coun~ with him, and the three shall be the Freethought and Liberal
hundred and ten dollars collateral to every hundred try through the sound practiCal finanCial actiO~ of Leagne Committee of the county, the V~ce-President to be the
dollars of bank circulatiou.
the Republican party, it is amusing to hear the few. chairman, awl it shall be his duty to notify the Cones1Jonding
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Secretart of this A.ssooiation who his associates are when they perfection about it for me to believe that the God of strict acGreece, or Rome knew anything of it, or had a word to say
a.re appomted. The duty of these county committees shall be to curacy
had aught to do with it.
about it. Through Hefodotus, the greatest individual of his
~rry out the_object~ of this A.ssoci.ation, and also to co-operate
597. There is much that is very impossible and hard to be- time, three times visited Syria, of which Palestine formed a
w1th the Ndtwnal Liberal League mall practical ways.
lieve in the Jewish story. I cannot think it true that in the part, he knew nothing of the glory of Jerusalem, nothing of
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
The officers of this Association shall be elected annually and lifetime of one individual, Shem, who lived two hundred years the magnificeiice of Solomon, nothing of that wonderful temshall hol_d their positions until their successors are ele~ted. after the birth of Abraham, the earth should progress from ple, nothing of the immense armies of the Jews, and nothing
The Pres1dent shall hav power to fill vacancies.
an· uninhabited condition to the founding and peopling of of their great revenues and wealth. This is a pretty strong
AMENDMENTS.
nations like Egypt, India, Persia, China, Chaldea, etc. When proof that they did not exist. Neither did Homer know of
These articles may be amended at any regular meeting of A. braham is said to have gone down into Egypt he found a
such a people ; neither did .Solon, though a great traveler;
the A.ss0ciation by a two-thirds vote of all members present.
populous nation, with cities, a king; and staple government; neither did Xenophon, Borosus, Sanchoniathon, Manitbeo,
MEETINGS-WHEN HEld>.
the pyramids were then built, the obelisks were undoubtedly Diodorus, Strabo, nor any of the historians of other countries.
The annual meeting a.nd all other meetings of this A.ssocia·
tion shall be at such times and places as the Executiv Com- erected, and the country had reached a profuse population, and Had such a wealthy, magnificent people dwelt on the eastern
a high state of civilization, and the other countries named had end of the Mediterranean, within a short distance of their
mittee shall direct.
Friends, everywhere, now, while we are stimulated done the same; but it. is very improbable that this could all country, it is most singular that none of the historians name(l,
by the wise and liberal action of the late Congress have taken place, from the very beginning, in the lifetime of who lived contemporaneously, should know nothing of such a
of ~he Nationa~ Liberal Leage held in Chicago, let Shem, nor even in nine generations, which is the number people and have not a word to say of them. A.ll the world has
us m every neighborhood and vicinity go to work the story gives; could all these things have occurred. Populous in reference to the wonderful stories of,. Jewish people is
and o~ganize auxiliary Liberal Leagues. And let us nations and civilizations in different parts of the earth could not what some unknown person, hundreds of years afterward, saw
resusmtate and set to work all the auxiliaries that have been built up in that short space of time; nor could the fit to state. Those can believe it who choose to.
hav been inactiv and dormant for years past. And races and colors of mankind, starting from three persons, have
every one who has a dolla1· to spare for the Liberal become so diverse and distinct as they now are, and as they
A Fool in His Folly.
movement should at once send it to Courtlandt must have been in Abraham's time. According to the hieroPalmer, of New York city, the Treasurer of the glyphics and inscriptions on the ~ncient Egyptian temples and
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
National Liberal League. As Mr. Wakeman said monuments the Ethiopians were as marked in cohr then as A little snipe by the name of Kellerman, pastor of
at the Congress, every hatchet has now been buried, now. It is impossible that this could have occurred in the the first Methodist Episcopal church in this city, got
off the following delicious absurdities on the occaand let no one of them be dug up only as they
lifetime of one man or in nine generations. There is certainly sion of President Garfield's funeral. He said the
are needed to fight the enemies of Freethought some mistake in the story.
prayers offered up for the late President's recovery
and state secularization. This last suggestion can't
be too carefully complied with. There will prob- . 598. It is again very hard to believe that in the compara- were not without effect, because Garfield got better
ably be a few so-called Liberals who will not be in- tively short time that Jacob and his descen.dants remained in sev~ral times. It seems a fair inference that if our
oli~ed to be harmonized. Some of them may still Egypt-215 years-they could have increased from seventy praying Christians had worked a little harder, or if
desire to keep up the fight; but, friends, if" there be persons to between 2,000,000 and 3,000,000 persons, which the Infidels and nothingarians had only taken hold
any such let them hav the fighting business all to is the number they must have reached in order to have and helped to turn the crank, Garfield might hav
themselvs, and they will soon tire of it. Our time turned out 600,000 warriors, as the Bible story states: Such pulled through altogether. This is an application of
can be much better occupied in organizing for prac- an increase in population would surpass anything ever known Prof. Tyndall's celebrated "prayer-guage" idea,
tical work. It has been decreed that before the next in the world, necessitating, as has been estimated, that every wl.ich, I am sure, though the subject is a sad one,
annual Congress we hav five hundred working auxil- woman should be the mother of forty ghildren, and that none would amuse that distinguished scientist immensely.
Kellerman also said that the Lord had answered
iary Liberal Leagues. To bring that about will re- ~hould die. before rearing a family of the same size. The thing
quire money and labor and zeal in the cause. If we ~s utterly impossible, and would have been though their stay our prayers by making Garfield's death a blessing in
are to hav any strife, let it be one among the several lll Egypt had been twice, three times, or four times as long as sundry ways. One of these ways was as a rebuke
states as to which shall do the most in the work of the period named. The stOry must be untrue. Rabbits or to Infidelity. Bob Ingersoll had been getting a
hearing. But when this eminent Christian lay dyorganization according to its population.
rats could scarcely have increased so rapidly.
ing, no one turned to Bob Ingersoll for comfort.
H. L. GREEN.
599. It is impossible that a people numbering two or three
Now to begin at the beginning, it is well known
P. S.-Friends will address me at present at Otsego, millions, including men, women, and ohildren, and their cat.
Mich. I shall not object to any one sending a stamp tie, provisions, anji luggage, could have be.en su handled as that the sect to which Mr. Garfield at one time belonged has always been considered on the extreme
or a dollar in his letter.
to have been marched out of a long, narrow country like verge of Christianity. The so-called Disciples, or
What I DOn't Believe.
Egypt in the space of one day's time. A. like moving of such Campbellites, hav no creed. They are only a society
a body of people was never known in the history of man.
p A.RT 11.-NO 54.
of moralists, who regard Jesus of Nazareth as their
600 · Of course I cannot believe that the Red Sea opened its founder, and immersion as a form of initiation which
596. If I am constrained to admit the God of infinite know}edge and truth found it necessary to write a book for the guid- waters for the 3,000,000 of the children and their cattle to pass he established, and which, therefore, they do not
ance of his offspring in this world, and the books composing througl:i, standing like a wall on either side of the passing mol- feel at liberty to dispense with, though it is clearly
the Jewish scriptures make up the volume, I cannot easily ad- titude, leaving a dry roadway for the people to walk upon, more suited to Palestine than America. There is
mit that he would select a language to write his book in so im- and as soon as the sons of Jacob had passed by rushed back nothing in their customs incompatible with Arianperfect as the original Hebrew was-a language made up of and overwhelmed the Egyptians, drowning every man of them ism, Socinianism, or Universalism. They utterly reconsonants without vowels or punctuatien points, every letter and every horse upon which they rode. This story is too re- ject the doctrin of original sin, which is regarded by
of which had some four meanings, and was extremely liable ~arkable; the events described are too improbable, too much both Catholics and evangelicals as the true cornerto be misunderstood, even by the best judges. Simon, in his m opposition to the experience of mankind, for me to be- stone of Christianity. The chief cause of their suc" Critical History," ·says: "It is unquestionable that the lieve they ever occurred. Of the same nature is the ac- cess in this unbelieving age is that they combine
simple Deism with a slender appearance of reverence
greater part of them [the Hebrew letters] are equivocal, and count of the parting of the Jordan, when after their wanderfor Jesus and the Bible.
their signification utterly uncertain. Even the most learned ings in the desert for forty years the river kindly opened, the
But besides this, it is very doubtful if Garfield
Jews doubt everything about their proper meaning." Bishop water damming up on the upper side to let the vast concourse died a Campbellite. During his long illness, though
Marsh uses such lan~age as this: "The Old Testament is the of people pass safely over. It is much easier to tell such sto- conscious to the last, he never received the comonly work which remains in the ancient Hebrew, nor han we ries a thousand years after the time when it is claimed the munion, never had any professor of religion pray
anything like a lexicon or glossary composed while it was yet events occurred than for them to be true. It will require for with him, never is known to hav prayed for himself,
a living language." Another learned Hebraist says: "No two me better proof that such things took place than the unsup- made no allusion to religion, and manifested no partranslators would agree in rendering any verb from the He- ported story of an anonymous writer of whom no one knows ticle of interest in the prayers which millions were
brew." The learned Sir Godfrey Higgins said: " I am quite anything. Of course many believe such stories very easily, offering for him. These are facts. The true explanation is unlmown, but the cuiTent one is that
certain I shall be able to show-to prove-that every letter of but it only proves their credulity extremely large.
the Hebrew language has four and probably five meanings;"
601. I cannot believe that a diminutive mountainous country Garfield aud his wife, like thousands of reflecting
while Smith, in his Bible Dictionary, says: "The translators like Judea, a hundred and forty miles in length, with less than people, had reconsidered their views during the last
are often misled by the similarity of Hebrew words. In very an average width of forty miles, should from a semi-savage ten years, and were not, when he was shot, to be
many cases the errors may thus be traced to the similarity of condition advance during the reign of a father and son so as to reckoned Christians in any sense of the word.
It is funny, tob, that while harping so much on the
some of the Hebrew letters." Le Clerc, in a similar vein, says: become a powerful nation with immense revenues and a large
"The learned merely guess at the sense of the Old T~stament army, able to place 1,570,000 warriors in the field, with such doubtful Christianity of Garfield, none of them hav
in an infinity of instances, which produces a prodigious num- an accumulation of national wealth that a single building- anything to say about the unquestionable Christianity of his murderer. Garfield perhaps was not a
her of discordant interpretations." Father Jerome makes a their temple-should cost $243,000,000, which is the estimated
Christian, but there can be no doubt that Guiteau
very similar confession: "When we translate the Hebrew into value.of the 8,000 talents of gold, and the 17,000 talents of sil- was. There was nothing vague a. bout his doctrin;
Latin we are sometimes guided by conjecture." To show to ver said to haye been used on that one moderate-sized building he had satisfied the most orthodox societies. Since
what llmgth this guessing has been carried, a few instances one hundred and ten feet in length and thirty-six in width, he shot Garfield a clergyman has uncharitably called
will suffice. In regard to the kind of wood of which Noah is David claimed to have provided for the purpose 1,000,000 talents him a hypocrit. But 1 don't believe he was one.
said to have built his ark, numerous different translations of gold, and 1,000,000 talents of silver, equal to $4,.300,000,000, Hypocrits don't throw away their own lives to kill
were made. One rendered it gopher-wood; another made it a third more than the national debt of the United States, men who never injured them. Fanatical, bigoted
cedar; another juniper; another box-wood; another the Persian while the eTitire domain in which this immense revenue was Christians like Ravillac, Guiteau, and Damiens often
pine, another ebony. Dr. Geddes affirmed it to be wicker-work, raised is but a little larger than the small state of Delaware. do. · Guiteau seems likely to die as game as Dawhile Dr. Dawson contended for bulrushes daubed with slime. This story is too preposterous, too unlike the experience of man- miens. True, he does not fancy being roughly seized
by a mob, but to be hanged according to law was
Cooper says: "Up to the fifth century the Hebrew language kind, to be worthy of belief.
was utterly destitute of any method of punctuation, as well as
602. I camiot think thal: a people occupying so small a what he expected, and he is sustained undei" the prosvoid of vowels-a mere mass of words without order or sys- country could engage in civil war and turn out such immense pect by unshaken faith.
Guiteau, like many Christians of small caliber and
tem. To. ascertain the true signification was next to impos~i- armies that one side could sustain .a loss of 500,000 men on a
ble." He further quoted the learned Du Pin to this effect: single day and in a single battle. The like was never heard of large ambition, wanted to meet Bob Ingersoll in
debate. Of course, Bob had other things to do than
"The Hebrew alphabet is composed of twenty-two letters, as in any other country, and it is very clear that such a small
meet him.. But they met at last. When Garfidd
well as those of the Samaritans. But besides these letters, sterile country could not sustain such armies. The story canlay bleeding and prostrate on the :floor of the Baltinona of which is at presevt a vowel, and by consequence they not be true.
more and Ohio railroad station, and the assassin who
603. I cannot think that a country lying at the eastern end had fired two shots was about to discharge a third,
cannot determine the pronunciation, the Hebrews have invented points, which, being put under the letters, serve instead of the Mediterr~tnean Sea, within two days' sail of the princi- a man, not near enough to aiTest the murderer's
of vowels. These vowel-points serve not only to fix pronunci- pal cities of Greece, at that time one of the most intelligent hand, prevented him from finishing the deed by
ation, but also give the signification of a word, because the countries in the world, should abound in such wealth and mag- throwing himself between them. That man was
word being differently pointed signifies things wholly different." nificence, be able to raise such armies, amass such revenues, Col. Robert G. Ingersoll, the same whose wellAll these things being so, I cannot believe that a God of all and erect such a temple, and the other nations of the world known abhoiTence of bloodshed has led some abject
knowledge and truth would in the first place get up such aa know nothing about it. Although it is claimed that the fame Christian libelers to insinuate that he was a coward.
imperfect language to use himself or for others to use, or adopt of Solomon spread all over the world, and that the people from It strikes me that Bob did quite as much as Jesus
C. L. ·JA~ES.
it if others had gotten it up, for the purpose of making known all the kings of the earth which had heard of hit wisdom came ever did for Garfield.
Eau Otai1·e, Wi.s.
his will to the children of men. There is quite too much im- to him, still not a historian of_~wa, Persia, Chrudea, Egypt,
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home to Rutland. I got twenty of the best citizens\ It would be recomm~ndable to our Christian
to sign a protest against it., so that the spiteful; friends to resume the sturly. of history, and learn
complaint of two or three male opponents of equal that Tacitus, 1n 'the year 104 A.D., was the first who
rights should not pass for the -sentiment of inteUi- mentioned Christianity; that Jus• in, 150 A D., was
SAN JoiE, 0AL., Oct.. 3, 1881.
gent Oheney.
the first who mentioned Ghrist himself; that Irenreus,
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find draft. for $10
We Liberals ought to help poor Mrs. Churchill,
175 A.D., was the first who kuew of any g-ospel;
-$3 of it to lengthen my subscription to January
West Richfield, Ohio, who has Jain ntne years with tlmt after a twenty-five years wrangle at the council
1st, $2 of it for pamphlets, $~ o! it and my love to
spinal disease, and has now a chance or probable of Nice, the gospels that the New Testament condear sister Elmina (remember, thflre is only one
cure if only means to 11ay a skilful doctor can be· talus to-day were voted for by debauched bishops,
Elmina), $2 of it and my love !so to good Mrs.
got. I shall try to sell her pretty badge. Please who, with pockets crammed full of gospels, even
Ohase (bl~>ssed woman) for the Physiologist for one
send me some show-bills, that I may act as agent.
killed one the other in their rage; and that Emyear, and r.he other dollar is yourself to pay for the
Ever yours,
ANNIE EvEREST.
peror Constantine, the wife and child murderer, by
trouble I make you. I hope brother Liberals will
the power of the sword established the divinity of
be prompt paying subscriptions and help t.be office
Ohrist.. Through study of history they would also
- NoRD, 0AL., Sept. 18, 1881.
all they cau by ordering books and tracts for distriMR. EDITOR: It is not often tlilat I ask for iome learn that their religion "of love" . put to death
b lion. I tender my best wishes for your success.
SA.MOS PARSONS .. space in THE TRUTH SEEKER, but as you are the radi- millions of heretics, and killed at 'least fifty millions
cal Liberal's best friend I must intrude on your kind- of people in the name of' their monster God.
Paulinians, Albig-enses, and others· were massacred·
CENTRAL OrTY, CoL., Sept. 25, 1881.
ness to demonstrate a few facts, therefore you need
o THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed you not expt>ct any rhetoric. Nord, the burg which I call by the hundreds of thousands. Torquemada alone
will find stamps to the amount of $2, for which my present home, is a town in Sacramento valley, burnt at the stake, alive, over 10,000 heretics. Alva
please send me THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav been with- Its female inhabitants, those of tbe neighborhood in- killed n(·arly 100,000 in the Netherlands; 60,000 Huout it for two whole weeks, and I must confess that eluded, are all good Christians. There are, however, guenots were slain in France in three days. The
I feel lost without it. There is a something about it among the men several Infidels, yet none outspoken great and pious Ohristian, Oharlemagne, butchered
tha.t causes me to watch anxiously for every number, but one or two besides myself. The rest of the 8,000 Saxons in a few hours. Halr a million witches
and, like Rachel of old, "would not be comforted males, at least all the intelligent ones, are Theists, were strippe<i nakE>d, fastf'ned to the stake, and roasted
because it is not."
though a great many of them attend churrh e',ther alive. The Puritans of New England and the PresI am not situated where I can hav access to all fur the sake of preventing their wives from falling byterians -of Scotland enjoyed such diabolical roastthe books necessary to learn of many things I shnuld into hysterics and. to preserve the peace at home, or ing processes just as eagerly as the Roman Catholics.
like to in order to meet our adversaries as I should for fear of becoming unpopular with the orthodox Poor Quaker children were traded by the Puritans
wish. Will some one of your readers versed in or religious people. There are, women and children ex- for molasses to. the Bermudas. The Christian church
having access to the histories of Egypt, Persia, Rome, eluded, not a ha.If dozen sincere Christians in thh.~ of to-day, ir not prevented by the steady growing
and Greece please inform me if in either of them district, so you will be surprised to learn that it re- power of Infidelity, would be the same persecuting
there is any mention of Solomon's temple? I hav quires three divine impostors to prepare that little church; yes, they show it plainly, where ever they
made the assertion that there never was such a flock for their hereafter. One of the three usurpers gain power enough to do so. If mothers must ino~
building as Solomon's temple, and advanced in proof of the name of Ohrist and dragomans of Jehovah, on culate their children with fabulous tales of the past,
that in the histories of the above nations no mention whom Mother Nature bestowed a Herculean frame, a they woul<i do better by substituting "Jack the
is made of such an edifice. Had it existed, and of great deal of cheek in place of brain, and who pre- Giant-Killer" for the son of Mary. The former only
such dimensions and magnificence, the people of fers idleness to industry, Possesses no more con- killed dangerous giants, while the other damns manthese countries, merchants and others traveling to science than a Neapolitan h,zzaroni, and livs mostly kind for not believing in his fraudulent missions to
and fro, would hav made some mention of it, and, it on what old, hollow-eyed devotees are begging for everlasting punishment.. But., no! their pastor takes
being such a wonderful structure, it would hav cer- him. This lazy and ignorant individual of the Holv good care to hav them perpetuate ignorance and
tainly received some notice in their history. Does Ghost firm declared on-ce last spring that. none bu-t superstition, and to eradicate from the mindf! or'
the Persian history ever mention anything regarding the uneducated were unbelievers in the Bible. Yet youth every natural and rational idea, and to substithe Jewish captivity, the destruction or conquest of I am perfectly .satisfied that every TRUTH SEEKER tute in lieu the most nonsensical and stupefyino~r
Jerusalem, and destruction of its building or tern- reader could astonish that braying ass of the gospel !lletaphysical jargon.
One world at a time, if there is
nother after
pie? Am I correct in asserting that Matthew, Mark, with the proof that they know more about that old
Luke, and John are not Hebrew or Jewish names? fogy book than he ever did or will know. Every In- this. Even if I did believe in a future I could not
If not, is it not singular that the names of the four fidel could Jirnve to him and all the rest who are accept the ('arpenter of Nazareth, feeling assured
leading bouks of the New Testament -the four evan- banging the Bible so eagerly, and that without going that God, on my arrival at his heavenly gate, would
gelists, ·of r·eported Jewish origin, and having refer- outside of the Bible, too, that the Pentateuch was sing out: "Ha! An Infidel! just walk in, stay near
ence to the Hebrew people almost entirely, should written later than the b·JOk of Joshua; that Joshua me and.make yourself at home. You knew how to
be under the necessity of going outside of their own was not written before the tim of Kings; that none take care of yourself without my agency in the other
people to obtain suitable names for their books, or of the Old Testament prophecies refers to Ohrist; that world, and so you will undoubtedly here, while those
rather that God had to go outside of the Jewish the boy Isaiah speaks of was the exported baby of Christians, who were nothing but trouble to me
people to get names suitable for leaders for his his king's wife (a very common thing for a priest to while on earth by constant praying and begging,
books? Also are not all Christians that expect to go know); that the tale of Daniel and the lion's den are almost torturing me up here, clamoring for
to heaven loafers and bummers, and carry more was not known yet when Ezm and his helpmates their treasures, stored away in heaven, of which I
assurance than a ward politician to ask God to take compiled the old book, and that it was not written know nothing."
A few words yet to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER
them to heaven and board and cwthe them through until 175 years before Ohrist, and so thousands of
all eternity for the contemptibly small amount most other things from and about the Bible he has not of this coast.
We hav not many journals in California that are
or them ever advanced toward the expenses of their the faintest idea of. Such are the men who, no matkeeping? If the majority of them would not hav to ter how often they peep in the Bible, don't even independent enough and that arb edited by men
beat their way from the first week, I aw mistakeu know yet that Genesis givs two different creation who hav moral courage enough to giv us Liberals
in my estimate of the outfit genemlly.
stories; that God divided the day from the night. and especially us Materialists, a hearing. Those feV:
How about the efficacy or prayer n,) ? Should after he had mornings and evenings already for sev- we do hav, therefore, should be supported by the
not thinking men connected with th Christian eral days; made man before and after he got tired united force. Among the. leading papers of the
churches become 1atisfied on the point or prayers? from his work; raised vegetables without the light state, the Sacramento Record- Union, before all others
H eTer people ortered up fervent prayers, the friends and warmth of the sun, and many other absurdi- ought to be made the home journal of every Liber:
al's household. To those who liv in the upper Sacof James A. Garfield did. With such a test case as ties, declaring us ignoramuses.
that must hav been, I think all should be satisfied
I meet but one or two of the average Christiane; ramento valley and surrounding mountains, I must
that Go~ has nothing to do with either presidents who hav the slightest idea of any contradictions in urgently recommend the Butte county Record. It is
. ably-conducted _Jo~rnal, and treats everybody
or paupers. What nature fails in, God has no busi- their beloved New Testament. An imbecil look of
ness with.
Truly yours,
D. D. LAKE.
their eyes meets me every time I refer to them. ahke. The Infidel IS Just as welcome to its columns
Revelations are to them to hear that the child Jesus as the Christian. Those who read these lines will do
OHENEY, WASH. TER., Sept. 20, 1881.
lived in Egypt as a fugitiv and peacefully in the towu well by assisting such an editor in his efforts, whereas
DEAR TROTH SEEKER: I send you post-office order of Nazareth at the same time; that Jesus was cruci- such smeary and cheesy sheets as the San Francisco
for $10.80-$5.80 for books, and $5 from D. 0. Lewis fled at the third hour, although he was exposed y Bulletin, Call, and Chico-Enterprise ought not receive
E. W. FITZNER.
for around-the-world fund. Oheney' is a new and Pilate at the sixth; that he was standing in full a farthing from a truth ~eeker.
beautifully situated town, on the N. P. R. R. line, view of the people at the same hour that he was
etarted just a year ago, and has now nearly five hun- hanging OQ. the cross; that the woman went to
NoRWICH, OoNN., Oct 1, 1881. ·
dred inhabitants. A mill, academy, furniture factory, Jesus's sepulcher while it wa.s dark, although thf'
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER : It has been a long
and large stores are here, not the least being my sun was rising; that they wondered to find the time since writing you, and I thought you might
millinery store. There is a Methodist church here stone rolled away, although they saw an angel come like to know what that impious Boardman is driving
and a Catholic and Oongregationa.list are bein~ down from heaven and roll it away; that. Ohrist as- at among the clerical conspirators and medical moerected. I would rather see a Liberal hall than these cended into heaven on the day of the 'resurrection, nopolists of this vicinity.
temples or superstition, which some half-way Liber- although he remained on earth forty days longer;
Our old antagonists-the P. D's. or demon doctors
a.ls are helping along. They will not take THE TRUTH and so of many other impossibilities. Such are the -hav been on their gooq behavior for some time
SEEKER, as it is too radical. I hav induced many t" class of mankind who recommend us to read the and do not interfere with the good works of Infidel~
read it by showing how much space was given to a Bible after we hav made a thorough study of it.
so much as they did in the notorious "counter-petiChristian argument. Dr. J. L. York mis11ed a good
Not feeling able to deny s all and every knowl· tion" carnplotign when they sought to slam the prison
field on his late lecturing tour through eastern edge, they allow us at least a Liberal education doors in the face or a dreaded opponent, hoping to
Washington 'ferritory and 0. egon in not coming to not knowing how, by allowing that much, inferio; thereby stop the mouth of a troublesome truth
the two wonderfully thriving towns on the frontier- they place themselvs to us. Our Christian friends seeker. But the pretentious pill-doctors are on the
Oheney and Spokan Falls. I think my letters to after having together with us' passed through school; war-path, and are in tt iguing against us in the mathim miscarried.
consider their stored-away public-school or collflgp, ter of .medical rights, and I hav been doing all I
Our local paper is rather Liberally inclined. I got. lumber sufficient for lifa, while we, instead of relax- could to oppose their. schemes. In this effort, as in
a notice of Mr. Bennett's trip around the ·world with ing then, keep up our studies through life. Would the clerical contest, so far as local action was con-.
price of book, published, and this week Isaac P~den's they become book-worms likfl the Infidels they cerned, I was obliged to meet the brunt of the battle
synopsis of Ingersoll's and Black's argument. I hear would undoubtedly learn that no original history of alone. I hardly know which is the source of greatest
the Methodists are grumbling considerably about it. what is termed Ghrist's age exists that refers to the danger to the welfare of humnnity, doctors of drugs
They prefer abuee to argument.
Judean tramp, although every other occurrt>nce of or doctors of demonry--the former stup·efies the body
Mrs. Duniway, lecturer and canvasser, organized that age is minutely bequeathed to mankind. In by deadly doses, the latter stultifies . the soul by
the Woman's Suffrage Association here in July. She· their giddiness they twaddle of some of their history cankering creeds, while both seek political power in
toadies to the church and popularity too much but that knows all about it. Well, is it not strange that order to force their vile nostrums on the people.
is sound and unanswerable on equal rights. Sh~ has they do, and cannot produce it? Jeshu, or Jesus, From the pious frauds of theological ,quackery and
done great good by her paper and lectures. Her who was stoned to death and nailed to a tree for the learned ignora.nce of medical orthodoxy, in the
enemies complain of her combativness, forgetting sorcery by the Jews about 100 B. c., and who had 1?-nguage of a cleriCal cant phrase, "Good Lord, detheir constant taunts make her so. The Fourth of followers answering to the names of some given in l~ver us!"
~uly Oommi~tee, ashamed to sign their names, pub- the New TPstament, gave the foundation and
Cooley's Weekly is getting brave and Liberal, ~nd is
hshed & malignant and abusiv complaint containing Ohristna anrf.~ Buddha the model, for the leg~nd of doing a good worlc among people not easily reached
tlu'oe tr.liiehoocte tluoo weeki 3neJ.', ~h~ b.p.d. iOP.e tb.o <mrpentcr-savtor,
by Radica.l pa.p~ri. It ha.i a.<tmitted my articlei. on

lttftrj front Jlritndj.

1

t'J.,l!lE TRUTH SEE KER!I OOTO::B:En 15~ 1881. ..
Spiritualism and medical rights free of charge. In
face of the fact that it coat $25.00 per column for a
hearing, while. repelling the· clerical attacks. on Bro.
Bennett and' his friends, the outlook is encouraging.
I inclose circular- on medical rights and an article
relating to the Niantic camp-meeting, which hav appeared in its columns. Let the good work still go
on.
BYRON BoARDMAN.
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manner take!! iel!ne a. 11eriel!, a. ecale of more or less
perfect realmR of creatures. Consequently nature
cou11ists only in the departure and el!trangement from
God; therefore ebe ie periehable, full of sin, the earth
an abode of misery."
To thil! theory must be objected that the worldsm~l has a 11piritual nature, therefore hal'l ~o extenl!ion in !lpace. Experience, too, cont~adwts th~
opinion that the earth is an ~bod.e of ~ns.e~y. But
STREAToR, ILL., Oct. 3, 1881.
this whole theory of Budrlhtsm ts too menptd to be
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $10
investigated deeper by criticism. Le~ us pass, then,
for two shares for the trip around the world, one for
to the cosmog9ny of the newer revelation!!.
P. F. Grayand one for Solomon Warthen. Mr. WarWhat they report of the creation "of two large
then would like you to spell his name right, and not
put " hel " on the end of it, for he is one of Ingerand many small lights of the firmament" and of th.e
soll's pupils, and don't believe in it or hades. I am
rest of natural objects, we
all
know, 1and
PICKENS Co., S . C., 0 ct. 8, 1881.
·
tb for
f th111
d
very anxious every week to see Saturday come to get
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Though an entire stranger reason we can pass it over m Sl1ence; on Y e un amy paper and read the letters from 1\:lr. Bennett's to you I a not such to THE TRUTH SEEKE:&, and that mental idea of this theory, that .Jehovah or Brahma
trip around the world.
I remain,
P. F. GRAY.
fact alone I hope will be a sufficient apology for this or Allah has made the universe, will I consider a
intrusion. Through the kindn.ess of your old Infidel moment: Feuer bach. sa;ys. in .• ~:~ cel~brated work,
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Oct. 6, 1881.
friend R. M. Casey, I hav had .access to your paper "The Essence ?f Chrtstiamty. . While thou say est
MR. EDITOR: Please find $6-$5 for "A Truth Seeker for the last two years, and it Is with me now an in- ·that the world 1s made from nothm~, thou :r;e~ovest
Around the World," and $1 for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
dispensable household treasure. I am only a young all limits of thy mind from the bram;. ~or It IS the
Respectfully',
JAMES W. DARE.
convert from the murky labyrinth of Methodism to barrier of thy mind, is alon~ the part1twn-wall bethe salubrious atmosphere of reason. What a happy tween thee and thy God. Thou art offen~ed by the
BozEMAN, l\1oN. TER., Sept. 23, i881.
man I am to-day, compared with what I was three primitiv, independent exietence of the u~tve:se, beEDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: That you may see years ago I I wish I had the mind and pen to giv cause thou considerest it only from a subJecttv, selfthere are men in this portion of the globe who are you and the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER a full ac- ish standpoint, only in its vulgarity, as a machine,
not "moss-backs," but alive to the issues of the age, count of my escape om the wilderness and at the not in its majesty, al! col!mos."
I send you a copy of the Bozeman Avant-Courier, same time express my gratitude to the edit~r _of THE
A principal part of the contents of the revelation,
containing a review of the Ingersoll-Black Discus:rRu;H Sx~KER and old brother Casey for a1?mg me further, is formed by the doct.rine of providence, of
sion. The article in question is entitled "Christianw hbe~atmg mysel_f _from the shackle~ of pnestcraft prayer, and faith. The Koran goes in the first point
Ity ori Trial."
and bhnd superst1t10n. But suffice 1t to say, I am in the notion of providence, so far off that it asI want to inquire, Hav Liberal public speakers no
out of the old or~hodox pasture, and out to stay.
sures its confessors that they could fight fearlessly in
glory in their souls? Tourists visit. our wonderland
Inclosed you w1ll find fifty c~nts in stamps. Please the densest. shower of bullets without being hit if
from almost all parts of the civilized world, but none place that amount to the cred1t of R. M. ·Casey. In All h h
t d t" d them to death beforehand
of the aforesaid fall in line. Why not come and see him you and I . hav a true friend and the L beral
a
as n? ee me
. .
.
· .
our geysers, do a little duty on the skirmish line, cause a fearless advocate. I intend ere long to beThe providence of the btbhcal revelatw_n, t_oo, 11!
and let us know what they hav to say? They would come a subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER but cannot another than the natural one. Thislete man smk m the
not alone be amply repaid in sight-seeing, but would do so just now. With fraternal regard,' I am
water and drown if he cannot swin;t; but the biblical
meet a host of admiring friends. Of course this sugYours truly,
E. B. STEPHENS.
one piles up the waves 'of the sea like wall~, and let!!
gestion, like Jesus hrist and his figs, is out of seaher darlings pase dry-shod. If a man beheve~ that
son, as the proper time to. visit wonderland would
he has no other providence than the forces of h1s speJAMESTOWN, Sept. 28, 1881.
the early part of n x:t autumn.
THos. BuRK.
MR. EDITOR: We a.re now reading Bro. Bennett's cies, the Christians call him Atheist, because he only
letters from abroad with a great :deal of pleasure. believes in a natural provide_nce. But if the ~rovi.
PRESCOTT, ARIZONA TER., Sept. 24, 1881. -We also enjoy your letters from friends, and are glad dence which manifests itself m the fangs of ammals
FRIEND EDITOR: You will find inclosed $5-$3 for the to see the number increasing, and hope they may is a truth, the providence of the biblical revelation
-paper till July, 1881, and I will leave the $2 that re- continue to do so. We heartily sympathize with you must be an untruth.
main with you till y:mr round-the-world history comes in your efforts for the good of humanity, and wish
Another important dogma of the revelations is
out, and then I will send enough to finish paying we were able to aid you in a more material way, but prayer. A man who has e~tisfied himself that in
we are getting old. I was seventy last May, and my this life everything is med1tated, that every effect
for it. I will be sure to want it.
C. C. GLENN.
husband will be in the month of February, and he must hav a cause, and that eTery desire can only be
GREENwooD, N. Y.• Oct. 4, 1881.
has been helpless for several years, and we are de- satisfied when we employ the necessary means-such
-MR. EDITOR: I se_e that my time is up for the paper. pendent upon others for our support.
a man does not pray, he only works. In prayer man
Please find inclosed $3 for another year. I would
Yours fraternally,
MR. and MRs. A. SMITH.
addresses himself to the benevolence of an omnipolike to send $5 for th~ books containing Mr. Bennett's
tent being; he adores ~is. ow_n mina, hi~ d~t~ires.
letters describing his trip around tbe world, but canSPRINGVILLE, MICH., OCT. 3, 1881.
not spare it now. Perhaps I will hav it in the turn
FRIEND ·BENNETT: I see by the tab on my paper The essential act of rehgwn 1s prayer; 1t 1s omof the year, and, if do, you will get it.
that I am indebted to you. Inclosed please find $3 nipotent. If the godii of the r~velations hav no reTruly yours,
R. L . .ALvoRD.
to renew my subscription. I think that I hav got one ality, why do people implore their help? Says Dr.
man to subscribe for the paper if he has not already. D. Straus!!, "Why speakest thou to somebody who is
DEADwood, DAK. TER., Sept. 30, 1881.
I am trying all that I can to keep the wheel moving. not here?"
But the mol!t prominent feature in the doctrins of
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find $3, which place I admire your letters very much. Believe rue your
the
three youngest revelations is faith, blind faith.
to my credit on subscription. , We are all pleased brother and co-worker,
GEORGE LoCKERBY.
Their followers are obliged to believe in the truth of
with Mr. Bennett's letters. Even the children are
the most incomprehensible, th
most absurd
fm
getting interested in the paper through those letters.
DUNDEE GATEI!!, N . Y., 0 Ct • 6, 1881.
f doctrins,
f
h
!lis powers of description are indeed marvelous, and
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find draft for $3.00, they are P- tended to be
e e~ana wn rom t e
he seems l;o let no object of interest escape him. I to be placed to the credit of Arnold Corey on sub- eternal, infautlJle truth. Accordmg to them ther<"
believe the books, illustrated as they will be, and scription for THE TRUT SEEKER. His address as is no more serious sin than Infidelity. In the Kora11
brimful of truth .told in a most captivating manner, above. My good wife pasted one of those posters it is expre~sly commanded to exterminate the Infiwill be the greatest acquisition to Liberal literature you sent me on a piece of thick paper (a part of a deJa with fire and sword. In the Old Testament, the
·of the century, particularly as they will instruct the discarded box got at one of our stores), and I hung Ammonites, Moabites, and other people confininpyoung as well as the old. I think the scheme of it up in the most conspicuous place I could find in the Hebrews is another example. The Mohammed
sending Mr. Bennett abroad was a grand one on the our post-office, I trust permanently.
.
ans and Jews hav also, according to the testirnonyol
whole, but am afraid that unless many more subRespectfully yours,
J. J. HoLLETT.
history, annihilated millions of human beings.
scribe to the fund it wiil be ruinous to his financial
The revelation of the New Testament caused even
interests. Wishing him and the paper every success,
more atrocities. True, it commands also charity, bui
OAKLAND, CAL., Sept. 30, 1881.
and you also, I remain sincerely a truth seeker and
MR. EDITOR: Please find incl0sed post-office order it subjects charity to faith, its charity is hypocritical
·a truth lover,
D. P. WILLCOX.
for $3, to pay the present year's subscription of THE -is only kind to one as far as .he d?es not _tou.ch the
· TRUTH SEEKER. I am requested by a number of prom- faith-it imagins the most dtabohc soph1str1_es, aF
OTTAWA, ., Oct. 5, 1881.
inent Liberal Freethinkers of this city who are anx- Augustine does in his apology for the persecutwn ol
MR. EDITOR: Please fi 1 within ten dollars and a ious to organize for the purpose of forming a Liberal the heretics.
It lights funeral pyres of martyr<,
· half. Enroll Mr. George Harding of this ]Jlace as a League on the same principle as those of 1he East- and burns their bodies in order to save their soub
subscriber to the publication, '' 'frip Around the ern states, with the exception of the taxation of from damnation. The Christian may only love the
World by D. M. Bennett." Five dollars is to be church property. (;hurch property here is taxed the Christian; also the personal enemy, inasmuch as he
placed to my account for the above publication. same as all other property throughout the state. A is a Christian, but not the public enemy, namely, the
The half-dollar is for THE TBUTH SEEKER, whicl! is copy of the by-laws and Constitution of the Liberal Infidel. The Infidel is considered an outlaw by the
to be mailed to the address of George Harding for League is much desired; if you keep copies and will faithful. To John Huss was assured personal sem1·
three months.
be kind enough to forward the same, with cost, the r.ity by the Council of Constance; nevertheless he wa~
If all the friends of Liberalism will forward fifty money . will be remitted in due time, with many burnt at the Rtake, for the council declared that it
cents to THE TRUTH SEEKER in favor of some fr,end thanks to you for the same. Yours respectfully,
was not obliged to keep word with a heretic .. ~h('
who' is "on the fence," he will be a benefactor to
WM. STOKES.
Inquisition tribunal killed _by 1'1~0~ an~ ~re m_ll~wn~
his race, and do more to break the chains of superof heretics. Who can beheve m the dtvme or1gm oJ
stition than all the street "wind-mills" on exhibition
which caused such infernal misdeeds?
during the last half-century.
C. E. BEARDSLEY.
Criticism -of All Religious Revelations.-11. a revelation
True, times grew milder, but to whom are we in·
debted for this amelioration? _Not to the belief i:,
BY PROF. H. :M. KOTTINGER.
KNIGHTSTOWN, IND., Oct. 1., 1881.
revelations. On the contrary, to the doubters of
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Havi"ng just finished reading
THEIR CONTENTS.
them to the Freethinkers and heretics. Even in ot1r
the article written by Mr. Bennett, I take up the
In order to miderstand the fallacy of all religious age the Infidel is persecuted, and avoided like a leper.
pen to-night to inform you that I uever read a more revelations, let us consider them from the standpoint Proofs of this assertion are frequently afforded by
intelligent piece of writing in my life, and I read a of their contents. From the fruit we learn to recog- the newest history of religion, since 'fhomas PaiLl·
great deal. I feel it my duty to distribute two or
M
f
three of those papers containing that article to some nize the tree, and from the work its maste;.. ost 0 is anathematized by the Christians to the present day.
friends who are just beginning to think, so I inclose the revelations contain a theory on the ongm of the and Freethinkers owe it only to the public laws l•t
stamps for three copies o.f the issue of Sept. 24th. universe. Such a one communicates to us Carl Fred- our country that the Christians dare not renew the·
.
r
! failed to get the papers on the two weeks preced- eric Koepper of the religion of Buddha. I quote his autos-da-fe of the middle age~.
But suffice it to hav exammed a few doctrms o:
ing the 24th; and I wrote you a postal this morning words: "Brahma, or the world-soul, does not create
asking you to send them, as I could not think of the world, but develops himself _in it; but by devel, the revelations. For a thorough investigation mar. y
losing the events of. Mr. Bennett's journey. Your. oping himself· he recedes from htmself; 3:nd the ~ar books would be needed, but even from these few rt ·
_paper lifts my mind out of all superstition (though I ther he recedes the 111ore he becomes unhke to hliJ?- marks it follows that these revelations cannot iltantl
I· never entertained much) and makes me feel like laelf, the' worse grows the Brahma-ilubstanoe. In thiS the trial of criticism.
a new being. For T am surrounded by Christian!!,
rts I am a school-teacher. But for the last five
years, since I began to think, I am pleased to see
the _progress. the Christians hav made in --this place.
They are now seeing the position they occupy in
this land of freedom. They now begin to see that
it is the school, not the church, that is giving this
nation its su])eriority over many others. A Christian
minister made .that remark, and though you may
not li v to see it and I may not liv: to see it, yet the
day is coming and it is coming fast, when this shall
no longei:o- b~ a land of mental bondage, when every
man, woman, and child shall be allowed to speak
and write their honest thought~;~.
E. M;
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THE TRUTH
A. Dream.

Am eating candies and the like
For many an honest bit,
And drinking wine the very best
And living out of debt.
I feel myself quite lonesome then,
And wish I were below;
And much as I would be on earth
I bav no time to go.
Thou haughty angel Gabriel,
Now haste and get thee gOne;
Go bring my honest friend, Eugene,
Before my heavenly throne.
He spreads his wings, a noble pair,
And speeds to earth below,
And nabs the chap and brings him up
As I had ordered to.
Says I. :My friend, I am the Lord,
The ruler of the skies;
I told you I'd do great things yet,
And to your great surprise.
I'm doing wonders every day,
And you'll be pleased to see
How I'll do one before you now,
And flll your town with glee.
And of that pavement in the street
I'll cause each stone to split,
And then an oyster fresh and clear
You'll find ~ntained in it.
On it rain of lemon juice
I'll bountiful bestow,
And all the gutters in the street
Quite full of wine shall :tlow.
The holy priests and all the Pats
Are now in highest glee,
Who seldom strike a better day
On which to take a spree.
Indeed these folks are most surprised
At such a treat divine,
And, lying down, from gutters drink
The red and fiowing wine.
They fondly hope, and wisely wish
Such rains might always stay,
And know that miracles like these
Can't happen every day.

Revival Religion.
BY ROBERT SW AIL.

Of ali the wild delusions that
Ere crazed the human mind,
The wildest yet is Christ to get,
Or Holy Ghost to find.
They can be gulped like salts or pills,
Ghost-hunting dupes suppose.
A madman's brain could not conceive
Of a more senseless dose.
Or think that by the rantings of
Fanatics and buffoon~.
And prayers and groans of hypocrits,
Or howls of crazy loons,
A ghost to insane scenes would come,
Coerced by prayer's windy power,
Pour out himself in drops on some,
On some a mighty shower.
Those who believe they get deluged
With the pure liquid ghost
Are apt to jerk and jump and hop
And hoot and howl the most.

PRINTING HOUSE.

We note this pentecostal shower
That but this ghost can pour
Subsides like froth on ginger pop
As soon as meeting's o'er.
The season past, the victims cool,
Or suffer a relapse;
But when the pouring comes again
They'll be on hand, perhaps.
And then some swindling mountebank,
By contortions and grimaces,
Will frighten the poor lunatics
Into the ghost'~ embraces.
We thus observe there still are some
Priest-ridden men and ladies,
Who can be scared in these bright days
With threats of endless hades.
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Like hens with heads cutoff we see
The women fiop around;
With hearts and heads beyond the skies
Their feet feel not the ground.
When ghost-surcharged, they ofttimes will,
Forgetful of their charms,
Instinctivly swoon right into
Some groaning male saint's arms.
:Most like 'tis the revivallsts'
Or their loved pastor's lot.
They close their eyes, they shriek and shout,
Religion they hav got.
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really offensiv. and the stomach rejects them. This can

t::.:~cl':s~!~~!?1~f~~~a! res~g~:'e0~:'l!tr:-a~

The fnllest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogmas and Claims ot·
Christianity a thoroug-h Ex•
amination pro anu con.
Made up from the letters as they appeared In THE
=sfu':i1:il<!:h1~i: t~:oJ:t~~e low price ot fr.50,

w:~~:ii J.~~~{; ~~!~.~~:.~~:Wg~::~:;~e'b\;e~i~?,· 0~

BETWEEN

D. D. BENNETT and G. M. M&IR.

348 Superior atreet.

Why Don't God U:tll the Devil? 25 cents.
Sul>erstition; the Religion of Relieve or
be Damned. 25 ccnto:~~;:f~st~:;~~~<il~er~iJ!t':~}/e~ifoen~~f~h~ ~i~~~ ~~~:J~t~ 'l'he Ghost of St. Johns. 25 centa.
healthily the cauae of rheu"llatism; brace up the' nervous
The above books arc having a big run. They are full of
0
fire, life, and solid facta; and are l)acked by hosts of test!·
~h1~~~e:T!~~ 1~tn~t~~~~~e~~3;~p~~;~r~Jt\~gthi:~eV:::~~ monlala
from the. most eminent Freethlnk~rs.
of the earth far the cure of man.
ForsalebyD. M. BENNETT,
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
42
1U·Eighth Bta-eet.

Wallace, Prof. J. R. Buchanan, Darius Lyman, and Epes

~':,_'J~~~dtgt~~~tt~~~~.oll~~~t~' B. Carpenter, of EDII·

JIIan ancl His Relations. By Prof. S. B. Brittan.
Pr!<-.e, $1.50; large quarto edition, $8·.50.
PeoPle from the Other World. CQntalnlng
fnll anlfllltistratlv descriptions of the wondetful aealieea
beJd; by coJ.-Oloo.tt wlth,the Elley's. .Holmeaes.· anll Hra.
"'-Pttn. Price. ea,M.

THE rr:RUTH SEEKER~ OCTOBER J 5. 1881.
't

CONCERNING

BOOKS SOLDBYD. M. BENNETT. BOOKS SOLD'!YD. :M. BENNE'rT.

EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

BY ;r .l.ltiES lN!IAN,

COLBY &

BY E. B. FOOTE, M D.

CONSTRUCTIV RATIONALIST AND NATURALISTe

This work glvs new and startling reve1.1tlons In religious
btstorv, dlsclostng_the oriental orfgln of some doctrtns and
precepts of the- Ho7 Bible, and rurnlshes a key. for the
~J!Jl~c~~fcg~~~';[ts~ §t"t~'!."{~g 1 ~~~';;.1es. Copyrighted

MACHINERY.

This book ls a plain talk about the human system, the
habits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
d1sease, our sexual relations and social natures. It Is medical common sense applied to causes, prevention, a.nd cure
of chronic disea-ses, the natural relations of t'nen and
women to each other, ~octety, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred lllustratlons. Price,
$1.50. Sold by
D. M. BJ<}NNETT.
141 Eighth street, New York.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

nnd Power Pr<·sees. Work of
E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruoeSt.,N.Y.
:Ole
all kinds.
Perfoffl.ting D·ieil <> Spec'ialty.

31ln.cl FoOt

"Some Mistakes of Moses."

Proving conclusivly that

THE STORY OF JESUS. CHRIS'I

g~\rd~~~u~ig~;;;:t~~ll~~t~~n eE"tite~h':hJ~eo~hj~;t "[.~~:d'

HJs Blrt11. Life, Trial, Execn·

The book Is unanswerable ln fi:s facts and !ogle, Inimitable
in its style, and filled w1th wit, satire, eloquence, ant1
pathos.

ttou, etc., is a Myt11.
For sale at this otllce

"Tile Gods and Other

Lecture~.,.

CORRE~ PONDENCE
CONTENTS.- u The Gods," "Humboldt," "Thomaz
Paine," u Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies." Pr1cf·
By a man aged 49. I hav two boys, ages 13 an~ 17 (good cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
boys). I seek a party that ha.s tor the means to purclulse)
a farm. I do Dflt seek fortune. but I do seek the meB.ns
of a comfortable home. Wllllng to do my part. Tobacco "The Ghosts and Other LectuJ•cs..'
or rum I do not use. Wife dead seven years. We spent
eighteen happy yeat·s. A ddrcss
CONTENT~.-'' The Ghosts," u Liberty Of Mant Woman
. 1t4l
B. F. B., S.JO JoiJusm ave., Jersey City, N.J.

fB?n~~!J~·:: ;p~~~~r:;i~~~li~~~f,·~~~iYt~e,;:ar~wi~\~

The

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25i paper.
cents.
Both volumes bennd In one, price, paper, $1.00.

By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of "The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible oJ
Bibles" (comprising a description of twenty-seven bibles)
contalnln~ new, startllngd and extraordinary revelations IL

t;~a~ie~O~~ti.~S arftot~;:gr;~~v~~d~~gs ~~:ritelJ' ~· •

World's Sixteen Crucifietl
Saviors;
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST

~g~gJggt"rt~!~~'iin~g[;~ p~:~~~l'...t~n"c! 'i,';\~~S'~. ~~~~~ 'M:~

Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of It>
sacred mysteries, besides comprlelng the history of sb
teen oriental crucll!ed gods.
Price,~. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT

Mode.rn Thinkers,
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

!'I

"What Must We Do to be Saved~, ...
1

the author. Price, 25 cents.

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
By the celebrated scUlptor Clark Mills ..
Cabinet size, prlce $2.50. Neatly packed and boxe<
ready for shipment. Every admirer of this great Apostl•
of Liberty should hav at !eRSt one.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fo
lowing prices:
~E:O~~~ ci!r~~~6stze _ - • • _ • • • • ~ ce~Ui
Llfe.slze Lithograph, 21x27
50
Postage paid.
141 Elv,h~lt !~:~J'fork

With an Introduction by R. G. Ingersoll.

CONSULT!~

With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jereml
lJontham.Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer.
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
PrJ,•e, $1.50.
For sale by D.l\1. BENNETT,
141 Eighth otreet, N. Y. city

Ruptures Cured
Reliable references given. Send stamp for clrcUIIll
Say ln what X.~~~~8ou saw J~~~~~~rf."~5'ti.INGS,
1StSS
Smlthvllle. Jell'erson Co .. N.Y.
PER DAY at home. Samples worth
tree. Stinson & Co., Portlanil, Me

VINELAND, N.J.

OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through organic processes; or, how the spJrit body grows.
Two papers given In the interest of Splrltual science
by the dictation of the late PROl<'. M. F ARAD'A Y, ol
England. Price 10 cents Sold at this ollice.
A WEEK e12 a day at home easlly made. Costb
outllt free. True & Co., AUitliBta. Maine.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE,
REPLIES TO THE

6

:f

v·:i~0t~~8f~;~!~f c ;n~~ u~fo~ ~i !?t;:a:~!f~h~c:O:V:i~~J~~~
6

0

1

"Christian Guardian" and" Clu·is·
tian Advocate."

:-Might smnrting or bun1ing sensation, and a weakening of tho
.!ystum In:\ manner tho patientcunnot nccount for. On exnmi· '· ·~
tho urinnry depcosib n ropy or cotton·llke sediment. or somet' .. ~_J

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary beeanse the
Eaper attact<ln~ Mr. Pringle refu&ed to publish his reply

r.nce, wllich

attack and reply. It Is valuable. as II presents the strong.
est Christian evldeuce for the existence of God with the

CFConsutbtions hy Jcttcl' freo nnd Invited. Charges rca~~ .. bla
and C(lrtespondeuce strictly confidential.

~~~11o~a~~ii~~('i~~I h~~~~~i;·~~n~~fn~~~o: J~:k ~~(7~o~~i ~ :;rc u·.
1

p~ainly

dhows tbut the semen rnssosotfwil~ tho m:: ,;,

~~~~~ n.Dr.F~lfo~~;uE~i~~:le R~~~hcidy~.~~:l:d~~~~u~ r~1r ,:~~~

1

s~a\~st a~si':J\~i~!au'i:,sa~Kofhi~~o~r~~~ ;~~nsa~~~~n~g~

t:.tlro tn nn such cns!'!e; n:tU n healthy 1"0£!toration o t t!w or"

tn:;.,

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

cofrf~~t~0a~~n~:,er?JJ/~l~\'lfii~J;\'~~:lon.

'3Pnt tonn:r uddresssecurelyaertled lor two thrce•ccnt fi'tnmp!',
trcntiu!:f on Spermatorrhea or Seminal Wcnkn('ss, giving its cnuse,
horribteotfects,nnd curo, foi!Ol\'ed hstrongtestimoninl~

~c£toma,

~eurui~ b~n R~:!:~~e~ ~o th~~~~fr~h~':~~as~t~!~~ld~dd:easa
JlR. R. P. J.i,ET.I~cnvs, Vlnchmd, New J-.:rscy. Be

THE RELATION OF THE
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE·
RIAL UNIVERSE;
'J.'HE LAW OF CONTROL.
Two papers given In the Interest of Spiritual science,
\'!nil:.'i.i.lc~m~: 1g~et~~. la~g~nt??;s ~mc!~RADAY, of
WEEK
your own town.· Terms and eli outll1
$66 A·free.
H. HRllett & Co., Portland, Me.
In~

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC.
Th<" Shaker Eye and Ear Baham

'l'he Spiritua'l PbiiO!!O:t.·l
bolis:rn. Price, ~5 cents.
\Vbat is Spiritnalislll? ~,
bav a Creed? Price, 25 cents.
God the J''atber and Mat
God. Price, 25 cents.
Works by Prof. Willia
Pr~:?/ ~~:r

1

: The

versus Diaball Splrltuallste
· he l111age or
llenton.

Past and Future of our Planet.

Soul of 'rbings; or, Psychometric Researches
and Discoveriet~. In three volumes. Price, $1.:10 per val.
Be Thyseu; Prlco, 10 cents.
What Was He • or, Jesus ln the Llgllt of the
Nineteenth Century. Price, clotll, $1.25; paper, $1.
Radical Rbyllles. Price, $1.25.
If!! SpiritnaliSIIl True? Price, 10 cents.
Christianity no Finality; or, Spiritualism superior to Christianity. Price, 10 cents.
C.-,mlllOD Sense Tbougbts on the Bibhl.
Price, 10 cents.
. ~a<lical Discourses ou Religious Sub
tects. Price, $125.
!Ian's True Savior. Price, 10cents.
Tne Deluge in the Light of Modet•n
Science. Price, 1U cents. ·
Sermon front Sbakspere's Text. PriCe. 10
cents.
·
The Pocasset Tragedy. Prlce,10 cents.
\Vbat is Right? Price, 10 cents.
Wbo are Cht·istians? Prlce,10 ceuts.
The Irreconcilable Records; or, Genesis and
Geology. Cloth, 4U cents; paper, 25 cents.
Ol'thodox)' False, since Spiritualistn is
True. Price, 10 cents.
The God Propose<l for Our National C<>n•
st.itnt.ion. PriC(h 10 cents.
·
\Vorks of 111. B. Craven.
Triulllplt of Cl'iticis111; A Critlc,tland Paradox
Work on the Bible and our Theological lllea. of Deity.
Price, 25 cents.
Biblical Chronology. Prlce,10 cents.
Christianity Before tbe 'l'i111e of Christ.
Price, 25 cents.
A Kiss for a Blow. Cloth, $1.25; small edltlon, 60
cents.
Tile Living Pt•esent an(l Dead Past; or,
God made Manifest and Useful in Living Men aml W1Jmcn
as he was in Jesus. Uoth, 75 cents; paper, 50 cents.
Errors of the Bible De•nonstratec! by tlw
'.I'J.•utlls ot· Na.tul"e; or, .Mali's only lnfalll!Jie i<ulc u·
Faith and Practice. Paper, 35 cents; clotll, 60 cents.
Empire of the lllotber ove•· the Cllnracte:
and Dest.iny of the Race. Price, elot.lt, i5 cent:::.;
paper, 50 cents.
'l'he UuweiCOIIle Cbild ; or, The Crime of au
Undesigned aud Undesired Maternity. Price, cloth, 66
cents; paper, 35 cents.

and Bet·orlllatory Books by
Various Authors.
Cures aU forms of PRIVATE,
An Hour 'vith the Angels; or, A Dream of the
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS• Spirit Life. By A. Brfgham Pl'ice, cloth, 50 ceutsi paper,
20 ceuts.
EASES.
Child's Guide to Spiritualistn. By Lucy M.
Spermatorrhea an(l Impotency, Burgess.
Price, 25 ceuts.
ns the result of self-abuse In youth, se:tunl excesses In maturer
Ye:lrB, or othercn\lsea, and producing some of the following effects:
Chapters ft·otn the Bible oftbe Ages. Eel.
'N ~rvousness, Seminnl Emissions (night e:nl~tBion.s by drenms).Dim!ted ami compiled by G. B. Stebbins. Price, $1.50.
Cloci<e Struck One, and Cbrlothln Spirltuallst.
~~~8e,0Iv8j~f;~ Poa~~~~~~1 ~}F~;I~~e~!C~~~st~:~a;ia~~~~:s~~
Hevised and corrected. By tlle Rev. Samuel Watson
Sexunl POwer, &c., rendering mnr:-ingo improper or unhappy, ara
thoroughly and permanently cure!! by an
- Price, $1.00.
Clock Slrnck Three. Being a re\·lew of " Cleek
EXTERNAL APPLICATION,
Struck One." By Rev. Samuel1\.,.atson. Price, $1.50.
0
6
:t~~t ~o t~:a·s~f~~r~~e~~ib!d ~o~ fhf:tb~:l:~~~ ~~~~ t~~~~~f!
Debatable Land Between tbis \Vorld and
stn~es without a. failure to cure in a single cnsez an:£ some of them tite
Next. By :Robert Dale Owen. Price, $2.1.10.
tvt'lre in a t('rtibly ebnttered condition-had been in tho l11sano
or, Clairvoyant Travels In Hades. By
~f~~~~:k~~kfn;h:.glf:!~bne~~~~:~~a{i:~oc;!:efosotiih~~h~; .A..Diakkaisnt;
Garduel', of London, England. Pri~e, 10 cents.
a.bla to take cnre ol themselvl's.
Does ;,Iatter Do it All? A reply to Prof. Tyn.
1
1
th;"}~.~:!~ ..l~,~~)1iJ: liE~\:a GL~E~!:-eltr~~~~r:~~~h~t~~ dall's latest attack on Spiritualism. By Epes Sargent .
Hcrnl!l (or Rupture), Piles, aud other privnto diseases quickly
.Price, 5 cents.
cured.
Death. in the Light of the Hannonla!Phllosophy. By
:Mary .F. Davis. Cloth, 30 cents; paper, 15 cents.
lUid<lle-Aged an<l Old ]len.
A regul.e.rly edncnted and le!!nlly qunllfled phyalcinn,and the
:Oo.itsucce~:sml, ns his pr~ctice w.ll pro<te.

~;

ORICIN OF LIFE;
$7 2

<JI Works by Jlrs. ![aria M. King.
Principles of Nature, as lMscovered In the
Developmenr. and Structure of the Universe. -ln three
volumes. Price, $l.i5 per vol.
Real Life in Sl>irit Land, Price, $1.00.
Tile Brotherhood ot· lila~•, and Wbat Fol·
lows fro111It. Price, 2o cents.
Social Evils: Their Causes and Cnre. Price, 25

Works of Henry C. \Vrigbt.

Of' MT Medical Compound aJI(I
Rubber Elastic Appliance
lu 30 Days.

$5 to $20

RICH'S PUBLICATIONS.

Works by Dr. A. B. Child.
Better Views of I.livin~;; or, Life According to
the Doctrin, •'Whatever Is, is Right." Price, $1.00.
Whatever Is. is IUght. Price, $1.1.10.
Cbrist and the People. Price, $1.25.
A B C of LUe. Price, ~5 cents.
Soui Affinity. Price, 20 cents.

ccn~s.

This volume is printed :on toned paper, In clear, bold
type, and handsomely bound ln muslin, containing 275
pages, 12mo. Price, $1.25.
This book contains the prlnclpal points that Mr. Inge
soli has made against the Pentateuch In all bls lectnres on
that· subject. The pamphlets that bavbeen surreptitiously
issued are Incorrect, ftJled with mtstakes, a:td consist o"

"Antichrist:"

Price '2 00

I

PLAIN HOM£ TALK,

Religion and the Out~ of Man~

•
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and atato in wbA1o p!lpor rou.saw ibia.

[Frmn the Huuse and Hume, N. Y.]
Among the successful physicians who hav departed
rum the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dt. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J. His prlnclples are true.
ht system based upon scientflc fact."
[From tl!e (Mo.) Llbeml.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows ls sutllclent to warrant
any one In reposing confidence In h's skill and ablllty.
'!'hose In need of his aln should not fall to consult 111m at
once. Procrastination ls the thief of time, and often costs
the life of a human being."
Sixt~en

Saviors or None.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or
One." •rwo hundred and twenty-four errors are poiuted
0

Spiritual

0

A~~·:go~r ~o'fe~al~plrif~al~~i~reslly ~1~~; fJ.s~a~,y~
Price, l5cents.
Ex)>eriences of Judge J. W. EdlllOJuls iu
Spirit Life. Given lnsplratlonally by Mrs. Com L. V.
Tappan. Price, 30 ceuts.
Ex1>erieuces of Satuuel Bowles, late editor
of the Spnng/ield llepul>iica11, Written through the medl·
umship of c;l.i"rie E. ::i. '!'wing. Price, 20 cents.
Footfalls on the Boundary of Another
\\'orld. 'Vith uarrntiv illustrations. By Robert l>nle
Owen. Price, $1.75.
Gist of Sl>iritualislll. Beln~ 1\ course of ih·e
lectures deUvered in W~shington, D.<..:., by Hon. 'Varreu
Chase. Price, 50 cents.

PUBLICATIONS OF E. TRUELOVE.
Ele111ents of Social Science; or, Physleal, BeE•
ual,and Natural Religion. An exposition of the true cause
and only cure of the tllree _primary social evils-poverty,
r,rostltutlon,andcellbacy. ByaDoctorof Medlcln. Near-

la~'IJJ~nt~1~"tnn~n0k~1.s 1filf !:~U:e i't'\~!:~:g~\,l':n~

sold In A10lerlca. '§ eatly bound ln cloth, nearlY 700 pages,
$1.50.
Voltaire's Philosophieal Dictionary. R•·
~nted verbatim from the six-volume edltlon sold lor $12.
vols~~~lfgi~~':~~~\~:£J't:;~ees~'w.vlngs of the author. Two
Voltaire's

Hollow Globe ; or, the World's Agitator a till
Reconciler. A treat is on tho physical conformation of the
~S51_1,' a~~ e,:..erf:~cdut~;oW~ .t~~ L~~~~~isWrfc~~~z~Oo~ llerma n,

1

Heaven and Hell· or, The Divine Justice Vindicated In the Pluralltr of Existences. By Allan Kardec
Tril.nslated from the sixtieth thousand by Anna Blackwell.
Price, $2.00.
Hytnns fot• Public !leeting!l and Social
Gutllerlugs. Wltho•>t music. Selected uy w. J Colville.
Prlce,10cents.
Healing by Laying on oCHands. An expos li\~~k~r ~1:Pc~1.,r$ 1 ~l5 .h~aling by mn.nipulation. By l>r. J.

lJf~~~,t~~~rl~~~~!~t~~po:~a·amusln feature of this work
J,ife of l't·of. \Villia111 Deuton, the Geologist
Has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application of Mr. Graves is hts '~ccleslnsticaf Court," in which he nnd H.adicu.l. By J. H. Powell. Price, 25 cents.
exam ins all of Mr. Perry's witnesses aud authorities, one ~ :r if.e Beyon<l tbe Grn vc Price $1.00.
for Falling Sight, Impaired Heal'iug, 0}>11~fin~~;g!!fr~~ta~~:~~J~~~mh~~~li: ¥~!1 ~tl~C:~s:~?n s~~Yr <rt~eutal Core. By Rev.~·~. Evan~. Price, $1.00.
thalmia. and all ln!lammatlous and all'ectlons of Eyes ift~'!:cl~~ib:;~~:i~·e~~[ {~~r~~~i:a~~m0~~frtl~~:~
lllo«lern A1nerica.n S}JiritualisiD; A Twenty
0
!t';,d Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the are not q~alitled to act as witneSses In tlfte case. This 'fears' Heeord of the Communion Betweeu Earth atHl t!1e
feature of the work Is really laughable. It shows not only World of Spirits. By Emma Hurdlnge. Cloth, ~. •5;
eyes find an Immediate rellef. Soft cataracts bnv been the utter failure of Mr. Perry to prove what he designed, abrlligcd edition, $1.50.
but tlmt some of his witnesses se~m to turn. u state's evi·
illental ]lcdicine ~ A Theoretical and Pr.lctical
removed by lt. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is de- dence" agah1st him and testify tor Mr. Graves. And ln Treutls on Medical Psychology. By Rev. W. F. !~vans.
1
ferred. Price, SO cents.
~fi~!o~~~h~ :1l?~:· ~\l?;~~~~~~·~;t~~ofJ~f ~fa~f.t'g~fga~ Price, $ 1 .~ 5·
testimony a~lnst Mr. Perry that Is absolutely overwhelm!lystery of Edwlu ~roodJ Completed by the
G. A. LO!IAS,
Made and sold only by
lng. Price, o5 cents, pampfilet; $1, bound.
Spirit-pen of Cbns. Dicke no nice, ~1.00.
Shakers P. 0.. N.Y.
81tf
For 11818 by
D. M. BEN~ETT.'.C
lfleslllerislll, Spirt tuausm• Wltchcratt,
and Miracle. ;!?rice. SO cents.

0

Roo

ion of Babouc; Micromegas, a comic romance; the Huron,

tbe Philosopher ;the White Bull;Plato's Dream; Bababec;

a Conversation with a Chinese; the Black and the Whitei

~~~ll~'fR~r~~~i:~~~·~~;l';; Jfn!¥~!I~~th~~':,r!;feoi'g,eCJ:.\'l'j

rich, and they are written in the author's satirical, humorous, and inimitable style. 316 pages. double columns,
Cloth, $1.50.

tn'fo'f-:e:t;~o~J:~~~.~!t~!'J!.~.ea~~·M!ri~1~~~~~~~~

Jesus Christ, as exemplified in his predictions, his pre.

~i~v~:: ~~t!?~1' ~l:~idf~:,1-~~~~? £.is ~~~:~~:r<tia~r:.t
t.racted great attention In England. 636 pages Bvo, In cloth,
$2.50.
.
P~~~~~~~~ity ofthe Soul. By Robert Cooper.
ce~~tionalism.

By George Jacob Holyoake,

25

Half-Hours With Fr'eethinkers. First and
second series. Containing the llves of 48 Freethinkers,
By Charles Bradlaugh and John Watts. In cloth, $1.00.

of~'::e':::O~:;!\o't'h0~~ient~:J;:~3!!;, k~ ~~!~~ door
An Hour with Harriet Martineau. with
her Autobiography. By Mrs. HarrletLaw.

iJ'~~'::'t~~from

B~J1:a~~~~fnt bi'.~'ir}I~~~~~1e~~:tr_errestrla!Physlcs.

c!~!'r a~J~~stes;h Pa::~ru~~~~t~: n~f~;~~na le~~:!':J

God and a Future Life. 40 cents.
Tbe Belnfr and Attributes of God. By Sir
if:~ll.brirrv!:~l~~' n~g~he'n~~~hor of the'' Electrical Theory of

A I.etter fro111 Ro111e. Showing the conformity

~~tv;ee,t!1~~:f&i~~de~~~~~~~m0r ~he0 ~~;~~i~~~ie~~~
manism." 40 cents.

E~:r. cl~~!:e~~r~1:.~1y01~;:£i.~!'l.dMY;en~l. u.

H;

PUBLICATIONS OF WAT'l'S & CO.
Works by Charles \Vatts.
Freethinkers• 'l'ext-Book. The history of
Freethought, its rise, progress, and triumph. In crotb,
$1.25.
..
The Bible and Christianity. 15cents. Freetbought and Modern Progress. 10
cents.
Wily A111 I au Atheist? or, Theism Crltlclsed,
10 cents.
Christianity : Its Nature and In!luence. 10 cents.
Christian Scheme of Redemption. 5 cents.
Science and the Bible Antagonistic. 10c.
The Character of Cbrist. 5 cents.
Christian Evidences Criticised. 5 cents.
The last seven pamphlets, bound togetb.er. SO cents.
Assorted Tracts.
The Christian Deity, 5 cents; Moral Value of the Bible,
5 cents; The Bible: Is it Reliable as a Guide? 5 cents;
The Christian Notion ot Man's Ultimate Existence, 5
cents; English Nonconformity: What has lt Done for
Mental Freedom and NationtJ.IProgressf lOcents; The
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WHEN we con,irler that the germ" of an In ftntt
variety of disease~. that a tendency to gloomine~s,
dultn!.'ss, and even vice of all kiurls, are just as
transmissible to otr~pring as are g-ood sound conetitntinn•, a leaning toward good t.lloral qualil!es,
and a disposition to be vivacious, gay, and happy,
we should be very careful bow we choose the
parents of our children, and also wha.t conditions
1n life surround us and our companions wben we
are about entering upon tbe most important act of
our lives-the perpetuating of ourselvs. We
should so select the times as to be in the best possible frame of mind, as well as in sound bodily
health and vigor. IVe should be happy, care-free,
and full of hope, joy, and expectancy.-.Eimina
Drake Slenker.
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I)Jotts and filippinas.
THE Rev. Dr. Thomas of Chicago says of his
expulsion from the Methodist denomination
for heresy: " The Hebrew language has the
phrase' Batots,' which translated means,' in
the out.' That's where I am.!' He will organize an independent congregation.
THE London Lancet is greatly opposed to
church bells, regarding their" ding-dong and
j11ngle" as a very serious annoyance to the
.sick. It says that in many casPs the loss of
;rest and the general disquiet they produce les,sen the chance of recovery, and expedite a fatal
)issue. The same opinion is gaining ground in
;many of our large cities
·.THE New York Express suggested that the
President's minister should take his text from
Daniel xi, 24. " He shall enter peaceably even
·upon the fattest places, .
. and he shall
do that which his fathers hav not done, nor his
father's fathers ; he shall scatter among them
th~ prey, and spoil. and riches." A.nd all the
coi!gregation will shout "A.men !"
IN a business meeting of the First Presbyterian church of Toronto the Committee on Finance reported a falling off in income of $300
a year, and it was moved and seconded that
the decreas11 was " mainly due to the injurious
conduct of the minister." The presiding officer was that same minister, and he refused to
put the resolution to a vote, denominating it,
with a strange misuse of slang," nothing but
taffy."
CoRAL. V. RICHMoND, a Spiritualist medium,
.;nduced eight hundred Chicagoans to pay
1twenty-five cents each to hear what she said
was an address by the spirit of Garfield. She
:represented the dead President as saying that
.Lincoln was the first person he beheld in the
f!pirit land, and that together they accompanied
the funeral train from Long Branch to Cleveland. He afterward enjoyed the society ·of
Washington, Jefferson, and A.dams.
THE original manuscript of the '' Book of
Mormon" is in the possession of David Whitmer, of Richmond, Mo. Mr. Whitmer, now
78, was a follower of Joseph Smith, but left the
Mormons when they took to polygamy. He
still professes faith in Smith's claim to divine
inspiration, and will on no account part with
declares was copied by
the book, which
Smith from the tablets of stone. His son
shares his views, and says it is not likely, therefore, that the volume will soon fall into the
hands of" either degenerate Mormons or irrev·
erent curiosity hunters."

he

THE Baptist Weekly prints this slush rPgarding the assassination of Pre5hlent Garfield:
".A.s Jesus answered Pilate, ' Thou couldst hav
no power at all against me except it were given
· thee from above,' so we may believe still that
no evil can occur without his permission. We
cannot more surely dishonor God or strike
away every support .for our own comfort than
to harbor the thought that for one moment he
has abdicated his throne, or allowed the senseless fiendishness which may enter a human
heart to usurp control of the lives of individuals or the affairs of nations. The history of
this nation proves so surely the divine regard
that to be fearful and discouraged even in the
face of this great calamity is to prove ourselvs
.a. wicked a_nd faithless generation."
TIME after time, as a new President takes
the oa.th .and goes through thll mummery of
kissing the Bible, some sucker puts in his nose
while the slobber is yet on the leaf, and reports
to the world what particular verse the President's lips touched. This favor has just been
performed for President A.rthur. ThP inference sought to be conveyed is that the book
was opened at random, and the verses reported
alwaxs hav some significant me~tning in connection with the man and the office. But the
truth is the book is always opened designedly

l
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at that spot, or the whole thing is a romancequite likely the latter. We insist that if the
book was opened at random at any place in the
OJA Testament, there would be three chances
to one that the official lips would press some
such literature as is found in the twenty-third
chapter of Deuteronomy, or something much
worse, and that it would be more preferaHe, if
something must be kissed. to substitute a deck
of cards or Davy Crockett's comic almanac.-

Kansas Ohief.
THE Rev. Robert Matlock, who was a wild
exhorter of note in Arkansas, found that Methodism imposed too much restraint upon him.
and therefore invented a new sect, in which
a belief in blood atonemPnt was the peculiarity.
He soon obtained a numerous following, and
at the camp-meetings which he held lambs
were burned on altars. He was a queer speaker,
and had a habit of calling sinners by name
from the pulpit, with such descriptiv epithets
as "liar," "knave," and" thief." Tom Miller was thus assaulted, and he told the preacher
that the abuse must be stopped. The two men
met at a fair, discussed the subject a. while, and
agreed to shake hands; but when Matlock extended his hand there was a knife in it, and he
stab be~ Miller to the heart as a" blood atonement." A. jury declared the murderer irresponsibly insane, and he was released. That
was a year ago, and the next seen of him by
the public was this week, when his body was
found hanging to a tree. Friends -of Tom
Miller had caught and lynched him. But the
new religion, called New Light, still survives.
PINK CoTTAGE has been sold by a sheriff to
satisfy a mortgage of only $60. It was opened
a year or two ago by the Rev. George 0 .
Barnes, in the mountain region of Kentucky,
as a hospital for the miraculous cure of patients
through prayer. Barnes wat a famous revivalist in that region, and wonderful stories of his
miracles were circulated ; but the virtue
seemed to depart from him when he established Pink Cottage, for the sick persons on
whom he laid his hands were not cured. The
receipts failed to cover the expenses, and
hence the sale. " Dear friends," Barnes says
in a sarcastic letter for publication, "what
will you say when the Master comes-you
Wno-. IIIH.V been
bleSSed beyond the power Of
utter it, by the Lord, through me?
I been to these wild mountains for
what hav you given to this work?
a dollar. I might hav starved for all you
seem to hav cared. Do you think I hav not
gone with this to the dear Lord many a time,
saying, ' Lord, let me not hate and despise
tht>se friends of mine?' It is easy to forgiv an
enemy to one who knows well the love of God.
My struggle has been not to despise my friends.
A.nd now I hav conquered this last indignity.
$60!Had it not been conquered I would not
write these words. So I make what excuses
love unrequited can make and leave it all with
Jesus." We hope his example of "leaving it
all with Jesus," will not be generally followed,
for so far as we know Jesus is not in the habit
of paying any body's bills.
A. CORRESPONDENT of the Springfield Republican makes a long examination of the A.meri·
can Bible Society's latest report, and says:
" If an attempt was made therein to furnish an
exact and clear answer to the question, ' What
is the amount of the resources of the A.ll1erican
Bible Society ? ' the effort was a flat failure .
If, on the other hand, an attempt was made to
furnish a statement which, while nominally an
answer to the question, really kept back part
of the resources, the effort was as successful,
perhaps, as the conditions of the case would
permit. To sum up the r~sults of this examination, there is an understatement of assets of
at least $409,614. There is an overstatement
of the amount expended for ' strictly benevolent and missionary work' of $117,700. Or
take this view of the matter: What has been
the net result in gratuitous Bible distribution
in the United,States of the possession of a cap-
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ital of $1,585,393 and receipts of donations,
collections, and legacies of $279.,446 for the
last year? A.nd what has been the cost of admini~tration and distribution ? The capital inWITHOUT immediate rain a water famin is
vested would earn at 4 per oent s~~oy $63,000;
imminent in New York city.
add donations, etc., $279,446, will make the
THREE citizens of New York hav been shot
total $342,446, the amount which, the capital
being invested a.t interest, should hav been by policemen within the last ten days.
available for Bible work. Deduct the sum exSENATOR DAvis has succeeded Senator Baypended in foreign fields, viz., $84,894, the ard, ousted, as President protem of the Senate.
amount applied to increase of capital, $56,308,
THE Greenbackers of New York are activ,
and the largest sum that can hav been expended in Bible distributiou in the United and are making arrangements for a lively canvass.
·
StatPs (see above) is $60,423. This makes a
A. BosToN yacht beat the hitherto invincible
total of $201,625. The remainder, $140,821,
is a fair estimate of the real cost of adminis· Scotch cutter Madge in a ten-mile race last
tration and distribution, and is equivalent to week.
232 per cent on the cost of Bibles distributed
TAMMANY-and Irving halls were not recoggratuitously in the United States."
nized in the New York Democratic State Con·
THE town of Norwich, Ct., is laughing over vention.
the predicament of the Rev. LPonard Woolsey
OHIO and Iowa were carried by the RepubliBacon, who last Sunday afternoon violated one cans at their recent state elections by the usual
of the old Connecticut " Blue Laws," which majorities.
he was so vehement two years ago in upholdJUDGE DALY, of this city, hasjust rendered a
ing. In the summer of 1879 the managers of
the excursion steamer Ella, plying between decision that no form of ceremony is necessary
Norwich and Watch Hill, advertised a Sunday to make a marriage contract valid.
excursion. The Rev .. Mr. Bacon secured ReONE hundred and five women were arrested
vivalist Hurd's mammoth gospel tent and de- in one day in this city this week for being
livered to half the. citizens of the town the vagrants, habitual drunkards, and idlers.
most terrific verbal broadsides, denouncing the
FoxHALL; an American horse, owned by Mr.
proposed violation of the law. He planted Keene, of California, won the Cesarewitch
himself on the provisions of an old Blue law stakes at Newmarket, England, last week.
that expressly forbids all Sunday travel, both
FRANKLIN J. MosEs, ex-governor of South
for business and recreation. The effect of the
speech was irresistible. The Sunday excur- Carolina, was arrested in this city recently
sions were abandoned after one trip. Since charged with obtaining money under false prethen there has been no attempt to project a. tenses.
DR. THoMAs, the Chicago minister who was
Sunday pleasure party. On Sunday evening
last Mr. R. B. Hayes came to Norwich and re- recently found guilty of heresy, has been exmained over Sunday, the guest of Mr. Bacon. pelled from the ministry and membership of
Mr. Hayes has been a strong friend of Dr. L. the Methodist church.
W. Bacon, of New Haven, since his inauguraHowARD CRoSBY, of "I believe in deceit "
tion. A.t that time it was said that he wrote to fame, tendered his resignation last week as
the New HaTen divine, asking his advice as to chancellor of the New York University. The
the tenability of his (Hayes's) claim to the resignation was accepted."
Presidential office. Dr. Bacon advised Hayes
DR. J. G. HoLI.AND, poet, essayist, and novto maintain his claim, and, acting on that adelist, died suddenly on the 12th. He was best
vice, Mr. Hayes took his seat. Mr. Hayes is a
warm friend of Dr. L. W. Bacon, eldest son of known to the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER as
the editor of Scrihner's Monthly.
the New Haven clergyman. He came to Norwich almost unnoticed. He attended services
A. DISEASE known as" pinkeyt'l,' 1 . peculiar to
in Park church, of which the Rev. Mr. Bacon horses, has appeared in I!Nst of the large
is pastor, in the morning and evening. In the stables in this city. A.bout one out of twelve
afternoon Mr. Bacon hitched up a fine team of the horses aff:l.icted with it dies.
and took hls guest and the Hon.John T. Wait,
THE Executiv Committee of the National
Congressman from his district, to ride. They
Association of Amateur Oarsmen has decided:
visited the places of interest about Norwich.
to send the Hillsdale crew, of Michigan, to
Monday morning at an early hour Mr. Hayes
next year's regatta at Henley, England.
slipped out of town, returning, so it is said,
THE total expense of Gen. Garfield's sickness
to New Haven. The local newspapers, in
an account of Sunday's drive, published a and funeral was $347,650, of which the United
copy of the Blue Law statute which Dr. Bacon, States will pay about $100,000 and Ohio,
Mr. Hayes, and the Hon. John T. Wait vio- Cleveland, and private individuals the remainlated. The statute reads as follows, and is the der.
one that Mr. Bacon appealed to in his philippic
GurTEAU was arraigned for the murder of the
against steam boat excursions on Sunday: "SecPresident on the 14th, and pleaded not guilty.
tion 6. Every proprietor or driver of any vehiHis counsel entered the plea of insanity, want
cle, not employed in carrying the United States
of jurisdiction of the court, and that G&rfield's
mail, who shall allow any person to travel
death was caused by malpractice.
therein on Sunday, between sunrise and sunset,
except from necessity or mercy, shall be fined
THE Yorktown centennial is being celebrated
$20, to be paid to the town in which the of- this week. The President and Gen. Hancock
fense is committed." It is clearly the d~ty of 1 are there, and the governors of most of the
the authorities to arrest Dr. L. W. Bacon, Co!. 1 different states; also the Von Steubens from
John T. Wait, and Rutherford B. Hayes, and, Germany, and seTeral distinguished Frenchon conviction, to fine them $20 each. Mr. ! men.
1
Hayes• has escaped. Dr. Bacon and Mr. Wait 1 p ARNELL a.nd severa1 of h"1s co-work ers were
are. st1ll here. They hav not been arrested ; arres ted on th e 13th . Great m
· a·1gnat"10n preneither has
· Dubli n. Th e guar ds h av been tr eb . Dr. . Bacon volunteered any apology va1.1s m
for his . mcons1stency.
The writer
met Mr. 1ed , an d dragoons n·ae th roug h th e m·ty to
.
.
Wait this morrung, and aske~ h1m whether he .prevent outbreaks from the people. A.rrests of
was aware that he had v10lated the law. La d Leaguers sfll
1 continue.
"Yes," was the reply. "But," scratching his
n
head and jingling the keys in his right-hand
THE trial of the four Nihilists, members of
trouser's pocket, " you know I went in for let- the Black Division, who were indicted for
ting the Ella go." A. curious crowd gathered secretly printing a revolutionary paper, has
in Park church last Sunday to see Mr. Hayes. terminated. The woman Krilova, Piankoff,
It was announced Monday evening that Mana- and Prikhodko were exiled to Tobolsk, and
gPr W a.lker, of the steamer Ella, will cause the Perepletchkoff was sentenced to four months'
arrest of Dr. Bacon in retaliation.
. imprisonment.
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Alamontada, the Gailey-Slave.

TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
DANIEL ZSCHOKKE. BY IRA G. :MOSHER, LL.B.

CHAPTER XXIX.
Riohes, authority, and influence over the affairs of
the province prepared for me the most agreeable lot that one may desire for himself. Friendshjp and love blessed me. There was, at that
period, almost too muoh sunshine and too little
shade, and all grew into light, rose-colored monotony.
The death of Clementine's grandfather gave oooasion for family mourning, and, for oonventionalities' sake, our wedding was postponed for half a
year. That oould not grieve us. We were daily in
eaoh others' company, and nothing in the world
oould separate us.
Marshal de Montreval treated me in the first
months with extraordinary graoe. But I never was
able to treat him with familiarity, or to return his
kind inclination toward me with any degree of
heartiness. His friendly treatment had something
threatening. He was a man of intelligence and disoernment, and yet subject to prejudices, whioh he in
all probability owed to the convent education of his
childhood years, and whioh he valued like saored
relics. Enervated through former dissipations, he
was sickly, fearful of death, tormented by imaginations, and distrusting. It did. not trouble his oonsoienoe in the least to commit very arbitrary aots,
to beoome severe to cruelty, to saorifioe the welfare
of many a man to one of his oaprioes, and to keep
lewd women for himself. Bu1. at the same time he
was very religious. The monks were his favorits,
and guided him without his noticing it. He missed
no mass, and was considered the most pious man.
He smiled Beldom, was mostly grave and oold; and
in his demeanor lav something commanding.
Already in the- first days of my residence in
Nismes I was surrounded by a holy band of monks.
These people feared from me an influence upon the
marshal contrary to their desires. But they noticed
soon how little I oared for influence over him, and
gradually left me again. But they remained very
friendly, praised to the marshal my oharaoter, and
only regtetted in the end th!J,t I was a man without
any religion.
The Protestants of Nismes looked upon me as their
head and protector. They bestowed upon me extravagant signs of honor, whioh must have excited the
suspicion of the marshal, even if he had been less
distrusting than he really was. They became bolder
in their speeches and actions. More than onoe I suooeeded in gaining for them the marshal's pardon for
their inconsiderate actions. But instead of being
warned by single ooourrenoes of this kind, their religious enthusiasm increased in oftener repeated
strifes with their persecutors, and with a seoret relianoe on my protection. I in vain described to them
the danger whioh they wilfully prepared for them_!!elvs.
"No," exclaimed Mr. Etienne, my unole, "no;
where God is there is no danger. 0 my Colas ! do
not be afraid of men, for th_e Lord is with thee.
'And he who acknowledges me before men, him I
13hall also acknowledge,' says the savior of the world.
Also in France thP. mustard-seed of the gospel will
grow, as upon the rooks of Switzerland l!nd in the
forests of Germany. But we must hav men like
Zwingli, and Calvin, and Luther, who do not tremble
before the princes of this world. And, Alamontada,
be like them, and God is thy shield."
CHAPTER XXX.
"You are not a Huguenot?" the Marshal de
Montreval asked me once, with penetrating look,
when I onoe again had to plead for the Protestants.
He denied my petition, and beoame from that time
more reserved than ever.
I beoame aware how little good I oould do anywhere under these oiroumstanoe'!, and how hurtful,
on the other hand, my presence in Nismes; through
my office and the imagination of my influence, must
become to the Protestants, who leaned on me with
altogether too great oontidenoe. This induced me
to the resolution to tender my resignation. And
only Madame de Sonnes and Clementine, through
their entreaties, prevented me from doing so during
the winter. The marshal was in Montpellier, and
his absence made me happier, it is true, but also the
Protestants more bold.
It was on Palm Sunday, in the year 1703. The
marshal, who had shortly before returned from
Montpellier, had invited me to a feast in the oastle.
I did not feel well, yet I oonoluded to go.
"And to-morrow I ask my dismissal," said I in
the morning, smiling to Clementine; " may mother
say what she pleases, to-morrow it shall be. And
then, Clementine - - "
"And then?" she asked.
"No longer our union at the altar delayed. We
may well, with propriety, be merry, as thou to-day

hast laid aside the mourning apparel. And a week
from to-day thou wilt be my Wife."
"And then," I continued, " then away from sad
Nismes and to our new country seat near Montpellier. Spring oomes with its beauty; we must enjoy
it in free, open nature."
·
So it was oonoluded and sealed with a kiss.
At that I was oalled away from her. I went out.
My unole, Mr. Etienne, had oome, and begged a
private interview in my room.
"Colas," said he, "to-day is Palm Sunday. Thou
must oome with me."
" That is impossible," was my answer, "for I am
invited by the marshal to dine, with him."
"Ani!. I," 11aid he, with solemn voioe, "and I invite thee to the Lord's supper. 'No great one of this
earth will there sit at table with us, but we are
gathered there in Christ's name, and he will be in
the midst of us. We all, several hundred, together
with women and children,· celebrate~ this morning
the Lord's supper in my mill before the Carmelite
gate."
I was terrified.
"What daring!" exclaimed I. "Do you not
know that the marshal is in Nismes ?"
"We know it, and Almighty God is there also."
"Do .you want to plunge yourselvs purposely into
misery and prison? The law prohibits most rigidly
all gatherings of this kind. It threatens with
death."
"What law? The law of the mortal king? Thou
shalt obey God more than man."
·
So my unole annihilated every one of my warnings
with biblical commonplaces. The more I became
aware of the danger of snob gatherings, the more
vividly r described to him the possible oonsequenoes
thereof, the more zealous beoame my unole.
"When Jesus wasbetrayed," he said, "and when
the betrayer stood near him, and when he knew that
they prepared to take him, 0 Colas, surrounded by
the terrors of certain death, he instituted the -holy
sacrament of the Lord's supper. And we, we want
to be Jesus's disciples. And tremble? No, never;
and if all hell should a_ppear in atms, it would oause
us no terror."
My uncle's mind oould not be changed. He
oalled me a renegade, a hypoorit, a papist, and left
me in wrath.
I returned to Clementine. She had seen my unole
and his vexation in all gestures. She inquired after
the oause, but I did not dare to inform her. Under
her innocent caresses I gradually lost my fear and
excitement. She told me of the consent of her
mother to all my wishes. This cheered me still
more. On Clementine's bosom I indulged in fancies
of a peaceful future. Withdrawn froin the throng
of humanity and its greedy passions, would I, in
solitude, at the side of my young wife, surrounded
by blossoming nature, dedicate my life to love,
friendship, and the soienoes.
How happy were we both in these moments ! "0
Clementine," said I, "in order to make others happy
no throne is needed, but alone the will to do so !
We oan also be great in a small, unpretending
sphere. We visit then together the huts of poverty.
I defend then again abused innooenoe, and a kiss is
. my reward if I hav done something good. Our
library furnishes us inexhaustible nourishment for
tbe mind. Our harps resound in the evening in the
shade of our own grove the unenvied bliss of two
loving souls. At our table dine the needy, and the
comforted ones will make up our society. Certainly,
Clementine, we shall not long for the oold splendor
of these palaces. And some day, 0 Clementine !
Only the thought already thrills me with ecstasy!
Some day, Clementine, thou wilt be mother ! mother! 0 Clementine!"-- Her kisses interrupted my words. Tenderly embraced by her,
rooked on her bosom, we both trembled under
imagination.
Then my servant entered, pale as a sheet, and
almost breathle11s.
" What is the matter with thee ?" said I.
"Sir," he stammered, "the Huguenots are gathered
in Mr .. Etienne's mill before the Carmelite gate in
forbidden worship."
I was muoh frightened.
So it was betrayed.
" And what else?" exclaimed I.
.
"The mill is surrounded by dragoons. All are
captured. Just think, the Marshal de Montr&val is
there in person. The preacher and ·others of the
captured heretics would esoape through the window,
thereupon the marshal gave a signal, and the
dragoons fired."
"Fired ?" I oried. "Was any one killed ?"
"Four of them lay dead on the spot," answered
the servant.
Without further questions I seized oane and hat.
Clementine wept and trembled. She would not let
me go. She was pale. She lost her speeoh, and
hung with mute anxiety on my neok.
Madame de Sonnes appeared. I related to her the
horrible ooourrenoe, and made my resolution known
to her-to hasten thither, in order to move the
marshal to pity. She praised my determination,
asked me herself, with<mt delay, to hasten there, and
spoke quieting words to Clementine.

I went to the threshold. I looked baok onoe more
to Clementine, saw her pale and trembling in the
lap "f her mother, went ·baok, kissed her pale lips,
and hurried away.
fTO BE CONTINUED1

The Tomb of Fanaticism.
AN' EXTEN'SIV EXAMINATION' OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOC·
TRINS.

WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN

1767.

[Translated from the French by A. very Meriwether.]

CHAPTER Vill.
CONCERNING THE CUSTOMS OF THE JEWS UNDER THEIR
MELCHI, OR LITTLE KINGS, AND UNDER THEIR
PRIESTS UP TO THE TIME OF THE DESTRUCTION
OF JERUSALEM BY THE RO:M.A.NS.

The Jews took a king in spite of the priest Samuel. But Sll.muel appointed one in order that he
might preserve his usurped author~ty, ;y-et he had the
hardihood to say that to take a kmg IS to renounce
God (Samuel viii, 7). Finally a shepherd who was
looking for his asses was elected by lot. The Jews
were then under the yoke of the Philistines. They
had not yet built a temple. Their eanotuary, as we
hav observed, was a .ohest whioh they carried in a
wagon. The Philistines captured the ark. God,
who was very muoh irritated at the Philistines, nevertheless had allowed them to capture the ark. Bqt,
in order to avenge himself, he,inflioted the piles upon
the conquerors and sent a plague of mioe into their
oountry. The conquerors. appeaeed God by_ returning his ark, together With five golden miOe and
five golden emerods (Samuel vi, 4). There was no
vengeance or peace-offering more worthy of the God
of the Jews. He pardoned the Philistines, but
he "smote of the people fifty thousand three soore
and ten," because they looked into the ark (Samuel
xi, 19).
.
It is under snob agreeable mroumstanoes as these
that Saul is elected king of the Jews. There was
neither buckler nor lanoe in their little country. The
Philistines only permitted the Jews, their slaves, to
sharpen, the shares of their plows and their axes.
They were compelled to do t~e work of the P~ili~
tines for their slight proteotwn, and yet, so It IS
related Saul the king gathered an army of three
hundred thousand men, by whom he gained a great
battle (Samuel xi). Gulliver tells similar stories,
but never makes euoh contradictions.
Saul, in another battle, reeeived the parole of the
pretended king of Agag. The priest Samuel coming
up on the part of the Lord said, " Why hav you not
killed all?" and then taking
saored cleaver he
hewed Agag i.nto pieoes (Samuel xv, 32). If this is
true, what sort of people were the J ewe, an~ what
kinl'l of priests did they hav?
Saul, reproved by the Lord because he had not
hewed the king Agag, hie prisoner, in pieoes, went
into another battle against the Philistines, after the
death of that amiable priest Samuel. He consulted
a ,woman who was endowed with the Phythian
spirit, and who was able to make ghosts appear.
The sorceress showed Saul -.the ghost of Samuel
whioh oame out of the ground (Samuel :xxviii). But
this is only regarded as a part of the beautiful Jewish philosophy. Deduce its mor!i.l and see what it
leads to.
A player of the harp upon whom the eternal being
had centered his affections is oonseorated king during the lifetime of Samuel. He re"Volts against his
sovereign, and, as the saored book says, all those
whose affairs were bad, who were ewallowed up by
debts, and were wioked in spirit, assembled on his
side (Samuel xxvii).
.
This man was after God's own heart. So the first
thing whioh is necessary to be done is to assassinate
a tenant by the name of Nahal, who refused to assist
with contribution. David married his widow. He
also married eighteen women, not counting his oonoubines. He fled to king Aohish, an enemy of his
country. There he was well-received, and in order
to recompense the king for hi'l kindness, he saoks
the villages of the allies of Aohish. He slaughters
everything without even sparing the infants at the
breast, whioh was at least aooording to the oustom
demanded by the Jewish rites. David then pretends
to king Aohish that he only saoked some Jewish
villages (Samuel xxvii, 9-12). We must admit that
highway robbers are less guilty in the eyes of man;
but the ways of the God of the Jews are not our
ways.
The good King David steals the throne from Ishbosheth, the son of Saul. He asli!assinates Mephibosbeth, the son of his protector Jonathan. He
delivered to the Gibeonites the two children of Saul,
and five of his own, in order that he might hang
them all. He assassinated Uriah in order to oover
up his adulterous oonneotion with Bathsheba. This
abominable Bathsheba, the mother of Solomon, was
the grandmother of Jesus Christ.
The following, from the history of the Jews, is
made up of oonseorated orimes. Solomon begins by
killing his brother Adonijah. If God bestowed upon
Solomon the gift of wisdom, it seems that he refused
him the gift of humanity, justice, and respect for
laws. He had seven hundred wives and three hun-

a
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him are on a par with those immodest books which
make the depraved blush. For therein he has spol{en
of the breasts, of the navel like a round goblet, and
the belly like an heap of wheat; he has spoken of
voluptuous attitudes, of embracements, and of passionate desire, and finally says:" What shall we do
fol' our little sister. She hath no breasts. If she be
a wall we will build upon her; if she be a door we
will inclose her."
Such is the custom. of the wisest man of the Jews,
in whom .there is less cultivation than is generally
imputed to him by the miserable rabbis and absurd
Christian theologians.
Finally, in order to conceal the bight of folly,
with that extreme impurity, a popish sect has decided that the belly of the Shulamite and her parts,
her breasts, and her navel, are the emblems and the
types of the marriage of Jesus Christ with his church.
Among all the king!! of Judah and Samaria, there
were very few who were not either assassins, or assassinated. Even that crowd of brigands who massacred one another in public places and in the temple, while Titus besieged them, fell under the sword
and yoke of the Romans, just as all the rest of that
petty people of God, who had been scattered <;>ver
Asia for so lortg a time. Each bead of Jews was
valued and sold for the price of a sow, an animal
less impure than such people, if what their historians
and their prophets relate is true.
No one can deny that the Jews wrote those
abominable· works. It turns our stomach to examin
such work closely. These are, forsooth, the heralds
of providence, the precursors of the reign of Jesus
Christ I All Jewish history, you tell me, 0 Abaddie !
is a prophecy of the church. All the prophets predict Christ. Let us examin the prophetil.
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Its rise is indeed the turn of the leaf between the
The story of· Galileo is too well known to need repold and the new in history. The knowledge thus etition.
He was imprisoned, and scarcely keJ?t
gathered, tested, and combined upon the positive from the rack and stake by his extreme old age, h1s
method remains as the one solid rock upon which most humiliating retraction, and the political influthe future of our race muRt ·rest. It is the grand ence of the enlightenment of Italy and Europe.
treasure which generations past unconsciously con- But Bruno, the proclaimer of the stability of the
tributed to make the common capital and patrimony heavens, of infinite space, and of infinite worlds,
of countless generations to come. What duty, what could not be saved. After three years of the cruelpleasure, can be higher than to use and thereby to est imprisonment and tortures, he was burned alive
pass this common light to the coming heirs of time ! at Rome on the 16th of February, 1600. His words
Before this method, and its gradually extending when he was sentenced to the flames were inspired
results, the methods ef revelation, inspiration, intui- by the prophecy, or, rather, the prevision, of science:
tion, faith, authority, hope, and belief-that is to say, "Perhaps," he said: "it is with greater fear that you
of theology, in all its forms and phases-appear only pass this sentence upon. me than I receive it." It is
as illusions, or unverified assertions.
impossible to read the story of :this cruel torture and
By this method the "tree of knowledge," of which murder, perpetrated upon one of the first scholars of
theology forbade man to eat, has become. his tree of that age, without horror and indignation. But ought
life-his Tree Igdrasyl-ever growing, blossoming, these holy fathers to be blamed?
"The holy
and bearing fruit. It covers and explains all. It is fathers" did no more than the duty of their method
limited only by the capacities of man. Those who -did it, apparently, judging from Bruno's reply,
tell of other limits tell us of their ignorance. When with fear and hesitation. The Christian faith with
it is seen to be "religious" in its very fiber and its "love of God" forced them by its inexorable
growth, the whole earth may well become a Paradise logic. They were probably honest, and also able
Regained, replacing more than a thousand-fold the and far-seeing men. For they foresaw the fact,
little Eden-paradise its first fruit was fabled to have which has been confirmed more and more, that every
lost.
creed, with its dependent polity and civilization, is
That we do not mistake the real date of the foun(ied upon its astronomy, that is, its cosmogonyinstauration of the scientific method a_ppears from rests upon it, indeed, as a building upon its foundathe voice of one who together with Shakspere is tion. For astronomy has always been the first and
becomiug known as the great Poet of the birth of the fundamental physical science of every" religion."
the New Era. In Goethe's wonderful poem "Inher- Reverse that, and a new philosophy, and then a new
itance" ( Vermctchtniss) the date is clearly given in a religion, and then a new polity, and then a new civ·
verse which reads, literally, in this wise:
ilization, is the result. They felt instinctively and
correctly that the new astronomy was sweeping into
" The True was found long ago;
A noble brother band has it bound.
the nowhere of infinity the very foundations of their
To the known True hold firmly on;
Christian faith, and the throne of their God. They
Thank-for it, son of earth, the wise one
did not, and could not, foresee that though the old
Who showed the earth to circle the sun,
(TO BE CONTINUED. j
heavens vanished, a new civilization of peace, indusAnd for the sister-planets marked the paths."
The "wise one," the translators and comment-ators try, and true human "religien" might spring from
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
tell us, was "the sage" Copernicus;* rather, let us the hearts of men upon the earth. Theology was
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific say, it is a collective name for all of the sages we thus called to fight for its life. It was a war against
Gospels.
have named, to whom our knowledge of the new science and the independence of the human soul-a
It was this knowledge that confirmed struggle still continued. For three hundred years
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB world is due.
theology made torture a fine art, and murder, by
the
change
of
method,
and gave us truth and science,
BY T. :8'. WAKEMAN.
burning alive, its common sacrament, its act of
not dropping from the skies, but rising from and
LECTURE I.
faith (auto-da-fe) to vindicate the method of faith.
resting upon the earth and man. It gave us also the The facts of the crusades, persecutions, and wars of
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
bold, adventurous England of Elizabeth and James,
Christian monotheism are in danger of being forgotwith the soul of Shakspere, the precursor of the
THE DISCOVERY OF THE NATURE OF TRUTH.
ten. To become but partly acquainted with them is
The first, and perhaps the most important, result of great German Literature, in which for the first time to turn in horror and disgust from the method and
the Copernican astronomy was a mental c~ange, _viz., "all human aspiration was set free."
the creed of war, blood, and torture.
The second great harmony of the gospel we may
the discoveryofthenatureoftruth. ThereimmediateBut we must be careful not to unjustly blame those
ly began an entire reversal of method in looking at call the great physical change, also to be dated from Christian fathers and Presbyters. Their faith rested
the
year
1600.
It
is
this:
nature. The conviction of advanced minds became
well and firmly upon the old astronomy. The world
more and more settled that truth was the fruit of II.-TH.AT THE WORLD WAS THEN DISCOVERED AND DE- as they and all men, prior to 1600, saw it had in fact,
scientific observation or experiment, and of that
CLARED TO BE .A COSMOS, BUT NOT .A UNIVERSE.
as we now know, come down to them from the simple
only. Truth is really a modern discovery or invenThis was the greatest revolution that man ever observations and the abundant imagination of savage
tion. It is still the property only of the more ad- underwent as to the physical world about him. It ancestors; but they thought it had been revealed to
vanced parts of the race, and of those _only in propor· resulted from the complete reversion of his astron- them from a Creator in the heaven just above them.
tion as the methods and results of smence have be- omy, which is the fundamental physical science-the We can never understand theology except as a part
come appreciated. But it was the true explanation base of all the sciences. This change is far from of their old astronomy. In it, sight and faith conof the earth, sun, and stars, that first laid the founda- being realized even now in its consequences.
.
firmed each other. They saw as savages and chiltions of this new method immovably in the minds of
The fact was that, under the telescope, the Uni- dren now do, that they were clearly standing on the
mankind: The acceptance of Descartes' "Discourse verse, and its Heaven and its God, vanished into In- earth, which was the £rm center of the revolving
on Method" marked this result. Theology made doubt finity. In its stead was revealed a beautiful Cosmos, heaven above them. This they called the mundus
a sin. Descartes made it a duty-the prerequisite of with the sun of our planetary system as its center, all universus-the unive1·se. The etymology of this
all true knowledge, the foundation of all Science.
moving according to ascertainablelaw. It is hardly word universe gives its true meaning, and the key to
The old method of revelation, faith, and authority 275 years since this began to be seen and clearly felt all monotheistic theologies. It is the Latin word
was faced by the simple method of science; and the by a few. The many are gradually coming to real- meaning that which turns around its center (_uni, of
issue was not only joined, but the victory was won, ize it and its consequences. All the great changes one, and ·versus, the turning, from verto, 1 turn).
in this first great Cosmic contest. Truth was felt to since 1600 in science, religion, politics, and society, That is, the world was conceived of as one whole
be entirely different from what had been supposed, in order to be understood, must be traced back t? mass or system, turning upon the earth as its center.
and from what had been taught by theologians and this fundamental revolution. Let us consider it for
The universe, then, was one mighty revolving
metaphysicians. It was no longer the revelation~ of a moment. Before that date (1600) our earth was sphere, carrying with it the sun and stars, and all
a God distilled down through the church and 1m- the fixed center of a universe turning about it, and that is. Theology is simply the philosophy of t~is
parted' by authority, to be .accepted by "faith" only. carrying w_ithin it a solid firmament of spheres, stud- false astronomy. It is the attempted explanatiOn
It was found to be the concordance of thoughts with ded with sun, moon, and stars, made expressly for of the origin and of the working of this supposed but
external things and laws. It was the acquisition and man's benefit. Above the seven or twelve heavens non-existent universe. It is easy to follow the story
the common property of the whole human race, to be of that firmament a Creator lived, and from his through from those given premises, for the universe
extended by human energy and adventure, and throne of grace, or of wrath, watched, and now and turned upon its c~nter, the ea:th_. It follow~d from
tested by human experience. I~ belonged. to no then changed the course of his cunning c~·eation, as this that the umverse was hm1ted, and fimte, and
pope, council, or school In the t1mes past It had his glory or caprice, or the good or pumshment of circular. For a rotating infinity is impossible and
been hard to tell what truth was. There had been his faithful creatures, prompted. Under the new unthinkable. Aristotle had made this clear enough
no test of truth except divine authority. And what astronomy all this suddenly passed away. By. the to all Mohammedans and Christians in his treatise
was the test of that? Theology I
aid of Galileo, Eruno, and others, the Copernican on the "Heaven." But it did not require a philosoEven the mathematical sciences were supposed to System became confirmed, published, and known. pher to see that a rotating infinity w:as as impossible
rest upon theology and metaph_Ysics for ~heir test of There was the earth and the sun and stars and infin- as an infinite circle, or square, or tnangle. The rotruth instead of upon the umform, umversal, and ity, but no firmament ! no uni.verse !
tating universe was therefore certainly ~imited.
inherited experience of mankind. Besides matheGiordano Bruno lectured m England and on the Equally certain was it that every known motiOn had
matics there had been, previous to the spread of Continent, not only in support of the Coperni.can some cause. Everything was plainly made and susChristianity, no little scientific progress in astronomy' system in its simple form, but. of ~~~ more ten:r?le tained by something and some will. There must,
and physics;. but that ~now ledge ha~ been over- and fruitful truth, as he state~ 1t, of The ~tab1htr then, be something or some will outside of the limgrown and had nearly disappeared durmg. ~he dark of the Heavens and the In~?1ty of the Umverse (~. ited rotating universe to move it, sus~ain it, and ~c
ages with their mildew of the method of fa1th. .
e., of space) and of W or~d~; 3:nd soon the telescope coun't for it. But to be and to do this, that sustamIt it true that for about two hundred years pnor of Galileo opened up th1s mfimty to the human eye. ing power must be independent of t!te universe, and
. to 1600, the twiiight h~d begun to appear, but it w~s The importanc~ and real meani_ng of th~se discov- outside of" it. The matter of the umverse was therenot until the discovenes of the astronomers, nav1- eries may be JUdged from the1r receptiOn by the fore supposed· to be dead and unable to exert po~er
gators, and scientists we have mentioned had truly church. Theology sa~ the crisis at once, and ap· of and by itself. Much less could a vacuum out.side
opened up the real earth and tae true hea_vens, that plied the most.conclusiv arguments of her method- of the revolving limited universe cause its motion,
the fragments of the old truth were. ~arr1ed to the denial, repressiOn, perse~ut1~n, torture, _and death ! though Atheistic Aristotle seems to have supposed
new by the rise and use of the P?S1t1ve method. of Copernicu~ concealed ~~~ d1s_covery un~1l he could this external space to be a vacuum. There was no
verification. Truth as the word 1s now understood, send out his book contammg It from his deathbed. choice then lett but to suppose this external factor
was then really bor~. In consequence of this dis- But theology would not be entirely defeated by to be mind, for to them mind, matter, or nothing
covary, science, the embodiment of truths tested_ and death-his book, if_not ~is body, was burned and the were the only factors to choose from.
known upon its own method, began to be orgamz~d, ashes scattered to the wmds.
But mind and will are always attributes of a perand to stand forth as undoubtedly the greatest VIC- *See Goethe's" Werke" (Hempel's edition), vol. ii, p. 191. son. The space beyon<i the universe could o~ly be
tory and the greatest good the human race has ever Dwight's translation of "Minor Poems of Goethe and Schiller" thought of as infinite. Hence the mind and Will fillachieved.
tBoston, 1839), p. 153.
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ing and dwelling in this infinity must be infinite,
and also one, for there cannot be two infinities. The
creator and governor of the universe was therefore
one infinite personal being. Thus the monotheistic
theory followed as the direct and logical res11lt of
the old cosmogony, which presented the "universe"
as the theory of the world surrounding man. As
soon as astronemy had shown that this "universe"
was a mere illusion of man's senses, the theology
resting upon it was seen by thinkers to be merely the
results of that illusion of his senses. The only remedy
was, as far as possible, to prevent thinking, and that
is the only remedy now.
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
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A. Case to Fight.

little Ottawa and Toronto popes feel? Everything
in conflict with Rome would be thrown out, and if
the customs collector and the customs minister
wanted their favorit books or papers they would be
obliged to smuggle them into the province. It is
good to know that tnere is some protest against the
act of the customs collector and customs minister on
the part of our Canadian neighbors. The press is
outspoken in its abhorrence of this censorship. Although Christian papers, and therefore toning their
remarks down so as not to offend their readers, they
see the principle involved and make a vigorous protest against the Custom House encroachments upon
the people's right to read what they like. The Toronto Evening Telegram says:

stinmbtted to tile utmo~t, and hundreds will want to find out fm·
tllemselvs what is so dreadfully ,objectiomtbble In the proscribed
books.
" And then, again, the act Is utterly wrong In Pl'lnclple. The day
when any authority, civil or ecclesiastical, can Interfere with the
right of every man to use his own Intellect and form his own opinions has gone by forever. The attempt Itself Is contrary t<J sound
reason and to true religion. It certainly finds no sanction In the
New Testament. Tile offieial mind In Toronto and Ottowa has become confused between two distinct things. The public wisely and
for its own safety forbids the admission or circulation of a class of
matter which appeals to the baser passions-those passions which,
when over-stimulated or misdirected, !Jecome harmful and dnngerous to society. On \his principle Instigations to murder and all the
genus of obscene literature are rightfully excluded. But the line Is'
clear enough for all practical purposes. It lies between appeals to
the passions and appeals to the reason. Paine's and Voltaire's
works belong to the latter class. Thousands of books and magazines containing articles tenfold more dangerous to religious faith
are coming into the countl'Y every day. If Paine's Deism Is to be
excluded, what shall be done with the profound Atheism of many
of these? The attempt to claim for government a censorship of the
one or the other is simply ridiculous In tills age of the world. No .
intelligent Christian or Christian minister will ask or approve of
it. The forces of Infidelity mnst be met on their own ground. The
appeal lies in every case to the individval intellect and conscience.
Neither the Bible nor the laws of tire lund hav left the decision to
custom house officers or political minist~rs."

"Our news columns on Saturday informed the public that the collector of customs at this port had, on his own responsibility, seized
a consignment of books which he adjudged prejudicial to the morals
of the community, the seizure being approved by the minister of
customs, when he was subsequently appealed to. The books which
were seized were Paine's ' Age of Reason' and Voltaire's 'Pocket
Theology.' Knowing that the books are Theistical, one is at a loss
to understand why they are branded Atheistical and denied circulation in Canada, when Bob Ingersoll's lecture, thoroughly Atheistical
and llfate1·ialistic, are permitted free circulation.
While the Globe's estimate of Voltaire's and
"Tom Paine and Voltaire were counterparts of each other in belief, labor, and style of writing. It is questionable if two Theists Paine's works is altogether erroneous, we are glad
ever lived who were more pronounced in their belief in a God than that it sees the principles involved.
We would inPaine and Voltaire. But they cordially hated the priests and the
form the Globe that Paine's works are more sought
government of the church. An instance of this is to be found in Voltaire's definition of an Atheist: 'As a rule, an Atheist is any or every after now than ever before, and the same is the case
man who does not believe in the God of the priests.' It will be ob- with Voltaire's. They hav a great influence, and it is
served that Voltaire in the above definition does not deny the exist- daily increasing.
Apart from this error and its freence of a God, and no one can adduce a single sentence from his
quent appeal to the Bible, the Globe is very sounil.
works to prove that he did not believe in a supreme power. Voltaire's unexampled powers of sarcasm were all directed against the Its editor is a Christian who sees beyond the length
priests, as when he says: 'By substituting the word priest for the of his nose, but yet hates Paine and Voltaire, as every
word God, theology becomes the simplest of sciences. There is, good Christian is commanded to do.
of cOtirse, another and quite ditl:erent God, but the priests. hold him
This a case which we hope will be fought· out in
of little account. Theirs is the true one, and men must acknoWledge him it they do not want to roast in the otl'er world.' Paine be- the courts of Canada. If an ·official of the English
lieved in a God, too, but not in the God of popular theology. Any government can usurp this authority it is time the
one can see this if he will read, not the tabooed' Age of Reason,' but people of the United States knew it. Such upstart
the famous 'Common Sense' pamphlet which was one of the most
powerful influences making for the American Revolution, a book interference with the literature of two countries is
concerning which l\lajor-General Lee wrote to George Washington, intolerable. In this country the bigots hav to cloak
'I never saw such a masterly, irresistible performance.' One sen- their efforts under the plea of suppressing obscenity,
tence occurs to us in proof of our contention, 'Of more worth is one but under a government which lovingly hugs to ithonest man to society, and in the sight of God, than all the crowned
self a state church no such cloak seems to be needed.
ruffians that ever lived.' So much for tire belief of the men.
"The similarity of their labor can be seen when it is remem- Probably that is the reason such strenuous efforts
bered that Voltaire was repeatedly banished from France for de- are made by the religious party of this country to
fending freedom of speech justice, and right. Paine not only wrote
get God recognized by the Constitution, and thl~
but moved the Declaration of Independence. He was one of the
fo•mders of the American republic, and had love enough of the church and the priests as his exponents and defenders.
right to enroll himself a member of the National Convention of
We hope Mr. Cooke will push his case through all
France, in which capacity be came nigh lo3ing llis head.
of the courts in Canada, if necessary, to overthrow
"It is all ycry well for the authorities to be careful that polluted
literature does not get into circulation, but if the authorities would this ruling of a_ minister of customs. We cannot
begin their work of expurgation by suppressing those dime novels think that the courts are as stupid as the collectors.
which set a pirate care.er before the youth as something commend- There must be a little common sense somewhere
able, the authorities would be doing something regarding the advis- among the judicial if not the civil officers, and it
ability of whiclr there would be no two opinions. But when the
authorities suppress two works which are part of the classic litera- should be found and applied to just such cases as
ture of the world, they assume the dignified attitude of people who this.
try to sweep the ocean off the shore with a broom. If the government is to exercise a censorship over the mails and is to confiscate
what, in its opinion, is prejudicial to the public interests, where is
the matter to end 1 If Paine's works and Voltaire's works are held
Lack of room alone prevented us from commendto be prejudicial to the public welfare, then the minister of customs
must inst:intly issue an order for the confiscation of the much more ing the work of the recent Congress in a previous
Atheistical works of Comte, flume, Kant, Hegel, Hamilton, Spencer, paper. That it did good work is testified to by the
Darwin, Tyndall, Huxley, etc.
efforts of its old enemies to belittle it. Without sac"Apart from the merit of the action of the authorities, what is
wholesome or unwholesome is for the courts to determin after argu- rificing any principle formerly contended for it has
adopted a platform big enough to take on ~ll the
ment made and answered.''

The time has gone by when the officials of most
countries would dare to make a fight against heresy
on Paine's and Voltaire's works, but it seems that
Canada is still dragging along, imagining that the
mists of the dark ages yet envelop the world. We
had fondly hoped that there was but one scoundrel
in the world so contemptibly bigoted as Anthony
Comstock, or so utterly reckless in his disregard of
others' rights to read what they please, but we are
undeceived. They hav one in Canada; yes, two.
The collector of customs at Toronto, Ont., and the
minister of customs at Ottawa, Ont., are still swathed
in the clothes of the church and unable to distinguish
between the duty they owe their government and
the people of Canada and their blind allegiance to
the church. They inject their private opinions into
their decisions as government officials.
The case in point is this: On the 19th of last
month we received an order from Mr. W. B. Cooke,
of Toronto, for six "Age of Reason" and six "Pocket
Theology." We filled the order, sent the bill, and
on the 24th Mr. Cooke presented the invoice at the
Custom H•:mse to pay duty on them. The official,
Mr. Scanlon, said he must detain them till he heard
from Ottawa. On the next Saturday Mr. Cooke
called to learn by what authority the books were
The League Congress.
held, and he was informed that the parcel was confiscated by the minister of customs at Ottawa, and
that all " such like" books would in future be confiscated. Minister of customs is a good title by
which to designate such an arbitrary and bigoted
official. Ministers hav ever been popish in their demswns. "I am an agent of. the Lord; I am infallible," is the burden of their song. And the miniPThe Toronto Globe, although considerably more former friends who _left it because they thought its
ter of customs, a government official, echoes the Christian, is not a whit behind its neighbor in con- a~twn bou?d them m E'_ome ~ay to something they
cry. Under the English government the church and demning the unwarrantable act. It comrrents thus: did not hke. That this actwn would be misconstate are united. And the Ottawa puppy is only "Our paternal government at Ottawa hav devised a new form of strued ~nd made the basis of renewed attack by
logical in making his decision as a government offi- protection for the poor imbecils under their care. Not content with tho.se disgruntled persons who read its proceedings
cial subservient to his views as a churchman. Duty presenting to us feeble-minded Canadians what to eat and drink only to find fault was to be expected. That it has
to "God" in the Romish and English churches is and wear, and where to purchase what we need In those lines, thPy their opposition is a sure sign that it is in the right.
are now undertaking to tell us 'Vhat we may and may not read.
before allegiance to country and man. It was be- The·
. It is of no_ use for Liberals to pull apart. Indicustoms collector is henceforth to be also censor-absolute of
cause he held these views that Torquemada burnt imported literature, charged, we presume, with the duty of reading vidual work IS all well and good, and its effects canwith a clear conscience every heretic he could lay every book which comes from abroad, and confiscating all whose not be_ overrated; b!lt organization is the only means
his hands on. It is in carrying out these views that teachings are not sound. What a truth-fed,· orthodox people we by whiCh great obJects can be attained. The bigshall all become, sure enough I And how grateful we ought to be to
the minister of customs burns the works of Voltaire our kind protectors at headquarters and to their dutiful servants, oted powers will hardly heed what one man says,
and Paine. " God above government !" is the cry of the customs collectors I In this bookmaking age there are few more but let the protest be made by ten thousand and
the bigot. And it is this feeling which the church so difficult questions one has to decide than what to read and what not the officials will bend th6ir heads and listen 'with
assiduously endeavors to instill that has been the to read. We Canadians are to be perplexed no longer. The matter respect. Let a hundred thousand earnest organized
is taken out of our hantls and settled for us. What a world of recause of so much bloodshed. Reading heretical sponsibility is thus lifted otl' our shoulders I And what intellectual men demand a right hitherto kept fro~ them by
works in olden times was punished with death. The and moral giants we shall become when we are no longer required chu;ch or aristocratic rule? and it is granted.. Supidea of an Index Expurgatorius was conceived in to exercise our own faculties in order to discern between good and posmg there were a Natwnal Liberal League in
evil, but may read whatever we can get from abroad, assured that
Rome, but it has found its way across the water. it
Canada numbering one hundred thousand would
is all right, else we coulcln't hav got it. Nor is that all. Not only
We do not know whether the Toronto Custom House freedom from perplexity and responsibility, but absolute safety of the little customs collector of Toronto hav dared to
has one or not, but if it has, as Mr. Cooke says, it course guaranteed. 'l'he wisest and best of us poor minors in intel- confiscate the works of Voltaire and Paine? Would
should be made known. It would save much heresy lect might make a mistake, but of course 1\lr. Patton and his fe.llow- he hav boldly said that "all such" should in the
all over the dominion are infallible; and if they should
hunting, which is irritating to both the public and the collectors
future be consigned to the flames?
happen to be in doubt, is there not the minister of customs to refer
trade. We do not at present know where to draw to? There is yet one serious defect, but that no doubt will be remeThat there is work to be done that will be underthe lin~, as our best literature, both books and maga- died in dne time. So logical a govnnment will quickly see the need taken ?nly by the Li~erals no one can deny .. And
zines, is more or less tainted with heresy and liable of extending their fatherly oversight to the presses as well as the the L1beral League Is the only organization not
custom houses of the dominion, and appointing another set of into be detained by Custom officials. The present fallible
censors to see that the infantil 0anadian mind is not poi- afraid of doing it. Heretofore it has been someoutrageous seizure is not only against liberty and soned by error from these sources. Then, as we nav said, what an what hampered by disagreements, but the disagreereason, but it is without shadow of law. It is a orthodox people we shall become I
ments were all for the best. The law of the survival
usurpation of authority by petty officials who imagin "Seriously, we h!LV heard of nothing more preposterously absurd of the fittest applies to all things. These disagreefor a long time than the confiscation by the collector of customs at
they are little Almightys, and doing the big Almighty this port of a half dozen copies each of Paine's • Age of Reason ' ments hav weeded out the incompetents and the
a. great service by suppressing works which may lead and of Voltaire's ·Pocket 'l'heology.' And to think that such an arrogant. Those who cannot work in an organizapeople to suppose that his services to mankil...d hav act of childish zeal should hav bet:n sanctioned and fathered by the tion unless they are kingpins are better out. Their
been slightly overrated. By this decision the Cana- authorities at Ottawa I We hav rubbed our incredulous eyes long sincerity cannot but be questioned.
and hard enough over it, but in vain. There it is in black and
dian public is at the mercy of every "tuppence ha'- wilite, and vouched for. ln the first place, as an act of policy it is
It has been given out by those whose wish was
penny" official who may chocse to take advantage the most ill conceived and stupid imaginable. 'I' he books hav long fathe~ to. their thought that the League is now an
of his position. It is an outrage upon every citizen since been cast out of the currents of thought. They hav no longer orgamzatwn on paper only. But it is not so. Durany appreciable influence. 'I be copies in question must hav been
of Canada, whether he believes in the doctrins of ordered
for tho library of wme scholar or anliq'larian for the pur- ing the past year more money has been raised and
Voltaire and P;J.ine or not. The government is now pose of comparing the waifs of the past with those of later day•. e;x:pended than ever before in the same length of
Episcopal, wtich is regarded as heretical by the !{om- llnt if the object had !Jeen to revive interest in dead issues which time? and by the r~port of the Secretary, which we
ish church. Supposing the state religion of England tiley present, and to advertise th"m anew to the curiosity of a skep' published a short ttme ago, the other practical work
tical age, no better mean~ could bav lJeen devised. The importer
should change, as it has several times within the last will,
of course, and rightly, refuse to submit to so arbitrary an In- Is. ~hown to be two or three times greater. The adthousand years, and the Catholic church should be vasion of his rights of property. By the time the matter has been ditiOn of the New York State Freethinkers' Associaallied with the English throne, how then would our ventilated in the courts the curiosity of young Canada W·ill hav been tion as an auxiliary is a good thing for the League
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GEORGE Cn.A.INEY will make lecture engagements
:and for the association. The resolutions passed are the editor off. We can call it that the first sent him
strong and satisfactory, and such as the whole Lib- away and the last bring him back. Send on the V.'s. for week nights at any place within reach of Boston
between Monday and Saturday. He must attend to
eral body in the United States can work for. The
his regular Infidel Pulpit work on Sunday, and on
A 'rrinity of Lithographs.
resolution that the will of the majority does not bind
other days would like to do good for the cause outthe minority is eminel!tly proper, for if Liberalism
We hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the side of Boston by lecturing. No words of ours are
contends for any one thing it is for tte right to three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
think as we choose, and not be bound by any author- Paine, D. J\1. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They needed to introduce him to Liberals or to vouch for
ity in the exercise of our reason. The other resolu. are aU splendidly executed, and with a neat frame his ability as a lecturer and orator. His terms. are
tion, that the League reaffirm the resolution demand- around them-which can be procured from picture- moderate. Address him at 51 Fort avenue, Boston
ing the repeal of the so-called Comstock laws, is frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament (Roxbury), Mass.
------~-------the expression of the voice of the majority of the to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
Book Notice.
League, as it undoubtedly is of the majority of by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and
NA'l'UIUL PHILOSOPHY for London University matriculation.
Liberals of the United States. The justness of this R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
By. Edward B. Aveling, D. Sc., fellow of University Coldemand, in view of past occurrences, is not a question
lege, London. Dealing with all the required subjects, and
for argument. It has been settled.
IT is astonishing how mean some people and
containing over one hundred and fifty examples w:orked out
In parting with Mr. Wright as its presiding officer, pl'tpers can be. Mr .. B. F. Underwood has but rein full, and some hundreds of exerci~es for solution by the
the League can only regret that time will not let cently stepped up and out of the editorial chair of
studeuts, with nearly two hundred figures of cuts. Loualone one so able and who has ever worked for the the Index-and we understand he is going to permadon: W. Stewart & Co. Price, $1.50 .
. advancement of the human race. Elected at the nently E~tep down and into it again soon-and it must
This valuable work is by one of the most learned
critical period in the history of the League, he has be presumed that the paper speaks with the knowl- and promising young smentists and teachers . of
never wavered in his allegiance to liberty. Through edge of that eminent gentleman. In its issue of England, and one whom we hav the honor of claima storm of abuse that would hav made a less cour- Oct. 13th we find a notice of Mr. Underwood's lect- ing as a personal friend. He handles in a masterly
ageous man quail, so ·mean and bitter was it, he has ures, which we recently published-and first-class manner STATICS of' solids-action of one force and of
stood manfully for right, never giving a hair's lectures and essays they are too-in which this state- two forces; parallelogram of forces; forces acting
breadth nor surrendering one iota of principle for ment stands out prominently: "The volume was upon a body; the two principles of momento; center
the sake of peace or policy. He has guided the publiRhed without Mr. Underwood's knowledge and of gravity; machines; wheel and axle; toothed
League straight onward and has spoken in no uncer- consent." We can scarcely believe that Mr. Urr<ler- wheels; the pulley; the inclined plane; the w~dge;
tain tones. All hail to the grand old veteran! May wood ever authorized any one to say anything like the screw; combinat.io~ of machines; the Simple
the League and the Liberals hav the benefit of his this in view of the fact that he did know that we machines and the prmmple of work. STATICS .of
counsel for many more years yet teo come !
wer~ compiling the lectures into a book and himself fluid~- general ~rinciples; . hydrostati.cs; sp~mfic
But his mantle has fallen upon one worthy to sent us the "copy" with corrections marked in the gravity; pneumatiCs. DYNA~Ics-movm.Q bod~es
wear it. InT. B. Wakeman the L~ague has a clear- margin. He knew Mr. Bennett's intention, approved ~erms en;tployed; .laws of motiOn! formulre of movheaded President, who goes right down to the bed- of it, and conferred with him about it. · For a paper I~g bodies; ~pemal c.ases. Optw~-the nature of
rock. He is clear in his thought, firm in his convic- so near the throne as the Index to say this has a hght; reflectiOn of hght; refractiOn. Heat- the
tions, and is not afraid to say what he thinks. He very curious look. We hope Mr. Underwood did n~tur~ of heat and temperature; effects of heat;
is a whole host in himself.
not write this notice himself.
diffusiOn of heat.
The other officers are all stanch and true Liberals,
The object of the work is to submit to students a
not easily staJll!leded. In selecting them the League
TIDl: Yorktown anniversary exercises were opened brief treatis upon physics or natural philosophy, a
did wisely and well. They will honor their offices with prayer. It. would be interesting to know what subject which is studied by ~he general publi~ in. a
as the League honored them in the choosing.
prayer had to do with colonial success at the battle far too limited degree. It IS clear and conmse m
All in all, the League Congress of 1881 was a of Yorktown. If we are not mistaken it was con- style, and cannot help provin~ of great value to tho.se
grand one. It has got down to solid secular work, ceded in Revolutionary times that the writings of who study it. Those who Wish the best lessons m
and if its influence is not felt upon the country we Thomas Paine had more to do with stirring up the natural philosophy-and every person should indulge
shall be disappointed. There is a vast amount of people than .Jehovah himself. Judging by the ill- that wish-will do well to avail themselvs of thiS
work to be done, and it is growing more pressing all success of recent prayer experiments, prayer had but work. It may be had at THE TRUTH SEEKER office.
D.M.B.
the time. The case of the Canada customs collector little to do with assuring us our independence, and
seems to us an eminently proper one for the League it would hav been just as well to omit that part of
to take hold of. And there are questions arising the Yorktown exercises.
OuR good friend, D. M. Bennett, editor of the
every day in which the League can make its influNew York TRUTH SEEKER, will, by the time these
ence felt for liberty and right. The priests of this
WE would call attention to a new work we hav lines reach the readers' hands, probably be again on
country are always insidiously working to under- just issued, "Voltaire in Exile." It is an epitome his way round the world. During the last month he
mine and overthrow our secular institutions. Let of the life of the great Infidel, and for those who has been in London, waiting to take part in the Contheir efforts be met on all sides and thwarted. Let cannot afford the higher priced life, by James ference of the International Federation of Freethinkus work to perpetuate what our Infidel forefathers Parton, and yet want to know all about Voltaire, it ers. Mr. Bennett will carry away with him the
gave us-a secular government of, for, and by the is just the work. It was written by Benjamin Gas- heartiest good wishes of many English friends, for
people, with_out any ecclesiastical interference what- tineau, of Paris, and translated for us with his ap- his genial humor and unaffected nature hav endeared
ever.
proval by F. Vogeli and Edmond Dubourg. It him to all with whom he has come in contact. As
contains an account of Voltaire's youth, his exile in an evidence of the feeling with wh1eh he is regarded
Around the World.
England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, and Switzer- in America, we subjoin an extract from a letter.forWe hope there will be no cessation in taking shares land, his relations with Jean Jacques Rousseau, warded to us by a correspondent in America:
"Mr. D. M. Bennett is a gentleman to whom America and
in the Round-the-World journey which Mr. Bennett Frederick the great, Catherine II., and Pope Beneis now engaged in making. The expenses of the dict XIV.; what he did at Ferney, bow he improved Americans owe more than they can repay. The reverence and
with which he is beginning to ·be treated by his
trip will be close upon $3,000, and' the cost of the the town, built a church, fought the Jesuits, and veneration
countrymen will not obliterate the shameful stain upon our jubooks, with their illustr;ttions, will not be less than defended the victims of religious hatred and perse- risprudence made by the indignities whic~, in the name of t~at
$1,500 or $2,000. So his friends who hav sent him cution. It describes his triumphant return to Paris jurisprudence, were wantouly put _upon him. J;£e was ViCti~?
away will see that many more names are necessary after his years of exile, and ends with chapters on his iz~d by being made the defendant m a mock trial upon a fnvbefore the bare cost of the undertaking is paid. work, his philosophical system, his enemies, and olous charge before the corrupt J udg.e Benedict,, w:hose personal
integrity is as little resp_ec~ed as his le~~l opmi?ns, and who
The idea is that the work shall be a sort of joint some hitherto unpublished letters.will be remembered by Ins mfamous demswn, which led to the
enterprise, the people contributing the money and
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, Winslow
Extradition Controversy bet'.veen our government and
Mr. Bennett giving his time. It is not fair to ask but none of its size contains so much information as the English, and also as having perpetrated the most. monhim to giv 1j,be year necessary to make the circuit this. From it a clear idea can be obtained of the strous jmlicial atrocity upon a certliin Mr. Lange. The JUdge,
of our globe and pay for getting out the books be- immense influence he exerted upon Europe and the in connivance with some of the most degraded ard depraved
sides. 'fhe work will be dedicated to those advanc- world by his brilliant genius, and how the church characters in our community, succeeded iu getting Mr. Bennett
prison. An application signed by two hundred thousand
ing the $5's, and their names will be enrolled in the has ever fought the men who dared to step out of iuto
Americans failed to move President Hayes to pardon Mr. Benfirst volume, which is being fvrwarded at the rate the orthodox paths of thought.
nett and he served out his full term of imprisonment. Upon
We will fill orders as fast as they come, and hope his ~elease he was the recipient of one of the most enthusiastic
of thirty-five or forty pages per week. It will take
until about next January for it to be finished, and un- to send off a good many. Price, cloth, $1; paper, ovations ever tendered to any person in this city.
''Mr. Bennett has, at the desire of many of his friends,
til that time the starry roll of honor is open to those 75 cents.
undertaken the tour of the planet, with a view of writing a
who want to be pioneers in getting the truth. There
book of his travels. You will find him full of varied mformahav been plenty of books of travel written, but all
As the time slips hy we are reminded that many tion as rrenialanda:ffable as' UncleToby,' and I havnodoubt
hav catered to some pious church prejudice, and, so subscribers to THE 1'IWTH SEEKER are getting in you 'wm"'take as much pleasure in conversiug with him as I hav
far as telling the actual state of affairs existing in arrears. We hope they will not long remain so. done.
" He is by no means the wicked person his enemies are trythe "Holy Land " and the orient., were worth no The summer months are the dullest months with
more than what they would sell for as waste paper. newspapers, and the receipts are the lighest, while ing to make him appear to be."-London Republican.
Those who hav read Mr. Bennlltt's travels in Europe, the expenses are just as heavy as at any tiJ;I~e. We
written last year, will agree with us that his descrip- hope those friends whose subscriptions hav expired
"SAY, my lord," said Mr. D. M:. Bennett, entering
tions are faithful portraits of actual facts. He tells will bear this fact in mind and renew at once with- the splendidly furnished sanctum where, amid the
everything that he sees, and he has a shrewd way of out waiting for us to send them bills. It takes time perfumes of rare and costly exotics, the editor of the
seeing everything that is going on around him. His and money to send out hundreds of bills, whicl Repu.blican gracefully reclined upon a couch of
letters so far hav been marvels of descriptiv writing. would be unnecessary if all would watch their tab mother-of-pearl and velvet; "do you know where
. The work, we feel sure, will be greatly superior to and remit promptly. vVe hope to hear from those Yong-ngan-tcheou is? I hav to make a call there
any account of a journey around the world we now in arrears right away.
on my way around the world, and I guess I had bethav, and we want all our friends and their friends to
ter fix its location at once. I've worn out six maps
aid in disseminating it. 'fhere will be over one hunW. F. J.A.MIESON is busy in the lecture field. Send looking for it, and can't find it anyhow." T~e ~di
dred and fifty full-page illustrations of scenes de- for him if you want a "revival" of Freethought. itor touched the jeweled bell that stood at biB side,
scribed, besides many smaller cuts. These will He has just given seven lectures in Kouts, Indiana, and in prompt response to its suru.mons, an Ethioadd greatly to the interest of the work, and with the and five in Noblesville, Indiana, and is engaged to pian page, clad in the rich and picturesque garb of
faithful and close description will present Old-World deliver a course of five in Union City, Michigan, the oriental, noiselessly stepped from behind the
places in a very familiar light. It will be as good as early in November. Address, Albion, Mich.
velvet hangings. "Bring 'Lett's Popular Atlas,'"
making t.he journey. And in order to pay for all this
murmured the editor. In a few minutes the slave
we shall keep the list open yet awhile longer in the
THE Libe1·al Free Press, recently suspended at reappeared, and handed a handsomely bound volume
hope that many more will yet send in their names. Davenport, Iowa, under Comstock persecution, has to his master. The copious index was referred to,
It isn't exactly square that the eleventh-hour labor- been revived by :Mr. Barter at Wheatland, Iowa. It and in one minute four and one-third seconds the
ers should get as much as the early workers, but if is a small eight-page paper, at $1 per year, devoted mystery was solved, Yong-ngan-tcheou was found.
that is divine justice poor fallible human beings can- to radical r-eforms. Mr. Barter deserves support, D. M. Bennett at onf'le registered an affirmation to
not be blamed if we giv the ones who subscribe now and we hope he will get it. Send him a stamp for take home a set of the' Popular Atlas.' ,-London
just as fine a book as those who subscribed to send a specimen copy.
Republican.
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PORTSMOUTH.
Iing the 'naval service. ~here are others of the old
Th' k'
I had seen enough of the beauties of the wooden navy at anchor m the harbor, used for the
. m mg
.
.
h same purpose.
. ·
t
ht · th h b
fashiOnable town of Brtghton, at 6:30P.M. I took t e I I h d
train for Portsmouth, some forty-five miles west of
a a sat 1 m a governmen ya~ • m
e ar or,
London and Other English Towns.-Concluded. Bri hton also located on the English Channel. among ·the hulks, used for stormg coa~ for the
Th! train' was slow, and did not reach Portsmouth st~amers, and others for the use of soldt_ers when
.
,
THE ROYAL AQUARIUM
.
k B t . th statt'on ,,.r and bemg transferred from one part of the serviCe to anti11 near1y mne o c1oc .
u In e
.tu •
S
·
·
f
d'
Is a place of.decided interest. It is located at ~he- Mrs. John Brumage, who bad been apprised of my other.
omettmes a regtment or two o sol ters are
foot of the cldi
.
d e d VISI
. 't , were a w at't'
· mg m"'"' a n d t'nvt'ted me at kept on these hulks for two or three weeks. .
. of the Marine Parade' and near the tnten
Channel. ~t IS constr_ucted beneath the surfac~ of once to their home. They are a very worthy, intelMr. Bruma~e took me on board the tron ~ar
the_ ear~h! IS 7~5 feet m le':gth, and 100 feet wtde. ligent people, of my own way of thinking, and we ~teamer In~extble,_ one of the largest a~d heaviest
It 1~ dtvtded mto_ a spamo~ts entrance ~-oom and soon began to feel at home in each other's society.
m the ser':ICe, havmg a ~eavy ~rmor platmg, ~nd_ all
corndors, on each st~e of ~hiCh are capa_mous tanks
My particular object in visiting Portsmouth was the_ l~teRt tmprov~ments m the uon war steamer ~me.
for fishes, well supphed With stone-work m the rear, to see the extem;>ive government dockyards there Th1s 1s what I wtshed t_o see, one of the large t;on
and h~avy plate-glass fronts. ~he largest of these located, th-.J largest in the world, for constructing wa1: st~amers fully eqmJ?ped ~nd ready for servt~e.
tanks IS 110 feet long, and contams 110,000 gallons war steamers and to visit some of the steamers I Will gtve some of the dtmenswns and other partiCofwater. Hereusuallydisport~da_porpoiseortwo; ready for sea: Portsmouth is a town of 130,0oo!ularspertaining to her: Length,320 feet; breadth,
but as they are hard t? keep ahv~ m confinement, I inhabitants and is of decidedly different character 75 feet; tonnage, 11,085 to':s; draught of water,
had not the opportumty of lookmg ~t the~. The from Brighton-the former being a place of business, 241! feet; horse-power of engmes, 8,000; number of
other tanks, ho~ever, are well. supphed_ wtth rare the latter of fashion and pleasure. There are from crew, 484 m~n. .
.
.
.
fi~h of man;v ~mds, among '!hiCh may be named fifteen to twenty thousand soldiers stationed at.
I fear I w~ll be tlly able ~o descnb~ this magmfidifferent vanettes of crabs, shnmp, prawn, mackerel, Portsmouth and about the same number of sailors. cent, expensive, and comphcated affatr, but I assure
herrings, trout, bass, eels, salmon, pickerel, cod, The proper;y here belonging to the government is you it is a wonder of the first magnitude. An assist.
sturgeo_n, bullheads,_ skat_e, sea-turtles, and numerous very extensive.
ant engineer took. us over the ~ntire ship !l'nd showed
other kmds, amountmg, ~n. the ~ggreg_ate, to fifteen
Mr. Brumage is storekeeper of naval supplies in us ~he great amoun~ . of machmery, appliances, etc.,
thousa!ld. They are dtvtded_ mt~ _different _tanks, government employ, and has been for many years. winch are now reqmstte for a fi~·st-classwa1· steame~'.
!l'ccordr~g to character and dtsposttwn. _It IS very He has under his supervision a vast amount of arti- The center part of the st~amer _Is a vast and comphmterestmg to watch them and see the varwus forms cles used in the naval services as well as for con- cated machme-shop-engmes, ptpes, rods, pumps, and
of finny life. The lobsters and crabs walk around struction. These supplies are d~·awn for other points the various contrivances a~·e in ~lace, and_ ever~ foot
-a~ t~e bottom of the tanks at;d look as sober and on the coast of England, as well as to various ports of room_ seems to be occupted. 'I here are m. all fortydtgmfi_ed as a deacon. The shnmp and prawn have among her colonies in aU parts of the world. Among two engmes on _the steaill:er, _some for pumpmg, som~
a _ser~n-transparent appearance. The skate, a fiat, the supplies usually kept on hand are 40,000 gallons for manufacturu~g electric hght, and o~hers for vanthm fish of very queer appearance, comes c~ose to ~he olive oil, 17,000 iliuminating oil, 120,000 pounds of ous purposes whiCh I cannot make ~no~n to_ you, _beglass and presents a full front face, as tf lookmg tallow 50 tons of pitch 4 000 gallons of turpentine cause I do not know. The electnc light IS bemg
out of the window. Yes, face it is, and it bears Lot 2 000 barrels of tar 160 000 yards of canvas 5 500 manufactured by three processes-Brusch's, Gromma little resemblance to the human face, grotesque as fi~<,.s of all nations 'r20 000 tons of iron and ;te~l in er's, and another which I have forgotten; The inte~t is. The octopus is the stran~est of all the inhab- th; various forms' for' working, 500 anchors, the rior of _the s_hip_under deck, and :znuchof it under the
ttants of the tanks. It ~as life, _and mo~es from heavier weighing 5,000 pounds, tl,OOO tons of chain water-!me, IS hghted by electncity, so that a~a_y
place to place, and acts as tf breathmg, but It has ~o cable, the longest of which the links are a foot in do~n m the hold twent:;: f~et below the wa~er It IS
~ead, no eyes, and a~parently t;-o o;gans, and Is length, and of round iron two and a half inches in as hght as day. Fresh all' IS pumpe~ down_ mto all
httle more that;- loos_e Jelly. It IS evidently a very diameter, 500 tons of steel wire, rope, and hawsers parts of the vessel, so that e_very p~rtt_?n of It has. an
low form of ammal life.
for vessels, 180 tons of brass tubing, 150 tons of zinc, abundance of p~tre, fresh au·. Thts IS. a great ImTh~ large tank~ contammg sea-anemones are really 70 tons of rivets 45 tons of copper . 300 tons cord- provement, as wtth bad and confined air the health
beautrfnl submarme flower-gardens. They look like age, all sizes, 20:000 tons of coal, 100 tons of paints of the men would soon be des_troyed. Speaking
flowers, and are permanently located on a rock or and painting material, of timber of different kinds tube~ traverse all parts of the shtp, _and reach ~very
elsewhere, but nevertheless show signs of animal and from various parts of the world an immense sup- considerable person on duty .. I thmk ~he engme~r
life. There is a great variety of them, as also of ply, 500 small boats, 50 tons of engineers' furnace told_ me there were twenty miles of ptpe there m
the coral tribe. The telescope fish, from Shanghai, geer, 100 torpedoes, together with a great multitude USB m all.
.
.
are very singular; they are restless creatures, and of other articles too numerous to mention. These
The Inflexible has two turrets, each about thirty
seem to be trying to turn themselves inside out. are stowed away in the best of order, I think, in feet in diameter, and each turret has two eighty-ton
1'hree or four alligators are in a compartment by some eighty storehouses of large size, some c.f them gun~ of the most approyed make. The turrets are
themselves. If doing nothing is an art, these scaly 800 feet in length, with a cellar under a great share ma~npulated by ~ydraul!c pow.er. Each turret ~e
saurians have certainly acquired it, for they lie mo- of them. They are classified carefully, so that each scnbes a. whole c~rcle! so _that either gun c~n be dtstionless for hours together. Probably if they were line of articles are by themselves. Each building charge~ I_n a?y due~twn m the oute~· half mrcle. T~e
where the sun could pour its warm rays down upon has a sub-keeper, who is held responsible for the or- ammumtwn IS kept m st~ong ma~azmes low down m
them new life would be infused into them. The der and safe keoping of the articles under his charge. the center part of the shtp. In ttme of engagem~nt
two lilea-lions-of the seal tribe-occupy a tank by Nearly 500 men are under 1\'Ir. Brumage's charge.
the ch~rge and sh?t are brought out of the magazme
themselves, and are in com;tant exercise, swimming,
A large amount of discarded articles are constantly on _an Ir~n ca_r, whtch runs on a track to the elevator,
diving, and leaping up on the ledge next to the spec- being collected in here from various parts of the ser- whw~ rar~es It to the mouth of ~he gun. When the
tators, from whom they are separated by an iron vice and these are sold off at auction at stated gun IS discharged the turret IS moved around to
fence. They eat about fifty pounds of food each per peri~ds. On the 6th inst. a sale was held, in which where the ~l~vator is, the gun is drawn_ ba_ck, and the
day, consisting of fish of various kinds.
the following articles in 1171 lots were disposed muzzle of It IS dropped some two feet mstde the turThe Aquarium may be considered a somewhat of: 120 tons hemp rope, 173 tons shakings, 12 tons re~, so tha~-w~~e the ~barge and the conical shot are
extensive boarding house, and to feed the Pumerous old canvas, 12 tons painted canvas, 2 tons chains, bemg put m It IS not m dQ.nger from the shot of the
guests the following Lill of fare is weekly provided: 24 tons coal sacks, hags, wrappers, etc., 10 hundred enemy. As the shot weighs ~o~e t_welve hundred
sixteen quarts of shrimp, containing 35,500; six weight old bunting 18 tons old brass 6 tons zinc 70 pounds, the arrangement for liftmg It to the mouth
quarts of tiny sand-hoppers, collected from decaying tons steel scrap, 6 tons steel tools, 3' tons old flies, of the gun is indispensable. In addition to the four
sea-weeds, thrown up by the tide; fifteen quarts of 145 tons wrought and cast iron, 24 tons shafting, 24 lar~e guns are several of the ~ma~l.comp_lex guns,
live log-worms; eight quarts of earth-worms; twelve tons old chain, 25 tons wire rigging, 34 tons messen- havmg ea_ch four barrels, for raptd firmg With small
thousand fish of various kinds; five hundred crabs, ger chain, 5 tons railway bar iron, 14 tons galvanized shot, ~o pwk off men from the enemy and to prevent
with a due supply of a variety of other denizens of bolts, blocks, and stays, 47 hundred wdght old rub. boardmg.
.
the sea. To gather these requires the steady labor ber, 200 loads oak and other woods, 66,500 oak-tree
The bUJlkers for the coal Will hold some two thouof two or three men, besides what is brought from nails, and a great number of other articles.
~and tons. _The galleys for the men, where the cookthe fish-markets of London.
:Mr. Brumage and myself walked around the yards, mg and eatmg are done, are light _and _commodious,
\Vi thin the Aquarium are conservatories, ferneries, which comprise many hundreds of acres. 1'here are and are also kept clean. T~e cookmg IS do~e on a
fountains, cascades, and a large room for theatrical fourteen large stone docks, suitable for building the range of very _la;g_e proportiOns. ~n extensive apperformances, concerts, etc. On the top is a fine largest ocean war steamers, four of them being now paratus for dtsttllmg and condensmg o~ean water
promenade, with flower-gardens, and other curiosi- in course of ~onstruction. There are also three very msm:es a full supJ?lY of pur~ w.ater at all trmes. The
ties, among the living ones being a large eagle1 a large basins which have been excavated at great ex- hospital f?r ~he siCk ~en IS fitted up ;ery comfortbrown bear, etc. At the entrance is' a fancy tower- pense and walled -in, in which many vessels can be ably and IS hght and atry. The officers quarters are
like structure, with arches and a slender spire, in stored away from the effects of the waves, and where of c?urse ~tted up in the neatest and richest manner.
which a clock with four dials tells of the time to they can unload and load in perfect safety. He took Theu portiOn of the steamer seems a perfect palace.
the loungers on the beach.
·
me up into the lookout, or observatory, where two
The armor over the citadel, the central portion of
old tars are located to keep up a constant watch for the ship, is fourteen inches in thickness, under which
what vessels may come into the harbor and to report is thirty inches of teak wood. The deck is double
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the same by telegraph at headquarters. Here sev- plated, between which are several inches in thickness
Is an extensive structure, located in beautiful erallarge naval glasses are kept .pointed in different of cork. With the exception of the wood under the
grounds, and is a place of resort. It was built by directions. The Isle of Wight lies five miles south plating and the cork under the outer plate, almost
George IV. when he was prince of Wales, and was of Portsmouth and helps to form a very extensive everything is of iron or steel, even to the stairs which
used uy him as a residence. In 1849 the corporation and excellent harbor. Through the glasses a fair lead from one deck to another. An arrangement is
of Brighton bought it of the crown for the sum of view of the island could be obtained. 1'he island is had so that in an engagement water can be let in in
$265,0UO, since when it has been used for public twenty or thirty miles in length and a third of that such quantities as to sink the vessel so that much
purposes. The lower rooms are well adapted for distance in width. It is represented as a good farm- less of her surface will be exposed to the fire of the
public meetings and balls, and in the upper part is ing country.
enemy. I should, however, fear this operation, lest
a museum of Chinese and other antiquities, among
I was also taken on board the East Indian trans- with such a vast amount of iron it would go down to
which are many curiosiLies well worth the attention port steamer J umna, one of the five large steamers the bottom altogether. The hull is made into indeof the sight-seer. 1'he building has a stone front, for transporting troops whenever they may be pendent compartments, each perfectly tight, so that if
200 feet long, and nearly in the center a dome, in wanted. It is to leave soon with 1,400 troops for one or two of the compartments fore or aft are shat· the oriental style, 130 feet high. The magnificent some point in India. Among the passengers are to tered all to pieces the center part will still securely royal stables-built in the Moorish style-for the be one hundred women, who are employed at flag- float.
horses of the prince, have been converted into a making and other work.
I was not a little interested in the torpedo part of
magnificent concert hall, known as the Dome, capaIn the harbor at anchor lies the Victory, the war- the armament. Twenty-four torpedoes constitute
ble of accommodating three thousand persons. A ship on which Lord Nelson was wounded and on the quota for a war steamer. 1'hey are made of
large fine-looking dome surmounts the edifice. The which he died. The very spot where he fell, and. the metal, from twelve to fifteen 'feet in length, a foot
groundR iu front are beautiful, and decorated blood which stained the deck, are pointed out. The through in the c_enter and tapering to a point at each
with floral beauties. The whole place is decidedly old veteran warship is superseded by the ironclads, end, some~ hat ln t~e .shape of . a very slim cigar.
interesting.
and it is now used as a training-ship for boys learn- The explo8lve mater1al1s placed m the torpedo just
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before it is sent on its mission of destruction. There
are three ways by which the torpedoes are sent to
their destined object-an entmy's ship; the first is
a torpedo boat made of light metal, some twenty
feet long, covered all over, so that the men are not
exposed! capable of carrying ten meri to manipulate
the engme, the torpedo, and the boat. When within
a proper distance of the enemy, the torpedo is set to
explode in a given number of seconds or minutes, as
the case may be, .and is then forcibly expelled by
compressed air through an opening for the purpose
in the end of the torpedo boat, it shooting under
water, some hundreds of feet, while the boat which
brought it retires to a place of safety. The second
plan is to elevate the torpedo on to a tall shute at
the very bow of the boat, the descent a part of the
way approaching the, perpendicular, the torpedo acquires such momentum as to send it several hundred
feet to the object it is designed to destroy. The third
mode is to discharge them from the body of the ship
some six feet or more below the surface of the water.
In the discharge a treme.ndous force is employed to
give the torpedo a powerful send off, and for this purpose a steel rod is used which telescopes out to the
length of thirty feet, imparting great force to the departing missile, to accelerate which compressed air
within it operates a screw in the stern of the torpedo.
The angel of vengeance is supposed thus to fly beneath the water a distance of nearly a thousand
feet.
I saw the torpedoes in place ready for charging and
discharging, but it would seem that in handling in
a state of excitement·such fearfully dangerous materials as dynamite and other terrible explosives, and
by inexperienced persons, the danger might be
quite as great to the persons handling them as to
the enemy a thousand feet or two away. In fact
the whole steamer seems too complicated and intricate for a killing machine. It would do very well for
a mechanic shop on land, but to plow the stormy ocean,
exposed to the range of the powerful guns of enemies,
it would seem that the complication, the expense, and
the peril are too great to constitute a practical, successful enterprise.
This war steamer as she lies to-day in Portsmouth
harbor cost not less than $7,500,000, and to keep her
in working trim must cost nearly $500,000 per year
while she is in active service. It is very questionable whether the Inflexible will ever kill men enough
of an enemy to pay as an investment. The modern
naval armament has gone to such a wonderful extreme
iumechanism and· expense that war, always expensive
enough, must now be doubly and trebly so. Just
think what England has expended and is expending
to keep up her powerful navy and army. Her arsenal at Woolwich has cost hundreds of millions of
dollars, and consumes nearly a hundred million per
year to keep it running. She has fine dockyards
where war steamers are constructed and they are
very expensive establishments. She has over a hundred iron war steamers afloat, not all as costly as the
Inflexible, of course, but undoubtedly agg1egating not
a cent less than $300,000,000, with $10,000,000 more
per year to keep them in running order. Her land armament, including all the expenses of her war department, costs as much more, a vast sum indeed to throw
away for military· glory and the title of "Mistress
of the Seas." Such e»penses have burdened this little island with a terrible load of debt, and have
piled up the taxes mountains high upon the backs
and shoulders of the poor people, to be perpetuated
generation after generation. How much better it
would have been for mankind to be governed by the
peaceful principles of humanity, treating sister nations in a spirit of justice and amity ! I do not wish
to see my country follow the example of England
in building an e?Cpensive navy, and. is spending hundreds of millions in preparations for killing human
beings. _I think ~t would
f~r better to announce
the prinmples of nght and JUStice as our rule ':Jf action and not bloodshed and murder.
When looking at the Arsenal at Woolwich I was
amused at the humorous remarks of one of the workmen who made sport of the vast sums of money
Engiand spends every year in making heavy guns,
the most improved shot, her Gatling guns, and all
the rest, only to be whipped by a handful of_ B?e.rs,
and her Gatling guns taken from her. If an mdividual or a nation will be strictly jut~t in their intercourse with others, but little necessity will arise for
fighting and bloodshed, and the life of millions will
not hav to be ground out of them to get up expensive
implements and apparatus for killing their brothers.
How much lighter load the people of Enp:land would
have to carry to-day, how much better off might be
her poorer classes, had she not spent the ~housands
of millions in war that she has, to say nothmg of the
hundreds of thousand that hav laid down their lives
for glory ! True, she would have fewer colonies than
she has now, her dominions would not extend all
around the globe, but it is very probable that her
people would be happier.
.
After looking over the dockyards, seeing what
~e cared for in the naval way, we rode per tramway
(horse-cars) to the Commons at South Sea-a part
of Portsmouth. The Commons are a level green of
some three hundred acres) without shrubbery and

?e

fioral decorations, but a fine place for parades or
games of ball, and for children to sport and exercise.
A road and a w:alk for pedestrians surround it.. It
fronts on the water, and is a place of much resort on
plea~ant evenings. At the southern point is a commodwus hall where public meetings are held, partieularly those of a reform character. Along the walk
are several monuments-some of them quite prettyerected to commemorate those whom have fallen in
battles which English soldiers have fought.
We visited one of the forts, connected with which
is a lig~t-house. We climbed up in~o the light-house
a_nd VIewed the manner in whiCh lights of vanous colors are shown to those off at sea. Having
looked over the fortification w.e returned to Mr.
Brumage's and partook of di!lner, after which ;~r;
and ·Mrs. Brumage accompamed me to the statwn,
and I was soon on my way back to London, a distance of seventy-five miles, where I arrived about
9 P.M. I have reason to feel very grateful to Mr.
Brumage, and regard him as one of nature's nohlemen-one w~o has not hesitated to speak and act his
ea~nest conviCtions, though he lost pecuniarily by bO
domg.
·
MR. BRADL.A.UGH's sUIT.
On Monday, the 19th, I attended, at the criminal
court on Bow street, Mr. Bradlaugh's suit against
M r. Ch ar1es N ew d egate, M . P ., andMr. W . G . S tuart,
on a charge of maintenance, for procuring a Mr.
Henry Lewis Clark to prosecute Mr. Bradlaugh for
voting in the House of Commons without having
taken the prescribed oath. As Mr. Bradlaugh was
complainant in the case, he could not conduct it
himself, but was represented by Mr. George Lewis,
who showed that Mr. Bradlaugh was duly elected to
Parliament from the borough of Northampton, and
"that when he took his Seat in the· house he claimed
the right to affirm in place of taking the oath, and
that he was permitted by the House to do so. At
length Mr. Clark was induced to bring suit against
Mr. Bradlaugh for a penalty of £500 for each vote
he had cast. It was clear that Mr. Olark would not
have brought tl:.e suit in the High Court of Justice,
and thus put Mr. Bradlaugh to very heavy expense,
had he not been prompted to do so by Messrs. Newdegate and Stuart; and that their conduct was a violation of the statute, the first act of Richard II.,
chap. 4, section 3, and also -common law. He
claimed that the defendants were amenable for
damages.
·
The case was tried before Magistrate Vaughan.
Mr. Clark was called as a witness. He admitted
that he had not thought of commencing suit against
Mr. Bradlaugh until Mr. Stuart spoke to him about
the matter and proposed that the suit be brought.
He also admitted that he had not himself furnished
any portion of the money to meet the expenses of
the suit. Another witness or two was called upon,
when Mr. Bradlaugh took the stand as a witness
and made affirmation in place of taking an oath and
kissing the book, and I must 'Say the affirmation is
much more pretty and impressive than the old form
of the oath. Mr. Bradlaugh stated that Mr. Newdegate admitted that he furnished £200 to defray
the expenses, and signed a bond guaranteeing to
meet the entire- expenses, and more in the same
direction. Mr. Bradlaugh's manner, as he stood in
the witness-box, was collected and dignified. His
utterances were ready and clear, and in the explanations he had to to make he was very lucid. His
style, altogether, is pleasing and winning.
Mr. Edward Clarke, Q. C., M. P., appeared for
Mr. N ewdegate and insisted that the case was not
such a one as the act premeditated, and that Mr.
Newdegate had committed no violation. He spoke
at considerable length, and quoted authorities. Mr.
Poland appeared for Mr. Stuart and took a similar
line of argument, and also claimed that Mr. Bradlaugh had himself received money from his friends
to conduct his side of the contest. Mr. Kvdd also
appeared for the defendants, but did not" make a
speech. He has retrograded from the position he
once occupied. Many years ago he was a radical,
and probably many in America will remember him
as a Chartist. He now, however, is working with
the Conservatives, finding it, perhaps, more respectable.
The magistrate, who, by the bye, is a very good
Christian, could easily see that Messrs. N ewdegate &
Stuart had not violated the statute, or that the act
did not apply to this case, and as no convictioas had
taken place under the act it would uot be right for
the defendants to be convicted under it. He also
took the position that if Mr. Bradlaugh had been injured his redress was at common law. He discharged
the defendants.
This is perhaps a very fair instance of Christian
justice. The defendants had already violated the act
by inducing Clark to bJ·ing on a suit against Mr.
Bradlaugh for the purpose of subjecting him to
heavy expenses, but he deemed it not necessary to
inflict a venalty upon the defendants. He seemed to
make considerable of the fact that though the act
was an old one no convictions uniler it had been
secured, as though that made auy difference with the
nature of an act. A law is just as sacred before a
conviction has been secured under it as after thou-
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sands have been secured. Besides, it was not shown
that no convictions had been secured uniler the
act. It has been many times proved that magistrates
can see very plausible reasons for deciding with their
inc!Jnations. Mr. \Taughan clearly. was prejud~ced
agamst Mr. Bradlau~h .and on the side of the pw~s
·Mr. Newdegate. It IS hkely that Mr. Bradlaugh will
not hi~ th~ matter reRt here, and that he will hri~g
an actiOn m another form. But when an Athe1st
brings a suit against a Christian, and in a Christian
court, he cannot expect to receive impartial jnstice.
I_ wish right her~ to make a correc~ion of th~ error
wh10h many Amenc~ns have fallen mto. relat1ve to
Mr. Bradlaugh refusmg to take the oath m the House
of Commons. It is not strange that this erroneous
opinion .shoul_d have been adopted in ou~ country, for
papers m th1s country:. notably the Ttmes and the
Palt Mall Gazette, pubhsheJ the false statement that
Mr. Bradlaugh did not refuse to take the oath, but
simply cl3:imed the riglit to affirm, w~ich right ~as
granted him. Had he been refused his seat contmgent upon h~s not taking the oat~ he would.assuredl_y
have taken.It; as he would now If he. cannot ~ake his
seat otherwise. He prefers affirmatiOn, but If nothing but taking the oath will answer, he will take it
and depend upon as early as possible introducing a
bill legalizing affirmation when the oath is conscientiously obJ"ected to. The course of Mr. Bradlaugh
has been consistent through all this struggle, though
he has enemies who would gladly misrepresent him
and make him appear inconsistent.
In the evening I accepted an invitation to dinner
at Mrs. Besant's, in the West End, at which Mr. Bradlaugh and his two daughters were present. I felt
honored by being in such company, and the evening
was a most enjoyable one.
DEATH OF PRESIDENT GARFIELD.
On the morning of the 20th inst. the sad intelligence of President Garfield's death was received by
cable in this city, and a feeling of gloom seemed
spread over this country similar to what must exist
on the other side of the Atlantic. It is indeed a
sad blow that a President should be so needlessly
and wrongfully smitten down by an evil-minded
person; and that after the patient had for two
months and a half so vigorously withstood the
effects of the fatal bullet he should have to succumb
at last. In connection with this case it is to be remarked that there has been a great loss of labor in
the way of prayer. Not only all the Christians of
America, but of all Christendom, have been making
extraordinarily earnest prayers that the Lord would
be so condescending as to let President Garfield get
well. Even the Methodist Ecumenical Council, if
that is the proper name for it, consisting of black
clergymen and bishops, as well as white, which has
been sitting in this city for two weeks, laid aside
their regular business long enough to make fltated
and most earnest prayers for the recovery of Gen.
Garfield. Millions of prayers have been offered up
to the supposed beneficent ruler of the world for
this express purpose. We are often told of some·
very astr;mishing cures effected by the prayer of
some old woman or other pious devotee, but they
are generally obscure cases that nobody knew anything about, or they were instances when the mind
might have had a great deal to do with effecting a
cure, and when the force of the will stimulated the
sickly one to so act as to be restored to health.
In the case of President Garfield, however, an excellent opportunity was presented to prove what united
and sincere prayer can do. Here was an absolute
ailment, a ball had certainly been sent into his body,
from the evil effects of which the Lord surely ought
to be able to relieve him, if he can do anything in
that line.
Here also was an instance where a motive should
have moved him to m:1.ke a slight effort in the curative line. The injured man had a good healthy co~
stitution his services were greatly needed by his
country,' and millions of hearts were besee?hing him
day and night to be good enongh to let thrs ma~ get
well. There never was a better chance for divme
Providence to distinguish himself, to show his power,
and to let the world see what the united prayers of
the Christian host can accomplish. But no; he
would not so much as lift his little finger that Garfield might live. He w3:s u_nwillin~ to do anything
in response to the supphcatwns offered t_Ip. He let
the man die precisely as he would have died had not
a prayer been raised. He has clearl~ proved that t_he
greatest number of prayers ever before offered him
upon a definite suuject hav been totally unheeded, unanswered, and useless. Not for the whole Christian
world, and to oblige their heartfelt, earnest, ~nd
long-continued entreaties, would he do the first thmg
to cure that man; he would not make the first motion
toward answering all those prayers, and th~ whole
world is left to conclude that after all the claims and
boastings that have been made about the great utility of prayer-that all we have to do when we have
a favor to ask is just to go to God and _lay our trouble
before him, just request him to listen to o~r pr~yers,
and he will kindly do what we ask of him-Is all
false; that there is nothing in all these assurances;
for here is a case just in point; a good man had been
r:;hot1 the ball haQ. done a fatal injury, and all that
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hapel on City Road in the eastern por- pulpit stands out l;>Y itsel!; the choir ar~ dressed in
was necessary was d1vme power to obviate the d1 - . es1eyan c.
•h
h M th 'a· t of Europe and the same white night-shirts, and chant m the same
culty. To invoke the divine power hundreds of twn °~ the mty, w ere t e. e 0 Is s ,
f
manner· the alto and soprano are sung by boys, n&
millions of suhdued hearts, who believe that God AmeriCa recently h~}d t,~~r twelrehdays ~po;r~~~i~:~ female 'singer being allowed; .and a simHar style of
will show his nower when they ask him have called congress, or counm ·
ey a
ave
ritual also is employed. One Is probably as worthy
· God,.. smcerely,
·
·
they
repose.
monumen t s 0 •ver• the • places where
f
d as the other, and neither of them of any money value~
•
upon th1s
earnestly, and 'perF~Istently,
and it has all had not the slightest effect God Bunyan has his Image m marble, lymgG abe. ~p~ar ' unless the money is valueless or extremely plentiful'..
would not or could not cure Garfield. An.d after ready to catch the first sound when a ~le bows I must say the choir of boy singers acquitted themthis when 'nrayer is held'up to us as such a powerful his sonorous trumpet to waken those .who ahve eenb selves extremely well, easily reaching the highest;
' to act,.. upon the d1stmgmshed
. .
.
·
f or centuries ' and on
,,
lever
persona~>"e w h o s1eepmg
. the. s1de bof t ed tom
.
notes and singing very clear, strong, an d b eautl"fut..
. "'mqmre
·
· th e P1"1grim
· Christian . makmg h1s cele"f rate JOUr•
dwells above the clouds, many people w1ll
Is
of ladies singing equally as well woul-'~'
ul
d f N 0 company
1 1
mentally, if not otherwise, ''Why did not God cure ney' from .t~e h~anhd of sm ~0 ~he. bea~lt}a~len ~ff h~s need to feel that they had not reached a high degree:
Garfield?"
Beulah, wit
IS eavy pac 0 sm no
. .
of musical perfecti.on. The ~hurch understands the,
But now Christians will turn and tell us that God baok. Bunyan was a remark~ble man _for his tn~e, power of harmoniOus blendmg ?f sounds, and ~as;
did not deem it best to cure the smitten man; that and the rich conceptions of his allegorle~. prove ~lm employed music, both vocal and mstrumenta~, to min his inscrutable wisdom he wished him to die; that a man of. unusual mental :r;esources. His style Is a duce the masses to attend its places of worship. So,
his divine providence governs all th9 affairs of the tr~fle ant.Iquated for o:ur}n~es,. b~t great n~~bers far as music and the social qualities are concerned·,,
world, and that nothing is done save by his will, per- Wil_l contmuekto r~ad hl.s : 11.gr;m s trfo~~~\· th.~n the churches are good. The trouble is they hold up,
mission, and procuring; that he has his hidden pur- whiCh no wor writte~ m t e 1~ eres 0
ris lam Y fallacies and errors and demand that the people shalll
pose to carry out, and that he will not be swerved has had a more extensive readmg.
accept them as truths.
.
.
from it. This style of argument, however, places
Wesley was also a great man, and led one of the
I have attended several meetmgs at the Hall o£:
their God in a very unpleasant position. It not only most active lives on reco;d. I forget the number of Science on Old street, the principal place where the·
makes him responsible for Garfield's death, but also thousand sermons he delivered, the number of books Freethi~kers of the city attend Freethought and
guilty of the shooting. If God wished all this to he wrote, and the number ?f hymns ~e composed, scientific lectures. I first attended a lecture of Dr.
take place as it has done, it was he who incited Gu!- but they are great. There 1s no questiOn bu~ what E. B. Aveling on the ''Martyrs of .Science,:• as I
teau to aim that deadly pistol, and consequently Is both Bunyan and Wesley were honest ~nd smcere mentioned before, and a very able discourse 1t was.
more at fault thau Guiteau himself, and should be men, and toiled to perform what they beheved to be On the second Sunday I listened to Mr. G. W.
hung in place of him. If he did not want Guiteau for the benefit of their fellow-beings .. But as for Foote on the subject of "Poverty, Priestcraft, and
to perform that rash deed, why did he permit him to real good performed, De Foe was cert~mly not
Privilege." He is about thirty-five years of age and
do it? He certainly must hav known, if he knows hind either ~unY:an or Wesley. H1s cha;~mg possesses a very large amount of talent. His arguall thingF~, what the effect of that shot would be; stories have g1ven mnocent pleasure ~o many m1~hons ments were good, his style pleasant, and his matter
that Garfield would lie in a condition of suffering of young people, and he did not write to sustam an excellent. He indulges in a little humor now and
for eleven weeks; that he (God) would be called upon e:r;roneom1 syst~m of falsehoods an.d fables. Tho~gh then, which gives spice to his remarks. He i.s reguby his.most faithful followers and devoted advocates h1s hero, Robmson <;Jrusoe, was. m part a ~yth1e~l larly in the Freethought lec~ure field, tra.velmg and
hundreds of millions of timet;~ to undo the fatal work character, the pleasmg narrative has assisted m speaking in all parts of the kmgdom, and 1s performof that bullet, that he would not or could not .do m:>lding the character o.f thousands_~pon thousands ing an excellent work.
On the third Sunday I listened to Mr. Joseph
it, and that the sinful world would be left to decide of boys, who have received n? b~d mfluences from
that there is no efficacy in prayer. If he knew all the pleasing tale. Wesley li~s In the rear of the Symes on the subject, "Is it Possible to be a Real
this, why did he suffer it to take place, unless he chapel, while the others are m the old cemetery Christian?" and he effectually showed that it is not.
wanted the foul deed done just as it was done? If across the street. They are surrounded by great He is a forcible speaker, wh~ uses argument, logi?~
he wanted Garfield out of the way, or needed him in numbers of the men who dared to dissent from the and humor with equal readmess. He keeps h1s
his heavenly realm above, it would, at least, have Established church, and who more or less dis- audiences in a very ·pleasant mood. by his fr~que~t
been better to kill him with a fever rather than suf- tinguished themselves while they lived. Among sallies of humor and sarcasm. He 1s popular m th1s
fer such a vile wretch as Guiteau to shoot him down them may be mentioned Isaac Watts, of pious hymn country, and I ventured to assur~ him, should he delike a dog. The ways of Providence indeed are memory; Thomas Goodwin, D.D.! Cromwell's min- cide to visit America at any t1me he would meet
inscrutable, and if his apologists speak truly, he is ister; John Owen, D.D.; Nathamel Lardner,. D.D., with a kind reception. ~e is also pretty constan.tly
guilty of a deed that the woret man living would and other D.D.'s. They figured actively m the in the lecture field, and IS a zealous and effective
blush to bt caught at.
affairs of their times, and did all they could to laborer. I think he is nearly forty. He also has
Such is Christian logic. If Garfield had recovered establish the kingdom of Jesus on earth. If they charge of a sehool in Birmingham-his home-in
they wQuld triumph<mtly exclaim, "See what prayer were mistaken,- they were honestly so, like millions which he takes great pride.
has done !" "It was we who did it." But now that of others who have come and gone since they passed
On the Sunday following I listened again to Dr.
he has died they say, "God knows best." "His in- off the stage.
Aveling, his subje.Jt being "Some of the Blunders
scrutable purposes must be carried out." Thus it is
I visited the portion of the city called Smithfield, of Nature." He showed conclusively that, however
tweedledum or tweedledee, and that is all that can where John Rogers, John Bradford, John Philpot, perfect the designer of the universe is supposed to
be mRde of it.
and many others were burnt at the stake in the sup- be, veget.able and an!mal nature shows .many misCauses will continue to produce effects, and not all posed interest of this same Christian system, which takes whiCh an all-wise, all-powerful bemg should
the gods which men have devised can prevent it. has executed millions for not believing just as they not be guilty of. Dr. Aveling is a profound scientNatural results will still be the product of natural ought to, and which has caused the death of fifty ist, having taken the degree of doctor of science in
causes. There is no mysterious and fickle ruler of millions more by wars and persecutions. It might the London University, where the course of examinathe universe who is swayed around and influenced, by be borne in mind that as bad as the pagan religions of tion is so thorough and the demands so exacting that
the prayers and supplications of short-sighted, igno- the world have beep, they have not all taken half as none but those who have made their study of the
rant human beings, to change his plans and purposes, many lives for opinion's sake as has Christianity, closest character can pass. But few are able to take
and the quicker men become apprised of this truth which ha.s been misnan,ed the religion of love. It the degree. He is sa.id to be the youngest doctor of
the better will it be for them, and they can learn to would be far more felicitous to call it the religion science in the kingdom. I think he is a little past _
spend their time more profitably than in offering up ?f h~te. _The incidents with regard t_o John Rog.ers, thirty. His avowed Freethol!g~t conv~ctions preto an imaginary being prayers which can have no 1t w1ll be ;emember~d, w~re peculiarly touchmg. v~nt his acceptance bJ: the Chns.ti.an p~bl~c a~d ~eep
effect.
He left a w1fe and nme children, "the youngest of h1m from holding desrrable positiOns m mst1tutwns
The praying Christians, now that Garfield is dead, which was at the breast." A tablet of stone, duly of learning. He was dem,onstrator of anatomy in
will be left to conclude that one of three conclusions inscribed, indicates the spot where the burning was one of the colleges of the city, but his advocacy of
Freethought lost him the position. He is equally
is the true one: 1st, That God wished Garfield to done.
die, and took the means to effect his death; or, 2nd,
Very near the same locality is the oldest church familiar with geology, chemistry, mathe!llatics,
That he wished· to cure Garfield but found himself in London-the church of Saint Bartholomew the biology, botany, zoology, anatomy, and physiOlogy,
unable to do it, as on another occasion he found Great. Of course I had to visit it and look at the and has private and ~ublic classes i~ each. J;Ie a.lso
himself unable to drive out inhabitants of a certaiu old altar, the baptismal font, and the numerous finds time to do cons1derabl~ lectvmg on sment1fic
valley in the land of Canaan, "because they had tombs of many of the distinguished Christians who and Freethought subjects m. varwus. parts of the
chariots of iron" (See Judges i, 19), or, 3d, That God have died here within the past six centuries. The kingdom. He works harmomously w1th Mr. Braddoes not trouble himself about the affairs of this church was commenced in 1102, under the Catholic laugh and Mrs. Besant, and the three are often
world and leaves natural laws to act in all cases, regime, and was twenty years in being completed. spoken of as "the trinity." He is assuredly one of
that the world is not governed by prayer, and that It was built for an abbey and was made extensive. the bright lights of the future.
the best thing men can do is to make themselves as It is in the Norman style of architecture, the inner
On Thursday evening, Sept. 15th, I heard Mrs.
thoroughly acquainted with the laws of the universe columns are massive, and the whole looks quite well, Besant give the initiatory le~ture of a series of scias possible, and to live in obedience to them, and considering its age. A part of it has been torn down entific discourses to be delivered, one each week,.
that this will be far better than looking to or de- and replaced by a hospital, which, it is to be hoped, through the fall and winter. Mrs. Besant delivers
pending upon merciless gods.
is quite as useful to humanity as are the cloisters for the first four on the "Physiology of Home," Miss
The assurance is left us that though our President monks.
Hypatia Bradlaugh gives four on "Elementary
has died, the Vice-President steps to the head of our
A square or two away stands the old Bailey prison, Chemistry," to which science she has b.een fondly
government, public affairs will continue to move made famous in history, where hundreds of unfortu- devoted for two years or more; Dr. Avelmg follows
along as smoothly as before, and that the American nate wretches have been imprisoned for their crimes with fo~r lectures on the •: Play~ of Shakspere,"
people will soon become reconciled to the changed or their misfortunes. The private door was shown after whiCh Mr. Bradlaugh w1ll deliver four lectures
state of things.
me where the criminals were brought out for execu- on "Anthropology," to be· succeeded ~ndoubtedly-. by
Trusting this may be so, I bid y0u good-bye for tion in the street before the prison. Prob.ably hun- othe:r;s. Mrs. Besant treated the subJeCt of physwlthe present. I hold you daily in remembrance.
dreds have been executed on the spot pomted out. o_gy m a .very clear and able manner, showu~g parD. M. B.
This private door was opened only for prisoners to t1eularly m her first lectu~e.what are the ~unctiOns of
pass out to be executed. A shudder of horror passes the stomach, ~he compositiOn and constltu~nt p~rts
More from London.
over one while looking at it. In fact I cari hardly of food; W~lCh. foods make m.uscle, w~lCh giVe
LONDON, Sept. 22, 1881.
look at a prison without being reminded of past ex- w;armth, whiCh mcreas~ fat, .which sustam mental
D.EAB READERS: Among the many places I have perience, and realizing how much injustice has been v1go!· an~ feed the J;>ram, whiCh ar~ the most easy·
visited in this mammoth city I will mention the measured out to men who were unable to think ail of d1gestwn, and whiCh least benefimal to the human
graves of Daniel De Foe, the author of "Robinson their masters commanded. It is not probable that organism. I mus.t 1;_epeat what I have said before,
Crusoe,'' John Bunyan, the author of the "Pilgrim's one-tenth of the wretchedness and oppression thus that Mrs.- Besant IS a very remarkable wom~n. She
Progress," John Wesley, the author of Methodism, caused has ever been recorded.
lectures m the ablest ~anner ~p.on theolo~ICal subSusannah Wesley, the author, or rather mother, of
! have many times passed St. Paul's_ Cathedral, je?ts, .Freethought. topics, poli~I?al quest1?~s, and
John Wesley, besides numerous others of the noted and once stepped in when religious services were sc!ent1fic matters w1th equ.al famlity and ability, and
Dissenters of a hundred years ago. These men, who being performed, a procedure that occurs every day Wlth?ut notes: ~he readily and co.olly answers ~ll
made a noise in the world, and wrote that which and on many days twice. One cannot help noticing queries ~nd obJeCtiOns that may be raised by perso.ns m
has been read by millions of their fellow-beiugs, the great similarity between the services performed her audience. She seems to un~arstand all questiOns,
who were unborn when they died, are now quietly here and those held at Catholic cathedrals and and to be able to handle them with almost unexampled
resting in the burying-ground belonging to the churches. The same paraphernalia is used, the same ability. In addition, I will say she is master _of the
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German and French languages. In her discussion in London at the time he came over to England after out lustily by the numerous venders and sold at relast winter with the Rev. Mr. Hatchard, who consid- the American Revolution, and the house where he markably low prices. Apples, pears, and plums at a
ers himself one of the ablest advocates of Christian- wrote the" Rights of Man." It will be rei:r).embered penny a pound to the ha'pence; ginger beer and lemity, she utterly defeated him, and showed not only that Paine, when he came to England, had in view onade a penny a bottle; photographs a penny apiece;
that the claims of Christianity are entirely false, but the introduction and manufacture of the iron bridge old books from thrippence to a shilling and eighthat she is decidedly an abler debater and speaker which he had invented. An iron manufacturer in teen pence; second-hand garments from a shilling to
than the reverend gentleman. When he forgot him- Sunderland undertook the manufacture of the bridge, four shillings, and so on. Among the Jews every
self and flew in a passion at his discomfiture, she and Mr. Paine was to furnish the drawings and young man and woman is a natural merchant, and
remained throughout perfectly cool and self-pos- specifications. In a discussion which was not long they had far rather sell cheap than not to sell at all.
sessed. The wife of a prominent clergyman, she ago held in one of the British reviews as to who was
I edged my way through a narrow passage crowded
assisted him in the preparation of his sermons and the first inventor of the iron bridge it was finally with human beings into a large emporium or temple
other theological writings, in which occupation she proved that it was .Thomas Paine, and a letter or barn of second-hand clothing. Here pants, coats,
was led to see the defects in Christian arguments and from him to the manufactut:er dated from No. 6 and vests are well brushed up,.the dresses and pettiproofs; and finding that the system is not what is Rope maker street was printed, in which Paine said he coats well smoothed out and made as attractive as
clai~ed for it, she studied the subject thoroughly, was engaged in writing a book, the "Rights of possible.
It was a novelty to see such a mass of
readmg all the works, for and against Christian evi- Man," which was nearly completed, and as soon as it clothing, the greater part of which seemed to be
dence that came within her reach, the result of was done he would attend to the bridge. This second hand, in one establishment, and so much syswhich was she became a decided unbeliever. When ,promise he carried out. The bridge was built, and, tem in the arrangement of it. But the streets, clusher min~ became settled upon the question she if I am not mistaken, is standing to this day. Thus tered as they were with merchandise and human
frankly told her reverend husband that she could no the first· iron bridge to carry people safely over tur- beings, were the greatest points of attraction. Many
longer believe or sustain Christian claims and theo- bulent streams and a great political work well-calcn- of these were so crowded as to make ingress and
ries. This, of course, produced a rupture; he w~s lated to convey people over the stream of kingcraft egreils alike difficult. The purchasers and perambutoo much of a Christian to allow her freedom of and despotism were the results of the same brain, lators were only partly Jewish. Many outsiders
opinion, and it _was not long before he drew up and their conception not far from the_sam~ time. I seem to go there to buy cheap bargains ana to see
papers of separatiOn, by the terms of which he re- . have also seen at Mr. Truelove's the IdentiCal table what is to be seen in those quarters. I made a slight
tained the son and she was accorded the possession on which Paine wrote the" Rights of Man." I will purchase-a dozen photographs and three secondof the daughter. It will be remembered, however, say an additional word of the house at No. 6 Rope- hand books. I noticed a sharp, shrewd Jew who
that he _subsequen~ly ~rought suit _for the daughter, maker street-that it _is a~ antigue looking house, of had a table of very poor trash, and pretended to be
and a bigoted, unJust Judge gave him the possession dark stone, three stones high; It looks to be at least sellin!! contraband stuff, such as Comstock keeps in
of the child on the ground that the mother, being an a century old. At the time Paine occupied it it was his possession to show to clergymen, but is unwilling
Atheist, was no longer a fit person to attend to the at the border of the city, which now exte)1ds miles others should exercise the same right. He had an
illustrated copy or two of Aristotle's works, which I
tuiticn of her child, and she was denied the natural beyond it.
saw no one buy, but his principal business was sellrights of maturnity. A greater injuatice was never
SOME QUEER PLACES.
ing transparent playing ca.rds, which were supposed
committed.
In a city as large as this there must be of course to be very naughty things, at a penny a~iece. He
After her separation from her husband she re- localities and peoples very unlike those of other par- acted very fearful that the police would see him, and
moved to London and maintained herself by writing tions. In the West End are the finest residences and pretended to withdraw his goods when any police-.
on subjects of a Freethought character for publica- the pleasantest streets. A large share of the build- men were near. As a matter of course his transpartion. She ultimately became acquainted with Mr. ings are on lots large enough to allow the houses to ent cards went off very lively, but I was told that
Bradlaugh, and they became fast friends and co- stand some distance apart, which are called villas. The the purchasers were disappointed in not finding the
workers. They also entered into copartnership in lots are uniformly profusely decorated with shrub- kind of pictures they wished; the cards were as innothe publishing business, including the National Re- bery and flowers, which do remarkably well in this cent as kindergarten pictures. Thus that Jew was
former, which has a large circulation, and many cool, humid climate. They grow more slowly than raking in a lively shower of pennies by pretending
Freethought and scientific books and pamphlets, for with us, but they seem to grow stockier and remain to be doing worse than he was.
which there is an active demand. In addition to her a greater length of time in the stage of beauty. In
I looked into the dwellings all along the Jewish
other duties she travels over the kingdom filling lect- .the eastern par:t of the city the poorer people liv, and streets to see what sort of places the people lived
ure engagements upon anti-theological and political of course they are more huddled together, the streets in, but I saw very few neat, cozy-looking houses;
reform subjects. On the evening of Monday, the are narrower, the houses poorer, with no shrubbery, nearly all were dirty, ill-kept, unenticing places.
19th, she was advertised to deliver a lecture at one and very few flowers to be seen. On Sunday morn. The streets were untidy also, and seemed to be litof the northern towns of England, her subject beiog ing I made a visit to the Jew quarter in the vicinity tered with straw and dirt of various kinds. As it
Mr. Bradlaugh and his rights. It seems a bigoted of Petticoat Lane, east of Bishopsgate street. Here, soon began to sprinkle, the streets were not at all
Conservative lawyer had hired some thirty evilly dis- covering an area of half a mile across, probably re- improved by it, and not finding the place congenial,
posed persons to take seats among her audience and side twenty thousand of the sons of Abraham, who I turned my face toward the habitations of the
so interrupt her that she could not deliver the lect- tread the humble walks of life. There are said to be gentiles.
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
ure. This plan was meanly attempted to be carried one hundred thousand Jews in London, and among
out. When she began speaking they began calling them are some of the wealthiest merchants and
A New England Freethinkers' Convention.
out and making vile noises, which prevented her bankers in this city, some of the best artists, some of
To
THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
from being heard. She kept cool, and still tried to the best musicians, some of the best writers, some of
go on with the lecture, but the noise and uproar were the best actors and actresses; but these are not the I hope the day is not far distant when the Liberal
so kept up that she could not be heard. After pa- class of Hebrews who live in Petticoat Lane. As men and women of New England will be called totiently waiting three-fourths of an hour, and seeing soon as I was in its precincts I had not the slightest gether at Paine Memorial, in Boston, and organize a
·no prospect of the blackguards acting like gentlemen, doubt about my being in the Jewish quarter. The New England Freethinkers' meeting. Such an orshe gave word to her friends, who were present in physiognomy of the denizens would adequately re- ganization, with a good president, and a number of
large numbers, to expel the ruffians. No sooner was move all doubts on this score did any exist. The vice-presidents and other officers, meeting once or
the word given· than it was acted upon. In a very stands and tables in the middle of the streets are twice a year in Boston at Paine Hall, and spending
few moments the thirty ill-mannered disturbers, in- laden with old clo~hes, second-hand shoes, articles of three or four days in promulgating the cause of
eluding the lawyer who hired them, were forcibly women's apparel, second-hand merchandise of vari- free speech, free thought, and free press, would
ejected from the room, and Mrs. Besant gave her lect- ous· kinds, fruits and vegetables hastening- to a state tlhake the old sham Christianity of New England to
ure in peace; after which she rode twelve miles in of decay, old books, old hardware, old pictures, old its very center. I believe that such an organization
a carriage across country, and took the train and odds and ends, and much else too numerous to· cata- would cll.ll thousands of noble men together and
rode most of the night in reaching London. On the logue, with the anxious faces of those who were very they would achieve victories in the cause of free
evening of the same day l. took dinner at her house, desirous to effect sales. Sunday morning, as it was, speech that would liv in song forever. I am heart
and when I arrived there I found her busy with her clearly told me that I was amidst a Jewish popula. and hand with Bro. Bennett and all Liberals enwriting and correspondence. She is indeed an inde- tion. Great efforts were being made to sell the mul. gaged in the overthrow of C~ri_stianity, the sham
fatigable worker. In addition to all else she has to titudinous ware so freely placed upon the market, Christianity that has cursed milhons of the human
do she is closely studying seven distinct sciences for really it was a market day. The nanow streets family, and has caused ?Iood and tears enough to be
(those before named), and has already passed a first- were densely crowded with both Jews and gentiles, shed to float all the navies of the world.
Ever looking and contending for the truth, I
class examination in some of them, and expects next the former out to buy their usual supplies, and the
T. A. UMB, M.D.
remain,
-Yours, etc.,
year to take the distinguished degree of Bachelor of latter drawn there to obtain cheap bargains, for it is
Science. Where is there another woman doing as universally known that the Jews will sell cheaper
THE discussion of " The Christian Religion," by
much? Where is there another who possesses such than anybody else.
diversity of talent and such marked ability? I am
These merchandise stands and long tables were Colonel Ingersoll and Judge Black, which was co~
sure I do not know.
continued in many streets and crowded together menced in the August number of the North AmenI am pleased to be able to state that the meetings about as closely as possible. All were crying out can Review, is continued in the November issue of
at the Hall of Science are very fully att~nded, and the merits of their wares and emphasizing the ex- that publication. Col. Ingersoll now replies to the
the audiences appear to be intelligent and enthu- tremely low prices at which they were disposing of strictures of his opponent, and presents much more
siastic people, a fair proportion of whom are' ladies. their valuable goods. Some forty persons within fully than he ~~s ever bef?r~ d~ne the logical_groun~s
A small admission fee is taken, and the amounts so hearing all crying out like industrious auctioneers is for his oppositiOn to Chnstiamty. The article Will
received pay the expenses of the hall and leave a fair calculated to make some din on a quiet Sunday be received with interest by those who hav read the
sum for the speakers. In addition to the meetings morning, when the pious Christians are wending first part of the debate, as well as by all those who
at this hall out-door meetings of a Freethought their way to church so devout that it seems almost a believe that the cause of truth is best advanced
character are held in nine .places in this city, to sin to raise their eyes. The narrow streets in Jewry by free discussion. A~ early number of the ~eview
which purpose several speakers in the city devote were so crowded with men, women, and children that will contain an exhaustiv reply. In a Symposmm on
their services. Prominent among these is my friend it was almost impossible to squeeze one's self through Presidential Inability, four of our most eminent
Mr. Forder, the secretary of the National Secular the dense throng, and thus one was almost compelled jurists Judge Thomas M. Cooley, the Hon. ·Lyman
Society. I have to say for the Secular Society to listen to the earnest cries of auctioneers, males Trumbull, Prof. Theodore M. Dwig~t, and Gene~al
in England that it is thoroughly organized, it and females, the shrill voices of the latter not at all B. F. Butler discuss the several weighty problP.ms
is much interested in the promulgation of Free- drowned by the heavier bass voices of the coarser arising out 'of Article Two of the Constitution.
thought sentiments, and its membt.rs are ready to part of humanity. It mattered not whether it was "England's Hereditary _Republic" is the title. of a
do all in their power to combat the encroachments of old petticoats, gowns, underwear, nuts, cabbages, significant paper contnbuted by the Marqms of
priestcraft and bigotry. For the establishment and ,;qua~;bes, potatoes, geese, miscellaneous toys and Blandford and Senator Georfi:e F. Hoar writes a
'
'
. . P ower "
article on " T he A ppomtmg
continuance of such an organization too much praise notions, old files, gimlets, corkscrews, ladles, frying. statesmanlike
cannot be awarded to the energy and untiring in- pans, tea-cups, platet:~, pitchers, chambers, knives and of the President of the United States.
dustry of Mr. Bradlaugh. For a disposition to work, forks, linens, muslins, calicoes, flannels, old and new
WE hav plenty more of those colored P?sters. on
for strong personal magnetism, and for executive t:~boes, old bats, ribbons, photographs, engravings,
ability, I am sure Mr. Bradlaugh has no superior.
jewelry, old books, apples, pears, plums, bread, cake8, hand which we will gladly send to any fnend w~o
I have twice visited the house at No. 6 Rope maker small ueer, lemonade, fresh fried tit>b, or fresh baked takes enough interest in THE TRUTH SEBKEB to ~ud
street, the house which Thomas Paine lived in while potatoes, baked on the streets, they we're all cried in e:x:tendillg its circulation.
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Ufommunications.
Lecture Notes.

On each occasion the crowd could not even find
standing room, and the result was the organization
of a League numbering thirty members, who mean
work. One of their number, Mr. J. C. Bradley, proposed to donate a fine lot upon which to build a Liberal hall. So, if the signs of the times mean anything, bigotry is doomed in Camden.
From this place we retraced our steps to Waterloo,
Ind., where I held two grove meetings on Sunday.
That good Liberal, E. R. Shoemaker, was the prime
m0ver in the meeting, and we enjoyed the bounteous
hospitality of his very beautiful home. Though a
farmer, his library is well stocked with Draper, Denton, Tyndall, Haeckel, Huxley, etc., and his family
z1re brought up in the way they should· go. I did
not succeed in effecting organization in this place,
but trust that I planted some seed which may bear
fruit for others at some future time. There is a good
field there for prolonged endeavor, and I hope some
one may make haste to cultivate it.
From Waterloo we came to the Congress, the doings of which were very elegantly described by that
wonderful journal, the Chicago Times. under the
charming and beautiful title of" Infidel Itch." That
Storey is evidently one, the half of which has never
been told. At the close of the Congress we came to
this place, where I had the pleasure of speaking last
evening to a large and intelligent audience. Here I
am to remain for two months for Sunday evening
meetings. Societies desiriog my services for week
evenings will address me at Elgin, Ill.
In the cause of justice and truth,
Oct. 10, 1881.
MRs. H. S. LAKE.

We wanderers, preaching the Infidel gospel, find
ourselves now in the East, now in 1ihe West. We
seem to be the plaything of fate; for, no matter
what we may propose, a certain inscrutable combination of what we call circumstances disposes of us
very unceremoniously. It was my intention to hav
labored somewhat longer in the East, but the West
beckoned and I responded. The journey thither was
St?asoned well with the labor, losses, gains, trials, and
successes of the average itinerant Freethinker.
After the long-to-be-remembered and much-enjoyed Hornellsville · Convention, we took a week
of rest, spiced with two evening's labor, at the
home of H. C. Chase, of Belvidere, N. Y. The
town is a mere station, and our friend Chase is proprietor of the hotel, and if any Liberals shouid at
any time find themselvs in that vicinity they will do
well to go somewhat out of their line of travel to be
entertained by the genial host and his handsome
and hospitable wife. They are interested in making
one spot of earth happy and habitable, and they succeed. There are other Liberals scattered about
in the town proper and Belmont and Friendship
near by. I spoke at the latter place, but the thought
seemed to be new and a little indigestible. They
&hould hav a number of lectures in that vicinityby
some live Li,beral speaker. Several of the Spiritualistic lecturers hav spoken at Friendship, but it has
not served to arouse the pevple to a realization of
the neoessity of secularizing the state. Bidding the
Lettt~r f1·om California.
Belvidere friends a reluctant good-bye, we continTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
ued on our course, stopping for a night and day with In a conversation a few · evenings ago with A.
H. L. Green at Salamanca. It seemed to us, after Berenz, a subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER and also
entering his pleasant home, and seeing to what a rare of the journal which I hav the honor to edit, I
degree Mrs. Green possesses the faculty of making learn a few facts which will, I hope, interest some
home attractiv and everybody happy, that it must be Freethinkers in particular, and all in general. The
a serious trial for Mr Green to encounter the rough sub]"ect was upon the true duty of Freethinkers to
and tumble of missionary life. But he seems to bear
it well, and, indeed, actually to covet the heat of their fellow-men, and the writer held that the true
battle rather than to remain safely in the rear. With believer in Freethought could do nothing better
than to aid his brother man in making a good,
so much to be done, certainly none of our workers honest living, by telling him where work could be
should be left spoiling for the fight.
procured or investments made to the best advanNext, westward to Cleveland, where we arrived in tage.
a drenching rain ·and were taken in an<! cared fer
"That's my doctrin, exactly," said Mr. Berenz,
right royally by that noble woman and true humani- "and if I could find a half dozen Freethinkers, boot
tarian, Grace L. Parkhurst. I had formed the ac- and shoe makers, I'd set them at work in my shop
quaintance of Mrs. Parkhurst through the columns
to-morrow, and guarantee them from $20 to $35,
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, but as there is an old saying gold coin, per week, according to their industry and
that "distant-e lends enchantment to the view," I capacity." And he added: "There's room for
was not entirely prepared to perceive at close range fully one hundred first-class boot and shoe makers
one so ideally real as a humanitarian and Liberal. · h" ·
d
d I
ld
11 h
h
con
te t em w ere to
The fact that here and there, now and then we find m t 18 mty to- ay, an
find work at the highest figures. But we want no
caged in a human form the soul of 3n angel helps 'botches!' The market is overstocked with them.
incalculably to keep us afloat on the rough tide of
We want only first-class workmen, and married men
life.
would be preferable. To an industrious married
Leaving Cleveland, we hastened on to Angola, man, a master in his trade as boot and shoe maker,
Ind., to fill an appointment with the League there. San Francisco is the place."
Arrived in the evening, travel-worn and sick, but to
As THE TRUTH SEEKER is read by a large number
be so well taken care of at the delightful home of of unusually intelligent mechanics and artisans, it
Mr. A. W. Hendry of that place that the morning
seems to me that there might ~e some shoemakers
sun found me ready for my work.
amongst the latter who would like to know the
The League hl>re means business, and it is capable facts as given. I took pains to get the figures for
of carrying it on. Each leeture was attended by a wo;k by the piece, which are as follows:
large audience, and twenty new members were
Custom boots,
$4.00 to $4.50
added to the list as a result of my labors. Much
Custom gaiters,
4.00
credit is due my able co-laborers, W. F. Jamieson
4. 00
and J. H. Burnham, for setting in motion the pres-· Custom shoes,
Napoleon hunting or riding boots,
5.50
ent Liberal "boom" of Angola; also to the efficient
Double soles or tap (extra),
.50
Secretary, H. Freygang, for his activity and the fine
Patent leather or kid (extra),
.50
music furnished by an orchestra of seven pieces unCork or Marseilles ~extra),
1.75
der his leadership. "Music hath charms;" bear that
Treble soles (extra), .
1.00
in mind, my Liberal friends. Other energetic workers, like Thomas Tasker and G. B.· Fleming, are
Mr. Berenz informs me that custom-made work is
fully alive to the needs ot the hour, and furnish a now all the rage, though formerly there was no degood example to the lukewarm Liberals of other mand, owing to the fact that most of our manufacttowns. The last evening but one of my stay among ured goods were shipped from the East. He also
these friends was devoted to an entertainmen~, mu- informs me that his experince as an employer is all
sical and dramatic, given by Mr. Peck and myself, in favor of workmen who are of that class who think
assisted by Freygang's fine orchestra, for the benefit for themselvs, in a word, in favor of Freethinkers.
of the Michigan sufferers. Tt.e Infidels turned out He assures me that such men hav more stamina and
in large numbers, but our friends of Jesus thought manhood than others, and that if they giv their word
best to remain away lest a little of their money that they will bring their work to the shop at such
might find its way through heretical fingers into the a time he can count on them as sure as fate. They
great suffering world. There is nothing like having also take a greater interest in the welfare of
benevolence run through a spick-span, orthodox, cast their employer and in doing the very best work for
iron, creed-bound channel, you know. But notwith- him. They never get drunk and " can be counted on
standing all this, we are enabled to send a modest every time," as Mr. Berenz puts it. Let us hav one
little sum, in the uame of the Angola League, to our hundred good, square, honest boot and shoe makers of
suffering fellows, and I really believe it will buy just the Freethinking persuasion, and let every man take
as warm blankets and just as sound wheat as though pride in being worthy of the high praise bestowed
•the money had been donated by the believers in God on his class by Mr. Berenz. Those interested may
and hell-fire. But then that is a mere opinion. address A. Berenz, 315 Bush street, San Francisco,
Some people might differ with me.
Cal.
From Angola we went to Camden, Mich., to speak
I think I wrote. you that my friend Berenz is one
under the auspices of an energetic Infidel, H. N. of those stanch and true Jewish-Americans who, as
Prouty. But the Lord had been there befvre me, and a man and a Freethinker, has gained that reputation
through his agents, the Adventists, had refused me a which sayR, "His word is as good as his bond." This is
hall. So, making a virtue of necessity, we congre- a reputation that every Freethinker should hav. It
gated the first night in the back part of a shoe shop, is the greatest glory that could be conferred upon
hastily improvised for a hall; the second night in a him.
carr~age shop, which was fitted u_p du~ing the day,
I know where there are some magnificent farming
making a very comfortable place m which to speak. lands, hunting grounds, and fi!!heries open for colo-

nies of Freethinkers, and I will be happy to inform
readers interested when I hav a moment's leisure.
Let us all do what we can to make this earth an
"Eden" for man, regardless of his creed or clime.
BYRON AnoNrs.
San Francisco, Gal., Sept., 1881. ,

Camp-Meeting at Liberal, Mo.
To THE EDITOR (>F THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
I hav seen no account in THE TRUTH SEEKER of our
camp-meeting, held here on September 9th, lOth,
and 11th, so I will giv you a brief synopsis of the
affair for the benefit of the many readers of the boss
of all Liberal papers.
Friday, the 9th, overshadowed us with storm,
cloud, and wintry winds, accompanied by· a drenching rain, which gave the out-look a rather somber
and gloomy appearance. But some of the campers
had started the day previous, and so Friday found
them at Liberal regardless of the storm. The town
people made them as comfortable as p,ossible, and
when the storm subsided, as it did Saturday morning, and the rays of the sun warmed up the atmosphere, all began to feel happy and rejoice at the
prospects before them. Speaking, singing, reading,
etc., now commenced in earnest, and were kept up
during the day with vigor and joy. As the shade
of evening made its encroachments on the scene the
mental exercises gave way to the physical, and
E¥erybody and his wife indulged in the festivities
of the dance.
The. third day, Sunday, the children of the Liberal
Instruction School gave a display of their regular
exercises, follewed by a lecture by G. H. Walser,
subject, "The Clergy." John Anderson, of Kansas,
followed next on Spiritualism. A. C. Stone, of Libera1, spoke next on the same subject. F. L. Yale was
the next speaker, taking for his discourse Jesus
Christ. Many others made short speeches, which
were all well received. The speaking was interspersed with music and song, and the much-needed
refreshments were in abundance.
The whole concluded with a dramatic entertainment from Lhe Liberal Dramatic Club, entitled, "Out
in the Streets." The hall was incapable of holding
the throng that came to see young Liberal's first
debut upon the theatrical stage. The general verdict
was that the play was rendered with professional
skill, and all expressed themselvs as highly delighted
with the second annual encampment of Barton county
Liberals.
.
There is talk now of organizing a League here, or
making this society an auxiliary to the National Liberal League. I am in hopes it will be accomplished
in the n.ear future. There is no reason why every
Liberal cannot unite for the secularization of church
and state, as laid down in Bro. Wright's last call to
the National Convention. The commotion caused
throughout the nation by one governor who refused
to toady to the church shows plainlf:tthe actual necessity of such an organization.
S. PARIS DAVIS.

Plagiarism.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
Some time since Mr. W. H. Burr amused himself in
THE TRUTH SEEKER by calling me "Don Quixote
Coleman, the cultured plagiarist," and recently he
has advertised in THE TRUTH SEEK:H:R his pamphlet
charging me with plagiarism. This charge is based
on the fact that out of some sixty old quotations
from and references to other authors in my" Sabbath"
tract (Truth Seeker Tract No. HiO, price threb cents),
about a dozen are identical with or similar to those
in Mr. Burr's ·pamphlet; that is, Mr. Burr charges me
with copying from his pamphlet a dozen quotations,
etc., f"rom other authors. Quotation at second hand
is. not plagiarism; the word has no such meaning.
All writers quote at second hand more or less, and it
is never called plagiarism. Mr. Burr admits that he
did so in his Sabbath pamphlet, so one of us is no
more a plagiarist than the other. Some of the dozen
quotations, etc., in question were taken from the
original writers; some from other anti-Sabbatical
writers, and a small portion from Mr. Burr's pamphlet. To use original ideas or language of Mr.
Burr without credit would be plagiarism; but Mr.
Burr has not indicated a line in my tract based on
original matter in his book. Everything similar in
character in his book and mine. is found in previous
writers. Mr. B. F. Underwood writes that I completely vindicated myself in the Seymow· Times, and
that Mr. Burr owes me an apology for his false accusations; and various other competent critics hav
said the same thing.
WM. EMMETTE COLEMAN.

Presidio of San Francisco, Oat.
DuRING the month of October Mr. Bennett may
be addressed at Jerusalem, Palestine, care of Cook's
To~rists' Agency; during November, at Bombay,
Ind1a, .care same Agency; and during December at
Colombo, Ceylon.
-------.~------

J. H. DYCHES is lecturing on the subjects of
Rationalism and Spiritualism, and will answer calls
from societies. Address him at Taylor, Texas.
:;
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'thou shalt not be afraid foi the terror by night,' etc., I saw
The Social Status of Liberalism.
the following: ' Thou shalt not fear the bugs and vermin by
It cannot be denied that Liberalism, while well
PART !I.-NO 55.
night.'" When it is remembered that at the very best our developed in its philosophical bearings, is yet lacking
604. It is a source of regret that, if the Old Testament must version of the Jewish scriptures is simply a copy of a copy of
and lagging in itil social aspect. This fact is to be
be accepted as the revealed word of God, the copies and a copy, and that the oldest copy in existence is but nine hrin- deplored, for; when the social faculties are rounded
translations of it have been so defective. The oldest and most dred years old, the slight value that should be placed upon its and developed, men and women grow into higher and
noted translation of the He brew scriptures is called the Sep- corrllctness must be. apparent; What is eagerly hailed by grander thought, stronger and sturdier principles;
tuagint. It was translated 180 B.c., or, as claimed by some thousands as the infallible and incorruptible word of God is but neglected, they become cold, isobted, careless,
280 B.c. it is asserted to have been done at Alexandria, i~ found to have been changed, altered, atlded to, abstracted indifferent. That the latter is too much the case is
Egypt, under Ptolemy Philadelphus, by seventy-two learned from, until it can hardly be told which was the original and exemplified in nearly aU our towns and villages.
men, who understood both Hebrew and Greek. 'l'his was the which is the addition It is not at all sure that Deity himself, Those who hav outgrown the old barbarisms of reprinciple version said to have been used by the apostles and should he take the trouble to look at it, would be able to tell ligious slavery, disgusted with the emptiness of popearly Christian Fathers. It is the one from which later trans- which we;re his own words and which the changes and addi- ular creeds, and, having become enriched by new
feart'd and vital experiences, are too apt to sink back withlations have been made, and was used in making what is tions. Even if it was divine at first it is greatly to
called King James's translation. A tolerably correct idea of that the changes have been so numerous that it would now be in themselvs, satisfied in their own mi:nds, thinking
its trustworthiness may be gathered from what learned men about the hardest thing imaginable for Deity himself to say that if they subscribe for a Liberal newspaper o.r
two, read the Liberal books and pamphlets, they are
hav to say of it. The learned Christi~n writer, DuPin, spoke which parts are genuine and which are not; How sad to conaccompiishirrg all that is required of them.
.
in this way of it: "In short, we must confess that there are template the quarrels and contentions that have raged over
This is a sad mistake. More is required. We are
many differences betwixt the Hebrew text and the version of this heterogeneous compilation ! How great th~> differences social factors in the universe. And in proportion as
the Septuagint, which arose from the corruption and confusion of opinion that have arisen in reference to the readin"' of the the powers of theology wane, humanity, long crushed
that are in the Greek version we noiv have. It is certain that unknown writers! What anger and bickerings have :risen in and held in subjection, rises to the surface. It is not
it hath been revised divers times, and that several authors reference to it! How greatly have people been misled as to enough that we know the truth or take measures to
have taken the liberty to add thereunto-to retrench and to the origin and importance of what the book contains! In promulgate it. We require hearty sympathy, coopcorrect divers things~" "It is mere superstition to assert, as view of the bitterness, the quarrels, the contentions that have eration, appreciation, the "well done" spoken here
some authors do, that the Hebrew text we have at present is arisen in reference to the hidden meaning of the word, I can- and now. We need the grasp of the hand strong
not corrupted in any place, ahd that there is ito fault nor any- not believe that it has proved a great blessing to the world, or and tender, social recognition from those of our own
thing left out, and that we must indispensably follow it at that the loss would have been great had Cyrus prevPnted the way of thinking, an interest in our ways, thoughts,
times. This is not only to speak without evidence, and con- return of the Jews to Jerusalem, and the consequent produc- movements. The beautiful, the poetic, the finer side
of life will hav expression, and demands a hearing,
trary to all probability, but we have every good proof to the tion of the work.
605. It does not appear that in point of authenticity andre- and the sooner it is understood that the social nature
contrary. For in the first place there have been differences
betwixt the oldest of the Hebrew copies, which the Massorites liability the New Testament has much ad vantage over the Old. of man cannot be crushed or confined in narrow borders without harm the better for all concerned.
have observed, by that which they call Keri and Ketil; and The books composing it. like the books composing the Old
Nothing is more apparent than the sometime dis'l'estament,
are
mostly
by
unknown
writers,
and
were
not,
exputting one of the readings in the text and the other in the
solution of theological bands and religious. commargin, we have the different readings of the Jews of the East cept in a few instances, written by the persons whose names panies, and the fact is significant that such are
and the Jews of the West-the Ben Asher and the Ben Nap- they bear. I cannot think the truth of the matter ha.~ been largely held together now by ties of social sympathy.
thali." Bellamy, author of "The New Translation of the made known to the world by those who have labored to circu- The human heart craves this and will not be denied
Bible," in hi& introduction, stoutly denounces the errors of late the volume.
it. And while we batter down the old fabrics, if
606. There is very little ground for believing that the books
translation in the Septuagint, and points out numerous errors
humanity is to go on higher- and it is- new temples
had
an
origin
any
more
divine
than
the
of
the
New
Testament
and discrepancies, among which are the following: In Genesis
dedicated to these beating, throbbing hearts around
xv, 11, there is a sentence," He drove them away," which millions of volumes that have been produced since. They con- us must arise and bless the world.
" To destroy we must replace," and that quickly.
ought to have been, "He remained with them." In chapter tain nothing above the power of men to write, nothing that
Minds that hav been stifled, suffocated, in the atmosVi, 6, it says, "It grieved him at his heart," but should have would seem to require divine aid. The four gospels are sim ly
been, ''He idolized himself at his heart," implying congratu- narratives, and, whether true or untrue, they contain nothmg phere of a dull and sluggish past crave something betlation in place of regret. In chapter xxii, 16, " Thus she was but what men of ordinary ability could easily wnte. The ter of the new future--some place where mind may
reproved," should have been rendered, "Thus she was justi- epistles are merely letters from one person to others, and it meet mind on common and kindred gl'ound, whtJre
ideas may be met and exchanged, and elevating influfied." In Jeremiah xx, 7, "0 Lord, thou hast deceived me, can be truthfully claimed that many other letters that have
ences be an inspiration to loftier and nobler endeavors.
been
written
are
equal
to
them
in
matter
and
ability.
and I was deceived," should be, "0 Lord, thou hast persuaded
607. I do not believe that the books named after Matthew, And when Liberalism breaks gl'Ound with tluch an
me, and thus was I persuaded." It must be confessed that
Mark,
Luke, and John were written by the persons whose achievement in view, we feel sure the grandest posthese discrepancies are serious. Bellamy declares that "the
names
they bear. Not one of them was known to be in exist- sible results will be obtained.
authors of the Septuagint did not "critically understand the
All over the land are scattered thousands and
ence
till
the latter part of the second century. Other gospels
Hebrew language." Bishop Usher, of vast biblical attainthousands, who are in one common bond of symathy
pronounced
spurious
had
an
earlier
existence,
but
it
cannot
be
ments, is still more severe. He uffirms that the Septuagint is
with Liberals everywhere, yet, socially, they are all
not only replete with errors, but that at best it is only ,a spuri- shown that either of the four canonical gospels was known be- alone. Outside of the lectute hall there is no place
ous copy, and that the real Septuagint was never circulated, fore the year 180. Irenreus was the first to mention them, and to meet, no libraries,no reading-rooms, no parlors,
being lost in the destruction of the Alexandrian library, where there are the strongest reasons for believing that they were fab- and few friendships; and often such wander into
it was deposited. He says: " The Septuagint translation con- ricated, or made up of what were called spurious gospels which the churches, the social fairs there, the church exhibitions, etc., for want of a better place to go.
tinually adds to, takes from, and changes the Hebrew text at were known earlier.
608. I cannot believe that a scrap, a sentence, or a word
These scattered forces should be recalled and the
pleasure. The original translation of it was lost long ago,
and what has ever since gone by that name is a spurious copy, written by Jesus has been handed down to posterity. T)lere demand for sociability answered.
Mr. Courtlandt Palmer has struck the very heart
abounding in omissions, additions, and alterations of the He- is nothing to show that a line was ever written by him.
609. I do not believe that line written by his disciples .or of the subject in his plan for a temple of Freebrew text."
immediate attendants has been transmitted down to us. The thought in New York to meet the wants of a growOf the ·Latin version, taken from the Septuagint, the Chrisgospels of Matthew and John, so-called, clearly were not writ- ing Liberal thought. All praise and honor to that
tian Father, St. Jerome, said, "If they say the Latin copies
ten by them. They were not known till nearly a hundred and la1·ge-hearted individual, and I "heartily appreciate
are to be credited, let them tell me which, for there are almost
fifty years after the events narrated were said to have occurred. his efforts in the direction indicated; for this is the
as many different copies as there are manuscripts; and if the
need, not alone in New York, but everywhere, in
If the apostles wrote anything it has surely been lost.
truth is searched for among so many, why should we not have
610. However important the sayings of Jesus may be sup- every town, village, and hamlet-wherever truth
recourse to the Greek original in order to conect the faults
posed to be to the world, they were not taken down at the has sown a seed or superstition raised its head.
that have proceeded either from the bad translations of the
0 humanity! no temple can be too grand for thee,
time they were spoken, nor soon afterward, but the matter was
no picture too costly, no mosaic too fine, no music
interpreters or from unreasonable corrections that have been
deferred for many years, even to the latter part of the followtoo sweet, no surroundings too noble, too beautiful,
made by unskilful critics and alterations that have happened
ing century. I cannot believe that under such circumstanc·es
or too exalted!
,.
through the carelessness of the copiers ?"
the report can be reliable, or that we have in any way a corFor thee should be gathered the truest, noblest,
The same Father, St. Jerome, stated that Origen, the famous rect version of what he did say. We well know that a disbest of eat·th's offerings, and by the cultivation of thy
Christian Father and opponent of the Infidel Celsus, wrote a course written down from memory is necessarily very incorfinest social nature shalt thou become fitted to enjoy
version of the Old Testament, from which many of our modern rect; and if this is deferred for ten, twenty, thirty, and fifty
the purest and best this life affords.
copies have been taken. Jerome declared that in this transla_ years, the probability of the incorrectness of the report is im.Fall River, Mass. ·
SusAN H. WrxoN.
tion Origen altered the Greek text most abominably. In refer_ mensely increased ; and if this report is not written out till
ence to this very matter Du Pin gives these words : " St. nearly a hundred and fifty years after the discourses were
Obituary.
· Jerome makes frequent mention of the additions, corrections, spoken, and when all the persons who heard them were dead
DrED.-ln Port Oshawa, on Tuesday, Sept. 27, 1881,
and subtractions made in the version of the Septuagint by and buried, and the report is written by those who were not
Origen, and of the bars and asterisks he made use of for that living when the discourses were given, they cannot by any Fred. R. Henry, aged 26 years, 10 months, and 24 days.
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
purpose. ''Vhen Origen,' says Jerome, 'saw there was less in possibility be correct or worthy of credit.
I
now
write you of the death of a dear brother that
the Greek than the Hebrew, he did not supply it from the
611. I cannot believe that the world has been treated fairly
version of Theodotiau, and put an asterisk or star to it to sig- in this matter. Certain things are presented to us and called died in the faith of Liberalism. He said, just before
he died, that he wished to die as he had lived. One
nify that it was to illustl'ate what was obscure.' "
the utterances of Jesus, not a word of which he ever wrote,
world at a time, he said, was all he could attend to.
St. Jerome gives the information that this same Theodotian not a word of which was written by any person who heard
Hi"s friends, all being Christians, tried in every way
was an Infidel, and that his version ~as confounded with the him, and which we have no grounds to believe were written to persuade him to chan~e his belief, but it was of no
Septuagint. Du Pin says: '' By the carelessness of the tran_ for near a century and a half after they were spoken, when avail. He had been a Ltberal for some years. What
scribers and sometimes by those who set them to work, the the persons who Wl'Ote OUt the reports knew nothing whatever seemed all the more strange to the public, his gmndasterisks of Origen being misunderstood or left entirely out, of what had been said before they were born.
father was a minister, and all his friends (there are
612. The oldest list of the books of the New Testament was a great many of them, all living in the same place)
"in some places the additions of Theodotian were confounded
with the version of the Septuagint, which moved Jerome to made by Marcion about the year 140. It contmned ten of the embrace the Christian faith and are members of the
say that Origen had corrupted aud confounded the Septua- epistles of Paul, but neither of the four gospels in our canon. church. Mr. Editor, please publish this, for there
IIe knew nothing of the gospels of Matthew, Mat·k, Luke, and are only a few Liberals in this section, and if one
gint."
It would seem by this that what is regarded as God's word John. After him the list was interminably modified, added to, dies in the faith we feel we want every one in the
and the additions of the Infidel Theodotian had become inex_ and taken from ; but there is nothing to show that there was broad land to know it. Bro. Henry died of typhoid
tricably mixed together. A sad medley indeed for Christians any authority, much less any divine evidence, 1wrtaining to the faver, after lingering over three weeks, suffering
collection. It seems to have been wholly subject to human very much, and was conscious nearly all the time.
to believe or suffer eternal torture !
J. M.S.
Curwin, in his published journal (London), gives a rather manipulation and human judgment. If the divine power
Oeda1·
.Dale,
Mich.,
Oct.
7,
1881.
ludicrous account of what fell under his observation. He says: which is supposed to reside in the upper regions, and to rule
"I saw in the British Museum the first Bible printed in vellum, all the affairs of this world, took any special interest in it, he
SEND for a ·catalog of Truth Seeker Publications.
·
. a.nd turning to to the niiiety-first Psalm, sixth verse, instead of gave not the least indication of the fact.
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hoe their own rowf!, I hav been closely pressed by qualities they called him Lord God. This made hiru
Christian persecutors since I left the fold, and hard mad, and he just straddled his white mule and left
has the· struggle been. Yet my head 'is still above and came to this world God had made many thou:
sand years before. Seeing it was not all occupied
water.
QuARTZBURG, IND. TER., Oct. 2, 1881.
I am happy to be able to send you the inclosed $4 he concluded he would start a colony of his own'
MR. EDITOR: I hav made a raise of two more names
to pay for my subscription for the past year. I hope that he could domineer over just as he saw fit. So il~
to ·the rounrl-the-world fnud, rather at a late hour,
squatted on an unoccupied tract and hitched up his
t•J
be able to send the balance soon.
but better late than never. Inclosed please find the
mule and ploughed a piece of land and set out an
J.
B. TRAVERS.
Yours for liberty,
sum of $10 per registered letter, with names, Hans
orchard. Well, after the trees got big· enough to
Michaelson and James Wilson, each one copy.
ANGOLA, IND., Oct. 10, 1881.
bear he thought it safe to start his colony, or at least
Yours truly,
A. G; PHILLIP.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKER: Once more we h.umble ourselvs to hav a man to till his ground. So he mounted his
before thee, thanking thee for the many blessings mule and rode back where he saw so many people
FAIRBURG, NEB.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for the trip of Mr. Ben- thou hast showered upon us in times that. are past. and after tying his white mule in the bushes, he crept
We tha1.k thee for visiting our house once every out and soon discovered a stupid-liDoking man standnett round the world. I wish him success.
seven
days with thy smiling and intelligent counte- ing with his back toward him. So he crept up behind
Your friend,
THEODORE DAPP.
nance. We :hank thee that thou hast not forsaken him and gave him a blow on the head that stunned
us as the orthodox God has forsaken my orthodox him, but did not materially injure him. He then
DEL NoRTE, CoL., Oct. 8, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed I send you $5 for Round- neighbors, liltting his windows of heaven open and grabbed him up, mounted his mule, and back he
showPring down ten times as much rain as they need rode to his new home. When the man came to he
the-World fund. Hope I am not too late.
for sprouting their clover-seed, anc! rotting their corn. flattered him up with fine stories; but he soon found
Yours respectfully,
J. H. BusH.
Oh, how thankful we are, dear TRUTH SEEKER, that he was not going to be contented alone, so he gave
him some poppy tea, which made him go to sleep.
thou art not such a foolish nonentity I
ZIG, Mo., Sept. 29, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: I hav been a reader of your paper We still further thank thee that thy dear old head, Then he mounted his mule again and away he went
for some time. I can think of no better way to D. M. Bennett, is traveling over other countries, to the settlement. He soon discovered a very pretty
spend $5 than in aiding you on your long journey, sending to us each week his greatest of all blessings, girl alone picking berries. He seized her and
for 1 know the bOok will be well worth the money. -the truthful aecuunt of things and peoples of other brought her home with him. When the man waked
Inclosed find $5, which please accept, together with lands. And we thank tb.e editor fJr not cutting us up he told him he had made the girl out of one of
my best wishes for your safe return to meet the off in our sins and shnrtcomings in not paying up b.is ribs, and that he might hav her for his wife and
our qu,trterage to THE TRUTH SEEKER as we ought to. slave. The man did not believe the yarn, but did
many friends that await you.
And now, beloved old TRUTH SEEKER, we will inclose not care where she came from as long as he could
Yours with esteem,
AMY c. MILLIKEN.
post-office ordt>r for three dollars, which you will get so pretty a girl lor his wife, for he had tried sevplease credit to my subscription to your dear old eral times before to get a wife, but no one would hav
CHELSEA, Or1t. 9, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10. Hoping you self. And we still pray that thou wilt continue thy him on account of his stupidity and want of manliwill sail along as bravely as you did when the old weekly visits for a thousand years to come, and then ness. As the remainder of this history is written out
in the Bible I need say no more, only that after the
chief was in rison, knowing that you and Mrs. Ben- don't stop. For Bennett's and my sake, Amen.
C. H. WooDWORTH.
nett will keep the THE TRUTH SEKEER alive, as before
mutton and cabbage feast and the murder, Cain got
and hoping friend Bennett will return in good health
discontented, so his father gave him a letter of inDANVILLE, ILL,, Oct. 13, 1881.
troduction to his grandfather's folks, and he went
and liv a goof! many years to fight the church, IreMR. EDITOR: Please forward my paper to Danville, baek and lived with them and became quite a man.
main,
Your friend,
Miss N.J. HENDERSON.
Illinois, as I have changed my stopping-place. I
E. B. SouTHWICK.
JosEPH, OREGON, Oct. 2, 1881.
was one of the many who were going to send Mr.
MRs. D. M. BENNETT: An Infidel wedding has just Bennett out among them, but my liberal qualities
CHICAGo, ILL., Sept. 28, 1881.
taken place in our embryo town, and the undersigned greatly overbalanced my financial ones in quantity,
DEAR MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1 for a copy
" principal parties " would respectfully ask you to and I was compelled to hav a silent tongue. I hav of THE TRUTH SEEKER to another one yet partly enpartake of the bride's cake, a piece of which we h~v been reading your appeals to the readers, including slave!! in the darkness of popedom. I think that
mailed to you. It is a long way to send wedding myself, with a shocking countenance, knowing I could your noble paper will be a big help in bringing him
cake, but, yon know, an Infidel wedding is no com- not send in the money, but perhaps I'll hav a chance out of the dark dungeon of superstition.
mon affair. Would even send Mr. Bennett a wee bit to help him come home. Excuse me for being poor.
Yours with a true heart for the cause,
if we were sure it would reach him. Please giv Mr. The future may better my condition.
J. M. A. BICKNER.
Macdonald and the emplvyees of THE TRUTH SEEKER
WM. J. GLAESER.
office a taste. We don't boast of the extra quality
ALTOONA, PA., Oct. 9, 1881.
of tbe article itself, but it may be somewhat novel to
ToLEDO, OHIO, Oct. 13, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Mr. Bennett's tour through the Holy
partake of genuin Infidel cake from three thousand
MR. EDITOR: Having recently become a careful Land and among the wonders of the orient will no
miles away. We are both readers of THE TRUTH reader of your royal paper, I am so well pleased with doubt be read with the most intense interest by
SEEKER, and out-and-out Liberals. You may be sure its tone and spirit that I cannot resist the temptation every member of the "starry galaxy." I feel proud
no whining prayers or other religious mummery to write a word in connection therewith. I am, and to be a member of that cluster of stars, and truly
formed any part in the marriage ceremony.
hav been for a long time, an unqualified believer in think that all who hav so kindly contributed hav
Respectfully yours,
W. J. and CLARA B. DEAN.
the entire freedom of thought and speech, and espe- not only added· honor to themselvs but paid a golden
[We are much obliged to friend Dean and his young cially as to an kinds of religion or religious dogmas; tribute to Mr. Bennett. Illustrating the books will
bride for remembering us in, the di~tribution of their and the frank, outspoken style and character of your be very expEnsiv, and a'> five dollars is a very low
cake and good wishes. Genuin "Infidel cake" is in- paper, and of such correspondents as our friend Win- price for two or three such volumes, I therefore send
deed too much of a rarity. Too often Liberals are ter of Cincinnati, and Moore of Micb.igan, are decidedly you an extra dollar. I also inclose fifty cents, for
induced to let the priest offieiate at their marriage. refreshing to read and ponder upon; their unqualified which please send THE TRUTH SEEKER on trial for
This is wrong. Marriage is a civil contract, not made condemnation of the mythical and mystical nonsense three mouths to inclosed addrPss, a lady residing
in heaven; the partners are responsible to civil author- of all kinds is of the right ring. I am heartily in Milroy, Pa., a place where Presbyterianism has
ities, and the priest should be made to keep his indeli- pleased to see such men, and also to see and hear held sway for many years, and where a TRUTH SEEKcate hands off. We are glad friends Dean hav taken our great and fearless men of the Ingersoll, Tyndall, ER can seldom be found.
the sensible course. When Infidel weddings are pop- and Huxley order all over the land doing such grand
Kindly yours,
W .. J. Buns.
ular the hold of superstition upon the people will be and telling work in the way of wiping out the ignoless. We send ot~r congratulations to the groom and ranee and superstition manifested by the various
. OTTUMWA, IowA, Sept. 30, 1881.
bride. May their marital happiness last as long as dispensers of pulpit nonsense and necromancy that
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for
their lives, and their lives last long .beyond the three hav kept th?usands groping in the dark for ages
score years and ten.-ED. T. S.]
past; and at the same time our noble men who un- this year, hoping the truth will liv and Bro. Bennett
qualifiedly condemn church foolery are doing an make a successful tour around the world. His letequal amount of good in the same frank and out- ters are certainly very interesting, and he is the best
TURNBULL, ALA., Oct. 11, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I am delighted with your paper, THE spoken •Condemnation of so-called Spiritualism, and descriptiv writer I ever read. With best wishes to
Yours,
BERT, WHITE.
TRUTH SEEKER. I hope its good cause will spread render to us their writings and giv us the sound of you all, I remain,
from pole to pole. I hope its dying words will be; their voices in lectures direct from their mouths, lavORANGE, N.J., Oct. 1, 1881.
ishing facts copiously and fearlessly in the place of
"I leave this world better than I found it."
MR. EDITOR: l happened to take up your paper
the former sounds that everywhere meet our ears ,,f
Yours truly,
Miss SALLIE GRAHAM.
drawling, see-saw old camp-meeting songs of deluded from a friend's table, and was so delighted with it
ELMWOOD, ILL., Oct. 11, 1881.
children and dyspeptic and doting old men and that I send fifty cents for a trial subscription. Are
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $1 for trial subscribers. Your women, who make night_ hideous with their howling, the Freethinkers and Liberals the same club? I was
trumpet givs no uncertain sound, and I like to hear and the monotonous tum-tum, ding-dong, and the very enthusiastic over Mr. Palmer's project, and as
it ring out here on the prairies. " Blow ye the trum- sawings on an old fiddle and banjo and bell-jingling, soon as the time comes to begin the temple I would
like to giv my mite. From a little girl I hav longed
pet, blow," and never blow for anything less than characteristic of the glum old Spiritual cabinet.
liberty for man, woman, and child.
Common !'!ense is in demand these days, Let every for the day to come when humanity may be enl-ightYours,
F. WATKINS.
encouragement lile extended for the great reform, so ened and freed from its bigotry.
Being poor. I cannot do for the world at large, yet
much needed in our land, and let the true definition
SARANAC, MICH., Oct. 12, 1881.
of that so much abused word, Infidelity, be fully given in my own quiet home I am not idle; and above all
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $3 for THE TRUTH through every channel, and great good must ema- I am patient, and giv my sympathy and counsel to
many who are thirsty after such knowledge as your
SEEKER for one year. l\fy present subscription expires nate from the combined action.
paper contains.
on the 15th. I cannot get along without the paper.
Yours for truth and reform,
M. 0. WAGGONER.
I believe in a spiritual world, but am not entirely
Those letters from around the world can't be beat.
pleased with Spiritualism. We are trying to organize
Yours for truth and death to superstition,
:MENDON, MICH., Oct. 1, 1881.
w. G. CLARK,
MR. EDITOR: I notice in your paper the historical a club of sorpe kind, and hav invited mediums to
account by Mr. Abbott of Cain's wife's folks. Now I assist, but are not pleased with their control; so we
WINCHESTER, ILL., Oct. 10, 1881.
claim to be as well posted in the history of that peo- hav concluded to depend on ourselvs at present.
MR. EDITOR: For one whole year I hav been reading pleas he is, and I am satisfied he is entirely wrong.
Yours respectfully,
MRs. MARY A. GoRSLINE.
the good old TRUTH SEEKER, and I hav not been able 'rhe long space he occupies is surely against its corBART, PA., Sept. 24, 1881.
to pay for it until now. I hav looked for it and de- rectness. I will make a simple statement of facts.
voured its contents with as much good relish as I When God made the world, as related in the first
EDITOR oF THE TRuTH SEEKER: I hav just read "The
hav my physical food. It is food for me-the richest chapter of Genesis, everything was right, and God Bible of Bibles," by Kersey Graves. It is the clearand most nourishing mental food; it has lifted me made man and woman equal and gave them perfect est and most exhaustiv work I h~v yet seen againilt
above superstition and showed me the true path of liberty to eat, drink, and enjoy themselvs. And God, the Bible and Christianity. Unlike Paine, Graves has
after taking a good rest, went back home where the collected from all historical sources knowledge and
life. I love the dear TRUTH SEEKER.
I was once a poor blinded theological student who gods liv. And this pair went on increasing for a long facts to prove his position, and most ably and truly
bent every nerve and muscle toward solving the time·-I do not recollect exactly how long; but several does he do it. He has not left an inch of ground for
problem of immortality-our duty and relation to an thousa.nd years, however, for they had become a the friends of the Bible and of Christianity to stand
unknown and unknowable God. Now I am a happy great nation. About this time there had grown up upon, but has annihilated every vestige of proof, if
Liberal, who sees that ~an's highest duty is to labor .among the gods a proud, fickle-minded, revengeful, there ever was any, that Christianity is anything but
for the good of humanity and to leave the gods to and rather ignorant god, and on account of these a stupendous delusion. He bas most tboroug)lly

•

1SB1.
proven and given facts to clearly show that Chris1ianity. like all religions, is man-made, and consequently is nothing but a gigantic fraud and a delusion. He has mado this so clear that any person
whose mind is unbiased by prejudice, and who is
willing to abide by the light of reason, cannot fail to
see. Therefore I would say to all persons who wish
to learn the truth, they should read this work. But
all those who will not investigate, but go it blind,
and are content to let the priest do their thinking,
had better not read it, for it will be like throwing
pearls before swine, and be lost labor. This is fast
becoming an age of reason and cience, but such
persons hardly belong to this age, but more properly
belong to the ages that are past and gone.
There is now a great amount of Liberal and Infidel
literature published. One can hardly go amiss for it,
but the" Bible of Bible's" is one of the very best of
Infidel works. Every Liberal should hav this, not
because they need it individually, for Infidels don't
need anything new, but ·to lend around among their
Christian neighbors and friends. Could this work be
generally read by Christians, and could they throw
away their prejudices, that old barbarian Jew book
would soon become of no account, like witchcraft a
thing of the past.
J. M. KING.
ANGOLA, IND., Sept. 21, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Believing that your numerous readers
will not object to learning what the Liberalists are
doing in old Angola, I wish, with your permission, to
say through the columns of your excellent paper that
we hav had the pleasure of listening .to three able
lectures by Mrs. Lake, also one reading for the benefit of the Michigan fire sufferers. Mrs. Lake is certainly one of the brighter stars of the galaxy of Liberal lectNrers, and the Liberalists are highly pleased
with her success in this place, and feel proud of her
as one of our ablest champions. Her efforts here hav
been a complete success. She succeeded in drawing
large audiences, notwithstanding the dark hints and
strenuous efforts of the churches and their votaries
to the contrary, and I think she has been the means
of opening the eyes of many to their best interests
and noblest aims. I hav listened to many able orators in my life on both sides, and I do not think
that I am saying too much when I say she has no
superior in the lecture field, either as a logician,
orator, or elocutionist. With her men tal attainments,
gigantic intellect, full and complete command of
language, and last, but not least, her ladylike demE>anor she is a host within herself in the Liberal
cause, and cannot do otherwise than command the
.respect of every liberal-minded man and woman with
whom she comes in contact, and I most sincerely
and heartily commend her to the Liberalists everywhere. Such a woman is a blessing to mankind, and
and I only regret that we hav so few of that kind
of women, and which it seems to me is all chargeable to the m:;nner in which tlrey hav been heretofore educated under the teaching of the Bible and
its structure, the church, which has always made
them believe they were dependent upon and inferior
to men li mean males); but, thanks to the efforts ot
Liberalism, the dark clouds are beginning to pass off
from the sky of woman, and she will soon stand
in the position designed by nature for her, viz., man's,
equal in all respects. "So may it be."
·
It may be thought· frorh what I hav said that I
am a disciple of Mrs. Lake in all her doctrinal
points, but let me say right here that such is not
the case, and cannot be, as I am a firm believer in
Materialism in its fullest sense, and she is as firm a
believer in Spiritualism; so it will readily be seen
that on what she considers one of the most important points in her system of belief we differ as
widely as the churches differ from me, but I do admire talent wherever found, whether it is in or out
of the church, and she has the same right to her
opinion that I hav to mine-that is Liberalism.
With profound respect for the suhject of this letter and yourself,
I am, as ever,
JoHN K. MoRRow.
LIBERTY, KAN., Sept. 8, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : Please send me that "awful paper"
for another year. I suppose that dollars on which
are written "In God we trust " will be good. Of
course you trust in him.
Yours, J. E. HoLME!'!.
EDEN MILLS, VERMONT, Oct. 7,1881.
MR. EDITOR : Inclosed is five dollars for your
round-the-world trip, provided you go, but if you
should be prevented from going by any cause, especially death, and that should take place before
the funds now raised for the round-tbe-world trip
are expended, I ·suggest that the $5.00 go toward a
fund of $150,000 for the benetlt of Mrs. Bennett, hoping the fund may swell to $300,000, as it has for Mrs.
Garfield, as I consider Mrs. Bennett as meritorious
as Mrs. Garfield, and both she and the world would
suffer as great a loss in the death of Mr. Bennett as
the wife and country of the late President did in his
loss, although I greatly sympathize with Mrs. Garfield and the world in the death of our worthy
President. Yours, in the interest of humanity,
c. A. WHITE,
OMAHA, NEn., Oct. 3, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I see by my tab that my time has
come. Satisfied with the great minds that speak
through your paper, I will not •t this time say a

word. I think the Spiritual and Material elements
are grand subjects for discussion. I h. ve the paper.
It is snlid granit rock. I am never hnppier than
when pnlling down some of that rotten old structurE>, superstition. I hope the time is not far off
when my affairs in court will be sPttlt>d, as I wrote
to you twelve months ago. Then I shall be able to
hav books and means at my disposal, but now my
hands are tied. The paper and its contents are to
me like a bright spring morning. I am a life-subscriber to the brilliant sheet.. I hope when I write
you again I shall be able to send you twenty dollars.
but now I send you two, and shall be one of those
who will welcome back the grand hero of the nineteenth century. I am one of the grand ~~.rmy that
can see hia worth to the human family. With kind
regards to you and the brave little woman, Mrs.
Bennett, I am yours,
W. L. GRAY.
BAKER's CoRNER, IND., Sept. 28, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find thrPe dollars
for THE TRUTH SEEKER one year. I would like to
send five dollars to help Mr. Bennett around the
world, but .I cannot spare it at present. I think I
will send it yet, for I believe hif! book will be worth
reading. Truth is what I want to find, and I hope
Mr. Bennett will be able to advance still better
ideas than he could before he started, although he
did well before he left. I think there is something
to be learned every day, and even the wbest of persons can learn more.
I wish to say to T. Winter that there is something
for him to learn yet. Just please lay away your orthodox jealousy, Mr. Winter, and seek for the truth.
Then you will find that you will never get too old
to learn something more in this world. You say
that Spiritualists are lunatics or fools. According to
the Bjble you will be a damned man for talking
that way. Please for your own sake remember that
God (or nature) created one as well as the other,
and when you say fool remember the consequence.
I claim to be an earnest, honest seeker after truth,
liberty, and knowledge, and I regard you as a man
that needs the true light and truth. When you get
that you will be a good Spiritualist as well as a
Liberalist.
MRs. ANTHONY BAKER.
MissoURI VALLEY, IowA, Sept. 31, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: The tab on my paper reminds me that
it is time for me to renew my subscription. Please
to find three dollars for the same, five dollars for
Mr. Bennett's travels around the world, and two dollars for "Antichrist."
SAMUEL CLARK.
:MEMPHis, Mo., Oct., 12, 1881.
MR. EDITOR : Some weeks since an article against
Spiritualism by Mr. D. D. Lake appeared in THE
TRUTH SEEKER, the main points of which I saw to be
erroneous from having attended nearly three hundred of :Mott's seances.
I took the liberty, therefore, to address a brief and
friendly letter to him, hoping that he might place a
slight degree of .confidence even in a stranger. I
kept no duplieate, but suppose I described some of
the phenomena that I had witnessed.
Now I see by your last issue that he has addressed
quite a long open letter to me. Had he given my
brief note too--if my recollection serves me it was
brief-! should probably not trouble you with this;
but as it is, perhaps you will allow me a few words
of rE>joinder.
He asks, "If the truths of Spiritualism are such
as you would fain hav me to believe them to be,
why resort to all this preparation in order to demonstrate that which should be common to the whole
human family?"
He might with about the same pertinency ask the
astronomer, "Why the Dickens do you build your
observatories, construct your telescopes and other
paraphernalia, and go out o' nights, like lunatics, to
observe the appearances of heavenly bodies, or make
new discoveries of planets, satellites, or comets ? All
these things ought to be known to the whole human
family without all this nonsense."
In another place, " If you are sincere in your endeavor to convert me [I giv it up as hopeless] and
others to the faith, I will offer to any person the opportunity of proving to me the truthfulness or the
theory you advocate on these conditions, that we
proceed to the top of one of the highest mountain
peaks near by, and there, in open daylight, witbout
any preparation, and in the the presence of all that
may be there congregated (you ·would draw a host)
perform," etc.
By parity of reasoning-or, to use a Carlyleism, unreasoning-friend Lake might say to a philosopher, "If you will go v.ith me to the top of the
mountain which was the last to be submerged by
Noah's flood, with none of your usual traps, with no
camera or chemicals, and there at high noon, with
nothing to shield us from the sun, produce a perfect
photo of myself as large as life, you will convince
me that photography is a fixed fact, and I'll take
the picture."
But, mirth aside, I'll venture that friend Lake has
never investigated the subject. And I commend this
extract to his attention: "The truly sane man has no
opinion with regard to a matter about which he
knows nothing. If you hav not investigated Spiritualism confess your ignorance when it is broached
in your presence; when you are appealed to neither
affirm nor deny, but wait until knowledge is yours."

Remember that there are many scientists second to
none in the worlu who, after careful examination,
are avowed Spiritualists.
STEPHEN YoUNG.
BURNIP 1S CORNERS, MICH., Oct. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Since I wrote you the 6t.h, I hav secured a trial subseriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I feel
cE>rtain or obtainining anotb•·r name in a few days.
If I do, it will be an A No. 1 name. That, with the
one I now r:.end, will, in all probability, become regular subscribers. Could probably secure a number
of names for "regulars" had I only time to spare
and health to enable me to canvass, and the assistance of some of your posters, which I would like to
hav some two or three dozen more of.
Burnip's Corners is a centrally located point for
Freethinkers, and in a circuit of six miles from this
point there can be found from fifty to one hundred
stanch Liberals. Yet strange enough there is no
Liberal League near here that I am aware of, and it
seems to be up-hill business trying to get a st(l.rt in
that direction. The trouble is we havn 't any recognized leader, and no one who can or is disposed to
speak in public for the· Liberal ·cause. There is
none among my acquaintances of Freethinkets who
js not in private outspoken and radi.:Jal in the expression of his religious opinions, and some are
able advocates of Liberalism and Infidelity vs. Christianity and superstition, and as many as I hav conversed with on the subject assent very readily tu the
usefulness of a Liberal League, and think a great
amount of good would be the inevitable result of an
organization of one here, but all seem to hav a dislike, for some undiscovered reason, of being the one
to make the start. For my own part, I confess to be
of the same fault. There are many more fitted than
myself in many or all ways. I am but a youn~ man,
as well as a young convert to hereticism. My influence is not sufficient and of a nature to be successful in such an enterprises; besides, I am unqualified
by nature and unfitted in educational accomplishments to undertake anything of this kind.
I hav written Prof. Jamieson for a course of lectures, but in his. reply he does not prom is a visit to
us here in the very near future, and I know of no
other speaker near enough to be had without incurring more expense than could be raised, I fear, in
this locality, although I am or feel certain a course
ot lectures could be m!).de profitable as well as useful in this place by one capable of handling successfully his subjects, and am almost as sure a League
can be organized at the close of the course with a
good showing of membership to start with, which I
imagin would be somewhat obnoxious to the numerous little gospel shops in this vicinity.
It is noticeable here, as almost everywhere else, I
suppose, that orthodoxy is on the decline; indeed it
is so much so as to call out remarks and comments
by all who express themselvs on the subject. The
absolute fac~s are that the churches of this town,
excepting the Lutheran and Catholic (of which I am
not informed), cannot show more than fifty per
cent of membership that tlley had ten years ago-that
is, comparing the population of to-day with that of
1871 of the town, and I am not sure that the actual
membership is larger, even if it is as full, as at that
time, to say nothing of the population, which has
very largely increased in the time. This, in my opinion, is a good sign, and is :ts it should be; and Li beralism mu&t make the numbers supporting mythological tyranny continue to grow small and at a more
rapid rate.
In view of this position of affairs, a question naturally arises, Do we need anything in the place of the
dying church ? to which I suggest an answer, Yes I
to which very naturally arises a second questiG~n,
What shall it be, or what will you giv in its place?
to which I again suggest the answer, Liberal Leagues,
good, healthy organized Freethinker's societies •. which
do not petrify or decline, but are founded on principles
that will admit of nothing but advancement, and
therefore keep pace with time, and in so doing must
of necessity promulgate usefulness, intelligence, and
their necessary result, good will, peace on earth, and
happiness to man and woman kind. But I see I hav
now written three times as much as I intended when
I ber{an, and what I had no idea of writing. I will
close for fear of boring you as well as the readers of
THE TRUTH SEEKER should this be fortunate enough
to escape the waste-basket-perhaps its most proper
terminus as a beginner's scrib.
Yours for truth and reform,
F. E. STURGIS.
A Pious critic asks, "What is there m nature to go
back to?" I would answer, All, everything! To liv
pure, good, true, and happy lives is to "go back to
nature." To study the needs of the whole human
system; to develop every faculty of both mind and
body to just that state of perfection which will make
the entire being as much of a man as he is capable
of becoming, is "going back to nature."
To love truth, to love our kind, and to continually
improve upon all that is, is nature; is the best and
highest nature we know of. This will carry us, as
a race, i·nfinitly farther onward and upward, than
any hight ever reached by either men or gods is
the heretofore. Sun-worshipers hav left records for
us to admire and to copy, and so hav all other
worshipers that hav ever lived.-E. .D. Slenker.
SEND for a catalog of Truth Seeker Publication&.
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The God and DeYil ot' Orthodoxy.

Oh, pity! oh, wonder, can men he so blind
As to take these old" tales ns a guide for mankind.
Why not do away with the old personal devil,

If the story of God and tile Bible is true,

And that God and the devil distinctly are two,
Let us ask a few questions; and here we begin:
Who is the creator and an thor of sin?
Who made the old devil and taught !lim to talk,
And deceive l\Iother Eve while taking a walk ?
If God did the whole, he is the author of all;
Then he planned it expressly aud willed we should
fall.

For
Bible makes
a knave
and a fool,
Andthe
personal
God, ashim
theout
>tuthor
of evil.
A licentious murderer, a cat's-paw and tool,
For the d,evil to perpetrate most cf his deeds,
Called "the God of all wisdom" by most of the
ceeds.

Let him go and remain with the myths of the
pa•t,
Then he curses the woman and curses the man,
To the moles and bats let his doings be east,
Where, where is the wisclom that stinted this Let us worship the "Pirit, with spirit divine,
plan!
It filleth all space and endure~ to all time.
For sickness anclilunger, bloodshed and death,
-G. E. NI':Wcomb.
Was cursed by the curse of an angry God's breath.
Be filled this beautiful earth with thorns,
l\lade ravenous beasts, and beasts that hav lJOrns;
All, all to augment the misery of man.
Pray, who can'~ee wisdom in all of this plan?

LIFE-SIZE

Then the man was sent forth by the force of God's
will,
·
By the sweat of his brow the land he must till,
And to earn cis own bread, a reward for his evil,
Pray who is at fault, is it God or the devil ?
When the devil upset the plan that God made.
And with his sly cunning gets the best of the trade,
God then repented that he had malle man,
And was grieved at his heart o'er his fooli~h plan·
Now we find the old worthies each playing a game,
We will call the game grab, for that must be its
name.
And for Adam's descendant~, an innumerable
host,
God grabs with the devil to see who will get most.
Now, Arch Jimmy club-foot is quite sure to win,
And sweep the whole board, then sit down with a
grin;
Then God in his anger·drowned near the whole,
Be only saved Noah, "the righteous old soul."
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BY .JAMES PARTON.
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Mr. Parton us a hfstorhtn and biographer ho.R no superior,

as hls bl"fraphles of Jackson, Franklin. J efl"erson, Greeley
~~~·,::t ~~~ib,~ ~c?r'k~' al~d i~~ fibe:rt ~¥i\~~~: ;sv,~~lfa0sr:
monument of l'Cseo.rch and scholarship. It is just, candid,
discrhnino.ting. and exuct, deacrlbin~ Voltt\ire us he was, a.
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It Is the ilrst trut.hrufnnd thorough biography Voltn!re has
had In the English language. It1s a most interesting por.
. tralture of a truly remarkable man. whether he Is viewed
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever
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RElTBEN D"\.ILEY, Jeffersonville, Ind.
a,rcaus for Liberal lectures answered at reasonable rates
4t41

Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes,
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L.'<G ~EDICAL COMMON SENSE-nenrly 1,000 pages, 200
lllnstrstions, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

VOLTAIRE IN EXILE

Now one planned on this wise, and another on
that,
When out came a spirit, with wings like a bat;
"If it please your great honor," he said to the
Lord,
(England, Holland. Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
"I will do up the job, iJ' you just say the word."
unpublished letters of Volt&lre and Mme.
" Wherewith shalt thou do it?" the Lord said to
Du Chatelet.
him.
"I will be a bold liar," he replied with a villi;
BY
BEN.JAMIN
GASTINEAU.
"I will enter the mouths of thy prophets," he said;
"I will hunt down old Ahab till I know he is Translated with the author's approval by Messrs. F. vo.
dead."
gell and Edmond Dubonrg.
"Now go forth and do so," the Lord replied,
PRICE. PAPER. $0.75; CLOTH, $1.00.
"You suit my best purpose you'll be justified."
Address D. Jll. Bennett, 1418th et .. New York.
Then the Lord employed him, the Devil's own
boy,
To answer his purpose, men's lives to destroy.
Now God has told ns that in heaven so fair,
''JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
No liar shall enter, or murderer there,
DR. FC:JOTE'S
Bnt the devil, you see, has those imps of his own,
All ready for action, around the white throne.

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.

fr~-:s~~rkt,{1t:'~~~ ~~~~t~~:'l.~.'1Jf8:~r~~~:g~:i\~ ~~uaT~

SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and hls medical publlc"tlons: "We know hlm (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti1

But only to think of the wonderful tales
Of the frogs and lice, then the shower of quails,
That God sent hili children, for a sort of a treat:
He wanted to send them a plenty of meat.
Let us lay up a wall of the birjs that fell round
The Israelite's camp, all over the ground,
It would reach 'round the world full twelve feet
broad,
And eighty feet high-what a bountiful God!
Now all that believe these tales to be true,
Know that the devil's a Gentile and God is a Jew.
Yet how nicely they travel through thick and
. through thin,
Through blood and destruction their Victims to
win.
Bnt God with great pity and with grief in his eyes
Sends his own darling son and for sinners he dies.
Bnt after all this is it to be wondered,
How the devil subtracts ninety-nine from each
hundred.
But when the day comes that burns as an oven,
And a :fire descends from God out of heaven,
Who will hav a seat with the wonderful few;
Will it be Catholic, orthodox, Gentile, or Jew ?
What becomes of the millions that ne'er heard of
God,
And billions and billions that hav slept 'neath the
sod,
That ne'er heard of Jesus or read of his name,
Or knew that from heaven to save us he came?
Now stop, says the churchman, you are taking
great pains
To upset all our creeds and destroy priestly gains.
We bav fought for the Bible, our God e'er to
please, .
·
And waded in human gore up to our knees.
The path it bas led us is marked well with blood,
No matter if we only get home to God.
:l'here, free from all toil, we will rest from our
labors,
,A.nd sing praises to God for damning our neigh·

1
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"The Infidel Pulpit." WHAT OBJECTIONS TO
Lectures by George Clminey.
VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen: Minot
Savage's Talks abont God; Moral Objections to the God
Idea; Nature and Decline of Unltarlanlsm; Robert G.
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Ism; The Sphinx; The Choir Invisible; Le•sons for Today. from Walt Whitman; Trne Democracy; My ReligIous Experience; The Ideal l\1an and Woman; What Is
Morality? What Is Religion? The Church of the Future.
Price $1.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N.Y.
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Bennett-Mair Discussion.
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A Modern Symposium. •
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For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
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Sprague and Mat•Y Clark's •

EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

Devoted to healing by means of nature's higher forces,
!nclndlng the

HEALTH GUIDE,

Rensed and Improved, together with brief treatises onFine Forces: VItal Magnetism. ln answer to Dr. Brown
IS THE MARVEL OF THE WORLD. the
Sequard on Nerve Force, and Chromopathy. the new
science of heallng by light and color.
Their ~fl"ects are everywhere being recognized as the
By Edwin D. Babbitt, D. I'll.,
only means of eradicating disease wlthout medicln of any
kind, no matter what your malady.
Author of "Principles of L1ght and Color,"" Wonders of
0
Light
and
Color." Price, cloth, $1. Bold at this olllce.
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A BUSINESS MAN·s RE·
LICIOUS AND SOCIAL
VIEWS.
12mo, 206pp. Price, $1.
The author's conception of future llfe on eaTth Is really
eloquent nnd beautiful! and wlll en !let nttentlon. A curiosity to see what a phi anthroplc business man has to say
upon the social problem from a poor man's standpoint will
doubtless alone Induce many to buy the book. The oold
and trenchant blows which he deals" society" in all Its
ramlilcatlons of corruption and Inhumanity; hls earnest
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Worth $25. Cost 25c
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It would tire to tell of David and Goliah,
And of Moses the thief, the murderer, and the liar,
And of Rahab the harlot, that told many lies,
With the Egyptian midwives whom Gocl justifies.
Of Samson, the strong man, Solomon, the buster,
And Aaron, the priest, that wore a big duster,
Who sits with God, enjoying his glories,
With Jonah and others, telling :fish stories.
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erance and libe1"ty. lt Is the arsenal from which Liberals
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church alJont Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation wlll
make It the authority In regard to hls life, hls work, hls
death.
In two vols. 8vo. P>"ice, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
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They sailed o'er the waters so stormy and dark,
Yet his Sata~sbip laughed to see all this plan,
For he has had the best gralJ ever since he began.
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But he lost :fifteen thousand of soldie1·s the most.
Now a prophet once saw this God of the Jews
With his gates left ajar, then he told all tile news;
Be held there a council with the hosts around his
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throne,
To see wbo would kill Ahab-just Ahab alone.
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engmvings-a medallion portrait, and a full length

that'subject. T'Ee pamphlets that havbeen su.rreptltlously
issued are incorrect, filled with mistakes, a:1d consfet of
only about fourteen or fifteen pageshwhtle there are two
hundred and seventy-live pages in t e book just IBBued.
The book Is unanswerable In Its facts and logic, ln!mltulJle
~~t~t~s.style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence, and

"The Gods and Other Lectures."

likeness of the a.uthor. Cloth, $3.00; leather, red burnished
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50. ·
l!iqpe>:natnt•al Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelathm. Decidedly tue most thora
ough u.nd exhaustiv work on the claims of supernaturalism ever written. By F. W, Newman, Emeritus Professor tlf the London Univers!ty 1,115 pages, Svo. In cloth,
$4.00: leather. $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

B~BCOCK.
CoNTENTS.-" The Gods," 11 Humboldt," u Thomas
Why Don't God I{ f)) the D.,vil? 2:. cents.
Paine," Indivfdualtty,'' u Heretics and HereSies." Price
b=~\~~~:.•J~~o~~;c!!•t~. Itcligum o1' Believe o 1• cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
'l'lle GIIO!<I of St••Johns. 25 eents.

Analysis of lteligious Belief. An Examination
of the Creeds, lUtes,. and Sacred Writings of the world.
By Vjscount Ambcrley son of the ]ate Lord John Russell,
twice Pr"emler of Engmnd. Comglete from the Lundon
~~~~~~~'~?It~~::~, t~OO. ln clot , ;s.ou; leather, $4.00;

"The Ghosts and Other Lectures."

The Great Works ol Thomas Paine. In·
c.luding Tb.e Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,

11

The above books n.re ha.vtng n. big run. They are full of
fire, life, and soltd fact~; and are lhwked by hosts of testl·
moniala from the most eminent Freethinkers.
For l!llle by D. l\1. BENNETT,
141 Eighth Street.

Twelve Tracts. Scientific and Theological. 20 eta,
Bnrgess-Underwood Debate. A four days'
debate Octween ll. F. Underwood and Prof. 0. A. Burgess,
President of the Northwestern Christian University,
Indlan<1polls, Ind. Accurately reported. 186 pp. Paper
50 cents; cloth, SO cents.
Unde>:wood·ltlarples Debate. A four nights'
debate between B. F. Underwood and Rev. John Marples..
Fully reported. Paper, 35cents; cloth, 60cents.

The ChaniPions of the Chnrch ; Their
Crimes and Versecutions. Biographical sketch eo
of prominent Christians tnr worse t·han lntldels. A companion book to" The World's Sages" etc. By D. M. Bennett. Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00;'mo
rocco, gilt edges. $4.50.

all the

For sale at this ofllce

BOOKS Bl' M.

Paine the Political and Religions Refornter. ~0 cents.

n\~C:.Tsa:.; ..lf::o!"::.t 1Jl~~s.Present; Her

OoJ. Ingrrsoll's Works.

THE STOR.Y OF JESUS CHRHSl,

D. M. Bennett's Publications.
Truth Seeke:t:, Library.

PfYI'fO«Lting Dies a Specialty.

Proving conclusivly that

SPiritnalisDirroDI a Materialistic S\.~_1((•
point. 10 cents.
.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

E. B. STIMPSON, 31SpruceSt.,N.Y.

Jisnd.l!'oot nnd Power Presses. Die Work ot all kinde.

CoNTENTI!!.-11 The Ghosts,•'

11

Liberty of Man, Woman,

t~?ngft~}~·:: ~fe~~:~i~~n°d~~;f,.~~?ft~e,;~r~~i;\~

lore Me Ltke a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper. 5P
cents.
Both volumes beund In one, price, paper, $1.00.

~fi'~£1;~~~:~~~~~ a~?ni~~nfc~~h~?~fta~ ~~~~~~Kn~e~g~ea;~~

tle P:ml, both lived and died before the Christian era.
446 pages and full index. Price, $2.00.

The Janiieson-Ditzler Debate. A nine
days' debate on God, the Bible, Christianity, and Liberal·
ism. Between Wm. :F. Jamieson and ltev. Jacob Ditzler,
D.D. Paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Pro and Con ot' Supernatural Re·

~i~1~?~;-u~?!~~~~fsstf~:!~~;~IyP~~~~~n~~en~~ !IOt~:

50 cents.

::l!fc~~~~!sl~~t~~ ~~ang:~,i~gt~~rrJ~n~rfh~r1f~fi~i~i~~

The 'l'rntll Seeker Collection oC Forni&,
Hynius, and Rceit.utions. Containing forms for
organizing societies, marriage, funeral services, naming of
infants, ollituary notices, epitaphs, etc. Also 525 Liberal
and SplrltualiRtic Hymns tor public meetings, funerals,
soctaJ gatherings, etc. To which are added beautiful Recitations for various public occasions. 550 pp. Paper, 50
cents; cioth, 75 cents.
_

Deism, Comruon Sense, 'l'he Crisis. and The Rights of

Man; the whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel

plate portrait. SOU pages. Svo. Cloth, $3.00 ; leather, $4.00;
World's !'lixteen Crucifted
mm:occo, gilt edges, $4.50.
Saviors;
The foregoln~ eaht volumes are called "The Truth
OR, CHRISTIANITY BEFORE CHRIST. "WIIat Must We Do to be Saved 'l" ~i~~i~~~b;:IJ~~r w1fl ~~e g~~~~~~Joy;~~ert~~dp~T~et ~I
each.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Nature's Revelations or Character; or
6
8
Author of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of th•~j~!eiJho~~~W' T~ot~~fg~~~&~ds~~~ ~~:ci':e7 ~~
ft~~lu~f~faft~~~r!:!~·~~rit~e~!iul.!~in':~~~c;ngff ~~
Bibles" (comprising a description of twenty-seven bibles) the author. Price, 25 cents.

Tile

containln~

BUSTS OF R. G. L'ffiERSOLL,
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mlll8.
TestAment, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Its
Cabinet size, price,· $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
~:~';,"gr~~~f~~~~~~~~~ 8~omprle!ng the history of six·
ready for shipment. Every admirer of thfs great Apostle
Price, $2. For sule uy
D. M. BENNETT.
of Liberty should hav at le&'!t one.
·
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fOI·
·
lowing prices:
~~gt~~~~ grr:t~e"lze
~ ce!}ts
ANDWHY.
L!fe-sfze Lfthogrs.pr;. 2lx27
50
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT,
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW,
141 Eighth street. New Yors:

~.rhinkers,

.·

WHAT THEY THINK

With an Introduction by R. G. IngersoU.

.

COl~'SULT!

With Eight Portraits: Compte, Swedenborg, Jeremy
Bontham, Adam Smith, Paine, Fourier, Herbert Spencer,
and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
Pr!~e. $1.50.
·For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
. 141 Eighth street, N. Y. city,

.

"

Ruutures Cured
By My Medical Compound an<!ll
Rubber Elastic Appliance
In 30Days.
Jtellable references given. . Send stump for circular
flay In what l1~~l8ou s"w J~~~~~T~~l'J'&rNGS, .~
1StSS
Smithville. Jetrerson Co .. N. Y,

VINELAND, N.J ..
A regulnrly educnted

OR,

WHERE MAN COMES, FROM.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through or.
gantc processes; or, how the spirit body grows.
Two }>apers given In the Interest or Spiritual science
lly the dictation of the late PROF. M. J!'ARADAY, ot
England. Price 10 cents Sold at this ofllce.
.

$72

A WEEK fl2 a day at home easily made. Cost1·1
outfit free. True & Co., Augusta. Maine.
·

na the result of aelf-abnse in youth, se"':nal excesses in maturer
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Sexual Power, &r.., rendering mnr:ingc 1mproper or unhappy, are
thoroughly and permanently cured by an

EXTERNAL APPLICATION,

which ls tho L octor'a lnt~st and greatest medical discovery and
which he bfis so fur ftre1cribed for this bnneful cotnjlaint nh ita

in
0

:~:i:i~li~;fb~~! ~b~ftc~:Je ~~ndl~~~~~bC:deh:~n i~~ba ~;~e:
1
:;~~~~~n;~rc~,h~~ifen~i1n!rs~!~e:~~ ~co:~e;o~li~h~!~h;~

able to takecnre ol themselves.

th;:;!:!!~~~~S01i'lr'iiE~r,dcaLtE1·i,rc1~ri~~~~C:t~htm::

Hemm (or Rupture), Piles, and other private diseases quickly
cured.

REPLIES TO THE

v .1get~~ f~~:~f ca;a~uen~fo~ !t'!tJi;~d:::~~~~c:O:l'~~~Jb~
~ eHght BlJ?.nating or burn in~ sensation, nnd a woakeuin~ of tho
qstcn! in a mnn!l~r the Jl!l.tient c:mnot account for. On exnrdniu;;
ihe urmr!ry dcpost~ n ropy or cotton-like sediment, or sometime:3
BmnU particles ofnlbumen, will appear, or tho color will be oi· r.
thin or t.t:ilkis~ buo, again changing to a dnrk
torpid npp' :trll.nce, wlucll p!nmly ~:~bows that the semen pnssesoifwit!J. tho urit:c.

By ALLEN PIUNGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because tile
paper attacKIUf, Mr. Pringle refuoed to publish Ills reply

·~~~st a~si~J\~~~~u~:,s a~S ~bt! ~o!r~~~\e~rnsa~~~iir~~J

0
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.attack and reply. It Is valuable, as It presents the strOil!l·
·est Vbrlst!an evidence for the existence of GQd with th~

•COfrf~~t~oa~~n~;.erS'o~~~~t'Ji:~itf~:~lon.

THE RELATION OF THE
SPIRITUAL TO THE MATE-.
RIAL UNIVERSE;
THE LAW OF CONTROL.
'Two papers given In the Interest of Spiritual science,
1
t>'O:J',.':l c~mgg 18~e~~. 1"~~Ila~?:;;, ~c~'~RADAY, of

•4>66 A. WEEK
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and legally qn!'lllfled physician, and the

ns his pr~ctice will pro,-~.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea ancl Impotency,

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.
" Christian Guardian " and " Christian Advocate."

!n_your own town. Terms and f5 olltllt
free. H. Hallett & Co .• Pol'tland, Me.

SAVE THE EYES AND
HEARINC,
The Shaker Eye and Ear Balsam

Illiddle-Age(l ancl Old 1\'Ien.

tr

0

nn<l

~"~C:C~ Dr.F~lfo!~a~0 E:i:-':n~~o R~~~dyd~~lf~;fd~~~~~nLn! r~~~}~·~
c-.u~Co~;~tl~~~i~n~nb;s]c~~~ fre:~~~~~;i~~~~gh~r~~ot~:a~;::~h;

8

and ecrrcspondence strictly col'.lfidential.

P~IVATE COUNSELOR.
1
tr~U~;o~-~;~~~~~~~~~ lr"~~~1~~1tW~~~:"~~-~~~~ti~~~~s~

iymptoms, horriblooffects,and cure .. JOI!owed bv strongtestlmoninls.
banded by an ntndn,·it na to their genuineness. Should be rood

U'~ eR.~. ~~£~~LWffr;; 0V~~~~~d:c Jte~'Jcc~~~dry::
1

IWeand Rata ill what paper )'ousa.w this.

[From tluJ House and Home, N. Y.J
Among the successful physicians who hav depal'ted
fl'jm the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows. of Vineland, N. J. His principles are true,
ht system based upon scientftc fact."
[From the (Mo.) Ltberal.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sufllclent to warrant
any one In reposing confidence ln'hfs skill and :<blllty.
Tlloso In need of his ala should not fall to consult him at
once. Procrastination Is the thief of time, and often costs
the life of a human being."

Si.xteen Savioi"!! or None.
BY KERSEYfGRAVES.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or
One." Two hundr~d, u.~d t,wenty-fou.r errors u.re pointed
out and thoroughly exposed..

Bas for fifteen years. proved the best remedial application ·lfT~i~.~~~tv~str;e:;~~l)l~~:t~~t~~r 6~~~:~ f~ ~l1~ciho~~
exam ins all of Mr. Perry's wltne.!Bes and authorities, one
(or F
ug Sight, IDipairecl Hearing, Oph-

~fm~~~g:~~~tR[~.:p;~r~mh~~~~:~ ~~: ~f~!~i~sg~fh sg~T;

thalDiia, and all intlammatlons and atrections of Eyes cross-exn.mhmtlon not only contradict each other and
:and Ears.. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing tlle
eyes lind an immediate relief.

Soft cataracts llav been

;removed by tt. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is de.
terred. Price, 80 cents. ·
llfade and sold only by
'" lltt

G • .A._LOMAS.
~halters P. o.,N.Y.

:fiPedi~s~$f.~vo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
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Paine's Works.

The Da>:wius. A domestic RAdical story. By Mrs.
Elmlna Drake Slenker, author of John's Way, Studying
the Bible, and numerous esBtl.ys. 257 pp. Paper, 50 cents;
clotu. 75 cents.
B::::~~~D~t':ifker~ :l!l~~~~~ domestic Radical story.
'l'he Clerr;yman's Victims. A Radical story
vivid!y portraymg ~he wrongs committed by the professed
men of Uud. .By Mrs. J. E. llall. 25 cents.

Paine's Theological \Vorks, Including The
Afee of Reason. Examination of Prophecies, Letter to the

Yo~~~~,o~t~!~~~~~,~~EI~ tftfercJrp~fri~· ~~~te~ :£>e~~~i~:
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers. $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (COIDplete) In one voJ.
ume, as above. ·$3, $4, $ 4·50•
Paine's Political Works, including Common
Sense. The Crisis, and Rights of lllan. Cloth, $1.50.
Th A
t· n
A0 i
t1 tl
0f t
and f::'hulo~~ tgeolo~~SWtthout a ~~';,"r ~~ ~~e wo~fct~
Paper. 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

F~~~h?~~:d~~t~dttlo~~ert:Wl~~~;{'ife~~~~~~g~~i

Martyrdom of Man. SO cents.
The Adventnres of Elder TriptoleDins

o'f~f.f\.er~~~~f:~ a:Fa~tr;,oE~~~i~~~:~~ ~~·~· h~t?.~\~1 f~~~~~~;~~~~~~:Jte.1~A~~~~~0lmgJg~~::S~

cents.
Comn•on Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents,
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
inclusiY. Paper. 40 cents; cloth. 75cents.
The Rights of:l'Ian. For the oppressed of hnman.lty. Paper, 40cents; cloth, 75cents.

etc. By the Rev. Geo. Rogers. 15 cents.
Gottlieb: His Lire. A Romance of eal'th, heaven,
and hell. Beautifully written, by s. P. Putnam. 25 cents.
Ch•·onieles ot· Si;non Christianns. His

I~~~-1f~dn:~vdsci?;t~~·~(!v~~~;1~~u~~~~~r~~) d~:go~eiecf~sy
0

LN. Fidel. ];'rom the'Engllsll.

~~~~g£ 1 ~~~Sfntec3"foe7~~te:h~fl1ei~s~~ofJnt~:o~~~f t~1~
tg~t~t~e~ff~~~~r!~~\I~.'?~M:i~~gJi~~g· J~asthK:i'sd~~~~g~l,

but that so.me of his witnesses seem to turn "state's evidence" agalnet blm and testify for l\1r, Graves. And In

!~~:~o~,;fh~~~W~:· ~iJ?:·.;~~~·~;~~'i,'}of~~f :a~r.:;tJ~

testimony against Mr. Perry that Is absolutely overwhehn.
In&. Prtce,15 cents, pam_phlet; 11, boWld.
For sale b;v
D, M. BENN.Il:TT.

Very rleb. 25 cents.

D ::11 Bennett's Works
Amber ley's Life of Jesus. His character and
·" •
•
i doctrlns. From the Analysis of Religious Belief. By VisThe Worlfl's Sages, Thinkers. and Re• · count Ambcrley. Paper, 35 cents; clutll, 60 cents.
t·ormet·s. 1,075 pages, 6vo. Vlotll, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
,Jesus Christ. His !If~, miracles, deity. teachings,
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
and Imperfections. By W. s. llell. 25 cents.
The Champions of the Clln>:cb; Their 1
Crimes and Pe>:secntions. 6\'o, 1,119 pages. · Resurrection of Jesus. Showing the contradleo
tiona and doubts in which the subject is involved. By W.
Vloth, $3.00: leather, $4.00: morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
S. BelL Revised edition. 25 cents.
0
An Outline ot· the French Revolntion:
lll~!~:r?.~/iri."e~~l r,~~~~"tu~~~. ~ft::~:~~t ~.~:!. Its
Causes and Itesnlts. A clear and compre·
ln cloth, $3.00 per volume. or $5.00 for the two vofumes~
hensiv portrayal of this interesting portion of hnman hisin leather, $7.00: in morocco, gilt edges. $8.00 .
tory. lly W. 8. BelL 25 cents.
Frotn Rebind the Bars. A series of letters
Last 'Vill and Testatnent or Jean Ueswritten in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
lier"! a curate of a Romish church in France, contain
An Infitlcl Ab .. oad. A series of letters written ing tlie best of his writings. 25 cents.
during a Yisit of ten weeks In ~urope. 850 pages. Price.
A Few \\'ords about the Devil, and Other
$1.50.
•
Essays. By Vliarles Bradlaugh. With a purtrnlt of the
The Sel!Ditic Gotls and the Bible. Treating writer. 260 pp. $1.25.
upon the gods of the Semitic nn.tlons,including Allali,
''ollaire in Exile. Translated from the J.'rench of
Jehovah, Sctkl.tl, the Holy Ghost, Jesus Christ, the Virgin
.Mary, and. the BitJle. To the latter2..~0 pages <Lre devoted, .M. Gastineau by his son Edmond Gastineau. Being
showing tlMt lJook to lJe !\very inferior production for a ftls'tr:;g~rsJYJPt~~~ IJfge~ft~~ecfo£~;$'I~iter never before pub·
flrst.clJ.ss Gocl. 333 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents'
7
cloth,$1.
Six Lectures on Astronon1y. By Prof. R. A.
.Jn<iaisnt, Christin.nity, and lllohatullled- Proctor. 20 cents.
n.nisnl ex,nnined historica.Uy and. critically. It is
thought. to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity te~~~!ft~:, :~dh~~~~ff[ltefi~fti~~l~~}r~he f~~~r~!~~
that has u.ppc.tred. 5iJO large pages. Price, $1.50.
in tncology _ The only edition tn Eugltsh. 25 cents.
Religion Not History. An able examination of
'l'liirtJ.· Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers, 75 cents;
~~e ~~oJ~\~,~~?n~~lfe~}~!L~~~~~ fr~~~~:;~~~~en~l. Prof.
cloth, $1.
Sixte<:-11 SR'"·iOI'S or X one. By Kersey Graves,
'lllle Hnrnpllrey•Bennett Discnssion. A
dciJ:t.te ou Christianity t\Hd Infidelity, between D. Jri. Ben• autlwr of the \Vorld's Sixteen Crucified Saviors • The
Bible of Bib.~es, and Biography of Sa. tan. Paper, 75 cts;
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 P<Lges. Price, $1.
1
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M. cloth, $1.
BeuncttU:nd Cyrus R(nnulus Teed. Jesus the Lord God
Creator of Heaven u.nU E<t.rth. P~1.per, su cents~ cloth, 50 M~,:·•~t{~:~t~c~~t:~f~~~~ri~!~ffl~f ~~&t~in~-o1sf~~~!!i
published. P.tpcr. 50 cts; cloth, 75 cts.
cents.
The lloly Uiblc Abridged. Containing the
(nterro~at.ories t.o Jehovah. Being3,000 questions propounded to his Jewish Godship upon a great vari. choice pass<lgeM<lih1 lvYely morccaus particularly pleasing
to Comstocl~. 16g pages. Paper, 3U cts~ cloth, 50 cts.
ety of subjects. P;tper. 51.1 ceuts: cloth, ,5 cents.
Snl>erstition; The Religion of Believe or be
\Vltat 1 D()n't B~lievc. \Vbat I Do Believe,
lhHHH:d, an Open Letter to the .8t. John's School Board.
'Why nnd \i'hel'CfOl'C .• (Fortllcomlng.) 350 pp.
By ~1. Dallcocb:. 25 cents.
t2mo. Paper. 60 cents: cloth.ltiL5U.
\Vh~' Don't God Kill the Devil? A Series
Deacon §kidntore's Letters. First Deacon of
of E:;sityg deLiic..'l.ted to the St. Johns School Board. By
~~~nhf~ 1~~~t:cit~~~ f~~i~~1h'rf~if~nn1t~~nrfgg~1Y!ki.nc~~~~~. l\1. Bnllcuclc 25 ccuts.
00 cents• cloth. 75 cents.
The tHtost. of St•.Johns. By M. Babcock. 25
Anthony Conistock : His Career of Cruelty and cents.
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Pt·tu•-ec:lings rnul A(ldresses at the Wat•
kin~ ()on,·cntiou. 4UO pages of excellent Speeches
Eighth and Last Letter frODI Ludlow•
and .1!-ssays. Price reduced to ~LOU.
Street .Jail. 10 cents.
Truth Seeker Tracts. Bound In volumes of 525
Letters h·<>DI Albany Penitentiary. 25
pages cach-Vols.l, 11, Ill, lV, and V. Each Yolume con•... t.~nts.
taining 52;1 pages-t.hirty tr.tcts or more. A Library within
1tf.tl.t.ter., ~lotion, Life., and Mind. 10 cents.
themselvs uf mof;t excellent R:.tdical reading matter at a
1
The G<><ls of§uperstition. Scents.
~~ol~~ccet. ai~~L~{~~~~~~~~~:e~ ~~;~~~g~h~ 7J~~~l~ac~. the .
'I" he Grc:.t Religions of the \Vorld. 10cts,
OilCU I.~etter to Samuel (Jolgatc. 10 cents.
ti~~? J{'-~~?~~:~i~:~f ~~-~~!i~~sl~saY! A~{o~:t~
By ,)n.mcs J. Furniss. Cloth. 50 cts.
JCsus Chri~t.• Consttlcrcfl ng an Infidel. tO cents.
An lion> \l'ith t:w ne,·H. 10 cents.
0
1
Sinful Saints and Sinful Shepherds. 10 ofi~~,~~~~?t_c~\~t.to~o~ ;~ei~~Sen~ ci¥ t~~~i!ffnr:ity~
etc. Prtce.tn Cloth, reduced toW cts.
cents.
The l'hilosot>lty of Spiritualism, and the
}[ouest Qncstiou" and Honest Answers. Philosophy
and Treatulcnt of 1\1cdfom;;mla. By l'"rederlc
;i CC:ltS,
H.. Marvin, M.D. Cloth, 50 cents.
,\.n O)>en Lcttet• to J csu!ii Christ. 5 cents.
lss.U('S of the ~\.~c. Consequences involved in
modern thou~.ht. A worK showiilg much study and great
B. I·'. Underwood's Works.
farnlliarity wtth oth~r writers und thinkers. By Henry
E"SRJ'S und Lce.ttucs. Embracing Influence of
C. Pedllct', Pt'icc $1.
Cht~it:~ti.~ilit.y t)n Civiliz:ltlon~ Christian tty and Materialism;
Seph1•r Tol<ioth ,Jeshu; or, tile Book of the
What Lil.>er.dhnn ~~!Tct-sln Plnce of Christianity~ Scientific Gcnct'<ltion
of J CS.ll$. First trtmslatiLln into English of a
~[,tteri:lli~m; \Voman; .Spiritualism trom llJ.\h~ertallst.tc
remarkable Hebrew document, giving the original rrom
:::;t;mdpotnt: Palnc t:hc Politimll and Re_ltgtous h.cfotmer; whtc.h the story of Jesus was made up. 20 cents.
f:.
).hwrL\Ji.;;m :\ntl Crtmc: Will the Coming Man Worship
lf:1d 't Cr11nes Hthl Cruelties of Christian it~: the A uthortty
Ei~llt Scientific Tracts. 20 cents.
·Jfthc Dihle; FrePthnughtJurlgcd byitg l<ruit~; Our Ideas
The 'rruth Seeker In Bound Volumes. Volume
of God. 300 pp., p11per. 60 cent•; cloth, $1.
I., $l.fJ(); Vol. I I. (Hi months) lll., and IV., $2.50 each; Vt!tls.
Inftucnec of Cbt•i!<tinuity upon Ch·iliza• V ., VI.,a.nd VlL, $s.;,o each. Entire sct,lly express, $15.
t.ion. 25 cents.
Xcw Engi:nul and the People up Tberf'
Christianity and ;tlntcrialfsni. 15 cents.
A Humorou~ Lecture. lly Georg-e E. Macdouahl. 10 cent.._
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for a fact of universal consmousness, embrace a
cloud for· an angel, and miserably perish. It is not
for man to transcend his faculties, to be above
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A c~TAIN doctor of divinity said every blade of
gmss was a sermon. The next day be was amusing himself by clipping his lawn, when a parishioner said, ,, That's right, doctor, eut your sermon's short."
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A YOUNG lady admitted to her mother that her

"AN esthetic discourse," said the Lady Althea to

her husband, as they rode home from cburcll.
•· Right you are." said Lord Algernon, who had
found a soft place on the pew-r·ail for the repose of
his lordly bead. "It was anesthetic."

DE banjo-yum! If you want my dog, my hose,
my house an' lot, play me de banjo an' keep tiwP
wid yer fut. I ·spect the music of angelic harps am
sweet an' soft an' dreamy, but if dey waJ¥ to keep
us cull'd folks satisned up dar, a leetle more banjo
an' a leetle less llarp am de first prescription.
A FINANCIALLY-MINDED youth got up the foJ.
lowing verse in a Detroit Sunday-school:
Should all the banks of England break,
Should England's bank be !'mashed,
Bring in your checks to Zion's bank,
And you will get them cashed.
A CLERGYMAN was once forced to say to a congregation that persisted in d€'positing buttons in
the contribution box, "Brethren wbo wish to contribute buttons will please not hummer down the
eyes, for while that process does not increase their
Vfllue as com, it does impair their usefulness us
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"Why?" asks his grandmother, feeling that he is
getting too good to liv. "'Cause I want to get
some of the pennies I've been giving to God."

THE rector of an infant church in South Carolina
whose roll of members numbers exactly eight
finds much comf... rt in the fact tbat just the same
number of persons were in Noah's ark. When he
F. W. Newman's Religion Not History.
eball hav a revival increasing the force by flfty per
I KNoW that if the record (of the Gospels) is cent he will probably be thankful that the number
trustworthy Jesus did not consider bimsdfperfect. equals that of tbe original apostles.
He was baptized in Jordan, "confessing his sins"
A TEMPERANCE agitator once remarked to Arte
He said, " Why callest thou me good?" I must
confess I honor more the daring optimism of mus Ward as the latter was about to take a drink:
Father Taylor than "the swotten way of talking "Look not upon the wine when it is red in the cup .. ,
H That ain't wine," said Artemus, Hthat's old rye."
about Jesus "-to use tbe memorable words of the
"It biteth like a serpent and stingeth like an
sainted Channing-in which avowed humanitarians frequently indulge. Dt•. Bartol Rsked Father adder," continued the agitator.
H Oh, no it don't," retorted Artemus, u if you put
Taylor if be thought anybody else bad ever been
as good as Jesus. ''Millions I" was the immedi- plenty of sugar in it."
" WHAT bav yon got there?" queried a temperate response. And I should much rather believe
this than believe that the character of Jesus was ance preacher to a young man who bad a bottle
absolutely unique. I do not want his goodness to wrapped in paper.
"Nothing," replied the young man.
belittle all the other goodness in the world.-J. TV.
''You ar~ telling lies," said the preacher: "yon
(fkadwick.
hav
old Nick there."
WHOLESOME meats to a vitiated tomach differ
"Nay, but thou liest," replied the young man.
little or nothing fr·om unwholesome; and best
books to a naughty mind are not unapplicable to "It's old Tom tbat I've got here."
A MAN who went West to "grow up with the
Gecasions of evils. Bad meats will scarce breed
good nourishment in the healthiest connection; country'' has returned. He got there just in time
but herein the difference is of bad books, that they to get acquainted with a tornado which was doing
to a discreet and judicious reader serve, in many a little visiting in that section. Tbe tornado took
respects, to discover, to confute, to forewarn, and him up an exeeedingly high distance, and showed
to illustrate. . . . If it be true that a wise man, bim all the possessions of tbe earth, and then let
like a good reflner, can gather gold out of the. him drop down again. He says he bas grown
drossiest volume, and that a fool will be a fool enough in the last few days to satisfy him for all
·
with the best book, yes, or without a book, there the rest of his natural life.
is no reason that we should deprive a wise man of
"IF ye plaize, sorr, hav ye enny nice Sundayany advantage to his wisdom, while we seek to re- school books or papers? Sure I want them for me
strain from a fool that which, being restrained, little girl; ~he'll be going to 1\Ir. Goodman's class
will be no hindrance to his folly.-.JfiUon.
at the church;sorr, yes sorr."
"What church ?"
MY thoughts are with the dead; with them
I liv in long past years,
"Sure it's the Protestant church in the square
beyant."
Their virtues love, their faults condemn,
Partake their griefs and fears;
"Is your husband alive, M1·s. - - ~Irs. - - ?"
u Sure an' he is, sorr. God damn his sow!, the
And from their sober lessons :find
drunken owld vagabond."
Instruction with a humble mind.
''You're a religious person yourself, I perceive."
My hopes are with the dead; anon
"Sure an' I am, sorr, the divil a hap'porth else!"
With them my place will be;
And I with them will travel on
.ROMANCE OF A CUCUMBER.
Through all futurity;
A cucumber green on the table lay,
Yet leaving here a name, I trnst,
Biding his swiftly-approaching death;
Which will not perish in the dnst.
And he smiled at the vinegar over the way,
-Southey's Library.
And unto the pepper and salt he saitb,
THERE is clear truth in the idea that a struggle "You'll keep me company, friends, I trust;
from the lower classes of society, toward the upper We'll die like Samson, if die we must."
regions and rewards of society, must ever continue. A maiden sat in a chair hard by,
Strong men are born there, who ought to stand
A beautiful maiden of supple grace,
elsewhere than there.
be manifold, inextricably And deilcate features, and large blue eye,
complex universal str ggle of these constitutes,
And "rapturous transport over her face,
and must constitute, w at is called the progress of As that cucumber passed to its drefldful fate,
society. For men of le• cers, as for all other sorts And the sunbeams danced on tbe empty plate.
of men. How to regulate that struggle. There is
A youth drove moodily home that night,
the whole question.-Oarlyle's Uero- Worship.
In the last faint streak of the twilight's blnsh;
SCRIBES and Pharisees might well cry out conAnd the moan as of One in a piteous plight
cerning Jesus: " Who is this that forgivetb sins?
luvaded the evening's solemn hush.
Who can forgiv sins but· God only?" Christians
One look at tbe r\ver, one little splash,
WhO believe that the human Jesus was omniscient
And tbe eddy encircled the lover rash.
and therefore a searcher of men's hearts, find no
difficulty at all, so far. But when the narrativ A sorrowing train with a tell-tale bier
Paseed over tbe road to the-family lot,
proceeds to represent Jesus as transferring this attribute of God to finite and imperfect man, Chris- Wbile tile mourne1·s gazed at the garclens near,
And tlle cucumbers whispered," Forget us not."
tians ought to be startled as well as Jews. Nothing but custom hinders their seeing its enormity, One little spirit by angels blest,
One little stomach for aye at rest. -R. M. Field.
lte lmpiety.-.F. W. Newman.
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son of an evangelical clergyman

himself, above reason, conscience, affection, relig- •· wished that be could die and go to heaven."

ion, beside himself. :illadmen in religion are not
rare, enthusiasts, fanatics.-Theodore Parke.'.
THE being of a God to me is as certain as my own
existence. Yet when I look out of myself into the
world of men, I see a sight that fills me with unspeakable distress. The world of men seems
simply to giv the lie to that g1·eat truth of which
my whole being is so full. If I looked into a mil·ror lllld did not see my face, I sho•Ild experience
the same sort of difficulty that comes upon me
when I look into the living, busy world and see no
reflection of its creator.-Cardinal Newman.
THE second epistle bearing the nRme of Peter
(which, for other reasons, is regarded as of late1·
origin) is reactionary upon the topic of Christ's
second coming, and complains tlmt men ask,
" Where is the prom is of his coming? "-a question that necessarily arose when time had passed
on, and " things continued as they were from the
beginning." A most evasiv explanation is tllere
given: viz., that a thousand years are, in Gocl's
estimate, but- as one day. Thus God is made out
to cheat us and mock our hankerings after just
rules by telling us that he comes. quickly, while,
by such logic, the phrase may mean a million
years or million millions as easily as a thousand.-

1

40 Bible of Nature versus the Bible of Men. John

IN Rocklin, Cal., the Congregational church has
for two years been without a pastor. There is no
rush of applicants for tbe vacanF pulpit, ns tlw
church has only five members. The vacaney will
probably continue for some time to come.
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beau had kissed her on the cheek. " And what
did you do?" asked the old lady, in a tone of indig-nation. ~\~[other," said the young lady, H 1
turned the other cheek."
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I CLAIM that in all lines h•a<ling to the higheotCHANG LEE, a Chinese resident of Clev•·lanu. 0,
welfare of ln!numity, woman is· the leader nnd hns t'i)plied for a divorce_ frOm the I1 ish girl he
guide. If mnn's "labors brought on the war "·ith married. 1\lr. Lee has evidently learned what a
Southern shwe-holders and broke up SlflVei'Y with . skirmishing fund means.
the sword," om· friends must i•cmembn-that it was
THE following advertisment appeal'S in a South
the" power behind the throne "-woman's voice, Atrican pape1·: •'1\[inisters and others are respectwoman's work, and woman's counsels, that did fnlly requested not to marry Isaac Samson, who
much to urge on the work for freedom and justice; hflS ul!·eady a wife and family."
·
only man in his mad rush for vengeance flew to
A GREAT many people car1·y their religion on
the sword anrl. inaugurated a long and bloody war, theiJ· sleeve whe 1·e it will be seen. In this connec~hile woman's V?i?~ wonld hav been for_ arbitra- tlon it may be well to remarl<: that when tbey die
tJOn and other ClVihzed, moral, and enlightened they never take their clothes to the place of judg
modes of accomplishing the great and good work. ment
-Fllmina Drake Slenker.
I SUPPOSE that, at bottom, many of these Norsemen we1·e forest-fellers as well as fighters, though
the Skalds talk mainly of the latter, misleading
certain critics not a. little; for 110 nation of men
could P.ve~· liv by fighting alone: there could not
prodnce enough come ont of that. I suppose the
right gOod fighter was oftenest also the right good
forest-feller-the right good improver, discerner,
doer, and worker of every kind: for tJ·ue valor,
different enough from ferocity, is the basis of all.
A more legitimate kmd of valor that; showing it·
self against the untamed forests and dark brute
powers of nature, to conquer nature for us. In the
same direction hav not we, their descendants,
since carried it far? 1\ray snell valor last forever
with us.-Oarlyle's Hero- Worship.
THERE is danger lest the transcendental religion.
ist should despise the past and its solemn teachings, should take a fancy, personal and fugitiv,
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dred and forty-four propositions without comment, em.I
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tlons o the Bible. Price, 25cents.
The Bhagvacl Gita; or. A Discourse on Divine
Matter• ltetwcen Krishna and Ar)una. By J. Cockburn
Thompson. Price, $1.75.
The (1!et·gy ,. Source of Danger to the
American Uepublic. By w. F. Jamieson. Price,
$1.00.
Yonfh's Liberal Gnhle for their Moral Cultnra
~i He~~lg~,"$~nllghtenment. By Prof. H. M. KottlngeJ;,
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Orthndox Hash with a Change of Diet.
l• cents.
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The Voices. A poe,n In four pnrts. By Warren
Sumner Barlow. One or the most trenchant yet sens!bla
satires on the notions! ouperRtltlons1 dogmas! and tnco~~o
olstent praotlceB of ecc eslastlclsm ex•ant, l'r Qe, fll ~
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Jlloits and IJlippinas.
A NEW scientific journal entitled Krwwledge
will shortly appear in London, under the
editorship of Mr. Richard A. Proctor.
THE Iowa Methodist Conference severely
reprimanded a minister for going to a circus,
and made him promis never to do it again.
MR. ERASMus A. DARWIN, whose personal
estate exceeded $750,000, has left one-half of
it and all his real estate to his brother, Mr.
Chas. Robert Darwin, the eminent naturalist.
A RECENT religious census taken in Prussia
shows that that country contains 1,7,645,462
Protestants, 9,205,136 Catholics, 363,790 Jews,
42,518 Dissenters, and 22,006 professing no
religion.
IN the forty-four years during which Queen
V1ctoria has occupied the English throne, she
has spent about twelve days in Ireland. These
twelve days represent the time occupied by two
visits, the last of which took place twenty years
ago.
THE Free Church in Creebridge, Highlands
of Scotland, has been in a wrangle on the posture to be assumed in prayer. Some are in
favor of sitting, against which many protested,
threatening that if the communion were handed
to them under such conditions they would fling
·
them in to the elders' faces.
WHILE rector of St. James Episcopal church,
Philadelphia, the Rev. Marshall T. Meigs stole
from the church fund and from a widow's estate, and finally absconded with a month's salary in advance. He now writes back to his
friends that he evidently mistook his fitness for
the ministry, and has gone into profitable mercantil employment abroad, whence he will
soon send money to pay all claims.
IT is fortunate for the credit of womanhood
that two homicides which hav just occurred in
the West are attributable to sudden insanity.
Dora G. Beyland, of Newport, Ohio, loved her
little granddaughter devotedly, and was morbidly fearful that the child would grow up
wicked. "How much better it would be if she
died now, for in that case she would surely go
to heaven." With that thought in her mind,
she cut off the little one's head. The other
case was at Springfield, Mo. Mary Dejarnett
was excessivly nervous, and had been kept
awake several nights by the crymg of her stepchild, aged three. At length she killed it with
a knife.
·
THE cholera is spreading in the East, and
advancing toward Europe. It has already
made considerable ravages at Aden, and has
reached Mecca, where the Mussulmans are imploring their prophet. Two other epidemics
attract serious attention. The first is the yellow fever in Senegal, where the number of victims has been great, and the second diphtheria,
which has killed more people in the south of
Russia than any other epidemic, not excepting
the ·plague. It has prevailed there since 1872.
In Bessarabia, 15,000 out of 36,000 persons
who were attacked hav succumbed to it. Out
of 46,000 cases 19,000 ended fatally, and in
Kharkoff out of 29,000 cases there hav been
17,000 deaths.
MR. GooDwiN, editor of the Salt Lake T?ibune, says, " But for the steady influx of
foreigners, low, base-born foreigners, hereditary
bondsmen, the two dreadful features of the
Mormon church, polygamy and the exalting of
the church over the state, would die out in
America in two generations." The New York
T?ibune says, " This is firing in the air, because low, base-born foreigners and hereditary
bondsmen in many instances make useful and
liberty-loving citizens." And the A1·gonaut
adds: " We say yes, but only when they are
emancipated from the thralldom of ecclesiastical authority, and at liberty to think and act
for themselvs. The religious bigot and bondsman is not and can never become a useful and
liberty-loving citizen in any country."
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IN the form of report employed by officers on
guard at Gibraltar it is customary to insert if
all has gone as usual, "N. B.-Nothing extraordinary." One day" an officer fell down a
precipice and was killed, but when the young
Scotchman on guard handed in his guard report, "Nothing extraordinary" appeared on it.
An explanation being demanded, the reply
was:" Awee!, sir, I dinna think there's anything extraordinary. If he'd faun doon a
preCipice 400 feet and not been killed I should
hae thought it vera extraordinary and would
hae put it down in ma repoort."
ONE Sunday in the summer some of the men
of a vessel at anchor off Colombo, Ceylon,
went ashore in charge of a mate, and, while
rambling in a wood, one picked up a little
monkey which was playing at the foot of a
tree. Its yells seemed to summon all monkeydom. Such a chorus of angry chatter arose
that the mate cried, " Make for the boat," and
the abductor, to make J:!leace, dropped his prize.
One monkey fell out of the phalanx to gather
up its darling in a hasty embrace, but· the rest
rushed forward, hurling sticks and stones at
the men as they pushed off. Many of the men
were hurt by the missils.
A :MEETING was held lately at the Mansion
House, Dublin, the Lord Mayor presiding, to
promote Irish industry. The first reselution
was moved by the Lord Mayor elect, himself a
large employer of labor, and seconded by Mr.
La Touche, member of a commercial banking
house of old standing and high position. Several other men of eminence, including Mr. Pim,
M.P., who is the A. T. Stewart of Dublin,
took part in the proceedings. Mr. Pim strongly deprecated any attempt to foster the manufacturing system in Ireland on sentiment, a.s it
would, he said, be a failure. What needed
encouragement in Ireland was a ~pirit of selfreliance. He pointed to the lack of coal as the
great obstacle to manufacture. Mr. McCormick, president of the Silk Weavers' Society,
complained that, whereas eighty years ago
there were 2,400 looms working in Dublin,
there are now ninety, and not a yard of ribbon
·
is made.
IN speaking of the Methodist Conference
which tried Dr. Thomas for heresy, the New
York Times says: "The Conference has won
the battle, but not in a way to reflect much
glory on itself or the cause for which it contended. Dr. Thomas was clearly entitled to a
fair trial ; he was entitled to a trial free from
bitterness and personal abuse ; he was entitled to gentlemanly treatment for himself and
his counsel, and the public had a right to expect that those acting for the church and for
the cause of Christ should bear themselvs with
dignity and be free from malice. But the
record of the case, especially the speech of the
chief prosecuter, Dr. Hatfield, is filled with
coarse abuse, low: slang, and vindictivness.
Dr. Hatfield would seem to hitv formed his
style from a police court model and to hav
gathered his language from the slums. His
speech is hardly fit to be published in a respectable newspaper. We can only ask what
sort of men the Conference Committee was
composed of that they could sit and hear such
expressions without uttering a protest. The
reporters speak of Hatfield's closing address as
' bitter, full of vulgar anecdotes and commonplace slang,' and' unsparing in denunciation,'
not only of the defendant, but also of his counsel. They also say that his ' hearers seemed
to _enjoy his coarseness, and the nearer he
approached the indecent the more hearty were
the demonstrations of approval.' Dr. Hatfield
referred in coarse and contemptuous language
to Dr. Thomas's 'forgetfulness' and to his
feats of jugglery, and describing the abode of
the lost as the defendant would hav it, demanded as though he were speaking to a crowd
of pot-house politicians, ' How is that for hell?'
At another point in his argument he asked the
opposing counsel to ' put that in your pipe and
smoke it.' He spoke of a church which
Tboma.s had served as ' blasted, Scaled, peeled,
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and blazed' when he (Hatfield) was appointed
its pastor. Thomas was 'a ' traitor who skulked
and meanly stabbed his mother church;' he
'dispensed with the gospel ;' he was' wily as
old Talleyrand ; ' he was the cause of suicides
in Chicago; he was a ' bastard Methodist,'
while he (the speaker) had been converted at
• brimstone corner.' The court seemed to enjoy this harang, and its members spoke freely
of the man and brother upon whom they sat
in judgment as 'a dead cock in the pit,' 'a
dead dog,' and avowed the intention of' kicking out the heretic,' expressions which would
be in place at a prize-fight. Men of the world
are not to be blamed if they recoil with disgust
from such an exhibition of Christian love and
gentleness.''
THE San Francisco Argonaut says: "We
think the papal power, as embodied in the
Roman Catholic church in this country, is dangerous, because we think it interferes, as a
church organization, witll the administration
of our civil affairs. We believe that political
teachings from the Pope of Rome- are passed
down through Roman priests and pulpits, till
they control the political conduct of the more
ignorant and bigoted of the believers in papal
infallibility and the Pope's rightful claim to the
civil domi.nion of the world. Knowing, as we
do, that the-Pope claims to be the vicegerent
of God on earth, and his infallible representstiv; claiming, as we know he has always
claimed, to be entitled to the allegiance of all
in civil authority as well as in spiritual, we
think the citizen is not a good Catholic who
does not squarely subscribe to the doctrin that
the Pope, as his spiritual guide and head of the
infallible church, is entitled to a higher allegiance than is due to the laws and magistracy
of the country. No other position than this is
logical, and we distrust either the intelligence
or the sincerity of any man who takes any
other position. The • intelligent • Catholic
who undertakes to dispute the fact as we hav
here stated it, ignores the last twelve centuries
of European history ; ignores all that sacred
and profane history has written of the assumption of papal supremacy; ignores half the
bloody sacrifices of European battle-fields, half
the diplomatic intrigues of courts, and all of
the history of England, France, Spain, and
Italy, where cardinals and legatees from Rome
were placed as premiers with kings. There is
not an American sclioolgirl, outside of a nunnery, nor an American boy, outside of a monkery, who does not recall the story of papal intrigue and papal interference with all the governments of Europe. We recognize the necessity of American societies, because we fearbecause we know-that the church of Rome
and the Society of Jesus are plotting against
republican government in America. They are
endeavoring to undermine our educational systern, and in its place they would giv us the education of priests, and control our politics
under the disciplin of the confessional. They
would declare all existing marriage relations,
not celebrated by the priest after confession
and between believers in the dogmas of the
Roman faith, as adulterers j all children not
born within the altar ceremonies of the Roman
church, as illegitimate. They would establish
for us a state religion, ·endow their churches
from the public treasury, and support them by
public tax. They would foist, as in Europe,
their long-gowned and snuff-taking pensioners
upon the toiling and industrious of our land j
and when, in time, they had rooted out the
ecclesiastical system, and on its ruins built
their own structure of religious faith, they
would, as in Rome only fifteen years ago,
drive our churches out of existence, and make
the worship of God impossible by the prohibition of any other form than that of the papal
church of Rome. They would, if they dared,
re-enact the horrors of the middle ages to root
out heresy from this American land. The immediate steps in this direction woultl be to giv
us Pope's-Irish school directors, Pope's-Irish
schoolmasters, Pope's Irish for our police, and
Popes Irish in our Legislature."
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RAIN has come at last, after a long and severe drouth, but more is needed.
THE Yorktown celebration closed on Friday,
the 21st, with a grand naval and military display.
Ex-GoVERNOR MoRGAN, of New York, confirmed as Secretary of the United States Treasury, has declined.
DR. CARVER, an American, won a shooting
match at Hendon, Eng.,on the 22d, against an
English champion.
THE Rev. Highland Gamet (colored), of New
York, has been appointed by the President
minister to Liberia.
THE steamship Great Eastern, the largest
vessel afloat, was sold at auction in London
last week for $150,000.
CAPT. PAUL BoYNTON ]eft Yankton, D. T.,
on the 24th, in his rubber suit, intending to
swim to the mouth of the Mississippi.
A MAN in Oswego has discovered that horse·
chestnuts are good food for cows. Dried, the
cattle eat them eagerly and thrive upon tllem.
MARTIN KA.NKOWSKI has been found guilty
·of the murder of Mina Muller, who was found
dead in the woods of Guttenberg, N. J., last
May.
TRICKETT, the Australian oarsman, has sent
a formal challenge to Hanlan, champion of the
world, to row him for $1,000 a side and the
world's championship.
MR. ScoviLLE, Guiteau's counsel, has ap·
pealed to the public for all information it may
possess relativ to his client's insanity, upon
which he will rest his defense.
THE process of welding together the different
parts of the huge Bartholdi statue of Liberty,
presented to America by the government of
France, was begun on the 24th.
THE Socialistic-Labor party of Brooklyn has
opened a school for the purpose of teaching
children Socialistic principles in addition to
giving them a good ordinary education.
OVER five thousand persons assembled in
H y de p ark , Lo n d on, 0 n th e 23d , to exp ress
sympathy for Ireland and to condemn the
government's attempt to suppress free speech.
PHILADELPHIA has sent over $26,000 to the
Michigan fire sufferers. It is stated that $180,000 will be needed this winter for the relief of
the fifteen thousand destitute people in Michl·
gan.
A PARTY of men and women, professing to·
be Spiritualists, hav been digging for several
nights on a farm in Chemung county, New
York, where, they allege, spirits hav informed
them that gold is to be found.
EIGHT deluded women, some young, some
old, sent out by the Women's Foreign Missionary Society of the Methodist church, sailed
from this port last Saturday for India, where
they will endeavor to Christianize the wives of
the wealthy classes.
FouR hundred girls, employed as strippers
in the tobacco factory of P. Lorillard, in Jersey
c·•loy, were 0 n a str'k
1 e 1ast wee k b eca.use
their foreman was discharged and a new man
put in his place. They hav now resumed
work.
·
LAND League arrests still continue in Ireland. Dublin is under martial rule. Parnell
has issued a manifesto to the Irish tenantry to
pay no more rent. The English government has
declared Land League meetings against the
law, and participants subject to arrest.
THE Rev. Dr. Burns, principal of the Wesleyan Female College, at Hamilton, Ontario,
has written a letter sustaining and expressing
sympathy with the Rev. Dr. Thomas, of Chicago, lately expelled from the M. E. church
for heresy. Proceedings will be instituted
against Dr. Burns.
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Alarnontada, the Galley-Slave.

was forever joyless, and I only saw the limits of my
misery on the brink of a distant grave.
Sleepless the night passed. Early in the morning
the galley left the harbor. When the sun rose
above the inflamed waves, Marseilles had vani.shed
from my sight. I was chained to a rowing-bench,
upon which 1ive more slaves were faetened .

uncle, Mr. Etienne, with bleeding head. I could
recognize him only by his form and hiR clothes. He
raised an agoninizing cry toward heaven and sank
down under gunshots upon the corpse of his beloved
child.
I wanted to speak to the marshal. But my tongue
was petrified ! I only raiEted the eyes and the hand
with the gnn toward heaven. Then I felt a blow
anil sank down in dull insensibility.
.
Until then I had preserved my faith in humanity.
Until then I had blindly given myself up to it.
Nourished only by the masterpieces of · t h e greatest
minds of our time, had I h11led myself into happy
delusions. I had believed humanity by far more
human and freed from the bonds of wild barbarism.
Was I ~ot a snhject of the most praised monarch in
the world? France called the reign of Louis XIV.
her golden age I Alas! and Montreval was a govern or under Loui!l, and Palm-Sunday of the year
1703 a Sunday of the golden era! Abo~t two hundred people on this day were burned ahve, or shot,
and even the babe was not spared on its mother's
breast! And all the property of the murdered ones
was confiscated-and M ontreval's cruelty by a royal
hand covered with praises I

'tRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
. D.A.Nlli:L ZSCHOKKE, BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
CHAPTER X...X...XI.
[TO BE CONCLUDED.]
I arrived before the gate. .Violently I made my
-way through the crowd of people, which had streamed
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
t_ouether
in countless numbers, and was standing
.
0
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOC·
there gaping, ~urning with cnr!osity, and with
TRINS.
shudders· and JOY and expectatiOn, shoulder to
WRITTEN -BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
ehoulder.
-Cold with horror I saw rising above the heads of
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
the crowd the shining bayonets of the dragoons,
CHAPTER IX.
which in threefold lines had surrounded the mill of
my bPloved uncle. Elevateil above all, upon his
THE PROPHETS.
horse, surrounded by a few diRtinguished gentlemen,
The words prophet, Nabi, Roeh, .peaking, 3eeing,
I saw the Marshal de Montreval. He appeared seridivining, are the 10ame. All ancient authors agree
ous and meditating.
that the Egyptians, Chaldeans, and all the Asiatic
"Most gracious lord ! " I cried, when I had reached
nations had their prophets and soothsayers. Those
him.
peoph~ existed long before the Jews, who, as a petty
He tllrned about, looked at me, and while he
crowd occupying a small corner of the earth, had no
p<:>inted with his crutch-cane to the mill, he said,
other language than that of their neighbors. We
without changing a feature: "The wretches! Now
hav said elsewhere that they borrowed from the
they are caught ! ?'
CHAPTER XXXII.
Phrenicians the names God, Elah, Jehovah, and
"What do you intend to do, most gracious lord?" ·When I had recovered to clear percPption of my Adouijah, and that they obtained all their rites and
asked I.
surroundings I found myself under the hands of customs from the people who surrounded them, not" About that I hav meditated," he replied, "this Rtrangers and my wounded head was bandaged. withstanding they were always speaking unfavorably
quarter of an hour."
Now and then during my insensibility I had, it is of those very same people:- "0 most gracious lord!" cried I, "surely, these true, indistinctly felt that some one was busy about
Some one has said that the first prophet or soothmiserable people hav offended agaim~t the law; but me and that I suffered pain, but quickly extinguish ad sayer was the first knave who found a fool to believe,
truly, they are more ohjects of your contempt than again was the perception, and I lost myself ag.ain in in which case the prophet is the most ancient personof your anger. Be merciful, gracious lord, and these darkne~<s, as if in a heavy sleep.
age. But in this supposition fraud is added to fanaterring ones will sink quietly at your feet, and never
"Thou hast, my faith, thou hast a tough life, ical blindness, which indeed exiet simultaneously
again--"
thou!" these were the :first words I heard again. in the human brain. We hav seen crowds of proph" What?" the marshal interrupted me. "These An old, dirty fellow stood befcre me and handed ets, like those mentioned by the Jews, arrive in Loupeople are inconvertible. Rebels they are-mad, me medicin.
don from the land of Languedoc and from Vivarais,
daring rebels. Shall I suffer this damned weed to
I did not see Clementine. In a small cell J lay, who were imbued with the greatest enthusiasm
grow, until it can produce another Michaelade?" *
upon a hard coarse bed.
joined with the most disgusting illm•ions. We hav
"No, mo~t gracious lord," said I, and seized en"Where then am I?" said I.
seen Jurien *prophesy in Holland. There hav been
treatingly the hand of the Marshal which hung at
"Art with me" said the fellow. Now for the such impostors in all times-not only the scoundrels
his side. "You are altogether too just to avenge on first time I again 'remembered the unfortunate event who made the predictions, but other l!!coundrels who
those unfortunate ones yonder a cruel deed that hap- to which I owed to all appearance my presence believe the predictions made by the older ~et.
pened nearly a century and a half ago."
here.
'
'
The world has been filled with sibyls and N ostra" It is time to set a severe example," said the mar"Am I then a prisoner?"
dam uses. The Koran reckons the number of prophi!!hal, who hitherto had been undecided. He with"To be sure and that by right" answered my ets to be two hundred and twenty-four thousand.
drew his hand, rode a few paces ahead, without keeper.
'
'
Biahop Epiphanus, in his n~tel!! upon the f~lse canon
minding me, and cried with loud voice, "Set the
"Does Madame de Sonnes know of this? Has of the apostles, enumerates I!!Ixty-three Jewish prophmill on fire ! "
she not sent here? Can I not speak to her?"
ets and ten prophetesses. The trade of prophesying
Half senseless, I staggered after him. I seized the
"Dost thou know people here? _Where does she had neither dignity nor ra~k among the Jews.. It
bridle of his horse and cried, "For God's sake, liv ?"
was not even a state yrofesswn. They never received
mercy I mercy!"
"In Martin's street, in the house of Albertas."
~ l?rophet as we receive .a doctor of O:'ford or Cam. "Away there," exclaimed he, and threw a wrath"Fool thou! ln all Marseilles is no Martin's tmdge. They prophesied al!! they Wished. It was
ful look at me, and swung his stick, as if he wantPd street. Thou hast fever still, I hdieve, or dost thou su~cient to h~v. or to believe and pretend to hav, the
to strike me. I let the horse go, and fell down on not know thou art in Marseilles?"
calhng ~nd spmt of G:od. They revealed the future
my knees before the ice-cold Satan, and cried,
"Jn Marseilles? How in Marseille" am I? Am by danmng and playmg upon a harp. Saul, repro" Mercy!"
I away from Nismes? How long hav I been here?" bate as he ~a~, took goo~ care t? ~ecome a prophe~.
I heard the rustling and crackling of the flames,
"lt may be three weeks, thou poor devil. I well Each con~wtmg party m a mvil war had the1~
and saw the thick clouds of smoke rolling over the believe that thou knowest nothing about it. Until prophets,,J,ust as we h~v our reporters from Grub
roof of the mill, and heard the dull, heart-rending last night thou hast raged in hot fever. Must hav a street. t I ~e two par tiel!! called ~ach oth_er fools~
cries of the imprisoned ones. I sprang to my feet good constitution. We thought to bury thee to- schemers, har!!, and ro&"u.es, and 1~ i!!peakmg thus:
again, and embraced the marshal's knees. God day."
_
they spok.e the truth._ fJcztot~, . Israel, s~~ltum proknows what I cried to him, what I begged of him in
"What shall I do here in Marseilles?"
phetam, %nsanum v~rum sp%ntualem~ Know y~,.
my anxiety. But he listened not to me; he had no
"When thou art well ~hou wilt put on that jacket J~rae!~ t~e prophet 1~ a !ool; the _!lpmtual ~~n 1s:
human feeling. The pious tiger looked only upon there. Dost thou know It?"
mad, sa1d Hosea, accordm_g to the Vulgate..
The,
the burning mill.
.
.
"That· is a galley-jacket. How then? Tell me, prophets of Jerusalem are hght and treacherous perAnd soon my senses began to vamsh under the
I--? I will I cannot believe--. Am I sons," said Zephaniah, a prophet of Jerusalem (Zeph.
w~ld tumult aroun~ about, and under the pitiable ~:demned ?"
'
iii, 4). They ar.e all like the apothecary who advercrJes of those dediCated to death, 11 nd under the I "Probably, as they say, for only twenty-nine tises, "Take my pills to prevent accidents."
thunder of the guns. Those who attempted to es- ears on the rowing-bench."
·
The prophet Micaiah predicted the misfortunes of
cape the flames were shot down by the dragoons.
Y The fellow spoke too true. As soon as I bad re- Samaria and of Judah. The prophet Zedekiah stag_Then I aroused myself, an4 rushed toward the covered, the terrible sentence was made known to gered him with a blow in saying, "How can the
mrll. I~ the same moment a girl threw herse}f out me. On account of threats and assaults upon the spirit of God pass by me to go to you?" (1 Kings:
of th~ wmdow. I caught her. It was Antoma, my life of Mar~hal de l'rlontreval, not counted; that I xxii, 24.)
.
un~le s youngest daughter. . ,
.
.
was proven to be a secret Protestant, and in behalf
Jeremiah, who made -•his prophecies in favor
Thou art saved, Antoma, sa1d I, and ca;r.1ed of the heretics in the chancery; and where I, on of Nelmchadnezzar, a tyrant, put cords on his neck,
the poord creature. hthroukgh s~ok~ andh gun-tirhmlg account of my office, had influence, had committed and a yoke on his back, as an example. He then
away, an came, Wit out nowmg 1t, to t e mars a .
any mbezzlements I had been condemned to sent this badge to the petty neighboring kings as an
''The dog I" cried the marshal. "I hav always m. e te enty-nine ye;rs on the galleys.
invitation to submit themselvs to Nebuchadnezzar.
. t h at h e was one of t h em.'" I was not aware SeiV
w
. h , w h o regar d e d J erem1a
. h as a
sa1"d It,
I sighed,
but in the consciousness of my innocence Th e prop h e t H anama
th~,t he spo~~ of me.
.
I, without pain, put on the slave-jacket. My tears traitor, seized his bonds, broke them, and cast his
D?w? I he r~ared a~am. Two dragoo~s tore flowed only for the fate of Clementine. I endeav- yoke upon the earth.
·
the famtmg Antoma out of. my arms, and while she ored to send a few lines to her. With a borrowed
There is Hosea, whom God ordered to take a pros~
~ay upon the ground these mhuman beasts shot the pencil, upon a torn piece of paper, I wrote my fare- titute for a wife, and hav children of prostitutesm~~c~ut creature at m~ feet.
.
,
. well. Alas, I was too poor to bribe my keeper. He Vade, s~tme tibi ureorern fornicationum et f'ac tibi
Right so t? the liod-fo~gotten heretics I said took my letter, read it, and tore it, laughing, into filios j'ornicationurn (Hosea i, 2), says the Vulgate.
the marshal qmte cal!llly behwd me.
.
ieces while he said, "Here is no post-office for Hosea obeyed implicitly. He took Gomer, the
. "_0 tho_u contemptible mons.ter! How w:Ilt thou love-l~tters."
daughter of Diblaim, who bore him three children.
JUStify this deed before thy ~!ng and our k1ng! a~d
They put the chain on me, and led me, beside So that prophecy and that fornication lasted nearly
before thy God and our God? 1 screamed atJnm m other companions of misery, down to the harbor ~nd three years. But that was not sufficient fo~.~he G~d
rage.
.
. upon the galley destined for us. It w.as a beautiful of the Jews. He directed Hosea (Hosea m) to he
He started toward me, gave me a blow ~1th h_Is evening. The city displayed its magmficence in the with a woman who had already put horns upon her
cane over ~be head, and r_ode over me. I b_eheved m splendor of the setting sun. Out of the dark green husband's head. It only cost the prophet fifteen
the confusiOn he had given orders to kill me. I of the mountain sides, which embraced the harbor drachmas and one and a half measures of barley.
gathered myself up, ~ore the gun from the ~and of crowded with ships of all nations, shone snow-white That was a dear bargain with an adulterer.t It cost
one of the dragoons, m orde~ to defe~d myhfe. No the numberless villa>~, and between the almond and the patriarch Judah less than that to commit incest
on_e dared to t?uch _me, notwi.ths~a~dmg th~ marshal olive trees of the Bastides fluttere~ with all colors with his daughter-in-law Tamar.
·
c~1ed ,~everal times w successwn. Take h1m I Take of the rainbow the thousand silken streamers.
him I .
.
Through the mouth of the harbor the sight lost * A Protestant pastor and persecutor of the philosopher
Bayle.
-w:h1le ~ looked wildly ~bout me, I saw-o~, the itMelf in the unlimited area of the ocean.
t Grub street is where the wretched pamphlets, the incephornble sight l-over the Gead body of Antoma, my
The splendor of this panorama dazzled me and
tion of London journlllism, were published [1767].
:fil;ed
me
with
unspeakable
melarwholy.
The
shores
*The Calvinists in Nismes, in the night of St. :Michat>l, the
:j: Notice how the prophet choses the proper word "fodio
30th of September, 1567, had murdered about thirty magir- of my fatherland seemed only to display th~ir whole cam," "defile her." Oh, abomination I Yet these wretched
trates, priests, and mouks in their frantic rage; from this is splend{.,r in order to make me feel the more mtensely books are put in the hands of children, and sedu~rll traln their
derived the name Michaelade for this night of murder.
what I had lost. .All.about me breathed joy, only 1 young vic!Uns in the oonventa.
1

· There is Ezekiel, who, after receiving an order
If, as Lucretius taught, the great utility of science warrant for this last stage there was or may be we
from God to shiep three hundred and ninety days was not its material benefits, great as they are, but shall hereafter ooneider further.
upon his left side, and forty days upon the right rather its power to cleanse the minds of men from
(4.) With Polythei8 m, and !!!.till more with ~1ono
side, swallowed a parchment.. book and ate foooes * the "taint of theology, " nothing can be more profit- theism arose a new state of mmd, called by Comte
upon his bread, and introduced God himself, the able or desirable than a clear understanding of thi!l the Abstract or Metaphysical .. Aoo_ordin_g to th~t
creator of the world, as speaking thus to the young process of anthropomorphizing and deanthropomor- belief some abstract quality existed m obJects or In
Aholah: "Thou has become great, thy brea!'lts hav phizing. For these long words we are indebted to the world as the caUiile of their changes, and which
been pressed, thou has shown thy thighs to all who Spencer and Fiske. They are simply English letters could take the place of the older or theolo~ioal conwere passing.
· Thy sister Aholibah was for the Greek words anthropos, a man, and morphos, oeption of personal' wills. The metaphyswal godmore corrupt in her inordinate love (Ezek. xxiu, a form.
dess "Nature" took subordinate oh~rge of the
20). She doted upon paramours whose flesh is as the
Readem of Comte will remember the great stress Cosmos that is the known or knowable world, as she
flesh of asses, and whose issue is like the issue of he lays upon this process and the order in which he had do~e for the polytheistic deities, and with. her
horSes."
supposes that its three main stages the<'retioally oo- aid the monotheistic system was gradually modified
Our friend, General Withers, to whom we one day our. He makes it his principal law of social devel- by the Mohammedan· and Christian philosophers of
read thet!e prophecies, asked which one of thew-- opment and progress, beoaU!!e each stage necessitates the middle ages.
made the scriptures sacred.
the next in the following order:*
Metaphysics finally permeated and honey-combed
(1) In the first stage, the human savage began to theology, and rendered it to the mo:e. intelligen_t of
A person rarely reads the prophecies. It is d~fficult to read for any length of time so much balder- form some notion or rude philosophy of the world its followers an allegory of panthe1stw natura~i~m,
dash. The men of the world who hav read Gulliver about him. The l'!cientifio or correlative antecedents which still remains to a great extent the preva1hng
and Atlantis neither know nor hav read Hosea or -i. e., the true causes of the motions of objects- creed. But as each poetic believ"r chooses his own
Ezekiel.
could not be known to the savage. What he did qualities and causes, it is indi~i~ualistio in its te_n·
Persons who were made to see the folly of these seem to know was that his own motions were the denoy, and not social, nor rehgwus, nor orgamo.
horrible passages, seemed never to recover from result of his own will-to him an immaterial, imper- Metaphysics may fill our libaaries, but it has never
their astonishment. They cannot conceive why Isaiah oeptible power. That will seemed to him separate founded a separate church or polity. ~t verifies
marched naked into the midst of Jerusalem, why from his body, for there were shadows and dreams, ideas by ideas and fancies, and not as smenoe does
Ezekiel out his beard int0 three parts, or how J onab and spirit, or "breath," al'! the word originally means by thingl'!, facts, processes, and laws.
(5.) The next and final stage of this dehumanizing
could liv three days in the belly of a whale. If any in most languages, which proved to him that they
one were to read such extravaganzas and such im- moved independently and were quite distinct from process is called the Scientific or Positive. In this
proper tales in a book which we call profane, he his body. Wills and spirits similar to his own he stage facts and laws take the place of the fiations of
would oal'!t such a book away with horror. When therefore inferred to exist and to be the oaul'!es of theology and the abstractions of met!tphysi~s. _Itl!l
we say such is the Bible, the people are confounded, the changes in the things about him.
very soul and substance may be called oertamty%s~
they hesitate, they condemn the abominations, but
In this way man peopled the world with spirits, or Positivism. It is in its nature social, that Is, m
dare not condemn the book which contains them. devils, fairies, and gods. He explained every thing, the true sense, religious and organic. Its firm foun·
But this happens so long as they fail to use common especially every wonderful thing, on this wilt hypoth- dation was laid, as we have shown, when the Coper·
sense. They finally end by detesting that which the esis. ·To him the world was, therefore, anthropomor- nioan 11ystem was established. It _is t~e oounter~art
rogues and fools hav made them worship.
phized. Comte, taking the worship of tb.e negroes as of the inevitable deanthropomorph1zatwn of the Cos·
When were these books, without reason and with- the type of this belief, calls it Fetichism, after the mos and of the Infinite. lt must, when coordinated
out modesty, written? No one knows. The most' corruption of the Latin f'actitiosus, or as we say, fioti- into a body of knowledge, form a positive philos·
probable opinion is that the majority of the l•ooks tious, applied by the Portuguese to the negro super- ophy, which will give the known truth about the
attributed to Solomon, Daniel, and others were man- stitions. Mr. E. Tylor describes thil'l state of mind world, and then it will take the place of theology,
ufaotured in Alexandria, but that does not matter; as Animism (from the Latin anima, a soul). The which was our old and fictitious explanation of the
are they still of one faith, time, and place? Is it not theory being that souls or spirits (from the Latin same world. It will thus become in its very sub·
sufficient to see from the evidence that they are spiritus, breath) we1;e the causes of the change!! in stance and nature the basis of man's religion.
the world. You are earnestly recommend to read
The reason why there has been and can be no
monuments of an extravagant and infamous folly?
How could the Jews hav venerated these books? the whole history of this prooesl'! in Mr. Spencer's reconciliation between science and theology is now
It is because they were J ewl'!. It is necessary to re- "Sociology."
manifest. They are two different and oppmnte theo·
member that these monuments of exaggeration did
(2) The next stage Comte theoretically desoribel'! riel'! for explaining the same world, and only one of
not confine war only to the priests and scribes. We as Polytheism. It arose from the fact that man .them can be true. When, therefore, men began to ask,
know vei:y well that b~oks were scarce where print- began to outgrow. his will or spirit: philosophy, and Can this stable heaven and its infinity of space be a
ing, invented by the Chmese, was only lately d1soov- cea~ed to r~gard 1t as the explana~wn of the more perl'!on p everything was at stake. A glance only
ered. We are still more astonished when we see ordmary thmgs and events, wherem order and la.w was needed to make this clear, for all there was of
that the fathers of the church accepted these dis- were observed, which gradually took the place of the monotheistic theology in doctrine and government
gusting. chimeras, or quoted them in proof of their ~lis or ~pir_its. T~u? as to snob o~jeote he adopted was seen to be but a deduction of the old cosmogony
propositwns.
.
smence I~ 1ts empirical and rudimentary phases. to us known to be condensed fetichism, resting upon
From the ancient Testament we pass on to the But the wills were oonden!led al'! they were outgrown. and resulting from this illusory astronomy of our
New. We come at last to Jesus and the establish- The greater gods were !!till believed to dominate the ancestors. There il'! hardly need to even suggest
ment of Christianity; and in order to get there we objects from which the smaller wills had disappeared. much further than we have already done the details
are obliged to wade th.rough the ass~ssinatio.n of Instead of the spirit ?r god _for every object, we ~nd of this deduction. Tl;ley form the contents of all
many kings, the destruotwn of many oh1ldren, either Bra~ma, Jove, or Odm. Thii'I process of.oondenl'!atwn works of theology.
.
cast in the flames in the valley of Topheth, or oontmued as ·the thoughte of men Widened. The
In them the Infinite Fetich God appears as an im·
crushed by the torrents flowing over the rooks.. Let conception of. law and order as to all familiar things menee but indefinable anthropoidal person existing
us pass by tliat frightful soel?-e, and le~ us not mter- drove t~ese hi~her gods to t~e control of the more in some inde!!oribableway outtnde of, orindependent
rupt the horrors by any sacrilege. Miserable Jews ! remote, mexphoable, and ternble phenomena-to the of the "universe." This anthropoidal governor of
It is among you that a man from the dregs of the sea, storml'!, moun~ains-the sky, the sun, ~oon, a~d hii'! created universe is represented as acting from
people is born who bore the .very common name stars. }t wa·s t_hen m a~trola.trr: or !!tar-worship, that 11!!, human motives of self-interest, for his own good
Jesus I Let us see who this Jesus was.
w ben polytheism had Its pnnmpal bal'!e upon the stars, and glory.
·
[To BE CONTINUED.]
thatki~ appeadred iD; i~le. mo.l'!t glorious fdorms, .and gTbave
To know the will of this omnipotent Anthropoid
man md or er, OIVI izatwn, art, an empire.
e was the purpol!!e of theology, as the name implies,
*What madness from Bedlam I God order, by his own names of the days of our week are tbol'!e of the seven ( 1 heos, God, and Logos, word). Indeed, Theology,
mouth, a prophet to devour filth while lying on his left side for planetarydeitiel'!thatonoeruledtheplanets,inolnding under that theory of the W?rld, was the only true
three humlred and ninety days. Can we imagin auy mm·e dis- the sun and moon. They are the very namel'! of the and fundamental learning-the only knowledge
gusting horror? Can we believe this of a people who hav cal- gods of Greece and Rome tranelated into their Soan- really worth having. .For all of the change!! of the
culated gravitation and· the aberration of the light of fixed
dinavian counterpart!!!. Thul'! time and order came world nay the end of the world-for end it might
stars? [1776.]
to us from the stars.
have if it had been created-depended upon the will
(3) Tho next and third inevitable step in this proo- of this extra-mundane being.
Liberty, Science, aml Humanity.
ess was Monotheism. For anr.ient al'!tronomy red
·
b ·
The government of this create umverse, Y. Its
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific vealed the order and laws of the heavenly bodiel'! and Pantaroh
was administered on the purely tribal
combined them all into one rotating universe, al'! we principle~ of an eat~tern patriarch, from wllom he
Gospels.
have above described. The universe, as soon as it had been modeled.
Thence came the eastern
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE TRE N.Y. LIBERAL CLUB beoa.me oonsidere"d as One-as a moving, limited
"chosen
tribes".
with
a
special
revelation.
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
unity-must, as we have shown, have a S upreme W il l
f h
f Thence
h
or
God
exterior
to
it,
as
its
Creator,
Mover,
a.nd
Gova
sacrificed
son,
with
especial
care
o
t
ose
or w. om
LECTURE I.
ernor, to whom it and all other gods and men must he was specially selected.
Thence finally his
be subJ. eot as the highest power of all.
. specially-appointed vicars and dynasty of popes on
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
All of the gods were therefore oonden!!ed into or earth to watch over and l!!av.e his redeemed,
·
T and on
The next, the third great harmony of science, we
made subJ. eot to this one supreme will, "whose hab- the consequent ab~urditi~s and orue 1ti~!l.
o. reconmay call:
cile thil!! Monotheism With the unavOidable Idea of
itation was eternity," or "the infinity" outside of the Infinite it was necessary not to think but only to
lin-THE LAW OF THE THREE STATES, OR DEANTHRO· the revolving universe. That universe bad of course
·
f h"
believe or to pretend to believe; i. e., to have
POMORPHIZATION.
been created by him out of nothmg or out o liD- "faith}' The more impossible and absurd the creed,
self.
Thus
the
ancient
faiths,
or
animistic
explana· h T
The great astronomical change from a~ illusory
hat
Universe to the true Cosmos and the Infimte neces- tions 3 s Mr. Tylor calls them, passed from the the greater became the merit of this Fa1t .
common fetich up to the Infinite, and ar.e there three gods we1·e one and one three; that the Father
sitated this great advance in human thoug~t.. W ~
was the same as the Son, born· of his own begetting,
f ·h
may call it the process of" deanthropomorph1zatwn simply summed up in Monotheism, whereby all are
deanthropomorpbized
but
the
Infinite
One.
What
upon his own mother, were Simp18 matters to ait •
• 'Of t_he Cosmos and of the Infinite. That is, the
whose method (as Tertullia~, the first Ch:is~iaJ?- fa the~,
ceasmg to regard and to ao_t toward the ext~rnal
announced it) ·was, "I behave because 1t IS Impossi*Mr. Spencer has sought, as usual, to work up a difference
world as if it were a oolleotwn of human bemgs.
ble." The greater the mystery, the greater the faith;
That this process has been a oo~sta~t attendan~ of between himself and Comte in stating this familiar process or and greater absurdities w~re constantly oonoei~ed in
law. A.s in many other cases between him and Oomte, the
the progress of mankind, o~r sment1sts and phil~s t.!ifference amounts to this : Comte, look.ing at human progress order to highten the savmg grace of pr~.;tendmg to
ophers _concur ~ith all unbias~d travelers. and hu~ objectively and historically, describes it theoreticall:l:" in _three believe what no one could know. The holy authortorians m affi1·mmg. Hume pomted out th1s process st1ttes or phases, like geologic strata, not necessarily m all ity embodied in ~ holy church, a ~oly ~1bie, a holy
or law in his "Essays on :Natural Religion,'' and cases or even in fact, occurring as completed or regul~tr. Iuquisiticn, was Simply the autllonty of the persomTurgot, Comte, Spencer, Tylor, Fiske, and others :::lpen~er, looking at it on the subjectiv or logical side, sees that fiell Infinite. lt struck down all human rea~;un at a
this process is on that side continuous and the same, appear-show their. originality by a slightly varying state- ing
to tlilit~r only in its application to different objects. This blow. Civilization, law, literature, fell before it.
ment of what amounts to the same general law of givs us the iuner and outAr side of the same process,_ the _gen- .Monotheism Christ1an and Mohammedan, the most
--this side of human progress, though each philosopher eral growth of the human soul, but there is no mate1 tal differ- bloody and ~ruel of all religions, dev_a~tate~ Europe
is clamorous for a patent or a new name for any ence. Comte gives the law from the historical, Spencer from and the fairest parts of As1a and Afnoa With wars,

11lig;ht ~provement of his own.

the psychological, point of

view,

·
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S~EKER,

OCTOBER 29!1 1881.

WE recently received a package of pamphlets
persecutions, tortures, murders, and miseries unspeak-j 5. The doct.ri.ns and claims ?f Christiani~y h~v
able and almost increrli.ble.
been a curse mstead of a blessmg to mankmd m from M. B. Ct·aven, with the following note:
Yet back of all these horrors lay that fundamental many respects. Instead of being a religion of love,
" PHILADELPHIA, Oct. 5, 188L
"MR. EDITOR: I send you one hundred copies of my 'Angel
illusion and mistake in astronomy-that the world· it bas been a religion of hate, contention, war, and
was a revolvinO' "universe" with an outside. When blooilsbed. It l1as fostered ignorance, superstition, of Horeb,' gratuitously, to assist Mr. Bennett in his journey
Respectfully,
Bruno ~oould l~ctureand publish upon the "Stability and falsehood, and has retarded education and sci- around the world. Express paid.
"M. B. CRAVEN."
of the Heavens" and the "Infinity of vVorlds," the ence in the world. It recognizes and supports the
Our
thanks
are
returned
to
Mr.
Craven for his
church had no alte!'Dative bnt to crush him ot· die. obnoxious systems of kingcraft and priestcraft, upShe knew that the crisis in her history had come.
holding slavery, despotism, and every form of op- generous donation, and we shall he pleased to sell
Dr. John W. Draper, in his "Conflict between I pression in its ~ssertion that all po_wer is of God. no~ only this hundred but many hundreds of his
Religion [TheologyJ and Science," has J?rOf?Oserl t?at) As ~ P.roof of tbts the leaders and bright stars of the pamphlets. The "Angel of Horeb " is a critical resome day the scientific world should umte m placmg. Christian church bav been among the worst tyrants view of biblical inspiration and divinity, and is writthe statue of Bruno beneath the dome of St. Peters, I and oppressors of human liberty the world ha!! ten in Mr. Craven's usual clear and convincing
manner. The price is 10 cents. We want to sell
reconsecrated to man. That this should be ·done known.
·
may not hereafter appear more strange t~an that the
6. The Bible a.nd Christianity b~v oppresse~ worn- the whole hundred, so we can send friend Craven a
Parliament of Italy, united and emanmpated from an and hav depnved her of the rights to whwh by copy of Mr. Bem;ett's travels, to the success of which
he has contributed them.
papal rule sboulrl now be sitting in Rome. Already nature she is justly eRtitled.
the stude~ts of Italy have a statue of Bruno in the
7. The Bible and Christianity are unprogresiv iu
Tms week Mr. Bennett begins the account of the
Eternal City.
their natur~. They are. founded upon the doct~in'
But would it not be a surer and a nobler monument and autbonty of God himself, and are therefore m- International Freethinkers' Congress. It will be
tban any "enduring bronze" could ever be to date, capable of progress and improvement.
completed next week. Mr. Bennett left London the
tte Calendar of the New Era of bcience ancl Jlfan
8. The ,Bible and Christianity do not teach the 6th, traveling across the continent for Trieste, which
from the year 1600 as its year one. Thus the Martyr's highest class of truth and the best variety of relig- place he expected to reach by the 12th and leave by
death would consecrate the birth of the new order ion which mankind are capable of receiving.
steamer on the 15th. As the mail is somewhat
and life of man in his new heaven and earth. Comte
Mr. Bennett affirms all these propositions-we slower down that way, we hav not received word
has proposed that this new era should run from 1789, had almost said truisms- and. 1\'Ir. Mair denies from him, but hav no doubt that he is energetically
the date of the French Revolution, as the greatest with what power be can. He brings to the defense investigating all that he sees, and industriously putsocial and political event of our modern revolutions of Cbristia_nity the best argu~ents .that can be ad- ting it down on paper for the benefit of his friends.
and progress. Many other dates of great events have dnced. H1s letters show pamstakmg care and a
been suggested. Americans are partial to their own familiarity with authors unexcelled by any layman.
WE would call attention to a new work we hav
national birth-year, 1776, as the beginning of a new Indeed, few professional theologians could draw just issued, "Voltaire in Exile." It is an epitome
political order, and the antithet of 77,6 B c., the first from the arsenal of the church better weapons. But of the life of the great Infidel, and for those who
recorded Olympiad, and so the first certain date be is met at every point and disarmed with a cannot afford the higher priced life, by James
of European civilization. Still back of all these promptness that shows Mr. Bennett to be more than Parton, and yet want to know all about Voltaire it
modern revolutions and steps of progress, as the his match, and no less familiar with authors. -Mr. is just the work. It was written by Benjamin Gascause of them all, stand the great world-opening dis- Mair knows only one side, while Mr. Bennett knows tineau, of Paris, and translated for us with his apcoveries of 1600, and with them nothing reaches us both, and be has not failed to show that Christianity proval by F. Vogeli and Edmond Dubourg. It
more striking than the voice and blood of Bruno is weak and indefensible, founded ·On assumptions, contains an account of Voltaire's youth, his exile in
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pretty rapidly ; though American meata
(f/ 1ir J1 ~ t.
qJ
J J1 J!t!!. Jd business. It is saddening that such a state of thing~< growing
~ ~rllll C!Ji9ttutr ~roun l{t ~or
exists among sucl1 an advanced and intelligent peo- nnd cheese do not command so large a price as the

ple as the English are. Good temperance organiza- English. I was a little sorry to hf'ar that. I would
tiona and effPctive temperance work iA greatly needed much prefer to hear that. America always stands
here. ,If less of the labors of the Salvation Armv AI. The meat usE>d by the Jews is not Ao]d here.
Lonoon, like New York and other American cities, and other street preachers abound eo and more total They have butch!'rs of thf'ir own who still obRE>rve
is a center of the people of all nations. Twenty abstinence advocates were doing efficient Af'rvice, it the injunctions of the old Mosaic law about the killthousand French are said to be permanent residents would be far better. The rearing of children will inCT of animals. Their traffic in the flef'lh of beef
here, with a due proportion of Dutch, Germans, have to be changed here. Their appetites for flnirit- an'd mutton is by no means small, while from pork
Italians, J:ortuguese, with some from the oriental uous liquors will have to be discouraged. These they are absolute abRtainers. I passed many of their
countries. I have seen comparatively few Chinese things are not right as they are. I see women while butcher shops, I think on Aldgate street. They
and Africans. Early one evening, Talmage-like, I traveling on railway trains take out their bottles and sell at both wholesale and retail, to gentiles as well
walked with a friend in the eastern portion of the not only drink tl;lemselves, but give of the same to as to Jews.
The fish market here is quite another establishcity to the old disreputable localities, next to the their children also. I have seen children from six to
docks, where sailors and the lowest prostitutes most ten years of age at the dinner table have their wine ment. Perhaps the largest fish-market in the world
do con~regate. I saw quite a number of hard-look- glass filled the third and fourth time until they were is the Billingsgate, near the Thames, which I deing sailors of different nationalities, and the numer- unable to walk without staggf'ring, and the parentA scribed last year. The Londoners are great fishous places where they bought their spiritual conso- seemed to think it all right. With Rnch tuition and eating people, and world!< of fiRh of many kinds are
lation, which places in this locality are principally the formation of such early habitA, it is not strange sold at BillingRgate. The busineAs is conducted
kept by foreigners; but it was too early in the even- that the excessive indulgence in intoxicating drinkR there in the new market lJOuse in a decorous manner,
ing for the frail sisters to be out in force, and as it is the habit of adult life.. There is far too much in- probably considerably unlike the style of fifty or a
is not safe for strangers to visit that quarter at dulgence in the use of intoxicating liquors in Amer- hundred years ago when the fish women of Billings.
night, we did not prolong our stay. I saw enough ica, but there is four times as much here in propor- gate were noted or their coarse language.
to remind one that there are great differences be- tion to numbers. Many Father Mathews are needed
While the suhject of women is again partialiy
tween the upper and the lower classes and the style to show the people the evil of this course.
un·Ier consideration, I wish to say a word about the
I have visited four or five theaters here, but have women of London and of England. I think, as a
in which they pass their lives. The kind providence
who provides for all seems to make great dilltinction not seen a fourth part of those in lively running rule, they have a healthier look than the women of
between the favored and the unfavored. It is hard condition. Comic opera and ballet plays have their America. Some are thin in flesh, but usually they
to make him seem like a just and loving parent who full share of patronage. The performances I have are plump and well rounded out, and there is a freshdoes so well by some and so ill by hunilreds of witnesBed were well done. In all the theaters I have ness in their countenances that cannot pa!!s unobother!l. If he loves all alike, it seems singular that visited fluid and other refreshments a1:e carried served. I see very few pale, cadaverous faces and
he treats them so unlike. The people of the West around among the audience, and in nearly all cases none that look tawny or dingy. The women here
End must be greater favorites of his than those who by women. Sometimes they seem to do a very have not such excessively red cheeks as the bonny
live in the East End, for he takes very much better lively business, and it would seem that half the audi- lasses of Scotland and Ireland, but none of them
care of them.
ence, women as well as men, partake of ale, wine, have any necessity for rouge or face paint of any
While in the section alluded to I saw the tunnel or something stronger. But with all this I have seen kind. And they are usually as erect as they are
under the Thames, which was constructed many comparatively but little rioting, but little fighting fair. They walk the streets with a peculiar headyears ago for general use by pedestrians and others, and disorder. If the English people drink too much crest style, and with an independent, self-reliant air.
I will also mention, as lal!t year, that their dress
but which was not very well patronized, and was they seem to have the power not to go to outlandish
finally purchased by one of the underground rail- extremes and make perfeGt demons of themselves. patterns are scant in the w:tist, and the pullbacks
roads, and is now used only for the railroad. I saw I sometimes think that the spirituous liquors of this are applied at so near the bottom ef the dress as
enough of it to convince me that it is dark and country, bl'ing less fiery than the corn whisky of seemingly to interfere with easy walking. They
gloomy.
America, do not inflame the brain and make attend to all kinds of business in the way of shopI said a word about. prostitutes. It is said there mad men so much alii with us. But alcohol at ·best keeping, selling goods out of doors, clerking in postare forty thousand of them in this city. They are is alcohol, and it will take men's senses away and offices, etc. I think they show less timidity on the
not all on the streets at night, but many thousands make them fools and desperadoes. Well will it be street than our ladies. They are out alone as late
of them frequent railway stations and other localities when people in all countries learn to do without as midnight, and nobody thinks it strange any more
where most likely to find customers. As a rule, alcoholic liquors. Will that time ever come?
than with men. They stop and talk together on the
they are bold and urgent in their requests, and not
The honor has been done me to invite me to dinner street late at night or at any time, the same as men
at all troubled with bashfulness. From appearances, by many friends. In many cases I have gladly ac- do, and it attracts no attention.
they lead a wretched existence, and excite the deep cepted these invitations, but in some cases, finding it
I will say for the shop-keepers of London that they
est pity. For them, as society is organized, there inconvenient, I have been compelled to decline. The are a very expert class. They do up parcels, great
seems no other hope save a short, miserable exist- friends in London have uniformly been very kind to and small, with neatness and remarkable celerity,
ence of crime and drunkenness, with an early, dis- me. I shs.ll feel under lasting obligations to l\Ir. especially the grocers and butter-dealers. I hav
graceful death. I am quite sure that the .kind Bradlaugh and his two amiable and talented daugh- watched the butter-dealers, especially, with interest.
,,. L e J.ub ez, ,I
providence who carefully watches over all his chil- t ers, M rs. B esan t , D r. A ve1'mg, .ulr.
.u' r. They keep fresh and salted butter, of course of various
dren is not very watchful and not very lavish with Forder, Mr. Smith, Mr. Dryden, Mr. Standring, and grades, and when half-a-dozen customers are waiting
his favors toward this unfortunate class.
many others. They have taken me by the hand like at the counter for four or eight ounces of butter
While the prostitutes of London are unhypocriti- a brother, and have shown me many kindnesses. each, the dealer serves them very rapidly. He can
guess closely the quantity wanted. With a litcalas to the lives they lead, I must say for the mass May it be long before their shadows decrease.
of the women of London that they are modest, disI had a few minutes' intercourse with Mr. Charle~ tle wooden paddle in each hand he cuts a lump from
creet, and show as little wantonness and disposition Watts, who was about to lflave for northern England the firkin, puts it on the marble platform scale, gets
to attract attention as any women in the world. and Scotland on a. lecturing tour, and will probably the weight right, hits it a couple of taps and brings
While they tend shops of all kinds, and sell varioue not return before I leave the city. He seemed it to a square shape, lays it on a piece of paper, a
wares also on the streets, while they evince inde- very friendly; he inquired after Prof. Rawson and pile of which lies by the scales, and wraps it neatly,
pendence and self-reliance, they are modeet and other Americans, and sent his kind regards to the and all within fifteen seconds. Many dealers do
ladylike as a rule. I cannot make it seem right to Liberals of America.
nothing but weigh out butter in this way from
me that young ladies should tend bar-rooms, ginI have visited the Smithfield meat market, or week's end to week's end, and it IS not strange that
mills, and rum-shops, but they do in this city, with rather three large market houses joined together by they become experts. The grocers keep wrapped
hardly an exception. There are from ten to twenty- wide passage-ways. I think each section is over ahead nearly all kinds of goods like sugar, pepper,
five thousand places in this city where intoxicating three hundred feet long and some two hundred and mustard, etc., done up in pound parcels, or by the
liquors are dispensed, and in nearly every one are fifty wide. These are occupied for· meats alone, penny's worth, and the neatness and uniformity of
from one to six beautiful young women. This prac- save a small share of the space in one of them for them is striking, as well as the rapidity with which
tice may elevate the manners of the patron!! of those butter and cheese. Through the center each way the dealers serve their customers. London is a city
establishments and cause them to conduct themselves ai·e wide avenues, and on either sides are narrow of shop-keepers.
The mode of conveying freight and merchandise
with becoming propriety, but it is greatly to be paseages or streets, as they may be termed, and all
feared that the morals and habits of the females are the remainder of the space is taken up with hang- over the city is quite different from ours at home. I
lowered in a corresponding degree. It very likely ing carcasses of beef, sheep, and hogs, with a fair see no drays with two wheels, bnt.numberless large
seems more pleasant to have a young lady pour out share in one of the houses for dressed fowls. No heavy freight wagons with enormous loads piled
the wine, draw the ale, and decant the whiilky and meats are retailed here, but the sales are made to upon them. The heavy draft-horses are large and
brandy, but I am sure if I had young daughters 1 the meat dealers in all parts of the city. Around strong. I think they are the Norman stock. We
Like New
would much prefer not to have them follow that these extensive houses-with brick walls and large have but few such powerful horses.
avocation. And I am of the opinion that being windows, iron posts and girders inside and iron and York, this is a terribly hard place for horse-flesh.
served in that capacity by young women hail a ten- glass roofs-on all sides are meat-dealers' carts With smooth-worn shoes on the Belgian pavedency to cause young men to visit those places more every week-day morning waiting for their supplies ment, it is very hard for them to stand. I have
than they would otherwise. Some young men may c.f flesh, and as fast as ·they obtain their loads seen them sliding along in descending grades like a
be attracted by the presence of the opposite sex more others come to take their place, and thus the city is boy on ice in new t;hoes. They often fall heavily.
than by the whisky bottle, but after going there ijUpplied with its daily stock of meat. It is indeed a I have seen bus-hort:~es, when at full speed, fall and
they cannot do less than patronize the establishment. sight to walk through these extensive houses and see be dragged a rod or more. If I were a horse I would
The drinking habits of the English people are un- the thousands upon thousands of carcasses of beef, not choose London or New York for my home. The
questionably a great evil. There is ten times as sheep, and hogs hanging closely together with just composite asphalt and wooden pavement are used
much drinking as there ought to be. There are space enough for b11yers to pass in between the rows. much more here than in New York, and this city is
some total abstinence people here, but they are the The sides of beef are usually very large, stretching consequently very much stiller than New York. I
exception and not the rule. I should judge that down from a bight of twelve feet, the neck8 can hardly understand why wood pavements should
nine-tenths of the people drink more or lese, but coming to the stone iioor, they hanging almost as be more in use where wocd is so much dearer. ·
more rather than less. 'l'he public bars and drinking compactly as possible. By walking through these .Many little ponies and donkeys in dog-carts are in
places are patronized most extensively. I judge immense house8 one gets some idea of the amount of use here, as they are all over Great Britain. .
I will mention a system of fire ladders I have nothere is no retail business that has a livelier animal flesh it takes to feed London, and he very
trade; and the worst of it is they are not patronized Boon becomes impressed with the idea that the city ticed, on wheels. A ladder is fixed firmly in an angle
by men only. I have seen hundreds of women in is not exclusively vegetarian. The sales of meat of say fifteen degrees from the perpendicular, perand going in these places. I have seen half a dozen of from a carcass to a dozen of them is brisk, and haps twenty feet tall, with two other lengths catogether standing by the bar quaffing ale and stronger the dealers seem very anxious to sell. I was even pable of being pushed out somewhat like a tele.
drinks, and they were not prostitutes, but the WIVes taken for a buyer, and was aE.ked by a dealer if· he s<'~ope to a total bight of fifty feet. The ladder is
of working men, and often appearing to move in could not sell me half a dozen carcasses. I like a run up against a burning building in which are peogood society. I have, on several occasions, seen slice now and then, but did not wish to invest to that ple unable to escape. Those unaule to descend upon
women intoxicated on the btreet, and have had them extent. I was informed that much American meat the ladders are placed in a kind of case of wire netstagger a~ainst me while walking along about my and cheese are sold here, and that that trade is work on the under side of the ladder, and in thia
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they descend rapidly but safely, as at the foot a~ 4 P. M., and before the hour bad arrived the capa- Science bas wrought no greater marvel in the service
there is an inclination in the opposite direction mous hall, capable of holding not less than six of humanity than when it gave the world a common
which checks the speed. If it is not a delightfui thousand people, was thoroughly filled, and all nervous system, and thus made mankind capable. of_
way of traveling, it is a good deal preferable to burn- seemed to wear an air of sadness, and many were a simultaneous emotion. One remarkable feature of
ing. The11e establishments are placed on the streets ilre~sed in mourning.. A large proportion of the that death-scene was the \mpertur1able good nature
at nights, and with them is an incloRed car, for men audiPnce were undoubtedly Americans, but probably of the sufferer. This has been sometimes callt:d a
and implements for the business. These are put out the EngliRh w_ere presf'nt in nearly equal numbers. peculiarly American quality-a weakness if in exof the way in the morning.
A large Amerrcan flag draped in deep mourning was cess or misapplied, but beautiful in its own genial
The streetR here are kept very clean. Hundred" at the back of the stage in front of the orQ"an whi~h place, as there and then it was. General Garfield
of boy1, called the ·~ strePt orilerly" are constantly Rtandfl at the end of the ha 11, and another fbg at the once said to a friend, 'They tell me it is a defect of
employed at gathering up the horse-droppingA, front of the platform. The meeting was presided my character, but I cannot hate anybody.' Like
with a stiff brush and a box like a dust-pan in hand. over by the American minister, Mr. James Russtlll Socrate11, he seemed good-natured even with death,
It i11 amusing to see them dodging around between Lowell, and seldom has any public meeting had an though there have been few men from whom death
the thou!ands of horses and vehicles and expertly abler and more dignified chairman. I instinctively has ever wrenched a fairer heritage of opportunity.
sweeping together and taking up the dung and de- felt that America is well represented at the court. of Physicians tell us that all men die well; but surely
positing it in square iron boxes 11et like posts by the St: J a~nes's, .and .t~e Americans have just grounds for be was no ordinary man who could die :well daily for
·
eleven agonizing weeks, and of whom it could be
curbstone.s, which afte! a while are emptied by pnde m therr mimster.
men coming around With a cart. 'fhe iron poiltA
Amongst those present were Jlr:Ir. Hoppin (Secre- said at last,
used for this purpo~e are squa.re and black; the pil- tary of the American L~:>gation), Mr. Nailal (sec'Henothingcommondidormean
lar posts for dropping letters m are round and red ond secretary), General Badeau (late American ConUpon the memorable scene.'
but still gre:n numhers of letters are by careles~ Rill-General in London), the Spanish minister, the A fiber capable of such strain and wear as that is
people deposited in the manure posts.
Brazilian mi'nister, the Brazilian Secretary of Lega- used only in the !Laking of heroic natures. Twenty
There are thousands more of peculiarities in Lon- tion, the RnsRian C!umre d' Affaire~, the Belgian years ago General Garfield offered hiil life to his
don that well might be mentioned, but I will not at· Charged' Affaires, the Milita-ry Attache to the Ger- country, and he has died for her aft truly and more
tempt it. I cannot notice nearly all I see, and I man EmbaRsy, the Secretary of the Chinese Lega- faithfully now than if fate had accep1ed his offer
don't suppose I have seen a tenth part. In fact, a tion, the Earl of Dunraven, Hon. Joshua Nunn then. Not only has his blood re-cemented the fabric
man might live here for ten years and not s~e a (Vice-Consul-General), Bi~hop Sim-pson, of Pbiladel- of our union, but the dignity, the patience, the selfqu'lrter of the things worthy of description.
phia, Col. Chee11eborougb, the Rev. Mr. Felton, the restraint, thoughtfulness for others, the serene valor
The great Covent Market, a mile or more west of Rev. Mr. Channing, Mr. Spragne, Mr. T. Hughes, which he showed under circum!<tances so disbeartenthe Smithfield Market, is nearly as e:x:tenRive for Q.C, Mr. Moncure D. Conwav, the Ron. N. Fiflh ing and amid the wreck of hopes so splendid, are a
vegetables and frnit11 as the other is for meats. Here (late United States miniAter at ·Berne), Gen. Merritt, possession and a stimulus to hiA countrymen forever.
hundreds of loads of all sorts of vegetables pro- Mr. Smalley, Mr. B. F. Stevens (United States Gov- The emulation of examples like his makes nations
duced in this country and France are daily brought. ernm<>nt Dispatch Agent), Mr. Selif!man, Captain great and keeps them so. The soil to which Buch
The stock of potatoes, onions, tomatoes, squashes, Hamilton, Captain Blake, General Pile, and the men as he belon~ed is good to be born on, good to
cucumbers, turnips, cabbages, cauliflowers, celery, Lady Mayoress.
Jive on, good to die for and to be buried in. I bad
and other vegetables here disposed of is very large.
Prayer was offered up by the RelV. Dr. Marshall, not the honor of any intimacy of friendship with
The same of apples, pears, grape11, and some other of Mississippi, the whole gatherir:g upstanding the this noble man. Others will speak of him from
more intimate knowledge. I saw him once or twice
fruits. The onion11 are from Spain, also the grapes. while.
I see very few melons, and they are of the musk
TbeCbairmansaid: "Ladies and gentlemen, conn- only; but so deeply was I impressed with the serivariety. This i11 not a good melon country. The trymen and countrywomen: The object of this meet- ousness and·solidity of his character, with his· eager
prin.;ipal nutlil sold are the English walnuts, of which ing, as you all know, is to testify our respect for the interest in worthy objects, and with the statesmanlarge quantities are used. The fruits and smaller character and services of the late President Garfield, like furniture of his mind, that when many years
vegetables are br4iught in large, round, fiat-bottomed and in so doing to offer such consolat:on as is pos- afterward be was nominated for the presidency, I
baskets. There are several other whole1ale markets sible to a noble mother and a noble wife suffering as rejoiced in the wisdom of the selection, and found
for vegetables and fruits in other parts of the city, few women have been called upon to suffer. It may in my memory an image of him clearer than that of
but very little retailing is- done thf're. All are sold seem a paradox, but the only alleviation of such any man I ever met of whom I bad seen so little;
at wholesale to dealers, and consumers buy of them. grief is the sense of the greatness and costliness of and I may add that I have never known any man
I should mention the article of watercresses. The the sacrifice that gave birth to it, and this sense is concerning whom a loving and admiring testimony
English people are a!! found of them as the Italians brought home to us by the measure in which others was so uniform from men of every rank and characare of dandelions. The cresses grow rapidly in run- appreciate our loss. It is no exaggeration to say ter who bad known him.
ning streams, and have a slightly aromatic, warming, that the recent profoundly-touching spectacle of
' None· knew him but to love him;
agreeable taste; and are very tender. Formerly womanly devotedness, in its simpli~ity, its constancy,
None named him but to praise.'
and
its
dignity,
has
moved
the
heart
of
mankind
in
a
enough of them grew wild to supply the demand,
but for many years cultivation has had to be re manner without any precedent in living memory. I shall not retrace the story of his life; but there is
sorted to to meet the demand, and now hundreds of But to Americans everywhere it comes home with a nothing that occurs to me so perfect in its completestreams are growing the cresses. I am told that pang of mingled sorrow, pride, and unspeakable do- ness since the biblical story of Joseph. The poor
from twenty-five to fifty tons are daily brought to mestic tenderness that none but ourselves can feel. lad who at thirteen could not read dies at fifty the
This paug is made more poignant by exile, and yet tenant of an office second in dignity to none on
this market.
Restaurants and eating-places vary greatly in you will all agree with me in feeling that the uni- earth, and the world mourns his loss as that of a
price. To get a good dinner at the first-class places, versal sympathy exprf'ssed here by all classes and personal relative. I find the words coming back to
with wine, co!lts not less than five dollars. (Suffice conditions of men has mane us sensible, as never be- my lips in spite of me when I look for the secret of
it to ilay I have not patronized this clallS.) From fore, that if we are in a strange we are not in a for- the universal interest-be was so human. An examthis high elevation the prices descend beautifully to eign land, and that if not at home we are at least in ample of it was his kissing his venerable mother on
a shilling (twenty-five cents) for a steak, a cbrp, what Hawthorne so aptly called the 'old home.' I the day of his inauguration. It was criticised, Ireham and eggs, etc; coffee and tea five pencP- to three ~hould ghdly dwell at more length upon this fal't, member bearing at the timP, as a sin against good
pence per cup. The~e are cheaper pbces still, where so consoling and so full of good omen, but I must taRte. I thought then, and I think now, that if we
corned beef and cabbage, roast beef, or beefsteak-pie not infringe on a resolution which will be ably had found the story in 'Plutarch' we should have
can be bad for five pence, rolls and butter two spoken to. Yet I should do injustice to your feel- thought no worse of the hero of it. It was this pliapence, bread and butter a penny, tea or coffee & ings no less than to my own if I did not offer here bility of the late President to the impulse of unconpenny to two pence, eggs, boiled or fried, a penny our grateful acknowledgments to the august lady ventional feeling that endeared him so much to bia
each. There are other shops, where a specialty is who, herself not unacquainted with grief, has shown kind. Among the many stories that have been 10ent
made of frying sausages and boiling potatoes. A so repeatedly and so touchingly how true a woman's me illn!!trating the sorrow so universally felt here,
section of sausage four or five inches in length and heart may beat under the royal purple. On an none have touched me so much as these two:
two boiled potatoes, including salt, pepper, and occasion like this, when we are met together that we An old gardener said to his mistrt>ss, '0 ma'am,
mustard, are furnished for two pence, and an addi- may give vent to a common feeling ~:~o deep and so we felt somehow as if he belonged to us." And
tional length of sausage for a penny. The sausages earnest as to thrust aside every consideration of !!elf, in a little village on the coast, where an evanare good, and the place is conducted in a cleanly the wish of us all would be that what is said here ""elist held nightly services on the beach, prayer was
manner. I have seen three pereons kept busily should be simple, strong, and manly, as the cbarac. ~ffered regularly for the recovery of the President,
engaged in handing out sausages and potatoes, or ter of the illustrious magistrate ~<o untimely snatched 11nd the weatherbeaten fishermen who stood around
sausages and bread, or sausages and onions, to hun- from us in the very seedtime of noble purpose that the preacher with bowed, uncovered h~ads, fervently
gry multitudes. There are other shops where fish would have spning up in service as noble, that the responded 'Amen.' You will be interested to know
are fried in penny and two-penny pieces, to be eaten words should be as tender and true as she bas shown that the benevolent Str Moses JHontefiore, now in
on the premitJes warm or carried away, as desired. herself to be in whose bereavement we reverently claim his ninety.seventb year, telegraphed last week to
There are a oonsiderable number of potato bakers in to share as children of that blessed couutry that gave Palestine to request that prayers might be offered
various parts of the city; these have portable ovens birth to him and to her. We cannot find words that for the recovery of the President in the synagogues
on wheels, and conduct their business on or near the could reach that lofty level. This is no place for the of the four holy cities. It was no common man who
corners of the streets. Hot baked potatoes a turnings and windings of dextrous rhetoric. In the oould call forth, and justly call forth, an emotion so
ha'penny eaob. I must confess to having sometimes presence of that death scene, AO homely, so human, universal, an interest so sincere and so human. I
patronized these low-prictJd caterers, and have beeu so august in its unostentatious heroism, the common- said that this was no place for eulogy. They who
well served. A piece of good sausage, a piece of places of ordinary eulogy stammer with the sudden deserve eulogy do not need it, and they who deserve
fish, or a baked potato tastes just ail well to me when shame of their own inaptitude. Were we allowed it not are diminished by it. The dead at least can
to follow the natural promptings of our hearts, we bear the truth, and have a right to that highest
a penny buys it as though it codt a shilling.
would sum up all praise in the sacred old words, exercise of human speech. We are not called upon
EXETER HALL MEETlNG.
'\Veil done, thou good and faithful servant.' That here to define General Garfield's place among the
Saturday, Sept. 24th.-1'o-day Mrs. Dr. E. B. death-scene was more than singular, it was unexam- memorable of· mankind. A great man is made up
Foote arriveil here from Paris to asRist me to repre- pled, The whole civilized world was gathered about of qualties that meet with or make great occasions.
sent the Liberals of America in the Freethinkers' it. in the breath less suspense of anxious solicitude, We may surely say of him that the great qualities
Congress which commeNces to-morrow. As soon aR listened, to the difficult breathing, counted the flutter- were there, and were always adequate to the need.
I heard of· her arrival I betook myself to the West ing pull:le, was cheered by the momentarry rally, and Though les<> fortunate than Lincoln, his career was
End where she is stopping, and was glad to l~arn she saddeued by the inevitable relapse. And .let us snapped short just as he was about to be tested
is in good health and has enjoyed a pleasant sumr.ner. thank God and take courage when we reflect that it by the supreme trial of creative statesmanship. We
When we had disposed of the little visiting which was through the manliness, the patience, the relig- believe that .he would have stood the test, and we
needs must be indulged in after an absence from ious fortitude of the splendid victim that the tie of have good reason for our faith. l!'or this is cerhome for several months, we proposed to attend the human brotherhood was thrilled to a consciousness tainly true of him, that a life more strenuous, a life
meeting of American citizens called at Exeter Hall of its sacred funcLion. The 'one touch of nature of more constantly bightening tendency and fulfilto mourn the death of President Garfield and pay a that makes the whole world kin,' is a touch of hero- ment of more salutary and invigorating example, has
testimonial to his memory. The meeting was called ism, our sympathy with which dignifies and ennobles. not lived in a country that iB rich in instances of
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such. Well may we be proud of him, this brother' land; but the American in sympathy and in thought the republic, she would find by experience, multiof ours, recognized also as a brother wherever men was never far from home. He might love the land plied in countless family circles, from the palatial
honor what is praiseworthy in man. Well may we in which he sojourns, he might be delighted with homes of merchant princes to the log-huts of farmers
thank God for him and love more the country that the voices and the sights around him; but after all on the prairies, that when, with womanly greatcould produce and appreciate him; well may we he turns back to the land of his birth and to his heattedness, she interchanged words of niutual comsorrow for his loss, but not as those without hope. home, and his sympathies gather round the fireside mi~eration with the anxious wife and woe-struck
Great as the loss is-and the loss of faculties trained there. They never could read fully Divine Provi- widow of James Garfield, she won the heart of the
·like his is the hardest of all to replace-yet we deuce, but at least there were some lessons that whole American people. And now, echoing in spirit
should show a want of faith in our country if we might be drawn from the sad event. The fair life the tones of the sovereign of the Briti.sh empire, let
called it irreparable. Three times within living of General Garfield became historic to a degree that them say to that bereft venerable mother and that
memory has the Vice-President succeeded to the could not have been without some such close. When prematurely widowed wife in their late happy home
presidential function without shock to our system, he fell it was not America alone that mourned. at Mentor, "Honored sisters ! Be assured that the
without detriment to our national honor, and with- Kings and emperors gather round his bier, and the grand-souled son whom you nurtured-and the heout check to our prosperity. It would be an indig- queen of the greatest empire in the world dropped a roic husband whose toils ~nd triumphs you so nobly
nity to discuss here the character of him who is now tear beside his widow, and laid a wreath upon his shared-has not lived and died in vain." "Do you
our chief magistrate, who, more than any one, it is tomb. God bless Queen Victoria for her womanly think my name will have a place in history?" Pressafe to say, has felt the pain of this blow; but there sympathy and for her queenly courtesy! But it ident Garfield lately asked in confidence of a friend,
is no indecorum in saying what is known to all-that was not only a lesson that young men might rise bending over him. And the true answer was given,
he is a gentleman of culture, of admittedly high that he read in the life of General Garfield. He read "Yes, a grand one; but one still grander in human
intelligence, of uni~peachable character, of proved also the steps by which permanent fame might be hearts." That friend might well have said, "in the
administrative ability, and that he enters on his high gained. The lamented President was no demagogue. heart of humanity." General Garfield's coat of arms
And most
duties with a full sense of what such a succession As a young man, he did not aim at a political life; bore this motto, "In cruce vinco."
implies. I am not one of those who believe that he sought not popularity. He sought to make him- grandly had his chivalric course kept true to that
democracy, any more than any other form of gov- self a man, and did the work of a man, not being high Christian legend of disinterested. self-sacrifice.
ernment, will grow of itself. I am not a believer in spoiled by official pot!ition. He (Bishop Simpson) His farewell benediction to the nations sounded
perpetual motion in politics any more than in might say that a more thoroughly-balanced and all- abroad like a silver trumpet, "Let violence be no
mechanics, but, in common with all of you, I have an round character than that of General Garfield he had more heard within your lands; wasting nor destrucimperturbable faith in the honesty, the intelligence, seldom seen. The late President. was not great so tion within your borders; but, in the name of the
and the good sense of the American people, and in much in any one particular line. He had no special heavenly father and his beloved son, henceforth
the destiny of the American republic."
genius that manifested itself out of all proportion in write on your walls salvation, and on your gates
General Merritt then moved the first resolution any one direction; but he was one of the grandest praise."
as follows:
specimens of a solid, round, strong manhood that he
The resolution having been carried unanimously,
(Bishop
Simpson)
had
known.
It
had
seemed
to
him
Mr.
J. S. Morgan next moved:
"That in the death of President Garfield we have to deplore
alike a grPat public misfortune and a loss personal to each of that in inflicting upon them this suffering God had
''.That we desire to signify our grateful sense of the affecus; ~that the crime of political murder, which in each instances been teaching the nations of the earth the strength tionate solicitude of which the Queen and people of this connwe abhor, has in this instance, without a conceivable motive or of the Amerie'kn republic. This was the fourth time try have, during the whole period of the President's suffering
· 1e apo1og1s
· t , p1nnge d ana t"1on m
· 1as t·mg sorrow; taken a p resi·a ent h a d given
·
a smg
way to a V ice-President under and death, given so many varied and touching proofs,· that
· fi rm, be]ove d ch"lef magis
· tr ate, 0 f prove d ca- peculiar ci·rcumstances. Two of these P1·esi"dents they have endeared to us afresh the land of our forefathers,·
from us a w1se,
·t f
]
db
d 0 f f]]
T
h 1
and have laid us under an oblig-ation of brotherlv good will
pam Y or rue, an ereave come
us an
a eexample
ow-mIzen,
w 0 simple
eaves died of di"sea.se,· LI"ncoln and Garfield fell by the wh"lC h wecanneversu ffi men
· tl yacknowe
I dge,an d never f orget."
toAmericansforalltimeto
of the
manliness of a sincere life, of a death heroic in patient forti- a~sassiri's hand. Nevertheless, amidst these trying
He remarked that the resolution was one that retude, and the priceless inheritance of a memory without stain." Circumstances, there had never been a single voice quired no set speech to secure its acceptance, for it
He said that the nations of the civilized world raised against the regularity of the succession which was sure to find a. spontaneous response from every
had asked in reference to General Garfield, What the Constitution of the United States prescribes. American heart. For nearly three long and anxious
manner of man was this? The question had been The death of President Garfield was a loss, and yet months Americans here had been watching by the
answered. President Garfield's life had been read somehow he had faith that it would be a gain to the bedside of their suffering and beloved President,
as an open book; his heroism had been seen and ad- world. "The blood of the martyrs," as it had been marking every change, at one moment buoyed up
mired these many weeks, and during that period his said, "was the seed of the church," That was true with hope, the next in despair .by the appearance of
life had been recounted in palace and in cottage, and in politics as well as in religion. General Garfield new and unexpected complications; and thus the
had evoked a sympathy which it was no exaggeration crowned his virtues as a warrior and a statesman by weary weeks passed slowly on, until at last the
to "ay was unparalleled. Althou&h born in humble a true Christian life. One little incident in illustra- strongest constitution yielded, and death released
life, and compelled at an early age to engage in hon- tion of this Bishop Simpson mentioned. The day the manly sufferer. During all these anxious moments
est toil in order to aid in the support of his wiaowed preceding the n"omination t0 the Presidency was a they had had around them here daily and hourly evmother and the family dependent upon her, the late Sabbath, which was doubtless used by many/arties idence of the presence, to an almost unprecedented
President had found leisure to study books, and be. to further their own ends. General Garfiel , how- degree, of that greatest of all earthly comforters,
came both· a great general and a great statesman. ever, expecting no nomination, and desiring none, human sympathy. It was not simply the sympathy
The story of his life might be summed up by saying went to the house of a friend and spent the Sabbath of the lips, it was real and hearty, it was all around
that he passed from the grade of a. poor boy in the at a little church, rather obscure, of his own denom- and about them. They felt it in the atmosphere in
wilderness to the very highest station in the land. ination. And as President General Garfield was the which they moved; it had the directness and heartiHe was equally at home with the farm laborer, the same plain man that he was before becoming Presi- ness which belongs to the English character. It
scientific man, and the Rcholar. But the great heart dent; the same unassuming citizen, with the same came from all classes-from the Queen-God bless
of the nation turned to his memory as much for his honest deportment, the same manly bearing, and the her-through all grades and conditions, and it went
simple manners, his genial good-heartedness, and the same regularity of attendance at the church of his straight to the hearts of the American people. It
typical love which he displayed in all his domestic own denomination. He made himself the center of was but meet, therefore, that those Americans rel!lirelations. As for his scholarly, soldierly, and states- his household. He was the pride of his mother; he dent here, as well as those here for only a brief peman-like qualities, he (General Merritt) might men- was her darling boy, and, perhaps, some might riod, should take this fitting opportunity of expresstion" an incident which illustrated in a remarkable remember that when the intelligence reached her ing to their kinsmen on this side of the Atlantic
degree General Garfield's dependence upon Divine that some one had shot him, she cried, forgetting all their appreciation of their warm-hearted and genProvidence. On the day of the death of the mar- aoout his presidency, "Who could be so cruel and erous sympathy, and with it the assurance that it
tyred Lincoln there was an excited crowd in the so wicked as to kill my baby?"
would never be forgotten by Americans; that it
streets of New York. At th~ time there was underThe resolution was carried unanimously.
would, as regards the two people, be the good seed
stood tv be a very disloyal element in that city, and
The Rev. Dr. Channing afterward moved the fol- which had been sown in a warm and fruitful soil to
the news of the President's death evoked in the pop- lowing resolution:
bring forth in the future fruit worthy of the seed
ular bosom a spirit of revenge. Menacing cries were
"That we respectfully entreat the mother and widow of our and the soil. It would be the cementing in bonds of
heard, and even staid and experienced men were car-- lamented President to accept this all-inadequate expression of lasting friendship the two great Anglo-Saxon-nations
At th t
G
our sympathy; and we ask to be permitted to offer a tribute of the world, and who would venture to foretell or
. d
b th . f 1"
rie away Y eir ee mgs.
a moment ar- of reverent admiration for the pure influence which trained a
field stood forward, and, raising his hands, used son to those high qualities, ~nd for the womanly constancy and estimate the future results of such a friend!! hip?
these remarkable words : "Fellow citizens, God courage, and more tha~ Wifely devotion with which, to the
Mr. Moncure D. Conway seconded the resolution,
reigns, and the government at Washington still lives." end, Mrs. Garfield sustamed the strength and lightened the remarking that the assassination of President LinThe effect was magical. He turned the passions of sufferings of her husband."
coln and President Garfield had served to strengthen
the multitude in a new direction, and the danger of a
He said certainly since that dismal December Sun- in an extraordinary degree the bonds of fellowship
popular tumult passed away. Now they might repeat day:. ~hen _the mourning bells tolled to testify the between England and America. The sympathy exGarfield's own ,words," God reigns, and the govern- nat10n s grief for the death of the Prince Consort· pressed by the English people on the present occasion
ment at Washington still lives." His succ ,ssor, by the and since that awful Good Friday midnight, whe~ would ne~er be forgotten by their ~ransatlantic kinspeaceful operation of the Constitution of the United the civilized world stood horror-struck at the murder men. Ethnologists found fault with the word AngloState11, had assumed office, and he (General Merritt) of ~resident Lincoln at that very festival of peace Saxon. He would suggest that hereafter it should
deemed it not improper for him to say that their whiCh he was blessing with his genial presence be replaced by the nobler word Anglo-American.
heartfelt sympathies went out to t:te new President no such widespread woe had touched the heart of th~
1'he resolution was carried, as was also another,
in the distressing and sorrowful and trying circum- twofold yet united Anglo-Saxon people as moved which was put formally by the chairman:
'
stances in which he found himself, confident as they all when their eyes fell on the fatal telegram " The
" That these resolutions be sent to Mrs. Garfield, and that
were that, so far as in him lay, the aspirations, the Death of President Garfield." Was he (th~ Rev. the minister of the United States be requested to communicate
hopes, and the purposes of the late President should Dr. Channing) but uttering the sentiments of Amer- them to others as he may think proper."
be carried out. A great trial has been put upon icans when, in response to the sympathies. so proThe chairman announced that a funeral service
them. Let them bear it like true American citizens, fusely P?ured abroad from ecclesiastical and political would be held in the City Temple 3t noon Monday.
and cordially extend their forbearai!4le and assistance a:ssembhes, from pla_tf~rms and pulpits, and the pub- and that the Archbishop of Canterbury had tlXto those who, for the time being, had to exercise ex- he press of Great Britam? He answered in the well- pressed his intention of preaching a funeral sermon,
ecutive authority."
known words of brave old Tathall, "Blood is thicker if possible, in St. Martin's Church, Trafalg.ar Square,
The Rev. Bishop Simpson, in seconding the resolu- than water." Henceforth, across the Atlantic and Monday evening.
tion, said the land of their birth was in deep mourn- Pacific, and from pole to pole, Americans would say
A gentleman wished to move a resolution which
ing. He pictured to himself that afternoon the to brethen or sisters: "Henceforth let us be one. it was understood expressed confidence in President
funer:d procession passing from the capital of their Our people sha~l b~ your people, our homes your Arthur.
nation, over plain and mountain, through country homes; our legislative halls and courts of justice,
The chairman said the meeting had been called
and city, wending its way to the former home of the our places of exchange and universities, our pulpits for the specific purpose of expressing condolence
late President on the banks of Lake Erie. Wherever and altars, in spirit, aim, and effort, shall be one with with the widow, and indignation at the crime by
that pr?cession moved tho~san~s. of . heads were yours in spreading C~ristian civilization, liberty in which President G3:rfield had fallen: He should
bowed ,m tears. That me~tmg JOmed m sympathy law, and the law of liberty throughout humanity." feel ve. ry deeply the mdecorum of addmg any other
and in thought that process10n. They were far away And if the honored Queen of England would but resolution. ln order to satisfy his own feelings and
from home, the ocean was between them and that trust herself and her fortunes to the seas, and visit 1 those which he knew existed in the minds and hearts
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of many others he had said what he did in his opening remarks, but a resolution embedying those remarks would, in his opinion, he altogether irrelevant.
The proceedings then terminated with a vote of
thanks to the chairman.
D .B. M.

nine country. So far as that country is concerned,
he is a good deallikn Baal in Phrnnicia and Chaldea,
Osiris in Egypt, Jupiter in Greece and Rome, and
Odin in Scandinavia; he has gone out of fashion-in
fact, has ceased to exist; and if other nations had
not taken him up and made a big God of him he
would never have been heard of again, or "hardly
ever."
The big price which I have paid to get over this
promised land, now. so unpromising, includes hotel
bills in Greece, Turkey, Smyrna, Syria, Palestine,
and Egypt, together with horses, tents, dragomen,
and guides, for a month in Palestine. I think there
are to be nine or ten tourists in the company, including Mr. Bridges and myself; but of them I will
probably be able to tell you more further along. I
expect to rejoin Mr. Bridges at Brindisi, on the
steamer, on the southeastern coast of Italy, after
which we will remain together. He writes me he is
having a pleasant time in France, Belgium, Switzerland, Bavaria, Italy, etc., in much the same places
as I visited last year. But all this, however, has
nothing to do with our Congress; let me return to it.
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For the United States of America-Mr. Councilor
Slater and Mr. Symes.
For Germany-J. Swaagman &.nd V. L. Rokicke.
For Belgium-G. J. Holyoake and P. A. V. Le
Lubez.
For Holland-Annie Besant and J. Swaagman.
The Last t"rom London.
No other countries had, up to that date, in any
way complied with the statutes passed at Brussels.
LoNDON, Sept. 30, 1881.
During the present year the Hiridoo Freethought
MY DEAR READERS: Perhaps I have remained
Union, of which P. Murugesa Mudaliar is secretary,
long enough in this city and told you enough about
and which has its headquarters at Madras, has forit; but if you will let me give you some account of
mally resolved to affiliate itself with the International
the meetings and doings of the Congress of FreeFederation, and to appoint representatives to this
thinkers; which bas been held here, I will do so, and
council.
then be off; for " wist ye not that I must b'3 a bout
In France no steps whatever were taken prior to
my father's business?" or, more properly, the busithe 1st January, 1881, to elect any members to this
ness which you have set me about, to wit, to go
Council, although France was largely represented at,
around the world and write tt p some account of it.
and concurred in, the decisions of the Brussels ConAs I have Asia and some little of Africa to inspect
gress. Directly after its first meeting in January
and describe, it is clear it will not do for me to relast, your Council wrote to M. Goffin, the president
main permanently in Europe, so to-morrow I propose
of
the Brussels Congret'ls, and to several of the deleto be off for the "promised laud" by way of Rottergates from France who had been present at the
dam, Amsterdam, Berlin, Dresden, Prague, Vienna;
Brussels Conference, pointing out the difficulty likely
over the Alps by the Simmering Pass to Trieste, in
to arise, and which, in fact, has so arisen, from
Italy, where I take ~:~teamer fm· Athens, ConstantiTHE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS
France being unrepresented on the general council.
nople, Smyrna, Beyrout, Balbec, Damascus, Jerusalem, and all of Palestine, and then to" Egypt, after assembled in the Hall of Science Sunday morning, Your Council was then informed that a Freethought
which the steamer will take me down the Red Sea Sept. 25th, and continued three days, holding three Congress had been held in Paris on the 5th Decemto Bombay, and then on to the rest of the oriental meeting on Sunday and two meetings on each Man- ber, 1880, but that it had adjourned until the 1st
world.
day and Tuesday morning and evening. I will not May, 1881, without electing any members to this.
There are some unpleasant reports coming in report the business meetings on the last two morn- Council, and without taking any steps whatever to
about the prevalence of cholera in Aden, in Arabia, ings, but briefly say that some changes in the rules put itself in communication with this Council. Two
where I proposed to stop, also in Siam, where I also for the government of future Congresses were dis- delegates from the Federation of the Libre Pensee
wished to sojourn for a while. The cholera is not a cussed and passed, and it was decided to hold the of Paris attended informally, M. Hector France, on
cheerful foe to meet, and it has triumphP.d over Congress next year in Paris in the first half of Sap- three occasions and M. Leduc on one occasion, at. the
thousands of stronger and more valorous antagonists tember, with Amsterdam for an alternative if any- meetings of your Council; but, on their attention bethan myself; but I have never taken cholera, though thing should make it inconvenient to hold it in Paris. ing called to the statutes passed at Brussels, stated
I have been among it, and hope I never may take it Other matters were discussed and other business that they had even then no authority to affiliate the
if I find myself among it again. As grim and chill- tran~acted, but not of any special importance. I societies they represented to this Federation, and
ing a visitant as it is, there is t1is much of compen- I will confine myself principally to the speeches further stated that they were not prepared even to
sation to him who dies of cholera: he is very sure made, and in this will avail myself to considerable cooperate with a large and important organization of
French Freethinkers called the Union Anticlb·icale,
not to be hung nor to be called upon to serve out a extent of the notes made by Dr. Aveling and pubby which a Freethought Congress had been convoked
long, wearisome Christian sentence in a Christian lished in the National Reformer.
in Paris in May. These informal delegates from
prison. If it i6 not a pleaRant death to die, it is tolTh-e Sunday morning meeting commenced at 11 France had their attention specially called to article
erably speedy and sure, and the victim will certainly o'clock. Delegates were present from Germany, eight of the statutes of Brussels, which distinctly denot be called upon to die again.
Austria, Holland, Belgium, and France, with more in clares that the societies which had not made the payI have given over one hund1·ed pounds, or five number from England as a matter of course. Mrs. ment provided b_v. that article should not be allowed
hundred dollars, for tickets to take me over the con- Dr. E. B. Foote and myself were the only delegates to take any part in the forthcoming Congress.
tinent to the places named to visit Greece, Turkey, from the United States, though in the evening meetThe French delegates stated that they were quite
Palestine, and Egypt, ending at Suez, where I take irgs Mr. vV m. K. Dyer and Miss Holmes, of Boston, aware of this article, and would specially call the atsteamer for Bombay. This will undoubtedly strike sojourninl:! in Vienna, attended, but hardly as dele. tention of their societies to the matter. No payment
you, as it did me, like a big sum of money to pay gates. The members of the General Council took of any kind has, however, been made by any French
for two or three months' traveling; but you must their place on the platform.
society, and your· Council were wholly unable, thereunderstand that the " holy land" is an expensive
Mr. Bradlaugh, as chairman of the Council, took fore, to call the Congress in Paris, if they paid any
country to travel in. There are no railroads in the chair of the Congress, to speak a few words of obedience to the solemn statutes of the £~deration.
God's country, very few hotels, very little means welcome to the assembled delegates, and to ask them Nor would the French society even work in associafor traveling, save on 'the backs of donkeys and to elect their president for the three days' work. tion with your Council, nor promise even to be re.
horses, and very little safety to one or two men Mr. Bradlaugh said that it was 1.1. most useful thing sponsi ble for the necessary details of business arrangeventuring by themselves in those places where that Freethinkers of various nationalities should ments. They announced in July that they had conYahweh used to take so much pleasure in perambu- gather in Congress, and so draw closer the bonds of voked a Congress in Paris, without any reference to
latiug, and where he delighted in showing forth his international sympathy. Many attempts had been the Council of the International, or any communicawonderful power. It is said he does not stay there made to form an International federation, but it was tion with it. Your Council, on inquiry, found that
so much as he used to, that he does not take so much to the Freethinkers of Belgium, to their energy, those who had thus, without authorization, called the
pleasure there as he once did, and he has given up their patience, and their industry that was due the Congress, were an extreme section of SocialisticRevthe country to thieves, robbers, and Bedouin Arabs. successful Congress of 1880, and therefore the gath- olutionists, and they felt that astheywere charged to
ln this he has given additional pr0ofs that he ering of that day. It would be most ungrateful not preserve the International Federation of Freethinkers
changes his mind and tires of things he once en- to place on record their thanks for the steps taken from all connection with political controversy, they
joyed. The story is that he once started a colony in by the Belgians to make organization possible. It could not leave the arrangements for the Congress,
that rugged country by selecting as his own chosen was his duty only to speak the heartiest word of placed in their hands by the statutes, under the sole
people a very savage, unprogressed, and unprinci- welcome possible to those ,,.,·ho had gathered there direction of those who, however good and earnest,
pled tribe, who had been starving forty years in the in council. One word of special greeting might be were antagonistic to the fundamental principles sancdesert or, what is next to it, living on manna (if any- said to one there present, one of Germany's noblest tioned at Brussels, ·Your Council venture to think
body knows what that is), and authorized them to sons, whose work on "Matter and Force" had made that the wisdom of their decision has been proved by
kill off the people in the most merciless manner who his name familiar to all English Freethinkers-Prof. the action taken by the unaffiliated Paris groups,
had peacefully occupied the country for ~enturies, Ludwig Buchner. ·It was now for the Congress to who, without belonging to the Federation, have actukilling old and young, man, woman, and child. But elect its president, and a representative from each ally proposed-your Cou~:wil does no~ know if the
after he had helped this savage tribe to murder and country to form the bureau. Dr. Buchner said his proposition has been carried-that artwle two shall
extirpate the more peaceful people, who had culti- only duty was to bid them welcome, and call them be altered in the sense rejected at the Brussels Convated farms and built cities, he had a great deal of to begin the work that lay before them.
ference and that the Federation shall war against
trouble with the murderers. Although he had
Mr. Hilditch proposed that Mr. Bradlaugh should "all p;ejudices " instead of against religious only.
chosen them as a glory to himself, and to show his be president for the three days; but Mr. Bradlaugh, Under these difficult circumstances, your Council repower to all the nations of the earth, and had prom- inte1·posing, asked that they would elect one of the solved to call the Congress in London, the only affiliised to give his chosen people this land for a perpet- distinguished foreigners who were their guests.
ated English society, the National Secular, b~ing
ual possession, they acted so shabbily, and he got so
Dr. Davey thBn proposed Dr. Buchner, !tnd the willing to accept the. arrange~ent and the pecu~na:r
discouraged, disgusted, and angry at them that he name being received with loud cheers, Dr. Buchner responsibility of busmess details. Your Counml, m
"went back" on the pledges he had ~ade them; he was unanimously voted into the chair.
compliance with rule eleven, elected J. Swaagman,
disinherited them and cut them off Wlth less than a
The delegates of each country_then selected one of secretary; P. A. V. LeLubez, treasurer; and Charles
·shilling, and they have ever since been compe~led to their number to form the bureau. The following Bradlaugh, chairman. It has met mont_hly, an_d the
wander like aliens and vagabonds over the face of were unanimously chosen, and took their seats on the minute book is laid on the table for the mspectwn of
the earth, and to this very day they are suffering a platform: Belgium, M. Vancauberg; England, Mr. members, and in this will be found exact reports of
great deal of trouble and injustice in some of the Bradlaugh; France, M. Le Lubez; Germany, Dr. all action taken.
greatest countries on the globe. Ever since that Schliieger; Holland, M. d'Ablaing van Geissen[TO BE CONTINUED.)
time Yahweh's chosen country of old has been a burgh; the United States, by your humble servant.
A 'frinity of Lithographs.
miserable place to live in, and was given up fi:st to (Austria and Canada were represented later in the
We hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
the pagan Romans, and now for many centunes to Conference, but not in time for their representatives
three leading· Liberals of this country-Thomas
the Infidel Mohammedans, who, though they wor- to be placed in thc:l bureau.)
ship this same Yahweh under the name of Allah,
The secretary of the general council, Mr. Swaag- Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G .. Ingersoll. They
are all splendidly executed, and With a neat frame
have a hard time in God's country, and don't seem to man, then read the following report:
know how to keep a hotel, how to make a.railroad,
On behalf of the general council appointed to sit around them-which can be procured from picturenor much of any other kind of road. The supposi- in London for the year 1881, pursuant to Article frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
tion is that Yahweh has had so much to do in newer three of the statutes adopted at the Brussels Confer- to any home. They will be se~t, secure from breakage,
countries of the world, where he has· started new ence, 1880, I beg to report that the following conn- by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and
governments and new churohes, and where he has tries elected members to the general council prior to R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
chosen new favorites, that he has let his first lc,ve, the 1st January, 1881:
WE hav plenty more of those colored P?Bters on
his first experiment, his first favorites, go to the dogs
:For England-Annie Besant and Charles Bradhand which we will gladly send to any fr1end w~o
and the thieves, just as though he had never invested laugh.
.in that direction nor tried his hand at building a
lfor Uanada-Dr. Edward B. Aveliug and W. H. takes enough interest in THE TRUTH Squa to a1d
in extendiDg its circulation.
people, a permanent kingdom, in that little seven-by- Reynolds.
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read it with O'reat interest. It is a romance most ad.
mirably adaPted to he rPad by young people. It is
entirelv free from Christian cant and superRtition and
inculcatPs ~ood Liberal views. It is one of the few
Our National Insanity.
jnvenil books that Freeth in king parents can with
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SE'EKER, Sir :
safety put into the hands of their chililren. I underInsanity is· simply an excessiv excit_ement which d~
stand it is for !~ale at THE TRUTH SEEKER office, and
ranges the mental b~lance and givs undue promievery one of your readers who bav nearly or fully
nence to any thougtt, emotion, or pa~sion. This
gToWn-np children should order a copy. "Uncle
excitability, running to i:lsani_ty, is 3: characteri~tic
Lute" has givf'n the LibPral public a most valuable
of the American people, and IS seen m the ultraism
prorluction. It should hav a large sale.
_
and extravagance of all parties and sects.
.
If lecturers do not receive great pecuniary rewards
The prevailing craze about President Garfield IS a
for their labors they often are greatly compensated
~ood illustration of the national character. General
by the valuable acquaintances they form in the variGarfield was a man of many fine sentiments, but not
ous places they visit. That bas been my experience
a man of moral courage and strict integrity. If he
so far.
was the saint which his eulogists would now make
On Monday evening last I spoke in Plainwell,
him it was never discovered before. He was a polMich., and was pleased to find thAre a -pleasant h.all
itician, and his ways w~re those of politicians genowned by Mrs. Drake of that town, who contributes
erally. The good in his character largely overbalthe u"'e of it to all Liberal meetings. Mrs. Drake
ancerl the evil· but it is simply madness to look upon
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRTTTH SEEKER, Sir : has for mauy years been known as an earnest friend
his ileath as a'national calamity. There al.·e several The above was the closing paragraph to a weekly of reform. She is now speaking on the Greenback
thousand men in tbiR country who would make as communication to one of our county papers to which platform and is said to be one of the most eloquent
good a president as General Garfield possibly could I had long been a corre~pondent. It was written speakers in that party.
.
hav made. Our modest friend, for example, the soon after the death of President Garfield, and was
On Wednesday evening I arlilressed a large audieditor of THE TRUTH SEEKER, could giv us as good, promptly rejected by the editor; but as I believe the ence in Allegan, Michigan. For the priv_ilege I w~s
and probably a better and more reliable, administra- thoughts to be true, and desire them to liv after me, indebted to that most earnest of Freethmkers, lria
tion than could hav been realized under Garfield. I would be glad indeed if they could hav place in Chaffee, who for forty-years bas held up the banner
I could name many individuals,. men an~ _wom~n, THE TRUTH SEEKER. Fifty years hPnce, and what of Freethought in that community. His house is the
who, I am sure, could giv _us a wise: ~~mmistratwn_ then? Editors then will not be in servilty to super- generous home of all Liberal lecturers . who go that
than any of the congressiOnal politiCians. Why, stition absurdity and folly as the vast majority are way, and his pleasant and generous wife, who fully
then, this insane paroxysm of despair over the death at t.be 'pre~ent ti~e.
'
ALBERT LivEZEY.
agrees with him in his Liberal ideas, seems to
of Garfield?
Genter Bridge, Pa., Oct. 10, 1881.
take great pleasure in doing all in her power to make
It is a sad confession, but we cannot well deny
one feel at home and comfortable while there.
that this outburst of feelin~ is simply a remnant of
Mr. Chaffee out of his own pocket paid for the
Efficacy of P1·ayer.
the old European idola~ry of rank, power, and s~J.C
hall, for the printing of the bills, and added five
cess-the worship of kmg~y office and state, whiCh
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : dollars to the very generous contribution taken at the
is unbecoming to a republican. Had General Gar Amon~ the mixed population of this glohe are mill- close of the lecture for the speaker. Mr. Chaffee hail
field not sought office a?lbiti?usly, bad he resig_ned ions of honest, earnest, and intelligent people who been one of the leading business men of his town
his place in Congress, hved m a cheap boardwg- believe in special divine providence, and who daily for many years, keeping constantly in his employ
house and devoted his talents C'.mscientiously to any offer their papers to deity with the full expectation from fifty to a hundred persons, and a friend of bia
line of personal and public_ duty, his death wo~ld n?t that suP.b prayers will be answered, while millions informed me that he bad a way ("John's Way," aa
hav excited a ripple of feehng on the ocean of public of other equally honest and intelligent inhabitants Elmina says, I suppose) of making them all love a~d
sentiment. A modest local funeral and a paragraph, believe that the great, immeasureable, incomprehen- respect him. In fact, his gre~t heart makes him
perhaps, in mos~ of our papers would hav bee_n the sible, and unknowable power which governs this pig- popular with the whole commumty.
only manifestatiOn. If a few of the d_elegates m the my earth of ours, together with the countless millFor the last few days I hav been stopping in this
nominating convention bad voted_ differently Gen- ions of other celestial spheres, acts accordin.li:' to fixed city (Grand Rapids), making arrangements to speak
eral Garfield's death would bav raised no more feel- laws and that prayer is simply an absurd human re- at various places in this vicinity. To-morrow even·
ing than a hundred other deaths of congressmen and quest that some of these fixed laws may be broken. ing I speak in Good Templars' Hall here, the ball
generals. All beyond that was a tribute to the office, The former class, it would seem, mi~ht learn a les- occupied by the Spiritualists.
son·, never to be forgotten, in the death of our la.
r.ot the man.
Everywhere I go I find the Spiritualists to be Lib_
But Mrs. Garfield is also an object of idolatry to- mented President.
eralists, and whatever we may think of their philosFrom the hour of Garfield's assassination until ophy, we must admit that they bav done and are
day, simply because she married G~neral Garfield.
Millions of American women mamfest the same death ended his suffering, there was one continuous doing a great work in liberating the human mind
good sense and good d_eportment ail w~ves for which prayer all over the civilizeJ world for his recovery. from the thraldom of Christian superstition.
she is honored. .And If she bad marned more humThis universal sympathy was aroused not wholly
Everybody in the Liberal ranks that I meet i1
bly her virtues would bav been known to few.
because Garfield was duly elected chief magistrate much pleased with the action of the late Liberal
Shall the accidents of rank and office destroy all of a great nation, but because be was a man, a bus- League CongreRs, and predicts that now the moveconceptions of juiltice and equality among men and band, and a father who bad been stricken down ment for the entire secularization of the state is to
pervert all benevolent impulses from their proper without provocation by the murderous band of an be a great success. I predict that more auxiliary
assasl'lin, and human nature revolted at the injustice Leagues will be organized this year than in any preand rational courile?
President Garfield was no martyr any more than and the inhumanity of the monster who could perpe- vious year. So far as I am concerned I shall do what
·other victims of homicide or of an accidental bullet. trate such an act.
little I can to aid in organization. At Chicago I wa1
His death was morally and physically an accident;
Probably never before in the history of the world pleased to learn that over five hundred dollars ~al!l
but the horror excited by the assassination bas de- was such a spectacle witnessed. The people of every subscribed to defray the expenses of the commg
ranged the public mi~d and romled a flo_w of. !eeling creed and denomination, of every political and relig- year, and a resolution or recommendation passed to
which pours wealth mto the purse of his wne, who ious organization, of every nation, govE)rnment, or add at least fifteen hundred dollars to that amount.
was already in possession of a handsome income that tribe the world over, almost as a unit, asking, pray- The treasurer is now receiving sub11criptions of
would generally be considered wealth.
ing. and hoping for the same result, but alas l with- twenty dollars each, to .be paid in quarterly pay.
This passionate generosity to one who does not on t effect.
ments of five dollars. Now let friends everywhere
need it is a sad perversion of charity. Thousands of
Ordinarily, the prayers of the human race are a who can afford it forward their twenty· dollar submen and women worthy in every way of our regard conglomerate mixture. We find people asking at scriptions to Courtlandt Palmer, the treasurer of the
appeal to the people's sympathy, but the wealth that the same moment for rain and sunshine, for heat League. And let those who can't afford to contribute
could relieve them goes to the one family that does and for cold. Contending armies are courting di- so large a sum send in what they can afford to. We
not need or ask it, and is withheld from the suf- vine aid to destroy each other, politicians are pray- hav now ceased our domestic contentions; let us for
ing for help, necessarily at the expense of their op- a few years all join bands and hearts and bravely
ferers.
If Mrs. Garfield were to-day only om~ of the Mich- ponents, while millions of smaller but equally ab- enter the great and irrepressible conflict now raging
igan sufferers, and not a president's wife, she might Rnrd petitions are continually being offered by the between liberty, light, and knowledge on one side
mourn in bitter agony over her husband and chil- masses. But in the case of our lamented President and slavery, superstition, and ignorance on the other.
dren burned alive, and in the midst of her gloomy the world as a unit worked together, prayed in one
My address for the present is Otsego, Allegan
horror, look upon the ashes of her happy home, aud direction, and hoped for the same result. Thirteen Co., Mich.
H. L. GREEN.
gather with her own hands the calcined bones of all hundred millions of people asked, and were refused,
the loved while fainting with hunger and hope- for their prayers brought nothing.
The Iowa Convention.
lessness, yet bear no words of sympathy from the
With these patent facts staring us all in the face,
distant homes of wealth, and witness from afar the we are led to inquire, in the name of common sense,
The annual convention of the Iowa Liberal League
golden tide flowing to enrich a favorit, while ~on of what possible avail can be the individual prayer? convened at Hart & Wetzel's Hall, Cedar Rapids,
templating the blankness of her own desolatiOn.
Saturday, Sep. 24th, at 7: 30 P.M.,. Vice-president
JoHN W. TRUESDELL.
Alas, do not five hundred impoverished and beggared
M. E. Billings in the chair. There were three sel!l·
widows of the burned alive desire more help than H. L. Green's Not@S from his Lecture ']'our. sions Sunday, which were very interesting. The
one wealthy widow from assassination? The nation
attendance was small, but included some very earTo THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: nest workers from a distance, among whom may be
says not, if we may judge fro?TI ~be rel3:tivly ~canty
pittance that reaches the MIChigan Widow m the On Sunday last I lectured before the Spiritualists and named Dr. Miller, of Washington county, and Mrs.
ashes of her home. Before our republic was founded other Libera1s of J{alamazoo. The audience was not Axtell, of Brighton, 11ame county; Dr. J. C. Hasour forefathers declared the freedom and equality of large, but was intelligent and listened attentivly to tings, of Quasqueton; Alex Risk, of Winthrop; C.V.
all men. Let us not bury this noble sentiment under what I bad to say in favor of the religion of human- .Miller, of Jones county; Mrs. S. J. Lenont, of
ity as against the religions of creed. At the close Nevin; A.V. Forrester, of Vinton, F. E. Zalesky, of
a flood of idolatry to office and power.
B.
of my lecture the president arose and stated that Blairstown, and Dr. Fish and John Stratford, of
there
was not a word I had eaid but what Spiritual- Palo. The conference meetings were very_ pleasThoughts on Prayer.
ists could fully indorse. We bad goocl vocal and antly occupied in the discussion of topics connected
General regret at the final result in regard to Pres- instrumental music.
with the work of the League. Col. M. E. Billings
ident Garfield is seen all around. It was not wise
At Kalamazoo I bad the pleasure of forming the spoke very acoeptably several times, his Sunday
in the believers in the efficacy of prayer to com- personal acquaintance of one of your suhscribers, evening discourse touching the evidence for the exmence their labors before his recovery was assured. 'Lucius C. W!:st, a young lawyer, who is an intelli- istence of the reputed Jesus' Christ being very warmWe see it suggested that the churches should offer gent and earnest Liberalist. Mr. West is tl)e author ly applauded by a large and appreciativ audience.
up prayers for rain, but in order to bav the prayers of a new work entitled, "Paul Hart; or, the Love of
All the expenses of the convention were met, one
answered it would be bel!lt to defer them until about his Life," just published, a:ud which was recently new life and several new annual members were rethe close of the present dry time. We think, bow- noticed at eome length in THE 'l'RUTH SEEKER. I ceived, and the old board of officers reelected as folever, tho tim@ i8 near when the ide31. of restoring to am indebted to friend West for a copy, and I bav lOW!': President, M. Farrington, Denver;- vice-pres-

g[ommunicafions.

health, by prayer, an incurable invalid, or a great
and useful man when fatally woundeil, will be considered an absurdity; or of transcending, su!!pendin~,
or changing any law of the universe by the same
means nonsense and folly. God is the universe, and
the universe and its laws are God, will be the orthodoxy of the future, althou~h it is the revolting heresy of the many to-day. We hav never seen any
evidence of anypower in the universe except through
or by its lawR, and to expect to accomplish anythin~
by appeals to a personal deity is as heathenish, as
unmeaning to us, as it would be to supplicate a god
of wood or stone. We would regret indeed to shock
any one by the enunciation of our views on this subject, and would restrain our thoughts if we did not
believe the time bad now come when mankind should
advance into more light, truth, intelligence, and general usefulness, wasting no more time in idle supplications that avail nothing.
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idents, Dr. Shorland Harris, Mason City; Col. M. E. tis, the hostess, and by some miracle or other the en- sians by Zoroaster before the Jews were a nation. Besides, they
Billings, Waverly; Mrs. C. P. Robinson, Nevada; tire party was regaled with a substantial meal.
held to a plurality of ~rods. Tht>y had their El·Shaddai. their
Abram ClPgg, Des Moines; secretary ann chairman
Elr>ah. and later on their Yah we h. J ahveh. or Jehovah. When
C. S. CURTIS, Sec.
of the Ex:ecutiv Committee, E. C. Walker, Cedar
Ravenna, 0., Oct. 3, 1881.
in the beginning one of the gods said to the other. "Let us
Rapid~; treasurer, Mr!'l. Cornelia Boecklin, Burlingmake man," the plurality of gods was clearly seLforth. The
ton.' The board of directcrs con~iRts of the presitra~slR.tor; contrary to any autboritv in the original text, gave
dent, SPcretary, treasurer, and C. W. Dibble; OsceWhat I Don't Believe.
all these gods the same name. 8. The plan of the tabernacle
ola, and Leroy Dutton, Grand Mound.
and the temple of the J ewR was not new nor ori!?:inHl, but was
Now, where• shall the next annual convention be
PART II.-NO. 56.
the same as had been used by the Egvptians. probahlyfor cenheld? What place in the state will make us the
613. I cannot think that the quarrels and contentions that turies. 9. The robes and toggery of the priesthood were also
best offer? What will Ottumwa, Des Moines, Wa- took place over the New Testament collection, the councils patterned after those of tbe Egyptian and Persian priests. 10.
verly, Fort Dodge, or other city do? Let us hear that were from time to time called to decide which books were The ceremony of anointing the kings and priests with holy oil
from you.
written by divine aid, and which were not, were any mark of a was borrowed from the Egyptian and older systems. 11.
Funds are _needed .to print constit11tions and other divine supervision or care thrown over them. Some memherR of Lands were set aside for the benefit of the Jewish priesthood
docu m~nts~Imhpterabtlvly nel~fded. Howl manyb Iowa- ·the councils were opposed to the admission of some of the books the same as the Egyptians had done ··at an earlier date. 1!.
secu ar1sts w1s
o ecome 1. e or annua mem ers of
which form our canon, while others contested that other books The festivals and ceremonies observed by the Hebrews were
the Iowa Liberal League?· Annual, fifty cents·, life,
five" dollars.
regarded as spurious should be admitted. The contentions very much like those previously observed by the li1eyptians.
The convention passed resolutions reaffirming the that arose in conse'luence of these diversities of opinion were 13. Prophets existed in Eeypt, Persia, India,· and other counprinciples and demands of its Constitution adopted often painful to witness. GregoryNazianzen was so di~gu~ted tries long before there were any H"brew prophets. 14. Incense
last year; expressing profound respect for Charles with these quarrelsome councils that he said they were made and fragrant oils were used in worship by pag-an nations long
Bradlaugb, M.P., and extending congratulations to up of geese and cranes and were not worth liste~ing to, as ~o prior to the Hebrews. 15. The laving- the sins of the people
Gov. Roberts of Texas.
E. C. W .A.LKER, Sec.
good came from their ceaseless contentions. Sometimes the upon the head of an animal to be carried off into· the wildercontentions between the bishops and priests composing them ness was practiced by other nations before the Jews. 16. A
ran so high that they resorted to blows. In one instance the decalogue, or table of laws, was common in several countries
League· Notes from Illinois.
Patriarch of Constantinople was so severely kicked and before the time of the Jews. 17. The Jews were by no means
To THE EDITOR OF Trm TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
cuffed by the Bishop of Alexandria that he died three days the first to have sacred writing-s, The Hindoos, the Persians,
I can most heartily reiterate tbe words of T. C.
afterward. It is reported that the divinity of the books form- the Chinese, and the Egyptians were certainly before them in
Leland in his late address to the Liberals of this
country. The fifth annual congr-ess of the N!:Ltional ing the New Testament canon was often decided by vote, anil this. 18. Consulting the' gods with reference to temporal and
Liberal League, which closed its three dayR' session it is stated that upon one occassion the gospel accord in~ to St. spiritual affairs was practiced by other nations long before the
in Chicago on Sunday evening, Oct. 2, 1881, was a Luke was admitted by a single vote. But t.he decisions made Jews. 19. It was believed by other nations anterior to the
perfect success. All differences hav been reconciled by one council were set aside by the next council held, so that H<!brews that the gods spoke through chosen persons and iliand perfect harmony restored. And as the National the uncertainty as to which books should be accepted and rected the affairs of men. 20. Long before the Jews the beLiberal League has seen proper to reelect me to the which should be discarded remained unsettled until the· sixth lievers in other systems of religion believed that their gods e:nt
position of Chairman of the Sub-Executiv Committee century; and even for more than a thousand years it was con- angry at the wickedness of the people and sent judgments
in Illinois, I hope and trust the Liberals of Illinois tended that some books were admitted that should have been upon them in consequence. 21. If there was anything new or
will do something to help me in .the work over this discarded, and some discarded that should have been admitted. original in Judaism I certainly do not know what it is.·
state during the next year. And if I receive a little Even down to the tim.e of the Reformation the canon was not.
616. It is the same with Christianity. I do not believe
help from each one who really wishes. our cause to accepted in its entirety. Luther discarded the Apocalypse ·and there is a feature or dogma in it that was not earlier the propprosper I shall be able to accomplish a good deal the epistle of James, calling the latter a strawy epistle. Calvin erty of otht>r systems of religion. F'irl!t. The belief that a god
more during the year to come than I hav in the year discarded the epistle to the Hebrews as well .cts the second cohabited with a human female, and as an offspring produced
that is past. I ha"'f traveled about two thousand epistle of Peter, while others of the books were condemned bv a demi-god, a being half god and half man, was believed by
miles during the fourteen months just past, and as to other prominent Christian leaders. In fact, in view of the
many nations from five hundred to a thousand years before
the good I hav accomplished for the Liberal cause in
continuous quarrels and contentions that have existed in refer- Christianity existed.
Illinois, I will leave that for those who are familiar
ence to the composition of the canon, the most devout and
617. Second. The myth of the virgin and child was common
with the work I hav done to say. But financially I
prayerful
believer in the divine providence superintending tht> in Egypt and several other heathen countries long prior tn
am over one hundred dollars poorer than when I left
Rockford, August 9th, 1880. This may seem a small entire business must be at a great loss to decide which is God's Cbristl'anity. The artistic representations of Isis and the infant
Horus were taken from Egypt to Rome and became the models
loss to some, but when it is all a person has in the word and which is simply man's production.
614. The learned Dr. Davidson has the fairness to spt>ak for the Christian Madonna and child.
world to do with, then it does not appear so little.
618. Third. The belief in a demi-god, or a son of god, sutl'erI am now on my road to Rockfo~d once more, but many truths with regard to the New Testament canon. He
I only go there to prepare for future work. I hope says: "The infancy of the canon was cradled in an uncritical ing as a propitiation for the sins of the world was by no means
to organize local auxiliary Leagues all over the state age and rocked with uncritical ease. Of the three fathers who first held to by Christians. The idea was a thousand years beof Illinois before the m~ting of the next annual contributed. most to its early growth, Iremeus -was credulous. fore held in Tndia and other countries. Fully forty saviors or
Liberal League congress. Let any one desiring to Tertullian passionate and one-sided, and Clement of Alexan- sons of gods have been believed in.
hav a local League in their town or city correspond dria was mainly occupied with ecclesiastical ethics. No analy619. Fourth. The belief that the son of a god was put to
with me.
sis of the different books was seriously attempterl. In the ab- dt>atb on the cross for the good of mankind was very common
We hav now eighty-five life members to the state sence of custom, accident, taste, practical needs directed the ten- in several countries long before Christianity adopted a simLeague of Illinois. Who will be the next man or dency of tradition. Their decisions were much more the res- ilar belief. This is true of several Asiatic countries as well as
woman to send me a dollar and become a life mem- ult of pious feeling biased by their theological speculations of Greece. Christna was said to have been crucified, and so was
ber to the Illinois State Liberal League? The money than the conclusions of a sound judgment." Again be says: Prnmetheus, and the drama of his crucifixion was played upon
thus recehed will help me in getting up the next "N'owhere along the line have we a particle" of eviclence of anv the stage of Athens five hundred years before the time of Christ,
annual state League convention. Address me until
supernatural guidance or illumination which enabled thos~ .much as the passion-play representing the crucifixion of Jesus
otherwise advised at Rockford, Ill.
who judged between these books and others to decide which is played on the stage of our own time. It is claimed there
Yours for universal mental liberty,
and which were not of supernatural origin. The most have been not less than sixteen crucified saviors beside Jesus
were
F. F. FoLLET, Sec. State L. L., Ill.
various motives contributed to the arrangement finally agreed and prior to his time.
620. Fifth. Jesus was not the first demi-god said to have
upon. Som·e were prudential, others were superstitious.
Northern Ohio Spiritualists.
Few, almost none, were critical. The Roman Catholic assumes been born in a manger. Several of his predecessors were
To THE · EmTOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Si?' : that there was supernatural guidance of the church to her de- claimed to have been born in that humble situation.
Owing to. the inclemency of the weather, the grove cision. The Protestant denying this-as well he may, for it
621. Sixth. Jesus was not the first whose birth was anmeeting announced to take place at Brady Lake, has not a particle of evidence-is forced to the conclusion that nounced by the angels to the shepherds watching their :flocks
Oct. 1st and 2nd, at which it was designed to organ- the determination of the limits of infallibility and inspiration in the vicinity. The same was the case at the birth of
ize a camp-meeting association, was unavoidably
was left to be decided in the course of several centuries by men. Christna and other divine personages.
given up, and the friends asliembled instead at the
of dubious character and doubtful scholarship, or by the su622. Seventh. The birthplace of Jesus was not the first beresidence of C. S. Curtis of this place, and proceeded
perstitions and passions of the crowd. Sure sncb a conclusion lieved to have been pointed out by the stars. This marvel was
to organize said camp-meeting association. Dr. A.
ought to bush forever all the arrogant assumptions that art> related of others long before him.
Underhill, of Akron, was chosen temporary chairman
623. Eighth. The twenty-fifth day of December was not
and C. S. Curtis secretary. After the chairman had made upon this bead, and by the petty taunts which orthodoxy
hurls
at
tliose
who
feel
obliged
to
go
behind
the
superstitions
first
appropriated to Jesus as a birth-day. It was commemoexplained the full object of the meeting, a preamble,
constitution, and title were adopted, and the follow- and opinions of the early church to test every book by scien- rated as the birth-day of Mithra, in Persia, many hundreds of
ing officers chosen: President, Ira Lake, of Nor- tific methods and to accord to each particular part as much of vears before the dawn of Chri~tianity, and was kept as a festival
walk· vice-presidents, Dr. A. Underhill, of Akron, reverence and authority as it demands on its intrinsic merits." day in many countries for centuries before .the name of Jesus
615. I do npt believe that either Judaism m· Christianity is an was ever spoken. The custom probably arose in the system of
and Mrs. Amon, of Cleveland; corresponding secretary, Sarah Rockhill, of Alliance; recording secre- original system of religion. All the marked features of eaeh sun-worship, as on the the twenty-fifth of Decembllr the sun
tary, Mrs. M. A. Merrills, of Kent; treasurer, Silas existed before these systems were known. This position is begins to rise from the night of death into which it had
Crocker, of Shalersville; directors, Lewis King, of very susceptible of elucidation. Let us first look a little at the sunk, and new life and hope from this fact was imparted to
Cleves; Samuel Smith, of Milan; M. V. Miller, of doctrines of Judaism. The God of A. braham was at first a mere the ~orld. Chri>tians unquestionably availed themselves of
New Lime; Frank 0. Riley, of Warren, and Jesse family god, as was common at the time in that part of the this ancient heathen festival day and claimed that it was the
Erwin, of Alliance ; trustees, Reuben Halstead, of world; he gradually developed into a tribal god, and later on day upon which their God was born, and as the day had been
Mantua, Mrs. Mercy Lane, of Braceville,. and Frank a national god, and now, by the help of Christi!ms, it is aimed kept as a festival from time immemorial, they gladly availed
Maloy, of Hudson, Ohio.
to make him a universal god. His origin was extremely themselves of the popularity which had long been accorded to
Whether the association will. be merAlr, organized small, as were those of the gods of surrounding tribes and na- that day and fix!d the birth of Jesus just at that time. It does
under "the state religious societies laws, ' or become
tions. 2. The ideas of Abraham, Isaac, and Jacob re,pecting not appear by any record of Jesus at what time of the year he
a joint steck company will be determined hereafter,
their god were crude and anthropomorphic, the same 1\S the no- was born, and as a proof of the great ignorance which exists
as will also the location of the camp grounds. Promtions maintained by the crude people around them. 3. The upon the subject, it is only necessary to state that every month
inent among the speakers and Spiritualists were Hudson and Emma Tuttle, 0. P. Kellogg, Dr. Under- matter of building altars upon which to make sacrifices was in the year has been claimed by prominent Christian writers as
hill, Thomas Lees, Mr. and Mrs. Bostwick, Mrs. common among other nations before practiced by Abraham the month in which he first saw the light of the sun. They
Mary Skinner, Mrs. Carrie Hazen, and Mr. William and his descendants. 4. The sacrifice of animals to the gods are altogether in the fog as to the month and the day on which
Hazen and wife. The meeting adjoUI·ned subject to was practiced by numerous nations before Abrah11m existed. their god was born. The twenty-fifth of December was un5. The priesthood was by no means new with the Jews. All questionably taken because it bad long been held as a popular
the call of the president.
The business meeting was supplemented by social systems of religion before them and since had their priests and festival day in thll pagan world.
and literary exercises, Mrs. Emma Tuttle leading off .holy men. 6. Circumcision was by no means first practiced
with a poem, followed by remarks from Messrs. by the Jews. It was used before them by the Egyptians, the
IF any one would like to send THE TRUTH S:JCEIO:B
Hudson Tuttle, 0. P. Kellogg, Dr. Underhill, and Colchians, the Ethiopians, and the Syria11S. 7. Monotheism three months to a friend who hal! never tabu it, it
others. The lunch was then prepared by Mrs. Cur- was not new with the Jewa. It had kleen taught to the Per- will only CQst them fifty cents to do_11o.
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ceive, it shall be g-ranted unto you." James v, 14- I am not acquainted with the "Darwins," but know18 says: "Is any sick among you? Let him call for ing the good sense of the author, I hav no doubt as

the elders of the church, and let them pray over to the wisdom of the investment. We hav a loving
hirp, anointing him with oil in the name of the little daughter, near three years old, who delights
Lord, and the prayer of faith shall save the sick, the family circle by asking the whys and wherefores
and the Lord shall raise him up. . . . The ef- of wb,at mamma and papa are talking abont. t confectual fervent prayer of a righteous man availeth sider her questions the outcropping of a noble Athemuch. Elias was a man subject to like passions as istic mind 1n its infancy. Should she but serve her
we are, and he prayed earnestly that it might. not generation as a continued investigator life would .be
rain, and it rained not on the earth for the space of wort.h the living. I hav lately began reading THE
LowELL, VT., Oct. 15, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find ch.-ck for $5.50-$5 three years and six months. And he prayed again, TRUTH SEEKER, which proves to be a scourge with
to apply on L. R. Wellman's share in Round-the-World and the heaven gave rain, and the earth brought which you writers are dispossessing the temples of
fund, and the balance to even up on a copy of "Ben- forth her fruit." Matt. xvii, 20: "If ye hav faith as their cash-changers. You may rest assured orthodoxy
nett-Mair Discussion," which you will please send in a grain of mustard seed ye shall say unto this does not sleep as placid since THE TRUTH SEEKER
mountain, Remove hence to yonder place, and it made its appearance as before. Hereafter, I expect
due time.
Yours,
ALBERT FLETCHER.
shall remove; and nothing shall be impossible with to spend as much for Liberal purposes as I useJ to
SuMMITVILLE CoL., Oct. 14, 1881.
you." See also Matt xvi, 21, 22. "And all things spend for church purposes. I hav a good number of
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed lease find money whatsof>ver ye shall ask iu prayer, believing, ye orthodox religious books now on hand which I would
freely trade for anything except more of the same
order for $8.50-$3 for your excellent paper, and $5 shall receive."
for this grand volume which you intend to issue and
Can any honest man pretend to say that the deity worthless concerns. I hav little hope that orthowhich I would not miss for anything. I am living .Ever paid the slightest attention to these ten billion doxy will soon bare its breast to the shafts of compretty well up in the clouds, about one thousand feet petitions? The autopsy made showed that a mortal mon sense. The world has not yet learned the laws
above the level of the Sf>a, and in one of the richest wound had been inflicted, and that only careful of logic. Priestcraft has taught them that if they
golcl-pruduciug mining districts of the county, and nursing and constant medical skill and attention listen to their infamous assertions they are listening
if Mr. Bennett will accept one of these rich-bearing kept life lasting through a gradual ebb of the tide to logical reasoners; but, oh dear, I hav not got the
nuggets, I shall send him in one before he returns day after day, until the end came. Here then was impudence to make an assertion without being able
from his round-the-world trip.
Yours truly, ·
the supreme moment for a test of prayer. It cannot to back it by logic.
Yours humanely,
FRED SEIMs.
be sairl that these billions of prayers were not 01W. P. KIRKPATRICK
fered up in faith; everybody, save, perhaps, his physicians and nearest re lativs, was sure of his recovery;
BERRIEN SPRINGs, MICH., Oct. 10, 1881.
OGDEN CITY, U. T., Oct. 11, 1881.
MY DEAR MACDONALD: Some friends hav feared and as the President would rally, the religious and
MR. EDITOR: No doubt a letter from this part or
that THE TRUTH SEEKER would suffer in the absence even the secular press would teem with congratula- Uncle Sam's domain will be interesting to your many
of our Bennett. Your editorial on the ark question, tions that the prayers of the people were being an- readers. Having heard the praises of Zion (Salt Lake
in answer to the Rev. Smith, of Oregon, is able and swered. The people were hopeful, even sanguin, City) frequently, I resolved to attend the Conference
conclusiv, and would be a squelcher to any one but[a and it is folly to say they did not hav faith as a of the Latter Day Saints, so I rigged up in my best,
grain of mustard seed. Why, then, did not this and taking the 6 : 15 train on the U. C. R. R. on Saturpriest; he never can be squelched, nor stay so.
Be of good cheer, my dear Macdonald; the friends prayer-hearing and prayer-answering God raise the day evening, arrived in Zion at thirty minutes past
are bound to be better acquainteri with you soon. President up on Monday, Sept. 19, 1881, after all had eight, went to a hotel and registered, then hied me
Go right on in -the ways of well-doing and good given up hope, and he was pronounced gone by his away to the Salt Lake theater and witnessed the
attendants? Had he risen up, sound and well, on tragedy, "Willow Copse," which was well played by
writing in your search after truth.
Wakeman's report of the "Progress of Liberalism that day, could any one say that a miracle had not the Home Dramatic Troupe. 'rhe theater building is
the Past Year" is a most admirable production, and been performed, and that prayer had nttt been indis- sadly in need of repair. On Sunday morning the
too good to be read by the Liberals only. It should putably answered? Why did not God answer prayer, saints, saintesses, and gentiles (all are denominated
go into the hostil camps, organized for fighting the demonstrate his power· and the truth of Christianity, gentiles who do not belong to the Mormon church,
devil and damning souls. That is the field for effectiv and forever close the mouths of the cavilers by do- or, in other words, those opposed to a theocracy)
Liberal missionary work. Would it not be judicious ing a deed not only asked by millions of his chil- gathered to partake of the sacrament and afterward
to suggest to us Liberals to subscribe to send fifty dren, but which was inherently right, and ought to listen to the tithe-eaters preach. I did not get in
thousand circular copies of that report into those hav been done anyhow? The Christian replies, "It until after the bread and water were gone. I took
camps? It contains just the information they need. was the will of God that the President should die, mv position in the gallery, where I could hav a good
view-and such a sight and stench! That is the first
They continually thrust under our noses the stench of in spite of our prayers."
What, then, was the use of prayer? Did it avail the visitor is greeted with. The building is well ventheir tracts of "theological swill" (Beecher). Let us
return a better missionary compliment by presenting anything? Did not the case progress and terminate ~ilated, but tbe stench arising from the persons of the
precisely as it would hav done if these billions uf Latter Day Saints reminds me of a negro meeting I
,them reports and facts of the good and true.
· Tell Wakeman for me that there are a shaking prayers had been curses instead ? If the President attended once in Cincinnati.
hand and a warm heat tin Berrien Springs, Michigan, had not received a mortal wound and his physicians
It was in "the month of Au\!ust, and in a close
for him and the noble souls who work in and for THE bad healed him according- to the teachings of mod- room. In the center CJI. the tabernacle I noticed a
ern science, and not of James's prayer and oil rec- fountain, and I thought it would be a great deal
TRUTH SEEKER.
WORTHY PUTNAM.
ipe, would not Christendom hav exulted over the better for the poor deluded people to put in a larger
remarkable answer to prayer given in this case, and fount or a trough and put a number of them to soak.
CoNCORD, KY., Oct. 11, 1881.
When gathered together they are the worst looking
DEAR :MRs. BENNETT: Inclosed find five dollars. taunted Infidelity that it was put to shame?
It is now known that human skill could not hav set of human beings imaginable; that is, the old set.
We watch the progress of THE TRUTH SEEKER with
unabated interest, glad that it continues as ever the saved him; therefore the fact that he did die, when The young generation are an improvement. I noticed
tributary of important intelligence and valuable the Christian prayer-answering God could and should at least two hundred women who hav the mug of a
ideas. Mr. Bennett's letters are proving equal to hav restored him, is proof positiv that prayer has no madam of a third-rate bagnio, and the men hav
our expectations, and we think contribute immense- efficacy, and" that the supreme being acts ·only more the appearance of apes than intelligent human
ly to the interest of the paper. Hoping that your through laws which are fixed and irrevocable, because beings, all foreigners of the lowest. There are quite
a number of ringmasters, or ushers, in attendance;
own way may be smooth and pleasant in his absence, he cannot do otherwise and be a god at all.
Has the Christian God no laws, will, or purpose of they were kept busy trying to keep the small fry in.
I remain,
Yours truly,
VIRGINIA E. VaNCE.
his own? Does he change his devices to suit the Two boys, about thirteen and fifteen respectivly,
FoRSYTH, GA., Sept. 26, 1881.
wishes of mankind, an infinitesimal part of his ere- played it nicely on the ringmaster near me. One of
the boys placed his handkerchief under his nasal
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: The foul ation ?
deed is accomplished; and the President, arter eighty
If it was the will of deity that President Garfield organ and stepped up to the ringmaster and told
days of struggling against the death-wound of the should recover, how would prayer induce him to do him his nose was bleeding, and he wanted to go out,
assassin, has breathed his last, and the nation as what he had already determined to do ? If, on the and he wished the other boy to go with him. After
one man mourns his loss. No gre ter calamity other band, it was his will that the President should a little parley the· gate was opened, and they were
could hav befallen the people; and at first glance it die, as it now appears it was, would prayer force allowed to go. I was very glad to get out and take
would seem that no possible good could be derived him to change his purposes? Nature, and nature's in a breath of pure air. After dinner I paid a visit
from an event so thorougly fraught with evil and so laws, which are God, answer no.
to Fort Douglas, three miles east of the city, on an
deplorable in all its surroundings. But as out of all
Let superstition therefore discard its folly, and eminence. It is a beautiful spot, and commands a
evils some good may be derived, let us hope that cease to proclaim through its ministers the exploded fine view of the city. Zion is well located; it has a
the death of our chief magistrate will at least sub- fallacy that prayer ever made a hair of man's head fine' climate and a number of fine business and dwelleerve the good purpose of opening the blinded eyes grow or fall, ever grew a blade of grass, ever formed ing houses, but far too many tumble-down shanties,
those superstitious people who profess to and a drop of rain, ever moved a grain of sand the which greatly mar the beauty of the city.
wno do, some of them, believe in the efficacy of thousandth of an inch, or added one moment to the
My old friend, THE TRUTH SEEKER, comes to cheer
prayer.
llfe of a single human being when nature i)3sued me once a week. I take great interest in the corNever before has the world seen such a suitable her decree that death must come. The President's respondence, especially Mr. D. M. Bennett's. Long
occasion for a proper test of the power of prayer. death, therefore, has been instrumental in accom- may they both flourish! There are a few Liberals in
A great and good man, our chosen ruler, in the · plishing the good end of showing up conclusivly this city, but they appear to be -rather dormant. The
peace and quiet of the whole land, with everything that prayer is a waste of time and breath, a delusion trouble is, the major part are Spiritualists, and want
in the midst of plenty and prosperity, is shot down and a snare, a relic of barbarism and superstition, to carry things their own way and giv those who do
by a cold-blooded assassin, a disappointed office- unworthy an enlightened people.
LEx.
not believe in Spiritualism but little show at the few
seeker, a religious fanatic, who has hounded his
meetings they hav held, but I trust it will be differsteps for days, for the purpose of taking his llfe.
ent soon. I am glad to learn that Tony Comstock
OPEN LETTER TO ELMINA.
The monster has at last obtained his long-sought
has waked up the wrong passenger in Mr. Wilson.
ARROWSMITH, ILL., Oct. 12, 1881.
opportunity, and the President falls mortally wounded.
FRIEND ELMINA: Although I am not personally Colgate will hav to use an immense amount of soap
The wires soon flashed the dreadful news over the known to you, your being one of the world's great to get him out of the scrape clean. Success to Wil9
civilized world, and a wail of angmsh arose from reformers has acquainted me with you. The love for son I Yours for freedom of speech and press. E. H.
millions of grief-stricken hearts. While the rational humanity that has so lung been overflowing from
precaution of securing the immediate services of the your heart has entered through the channels of symA SUNDAY AT PAINE HALL.
best physicians of the land was not neglected, ye', pathy into my heart and filled up the entire orthoBeing in Boston over Sunday recently, I attended
Christendom began at once to assail the battlements dox vacuum. I send you ninety cents for the "Dar- one of the lectures delivered at Paine Hall by Geo.
of heaven with petitions for the wounded man's re- win's" and "John's Way." I want to present them
Chainey, whose name is already a household word
covery. During the eighty days that the President to my wife. I hav tried many ways to get her to
among Liberal people. I had heard of his success,
lingered and battled with the destroyer, a combined read Infidel philosophy, but to no avail. She is par- but was hardly prepared to find the success so sucappeal such as was never bofere put forth as~ended ticularly fond of a romance, especially if it has a
to the throne or grace, For eighty days millions of great amount of orthodox God about it-one of those cessful.
The main hall was crowded with as intelligentChristians prayed, and at a moderate cvmputation kind where the novelist imagins some poor ·orthodox
looking an audience of men and women as it has been
over ten billions of prayers were offered up.
church devotee to be winning some stout-hearted
Now, the Bible ilays: "Ask, and ye shall receive." Infidel sailor to the arms of the mythical Jesus. I my lot. to see. Mr. Seaver, that veteran warrior for
"The prayer of faith shalt save the sick." "What- thought how nice it would be to ingratiate into her truth, sat on the platform with the speaker. Mr.
Chainey, who is a young man apparently about thirty
liJOever you ask in my name believing you shall r~- mind tbe eeeds ot thoqs-ht bene~;~ the above order.
years old, was for a number of years a MetlJ.o<U~~
1
ERIE, CoL., Oct. 10, 181il.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will please find $6.50
-$5 for the world trip and $1.50 for THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Wishing you a pleasant trip and a speedy
return, I remain
Yours, etc.,
JosEPH GARLICK.

'l"HE TRUTH SEE k:NR!I OCTOBER 29, 1881.
minister ; he has the clerical cast of features, and if May the result Qf his efforts prove an infinit blessvested in ecclesiastical garments would readily ·now ing to mankind.
paee for either a priest or parson. But a far more
By the way, we hope that sister Be~nett will bav
illustrious and worthy mantle has fallen upon him, no anxiety about her dear part11er. Jesus bad 72,000
and the fit is to be classed among the perfect things. angels to guard him. Bennett has ten times that
When Parker gave up the fight and was laid to rest number. If the pious ones throw him overboard,
among the flowers of Italy, men wondered when and a whale or tadpole swallows him, a mighty
his successor would be found. Years hav multi- miracle will surely bring him safe home again. If
plied since then, and many hav been the aspirants he has an encounter with Yahweh and the devil, he
for the place, but none hav filled it. At last the right will overcome and triumph over both. We will write
man seems to hav been by singular circumstances him to bring home the following samples : A loaf of
forced to fill it. Emerson· says in substance that Ezekiel's bread, a Jew paddle (a species of holy perwhen a night star disappears from the horizon the fume), the real jaw-bone of Sampson's ass, a few
world stands expecting to see another appear in the mummies of David's and Solomon's harlots, pieces
same place, but it never does, and so with the lights of ~oah's ark, Moses's coffin, bottles of God's holy
and leaders of humanity. When Parker died, who hair oil, a vial of wrath, beasts of Revelations, a
would hav thought of a prophet of religious liberty piece of circumcision, the devil's tail and cloven hind
coming up from thfl Methodist church to take his foot, and other holy articles too numerous to menplace? Some of our Spiritualistic friends claim that tion. He will be sure to make his independent fort
Mr. Chainey sp(·aks by the inspiration of Mr. Parker, une by exhibiting- them to all true "believers," ali
but, be that true or not, it is certain that he is the lovers of "Bible curiosities," and the great majority
great radical light of the day at the "Hub" in the of tr1e American people. There is a fortune in it.
estimation of the masses, and occupies a position Ten thousand clergymen are getting good easy livlarger and more influential even than that of Parker. ings by similar exhibitions and speculations; and
His style is free, eloquent, and poetical, and he afer his tflilsome journey, poor Bennett should hav
reaches what very few radical speakers hav succeeded an equal share of the spoils and profits.
in doing, the emotional as well as the intellectual
Now, we very(anxiously inquire or each and every
in his hearers, and in this we think lies the secret "believer," and of all sects and sectarians,
of his success in not only drawing a large audience
WHAT IS TRUTH ?
but holding them from Sunday to Sunday. All classes
Truth is what all mankind desire to know;
are represented, and the rich and poor verily meet
But bow to find it? whither must they ~o?
Go I To that most tru~that never errmg rule,
together, and George Chainey is the prophet of them
Natural philosophy-reason's school.
all. Everything about the meeting is secular, music,
Study the sciences in early youth,
Use
common senee, or never hnd the truth.
song, and poem, and the hearty applause which comes
Read Bennett's answer to learn'd brother Mair,
Truth in TRUTH SEEKER in a nutshell there.
in often. It is also the proper thing for the "pews"
to encore the vocalists. We need not giv an outline
Bible ~~creation" science proves not true,
But all formation is the perfect view.
of the lecture, as they are published weekly, and the
So for one moment let us, if we can,
low price of one dollar a year must hav enabled
Conceive the origin of worlds and man.
Thunder and lightning I raging, roaring fire I
them to find all in teres ted.
The universe one grand funereal pyre.
Self-forming suns. From suns to systems hurled 1
We look for great results from this new movement
Producing each and every shining world I
in Bost:)n. These labors of the past hav not been
Often before (perhaps) dissolved by fire I
Often
may be a grand funereal pyre.
in vain, and the work and prophecies of the Invesli·
Without
beginning-and it never endsgator are being in a great measure realized. Messrs.
lllatter's unceasing evolution sends
Seaver and Mendum hav not only held the fort, but
Germs, from all nature with great forces harls
Tbe glowing centers of all futnre worlds.
hav lived to see their man come and Paine Hall a
Each bas its growth, perfection, and decay.
training-school, out of which there shall go· an army
Like man, they all in time must pass away.
•.rhus are produced all worlds and man,
strong and valiant for conquest. Fully one half of
By evolution's matchless plan.
the audience I saw were young men in the prime of
By evolution yet mankind will be
From heathen creeds and superstition free.
life. The published lectures under the title of the
This logic is more natural and true
Infidel Pulpit, are, I am told, having a wide circuThan jealous gods of pagan-Christian-Jew.
lation. This is good, and, judging from those I hav
The inflnit grand universe has powers
To make men perfect as the stars and flowers.
read, they are as interesting as a novel and far more
Then let us hope nature's great changes will
instructiv than the Bible. When you come to BosOur highest aspirations all fulfil.
Decayed grain does the rich harvests bring,
ton, friends, don't fail to attend, and if you can't
The withered flower blooms again in spring.
When dreadful storms of winter all are past
come to hear, enroll yourself among the subscribers
Worms change to lovely butterflies at last.
for the Infidel Pulpit, and thus in spirit, if not in
U worms make butter:liies, may we not see
person, constitute yourself one of its hearers.
Ourselvs more perfect than aught else can be?
When friends depart may it not be as true
INTERIM TRAMP.
SHERMAN, IowA, Oct. 17, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: At last I've found the paper I've been
looking for for years. I am a German by birth and
was raised in Germany. A brother of mine living
here asked me to come to America, which I did, and
that put a stop to all my Lutheran doctrins. While
a boy I was compelled to go to school from the time
I was six years old until I was thirteen. Once a week
our Herr Pjarrer came to teach us the broad and
narrow roads. At thirteen I was prepared for the
first communion; it took about one hour a day for
six months. But here is what I did not like: from
eight o'clock until eleven was our regular school
hours; then came our minister to put on another coat,
which was altogether too much for any child; then
from fourteen to eighteen comes another turn; every
Sunday from twelve to one o'clock I had to attend
Sunday-school. I never cared much for church or
Bible or their teachings. After eight yeare of running
about in this country I hav met many who believe as
I do, especially in this neighborhod. FRED GARING.
MINNEAPOLis, MINN., Sept. 30, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Though we hav long been
silent, do not for a moment fancy we hav forgotten
you. We often think of the gloomy past-the infamous Comstocl{, and the Protestant inquisition, with
its fines, incarcerations, and myriad cruel injustices.
These hav become a part of American history-dishonorable to humanity, an indelible stain upon her
otherwis(l glorious flag. Nevertheless, for a short
time persecution may be, if not desirable, very important and beneficial. Persecution mal{es mankind
think, reason, and investigate; and investigation and
reason free both man 'a body and mind. Thinking
Catholics produced Protestants, thinking Protestants
produced Liberals, thinking Liberals produce peace,
charity, love, harmony, brotherhood, science, progress, and finally man 'a greatest happiness. Persecutions pr,•duced Protestants, and Protestant persecu_
tiona produced Liberals, and Liberals are "the salt
of the earth." True, some victims must perish, as
did Salem witches and millions of other unfortunate
beings. Still, persecution produces infinitly glorious
results, by making man and woman do their own
thinking, reasoning, and investigating. Reasoning
sets the car of progress in motion, and it will finally
be the means of making all mankind free. Paine's
reasoning (for the time being) produced the liberty
and independence of American reason, and persecution has sent Mr. 'Bennett around this little globe to
nvestigate truth for an· the nations of the world.
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you to giv this matter a business consideration. Let
us Liberals do all in our power to bring about the
much-needed reform in our school books, and rest
assured we shall thus knock out one or the strongest
props to orthodoxy. Si10uld like to hear from others
on this subject.
W. J. DEAN.

That nature will their higher powers renew?
The shell is broken, that the man may go
To globes progressed billions of years ago.

Friend meeting friend in perfect worlds on high,
In dazzling light, where flowers never die I
In youthful beauty shining lands explore,
Till worlds dissolve, and time shall be no more.
l\lay not the greatest work of nature rise
O'er wreck of worlds, to pure celestial skies?

Yours, for absolute truth, E. N. "KINGSLEY.
AN IMPORTANT SUGGESTION.
JosEPH, OR., Oct. 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Permit me through the columns Of
your most valuable paper to urge upon Liberals the
necessity of a radical reform in our school text-books.
No Freethinker will deny that there are few things
of greater importance than impressing upon the
mind of the child correct ideas. Our orthodox friends
are not a whit behind the Catholics in recognizing
the great influence that can be exerted upon the
young by means of the text-books that are daily
studied at school. Except in mathematics, there are
few text-books that are not, to a great extent, based
upon and tinctured through and through with orthodox errors and absurdities. Examin any of our school
readers, Wilson's series or Watson's "Independent"
for example. You will find that in the latter about
forty per cent of the reading lflssons hav some reference to the Christian religionjji in a style calculated
impress its great truths upon the pupil's mind. All
the geographies with which I am acquainted are replete with the grossest errors, especially that portion
of them which treats of the origin and early condition of the earth, man, etc. But for wholesale falsities and absurdities our school histories cap the
climax. I hav examined several, and know of no
universal history for Schools that does not accept
the scripture account of the creation, fall of man,
flood story, confusion of tongues, etc.
For instance, in Willard's "Universal History," on
page 38, the pupil reads; ''We believe that God, to
suit his own wise purposes, miraculously changed
the color and structure of some of the first descendants of Noah." On page 35 he reads, " The scripture
account of this awful event (the flood) is confirmed
by the researche~ and discoveries of those who hav
examined the structure of the earth." And page
after page of the same kind. I believe it almost impossible to overestimate the benefit resulting, could
we hav a text-book on universal history Wt'itten by
a Parton, a physical geography edited by a Denton,
and a series of school readers compiled by our Elmina or a Miss Wixon.
Readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER, let us earnestly urge

EATON RAPIDs, MrcH., Oct. 11, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Visiting the graves of my uncle and
grandmother in Kenosha cemetery, Wisconsin, I was
attracted to a lot t-hat had a tall monument and two
headstones made just alike but marked differently,
one to the memory of the wife of Louis Knap, that
he had lost some time ago, the other for himsE>lf, all
inscribed as he wants it to be, with a vacant place
for his age and time of death (when it comes). It is
an Infidel inscription, and I would like to thank
him through your valuable paper for his independence and defiance of the clergy. I thought as I
stood there in that beautiful place, for it is grand,
overlooking L~ke Michigan, what an appropriate
place for such ~tn inscription. My heart swelled with
gratitude, but, being with a good aunt-a most ex·
cellent woman, but a Christian-! could not express
my feelings as I wanted to. Being very much hurried, as it was late and we had ten miles to drive, I
could not copy the words on the stone, put I took
his address. If he should see these lines in your
paper, and it waR not too much trouble, I would like
the inscription just as it is. Yours for the rights of
man and woman,
MRs. R. E. ATWOOD.
CINCINNATI, 0., Oct. 18, 1881.
FRIEND MACDONALD: You must not suppose that I
am wild to rush into print. No. But where, I ask,
can an unbeliever in theological dogmatism display
his thoughts and principles except through publications of Infidel proclivities? I receive THE TRUTH
SEEKER with the firm conviction that it represents
my honest opinions, which I believe are founded on
the naked truth as found in nature. Outside of nature I never stray, and as you well know that every
so-called Teligion is the outcome of ignorant superstition in a greater or less degree, I, for one, oppo~e
all its claims to any respect or one particle of faith
therein, believing as I do that deceit and knavery
are at the bottom of the whole business. In a word,
it is a wide-spread cheat, and most of those who
promulgate its visionary doctrins are quite conscious
that the whole fabric is based on theory, sophism,
and arrogant assumption. God and a future state of
existence is their principal stock in trade, and whoever looks squarely at these dogmas, free from prejudice and bigotry, can come to no other conclusion
but that it is the thinnest of all deceptions, and perfectly surprising how pe011le claiming to be sane can
believe in such unnatural nonsense. Nature is silent
on all these questions. Priestcraft is the top and
bottom of the system. The machine was invented,
set in motion, and/is still running in the interest of
clerical puffery, droneism, and cajolery, with millions
in it. They ever thirst for political power to rule the
multitude and control the country, and make their
dismal creeds !uad dogmas paramount over everything and everybody. They are a national curse, a
blight to progress, and a useless expense.
As to man, while he livs, he is a live dweller on
this planet, but when dead he is a dead corpse on this
planet. No part of him leaves this earth where he
was born, where he died, and where he goes to decay,
and that settles the whole matter. Gods and future
worlds are the veriest humbugs ever palmed on credulity.
Yours,
T. WINTER.
H. L. GREEN, THE CHAMPION OF FREETHOUGHT, AT KALAMAZOO.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: It was my privilege Sunday
last to listen to a lecture delivered at Kalamazoo,
Mich., by H. L. Green, Esq., of the N. Y. State Liberal League. Subject, "The Religion of Humanity
vs. the Rdigion of Christianity." Mr. Green is an
earnest, conscientious worker for the cause of orthodox-burdened humanity, and his lecture was very
clear and logical. Space will not permit a digest of
his lecture here, but it was rich in those commonsense truths, whose mission is to inculcate the grand
principles of honesty, chatity, and purity among
men, divested of all the somber robes of creeds,
beliefs, and dogmas. He was on his way from Chicago, on a lecturing tour through the West, where
he bad been in attendance at a Liberal League
meeting, in company with other expounders of
Freethought, among whom was George Chainey, of
Boston, the second R. G. Ingersoll of America.
It impressed me as being a very favorable indication for the Liberal cause to see in our city newspapers, in the column devoted to "church service
directory," a complimentary mention that "H. L.
Green a prominent member of the Liberal League,
will lecture at 10:30 A.M. on the subject, ' The Religion or Humanity vs. the Religion of Christianity:•"
Personally, Mr. Green is a courteous and pleasant
gentleman, and his dignified manner and gray hairs
command the ~neatest respect, even among his religious enemies. In a half-hour's intercourse with him
at my office I became satisfil'd that he carries out
in his every-day life those principles of Freethought
which he so forcibly defines to be "investigation,
and courage to giv expression to honest convictions
and doubts, and perfect willingness to accord every.
one else the same right,"
UNCLE LUTB,
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reader. The most •clentlftc wrltel'!l of the paot il.nd pre ..
to-morrow to take care of itself; and ent haT all denounced the practice of medlcln as mere ex.
perlment, and the thousand• who die under modlcal
11Y WELCOME 0. SPENCER.
AN 0UTLINI': OF THE FRENCH REVOLUTIONj Its the !];lOom of a · hopeless midnight treatment only too truly tell the melancholy fact. olrhe
Infant Is wreoted from Its mother'• breast; the bride of
(which
the
pen
of
Dickens
baa
so
.forCau~es
and
R~sults.
ByW.
S.
Bell.
New
Freedom·at Yorktown, personified and visible to
yeoterday the corpoe of to-morrow; the laugblng hoy, the
the nations of the earth, strode over the camps of
girl, the loved and noble husband, the aged par.
York : D. M. Bennett. Price, 25 cents.
cibly depicted) was fast l!lettling down rompiDI!
ento, 1\ll and each In turn are dally hurried Ia their end
the oppressor, and whi~pered !Jope and joy to her
by tlte errors of drug treatment; aud yet the people go
brave tbou~h weary votaries -Hildreth.
This interesting work of eighty-one over the land-precursor of the red on
from decade to decaole without ever making Inquiry
the c~:~.uee of such a at.ate of tlltngs.
Sweet freedom, now touch our lips .... itb song,
pages embodies a running statement-· dawn of a coming national judgment aeI tobav
now, after sb::teen months' reitdence tn Brooklyn.
And fill each ptltl'iot heart with p1·aise;
day I
prayed that medlcln Is not only not needed, .but that every
clinched
with
illuBt!'ativ
and
compendltill another hnndred years pl'Olong
form of chronlc lllselise haT one common source or Cl:lU~~oe,
'fhe
author
depicts
this
dark
condiand that the SAme means t}l&.t will cure gout. wtll cure
ious remarki-of the facts and surWith thy smrs undimmed of ancient days.
canceri the eu.me t.hat will cure pnr~ha1111 will .cure ca.
rounding circumstances whose proces- tion of affairs with graphic pen, follows tarrh; the same thut will staY bleedh g of the lung will
To the brave and free thy hallowed name
cure
anchylosis. Thlo very astounding statement must
sion reached that stupendous denoue- the tide of events to their bloody conIs their light and hope, though tyrants scorn,
~·Y3~
itr~~~e~~!r~~ ~~tgh t~: re!;t~~~.~~ti{~~ :~~~~~:~e;s~~
.We'll crown thee with stars; while kings in shame ment known to history as the French summation-which latter he declares to of diagnosis.
These men only too frequently declare a
Rule in the night, we'll rule at morn.
be their logical sequence-and points if~[ toT~~t 1 t"a~egf~~el~ 1~1:J':cl~r"e~ 1~h~~ tK~r:;~~~·tci~0ed~:
Revolution.
Thy footsteps so often traced in blood,
or fat, or its Talve» indurated, or some other such
It is the demand of the present age out the fact that the French Revolution larged
wlld statement, only tQ frlgbten the poor victim Into an
Long delayed, and oft in prison's ceu,
was really the gradually matured fruit ever-changing course of medlcln-mercnry to-day, chloral
that
the
great
mjority
of
things
inAnd brought to the dust where martyrs trod,
hydrate to-morrow, belladonna next day, and so on, week
tended for popular perusal must be of seed sown; it was an evolution, not a
And greater thy wrongs than time can tell.
~~1::·
~~ b~J;~:~·a':."J 1 tht~: K~~pf~i~~~t~"a~~~~~;
brief and to the point. The modern blind disaster; it was not a sudden out- grave.
lllumin now with th.y radiant beams
to obviate all till• diagnostic nonsense, I hav come
The earth's vast space, and from clime to clime reader, cramped for time, and brought burst on the part either of political en- toNow,
the re•cue of tbcse poor !Uvallds,and tell them plainly
that there Is but one cause tor disease, and consequently
Spread thy glory where the sunlight gleams,
face to face with multitudinous matters thusiasts or Freethinking iconoclasts- one
means of cure.
.Bright and golden to the end of time.
for consideration, seizes readily upon or both-but religionists and all classes
Oh, be thou the an~el of the North,
of
minds
furnished
their
quota
to
the
ONE DISEASE I ONE CURE I
information regarding a giVen topic
Far as Rnssia's snows and arid plains, ·
A proportion
which comes to him in an abridged but developing elements.
.A.nd walk with thy son's still nobly forth,
The fact being that there lo but one disease, no matter
close-linked and analytical form; while amounting to 270,000 privileged persons
Sharing still with them thy prison pains.
:~.actk!~~~{i~~~~~~~~~·a~~~~~~~~~n~h~Yd~~e~••t~[~~~l~ht~~
he is for the same reason obliged to had for generations back spoiled and cure buv l>et>n so multlpll~tl. we now kllOW the want of
Swift plant thy footsteps where suffering slaves
nervous force precede&l\ languid clrcult\tluu ot· the want
Yet basely lie, bound by priest or king,
deny himself the pleasure of a stroll taxed to the verge of legal robbery 25,. or
equilibrium lu the ctrculHtory tiYStem; in u Wol"d, the
Be the light and powe1· and grace that saves
l>!ood
is the life, u.ud elt>ctrlctty the equn.liz€•r of all ,.ur
000,000
Frenchmen;
and
gradually
through more pretentious and extended
forces, ss thu.t 1f we can by auy metUHI tullli:H~ magnt:tlsm
The noblest blessing that heaven can bring.
worked upon on the one hand by a new Into the humttn orgtullem south Iugly and gently we shall
volumes bearing on the same theme.
thereby attnln to a Dt~tural state or existence u.nd death
Columbia, still bright land of the West,
The work by Mr. Bell whose title power which had (though often unrec- shaH only IJe the re~mlt of nnture's inevitable law, instead
of the early dctt.tha Y.mld TllCklng pains. iuperiuduccd Uy
Forever we'll keep thy standard there;
heads this sketch is one of the most ognized) sprung up-the power of mind the introduction of poisonous drug,:J and qu~l·k nootJ'UlllS
'Tis our chosen home, by he1wen blest,
dispensed tudlscrhntuu.tely by emgn·tcs HDtl tile schoolmen
signal instances of success in putting a and opinion (born of the encouraging
By thee, sweet freedom, made bright and ft~ir.
?!-ia~fd~0!1t~~~~a~ul;~~~1stL~et~~:~~eJ~~ ~~:t~~~~~ f~~i~~~~
wide-fielded topic into readable and influence of the establishment of the remedy- mn.gu etism.
llefore window glass was Invented the only lighting
media. for our houses in the dttytime were holes 111 the
Primitiv Photography the Divine popular shape, and at the same time American republic)-and on the other struCtilre
-the poor, or frurue work of Horn f~r the
one in which brevity bears special sway. by the fierce instincts of empty-handed rich. Thefor
msn who lnvent.ed glass d\1 not Invent light,
.A.rt.-A Pun.
The mighty story of how the vast con- hunger, the many at last rose up against but only a medium by which It might be transferred.
Just so with the "WILSONIA" MAGNb.TlC Bl!.Ll'. WM.
:BY E. E.
tinent of the. old-time French political the few and swept them from the earth. WILSON did not invent mugneti~m, lJut onlY a me11.ns
whe•·eby It may be IICcumulated and tr~U~sfused through
Among some of the best results fol- the
.A. mystic scene it must hav been when the world and ecclesiastical systems sank, Atlananhnal economy of mau.
WM. WILSON pretends to no secret ao In quack nosfrom chaos sprung,
tis-like, out of sight amid the swirling lowing this revolution, as cited by Mr. trums, but freely and proudly discloses to every one !}he
And God, who had nowhere to stay, to the equator
priucipleeo! his invention, so tt.u.t all ing,.mius persons
waves of what seemed to that realm the Bell, were the abolition of feudalism, mt~.y
tor tbemeelvs c.Jnatruct tltt~tr own .Mugnetlc Belts,
clung,
being whether they wouttl waste· their
.And climbed upon this swinging ball; then, look- end of all things-even national exist- and the creation of a middle class of the only question
11
~~Je b~dtl~0~rl o~n.:~t:~b~! l~~~~ t ~~ir~g».~lae cggr~~~~i:~
ing all about,
ence itself-has been rendered familiar land-owners realty interested, through on
scientlttc prluctples. 1 know only too well that the
Concluded there were ways and means, and be to the minds of those who hav given the rights they held in the agricultural doct,ors
will try to crusb me for laLvlng dared to teach
would find them out,
them their business. Thb Bf'me of them h~v already
first by induclug the internal rcveuue oftice·ra to
For making eomething like himself, no monkey, attention to the voluminous work of system of the country-thus increasing done,
place a tax au my gtttrrnent!l; falllug in thiS, 1 ht\V f ught
myth, or sham,
Carlyle and Alison, Michelet and Ab- the amount of the crops, and giving the government "ud won my CKse (H.Ithuugll ut tae coat of
three thousanddollars),yet I won In opposition to these
So out of mud be made the thing, then christened bott, and other authors, but a condensed food to the people. Van Sybel is also docton.
llut u.notber mvve must be m~de thougtlt tuey.
it A-dam.
quoted as epitomizing the outcome of A happy thought. Let us go to Anthony Comstuck, get
.And when he saw the thing so like himself could and reliable (and at the same time at~~:r~~~r~~~era O:t ~Jt~~~h~~~
tractivly readable) form of narration is the movement as followl!l: "Freedom ~! ~;fe~:!~ee~ ~;!f~n~
move and breathe,
1
He took a chunk out of its side, and made .A.-dam by no means so readily obtainable. of labor, equality before the law, and ~~~~~d~a~!g?n h~fs :a~~!~~~I~r t~~~e~eu~:~kcfu~~ t1~~~~
Well done. su.ys doctor number two, and the thing wus
an Eve.
·
8
0
And in view of the wide extent of the unity of state."
~~~s~n ~~~~ttl~~e~i: }~c~u;~glllu~~~· tl p~~o~ g'tite::~&
.And ever since the stream of life through .A.-dam's
The
concluding
portion
of
the
pamground to be covered and the small
was the case, and so wrote to Comstock the folluwtng let.
race bas run,
ter at!klng for the Dallies of the pers ;os who had thus
phlet is devoted to a cogent and con- given
Repleni~hed by these cunning Eves, A-dam's divine space afforded by the number of pages
him the lnform~tion, but those persons l>eing dueAnthony Comstock dare not di~close their names; it
queer tun.
entering into the brochure under re- clusiv defense of Thomas Paine, and a tors
was left to me to ferret that out, which l hav d~.,ne, and
But when again God thought to make his likeness view, we think its readers will feel to brief narration of his connection with confronted seyeral of them, two of Lltem who Wtmt to the
fore, and others who acted as Stt.lol pigeons In the matter.
more to please us,
the French Revolution.
.
Here b the letter I wrote to Anthony Comstock.:
He did not try the dirty plan to manufacture agree with us that Mr. Bell has embodThose
who
wish
to
peruse
a
really
ied the story in a ready-reference shape,
Jesus,
.
WILLIAM WILSON'S LETTER TO COMSTOCK.·
But took an Eve without .A.-dam, or anything to which, while it is bristling with facti', excellent summary of the stirring events
hinder;
to
which
reference
(in
outline)
has
been
.{63 FULTON ST., BROOKLYN, Sept.13, 1881.
is not by any means a dull statistical
And thus we hav his second plan more touching,
ANTHONY <JOMSTOCK, ESQ.:
skeleton, but is clothed upon with elo- made above, will do well to secure a
D&AH SIR-I wao surprised thla morning to find In my
true, and tender.
consulting
rooma
of my former patients, e~:~.ch l>ring.
But eighteen centuries hav passed-almost the quent diction and infilled with a stir- copy of Mr. Hell's brochure.-.Banner tng me a circularmany
letter received from you, a copy of
which
lolnclosed
herewith.
With this each handed me a
nineteenth onering spirit akin to that of the scenes of" Light.
copy of their repllee to you. You hav evtdently ueen lm.
Since he left his perfect likeness in the image of
posed upon. I would take It as a favor If you would gly
and days whose sanguinary details it

Freedom.

Book Notice.

rsl

his son;

Since this unique, curious episode, photography
by birth,
We see God's likeness everywhere among the Eves
of earth.
Should he, as endless cycles roll, a third plan yet
conceive,

Mayhap .A.-dam would be replaced, while God
would play the Eve I
This would a great improvement be upon the
primal plan;
Then every mother's son would be the mother of
.A.-dam.
Think yon earth's Eves would care A-dam? They'd
take a quiet rest,
While all the little im.a.ges clung to .A.-dam's warm
breast.

The Conflict.
:BY 0. G. P,

.A.s the golden tints of morning
Pierce the gloom of darkest night,
So the soul for freedom burning
Will invade the rule of might.
Round old Troy as a protector,
Grandly, proudly stood her wall;
But a stone was thrown by Hector
.And her battlements did fall.
Science, Hector-like, iS! beating
Down the walls of blind belief;
Its millions are retreating
And its priests hav come to grief.
True, they make a _stout resistance,
Priests and preachers minions all,
Call the law to their assistance,
Crowd us out of house and hall.
But beneath our banner waving
Proudly over land and sea,
We the road to joy are paving,
Where souls and bodies will be free.
TAKING theology as a whole, I reject but little
more than thee does ; only one sect, or a portion of
a. sect, as all the members of thy church do not believe all ite doctr111s precisely as thee believes
them. I reject all gods and bibles as such. Thee
rejects all but thy own God and a portion of thy
own selected Bible, with its acknowledged one
hundred and fifty thousand enors, which the
British revision committee hav been nearly ten
years in bunting up and trying to amend, and
which, when a.mended, will be like the work of the
American Bible Society in 1874, which, confessing
twenty-four thousand errors, defel'l'ed making the
corrections lest people lose faith in the god-book,
which bas been bolstered up for so long as the
pure, nnadultered, infallible, perfect WOl'll ot. the
,JI(o8li lllgb.-Zlmma Inalu Blenker.

portrays. The reader, as the work pro- . ' ' WILSONIA" TRIUMPHANT.
ceeds, becomes conscious of the long
roll of the billows, as point by point
the fierce indignation of an outraged
and suffering people sweeps away more
and more of what the first burst of revTRIUMPHANT.
olution has spared-till the final catastrophe occurs I
WILLIAM WILSON,
Beginning with the assembling of the
MEDICAL
ELECTRICIAN,
States-General in Versailles, by Louis
XVI., in 1789, the author takes a back- INVENTOR OF THE" WILSONIA," AND LECTURER
ward glance at the years of oppression
ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR
OF "THE TRIAL OF MEDICIN," "THE
of the people by kings, nobles, and
LANGUAGE OF DISEASE.''"MED·
clergy, and the uncounted sufferings
ICAL FALLACIES,'' ETC.
which hav at last resulted in the spectacle of the delegates of the starving
-~~~. ·~~~~~~-- ~-;~~~:. -~~~~::~
commoners sandwiched between those
.
of the so-called religious and the polito••••••••••e•••••••••••••.,••••••e••••••••••••••••••••••••
ical powers of the kingdom in an effort
to obtain, by and through parliament- MAY BE CONSULTED DAILY FROM 10 A.. M. TO
6 P. 111., FREE OF CHARGE.
a1·y means, that which the tide of events
is declaring that the sword shall eventThe "WILSONIA" appliances are not mere pads or
pl~aters, which lose their efficacy in a. few weeks, but are
ually win. France was not yet free so sclentltlcally constructed that they WILL LAST FOR
YEARS, and can be worn by dUierentmemfrom the feudalism of the middle ages; TWENTY
bers of tbe same family from time to time.
all authority, wealth, and privilege
EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH NOW OPEN AT
were vested in the hands of three classes
-the king, the clergy, and the nobles;
No. 44 FOURTH STREET, NEAR SOUTH
everywhere the people met with only
EIGHTH STREET.
despotism; famin wal!l reduced to a science, and the commoners were the only
N0.69;BROADWAY, ~
certain tax-payers-the two privileged
N0.1,837llHO.ADWAY, NEW YORK.
NO. 2,310 THIRD .AV.,
orders of clergy and nobles paying virtually whatever they pleased, and no
Competent assistants In every store, private dressing
and conaulttng rooms, a.nd every convenience with female
more. According to Van Laun:
attendants for ladies. All our garments are the same, no
"In 1789, ttle approximate number of the matter at what dapot they may be purchased.
privileged classes in France is about 270 000
IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS WHO HAV BEEN
possessing three-fifths of the territory w'hich T,f~&J.I\fo ffQ' M ~P,AIC'iLJJ. MEN AND STILL CON.
territorv is dispropc,rtionately rich in c~mpari~~ ~
't' h
h t
f h
lam happy to say there is a lasting hope for yon. The
son WI il t C ot Cl' WO· {i t s, for on it are situ- system or wUich l"m the Inventor will do more for you
ated the most imposing buildings, containing than ;;ll the <Jirug~ In Amerlc&. It cannot be galnsayed
tha.& more die or Uruga than :!rom dlaeas•. Thd present
vast treasures of accumulated property in shape sy•tem of med!cln Is a mistake and must soon KIT way to
of furuiture and objeets of art the guthered more n•tlonal m•ans. Thoueando or persons In Brooklyn
.
. ,
'
a••d New York are ready to tostlfy that my" WILSONlA
masterpieces of centuries ' (Van Laun; vol. i GARMENTS" cured them atter the must eklllut drug
p 7)
' 1 treatment h•d foiled. llledlctn In acute !arms of dlseose
: •
i of recent orJgln, may be or beueilt, aud In caae of accident
.
. IL le quite rlgbt w uoe e-rery poesible palll•tlv· even
A gncultural lands were deteriorating poleon, that In large dose• would kill, may In such caseo
d
h
k
1
.
of eudden ulseaoe, If u,ed wltll proper caution, be foU<Id
Ull er t e ta e-a 1-return-nothmg sys- of gre"t V~tlue; but In ~JI cbronlc dloeaseo_such as paur.tem of husbandry which was made nee- ~~o~~~;~~~~~~:i::O~~c~!~~:~~..~~~~·~':iP~~?~~~~~~e~l~~~~:
essary
that
the farmer a n d h'IS f ami·1y · m,~st
ter ataxia,
anddefy
many
of a chronic character
forever
the other
powerforms
of drugs.
.
.
mlO'h t 11v and pay taxes to day leavl· g
I he history ot medlctn Is one that, if read with care,
D
'
n
woulci at.rllte terror Ill~ ~lli JIUJl<li of every thouahHul
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me the names of tne lnrormants to whom you reter.
They are amendble to proeecutton. and tt may lJecome my

duty to Institute proceedings ogA!nst tbem. lt will glv me

pleasure to arrord you convincing proor of my position,
and of the nature and benent of my a.ppllancea as a cura.
tiv agent. I believe my services in tbia reepect will be
found to be snell as to commend me to uuiversal at.~proval

ao a public benefactor. Mention Ia made In your letter In

reference to my name. Allow rue to refer JOU to the
Brooklyn cHrer:tory, where you wUl find an advertisment
of mtne and my n~tme and address tn tull.

I hav lnctooed one of my blank checko (not for nse).
You wlll&ee my name printed on the end. As to my having been a cu.lJinetmu.ker, upon

tu~:~.t

fact I bulld my glory,

~0~othoen~~:pa:J~~fe:~n;0dn:~t ~~ris;:~~e;J~6~i 'h~tvt~0hr!!

In contact, until to-dd; I stand In tho proud pooltton a• the

b~!~~~~: ~} "Nu~~r::g 'i:'~~~~~\" ~vr~~~':,';'sl!:~,n~~~~~~~:

penalties I hav to bear for havfng dared to teach llledlcal
men their business. Do you not know tbat all grent Inventions and improvements eTer ema.natld tram persbus whose
walks in life hav been totally distinct from that In which

~~~hr~~j~~t~0r~8a'7~reer~ ;~ JIJ a~K"6\:,go~ ,:J;p~~~~?avr:'~u~f
1

1

0

revolutionize the practlco of medlcln. Tbat being the
lnetmakerf It a rail splitter may become al'rustdent, and

case, hav I notcauee to oe proud of once llu.vingbeen ~;~.cab ..
0

0

d~~t~~wap~:'.~~e~~~~t.~~~t5 ·~~ft\'!~ ~~~~':,':: b~ :S'ft~~

of having been a cablnetwaker Y
Hoping that you may pay a vldt to my e•tabllshment,
and Yt;~~e~i~J8; ~g~~:;tt ttle resuMifU'i.\'o*U;~g~~n,
P. S.-I Intend to publish all letters sent to me, being

~t1l?g~~!~13~,1 8l:~;e~~ ~~~i ~~~ ~~~ ~k!d~~~[; v~~. f~:
11

~~ob~n&r r;::~:t~· yeo~: trum on_e of my ad vertlsmenu,

Aiy dilllculty Is th•t many persons will become rotten

with disease, will swallow medtctn enough to ftoat a
steamtihip, and rub in lin I 11ente and ointments enough to

tan the skin till It becvmcs like the satl uf a ehlp; and

then, .kearing of my mtttrveluus cures. wtll expect, on put;.
Ung on my goods, to jump into nJw lU"c in two or three
months. •ruts, In moat cases, 1s an impossibility, and per.
suns governed by such expectations h.td better not wt:LBte
their time or my own in Ctt.lllUi: upon me.

With respect to the names given uelow, a few words of

;;1~ 1·~~t~~r~~~~~t~r ~~~e't.k~~":a~~t o~t.u~~er~a~r:i,~"n~

knowing or caring wllat report may be supplied on appll·
to the persona therein nu.med, kuuwi g tull well
to we"r tlie WlLSONIA Is to obtain perfect health,
~~~~';.uffNa~~~o~~tc.rg:: ~~~:lnt~~~e~sc~:e':.~ w:;Nt :::,v':f;
h·as failed, and never can, when the lnstructlono given are
followed out.
c~:~tton
th~t

1

Now, citizens, read the Jettero oent to Anthony Cotn•
stock in answer to the libelous lett• r; say, then, am I not

cruelly Injured by Antllony Comotock1 Why did lie not.

:::,~~dg~~.l3J ~~:~iee l~e.:.r~tg:r"ec~ a~;!t:~~r Id':~~N:dt~

single person. I always, in my pamphlets, tell persons
what are my proportions of cures, and gtv the names at
persons who weu.r my goods, not caring what the persollll

say whom others may apply to.

READ TBE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION OF Tim
"WILSONIA" GARMENTS.

1

THE TRUTH SEEKER. OCTOBER 29.. 1881.
early gr•Te. The methods by .which electricity has been
a pUed are numbered by the thousand-batteries of varlo&8 kinds, electric machines, elect,rie belts, electric disks,
clectrJc garters, electric rings, P.lectric medals. Then we
!tilT hud magnetrc belts In d ,zens of designs, all Intended
to produce and ma.intu.iu a current of magnetism in the
blood by Which process alone can the blood be continued
In a p'ert ect otate of circulation. A II these appliances do
poi!Oess valu"ble prope•tles, but the great trouble ever
present was the want of continuity on the one huml, and
an absence of perfect ventilation on the other. Not only
80 but yet &nothcr want in all these was a means to keep
back the electrlelty of the body so thn.t by a conservation
of forces we could use over and over ag!liu the waste
nerve force which wou!d be otherwise thrown. out into
the atmosphere. This I hav succeeded In doing by encas.
tng my 2t1.rments with an lmpel'vious tissue such us oil
allk, gutta perclla, or any other non-conductor or electJ•Icity, but by preference I use guttu. percha as the 1Jes~ nonconductor known; uJso tltat auy two pteces of metal of different molecular construction must of necessity, when
brought in contact where heat and moisture can ramify
between them, such impact of metals nruat produce a1~
electro1alvanlc action. This I llav done In a variety a!

~~~~bed {o~&e ;! pna~;s~~!g~ee~~~~~fa~fedc~rtfb~rn~~~ ~~~~
per and zinc with c~aemical calico between them to absorb
11

1

t~gv~ :ri~u~~e~:n~~e~~gd ttPeu}n~!~C:tr~~~~~t~~~n! e ~~~
0

br

ft~~~-n~.D.Q:If 0J;.~~c'th~g~a~~~e~t:riSn;o:~.~n~frr~ne~e~n~

ault of WILSONlA. ,
.
All of theee gooda haT been purcbaeed upon Intimate
lrnowledge at tneir curativ propertie1. Perhaps my wonderful cure of paralysle (hemlplllegla) by wearing a eult
of WILSONIA may bav lnlluenced these purchases.
These l'"rttes have received great benefit from wearing
463 Ji"ULTOX iTUHET, BHOOKLY.N.
tile WIL~ONIA, and they regard :Mr. Wm. Wilson, "the
MR. COMSTOCK:
carpenter," ~s a gentleman, a ieniua, and a man :whose
Yours receiTcd to·du.y at hand alJout Wilson Garments. s1mple word is us ~ood as a bond duly executed.
There w .. a time Wilen I had no faith In them, but
when I came to put them on the Goods did me so mucb
good I can't but speak well of them. ~rhey hl4V been a. rrfeO:d:.vJ~~~cJ~fe:OW :lr,\~~:A~ ,I r5;~~;r8t~e~~11 =~~L~:it~
llton of Brooklyn, and Profeasor Jumeo L. Little, MD., of
1
0
~r;~~l~~~~ r~~; b~~n~r~;il;r~t~s~~IJlij; h!v~~~a:h~~n~~~ New York.
For evident prooF of my: cure ~e"15e cn.ll &nd see me. I
menta, and to-day they thank God there are such Garmenta. I supnuae I hav had two hundred persons call to
rr~~~~~wfrg;:, ~~~e~~~gf ~g~tg~art!~~g~11~gt~nl: Y,~il'n~
see me aiJout these things.
I can't say tno much t\bout them. I am doing business rheumatism in the right hand and forearm, paralysis, &nd
n. pu1R.e that intermitted one beat in n.ve or seven or ten
on Fulton street, and hav been for twe~~yiei~~\{J~L:L.
I was troubled with dyspepsia for a ton~~: time, b'>t l hav ori~ifh'.;i,tt will expi•ln to.your perception just how
never harl it wince.
Doctor WILSONIA effects tills magical cure. To wear
WILSONlA Is to get well of every form that disease may
take. If I fail to prove this, notwithstanding your uncharFROl\1 EX-FIRE MAfi~~th~Jt:JAMIN LEWIS, OF Itable epistle to Mrs. Stevens.! will obtain from William
~~l~~ea :a,y~;JbeJIA.tu~fa~?~n~~~~ t~oc~l~~Ypa6; ~~~'!~
NottTH BRITISH AND M'\RCANTILE lNSURANCB }
CmtPANY OF LONDON"AND EDINBURGH,
~a~H;~~m~~ ~~::'nt:~reri;\~daf 1!~~;~'h~e~~zr~\~~~i~
UNITED STATES n;;g0c:LY0:.F~.Ey~ ~~~tt;;~~e~\s~a~:
£~~~~ ~ti;;~;tt~f:Hof/~':/~~ be no exception-or should
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, EsQ.:
J. H. DEl\IAREST.l\I.D., of· Harlem, New York city.
IJgAR Sm-In answer to your favor of September loth
l'elatlv to Mr. Wilson, I beg leave to state that Mr. Wilson
~1\~~f sf;~f:f:t~2~a~~lrl.~t~t~~;:~f.~~J~6'r~1 ~1iy.
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Third. Are the patients of William Wlloon ueeertero
from the great arm-y of chronics ·of which such men as
Drs. Frank H. Hamilton, Agnew,j3llss, and their llke ""ll
the officers? Deserters from" 1: e men of high degree
to enlist under the banner of WJLSONIA, the standard of
ye ·• poor cabinet makers?"
Fourth. Hao WJLSONIA cured epllefoy, progreeelv locomotozy atsxla mitral regurgltatlou a the he~rt, po.ral·
yaia, Taticoae vCina, prolapsus uteri, suppressed .:carlet
fever, consumption, rlleumt~.tiilm, pywwft~., and all other

fo~!l}~ti,'~ fi"f~!ebeat army of medical men at fault aa to
what causes blood circulation, a.nd. must their wiseacre
idealism vaniah ae a miraa;e before the Wtt.nd of a "Poor

C'Sbi~~;f!!~:fr:"~re ,. few of the salient points In the I•·
sue ro~.ised and I am certain the cause of true science will
be coneerV(jd by a lei&l jurist in presence of the "Ermine"au.tl
"GOD SAVE THE HIGHT."

If you are a true knight errant you will find WM. WIL·
1

<i~df~~:.a.M~o~~~a~gl~.u~l~:s~ "note the followincj I
0
Pi!f.~~ ~/ee';;'{~~:i[e".' A. Garfield, autopsy facts and all
8

~dopted mankind In any part of the world for the pro.
taken into conaiEleration, would, not might, hav been pre·
ductlon o continuous magnetic action.
served bad Dr Frank H. Hamllton granted my request,
Therefore,·! am in a position to say that never In tile
conveYed to hiin by letter in New York, and telegraphed
history t'·f the world has such a perfect magnetic garment
to Washington. Had I the right to addre86 the worth,!
been produced, emnra.cing the following requtstts:
doctor knowing that WlLSOls IA would s~ve Garlield s
J~'irst-Nun-contuct With the skin.
life? Lot the facts say whet!Jer tbe doctors silence w ..
Second-Constancy of current unimpeded.
courteous. I hav kn,·,wn Hamilton from b·Jyh~ood. My
Ttllrd-C•1Pt1.hi 11ty of being Wd.shed and cleansed.
0
1
tne late I. H. Smith, M.D. of Auburn, N.Y., wa.s
Fourth-Perfect veutllatlon, whereby the moist vapors !~~~f~~f~1~~~!i~ i~~r~:g ~ ~· ~~;tw~~. ~j~~~ ~~s il~J
~~·. ~r.{~\~,_1/;{S'J ~::~ \1~tt~ls;l~~~t~J;:"w yy~~~~~lty. rather
the friend or his youtn . .My gmndf.ather, tlle late J?r.
of tile body are ever eliminated.
Inventor of certain J;bgnct!c Clothing which he (Berwln) L;~te Chter Ninth Battallon, New York Fire Department. truudwiu,
of ueneva, was one of lhe uunders ur the GeThlq ia11 most important point, and upon which I feel
0
now United States Revenue.
1
1
nevt~. Medical CoHtage, which was moved to Butfalo. Dr.
the greatest ~oastble pride, It being the desldel'atu'Tl In ~~t~1ri~ s~~e~~J~~tr::;;uciiP:g~ !~~:~e~~~\~g i:~ JIA e~~~~~S
A. M. LEYCRAFT, East 106th street, near Lexington Hamilton
hdS now un hts sbelvea the cream of my late
aftl!ctlon in my left foot, I was Induced. througlt the perther'a medim1.I1ibrary, whicll I presented to him.
:~~~~~:n;;~c p1l?~lu~ee3r~,t~~daf:~~N~ft~h'W=ePl ~t t~~~ ~~~~~ HUttat(ln
of Mr. Berwin, to wear the WlL80N1A SOLES. av~~~:~eA~~~vL~~~~~~lfrT, East 106th street. near Lexing- falJr
Hamtlton's first step to fame was his call to the pro~
tlm'e evolving 11. gtt.lvantc current, by the Impact of dlsshn- After putting them on I experienced immediate relief,
fessOr~llip of surgery ar. Buffalo. But WILSONIA was not
Ua.r metula forming the vcntiluting openings.
and consider mysel! entirely well from wearing them, and toJia~&'¥:iJI83"li'£'HJ:}iast 106th street, near Lexlng. to
save Garfield. Hamilton wil1 yet learn taat hi wou}d hav
No'fg.-The above points should be studied by every
~{~vg~~~f~~~~?M~~~~I:s~~~e~oe~~~~1 ~~~;: t~sa~1~~~~na~cd to~r'IJ~~'¥''/.~'bJ!r'L\W:~mcer In Dr. Crosby's Society, saved llia .Uustrlous patient. It was not to bee Gods pur1
1
1
puse Ia declarQd Your obedient serd~~·ATCH Sl\IITH.
f~i!a~ fl~1'1t1.b~ i~~~d ct~~~a[,~g iri~~ t ~~r\ ~~~ ~~~a~~~~~~~t care leas, so lung l}s poor humanity 1a benefited through
in the world, as the fotlowlng testimonials will prove, him. Many ot my tLCqua.lntimcea hav wurn the WIL- H~'l~T:EsNiulN'~N'~t~perat House of Refuge, New York
and be it remembered that thes~ testimonials were sent SONIA, and apeak in the moat flattering terms about.
to the !>over·•ment spy, ANTHONY COMSTOCK, who them. I hav always found Mr. Wilson a gentleman of ci~DW ARD FITZGERALD, Stone yard foot of Ea•t 106th
No. 330 CLERMONT AV., BROOKLYN, Sept. 27, 1881.
was stupid enough to doubt the value of my invention.
~~JI!~~rEta~~~Jo~~da~~rit~:~;n him to assist the poor atii.e\v~es'lrfTiJ~':}~~w Printin" Company, 201-~US East ANTHONY CUl>ISTOC&.:
ln answer to vom· communication permit me to say,
Yours very respectfully,
BENJAMIN LEWIS.
12
whether William Wilson be a_caOinet maker or nut
COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.
~~r~trl~~~~%'7 Ji~~~:~~rloon, Third avenue and 119th that,
he has hel,ed me and my wtre and daughter. I hav seen
Mr. Jo'H;\.ZJ>R, corner of Reade st. und Broadway, New
what the l-VlLSO.NIA garments hav dune outside of my
No. 4.30 FULTON ST~RET, BROOKLYN,~
st~ef;.f~~.~~rl.~1tl29th street. New York mtr.
family, and I can testlfy that there stands not to-day a man
yt"r~·DEGRAFF (DeGratl: & Taylor), Fourteenth st., New
September 13, 1881. 5
UHAS. P. YOUNG,39 Nassau street, Room41,New York on earth who is doiog more good fur au:flering humanity
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, EsQ.:
York.
80
DKAR Sm-Youra of lOt.h received. In rPp1y wtll merely c~~·E. LILLIBRIDGE, Manhattan Life Ineurance Co.
Mr. TAYLOR, of the snme firm.
th~~~h~;;~gt ~~~u~i~1~ :hite enou h on which to
Mr. Jo'AY1£RWJJ:ATHJ>R (F. B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st., at<1.te that, as regards W. C. Wilson and his Garments, I
PETER LASSEN. Inquire of Mr. Agart for residence. carve his name, and to lay your hand on ~1m in the glori.
wlll say that I used them and found them to be a great
Send for a knowledge of WILSONIA to the above, dear
benefit-in fact u cure. I was aflltcted with rheumatism air, I take the UBt from the Harlem o:flice. never yet pub- ous wor.K. he is now per!urmlug ts to lay the hand of the
N~:\,Yto~~lcPHERSON, Washington.
so badly th"t I could not move. After applying his g<>ods 11ahed. Go also and see Mr. Agart'a and Mr. Davis's babies. vandal on the ark of the1 covenant of common sense in the
ll:. B ST!MP>:!0:-1, Spruce st.
I
found
relief
immediately.
lily
name
was
used
by
my
THOMA::! HALL <K••stler, Hall & Co). Ferry st.
Out of the mouths of babes and suckllnga cometh wisdom. tefa~e ~i fr~~~~ ~o~a~t~ has been mine, and I only wish, if
Colonel BAYAHD CLARK, 54 East Forty-ninth street, consent, and I will gladh• Indorse his Garments as a 2reut
It should be your misfortune tu auJ'Ier sume of ~he ill~ that
Your obedle~t and humg~eJ!J.'f.f~':U· SMITH.
poor human fiesh is Hable to, tha.t obeylng inJunction of
EDWARD W. FEW.
NJ'>':'. fiE"~AREST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st., benefit to ally~~;. a;:.;.::;:~~~~~.
WILBONIA Agent, 2,810 Third avenue, New York.
the great Ma!ter, he may return good fur evil ~Y clothing
Harlem.
you with the g.:t.rments you say are a !Windle, and that JOU,
Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertaker, 330 Ulermont ave.
SEPTEMRER
17,
1881.
like :::;t. Paul. ma• drop persecution and become an apostle
September 13, 1881.
MRS. SHAW, 325EAST EtGHTV-FOURTH ST., N.y.
of the new dispensation a! he•lth Inaugurated by the
ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
~~: ~osJ.ii~~l~l~t~ftJ~~J'o: J~~~~a~~~Ye;~-e ave.
DKAR MADAME: I received your note yesterday, wishing m&n who was rJaU~ ;~SO~~~f~r; ~vork at the bench ior his
DEAH ~IR-I received a letter from you to-day about the
to
know
as
to
my
experience
of
the"
WILSONIA"
garwhich you condemn. wrongly. I hav been
broad.
THuKIAt! DDGAN, Undertaker,
These and thnusands of others can be referred to. Dare WIL:::!ONIA,
for more than two yea.re, and I had flfty~slx doctors mrn~:y had ..}Veak~ess in my back and }Oil'S U Ward at
a mJ.nlike Cumstuck: mingle· with such &entlemen as the sick
S3U Clermont av., Brooklyn.
trying to cure me, without success, and tlley did not giv thirty years, often confined to bed for six and elg~t weeks
above!
me any relief unLit I put on the WILSU~ IA, which at a time. I then used Davis & Kidder's Electric Mahelped me to Work at my trade, and now I am as well as chine, which partly relieved me, eo that I could follow my
227 W. S<ITH ST., N.Y., Sept. 9, 1881.
ever.
PETER LEHLBACH.
2 ST. FELIX ST., BROOKLYN, Sept. 13, 1881.
occupation. but always felt the pain and we~kneas.
DEAR DoCToR: My 1riend Jones, of Atlanta, certainly
In 1876 I got paralyzed in my left aide, when I was com- lmprovert after wearing your WlLSONIA. I Je[t the c!ty
Ab~?~~J?~~~rs just received. contents noted. In re.
pelled to leave off work altogether.
with him and remained several days. A patient. of mine,
BROOKLYN, September lS, 1881.
ply will s:Ly.I know nothing or Mr. Wllsun's antecedents,
In about a year my liml)a commenced gaining etrengt.h. a Mr. Ostrander,may call on yi.:u any day for a suit. I, hav
DEAR SIR-Yours of September lOth making lnqutriP.a I could
hav n ~ver Inquired nbnut them. His garments were
then open and close my left eye, but my back and advised him to du so.
Yuurs, etc..
Dr. WILDER.
tile WILSUNlA Garments at huud. In reply loins never
!puken of to me last winter~ when my adopted daughter concerning
gathered strength. My feet and legs swelled
lflloS tr:uff·,ring from a comphca.ti•Jn of diseases, who had I hav to say that Mr. Wllson has my consent to refer tu almost to bursting.
I
was.
altogether
confined
to
the
wear a portion of a suit of the WILSONIA
WOHKING WONDERS.
bee" alcktWo}cardand more. Hnd been. under the care me. I stlll and
I beUeve with good results, having been hoJ!~il!g .noticed the cnre15 of thft u WILSONIA" garof Dr. Smith, of Brooklyn. who said, after attending her Gn.rmenta,
troubled with ayspepsla and indigestion for many years. ments,
for m11ntha. thlit it was a very bad case, and she com~tant In
I got a set at $108. I haT been now using them
my
business
relations
with
Mr.
WUaon
I
hav
found
him
CoLLlXSVILLR, Txx., May 9,1881.
ly grew wor•e. I called on Mr. '\Vilson, saw his gauds,
thirteen w~eks and hav found great benefit. My limbs
Very respeJ.t~IIL'ITTLEFIEL D, Artist.
he~u·d his tettlmony, took the gtt.rm'-"nts home wit~ me, sutlofactory.
and back are greatly strengthened. I sleep and rest bet- WILLIAM WILSON EsQ.:
Inclosed please find $16, for which send me one nerve
and my d ,ugbt r put them on. She has experit.nced
ter than rever did. My a1ght and hearing are greatly Im.A.NTHO~Y COMSTOCK, New York.
great reUef. Hll.s just returned from the country. Wht:re
proved. and I think u!timntely I will be cured as much as and lung invigorator. The one I got is wurkh;tg wonders.
ah~ has spent se,·eral weeks.
She attn wears the gar.
~aanmelle~~~~ ~Y ::;;and wet hed, wllen I commenced send sowe more bllls. Please f~~\~f.r~i~H3~~tf&~::~
menta, and w0uld not be wil lng to leave them f\li for. a
BRoOKt.Yx,
N.Y.,
September
15,
1881.
Collinsville, Grayson Cu., '!'ex.
day. tjhe Ia not cured yet. Don't know as she ever Wlll
wearing the garments, 245 poun~a. My weight is considbe, but that glie Is greH.tly benetited I am sure. No one Mfr~efv~~~fe~~~ ~f Inquiry and abuse combined con- erable less at. Present; my feet and legs do not pain me
would hesitate to say. who saw her then and now, it must cerning a gentleman of this city (Mr. WilHam W!lsou), now, the t~welflng ls reduced nearly to their forme~ size.
ToMBSTONE,
I. T., Sept. 24, 188h
be .the garmeut8 that did her good. for she took nu-medlcin
My wife has rheumatism In her. loin and leg, wh1ch preTHE AGENT OF Tll.l1. WlLSONlA GARMlilil'S,
after putting tllem on. I hav a set of the garments my purporting to hav emanated from you. or at least beariug vent her from sleeping. I let her hav one of my pieces to TO SAN
FRANCISCO, CAl..,
!elf. I wou\d not part with them it I couhl nut repl~1.ce yo!.~~ "l~~ij:;;;,~Y (to which you allude to and as published lay on the ph\ce effected, which givs her great l'eli••f.
DEAR SIR: I hav been wearing your garments for the
them, My ltttie granddaughter, who was alwayd troubled in the p... pers) was givenun:;olicilie~ by Mr. 'V:Ilson, an~ ,I
Such, dear madam, 18 my experience of "''\VlLSONIA" past
two months, am st111 wearing them. and I firmly bewit b. a cuugll i'l winter. aud had cat<lrrh very bad mure llereby reiterate tlle facr.a tLS pubhshcrl over my wife s
Your'if~WI'i~r~gULL y,
Jieve they hav saved my life. Previous to wearing the
than ever last winter, has had no cough or catarrh since. and own sign<'l.ture. Further. I consider the WILSONIA aarmento.
garments I WlloS sul!ermg ~onatant pta.ln rrom fibroid tumor
I do not belieVt! Mr. WII:J0n an impostor, but believe his appliances the marvel of the world as a curd.tiv agency.
:r-11 Eaet 120th street, Harlem, N.Y.
un
the
womb. Since uaJUg the garments I only h&v f.ains
invention has been a blessing to hundreds of suffering
As regards the genealogy of Mr. Wilson 1 am nut inpeople. Your• respectfully,
MAHTHA MOXIlON . . formad, neither do I care. Su:tfice to say, I know him to
t~i~ll' ~~ft!}ew~UhguifEa~~.lft-a.rYJif~~"r'li
CLEARFIELD,
P
J..,
Sept.
2~, 1881.
be a gentleman even though tour years ago he stood knee
BLE. Please send tne a number of circulars.
deep in 1havings behind a carpenter's bench, whlcll, in Mfif:}R~~~ 0/o~r ?~t!~~?~~~ lOth Instant came duly to
Youro trnly,
Mra. LEE RUTAN.
.
No.7 BoND STR~ET, BRooKLYN, Sept, 13, 1881.
my opinion, wets and is tar more preferable and honorable hand, and at the first convenient opportunity I reply to the
than ::~triving to gain notoriety IJy defttming the c1ta•acter
A~r!:!~;;'J;. ua9~~~~~~~·r~~~·~ed. I furnished Mr. wn. u.nd
ability
uf
a
superiPr
even
though
he
oe
a
poor
cabi~ ia}~:-!fglt~~~~g~n~a~~\~~ ~:~6~~~-WILSONIA." I can only
REMARKABLE
CURE
OF
RHEUMATISM.
Uam Wilson wtth a cert1tlcate of my case. After wearing netmaker.
Respectfuity,
1'. D~T.TRUAX.
hts Magnetic Clothing for five months, and being nearly
apeak tram my own experience. I W<!S afilicted with vari8i6 Dean street.
cured uf a loathsome catarrh of lifetime standing, with
cose veins so that 1 had been confined to my bed for five
its wretched train of consequences, dyspepsia, heart~
weeks. I concluded o try Mr. Wilson's magnetic goods. ANTHONY COMSTOCK, EsQ., BROOKLYN, Oct. S, 1881.
burn, etc . .Numbers of my friends, people uf intell.lgence,
The first appliance gave me great relief, and In three
NEw YoRK, September 15,1881.
DEAR SIR: A few days ago I received a letter from you,
hav been equ.J.lly benellted, and, if •ailed upon, will bear
weeks 1 was allle to attend to my business. I was also and,owlngtoa
trouule in my family, I did not anteatlmouy tu the u WILSONIA." As to the antecedents MF,:e~e~~~~rgc~iter of Inquiry on the WILSONIA tttfiicted with asthma, and greatly tu my surprise I was also swer it, and nowlittle
I take the Hrst opportunity of doing so
of William C. Wilson, I kuow !rom Mr. Wilson that he Garments yesterday. As to the merit of the goods, lllav entirell cured of that. In addition to the foregoing my and reply to your Inquiries.
I muy tell you that Mr. Wilhas been in New Yol'k heretofot:e. I hav repeatedly found tbem to be entirely as represented, and I take genera health is much Improved, so that I am now ten son has mJ consent to use my
I had been lying
heard 111m rt!fuse to be ca.IJed professor or doctor, but great pleasure in recommending them to 1111 my friends pounds heavier than I hav been for years through the helpless to myself and family forname.
three months, then l got
insists upon u William Wilson, House Carpenter." Your and acl!Ua.intances who nre sick and attlicted, knowtng, a_s I
the WILSON lA garments. I could not put them on my.
most dtrect meant~ of information woUld be to call at Mr. do, thea· real worth. When I bought tile goods of Mr. W ll- sufh~~;Weft~bNIA" rna be a" swindle,"but, if so, I hav self;
they were put on Uy a frlend of mine, and, strange to
Wilson's place or business. Hta rooms and factory are sun I did not question who his frttber or mother were, or not discovered it. SwtnJles, In my opinion. are as likely say, after
wearing tllem only ten days I was up and walk~
always open to the public for inspection, t'l.nd the moat what Ills business was some ye:tJra 11go, but I did ,.;sk abuut to originate in Nassau as Eighth atreet.
tng about, able to care for myself a.nd family, and attend
Second.
Has
Dr.
Wilson
my
"permission"
to
publish?
critical scrutmy Is Invited.
E. S. CHiPMAN.
the goods, and that proving sl\tisfactury, I bought them. Certainly, tf the use of my Dl\me will do him or any one to my household duties. Therefore, I muet say when all
However, I ht\v heard Mr. 'Vilson reter with pnde to his else any good, he is wclcon1e to it. Hopinif, tbat the above else f>~ilad the WILSONIA CUHEIJ. This Is all I know
being a mechanic working at the bench a few years ago.
about .Mr. Wlle:on i he bas been my beet friend, and has my
BROOKLYN, September 18, 1881.
His name you will find to your satisfaction, "\Vllliam Cot- m~y be sat!sfactory,l remain yours, g:']:'b\lciE THORN.
thanks and lJlesstng; may good luck attend him and his.
ter
Wilson, In the directory.
I am tf~Z>}Wlr r~~~Y.
MJi~~~~~.':~~~r: note came at hand In reference to the
Good work wi:I.\.:~:":M~Jl¥'"t£UMis~f.~l6~ ~~N~~Yestt~'eet.
"WiLSONIA." In answer to you I mtJ.y state I hav been
111 West 29th street, New York.
OFFICE OF THE 1\IANHATTAX LIFE INSURANCE Co., 156 AND
sutrerlng fur years with bleeding to the nuse and other
troubles, such as weakness u.nd general debility, etc. I
158 BROADWAY. F. Ce LILLIBRIDGE, AGENT FOR NEW REMARKABLE RELIEF IN CASE OF LOCOMOTOR
YoRK BROOKLYN, AXD HUDSON RIVER Cos.
called on Mr Wilson last summer, and stated my case to
61
WEST
FORTY~SRCOND !31TRRRT, N.Y., {
ATAXIA IN ONE WEEK.
him. He pUt some of his belts on, and, contrary to my
A. COl\ISTOCK, EsQ.,
WM
September
13,
1881.
f
DRAR
sm: Havill!'! seen your letter denouncing
.
expectation, I beg11n to feel reltef, and am now a well
rna•• which was a great surprise to me, after having tried AYJJ..~?,~:..f~tn~~c~ lnqury of the lOth duly received. WILSON as a swindler and seen considerable in the pa32!1 HERKiliER ST .. BROOKLYN, Oct. 10, 188L
evecy remedy that I couhl get hold of. As far as being Contents noted. In reply, meat respectfully sa.y, I haY no pers relativ thereto I would say that I, too, am wearing
swiutlled by him, I cunl!idet· ue has been my benefactor, knowedu:e of Mr. Wilson's antecedents wbatever, nor do tile WILSONIA, having had a paralytic struke six years p~~:..~1~f~~~D~·I ~~R~i,I£~!'j.~~·last week when I called
ago. When I first had the stroke I was helpless as an In- for those garments Mr. '\Vm. Wilson was so g~nerous in
I think it m•1.tters so far as I am concerned. But of ~he fant.
aal~~~l.:ir~si~~Ii~~~~eh~o ~~a~~~~ e. hoping that It would do appliance
could not apeak for eight da:ys. I hav been wel\rJng presenting to me, through your kind influence. I hav had
known as the WILSONIA 1 do know sometbmg
some poor mortal placeU. in the same condition I was aouut it from personal ami ll}'PPY experience, }1"""'ur murc them since the 25th of June. lily trlend advised me to get the garments on one week, and I experience quite a perbut really, I must confess I had but little f&lth In
benefit. 1'his to IDe 113 very encouraging. In one
than nineteen years I had b~en a su1Ierer from parttal them,
aome.~~:ood.
Reopectfully,
E •.fi.lsit~~~.i street.
them Had I known then what I know now. I would hav ceptible
month I believe others will netice my improvPment. I
paralysis of my entire Iefr, side, and hearing of the '\VIL- signecl
a bond for five thousand dollars if I could not re- a.m
not
to jump over a table yet, but I hav no
SONIA I wrote .Mr. 'ViJson to send some one to me .. aure ceive
the benefits from other sources, but what I would doubt butable
I wlllln less than a year. I must acknowl~
me for a suit. He did so, and in less than ten minutes hav had
September 13, 1881.
them. Ifully Indorse Mr. WILSON, and du not be. edge here that
that I hav received more permanent benefit in
from tile ttme I had them on my body they produced a lleve
him
to
be
the
fraud
rou
represent
him
to
be.
It
that alarmed me. 1 called Mrs. Manstleld, told her seems to me ::;trange thut you ehuuld hint at anything as to the past one week than I hav tn aH former experience
~~~~~~~rct~'ter addressed to my wife has been feeling
th physicians. If these g"rment~ restore me to activI wus reeling strangely, telling her ut the same ttmr I had
hand~d to me by her fol' answer. I would inform you
antrcedents. Wllat has that to do with hi~ in\·cntion ~ w
Ity which 1 hav no aoubt of, I ehall feel it my duty to pro.
on one of the '\VlLSUNlA gll.rmenta. Mrs. Manstleld in~ ihishav
that l\Ir. Wilson hus had the full und free consent of m:y:- slated
friends that look upon .Mr. WILSON as thch claim
to the puiJHc, personally or otherwise, what I know
I should take It o!I. But In that we differed lu opin- friend several
and
benefactor,
bavlnfl
restored
them
to
health
selr and wife tu U!Se her name as reference.
about the virtues of WILSONIA. In grotttude to Mr. Wm.
u.satste(l me to tlte putting on of my top coat,
Mrs ~obb bas sutrered for u. gre~\t many years from ion. I She
Yours r'iJ!.P~~tL~~i:IBRIDGE.
made an attempt to get out into the park oppuatt and applness.
Wilson.
Very respectl~fli~'J•. O'NEILL.
neuralila (elgtlteen y_ears). On April last, when very and
otlice. I walked two uH.d shalf times round the reserlow I obtained the u WILI:;ONIA," and from the first mo- my
park without stopping, which for years before I had
mellt of putting them un &he experienced great benetlt, voir
not
walked
more
than
oue.fourth
that
dlstauce
wlthuut
a.nd every U.ay gains strength: so much so is this the case,
BROOKLYN, Sept. 27, 1881.
several times. In the evening I walked seven
slle Is now able to go out u.nd enjoy ltfe, something ~h~ ·resting
COMSTOCK,
1
•
times around the park without resting. and from that MR.
has .been unable to do for years previot~~· Hoping tltl,~ time
DEAR SIR: I received a number of days since a ettei
to
this
liu•v
beeu
able
to
walk
from
two
and
a
half
will satlofy your ocruples regarding the WILl:!R0 NIBA, to four miles eacil day. I am an old man of nearly 70 from you, asking concerning the WILSONIA garmentsI remain yours respectfully,
R. 0 B .
If
I
had
tried
them,
and
If
I
had
glvou
permlsslou
to
pub.
years, and t'IO supple on my limbs I can jump over my otlice
my name in their connection, and other matter which
table ur any chair In my huuse. 1 know nothing of lllr. Wit. Itshcannot
now recall. I wore them for six mouths with
son's antecedents, as before !itatcd. I only know he has Imoet
298 JAY STREET,
t
marvelous effect. I do not care to write the details.
been the instrument of making me a well man, and for but will
BROOKLYN, Sept. 13, 1881. 5
giv them to you in person at any time, as I hav
done to all applicants, though my permission as ref.
~~~~~.{'; ~?t.t~~~~~·t~~Qibth !nat., received. In re· tbat he bao my thanks aud blessi3'J.:s. V~~~11Jll'irELD. gladly
erence was never asked.
Respectfully,
ply I would auy that I huT received all the benefit claimed
J. H. BARNEY.
by the "WILSONIA." Mr. Wilson has used my name
BROOKL>N,
N.Y.,
September
14,
1881.
with my knowledge and consent, aud he hu.a not exaglerated any statement made by me. I know nothing ln M~EfR0J;f!:fnC~~dln one of tho morning pa era I read
2,310 THIRD AVE., N Y ., Sept. 26, 18~1.
regard to Mr. Wilson's pedigree. but I know this much,
1
letter addresse~ to Mr. Wm. Wilson. Sso a large
that the "WILSUNIA" Magnetic Clothing has done for yam·
number from people I am personally acquoluted with, In A~~!~?s~! Kr?i~ ~fa~~~~~·s~~~~n• bands me your letter of
m~ what medlctu could not uo. I am now enjoying better
"What will
rererence to tho bonetit derived by tllem from wenring the 19th lnst. for rel'ty. I learned that you had addressed
health tht~.u I uav been since the wn.r, and I owe it all to the
WILSONIA appliances, aud would say I know them to 'Villiam Wilson a patients a letter of apology and exthe wearing of the" WILSONIA" l\Iagnettc Clothing.
Tarrant's
!!ieltzer Aperient
planation
so
that
I
ventured
to
request
Mr.
\Vllaon
to
let
to be true statements of their cases. I myself am clothed.
Re•pectlully yours, etc.,
JU]J;L E. CANNON.
in the goodH, as also my wife. 'Ve haY boti.I oeen greatly the wllol~ subject drop. But. in :J:Ollr lettrr. you so utterbenetlted by wea.riug tb.em, and do nut by any means con- ly fall to rise to the Importance or the issue, and so belit- cure?" asks lhE' sufferer from a multitude of disthe u noble c~1.use ''of which you are a recognized ex- eases. We answer: lt will remove fl"?ill the sys
No.l47 ToMPKINS AVENUE, BROOKLYN, l elder either b-Ir. Wilson ur hta garments ttle fraud that you tle
ponent, the tlrst, knbwtng Mr. \Vm. Wilson's high charac- tern the activ cause of most of the d1seases that
September 13, 1881.
5 s<1.y in your Jetter as people having represented to you. ter
for lntegrtty and earnest I~we of trnthi and, second, flesll is heir to. It won't mend a broken 11mb, nor
A. BLAKE
beln~< alive to t.he necessity that ~ "public censor of
A~~~,O,;~J, f~~~~~(~· :O'i,~: 'communication respecting You ¥.iu~:~~~g~z,r,;w;, tmpasedJo'!f&nu
vice ..,, should stand before tne peoplPI sans reproche, tbe close a bullet hole; but it may be profitably used
688 Bush wick ave.
the "WILSONIA," I huv to state that I know tuat my
nestion becomes hyper important i Is it wtse to pigeon in stomachic diseases. It will do no one any harm,
name a.ppt~ared tu the different papers, that I hav been a
~ole the papers and relegate the issue to obl1v1on, as your and may do much good. Try it and see if it won't
eutrerer from nervous pruat ration for years, and I hav
letter prima facte implies a desire on your part to accom. snit your case.
2.310 THIRD Av., NEw YoRK, Sept. 15, 1881.
wurn the· g11.rmenta rnescribed by M1·. Wtlson with great
pllsh!
~
benellt Without the u•e or a particle of medl~ln. r was
BOLD BY ALL DRUGGISTS
Your will scarcely controvert that great men suuer
confined to my room with my eyes for thl'ee months, suf- A~;:;.!p~dCR;~J~~{fd ~~'tie, epistolary, of which the wrong
r~ther than do wroni, and that a Christian franklk
fering from Ophthalmic Caturrb. 1 am now •ble to be
acknowledges his fault. In the IBSue W!lson vs. Comstoc
fOIIOWIDJ{ IsS COJ\f
W ARRRN ST., BROOKLYII, 9, 15, 1881.
A.cbaa w. 8praa-ue and Mary Clark's
out In the open &lr. Tbey &re gettll'llo~~~~.errll~~Y· "Professor C. HA 'l'UH r>Ml'l'H:
as you ha.v seen tlt to act upon neither of these, in markout your policy In re, I respectfully ask you earnestly
"MY IJRAR FKIEND-llnclose letter from Anthony Cam. Ingconsldor
EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST
the following propositions!
etock Eaq Ple11.S~ answer the same as vou are acquainted toFirst.
Is WJLSONlA the greatest marvel of the nlnewith all th'e facts. Yours truly, CLARIBJJ:L STll:V ll:Nil."
Btroonn, lept. 18,1881.
XR.£.COMBTOCK:
I
The facts are as follows:
te~~~\~~n~~'la~ has WILSONIA cured ninety per centnm
!m-In anower to your communication of yeBterdsy
Mra. Stevene,Jo whom your letter I• addressed, wears a of. those who haT beea she ploaeen to lanet moaer
Medlum-ATHALDINE SMITH, oawe110, N. Y,
l&lte .Pleuuro 1Jl1Dform~n5 you that the oertliloate Whleh a•INf WILSOJ.'IIA. :aer two llviDJr daDJrhters (oaelo 1Jl m1U
1'11111 :141 11e».ta. lileld. a\ \llil ollloe.
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THE TRUTH

SEEKE~ ..

fdds and finds.
THERE is a progres~ that elevntes and betters the
race in this pushing life of to-day, notwithstanding
its evils. Education is the remedy that works
surely in the mass beneath our civilization to malte
part of it. The people are thinking, feeling,
KllOWing more, becoming more capable of managing nature and managing tbemselvs. It is still
true that "through the shadow of tbe globe we
sweep into the younger day." Pessimism is not
the philosophy of the future, however it may at
timeR •eem so to a sensitiv soul. touched too deeply with those evils that appear· so gross because
seen in the blaze of such light as never shone on
the ills of older days.-Sprinqfleld Republican.
No movement which has lifted the world, reformed society, helped in the progress of man, has
ever been very popular. For a long time its supporters hav struggled with opposition; they hav
been a feeble people: they bav been taunted with
their small numbers-tlwir little intluence. But
if they had the truth on tlleir side they cared not;
they went forward, sm·e of ultimate triumph. The
honest man, the man who loves the tJ·ntll, does not
wait till popnlarit.y and success arrive. He is willing to share in the day of small things, knowing,
as Emerson savs. that When the single man plants·
himself on his instincts, the g1·eat world at last
comes round to him.
"For to side with truth is noble when we share her
meager crust;
E'er her cans<' brings fame and profit, and 'tis
prosperous to be just.
Then it is the brave man chooses while the coward
stands aside,
Doubting, in his abject spirit, till his lord is crucified."
-IJr. -Tames Freeman Clarke.
IT was the wish and intention of Stephen Girard
that the institution which bears his name should
not be cursed with the blight of theology. But
after his death Chri"tiam< schemed and plotted
until they Rncceeded in the adoption of a plan
which invOlved a violation of the will in which tlJe
noble bequest was made. And now religion is
taught even there, contrary to the design and express declaration of the benefactor to whose generosity it stands a noble monument.-Underwood's
Freethought Judged by its Fruits.
THERE iH a certain class of people who prefer to
say that their fathers came down in the world
through their own follles rather than to boast that
they rose in the world through their own industry
and talents. It is the same shabby-genteel sentiment, the same vanity of birth, which makes men
believe that they are degenerated angels rather
than elevated apes. In scientific investigations
such whims and fancies must be set aside. It is
the duty of the inquirer to ascertain the truth, and
then to state it as decisivly and as clearly as be
can. "People's prejudices" must not be respected,
but destroyed.-Rearle'• jJfartyrdom of .i!fan.
THERE is not a creed which is not shaken, nor an
accredited dogma which is not shown to be queRtlonable, nor a received tradition which does not
threaten to dissolve and "vanish into thin air."
Our religion bas materialized itself in the fact-in
the supposed fact; it has attach eel its emotion to
the fact, and now the fact is failing it.-jJfatthe-w

THE

"THE mis8ionaries complain of intolerance,''
says Sydney Smith; "a weasel might as well complain of intolerance when he is throttled for sucking eggs."
"ARE ye not tempted to gang a fi•hin' 'o the
Sawheth ?" asked one Scotch parson of another.''
h

No, mon,'' returned the other,

h

LIFI~-SIZE

~TENOGRAPH

Is a ID<tchine for writing shorthand.

It is simplicity it-

self. Is Yery easily learned. Easily opei·ated with •11 the [
fingers. Its wt·ittng is mar~ leglble n.n<l accurate th 1m any

I

other system Of shorthand. Tlie wrJting of one opernt.or

I'm no tempted can be readily road by nnothel".

lang, I ju;,t gang."

~9. t8H1.

OCTOBER

Ordinary shorthand rc-

quires the verbatim reporter to commit to memory hun-

A METHODIST parson, w11o was a little "screwed, '•
gave out his text thus, "It is easier for a needle to dreds of contractions and worcl-stgns. Operators of the
go through a rich man's eye than for a camel to en- Steno~·raplt use less th1\U one hundre{l contractions.
ter the kindom of heaven."
Tbe letters are represented by dots and spaces-nothing
A YOUNG lady fresh from reading the revised
version of tile New Testament, astonished her else. To fit persons for shorthand clerks only balf the
yonng man by asking if it was trne that Byron time requh·ed to learn the best phonography. Six hunswam across the HaclespOlit.
dred letters per minute can easily be made, which is more
A COUNTRY curate recently gave effect to the
impressiv narrativ of the denial of Jesus by his tban sufficient to equal tl1e speed of the most rapid rechief apostle. by reading, "And immediately the
cock wept. and Peter went out and crew bitterly." porters.
Lessons can be given by mall. Teaching will not luter.A. YANKEE was being rowed across tb~ Sea of
Galilee by ~orne lazy natrvs. "Yon take the busi- fere with my lecturing. Let Liberals put their cldldren
ness remarkably easy," said be; and they said•
~~Yes,

they did."

u

I guess,'' he continued,

u

t11nt to the front in practical, secular education. Ad<lress

your fathers rowed in the same way before ye,"
and they said they suppo~ed they did. "And your
forefathers, too, I guess." Well. they snpposed so.
•• I s'pose so, too," said the Yankee, Hand, on tbe
whole, I don't at all wonder that Jesus Christ got
out and walked."
MIKE RAFFERTY told the priest in confession
that he had stolen Tim Flanagan·s pig.
u

W. F. Jamieson,
Albion,

•
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You mnst restore it," said his reverence.

and packages registered, solid gold, J.Slc,

1\like demurred-the pig was bacon.
h Do you know,'' 8aid the priP~t, ~"that. Tim will
appear >tgainst y_ou at the judgment day?"
•· And will the the pig be there in i eidence ?"
•· Well. yef', the pig will appear against you."
~~Shure, then, l'Jl sny, Tim, there's your pig."

SOMETHING IN THE BED.-Jndge Pitman has a
habit of slipping his watch under his pillow when
he goes to bed. One night somehow it slipped
down, and as the judge was restless it worked
down towm·d the foot of the bed. After a hit,
while he wa8 lying awake, his foot totlcbed it; it
felt very cold: he was surprised, scar-ed, and
jumping from tile bed, he said:
"lily gracious, lllaria! there's a toad or something under tile covers; I touched it With my
foot."
Mrs. Pitman gave a loud ocream, and was on the
the floor in an instant.
'·Now don't go to hollering and waking up the
neighbors," said the judge. •• Yon get me a broom
or somethinng and we'll fix the tbing,migbty
quick.''
.illrs. Pitman got the broom and gave it to the
judge, with the remark that she felt as if snakes
were creeping up and down her legs and back.
HOb, noneen~e, 1\Iaria! Now turn down the
covers slowly while I hold the broom and bang it.
Pu• a bucket of water alongside the bed so that we
can shove it in and drown it."
Arnold.
l\h's. Pitman fixed the bucket and gently reTHE whole of modern thought is steeped in sci- moved the covers. The judge held the broom upence; it has made its way into the works of our lifted, and as the black ribbon of the silver watch
best poets; and even the mere man of letters, who was revealed. he cracked away at it three or four
afi'ects to ignore and despise science, is uncon- times with the broom, then he pushed the thing ofi'
sciously impregnated with her spirit and indebted into the bucket. Tben they took the light to infor his best products to her methods. I believe vestigate the matter. When the judge saw what it
tbat the greatest intellectual revolution mankind was be said, "I might havknown, it is just like you
has yet seen is now slowly taking place by her women, to go screeching and fn8sing about nothagency. She is teaching the world that the ulti- ing. It's utterly ruined."
mate court of appe~l is observation and experi"It was you that made the fuss, not me," ~aid
ment, and not authority: she is teaching it to esti-" l\lrs. Pitman,
mate the value of evidence; she is creating a firm
"You needn't to put the blame on me." Then
and living faith in tbe existence of Immortal, the judge turned in and growled at ll!aria until he
moral, and physical laws, perfect obedience to fell asleep.
whrcb is the highest possible aim of an intelligent
THREE FIENDS.
being.-Huxley's Lay Sermons.
There was three demons came out of the deepWE are clearly bound to wrong no man. Nay,
Fiends th!l.t blighted tbe eyes to see;
more, we are bound to regard all men with benev- That frightened the dreamer out of his sleep.
olence. But to every individual and to every soci- And chilled the heart with a sudden leap,
ety Providence has assigned a sphere within And numbed the brain with their stealthy creep,
which benevolence ought to be peculiarly activ;
A ghastly, terrible, horrible three.
and if an individual or a society neglects what lies 1' War" was one 1 and his sable plume
within that sphere in order to attend what lies
Shadowed a face that was cruel as hate;
without, tbe result is likely to be harm and not He awakened the dawn with the sullen boom
good.-.ilfacaulay.
Of murderous gnns. Like a pall of gloom
WE hav no doubt that the ancient controversies Hung the smoke of his breath, and pitiless doom
were of use in so far as they served to exercise the
His mailed hands held like a soulless fate.
faculties of disputants, for there is no controversy Life was his meat, and his drink was gore;
so idle that it may not be of use in this way. But
Red to his knees he walked in blood ;
when we look for something more, for something Laughed as he raged down the carmine shore,
which adds to the comforts or alleviates the calam- Raising biB voice in the horrid roar
ities of the human race, we are forced to own onr- And shrieks of his victims, as more and more
selvs disappointed. We are proud to say, witb
They swelled the ghastly tiood.
Bacon, that this celebrated philosophy ended in And "Rum" was another one, grisly and grinl;
nothing but disputation; that it was neit-her a
Crueller, ten times told, than you'd think.
vinyard nor an oliv ground, but an intricate 1\lisery poisoned its beakers' brim,
hovel of briers and thistles, from which those who Death eternal, and hate, and sin,
lost themselvs in it brought back many scratches Want and woe-he poured them in,
and no food.-.ilfacaulay.
And gave to the world to drink.
CHRISTIANITY is not in accordance with the cul- The victims were numberless as the sands,
1\laiden, and youth, and hoary age;
tivated mind; it can only be accepted, or rather
retained, by suppressing doubts and by denounc- The wisdom and courage of many lands,
ing inquiry as sinful. It is therefore a supersti- Hearts of manhood, and dimpled hands,
tion, and ought to be destroyed. With respect to They came to his death-feast, ghostly blinds,
Weak fools and the strong-minded sage.
the services that it once rendered to civilization, I
cheerfully acknowledge them, but the same argu- And the third-he came with a goblin smile;
Gentle and kind he seemed to be;
ment might even bav been advanced in favor of
the oracle at Delphi, without which there would But the heart of the fiend was full of guile,
hav been no Greek cultru·e, and therefore no Chris- In his merriest moments, all the While,
tianity. The question is not whether Christianity His thoughts were cruel, his plans wer·e vile;
He was the worst ...f the three.
assisted the civilization of our ancestors, but
whether it is now asBisting our own. I am firmly At feast and wedding be sat elate,
With luscious lips he kissed the bride;
persuaded that whatever is injurious to the intellect is also injurious to moral life; and on this con He petted the little, he pleased the great,
viction I base my conduct with respect to Chris- Whtle he wrecked the home and destroyed the
state,
tianity.- Winwood Rea'tte.
With a sway like the rule of an !ron fate,
The oracles are dumb;
That
you couldn't resist if you tried.
No voice or hideous hum
Runs through the arched oof in words deceiving. Ob, woe was the home where he entered in I
He darkened the hearthstone that he stood by;
Apollo, from his shrine,
.A.nd faces pale, and wan, and thin,
Can no more divine
With hollow shriek the sleep of Delphos leaving. Looked up in fear at his mocking grin,
And the victims knew, as they scooped him in,
No nightly trance or breathed spell
Inspires the pale-eyed priest trom the p_rophetic
They were hopeless slaves of the demon' Pie."
~- •oe11.
-.Mi1Wn'1 llvmn on thl Nati'I!UV
-Burdet,te.
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While paying all outward respect to the church
of England, the great English Tory leader was
either a Jew in his private belief, or else a skeptic of the eighteenth century type.

LAsT year as much as $79;045 was paid as
STATISTICS of the population of Siberia,
compensation to officers of abolished ecclesiaswhioh include in their estimates nomadic tribes
tical courts.
and colonists, do not make out a large total for
A WEsTCHESTER county clergyman prayed:
that vast and dreary Asiatic country. The
" 0 Lord, help us in our attempt to eliminate
total is only 1,385,000 souls, who are thus dithy word." He thought" eliminate" meant to
vided among the provinces: Tobolsk, 463,000;
explain.
Tomsk, 324,000; Irkoutsk, 165,000; Yenissei,
THE inscriptioD on the stone placed over the 164,000; Transbaikal Territory, 141,000;
late Prof. Clifford's grave (his widow writes to Amoor, 3,000; Maritim Provinces, 13,000;
a London paper) reads as follows: " I was not Yakoutsk, 112,000. Since the whole of Siand was conceived. I loved and did a little beria includes an area of 10,700,000 square
work. I nm not and grieve not."
versts-one linear verst being nearly three'rHE New York TRUTH SEEKER maintains its quarters of a mile-it is clea!ly apparent how
high character. Its editor, Mr. D. M. Ben- very thinly populated this territory is.
nett, started on his trip round the world in AuMucH animosity has been aroused in Canada
gust, in time to attend the International Con- between Christians and unbelievers by the reference in London.-London F1·eethinker.
cent seizure of a lot of Paine's and· Voltaire's
THERE are one hundred and fifty thousand works in the Toronto Custom House. Collector
Freethinkers in Canada who hav votes. There Patton admits that there is no law to sustain
are more Unitarians or Voltairists who hav his act, but declares that it was done in the in·votes; there are Spiritualists in Canada who terest of morality, and deserves the appron]
hav votes, and all of these are opposed to the of all good persons. On the other hand, $1,000
claims of Christianity as the revealed and in- has been subscribed to enable the importer of
spired creed of a supreme being.-Halifax the books to fight in the courts, and a general
agitation on the subject of religious liberty has
May Flower.
been commenced, while the clergy are as vigWHEN Swift left to Dublin
orously responding with attacks on Paine,
-what little wealth he had
Voltaire, Ingersoll, and Theodore Parker.
To found a home for fools or mad,
Greatly augmented sales of antichristian litAnd prove by one satiric touch
erature are the immediate results.- Sun.
No nation needed it so much.
he made speoial provision for the contingency
of the dissolution of the Established church.
Dean Stanley has done likewise in regard to a
bequest to Westminster Abbey. His legacy
lapses to a ho~pital when the church of England's knell is sounded.
THERE is trouble between the so-called
" boy preachers." The theological efforts of
Boy Preacher Harrison were severely criticised
by Boy Preacher Tyler, the blond young Ohio
evangelist, the other day. The Ohiq youth
quoted with approbation a newspaper attack
on his fellow toiler in the vinyard, which said
"Harrison's theological efforts are a mixture
of opera bouffe, Humpty Dumpty, and Punch
and Judy." This impels the Cleveland Voice
to say, "Ohio has not much to be ashamed of,
but there are a few matters it is, perhaps, as
well not to force too much upon public attention."
A. METHODIST society in Mendon, Vt., has
put up about a dozen good horse-sheds at the
church. 'rhat is practical religion, and worth
a dozen exhortations on " falling from grace "
or sanctification. A. man who will hitch his
horse to a fence on a cold winter day, and do
it for years, while he goes inside themeetinghouse to talk about "faith" and " love,"
" sanctification" and " election," lacks some
esseutial feature of the gospel of Christ. The
world wants more of the Christianity which
builds horse-sheds, pays one hundred cents on
the dollar, treats t.he horses kindly, cares for
the stock, and is not domineering in the family.- Vm·mont T1·ibune.
CoNCERNING General Gal'field's religions belief, a writer in the Hou1· remarks that the absence of any clergymen at the death-bed of
the late President may explain a matter which
has been well known in Washington, but of
which the general public has not been informed.
Mr. Garfield in early life was a Campbellite,
and sometimes occupied the pulpit; but being
an educated man, and abreast of his times, he,
during the last ten years, read the works of
Tyndall, Uuxley, and John Stuart .Mill. His
intimate friends say that he seemed particularly
impressed with the views of Herbert Spencer.
There are frequent references in his elaborate
speeches to the works of the scientific Agnostics
of our times. But Mr. Garfield kept his heterodox views to himself. Lord Beaconsfield,
it will also be remembered, died without any
ministration at the hands of a clergyman.
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which is scarcely to be expected at presentRussian wheat will soon be driven out of the
Western markets by United States enterprise
and the new field opening up in India.

GuiTEAU's trial has been postponed until
IT is not often that Talmage gyrates any- Nov. 14th.
thing good, but when he does we like to giv
NEw Yol!.K's state election takes place on
him credit. In his sermon on the press last
Sunday he said: "A.s soon as it began to dem- T~esday, the 8th.
onstrate its power, superstition and tyranny
AN International Cotton Exposition is in
shackled it. There is nothing that despotism progress at A.tlanta, Ga.
so much fears as the printing-press. It has too
CoPious showers haT at last ended the long
many eyes. Russia, which, considering all the drouth which threatened a water famin in New
circumstances, is the meanest and most cruel York.
despotism on earth to-day, keeps the printingA. SLIGHT ear th qua k e was ! eIt m
· N ew H amppress under severe espionage. A. great writer
in the south of Europe declared that the King :~:eer. on the 31st ult. in the vicinity of Henof Naples had made it unsafe for him to write
on any subject but natural history. Austria
THE Rev. Everett L. Rexford, of Detroit,
could not bear Kossuth's journalistic pen plied applies for a divorce from his wife on the
for the redemption of Hungary. Napoleon I., ground of cruelty.
wanting to keep his iron heel on the neck of
THE w a.r between Western railroads is
nations, said that a newspaper was a regent of thought to be nearing its end, as passenger
kings, and that the only safe place to keep an rates are advancing.
editor in was a prison. But the great battles
.
T WENT Y-TWO 1tves
were 1os t b y th e fo un der of freedom of the press were fought in the ing at sea of the steamship Calcutta between
court rooms of England and the United States. Melbourne and Sydney.
One was when Erskine made his great speech
on behalf of the freedom to publish Paine's
A. SALOON in Pendleton, Ind., was blown up
i Rights of Man' in England.
These battles with dynamite, supposed to be the work of the
were the Marathon and Thermopylre of the Gospel Temperance party.
THREE men were lynched in Tierm A.morilla
fight which determined that the printing-press
was not to be given over to handcuffs and hob- Col., one night last week. They had been unbies of literary and political despotism. Thomas prisoned for murder and horse-stealing.
Jefferson said, 'If I had to choose between a
THE Canadian sloop yacht Atalanta has
government without newspapers and newsAccoRDING to a diligent French collector of papers without government, I would employ reached this place, and will race a crack New
York yacht for the Queen's cup in a few days
statistics, the total number of recognized med- the latter.' "
ical men throughout the world is 189,000, and
THE controversy between the Free Religions
THE Rev. J. M. Spargrove, _aged sixty, comof these the largest number possessed by any
and the Young Men's Christian Association in mitted suicide on the 30th ult. by hanging himindividual country belong totheUnited States.
the State University at Madison, Mich., has self to his bedpost in Pittsburgh, Pa. FinanWe hav, it appears, 65,000 of them, which is
attracted considerable attention. The follow- cia! difficulties.
far in excess O'f the number for any other naTHE Germans of Indianapolis, to evad~ the
tion. Great Britain and all her colonies claim ing is an extract frvm the rejoinder of the foronly 35,000; France has but 26,000; Germany mer organization, addressed to the Young Sunday laws, form themselvs into "literary
and Austria together not so many as Great Christians, whose occupancy of rooms in the clubs," and at their weekly meetings drink
Britain, or 32,000; Italy, 10,000; and Spain, University buildings is nry inconsistent with beer unmolested.
THE business part of Edgeville, s. c., includ5,000. Among all these doctors, 11,000 hav the American policy of separating church and
.
stores , hotels , n
a n
d w
e p
s p
a er offices , was
done something for medical literature. In the state: " You claim in another part of your let- mg
United States liv 2,800 of the 11,000; in ter to be organized ' under no creed,' and state burned on the 30th ult. Loss, over $100,000,
that the object of your association is one to
mostly uninsured.
France, 2,600; in Great Britain, 2,000; in
which no ' well-disposed person can conGermany and Austria, 2,300; and in Spain, scientiously object to ]end a helping hand.'
THE new steam~hip City of Rome, the larg300.
To settle this point, we can of course only refer est vessel ever built with the exception of the
A. LETTER-WRITER in the San Francisco
Chronicle says : " At Minersville I had a long
conversation with a very intelligent 'Jack'
Mormon. Men of his class are ' neither one
thing nor the other,' but are held in distrust by
both the antagonistic elements in Utah. A. 'Jack'
Mormon is generally a gentile who has married
a very attractiv Mormon girl and is too poor to
get out of the territory with her. He refuses
tJ connect himself with the church or to 'go
into polygamy,' but pretends to sympathize
with the Mormons, and gets along with them
the be~t way he can. He is tolerated, and that
is all. He has sprung into being within the
past fifteen years, for at one time Mormon
bishops furiously preached that ' all who are
not for the Lord must be hewn to pieces on the
highway.' The threat was not an empty one,
but in a multitude of instances was executed
to the letter."
THE great wheat exporters of Russia are becoming alarmed at the tremendous competi
tion they hav to encounter. Hungary and the
Danubian principalities were the first to appear
in the Western markets, but the construction
of a railway to Odessa restored the equilibrium.
Then the American competition commenced,
and has ruined the inhabitants of the wheatproducing districts of the Muscovite empire.
Wheat is abundant in the interior-mora so
than for many years past-but there is scarcely
any communication with the seaboard. The
great military railways run right through the
country, but there are few feeding lines. The
roads and canals and the care of the wheat in
tfansport are in as primitiv a state as when
Russia had no competitor in the field. lf a
prompt move is not made by the government-

to the constitution under which you are organized. Art. II. of your constitution is as foliows: 'Our object shall be the quickening of
faith, hope, and charity in our own hearts and
the promotion of Christ's kingdom in our
midst.' Article III., section 1, of the same is
as follows: 'Any person, of either sex, who
profess~ saving faith in Christ, may become
a member of the Association by signing this
constitution. Thereby he or she is expected,'
etc. What per cent of the people of the state
of Wisconsin do you believe can conscientiously
sign the above clauses of your constitution?
Hav you been able to obtain one-fifth of the
students of the Univer~ity, as signers of the
above-named clauses? You know as well as we
that the University is supported at public expense, regardless of religion. Is it morally
right, then, or in harmony with Article I., Section 18, of the Constitution of Wisconsin, to
wit, ' The right of every man to worship A.lmighty God according to the dictates of his
own conscience shall never be infringed, nor
shall any man be compelled to attend, erect,
or support any place of worship, or to maintain
any ministry against his consent. Nor shall
any control of or interference with the rights
of conscience be permitted or any preference
be given by law to any religious establishment
or mode of worship. Nor shall any money be
drawn from the treasury for the benefit of religious societies or religions or theological seminaries' (Wis. Leg. Manual, 1878, page 37)to compel assistance, as you are virtually doing, from any of the following classes of Wiscousin tax-payers: Jews, Free Religionists,
Roman Catholics, Freethinkers, or Atheistsall of whom are dissenters from your belief ?"

Grclat Eastern, left this port last week for Liv.erpool on her first voyage.
JuDGE FoLGER, of New York, has accepted
the office of Secretary of the United States
Treasury, and ex-Secretary Windom returns to
the San.<tte from Minnesota.
Ma:. JAs. KEENE's horse, Foxhall, has won
seven important races on the English turf the
past season, and his owner is a quarter of a
million richer on that account.
IsAAC M. PHYFE, aged 86, a veteran of the
war of 1812, died in this city on the 25th ult.
He had seen every President of the United
States, and was one of Henry Clay's pallbearers.
A. :MONUMENT has just been put in place over
the grave of Tom Corwin, in Lebanon, Ind. It
was brought about by Col. Ingersoll's refusal
to lecture in that town until such a monument
was reared.
A STEAMBOAT was sunk in the Mississippi
near Rock Island, on the night of the 27th
ult. The crew and passengers, twenty persrms
in ·all, were lost. Defectiv machinery caused
the disaster.
THE Mechanics' Bank, of Newark, N. J., is
closed. The cashier confesses that he has appropriated over $2,000,000. A.s usual, he is a
trusted officer in the church and a member in
high standing.
ARRESTS of Land Leaguers under the Coercion act continue in Ireland.
Archbishop
Croke, at one time a prominent leader in the
League, has, as might hav been foreseen, turned
traitor to the cause and denounced the League
now that it is getting unpopular.
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The Tomb of Fanaticism.
"This is all," said Dillon, " that I could learn
from Captain Delaubin about Alamontada. Every- AN EXTENSIV EXA.MINA.TION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'!!! DOO·
where he showed himself the same great, virtuous, "
TRINS.
manly sufferer, who, with self-reliant spirit and his
WRITTEN BY VOLT.A.IRE IN 1767.
-A.lamontada, the Ga1ley-Slave.-'- Concluded. eyes fixed on God, quietly and calmly walked through
the storms of his life. So he appears also in his
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
TRANSLATED FROM THE GERMAN OF JOHANN HEINRICH
further writings, wherein a charming mixture of
CHAPTER X.
D.ANIEL ZSCHOKKE. BY IRA G. MOSHER, LL.B.
keenness of understanding and imagination irresistCONCERNING JESUS.
ibly
attracts
and
elevates
the
reader.
I
communiCHAPTER XXXII.
cate them to you afterward.''
Jesus was born in a time when fanaticism still
What a fate! Now forever separated from all
We
were
silent.
Our
souls
were
altogether
occudominated,
but be had a little more decency than
my friends-forever from the playmates of my
usuaL The long intercourse of the Jews with the
youth ! Ah, Clementine, Clementine, and from pied with the misfortune of the noble man.
"Unheard of cruelty," cried Roderick, "to con- Greeks and the Romans taught the rulers ·of this
thee ! Flung from out the lap of wealth upon the
hard bench of a galley. Forgotten by all happy demn such a man, unheard, undefended, to the nation manners a little less unreasonable and coars11
ones, now disgraced, among criminals. Instead of galley<~ ! The history of civilized nations knows but than they formerly had. But the people, ever incorrigible, still preserved their madness of spirit. A
Clementine's charming conversation, now curses and very few like e:x:amples."
"Alas, still too many !" replied Abbe Dillon. few Jews, oppreesed by the kings of Syria and the
mean jokes of thieves, murderers, smugglers, and
highway robbers. Without book, without knowl- "Who does not know the martyrs of filial love, the Romans, imagined that their God would send tliem,
edge of the progress of the sciences, my spirit, left good Faber of Ganges, :who offered himself to the some day, a liberator, or a messiah. That longing
to itself, without hope. The fearful rattling of my intendant of Montpellier to suffer the punishment of naturallf should have been fulfilled by Herod. He
chains now in exchange for the enchantment of the old father who was condemned to the galleys? was their king. He was the ally of the Romans.
music and Clementine's harp-play. No, so bitter Did the intendant not accept the offer? Must Faber He had rebuilt their temple, the architecture of
not go to the gall~ys where he lived until his beau- which greatly surpassed that of the temple of Solodeath is not as this horrible change.
"I will bear it," said I then to myself. "It is tiful deed became known in Paris and compassionate mon, since he had made a hill, upon which the edifice
God, and my spirit out of him. I hav not lost my- souls begged him free ? Does not Faber liv to-day was built. The people groaned no longer under the
self. I remain faithful to virtue, and carry, although in the Cevennes in poverty,* while his fame as a domination of a foreigner. He only paid the ta:x:e1
misjudged by the world, that self-respect with me hero is sung and applauded in operetta of Parisian to his master. Jewish civilization flourished. The
over the ocean which pure souls hav for themselvs. theaters ?t Alamontada was right. We liv in a ancient laws were respected. Jerusalem, we are
I hav baa to leave only that which has never been barbarous age. Virtue is admired only on the stage forced to say, was at that time at the bight of its
my own; and what I suffer is only the pain of a and in novels, and in the world of reality m1sappre- iplendor.
hended, despised."
Illness aud superstition brought forth many .religbody which hitherto has not known suffering."
"
But,
dear
abbe,"
said
I,
"one
thing
yet
we
must
ious
factions, as, for instance, the Sadducees, the PhariSo after long years my spirit won the victory.
Thus I hav lost the greater half of my life lonely know. Did Clementine de Sonnes come to Mar- sees, the Essenians, the Jewish church, the Thera·
and joyless. I hav grown gray in misfortune. I seilles? How happy must our Alamontada hav been peuts, the followers of John, and later came the
hav never again heard anything of those who once to look upon this so much loved being after so long Popists, the Molinists, the Jansenists, the Jacobins,
and the Franciscans. But no one at that time had
loved me. I had no happy feeling any more, except a separation !"
spoken
of the coming of the messiah. Neither Flawhen I, in my resting hour, upon single l11aves noted
vius Josephus nor Philo, who hav critically examined
down my thoughts, and could, through teari, look
the many details of Jewish history, sayil that they
back upon the long since vanished paradise of my
CHAPTER XXXIV.
hoped that a Christ or an anointed one, a liberator,
youth. Often, at the monotonous sound of the oars,
"When I," said Dillon, "brought the news to him or a redeemer would come. They had letJs need
my grief revived in me the beautiful pictures of the
past. Then it often seemed to me as if Clementine that Clementine had hardly learned that he was still than ever of such, for they already bad one, Herod.
was floating above the waves of the ocean and alive and in Marseilles, and had determined to see At all eTents, there was a party or sect which was
smiled courage to me like a comforting angel. And him, he was deeply moved. He remained long called the Herodians, who recognized Herod as an
I stared with tearful eyes at the beloved vi1ion, and silent. 'Then she has not forgotten me!' cried he embassador of God.*
The Jews gave the name of "Anointed One,"
felt re-open all the wounds of my heart; but I did finally, much affected. 'Now I willh my life may
endure only so long that I can once more see her. "Messiah," and "Christ" to any one who had done
not despair, and rowed steadily on.
I would sometimes hav taken all the blissfulness 0 Clementine! It may be only illusion, but perhaps them any little favor, sOJ;netimes to their pontiffs, and
of my youth as the re1ult of my imagination. But \he great ruler of the universe has regard for the at other times to foreign princes. The Jew wh~
the sad farewell letter which Madame Bertollon had nobler of our feelingil. We know the nature of the compiled the reveries of Isaiah made that prophet,
once written to me from the convent was, through univerae so little. And as we notice in the terres- through coarse flattery worthy of a Jewi1h 11lave
accident, left me. I preserved it with veneration. trial that kindred atoms always unite and attract say, "Thus saith the Lord to his anointed, to Cyrus:
It was the last sacred remnant of that which I for- one another, so perhaps kindred souls will meet whose right hand hav I holden, to subdue nations
merly possessed. I read it often. In distant 11eas I again. Clementine, then I hav not left thee for- before him" (Isa. :x:lv, 1 ). The fourth book of
read it, and on the hot shores of Africa, and always enr. Then my spiritwill embrace thee as a kindred Kings calls the wicked Jehu the anointed one, the
I derived indescribable comfort from it, and rowed spirit in strange spheres. Immortal love leads the Messiah. A prophet announces to Hazael, king of
more courageously on, always toward the goal of immortal spirit through eternity. And God dwells Damascus, that he is the messiah and anointed one
in jubilant eternity !'"
of the Almighty. Ezekiel said to the king of Tyre,
my life.
To see his beloved Clementine again seemed to the "Thou art a cherubim, an anointed, a meesiah, a
Thus hav fled now nine-and-twenty years; what
amiable sufferer to be the most beautiful recompense mark of the form of God.'' If the kiD:g of Tyre had
are they!
Death, my often, my burningly-longed-for friend, for all his endured trials. He looked with longing known that they had given him those titles in Judea,
is coming to release me. 0 my dear sir, and you for her coming. He, to whose share had fallen so he would hav comp9rted himself as a kind of God,
hav had so much compassion for me ail to make my many BOrrows with only so few pleasures, should also and naturally he would hav been in the right had
Ezekiel been inspired.
last hours agreeable! Our spirits are kindred, and be deprived of this one.
He
died.
I
was
early
one
morning,
called
to
him.
The evangelists never said so much of Jesus.
perhapii touch each other again.
When I stepped up· to him he was already dead. Whatever he may be, it is certain that no Jew hoped
Upon his pale countenance a smile was still linger- for, or desired, or announced the anointed one, or a
ing. He seemed to hav fallen asleep with the messiah, in the time of Herod the Great, when Jesus
CHAPTER XXXIII.
thought of Clementine, and entered a better life. I was born. After the death of Herod the Great,
Here Abbe Dillon laid down his book. "This threw my11elf weeping upon my knees at the foot of when Judea was governed as a Roman province, and
was Alamontada's fate," said the abbe. "The his- his bed, and was inconsolable as one is inconsolable another Herod was appointed tetrarch by the Rotory of his slavery I know only from the leaves over a dead father.
mans, over the petty and uncultivated country Gali.A day later, after he had been buried, Clementine lee, many fanatics busied themselvs with preaching
which he has written at various occasions in solitude,
and which, wrapped in a sack, with a tin spoon and came. She wal'! very ill, and accompanied in her car- to the common people throughout Galilee, where the
a knife, made up his whole wealth. I learned from riage by her physician. She had directly to take to Jews were far more rude and ignorant than elseCaptain Delaubin, who had long been in command bed again. I waa called to her. She was weak and where. In a similar manner, Fox, an uncultivated
of that galley, that Alamontada had poiisessed the emaciated, but still bore indiaput:a.bly the tracea of peasant, established a sect of Quakers in one of our
eilteem and, one might say, the veneration of all his former beauty.
provinces. t
The founder of the first Calvinistic
fellow-slaves. He always was their umpire in their
When she had learned of the death of the beloved church in France was a carder of wool, named'John
quarrels, and they obeyed his deaision. Also the !!lave, she lifted her weary eyes mutely, with a long- Leclerc. Munzer, Jean de Leyden, and others also
officers in the ship esteemed him. He not only was ing look, toward heaven. I showed her Alamontada's founded the sect of Anabaptists among the common
granted greater liberties than the others, but now picture. She ki1sed it and had it copied for herself. people of some German cantons.
and then he received better food. But rarely or Also I had to giv her from Alamontada's legacy his
I hav seen the Convulsionaires found a small sect
never did he make use of the former, and the latter knife and the tin spoon, out of which alone she after among the rabble of a Paris faubourg. In fact, all
he always divided among the other galley-slaves. that took the medicin and the little food that she sects were originated in this way. They are, for the
Was he reproached for that, he usually replied: enjoyed.
most part, the beggars who cry against the govern'Among ue there must be no preference. Every
She spoke seldom, yet she appeared to be cheer- ment, and who end either by becoming chiefs of a
kindness that is shown to me is only an increase of ful. I had to tell her only of him. Her eyes were party or by being hung.t Jesus was hung at Jeru.
the misery of the others.' The chaplain of the ship uninterruptedly fastened on Alamontada's picture
sometimes approached him to convert him. But he until they closed in death. By her express order the *That sect called the Herodians did not last long. The
remained stubbornly by his heresies, and that was sufferer wa1 buried at the side of her friend, to title of embassador of God was a name given indifferently to
his only fault. He seldom smiled. On the other whom she was faithful unto death, and whom she, any one who had effected any good, whether to Herod of
Arabia, or Judah the Maccabee, or the Persian kings, or the
hand he was rarely seen sad. He was without fear deceived by falee reports, had long ago believed Babylonians. The Jews of Rome celebrated the fete of Herod
of death. In _the great_est storms he_ rowed on just dead.
up to the time of the Emperor Nero. Perseus said, in Satire v,
as calmly as 111 the qmet sea; and 111 the hail of
Now it is already more than fifty years since all verse 180:
bullets in the battle, when the danger was the great- thili happened, but Alamontada's memory remains to
"Herodis venere dies, unctaque fenestra,
est, he never even stooped. Some on that account me equally sacred and new.
Disposita.e pinguem nebulam vomuere lucernae ;
• . • Tumet alba fidelia vino." [1771.]
considered him foolish, others bullet-proof. It was
Let us, beloved ones, let us liv as he did l Let us
generally understood that he was from a good fam. recognize as the destiny of our spirits their independlabored to conceal the authorship of this work
ily. If this was not betrayed by his learning it was ence, their liberation from the power of the earthly, He,t Voltaire
therefore, in many instances speaks 118 if he were in Eng
proved by the cleanliness and order in his coarse and in the hour of temptation rescue their. endan- land. The reader must hold in mind that Lord Bolingbroke
slave attire. When in the last fight with the Cor- gered highness through the look upon eternity and is supposed to be the author of this book, and that Voltaire
only adds critical notes. [Note by Translator.]
sairs his arm was shot off, he said, ' Why not a span the thought, Be pure, like God !
+This sentence is very characteristic of Voltaire, and forcihigher?' and suffered the arm to be amputated with(THE END.l
bly illustrates his methods of working. Voltaire spent his
out a sigh. When he was led away from the galley
whole life in a strife, trying to avoid offending the government
all the slaves lamented his loss, and some of these
*In the year 1787.
and at the same time trying to break dowx_! the powers of the
rough fellows even wept like children.
tThe opera. is clill.ed L'honnete Crin:linPl.
cleJgy. If he f!Wed ill the first instanCi it WIY! because ~e

Uft!anslations.
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salem without having been anointed. John the Bap- nated Mary, which fact causes the Jesuit Sanchez to clouds. That was, for all that, very easy to see.
tist was condemned to punishment. But they left examin his theological collection to see whether God It has made a great clatter in this world.
disciples among the lowest of the people. The dis- himself took much pleasure in Mary's company, and
Our creed, which the Catholics call the credo, is
ciples o_f Jo~n established themselvs in Arabia, where whether he emitted, or whether Mary was equal to attributed to the apostles. But it was evidently
they 11tlll eXIst.* Those of Jesus were at that time the occasion.
composed about for hundred years after the apostles.
It happens, then, that Jesus was the son of God From this creed we judge that before Jesus ascended
very insignificant, and as soon as they made associates of a few Greeks they began to become better and of a Jew-yet not of God himself, but a superior to heaven he made a tour around hell. It may be
known.
creature. He performs miracles. The first one is to remarked that there is not a word in the evangelists
The J e~s un?er Tiber~ us, having indulged more hav himself carried by the devil to the top of a high about this; nevertheless it is one of the principal artithan ever m then· usual tricks, and above all having ~ountain in Judea, whence they could see all the cles of Christian faith. A man is not a Christian
seduced and robbed Fulvia, a maid of Saturn, were km~doms of the earth. His garments were all unless he believes that Jesus went to hell.
carried to Rome, where they reestablished tbemselvs white. He changed water into wine at a dining
Who, then, first pictured that voyage? It was
by paying a big sum of money. They were still where the guests were already drunk.* He made a Athanasius who wrote about it, some three hundred
more severely punished under Caligula and Claude. fi~-tree wither because it did not bear figs for his- and fifty years after. It is in his treatis against
Their disasters forced the few Galileeans who dmner at the end of February. The author of this Apollyon, and upon the incarnation of the savior,
composed the new sect to separate themselvs from tale has the honesty to add that it was not the season that he says the soul of Jesus descended into hell
the Jewish communion. They finally found a few for figs.
while his body was in the sepulcher. These words
He sups with the girls, and then goes to the house are worthy of attention, and from them we may see
followers with a little skill in letters, who, though
:flatterers of themselvs, still undertook to advocate the of the custom-officer. But it is related in his history with what sagacity and wisdom Athanasius reasoned.
claims of the new sect against the Jews. This is that custom officers and tax gatherers are an abomin- Here are his own words :
why such a number of evangelists appeared. The able ?lass. He ent~rs the temple-that is to say, he
"It was necessary, after the death of Jesus, that
word comes from the Greek and signifies "good goes mto the great mclosure where the priests liv and the essential and diverse parts of his body undergo
news." Each Evangelist gave us a "Life of Jesus." where merchants authorized by law sell hens, pig- their different functions; that the body remain in
None of them accord, except in the particular that eons, and lambs to those who come to sacrifice. He the sepulcher in order to resist decay, and that his
all resemble each other in the great number of in- seizes a cudgel and lustily lays it upon the backs of soul go to hell to vanquish death."
credible feats which the evangelists attributed to all the ~erchants and their hens, pigeons, sheep, and
The African Augustus was of the opinion held by
the diligence of their preceptor.
even then oxen. He scatters their money upon the Athauasius propounded in a letter which he wrote to
The synagog, on the other hand, seeing a new ground, and there they let it lie! If we are to be- Evoilus: Quis ergo ni8i inficlelis negaverit fuisse
sect born within its own breast publishing a "Life lieve the book attributed to St. John, they were con- apud inferos Ohristurn ? which translated is, "Who,
of Jesus" which would prove very injurious to the tent to ask the favor of a miracle to prove that Jesus unless he is an Infidel, will deny that Christ was
sanhedrim and to the nation, began to make inqui- had the right to raise such a racket in a place so em- in hell?" Jerome, his contemporary, was also of the
ries about the man whom they had not, 11p to this inently respectable.
same opinion; and that was the time when Augustus
time, neticed. There still remains a poor work of
It is of itself a great miracle that thirty or forty and Jerome composed the credo, which ignorant
that time entitled, "SepherToldoth Jeschu." It ap- merchants allowed themselvs to be beaten by one people called the symbol of the apostles.*
Thus were these opinions, beliefs, and sects estabpears to hav been written many years after the ex- man and lo~e their money without saying a word.
ecution of Jesus, and about the time when the books There is nothing in Don Quixote which matches such lished. But how could such detastab!e follies ever
of the evangelists were written. That little book is extravagance as this. Instead of performing a mir- be believed? How did they supplant the silly rites
full of wonderful things, just as all Jewish and acle, as the merchants requested, he contented himself of the Greeks and Romans, and even the empire
Christian books are. But everything is so extrava- with saying, "Destroy thou the temple, and I will itself? Why did they cause so much misery, so
gantly related that we are forced to admit that rebuild it in three days." The Jews, according to many civil wars, and light so many funeral piles and
there are many things far more probable than the Jo_hn, said, "It has taken forty-six years to build made blood run like water? These questions caused
this temple. How can you rebuild it in three days?" us to render an exact account.
tales of the evangelists.
It is related in the "Toldoth Jeschu" that Jesus (John ii).
[To BE coNTINUED.}
was the son of a woman named Mirja, who was marIt is a great mistake to think that Herod spent
The End.
ried in Bethlehem to a poor man named Jocanam. forty-six years in building the temple of Jerusalem.
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bir :
In the neighborhood where this poor couple dwelt, The Jews would not hav published such a falsehood.
there was a soldier by the name of Joseph Panther, En passant, we may say that it is easy to see that One of Iowa's truest Liberals and most devoted
who was born rich and handsome. He became the books of the evangelists were written by people humanitarians, Dr. John Brown, of Bismarck, Clayton county, died at his home near that place, Octoenamored of Mirja, or Maria (the Hebrews frequently who knew nothing.
use an a for an i; because they never write out their
All those miracles are somewhat similar to the ber 3d. The light of his life has been slowly going
vowels).
sticks performed by the charlatans of Smithfield. out since last spring, though the months hav been
Mirja became enciente by Panther. Jocanam, Toland and Woolston tr~ated such as they deserved. free from excessiv pain. When I last saw him he
troubled and desperate, left Bethlehem in order to The best miracle, in my opinion, was that by which was quite indispos€d, but was enthusiastic in the
conceal himself in Babylon, where there were still Jesuii sent the devil into the bodies of two thousand cause of Freethought, and ready to do everything
in his power to help disseminate its principles among
many Jews. The conduct of Mirja dishonored him; hogs in a country where there were no hogs.
his son .T esus, or J eschu, was declared a bastard by
After. that fooli.sh un?ertaking Jesus began to the lleople.
His funeral services were purely secular, Judge
the judges of the city. When he became old preach m the varwus villages. What sort of dis.
enough to attend the public school, he placed him- course did he hold forth? He compared the king- Samuel Murdock, of Elkader, speaking upon his life
s~lf among the legitimate children. But the author- dom of heaven to a grain of mustard seed, to a bit and work.
Dr. Brown was a nativ of England and was sixtyities took him out of that class. Hence his animosity of leaven mixed in three measures of flour, to a
aJir:ainst the priests, which he manifested later at the thread with which we fish for the good and the bad six years of age at the time of his death. In his
age of hill maturity. He had his revenge. He fish, to a king who killed his poultry to celebrate the early life he was a very successful l\'Ietllodist
called them "a set of vipers," "whited sepulchers." wedding of his son, and sent his servants to call the preacher, but long years ago he stepped up out of
At length, having had a quarrel with a Jew called neighbors in to the wedding. The neighbors killed the dark valleys of theology on to the sunlit bights
Judas, upon some matter of interest to both, very the people who came to invite them to the feast; of science and Freethought. His companion is left
probably upon some point of religion, Judas de- the king killed those who killed his people and with five children, all grown up.
Says the McGreggor News: " Dr. Brown was a
nounced Jesus, or Jeschu, to the sanhedrim.
He burnt thei1· towns. Jesus sent for the first beggars
was arrested. H9 wept and pleaded for pardon, but on the highway, to come and dine with him. He great student and an expert logician and arguer.
in vain. They stoned and then hung him.
saw a poor soul who did not hav even a coat, and in He was honest in his belief and died in a peaceful
Such ib the substance of that history. The insipid place of giving him one, he had him cast into a dun. frame of mind. We were at his bed-side upon Sunfables and uncalled-for miracles were added after- geon. Here is the kingdom of God according to day, the day before his death. He bad then given up
all hope of recovery and calmly awaited the approach
ward, much to its injury. This book Wail known in Matthew.
the second century. Celsus cited passages from it.
In his other sermons the kingdom of God is com- of death. His mind was clear and undisturbed by any
Origen tried to refute it. It has come down to us pared to a usurer who demands cent per cent for his fear of the future. He expressed no regrets, and
very much disfigured.
goods. vVe must confess that our Archbishop Til- when we asked him 'What of the future?' he said,
The extreme passages which I happened to cite are lotson preaches another doctrin and in better taste. 'I settled those questions long years ago and am not
certainly more credible, more natural, and conform
But how does the history of Jesus end? It is the afraid to die.' He left many things unfinished in
more to that which happens every day in this world, same ending which comes to pass now and at all this world that he had begun. He was eminently a
than anything the five evangelists hav told about times for those who wish to stir up the populace kind-hearted man, and often went long distances to
Christ. It is far more probable that Joseph Panther without having the requisit skill either for armi11g help poor people who were sick or in trouble. He
had a child by Mirja than that an angel came from the people or making them their puissant protectors: was always the friend of honesty, temperance, and
the heavens to pay God's compliments to the wife of they end their days by being hung. Jesus was hung liberality."
Such were his virtues, purely human virtues; such
a carpenter after the manner that Jupiter sent Mer- for having called his superiors vipers and whited
cury after Alcmene.
sepulchers. He was executed publicly, but was his epitaph. "He was good and just to his fellows."
All that which is now related concerning Jesus is resurrected in secrecy. And finally he ascended to He lived his life as best he could and died the death
worthy of no better place than the Old Testament heaven in the presence of twenty-four of his disci" of the sage, unterrified by fear of hell and unelated
and-Bedlam. Some people insist that I can only ples ;i' none others in Judea saw him mount to the by the childish dream of an impossible heaven.
May surcease of sorrow come to those loved who him
know the agion pneuma, the divine breath or sacred
.
E. C. W .A.LKER.
spirit which has never been. heard to speak. 'l'hey *It is difficult to say which is the mos_t ridiculous of _those and yet liv!
hav allotted that to be the third part o~ Go~-:-?f a God pretended mary~ls. Mrm! peopl~ took ~vme at the :v;eddmg at
h · th creator of the world. -This spirit Impreg-' Cana. What d1d _God s,tf to h1s J_ew1sh mother, Woman, spacious course around the sun and is only a part of the uniW O IS e
·
.
what hav 1 to do w1th thee 1" This 1s strange; but God eats verse which they hav so inappropriately called the heavens?
and drinks with drunkards and changes six pots of water into
* 'l'he reader can see evidently that they did not dare at
union of the state and church was so close in his time that wine for a set of drunkards who hav alrea<ly <lrunken too much. first to compose such revolting fictions. A. few adherents of
it was impossible to attack the one without offending the What blasphemy, more execrable than impertinent! The He- Jesus the Jew contented themselvs, ii1 the beginning, with
other. When Voltaire compared the founders of sects to beg- brews use a word which answers to the word g1·ises, tipsy. The S!tying that he was a man who was very unjustly crucified.
gars who cry against the government, he thought that he would Vulgate, ii, 1'0, says inebriate.
'rhe Christians of· our day hav as unjustly murdered m&ny
St. Chrysostom, with a mouth of gold, said it was the best good men. By and by they began to be emboldened. They
strlilngthen his own position with Louis XV., and also bring the
clergy into contempt. Herein lies Voltaire's greatest error of wine tbttt ever was drunken; and many fathers of the church ventured to write that God was resurrected. It was somethought. 'l'he modern school of ll'reethinkers do not attempt pretend that this wine meant the blood of Jesus Christ in the time afterward that tlley made that legend. One person then
to impeach the founders of sects, but welcome them as neces- Eucharist. Oh, tbe foHy of superstiLion, in what extravagances said that he went to heaven or to hell; another one said that
sary allies iu cultivating diversity of thought, and destroying hav you plunged us! [1771.]
he would judge the living and the dead in the V!llley of Jehosthe idea of a personal government, either spilitual (11' human.
t Did he mount to the heavens in a perpeudicular or in a aphat, 1t11d finally they made him a God. Then they made
Voltaire, in decrying the founders of sects, did himself and his horizontal line? To asceml is against the laws of gravitation. him three Gods. 'rhey extended the sophism by saying that
cause more harm than good ; for the same arguments he UAed He could graze the horizon and go to Mercury, Venus, 1\Iars, the three Gods are no more thau one. Of the three Gods they
against Jesus and John the llt•ptist were turned against him Jupiter, or Saturn, or to some star, or perhaps to the moon if eat one and drink the other, which returns water to matter.
when he became known as an innovator, iconochtst, and found- these st.ars ht>d set. What is more foolish and empty of meanThey persecuted, burnt, and oYerwhelmed tllose who denied
er of a new sect, tile Voltaireans. [Note by Transhttor.]
ing than the words" to go to the heaveus," "to descend from all tllis. For teaching such, a man in Englaud enjoJs a reve*The Christians who followed St. John are located princi- the heavens," as if we were in the centet' of the universe, as if nue of six thousand pieces of gold. In other countries they
our earth was not merely one of the planets which rolls in its are even more luxuriously treated. [1771.}
pally at Mosul and near Bassora. [1771.]
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nor force. Lincoln took him into his otlice when a young man, to of our globe and pay for getting out the books bekindle his fires and brush up the cobwebs. He read law with him, sides. The work will be dedicated to those advancand claims to hav been a partner for awhile. Lincoln tried to save ing the $5's, and their names will be enrolled in the
him, but found it no use; and never recognized him with any apD. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
pointment when be became President, well knowing his habits. first !olume, which is being fl)rwarded at the rate
p
After his death Herndon then undertook to write his life and prove of thrrty-five or forty pages per week. It will take
UBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $8.00 PER YEAR that be was an Infidel. No publishing house in the country would until about next January for it to be finished, and unprint his book, and he was not able to do it himself. By and by Col. til that time the starry roll of honor is open to those
Lamon undertook to write a biography of Lincoln, and purchased
The Zar?est <md ~est Radical Journal puhlished in Europe Herndon's pld manuscripts and worked it up. Herndon had letters who want to be pioneers in getting the truth. There
printed purporting to be letters from Hon. John T. StUart, his law hav been plenty of books of travel written, but all
or .A?M:wa• cont~nmng nearlty seoen hundred sqoore inches '11Wre ~artner,
and prominent citizens of Springfield, stating that they beof read;ng matter than an,y other journal of its ldnd.
lieved ll!r. Lincoln had been an Infidel to the day of his death. hav catere?· to some pious church prejudice, and, so
These gentlemen gave me their testimony over their own signa- far as tellmg the actual state of affairs existing in
NEW YORK SATURDAY NOVEMB
tures that they never wrote a word of the letters imputed to them the "Holy Land " and the orient, were worth no
1
1
ER 5, 1881. and that they believed ·no such stuff. But see my lecture in Scrib: more than what they would sell for as waste paper.
ner, where you will see the letters that proved Herndon a knave
and a liar. No statement that Herndon makes concerning the char- Th~se who hav read Mr. Bennett's travels in Europe,
wrrtten last year, will agree with us that hie descripacter
of Lincoln is true" (Daily Monitor, Oct. 8th).
The Canada Case.
tions are faithful portraits of actual facts. He tells
As
~o ¥r. Herndon's character, the .J)aily .Monitor,
~is affair of unmitigated bigotry has been proeve_rything that he sees, and he has a shrewd way of
ductrv of much good to the Freethought cause in of ~lhnOII!I, says: "Mr. Herndon is an old eitizen, seemg everything that is going on around him. His
agamst
whos(l
character,
as
a
man,
no
suspicion
of
Canada. It has brought to the surface much intolletters so far hav been marvels of descriptiv writing.
erance and also much Liberalism. All the papers crookedness was ever raised, truthfully, and it is not The work, we feel sure, will be greatly superior to
to
the
glory
of
God
nor
the
advancement
of
Chrisexcept the Toronto .Mail-the collector's own organ
any account of a journey around the world we now
-hav condemned the seizure in unmeaf'.ured terms tianity that his name should be branded about in the hav, and we want all our friends and their friends to
while n~arly every clergyman in the province ha~ character given him by the outrageously libelous aid in disseminating it. There will be over one hunmatter contained in the above letter."
~pheld rt. It ~a~. sh~wn that the pulpit is as far
Mr. Herndon is an enthusiastic temperance man dred and fifty full-page illustrations of scenes dem the r~ar of mvrhzatwn and progress in ideas as
and
was when Reed wrote this letter. We hav scribed, besides many smaller cuts. These will
ever, while the fact that the press is generally found
a~d greatly to the interest of the work, and with the
on the side of freedom and decency has been em- no doubt he would like to hav had Mr. Lincoln a farthful and close description will present Old-World
<?hristian,
for
he
believes
in
God,
inspiration,
revelaphasized in an unmistakable manner. One of the
plac~s in a v.ery familiar light. It will be as good as
worst cases of Miss Nancyism is that of Archbishop twn, son of God, and the like. But being a man makmg the JOUrney. And in order to pay for all this
who
preferred
facts
to
creed,
he
had
to
tell
the
truth
Lynch, of Toronto, who cleared his church of the
we shall keep the list open yet awhile longer in the
female portion of his congregation while he read to whi?h was that Lincoln was not a Christian. And hope that many more will yet send· in their names.
those left the blasphemous utterances of the " Age for rt he has to suffer the abuse of such men as Reed It isn't exactly square that the eleventh-hour laborof Reason." The archbishop must be an old fossil w:ho has not the boldness to even sign his name t~ ers s~ou~d .get. as. much as the early workers,. but if
dug up by the church party for this especial occa- hrs slanderous letters. Mr. Herndon denies all of that rs drvme JUBtrce poor fallible human beings cansion. He certai~ly cannot hav read any of the re- Reed's c~arge~, and brings as refutation the testimony ~ot be blamed if we giv the ones who subscribe now
cent W?~ks of sme.nce, or he would not imagin that of all hrs nerghbors. If Christianity is driven to Just as fine a book as those who subscribed to send
slandering such men as Wm. H. Herndon, then the
th~ wrrtmgs of Pame are blasphemous. Paine had
the editor off. We can call it that the first sent him
a smcere respect for " God," believed in him but did quicker it dies the better for the whole world.
away and the last bring him back. Send on the V.'s.
not believe in the Bible. The best scientiflc works
The Bennett-Mair Discussion.
of the day completely. ignore " God," showing
As ~he time slips by we are reminded that many
thereby less respect for h1m than Paine. But Paine
has been called blasphemous for the last ninety
~o those ?f om: readers who hav perused the book subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER are getting in
Y:ears, and our poor archbishop doesn't know the as It was prmted m these columns it is not necessary arrears. We hope they will not long remain so.
trmes hav changed. Probably he died several dec- to say that this is a very valuable work for reference The past few months are the dullest months with
ades ago and has been walking around since to saTe and interest.ing to peruse. It has been said by many newspapers, and the receipts are the lighest, while
funeral expenses.
that Mr. Marr was the ablest upholder of Christianity the expenses are just as heavy as at any time. We
Mr. Patton, the brilliant collector who seized these they ever read, and it is safe to say that whatever h~pe those ~riends :whose subscriptions hav expired
W?r~s, says he had instructions from the Ottawa arguments could be adduced in favor of Christianity wrll bear thrs fact m mind and renew at once withmmrster, but the latter now denies it. He says he were brought forward by the gentleman. But false- out waiting for us to send them bills. It takes time
was never consulted in the case. The inference, hood, ~owever ably upheld, cannot stand where the and money to send out hundreds of bills, whicb
therefore, is that one of these noble Christians lies truth Is known; and Mr. Bennett has shown this would be unnecessary if all would watch their tab
Perhaps the fact that about a thousand dollars wer; most clearly. Under his sledgehammer blows the ~nd remit promptly. We hope to hear from those
~aised and tendered to Mr. Cooke to fight the case theology o_f Mr. Mair cr~mb~e~ to dust. He has a m arrears right away.
--------~-----1n the courts had something to do with the minis- very effectrv way ?f ~uttmg hrs arguments, and he
ter's disavowal of all knowledge of the seizure.- He never leaves ~ po.mt m ~oubt, but p~les proof on
ONE of the best things invented within the last
may want to get some office again and dislikes to proof, mounta~n hrgh, until t~e enemy rs completely few ye~rs is the Mackinnon pen. It is always ready
run counter to a public opinion 80 strong as has been overwhelmed m a mass of evrdence.
for busmess, ~an be c~~ried more easily in the pocket
manifested in this case. If the matter does get into
Mr. Bennett. affirJ:J?-B all the propositions- we th~n. a pencr!, and wrth one filling will do all the
the cou.rts the Canadian officials may perhaps learn h~d almost sard trmsms-and. Mr. Mair denies wrrtmg a busmess man requires for· a month. For
somethmg about the equal right of Infidels to read wrth w~a~ P?Wer he can. H~ brmgs to the defense continuous writing it is the best thing out as it does
their favorit authors with the Christian Another of Chrrstramty the best arguments that can be ad- no~ require constant dipping in the inkstand. It
reason may hav been that the Freethinkers threat- due~~- . His .letters show painstaking care and a wrrtes on any kind of paper, and will last a lifetime.
ened to print a Canadian edition of the "Age of famrharrty wrth authors unexcelled by any layman. The address of the Mackinnon Pen Co. is 192 Broad~eason" a~d ''Pocket Theology," which could be Indeed, few professional theologians could draw way, New York city.
?rrculated m her majesty's dominion without pass- fro~ the arsenal of the ch~rch better. weapons .. But
mg UiJ.der the argus eyes of men like Mr. Patton he IS met at every pomt and drsarmed wrth a
THE Directors of the National Liberal League
the collector of customs in the interests of moralit; p~omptness that shows Mr. Bennett to be more than hav opened an office at 744 Broadway, New York,
and " God." At any rate, we learn that the authori- hrs. match, and no less familiar with authors. Mr. where Mr. T. C. Leland, the Secretary will be glad
ties hav dropped the books and the porsecution. We Marr knows only one si.de, while Mr. Bennett knows t~ see all Liberal friends. Also her:after address
hope it so, for the perceedings were a disgrace to ~oth, and he ~as not f~Iled to show that Christianity hrs letters there.
any country, especially to one upon this continent. lB weak and mdefens~ble, founded on assump.tions,
The attempt was by Bigotry clothed for a brief time supple.mented by decert, and e:x:tremely weak m the
MRs. LAKE is lecturing in Elgin to large audiwith power; its defeat is by Freedom, which ever essen~rals of p~oof.
.
ences.
She wishes .to make engagements for lectwears the robes of justice.
Thrs work Will do a grea;t ~mount of good. wherever
read. All who hav read rt m the paper wrll want it ures and to orgamze Leagues wherever desired
·
in book form to preserve, while for the new sub- Address her at Elgin, Ill.
scriber it will possess the added charm of newness.
A Bad Way to Sustain a Bad Cause.
It contains 969 pages; price. $7.50.
J.A.MEB A .. BLISS has removed from Philadelphia to
The church ?elieves in claiming a good deal in
We quote the following from the Seymour Times: 4~ Greenwrch street, Providence, R. I., where he
o.rder to get a httle. Wheu any public man whose
hfe has been good and grand dies, the ecclesiastical
"The discussion of the objections to Christianity wrll be happy to see his former friends i}.nd patrons.
devil-fish _throws out its slimy tentacles and endeavors betw:een D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair, which beto drag his c~aracter down to the church level. It gan m June, 18BO, and has been carried on through .w. F . .JAMIESoN has held an eight-sessions debate
a.Ppe~rs to thm~ that by proving a good man a Chris- THE TRUTH SEEKER, is now published in a handsome wrth .Rev. John Hughes, of Angola, Indiana. The
tian It elevates Its own character. It would pull any- volume. This discussion was very ably conducted opemng was on October 27th, and the closing on
body down to save itself.
on both sides. Mr. Mair, who is not a minister did November 2d. He lectured at the Opera House in
Wh~n Lincol? died his name was seized upon by the best he could for a client that comes into dourt U?ion Ci~y, Michigan, on the 4th and 5th inst., and
the prrests . . Hrs work had been heroic, his char- without witnesses or dates, or authentic documents wrll contmue the course on the 6th. He will be at
acter wa~ stamless. And so they boldly said, in the and Mr. Bennett is skilful in wielding the effecti~ Petersburgh, Illinois, on the lOth 11th 1 12th1 and
face of mcontestable facts, that he was a victim of weapons that are readily brought to bear with such 13th; at Shelbyville, Ill., on the hth, l8th, l9th,
th~ Christian superstition.. And about any one who fatal force against Christianity and its claims. So and 20th. He may be addressed at either of the last
sard to the contrary they Immediately began to lie. the book is valuable to both Christian and Infidel as two places, or at Albion, Michigan.
O~e of. the men who was most intimately associated presenting the best arguments and evidences either
:wrth !-mcoln, and who best. knew his religious opin- can present."
.A Touching .Appeal.
IOns, ls W ..H. H~rndon. He was at one time a law
parter ~f Lmcoln s, and often talked with him upon
A. B. Davis is in a relapse. Very low unable to
.Around the World.
theologiCal matters. ~e was bes.t qua~i~ed of any
turn himself in bed, cannot be moved, a~d I cannot
.
We
hope
there
will
be
n.o
cessation
in
taking
shares
to speak upou the subJect, and hrs posrtrv assertion
leav~ the house. We need twenty-five dollars imwas and is that Lincoln was an Infidel. Such testi- ~n the Round-the-World JOurney which Mr. Bennett ~ed.rately to make him comfortable for winter. He
rs.
no'!
engaged
in
making.
The
expenses
of
the
mony was very damaging to the claims of the church
hes m the cellar, as the upper room must be plastered
and as there was no way of getting around it the; tr1p Will be close upon $3,000, and the cost of the before- ~e c~n endure ~he cold. He has had two
books,
with
their
illustrations,
will
not
be
less
than
began to lie about Mr. Herndon. One Rev. james
$1,500 or $2,000. So his friends who hav sent him ?ongestrv chrlls, once lard out as if dead. His sufferIt· Re~d ha~ a dis?ussion with Mr. Herndon concern- away
will see that many more names are necessary mgs are great and he needs things for his comfort
Ill~ Lmcoln s behef, and, being worsted, began to
Please send immediately,
Address
·
befor_e.
th~ bare cost of the undertaking is paid.
wrr~e a~onymo~s letters about him, of which the folBrentwood,
L.
L,
Oct.
28th.
MINNIE
MER'rON.
The rdea rs that the work shall be a sort of joint
lowmg Is a spemmen:
"Herndon is simply a low, vile Inftdel and a common drunkard enterprise, th~ J?eopl~ c?ntributin~ the money and
A C.A.T.A..LOG. of our publications will be sent free
living out on the ban_ks of ~he Sangamon, Where he stays, coming t~ Mr. Bennett g1vmg hrs trme. It Is not fair to ask
town when he feels lill:e 1lring up. He is a man of neither character him to giv the year necessary to make the circuit upon apphoatwn.
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648. Thirty-third. Fasting and festivals are not Christian
The Archbishop of York favored the company
institutions. They were both largely used more than a thou- with his views on "Secularism," which he said could
sapd years before the Christian era.
not be called system. Its principles were "Athe624. Ninth. The titles which were applied to Jesus were by
649. Thirty-fourth. The doctdne. of the second birth was istic," Republican, and Malthusian, which meant no
no means new in the world. Such cognomens as" the Most no t fi rs t taug ht by Jesus. It was inculcated hundreds of years god, no king, and as few people a!:J possible. This
High," " the Lord of Life," " the Son of God," "the Living before his ttme.
elicited cheers, at which I am rather surprised. I
God,"" the Mediator,"" the Savior," ''the Redeemer," "the
650. Thirty-fifth. The necessity of repentance for wrong should hav thought that an assembly who believed
Redeemer Of the World," " the Lamb of God," " the Ram of con duct .an d penance for evil conduct
·
were not first taught by in a God, worshiped a king, and desired a large popGod," " the Holy Lamb," "the True Light," " the Sun of Christians. These were insisted upon by pagan religious ulation of " hewers of wood and drawers of water"
would hav better represented their feeings by groans
Righteousness," "the True Light of the World," "the Prince teachers hundreds of years before.
of Peace," " the Light of the Wise," " the Guide to the Err651. Thirty-sixth. The power to forgive sin was not first and agonized writhings. As it was, it looked as
ing," "the Advocate with the Father," etc., are titles which taught by Christians. The pagans were much before them in though they approved of these principles,,
were bestowed upon other demigods long before his name was this line.
The deputy head of the church went on to stata
spoken on thll earth.
652. Thirty-seventh. The order of the priesthood, like all the that eecularism was but a passing phase of a great
625. Tenth. The legend of Jesus being saved from destruc. other modern paraphernalia of the Christian system, was bor- movement which, however, demanded the deepest
tion when all the other children around him were put to death rowed from paganism. The Christian priests,· in telling the attention of the devout. The advance of science
was not first told of him. A very similar narrative was told will and purpose of God, and in praying to him for what they had been immense, and it was intended to be a gift
of Christna near a thousand years before him.
and their people want, simply imitate the millions of pagan of God for good to man. (By this he appears to hav
had a new revelation.) But the business of science
626. Elevmth. Jesus being tempted by the devil and retir- priests who preceded them.
was with natural laws, and to these it confined itself.
ing in the wilderness for a forty days' fast was not a new
653. Thirty-eighth. Monasteries, convents, and nunnedes It disapproved of secularism as retarding science by
claim. The same had been set up for other semi-divine per. did not originate with the Christian system ; they existed in mixing it with Atheism, with which science has nothsonages long before his time.
Asiatic countries before Christianity had birth.
ing to do. Yet when the name of God was put
627. Twelfth. Jesus was by no means the first who was
654. Thirty-ninth. The robes and surplices used by Chris- aside in science, there was a danger that it would be
claimed to perform miracles. This claim was set up for more tian priests, with the dalmatica, cope, and all the trappings and forgotten, and thus it came about that there was an
than a score of sons of gods before his time. Several of them paraphernalia used by the Chdstian priesthood, were in use in advance of Materialism among the thinking classes.
were said to raise the dead.
the pagan systems of religion many hundreds of years before There was much more to the same effect which it
628. 'l'hirtemth. Jesus was by no means the first savior or Christianity was devised.
would be tedious to quote. This particular congress
teacher who had a band of disciples to follow him about over
655. Fo1·tieth. So it is with every dogma, rite, and sacra- was great on science. The speakers talked as though
the country. This was especially true of Christna, Buddha, ment in the Christian church--:they were one and all borrowed they knew all about it, and were its best friends inConfucius, Laotse, and others who lived long before Jesus, as 1rom the pagan systems, which had a much earlier existence. stead of its greatest enemies. They think that by
well as of Apollonius, Simon Magus, and Mohammed later on. If it has anything new or original I do not know what it is clinging to the skirts of science they may get. a free629. Fou'rteenth. All these teachers traveled over the coun- save it is the relentless and deadly persecution which it has lease of existence. But the church has a feeling that
try, in the cities, and villages, country places, in wilderness visited upon those who have dared to dissent from its positions. it is doomed, and is therefore catching at any straw
places, and on the common highways. If Jesus lived he only In this it may be claimed to have been original, for no other to prolong its miserable life. Not so niany years
back it was strong enough and felt itself so secure as
patterned after those who had preceded him. .
system of religion has persecuted as have Christians ; not one
to excommunicate all the other sects, and now it is
630. Fifteenth. The claim that at the crucifixion of Jesus of them all have taken one-tenth part the number of human not only ready but anxious to "hold out the right
the sun was darkened and that earthquakes took place, was lives in the name of its god as Christianity has taken in the hand of fellowship" (to use one of their cant terms)
not set up :tlrst for Jesus. The same had been told of others name of Jesus.
to the Nonconformists, all or any of them, even that
1ong before him.
656. Not only are the doctrines of Christianity not p.ew, but greatest of all nuisances, the Salvation Army.
631. Sixteenth. The claim that Jesus descended into hell the teachings attributed to Jesus are also not new, but had
Some of the speakers expressed their opinion that
after his crucifixion, and that he was resurrected again, is far been inculcated many years before he was born. It is claimed this noble, or rather ignoble, " army should be enolder than he. It was claimed for others before him.
for him that he was the first to teach the love of man; the first couraged as doing a work in making recruits from
632. Sevmteenth. The claim of final ascension into heaven to teach man to love his neighbor as himself; but this is not the gutter which the church did not encompass;"
was made for others before Jesus.
true. This doctrine was taught by Menu, Christna, Buddha, though whether it was the army, the gutter, or the
633. Eighteenth. The doctrine of the trinity is not new with Confucius, Thales, Pettacus, Socrates, Plato, and many others work that the church did not encompass does not
Christianity. It was taught in other systems, a thousand years hundreds of years before Jesus taught word.
very clearly appear. I rather suspect the dignitaries
before Chdstianity had an existenCe.
657. Even the Golden Rnle, which is regarded as the purest of the church of England hav an eye to the income
634. Nineteenth. The belief in a Holy Ghost did not originate and most elevated lesson ever taught in the world, though as- of the army, as the leader of the noisy gang of imwith Jesus nor the system he is belieTed to have founded. It cribed to Jesus, was assuredly taught many hundreds of years becils boasted the other day at a public meeting that
existed in India long before.
earlier by several of the teachers above named, as well as by it was now worth £50,000 per annum, but I do not
635. Twentieth. The Chris~an devil is not nearly so old as others of the world's great moralists and instructors. It seems think they stand much chance of getting a share of
the devils of many pagan countdes. The paternity of· the hardly necessary for a God to leave his throne in heaven to the plunder, as " General" Booth clearly shows his
beli11f in a devil can by no means be credited to Christianity. co'me down to the earth and mingle with the sin and corruption intention of sticking to all the money he can rake in.
He suggested to his deluded followers the other day
636. Twenty-first. The belief in orders of angels and celes- which abound here for the purpose of teaching the same docthat both he and God would be highly pleased if they
tial spirits of different grades was held by the Persians and trines, the same maxims, the same sentiments which had hunwould kindly pass oTer to him any jewelry they posother pa.gaD.i, probably a thomand years before Chri!tianity dreds of times, and centuries earlier, been taught by others. sessed. But this happy suggestion ;did not seem to
was thought of in the world.
One wonld believe when a God came into the world with meet with any very enthusiastic reception, so the
637. Twmty-second. The belief in the existence of heaven far superior knowledge and wisdom to anything that had been matter was dropped, at all events for the present.
and hell is undoubtedly a thousand yearll older than Christian- heard before that he would have something new to offer to
The report of the intended vieit of Col. Ingersoll
ity. It was taught by the Hindoos, by the Persians, by the man, and superior to the lessons and precepts which had for to England on a lecturing tour has caused quite a
Egyptians, and by the Grecians and Romans before Christian- hundreds of years been taught by common human beings.
flutter in the hen-roost, and the old women of both
ity had birth. Christians only adopted it from previous sysse:x:es who belong to the ranks of the godly are in a
A Letter from a Londoner.
tems.
fearful state of excitement, wildly clucking around
638. Twenty-third. Immortality of the sonl and a future life
To THE EDITOB OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : and collecting their brood under the maternal wings.
were by no meanli first taught by Christians. They were Congresses and ecumenical councils are now the Nearly all the religious journals hav had a shot at
clearly inculcated by every intelligent nation and by almost order of the day, and all the religious bodies in this him and hav been employed in confuting the matter.
every system of religion save that of the Jews, in which system country are holding one or the other. The church, contained in his lectures, no doubt to their own satis•
as by law appointed, has been busy in this respect faction. One very big bug amongst us, the Rev. Dr.
a future life was not recognized.
639. Twenty-fourth. The personized idea of the "logos," or during the past week. The Congress having met at Joseph Parker, to giv him his full title, in which he
the word, was not original with Christianity. This was distinctly Newcastle in the diocese of Durham, the bishep of delights, has written a series of articles in a paper he
taught by Plato and others five hundred years before St. John that place was made president and played first fid- runs, on " What Shall We Do to be Saved ? " the
dle. In his inaugural address he told his hearers firet one of which he has devoted to taking great e:x:or any other Christian had anything to say about it.
that
"the scares regarding recent advances in astro- ception to the cheers and applause that greeted In640. Twenty-fifth. Baptism by water was not first used in
nomical
and zoological science had passed away, and gersoll's remarks. The remaining papers were unimthe Christian system, but was borrowed from the oriental countheir theological conceptions had been corrected and portant, as not having much bearing on the subject.
tries where it had been used for hundreds of years at least
enlarged by their teachings.
And now biology He is, however, a smart man, having published his
The Brahmans and Buddhists baptized in the sacred river
concentrated the same interests and excited the same reply in book form, and as he sells the lecture as well
Ganges many hundreds of years before John the Baptist bap- distrusts; buwt uld not history here repeat itself? as the book, I dare say he makes the speculation
tized in the river Jordan.
If'the time should come wP.en evolution was trans- pay very well.
641. Twmty-sixth. The claim that the Holy Ghost de- lated from the region of suggestiv theory to that of A curious book has lately been written and published
scended in the form of a dove was not first told in connection acknowledged fact, would it not carry still furth~r by the Rev. M. Baxter, editor of a religious paper in
with Jesus, but is far older. The Holy Ghost idea undoubtedly the idea of providential design and order, would It London, which professes to giv a correct interpretation
originated in rndiu..
not reinforce with new and splendid illustrations the of the inspired jumble composed by the hermit of the
642. 'l'wenty-seventh. The cross, as a religious symbol, was magnificent l~ssons of modern science, a~d the gath- isle of Patmos. Baxter has found out what it all
not first used by Christianity. It was used in India, Thibet, ering up, as It were, of the threads whwh connect means; he alone has solved the mystery; he knows
and Egypt not less than a thousand years before Christianity the universe in the right hand of the one eternal when the end of the world is coming, to a minute,
and possesses a program of the performances; probword?"
had birth.
The foregoing effusion seems to me a most u~ ably he will assist in checking off the sinners. The
648. Twenty-eighth. The sacrament of the eucharist was
not of Christian origin, but was practiced by the pagan nations blushing piece of impu.dence on .th~ part of this book is most beautifully illustrated with winged
of India centuries before there was any Christianity In the word. "right reverend father m God;" It simply amo?-nts women and correct representations of dragons with
644. Twenty-ninth. A belief in saints and the worship of to this that although in past times when the priests assorted heads, of which each one seems to hav a
had ad the power, and, more consistent than their plentiful supply-one has seven, another ten-and
them did not begin with Christiliuity, but was practiced by the
successors of the present time, strenuously opposed the beasts and elders are correctly portrayed. ConHindoos and others long, long before, as well_as by other
the advancement of scientific knowledge as being in sequently the work is most valuable, all the pictures
nations.
direct contradiction to what is centained in the being guaranteed as true likeneeses. The "facts" in
645. Thirtieth. A belief in a grand judgment day did by no Bible, and promptly settled all rash d.iscoverers of the book are all proved by elaborate tables of figures,
means originate with Christianity. It was taught by the Per- the working of the laws of nature, with the yery so you will see it is all true-true as the Bible.
sian and Egyptian systems many hundred years before.
Yours skeptically,
J. D.
conclusiv argument of the rack and stake; the priests
646. Thirty-first. A belief in a resurrection of t he deswad of to-day are quite willing, ~nd almo~t. eager, to
London, Oct. 9, 1881.
not first taught by Christians. This doctrin was old before accept all new theories regardmg the origm of man
Christianity came upon the stage.
and language, etc., notwithstanding what Moses
IF any one would like to send THE TRUTH SEEK.EB
647. Thirty-second. Prayer and its efficacy were not first thought on t~e subject, provi~e~ t?ey can get a sufthree
months to a friend who has never taken it, it
taught by Christianity. They were taught and practiced by ficient followmg of deluded mdividuals to find the
will only cost them :fifty cents to do so.
funds
to
keep
them
in
luxurious
idleness.
many llagan nations !rom time immemorial.
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ception evidently moved him, said: I myself saw
o/J flr it ~ t
o/1
d f'1 ~It Jd German Turners who are Freethinkers, who keep up with
great pleasure that the Congress was to be held
~ ~'fUUl ~ttttt1' ~I'OUn l{t 'JI$01'
active organization and have done much in St. Louis

and other cities in opposing oppressive Sunday laws at London. At Brussels last year I spoke on behalf
and other eectarian legislation. I said also that of this city. Some of us do not like Paris, as so many
The Last from London.
Liberalism and skepticism were rapidly ·gaining of the Freethinkers there are not only Socialists, but
THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.-CONTINUED.
ground in the United States, that they were cropping refuse to separate their Freethought from thbir SoYour Council begs to submit to you an analysis of out in nearly every town and village of the country, cialism even in a Federation like this. I read in the
· d f
the va n· 0 u 8 countri"es .
and that even in the churches skepticism is becom- papers that a Freethought Congress ha~ taken place
th e repor t s recerve r 0 m
The Federation des Societes Rationalistes de la ing more and more abu_ndant. Interest in church in Paris last week, and should like to know some deBelgique sen·ds a printed report of its eighth congress, attendance is lessening, and is largely confined to tails, and also by whose authority it was called.
Mr. Bradlaugh: Clearly that Congress has nothing
held at Brussels on March 28th and 29th, 1880, and the female portion of the community. Public Libthe Libre Pensee of Brussels sends one for the same eral and scientific lectures are largely. attended, and to do with this Association. Freethinkers, and anyyear. These are placed in the hands of the secr~tary, many efficient laborers are in the field, and I hope one else, have the right to hold as many Congresses
as publications forwarded to the General Counml.
we may at all times be found cooperating with as they like. We have no quarrel with our friends
The reports bearing on the current year are as fol- our compatriots of Europe who are striving to edu- in France. It was impossible for us to go to Paris,
lows:
cate humanity in the principles of mental freedom and what they have done there does not concern or
The Libre Pensee of Dinant (Belgium) reports that and in opposing the superstitions and errors of the commit this Federation in any way.
the society was founded on January 10, 1881, "hav- past. I then read the following report:
Dr. Schlager: At Brussels the statutes of this Feding for principle liberty of conscience and for object
[This report was published in THE TRUTH SEEKER eration were made, and, after much discussion, Paris
the propagation of its ideas." The society has en- of Octobber 1st. It is not considered necessary was chosen as the place of meeting for 1881. From
deavored to reach the country people, to educate to reproduce it here, but it will be printed in the a foreigner's standpoint, I must confess that the
them into a sense of social, religious, and political book of Mr. Bennett's travels.-ED. T. S.]
action of the general Council seems like a coup d'etat.
liberty. It commenced with eighteen members, and
The report was very warmly cheered, and Dr. This ministry must, therefore, ask an indemnity at
has now fifty-two. One section goes into the villages Buchner then rose to make the report for Germany. your hands. Otherwi!!e we establish a precedenton Sundays, teaching the people; another busies it~elf Dr. Buchner said that his report was very brief. horrible words to you English, who labor under trawith the circulation of Liberal newspapers. Durmg 'l'he German Freethougbt Union was still very ditional precedents of three or four hundred years of
the coming winter Freethought meetings will be held young, having been founded at Frankfort-on-the- English stupidity. I am willing to vote.for this inat Dinant. The society meets on the second Monday Main scarcely six months ago. They had made a demnity. But let it be settled that only' in extreme
in every month, and several lecturers have been ap- good beginning, enrolling five hundred members. cases like this ought any deviation from the will of
pointed. The scciety proposes that a general Free- They hoped to grow year by year, and have a good the Congress to be allowed. And we ought to have
thinkers' almanac should be published, and an- report for the next Congress. They had already each year a guarantee from the !lociety in the city
nounces its willingness to contribute.
several affiliated societies-one in Berlin, one in Vi- chosen that the necessary arrangements will be carThe Libre Pensee of Antwerp (Belgium) reports enna, and so on. They were going to issue leaflets, ried out. The speaker concluded with a motion of
that it numbers 109 members; that it has five hun- and utilize individual effort. Germany had come in indemnity to the council for their action in selecting
dred francs in hands; that it has spent four hundred late, but it should be remembered that the German London as the place of meeting ·for the Congress of
francs in paying the €lxpenses of the civil funerals of character was not rash nor quick-was rather dreamy this year.
poor Freethinker!'; that the most important debate and philosophical than practical. But it would be a
Mrs. Besant: I feel a little guilty in thi!l matter,
held by it h'l.B been a discussion on the replacement shame and a disgrace if Germany, with her poets, as I was one of those who spoke and voted for Paris
qf first communion in Catholic countries by a philo- her philosophers, her thinkers, who had all toiled for last year, as a city more accessible to the majority
sophical ceremony.
the freedom of man, should not stand in the first than any other. What Dr. Schlager said is really
The National Secular Society (England) reports rank. Dr. Buchner concluded with a few graceful what the Council wants at your hands. We have
that during its last year of work (ending in J nne, words of thanks, and was vehemently cheered as he gone beyond cur authority. We have had to break
1881) it enrolled 828 new members, and has since resumed his seat.
a rule either way. Either we had to reverse the deJune enrolled 406 more. It has seventy-five working
~Ir. Bradlaugh: It is now necessary to ask this cision of the Congress of 1880 that the Congress of
branches in England; three branches in Scotland; Congress if it approves of the action of the general 1881 should be in Paris, or to break the law that the
one in Jersey; one in New Zealand; and is affiliated Council as to holding it in London. A formal vote arrangements for a Congress should be made by a
with the Hindoo Freeth ought Union. Some of the is necessary, for whilst the Council acted in the inter- society affiliated to the International Federation.
branches have halls of their own, others rent them. est of Freethou~ht, it undoubtedly exceeded the Such a society did not exist in Paris. We broke the
Weekly meetings are held by most for discussion of powers given it at Brussels. The place of meeting less important rule. We had the charge given us to
all subjects. There is a Special Lecturing Fund for was to be fixed every year by those who were as- keep this Federation free from all political controcarrying on propaganda in poor districts; a Benevo- sembled in Congress. Last year Paris was chosen. versy. It was decided at Bru!liiels that our aim was
lent Fund for assisting distressed Freethinkers; and But it was also decided that the society in the se- t~ attack religio~I~ prejudices, and not "all prejuan Open-air Propagandist Fund. Educational work lected town should have the duty of verifying the dices." The pohtwal needs of each country are difis being pressed; a large number of students have delegations, and of making arrangements for the ferent, their religious difficulties are one. To go to
been instructed in science during the year, and fifty Congress. No society was to be allowed to do this Paris was to place the Federation in the hands of
have passed the Goverument Examinations. The so- unless it was affiliated to the International Free- t~ose ~ho insist on inc~uding politi?~ in Freeth ought
ciety has beep very active in political work, this be- thought Association and unless it had paid its sub- discusswn, and who, Without belongmg to us, might
ing included in its progamme. The society hands in scription. The statutes further provide for a general have wrecked the Federation. In avoiding this
the report of its annual congress, and its Almanac council, composed of representatives of each nation, great danger we have traveled beyond our authority
for 1882, giving full particulars as to its organiza- to be chosen before January 1st in each year. Long and it is for the Congress to decide whether we hav~
tion anrl work. It also hands in eleven tracts issued before that date we thought a difficulty might occur, done right or wrong. We hope that some day it
by it, and a statement by itE! president on the laws as the French Freethinkers did not make any sign. may be possible for soldiers of freedom from all
on heresy in England. The organ of the society in I, therefore, as one of the representatives of England, countries to unite in general work, but this is at
the press is the National Reformer, issued w-eekly. the country in which the council met, ventured to present impossible, and if we attempt it the FederaThe Union Democratique de Propagande Anti- write to M. Goffin, the president of the CongrP-BS of tion will be wrecked. The introduction of a discusClericale (France), which has just joined the Federa- 1880, and to p:>int out the difficulty we should be sion of Socialism into our Congress would be as that
, tion, has not had time to send a formal report, but .in if no French society affiliated itself. I also wrote of a bombshell, and at present our duty is to work
its principles are handed in. It held a most success- to other Frenchmen personally known to me. This for Freethought alone. We had one duty to our
. ful Conference in May, 1881, and asks your Council was all unofficial. When the Council met it did me constituents to fulfil and the result is our meeting
"to report that it is organizing a great demonstration the honor to elect me as its chairman. Mr. Le Lubez, here. We held it in London because London had
. in Paris in honor of the Freethought dead for No- Mr. Swaagman, and myself now ·Wrote officially to last year more votes than any other town save Paris.
vember 2d, the Jour des Morts.
France, urging that the Congress had been held in This year let us vote one definitely, and choose also
De Dageraad (Holland) reports that it has 140 September, that it was now January, that no mem- a second, so that if difficulties occur as to the first
members. Its journal bears the same name and ap- bers of the Council had been elected by France, no place we can fall back upon the second. One thing
pears monthly. The society states that the Dutch French society had affiliated itself with the Associa- above all I am anxious to say: To our French friends
enjoy perfect religious liberty. There being no state tion, and the French society had adjourned until we have no hostility. None are more anxious than
church in Holland, the government does not in any May. Later we wrote again and asked if France the English Freethinkers to work with our French
wav interfere or use its influence in matters of theol- would appoint even an "irregular" delegate. As he Republican brethren. In no heart here-German
ogy. Since the French Revolution prosecution for would not be elected until after January 1st, be Dutch, Belgian, American, English-is a singl~
heresy is out of the question. With regard to the could not have the right to vote, but the Council thought against France. It is even good that they
taking of the oath, the Dutch laws have not made might take his opinions in the same light as votes. can. call a Congres~ _also. We. do not depreciate
any proviso for Atheists, and it is therefore obliga- Thus France had an opportunity ·of doing what their work. We reJOICe that while we are working,
tory. At the present time, however, there appears ought to have been done and what they might still they also are. Let us remember that they have difto be a strong feeling in the States-General to alter want to do. They did nothing. More difficulties ficulties unknown to us. We do not blame. We
the law in this respect.
now appeared. There were two Freethought bodies love, honor, and respect them. We meet without
America and Germany have not sent in their re- in France; the one the Union Anti-Clericale, the criticising their work; but we must carry on ours on
ports in time for incorporation in this general report, other the La Federation Fran<;aise de la Libre Pen- the lines laid down for us by the Congress that met
but your Council hopes to be able to add them later. see. Between these there was undoubted hostility. at Brussels last year.
A first year's work is naturally encumbered with The latter did not think the former extreme enough.
M. D'Ablaing stated that when he heard that the
very many difficulties, and many details of organi- In fact, the notions of the Federation Fran<;aise in- council had failed in arranging the Congress for
zation are still incomplete, but your Council ventures eluded matters that the International Association Paris, he had tried if he could give any help through
to hope that the Federation stands on a secure foun- d0es not as a Freethought association include in its private friends. He had at first hoped to be successdation, and will by the next congress be in more per- programme. We do not propose to discuss the gov- ful, but he found it was impossible to draw the secfect working order.
J. SwA.AGMAN, Hon. Sec.
ernment, th_e social changes, or needs of any partie- tions together. The Parisians wished to have a
The report was received with loud cheers.
ular country. We want to work solely upon the Congress of their own, and the holding of the InterThe delegate from America was called on.
Freethought ground common to all countries. We national Congress there would have seemed 'like a
I had a report from the Secretary of the National have no right to commit our members to anything contest. The Dutch were not invited to Paris, and
Liberal League, and prefaced its reading with a few outside Freetbought. And this is what the Federa- ~e r~garded the Congress t~ere as a French gatberremarks expressive of my pleasure in being able to tion Fran<;aise wished to do. As there were then no mg, m no way connected With the Federation. Unmeet with this body of Freethinking men and means of calling the Congress in Paris, we proposed der very difficult circumstances the council had acted
women, and descriptive of the condition of Free- London. It is for the Congress to decide if it will for the best.
thought at..d Liberalism in the United States. I vote an indemnity for our action. We shall be glad
M~. Va~caubergh (tran~lated b~ Mr. Bradlaugh)
said the Liberal Leagues were the principal Ameri- to give any further explanation that may be asked. was m a difficulty, as be did not qutte follow the discan Freetbougbt organizations in our country, and I may add that we actually sent Mr. Le Lubez over cussion. He attended the Paris Congress, and it was
that they numbered in all over two hundred and to France to try and arrange matters.
there suggested that a united gathering should be
twenty, though many of them were not adive. I
Mr. Von Zonteveen, who, it was stated, had ob- held at Home in 1882. The Belgium Freethinkers
spoke commendingly of the numaou.s S.J0icties of jcctcd to the oath in Holland, and whose warm re- uonsidered that Freethought and politics should be
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kept wholly ap_a~; our work_ should J:>e Freeth ought sold her birthright of liberty for a mess of pottage, army estimates were increased last year by .£50,600
work, ~nd pol~twal and somal questi_ons should be and. had become the creature of the state. By act for "divine service," and .£51,604 14.r. lld. were
dealt ~Ith outside our platform. Paris Freethought, of Parliament her prayer-book is authorized; by act actually expended. For the current year the estiwa~ di;ffere~t, as was marked b;y: the n_ame chosen, I of Parl_isment her ceremonies are controlled; by act mate is .£52,356, and this while the wagss of our
whwh Imphed ~h~t all the Freethinkers ~n that body of Parliament her daily lessonil from the Bible are toilers are at starvation point, and we are bidding
should be Somahsts. To as~ent to this would be prescribed; her members wori!hip their God in the them emigrate to find life. A corres.Ponding item
fatal to the movemen~. He still ~?ped that. the Paris form and fathion commanded by the. state. This appears in the navy estimates. The pnaons are progroups would see their way to cooperate With us.
!!tate is no longer even Chril!tian and the Jew can vided with chaplains, whose salaries vary from £450
A delegate. ~ished ~o know if any one was present dictate to the churchman the fodnulm of his faith. a year downwards. And so on through the various
from the Parisian society whose evidence could be In exchange for this slavery, the state gives to the classes of national expenditure.
taken.
church various privileges, dignities, and grants of
We have two archbishops and twenty-eight bishMr. Bradlaugh pointed out that the society had money; Dissenters are free, but any money they ops, with incomes ranging from .£15,000 to .£3,000 a
not yet joined us, and was not affiliated.
have for church purposes must be contributed by year; of these twenty-six sit in our House of Lords,
The passsing of a vote of indemnity to the Coun- m~mbers of their own se~ts; the church of England and are notorious for their opposition to every meascil waf! then put and carried unanimously.
enJoys vast revenues, which have been granted by ure intended for the elevation and happiness of the
Mr. Bradlaugh rose to pr~p?se a place of meeting the State.
. .
. .
masses. Their votes may be counted on for any unfor next year. After explaining the difficulty that . A great number of the, privileges origmally en- just war, such as those lately waged in Afghanistan
would arise from the absence of a. society in R 0 me Joyed by the present church have been taken away and the Transvaal, and they are the most reactionand also from police superintendence, he proposed from her during the last half century. Only eleven ary members of a reactionary house. The lower
that the Congress for 1882 should be held at Frank- years ago no Dissenter, however distinguished, could clergy are ineligible to Parliament, and this disabilfort, or, failing that, at Amsterdam.
be a Fellow of either of the great universities of ity ought to vanish with the disestablishment of the
Mr. Vancaube~gh (t~anslated by Mr. Bradlaugh) Oxford and Cambridgein; 1~71, ~fter years. of bit~er church.
proposed Rome, m the hope that thus all sections of struggle, was passed the Umversity Tests bill, whwh
Fortunately, signs are not wanting that the burden
the Freethought party might join in the Congress of placed all lay students on the same level.
of the Eitablishment will soon be removed from our
of the F~de_ration.
The churchya.rds of the country have been wholly ~boulders. The better members of the priesthood
Mr. Hilditch seconded.
held by the clergy, and people of other faiths have are beginning to grow impatient of the slavery in
Dr. SchHi.ger: Nobody is more desirous of recon- been compelled to l!ear read over the bodies of their which they live, and to think that liberty is too high
oiliation with Paris than I. I fear it is impossible dead a service they had repudiated in life; near a price to pay for privilege. The most hard working
to hol~ a Congress at Rome, picturesque as the idea large towns the difficulty was avoided by the estab- of the clergy belong to the ritualistic, the Romanizlooks. · As to effect, at Rome our Congress would fall lishment, during the present century, of cemeteries ing, party in the church, and on these the state condead upon the mass of the people of the country. open to all, but in country districts the most grievous trol weighs with especial heaviness. The Public
The newspapers there are little read in their own injustice has been done. Little children who died Worship act lately passed by our latitudinarian Parcountry, and not at all outi!ide it. I therefore sup- unbaptized were shoveled into the ground during liament deprives them of some of their ceremonies
port Frankfort, which retains some of the old demo- the night and the most revolting conflicts were attendant on their most cherished superstition, and
cratic spirit, and where a democratic paper of large waged round the coffin between the state clergy on one of their number, Mr. Green, is nQW in prison
circulation is published, that is sure to report our the one side and the bereaved relatives on the other. because he reful!es to obey the law, while claiming
Congress.
Last year a Burial's act was passed (1880) which ad- the l!tatul!· bestowed on him by law. This position
Dr. Biichner (translated by Mrs. Besant) urged mits all citizens to their parish churchyard, although cannot long continue; if priests desire liberty to folthat Frankfort would be a place as difficult as Rome the corpse!! of Atheist!! are still insulted at the grave low their own fancies they must give up the privifor the Congress. Even the police difficulties would side, and so another victory was won for freedom.
lege!! of an establishment; paid by the state, they
be as great in the one case as in the other. Besides,
A large part of the revenues of the church is drawn mutt obey the state; they cannot enjoy at once the
their l!ociety in Germany ~as youn~, and could, pe_r- from land; in addition to the land actually held, dignity of !!tate maintenance and the liberty of selfhaps, _hardly bear the stram of holdmg a Congresl! In rectors and vicars of parishei! have the right of gath- supporting societie1.
1882 m that ~ountry.
ering in a special tax called tithe. The great tithes
In speaking of the enmity we feel to the church, I
Mr. F_'rowein (tr~ni!l_ated by Mr. Swaagman): The go to the rector; the lesser tithes to the vicar. Many deilire to place distinctly on record that we do not
l!ame difficulty exists m regard to Amsterdam as to of the great tithes passed, at the Reformation, into desire to retort on the church the penal enactments
Frankfort. We have been only established three the hand!! of the laity; hence many rectors are lay- !!he has leveled against us in the past. We desire
years. I thank you no~e the less for the honor you men, and in such parishes the ecclesiaBtieal work is equal liberty, not our own predominance. We addo to the country of Spmoza.
performed by a vicar. A considerable agitation mit the right of others to worship; we claim the
As _1 P. K. had now come, the discussion upon thi11 against the payment of tithes is now going on; some right not to worship. We would destroy the church
questiOn was adjourned.
.
.
. . cle~gymen hav:e seized .the goods of farmers in their by reailon, by argument, by persuasion, but not by
After the close of the mornmg meetmg, by lllVI- parishes for tithes owmg so them, and a feeling of force. We cannot soil our hands with the Christian
tation of Mr. Bradlaugh, the delegates repaired to indignation is rising which appears likely to sweep weapon of brutal persecution. Therefore, in urging
nn UJ>J?er room ~n the hall and partook of an excel- them away.
you to attack the church, I add, to prevent misconlen t dinner, whwh about fifty persons sat ·down to.
The levying of church rates bas been another ception, that while you seek to destroy monopoly and
Every one aeem~d to enjoy hi~self and to partake grievance in England; Dil!senters of all shade!! of privilege, you ·should aim at the equalityof all, of
freely of the VIands before him. Mr. Bradlaugh opinion have taxed ·for the support and repair of opponents as well as of friends.
proposed the he~lth of the foreign delega~es, which churches they never entered; an enormoul! number
The church in England is the center of all the
was drank standmg, and he was toasted m return, of persons at length submitted to distrain rather agencies that oppose our national progresB; she is
as was also Dr. Biichner.
than pay this unjust tax, and at last, in 1868, com- the bulwark of every class privilege, the defense of
SECOND SITTING. 2:30 P. M.
pul~ory church rate!! were abolis~ed .. In a few every class monopoly. This vaet organization, with
parishes part of the church funds Is still, however, it1 huge wealth and it!! social supremacy, is the symM. Frowein, of Holland, was called upon to open drawn from such a rate, and several cal!es of seizure bol of all that is worst and most unjust in our social
the question of "The Separation of Church and of good!! have occurred during the last year in satis- system. We war again1t it as the deadliest foe of
State."
faction of unpaid church rate. These oppressions national equality and national liberty, and we know
The President then called on Mrs. Besant to read are, fortunately, rapidly increasing the unpopularity that the day of our triumph is not far off.
the English report. Mrs. Besant said:
of the clergy.
·
Dr. Schlager said that Macaulay had written one
The National Secular Society, of which I have the
Although this direct taxation of dissenters-in- of the best things of the English church when he
honor to be one of the vice-presidents, has desired eluding in this name all outside the church-for the said that it wal! never, even by accident, on the right
me to report to this Congres1 on the relations of support of the Establishment has mostly been abol- side. The connection between church and state
church and state in England.
ished, the taxpayers are still heavily burdened for might be paralleled by the state of marriage. At
These relations have grown out of the Reformation the maintenance of the state religion. In addition firl!t all is merry al! a marriage-bell. Later on, a
in England in the sixteenth century, when England, to the vast revenues enjoyed by the church, amount- struggle is very likely to appear. We find in the
under HP.nry VITI., threw off Roman authority, and ing to more than ten millions sterling per an.num, hii!tory of the relationship between church and state
made the." king's highness to be supreme head of large sums have been from time to time voted in the l!ame grade!! of aTersion between the two as occur
the church of England" (26 Hen. VIII., c. 1). Be- Parliament. Thus, from 1710-1716 a tax of 2s., between married people. In discussions on topics
fore that time the church had treated the state from and from 1716-17:l4 of 3s., per ton or chaldron was like these we are reminded thattruth is only relative.
an equal if not a superior standpoint; from the pass- levied on all coal brought into the port of London, No general principle can be laid down certainly.
ing of that memorable act she became the subject of and was used to build new churches (Public Income Each has to modify abstract ideas into practical
the state. The state, represented by the king, al- and Expenditure, printed by order of the House of ones. Germany has been for ages the classical battered her faith, narrowed her authority, diminished Commons, July 29, 1869). The produce was esti- tie-ground of this question. The history of the midher wealth. Many of her vast estates passed into lay mated at £60,000 a year. In 1725 the same tax was dle ages is one of a constant struggle between emhands, being distributed among court favorites; the levied to pay the ministers. Thus .£420,000 were peror and pope. That country, in the Thirty Years'
remainder were transferred to the reformed Church, given to the church out of the pockets of the coal War, shed her blood in the cau1e of freedom, and
a church which succeeded to Roman Catholic funds owners, and this is only a single specimen out of the made Protestantism and Cromwell poseible. When
while rejecting Roman Catholic doctrines. To take many which might be adduced did time permit.
France had driven out the Huguenots, and in most
but a single instance; many fellowships had been
The Ecclesiastical CommisBioners report that dur- countries only one religion was tolerated, Prussia
founded in the universities by pious Roman Catho- ing the year ending in October, 1880, they have alene carried out the principle of equaility among
olics, who joined to their bequests the condition that augmented and endowed benefices to the amount of the Catholic, Lutheran, and Calvinistic churches.
the holders of the fellowships should have masses £765,500 per annum, and this "may be taken to rep· By the treaty of Westphalia, 1748, expulsion of men
said for their souls. The Reformed church kept a resent the income which would be derived from a on account of religious views ceased. Catholics and
tight grip on the bequests, but denounced the masses capital sum of about £23,000,000" (33d report, 1881). Protestants are equal politically. But recently a
as "idolatrous fables and blasphemous deceits," These commissioners deal with the so-called church cloud bas arisen upon the horizon. Bismarck, reprethus obtaining the double joy of increasing the reve- property, property which is vested in the church for senting the state, wanted to crush the independence
nues of favored churchmen, and posing as more just so long as, and no longer than, Parliament of the Catholics, and the means he chose have brought
purely Christian than those whose wealth was appro- chooses, and its enormous value being due to the about the independence of liberal-minded Germany.
priated. While the new church thus succeeded to energy and industry which have developed the The May. laws of 1874 struck out clauses giving the
the property of the elder one, and left those who re- resources of the country, it would be fitting that this same freedom t(l Catholic and Protestant churches.
mained faithful to their creed in poverty and dis- wealth should be applied to lighten the burdens of What have been the conseqsences of these laws?
grace, she by no means permitted reformers more the nation, and not monopolized by a sect which, in Many Roman Catholic parishes are without priests, as
thorough than herself to have a share of the spoils. the census of 1851, only claimed fifty-two per cent of the pope forbade the latter to comply with the laws.
Roman Catholics were excluded because they be- the "worshiping population of England and Wales." Obligatory baptism is abolished. The sacerdotal in·
lieved too much; Protestant Dissenters because they Outside cathedral establishments, the clergy number comes have suffered, as many people, having been
believed too httle, and the narrow "church as by 17,970 (Pariiamentary Return, 1879), and these live civilly married, do not now go also to the priest.
law established" seized all the wealth and all the on the wealth of the cdtintry.
Multitudes of children are not baptized, and in the
power.
Our yearly taxation is further augmented hy the city of Berlin ar~ growing .uJ? irreligio~s: Just now,
The church, however, was no longer free; she had sums voted in Parliament to ~he clergy: thus the, however, there 1s 110me dtfiioulty pohtwally. Bis
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marck has to make up his majority by bidding for is with heresies in questions of religion that we are openly in their own tongue. In the great arsenals
the votes of the one hundred Roman Catholic repre- alone concerned. We do not, in thus limiting our of Europe huge monster cannon are built to shatter
sentatives in the German Parliament. Hence there work, mean any slight to earnest workers for liuman -human homes, and shot and shell are cast and filled
has been a modification of the May laws. However, enfranchisement in social or political matters. We with which to load these cannon. The printing-press
the struggle will appear in some other form. Church only desire to keep our propaganda distinct and clear. is our grand cannon; thought, question, and affirma.
and state are as two drunken men that lean against Political and social needa mayvary in each land, but tion our shot and shell. Book and tongue a1·e our
one another to prevent their falling. Ideas are a the conflict between ignorance and reason is in truth sword and bayonet. Pen and ipeech our lance and
power in the world, and will decide this. Religion but one oonflict in all climes, whatever the formula spear. But neither our writers nor our speakers
is being subjected to a process of dissolution. The attacked or faith asserted. In matters of religion have gone through the fight unscathed.
Italy shows us, during the last three and a half
wife has ceased to be attractive. We may congrat- there can only be two clear logical positions. One, the
ulate ourselves that we live in an age when this completest submission of the intellect to auth01·ity; centuries, a terribly full martyr's_ roll. Dungeon,
struggle is going on. We must agitate on behalf of to some book, or church, or man. The other, the rack, and fagot were the ready arguments of the
most thorough assertion of the right and duty of in- Roman Catholic church. And these were freely
those ideas that are destined to final victory.
Mr: G. J. Holyoake desire.d to say a fe.w words on dividual thought and judgment. These po11itions used. The mere li11t of names of these Italian martyrs
the vieW taken hy some of his Belgian fnend!!. The are so antagonistic that there can be no truce or for Freethought would take more time than to-night
separation of church and 11tate was almost the only peace between the defenders of the one and of the can be spared, but one name must at least be repeatuniversal question which they could profitably dis- other. As Freethinkers we claim this right and duty ed with much reverence and more of triumph. That
cuss; each state has something to do with it. He of individual thought, the free and complete e:xpres- of the man burned in Rome two hundred and eighty.
l!lpoke for common equality; the Establishment was sion of the individual judgment. Guided, and aided one years ago. A man whose tongue, pen, and body
the symbol of insolent superiority. It pushed itself too, this thought muat need• be by the thought of were alike untiring, who in Naple!l, Switzerland,
before heaven as the supreme representative of its yeaterday and of to-day. But we deny that yester- France, England, Germany, and Venetia worked to
interests on earth. The church came to the front in day's thought ought to be allowed to conclude make Freethought possible for us, who lay eleven
the presence of God, but he was in favor of all hav- all thinking. We deny that yesterday's knowledge long year!! in prison, who endured the rack and pering an equal chance of showing religious conviction. may be held to include all that iii or can be know- ished at the stake. True till death, the grand and
The church thought that because Freethinkers were ~ble. We claim to search for truth, and to show glorious Giordano Bruno, whose ashes were scattered
in favor of separation, therefore separation would be others what we find; and they, with us, may test in Rome, but whose memory still lives, whose energy
harmful to religion. He did not think so. The whether it be true or no. We a1sert the right to still survives, whose martyrdom we honor, and whose
church was a plundering church, and wanted to seize think, and to tell openly and clearly all we can of marble prel!lentment we hope ere long to see challenging the Vatican with the promise of the Freeheaven, but if God was the god of the honest it what it is we think, and how we think it.
would not get it. The church consecrated the ground
We affirm that in ne country ought thought on thought victories which the twentieth century shall
so that heaven might know which were the saints, matter!! of religion to be hindered by penal laws. We bring to crown the nineteenth century effort and to
and sent abroad chaplains to guard the flock. He declare that in every country religioUI!I disabilities redeem the sixteenth century shame.
was in favor of !!eparation, so that all might be equal should be swept away. We do not want to train
In France it was in the seventeenth and eighteenth
in the eye of the law, and, if heaven regarded privi- our children while babiel!l !!o that they must grow into centuries that the struggle Wal!l most fierce, and for
leges, in the eye of heaven. He objected to the con- the assailantl!l of any creed, but we reful!le to allow some time least fruitful. The mass of the people
nection of church and state because if the Christian the priel!lt to twiRt and distort the infant· mind with fed too little to think much, and the work of the
religion was to exist it should exist without privi- creed and fear. We would have children'l!l education encyclopedist was as that of the sower on the rock
lege, and the prayer of every one should have an limited to science, leaving each unfettered to build so far as concerned the great mass of the nation.
equal chance of being heard.
his theory or ch.oose his creed as brain-l!ltrength But the men who were imprisonGd and whose books
Mr. Bradlaugh had not meant to speak, but was comes with growth. We have no desire to prevent were burned during the Reg~ncy and in the reign of
tempted to do so by Dr. Schlager's speech. The or punish any religion by Jaw. We would ha-ve all Louis XV. made possible the~ ore general intellectseparation of church and state would, as Dr. Schla- religions, like all sciences, on equal terms, the reward ual array of this century. Fewer giants, perhaps,
ger said, be a revolution, but he did not think it being in the future to the greatest discoverer of new but more men. The fire which burned Vanini in the
would mean civil war. Separation, in a country truths, not as it has been in the past, to· the mol!lt ob- beginning of the seventeenth century is quenched for
where there were free platform, free speech, would stinate upholder of ancient delusions. We claim the ever; and, though the priestly hatred against Volbe a revolution, but a revolution of bram and not of same equality of citjzenl!lhip for profe!!sors of belief, taire still live!!, the wit they fear, and hate because
body, of mental, not physical, force. The struggle unbelief, and dil!lbelief.
But if special honor is they fear, has been fruitful mother of freer thought
of the middle ages was between Guelf and Ghibel- claimed for any, then heresy l!lhould have it as tru- in France.
.
line, between pope and emperor, not between church eet servitor of human kind. We here all claim to be
Holland and Germany have been mighty for
and state. It was the struggle of craft against phys. Freethinkers, therefore, we are no more all of one thought-leading through Europe, from Spinoza to
ical strength, and great as was its value, it was not thought than we are of one l!ltature or of one country. Kant, Fichte, and Feuerbach. In England, from
the struggle of to-day, but a struggle of brain Nor do we make any claim that we, or any other Hobbes to Mill, a grand march of great thinkers.
against brute force. We owed much to Germany, thinkers, know all. that can be known. We stand on But it is not alone of the great thinkers we have here
much to the people who stand as the philosophers of the great ocean of the unknown, each mental eye to take account; it is of the village orator, the local
the world. But we also owed much to France, to seeing different shades of color on itl!l waves, each pamphleteer, the poor and often rough-mannered deFrance, who had done, what Germany had not, made thought-diver gathering from itl!l depths truth corals fender of the right of speech and of publicetion.
free speech possible. He desired not to lessen the and pearls that others miss to grasp or cannot reach. These in turn have each and all had hard battles to
value of German endeavor, but he did desire to reIn one of the very oldest countries, but where ed- fight. Jail for themselves;_poverty and contumely
for their familes. To be "Infidel " was worse than
member and remind others how France had bled,
ucation
has been most general and most esteemed, to be a burglar. For the " sinner" there was weihow she had struggled in her revolution against aris- there heresy
has been reputed and valued instead of
tocracy and church, and desen-ed our willing hom- punished. That country is China. Prof. Douglal!l, come by the pious; he might repent. For the hereage.
Voltaire, Condorcet, not only destroyed; writing for the Society for Promoting Christian tic thinker, no mercy to be shown him. But the
they put into their works the forcs and energy which Knowledge, admits that Confucianism" has supplied poorer soldiers have left scant personal record of
gave light and life to the world. And therefore, the gmding principles of all that is. great and noble their work. This w_ork il!l best kno1Vn by the platif
C .
form and presl!l whwh they have won for our use.
acknowledging our great debt to German learning, .
m the l e of hma for more than twenty centuries." Who shall tell in each land the histories of those
German work, and German patienee, we must not Yet
there is nothing of the supernatural in the teachdeny that fr&m France came the vitality, the fire, ings of Confucius. He troubled himself much as to humbler ones who have faced hunger and mockery,
the wit, the energy, that made possible the Free- how men might live. He concerned himself not at prison and shame, to win even the grudged freedom
thought of to-day.
· h what should be their career, or if they should we enjoy to-day?
al l Wit
The evening meeting was very fully attended.
Mr. Bradlaugh was applauded often and vociferEvery inch of standing room in the house was occu- have any career, when they were no longer living.
pied, the paesway from the street was crammed, the This paradox has no place in his teachingl!l. So of oul!lly. The people rose in their seats, swung their
sidewalk was crowded, and some even ascended to another great child of thil!l Chinese race, Laotse. Of hats, waved their handkerchiefs, and shouted at the
the roof and listened through the ventilating windows. him Prof. Douglas writes: "Of a personal God Lao- top of their voices. Mr. Bradlaugh is extremely popMany also went away unable to gain admittance. Mr. tse knew nothing; and indeed a belief in such a being ular with the Freethinkers of England.
After the principal speech, Mr. Bradlaugh gave
Bradlaugh had been announced to speak in the even- would be in opposition to the whole tenor of his phiing, and that was the great attraction. He draws losophy." Yet these twain are) with Buddha, the out certificates and prizes to nearly fifty successful
students of the Science Class who hav been taught
here as Ingersoll would draw in America. His great masters of Chinese thought.
Perhaps the clearest record of heretic progres!! is by Dr. Aveling, Mrs. Besant, and the two Misses
speech is reported as follows, though he added conpreserved to us from Greece. There-almost about Bradlaugh. The students came up as their names
siderable not here given:
the very time when Buddha indelibly engraved his were called, the science or sciences in which they
name on Chinese thought-philosophy lifted its head had passed first and second class examinations were
HERESY IN ALL AGES.
in Greece, and made thought easier in all time for named, and the certificate or prize handed to each.
. At a gathering at which Freethinkers are present all the western world. There is not the time to- The ceremony was impressive and elicited much infrom many foreign countries, it is an acceptible task night to trace the history of Greek skepticism, nor terest. Dr. Aveling, Mrs. Besant, and the Misses
to endeavor to trace the progress of heresy through- to linger over the page that t.ells of the hemlock cup Bradlaugh are deserving of great praise for what
out the world.
which silenced the tongue without smothering the they are doing in teaching the practical, useful
It is somewhat wonderful that in the last quarter sayings of questioning Socrates. We must not even sciences, and in diffusing an active fondness for them
of the nineteenth century it should be possible, in -after some centuries leap-stop to pity the sore among the intelligent masses.
any civilized country, to make the heresy of any martyrdom or to admire the eloquence of the pure,
Dr. Biichner then rose to address the audience,
woman or. man matter of reproach or hindrance to the beautiful Hypatia. Temples have been built to and was received with sueh cheering and clapping
her or him. It is, indeed, to the heresy of the world these and their heretic brothers and sisters, not in as for a time made speech impossible. When silence
that all progress is due. Without the skeptical chal- marble or in granite, but in working, stirrisg, doubt- was restored the professor spoke in G.erman, and his
lenge, the firm inquiry, the examining doubt, the ing, reasoning, and truth-coining human brains.
eloqaent words were briefly interpreted by Mrs.
testing and verifying experience, there would always
It would be ungrateful to quite pass by Arabian Besant. Dr. Bti.chner said that he should not speak
have been the stagnation of ignorance, or the dete- heresy and our indebtedness to it; even though we long, as he was using a language which would probrioration and warping influence of superstition. In have not space enough to give due honor, it is to the ably be understood by few present, but he desired
old times much heresy was impossible; there was no Arab of the tenth and eleventh centuries that we to- to say how glad he was, in a crisis like the present,
general education; there could not be any popular day owe much. When learning had been trampled to see such a manifestation in favor of Freethought.
heresy. The heretics were few in number, their down throughout all Christendom it was the Arab He had not expected to find such a large gathering
brilliant mental achievements and often terrible suf- who not only gathered and preserved the mental leg- on the side of Freethought in this country, for
ferings marking them out; in the darkness of their acy of India, Italy, Greece, and Egypt, but added to although England was the land of Lyell, Huxley,
age and country, as stars stand out clearest in the it ~he. tenf_?ld interest of ~is new discovery and keen Tyndall, and Darwin, it was also the land of prejublackest night. There are roany classes of heresy. thmkmgs m every then possible branch of science.
dice and intolerance. There was too wide a gap
Religious heresy, challenging either the religion of
But our business to.-nigh~ is with heresy since real between the learned and the masses; the learned
a particular country, or assailing the very foundation heresy has been possible. ·,That is, possible for the were Freethinkers, while the unlearned were still
of all religions; political heresies and social here- many. That is, since the printing.press has been left to be Christians. Hence it is that with so
sies. In an International Freethought conference it known in Europe, and since men t8lked to men much wisdom there is also so much backwardness-

so much prejudice. Still let them hope to the end,
although the time was long and patience was
tried while progress was so slow. Truth, said Dr.
Biichner, m~st win in the end, f_or "truth is imperishable and It only needs to be discovered, not to be
defended." I repeat the thanks I offered this morning-thanks for your welcome, which has deeply
moved me. I know ~ha~ it is not myself you greet
so warmly, but the prmmple I repreeent-the principle of investigating nature honestly, witliout fear of
God or of the results that may be found. It hils
been Mid that thus to work and to apeak out fully
what is found is dangerous. It is not so. Never
yet has truth injured man; it has ever been useful
when found, never harmful. We see the victory of
Freethought, and may';it reign!
Mrs. Besant, after dwelling on the value of Freethought and on the work it has to do, concluded alii
follows: Great is our rejoicing. We bring to the
world a message different from that of the church.
Thie preaches the fall ae its message. We preach
the rising of man. Man becomes more human year
by year, each one taking part in his advancement.
They point back; we look to the future. They
speak of a dead Christ; we of the living saviors of
man. They speak of how to die; we of how to live.
Death must come, and we shall each meet it alone.
We desire to learn how by our li'Ves we may make
the world brighter, happier, more free. Our gospel
is the news that man has risen and may rise. "Paradise Lost" in the world of God; paradise found in
the world of man. For the golden age of the past,
when the gods walked with man, we substitue that
of the future, when man shall be god-like in so far
as god means good. Grown to maturity, love shall
be everywhere and knowledge the milk and meat of
all. There shall be books for the child of the very
poorest and the time and the leisure for their use.
Our brethren will go from us to many lands, leaving
with us frel'lh hope and stronger hearts. Let them
·take this message: that England is on the 1ide of
Freethought; that in .London so many hundreds of
men can gather together to bid them good speed.
They shall go hence from this federation as from the
center of the world's Freeth ought bearing a message,
not of peace where hatred lies concealed, but of love
to all, whether they think with us or not, for we are
sure that the work we are doing will make the world
at length one vast republic of brethren upon equal
grounds.
Mr. Symes was then called on, and was very
warmly greeted.
Dr. Edward Aveling said that that meeting was
a magnificent ending to a magnificent day. After
the day's hard international work there was the
evening's international rejoicing. What religion
had failed to do Freethought should succeed in. On
that platform were representatives of art, of science,
of business, and of politics. For art they had music
dear to Freethought, as well as graver studies. We
had fighting to do, good hard-hitting fighting, such
as that of his friend Symes. Men, women, and children all came to rejoice in the work that was being
done. Science was represented there by one of her
worthiest sons, a man who stood in the front rank of
scientific men, but was not ashamed to come there
and preside over a Freethought Conference. Knowledge was our strength; let it be with us guiding,
leading, teaching, a living presence in our homes,
purifying, and blessing all.
FOURTH SITTING, MONDAY, 11 A.M.
A delegates' meeting was held in the Minor Hall.
The Congress turned to its work-the adjourned
discussion on the place of meeting for the next Conference. A long discussion followed, in which Dr.
Schlager, Dr. Biichner, Dr. Aveling, MM. d'Ablaing,
Brad laugh, Jones, Frowein, Symes, Vancaubergb,
and Mrs. Besant took part. Frankfort, Paris, and
Amsterdam were put to the vote, which was taken
by ballot. Result: Paris, with permission to go to
Ameterdam if difficulties arose as to Paris. The
date was then discussed, and the first half of September, 1882, was chosen. It was further decided
that the Congress should sit for three days, and the
Council of 1882 was instructed to make inquiries
about towns willing to receive the Congress in 1883,
and to report to the next Congress.
The Council was instructed to send letters in the
name of the Congress to Italy and Switzerland, inviting the cooperation of the now scattered Freethinkers of those countries, and asking them to
group t)lemselves into societies and elect delegates
to the General Council for 1882 before January 1st.
Dr. Edward B. Aveling was then called on to read
the report from Canada, which he did.
l then read the following brief paper, by T.
B. Wakeman, Treasurer of the National Liberal
League:
The preceding report of our able and devoted secretary leads to two or three reflections which, under
the light of our experience, ought to be submitted
to Liberals at home and abroad:
1. That Liberalism is "in the air" and will appear
from time to time in forms, shapes, persons, and
places the most unexpected. Indeed, the general
fact of the progress of the world makes their appearances inevitable. The Liberals are those who have

become free, that is, emancipated from theology. The first thing to remember was the origin of man,
~he ~acts and laws of civilization compel this eman- the ages during which man has existed upon the
mpatwn more and more.
earth. Here our knowledge is chiefly due to English
2. Shall this process of progress and enlighten, thinkers; I need only mention Sir Charles Lyell.
ment b~ the ~esult of blind facts, forcing events and These have shown us that man is no new-comer on
revoluti_ons hke the broken and damned-up ice in a the earth, but is an old inhabitant. All the stories
mo?-~tam gorge, or shall the process of progress be and traditions we have about him are, as to time,
a~timpated by a wise prevision and provision, that comparatively modern. We have not to do with
Will open the minds of men to the inevitable and thousands, but with hundreds of thousands, of years.
make the rise and flow in the river of time and evo- Of thie vast space of time, ere man reached the idea
lution peaceful, healthy, and natural?
of spirit, we have no record. All that we can be sure
3. This wise prevision and preparation can only be of is that his thoughts were not a gift from heaven,
had by the wise and prudent spreading of Liberal, but were the outcome of long, long generations of
scientific, and humane views among the people. To toil and of discovery, doubtful and confused. We
do this two things are necessary: (1) Careers for in- cannot see far back, but we can see man in his helpdi_viduals; (2) qrgani~ati<?n. That i_s to say, Liber- lessness, surrounded by the vast and irresistible
ahsm must furnish a hvehhood for Its best teachers powere of nature. They were so far greater than
and exponent!'!. The success of a cause that can far- himself that he deemed them supernatural, and
nish euch careers is assured. The cause that cannot called these powers l'lupernatural beings, gods.
do· it must remain suspended like vapor," in the air," Here is the origin of the gods. Of all these natural
giving freshet!'! here and lightning there under the forces and changes, one change, which happened
blind propulsion of revolutionary events. The revo- day after day, made the deepest impression. It was
lution, if it is understood, organized, and manned, is the change of light into rlarkness, of darkness into
gradual and safe; it is but another name for the light. The stars in the heaven above, the sun, the
growth and progress of man. But man cannot ad- moon, were all mysterious; life flowed from them,
vance physically, morally, socially, and politically all good came of them, and these heavenly influences
without limbs and organ!!.
were called divine. They were dressed up into _gods
4. Back of these leaders, teachers, and editors there --good gods. But in the night man was defenseless;
must lie organizations, intelligent, trusting, cooper- he felt menaced by something at once terrible and
ative, influential. The National Liberal League is strong. The night was alive to him, and perilous,
one of these; it must be largely extended, and others and the darkness was full of spirits, evil and harmmust take up its work and aid in its efforts for eman- ful. So spirits of light and darkness became spirits
cipation, education, and social development; and, of good and evil. It was worthy remark that the
·a hove all, aid in the defense of liberty against en- adoration of demons-devils, we call them-was
croachment of both church and state, by eecuring. the more widespread and more earnest than the adoracomplete and permanent separation of both.
tion of the good It would lead me too far to enter
5. The last consideration is that no Liberal can into full particulars, but I do not think, with ¥.
really be one until and unless he hal'l an earnest de- d'Ablaing, that fetichism preceded light-worship; I
sire to have others enjoy the blessed emancipation think that sabaism is the earlier. Fetichism is a
. from the horrors, dogmas, dreams, and despotisms of form of the fear of nature, the symbols imaging the
theology from which he has escaped. He knows thought of fear. In any case, the solar worship is
that this escape must be commonly a slow growth, the widest spread of all creeds, and has most influnot without the doubts and fears which always attend enced civilization; everywhere we find its symbols,
growth and progress. But he knows the joyous in Germany, in France, in all lands, and these symhealth and liberty beyond; and he longs to see all bols are easy to be recognized. Reverence for_ the
enjoy this blessed light. He knows, too, that only sun and light precedes worship of earthly bodies.
by that light can the progress of the world be other Reverence for animals depends also on the relation
than a blind and dangerous groping and stumbling of the animals to man, whether useful or harmfuL
in the. dark. It is evidently, therefore, the duty of The fear of the end of life made life a ceaseless
every Liberal to secure his own life, family, ai:J.d pay- wrestling. A _great philosopher had said that death
ing business upon the moet successful and permanent was the reason of all philosophy, and it is the reason
basis possible, from the point of view of worldly suc- also of theology, which is a philosophy although a
cess; and then, to use of his means reasonably, and bad one. Let us remember, in studying such a subin proportion to his means, for the wise support of ject as this, that as far as our science may have gore,
the organization, and the men who only can make there remain very many gaps in it which we as yet
Liberalism a beneficial power upon earth.
are unable to fill, many limits which we a~·e as yet
These reflections are forced upon us by the fact unable to overpass. These gaps daily become smallthat Liberaleso often take a pride in despising money er, and perhaps some day shall be known the whole
and position, as so much filthy lucre and hypocrisy. chain of existence, the natural order of the world,
If sought for themeelves, this is true. If eought as so that none l'lhall be able to shut his eyes to the
a power for good, it i"l the reverse of the truth. Un- great heritage of knowledge. God-belief shall then
less the genius of Voltaire had been eeconded hy his be destroyed by nature-knowledge. Reverence for
wealth, he could never have lifted Europe out of the man shall replace reverence for God. " Long enough
dark ages. Honestly, honorably, industriously, there- have we believed; we desire at length to know."
fore, "put money in thy purse," for money is the Ignorance .ia slavery; freedom from all slavery, repower that propels the world forward in her orbit of ligious, political, social, depends upon knowledge.
progress. Each must learn and be able to contribute The root of social and political slavery is in religious slavery; the chain of religion broken, all chains
to that power. T. B. WAKEMAN, Treas. N. L. L,
fall to pieces; win freedom from religion,, and polit93 Nassau street, New York.
M. Le Lubez formally reported the principles and ical freedom is yours. What are all the great forces
work of the Union Democratique de .Propagande in comparison with thought P The Roformation was
Anti-clericale, of Paris, and expressed a hope that all the result of thought, and mark the changes, political and social, which resulted from it. Treasure,
the French groups would unite.
Mr. Holyoake asked whether Socialists were ex- then, freedom of the mind, above all else. I believe
cluded from the Federation. He was referred to that our work will grow; it is small now, but all
the rules which forbade any interference with the things have small beginnings. I hope and I trust in
autonomy of any affiliated society, and informed that the future. It has been said that "Few men think,
any meinber of the Federation might hold any but all will have opinions." Hence the slow progress
views be or she pleased on a11y subject outside Free- of ideas. The power of religion depends on its givthought, but might not introduce them into the ing certainty without thought; things will progress
as man doubts and questions. Men will begin to
meetings or aims of the Federat.ion.
strive for happiness here instead of hereafter.
FIFTH SITTING, MONDAY 8 P. M.
Hence the fear with which the unduly rich and powWhen the president had taken the chair a congrat- erful regard Freethought; they know that when men
ulatory telegram was read by the secretary from Dr. once think they will no longer remain contented in
Hitchman, president of the Anthropological Society, their misery, but will do away with inequality a~d
Liverpool. Dr. Edward B. Aveling was then called injustice, and insist that each shall have a share m
on to open the discussion on "The Light Thrown by the happiness of the world. Let us throw our gaze
Modern Science on the Origin of ]{eligious Ideas onward into the future. The sunshine of that future
among Mankind." He read a very valuable paper. we may not share, but let us comfort ourselves with
M. d'Ablaing van Giessenburgh read a most ,ad- the thought that life has a nobler mission for us than
mirable paper.
enjoyment; "life is not only to be enjoyed, it is an
Dr. Hartogh Heys van Zonteveen then read a endless battle." In that battle each of us is a solpaper on the "Ori_gin of Religious Ideas from the dier, and let each thinker take this as my good-night.
Point of View of Evolution."
lTO BE CONTINUED.)
Dr. Biichner, in spite of the speeches already delivered on the important question before them, desired to add a few words in conclusion. He did not
A •rrinity of Lithographs.
think that the subject was well chosen, because sciWe hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
ence did not yet throw much light on the absolute
origin of religious ideas. This was not yet possible, three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
for we had here no certain knowledge. We had Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
many theories, many hypotheses; but the fact that are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
opinions were so unusually various showed that around them-which can be procured from picturethere was much uncertainty. Let us admit, then, frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
that as yet we were not in a position to give a certain to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
answer as to the origin, and let us consider what by mail at the following prices: D. M. Bennett and
light could be thrown' by science on religious ideas. R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Paine, $1.
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~citntifilf..

him. He connects them together by the succession methods of looking at and const.l'uing the world and
and order of his sensations. The changes which are man's conceptions concerning it.
conceived of as following each other, that is, as suoBy way of illustration and contrast, the prepondercessive, gave to mankind the notion of time, the re. ance and influence of each of the!Je methods might
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
lation of co-existence and of order gave them the be followed as a useful lesson in the histories of
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific notion of space. The other changes of sensation, by nations, peoples, races, and epoch!! of time, as well as
Gospels.
ob!lervation associated with phenomena, have given in individuals.
TWO LEQTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL OLUR all of the secondary and even all of the primary
The saying that" every person is born a Platonist
qualities or attributes of matter, from color, taste, or an Aristotlean" is merely to say that by tempera.
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
and weight, down to the first qualities of size, form, ment every one is inclined to the subjective or to the
LECTURE I.
and resistance.
objective view of things. So in estimating races
Thus the human race, in its progress upward to and peoplea,their tendency in this regard is often the
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
its present condition, has, by its experience and key to their lot and fate on earth. The Hindoos and
From this last discovery follows our next or fourth heredity, weven together the Cosmos from phenom- the Romans, for example, were both Aryans and
harmony, that is,
- ena, and has hung it between itself and the Infinite. polytheists. The former produced and were summed
rv.-THAT THE NEW woRLD AND cosMos IS THE FOUN- The Cosmos is man's creation painted by his life and up in Brahma and Buddha, the latter in Cresar and
DATION OF A NEW, AS THE UNIVll:RSE WAS THE his own sensations on the hither side of the Infinite, the Empire. The Greeks furnish illustrations of both
FOUNDATION OF THE OLD, FAITR.
hiding it from us forever. Or, in other words, it is tendencies. Indeed so well balanced were they as a
It is the earth that revolves, and not the infinite the survival in the human organization and brain of people that neither of these views permanently dom.
starry space. Upon this bottom fact all are agreed the experiences and triumphs of the strong of our inated. But neither their philosophers nor states
race in their battle of life.
could ever agree and combine. Could they have
now except the savages.
We shall doubtless be told that this relative view been united under one firm, objective, Roman govThe sun is the light and life-giving center of the
planets, and it and they move with almost incalcula- of the world is about as old as philosophy itself. ernment-some long-lived Alexander-they would
ble speed in our infinity, of which motion as a whole And we strike out many quotations which we had probably have conquered the world. Rome would
is unthinkable. The "universe" and its creating God gathered from sages old and new to that effect. But have been impossible, and civilization have bad a
have vanished like a theater 11pectacle after the play let it be remembered that in these and many similar different and perhaps a better history.
Throughout history the subjeotiTe view appears as
is over. In their place appears the Cosmos, and he- instances science hal! come forward and has given a
yond it the Infinite. This fact turns a new leaf in deep and exact meaning to old guesses, surmises, and the mother or nurse of anthropomorphism and all
the history of human existence-turns from the old opinions that their authors, ~:~s is evident from the "religions." But from thence, too, the fine arts have
to the new. Strauss, in his invaluable work, "The context, never in any scientific sense understood. sprung, whence the ideals which dictate to the obOld and theN ew Faith," has presented this change Yet nothing is pleasanter than to complete and ap- jective activities for what they- shall labor, and how
so fully that we need not pursue it further. The preciate the old wisdom by the light of the newer they shall modify the world m order to subject it to
knowledge. To sum up we may say that it follows man's use and enjoyment.
Cosmos is a Greek word (kosmos) meaning order, from
this law of relativity:
thence beauty of order, thence ornament; or, as the
1. That human knowledge is only of the Cosmos These two ways of looking at things make, therepoet says it,
and of Man, and of Man's conceptions as to the In- fore, the two grand continents of knowledge, and are
finite.
as unavoidable and therefore as old as thought itself.
"The starry treasures with which the A.U adorns itself."
2. That the Cosmos is, in its ultimate analysis, a In the childhood of the race, as of each child now,
It describes the world as it is knowable to man. We human or subjective synthe!!i!l only; that ill, man the subjective method was predominant and unreguknow it as the earth, the solar system, and all the know!l only man'!! world.
lated. The world was alive to man and a part of
!!tars, constellations, and depths of !!pace which come
3. That truth is not a thing nor an entity, nor an himself. Gradually the objective gained strength
within human ken. The telescope and our thought in!!piration nor a revelation from any divinity, but is and blocked out science after science. Finally, as
reTeal this Cosmos, this ornament of the Infinite, man's method of looking at thing!! and fact!!
that we have seen, the triumph of objective science
:floating in infinite space, which by the law of relation hie thoughts may agree with them. It i!l the110corre- brought the eubjective method under the scientific
cannot be thought of but a!l an extension of it. We spondence of thought!! with thing!!.
light that point!! out its true object and its human
cannot escape the conclusion that this Infinite is the
character and te11t of truth. Thus it is at last re4
.
That
all
theologiel!,
universologies,
and
ontoloindefinite extension of matter, and of its changes and gies of every kind and de!lcription what!loever, have deemed from the fog in which theology and metamotions which we call forces. From the positions become obsolete. As mankind become!! enlightened phy11ics have enveloped it for thousand!! of years.
of matter we have the idea of space, and from its they will gradually and gladly bury them among the
The world, con11idered as man's world and in relachanges the idea of time.
mythologies. That they may become valuable as tion to him, is subjective; considered independent of
The same laws of thought that compelled our poetic and illustrative material from the repository of hi~, a~ simply observed by him, and no more, it is
fathers to think the revolving universe to be finite
the past history of our race we would be the first to .obJective.
and limited compels us, under these new fact8, to admit and to show by use, but they can no longer be
Lucretius, Shakspere, Goethe are objective poets.
conceive the immensity of the starry spaces and their
Dante, Milton, Byron, Wordsworth, Shelley, Victor
a part of verifiable knowledge called science.
contents to be but the fringe or hither side of the
We have already seen how the new astronemy led Hugo are far more eubjective in tendency and reInfinite. Imagination as well as thought and inquiry
is needed to give meaning to these two words, Cos- to the modern idea of the Cosmos; how that idea suits.
But passingjthe poets, we find that the reconciliamos and Infinite. Let such work!! as Proctor'• " Ex- led to the doctrin of the relativity of human knowlpanse of Heaven," "Our Place in the Infinities," or edge; and that from thence the Subjective Synthesis tion of these rever11ible view!! of the world has been
Flammarion's essay on the "Distance of the Stars," is an inevitable conclusion. Thie brings us to the the crucial test of all philosophies and the torment
of all philosophers ancient and modern. Does the
suggest the truths and the feeling!! which no words next, the sixth harmony, viz.,
VI.-SCIENCE
MUST
BE
DISTINGUISHED
BETWEEN
ITS
world
exist a!l anything more than a mode of man's
or figure!! can ever fully convey. Such phrases a!l
OBJECTIVE AND SUBJECTIVE ASPECTS.
senliation ? Has it any order or sense except as
the "intoxication" or "persecution" or "heartache"
This is the first and all-important division of related to man? Was it not created for him?
of the Infinite will then have some meaning. The
But reversely, is not man merely the product of the
" God-intoxication" of the "Atheist" Spinoza will human knowledge, in regard to which much confuworld? Would it not crush the whole human race
become full of meaning. Yet, as Emerson remind!! us, sion continues.
It amounts to this: that while all of human as soon as a swarm of flies? Is not man an insigmeditation upon the Immense and the Infinite is the
medicine, not the food of the soul. Before it human knowledge is confessedly but a subjective synthesis; nificant atom in its infinity?
Both views have a truth represented by great
pride, selfishness, and "immortality" may indeed be that is, a human reading and understanding made up
humbled. But to !lome, to whom such meditation of man's sensations, thoughts, and feelings, yet it is names. Subjective theology appeals, for instance, to
has become habitual, it is like gazing over a precipice found that some of these correspond to what we call Plato, Plotinus, Augustine, Leibnitz, Wolf, Hegel, and
until awe changes to the desire to vanish into the an external world -conceived of as outside of-that Cousin; the objective science to Democritus, Epicurus,
Aristotle, Descartes, Bacon, and Humboldt. SociolAll. The light as well as the shadow of Nirvana is, as placed over against or objective to-man.
Other sensations, thoughts, and feelings that do ogy, the science of collective man; and psychology,
dazzles and blurs, and so hides the actual world from
us. How safe and true the poet's monition to seek not correspond to any external order or world re- the science of individual man, could only bring this
the Infinite only in and through the Finite ! The main in, or related to, man as the subject, and are philo!!ophiG conflict of the agee to a clo!!e. They do
finite world, or co!lmos, is our shield to defend us called subjective or purely human. And thus gener- it, as we .may see more clearly hereafter, by showing
from the Infinite. And the inner side of that shield, ally the aspect of Science or Philosophy which relates that the unity of these two views is in man himself
ornamented so beautifully, is it aught but our own to the external world is called the objective aspect, as the center of All. The two aspects are simply the
painting? The answer to this question brings us to while that which relates to man and his conceptions two modes of his own reading of his world. When
and uses is called the subjective aspect. There are he reads out from him it is subjective as if the world
the nextthus two very different an4 vel"y important ways in were but an extension of himself for himself. When
v .-THE FIFTH HARMONY OF SCIENCE; THE SCIENTIFIC which the world is viewed. When considered as he reads in towards him it is objective, and he is conASSURANCE OF THE RELATIVITY OF ALL HUMAN external
· to and independent of man it is called ob- SI'd eredb u t a part of I"t an d I"ts pro d uc t . Th us M an IS
.
KNOWLEDGE.
jective, and is quite a different world from that the only solution of his world. He is the keystone·
This is but the Copernican discovery repeated in which appears under the subjective aspect. Under of the arch of the sciences with its two sides
the mind. The Infinite can no longer be in any way the latter it is considered chiefly (1) as merely the which are the inevitabl~ extensions of his objective
a knowable person or personality. It is without re- extension of man's sensations as a part of himself, sight and subjective feelings.
lation, unconditioned and unknowable. Those who or (2) in its relations to him and his needs, uses, and
As a summary, then, we say:
wish to see that the highest intellects can make no feelings.
The objective world is considered as the non-ego,
more out of it can follow the investigation through
.The external world is considered objectively as the non-human, physical, material world of matter
the pages of Locke, Berkley, Hume, Kant, Sir Wm. extending from the Infinite through the Cosmos in and motion, which mankind conceives as moving in
Hamilton, Mansel, Huxley, Spencer, and Fiske. All to Man, who appears only as a product of it, though mass or molecules according to laws which they can
human speculation as to the Infinite, the Absolute, he may be its crown and conscious :flower.
learn and so know as the true. The word tl'lie is the
The subjective world is the reverse of the object- test that crystallizes the objective world into science.
the Unconditioned, the Eternal, the Unrelated, the
Unknowable, the Incognizible, may be expressed by ive, and extends from Man, and as if a part of him
The subjefJtive is the world of man, of the ego, and
placing .an interrogation mark within the circle of or in relation_to him, out through the Cosmos to the the human uses thereunto attached, or regarded as
of Eternity. The wiser people are, the more content Infinite.
belonging, in order to subserve human welfare.
they become to leave the question there. The AgThe objective aspect gives only the pure, cold, Science, let it be remarked and remembered, has renostic position is the only one that science approves. scientific, !impartial question, Is it true'! That is, duced the subjective world and its clouds and chaotic;
But as to the inner side of the shield, the Cosmos what of our ideas or conceptions are verified, that is speculations to order by placing the word "good"
itself, what do and what can we know? The proved to be true by reason of their agreement with as the test, polar star, and crystallizing center l:ly and
answer is that we do and can only know it as it ap- the objective order considered as external to man.'
in which its notions are all judged and saved as usepears to us, that is, as phenonena (from Greek pheThe test under the subjective aspect is the ques- ful, or are else rejected. This test gives to the ideal
nomenon, an appearance, from phainornai, I appear). tion, Is it good? Is it a part of man, tending to his world, the spiritual world of emotion an~ i~agination,
In o~er words, the external world or the. total mass use, advantage, and glory? These distinctions may a ~et~od and a character. almost as sc~ent_Ific as the
of thmgs 3:bout m~n are ki:owable to lnm only as seem simple now, but the history of philosophy is the ob)~CLIVe .wo~ld of sensati~n, upon whwh It depends.
modes of his sensatwn, that Is, only as they appear to story of the contention and conflict of these two j I he obJeCtive looks at thmgs as they are, the :REAL.
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The subjective' looks or regards things as they Oornmercfal of, I think, Monday, 4th of April, 1881.' One of the most important results of the advance
In that dtscourse a stranger to our country and his- of science is the growing belief in what is callfd the
The one tells us what is true.
tory. would never doubt-never~that slavery was unity of nature, or that the same laws regulate all
The other what is good.
abolished solely by the church and priesthood, and known things. Itisfound that as far as we know the
But what is the origin, nature, and extent of hu- could hav been done much sooner but for the pro- same physical laws control all the planets and stars
man knowledge? That the uext harmony will fane and impertinent interference in the work of as well ·as our earth, and upon our world we find a
shoW US.
(TO BE CONTINUED.]
"Garri~on, Wendell Phillips; and the motley party- few well-defined laws regulating all things.
There
embracmg all the fanaticism of that time-who fol- is but one law for reproduction, and but one law of
A Letter from Par1rer Pillsbury.
lowed t~em."
nutrition, modified to suit all living things in tqe difJudgmg the whole body by this one specimen, erent positions they occupy in the scale of develTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : Lately there died in Worcester, Maes., Mr. Stephen S. Boynton, Mr. Fostor should h!tV added to this title opment. To point to later discoveries, I could refer
Foster, one of the most eminent of the Garrisonian the word "liars," and thus let it tell the whole story, to the last discoveries upon atoms and molecules.
Now there is another law which we find evabolitionists. Intimate acq_,uaintance and associa- ''!'he Brotherhood of Thieves and Liars; or, a True
erywhere on this earth. It is that wherever a retion with him in various enterprises of reform and Prcture of the 4merican Church and Clerg_~."
And I somettmes am compelled to believe that suit is to be attained there is a controling mind to
progress-temperance, peace, antislavery, and woman's equal rights, the principal-for a period of forty ~he :word "liars" should be retained, even were the direct the sufficient 'a~entl'l. Thus animals hav a
.
.
mind to direct their sight., hearing, and physical
years enables me to say that for clear mental and 'thieves " .left off. .
The persistence With whwh the clergy contmu~ to powers so as to enable them to find their food and
moral vision, courage, faithfulness, perseverance, and
deep devotion to what he believed to be for present blacken the _name an~ memory of Thomas Pame, rear their young. Men hav the same directing
and final bumau. unfolding and felicity, I bav seldom eyen. unto this hour, n;nght be one. of the most con- mind. Where it is located, no one can positivly
ymcml? proofs. of theu own do~trm ?f total deprav- tell; how it acts, we can only guess But there is
seen his equal, never his superior.
At a large memorial service, held in Worcester 1ty whiCh their wh.ole theologrc~l h.terature could within man a mind to combine together all his
soon after his burial, some facts were disclosed which produce. .And ~heir hydrophobiC .bite affects even powers to accomplish any desirable result within the
reach of the means under his control. If we extend
I think can be made appropriate, as well aR interest- our magazme Writers and authors still.
~ gave my le?ture .the other e~enin.g on Thomas our investigations to more complex efforts, such as
ing, to your columns. The occasion brought a large
congregation, Boston, Providence, New York, Dover, ?ame,, and h~d JUSt .time to COJ?Y mto It the follow- can accomplish greater results by the combined efConcord, N. H, and Concord, Mass., having repre- mg, With wh.wh I will close th1s, I fear, sufficiently forts of many men, we find the same law-there
.
.
,
.
must be a controling and directing mind to enable
sentativs. Among the principal speakers were the extended artrcle. .
I see that a writer In Scnbner 8 Monthly of last them to be successful. Thu~ the farmer in the cultiRev. Samuel May, a forty years' co-worker with FosN ovember, Joseph B. Gilder, in an article entitled; vation of his field the architect in erecting buildings
ter, Wend ell Phillips, and Lucy Stone.
An important incident in Mr. Foster's antislavery "Borden~own and the Buouapar~es," steps out of.his the merchant in his enterprises. the manufacturer i~
history was the publication of a pamphlet of seventy- way ~o [J~l~ the old slanders. agamst Thomas Pame, his factory, can succeed only as one mind, and a catwo pages, which be entitled "The Brotherhood of sneermg. him, of course, With the other vulgar, as pable one, directs the efforts of the agents employed
.
.
in the work; but those minds are not omnipotent;
Thieves; or, a True Pictul'e of the American Church Tom .Pame.
Pame owned and occupie?- a small bouse at Bor- they are circumscribed within certain laws, well deand Clergy." Its sale reached more than twenty
thousand copies, and was, you may be sure, twenty d~ntown. One day he received. a most cor?~al ~nd fined, and which cannot be broken with impunity.
Then if this law of a directing inion necessary to
thousand lightning-flashes down into the bottomless fn~ndly letter .from Ge~. ~ashi~gton. to visit him;
:whiCh let~e~ Gilder cop1es I~to !:ns art.rcle.
.
achieve results holds good, as far as we can ascerpit of slavery's abominations.
But this IS what be says m his Scnbner article: tain, in the details of this world, we are justified in
Five years before thifl work appeared another had
"Paine's favorit resort (at Bordentown) was the bar-room the belief that the same law holds good in regard to
been issued by Hon. James G. Birney, entitled,
"The American Church the Bulwark of American of the Washingto~ House; and visitors to t~at ancient hostelr_y the earth as a whole, as undoubtedly we must ac~re ~?ld that nothmg but brandy and Atheism ever passed h1s know lege both design and result. The design is the
Slavery."
.
,
. .
.
civilization of the earth, the gradual unfolding by
Judge Birney was a wealthy slave-owner in Ken- lips.
In ~crzbner 8 for February followmg IS an ans~er man of all the powers of nature, and the re~mlt is
tucky, high in social position as well as in the government, and withal a ruling elder in the Presbyte- to . this scoffing ~utrage, by .a well-known English slowly coming in sight of the barely awakened intelligence of men.
rian church, and so was certainly entitled to atten- wnter, Edward Lmton, to this purport:
•:
Forty
yea~s
ago,
I
.was
employed
to
write
a
life
of
Thom~s
If this is true it can be proved . and if we accept
tion when he spoke and wrote against slavery.
Pam e. Knowmg nothmg of the man, I was careful to examm . . . .
'
'
Becoming profoundly convinced of the exceeding everything for or against him. I was in communication with ClVIhzatw.n and p~ogress as the results sought
sinfulness and guilt of slave-holding, he brought all men who had personally known him. I found him to be 8 for by this controlmg power, we can see many rehis slaves into Ohio, emancipated them, and settled ~ypi~al Englishman-honest, courageous, constant, a lover of suits which have taken place, which cannot be exthem on free soil, where to this day some of them JUStiCe, man of the real old and New England streugth, reli"'- plained upon any evolutiv power of blind matter.
ions according to her light, magnanimous, it may be, in attackI 'll
· ·
·
liv, and always hav lived, in plenty and prosperity. ing
what seemed to him error, but at least more tolerant than
WI state two such events Withm the recollectiOn
Then he settled in Cincinnati, published his tract, his opponents,. and withal, benevolent and generous. . . . of your readers. Twenty:fiy~ y~ars .ago, slav~ry,
established an antislavery newspaper, which was Paine Wt!S neither brandy-drinker nor Atheist. Against the that great blot upon the CIVIhzatwn of the U mted
twice mobbed and his press and types thrown into ~theism, his ow~ writi~gs are sufficient evidence. Tbt·oughout States, seemed more firmly anchored than it bad ever
the Ohio river. And these were but part of the in- his works, eEpemally hts '.Age of Reason' and his' Thoughts been before· its friends were aggressiv its enemies
on a Future State,' there IS proof that, though not believing d
d
.' 11 h 1
b
d f
'
fi
dignities and outrages he and his family ~uffered at in
Christianity, noithe Bibl,, be was a steady Theist-what in . eRp.on. ent' a t e atter ope or was to con ne
the hands of the ecclesiastical "bulwarks of Ameri- those days was known as a Deist, as distinct from the Unita- Jts limits to the Southern states. .'Yhen the war
can slavery" and the reverend "Brotherhood of rian, who accepts the authority while denying the divinity of broke out, no one dreamed of abohtwn, and even
Thieves," as the American church and clergy proved Christ.
l.incoln declared that the government had no such
themselvs to be in the stunning pamphlets of Judge
"In h~ will !"aine directs that his adopted sons s?all be in- object in view. For two years the North was destructed.m thm~· duty to G?d· · · · Befm:e me Is a letter feated but from the time the Emancipation ProclaBirney and Stephen Symonds Foster.
Pame, wntten to a friend who was com!Dg to visit him
· '
·
f
I say, as the American church and clergy proved from
in which he writes tbu~:
' matwn was IRSued the fortunes o war changed, and
tbemselvs to be. For a peculiarity of both these
'''When you come to see me, you must take such fare as the freedo~ of the negroes :vas the result of the
mighty testimonies was that church and clergy both you find. I liv upon tea, milk, fruit, pies, plain dumplings, war. Was It chance? Was It the work of inanispoke entirely for themselvs; both told their own and a piece of ~eat w~en I can get it.' . : . Paine must mate matter? Or was it the well-worked-out design
stories in their own spoken, written, and printed havmade.somethmg of h1msel.t\ and hav acq~tred ~orne decency of a directing mind?
Again in 1870 it seemed as if the hope of arewords; they were not even cross-questioned, anrl of behavwr, to becom.e the fr1end of Dr: .l!rauklm, Jeff~rson,
l1a Fayette, and Washmgton, and for a time the compdmon of
. .'
'
.
they gave every word of it in their own courts and Lord
Edward Fitzgerald, living with him in the same house publ;c Ill F~ance was. entirely d~ad; Napoleon. ~II.
councils; in other word!', in their own general assem- in Paris; and to whom Lord Edward wrote under date Oct. was m the h1gbt of his power; his son, a promiSmg
blies and presbyteries; their own general and annual 30, 1792:
youth full of life. As far as the human eye could see,
conferences; their own congregational associations
"'I lodge. at the same house w.i.th my friend Mr. Paine .. W, e the Napoleon dynasty was secure upon the throne.
and- consociations; their own American boards of b:e~kfas.t, dme, and sup_ togethei' and t?e more I see him m A foolish war was the cause of its downfall and
mtenor, the more I hke and respect h1m. I cannol; express
dl
11
bl'
bl' h d'
missions, home and foreign; their own Bible and his
how kind he is to me. There is a simplicity of manners and ?-nexp~cte Y to a a repu IC was. esta . IS e up?n
tract societies, and other lesser, but not less ·impor- gootlness of heart about him, and a strength of mind which 1 Itt'! rum, raised through many difficulties, and Its
tant, utterances, repeated year after year.
never knew a man before to possess."
greatest danger, in the person of Napoleon IV., disAnd the denominations designated in the Birney
So much for the reply of Mr. Linton to the Scrib- ~ip~te~ by his unexpected death in a skirmish in an
or Foster pages were the Presbyterian, Congrega- ner-Gilder article
ms1gmficant war.
tional, Episcopal, Baptist, Methodist, Free Will BapIt may not be ~orth your crowded columns, but
It may a~l ?e chance f?r people who believe in
tist, Unitarian, and Universalist.
as it is comparativly new testimony against the bias- chance, but It I~ not. accordmp to any known laws for
Before me is a . copy of "The Brotherhood of phemies of the Christian church and pulpit, I vent- people who believe I~ natures laws.
Thieves." I wish there was a copy in every Amer- ure to transcribe and send it. The clergy had
The pe.rsonal experience of many a man or wo~an
ican household, that it might be seen whether our their say about Paine almost unchallenged for more can furmsh ma~y an example of such events, whwb
testimony against the churches and priesthood was than half a century, and the friends of truth and jus- cam;wt be explamed by any knowledg.e, and m_ust ~e
ever any worse than they bore against tbemsel vs, or tice should lose no good opportunity at refutation. attr~buted. to a lucky chance or .the gmdance ot a diwhether our title pages were not warranted by every I sometimes think, however, that a character like rectu~g mmd.
.
.
other page the books contained.
that of Paine may be demeaned and degraded when
It IS the unconsciOus behef that there can~ot be
Another of these works, of exactly the same char- we attempt to rescue it from charges made by such such res~lts as. we see every day ~round us Without
acter, was issued a few years later, entitled, "The a world as ours. For my own part, I never doubt a. controlmg mi~~ somew~ere that IS at _the foundaChurch as It Is the Forlorn Hope of Slavery."
that time or eternity will vindicate or magnify the hon of the reh~wus beh~fs of a~l n~twns and all
This was after the popular sentiment had begun ·right. And to me, time and eternity are one and ages. .~pon this m;conscwus beh~f Ignorance and
to be powerfully affected by the antislavery agita- the same.
PARKER PILLSBURY.
s~pe_rstitwn have bmlt. many a foolish structur~, desigmng men hav used It to enslave the more simple
tion, at least outside of the church and pulpit, and
souls that surround them, but science is slowly deso there was good and special reason for naming this
A Protest.
stroying their work. How much will remain when
last apooalyps, "The Forlorn Hope of Slavery."
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH S.EEKER, Sir: this work of of destruction bas been completed, no
Slavery, seeing every other refuge failing, in its
desperation, like the young aspirant to the throne of In your answer to the Rev. J. Smith upon the ark one can tell. The certainty of immortality, the
David, rushed into the sacred temple and "laid hold story, you were rather severe upon persons who be- future punishment and reward of man, th-.~ devil, the
lieve in God. It may not be more than is deserved speclal love of God for man, the omnipotence of
on the very h_orns of the altar."
My object in thus presuming on your crowded by those who not only believe in an old impossible God, the infallibility of the Bible, the morality
columns, Mr. Editor, is to say, chiefly, that just what God, but would enforce their belief upon others by founded upon the revealed word of God, all will hav
the clergy proved themscl'vs in the chattel slavery the threat of eternal damnation; but is does not to go and much more with it; but I, for one, doubt
times they are still, so far as they hav opportunity follow that there is no logical ground for a belief in that they can ever prove that all that surrounds us
a power who I!J)ntrols the destinies of men; and here has taken its present shape and form, and is
and ability.
On my desk is a printed sermon preached last without any desire to persuade any one, but as a steadily advancing to a higher and better state, unApril in Cincinnati by Rev. Dr. Boynton, of Wash- small contribution to truth-seeking, I would like to less some controling mind has the direction and is
guiding it to its final result. ALBERT Cru..V.A.MBES.
ington, and printed at full length iu the Cincinnati have you publish the following communication.

ou,qht to be, the IDEAL.
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VAN BuREN, ARK., Oct. 21, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find an order for $7
-$5 for the Round-the-World trip and the rest for the
book you wrote me about.
Yours,
J. B. NEAL.
SouTH CHAMPION, N. Y., Oct. 23, 1881.
DEAR EDITOR: Inclosed find $5 for Mr. Bennett's
Round-the-World trip. Wishing him success at home
and abroad, I remain, Yours, MRs. DAVID ANDRUS.
MT. VERNON, IND., Oct. 26, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed I hand you draft for $8 to be
applied as follows, $5 for my subscription to the
Round-the-World fund, and $3 to pay for THE TRUTH
SEEKER.
Respectfully,
A. En. HARLEM.
EuREKA.~ NEv., Oct. 19, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please 'find inclosed post-office order
for $8-three for THE TRUTH SEEKER and five for the
Round-the-World fund to be credited toN. L. Hughes,
of Eureka, and oblige,
G. L. GREEN.

PoLo, Mo., Oct. 24, 1881.
MR. BENNETT: Please find $5 for your forthcoming
books, "A Trip Around the World." I hope you
may arrive safe at home and liv many years to edit
THE TRUTH SEEKn. May health, happiness, and rosperity be the reward for your labors!
Respectfully,
W. W. SEELY.
HuDsoN, 0 .. Oct. 21, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I hav inclo11ed post-office order for
$8-$3 of it to renew my subscription to your paper,
and $5 for your book, Mr. Bennett's travels Round the
Globe.
Yours truly,
MoRRIS JoHNSON.

must hasten home' and forego the pleasure and
profit of the occasion. I e~med at Til:l!l TRUTH SEEK·
ER office after landing at New York, but on the
afternoon of my call, you, Mr. Editor, were out on a
yachting excursion, just the recreation and airing
that is good for a knight of the quill and types.
Mr. Bennett informed me of some marked improvements and benefits in favor of the patrons of THE
TRUTH SEEKER he hopes to perfect if he makes his
great journey safely and successfully. And now,
having penned all I hav the right to impose upon
your columns, I desire you to allow me to append
what I call an excellent and well-timed paper upon
the efficaciousness of prayer, which I clipped from
the columns of the Hudson (Mich.) Gatette, a live,
newsy paper in which a discussion has for some
time been carried on between the writer of the appended article, who signs himself "Liberal League,"
who wields a polished and able pen, and who is an
out-and-out Liberal of the first water, and his
antagonist in the debate, .an able minister who
signs himself ''Spectator." But I hav noticed that
others of the orthodox fraternity hav been so exercised by the truths and keen intellectual thrusts
of "Liberal League" that they hav been wrought
up to volunteer a few articles to help the hard fortune of "Spectator." Most truly,
T. S. ANDREWS.
IS PRAYER EFFICACIOUS?
" A~ain I say unto you, that if two of you shall agree on earth as
toucbmg anything that they shall ask, it shall be done for them of
my father wllich is in heaven."-Uhrist to his disciples, Matthew
xviii, 10.
"Then shall ye call upon me, and ye shall go and pray unto me,
and I will hearken unto you."-The Lord to his prophet Jqemiah,

=ix,l2.

" I cry unto thee and thou dost not hear me; I stand up and thou
regardest me not."-The experience of Job, x:xx, 20.
"The cloud so long pending over the nation has at last burst upon
om· heads; we sit, half crushed, amid the ruin it bas wrought; a
million prayers, and hopes and tears, as far as human reason sees,
were vain."-Rev. F. JJ. Pown-s.
EDITOR Gazette: When our President, Garfield, received the
PROVIDENCE, B. I., Oct. 22, 1881.
assassin's bullet, and was slowly and painfully fading away from
MR. EDITOR: Your article, "As the time slips by its effect, no people on earth COuld hav followed the above advice
we are reminded of-" reminding me of arrears, I of Christ, and the Lord through his propthet Jeremiah, more faith.
than the people of this country. Not only "two" but "millat once inclose remittance in renewal of annual sub- fully
ions" a!P'eed touching what they agked to be done for Garfield, yet
scription to THE TRUTH SEEKER, and also (though not all" were vain." How, then, shall we view these Bible promises in
previously a subscriber to the fund) a remittil.nce for their relation to the physical universe! Faith herself is blind and
the Round-the-World trip of the absent truth-seeking staggering ! Shall we still cling to her powerless arms 1 Shall we
say with Job," I cry unto thee and thou dost not bear me?" or shall
publisher.
Respectfully,
W. H. SHELDON.
we say, plainly and candidly, what science and experience teach,
that this is a practical world; that man's duty to himself is to lean
Sroux FALLS, Oct. 23, 1881.
upon himself as far as power! inherited and acquired will permit,
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find a post- and beyond that to repose with calm confidence in the unknown!
office @rder, No. 11,163, for ten dollars, dated Sioux Tears and sobs of a bereaved woman will as!uage her grief; the
spoken prayer may soothe the supplicant, but the laws of nature
Falls, Oct. 15th, in favor of D. M. Bennett, which you never
stop to hear the sigh or prayer. Their cold philosophy may
will please apply as follows: · "The Mair and Ben- seem barren to a grieved heart; but is it not better to put our lives
nett Debate," $1.50; "Origin of Species," by Charles in accord with truth and fact, if they do seem harsh to the finer
Darwin, $2.00; George Cbainey's Lectures, $1.00; feeling, than to hug the blind delusions of primitiv ages ? Natural
are universal, invariable, and unbending. They never feel the
"More Criticism on Darwin," by Huxley, $1.50; and laws
pulsations of sensativness; they never vibrate to tender emotions;
for the rest you will please enroll the name of John they never yield to human wishes or human greatness. A .well·
Limbeck, Sioux Falls, as a subscriber to Bennett's sent bullet destroy the organic structure ot the man exalted as
readily as a clown. One reason why vice and misery do not dimin·
Around-the-World fund.
'
ish in proportion to preaclling is because the natural laws are too
Yours truly,
N. S. JoHNSON.
much overlooked, and very rarely treated by minister& as having
any relation to practical conduct. Religion, to be useful, should
DENVER, CoL., Oct. 23, 1881.
be founded on them. They require obedience to themselvs, and
MR. EnrroR: Find inclosed money order !or ei~ht independent of them the moral law requires obedience to itself.
dollars, five of which is to renew my subscription to Is not thls the great lesson to be learned from the lite and death of
President Garfteld?
.
HUDSON LIBEBAL LEAGUE.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, and the other five for Bennett's
Trip Around the World. I must say I am very much
interested in Bennett's letters. It is surprising to
me how he manages to pick up so much information in just passing through a country. I presume
many of the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER will remember how conclusivly Dr. Higbee proved last
spring that Pike's Peak was a burning volcano.
Owing to sickness in my family I was for a long
time unable to reply, and it has run on until now.
I presume the doctor has learned ere this that he
was the victim of a canard. It ought to hav been
replied to long before this, as some may still be laboring under the delusion that Pike's Peak is really
a burning volcano.
.
Wishing THE TRUTH SEEKER abundant success, I am
Yours truly,
IRA A. ScoTT.

CALEDONIA., D. T., Oct. 17, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I hav watched the Round-the-World
fund ever since the fives began to come in, but it is
too small a list yet. Oh, say, Liberals, out with your
fives, and you will hav in return the best description
of Round-the-World travel you ever heard, a good
deal better than if you were going the same way.
All this you will hav for the small sum of $5. Now
it is no longer hard times. Labor is high; wages good.
Farmers get a good price for their wheat, so we hav
no excuse. Pardon me for not sending in my "V"
before for Mr. Bennett's Round-the-Word Trip, and for
the same you will put me in the altogether too short
list. To-day I got a new trial subscriber, and I
will try and get some more next time you hear from
me. Please send me Mr. Bennett's life-size lithograph. I hope Mr. Bennett will enjoy hims9lf on the
long journey and will come home all safe and sound.
Yours truly,
LEWIS MuNTER.
KIPTON, OHio, Oct. 9, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: 1\fys!$lf and wife sailed from London,
England, in the good ship Victoria on the 15th day
of September, and after an extremely rough and
really perilous voyage a part of the way, landed at
New York on the 30th ult. We left Mr. Bennett at
London, writing, and waitiqg for the Freethinkers
Congress that was to convene on September the 25th.
We were urged to stay and attend it, but felt that I

GREEN's LECTURE TRIP.
NASHVILLE, Oct. 21, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: This beautiful autumnal day I am
enjoying the home and hospitality of one of your
subscribers, Lemuel Smith, of this town, an intelligent, worthy man, who, with his Liberal and good
wife, are respected by all who know them; and any
one traveling through the country will learn this
fact-that the Freethinkers in every place are the
very best part of the community. And, as an orthodox
person once said to me, "Of course, Infidels hav to
be honest, for they hav nothing else to depend
upon," and it would be well for some orthodox people if they depended more than they do on honesty
and less on the "blood or the lam b."
In this village they hav a Liberal association
known as the Nashville Association of Spiritualist~
and Liberalists. In this state the Liberal state association is named "The Michigan Association of
Spiritualists and Liberalists." I do not like that
name, for it appears to be an implied admission that
the Spiritualists of Michigan are not Liberals, and I
don't believe that. Those whom I hav become acquainted with since I came here I find to ba decidedly Liberal.
The Liberal association of this village, I think, will
soon decide to take out a charter as an auxiliary
Liberal League. In that capacity its influence for
good will be much greater. All Liberal associations
should do so, and then be represented at the annual
congress. I speak in the Opera House in this place
this evening, and on Sunday evening next at Charlotte, some eighteen miles from here. On Sunday
evening last I had the privilege of speaking for the
association of Spiritualists and Liberals of Grand
Rapids. The Liberal society there is large and energetic, and has a very pleasant hall to meet in.
Two weeks ago the Spiritualists held a large and
enthusiastic meeting [at Grand Rapids that, on account of the ability and earnestness of its speakers,
attracted much attention in the city and vicinity. I
find the Spiritualists are nry nume.us in Michigan;
and are composed of a most respectable and intelligent body of people.
On Wednesday evening of this week I lectured in
MR,

the Court House at Hastings, 'Michigan, to a respectable audienee. What it lacked in numbers it made
up in ability, and that is the caae with Liberal audiences generally. I remember when the Watkins.
Convention was in session James Parton said to me
one afternoon while we were sitting on the platform
in the park: "Mr. Green, just look at that audience;
I am proud of it. Did you ever see so many good
heads together before ? How do you think it would
compare with an ordinary orthodo:x: gathering?"
And so it is evel'ywhere. If the orthodox party can
count the most noses, we can count the greatest
amount of brains. I found some good working Freethinkers at Hastings. For many years I hav known
George Smith, of Hastings, as one of the best workers in our cause to be found in Michigan, and I hav
bad a delightful visit with him and his family, com·
posed of his intelligent father and mother, and
brother Sam and sister Millie, all of whom are stanch
Liberalists and great admirers of THE TRUTH SEEKlJlR
and Investigator. For the benefit of some of our
young men in the Liberal ranks I will take the liberty of saying that I heard this fine-looking, intelligent girl of twenty years say, "I am not going to
get married until I come across some worthy young
man who is an out-and-out Freethinker." I hope I
hav not violated in the least the hospitalities of this
pleasant home by mentioning this very sensible observation. I found also in Hastings other live Lib·
erals, two of whose acquaintance I made, namely,
C. ll. Boner, Esq., an attorney, and Prof. J. W.
Custis, a popular temperance lecturer, who is considering the subject of taking the Liberal lecture field.
And I hope that so soon as our Liberal lecture
bureau is established we shall be able to giv all such
persons steady paying employment. Humanity
everywhere needs their labors. Liberals heretof01e
hav been so weak in numbers and hav had such a.
foe to contend with that they hav found little time
for anything but argument and discussion. But now
that we are organizing societies in all parts of the
f!ountry that with many must take the place of the
old church, we should try and find time to cultivate
music and singing for our gatherings. Mrs. Burns's
new Liberal hymn-book is a good collection, and
should be used at present at ~i-ll our gatherings; and
I wish she could be so encouraged in her good work
that she could afford to set the words in her hymnbook to popular music. Will not some Liberal person who has property send Mrs. Burns one hundred
dollars for that purpose? Then we shvuld encourage
all our good singers as well as our good speakers;
Mr. Peck added very much to the intere11t of the
Hornellsville Convention and the Chicago Congreas
by his instrumental and vocal music, and he should
be liberally encouraged in his good work. Some
people who were not entirely rid of their inherited
ort4odoxy thought some of his songs too irreverent,
and that they might grate harshly on the ears of
church people. But I think Liberals ha.v always
had to stand considerable grating. I don't know,
but it may be right some time to let. our "good"
Christian friends know how it feels,
I can't close this communication without mentioning the good that ;J, H. Burnham has done in the
state. Everywhere that I go I hear him well spoken
of. He is called " the Ingersoll of Michigan." Ever
since he left the Methodist pulpit he has been a
most faithful worker in "our Vinyard." And I learn
that for years before he left the church he was the
most popular preacher in the Methodist ranks in
this state, at one time the presiding elder of his
district. He should not only speak in Michigan,
but in every state in the Union. The members of
the New York Freethinker'!! Association will bear
me witness as to his eloquence and ability.
But the great gun that has just been fired into
the orthodox ranks is Col. Ingersoll's last article in
the November number of the North American Review,
It will sweep down regiment after regiment of the
army of superstition, and its reverberation along
their ranks will strike terror to every soldier in the
" army of Zion." And I happen to know that the
great Judge Black has surrendered. The great
"policeman " has laid down his orthodox club and
has retreated from the field of conflict. Who will
be the next champion ?
Col. Ingersoll wrote this article, I learn, immediately after his and Black's articles appeared in the
Review, and sent it to the Review for publication,
but the publishers did not wish to publish it until
Judge Black had written another reply to go with
it. They waited over one or two issues for Black's
paper, and at last told Col. Ingersoll that if Black
did not put in an appearance before the November
number was out they would publish Ingersoll's arti·
cle alone. And as Black failed to "come to time,"
they kept their word, showing that the publishers of
the Review hav some independence.
I think nothing has appeared during the last
hundred years of more value to the Liberal move·
ment than Col. Ingersoll's last article. It is worthy
of the great man who penned it.
H. L. GREEN.
LYoNs, N. Y., Oct. 22, 1881.
FRIEND MACDONALD : The lithograph of Ingersoll
received, I am very much pleased with it. 'Tis better than I had expected. Please send me the same
of D. M. Bennett, as I shall order frames for both
to-day. Every apostle of liberty should hav both.
Yours for liberty a.n.d truth,
L. J, WlliTtoox.
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what to pray for and when to prav? It seems to me
THEOLOGY ON THE DEATH OF GARFIELD.
governors of states especially ought to be posted in
MR. EDITOR : The public are taught that ministers this department of theology, so that when they set
are endov;ed with a divine afflatus that emanates apart a day for the public to pray, etc., the petitions
from the great Godhead of the universe, so that their of a whole state or states may not be thrown conteachings and statements hav far greater significance temptuously into Almighty God's waste baslret. A
than those originating elsewhere in mortal brain.
little forethought on the part of Jesus Christ in
This being true, the confused, contradictory, and classifying prayers proper and prayers improper
NEW HoLSTEIN, Wis., Oct. 24, 1881.
absurd statements· in their recent addresses and
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: By the kindness of a sermons, on the death of President Garfield, are would hav made a vast difference. It is altogether
mutual friend and subscriber of THE TRUTH SEEKER most remarkable. They undoubtedly are desperately probable, as I see it, that Almighty God centuries ago
(Cal:vin Otis is his name) I hav been a censtant but alarmed at the peculiar attitude of "Almighty God " ceased absolutely to sort the prayers of his people,
non-paying reader of your paper. I must confess it in refusing to answer their prayers, even though and yet this farce of praying and wrestling with Alis the best paper of its kind that has ever come to offered when assembled as a nation in their temples mighty God 'goes on without a limit of the divine
my notice, and one that I hav read with greater in- of worship. The people demand, or should, to know, displeasure which, like a great black cloud, overterest than any other; even the German ll'reidenker not only who is responsible for that murderous deed, shad?ws the great white throne above. It is quite
edited in Milwaukee cannot boast of one-fourth so but also why "Almighty God" has not kept his as probable that God takes as little notice and cares
much Liberalism as. is found in the pages of your promises. The speculation the clergy are compelled as little· for the fulsome and electrotyped praises and
valuable journal. You hav given every one a chance to indulge in as to why their prayers as well as other gluttonous thanksgivings of his self-constituted repfor debate in your columns, Liberals as well as or- millions of earnest souls for the life of ·President resentativs, etc., on earth as he does their prayers.
The Rev. Dr. Powers, of Washington, pastor of the
thodox, but why should I repeat that praise which Garfield were not answered, must indeed be humilievery one of your readers knows you richly deserve? ating to them, and especially to those claiming to Vermont Avenue church, of which General Garfield
I regret to say that most of the population of this hav the divine afflatus direct from the great foun- was a member, in his address over the body of the
town having come from the German Fatherland, and tain-head of divinity itself. Some, however, do not dead President in the rotunda of the Capitol, said,
not being instructed in the English language, cannot speculate, but boldly. speak as those " having au- "A million million prayers and hopes and tears, as
far as human wisdom sees, were vain." If Rev. Dr.
read your paper (with some exceptions); otherwise thority."
·
Powers is right, why ask God for anything for Christ's
the most of them are well educated, well read, and
The Rev. Dr. Van Wagener, of Niagara Falls, boldly sake, onr sake, or anybody's sake, or pray at all ex. what is best, very Liberal in their views, which may asserts that "the devil, or evil one, killed Garfield,"
cept "thy will be done" or, "we will trust in God,
account for the fact that we hav a ehurch here but and that Almighty God simply "permitted it," that
Amen?" If he will not change his plans, why conno pastor, because attendance is so very small. To good might come to the people. Of course we are to
tinually besiege him with petitions that are sure to
the contrary, we hav two fine theaters, where ama- understand that the certain good God had in. view
go into his waste basl{et? Surely Almighty God must
teur troupes play for the amusement of others and could not come in any other way than through this feel indignant at this lack of confidence in his wistheir own every Sunday night before a large attend- cruel, murderous deed. The devil, then, or evil one, dom as displayed in these dictatorial petitions.
ance. Also for the purpose of Liberal thoughts and is just as necessary and as lively to day as he was
If " prayers, as far as human wisdom sees, and
free debate there is a large Turn Hall, where we in the Garden of Eden. It seems "Almighty God" hopes and tears are all in vain,'' then Jesus Christ
often listen to German lecturers on the topics of can't run this world or this government without the ought to hav said so, and he did very wrong to
Freethought and other reforms.
aid of the devil.
promis so much in his name in answer to prayer. I
You hav sent the paper heretofore to Mr. Calvin
There was no way possible for mankind to receive cannot get rid of the suspicion that he knew better
Otis. He having gone to New York to visit some of kn.owledge except through the deTil, and to-day God all the time. If he did know better, as he must if
his friends in June last, let me hav his share in can find no other way to bestow his blessings or he was not an impostor, it was a trick equaling in
the paper. He has not returned yet, and his sub- accomplish a certain good, except by permitting the 'cuteness that of the devil in the garden of Eden. It
scription was up October 1st. So I concluded to take devil to kill G.ufield through the instrumentality of is evident he meant to outwit the devil by using the
his place, and will pay up from October 1st for one tbe villain Guiteau.
devil's own trick, and the priests, and they only, are
year, for which please find inclosed three dollars. I
With all the devil's cunning is it not singular he getting the benefit of it. If true, it is "diamond cut
do not know when friend Otis will return. When he does not discover what "Almighty God" is driving diamond," and "ever the devil comes uppermost"
does he will notify you and pr6bably renew his sub- at. and cease to work for him ? Such a peculiar from first to last. It seems to me if Almighty God
scription. He is a stanch friend of THE TRUTH partnership as God and the devil are running looks knows all things, and orders all things for the best,
SEEKER, more so to Mr. D. M. Bennett, and a bitter very curiom1, to say the least. Those minist~rs who that settles the question. If Almighty God ,created
enemy to Anthony Comstock. If I hav taken up too hav thanked "Almighty God" for prolongmg the all things, he is the a.uthor of all bad as well as all
much of your valuable time by this somewhat long suffering!! of poor Garfield undoubtedly agree that good; and if he-" orders all things," all bad deeds,
letter you will kindly excuse. I wish to become ac- the devil was permitted to use Guiteau to kill Garfield. as well as all good deeds, must be attributed to him,
quainted with you and assure you of my good wishes Guiteau himself claims he was inspired of heaven ; therefore we must be content to take the bitter with
as your true friend.
GusTAv HoBERG,
and the admission that God intended to accomplish the sweet. Millions of millions of prayers, then,
a certain good proves that Guiteau was right and whether offered by millions of priests or the comPoRTLAND, ME., Oct. 25, 1881.
that, Van Wagener being correct, the devil was just mon people, whether in Christ's n· me or any other,
MR. MACDONALD: Hrejoice to think that many of the as much inspired as Guiteau.
whether with faith or without, are, as far as "human
Liberal-minded people of New England intend meetRev. Dr. Poole, of Detroit, in this connection says, wisdom sees," absolutely in vain, and the next time
ing at Paine Hall, Boston, on the 29th of next Jan- "There are no failures with God's plans and provi- our governors, or President, set apart a day of pubuary to celebrate Thomas Paine's birthday, and at dences," therefore the fiat went forth from Almighty lic prayer, etc., let us not forget it.
the same time organize a New England Freethinkers' God that Garfield must die, and we shall as cerAgain, the Rev. Dr. Powers, to our utter amazesociety. Such a society well organized and meeting tainly receive the promised blessing; there can be ment, declares that the hand (Guiteau's) that struck
in Paine Hall once or twice a year and holding four no failure.
down the President was the enemy of the country·
or five days' meeting will, I trust, add thousands to
Let us now thank Almighty God for the devil, and the enemy of God. Now, if Guiteau was the
the Liberal army of our country. I am in for the for Guiteau, and .for t_he murder of our noble Presi- enemy of thQ country and of God it is not possible
fight and I do not intend to lay my armor down un- dent.
to reconcile this with the above, except it is just as
til I 'with other Liberal people who think for themRev. Dr. Poole also states that "answers to pray- necessaryfor Almighty God to hav Judaees, Booths,
selv~, tlrive the seventy thousand cowards from ers cannot be expected that ask a violation of known and Guiteau's as Christs, Lincolns, and Garfields.
their castles and their pulpits are cleansed and filled laws." Therefore as soon as the autopsy proved the
This being true, I feel very thankful Almighty God
by such men as Col. Ingersoll and George Chainey, wound was mortal from the first, we see how utterly did not create and order me to be the enemy of my
men who dare speak the truth and meet the truth useless it was to pray for the life God could not giv. country and of God, although, as I now see it, I
in investigating fields of battle. I remain yours for
The Rev. Dr. Groves, of Grand Rapids, tells the should feel far worse to be my country's enemy than
the truth and the right,
H. A. LAMB, M. D.
people that Garfield was providentially nominated the enemy of such a God, If it is true that Guiteau
and providentially killed, that the people might be was a Judas, and was acting in obedience to God's
WHAT IS LIBERALISM ?
chastised. This is certainly consistent, for after orders, is it not insulting his divine majesty to think
reading Almighty God's bloody dealings with the even of trying him for murder and punishing him?
LITTLE RooK, ARK., Oct. 6, 1881.
MR.· EDITOR: It has been a long time since I saw a Israelites and other nations, in the days of Moses If Guiteau was God's instrument he could not help
TRUTH SEEKER until a few days since. I am sorry to and Joshua, it is easy to believe he would employ himself; he was compelled to kill Garfield, and this
acknowledge I am still in arrears. Financial disap- such a villian as Guiteau to kill our President. at once settles forever the question of who is to
pointments bad trades, moving, sickness, doctor's Again, Rev. Dr. Groves tells us he prayed daily and blame or who is responsible for the suffering and
bills etc. ~re my excuses, and, whether satisfactory fervently for the life of Garfield, but God knows death of. President Garfield. No more is he to blame
for being the enemy of the country, and it can't be
or n~t, m'ust be accepted un'til I can get something best, and was able to do as he pleased.
Now, if God does know best, why did this reverend possible Almighty God is so ridiculously unjnst as
ahead.
I see that Liberals are still divided as to platform. doctor presume to instruct him as to what he ought to order Guiteau to be punished here or hereafter
This arises from the !!act that Liberals as a rule hav to do and tease him as he did? Again, if this rev- for obeying orders. A practical union of church and
not learned what constitutes Liberalism. Liberalism erend doctor of souls prayed amiss, or for what God state would then most certainly require a national
is not Atheism, Deism, Spiritualism, or Christianity. could not, or would not, grant, is it not plain that recognition of Almighty God's plans and orders, and
To be a Liberal you must simply be liberal regard- Almighty God does not recognize his pretensions to his instruments, the Judases, Bootts, and Guiteaus,
less of your religious, political, medical, or other being his divinely appointed mouthpiece? Or if, as would and should be dealt with tender mercy acE. A. CHAPMAN.
opinion. Christians generally are illiberal; Infidels Dr. Groves claims, he is one of the anointed, and cordingly.
can be. Liberalism means free speech, free press, he prayed as he said, it must hav been without
P. 8.-Since writing the above I hear that the Rev.
free discussion, and respect for all honest opinions. faith so much even "as a grain of mustard seed," Dr. Turnbull, of Detroit, regrets that Dr. Powers let
That is a platform all Liberals will accept in practice or J~sus Christ told a falsehood when he said noth- fall the assertion, "A million million prayers and
as a rule. Now we differ on many points. Why fall out ing shall be denied, even mountains shall tumble hopes and tears, etc., were vain." Who shall decide
about it? A resolution passed by a convention, un- into the sea, in answer to prayer.
when doctor's disagree ?
If Jesus had said, "Ye must not seek to instruct
less in conflict with platform, is no just cause for a
bolt. When in conflict with platform it is no longer God, or tease him, for 'he is a jealous God,' has
CANADA CoRNERS, MrcH, Oct. 21, 1881.
a Liberal convention, but an illiberal one. Then true plans of his own, and will not change them any
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find three dollars as
Liberals hav a right to withdraw. But a resolution more as he did for Moses & Co.," or, "he will not, a renewal for THE TRUTH SEEKER for a year. I hav
consistent with platform compromises not the char- beca1 ~se he cannot, interfere with, or suspend, nat- only been a trial subscriber, but now I think so
acter of the convention nor the character of the mi- ural law " these great reverend doctors would not much of the paper that I can't do without it. Mr.
nority vote. As there is nothing to hinder a Chris- hav to db so muuh wrestling with the "great un- Bennett's letters in the paper are very interesting.
tian from becoming a Liberal, what if our Christian known~" and the intelligent, thinking, progressiv I like very much to read them, and consider them
friends were to join us in sufficient numbers to con- people of the nineteenth country would be spared the worth the price of the paper twice over.
stitute a majority of our Le~gues and conventions, insult of beinJZ asked to believe such absolute nonYours truly,
JAMES FALCONER.
and were to pass resolutions extolling Christianity sense.
Again would it not be wise for these reverend docor the Bible would skeptics hav anything to fear or
BusHNELL, ILL., Oct. 22, 1881.
withdraw ab~ut? On the other hand, if our Chris- tors in 'order that they might be saved these humilMR.
EDITOR:
Inclosed
is three dollars for my subtian friends composed a respectable minority, and. a iati~g failures, to find out, if possi?le, just those scription to THE TRUTH SEEK:'lli.
prayers
and
petitions
Almighty
God
will
~nswer,
and
resolution was passed saying the Bible was unfit for
I am very thankful to you for sending the paper,
family reading, would we not think our Christian those he will treat with contemptuous Silence, also as my subscription had exl,)ired. Many thanks.
members small potatoes if they bolted ? What say when he is in his happiest moods, so that they (the Send it along as long as I liv.
0. P. TEITSWORT:a;
oul' Libeial !Iiends of this platform?
0. JoNllS, people) and especially the goninment may know
LIBERAL, Mo., Oct. 23, 1881.
EDITOft OF THE TIWTH SEEKER: The posters you sent
were received in due time. I posted one in Liberal
Hall, at Liberal. I hav taken a few trial subscribers
to your paper, and hope' to be able to send you still
more.
Yours truly,
JAMES H. RoBERTS.
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DISEASES!i
SAVE THE EYES AND CHRONIC
ll:mbraclng those of tile blood and Nerves, tile Diseases of
Men, the Diseases of Women and the various
HEARINC.
pllyslcal and social, leudln!J. to them are .fllaln\Y treated ~
~uses,

The sun is dying, and his fires thnt rose
Seem almost quenched and dark, as he lies

down'\

TIJr !iillak«>r Eye uud Ear Balsam

reader. The moot aclent!Jlc writer• of tile past and pre
ent ha.v all denounced the practice of medtcin as mere ex..
perlmcnt, and the thousand• who die under medica]

f~1:~lf~.n;~e~le.f'~r~~lylt~ 61,1,;t~~r';'~e~~u~~~;1h~~'t~td~~~
yeoterd~y the corrc•e of to-morrow;

the~augbln& boa, the

~~ ~t~l~Xl_ ~f&tr"i.lb~ g~N~~:eal.\~E~!:l~:\oo ~~l~~Ff~~~~~~~ ~~~igr~n~r~ 0Si?1i1 ~~~~r~~dt~~ t~e~r ~~rei
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,

the errors of dru~: treatment; and yet the people go
Hao for fifteen years proved the• be•t remedial application New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be ad- by
dressed. In Its Issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett'• TRUTH ou from decade to decate without ·ever making Inquiry
the cau1e of such a. stn.te of thlngiil.
for Failin~ Sight, Impaire1l Hearing-, Oph- SEEKHR tbus speaks of llr. !<'001'.11: and his medical publica- a.sI tolmv
now, after 1ixteen months' residence in Brooklyn,
tions: "We know him (llr. Foote) personally and lntltbalmia, and alllnl!ammatlons and affections of Eyes m~tely, and we say with all the assurance that-knowledge f~~~e~l~~~~~g 1Jl~e~~g1;a~n:!u~~~~e~~ridio~~~~hoa; ce•vues1
0
and Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the ~~f~~ ~R~~e h~f~s ~.~''t'!,e ; ;~:n~~~~~~~r~~~f~i':~d ~;:.~ and that the ·••me mean• that will cure rout will curQ
canceri the aame that will cure para.lyrais will cure ca.
eyes find an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts lmv been ~~~I~':.~c~\~[:~lo~-~~~b~~ ~f..f~t~\~u~~~~,:Ug~~~~t~.n~g,!: tarrll; the oame tllat will stay bleedlrJ! of the lung will
must
removed by it. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is de- happy, and to be better and more useful men and women. cure anchylosis. This vel'y astoundin~ stu.tement
A faint sepulchral light sterrls o'er his face,
His medical work• possess the hlfihest value, and hav been ~i.fJ~ ~~r~~~e~;~r~ ~~~tc~1 t~: ~~~~·.g~~~~ ~;§~1~~:~;s~~
1
And falls on vaee and pillar, stained brown,
ferred. Pt·ice. SO cents.
1
0
~t~~~Wfe~.a~~~br6.'l!~ ~fu~'ii'~e.!'d~~·gd6':~~ ~~nl~~u~~~ft~
Dark wteaths are carven thick, with antique
G. A.. LOJIA.;;.
mony to the grctlt benefit they hav derived from tile ph&s- ?Jn~ ~:n;g'Ji••'i~~·d·~v~~';,n t~~?" ~~~ f[.e~~en!}r.e~~c~~ri'dt
Made and sold only by
tlon.
Tllen
llow
often
Is
It
declore'l!
tbat t~e heart lo en.
~~%~~,\.~,Ygtenlc,
and
moral
lessons
wlllcll
he
llas
so
a
ly
grace,
Shakers P. ·o., N.Y.
S1tf
~~fti0 ~t~~!~~~[, ~~l~~~~~f:gt~r:it~' ~ro~~~i~tf~h~~t~u~~
By fingers now embalmed, of high renown.
cb~~"-8£~rh\'J IMll1)]fq~~e;;.~r a~e ~.~~~~~ evor-chan,ln~ coune of medicin-mercury to-day. chloral
Round porphyry and alabaster ro•es peep,
Price of the new Popular Edition, by matf.:Jostw we- hydrate to-morrow, belladonna next day, and so on, week
Lotus, and trailing myrtle" breathe and weep,
1
~~~- onlyJM!lRf~n~etrf. rlilM~1fiN~~JAN~. T- ~~ik1;{:· ~~~~ b~ia~!~· ~J l~~: ~~g~Pf:~~~~~o""ac;n:,~~~;
To shelter death, or a sweet, death-like sleep.
grave.
129 Eaot 2Stll st., New York.
Now,
to
obviate
all
tlllo
dlagnootlc
nonoense, I hav come
His limbs were massive, lialf undraped and white
to the rescue of tbcse poor Invalids, and tell them plainly
A bed of lilies at the fountain's brim;
that tllere Is but one cause for disease, and consequently
one mm\ns of cure.
His dark-blue mantle striped with golden light,
With jeweled clasp, that made the place less
ONE DISEASE ! ONE CURE I
dim,
Revealed an arm that well could wield a spear,
Is a maclllne for writing sllorthaud. It is simplicity ItTile fact being that there Is but one dlsea•e, no matter
A woman charm, and drive away her fear.
self. Is vory easily learned. Easily operated with all tile
~~~8~k!~~~l~u~~~~~~~~·oafu:,~~~!t':,"f?',n~Yd~~e~st~r~~~~ht~~
She came, an angel, hovering o'er his sleep,
fingers. Ito writing Is more legible and accurate than any cure hav been so multi piled. we now know th~ want of
And drank the breath that made her senses reel;
PRICE LIST.
r;et'teed~~ch~~~~~ff ~~~~~~~~~~ ~r~~;d~~~!
Like the rich wine that the rose f'liries steep,
oth~r system of sllorthnnd. Tlie writing of one opemtor ~;~v~~~ltl?l~iril
blooa II the life, and electricity the equalizer of all our
BILL HE A. os.-~;;'c"~\i&iftff~af ~1XJ~.s!. P-~~ :.D?: ..'1:~3
When dewy memories o'er the dark earth eteal,
forces,
sB that if we ca.n by a.ny means inruwe ma~rnet11m
One ream (480) ................. 2.50 can be readily read by anotller. Ordinary sllorthand re1
And if you sip it at the even-time
l~~~etllye .~~~arc, ~r~~~~'i1 :r~;~'gf ~x~~~~~~t~n!ecl~~tR
BILL JIEAD§.-Medlum (7xS}f. 151ines) per 100, $1.50 quires the verbatim reporter to commit to memory hun- shall only be the result of nature's Inevitable Iaw,tn•tead
You can not think of woe, or pain, or crime.
Each additional 100.............. .5<0
of
the
early
deatlls
llmld
racking
pains,
by
Five hundred .................... S.OO dreds of contractions and word-signs. Operators of tile the introduction of poisonous dru"s a.nd ouperlnduced
He muttered in his sleep, it was her name,
quack nostrums
dispensed Indiscriminately by em~rlcs and tile sclloolmen
Letter he!lds at the ~ame rJtes. Statements a.nd Note
She dared not kiss the fragJ·ant breath a way,
1
Steno&·raph use leis than one hundred contractions.
heads at same rates as small-size bill heads.
But fell, all groveling, in her beauteous shame.
r~~~fd~o~~N~1ia~ut~~ ~sa~et~l:rtede~~ i~:t~~E,~ r~~ii!;:ll
E~VELOPES.-Witll business card printed on
remedy-magnetism.
No guilt was lmking in that mournful eye,
1'he
letters
are
represented
by
dots
a.nd
spaces-nothing
tile b•ck. per 100 .................. $1.00
0
1
0
But books will cheat, and men inspired will lie.
Eacll addit!Jna!100................ .30
m~Jf~rf"orw~~~
ti"o.fi!~sl;'~t,!'ZJ~;~f~~
~~e"re g~)e! ~~ tfg~
else.
To
fit
peroons
for
sllortlland
clerks
only
half
tile
Five hundred......... . . . . ..... 2.00
structure for the poor, or frame work of horn for the
Her fond eyes drooped beneath their heavy fringe, BUSINESS CA.RDS.-(2}fxS?f) per100 .......... $ .so
Six hun- rlcll. Tile man wlio Invented ~lAss dl1 not Invent light,
Like berries brown, wbete sweep the wild bird's
Eacll additional 100............. .. .SO time required to learn tile best pllonogmplly.
~~~t ~g\~~~~~~~~~~rt's6\\'i1~· JA~~~~P8 JEt'r.:ew'J:
wings;
POSTERS.-7xll. per 100.... · · · · ................... $1.25 dred letters per minute can easily be made, wlllch Is more 'VILSON did not invent magnetlam, but only a mean&
The lattice, turning quickly on its binge,
whereby It may be accumulated and tran•fused through
u~~:
~:M than suflic,ent to equal tile speed of the moot rapid re- the animal economy of man.
So that the breeze could there its odors fiing,
WM. WILSON pretends to no oecret ao In quack nooVISITING CARDS.-50 for...................... .so
And wanton with her tissues fiuttering,
trums, but freely and proudly dilcloses to every one !l.he
porters.
Large amounts at reduced ratt s. Postage or expressage
Her dainty limbs were prisoners set free,
~!~c}g~e~{:!n\1~!~~~v;~J~~t?U6t0t~:i; ~~nin~:n~~~iE~!~ra~
prepaid by tile undersigned.
Lesson.; can be given by mnll. Teaching will not inter- tlle only question being whetller tlwy woul:fwaste tllelr
A snowy arm and alabaster knee
Liberals can greatly aid a fellow-Liberal and the cause
1
by sending their printing to me. Address,
fere with my lecturing. Let Llberali put their children ~~tfe b~dthrgo~?l o~n~~r~:b~f ~~~~~ l~~ir~g a~~e cg~E~;~~r;~
Then Joseph woke. and threw a glance on her
REUBEN DAILEY, Jeffersonville, Ind.
on scientific principles. l know only too well tbat the
Of charmed amazement, yet 'twas deathly cold;
doctors will try to crusll me for llavlnl;l dared to teach
Jj;FCa.lls for Libertl.l lectures answered at reasonable r:~is to the front In practical, secular education. Addreso
The lovely tigress from his feet did stir;
them tllelr business. This some of them hav already
done, first by inducing the internal revenue otlicers to
!\leek as a lamb, within that gloomy fold,
\V. ~·. J,l,JBIE§ON,
$66 i~~ljf. J~n~~5, ~~~l'll~s and $5 outfit
His jeweled hand, her galling chain did hold.
r~~c:O~~~~~~~~~~r:oe:~~ ~~~nf..Jt~o~~~'a\ ~~~ ~·o~f~~
Albion,
One boon alone would please her from the skies,
Mich.
3t44
~~~~r;~oj\~~~n~~g~~s~~l;~ }uiJ.~nbl~ ~~R~sl~g~g\:'t \~W.
Sadly to gaze into those calm blue eyes.
A happy thought. Let us go to Antllony Gomotocl<, ~~:et
hi n to write a letter to a large number of persons Kiven
"Is coldness virtue? Would my heart were froze!
as reference, pretend the certincates of WILSON aro
false. maltgn htm in a. circular letter, break the people'a
lily hu•hand would emb1llm me, as you see,
TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS
contldence in his goods, and thus we can close him up.
Your deities would ca~t fierce looks on me.
W dl done, says doctor number two, and the thing waa
My bosom only one wild passion knows.
done. Comstock was imposed upon, as I hav now every
reason to believe, in fact from the first I tbo~ht such
Jlan(i, Foot and Power Presses. D!f' T,'{ ork or &J.: 'Onds.
Do the calm stars read all my secret woes?
was the ca.se, and so wrote to Comstock the follow1n2' let.
Perfora.ting Die{. a s~evialty.
Thou and those silent gems can bear my moan,
ter asking for the names of the persnnw who had thus
A. \VEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL
~:tven him the informa.tiou, but those persons beiug doc.
And hear and never pity, and shine on.
E. B. STIMPSON 9 3~SpruceSt.,N.Y. \Vith sixteen lar~e Pa&"es, will be sent tors
Anthony Comstock d&re not disclose their names; it
wa.sle!t to me to ferret that out, which I hav done, and
"You say I must be patient, times will change;
confronted several of them, two ol ~hem who went to the
Cor THREE .J!ION'l'HS, postafol'e }>aid,
$72 ~u~~!f.
~-~i~:.~U~~e. costly
fore, and others who acted as stool pigeons in the matter.
The richest balm yields but a drop a day,
Here to the letter 1 wrote to Antllony Comstock:
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
And he may fall in battle, and derange
Nor steals a glance at the deep, mlld l'epose
Of Joseph, stretched upon a couch all sown
With golden work, and fiowets tons unknown,
A gOtgeous leopard sleeping at his feet,
Which, waking, loves his master's guidance
sweet.
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THE TRUTH SEEKER,
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The cruel plans of gods and coward men,
You would not take me to your cold heart then?
My madness is not womanly, replying,
And you can scorn me I Joseph, I am dying I
"Behold yon architrave, the ibis near,
Which great Osiris loves, and serpent sleep,
And quaint sweet faces turned toward the sky,
Although the heavens are brazen when we cry,
The sweet mimoso scarce can grow for fear.
And thou dost love me, but in slumber deep,
A palace is a jungle of despair,
The poison of the Iilla's fangs is there,
Or some wild passion springs to freeze my blood,
As the death-locust blooms in crimson fiood,
These golden beetles warn me soon to fiee;
They dimly shine. Joseph, !love but thee I
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"Thou darest not speak, and yet thou gavest to me
WILL!Allf WILSON,
i
A wan pink mantle, 'tis the Zerda's fur;
A scarf beset with gems of every hue,
llfEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,
Sixteen liiavioJ'!i or None.
Damascus sheen of Tyrian red and blue.
Alas, these eunuchs from their tower can see,
BY KERSEYtGRAVES.
INVENTOR
OF
THE" WILSONIA," AND LECTURER
To say how tenderly I clung to thee,
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or
ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR
One.'' Two hundred and twenty-four errors are pointed
And thou didst coldly turn with sad demur,
OF "THE TRIAL OF MEDIC IN,''" THE
out and thoroughly exposed.
And that I seized these groups of crimson dew,
LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," "MED·
0fT~~-Q~~j~tfie~f~~FE~~?e:f::at~~~f t~~~:~ f~ ~~~~o~~
And roses made of the meek opal's gleam,
ICAL FALLACIES," ETG.
examine
a.ll
of
Mr.
Perry's
witnesaes
and
authorities,
one
For saints and eunuchs lie, and falsely dream.
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"The murmuring tamarisk, the myrtle's sigh,
cross-examination not only cantradict e~ch other a.nd
46~ FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
The perfumed wtlderness would bid us !ly,
;~:~~:~~~iil~erfo~~te~~h~rr::~s•!of~nttt~o~~~-f t~tfs
To a dat·k land where birds with wings of gold
;
:
f~~t~iie~ff~ft~r!~~kJ;. rp~~~a~gphr~~:· w~~a~hg:sd~~i~~~~
Sing in the air and murmur from each bough,
but that some of his witnesses seem to turn "state's eviThe rapturous breeze hath never a breath of cold, dence" a~a.inst him and testify for Mr. fM.ravea. .And in l\IAY BE CONSULTED DAILY FROM 10 .1.. M. 1'0
No whisper save of love should there be heard,
8 P. 11., FREE OF CHARGE.
:g?i~!o~Jfh~~~lf~:, ~~rt~ra;g~~~a~;~!~or~~~ ~a~~.f~a1
Or streamlets 'neath the mango's branches low. testimony a~in&t Mr .. Penfi that Ia ahaolutely overwhelm.
A sweet aroma breathes from nooks hard by,
1n2. Prlco,
eon til, pam.;..,.l:!ie $~y bou~d·M. BENNETT.
The 11 WIL~ONIA" appliances are not mere pads or
Like cerements that wrap us when we die;
plasters, which lose their efficacy in a. few weeks, but are
A dirge-like voice I hear, a passing knell,
¥'w'ii'lN~c~lll~~~t!~Jt~~~h~~ ~~rn~¥-JileteS,1
My heart will break; sweet Joseph, fare thee
bers of the same family from time to time.
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WILLIAM WILSON'S LETTER TO COMSTOCK.
ANTHONY <ootfJ.f81s'ft'."E~Q. ~ROOKLYN, Sept.1S, 18&1.
DEAR Sm-I was surprised thlo morning to find In my
consulting rooma many of my former pa.tients, each brin~.

~fftc~1s ~n~\~~~~rll~~~~ft~~c~1f~t~~~'!'.l~\;"..~d~~PJ;e0i

copy of their replies to you. Yo.t llav evidently been Imposed upon. 1 would take It as a favor If you would &IV
me the names of the informants to whom you rerer.
They are amenable to prosecution, and it may become my
duty to Institute proceedln~~;s "lf"lnst them. It will glv me
pleasure to alrord you convlncin&' proot of my position,
and of the nature and benefit of my appliancea as a cura.
tiv agent. I believe my services fn this reepect will be
found to be such as to commend me to universal approval
as a public benefactor. lllentlon Is made In your letter In
reference to my name. Allow me to refor JOlP to the
Brooklyn direr.torJ, wl!ere you w111 find an advertiament
of mine and my name a.nd address in full.
I hav lnclooed one of my blank cllecks (not for use).
You willaee my name printed on the end. As to my having been a cabinetmaker, upon that fact I build my glory,

~o~0fh0en~~~p&cv~~~fe:ftnio~~~t ~~~s;l!tie~~~~di ~~\rt~oh~!

in contact. until to-day I stand In the proud position aq the
inventor of a system destined to overthrow tl!e!ernicioua

~~~c~A~:s ~fh~~u~g~~~rhfo~t~~fDg ~a.~~~e{~~~ctf~~df~a'

men their business. Do you not know that ali great tnvontions a.nd improvements ever emanate 1rom persons whose
walk• In life hav been totolly distinct fl'om tllo.t In wlllcll
0

8

1

~~~hr~~f~~th r~ o'f.~reer~i:~KiJOa:8r~f!o~ c~rK p~~~~?Jigu~{

revolutionize the practice of medlcln. That belnl;l the
case, hav I not cauae to ue proud of once having been a cabinetmaker? II a n•il oplltter may become a President and
our now President not being a.sbamed of having once'con.
ducted a b~rge, why shouhl William Wilson be ashamed
of having been a cabinetmaker Y
Hoping tllat you may pay a vlalt to my establishment,
and thfl're see for youraelf the result of my labor, 1 remain
Respectfully yours,
WILLlAl\f WILSON. '
P. S.-I Intend to publish all letters sent to me, being

~tfl~g~!!~!J'~1lsl:t:e~~ ~~~t ~~~ ~~~l ~~k!d!~~l:v~~. if fg~

~~o~~nJl r:[:;::tpt~' ycou;: from one of my advertismenta,
:!.Iy difficulty Is that many persons will become rotten
witll disease, will swallow medlcin enough to float a.
steamship. and rub in Ifni nents and ointments enough to
tan tile skin till It becomes like the oail of a ship; and
then, heariDi of my marvelous cures, will expect, on putting on my goods, to jump into nrlW life in two or three
months. 1'llis, in most cases, is an impusslbility, and persons governed by such expectations had better not wa.ate
their timc·m· my own in callin~ upon mo.
With respect to the names given below, a few words of
explanation should Ue given. I luLV not studied cases to
suit my purpose, but lla.v taken each one seriatim. not
knowing or caring what re]Jort may be supplied on application to the persons tllCt'ein named, lrnoW1T>g tull well
that to wear the WILSONIA Is to obtain perfect health,
0

NO.6% BROADWAY ~
NO. 1,337 BHOADW A Y, NEW YORK.
NO. 2,610 'l'HIRD AV.,

~!~~~ut!~a~ng~ ~,tccf~~= ~~~:Jnt~~~e~sc~sae~~ wB~tkft ~~vel;

has failed, a.nd never can, when the instructions given are
followed out.

I

Competent Rf<!lstantij in every store, prlv&te dressing
Now, citizens, read the letters sent to Anthony Com.
aud consulttng rooms, and ~very convenience wltl! female stock in answer to the libelous lettt'ri say, then am I not
attendants for ladies. All· our garments are tile same, no cruelly Injured lJy Anthony ComstockY Wily did he not
matter at wllat depot they may be purchased.
make Inquiry before he wrote Sl\Cil a letter Y I will glv to
--any one $5,000 tor one case where I hav ever deceiVed a.
IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS WHO HAV BEEN. single person. I alw»ys, In my pamphlets, tell persons
TPEATED RY :!.!Ellll' AL MEN AND STILL GON I wilat are my proportions of cures, and glv the names of
'l'I,NUL' 'I'O BE1 DI~L'AS~ '''D
• j persons wllo wear my goods, noL carlngwllat the persons
r .c.
,;:,""
J.J.. •
• say whom others may apply to.

I

1

0

0

sthan
~tae~ ~~P,Eb1~g \a~:i~; ~~~~~~~: ~1ft 8ci ~cir~ fOr ~g~ l
,all the drugs In America. 1t cannot be galnsayed REAlJ

I

THE l<'OLLOW1NG DESCRIPTION OF THE
that more die of drug• than from dlseaso. Tile present
"WILSONIA." GARMENl'S.
system of medlcin is a mistake und must soon glv way to
more rational msans. Thousa.nds of persons in Brooklyn ,
--and New York o.re ready to testify tllat my" WILBONlA! Electricity as a curativ agent has long been recognized
GAHMENTS" cured them &fter tile most skilful drug by the faculty. 1n fact, from the time of Galen, ttirough

~~er~t~~r~~r1l~iA~t· b:1;rdt~\~c~~,8:~~~~0d"a~! o~rag~f3!~~ i:~ifo~~~a~ft~~~~I~:rril~ ~~t~~~~fif<~~ at~~fJt:~tt~he :r~

1

every uosslble palli&tiv; even distinct charucterh;ttcs: therefore, whfie thousa.n~s of
s~~S~Jlcii~~tia~~~l:.rffe U~~~e~rsluJro~!lt!' c~:?t~ri,S~~llfoa~~~ ~'iwg~c~~~~~ i!n: d1;;~~~C~~~toi~~~t:!~l!r t1i!Sbf~~~r O~~
of great value; but in all chronic dbcases sucll aa pQ.r&ly- the schools of medicin hu.s ever prevented the introduc.
sis. rheumatism, anclJylosis, asthma, bronchitis. l!en.rt dia- tion of anything that did not correspond with the preconeaoe, gout, varlcoi!l! veins, cutarrh, spin11.l disease. locomo- ceived notions of those who glorleU in the names o! pro~ri~~tf~r~:~:~~erg,a~fie ~t0l!:~;~~~~~~s~ chronic cl!aructer {~~~~rsio~·~~ i~~~c~11R~11~ 1~fth~~~£~~~!a;J~h~~tfi:~i::~~~~
'!'he hlotory of medlc!n is one that, If read with care peuecf to awallow the abominations of our drug stores
woullliW'ik~ tirror IJJ.ti tlUI mlnda of every, tlloughtru ; tllrouglt hundredii ol yiar•, and hay 11.1 a result,Koue to aD
it is quite :ight to

us~

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOV.EMHER 5~ 188..1...
earlY grave. Tlie methods by which electricity hal been
a piled are numbered by the thousand-batteries of .-ar!.

o~s kinds, electric machines, electrie belta, electric diskl,

electric garters. electric rings, •lectrlc medals. Then we
hav had magnetrc belts In d ,zeus at designs, all Intended
to produce and maintain a current of m•gnetlom In the
blood by which process alone can the blood be continued
In a p'eriect state of circulation. Ail these appllances do
possess valuable prope-rtt~s, but the great trouble eYer
46S FUL'l'ON STREET, BROOKLYN.
present was the want of continuity on the one band, and MR. COMiiTOCK:
an absence of perfect ventilation on the other. Not only
Yours
received
to-dAY
at
about Wilson Garments.
so. but yet another want In all these was a means to keep There waa a time when Ihand
had no faith In them, but
back the electrlcftd of the body so that by a conservation when I came to put them on the GoodQ did me so much
~~~v~~~~c~ew'h~~h w~~r[£:r o~lf,~r~~~ ~g~~~~h~uffn~ good I can't but •Peal!: well at them. They ilav been a
the atmosphere. Tblsl hav succeeded In doing by encas. ~;~~?~~~.~~~:ob~~"lr~iR;rgl~s~nJ'b"; ~v~~~"tth~~nQa~~
tng my l!arments with an Impervious tissue such •• all ments, and to. day they thank God there are such Gar•
siik, gutta percha, or any other non-conductor or electric- menta. I suppose I hav had two hundred persons call to
Ity, but by preference I use gutta percba as the nest nan.
c~:,:~~;;~~e:u~~~~~Out them. I doing business
~~~:nutct:a~e~~l".~; ~~ri'.~~·g~t~gr ~~t~~e~~~:s~~~~ ~g!~ on Fulton
Qtreet, and hav been for twe~~Yi~i~~\7N'\l1t.
brought In eontlLCt where beat and moisture can ramify
between them, such impact at metals muat produce an
I was troubled with dyspe psla for a long time, b\lt I bav
electro-galvanic action. This I hav done In a variety of never had It since.
ways. By my llrot patent I used disks a! copper and zinc
attached to the magnot•, and next I placed ribbons of cop.
per and zinc with chemical call co between them to absorb
the moisture ot the body, but after many trial• I hav
proved my present method the most e1fectual means ever
~~~f1~eg ~lc~~ft~~~'i.~~.:'ln~~f~ ~~tf~:. world tor the pro.
Therefore, I am In a position to say that never in the

ser

am

g!~~rKr~~~~:d;g~~:'a'::"t~~ct~: fo~f~~1~~~"'u1;l~.~arment

heaven), one son, lf:r. Theodore eteven!l, and a.~ranaton,
Third. Are the patient! at WU!Iam Wlaon desener•
~It ~t
passe_sses and canst.ant wears a from the creat army of chronic!!!, of wh lch l!luch men &1!1
Drs Frank H. Hamllton, Agnew, Bll•s, and their like are
All of these goods hav been purchased upon intimate the "officers? Deserters from .. Ye men of hich degree "
knowLedge of tlleir curativ pro~erties. Perhaps my wan. to enllst under the h•nnerof WILBONla, the atandard of
ye ·• poor cabinet makers?"
1
~;rr~ r1~6Jfla~z.sit~~eW.Wu~~~~~ btbe':':"~~~c~:S~~~ Fourth. Has WIL80NIA cured epilepsy, progresslv Ia.
These _pn.rties have received great benefit from wearing comotory ataxia, mitral regurgitation or the heart, paralthe WILSONIA, and they regard Mr. Wm. Wilson, .. the ysis, vartcn.se veina, pro1apaus uteri, suppressed rcarlet
~f~PP~~t~~;da1s ~sg:~~e~~aan b~n~e~~~;· ea~:C:te~~n whose fever, consumption, rheumatism, pyiemla., and a.ll other
foPJ.}~~ ~·rg~e ~reat army ot medical men at fault aa to
trfeO:d:,v-J_~~~cja~~:UW:i~,~~.g~ ,\jg~t'cJrst~ergln ~~~'fin;:: what causes blood circulation, and must their wisee.&re
llton of Brooklyn, and .Professor James L. Little, M.D., of idealfe:m vanlab. as a mirage before the wand at a ,.Poor
New York.
C~';I~i:li:~~fr:'~re a few of the salient points In the !o.
For evident proof of my cure plee.se call and see me. I sue raised, and I am certain the cause of true .ecience will
will show you the dumb doctor WILSONIA that gav. me be conserved by a legi.l.l jurist in presence of the "Er·
treed om from disease of the heart, softening of the brain, mine" and
rheumatism In tile rlgilt hand and forearm, paralysis, and
a pulRe that intermitted one beat In five or seven or ten
or three, etc.
"GOD SAVE 'fHE EIGHT.''.

w;'f'Stt>Ju.each

y

D~c~~~h~·rls<>l}UxlJ~~~. t~hl~~a~T~~?~~~~ j¥~t :~~

WlLSONI.A Is to

~:et

well of every form

th~t

disease may

t:.!t~;, !~Mf!\~;' ~~:es~~~e~~tr:lli'~'t~~~~g1r6::f WJT!~::;
~~~:::'ea aha~t;'§'beJlit~Mt"~n~~r ~actt~~Yi>oJi ~~V~~
0
Gt !H~J!fil~~ ~~~m~h~fe,ri\~d~f ;/g~;~'h~e:~:~Lth~~~!
~erisb

by the law. You will be no exception-or should
1

"J~~. ~~li'tRtf.P:tr~~. ~'r Harlem, New York city.

~~~M·s1JU'-ltt~~":.J:~~\Jttt~~i!;,f,~";;J'¥~rf1~1'iy.
~{i·.lfBJl~Uftl; t!J ~!:~ \~Wt ";~~~~i~:J.:"wY~~~ke1 ~1£y.

J<'irst-Non-contact with the skin.
Second-Constancy of current untmpedeQ.
Third-Capability of beln11 washed and cleansed,
Fourth-Perfect 'ventilation, whereby tile moist vapors
of the body are ever eliminated.
This is a most Important point, and upon which I !eel

Late Chief Ninth Battalion, New York Fire Department,
now United SCates Revenue.
A. M. LEYCRAFT, East 105th street, near Lexington

!~"mg:;~~~l~ ggs·~~~.&~~~:J \\,~eAi'.fth~~~ ges~dti't'~;~r;e~~

avAi~~e.A~bi~I1¥~Ji~};T, East 106th street, near Lexington avenue, New YorK city.
R. WILLIS CONKL YN, East 106tb street, near Lexing.
ton avenue, New York city.
,
SIDNEY H. CONKLIN, ofiicer In Dr. Crosby's Society,

e1fects are produced are s!mpllc!ty ltaol?.' at the same
r~n:'inee~~~~~~~~fn~~~::!"v~~~w.:u~ byo t~~ ~~~~ct of dlsshnNoTN.-'file above points sbonlfi ge atudled by every
F.hyslc!an, and then, compared with all that ba• ~:one be·

l~retil~ ~,l~~fd~ {~ut\.a.,t~~Ta~~\'i.:~~~tf~~~f..tl:r~fti~~~~:

H~"l.'if:EJ'!Hr~li~i~tltier at House of Refut:e, New York

~.~~~u~rr~r,.n:,;;~~o·s~~b1~~~~fu! of:?.~~~~~Ifio:.ho

clj[DWAIID FITZGERALD, Stone yard foot of East l06th

and be it remembered tha.t these testimonla.la were sent

COMMODORE GARRiSON: Bowling Green.
Mr.l''RAZER, corner of Reade ot. and Broadway, New

l

H~~~'J.' DUGGAN, Undertaker, 330 Clermont ave.

September 1S, 1i81.

Mr. E. STCLAIR CLARKE, 758X Lafayette ave.
Mr. YOUNG, Artist, Bergen st., Brooklyn.

These and thousand• ot others can be referred to. Dare
a man like Com•tock mingle with such gentlemen as the
above?

Ab~~~£~?~~urs just received. contents

noted. In re.
ply will say I know notblnl! of Mr. Wll•on's antecedents,
hay- never inquired about them. His garmenta were
•poken ot to me laat winter, Wilen my adopted daughter
wa.a 1utrerini: from a. compliCll.tion of diseaaes, who had
been afck two :rear1 and more, Had b.een under the care
at Dr. Smith ot Brooklyn, who said, after attending her
for months, that it was a very ba.d case, and she constantly grew worte. I called en Mr. Wilson, saw his goods,
heard Ills 1;eotlmony, took tile garments home with me,
and my d•ught•r put them on. She has experienced
a:rea.t relief. Has just returned from the country, where
she has spent seTeral weeks. She still weara the gar.
menta, and would not be wll'lng to leave them of! for a
day. She Is not cured yet. Don't know as she ever Will
· be, but that abe Is greatly benellted I am sure. No one
would hesitate to sa.y, who ea.w her then and now, it muat
be the garments that dta her good. for she took no medic In

:~1f.r ~u,:~~fdt~~f;,;;:t vit~~il"e~tl! l 'c~':.Jf"~g~p!i'[~
them, My little iranddaughter, who was alwaya troubled
with a cougb It winter, and had catarrh very bad m&re
than ever last winter, has had no cough or catarrh slnce.
I do not believe Mr. Wll1on an impostor, but believe his
Invention has been a blessing to hundreds of sut!ering
people. Youra respectfully,
MARTHA MOXSON.

0

No, 7 BaND STREET, BROOKLYN, Sept,1S, 1331,

A~i,_!:~~-r;. ~9r..~:f~a~!f'r:g~i~ed.

I furnished Mr. Wll.
!tam Wilson with a certificate of my case. After wearing
his Maine tic Clothln~: for live montha, and beln~: nearly
cured of a loathsome catarrh of lifetime standing, with
ies wretched train of consequencelil, dyspepsia, heart;..
burn, etc. Numbers of my frieuda, people of intelligence,
haT been equ~Uy benellteddLUd, if oalled upon, wlil bear
testimony to the "WILSOJ)IIA." As to the antecedents
ot William C. Wilson, I know from Mr. Wilson that he
haa been in New York heretofore. I h~~ov repeatedly
hoard him refuse to be called _professor or doct.or._but
lnaists upon "WilUu.m Wilson, House Carpenter." .rour
moot direct means of Information would be to call at Mr.
WilBon's place of business. His room• and factory are
alwayo open to tile public for Inspection, and the most
crltlcalscrutrny Is Invited.
E. S, CHlPMAN.
BROOKLYN, September 13, 1881.

M~i.~..?~~.:_~~:fr' note. came at band In reference to the
" WILSONIA." In answer to you I may state I bav been
1n1ferlng for years with bleeding to the nose and other
trouble!, such as wea.kneBi and general debility, etc. I
called on Mr. Wilson last aummer, and stated my case to
him. He put oome of ills balta on, and, contrary to my
expectation, I be11an to feel rellef, and am now a well
man, which was a i:reat surprise to me, after having tried
enry remedy that I could get hold of. As far a• being
owlndled by 111m, I conolder he has been my benefactor,
ao far a1 restoring me to health.
I cheerfully gave him my name, hoping that It would do
1ome poor mortal place<! In the same condition I was
some iOOd.
:Respectfully•
E. 4~li\~Wse street.
September lS, 1881.

Mj;j,1;; ~~~~~~~(l~iter addressed to my wife has been
handed to me by her for answer. I would Inform you
that Mr. Wilson has had tbe full and free consent of my.
ael! and wife to use her name as reference.
Mrs. Hobb has suffered for a great many years !rom
neuralila (e!g/tteen years). On April last, when very
low I obtained tile" WILSONIA," ~~ond from the first mo.
ment of putting them on abe e::o:perlenced great benefit,
and every day gains strength; so mucb .a ls this the case,
ohe Is now able to go out and enjoy life, aometillng oile
baa been unable to do tor years previous. Ho1'1Dlil tills
w!ll satlafY )'Our Mruples regarding tile "WILSONIA,"
I remain yours respectfully,
R. :ROBB.
298 JAY STREET,
BROoi<LYN, Sept. 13, lBBl.

~i!:~~.fr ~?t~~~~f.!if·J6~Qibth

t

S
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BROOKLYN, !!eptember 1S,l881.

ca~~~~"P~:t'~ W~MN'fle~~:'~i~~~ .:i'~un.f. 1¥if';!~r;
0

~~~v !o~tl'J !h~~ !'\~~~~~l~".,:Y{ gl~~"en~'f{fl'6~ft

Garmentl, and I belfeTe with a:ood reaultl, ha.TlnK been
troubled with <1y1pep•la and lndiJ!eotlon !or many years.
In my bus!nea• relation• with Mr. Wilson I hav touud blm
s~t!Jfactory.
Very respeJ.tf~~!LlTTLEFIELD, Artist.
ANTHONY CmnnocJt, New York.

BROOJ<LYN, N.Y., September 15,1331.
ME. A. COMBTO CK:
I received a letter or inquiry and abuse combined can.
cerning a gentleman of this city (Mr. William Wllson),
purporting to hav emanated tram you, or at leaot bearing
your si~:na.ture.
·t<
0

:~:~ll~~~8'~~e~~~ ~.":c~~~eg,.~ltJlie'\r ;ri~ d~iT~~h :f":!~

conllned to my room with my eyes for three montbs, suf- A~,~~?~t;dc~?I~n~{fcl. ~~'tie, epistolary, of which the
fering !rom Ophthalmic Catarrh. I am now able to be followlnll( !s a cop,~
W .!.RREN ST,, BROOI<L YN, 9, 15, !BBl.
out In the open air. They are gett~JM~"&lf'i.f.eL'l'I&~Y· "Professor C. HATOH h>MlTll:
u MY DuR FJUEND-I inclose letter from Anthony Comstock Esq. PleBSe answer the same as you are acquainted
wttb ~ll tll'e facts. Yours truly, CLARIBEL STEVENS."
BRoaXLYN, Sept. 18,1881.
J4B• .A.. COJ4STOC!t:
'L.~:. ~~~::faf~~"o-:~onr Jetter Is addressed, wears a
Sm-In answer to your oommnntcatlon ot· yeaterdar I
tako pleaa.rela lafllrmiDI you that the oertiJloate Wllltll 1u1' tt WU..SONU.. llor two 11vllli dan&htwra (oaell 1u

Wl

what the WILSONIA ~:arments llav done outside of my
family, and I can testify that there stands not to~day a man
on earth who Is doing more ~:ood tor suf!er!ng humani'Y
tllau this same William Wilson.
You ilav oat got marble white enoull'h on which to
ca~ve his name. and to iay your hand on him in the glori..
ous work he is now performing Js to Jay the hand of the
vandal on the ark of the covenant of common sense in the
tef'.fri.e
fr~:;:."d,~ f'o~.a~t:has been mine, and I only w!sh,!f
It should be your misfortune to su1J'.er some of the llil that
poor human llesh Is Haole to, tb•t obeylnll' Injunction at
the 2Teat Maiter, he may return good for evil
clothinie

ri'f.

a

od

1

227 w. MTH "" N. Y.,l'lept. t. lBBl.
DEA:!t. DoCToR: My triend Jones, of Atlanta, certalnly
improved after wearln~your WlLSONIA.. !left the city
with blm and remained aeTeral days. A patient ot mine,
a Mr. Oatrander, m~y call on you any day for a suit. I haT
advised him to do io.
Yours, etc.,
Dr. WILDER.

WORKING WONDERS.
noticed the cures of th• u WILSONIA" garmenta, i:Ot o. aet at $103. I hav been now usine- them
COLLINSVILL~, TRX., May 9, 1881.
thirteen weeks and ilav tound ~:reat benellt. My limbs
WILSON E•Q.:
and b&Ck are greatly stt·engthened. I sleep and rest bet- WILLIAM
Inclosed
ple&ae
find
$16.
which .eend me one nerve
ter than lever did. M:r sight and bearing are greatly im- and lung invigorator. Thefor
one I ~:at is working wondera.
yroved. and I think ultlm•tely I will be cured as much as Send
some more bill•. Please forward immediately.
.•.
:R. M. KIMBRAUGH,,::.;....,
ra~eg:le~~~~ ~~::::and wei hed, when I commenced
Colllnovl!le. Grayson Co., -rex.
wearing the garments, 245 poun~s. My weight .Is consid·
erable Jesa at rrresent; my feet and le~ do not patn me
ToMBSTONE, I. T., Sept. 24, 1~81.
n);'y ~~:li:~ ~~~~~;~~~efnn:::~~i~ !n~ll:~~~grc~z;reTHE AGENT OF THE WILSONIA GARMENTS,
vent her from alee pine. I let her hav one of my piece» to TO SAN
FRANCISCO, CAL.,
lay on tho Ploce o1J'.ected, which glvs her great rellof.
DEAR Sm: I hav been wearJni' your garments for the
Such, dea.r madam, is my experience of "W !LSONIA" past
twg months, a.m stlll wearing them. and I firmly believe the.!' ltav saved my lite. Previous to wearlug tho
garments.
Your'Jo{i~li'fr~m:JLLY.
gllrments I WillS sutrerln.: co natant p&.in from fibroid tumor
223 East 120th street, Harlem, N.Y.
on the womb. Since uaini: the ~arments I onJy ha.v falns

hHU:~in

f'

l

lnst., received. In re.
ply I would say that I bav received all the benellt claimed
b;r the "WlLSONIA." Mr. Wilson has used my name
BROOKLYN, N.Y., September H, 1331.
with my knowledge and consent, and be has not exagCOMSTOCK:
aerated any statement made by me. I know nothing 1u MR.
DEAR
SJR-ln
reading
at the· morning papers I read
regard to lllr. Wilson's pedigree, but I know thla much, your letter addresself one
to Mr. Wm. Wilson, a1so a large
1 1
from people I am personally acquainted witll, in
::;;~:t ::.'.fJlcP~i:,~d'~Jt~~e\1 ~i ~~~!.Ufni~~:~~~tfg~ number
reference to the benefit derived by them from wearing
health than Inav been since the war, and I owe It ~ll to the
WILSONIA appliances, and would say I know them
the wearing of the .. WILSONIA" Magnetic Clothing.
to be true statements of their cases. I myself am clotbed
Respectfully yours, etc.,
JOEL E. CANNON.
tn tile goods, as aloo my wife. We ha> both been greatly
benefited by wel<rlng them, and do not by any means con.
N Q, 147 TOMPKINS A VENUE, BROOKLYN, t slder either Mr. WilBon or his garments the fraud that you
September 1S,1BS1.
S say In your letter as peoEle having represented to you.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, Esq.:
DEJ.R 1:!11<: In answer tO your communication respecting You \\'ciu~:~~:~~l[J~lY;. mposed~:IWtu A. BL.AKE
683 Busilwlck ave.
the "WILSONIA," I hav to state that I know that my
name appeared In the dl1ferent papers, that I hav been a
sufterer from nervous prostration ·tor-wears, and I ha.v
2,S10 THIRD J. v., NEw YoRK, Sept. 15, 1881.
0

l

chine, which partly relieved me, •a that I could follow my
occupation. but alwaya felt the pain and we•kne1s.
In 1876 I ll'Ot paralyzed In my left aide, when I wao compelled to leave o1J'. work alto~:ether.
In about a year my limbs commenced ~:atnln.: otrengtb.
I could then open and close my left eye, but my b~ck and
Join• never gathered strength. My feet and ·te~:s swelled
almo•t to tiuritln~:. I wa• altogether confined to the

t:fle tg:~~~n~~o..~~~c~n~~Nc~r~g<;,; M"r~~{l.~~~~~~ei
hereby reiterate the facta aa publiahe• over
wife's
and own •linature. Further, I cOnllder the WI SONia
applia.ncea the marTel of thil world a.s a. curativ a.a:ency.
All regaraa the ienealo~:y of Mr. Wilson I am not tn.
!ormod. neither do I core. 8ufiice to aay,l know him to
CLE.ARFIELD, P J.., Sept. 22, 1881.
be a. Kentleman even thouih tour yean 3i'O he stood knee
0
deep in ih&vtna-s behind a ca.rpenter'i bench, which, in M~>:f:S~: /o~r ?e~~~~nfe lOth instant came duly to
my oplnien, w~s and iii tu.r more preferable and honorable band, and a' the llr•t convenient opportunity I reply to the
than atrlvlni to gain notoriety bfi' detamln~ the cllmac,er
in~~~~r.g_lt~:~g~n:i~~~ ~f~~~~~-WILSONIA," I can oul
~~~~~~!7, of~:~ge"~tf~h;;en to~~¥.~eRlJ'H.oor cab!· speak from my own ex_perience. I w"s atliicted with vari
cose yeins so that 1 had been confined to my bed. for five
:!16 Dean street.
weeks. I concluded ; a try .Mr. Wilson's magnetic goods.
The first appliance gave me great relief, and In three
NEw YoRK, September 15, 1BB1.
weeks I was able to attend to my busi•ess. I was also
MR. A. COMSTOCK:
•fiilcted with asthma, and greatly to my surprise I was also
I received your letter of Inquiry on tile WILSONIA entirely cured of that. b addition to the foregoing my
Garments yesterday. As to the merlt of the eoods, I hav gi:neral health is much improved, so that I am now ten
found them t.o be entirely as represented, and I take pounds heavier than I hav been ~for years through the
~reat pleasure ln recommending- them t~ ll.B my friends 8
and a.cquaintuncea who are sick and ~:tliicted, knowing. 1:\i I Ufh~~fir~l~~NI.A" rna beau awindJe,"but, if so, I bav
do,.thelr real worth. When I bou~bt the iOods of Mr. Wil- not discovered tt. Swtna1es, in my opinion. are as likely
son I did not question who hiiil father or mother were, or
0
what bla bu1lness w.,. some yeurs ago, but I did ask about to s i~~~~~t~~~ £~~~~~g::~~t~ tt~i~1aslon" to publish?
Certainly, if the use of my name wil1 do him or a.ny one
ii'ae,;~~g:,· ;~.;~~ta~·~:~M~;~~~~~~7w1t~ 0~f~! ;~eJ:t;, else
any good, he is welcome to it. Hopin~ that the aboTe
t~~n~:,:.e~~~n~urJ':~\~gY~~~hs~tfs~~g~~n~'Wd!fa".:;" ~~~: may be satisfactory, I remain yours, 3'E'hkr!GE THORN.
ter Wilson, In the directory.
I am very truly yours.
GEORGE RIGBY,
0FFWE OF THE MANHJ..TT-AN LIFE INSURANCE Oo., 156 AND
111 West 29Ch street, New York.
158 BROADWAY. F. C. LILLIBRIDGE, AGENT FOR NEW
YORK BROOKLYN, AND HUDSON RIVER CoS.
61 WEST FoRTY·SRCOND STR:~tET, N.Y.,
..6,. COMSTOCK, Esq.,
I
W r
l:lept'l,mber 13, !BBl.
DliAR Sm: Bavinii; seeu your letter. denounc ng
A-.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
WILSON "" a owlnd!er and seen considerable iu tile pa.
DEAlt Sm-Your note of luqury oftbe lOth duly received. pers reJatlv thereto I would say that I, too, am wearing
Contents noted. In reply, me~lit respecttully say, I hav no the WILSON lA, having had a paralytic atroke six years
knoweda-e of Mr. W1Json 1s antecedenh whatever, nor do a110. Wlten I first had the stroke I was helpless as an !n.
I think It m•Ltters so far as I am concerned. llut of the tant. could not speak tor eight days. I hav been we~~orlng
appliance known as the WILSONIA I do know something them since the 25th of June. My friend advised me to get
about it from personal and happy ex)'erience. For more them but really I must confess I bad but liJ.tle faith In
than nineteen years I had been a surrerer from partial them: H8.d I k~own then what I know now, I would hav
a bond tor live tilou•and dollars it I could not re.
g~~l[,tt\ ~r~~ ~&~i~i~~~~ ~~d."eri'J~o~:r~~g ~ tf:.~;:~~ s!gnefi
ce1ve the benefits from other sources, but what I would
me tor a suit. He dld so, and In Jess than ten minutes llavllad them. !fully Indorse Mr. WILSON, and do not be.
from the tlme I had them on my body they produced a l!eve him to be the traud •on represent him to be. It
reeling that alarmed me. I called lllrs. Mansfield, told her seems to me strange_ thtt.tyou ahould lltntatanythinga.s to
11
ant•cedents. What has tbat to do with ills invention?
~:~~~~i11fJle"'$f:1:~3'N~'1 ~f~~:t~~hit~'FJ:~~JMJ'j"n~ Ihishav
•everal friends that look upon Mr. WILSON as their
slated !should take It off. But In that we differed In optn. friend and benefactor, having restored them to health
ion. Site assisted me to tile putting on of my top coat, and appiness.
Yours r~.pb:tL~l:l:i.:IB:RlDGE.
and I made au attempt to get out into tile park opposlt
my office. I walked two and a half tlmos round the reservoir park without stopping, which tor years before I had
not walked more than one-fourth that distance without
BROOKLYN, Sept. 27, 1331.
resting several ttmeo. In the evening I walked seven ME. COMSTOCK,
1
1 tt ·
times around the park without re•tlng, and from tbat
Dk.u~ SIR: I received a number at days s nee a e e1
time to tills Ihav been able to walk from two and a half from you, asking concerning the WILSONIA ii:llrmentsto tour mites euch day. I am an old man of nearly 70 lf I had tried them, and If I had given permission to pub.
years, a.nd I!O supple on my limbs I can jump over my ofiice Ush my name in theJr connection, and other matter which
table or any cilalr In my house. I know nothing of Mr.Wll· I cannot now recall. I wore them for aix months with
Bon's antecedents, as betore stated. I only know· he has mo!t marvelous effect. 1 do not care to write the detaUs,
been the instrument of makin2 me a well IDtLU, and tor but will glv them to you In person at any time, as I hav
that he has my thanks and blesaln~:.
Sincerely,
gladly done to all applicants, thougll my permission as ref·
JAS. V. MANSFIELD.
erence was never asked.
Respectf':J~YH. BARNEY.

mz

No. BBO CLERMOXTAV., BROOKLYN, Sept. 27,1881.

SEPTEMBER 17, 1881.
fi~~ Kl~~!~f ~~3~t~ ~~~i~lu~f~n :n~ b~~~·~~ a~h;~~s~r~
MRS. SHAW, 325EASTli:JGHTY·FOURTII ST., N.y.
of tile new dlipensatlon of health Inaugurated by the
D.IA.R MADAME: I received your note yesterda.y, wishing
to know a• to my experience of the" WILSONI.A.." ~ar- ~:.lho was foao~ ~~so~~~r~YI ~ark at the bench for hit
THof!.as DDGAN, Undertaker,
mJ:'~!:,. had wealrnesa In my back and lolna upward of
830 Clermont av., Brooklyn.

!~t~t~[,:;~~·· ff;~~nc~~!~e~a~t~e~ tflt~~,e~~dilf~~(ciei{~

2 ST. FELIX ST., BROOKLYN, Supt.l5, 1881.

It you are a true knight errant you w!ll 11nd WM. WIL·
SON a !oem"n worthy of your steel.
And now, Mr. eam•tock. p!Mie note the !ollowtnc; I
put it on record here:
Tile lite at Jame• A. Gar11eld, autopsy facto and all
taken Into consl<leratio!!J would, not might, hav been pr ..
served, had Dr. Frank ..tl. Hamilton eranted my request.
conveyed to him by Jetter In ·New York, and t<le~~:raphed
to Waablngton Had I the right to ad~res• the worthy
doctor knowtn'g that WILSOJ'<IA 'vould ••ve Garlleld'a
life? Lot tbe facts say whettter the doctor's illence waa
courteous. I hav knf'~Wn Hamilton from boyhood. My
father, ttle late I. H. Bmltll,.M.D. ot Auburn, N.Y., wa•
tbe friend ot hls youth. MY grandfather, the late Dr.
Goodwin, of Geneva. was one of the 'founder& of the Ge.
neva Medical College, wnleh was moved to Bu.tralo. Dr.
Hamilton has now on his shelves the cream of my lata
father's medlcall!brary, which I preiented to him.
Dr. Hamilton's first step to fame was hls call to the profesQor•lllp of surgery at Buffalo. But WILSONIA wao not
to save Garfield. Hamilton will yet learn that It wou)d bav
saved hls .Jlustrlous patient. It Wl<B not to be. God s purpose is declared Your obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.

st~."~~e~f~:fr~~~~w Printing Company. 201-213 East ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
12
th~t,a~;eeib~ WYfti~~0WYls~~i~~t~~E.f:~i~~~rt~ra~~t
ll'r~trg~tiWt!t';" J;~~~~~~~loon, Third avenue and 119th he
has llel~ed me and my wife and daugbter. I hav 1eea

street, New York city.
No. (SO FULTON ~T"i"Ki:T, BROOE:LYN,
~ir~1~~~Y6~~&}l:~.~~r:ue~~fe~f. ~~~ ~i~~ew York
September lS, lBBl.
York.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, EsQ.:
Mr. TAYLOR,otthesamellrm.
DRAR SiR-Yours of lOth received. In roply will merely cit;,· E. LILLIBRIDGE Manhattan Life Insurance Co.
PETER
LASSEN. Inquire of Mr. Agart for re•ldence.
Mr. FAY.B:RWEATHER (F. B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st., state tJoat, aa regards W. C. Wllion and !its Garments, I
Send for a knowledge of WILSONIA to the above, dear
NewYnrk.
will say that I uQed them and found them to be all'nll.t
Senator McPHERSON, Washington.
benellt-ln tact a cure. ·r waa afiilcted with rheumatism sir, I take the ll•t from the H~rlem ofiice. never yet published. Go also and see .ll!r. .Agart'o and Mr. Davis's babies.
~ot~~~K ~~~M c~~e~1!t~~;ei-rf~t:tf,~P~~in~~~sJf;~; Out of the mouths a! babes and sucklings cometh wisdom.
¥ir:~~l~J'~fl!i.~fe"r:~all & Co). Ferry st.
Colonel BAYARD CLARK, 54 East Forty.n!nth street, consent, and I will gladlY lndorae Ills Garments as a great
Your obedient and humg~eB~~Q~· SMITH.
benellt to all that are afiilcted.
WILSONIA Agent, 2.310 Third avenue, New York.
N~';. fitf~AREST, Que Hundred and Twenty-seventh st.,
Your• respectfully,
EDWARD W. FEW.

y:U~DEGRAFF (DeGra!f & Taylor), Fourteenth st., New

719

~~i~~ :r1l~~"\vn~'b&"!T~'i.&'f~"fYc"il~'lller~ pof§t
BLE. Please seud me u numller at circulars.

Yours truly,

Mrs. LEE RUTAN.

REMARKABLE CURE OF :RHEUMATISM.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, Esq.,

BROOKLYN,

Oct. S, 1881.

1

a~:*~~:~:affil"tl~a~;o~~9e r;c~t;~~~il;~ie~irr~rgty~~~
~d'i!~l~~~ ~g:r M':.1;t;~e f~ta~PfeY{;~':.ltlh~i ~i."M~

son has my consent to use my name. I had been lyin~r
hel~leos to myself and familY for three months, then I iOt
the WILSONIA garments. I could not put them on my.
selt i they were put on Oy a friend of mine, and, strange to
say, after weari•ii: them onlv ten days I wa.s up and walking about. able to care for myself and family, and attend
to my bouiehold duties. Tl.wrefore, I must say when &ll
else fallod tho WILSONI.A CURED. This Is all I know
about Mr. Wilson i he has been my best friend, and has my
thanks and blessing; may ,2"0od luck attend hJm and bJ.B.
G<Jod work wti\:~i:"ffi~l?'J!J:ijM~i.f·e~~ ~~N~~res~'i:eet.
REMARKABLE RELIEF IN CASE OF LOCOMOTOR
ATAXIA IN ONE WEEK .
325 HERKIMER ST .. BROOKLYN, Oct. 10,1881.
Prot. JAMES A. CARMICHAEL.
DEA.R FRIEND: I did not see you last week when I called
for those garments Mr. Wm. Wilaou was so generous in
presenting to me, through your kind lnlluence. I ila v had
the garments on one week, and I exDerience quite a per.
<repttble benefit. Tllis to me Is very encouraging. In one
month I believe others will netlce my improv,..ment. I
am not able to /'ump OTer a ~ble yet. but I hav no
doubt but that I w ll ln leoa than a year. I must acknowledge here that I hav received more permanent bene.fit in
the past one week than I hav in all :former e:xpenence
w ~th physlcia.n.e. I! thesef.armentll restore me to acti'J'·
ity, willcill bav no doubt a , lohall !eel it my duty to pro.
claim to the Publlc, personally or otherwise, what I know
about the virtues of WILSONIA. In ffratltudo to Mt:. Wm.
Wilson.
Very respect~nfl&r!i', O'NEILL.

2,510 THIRD AVE., N Y., Sept. 26, 1BB1.

.AJ.;gi',N.Os~[ ~?::~fa~i?,lfi• ?t~~~ns hands me your letter of

the 19tillnst. for rej'lY. !learned that you had addressed
to Wllllam Wilsons p•tlent·• a letter of apology and explanation so that I ventured to request Mr. Wilson to let
the whole' subject drop. But, in your letter, you so utterly tall to rise to the Importance of tile issue, and so belittle the" noble cause," of WlllCh you are a recognized exponent, the first, knowing Mr. Wm. Wilsons high cllarac·
ter for integrity alld earnest love of truth; and, second.
beln~< alive to the necessity tlmt ~ "public ceu•or of
vice 'f'l should stand before tlle peopln sa.ns reproche, the
question becomes hyper important; Is It wtse to pigeon
hole the papers and relegate the issue to oblivion, as your
letter, prima facte impUes a. desire on your part to accom..

pl~~Jr w111 scarcely controvert that great men suffer
wrong rather than do wrong, and that a Cllristlan frankly
acknowledges bls fault. In tile Issue Wilson vs. Comstoc~
as you hav seen fit to act upon neither of these, in murk.
lnl: out your policy In re, I re•pect!ully ask you earnestly
to consluar tile following propositions?
J<"lrst. Is WILSONIA tile greatest marvel of the nlnete~:~~n'iten~~rfu~ has WILSONIA cured ninety per centum
of thOijQ ·who llav been the pioneers to Invest IIIQIIIll"
laiU

"What will

'l'arrant's Seltzer Aperient
cure 1" asks the sufferer from a multitude of diseases. We answer: 1t will remove from the sys
tem the activ cause of most of the diseases that
tlesh is heir to. It won •t mend a broken limb, nor
close a bullet hole; but it may be profitably used
in stom!Wllic diseases. It will do no one auy harm,
and may do much good. Try it and see if it won't
suit your case.
SOLD BY .ALL DRUGGISTS

A.cbsa

w.

U

SJ)rall'ue and Mary Clark'•

EXPFRIENCES IN THE FIRST

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE.
Med!um-ATRALDINE SMITH, O»wego, N, Y,

l'rtce 20 centll. ilQII1 ai..th!Ji <llllce.
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THE TRUTH SEEKJ:iJR, NOVEMBER 5., 1881.

I BELIEVE in a power or principle that sits on
reaf=on's throne, who~e ~eepter is justice and truth,
and that there is a potency in matter which continually forms and creates new existencee, new identitiet2, ne"~ worlds. suns Rnd t:-tar~, and unnw.kes
tbe old, all with one impnl>e, fiat, or decree, as you
may call it, or more properly, perhaps, necessitycause and efi"ect. Call this God if you will; names
are of little moment except as we associate ideal!
with them. This new God that I bav found has no
"chosen people " to reward, no enemies to punish.
nor is be ever angry or revengeful. An an~:ry
God. who would sacrifice his own son, to appease
bis wrath against creatures of his own making, is
no longer a God whom I can~ love and worsbip.-

Elmina D. Slenker.
THE~E is no learned man but will confess that he
hath been much purified by reading controversies
-his sens6s awakened, his judgment sharpened,
and the truth which be holds more firmly established. If, tben, if it be profitable for him to read,
why should it not at least be tolerable and free for
his adversary to w1ite? In logic they teach that
contraries laid together more eYidently appear.
It follows, tben, that, all controversy being l)ermitted, falsehood will appear more false and truth
the more true; which m'ISt needs conduce much
to to the general confirmation of unimplicit truth.

-Milton.
THEBE is a sufficient recompense in tee very
consciousness of a noble deed.-Oic~ro.
WHEN there is a g1·eat deal of smoke and no clear
fiame, it argues much moisture in the matter. yet
it witnesseth certainly that there is fire there; and
therefore dubious questioning is a much better evidence than that senseless deadness which most
men take for believing. ll!en that know nothlng
in sciences hav no doubts. He never truly believed
who was not first made sensible and conYinced of

unbelief.-Coleridga.

CONSULT!~

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

tl)dds and finds.

CHRISTIANITY

"IF the deYil eot his due. Pat. where would you
be?" "Alone, yPr riverence."

1'H 1£

ToM Boon·s most s•1cce,;~fnl po!'m wag the" Son~
of the Shirt." A g1·eat many American poets don't
sing that sort of u song, because the subject is in
use seven days in the week, and it hasn't tlme to
be sun!.( about.

Bennett-Mair

Discu~sion.

BETWEEN

D. M. BENNETT and G. M. MAIR.

IN a Highland village the bellman one day made
this announcement, "0 yes, 0 yes, 0 yes, ye mun

((;0N1'AINING 969 PAGES.)

a' tak' notice, that there will pe nae Lord's day
here next Sawbeth, pecause the laird's wife wants
tbe kirk to dry her claes in!"

The t'nllest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogmas an(( ·Clailns ot·
Chdsttanity a thorough Ex•
amination pro and con.
"A LABGE part of our happiness," says .Mr·
Made up n-orn the letters as they appeared In TsE
Beecher, •· is due to our mistakes." The printer
TRUTH S~EI<XJ<. The whole sold at the low price of $1.50.
who got bounced for setting up " infernal" recep- pootage lnclnded. Address this office.
tion for "informal" reception may coincide with
l.\Ir. Beecher, but we doubt it.
DID'ST ever thou 11:11ze on a lovely maid,
All l.(lorious, radiant, fair,
And think as thou saw'st those rich, red lips
"Some Mistakes of" Moseti."
Of the " unkissed kisses" there ?
This volume Is printed on toned paper, In clear, bod
Because, if thou did'st not, this is a good tlme to type, and handsomely bound In muslin, contalrdng 275
pages, 12mo. Price, ~1.25.
begin'st.-Steubuwille Herald.
This book contains the principal points that Mr. Inge
"WAS it the drum major brave 1" asked one sol- soli has made !¥l"alnst the Pentateuch In alibis lectures on
dier of ·another. ·~.Of course." said the other; f~s~~u~r~cl"ncor~~~t~~fl~)i't!,l~t ~T:~:~~ ~~{["g;~~~~~s~~
"how can I get up the necessary excitement If fife
nothing to stir me 1" "Oh, well, a man musket ~~[d~~~u~ntg~r.,t;:gt~~ll$~t~:;n e~allf,e~hiibJ~eo~hl~:t "1~~J:d~
The book Is unanswerable In ~facts ..nd logic, Inimitable
courage eomehow." smd the :first;" "I suppose In Its style, and lll!ed with Wit, oatlre, eloquence, and
.
mo~t any. one cannon occasion." "Yes, that is the pathos.
general order, and I'm a bayonet," said the other,
"The Gods and Other Lectures."
•· tbou~.rh I wish I'd neYer be gun."
mSTORY OF LITTLE JOHNNY.
CONTENTS.~ .. The
Gods~"
•• HumbolQt," •• Thoma.e
Paine." ••Individuality," "Heretics and Heresies." Price
Little Johnny went to new
cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
The cixcus and the fiip-fiap fiippers,
Johnny tried the fiip-:llap, too.
•'The Ghost8 and Other Lectures."
Now he weaxs the ~:olden slippers.
CoNTE...~T~.- The Gho!!ts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,
While they turned these things at will,
In the air or anywhere&,
fl~fn~~~!~·:: ~p~~g~r::~~~n°!t~~~~~~~D;~th~e,;~r~If~~~\~~
fore Me Like a Dream:• Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 51'
Johnny tnrneli one higher still,
cents~
Turned clear up the golden stairs.
Both volnmes beund In one, price. paper, $1.00.

Col. Ingersoll's Works.

11

NOBODY loves discrepancy for the sake of discrepancy. But a person who conscientiously beWAIL OF THE ..:ESTHETE.
lieves that free inquiry is, on the whole, beneficial
·' 'Vhat Must We Do to be Saved~"
to the intQI"ests of truth, and that, from the imper- Ob, sweet is the whang of the wanglewane,
And the anore of the snark in the twili~.tht pale,
fection of the bulllan faculties, wherever there is
t;~~~ie~u~~~.W' aof~o~~~igg.n~~~~~d~:ls~~:~~"[ '?,~
much free inquiry there will be some discrepancy, As the krail crawls up the window panethe author. Price, 25 cents.
(Love me, love, in the grewsome gale.)
may, without impropiiety, consider such discrepancy. though in itself an evil, as a sign of good.- Gone is the wanglewane, weird and wold,
BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL.
Macaulay.
By tile celebrated scrdptor Clark Mills.
Down to the !.(ate of the netber land,
Cabinet size, price. ~2.50. Neatly facked and boxed
ALL that a man does is physiognomical of him. Where the horned-toads glide and the musty mold
Eats the lily in my lost love's hand.
~i~ib~~Y·~~~~~~av ~if.:I.t~~er o this great Apostle
You may see how a man would fight by the way iu
which he smgs; his courage, or want of courage, There he i8 galloping, l.(hastly greenPHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
is visible in the word he utters, in the opinion he
( Blue is the blare of the wobbly wang;)
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the following prices :
has formed, no less than in the stroke he strikes. He is tanl.(linl.( her cardinal hair, I ween~gt?,~~~ g!rr.t%eslze _ - . - _ . . • • ~ ce~ts
He is one, and preaches the same self abroad in all
(Sweet ia the song the wild snail sang.)
L!fe-slze Lltbograprl, 21x2'l
50
these ways.-Cm·lyle"s liero- lVoJ'ship.
Postage paid.
,
There are jabberwocks joggling in the eaet,
THRoUGHOUT the whole of the Decalogue we
And were-wolves howlinl.( in the North and West,
141 Elg~h ~i-~~..J'¥ork.
find no mention whatever of justice or right, no (Oh, the goblin crew has a goodly feast,)
idea whatever of the modern sentiment of duty. no
And the poet now takes an resthetic rest.
information concerninl!" a mii.Il's duty to himself.Hosscar Whit Wilflman.

W. P. Ball's T•n Commandmenti.
l'olY father was a man singularly free from affectation. The feeling that he had not be could in no
wise pretend to hav; however ill the want of it
might look, he simply would not put on the show
of it.-Carlyle' s R~miniscences.
IN what he wrote on church I.(OYernment Bacon
showed, as he dared, a tolerant and charitable
spirit. He troubled himself I;JOt at all about Homoousians and Homoiousians, l'o!onothelites and
Nestorians. He lived in an age in which disputes
on the most subtle points of divinity excited an extreme interest throul.(hout Europe, and nowhere
more than in England. He was placed in the very
thick of the con:!lict. He was in power at the time
of the Synod of Dort, and must for months hav
been darly deafened with talk about "election, reprobation, and :final perseverance." Yet we do not
remember a line in his works from wbich it can be
inferTed that be was either a Calvinist or an Ar-

menian.-Macaulay.
WE ought to make a collectien or particular his-

RECE:NTLY an old darkey·was overheard pxaying
oYer a bag of corn he had just stolen in this wise:
"Oh, Lordy God, l'se jes' been and stole a bushel
of corn from dat mean man, John Williams' patch,
d-- him, an' I axes your pardon. He's got a
plenty, an' so has I, but he won't pay me for my
work, so good Lord overlook dis little transgress
and keep dem from finding it out, for I wants to
steal some more, and when I goes to steal belp me
to get something nice, like you did dem children
of Isralum, when you stole dem from de bondage
of Egyptium, and I'll be mighty glad, And, oh,
Lordy God, if dey find out datI stole dis corn help
me to prove dat Tom Connally, dat black rascal,
sole it to me, for Christ's sake. Amen."

ORIGIN OF LIFE·;
0~

Two papers given In the Interest of &J\,Jrltual science
by the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY. of
England. Price 10 cents Sold at this ofiice.

OF .VOLTA-'IRE

le~atty

1~:9}1t"cli<'\l

qunUfied -phytllclan, and th.

w:ll11ro\'O,

·

aa tho J"esuH of solf-nbttse lu youth, sexual excesses In maturer
\"enrs, or otber causes, nnd producing aomo of tho following eO'ect&t
'1:\,•rvous.nel!s,Sominal F.tni.Ssiona (night emb·siona bydreanla).Dltll-

}~e;c8e,0I~~~~V;~ fool~~~\~~Y ~}F~;;~;lo~~(;~~~f~~!~~~af'id~~~:I£~:a0~

2-exunl Pow.-::r, &<:>.•• roudoring tntlrdngo improper or unhappy, ara
thoroughly uaJ.l,.J•·maue.utly cured by an

EXTEl"C"NAL APPLICA'l'ION,
nh
6
1
1
0
!~;:~\~i~h1,~tr~~\~ ~h~~£~e~~~~e ~~ndt~\~~~~~~d h~~ u 1~'l\~o }~!~:!
1
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wnich ts tho , oct or's lnt st nnd ~reatest metlfcnl discovery and.
Ita
which ho h~a so fur prc•cribed for tltia bnueful comjluint in

able to tnke C1~ro ol thcms1•!vee,
~y I~UILlS llObltivt•l_v cured nnd enttroly ('rndlcatrd from
the :.ptctq C~>~OUHHl•:.\, G .. El~'l\ Stricturu, Ott'hltifj,
~::ed~ (or Ru;1ture) 1 Ptlea, and other prh·ntc discuses quickly

Midclle·Aa-Nl and Old 1\Ien.

'Ihere !}Ttl ronny nt tlLo"--:lg'3 of thirty to ~JUly wlio nre troubled
l''ith too frequc•1t 'vacuntion of tho bladder, often nct'CliD'PIUlicU b~·
- a!tght smartw~ or lmr•Ii!l~ sensation, and ": weukcniur, or tho
;:ystem In u. m~nncr tho ]•ll'Llent cnnnot P.ccott••t tor. On eAu::.inlng
ilie nrinnry deposit! n ropy or cottou·W•o sediment, Ot' sometimes
smttll part1cle1 of albumen, will appear, or the color will boo~" n
tlliu or ll~ilki!'lb hue, a~ a in chang-ing ton dnrk nnll torpldnvp' !11"-:mce, which plnin!y !ShoWs that tl:o eemon ll.!lssett nil' with the urh;e,

~'~~~~ nDr.F~Iro~~uE~{~~~ieP.~~~d/~~.~~:~;d;~~~~~~ r(le~~~~

ntro In n!l such C9.sca, U!ld a hea.!thy restoration o/ th'3 orf:!llll~.
["TConsult!ltion~ by Jr>ttcr freo nnd lnvitod. Charg-e a rc:tW.U!l.bla
cc.n~pondence strictly confidential.

r.u.d.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
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HR. R. P.

FEI~Lcn,rs;,

mc,fr~lue I~ ~tln~u.

Addreu

Vhi£'1Jmd, New Jersey.

• • and stat<> in whn.t l~~.ret you s~w tha.

Be

[From th.e House and Home, IV. Y.]
Among the sacceosful physicians who b&V departed
fnm the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy. we may rank
Dt. Fellows,<>! VIneland, N. J. His prlnclplea nre tl"Ue,
ht !ystem based upon !cienttl.c!act."
[From IM (.Ito.) L1btral.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Ia sutjlclent to warrant
any one In repoolng confidence In h'• sklll and ability.
These In need or his ala ohould not fall to eonault him at
once. Procrastination 1s the thief of time. a.nd often costa
the life of a human belne:."

\VORKS OF T. B.

WAKE.,~AN.

CONSTRUCTIV LmERA.LISM.

A E pitome ot" I•ositive Philosopby and
Religion.
Tbe Posith·e Classification ot" tbe Sci•
euces ; or, Science as a Creed. Price, 15 cents.

t~~~~r-;,~{.e\f~~~:"t..~s';;c!t?o~:?tf.~~t{rlc!,d~r~~"nr.~fore
A~"

of J.tevisiou. From Chalney•s Infidel

Pulpit. Pflce, 5 cents.

*Tbe Haru•ony of the Scientific Gospels.
•Goethe the Reconciler. A lecture.
•A
Literal J,inear
Translation
of
Goethe's U.eligious Poenu•.
•Lessons in Coustructiv Liberalism. Vol. I.
Price of each of above, 25 cents unless otherwise noted4
LIBERTY VS. COMSTOCKI.S.M.

Fanenil Hall Speecb on U.s. Comstock
Postal Laws. Price, 10 cents.
BY .JAMES PARTON.
Liberty and Pu••Hy, Speeches, etc., against
Witb Portraits and other Illustrations. Comstockism. Price, 50 cents.
League :ltlan No. 1. Discussion with Col. R. G.
This work, which bas occupied Mr. Parton many years Ingersoll on Comstocklsm. Price. 5 cents.
1
THE othex evening the jester was bathing his h~~~-P~~)il::;~o~aJ:r~~:dr~:~~'ed ~of~, ~fe~it~t~.vol·
Those marked • will shortly appear. 01"der through Tnll
Mr. Parton as a historian a.nd biographer ha~ no superior, TRUTH REllKFR, 141 Eighth street. N.Y. city•
eyes in cold water, and suspended the operation
as his bioF:apbies of Jackson, Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley
lon~ enough to remark:
1
BOOKS HY itl. B.tBCOCK.
~~~\~~i~ :sv~~~r~::
"If a woman can't take her paxasol to heaven ~~~·f!~t ~~ut~1~ ~rgr~~' a~dt~ !
\VIly Don't Go•l Ii:•H tbe Devil? 25 cents.
when she dies, she won't be happy there. She will ~~g~~r:s~g~~S:tf~'i~~r,dd~~~~l~r~~~~vo~l~~~~ 1~:~~i:~~.da
SnJ>erst.ition; the Iteliglon ot·Belicve or
transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a briHlant wit be Damned. 2o cents.
·
come back after it."
poet, and setting forth what faults he had as a man.
'.I' be Ghost ot" St. Johns. 25 cents.
An impressiv quiet followed this dogmatic state- and
It Is the first truthful and thorough biography Voltaire bas
The above books are having a big run. They arc full of
ment, and the parasol~ of the court knew some of bad In the English language. It Is a most Interesting por- fire, life, and solid facts; and are backed by hosts of testitraiture of a. truly remarkable ma.n, whether he is viewed_ monials from the most eminent Freethinkers.
them were in for it.
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever
For lillie by D. M. BENNETT,
"We were driYingthis afterneon," the aggrieved
1
141 Eighth Street.
:~~J'~~~o~l~ea~~~~~s~~~~~~~~~'he:fe b6":~g\:
jester resumed, "and the Princess kindly shaded ~gif~eer!~u~
erance and liberty . .lt Is the arsenal from which Liberals
my bead with her parasol. It was very kind in- w1U draw weapons to refute the slanders and lies of the The World'!~' f!:iixtcen
UrucUled
deed. It limited my views of the country, at church about Voltaire, and :Mr. Parton's reputation will
Saviors;
make it th.e authority In regard to his l!fe, his work, his
times, to my knees and the dashboard of the death.
OR, CHRISTI.A.NlTY BEFORE CllRIST.
In two vo/.$. Bvo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
wagon. Whenever we met a team, especial!y.'if·
By KERSEY GRAVES,
the road was very narrow, the Pl"incess lowered
Address, D.ltl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
A nthor of " The Biography of S!ltan " and " The Bible of
her parawl between myself and the passing wag0

\tn

rbe;rt

tory 0f all monsters and prodigious births or productions, and, in a word, of everything new, rare,
and extraordinary in nature. But this must be
done with the most severe scrutiny, lest we depart
from txuth. AboYe all, every relation must
be considered as suspicious which depends, in
any degree, upon religion, as the prodigies
of Livy, etc.; and no less so, everythinl.( that
is to be found m the writings of natural magic m;
alchemy, or such authors, who seem, all of them,
to hav an unconquerable appetite for falsehood on, 80 that I turned out by faith, or stood on my
and fable.- Bacon's Novum Organum.
bead to catch a glimpse of the colliding wheels.
LET us examin the Pentateucb-:five books of When we started down a steep hill, she dropped
l'oioses-according to the principles of the pretended the parasol between me and the horses, and I
Christians, not as the word or testimony of God trusted to the good sense of the animals to keep
himself, but as the production of a mere human out of the ditch. When we met any acquaintances
writer and historian. Here, then, we are first to to whom I wished to bow, she knocked my hat into
consider a book. presented to us by an ignorant and my eyes. When she would point my admiring
barba1·ous people, written in an age when they gaze to some exqnisitly tinted autumn le!tves, she
were still more barbarous, in all probability, long jabbed a projecting parasol rib into my eye. When
after the facts which it relates, corroborated by no she turned to speak to any one in the rear seat, she
concurring testimony, and resembling those fabu- rasped the back of my neck. Oft as the caniage
lous accounts which every nation givs of its origin. struck a stone or lurched over a rut, she prvdded
Upon reading this book, we :find it full of prodi- my long-su!Ier\ng head with Yicious little jabs. I
gies and miracles. It giYs an account of a state of drew my head down between my shoulders and
the world and of human nature entirely di!Ierent sat c1·ouched and bent, but the remorseless parfrom the present; of our fali from that state; of a~ol still pursued me. I hav been pelted and
the age of men extended to near a thousand years; rasped and prodded, and all from a mistaken
of the destruction of the world by a delnge; of the sense of kindnesS: A. woman's unselfishness and
arbitrary choice of one people as the favorits of kindness of heart always prompt her to bold her
heaven, and that people the countrymen of the au- parasol over tbe man who drives. And if the man
thor; of their deliverance from bondage by prodi- who drives is allowed to choose for himself, he
gies the most astonishing imaginable. Can any chooses sunstroke in preference to the parasol
rational man believe all this ?-Hume's Essay on every time. I do not complain, mind you. 1
merely wake a simple statement of plain fact;
Miracles.
any man who bas had to drive a pair of horses
NEVERTHELESS, Jest we should offend them, go while some gentle-hearted woman held a parasol
:hou to the sea, and cast an hook, ana take up the over him knows what 1 hav suffered. And when
:fish that :first cometh up; and when thou hast she holds an umbrella, it 1s infinitly worse. Then
opened his mouth, thou shalt find a piece of money; the man is utterly and hopelessly extinguished,
that take and giv unto them for me and thee and the material world is to him only a wild,
(.Matt. xvii, 27). " I should not believe such a blank chaos of alpaca and whalebone.''
stoxy, were it told me by Cato," was a proverbial
.But here her se1·ene highness closed the debate
saying in Rome, eYen during the lifetime of that by deciding that the nose caught it, but the eyes
philosophical patriot. The incredibility of a fact, bad it, and without appealing from tlle decision of
it was allowed, might invalidate so g1·eat an au- the chair, tbe house adjourned.-Burlington Hawk-

thority.-Hume' s Essay on .Miracleii.
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Infidel

Pulpit."

Lectures by George ()baincy.
VOL. I. CONTAINS

~~~~~~~co,;:r.;~~~\lMt~:~i';!Rt~~~r~~;d'i~~;~-~~~~l!.~~"J;~~

religious ~!story, which disclose the oriental origin ot all
the aoctrlns, principles, precepts, aad miracles of theN ew
Te•tament, "nd'fnrnlshlng a. key for unlocking many of Its
sacred mysteries, besides comprising the hl•tory of sixteen oriental crucified fi:Ods.
Price. $2. For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

THE

HEALTH MANUAL
Devoted to healing by means of nature's higher forces,
Jncl•Jingthe

HEALTI-I GUIDE,
Revised and Improved, together with brief treatises onthe Ji'ine Forces: Vital Magnetism.tn answer to Dr. Brown
Sequard on Nerve Force, u.nd Chrumopathy, the new
science of healing by light and color.
By Edwin D. Babbitt, D. ltl.,
Author of ·'Principles of Ltgllt and Color," uwonders o
Light and Color." Price, cloth, $1. Bold at this ofiice.
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The Darwins. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Clergyman's Victims. PrJce, 25 cents. John's Way,
15 cents. Studflng the Bible. 75 cents. Specimen
copies of the 1 hysiologist, 10 cents. 8ta.mps gladly received. Address
E. D. SLENKER,
40tf
Snowville, Pulaski county, Va.
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By ALLEN PRINGLE,
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PUBUSHiJD -WEEKLY
BYD;·M.BENNE'l''r.

1/Jofts and Qllippinas.
FATHER O'BRIEN, a Roman. Catholic pastor
of Milwaukee, and the Rev. Theodore Fossett,
a Methodist pastor of Sacramento, hav been
arrested for public drunkenness.
A. DISRESPECTFUL theological student in Shiloh Baptist Seminary wrote an essay on "The
Efficacy of Baptism in an Oil-cloth Suit." For
this he was turned out of the seminary.
THE Presbyterian Syn9d, composed of delegates from presbyteries in the adjoining parts
of Tennessee, A.labama, and Mississippi, admitted a negro for several years, but in the
present session the question of excluding him
was raised, and a majority voted to turn ·him
out. This action was based solely on his color.
A. PENNSYLVANIA Presbyterian dunced a
waltz, and, showing no contrition for the deed,
was expelled from membership. Being a lawyer, and controversially inclined, he appealed
tb.e case to the Presbytery, which has sustained the expulsion. This is an authoritativ
reaffirmation that it is sinful for a Presbyterian
to waltz. A. total abstinence from waltzing by
all Presbyterians may now be looked for-but
not seen.
THE following interesting question is raised
by a reader of the New York Sun: "The
chaplain of the Yorktown celebration read his
prayer from manuscript. Now, this is what I
want you to tell me : Did that prayer go up to
heaven when it was written, which was tho
time when its author conceived and expressed
it, or did it go up when it was formally voiced
by the clergyman?" To which the edit0r replies: " There are some things which we do
not know, and can't find out."
MR. D. M. BENNETT, editor of THE Ti~H
SEEKER, having spent a week in Ireland in his
Round-the-World trip, arrives at the copclusion that " priestcraft, whisky, landlordism,
and too much baby" is what ails the Emerald
Isle. Every woman married has all the babies
she can hav, and that is about twenty. God
and Moses I who would hav twenty " spalpeens " crying for whisky, mass, and potatoes
all at once I We would hate to begin the
world over with an Irish woman for a wife" f;yth and we would."-Cloud County Blade.
MR. VENNoR's weather guess for this month
is that it will enter cold and decideoly wet, but
that this condition will suddenly giv place after
the first week to open and genial weather again
nearly everywhere, with a disappearance of
frosts even in northern New York and ·canada
for a period. "We may expect," he says,
"some of the finest-at any rate most enjoyable-weather of the season during this month
at New York, Boston, Philadelphia, and Washington." Look out for a very disagreeable
November after this prediction of the blundering Vennorl
MR. HENRY S. OLCOTT, President of the Theosophical Society, has published at the society'3
press in Colonibo, Ceylon, a "Buddhist Catechism," which is stated on the title page to
hav been "approved and recommended for
use in Buddhist schools by Hikkaduwa Sumangala," the distinguished high priest of A.dam's
Peak, and principal of the Widyodaya Padvena, the training college for Buddhist recluses
in Ceylon. None would hav ventured to predict· a few years ago that the authoritativ
statement of Bud\lhist doctrin to be used as a
text book in Buddh1st schools would be written
in English and by an A.merican, and that it
would be so largely a compilation, as this is
acknowledged in the preface to be, from the
works of Mr. Rhys, Davids, Bishop Brigandet,
and other European scholars. This little work,
which can be purchased for a few pence, will
giv to those interested in such questions a trustworthy statement of what the Ceylon Buddhists of to-day hold to be the essential points
of their religion. It is instructiv to notice
how aompletely and frankly the latest teach·
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N<:--w York. Saturday, November 12, 1881.

ings of science are accepted and indors~d in
this catechism for Buddhist children; and how
they are taught to repeat, on the nuthority of
the archbishop of their faith, that Buddhism,
like every other religion that has existed many
centuries, contains untruth mingled with truth.
Even gold is found mixed with dross.- London
Academy.
OF what use are the missionaries? The
Flandre Liberale puts this question, and answers it by the following facts: "The Times
bas a correspondent traveling through Canada
in the suite of the Governor-General, the Marquis of Lorne, who thus remarks upon the subject of the red-skins whom he has seen in his
travels: 'The agent under whose charge thev
are speaks of them in favorable terms, at least
of those who ·still remain heathens. He bas
not so good an opinion of those who hav ernbraced Christianity. He thinks the latter hav
adopted the vices more readily than the virtues
of the whites. I regret to add that this is the
general opinion among Europeans who hav
seen them, with the sipgle exception of the
missionaries thems~lvs.' We m~J,y add that all
those who hav visited India and A.sia make
similar statements in regard to the facts in
those countries."

j SCIENCE HA.LL, loll Stb St.,} $3
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They refused to be joined to each other aright.
When Gabriel blows there may be sore delay
From Rutherford's breaking the Sabbath day.

0 Rutherford B., i.n your nobby turnout,
Did you think yourself back on that famous
Star route?
Or, just for the time, did you mount to the
heaven
·
Of that storied hand-shaking of '77?
Pray answer, and check all wbo're going

PARNELL, the Irish agitator, in jail at Dublin, is sick.
A. FIRE in one hou~e in this city on the 6th
drove thirty families i-nto the street.

From Rutherford's breaking the Sabbath day!

A. FIRE occurred in Hoboken, N. J.,last Sunday night, consuming wharves and shipping to
the value.of $100,000.
A. DIVINITY student at Heidelberg, Ohio, shot
and killed a girl one day last week because she
declined to marry him.

R~<tray

THE Rev. Plato Johnson seems to hav had
an experience :with some of the so-called popular preachers of this section of the country.
Recently he said to his people, who congregated
in unusual numbers at the prayer-meeting to
welcome home their venerable and venerated
pastor: "My belubbed bredren, dere's two
great pleasures in dis life-de pleasure ob goi11'
·away an' de pleasure ob gittin' back agin. De
fust I had a week ago, wen I started fer New
York to git pints in pulpit eloquence from de
great preachers ub de time, an' de second I'm
havin' now, wen I can fall right down on ver
warm, big heart and feel dat I'm to home.
THE controversy which has long been raging A.mongst de udder folks dat I wanted to see
between ex-missionary Samuel JJ. Hinman and was Brudder Talmage, an' I heard him. Dats
Bishop Hare of the Epi~copal di,-.cese of -Nio- a preacher fer yer! Why, talk 'bout bein' in
brara has at last culminated in open legal war- earnest, dat man's got 'thusiasm so bad dat
fare. Mr. Hinman has brought snit against he's boun' to save souls, even ef, as St. Paul
Bishop Hare in the Supreme Court, laying his says, he's got to make a fool ob himself to do
damages for defamation of character at $25,- it. It jus' made me open my ole eye~, bred000. Bishop Rare claims that Mr. Hinman's reo, to hear dat man holler de ,.-ospel. He
character was never worth so much, and that, don' care what he says, nor how he says it;
whatever it was worth, he did it no damage by an' when he gits a full head ob holy steam on
certain pamphlets which he issued. Bishop nobody can tell what's gain' to happen. Dat
Hare's pamphlets charged Hinman with the 'ticlar Sunday he prayed for rain jest as though
most revolting crimes. Hinman's pamphlets all he had to do was to jog de Lord's mem'ry,
charge the Bishop with malicious and unfair an' de Lord would turn an' say, • Dat's so,
dealing. A.n ecclesiastical court was some time Talmage; I done forgot all 'bout it, an' am
ago organized to try this troublesome case, but 'bliged to yer for mindin' me; I'll turn de rain
it failed to act. Mr. Hinman's missionary ca- right on fer shore,' an' de fust ting dat come
reer extended over a pe.iod of seventeen years, to my mind was, ' Well, ole man, dis preacher's
and was brought to a conclusion when Bishop 'rang in' for rain right off, an' you've left yer
Hare suspended him in 1878. Eminent coun- umbrell to home.' I fully spectecl to get wet
sel hav be~n engaged, and a liyely fight is ex- through, but somehow I didn't. Brudder Talmage is de only man in de 'varsal worl' dat kin
pected.
convert people by makin' 'em believe dat 'ligion
HAYES'S RIDE.
has a funny side to it. I don' understan' it,
Out from the West on the Sabbath day,
but ob course it must be all right. A.t any
Bringing the N orwichers fresh dismay.
rate, de nex' night I went to see de minstrels
A. spirited steed through the village bore
wid a frien' who didn' tole me de 'zact truth.
A. pair at the rate of 2:40 or more,
He said he wanted me to hear some ob de ole
Telling the age of good morals was o'er,
plantation songs by men who bad been colored
With Rutherford breaking the Sabbath day.
fer de purpuss, an' not by de Lord. I didn'
The flew to the windows, they flocked to the know it was a theater, but I went, an' I has repented ub it, an' been forgibben, an' it's all
doors,
They peeped through the blinds of the dwell- right. Well, belubbed, I had a good time, but
·'·~ ings and ajores,
'
I didn' hev half so good a time an' I didn' laff
The mother turned pale as she thought of her half so much as I did ·at Brudder Talmage.
Put de minstrels an' Brudder Talmage side by
son,
A.nd the prudent Miss Prim was completely side at the ~arne price, an' I would go to hear
Brmlder Talmage twice out ob three times;
undone;
cos you not only g-it de good laff, but dere's a
For alas an alack that any should say
It was Rutherford break\ng the Sabbath day. certain 'mount ob 'ligious 'pression thrown in,
Miss Prudence Persimmons and Priam Patri- jess as de wideawake grocers throw in a chromo
wen yer buys two pound ob coffee 'stead ob
tion
one.
I don't mean to say dat dere is 'nuff
Were wending their way from the afternoon
'ligion to spile de fun, but I do mean to say dat
mission,
When fancy their horror on reaching the wen you'se got home again, an' is 'peatin' to
yer wife de jokes dat was made it saddenly
cross
Roads to be nflarly run over by two men and 'curs to you dat it was a 'ligious meetin' after
all, an' dat dere orter be a 13ious 'pression leff
a hoss I
on yer mind. Brudder Talmage is a good man,
0 woe for the heathen of Djokjokartay,
W:ith Rutherford breaking the Sabbath day I but it sometimes 'curs to me dat wen he was
manufactured de Lord spent 'bout half an hour
In a quiet confab Mr. Seasongood Slick,
more dan was necessary makin' his mouf.
A.nd 'l'imothy Tittle bat Trumpeter Trick,
Under such circumstances somfln is bonn' to
Were busy in planning rome nice civil service, suffer, for wen de Lord sorter lingers ober one
When all of a start they grew dreadfully ner- orgin he generally hurries up wid auodder, an'
vous,
it sometimes 'curs to me dat de Lord spent too
A.s they glanced at the street, where they saw much time on de mouf an' too little on de brain.
with dismay,
I don' say dat, but de debbil sometimes puts it
Their Rutherford breaking the Sabbath day. into my ole head. Brudder Talmage is good
The Puritan saint as he heard the rude tread whar be is, but he ain't de right sort ob preacher for de colored population ob de Souf, which
Was fain to arise from his sanctified bed;
But his bones were so shaken with holy af- is very 'vangelican, an' don't want no jimnastics."
fright,

THE star route prosecution has been begun,
and Col. Ingersoll has made his opening speech
for the defense.

THE latest lie from A.rkansas is that one man
was struck dead there last week and another
speechless for cursing the "A.lmighty."

a GRAND ball· was given in this city on the
evening of the 7th to the French and German
delegations to the Yorktown celebration.
A. WOMAN in Osceola county, A.rk., went into
convulsions and her hair turned gray while she
was viewing a circus procession from her window.
THE wreck of the Newark savings bank seems
to be t<Jtal. Lnter developments confirm the
cashier's rascality and piety in about equal degrees.
A. DESPERATE character named George Stin·
son was tarred and feathered in New London,
Ct., last week, for criminally assaulting s.
woman.
'
WENDELL PIIILLIPS writes to the editor of
the Irish World that only lack of health and
strength deters him from advocating;• no rent''
in Ireland.
IN Waverly, N. J., a female religious exhorter and a Methodist preacher were recently
arrested for jointly swindling a confiding old
lady out of $14,000.
JEALOUSY, liquor, and insanity caused Mr. A..
Stein, of Iowa City, Iowa, to cut his wife'~
throat, chop up his mother-in-law, and then
kill himself by taking poison.
THE Greenbackers of this city held an enthusiastic mass meeting in this city one evening
last week which filled the large hall of Cooper
Union to overflowing. The gathering was addressed by Weaver and De la Martyr.
A. WHALING vessel capsized off the Ma>sachusetts coast on the 5th inst., and her crew
were a day and a night in an open boat befoce
they were picked up by a passing vessel. The
mate and four men died of cold and exhaustion.
HENRY KING, of this city, was hung ia.
Plattsburg, N.Y., on the 4th for the murder
of a fellow-prisoner in the Dannemora stnt<l
prison. A.t the time of the killing he w.;s
serving a life sentence for murdering a polit~P
man.
JAMES REDPATH, who has just returned from
Ireland, lectmed in this city last Sunday evPning on" Irish Peasants, Lundlords, and Lewlers." He said he bad no faith in legislation
for the benefit of the Irish peasantry, for E~:g·
land would never giv Ireland anything worth
having.
THE Rev. Mr. Simpson, of New York, resigned his pastorate and quitted his pulpit lHst
Sunday. He states, by way of explanalion,
that he finds tOO IDUCh religiOUS selfishneSS Hl!d
too little practical virtue in the church. His
views on some doctrinal points hav underg"ne
a change.
LAsT Tuesday was election day in ~rw
York and other states, and passed off qn:etly.
New York going Democratic by a majority rf
some ten thousand. In Brooklyn Seth Low
was elected Mayor. In this city, W. W. A.stor,
the millionaire, after spending an unprec~
dented amount of money to secure his eleetinn
to Congress, was defeated by a considerable
majority.
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body.
We had performed the task set us by our predecesMr. J. Swaagman, as secretary, read 8 paper from sors to the ?est of our ~eans an_d of ?ur ~bilitiPs,
The Last from London.- Continued.
Mr. Holyoake, "The Right of Teaching."
They ~ad given us questrons ~o di~cuss !n bnef space
Mr. Bradlaugh desired to say a few words on the on _whr~h boo~s, nay, on ,which libraries, had be.en
THE INTERNATIONAL CONGRESS.-SIXTH SITTING, TUESsubjects before the Conference. He was not of wntten, we did not! therefore, pretend_ to have d!R·
DAY :MORNING, 11 A. M.
opinion that the state should exercise any control cu~sed the~ ~n~ly; It. was not so much m the amount
The delegates again met in the Minor Hall, Dr. over relig:ous communities that it did not exercise as.m the ~pmt ~n _which the work was ~on~ that we
Buchner in the chair. The halance-sheet was read over private houses. If there were improper deten- might fairly r~JOice. We had kept nothmg ~ack;
and approved. It _was proposed, secondeil,_ and ca:- tion, then the state had the right and duty of inter- we had not hidden our t~ought, n?r been afraid to
ried after a long iiiscusswn, that the followmg addi- ference. This duty was neither greater nor less speak out honest_ly that whiCh we beheve~ to be true.
tion be made to Rule XVII. ("The present rules because a religious body was concerned. It was said ~ e have not, hke Lord Shaftesbl!r!, s~:d that "all
shall only be changed by the decision of a Congress, that girls should be hindered from entering con- WISe men were of the same rehgwn, and when
by the vote of a majority of members"): "and no- vents boys from entering monasteries. Admitted. asked what that religion was, answered, "No wise
tice of such alteration must be sent to the General But how? Not by using legal compulsion, but by man says." We have spokeJ;I openly, boldly, frankly,
Council three months before the meeting of the changing the tendency of thought among the peo- an~ ha~e endeavored to destroy .d~rkness and to
Annual Congress, and must be forwarded by the ple. It was the aim of Freethinkers to free religion bnng smence ~o bear up?n old trad_ItiOns. SchopenCouncil to each affiliated society. In case of emer- from state control, and to bring public opinion to bauer has said, "Rehg~ons. a~~ hke glow-":orms;
gency, such ca~e to be de<Jided by the Congress, al- bear upon it. A habeas corpus applied equally to a t~ey need darkness to ~hme I_n.
We have tned to
terations may be made without such previous notice private dwelling or a convent; the right of inspec- hghten the darknes~ .m wh!ch the glow-wor~s of
having been given, by a two-thirds majority of the tion should be the same· Freethinkers should not error and of superstitiOn shme. I thank spemally
nations represented at the Congress."
help to swell an ultra-Pr~testant cry raised against the audience for the hearty sympathy they have
It was proposed, seconded, and carried, that it be Roman Catholics to-day, but perhaps against them- shown; the work could not have been done so
an instruction to the Council " that the openers of selves to-morrow. N one was more opposed than smoothly s~ve for the help and the patience given
0
discussion and readers of papers upon selected sub- he was to the Roman church; he believed it· to be by t~e audience to readers and speakers. I thank
jects at the Congress shall be limited to thirty min- the greatest foe to progress and to liberty that you m the name of all the delegates who have come
utes of speech, that speakers taking part in the dis- Europe had ever known, that America would ever from so far to meet an~ to work. I tr:1st that next
cussion shall be limited to ten minutes, that no know; but it was a blunder to desire to war against Y:ear we may meet a~am personall~, Witho?t excepspeaker shall be allowed to speak on the same sub- it with weapons of the law; fight it with brain, but ti?n, and I close this Congress With gratitude and
ject more than once, except the opener of the dis- never with statute. If we admit the right to con- With hope.
.
.
cussion, who shall be allowed ten minutes in reply." trol one voluntary association, where shall we stop?
The Co~gress adJourned un.trl September, 1882.
A long discussion took place 9n the question of On the question of education he desired to impress
Now, fnends, I hav~ wea~red !on long enoug~.
printing the report of the proceedings, and it was upon all parents that it was their own fault if their I must now leave m_y kmd fnends m London ~nd hte
decided to instruct the Council to issue a French children received religious instruction; they were myself to the Contment and the East. I bid you
edition if funds permitted.
protected by the seventh clause of the Education good-bye.
D. M. B.
The decision of questions to be on the order of the
act,
and
the
authorities
were
loyal
in
carrying
it
out;
day for the Congress of 1882 was next brought forward. It was proposed, seconded, and carried that if parents, to avoid "bother," allowe.d injury to their
From England to the Continent
there be two theoretical and two practical questions children, they should remember that it is not the law
AMSTERDAM, Oct. 5, 1881.
that
is
to
blame,
but
their
own
negligence
and
carediscussed. Nine questions were put to the vote, and
DEAR FRIENDs: Before I leave England entirely I
lessness.
A
remarkable
attempt
has
been
made
in
it was ilecided that the theoretical questions should
be: "The effect of Christianity upon the world." the House of Commons to induce the House to inter- will just say a few words more. I have criticised
"Will the coming man need a religion ?" Practical, fere unfairly in education; there was a department her weather somewhat severely, but I have been
"The oath question in various countries." "The which gave aid to education, and certain rules were compelled to revise my opinion more or less with
laid down as to the conditions on which that aid respect to it. For the past· ten days we have had
best methods of propaganda."
should be granted. A certain railway director and nice weather, with very little rain; and not wishing to
SEVENTH SITTING, TUESDAY, 7: 30 P.M.
chairman of companies had given notice that this do the weather clerk of Queen Vic's realm too great
The president took the chair at 7:30, and milled hall was not a proper place to teach sciences in; that injustice, I am constrained to acknowledge it. It is
on Mr. Symes to open the evening discussion, which a Fellow of University College, and a Doctor of settled in my mind that it is possible to have a
dealt wit~ the right of the state over education and Science of London University, was not a proper week together in England without rain. But I am
teacher of science; that a lady who had already not so sure about fog. On several of these rainless
religious societies.
Mr . .Foote in the main concurred with what had passed the necessary standard at South Kensington, days the fog has been dense and continued so till
been said by Mr. Symes. That the state had a right as well as the preliminary scientific examination at noon.
I will mention my visit to Guild Hall, the headand a duty to teach was beyond discussion. That is the London University, was not fit to teach; and that,
practically agreed to in most, if not all, civilized without condescending to give any particulars in quarters of the mayor and corporation authorities.
countries. The most important point is as to the support of the allegation, no member of the Brad- The large hall in the edifice is where mass meetings
matters the state has a right to teach. Mr. Symes laugh family should be permitted to teach. He did are held for various purposes, especially in honor of
says it should teach morality, but not religion. If not think that the state would control education in distinguished foreigners. (Not a word has been
this principle is reduced to practice difficulties arise. the terms of that resolution. He felt strongly on said, however, about holding a meeting here on my
Every teacher is not qualified to instruct in morality. this matter, because of the importance of thorough account.) It has several statues and paintings of
If children do not have moral lessons from th&ir teaching; unlearning had to many of them been the those whom England delights to honor. Connected
parents they will, it is to be feared, have few of any chief difficulty. As president of the National Secu- with the establishment is a free library, which the
value. It is not enough to say, "You must and yon lar Society, he desired to give a word of thanks to public can have acceils to, with a large reading room
must not." The inquiry comes, "Why?" The the delegates who had traveled so far to be present and fine accommodations for copying. In the corrisanction of morality presses for consideration. The- there, and he trusted he might be able to repeat it dors are many cases containing antique books, printed
ologians give "the will of God." We give "useful- on some future occasion. Whatever faults their during the early years of the art preservative. Some
ness to society." As thie question of the sanction country had, at least it had been open to all. Here of them are very curious. Here also are many origlies at the basis of the whole matter, it will be im- people from all lands might discuss fearlessly; they inal documents, such as deeds and other instrupossible in a school to teach morality to the satisiac- were always welcome, and would receive a patient ments, ~xecuted several hundred years ago, and
tion of ev'3ryone until the nature of the sanction is bearing. We knew the debt we owed to other numerous letters written by distinguished men and
determined. We cannot, therefore, question the lands: we hoped we also had strength to aid free- noted authors. In the basement of the building is
right of the state to teach religion if we give it the dom. We hav been glad to have had Prof. Buchner, an interesting museum containing many of the artiright to teach morality. Hence morality must be patiently presiding over our deliberations, and hope cles, tools, and implements used by the Romans
learned at home. We have in Enghnd state schools he will come to us at some future time, to aid here in during their occupancy of London and the surroundand voluntary schools. In the former religion is the work he has so helped in his own country. OnP ing country nineteen hundred years ago. The pottaught, but is not compulsory. · Under the Educa- good comes of organization; we can giv publicity tery ware is not as fine as is gotten up at the present
tion act, Ulause 7, the child can be withdrawn from all over the country to what is done here; we can time, but displays ingenuity and workmanship. I
such teaching by the parents, and as the Education publish all distinct thought wherever it may come saw several cinerary urns for containing the ashes of
Council is strictly just, the fault of non-withdrawal from, and (turning to Dr. Buchner) men in pit, men the cremated dead. One still has ashes and pieces
lies with the parents only. He was in favor of vol- in factory, men in shop will listen to you as thorough. of bones in it. The lamps they used to have in those
untary school.s also, as there was thus more chance ly as if they were philosophers. We have at least days were not as fine as our richest lamps, but probof independent training. The example of Prussia, learned to get rid of one folly; nature has divided ably answered a good purpose. The bronze instruwhere there are no voluntary schools, was not en- men, but Freethought joins them, and places human- ments of many kinds are much corroded. Various
couraging. So little of individual enterprise resulted. ity above nationality; we have learned to eee in the ~amples of pocket knives used in the olden times are
He quoted Mill as to the state's right to insist upon wise of all lands not foreigners, but workers for the still preserved, but they are not as pretty specimens
an effective education, and as to its non-right to in- redemption of our common humanity. The Inter- of mechanical skill as Rogers's best cutlery. These
terfere if parents obtain that from voluntary schools, national Conference has indeed been really interna- numerous articles have been found at different times
though it might insist upon the teachers reaching a tional, bringing men and women together from in making excavations within the limits of the old
certain standard. The state has no further right to either side of the Atlantic. Through those from the city, and they bring pretty vividly to mind the times
interfere with the property and discipline of volun other side present here to-day, I would send word of that long since passed by.
I was very much interested in the massive bones
tary schools than it has with any corporate property greeting to those, who speaking the same tongue,
whatever. The time is approaching when it will sharing the same literature, seem to us as of our of mastodons, mammoths, and elephants, and other
claim the right to regulate all property left in trust, family, dearer than men of other lands. We send animals which have been excavated in different parts
where often money is left for a purpose rather than them message that our struggle is the same as theirs, of Great Britain. They come down from times
for persons. As to convents and monasteries, there and we pray them to give their genius, their invent- infinitely more remote than the Roman period. It is
ought to be a certain mature age fixed, before which ive faculty, which are of greater value than those thought they must be 150,000 or 200,000 years old.
it should be criminal to induce any one to embrace know who have not seen them, to link the New At the very slow rate at which the poles and the
the monastic life. The buildings should never be World to the Old and help us. In every country we equator of the earth change it must have been very,
closed against state inspection.
At present the must work to make our union strong, communicating very long ago when this country was warm enough
priests only are the inspectors, and we all remember continually, giving to each the advantages of all. for those animals to flourish in it. Some learned
the three divisions of Sydney Smith of men, women, Then shall the International Freethought Associa- men think it was before the last glacial period, which
and clergymen. Considering the condition of society tion serve to paralyze the church and to knit men of itself is believed to have continued one hundred
thousand years. How little, indeed, the writer of
to-day, we mu~t win certain instalments and retain together in truth and love.
them, and at last the Freethinking and republican
Dr. Buchner, as president, rose to close the Con- Genesis knew of the age and history of this planet !
goal will be reached, when religion will be left to ference. He said that we stcod at the end of our
On the same day I visited the National Gallery,
the conscience of the individual. Teaching must re- work and of our Congress, and he would throw a and wandered through its numerous large rooms
fer only to those things on which all are agreed as glance backward at the work that had been done. filled with the best productions of Turner, Land-
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seer, Rubens, and many others of the beAt masters. cultivate. So far as possible, all classes should be hot joints that it takes Scotland, Ireland, Holland,
As tht>re is enough in this gallery to study over for a placed upon an equality.
.
and a good share of America to satisfy his voracious
mont~, ~10 one. will expect me to give mueh of a
England should make a great reform in the use of appetite. The exports of Holland to England are
descrrpt10n of lt from a two hourR' visit. I will not intoxicating liquors. I am sure she now makes a about $100,000,000 annually, and the major part o£
attempt it. Suffice it to say the estahli~hment contains more gen~ral. and extensive use of them than any this is in cattle. Her importR are not far from the
many·of the best pictures in the world, for some other natwn lll t~e world. It cripples her influence same amount. The greatest length of the country
of which as high as $75,000 was paid.
for good work; It degrades her morals; it produces from northeast to southwest is 190 miles, and the
I paid vety little attention to the Methodist Ecu- the most abject poverty on the part of thousands· it greatest width 123 mile!'l, comprising eleven prov•
menical Council, which held its two weeks' session shorten~ life and greatly lef!Sens the welfare ~nd inces and containing over 4,000,000 inhabitants. It
in London during the early part of my stay there and prospen~y of the ~eople. A crop of apostles 0f tem- was originally a swamp, largely formed, doubtless,
in which the United States was represented by ~orne perance ts needed m England, and every person who by the washings and deposits from the Alps and
fourteen colored bishopR and clergymen, and as bas the future greatneRs 0f Engl:md at heart should other high grounds hundreds of miles in the interior,
many o~ more of the white brethren. They of seek to make the imbibing of intoxicating drinks dis- which for hundreds of thousands years have been
course did a large ~mount of praying and a still reputable among the higher classt>s, the middle steadily adding to these alluviv.l deposits. But Hollarger amount of talkwg, but whether it all amounted classeR, and the lower classes. This may be too hnd bas virtually been made by the sturdy energy
to anything is very doubtful. They made it a much to expe~~t of the people of England, Scotland, and industry of her people. The ocean has been
special order of business for sever31l days to pray for Ireland, and Wales, but they must achieve it, or fail dammed out by the dykes which have been made
Garfield. How much those special prayers effected to I:each the elevated position and the general pros- along the northern shore, and thus the greater part
is now too well known. A long discussion w11s held perity they are capable of.
of her 1,300 square miles has been reclaimod from
England should rid herself of priestcraft and the the domain of old Neptune. Occasionally the furias to whether the church should allow its mem hers
to read novels; some thought they ~;honld be forbid- shams of theology. They are expensive incubuses ous old monarch bas rushed over these barriers, reden altogether, while others· thought they should be that bear down mercilessly upon the masses and gardless of the puny efforts of man, and spread desallowed, as many novels taught good moral lessons, cause them to believe the most :1l>surd falsehoods and olation and death over hundreds of square miles.
Great But the energy of the dauntless Dutch does not quail
and belonged to a class of reading many are fond of. to . ~unificently s~Rtain their promoters.
Others again thought some novell'l should be prohib- Br1tam has over thirty thousand nriestR; and to sus- before the encroachments of the ocean, and again
ited and some allowed. So I presume people Will tain the state religion and the other churches costs and again these dykes have been repaired, and time
continue to do about as they please whether to read the people some hundreds of millions of dollars an- and again the lands reclaimed. To keep these
o. novel or not. I saw several of the delegates from nually-a burden most unremunerative and uncom- dykes in good repair costs the country some $2,500,the United States at the hotel I stopped at when I pensating; England is under a pitiable subservi- 000 annually. When tL e dykes in progress. here at
first came to the city. Some of both colors stopped ency to the theological machinery that burdens the the city of Amsterdam are completed, and what is
there; and when they learned that I was an Ingersoll world, which it must learn to throw off before called the Zuyder Zee is reclaimed for habitation
kind of rna n, they turned up their eyes in holy horror it can be truly free. But there is hope; even if and cultivation, six per cent will be added to the haband wondered why God suffers me to live. My long years are required to bring around the great itable land of Holland and room for over 200,000
opinion is that God thinks just as much of me as he changes that must be effected, it is probable that they people.
does of them, that he is just as willing I Ahould live will come in time, and that all English people, and
As small and insignificant as Holland looks upon
on for fifteen or twenty years longer as that they all the nations of the earth, will learn to be free and the map of the world, it has made its mark in the
should and that he will leave nature to turn my gas to be wise.
history of the past, and has done its share in moldLet me say here that among the movements to ac- ing and influencing the character of mankind. Next
off unless something before befalls me.
I did not attend the noisy Rev. Spurgeon;s taber· celerate the march of progress in the civilized nations to_ England, in the centuries of the past, bas she been
nacle, though I saw the exterior of it. It is a very and to promote the spirit of fraternity and harmoni- mistress of the waves; her ships have gone everylarge, plain-looking edifice, without a spire, with some ous action among men the Annual International Con- where, and her sails have whitened all the known
half a dozen large columns in front, making it look gresses of Freethinkers must prove themselves of con- waters of the globe; she has gathered of the wealth
far more like a city hall or court-house than a church. siderable value and be productive of good. I hope of all lands, for her commerce has extended to the
The building holds six or eight thousand people and American Freethinkers and Liberals will not under- uttermost parts of the earth; her naval engagements
is sometimes filled. The man has got his name up, estimate. their importance nor the necessity of send- have been many, and she bas played her part in the
and he draws like a blister plaster, though he is not ing delegates to them. I wish to now propose that Christian wars of the world with creditable valor
a man of mueh real ability. Probably .he is some- T. B. Wakeman be sent over as a delegate of and persistence; she has somewhat extensive colothing like D. L. Moody-he can roar like a bull, but American Liberals to the Congress that is to assemble nies iu the East and West Indies, and on the coast
it is not easy for him to talk good bard sense, or to at Paris next year. His familiarity with French and of Africa, which aggregate a population of 24,utter what he has to say in an able manner. I pre- German, together with his clear, broad views on all 000,000.
The government is a limited monatchy. The
ferred on the last Sunday evening in London to bear subjects pertaining to man's progres!'l, and his acknowlmy friend Robert Forder give a lecture at the Wal- edged ability, constitute him a very fit person to come mling monarch is William III., who is a year older
worth Secular Society Hall in the southern part of over and compare views with the leading thinkers than myself. It cannot be many years before nature
London. This hall was completely filled. His sub- of Europe. I wish bim to be the delegate to the will require him to give way in favor of his son
ject was, "Is Christianity New or True?" He next Freet.P,inkers' International Congress. If my William, Prince of Orange, born in 1840. The
business ~1 bear the strain I will contribute fifty legislative body consists of two chambers; the first
proved very conclusively that it is neither.
dollars to help bear his expensel", and trust that hun- is chosen by the provincial states, their term conI hope you will not think I left England because dreds of the Liberals of America will join with me
tinuing for nine years, and consisting of thirty-nine
of the arrival of Moody and Sankey, who have made in the movement.
members; the second chamber, consisting of eightyanother starring visit to England, with the hope,
six members, is chosen by ballot by the tax-payers,
OFF FOR THE NETHERLANDS.
doubtless, of winning a few souls to Jesus, and taking back a thousand pounds or so of the coin of the
Two hours of fast running in a northeasterly di- and their term is for four years. This chamber conrealm. I place the souls before the coin, but I am rection, without stopping, brought the London tains the ablest politicians of the country, and with
not sure that Moody and Sankey put them in that train to Harwich, a distance of 6ome seventy-five them rests the labor of doing the principal lvgislaorder in their heart of hearts. They did extremely miles, the point where the steamers leave for Rot- tive work of the country. Each province has its
well financially when they were here before, and it terdam, Antwerp, etc., acrosl'! the North Sea. In own governor, or "king's commissioner." The
is not unlikely that they are willing to have another half an hour the "luggage" was all aboard, and we revenues and expenditures of the government amount
time of refreshing the coming winter. It is very nice were moving out the harbor towarq the Netherlands. to about $50,000,000 per year. And, not to be out
to work for Jesus when it vays well.
Harwich is an unimportant place. I saw very little of the fashion of the civilized world, Holland owes
I left London, probably never to see it again, last of it; and will of course have very little to say of a national debt of $400,000,000. It has a standmg
night at seven o'clock. My friends JohnS. Dryden it. The night was pleasant, though as the wind had army of fifty thousand, and one hundred thousand
and Samuel and George Standring accompanied me been blowing hard the sea was somewhat rough, but militia, exclusive of its colonies.
The manufactures of Holland are not very extento the railway station and saw me off. I could not I heard of no sea-sickness on board our steamer.
ask for better friends, and have every reason to bold
The passengers did not number over forty. The sive. J..inen, tapes, etc., are manufactured to a limthem a long time in fond remembrance.
voyage upon the whole was a very good one. Soon ited extent, and for home use. There are some few
As I am now taking my leave of England, a word after the morning dawn the low shores of Holland large .factories for manufacturing cloths for their
or two by way of parting reflections may not be out (etymologically Hollow land), or the Nether lands (in colonies, with which they are arbitrary, compelling
of place. England is a great country-very grtJat Dutch .Der Nederlanden), began to make their ap- them to buy of Holland exclusively. Sugar refining
for its size.' No person can take a review of what pearance. The morning was chilly, but the weather and the manufacture of tobacco, which is extensively
England has accomplished in the way of extending pleasant. In due time we entered the river :Nla.as, used, give employment to many. Breweries are also
her rule over the world, by disseminating intelli- a combination of the Rhine and other rivers, making numerous. A national feature of their industry
gence and liberal institutions, in fostering a spirit of a very capacious stream, if stream it can be called. is the manufacture or Holland gin, or '' Schiedam
enterprise, and in accumulating half of the wealth of The descent is so very slight that the Maas may be schnapps." On our way up the Maas to Rotterthe world, without deciding that she is in a great considered almost as an arm of the sea with rivers dam we passed Schiedam, where schnapps are prinmany respects one of the first nations in existence. running to it. At the outer part dykes have been cipally made, and where are three hundred distilShe of course has her faults, as all nations have, made, to keep old ocean under some control. Low leries for the purpose. The tall chimneys of these
but they are not more serious than those of ridges of sand are first seen, followed after a while establishments are seen very often. Gin, as is well
other nations. She rules with a heavy band the with fair-looking land. I shall have to take no time known, is a spirit distilled from rye and other grain,
colonies, provinces, and dependencies over which she in describing the mountains and hills of Holland, and flavored with the oil of juniper, from juniperhas extended her dominion, but with all her severity for it has none. It is as level as the water itself, and berries. This manufacture is largely exported to
,she has carried forward civilization and prosperity. is very little above it--a very few feet above the England and to the United States, for it must be
·The English-speaking people are now the masters of ocean, and in many places but a few inches. After known that Americans swallow not a small quantity
-.the world and must continue to be. May they dis- leaving Rotterdam by rail I passed by much farming of the Schiedam schnapps, to say nothing of the
:pense the happiest and freest forms of government, land which seemed not more than ten or twelve hundreds of thousands of gallons manufactured in
inches above the water, but probably these interior our own country by adding the essence of juniper
·,the highest and best systems of civilization.
England has several reforms to effect before she streams are a tl'ifle higher than the ocean. Every and a small portion of syrup to our fiery corn
will occupy the proud position among the nations of eight or ten rods there is a canal some ten feet wide, whisky. For mildness and smoothness the Holland
the earth which she should. She should do away in which small boats can run, and in this way ma- .gin compares favorably with any spirit manufactwith her sham royalty and take the grand position nure is carried to the land. I wUI not say this is the ured. Schiedam, the town where it is made, conof the equality of humanity. Birth should not con- case all over Holland, but east of Rotterdam it is so. tains nearly twenty-five thousand inhabitants, and is
tinue to be the measure of honor and wealth, but I saw very little land that had been plowed; nearly almost a suburb' of Rotterdam. ·
'!'here are several iron and metal works rising to
worth and effort should confer these.
all is pasture land; there are more cattle pasturr.d in
England's system of land tenure must be greatly Holland than Yahweh used to have on his thousand some importance in Hollan~; but t~e ~ost im.I?orchanged. A few favored lords, the descendants of hills in Judea. The pasturage is good and the cattle tant business of the country IS the bmldmg of ships,
the old feudal barons and dukes, should not continue look welL I saw a few sheep, but only a few. The barges and canal boats, for it must be. remembered
to own all the land, and the tillers of the soil have agriculture of Holland consists very largely in cat- that liolland abounds in canals, both in town and
no share in its ownership. No man should be allowed tle-raising, and England is the great market. country, and the internal carrying trade is very
o be owner of more land than he is able to properly Johnny Bull is so fond of beef-st~ak, roast beef, and considerable. There never )VaS a country where
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canals could be more easily made; no grading i!! sale. The main fuel of the poorer classes is peat or got the better system, I am unable to say; but I am
all that has to be done is to dig out the turf, the same as is so much used in Ireland. I learn willing the two systems should be submitted to a
ditch and go where they please. The Dutch ships that extensive beds of it abound in the country, and "Consensus of the Competent "-no, I don't like
and sailing craft have been well known for centu- it is brought into the towns in boats and kept by that term-to an internat1onal congress of philolories. The counky has one hundred ironclads, ma.inly dealers the same as coal, and is hawked about the gists, and they decide which is the better of the two,
war ships, but I think they are not manufactured in streets in carts. It is cut in pieces about the size of with powers to enforce its early adoption, so that
the country; I presume Glasgow and other places bricks and seems quite solid, as though there ought the next time I make a tour around the world I will
in Great Britain have to be depende,1 upon for these. to be a good deal of heat in it. It is composed of not have as much trouble in finding streets, etc., as I
I juiige that her own locomotives are made in Eng- fiber and vegetable texture, and I judge it to be do now. I wished here to call on Monsieur D' Abland; they look like the English style and manu. heavier and more solid than the Irish peat. The laing, editor of JJe JJageraad, the radical journal
facture.
,
richer classes use coal, principally brought from of Holland, which journal I exchange with, and
The government of Holland is a mild one, and, England and Wales. There is but little wood which editor I met at Brussels last year and at Lonthough a monarchy, it may be called a free country. grown in Holland and that is cultivated. By the don this year. His place is 97 Damrak street, a
Taxation is based upon equitable principles, and- sides of the canals rows of trees are often seen, which street which runs ou~ from the JJam, in the very
much to its credit-it has no state religion. Religion give much pleasantness to the- landscape, and center of the town; but I had not a little trouble in
is entirely free, and a Hollander can have just as variety to that which would otherwise be monot- reaching it, though I sought diligently for it and
much of it as he wants, just the kind he wants, and ony. I have seen many trees of large size. In the made repeated inquiries. Somehow my accent is so
just as little as he wants. In this respect the little cities there are also many shade trees by the sides of bad, or my understanding so obtuse, that I could not
country is far ahead of England, which retains itR the canals and streets. In this respect the contrast fully bring myself en ?"appo?·t with the Dutchstate religion-its established church-with so much with London is very pleasant. In that large city landers, of whom I wished to obtain information. I
tenacity. The Protestants of Holland are about a there are very few trees save in the parks.
misunderstood them, or they persistently misunderthird more than the Catholics, and in the country
I must say the streets of Rotterdam are very clean stood me anri misdirected me, for they sent me in
there are sixty thousand Jews.
and well paved, and cleanliness is a great character- different directions, and some entirely contrary to
The steamer which brought us across the lower istic of the place. I saw women engaged in sweep- the others, and thus I went up streets and down
portion of the North Sea landed at the lower portion ing the streets. In walking about the streets I came canals to little purpose. I said JJamrak just as
of Rotterdam, and a small river steamer took us up to a cathedral, and of course was impelled to look plainly as I could speak it, but the dam AmRterto the city proper, and from its deck I had a good in, but found it very plain. Two rows of heavy col- damians did not seem to understand JJamrak worth
opportunity to view the Dutch town, its bright, clean umns ran the whole length. but I saw no statues and a damn. Once I thought it, if I did not speak it,
buildings, many of them with the gable end toward only one or two paintings. I think it is Protestant. "Damn it all, don't you know where in Amsterdam
the streets, rising to the bight of five or six stories. The Catholics always make more show. In the small Damrak is? You must be dam obtuse. I almost
The Dutch are very lavish in the way of paint. angles all around the outside of the cathedral are feel as though I could Rotterdam or cofferdam some
They have an adage that "paint costs nothing," and urinals, wholly unshielded and unbidden in any way of you, or even take a dose of Schiedam myself by
everything is painted; everything looks bright. A!l -some twenty, I think, around the whole building- way of revenge and to get even with you." But I
! had an hour or two before the train left for this and they are freely patronized. It is not for me to did not have to do it, and at length my struggles
town, I used it in looking about the quaint, neat say that the exterior utility of tha.t cathedral is not and trials were triumphant, and I was gloriously
rewarded for my labors. I found the Dam; I found
Dutch city of 150,000 inhabitants. It has been greater and more practical than the inner.
I think I never saw so many windmills before as Damrak; I found the office of JJe JJageraad and
called a little Paris set down in the midst of Dutch
scenery, but to me it seems quite as much like since I entered Holland. On all sides they are its genial editor and its gentlemanly publisher.
Venice, because canals permeate the entire city; but spreading their wings and moving in 0 bedience to the They treated me very kindly, gave me the informathe canals are larger or wider than in Venice. Large winds that abound here. They are not the modern tion I desired, and made me welcome to Amstersized vessels pass into these canals and are unloaded windmills, such as we have in America, but the old- dam. Oh, it is so sweet, when in the adversity of
of their cargoes a square or two back from the river. fashioned kind which Don Quixote and Sancho Panza being among the strange ones of the earth, who are
Nearly every street has..its canal, and, unlike Venice, used to fight in Spain. Each has four long arms or so benighted that they cannot understand the Engevery canal has its streets. In Venice there are wings measuring some twelve or fifteen feet in lish language (while every little child in America
but very few streets, only canals with a narrow length, and lovks, for all the world, like the pictures of can rattle it off as easily as he can eat gum-drops),
sidewalk beside some of them, and no carriages or windmills I used to see when a boy. They revolve to find a person who can understand you; who can
horses in the city. In Rotterdam the streets are the slowly, and if the power thus utilized is not as relia- feel for you in your afflictions; who can sympathize
same as the streets in other cities, with the canal ac- ble and strong ail a steam engine, it has the merit of in your sorrows, and who can speak words of consocompaniment in addition. Horses are used plenti- being cheap, and what is accomplished in the way of lation to your soul! Mons. D'Abliang speaks Engfully, and so are dogs, for draft purposes. I saw grinding and such other work as is found for them lish, though the publisher does not. I was glad to
learn that there IS much Freeth ought in Holland, and
them working in pairs and singly, and was surprised to do is so much saved.
at the big loads they haul. I saw a pair of dogs
In taking the train from Hotterdam to this city of that their journal is doing well. This is an intellihauling a load of vegetables sufficient for a horse. Amsterdam I mane a mistake. I should have come gent country. The education of every child born
Often men and dogs were working together in get- by the way of the Hague, which is the~at of the in ~he country is provided for by laws of a very
ting along with a cartload of freight. So far as I court and government, and is said to be a very pretty equitable character, founded upon equal religions
am, concerned, I have no objections to doge beings tow~ .of 15.0,000 inhabitants; but not being extremely privileges. The laws do not compel parentlil to send
made to pay their way through the world. They familiar With the lar guage of the country, and not their children to school, but refuse relief from the
are good feeders, and are able to acquit themselves as well posted as I might have been, I took the train public funds if their children are not thus sent; the
of much service, and I cannot see why they should for Amsterdam via Utrecht instead of the Hague. I result is, there are no children raised without a fair
not labor as well as men, horses, and oxen. As a was most anxious to see this old city, which may be education.
rule they are an idle class, doing little in return for regarded as the prototype or father of New York.
I find Amsterdam much like Rotterdam, only a
the food they eat. I do not wish to see them over- That city was !<ettled by the Dutch, and for a long good deal more so. It contains 370,000 inhabitants
worked, nor small dogs made to do what a large dog time was called New Amsterdam, but when the Eng- and is a brisk, thrifty city. Its buildings are fou:
should do, but it is well enough for them to be util- Iish came to be the possessors of it the name was and five stories high as a rule, and some even more.
ized in doing good when it is practicable. The changed to New Yvrk. From this Dutch country The old-time houses stand with their gable ends to
Dutch women are very industrious ; they may be came the old Knickerbockers and Stuyvesants, the the street, giving the place a decided Dutch appearseen performing almost all kinds of labor, many Ten Eycks and Ten Broecks, that once formed the ance. Like Rotterdam, it is traversed by canals
with a neck-yoke, carrying various commodities aristocracy of the principal town in the New World, in all its parts, which make ninety-five islands or
about the streets for sale and in transit. I went into and for the better part of a century were its leading squares, which are densely built up. It is literally
tbe market and found that women transacted the powers. I was anxious to see Amsterdam, for I felt a. city built upon piles, they being driven through
larger share of the business. The display of meats, I could claim a sort of relationship to it by virtue of suty feet of peat and sand. The harbor is inclosed
fish, vegetables, and fruits was very fair. Cabbages my residence in New York, and I find there is more by two piers, each five thousand feet long, with a
and cauliflowers in particular were plentiful and than one point of similarity, It has a Haarlem for a mouth eight hundred and fifty feet wide, and has a
fine. Holland is noted for its gardens. Thegreater suburb the same as New York has; it has the princi- basin inside the entrance of the canal which is fourpart of the flowering bulbs used in the world are pal commerce of the country, and is admirably located teen miles long and twenty-six feet deep, and two
grown here.
for the purpose.
locks 239 and 313 feet long. Large colonial ships, as
I noticed a kind vf head-gear worn by some of the
Let me say that the use of the word dam in this well as from other parts, enter here freely. A new
women unlike anything I have seen before. A gold country does not arise from any special fondness for canal, built in 1876 by an English company at a cost
or silver plate two and half inches by three and a "c'uss ~oords," but the meaning is simple enough. of $12,500,000, cutting through the Isthmus of Holhalf, roundish in shape, is attached to the side of the pam,. i~ Dutch, is not very unlike the English mean- land to the mouth of the river Ymuiden, on the
head (not to the skull, probably, but to the hair by mg-If It does not mean to stop the water, it means North Sea, is now the principal way for ships and
pins or some such arrangement), and from this S}liral to direct it or confine it; thus Rotterdam comes steamers to reach Amsterdam. The Zuyder Zee, conquirls or ornamentations go forward like horns, with from the embankmentA, or dykes, to conduct the taining 1,400 square miles, is being shut off from the
pendants hanging from them something like earrings, river Rotte, Schiedam from the river Schie, and tidal waves, and will be reolaimed as dry land and
and varying in style. They are very conspicuous, Amsterdam from the river Amstel. So, the Holland- make homes for many thousands. The city is' nine
and if they are worn to make a show I think the end ers dam a good deal though they do not mean there- miles around, and contains as much wealth and enterprise as any city of its size in the world.
is accomplished. Probably the custom is one that by to use the word damn.
has been handed down from the past centuries, and
We arrived here in Amsterdam a little after the
The publisher of JJe JJageraad kindly brought me
perhaps is quite as sensible as hanging golden and middle of the day, and I at once commenced looking to this hotel where I am stopping, and then conducted
other ornaments to the nose, or even to the ears, as, around to see the character of the town, though I me to the National Picture Gallery and Museum, first
fashionable American ladies are so fond of doing. I must confess my total Ignorance of the language calling at the <.Jaffe Poolsche Kuffijhuis, which is
also noticed several of the better dressed ladies proves a serious drawback in acquiring information really a grand place for concerts, with an extensive
wearing capacious lace capes over their necks and especially as I have been able to find but few per~ restauran.t an~ a large brilliant room ~djoining, the
shoulders. Sometimes the needle work on them is sons who speak English. I wish all the nations whole bemg nch, gorgeous, and extensive. I found
very elaborate. It is quite common to see the babies would hurry up and learn to speak English, or that at the picture gallery many excellent works of art by
ofthe better classes dressed in the same manner.
a universal language would come into use. I have Van Dyke and other eminent painters. Many of the
This is also the land of wooden shoes. About half heard of an ingenious Frenchman who has devised a subjects have a decided Dutch cast of countenance
the people are wearing them, probably the poorer new and very simple language for universal use, b~t that is. to be expected in a Dutch gallery. Th~
class, and the way the woman and children go clat- based upon the seven syllables used to denote the Bible subJects I was most pleased with were the
tering about with their wooden shoes is rather amus- seven musical characters, to wit, do, re, mi, fa, sol temptation placed before Joseph by Potiphar's
ing. I notice there are stores where wooden shoes la, si. By combining these simple sounds in dif~ wife and Susannah and the elders. The Dutch
are sold exclusively, and they are piled up in front fereut ways and in every possible order he gets six painters who got these pictures made the females
of the shops like so much stove-wood. Speaking of thousand words, which are enough, at least for trav- extremely lovely, and they evidently had no fear of
stove-wood, there is not very much of it here. I see eling purposes, and nearly as many as Shakspere used an impure-minded Comstock before their eyes, for
small limbs of wood from an inch to an inch and a in writing his immortal plays. Whether the they were true to nature. When I viewed the exhalf in diameter and three f~et long, tied up in small J!'~enchman, or my philologicala:nd universological ~uisite be!luty of M;rs. Potiphar I irresistibly thought,
\~undies or parcels and earned about the streets for friend, Stephen Pearl Andrews, m his Alwato, has
0 you Billy Joe; if I were you I would consent just
nece~sary;
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a little." But the poor, cowardly simpleton looked are indebted to the Jews for their Virgin Mary and the preceding. In the epidemic of 1857, •58, an·d '59
frightened out of his wits, and tore the only coat he for the gods they worship, to turn against them, to 14,240 deaths from smallpox occurred; in 1863, '64,
had "plumb in two." Possibly he divined her despise them, and oppress them and despitefully use and '65 20,059 deaths; in the third, 1870, '71, and '72,
dream and concluded he had more important busi- them in every possil?le way. But Christians have 44,840 deaths. Increase of population from the first
ness somewhere else. "Not for Joseph."
been cruel and mean in so many directions and on so to the second epidemic, seven per cent; increase cf
Good houses are built for the different animals, many thousand occasions that we are almost forced smallpox in the same period nearly fifty per cent.
properly classed, and at sucho distances apart that to the conclusion that cruelty and meanness are Increase of population from the second to the. third
the whole collection must cover from fifty to a hun- their principal stock in trade and about the only epidemic, ten per cent; increase of smallpox 111 the
dred acres of ground. Over one of the larger build- qualities for which they are remarkable. There are same period one hundred and twenty per cent.
ings is an excellent anatomical museum, all forms of thirty thousand Jews now living in Amsterdam.
Deaths from smallpox in the first ten years after the
animal life in skeleton, with every conceivable form
When I had seen the animals, etc., as much as I enforcement of vaccination-1854-1863-33,515; in
of coral and marine productions, including, I should desired, the day was far spent, and I returned to my the second ten years-1864-1873-70,458. These
think, thousande of forms of singular animals, well hotel for supper, after which I did not venture out figures are from the" Vital Statistics," authorized by
preserved, that only inhabit the waters of the ocean. among the streets and canals. I did think I would Parliament.
The whole affords a wide field for study.
like to see what a Dutch theater is like, and that
The following truthful analysis has been made
From the Museum I returned to the Dam, where perhaps you would conceive it my duty to do so for from the Registrar-General's return to the House of
stands the palace which the king of the country your benefit; but thinking that I might possibly get Commons, No. 433, session 1877:
occupies but eight days in the year, staying the lost in this dam-I mean Amsterdam-town, and
1. In 1847, out of 539,965 infants born, that foulremainder of the time at the Hague. It seems like remembering I had this letter to write I remained in. est of diseases, syphilis, carried off 255 before they
a waste of capital to keep such a valuable piece of
Thursday, Oct. 6.-After looking about the city had lived a single year, being at the rate of 472 per
property to be occupied for eight days out of three for an hour or more, I took the train for Arnheim, million births.
hundred and sixty-five. It is no wonder that the via Utrecht; the latter a town of 60,000 inhabitants,
2. In 1871 eleven out of thirteen robust adults
Amsterdamians think the king ought to relinquish it but which I did not stop to inspect. After passing were syphilized by re-vaccination with lymph from
and let them have it for a town hall. Here I took it we came into a dry, sandy district, where is but one apparently healthy child at a vaccination stathe tramway-street carr,-about two miles out to the comparative1y little vegetation. Some of the sand tion.
Zoological Gardens, where I saw a splendid coll&c- is in ridges, doubtless as left by the ocean thousands
3. In 1875, after rigid enforcement of vaccination
tion of wild animals, from the stately elephant down of years ago. The canals were not so numerous for many years, the deaths from syphilis among into white mice; from the monstrous hippopotamuses heie, and the country is dryer. I had previously seen fants under one year reached 1,826 per million births,
disporting in the water, down to Guinea pigs; from much of the basket willow in cultivation, and it an increase of 1,354 per million (or more than four
three tall giraffs, which can reach limbs twenty feet struck me that Holland is the best country for that times the 1847 rate of mortality) among infants,
from the ground, down by the way of several camels crop of any place in the world. I noticed the bas- from this foul cause alone. In like manner, the inwith both one hump and two humps; three zebras, kets are made of the willow, the common ones with fant deaths from scrofula l1ad increased in 1875 as
llamas, moose, deer, antelopes, goats, ibexes, etc., the bark on, the finer ones with the bark taken off. compared with 1847 660 per million births. Tabes
down to the hairs and rabbits; from the largest The growth and preparation of madder for dyeing is Mesenterica (internal scrofula) increased 2,276 per
ostriches, with heads ten feet from the ground, from also quite a business in some parts of Holland, of million. !3lcin diseases increasf'd 320 per million.
condors, vultures, and eagles, down to the tinniest which considerable quantities are raised.
And Erysipelas increased 240 per i11illion. From
sparrows and humming-birds; from the boa-conI stopped over at Aruheim for some two hours; bronchitis there was an increase of 12,400; also from
strictors and anacondas by way of the cobras, moc- it is a place of something more than 45,000 inhabi- diarrhma and atrophy, and debility (on an average
casins and rattlesnakes down to the vipers and garter- tants, and withal a very pretty, neat, and well-built of seven yearo) 12,750 per million.
snakes; from the three large sea-lions (one of which town. I had time enough to look it over somewhat
4. The foregoing eight causes alone, tll&ll, increased
would climb up on a ledge of rocks ten or fifteen thoroughly, and make a few purchases of fruit and the mortality under one year to birtl1s, 29,944 per
feet high, and dive off into the deep fountain below) other edibles. Hound at the outer part of the town, million in 1875 as compared with 1847 (when the
the crocodiles and alligators, down to the gold fish, near the station, a hill or mountain nearly twenty blood was not poisoned by law at th?·ee months old)
small crabs, etc., which inhabit the water. But I feet in bight-perhaps the highest land in Holland. say in round numbers about 25,'000 babies a year carneed not dwell on the varieties of animal life I saw; After leaving the town the country is very fine; it is ried off by inoculable and in vaccinated diseases and
they were all there-! did not miss any-all that cultivated like a garden and produces very fine crops. lowered vitality. How could these infants die of
Adam named after Yahweh turned them out. But if The land here is a trifle higher than nearer the sea, sma1lpox? They were all obviously saved by vaccinwe in America use the names Adam gave all these ani- and better adapted to plowing and cr?p-raising. It ation as claimed by the medical department.
mals, then the Dutchmen have departed from the true must be a beautiful land to work, bemg a mellow,
5. Notwithstanding this so-called infant-saving,
paths, for I notice the names they gave them :ue sandy loam, without a stone or other obstruction.
out of 80,000 smallpox deaths during twenty years
entirely different from ours. Adam, while he was
We had a slow train and did not get ahead very 43 000 were those of children under five years, after
about it, should have marked their names in their rapidly. It got to be dark before we reached the lit- va~cination enforced to afford protection.
foreheads so we nations could agree and call them tle station over the German frontier, the name of
6. Tb us may an inquiring person inform himself
alike. Probably Adam made no arrangement for which I did not learn, when our baggage had to be why $600 000 000 expended in England on sanitary
the confusion of tongues at the tower of Babel. So overhauled to see if we had any "tabac" or other works ha~·e ~ot, apparently, lessened the general
much for ambitious man trying to get to heaven contraband goods. The examination was not at all death rate.
before he was invited. I will say that this zoological rigid. Finding no tabac -or spiritus in my sachel
In uiew of these apalling facts, it is not strange
collection at Amsterdam is one of the best I ever they allowed me to pass; but from some small sums that Dr. J. W. Collins, at the :Medical Animal Vacsaw. The one at London is no better. I always were collected.
cination Conference, London, should have introduced
view the great number of forms of animal life with
On the train from Amsterdam I was fortunate in this resolution: "That having regard to the fact that
interest. It helps me to admire nature; and if she meeting William Tebb, of London, who is on his way vaccination has in no way mitigated the severity nor
has not produced tke many orders and species of to Cologne to attend an International Anti~Vaccina- lessened frequency of smallpox er1idemics; and
life with as great perfection and unobjectionableness tion Congress, which is to be held there on the 9th, farther, that it has on several occasions been the
as might, with infinite power and wisdom, have been lOth, 11th, and 12th inst. I had con~iderable con- means of extensively propagating syphilis, as shown
possible, I inevitably have to admire her works, and versation with him upon the evils of vaccination, and by Drs. Wartoment and Cameron. Resolved, That
silently exclaim, "0 nature, what a splendid work- learned facts of him which I was not before in pos- this conference condemns the present system of vacman you are !"
session of. I found him a very intelligent man, and cination as mischievous in its results, and inoperative
Adjoining the grounds is an extensive restaurant, thoroughly aroused to the wrongs that are done both as a prophylactic against the disease it was designed
with a fine large space filled with seats, where the in Europe and America in enforcing compulsory vac- to suppress.
.
natives can sit and listen to the discoursing of music cination. He is editor of the Vaccination Inquirer
It is not strange that J. Emery Codere, M.D.,
by the band on pleasant summer evenings. It is and Health Review, and is working with all his in- Professor of Materia Medica, Victoria UniverRity,
an agreeable place of resort, and is much fre- telligence and energy to und<' the evils that have and for thirty years physician at Hotel Dieu, JHonquented by the staid people of Deutschland. They been enforced by modern governments, in compell- treal, should say this, "The idea of introducing into
seem to live as sensibly as any people in the world, ing people to have their children vaccinated, by a healthy organism the virus of an infia~matory
and have as few faults as those of any nation. I which poison is introduced into their systems far and gangrenous malady in order to keep It from a
must say I am pleased with the Hollanders, and more pernicious and deadly than the smallpox itself. disease that does not exist is revolting to common
regard them as a thrifty, industrious, frugal, and I have long been of the opinion that vaccination has sense."
happy people. l see no beggars here, and no indi- not proved so great a blessing to mankind as Jenner
It is not strange that F. W. Newman, Emeritus
cations of sickening poverty and destitution. The and his admirers have claimed, but since conversing Professor, London University, should say, "To
dwellings of the poor, even, are not repulsive and with Mr. Tebb, and obtaining from him the most re- attack a perfectly healthy child nuder pretense of
disgust.ing. 'l'he streets are cle~tn and the dwellings liable and authentic statistics upon the subject, I am public health is a tyrannical usurpation which no
comfortable. The Dutch may not be as" fast" as more positive of it than before. As this is a most medical theory can defend."
some nations, but they are sure.
important subject to every person who has children,
It is not strange that Dr. Charles Cameron, M.P.,
This is the city where the great Spinoza lived; or who may have them, I feel sure you will excuse should express himself in this wise, " The recurhere is where he worked out the wonderful problenis me if I detain you for a few minutes with it.
renee, therefore, in the latest period of a mortality
which his mind evolved, and here is where the
So far from vaccination proving a blessing to the almost as high as that experienced _Prim: to the
narrow, unappreciative bigots persecuted him be- world, it has been an absolute curse. By this opera- Vaccination act shows that the protective VIrtues of
cause his intellect towered above theirs and because tion thousands have not only been thereby so poi- vaccination are mythical, or that there is something
he was able to disclose greater truths of nature than soned with the virus of syphilis, scrofula, and other radically wrong in our national system of vaceinatheir pigmy minds were ca.paLle of grasping; here dreadful impurities that they have met terrible and tion."
.
.
is where he toiled at diamond-cutting in order to premature deaths, but tens of thousands who ha':e
It is not strange t~at Florence ~Ightmgale, who
secure to him the means of eking out an existence; not been so unfortunate have nevertheless had theu did so mnch for su:ffenng human bewgs, should have
but he here gave to the world some of the sublimest blood so impregnated with such vile diseases as to said, "Every one who knows anything of public
truths which man has ever uttered. If a Moses ever imbitter life and induce wretchedness, though death health questions will agree as to .the practical unity
lived he was not equal to Spinoza, and could not were not the direct result. We are all sufficiently of epidemics and theit dttermining causes, and that
compare with him in a true conception of the pow- liable to contract impurities of the blood without ex- exemption. from all alike must be sought, not by
ers of the universe and in solving the great problems pressly introducing into the systems of little children any one thing, s_uch as vaccination, b_ut br inquirin~
and others such serious infections must both sadden into and removmg the.causes of epidemiC susceptimost important to the welfare of the human race.
Diamond-cutting is still prosecuted here to a large and shorten life.
bility generally."
There is a popular prejudice both in England and
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
extent. Ten thousand persons are said to be constantly engaged at the business, nine thousand of America that vaccination has lessened smallpox, but
whom are Jews. For centuries Amsterdam has a careful examination of the subject dispels this
rl'he Stenograph.
been quite a place of resort for the persecuted error. Vaccination was made compulsory in Great
EDITOR TimTH SEEKER: The Stenograph is a
Israelites; they have here found shelter and pro- Britain by act of Parliament in the year 1853; again
tection when it has been denied them in other in 1807; and still more stringent in 1871. Since the great inventiOn. I hope a large number of TRU1'H
places. It seems like a heartless piece of cruelty first year named England has been visited with three SEEKER readers will come to my Stenograph school
W. F. JAMIESON.
and meanness on the part of Christians1 when they epidemics of smallpox, each being more severe than -through the mail.
'I
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head the list. And let it be remembered that it was engaged. It is the lesson that nature herself teaches.
this class of the clergy mainly who, when Hayes We must be learners and scholars in many direcpromised that Mr. Bennett should 1_10t be sent to tions. We do not know it all yet. The demands of
prison for an offense be had not committed, gathered human life are immense. How much is to be built
Methodist Kissing.
around the madam and through her changed the up with new knowledge and new instrumentalities !
Scientific Liberalism is something vastly different
To THE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir : purpose of the chicken-hearted fraud and had a man
Straws show which way the wind is blowing, and sent to the penitentiary as a criminal who, as the au- from" cultured Liberalism." This has-proved a most
Bishop Wiley's preliminary address to the Methodist thorities at Washington admitted, had violated no law. pitiable fail nre.
"Culture" has run itself into the ground, and is
Mr. Editor, the church, and especially the MethodConference in the town of Sycamore, Ill., on the 5th of
October, the conference that l:'ilenced Dr. Thomas, of ist church, is a breeding-place for the ignobl~ vice fast going to seed. The world despises it, as it ought
Chicago, for heresy, reveals one faot and explains o( lying in its various phases of dissembling,_dishon- to do. Mere culture is of all things the most despio.
another in a most edifying way to the outside world. esty, and hypocrisy. It not only mak~ .1ts own able. It leads to that most cursed of all sins, spirit.
ual pride. In that it rots and dies.
The town of Sycamore is not a large one, and the ministers and people in so many instances hars and
He who makes "culture" the end of life builds
members of the Conference, one hundred and forty hypocrits, but by its false standards of morals c~m
about
himself a tomb.
pels
outsiders
to
at
least
dissemble
by
suppressmg
in number, must needs be quartered on the families
Of course there is a true and natural, and we
the
expreo;sion
of
their
honest
opinions
for
fear
of
residing there instead of being accommodated at the
hotels. In view of the clergy mingling with the lay losing caste and patronage in their business voc~ might say unconscio~s, culture that _is eminently
brethren, and their wives and daughters for a weE>k tions. Truthfulness and candor are the most beauti- beautiful. As beauty IB the most beautiful when u~
or two, Bishop Wiley givs them three pieces of ad- ful traits in the human character, and no man ought conscious, so culture is the most noble when It
knows not itself. Culture will come through knowlvice, the last of which is that they should "not in- ever to do in private what be condemns in pu~)lic ..
Nine-tenths of the influence of the church IS ev1l; edge and a high purpose .. We need not and shoul_d
dulge in kissing, as it was a dangerous business."
The fact which this official warning reveals is that it has honeycombed society with hypocri<'-y and cow- not seek for it as a spemal end. If one does he IB
Methodist ministers hav been in the habit-business ardice, and has destroyed the means of rightly esti- apt to become narrow and Unsympathetic. He shuts
the bishop calls it-of kissing the sisters. If the mating character. It is (l,nuisance which it is the himself up to his own peculiar tastes. His "sweet
reasonableness" is apt to become a fi.eroe unreasonbishop bad warned them against stealing the silver province of Freethought to abate.
The only argument that has ever been offered ableness ao-ainst what he does not happen to like.
forks and spoons of their entertainers because it was
a •' dangerous business," and might lead to detection agaiiist the taxation of church property is that the The cultur~d man is one who pets himself, who, havand disgrace, the brethren present would hav risen churches, by their inculcation of good morals, pay ing on a clean shirt, will not associate with one who
up in indignation and rebuked the bishop on the to the commonwealth more than they cost by their has a soiled one, although it may hav become so by
spot for daring to insinuate that they could de any exemption. But look at the facts in connection with very honest work. Culture, after all, is only intelsuch thing. But when he warned them, as shep- one single penitentiary in the state of Ohio. The lectual dandyism. It is taking pride in what is b?-t
herds of the Lord's sheep, against leading any of Cleveland Leader of the 21st of November, 1879, pub- an. outside accomplishment, and too often results m
the flock be~ide the still waters in the wilderness lishes the report of the directors- of the penitentiary a disdaining of what is really manly.
If we insist upon science, the most noble culture
of this world, :md fondling the ewes and htmbs, not for that year, in which they announce the fact that
a mother's son in all the one hundred and forty who of the 1,316 criminals in the institution at Columbus will result, as if we insist upon love the most noble
composed the conference ever manifested the least the Catholics number 133; Baptists, 65; Presby- politeness and etiquet will come; btlt to insist upon
anger. The whole of them sung dumb and tacitly terians, 53; Disciples, or Campbellites, 18; Episco- mere culture is like insisting upon mere politeness
acknowledged the corn. There was a general grat- palians, 33; Dunkard, 2; ,T ews, 3; Universalists, 3; and etiquet without reference to underlying sources.
Mere culture is aristocratic and exclusiv, while
ing of the teeth and !!. rolling up of the whites of United Presbyterians, 6; Quaker, 8; German Retheir eyas toward heaven in amazement at Dr. formed, 5; United brethren, 6; Spiritualists, 0; In- science is thoroughly democratic and inclusi':. Cul.ture picks out a few select facts and dwells m theu
Thomas's heresy in denying the doctrin of hell fire fidels, 0; Methodists, 172.
How many of these Methodists are ministers who radiance, while science takes all facts and makes the
for the wicked. But when the bishop, to use scriptural phraseology, warned them against playing began their career by disregarding Bishop Wiley's most and the best of them.
Scientific Liberalism draws no lines. It is afraid
around the hole of the asp, :a.nd putting coals of fire caution not to kiss the women because it was a
in their bosoms with the expectation that no harm dangerous bnsines6l, this deponent lilayeth not. My of no associations. It simply seeks the truth. It
would come of it, the brethren threw furtiv glances brother David, who is quite a statistician, and who dwells in the universal. It avoids no man nor
at each other, winked expressivly, and seemed to has a warm side for the Methodists, liays he is afraid woman. It evades no issue. It calls nothing
unclean that is a. part of humanity. It touches
J .ER.EMUH JONES.
think that if the bishop was Wiley by name he was not to inquire.
and include!i! all ·life. It is not wilful or arbiChicago, Ill., Oct. 15, 1881.
wily enough by nature to deceive and bamboozle them.
trary. It has no ruts, no favorit truths, no pet ideas.
The reason why the one hundred and forty memIt is open to every relation and, to every. sympathy,
Scientific Libemlism.
bers of Conference laughed in their sleeves and put
yet it binds and controls. It makes law, 1t bUilds, It
their thumbs agaimlt the sides of their noses when
The recent action of the Chicago Congress be- perfects. It allows liberty only for high ends. It
the old bishop warned them against kissing the tokens a new and forward movement in Liberalism.
female saints of Sycamore is that they knew full WE:ll That action is not so much a cause ail an effect. It would hav all living obedient to a sublime purpose.
that Bishop Wiley was no rule of faith and practice represents the point to which, through many waylil, It has a noble meanin~. It believelil in sacrifice and
to them. They went for the Biblej and in the New the evolution of human thought has arrived. Like toil; iu humility and devotion.
This is the new and broad career to which we are
Testament, over and over again, the inspired apos- all great movements in the development of humancommitted
by the Chicago Congress voicing the large
tles, Paul and Peter, expressly enjoin upon the saints ity, Liberalism was at first the outcome of feeling
to" greet one another with a holy kiss.'' The Con- and temperament; it was a sort of idiosyncrasy-a demands of the hour. We are sweeping into vast
ference was just going to decapitate Dr. Thomas for purely individual affair; it sprang up here and there and mighty currents of progress. All the streams
denying that Balaam's ass was plenarily insptred like a wild luxuriant growth of nature. Hence it are uniting. We are now in a position to conquer
when he spoke in the Hebrew tongue to his rider. went into many hobbies and notions and personal the future. We hav insisted upon freedom, but even
Would the bishop dare deny the inspiration of Paul proclivities. In such a state there was no possibility more peremptorily shall we insist upon know)edge.
and Peter when they repeatedly enjoin the duty of of organization. There could only be the impulsiv We wish every man to be wide awake and be able to
use his liberty for the noblest acquirements.
kissing among the saints as one of the means of life of childhood.
SAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
grace ? By no manner of means. Let the bishop
If Liberalism had always remained in this state it
repeat his commonplaces, and go the round of his would hav been a mere eddy in the world's progress,
No Honest Man Need Apply.
platitudes and other ceremonies. They were not the and not the main current. That it has at length
inspired word of God. The Conference was a body acquired strength and depth enough to become
The church does not ask for honest men. It desires
of Christian ministers whose rule of faith and prac- organized and shape itself into an all-inclusiv move. only mere consenting passivly to formulated creedi:Jtice was the Bible, and as the New Testament was ment shows that it is not a mere stream in human creeds which it is impossible for the candidates to fulthe most important part of the Bible, and clearly and thought, but the ocean of destiny itself, ·upon whose ly and properly understand as to their merits relativly
repeatedly not only permitted but enjoined the prac- ample bosom all the riches of the future must pass. considered with all other creeds, for it' must be
tice of kissing among the saints, they would perform
Liberalism is now not simply individual, but uni- remembered that if a creed is the correct exposition of
this Christian duty during their stay among the sisters versal; it is no longer so many atoms, but a world. the divine will there can be but one correct exposiof Sycamore and let the bishop go - - - among the This is not an artificial result, but a natural crystal- tion of that will. Hence no man can intelligently
octogenarians of both sexes. And they apologized for lization; it is the outcome of a law of growth.
determin which is the correct creed until he
the bishop hy saying that as in ancient times among
Every great process is born out of feeling=-out of has examined them all and compared the difthe Greek philosophers there was exoteric teaching ad- human hope and aspiration; but if it remain simply ferent principles enunciated therein. A life-time
dressed to the outsiders who did not understand a matter of feeling it cannot reach to permanent would not suffice for such a work, hence an inthings, but esoteric instruction given to the initiated results; it dies like a wave upon the vast sea-an- telligent decision is an impossibility. Then if
who" did understand, so the wily old bishop's warn- other wave takes its place.
there is not an intelligent decision there cannot be
ing against the clergy kissing the women of Syca.
From feeling each great movement in human an honest belief. Of what use can it be to an indimore was merely exoteric, and meant to play upon progress must pass to thought, and through thought vidual to assent to something somebody else has
the credulity of the marines.
·
said. There cannot be honest consent without prao.
to sublime and all-comprehensiv harmony.
To men of gumption, who hav eyes to see and
Liberalism has now become organic, and the law tical knowledge. There is no point upon which to
minds to reflect, this warning of Bishop Wiley to of its organic life is science. Through science Lib- rest honesty, and the m:Jn who accepts these things
one hundred and forty of his clergymen reveals a eralism becomes perfect; it builds the ideal republic must either be an· imbecil or a knave. Why? He
fact indisputable, so far as the Rock River Confer- and clothes humanity with new and splendid powers. accepts because he does not know better, or because
ence is concerned, that the common practice among
Without science Liberalism will flash away like he has some object in making such an avowal. In
the Methodist preachers is the " dangerous" one of the bright foam; it. may catch the light of heaven either case what I hav said is true, and about the
kissing the women indiscriminately. And they keep in dazzling colors, but it will not endure in the edi- best that can be said of the matter is the church
up this "business" because they and the women fice in which the sons of men must dwell.
holds this position, "We will take an honest. man
like it, and because, as I said before, the New TestaHereafter Liben..Jism must be a study. He who into our fold if he assents to our dogmas; but If he
ment commends it to be done-" Greet ye one an- would be a thorough-going Liberal must be a devout don't, we hav no use for him."
other." Let the brethren greet the sisters and the and persistent thinker; and he must learn to think
But can it be said that no man is honest and sinsisters the brethren "with a holy kiss;" or, as Mr. with others, that together the grandest results may cere who in his rules of life is not acquainted with
Beecher m;ed to say, "kiss all around." That the be accomplished. We must put on the harness, for every other system o.f ethics o! ph_ilosoph~; . and
practice is a dangerous one, as the bishop says, if we dash off free and wild how can we ever draw if not hence the priOr reasomng IB sophistiCal?
although enjoined by two inspired apostles, is clear the ch~riot of progt·ess ?
No, because Liberalism does not base salvation on
from the fact that it, or something else, plays the
There is a common work before us, and a common belief of any system, nor is it considered requisit for
devil in so many instances with the morals of the method. There is in the noble sense of the word a membership in our ranks. Ours is n~t 3: creed, b_ut
Methodist clergy, for in the long list of clergymen sublime and beautiful creed by which we are bound a life, and we hav but one common prmmple, to Wit,
who hav been chased down and nabbed by the dogs together-it is the creed of human reason and all perfect individual mental liberty; and as no man's
of the law, as reported by the newspapers all over the varied and vast results of our united experience. standing depends on profession, there is no inducethe country, because they were unchaste and medThis creed is not made or imposed by any set of ment to hypocrisy. Hence we ask for honest men
dlesome among the women, the Methodist ministers men, but by the enthusiastic work in which we are first, and afterward honest men with correct theories,

!/[ommnnications.
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but sincerity is the basic rock of our temple, and if leisure to examin it thoroughly. For a description
a man hav that then correct principles and good acts of the work I would refer your readers to Tmri TRUTH
will assuredly follow.
REuBEN DAILEY.
SEEKER. of .Oct: 1st. That it is a most delightful
P.roductwn Is evident even upon a cursory examinat.wn. Would that every Christian, as well as Free·. Book Notices.
thinker, was in possession of the contents of this
THE BENNETT-MAIR DISCUSSION.
book. Though, like Paine, Voltaire believed in the
I hav received and reviewed the "Bennett-Mair existence of a God, like Paine he dealt destructiv
Discussion," which we read with such interest in THE blows at the myths of the Bible, church frauds, and
TRUTH SEEKER. It is one more valuable contribu- bigotry, from which the former has never recovered
tion to Liberal literature, and ought to sell well. I and the latter has never forgiven him. Paine was
could hav ~old this copy before it was unwrapped the great :n:nglish iconoclast, Voltaire the great
had I so desired. There are no books that are so well French wit and thunderbolt. "Crush the wretch,"
calculated to provoke inquiry and discussion and con- or " crush the Infamous," was powerfully leveled
sequently Liberal conclusions, as these whidh present at the then existing church monstrosities at home
both sides in their extremes and fulness. Both Chris- and abroad. Vile as his enemies hav represented
tian ~nd L~b.eral here finds his very best arguments Voltaire, he was in manners and morals far in adfor his p0sitwns, and he cannot fail to learn much vance of the dignitaries of the church who reviled
that is new and interesting. Mair is not a clergyman him. But in order to be appreciated "Voltaire in
but he has probably done as well in trying to support Exile " must be read, and we advise all to send $1 to
a "lost cause " as if he had been one and Bennett THE TRUTH SEEKER office for this remarkal;>le book,
has fairly excelled himself in presenting mountains of the reading of which will but whet the appetite for
evidence proving the mythical and fabulous character a perusal of the much larger volume by James Parof the Christia? r.elig.ion, as well as its degrading, tan, the great historian and Freethinker.
Let our Liberals not content themselvs in ignorance
baleful, and behttlmg mfiu~nces U:pon humanity. He
~ffectually settles the questiOn as regards the divin- of the lives of our noble, heroic workers, dead and
Ity and usefulness of the Bible by proving it to be gone, but invest every spare dollar in Liberal literafull of falsehood, error, legend, cruelty, and obscenity. ture and thus aid the present worker in disseminatHe proves that every dogma of the church was held ing the seeds of Freethought at the same time he
ELLA E. GIBSON.
by pagans long before the Christian era-that belief is feasting himself.
Barre, Mass., Oct. 12, 1881.
is no v.irtue and unbelief no crime-because they are
both mvoluntary and cannot be controled by will.
"Voltaire in Exile" is a new book by M. GasHe proves that Christianity has never made men
moral or good, but that vice and ·crime of all kinds tineau, which has ju11t been issued by D. M. Bennett,
are more prevalent in Christian countries than any the well-known Freethought publisher.
It was written a few years ago to meet the ocother.
.
I hope every League will buy this book for its li- casiOn of the centenary of Voltaire's death, and is
brary, and every individual Liberal who is able will a fitting tribute to the memory of the great man.
While entering into many of the ~mailer details
order one to lend to his pious neighbors. We all
need to do some good work for humanity, and the and incidents of his long and checkered career, it is
best work of all is to free the mind from error and concise :and crisp; and, while lauding his many- good
superstition a?d thus prepare it for truth and prog- qualities and his genius, it does not seek to cover up
ress. Truth IS the aim of all honest inquirers. We his equally numerous faults, among which not the
cannot hav too much truth or be too free in its utter- least were his broad notions regarding the relations
ance. Truths mildly and properly presented are of the sexes. The book, in short, is intended to be
a faithful history of Voltaire's life in exile-an imnever harmful to any good cause.
partlial picture by the hand of an admiring but con"·Men talk of dangerous truths, as if't could be
scientious artist.
That truth is ever dangerous or unsafe!
The author turns to his work as a philosopher, and is
'Tis only we and our imperfect ways
thereby very naturally seized with such admiration
That are at fault. Nettles touched timorously
Sting to the quick; but grasp them with a will
for it as to entirely forget the weaknesses of the man.
A.nd they are harmless as sweet beds of balm.
It is when beheld as the equal of kings and protector
And so with trnth, approach her with distrust
of the weak-when, armed with the sword of philosOr fear, she stings us with her positiv
ophy, he opposes, almost single handed, the combined
Sharp wenpons, and we cry out, 'We are hurt!'
forces of superstition, cant and priestly despotismBut front her boldly and she harms us not;
Nay, wrestle with her, hold her till the day
that Voltaire appears to the author as the ruling genBreaks, and the cry bursts from our lips,
ius of the eighteenth century. Remembering Vol'I will not let thee go, except thou bless!'
taire's humanitarian, watchful, and ready step forward
And we shall know her as she is, sweet,
to champion the cause of the oppressed-as he did
Strong, and helpful, sent to us of good,
in the Calas case-giving them his time, money, and
A.nd blessing ere she goes.
hospitality, as well as hit~ benevolence to his tenantry
" Only half truths
at
Ferney, where he illustrated his life-long princiAre dangerous; of them, my soul, beware I .
ples by becoming the author of the prosperity and
Look to it that they cheat thee not with shams,
happiness of a hitherto stagnant community, MonA.nd flattering specious forms of lower good,
When the SU!'Jremest good is in thy grasp,
sieur Gastineau grants him, not admiration alone,
Or may be for the reaching after it."
but also the profound admiration which true goodness, allied to genius, must ever command.
. ELMINA DR.&.KE SLENKER.
The most interesting portion of Mom;ieur GastiThis is another of those full and candid expositions neau's work is that touching the philosophical system
of theology that our friend Bennett hands to the of the great man. It is the moiit interesting because it
world every now and then, and very readable it is. dispels many false "ideas even well-educated people
Having r~ad these papers, pro and con, as they ap- entertain regarding Voltaire's religious belief. As
peared in THE TRUTH SEEKER, I know them to be the author very well says: "In spite of his sallies
most interesting and valuabl&, as containing rare in- against metaphysics, Voltaire constantly interested
formation suited to all persons desirous of being himself in the great questions of God, the soul,
pollted on the preposterous and monstrous supersti- thought, and free will. In contrast with Diderot,
he had begun with Spinoziilm (pantheism). After
tions of the ages past, as well as the present age.
The quotations from the Zend Avesta, the Chinese having wandered for some time on the vast ocean of
and other ancient philosophers, are gems in them- matter, he returned to deism."
In other words, the greater part of his life Voltaire
selva, and are alone worth the price of the book to
those who might not be able to get them in any was a believer in God, which fact, however, never
prevented him from being tolerant toward other sinother form.
Mr. Bennett sustains his .part well, handles the cere and conscientious Cbri2tians or absolute Athei2ts
theme splendidly throughout, and makes objections and Materiali11ts. As Monsieur Gastineau very corto Christianity stronger than ever, and the book will, rectly puts it, "Voltaire found his belief in God
we hav no doubt, find a ready sale and many readers. principally on the cosmological arguments." According to him, something exists, and, consequently,
SusAN H. WrxoN.
something had e.l(isted from all eternity. This
world is built with intelligence, therefore it has been
VOLTAIRE IN EXILE.
created by an intelligence. The movements of the
This, if but a bird's-eye view of the great philoso- heavenly bodies, the revolution of the globe around
pher, is still a very comprehensiv and good work, the sun, are subject to and accomplished through
considered as an epitome of his life and labors. To laws of mathematical exactness. Either the stars
those who cannot afford the larger and more elabor- themselvs are great geometers, or else they are the
ate history of Voltaire by James Parton this little work of the great geometer, in accordance with Plawork will be of great value, since. it contains all the to's definition. According to Spinoza, God is the
leading facts, incidents, and principal details of his whole of everything; according to Voltaire, on the
life in brief. Every one should know something of contrary, everything springs from God.
the eminent scholar and brilliant genius whose
And yet, while separating God and nature, Volremarkable career and brave thought will resound taire was not a dualist with regard to the body and
throughout the world for ages to come, and hence a soul. For him they were but one. What was undercopy of this timely translation should. find a welcome stood by spirit or soul was after all nothing more
in every household, especially every Liberal house- than mind in his eyes, than the faculty of thinking,
hold, and the price is so small, it undoubtedly will given to the refined matter of the brain. Ile denied
hav a large sale.
SusAN H. WIXON.
the immortality of the soul, tha.t is, the survival of
thought to the brain, and considered man like a muTo T.ELE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKRR, Sir: Am sical instrument, which givs forth no sound after it is
in receipt of "Voltaire in,Exile." Hav~not yet found broken.
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Cu.riously enough, as J'tionsieur Gastineau presents
him to tbe reader, Voltaire always remained a monarchist and an aristocrat. Republican Switzerland,
where his books, like those of Rousseau, were burnt,
was not calculated to inspire him with love for the
democratic form of government. To him republican
was a word of very vague and empty signification,
which he believed, moreover, synonymous with intolerance and mediocrity.
In conclusion, it may be repeated that, without
becoming tediously minute, the author has given the
public as complete a history of Voltaire in exile as
can be written. The translatorR, Messrs. T. Vogeli
and Edmond Dubourg, deserve full credit for the
masterly manner in which they hav conveyed the
innermost meaning of the original French into the
English language.-Truth.
"Voltaire in Exile, his I.ife and Works at Home
and Abroad," is the title of a neat volume just issued
by D. M. Bennett. It is a translation from the
French of Benjamin Gastineau. This is a very elligible life of Voltaire, embracing the material facts
in convenient form. It will find a ready sale ::J,mongst
Freethinkers who are admirers of Voltaire and hia
works.-~eymour Times.

A Letter from Mrs. Colman.
To THE EDITOR OF Tn:E TRUTH S:&EKii:R, Sir :
It is so long since I hav written you a word that I
almost feel like being newly introduced; but I presume if I shall write you many lines I shall so pronounce myself upon the page that my old friends
will recognize me. I am not one of the fortunate
who go through life misunderstood or in any wny
disguised. I hoped till almost the last moment to
go to Chicago to the Annual Meeting of the Nationa.l Liberal League, but I could not an·ang9 to
get there. I am a good deal older than I once was,
and am more easily frightened by the "lions in the
way." I am very glad to know that the meeting
was a success; but I do not relish being constantly
admonished by the seceders of la1>1t year to behave
well and keep harmonious. It is just as though the
seceding states of the South should constantly say to
the North: "Now we hope you will keep the peace
and not again leave the Union. Be harmonious.
We are very good people. Be sure, we fired on
Sumter and did you all the wrong in our power, but
then you conquered us, and we didn't enjoy it, and
now don't you do it again." For my part, if those
who went out from us and said wicked thing!! of us
hav t>atisfied themselvs and learned better I am glad
of it, but it would be in better taste to say less about
harmony.
I am glad that the League was wise enough-if
Mr. Wright would resign the Presidency-to appoint the right man to succeed him. Mr. Wright
stayed by us through our greatest need, for which I
bless him with all my heart. He will still be with
us, whatever may betide. I hav spent some days at
his beautiful home in the past few weeks, and esteem
it one of the great pleasures of my life. Dear, good
man! The world at large is much, much better for
his having lived in it. But you must see him in his
daily life, at home, and with friends to know how
grandly great he is.
Of our nbW President I am sure we shall always
be proud. Whenever I wish to make a picture of
man representing the powers of divinity I bring to
my recollection T. B. Wakeman as he stood upon
tte platform in Chicago in that trying hour of secession speaking the grandest inspiration-the inspiration that has its root in the love of humanity.
All the other officers seem well chosen, I think
very few of u'l would dare to take Mr. Leland's
place; he bas filled it sq well, and writes such
charming reports, it is quite a feast to read them.
I wish we had money enough to fill the treasury, so
that Mr. Palmer and Mrs. Lake would find their
offices easy to fill.
.
I hope all who possibly can of your subscribers
take also the Infidel Pulpit. Mr. Chainey ia doing a grand work; his audience is la.rge and appreciativ, and Boston must be greatly Improved by
his weekly lectures. It is so good to bear a man
who dares to speak the whole truth and is so gifted
that people cannot help listening.
I cannot help being constantly anxious for dear
Mr. Bennett. I trust no harm will befall him.
Love to Mrs. Bennett.
Truly yours,
LucY N. CoLMAN.

A· 'frinity of Lithographs.
We hav for sale the litl,lograph likenesses of the
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
around them-which can be procured from pictureframe makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
by mail at the f9llowing prices: D. 1\L Bennett and
R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cent::; each; Thomas Paine, $1.
A CATALOG of our publications will be sent free
upon_ application.
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closed and unmarked until the city grew over it and gleams of his wonted gayety and complaisance. An
ill turn, however, induced him to send again for the
concealed it from view.
"'l'he brilliant world of which she had been a part Abbe Gaultier, Upon his arrival, the patient said
D. M. BENNETT. EDITOR.
heard of this unseemly burial with such horror, such to him, 'Some days ago I invited you to come and
disgust, such rage, such ' stupor,' as we can with see me for you know what. If you please, we will
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R difficulty imagin, because all those ties of tenderness at once transact that little business.' 'l'he abbe
and pride that bind families and communities together replied, 'Very willingly,' and requested all present
are more sensitiv, if not stronger, in France than to leave the room. ''l'he patient wished us to reThe largest and cheapest Radical Journal pUblished in Europe
with
our ruder, robuster race. 'l'he idea of not hav- main,' says Wagniere, 'but the Abbe Ga~ltier did
or America, containing nearly seven hundred sqUare inches more
ing
friendly
and decorous burial, of not lying down not.' So they all went out, and left the pnest alone
of reading matter than any other journal of its lcind.
at last with kindred and fellow-citizelfs in a place with his penitent for an hour. On that morning
3ppointed for the dead, of being taken out at night D' Alembert visited him, and his narrativ, as given in
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 12, 1881. and buried at a corner of a :road like a dead cat, was his letter to the king of Prussia, is the best source of
and is utterly desolating to the French people. Vol- our information concerning what followed:
taire, for example, could never face it; he lived and
"Finding himself worse than usual on on~ of the days of
Voltaire's Death.
his sickness, he bravely took the pttrt of domg what he had
died dreading it.''
We recently received the following note from an
It is no wonder he wished to avoid such a burial as agreed upon. During a visit which T paid him in the mornas he spoke to m" with considerable vehemence, and as I
esteemed friend:
that; most F'renchmen would ha.v done a great deal ing,
begged him to be silent in order not to distress his chest, he
MAusToN, Wrs., Oct. 24, 1881.
more than sign such a "profession of faith " to hav said to me, laughing, ' Talk I must, whether I wish it or not;
EDITOR TRuTH SEl!:KER: I send you a copy of the Christian
d
"
Statesman containing au article on " Voltaire's Renunciation of a voide it. All that the " profession says anyway don't you remPmber that I hav to confess? The moment has
Infidelity.'' Is it true that Mr. James Parton says in his is th'l.t "if' God disposes of me, I die in the Catholic come. as Henry IV. said, to make the perilous leap; so I hav
"Life of Voltaire" that he recanted on his death-bed? I was church," and it is not hard to belong to that institu- sent for the A.bbe Gaultier, and I am waiting for him.' This
A.bb(O' Gaultier, sire, is a poor rlev1l of a priest, who, of his own
intending to get this work, but if this is true, I, for one, do:c't tion if one wants to. A very slight ceremony will motion
from mere good will, introduced himself to M. de
want it. I hope and think it is not true.
WM. HoLGATE.
suffice, and a change of faith is in no wise necessary. Voltaireand
some days before his sickness, and offered him, in
'l'he
clause
that
"if
I
ever
scandalized
the
church,
I
case of need, his ecclesiastical services. M. de Voltaire ac'l'his is the article referred to:
ask pardon of God and of it," was added at the requisi- cepted them, because this man appe11red to him more moderate
VOLTAIB.E's RENUNGL!TION OF INFIDELITY.
tion of the priest, and as Voltaire Said, "to hav and reasonable than three or four other wretched priests [caplLet it be distinctly understood as forever beyond question peace.'' 'l'his "profession of faith" is not a "pro- lans], who, without being sent for, and without s.ny more
th>J.t Voltaire fully recanted his Infidel principles, and professed fession " at all. It nowhere recants what he had all knowing Voltaire than the A.bbe Gaultier,had come to his
room to preach to him like fanatics, to announce to him hell
his belief in the Christian religion. The new Life of Voltaire
by James Parton settles this point beyond conlradiction. his life been saying, that the church is a monster and the jud~ments of God, and whom the olrl ptLtriarch, from
"Mr. Parton cannot be suspected of an undue bias for ortho- sapping the life of nations, and should be crushed. goodness of heart. had not ordered to be thrown out of the
dnxy," and it is only "after a patient and candid study of au- He had his reasons for doing what he did, which window. This A.bbe Gaultier arrived, then, W>1S shut up an
t'writies" that he givs this confession to the world.
cannot be better stated than by quoting Parton. hour with the sick ll\an, and came out so well satisfied that he
Mr. Parton says: ''The profession of faith, written in Vol- When he returned to Pans after his long exile he wished to go at once to get at the parish church what we call
the bon I>ieu. This the sick man did not wish,' for the reason,'
tuire's own hand, was as follows: ' I, the undersigned, declare
that having been attacked four days ago by a vomiting of was overwhelmed with work, so much so that "his said he, • that I am spitting blood, and I might by ill chance
blood, at the age of eighty-four years and being unable to get to health visibly declined." "Standing so many hours spit out something else.' He gave to this A.bbe Gaultier. who
church, the cure of Saint-Sulpice being willing to add to his every day to receive company caused his feet to asked him for it, a profession of faith, written entirely with his
good works that of senuing to me the A.bbe Gaultier, priest, I swell, for he had been accustomed at home to spend own hand, and by which he rleclared that he wished to dfe in
hav confesslld to him, and declare further that if God disposes most of the working day upon his bed. Other pain- the Catholic religion, in which he was born, hoping from the
divine mercy that God would deign to pardon all his faults ;
of me I die in the Catholic religion in which I was born, hopd
f
ing from the divine mercy that he will deign to pardon all my ful an menacing symptoms warned him o the ·risk and added that, if he had ever scandalized the church, he asked
faults, and that if I hav ever scandalized the church I ask par- he was incurring, and he began to foresee the need pardon from God and from it. He added this last article at
don of God and of it. Signed Voltaire. March 2, 1778, in the of making arrangements in Paris to avoid the indig- the requisition of the priest, 'and,' said he, 'to hav peace.'
house of the Marquis de Villette in the presence of the A.bbe nity of being denied burial. Ferney being five He gave this profession of faith to the A.bbe Gaultier in the
Mignot, my nephew' and of the Marquis de Villevielle, my days' laborious J. ourney from Paris, if he were taken presence of his family and of those of his friends who were in
his chamber, two of whom signed as witnesses at the bottom
friend.'"
sick, he could scarcely hope to be again in a contii- of
the profession.
We can assure our friend that Mr. Parton does not tion to travel so far. He had had visits from se-.er~l
" W agniere, being a Protestant, and in extreme illsay that Voltaire recanted. Neither does anybody unbeneficed priests, besides the one whose coming he
else who knows the circumstances of his death, except related to Madame du Deffand. One of these Wag- humor with the persons surrounding his 'dear masministers a no editors of pious papers, who make no niere had had the pleasure of hustling out of the room; ter,' regarded this transaction with such sorrow and
scruple in perverting the truth to their own base pur- but there was another, the Abbe Gaultier, who indignation that, when Voltaire asked him what
poses. But Mr. Parton does giv the above profes- seemed more tolerable than the rest, and him he had was the matter with him, he could not command his
sion of faith, which is undoubtedly genuin. Mr. received very politely, as a good-natured simpleton, voice to reply. Four days before this ceremonial,
Parton tells the truth, the whole truth, and nothing who would be content with the minimum of conces- at a moment when it appeared certain that the pabut the truth, so far as he can. Anybody who im- sion from a penitent like himself. About February tient could not recover, and he felt sure himself that
agins that his "Life of Voltaire " is a partisan work, 20th, when he had been ten days in Paris, he con- he was dying, Wagniere begged him to state preconcealing his hero's faults, is mistaken. Mr. Par- suited D' Alembert upon the delicate point in ques- cisely his 'way of thinking.' He asked for paper
ton has given us the life of Voltaire just as it was. tion, and in a letter to the king of Prussia D'Alem- and ink; then wrote, signed, and gave to his secretary the following declaration:
It has never been pretended that Voltaire was a bert mentioned the advice he gave:
"'I die, adoring God, loving my friends, not hatsaint, but take him all in all, put his work for hu"'He asked me,' wroteD'Alembert, 'in the course
manity in one side of the scales and his personal of a confidential conversation, how I should advise ing my enemies, and detesting superstition. , Februfaults in the other, and he must be conceded to be the him to proceed if, during his stay in Paris, he should ary 28, 1778. VoLTAIRE.' "
"With this paper in his possession, and having
grandest man of his time. He believed in God, happen ta fall dangerously ill. My reply was such
hated superstition, and loved his fellow-man. He as every prudent [sage] man would hav made in my Swiss ideas of the sanctity of the seriously spoken
did more than any one else to break the hold the place, that he would do well to conduct himself, in word of dying man, poor Wagniere was aghast at
church had upon the people of Europe. He was a that case, like all the philosophers who had preceded the tone of the company on this occasion. 'When,'
man of letters, of science, a lover of art, a patron of him; among others, like Fontenelle and Montes- he says, 'the Abbe Gaultier in vited us to reenter
the drama. In his personal affairs he was a man of quieu, who had followed the usage, "and received the room, he said to us, "M. de Voltaire has given
the world, yet a good deal better and more moral· you lcnow what with much reverence.'' He much ap- me a little declaration, which does not signify much.
than the kings and courtesans -all good Christians- proved my reply. "I think the same," said he to me; I beg you will be so good as to sign it also." 'l'he
among whom he lived. He braved the anger of the "for I must not be thrown into the ~ennel, as I saw Abbe Mignot and the Marquis de Villevielle signed
church, when although" living virgins were merchan- poor Lecouvreur.'' He had, I know not why, much it without hesitation, and without knowing its condise which the king himself bought, a light song about aversion to that manner of being interred. I avoid- tents. 'l'he abbe then came to me, and asked me to
the Virgin could bring a man to the fire." And for ed combating this aversion, desiring that, in case we do the same tbiug. I refused him. He insisted
it he has been execrated by that church, and the cry shonld lose him, all should pass without trouble and much. M. de Voltaire observed with surprise the
vivacity with which I spoke to the Abbe Gaultier.
has been echoed by Protestants who hate the Cath- without scandal.'
olic church as vigorously as Voltaire did, and who,
"Fortified thus by the advice of the most eminent I replied at last, tired of this persecution, that I neidid they but know it, are in closer sympathy with of his co-workers, he looked to the Abbe Gaultier, ther would nor could sign, as I was a Protestant.
some of his views than are the Infidels they so persist- chaplain to the Hospitd for the Incurable, as the He then let me alone. He next proposed to the sick
ently revile. But he was a Freethinker and heretic, man upon whom to call im case of need. 'l'hat un- man to giv him the communion. He replied, "Mr.
Abbe, observe that I continually spit blood; I must
and it is a part of the Christian gospel to slander all happy case soon arrived.
such, whose arguments they cannot refute.
"February 25th, his fifteenth day at Paris, about beware of mingling tba t of the good God with mine.''
Voltaire's "profession of faith" was written and noon, as he was dictating in bed to Wagniere, he 'l'he confessor did not reply. He was asked to resigned simply that when dead he might not, as he coughed violently three times, and a moment after tire, and he went out.' Before leaving he received
expressed it, be " thrown into the sewer." He knew cried out, 'Oh ! oh ! I am spitting blood.' 'l'he from his penitent a gift of twenty-five louis for 'the
what could be expected for a heretic. 'l'he sight of secretary turned toward him, and saw blood burst- lJOOr of the parish;' which also was according to
the burial of poor Adrienne Lecouvreur never left ing from his nose and mouth, 'with the same vio- polite usage.
"He said to the Abbe Duvernet, ' 1'hey will not
him. 'l'he great actress was a warm friend of his, lence,' he says, 'as when the faucet is turned of a
and when she went one night fron::. the scene of her fountain upon which there is pressure.' Wagniere throw me into the lcennel, for I hav confessed to the
triumphs at the theater "to die after four days of an- rang, and Madame Denis came. Dr. 'l'ronchin was Abbe Gaultier.'"
Voltaire, having thus prepared to die, got strong
guish, Voltaire hastened to her bedside, and watched sent for. All the household came running in, and
near her during her last struggle for life; and when the room was soon filled with peovle. 'He ordered again and enjoyed many triumphs. Later when he
she was seized with t~e ~onvulsions that preceded me,' says Wagniere, 'to write to the Abbe Gaul- was again upon the sickbed, and knew he must pass
her death, he held hE.r m h1s arms and received her tiere, to ask him to come and speak to him, as he away, he wanted no religious ministrations. He
last breath. Being an actress, and dying without did not wish to be thrown into the sewers. I had made his bargain and more hyvocrisy than was
absolution, she was denied 'Christian burial,' and avoided sending my letter, not wishing to hav it said necessary to accomplish his ends was distasteful to
the gate of every recognized burial place in F'rance that M. de Voltaire had shown weakness. I assured him. If necessary to get a decent burial he would
was closed against her wasted body, the poor relics him that the abbe could Rot be found. 'l'hen he said hav kissed the pope's toe, but having fulfilled his
of a gifted and bewitching woman, whom all that to the persons who were in the room, "At least, gen- share of the contract he wanted to hear no more
was distinguished and splendid in the society of her tlemen, you will be witness that I hav asked to fulfill about it. He knew, and the priest knew, why he
did it, and it was no use to make sentiment out of a
nativ land had loved to look upon. At night her what are here called our duties" [devoirs.]'
purely business transaction.
body was carried in an old coach (fiacre) a little
He lay dying for several days, getting weaker, and
way out of town, just beyond the paved streets, to a
"For three or four days the patient was extremely
spot near the Seine now covered by the house No. weak, and sufficiently obedient to the doctor's orders. weaker, but suffering little pain. "He recognized,"
109 Rue de Bourgogne. 'l'he fiacre was followed by Very slowly, and with frequent relapses, he gained a says Parton, " some of his old friends when they came
one friend, two street-porters, and a Bquad of the little strength. Several of the notes which he wrote near his bedside or spoke to him. 'I visited him
city watch. '!'here her remains were buried, the and dictated to Dr. 'l'ronchin during his dubious con- when he was in this condition,' says D'Alembert,
grave wa" fillrui un. and the spot remained unin- valescence hav been preserved, all of which contain ' and ho always knew me. He even. used some ex-
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Abbey of Scellieres it was only because they arrived drove a bard bargain with the church, getting ~b~t
a little ahead of theJ>rohibition of the Bishop of be wanted without giving an equivalent, and It IS.
Troyes. The prior of the abbey was very nearly well be did, for the church repudiated her part of
expelled because of his permi~ting Voltaire's body the contract after his death.
This is, as it appears to us, a true history of the
to be received. He was ·compelled to visit Paris,
and it was only after much trouble that he overcame death of Voltaire. Accounts differ in some minor degree, but in essentials all are a unit. Voltaire never
the persecution of his brother church offici::ds.
"recanted," and those Christians who say be did
For thirteen years the body of VoltaiTe remained speak without authority, and upon a subject about
in the vault of the village church in Champagne. which they hav taken little pains to inform themThen by a grand triumphal procession it was removed selvs. Before they talk further as to what Mr.
to Paris, wheye it rested one night and part of the Parton says they will do well to possess themselvs
next day upon the ruins of the Bastile on the very of his work, and not take it second-hand from those
spot where when living he had been confined. All who think that if the word of God has more abounded
Paris visited the spot and paid its tribute of love through ·the apostle's lie, they would also be held
and respect to him. The body was then transported sinless for following his example.
in magnificent procession to the Pantheon, where it
remained until the return of the Bourbon king to
Tlre Bennett-Mair Discussion.
Paris, after the departure of Bonaparte to Elba. In
1814 the royalists represented to the ministry that
To those of our readers who bav perused the book
the presence of Voltaire's remains in the ancient as it was printed in these columns it is not necessary
church of Sainte-Genevieve was an outrage not to be to say that this is a very valuable work for reference
borne by the church, and "one night in the month and interesting to peruse. It bas been said by many
of May, 1814, the ·bones of Voltaire and of Rousseau that Mr. Mair was the ablest upholder of Christianity
were taken out of their coffins of lead, tumbled into they ever read, and it is safe to say that whatever
a common sack, and placed in a hackney coach sta- arguments could be adduced in favor of Christianity
tioned in the rear of the church. The carriage were brought forward by the gentleman. But falsemoved away slowly, accompanied by five or six per- hood, however ably upheld, cannot stand'where the
sons, arrd went out of town by unfrequented streets truth is known; and Mr. Bennett bas shown this
to the barrier De la Gare, opposit Bercy. Near that most clearly. Under his sledgehammer blows the
barrier there was then an extensiv piece of waste theology of Mr. Mair crumbles to dust. He bas a
d
groun inclosed by a board fence, public property, very effectiv way of putting his arguments, and be
not yet put to any use whatever. Near the middle never leaves a point in doubt, but piles proof on
of the inclosure a deep hole bad been previ&usly dug proof, mountain high, until the enemy is completely
by persons who were then waiting for the arrival of overwhelmed in a mass of evidence.
this strange burial party. The sack of bones was
Mr. Bennett affirms all the propositions -we
emptied into a pit; a sack of lime was poured upon had almost said truisms-and Mr. Mair denies
them. The bole was filled up with earth, all traces with what power be can. He brings to the defense
of the meeting were obliterated as far as possible, of Christianity the best arguments that can be adduced. His letters show painstaking care and a
and the party then separated in silence.
" The secret was well kept. There was occasionally familiarity with authors unexcelled by any layman.
Indeed, few professional theologians could draw
a rumor, difficult to trace, and not generally believed, that the sarcophagus was empty. In 1864, from the arsenal of the church better weapons. But
when the family of the Villettes became ~xtinct, the he is met at every point and disarmed with a
heart of Voltaire (which had been removed from the promptness that shows Mr. Bennett to be more than
body when it was embalmed, in 1778, inclosed in a his match, and no less familiar with authors. Mr.
·1
d ·
b 1\K d
D · t tb h
Mair knows only one side, while Mr. Bennett knows
Sl ver vase an
gtven Y J.u.a arne ems o e us- both, and be bas not failed to show that Christianity
band of Belle-et-Bonne) became the property of the
nation, and it was a question with the ut;urper what is weak and indefensible, founded on assumptions,
should be done with it. He suggested that it be supplemented by deceit, and extremely weak in the
placed with the other remains of the poet in the essentials of proof.
This work will do a great amount of good wherever
church of Sainte-Genevieve.
The Archbishop of
Paris, who was probably acquainted with these facts, read. All who bav read it in the paper will want it
observed that it might be well to ascertain first in book form to preserve, while for the new sub"The Abbe Gaultier's narrativ does not materially whether the ashes of Voltaire were really in the scriber it will possess the added charm of newness.
differ from that of D'Alembert.
place where they bad been deposited. An examina- It contains 969 pages; price. $7 .50.
" Belle-et-Bonne, who never left his bedside dar- tion of the sarcophagus was ordered. It was opered,
ing these last days, said to Lady Morgan in Paris and found to be empty. Thus the fate actually beMr. Mair's Rating.
forty years afterwards, as she did to every one with fell the remains which the poet bad dreaded from
BATAVIA, N.Y., Nov. 4,1881.
whom she ever conversed on the subject, 'To his last the time when he saw the body of Adrienne Lecouv- J£Drl'OR TRUTH SEEKER: Please say in your paper bow you rate
G.
li:L
lllair
in
his
profe£sion,
or
whether
you rate him at all in the
moment everything lie said and did breathed the reur carried out, at dead of night, and placed in an book containing the Bennett-Mair discussion,
as he may be rejected
benevolence and goodness of his cbamcter ; all an- unmarked grave in a vacant lot of the outskirts of as authority. I want the book, but I want to know whether he is
nounced in him tranquility, peace, resignation, ex- Paris." (Parton's Life of Voltaire).
classed high or not classed at aU. I think he should be rated high
L.l\1. WILSON.
cept a little movement of ill-humor which be showed
Thus the church wreakeJ her cowardly revenge to make it interesting.
Mr. Mair is not a minister, but as be bas ministo the cure of Saint-Sulpice, when he begged him to upon the bones of her great enemy. Voltaire
withdraw, and said, ''Let me die in peace."'
dreaded this fate, and to avoid it he made the "pro- terial connections, be undoubtedly speaks ea; cathe" He lingered until late in the evening. Ten min- fession of faith" quoted above. He ought to hav dra on the subject of Christianity. He is a much
utes before he breathed his last, he roused from his known the church better. He might hav known abler man than many ministers, and we think that
slumber, took the hand of his valet, pressed it, and that she bas no heart, no conscience, no sense of he made as good a defense of his religion as any one
said to him, 'Adieu, my dear Morand; I am dying.' honor. None knew better than he that her course could, even with the whole alphabet tacked on to
These were his last words. He died peacefully and for !}enturies had been deceit and treachery. As his name. He understands his subject, and did his
without pain, at a quarter pas~ eleven, on Saturd~y well might be hav t>uffered himself to be embraced best; and in overthrowing him Mr. Bennett overevening, May 30, 1778, aged etghty-three years, s1:x: by a serpent. But we cannot find it in our hearts to threw the dogmas of the Christian theology. We
months, and nine days.
blame him for this. His life bad been a stvrmy and rate him as one of the smartest young laymen in the
"The sentiment entertained by Voltaire for the use- tempestuous existence.
He had been exiled, had church.
less rites he was obliged to submit to is shown in his been in theBastile for his heresy. He had seen the
DURING Mr. Bennett's stay in London be purletter to the king of Prussia, written seven years body of poor Adrienne Lecouvreur thrown into the chased and had sent home a few copies of several
before his death:
ground like a dog because she did not believe in the English b)oks, which will be of interest to our
''I do not fear· death, which approaches apace; Christian religion.
He bad "een the unseemly readers. Among them were "The Freethinkers'
but I bav an unconquerable aversion for the manner strife of priests over corpses which had not received Text-Book," part I., by Bradlaugb, price, $1; and
in which we bav to die in our holy, Catholic, apos. the sacrament and could not be buried in consecrated part II., by Mrs. Besant, price, $1.25; "Mind in
tolic and Roman religion. It seems to me extremely ground. The priests controled the bodies of the Animals," by Buchner, price, $1.50; Bradlaugb's
ridic~lous to hav myself oiled to depart to the other people living and dead, whoever controled their "Theological Debates," price, $1; Secular Almanac
world as we grease the axles of our wagons before a souls. Voltaire's whole being revolted at the thought for 1882, price,- 25 cents; and "Five Dead Men
trip. This stupidity and all that follows is so repug- of being treated like a brute. He wanted no wran- Whom I Knew When Living," by Bradlaugb, being
nant to me that I am tempted to bav myself carried gle over him when dying, and when dead he wanted sketches of the careers of l~obert Owen, Joseph
to Neufchfitel to hav the pleasure of dying within decbnt sepulture. That be could not get outside of Mazzini, J obn Stuart Mill, Charles Sumner, and
your dominions" (Voltaire in Exile, p. 49).
the church. All graveyards were consecrated, and Ledru Rollin. We shall take pleasure in supplying
In the year 1777, but a little while before his death, the only place a heretic's bones could hav was the these works; and as we bav but a limited number of
he wrote to the same person, "I bav more aversion roadside or a waste field.. And so be played the copies, those who want them will do well to order
than ever for extreme unction and those who admin- hypocrit, jesting while he did so, and ridiculing the early.
ister it."
sacrament he was receiving. Perhaps it would hav
Mr. Parton's wqrk is almost without comment on been better had Voltaire never acted the part be
As the time slips by we are reminded that many
Voltaire's motives in summoning a priest. All the did, but after death, at least, he wanted peace. The subscribers to THE TRUTH SEEKER are getting in
way through the ~eader is left to form his own conc~u- horrid burial of the dead actress was ever before arrears. We hope they will not long remain so.
sions upon Voltatre. The truth, so far as ascertam- him, and he could see the lonely cortege going out The past few months are the dullest months with
able is stated, and when the authority for anything is to the "corner of a road" in the night to bury her newspapers, and the receipts are the ligbest, while
doubtful Mr. Parton has no hesitancy in saying so. who bad died without absolution. He revolted at the expenses are just as heavy as at any time. We
An expression of opinion from him would be particu- such an ending; and who can blame him for it? If hope those friends whose subscriptions hav expired
larly valuable, as _from his extensiv reading ~nd st~dy by the simple writing of a few words he could, as will bear this fact in mind and renew at once withof Voltaire and hts works be knows the mottvs whwh he thought, secm·e decent burial, and an end to strife, out waiting for us to send them bills. It takes time
actuated the great l!rench heretic better than most small blame can attach to one who sought to "crush and money to send out hundreds of bills, whicb
people, ho'!ever diligent students of history they may the monster" all his life. He caln1ly prepared for would be unnecessary if all would watch their tab
hav been.
death, and in order not to be thrown into the kennel and remit promptly. We hope to hear from those
One of the best proofs that Voltaire did not recant like poor Lecouvreur, he got a "poor devil of priest, in arrears right away.
._
is that the ecclesiastical authorities who were over a good-natured simpleton who would be content with
the "poor devil of .a priest," Gaultier, denied him the minimum of concession," to perform some rites
A CATA.LOG. of our publications will be sent free
sepulture, and although his bones were laid in the which would let him into a decent graveyard. He upon.applioation.
pressions of friendship ; but, immediately after,
would fall again into· his stupor, for he w~;~.s in a continual slumber. He awoke only to complain, and to
say that he had come to Paris to die~'
"Two days after the incident of the Count de
Lally, the Abb6 Mingot, who was a considerable
personage, ·a member of the Grand Council, as well
as the titular and beneficed head of an abbey, called
upon the cure of Saint-Sulpice, and explained to him
his uncle's condition. With regard to what followed
the best authority is the narrativ drawn up by
D'Alembert for the information of the king of
Prussia-a narrativ which is confirmed by all the
eye-witnesses who placed their observations on
record.
"The cure of Saint-Sulpice replied to the A.bbe Mingot that,
since M. de Voltaire had lost his recollection, it was useless to
visit him. The cure declared, however, that if M. de Voltaire
did not make a public, solemn, and most circumstantial reparation of the scandal he had caused he could not in conscience
bury him in holy ground. Iu ·vain the nephew replied that
his uncle, while he still enjoyed the possession of all his faculties, had made a profession of faith, which the cure himself
had recognized as authentic: that he bad always disavowed
the works imputed to him; that he had, nevertheless, carried
his dociJit,y for the ministers of the church so fttr as to ueclare
that, if he hall caused any scaudal, he askql paruon for it.
The cure replied that that did not suffice; that l\'1. de Voltaire
was ·notoriou&ly the declared enemy of religion; and that he
could not, without compromisit'g himself with the clergy and
with the archbishop, accord to him ecclesiasticttl burittL The
A.hhe Miguot threatened to apply to the parliament for justice,
which he hoped to obtain with the authentic documents he
had in his possession. The cure, who felt that he was supported by authority, tohl him that he could do as he pleased.
· · · "On Saturday, l\:Iay 30th, the day of his death,
some hours before that ftttal moment, the A.bbe G<iultier again
offered his services, in a letter which he wrote to the A.hbe
Mignot; who went at once in quest of the A.bbe Gttultier and
the cure of Saiut-Sulpice. 'l'he cure approached the sick man,
and pronounced in his hearing the words Jesus (Jhrist. A.t
these words M. de Voltaire, who was still in a stupor, opened
his eyes, and made a gesture with his hand, as if to send the
cure away, and said, 'Let me die in peace.' 'l'he cure, more
moderate 011 this occasion and more reasonable than usual
with him, tumed toward those who were present, and saiu,
' You see plainly, gentlemen, that he has not his head.'
"A.t that moment, however, be had complete possession of
his reason; but the persons present, as you may well believe,
sire, took no pains to contradict the cure. That pitiful parson [capelan} then retired from the chamber, and in the conversation which he held with the family, he was so maladroit
as to betray him8elf, and to prove clearly that all his conduct
was an affair of vanity. He told them that they had done
very ill to summon the A.blJe Gaultier, who had spoiled everjthing; that they should hav addressed themselvs to him alone,
the parish priest of the sick man; that he woulu hav seen
him in private and without witnesses; and that he would hav
arranged everything."

________ ______
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than Hebrew. For he says, "Truth, the end of ani nature and origin, bow can man have any proof or
honest and successful re~earch, is obtained when sub- knowledge of that of which man can- never have. any
jective relations are adjusted to objective relations." possible experience? If we fall back upon Herbert
Or in short, it is the agreement of thoughts with Spencer's test of truth and say that it is impossible
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
things. Thoughts that thus ·agree we. can "trow" not to think or conceive of this unknown substance,
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific or trust to, thenee tbe word tntth, says etymology, they answer by proceeding to conceive and think
Gospels.
that which we can trow, i.e., trust and rest upon.
an opposite theory very readily, an!J . after this
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB
Now, what is the test of this agreement? Mill, manner:
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
following Hume, ~ays it is "the uniformity of expeAccording to the evolution theory, our animal
rience." Spencer says it is" the inconceivabilit.y of existence, of which our human existence is the conLECTURE I.
the opposite."
tinnation, began low down in the organic world
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
These philcsophical knights have had a spirited with that first consciousness by which the difference
We are thus brought to the seventh Harmony of contest over these formulas, to which happily we will ?f objective and su~ject~ve (of Ego .an? non-Ego;
only need to refer. The whole controversy has fall- 2. e., the world) had Its but~ and begmnmg.
Science, viz. :
en into the past since Lewes, Bain, and Fiske hwe
What there was. befor~ this. human world th~s beVII.-THAT ALL KNOWLEDGE IS NOT ONLY RELATIVE
shown that both were right, each disputing about a gan; what there IS besides _It; wh_at ther~ Will be
TO MAN, BUT IS IN ITS ORIGIN AND EXTENT THE
different side of the same shield. On the objective after it; whether matt~r, J?O~wn, space, or tim~ h~ve
RESULT OF EXPERIENCE.
side it is, as Mill puts it, invariability of the experi- any existence except Withm 1t-to these and Similar
To use the phrase of Mr. J. S. Th'lill, all human ence that makes the test, while on the subjective questions the scientific idealist has no answer except
knowledge is "experiential." It has arisen wholly side it is, as Spencer puts it, the inconceivability of that the relativity of all human knowledge renders
from the contact of mankind with their environment, the opposite, 1Jecause there has been no experience an answer by us impossi~le. The non-ego. rests upon
to make it conceivable. So may such strifes ever the ego and is not conceivable except by it. To use
that is, of the Ego with its non-Ego.
The long-continued discussion between the expe- end. Compare Bain's Logic, chap. v; Lewes' His- the words of. Prof. Haeckel .ai~d Mr. Lewes,_ t~e
known world 1s at bottom momst10 an~ not d~abst10.
rience and the innate-idea schools of philosophy has tory of Philosophy; Fiske's Cosmic Philosophy.
Now if we turn to the subjective side of this test It is simply man's world. Would the Immensity and
been concluded by the solution brought to light in
the Sciences of Sociology and Psychology. They we find the effect of heredity has been to add to the the starry sky and the earth cease to be wer{l the
have given a substantial victory to the experiential word good the idea of right. The idea of right as human race ~o cease?
.
The Idealist, the pure Humamst, rephes, we have
philosophy. That result was indeed implied in the the permanent good has become an unconscious and
change from the universe to the cosmos; from the instinctive quality of great practical value morally, no possible way of knowing. Do n_ot the remains
absolute to the relative theory of knowledge.
but the origin of it in experience is now clearly made of extinct animals _and the whole smen~e of astronThe old maxim, "Nit in intellectu, quod non prius aut. We thus have a test of the good and the right. omy and geology, mdeed all of the smences, show
That all of our knowledge is experiential in its ori- that the world existed forever before human or any
in sensu" (There is nothing in the intellect that has
not been first in the senses), has received the neces- gin brings us to a second conclusion of importance, cons.ciousness ~egan?
.
.
.
His answer IS that the world as it exists iS resary qualifications and explanations, which leave it viz.,
(2) The nature and extent and origin of our knowl- really one and always the present, which we extend
invincible.
backward or forw~rd as past, or future, ?ut th.at all
Few chapters in Philosophy are more interesting edge of existence.
than the discussions on this subject. The reader
This has been boasted as the question that makes the world and all time and all space are m _ultimate
with a taste for the inquiry may follow it from an end of the Positive Philosophy, and turnR it into analysis to us but a mode of human consciOusness.
Hobbes and Locke to Hartley, then in James Mill's an Irish bull, as the Duke of Argyle has said. Mr. That therein are included the rem~ins of other .animasterly Analysis of the human Mind , then in John Thornton, in his essay called "Huxleyism," to be mals, shows only that other orgamsms are conceived
Stuart Mill's Examination of the Philosophy of Sir found in the contemporary Review for 1872, and his of by man as having had, as they now have, other
Wm. Hamilton and. Prof. Bain's works on ''The book, "Modern Metaphysics and Old School Eth. worlds of their own.
Senses and Intellect," and" The Emotions and Will," ics," has presented the difficmlty squarely, taking
If the next questio~ should b~, How does e~ch Ego,
and finally in Herbert Spencer and Prof. Fiske. Prof. Huxley's lecture on Des Cartes as his text.
then, know of the ex1s~ence of Its fellow-ben~gs _and
These philosophers have left Kant and most of the
The point is this: How can mankind be the result pther animals and theu worlds? The answens given
speculations prior to him on these subjects so far be- of a world that exists only as a mode of its own ex- by Mr. Mill in his "Examination of Sir William
hind, that they have now only a historical interest or perience; or, How can man, or mankind, have been Hamilton's Philosophy/' that each person ha~ more
value. In fact, the evo1ution biologists and phychol- born in the house he himself has built? knowledge of such eXlstence than of the existence
ogists have reached the solving word of all the difBut this objection has no force against the Posi- of his own .eternal worl?. For ~y a~alog:f he infe~s
ficulties that the experience school had hitherto tive Scientist, nor even against the scientific Idealist. that orgams~s, appearmg to him .hk:e his ow~ m
been subjected to. That word is HEREDITY.
1. The positive or phenomenal scientist does not form and actwns, should evo!ve. a Simil~r consciOusThis word, added to their other potent laws of as- deny, but rather admits, the existence of an external ness ~nd thus haye a wor~d Similar to. his own.
sociation and evolutio11, enables them to lay their objective world, although be thinks he knows it and
This hypothesis he ve~·ifies a_nd fi~ds to be true by
foundation, not only upon Sociology but also upon can know it only as a mode of human sensation. the most _abundant experience, m whwh he finds that
Psychology as a true verifiable science.
All that man can know are phenomena and their the conscious~ess of each _constan~ly answers to and
For instance, to the Latin maxim above quoted, relations in succession and coexistence, yet both touches an~ mterw~aves itself With the. others, .so
Liebnitz with great applause added the words, "Nisi Comte and Herbert Spencer assert that_ back of or that the somal orgamsm results. Our co~s.mousn~ssm
intellectus ipse"-" Except the intellect itself." There- under the phenomena lie the matter or substance- eludes that of others as a part and c~nditwn of itself,
after in answer to Hume Kant wrote his great work, the thing in itself (Substrata) that we are compelled and thereby knows and annexes their worlds to u~ as
"The Critique of Pure or Transendental Reason," to infer and assume, but of which, for want of ex- a part of our ow~, and so the human race reqmres
that is, of reason independent of sensation, and gave perience, we can have no knowledg-e whatever.
and has a world m common.
.
.
.
a list or category of laws and necessities of thought
Thus Comte, in Conversation VII. of the Positive
Thus the external world and 1ts t1me a~d space IS
independent of sensation.
Catechism, says, "But the world could exist without th~ consensus and a~reen:-ent of the cons?hdated conOn all sides it was then claimed that certain ideas or man, as is perhaps the case with many stars, which s~wusness of orgamc bemgs, and espemally o_f manconceptions were true, universal, necessary, and intu- are not fit for man to live in." The whole of the kmd. But no two persons see the same rambow;
itive, and therefore independent of experience and Positive Philosophy can stand readily enough upon neither, stri~tly speaking, do they see the sameworl~.
innate. For instance:
the assumption that there is an external objective Yet bo~h exist to them as they are ~een, and ther~ IS
That twice two are four,
world that could and would exist were the human a practwal agreement because their eyes see abke.
That the whole is greater than a part,
race to be wholly destroyed.
But let the eyes change, or the oth~r s~nses ~hange,
That two lines cannot inclose space,
Herbert Spencer has most laboriously defended and each ob.server ~ould have and hve m a ~iff~rent
That every event had an antecedent,
this assumption in his "Psychology." Let any who :world. This truth iS too ofte_n overlooked m JudgThat a thing cannot be where it is not,
wish to see what can be said on this subject read his mg of other people,_ and espemally of savage peoples
And all0f the axioms of mathematics.
chapters in Part Seven of Volume II. of his "Psy- and of the lower ammals. We should never _for~et
that they cannot have, and that they d? not hve _u~,
Now Spencer and Fiske, and our Scientific Biol- chology."
Philosophers who, like Comte and Spencer, a_ny such world as o?-rs. ~ach conscwusn~ss, CiViogists, show that we have only to change the point
of view from the individual to the race to discover assume an unknowable external world as the basis hzed, savage, and ammal, ~s the center of Its own
that experience which by association has evolved of the phenomenal world knowable to man, may be world and the me~sure of It, and ':Ve agree only as
these ideas so that tiley have become not only true called Substantialists. That theory is that an un- our worlds agree,~- e., as our exp(lnences agree.
but universal and necessary.
knowable objective stands under (Latin, Sub, under,
Thus to the scientific Idealist his own consciousTheir method is this, the race for countless thou- and Sto, I stand) and supports the phenomena. The ness is but a part of t~e consciousness of his race,
sands of years has had certain invariable experiences, great mass of mankind, and even of scientists, seem and that is but the subJective counterpart of the obe.g., that a whole is greater than a part, or nega- to be satisfied with this hypotht¢sis or assumption, jective world acquired by his race. 'fo the Idealist
tively, "that a thing cannot be where it is not," or, and think it futile to seek for any other theory of both objective and subjective came into existence
"that two straight lines never meet."
the existence of the world or cause of phenomena.
together, and both continue and end together.
The universa~ity and invariability of this experiThese philosophers, one and all, admit that this
This knowable world cannot be thought of as
ence has made the opposite of these proposition un- substance is wholly unknowable and inscrutable to existing without the subjective half nor without the
thinkable and inconceivable, because of total absence man. This unknowable world of substance is quite objective half. Nor can any other world be known
of any experience to make the conception of their harmless in their view, and is a perfect defense to exist upon which any bull, Irish l}ther, can stand
opposite possible.
against Mr. Thornton's Irish bull. For man is the t& overthrow the purely human world of t~e Idealist.
The contrary cannot be even thought, because product of an infinite, unknowable, objective world It has grown up as a part of the conscwusness of
there has never been any experience that could ren- that exists independent of him.
human and even of animal life; and what is outside
der them thinkable. Thus~ constant tuition by
2. On the other hand the Scientific Idealists, with of it, who knows?
heredity becomes intuition.
The scientific Idealist is thus invincible on his own
a more subtle analysis, supported by the great names
This is not a dry and barren inquiry, it bears im- of Descartes, Berkeley, Hume, Kant, Fichte, Hegel, ground. To the question how he could have been
portant fruit, for it gives us,
and of late also of Mill, Huxley, Sterling, and alive to build the house or world in which he was
(1.) The Test of Truth.
others, while it does not deny that the external born, he replies, like the snail or the lobster, that
'' What is Truth?" asked jesting. Pilate, and would world is phenomenally and practically what the his world is not a building but a growth, merely his
not stay for an answer, says Bacon. But the Roman Substantialists and all mankind practically say it is, own outer covering, and that it began with him, or
governor seemed to have been serious enough and in no are not satisfied with the assumption that "a sub- with the line of conscious existences of which he is a
haste. The trouble was that he could get no answer. stance" underlies and causes the phenomena or the part, and that for all that be can know it will end
At that period of the world there was no answer to sensations felt Ly mankind. 'fhey regard that with him.
give. There was no Science or method by which hypothesis as wholly gratuitous 11nd stupidly unsciBut is there no solution an<} reconciliation of these
to define truth or to know it when found. It has entific because there is and can be no proof of it. views of the objective substantialists, and the subtaken P8ycbology from Descartes to Spencer to They ask how can there be any knowledge or proof. jective Idealists? There is, as we have intimated,
work out the answer to Pilate's question. Had it of the exi~teuce of this "substance" when man can
taking Man as the center and solution of both.
been given to him in Prof. Fiske's words it would never get beyond his own sensations and phenom- The whole difficulty is merely a confusion of the
likely have fallen upon his Roman ear as stranger ena. If knowledge
experiential in its whole 1objective and subjective views, because each is taken
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?Y its expone_nts as

oomp~ete and sufficient in. itself,
m~tead of bemg but one side of the arch of e_:nstence
with Man as th~ keyst?ne. Man. c.an t~mk and
~now because hi_s consc!ou~ness div1d~s ~nto two
sides of an equatiOn subJective and obJective. He
stands between a~d balan~es the two, but neither
has a know~ble existence Without the consciousness,
the Ego, whiCh_ stands between the~ . . He can only
corr~ctlJ:" e~plam the extern_al obJeCtiv~ w_orld by
co_nsidermg It as a _part of his ~wn subJeCtiVe consc!ousness or s~nsa:twn. Othe~wise he must take up
w~th ~he. unsCientific assumptiOn of a substance or
t~mg m Itself.. But reversely, he can only ~l::pl~in
his own sensatiOns and c?ns~wusness by_ considermg
them the part of an obJectively conceived world.
Neither ca:n have an explaination without the other.
~ut what IS the cause, center, ~nion, and rec?nciliatwn of the tw~? The al?"swer IS Man, that Is, HuMANITY. That Is the solvmg center of the world-of
all that we know of existence. Nothing can be
cleared up without that word.

'

and I hope to be able to accomplish more for our
noble cause the coming year than I hav in the year
past. For I hope to get the Liberal League inove
ment thoroughly established in Illinois before the
next session of the Na-tional Liberal League Congress next fall in St. Louis. But in order that I may
make a success of my undertaking it is necessary
that~ should hav your help and cooperation. Now,
my Liberal friends, please let me hear from you.
Send for blank applications and instructions as to organizing local Leagues. And all who can who desire
see our cause advance please send me one dollar
each, as a life-membership fee to the State "Liberal
League of Illinois. This appeal is to sister as well
as to brother Liberals Spiritualists 1 and all ]'reethinkers. Address me' at Rockford Ill. Yours for
universal mental liberty,
F. FoLLET,
Secretary State Liberal League of Illinois.
Rockford, Ill., Oct. 27, 1~81.
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was thirty years after his birth before he began to preach, or
before Matthew had any occasion to know anything of Jesus.
No one has claimed that it was less than thirty years after the
death of Jesus when Matthew wrote his gospel, or, at tpe very
shortest time that can be claimed, it was over sixty years from
the time that Joseph did the dreaming before Matthew undertook to tell what it was. As Joseph was an old man when he
espoused Mary for his wife, and as he undoubtedly died thirty
or forty years before Matthew vouchsafed to write about the
dream, it must be obvious..J;o the careful reader that Matthew
could not positively know anything about Joseph's dream, and
that what he had to say on the subject was no better than a
falsehood. The awkwardness of the situation becomes still
more perplexing when we find that Matthew did not writ"
about the dream at all, and that the story attributed to Matthew was not written till more than a hundred years after the
time when he is claimed to have written: Now, reader, is not
that a most slim basis fm the story of a young woman having
a babe without the aid of one of the male persuasion? Was a
more ridiculous story ever told, or ever told in a more ridicuWhat I Don't Be1 ieve.
[To BE coNTINUED"!
lous manner?
PART II.-NO. 5 .
661. I cannot believe that Luke had any better means for
knowing
what kind of vision Mary had had thirty or forty
658.
I
cannot
feel
nor
believe
that
the
story
of
Jesus,
his
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOO- miraculous and divine conception, his being born of a virgin• years before than Matthew had for knowing what Joseph had
TRINS.
or even his existence as a man, is confirmed by any contempo- dreamed. There is no possibility of Luke'& knowing about the
raneous historian or writer. Philo, a prominent writer of the vision himself, for he was not present, and there is not the
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
time, and who lived at the same time that Jesus is said to have slightest intimation that Mary or Gab'riel told him anything
lived, has not a word to say about him. Josephus, who came about the vision, and what he said was clearly without reliable
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
immediately after, was familiar with all the ennts which trans- authority. He was a writer, from his own story, who took it
CHAPTER XI.
pired in Judea, and who wrote the minutire of the events of into his he11.d to write a version of the gospel story, after many
JESUS .AND HIS DISCIPLES.
that country, described not Jesus nor the remarkable deeds he other.s had attempted to do the same thing, and simply upon
is
said to have performed. The paragraph inserted in the text the rumors and legends which he h~td beard and were floating
Jesus evidently, was a coarse peasan~ of Judea
loosely around the country where there was no printing-press;
with more intelligence than most of his neighbors. of Josephus, speaking of Jesus, recognizing him as the Messiah,
no means by which a correct account of events could be transthe
Son
of
God,
is
unquestionably
an
interpolation
done
in
the
Without knowing how to read or write, he attempted
to organize a sect in opposition to the Rechabites, fourth century, probably by Eusebius, and this is admitted to mitted to the public. He does not once say nor claim that he
Therapeuts; Essenians, Pharisees, Sadducees, and be the case by the best and fairest judges. It is extremely un- had a particle of inspiration to aid or guide him, and there is
Herodians. These sects originated among and were likely that an orthodox Jew like Josephus would recognize an ob- not the slightest reason for believing the claim to be true, even
organized since the establishment of the Jews in scure, unpopular person as Jesus to be the looked-for Messiah had be made it. It is nowhere claimed that he knew from
Alexandria. I hav already compared Christ to Fol::, and the son of the ever-living God. It is far more ·likely that personal observation or perRonal hearing anything abom Jesus
who was an ignorant man and had his origin among Eusebius incorporated those words into the text of Josephus or what he said or did, for he was not one of the disciples who
the lowest classes of people. He preached at times long after he was dead, than that the Jewish historian wrote theU:: followed him about, and what he did write was wholly upon
very good morality and, above all, taught that which himself. None of the Grecian or Roman writers of the time the statements of others or was drawn from his imagination.
is so flattering to the people-Equality. Fol:: estab- had any mention to make of Jesus, though if he performed- It is claimed that at the very shortest period he did not write
lished a society which, in a short time, diverged the wonderful deeds attributed to him his fame should have his story till some forty years after the events occurred, and it
from his original principles. The sect founded by been spread abroad in the world, and many writers should must be admitted that under such circumstances there were
Jesus did the same. Both Christ and Fo:x: preached have mentioned him. But inasmuch as none mentioned hilll many ways in which mistakes could work in, and that he really
against the priesthood of their respectiv times. But but the spurious writers of splirious gospels, and that none bad no means of knowing ~tnything about Mary's vision or
the law was more lenient in England than in Judea. others seemed to know anything of him or to have ever heard about her overshadowing experience at the time Jesus was beIn England the priests had the power only to put of him, I am greatly inclined to doubt that such a person had gotten. He was simply a party who knew nothing about the
Fox in the pillory, but in Judea the priests forced
an existence. It is possible, as some suppose, that the story of matter at all, and when he attempts to make an explanation of
Pilate to have Jesus lashed and then hung on a cross
Jesus was made up from the characters of two or more persons the affair_when he knew nothing about it, he did nothing betlike a thieving slave. This was barbarous, but each
with
a s11mewhat marked career, and that after a century or two ter than to give utterance to the most arrant falsehoods. And
nation to its own tastes.* IJejustibus nondisputandhine qualities and powers were attributed to the then again when we learn that it was not Luke who wrote this
had
passed
dum. It is really a matter of no importance to know
character
so
fixed up, and supernatural powers given him gospel, that it was written by some person wholly unknown
how the Jews nailed Jesus to the cross, but it seems
and the name of Luke placed to it without the slightest truth,
to me quite a feat for an ignorant se.t of Jews in a which neither he nor the characters of which he was the
that it had no existence as a story until Luke had heen a huncompound
ever
claimed.
His
story
is
too
closely
a
copy
of
that
country where there was little or no iron to get a
nail long enough to pierce through two feet, one on of Christna of India for me to believe th11.t his alleged"life and ex- dred years in his grave, the utter frivolousness and falseness
top of the other, as it is .said was done. The Jews, ploits were real. At all events there is assuredly no cort·o bo- of the Luke story becomes most apparent. No per.son can give
however, were quite capable of such an unworthy rative proof that such a person lived. All we have to depend credence to such wholly unsustained statements unless he has
upon is the very apocr.yphal stories told by the four gospel- a great share of gullability and can easily accept the most monand atrocious action.
The disciples remained as faithfully attached to writers, arid whieh were not known to have had an existence strous statements without the slightest proof or reason.
662. I cannot believe if the godly overshadowing of Mary
their crucified leader as the Quakers were to their till a hundred and eighty years after the time when the life of
was a true story, either as related by Matthew or Luke, th.<tt
pilloried patriarch. A few of the disciples were Jesus is cNimed to have begun.
sharp enough to whisper it around that their master
659. If the authenticity and genuineness of the four ~ospels Mark and John would have known nothing about it. If they
was resurrected. This tale was all the more credited are temporarily conceded for the time being it cannot be denied had any authority to write what they did of the Jesus story,
by the friends of the apostles becaut'!e the question that there are a great number of weak places in the story and and if what they wrote was the truth, they certainly should
whether resurrection was possible was _very violently that they agree one with the other very badly; and, besides, have given the world the facts of this wonderful business; and
discussed about this time. The Platonic philosophy, the foundation they have to rest upon is extremely flimsy and their saying nothing about such an important and remarkable
very popular in Alenndria, among the Jews, may
unreliable. All that Matthew has to base the theory of the event is pretty sure proof that they knew nothing about it. If
hav aided the growth of the Christian sect and the
parentage of Jesus and his supernatural conception on is a dream it was true they knew nothing of it they were certainly very
absurd mysteries connected with it. t But we will
said to have been dreamed by Joseph Who before ever unfit to undertake to write the story up. It is most probable,
develop this in another chapter.
heard of such an unnatural and highly improbable event being however, that they knew nothing about it, and that what was
(TO BE CONTINUED.)
sustained only by the very uncertain nature of a dream? Is it said by those who wrote the stories attributed to Matthew and
* In vol. v, p. 289 of Lord Bolingbroke's collected works we possible that sensible people can for a moment think that a Luke stated what they knew nothing of, what nobody else
:find the following: "Let us suppose a great prince governing dream-the most unreliable of all things in the world-is suffi- knew anything about, and what was absolutely untrue.
663. Matthew and Luke were no more fortunate in ~iving
a wicked and rebellious people. He has it in his power to pun- cient foundation for such an unheard of event as a young girl
ish, but thinks fit to pardon them. But he orders his only and conceiving and becoming with child without the agency and as- the genealogy of Jesus than of his paternity. The claim, of
well-beloved son to be put to death to expiate their sins and
course, is all along set up that he was the direct descendant
satisfy his royal vengeance. Would this proceeding appear to sistance of a person of the male sex ? If a thousand
the eye of reason, and in the unprejudiced light of nature, claims of the kind were now made, if a thousand young from King David. This was necessary to his claim to be a
wise, or just, or good? No man dares to say that it would ex- women, whether of Jewish, Italian, French, German, English, ruler in the kingdom of Israel. But the most amusing part is
cept it be a divine."
Irish, or American birth-who, though unmarried, were in a to see what a singular way Matthew and Luke take to make it
tOn page 51 of the same volume as above Bolingbroke situation to become mothers-should one and all claim appear plausible, and also the utterly different &tatements they
says: "In general the Platonic and Christian systems hav a that they had been impregnated by an invisible personage make. Both, however, by entirely different lines began with
very near resemblance, qualis decet esse SO?"o?·um, and several
David, one by the way of Solomon, the other by Nathan, and
of the ancient fathers and modern divines hav endeavored to supposed to reside above the clouds, and that they had had no
make it appear still greater. P~ato must hav been the pre- connection with any male being on the earth, not one of them an entirely different set of names, one giving some forty-two
cursor of the Savior, and of more importance than St John.." would be believed, not one could succeed in inducing any per- generations and the other twenty-eight (if I remember correct[Notes by Translator.]
son to credit their story for one moment; but such an unnat- ly), but both ending with Joseph, who, if their statements are
ural event would be just as likely to be true now as nineteen true, had no more to do with the patemity of Jesus than with
hundred years ago. This Jesus case is still weaker than the the Tycoon of Japan. What a way, indeed, to give the geneLeague Notes from Illinois.
alogy of a person, to give that of another who had not the
FRIENDS OF LIBERALISM lN ILLINOIS, IJear Friends: one just imagined, in so far that the mother of Jesus nowhere slightest blood relation to him ! Was a more dishonest atI hav just completed my year's missionary trip over claims that she was impregnated by a male from the ethereal tempt ever made? A.s they differ so entirely in their stateIllinois, in the interest of the cause which should be world; she nowhere attempts to make an explanation of the ments, it follows most conclusively that if Matthew told the
dear to the heart of every reader of THE TRUTH manner by which she came into the condition to become a truth Luke told a falsehood, or if Luke told the truth Matthew
SEEKER. During the fourteen months and fifteen mother. Matthew and Luke are the only persons who attempt told the falsehood. But as they both undertook to give the
genealogy of Jesus and they did not do it they both told a
days that I was gone from Rockford on that trip I any explanation as to how the event was brought about, and falsehood. '!.'he two serious discrepancies here pointed out
traveled between two and three thousand miles with their stories are entirely different and contradictory.
show clearly e11ough how utterly unreliable and untrustworthy
my horse and buggy, and I believe I ha v done some
660. I cannot believe that Matthew had any means of know- the gospel narrations are. It is plainly seen that the grounds
good and lasting work for our cause. But financially ing what Joseph had dreamed sixty years before the time of upon which credtilous believers place their faith in this extremely mythical story are exceedingly narrow and exceedI am about one hundred dollars out of pocket by my writing, or that anybody is under the slightest obligation to ac- ingly untenable. Here are, to begin with, falsehoods of the
trip. Yet, nothing daunted, I am preparing to sell cept his statement, even if we should admit that it was Mat- most glaring character, and if the story begins with a falsemy horse and buggy to raise the means wherewith thew who undertook to tell the dream.· This dream must have hood, what can be expected but more falsehoods in the later
to make another year's trip over this state by rail, _been had before the birth of Jesus if it was had at all, and it details?

F.
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members of the home; and for work too heavy for 11
Truth, .th?ugh. nude, is beautiful. still;
them needy Liberalists should be employed on the i
.
But a li.e 18 a he, robed as you will.
.
same terms as the superintendent, matron, and I s1gn, as ever, rgnorant, and therefore Agnostrc,
teachers. Second, that a location be chosen where
Your humble servant,
D. RusSELL MARVIN,
,
RICHBURG, N. Y., Oct. 28, 1881.
expensiv buildings, fuel, clothes, etc., will not be
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed please find $5 for needed for comfort or health,· The money thus saved
CINOWNA.TI, 0.
EDITOR TRUTH SEJIIKER: What can be the matter that
Round-the-World Journey. When the book is out could be so used as to be a source of income, and
please send it to
0. J. LoVELL.
not outgo, and the members of the home be the the great and noble army of Freethinkers do not
gainers by it. Most of my life has been passed in unite and display their power? If such was done
FILLMORE CITY, UTAH, Oct. 24, 1881.
how soon would superstition stagger and fall and
MR. D. M. BENNETT: It was not lack of interest in traveling, and I am personally acquainted with the the grand human temple of right, freedom. and
the arduous task you are undertaking that prevented topography, soil, climate, and health conditions of moral force be planted in its stead! Then would
me pledging as well as sending in my V to swell nearly every state in the union, and am satisfied spring up a ponver for this world's good and be a
the list and help you along, but it was the want of that south Florida more perfectly meets all the blessing to the people of every clime,. The shackles
stamps. I did, however, hope all along that circum- needed conditions than any other locality in the of kingcraft and priestcraft would be snapped asunstances would enable me to be the happy possessor United States. Its climate, winter and summer, is der and all their· terrors would be suppressed, the
of a copy of your forthcoming book as soon as it unexcelled. Statistics show that in healthfulness it mental freedom of humanity would bud and bloswas out, and seeing my way clear now I will send has no equal. Close, expensiv houses are not needed, som in such beauty and glory that darkness of mind
for fear that something else may come along and in fact, little else than shelter from rain and dew; (which is the cause and curse of priestly power)
swallow the money. My friend, Mr. P. Selde, also little fuel, except for cooking, and that needs only would vanish, and a bright, effulgent light called
hands in his five dollars for the Round-the-World the labor of cutting. Very simple, cheap, and light reason would spring forth to guide the mind into
Trip. Perhaps I will find a few more who will take clothing is most suitable and comfortable. First, honest paths and purposes, obliterating all mean
clams, oysters, etc., abound, and are to be had for and crooked ways aud principles, and building up a
a sail,
Our forces at- this place are not large, and we hav the taking. Cattle, sheep, goats, and hogs can be fabric of just laws that no creature could bribe or
had a hard fight of it so far, and it does not look raised with liltle trouble and no expense. Vegeta- corrupt or purchase the least favor, doing unto all
much better for the future, but we are on the gain. bles can be raised all the year. Flowers ami a men that which is impartial and right before the
That cherished ideas die hard is certainly true. We great variety fruits of grow in profusion, and fruit cul- world. This is what is wanted to improve our pressee it in every phase of human existence. I do not tureisan industry which is not only a source of annual ent life. Let the people seek happiness right here
know that Liberalism receives harder blows from income, but of cumulativ value and profit, for our and now, and no longer dream of happiness when
the Mormon churcfi than it gets from other denom- tropical fruits are very long lived, and increase in life is extinct. Liv to enjoy and not abuse, and
inations, but they hav so large a majority here that productivness for many years. As the inmates of pleasure will surround our path and fill our minds
an outside party stands no show. In fact, it makes the Home· increase in numbers and age, more and with rational bliss, so that whether life be long or
no difference to them whether a man believes in a more land should be put into fruit and be the spe- short it will afford you peace and contentment in the
religion or not, if he does not belong to them he is cial care of the older children, the income from which most humble walks of life. Seek to avoid all which
an outsider or gentile, and they think that as v. ould in a few years, be far in excess of the ex- degrades either body or mind. Let generosity and
such he ought to be shoved to the W"Lll. We hav in penses of the institution. Fifty per cent of the good will prevail and a fratemal brotherhood exist,
them a people typical of the ancients of the church surplus could then be ·devoted to adding to the that peace •and plenty might rule and flourish on
of God. They try to liv up to his written word from 0apacity . and advantages of the home, and in every hand and every land.
Genesis to Revelation. In that they are consistent, proportion to the number of years spent in the
·
Yours for union and progress,
T. WINTER,
They are his best representativs so far as I know, Home after twelve years of age the remainder
but alas ! change is written upon everything under could be divided around among the members on
BENWOOD, W. VA., Oct. 16, 1881.
the sun. They are not the people to-day that they leaving the Home to start in the world. These are
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $1, which apply
not
idle
theories
and
speculations,
but
facts
capable
were in the days of Enoch, seven years ago. Verily,
to my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I see some
verily, the day shall come when the Lord God of Is- of demonstration. I would also suggest that THE one has taken Josh Billings to task for his hits at
rael, Bible in hand, shall hunt from the four cor- TRUTH SEEKER request all Liberal papers of whatever Infidelity, The fact is, Josh has pumped himself dry
ners of the earth. for his own to call them to ac- name or object to unite in a call upon their readers and ought to be laid on the shelf, and a new Josh
count, and find that they are not, for they hav to contribute as above proposed, the method of ac- secured--one that would not constantly be rapping
found a world that is round and hav skipped to the complishing the purpose to be decided as the trust- himself over the knuckles instead of hitting the nail
other side. All he will find will be a note, saying: ees on thorough investigation think best. Hoping on the head. Put this in your pipe, Josh, and
"It won't do, Jah. You will hav to alter your Bible that these suggestions will draw out the thoughts of smoke it.
Yours, etc.,
C. BuRSBE.
and make your laws accord with the laws of the the people on this subject and awaken an interest in
universe, and make your world into a globe before it which will result in action, I remain,
MANTUA STATION, OHIO, Oct. 16, 1881.
Fraternally yours,
DWIGHT,
you try to catch us again. We are evoluting now.
MR. EDITOR: As I am indebted for THE TRUTH SEEKER
You hav kept us standing still long enough, w ile
since April 1st, I hope you will excuse my neglect.,
CATHLAMET, W. T., Oct. 20, 1881.
the world has revolved and is evolving a purer atPlease find inclosed post-office order for $3. I hav
EDITOR TRUTH SEEJrnR: I hav been highly amused taken THE TRUTH SEEKER since Comstock arrested
mosphere and surroundings fitted for a higher intelligence to rule and subdue it." \Ve are behind hand on reading in your issue of October 1st and lust the Mr. Bennett. I subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER benow and must hurry, or we will never be able to lame attempt of the Oregon parotor to enlighten cause Mr. Bennett's cause was the cause of every
honest Liberals on the ark old Noah is said to hav Liberal in the land, and we Spiritualists claim an
catch up.
Mr. Bennett's letter on the Druids and their tem- built, which has led me naturally to the conclusion interest in the Liberal cause, and the largest number
ples was particularly interesting. We wish him a that the people of Hillsborough who wait from time of your supporters in this section are Liberal Sp rithappy voyage, and also send our best regards to to time on the reverend gentleman's ministrations ualists.
Yours,
R. 0. HALSTEAD.
are rightfully entitled to the united sympathy of
Mrs. Bennett.
Respectfully,
GEo. C. VEILE.
Infidels at large. While I venture to expreas my
DEERVILLE, OHIO, Oct. 17, 18~1.
P. SELDE.
humble convictions that the reverend shepherd has
FRIEND BENNETT: THE TRUTH SEEKER is at hand, and
either at no very recent period dispensed with his am much pleased wit-h it, and will try to get a few
CLEAR WATER HARBOR, FLA., Oct. 20, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: There hav been several tunic and inexpressibles, else he ''has not yet resided subscribers for it. I hav belonged to three different
suggestions made lately concerning the establishment a winter in Webfoot, otherwise he has been uncom- churches, and am sorry to say I found them wanting,
of an Orphan's home under Liberal auspices and monly slow to observe the humidity of the climate, and want no more to do with them, for they are
managemlilnt. The idea is a good one, and I hope which at this season of the year comes down invaria- frauds under the garb of sanctity. I am sixty-five
will develop into a living, vital charity, an honor to bly for months together and wakes up about June years old, and hav at last got my eyes opened. I hav
Liberalism and a blessing to society. It is a subject following apparently wrthout let or hindrance, yet been defrauded out of thousands of dollar:=; by the
on which I hav thought much and would like to say while it continues to come displays nary a shadow Christians and reduced to poor circumstances, Were
a few words. First, how to raise the funds. I sug- of remurse for either man or beast, the latter of I able I should buy many books from you.
ALEXANDER AULD,
gest that all who call themselvs Liberalists, no whom never fails to enlist my most heartfelt sympamatter by what distinctiv name their Liberalism is hy and, withal, how brother Smith should not ere
PITTSBURGH, PA., Oct. 17, 1881.
known, ass3ss themselvs ten cents each. Of course now hav solved that wily conundrum before he
MR. EDITOR: I am at present located in Pittsburgh,
larger donations would be to their credit if they had driven you-as he did-to the inevitable, and
were able to contribnte more, but all can certainly hav come to the same conclusion that Jack and the Pa., and every Sunday afternoon attend lectures at
do this much. Pay it to the treasurer of the Liberal Bean Stalk was as sacredly worthy of a chapter or the rooms of the Pittsburgh Liberal League, No. 76.
organization most convenient to them, from whence two in that mythical compilation for the further The lectures are good, and the hall is always crowdit will be forwarded to the treasurer of the National exercise of Christian faith as not. For notwithstand- ed. The next day the discourse is reported in the
Liberal League in trust for this object. Let those ing the long-continued rains in this and our sister Pittsburgh Despatch and read extensivly, Yesterday
who are not convenient to any Liberal League or- state, yet in relation to a flood at its worst trmes we were entertained by Mrs. Amelia Colby, of St.
ganization send to the editor of their favorit Liberal (though months here cause the days of Noah's time L)uis, on "Who was Jesus Christ?" To say that the
discourse was profound and eloquent would not meet
paper their contributions, to be turned over to the to blush) it reminds one of a mole to a mountain,
the case: it was grand, startling, thrilling, and no
Respectfully,
H. A. ELIOT.
treasurer of the N. L. L., he to acknowledge in the
doubt shocking to the meek-looking, smooth-faced
columns of such journals the receipt of all such
TusTIN, MroH., Oct. 10, 1881.
Clergymen present. To them it came like a clap of
sums. That simple little ten cents each, small as it
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: The elements thunder from a clear sky. Ten minutes apiece were
looks, would aggregate sufficient to establish that
noble charity, and, repeated once a year for ten hav conspired to drive me from the cornfield, given them to reply, but they cut a sorry figure atyears, if properly managed, would place it upon a and I accept the circumstance as a special provi- tempting to do so. "It still moves."
Yours fraternally,
HARRY HoovER.
self-sustaining basis, Cll.pable not only of providing dence permitting me to pen a few lines to you. I
for and educating all it is intended to reach, but, I write you for the purpose of setting you right as reMERIDIAN, Miss., Oct. 24, 1881.
believe, would also giv them a start financially, gards my subscription to the Round-the-World Fund.
MR. EDITOR: '.rhe columns of your excellent paper
when of age to leaTe its sheltering arms. But to ac- The asterisk in my case was omitted in your list of
complish all this several things are important. subscribers. The fault is my own, and grows out of furnish me a delightful oasis of green pastures
the fact that in subscril>ing to said fund only the
First, that the funds thus devoted be not frittered initials of my name were used, thus, D. R. Marvin, and cooling water in the midst or an arid desert of
orthodox bigotry. Yesterday I heard one of the big
away in salaries to any person, no matter how whereas. in remitting, I signed my name in full.
guns of the Baptist church (which is now holding a
good or useful; but that those who serve this cause
Now I am of the opinion that no true Liberal will state convention at Meridian) discourse on Romans,
serve for love of humanity, and not for money. permit his unpaid pledge to be placarded to the
Any persons unwilling to do that are not worthy. public beyond a reasonable period. Therefore, in vi, 14 to a large, intelligent, and well·dressed audiLet the president, secretary, and treasurer of the justice to your obedient servant, I respectfully ask enee of gentlemen and ladies. He assumed that
National Liberal League be ex officio the trustees, that this be given a place in the paper which I feel there is a personal God who hears and answers
and the "Emperintendent, matron, and teachers hav a t both a duty and a pleasure to support. or the in- prayers, and who feels and sympathizes with his
maintenance, their children, if any, entitled to the closed, $1 is for the above-named purpose, and the own elect children as a kind earthly father, that the
same care. keeping, and privileges as the orphan in- other is fur my neighbor, S. B. Root, who has long Bible contains a genuin revelation of his will to man
mates, but no better. The education of the cl1ildren since twisted his neck from the theological noose, that Jesus Christ was present, and that salvation a~
should be industrial as well as literary, therefore and wishes to be booked for a trial trip in the grand wrought out by God through his son was freely ofduties and labors or the home, and its industries gondola of Freethought-the straight and trim fered to the whole human race, that it was in the
power of all human beings to accept or reject it, and
as far as possible be accomplished by the TRuTH SEEKER. My creed : Truth is better than a lie
that if accepted the recipient would certainly reach

..--.

.
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the climes of ultimate glory to sing hallelujah
through countless ages to Father, Son, and Holy
Ghost, and that if rejected, the rejector would justly
sink down to the regions of damnation, where he
would writhe amid the flames of fire and brimstone
as long as eternity shall endure. In the preacher's
view heaven has a distinct locality, 'as much as New
York. He taught that the spirits of just men (what
about the women?) became angels wearing brilliant
golden crowns and white flowing robes, that the
Father sits on a lofty throne, with the Son on the
right, and the Holy Ghost overhead, and that these
angels spend all their time in loving, shouting,
and praising a triune God, while the the poor sinners are roasting in a real material hell, where the
devil is always shoveling in live coals of fire and
brimstone. And the minister had the profound attention of nine-tenths of his hearers. Perhaps the
writer was the only Liberal present. What a sad
commentary on the virtue and intelligence of this
people l They are as mu'ch priest-ridden a;; poor
Spain during the reign of the Inquisition. Remember that the minister did not deign to offer a single
argument in support of his absurd assumptions, and
probably not one in ten of his hearers supposed any
were needed. From this, the readers of your paper
will readily perceive the unpleasantness ·of an outspoken Liberal, poor and dependent upon the pubJ. D. RHODEs.
lic for food and raiment.
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to us. I think that they are splendid indeed without eral· Freeman Universalist; Holcomb, Liberal; Judany exception.
Yours truly,
THos. CRAWFORD.
son,' Catholic; 'Karr, Methodist; Kuhn, Infidel; Kincade Liberal; O'Neal, Catholic; Preston, Infidel ;RayMY "EXPERIENCE" AGAIN.- POSTSCRIPT OF A LETTER TO mond Liberal· Bees Infidel; Smith (of King), Liberal:
Smith (of Kletetat)' Christian; Smith (of Whitman),
AN OLD FRIEND.
Infidel; Steen, Lib'eml; Taylor, Congregationalist,
BERRIEN SPRINGs, MICH., Oct. 10, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Second P. S., My Dear Judge: Van Eaton, Presbyterian; Worman, Liberfll; ComI am not satisfied yet. I hav written you the truth, egys (speaker), Infidel; making the same as folbut not all of it. I fear you may infer from my last lOWS: Liberals, 10; Christians, 9; Infidels, 5,
Yours truly,
GEo. G. SWAN.
postscript that all are my friends here. You may be
assured they are not. I hav enemies who would
burn me at the stake if they only had the sanction
Anti-Catholicism in France.
of law, as once was. They are only some or the chilThe Paris correspondent of the London Times,
dren of God, the followers of the meek and lowly
after remarking that Paul Bert's re~e~t speech a~ th~
Jesus.
You read my" Experience" in TKE TRUTH SEEKER of Winter Circus on " Moral and Rehgwus Teaehmg
January last. That gave you a fair idea of the was in part a repetition of his famous speech in the
causus belli of the saints to put down and defame the Chambers on Clause 7 goes on to say:
"To-day he had armed himself with a collection
Brotherhood of Humanity, using me as their target
(as I was called the bishop of that order), all in the of Catholic school books, catechisms, tracts, and pictinterest of the cause of Christ. The church said ures on which he commented in a sarcastic style.
nothing at the time against the insult to me by those Thu~ he made liberal citations from a pamphlet in
four d~ar sisters in the Lord over an opel\ grave, and which the medals of a particular saint were repreof a kind of insult that was never before known in sented as charms whereby the phylloxera c?uld. be
the history,- of the world. I had the experience cured sorcery counteracted, school exammatwns
mailed to the thinki•g citizens of this section, to the passed, ano stubborn horse~ induced to ga~lop. He
clergy, and especially to those four dear sisters in quoted another book in whwh St. Joseph msured a
Christ. This proved a squelcher all around, and it ready sale for lottery or concert tickets-'W e did not
made those sisters so odious that they denied that need St. Joseph's services,' interjected M. Bert, 'to
they did any such thing for any such purpose. Church get rid of the tickets for this meeting'-and drew
BRENTwooD, L. I. Oct. 32, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I herewith inclose payment on my liars are not generally believed except by their pray- good numbers in the conscripti?n. H~ held. up to
subscription up to January, next. I am old and ing companions. I hav beaten them beautifully on ridicule, moreover, tracts and piCture~ m whwh t~e
their little game of insult to me in public. But lyshort of means, but am resolved to do so much for
journey to the next world was depwte~ a~ a tram
ing
is cheap with those who conspire to defame or
the noble cause of Freethought as to pay for THE
with first-class carriages labeled' Generosrty, second
TRUTH SEEKER, although to do so I must curtail in crush those who do not believe as they do. Now class ' Confidence ' and third-class 'Resignation.'
they
say,
"
Putnam
is
a
dangerous
man;
he
does
not
some degree the luxuries-nay, what most would
He denounced as ; tissue of absurdities a pamphlet
call the comforts-of life, but the cause demands an believe in anything else." This they say to the eleet, promising all sorts of cures and blessin~s for a. subto strangers, and to the impressible. Our people
equal to the widow's mite. I am glad that our noread the inscription I had inscribed on my monu- scription of twenty-five francs to the Saznte Enjance.
ble chief is so far prosperous on his tour. Written
He quoted passages fro~ casuists deB_?ri~ing the cas€ s
from his standpoint his narrative will be invaluable ment, which reads, " Love to Father God and Broth- in which theft was vemal and restrtutwn was not
er Man," and they exclaim at once, "How these
to the cause of human progress. I am also rejoiced Christians will lie!"
obligatory. He produced, but declined to read, pasin view of the succe~sful and harmonious terminasages
from a schoolbook relating to Joseph, Sod?m,
I see the footprints of this class of saints quite
tfon of the session of the fifth annual Congress of
and Susannah. He cited other passages applaudmg
often,
as
the
incidents
to
be
mentioned
will
show.
the National Liberal League, and that harmony is
the massacre of the Albigenses and the Huguenots.
restored between it and its former worthy chairman, At Christmas time I sometimes hav a little stripe .fe summed up these extracts by. de:fini~g re~ig.iouR
of
benevolence
and
humanity
come
over
me.
I
hav
H. L. Green. I heartily coincide with him in his
teaching as imbecility, fanaticism, antr-~atnotrsm,
views of the necessity of organiz Ltion. In warfare been tempted to donate a cow for the survival of a and immorality, and he insisted that ~o~ahty was not
poor
preacher's
family,
though
that
survival
might
the army best organized and disciplined is the vicinterwoven with religion, for all some*•Bs had protorious one, no matter how numerous or valiant its not hav been the fittest; to dinner the prisoners at
hibited theft murder, and so forth, so that for such
the
jail;
to
oyster-dinner
every
poor
family
of
the
foes, and the conservativ ranks to-day are thoroughly
organized. Hence, although Liberals hav heretofore village; to distribute fruit on the street to children enactments '~e n'etait pasla peine de deranger Dieu
been shy of organization, yet without it they may and others. Last Christmas I changed program by le Pere.'
"He concluded by contrasting the school which
as well abandon their cause, for in that case their changing larger money into small pieces, sowing it
opponents will assuredly maintain their present as- around among the little ones to buy them goodiei3, taught fixed natural laws, indust~y, self-reliance, and
cendency. Allow me now to commend Susan H. or handing the larger pieces to the poorer children. family ties with the church whwh taug~t constant
Wixon's article, "Tlle Social Status of Liberalism," Just here is a notable incident. I offered money to and capricious suspensions of law, self-drstrust, the
in the last TRUTH SEEKER, Oct. 22d, to the careful pe- a very poor boy; he shook his head and refused ~o efficacy of rites and ceremoni.es, and the s~cred
rusal of all readers. It has the right ring. It con- receive it. Another at the offer turned from me m ness of celibacy-the one producmg an honest, mdustains-nay, it is made up of-words fitly spoken, scorn. I will explain. The first was a boy of a very trious citizen, the other an ignorant, ~azy monk.
which an old philosopher has likened to apples of poor and coarse woman, to whose family I had carried Modern societies he said, were advancmg toward
gold in pictures of silver. Let me say to all, don't much to keep them from starving; but the mother morality and pro~ortionately ~ece~ing fro~ r~ligi?n.
forget to reperuse it. It should stimulate to vigorous had become a saint, the only soul saved at a revival M. B€rt it will be seen, drsdams to drstmgmsh
here of four weeks' duration. 'rhe otller was the son between 'Clericalism and Catholicism, nor does he
thought and labor.
Yours, for Freethought, free speech, free press, of the boss bigot of this town, who teaches the chil- inquire how far the bu.lk. of Catholics ~r~ respon~ible
and social freedom, as soon as we can become pre- dren that " a moral man is the worst one in the for historical and casmstwal monstrosrtres, m some
community." Those boys were not to blame in the
pared for it.
B. H. LEWIS.
cases heedlessly approved by bishops. If Jl_:nglish
least· they were true to parental teaching. A friend
Protestantism came in his way he would evrdently
standing near said,'' Never mind, Putnam; nothing
TuRNBULL, ALA., Oct. 15, 1881.
will cure thos~ boys' parents of their bigotry but the form a collection of tracts in which a Sunday walk
is represented as the :first step to. the gallows, and
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Please let us hear application of a wooden cloak."
something on the monopoly parties, especially the
If the above is the way piety works, I want it not; triumphantly add~ce t~em as typwal of Protestant
Liberal League and Socialistic Labor. Please answer I will hav none of it; away with it, I say; I ctislike teaching. Catholic wnters would do well to keE>}J
these questiOns: What paper will g'iv the most infor- it hate it abhor it, detest it.
M. Bert before their eyes and to remember that any
mation concerning land matters? Do you know of 'The big~ts here hate me for my reading and rea- ineptitudes which they indite or indorse are sur~ to
any enterprising business that an intelligent young son. They dare not meet me openly, but play guer- get into his anti-Catholic museum. To-day'~ m~etmg,
man could engage in either east, west, or north. He rilla. The priests treat me complacently or shun me. moreover is in more than one respect Bigm:ficant.
is a good young man; no family. He has energy and They well know I will not "down," and they do not This is ce~tainly the :first time that ~3:tholic literature
pluck. Let me hear soon.
Mxss SALLIE GRAHAM.
attempt it. They ascribe my dreadful state to my and teaching hav been held up to ndwule.and oppro"carnal nature." Thus I stand on my dignity in the brium by a future Minister of Education m the pr~s
NEWPORT, ME., Oct. 23, 1881.
ence of and with the approval of a futur~ Premrer
bright blaze of truth.
To JoHN W. TRUESDELL: Everything you hav writWell, my dear Judge, I hav lived a pretty long and President. The laughter and plaudrts of the
ten from time to time in THE TRUTH SEEKER on the
financial question I hav read with great interest, and life. The clock of time is now striking seventy years audience, co!llprisin~ man;y- family grou~s, stand fo.r
although I do not agree with you, I feel you are hon- to my name. I am both sad and glad. The past little for wrth the mconsrstency of the French chaiest in your statements, and perhaps they are all cor- recedes like a dream, and the future rises like a vis- acter: th~se people will continue being baptize.d, confirmed, married and buried by the church whrch torect as I do not know to the contrary. But whether ion before me.
I look back through the years and see myself a day they derided· but M. Gambetta and M. Bert
you 'or the Greenbackers hav the wisest plan for the
farmer boy, a mechanic, a teacher, a superintendent must be presumed to hav the courage of their
good of humanity, will you be kind enough to answer
of schools a professor in a law college, a lecturer, opinions, and they are on the threshold of office.
me a few questions?
an author: having read theology, medicin, and law, They ought to hav already asked themselvs, and
Hav those classes of people known as bankers, bropracticing the legal profession in my later years, and outsiders will certainly ask, whether they contemkers, bond-holders, mon~y-letters, and other similar
finally honored with a seat on the bench. I do not plate a war to the knife. ~ith ~atholicism .. M. Gamcharacters grown richer or poorer in the last tweJ?,tYwonder that I made no more fame, but I do marvel betta to-day not only JOmed m the mernment and
five years ? Are there more or less poor men's homes
that I have not more and worse enemies. "Recedunder mortgage to-day than there were twenty-five ing now the dying numbers of the harp of life ring cheering, but he highly eulogized M. Bert.''
years ago? And furthermore, is the wealth of this fainter down the rugged dell of time."
country going into the hands of a few, while the real
MOSES HULL is speaking for the Spiritualists at
I now 1·eluctantly close my letter of seventeen
wealth producers, the farmers, the mechanics, and pager,"- would it were worthier" and sho~ter . . You Frobisher's Hall this city, during the present month.
the day laborers are growing poorer ? To me these may read this to any true and confidentral fnends Next Sunday (~he 13th) he ~ill giv two Liberal
are important questions, and I very much wish to of yours and ours, "provided always" that your life lectures,-which none ii!hould farl to hear.
know the real facts. Yours,
SEWARD MITOHELL.
should be graciously prolonged to enable you to
wade through it. Dear old friend, I shall r,etain for
J. M. HA.GAMAN, of th.e Concordia (Kansas) Blade,
ARENZVILLE, ILL., Oct. 24, 1881.
you ever sweet memories of the long ago. And now
has opened a Liberal circulating library. He also
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find $3 for one year's may great peace, etc.,
Yours ever,
keeps for sale Liberal and scientific books. For a
subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER. I see that my
WORTHY PuTNAM.
very small sum per week good solid re~ding can be
time is up for another year. I cannot do without
obtained. Mr. Hagaman should be liberally patTHE TRUTH SEEKER, for I think it is the best paper
OLYMPIA, Oct. 18, 1881.
ever published in the world for truth and knowledge.
MR. EDITOR: The following is the religious status ronized.
I am glad to hear that Mr. Bennett is getting along of the members of the House of Representative at
so nicely in his tour round the world. I hope that Washington Territory, now in session here: Mr. AlIF any one would like to send THE TRUTH SEJ~KE~
he will arrive home safe without any sickness or ac- exander, Liberal; Allen, Liberal; Catlin,. Liber~l; three months to a friend who has never taken 1t, It
cident. I love to read his letters that he sends back Clark, Universalist; Cornwall, Orthodox; Dlllon, Lrb- will only cost thein fifty cents to do so.
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Yorl•town.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

IlY E. D.P.

Twice, in a pillar of cloud by day,
A pillar of fire by night,
Has freedom's .Jove his children led away
From kingly bondage to the might of right.
Twice-mOI'e it. must hav been,
1\Iuch more it needs to beFrom tyrant-serving sin
Hav men arisen free.
:Marvelous ruorn that from an Indinn idol
Grow.s to a Grecian god is not so strange,
So great of transformation,
As were the little colonies in theit·change
To sovereign states leagued as earth's mightiest
nation.
But nations hav been, may be, suicidal,
Drawing the usurper's sword across their throat;
Like Rome, gl"own rich and br.se,
Like Cromwell's canting land;
Like France, too, brigl1t of 1·ace
For brig>tnds to command.
In other eyes if we see such a mote.
Let us beware that in our own may seem
No like, no larger beam.
From glory-burning Gaul
Thy light was caught, thy lamp was fed,
0 country, now made up of Europe's all,
Great land of little sons of mighty sires long
deadl
France gave our life and liberty divineWorth more than slavish being.
But vain all gifts, all generous suns that shine
On ingrates with no moral sense of seeing!
The hound will follow still the brutal master,
The natural flunkey serve his insolent lord,
And dark-age serfdom's clans cling all the faster
To those who've robbed and made them feel the
swor<;l.
'Twas but a little yesterday
That Arnold burnt and Tarleton shot,
And proud Cornwallis laughed as gay
As endless victory wel"e his lot,
Then suddenly a rat in trap
Squealing for mercy. 'Twas too mean.
No lord since Yorktown's cannon-clap
In war has on our shore been seen.
De Grasse and Roc ham beau, and, better yet,
The saint of liberty, holy Lafayette,
With Washington were joined to turn the tide
When strategy and courage could decide
A nation's fate while a small fire might burn
And blackest shame to brightest glory turn.
That Washington was more than a mere nameA thing of notoriety-a thief of fame;
And Lnfayette, best friend in need that ever
A people had on high. herculean endeavor I
Vast is onr nation, but what man of all
Has helped a people's rise-a tyrant's fall?

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

D. M. BENNETT and G. M. ]1.\Hl.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

The f'n.Uest Discussion yet Published,
;:;iving the Dog111as and Clailns of
Cht•ist.ianity a thorough Ex·
nntination J}rO and con.
This book is a

thoro~h

ex:unina.tion of the Christian

sy:.t~3~rY!tf:!Vi~o~. ~1;'Ah~~ ~~~~ t~~;o~~~;i~0a1,t~gfris: borrowed or copied from much older .syatems of reffgion.

(a) The belief in an o!fsr;tring being begotten by u. god
upon a human virgin is nearly fl. thousand years older th~n
the mythical story of Jesus and his virgin mother. (b)
Other so-called saviors and redeemers hav been believed
in and reported tu hav been crucitled 14nd to hav died on
the. cross rnn.ny hundreds of yea.r! before the same was

ONE DISI!:ASE I ONE CURE I

~~~~~:e~~~~- i~c61:~.~~\'~~n\~yn~ful~ ~~a 1~~{~t;is~af~a~~~~~i

systems from tive hundred to two thousand years before
Christianity was known in the world.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements hav been. as
fully a.nd truly ascrllJed to other teachers and. founders of
religion as to Jesus.
3. The story of Jesus and his mission in t.he world is unhistorical; it is not corroborated by contempomrieous history.
4. The teachings of Jesus are defectiv in moralS 1 intelligence, and scientific information, and, so far as they are of

Tile fact being that there Is but one disease, no matter

~~~~tk~~~~l~l~t~~~~~~~~·~~~~~~~~i~nl~t~Ydi~~~lste~r~~S ~1:~~
1

cure huv been so multiplied, we now know the want of
1

ACHINERY.

~a~~;·~~~e:fla :J t~~~~~~~~b~dp~~~~~~~~i~~r~ft~ 8 fgfe ?!0

1

0 1

self was written by men illy informed in scienti.tic knowl- Sand, Foot and Power Presses. !>!<c ":V orlc of all 'tlnds.
edge, and does not harmonize with the f~cts and principles
Perrfot-ating Diet. <11 S"'ecialty,
in nature known to be true.
5. The doctrins and claims or Christianity hav been a
curse instead of a blessing to mankir d in many respects.
1

~s~;~~. ~~~t~~ftgn~e~~~~~~n°J fi~(;;Ji~e~~s ~£ell~~: foes lN:~d

ignorance, super.!tition, and falsehood, and has retarded
educu.tion u.nd l!Cience in the wor)d. It recognizes and

w.

F. JAMIESON'S

1

1

Christianity are unprogressiv In their
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority
of bod himself, and are therefore incapable of progress
and improvement.
8. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
cla.s.::; of truth ~nd the best variety of religion which mankind are capable of receiving,
Price,
l.i>O.
dress
D. M. BENNET'!',
141 Eighth st .. New York.

THE PHONOGRAPH
It Is simplicity It-

Is a machine for writing shorthand.

self. Is very easily learned. Easily operated with •II the
fingers. Its writing is more legible and accurate than any

Operators of the

Stenogra)lh use less than one hundred contractions.

To TRii\L SUB§CIUBERS

The letters are represented by dots and spaces-nothing

THE TRU'rH SEEKER,

How dare you praise yonr venemhle fathers?
A WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL
Their deed should strike you dnmb.
With sixteen large pages, will be sent
The soldier of Valley Forge his blanket gathers
Around his half-starved body, chill and numb,
t·or THREE MON'I'IIS, posta;:;e paid,
Through the long winter. You in luxury loll,
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
Hundreds of thousands, and talk pretty Poll
Wants office-crackers-million crackers more,
Full letters fro111 the Editor, now on a
And literate fames to match a titmouse score.
ton•· around the world, appear weekly.
Who hav you belped 1 what Irish, Cuban braves!
These aloue are worth the price asked.
What Boers that hold their own
'Gainst villain-lords and throne?
Address
D. M. BENNETT,
What hav you done to show you are not slaves~
141 Ei;:;hth st., New York.
To prove that you are men I
Up and down ever differs now and then.
These are the dog-days of late loyalistsQuite other days than those
When Tories, driven to Nova Scotian mists,
Left all their wealth to patriot foe8.
Justice, to shoddy swindlers bring such close,
And with their stolen billions teed
Those they hav made and kept m need.
Good Lord Cornwallis, we salute your flag
With deep respect that loyal Yankees feel
For that Goth-vandal, Norman robbers' rag
To which weak savages and flunkies kneel.
We who got office by pretense of hate
Of Southern brothers, whom you helped to arm,
Heavy PJate Paper, 20:x2s.
Send from Yorktown bulletins of stttte
To say that old wound need breed no alarm.

LIFE-SIZE

else. To :fit persons for shorthand c\e.rks on1y half

Man or Fifty cents.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

to the front in practical, secular education. Address

W. F •

.JA.MIE~ON,

Albion,

4t44

Mich.

' ' WILSONI.A." TRIUMPHANT.

TRIUMPHANT.

T!rls work Is an epitome of the life of the great Infidel,

~~~~~r~~~t~en-:v~:dc;~r~ta~~~~d ~~~:~~~~bJ>Ji~~~l!f;e,bft
~~j~~~f~~~ort~~n!rarea~ rJ:t~~n~ft~~yJa~i:r~::fig;a~:

Vogell and Edmond Dubourg. It contains an account of
Voltaire's youth, his exUe in England, Holland, BeJgium,

~~:i:~~~~~~~~~6~latnh~; ~~se~~~a~~~g~;;!~hr~~~~;JciJ~~=

Benedict XIV.; what he did at Femey, how he Improved
the town, built a church, fought the Jesuits. and defended

:~ite~thrr: ~r~ri~~t~onuts r~~~r~dtg~~rfi3e~~~~~tlY:· e~~sd~f

exile. and ends with chapters on his work. Ills phflosophloa.lsystem, his enemies, and some hitherto unpublished
letters.
Many volumes hav been written upon Voltaire, but none
of its size contains so much information as this. From it
a clear idea. can be obtained of the Immense influence he

;~~r~~~~~~nc~~~~ge~~d;~:r 1g~l:hr~~~s ~~~~~~~og~~~~~

to 8! e p out of the orthodox paths of thought.
PHl('F,, PAPER,75 cents; CLOTH, il.OO.
A<J<lr~•s o. Jll, Beanett, 1418th.S
ew ~ork.

0

"\Veil done, says doctor number two, and the thing was

WILLIAM WILSON'S LETTER TO COMSTOCK..
465 FULTO:f ST., BROOKLY:S, SeptolS", !881•..
ANTHONY <:O:MSTOCK, ESQ.:
DEAK SIR-! was suJ•prlsed this morning to find In my
consulting rooms many of my former patients, each bringing me a circular letter received from you, a copy of
wulch Is Inclosed herewith. Wltb this e~cb handed me a
copy of their replies to you. YoLI hav evidently been lm.
posed upon. I would take It as a favor If you wonld glv
me the names of the Informants to whom you refer.
They are amenable to prosecution, and it may become my
duty to Institute proceedings against them. lt will glv me
pleasure to atrord you convincing proot of my position,

rl~rda~fe~~~ nlt~!~:~~ ~~nseefir~i~~slll!n ~~~~i~:~g=~tS~flfba;

found to be such a.s to commend me to universal approval
as a public benefactor. Mention Ia made in your letter in
reference to my name . .AIIow me to refer you to the
Brooklyn directory, where you will find an advertisment
of mine and my name and address Jn full.
I hav inclosed one of my lllank checks (not for use).
You will see my name printed on the end. As to my having been a calJtnetmaker, upon that fact I build my glory,
in not onlY. having earned an honest livelihood, but to hu.v
won the respect of all honest men with whom I hav come
in contact, until to.d~ I stand in the proud position aq the

~~~~fi~ti ~~ ad%i:~g ~~~i~t\ ~vfr~~~~';s~~~J'i~i1~i~h:
8

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

0

penalties I ha.v to bear for havrng dared to teH.ch medical
men their business. Do you not know that all great invenINVENTOR .OF THE" WILSONIA," AND LECTURER tions and improvements ever emanate trom persons whose
walks In life hav been tot~lly lllstlnct from that In which
ON ELECTRICAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR
1
OF " THE TRIAL OF MEDICIN," "THE
~g~ ~~~i~~t~0r~so"f~~~~~: ~ KijDa:SrG?o~~ c~~P~~~~Povi~u~~
LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," "MEDrevolutionize the pi·actlce of medlcln. That being the
ICAL FALLACIES," ETC.
case, hav I not cause to LJe proud of once having been a cabinetmaker? If al-ailsplitter may become al.)resldent, and

········-·············-··································

-

0

....................................................... :

MAY BE CONSULTED DAILY FROM 10 .A.
8 P. ll!., FREE OF CHARGE.

M.

TO

8~~t~~wapt'i,~~de~~~~ts~~ .:'1~ ~~f1fa~ ~Ns~~t~ a~~~;;:'end
1

EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH NOW OPEN AT

A Dose oC

No. 44 FOURTH STREET, NEAR SOUTH

Tarrant'" Seltzer Aperient
EIGHTH STREET.

f

N0.695BHOADWAY,
NO. 1,337llHOADW A Y, NEW YOHK.
NO. 2,310 THII~D A V.,

0

of having been a cabinetmaker?
Hoping that you may pay a visit to my establishment,
and tlu~re see for yourself the result of my labor, 1 remain.
Respectfully yours,
WILLIAM WILSON.
P. S.-1 Intend to publish all letters sent to me, being

~~Wtii~;~!!!;f~1Isl~~te~~ ~g~t ;~~ ~~~ ~~k!J~~~::vrii~.if tg~

following pn.ru.gru.ph, cut from one of my advertisments,
0

The u WILSONIA" applta.nces are not mere pads or
plasters, which lose their e:t.llcacy in a few weeks, bu_t are
so scientifically constructed that they WILL LAST FOR
TWENTY YEARS, and can be worn by dllrerent members of the same family from time to time.

(England, Holland, Belgium, Prussia, Switzerland), with
unpublished let,t~r~~!t.iJ~~~alre and Mme.

BY BEN.JAJ.tliN GASTIN!<JAU,

WILLIAM WILSON,

46fi FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

His Life and Works in France
and Abroad.
Translated wlt:el\~'i,J'~~;;[~~JP.J~~~~~;; Messrs. F. Vo-

A happy thought. Let us go to Anthony Comstock, get

~~ ~:fe~:~~~; ~rt~~~nt3 ~~~r~~~fric~::s off JW~S8~ 1 ~~~
~~l~~d~nn~~g?n 11~¥~ i:o~J!~~~ldr the~~~Cb~~~kcf~~ t~gf~~~

Six hun-

Lessons can be given by mall. Teaching will not Inter-

;

CENTENARY OF VOLTAIRE.

VOLTAIRE IN £XILE ·

~~~!~r~~o~s:~~n~~~~~s?n6~~ ~~~~nbi~ rit~8~s~flig~g~~t ~l~~S:.

fere with my lecturing. Let Liberals put their children

D. M. BENNETT.
Sent

;l~~ee c~dtl: 0~i~ o~n~!r:,~bl~f l~~~~~~~~ga~:t cg~~l~~~~:~

reason to believe, iu fact from the first I thought such
was the case, and so wrote to Comstock the following letter asking for the names of the persons who had thus
given him the information, but those persoos being docdred letters per minute can ea.a:"Uy be made, which is more tors .Anthony Comstock dare not disclose their names; it
was left to me to ferret that out. which I hav dune, and
than sufilclent to equal the speed of the most rapid re- confronted several of them, two of them who went to the
fore, and others who acted as stool pigeons in the matter.
Here II the letter I wrote to Anthony Comstock:
·
porters.
time required to learn the best phonography.

OF

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.

~!~c;~~et~~di~~l~·~v;on;!~~~~ftl~~l~ ~'~ni~,~~~~~~EeB~~~~

the only question being whether they would. waste their

the done. Comstock was Imposed upon, ns I hav now every

LITHOGRAPH "W"IL sONIA"

But evil days will come to an evil horde,
And heaven's vials of wrath are not all poured.
Civilization yet is a small show,
But 'tis great Nature's tree that's bound to grow
In spite of asses and of selfish cattle
That eat the buds which with high storms would
battle.
It means the organizing of mankind.
In true republics, with no poor or rich,
It means the social union, broad and kind,
Of all save Nature's lowest in jungle and ditch.
Czar-snakes and tiger-lords and flunkey jackals,
they
1\Iust soon surrender
On wide earth's Yorktown day.
After the star the sun of splendor.

\VILSON did not invent llHtgneti&m. but onlY a means
whereiJy it ma.y IJc uccumulll.ted and transfused through
the anhual economy of man.
\Vl\I. WILSON pretends to no secret as in quack nostrums, but freely and proudly discloses to every one o:Jhe

on scteutitlc prineiples. 1 know only too well that the
other system of shorthand. The writing of one operator doctors w111 try to crush me for huving dared to teach
them their business. This son1e of them hav already
1irst by inducing the internal revenue ollicers to
can be readily read by another. Ordinary shorthand re- done,
place a tax on my garments; failing In this, 1 hav f.·ught
the government and won my case (although at the cost of
quires the verbatim reporter to commit to memory hundreds o:t contractions and word-signs.

~-•.

Before wlnllow glass was Invented the only lighting
media for our houses in the daytime were holes tn tile
structure for the poor, or fnuuo work of horn for the
rich. The mau who invented glnss dirl uot invent ltght,

~~~t ~g~~~~~~~~'!:'{h~soWi~!..I.~A'&~k~r8 Jltt~:e~~t

SCHOOL OF STENOGRAPHY.

pression in its assertion th;,~t all power is of God. As tl
proof of this the le<1ders and bright stars of the Chri•tlan
church hav been among the l\'·orst tyrants and oppressors

ju~: t~~mL1~· and

blooa is tile life, and electricity the equalizer of all our
fnrccs, so that if we can by any meuns luruse mngnetism
into the human organism soothingly and gently we shall
therelly attain to a untnral state ot existence and death
shall only be the result of nature's inevitable law, instead
of tho e<J.rly deaths amid racking pu.tns, 1upcrinduced by
the introduction of yotsonous drugs and quack nostrums
dispensed iudiscrhn nately by emblrics and the schoolrnen

1
P~,~~fd~0tit~~~i:a~u~g~'~su.~et~~=rte~e~~ i~1~t~~~E'~ f~~~~~:it
E. B. STIMPSON, 3:..SpruoeSt.,:8'.Y. remedy-magnetism
•

~~fft~~~~~~di~~~?.~~g~;, ~sst;~fs:il~ a~iJl~~~ar~t f~~! P;l~~~

of6~~~~:~~b~:r:~J~~l~)_~[it~n Ii; ~~~,~~Pressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she is

g;~v<~~fiJ~i~~~ r:et~~:~~~~~~~f~~~ ~~~~~!~\ ~!~ ~~;;~~d~tl~;

0

mtl/JI;;fd~l~~ry:\t ai ~~ny persons will become rotten
with Uiscase, will swu.llow medicin. enough to fioat a
steamship, and rub in ltni nents and ointments enough to
tan the skin till It becomes like tile sail of a ship; and
then, hearing of my marvelous cures, will expect, on put1

~!~~~~s~~~Y~,d~~ ~o!~~!se~~\~ :ncl1in b~~smn~W~ ~:dtl~;r~

sons governed by such expectations had better not waste:
their time or my own In calling upon me.
With respect to tbe names given below, a few words of

:~~~~~;t~~lr~~~~!~~~ ~~\,e~k~~a:a~~to~~u~~er~a~f~~sn~~

knowing oi' caring what report may be supplied on application to the persons therein named, knowing full well
thnt to wear the WlLSONlA Is to obtain perfect health,
although in some cases it may take as many weej{s to ef·
feet a change as it does hours in other cases. But it never
has failed, and never can, when the instruction.e given are
followed out.

Now, citizens, read the letters sent to Anthony Comstock in answer to the 1\belous lettl'l'; say, then, am I not
cruelly Injured by Anthony Comstock? Why did he nut
make !nguh·y before lie wrote such a letter? I will glv to
any one $5,000 for one case where 1 hav ever deceived a
Corrcl§pondence Solicite
single person. I always, in my pamphlets, tell persons
With a limited number of young ladles, age 23 to 30
IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS WHO HAV BEEN what are my proportions of cures, and giv the names of
years, by a Liberal, with a view to Improvement and THJJ:ATED RY MED!UAL MEN AND STILL CON· persons who wear my goods, not caring what the persons
say whom others may apply to.
p~~~~psmatr!mon~~x 180 _ Addr'Zi~en so:U~~·~fn~da.
TlNUJ£ TO llE DISEASED.
0
s ~tae~ ~~P$&1~ ~ai~ht'i:: ~~~~~~~~~~Ros; ~~r~ ¥or ~~~
than all the ·drugs in America. It cannot be gainsayed READ TEE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION OF TEE
PER DAY at home. Samples worth l!l that more die of drugs than from disease. The present
" WILSONIA" GARMENTS.
'-P
tree. Stinson & Co., Portl.&.nd, Me
system of medlcin is a mistake and must soon gtv way to
SOLD BY ALL DHUGGISTS
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d1>5 to $20

~oJ~ ~~~y~~k~~~~~·ad~~~~~~l~?t~ ~~fte~~n~~ ~~~O~lX

Electricity as a curatlv agent has long been recognized
GAH.Mh:NTS" cured them after the most skilful drug by the faculty. ln fact, from the time of Galen, through
treatment had fulled. Medicin in acute forms of disease everrc decade, this marvelous agent has attracted the ut·
of recent origin, may be or benefit, and In case of accident
0
By My ruledlcal Compound an<li It Is quite right to nse every susslble palllatlv; even ~~~ttiggt ~~~;.~~~~~l~~,c~erl:e~~}~~;~~gfieantici~;!~~sa~~
me11col men hav decided that electricity was the one
1
11
&f~s~gd;~~tts~nas :.rfre u~~~e~%Y1°~ro~!~' c~~lt~g,s~g foa~~a thing needed us a direct means of cure, yet the bigotry of
Rubber Elastic AptJiiancc
the schools of medlcln bus ever pi·evented the introduc~fs~~g~~~a~rt~k~~~~h;}~s~~~~~~g~~~e;:;~~ifi~~s.a~e~~rd1fa: tion of anything that did not correspond with tile preconin 30 Duys.
eaoe, gout, varicose veins, catarrh, spinal disease, locomo- ceived notions or those who gloried In tile names of proReliable references given. Send stamp ror circular. ter ataxia. and many other forms of a. chronic character fessors, but In such pride of position dared not relinquish
Say In what paper yon saw this advertlsment.
must forever defy the power of drugs.
their glory. And thus It Is that tbonsandshav been com·
Address
CAPT. w. A. COLLINGS,
The history of med!cln Is one that, if read with care palled to swallow the abominations of our drug stores
1St83
Smithville, Jelreraon co.. N.Y.
would strike terror Into the minds of every thoughtful throngb hundreds vt yellrs, llolld haY 1111 a reault, gone to u

Runtures Cured

T:HE TRUTH SEEKER, NOVEM HER 12, 1881..
early gr~ve. The methods by which electricity has been
applteO are numbered by the thousand-batteries of various kindR, electric machines, electric belts, eleetric disl{s,
electric garters, electric rings, electric medals. 'I'll en we
hav had magnetrc belts in dJzens of designs, all intended
to produce and muintu.in a current of magnetism in the
blood, by which process alone can the bldod be continued
tn a perfect state of circulation. All these appltances do
possess valuable properties, but the great trouble ever
present was the want of continuity on the one hand, and
an absence of perfect ventilation on the other. Not only
80 , but yet another want in all these WllS a means to keep

~~cro;~~Be~;t~~~fd ~~~hg~e~~~~8 ~~~~ 'i ~\~otrl~~!~~~

nerve force which would be otherwise tfirown out into

r~e ~;n~~~F~~~~s !t~l,s !~l~ins;ec~;i~~~~dtV~s~~ins~~r; ~l~c~~i

all~, gutta percha, or any other non-conductor of electricity, but by preference I use guttn. perctm as the uest nonconductor Known; also that IHlY two pieces of metal of different moleculu.r construction must of necessity, when
brought in contact where heat and moisture can ramify
between them, such impact of metals muRt produce an

~~~~:o-:§~ i~ni~rs~c~~~~llt i~~8eJ d~~l~s ~~n~~npae~~~Jtltg~
1

attached to tfi:'e magnets, and next I placed rfbbons of copper and zinc with chemical calico between them to absorb
the moisture of the body, but after many trials I ha.v
proved my present method the most effectual means ever
~~~f tci'g c~~r~~~o~~nn\'.:'[n~tf~ ~~tf~:. world for the proTherefore, I am in a position to say that never in the
history of tile world has such a perfect magnetic garment
been pi'oduced, embracing the following requisite:
~'lrst-Non-contuct wltll tlle skin.
Second-Constancy of current unimpeded.
Thlrd-Cupab111ty of betng washed and cleansed,
Fourth-Perfect ventilation, whereby the moist vapors
of the body are ever eltminated.
,
This is u. most important point, and upon which I feel
the greatest possible pride, It being the <leslderatu'll In
an magnetic body wear, and the methods by which tllese
effects are produced are simplicity itself. at the same
u~~~lfev~~!ir~~~~~~i~~~~cv;~l~~r.~i~~yo~l~;l~~~~ct or dissimNO'l'J~.-1'he above points sllouffi f.>e studied by every
physician, and thou, compared with all tllat hu.s gone IJcfore, it williJe found to be the most perfect arrangement
in the world, as the foalowing testimonials w1ll prove,
and be it remembered that these testimoninls were eent

1

gl

~a~~ru~?J'~';;~~;g\os8~~~1'J~~~~f:.I o~~~~~~e~Ifio:_ho

COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.
Mr. FRAZER, corner of Reade st. and Broadway, New
York.
y:~.DEGRAFF (DeGratr & Taylor), Fourteenth st., New

I gave to Mr William Wilson was true In every partrcular
iYil
from my present knowledge I cn.n fully recommend
s WILSONIA to any person suffering from the com.
1

platnt with which I was afllicted, namely, hemorrhage of
the lungs.
Yours, etc.,
MICHAEL MARRION,
458 Third a venue.

463 FUI.TON'STREET, BROOJ{LYN.
MR. COMSTOCK:
Yours receiv~d to-day at hand about Wilson Garments.
There was a ttme when I had no faith in them, but
when I came to put them on the Goods did me so much
good I can't but speak well of them. They hav been a
great bles"ling t.o many others I know. A great many of
my friends hu.v been greatly blesged bv having these Gar.
menta, and to·day they thank God there n.rc such Garments. I sup nose I hav l1ad two hundred persons call to
sec me about these things.
I can't say too much n.bout them. I am doing business
on Fulton street, and haY been for twe~:Yi~i ~\[N~i.

5

0

1

SONIA, and speak in the most flattering terms about city.
EDWARD FITZGERALD, Stone yard !oot of East 106tll
them. I hav always found Mr. Wilson a gentleman of

New York city
~~Jl!fifi~~tt8~~~~o~~danhd~~g~;:n him to assist the poor street.
R. W. SMITH. Trow Printing Company,
Yours very respectfully,

BENJAMIN LEWIS.

These and thousands of others can be referred to. Dare
a man like Comstock mingle with such gentlemen as the
above?
2 ST. FELIX ST., BRoOKLYN, Sept. 13, 1881.
A. COMSTOCK,
DEAR SIR: Yours just received, contents noted. In reply wtllsay I know nothing of Mr. Wilson's antecedents,
hav never inquired about them. His garments were
spoken of to me last winter, when my adopted daughter
was suffering from a complication of diseases, who had
been sick two years and more, Bad been under the care
of Dr. Smit.h, of Brooklyn, who said, after attending her
for months, that it was a very bad case, and she constant-

Wefide'tii;vf::iiinJn~~1!~gk0rh~~ar'!~~~~·Ji'~riie h~itt ~::
0

and my daught~-r vut them on. She has experienced
great relief. Has Just returned from the country, where
she has spent Aevera.l weeks. She still wears the garments, and would not be willing to leave them off for a
day. She is not cured yet. Don't know as she ever wtll
be, but that she is greatly benefited I am sure. No one
would hesitate to say, who saw her then and now, it must
be the garments that did her good. for she took no medlcln
8

0

:!ff.r ~u:~~fdt~~r ~a~·t ~i~ha~~e:\r 1 ~~t1ia'~~~~ p~[~
them, .My little granddaughter, who was always troubled
with a cough in winter. and had catarrh very bad more
than ever last winter, bas had no cough or catarrh stnce.
I do not believe Mr. Wilson an impostor, but believe his
invention has been a blessing to hundreds of suffering
people. Yours respectfully,
MARTHA MOXSON.
No.7 BoND STREET, BROOKLYN, Sept, 13,1881.
ANTHONY VOM:;TOCK, ESQ.:
SIR-'-Yours of late date received. I furnished Mr. WilHam Wilson with u. certificate of my case. After wearing

~~~:aa~fn~tfga~~~~~~g f~{a~ile ~~fft~~inaen~~~~~~g~~fl&
~r:,~et~~h~du:g~~s ~~ ~~~~~~~3~c;:bp~~scitf:£:iu hee:~~~

hav been equally benefited, and,if •ailed upon, wrlf bear
testtmony to the " WILSONIA." As to the antecedents
of William C. Wilson, I kuow from Mr. Wllsou tllat he
has heen in New York heretofore. I hav repeatedly
heard bim refuse to be called PI'ofeseor or doctor, but
insists upon "William Wilson, House Carpenter." Your
most direct means of informu.tion would be to call at Mr.
Wilson•s place of bu!iness. His rooms and factory n.re
always open to the publtc for inspection, and the most
critical scrutmy Is Invited.
E. S, CHlPMAN.
BROOKLYN, September 13, 1881.
MR. COMSTOCK:
.DEAR Sm-Your note came at band in reference to the
u WILSONIA." In answer to you I may state I hu v been
suffering for years with bleeding to the nose and other
troubles, such as weakness and general debtlity, etc. I
called on Mr. Wilson last summer, and stated my case to
him. He put some of his belts on, and, contrary to my
expectation, I hegan to feel I'eltef, and am now a well
man, which was a great surprise to me, after having tried
every remedy that I could get bold of. As far as being
swindled by him, I consider he has been my benefactor,

asl~J;:g{r'::'l\~';g;~eiiJ~~ i:,~a~~~e, hoping tllat It would do
.eome poor mortal placet! in tlle same condition I was
•orne gOOd.
Reopectfully,
E. NILSON,
41S Bridge street.
September IS, 1881.

MJij,tii ~~~~~~~rcl~~er addressed to my wife bas been
handed to me by her for answer. I would inform you
that Mr. Wilson has had the full and free conseut of myself and wife to use her name as reference.
Mrs. Robb has suffered for a great many years from
neuralgia (eighteen years). On April last, when very
low, I obtained the" WILSON !A," and from the first moment of putt tug them on she experienced great benefit,
and every day gains strength; so much so is this the case,
abe is now able to go out and enjoy ltfe, something she
has been unu.blc to do for years previous.
Hoving this
will satisfy your scruples regarding the 11 WILSO.N.IA,"
I remain yours respectfully,
R. ROBB.
29SJAY STREBT
BROOKLYN, Sept. IS, 16111.

A~,'i~~~J; ~?t~:.~~g~. ?J;~Qi~th

{

f

lust., received. In reply I wonld say that I hav received all the beueJlt claimed
by the "WILSONIA." Mr. Wilson has used my name
with my knowledge and consent, and he has not exng.
.gerated any statement made by me. I know nothing ln
regard to Mr. Wilson's· pedigree. but I know this much,
that the "WILSUNIA" Magnetic Vlothlng has done for
me what medlcln could not do. I am now enjoying better
health thu.n I hav been siuce the war, aud lowe it all to
tlle wearing of the" WILSONIA" Magnetic Vlothlug,
Hespectfullyyours, etc.,
JUJ£L E. CANN,UN.

"GOD SAVE THE RIGHT.''
If you are a true knight errant you will find WM. WILSON a foeman wort.by or your steel.
And now, Mr. Comstock. plea!e note the following; I
put it on record here:
The lite of James A. Garfield, autopsy facts and all
taken into consideration, would1 not might, hav been preserved, bad Dr. Fr1lnk B. Hamilton granted my request
conveyed to him by letter in New York, and tdegraphed

~~c~~.. 'J1~~~1~g R,~~ M'L"s6~¥i t~g~l~r~~~~h&a~J'~f~~
life? Let the facts say whether the doctor•s silence was
courteous. I hav knnw-n Httmilton from bayhood. My

the late I. H. Smltb, nf.D. or Auburn, N.Y., was
_ father,
the friend of his youth. My grandfather, the la.te Dr.

lt't:~. e~iu~/ gtg ~~P~~~u~inrrt~~~~~ ~a~c,~~~!e~h~ rW~~ H~'l'i-T:EJ'~uJ'"J§~K'~tlper at House of Refuge, New York
1

1

ave.

~h~~J~~l~::~ 1~tt~~Vli~S ~~~d {;~~t 1'i:'~~~n~,rP:~·~~~igr ~~~

trrWM:l':r.t tJ

¥/c;~U~ Jf~f\ll!':.':J'c"r~iiall & Co), Ferry st.

M~: ~'osJ~~~l~l~t~~~~:n ~~~~oat~\ye;~e

Third, Are the patients of William Wilson deserters
from the great army of chronics, of whlch such men as
Drs. Frank B. Hamilton, Agnew, Bltss, and t.hetr like are
the officers? Deserters from 11 Yemen of high degree"
k~~?:d~~c~~ t~~~~ 8c~;;~i~e;r~fe~~~~~~l.Be~e~g~~s ~~~~~~ to enlist under the banner of WILSONIA, the standard of
1
ye
''poor cabinet makers?"
~jr~ I1L§r6Jila;;:!~81 ~.~~e~W~~~~~~J. btbe'::a~~~cg:s~;~ Fourth. Has WILSONIA cured epilepsy, progresslv Jo:
These pa.rttes have received great benefit from wearing como tory ataxia, mitral regurgitation of the heart, paralthe WIL~ONIA, and they regard Mr. Wm. Wilson, "the
carpenter," AS a gentleman, n gent us, and a man whose f:~~r~~~i~~~~;ii~~~· riK~~rii:~fs~~e;~re~fa:r~~~e~J~~~~~
simple word is as good as a bond duly executed.
forms of disease?
Fifth. Is the great army of medical men at fault as to
For evtdence of my sickness I refer to my esteemed
friends, Hon. James Watt, M.D., !)octors Bedell and Ham- what causes blood circulation, and must their wiseacre
ilton of Brooklyn, and Professor James L. Little, M.D., of idealism vanish as a mirage before the wand of a "Poor
Cabinet Maker?"
New York.
·
Such, dear str, are a few of the salient points in the is0
0
raised, and I am certain the cause of true science w1ll
whl ~h~~d;t~ r~~ Ju~:JI~g~~~ \irel~§di~il;~~a~e:a~~in! sue
be conserved by a legal jurist in presence ot the "Erfreedom from disease of the heart, softening of the brain, mine"
and
·

or three, etc.
I was t1·oubled with dyspepsia for a long time, but I hav
Further, I will explllin to your perception just how
never hafl it since.
Doctor WILSONIA effects this magical cure. To wear
WlLSONIA Is to get well of every form that disease may
take. If I fail to prove this, notwithstanding your uncharit.able epistle to Mrs. Stevens, I will obtain from William
FROM EX-FIRE MA~~~tt}i~~JAMIN LEWIS, OF Wilson a handsome gratuity for your society. If you wUl
become a WILSONIA m1ssionary to the poor of New
York you may stay the evils of vice and test WILSONIA
-NORTII BJUTISH AND Mlf'RCANTILF: INSURANCE }
()o~fPANY OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH,
in a Christlike frame of mind. They wlw evoke the law
UNITED STATES BRANCH OFFICE, 5ti 1V'1LL1A),I ST., N.Y.
E~~~ ~fu,t~~tl~;'Ho?;:o~~~~~ be no exception-or should
BR'oOKLYN, N.Y., September 13, 1881.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, ESQ.:
J. II. DEMAREST ..~l.D., of Harlem, New YorK' city.
FRED A. WALL, 63 East !30tll street, New York city.
DI-;AR SIR-In answer to your favor of September lOth
relativ to .Mr. Wilson, I lJeg leave to state that Mr. Wilson
HENRY SCULLY, 223 East !20th street. New York city.
4
was introduced to me by a Mr. Derwin a year ago last
~~t
1 ~~:m~\~ ·~~~~~t~~~';,.Y-f~~~~~ny
April, Mr. Berwln Informing me that Mr. Wilson was the
inventor of certain Magnetic Clothing which he (Berwin) Late Cllier Ninth Battalion, New York Fire Department.
0
now United States Revenue.
~~~lrii s~~c~~J~~~:~~c~}1t~g~ ~;~;ee~~~\~g ;!'Jrge~~~~~ A. M. LEYCRAFT, East 106th street, near Lexington
avenue, New york city.
1
:g;s~~ig~~~ft?ri~~·~f~~~~ ;::/~g~c~i~gbo~f1 ~~L~~: Mrs. A.M. LEY CRAFT, East 106th street. near LexingAft.er putting them on I experienced immediate relief, ton avenue, New YorK city.
n.ml consider myself entirely wen from wearing them, and to~·a;Ye~I;,~~1,~~N,f't,:'J~t:"st 1lJ6th street, near Laxing0
T~~~~~InrrU~~M~~~,t:s~~re~ c~~~~l ~~~; ~8oi1~~~~~~ed SIDNEY H. CONKLIN, oJllcer in Dr. Crosby's Society,

Mr. TAYLOR,ofthesametlrm.
Mr. FAYERWEATHER (F. B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st.,
New York.
Senator McPHERSON, Washington.
Colonel BAYARD CLARK, M East :F'orty-nlnth street,
New York.
Dr, DEMAREST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st.,
Harlem.
Mr. J_ DUGGAN, Undcrtaker,330 Clermont ave.

0

~[i.~jf.n(J_~;il~ J~.~r~c'1h;g~s~~~e~t:riJnc~:~~n11~~nea:r~n~

suit of WILSONIA.

201-~13

East

Goodwin, of Geneva. was one of the •ounders of the Genevtt Medical Coll·•ge, wbich was moved to Buffalo. Dr.
Hamilton hds now on his shelves the cream of my late
father's medlc11llibrary, which I presented to him.
Dr. Hamilton's fir!t ~tep to fame was his call to the pro-

{~s:~~!h~~r~efJl.r1i~infft~~~~fYe~Pcta~I[b~~ftr:o~l~ {;~~

saved his .llustrtoue p~tient. It was not to be. God's purl)ose is declared Your obedient servant,
C. HATCH SMITH.
No. SSO CLERMONT Av., BROOKLYN, Sept. 27,1881.
ANTHONY COMSTOC~:
0

SEPTI•:}IRl<iR 17, 1881.
MRS. SHAW. 325EAST 1£TGITTY-FOURTII ST., N. y t
ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
DIMR MADA)m: I received yotir note yesterday, wishing
to know as to my experience of the 11 WILSONIA" garw¥L~O~IfA,I;~i~~v;gua ~~t~J~tZ~mw~g~;l~-.daf ~~~u~!~~ ments.
sick for more than two years, and I had fifty-six doctors
I hav had weakness in my back and loins upward of
trying to cure me. without success, and they did not gi~· thirty years, often confined to bed for gfx and efgtlt weeks
me any relief until I put on tile WILSUNIA, which at a time. I then used Davis & Kidder's Electric Mahelped me to work at my trade, and now I am as well as chine, which partly relieved me, so that I could follow my
ever.
PETER LEHLBACH.
occupation, but always felt the pain and wertkne!s.
In 1876 I got paralyzed in my left side, when I was compelled to leave oti work altogether.
BROOKLYN, September 13,1881,
In. about a year my limlJs commenced gaining strength.
I could then open and close my left eye, but my back and
co~~;tn~~=tJe0W~r?§JJfl"~~;~.}gl~ a'rt~~!. ipJ':J:~~~ loins
never gathered strength. My feet and legs swelled
0
to bursting. I was altogether confined to the
fn~~v ~ s~tJ ~~~~ ~~oi.insri'':,l!s.~l gl~t"en\iflt6'1ri~ R.lmost
house.
Garments, and I believe with good results, having been
0
1
troubled with dyspepsia and indigestion for many years. m~~isi,nf g~~~c;~t ~~e $fO~~esi ~;a~h~e:n V~or: u~ln~ '~If:~
In my business relations with Mr. Wilson I hav found him thirteen weeks and hav found great benefit. My limbs
sathfactory.
Very respectfully,
and back are greatly strengthened. I sleep and rest betJ. B. LITTLEFIELD, Artist.
ter than I ever did. 11y sight and he2.r!ng are greatly lrnA~THONY CoMSToCK, New York.
f~~rie~::.:~~gtia~h~~ka~~~mateJyl will be cured as much as
lam 69 years of age, and weighed, when I commenced
BROOKLYN, N.Y., September 15, 1881.
wearinn the garments, 245 pounds. My weight .is considMR. A. COMSTOCK:
I received a letter of inquiry and abuse combined con· ~~~,1ih~s~;~TR~~sfsn;JJ~Keae;~~·Yff t~ef~e?~ f~~Jlra!fz:!e
cernlng a gentleman of this city (Mr. William Wilson),
My wife has rheum.,.tism in her loin and leg, which prepurporting to hav emanated from you, or at least bearing vent
her from sleeping. I let her ha.v one of my pieces to
your signatare.
on the plnce eftected, which givs her great rcll!"of.
My testimony (to which yon allude to and as publislle<l laySuch,
dear madam, is my experience of "WILSONIA"
in the pnpers) was given un:;olicited by Mr. VYilson, and I
garments.
·
Yourf[~~:f1'r'f~g1JLLY.
~~~e~J:~}~~~1~r:~eFf~;tt~e;~ f~~~~~~~~ t~~eerwi(s()Mi~
223 East 120th street, Harlem, N.Y.
appliances the marvel of the world as a curativ agency.
As regards the genealogy of Mr. Wilson I am not lnformPd. neither do I care. Suffice to say. I know him to
CLEARFIELD, P A., Sept. 22, 1881.
be a gentleman even though four years ago he stood knee MR. ANTHONY COMSTOCK,
deep in shavings behind a carpenter's bench, which, in
D~AR Sm: Your letter of the lOth instr~nt came duly to
my opinion, was and is far more preferable and honorable hand, and at the first convenient opportunity I reply to the
than striving to gain notoriety by defaming the cha"'acter interrogations contained therein.
First. As to the merits of tbe" WILSONIA," I can only
~~~~~C~t;: of R~~J:~fF~h;~en i~o~~~. ~eRte;~oor cabi- speak
from my own experience. I W<JB afliicted with vart376 Dean street.
cose veins so that lllad been confined to my bed for five
weeks. I concluded · o try :Mr. Wilson's magnetic goods.
The first appliance gave me great relief, and in three
NEW YORK, September 15,1881.
weeks I was able to at.tend to my business.. I was also
MR. A. COi\ISTOCK:
1 received your letter of Inquiry on the WILSONIA ~~vi~~~d cirii;~l{r~tfilr~~'t~n~fff~~~7ti~~~~ ~~rf~~r~~1g~ a~~~
Garments yesterday. As to the merit of the goods, l hav
health is much improved, so that I am now ten
found then1 to be entirely as represented, and I take general
than I htw been for years through the
great pleasure in recommending them to all my friends pounds heavier
season.
and acquaintance! who are sick and aftlicted, knowing, as I summer
The"
W
ILSONIA"
may be a 11 swindle,"but, if so, I hav
0
1
discovered it. · Swindles, iu my opinion, are as likely
~cintl':if~ ~~~ ~rio~~t~O~~;g ~i~ f~i\~~~~~· ggl~~~~; ~i!~~b~ notoriginate
in Nassau as Eighth street.
what his business was some yeurs ago, but I did nsk about toSecond.
Bas Dr. Wilson my "permission" to publish?
Certainly, if the use of my name w111 do him or any one
~~eJe~~l~.. r~~;~~~l~~t~rl~.n~~ist~~~~~~li~~ t~~~.y~~
being a mechanic working at the bench a few years ago. else any goo(~, he is welcome to it. Hoping that the above
His name you will find to your satisfaction. "\Villiam Cot- may be satistactory. I remain yours, g:EokffGE THORN.
ter Wilson, In the directory.
I am 'G'~bN~Jr Ii1~~Y,
111 West 29th street, New York.
OFFICE OF THE 1tf.-\.NIIATTAX LIFE IXSURA~WE Co,, 156 AND
t:'i8 BlWADWA\". F. C. LILLIBRJDGr.;, AGENT FOR NJo~W
YORK, BHOOKLY~-. AND HUDSOX RIVER CoS.
61 WEST FoRTY-SJ.:COND STREET, N.Y., (
September 13, 1881. 5
AD~~k1 ~ii?C~a~~~·· seen your letter denouncing
ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
WILSON as ft swindler and seen considerable in the paDll:~\R Sm-Your note of inqury of the lOth duly received.
pers relativ thereto I would say that I, too. am wearing
Contents noted. Iu reply, most respectfully say, I hav no the
WILSON I A, having had a paralytic stroke six years
knowede;e of Mr. Wilson's autecedents wllatevet·, nor do ago.
When I first had the stroke I was helpless as an inI thiulr it m•ltters so far as I am concerned. But of the fant, could not speak for eight days. I bav been wettring
appliance known as the 'VIL80NIA I do know something them since the 25tll of Jnue. My friend advised me to get
about it from personal and happy experience, l•'ur lllOre them, but, really, I must confess I had but IittJe hith in
than nineteen years I had been a sufferer from partial tllem. Had I luwwn then what I know now. I would hav
1
a hond for tiye thousand dollars 1f I could not re~8~711 \ ~r~~~ ifr~ ~fi1:~~ ~~dse~gJI~o~:~~~ ~~ t;~~~~~~~~ signedthe
benciits from ot.Jter sources. hut what I would
me for 1\ suit. He did so, and in less than ten minutes ceive
l!UVhad them. !fully lndotse nlr. WILSON, and do not bcfrom the time I ht~d them on my body they \n'oduced a. lteve bim to be the fraud rou represent him to be. It
feeltn~ tht~t alarmed me. I called Mrs . .Manstle d, told her
1
1 1 0
September 13,1881.

t!:ei!ts

WM.

;~~ ~rt; ~t:!~:~~:n~io~e~n;~r~ ~~~?~dr:.i~~d tTi~;~~ntf

like St. Paul. maT drop persecution and become an apostle
of the uew dispensation or health inaugurnted by tbc
~a~J:ho was foao~ ;isop~~~f~~ ~ork at the bench for hi.,
~
THO.MAS DUGAN, Undertaker,
330 Clermont av., Brooklyn.
227 W- 84Tll ,T .. N.Y., Sept. 9, 1881.
DEAR DOCTOR: My 1riend Jones, of Atlanta, certainly
lmprovert after wearing your WILSONIA. I left the city

:11~.hd~~r~~~~;.u:~~~~l~~rie;~ud:J';·dat r~:ie~~i~.f r~a~'

advl•ed lllm to do so.

BROOKLYN, Sept, IS, 1881.
0

w.~::'Pi~~~'f:i:olriitk~~~~~~'t~~ ~er'H11~~!e~'l\'!c~

Yours, etc.,

Dr. WILDER.

WORKING WONDERS.
CoLLI.NS.VlLLF., TF.x., May 9, 1881.
WILLIAM WILSON Esq.:
Inclosed please find $16. for which eend me one nerve
and lung invigorator. The one I got is worktng wondero.
Send some more bills. Please forward immediately.
.
R. M. KThiBRAUGH,~::,
Collinsy11lc, Grayson Co., Tex.To:\IBSTON}'}, I. T., Sept. 24, 1381.
TO THE AGENT 'OF THE WILSON!A GARMENTS,
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL ..
DEAR SrR: I hav been wearing your garments for th~""
past two months, am still wearing them, and I firmly believe they hav saved my life. .Previous to wearing thr

3~r:~~~6~~.as ~fh~~r~~fn~o~~~an~r~ri~~gofogP;'tf~vtu~~~

fs

f

once in a while, and the tumor
greatly reduced.
Bl.Lll£VE THEY WILL CURE MJ£, IF A CURE IS POSSIBLE. Please send me a number of circulars.
Yours truly.
lllrs. LEE RUTAN.
REli!ARKABLE CURE OF RHEUMATISM.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, ESQ.,

BROOKLYN, Oct. S, 1881.

-

an~~~~p~~ :t:~/fi~Ll~al:ot\~i [;{c~~~~~if;;~e~i~~~l~~~
~~J~~~l~~~ :g:r fnt~~;i;!'.e P'~ta~~~?r;~r:r£I~~i ~Fi.n\\rf~

son has my consent to use my name. I had been lying
helpless towyself and family for three months, then I got
the WlLSONIA garments. I could not put them on my.
self; they were put on by a friend of mine, and, strange to
say, after wearing them onlv ten days I was up and walk·
ing about. able to care for myself and family, and attend
to my household duties. TlJerefore, I must say when all
else failed the WILSONIA CURED. Tills Is all I know
about Mr. "\ViJson; he has been my best trlend, and has my
thanks and blessing; may good luck attend him and his.
Good work wiji~;vti~I1i9s:Pi.UM~~r1~i ~~N~~Ye8\~·~et.
REMARKABLE RELIEF IN CASE OF LOCOMOTOH
ATAXIA IN ONE WEEK.

! rit~ c~~~~~~~n~f,l~~:~f~h~t\l~;~ot~ ~~~~t\{~tl~\~)~~i~~t?gr}~
~rivg~~~~ li~fcst{~~J~~ffN l~li~~r~~·~~t~:h ~~~·~~i~~~t~~fdhi~~ ~l1c
I llav several friends th!l.t look upon Mr. "TILSON as their
slated !should take It otr. But In that we dltrered lu opin- friend and benefactor, having restored them to health
ion. She assisted me to the puttiug on of my top coat,
applness.
Yours r~~.P~~tL~!f:LIBRIDGE.
1
~~;loifig:~eIa~;~1~~~r e;ot~Bae; h~~; t~~~s ~~~ls<t ~t~ ~~~:~~

voir park w1thout stopping, which for years before 1 had
not walked more tllan one-fourth that distance without
resting several times. lu the evening I walked seven
times around the park without resting, and from that
time to this l hav beeu able to walk from two aud. a hu.lf
to four miles eucll day. I am an old man of nearly 70

BHOOKLYZ.;, Sept. 2i, 1881.

MJ};,~~~~~~?~~celved a number of days since a letter
1
{; 0ft~tf£~;l~Bfl~~~~~~~~rfrt igll~Hleg~l~~~~~~ftsf~'~Ifoe~~b.

A Modern Symposium.

my name in their connection, and other matter which
r:~I~s~~~~;ocr~':tfti~ ir~y~r~~~~rg.b~ ~~~~~vj~~~~fnvge~p~fl~f+~~ lish
I cannot, now rec:tll. I wore them for six months with
son's antecedents, us before stated. I only know he has most
marvelous effect.. I rlo not care to wrtte the details,
beeu the instrument of making me a ~ell man, and for but- will
giv them to you iu person at any time, as I hav
that he has my thanks aml blessl~is. V~l~l.>Ji;);.IELD.
glndly done to all applicauts, though my permission as ref·
erence was never uake(L
Respectfully,
•
J, H. BARNEY.
DRooKJ.YN, N.Y., September 14, 1881.
l\!R. COMSTOCK:
2,310 Tnum AVE., N Y., Sept. 26, 1881.
DEAl~ Sm-In reading one of the morning papers I read
BY JOHN MESLIER,
your letter addressed te :Mr. Wm. "\ViJson, also a large ANTHONY COMSTOCK, lo:S<1-•
Dl<:AR Sm: Miss Chtribel Stevens hands me your letter of
number from people I am persoually acquainted with, tn
A Roman Catholic Priest,
reference to the benefit derived by them from wearing the 19th inst.. for reply. I learned. that you had addressed Who, after a pastoral service of thirty years at Etreplgny
to
"William
"\Vilson
s
patients
a
letter
of
apology
and
exthe WILSONIA appliances, and would say I know them
and
But
in
Champ~ne,
!<~ranee, wholly abjured relfgious
to be true stu.t.cmeuts of their cases. !myself am clothed planation, so that I ventured to request Mr. "\Vilson to let dogmas and left as hts "Last Will and Testt~ment" to hi::i
tllC whole Slihject drop. But. in your letttr. you so utter~
18
pariShioners,
and
to
the
world, to be published after his
0
11
88
t~~~~~t~~o~l~,~~~~ i L~~~~ftc~!~·~;nd'Xg ::~i·bbyo~:~~i~i~\~~~~e~~~
the above·named work, entitled 11 Common
shier either Mr. tYilsun or his garments the fraud that you i1ef~~;et?. ~1~b1~ c~~~~;,~?{;~!}!fgh ~~~ ~r~ ~~C~~~n1~e~e~i~: death,
Sense."
BltY tn your letter as peo~le luwing represented to you. poncnt, tile tlrst. knowing .i\Ir. \Vm. \Vilsou's high clmrac~
ter for Integrity and earnost love of truth; und, second, u~~~~~~~nat~l1tf~~alw~t~~it~?d~so ~~~~~ctigftl~~c~~i:~:
1
1
You ~ciu~~i~~~~ lt~~)~:, mposcd 1YH'kn0 A. BLAKE
bein~ n.live to t.h.e necessity that "' "puUUc cenop.or of
vice 'should staml before tue peopln B<tnB 1:eproch~, the ~~~1tb<if ~gl~aR·~~~~\~~ hf~tse~N ~g~f;s~~~. uei~e 1Fo~~e~yg:
683 Buslnvick ave.
question becomeR hyper important; is it wise to p1geon
hole the pttpcrs and rele~atc the issue to oblivion, as your Is the opinion of a distinguished Liberal concerning tba
Iette1·, prhnn facie implies a desire ou your part to accom- book:
2.310 1'umn AV., NEw YoRK, Sept. 15,1881.
NEWBURYPORT, MASS., Sept. 28, 1878.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, EsQ.:
MISS A:r-•iNA KNOOP, 1Jea1· Jl!adam:
pl~etir wm scarcely controvert that great men sufl'er ToThe
Sm-1 hold iu my 1mJH1 a note, epistolary, of which the wrong
work of the honest pastor, J can .Meslier, is the most
rather than do wrong, aud tllu.t a Ctlristinn frankly
following Is" copy:
acknowledges his fttult. Iu t~e issue tVilson vs. Comstock curious aud the most powerful tllillg of tt1e kiud which
•• 607 WAHHJ.:N ST., BROOKLYN, 9, 15, 1881.
us you hav seen Ht to uct npou neither of these. in lllltrk- ~g~
:ite~~m~R~o~~~e~.rtt~i·~~~~~a~d~~~~~l\·;~~: o~~~~:
"Professor C. HA'l'VH ~~11TH:
ask you earnestly
"MY DEAH FRIEND-I inclose letter from Anthony Com- tng out your policy in re, I respectfully
softhical Dictionary" is a Uasket of clmmpague compared
stoclr, Esq. Pleu.se t~uswer the same as vou are ucr.tuainted toF~~~~~d~~r {~ffSg~I:.r~fi~ 0fr0e~~~~~~s;~Hrvel of the ninewith all the fucts. Yours truly, CLARIBJ£L S1'J£V J£Nt!."
~ri~~saai:J~~~!~~r!~~~ofia~sJ:~~ h~~~o~t~~ ~~~-a Vir·
JAMES PARTON .
The facts are as follows:
te~~~~;,~~n~~?,,;.l>as WILSONIA cm·ed ninety per centum
Mrs. Stevens, to whom your letter is addressed, wears a of those who hav been the pioneers to Invest money
Price, clot~.\\~~i~~~l.f~;ll Eighth st., New York
snit of WILSON!.&.. Her two living daughters
Is In

SUPERSTITION IN ALL AGES.

,I}lr;

.MR. A. COMSTOCK:

8

th;~,a~;e~h;~ ~~Ni~~ Wits~~~~~ti~~aE1e~;?li~~~rt~r ~~t
12th street, New York c!ty
Mr. AGART. dining saloon, Third avenue and 119th
1
~1t~~~~hhee~1iSJNf1 ~Ir~ :~t:nga~ag~~~e~Ut!rJ~avoFe~~
street, New York city.
E. DAVIS, 14 East !29th street, New York crt;y,
famtly, and I can testify that there stands not to-day a mau
l:HAS. P. YOUNG, 39 Nassau street, Room 41, New York on earth who is doing more good for suffering humanity
tllan this same William Wilson.
ciW,· E. LILLIBRIDGE, Manhattan Life Insurance Co.
1
PETER LASSEN. Inquire of Mr. Agart tor re•ldence. cJ~~h~a;.,~~~ f~~ ~Y~~ ;ou~h~;~deg~uN}~n °i~ 'it~~cg~o;~
Send for u. knowledge of WILSONIA to the above, dear ous work he is now performing is to lay the hand of the
sir, I take the list from the Harlem office. never yet pub- vandal on the ark of the cove:::1ant of common sense in the
lished. Go also and see Mr. Agart•s and .Mr. Davis's bt~.bies. temple of human health.
Out of the mouths of babes and,sucklings cometh wisdom.
I am his friend, for he has been mine,.and I_ only wish, if
Your obedient and humble servant.
it. should be your misfortune to suffer some of the tlla thai
C. HATCH SMITH.
poor hurnnn flesh is liable to. that obeying injunction or
WILSONIA Agent, 2,310 Third avenue, New York.
0
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SAVE THE EYES AND

Col. Ingr.rsol1's Works,

l!fnds.

HEARINC,

"Some Ttli!!lh~i<.t.'!i of ~)H!<C'-."

. .:.: : I

Trr1..: acmP of noliteuesP waA reached by the NeEMERSON says tons, "Doyon pach of yon be t1·ne! vadR mining s 111;Pl'intendeut who posted"' placard
in your place," llnt it appem·s to me he ll~s left II rending, •· Plea"" do not tumble down the shaft"
out of s1gllt that nnnc of UA can be trne m our
"1
v
, to the conclueion" said Brown,
places 1m!ess others arc true in their places. That
Ht~ come
th
Pl·e. he is"

b

This volume ts printed ou toned paper. In clear. bOd
t.ype, and handsomely hound in muslin. conto~;\.tu.tng ~7

pagco, 12mo. Price. $1.25.
This book contains the principal points that Mr. lnge

son hns made ug~tinst the Pentateuch ln c~ll hts lectures ~E
that"stil1ject. The pttmPlllets t1lut huv been s':lrrcpt1t1ous.;

Tht' !iihake1' Fye and Ear Balsa.m
Has for 1\ftecn years prove•! the beet remedial application
Fniliu~ Si;:;ht., ltnJlll.iJ•ed Hent·ing .. OpJt.
thnhnia. and all lnllummatlons and ntrectlons of Eyes
for

111
1
is, as no single star could keep its orbit in the :::hat e less a _:~.l~~~~= 0~1 ~r~~w~ , s~ict issued are tncorl'ect, tllled wtth mtsU\kes, R·ld consist. Ot and Enrs. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the
onlj.· about fourteen or fifteen pageshwh11e there t\re tw1
heavens and be true to lts place unless all the stars 1 , .\ll~:V me to con, ' 1
Y •
'
hundred and seventy-live pages In t e book just Issued eyes flnd an Immediate re!lef. Soft cataracts l!av been

and aU the satellites around about it were true to ' :E ogg.
their orbite, so no human soul can pass between
"IF Jones undertakes to pull my eai·s," said a
time and eternity without being deflected and loud-spoken young man, "he'll just hav his hands
pulled out of place by the desires and repulsions fnll." Those who heard him looked at his ea,·s
·of other bodies around it unless an effort is made and smiled.
:to cause all to be true to their orbits.-Felix Adler.
A DYING Irishman was asked by his priest if he
TAKE away the false teachings of the church-. was willing to renounce the devil and all his
that which is based on ancient fiction-and nearly} wor~s. • "Oh, yer ~tonm·:" sa!s Pat," don't as!r me
:all the Chnstian ministerR hav said for two hun- i tha~, I m not sme whiCh _Ioad_ I ~?all take, an
-dred years is worthless. It is time that we said to • don t want to make myself memtes.
'
the pulpit : "No more fables, if yon-please. Tell: THE Illinois county fair committee made are1
us the h·uth, if you dare to do so; if not, keep si- port for a newspaper" the best display was made
lent." The reverence for the Bible is simply re- by 1\Irs. - - . " There was a lively rattling in the
spect for certain men's opinions. We hav not yet ; office when the journal issued with the startling
got over hero-worship. The world still looks up I announcement that'' the bust display,'' etc.
to the priest as though he stood a little nearer God
GoD made at the time of creation
than common men. We must get rid of our revA nice apple full of damnation;
erence for steeples and pions cravats. Tile holiest
Eve swallowed a chunk
things inside the church are the men and women,
Of this orthodox jnnlc,
and the minister is only like the rest. Let the. fa lee
And np~et universal salvation.--Ren.
teaching of tbe clmrch no longer be respected, but
us demand of ministers that they talk common
AN old gentleman, finding a couple of his nieces
li ense.-L. K. Wa.,hburn.
· fencing with broomsticke. said. "Come, come, my
BISHOP BUTLER, witll all deference to his great' ~iris, th_at kind of acco.~p~;sh~Ient ":ill not ai~. y?u
name be it saicl, imparts into questions of con- ln getting husband~.
I know lt, uncle, H Iescience and into the spiritual domain a Pl'inciple; sponded one of the gn·Je, as she WJ:Ve a lunge, but
-when he asserts probability to he the very guide. it ";illll,';lpto keep our husbands morderwhen we
of life-applicable only to worldlY concerns. A get em.
man will invest his money or take ::my other step)
SHE wem·, finest diamonds and laces,
in relation to his worldly affairs if he thinks the I
And is worth half a million, they say;
chances are in his favor; but he cannot be satisfied_ j
Her oet socialistic embraces
.
with a me1·e preponderance of chances t!Jat he bas i
The fasllion and wealth of the day;
vital truth and that he will escape everlasting- con-:
Her face is a model of beautydemnation.-Goldwin Smith's Essays and Lectures.
I
Her praiees are sung o'er and o'er;
·
But what are her wealth and her booty,
IN the present state of knowledge the majority
When a foghorn can equal her snore?
of people are so ill-informed as not to be aware of
the true nature of belief; they are no_ aware that
TOO BAD FOR BOSTON.
,au belief is involuntary and i'' entirely governed:
Cucumber and algre,
y the circumstances which produce it. They who .
Flavors of dead fish,
\O.av paid attention to these subjects know that :
.i\Iake t!Je Bo•ton water'what we call the will has no power over belief, •
Goodness 1 what a dish 1
-and that consequently a man is nowise responsible
Tanneries on the l\Iystic,
;for his creerl, except in so far as he is responsible ,
Pegan on the lake,
i:or the events which gave him his creed. Whether,
Sewage from the river;for instance, he is a l\Iohammedan or a Christian,
Stop
1 for mercy's sake 1
·will usually resolve itself into a simple question
oQf his geographical antecedents. He who is horn
n I LOVE n1y ·wifP," young !Ur. Osculns, who has
in Constan!inople will hold one set of opinions; te been marriecl only six weeks, wn.s saying, ~.I love
who is born in London will hold another set. my wife as no other man does." And then the
Both act according to their light and their circum- rippling smile of approbation went around the
stances, and if both are sincere both are guileless. company and <lied away in whispering giggles In
-Buckle's Essays.
shadowed window-seats and dimly-lighted corNo man eyer sets himself about anything but ners, and the young man felt that he had failed to
upon some view or other which seryes him for a make himself understood just as he wished to be.

I

!

reason for what he does; and whatever faculties
he employs, the understanding, with such light as
it has, well or ill-informed, constantly leads; by
that light, true or false, all his operativ powers
are directed. The will itself, bow absolute and
nncontrolable soever it may be thought, never
fails in its obedience to the dictates of the understanding.- Locke's Conduct of th.e Understanding.
I DO not understand how a power which is salu-

tary when exercisE-d virtually can be noxious
:when exercised directly.-Macaulay.

'TwAS a terrible moment. The man was evidently drowning, while the crowd on shore stood
helpless and horrified. At this juncture some one
yelled, "Get a boat I" But there was no boat
withm ten miles. The suspense became awful,
and the sun sank into the misty bosom of the west
like a bloody pumpkin. All at once a female voice
was heard above the roar of the breaker~, "Never
mind the boat; take one of my shoes." It was the
voice of a heroic Chicago woman, and the applause
that greeted it was heard three hundred miles at
sea.
EVERY year, at Christmas, the San Antonio
Mexicans celebrate a kind of imitation of the
"Passion Play," called "Pastores." The Virgin
1\Iary, tile apostle•, including Judas Iscariot, all
appear and act their "parts. On the la~t occasion
of the play Jndas was missing.
"What bas become of Judas?" asked one of the
spectators of St. Peter, with whom he was well
acqur.inted.
"Judas be--," was the reply; "last year we
had to choke him to make him giv back the thirty

BECAUSE Christians believe the majority should
)l'Ule is no reason that they should force those who
cthink minorities h<W rights to do as they choose to
make them do. Tiley got into power and then
made laws to suitthemse!vs, and now the progressiv minority must bow and submit till they in turn
become strong- and powerfuL Once Cllrist and his
few humble followers were greatly in the minority (as the story reads), and they had to bow to the
popular demands and wear the yoke of the civil
law, just as we now do. At last the leader of these
humble followers was imprisoned, condemned,
and crucified, just as they would now crucify us if pieces of silver that we gave him in the play, so
this year we apostles won't let him stick his nose
you could do it-but as they can only falsify and inside of the circus tent."
misrepresent (for simple belief) that is what they,
A SCHOLAR who had "been over to the map of
now aim at.-Eimina Drake Sleuker.
' Asia," was reviewed by his teacher, with the foil HOLD Christianity to be pernici:>us to the intel- lowing result:
Jlect; it demands that the reason shall be sacrificed
Teacher-" What is geography?"
upon the altar; it orders civilized men to believe
Scholar-" A big book."
in the legends of a savage race. It places a hideTeacher-" What is the earth composed of?''
ous image, covered witll dirt and blood, In the
Scholar-" Mud."
holy of holies; it;.rends the sacred veil of truth in
Teacher-" No; land and water."
twain. It teaches that the creator of the universe,
Scholar-•· Well that makes mud don't it 1"
that sublime, that inscrutable power, exhibited
Teacher-" Wb~t is the shape of ;he earth 1"
his back to Moses, and ordered Hosea to commit' Scholar-" Flat."
adultery and Eze~iel to eat dung.· Thm:e _is ~o
Teacher-" You know better; if I should dig a
need to say anythmg more. Such a ~·ehl?ton IS hole thrc.ugll tbe earth, where would I come out?"
blasphemous and fouL Let those admtre It who
Scholar-•· Out of the IJole"
are able. I, for my part, feel it my duty to set ,
free from its chains as many as I can.- Winwood!
A S'l'RAIGHT MAN.
Reade.
: It used to be all tlte faSIIion with lecturers to hav
THE improvement of natural knowledge, what- ' t~~ ma:vor of the town or son;te _other prominent
.ever direction it has taken, and however low the . 01t1zen mtroduce them to the audience as a send~m&Of those who may hav commenced it, has not, off, and upon one occasion in the years gone by
.only oonferred practical benefits on men, but., in , when_ the :e~perance lecturer str~ck a certain
,go doing, bas etfected a revolution in their concep. , to~n Ill 1\:Itchtgan, not over fifty miles _from De.tlons of the umverse and of themselvs, and ~as h·mt, the mayor stooclup before the audience and
;Profoundly altered their modes of thinking and. b~~an: _
_
,
their views of rigllt and wrong. 1 say that natumll
Ladtes and-ancl-ladies and-and-'knowledge, seeking to satisfy natural wants, has
"Gentlemen," whispered the lecturer.
iound the ideas which can alone still spiritual crav- 1 "Yes, of course-ladtes and gentlemen, I hav the
ings. 1 say that natural knowledge, in desiring to: ho~or to-to-.~ hav_ the h_onor to-to--"
aseertain the laws of comfort, 11a~ been driven to! · Introduce, agam whispered the lecturer.
discover those of conduct, and to Jay the founda-\ "That's the cl1ecker-I hav the honor to introtions of a new morality.-Huxtey's Lay Sermons.
duce you to the notorious-'m, the honorable-the
1
honorable 1\:Hster-Mister--"
1
_ A GOVERNMENT "W_hich, not c?ntent with req•1ir-l Here occurred another painful pause, during
mg decency, requires sanctity, oversteps the which the mayor walked over and asked the lectbounds which mark its proper ftmctions. It may urer his name.
be laid as a universal rule that a government
"I hav the honor to introduce," he repeated, as
which attempts more than it ought, will perform be walked back," the honorable lV1ieter-lVIJsterless. . . . A government which, not content hang it I I never could remember a name two minwith repressing scandalous excesses, demands utes. lt'H of no account, however. He and I hav
from its subjeets fervent and austere piety, will been plp.ying- poker all the afternoon at the hotel,
soon discover that while attempting to render an and I giv you my word that he is as straight as a
impossible service to the cause of virtue, it has in ten-foot pole. Q-et up, jndge, and shoot off your
truth only promoted vice.-.Macaulau.
leetlll'e 1"

I

The book Is unanswerable In Its facts and logic, Inimitable
In Its style, and filled with wit, satire, eloquence. ano
pathos.
__

"The Gods and Otlter Lectures.''
CONTENTS.- "The Gods," u Humboldt," "}'homa:
Paine"" Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies. Price
cloth, '$1.25; paper, 50 cents.
'

removed by lt. By Its use the wearing or glasses Is de.
ferred. Price. SO cents.
Made and sold only by
G. A. LOMAS.
Sltf
Shakers P. 0., N.Y.

._"JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR. FOOTE'S

HThe Ghosts and Otlwr J,ectures.•·

Hand-Book of Health Hints

CoNTRNT!II.-" The Ghosts," 11 Liberty of ~au, Woman
and Child,,. u Declaration of Independence," u Fa.rmlng in
IlHnoJs," u Speech at Cincinnati," 11 The Past Rises Be-

fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper.
ce:~~h volumes beund In one, price. paper. $1.00.

AND READY REOIPES.
Worth $25. Cost 25c.

5(1

By tho a.uthor

o(

''PLAIN HoME TALK" AND "MEDlO.AL
C0::\1:\!0N SENSE. u

12
8 ~~~?~~c~~e;~~~;cCn~~o~f Jo~~in~n1\\~
me11ts a valnaU\e Rook or Reference for <.'Very
j

Family. Only 25 ccHtB,
'1'1w Handbook con talus chapters on Hygreno

for nll scn!lottH, Common ScllSO on Common
lila, Hygienic Curntlve l\lcnRUl'CI!I, Hnw to
A\'Oid Undi'Hlmllle Chlldren, Knncko Worth
Knowing, Hints on Dl\thlnA", on Nursing tho
Skk 1 ou Emer;:enclc~, Hints for
Women, togcthcl' with some of the Ptlvnto
Formulro of Dr. FooTK, 1\11(\ other phyAictnna
of high repute, l!lotl(l dh·ccttons for prCJln.rlng
~ood tor Invalids. -.;r-Af,\ENTS WANTED..

.BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
Pre"mo.nt
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
Cabinet size, price, $2.50. Neatly packed and boxec
ready for shipment. Every admirer ol this great Apost.t.
of Liberty should hav at least one.
-.A.'ldress D. M. BENNETT
141 Eighth st., New Yor k
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the to!
lowing prices:
~~Et~r'i~~~ ~r~~~6size • ~ • .. • . .. • • ~ ce!;ts
Life-size Llthograpr,, 21x27
- - ·
50
Postage paid.
D. M. BENNETT
141 Eighth street, New York.
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
" BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
By A.LLEN PRINGLE.

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.

LIFE OF VO, TAIRE.
BY .JAMES PARTON.

PTtce 15 cents. Sold at this oftlce.

CONSULT!~

With Portraits and other Illustrations.
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
1

1

1

~~~.v;~lb::;;o~~ :r~~:d r;:t'~!t~d \~ ~o{8, ~fe~u ~~~~. val·
Mr. Parton as a hYstorian and biographer has no superior.
as his biocfraphies of Jackson, Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley
::.~~~~f~~t i~utt~,i ~ro0r'k~' RI~di~~~ rarb~art ~~i\~t~ei~ U~v;~lia0sl'~~

~~~gr~~fnn;t~!g~~~da~~~~r,ctd~~~~f~r~~1 l}'alt~t~~~J~:~i;aw~~s~~;

transcendent philosopher, a great reformer, a brilliant wit
and poet, and settfnf forth what faults he had as a man.

~~~s tt,i'~h~riEnt~ll~~r~,::u~~~~ror~IJ~ ~~~~;me~g~~~~e~g~:

traitute of a truly remarkal)le man, whether he is vie well
as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever
~~g~f~eer!~ubf;~~d 'ad~oa~l~ ea1~!~,~s~~~~~~~~;~;{le b~f~6\~
erance and liberty. It ts the arsenal from which Liberals
wtn draw weapon~ to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation w1ll

make It the authority In regard to bls life, his work, llls
death.
In two vols. Bvo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. ltl. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

"The Infidel

Pulpit.''

l"cctures by George Chaine).

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly educ"ted and

te~ally

qua:Jfted physician, and the

.hoatsuccess:uJ, a.s hi;s "(lr!l.ctice Will prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS~
EASES.
Spermatorrhea ancl Impotency,
as the result of self-abuse In youth, se'!:unl

VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl HelnZOJl; Minot
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the God

Idea; Nature and Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G.
0

~¥t1bse ~ir~~~a¥~~a~Wt~i~fof~1ec~:~~s~1~~ffc:g1 1~rt~~~
0

e:tces~es

in maturer

~e:r":~~~~~~~:S~~l!~!' E~~~~(~~~b~~!f~~~~~~ rbi1d~~~s)~Di!:
0 8
~':e, iv eifs~;~ ~e~~~\~~Y ~}eF~~J.~'";~ra~si~~C:ffd~~~~:~~

3e:tual Power, &c., rendering m:~r:--inga improper or unhappy, an
thoroughly and permanently cured by an

EXTER~AL

APPLICATION,

which ts the 1 octor'a lnt··st and greatest medical discovl"ry and
whlcb he hn.a, so far ftrescribed for this bnneful co7laint in ah ita

~~~.; r~~,;, :W~J~\~~~~~a~~ ¥rJ~v{,"~i',;~br~~~~ R!/~efi~: :~: i:i~h~~~fb~;i ~h~ffe~:Je ~~ndt~~~~~b~nJeb::n :~~bo0 i;:ne!
0

1

tons Experience: The Ideal Man and Woman; What is

JIIoral!ty? What is Religion? The Church of the Future.
Price $1.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., N.Y.

ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
ga~~~ P~b~~~~!fs~

g:, ~~~ ~fi~r~~{it~~0 ~a~~g~vst.hrou.gh

0r-

Two papers given in the interest of Spiritual science

by the dictation of the late PROF, M. ~'ARAD.A Y, ot
England. Price 10 cents Sold at tb\s ofllce.

$7 2

6

~i~~~!~~~io~;h~·~if: ~i~~e~~!~~~~~a~ ~~~ef:oft~h~~~b:;~;
able to tnke care ol

1

theme~lvt>!!.

tb~ :;ft:!~L(~ ~~(;\ti'J{iJ E~\~d Gal.~itl·1:e~~ri~~~~~~~~c trti~

~ue:enJ~ (or Rupture), Pile.s,lUld other private diseases quickly

Middle·Age{l aml Old Men.
8
v-~i~eto~ f~~~~~f (n;a~~en~fo~0off l~i~~nt~u:::~~t~h~c:O~t'~i~~Jb~

~ Might smarting or burnin::; sensation, and a weakening of tb!l
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PHIVATE COUNSELOR.

CHRONIC DISEASES
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of

.\len, the Diseases of Women and the various causes,
pnystcaland social, leading to them are plainly treated by

that plainest of books_,,PLAIN HOJIIE TALK, EMBRACING MEDICAL COMMON SENSE--nearl£1,000 pages, 200

w~:r~~t;:,"tob;;,~~;,Eali!t~~g.Tf~~n','~h1;oslc~~h~~nb~va"d:

~t>nt to nnj' address securclysenled lor~wothrcc·eent f.ltnmJ)I!I,
trentinl! on S.pennatorrhea. or Seminal Wenknf'es, giving itscnuae,
aymJ:toms, horrible effects, nnd curo. JOllowed bv strong testimonia~

genwi~ bl?n R~!~~\~~~:: ::o th~!~(ii~~~~~e~~s~ 1 ;:~~~dl>dJ~
FET~I~cnv~, Vlnelnrut, New J_,rsey.
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[From the House ani! Home, N. Y.]

dressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's1'RUTH

Among the successful physicians who hav departed
tr·Jm the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dr. Fellows, of Vlneland, N. J. His prlnclples arA true,

f!i~~~~~cS~ii2~t~Fci~~1~~ tr~~~~r:ts~;d;~as ~~atR~~s~~~~

the life of a human be ina:."

SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publlcatlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and lnti- hl system based upon scient ftc fact."
8
[From the (Mo.) Ltberal.
J:~i~s t'h~rt:ar. ':1;ga':!1 ~f~li':·~~~~~~tt~~~:~w~le~~~
motivs, whose life bas been spent in instructing and imThe reputation of Dr. Fellows. Is sufficient to warrant
1
one In reposing confidence in ll's skill and abtllty.
~~~y~nlf~1l~{:~oi6-~~i~~~ ~hl~~~~u~~i~g~{~~~,n~gi: any
In need of his alu should not fall to consult him at
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women. 1·Jiose
once. Procrastination Is the thief of t.lme, and often costa
of famU\es, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the great benefit they hav derived from the physBOOKS BY lB. B \BCOCK.
Iological, h,Yi!lenlc, and moral lessons Which be has so ably
\Vhy nou't God Ii:111 tbe Devil? 25 cents.
lm~u~~~~s~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at llbert to b:'t'l•!~:.•:~~o~Pc!!l~. Iteligwn or Believe or
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or br. mall, FR1:1!.
'rbe Ghost of St. ,Johns. 25 cents.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mat •Jostu{V' pre
The above books are having a btg run. They are full of
~~~- only:JU~RAClinLm', i!'8Jrd~'if'iNiJI~lbM¥AN ~.NT . fire, life, and solid facts; and are l)lteked by hosts of testi.
monials from the most eminent Freethinkers.
129 East 28th st., New York.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
THE
141 Eighth Street.
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!_n-g~~~~~~h~ hea!lng by means of nature's llfgher forces,

The

World's Sixteen Cruci:fled
Saviors;
OR, CHRISTIA.NlTY BEFORE CHRIST.

By KERSEY GRAVES,
HEALTH GUIDE,
Author of" The Biography of Satan" and "The Blble of
Revised and Improved, together wtth brief treatises oil- Bibles"
(comprising
a description of twenty-seven bibles)
the Fine Forces: Vital .Magnetism. in answer to Dr Brown contatntn~ new, startling,
t\nd extraordinary revelations in
Sequard on Nerve Force, and Uhromopathy, the new
science of healing by light and color.
~h~~g~:ri~=:~~1n~~fg~ ~~~~~~s,t~rict ~1~~cifis ~~~~~ ~:~
Testament,
and
furnishing
a key for unlocking many of Ito
By Edwin D. Babbitt, D. ltl.,
sacred mysteries, besides comprio!ng the history of six·
Author of" Prtnctples of Light and Color," " Wonders o teeu oriental cruc\!led gods.
Price, $2. For ~ale by
D. M. BENNETT.
Llgbt and Color." Price, cloth, $1. Sold "t tltls ofllce.
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IJotts and flippinas.
A REMARK by revivalist Harrison, in a San
Francisco meeting : " Sometimes I think I shall
not die. But wlten my time comes angels
will come and place me under their wings and
bear me gently away."
DR. McCosH is reported by a religious paper
to httv said that he finds at Princeton a constantly decreasing number of undergraduates
intending to be clergymen, and that it is the
same in the other colleges:
IN his work on worms, Mr. Darwin points
out that Stonehenge has not been brought to
its decadence by time alone. The earth worm
has undermined it stone by stone, and the very
monolith lately propped up by Sir E. Antrobus
has pr.pbably been put out of the perpendicular
by the action of the worm.

IT is said that a Birmingham curate the
other day stated from the pulpit that the Lord
fed five hundred persons with five leaves. The
clerk whispered from below, "Sir, the reading
is five thousand." "Hold your tongue, you
fool," was the .reply, "it's just as much as
they can do to believe the five hundred."
IT IS .<tunounced that Messrs. D. Appleton &
Co., hav determined not to be any longer the
publishers of the North Ame1-ican Review.
The reason is that that periodical, in a recent
article by Col. Robert G. Ingersoll; gave a
conspicuous place to sentiments and expressions
which the Messrs. Appleton regard as blasphemous l Yet they continue to print and sell
the works of Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
THE sermon that the Rev. James L. Hill delivered at Lynn, several days ago, was notremarkable in qualityj yet the preacher became
so affected that he had to lean on the desk for
. support, the sexton fell fiat in the aisle, "the
choir could not sing the doxology, and a number of women were carried out in a fainting
condition. It was coal gas from the heater,
and not eloquence from the pulpit, that produced this commotion.
WHAT may not happen in 1881 it is bard to
say. Among the most unlikely happenings,
'Viewed from the outlook of a year ago, was the
present importation of cabbages from Germany
and potatoes from Ireland. The drouth and
consequent high prices for vegetables are
responsible for the !stet that real Irish potatoes,
genuin Champions and Skerries, are in the
market. They come from a laud to whose
starving peasants America last years sent ship
loads of supplies.
ITALY at the commencement of the present
year possessed 1 ,454 newspapers and periodicals,
of which 149 were dailies. Milan headed the
list with 210 journals; then came Rome, with
147; Naples, 114; l!'lorence, 101; Turin, 87;
Palermo, 50; Genoa, 56; Bologna, 61; Alexandria, 30, and Venice, 32. Of the daily papers
18 appear at Rome, 10 at Naples, 13 at Palermo, 12 .Milan, 9 at Florence, 6 at Turin, and 5
at Venice. On au average there is one journal
to 10,281 of the population, and 8,000 readers
to each journal. The oldest Italian journal
dates from 1707. In 1836 there were only
185 periodicals in Italy, of which 110 were published in Rome.
THE Qua1·terly Review contains a powerful
article on the "Revised Version of the New
Testament." Of the revisers themselvs the
Writer says: "These accomplished scholars hav
succeeded in producing a text vastly more remote from the inspired autogmphs of the evangelists than any which has appeared since the
invention of printing." Discussions of this sort
will do great good. They will lessen the popular reverence for the Bible, and go far to destroy
the Protestant fetich. We had a New Testament, we hav now a New New Testament, and
by and by we shall hav a New New New Testament. By that time the " infullible Bible"
will hav become a dead sup<lrstition.-.London

F'l'e6thinke1'.

r

New- York, Saturday, November 19, 1881.

MR. JAMES LowTHER, late Secretary for Ireland, piques himself on his power of imitating
his late chief, Lord Beaconsfield's, tone and
manner, as do m!jpy others, his strong peculiarities having invited imitation. One of his
" Dizzy " stories is that when the premier come
into office, in 1874, Lord Rosslyn was named
for Master of the Buckhounds, being a good
sportsman and good-looking, the only objection being that " he swore like nobody since
the army of Flanders." "Swears, does he?"
said Dizzy, "then we will make him Lord
High Commissioner to the Church of Scotland." And he did.
A TRAIN on the Northern Pacific was twice
obstructed by buffaloes some days ago near
the border line between Montana and Dakota,
and was forced to come almost to a standstill.
There were a number of soldiers aboard armed
with repeating rifles, and nearly every passenger had one or more revolvers. They all
joined in a brisk fire at the b)lffaloes, which
numbered sixteen the first time and twenty to
thirty thu secondj but the animals seemed
wholly indifferent to the bullets. None of
them fell or even showed. signs of being
wounded, and the train was unable to proceed.
until they saw fit to turn tail and scamper off.
THE reports of the Forrign Missions show
it costs six: millions of dollars for each heathen
that is converted to Christianity ! How do the
starving Christian poor relish this idea? Every
pagan who promises to believe in Jesus Christ
takes enough from charity to feed, clothe, and
provide a home for every poor man in this city.
What does a poor wbite man get for believing?
He gets nothing, but bas to take from his hard
earnings what little he has got to sulJport this
stupendous fraud on suffering humanity. lf
the people would only stop and think, 'twould
be a long lime before they put their hands in
their pockets again for any such put-up job as
this.- Mayfimoer.
MR. CHARLES DARWIN's most recent book
treats of the formation of vegetable mold
thl'ough the action of worms: ".We hav
seen," he says, discussing their mental qualities,
" that worms are timid. It may be doubted
whether they suffer as much pain when injured
as they seem to express by their contortions. Judging by their eagerness for certain kinds of food they must enjoy the pleasure of eating. Their sexual passion is
stl'ong enough to overcome for a time their
dread of light. They perhaps hav a trace of
social feeling, for they are not disturbed by
crawling over each other's bodies." The intelligence of worms has been made the subject of
prolonged and profound study by Mr. Darwin.
The great philosopher has occupied whole days
and nights in observing " mere worms," which
to non-naturalists are regarded as supremely
unimportant.
A GENTLEMAN of much intelligence and
trustworthiness, who has just arrived from
Panama, givs a very gloomy account of the
st!tte of the state of things at the Lesseps
canal. The death rate is alarming, especially
among foreigners. Of two hundred Frenchmen sent out within the last few weeks, and
who arrived ruddy and vigorous, eighty-five
had died when he left, and nearly all the
others were in hospital. The Gallic immigrants
all take brandy and absinthe to excess, under
the mistaken impression that it will enable
them to withstand the climate, while it has
precisely the opposit effect, and hastens the
coming of their certain doom. Americans
will not be tempted by any wages to remain.
The only workmen who can wit4~tand the
horrors of the heat and rains are' the West
Imlian negroes and those from arOlmd Carthagena. Of course, these men will not work like
English or French navvies, and can command,
nevertheless, their own price. The consequence
is that work estimated to cost three cents a
foot bas cost $1.25. If under these circumtances M. de Lesseps can accomplish his task,
she will justly Win a. conspicuous renown.

.
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THE Sydney Bulletin says : " The most
popular preacher told his hearers on Sunday
that according to Babbage's theory of sound,
not only every thought that man bas shaped,
but every whisper that woman bas uttered, will
be printed in everlasting characters in the air
and read out on the day of judgment. If this
is so, it will be a long job, and space will be
pretty scarce when that important occasion arrives. In fact, we've noticed a closeness in the
air this last week, even.
"If all the women's talk we hear,
In endless waves of sound,
Be :written in the atmo$phere
Till judgment daY· comes round" Oh, then, when old time's phonograph
Is carefully unrolled,
Won't resurrected spirits laugh
To hear the secrets told l
"What tales that tinfoil will outpour,
Snch spicy bits of scandal;
But-what a long, long contract for
Tbe man that turns the handle!"
THE war over the affairs of the American
Bible Society has begun in good earnest. The
Connecticut brethren who hav attacked the old
society say that they mean business, and that
they can prove all they charge. The managers
denounce the charges as unjustifiable and proceeding from malice. A pleasant joke is afloat
in regard-to the examination of the condition of
the Bible Society. · This examination was made
at the instance of the Connecticut brethren, who
sent a gentleman whom they call au" expert"
to explore the books and accounts and make a
report. The joke is that the Bible Sodety
officials say that this "expert" did not know
the difference between " assets " and "liabilities." If the statement of these officials be
correct, it shows a strange state of opinion in
Connecticut as to what constitutes an "expert"
in religious bookkeeping. The Connecticut
brethren complain that they and their "expert"
were not treated with distinguished courtesy.
AN Italian professor has just issued a ghastly
volume on silicide. In all this world it seems
Calabria stands lowest on the scale of those who
are weary of breath. Norway stands third, and
Ireland fouth. England and America are very
high, and the recklessness aud misery which
make life ~portable reach the maximum
in the center of Europe, from Geneva to Paris,
and through Saxony, Baden, Prussia, and the
Austro-Hungarian provinces. The small German states are the very highest. Suicide has
increased everywhere for the last forty years,
even in Ireland, where the figure is so low,
from ten in the million to eighteen in the million of population, while England and America
bav mounted from sixty-two to sixty-eight,
Prussia from seventy-four to one hundred and
forty-two, France from fifty-four to one hundred and fifty, and Sax~ny rushes Olil with an
average of two hundred and sixty-four. Childless widowers are by far the largest number on
the sorrowful list.

SNow has fallen in Nebraska.
PREsiDENT ARTHUR has gone to Washington.
THE wife of Edwin Booth, the tragedian, died
on Sunday last.
THE sea-serpent has been seen in the Machias
Chain Lake in Maine.
A RAILROAD accident in Texas last week killed
twenty-three convicts.
THE Mahone Republicans carried Virginia in
the recent state election.
THREE murderers were hanged in Frederick,
Md., one day last week.
A FIRE in Woodstock, N. B., on the lOth
burnt $80,000 worth of property.
THE Ron. John Pierrepont, chief justice of
the Supreme Court of Vermont, died recently.
Six men and a boy were drowned in the Hudson at Albany on the 12th by the capsizing of a
skiff.
A TENEMENT honse in this city collapsed on
the lOth inst., burying about a tlozen people in
the debris.
Cmos, an Austrian town, is sinking int.o the
earth, and the inhabitants hav fled. The depression is due to earthquakes.
Ex-MAYOR SHELTON of New Haven, Conn.,
bas been held for trial, charged with advising
malpractice on a girl in his employ.
CoL. INGERSOLL was successful as council for
the defense in the Star route prosecution, and
the case has been thrown out of court.
THE church in Brooklyn where the Rev. J o.
Wild used to deliver his remarkable sermons on
the lost tribes of Israel has been converted into
a theater.
GuiTEA.U's trial began on the 14th inst. He
expresses no regret whatever for his action, and
reiterates his previous story about being "inspired" by God.
IT is stated that the king of Ashantee has
just killed two hundred young girls for the purpose of using their blood to mix: mortar for one
of the stat<~ buildings.
CHARLEs P. MILLER, of New York, known
throughout the country as the "King of Bunco
Men," was shot and killed last week by Wm.
Tracey, another notorious gambler.
A LOAN and insurance agent, a prominent
member of the church, decamped last week
from St. Paul, Minn., with $10,000 of other
people's money in his possession. He has been
arrested.

THE Canadian yacht Atalanta, which came
to New York to sa!l for the Queen's Challenge
Cnp, was vanquished, and the trophy still remains in America, where it has been for t.he last
HINDoo girls, says the St. James's Gazette, thirty years.
are taught to think of marriage almost as soon
A SPECIAL committee appointe<l to visit the
as they can talk; indeed, they are often conTruant Home in Brooklyn find that the children
tracted in marriage at six years of age, and go
are poorly cared for, and that of the $12,200
to liv with their husbands at twelve or thir- appropriated to that pious institution this year,
teen. Before this, at the age of five, they are
$5,500 has been paid out in salaries.
taught to propitiate the gods in order to secure
A NEw telegraph company, the Mutual Union
a good husband and their little minds are distracted by the idea of what a model husband has opened its wires for business in all the prinought to be. The orthodox conception is a cipal cities north of a line between Washin"ton
husband like the god Siva, whp was holy, aus- and St. Louis. Its rates will be from tB~ to
tere, advanced in years, and faithful and devot- thirty per cent lower than the Western Union's,
ed to one wife, the goddess Doorga. Good
MR. WM. W. AsToR's $80,000 spent in the
little girls revolt at the idea of a husband marrecent canvass not having secured his election
rying a second wife while the first is alive, and
to Congress from his district in this city, he now
will consequently confess their anxiety to marry charges his committee men with misappropriata faithful spouse like Siva; and they learn from ing it. To honest voters it is a matter of littlo
their elders to utter the most viudictiv curses importance where it went.
against a rival wife. But for all that, Christua
A RECENT comparison of the amount pf work
is the idol of Hiudoo woman, and he was anything but faithful to one wife. He not only done and the amount of money expended by the
kicked over milk pans, and ran away with the American Bible Society shows that it costs
clothes of milkmaids when they went to bathe, twenty dollars to distribute a one-dollar Bible,
but he danced and flirted with other men's and about fifteen hundred dollars to convert n
wives, eloped with royal damsels, and married one-cent huathen. Financial crookedness is
charged.
an infinit number of beautiful women.
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The testimony of many more could be adduced, di.-g-race to New York th<1t such a law should be conbut it is hardly nrcessary. The proofs of the great tinned. No man, whether nat.ive or foreign born
injury of vaccination are too patent for them to be should be compelled to have his blood thus poisoned
longer doubted. The· only marvel is that men who or that of his beloved child. Let it be hoped that
From England to the Continent.-Continued. profess to be inte1ligent, human, and justice-loving, the law and rule in this respect may meet with a
THE SUBJECT OF vACCINATION.
still not only advocate this murderous practice, but radical and speedy change.
In view of these momentous facts, it is not still are in favor of parents being compelled to subI will state in this connection that the people of
strange that learned and thinking men have ex- mit to their loved babes being inoculated with the America are not wholly inactive in this direction.
pressed themselves as follows: "Doctors are paid to most virulent poison known to our race or be fined There is in New York an Anti-Vaccination League
vaccinate, paid again a bonus for doing it well, and heavily and sent to prison for refusing to comply. of which Prof. Alexander· Wilder is Presidsnt; Ex:
paid again for attending to the sickness produced by Mr. Tebb informed me that he had several times ecntive Committee, J. E. Briggs, M.D., Thomas A.
this blood-poisoning. When will people see that been brought before the civil authorities fOr op- Granger, M.D., and Robert A. Gunu, M.D.; Secrevaccinatio'n is unnatural, sinful, filthy, and danger- posing the vaccination of his child, and that the tary, J. R. Nichols; Treasurer, M. L. Holbrook
ous, and that doctors are blinded by self-interest. defense of the cases and the fines imposed have M.D. I do hope this league may grow and exert
and professional pride from admitting themselves to amounted to more than a thousand dollars, and that such as influence iu New york and in America that
be wrong so long as it pays to do wrong?"- George a poor man of his acquaintance who was unable to poisoning the blood of helpless little children may
IJ
M. A
pay fines, but who was determined that his child's no longer be compelled by law. It is my desire that
~~s~~~e ~ 0 hesitation in asserting the confident blood should not be poisoned by deadly virus, had every one in America woulti cooperate in this good
opinion, as the result of much study of the question, several times been sent to prison. ,
work. Prof. Alexander Wilder bas spoken out
historically and statistically, that vaccination is a
I wished to know why it is when the most perni- words of truth on this great subject. These words
ridiculous delusion; that there is no evidence that it cious results follow vaccination, and when men of of his are worthy. to be inscribed in letters of gold:
has the slightest effect as a preventive of smallpox; such intelligence as those above quoted so positively "Vacc-ination is physiologically and morally wronq
that indeed the negative evidence is all the other condemn it, that the practice is still continued and and its advocates are inherently conscio~ts of it, ~;
way, while the positive evidence of the mischief it. forced upon unwilli.ng but help1ess ~eople. !-le Raid else they would t?·ust to a1·gument and conviction."
bas done is incontrovertible."-P. A. Taylor, M.P. the medical fratermty were responsible for It; they The man who can speak in that bold manner is a
"The venom of vaccination gathers as it goes. get very handsome fees and perquisites for perpetu- president of a worthy cause, and all in favor of the
Vaccination is worse to-day than it was ten years ating the wrong. The Boards of Guardians in Eng- movement should rally around him.
since, for it has traversed more impure bodies of land and_ Wales are the local vaccination authorities
Jenner himself admitted that kine pox alone was
man and beast, and derives a fresh lineage and in- of the kmgdom. They have at work under them not a sure preventative of smallpox, and that to make
heritance of pollution from each transmission. first, for the performance. of the ':a?cinations? more kine virus certain the matter should be taken from
That is the physiological side of the case. It has than three thousand medical pract10wners act1ng as the filthy disease in hori'eB called ,qreasy heel which is
also produced and intensified venom in the minds of public vaccinat?rB; and secondly, for the non-medical engendered by hors~'s standing for days and weeks in
the medical pro-vaccinators; and in their rage at part _of t~e bu~mess 11buut fourteen hundred so-called a filthy stable, thus producing a most virulent poison.
our educated light, given to the people, made them vacomatwn officers. For the years 1840-1880$10,222,- This the great apostle of vaccination held should be
scout truth and decency in their opposition to our 276 have been paid to the English medical men for inoculafed into the kine and from the kine into the
homes. Their fresh assault is on the weakest-on vaccinating children. The bonuses and awards that the human race, and thus going from 'Srm to
miserably poor women confined in parish houses, have been paid for thirteen years have amounted to arm, accumulating poison as it goes. Now comwhose new-born babes are violated by vaccination $043,205. The inspectorsarepaid the sum of $41,500 mon sense insists that all this is wrong. Vacciwithin a day or week after birth."-J. J. Garth for the same period, making a grand total almost nation by the introduction of that poison into the
Wilkinson .11£. R. C. S.
frightful to contemplate, and all for the disseminat- human system does not prevent smallpox, but does
''I hav; never doubted vaccination until I saw ing blood poisons of the very worst kind. Here is engender other diseases which prove fatal in thouinstances of parents prosecuted remorselessly and the whole secret-as long as doctors can receive sandEI of oases.
fined thirty and even forty times, and others who from government the most munificent sums of money
Though the major part of physicians are scientific
could not pay fines repeatedly imprisoned becam;e, they will continue to be in favor o~ vaccination men in object and modes of procedure, they show
having lost one darling child or more by the effects t~ough t'Y"enty-five p~r cent of the chil~ren so v~c- a liability to get in deep ruts hard t0 emerge from.
of vaccination, they most naturally refused to im- cmated di~ of sypb_IhB or s?me other fr1ghtful dis- much the same as with theologians, they wish t~
peril the existence of their other little ones. Such ease. It IB saddenmg to t~m~ that m~n who ought make public sentiment to bend to their views. Be~
persecuticns shocked me and led me to inquire. I to have the _welfare of ~hen fellow-bemgs at. heart sides, some of the means they employ are reprebennow believe that vaccinnation kills more children should contmue to sacnfice the health and hves of sible. I particularly have in view the processes of
than smallpox does. It conveys from arm to arm the li~tle ones for the sake of tbe profit they derive vivisection or cutting and torturing poor dumb anifestering impurity, and too often disgusting disease. from It.
mals in the interest of so-called ssience. To some
When will the noble profession of medicine free
'l'he regular schools of medicine are just about as extent it may be admissible, but to keep dogs and
itself from the temptation of pecuniary emolument orthodox, bigoted, and intolerant as theological other animals with their sensitive nerves exposed for
or the influence of authority, too long obeyed with schools; and having once accepted a certain set of days and weeks together, to apply to them combustunreasononing and uninquiring docility."-0. H. ideas as truth, ttey are just about as slow to relin- ible materials like petroleum and then set it on :lire
Hopwood, M. P., Q. C.
quish them; and insist with just about the same to n0te how long they may suffer, or bow long life
"'vVhen the law comes into conflict with the con- ttnacity that those views shall be accepted by the may endure under the most conceivable torture, seems
sciences of men, it is the law that should be altered people as gospel tmths, or as settled facts. It has unnecessary. .Jt is not generally known to what exand not conscience that should be forced."-John for so many years been the received opinion among tent this business has been carried in some of the
Morley.
.
physicians 'and others that vaccination prevents medical institutions of Europe. Some of the first
"I should not have thought it advisable to enforce small-pox, that it seems as though a great portion of surgeons and physicians of the age have proved
vaccination by compulsory legislation, because it is the regular orthodox physicians still maintain its themselves heartless butchers and torturers. One
a principle of common law that no man should be truth, whatever the consequences may be. But all German professor, I am informed, boasted that be
compelled to submit himself or family to a medical old-fogy ideas and superstitions must in time yield had tortured in various ways seven thousand dogs l
or surgical operation without his own consent.- to the gro'!_ing intelligence of the people; and it is I am very sorry if science requires such cruelty as
John McLaren, M.P., Lord Advocate of Scotland. only to belfegretted that so much time is required this.
"It is my firm belief that vaccbation has been a for the true light of truth to be seen and understood
I have had some melancholy experience in this
curse instead of a blessing."-B. F. Cornell, M.D., by the masses. But with such men as are interested matter of vaccination, and have g0od reason to be
New York.
in this good work in England, and with the energy opposed to it. Some thirty years ago I was induced
"No state can be called free when a man has not they display, it is only a question of time when thej to think I should be re-vaccinated, as it might be
perfect control over his own health, bodily, mental, subject shall be regarded as it should be, and when possi.ble that the vaccination in my childhood had
and spiritual."-John Stuart Mill.
the law-making powers in England and in other lost Its effects. I accordingly took some vaccine
"I wish I had known some time since that the countries will be so governed by correct principles as matter from the arm of a person whom I supposed
vaccination persecution had in any case been carried to no longer force parent'l, under penalties of fines had good ~lood, and the result was a most fearful
so far as you describe, as I might have made use of and imprisonments, to have the blood of their little state of th1ngs. My arm and shoulder became
the fact. It would have served farther to enforce ones poisoned for life.
greatly swelled, and fully one hundred and fifty
the parallel between this medical popery, which
We have as much to accomplish in this direction an~ry sores broke ~ut 1~pon II!-Y arm and sh~ulder
men think so defensible, and the religious popery, in America as bas to be done in Europe. 'l'rue, whwh were a loll:g time m gett~ng well; and thiB was
which they think so indefensible."- Herbert Spencer. parents are not sent to prison in America for not f?llowed. by a senous attack of mfiammatory rheuma. "So long as our bodies are healthy, Parliament suffering their babes to be poisoned, but it amounts tism, whwh made me ~elpless for many IJ?-Ollths ~nd
has no right to command assault upon them under to nearly the same thing. In some of our states such was by far the worst siCkness I ever had m my hfe.
the pretext of public health. 'l'o punish parents for children as are not vaccinated are deprived of all I flubsequently learned t~at the person from whose
trying so keep their children's blood inviolate is a emoluments of public moneys for common schcol pur- a_rm I had taken. the vaccm.e m~tter ba~ had rhetima.,
form of tyranny unheard of until modern times, poses. Such parents as object to their children tism, and there IB no. questi?n m my ~md but that I
and emphatically disgraceful as It is impious. Our being poisoned by vaccination are compelled 80 see ?o~tracted a very pamful disease, wh1ch caused my
greatest achievements are the repeal of pernicious them grow up in ignorance, or incur the expense JOIDtB _so to swel! th~t they have never fully rec?vered
laws."-.Prof. F. W. Newman.
·
of private tuition. They are thus compelled to fr~m It by puttmg m my own arm t~e most VIrulent
"Priestly despotism is bad, but medical despot- choose between poi~on and ignorance. This is the pouson £:om the arm of another .. If this were to be the
ism is intolerabl~;;."-Right H on. J. W. I£ enl6y.
state of things in the good old state of Massachu- last. word I ba~e to say to you _It would be: "IJo not
"The law which infhcts penalty after penalty on setts which has Rhown such readiness in the cause suffer your chzldren to be vaccznated. .Depend upon
a parent who is unwilling so have his child vaccin- of fr~e sohoois alike for rich and poor. She should cleanliness and good ~abits in the prevention . of
a ted is monstrous and ought to be repealed."-John not long occupy the disgraceful position which she sm:attpox,. and _do not maculate your dear oifsprzng
Bright.
now holds to comptl blood-poisoning, or a depriva- wzth a po·t8on far worse than smallpox."
.
"Whrn men suffer imprisonment over and over tion of common school facilities. It stands her sons
Some of my letters have been too long, and I Will
again rather than comply with a law which they and daughters in hand to see that this state of things now bring this one to an a?rupt terminatio~.
.
assert has caused the deaths of their children, it is does not continue. :Many parents are now forced
..May health, peace of mmd, an~ prospenty abide
high time something should be done either to disa- to deprive their children of. the benefit of the com- With you now and ·for many years lD the future.
buse their minds, if they are in error, or to alter the mon public schools of the state or submit to the
D. M. B.
action of the law if they are right. I cannot be in- poisoning and death from vaccination. This should
':J.1o Berlin and Vienna.
different to a question which affects the happiness of not long continue to be the rule in such an intellifamiliea so materially."-A1·thur J. Otway, ..lYI P. gent country.
VIENNA, Oct. 13, 1881.
"You know how heartily I sympathize with your
In our own state and city of New York it is not
DEAR READERS: You accompanied me in my last
views, believing vaccination to be utterly useless, much better; there the tens of tbou~ands of emi- letter as far as the small town in Germany where
and, what is iar worse, positively dangerous to grants which moutbly reaeb our ·shores l!re compelled baggage is examined after leaving Holland. The
health, life, as now proved officially by the recent lJy our laws to subm1t to this blood poisoning, which train 1 was on being a slow one, I stopped over at
parliameutary return."- W. J. Collins, .M. IJ., means uothing less than death or living wretohed- Salsburg for three hours for the express train, which
L.R. C.P.
ness to a considerable percentage of them. It is a makes good speed. I traveled all night, for it is
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long way to Berlin from the western horder of the the ?am~ only baf!. to be spoken and it will be fortbupon the aggresAors without. Of course the French
Gountry; I judge fully two hundred miles. The commg m about half an hour. I walked. first out to are getting the worst of it; the Germans are crowdland is not very good after leaving Holland. It is the Linden, a magnificent street about two hundred ing them at every point; men ate falling here and
very level, but sandy and light, and in places wet feet wide, with a roadway on each side next to the there; .hand-to-hand conflicts are taking place; dead
and swampy. All northern Germany from the wide sid(\walk, then two rows of trees between Frenchmen and dead Germans are lying in plentifal
Baltic to a long way soutl). of Berlin was once doubt- which is a wide promenade for pedestrians'. It runs numbers, with others not ilead, but badly wounded
less covered by the ocean. How many thousand from the old imperial palace on the east, where are and writhing in agm<J.y. Dead and wounded horses
years ago this was it is not possible to tell now, but also many magnificent public buildings, te the and cattle are alRo in abundance, and blood and
it was probably before the last glacial period, or over Brandenburg gate on the west, a di8tance-of abl)ut carnage depicted on all sides. The center, where
100,000 years ago.
a mile. The name "Linden" comes from the linden the beholders stand, is a raised mound, and close
The night was rainy and dark, and I could not see trees w_hich once ornamented the thoroughfar-e, but without the railing are fragments of burnt buildings,
the country so well as I might have done under other have given. way to trees of other growth. But it is soldiArs' clothing, camp utensils, the remains of
circumstances, but could see enough to tell me the very beautiful. The Berliners think much of their soldiers' meals, and much that is real, including
land is not rich, and that residences are not very Unter de l-inden. The Branden burg gate is a parts of gardens, door-yards, shrubbery, vegetables,
numerous. A.bout t~ree o'clock we passed through stately affair, the massive caption, ten feet in depth, etc. These run down to where the painting begins,
Hanover, a bnck busmess town of over 100,000 in. twenty feet in width, and one hundred or more in but the connection is so perfect that it is almost
habitants. It was a poor time of the day in which le~gth, resting on ~om~ forty heavy Doric columns, impossible for the beholder to tell where the real
to make calls, and I decided to see it at another time thirty or forty feet m bight. In the top is a large stops and the painting begins. The entire scene
lieve~
' bron~e £gure of the goddess of victory in her war looks like a continuation of two or three miles in all
As daylight gradually appeared. we had outrode charwt drawn by four prancing steeds. When Na- directions of the raised position where the viewer
the rain and found ourselves· in a sharp, clear air. poleon wielded his· power over Berlin he took those stands. The effect is excellent, but it is hard to
The ground was white with frost and the air decid- bronze figures of the goddess, chariot, and horses to appreciate such scenes of blood and slaughter; they
edly chilly. This was the first frost I bad seen, and Paris, and when the Germans returned the compli- are justly abhorrent to the finer feelings of mankind.
I had noticed that the most tender plants had not ment some twelve years ago by bringing the gay
From this point I called upon my friend, Dr.
been frost-bi~ten. But notwithstanding the coolness French capital under subjection they took Victory Edward Schlager, whom I met at the Congress in
of the mormng, I saw mec and women out in the & Co. back with them and placed them on the same Brussels last year, and again at London this year.
fields before the sun had risen, commencing the labors gate where they formerly were, but placing the At the latter place we (\xtended the acquaintance so
of the day. The men were plowing and the women heads of the goddess and the horfles as coming from fortunately begun a year ago. He lives in very fine
digging potatoes and other roots. The country con- the west, which was the direction the soldiers style on Bellevue street, and a few hours passed
tinues very level, the soil is sandy and.easy to work, marched from upon their triumphant return. Within away very pleasantly in conversation about the
but it must be poor in quality. The stubble of the the Brandenburg gate and where the broad street is recent Congress, affairs in the United States, in
gathered grain is light, indicating that the growth still more broadened out are the residences of the Berlin, etc. Dr. Schlager resided for some twentywas feeble. But few stacks of grain are seen, the ministers of other nations, and a delightful residence five years in America, first editing the New England
gathered products of the farms are very scarce, and place they have. Many of the buildings thus occu- Zeitun.q in Boston, and later being connected with
·
the Staats Zeitung of Chicago, consequently he
even the farmers themselves are not as frequent as pied are truly palatial in style.
Immediately adjoining the western portion of the speaks English well, and is well acquainted with
one would expect. The country has much the appearance of a sandy waste. As we near Berlin city are some thousands of acres of what was once American affairs. Between matters connected with
however, there is more indications of a productive deer forest, in which deer and other animals were the two countries there was ample field for conversoil, and larger numbers of pevple are working in hunted by the German nobility. But it is now laid sation. After partaking of some refreshments, both
the fields and gardens. Very few fences are seen, off in streets, d,rives, and walks, interspersed with fluid and solid, we walked out, first into the Deer
t~e w~ole country pres~nting the appearance, espe- magnificent statues; the grounds are cleaned up, the Garden before mentioned, and visited the fine marmally Ill the early mornmg, of a large, level, unculti- underbrush removed, so that it IS a most beautiful ble statues of the immortal Goethe, the mother of
vated prairie. The trees do not reach a large growth, natural park of great extent. I thought it superior the present emperor, and others. The two named
to parks with artificial growths only. It will be re- are of unusual artistic quality, and do much credit
and are not numerous.
We reached the Berlin station soon after seven, membered that Berlin and all the surrounding coun- to the people of Berlin, who erected them. Around
and as the Central Hotel had been recommended to try is nearly as level as the sea. There is one swell the pedestal of Goethe's colossal figure are four of
me, I entered the omnibus bearing that name, and or hill twenty or thirty feet high, probably an old his impersonations, or the characters which hie
we were soon rolling down thr.ough the stately· sub- sand-bank left by the ocean in former ages, and this genius created. The earth has produced few greater
urbs to the center of the city. One is soon impressed is the mountain of the Berliners. Here various minds than the German philosopher and poet,
with the fact that Berlin is a fine city. In all the shows and displays are made, being the most con- Goethe. He will continue to be appreciated more
and more as the. oenturies pass away.
newer parts of the town, which are more than half spicuous position.
the area, the streets are wide and straight, the buildWith respect to the extensive natural grounds
Within a few hundred yards of the Brandenberg
ings tall, stately, and beautiful, exhibiting the mod- gate, within the deer garden, are beautifully laid off called the Deer Garden, I will further remark that
ern and improved styles of architecture. Shade trees grounds, with fountains, paved walks, ornam!'Jntation the roads and walks are laid off through them,
are seen on many of the str!)ets, extensive grounds, of shrubbery and flowers, and in the midst stands a running in all directions, diverging from common
are connected with many of the better residences, beautiful monument nearly two hundred feet in centers like the spokes of a wheel, and at the juncand flowers and shrubbery are met with on every bight. It stands on an elevated dressed stone pla- tions, as well as at the centers, are erected statues of
hand.
teau. The first story rests upon sixteen polished red those whom the people of Berlin delight to honor,
The Central Hotel is the largest I have seen in granite columns fifteen or twenty feet in bight. and they are generally military charactersEurope. Its fro at on Frederick strasse is 450 feet; Around the base of the monument and within the butchers, who have been successful in slaughtering
it incloses a court perhaps 150 by 75 feet, with a granite columns are extensive bronze bas-reliPfs, rep- their fellow-beings. Some of ·the roads which
width of perhaps 300 feet. The entrance to the ho- resenting the various victorious wars in which Ger- traverse the beautiful woods of the Deer Garden are
tel is from the court, and to the court by two capa- many has been, and around the entire base are battle for carriages, some for eqnestrians only, and others
cious passages leading to the two streets upon which scenes portrayed in rich mosaic work with brilliant for pedestrians alone. Along the borders of many
it fronts. The hotel is five stories in bight, and has colors.
The column, extending one hundred and of them trees have been planted in straight rows,
five hundred rooms for guests, independent of the fifty feet from the lower portion, is some ten or and their smooth, erect forms add much to the
dining-rooms, parlors, etc. I wa~;~ consigned to room twelve feet in diameter, and is fluted, corresponding beauty of the grounds. Thousands of people resort
No. 390 in the third story, to which I was taken by with the sixteen granite columns below. At equal here when the weather is suitable, and a better
elevator. The floors of the balls are fine, polished distance are three circles or bands of gilt cannon, one retreat for children, invalids, and all who need pure
composite or mosaic, the stairs are very wide, and of in each flute, making forty-eight of the gilt cannons air, with such measure of the sun's rays as desired,
stone. Large mirrors are at the landings, and pro- in all. Being of large size, they give the monument can scarcely be imagined. The grass among the
fusely located throughout the establishment. 1'he a very rich appearance. But the masterpiece is on trees is lovely, and the whole seems more natural
dining-room is very capacious, about 250 feet in the top, a standing figure of the winged goddess of than any artificial park can be. The grounds virtulength by 80 in width. Adjoining it on the right is victory, twenty feet in bight and of size in propor- ally belong to the Emperor William, but B.e gives
a very extensive winter garden, inclosed under an tion, holding the emblems of victory in her hands. them up for the use of the people, though he retains
iron and glass roof, profusely filled with exotic The entire figure is richly gilt and presents a mag" the ownership of them, and will not relinquish a foot
plants and flowers, numerous hanging baskets of lux- nificent appearance. If it commemorated something nor a tree for any private use.
We next walked around some in the city; and
uriant climbers and deeorative plants, with trailing besides war and bloodshed it would be more pleasing
vines and growths leading in all directions high to contemplate. I paid the mark demanded, and after the doctor returned to his home I visited the
above the head. The windows between the dining climbed the two hundred and sixty steps to the god- Aquarium, where is a full collection of all the rarer
room and the winter garden are ten feet by five, and dess and had a fair view of the city below me. It is inhabitants·of the briny deep, from corals, sponges,
all one piece of plate glass. Concerts are held in the really a finely-built town, especially the newer por- and anemones, crabs, lobsters, octopuses, turtles,
garden every evening. The house is well furnished tion. A large share of the buildings are very exten- fishes of nearly all kinds, to alligators and crocoin every particular. The beds are of excellent qual- siv and five stories in bight, and are constructed of a diles. In the same establishment were also many
ity, with spring mattresses and sacks of down on the light gray freestone. There are no stone quarries birds and numerous members of the monkey, chimtop. It is peculiarly a German custom to have in of building stone near Berlin, but they abound in panzee, and ape tribes. Nature, in her multiforms,
cold weather a tick full of the softest, lightest down, great quantities in various district!' within a hundred is here well represented.
The next thing on the programme was to take the
in a white case, on the top of the bed-clothes, to keep miles away. Canal transportation being very cheap,
the sleeper warm. Although they are nearly as the conveying of the building stone to where it is de- tramway and ride around the circuit of the city and
large as the bed below, they are very light, and not sired is not dear. Berlin, with a population of a see all the newer parts of it. The city is twelve
oppressive unless from the uncomfortable heat they million, has eighteen. thousand houses, averaging miles in circuit, but the tramway does not go to the
impart. On several occasions I found them too fifty-five persons to each house. It will be seen, extreme limits, often being half a mile or more from
warm and had to roll them down to the foot. I then, that the houses must necessarily be large. The the outer borders. It took an hour and a half to
have found them everywhere since arriving in Hol- major part of the buildings are five stories in bight, swing the circle, and the ride gives one a splendid
land. In right cold weather they must be rather and nearly all of the freestone mentioned, while a opportunity to see the parts of the city built within
welcome, but still good blankets would be prefera- few are of brick with stone trimmings, and some the last few years, which must be pronounced very
fine. The buildings are of excellent quality and
ble. Of course this Central (accent on the second again of rough stone and plastered over.
syllable) Hotel is a good deal more expensive than
From the Monument of Victory I made my way stately in proportions. On one side one sees many
were my quarters in London, but when a person is to the National Panorama, in which a triuml?hal public buildings of large size a!ld costly structure,
traveling around the world at other people's ex- battle over the French at Saint Privat is vividly many monuments commemorating the emperors,
pense he ought at least to put on some style a part portrayed. The building is octagon in form, with dukes, and generals who have flourished in the times
of the time.
walls some twenty-five feet high. The inside is a that have gone by. Many buildings are now being
After partaking of a good beefsteak with fried circle, smoothly plastered, and all around is painted constructed, which bespeaks a period of prosperity,
potatoes and a cup of coffee, with a "brode" or the· terrible facts of a bloody battle. It is in the notwithstanding the heavy burthen borne by the
two, I was ready to see the town. It is fortunate vicinity of a village, and the brick houses have nation in consequence of the wars she has prosefor me that in every city in Europe the word beef- holes blown through them with conical shells,-out cuted.
s_teak is understood, and if that is the viand desired, of which orifices thus made the inmates are firing Some twenty-five or thirty thousand soldiers are
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stationed at tl1e German Capital. Imperialism seems will cut your feet off close below your ears." The
to fl,lat in the air, and the heavy hand of Bismarck poor, unhappy young man see~ed to be in de!l~air,
is felt hy every p•r:<on in the empire. Tht"re can and hung his head and Rnng In a mourn~ul mm.or
be. hut little freedom where so strong a g-ov\)rnment. key, as much as to'say, "I won!? as soon hve as dJ.e,
exl:'.tR, and. wlwre the very sweat and hlood of the this very minnte." He threw h1s arms around aga111
people are rt>quire<i to pe1petnate it. The barrack~< in the most unhappy manner, and finally went off,
for the soldiPrs are ~trong and imposing buildings of and others came on, singing and talking, and actiug,
great 1-1ize. Bi;:11uuck h:u~ t'llCC"Pded in becoming one but all in Dutch of course. I could !rOt get head or
of the ehief ruling spiritR of the world in makin~ tail to a ~~oo<'l deal of it, wondered what could be thP
united Germany powPrful and greatly to be dreaded, rvattei· that they should make so much fuss about it.
but he has not made the people free and happy. But I think the fortunes of the unhappy young man
They groan under a load of debt and taxation which improver!; be must have "struck oil " in some way,
they will long-, long be unable to throw off. It is to for he seemed to get in hetter spirits; he sung more
be hoped, however, that ·Germany will some day nheerfully, and everybody seemed to think well of
have a prouder mission than to uphold an iron gov- him, even tbf' cross old man, the father of the young
en1ment little better than a despotism.
damsel; and he allowed the young man to see his
The ride around the city being over, and the sharJe~ daughter again, and it is my opinion that he finally
of evening having come on, the Central Hotel wafl beeame father-in-law to the de!'pised arti>:~t, for they
repau·pd to anci ;;nppPr dispatchPrl, when I essayed teo all '<eemed in good humor, as it a wedding was about
visit the opera aut\ listPll tn Gennan mn,..ie, vocal to take placP, and the way they sung was a caution
and in~Tl'lllnental. Bctt 1 h~d hardly calculated 011 to Ira D. Sankey.
the d itlknltiPt' I had undertahn. I IH1.d not learned
It was perhaps jnst as well that I had not a seat,
where the opem was, hut tmppoAed I could ea~:~ily for sleeping none the night before, and being weary
learn; bllt the leaming was not extrPmely ea>~y. 1 withal, [ fear I should have gone to ltlleep, and did
wa~ not fortunate enough to mt"et any one who not lack much of it as it was.
I must bear testicould ~'<peak or unrlert~t:wd English, while I as per. mony that the singing was the best Dutch muRic I
sistentlv would irnt and could not ~peak or uncier- ever hearrl; but I was not sorry when it was over;
stand De,ilseh. I said to a good-looking man," \Viii and while I was on my way to the hotel, seeking my
you plea~e t.-11 me whPre the OpPra House is?" He virtuous couch, I was met by two fair damsels, but,
looked as V!Wallt and ulan k aR though he had jnRt I fear, frail, who clearly had some evil designs upon
landed from the moon. I rPpeated the word, "Op- me; they spoke to me in a language which I could
era, opPra,'' l•oth t<low and fast, but as plainly as I not underHtanrl, except as I gues~ed at it; but they
could speak it .. It thPn <>ccnrred to me that I "huuld were too familiar on short acquaintance, and invited
m:tke the o long, as in rope, and then I repe~ted, me to go' mit them down some "stras,e," the name
"Of.H-"1':1, OJWra,·' with the o as long as I could mak•· of which I do not remember.
I said, firmly,
it, hut it was all of no u~ .. ; there was so much of "Nicht f'er stey" \Vhen they talked about ",qelt"
the Engli:<lt taint to my pronuueiation of the word I said, "]{ein, uein," and thi11k I would ha•e made
thil.t. the lwwildered lJ•ttchman could not cnmpre- 1t a ciozen had they insisted. I think they concluded
hend what wa,.; the matter with me. I left him iu I was an unprufitable customer, for they turned
despair :<rHi tried with t<evend others, !<peaking tht" from me and allowed me to puralie my way to my
Word ''Opera'' iu all the wayt< I could thiuk of, and hotel in peace. I lrave these many long years
I addt>d thP word 1nu.~ic also, l)ut n1v giuberi~<h wa~ proved that" virtue is its own reward."
unintelltgil.!e. At l~:rrgth I thiuk f met one man
The nPXt morning I fulfilled au engagement made
more i11telligihle than the others, who partially com- the day before-to call upon Dr. Schlager and
prt"helld.-J my me:uriug, and had a glimmering of accompany him out to a village in the suburb!! and
my rlt-~ire. lie pointed down the Unter deb Linden visit a German author, thinker, and philmwpher,
and mntlPrecl >'~umething to me, of which I conld nor l\Ir. Bruno R111er. The doctor had talked with me
coruprehern1 a word. As the opera!! and theater"' in London about Mr. Bauer, ~md of a work be bad
here hPgirr at ~pvpn o'elol'k, 1 knew I was late and written upon the origin of Christianity. I had be
hastened on. \Vith my usual good luck I came to come intPrested in the work, and wished to see the
a buildi11g, Rtatelv in t"Xterior, which I inherently author. The doctor said Mr. Bauer is one of the
felt was the 0 per,~ llom;e. I put the quPstion to~ trinity-Hegel, F'uerbach, a.nd Bauer-and inasmuch
man at tie door, "I~ thiR the OpPra Hom~e?" And as the three graces are faith, hope, and charity, the
he said, ''Yah." I rushed in and planked down a greatestof which is charity, so with the great Gertwo-mark piece of silvPr, and told the man in a little man trinity of deep thinkPrs-Hegel, Fuerbach, and
offlzw, and in as good E·tglit<h as I coulrl command, Bauer, the greatest of which is Bauer. We had but
"I want tu buy that much of what you ha"e to sell a few mile~:~' ride to the unpretending vill3ge of
here." lie took my monf!y and g:we me a small Brixdorf, which has a someovhat elevated position
piece of pa~te boarrl \\ ith Dutch words on it. Somt- on the vast sunny plain of that locality, surroanded
three other men at the same time obtained pieces of hy cultivated fit-Ids and a few vinevards. I noticed
board so mew hat like mine, ar11l they at once entt'rPd "everal wind-mills at work grinding grain, as many
a p:is~age-~ay and ltd off, and thinking it would be as four turning their huge wings within sight at
bettei· fur me to go with them than to ·inquire of once. We found the old ~age in his stndy with his
those who could not understand me, I followed books and papers before him. He has a first-class
them, as a matter of coun:e, np, up one flight of mental organization, and one bas but to look at him
stone stairs after another uutil I thought they must to become convinced that he is a man who has done
be goiug onto the house-top; but still I followed. deep and continued thinking. He is now seventy
At length we reached the gallery, which seemed to years of age, and is the author of several works.
be crarumPd with music-lovirrg lJeutschlanderR; but The one I have. alluded to is "Cresarism and Christhe mau at the er,trancP, glanciug at my pasteboard, tianity," in which he clearly shows that Chrifltianity
cried out, '·Parterre," and pomted down-stairs. is of Grecian and Roman origin, and not of Hebrew.
With a tshrewdrrel:!~ not usual to me I comprehended Ue shows, too, thr.t in the moral writings of Seneca
in a trice that I was in the wrong pew, and that I is found the basis of the four New Testament
must rt"trace my r:;teJJS down all those stone stair- go!lpei~, and that the original moral teachings
Cases am! bet~ke myself to the puterre, where my attt·ilmted to Jesus are in the writings of this same
bit of paste!Jo;mi designated me. There was no Sentca. He has the works of Seneca-father and
time to lm!P, for the play had already begun, and son-published 'in Latin, in three volumes, containupon reaehing the ground floor I prudently showed ing, in the aggregate, nearly two thousand pages.
my pasteboard to a par·ty iu attendance, a~ much as I could form but little idea mystlf how strong a
to say, "Ple:ct~e tell me where is the parterre." caf\e Mr. Bauer has made out as to the Roman origin
With my usual good luck the German comprehended of Christiauity, and smiled inwardly that another
me aud I comprehended him; he pointed at a door; origin has been found for it. Many of us have been
I Putert"d and was in the partene, but with my wmal wont to find the origin cf it in the early religions of
bad !twk I found no empty seat awaiting me. Every the Eil.ISt-the teachings and story of ChriiStna, of
seat w:-u,; tilled, aud rw•uy who arrived there before Buddha, of l~ama, and oth'"rs. The origin has been
me were ~;tan(:iug. I saw no help for me but just to pretty clearly traced, too, to Egpptian sources, while
"starrd aud take it'' the bt.c'r:;t way I could. The op- others again find the Hebrew as the fruitful source;
era wa;; goi11g on, and my attention of cou~se was but here now is a Roman origin morr positive than
occupied wit11 it. A very Sild young man whom I all the others }JUt together. It rPminds me of the
took fur an artist-a painter-seemed to be in love cause of the death of the venerable old darkey who
with a very pretty young girl who had a cross papa. was many years ago found· dead fioa ting in BosThe sad you11g man1:1:1ng in a tenor voice with all ton harbor. As it was a negro's body,it was conhis might aud threw his arms around in a mo!!L ceded that a negro jury should examine into the
wo-ue!{one manner. He saug to the damsel most cause of the death. Accordingly, six citizens of
beautifully, and she sang back at him just as African descent were constituted, and a sage one of
b:~ ,.tifully in the fullest soprano, and I thought the number was appointed foreman of the jury.
more beautifully, and then they approached each After sitting over the corpse a due length of time
other and joi!led hand!:! and both sang just as hard the aged foreman broke the silence with these
as they could. Then they put their arms around word!:!: "Gem men, I s'pose ·yon all agree dat dis
each other and I thought I knew what that meant, man ben murdered. F'us, be hab his brains smashed
if it was Dutch. U jJ<ill this the cros~:~ old parient out and was trone overboard and drownded; the
came aml clruve the oweet damsel off the stage and tide coming in, he floated over on de Charlestown
in very gmrn, har8h '·ltHS surrg. to the poor, uuhappy- "ide, and, de wedder being cold, he froze. to deth."
lookiug young marr, ju,;t a~ much a!:! to >~ay: "You Christianity appears to me like tbe negro corpsewortbleo;o; HCal"·grace! You leave this place without it has about as many origins as that had reasuns to
delay, and tf I eateh you hauging around here any be dead. But I am well ~:~atisfied that Mr. Bauer is
more, or if you ever speak to my daughter again, I a deep scholar aud thinker; and from the testimony
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of Dr. s·chlager, conclude that the work is unanswerable. Some Christian critics attenip.ted to reply to
it, bnt Mr. Bauer easily refuted thPm.
I have made arrangements with Dr. Schlager to
tran~late the work into li~rtglish, and I will publish it
and l<1y it before my readers and allow them to
judge of its merit!!. The work has attracted mnch
:.tttention in GP1:many, and I trust it may do no less
in Ameriea. The work, with the addition of Mr.
Bauer's reply and a concluding ch:.pter which he
will write for this translated edition, will make, I
think, about 600 pages, and will be furnished for
$'.50, and probably will be issued before I get back
home again. I hope it will suit many of you, my
readers, to secure a copy. It contains extended quotations from the writings of Seneca, gi v_ing the
r~ader the opportunity to jndge whether his morals
and thosP attributed to Jesus bear any analogy to
caeh other.
Mr Haner bas also written a work on the history
of Quakerism in Germany, Engla:nd, and Aml-'rica.
Also at~ other in two volumes, 011 Bismarck and Imperiali~Sm.
Dr. Soldilg~r will give the rearlers of THE
TRUTH SEEKER a sketch of Mr. Bauer's life, together
with some extracts from his works, allowing them
the opportunity to judge the quality of the author's
style.
Mr. Bauer spent some time in Lonrlon several
years ago, and ~peaks English tolerably well. The
interview with him was a pleasant one, and after
emptying a bottle of wine between us, and partak.
ing of some cakes to match, he walked over with us
for some di~tance on our return to the city. He
calls himself "the Hermit of Rixdorf," but his fame
has spread over Germany, and I feel diRposed to help
extend it even to the New World. He has given
~omething new to his raee, and with your assistance
·
I will give you th.e benefit of it.
It was a pleasant trip out to Rixdorf, and I felt
tbat I had held commtmion with oue of the great
thinkers of our time. On onr return we visittd some
of the pleasant plrJCes of the city; among the fir11t
was the Place Belle Alliance, a large square, or
more properly a circle, with a beautiful monument in
the CPnter commemorative of the valor and patriotism of the German people, around which are walks,
carriage wayr:, and numerous statues, the whole embellished with beautifu I. shrubbery and flower,., giving a very pleasing effPct, and is a place of great
resort for the proud Berliners.
The doctor accompanied me and pointed out many
of th'<l stately p11blic buildings, palaceli, etc., where
the business of the !ltate is transacted, where the
emperors have lived, and public affairs are attended to.
When he returned to·bis home I took a long stroll
through the central or old part of the c;ty, seeking
out the dwellings of the ponrer classes, looking at
the !!hops, etc. I found everything tolerably cleanly,
and saw no signs of wretched poverty. Some of the
old streets are narrow, it is true, but many are wide
and commodious.
' I have not mentioned that Berlin is on the river
Spree, but such is the fact; but it is not a mighty
river, and does not have the appearance that tbe
sprees it gets on to are of a very wild character. I
think it is about two hundred feet in width. The
city is also supplied with with canals, in which I saw
numerous boats laden with produce and merchandise
of variouR kinds. The prows of the boats are peculiar, running out long to a sharp point in the shape of
a gondola, and both ends are alrke. The capital of
Pru~sia and of the German empire is one buudred
and twenty-seven feet above the level of the sea, and
is in latitute 52° 31'. Its mean temperature is 28°
in January, and ti(i 0 in July. It has 500 good wide
streets and 37 short bridges, 58 squares, 60 churchee,
25 theaters, over a hundred learned societies and
associatio11S, and more than a hundred public school!!.
Its principal manufactures are locomotives, cotton,
~Silk, ribbons, porcelain, stone-ware, bronze, gold and
silver ware and ornaments, type, iron, jewelry, straw
hats, artificial flowers, etc. Its numerous and showy
squares are well supplied with statues of bronze and
stone, and on mauy of the public buildings statues
of heroes, princes, gods, and goddesses are to be
seen in generous profusion. The east end of Unter
den Linden is a fine bronze equeMtrian statue of
Frederick the Great, and other imposing bronze stat•
ues are in other localities. Berlin was founded in the
twelfth century, and for over six centuries has been
a place of much importance. At the present time
it is one of the mistresses of the world. An elevated
rail way is being constructed in the city, but on a
plan entirely different from that used in New York.
It is built on a series of viaducts which span the
streets in arches of stone and brick-work like a
huge bridge, and will be far less noisy and dangerous than our system. It undoubtedly costs ten times
as much to construct, but is unquestionably very
much better when done and will be immensely more
permanent.
I was pretty well fatigued when I rPacbed my
hotel, and enjoyed my supper with much relish. By
a failure to connect with tht1 doctor, who was to ac.
company me to one of the musical entertawments of
the city, I missed going to a place of amusement for
this Saturday evening _and indulged in an hour's
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walk about the strrets, noticing the stores, the show alRo ~umer~us articlrs of antiqne German manufact- Relve~ with. The businP!iA of !irlfing :mcl hn:·ing is
in the windows, the habits of the people, etc.
ure, mcludmg watcheR, carved wood-work, orna- atte11ded to almm.t excluRiv1-ly hy wnmen, and there
On Sunday morning, after an hour or two spent in mentR, etc. The galleries of paintings by the ··old are old men having something to Fll-'11. ThA di~play
writing, I took the tramway some two miles southwest masters are splendid. ·Here are many fine wo,·kR hy of cabbage", caulitiowerR, Rprouts, knhl-ral•hi, onions,
or the' mty, through a portion of the deer garden, to Ruben~;~, Van Dyke, and others equally distinguiRhed. garlic", celery, parslPy, with appiPR, pearR, pPaeht>R,
the zoological gardens, where, in extensive grounds A feature of Berlin art is faithfulness to nature. grapes, etc., was very goocl.
EggR, hntter, and
for the purpose, are a very fine collection of animals, This is notioeable not only w\th th~ paintings but uhePse were for Rale. Bnt oh, rottPn pgg" atHl poleincluding elephants, rhinoeeroAes (one of them with the statuary in the musPum, on the streets, and in thkl cats, how lo,Jclly that chPeRe !'ollll'it to heavt;n I I
two huge horns on his nose), camelR, buffalo, bit'lons, public Rquares-quite euough to make ComRtock wonclered if any of the gorl>1 or gncl<lPi<R!"A cnnld be
Asiatic cattle, lions, tigers, leopards, bears, wolves, very unhappy, not because he looked upon them, but pleased with that odor. I certainly was not, and
hyenas, deer, antelopes, goats, monkeys, ostriches, vul- that others could do so. He likes to appreciate all did not even ask for a tabte.
tures, condors, eagles, cranes, storks, flamingoes, peli- pictures that show a certain phase of nature and to
The picture galleries were the principal point of
cans, magpies, parrots, pheasants, fowls, and hundreds keep them for his own use and those special clerical attraction, and there I bent my steps. The building,
of smaller varieties of birds, many very rare, with all friends who call on him to look through his museum. containing three galleries and thP statuary, iRa Rplenthat goes to make up a splendid zoological collec- .The choicer specimenR are also very convenient to clid stone edifice some three or 'four hundrt>d feet
tion. Some of the houseA for the larger animals are take to religious meetings, legislatures, and Con- long, with extensive grounds in front a11d a heautiful
large and expensive. The elephant house is espe. greRs to induce pure-minded members to pass laws court in the rear, with other stately huil•lings on
cially 80. It contains over two hundred thousand to help him imprison a few more unfortunates. In eithPr side contaiui11g other collection!~ of antiqnities
pieces of colored tile, and presents an attractive ap- addition to pictures he has also shown a great fond- and works of art. The piuture K!.llt>ries of DresdPn
pearance. It is ornamented in front and on the sides neiiS for living specimens of loveliness unadorned.
have not been ov~r-estimated; thPy strur·k me as
over the entranctA with repr11sentations of huge eleThere are other galleries and places of art and in- being quite equal to anythir1g I have ever fieen anyphant beads. The area of the gardens must em- dustry in Berlin, but I did not. visit them; neither where. The paintings at the Lonvre and at Verbrace over fifty acres of ground, and are Wl'll laicl did I call on William I. or Bismark at their places. sailles are more numerous, but they are not finer.
off. Tho concert place for music, with a thousand I would rather v'sit one, such man as Bruno Bauer The~useum building cnnt:J.ins thirteen halls, or galchairs for listeners, where beer is sm·ved, of course is than both of them. I honor the man who strives to leries, in which are displayed nParly three thousand
not wanting. Thousands flock here in w~rm weather educate and elevate his fellows far more highly magnificent paintingfl, upon which any lover of art
and manage to find much amusement and recreation. than the man who endeavors .with all his ability to must delight to gaze and to stncly by the honr.
The Germans are a very practical people, and their· fasten on them the chainR of slavery and the fetterR Here are H.aphael's "lK.ulonna rli Sitn Si~to," Tiplans seem governed with a view of utility and of. servitude. I would have been glad to visit PotR· tiau's "Ttibute Money," C·•rreggi'~ '' N .. tte" (adorrational enjoymetJt.
clam, some sixteen mileR from Berlin, a place of ation of the ShepherdR), VProne~e's "i\lo~es in the
Dr. Schlii,ger informs me that but one per cent of 45,000 inhabitants, where Voltaire resided with Fred. Bulrushes," HPmbrandt's "Ganymede," anti fifty
the people of Berlin attend church, though there are derick the Great, but I could not take the time.
pieces by Canaletti, and others by distinguiRI1ed artplenty of churche~, and more than half the people
From the Museum I returned to my hotel and ists, early and modern. Not an undue proportion
are Protestants. This is an extremely small portion devoted a short space of time to writing. Soon Dr. arP religious subjectR, and the wretched-looking saintil
to attend upon "divine worship," and is sufficient to Schlager called upon me, knowing I proposed to do not preclominate in excess. There art> mauy rich
arouse the zeal of Christians even in America. Of leave f{)r Dresden late in the afternoon. We ~pent bathing scenes, bunting Bcenes, VenuseA, Pte., whiuh
what use is it to send mi~siunaries to the Fiji Islands, an hour in conversation, when supper and settling would require days of study to apvreciate all their
to Timbuctoo, and to the interior of Thihet, when my bill had to be attended to. The doctor then bl.la.uties.
The department for engravings contains 350,000,
ninety-nine per cent of the intelligent people of Ber- rode with me to the station, but the preparation of
lin refuse to a vail themRel ves of the privilege of go- the beefsteak had taken so long, and the distance to old and new. It could hardly'be rxpected that I
ing to church and falling asleep over a dull, prosy the station so great, we were two minutes too late could make a very thorough examination of all these
sermon?
for the 5:30 train, and I had to wait an hour for at one short visit. The department for stat nary
I recommend the pions people of America to look another train. In this there was one gain and one il! fine, and seems much like a dnplicat~ of what I
after the indifferent souls of Berlin and to take such loss-the gain, I had another hour for conversation t-~aw the day before at Berlin. The library cont::tins
measures as will induce them to more frequently at. with the doctor; the loss, I misRed a fa .. t train and 500,000 volumeR, 4,000 manusuripts, and 30,000
tend the ministration of those who are commissioned caught a slow one, which Wal!! an hour or two maps, which I did not stop to enmiue. Neither did
by heaven to dispense the bread of -life for money longer in making the run, bringing me to the capi- I visit the Sehloss, or king's J.ntl:J.ce, whl"re are disand for price. The museum, the galleries of art, tal of Saxony a little after 11 o'clock.:._a distance of played the crown jewels aud muuh ancient armor. I
was willing to leave those for others.
etc., are all open on Sundays the same as other days, 109 miles.
and it is quite likely that the people find them and
The country south of Berlin seems a continuation
At 1 P. M. I was in the train for Prague, the capthe attractions in the out-door pl:wes of resort greater of the great sandy plain which once formed the bed ital of Bohemia, lying; south a hundred miles or
than those of the chnrches, and they doubtless betake of the ocean. I could see by the moonlight but few more. M1wh of the country along the way is pictthemselve: where they enjoy themselves the best. evidences of a rich farming country-but few farm- uresque and beautiful. Along the valley of the
This is certainly a sensible way of doing; people houses and barns; but few hercls feeding in the Elbe are many attractive villa.ges 11nd homes. First
should always be allowed to exercise their uhoiee a!l fields, but Rtacks of grain or fields of crops yet to we passed beautiful cultiv::tted plains and Raw the
to where they should spend their leisure time. With harvest. We came every four or five miles to a farmers engaged in securing the crops of potatoeR,
all this want of religious zeal on the part of Berliners station, and generally they stood alone, with occa- beets, cabbages, etc. The tield h:tnds are largely
to attend church, it cannot be charged l!gainst them sionally a small village adjoining. The 11tation~ momen. When every young man has to give three
that they are more immoral than the people of other here are most unlike what they are in England, pears as a soldier it devolve8 upon th_e w_•-men to culcities; that more intemperance exists among them, or where they are double, and standing close to the tivate the farms. I saw women d1ggtug potatoes
that they are less honest, less industrious, and less track, one side for passengers going one way, and and beets, raking hay-it seems to be uot too late to
observant of the rights of their fellow-beings than the opposite side for the passengers the other way, make hay-loadiug hay, and nearly all sorts of
are 'the denizens of other towns. There are doubt- no crossing over from side to side being allowed, work. Woman is here not ouly a laborer but a packless more unbelievers, more Freethinkers, here than save by bridgeway or subterraneous passage.. Here horse as well. I often ·see them with Jarw• baskets
in many other parts of the world, but this does not the t~tation stands back a few rods from the ratlway, strapped to their ehonlders, loaded down with truck
result in a decrease of morality. I have not seen an with no platform, and looking like a private resi- like cabbage, etc., enough to load a hor~e. After
intoxicated person in Berlin, nor one who appeared deuce, or possibly like a country inn. The country passing through a section o~ pretty plains we enter
to have drank enough to produce a visible effect. south of Berlin seems much like a prairie country a defile or narrow valley or ravine wnh high walls
of rocks on either side. Here are worked numerous
The citizens of the place appear to have useful em- imperfectly settled.
ployment to pursue, and no appearance of idleness
At Dresden I put up at the Grand Union (accent quarries of building-stones, w hiuh are hewn into
and vagabondism is to be seen. Take the matter in on the second syllable, and pronounced as though shape on the spot and slicl down the steep chutes
all its aspects, there is nothing to be see.n to show spelt un-yone), and I found it an exf'ellent hot.el. for loading on cars or in canal boats. I 1Jre~mme the
that the people of Berlin are not as moral, as pros- Dresden contains nearly two hundred thousand m- same are taken to Dresden aud perhaps to Berlin.
perous, and as happy as though the ninety-nine per habitants, and is finely situated on the river Elbe, The countr:t along is q11ite divrr;;ified between hill
cent who do not attend church conformed to the the larger portion of the city being on thA left, or and plain, wide valleys and narrow ones. We
example of the one p':lr cent and listened to the talk south bank, and the two parts being connected by passed a goodly number of village" with hard, unof the clergy and yielded observance to the rites of three fine bridges over fifteen hundred feet in pronouncable names which I had never heard beecclesiasticism. There is also no visible sign that len&.t;h. The city is often called the German Flor- fore.
fTO BE CONTINUED 1
deity is any more displeased with the ninety-nine ence, and is much resorted to by English and Amerper cent than with the meager one per cent who keep ican people, who wish to pursue the study of art and
up a show of being pious.
music, as well as to find a delightful place of abode.
"VoLTAlRE IN ExiLE."-Whatever relates to the
After seeing all that was desirable of animated Drel'lden is justly noted for its picture gallery, con- famous Voltaire is read with interest by Liberals,
nature I returned to the city and visited the Museum taining a greater number of the productions of eel-· and this book .will be, as it desuribes his life and
of Art, which contains an extenRive colleution of ebrated painters than many cities having a larger work in France, England, HollarHl, Belgium, PrnllRia,
paintings and statuary. On the walls of the front population.
and Switzerland, with. uupublished letters of Volportico or porch are extensive frescoes one hundred
After dispatching a very good bre:tkfast on Mon- taire what his enemies say of him, his philoRophic!l.l
feet in length by twenty in bight, on which are a day morning I started down the Rtreet to see the syst~m, his merit~ as a poet an~ tragiu_ author, etc.,
great number of figures of gods, goddesses, Titans, town. I found the city well built, and the stores the whole formwg a very llltere~llug volume.
etc., as given in classic Rtory. Hercules and his well filled with attractive merchandise, with the Published and for sale l1y D. 1\1. Be11llett. Price,
twelve labors are given in large size. Several statues show-windows very neatly arranged. The stores. in 75 cents in paper, and $1 in cloth.-liwestigator.
also adorn the outer porch, and at the entrance, at the German cities are not so profusely covered With
the huge steps which lead up to the edifice, are two signs as in London and in American uities.
lt
"WrrAT OBJECTIONS TO CHRisTIANITY?'' This is a
colossal bronze equestrian statues, the one a tiger seems to be deemed enough here to have the name large book of 1Hi9 pagefl, b(:'i~1g a di"!Ja.te be~ween D.
attacking a horse, and an Amazonian female rider is of the occupant and the business once plainly given. "1. Bennett, a Liberal, and G. M. l\1 arr, a Clmst1an.
about di~:~patching the tiger with a spear. The mate I met the sign here, as in Paris and Berlin, "Dan;ten Mr. Mair appea1:s to hav invited or challenged .Mr.
to this is a male rider killing a wild beast with a spear. Confection," and they are always nea.t-lookt_ng Bennett to a debate, and the latter accepting, the
The sta~nes in the museum are large plaster copies of establishments. They have no connectiOn 'Ytth usual arguments were gone over .on both sides. The
Grecian, H.oman, Egyptian, Assyrian and other gods, damning peppflrmints and. sugar- plu~s, as o_ne. might debate is an able one, and condu0ted throughout
with heroes, warriors, statesmen, graces, nymphs, be led to suppose, but It means tnat ~Ithm are in a pleasant and friendly_ manner, eauh of the dispuand all that belongs to classic statuary, including made robes and dresses for damt!l or ladies. Con- tants doing his best for ln~ cam~e, aud e:wh _no doubt
bas-reliefs of battle scenes copied. from the ruins of fection, I think, is the French for robes and dresses, in pmsnit of truth. Prwe, $1.50; Published by
ancient Greece, Egypt, and A.,Ryria, etc. There are and damen, in German, is the plural for dame.
D. M. Bennett.-Investigatur.
some thousands of pieces altogether.
A few are
'When I uame to the market ,quare I walked
monstrous in size. Arnoug the antiquities are the through it to see the v~ getables, fruit~, etc., for sale
IF any one woul•i like to seud THE TRUTH SEEKE~
sarcophaguses and mummies of. .Egypt, with o~.·ecords there. As usual in tin!!! country, the market plaue
on papyrus, obelisks in miniature, representations of is simply an open, paved ~quare, Without roof or three months to a friend who hat~ uever taken It, 1t
the Rosetta stone, and other inacriptiona. There are. tables, save IJQ.Ch as the p1arketers ;proyid!l tb~m- will only cost them fifty cents to do so.
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Christ our Lord? Are not ye my work in the
Lord? . If I be not an apostle unto others, yet
doubtless I am· to you. Hav we not power to eat =====================:
and drink at your expense? Hav we not power to
'l'he Tomb of Fanaticism.
Then and Now.
lead about a sister, a wife, as well as other apostles
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOC· and as the brethren of the Lord, who goeth to the
TRINS.
warfare any time at hi:s own charges?" etc. What There is a certain amount and kind of pleasure in
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
astonishing things are contained in this passage! taking a retrospectiv glance at the past and comparThe right to liv at the expense of those whom he ing the conditions of the then with the actual ones
[Translated from the French by A. very Meriwether.]
had subjugated, the right to make them pay tho of the now. I see very clearly how matters stood
CHAPTER XII.
expenses of his wife or his sister, on account of the forty-three or forty-four years ago. Abolitionism
CONCERlUNG THE ESTABLISHMENT OF THE CHRISTIAN fact that Jesus had brothers, and Mary, Or 1\'Iirja, and Infidelity, in the eyes of the masses, were not
only twin-sisters, but twin-monsters. "Tom Paine"
SECT, AND MORE PARTICULARLY CONCERNING PAUL.
had bbored more than one time.
was
the "scapegoat" for all that was low, vulgar,
I would like to know of whom Paul speaks in his
When the first Galileans traveled among the
brutal, and irreverent in the estimation of the ignosecond
letter
to
the
Corinthians,
chapter
xi,
13:
Greeks and Romans they found them/ermeated with
rant and bigoted for what he had written; while
Whereinsoall the absurd traditions which coul possibly enter "For such are false apostles.
Garrison was the synonym for anarchy and fanatiin the heads of an ignorant people who were in- ever any one is bold I am bold also. Are they cism for what he weekly wrote and printed in the
clined to fables; their gods were disguised under the Hebrews? I am also a Hebrew. Are they IsraelBoston Libe1·ator. Those were the days when
form of bulls, hor~es, swans, and serpents, in order ites? So am I. Are they ministers of Christ?
church
and state were solidly united in the interests
to seduce wives and maidens. The magistrates and When they accuse me of foolishness I am more than
of
chattel
slavery and the preservation of Christian
principal citizens did not acknowledge or beli _ve they, in labors more abundant, in prisons more fremorals, Christian liberty, and Christian aristocracy
quent.
I
hav
received
thirty-nine
stripes;
I
was
such extravagant tales, but the masses lived upon
them. It was the Jewish rabble that spoke. to the beaten with rods three times; once was I stoned; I of color, race, and sex. Kneeland was imprisoned,
Garrison and others were mobbed, Pennsylvania
pagan rabble. It would be in the present day as if hav been a day and night in the sea."
Hall
was burned, Lovejoy was shot and his press
Here Paul says that he has been twenty-four
the disciples of :Fox disputed with the disciples of
Brown. It was not difficult for the Jews possessed hours in the deep without being drowned. This consigned to the Mississippi, and people and priests
of devils to make the fools believing the pagan equals the adventure of Jonah. But still it is not were happy.
What of the radical element then ? Simply this:
dreams accept their dreams, none the less irp.proba- clear why be manifested such mean jealousy against
ble. Attracted by the novelty surrounding such Peter and the other apostles, or why he was angry they had put their hands to the plough of practical
spirited fables as those of the Jews, and, wearied by with them because he suffered in the hands of jus- reform and they cut their furrows deep into the sins
and shams of their age. They we~e conscious that
their woru-out absurdities, the Greeks and Romans tice and was beaten more than they.
ran after the new error, just as the people at the fair
For what fools and degraded people did he picture in the long run better ideas of right and truth
of Bartholomew,* disgusted with the old farces which his tyrannical master? We laugh at Mohamm!_Jd would prevail, and that all and every influence of
they hav too often heard, demand a new one.
when his commentators pretend that he visited seven the political and church alliance would hav to yield.
If we may believe the books written by the ad- heavens in one night. But Mohammed speaks less How well I remember the social ostracism that con- ·
herents of Christ, Peter, the son of Jonas, remained of such·Jollies in the Koran than are attributed· to fronted us everywhere; the threats that were made
at Joppa with Simon the currier, where he revived Paul, yet Paul ventures to say that he aocomplished to do us bodily injury; the offer of $50 and a barrel
of whisky by a banker's son to any person or perDorcas the tailor in a garret.
almost the half of that journey.
See that chapter of Lucian entitled Philopratris in
Who was that man Paul, who still excites so sons that would shoot my brother or myself or both!
which he !<peaks of the "Galilean t with a bald much attention and is cited· every day, much to the Did these things deter us? Not the least. We
front, and enlarged nose, who was lifted to the injury of every one ? He says that he was a Roman kept up our little society with our Irish Quaker
third heaven." See how he treated an assembly of citizen. I venture to say that he impudently lied. president, and held our regular meetings. Night
Christians with whom he happened to be. The No Jew was a Roman citizen except under Decius after night, with lanterns in hand, we went through
Presbyterians of Scotland and the beggars of Saint- and Phillip. If he came from Tarsus he was no the woods to some neighboring mining settlement
Medard in Paris are precisely the same.
Roman, for Tarsus was not a colony or city of Rome to hold our more important lectures when our misThe ragged beggars, almost naked, to all appear- for more than a hundred years after Paul. If he sionaries were among us; and very many nights
ances intractable, acting as if pos~essed by devils, was from Giscala, as Jerome says, the case is not (some very darkimd wet) did we go silently through
heaving great sighs, contorting themselvs, swearing altered, for that village was in Galilee, and surely the timber and over the hills to meet a consignment
by the son who has descended from the father, pre- the Galileans never had the honor or being Roman on the "underground railroad." "These were the
times that tried men's souls," aye, and women's too.
dicting a thousand evils to the empire, and cnrsing citizens.
the emperor. Such were the first Christians.
He was a student at the feet of Gamaliel, it is said; How gloriously the brave women did their part !
He who made the sect most fashionable was Paul, some say that he was a domestic servant of Gamaliel. The wife of our president was a Hicksite~ Friend,
with a large nose and bald front, whom Lucian rid- In fact, it is said that he watched the clothes of and pardon if I say she was an angel. Her quid
iculed. It is sufficient to look over the writings of those who stoned Etienne and that he was employed self-devotion and abnegation were at once an inspiPaul to see that Lucian had good reason for his wit. as a valet of an executioner. The Jews pretended ration and benediction, and, boy as I then was, her
What stuff it was that Paul wrote to the society of that he wished to marry the daughter of Gamaliel. love more than repaid me for the loss of social caste
Christians in Rome! "Circumcision is profitable We can see some traces of that adventure in an and the constant sources of danger and irritation to
if you obRerve the law; but if you break the law thy ancient book which is supposed to be the history of all who entertained our opinions and acted as we
circumcision ia made uncircumcision, etc. . . . Thecla. It is not at all astonishing that the daugh- did.
The "old line" radicals will understand just what
Do we not then make void the law through faith ? ter of Gamaliel did not wish to marry a little baldGod forbid! Yea, we estR. blish the law. . . . headed valet whose brow hung down upon his de- it cost in those days to advocate and practice the
Political and theological priests
For if Abraham were justified by works, he hath formed nose and who had bow-legs. It was thus largest liberty.
whereof he max (?;~ory, b~1t not bef_ore God" (Ro that the Acts of Thecla pictured him. Cast off by were absolute dictators, fashioning the opinions of
mans, chapters n, lll 1 and IV). Paul, m so expressing Gamaliel and his daughter as he deserved to be, he the people to suit themselvs, and commanding these
himself, speaks as a Jew, and not as a Christian; joined the sect controled by Cephas, James, Mat- same people to persecute, maltreat, and misrepresent
but he speaks more like one possessed by a sense- thew, and Barnabas, in order to stir up trouble in all conceivable ways the "come-outers" from
less devil, who could not. put two consecutiv ideas among the Jews. Judging from the little we do their fold and authority.
Then as now the good in heart but timid in mind
know about him, the cause of the apostasy of this
toge_ther.
What a discourse to the Corinthians! "All our unfortunate Jew is better than the cause generally shrank from the supposed terror of the long and unfathers were baptized unto 1\'Ioses in the cloud :md thought. How could a person persuade himself that equal contest. Not so, however, with the grand
sea " (1 Cor. x, 2). Cardinal Bembo had good a star from the heavens fell down. upon a horse in army of the new dispensation. Through evil as well
reason for calling' these epistles epistolaccie, and to mid-day and that a heavenly voice like that of a god as through good report they worked on, and while
consider them not worth reading.
said, "Saul, Saul, why persecutest thou me?" Such they sowed the seeds of enduring justice and truth,
they reaped a continual harvest of satisfaction in
What must we think of a man wno says to the foolishness surprises me.
Thessalonians, "I will not permit women to speak
If God had wished to prevent the disciples of perceiving the steady growth of their principles in
in church," and in the same letter announces that Jesus from being persecuted, could he not hav the gradual education of the people.
they might preach and pray when veiled?
spoken to the princes of the nations rather than to a
'Tis ever thus, and therefore the Liberals of to-day
Does his quarrel with the other apostles mark a valet of Gamaliel? Were they any the less cl;i~s may take courage. The skies of reform are not as
wise and forbearing man? IA he not a man of his tised since Saul fell from his h0rse? Did not Saint dark to-day as they were then. Every step gained
party from all that is discovered? He pretends to Paul chastise the_m himself? What is the purpose, makes the ascent more easy. Science is with us, and
be a Christian, and teaches Christianity, but he then, of that miracle?* I call upon heaven and the best minds in the church trim their sails to catch
sacrifices seven consecutiv days in tbe temple of earth to testify (if it is permitted me to use these part of our breeze. A few of the more conceited, and
Jerusalem, according to the orders of Jacob, which words) that never was a legend more foolish, more in some measure popular, theologians will array
is not exactly after the manner of Christians. He fanatical, more disgusting, and more worthy of hor- themselvs against us for notoriety's sake. Even
wrote to the Galatians: "Behold, I, Paul, say unto ror and contempt, than this one. t
these, however, will do us good by their agitation,
you, that if ye be circumcised Christ shall profit you
such as it is. Others will come the "shrug-yournothing" (Gal. v, 2). After this he circumcised his * Lord Bolingbroke says in vol. iii, p. 301, that "God shoulder" dodge, saying little but meaning much.
disciple Timotheus, whom the Jews said was the might hav prevented man's fall by a little less indulgence in Others will be found that are honest; these will want
is ettlled free will," and thereby saved his ~on from cruel
aon of a Greek by a, prostitute. He intruded him- what
to hear. This latter class are the waiting and prepersecution.
self among the apostles, and then boasts to the Cor'f
lt is necessary, for me to particularly remark that this Jew pared soil for the good seeds of advanced truth and
inthians in his tirst epistle, chapter ix, that he was Paul never said that Jesus was God. He bestows upon him all the principles of the Liberal League. Let every
an apostle as well as the otherll. '' Am I not an possible honors but that of God. He had predictBcl in his honest Liberal be activ in word and deed, and I
apostle? Am I not free? Hav I not seen Jesus epistle to to the Romans (chap. i) that he would· make his would say not in word if actions do not assure their
peace with God, through Jesus. He counts upon the grace of honesty. Could we of the now but arm ourselvs
*Bartholomew fair is where charlatans and astrologers still God, through one man-Jesus. He called his disciple~ inherit· with the courage and persistency that characterized
ors of God and co-inheritors of Jesus (1 Rom. chap. i). There
meet;is not a single verse or line in all the writings of Paul where the radicals of the unpopular cause then, and utilize
tlt is very doubtful whether Lucian could hav seen Paul and the word God is bestowed upon Jesus, unless it is in 1 Hom., all our efforts and devotion to principle through wellbe at the same time tlie author of " Philopratris." But it 3hap. ix. But Erasmus and Grotius hav proved that this pas- perfected organization, our power for good would be
might perhaps be said that Paul, who lived in the time of Nero, sage was falsified and evilly interpreted. In fact. it would be
could still exist up to the time of Tmjnn, when, it is snid, Lu- >trange, if Paul recognized Jesus as God, that he only gave him immeasurably augmented. Can we not? May not
cian commenced to write. ·
that name and title once. At that time that would hav been Leagues grow largely in number and usefulness? Is
it not possible, friends, to lay aside all the little difSome pe~11le ask how P~ul uou_ld succce,d ir~ forming n sect by blasphemy.
means of Ins balllenlash, for whJCh the Canlmal Bcmbo had a
And as for the word t1'inity, it is not found in Paul. But ferences that irritate without doing any good? Do
profound contempt. We answer that without that balderdash apart from these discrepancies Paul is considered the "founder not misunderstand me on this point. I am a Spirithe would never hav mastered the devils whiuh he go1·erned. of Christinnity. [ 1771.]
ualist, and what I do not want you to lay aside is
Can any one belicYe tlmt Fox, wilo founded a primitiv sect
Lord Bolingbroke called St. Paul " a true cabttlistic archicalled the Qmtkers, had more sense than htul'l lt has been a tect, a loose paraphraser and commentator. as fttlso at lettst as your right to pitch into my ghostly folly, as some of
long time since any one has said that fools founded the sects, any anuient or modern rabbi" (vol. ill, p. 288, of his collected you deem it. Now, my good friends, giv it " Hail
and that wise .Peo.Ple ,governed them. [1771.]

works.)

Columbia.;" whenever a hea.d of tha.t kind pops up
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rap it. We do not wish to lessen your pleasure in
the least in that respect. What I do want you to lay
aside .is simply this: all those peppery feelings of
prejudice (if 'you hav them) that might prevent you
from uniting with us to esta-blish a purely secular
government. Not to destroy or injure the church,
not to take away any one's rights, not to interfere
with the many forms of religious opinions, but simply to relegate all to their proper place and to establish justice and liberty throughout the land. Are
not these things worth workin'g for? And shall we
rest quietly while the despotism of creeds and sex
holds "hit;rh carnival?"
GEo. LYNN.
Lockport, Ill., Oct. 16, 1881.

And there is yet another view to be taken of the
l"lase. President Arthur, in his proclamaticn of
Sept. 22d, says, "In his inscrutable wisdom it bas
pleased God to remove from us the illustrious head
of the nation, James A. Garfield, late President of
the United States." And be also said that we should
"su~mit to the will of Almighty God." Then, accordwg to this theory, Guiteau must stand acquitted.
Guiteau has always said that he was only carrying
out the will of God. And that is just what the
President says. Guiteau says that he is a Christian
and that God told or inspired him to kill the President. And Arthur says that it pleased ·God to remove the President. And if Arthur is correct, all is
for the best. G'Jd did the killing by making use
of Guiteau as his instrument. Then why should
poor Guiteau be held responsible? *
we will conclude by saying that great is the mystery of godliness, and, in our judgment, the perfect
failure of prayer to help our lamented President will
tend to shake the faith of thousands of good men
and women as to the existence of a prayer-hearing
and prayer-answering God.
M. BABCOCK.
St. Johns, Mich.
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tion of freedom and the arrest of science ever since,
and violated law and honor in showing cells and
grates to teachers laboring for gener~l enlightenment. Their prayer for darkness espemally falls on
Liberal authors and journalists; their fear extends
to the influence of dress reformers.
To produce physical health, and thereby poise
mental, moral, and spiritual capacities was seen a
vast work, yet could be done as peacefully (if craft
did not intrude) as planting flower-beds .. The
habits to be remedied were simply those of diet and
areas. Diet-cure and water. cure were instituted;
stimulants, condiments, and pork were abandoned,
yeast and soda gave place to beat in raising p~re
bread, and men readily recuperated. Women lmThe Prayer Question ~ettled
gered and languished; the obstructi~g form of their
clothing was evidently the dead wei.ght upon th~m.
If there ever was a determined effort to get God
Tight ligatures removed from bodies, trammeling
to do a two-minute job, it was in the case of our
skirts from limhs, and their ailments readily yielded
lamented President Garfield. It was a long pull, a
to treatment. That was physiology practicalized.
strong pull, and a pull all together. For eighty
The
phrase " dress reform" rang freely over the
days there were both public and private, deep and
hills of New York in 1851, and that year thousands
earnest, prayers ascending to the throne of grace,
probably adopted the improved style. All investigovernors appointed special days for the people to
gators were convinced that the reform ought to
assemble in their churches, to unite. in one great,
supplant the old corset and petticoat style, having
grand effort in trying the get God to do for the
*But whn.t kind of kindness and wisdom is it that would re- no merit to preserve.
President just what a reasonable God ought to hav quire eighty long days aml nig-hts of continual suffering and pain
That. some who bravely aided the ina~lgural could
done without being asked.
to remove a m•tll who. if he was to be killed, bad better not continue the course, was a questiOn of their
Millions of prayers were offered, begging th:tt died within a minute nftPr being- ~hot? A.nd I don't wonder
ability and principle, not testimony against the
God would take an interest in the caRe of our poor that the widow, a,; she says," fails to see any providence in con- cause.
The opposition that affected a partial,
nection
with
the
case."
sick President and save him. But the petitions of
though marked, relapse was as mean as it was mersorrowful men were of no use, and the -President was
permitted to die, for the want of about two minute's The New Star of Liberty and Nebular Signs cenary-false as it was cunning and contemptible.
Many women, knowing the value of the change b.oth
work wouldn't hav cost God one cent. Of course
of its Mate.
in example and personal benefit, were able to WithGod could hav set the sick man on his feet and made
No light shines in vain. Wherever and whenever stand all grades of attack and keep the idea before
him well in less than two minutes; we know this to redeeming effort has lit a beacon kindred natures bav the world. The Woman's Club and" Sorosis" lent
be true, for the priests hav told us so, and if he increased its luster and sent itA rays around the a little hope of aid, but caste and place conquered
couldn't bav done it, he ain't much of a God nohow. ·world. The best. ideaA of sun adorers, image them. The Boston Physiological Association did
Governor Jerome of Michigan issued a procla- worshipers, and human saviors speak still and are not in thirty-three years advance to the ability to
mation requesting the people to assemble in their deathless. So Buddha's and Plato's lights beam ever rebel against fashion's deathly demands. But conchurches on a certain day and unite in a petition to and enliven modern flames. Every struggle for na- stant discussion, though sustained by few, and
Almighty God in behalf of the President. And as tiona! justice suffered by oriental bi·avery reacted in finally narrowed to one, made the press friendly,
soon as the President died he issued another procla- occidental patriotism. Results are resounding and and the conviction of the need and ultimate triumph
mation, asking the people to assemble in the same flashing again in the peals of reason, the clash of quite general, preparing public opinion for the adopplace and "to place themselvs anew under the divine argument, the scintillations of sentiment of the pres- tion of hereditary measures.
protection, and implore:God's continued kindness to- ent rising star of liberty which shines for all lands.
Since the opening of the reform nations hav
ward this nation."
Liberal Leagues, with their keynote of free thought, watched each other to see which would go fearI may be mistaken, but it looks as jf the governor th8ir clarion call of international brotherhood, their lessly forward with a consistent costume for women.
was a little tough on President Arthur. For we pacific anthem of just institutions, their humane A few efforts at economic change started in Europe,
must admit that under similar circumstances the benediction of equable administration, create a star but not radical or lasting. Now that the planet has
same kind of kindnelils to Arthur as was shown to of larger magnitude than has before appeared on the become international, it matters little where light
Garfield would permit him to die. I don't like that Rkies of mundane life. Let all the good labor for breaks forth. The recent signs of the rising of
kind ·of kiudness. Of course God saw Guiteau when its rapid rising and meridian dispensations. Hith- women's star appears in both hemispheres. The
he leveled the pistol to fire, and if God in his "kind- erto it has glimmeted just on the horizon, a cool, favor awarded hygienic views in America has proness" had felt like taking an interest in the case, this lone, masculin star, but partially perceiving that it duced commencements of improved styles in fashionwas the the time and the chance for him to bav lent must set in gloom if it does not blend with vitalizing able circles and resolutions to resist indecent dea helping hand in a good cause. We· are told that energy from a feminin counterpart. · I'll name it formities and extravagances of fashion.
God sent hornets to drive out the Canaanites. And Leon while it glows a celebate and warms the wrong
Long reasoning about burdensome dress in Europe
ifin his kindness he had sent about four bushels of side of its prospectiv bride. Along through the eras, manifests action. Last spring the women of Berlin,
hornets after Guiteau and inspired them to attend mid masculin lights, occasional auroral gleams, as Germany, convened and declared the resolution to
strictly to business, the chances are that, owning to of the dawning of a missing feminin orb, hav ail- abolish petticoats and fashionable fiippery and adopt
the great press of business on hand, Guiteau vered the gray clouds with prophetic radiance. The trousers as the 0nly convenient garment favoring
would not hav shot the President. And if I could generous hailed the signs with gladness; the tyran- free locomotion and health. During the summer
hav been God for just one minute, just at that time, nons vowed vengeance upon them. Sheba outshone Lady Harberton, in EnglaJ?-d.' adopt~d the dual f?arI would hav taken that particular friend of the David; Aspasia was peer of Pericles; Hypatia e~ ment in the name of the divided skll't, and presides
Young Men's Christian Association by the hair of blazlH!ed proof of equality of power and crowne.d It over the l~ational Dress Association. All these
his head and yanked him so high that he would not with character and example. W ollston.ecroft raised show a clarifying in the e~einents of e~olution, ~n'd
hav lit in a thousand years.
_
spires of principle and gilded them .w.Ith methods. cast lights along the honzon betokemng a commg
It is possible that after the shootmg, and after God Fuller and Far~ha~ set . up gmdmg columns orb to complete the power of that which men hav
had listened to the prayers and beard all there was to and left them ghntmg agamst the clouds, count- vainly striven to perfect.
be said upon the subject, he refused to answer them l~:ss literary coruscations and oracles from p~n . The persistent effort of. women to ~oard and ';1-tilfor the reason that he was mad, because they had and voice relieved the long darkness and still ize their strength to resist th~ sordid speculatiOns
not treated the case according to his directions for resound on the tuneful air. Echoes of their mu- which, to succeed, must sacn~ce them, would so
such cases made and provided.
.
sic are _anon renewed, and .golden signs of free- rapidly vitalize all their facult1es that their star of
He says, "Is any sick among you? let him call dom glance from farther Bides of leaden cloi!.dB. fate would soon chase the clouds from the heaven
for the elders of the church, and let them pray over Hygeia is being crowned goddess of success, and of thought, feeling, and aspir3:ti~n.
.
.
him, anointing with oil in the ·name of t~e Lord. Heredity is becoming t~e watchward o.f progress.
Will not the Leagues now hftmg_ their uncertam
And the prayer of fa~th shall sav~ the swk, and Thirty years of p~eparatwn for empowen?g the ele- star encourage this basic empowering of woman's,
the Lord shall raise him up; and If he hav com- menta of the femunn st.ar hav been operatwg among that its ascension be timely and its united life and
mitted sins they shall be forgiven him" (James v, nebulous material to purify dust and tire, rock and radiance obscure and sink the sham comets, meteors,
14, 15). But how was the case managed? Why, fluid, gas and vaingl~ry .for the rounded ~tar, and and rockets now rifting the concave and reigning
instead of Erending for the elders they sent for the Leonia may ere long nse 111 strength and brightness, pestilence on all humanity?
M. E. TILLOTSON.
doctors. Now this was unjust to the Lord, and, as her crudeness and encumbrance cast off, her powers
, I understand, ~ot a priest nor a minister, not even alert for noble action, ready for the union that givs
"VoLTAIRE IN ExrLE."-A volume that will giv
one, was permitted to see the sick President .. But and perpetuates light and happiness.
.
the great pope of Infidelity, Ingersoll, was adm1~ted,
When the tw? stars .em?race ~nd coalesce m the readers a full understanding of the private life,
and, as with sympathy he looked at the pat.Ient, council and remproC\al JUSttce, we II ?a~e them and indeed the whole life, both public and private,
tears ran down his cheeks. But "Bob" neither League, Liberty. What au array of L s I_nvolved! of Voltaire. Though from the hand of one who
prayed nor made use of holy oil. And 'tis said that The fortunate liquid spells all ~he sentmel rays was his familiar friend, and an admirer of his works,
" Bob" had no faith in ointment. And I don't won- keeping. watch around the burmng heart of the the picture is unbiased and perfect. While it does
der that it made God feel bad to see his oin~ment, great star of justice. Life, lab.or and l~arning, not as has been the custom of many of the biograwhich had been so long before the people, reJected. light, law, and love, leagued for liberty. Now Tee ph;rs of Voltaire, wholl~ condemn, ~t by no .means
Now if prayer and promises are to be relied upo11, Cee will shout it spells " I~c" too, and "land" also. lavishingly bestows praise. The wnter admits the
it's best to be honest with God and giv him a fair Lo 1 me! Well, it spells "let" too. Now let him weakness of this great champion of Freethought to
chance to perform the cure in such a. manner as t_o let his pen be the central pivot of .the centra~ wh.eel hav been that he lived as men of the world in his
prevent th~ fussy doctors ~rom stealu~g the, credit of operations,, while. the cohenng, uonsol.Jdatmg time lived, that "high as he towered in heart and
which of right should be g1ven to Alm1gn.ty God.
forceR of the fight lllslil, seethe, and smelt, till they intellect above the Christian herd among which he
Then again it's possible. that God is a Democrat. fuse roll, and glitter, and he may hav two" L's" in lived he did not rise above them in social morality."
But iooking upon him as a philosopher, one is
When Jackso~ was President a would-be assassin the ~acred circle of guarding satellites.
made the attempt to shoot him, but the pistol only
The fi'rst sign of formativ affinity in wo~an's "seized with such admiration that the weaknesses of
snapped; another pistol was substituted, and that accumulativ region~ was the advocacy .of physwlog- the man are forgotten and entirely swallowed up in
also refused to shoot. There were a great many ical scienoe for then knowledge of then own struct- his brilliancy, greatness, and philanthropy." Notgood people who .th?ught th.at the President. for the urea and their prop~r uses. The next ~:~ign ~as the withstanding the enemies of Voltaire hav used every
preservation of his hfe was mdebted to the mterpo- plea for practwahzwg that l~nowledg.e f~n self- means to convince the world that he was an Atheist,
sition of a kind providence. But why should God sustaining ability_ and protectiOn. T~Is :_umed .at he persistently declared his belief in a supreme beprotect a Democrat and then permit two Republican the root of life's ble~sings and the er~dwatwn of Its ing, and is endeared, ~n spite of h~s faults, to all who
presidents to be shot, unless he is a friend of the evils. This terrified tyrantH, lest their slaves escape hav a love for truth, JUStiCe, and hberty.-Bannm· of
Democracy?
on the car of culture. They hav plotted the destruc- Light.
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Obituary.
Another Liberal bas passed away. Mr. J. P.
Rhodes, aged fifty-three years, died Oct. 31st, of
an affection of the heart.
He was a true friend of Freeth ought, and although
persecuted on every side,. did much for the cause.
Honesty, peace, love, justice to all maukind, were
his guiding stars. He was a subscriber for THE
TRUTH SEEKER, and took much interest in the paper.
I hav a book which he dedicated to the National
Liberal League. If you will inform me how to act
I will send it to them, as he wished his name enrolled
with the other Liberals.
MRs. J. A. Co~PER.
Meridian, Miss., Nov. 6; 1881.

Elmina's Good Example.
DEAR TRUTH SEEKERS: If you all feel as conecioU!!!stricken as I do for not responding to the former call
that was made for our brave co-worker and the once ·
editor of the bold and fearless free paper, The Battle Axe, 'you will now hasten with all diligence to
redeem yourselvs, as I hav done, by Bflnding a generous remittance to Minnie Merton, Brentwood, Long
Island:

THE TRUTH BEEKER., NOVEMBER 19, 1881.
Thanksgiving.
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become weakened in an organization where he can
hav full liberty to prove if be can that death ends
all, must lack faith in the power of truth. We who
believe in a future life can hold our circles, private or
public, precisely the same as though we had not
joined in such organization. And the Materialists
who pity our credulity and lament our weakness and
inaqility to appreciate the beauties of their theory,
"that death ends all," will hav plenty of time and
opportunity to giv us the fiftieth expose of the spiritual manifestations; they hav already given us
forty-nine, if I hav made no mistake in the record.
I, for one, am very thankful that they hav manifested such an unselfish interest in our welfare and
such heartfelt zeal for our happiness and well being.
Friends of Freetbought, there is but one course
for us to pursue if we would recover the rights of
which Christianity has deprived us. In the first
pl~ce, all Freethinkers must unite, and not only
umte, but work, and our first work is the complete
secularization of this government. We must demand that every law in our statutes put there with
the design of giving special advantages to the
Christian religion i~ wiped out, until the rights of
all men and all women, of whatever creed, whether
they believe in one god or three gods, or in no.,god
at aJ.l, shall be equal before the law; until Chri!tians' are made to comprehend the fact that the
United States of America is in no ~pecial sense of
the word a Chriatian nation.
Auburn, Ind.
Mrs B. H. T. WILSON.

In compliance with the request of good brother
Jerome, governor of the state of Michigan '\\-'e thank
International A.nti·Vaccination Congress.
thee, 0 Lord, that we are still out of hell.' And we
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER Sir : hu.mbly co~fe~s t~at we, and especially all of our
Th'e Secon~ · Intern~tional Anti-Vaccination' Con- ~e1ghbors, m JUStice ought to be in hell for being
gress has JuSt termmated a four days' sefsion at Just what .thou didst make us. And we thank thee
~ologne. !forty-five delegates attended, represent- for the ev~d~nce o.f thy wisdom in making th~ devil
Ing the varwu~ le~gues, societies, and opposition to and permittmg h1m, with his snares and. traps, to
enforced .vat:cmatwn in Prussia, Saxony, Wurtem- cat?h so many of thy children for roasting purposes,
burg, ~w1tzerland, Belgium, France, EngLand, and whilst thou dost get ~mt few for the harp business.
And, Lord, we espemally thank thee for permitting
the Umted States.
D: .. Hubert Boens, of the Belgium Academy of the forest fires of our state to burn out of house and
MediCm, ~he ~utbor of numerous works on smallpox home fifteen thousand of our good honest citizens.
and vaccmatwn, presided, and was supported by Thou coulds.t hav stayed the flames, but, in thy inProf: Adolf Vog,t, M.D., of Berne University; Dr. scrutable WISdom, thou didst know best what was
fl, 01dtmann, of Cologne; Dr. Waltz, of Frankfort on go?d for them. Five hundred men, women, and
Odor; D1:. H. Schoppe, of Bonn; Dr. E. A. Meyner, ch1ldren were consumed in the flames but Lord in
of Ch~mmtz, Saxony; Dr. Weber, of Duisburg; Mr. thy boo.k, th.ou who diost will and perm'it them to' be
Zoppntz, of Wortemburg; Dr. Ch. Pigeon, of Four- b~rned m th1s world, hast promised that the few who
cbambault, France; Mr. W. Tebb, of London· Mr d1dst love them shall not be roasted in the next
Thomas Baker, and many otters.
'
· world. Michigan and brother Jerome should thank
Letters ~f regret for non-attendance, accompanied thee for thy blessing showered down upon those
by e:x:presswns of warm approval of the objects of poor helpless creatures.
~nd Lord, after shooting our lamented President,
the .. ~ongress, wer~ received from the Countess de
Noatlles, Lord Clifton, Sir J. Clarke Jervoise, Mr. G:mteau prayed to thee that the President might
Peter T~ylor, M. P., Mr. Thomas Burt, M. P., Mr. d1~, and that good brother Arthur might be perKrucbemus, Member of States General Holland· mitted to occupy the presidential chair. Now Lord
Dre. Garth Wilkinson, W. J. Collin~, Edward what gits me is th~t thou should have permitted~
Haughton, T. C. Pearce, Enoch Robinson· Mr red-handed allsassm to hav had a greater influence
Al~erman Tatham, Ml>yor of Leeds, Prof. Ale~nde; at , the throne of grace than the whole Christian
Wilder, of ~ew York, Dr. J. Emery Codere, Pro- world. But thou. know~st _best. Every year ten
Juliette ·Bowen.
fessor Materia Medica, Victoria University, Mon- ~housa~d persons m India die of snake-bites. But
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,· Sir:
treal, Prof. James Browne, LL.D., of Williamette m makmg snakes thou didst kRow best what was
Pleaile, announce to the readers of. THE TRUTH
for
them
fellows.
Amen.
M.
BABCOCK.
good
University, U.S. A., Dr. G. F. Kolb, Member of the
SEEKER that Miss Juliette Bowen, of Keene, Mich.,
Royal Statistical CommiBIIion, Munich, Dr. Westerthe young lady who on the 13th of last August
mayer, Ecclesiastical Councillor and Member of the
United
We
Stand,
Divided
We
Fall.
climbed to the top of the new Methodist church
Wirtemburg Diet, Rector P. A. Silgistrom, late
To THE EDITOR_, OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: steeple in that place and hurrabed for Robert G.
M. P. for Sweden, etc., etc.
"The tables literally groaned "-to use the words In th.e month of August last I attended the camp- Ingersoll, will send her photograph to any address
of Mr. Gladstone with reference to the literature of meetmg at. B~ttle Cr~e~, ~icb., managed by the on re~eipt ofhtwenty-five cents.
wmg to t e publicity the press bas given to that
this. agitation on another. ~ccasion-witb imperial, State Assomatwn of Spmtuahsts and Liberalis tsand '
parliamentary, and mummpal returns, statistical was surprised and pained to learn that many Spirit- performance, as well as the peculiar significance of
tables and official reports, to which constant refer- ualists .and ~aterialists still object to joining their it, very many from all parts of the country hav
ence was made by the several speaker~, and with torces m this way. For my part, though a Spiritual- written letters expressing their admiration of her
why we should form separate or- bravery and requesting the favor of her photograph?ooks, pamphlets, and jouruals relating to the eub- 1st, I. see· no reason
Th
Miss Bowen is an enthusiastic admirer of the
er_e seems to be but barely one ,
J~c~ of smallpox and vaccination. During the seven gamz~twns.
questwn,
and
that
the
question
of
a
future
life
'
new
dispensation of knowledge," of which luger18
s1ttmgs of the Congress about twenty-five formal
that
at
the
present
time
seems
to
prevent
the"
utmost
soll
is
the "inspired apostle." She is intelligent,
addresses and papers were delivered under varions
sections dealing with the scientific, statistical social harmony among all Freethinkers. Some Spiritualists, beautiful both in form and feature, and highly repolitical, and historical aspects of the ~ubject: I find, are ve~7 sensitiv on this point without any spected by all who know her, outside of the swamps
Our faith in a future life is of superstition. The church people sought to exer~Severa~ of ~the speakers, notably Dr. H. Boens and cause, as I thmk.
Dr. 01dtmann, devoted special consideration to the founded on facts, and facts are stubborn things; they cis':l their spite by means of their modern weapons,
irrational and unscientific baeis of Prof. PasteurJs cann~t be destroyed .. It is possible we may be ridicule and ostracism, but her good name is so well
theories for ~ultiplying artificial diseases as a means drawmg wrong coneluswns from these facts, and if fortified that all they can do is to gnash their teeth
. of promoting the public health instead of removing so we so we ought to be anxious to be undeceived in impotent rage .
She climbed that steeple, one hundred feet high,
the sources a.nd hot-beds of disease by sanitary a~d then scie~tific Materialists are the very ones wh~
. measures, wbwb could alone annihilate smallpox w1ll be most. hkely to show us our mistakes, and put f~om scaffold to sc3ffold, and descended without asus on the nght track. I, for one, am anxious to Slstance, a feat that several other young ladies atand other epidemics.
Dr. Charles Pigeon, the delegate from France hear every objection that R. G. Ingersoll Parton tempted without success. Her father, Alpheus A.
delivered an able address on the scientific and med~ Und.erwood, and Jamieson can produce ag~inst ou; Bowen, promptly paid the ten dollars, and is justly
ical sides of vaccination, which, briefly epitomized verswn of tbeae facts, and t~e Materialists should very proud of his daughter. He is a stanch Libsets forth the prevailing opinion of the Congress i~ e.mbrace every opJ?ort~nity to giv the, as they be- eral, and does not hesitate to let the world know
heve, deluded Spmtuahsts the benefits of this supe- his sentiments. Miss Bowen's address is Lowell,
the following propositions:
rior wisdom. .
Mich. Her friends, myself among the number, bav
1. Smallpox, when rationally treated, is not relaTruth
will
never
suffer
or
be
ut
to
the
worse
advised
her to this co~rse in rega~·d to her :phototivly a dangerous disease.
. 2. Vaccination does not afford immunity against where it can hav a fair and equal ~ance with error, gr.apbs. All letter~ With stamps mclosed will reprompt attentiOn by herself.
1t, but1 on the contrary (being itself an infusion of said. John Milton , two bu n d re d an d :tifty years ago, ce1ve
Lowell
Mich
E A c
but It has not such a chance in this so-called land of
'
·
· · HAPMAN.
zymotic molecules) is an excitant of it.
3. Vaccination not unfrequently inoculates syph- liberty to-day. Freethinkers are not on au equal foot-l
Is
There
a
God
1
ilis and other maladies much more dangerous than ing with Christians in this country and we never will
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
amallpox, as the· virus is never free from the risk of be as long as we quarrel and divide our forces on every
little matter of opinion. If Spiritualism is true the In a last issue Clarke Irvine undertakes to prove the
such contamination.
.
The official returns of burgomasters in the cities Materialist will find it out some time; if not in this existence of a personal God by saying that the uniof Lieguitz, Lubec, DuBI!Ieldorf, Cologne, and other W?rld he wil~ be converted. in the next, and we Spritu- verse is far ahead of any work of man's, and so man's
places demonstrated the constant priority to attacks ahsts hav th1s advantage m ourfavor. Materialists, cannot be the highest intelligence in the universe.
of smallpox of the vaccinated over the unvaccinated, with scarcely an exception, rather be alive than dead· I think Bro. Irvine is imposed upon by those vague
a. fact admitted to be true of infants by Dr. Thilen- all such will anxiously look among us for evidence~ adjectivs, "high" and "grand," and their comparaius, the leader of the pro-vaccinators in the German of a future life, when they find, as they easily can, tivs and superlativs. Whe says intelligence is the
that there is something besides humbug and 'delusion "highest" state of being? Who pretends to know
Imperial Parliament.
,
Amongst other proposals apprond by the Con- in what we call spiritual manifestations. Another that man's intelligence is the "highest?" In what
a:tress was the petitioning of the various legislatures thing .the Spiritualists should not overlook is the sense is the universe ahead of any work of man? It
to make vaccinators responsible for the evil conss fact that men and women must become Freethinkers is, of course, much larger, but not, I think, more
quences attending upon the operation, which, it was before they dare investigate Spiritualism. As long skilfully .adapted to an end, which is the mark of inbelieved, would at no distant day cause the practice to as they believe the Bible to contain the word of telligence. It would, I think, be precious difficult to
God, they must believe that Satan himself i11 a great prove that the universe as a whole is adapted to any
be abandoned.
miracle-worker,
for so the Bible teaches them, and end at all. This was always the weak spot in the
An Executiv Committee was elected for the ensuing year, and resolutions passed agreeing to continue thousand of them now really believe that these famous argument from design, and since Darwin it
the International Congress until the Compulsory Spiritual manifestation are all the works of the has also become impossible to maintain design in the
Vaccination acts, which are eYerywbere the cause of devil. No, my friends, let us not fear that the structure of animal bodies. I am not an Atheist
unspeakable evils, are finally abolished. The next Ingersolls and the Slenkers, the W akemans and myself, in the full sense of the word. Perhaps no
Congress is to meet at Berlin in 1882, during the B{ll.dlaughs, will annihilate Spiritualism. They are man is. But that the universe is produced by an indissecting the carcass of old theology, our common telligent will seems to me contrary to all the evieittings of the Reichstag.
Yours faithfully,
enemy, and the discoveries they hav made hav dence. Intelligence and will require an object to act
WILLIAM 'f.EBB.
already filled the land with Freethinkers, and Free- upon, and a resisting force which reacts. How,
114 Victoria st., London, S. W:, England.
thinkers are the only material out of which Spiritu- then, can they be found in a solitary being, who bas
nothing to act upon or suffer from? Only by dividWn.A.T OBJECTIONS TO CHRISTIANITY? Bennett- ali11ts can be made.
Mair Discussion, between D. M. Bennett and G. M.
I wish we had a thousand such men where we hav ing God-only by some kind of transcendental metMair. This discussion wal!l first published in TnE one; they are striking tremendous blows upon our aphysics-is it possible to make thought appear the
TRUTH SEEKER, and now comes to us in book form. common enemy-an enemy that bas deprived us of cause of matter. J say appear, for as everyone who
It will be of interest to both the Infidel and Christian. m!l.ny of our dearest rights, and are zealously labor- has studied metaphysics WQll know~§ they never lead
Both sides are well represented. Discussions of this ing to deprive us of what we hav left. If Spiritual- to any result which will bear careful e,xamiuation.
c. L. JAMES.
kind always bring to the snrface truths which might ism cannot liv in an atmosphere of Freethought, in
Eau Claire, Wk, Oct. 14, 1881.
otherwise lie dormant for centuries. This book an organization in which they hav full liberty to
shou~d hav a wide circulation, as it justly merits. demoustrate the facts on whicli their philosophy is
Pubhshed by
M. Bennett, 141 Eigh~h St., New founded, then let it die. And any Materialist or
A CATALOG of our publications will be sent free
York.-The Le'beral.
Atheist who fears that hiB favoritiam willsWfer and upo application
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~cienfiftn.

I held

together as parts of one human world. The physicians studying, experimenting, or speculating
sciences arranged in. their correlative order must in or about scientific matters. They have never
===============1======== 1 inevitably
give us the only true, verifiable, and given themselves up to it or its methods unreservedly.
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
1 really usefu~ philosoph~_possible to _man.
It is a Never, like Cortez, have they burned their ships and
The Harmony. and Mea ·n 0 f th S . t':fi
·fact that t~1s great ac 1evement, th1~ novus onlo determined to conquer and live, or else to die m the
.
G ni g
e Cien 1 c 'I ~ecu?orU;rn, 1s bef01:e us. _Its . n;ethod Is not that ~f New World. Those who do not achieve this high
ospe 8 ·
mspnatwn, revelatiOn, or mtUitron, but that of veri- resolve are merely half. hearted friends, if not, like
TWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THE N. Y, LIBERAL CLUB. fication j the actual discovery of the true, the good, most clergymen, scientists, enemies, and Jesuits in
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
'and 'the beautiful, by the test of experience. The disguise, using the language and seeking to get within
law of correlation forms the warp by which the Cos- the camp of science to betray it by pretending to be
LECTURE I.
mos is woven together as a whole around man as its of its leaders. When theJ esuits took posset!sion of the
leading and education of Europe, the reformatwn
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
J center and only unity.
·
The ne:x.t harmony of science results from the fore-, Resti_ng _upon this Philos?p~y, the final victory of was at an end. In the name of Science they strangled
Our colleges and many of our "respected"
going conclusion that we live in a world of rela- Humamty IS assured. For It IS because the people it.
tions held together by human sensation:
are ignorant that they are destroyed. Science be- special scientists are pursuing the same course now.
But how, in Prof. Fiske's words, can philosophy
comes more and more the illuminator, liber.:ttor,
VIll.-IT IS THE LAW OF THE INDESTRUCTIBILITY OF guide, and savior of mankind in proportion as it be- become "a coherent organization of scientific docMATTER AND THE CORRELATION OF FORCES.
·
comes a completed philosophy. A.s such it judges trines and methods" [and results]?
We answer, only by our next Harmony, the scienIn Mr. Spencer's phrase this is the "law of the the past and determines the present and the future.
persistence of matter and of the forces."
It becomes destructive and constructive.
Turned tific arrangement of the sciences themselves into a
The older and imperfect statements of these laws upon the past it reveals the terrible ignorance and whole under the law of correlation.
were known as the "uniformity of nature" and" the superstition of the preceding methods of Philosophy.
law of cause and effect." These laws, however The adherents of these old methods fight this newA Wm·d fo1· the Devil.
named, underlie all knowledge_ and all science. comer with utter desperation. They· are willing
I
think
Bro.
Babcock hardly does this muchThey are the conclusions of the most general and enough that science may remain special and fragcarefu'fly-tested experi.ence of the human race. They mentary, but when they find it founding a _philoso- abused person justice in the last TRUTH SEEKER,
declare that no matter is ever within human ken Cll9- phy that will displace them, they become at once when he says that Satan drowned two thousand boge,
ated or destroyed; and that the changes of m~tter true successors of the fathers who burned Bruno. which was "a little tough on the pigs and awful
called forces, in mass or in molecules, are the exact They are right, for this morning of the new Philoso- mean on the owner." The devil wasn't to blame.
correlations of each other, 8nd may be converted into phy makes visible the darkness of the literature of It was Jesus who had just kicked the devil out of
~ach other in definite proportions of quantity or qual- theology and metaphysics which still forms the bulk another kind of an animal, and threatened to send
lty. Hence the course of nature is uniform, that is of our libraries. A change, therefore, is coming him into the deep (the sea?) The poor devil natthe same causes and conditions will always give th; over the thought of the world. No holy office, no urally asked to be let off, and .Tesus, like a good hogsame effects. The same phenomena will always occur ghostly or ghastly father, condemns that dead lit- hating Jew as he was, sent him into the pigs, with
under the same conditions. If we can control the erature to the fire, but the light of tested truth more the double result that the pigs were drowned and
the devil got into the deep after all. This was a
con<litions, we can. the result. ~he universality of effectively leaves it to darkness and oblivion.
the law of correlatiOn bas caused It to be considered
The words of Hume forcibly present this destruc- case of friend Jesus's flmartness. Some people bav
abi:!Olute, universal, and·neceqsary, like the axioms of tive truth, for, borrowing the allusion to the flames represented him as a sort of fine-talking fool, but I
logic and mathematics, hut like them it rests upon fron~ theology, he says: ''If we take in hand any think if he had turned his att~ntion to the old-clothes
exp~riencP in its last analysis.
volume of divinity or school, Metaphysics, for in- business, he would hav died rich. The man who
All objective science is but the following out of stance, let us ask, .Does it contain any abstract rea- told the story of the unjust steward was not a fool.
this law under different conditions and with differ- sonin,q concerning quantity or number .'R No! Does Perhaps Bro. Babcock will say it was worse for the
ent examples. Science is the accurate testing and it contain any experimental reasoning concerning devil to get into one man than two thousand pigs.
classifying of these co-relations. A.ll subjective sci- matter of fact and existence .'R No! Commit it then But again I say no. The pigs couldn't help themence is the applying of them for human uses and the to the flames, for it can contain nothing but sophis- selvs; while the devil never got into a man unlesli
the man was willing. Everybody abuses the devil
modifying of phenomena according to them. The ad- try and illusion."
mirable works and lectures of Herbert Spencer, Prof.
Prof. Huxley has figured as the Balaam of the "without cause." I like the unpopular side, and
E. L. Youmans, Profs. Grove, Barker, Carpenter, and Positivists- blessing when he went out to curse; for won't bear the devil misrepresented without taking
others, on this law and its history and consequences, in quoting these words of Hume and indorsing them up for him. Giv the devil his due. C. L. JAMES.
Eau Claire, Wis., Oct. 14, 1881.
make it unnecessary to pursue its details and appli- with all his might be adds to them his statement of
cations further.
the constructive side of the Liberal problem in
There can be no real knowledge of modern science words that ought to make him as immortal as their
Mr. Bennett's Credentials.
which is not grounded upon this law. Every one author. He says, referring to these words of Hume:
OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY OF THE NA- }
should become acquainted with its histor, and filia"Permit me to enforce this most wise advice.
TIONA.L LIBERAL LEAGUE.
tion. For that purpose the compilation of Prof. E. L. Why trouble ourselves about matters of which, bowNEw YoRK, July 24, 1881.
Youmans's, "The Correlation and Equivalence of the ever important they may be, we do know nothing To Whomsoever these Presents may Come :
Physical Forces," remains the most useful introduc- and can know nothing? We live in a world which
is full of misery and ignorance, and the plain duty of
We, the undersigned, certify that the bearer of
tion.
But this law is not only true and the basis of all of each_ and all of us, is to try to make the little corner this letter is Mr. D. M. Bennett, a resident of the
the physical sciences; it has its necessary counterpart he can influence somewhat less miserable, and some- city of New York, and a citizen of the United States
in Psychology, the science of the mind. It there ap- what less ignorant than it was before he entered it. of A~erica. He is about to leave his native country
pears as the law of inseparable association which To do this effectually, it is necessary to be fully for a JOurney around the world.
Mr. Bennett is a remarkable personage, and is
forms the basis of that science. It is by virtue of possessed of only two beliefs ; the first that the
this law of association that the science of the mind order of nature is ascertainable by our faculties to an held in great honor by the most learned, Ltberalhas become a science, and that we have a modern extent which is practically unlimited; the second minded, and respectable men and women in this
Psychology as different from the old as chemistry is that our volition counts for something as a condition republic. He is and has been for many years editor
and proprietor of a Liberal newspaper known as THE
different from alchemy. This counterpart. is neces- of the course of events."
These breathe the very spirit of Constructive Lib- TRUTH SEEKER. This paper is published, as its
sary, as above stated, because the sensations and
thoughts of man rest upon his experience of changes eralism. In this way the advanced science that has name imports, to discover and promulgate the truth,
which he regards as objective to him. The laws and for itr;~ warp the law of correlation disposes of the and in opposition to the Christian religion, which
relations of these changes are, therefore, inevitably past, and turns us to the future in the spirit of con- prevails to some extent in the United States. For
this opposition the Christians, during a temporary
from experience but yet the connecting links by which struction, encouragement, and hope. ·
A.s a summary of what has been said, and as an possession of power, imprisoned him one year under
sensations and thoughts are held together, and are
able to be coordinated into a science. Thus the outfit for the constructive Philosophy, let us begin a most false and unjust accusation. As the church
microcosm, or little world, within the mind of man is with the memorable table of conclusions, summed up select~d him for a SJ?ecial object of. her malignity,
the counterpart of his macrocosm, or great world, by Prof. Fiske. He presents it as a table of conclu- the Liberals and Infidels adopted him as the chamwithout him. The fundamental laws of both of sions in which Oomte and Spencer agree. The more pion of their cause and as the special object of their
these worlds are, therefore, but the two sides of the important point is that it expresses the substantial honor and esteem. Last year they sent him at their
agreement of all scientific thought on the fundament- own expense [in part] on a trip to Europe. On that
same human sensation and experience.
This law of correlation is often used as the basis of al points of Positive Philosophy. No one can fail to occasion he well approved himself and wrote such
notions for which it is no warrant at all. For in- notice the immense grasp and the constructive ten- graphic and interesting accounts of his travels that
stance, it is said that the quant.ity of matter and dency displayed in this table. The influence of so. the Liberal citizens of this country again send him
force in the "Universe" is unchangeable and eter- cial ends must ever render our Science more and forth on a larger tour of travel that shall take him
nal, and that there is some_ objective unity of the more synthetic. The intellect analyzes and disinte- around the world with the injunction to write full
forces, of which center or God, they are all changing grates-the heart and activity combine and inte- accounts of his travels and publish them in books'.
forms. These are merely metaphysical notions, con- grate. But here is p 1-of. Fiske's conclusions from For these books some five hnndred [now near seven
nected with the old universe idea. They are inca- his Cosmic Philosophy, vol. 1, P· 257. In them we hundred] of his friends and fellow-citizens have
subscribed and paid the price in advance.
pable of proof from anything we know. We only can all agree:
I. That all knowledge is relative.
In the prosecution of this enterprise we commend
know that the changes in matter and in mind have
II. That all unverifiable hypotheses are inadmis- Mr. Bennett to all men of progress and all Liberal
constant or certain relation to each other, as far as
opinions throughout the world. He is a man of
we observe, and that is the sufficient basis of all s1'bl e.
d.
.
III. That the evolution of philosophy, whatever truth an. mtegntr:, and the story he will tell of his
science. But it is more, it is the link by which all
of the special sciences can be linked together into else it may be, has been a process of deanthropo- ,persecutiOns and his sacrifices for the cause of Freemorphization.
thought and to maintain a free press in a republic
one grand science or positive philosophy.
IV.
That
philosophy
is
a
coherent
organization
of
represented to be free will be worthy of implicit
We are thus directly brought to the ninth great
scientific doctrines aud methods [and results].
credit.
Harmony:
V. That the critical attitude of philosophy is not Mr. Bennett is one of the Vice-Presidents of the
U::.-THE FACT THAT THE SPECIAL SCIENCES ARE destructive, but constructive; not iconoclalbtic, but National Liberal League, and we, the Board of DiNOW SO FAR COMPLETED AND CORRELATED THAT conservative; not negative, but positive."
rectors of the League, hav written and signed these
THEY FORM A POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY; A. NEW
We may congratulate all students of Science and credentials as a passport to the friendship and favor
EXPLANATION OF THE WORLD; WHICH SUPPLANTS Liberalism upon this statement, so short and true of Liberals, Infidels, tnen of science and progress,
ALL THEOLOGlCAL AND METAPHYSICAL PHILOS- and comrJrehensive. Those who stand upon this wherever be may present them, T. C. LELAND,
OPHIES.
secretary N . L . L .
table may lie called generally Scientists, ConstructThis result follows from the steps which enabled ive I,ii.Jerals, or Positivists. This criterion is proper
W HllN noisy bigots would offend the ear
us to see in the law of the permanency of matter here, for tllere are many men distinguished in the
W11h tales of burning hells which all but them must fear
and the correlation of its forces a link by which all specialties and details .. of scientific research who,
Let this injunction down their throats be rammed;
of the phenomena of all of the sever~_lJ:l~!~~~~-a_~~ like Hugh Miller, are merely theologians or meta- "Damn others as you would you lvs b
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prophecy-fulfilments. While Matthew had J~sus off in Egypt, now known in the world. A.lmost every disease is now
Luke bad him on a visit to Nazareth, and being taken in to known to come from natural causes, from an unhealthy condithe temple at Jerusalem to attend to the matter of circumcision tion of the system, or from an mlfavorable exposure, but in the
664. I cannot think that the four gospels show a spirit of
and the ceremonies pertainjng to it. I am sure one or the other time of Jesus these diseases were called devils, and he delighted
truth in the way in which they disagree and contradict each
told a falsehood, and quite possibly both. It is a great pity to cast them out. If a man was insane from any cause;"he
other in many particulars. The uncertainty as to the time of
the writers of God's inspired word should be guilty of such was said to be possessed of a devil, and the way to effect a
his birth has been alluded to. To show that nothing Is really prevarication.
· cure was to drive him Qut bv some holy spell. In the gospels
known as to when he was born it is only necessary to quote a
669. Matthew is the only one of the four divine narrators an account is given of one of these insane men strolling among
few prominent Christian authorities. Dr. A. dam Clarke, in his who has anything to say about Jesus visiting the temple in' the tombs, having one or more devils in him, and he was very
Commentary, says: "The nativity of Jesus in December his boyhood and engaging in a dispute with learned doctors on wild and furious. Here again there is a serious disagreement
should be given up. The Egyptians are said to have plaeed it intricate points of the law. The others appear to be very igno- 'between Matthew and Mark as to how many men there were
in January; Wagenseil in February; Boehart in March; Clem- rant of this early discussion, and it is more than probable, as I who had the devils inside them. Mark says there was but one
ent in April; some in May; others in Jurie and July. Wagen- they knew nothing of it, that it did not take place. Matthew !man, while Matthew insists thPre were two. Did not one of
seil as a second choice was willing to compromise on A.ugust; may easily again draw upon his fertile imagination.
i them tell a fals.ehood? Could not both of them have equally
1
Lightfoot preferred September, while others were partial to Oc670. There is a marked disagreement as to the choosing of misstated the truth? It strikes me that much credence cannot
tober and November; and thus they have gone from one the twelve apostles. One says A.ndrew was the first one chosen, i be safely given to either.
month to another, taking them all up in the circuit of the while three insist it was Simon. It is not possible that aJ.l told ! 678. It seems a hard story to believe that a devil from one
year." Unfortunately nobody can tell when be was born, and the truth-one or three stated a .mistruth. There is a similar \ man, or two devils from two men, could divide up into a thouthe Evangelists throw no light upon the subject. It is quite as disagreement as to the subsequent choice of the other discipies, sand devils and occupy that number of swine, causing them
probable as any other way that be was not born at all, and that but the one case mentioned is sufficient to illustrate the want of to rush pell-mell into the sea and be destroyed. The morality
the twenty-fifth day of December, as before observed, was harmony among the four gospel writers.
of thus destroying such a large number of hogs would seem
adopted because for many centuries it had been a pagan festi671. There.is nothing in the first three gospels about the very questionable on the part of Jesus. to say the least. For
val and had been kept as the birthday of some of their favorite Eternal Logos, or the new birth ; nothing a'bout the flowing of' one, I must say the story is too devilish hard for me to believe
gods. There is about the same want of agreement as to the life from the Father to th!) Son, and from the So~ to the believ-1 it at all.
year in which Jesus was born, varying between the statements ers in him_; nothing of the pre-existence of the son in glorybe- 1 679. Mary Magdalene seems to have had more ,than her
of Matthew and Luke from four to seven years. Prof. Dra,per fore he was born into this world or before the world was. The share of devils, entertaining as many as seven of them at a
says there has not been less than thirty different opinions as to other three gospels contain nothing of the long me~apbysical time, more, undoubtedly, than any ordinary woman is entithe time of Jesus's birth. Chamber's Encyclopedia bas this to discoveries and homilies which so abound in the fourth gospel. tied to. How so mauy found entrance into one female is not
say upon the subject: "The date of the birth of Jesus is now The Jesus of the fourth gospel is entirely different from the satisfactorily explained. I entertain some doubts of the truth
generally ·fixed a few years-at least four years-before the Jesus of the other three gospels. If the second birth is really of the story; it, too, is most too devilish.
commencement of the Christian era. The reason of this opin- of such consequence as set forth In John, why in the world was
680. A.mong the dozen similarities between the three synopion we cannot here state, but it may be observed that the it not made known lo Matthew, Mark, and Luke? Tt is quite tical gospels and the fourth gospel there are conspicuous
reckoning of the dates from the birth of Christ did not begin probable that the recond birth was an after-thought gotten np features. In the synaptical gospel the methods of teaching
till the sixth century; when error on such a point was very late in the second century to conform to the pagan notion of a are in keeping with what might be supposed to be the language
probable. The precise date of the birth of Jesus, however, new birth. I do not believe that Jesus taught the doctrine.
of an illiterate but somewhat intelligent Galilean peasant who
cannot be determined, nor can the year of his death be much
672. Matthew, Mark, and Luke knew nothing of Nicodemus 1 had been reared in the provinces and was not familiar with the
more confidently settled. The common computation fixes his and his visiting Jesus by night to learn the mysteries of his doc- intricate and recondite matters pet·taining to the deep subjects
death at the year 33 A. D., or when be was probably thirty. trines. The matter was one of considerable moment or John of philosophy and metaphysics; while in the fourth gospel we
seven years of age. A.s to the month or day of the birth would not Jomve given such importance to it. But as the fit·s have principally enigmntical aud metaphysical addresses,
of Jesus nothing is known, although the circumstance that three wrote the whole truth, and knew nothing of the remark founded on the pl'inciple enunciated in the Alexandrian schoolthe shepherds were watching their :flocks by night makes it able case, we will have to conclude that Johri was mistakent a philosophy turning chiefly on the person of Christ, the existvery certain that it did not take place at the time at which the and wrote what never took place.
ence of the Eternal Logos and its relation to the father, and
festival of Christmas is held." McClintock & Strong's Cyclo673. Matthew, Mark, and Luke had no knowledge of tb~ presenting a series of recul'l'ing contrasts. These discours~s by
pedia concedes that the birth of Jesus must have been at least great miracle of Jesus turning water into wine so particularly no means tend to instruct ignorant and illiterate people, but to
as early as the year 6 B. c. The Encyclopedia Britannica. (A.rti- narrated by John. This, if done at all, was performed in a mystify and puzzle e>en the learned and thoughtful, and to tire
- cle Chronology) says: "Christians counts one hundred and pul li1 manner, and would appear to be one of the most success_ and repel the average mind. Even when his hearers seemed
thirty-three contrary opinions of different authors concerning ful of the miracles which Jesus performed, and it bein~r his to catch his meaning, Jesus would inst><ntly utter some other
thQ year the messiah appeared on earth-many of them cele- firs.;. it was extremely remiss in Matthew, Mark, and Luke to obscme and perplexing sentiment; he would utter propositions
brated writers." By· these confessions from high sources it say nothing of it. If they knew it and ignored so remarkable and problems still more obscme and difficult of comprehension.
can be seen how completely in the fog is the whole Christian an event they were certainly incorrect historians and cannot be He also did this when they had not caught his meaning
world as to the period when their God made his debut ou this relied upon in the statements they do make. But as they have at all. He seemed to delight to lead them on from inplanet. Quite as much certainty exists as to the time when the nothing to say about it, I am inclined to think that it did not tricate mazes to mazes still more blind and obscure.
Wandering Jew, Robinson Crusoe, or Jack the Giant-killer take place, and that John is guilty of misrepresentation in The rabbi Nicodemus seemed quite as unable to understand
was born. There is almost as much discrepancy as to where making the statement be goes.
him as the Samarian woman or the rude Galilean pea8ants.
he was born, some having it at Bethlehem, others at Nazareth,
674. It is the same with the still more remarkable miracle of A. comparison of these gospels with the- fourth tends very .
some in a stable, others m a cave. The fact is, there is nothing raising Lazarus from the dead; John is the only one of the four much to disparage the latter. In the former the multiat all known about it. A.ll is conjecture or simple invention.
who seems to have known anything about the remarkable feat, tudes are nearly in all cases disposed to be favorable to the
665. There are more disagreements and contradictions be- or who deemed the trivial affair of consequence enough to men- teacher, willie in the fourth gospel Jesus usually arouses their
tween the four gospel story-tellers. than can be noticed here, -tion. Now the raising of a man from the dead after he had anger. In the first three they are astonished at the authority
but it will hardly do to let them all go unnoticed._... ~here is a begun to decompose, and the stench of decomposing :flesh began of his teaching; in the fourth his audiences usually try to stone
marked discrepancy between the first three evangelists as to the to exude from his festering body, was a most remarkable event him. Jn the three his form is easily and rapidly spread abroad,
length of the mission of Jesus, and the fourth. From the if it ever took place, and the first three writers were extremely while in the fourth his words make little or no impression. In
first it is to be infert·ed that it continued but a year or a year deficient in the performance of their duty not to speak of the' the first case people follow him from all directions, while in the
and a half, white by the latter it is to be understood to be three matter if they knew anything of it. A.s they have not a word other Jews send out officers to arrest btm. In the one case his
years or more. In fact, Irenreus, who was the first to discover to say about it, it is only fair to conclude they knew nothing of discourse seems to elicit enthusiasm and approval, while in the
the four canonical gospels, insisted that it continued for thirty it; and if they knew nothing of it, as it was said Lo be per- other they provoke curses and imprecations. A.nd, what is cudor forty years. I cannot think there is the slightest reliability formed in a public manner, it never took place at all, and was only ous in the matter, in the fourth gospel all the hatred and machin the many statements and opinions upon the subject. If one of John's big stories. So far as I am concerned, if all the inations aroused against him prove abortive for the simple reasuch a mission was ever made, and if the four men who under- four had teld it for a solemn truth, I could not believe that such son given that "his hom was not yet come." He was thus
took to write it up knew the facts of the case and were able to 8, thing as raising a man from death ever took place. The thing enabled to move about among his enemies, arousing his anger
write the truth, they could unquestionably have come nearer is utterly impossible, and if a thousand Matthews, Marks, as much as he pleased, bec;,.use the time had not arrived for the
giving such a statement as would bav harmonized, and as peo- Lukes, and Johns were to assert it, it would not be true. A. final sacrifice t.o be made. "'This miraculous holding of the anger
ple would have been able to understand alike. TbaL this is not man may be restored when apparently drowned, or when he has of his enemies seems to be the reason for describing in the fourth
sunk in ~ fit and animation is temporarily suspended. This gospel a state of things so utterly different from what is seen in
the ease is a proof of its falsity.
666. There is great disagreement between the four gospe1 thing probably occurs somewhere every day in the year; but the other three. This great disparagement between the differwriters ,as to the number of times which Jesus visited Jerusa_ when a person is really dead, and the work of decomposition ent gospel writers may be regarded as an unerring proof that
lem during his mission. A.ccording to the first three he visited has begun to take place, it is worse than idle to pretend that the they were not inspired from the same source, and that they were
it but once and that near the close of his ca.reer. According to body can be resuscitated and the former life be restored to it· not guided by the spirit of truth, or at least that all of them
the fourth writer he visited the city three or four times and a The claim is utterly false ; it never took place and never can. were not, I can believe, faultless and infallible.
681. The almost unending differences between the four gosdifferent periods of his ministry. I cannot believe that author~ This one case clearly proves the utter unreliability of the gospel
pel writers may still be further traced. A.s to the matter of
ities that agree no better than this are worth of credit. One of nan·ations.
675. The extraordinary sermon of Jesus on the mount Jesus riding into Jemsalem they seem unable to tell the story
the narratives, at least, must be a positive falsehood, and very
seems of the four writers to have been known only by Mat- alike. Two of them have it that it was an ass and its colt,
·
easily both could be.
667. The account of the slaughtering of the infants by thew. Luke has something like it given on the plain, while while the other two have it the colt only. An ass more or less
Herod is only mentioned by Matthew. This was a very re. Mark and John remain in total ignorance of the matter. A.nd may make no material difference when the Lord wishes to ride
markable and important matter, and if it really took place the although in that sermon is embodied the gist of Jesus's teach- in state, but it would seem that truthful and inspired narrators
other three writers were very remiss in their duty to say noth- ings, and the summing up of man's duty, still it· contains ought to be able to state the case alike.
682. The little incident of applying the ointment to the
ing about it. A.s they said nothing about it, it is Vflry fair to nothing of much that John puts into the mouth of J~sus.
conclude that they knew nothing about it; and if they knew These terrible discrepancies are fatal to the trustworthiness of person of Jesus had also to be differently stated. Two say it
was poured upon his head, while the two others say it was his
nothing about it, it is quite probable that Matthew did not, and the gospel narratives.
676. The account of the somewhat remarkable exhibition of feet. A.dmitting that it made no material difference te which
that he simply spun a yarn on the subject for the sake Of
bringing in one of his prophecy-fulfilmen ts for w bich he showed the transfiguration of Jesus when he became glorified as a end the grease was applied, in all conscience would it not have
a great fondness. The slaughtering of all the babes of a ki~g spirit, and Moses and Elias appeared to him and conversed been better for them all to have told the truth about the matdom, or of a given portion of it, was a monstrous and most 1m_ with him, receives no better treatment at the hands of the ter? If it was the bead it was not the feet, and it was only
Matthew, who was not present, is able uttering a falsehood to say it was the feet, and, vice versa, if it
probable affair, and I cannot believe that it took place as Mat. three story-tellers.
to
tell
all about it, while John, who is claimed to be there, is was the feet it was not the head, and it is positively false to say
thew states it.
66B. There is a positive disagreement of statement between entirely "mum'' upon the extraordinary subject. This simple beau. I cannot harmonize these falsehoods.
Matthew and the other writers about Jesus being taken into fact is quite enough to convince the thoughtful reader that the
WE hav plenty more of those colored posters on
Egypt in his infancy. If. he made that J?mney .M.ark, Luke, representation of the matter is utterly worthless.
hand which we will gladly send to any friend who
677.
ThPre
seems
to
be
no
better
agreement
on
the
singular
and John never heard of 1L; and as they did not,1t 1s extreme.
takes enough interest in THE TRUTH S.EEKE.R to aid
_ly probable that it never occurred, and that Matthew yarned subject of casting out devils. It seemed to form quite a large in extending its circulation.
·
Again for the sake of working in another of his remarkable share of the occupation of Jesus, though nothing of the kind is
PA.RT II.-NO. 59.
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r~tittrfl from Jlritndfl.
PoRT JERVIS, N. Y., Nov. 10, 1881.
Mn. EDITOR : I am sorry to be one of the eleventhhour men you speak of, but as it is better late than
niver, I inclose post-office order for $5.00 for the
Round-the-World Trip, which I hope will be a pleasant one.
Yours,
J. P. PALMER.
SALT LAXE CITY, UTAH, Nov. 3, 1881.
MR. MAcDONALD: You will find inclosed money order
for five dollars, to apply to the Trip Around the
World. Please add the name of Lucian Schwitzgabel
to the list of Salt Lake City, Utah.
LuciAN ScHWITZGABEL.
GRANTSVILLE, NEv., Oct. 26, 1881.
Mn. EDITOR: I hav been sorry that my pecuniary
circumstances did not permit me to be among the
first who contributed their five dollars to send our
loved and very able writer, Mr. Bennett, around the
world. I hav hoped, however, that I would be
able, soon('r or later, to send in my mite and to that
extent help a good work and a noble cause. I am
already assured by the letters received from our
distinguished tra'l'eler that if nothing happens to
him, it will prove a splendid investment. I am JIO\\
happy in in.:~losing you ten dollars, five for the
abovP-named}'object, and for the other five send me
the following books; "The Gods, and Other Lectures;" "The Ghosts and Other Lectures," cLoth,
$2.50; "The Truth Seeker Collection," 75 cts.; "Six
Lectures on Astronomy," by R. A. Proctor, 20 cts.;
Herbert Spencer's "Sociology," $1.50,
Very respectfully yours,
PAUL GARIEPY.
HooPER, UTAH, Oct. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: By next mail of the 24th inst. I will
remit you post-office order for three dollars, for THE
TRUTH SEEKER fl"Om Oct. 1881 to Oct. 1882. I hav
been strivi ug to send you five dollars to help swell
the RJuud-the-World Fund, for surely if there is any
man competent to make a trip around the world and
tell all the particulars of what e:x:ists, and what has
been in the past, that man is D. l\f. Bennett, as every letter he has ever written proves him head and
shoulders above all other letter-writers. You must
accept my wish for the deed in my case, in regard
-to my V, for I cannot do impossibilities, even to
help the noble benefactor, D. M. Bennett. It is
true I never promised a dime. If I had, I should
sell 'my last shirt to help friend Bennett in his noble
e:f'!'orts to giv the sons and daughters of men the
truth and nothing but the truth, as he finds it upon
this beautiful earth, which is as far superior to the
Golden City men talk about so very much as the
sun is above a Mormon slut (that is, a thin wick
put through a pant bntton, and a little fat in a
yeast powder bo:x:-lid, for a light).
I take enough interest in Tm: TRUTH SEEKElt to put
up some of your posters in this place and Ogden,
and I will post one or two in Salt Lake City th_e
first time I go there.
EDWARD F. MUNN.
Yom;s fraternally,

scholarly man who is an able advocate of Freethought views.
On Monday evening last I lectured in Coloma on
the shore of Lalre Michigan. I was invited there
by Dr. W. Ryns, who is as live and earnest a Liberal
as I hav met with for many a day. He understands
how to get together a large meeting. He did not
spare any labor or expense in advertising, and the
result was one of the largest gatherings I hav been
permitted to address in this state. And it was composed of the most intelligent of people. Wednesday
evening I talked at .Augusta. I was invited there by
Lowell Hulett, who I found to be a thinker and
worker. His countenance and general appearance
reminded me of Wendell Phillips more than any
man I ever saw. And surely any man should be
proud of thus resembling the most polished orator and greatest reformer this or any otlier country ever produced.
At Augusta I was permitted to make the acquaintance of a number of the most earnest and intelligent of Liberalists, among whom I remember the
names of E. W. Hewett, W. V. Warmington, F. B.
Hall, C. M. Bradil!lh, and last, but not least, Mrs.
Piper, your mol!lt e:Mcient agent there, who is constantly laboring with successful results to increase
the circulation of THE TRUTH SE'EXER. I had a most
pleasant visit with E. W. Hewitt, Esq., a lawyer
here. He is one of the best read men I hav recently
come across and also a great friend and admirer or
THE TRUTH SEEKER. Mr. Hewett ought to take the
rostrum for Liberalism. I enjoyed the hospitality of
the pleasant home of friend Hall, who, with his intelli~ent wife and daughter, did all they could to
make my visit pleasant. I shall long remember my
visit with our Liberal friends at Augusta.
H. L. GREEN.
BnouNSBono, On., Oct. 24, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I see I am behind again, so I inclose
post-office order for three dollars, one year's subscriptlrm. I cannot do without THE TRUTH SEEKER.
Two or thrE'e men ln this neighborhood think they
will subscribe for it. Send me some posters, and I
may get more to think the same.
WM. TERRILL.

19~

1881.

this that we Liberals of Chicago organized an auxiliary of the National Liberal League yesterday afternoon at 5~ North Lake st., and there was a very
good assemblage of Freethinkers. The following
officers were elected: President, Mr. James K. McGie; Secretary, Mr. E. A Styens; Treasurer, Mrs.
M. E. Clemens. Everything passed off fiuely, and
things in general look well for a good League. Respectfully yours for truth, JosEPH M. A. RIOKNER.
YPsiLANTI, MIOH., Nov. II, 1881.
MR. BENNETT, My very necessary friend absent and
still receeding: Your letters from abroad add value
to the best independent paper on this planet. Nothing abates from the life and interest of THE TRUTH
SEEKER with the manager, or I might say your rightbower, yea, and your left-bower also, in charge.
If you find a greenback hereinclosed, please send
your paper to Farmer Green (a new man received on
probation and who perhaps will come into full communion); for the balance of said greenback please
send to me "Exeter Hall," a romance by Wm. McDonnell. Yours sincerely, JoHN W. BABBITT, M.D.
HARRISBURG, On., Oct.. 22, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I renew my subscription for THE '!'RUTH
SEEKER. I expect my time is nParly out, and send
you another subscriber. I scatter my TRUTH SEEKERS
aro'!nd atnong my neighbors. Some of tllem like the
paper but do not iiend for it. It is rather had to giv
up the Bible stories they hav been used to all their
lives. I will send you $6, and wish you great success
in editing THE TRUTH SEEKER while Mr. Bennett is
gone.
Yours affectionately,
HoRACE LANE.
BEACH CITY, 0., Nov. 3, 1881.
Mn. EDITOR: Inclosed you will please find draft- for
$3 to pay for THE TRUTH SEEKER for another year.
I hardly think Mother Shipton's prophecy will come
true in reference to the world's coming to an end.
I think she will make a failure of it the same as all
old Bible prophets di.tl when they made a definit
shot, especially at the world's destruction. I don't
see why they should miss, the mark is surely big
enough. The only way to prophesy successfully is
to do it by random, then it will hit something by
guess.
Yours truly,
M. SHISLER.·

HART, MICH., Nov. 3,1881.
Mn. EDITOR; I see by the tab on my paper that I
CARISBROOK, NEB., Nov. 1, 1881.
hav been caught behind with the needful, which .I
MR. EDITOR: Please send me a few of those pestdid not intend should happen, but I find it quite difers and I will do what I can to help extend the cirficult to keep up with all the demands. I intend to
culation of the best paper ever published, LiberalkeE'p on taking the best paper in the world as long ism ia gaining ground rapidly here.
as I am able to pay for it, especially if it continue!'
Yours truly,
J. A. CoFFMAN.
to conduct itself as credit11.bly ali it has thus far. I
inclose the amount necessary to insure the paper
HART, MrcH., Nov. 1, 1881.
for another year.
C. A. GA.INES.
MR. EDITOR: According to the da.te on the wrapper
of my paper the time is out the first of January
BoisE CITY, IDAHO, Oct. 27, 1881.
next, and there is no use of my waiting until then
Mn. EDITOR: !fy tab tella me I am somewhat into find out it I want to renew for the year of 1882,
debted to you. I can ill spare the cash, but I could
!or that is a settled fact now, and please find money
not think of such a calamity as being the loser of a
order to that e!fel!t, and when the life of that Guisingle copy of your< valvable paper without abhorteau fellow who shot the President comes out in
rence. I desire, oh, so much, to be in that starry
book form, I want it. We want to know all about
galaxy of names to assist our grand old hero around
the world, and would gladly send ten dollars instead his Christian career, and to how many different denominations he belongs,· and all about it, etc. The
of these lonesome two, but cannot, being at the foot
of the ladder. But I am not always going to remain orthodox here say he was a Mormon, and that the
Mormons ought to be put down, etc., but it is laughH. L. GREEN'S LECTURE TRIP.
there, and when I do get up a few rounds I will aee
EDITOR T:RUTH SEEKER : Since I wrote to you I hav that my share of the patronage to the best paper in able to see how mum some are, and how other
Christiam try to smooth it over on the plea of inlectured in Grand Ledge, Otsego, Coloma, and Au- America is faithfully and freely given. Inclosed find
sanity. I think they are all insane.
gusta in this state, and next week expect to speak money order for $2, which apply on my subscription.
Yours !or truth, justice, and common sense,
in Jonesville, Union City, Colon, and Schoolcraft.
Ever yours,
EVER.utD _MARTIN.
CHA!!. V. WARREN. ..
There are a great many outspoken Liberals in Michigan, and many more, who, I am sorry to say,_ are
SENECA, IowA, NoT. ~. 1881.
MENOMONEE, Wrs., Nov. 3, 1881.
not outspoken. And, as everywhere else, the Lrber
MR. EDITOR: Will you please ask yol).r readers
MR. EDITOR: You will please excuse me for not reals here stand much in need of organization. For through the paper if any of them know of a cure mitting to you before. I lost my receipt for the
that reason it is very difficult to arrange for a lect- for nasal catarrh, and cblige a lady reader of your _money I sent you to pay for for TRUTH SEEKER. Inure in many towns. There is not a village in the paper?
E. M. B.
closed I send $1.50, the balance due you for one
state where a respectable audience could not be got
year's subscription. Do not fail to send the paper
together to listen to a Freethought lecture it there
OwEN SouND, CAN., Oct. 29, 1881.
regularly, for I would as soon go with but two meals
was some one person in the town who would take
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed five dollars, a day as be without the paper.
the lead in making the necessary arrangements. three for THE 'llltvTH SEEKER for one year, from Sept.
Respectfully,
R. E. LOOMIS.
But I am pleased to learn that in most every town 1881 to Sept. 1882, and the balance as per order inof any size I find a rew live, activ Freethinkers who closed. t am a little behind time with my renewal,
BEAVER DAM, Wis., Nov. 4, 1881.
are doing what they can to disseminate light and and I am thankful you did not cut me off in my_ Mn. EDITOlt: The tab on my paper tells IDE' it is
knowledge, and the number is inm;easing every day. shortcomin . I am determined to stick to the old time to renew. I- hav got to break up housekeeping
At Grand Ledge I found a town full of Freethink- ship. It was she who brought me out of the fogs of or take THE TRUTH SEEKER, so not being ready to
ers. Nearly every business man there is in sympathy superstition, and I owe more for the passage than I break up housekeeping, I must hav the paper, havwith our movement, and although the announcement shall aver be able to pay, but I am doing my best, ing read it for years. I expect to continue to read
of my meeting was not made until the morning of hoping Mr. Bennett a pleasant and profitable jour- it to the end, as I am now sixty-four years old and
the day that I lectured, the Opera House was well ney and a safe return.
badly bunged up with inflammatory rheumatism. I
filled with an intelligent class of people, who iisYours truly,
find the paper an agreeable companion. Those letBERT F. THOMSON.
tened attentivly to what I had to say for nearly two
ters from Mr. Bennett are very interesting, and if I
hours. During my stay at Grand Ledge I enjoyed
EATON RAPIDs, Oct. 29, 1881.
had not sent in my "V" for the books of travel I
the hospitality or the peaceful home of Mr. HarriM~t. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar for two new certainly should do so now.
You will find inclosed
son Halbert, the most radical Freethinker I ever subscribers for three months each. They are both $5-$3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER and $2 for three pictmet. He is a man of property in that uommunity, good Liberals and will probably become permanent ures, Bennett, Ingersoll, and Paine.
but has no fear of the minions of orthodoxy. All subscribers. I will try to get more. I think that is
Yours truly,
H. E. DAVIS.
know what his views are. A short time since he vis- a good way to increase the circulation of the paper.
ited the home of some orthodox relations, and after Many will become interested in the paper and will
PORTLAND, ME.
family prayers he coolly inquired, "How long before become permanent patrons. That is the way I comM~t. EDITOR: Jacob W. Davies, aged 20, died at Jol~
you expect to get an answer to that prayer?"
menced. I lent several copies of THE TRUTH SEEKER iet, Ill., Oct. 26th, o! typhoid fever, at the house of
At this place I also made the acquaintance of to my Infidel brother in the state of New York last his father, Wm. J. Davies, of the Rolling Mill, PortMessrs. Geo. W. Irish, Stephen Pearl, Iria Smith, winter. He is n·ow a subscriber to the paper. Much land, l'lfe. The diploma of the young man w·us hangand others of the Liberal " household of faith." On good can be done in this way. Yours, for the good ing on the wall at the time, it being a diploma from
Sunday evening lalilt I spoke at Otsego, Mich., to a cause,
A. ATwooD.
the Portland BL1sfness College. The glass of this
large audience. At that village a new fine Opera
diploma. suddenly and spontaneously cracked in two
House has just been built and my lecture was the
CHICAGO, ILL., Oct. Ill, 1881.
at the moment of the death. The crack was the
first one ever delivered in it. For the privilege ~!
l\h. EDITO:R: Please tind inclosed $2.00. One place shape of a rainbow inverted, reaching from the top
lecturing there I am indebted to Dr. C!Jase, of Otsego, to my account for the Round-the-World Trip, and corner of the left to that of the right, while the
the son of Hon. Warren Chase, of California, so well for the other dollar send a copy of THE TRUTH middle pa,seed exactlv across the name of the deknown to tbe Liberal public. Dr. Chate i& a worthy SEExEB. I suppose you will know before you get ceased.
Dn. J. Davmll,

THE TRUTH: S:EEKE:tt, NoVEMB:ElR 19, 1881.
NEw YoRK, N.Y., Nov. 12, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: T wonld like to ask a few simple questions for 1\lr. T. B. Wakeman to answer. What does
he mean by the term " univt:>rsal '(" He uses it fre. quently; I note only on• iJJstance: In your issue of
October 22,1, page 675, first column, he speaks of the
" uniform, univt!rsal, and inherited experience of
mankind." If no "universe;'' then no derivati v
from it, of course, uo "universal."
"That the wol"ld was then discovered and declared
to be a cosmos but not a universe." In the same
number of your paper, and I think in every number
lately, you speak of "Around-the-World" fund and
of "the Round-the-World Journey which Mr. Bennett
is now engaged in making." Had you better not
modify your language a· little in accordance with :Mr.
Wal{eman's "new gospel?" According to his .reasoning, around the world would mean around the
"solar system "-too big an undertaking for even :Mr.
Bennett.
Near the bottom of the third column I read that
"the space beyond the universe could only be thought
of as infinit." l~ow can that part of space which is
beyond the universe, or beyond anything, be infinit ?
It must be finited on the part adjoining the universe,
or "the world," as Mr. Wakeman puts it, and consequently cannot be inftnit. A few lines further on he
says, "There cannot be two infinits." How is that?
There is infinit space or "infinity" of space, and infinit or infinity of time, and time and space are not
one, surely. In the same issue the author speaks of
the "nowhere of infinity." I do not know whether
he means h.ere that " now here " is infinit, or really
what he does mean; I would like to hav him explain.
And, then, just above he speaks of "Bruno, the proclaimer of infinit space and infinit worlds." But
hold, good friend, "World," ) ou contend, includes
the whole, reaching even beyond the solar system.
How, then, can there be an "infinity" o! worlds in
addition to inftnit space. These are only a few of the
"points."
will notice more anon.
INQUIRER.
[We leave his for Mr. Wakeman to elucidate. ·As
for ourselvs we sh ll still stick to the "Around-theWorld" Juu .Jey, and ho]le to add a good many more
V's to the fund. If Mr. Bennett should conclude to
go around the solar system, we must hav much
longer list than now.-ED. T. S.]
LANCASTER, TEx., Nov. 8,1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed find post-office or. der for $3 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for 1881. It should
hav been sent before nCJw, but the good (?) book
says that the eleventh-hour man fares as well as
any; so I suppose I am all right. The greatest misfortune is that Liberals are poor. I am glad to see
the star is affixed to the names of so many of the
donors to the Round-the-World Trip, and I think the
reason it is· not to all the names is that they hav
died since making the•pledge. The Lone Star state
seems to be behind in the cause of Liberalism, but
there is plenty of the right kind of material here it
it was only worked up. If you will send me a few
of those posters I will find places to stick them up.
Wishing t.he old hero a safe trip around this little
ball, I am,
Yours respectfully,
J. S. HATTER.
AYER, :MA.ss., Nov. 8. 1881.
EDITOR OF TRUTH SEEKER: I hav been reading the
"Life of President Garfield," written by a clergyman, and it has too much clerical color and shading.
In his debate with Prot Dentou he showed his great
ability as a powerful de!encter and champion of any
cause he undert.ook, and it was no less a display of
his early teaching and collegiate education which led
him to defend the Bible and the Christian faith. But
his biographer may try in vain to convince intelligent, thinking people that such a large-hearte"d soul
can be crowded into sectarian bands. Had he been
the pupil of Denton he would l:lav been the able advocate of science and reason instead of church dogmas 11nd the mythical writings called the "word of
God," which the priesthood hav lately taken the liberty and assumed authority to revise and scratch
with as much nonchalance as a voter would a
ballot.
With the thoroughness with which President Garfield investigated whatever he undertook, he would
hav broken every sectarian band and stood with the
Liberals ami Freethinl(ers of to-day, as he bas by his
acts indorsed the political principles of Thomas
Paine, which made it hopef~l for such as he to be
made President of the Vni!ed States, but of whose
rare services a professed Christian deprived us. Is
there a history of Garfield whose biographer is a man
who will giv us facts without clerical shading ?
Yours for even justice,
ELIJAH MrnroK.
AsHLAND, MICH., Oct. 29, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: We hav got a new crop of preacher3
here this fall, and religion is on the raise. If you
will be so kind as to send me THE TRUTH SEEKER and
that little book called "Self-Contradictions of the
Bible," I will be very much obliged. You will find
inclosed seventy-five cents to pay for the same.
Yours yery truly,
M. F. THAYER.
RocKFORD, !LL., Nov. 2, 188L
MR. EDITOR: Oblige me with a copy of the paper
of Oct. 29, 18t:l1, as the copy sent me met with a calamity which has ruined it. Through the kindness
of a friend who was about dying, I was furnished
\

with a complete file of THE TRUTH SEE~ER from its
birth, and as I am carefully preserving etLch number
for binding I mnst hav the one above described. I
consider THE TRUTH SEEKER files the most valuable
library now in reach of the genuin inquirer after the
truth. I hupe all your subscribers are taking pains
to preserve their numbers for binding.
Very truly,
G. W. BI;OWN, M. D.
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and the state of four cannot be contained in two, no
more can the spirit be demonstrated as such in the
object as such.· If this is insane writing, please tell.
Yours,
A. H. KRUGER .
Dxs MOINES, IowA., Nov. 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: D. M. Bennett's letters from Aroundthe-World Trip are such real pictures of the characters of men, places, and things that they need only
to be known in order to be immensely admired. No
matter what companion :Mr. Bennett falls in with,
if the bare-footed, bare-legged real Colleen Bawn, or
the refined and talented Mrs. o sant, he is the sa.me
"plisant gintleman." I hope that he will make
many and extended lateral excursions on his journey,
even if it will consume some time. :M:y opinion i<;
that Mr. Bennett never was more interesting or better employed than at the present time. ·His record
will undoubtedly be a valuable production. The more
his letters are read the more the book will be sought.
Let Liberals giv THE TRUTH SEEKER an airing.
Inclosed is a post-office order for $7-$3 to place
to my subscription account, and $3 to send the paper
for one year to L. T. Womacks; addre Waukee,
Dallas county, Iowa, and for the other dollar please
send to me the "History of the Council of Nice, .a..n.,
8~5."
Yours truly,
.!.. CLEGG.

CLEVELAND, OHIO, Oct. 30, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Each week the dear old sheet corned
laden with choice thoughts. Mr. Bennett's letters of
travel are highly entertaining. T. B. Wa.keman'a
lectures and eesays are always replete with choice
thought. Miss Susan Wixon on the " Social Status;
of Liberalism" i's timely and apropos. Yes, we need
social intercourse-the friendly greetings, the warm
hand-clasps, and genial faces from which the ·soul
radiates love and friendship. Let us be grandly
human, daring to do the right and be true.
This glorious· day I visited Wade's Park and the
beautiful Lake View cemetery. Oh, it is grandly
beautiful both by nature and skilled art. We alighted
from our coupe, paused at the entra.nce of Scofield's
new vault to gaze upon the beautiful casket which
contains all that remains mortal of the good Garfield. Beautiful flowers guard the entra.nce within
and a soldiar guards without. The funeral car is
stationed on the dedivity of the mound where his
Can God Find His Equal t
monument and crypt are to be erected. Please send
To
THE
EDITOR OF THE , TRuTH SEEKER, Sir :
my paper to Elkland, Pa., as we are to leave this
I
notice
the-following
query going 'the rounds of thEl
beautiful city for our country home. Ever for the
press: "What is it that God never saw, Washington
ri!lht,
GRACE L. PARKHURST.
seldom saw, and we see every day?" The query is
answered by asking if God ever saw his equal.
SoUTH DARTMOUTH, :MA.ss, Oct. 30, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I think that w. J. Dean, or Joseph, "With God all things are possible" (Matt. xix, 26,
Or., in his communication bf Oct. 5th, has touched and Mark x, 27). Therefore, if God never saw his
a very importantimbject. And as at the close o! his equal, it il!l possible for him to see it. It is possible
communication he invites others to express their for him. to make "two hills without a valley between
opinion, I will write a little, with your permission. them," and to make a "four-year colt in a minute"
There is no mistake that a very large per cent of and to make matter without force, or force witho~i
our .school literature i!! tinctured· with theological matter. Let us swallow the whole while we are so inexpressions. I hav royse!! overba,uled some of the consistent. Let us hear through your columns from
PoND.
text-books which are in daily use, and what I hav some of the knowing and posted onei.
seen is on a par with what Mr. Dean announces as
the result o! his inveetigation of sundry day school
A. Note from Col. Kelso.
books. It does seem· that there is a concerted and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
systematic eff'Jrt on the part of those who compile
our school books to inject just as much theology as My lal!lt letter was written from Idaho Springs, Col.,
they can, so as to giv the youthful mind an impetus some five months ago. In that letter I promised tu
toward the dogmas and doctrins of priestcraft and giv your readers an account of my future wandersuperstition. And in view of all this, ta.king every- ings, adventures, observation!!, etc. For the next
thing into consideration, I agree with your corre- thr~e months I wandered among the indescribably
spondent !rom Joseph, Or., that it would be an incal- grand scenes of the great mountains of that state·,
culable benefit (an antidote against the theological and bad many thrilling adventures. I wrote a full
poison which is being so persistently and persever- account of these wanderings, adventurel!l, etc. This
ingly injected into our school literature) if all such account, however, made a book-and a very interel!ltwriters as Jamel! Parton, Prof. William Denton, and ing book, too, myself being judge-and not a mere
Susan H. Wixon would compile a system of school letter that could find room in your already crowded
books which would be free !J·om the objectionable columns. I could not ask you to publish it as it was,
features which pervade the text-books employed- in
our schools. Not content with foisting the Bible on ~nd to condense it woulq spoil it. Hence my promis
our schools, the devotees of superstition are also to your readers has not been, and probably never
doing all they can to inoculate our school literature will be, fulfilled.
I lectured in several of the cities and towns in
with their theological views. I hav thus endeavored
to giv somewhat hastily my views on this important Cola.rado, my lectures everywhere exciting a good
topic, and, like Mr. Dean, would also inTite others to deal of enthusiasm among the Liberals, who are
do likewise. Let us hear !rom Susan H. Wixon, quite numeroul!, and striking terror into the ranki of
Elmina Drake Blenker, and as many othere as may the legions of bigotry, superstition, and priel!ltcraft.
find it convenient to respond. This is really a very About tho middle of September I came on to eastern
important matter, and I for one thank :Mr. Dean for Kansas, where Liberalism is quite strong, and where
I delivered several successful lectures. I then came
alluding to it. Truly yoms, EDWIN H. BARTLETT.
on to Chicago and attended the National Liberal
League Congress that met there on th;) 30th of SepPACIFIC, Nov. 9, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: I inclose $2 for the litho- tember. After the close of the Congress I delivered
graphs of Pa ne, Bennett, and Ingersoll. Please a series of lectures in Union Park Hall to small but
very appreciativ audiences. I then came on to thiR
send them to my address.
I cannot let the opportunity pa,es to giv you my great and wicked city to secure the publication of
thought in regard to a criticism on a discourse pur- some Liberal writings, "Deity Analyzed" and "The
porting to be from the spirit of Thomas Paine in Devil's Defense," upon which I hav spent several
THE TRUTH SEEKER of October 8th. You remark: "It years of faithful labor. This bu&iness being now
is no more like the clear, incisiv, convincing ltLuguage nearly accomplished, I will soon be able to devote
of the words that we know of Tilomas Paine than my whole time, and whatever talent I may possess,
white is like. black "-no, than black is like white. to the duties of the lecture field.
You think if he did writ~ it he has lost a good deal
On the evening of the 25th of this month I am to
of his nativ common sense somewhere between here lecture before the Manhattan Liberal Club, in Science
and the next world. Now I would like to ask you, Hall. After that I will be ready to go anywhere
or any one of your way and manner of reasoning, if that I may hav a call, even to theN orth Pole. I fl.m
he has not-if any man that dies does not lose a earnest in this work, and hope that I shall bav calls
good deal? Will I answer my own question to you?
enough to occupy all my time. (You see I am getHas he not lost all his object-his· 1' external" corting in a free advertisment here, but it is for the
relate, eh? Is reason object or is it suliject? What
is the "I?" Is one, the body, it, or is one of it? If good of the cause and is the only kind that I am now
one is of it, that is, the I, the mind, that which one able to put in.) I would like to hav calls even from
knows of life, of object, being, then what can he say small country villages that are rarely if ever visited
and do without it? Please state the how and con by other Liberal lecturers. Even if the Liberals of
so. There is no logic in such reasoning as :Materi- such places can promis me nothing more than the
alists advance in regard to spirit. One might as well actual expense of reaching tb_em and of stopping
demand of a man without legs to walk--a man with- among them, let them not hesitate to call me. If
out arms to perform the same acts as perfect as that is the best thing they can do they shall hav my
those who hav them, than to ask a disembodied services any way. I wish to become acquainted with
spirit to speak the same as when he had his total the Liberals and with the condition of Liberalism
everywhere. Address for the present care of TRUTB
correlate. It is too absurd to think-to ask-it.
Yours truly,
JoHN R. KELso.
Are you not aware bow little man knows of the SEERER.
laws of the whys and wherefo~es of hls organized
New York, Nov. 12, 1881.
body? How, then, can be assume, control an organ
that is not even his own-that is the life and cause
WE hav plenty more of those colored posters on
of an other? How, where is your scientific cause
order I would like to know? :Motiv being is of ob- hand which we will gladly send to any friend who
jeotiv' condition-is above it, and consequently can- takes enough interest in THE TRUTH SEEKER to aid
not be proved it. If it takes twice two to make four, in extflnding its circulation.
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It would be JOY to Jacob conld he look
And see his brother Esau writhe in hell,
Or Elisha see tbe hoys the bruin" shook
As a dog shakes a mt. all roasting well:
Or David, paired with Urs. U., who took
A bath one evening, seeing him who fell
In battle by his act, show her Uriah,
Who feels that God is a consuming fire.
In this we hav the adv:t.ntage. John\than E.,
Who wrote the famous tJ·eatis on the Wlil,
Canloolr from heaven's battlements and see
A delicate cinder that, on earth, was EJ,
Or Ellery Channing. who m:tintained that three
Were three times on<'. not on.e, and now in bell
Gets his deee1·ts. And gentle John'thau E.
Harps lonrter on his h:np to the blest trinity.
And J. I•cariot Cook, who once rmplicd
Tt·e microscope to Mary, and expl:lined
The my,otery of the !Jir1 h of him who died
On Calvary: th<.tt she wa.;; not itnpreg:ued
By power t11e hi~he.-t; and old Gabi'iellied
Ot· was rnistakPn: and that "jJary telgned,
Or wu~ deceived. when ~he IJrokeforth in FZnng,
Exultant that her otJ•pring was tile long

Ruvtures Cured

Ye who to reason are not deaf
Tell where the sin's in unbelief.
Belief no nutn can well control
Wtthont. "ome facts to save his soul.
That black is white C11nnot ~"jammed
Into mankind, t hongh they are damned.

Hell.
I said that hell had not then been invented.
We hav theadvnnta!l"e over Bible times.
They burned or hacked rhP. body, well contented
When death ensued; bnt when we've racked the
limbs
Or burned and buriPd those who hav dissented,
Or won't confortn to our religions whims,
We bav the satisfaction of discerning,
With eye of faith, their hell forever bnrn ing.

IRy lt.ly Itledlcal <::~mpound au1»

Rubber Elastic Appliance
lci':~fga~N?,et~~rr.,•;e~fatgci.m~JtPewJ.;Jl,~~~ulf~~u~~~a·i!~~
ents, aifand each in turn are dally hurried io their end
In 30 Days.
by the errors of drug treatment; and yet the people ·go
on from decade to decali.e without ever making inquiry
Heltable r;~erences ~iven. Send stamp ror circular. as to the cause or snch a state of things.

'Tis acts, not faith, t11at make the man.
Believe some creeds some never can.
Nor those who slnnder unknown gods;
But trntl1's theil' star. no stupid frauds.
•.rhongh hell-fire right and left is slamm<'d,
They rest assured there'll none bo damned.

Say in what
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WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY
THE

Bennett-Mair Discussion.
BETWEEN

::U.

X.~~~lsou saw J~!~~~~r.tt."'lJ6¥iiNGS,

llENI\'E'll"l' and G. M. M1.IR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

Tbe t'ttllest Discussion yet Published,
"'i ,·i ng the Dognta.s n,ud 4Jlaitns ot
Chl'istinuity a t.horongh Ex-

antinnt-iou ;n·o atut con.

I ho.v now, after sixteen months' residence in Brooklyn,

Smithville. J etrerson Co .. N. Y.

~il.'lteen ~nvlor11

1

D.

reader. Themost oclentl1lc writers of the past and pre
ent hav all denounced the practice of medlcin as mere experiment, and the thousands who die under medical
treatment only too trnly tell the melancholy fact. The
Infant Is wrested from its mother's hr~ast; the bride or

F~~~e~ft~g~~yg~~~~!~~~~~n~b~~~~~~~d~o~~~;ho~t cea"u~~

and that the same means that will cure gout wlll cure
cancer; the same that will cure paru.lysis will cure ca.tanh; the same that will stay bleedlr g of the lung wlll
cure •nchylos/,11. This very astounding statement must

ot· .None.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.
1 1
Being a reply to John '1'. Perry's " Sixteen Saviors or
One." Two liundred a.nd twenty-four errors are pointed ~y~~ ~f[~~~e1~~~~ ~~tgh t~: ill~~~sa~~~~~ :~8 ~ ~~·~6~~~
of diagnosis. These men only too frequently declare a
out and thoroughly exposed.
lung to be diseased when that lung is in perrect condi)fT~~-~~ty~~tfsre~f!J?~~~:i~~f~f 6~~~~~ f~ w~,~o~~ tion. Then how often is it declarell that the heart is enexam ins all of Mr. Perry's witneiiBes and authorities, one ~rf&e~t~t:~~~[, ~~l;~!J~~l:~t~r:trl~, ~~~~~i~t~~h~~t~u~~
by one, and arrays them against each other, and someLimes against Mr. Perry himself. The witnesses In their ever-changing course of medlcin-mercury to-day, chloral
cross-examination not only contl·adict each other and hydrate to-morrow, belladonna next day, and so on, week
themselvs, but condemn each other, showing some of them ~N;T~:· a~~~ b~J;~:~·a~I:;tiht~: g~g~py~~~~~~obe,.<;:>n:,~,;
are not qnalifi'ed to a.ct as witnesses in the case. This
grave.
Now, to obviate all this diagnostic nonsense, I hav come
{g~t~f;emft~rii'g~\l:. rj.'::~}~~g~~~~· w~a\hg:,V'h~~~~~~
but that some of his witnesses seem to turn 11 state's evi- to the rescue of these poor invalids, and tell them plainly
tlence" against him and testify for Mr. Graves. And in that there is but one cause for disease, and consequently
one means of cure.

:ge;;~o;:,~h~~~~f~:· ~r t~a;~~~~a~l~~o~~f' o~agf.~,frf.l'a~

testimony a~alnst Mr. Perrfu that is absolutely overwhelm.
InK. Price. 5 cento, pam/or
bouB\t. BENNETT.

:Je$Jy

$6~tf.;!~-'f J~~~~~~ <c'&~ fo~.;,.l'll:.s

and $5 outllt

ONE DISEASE I ONE CURE !
The fact being that there is but one disease, no matter

ir.!'a~tk~~~~l~h~?c~~~~~·:#,~~~~~~nfha~Yd~~e~s~h,[~~N~ht~~
cure llu.v been so multiplted, we now know the want· of

MACHINERY.

Tbfs book 18 a thorough examination of ~be Christian
syi.t~~~r(I~tf.~~;\~i?~· ~11~~~~~~ i~~~t~~~~oJ~~;i~~~' tg:r~:: bor-·
rowed or copied from much older sysrema of religion.
(a) The belief in an offspring being begotten by a god aan.\, .lfuot and Power Pr,·~ge!!. 1)!" "York ot all. 'tlnda.
upon a llUlll<lll virgin is nearly a. thou~:~and years older th .. n
PM"fOfflting Die. "" li....,oialty,
Foretold messiah, through whose marvellous the mythical story of Jesus u.nd his virgin mother. (b)
Other so-c.."l.Jled saviors and l'edeemers h~tv been believed
birth
in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
All nations and all peoples should be blest,
the cross mtmy hundreds of years before the same was

~:~v~~~~:~lJ~ r:e[he~~i:c~~~f~~: ~~~~~~~v~~ ~r~~~dw~~!

blooa is the life, and electricity the equullzer of all our
forces, so that if we can by any means infuse magnetism
Into the human organism soothingly and gently we shall
thereby attain to a naturu.l stu.te of existence and death
sh~ll only be the result of nature's inevitable law, instead
of the eurly deaths amid racking pat us, aupertnduced by
the introduction of poisonous drugs and quack nostrums
dispensed ludlscrlminately by em~n·ics and the scboolmen

0
r~~a~fd~ !~£~j;a~u~~~~ ~s ~et~i:l~e~e~~ ~~:t~~~~~ f~~i~~~~
E. B. STIMPSON, 3:..SpruoeSt.,:X.l'. remedy-magnetism
•

And sbe sllonld he proehtimed throughout the
earth
Happy above all mothers. Cook expressed,
Without the slighte"t tendency to mirth,
Among his hearers. who >Ill seemed impressed
With its importance, his l'elief that JesJesus waS born as drones ~unong tlle bees.
'Twas partheno-genesis and nothing more,
So said the latest seiencP. 'l'hen he quoted
Jaw-breaking Gerrnan guttnral~-a ecore
Of men to nhysiology devoted;
And said the pereon we'd been taught t' adore
As the original G•·eeian word denoted,
Was a subsistence. not a pe1·eon: three
SubsistenceB, not person~, were the trinity,
Which was a substance. Now, I cannot !:l-ee
How substance. which himself was nought
And could do nonght, when multiplied by three
Became the infi<~it God, tmnscen•ling thot1ght:
How three noughts ad•ll·d made infinity;
How this su!Jsietence lived on earth and taught
And walked a!Jout and ate and drank and died;
Died like a man-nay, like a thief, was cmci:fied.

1

~·~i~~~e~;{~~~- in<cth~:?s~L~ni~Yn~f~a~ ~~~i' ~~~{~t:ts~af~a~~~~~

W. F. JAMIESON'S

~i~~~·~~~!~f~;nJ:l~~~?o~g~id tft~ ~'ri~lJ~ousand years before
2. Miracles a.nd supernatural "'achievements hav been as
fully and truly ascribed to other teachers and found drs of
religion as to Jesus.
3. The sttJry of Jesu~ and his mission in the world ii! un~
ll1storical; it. is not curroborated by contemporaneous his-

.
gence, lind sc1enti!ic informu.tion, and. so far as they are of
~l~;· ~~~e~~~d t~~~~~~;s~~dp~~~~~~Ttti~~r~~~~fg1a rlselt
written
men
informed in scientific
~~

4. The teachings of Jeeus are defectiv in morals, intelli~
1

THE PHONOGRAPH
It is olmpllclty it-

self. Is very easily learned. Easily operated with •II the

was
Uy
illy
knowl~ fingers. Its writing is more legible and accurate than any
edge, and dues not harmonize with the facts and principles
in nature known to be true.
other system of shorthand. The writing of one operator
5 The doctrins and claims of Christianity hav been a
can
be readily read by another. Ordinary shorthand re~~~~:tt~n~~eb~i~~ ~ ~~1~=~~~ ~~ ~~~~![ ~!~ ~~~Yi~:ft~~~n
of hM.te. contention, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered quires the verbatim reporter to commit to memory hunIgnorance, super:3tition, and falsehood, and has retarded
education and science in the world, It recogniz~s and
dreds or contractions and word-signs. Operators of the

~~~ft~~t;hLl~~tg~~~:~~~;, Bfesst;~rsgl~ a~ig~~~~~ f~~ ~Ve;J~

in its assertion that all power is of God. As a Stenograph use less than one hundred contractions.
pruof of this the ledders and bright stars of the Chrhtlan
church hay been among the worst tyrants and oppressors The letters are represented by dots and spaces-nothing
of human lltJP.r~y the world has known.
6. The l:HiJle <Lnd Christianity hav oppressed woman and else. To fit persons for shorthand clerks only half the
luv deprived her of the rights to which by nature she is
1
?u~~ f17~~~~\J}~· anU Cllristianlty arP. unprugressiv in their time required to learn the best phonography. Six hun.
nature: they are founded upon the ductriu and authority
of L.od himself, and are therefore incapable of progress dred letters per minute can easily be made, which is more
and improvement.
Still he is confident, this Joseph C.,
~, 8. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher than sufilcient to equal the speed of the most rapid re.
That in some future state, some post-existence, clttS:3 of truth snd t.he best variety of religion which manporters.
kind are capable of receivina:.
Translated into heaven, he Will see,
Price,
$1.~0.
While sitting, cheek by jowl, with the second
Lessons can be given by mall. Teaching will not interdress
D. :u. BENNET'I'.
snbsistence,
Ul Eighth st., New York.
The devil, aided by a score of assistants.
fere with my lectnrlng.· Let Liberals pnt their children

Heaping the coals around poor Theodore P.,
While P .. like Lazarus's friend, begs Joe for water,
And Joe will see him damned first, as he oughter.

pres~:~ion

W. F. J

tl.IDIE~ON,

Provided always Joe can find some screen
Albion,
To bang between his past and God almighty,
4t44
Mich.
So that the damning 1·ecord can't be seen,
A.
WEEKLY
LIBERAL
JOURNAL
The black and hideous record SU£!' vitce,
"WILSONIA." TRIUMPHANT.
He hinted at, when lecturing yestreen,
With sixteen large pages, will be sent
In the "old South," when Standing Bear and
1'or 'I'HREE ltiON'I'HS, postall,'e paid,
Bright-eye
And ghosts. as thick as Ieave'l in Y•lllambrosa,
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
"Declared'' be must hav been damned .fast, this
Full letters from the Editor, now on a
Joe, sir.
tour around the world, appear weekly.
Proviso 2, that Joseph is sustained
TRIUMPHANT.
These atone a•·e worth the price asked.
In his queer notions of the trinity,
.By this triune; for Joseph would be pained
Address
D. ~I. BENNE'I'T,
WILLIAM WILSON,
Should it turn out that the divinity
l.tl Ei:;-hth st., New York.
Is not a triplet; and that he impregned
MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,
Miss JII., and, proud of his paternity,
Resents the insult that the heir to the throne
INVENTOR OF THE "WILSONIA," AND LECTURER
Is not one whit superior to a drone.
ON ELECTRHJAL THERAPEUTICS, AUTHOR

~rRUTH

THE

SEEKER,

'I'W I L

But Joseph's dumb; that is, upon this theme.
He's dropped tbe subject-never mentions it.
He knocked the keystone out from the grand
scheme;
The brethren were disgusted with it, quite.
The clergy thought him upon this point lame,
'Twoul bring upon the sect a perfect blight.
Jesus no father? God no son? What next?
Then all religion was but a pretext.

-Simeon Palmer.

Believe or Be Damned.
BY ROBERT SWAIL.

The holy clergy of our land
Would fain hav all men understand
That inspiration takes the lead
And does all reason supersede,
That into men faith must be crammedBelieve in ghosts or else be damned.

LIFE-SIZE

lle~n;y

Plate Paper, 20x28.

SUI'fABLE FOR FRAME OR
WI'fHOUT FRAME.
Sent

Mail or Fifty cents.

When wise men study nature's laws,
Without intent to hurt God's cause,
And bring out facts that creeds oppose,
The clergy then declare them foes;
They raise the cry, their wisdom's shammed,
Believe them not or you'll be damned.
'Tis said that Joshua stopped the sun
More time to get some butchering done;
Pl'iests swear 'tis true-don't question why,
But men of science nail this lie;
Their zeal for truth cannot be calmed
By threats if not they will be damned.
There is that otber fishy tale
About old Jonah and the whale;
The story of creation. too,
Which science proves cannot be true;
To dodge it priests hav hawed and hemmed,
Oh, reason not or you'll be damned.

....................................................... :

MAY BE CONSULTED DAILY FROM 10 .A.
8 P. 11., FREE OF CHARGE.

M.

TO

0

the only question being whether they woul<t waste their
0

~~~ee t~dtl~ ~ie; o~n~!f~~bl~ ~~~~~~:~~ga~~e cg~EJ:~~f:~

on scientific principles. l know only too well that the
doctors will try to crush me for having dareu to teach
them their business. This som~ of them hav already
done, first by inducing the internal revenue officers to
place a tax on my garments; falling in this. I hav f· ·ught
the government and won my case (although at the cost of

a~~~~r~~o~~tn~n~~g~~·t~~! in~~~nbl~ ~~~~st1I1g~g~t \~~~~

A happy thought. Let us go to Anthony Comstock get
hi n to write a letter to a hnge number of 'Q~rsons g\ven
reference, pretend the certincates of WILSON are
false. malign him in a circular letter, break the people's
confidence in his goods, and thus we can close him up.
W dl done, says doctor number two, and the thing wsa
illS

~~~;On ~g~~t~~;~t~ ~~Jfo~~gmu~~~~· ~rs; l1 ~tio~g'hi:ri:&

was the case, and so wrote to Comstock the following letter asking for the names of the persnns who had thus
given him the information, but those persons being doctors Anthony Comstock dare not disclose their names; it
was left to me to ferret that out, which I hav done, and
confronted several of them, two ef them who went to the
fore, and others who acted as stool pigeons in the matter.
Here lo the letter I wrote to Anthony Comstock;
WILLIAld WILSON'S LETTER TO COMSTOCK.

~N~~~s ~n~\~~~~rh~~~~ft~~c~-;~g t~~~'!'al~~a~d~~PJ,e0i

copy of their replies to you. YO•l hav evidently been imposed upon. I would take it as a favor if you would g!T
me the names of the informants to whom you refer.
They are amenable to prol!lecutton, and it ma_y become my
duty to institute proceedings against them. It wUI glv me
pleasure to afford you convincing proof o! my position,

:hrd ofe~~~ ntt;t~~::~ ~~nsee~i~~smfu ~~~!~~~~~:~t8 ~flib~

fou~ to be such as to commend me to universal approval
as a publlc benefactor. Mention is made in your letter in
reference to my name Allow me to refer you to the
Brooklyn directory, where you wlll find an advertisment
of mine and my name and address in fuU.
I hav inclosed one of my blank checks (not for nse).

G;~ub':!~ ~e~'t'(,.~~aek~~~~;gn°t't~r~a<;,~'Y b~rdt';u~~~~:
~o~o;~eu~~~Pa;~r~t:~nti'~:~t ~~~s;}~tie~~g~i ~~;t~oh~!

in contact. until to.d~ I stand In the proud position a• the

~~!~fi~e" g~ ad'i!u"i:~g 'i:~!::~gtlo ~vf~~~~';.~~~~~f~~~~~

penalties l hav to bear for havfng dared to teach medical
men their business. Do you not know tbat all great lnven.
tions and improvements ever emanate :trom persons whoao
walks in life hav been totaUy distinct from that in Which
0

~~~hr~~j ~~~~~~so'f~~~~:~~~!J a~Sr~fo't~ c~J:P~:~~fa",:':?;u~~

of having been a cabinetmaker 1
Hoping that you may pay a vl•lt to my establishment,
and thP.re see for yourself the result of my labor, 1 remain,
Respectfully yours,
WILLIAld WILSON,
p, S.-1 intend to publish all letters sent to me, being

~~wm:~~~J~'h s,~~ie~~ ~~~i ~~~ ~~~ ~~k!~!I~t:v~~-lr fg~

r:fe'fe:l'i:>

f::~o~~n!t
y';,~, from one of my advertismentll,
~.{y dlfilculty is that many persons wlll become rotten
The ,. WILSONIA" appliances are not mere pads or with disease, will swallow medlcln enough to tloat a
plasters, which lose their efficacy in a few weeks, but are steamship, and rub in lin! tlents and ointments enough to
tan the skin tilt it becomes like the sail of a ship; and
!'r'~~~N~c~Jli'im~t,:"~8t~~Jht~ ~;ln'b¥"Jt1f~te~1 nie~~ then,
hearing of my marv~lous cures, will expect, on putbers of the same family from time to time.

~~lf.~:.~~t1~.~~ ~o~~~e~~\~ a~"l"~bro~s\gu\t';~ a':iJli;:~

No. 44 FOURTH STREET, NEAR SOUTH
EIGHTH STREET.

The way to hades they unfold,
And brimstone tales are by them told,
Which none must question or deny;
'Tis .Bible truth, it cannot lie,
sO down our throats it must be rammedBelieve it all or else be damned.

Ei!~c}g~e~~!~~: 1!~ v~~~~~~ti:t t~~frt ~~ni~::!~~iEBr:l~~

8~~t~~w,.P~~~k~~~g~tst~~~ ~~fm~ ~~~"oi1'b~ "a~'f.~~e".i

EASTERN DISTlliCT BRANCH NOW OPEN AT

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

WILSON did not invent m•gnetlim, but only a means
whereby It may be accumulated and transfused through
the animal economy of man.
WM. WILSON pretends to no secret as in quack nostrums, but freely and proudly discloses to every one ',J.hc

revolutionize the practice of medlcln. That being tho
case, hav I not cause to oe proud of once having been a cabinetmaker? If a rail splitter may become a President, and

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
;

D. M. BENNETT.

0 :N I A"

OF " THE TRIAL OF MEDICIN," "THE
LANGUAGE OF DISEASE," "MEDICAL FALLACIES," ETC.

LITHOGRAPH
OF

s

llefore window glass was invented tbe only lighting
media for our heuses in the dnytime were holes Ill the
structure for the poor, or fru.me work of horn for the
rich. The man who invented glass dltl not Invent light,

465FULTON ST., BROOKLYN, Sept.18, 1881.
ANTHONY <::OMSTOCK, ESQ. :
DE.AI< SIR-I was surprised this morning to Jlnd in my
consulting rooms many of my former patients, each bring-

to the front in practical, secular erlucation. Address

TO TiU;T.L SUB§<::RIBEHS

8

~~~t ~~~~ltbnlt~l!!'*&;gJ"JlJ..~. nA~~~~~8 rl~f.~e~~:

SCHOOL OF STENOGRAPHY..

Is a machine for writing shorthand,

1

f

N0.695BROADWAY,
N0.1,837BROADWAY, NEW YORK.
NO. 2,310 THIRD A V.,

sons governed by such expectations had better not waste
their time or my own in calling u~on me.
With respect to the names given below, a few words of
explanation should be given. I hav not studied cases to
suit my purpose, but hav taken each one seriatim, noCi
knowing or caring what report may be supplied on appl1·
cation to the persons therein named, knowing full well
that to wear the WILSONIA is to obtain perfect health,

~!~~';.n~~ah'::~o!::~tc~~:! ~~g::r;~~~e~sc~:a~~ wB':Nt t"ev':f;
has fatled, and never ca.n, when the instructions given are
followed out.

Competent assistants in every store, private dressing
and conaulttng rooms, and every convenience with female
attendants for ladies. All our garments are tl1e same, no
matter at wh~t depot they may be purchased.

~ia: iit'Pr~T;~~~~e(f~g~ ~a~Peen~~a~~l~~~~~i~~ ran;~~ ~it

IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS WHO HAV BEEN
TREATED HY MEDICAL MEN AND STILL CON.
TINUE TO BE DISEASED.
I am happy to say there is a lasting hope for you. The
system of which I am the inventor will do more for you
than all the drugs in America. It cannot be galnsayed READ THE FOLLOWING DESCRIPTION OF THlil
that more die of drugs than from disease. The present
"WILSONIA" GARMENTS.
system of m'edlcln is a mistake and must soon giv way to
more rational means. Thousands of persons in Brooklln

~~r~e~~~o,ih ~~~~~·;ct~1~~~ti~~ lb0:S ~~r".!;iiieTJI~~r;." 1 "l\i

treatment had failed. Medlcln in acute forms Of dlse•se
of recent origin, may be or benefit, and in case of accident

A. Dose of

'l'arrant's Seltzer Aperient
tle understood. Some empirics resort to embrncations,
which are really Uangerous. It is now acknowledged to
rheumatic.sutrerers are advised to try it.
SOLD BY ALL DHUGGISTS

<::orrespondence Solicited

4&

t"i:l:tJiJT'~~, ag~{ee~~b~~te:J~!~ \~et :fl.~' ~lff~?ifru~

~tol:o2,0f~~t rJ~hfai' e ':l';se"sv;'Ju;8°t!'/N,1eii!~; 1l\:'~~c;hceJ.~~
0

of sudden aisease, ~ used with proper caution, be fOU!td

~fs~~g:t~~~i~k~~~~~;}~~~~~~l~ri!~~:;:~~i~?s.~e~~facifa:

eaoe, gout, varicose veins, catarrh, spinal disease. locomoWith a llmlted number of young ladies, aae
to so ter ataxia, and many other forms of a chronic character
yen re, by a LitJeral, with a view to improvement and must forever defy the power of drugs.
perhaps matrimony.
Address
BERT F.'
The history of medic in is one that, if read with care
~t46
Box 180.
Owen Sound, Canada.
would strlll:e terror 1nto the mtndl of every thoualitful

THE TRUTH SEEKER, NOV.EM HER 19., 1881.
earlY grove. The methods by which electricity has been
appf!ed are numbered by the thousand-batteries of various kinds, electric machines, etectrle belts electric disks
electric gart~rs. electlic rings, P.lectric medals. Then w~
hav had magnetrc belts In d •Zens of designs, all intended
to pro~uce and -tnaintu.ln a current of magnetism in the
blood, by which process alone can the blood be continued
In a perfect state of elr.culatlon. All these appliances do
possess valuable properties, but the great trouble ever
present was the want of continuity on the one hand and
an absence of perfect ventilation on the other. Not' only
so. but yet another want In all these was a means to kee
back the electricity of the body so that by a conservatlo~
of forces we could use over and over again the waste
nerve force which would be otherwise thrown out into
the atmosphere. This I hav succeeded In doing by encas.
ing my 2arments wtth an impervious tissue such as oil
silk, gutta percha, or u.ny other ;non-conductor of electricity, but by preference I use g.utta percha as the nest. nonconductor ll:nown ;. al~o that any two pieces of metal of different molecular construction must of necessity when
brought in contact where heat and moisture can ~amlfy
between them, such impact of metals must produce an
electro-galvanic action. This I hav done In a variety o!
ways. By my ftt•st patent I used disks of copper and zinc
attached to the magnets, and next I placed ribbons of cop.
per and zinc with chemical calico between them to absorb
the moisture of the body, but after many trials I hav
pdroved my present method the most e:ffectual means ever
a opted by mankind In auy part of the world for the production of continuous magnetic action.
Therefore, I am in a position to say that never In the
history of the world bas sucll a. perfect magnetic garment
been produced, embracing the following requlslts:
First-Non-contact with the skin.
Second-Constancy of current unimpeded
~hlrd-Capabl\lty of being washed and cl~ansed,
olt~~rt~d'J:~leg~.iregt1:f~~t;J':'he~eby the moist vapors
This Is a most Important point, and upon which I feel
the greatest possible pride, It being the deslderatuon In
all ruagnetlc body wear, aud the methods b'{ which these
efl'ects are produced are simplicity ltsel . at the same
time evolving a galvanic current, bv the Impact of <llsslmllar m~talB formlhg the ventilating openings.
NOTE.-The above points should be studied by every
physician, and then, compared with all thu.t has gone before, It Will be found to be the most perfect arrangement
in tne world, u.s the fo1lowtng testimonials will prove
and be it remembered tllat these testimonials were sent
to the government spy, ANTHONY COM~TOCK who
was stupid enough to doubt the value of my Invention.
COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green
Y~'k.FRAZER, corner of Reade st. and Broadway, New
y~fi.DEGRAFF (DeGral! & Taylor), Fourteenth st., New

Mr. TAYLOR, of the same firm
N~;: IA;.I~RW EATHER (F. B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st.,
lienator McPHERSON, Washington
E. B. STIJIIPSON. Spruce st.
.
THOMAS HALL :iJKestler, Hall & Co). Ferry st.
N~~lo.f~~kBAYAR CLARK, 54 East Forty-ninth street,
H~fe~~MAREST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st.,

I gfte to Mr WUllam Wilson w"" true In every particular
~?( WY£k0Jr present knowledge I can fully recommend
s
A to any person suffering from the com1 t with whyich I was a1111cted, namely, hemorrhage o.f
phatn1
t e unga.
ours, etc.,
MICHAEL MA.RRION,
458 Third avenue.

~i~.le~asg/ogfg ~~ P~g~u~f~!g~~~ ~a~e~~~~e~h~hrWn&~

JAMES BURNS. Keeper at House of Refuge, New York
SONIA, and speak in the most. flattering terms about
them. I llav always found Mr. Wilson a gentleman of c!Wi:>wARD FITZGERALD, Stone yard foot of E""t 106th
New York city
·
~~eJl!~~r{tJlj~~~o~~da~!~~:~;.n him to assist the poor street.
R. W. SMITH. Trow Printing Company, 201-213 East
12th street, New York city
Yours very respectfully,
BENJAMIN LEWIS.
Mr. AGART, dining saloon, Third avenue and 119th
street, New York city.
E. DAVIS, 14 East 129th stroet. New York mty.
No. 4SO FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN,
UHAS. P. YOUNG,39 Nassau street, Room 41. New York
13 188
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, Esq.: September '
1.
c!W..
E. LILLIBRIDGE, 'Manhattan Life Insurance Co.
DI<:AR SIR-Yours of lOt.h received. In rf'.ply w1ll merely
state that, as regards W. c. Wilson and his Garments, I
PETER LASSEN. Inquire of Mr. Agartforresldence.
wiJI say tnat I used them and found til em. to be a great
Send for a knowledge of WILSONIA to the above, dear
benefit-in fact a. cure. I was affiicted with rheumatism sir, I take tlle list from the Harlem office. never yet pubso badly that I could not move. Afte I" applying his goods lished. Go also and see Mr. Agart's and Mr. Dfl.yis's bafiles.
I fouud relief Immediately. .My name was used by my Out of the mouths of babes and sucklings cometh wisdom.
Your obedient and humble servant.
~~~~~~tig~ff ~l:.~~~~a~}fii~~~~~se his Garments as a great
C. HATCH SMITH.
Yours respectfully.
EDWARD
FEW.
WILSONIA Agent, 2,810 Third avenue, New York.

l

w.

S e pte.m ber 13, 1881.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
DEAR SIR-I received a letter from you to-day about the
These and thousands of others can be referred to. Dare WILSONIA, which you condemn wrongly. I hav been
:b~~~ jike Comstock mingle with such gentlemen as the sick for more than two yearE, and I ~ad :fifty-six doctors

g~ina~~o r~~{e~ ~~tififll~~~ sg~c;~~ a-*'kt~(;t1.!f, n~hf~~

helped me to work at my trade, and now I am as wen as
ever.
PETER LEHLBACH.
A. COJIISTOCK,2 ST. FELIX ST., BROOKLYN, Sept. 18.1881.
DEAR SIR: Yours just received, contents noted. In reBROOKLYN, September 13, 1881.
ply wl11say I know nothing of Mr. Wilson's antecedents.
DEAR Sm-Yours of Seftember lfJth making lnquir!P.s
hav never inquired about them. His garments were
spoken of to me last winter, when my adopted daughter concerning the WILSON A Garments at hand. In repiy
was suff.-rlng from a compltc~;~.tion of diseases, who had
een sick two years and more, Had been under the care fn~~v i~i'tJ ;~~~ ~r.o~ns~~l:".,:U gf~~"en\if{:f6'iff1
f Dr. Smith, of Brooklyn. who said, after attending her Garments, and I belfe ve with good results, having been
or months, that it was a very bad case, and she constant. troubled with ayspepsla and Indigestion for many years.
In my business relations with Mr. Wilson I hav found him
6
0
0
lefid !tsw~:~mJn~~~gk rh~~!~~~~·~~~e h~ttt ~:: satlllfactory. Very resp"J'.t!Jll~l'ITTLEFIELD, Artist.
and my daught· r put tllem on. She has experienced
ANTHOSY CoMSTOCK, New York.
great relief. Has JUSt returned from the country, where
she has spent several weeks. She still wears the garments, and would not be wll'ing to leave them nff for a
BROOKLYN, N.Y., September 15, 1881.
day. She ts not cured yet. Don't know as she ever wiU
A. COMSTOCK:
be, but that she Is greatly benefited l am sure. No one MR.
I received a. letter of inquiry and abuse combined conwould hesitate to say. who saw her then and now, it must
cerning
a
gentleman
of this city (Mr. William Wilson),
be the garments that did her good. for she took no medlcin purporting to hav emanated
from you, or at least bearing
after putting them on. I hav a set of the garments my your
slgnatare.
•elf. I would not part with them If I could not replace
them, My little granddaughter, who was always troubled In~Ket~~~-~~)~~~0g~~hc~n~g~c~i1~ff'b; 0llfrn~~s~~~~~~ei
with a cough in winter. and had catarrh very bad more
than ever last winter'-!-..~as had no cough or catarrh since.
I do not belleve Mr. wilson an Impostor, but believe his ~~aeo~~ti~~i~~tt;r~~e;~;tt~e~ fg~~~l~:~ ~hveer~Plse1Mf~
lllVentlon has been a blessing to hundreds of sufl'erlng api~i~~:~~~et~a~~~e~fo~~e ~oll~.aWtf~~tlv :~e~~r·inpeople. Yours respectfully,
MARTHA. MOXSON.
form~d.neitherdolctire. Suffice to stt.y,Iknow him to
be a gentleman even though fum· years ago he stood knee
deep in shavings behind a carpenter's Uench, which, in
. ANTHONY~<ti,_~~~Hl.Rl:~:;saooKLYN, Sept, 18,1881.
my opinion, w<~.s and is far more preferable and honorable
SIR-Yours of late date receiVed. I furnished Mr. Wil- than striving to gain notoriety bfu defaminTI the cha'"acter
liam Wilson with a certificate of my case. After wearing ~~~~~M~V. of ~!~~:~ff~h;~en ~ .o~~¥. ~eRuel:l.oor cabi·
his Magnetic Clothing for five months, and being nearly
S76 Dean street.
cured of a. loathsome catarrh of lifetime standing, with
ita wretched train of consequences, dyspepsia, heartburn, etc. Numbers of my friends, people of intelllgence,
NEw YoRK, September 15,1881.
hav been equally benefited~.!md, If Galled upon, will bear
A. COMST0CK:
testimony to the "WILSO.l.'llA." As to the antecedents MR.
I received your letter of Inquiry on the WILSONIA
ot William C. Wilson, I know from Mr. Wilson that he Garments
yesterday. As to the merit of the goods, I hav
has been In New York heretofore. I hav repeatedly
heard him refuse to be called professor or doctor but found tllem to be entirely as represented, aud I take
insists upon "William Wilson, House Carpenter." Your great pleasure iu recommending them to all my friends
most direct means of Information would be to call at Mr ~~~tt~l~~·~na\a~~~~h:~~~~slc;o~n?lt~i~t:~~~ngfwli~~\V~l
Wilson's place of business, His rooms and factory are
I did not question who his ft!ther or motller were, or
always open to the public for Inspection, and the most son
what his business was some ye-urs ago, but I did llSk about
critical scrutmy Is Invited.
E. s. CHlPMAN.

~·u-:e~:~~olfY~arin~~~:~)!~J't~~ lo~t~ s~~~: a~~vo~1:~
1

troubles, such as weakness and general debtlity, etc. I
called on Mr. Wilson last summer, and stated my case to

~i~6ct~~o~~i ~~~in°~oh~~e~e~~u~~; ~~~ ~o~t~ci~ ;o ~fi
man, which was a. great surprise to me, after having tried

:~TZi1~':l"t~dKh~~~tc~~~m~r~(; ~~~db~~n ~/g~::f~;t o~~

1

All of these goods bav been purchased upon Jntlmate
knowLedge of t11eir curativ properties. Perhaps my wonderful cure of paralysis (hemlphleglal by wearing a suit
of WILSONl.A: may hav influenced these purchases.
These_p•l.~ties have received great benefit from wearing
the WIL:s~NIA, an·d they regard Mr. Wm~ Wilson, u the
~f~~~~t~r~rd'lis ~sg:~~~e~~nb~n~ed~~;' :~gc:t~~n whose
For evidence of my_ sickness l refer to my esteemed
friends, Bon. James Watt, M.D., Doctors Bedell and Ham~t;: '¥~f2oklyn, and Professor James L. Little; M.D., of

463 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
MR. COMSTOCK:
TJours received to-day at hand about Wilson Garments
ere was a time when I had no faith In them but
wllenii ca~e to put them on the Goods did me so ~uch
good cant but speak well of them. They hav been a
great blesqing to many others I know. A great man of
my friends hav been greatly blessed bv having these G'.:rments, and to-day they thank God there are suell GarFor evident proof of my cure pleHse call and see me. I
how you the dumb doctor WILSONIA that gave me
~~n:~ a~g~rrg:~cf th~~ had two hundred persons call to wills
freedom from dfsease of the heart, softening of the brain,
I ~an't say too much n.~Out them. I am doing business
~h~~l~ea~~~ 1~tt~~~lli~~ ~;ned~~~t fi~A~~6'rp:~~~~i~i-~~~
on Fulton street, and hav been for twenty-el~h\!Jears.
or three, etc.
I was troubled with dyspepsia for a 1J!g1·1m~ fJftav
Further, I will expl•ln to your perception just how
never had it since.
'
Doctor WILSONIA efl'ects this magical cure. To wear
WlLSONIA Is to get well of every form that disease may
take. If I fall to prove this, notwithstanding your uncharepistle to Mrs. Stevens, I wl11 obtain from William
FROM EX-FIRE MARSHAL BENJAMIN LEWIS OF Itable
Wilson a handsome gratuity for your society. If you will
BROOKLYN.
'
become a WILSONIA missionary to the poor of New
York,you may stay the evl.ls of vice and test WILSONIA.
NORTH BRITISH AND M~<"RCANTILE INSURANCE }
In a Christlike frame of mmd. They who evoke the law
COMPANY OF LONDON AND EDINBURGH.
UNITED STATES BRANCH OFFICE, 5.1 WILLIAM ST., N. Y!
g~~~~ ~J::~itl~f:Ho?;o¥v~li~ be no. exception-or should
ANTHONY COM~¥'1J0l:ff:;~s~.": Y., September 13, 1881.
J. H. DEMAREST, M.D., of Harlem, New York clt:y.
FRED A. WALL, 63 East !30th street, New York City
DEAR SIR-In n:nswer to your favor of September lOth
relativ to Mr. Wilson, I beg leave to state that Mr. Wilson
HENRY SCULLY, 223 East 120th street. New Yurk city
S. B. FURBUSH. 441 East 116th street, New York city. ·
was introduced to me by a Mr. Berwin n. year ago last
WM; BA.NHA.M, 155 East 129th street, New York city.
April, Mr. Berwln Informing me that .Mr. Wilson was the
Inventor of certain Magnetic Clothing which he (Berwln) ~~~{?~f[~dNdl:.\~sBi~~~ho.i'~.New York Fire Department,
kuew to be all tbat Mr. Wilson represented them to be.
Having suft'ered very much from a rheumatic and nervous av~n~!; :J'.)'J'f.~~FcTt ~ast 106th street, near Lexington
affectiOn in my left foot, I was induced, through the perMrs. A.M. LEYCRA)?T, East 106th street. near Lexingsuasion of Mr. Be1"Win, to wear the WILSON lA SOLES.
After putting them on I experienced immediate relief, ton avenue, New YorK city.
and consider myself entirely well from wearing them, and to~·a~~~~~~~N~J~i.:.ast 106th street, near Lexlnggn.ve Mr. Wilson permission to use my name aa reference.
Hegardtng Mr. Wilson's antecedents I know notll1ng1 and H~,!i~iii~Je~-~~r~~~~· officer In Dr. Crosby's Society,

Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertaker,3SO Clermont ave.
Mr. E. STCLAIR CLARKE, 758~ Lafayette ave.
Mr. YOUNG, Artist, Bergen st., Brooklyn.

BROOKLYN, September 18, 1881.
MR. COMSTOCK:
DEAR SIR-Your note came at band in reference to'the

heaven), one son, Mr. Theodore Stevens, and a grandson,
~~t ~f itrl~V;J!lfl."ach .possesses and constantly wears a

751

Third, Are the patients of William Wilson deserters

B"~~Ft~;~~;~:inUZ?to~~ l~;~~~~sB?i~s~~~~ht~~~~ frk~na;:
~~~fli~eJ~~er~~:e6'!~~e~rgfmW'lf:§~-JinA~~~~~~a~~d6o'~

ye ol poor cabinet makers?"
Fourth. Has WILSONlA cnred epilepsy, progress!v 1o
como tory ataxia, mitral regurgitation of the heart, paral-

l:~~r~~~:~~~~ii~~~· fh~~~:~fs~~e;~re:ft,r;~~e~Jcril~~~-

forms of diSease?
Fifth. Is the great army of medical men at fault BS to
what causes hlood circulation, and musj; their wlseacr~
idealism vanish as a mirage before the wand of a "Poor
Cabinet Maker?''
Such, dear sir. are a few of the salient points In the Is- ·
sue raised. and I am certain the cause of true science will
be coneerved by a legal jurist in presence of the uEr
mine"a.nd
"GOD SAVE THE RIGHT."
If you are a true knight errant you will flnd WM. WIL·

SON a foeman worthy of your steel.
And now. Mr. Comstock, please note the following; I
put it on record here:
The life of James A. Garfield, autopsy facts and all
taken into consideration, would, not might, hav been prc-

~~~~~~e~a.fu·~f~t~;~:tt~; rnaw~l~~~;~~~~~ ~1e~~~gg~~
~~c:~.sh~~~~~·g ~..~ ~ll'§li'§i~ t~~g~r~~~~h&a~ri'~f9·~

life? Let the facts .say whetuer the doctor's silence was
courteous. I lltl.V knnwn Hamilton from boyhood. My
father, the late I. H. Smith. M.D. of Auburn. N.Y., was
tbe friend of llls youth. My grandfather, the late Dt.
Goodwin, of Geneva, was one of the 'ounders of the Geneva Medical CollPge, which was moved to Butralo. Dr.
Hamilton ha.s now on his shelves the cream of my late
father's medica.llibrary, which I presented to him.

fe~s~r~li't'::16~~.i~ ~W ~ielfu~.1~m'h~tw~s"6Mi ~;.P~~i

to save Ga. field. ~amllton w111 yet learn that It would hav
saved his .llustrlous patient. lt was not to be. God's purpose !s declared Your obedient servant,
.
C. HATCH SMITH..

ANTHO:~· ~~)\~~~&"l?l~ Av., BRooKLYN, Sept. 27, f881.

th~~'a;:-e;h!~ W?Nfa~ WWs~~1 b~ti~~agf~:£i~~~rt~r s~~t
~'h~i.'~hhe"~'i'U'J:J'fl ~lriri~~t:nga~a~~~!e~;,tit~e"vo;e,:;·~
0

family, and I can testify that there stands not to-day a man
on earth who is doing more good for suffering humanity
than this same William Wilson.
0

ca;~~h~anva~~~ f~~ ~f~~ 1;otrih~~~de~~u~rm ~ r~~c~or\~

ous work he is now performing Is to lay the hand of the
vandal on the ark of the covenant of common sense in tllu
temple of human health.
I am his friend, for he has been mine, and I only wish, If
It should be your misfortune to sufl'er some of the Ills that
poor human flesh is liable to, th1tt obeying injunction of
the great Master, he may return good for evil lly clothil•g
you with the garments you say are a swindle, and that you,
like St. Paul maY drop persecution and become an apostle
SEPTEMBER 17. 1881.
of the new dispensation of health Inaugurated by tl>e
MRS. SHAw, S25EAST EtGHTY-FOURTR ST., N. y'
DEAR MADAME: I received your uote yesterday, wishing ~~~crho was roao~ ;~so~~~~~ ~ork at the bench for hiJ
~e~~~ as to my experience of the "WILSONIA" garTHOEfAS DtrGAN, Undertaker
330 Clermont av., Brooklyn.
! hav had weakness in my back and loins upward of
thirty years, often con .lined to !Jed for six and eight weeks
at a time. I then used Davis & Kidder's Electric, Ma227 w. 3~TH sT., N.Y., Sept. 9,1881.
chine, which partly relleved me, so that I could follow my
DEAR DoCToR: My friend Jones, of Atlanta, certainly
occupation .. but always felt the pain and we·lkness.
In 1876 I got paralyzed In my left side, when I was com- Improved after wearing your WILSONIA. I left the clty
with htm and remained several days. A patient. of mine,
pelled to leave off work altogether.
In about a year my limbs commenced gaining strength. a. Mr. Ostrander, may call on you any day for a suit. I hav
Yours, etc.,
Dr. WILDER.
I could then open and close my left eye, but my back and advised lllm to do so.
loins never gatllered strength. My feet and legs sweHed
~~~~~ to ourstlng. I was altogether confined to the
WORKING WONDERS.

m~~[sl,nf g~~t~c;gt ~~e$fdS~es1 o~a~h~e:nwn~;oJ!lui '~?e~
COLLLVSVILLF., TEX., May 9,1881.
thirteen weeks and hav found great benefit. My limbs WILLIAM WILSON ESQ.:
and back are greatly strengthened. I sleep and rest betInclosed please find $16. for which send me one nerve
ter than I ever did. My sight and hearing are greatly lm- anrllung invigorator. The one I got is working wonders.
f~~~e~x~~~tia~h~~k3~~~mately I wm be cured as much as Send some more bills. Please forward immediately.
R. M. Kll\IBRAUGH, . '
Collinsville. Grayson Co., Tex.
w~::Pn~ t&:~r~e~f:,· ~~~~;~~~-ed,Al;h.:~i~h'io~~~~~[d~
~~~.1 ~ti~s~;~~R~~sfsn;~d~leaene;a~f: t~ef~e7r0f~~~fra~fze~e

TO THE AGENT OF lH~BWr'i]idN}AS[,~iti~~i::l
SAN FRANCISCO, CAL..
,
'
DEAR SIR: I hav been wearing your garments for the
Snell, dear madam, is my experience of "' W lLS ON IA" past two months, am stllJ wearing them. and I firmly J.elieve they hav saved my life. l'revious to wearing the
garments.
Your'if~Wii'if~gBLLY,
garments I was sufiering constant pain from fibroid tumor
228 East 120th street, Harlem, N. Y.
on t.he womb. Since using tile garments I only hav pa.tns
once in a while, and the tumor is greatly reduced. 1 BELIEVE THEY WILL CURE ME, IF A CURE IS POS~I
BLE. Please send me a number of circulars.
l\IR. ANTHONY COMSTO~'Ji':RFIELD, PA., Sept. 22,1881.
Yours truly,
Mrs. LEE RUTAN.
D>:.ARS!R: Your letter of the lOth Instant came duly to
hanrl, and at the 1irst convenient opportunity I reply to the
interrogations contained therein.
REMARKABLE CURE OF RHEUMATISM.
First. As to the merits of the " WlLSONIA," I can only
:My wife has rheumatism in her loin and leg, which pre-

~~n~~~~!r~~c~I:Y:,igt~·d, ~~ic~e~i~~vhoe~·eg~~a~leY/;r_es to

~g~~~~i'~~i~lh~r'fl~;cftri;~c~ou1i7~~ ~~~;ege'iiil~rv~~~

ANTHONY COJIISTOCK, ESQ., BROOKLYJ, Oct; 3, 188L
DEAR SIR: A few days ago I received a letter from yuu
and, owing to a little trouble in my family, I did not au~
.swer it, and now I take the first opportunity of doing so
and reply to your Inquiries. I may tell you that Mr. Wilson bas my consent to use my name. I had been lying
helpless to myself and family for three months, then I got
the WILSONIA garments. I could not put them on '"Yself; they were put on by a friend of mine, and, strange o
0 1
n~~~~;~~!~e~ ~. A~~n;~al~~ ~~· ~';i~gi~i~~~~r~ ~~'Ilk~~; Sa:f, after wearing them only ten days I was up and Wtdlito orjginate in Nassau as Ejghth street.
ing about. able to care for myself and famJly, and attend
Second. Has Dr. Wilson my "permission" to publish? to my household duties. Therefore, I must say when all
ir;J~~g:;r~~;~~ta.lcr~li.n~~tst~~~~~~~!~~t~~~.y~~ ;~et:ts Certainly, if the use of my name wilJ do him or any one else failed the WILSONIA CURED. This Is all I know
being a mechanic working at the bench a few years ago. ~~~ t~Ysf~i~1~~l~;; .'t~~;~fnt~ 0i~fs,~~f!~YY~hat the above ~~~~i:i~JV6~~~~ih~~ ~~~ b:o~~ rrJc~e~\t~~~n'kl:da~~s ~I~l.
His name you will find to your satisfaction. William CotGEORGE THORN.
Good work will always prosper. I remain y_:ours, etc.,
ter Wilson, In the directory.
I am (1'~1'Ji{&JK k~~~Y..
Mrs. MARY PLUlliSEY, 161 Tlll•ry street.
111 West 29th street, New York.
0FFWE OF THE MANHATTAN LIFE INSURANCE Co,, 156 .AND
158 BROADWAY. F. C. LILLIBRIDGE, AGENT FOR NEW REMARKABLE RELIEF IN CASE OF LOCOMOTOR
YOHK, BROOKLYN,AND HUDSON RIVER COS.
ATAXIA IN ONE WEEK.
61 WEST FORTY-SECOND STREET, N.Y.,
A. COMSTOUK, EsQ.,
18
1881
1
ANTHONY COMSTOCK:
September '
·
;r;;~~~~:;~~l~~~n ~~t;itd~~~g~ny!n~h~r.!:
DEAR Sm-Your uote 9f lnqury of the lOth duly received. w~t§t~I~~
pers relativ thereto I would say that I, too, am wearfng
Contents noted. In reply, mest respectfully say, I llav no the
WlLSONlA, having had a paralytic stroke six years
knowedge of .Mr. Wilson's antecedents whatever, uor do ago.
When I first had the stroke I was helpless as an inI think it m•ttters so far as I am concerned. But ot" the
weeks. I concluded o try Mr. Wilsou's magnetic goods.
The first appliance gave me great relief, nnd in three
weeks I was able to attend to my business. I was also
afflJcted with aSthma, and greatly to my surprise I was also
entirely cured of that. In addition to the foregoing my
gen(•ral health is mucll improved, so that I am now ten
pounds heavier than I ha.v been for years through the
summer se11son.
·

l

as tar as restoring me to health.
I cheerfully gave him my name, hoping that It would do
some poor mortal placed in the same conditiou I was :eg~~ftc:r::ito;'c~:Ori~~ea~It~g~rtx~~~i:gg:: s~~re~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~ ~g~ ~~~~~~{u~~~llk~al:ien~ ba~~~~:~~':et~r~~~
but really, I must confess I had but little faith in
sorue good.
Respectfully,
E. NILSON,
than nineteen years I had been a sufferer from pattial them,
them. Had I known then what I know now, I would hav
41S .Bridge street.

~QN!fli\ ~r~~ ii~~i{~J~:~~ ~~dae~~Jl~o~:r~~~% t~~~:J~~ ~~1~~atl1~ebg~ge~~!' ~~gn\h6~I~~~ds~~:~~:, 6~l ~~~~din~to~fd

me for a suit. He did so, and in less than ten minutes
September 18, 1881.
1
MR. A. CO:I.iSTOCK:
DEAR BIR-rYour letter addressed to my wife has been ~~~Wn~ht1~\~?alm~~dmt~:e~11c~fte~ lr~~~;~:JefJ~~~J1t~~
handed to me bv her for answer. I would inform you ~:~~.;~1 11fife"tWff~irN-i';l ~fr~~:t\~h~~~~k~1~::iMdh~~
that Mr.-wnson has had the full and free consent of my- slated I should take It off. But in that we differed In opluself and wife to Use her name as reference.
on of my top coat,
Mrs. Robb has suffered for a great many years from Jon. She assisted nie to the putting
0
1

~~: o~~:~era~:~~:~r;ot~a~e; h a~t t\~~s ;~~E~I~~~~~~:~~

ro~~~ ~~~ai~~fi~:~, ~r£~0N~i:~f~d f~~~ t~~~~stv~IJpark without stopping, which for years before I had
ment of putting them on she experienced great benefit, voir
not walked more tllau one-fourth that distance without
resting several times. In the evening I walked seven
:g~ T.i'ifJ'wd~bl~a!~•;~r~~~~~d8 ~::\~~hllsfoe~~,!'{:.i:tL~~~~te~ times
around the park without resting, and from that
has been unable to do for years previous. Roping this
will satisfy )'Our ocruples regarding the "WILSONIA.," time to tills I hav been able to walk from two and a half
I remain yours respect1ully,
R. ROBB.
t~a.~~~~nXS~1~~ue~~~ odrib]y fi~~ f~~~~~I~agv~r ~~a~&iJ~
table or any chafr lu my bouse. I kuow notR!ng of l\lr.Wllson's antecedents, as before !ita ted. I only know he has
298 J.AY STUEET,
been the instrument of making me a well man, and for
BROOKLYN, Sept.lS, lSSI.
that he ha• my thanks and blessing.
Sincerely,
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, Esq.:
JAS. V. MANS.F"IELD.
SIR-Your letter, dated the lOth !not., received. In re.
ply I would say that I hav received all the benefit claimed
by the "WILSONIA." Mr. Wilson bas used my name
with my knowledge and conseut, and he ha~ not exag- MR. COMSTOCK~ROOKLYN, N.Y., September 14, 1881.
1
Sm-lu reading one of the morning papers I read
~::~~'lo ~r~t~~~oe:,~ ~e"J\~~le:'6~t Y/;:~g; ftil~ i!:'~c\i: DEARletter
addressed to :Mr. Wm. Wilson. also a large
that the "WILSONIA" Maguetlc Clothing has doue for your
number from people I am personally acquainted with, m
me what medlcln could not do. I am now enjoying better t•efereuce
to
tlie benetlt derived by them from wearing
healtll than I nav been since the war, and 1 owe It all to tho WILSONIA
appllances, and would·say I know them
to be true statements of their cases. I myself am clothed
the wearft':.g~~~!u~.iW~~~~~t." 11!f8~t~. ~~WifBN.
1

.

1

~~~~~t~og;,,~~t~· f~~~&e'i~:~·nct'Xg ~~i·bbu~,~l~~~a~~c~;:J_

alder either Mr. Wllsou or his garments t?:e fraud that yon
say in your letter as peoftle having represented to yOu.
1
Yon ~ciu~:~~~~~rt~1~W~ mposed~'!~'\) A. BLAKE
688 llushwlck ave.

AIR. A. COMSTOCK:
BROOKLYN, Sept.l8, !SSl.
SIB-In answer to your communication of yesterday I
take pkluw'e lll1Ilform~ :vou that the certificate whloh

2.310 THIRD Av., NEW YoRK, Sept.l5, 1881.
ANTHONY COMSTOCK, EsQ.:
SIR-I hold in my hand u. note, epistolary, of which the
following Is a copy:
•
u 607 WAitRJ.;N S'l',, BIWOKLYN, 9, 15, 1881.
"Professor C. EATUH itiMlTH:
u MY l>r:AR FRmNO-l inclose letter from Anthony Cum.
stock, Esq. Plel).sl3 answer the sa.me as vou are l~cy_ualnted
with all tlle facts. Your• truly, CLARlBJJ:L :>1'EVJ>NS."
The facts are as follows:

su~'~i ~'ilesn&Jfl!'hg~f~:~ 1~~ ~~.!'~[:;d,wef~~

hav had them. Ifully Indorse Mr. WILSON, and do not believe him to be t.he fraud vou represent him to be. It
8 0 1

1

1

t1er::~t~0c~~~~~~~tn~~~tt~~rb a~ t~ ~J ~\\~\~i~)~~- ~~ti~~~
I hav several friends

tl>~t

look upon Mr. WILSON as their
frJend and benefactor, having restored them to health
appiness.
Yours respectfully,
F. C. LILLIBRIDGE ..
BROOKLYN, Sept. 27, 1881.
MR. COMSTOCK,
DEAR SIR: I received a number of days since a. lettel'

fiortiJ~;~~~N~~~~~~~·W~gh~~eg~;!~~~~ft..ro~~n~b.

Uah my na.nw in their connection, and other matter w£ich
I cannot now l'C"ca.ll. I wore them for six months with
most marvelous c1Iect. I do not care to write the details,
but w111 glv them to you in person at any time, as I hav
~~~~Ked~~ ~~~~r at&kl!~~nts, th~~f~e~Iu)f;,mission as ref.
J. H. BARNEY.

A Modern Symposium.
SUBJECTs:

MJ~Ytt~0 ~1 :~e~fn~t~~e J'.f11:i~:f~ le~l'cl%~u~~~ea~f~·.~
~~~~,8~o~di~~~t'o~~~~~~~W. tfMo~~;~~~p~~~~{igth~~~~·iPrtce, $1.25.

For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street. N. Y. city.

THE TRTJTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 19. 1881.
~{E;~RING.

"Sonte l'ti!!Otftk(;,; of M4.1fi>Os."
WHEN any one tel\g me that he saw a (lead man
resiOrert to life I irnm.,<.li>ttely eon,i<.ler with myself whether it be more probable that this pe,·son
shoul<.l either deceive or be <.leeeive<.l, or tlntt the
bet which he r.elate~ shoul<.l really lm v happened.
I weigh the one miracle ag>tinst the other, >tnd,
according to the SUJleriority which I discern, I
pronounce my deciaion, and always reject the
greater miracle. If the f>tlsehood of his testimony
would be more miracnlous than the event which
he relates, then, and not till then, can he pretend
to command my belief or opiuion.-Hume's Essay
11n Miracle~.

WHO knows not that truth is strong-next to the
Almighty? She needs no policies nor stratagems
nor licensings to make her victorious; these are
the shifts and the defenses that error uses against
her power. Giv her but room and do not bind
her when she sleeps.-.Millo>>.
PERSONS with feeble and untrained intellects
may liv according to their conscience, but the conscience may be itself detectiv. To cnltivnte the
intellect is, therefore, a religions duty; lmt when
truth is fairly recognizBd by men, the religion
which teaches that the intellect should l.Je distrusted, and that it should be subservient to faith,
will inevitably fall.- Winwood Reade.

this

Wlll never can be sure that the opinion of the
majority is true. Nearly every opinion held by
the majority was once confine<.! to the minority.
Every established religion was once a heresy. If
the opinions of the majority ha<.l always prevailed
Christianity would hav been extirpate<.! as soon as
Christ was murdered. It an age or a people
assume that any notion they entertain is certainly
right, they assume their own infallibility and
arrogantly claim for themselvs a prerogativ
which even the wisest of mankind never possess.
To affirm that a doctrin is unquestionably revealed from above is equally to affirm their own
infallibility, since they aflirm that they cahnot be
mistaken in believing it to be revealed. A man
who is sure that his creed is true 1s sure of his
own infallibility, because he is sure that upon tbat
point he has committed no error. Unles~, therefore, we are prepared to claim, on our own behalf, an imrnumty from error and an incapability
of being mistaken, which transcend the limit of
the human mind, we are bound not merely to permit our opinions to be disputed, but to be grateful
to those who will do so.-Buckle'1 Essays.
THE advantages which the higher conditions of
life are supposed to confer bear no proportion in
value to the advnntages wllicl:> are bestowed by
natnre. The gifts of nature ntways surpass tl.!e
gifts of fortune. How much, for example, is
activity better than attendance; beauty than
dress; appetite, digestion, an<.! tranquil bowels
than all the studies of cookery, or than the most
costly compilation of foroed or far-fetched dainties !-Paley's Natura! Theology.
BUT hnman bodies are sick fools,
For a' their colleges and schools,
That when nae real ills perplex them
They mak' enow themselvs to vex them;
An' aye the less they hae to stnrt [trouble] them,
In like proportion leas will hurt them.
A country fellow at the plough,
His acres tilled, he's right en ouch;
A country l€issie at her wheel,

Her dizzens done, sbe's unco wee!;
But gentlemen and ladies warst,
Wi' evendown want o' work are cm·st.

-Burns's Twa Dogs.
"WOULD you destroy all religion I" asks the
believer, and 1 answer," Yes, just as much of it as
is Christianity-just as much of it as is fanaticism,
untruth, and unnatnralism, and that is the' whole
structure,' for the morality, the purity, and the
goodness that are engrnfted upon it are really no
portion of the tree itself." These things are eons
of ages older than the •Yet ems of Christianity, an<.l
are simply but the outgrowth of civilization, culture, and intellectual development, and they increase and multiply as the race slowly evolves
from darkness into light through the experience
and practical knowle<.lge that are developed by
reason &nd common sense. We need no " substitute for the "religion of Christ." All religions
are but forms of superstition that enligbtened intellectuality invariably diosipatee into thin air
and .finally annihilates entirely. Where now are
the millions who once worshiped Jupiter and
Juno as king and queen of tlle earth and go<.ls of
tbe universe 1 Only the remains vf losty temples,
a few inscriptions upon ol<.l monuments, an<.lbrief
encyclope<.lw.l records remain to tell us tlley ever
were; and the day is certain to come, in tile <listant future, wlwn your J:>oaste<.l Uaristianity wlll
stand jugt as far back in the records of the race us
that ol<.l Greek anu Roman r(,ligion now does.-

PATIENCE POESY.
A 8ilil-in-a-yacht young- man,
A dou-enred-colJar yourlg ll1flll,
\ jlH.!key-clnh, nuntic;l,
:J\1( 1t !Jer- in-hl wt ie:.tl,

Ltv-on-ynur-d1td young man.
A play.from-the-Frenell young man,

A carriage.at-tcn young man,
A soul-eyed demoniac,

Cocktail-and-cognac,
Tra-la-la-la young man.
A four-cent-cigar young man.
A ride-on-the-stage ~-oung man,
An angular, serpentine,
Drummer of turpentine,
Free-lunch-all-day young man.
A cut-away-coat young man,
A very-sore-throat young man,
A smoke-cigarett-ery,
Get into debt-m·v,
Two fo1' a cent, young man.
LOVE AND LA ,V,

In the twilight's gloaming

Stood a maiden young and fair,
Watching anxiously for some one,
Who wns certainly not there.
Long she peered into the darknes!,
While hel.· mind was fraught with fears,
And her heavy, hanging eyelids
Showed the mark of recent tenrs.
011, the woe that woman suffers l
Oh, the heartaches and the pangs I
Only partially atoned for
By her bangles and her bangs.
Faithleos man, come to the'maiden,
Wllo is waiting there for you;
Clasp her gently to your bosomTell her ohe is life to yon.
Then be sure to get your latters,
(On this point depends your fate),
For in case you shake the maiden,
She may choose to litigate.
Never let a heartless jury
See those notelets where you say
That the girl's your" tootsey-pootsey ;"
For it givs you dead away.
B.EV. JOHN JASPE!t"S PHILOSOPHY.
On the Wasl1ington tr,.in I met Rev. JohnJMper,
the "Mm-do-move" philosopher from Richmond.
l\Ir. Jasper maintains that his theory-that the
world stands still, nnd that the sun moves around
it-i5 true.
"Ef de sun don't moYe," said 1\Ir Jasper in the
the moot solemn manner," den why did Joshua
command it to stan' still? No, sir, the ministers
who tell you dat tbe sun stans still and dat de world
moves round her-why, dey is mistaken. Dey is
lying to de people, and ef dey don't change dere
b'leef, dey will die indore sins.''
When I asked 1\Ir. Jasper what his tbeory of the
telegraph was he said: "Well, de telegraf stan's to
reason. I see de principles of de telegraf 'lustra ted
every day."
"How, Mr. Jasper!" I asked.
" Well, de oder mornin' my dog stood in the doorway. His tail was in de kitchen, while his head
was in de clinin' room. When he was standin" dere
my wife she tro<.l on de dog's tail, and bark, bark,
bark went de dog in de oder room. Now dat was
de principles of de telegraf illustrated. De tail
was one end of de telegraf and do mouf was de
oder. De bark was de click, click of de machine.
Now, if dot dog had been big 'nough to teach from
Richmond to Washington, den I could hav trou on
his tail down dere and de bark could ha v been
heard nll over de Capital. Yes, sah, de telegraf is
plain 'nuff, and de movement of de sun is plain
'nuff, too, ef de people wouldn't pervert the scriptures.''-Eii Perkin•.

ESTHEITCS ON BILLOWS.
They were an utter-too utter-Cl·ow<.l and right
back of them s"'t a big, :flat-footed chap on his way
to the lumber camps.
"I think tllisl!!.ke breeze is quite too exl.!ilarating
for anything," observed a young man who s~tt at
dinner with green kids on.
"I've got ~omething that beats that all holler,"
chipped m the big man. "They filled the llotlle
right up tor a quarter. I don't want to buck agin
the snloon on board, but if you eay you've got
crauip~, you shall ha v a pull at it.''
lf green kitts had "em ho wouldn't own it, ~tnd to
cover hia embarrassmeut another of the party,
)Vith eye-glasses and a white necktie, remarked:
"Roll on, thou troubied wnters. roll."
"Oh, you'll get roll enough before you git across
Saginaw Bay," remc.rked the big man. "Time
thio breeze has i.Jeen blowing an hour you'll feel
like an ol<.l dish-rdg hung up to scare the crows
away."
Wh1te necktie gave him a killing stare, but it
glanced oJI", au<.l one of the ladle~ sai<.l:
,. He struggled brav€ly with the storm-lashed
sea."
Eirnina Drake Sienker.
"Who was that, ma'am? l''raps you mean my
THE virtue which the world wants is a henlth- old pard. YeB,' h_e struggle~ bravely, a?d if this
fui virtue, not a valetudinarian virtue-a virtue old lake wasn t JISt a-blhn Lllen I don t want a
which can expose itself to the riska inseparable' cent. Jim ;:as a good BWlmmer, but be had to
from all spirltal exertion; not a virtue which cave at last.
.
.
keeps out of the common air for fear of infection,
The whole group gnve hlm a lookmg over, but
and eschews the common food as too stimulating. he_ was shot-proof, and, turmng to Green Klds, he
It would be indeed absurd to attempt to keep men S!Ud:
from acquiring those qualifications wl:llch fit them
"'l'hink you could save yourself if thi~ boat went
down?''
to play L!Jair part in life with honor to themselvs
No answer.
and advantage to theil" country for the sake of
•· Yer possibly might,"' continued tbe man. "I
preserving a delicacy which cannot be preserve<.!- went down o1I tllat pint above us about ten years
a delicacy which a walk from Westmmster to the ago, an<.l got uaough it, but it was a powerful tight
Temple [or <.!own .Broadway, N. Y.J is sutllclent to squeak. If 1'<.1 hau on one o' them shirts as button
destroy.-.Macautav.
behind I'd been a goner. What's the style o' yours,
THINK not that I am come to destroy the law or my son?',
~'hey rose up as one, locked arms, and passed
the prophets. I am not come to destroy but to
fulfil (.MaU. v, 17, 18). Ye hav beard tbat it was into the cabin, an<.! the big man looke<.l after tllem
and
whislle<.l:
said by them of ol<.l time, Thou shalt not kill; and
"lHaybe tlley ain't used to traveling fust-class
whoooever shall kill shall be in danger of the
ju<.lgment. But I say unto you, etc. (Jlatt. v, 21, and bemg polite to strangers! .But I'll forgiv
22). Ye hav hear<.! tuat it was sai<.l by them of old 'em. Lands I but won't tbe starch begin to pet! off
"oon as we sliue around the pint and ge' to f~el
time, Thou shalt not commit adultery. But I say, as
the sea I Yum I yum I .But it will be wo enthusiete.-.Matt. v, 'J:l, 2i.
astically billowy for anything l"-J)etroil. F1•ee Prus.

This volum(". 1fl prlnr.erl o:~ ton~d paper, tn clea.r. bo1j
rrpe, ~n:J !ItttHisOIIll.!ly hountl tn mu.:;lln, containing 27
Jl.'~ii:!t-S.

t2uw

E:Y~'S

SAVE THE

Col. IngArsoll's Works.

(/)}dds ;nul finds.

t'rke fl.:J5.
Lhl' i)rlnetpa.l potuts tha.t Mr.Inge
the I entateuch ln all his lectures on

r11!~ huuk ,~ont~dni!
~oll h:1s m~de ~lgain:st.

r~·~~·~ll:,J;~ctftlC~,~~~J)~~I\\ rl~a~t~V; ~l~t ~;1:tr~~~!~ ~~lliJCJ~~~~re~s~~

only ~bout fourt.een or 11ft.een pnges, while there a.re two
hundred ~tnd geventy-flve p:l.jte!! In the book just issued.
The book Is unansweralJle In Its facts t\nd logic, inimitable
in Its style, nnd filled with "wit, aa.tlre. eloquence, and

"flH' \lihalu•r "F:ye tutd Ear Baham
Has ror fifteen yonrs proved the

lH~~t.

remedial nppl1cation

for Fnfliu" ~ll!;·ht. lml'ttlre.l ll<'"rln~. Oi>b·
thaln•ia"' and all Jnftammnt,tt'H!! nnrl affe(~tions of Eyes
and Eara.

Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the

eyes ftnd an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts hav been
removed by lt. By Its nse tbe wearing of glasoes Is de.
pathos.
ferred. Price, SO cents.
G. A.. LOM.AS.
"The God!! and Otltcr Lectures." Made and sold only by
S1t!
Shakers P. O.,N.Y.
CoNTRNTSA- "The Godst'' u Humboldt," "Thomas

Paine,"" Individuality,"" Heretics and Heresies." Price,

clotb, $1.25; paper, 150 cents.

,~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR- FOOTE'S

"Tile Gllosl!i and Other Lectures."

Hand-BJok of Health Hints

CoYTRNT~.-" The Ghosts," "Liberty of Man, Woman,
and Child," 11 Declaration of Independence,'' "Farming in
illinois," .. Speech at Cincinnati," "Th
Rises Be.
fore Me Like a Dream." Price, cloth, \J .25; paper, 50

AND REA.DY REOIPES,
$~3.

Wor-th

ce:N~~ volnmes beund in one, price, paper, .1.00.

Cost 25c

Dr t'H'IIl11tllot or
11

PLAIN IIo"m TAL:t" A"S"n "1\.flilDICAL
Co:u.:.h)){ St:NsE."

12 S ~:~?~~~-:~:·t·~\~~~·,:(cn~~o~,~~ &~~!rn!J~n~tt~~

""\Vhat l:tlnd '\Vc Do to be Saved?"

ment~ j n v.d:1allln lho!t I' I H.uforeuco fl'r
Family O!!IY 25 ('j•JliB,

t~~~~e~y,o~~\:'.~" ai~o~~~fg~n~~V~~dst~:3' cgh:l~e'J' '?;y

·r~~~~

for ull

.SUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
l!y the celebrated sculptor Clark Mllls.
Cabinet size, price, $2.150. Neatly f•cked and bOxed
b~'tllim;~~~~\~n~i.v !lf~t~~er o this fP"eat Apostle
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
lly Barony, the celebr&ted artist of New York, at tbe following prices:
~Et;,i~~' ~r~~f:6s1ze ~ - . _ ~ ceRts
Llfe-slze Lltho~;rap~J, 21x27
50
Poota~~:• paid.
D. M. BENNETT
141 Elgbth street, New York.

Lll,E 0}, VOLT.AIRE.
BY .J.-\.NIES PAR'l'ON.

\:,·err

l!l In inti chllptors on Hyglenu
SL'Hii~ on CumuLcll
IIIR, Ily~:1enlo Cnmll \'O l\lcuRnn·R, Unw to
AYolrt. Und··~l:·nblu Ch·lilrrn, Knucks \Vor:h
K.unwlng- 1 Jl1!11S on Ha1hl11;:-, on :\UJAing t .o

the author. Price, 25 cents.

Siek,

lian1h"ok

t'

C .. mnl\'11

A '11:<.<111.,,

EmfJ!"r;&lll.'lt>.~,

hU

Hilda for

l're~rnn

t

\Yolll<'ll 1 tog:1•tlalr with somf'! nf the Prh'I\IU

Fonnuloo of Dr. FonTF., nn·l ntiler phyAich"!J
nf hi.c:-~1 l"llnUt,,, ftllii dil'1'<':t n~ for pn•pn'!n;;

!_oodt:J:·l•,,.,.; :-.:.

l't""_._-\1''~. ···~\.\"-\:'\;TED.

Addr6!1B D. M. BENNETT
U1 E!gbtb st., New Yor

INGERSOLL IN CANADA.
A REPLY TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH,
" BYSTANDER," AND OTHERS.
By A.LI,EN l"RINGLE.
PT!ce 1~ cents. Sold at this omce.

CONSULT!~

\Vith Pot·traits and other Illust.rRtfons.
This work, which llns occupied Mr. Parton many yea.ra
in its preparation, is now re<ldy. lt is ln two large volumes. on llen.vy paper, and printed in bold, clear type.
Mr. Parton as a historian u.nd blogntpher ha!'! no superior,
as his biocfraphies of Jr~.ckson, FnmkUn. Je1rer!on, Greeley

~~~,f~~t l~uf~i~ ~~0r'ir~' al~d~~~-fa~eoa; ~¥i~~~e ~ :.v~~lrn°:~
1

ai~gr~~f~~t~~g~~~d'~;~1~~,dd~~~~l~r~ ~·ol~i~~J~:t~~~~~
111

transcendent philosopher, a 2reat re,ormer, a brllltant wit
0

1

~~fs ~~~tfi~~utr".:'tt~i~r a~ J~~~g~~{tYb~~bebi'~~ft~fr~ ~~i
bad In the English language. It Is a most

lntere•t,ln~~:

por-

traiture of a trulv remc\rku.ble m~n, wllether he is viewed
as the chr~.mplon ·of LiberaUf!m, a powerful and persever

e

~~glf~eeri~ u~1:~~IJ 'a~~o~~~ a~~:;.~8~~8~~~giy~vhe{le h~"f£~~

era.nce and Uberty. It ts the arsenal from wlllch Liberal!
will draw weapon!! to refute the slanders and lies of the
church about Voltaire, and .Mr. Parton's reputation will

make It the authority ln
deatb.

re~~:ard

to his life, his work, hll

In two volt. Bvo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st .. New York.

"The

Pulpit."

Infidel

I.cctures by George (;hainey.

<Jnres all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea anfl Impotency,

n.s the result of eelf-a.buse tu youth, aoroal excesses ln maturer
\"'('~TS, or
cnuses, a.nd 'Producl.n,: s.ome o( tha Collowtn,; effed&t
~ .·rvouenoss,Seminnl Elll1Ssion11 (night emiPdor:s bydren_mal,Dim-

otb.er

VOL. I. CONTAINS.
0

~~~~~~~sf'T'.:J'k~h=J;;l~~ ~~~ ;'rf~~l bG)~~\fo~~n;~~h:'lfgJ
Ide:\; Nature and Decline of Unltarl:mtam; Robert G.
1

ViNELAND, N.J.
A regularly edut!tfed and ll"J!'~Ily qualtBed pllyalclan, ftlld the
.:no.. tsuceess•u!, as hia pr'ICtice w:ll prove.

1

~~li~s~~~ii;i~~s¥~~a.~tg1~t~to~ ~1ec~:~;.~ ~~tfC:~~ :~r~~~~

~~c3e,01;ei!s~~~ foe~~~\:~r ~}F~~i~te~~&~;~.t~:c:7fd~~~~:a~

&ox:t!ll l'ow<:r, &~., rendeTlng m:1r.-lsgo improper or unhappy, are
thorolighly anJ pormanently cured by nn

EXTER~AL

APPLICATION,

Ism; The Sphinx; The Choir lnTfitble; Lenon• tor To-

''""nkh !9 the octor'e lnt st o.nd g:reatut medical discove-ry an4
which he hns so fur ftrescrlbed for this bn.neful comjlalntin a1Ills

Morality I What li
Price $1.

ofComumptio'n; while ot~·et"9, agllin 1 bad become fooliahandhard.ly
able to tnke c:ore ol themselns.

0
~h~!~e~:J•~~ndt~~~~~he:dt:~n j~n;be 1~:;:
~;J~ f~~rgei{~~~e~V~~~~IdJaf\~~nD;gJo~~g~n~1 ~~:i 1 f; ~~;:sl;;i~h~:r~~/1~
nsyluma, many h:1d Falllni SickuPs~, Flta; others upon tho veTgO

Rell~:lon!

The Church of the Future.
D. M. BENNETT,
141 El!!hth •t., N.Y.

ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through organic processee; or, bow tlle spirit body grows.
Two papers given in the lntere1t of Spiritual eclence
il,il~~d~lc~,!'fg,!' 1~rc;g~. 1~~~l[&~~lila~in~::RADAY' ot

1

th~} ~:!~L(~ ~ ~-~;tiiJ': fn~~~ G't~~£~1!;e~ri~~~~~~~~r 6ft~

Hernfa. (or Rupture), Piles, and other private

cured.

discru~es

quickly

1Uiddle-Age(l aml Ohl 1\'Ien.

:r

:-~g~~~a.f~~q~~~i t8;n~~en~fo~ ~~~ !\5;n~d:r~!ft~h;cc~~p:i~3 b;
0

1

1

a!ighL smartmg or burnin~; sensation, aud a weakening of tho
.:J!ih~m in a manner tho Jl!lLientc:J.nnot nccou.,t for.
On ezan:inln~
he ndn:uy deposit~ n ropy or
S(:dimcnt. or sometim~a
'lm:.tll particles of nlhume:J, will ap•,cnr, or t11() colnt" will be or 1\
tJJin ot lr'.illdsh hue. n.-:::.in cbnngin~ to a. d:uk nnd torpid BPJY 1rr.nce, which p 1ninly ti3ow3
tLe sc;non l.:"""esoffwit!t the urlr.e.

cotton·IB;e
that

Zai~~~~ 8Dr.F:l7o;;'s~ E:~·~~~e R~~~c~yd~~.J~;?';d~~~~n; r~fT~~~
11
t7!&o~~~~~~~fi~n~~;~j ~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~;~~~~~ngh~r~~~t~~~::;~l5~
0

and cc.rre.spondence eLricLJy confidential.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

CHRONIC DISEASES,
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Dlse1.1es of

)fen, tlle Diseuses of Women and the various causes.
poyslcal and social, leading to them are ~lat'Jl!. treated ~
0

ig;J
Pltttef~ft t o~f~lbtA~~N~~:OarM.rmx:!~l!~:wO
lllu•tratlons. by Dr. E. n. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington aye.,

New York, to whom all letters from the sick should be addressed. In its Issue !or Jan. li, 18i8, .Mr. Bennett's.TRUl'H
SReK•R

thus speaka of Dr. FOOTE and his medical puiJllc~

tlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) per.eonally and inti1

1

~~~!{; att~;'t:ais ! ~a~ otf~:;syl;~~~~tt~~~:~~~le~~~

motlvs, whose life has been epent iu Instructing and im.

s. .nt to any addTes! securely &eP-]cd lor two thrce~cent 6lfnlniH'J

tr~ntinl{

on Spermatorrhea or f:em!nnt We:-~kness, giving its causa,
avmr,tome, horribleefferts 1 nnd curo. follo\\'Cd by 11tron1! toKtimonia:t

~·~a~·~~~ b(fn ll~~~:~~·~l~ea: :too t~~!~S~~h~~e~:a~t ::~~ldkdl~
J~R. R. P. FF.l,J.CH\"R, Vln<'"l:md, New J~rsey. Be
Nlf81lllcl st..11tc in w!la.t.{JA.Por you IIC.W this.
[From the HIYIUe and Home, N. Y.]

Among the snccessful physicians who hav departed

fr~m the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
Dt. Fellows. of Vlnelllnd, N. J. His principles are true,
hl system based upon scientftc fact."
..........._,
[From tho (Mo.) Llberal.

Tbe reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sulllclent to warrant

~gly~~~c~\~fi~o;;-~~~nJ1~ ~h:fril~~~u:;}~i~fh~~~~t~,nu':~ri: ~'l!o.'~n~, ~U.erJg~~~r.ga:;,o~gg~,~c':,~~ ~~~~srd 1~~~~tt1~l~t~t
ha.ppy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
once. Procrastination is tlle thief of time, and often costs
1
11
I!l~:~~~cd' aii8~t~fg~~~:~ t~~7t~ f~1s~:cf:~:rs ~~dtg~~s~i~~ the Jtfe of a. humtt.n belmz."
of famllie", who to-day stand ready to bear wllllng testl·
mvny to the &reat benefit they ha.v derived from tho phys.
BOOU.S RV M. B.tB(;O(;K.
lologlcal, h,Yglenlc. and moral lessons wblch he bas ao ably
Don't God n:nt the D•..vfl? ~5 cents.
lm/,;'{J~~s~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to Why
SufHlt·,.tftion; the Reli,.ton of Believe or
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, ln person or br. mall, FREE. be J).t.t.tnned. :l;; cents.
'l'lle Gho•n of St ••Johtul. 25 cento.
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mal , JostnW
The above books are having a. btg run. They are full of
~~· onlyJUJ£RfYn~eftr i!'8~Lf~'ifiN~CtJ6~~AN~, T· fire,
life, and solid facts; and are backed by hosts of test1·
129 East 28th ot., New York.
monlale from tbe most eminent Freethinkers.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT.
THE
141 Elgbtb Street.

!if"·

HEALTH MANUAL.

Devoted to healing by means of nature's higher forces,

!nclndlng the

HEALTH GUIDE,
Revised and improved, together with brief treatises onthe Fine Forces: Vlt,a.lMugnetism.ln answer to Dr. Brown
Sequard on Nerve I 1'orce, and Cilromopathy, the new
science of healing by light and color.

By Edwin D. Uabblt.t, D. M.,

The

World's Sixteen (;ruclfted
Saviors;
OR, CHRIS'I.'IANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRA VEB,
Author of "The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible Of

~J~~T~~~co::!r:!~~~f.tllg:s~~!E~~tr~~;~~~g-~:~:fa~t~bJ:'h

rellgtoue ~!story, which disclose the oriental origin of an

the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnlslltng a key for unlocking many of ita

sacred mysteries, besides comprlelng the history of six-

Author of ''Principles of Light and Color,"" Wonders o- teen oriental crucified godo.

Price, ,2. For sale by

Light and Color." Pl"lce, clotb, $1. 8old at tills o!llce.

C. MPUTA"ilotl o~ MfCHANISM, .
Allolitlon 18ubtrnctlon, DJul· ,:: ·i
ti"Jlllcatwn, nnll Divis.ion.
Sample Machine, postage freb,

[ab

W~o:lted?irF~~~~~i,rW~te~g~~~
Conn.

.Addresa the Patentee,

W.lii.HART, Kldt~yllle,Mo.

D. M. BENNETT.

SEND Til

ELMIN .A
FOR TIIEM.
The Darwlns. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 ee11t1.
The Clergyman's VIctims. Price, 25 cents. John's Way.
15 cents. Studying the Bl\>le. .15 cents. Spe_~lmen
copies of the PhyBiologist_,_ 10 cents. Stampa gJa<Uy ro·
ce!yed. Addreil
.l!i. D. BLENKER,
.
~
~I!-QWYII1e,l'ul&iklOO-.ntJ, Va.

A JOURNAL OF FREETHOUGHT AND REFORM.
Entered at the P'{st-Oflice at New York, N.Y., as Second-class Matter.
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A LONDON oookseller displays in his Window
,a Greek Testament with the .sign, "The origi-nal ver~ion. Make your own revision."

M. RENAN'S translation of Ecclesiastes, with
'aD elaborate preface, is now in type, and it is
-expected to be out toward the close of this
year.
THE TRUTH SEEKER is the best Liberal paper
'published. Any one' desiring a paper devoted
'to free thought and free speech should giv it a
•trial.-Exetm· (Mo.) Republican.
MRs. GARFIELD has requested J. Stanley
Brown, Garfield's private secretary, to under:take the task of arranging her late husband's
'COrrespondence, to the end that a careful and
'Comprehensiv biography of him may be prepared.
THE Ch·u1·ch Standard notices with alarm
:that " Gambetta is an Atheist, ~nd so are his
,political friends." This is no new discovery,
but we are glad to see the statement in a pious
print. It will be an eye-opener to some good
Christians.
TALMAGE says:" The devil can do auythmg."

In this Mr. Talmage is wrong. The devil
couldn't make a ten-year old stripper out of a
yearling heifer in a minute. Please be a little
more guarded in your statements, Mr: Talmage.
Such recklessness doesn't become your clotb.Exchange.
THE next number of Liberty, the new radical
Socialistic fortnightly published in Boston, will
-contain a fine pl10to-engraving of Michael
Bakounine, the father of Russian Nihilism,
the first likeness of him ever published in
A.merica. It will be accompanied by a biographical sketch.
Two years ago a monk in Rome turned
l>rotestant and became a furious opponent of
the papacy, but owing to .<tn embezzlement of
moneys he had to leave the city. He was
sought in vain until the 29th ult., when two
policemen caught him gazing into the window
'Of a jeweler's in the Corso, and he is now
serving out an eighteen years' term in the galleys.
ANoTHER case of religious bigotry. Mr.
William Roberts, schoolmaster of the Bakewell
Union, has been defeated in his canditature
for the Union Mastership because he was suspected of "supporting Bradlaugh." That set
the Guardians against him, although the local
paper praises his conscientiousness and abllity.
The successful candidate was a sergeant of the
Grenadier Guards, and there can be little doubt
that his orthodoxy is unimpeachable both in
religion and in politics.
DR. CARPENTER, in his lecture on "Nature
and Law" at Glasgow one Sunday, said that
" he had heard a very distinguished manthe late Professor Clifford, whose loss they all
deploreu, and whose pure life and high aims
they must all admire-he had heard him state,
not only that there was no need for a God in
the universe, but that there was no room for
a God in the universe. The laws of nature
accotmted for everything, and to go beyond
them was trying to put something into a vessel
that was already full."

Ne-w York, Saturday, November ::2,6, 1881.

SCIENCE HA.LL, 141 Sth St., ( $S
NEAR BROA.DWA.Y.
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THE Bishop of Manchester, in his sermon at
Oldham, Eng., last Sunc1ay, in which he referred to the visit of Mood v an!l Sankey, addQu
that he feared the effect of startling excitement
passed away as rapidly as it was produce!l.
Where, he asked, were the tens of tbous mus
who rushed to hear Moody and Sanker m
Manchester? They must not suppos~< that ) ·
cause a man could cry "Glory hallelujah!''
he was savffi.

bankruptdes amongst clergymen a,re as bad as
the worst cases amongst tradesmen, Tlie
church cannot stand up with cleaner hands
than other people. We hav not any angry
THE Pacific National bank of Boston has
words for any class of men, from sweeps to
failed.
bishops. We must, ~n truth, defend all classes,
THE testimony of an Agnostic was rejected in
even if we fall under the curse of a conference
a Toronto court last week:
r f bishops and clergy. Not one newspaper in
Gov. CoRNELL has appointed Jefferies Benef!. b hundred in this kingdom will or dare lift
up i :s voice on the side of the traduced and dict Associate Judge of the Court of Appeals.
much-abused Secularists. Silence is cowardly
A NEW edition of Walt Whitman's "Leaves
THE disqualification of a witness at Toronto,
and criminal."-London J?!re8thin7cer.
of Grass" bas jllst been published by Osgood
on the ground that he was an Agnostic, adds to
IN making up his forms the foreman of a &Co.
our knowledge of matters and things in CanA SCHOONER. and a barge were sunk and three
ada. The supposition that because a man is Montreal paper mixed an article on Roman
not sure about what goes on in the next world Catholic Miss~ons in Africa with a recipe for men drownPd by a collision on Lake Erie on
he is therefore an incompetent witness as to making tomato catsup. As published the arti- the 14th.
what he sees going- on in this world, when his cle reads: ' ,The Roman Catholics claim to be
THE pastot of the Episcopal church inNew
evidence may be very important to the rights making material advances in Africa. During Rochelle, New York, has been obliged to sue
of a plaintiff or a defendant, caused Mr. Jus- the past three years they hav obtained a firm for his salary.
tice Osler to suggest that there was a chance footing in the interior of the continent, and hav
Two robberies by highwaymen and trainfor improvement in this respect in the law of sent forth several missionaries into the equatorial regions. They are accustomed to begin wreckers were committed near San Antonio,
the Dominion.-.N. Y. Sun.
their work by buying heathen children and ed- Texas, last week.
A NEW law with regard to the cemeteries in ucating them. The easiest and best way to
THE Bombay (India) Gazette says that a reFrance, which was passed by the SentJ.te after prepare them is to first wipe them with a clean ligious mendicant there has just completed a
encountering serious Ppposition, is about to be towel; then place them in dripping-pans and ninety-one days fasr.
put in force by the .B'reneh government. bake till they are tender. Then you will hav
En. MAXWELL,, an outlaw 'under arrest for
Hitherto, as is well-known, French cemeteries no difficulty in rubbing them through a sieve, murder, was lynched in the court-yard in Duhav been divided..into as many sections as there a,nd will ~ave time by not being obliged to cut rand, Wis., on the 19th.
~
were religious communities in the surrounding thellJ in slices and cook for several hours."MooDY,
American
howler,
preached
last Stmdistricts, so that persons of different religious Detroit J?ree Press.
day in the tabernacle of Spurgeon, English
belieE should not be bmied together. By the
PRESIDENT ARTHUR has issued the rPgnlar
new law this distinction is abolished, and the Thanksgiving proclamation, calling upon the howler, to a large gathering.
A STEAMSHIP ran into a school of whales off
available ground in each case will be open to all people to thank Goil, etc. When millions of
the Delaware capes, one day last week, twenty
alike, ilTespectiv of religious creed.
people pray day and night for weeks for God
to restore a President to health, and God pays miles long. One whale was cut entirely in two.
A CHRISTIAN paper prints this: " 'I am a no attention to the pr11yers of those who stamp
GEoRGE I. SENEY, the well-known philanthroBob Ingersoll mau,' said Frank Runde, the on their money the nonsense, "In God we pist, has just donated $25,000 for additions to
most notorious of modern outlaws, as he stood Trust," it strikes us as concentrated bosh to set the buildings of the Brooklyn Eye and Ear
at the bar of his cell in St. Louis, and no one apart a day for thanking~ God who pays no Hospital.
doubts his word." And the Worthington Ad- more attention to heartfelt.prayers t\tan GibralTHE Court of Appeal has refused to entertain
vance retorts: "'I am a stalwart Republics.n,' ter does to the waves. It would be proper for
the appeal on a technical point in which Mr.
said Guiteau as he shot down the President of Arthur personally to giv thanks to God or GuiBradlaugh sought to set aside the judgment
tbe United States. 'I am a Christian,' said teau, but after the flat refusal of the Almighty
against him in the case of Clarke agt. BradGuiteau, ' and removed the President under power to interfere or protect greatness from
laugh.
divine pressure, the same pressure thHt led malice and ignorance, we should omit the
A. B. THORNTON, editor of the Booneville,
.A. braham to offer his s0n Isas.c as a sacrifice.' " Thanksgiving proclamation from this time on,
Mo., News, a Greenback paper was shot and
And no one dottbted his word either.
and in place thereof we suggest a day of feastkilled on the 19th inst. by the marshal of the
ing and hilarity, that men could hav a day of
THE Philadelphia Presbytery, which has been
town, whose official acts he had criticised adrecrea!ion.-ql'eat West.
trying to find out whether pastor Thompson
versely.
did or did not steal fifty dollars, sat on the case
IN a recent speech Victor Hugo said : " You,
THE White-Holden prize fight for the feather
all the week with closed doors. The brethren, Catholics, claim the liberty to instruct. For weight championship, begun in the edge of
who hav been giving their whole thought and some centuries you hav held in your hands, at Ohio, had proceeded only as far as the third
time to the case, were poorly furnished for the your discretion, at your school, under your round when the authorities interfered and lodged
work of Sunday, and it is said that thP.y either fernie, two great nations-Italy and Spain, the principals in jail.
exchanged with <me another or else preached illustrious among the illustrious, and what hav
THE cashier of a banking house iu this city
old sermons. There is a great deal of bitterness you done with them ? I am going to tell you.
manifested on both sides, and enough has Thanks to you, Italy, of which no one can recently confessed to his employers that he has
leaked out through keyholes and the CI'I).Cks of think nor even pronotmce her name without lost $30,000 of their money within a few months
of doors to show that petty malignity has quite inexpressible filial grief-Italy, that mother of playing a game called faro. The men who, he
as much to do with the trial as a zettl for the genius and of nations, which has diffused over alleges, won the money hav been arrested.

THE London Freethinlcm· says: " The Newcastle Ch1·onicle is puffing Moody and Sankey
in the most shameful manner. A few days
ago it declared that they had received ' an application ft·om Birmingham, signed by two
hundred ministers, seventy-seven of whom are
clergymen of the' church of England.' Now,
the total number of clergymen in Birmingham
is only sixty-five, and the Nonconformist ministers number only about eighty-five. Joseph
Cowan's paper has been doing its utmost for
some years to debauch the public mind of
Newcastle, but it bas reached the lowest depths
of degradation in playing tooter to the Yankee
revivalists,"

truth and for gospel purity.
WE are sure that our readers will enjoy this
plucky retort on the Bishop of Manchester by
the Hulme Gazette: " Secularism has no help
from the state or God, it has no great churches,
nor has it the £10,000,000 per annum to fight
with a3 the church of England has; it has not
the £5,000,000 which the dissenters hav, it has
not influence in ' high places.'
It cannot
enter the jails, asylums, and infirmaries; it
cannot hang up at rail way stations its texts,
nor lay its books on the tables to propagate its
views; it cannot hav an organization like the
British and Foreign Bihle Society, nor can it
hav the useful aid of money to convert the
heathen. The people who profess the secular
opinions are scouted and traduced by the leaders
of Christianity, and they cannot obtain justice
in tJ:te law courts and never could. Yet-these
people are feu,red. They are so interesting that
their doings occupy the time of chmch conferences and congresses. What explamotion is
offered of this ? The religious census taken at
Newcastle the very day the many churchmen
were there shows that fewer people attend
places of worship now than in 1851. The
same uiscovery was made at Liverpool. How
is this ? Can the Bishop explain it ? The

the whole world the most astonishing productions of poetry and art; Italy, which has
taught our race to read, does not to-day know
how to read herself! Yes, Italy h11s, of all the
states of Europe, the smallest number of nativ
inhabitants who are able to read ! Spain, magnificently endowed Spain, which received from
the Romans her first civilization, from the Arabians her second civilization, from Providence, and in spite of you, a world, America ;
Spain has lost, thanks to you, thanks to your
brutal yoke, which is a yoke of degradation,
Spain has lost the secret of her power which she
received from the Romans-that genius in the
arts which she received from the Arabs-that
world which God gave her. And in exchange
for all that you hav made her lose, what has
she received ? She has received the Inquisition, which has burned upon the funeral pyre
five millions of men! Read history! The Inquisition, which exhumed the dead in order to
burn them as heretics. The Inquisition, which
declares children heretics even to the second
generation. See what you hav done with that
focus of light which yon call Italy! You hav
extinguished it. The colossus which you call
Spain, you hav undermined. The one is in
ruins, the other is in ashes. See what you hav
done for these two great nations!"

TWENTY thousand pounds of public documents, printed at public expense, were on Saturdu y last, according to a correspondent of the
New York Sun, delivered to a Washington
junk man at two cents and a half per pound.
IN the trial of Guiteau on Saturday last a
section of the late President's backbone was
exhibited in court to show the track of the
assas&in's bullet. Guiteau is said to hav inspected this horrid exhibit in the most coldblooded manner. He still insists that the Lord
is with him, but wants plenty of policemen
around to help providence protect him. His
conduct in court is violent; he abuses his
counsel continually, and wants to take charge
of the case himself. He admits the shooting,
but charges the doctors with having caused the
President's death by malpractice. One of the
jurors is a negro. The principal witnesses thus
far hav been James G. Blaine, the officer who
arrested Guiteau, Gen. Swain, and Dr. Bliss.
Guiteau was shot at and slightly wounded
in the wrist by a drunken "crank," while being conveyed from the court-house to the prison
on the 19th. The man was arrested. Between lead and hemp, Guiteau stands a fair
chance of having his epitaph written at no distant day.
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freedom of thought in religious matters, for This was stirred up from a rumor that the Jews had
which the church caused the blood of great num- insulted what the Christians are pleased to call'" the
ben~ to flow for their temerity in presuming to devi- Host," a repre111entation of Jesus; "but as this charge
..
ate in a slight degree fro~ . the pre"cribe? ·line of is always trumped up againl'lt them when persecution
To Berlin aml Vienna.-Concluded.
belief. Those days of rehgwus blood-letting have and cruelty are intf'nded, and ifl nAarly always false,
At Boden hacb we reac11ed the Austrian frontier, pa~sed away, but still th~ church remains nearly as it was undoubt(Jdly in this case. It however led to
and our bgggage had to be examined by the Custom intolerant as ever; she IS less cruel than formerly a fearful ma"sacre Of I~raeliteR, and the horrible
House officer~, a stoppage of half an hour or more only because she has less power.
slaughter was ~<preati over a good deal of Genriany.
the result. Fruit is abundant here; apples~ grapes,
Prague stands in a basin-shaped valley, cut in Well and truthfully has it been said that the history
pears, and peac·}les are of good qnality and sold at two by the 1\loldan, surrounded on all sides by of the .Tews in Prague has been a bloody blot upon
low prices. I bonght of queerly-dressed peasant rocks or eminences, upon whose slopes the buildings the escutcheon of Christianity. It is one uninterrupted
women all the fruit I wished to eat for a few kreut- of the town rise tier above tier as they recede from narrative of tyranny, extortion, and death on the
zers. The money has changed again. In BP-rlin tl1e the water's edge. There is said to be much of part of those Christian murdere1;s and oppressors who
coins were one and two ma1·ks-a mark is equal to Asiatic splendor in the aspect and form of the have for many centuries shown themselves capable of
twentv-five cents-and pfenigs, one hundred of domes, turrets, and spires which ri"e up almost inflicting them upon long-suffer~ng ~nd. inoff~nsive
which constitute a mark. Here it is guldens with without number on all sides. An imposing object victims who cannot accept the diCtatiOn m behef of
fiorin 8 of about the same value as kreutzers for among the lesser buildings is the Hradschin, the the Christian tyrants. It is only within a century or
the fractional divisions, one hundred of which palace of the Bohemian kings, running along the tbereabontA that a decent df'gree of to!_eration has
make a gulden. What Holland money I had eastern eminence and overtopping the intermediate been extended to this long-oppressed people. With
when reaching Berlin had to be exchanged for buildings. In the rear of this is the Lauriziberg, all the crueltiel'l, however, that have been bP.aped
German coin, an<l that :.1gain has to be changed off where the pagan Bohemians once celebrated their upon thrrn, tl1ey have steadily increr~sed in numin entering An~tria. The kingdoms are not exten- rites of fire-worship. Their Christian converters, ber. It is said they are still much more prolific
sive, and the cu8tom officers and money-changers are perceiving the difficulty of banishing their pagan than Christian families, the average heing t('n chilrather frequent. I notice here what I have Dot seen rites, substituted in the place of the corrupt pagan dren to each mother, while the Christian!'. average
before-queer little windows in tbe roofs of hous_:s, fires their own more holy fires such as consumed St. not more than four to the mother. The .Jews are
resemlJ!il!g in shape the upper half of an eye, w1th Laurence, whose church is built upon the ground. also longer-lived than other portions of the citizens,
a sma.ll pane of glass or two inserted to give light, Of course Christian fire is more holy than pagan many of them s1nviving to a great age. Having
lying down horizontally, the whole having the ap- fire, e!'lpecially after they have used it in roasting a once been God's peculiar people may be some benepearanc6 of eyes viaced in the roof, and g-iving t~e few hundred heretics to death in a slow, excruciat- fit that still adheres to them, despite all they have
bouse the aLility to see. I saw two row~<, and m ing manner. And it was not here alone that pagan suffered.
one instance three rows, of these eyes in a single rites were partially adopted into the Christian pro.After seeing my baggage change(! from onf' station
roof. The rnofs are of til,., aR th;oy are on nearly gramme. In this way the pagan festival on Df'cember to the other nearly a mile away, I felt that p('rhapR I
all parts of the eoutinent where I baYe bePn, savl:' 25th, commemor)l.tive of the birth of thP sun-Wht>n it ought to visit a Prague theater. I rem em bert>rl that
where slate is used. I st-e f~:w or no fiat roofs so conmH·m·es to ril'e from the death or uight of winter yon had sent me ahroad to see all I could, and that
common with us; here in town and country the roof~ into which he h<Jd su.nk-begins to take place, was perhapR in justice to those who ha~l thus Aent meare hi!!h and stt>ep, Leing a very conSJ.iiCU'JUS part cf adopted as the birthday of the Cbri~tian God, and inasmuch as I could get to Vienna aR t!asy by
the lJUildit,g. The style of Luilding nf timLer and the festival mr~de the great Christian festival, though waiting over for a fa"t train-I ought to see a
brick joiutly, the timber showing Oil the outer sur- there is not a particle of proof that their deity was Dutch theater and find what it is like. You m~ht
facP, is not so cowrnon here as in f~errnany. There born at that }1eriod. It is perhaps a happy faculty not like it to send me nhroad to see all the sights I
I noticed many of that daR~', posts and llrflt·es of-appropriating the ca~t-off garments of others and conld if I negle . . ted a single opportunity. So I set
being skilfully arranged and the LriL·k neatly tille<i turning them to good account.
out to go to a theater, but the thing t0 ascertain was
in b .. tween. Tile houses of the peasants here haY(;'
On the opposite'"ide of the river, looking np the whPre the theater was. To learn thi~ I halted the
very luw Wllll~, ~mali wi,,dows, r~nd wide, high stream, are the bhek precipices and fortification of first intelligt•llt per.-on I m~t, and asked tbu~: ":My
roofs of tile, aud the eye like windows mentioned. the citadel of 1Vysc:hrad (the acropolis), v-·here dear sir, will you pleaAe <iu·~·ct me to a theater?"
They have but a single low story below where tht· the fal.Jied Q11eeu Lilmssa, the found I:!' of Prague, llle shook hiR llPfiU in blank astonishment, and I was
roof commence!'<, w1th two stories abo\·e the eyes. used to preeipitate her lovers iuto the river as soon convinced he had not understood a word I had said.
J\lany of the houses look very antique, and are t;;ste- as she grew tired. of them. ll;ohind the towenl nf I spoke the word theater in all the ways I could
fully ornamented with sbrubbery-aud flower plotR. the Alstadt-old tower-·riRes Zi~k:t's Hill, which tbi,,k of. I pronounced it slow and pronounct>d it
The peasants pref';ent the appearance of Leing hard was forti tied by the zealous llus"ite chief whose fast; I pronounced the first l'lyllable as if spelled te,
toiler~, knowing little of the luxuries and comforts name it bears, and serves to recall the recollections ta, and th~. I spoke the a E5barp, fiat, and broad; I
of life.
of those bloody times w!Jen one c]asA of Christiaris placed the accent on the first syllable, on the second,
The white or sugar beet is an important farm dt>lighted in putting other Cln·istiaiJS to dea1h. The and on the thirrl, but it was all uselef';S. I failed to
crop in Buhewia and in .Austria nonh of Vienna, vicinity of Pr<Jgue iJS hiFtorical ground as fnr as ],it- get the'' Dutch" into it, and the man could not :unand now is ju~t the time when they are being bar- ter religious fermentation is concerned. The war derstancl me.
vested. They are dug with digging-forks and of the H,eforination rflged fiercely here. After the
I dicl not yield to despair; I left him and trieil
thrown into ht·aps, wheH women aud girls top them battle of the \Vhite Hill in 1021, m which the cause another, throwi11g in all the possible variations I
and load them into carts to be haule<i away to a of Romani~m triumphed vver Protestantism, the could poFsibly conceive of in rendering the word
sugar factory to be sold. I see many fields having leaders of the party who had supported the elector theater; I was rletf'rmined to leave no ~tone nnturned ·
ten or twenty acres of these _beets _in on;- bed or Frederick V. were executed on a :scaffold in front of out it was of no u~e; I waR RO stupid that the Dutch~
plot, and often twenty women m a smgle field, bar- the Rathhaus, including eight superior officers and man could not COIH]Jreherrd me. lie sh.ook his head
vesting them. The manufacture of b.-et sugar is _ex. uobles, fourteen conncilorE~, s~Vi·ral I?agi~trates, and ill conl'<te;nation, nhrugged _his shoulder~, and pasReil
tensively engaged in Lere, and L~sides supplying a great nunJLer of thoRe COilSidered ntfenor pPrsons, on. I tned anotht>r, but with no hettt•r resultR" and
the borne d~:mand a large quantity is exported tu a~td a!~ th!s to ap1~ease the n·ligions ardor of the s~ill another, with still another failure. I fairly
England. ·when refined it can sc;;rcely be di~tin- p~ot~s 1< erd1nand. '1 he beads of the nobleR among the stghed for )]. tLeater. A tramwr~y was pa 8 sing; I
gui:;hed from refined cane sugar: The farmers are vwt1ms were stuck upon the gate tower by the boarded it, told the conductor that I wiHLed toLe put
bllsily engag<"d in plowing f?rfall sowing.T Some of bridge as a warmng to thoRe who dared to differ down at the theate.r. I half-think be"comprebended
the grain is already up, lookiUg gret'n. Wheat and from the holy church. Not long afterward a sii11- the last word, for he threw up his arms and g,sticurye are largely gwwu, with now and then a field ~f ilar bloody execution took place of eleven officers of lated in a most energetic manner, and gave me to
maize, or Iuclian corn. l\luch of the farm work IS noble rarJk, with blue blood, and a large number of understand that I was wrong, that I would have to
done with oxen. In som~ di~tricts they are more I those whose blood was only .o~ the ordir:ary color. take another stra~se r-ointing
anot~er dir.ection;
numero11S than horses. It 1s not at all unc,o-ommon to· The nobles had the proud pnv1lege of dymg by· the but he could not speak a word m English. I Jumped
see oxen working singlj in shafts to a cart, also sworr;J or cord, as they preferred, while the common off the car, and put off in the direction the conductor
plowing and harrowing. The harrows are often of herd had their heads summarily taken off with the pointed, turned two corners, saw a building with
a primitive character, being a ~ome-~ade wooden beheading-axe.
two gas-lights; I made for it, entered the door, saw
drag. I have noticed many sowmg gram and others
In the church where John Russ and his disciples a man sitting within an inclosure as though be redragging it with what loo~ed like half a dozen ~ails once preached their Wickliffian doctrines lie the ceived money; and, elated that I had found the theawith cross. pieces vinued onto them. The land IS a bones of the great astronomer Tycho Brahe, who at ter, I planked down a gulden, saying I wished to invest
light, sandy loam, and easil~ c~lt!vate~. Th~ crops the invitation of .the Emperor H,udolph II. ~e~oved J that m?eh in his enterprise. H~ gave me a ticket
are not extremely her~vy .. J1 rult 18 easily cultivated, to Prague, and d1ed there. An effigy of him m ar- ·and pomted out the door at whiCh I was to enter.
and orchards and fruit-trees are frequent. Vine- mor, rudely carved in relief on a slab of red marble, I entered and found myself in a circus-the first I
yards, however, are far le~s abundant tha~ I bad is placed, by ws,y of monument, against the last pil- had visited for many years. The exhibition was in a
supposed. In the same latitude on the H.hme ~he lar on the right hai!d nearest the altar. It bears his building with the ring in the center and seats rising
vine is the principal crop, but here, e:ven on the ~Ill- motto, "Esse potius quam haberi "-to be, rathet around like an amphitheater. Just as I entered, an actsides, where nothiug else can be cultivated, no vm~- than to be esteemed. The heads of the Protestant ive horse was going through a series of hoops held
yards are to be seen. There are very few fences m leaders who had been executed, which were stuck upon for him; he did remarkably well in weaving in and
thifl country; the ap~logies for hedges along t_he the bridge, were taken down when fortunately the out from one to the other and jumping through
railways amount to ~Ittl_e; the whole coun~ry hes Protestants again c~me i_nto possession of the city in them one at a time, and then through all six of them
open, as though const1tutmg one vast possesswn. In 1631, and were buned w1th due ceremonies.
together when held a foot apart, and without being
most instances the country is so level that the plowJews reside in Prague in pretty large numbers. driven or led.
ing is done in long stretches: ~ have seen plowmen .Judenstadt (J ew's-town) is appropriated to them,
I will not burden you to listen to the entire perwith lands a quarter of a mlle m length, and some- though they are not now compelled to nside there formance, but will mention some of the feats which
times near half a mile furrow without_ turning. T_he as in former times, since the richer Jews have fine struck me as being good. A man and woman rode
crops are raised in long, ~arrow stnps-say gram, residences in other parts of the city. Neither are lj, two-horse act in concert; the man, standing with
potatoes, beets, clover, turmps, etc., alternately, hke the Jews' quarters now locked up at eight in the a foot on each horse, held the woman by the belt,
beds in a garden. In fact, the country_loo~s like an .evening, as was once the rnle; the gates, even, are and she stood first upon his hip and knee, and then
immense garden in a hi~h state of cultivatwu. Oc- removed. The Jew quarter is Rit•Iated upon the upon hili! hip and shoulder, the horses in an easy
casionally we come to high and rocky grounds where low banks of the :Moldan, close to the river, and is gallop. I tbink, however, I used to see as good as
the ravines are deep, the rocks towerillg, and the said to be a labyrinth of narrow, dirty streets and that many years ago when I was younger. But the
whole face of the couutry decidedly broken. Then low houses, swarming with young .Jews, like an ant- next little woman that came out excelled any female
the valley"' l!roaden out again to a width of tive hill. A Billgle house often coutaius eight or ten rider I ever saw. She rode standing, without a
miles and eYen te01 rn!les ot uu_l,roken plain, frillgeJ families. Eight thowmud pe~ple are said to live in bridle, and the horse going at a rapid gait; and she
with a ra11ge of hill~> iu the di:;tauce on enhe~· s11.fe . thii:! style. It is said to ],e the oldest .Jewish settle- jumped over f0ur bands of webbing, held so as to
At ~eveu r . .111. we reached tbe aucieut cily of me11L lJJ EuroJ,e, alld il:l clatwed to have beeri estab- make four sections of the circle, throwing herself
IJrague-~ pelt lwre l'rag, aud prono_u need w~t!J the lnH1ed twou after the de~trut~tion of J eruAalem. The clear around at each jump,, aud. striking with agility
a IJroad, as 111 charL-Llle capital of llubeJuia, aJJd ch1ef ll.)nag.,gue dates from tbe twelfth century. In on the horse each time. 'lhe four bauds were held
the locality where John llutsl:! and Joseph of Prague, 1290 the J ewJS were almost exterminated by the fa- some two and a half feet apart, and she jumpea over
over three ceuturies ago, tried to introduce a little natici~m and cruelty of their Christian tormentors. them all, first face forward, and then whirling her
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body around while going over them. She then making, having reached a point some twenty-five delay had this good result-it allowf'd me to have a
jumped through four hoops, fin;t one at a: time, and mlles sou~h of Prague, when the guard di~covereil hetter view of the intermediate conntrv. For two
then t.hrollgh all of them when held a foot or so that my tw'ket was not by his· roail. He took it to hours' ride the country i!; a wide, al!uvi~l phin, with
apar~ She wa.s extJ·enH:ly agile and :;.ctive--tbe ano_ther rruthl1rity in the f'tation, and it seemed to be hills far in the distance. The extenRive crop of
best • ever saw .. A nude rider next acquitted him- decided that I must get off. I was ::tccordingly buR- Rugar beets is being sccurerl; huncl.reds of women in
self fi.nely .. ,Hts horAe went very rapi,lly.
He tied off most uuceremoniouslv, with the brokell word~ the aggregate are working in the fields rrt .securing
rode first wltn a r,nddle, hut he reat.!bed down and "Billet no good," but witbo~1 t my having the ability them, at digging potatoe~, ani!. g}J,thering cabhages.
unlmeldl'd the girth and still stood and danced upon to make any explanation or any inquiry as to what. The weather jg favor::thle for this busine~~, and large
the saddle, l?ose, ~nd then 'dre;y the ~il.drlle gradu- !·he status ":ould be by the change. At two o'clock quantities of the beet!> are being conveyed to the
ally back Wlth his feet, and kicked it off he hind In the mormng I was turned out of the train, and. the stations to be sent to the sugar mills, where they are
remaining on the horse himself. Then he threV: train went, on leaving me where the people could not sold. I have seen many freight cars loaded with
himself in all positions, lying on the horse's back unilerstand a word I said, while I was unable to un- beets. They do not grow so large here as on our
then sliding down as thongh he must slip off and df'rstand a word they said. I had telearaphed to a good soil in America, hence I infer that the Austrian
then working himself back to t,he horse's tail' and fri(!nd in Vienna that I would be there by the morn- soil is light, but sandy and easy of cultivation.
merely r~mn,i?ing on by his hip: looking aR th~u.gh mg train, and naturally wished to know when I could Manuring is largely followed, and I think it very
he must mevitably fall off behmd; then be would go on, and whether the train I was to take stopped at rrquieite to good crops in Austria. Many are also
collect himself in a moment and spting to his feet that stat~on, or whether I h,ad to go somewhere else plowing and sowing fall grain. Several are still cutthen jump to the ground while the horse was at to meet It. But deRpite all the ingenuity I could ting grass and making bay, though doubtless, as bef.ull ~}Jeed, and spr~ng back ::Jgain upon the hol'se muster, and all of the German language I coulrl con- fore observed, a late gl'owth.
hghtmg first astnde, and then on his feet on trol, I could not make them comprehend my anxieties
When we re::tched the high lands forming the
the naked hack of the horse, and all without a bridle nor understand my desires. I did not know what to water-shed between northern and southern Austria,
or anything in his hand. 'lie was veq good.
do. It was late to go to bed, but as I had not slept where the waters part, some running north, others
Some comical riding by two clowns then took any the bed would have been welcome bad I known south, we pasged through narrow valleys, with
place, in which a good di'al of mirthfulness was that I had several hours to wait. But I did not know higlJ, abrupt hills, deep gorges, and these gradually
blended, which I will hardly attempt to descr}be. but the train I should have taken ~ight come o~ any jspr~acl out agaip_ in_to wi?e plain f.!. ]\'~ora via, through
Next a dancing-horse came in, which, at the direc- hour, so I dared not go to bed. I tned to make d 1ffer- whiCh we p::~ssed, IS a fine, productive country, the
tion ·of his ridm·, danced to tunes by the band, and ent parties understand I wished to go to Wien, and soil l"eeming richer t.ba.n further north. It is easy to
went through other rcmarlmble evolutions. Two desired very much to know tohen 'r could go, but note the peculiarities of the inabitnnts, style of
fell~WR then came ir1, dresRed in most grotel'lque they were so stupid, I was so stupid, or we were all dress, etc. The Bohemians awl Moraviau.s 8eem not
fashwn, and w~nt through a great variety of comic so stupid, t}Jat we made no headway in understanding like the northern Germans or even the .Austrians
performances, mvolving athletic feats and remarka- each other. Then I sighedand groaned for that uni- proper; f_urth~r on the Hungarians are met with,
ble agility .. Among other things, they fastened versa.l la?-guage, and. gave two sighs and a groan ~nd hei:e In VIenna there are ma:JY Jews, some Servbells to their heeh.;,.others by a band behind the ~hat I.t might be English. At length one man, more Ians, wtth people from othe!· sectiOns.
head, holding others in the hand. The bells were mtelllgent a~cl hu_mane than the others, upon my re_Some of the to~n~ and v1lbges as ;ye approached
of ddiereut tones, alld they sitting on the tops of peatedJy askmg h1m, "Veen was oore?" and .point- Vrenna look flounshmg and cleanly, w1th a due share
two chairs, by kickiug with their feet, nodding their ing at the same time towa;d Vienna, and showing of manufact~1ring estal1_lishment~, indicatt:d by the
heads, and striking their hands in concert, played hin; my ticket, and pointing specially to the road by usua~ tall cln?Jneys .. The~·e seems !o he a plenty of
different tunes very fairly. 'l'heir grimaces and whiCh .I -was to go, finally comprehended my want coalm Austn.a, ;spe?Ially m _Bohemia, Hungary, etc.,
antics in the mean while filled the audience with and sa1d, "Oct oore," and motioned that the train but much of 1t IS different In color from any coal
mirth. They sported much with a large rubber would pass down on thfl west side of the station, while I ever saw, it being brown instead of black. At
wind-hall, nen.r a foot in diameter; this they kept_ in the tram~ ~ad come in on passed on the opposite first I di~ not know w~at it was, seeir.;g m~ny ~ar
the air in a great variety of ways, by throwing it side. This mformation gave me great relief, but it loads of 1t, and was a httle Rurpnsed upon mqmry
up in the air, lettiug it strike upon the head, and was too late to go to bed, so I remained on hand till to hear it was coal. This brown-colored article is
thus throwing it back i11to the air and keeping it eight o'clock, waiting for the six long hours to pasR 'lOt as good as the black, which also abounds here.
bounding for twenty times or more, touching it "away, glad that I did not hav to stop M Kolin, the I am told the coal-beds are profuse, but that they are
with their beads only. When one got a little weary name of the station, for twenty-four hours. I will not worked very systematically.
the other would step in and relieve him. Then they remark that in Austria and Germany Vienna is writIt was not till within thirty or forty miles of
stood some twent.y feet apart, one threw the ball, ten Wien and pronounced" veen."
Vienna that I noticed many vineyards; then they beand the other .caught it on ~is head, and with the
I did not know_ but I should have so~e trouble gan to be seen plentifully, and the grapes sold here
head _ouly_senti.t back to the first one, and tbus_they with the attaches of the railway on which I had rid- are of excellent quality. I can hardly uuderstand
kept 1t. goiug f1_o_m o.ne head t? the other, ma~mg a den seventy-five miles. They made out their bill why the vine is not more generally cultivated farther
for "orne mi 1111 tcs Th
dd
t
nortll than it is. I saw huudreJs of mil~:s of country I
deto u 1 111 .c,the an
·t
· .: . e:y . I ~10 · against me-three florins for the distance I had rid. "
~a~e a m~;:.s, bth t 1new the ball by st1 1 k, mg 1 t with den on their road from Prae-ue. I remonstrated, deem well adapted to grape growing, where the busiabout a,8 they 1 8 ]
rh
1,
~
ness is not JWOsecuted at all. It is 1n·obable that the
tnell• :heads
.
•
•
',
a-~ ea. ec ·
ey ':ou fl and declined to pay. I said I had shown my ticket
sometimes p1ete1J(l to be an,1y With each othe 1 , and when I took the train at Prague, and it was their people understand the abilities of their country betone would throw the ball at ~he other, a~d he :vpuld fault if I had made a mistake as much as it was my ter than Ldo, and perhaps they have good reason for
in that sort of culture.
d rop a s sudd_en l Y a s tlwug h s h ot ' b 11t h e Imme d Ia t e )Y own; but they could understand nothing of my pro- not engagin!!
~
sprang to his feet and. re~urned the ball, ":hen t_be found arguments. At all evenfs I refused to hand
At length we crossed the Danube and were in the
other had to come ,down Ill hke manner. Their antiCs over the three florins, thinking it no worse for them precincts of Vienna. In the vicinity where the river
were numerous and very ht:morous.
that I rode over their road by mistake and was com- rises to great bight in the spring when the hea>y .
. Anot~er gn":e a very ?red1table perform~nce on the pelled to stop over six hours in th~ night, than it rains come and the snows on the hills are melting, a
tight Wire, \~hich _was drawn across the cncle some was for me. In fact, I don't know but if l had been wide space is left for the overflow of the river,
tw~lve or fittem; fe~t. fro:n the ground .. He ascended in tho practice of "cussing" I should have dealt out which, covered with coarse grass and unsightly weed@,
to It by a ~op.e? m citrzen s dress, and Without a rod or a little in that line, for I was not in the best of hu- is not as neat in appearance as might be imagined.
h too k mor,· as it was, I am not sure but I did "cuss" J'nst a Soon the station was reached, and a carriage secured
any th_mg_ m ms h ar~ d s wa lk-~ d b ~c k an d f ort.'
to enable me to call upon my friend, Dr. W. K.
1
l
h
t
d
l
k
d
out IS mgar case.' rg 1 e ~18 mga. r, smo. e I t ' an d little, but as I was confined to En!!! ish I fear they
h
t th
h
1
t
1 hh
k
~
Dyer, whose orne is in Boston, but who for two
wen
roug vanons evo utwns, a ter w uc
e !oo lost the benefit of it. They talked about sending for years has been in Vienna, studying medicine, at-,
off one g~rment after a~other, sh?es aud ~ll, u~trl he the "policee." I said, "Send for your police and
·
·
had nothwg on hut his professional smt of tights; be d---·" But later on while I was out of the tendmg clmica1 lectures, etc. I soon was comfortably
t. hen he wen_t tL rong}1 other difficult evolutiot.1s, st">nd- room, they secured my bag'gage, and would not re- settled at the Hotel Hammerand and prepared for
sight-seeing. But more anon; this letter is long
lllg on one f _oo t , f acrng a b?n.t su dd en.I y, l ymg d own linquish it unless I gave them the three florins. I enough. Good-bye,
D. M. B.
upon the wue, kneelmg, tnttu~g, gettmg repeatedly am not good at contention, especially the fistic v<~rit~r?ugh a small hoop, aud vanous o~ller ho?ps o~ a ety, and it occmred to me tbat in many cases discre"VoLTAIRE IN ExiLE," by Benjamin Gastineau, is
simil_ar character, auu. all ~~0~1 a smgle Wire With tion is the better part of valor; so I compromised
n.othwg to balance him. _Ih1s ~as followed by a with them and gave them two florins, fearing other- a handsome and neatly printed work of 231 pages,
kind of ballet p~rformaece 111 whwh twelve or fifteen wise I would not be able to secure my hragaae from published by D. l\:L Bennett, New York. Mr. Gasballet dancer!< took part, with men _dressed as mon- such a stupid set, and thinking also that ""perhap~, as tineau is a Frenchman by birth, but, as we believe,
ster~-:--three of them hu~e frogs wlucl~ leaped about I had made a mistake, I should pay something for it. an American citizen, and stands prominent as a Libconsiderably, one an alhgator, one a big baboon, and I am inclined to think I was discreet in this course eral. The work is publislJecl in honor of the centeothers wit~I g1:otesque appliances. A company of for it is a fearful thing here to get entangled in th~ nary of Voltaire, aud as a tribute to the memory of
men ca_rne m w1th .mock_ hors~s around them, and en- law. There is no show for a person who is brought the boldest aud ablest anti-Christian writer of the
gaged lll a sham tight, m wluch some of the hcrses before the authorities.
I have heard of au last century. lt is clearly written and ably portrays
and riders wen; badly worsted, the whole winding American who was travelina in Austria and wished the heroic spirit with whieh Voltaire warred againHt
up in a grand ~avale~cle i~ which the different per- to enjoy a little sleep in the railway 'carriage, lmt "L'Infame" (the Infamous), as he termed the Uhrisformers rode 111 then varJOns h?rses, aud th~ quee? was annoyed by the frequent call upon him to show tian religion under which he livetl.-Jewish Times.
of the ballet, compally was carnerl around 111 a tn. his ticket. Finally he gave way so far as to say:
umpl1al_car b~r~10 upon th.e shonld~rs of several men. "This is a bell of a country. Yon Dutchmen dou't
"Voltaire in Exile" is a new book by 1\L GastiThe _entire affair was qmte amusmg, and I was not know how to do business, anyhow." It so happened neau, wh.ich has just been issued by D. l\1. Bennett,
partrcularly sorry that the sllow turned out a circus that the guard who heard this petulant remark nn-' the well-known Freethonght publisher. Jt was
instead of a theater.
derstood 1£nglish, aud at the uext station he reported, written a few years ago to meet the occasion of
At eleven o'clock the train departed for Vienn~, this Americau, who was immediately placed nuder. the centenary of Voltaire's death, and is a fitting
still some two hundred miles. away or morP.. The arrest, thrown into prison, his wife in great nnhappi-: tribute to the memory of the great man. While euni<rht was pleasant, the train was moving along with ness having to be separated from him and go to a: tering into many of the smaller details and incidents
co~mendable speed for this country, and I hoped by hotel. 'l'he examination was very summary, and the of his long and checkered career, it is concise and
seven or eight o'chck in the moruiug to be in Vienna. American was fined two hundred gulden and sent to crisp; and, while lawling his many good qualities
But here comes in the saddest part of my story. By prison for sixty days. The inrluence of the American and his genius, it does not seek to cover up his
·some strange fatuity, by some stupidity on my part, consul was enlisted in his favor, and by extra exer- equally munerons faults, among which not the least
or by some lack of information on the part of others, tions tile imprisonment was remitted, but the fine were his broad not ions regarding the relations of
I took the wrong train at Prague. I of course had bad to be pard. So much for a little i11dulgeuce in the sexes. The book, in short, is iuteuded to be a
a ticket whieh atlthorized me to be conveyed from free speech. Upon the wllole, I think I did far bet- faithful history of Voltaire's life iu exile-an imPrague to Vienna., but it wus stipuhted to be by a ter to pay the two florins mther than run the risk cf partial pieture uy tl1c ha11d of an admiring but concertain road, and did not entitle me to be carried by complications with anthorities whom I could not nn- seientiou.s artist. The translators, ~Lssrs. 'l'. Vogeli
any road that I Plight chooRe to select. I bad simply d~rstand, and who coul_d not understa~1~ me. 'l'be and Edmond DnLourg, de~en-e full credit for the
taken the wrong road, the wroug company, not kuow- railway men and myself became qmte frreudly, and masterly manner iu whil'.h thty hav eonveyed the
ing there was more than one way to go. I had rid- they apparently wished me success on my journey.
iunerrnost meaniug of the original Freneh into the
den some three hours with a great degree of comAt ~ o'clock my train came along, and I very English language. F'or sale uy D. l\l. Bennett, pubplacency at the satisfactory degree of speed we were gladly left Kolin and was on my way to Wien. The, lisher, New York. Price $1.00.-Sundav Oafitat.
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ment buildings at Washington without the smaller serving the three years which tl1e law re9.uires_of
buildings that intervene. Tn Vienna there are ne every able-bodied ym~th, unless a ~tudent, · m .'":lnch
small buildings; even the dwellingA for the poorer caRe but a single yeans exacted, wtth the addittdnal
classes are very large, many families oc~upyi?g. the requirement t~~t he hol~ him~e~f in..readiness if
Vienna to Athens.
same house. Many of these large pubhc butldmgs. ~eeded for rmlltary service. Tbts nllhtary bu.rden
TRIESTE, Oct. 15, 1881.
are disconnected from each other, and a sense of j IS extremely heavy upon the country. Royalty Is an
DEAR FRIENDS IN AMERICA: I am quite favorably loneliness almost crawls over one when he walks I expensive luxury.
impressed with Vienna, the -Wien o£ the Austrians. around among such stately edifices and at such wide
This is a bard place for a poor man. I will menIt is a city of beauty, magnificence, art, music, distances apart. I think I prefer our American tion a Ringle point to illustrate it. It is an uhfortupleasure, learning, and business. It contains a style of having good high buildings standing com- nate thing here for a pedestrian to be nm down and
million inhabitants. With the suburban towns pactly together. It seems more social, and to be injured, for he not only has to endnre the damage
counted, a million and a half are claimed. It is making better use of the space.
done him, but he has to pay for interrupting the carsupposed to have been settled by a Celtic tribe
Perhaps I should first say a few words about the riage. Coaches ~nd carriages have all the righ_ts of
known as Windonians, in the century before the old cathedral. It is conRidered a masterpiece of t~e streets and highways, and the poor pedestri~ns'
Christian era, who are supposed to have been emi- early feudal and Gothic architecture. It was begun nghts are of a secondary character. I! a man. stnkes
grants from Central Asia many centuries before, in 1144 and rebuilt after a fire in 1359 since which another, however great the provocatiOn, he IS fined
even, as is claimed, before the Trojan war, and that time it' has undergone, several restor~t1-:>ns. It is heavily. an~ imprisoned. An ·.American s~udent,
they came to this locality from the British Isles. 343 feet in length, 222 in width, and 86 in bight. ?-POD bei_ng msulted by an Austrian, st.ruck him~ ~ut
Their presence here is proved by the discovery of Its spire is much admired as a Gothic structure, and It ~ost him a thousand guldens and Sixty days 1mstone tools, arrow.head!<, spears, etc., made of flint is 436k feet high, and, next to that of the Strasburg pnsonment.
stones, as well as numerous graves containing orna- Cathedral, is said to be the tallest in the world.
The medical schools and the hospital of Vienna
ments of bronze and weapons of the same material. The roof is covered with colored brick or tile, simu- are great institutions. There are over two hundred
This proves an era before the discovery of iron, and lating tEie imperial eagle of Austria. The main professors in the medical schools, each chair having
hence hundreds of years priQr to the time when the body of the edifice is divided into a nave and two two or more professor!!; and it is said the world does
Greeks and Romans visited the locality and became aisles. The exterior is embellished with much stat- not afford a more learnerl and skilful faculty. The
masters of the country.
uary of the twelve apostles and representations of hospital is the most extensive in the world. It covLike all the Celtic tribes, the Windonians were quaiLt biblical allegories. It contains the tombs ers twenty acres of !/:round, inclosing forty-five
good agriculturists and skilful in the manufacture and memorials of departed monarchs and warriors, courts and quadrangles. The building, having fron1s
of ornaments with which to decorate themselves. as well as dignitaries of the church. The stained of a thousan<il feet or thereabouts, is two or three
They we1e fond of bright colors and gay trappings, windows are rich and present much of the antique l!ltories in bight, hut the walls are of the extraordia taste which has descended to the inhabitants of characteril'ltics. There are paintings of the Virgin nary thickness of three and a half and four feet.
the town at the present day. They were also a war- 11.nd of different ineidents in the story of J eRus; but The ventilation is from the top of the windows. The
like people, who not only bravely fought their own they are getting old and worn. There is much about floors are first waxed, and then painted and varnished.
qtlarrels, but who were ready to give the Romans a the old church to be greatly revered by those The wards are sixty l>y forty feet, and contain
stout resistauce when their armies entered the conn- who venerate such edifices; but to me it seemed a twenty-five to thirty bed~ each. The entire hospital
try. Like their brethren of the British Isles and in gloomy old place, very fit to be the Tesidence of has four thousand beds. People aTe brought there
Persia, they were sun ,;.orshipers, and reverenced bats, which would fitly represent the superstitions for treatment from all parts of the country, and
the stars, being a branch. of the Druidic family. connected with the old pile.
with all manner of diseases. Women also resort
The granite altars which they erected were afterIn the basement, or large room under the cathe- there for lying-in pu_rp.ooes, many of whom are poor
ward appropriated by the H.omans for offering sac- dral are some thousands of the bones of those who and unable to provide for themselves. The births
rifices to their gods, whose worship, by their superior fell ~ictims to the plague a few hundred years ago. in the hospital average tweuty-four per day, and
power, they were able to force into the country. but as the charge to take a person down to see the~ the deaths_twel:e, leaying a 1_1et gain of t~elve. The
The females of the Celtic tribes were not only beau- is some five or six guldens, I concluded a view of-a treatment m this partlCnlar lme of practiCe must be
tiful, but they were brave, and went out with their lot of :.>ld bones would not be worth that much to regarded as successful, for the number of deaths on
husbands to help then1 combat with encroaching foes. me and declined to make the investment. I have the part of mothers are not six in a thousand.
Just before the Christian ~ra Drusus and Tiberius, see~ all the bones I "care to look at foT a far smaller
The plan of managing the new-bot·n infants is
after subduing the pe-ople of northern Italy and the sum.
somewhat peculiar. As soon aR the babe IS born,
Tyrol, marched to the banks of. the Danube, and
The finest church in Vienna is the modern one, and before it leaves the bed, the number of the heel
were able to conquer the Celtic tribes, who had long called the Votive Church, built, I believe, by the and of the mother is painted on the arm of the little
held possession, and long from this time the Romans emperor, partly as a votive offering in memory of new-comer; then it is taken into a warm bathingheld command of the cyuntry. The oldest Homan the unfortunate Emperor Maxamilian, who lost his ruom, where it is washed and dressed, and afterward
memorial is said to be a votive stone dedicated by life in Mexico, and was a brother or relative of the taken to its mother. The treatment before the event
Tiberi us ~o Jupiter in commemoration of the victory Austrian emperor. The windows are of the richest takes place is of a character to prepare the mother
he had given them over the Windonians or the Pan- stained glass, the columns are massive and elegant, for the ordPal. The aim is to bring the system to a
nonians, a turbulent people who lived southwest of the floors of fine colored marble in figures, and the good state of health, and sun-baths are recommended.
Vienna, toward Italy.
.
entire church of the neatest workmanship. In one of Of a pleasant day fifty prospective mothers are often In the latter part of the second century sev..eral the windows is a striking likeness of Maximilian, seen sitting on the seats in the sun in the courts of
tribes of vandals and other warrior!'! made a -fierce as well as of the Austrian emperor, empress, the the hospit:;~.l.
attack upon the Roman station where Vienna now is, Crown Prince, and the other children. At the
The surgical_ operations performed b) the medical
and iu the year 169 the good Emperor Marcus Aure- recent marriage of the Crown Prince this church, as faculty itHhe hospital are truly of a startling cbarlius marched the_re with his army to reclaim and pro- well as all the other churches of the city, was acter. Prof. Bilroth is prohauly the most daring
teet the H.oman Interests. He defeated the barbari- brilliantly illuminated to the very top of the tall operator in the world. In cases of cancer in the
ans in a botly-con.tested battle, which was fought spire; and on the top of the spire of St. Stephen'R stomach he has repeatedly opened the body in the
upon the frozen nver. As soon as the ice watl was a powerful electric light. Every bouse in the vicinity of the stomach, taken out the diseased parbroken up he ordered a pontoon bridge to be thrown city was illuminated, and the tops or plugs of the tion of the stomach with the knife and then sewed
across the stream, and, meeting them again upon gaA lights along the streets were taken out, and it up l1gain, replacing the stomach where it belongs.
the open field, made the victory a decisive one, from every one streamed a tall and .strong flame of In cancer on the tongue, the tongue has been entirely
which he was preparing to follow up when be was fire. Probably a greater illumination of the kind cut out, and, strange to say, the patients are still
taken sick, and here this great man died in his never occurred on any occasion.
able to talk so as to be understood, the speaking becamp. His incompetent son, Commodus, then took
Among the fine public edifices, governmental and ing effected by the organs of the throat. Two or
command, and showed himself unequal to it. But I otherwise, are the Imperial Treasury, the Palace of three cases of this kind are in the hospital at the
need not follow down the history of this country Justice, two imperial museums, the Parliament Pal- present time. Operations for ovarian tumors are of
around Vienna; it is one of continued warfare and ace, the new City Hall, the new play theater, the very frequent occurrence, averaging about one per
bloodshed. My purpose is more to tell you what new University Palace, the Exchange, the Grand day, aud half of them, at least, with successful reVienna is to-day.
·
Post-Office, the Opera House, the Belvidere Museum, tmlts. I obtained these facts from Dr. Phil. Porter,
The old city occupied but a small portion of the the Imperial Arsenal, hesides very many other mag- of Detroit, Mich., who is now spending some time in
ground covered by the modern town, and was sur- uificent structures. Several others are in course of Vienna to witness the extraordinary surgical operarounded by a double wall, which has been taken con&truction of extmordinary dimensions and pala- tions performed here. He is stopping at the same
away, and the space is occupied by a splendid street tial magnificence. One or two are for additional hotel where I stopped, as are also six other American
two hundred feet wide, called Ringstrasse, well universities, and two are for museums. I was in- physicians. He says no such operations as he bas
supplied :With sh~de. trees,_ and on. w~ich _are ~he formed that the most of these expensive edific.es are seen performed here are undertaken in America. A
:finest ~esidences m the mty. . Withm this Rmg erected by the government, but are partly pa1d for great number of American phyl'licians and medical
street~Is · the Burg, the Impenal Palace, an old- with the fund that was realized from the material of students visit Vienna every year, and spend more or
fashioned-looking three-story edifice, surrounding a the double wall which once surrounded the inner less time there to avail themselves of the unusual
court say 250 by 150 feet, with bronze and stone city. In fact, nearly everything here is done by the benefits offered. One hundred American physicians
s~atues within the court. , In this old part of the :government-the constructing and running of rail- and students on an average are here at all times, and,
City are also St. Stephens Cathedral, some other roads, the telegraph, and public improvements of it is thought, leave on an average $1,000 each with
churches, and all the old memorable buildings con- all kinds. There is little here for private enterprise the pe_ople of Vienna, which, in the aggregate,
nected with the history of the city in olden times. to attend to, and not a great amount of enterprise is makes a rich yearly sum for the Austrians to acquire
1\'Iany of the streets in this old part are narrow, and apparent.
from the New World. A good proportion of the
some of the~·croo~ed and unattractive. Others of
The government is a heavy-handed one. Taxa- medical students are from the Southern states.
them. are wrder, With a very good class of stone tion is fearful, amounting to 4.5 per cent upon
Jews are numerous in Vienna, and they are fast
buildmgs of a permanent character, though many of all the property of the city, and is similarly heavy getting the beRt positions in business circles, in good
them look decidedly antique. But it is on tLe out- upon country property. A duty ·is levied upon paying positions, and even in the medical schools.
siqe of Ring street that the finest, stateliest, and everything that enters the city, even in the way of They first become assistants to professors, and then
most palatial of the edifices are found; many of provisions. It is a rule for government officials to succeea to the chair. It is said the Rotbschilds are
them have been constructed within a few years, and examine every basket, box, and package that is using their immense wealth to encourage this 'pat•
are of extraordinary size and splendor, taking up the brought into town and to levy the stipulated tax. ronage of their nationality. All medical professors
whole side of a square; some are over four hundred The government is strongly sustained by the mili- hecome K. K's.-a Rort of knighthood or degree of
feet long and ere<.;ted iu the highest architectural art, tary. About forty thousand soldiers are stationed honor which is bestowed upon them-and they have
rich in oruamentatwn, cut-stoi1e, etc. Some of those in the city at the present time, and that is about the this distinction for life. The pay is alsq remunera·
in courst; of con~trucLion for the Uuiverl:!ity, for the average number the year round. To accommodate tiv from the state. Negroes are greatly esteemed
Museum, etc., have iiut;ly-carved ~tatuary 1n reclin- these soldier!'! extensive buildings, or harracks, are in Vienna. The people of the city seem disposed to
ing pol:liliuu~, iormiug the lllJ]Jer part of tile window- necessary. I saw several compames marching about honor people of African descent more than white
frame!:!, and preseutiug a very attractive appearance. the city, some Austrians, some H!lngarians, and I people. If a colored woman removes to Vienna, if
So many very large uuildings standing at such great must speak in the highest terms of theq fine appear-· not too ugly of feature, she is preferred by the young
distances apart remind me a little' of the govern- ance and brisk, active step. They are young men· bloods .to the pretty women of their own Taoe,
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Would it not be well for a thousand or so of tb.e should be worth fifty cents or two shillings sterling, places for the populace. Among_ tbe_m ~ay be
wenches of America to emigrate to Vienna?
but on account of the depreciation of the paper a named Saxonburg, Schonbrunz, Penzm-Htetzmg, ReThere are no houses of prostitution in Vienna, sovereign worth five dollar,s will buy eleven or chen au, L;opoldsburg, Klos.terne;ube_r~, Lobau Isla~~·
though t~e nu~ber of prosti~utes is large. They se- twelve guldens in paper. The small coin used for etc. I did not have th.e time to VISit a';ly of t~ e
cure lodgmgs m such houses as th13y can, with such making change is largely adulterated with ,copper. suburban places, but presume the:r are mterest~ng.
families as are willing to tolerate them, though they 'l'he kreutzers are small copper coins of the value of
· [TO BE CONTINUED. J
are required to pay three or four times 'as much as half a cent.
other persons. They resort to the public cafes every
The inhabitants of Vienna are of mixed nationalAbout the Jews.
night, where they secure their customers and go with I ties. Besides the German Hungarians who abound
An opinion prevails that people are hostil to
them to their (the customers') rooms or take the cus- in large numbers, many Bohemians and Moravians
the Jews on account of their nationality. Man.Y
tomers to their own apartments. 'l'hey abound in are here, together with Servians, Montenegroes, Jews,
people believe the condition of t_he Jews a~d their
great numbers, and are said, as a class, to be usually and other nationalities. But they seem to get along dispersion are fulfilment of certam prophemes made
good-looking. 'l'hey also have the credit of conduct- very well together.
by Isaiah Christ and others. Indeed some of
ing themselves with considerable modesty and not
The most prominent manufactures are iace, Bo- our Liber~ls are n~t posted on the subject, and are
to indulge in excessive drinking, as is the case in hemian glass, furniture and upholstery, meerschaum stumped when in argument the Jews are cast up to
London and many other cities. The many soldiers pipes, amber, ivory, and tortoise-shell goods, artistic them. Now the fact is that a thousand years before
always quartered in Vienna and the large number of woodwork, artistic and fancy leather goods, etc., but Christ's day the Jews were just as they ar_e now,
students and visitors always here are doubtless prof- these seem not to be done to .a great extent; the scattered all over the earth, hated and desp1se~ l1y
itable patrons of this class of women. Although the wealth of the nation is not largely increased by the the mobs of cities. Let any claPs of people hv. to
public women are required to pass a medical exami- manufactures of Vienna.
themselvs as do the JewEl, and they will meet With
nation twice a week and to have the legal examining
1 observed there is not a very cordial feeling be- the Jews' treatment. The Mormons in thi~ connt~·y,
physician's certificate, a large amount of syphilitic tween Germans in the vicinity of Vienna and those the Parsees in India, are examples .. Readm~ Philo,
diseases nevertheless exists, and is the source of a of Prussia and northern Germany. Many remarks the Jews, fourth volume, articleR ag~mst Fl~VI~B, and
great degree of wretchedness. It is said there are are made that indicate this. It is not impossible concerning emba~sadors, one sees his descnptwns of
many private women who do not suhject themselves that Austria will some day join France to castigate the condition and treatment of the Jews by the peoto this medical examination, and that the terrible Prussia. It seems more than probable that perma- plaof various cities will, wit~ the chan~e of a few ,
disease is quite as prolific among them as the more nent peace is not yet established in Europe.
words, describe the same thmgs ever ~mce. Th~y
open and acknowledged prostitutes who have to subThe theaters, of which there are some twenty or were treated just exactly as th _y w:ere m Europe 111
mit to the semi-weekly inspection. Soldiers are more, and the opera commence their exhibitions at the middle ages, confined t~ their own qnarters,
allowed to liv with women without marrying them, seven in the evening and get through about ten; the_n fined mobbed and murdered m every outbreak, and
but when their military term is over they are re. all the good people repair to their homes and to their all for
' the very
' same causes. Ph"l
. I o. says, "N
_ o one
quired to take as wives the women they have thus beds, and the town by, half past ten bec?mes the couptry can contain the Jews, on whw~ accoun~. they
lived with.
quietest of any city of its size I was ever m. The frequent the most populous _and fert1l con~tncs o,~
But at best a low state of morals exists in this cafes, however, keep open nearly all night, w~ere Europe and Asia, whether Islands . or contments.
super-Christian city. It is said over half the births the frail sisterhood congregate and students, soldiers, Again he says, "The Jews are spread over _thew hole
are illegitimate. The emperor once being requested clei'ks, etc., of the opposite sex. Negotiations are face of the earth, throughout every ?ontment and
to grant licenses for houses of prostitution, shrugged effected here, but I am informed that that the places over every island, so that everywher~ It ,appea~s but
his shoulders and objected, saying he might in that are conducted very orderly and that riots and dis- little inferior in numbers to the nativs.
This was
, case as well throw a roof over the whole of Vienna turbances seldom take place. For a few minutes I written in the year 30.
..
. ..
and grant licenses to all the inmates. It is said was taken into one of these cafes where the waiters
Josephus savs the same-chap. vn., Antiq':tties,
there is a greater percentage of illegitimate births or attendants were girls, dressed in neat Turkish c-os- book 14: "Ail the Jews throughout the habit~ble
in Naples than in any other city; that Vienna is tumes. The place is a large one and is visited by a earth sent their contributions from the most anCient
second, Paris third, New York fourth, and London large number of people. I learned that the girls times." Quoting Strabo he s~ys, "No_w ~hese Jews
fifth.
have to be there from nine in the even~ng till six in are already gotten into all cities and It IB hard to
The Museum and Belvidere picture gallery were the morning for the sum of one gu~den, or fifty cents find a spot on the habitable eart_h that hath not adduly visited, but though very good I do not regard if the money was of equal value With ours. Wages mitted this tribe of men an~ IB not J?Ossessed by
these collections of paintings equal to those in Paris, are low in Vienna.
them." This was when speakmg of a time long an-._
London, Berlin, and Dresden, though of course they
There is some complaint made because the em- terior to Christ.
.
are very good paintings. Among these are eel e. press the wife of Emperor Francis Joseph, so seldom
They were always usurers, jewelers, an~ deal~rs. 111
brated works by Unger, Titian, Rubens, Durer, and show~ herself to the people, holding herself in, far clothing. Let any people profess a peculiar rehgwn
among those of Italian masters, Coreggi, Raphael, too great reserve and seclusion t? suit. her subjects. and hold themselvs aloof from the rest of the world
Moretti and the Spanish Velasquez. The grounds She is said to take more pleasure m gomg to Ireland and they will be treated just as hav be.en t~e Jews.
of the 'museum are beautiful and comprise about and engaging ln the sport of hunting through the Those of them who hav abandone~ their tribal contwenty acres, laid off with due regard ,to beauty and summer season than anything else. Since several nection hav finally become lost amid the great mass.
artistic effect, and embellished with fountaii;Ls and year'! ago she discovered a dancing girl.leavin&' the In the United States many hav done so to my knowlstatues.
emperor's room, it is said she has be_en m ~ tac~t';lrn edge and their descendants are never suspected of
c. I.
The Belvidere collection is the largest and finest state of mirid and has shown very httle dispositiOn b emg J ews.
in the city, and in addition are the Albertine Gal- to see much ~ociety. There is no doubt but that
Oregon, Mo., Nov. 7, 1881.
lery, the Academy of Fine Arts; the Czernin Ga~- crowned heads have their little unpleasantnesses as
.lery, the Harrach Gallery; the Josefirrum Ana tom~- well as other people who never wear a crown .. She
W. F. Jamieson in lllinois.
cal-pathological Institute of wax models; the Lei- is called a very pretty woman. I saw her picture
The first course of Liberal lectures ever given in
chenstein Gallery, with other art exhibitions, the and judge she must look very well.
.
Ill., was by Mr. Jamieson. T_he attendPolytechnic Institute and others. I did not attempt
Funerals here are said to be conducted With great Petersburg,
. creased from the first lecture until the fine
m
h . l .
· d
to see all of them.
pomp, the hearse being fitted out in a~most fantastic ance
0 era Honse was crowded, every c air 1emg m eThe stores aro neat, and well supplied with goods, style, the flowing robes of the professiOnal m_ourners
m~nd
including those on the platfor~. The Petersbut small. In fact, there are very few stores in being almost ridiculous, and the pageantry m other
.
Europe equal in size to those we have in America. respects of an extravagant. c~aracter. The funeral burg 'Observer contained the followmg:.
"Prof.
Jamieson's
Libera11ecture
Thursday
m?~t
wa_s
fmr1y
The stocks of goods also are small. The shoe stores procession of one of the mmisters of state who had
and ve. y interesting to. those presPIIt. l be profess~r
have not more than one-third the stock that om· New suddenly died with a di~>ease of the heart appeared attended
·
1 ' t a nd fi. uent 'opeake1· and
. th01ough1yd nmler:otand"· h1s
ht
York stores carry. Confectionery stores are scarce. on the streets on the last day I was in th~ city, but 1s ha ·p eamn
t He should be greeted w1th large uu :~nces tO·Iilg ,
I saw only one in all my travels around the. city. I 1 was not fortunate enough to be at t~e ng~t place ~~-~~~. 1:ow, and to-morrow Dight. 'Prove alll1ungs, h,old fast
. h · good' We dislike tHgotry m anythwg, and
think the further south the less of confectiOns and at the right time so as to be able to Witness It.
to th a t w hJC 1§.
•
h·
f 1
"ho confin~s his ideas to the teac: mgs o 11s own
sugar goods are used.
The Prater, the great park of the ~ity, consists of the individual
.
1
,
d
·
to
be
IJ
tied
By
all
meuns
go
and hear
1
•
My friends, Dr. W. K. Dyer and Miss Hol~es, a series of low and partly wooded Islands formed partJcu ar CJ ee IS
what Prof Jamieson has to suy.
h
were kind enough to accompany me about the mty, by arms of th~ pa_nube which separate from the
A. f · d_ of Olll s u 12 ood Christian brother, by t e way,
and attended the Vienna theater with me, where the main trunk to JOlD It lower down. The entrance to asked ~::~onfidenti"iJY who paid t~e expemesl obf. Prof. ffl~dJ"
' 1 ctures? We studied a while aud t<·lc liD we lUI y
fine and humorous operatta, "The Waterman," was it is situated at the extremity of the street called
s ~ "t w sn't the fellows 1hut bud no feats ~f the J?1ace
played. The music, the scenery, and the entire per- Jagerseile. Here is an open circular space, _from kon
new'was Irue
1 Bd ou t of 'he
" J'e"l.•"d
' '' edition
, und WPI"n , t ufl.mtl of
formance were first-class and well attended by in tel- which branch out six avenues. Near the first IB the that
the devil. Be "ightd anti said he hadn t thought of that.
ligent men and women. If I could have understood terminus of the Northern railroail. The second, on
He was announced to giv two more lectures on
German I undoubtedly would have enjoyed it some- the right, leads to the Panorama, the Circus, and the
Sunday,
Nov. 20th, at the same place.
what better.
.
. coffee houses, and is the most frequented. Here the
I called upon Mr. Oscar Tobias, whom I met m Viennese sit under the shade by the numerous
Enlisted for the Winter·
Rome last year, when we spent several days together- tables and take their tea, coffee, and bee~. The
He returned the visit in t~e evening at my hotel, two g;eat days for visiting the Prater are said to be To the Liberals of Western New York and of the
where we passed the evemng together and ta~k~d Easter Monday and the 1st of May_. These are pubover the pleasant tim~s we had last year. He IB m lie holidays, and if the weather IB. fine. the whole
Af!~s!~ experience of two months iJ? the lecture
one of the banks of VIenna.
city pour8 itself into the Prater. It IB then that _new field I hav decided to devote. myself ent.nely to lectVienna is not~d f_or its good bread-bakers. There equipages and fine liv_erieR ~re seen for t~e first time.
.
d ·
the coming wmter. I wdl be home
is not another mty m the world where such excellent, From the emperor with his four am~lmg c<mrs~rs unng urmgh f D ecember 1 won ld l"k
I e to 1ec t ure
h
5
t e L o
·
· ·
h
th
bread is made. We called upon one of these bakers, down to the humblest individual who IB able to nde about
·
t nand central NewYorkdurmg t at mon ,
wes er
11
1 t
looked at the oven, and listened to the process fol- in a hackney coach the grounds are equally free, and m
and about the 1st of January I sha start on a ec ?-r·
lowed. Excellent flour is obtai~ed from Hungary. everybody is there in some style or oth~r. Farther in tour through the West as f~r as Kansas. I wish
It is worked carefully and made mto small loaves. or in the interior the common classes chiefly congre- th~se of m friends who would llke to hav me lecture
cakes weighing one or two. ounces, and baked qm~k gate, and on special d~ys the f~·ying of wurst (sau-.
y ld at once address . me
at Salamanca,
h
wou
f
in a low oven made of ~ kmd of ceme~t. . Water IB sages) and the emptymg of w me bottles and bee1 for yt em
will
make
my
terms
satiS
actory.
1
H. L. GREEN.
thrown upon the bread m the oven to give It a gloss. kegs show great industry on the part of the populace. N
Much of the bread is made in long fingers and bent Shows theaters, mountebanks, jugglers, punchmell_os,
in the shape of .a horseshoe. It is said the people of rope d~ncing, swings, etc., are th~ allure~ents whi~h
f S
Francisco is now repudiated by
Vienna use a great amount of cakes and pastry.
entice the multitude to part With. their k~eutzeis. m!t~~ot~~ ~esp~~table Baptlsts on the Pacific coast.
The Viennese have the reputation of being very Music and waltzing are constantly_ Ill operatiOn, 3;nd n
ntl he went all the way to Portland, Oregon,
genial, good-natured, peaceful people; slow to an- give grea,t livelines~ to. the vane~ s.cenes. 'Ih~ ece .. y
l cture and was severely sr ubbed. He
0
ger 1 and not anxious to redress injuries. Some peo- Prater being four miles m leiJgth, It IB capable
to dehver a te Congress but his popularity appears
ple who have lived in the city for months say they accommodatiiJg the ~asses who flock there..
. wants to go o t to such 'an extent that he sta~ds a
have not seen the people in ill-humor.
'l'here are several VIllages and pla?es of Iesort m to hav hrun ouof being elected. His former fnend,
c ance
. ,
· h h·
Paper money is in general circulation, ranging the vicinity of Vienna, _some _of whwh are :p~l~ces poor
Denis Kearney, is no longel· lntlmate Wlt
rm.
from one gulden to two hundred guldentl, A guldeu for the empero~· aJld h1s fam~ly, and some VlSltmg0

'

0

0
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small birds of glazier's earth, and tbev :flv. enumeration of the whole earth-wl1at an expres.
The way he learned his alphabet was divine. These sion! We hav heard tha.t Augustus had a book
tales are no more ridioulons than those about the _el- which contained in detail the census of the forces of
evation of Jesus by the devil, the. transfignrflt!on the empire and the value. of property; bu.t t~e
T1Ie Tomb of Fanaticism.
upon Thabor, changing wa.te1· into wme, aug dnvmg enuml.'ration of a.ll the snhJects of the empue Is
what I never wonld hav thought of, much less the
The gospels
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE •S DOC- the devil into a body_ of hog!!_.
t d oft the
infant Christ were for a long t1me accep e as rue. enumeration of the population nf the entire earth.
TRINS.
The second gospel of the infant Christ is no lesR No Roman Greek, or barbarian writer has ever
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
wonderful. l'iiary takes her son into Egypt, and written so e~trayagantly. A person is convinced by
[Translated from the French by A-rery Meriwether.]
there meets some women who were very melancholy the very thing itself that it was a mere dream, and
'because their brother had been changed into a mule. yet we must adore the Bible.
CHAPTER XIII.
Mary and her infant remained there only long enough
Who, then, wrote the four gospels? Is it ?Ot
to metamorphose the mule into the shape o~ a man, very prolJable that the authors of them were GreCian
T H E E V AN G E L I S T S.
not knowing whether that unfortu_nate ammal was Christians, since the Old 'l'l.'st.ament-except the
After the societies of half-.T ews and half-Chris- obtained in a trade. Taking to then way, the wa.n- version. of the Septuagint, which was unknown. in
tians had been Wf'll est:.hlished among the common dering family met two robbers, one named Dama- Judea-is never cited? The apostles knew nothmg
people at Jen~salem, Antioch, Ephesus, _Corinth, chus and the other· nam<:ld Titus.* Dumacbus was more of Greek than Jesas, who knew little. How
Alexandria, and for some time after Vespasian, each very anxious to rob the sainted virgin and to violate could they cite the Septuagint? There is no miralittle congregation wished to bav its own evangelist. her. Titus took the part of Mary and gave Duma- cle of the Pentecost which could teach Greek to
We hav counted as many as fifty-four, and tb~re cbus forty drachmas to let the woman pass her. way those ignorant J 9Ws.
were still more to he numbered . . They contradict without being harmed .•Tesus declared to thesamt_ed
What an assemblage of contradictions and falsethemselvfl, as is well known, and It cot~ld ~ot hav virgin, his mother, that Damachus was a sneak thief hoods are found in these ,four gospels ! Were there
been otherwise, since they sprang up_ m ddrerent and Titus w.as a good thief; _that they wonld hang no other one than the above contradietion aboutplaces. All agree, however, that their J e!'lus was beside himself one dr1y, and Titus would go to heaven the anunieration, that one wonld be sufficient to
the son of Maria, or :Mirja, and that be was bung or ~md Dumachus to the devil.'
demonstrate that it is a work of mist.r1kes and miscrucified, and t.h~v attribute to him wo,~ders W:hich
The gm~pel a~cording to Saint James, th~ oldest leading conjectures. That t~le about JeRus being
are to be found In the" Metamor~;hoses of Ov1d.
brother of Jesu~, or nceording to Father BarJ_onah- horn in the time of Cyrenius, when Augustus orLuke givs him an entirely different genealogy the gospel recognized :mr1 vaunted hv T0rtulhan and dered the census to be taken, is sufficient to make
from that manufactured by Matthew.
No one Origen-had a very large ncceptance. It w~s called the book unworthy as au authority. There 11ever
drefllllR of giving the genealogy of Mary, from the "Protevangdion," th<~ first gospel. It 1s, proh- was such a census taken, aud ilO oue has ever spoken
wbom Jesus is direc\ly oescended. The enthusiastic ahl'r, the first ~hich ~peak;. of the new "tar, of the of it. Secondly, Cyrenins wa,; riot gov~rnor of Syria
Pascal exelain~s, "That could not hav heen mafle birth in tlH? mangt'r, and-of the chiloren which Uerod for no less than ten years after the b1rth of .Jesus.
in concert." \Vitho_nt a doubt. Each one wrote of the first had slanghtereil.
So mu.nh for the words and errors in the gospels.
these wonderful actwns- ev~lved from ~he fancyThe1·e is another gosvel, or the Acts of John, wbPre And it is such as this that has so taken the people.
for his own little congregatiOn. Here IS 0ne evan- it j,; ~<aid that Jesns dances with his apostles the
[TO BE CONTINUED.)
gelistwho pretends that the cbilc1 Jesus w~sl)rought night before his d8,lth. This is very probable, since
us in Egypt; h€.1"e is another one who said that be the Therllpeuts were, in f,;ct, accustomed to dance
remained at Bethlehem all his youthful days;_ an- arounr1, which should ple;se the heavenly father very
Ehnina on Prayer.
other one says that he :vent to J erusa!em one time, much.·r
"MY DEAR l\IADAM : I am afraid yon oeldom humble yom;~elf
while the fourth one declares that be went three
Why dn the strietl'~L Christians of to-day laugh in pmyer before Jesu~.
D--.
times. One says that t.hree magi, which we call witho[~t much ado at all the gospels and acts which
No,
my
friend,
I
certainly
do
not.
I
bav
I
ed
king~, came upon the day of his birth, cond~cted by are not canonical? They dare not to laugh at those
a new star; and it is added that all the children of which were adopted by the church. They arP, how- to earn what I want by honest labor, and not eg
t:~e country were killed hy the orde~ of Herod the ever, very nearly alike. But the bigots adore those for it of myths that never had ~n existence. I ·
first, who was then approaching his end.* Th_e things under one name which they ridicule under not remember of ever praying, not even when I was
a little Quaker girl, save when I would lose my
other evangelists are silent ahout.the star, the magi, another.
and the slaughter of the chi!dren.
.
Four gospels were selected, for the g~eat reason ueedle and mother would iusist on my hunting till
We hav at last been obliged to wnte a concord- that there were four cardinal winds, as Samt Irenreus it was found. There were six girls of us, and father
anee in order to explain ~hese m_any. contrad_ictions, says. Another reason is that God was sul?ported was a hard.working- farmer, and it took lots ?f
an<l this concordance is still less m accord With that by cherubims, and they had four faces. Samt- Je. needles to keep so many little fingerE busy, and chilwhinh is to be harmonized. Almost all the books rome or Hieronymus, in his preface upon the gospel dren are proverbially careless; so wbe!l I got tired
of the evangelists were evidently forged after the of Mark, adds to these reasons another one, to wit: of looking for one I had lost I've aBked God to be'lp
capture of .Jerusalem. There is very good proof of because there were four rings upon the pillars which me find it, and imagined he did, as it generallY: ma~e
its appearance after the app~al. But now m this
tbiA in the book 'attributed to :Matthew. That b?ok supported the chest called the ark.
.
age
of machines one needle will sew for years, and
puts into the mouth of .Jesus t~ese words. Speiikmg
Theophilus of Antioch proved that La~arus ?avmg
to the Jewf.l, he F:ays, "You shall render an account been dead fonr days could only be descnbed m four be always in its ]Jlace, so I've no need to pray.
The wonder to me is that any sensible grown-up
for all the uloocl poured forth since the d~y of ~bel gospels. Saint Cyprian proved the same thing by
the .Just to Zachariah, the Bon of Barach1ab, wbom the fact that four rivers bad their source in Eden. person can hav faith in prayer when year after year
yon hav sacrificed in your temple and upon your It should be the higbt of impiety not to giv these goes by and they find the gods are deaf and dumb,
and not a prayer is ever answered or an appeal ever
altars."
reasons.
But bt:fore they had given preference .to the ~our heard. That children believe in its efficacy is no
A falsifier always discovers himself in some way.
There was during the siege of Jerusalem a Z<1char- gospels the fathers of the first twc. centnnes contmu- marvel for :.1. child naturally believes all it is told;
iah, son of Barachiah, who was assassinated before ally cited the bookA wP,ich are now called apocry. and se~ing those to whom it looks up to: for guida~ce
the temDle and altar by a band oCzealots. By this ph a!. This is, in our ·opinion, incontestable proof so earnest in prayer for what they deRire, the child
circumstance the imposture is easily discovered. that our fonr go~pels were not written by those to is compelled to believe from mere force of circumBut to discover the lie at the time it was made it whom they ar·e attributed. I wish that Luke bad stances. Thoroe who hav closely watched the course
was necessllry to read the whole of ~he Bib~e. The written that whieh is ascribed to him.
I should of the ones who hav been praying for the recovery
Greeks and the Romans read verv httl'e of 1t. Tbe then say to Luke, How dare you to advance the of Garfield-how, when life was almost gone, they
e\·augelists and their follies were" entirely unknown proposition that .Jesus was born under the gov- would Ree " God's pleasure" in removing him "for
to th~-m, so they could lie with impunity.
ernment of Cyrenitlf! ot· Quirinus, o:incc it is sdtled some wise purpose," and t}Jen when favorable bulletThere is one thing which alFio makes it e_vident that Quirinus was not governor of Sytia for more ins went forth they wouid claim that the nation's
that the book attrilmted to jl;iattbew ~as wntten a than ten years afterward? Tiow can you hav the prayers had saved him--must be convinced that
long time after biB death, by some unfort~uat~ half. effrontery to Eay that Augu:,;tus ordered the ruumer- prayer never saved life.
1f this one life that was prayed for more earnestly
Jew half-Christian Greek. The followmg lS the ation of "the whole earth, and that Mary went to
celeLratecl passage, "If he does not beliE-Ve in the Bethlehem in order to hav herself (;O!mt,ed iu? The than any life ever was prayed fol before, and by
thousands more people, at home and in churches and
church he sbould be in your eyes even as a pagan
and publican " There was no clmrch in the times of
:'These are pleasant names for Egyptians; and curious ones everywhere could not be saved, even when this same
God so dir~cted the "not necessarily fatal bullet"
Jesus and Matthew. The word church is Greek. iulleea. [1771.]
that is touched no vital part, what possible reason
The assembly of people at Athens was called Ectlt is not saiu in Matthew that Jesus dmiCed with tbe apos- can there be for believing any other life will ever
clesia. That expression was only adopted by the
tles, but it is ~aid in Matt. xxvi, 30: " An•l whPn they had be saved through its efficacy, or any other asked-for
Christians in later times, when they had some form sung
a hymn they went out unto the Mount of <Wvc'."'
of government. It is then very evid:nt t~a~ son;e
It is true that in that hvmn is found the vcrs", "I ertn ~ing; blessing given?
When man becomes self-reliant, self-cofindent,
one has used the name of Matthew Ill wr1tmg, m let all d>tnee for joy." 'l'his makes tt ajJjJettr a melung·· of
very bad Greek, that book. And I mm:t confess dancing and sing·ng, j !•St as "·ns usual in nll 1 c!igi,.us ceremonies and truly wise he will cease to pray and learn to
that it is very comical that Matthew, who was a pub- of those times. bt. A"guslin,. givs that son!{ in 11is lett.er t<• Cc- work for what he wants. we will take as much
lican, l'hould compare l}agaus to publicans. But who- rctius. lt is a nH,tlt'l' of i'1llifference to know whetltPr that. ~ong, care in providing ~or the genera,tio~ of wise, g?o~,
as Augustine says, '-liS ehanted or uot, bnt here it is:
ever may be the auth~r of that ridiculous comvarigentle, and kind L_mcolns and Garfields. and eh.mican deliverer, and I can be delivered.
nating from postenty such cool, calculatmg, selfish,
son, he could uot be otherwise than one callous of the I"Ican
save, and I can be snved.
mor::d idiots as Guiteau.
feelings of a people who regarded a goman tax- I can generate, and I can be generated.
To-day I read the first sensible sermon on the
gatherer as a cruel man. Thi~ idea alone is de~truu l can 'ing, dance ye for joy.
tiv of all order, and is not only unworthy of a man l can weep, let grief m-ercome you.
nation's tragedy that I hav yet seen. I will quote a
I can decvrate, and I can be decorated.
portion of it for our readers:
inspired by God, but unworthy of a serving-man.
There are two gospels of the infant Jesus ~hrist. I hill a bmp for those who see me.
"At the West Church yestenhty morning, Hcv. C. A. Bartol
I
am
a
uoor
for
those
who
knock.
The first relates that a young beggar strucl,: h1s com- You who see what [ arn su.y nothing of what lnrn.
proacbecl on 'The Gcnemtion of Guitenu,' dwoHing for. his
panion, Christ, upon the back and that Jesus ~a used I hav played all in this song, but I hav, oi all, not been played." text the words in 1\:lntt!tcw XI, u, 'Auu wltcrenuto s.bttll ~ liken
this gcneratiou r' 'l'he spt akcr firs~ qu~·tcd tho foll~wlllg .10him to die immediately. Upon another occaswn be
Here is strange song; it is indeed worthy of the supreme be- lllttl'k made by .11ttrk 'l'wuin nfter Lavmg ltolunc~ to a ?isuussi?ll
ing. [1775.]
in a ratliclll meeting concermng the tnwsr~n-swn of qualrt.Jes
This little eanticle is what we <·all pel siflage iu France and from parent to clnld: '.Now 1 know what 1,; tho mtLtter With
* This slaughter of the children was surely the hight of folly. nonsense
in England. It does not by any mPtms prove that me. A lot of danntged goods has been palmed oii on me from
The talA abo.-t the three magi and the star is no bett"I". How Jesus sung before the Passover, but it is proved by ull the gos- my
th!tt bav given me trouble t:; dispose of them
couldllerod, who killedttillJ:;clf >It that t'!ue, fear that !.he son pels that lte celebrates the Pas;over according to the Jewish ~tnd everancestors,
I was bom.' The qucstiou, continued the speaker,
of"· c.trpenter, lJ,Tn in a vill ·ge, would dctbrone him r Herod not lfl'C<mling to the Christian m"nner. We may my ht;re that is howsinc:e
far our mauifuotalior's of chara<.:lcr !UC from our inuividheld h1s kitwtlom througn b·e llOI!tans. It wocdd hav he· n Lord Bolingbroke insinuatecl,·lsewlwrc that no actiun, dol!"tnli, ual will.
Oi" tire result of blood, tire transmission of qualities,
neces:;ary fot~ Jcsu., to \>age wal >:g .inst the ett•ph·:.. Could tite, or s"y'nl! could befrmnd in the life of .TesusChristwbrchin Thi ..; quosLioa
of blood uome~ up contmuttlly in our socral rclasuch lear r ..ek tile minrl of ho Illan who WitS not absolutely" the leastr•osembl•·d the Ohdsti··nity of the present day, ~nd still ii.. ns tmd ;t-; itdlucuco
lms been Loo lrglitly COIJSldercd; now,
fool r b it lJOoSih)i•, as some one has suggcolcll, that human less the Christianity of Rome. [1771.1
credulity h bestial in i's eiJat'ILC:tBr 't l\1a1r 1s a despico.ble lJeiug Bolingbroke in one of his lretters snys: "The Christian goes howcvcl', it is brought home when fifty million peu1•le in this
<Wtmtry and one huudrcd million in· oLiter countncs. are to.-day
if he is so governeu. r1771. J
murmuring and complaining through this life against the jus- asking why Guiteau shot the .f:resident. W~~~ he snnpl;r s~ul
Voltaire insist'l tll.at these observatioW! be used iu explaining tice of Got!, Hnd therefore deserves little to taste of his ll:OOd- or
insane a free agent or pohtJCal automaton? No one IS qmta
the oBlble.
uess in a future state." [Note by 'l'ra.usla.tor.] _
·
~w-e~ ~~e ~PI/ Jilio11u pr~fill lleme11 to iihvw tl111t there ~ ao~
i makes

Jir~ansl;rtions.
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ing in the p1;esent arlmi1•istrat;on thnt may be held·as a cau~e of
this act, and i11 the [)emocratic sheets no allvantage has bee"
taken of the situat.ionto i1~1pute it to thf'ir OJI!JO>.e>~t's folly or
fault. But what h thero 1r1 tile atmo•phere of this country that
w.ill gener,ate ''llC~ a e1 eatur·e as that, !<OW impfisor ed, waij,,g
h1s doom! Aga111, the act of the sold'o•·, l\Jaso·• who tried to
shoot him, was just as m ·nstrous as tha• o' Guiteau. We
must remem?er til at G,.ireau i~ not r•nly a ma11, but 11, symp·om.
We begot lum, Hnd our pecul1 .r f, eedom was hi- parent· he s
a son of liberty, llilqm1ldi~d liberty, liberty to do a 11 d sa; a11y·
thing so long as we keep within the s<a' n•e bounds.
.
"The qu~stion ar'8es, WhHt is th~ libe·ty of am' i'ion, pa~
sion, Pte., b.ut 1he worst kind of Rubjugat·on '( I Joes ,;uch a
mincl a' Gmteau's st.art up by .its own volitioa? In our Arr·erican politics .are them no. unclenned, filthy bogs? Rhall our
hon~re?- Pre~1de~t be P''es1dent of a party or ~ection of a purty?
For 1t IS sect10n m party that has brought about this great C>Ltastrophe.
However he ·may hav been chosen, whPn once
chosen he should not know a Republican or Democrat. but his
follow-citizens alone. Is it quite so 11t the present lime? [)o
we know what en •rmous power lodges yonder in the White
House, based on public patron~ge? Don't we nePcl civil-service
reform or. !Lh ame~dme1~t i? th.e Constimtion? Guiteau, s••eing
the seemmgly nnJnst clJst'J.butiou o~ patronage, Rncl becoming
posse~secl of the absnrd notion thRt if Arthur were President he,
a stalwart of the stalwarts, would h>tV his share of the national
pile, s.onght to ~·emove the onlv obstacle in his wily. I1et the
assassm nor. be hberatecl, fnr he must be prevented f,.om doing
fnrthcr harm; but I hope thnt from the cotlin no gallows W11l
be reurecl. 'l'his mnn i8 one of us. Although it may humble
our n,,t10nal pride he i'l 'E plu1ibu8 1tnnm ;' he belongs to a
class. We generat.•cl him. At the present time we export
rlynamite and import Nihilists, as if we had not enough of them
imligenous. If a father ch·inks, his son will probably follow his
example; if u brilliant omtor addresses a people, they will be
found to follow his sentiments. l\iy point is the connection by
generation of any people, mttion, tribe, or country. Sympathy
for all is the trne principle. Everybody has prayed for l'resident Garfield; who has prayed Guiteau? Doesn't he neecl your
prayers? We Hre all in one bo,,t, not as men scattered about in
dories on the wide oceun, but as passengers in a great steamer.
Do you say we can, every man, look after our own aff"irs? We
improve gr>tin-:, flowers, ancl vegel~tbles, ancl evolve finer breetls
of horses and ca< tie; beasts are born ag.,in under our care, but
men raise not our ambilion. We hnv been informed that from
one morally diseased couple one hundred criminals hav been
born, gen~mtion succeeding generation. ViTe say scroftllons or
consurupt1v persons should not be allowed to marry. Then
should criminals, murderers, thieves, be b"und in wedlock? If
we saw a man sowing poison ivy or deaclly nigl.!tshade in a field
we would hav him an-estecl. But is it less a sin for him to sow
his vices broadcast?" -

mingled with gall;" Luke was content to have it "vinegar" There8carerly conlcl have bPf'n agrea•er divergoncP of statestr..ight; w},ile John ins·sts upon" vinegar ancl. hyssop." lt ments than between thesP four vrriter~ d the so-ra!le<l God's
might h"v~ bee11 one of these drinks, >·nd it might rot have wnrcl. l\latth"w did not know that the a'c' n·i n ever took
been eibher of them. ·Jt m •y not make the slightest difference placo, or he clicl not d"em it of snffici ·nt consequence to say a.
which it was, or whet\)er hn drank it all or not; b•1t 1 must word a' out it, tho11gh he fou"d time to clescribP pretty minnt~ly
insis1. th,t if we hHve to believe the story O<' got" hell it ought V1e numero~;s time" that devil~ were east o••t of s •n'e m.·n or
to be told each time the same Wily. ]t C•illnOt possibly be the woman. l\fark clisvtt• cltb1• momentous event in this summary
fou•· were all str ctly truthful. Three at least stalell what was mann~r, "So, th"''• af er the Lorcl hacl .opok n unto them he
not tr""• nnd now we ought to have another revelation to tell us wa' re.eeivecl up int.o h"a,·en, and >at 0'1 the 1ight- ha•·d •ide of
Ood." How he· "as able to t"ll on whi~h s'd" of G• cl he took
which one to bel' eve.
691. The last wor<ls said to have rem uttered by Jes1is are his seat he does n· t deign to t~ll us. I'o·sibly he gJtessed at it,
not stated alike by any two of them; e.1ch hHs aver-ion of his a« he evidently did at many others of the statem' nts he macle.
own, ancl which tells the truth is beyond all the power of human Luke says Jesps !eel his disciples out as far as Bethany, when
wisdom to decide. None of them, however, make; it out that he lif!ecl up his hands and blessed tnem, whereupon he was
he died bravely. His courage seemed to fail him, ancl here· c"1Tiecl up into heaven. As Luke was not present on the occabnkecl his father with having forsaken him. He d'd not die as sion, perhaps we shouH give him the creuit of telling it in quite
bra~ely as dicl th~ heathen Socrates, who fearlessly drank the a straightforward manner. John hacl not heard of the little
poison that was hanuecl him, and died like a hero without a event when he wrote his ve1·sion of the Jesus 8tor:y, or he
word or inurmur. Jesus should have hacl greatly the aclvant·:ge deemed it of alt,.gether too Fmall consequence for l•im to bothf'r
of Socrates, for Jesus must have known th:tt after a few hours himself with. He utterly ignored the whole thing. I must
of suffering he would ag .in be in his delightful paradise from admit that with the te•timony we have before us, silent and
which he hacl been an exile between thirty ancl forty yeHrs. ft contradidory as it is, I cannot believe thHt any such bodily
would seem that that very moment' should hnve been the hap- ascemion ever took ple.ce. Had the st· ry posses-ed the impiest of his !iff'. The time had come for him to sever the tie portant element of truth the four ev•tngelists wonld have diwhich bound him to this doleful world, when he would ag 1in lated on the matter in full, and other writers R.nd historians
be restored to the joys of heaven.
would have known something about it and would hR.ve wdtten
It has been saicl that he " clied like a gocl," but if he dicl it clear and coherent accounts of the wonderfnl occurrence.
was a cowarclly gocl, who could not forego short temporary p;,in
701. There is equally as great a clisaneement as to wl:iat Judas
for the sake of the incomparable joys of his celestial home. I dicl with him~elf after he had betrayed his Lord a•1d !\faster.
cannot admit that he cUed like a god who was glad to leave this Matthew says he returned the tl1irty pieces of silver to the p· iests
world and return to his happy mansion in the regions of bliss. ancl went an1l hr.nged himself. But the writer of Acts says he·
692. There is a clisagl:eement between Mark and John as to fell hearllong and burst hims•,lf in the miclsr, and all his bowels
how Joseph of Al'i.m,thea he::ged the bocly of Jesus. Mark gushed out. If this writer told the truth, then Matthew uid the
says it was clone "bolclly ;" the other "secretly." If one opposite and told a falsehood; both statem nts could lJOt be
tolcl the truth the other did not. Possibly neither dicl.
true.
693. There is another seri0us dis~greement as to who first
702. The statement of Matthew that at the crucifixion the
visited the sepulcher on Sunday morning. · Matthew says it was sun was darkened and that an earthquake occurred by which
Mary 1\Iagclnlene or the other Mary, or Mary What's-her-name; the veil or the temple was rent, and the graves were opened,
Mark says it was Mary, the mother of James and Saloma; ancl that the deacl were made alive again 80 that tbey walked
L11ke says it was Johanna ancl Mary, while John says it was forth fwm their graves, ancl associated again with tbeir former
Mary Magdalene, and nobody with her. Now here is a good companions, is extremely incredible. If such a thing occurred
chance for every reader to take his choice; there· is scope it was the most remarkable event that evfr took place, and hunIs it not encouraging when we see in our secular enough for everybody to make a selection. But in sober good clrecls of writers, including many who were not Je~s, should have
papers such sermons as .this? Does it not teach a sense I would a•k, Have not at least three of these inf .llible described the great event; but in place of that not a person ever
wise reliance on ·human work instead of pious writers just made a slight mis1ake for once? If the tmth is of had a worJ to say about it save Matthew. Neither Mark,
prayers?
any cons~quence at all in such a heavenly narration, should not J1 uke, nor John knew anything of it. Josephus knew nought
The world moves. Let us all rejoice and work
on in faith and hope, for the light daily grows at least two of them have been able to tell the s •me story? I of it. Pontius Pilate knew nothing of it, for had he clone so he
brighter and old superstitions are fading away be- am afraid they will have to be coullted as the tellers of un: wottlcl ha,·e transmitted such a remarkable o~currewe to the
home government at Rome, ancl the matler would have cntercrl
fore its brilliancy. We will be too honest to pray. trutbs.
694. They differ also as to how the st.oi1e was roll eel away into the history of the times. It is indeed a most rem lrk,tble
Too honest to ask for a crust or a cup,
from the mouth of the sepulcher. They seem unable to agree
cl
f th' f 1 cl
h h
b
1·
While rain 00111 eth down and gr;;in cometh up.
an unheard·o
mg or c ea persons w o . ave een y1ng one,
Too honest to pray that eternal decrees
on an)'thing.
.
two, three, or ten years in their gt·aves to all at once recover
Be changed as a creature of moments may please.
695. They differ also as to the number of angels seen on that life ancl activity, tile decomposed bodies to go to breathing
•roo bonc•sL to. call for a balm from above
momentous occasion. Matthew says it was one angPl; Mark again, the heart thnt for ~ears hacl ceased to throb to resume
While the earth is budding and blooming with love.
mys it W>lS a young man,· Luke sa\.'S two young men, while
.
h bl
h' h h d 1
b
co ealecl
d de
Too honest to th·e[1m of » llfe of pure bliss
beat1ng. t e
ooc1 w JC
a
ong een
ng
an
While work<-rs and helpers are neeued iu this.
John will have it two angels. Here, again, is roo:Oi for every- cayed should agttin be vil'ified and commence coursi•1g through.
Too honest ancl brave iu the battle of life
bocly to choose to snit himself. But l cannot believe that the~e the clead v _ins, ancl it is harcl to believe such a stat, ment of n
To f>~lter while thous>tnds are bre.,sting the strife.
four writers were truthful witnes~esc
sing!>' person, espeeia!ly when that person lias been detected in
TWo1o.honest to think of >Ill armor of prayer
696. They disagree just- about as widely as to the position maldng a large number of extravagant statements whieh evi1ile l>rave>t of bosoms go naked ami. bare.
'l'oo honest to rea~h for a e;·own e'en in thou~ht
the angels..or the young man occupied; some having it sitting, dently were devoid of truth. I clo not believe th>tt any such
\Vhile brows th·;t are noblest of laurels hav nought.
some staucliug, some inside, ancl some outside. As an extenu- occurrence ever tonk place; ancl I would feel justified in not beToo hone-t to rob Mother Earth of a tc·ar
ating charaderistic of tbb story, it is only f>tir to say th"t lieving anything a m.Lil could say who indu'ges in such impo8neither of the four wrters were present when these even·~ took sihle statement8, unless he is well sustain tel by corroborative
\Vhile humcon he.<I'ts bend o'er the pall and the bier.
1
Too honest to long for a realm of ;he blest
While hope is alive in humanity's breast.
place; and as they ~,robably hacl o gne•s ,at what they statec, testimony.
'l'no honvst to cry for a savi•>r to sav~
it isperh"P' only reason•tble that they ,houlu not all guess alik>'.
. Among the m>tny other reasons why MAtthew is un703
While bro•hers go clown 'ueath the tid" and thf\ wave.
B«t this conce~sion i' fatal to th" theory of d;vine inspiration in worthy of credenca the following may be meutione 11: He nar'l'oo homst to c, inge 'n>ow h the htsh of the priest;
th ·
1 t t
Too human to tremble like the fear·slricken beast.
directing ~m w Ja '' sny.
rates with the assnr.tnce of one who has positive knowledge
61l7. There is the mme disagreement a« to whom Jesns first several incidents of which he could not know from being an
EL:MINA D. SLENKER.
.
l'YI tth
t
----· ------------appear~d to after his r.·surrectwu.
a ew snys wo wom»n; eyP-witnes~, anll in sever.tl instal! CPS whPre none of the aposl\hrk one woman; Luke two apostles; John 0ne "oman, ple.; me\·e present, and he did not tell us how he obtained his
What I Uon't Believe.
~-S
·
c '
1
"
while Paul, i11 2 Cor. xv, u , says H "as PP' 111 s, anr conse- information. Some ot these are the conception of Mary, the
PA.R'l' Il.-NO. 60.
quently none of tl1e others at all. Amo:~g such a diversity d dre:un <•f Jose!Jh, the \.irth of Jesns, the visit of the magi, the
o83. The manner in which Jud>ts betrayed Jpsus is clifferenlly ,tntem~nts how is any 011e to be ahle to tP!I nhich is the truth, fleeing of parents and child into Eg 1·pt, the sla11g:lter of the
'stated by each narrator; they ttll make the sal11tation employed or "hettwr the1·e is any t•:uth among them all? I eonfess I innoceuts, the dbc"ssion with tlocto s in the temple. the bap'<ln the occasion 1mlike the others. Even if oue of them was cannot discover it.
tism in the Jortlnn, the destent of the Holy Ghost in the furm
·correct, the othe· s mu8t hwe been in error. Such discrepancies
69,:;. The announcement th>tt Jesus hqd arisen 11J1d h>til bPen of a dov~, •he f.tst off 1rty dHy~, the temptation by the devil,
ure fntal to theit· being all derived from one source of tr;,th.
seen WI\S not made al;ke by any two of Ihem.. 1 hey are just as the tr><mportution of Jesus ':Jy the devil to tb~ pimuwl~> o~ the
684. Tbe number of times the cock crew is differently state•l much at sea here as in all the other statements. What coufu- temple, and to an exceeding high monntmn, the cle!tvery
-one says twice, the others say once. They could not all have sion! Wh ,t falsehood!
of the Sermon on the Muunr, the fee ling_ of the five thnu.;and,
been conect.
699. There is, 1f possi· ·le, a still wider diffPrence of statement the CHlmi,·g d the wave~, the tran,figotrulion, the agony and
685. The number of times Peter denied Jesus is 11lso a as to how many per,ons Je·sus apl'ea eel to a'ter hi- res!llTec- prayer in G~thsemtne, the de 11 i,ilo( Peter, the dre-tm of p,].,le's
matter of dispute. 1\latk s,tys it was once, the others say it tion and on what nmnher of occasion.;. l\latth W sttys lwo-to wif~ the t·onversotion bet.wcen l'il~te and hi< wife, the colloquy
was three times. Dicl they ull tell tlle exact truth'? If one the ~vomen at I he SPpulcher, and lat<'r to the e!Pve~ in Galilee j beh;een Pila'e and the chief prie,t~, the security of the sepu_Jfnlsifiecl, whieh was it?
Mark says three-to l\lary J\l,.gclalene, to two cl SC!ples, and to cher etc. \Vhen a mttn writes us faet,; the o<·Cu<Tences he did
6tl6. The inscription saicl to httve been placed upon the m•oss 1he disciples at meat; Luke says three times-to Cle •pha-< a>•d not ~vitness, ami many of them which no one. witne~se~l, the
is differently stated by each one. How are we to know wh,lt hiR, compttnion, to Peter and the eiPven, and to . others. M
John\ quos,wn
,.
· naturally a 1ises as v, how he ou\auJed h1s mforvery
the real inscription was? I don't bel:eve 'it ever can be known. must ueccls excd the oiberF, aml he >ay,; fonr tunes -tor· .. ry
t'
d npon 11 h 1t au\ horitv he makes his st>ttem<'nts. ~e
•
•
•
r '
.
l' . 1'
''th ! m t 1011, au
~
.
' ....
687. They also differ as to where t~e crucifixion t•;ok pia· e. Magdalene, to he dJsmpl"s w1th I h"ll_l:as, ~o the c JSC·P es
must m,,ke some of them from rnmors t~pon the ba~b of what
1
Luke says it was Calvary, while the others say it was Golgatha, out Thoma~, and to severn! ~n the 'IJI.enas Lak''· But l aull othei s may huve 8 , en, while others "g .m were enttrely drawn
the place of the skulls. lt is my opillion that he was not cruci- e 1·en excels John; he makes the appearances number no less from the imHginntion, as there was no wimess of them. ~at
fiecl in both places, !Uld that a falsehood is out between the four. than six times-to Peter, to the twelve, to more than fiv.e hnu- the'v never once tells us that any informt~.tion had Leen lm688. 'l'here is a contrttdieUon between Matthew and Mark as clred, to Jacn~s, to all the apostles, ancl finally to ~aul h1mself. parted to him by in,pirali<•n, and !J~J ~e d~>ne 80, after ~II t~e
to the color of the robe which .Jesus wore, one saying it W[tS If here is not a nice di:>agreement, then 1 am no Jntlge. How I1b' t · he tell· we would be qlllte JUStified m clotlblmg hlS
•
,
r
•
1g S Ol'lf'S
.. ,
•
.
.
scarlet, the other purple. Whicnever it was, it woulu seem they can anv one lwlieve they all told the truth? They nmther i worcl. 1 take the lif ertv of clomg 'o most clec•J:dly. A. mun
might both have told the truth about it.
agree as to the 1mmber of times he appeared nror the persons to
·'s to t"ll what other Feople dream lS not safe to
w 110 preteuu
'
689. They disagree neal'!y as badly about the hour the cru- 11 hom he appeared. Here are certainly s,•ri,us n.issi atnnellt~. believe.
cifixion took place. Mat1hew says it was the 11inth hour, Mark 1 700. The gr. at di8ag<C•'ment as to the mat1er of the a-c·,.nthe thir<l, Luke the ninth, and John the &ixth. Can auy one s'on i~, if po-s ble. worse than all the re,t. If J esnR bodtly
WE hav plenty more of tho11e colored p~<~ters on
tell which of tbem tolcl the truth? I am by no means sure that' ascenclt·d up to he;tven, it surdy wa:; one of the most remarka·

I

II: -

l

·either of them cliJ.
b\e events 1hat evt·r to<•k place, !llld the four write··s of the h d hich we will gladly 5Pnd to any fnend w~o
690: There is no better agreerp.ent as to what was given Jesus gospel should have narrated the matter carefully ancl exactly t:~es :nough interest in. TuE TRUTH S.&.&KER to a1d
to dl:ink whili upon thi cross. Matthew says it was'' vi,ne(iar [agreed in what the~ had, to sa!' l31J.t what are the facts? in ex:tGnding its circulatJ.On.
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harmed he thinks it is a further proof of divine pro- arch-enemy. A falsehood in those days of" church
tection. "Like the Hebrew children in the fiery rule was a very light sin, a great deal lighter than
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
furnace," he says, "not a hair of my head has been now, when the Catholic church has waned and men
======================~singed, because the Lord, who:m I served when I no longer fear her dungeons. And we must temper
sought to remove the President, has taken care of our censure of Voltaire a little when even now we
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR
me." According to this, the Lord spends his time hear many say they cannot come out openly for fear
taking care of villains, fm· we always hear murder- of ruining their business. If in these times a man
The largest and cheapest Radical Jourruil pUblished in Europe ers talking about the goodness of the Lord, and pre- can be justified for keeping some things to himself,
or A1Mri.Ja, wntaining nearly seven hundred square inches more cious little care does he take of the rest of the world. how much more can we excuse it in Voltaire's time,
of reading matter than any other journal of its kind.
He lets men not guilty of any crime starve and per- when it was not a man's business but his life!
ish, while he shields those who do not deserve any
WE hav on our shelves a set of Martineau's History
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, NOVEMBER 26, 1881. protection, and whose taking off would be a boon to
the world. Having deliberately planned and exe- of England, which we shall be glad to send to any
cuted a cowardly murder, shooting his victim in the one wishing it. It. is in four volumes, handsomely
The Danger of" Too Much Piety.
back, Guiteau dislikes to be called an assassin because bound in black and gold. Price, $4.00 for the set.
1'he trial of Guiteau, which began on the 14th, is it reflects on the Lord who told him to do it. Therelikely to be a standing warning against religion. fore it is God's act, and to call God an assassin is
THE Two Worlds and Banner of Light refuse
1'his case seems to be one of religious fanaticism impious. Such is the reasoning religion leads to, to print Moses Hull's name in their notices of Spiritbacked up by colossal egotism. It is painful to know and the conclusion may be just. If God inspired ual meetings. What's the matter with Moses, breth- ,
that his example has been followed by other relig- men to kill centuries ago, there is no good reason ren? He draws larger audiences than any other
ious cranks, one going to the White House and why he should not do so now. He is the same yes- Spiritual lecturer, and the Second Society of Spiritu~
showing !lis credentials, signed by the Lord Al- terday, to-day, and forever, we are told.
alists of New York always secure his services, if
Guiteau imagins he is a patriot and should be possible, wherever a revival of the cause is felt to be
mighty, as President of the United States. The
President's attendants seem to hav been impious thanked instead of hanged for his act. He would needed in this Materialistic city. Is it possiblE( that
persons, not caring mnch about the Lord's signature, fain take his place by the side of Christ, dying for there is a "I am holier than thou" feelin& among
for they promptly hustled the would-be President men. He says: "At the last great day all meu will our esteemed Spiritual contemporaries, who use that
out and handed him over to the police, who con- stand in the presence of the deity crying for mercy phrase so often in reference to the attitude of Chrissigned him to a lunatic asylum and sent for his and justice. As they act here so will be their final tians toward them?
abode hereafter. Life is an enigma. This is a
friends to take him away.
Religious fanaticism has led thousands of people strange world. Often men are governed hy passion
WE are much obliged to the Mirror of Progress
to commit foolish and cruel deeds, and it is time the <1nd not by reason. The mob crucified the savior of for its review of "Voltairfl in Exile." The reviewer
world knew where to "lay the blame. Unless the re- mankind, and Paul, his apostle, went to an ignomin- is a very perspicacious individual, who can see clear
ligious world is willing to own that every man who ious death. This happened many centuries ago. For through an ordinary millstone.
took part in the Crusades, that every religious zealot eighteen centuries no man has exerteil such a trein a time when the whole of Europe was kept in mendous influence on the civilization as the despised
Recent Publications.
turmoil by religious wars, was crazy, thtly must G tlilean and hilil great apostle. They did their work
father Guiteau's dastardly act and acknowledge that and left the result with the almighty Father."
THE LABOR QuESTION ; or, an Exact Science of Equivalents.
By Amicus Human.is Generis. Chicago Legal News Co.,
There is uothing plainer than that this murder of
it was religion thr.t fired the fatal shot at Garfield.
Chicago.
.
In spite of his counsel's and the judge's prohibition, the President was the result of too much piety, too
The author says that his object in writing upon
Guiteau managed to I <at his" speech get into public mnch reailing of murders committed by God's direcprint, and it is full of the pious cant and twaddle tion. .I\Ieil m::ty call Guiteau crazy, but if his relig- the labor question is to reduce civilized life to an
common in Methodist prayer-meetings. He says ion had taken a good turn-if he had been impelled exact science, showing thereby how universal justicethat the "Lord and I took the responsibility of re- to feed the starving-no one would say aught against can be attained. Whether that has been done ormoving" Garfield. This is but a repetition of what his sanity. He killed Garfield, but religion was the not, the book is a very logically-written one, all the
every fanatic has said. "The Lord and I" means real murderer. If he is hung, what shall be done to arguments being laid down with exactness and supported by the best attainable facts. The object
in their minds " I and the Lord," the Lord being religion?
being to remove crime, poverty, and injustice, he
second. All fanatics think they are inspired, and
first seeks their cause, which he finds not in our
that they hold direct communication with God.
Some New Pamphlets.
system of production, but in the distribution of
They appeal to the Bible, and it certainly looks to
We hav just had printed and bound three new labor, in which he finds three great errors, viz., I.
an uprejudiced observer as if they had as good a books, which we shall be happy to supply to all who
To meet a greater demand we employ more men,
right to claim divine direction as had the prophets wish them. They are:
instead of adjusting the hours of labor; 2. In the
and patriarchs of old. Guiteau said, "The Lord inScience and Theology: Ancient and Modern. distribution
of land, brought about by the individual
spired me to execute his will." That was the excuse By James Anthony Fronde. Price, 25 cents.
owing the fee simple instead of owning the use by
of Abraham and of Jephthah, not to mention latter,
The~ yramicl of-Gizeh. The Relation of Ancient
occupancy; 3. Interest on money. These proposiday saints like Freeman and others.
Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs in
Guiteau appears to be all taken up with the notion Genesil'l and Exodus, and the Relativ Claims of tions are argued out, and then the author turns his
of his own importance as a disciple of Christ and Moses and the Pyramid to Inspiration Considered. attention to "values," " money," "measures," and
"quantity." To the book is added a new theory of
missionary of the Lord. In his supreme egotism he By Van Buren Denslow, LL.D. Price, 25 cents.
cosmogony, "showing the beginning and ending of
linds, as a sufficient excuse for shooting Garfield, that
.Ecce .Diabolus, in which the worship of Yahveh, all
things or individualities, and also showing that
it would givhimnotoriety and thus sell his theological or Jehovah, is shown to be devil worship, with some
work "The Truth." It was written, he says, to save observations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance of the story of the creation in the Bible contains a true
souls, and the Lord ["and I"] are after souls. He bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings. By the Very tradition."
appears to he a sort of Millerite, for he believes that Rev. Evan Davies, D.D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of
NATURE VERsus CoMPULSORY METHOD IN REFORM. Being an
it is not without reason that some people entertain Great Britain. Price, 25 cent'l.
analysis of the temperance question, and answer to Dr.
the opinion that the end of the world is not far off.
The title pages of these little works giv a good
Crosby, Rev. Mark Hopkins, Wendell Phillips, and othHe says that so far the deity (meaning God) has been and clear idea of their contents and nature, and the
ers. By Prof. W. M. Lockwood, Ripon, Wis. Price,
well disposed to father his infamous crime, and he ex- authors' names are guarantees of the ability with
25 cents.
pects him to do so to the end, and see that he does which the subjects are treated. The classic scholarThis is an attempt to introduce the scientific
not come to grief at the end of a rope. This from ship of Fronde and Denslow is acknowledged by all, method of. discu§!sion into, the temperance question,
his manifesto is a refreshing specimen of egotistical and Mr. Davies, the Arch Druid, is fully competent which has hitherto been championed principally by
fanaticism: "How do you know it was the deity? I to tell of the early tra.:litions of Judaism. As an fanatics of the Murphy order or hypocrits of the
was so certain of it that I put up my life on it, and initiated bard of the Druidic order he is well pre- Crosby order. Mr. Lockwood is a man who brings
I undertake to say the deity is activly-eng11ged in pared to prove that the most notable gods of the ori- a long scientific training to his subject. He believes
my defeuse. I am confident he will checkmate the entals were only symbols and bardic myths thified. in nature, and rejects that cast-iron prohibition which
wise heads on this prosecution. I beg they go slow.
As a historian Fronde's reputation i:> world-wide, would set a man of social tastes adrift at sea in a
They cannot afford to get the deity do"'Y"n on them. as is Denslow's for industry and al.Jility iu Egypt- leaky boat as the best meam!: of curing him and rid' He uttered" his voice,' says the psalmist, 'and the ology.
ding society of his evil presflnce. He believes in
earth melted.' This is the God whom I served when
temperance on a basis 'which will last, and he finds
I sought to remove the President, and he is bound
CoRNELL has agai.n shown himself unfit to be chief that only in nature. "Any system of religion," he
to take care of me." The man is no doubt in dead officer of a great state like New York by ap}JCiinting Rays, "that teaches that to any phase of human appeearnest in his belief in God, as much so as the poor as associate justice of the Court of Appeals .Judge tite can be tied a pledge of virtue or belief in grace
dupes who visit springs and wells, where the Virgin Benedict of infamous Federal court fame. Benedict through another's atonement is a most pernicious
is said to hav been seen, to be cured of divers com- is unfit to sit in a case involving $5, and to put him system, thereby negating the necessity of physical
plaints beyond the skill of man. He is truly relig- upon a bench so important as the Court of Appeals poise and the integrity of intrinsic character." Mr.
ious, and will do what the Lord tells him. Those is to show a reckless disregard of the people's ~·ights Lockwood would take a different path to reform the
who say that none but a crazy man would do as and liberties. His outrageous rulings in the case of drunkard thau any hitherto trodden-paths of comdirected by t.he Lord can hav but little faith. They Mr. Bennett stain the ermiu to deep to ever be for- mon sense and reaRon. The book marks a step forare the namgy-pamby kind that, according to the gotten. He should hav been impeached long ago ward in temperance literature.
Bible, will never enter heaven. It is a curious fact instead of being put up higher.
that if a man does any good deed and says he was
The North American Review for December is in
inspired by the Lord, the whole host, of clerical
IN a neighboring column JYlr. Parton givs addi- all respects a good number. The writers without
scamps will pretend to believe him, but let him com- tiona! reasons for Voltaire's doing as he did at his exception are men eminently competent for the tasks
mit a crime according to the laws of man, and every death. As we said before, Mr. Parton's wonh; are assigned to them, while of the subjects discussed,
one will denounce him and say the Lord could hav entitled to great weight, and we are grateful to him there is not one which does not possess a living inhad nothing to do with such cattle. And yet the for his letter. We agree with him in wishing Vol- terest. Indeed were one called upon to enumerate
Lord didn't always inspire men to do right according taire had not Eeen fit to write and sign even 1!10 mea- the contentions that are to.day exercising men's
to the Bible. He very frequently made them do ger a church document as he did, and without doubt, minds, those treated of in this number of the Review
things which now-a-days would make the whole had he been able to carry out his own designs in re- would certainly occur to him among the first. 'l'he
world blush or hold up its hands in horror. So, as gard to his burial, he never would. As Mr. Parton most important and most opportune of all the artifar as we know the character of God, he is more says, Voltaire had to be tricky, for he was one old cles is one by the Ron. John A. Kesson, entitled
likely to inspire his prophets to do wrong than right. man against the whole religious w0rld, and the relig- "The Monroe Doctrin in 1881." In this statesmanAnd if cumulativ testimony is good for anything, ions world of that time was sornethiug to be physical- like pape1· or pronunciamento, as it might not inaptly
it stands to reason that the more villainous the deed ly dreaded. The Bastille's doors were always open be called and is certain to be regarded by foreign
the more likely it is to hav been inspired by the Jew- from the outside, to say nothing of the ever-planted publicists, the obligation of the United States govish Jehovah.
stake and ready fagots. 'l'he morals of the age were ernment to effectually assert its supremacy throughAlthough shot at three times, the religious rascal the morals inculcated by the church, and she is to out the Western Hemisphere is demonstrated both
finds consolation even in that, for as he has not been blame for whatever hypocrisy was exhibited by her j by the arguments of authority and precedent, and
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upon the grounds of reason. Then follows a discus.
sion of the Death Penalty, conducted by the Rev.
Dr. Cheever, Judge Samuel Hand, ·and Wendell
Phillips. The policy of Mr. Gladstone's govem.
JPent toward Ireland is strenuously defended by Mr.
H. 0. Arnol~-Forster! son of the chief ~epretary for
~reland. This paper IS confessedly an appeal to the
Judgment a.nd ~he sympathy of Ameri~ans in the
strnggle now g:omg on across the Atlantic, and is a
graceful, practwal admission that British statesmen
are not in~ifferent to the enlightened public opinion
of the Umted States. Four physicians and surgeons
namely, Drs. W. A. Hammond, John Ashhurst Jr
J: Marion Sims,. and John T. Hodgen, revieV: th~
history o~ President Garfield's case. Finally the
Hon. David A. Wells treats of reform in Federal
taxation.

A Note from Col. Ingersoll.

761

How to Increase the Circulation of The Truth
Seeker.
Sir:

To 1'HE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER,
~or .sey-e~al months charges hav appeared-mostly
m. Chnstian .P.aperA-that I am gnilty .of appropriatmg the wntmgs of others and palming tbem off as
my own. I~ is ch.lnged that I delivered a speech on
teT~_?perance m whiCh I used the language of auot.her
and. pretended that it was original.
'rhe facts concerning this foolish and malicious
charge are as follows:
.
_In 1876, .in the course of my argument in the Munn
tnal at Chwag-o, I used the following language:

My short experience in the lecture field more than
ever convinces me that the most important work to
be done to advance the cause of Freethought is to in-·
crease the eircnlationof the Liberal papE>rs. Wher<~ver I find a town in which a number of Freethought
jou!'n&ls are taken I find our cause is rapidly advanc- .
ing. There it is easy to _organize an auxiliary Liberal League or a Lilwral club or to Rustain a Liberal
lect~re. There the Liberals are posted on what is
transpiring in our ranks, and they understand the
work we hav to do. Btlt in a town where no Liberal
"l believe, gentlemen, that'alcohol, to a cet·tain ueprce, dt'- papers are taken, although there may be a very lar~e
moralizes those who make it, those who sell it and tl•ose who number who entirely reject orthodoxy and profess
drink ir. I believe from the time it issues fro~ the coiled and
pmsonous worm of the distillery until it empties into the hell of Liberalism, or indon;e the doctrins of "Bob" Ingercrime, death, and dishonor, it demol'alizes everybcdy t!Jat ~oll, as they gener:;,lly call him, they are not pretou~he;; it: I do not b.elieve that anybouy can contemplate tile pared to do anythiug but talk.
These people are
Voltaire's Alleged Recantation.
sUbJeCt wrthout becommg prejudiced agaimt this liquid crin;e. generally good and earnest men and woman who
To T~E EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, 8i1· : .1\ll you h;1v to d?, gentlemen, is to think of the wrecks up >n hav heard or read Col. In!!ersoll's grea.t l!lpeechf's,
Your artwle upon the alleged recantation of Voltaire erthtr bank of thrs ,;tream of death-of the suiciLles, of the in- and hav cnt loose from the orthodox cteeds, but
sanity. of the poverty, of the ignorance, of the distress; of
covers nearly the whole grouud, but not quite. Al- the lit.tle cbiluren tu&g•ng- <"11 the faded dresses of we•'ping nnd they know very little of Liberal literHture, and less
low me to go back a little and remind you of events uespamug wtves askmg for bread; of the men of gmws it has of wha.t the Liberal movement or the Liberal League
tha~ occurred previous to his last triumphal visit to wrecked; • f the millions who hav btrnggled with imaginmy movement mrans. These persons should be preParrs . . You re~ember th.at after :-J, contest of forty se!'pen~s protlt~cerl by this dedlish thing. Anrl when you think vailed upou t.o ;;uhccrihe for Liberal papers. And,
y~ars With the hierarchy, m.-~hich he displayed more of the Jails, <>f the almshouses, of the mbons, awl <•f the s<·nf- by the way, I bop>:! Mr. Wakeman's great speech on
foltls .upon. Pi I ~er ban~, 1- do not wonder that every thnughtful
Wit, more tact, more audamty, more of everything lllHn rs preJu<hced agaw~t the d<>mned.stuff called alcohol.''
the pbilooopby of the Liberal League movement
that makes a man victor over disadvantage, than was
that he delivered the last evening of the Chicago
ever ~efore exhibited by mortal man, he conquered This is the only" temperance" speech I ever mad~. Congress may b•" publi~bed for ger1eral distribution.
A year or so after this somP. tempera11ce lecturer There are but very few Liberals who fully underfor himself a secure home on the.soil of his nativ
France. This borne was Ferney, within a few min- appropriated what I said in the Munn trial) and also stand the magnitude of the movement, and that
utes' ride of three f01·eign dominions, t0 which he the following from some one·else:
speech would do mndJ to enlighten the Liberal pulioould escape if notified of danger from Paris. Here
'·Intemperance cuts down youth in its vigor, mttnhood iu lic on that subject.
during the remaining twenty years of his life, he as~ its otreugth, and uge in its weakness; it breaks the fathPr's
When Francis E. Abbot stood at the head of the
sailed the despotic superstition under which the in- he>J.rt, bere>J.ves the doting mother, extiuguiob'es natural affec- movement, I hav heard him speak most eloqnently
tellectual life of Europe was stifled by every weapon tions, erases conjug<tl loves, blots out filial uttachmeuts bl~tsts of it, and affirm that it was the great movement of
which the literary art has devised; and yet, private parental hopes, ~tnd brings down mouming age in so;Tow to the centurv-that it included all reforms; and Mr.
the gT1we; it produc~s weakness, not 'strengtb; siukness, not
man as he was, living in the kingdom of France, he Lealtb; deut\J, 110t life; it makes wives widows, children or- Wakeman; at Chicago, took the same position and
was almost as 1mfe fro.JU attack as he could hav been pLans, father~, fiends, and all of them pauper; and LPggiirs; showed that he mm.t fully comprehended the magin a free country. This security was due to one sim- it feed,; rheumatism, nurses gout, weleol!les epidemic, invitcos nitude of the movement that Mr. Ahbot so well inple maneuver of his- he kept on his side the indi vid. cholera, imparts pestilence, and embraces cousuwptiou; it augurated. Ar1d, for that reason, I waH glad to see
ual who had the king's ear last at night, first in the covers the land with idleness, misery, and crJme; it fills yom him elected to the Presidencv of the National Libjail, supplies your almshouses, and demands your asdums; eral League. 'l'be three PresidenLR of the National
morning, and oftenest the rest of the time.
it engeuders controversies, fosters quarrels, and che1ishes riots ;
If you say that this was not a very lofty style of it crowds your penitentiaries, and furnisbes Yictirns to your Liberal T.eagne hav been Francis E. Abbot, Elizur
warfare, I answer you: He was one old man in a scaffolds; it is the life-blood of the gambler, the aliment of Wright, and Thaddeus B. Wakeman. And however
wid'e field, with a whole herd of bulls burning to de- the burglar, the prop of the highwayman, and the supfiOl't of much these men may differ in their opinions on some
stroy him. He bad to trick and deceive them as the midnight inceudi"r); il countenances the li-tr, r~speets qnestions, we must all admit it, if we will he candid
the thief, and ~steems the bLwphemer; it vinla<es obligations, and lay aside our prejudice~, that three abler rnen
best he could. He was fully resolved not to let them reverences
frauds, and honors infamy; it defames benevolence,
get the better of him. He was not disposed to be a hates loYe, scorns virtue, Hlld slanders innocence; ir iucileo !he cannot be found in this country. They will lose nothmartyr and leave them free to rage and destroy.
fatlJBr to l•Utcher bis helpless offspring; help,; the hmlJand 10 ing in beiug compared to any three of the men who
As long, as he was alive he knew that he could massacre his wife, and the child to g-tind the p!iiTicid..I ax; hav been elected President of the Uuited States,
bafl.le them. But all men must die. As soon as he it burns up men, consumes w"men, detests life, etu·ses GPd, ev<"n if the three sPlected were Thom:;s J dferson,
had fully secured his earthly abode he set about and despises heaven; it suboms witnesses, nnrses perjury, de- Abraham Liucolu, and J;imes A. Garfield.
tiles tbe jury-box, aud stains the judicial ermin; it degTdllcs
providing a safe resting-place for his bones. He the citizen, debases the legislator, di,honors the st-Lte-mttn, ,,nd · But allow me to return to the Liberal paper quesbuilt a tomb in his parish church, he gave a small dis111'WS 1he patriot; it brings shame, not hm1or; terr"r, not tion. Friend Macdonald, I desire to suggest a plan
pension to the pastor of the parish, and he depended safety; despair, not h<·pe; misery, not huppineso, >illcl wittr 1 be to increase the circulation of Tm~ TRUTH SEEKER.
upon his right as lord of the manor to secure a malevoler;ce of a fiend it ~>tlmly surveys its frightful clesolatiou, I don't do this so muoh to help the paper and its
deoent burial in the tomb which he had caused to and, unsatisfied with its havoc, it poisom felicity, kilis peoce, proprietor as to help the Liberal movement:
ruins morttl;, blights cuntiuence•, shys reputation, anu wipe,;
I believe there are ten thousand people who hav
be constructed. He had not merely a sentimental out national honors; then curses the world and hugils at it~
objection to being buried in the highway or cast ruin. It d"es all tlwt and more-it mmders 1he soul. It io the never seen a copy of Trm TRUTH SEEKER who would
into the kennel like a dead dog. His chief motiv sum f•f Yillainies, the father of all-crimes, the motlrer of abomi- subscribe for it if a few copies could be put into
their bands.
was to deprive the bishops of the triumph of insult- nations, the chvil's best friend and God's worst enemy."
And my proposition is that each subscriber irmneing his remains. As he had defied them in his life,
These two pieces-one taken from me and the one
he desired to baflle them after his death. To this just quoted-Wbre put together and published as one diatety procure iu bis neighborhood ten three-month
-end he made arrangements to spend his last hours piece. Somebody recognized the first part as mine subscribers at fifty cents each. And as there are
in one of the cantons of Switzerland, where his sec- and charged that the whole had been stolen from me. many Liberal~ who would prefer to pay for ten
retary hired a house for the purpol!e; and in case A paper was sent me in which both pieces appeared such subscribers rather than to take the time to
there should be any difficulty about his interment in as mine. I at once disclaimed all authorship and procure thEom, I would suggest to that class that
his tomb, he ordered his secretary to place his re- knowledge of the second piece, but admitted that they at once forward to 1\m TRUTH SEEKER, 141
mains in a p01·tion of his bath-bouse, a building sep- th~ first part was mine. I havmade this explanation Eighth street, New York city, five dollars in
money and ten names of persons to whom they
arate froul the chateau.
huudreds of times, but the charge is still made.
All these arrangements were rendered unavaila- Now I wish to say that the first article ifl mine, aird desire 1'uE TimTH SEEKER sent for three months.
Of course these persons ~honld be those who may
ble through his dying at Paris. Acting upon the I will giv a thousand dollars reward to a11y one who
be expected to subscribe at the expiration of the
.advice of his stanchest friend, D' Alembert, he will show that it is not original.
month. And at tl.Jat time each one should be seen
deemed it best to make a confession to the priests,
As to the second article: I will giv the same
as tho least of many evils. :ije made the usual amount to any one who will show that I ever pre- and urged to suhseribe. And all our Liberal lecturformal acknowledgment in the expectation of saving tended that 1 was the author; that I ever uttered it, ers could engage in this work. There is hardly a
his faniily, his friends, and the French Academy or wrote it, or repeated it, or published it, or claimed town but where teu sueh sul!scribers could be obtained with a very little labor.
from embarrassment and inconvenience after his it directly or indirectly as my own.
And then I would further suggest that each of
death. He was then living in another man's house,
Some persons without my authority hav pretended
in a city which was four days' journey fi·om his own to publish my lectures. Rhodes & McClure, of your present subscribers make it a point to procure
at least one new subscriber between uow aud Januabode.
Chicago, hav published a book filled with pretended
Nevertheless I agree with your correspondent in sayings of mine. In that book this "temperance ary 1, 1882, and forward to the offiee six dolwishing that he bad made no concession whatever to speech" appears. I commenced suit to enjoin them lars bdore that time in place of the three dollars for
the church. I wish that he had given himself no not only, but wrote them that the second part of the his own eopy. And as in the heretofore suggestion
concern about his burial, and that when the breath "temperance speech" was not mine and requested those who prefer to subscribe for some friend do so
in place of getting a now subscriber. I am sure, if
was out of his body the family had thrown upon the them not to publish it as such.
there can be united action among the friends of THE
~overnment the I:e~ponsibility of his interment,, sa~
Hundreds of times I hav disclaimed the authorsh:p
lng, in decent offi01al form: "The great Voltaire Is of this piece. Persons who know my religious opiu- TRUTH SEEKER, your subscription list can be at least
no more. A parish priest refuses him burial. Dis- ions ought to know that under no circum~<tancetl could doubled on and after January 1, 1882. The way
pose of his remains." Such a course would hav I, be the author, and that under no circumstanct'S to bring this about is for every subscriber to go to
reduced the government to a dilemma of an embar- could I afford to appropriate the ianguage of others work immediately af'te?' 1·eading this communication
rassing character, which could scarcely hav failed to without giving full credit. Hoping that you will ~Lud not fall into the error of thinking the suggestions are made to others and not to the reader.
benefit the cause for which Voltaire lived !\nd died. hav the kindness to print this denial, 1 remain,
Header of TuE THUTH SEEKER, immediately after
It is the easiest thing in the world for us who inYours truly,
ROBERT G. INGEHSOLL.
reading the al>ove, go out and see if you can't get a
herit the results of his labors to sit here in peace
Washington, .D. C., Nov. 16, 1881.
new subscriber for TuE TRUTH SEEKER and report
and say what ought to hav be.~:Jn done in Paris in
at once to the office.
1778. He took the course that then seemed best;
Friend Macdonald, will you please retain the
and the more intimately we know the peri~d and
Reuben Dailey's Printing Ofl'ice.
names
of all those who comply with these suggesthe circumstances the less we shall be surpl'lsed at
Head the following testimonial:
tions so far as they come to your knowledge, and
what he did. Very trJ.lly yours, JAMES PARTON.
.
. ELGIN, ILL., Nov. 5, 1881.
please let me know who they are on the first of
'
1\l.rt. DAILEY, IJea?' &1·: The cu·culars are here, anu are Yery J anuar 18B2?
BY particular request Moses Hull will giv his nice imleet.l. l am very much pleased with the work.
I
1'h · / :vening I 1 •ctu., in the ew Opera House i
Very trulY
1\lRs. ll. o. LAKE.
•
I
e
re
. n .
. n
views on the "social question" at Frobisher Hall,
·'
tlus
town, on Monllay evenmg m Caloma, MICh.,
Monday night, Nov. 28, 1881. 1'ickets,, 50 .cen~s;
Address R Dailey, J e:tfersonville, Ind., for your and on Wednesday evening next in Augusta, Mich.
and if Moses tells !lll he knows on the subJect It Wlll
work..
2t48
.
!I. L. GrullJU\.
be worth it.
T
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These facts are too simple to explain fnl'ther, but they 1corn in the fielrl, anrl the swaying hninches in the
are no less grand and important because they are foreE;t bPyond hy thA hirtis that sing in the tree-tops
8imple and obvious to all. If the observer i~ called and the butterflies tow hieh they anon give chase; by
upon to give himself a- place in the scale and to- in- i the cow standing in the brook and the w.ater which
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
elude his .relations to this objective order, the dia-l bathes he!' lazy feet; by the sportsmen who pass
The Harmony and Meaning of tlte Scientific .gram might be made a triangle or pyramid, with the Hhonting in the c1istance, as well as hy their dog~< and•
"
Gospels.
material Sciences as its base, the general anri special 1 guns; that all thiR multiform enprgy iR nothing but
Thus, metamorphosPd solar radiance, :mo thnt all the"e vaTWO LECTURES DELIYEilED BEFOllE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB relations as the sides reaching up to Man.
numbering from man out.ward in the subjective order: riouR ol.jcct!l giving life ann cheerful11e~fl to the land-·
BY T. B. WAKEl\IAN.
~cape have hef'n built up into their eogni7.ahle forms
LECTURE I.
M.J\.N.
by the agency of sunbeams, snch as thoRe by which
the scene is now rendered visible. We may well
THE OBJECTIVE ORDEl~.-CONTINUED.
declare, with Prof. Tyndall, that the grandest conceptions of Dante and Milton are dwarfed in comThat is to say, the framework of the new creed is:
parison with the truths which science discloses. But
X. THE CORRELATIVE
CLASSIFICATION OF
THE
it seems to me that we may go farther than this and
SPECIAL SCIENCES.
say that we have here reached something deeper
than poetry.
The fact that the several sciences can be classified
"In the sense of illimitable vastness with which
upon a law which is the basis of all science inevitwe are oppressed and sandened as we strive to follow
ably weaves them together, net only into a true, but
out in thon~h t the eternal metamorphosis, we may
as the only true and positive philosophy possible.
recognize the modern phase of the feeling which led
This is certainly the necessary step to be taken if we
the ancien.t to fall upon his knees and adore-after
are to have any basis of a new and rational life of
Lis own crude s.vmbolic fashion-the invisible power
Man on earth. For empirical knowledge, a chaos
whereof the infinite web of phenomena is but the
of facts and laws and conclusions, without completeness, order, or method, is not science il). any Thee~~e,tv- "Iinera\v~~~J~atcriul Plnnt~~W~: An!- llfankmfl visible garment."
Sometime, perhaps, the play of the celestial forces
proper sense of the word. Science is order; that is, a 9 i.e.,
7 i.e,
6
S i, e,
Biolou:y.
5Soclology
Chemistry, - - - - - upon the sun and solar system will be celebrated in
classification which is a Philosophy. Until all of the Astronomy, Phys\cs,
i. e.•
i.e ..
i.e.,
i. e.,
Ani~~;\ or
i.e ..
sciences, therefore, have been coordinated and clas- Celestial or l\lolar i\loleenlar Bowny,
Zoology, Comparu- a song proportionally grand and triumphant.
or Eleor
1\.lass,
Stellar,
nnd
i.
e
.•
1.
e'
Our point is that the Positive classification is the
sified according to some scientific law, science has Solar and Physics. mentarv Physlol· Pl,ysiol- tiYe
Human:
l'l!y,ws. ogyrrnd O!!I' and
not been extended over her own domain. As soon Terrestrial.
e. q ..
only one that follows this line and law of correlation
Hb.;(tory,
.t\ 11at0AnatOas this is done science becomes the basis of life and
111V of
Lo.wR Pol- through all of these metamorphoses of the forces
n'Y of
PlttniS. Atl'i.inuls. itics, etc. the Infinite up to the lightest change of a molecule
the creed of the future.
Is there, then, any scientific or objective order in ------~---:::==-=.:..~--~---- ---------=--~-=---==~-=-~-==-=---- in the brain of the Philosopher who may try to diswhich the special sciences can be B.rranged so that
In this diagram the increasing generality is ex- crdit it. It is the only true picture of the whole dythey may include .all possible human knowledge, pressed by the increasing numbers only. The or- namiC action of the Cosmos, and is therefore inexand will be held together by a conception that will igin of all the forces and their manifestations up pugnable if once loqged in the mind of man.
integrate the whole into a Philosophy?
3. But this classification also presents the genetic
to their culmination in Man is shown by the num. I have thought this question to be so important bers 12-1.
order of phenomena, that is, the order of the changes
that I have prepared au answer to it in a little work
This truth is perhaps better shown by the pyram. by which the Cosmos alld Man have come into existcalled "An Extension and Enlargement of the Posi- idal form of the diagram in the Cosmic diagrams ence and to be as they are. This is evident at once
tive Classification of the Sciences," to which your in the essay referred to.
from the fact that it gives the correlative order. For
earnest attention is solicited.
But this classification is not only the development thevisible stars rest upon the Infinite; from them
The object of the little work referred to is to of the simplest observation; it embodies also the comes the power that formed the solar system and
bring this classification in a harmonized and ex- highest Science, for:
the earth; thence vegetation and vegetable-feeding
tended form clearly before the eye. In that view
animals; and tipon the plants and animals the human
2. It is correlative.
the Positive Classification has been enlarged and exIt follows, not only the order from the most gen- world and finally civiiized man are fed and sustained.
tended into twelve tableR and illustrated by several eral to the more special and complex phenomena,
The Positive classification is thus seen to be
diagrams. Such attempts are justified by the fact but also the line and order of the correlnt'lon of thoroughly objl•ctive. It is but another name for
that the correlative method of this classification forces from the Infinite Heavens through the Cosmos the static, dynamic, and genetic order of the whole
underlies and is becoming the foundation of all in man's brain itself.
Cosmos itself.
constructive Liberal thought. It is the backbone of
4. But it is, also, humanly speaking, the most hisThis is easily seen. Astronomy shows that our
all Positive Philosophy, our true knowledge of the little Solar System moves rapidly in the Infinite torical and therefore the most educational.
world. .Lt alone bi'ings order out of chaos. No Space. It is pulled or pushed by forces from the
Mankind, like a child, first learned the simple, and
other classification can begin to show the attention starry depths of the Cosmos-that is, from the In- then advanced toward the more complex phenomena.
and approval of distinguished thinkers which has finite.
For example, the apparent order and laws of the
been awarded to this. Mr. Herbert Spencer's critFrom the starry space, these forces, correlating stars became an abstract astronomy to the Egyptians,
icisms and his own classification hiJ.Ve resulted in upon aud in the sun, give it motion, light, heat, etc. A~syrians, and Greeks. The laws of Physics were
leaving it stronger than ever.
From the sun comes the matter of the earth and partly made out by Aruhimedes and Galileo. Next,
We may say of this classification that it is the sister planets and the forces which make the form and not till Lavoisier, did Chemistry assume a scieninevitable classification, because it is the most sim- of their surfaces and the conditions and the origin tific character. Then Biology, Sociology, and their
ple, the most complete, the most flexible, the most of life and all its forces and manifestations up to dependent science~, Ethics, ..:Esthetics, Language, and
objective, the most correlative, the most genetic, the their culmination in man.
Psychology, began to claim attention as abstract
most historical, the most educational, the most synThere is no better general illustration of this order sciences. As abstract sciences let it be noted, for
thetic; and the one th!l.t is alBo, from the subjectiv·e and also of the law of correlation than the play empirically practical knowledge had been cultivated
or human point of view, the most true, convenient, of the Solar forces upon our planet. Our Scientists in the reverse order. It is the failure of Mr. Spencer
and useful. In every sense in which the word become Poets whenever they illustrate this sublime to distinguish tbe empirical practice from scientific
"scientific" can be applied to a classification of the truth. You remember bow Tyndall was inspired knowledge that caused his principal difficulty in recsciences, this is the scientific claRsification, because until he saw the imagination of Sbakspere in th(' ognizing this order as historical.
it is based upon the actual order and correlation of Sun-mist from which it bad been correlaten. Even
5. A further reason why this order bas substanthe parts of the world to each other.
the elephantine prose of Prof. Fiske dances amus- tialfy obtained in the origin and history of the
Let us supplement our'' Extension" by a few words ingly in the sunlight of this grandest of Laws- Read •ciences iA that tl1e phenomena and laws of the sevto help us to appreciate how full of meaning and how for instance the conclusion of the eighth chapter of Pral sciences are accumulative in that order only.
just the words we have just applied to it really are: Vol. I. of this Cosmic Philosophy. He says, or sings: Each of the scienc~s in its origin bas been theoreti-.
I. It is the most simple because the most ob"The phenomena which are subjectively known as cally and practically born out of its predecessors in
jective. The first and simplest observation of the changes in consciousness are objectively correlated the scale. In that order, to use thP. poetic phrase
world by a savage, a child, a peasant, or a philoso- with molecular motions of nerve-matter, which are of Lucretiu8, "Truth has held the torch in the search
pher divides it into three grand division!! or king- seen in ultimv.te analysis to be highly differentiated for truth.-" Mr. J. S. :Mill, in his work on" Comte
doms, viz., Animal, Vegetable, and Mineral. This forms of solar radiance. Waves of this 1·adiance and Positivism," has presented this growth very plaingives the whole thing in a nutshell. The Positive speeding earthward from the sun, at the rate of ly and the reasons be urges are indispensable to all
classification is but the enlargement and extension more than five hundred trillions per second, impart students of the subject. He says:
of this commonest and simplest observation, and yet their motor energy to the atoms which vibrate in
" The relation which really subsists between difit may be extended as far as any purpose or ingenu- unison in the compound molecules of the growing ferent kinds of phenomena enables the sciences to be
ity may require. The "Extension" referred to gives grass. Cattle browsing on this grass, and integrat- arranged in such an order that in traveling through
!lome and will suggest other enlargements of this ing portions of it with their tissues, rearrange its them we ao not pass out of the lf]_)here of any laws,
formula, or devices to represent it. · We may begin, molecules in more complex clusters, in which the but merely take up additional ones at each step. In
for instance, with
tremendous chemical energy of heat-saturated nitro- this order M. Comte proposes to arrange them. He
1
(Objective)
2
(order)
3
gen is held in equilibrium by the aid of these meta- classes the sciences in an ascending series according
Mineral
Vegetable
Animal
morphosed sunbeams. Man, assimilating the nitrog- to the degree of complexity of their phenomena, so
3
(Subjective)
2
(order)
1
enous tissues of the cow, builds up these clusters tbat each science depends on the truths of all those
The next step is to add the Heavens at the ob- of the molecules with their stores of sun-given and which precede it, with the addition of peculiar
jective, and Man, the observer, at the Subjective end sun-restrained energy into the wondrously complex truths of its own. Thus, the truths of number are
of this scale, viz. :
elements of white 'and gray nerve tissue, which, in- true of all things, and depend only on their own
1
2
3
4
5
cessantly liberating energy in decomposition, mys- laws; the science, therefore, of number consisting of
Heavens, Minerals, Plants, Animals, Mankind. teriously enable him to trace and describe a portion arithmetic and algebra, may be studied without refOr:
of the astonishing metamorphosis. When one takes erence to any other science. The truths of geometry
5
4
3
2
1
a country ramble on a pleasant summer's day, one presuppose the laws of number, and a more special
The Starry Spaces, Earth, Plants, Animals, JYian. may fitly ponder upon the wondrous significance of class of laws peculiar to extended bodies, but require
Here the method is enlarged but two steps, and is this law of the transformation of energy.
no others. Geometry, therefore, can be studied inseen in its simplicity and perfection. The objective
"It is wondrous to reflect that all the energy dependently of all sciences except that of numbers.
order passes from the greater, more numerous, and stored up in the timbers of the fences and farm- Hat ional Mechanics presupposes and depends on
more general phenomena, to the smaller, more spe- houses which we pass, as well as in the grindstom· the laws of number and those of extension; and
cial, and more r:omplex. The reverse or snbjective and the axe lyiug beside it, and in the iron axles and along with them another 8et of laws-those of
order passes out from man to the Infinity of the heavy tires of the cart which stands tipped by the Equilibrium and Motion. 'l'he truths of Algebra
Heavens, i. e., through the ·special and complex phe- roadside; all the energy from moment to moment aud Geometry nowise depend on these last, and
nomena to the more universal and general, thus pre- given out by the roaring cascade and the busy wheel would have been true if these had happened to be
1
l'

=====-=========·=========

sgnting the ord(lr iv. which they are Nlated to man. tb.a.t rumble!i

~tits

foot, by the undulating stalks of the :reverse of what we find them; but the phenom-
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t:>i:l.il of equilibrium and motion cannot be under- o:Ir view mak~s his triple group of sciences hn.rmo- order and_ nu,mb~ring them in· it, that they ~ave an.Y
stood nor even stated without asstiming the laws of mous .and useful, why should it not be adopted? connected meaning. Indeed, Mr. Spencer b1mself 1s
number and extension, such as they actually are. T~e lmear or successive point of view that brings compelled to transform or translate his own classi:fi"The phenomena of Astronomy depend on these this harmony to light is indeed inevitable. The cation into_the positive, as we have done, in order tO'
•three classes of laws, and on the. law of gtavitation three groups of Mr. SpeMer's cl&ssificatiou have to use it. Take for example his own summary of scibesides, which last hat'! no influence on the truths of ~e, and are, nothwitb~tanding his protest against a ence as the systematic thPory of the '"known" and
Number, Geometry, or Jl!!echanics.
lt~1estl order, necessanly read consecutively. Prof. the ''knowing" in his Psychology, vol. ii, Tl· 309.
"Physics (badly named in common English par- F1ske has so placed them (" Extensiou,•f p. 7) and W•' He says: "Let us observe wl1ere we stand. 'l'be
lance Na~ural ~hilosophy) presupposes the three merely emphasize and call attention to the fact by Abstract Sciences long ago reached a sufficient
math6matw.al smences, and also Astronomy, since the numbers inserted in copying his table. When degree of development. The abstract-concrete
all terrestnal phenomena are affected by influences t~us viewed the two classifications ought to substan- sciences have now made such great advances that we
derived from the motions of the earth and of the t1ally prove each other. For if the Positive is in may fairly consider ourselves as nn<lerstanding the
heavenly bodies.
substance the biRtorical order, i·. e., that in which laws of the more important physical actions. The
"Chemical phenomena depend (beside their own mankind gradually unraveled the complexity of concrete sciences dealing with the continuous translaws) on all the preceding, those of Physics among things about them, beginning with the most simple; formation of sensible existences taken altogether, or
the rest, especially on the laws of heat and elec- then the logical order, which Mr. Spencer claims his in groups, or simply, have been 13everally progressiz:g
tricity. Physiological phenomena on the laws of to be, ought to give the same result. The three in definiteness and coherence now made greater by
physics and chemistry, and their own laws in addi. independent groups of Mr. SpencE~.r do this. We the recognition of certain laws which hold of the
tion. The phenomena of human society obey laws have in it:
transformation in general and in detail."
of their own, but they do not depend solely upon
1.. The general relations, i. e., Logic and MatheThis passage is an admirable summary of the
these; .they ~epend upon al~ the laws of organic matws.
prese11t position of Science; but, note, it gives the
and ammal hfe, together With those of inorganic · 2. The p'roperties of things, i. e, Physics and Positive order, as in the "Extension" referred to
nature, the~e. last infiuen~ing society not . o!lly Chemistry.
(page 7), · and then admits that the historical dehrough ~heir mfl~e!lce on hfe, ln~t by d~termmlllg
3. The aggregate concrete qualities of things, i. e, velopment haA been in that order; that is, from the
the phJ:sical ~~nd1t10ns under whwh society bas to Biology, Sociology, and Psychology.
general and abstract to the special and concrete.
be carried on.
This is the Positive order, and the confirmation is It would seem that th~:: author of this sun-clear
. passage could have spared us the hair-splitting conMr. Mill then proceeds to show that this-accumu- very striking and important.
lative c~aracter o~ th~ scale has caused it to be
But it will be noticed that Mr. Spencer places con- fusions of his Essays on th_e "Genesis of Science,"
su~,stant1allJ: the histori? order:
.
crete Astronomy and Geology at the beginning of his and on the "Classification of the Sciences."
By placmg t~e sc~~nces In th.e order of the 1 concrPte group, while Comte has abstract Astronomy
Mr. Mill, in his work above quoted, after a
?omplexity of the1r. suo;ect matter 1t presents them after Mathematics and before Physics. This differ- searching review of all that Spencer has to say for
lll the or~er of theu difficulty .. Ea~h science pro- ence ariseR from the different point of view in which his own and againt<t thtJ Positive classification, finds
pose& to Itself a more arduous mquuy than those Astronomy is regarded by each author Comte rec- that "he presents no case," and bas no compensatwhich preced~ it in the series; it is therefore likely ognizing that every special science ha~ an abstract ing utility for the ehange proposed, and he then
to be ~uscept1bl~, even ~nally, ?f a less degree of and a concrete side, and he makes the purely ab- gives judgment in these. der.i~ive :vords:
.
.
perf.ectwn, an~ will cert.~I?ly arnv.e later at~ degree ~t1:ac~ side of Astronomy determine its place; hence
"If the best cla~si~catwn 1~ that wbwh IS
attam~ble.by 1t. In add1t10n to this, each smence, to 1t It 1s closely related to Mathematics, and recalls grounded o?- the properties most ~mportant fo~·. our
establish Its own truths, needs those of all the sci- th'e names of Pythagoras, Hipparchus, Copernicus, purposes [~. e., human uses] th1s [the Pos1t1ve]
ences ~nterior to it .. The. only means, for. example, Kepler, .Gali~eo, N.ewton, Laplace, and the other classific:"tio.n will stan~ the test."
.
.
by whwh the physwlog1cal laws of hfe could great theoretiCal bmlders of that science. But ]\'lr.
In this VIew we believe that a fuller exammatwn
have. been asce~·tai1_1ed was by distinguishing _Spencer, regarding it concretely under the light of will bring a genei:al concurrence an~ har~ony-;-a
amo~~ the mu~trfarw~s and .complicated facts the Telescope, Spect1·oscope, and of descriptive ?Onct~rrenc~ that will use Mr: ~~enc~r s classificatiOn
of life the portwn whwh physwal and chemical Astronomy and the Nebular Hypothesis, places it a~ 10 spite of.1ts author .as a CritiCISm, a sy~~mym, an~
laws ''annot account for. Only by thus isolating the foundation of his concrete group. But it is to lastly as a final establishment of the Posttive ClassJthe effects of the peculiar organic laws did it be- be noticed that within that group he again follows fication.
Thi.s is the conclul:!ion at which t.he Westminster
come possible to discover what these are. It fol- the Positive order, and that he does the same in
lows that the order in which the sciences succeed each of his other groups, thus giving another proof Review also arrives in the able notice it gave of
one another in tl1e series cannot but be, in the main, of the impossibility of avoiding it. The Positive Prof. Fiske's "Co;;mie Philo&ophy," and which is
the historical order of their development, and is the cla~sification avoids, however, all confusion by keep- quoted in "The Extension," page 15. See also the
only order in which they can rationally be studied. ing the distinction of the abstract and concrete as- authorit.ies on page 9.
. ..
For this last there is an additional reason, since the pects of each science before the mind, and maki!Jg . Thus It clearly appears that the cntiCisms of Mr.
more special and ~omplete sciences require not only its main classificati_on res~ upon th.e former. The ~pencer design~rl to .disc~e?it t?e Po .. iti:e Classific.a.
the truths of the Slmpler and more genm·al ones, but latter or concrete view whwh would mcludfl concrete twn h~ve resu1tPd m givlllg It gre~t~I strength m
still more their methods. The scientific intellect, Astronomy, Geology, Mineralogy, descriptive Bot- the mmds of th~ most compet~nt JUdges .. lt ~as
both in the individual and in the race, must learn any, etc. It would place them in a concrete classifi- !ed also to the d1scovery. that his. own ?laBAifieatwn
in the more elementary studies that art of investi- cation by themselves as Mr. Spencer bas done in bis Is, :liter all, coutrary to lns own 1ntentwn and congation and those canons of proof which are to be third group only. By this plan it would completely victi:on, but a logic::1l or intellectual view of th~ very
put in practice in the more elevated. No intellect give the concrete aspect of Physics and Chemil:!try, order he seeks to supplant; that he ~tan.ds m the
is properly qualified for the higher part of the scale which Mr. Spencer leaves in a half-and-half and !lame aspect as to that that he ·does m h1s restatewithout due practice in the lower."
very unsatisfactory state as "Abstract-Concrete."
meut of the "t~"st of truth" and "the law of the
These words of 1\'Ir. Mill introduce the crowning
It is this failure to regard the order by which his thr~e sta.tes ;" that is, that he has only presented 0 ?-e
glory of this classification. That is, that it has groups are really connected tpgether that makes Mr. ~ogw~d side ?~ aBpect of a .truth that C:om~e aud Ivltll
meaning as the subjective order of the sciences, Spencer's classification comparatively useleEs and nave es~abhsned and presented obJeCtively from
which is its reversed order. This has been explained confusing.
observatwn of the facts. .
.
.
..
in the "Extension" referred to as particularly appliProf. Bain has clearly and, as we think, decisively
The. further. fact now dis~losed that. th1s ~O<~t~1ve
cable to the two upper divisions of the tables presented this conclusion. He says (LogiJ part i order IS the simple, correlatlVe, gt>netw, obJeCtive,
therein.
p. 24):
.
' h!storical or?er,. which needs onl{' to be reversed. to
This meaning becomes apparent when we reflect
"A science has a certain order of arrangement of grve the subJeCtiye o:?Br, makes I~ beyond .quest~on
that the immediate necessities of life compelled man- topics, suitable to its ends in gathering, iu verify- the 01:ly true sCientific order or hierarc~y m whwh
kind in their infancy to commence to modify those ing, and in communicating knowledge."
the_ smences can h~ arranged as the basis of a true
phenomena nearest to and directly related to them.
He then admirably adopts and ·uses the Positive Pb~losophy. C~rtamly no words .need to be added
Thus the subjective order has been the empirical or- order. (See his most useful work on "Logic," part to Impress ~he Importance of this order upon the
der. Man began and was compelled to begin life by ii, p. 85 toP· 367.)
reacl.er. It zs Cfbsolutely nece~sary. '!~ose :who have
some kind of attempts to order and control those
In an appendix, after a long review of .M:r. Spen- no Id~a of this order are ~unply. hvmg m chaos.
phenomena that appear the last in the objective or- cer's objections, he concludes thus: "It appears that Th~re IS no other way of stra1ghtenmg out the world
der, as, for instance, Psychology, Language, JE.s- Mr. Spencer, in abandoning the usual partition of the whwh we find around us.
thetics, Morals, and Sociology.
sciences into the abstract departmental or funda(To BE coN'l'lNUED.)
This may also account for the great difficulty of mental sciences on the one hand, and the concrete or
reducing their phenomena to modern and real sci- derived on the other, has abandoned the more real
"WHAT OBJECTIONS TO CHRISTIANITY?" is the title
entific methods. For certainly the power of habit distinction in search of a fanciful and untenable
of
a volume of 969 pa-ges issued by the J..iberal and
muRt be stronger in relation to them than these Sci- boundary line of abstract and the concrete," i.e., beScientific Publishing House of D. M. Bennett, New
ences in which empirical practice and rude theories tween the Bpecial sciences jhemselves.
could be deferred. When we take into account this
The fact is that in the aggregate sciences of bioi- York. It is a discuRsion between G. l\1. Jl!hir, Esq.,
power of habit, tending to became instinct under the Iogy, soeiology, ·and psychology, the procedure is a Christian, and D. M. Bennett, a l!-,reethinker. 'l'he
influence of heredity, and then add the facts of the from the whole, which we know well, to the complex former defends Christianity as of divine origin, and
complexity of these phenomena and their constant parts, of which we know comparatively little and the latter that it is man-made. This in substance is
great modifiability, we see reason enough to account which have no separate existence. He entirely over- the gmund work of the book. The Bennett-Mair
for their being the last to be submitted to scientific looks this distinction by including Astronomy and Di~cussion bas appeared. in the columns of the New
treatment. 'l'he question what is good or right in geology with the biological sciences as all alike con- York TRUTH SEEKER, but more appears in book form.
them bad to be determined at first empirically, hut c'J·ete sciences. 'l'his breaks up the grc~t Jivision The learned and historical research displayed by
the time has come, even as to them, to consider th<:lm between the material and vital world, and makes both gentlem~n is re?J-arkable, but 1'1~t·. Bennet~ m_ust
scientifically. To do this the subjective order must concrete mean the same as aggregate. The conse- be credited w1th havwg exhaustea h1story ou his side
rest upon the objective order and overlie it, as in quences of this we find to be disastrous euougb, of the question. He must hav devoured ancient and
our tables. What is good mui't depend upon what when we have the solar system aud the earth sub- modern religious works by the wholesale. Mr. Ben
is true. No other clas~;ifiGation presents any such ar- jected to biological treatment under the laws of evo- nett proves conclusivly that Jesus Christ was as
much a myth as any of the other ''twelve crucified
rangement, and thus this is again left master of the lutiou derived from the study of organic life.
saviors" who figured conspicuously in history antefield.
.
The want of utility of Mr. Spencer's classification rior to him. 1\lr. Maii·, as a good Christian, believes
_7. Las~l!, b?-t n?t as the least of the ~dvantag.es of arises fmm the fact that his classification giveii uo phi- in
the diviuit,y of Christ. In a word, Mr. Mair art~IS class1ficatwn, IS the fact that the log1cal class1fica- losophy or meaning until interpreted by the Positive
gu"s that Christianity has been a great blessing, and
tw.n of He.rbert Spencer, when pl.aced under t~e same order. 'fhere is no intermediate dependence or con- Mr. Bennett that it has been a great curse to the
pomt of. Vl~W, may be. brought ~nto substantial. bar- sensus disclosed by which the three groups· are read to- world. Of course hereties and unbelievers of every
mony With 1t: Mr. Spenc~r as an mdependent thmk.er gctber so as to form at once the philosophy and the class think thiuk that Mr. Bennett demolished the
:wo?-ld very. h~ely repudiate .any att~mpt at re~onet~- picture of the world. Three large chambers of rela- arguments of his cpponent.-Jewish Tin-ws.
latw~~ an~ m?1st that th~ pomt of v;ew by whwh ~Is tions, properties, and aggregates are opened off from
?las~Ifica~wn IS brou~ht IUto. a quas~ agre~ment With the Ego in circular order, but no door of correlation
.
Its nval1s ~ot the pomt of v.1ew from. whwh the Al!- opens from one to the other. It is only by opening
A C.A.T~oG. of our publications will be !lent free
thor mad@ 1t and mtended 1t to be vu~wed. But if auch a door, and by lookiDg at them in the poaitive upon applioatl.on.
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on " Temperance, Manhood, and Common Sense vs.
Superstition." My terms will be, to hav a free hall
and a home with the friends while with them. I
will hav with me a good assortment of Liberal, scientific and temperance literature, that will read as
I talk: to sell, the profits on which will pay my
railroad fare. 'rhen I will be glad to take the
names, witn the p:.ty, for THE TRUTH SEEKER ~nd the
Boston Investigator. I will giv myself, and trme, up
free for the cause of the truth and the right. Any
wishiug to hear my pleasant voice and see my smiling face on the above terms will please address me,
SAMUEL D. MooRE, Adrian, Mi • Box 465.

our orthodox friends, but I think it will do them
good. It even affected some of them down in their
toes. They felt as if they were standing on red•hot.
iron. But the docter shoots for game, and hits it
every time.
.
'
.
•
We had some fine music by some young Iadres and
gentlemen friends. They also had a social hop on
the last evening and enjoyed it very much, and went
home happy, except our crippled game, and I think
that they will all feel better after hearing the truth
for once in their lives.
I got the posters you ;ent me, and will do all I can
to get you subscribers. Mr. Bennett's letters are excellent. Every one who reads them cannot help but
like them.
Yours truly,
A. ERVIN.

FEW WORDS FOR TilE CONSIDERATION OF THE SPIRITUALISTS AND LIBERALISTS OF :MICHIGAN.
ADRIAN. MicH., Nov. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Since reading friend Green's article in
the last TRUTH SEEKER I thought, if you were willing, I would like to hav a little talk with the Spiritualists and Liberalists of Michigan through the
ever-open and faithful TRUTH SEEKER-I mean that
portion of the Liberalists and Spiritualists who, like
myself, are members of the State Association of
CENTRAL CI~'Y, CoL .. Nov. 5, 1881.
Spiritualists and Liberalists, for there are many good
EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER : I am really sorry
people who do not care to mix iri this way.· I hav
PATERsON, N.J., Nov. 15, 1881.
trained in the Spiritual ranks, more or less, for that Mr. Young should hav such a poor opinion of
MR. EDITOR: I want to say a few words concerning
twenty years, and hav been a witness to a great my a.bilities, and even go so far as to intimate that the Paterson Liberal League and what its few memmany strange things that I could not account for, I was not of sound mind when he says, "The truly bers who still stick to it are doing to put new life
which to those of more easy belief were accepted sane man has no opiniou with regard to a matter and vigor into it. You must know that a year ago
as spirit manifestations. Finally I became satisfied, about which he knows nothing." I had hitherto last February the League was organized under very ,
from what I had seen, and from the treatment that been laboring under the impl'ession that this was a favorable auspices, had great hopes of a fair success,
I had got from a certain class of narrow minds free country in which no person was debarred the and' this would certainly hav been realized had those
that set themselvs up as Spiritual leaders, that there privilege of forming an opinion upon any subject who joined it been sincere Liberals, but I am very
was nothmg there that was of any advantage to me, that might be bronght to his notice, whether he had sorry to liav to report that their actions hav proved
:so I dropped them the same as I had my orthodox investigated it or not-in fact, that " man is a free that they were not, and in spite of all that could be
moral agent," and it should not be necessary that done and has been done by the few devoted ones, we
>notions when I had grown out of them.
When the American Liberal League was organized he wait for some one to tell him that this is white, cannot make any very encouraging progress. But,
;in 1876 I believed I saw in this movement an abso- or that is black. At the present time there are so with a cGJurage born of hope and a love of the cause,
·Iute want for ths safety of our American liberties, many methods of deception being practiced through we are now, with the valuable help of our co-worker,
the ingenuity of people who obtain an easy living Mr. S. P. Putnam, making one more effort to arouse
;and I at once fell in line with this movement.
In March, 1879, the Spiritrualists in Michigan, feel- thereby that I hope Mr. Young will pardon my pre- the Liberals of this city (of which there are professing the need of new recruits in their ranks, and sumption should I prefer to disregard his ·p~·escrib~d edly large numbers) and call their attention to the
with a desire that their State Association might fill rule and form an opinion of my own regardlllg Spir- great necessity of their taking a greater interest in
the place of a state Liberal League, reorganized at itualism even if I hav not per:sonally investigated the cause of Liberalism, which is par excellence the
Lansing with the word "Liberalists" attached to it. Sho~ld I ever start out on an investigating tour cause of humanity and justice. To this end we hav
their name. The following Autumn they held their in that direction I can assure Mr. young or any arranged with Mr. Putnam to deliver a course of lect.first semi-annual camp~ meeting at Nashville. The other advocate of the spiritual "faith" that I could ures to be given on twelve consecutiv Sunday afterAdrian Liberal League, No. 81, sent up to their not be satisfied to sit apart and gulp down -all that noons at three o'clock each Sun,day, of which two
camp-meeting a delegate to represent them as a ''some" interested parties might see fit to giv me. hav already been given to small but appreciativ audiLiberal body. The report that this delegate brought I should insist upon getting behind the curtain and ences, and it givs me great pleasure to say that they
back was not very flattering in the direction of these giving the spirit-hand of my departed relativ a hav given ample satisfaction to the progenitorE! of the
Liberalists. There are pienty of Liberalists and hearty shake; or if, like Mr. Young's relation, it course. I shall inclose a list of the lectures in this,
Spiritualists who~ when they read this, will call to only showed its face, I should insist upon handling and hope you will print it in connection with it, so
mind the way that this delegate was treated on that the head and learning upon whose shoulders it. that if any of our New York fri nds would like to
occasion.
rested.
pay us a visit some fine Sunday and hear Mr. PutThe first annual convention was held at Battle
o, Mr. Young, you cannot make something come nam they can make a choice. I can assure them 'that
Creek, Michigan, March, 1880. Here we established from nothing. At the time of death the organ of we shall be well pleased to see them, and will do our
our organization legally, and took the name, "The speech are entirely destroyed, and I defy you to best to make their visit a pleasant one. Also any of
otate Association of Spiritualists· and Liberalists." make a dead person speak or form the articulate the friends from Newark will be just as welcome.
I at that time favored this with the hope that the sounds of the voice in a void such as a- spirit would My address is 657 Main street, so that if any prefer
great Liberal movement of the age might be ad- represent. Depend upon it, some one obtains an to call on me they can do so, or if they prefer they
vanced by those two elements uniting and working easy living out of this representation, or misrepre- can go to the International Hall, corner of Fair and
together for the Liberalizing of human thought; bu~ sentation, similar to the Christian religion, and I Main streets. In conclusion, I want to tell your
time, observation, and thought hav satisfied me that must reiterate "Whv resort to all this preparation readers that our friend Putnam is improving wonthe word "Freethinkers" in the place of "Spiritu- in order to demonst~ate that which should be com- derfully botn in composition and style of delivery,
alists and Liberalists" would be much preferable. mon to the whole human family," for if a truth, it and any of our friends living near New York who
Liberalism, in its broadest sense, of course might is the whole human race is directly interested, and want to hear some good coustructiv lectures and
include all that any one might ask, but when used one member should hav the same power and privi- help the cause along will do well to engage him.
iil connection with the American Liberal League it leges to demonstrate as another.
Yours fraternally,
JoHN W ARR.
means only the se(mlarizing of the American govThe comparison Mr. Young would establish be[The list of lectures will be printed as soon as
ernment from all religious denominations and the tween Spiritualism and th astronomer or philoso- space will allow.-ED. T. S.]
protection of all in their natural rights.
pher does not apply in the case in which he puts it
Spiritualism, like Christianity, claims the duality by any means. Their methods will bear close and
SHANE's CROSSING, 0., Nov. 12, 1881.
of the individual-that in connection with the phys- searching investigation in any place, at any time,
MR. EDITOR: As time permits, I will say that THE
ical body we hav a spirit in, us-a real entity in and and under any circumstances, and prove to be fac.ts TRUTH SEEKER is finding some friends here. When I
of itself the veritable individuality, and that this and realities, while Spiritualism must hav certain received my first paper there were men wl::o objected
physical body is the mere shell that the spirit livs accompaniments of a particular description, must to read it, but now they can read it twice over and
-• in, and at the death of the body this spirit leaves always be operated under prescribed rules, under then hand it to their friends, who express their
this old casket of clay and wings its way to the certain shades of light, and under joint condition's, sympathy for the old editor and wish him a long
spirit world, or wherever it may wish to go; and, and even then nothing tangible, no fact of a mate- life; but the chief uses of a long life are yet to be
like Christianity, it claims for itself to be the mes- rial nature, is demonstrated. All is in a state of named. As society is now constituted, the principal
senger of a new dispensation; in fact, it claims to dreamland, and the after impressions must be simi- force of the mental energies and moral mind bas
be a religious sect or body and entitled to all the lar to those of a dream.
but little opportunity for cultivation and developrights and immunities of other' religious sects or
I presume it. is useless for nie to say anything ment until the later periods of life, and then the
bodies, and so the courts hav granted its claims. further on this subject, for Mr. Young truthfully body is worn, out and the mind has nothing to susIts mission (like Christianity), as defined by its says that "he givs up as hopeless the idea af con- tain it. Even the rich stores of knowledge accumuleaders, is to establish the identity of the individual- verting· me," and he no doubt is too firm a believer lated by those who are placed in circumstances fority after death, and that, when the conditions are all for any words to hav any impression upon him. tunate for moral research and scientific investigation
right, the departed may communicate with their Permit me to set him right on a few of his ass~r are mostly lost to others, because their voluntary
friends of earth. Spiritualism, like Christianity, is tions, when I will drop the subject.
habits hav so disordered the body that the lamp uf
not necessarily Liberal, moral, or reformatory in its
Mr. Young says I "inserted in THE TRUTH SEEKER life goes out before they hav time to arrange, comcharacter; in fact it, like Christianity, is no test of an article against Spiritualism," when the word pare, prove, and demonstrate the results of their
character; but, as has been observed by some of its Spiritualism does not occur in the article; neither study and experience and communicate them to the
brightest lights, it adapts itself to the conditions of did I hav the most remote idea that I was trespas~ people. As most people liv they feel an assurance
those that accept it.
ing upon Spiritual grounds. "The Immortality of of a special liability to some mysterious providence
Now with me, I hav become pretty well satisfied the Soul" was the subject treated, and if the Spir- which may at any moment terminate their existwith my own individuality, and that when I cease to itualistic ox was gored it was unintentional.
ence, and that entirely independent 6f any natural
breathe oxygen into the lungs I will cease to be a
I said, "One of the high mountain-peaks near by." cause or law which they can either understand or
living entity, save only in the character that I leave Mr. Young quotes it, "highest." He must bear in coutrol. The state of mind induced by such confused
behind me. This old idea, that had its origin in mind that this writing is done at an elevation of fears and apprehensions must be exceedingly superdreams and visions with the vrehistoric inhabitants 8,400 feet above the level of the sea, in which case stitious, and nothing is more stupefying to all the
of this globe at a period of time when the human any reak near by would be high. The "brief" note powers of intellect than superstition. Such persons
race was but little above a four-footed life, I take which he is so particula.r to impress upon his read- cann' >t reason well, because their reflectiv powers
no stock in, as. being of no particular use to me ers as being brief occupied three and one half p"ges are spellbound by an absurd fantasy, and they dare
now. However, if it is a fact, as our Cluistian and of letter paper, and to hav given it entire, together not attempt to reason much for fear they will reason
S1)iritual friends tell us; that we are dual in our with my reply, would hav been asking for too much wrong. This blinded and bigoted state of mind renperson, and that this body is only the tabernacle space in your valuable paper.
ders its possessor eminently short-sighted and selfish·
wherein the spirit dwells, and at the death of the
Believing that in this progressiv era every pers.~m he is always pre-eminently conservativ, uniform!;
body this spirit wings its way to the land of the has an undoubted right to form such opinions as goes for keeping all things as they are, and in variablessed, I say that if in the future I should find may seem correct to him, thereby advancing newer bly opposes all new creeds or innovations upon esthis to be a fact, then, having fulfilled all the du- and often better ideas to be adopted in one onward tablished usages. So far as society or the world or
ties of this life, I will be ready to attend to the re- march of intelligence, I will close by saying that the human family is concerned, he is useless; but
quirements of that one. And here, for the present, no person can be more strictly observant than I to let him feel competent to preserve his own health,
at the age of threescore years and ten, my brain is honor every honest opinion advanced, be it for or and hav a full assurance that-casualities exceptedat rest ou this subject of a future life for me, or no agaiust me.
his days may be long in the land, and he will look
D. D. LAKE.
forward to a better. and higher deatiny aud become
future life. I am ready for either issue.
a reader and admll'er of the teachings of the old
And while I am before the public I will take this
LEBANON, OR., Nov, 4, 1881.
veteran, D. M. Bennett.
opportunity to say that my home matters now being
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: \Ve hav had an old friend,
Hoping the old voyager good success aud llis famin such a shape that I can leave for a few weeks as Dr. J. L. York, come to see us and giv us three red- ily good health and TRE TRmn SEEKER long life I
well ae got 1 I woulcl, b~ willing to ~iy a f!lw ~ectures hot l{)ctures, wuicb. stirred up_tlJ.e livers of eowe of remain
Yours,
JESS£ EINa: ·
A.
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:5 conta.
An Open Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.

n. 1<'. Undorwood's Works.
·Essltys and Lectures. Embracing" Inlluence of
'Christianity on Civilization: Christianity and :Materialism;
Wlm~ LltJet·••llsm oJrcrs In Place of Cl.tristlanlty; Sclentlllo
Mt\t,ertalism; Woman; Spiritualism t"rom a Materinlistic
Standpoint~ P1linc the Politicnl and Religious Reformer;
Matcr!,,llsm and Crime: Will the Coming Jllan Worship
God'/ Crimes and Cruelties of Cltrlstlanlt)': the Authority
ott he Blhle; FrecthonghtJndgcd by Its Fruits; Our Ideas
of God. S!IO pp., p:<per, 60cents: cloth. $1.
Influence of Christianity upon Civlliza•
tiou. 25 cents.
tJhrbotianity and ~lnterialism. 15 cents.
\VItat I.iberalism , Offers in Place of
('hristianity. 10 ce~ts.
.
S<"lentUle Mn.terl~llsm 1 Usllleatii!DI( .-~ad
.,.~,." ene;r. 10 oenta.

1

1

pnl>U::;:JCJ. J'~Lpcr. 50 Ct!::l: cluth, 75cts.
'l'iw .i:iO)J' l!tible Abl'idged. Containing the
choice pas~agL~H a.ntl lvvcly morccaus particularly pleasing
to CotltsLoCl~. 1tm JMges. Pnper,30cts; cloth,5Ucts.
f'l~>pe•·stit.iou; Tile Religion of Believe or be
Danmed, an Open Letter to the St. John's School Board.
.By .\1. UuiJcm.:K. 25 cents.
'H"hy Don't God Uill the Devil? A Series
ot" E:!tMj':-1 d.edicat.ed to the St. Jonns School Board. By
i\1. 11aUcvck. 2.1 <..:ents.
'l'h<> Hiaost of St. Johns. By M. Babcock. 25
cents.
P••o.,~e,Un;p •~ml ,\.tldresses at the Wat·
kin~ ()ouvctllion .. 4UO pages of excellent Speeches
and. l!:~day~:;. l)rice reduced to $1ll0.
'l'rnt.h Seeker 'i'raets. Bound In volumes of 525
pttges e.lcil-Vols. l, II, Ill, IV, m1d V. Et\ch volume cotttl~iHing 5~:; page~r-f.hirty tmcts or more. .A. Library within
tht.Hn8elvs or IlHlf't cxecllent. Radic..'l.l reading matter at a
~~~ur~·~cect:tl{.~Li;~~~~~!~~t\c:i> ri~s~~~~~J~~~~~J1~C~l~acff. the

tt'!!:~ £'-~~~-~~~~~~~:~f ~l~-~!l~~s~~sa~! A~~~:,";

By Jume~ J.Fu"rnls!:!. Cloth, 50 cts.

'l,hc i~ssence of Religion. From the German
of L. J eucrb.lcn. Author of tile Essence of Christianity.
etc. i'rJct~. 111 Clot.h, reduced tO r,o cts.
'l'hn Jl>i;ilO>H>~)IaJ' ot' SJ)iritualisna, and the
Philosup!1y ~-.JHl Tl'e1ttment, of M.ediomaniu. lly J:!Tederic
R. l\h~l'Vlll, ~l.J> Clt•th, f}(l
!SSUPS of tau~ .~\ge. Consequences Involved in
muU.er~l t.!t,•Ul.;:llt.. A w~Jrk showiug much study and great
fnmiiLI'lLy wtth other writers nnd thinkers. By Henry
C.l.)cc.lder. Pl'ice $1.

eents.

G~~~~~r.~t .J!~!~,~-tjhf.:'~~!:r,,s~,; V~<t,B~~M~ ~~~

rcmur1ctnle Hebrew c.lt~cumcnt, giving the originnl from
whic!I tiJC story ot" Jesu~ W:\s mnde up. 20 cents.
.,..
. Eir.:·h~. Seientific Tracts. 20 cents.
The Tt·uth Secll.er in Bound Volumes. Volume
I., $1.r>tl: V\.11. II. (Hi n~onths) J!I.. nud IV., $2.50 cnch i Vels.
V ., VI., am.i VII., $3.50 each. En tiro set, by express, $15.
New F.n;:;lant1 au~l the PeOJ)le u)) 'l'berf
A Humur~m::~ Lcc.turc. .By Gcvrg:c E. Mu.cdonttlll. 10 cent..
Blakentan·!l 200 Poetiealltiddles. 20 cents.
The Go•iiY Women of the Bible. Slij\rp

~Qilte}JilliJIIH~fle. l?&Jl~l' 1 ® 9~!l~!l Q)9~~~ 75 ~~1.\~1.

...Iron-Clad awl Manna Series.

:

I BOORS SOLD BY D. M. • .HENNETT.

·

IRO::'> CL,!l.D lilERIES.

J!,~CELLA~EOUS RA.DlCAL WORK'"'s. •

.l!.ixeter Hall. A theolo!fical romance. "One,of the
~~si~;e~ ~\t ~~~ ~~~fa~cee of t e day.'' Price, paper, 00

1 1

'l'ilt t• H'<•athens of the Heat-h. By Wm . .!tlcDon.
nell. uut.,ur of "Exeter HaU." Price, $1.50.
.'

Jiandly Creeds. By William JlicDonneJl, author ot
' .i:UetMr Hall." Price, cloth, $1.25; paper, 75 cents.
'i'lilte Day ot' Rest. By Wm. McDonnell, author of
•· Exeter Hall," .. The Heathens of the Heath," etc. Price.
l!Jcen!;s.
.
H;;story of the Council of Nice, A. D. ~
With u. Life of Constantine the Great, and a general exht.
W,!'lg~rs~r ~eD~~~~~"Jle;~uW1~~~$\~e ~ys of the early

.ltl!eroines of Freetnon~:;ltt. Vontalnlng Blographical Sketches of Freethougllt female writers. By
llirs. Sara A. Underwood. Price, :j;l.75.
'
'I' he ii.poerypbal New 'l'estament, Belngal!
t.Ue !osp~ffi, epfstles, and other pieces now extant a.ttrib ..

1'

I

~~~. t1~1til~errrs~~~i~r~;~r!~~ ~tJ f~~fu~ehJiT~ ~~~ 1re~
Te•tament by It~ compliers. Price, $1.25.

Rflif:~:!a~t_a?~f~n. Ap:fg~$t~k for ooysandglrJs.

'Atonement. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
§e<1'nlu!' nes:;.ousibHity. G. J. Holyoake. 5 eta:'
E:u!dJ;;;:!s1 ~iiliUis:m.. Prof. Max Mnllcr. 10 cents~"}
Reli;;io:u of Inlln:rnanlty. F. H3.1Tis0n. 20 ets:
H~!atio" ot' 'il"itdacraft to XeHgion. Lr«l. ·
15 Ct.:llLd.
'.
Essay on -:Tiiraele§. David IInme. 10 cent•.
Laud Q.u~stion.. Charles Brad.Iaugh. 5 cents.
'iV<>r" Adanll an<l Eve Our First Pare•ts ?'
Cl1<.~rles Br...,dlu.ugh. 5 cents.
·
.
Why Do lllen Starve'! Charles Bradlaugh. 5 ct>. ·
Logic ot' Lil·e, Deduced from the Principle of Free-·
Lhougnt. G. J. Holyoake. 10 cents.
,
A Plea for A. theism.. Charles Bradlaugll. 10 eta.
Large or SIDall Families? A. Bolyoake. 5
cents.
Pi~t~'lA'i,~i\~i~~~~a~e~s~n;,-,K,;:<~, with a Letter of Wm .

5 .~:t!~nse ot' §eeular Prin~ip!es.

l.lte '- ropbet oi. Nazareth; oY A Cntlcru .m.
qulry jnto the Pro~hetical, Intellectual, and Mora! Char.
Chr st. By Evan Powell Meredith, F. A .

~~tt:

Chns. Watts.

Is the Bible Reliable? Chorlcs Watts. 5 cents.·
'I'Ite Chri§tian Deity. Charles Watts. 5 cents.
lllforal Value of the Bible. Chas. Watts. 5 cts. ·

"J.fc":,'¥'4.

W~t~:e:~e~,~~~ht all(l ~lodern Progress. c.
and ilioevelopment ot' Religions
Christianity: Its Nature and Influence on Clvlllza.
Ideas and BeJ!iefs, as manifested In history and seen
~ton. Charles \Vatts. 5 cents.
by reason. By Morris Emsteln. Price, $1.
1
Tne Koran. A new English ec.ltlon of the Koran of ' Thoughts on Atlteism. A. IIolyoake. 5cents.
Moltammed, to which is added the life of Mohammed, or i Is Tlte..,e a ~Ioral Governor ot' the Unithe history of that doctrln which was begun and carried 1 -verse? A. Holyoake. 5 cents.
on by him In Arabia. J;'rlce, $2.
Philoso},lty of Secula:l.'ism. C. Watts. 5 cts.
Tile Bible in India.-Hindoo Origin of Heorewand
Has 1t.lan a Soul? Chn.rles BradL'l.Hgh. 5 cents.
lobrlstlan Revelation. Translated from "Le Bible dans
lnde." By Louis Jacolllot. Price, $2.
is There a God'! Charles Bradlangh. 5 cents.
~'ranee· Dynamic Cure .By La !Wy Sunderland.
JLabor's Prayer. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
nee of ·rra.nce, $1.50; Dynamic Cure. $1.
_
Poverty; Its Cause and Cure. nr. G. H. 10 cents.
An JLo:ye·Oneuer. "Cltateur. Par rtgnult." Le
g~;~;,L~~~~st~. ;::,ttdels. By Zepa. Price, cloth, 75 cents; _ §dence and Bible Antagonistic. C. Watts.
cents.
, , B:io~e of ~ibles; or, Twenty-Seven Dlvme R~;e •
·.v~~[i~~ie':;~!.Scheme of Redemption. Charles
~rigiu

I
I

~N,~~i~, ;~~~:f~~~go~ ~:~ci1rJ~~n~f btitii1~!r-:~~;;~ P~~~i~

ll~story '·murals, religion, and general events. AL"o a
~eline11tion ot the (.haracters of the principal pel'Bonage•

enl:e,
Jf

tl'.e Christian Bible and an examtna.tion of their doe-

trios. By Kersey Graves. Price ~2.00.
'r.he \Vorlifl!'s Sixteen Crucified Saviors •
•11, Cl!ristianity Before Chr!l:lt. Cont~~.ining new and start!
J.llg revel~tions in religious history, wlnch disclose the
ll'!e<Jt.<Llorlgin of all the doctrins, principles, precepts, and
'nn·.',cies of the Qhristtan New Testament. and furnishing
a key f_or unlockmg many of its sacred mysteriHs, besides
t~~{~~~~nl~~v~!~top~ig!,sl~teen oriental crucified gods.
Bi:bile in the Balance. A text-book for invest!~
gatvrs. By Rev. J. G. Fish. Price, $1.50.
CJl<o 'l'beolyr.y TuJ.•ne•l Upside Dow•~ or
~~;hp~;!~:\~.oo.P· By Rev. T. B. Taylor, A.M. <,;loth,
~[odern 'l'hinkers: What they Thtnk and Wily
lly V. B. Denslow, LL.D. With an Introduction by Roo:
,,.t G Ingersoll. Price, cloth. $1.50,
~S<tiJerstitiota in All Ages. By John Mesller
~ l/1J~man Catholic priest. P1'Ice, cloth, $1.50; paper:

Antiquity of Christt.auity. By John AI·
12mo, 61 pp. Price, cloth, 50 cents; paper, 25

~~~~~~··

IJogic of J)eath; or, Why Should tbe Atheist Feo.r

t·:• Die ·1 G. J. Holyouke. 10 cents.

Poverty; Its Effects on the l'olltlcal Condition of the
Ch.trles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.

r~aople.

?.lANNA. SERIES.
Kcw Life of Davhl. CharlesBradlaugil. 5 cents.
2110 Quc!<tious "\VHiloutAnswers. 5 cents.
Diaiogue :Between a Ullristian Jllission• ·
·1 ry lhU.t u, Cnincse ~latuta.;.·iu. 10 cents.
<ttneries Su~nnitte•l to the Bene II ot' Jlish•"
e J>S by a \V mtk but Zealous UJtristian. 10'
ecnts.
~earcla A Her Heaven and Hell. A. Holyoak e.·
-.cents.
Ye1.v Life of ..Jonah. Chns. Bradlaugh. 5cents.
,\.Few 'Vords About the Devil. Cbas.Brad·
:tgh. 5 cents.
"Xew JLife of Jacob. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.
:lllaniel the D•·eante•·· A. Holyoake. 10 cents.
:i})eCiiDcu ol' tile Bible. Esther A. Holyoakc..
·cents.
\<'t§ vf the Apastles; A l'arce. A. Holyoake. 16

F.s,.ays on l'liud, ~latter, Forces, Theol·
etc. By Charles E. Townsend. Extra cloth, 12mo,
J!4 pp. Price, $1.50.
ce~~qnel to Essays, By same author. Price, 75

"('lt::.O:.

Jl-<'~llpture SJ)CCu~attons.
With an lntroduc.
t-t0n on the creation, stars, earth, primitiv man Judaism

·~tts.

o~·y,

r.~~Ce:~.~alsey R, Stevens. Extra cloth, 12~o, 419 pp:
and Reason: Heart, Som, and Handwork
Ralaey R. Stevens. Extr'a cloth. 12mo, 441 pp. Price:
ftFaUth
5

, '.1·ne Jl!o•lern Tltinl~er. By various authors,
ucing the most advanced speculations in philosophy, sciSecond number. Bvo,

?fitc~p. t~r~~~~'t.m-.d sociology.

Positivist Printer. Being a series of familiar
~~~,~~~~·s·~~i~:, ~~ ~~~ets~eligion of Humanity. By c . ...,G.
'i'h.e Etllies ot' Positivism. A critical study.
Jy Giacomo Barzellottl, Professor of Philosophy at the
Dante, Florence. Extra cloth, 1~mo, 327 pp. Price,

~J~~

H'Drouglt Ro-ane On.. A memoir of ChriRtlan and
,mtichrlst.ian experience. By Nathaniel Ramsay 'Vaters
B:xtra cloth, I2mo, 352 pp. Price, $1.75.
·
,.<1hl'ist of Paul. By George Reber. Extra cloth
J:tGmo, 400 pp. Price, $2.00.
'
Cuith·atian of Art., And fts Relation to Religions
Pnritu.n~sm anc.l . .\lf:l.ney-Getting. By A. R. Cooper. 12mo
48 pp. I rice, rtcxiUle cloth, 35 ce:-tts; paper, 20 cents.
'l'J!!<:l Hlst?•·ieal J esns of Nazare tit. By M
Scluesmger, 1 H.U., Rabbi of the Congregation Anshe
~~~~~!17fc\~J~~i:' New York. Extra clotll, 12mo, 98 pages.

Tile Cnse Against tne Church. A summary
of the arguments <tgainst Christianity. Price, 50 cents.
Personal Iunuortality an•l Other Pa~~~~~~- p~~e,Ji~s~~n~~pcnheun. Extra cloth, 12mo, 98
Soul P•·oblen•s, With Papers on tltc Tltcological
Amendment anJ. the State Personality Idea. .By Joseph
E. Peck. Paper, 12mo, 63 pages. Price. 25cents.
Co>,d'esstons of an lnquil'er. Why and Wliat
Am I~ By James Jackson Jarvcs. Price, $1 25.
Socialism and Utilitarianisna. By John
Stuart Mill. Price, $1.50.
.
$ ~~mesis of Faith. By.Anthony. Fro1',d~:. Price,

1

Cltl'istian and Deist. Price, $1.00.
Soeialis1n. Reply to Rev. Roswell ·c. Hitchcock.
By a Business Man.
Moll ern SyaDJ)OShun. Price, $1.25.
Trial of D. Jl[. Beunett. Price, clotlt, 75 cents·
!•apcr, 40 cents.
'

0

, ~~'_l,~.fc~~:~.~~ku oUioses. By Robert G. IngerTite Gods and Other Lectures. By Robert
H Ingersoll. Price. cloth, $1.25; paper, 50 cents.
The Ghosts null Other Lectures. By Rob!rl G. IngcrsoJJ. Price, cloth, $1.2S; paper, 50 cents.
The Gods, etc., and 'I' he Ghosts, ete., In
me volume. Price, paper, $1 00. .
\Vhat ~lust \Ve Do to Be Save~? Prlce,25
cents .
\Vn>! Christ a God? Conclu•lons drawn from
<tp;.lstola·. writings. By F. Mensinga. Price, $1.50.
,\.bst.a•nct of Colenso on the Pentateuch.
A <~um pl'cncnsiv summttry of Bishop Colcnso's argument •
f>W~~n~ ~~~~ .the Pentateuch is not historically true.

5

8

Self-Contra•lictions of' the Bible. One hun
drecl nnll forty-four propositions, witllout comment, em·
bodying most of the palpable and striking self-contmdlctlous of the Bible. PrlcQ,25cents.
·
Tile Bha~Va(l Gita; or, A Discourse on Divine
M:tU.ers 11etwc'::n Kristma and Arjuna. By J. Cockb.urn
Thompson. Prwc, $1.75.
Th<!>. Clergy a Source of Danger to tbe
$'i~J~~~rJt_>:t.n ltepubli(': .. By ,V, F. J:milcs \n, Price,
Youth's J,iberal Guide for their

~!oral

Culture

':f.~IHer~/~g,"$~nllglltenmeut. By Prof. H. M. Kottlnger.

Oa·tllnllo.o: Hasla, with a Change of Diet
-. ·
Tile \roiees. A poe n In four parts. By W•;ren
Sumner B.Lrluw. One oe the most trenchant yet sensible
aatires on tho notions! superstitions, dogmas! and !neon.
1
~.~~~~~~
Jll'IICtloea of eoc esl~etloiiiD c;~;~nt. :pr ce,fl. _

lly W::trrcn Sumner B:trlow. Pr.c . .·, J.v cents.

Lutl<e.-ous Aspects of Clnoisttanity. A. Hoi, lke. lU cents.
rwelve Apostles. Charles Bradlaugh. 5cents.
li'ilho Was 3 esus Ulll'ist '! Charles Bradlaitgh. ·_
"'hat Dill J esu!l Teach? Charles Bradlaugh.
·onts.
.
e'
.lew Life of Ab>·ahum. Chas. Bradlaugh. i'cts.
:Yew Life of Jl[o!'les. Charles Bradlaugh. 5 cents.

Tile Old Faith au1l the New. A Confession,
By David Friederich St.rauss, Author of the" New Life of
Jesus," etc. Authorized translation from the sixth Ger•
man edition. By Mathilde Blind. Two volumes in one,
The translation revised and partly rewritten. and preceded by an American version of the author's "Prefatory
Postscript." Strauss is too welt known by the readers of
America to require a single word to be aald In ills praise.
Price, $1.50.
The I.egends of the Patriarchs and

1r~~zfs~T: 8sP:1ki~gn~;irt~·~~~~d:.J~~es;!~ ;;~et~~zgBrg~

readers who liu. v not at some time wished for just such a
:~l~~eWit~ !~td\~~rbo~~R 1lt!~~~t~s~~nlh~B~~i~~d will be

D;;-;,~~ ~~~~~\i::'l~~:'le~.~';.~~t~v.AA~'Ff~~~~~;~

on The Jesus of Nazareth a Historical Charact,er, and The
Inlluence of Cltrlstlanltv on the World. Held at the Hall
of Science. London, December, 1880. 25 cents.
I.ibert.y and Purity. Bow to secure both safely,
efl'ectlvly,and impartially. An address before the Committee on Charitable and religious societies of the assembly of the state of New York in opposition to a bill to
largely increase the criminal jurisdiction and gowera of.
hhye .f'~~~t\v!~~~~~~ ~fPlftee~s~~~fofN~~ey~;~~ P~~~~~ ~
cents.
·
The Roaring Lion on the Track. A rousing:
~~~~~~.by Brother Smith. M. Babcock, stenographer.

Career of Reli~~;ious Ideas; Their Ultimate
the Religion of Selene~. ~Y ~.udson Tuttle. Paper, 50~
cents; cloth, 75 ceiits.
·

The Bible of Bibles;
OR,

TWEli!TY·SEVEN

DIVINE

REVELATIONS'i-

By KERSEY GRAVEB.
· Containing a description of twenty-seven Bibles and an

~~o~~~~~~fr:if~totg,0~~nde~~~~f~vei~~~-s Igl:gi:~~1lnhi!:

tion of the characters of tlfi.e principal personages of the
Christian Bible, and an examination of their Doctrlns.
Cloth, large 12mo., 440 pp. Price, $2.
For sale by
D. M. BENNETT.

A.cltsa W. Sprague and Mary Clark's
EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST

TEN SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE .
:Medlum-ATHALDINE SMITH, Oswego, N.Y.
r'1'1ce 20 cents. SOld st this omce.

WORKS OF T. B, WAKE.fiAN.
CONSTRUCTlV Ll:SERALISM.
An Epitome of Positive Philosophy and
Religion.
Tile Posith'e Classification of tile Sei•
eue.cs; or, Science u.s a Creed. Price, 15cents.
'I' he Religion of Hunaanity. Address before
the Free Religious Association, 1878. Price, 10 cents.
Tlte AI:'<' of Revision. From Chalney's Infidel
Pulpit. Pilce, 5 cents.
,
*The Harnaony of the Scientific Gos1,els.
•Goethe the Reconciler. A lecture.
*A
:i.tteral Linear
'l'rausiatiou
oC
Goethe's Religious Poenas.
• Lessons ht Construetiv Liberalism. Vol. r.
Price of each of above, 25 cents unless otherwise noted.
LtllRRTY VS. COltSTOCKISM.
Faneuil Hall SJ,eeeh on U.s. Comstock,
Postal Laws. Price, 10 cent~.
Lea~~;•te Man No. 1. Discussion with Col. R. G.
Ingersoll on Comstocklsm. Price, 5 cents.
Those marked • will shortly appear. Order throllgh Tll!l
TRUTH SEEKIIR, 141 Eighth street, N. Y c!t.y,

&
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Aroull(l tlw Worhl. •

WILLIAM WILSON,

BY FT. ORA DUTTON.

Gazing- now on "cenes that meet thee ronnel the
world,·
Know th~t a thousan<l tlaf!S of love nnfnrl
To deck ti1y form and bear thee on with standarcl
of the· trnt h.

LITHOGRAPH
OF

'

Thy inner sonl of thongllt shining

Forth through the casement of tbe !Jo<ly
In rays of perpetual yontb,
Retlecting I'Onntl the wol'ld, may yet reach me.
If only in imag-iwuion's trH.in,
Or as the electric or magnetic rays 11ervade the

universe,
And fall on het~rts that drink its spirit-vigor,
Reciprocathig intelligent thoughts,
So ehall thy soul-light backward come to me
In the silent breezes-in the elements that sweep
ihe universe.
For

lives together clinging by reciprocating
thought~

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

D. M. BENNETT.
Ue"'~'Y

P~tpcr,

Pln.tc

26x2S.

ou

SUI'l'ABLE .FO lt FR.AME
WITHOUT FRAME.
§ent b)' :U:a

Inventor ef the "Wihouia,'~ an:1 Lecturer on Electrical Therapeutics, Author of " The Tl'ial of Medicine," " The Laui'Uafl<e or Disease," "ltlcdical Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

or Fi:fly cent!i

ADDRESS ' HIS OFFICE.

CENTRAL OFFICE.

------·--~~~---------

And r.ppreciativ intelligence

TO TRIAL SUBSCRIBERS

i.\l•1st ~eek their like-must be

Affinitized in elementsPerhaps hav met before in
A terns wllence our lives bav sprung.

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

THE TRUTH' SEEKER,

A 'VEEU:T,Y T.IBERAL .TOlJRNA.L
Go rm around the world beamlng
U'itll sixteen llu·1olo'e pages, will be sent
Like a star above,
Who~e brightness cannpt set;
f"<lr TUREE 11ION'I'US, l>OSta~e paid,
A.nt1 as thy light falls on every country, every
FOR FIFTY CENTS.
clin1e,
l\[ay !t point and lead them on
Full Je~ters fro>n the Editor, now on a
To the fadeless world above I
tour around t.he wo••hl, appear weekly.
Whm·e thoughts can never die,
These :don-e are worth the price asked.
An<lnot on earth, either, can their effects be blottctl
Ad<lress
D.l'li. BENNETT,
out
1.41 Ei~hth Mt., New York.
With persecution's hand or mildew time,
For the sonls that ttbSOI'b tliy rays of thought
where'er they fall
Will reflect tllem onward down tlle line of time
To show in the effects a newer light
Rt:i\ie3led to growth of mind.

MAY BE CONS"lTL'I'ED DAII,Y FROl'IIIO A.l'II. TO

S P.:u., FREE

OF CHARGE.

The '' WILSONIA" a.ppliallces are not mere pads which Jose thPi•·
eflicucy in a few wee k'l, but are so scientifically constructed that thPy
WILf, LAST FOR 'l'WENTY YEARS, and can be WHn by differPr.t
members of the same fttmily from time to time.
Ei\.STER.N DISTRICT BRA.NCII NOW OPEN AT 44 FOUR'I'H
S'J.'REET, NEA.K SOU'I'H EIGII'f'II S"I'REE'I'.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

A. l'aie ('l'aW of the Devil.
Some good people woulLI to their wits hid adieu,
If Satan sllonlcl really appear to their view.
They fear hin1 and shun hun, and tierce1y contend
Tbat ne'er did the s~ory of Di\·e,; intend
To teacll that hell or tbe devil was near.
The thought makes Ihem tremllle with horror nntl
fear.
They clailn the sa.!nts cannot, thongh much they
desi.!·e,
Hear ~hrie-ks or sec writhings of lnst Onl?~ in tire.
Their feare. e.otH11cl thetu to vote a finn No
-To a teacllin~ thai places old Satan their foe
So near that he rnig!lt, if
wb;lH-'d, lake a leap

lle

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

ot retlgion. tl.ivHJed inw the tullowtng theses:

W. F. JAMIESON'S
SCHOOL OF STEJSOGRAPHY.

THE PUONOGRAPH
It.is simplicity it-

"Is a machine for writing shorthand.

Operators of the

ttuntures Cured

By My Medical Compound

an~~

Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30 Days.
Reliable references given.

Send stamp

ror

circunu

~ay in what x_~~~{sou saw J~!~.~Y~1i.s~<~LtrNGS.

Smithville. Jefferson Co .. N. Y

1St46

Stenogra)lh use less than one hundred contractions.

ACHINERY.

The letters are represented by dots and spa.ccs-nothing
else. To .fit per.son.s for shorthand clerks only half the
time required to learn the best phonography.

Six hun·

dred letters per mtnutc can eatily be made, which iS more

Sand., :l1oot ftDd Power Pr.·s•e6. :J!r ":Vo•k of ilil!. 'rtnO.s.
lP'erfa-f-a.tinG l>!el "' S""'Jcialty,

than sufficient to equal the sp'eed of the most rapid re-

E. B. STIMPSON, a:..SpruceSt.,:N.Y.

porters.

~ixlecn

Lessons can be given by mall. Teaching w!ll not Interfere with my lecturing. Let Liberals put their chlldren
to the front in pra.ctical, secular education. Address

W. F • .J.t.ltiiESON,
.A.lbion,
Mich.
4t44

G~illstOGk

iJ:;~ ~ ~~ni~ t~~·~cs;;~tJ~~~~~t~ ~Je~(i~tu~~~~l~~ 0~ s~~~tj~f

ai'da.:osttrl?en<Tul~e ~~eft~~~~~: ~~~rba~~e o :~gf~t~~~·J:~~ ~;u~d~~~~di~~c~~e~ yt~~·~o t?:~i~~i~~~u ~ ~ ~~1° all~~~~;?~~?!

Ordinary shorthand re-

dreds of contractions and word-signs.

Anthnny

rti~~t W~~n;~!~: ii,~~\eV j~~dtl~·ht~~drl~*d ~~i8 ~~~~t~yl~~h;~~

1 would rt4turn; whereupon the officer, acting upon the in• form&t1on g1ven by the detectlv above named, proceeded
to a room tn the upper part of the building wherein sev.
'I eral vaices were he;ud, The door wus openerl in response
to the knockinv of the officer, when a number of gentle·
men were seen sitting arou11d a t.lble as if tn committee.
Anthony Com~tt,cl\: was inquired for. nnd denied being
there. Upon retiring voice• were heard In a roum close
hy. Inquiry Wll\1 ma(Je if Anthony Com~tock wa~ within.
The person who upeuetl the door replied th1\t Anthenv
Comstock wus not there, wht>n the dour was clnsed. My
Jmlf.lJrother, who was waitlng in the lobby. made a. ruse as
if running down stairs, the officer, all the time standing
outside, beside tlw door. The same person who had be-

f

lap~

·other system of shorthand. The writing of one operator

quires tbe verbatim reporter to commit to memory hun-

TO

er, David Cotter, called at your ollice, In response to a tele·
gram received by me. He WH.S then told thnt you were
away in tile country. He went Rtraight frnm your oftice to
that of Howe & Hummel. nnd there met a private detectiv
who o:trert>d there anrl then to dt~·close the whereabouts of
Antho;,y Comstock, 1t the $100 reward, which I had P1fered
for hts arrest, RhGUld be given 1I1m. This wtls p;omf.sed,
and Du.vid Cotter then we t ttnd aPPrbed the officer who
he!d the wMrant. n.nd they WPnt tn company tu your of..

se~~:.~~;~~ ~~·;;~~~t~~~~d- ~~~d ~~~~~~~~~ gfthgf~gt~~~~itfh~ndoo~ ~~~~;;J't~~~

elf. Is very easily learned. Easily operated with all the
.fingers. Its writing is more legible and accurate than any

LETTER

thou~and years older ttlc~n
the myt,hkal story ot" Je:-<us and bis virgin mother. (b)
Other S1J-called saviors and re1leemers huv he en believed
tn alld reported to hav been crucitied and to haY died on
tlle cross m:1uy hundreds or years before the t::ame was In Answer to II is Open Letter
said uf Je<:-U8. (e) Thert:: is nut a dogma, rite, sacr-,unent.
or ceremony in L:llrist.ianity that did' not ex1st in pag-an
Sent to
Newspaper1.
systems from five Hundred to two thousand years before
ChrH-tianity wa~ known in the world.
2. ~liracles a.ud supernatural achievements hay been as
fully and truly ascri!Jed tu uther teachen1 and founders of
rel1gion <\S to Jesus.
0
1
3. The story of Jesug and his mission in t.he world is unSIR: l hav hPfore me a
h~storical; ir.. is not c=..,rroborated by contemporaneous his- dres:ied to myRelf, Intended for publicatioulu all the even- W<\lked in and arre~ted l ourseH, Anthony <..:umRtock. If
tory.
tng and lnOrning papers, cepies of whicb. I urn prepared. thts was n(1t hidic.g from arrest, I fail to under~ttanU what
4. The teachings or Jesus are defectfv in morals, intelli0
1
gence, and scleutttlc inform.1-t ion, a.ud, su far as they ar~ of b~p~rr~:·eth:e;~b~~~~r~ oiv~rtitc~~~~~tu~-~ds~~e~~bTI:h~ l. ~~~~~~ r~;~ar~~tug? ~sy:y;~~~~~~t~~r~cl~~n~p~;~nd~·~tJrd~i~~
\-'"a.lue, llts mur~l precepts and teachings were equaled lJy consigning the precious _product of your labors to tlle rewurd, and that I lhtd ref"use•l to }my the perS')ll giving
mu.ny sagc!i &nd ted.cher.s wtlo prec~ded llim. Th~ Bible h- wa~te paper basket. F'or th 's lam truly sorry. us it would the lnturmatlon, I beg le1\VC here to state thut tile hun ..
selt was written by rnenil1y iuformed in scientific knowl· lmv given me an admirable opportunity to show tll~ pub- clred duila.rs was pahl to the dctcctly tn the presence of
edge, and dues not harmont:.e with the facts aud principles He the true inw~rdnese Q.f t!Je m1Ln who could pen such a several witnesses, one of wiwm was a merchnnt and manin nature known to lJe true.
letter, and yet cl ·1m to be u. Christian and a protector of ufucturer in your immediate ncightHJr!Jqud of Nassau
;; Tile do('trins and claims of Christianity hav been a tbe public from the vlcluus members of society. A more atreet. So much fur yuur arrest. 'Vas it wlth or without
1
letter could not be p~nned, and the evidence of evasion?
¥~~~;a!r~~·eb~~~~ ~ ~~~~~1~~ ~~ ~~~~U ~!~ 1; ~~~y ;~:r~~~~~ vicious
nuHce crops out in everv sentence Yon first claim that. Now, as to the next portion of your open letter: You
or hate. cout.cntion, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered the courts honorably acquitted you. It they did. then I B!~Y there 1::~ a law pruhioiting the transmission or )etters
fgnorance, super.stititJU, ana fa1sehuod, and has retarded k:mHV noth1ng of th · words honorable t~cqu!tta.l. You and circulars concerning 8Chemes to deceive and defraud
educttt1vn a!.ld ~;ci+jnee in the world. It recvgn1zts an!..l were arrested f01 publisbiiJg a maltcious libel, and t.akan in the public or obtain muncy by false pr~tense3 through the
charge of an olhcer. . . Uefure the mug!Etrates. You then mai 1s. Yon knew very well when yon were writing that
~~~ft~;~~ht•~di~~~?~!~~~. BJ~:,st~;Rfsrit~ n;i~~~-~~f: f~~~P:l~~. the
waived examinat1on: It you had written truthfully, why sente.,..ce that it had Htl application whatever to my case
4
8
you ...,fraid or examination Y. I was "[.iresent in the inu.~much ns the fulluwing open lett r to t.he phy:5ichms uf
~~~6~i ~f ihi}ijl~1 i~~l~t~~!\1~!~LJ·~~hr.~~l~~ ~ f ~h~C(liri~1:a~ W<!l'e
court to confront you on your vile charge. You were st. Bruuk!yn was before you, oiTcring every plly81iea.n or eci.
church hay been am•,ng the wurbt tyrantS and oppressors
1
0
ot" human liiJI··rtv tne world hns known.
leAtiter the
of several weeks I received an order
6. The HitJJe aDd Christianity hav oppressed woman and from Judge SmttK•.e C(1urt to attend such coun respecting lara' worth of my goods to tllc poor of :nrooklyn. "\Vl1y did
hav deprived her of the rights to which by nature she is my charge against you, and believing that you would sub- yuu not JJ vail your8elf of tbe ofl'e..r and hav called at my
1
to tt-n examinatluu aud giv some excuse fur your act, I consulting rooms and manufactory fur inquiry before
jll,j?_t i·t~~~~r~)1~· and Christianity arr- unprogressiv in their mit
~ent, accow~anie<l by over fifty witnesses, so that a. spe. writing Y..IJUr libelous letrer to the hunuredH ut my p~
nature; they are fuu,1ded upon the duCtl'iii aud authority Cial c,mrt hau to be set aside fur my special case against ttents·t You could havno excuse as to time and place, for
of ~...>:od himHelf, aml are therefore incapable of progress you. \VelJ, let us ex!:lmin as to what followed. 1 stood this reason, Viz •• that my e~:~tt\IJJishrnent is one of the most
and improvement.
tll.:re without couni!el, ~ea.dy to defend tny order of arrest. prominent in Brooklyn, and in close proximity tu your
8. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
8
1 11
class of trutlJ. Hlld the best variety of religion which mankind arc capable of receiving-.
Y nu, on the utber l!and, l1ad au attorney-a man 1n whom the following olfer tu the physfcfans of Brooklyn was be ..
any person may trust their case ab a legal~o~.dviser. and out- fore you iu the clrcul:lr or pamphlet frnm whtch you obPrice,
$1.50.
side the Jaw l bav rettsun tu know that Mr.Tenney, your tained the nt\mes of my patients to whom you wrote. If
D. l'II. BENNE'I"r,
dress
solicitor, is ~gentlemanan·l a noble-hearted man. He must you wisb tu excuse your8clf re-rend the following:
141 Ei!;lhth st., N:ew York.
;~ ~~tl~~~~~~:~r~f~~~· ::;~\~~::e¥Jr~~~: a~as;~:~~~tb~rt\~
---

-upon a human yt;gJa is nearly a

ciear,
For the safety of saints the dcvil's too near.
Yea, if the voice cro:3s, the old dragon 1night.
By what we read of him this log-ic ie right;
For one sweep of his tail can, \Yhen ll'ded for· a
broom,
Brush one~third of the stars from heaven's high
tlome;
With two brushes more he could, without doubt,
Sweep all the re-;t of the ani ver=e out.
This thought overwhelms Uo, but is certainly
true,
And, saint~. if you doubt, you're damned if you do.
.Behold it is written, he once made a stand,
.And sad havoc played in the heavenly land.
So ground~ for grave fears can be ~een vtn·y }Jhtin
For wllat has happened once may happen again.
Of course inspiration and 1\lilton are right,
And can stand the full blaze of reawn'~ light.
Then, ye poor, trembling sainte, as this tale of a
tail
Of the devil is trne, ye should, without fail,
:aiakefriends with him quickly, and treat him most
civil
Should you ever by chance meet this tenible devil
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1. L"hristhuuty i~ ueither uew noi' ot'iginal, being borO'er the gulf and slay the innocent sheep;
rowed ur copied. from much older systems of re!Jgiun.
l""'or where sairits see or hear the Jatnnetl it is (a) The bcli--::f in an oaspring being begotten by u gvd

can be readUy read by another.
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CHRISTIANITY

!iiaviur,; or Nouc.

BY KERSEY GRAVEB.
Being a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen Saviors or
One." Two hundred and t,wenty-four errorf! are pointed
I)Ut and thoroughly exposed.

)fT}j~.G~~t/~tri·e~;~r!FE~~~:l~~T~~f 6~~~~:;~ ?J ~~~~cihob~

exam ins ail of Mr. Perry's witnesses and authorities, one

~fm~~~g~fndsta~i~:'~i:~~mh~~~Y?~ ~~~~ ~fi~e~~s::~ s~~f;

cross-examination not only contJ·adict each other and

!~~~g~ ~~a~~fe~mt:'!~te~;h~fi~~:~s~~ordnlf~~o~;;~.f t~~fs

1

()ents BUYS 50 SCTENTIFIC LECTURES BY feature of the work is really laughable. It shows not only
H"lxley. Tyndall. Proctor, anu others, witllsample the utter fa1lure of Mr. Perry to prove what he designed.,
~mt that some of bJs witne.R.ses seem to tttrn •l atato't~ ev1·
copies of .MAN and the ScmxTIFIC MAN.
de nee" agatust 111m and testify tor .Mr. (,1-raves. And in
0
DOi..LAR-svt~~~~~~mple ~~?~~i ~u~h~~iU~:· g;ri~ra~~~~~a!;i~~gur~rir o~a~fst0Jrf~~
testimony a~ainst Mr. Pe~ that. i~ aiJsoJutely overwhelm.
lllll:. Price, 5 cenr... pa~tr
'~;. buut\r. BENNETT.
APPLETON'S i.Jatest, 800 to 860 pages (6X(x9U Inches).
l'~biiJMr's price, $5, $61 and $7. Our price, prepaid, $2.
·
AiiA K. BUTT'!, lS Dey~~~., N.Y.
~:~l~~r.. ~
lllld 15 ont;1lt
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w::~~~l~~11~~~~t~ds~~~i~l0tpi~:Jii~~~i~~~d~de~~~~!k~ti~~:

ceptwn on poiuts of la.w, and attempted to slluw that uot
~he spirit and. intent of your 111Jeluus letter should be gone
Into, Out tlle actual wording only should be considered,
and that thereture the eame should I.Je ai.djud~ed us a prtv-

WM. WILSON'S OPfN UTHR

~[ti~I~~s~l~1~1~~'tt~~j~~ft-~ ~~. ~\~~~~~~unnd f~~~ds~~i~J[o~ To the Playslcians a1a «I 1h c CoJJi·
~~·~r~h~ ~;~~d:Jf:lr.tb~&:f!str;~ s~1;~1~1~ fg!t~i~~n~s~~~:
mis!!oioncrs of' CluuiiiC!li

1 tl.ien btatcd in the presence of that court, that all 1 re.
qutred waaafulli·-vestJ.:-ation into tt1e facts. lt wus then
a.uanged tliRt the Di~tnct Atwruey fJl10uld take charge of
the case. as prosc:r.:uting com1sel, on belialf or the people
against Anthony <.:urnstuck, I being promised at thut time

the City or Broolil;rn.

GENTLEMEN-Two years ago in Europe I invented and
patented a magnetic uppliance fur the n:llef und cure ot
diseuse. My system ts one thnt. w.~s never befOI'e at.1
w~~~~~~a~;~e~LJf,a~~~~r~~o~~~a~et~~~ew~~ ;~ ~ef~:.~~~~~ tempted, but its simplicity pla~cs it among the many great
8
1
1
improvements in tile histury uf sCil'.IICC which, atter tts
j~ il~~~l~~~~o~· ~~ro ~eauj ~~~;~~~ ~;~~fn~~~~;!d iJ~~~~t~ inception. has cw.used thommnds to wuuder wilY su valua..
a l~tter to tht: JmJgc, tu th" District Atturnt~V, and your ble an additiuu to the necessities of our race should hl\V
attuJ"ney fur c py ur uature of sucll br ef. Nut only su, been so loug uverluukert.
but myself awl attorney applied at Jetl"erson .Market PoThs succe~s of my appUunces in the cure of disease in
1
lice Court. ncxr.. da.y. and we were tc,Jd that Justtce ~olon
1
1
tim1th had gone iuto the country, and wuuhl nut be back ~~~~~ g1.:u~l~r~~~~dtV~t t~~~:·. ;;~d };J~Yu~! ~~~~f~tfuer~
until Monday folluwtng, tlle cvurt ullicer to whom we 6puke when the proper appltances were worn us recommended.
intimating that as t te Comstock case was In the llaJHls of ln the fuce of such I:!Uecess in .Europe, l determined that
Justice Solon timlth, nothing would IJe douc until his re- tile people of America slwuld. be rna de acquainted with
LUI'n. .i"'kture, Lheret"orc, IllY asr.unl1hment upon recctv- the fact. I JU'rived in Brooklyn only u. few munths ag-o and
ing a notice t"rOin the cuun. that tlJC ·case had been dll:!· commenced the sale or my goods ut Nu. 465 .Fulton street,
lllldsed withoUt an iuvestigatiun Into the facts which Jed
1
11
tu the writiug ut your· lett~,·. neither my~clf nor one uf my ~;?;1~ aw~,1~c8u~~~ 1 ~:rB~ n~~~~:t'~~ a~~~~ ~~~~~l~n°d'~~o~g;
witnesses bc1ug called, a· d yet you hav in your Jetter the the discu.HeH ul>uvc menU •ned-aU of wllum came tu me
... utlacity to tell the public that yuu were llunuralJly tiC· only us a last resort, having failed to get rcJief from any of
11
quttted. !by heaveu H!LVe the public when sucl1 hunora01e acquitTals shall follvw the pUIJlication of such vile let- N~~~~cf t ~~st~/!~:~· tl~~~ ~~~e~~~~!~~~~\~ r'~1~r Y~Nf~~~~EYi
1
1
ter8 as th .t pe1med Oy you tu hundreds of my patients l
g~~l~ll~{ n":i ~:n, 11~J~ e~~l~ leu~t n~~-~Jt~h~ure~l~~l~cr~\~l~e~~
~~;rn~~J~J'Jd~~r'.' t1°o~~~~~~~l~~i·~~~~a~;~ t~~:e· :a~ t~~J~~i A printed Jst ol" my cl1ents 18 at ynur dJsposu.l su tha.t you
dream 01 h~vlng you an-ested untll after l bad written may satl•fl yourself ol the trutu uf the above statument.
tny letter to you, which appeared in all the newspapcrr:; . My prupm~ltlun therefore is ~hat lllu.nd over to the lllt!dt.
1
men of ill'uoklyn .lflVE T IUUI:lAND DOLLARS'
!~~e ~~ l;afr~~~u~~~\~ t~:iun~~lt~~~·e~o~ ~ut-~~ t~~~l:t~rud~~ cal
worth 01 my applht.nces. tn be used unly I'll the Pl'rtmns of
perdUIJS in yourufilce that you h •d gone into the: country, the ;Ick p or now and Jlkcly t.u be In yo •ur charitable lnstl·
and. would nut be uuek wr a Wt·ck:; but on beiog told lJy tuttons aud .hospital~. 'l'I1e (JUly cundititrn liuake HI that I
pe sunsun N.&.ssau ~:~-trcct that you v. ere tie en in the imme. myself clut.hc tHe patients accunllng tu my own judgment
1..t1ate Uelglwurllut·d nuL Jung atter
calllug, 1 felt tuat and IJe t!.liowei.l to rcu~in wu.tchcrs ut my own cxpeuse that
ptiiCuts du uvt receive u.uy mclHcin during the wear~;:~ ~"a~ri~sc~~dt\~~~l~,l~~~ ~g~~~~~~~~erde!~u:~~~~~eg~1~~~ tile
lug ufmy appllauces, and thuL a jJl'upe•· l'~Jpurt IJe suppUed
JJ1out::; uw;ainot me. lr.. Wtli }'OUr thus ~vadlnK IUe Wll1ch from tme LU time, su tllut 1. at wy own expense, can pub.
~au.sed u...e to tl4ke crtminall,ruceellings agahJI!It yuu, antl 11sli t h~ rectJrd uf the cures IJy my app 1 1atJce~. I further
turtllwith instruct coun&cl tu sue out a wtt.rraut agu.lnst. yun WJ8il tt1at eve1·y medtca.lmau iu.urouk.Jyn stJOuJd calJ at my
f(lr criminal hue!. Arter such WIUl'lloiJt was iu the 1Ja.nd111 of m,.,uur,ct.ury u.ud exumtntur lumsu!t" the processes of mau
Llle ollicer. suet) ottlcer and several of my wltneHses sought uf1teture and mu.ke himself thuruugltly acquaint~d with
lliY system. .My ftLCtory 1.!:1 open for tnsvectiuu at all hour&
~~~ ~t~~~o~mb'!i ~~~~:rlii~;~~~~g~fr~~·~,:>f 1~J'g~fo~; to any physician, chemist, or •c!entlst1_and Jn close prox,
boel! wld. o~ ~ll• mor11lna of rour 11rron mr ll~lr.llro~ll !ml~y t.o lll1 OWII PUSJIIOIS premlsOI tne oamo phfi!CIII~

1

lllr,

I

TRE TRUTH: SEEKER; NOVEMB.ER ~6, 1891
may see for thernselvs the patients who hav been relteved
by my applhmees. All phystcJJtns and chem!sts who hav
examined my goods h1W nvttlled themselv~ of my invention, are to-da.y wc.u·ing my n'ppltances, and rccnmmendtng the same t,. thell· putlent:i with mu.rked success.
Tile aforesaid gtrt of FIVE TH<lUSANO DOLLARS'
worth nfguods Wtll be delivel·ed from time to lime, us
agreed u_pon by a commtttec of yourselvs, on application
tu me a few d1tys in ady1.1.nce. stating the cllsetiSe fur whfeh
they are required, s0 thKt I can supply the best possible
form of mv tuver tion. Hoping you will avail yuunmlvd of
my offer, I remain, gentlemen.
Ynlll'l' ohedtently,
WILLIAM WILSON.
No.465ll'uiton 8t., llruuklyn.

· fruitless resear h

d b
'
1
goes on to !!ay, / pear when the W11sonia 1\.fagneticGarmP.ntsR.re useaasdi
Now it will be "'.e
omp e. e.
reeted. I will uncferta.ke to cur~ 90 per cent of the an-called
! thut wILLIAM fvirl8~t;l8 re~dmg th,e above formuh, \incurables now in the hospitals in the United St1~tes, and
~ud a half ye·trs before p' f P•lteWb~as taken out two Will}Jl•lCe mv garments unun such par,ients free of charge,
0
meutthrougi 1 the;·olum 1,'
fei'J'orH Ide made Ills state- the only condition I make 11elng that the auth•>r!tle.s
It irl u Jon tl
G 8 0 le . era ·
·
govel!niug such hospital::~ shall not ullnw any medicin. to
w ILso.~i that l~he ~;~~ rt!~Cnll·
IUIWILpaotente~ ~.,. MR. be given the pat!ents during the wearing 0~ my garments,
0
18
WhLJlly lie's.
e e
S NIA S force and that tr•e cures shall Ue purllicly advertised. as soon a.~
Ph ·s1etans elP 1 1
made. CITIZENS OF AMERIC.-\! when and where in
invtt~~d to ex'aln{,~~~-~~~~n
are, therefore, the histnry of the world has such an ,.ffer as thi~ been
1~· aind s~lentists
so~n-A ,. MAGNETit· CL~TH1'ktGie
n;d_ture ohf the'~ WIL- made? Here, tn New York and Brooli:lyn alone, there are
lo. 1Je·o 1·e tl r
~
·an 'wit the formnA thousnnds of poor invalids in ourhospft<~ 's passing thl'ough
ment for the~~~~l~~ 1 T~e the ! r tlhaborkatorlt•shandh expert- the ordeal of a protr<~eted and living death who might, tr
·
Y w111 en now t at t e
my o:trcr be accepted, he r·•stored to tile world as useful
ruembers of soeit~ty, and this free of charge., lf my offer
In face of the above letter, what pretense can you find
be not accepted by the physicians of the llospital8, then
for your conduct 'I Why did you not glv me the names of
the parties whom you pretended. had wl'Pten to you 't 'l'he
~~~efe~~~~~~,~~w~~St :f~~n~n~~nl~~~l?ds0 \n1f~~is~~~e~;~~~:i~
tact Is, no one did write to you except u. lot of con!ipJring
care. I hav sold my pa.tent to a company with a view of
do~tors, and to please them you became their tool.
manufacturing on a very large scale, su that with increased
In the next part of your open letter you refer to a Jetter
facilities in the form of valuable machinery speeiaUy preyou sent ne, and suy as foJlows: "Wily did you, like Ann.~
pat·ed for our purposes, we shall be alJle to place upon the
nlas and Sapphira of old, keep back " part; wily did y<m
market an unlimited SU[Jply of these wonderfully curatlv
not tell the pu~lic thttt I wrote you personally on the 15th
appliances.
.
of Septemb(}r (' Your memory must be very bad in this
After years of study tn the particular direction of elecparticular, ot· you did not read the newspapers. insomuch
trical therapeutics, I hav from time to time made many
that this paragraph u.ppeu.red In the 'l.'ruth uewspaper on
improvements on mv first conception of what was needed
~imple
SeptP.mber 20tn, under the caption of "Tb.e Romance of
fer the relief and cure Of disease untll the" WI!sonia" in
Anthony Comstock'8 Arrest. and what Led to It," and dlits present form contains all the elements of what has
gone before in the same direction. The continuity of cur~~f}ili fo~~!'1:~ ~~~~~~~t~~:J~' I refer to the very letter
rent is made complete. the d-\ngers of non-ventilation are
In
the
same
open
letter
wbich
you
sent
to
the
newspa"Ami the hext morning I received a cringing let.ter, pers you maliciously attempt to belfttle me by assumwg
0
written after the reward was offered, as shown by the pos- tha.t,
because
1 had been a ealJlnetma.ker, I could not ~~T1~~n t~':.~rT~~-sa~~;iso:s p~~s~~P~~~a~~-E~i A~k~rl~:
1
from the e:fl'eets of retarded per.splratlon. having had
tlHH'efure
attu.in
to
a
knowledge
of
curatl
v
agencies
dist\;;~~~ t!N'o~nr~~e~.~~of: hfs ~.'ITt~~ ~~· 'i5t~egi tinct frnm the methods laid down by the schools. In an. thrown uark Into tile organi•m ttJe pols•Jnous emanatlous
Septeml.Jer,at. two in the afternoon, thut he had gone away
uf tha body. Tile expensiv nature of the " \Vilsonia"
for u. week. Who told the lie? Did he order Ius snlwrt!i- ~~t~rf~~ ~~~r ~~~~lfli~~~n 'bfoy~~r:' ~octak~~~ ~h~t~~{i~ Ic~Y'l. combination in all its entirety makes the price somewhat
na.tes so to dor or did they do so Qf their uwu accord? 'l'he bt'ctted Dr. John Hunter of London worked itt the bench as high. but yet it is far the chen.pest !n the end. inasmuch
next du.y, September 16th, my llulf brother, David Cotter, a eaninetmaker at t'ort~·-twu years of age, and afterward as the cur<.~.tiv force will continue for years, a.lthuugh a
witll the detecttvs and the court ~ ilicer, Wt'nt to Com~ heeame the most eminent surgeon in Europe? and to-day commoner kind w1ll fr~quently result in marvelous cures.
stock's nillce. Thef were told that he was in tb.e cuuutry tile Hunterla.n Mu:;;eum in London ls a Uvtngmonumentof These comm,mer goods we sell at the following priCes:
and did nut know when he would return. '!'hey were t .e~ that ca.hinetmaker's skill? Do you not ah;u l{now that all
told that n.lt·tter wus written IJy Comst cf{ to Wtllinm W1L great inventions ever made emauate fi'um among those
PRICE LIST.
we !east suspect as the originators of new tliought?
~~Ys~~~.\~dlfhstufJ,e.viv~r( w~t dt~·~o~~~~uc~c~l~e~~~li~ets s~~~~: wlwtn
LUNG INVIGORATORS ....................... $6 00
Another 1m~)Ortant reference ln yout· open letter I refer
when he willretul'n.'
'
to: Onn huaril sign yr usay as follows: u Read the Anthony
BODY BEL'rS ................................... 5 00
"A prh•ttte <lr.tcctlv then told my half brother where Uum~tock 1ette1'd in_favor of • Wilson fa.'" In answer to
THROAT P-ROTECTORS ...................... 1 00
to ftnd him, and s:tid he wa11 hid away in u.n up~er room tn which I 8imply say that I havthe copies of fi.ft\'-fi.ve letters
11
0
KNEE
CAPS ................................... 3 00
~~: ~~~~~ ~~~~! ~0ic~~~~~l'~hhe a~J;!:~tftft~tbu~~~l~i~og~ sent to yuu in favor of my garments, the1 parties sending
LEG BELTS ..... , ...... : ...................... 4 00
was locked. Then in anuther ruum adjacent an attempt f1't~\!-,~stt~~~~~nu1~~~~~~o .fJ~~~~J.~ui ~!1\ te~:~ef~~~e~~ ~~
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 00
was made to dtt:~covcr him among u. Ccllllpu.ny of gentlemen my patients the Anthony Comstock letters. and shall eon~
HEAD CAPS .................................... 4 00
sitting apparently in ctnnHti(,t.ee, but t.:um~tock conid not
be seen A ruse of running d•)WU stairs was made, only v~~~g t~1~y~~~~i;[t;~A~~~ef~Y?~h~~tB~;g~r;~e~nJ 0Nt~;
to retl'u.ce their stepa just in time to Jlnd tl•e do01· gently
0
open tbat hu.U before IJeen tried and found locked. The ;i;~I;~ ~~g~~~~t~oi.r ~~lhst n~~1ia~~e~ h~~~~~~~~ ~:~~~1~:~

I u1e whole thfn~W:Sn maJe acn I1Ce11dtent, he

WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Is the Greatest Wonder of the Age,
and yet withal one of the most
of Inventions

rfi:

..

;l:e

1

r~ci~t~ iPt~~.~~}~~ ~~~~~~~~~t~l~· ~~-~~t d~~~ti~~~~ ~~~~br~~~: ~~uc;·'~.:~~~~~ to~S!t~~ $~Qo~etr~~eu ~~~o~~~ge ~g~~~y~en~~
1

He wu.s tnlcen before Ju:;t h;e ~mitu nnd cotnmttted tu the cure niuery p~:r cent of th•• in CUI ables gtveu ovet· by the
following worrls of committal:
ductur.s_. or w produce one ease where nll the lJeoe.tit was
"• It appe<Lring tu me l1y the within dP.positions and was not derived &8 promiserl on the purcha->e of the go ;ds.
statemeut~ thut the crfmc there 11111entiuncd hu.s beeu
such goud8 helng worn as directed a~ to qu"'ntity and to
comml' ted, u.nd that tltere Is sutllctent cause tu belleve the time. I believe your society requires money to c lrry on
within-named Anthouy Cumst.rck guilty ttlereor, I order its operations; here therefore. ts a chance to add tu lts
that. he be held to tt.n8wer a.ud be adwitteu to ball tn the funds. 1 will also sign bonds for a like sum if you ca.n show
sum of five lmnclred d· rlhns, and be commltted to the war- one r.esttmonict.l p1wlished by me tha.t was not genuin, and
deu or keeper of the city prison of the city of New York wlll p::t.y all expen8es of the six physician~ on whom vou
unt!llle g!vs such un!l.
SOLON B. SMITH,
}~~~~dt'na~~e'{Jgi~ede~t~~~~ ~~~cf 1~I?~~:s :ob~~Y ~~di~Kc~1~f
'''Pollee Justice.
'" • Dated September 16, 1881.' "

~~~~n~~.s;Ise~~~tJ~i~~etg~Y~~~~~rt~t~~~'6rn~~~i~yogJ, ~~;~a~

You will therefore see, on referrJng to your f\pen Jet
ter, tHat you admit that my tlrst public communication
Ug<~in-:tyour llCt w~s pnnted on the 14th dar. uf :::!~pt., und
yet you elt.u-gc me with beiugllke Anauiaoamt Bu.pphira
of vH. I.Jy kcc ltillg !Jack a pJ.rt. How could I mention.
in my eomnmbication of tile I4·h, that which w~s nut
written by you uutll the 15th? But vuu }{now very well
th.tt the letter you refer to u.s h<1Vi11g l.leen kept !Jack
was referrcll to as tW· 1\'C un the tOth d<~Y of :::ieptember,
that bciug the tlr~:~t lettel· from mysnlf u.tter recetvlug the
letter Wll1 ten hy Y•m un the 151 h. You therefure utterly
fail tu show tn your open letter thu.t 1 Had K.t~pt., uytuiug
b:Lck. ln tile same open letter you l't•fc1· tu a law:mlt in
Jreland between Wcttun & Co .• and WJlliam Wilson, u.r
---Nu. 6-!)i P<.tl'lck street, CorK. u.nd the wust motliciou~ act
th11t auy mu.u could. cunceivc il:! the ta.ktng .tile truuble of
wnuug tu ~relaud tor tufurm,\tlon rc.spc~tmg a mu.u. and
when ~uchlufurm-Jtlun 1:3 rec..:eh·ed, telling une-Italf t!Je
story lu<~ open lctrer tu thu pnl>lic and keeping il)tcK the
other half. Tll1R yuu knuw you hav cluue, and I challenge
you t.t publish at yuur own cuot your open letter. as I at
my own c 1st alta: I puDl1:3h this. Yl,ur Ill.tllciou' act iu thus
co:..~ceaiJug the real uatur~ uf the l..J.w~uit oetwet:n Wetton and myself a~ rlV<t.l illd.nuf•,turer~ a.td. larg-e empl J}"Cl':3
of labor h~ an act unw.u tHy or tllo commonest inturmer.
I hu.v a. deed trum the Bntildt guycrument v. hel·ein; un
the 8e tlt>lllent of th,,t t-Ult u.s allove re; erred to such
deed btudsmy opponents to PJ.Y me a h1gc ::;um Ut muucy
ln settlement. thereof. Your attorney, ,\1r. Tenney t·r
Mr. t:<.~'gate, your Pre81rlent. can see tll<.~.t de ·d waenever
they cltuuse.tu call at wy <dllces. Yet y1 u. in your upt!n
letter, attempt-··d to ~:~how tuat 1 h~d l.)een guilt> or a cr,t.nr· ..
lf tltts wa.s n0t vwdtctlv malke, .what Wd.8 It 't Agu.in In
the tume uw n lett~r, ro l would msiuuate tuu.t my parent
an:l Edgu.r \V~tt.. n·~ were 1he oa1ue. Yet you kuuw ye:y
well that the circul::1r from winch Yl.IU ubt dued tilt'.
name of my pu.ti~nts cuntaius u.lso tue following de:3crl 1;t1on uf my pa.:.e . . t:
"Uurlllgtlle past feW yenrs seven or eight <'liferent
patents hav IJee 1 takeu vut i"or h.lect,·ic u.ud M.t.gnctlc
Bd t.1., hut the vitu.l u. ... ·ec, iu each u.ud u.ll of thtllll hati
been a Wtmt uf means whereuy the ll1<~gnetism once imparted tu them could be ret.dued. 'l'hi8 de ect ha:i t•ecn
t"ullv ove come iu tho · Wils .n[a.' tnventiun. 'Vl!.tc~.m
1

~Jt'~i~ Pi~elltiC~ t~: ~~:l%%t~ ,d;tigfi e~t~h~~.~~li~ ~~~i~~~t~:

raJ exudati<Jns·of rhe s~m gi\' out a C·JHStJ.nt g.tlv.mic
current, and tiiU8 keep up n. Ct)ntinu U::, supply of .~,\lag netism. a noll her very importu.ut foatutc ot Llie. \VIISOclia I
invention is this We.lrers of the~e garments never experience unpleJ.st\.nt shucks and l\re never uillictcd with
sore8, wllicu lncvlraiJiy reRult from wearing galvanic
chain bt~.nds-t/tey ua.ving to be stoeJ,ed In vln•·g.tr lu render them capaule of Imparting any cumtiv pr..>p~· ty. uud

}~r~~~~rP:~~~~e~:;r bi~~I~~e~I~:~h~n~~V11~~~i:? Au~~·~~~{~

forttLble to wet~r us auy unllergu.rment. These app.mnces
keep the body warm in the cold season, aud, uy their
power of absorption, impart, ln the summer, a refreshing
cooJneES.''

.Also the .Method of Manufacture.

Magnetic Clolhlng:

g1~1~~~~~: between eleetr!clty an~Tlff1~~v"D:JO'lt'"
0

th~a;ll~'e \~¥~g ioe~!Yc~~~~e~~~ b~~~!:t\t~~:~~ ;~~~~~~

o.tl'er, vJz: That you stw.ll. upon tlle examination of the
detds referred to to my letter a:J above, between your atturney and 1\lr. Culgate. upon the conclusion of sucninvestfgatlun. giv me a l•·tter Of apology for hewing been instru
mental iu c t~ting di8credit upon my inveution. I azn quite
willing to u.ccepL your plea or ignorance of the facts. and
that yvu were deceiveu by others.
Upun receipt of such letter of apol_<?gy.,. I will w!t~1draw
all further proceedings.
Wl4-<1AM WJL~ON.

READ THE FOLLOWING REFEREN liES SHOWING MR.
COMS'rOUif HIS
MISTAKE:

of muslin correspomling in size; h~osten tb.e8e together.
Then t"ke !Ja1·d steel plates (l>rlttle us glass they ueed be
for our purpose), cnt them into uanow strips about one

t~teala~~~ e~~~~~~Rt~0 ~~~epl~t~o~a!~ ~~8:~~~;~tor::~!~~Fe~

These ptates to the uumber oi' 250, with 500 eyelet8. ft~s
tened to the cloth, are sufticieut to mu.lw an urdinn.ry
NERV!l: INVli.+ORA'l'OR. Over these plates, wheu fa•tened to the ft~.bric, we PhLee another 8heet of indiu. rub·
ber tissue. Over this ugt1ln we place ~~nor her sheet or
muslin and t'tu:~ten the wl1ule ma.t:ui together wiLtJ hot
iron8. We tUen puncture the eyeletr. the whole th1cl{ness
of the fabrjc so fast.ened. tuHcthur, havtug I\ bout lire lnmdred openlugs through the g<Lrmentti. Then we coyer the
whole with ~~ liuing uf tt.uy umtcriu.I tu suit the ftmCy uf
the wenrcr, lmt prclcrably etmton tltluuel8huuh.t ue used,
When the gtu·menL is su far Hnished it 18 mu.gnet.Izcd IJy
a powerful electro magnet until every pb\tc ur the whole
series is tlwruughly saLm·ntcd with maguer,ism.
Having dcl:!crlbcd. tllO lH'uCC88 tls u.hove. 1 tlguill say that
1f you lllll.kc the garmenls ..ttl I du·cct they w111 Uu you
0

8

f~~t :~~~~t~fu ~~n~ p~~~~~1~!II !hi.I;t'}~>~o!~~;~~e ~~;~~~~ '~J~t~
dare8 to ma.ke

tUcmf~,l'

111otlt, an<L shall use tl.te utmost

rJ~o~~~f ~\~~I~~~v lfe~~ p~·~~~·~~tft~Ig<iuackery with with the
"WlLtiONIA ?'' \Vhy du. nut tHe advertlser:i of qua.clt
nostt·um~ tell pul'Chascrs how tu make their compouadl:! Y
.Nuw,,l8tu l'ruf. \Vhite's g1·eat db~covery: H~ told. us a
fe.w weekij HW:l'· LhruuKil tHe columns of the New York
llet'ald, that ue luu.t t.uade a umrvt:luus d.t8cvvery, VIZ.,
tlltlt the whole secret o[ tile electric ch;trge In the G}·m~
notus. or electric eel, lu.y wholly tu the fal.:t that the l:!tud
1

~b~~~~c :~w:~ge~J~!~li~d }ttl: ~~v~~~e~ibdt~~~v~l;;,t~~

lillol<l, waa only wa<lo after &lx 1111<1 three. quarter yean of

$500

REWARD~

Any person giving information of the infringement of
the \VILSOXIA PA'I'ENT· shall rec£lve the ~!Jove
reward upon the conviction of the. ofiendeJ:a.

Suffer1ng Invalids,
P~mplllct and Price Li·t,
Containing thousands of references in Brooklyn and N~w
York. One hundred thousand persons are re,~rly to te~ttfy
to the value of "'VILSONI..a." Therefore ask for the
"\VlLSONIA.'' and see that you get !t.

The Unknown God.

~s~OOn~~~;·tft~ii~l~I ~~l~~~Qe~·. i~11 ~~~~~e~-~n~~~ri;;%~~o~~

,gilt P-dges, $8.00
~olt.ail•e"" PhilosOJ}bi<>al Dictionary. Con.t.:tining ucu.rly l.:)Ul.J p<LgC8-·-lL c~mple'Lc editiOn-With two
titL•cl eugi";l\"illg::>-<t :nella Ilion portr.dt, u.ml <1 full length
liken e.;.;; ut"tlw~~uthur. Cloth, :i)3.W; leather. red Uttrnishert
edges. ;:iJ.JliJ; uwrucco, gilt cd.ge;:;, $-1.50.
l':ln}>ernatnrat Heli;.:;ion. An Inquiry Into the
rc.J.llty uf dh·i11e reyclati~n. Dechledly tue most thor·

r~w~~~~ ;~1~~~\~~iv 13~0 }~ W~~~w~~!:;:sE~~C~~r;:n;~~f:~.

sor \·f the Lunllon Oni\·ei'sity 1.115 pages. Bvu. In clothj
$4-.0v~ leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edge~. $5.50.

'Ann!ysisofJ:.~eHgious Eelief. An Examination
of tlie Creedd, Iates, anu S<wred Writings of the world.
By Viseom!t .AITJ!)Cl'!.~.:y son uf the ht.te ~ort.l John RuB sell,
twice Preru1tJl' uf En;.;mnd. Cum.P,lete 1 rom tl!e Lundorr
etlition. 1-15 page:-:;, 8Yo. In clutn, :i\3.00 ~ leatner. $4.00:
morocco, gtit edges, $4.50.
The G•·eat "\Vorks oi" Thomas Paine. In.
eluding 'l'he Age uf Heason. Ex<Lillim~tion of Pruphe«:ies,

-~~~ifc~~i~l:it~~lt~~ ~~un8:~·ifr~t~~JI~J~u~1.fn~ri~!ft:1~:~~

Dei."lll, Cu~ruuuu Sense, 'l'he Crisi~. uud ':fhe H.igllts o~
the w i1ole preceded by th~ Lite of Pume. and .a stee:
purtr,tit.. SW pages. Syo, Cloth. $S.UIJ; leathei. $-i.OO

l'oLm;
plat~~

m1?1:~ci~:;l~f/i~i~~~eC~Jg~;i!10Volumes n.re called "The Truth
Seeker Library:'• If allure ordered together and sent b>.
express, oue dollar will IJe deducted from the price ot
each.
N"atu•·e'~ Re'\'·~Iations ot" Character; 01...
Ph:t·~io~·uoany IHnstJ·ated. The scte.nce of ln~
div1tluod ti';Lit~ portrayeU by the t.empemment.s and fea..
tures. Illustrated by 260 wood. cuts. By Joseph Simms ..
M.D. 650 pages ,Svo. t..:loth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco ..
gilt edges, $4.50.
Paine's "\Vorl<"·
Paine's Theological \Vot•ks, Including The·
A~e uf H.eason, Exa.minat1on of Propt1ecies. Letter to the
Bishop uf .Lh.J..nduti, Reply to ~Ir. Ersl{ine. Letter to Cu.mille·
Jord;m, ew., etc .• with a liie of Paine nnd a ste~l-plu.te·
portrait. 12mo. ln paper cuyers, $1: cloth. $1.50.
l'aine's Gr<>at ll'ork,. (complete) In one volume, us a.IHn·e. '$3, $4. $4..50.
Paine's Political "\Vol'ks, Including Commou
Sem;c, The Cri8i8, and H.ights uf Man. Clutb., $1.50.

.A. LECTURE.
By .James W. Stillman.
An ably-written and handsomely-bound pamphlet or
S! la.rge pages. Prl<te, 15 cents. Addre~s
D. !If. BENN~;TT,
141 Eighth street, New York.

Fref'thinkers' Badge Pin.

8
1
$20 fr~!': ~ti~soa; l'c~.~-Port~~t.e~!"ort

h $1·

''

THE

Angel of Horeb.

ImJ)Ortant to the Suffering and Aftlieted A crlt!C!Ll review of B!bl!ca!lnsplrat!on and Dlvln!ty. By
1\Vbo llav Beeu Deeeived by Adver·
M. B. Craven. Prlce, 10 cents. Address
tisiug NostJ•uul Veude~s.
D. ill. BENNETT,
The great success attendin_g th6 introduction of my
1418th street, N.Y.
wor!u-tamed "\VJJ,SONIA GAR~IEN'I'S has !netted
u.lwstuf speculators to pl;LCe upon the market several Oogus arrangements under the specious titl..,e of " Ma~netic
t...ivthing ··or ".l\iagnetJc Garment8." One unprmclpled
per~:~uu lln.R actual!y copied my engru.ving rep1 esenting my
cluthtug, so that u. person not 2eeiug tlle garments would
8
0
1
REPLIES TO THE

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

tug the clothing being ldentJCal with those l~sue~/\y myt.Wit thus temltng to defraud the pu~lic by their pul'chttsiug
u wortlllcss articlG ful' t.hc .cure ot aumc malady ur other.
. t:lliu
Thl8 8ame pm·suu has copied, almost ,·erbatim, the langwlge of my own circuhLrs. Oue of these garments was
By AJ,LEN l'RINGLE.
l>rouo-ht me direct from tlte vender. 1 tlud it to be a
This pamphlet was conSidered necessary because t.l1e
chl\JJ;y imlut.t.ton of thf· 11rst maguetie g..trmeuts made tn paper
in~ Mr. Pringle refu&ed to p1ltllbh his reply
.Europe somu fiftc~u veru-s tlg-n. 1 woulu therefore ~1:1k tho to it. attacK
lt8 criticism was upon Mr. l'rfngle's tlrgument
publlu to see the '\Vilsoniu. gt\rment8 betore pumhaslng against design
In nature, u.nd. this worl{ cuntu.in8 both the
u.uytlllng represented as u.mtlgnetic clothing. l'hey will attl~ck
:md reply. lt is v~Limtble. as it presents the sLron~
then tlnll that an uttemt:Jt at imtt.athm has been muile by est Chri8tiu.n
evid~uce for the exi~tenee of Uod with tho
n.n engnLved circulu.r cuut.u.lnJug copies ot my own circuhu
us u.oove stated. and so cuuom~ly ha8 the device been complete u.nd ove:rwhehuinp, refutation.
Price 10 cents. Sold at tllts ottice.
Ct~rrted uut tlmt ptu•tics 1mrch~s,ng tile goods Hom such
ci!'cult~r will suppu1:1c tlmt the gtlrments so purch!'t.":"ed wcr~
tdemwal witlt my own. out whcu seen together they are
a~ different 1~8 anything can posstbly be~cuueelyed.. If,
however, per~unli will call at any of our S1'01U.£8lu New
York or Brooklyn, ur elsewhere in the United States
\\h""l'B \Vllsonta cJepnts are opened, they may hav evcryWHY~
thuig mu.dc clear tu them. Tue cla.m or CH~APN~~8 i8 t\<~HAT
u. pour point to put forward w heu the mat tel' of diseuse
and \He and deu.tn 18111 the balance. M~· reputation .now
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
1~ so UHlhlNIIeled tlmt never before in the history ut the
world ha.v !Such remu.rku.b~u cur~s beeu etrccted as tho~e
With an Introduction by R. G. I~e1·aoU.
fu\l.,wingtue timely usc ot the now worlJ-reuowned \Vtl·
sonb gt~.l'IUtmt~. The I.Jllnd hav l.)een mu.de tu see. the
deaf to he.1r, tile heipl~::ss ptU"ttlytic to walk e~ect, tlle demented tu become sane, tlte mu.rtyr to c~tarrh and asthmu.
to opeak and urouthe freely, the terr!Jled w!th lleart disease to walk forward amonil tbe public without the terror•
of impen<llnK <le~tb. All &1111 OV81'Y form of <11181118 dllilloP•

"Christian Guardian" and" Clll"iS·
Advocate."

Modern Thinkers,
THEY THINK AND

0

'I'he C.-isis. Containing numbers from I. to XVL
tne!usiv. Paper. 40 cent:;; cloth. i5 cents.
The Rights ofNian. For the oppressed of' humantty. Paper •.40eents; cloth. i5cents.
D. Ill. Bennett's "\Vorks.

IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
: COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY STORE,
~ PRIVATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,
: AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WITH FEMALE

~~~~f1!;-~fr t,i:niVii ~~:)~il~ tt~ ~~~~~r~~;~ew~~;etnat~

Truth Seel•er Library.
'I'he Worhl's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
fortne1.·s. 'l'he Biugruphtes of three hundred of the
nw::;t distinguished teacher~ and l?hilosophers (who were
nut Chri~tiaus), irum tile ttme ot .Menu to the present.
By D ..M. Uennett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3JJO: leather.
~.OU; morocco. gilt edges. $-1.50.
"ll'lte Chami>ion!9 of the Church; Their
U.ritues and l ... crsecutious. Btographlcal sketcheeIJf prmnlnent Christians iar worse than 1ntidels. A compunlou book to" The World's Sages," etc. By D. M. Bennett. 8vo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, $3.00 ; leather, $4,00; mo
!'OCCO, gilt edges, $-1.50.
'I' he Go<ls and ReJigions of Ancient and
M.odt~t·n 'l'imes.
Vol. I giv.s a full accou11t of all the
g\Jrls t..llc uatiuns of the e<utll hav worshiped, including
Jehovah. Batu.u, The Holy Ghost, Jesus <..:Ju·tst. Viridu
~huy, and the .Bible. 835 pages, Svu. Vol.ll describes fUlly
aHtue religious t:iy~tcmsof the world, including Judaism.
:)follammedll.n1sm, and Christtani~Y; the Iu.tter occu pytng
872 pages, going fully into tt~ mcrtts. 9-t-Wages. 13y 1J. M.

1

Medical Common Sense.

ASSISTANTS FOR LADIES. ALL OUR GAR·
MENTS ARE THE SAlliE, NO MATTER AT WHAT

Bennett"s Publications.

Paper, 25 cents, or 5 tor $1. Clutll. 50 c.ents.
The AgeofReasouaudAn Examtnatfo~
ot the :.e_.~~roJ•Ilecics. Paper. 40 cents; cloth. •·l
cents
(Jo;tnnion Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.

PLAIN HOME TALK,

Read also the Testimonials
Printed in "The Truth Seelrer"
of Nov. 19th.

M.

an~ 1f~~)~}~~ t~!ofu~-~s~~tho~tn a1 npve~~ 1~t1r~e ~~~~~

COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.
.Mr F.t:AZEH., corner of Heade st. and Broadway, New
lurk.
EMBRACING
lllr. DEGRAFF (DeGrafl & Taylor), Fourteenth st., New
York
Mr. TAYLOR, of tlJe same Jlrm.
Mr FAYI>RIVll:ATH!l:R (F. B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st.,
BY E. B. l:<'OOTE, M D.
New Y rk.
Senator McPHERSON, Washington.
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
.h:. B -,Tll\1 P8U~. Spruce st.
THOMAti HALL (Kestler, Hall & Co). FeiTy st.
aabits of men e.nd women. the e~;1.uses and prevention of
\Julllnel llA l'Al\D CLAUK, 54 ..East Forty-ninthstreet,
disease. our sexual re.l&tfons and social natures.- It is medNew York.
llr. lJEMAREST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st., ical common sense applied to causes. prevention, and cure
Harlem.
Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertaker,S30 Clermont ave.
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
Mr. E. STCLAIR CLARKE, 758?> Lafayette ave.
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
Mr. YOUNG, Artist, Bergen st., ilruoklyn.
etc. EmbeHished with twO hundred il!ustratlons. Price,
These and thousallds of others can be referred to. Dare
D. :n. BENNET'I',
a mtln Hke Comstock mingle with such gentlemen as the $1.50. Sold by
above?
··
141 Eighth street, New York.
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an~~~gra s8~eee~t ~f ~~~i~ ~re~~fit:V~~~~e~a~;!~' 1~J its~~~

wiJl cnntlnue the same price as hefo1·e offered; but if you
wish the cheaper kind. us offered elsewhere, we wtn sell
at the ~~bove prie~'-a, heing one-hri.lf of the cost of tlle same
articles elsewhere adverti8ed.,

Before you nnrchase any bogus arrangement. send for

DEPOT TREY M.A Y BE PURCHASED.
OFFICE HO{JRS, 10 A.M. TO 8 P.M.

Process of .Manufacture.

"Wilsonia Magnetic .Applianees"

D.

Tbc ·world's Sages, Thinkers. and Re•
t'or;ner~. t,Oi5 p:1ges. Bvo. Cloth. ~-uu~ leather. $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges. $·J.5U.
The Cha>npiou .. of the Cb:n•eh; Their
Crintes and llle!·s~cutions. Bvu. 1.119 page~.
Cloth. $3.00: 1!.:a.tller, $-LOO: morocco, gilt edges. $-1.50.
Tl>e Go<! ... and Reii~ious of Ancient and
~lo4t~r;a ·.a~i;nes. Twu ~lum~Js. Written in prison.
In clvth, $8.W per yolume. ur :c\;i.OU for tile two volumes·
Inleat:1er, i$7.UU: in morocco. gilt edges. $8.00.
Frot"l EPhin"'l i he- Bars. A serleA of lettw·,.;;
,,·rittcn in prl~on. Over iOO p<.~.ge8. I'ricc, $l.;"j{),
.\..;t rn1'i1lel ,o\..brfl!"\.(i.. A series of lett.erA wrttte·1
dtirillg" <tVisituftenwceksin Europe. 8;-iO pages. Pric:·.
:St.5U.
.
'I' he SeJnit.lc (iotl~ an(t the B~h!~. Treatln.~
upon the g;•ds of the Semitic lhtlon:;, w~iudlng AllaH.
Jclwv.d:. S <t.<ut, th~ Holy Ghost, .1e::;u<; Chn~t. tlu~ Virgin
.\L1ry. ;liHI the ilil>le. To the bttm: 2a~1 p,1ge::; .~re _dcvutetl,
stwwino- thtlt book to be a very infen11r pr-Hluetwn for .r.
lirst-eh~s Gud. 333 large pages. Pel per C\.J\'ers, 60 cents·
cloth. $1.
.ln:la.is~a- Ciu:·fst.i:ntity, and ~ioiH\lnlttet~·
anisnt c~unuiled lli::;torie.d.ly :llld , ~rit1c.t}ly. It le
ti:•>W"!l.t t0 ne r,11e most. d~mugmg exlli~tlt 01 Christianity
tll.lt ~lw.s uppt.:<lrcd. 500 large 11agcs. Prlee, $1.!'",0.

'l,hirt.:r :ni;o;(>ussions- llible Stol"ie~,F4_..ssays
nnti L~f•tures. iOU p:1ges. Pappr C•Jvcrs, "j;) ceut= ~
chltli, $1.
'i'he Jlnmplu.·cy-Benuc~t Discussi~n. A
debate oa Christi:Inity tmd lnt:l.dellty, hetwc:~n_ll. -'.,.1- Bennett uiHl Re,·. G. 11. Humphrey. 53;.J p.t~es. erlee, ~1.
liennctt-'rf:l'ed J.)iscns~ion. Between D. '1\i.
Bennett tL!Hl Cyrus HniUuius Teed .• Iei'!l"' t1u~ Lord G ·d
Creator of Heaven u.nU K~rth. l'.J.per, 3Ll cents; cloth, 50
cents.
In te ,.,.., .. ,. t.o!'ies to .J e ito v :t h, Ilc!np; 3,lXIO question:; prop<n0ttled to his Jewish Go\lshll_)_upon a great vu.rt ·
ety of ::;ulJjcc..:t~. P,Lpcr. 50 cents: cltJth, ~~ et.::nts
1V!Jn.t I llau't. B~li~Hl~- \V.ha.t I Oa UelJev(l',
•nr!iy a.ild \\rh(~J·'!.~f"o•·e. ft•ortlle~1mmg.) 350 PP·
t2nw. P..1.pcr. (..:0 t:cnts: cloth. $1.:J0.
Den eon ~li.i~ln:H)re'~ J:Jct ters. First Deu_eon or
Ziua Hill B tptist Church. givin~ many church incidents
ana hi:-; cvolut.Jon from Chnst.1anlty to Liber<~lism. P<.~.per ·
5U cents; cltJt.h. 7;; eents.
i\..ut ~ 1 ouy (JoJn~tocll. : His Career of Cruelty and.
C;imc." Br D. .M. Beunctt. 25 ceat"l.
Ei~hth. ro.n«l l..rn,.,.t Letter ft"OIIl Lndlo'i.v!itreet ,i <'il. 10 cents.
.i..retters f"roin Albany Penitentiary. :2i
c.ents.
JUatter, ]lotion, Life, an<l Nlind. 10 cent>.
The Gods ofSn})erstitiou. 8 cents.
rr:1e Gr~a.t Religions ot· t'•e l\-rorJd. 10cu
Op<"I-:1 :;-~cttcr to ~n.:nn<"! Col~ate~ 10 cen_ts.
.J <·~us {~li.rist. l'(msid.crcd as an lnHdcl. 10 cents,
..\.n Jlrotn \~'ifh the !)el"il. 10 cents.
~infnl Sni'.t" and §inful S~aepberds. !U
cents.

I

lilo 1 :.e~;'G

Questions and lloncst .~\.nswers.

5 cent~.
~\.n O!,H~u IAetf("i'

to ~i csn, (Jbrfst.

!)

cent::~

B. I'. t:n<Icrwoo<i's "I>Vorks.
J·~ssavs and L.e('tnres. Embr:.Icing Influence of
Chi~~~·t;a!\ity on Ciyillza~ion ~ Chris~i~n~~~· ~~nil ~!~t~~-ialtsfn!
\Vl. r. Lf, 1erJ.lism utlers m Place ut Clll.t::.U.mlt}', Scwntll~c
:\i<t~-:'.n .. li~ln: \\~tmL.L!l; Spi~ttu<tli_sm t ~o1~1 t~ 1hlterh~lt:;~t.~
.:)t.w<lpviut; P.11ne ~nc Jlol~t.Jmd .md he_hginu.s H.efmmc~ •
~LtterbH:.;.m and cnmc: "ill the Commg 1\Lm Wors!H.P
Gotl"t CrilllCSIITltl Cnwltiesnf Chris-tianity.: the AuthUl!~Y
of tlle Blhk ~ Fr{'ct.hnught .llHlgccl hy tt~ ...l· Iuits; Our lde,ts
of God. 3(XJ pp .• p.lpt'.r, fiO cent~~ C'.lnt.h, )fl.
Jnfln<'n<'<' of Christianity upon Clvilh:l\•
tion. 25 co:1ts.
·Christianity nn<i jJiatet:iaU.. m. !~cents.
· "'bR-t J,Uu!rnH'ltll Offers in I-•Iaee ot
Christianity. 10 eeut.s.

Selenttftc Materialism 1 Us Meaniui' •u4
Teudenc;r. 10eent4.

iJ."HE TR1.JTH SEEKER. NOVEMBER 26. 188ld

(/jdcls ar:d ~(![nils.
THERE is no oue gTeat 1·eforrn tllnti-; n1o1·e nced},cl than that one of prod ncin,, ,,, higl1er ol·der of
llopulation. To Iea1·n how best ro gf'IH:nn!egTand.
i;ood, rioble~ pure, Rnd intelliH·tmt beii1~~ in t.l1e
knowledge that i8 now mMt desiNIJlc of nil. Tne
~·eckles8, carele~~, nntllinking prorlnction of children that we behold on every hand would diS·
grace any nation or people who hav any desire for
Or admiration of the l)il}Rical, lnor:d, 01· menhd
beauty of nien, wo::nen, ;tud chit.1ren.-.E.lutina lJ
Blenker.
.ARIOSTo tells a pretty story of a fairy, who by
~orne mysterious law of her nature. was eon~iemned to appear A.t certain ~easons in the form
hf a foul and poisonon8. snake. Those who in·jared her in the period of her di~guise were for\:lver excluded from participation in the blessings
\Vhich she llestowed in her power. But to those who,
in spite of hm~ loathsome form, pitied and protected her, she afterwards re·;e:tled herself in the
!Jeautifuland celestial form which wa• natural to
her, accorupunie(\ their "teps, grantee\ oll their
wishes, filled their home~ with wealtl1, made them
~happy in love and victorian~ in war. Sncr1 a spirit
is Liberty. At times she takes the form of a hate_ful rep til. She" grovel~, she his-..es, slle sting8. But
-woe to those who in dbgnst !-4-hall venture to crush
her. And 11appy nrc tllose who, having chn·ed tO
t·eceive her in her degraded and frightful shape,
shall at length be rewctnl.ed by her in the time of
her beauty and ~lory.-Etizabet!t Gar.iy Stanton.
[NOTE. - I f my rncrnory does not deceive tne,
:i\lacaulay givs 1nuch the same version of Ariosio's
Rtory and in much the 8UUle \'lOrd:3. I cannot now
put my hand on the pa~sng-c, but perllaps some of
my readers may he able to supply it to THE TRUTH
SEEKER, or, better still, g!vs ns a translation of
the story from the Italian of Ariosto llimself.-0.]
WE are all agreed that trnth i~ good; or, at all
those wl1o are not ngreed must be h.:eated
:as ;p.erson::t beyontl thtJptlle of rea:;:on, and on who~e
..obtus-3 underBtundings it would be idle to waste an
;<trguz;ne.nt. He who :3ays the trnth is not always ro
~ told.J and that it i~ uot fit for all n1ind::;, h; sim~
ply a deiender of faV<elwod; and we ehonld take
-no notice of him, inasmnch as the object of Lii!:=eus~
-sian being to de..:.troy en·or, we e:1nnot <-li~cnss with
11. man who deliberately affirms that ermr should
be sparea..-Buckl~,s Essays.
~-rente.

:

Cols Ingersoll's Works.

i

"Some MtstallC!S o:f Moseg."

S,AVE THE EYES A;·,;c
HEARINC,

l\IAHY and Jenny, t,\·o oonntt·y Iasse:::z, were dis.:· '!'htS v~Jium!j 1R prtnted ou toned pnpcr. 1n clear, bod
cussi 11 g tllcir new nJini~h~I'.
p·ye ken what be type, rmd handsomely lHnind ln mu8ltn, <~ont,athlng 27
puis rne i,n lllilld o' :•., said l\f ll'Y; and then a1·ebly pa.g:cs, limo. Price. $1.25.
_.
,
Th!s book conta1na the principal po1uts thtt.t Mr. Inge
41
answered,
Jnst o' a kiss frae n body ye dinnu. doll has made ¥f'ainRt the Pentat.eitch in ~~ll his leCtures on
like.,,
t!~~;e~ul~~~c\.nco~~g~~~\l~~t~~t\~~\~~~~~;~~~ ~\~~~·el~~~~~~~s~~
THE Catholice !mv the adY,mtage of :P:·o!('~tants K~J'd~~~u~fd'"s"~~;ti't~:ft~~te~~en~e~h~hl:~·~~il~~:t a{.~~~~
ltll facts and logic, inimitable
in Rome of thC'il' tllr>olottic:1l do~u1n:-.:. They believe The book is unanswerable
Its style, and lllled with wit, satire, eloquence, and
in p1ll'gfttOJ"S". whit:h i~ an e:tceedingly eonveuient In
pathos.
stopping-place, bnt Pl'otestunts arc compelled to
go fm·t her and fare worse.
"The Gods and Other Lectures."
H

fn

CONTENTS.- "The Gods," .. Humboldt," "Thomas
HANOVER College, Ind., recently ad.mitted ladies
Paine,,." Individuality,"" Heretics'and Heresies." Price.
to her halls, and the result has been several wed- eloth,
;1.25; paper, 50 cents.
dings ~miJng tbe students. One occnrred last week,
anti the young gl'oom and !lis best man were suspended for their innocent diversion, and the bride '·'Tile Gl1osts and Other Lectures."
ran oif home to escape tile same fate. Coeducation
is a success at I-Ianover.- Vincennes Sun.
A REAT..LY UlOSt amusing tale
Is th>\tof Jonalland the whale:
A merry one the. time to pass
Is that of Ralaam nnd his ass;
Another ths.t is somewhat odd
Is l\[ary giving birth to God;
While for a neatly-rounded fib
There's mother Eve f1·om Adam's rib.

thalnaia, and all inllammatlons and affections of Eyes
and Ears.

Soft cataracts huv been

removed by lt. By Its use the wearing of glasses is de·
rerred. Price, SO cents.
Made and sold OJIIY by
G. A.. LOMAS.
S1tf
Shakers P.O .. N.Y .

"'.iUSTLL_

;,. __ ,_,·,_...· 't,.i.J"
:p R. -F· "'OT'EF'S
Hand-B;ck of Health Ein~s

AND READY RECIPES.
Cost 25c_

Dytllenuthoror
TALl{." AND

Hot.r:r::

0

MEDIOAL

Co:.\Ii\fON SENsE."

12 S ~~;(~~('f,;e~\~~~~~cCn~~o~~~: goa~~!~a~11\~

·' 'Vhat. Mut!!t 'Ve Do to be Saved 't?'
t;~~~~e'Jho~~~~\\s "f~o\~~ig~n~~~~~ds~~3s~h:Jtee'd Y{y

the author. Price, 25 cents.

•·:~luaiJJn Bnok of Rufct·euce fol' t.lV01 y·
Fum\ly. 011ly 2f> ej•uts.
Th11 Handbook t~on f11lnR chnpfetft on Hyr,lc-wr
for nll fl•.•a::~un~, Cum1non SP11Rtl on C•1n mt.li!
Ilia, Hy.;lcnlc Cnmtivc hle1U:IIII"l'M, llnw tq·
Avof!\ Und<"~~l··a\,Ju Ch•l11rPn, KlHl.l'ks \\"m·~il
Knowing, Hllllil 1111 Halhi11~. on .1\UJII!u ·.I' e
Sick, on Ji:lllt•:·t:'uU<'I••", llluts few l'H•!:Il 11 t
"\\T01llClt 1 to~t't!JUl" with BOIJ\0 Of thO J'ri\ .. 'c
Forn~uho of Dt•. Fi'ioTv., And otl1cr p·~~· 1 .. t· .- t •1
of l11;.;h r~'!'11hl 0 n1~d dl!·t•t•tlnn.-l (or p·•·•· ·u.;
f•)Od (orlnvuliJs. tt.::rAnR~TS w .\ '.'1 r-.IL

menta; lL

'

lic.-San Francisco Paper.

LJI'E
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VO 1'AIRE.

DESIRISG to show our distinguished visitor some
<
attention, a ,·ery smnll mlin, with a very large
BY .J.t.MES PA.RTON•
n1cn~tachP., representing an alleged morning paper of this city, sidled up to Gen. Sherman this With Po•·traits and other Illnstrations.
tuorning as he was viewing the cOtton patch near
This work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many years
t!Je. Exposition gl'OlJnds.
in ita preparation, is now ready. lt is in two large volu General.'' yawped tile little man, H do you think
uthl~~-~~[~e:~ f·~y;~;r~~: ftiJn;~~ ~~p~0~~h~~e;{~ :~~~ftor,
cotton can be sncee::tsfully raised on !3uch soil as as his bil1raphies of Jackson. Frnn~lin. Jefferson, Greeley
tlt<lt?,
~~~,f~~t i~ntt11~ f:o0r'k~· 'i~d~~~ rarbe~; ~~ill~t~i~ a6sv~~~i~o::
·• Hn1nph ! n remarked the general, ''yes, I thinl<

Ad~eu

D.M.BENNETT

Ingersoll in Canada.
A REPJ;.Y TO WENDLING, ARCHBISHOP LYNCH.
''BYSTANDER,'' AND OTHERS,

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
Ptice 15 cents. Sold at this o1llce.

CONSULT!,

~~~r~~r:;tr~g~·~;e~~~~~~du~~~~l~~~~~-oll~~~~J,~ss~~~~~~da

thc·y-had ill any of those lov8ly
I frontier-'tllt~n ont his w::.y, ·~well, 1num, we hev
are by no rnen.ns the Jneasnrcs of truth a1Hl fabe· \right smart of 'etn ia OlH' r1eek o, the woods."
D..cetuJ·cs by George Cllainey.
ilood, the generality of men nJ.ad.e the stantlanl:-;
"'And do t!1ey weur frin~teci legs and hunt those
ny wh1 ch they aecusto1n theie unclerstanfllng to d.ear, s·.veet hnlf:do?,. asked the girL
VOL. I. CONTAINS
jndge. And tbuB, falling- into a hal.Jit of tletennin·· 'l'lle ~r;::.ge clri vers wear fnnges and sich, and
ing of truth and !tllsehood by such wrong meas- when a bntbtler shines out some one is pooty apt Le8Bons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen: .Minot
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the GDd
!u.·es~ it is no v1on.der they they sllonld ernbrace to hook on."
Idea~ Nature and Decline of Unitu.rll1..ni~m; Hobert G.
<P-rror for certainiy and l;.e very positiv in thing~
It How !3~lpt·eme!
~\nd those gorgeous Indians in
~~l~~seo;!\t~~~aTs~ ~a~igJ~i~foi11t'hecl~~!;s~~ft~~fC:~1 ~!:rabda~~
that they hav no ground . .for- ftocke's Coa(luct of the thP-ir pic.:tnre~qne wigwams of wampum, with
0
llnderFtanding.
their blending- COIHIJinations of war-paint, do you ~:~ f~~:;, ~~{~\t~ft~~ ¥rJ~vbs!~~b~~~;~o~FY-rke'ft~:
ions Experience~ The Ideal 1\Ian and Woman; What is
oftHn ~Pe t!1em?,
Morality 'I What Is Hei!glon? The Church of the ~'uture.
THE arguments for the immortality of the son!
H Oh t once in u whil·~~ ·we get a back at a bnck,
Price $1.
D. J\I BENNETT,
:£tre, I think. far stronger tl1:n1 the tn·guments of the
141 Eighth st., N.Y.
l1nt 1nostly they are on the rese1.·vations," replied
..:\.theists; and I cannot but ,\·onder that they who
the Dearhvood man, staring. H rrhe does comes in
~.-eject n. future state should believe in the reality of
occ~t~ionally, but we don·t trnck witll them."
" future world. Still, thooe who do reject it, are
u The sweet things !
And you hav such sunsets
not only justified in openly denying it, lmt are
out in your mountain fastnessee, and such loves of
OR,
bound to do so. Onr 1lr.-t and pararommt dnty is
hig-hwaymen ! Do you ever see these delightful
to be true to ourselvs; and no rnun is true to himWHEltE
l\IAN
COMES .FROM.
highwn.ymen \"
self who fears to express his opinion. There is
"Not often, mnm. They get in the brush, and as
haTdly any vice which so debases us in our own
for sunsets, we get 'en1 pretty reg'lar in fair ga;~; P~6~~~~~os~ g{, ~~: ~g~r!~{ii~b 0 g;ai~g~ 8~hrough or~eem as moral cowardice. There is hardly any
Two papel'fl given in the interest or Spiritual science
weather.''
v!ln~w which so elevates our cllaracter as moral
"Isn't it just too awfnlly too I" exclaimed the ll!ni~~~d~icit;/g: 1~tc;~~s la~~~l.f:~[is ~ill~t.RADAY, oi
£0Ul'lt111'l· Therefore it is that the more unpopular
girl, clasping her hands and rolling her eyes.
.,a notion t.11e greater the merit of him who advo1
"Yes mum,•· stammered the Deadwood man, $i2 ~~~f~e. 1'rn~'Z f~~-~1~:U~:. ~a?n~"· <klst1:1
.4Jates i~, p:covided, of course, lle doe~ s.o in honesty
''sometimes 1ts pretty dern too, leastwise it was the
_ana singleness of heart. On this account., althougll
day that Cobbler Duffy came into town on the
S~
1 regard the ,expectation of another life as the
landslide.''
Embracing those ot the blood and Nerves, the Diseases of
,prop and mainstay of mankind, and although I
"An avt"donclle! Do you mcn.ll an avalanche? ..\fen. the Diseases of Women, and tile various causes.
·cannot help thinking that they who reject it !JaY
le&ding to them are ~lainJ:. treated bf
Oh ! c,m thcr·e be nnything more crystally utter pnysical and social,
1
taken an imperfect and uncomprehensiv view and
than an Hvalu.nchc? ''
f~,aJ ~fk'fif~li ~?8~"M1>1{'§~N~~~ea;~1.00oEt~~:,a~
hav not covered the whole field of inquiry, I do
"It wue pooty utter,'' hazarded tl1e Deadwood Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington ave.,
:sb:enuously maintain tllut against it every specie~
man, dropping into his companion's style of ex- rr~~~~rkintYt:'~~:J'e ~~,!~~~;~t.rf§fs~~r~~~~~~~~\~ ~i,;'Tda
.pf attack is legitimate, and I feel assured that the
pression. ·'The coiJI.Jler !lad a-a-be had a crys- I:!E>:KER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica·
lilill'll it is assailed the more it will flourish and the
tions: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and inti·
tally sllaft up the side of the butts, and one day he
more vividly we shall realize its meaning, its
was-was tooing up n.nd down there, and things fro"~~~~ a&~rt:·rs ':i;::~J ;p~~:s't:i~~~~tt~~~:~t~;ie~~a
-depths, anr.}. its necessity.-Buckle's E38ays.
motivs, whose life has been spent in instructing and imslipped out from under him."
~.;JY~~'fctil!f:~o;,·~~~~ ~hfJi~~gb~u~~rl~fg~l~~~.nn';~,!g
HE who can thjpk dispassionately and deeply as
' Oh I how radiant. I How iridescent I"
happy, and to be better and more useful men and women.
1 ao J.s great as I am; none other. But his opinion"
u Yes ntuin, and he began to radiate to,ards town
1
1
~re ~t freedom to diverge !rom mine, as mine are at the rate of one thousand miles and three furlong f!lsr:~~~cci ~ii3~~~¥g~~~~~; t~~3 f~'1:~ri3:~J~ ~~dt~~ri~id~
trm:p. his; and indeed, in recol).ection, I never loved a minnte. We eeen him-H.-utterling down the side of families, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testimony to the great beneJit tbey hav derived from the phys·
tiJ.oS/i; ;most who thought with me, but those ralller of the rnountains, ripping up trees und rocks, and iological, h_Yg1enic, and moral leBBons which he has so ably
who ol.e.€!Jled my sentiments worth discussion and tooing along, H.nd his iridescent wife fiapped out of
im/.:'r'J~~~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at liberty to
who eorrec~(l me witn frankness· and affability.- her 8chack and began to raiee a row."
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or by mall, .I<'REE.
"!'oor lily," moaned the girl, "did she stop the Price of the new Popular Edition, by mall,lfosta{V'
.JV. S. Lando/'.
~J~- onlyJhTiRf.fnm_rr ~8i\'Lf~'ifiN~~~llflAN~, T·
JI :KNOW that it is possible, by legislation, to make glorious avalanche? "
129 East 28th at .. New York.
"No mum, not. quite. Dn!Iy fetched np against
the. rich :poor, bnt that it is utterly impossible to
his schack all standing und began to howl like a.
THE
make the poor rich. Bnt I believe that the pl'Ogress of expel'imental science, the free intercourse bliz:<ard, 'cauee he thought he'd lost bis mine.
But wl1en be tipped the landslide np on one end
nf nation with nation, the unrestrieteu intJ.nx of
and Ill ere was the mine underneath just as he had
I'Ommodities from conn tries when they are cheap
left it. So he could work it right under Ius winDevoted to ·healing by means of nature's lliglier forces.
~nil the unr,wtricted afflux of ,labor toward counder '):'hat was pooty considerable too, eh 1" and !nckldlng the
tries where it is dear, will soon produce, nay, I he·
the peadwood man never winl<ed.
HEAL'l'H GUIDE,
lieve t):lat they a.re .b#ginning to produce, a great
''How "nblime I ~Iow crystalline I"
Revised and improved, together wltli brief treatises onand 1nost blessed sociaj. •·evolution -.Hacautay's
·• Bl!t 1 was going to say we never had sunset the Fine l'orces: Vital Magnetism. in answer to Dr. Brown
Speech at Edinburgh, 1852.
Seqnard on Nerve Force, and Chrumopathy, the new
since."
~cience of IJCaling by light antl color.
:MANY things which arc not punishable by law
~-So starlike," tn1nmured the girl.
lly Edwin D. Babbitt, D. ltl.,
are morally worse than many things that are pun"Yes, ID')Stly starlike. You see, the landslide
ishable. The man who treats a generous benefac- stands there to tbis day on end,and they don't dare Author of ·~Principles of Light and Color,"" Wonders o
Ligbt and Color." Price, cloth, $1. Sold at this otnce.
tor with gross ingratitude and iusolence deserves to tm·n it over for fear of filling in tlle town, so we
more severe reprehension than the ntan who aims don't get any sun after eleven in the morning."
b~
,... blow in a passion, or breaks a window in a frolic.
•· .A perennial twilight I So fearfully, awfully,
·-yet we hav punishment for assault, misclemeanor, terribly utter."
Aol<litionl Subtrnction, Dlul•
tiJolicat
on,
mul
Division.
l'tnd none for ingratitude. The rich man who re·
•• Yes,'' Jntn·mtnetl th~ Deadwood man," Its just
ftJs.es a mouthful of rice to sa.ve a feliow-creature about as utter as you get 'ern."
J.ro~pl~i~~~~j$fe0:.taie z~~
from death may be far worse than the starving
And ~lw s:lt and gazed upon him, wrapped in adWanted. Factory, Waterffury,
Conn. Address the Patentee,
wretch who snatches and devours the rice. Yet we miration, wllile he fell into a reverie, and wondered
punish the latter for theft and we do not punish at Brooklyn hospitality in not providing "sand
WM. HART1 Kirksvl1Je1 !1;!1,
the tormer for hard-hearted.ness.-.Macauia!{.
)Joxes" for strangers.-.Detroit Free Press.
l)e8n a:;:.ln·d l)y J121' if

P1·inters, artists, and those overtaxing tho

eyes Dnd an Immediate rellef.

f£

c~tn."

and Ear Balsam

for Failbag Sight, Impaired Hearing. Ol>h·

upLAIN

BUSTS OF R. G. INGERSOLL,
WE regret to inforxn onrfair correspondent, l\frs
By the celebrated sculptor Clark Mills.
l\IcRa1ferty of Stevenson street, t-hat after diligent
Cabinet stze, price $2.50. Neatly packed and boxed
se,trch we find uo clause in the Constitution of the ready for shipment. Every admirer of this groat Apostle
•)f Liberty should hav_at least one.
United Sttttes waking it a penal offense for :i\Irs.
PHOTOGRAPHS OF MR. INGERSOLL,
O'Hoo!ihan, whose back-yard is to windward of
By Barony, the celebrated artist of New York, at the fol·
l\[o·s. ll[eR's, to sift ashes while the l\lcRafferty
lowing prices:
linen 18 hung out to (\ry. It is just these inexcusa~Et'ii,i~~ ~r~'Jiesize . - _ - _ - _ - _ eellts
ble omission~ to protect the most sae.red Tights of
Llfe.slze Lithograph, 2Ix27
50
Postage paid.
onr }H'omine:ht l'itizens that are slowly but surely
bringing otlxmt the (lownfall of this alleged repub141 Eli>:fth r:tr~~~N~J''¥ork.

it

~ye

Worth $2.5.

j J'IELIEvE that religious duties con~ist in doiug
transcendent philosopher, t1 great reformer, a brilliant wit
·'What else can he raiB"d on it?" asked the little and
poet, and settinf forth what faults he had as a man.
justice loving mercv, and endPavoring to make
i'eporte:-. .._nliling on William Tecumseh in a genial
~>:Ir fellow-creatures happy -Paine's .Age of Reason ~OI't Of 'VH.)'".
~ta~ lt~~hti.,"~J~tl~tfl~.:'::1~~~roi~1~ ~~~~,:~~ie~~!~f~~ep~r:
traiture of a truly remarkable mtl.n, whether he is viewed
IT is not unusual to see men re:3t tl1eir opinions
H Whrtt P.lse? ,, rejoin eel the
generaL H Oh, any- as the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever
npon foundations t11at bav no more certainty nor thing can I)C raisell thc1·e. Why, I raised hell on ~fgiffeer~~~~i~~J 'a~~o~'l~~ea~~;~lss;~3 1 :~.~~~vhe{le b~t~~i~
~)idity tl!'ln tlte vropositions built on them ancl this very Sl.JOt JHyseH seventeen year-a ago 1 "-At- er-..tnce and liberty. It is the arsenal from which Liberals
wiU drawwes:pon~ to refute tbe slanders and lies of the
eu•i;raceu for tlwlr :o;ake. Snch fonndations are lanta Post-Appeal.
church about Voltaire. and Mr. Parton,!i reputation w111
fhe~e and the lil;c, \'iZ., th~ founders or leaders of
make it the authority In reganl to his :lite, his work, his
;ruy party are good 1nen. an4., 111erefore, their tenets
Too A. WFULLY UTT~.
death.
In two vols. Svo. P•·i.:,, $6; half calf. $11.
at·etrue; iti5<ihenpinion(..f a ~et.:t that is errone·
HWell," ssirl n DefiO.wood man who had just
.Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
ous therefore it ie- f<lhe; it lla! b long i)ut'n 1·ecorded hPPn intrnilllCt>d to :t Ri'nnklyn girl. nnd who bad
i:1. tiw world, therefore is is trne; or it ii3 new :1nd
~llerefore false. These aud ll1<l1IY the Eke, wllicl1

Til<' !!iltaker

Has for Jlfteen years proved the best remedial appllcntlon

"The Infidel Pulpit."

,;

ORIGIN OF LIFE;

C H R 0 N I C D IS EASE

Jlf"'

HEALTH MANUAL

C.MPUTATiml

ViNELAND, N.J.
A regula.rly eduef\tctl nnd ler,Rtly qualified phystcla.n,and the
ns h\a pr~ctice will proYe.

.noataucce~s:uJ,

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS~
EASES.
!-hH~rmatorrllea mHl In1potency,

r.3 tho;, re~ult or sclf-at.nao In youth, sexual excesses In maturer
\'1':\rs, or <'thor cnH~~s, nud p;odllcing Rome of tho following elfcct&:
':\" rt'!Oilfmf'cs,.Seminnl Emissio:~s(nigbt emiPsiocs bydreams).Dim-

FC:~e,0l v~i~~;~ Poe~~~\~:fy ~~F~~n~~~e~;t~~~:~~~::rid~~~~:s0o~

::.cx~ai

Power. &c .• rcnUering m"'r.-inge improper
thorvugi.!y c.nJ pcrm:me.ntly cured by nn

EXTER~AL

or

unhappy, are

APPLICATION,

which ts tlte odor's lnt st and greatest medical discovery ftncl
Which he h:'lS BO Jm· rr~&cribed for this baneful COm~lalnt in
ita

ah
1 9
1 4
0
0
~~~:~~i:i~~~:rtrfo 1~! ~b~ife~~d ~~ndt~i~g~h~ J b:~n ~~~l~e }~~~:!
1
9
~~~8~~:~,m~~lo~;\~:~if;~~~nf~~~~~~~~a~ ~dco~~cfo olith~~'b;;~;
tn~·e

able lo

cnro ol themsc\vct'.

th~ :;-~I!~Ll,~~~)ii~l~ fi£'~\~d G[i~~~i~i!~e~rf:~~~~t~~~~~
1

~~e; nd:\ (or Rui•ture) 1 P1les, and other pr;vn!<J disensea quickly

13

Mid.dle·Agc<l aml Oi<l Jl.Ien.

•- '-itet~~ar~~il~:~~i
l:!;;c~~'l~~~~ :t 1t !tfunt~d:::of.t;h/~('r~:P!:;i~~Jb~
smui·twg or
sensation, nnd a
0f thao
1

0

itti~ht

burnin-~

we:~.kcuin~

.;1~t~~~~~r~ S~~~;~~ist~~~;:~~i~~tc~~~~:?.~i~~c~t~~I!:r~t. ~; ~~~~~~;;·.~
1

!lmtdlJ•n.rlieL s (,J ::lbunliJ:l, l':i!l np";"!c:tr, or

t~l() col""~r

will be o .-..

;.i~ ~v~. 0!-11 1:~ ~ ~~ _c ~! n~:~: ~~~~;.~! ~h~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~n!c0n~)~~~~-~·~1(t.rr ;,; 7Jf~~ ~~~·i 1~~~
1
i~~~~~ flB)r . F~l ro~-~;n E';~ ·-~~le R~~LoiJYd'~~.lu~;t;:~1~~~C~I~~ J'~~ .::~~
l"llTe In n'l

fPlch C!1,'",'

t2f"Con~n!t:ltions

l·y

r. ·:d 1\ healthy resto!"ut:nn 0 I t ~1" 01 ;o ~w1 ...

l"~tl't·Irrc

nnrltnvited, Charger. r .:::...~:. .. bl~

and cc.rrespondence strictly couih.lcntial•

PRIVATE

COUNSELO~

S<>r.t tonnyr.t.ldr~ssecurelyse:tlnd lortt\""o1hrec-ccnt MhnnJM,
t.re9.liu!{ on Spermatorrhea or Fcmin_nl \Ve:ll:nf'ER, glvlng·its cause,
Pym,)tome, horribleeffecta1 nod cu1·e. Jollowed b•.• strong te~tlmonla~
lleni ed hy rm .umduvlt nato their Nenuinenes!l, Should be read
1

i?Il~!·Jt~. \~F:\~i.fi){\t; ~: vh.~~:~;!.i:Q k~~ :f!se~~"ii:
0

.aro end state In what t,e_per you fiD.W thia.

[Frmn tlte Huuse and HO'IIIIl, N. Y.]
Among the successful physicians who hav departed
may rank
Dr. Fellows, of Vineland, N. J. His principles are true,
hl system based upon sctentfic fact."
[Frmn the (Mo.) Ltberal.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sufficient to warrant
any one In reposing conJidence In h's skill and ability.
Those in need of hts ala should not ran to consult him at
once. Procra8tln1ttion fa the thief of time, and often coati
the life of a human hetmr."
lT'Jm the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we

BOOK~ BY M. B .\BCO<::K.
'Vhy D~>n't God Ktll t.he Devil? 2G cents.

SuJterOitition; the Religu~n ot"Relieve o ..

be J)atnned. 2!1 cents.
'I' he Ghos1 of St ..JolnlS. 25 cents.
The above books are having u big run. They are full of
fire, life,anrl solid facts; and are backed by hosts o! testl•
monlals from the most emtneut Freethinkers.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT •
141 Eighth Street,

Tbe

World's Sixteen Cruei:fted
Saviors;
OR, CHRIS'l'IANITY BEFORE CHRIST.
By KERSEY GRAVES,
Author of ''The Jllogrnphy of Satan" and "The Bible of
Bibles" (comprl•ing a descriEtion of twenty.seven biblerp,

~ft~i~~s0fft~~o~ :~~~~~~gdis~lo~:tr~~r~~~:~tiie6~I:F!og: aH

the doctrins, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of ita
Bacrcd mysteries, besides compri•lng the history of auteen oriental crucliled gods.
Price, $2. For sale by
D . .M. BENNE\TT.
SEND Tf)

MECHANISM,

ELMIN .A
FOR THEM.

TJthPr~7u!~~;s ~f~~/inrJt,~~c:, 2~~~~~s.cl~.:tJ~s cwi;:
0

15 cents. Studying the Bible. 75 cents. sr,ecimen
copies of the Physiologist, 10 cents. Stamps til adly ro·
celved. Addre1111
E. D. S L E =

4.0$!
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Mas. GARFIELD has placed the literary estate
·of the late P1esident in the bands of Col. A.
F. Rockwell, U. S; A.., who is charged, under
MR. GLADSTONE has had a regular body- her direction, with its care, preservation, and
guard of police of late. This is as much a disposition. Joseph Rudolph; the administratnovelty for an English Prime Minister as for an or, has appoin\ed Gen. D. G. Swaim his attorA.merican Pre~ident.
. ney and financial agent. Mrs. Garfield is over1
THE Maltese are protesting against having whelmed with letters begging for money from
the English language forced upon them. A. all p~:ts of the country an~ ~rom p~ople of all
petition against this, signed by 15,000 persons, conditwns and classes, It 1s tmpossi~le for ber
Iev~r to r:ply to them, as she recetves from
is to be sent to Queen Victoria.
, thirty to suty a day.
A LADY has placed the sum of £250 at the '
.
disposal of the committee of the Homes for j THI!: ?est Joke yet ! It t~rns out ~h~t the soWorking Girls in London, toward the founding ca.lled mdecent pa~sages m Voltaire s w~rks
of a home in the south of London to be called setzed by the Canadtan customs were quotatiOns
~- from eminent divines. So says the Toronto
Garfield House.
'
.
World, Nov. 11th. These passages Voltaire
GoLDWIN SMITH, who was r~JeCted_as an bon- . quoted to illustrate his argument. · The article
orary membe~ of St. Georges Soc-tet~ of To- ··on Gene8is was written by a learned friend of
ron to: has _wntten ~ let;er to . the somety ex- the Prince of wales, who will be surprised that
pres~t~g hts best wtshes for 1ts welfare! and this man of pure life and letters should be acwcloswg a check for $100 for the chantable I cused of indecency, while the llishop of Warfund.
burton, Dr. Marsay, and Dr. Middleton were
THE Star Routers hav all been discharged .. the writers of others of the indecent passages.
Their brainey attorney'was Robert G. Inger-: Deuteronomy and the Song of Solomon are
soli. The man who permitted the Grand Jury' sweetly chaste because orthodox, while Papa
to be discharged without indicting them was Cbiniquy's stnries of the confessional are nice
Attorney General Wayne MacVea.gh. Com- for little children, because they attack the
Catholics- Mayflower.
ments reserved.-Great West_.

, SCIENCE HALL, 141 8th St., ~ $
r
•
NEAR BROADWAY.
S ' 8 pe

of the church, "You 5eP," explains the deacon already quoted, '' we want to keep the matter as much outside as possible. We could call
plenty of our own members as witness~s, but
we don't want to hurt their feelings if it can be
avoided."

y

ear

Jltws of tltt Jllttlt.
EMPERoR WILLiAM is getting better;
BosToN had a $500,000 fire on the 28th ult.

YALE retains the champiomhip in the footTHE PSALM-SINGilfG ADMINISTRATON;
ball games of the season.
The blandly deceitful Heathen Chinee,
A CLEVELAND, Ohio, church, valued at abotit
With his tricks so dark, and his guileful
$75,000, was buret last week.
ways,
Was harmless as any child can be,
PAtrL DE CASSAGNAc, the French journalist,
Compared with the rule of fraudulent Hayes. fought his seventeenth duel last month. '
It turned up its nose at the thought of wine,

JEFFERIES BENEDICT. declines the appoint•
A.nd smacked its lips over weak lemonade,
ment to be Judge of the Court of A.ppeals.
But cheateu the people who came to dine,
A: GALE in London on the 27th injured forty
And picked their pockets before it prayed,
persons/and sunk fifty barges on the Thames.
The mask of piety covered it well,
JosEPH DroN won the $1,000 prize end diaBut under that chPap and tbin veneer
mond emblem at the recent championship bill~
The worms of corruption loved to dwell,
iard match.
And rioted there in the best of cheer.
it
THE director of the mint, in his annual reSuch tric)l:s it played, and such frauds
port, sug~ests the suspension of the coinage of
wrought,
the silver dollar.
·
That its memory sickens the nose of fame;
THE cashier of the Prince Edwards Island
And when in its guileful ways it was caught,
bank of St. Johns has absconded. His accounts
It declared that it never knew the game.
are $300,000 short.
Begot in dishonor, and born in crime,
A. GANG of two hundred railroad laborers
The impress of fraud on its brow it bore;
were arrested in Philadelphia on the 27th ult,,
And it tells its tale to all coming time,
THE dispersed orders of French monks are
THE despatch from Washington announcing
for violating the Sunday law.
Of rottenness reaching from skin to core.
beginning to show their despair of better times that tweh·e jurors had been drawn to try
JOSEPH TAYLoR, a colored printer who learned
THE
difference
between
the
American
and
])y selling o~ their e~pty establis~ment~. Guiteau added that thay were" all Christians."
the
German
idea
of
personal
honor
is very his trade under Lovejoy, the Abolitionist, died
Thus the Itah-t~ Barnabtte Monaste~ ,m Pans Meanwhile Guiteau stoutly declares, as heretoin Elgin, 111., on the 25th ult.
has b_e~n ~emohsh~d, and the Jesuits college fore, that be is not insane, except in the "legal mR-rked. A while ago the son of a respectable
German
banker
was
suspected
of
a
def>t)cation.
CHAMPION HaNLAN bas accepted a challenge
at PQltiers 1s advettised tor sale.
\sense "-that is, in the sense that the plea is
The old man did not try to screen his son from from. Boyd, tbe English oar~man, to row on the
Mn.. BRADLAUGH, !lddressing a meeting lately, Eimply a J.myer's tJick for profe~sional purthe consequences of his crime, but took the Tyne in next May for $1,000 to $5,000 a side.
said that the curse of the day, agrarian outrage poses. Now, if twelve Christians can convict
case into bis own hands in a somewhat novel
and mischief, had arisen from generations of, Guiteau they must be frauds. He says that
A MEETING commemorativ of the death of
way. He put a roll of bills on the table, then
mismanagement. At the same time, had he God told him to do the deed, just as he told
John
Brown of Ossawdttoinie was held in this
a loaded pistol, and calling bis son into the
been in the ~inistry lle should hav approved , Abraham to offer up Isaac. The didne comroom', said: "Sir, there is tbe filthy money city on the 2d, the anniversary of his execution.
of the arrest of Mr. Parnell, but he would not ; maud was to him unmistakable. He obeyed it.
with which to pay back what you hav stolen,
SoME of the farmers in Ireland still adhere
hav expressed jubi~ation·over it. ..
~f he dies ~t t~e hands of tw~lve _Cbris~i~ll and there is a loaded pistol. I hope you hav
to tbe policy of no rent, and when the rent
WHILE the congregation in a Welsh village Jurors ~e Will dte a martyr to hts fait~, w >tie sufiic:ient decency left to know and do your
agent comes around to collect silver, they giv
were recentlj assembling for divi,ne services, a the_y .~ill go back on theirs: _The gospel duty." That sounds terrible. However, it is him lead.
hu e ilog bounded through the buildilw and tra1n, however, probably will tgnore this re- good enough for the Old Worlrl, though it must
THE emperor of Japan has declared that in
toot possession of the pulpit, obstinately ;esist- i ligious hot box, but ~he. more thoughtful of the be· confessed, with wmetbing like nationnl
ing the efforts of the minister and several mem- l passengers are begmmug to fear the conse_ pride. that we hav made cotbiderable advance 1890 he will abdicate his absolut" power and
bers of the congregation to dislodge him. In ' que~ces, an_d may hasten to get off at the next on that old-f.tshionewand thread-bare theory• ~iv the country a parliament and a constitu•
tiona! government.
the end the minister had to cnntent himself' station.- Liberty.
If an American father should dare to intimate
with the reading-desk, leaving the dng in undisA. FIRE broke out in the shaft of a deep coal anything of the kind to his son the dee[Jly
THE fire commissioners of this city are placturbed pos,ession of the rostrum, in which he mine at Canton, Ill., and the miners made a insulted youth would take the pistol and shoot ing pumps in a fire boat on the North River
quietly remained while the service lasted.
·wild rush for the elevator, crowding the cage the old gentleman, pocket the money, and th~n which will throw 32,000 gallons of water per
and fighting for places. Five trips of the cage swear that the real defalter had remorselessly minute from the riv~r to Broadway.
THE excavations that hav bPen conducted
wouhl carry them all up, but it looked as though died by his own hand. A.nd that innocent
during Eome mouths past by the Greek ArcbreTHE National Temperance Society bas re•
the flames would quickly close the exit, and in young man would be mRde pre,ident of some
ological Society hav resulted in the discovery
solved to petition Cougress to so amend the
the fright and confusion all struggled to be first. of our charitable institutions and warden of the
of the theater of E,culupius. It is nearly as
Ccmtitution l•f the Uniteu States as to prohibit
Tom Lukey, the cool aud muscul.tr boss of thP church.
large as the theater at MegApolis, being estithe manufacture or import11tiou of svirituous
gang, drove them all aside, and then called out
mated to seat more than 30,000 people. Tbe
THE Washington Wo1·ld tells this 11bout Col. liquors.
the names of as many men as could be hoisted
material is Pentelic marble, and imAgination
Inge·soll: "Inger~oll is a man who Bobs up
Fou& murderers were hanged in the peaceout at once. In making the selections he chose
fancies that it can trace the hand of tbe sculp~ereuely in all circumslances. The other day
ful South on Fdclay, the 26th ult-one in
those whs had large and dependent families.
tor Polydytes. Muny remuins of statues, colthe pust office people fined a contractor forty
Cbarle~ton, S. C.; another in Man·in Court
When the cage came down aguin he filled it
thous,md dollars for failing to pPrform his trips
umns, etc., hav been brought to light.
I:lou~e, S. C., the third in J~arnett, Ga., and
with those who had fewer relativ~, and the nex1
according to scheJule requirements. The con- the fourth in l:toget·sville, Tenn.
"BROTHERS," said President Taylor, in his time with husbands who had ito chiluren. lt
tractor was highly inJignunt and sent Col. Inlast annual speech to the Mormon convention, was not until the fom·th lift thttt unmarried men
THE falling of two tenement houses in this
gersoll to remonstrate with the Postmaster" we don't ex:aLtiy know how the Temple fund were given a chance. The fifth carried some
General. Mr. James cannot talk as Tom city recently, by which twelve per.'ons lost their
almost
worthless
bummers
and
Lukey
himself,
stands. There i~ no need of keeping any acOchiltree, and so he sent for Elmer, the Seconu lives, has increased the activity of the ~tuthori
count. There is the building going up right with the fire scorching their clothes. When
Assist"nt. Elmer comes from Tioga county, ties, and many builuings heretofore supposed
before your eyes, and you can all see for your- praised for his act he carele~sly replied : "Oh,
New York, and for a country bRnker he is a to be safe hav been conuemned.
selvs. We will now sing the 337th hymn." that wasn't anything. lf I hadn't got those
great surprise. He is iwposing in appearanec,
TALMAGE says prayer has less effect upon the
Tbi3 was regarded· as rather cool, considering fellows out of the way I would hav been burned
polished in bis manner, a good judge of char weather than upon anything ebe, and recomthat the fund has already absorbed several mill- up, don't you see."
acter, and is very happy in conversation. There mends the firing of gum dudug protracted dry
ions, and charges of stealing in connection
THEdeacons of the Baptist church at Cham- were several preliminary passages between In- spells. There are a few big theological guns
with it hav been made.
paign, Ill., quietly requested the Hev. I. S. Ma- gersoll and Elmer, in which both· acquitted that might be " fired" with profit to the comTHE editor and proprietor of the No1•th Amer- han to resign the pastorate, and he diu so; but themselvs creditably. Then coming down to
munity.
.ican Review announces that the Rexiew willbe afterward he said publicly that he was the vic- business, Elmer said, ' Colonel, this fine will
THE prosecution in the Giteau trial has rested
hereafter published at 30 Lafayette place, and tim of church persecution. A. trial before a have to be paid. Recognizing your wellwill appear under its own imprint. He states church tribunal is therefore to be had. The known reverence for scriptural precedent and and the Jefense is in progress. The testimony
that he has found ·it impossible to conduct the charge is that he is bold, if not wicked, in his illustration, I will put the case thus : If Balaam is mainly relativ to the question of the prisoner's
publication in the spirit of the motto adopted attentions to women, "Though he i~n't hand- ha<l been engaged to perform a similar service sanity. Guiteau was -himself sworn as a witby its founders, making it a forum of inde· some," says one of the ueacons, "he is full of and han agreed to convey the mails on the back ness on the 28th nit. He reiterates the statependent thought, and extending, at his discre· palaver and tricks, He can help a lady over a of his donkey from Jericho to Jerusalem, and ment that the Lord prompted him to the retion, the hospitality of its pages to thinkers and muddy crossing with the grace of a city beau, had fulled, as your client has done, it woulu moval of the President, and he expects the
scholars of all creeds and and forms of belief, clasp her around the waist with the charming liav been the duty of the postmaster at J erusa• Lord will see him safe tbrough. Much of the
and at the same time to tnaintain relations with fervor of a Broadway policeman, and shake lem, providtd the law was the same as ours, to testimony thus far goes to show tbat be is of
a publishing house having extensiv school books hand3 with her in the most captivating man- hav deducted from Balaam's pay for the trips unsound mind. Guit~au's boisterous behavio:·
and other interests of its own to promote. This ner. Shaking bands is his forte. Mahan is which had not been performed,' 'Then, by and ge~eral contumacy h.-v led to a threat fro~.
change of imprint will involve no .alteraiion not pretty to look at, but he has winning ways," George!' cried lngetsoll, 'I think the jackass Judge Cox to gag him during the remainder of
whatever in the organization or servioe of the A. peculiarity of the trial will be that the testi- would hav been the smRrte~~t man in the the trial unless he discontinues his interrup•
tious,
mony will all be given by women not members three.' ' 1.
lleview.
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and in it large vessels can unload and load with constantly in view, but they are merely mountain
~- ~·rU II ~ttntr 6J1'0UUU f{t ~or U safety. A great deal of comme.rce exists here, and ranges of solid rock, with very little signs of verdure
many vessels are constantly bemg loaded and un- and no trees. It is this continuous range of mounloaded.
tain rock for one hundred miles after another while
The new part of the town has quite7 a fresh and. passing the countri~s o_f Daln~atia! Herzegovina,
GOOD-BYE TO VIENNA.
neat appearance. The streets are paved with blocks Montenegr_o, a~d Alban~a .. It IS piCture~q~e, !ln.d
Having passed three days in the capital of Aus- of stone from two to four feet long and twelve or ~ro!ll the h~stoncal assoCiat~ons connect~d With It It
tria, it was time for me to thinK: of making my way fifteen inches wide. They are cut in ridges to pre- 1s mt~restmg, but otherw1se not par!1cularly so.
further south over the Austrian Alps to the Adriatic vent horses' feet from slipping, and as they wear Occasw~al~y we pass a small. hu~ble vill~ge on the
Sea. At a little past six on the morning of the smooth are re-cut. The sidewalk and the streets mounta.m s1de, but the guery mvariably arises, ~bat
14th I was in a carriage and rolling along the way to are nearly on a level. There are no gutters, and the can the people find to hve upon on th!lt moq,_ntaJ~ of
the station in the southern part of the city. The sidewalks are about two inches higher than the ~ock? _I hope the country IS b~tter m the mter10r;
train left at seven o'clock. For an hour or two our str-eet. Heavy stone posts, three feet high, are If _not, It ~ust be a most stenle place for human
way led through suburban villages, sandy plains, and planted at the edge of th~ street, between it and the bemgs to 1Ive.
The sea bas not been very rough, though we have
pleasant country. This brought us to the Alps, and Sidewalk, to exclude vehicles from the sidewalk.
soon we began to rise the mountain at as steep a These are twelve or fifteen inches in diameter; had a brisk wind; but I must confess the motion has
grade as a railway Gan be made to run practically. mainly round, with a cap, while some are octagcmal, been sufficient to disturb my stomach, aug twice or
tbriceit seemed to make an effort to get inside out.
The ascent varies from one foot in a hundred to one and others fluted.
The Corso is the· widest, prettiest street, and is The Adriatic is far less rough than the Atlantic, but
in forty, and this is kept up for many miles by curving and twisting among the Alps in a spiral manner bountifully supplied with stores well filled with probably the condition of the stomach at the time
to rise higher and higher toward their summits. goods. Some of the other streets are also very nice. has much to do in causing sea-sickness. By keeping
The ascent made by the trains is said to be 2,788 The citizens are of several nationalities, a considera- the recumbent position, however, the sickness was
feet.
It is unquestionably one of the greatest hle portion being Italians, with many Austrians, slight.
I·made up my mind at first that no one was on
achievements in engineering skill in the world. Dalmatians, Armenians, Albanians, Hungarians,
We left the town of Gloggnitz near the level of the Servians, Montnegrins, Jews, and Greeks. Many board who could speak English, and I resigned myplain, and after bending and winding among the different costumes are worn, and many dialects self' to the gloomy fate of making the passa.ge withmountains for an hour we emergeil up among the spoken. Many English p~ople are said to be in bus- out being able to hold converse with any one, but I
hills, but a very few mil~ from the town we bad iness here, but I was not fortunate enough to find was much pleased ·to find my room-mate, a Mr.
left. We passed over many viaducts, arches, and them. I went into the market, held in· an open Thomas Lumsden, from Edinburgh-whom I find
steep places walled up, where we could look down square with a stone floor and no roof. Fruits are an interesting -.traveling companion-could speak
almost perpendicularly several hundred feet, the now abundant and cheap. The grapes are especially En!!lish. He is going to Greece en a business trip
tops of buildings and of fir-trees being hundreds of fine. Pears and peaches are also plentiful, and to- to sell some paper-making machinery, he being in an
feet beneath us. We passed through tunnel after matoes abundant. Nearly twenty women were sit- Edinburgh house engaged in the manufacture of
I have since become
tunnel, until the fifteenth, which is the Semmering, ting and making bouquets of the flowers of the that kind of merchandise.
and is three or four thousand feet in length. This country, many of which were new to me. They acquabted with a young man by the name of E;haw
is the "Semmering Pass," and is one of the grand- used white, perforated paper, made in the shape of from Boston, who, having finished his university
est railroad rides in the world. The route is neces- leaves, etc., for the outer part, and built up the bon- course, is spending a year in Europe. Having one
sarily very crooked, the line being much more cir- quet with great skilL Many were very large, meas- or two on board with whom one can converse serves
cumlocutive than the letter S. We bad to make uring two feet across, and were decideely beautiful. much to relieve the tedium of the passage. •.rbe
long rides to get a little way ahead, rising _constantly Gladly would I have sent some to the loved ones at other passengers are Germans, Greeks, Italians,
as we went. Far below us nestled little villages and home, could they have retained their freshness and Turks, etc. The fare on the boat is fair, and the
passage down the Adriatic is a pleasant one.
quiet homes, and a long way beneath us we could beauty.
look down and see people working in the narrow
The climate of Trieste is said so be very changelb.onday, 17th.-Our passage continues inuch the·
valleys and defiles, where a little land could be able, and subject to very sudden alternations from in- same, passing in near view of the coasts and islands
found level enough to grow something for man or tense beat to piercing cold, owing, it is said, to of Montenegro and Albania, through the straits of
beast.
two winds, opposite in character, and equally in- Otrando, and then to the island of Corfu, where W(>
Some of the mountain tops were snow-capped, but tolerable-the bot or oppressive Sirocco (Grreco-Le- arrived at 4 P.M. Here several of the passengers
not with perpetual snow. In a recent storm, when vanti) from the south coast, and the wld, cutting went on shore in yawls, there being no dock for the
it rained on the plains it had snowed upon the moun- Boro (Grreco) from the north coast The former is steamer to land at. I also went on shore to mail a
tains. In this portion the Alps are not so tall and said to have the effect of driving the fish into the letter and to see the town. Mr. Frank C. Clark, the
not so sharp-pointed and precipitous as in Switzer- harbor. The latter is described as so powerful that conductor of the Cook's party through Palestine
land, but still they are very rugged, and are piled up one may lean against it and be upheld. It is stated and Egypt, of whom I am to be a member, came on
by nature hundreds of feet above bundrecls of feet that it often blows people into the canal. I must board and introduced .llimself to me, and informed
until thousands are reached. In many places the say, however, that the weather here now-is extremely me that Mr. Bridges and the rest of the party were
bare rocks are very precipitous and look like huge lovely, and the breezes of the most gentle character. in Corfu awaiting the steamer. I found Mr. Bridges
monuments and tombstones high above us along our
A want of shade trees exists here, a small grove in very fair health, and we were glad to meet again
devious ascending course. The scenery is wild and of trees called the Boschetto being almost the only after a separation of six weeks.
grand in the extreme, and continues for a long time. ones to be seen. The city has the appearance of beMr. Lumsden, Mr. Shaw, and myself chartered a
After passing through the Semmering Tunnel we ing dry and heated in bot weather. In the market carriage, and for an hour rode around the town and
have reached the summit, and begin to gradually place is a public fountain, where the water runs out suburbs, seeing the gardens, the growth of olivedescend. The descent seems longer and more grad- in four moderate-sized streams to the four points of trees, orange-trees, fig-trees, etc., in full bearing,
ual than the ascent, and all along we pass little ham- the compass, and around the fountain were gathered with a multitude of century plants, or night-bloomlets, and now and then villages of considerable size, a score or more of women, waiting to fill their tubs ing cereus, some of which have been in blossom this
with churches and museums, and here the levelland 2nd other vessels; and while thus waiting they in- year. The scenery is decidedly unlike that in the
between the hills broadens out to a width of a mile dulge in chat and gossip to a not unlimited degree. more northern countries in which I have been soor more. It is a place of considerable resort, and
A few miles out from Trieste, on the shore of the journing, and it is not difficult to realize that we
probably no town among the Austrian Alps is more Adriatic, stands the beautiful palace of Miramar, are approaching the tropical regions. A ride of
noteil or more visited.
the lovely reside11_ce ·of the unfortunate Emperor less than half an hour along a roadway lined with
The Alpine country continues nearly all the way Maximilian, who lost his life in Mexico. It is said the rich growths named, and interspersed with humto Trieste, which nestles down in a crescent form to be a very pleasant place to visit, but I bad not ble dwellings, and now and then a much better resioutside the rocky hills beside the beautiful Adriatic. time to go out there.
dence· belonging to some more important personage,
We were fifteen hours on the rail between Vienna
At 2: ~0 p.M., on Saturday, the 15th, our steamer, brought us to Kamone, the old harbor where the
and Trieste, aniving at the latter place at ten o'clock the Ceres, left the docks of Trieste and began her Phcenician city is supposed to have stood. The
at night. The trains, however, in this country, do course in a southeast direction down the beautiful small islet of Pondikonnissi (Rat Island), about a
not run extremely rapid. I stopped at the Delorme Adriatic. I was aboard in time, and as we departed furlong from the shore, now occupied by a monHotel, because they claim there to speak English, from this gem of the sea fondly watched its reced- astery, in the fable of the locality is the Phcenician
but it is to a very limited-degree. They understood ing shores and the hills which surround the city. ship converted by Neptune into stone-the ship
me well enough, however, that I would at once go The day is lovely, and the ride up to late in the which brought Ulysses. At the mouth of the brook
to bed, eating and drinking nothing, and doing no evening is most charming. I sit on deck, writing at the neighboring village, Kressida, is pointed out
sight-seeing till morning.
to you, and looking back toward Trieste· as we preEs the very place where Ulysses was cast ashore when
As soon as breakfast was despatched the following toward the southeast. The goddess Ceres was not shipwrecked, and where he met with the Princess
morning, I started out to see the town. .
.
noted as a fast goddess, and in like manner the Nausicaa. East of us lies the land of Ephirus, not
Trieste, the Tergeste of the Romans, IS the chief steamer Ceres, on which we have taken passage, is a little noted in ancient history.
town of the Austrian Littorale, or coast land of not a fast steamer, at least she baA no disposition to
Corfu. contains twenty-five thousand inhabitants,
lllyria and the most flourishing and important sea- be fast. She is one of the eighty or ninety steamers and is the capital of the island of the same name,
port of the Austrian dominions. It is at the north- in the Austrian Lloyd lines which traverse the also of the other six islands constituting the Ionian
east point of the Adriatic Sea, and at the bottom of Adriatic, the Meuiterranean, the Danube, and the Islands-Cephalonia, Zante, Santa Maura, Ithaca,
the gulf named after the town. It is said to ?we its Black Sea. I am informed the captains are laid Cerigo, and Paxo-of which it is one of the princi-.
prosperity to the Emperor Cbarl_es VI., who Ill 1719 under orders not to make over nine knots an hour. pal.
It bas changed proprietors several times; it
made it a free port, and to Mana Theresa, who fos- The company is under obligations to deliver the originally belonged to ancient Greece, then became
tered it with her patronage: Its population at that mail within a certain number of days, and faster the property of Venice, and later it belonged to
time was about 4,000, but it bas gradually increased than- this they du not care to run, as it requires England, and, thanks to her, the island is well
·to 100,000. It bas completely supplanted Venice, double the coal to run thirteen or f~mrteen miles an supplied with roads. It now belongs to Greece
and may be said to have engrossed the entire trade hour than nine, and the number of passengers carried again. Next to Athens, Corfu is one of the most
of the Adriatic. The valu~ of its imports amounts does not justify extra effort or expense. We have important towns in the country, as well as the pretto nearly $50,000,000, and its exports to somewhere about twenty first-cabin passengers on board, with tiest. One need not be at a loss to know that Greeks
about two-thirds that amount.
several of the second-class.
·
abide here by observing the signs over the stores
The old town is principally located upon the hill
Sunday, 16th.-We made to-day steady progress and shops, which are in modern Greek.
some little distance back from the water, and bas a at the rate of nine knots an hour down the Adnatic,
On a horn of land which runs a little way out into
very old cathedral and castle. , The. tower of the keeping in sight of land on our left the eastern the sea, and near the Esplanade, is a formidablechurch is said to stand on the very pomt where once shores of the Adriatic, but out of sight of land looking fortification, or fortress, with massive walls,
·stood a temple of Jupiter. The new town, consist- entirely on our right, or the western shore, whic4 iH which look as though they might withstand a £uriing of broad streets and hand.some white houses, Italy. The water of the Adriatic is b1uer than the ous cannonading. The Esplanade is an extensive
occupies the level space near the harbor. Part of Atlantic-so deep and blue indeed as to look almost open space, partly sunounded by arcades, from
its streets and quays are founded on ground gained inky and black. The skies, however, are beautiful- which diverge the road leading to the chief harbor
from the sea, or from a salt marsh. A broad canal of a soft, mellow blue peculiar to this latitude. The and the street skirting the sea and leading to
runs up from the harbor for a thousand or two feet, inlands and the main land on our left are almost Castrades, a suburb to the. south. On the north
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side of the Esplanade stands the gray palace forBirds, beasts of prey, and wilder men appear,
' extant it is thought that, like many other Gre.ek cit•
merly occupied by the British Lord High CommisAnd gathering storms aroun.d convulse the closing yea,r.
ies; it was partially rebuilt during the prospenty and
sioner. On the west, reaching as far.as the fortresR
tranquility of the Augustan age.
Ambrasia,'s gulf behold.._ where once was lost
lies the greater portion of the towm, among th~
On the shore of the bay below is a small mode_rn
A world for woman, lovely, harmless thing,
crowded houses- of which rit<es the tower of "the
village where a ferry-boat crosses the channel five
yondPr
rippling_
bay
their
naval
host,
In
Spiliotissa (Greek cathedral), and the church of the
miles in width to Ithaca. The.. broad but sheltered
Did ma,ny a Roman chief and Asian kingHagios Bpiriclon, the patron saint of the island. To doubtful conflict certain slaughter bring;
- harbor of Sarr os, and its position on the strait which
The Esp!anade is traversed by a carrige-road,
Look where the second Cresar's trophies rose;
affords the most di1·ect communication between th('j
flankeii With trees, at the end of which is a monuNow, like the hands that reared them, withering,
Adriatic and the Gulf of Corinth points it out as a fai'
Jmperial anarchs, doubling human woes,
ment commemorating the gallant defense of Corfu
more eligible site for the capital of the island than
God,
was
thy
globe
ordained
for
such
to
win
and
lose?
by the Venetian general, Count Von der Schulenthat of the modern town of Argostoli.
burg, in 1716.
After passing Santa Maura we sailed down the
On the shores of this island are ~aid to occur pheWe returned to the hotel and partook of dinner channel between the Island of ;Ithaca on the: east and nomena which seem to reverse the order of nature.
about 5:30, and I must confess, as I had eaten noth- Cepbalonia on the west, affording us an excellent Streams of fresh water usually flow into sea; but
ing all iiay, an~ th~ew up ~hat I ate the day before, opportunity to view the rocky hills of both famous here salt water flows from the sea into the island and
I partook of th1s dmner with a special relish. Here islands. Thus says Bowen: " Perhaps there is no settl&s into the cavernous vaults below. . The deI was als_? _introduced to the company with whom I spot in the world where the influence of classical scending streams and rivulets of the ocean brine
am to VISit Athens, Constantinople, Palestine, and asRociations is so lively or so pure as in the island, of flow with such rapidity that an enterprising EnglishEgypt, whose names and residenceR are 1lS follows: Ithaca. The little rock retired into obscurity imme- man many years ago erected a mill upon one of the
Mrs. Moots, of Bay Oity, Mich.; Miss Brayman of diately after the age of its great mythological war- pnncipal of these reversed streams, and has since
Grant county, Wis ; Miss Rose, of Cleveland, 'o.; rior and of his lJOet, and so it has remained for nigh run it successfully. The flow is said to be constant
the Rev. Mr. Getz, of Warren, Pa.; Master Fred 3,000 years. Unlike many other places of ancient unless the mouths or avenues by which the water enWetmore, of the same place; Mons. Lefebre, Paris, fame, it is indebted for no part of its interest to ters become obstructed by collections of seaweed.
:France; Mr. Bridges and myself making the number more recent distinctions or to the rival associations It is said, moreover that this inflowing of the water
of modern history; so much as the name of Ithaca of the ocean is not an unusual phenomenon in other
-up to eight.
The Rev. Mr. Getz and the first two ladies named scarcely occurs in the page of any writer of histori- parts of Greece. In the land-locked valleys and ba,are very pious, and I am not sure that they are ex- cal ages, unless with reference to poetical celebrity. sins of its mountains lakes and rivers often find for
,,traordinarily well pleased at having an Infidel in the Indeed in A. n. 1504 it Wall nearly, if not quite, un- themselves subterranean passages through the cavi.. company, though they received me with sufficient inhabited, having been depopulated by the incur- ties of the rocks, and even pursue their unseen course
,-grace. A Mr. Lawson, of Dublin, wife and daugh- sions of Corsairs, and during the fury of the wars a considerable distance before they :1-gain make their
·:ter, joined our party here for the present, and talk waged between the Turks and the Christians, and appearance in the upper world. Greece has every
,some of accompanying us through Palestine. 'l'he record is still extant of privileges offered by the appearance of sometime, perhaps hundreds of t)wu.Mr. Clark who is our conductor is a -young man about Venetian government to the settlers from the n~igh sands of years ago, having been thrown up by in·
o.twenty-five years of age and a native of Roches- boring islands, and from the mainland. of Greece, ternal commotions d the earth into the present
•;ter, N. H., so it will be seen we ,are largely an by whom it was re-peopled. Here, therefore, all ranges of rocky mountains. The rocks are doubtless
..American company. The others save myself have our recollectwns are concentrated round the heroic far more igneous than aqueous .
·l~en through Italy and came across -that Adriatic age; every hill and rock, every fountain' and olive
As a compensation, in the course of the ocean's
grove, breathes Homer and the Odyssey; and we are water on the island of Cephalonia it is stated as a
~frGI;lll .Brindisi.
A-t-six o'clock we came down to the water's edge transplanted by a sudden leap over a hundred gen- fact that i stream of fresh water from the island
: and took yawls for the Ceres, but owing to the quan- erations to the most brilliant period of Greek chiv- rises in the sea some half a mile from the shore, and
~tity of.:freight that had to be taken off, and the slow alry and song."
with such force that when the sea is quiet and the.
Pope translates Homer thus:
•way they have of doing it, it was eleven o'clock bewater low this fresh current of water riRes a foot or
fore the .wheel was started. We took on here a
more above the t<urface of the ocean. This singular
"Horrid with cliffs, our meager land allows
i:large add~tion to our numbers-nearly twenty cabin
Thin herbage for the mountain-goat to browse,
phenomenon probably accounts for the fact that no
But neither mead nor plain supplies to feed
; passengers ,and thirty or forty of a very motley
rivers or streams flow from the island into the sea.
The sprightly courser or indulge his speed;
.:conglomeration of Greeks, Albanians, a~d Turks, who
The two classes of phenomena, of water running
To st"a-surrounded realms the gods assign
··-occupy the forward deck, and who have their beds
from the sea into the island, and of fresh water being
Small tract of fertile lawn, the least to mine."
, and blankets with them. They are a ~ixed crowd
forced from the island into the sea, seem not a little
.:and seem to have great difficulty, judging by their
Again:
paradoxical, but the b11st authority exists that both
,;~ncessant clamor, in determining where they shall
"Low lies our isle, yet blPssed with fruitful storesj
take place.
, make their beds.
Strong are the sons. though rocky are ber shores,
Another remarkable phenomenon on this island
·
· f ·
·
And none, ah, none so lovely to my sight,
Xuesclay, 18 th.-The mormng came Ill atr agam,
Of all the lands that heaven o'erspreads with light.;• and not far from the landing in the harbor of Ceph: and found us steaming steadily along. In early
.
alonia, the facts concerning which I obtained from
, morn we passed the island of Santa Maura, near the' The rocky appearance of the Island bears out all an intelligent gentleman who had information upon
t head .of .which stands Mount Actium, near which that Homer said of its ruggedness, and the wonder the subject, is worthy of notice.
A flat stone, or
. Augustus won his great victory over Anthony, and is, judging by what could be s~en from th~ steamer, one with a flat fmrface, about twenty feet square, or
. which materially helped to place him on the throne how anY: people could eve; be 1ndu~ed _to hve there. rather two stones, coming together, edge to edge,
. of the Cresars. Near this is the" Sweet Harbor" of It is qmte probable that m Homers t1me there was seem to be moved by a pulsation of the earth, and
, the anci~nts. ,Far above it, and on a peaked rock more rain and dew in Greece and on th_e island ~f open and shut eight or ten times per minute, the
i in the gloomy gorge of the riv.!)r Acheron, which Ithaca than now? and that _more ~egetatwn mad~ 1t opening being to the extent of half an inch or more.
1 flows into Pqrt Phaniri, may be descried the walls green and p1easmg.
The Island IS s~ven~een m1~es This opening and shutting is said to be kept up with. of the far~famed castle of Suli. We soon came to in length, and not more than four m Width at Its out interruption, day after day, month after month,
:the mouth of the Ambrasian Gulf; where are the widest plac~. There is said not to bP. on_e h~ndred and year after year, and for how long I am unable
. ruins of Nicopolis, .the. city of victory, built by feet of contmuous level land on the entue Isl~nd, to say. The statement borders upon the incredible,
. Augustus to <\ele~rate his vi~tory. Byron, in his though in the ravine'! ~here the streams eml?ty"mto but from the confidence I have in the gentleman who
, Childe Harold, .has immortalized ~his. locality. He the sea there are _fertile growths of the ohve, the imparted the information to me, I am induced to
has these lines:
· · ·
vine, and the beautiful arbutus.
give it to you just as it was given to me.
1
While passing this locality a fellow-passenger
, Land .of Albania, whtl~eiska.nder rose!
It is said the whole population of the island does
Theme of ~he young and beacon of the wi~e,
not exceed ten thousand, but they are extremely la- pointed out to the e11stward the mountains of ThesboriouR, cultivating with patent industry the light saly on the mainland; whether we really saw Thes. And he h~s nnmesake, whose oft~ba:ffled foes,
· Shrunk from his deeds of chivalrous emprize;
and scanty soil of their island; and maintain in~ at saly I am unable to say, but am pretty sure we
i. Land .of Albania,! let 1~e bend mine eyes'
·
the same time a considerable part of the coastmg failed to obtain a good view of .Mount Olympus,
On thee, .t.ho.\l ,ragged nurse of savage me[\!
' trade of Greece, as well as the general carrying where Jupiter and all the gods resided and held
'i ['he.cross descends, thy lliinar.ets arise, .
.
·colmnerce of the Mediterranean and the Euxine. It carnival some three thousand years ago. I will not
· And the pale cresqentsp!Lrkles ~n ~he glen, . :
f
d f
·:·Through many a.c,y:Press g~ove w1thm each-city s ken.
is stated that every family possessses a ew roo so likely obtain a view of Mount Olympus, and will b~
land of its own, as well as a share in one or more of compelled to t:-tke the Grecian heaven as. a matter
'! Childe Harold salled., anll I?fl<S~Ild the, barren sppt,
the large and excellent ships which belong to their of faith in a manner similar to that in which
When s.ad Penelope o'erlooked the wave, · ·
part and are continually built and fit~ed out there. I am required to accept the belief of the Chris•
...,And onward wj.eweG! .tho J;ll()Unt not yet' forgot,
If
it be remembered· that Ulysses, w1th the whole tian heaven. Both are so intangible and uncertain
·- The lover's refuge, a.11d tl;le Le,sbian's grave;
•forces of the neigboring islands of Cephalonia and that we are obliged to accept the statements of those
:! Dark Sappho ! co'uld no.t ,verse :iznmortal save,
Zacynthus, only mu~tered tw~l_ve ~alleys a~ his who know no more about tt.em than we do.
That brPast imbued w5th such immortal lire.?
r."Could she not live wb.o l,ife,eter11al gave?'
·contingent to the 'l'roJan exped1~10n, 1t can eas1ly be
Some ten miles below the Island of Uephalonia is
lf life eternal may await ~l;le lyre,
realized that Ithaca has not detenorated very greatly. the island of Zante, the Zacynthus of Homer, and
That only heaven to which earth's ,children may aspire.
On the other hand, the island of Cephalonia has from whose principal town, Zante, come the larger
the appearance of being rather more inviting as a share of Zante currants, so well known all over the
· 'Twas a Grecian autumn's gentle 11v:e
residence, there being partially level places whe;e world. It has a checkered political history, like all
Childe Harold ht\iled Leucadia's cape afar;
i A spot he longed to see, nor cured to leave;
there is some soil and places large enough _f?r vil- the neighboring islands, which I will not attempt to
Oft did he mark the scenes of vanished war,
lages. There are said to have 1;>een four Cities. of trace. The antiquities of the former ages are said to
· Actium, Lepanto, fatal1'rafalgar;
the island in ancient times, promment among whwh be obliterated by modern improvements of an infe· Mark them unmoved, fot· he would not delight
was Samos, which Homer often mentio~ed in his rior character. A natural phe'nomenon on this
(-(Born beneath some remote inglorious star),
song. It is nevertheless a rugged, rocky 1sland, and island, however, is worthy of note, and that is the
. In themes of bloody fray, or gnllant fight,
i ·.But loathed the bravo's trade and laughed at martial wig~t. not possessed of the soft beauty _accorded to Uorf.u pitch wells which were so well known to the anand Zante. The highest summit of the ~ocks Is cients. During the co~tant changes of men and
~-But when he saw•the evening star above
4 500 feet in higlt, and here are the rums of a states, eternal ·nature invariably asserts her suprem.
, Leucadia's far-projecting rock of woe,
t~mple to Jupiter. The island is a ~ittle over thirty acy. _Twenty-three hundred years agv Herodotus
;' And hailed the last resort offruitless love
miles
in length and of unequal wtdth. C:urrants, wrote as follows: "In Zacyn thus I mys~lf have seen
: He felt, or deemed he felt, no common glow;
grapes, and olive oil are about the only artwles .ex- pitch l'lpringing up continually out of a pool of water.
;. .A.nd as the statl"ly vessel gilded sl?w,
1 Beneath the shadow of that ancient mount,
Now, there are several pools in this place; the lay.
ported.
·-:He watched the billows' melancholy flow.
The city of Samos, as remark~d, wa~ ?ften m~n ers being seventy feet in circumference and two fathAnd sunk albeit in thought.as he was wont,
tioned by Homer, and is said to st!l~ exh~b1t exten~1ve oms in depth. Into this the people let down a pole
:More placid seemed his eye and smooth his pallid front.
and interesting ruins; and excavatwns m the neigh- with a branch of myrtle fastened at its end; and so
borhood have produced various specimens of ancient they bring up the pitch. It bas a bituminous
:Morn dawns, and with it stern Albania's hills,
ornaments, vases, fragments of stat_ues, etc., as '!Veil smell, but in all other respects is better than the
Dark Snli's rocks and Pindu's inland peak,
R•1bed half in mist, bedewed with snowy rills,
as coins of a very ancient date. Llvy; a~so ment1_ons pitch of Pieria. They pour it in a trench dug near
Arrayed in many a dun and purple streak,
it and tells us it stood a four months s1ege agamst the pool, and wnen they have collected a considera..
Arise, and as the clouds along them break,
the Romans, 189 B. c. It had fallen in ;uins in Str_a- ble quantity they remove it from the trench into jars.
Disclo•e the dwelling of the mountaineer;
bo's time, but from some vestiges of brtck-work still Whatever falls into the pool passes underground an~
J:!;ire roams t4e wolf, the e11$le whets his beak,
\
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is again seen in the sea, which is a distance of four us to. the famous town of Athens, once the mistress great Arva:1 family which emigrated from Central
furlongs." This pitch is undoubtedly a grade of pe- of the world. Onr entry into tbe town was not ,of Asia thou~anrls of yenrs ago.
troleum, and its exit<tence here Rffords an additional the happiest de~>cription. The misernble pair of
The oldest settlements in Greece were made in
proof that this region is either of a volcanic charac- horses hauling the carringe in which I rode, when Sicyon more than two thousand yearil before the
ter, or that it was at one period of the earth's history arriving at the street which leads to their stable, Christian era, even before Abraham iR supposed to
subjPct to great internal commotions and upheavals. seems determined to turn in there, regarrllPSS of OUI' have lived. The fir~t ki~g was called JEgialeus, and
It is also said that on another part of tho island wisher;~ to reach the Grand Hotel D' Angleterre with twenty.five others are said "to have r;~urceederl him, who
there is a smaller cave on the sea!'bore, from tte aR little delay as possible. The driver remonstrated spent a consirlerahle share of their time in fighting
sides ·of which drips an unctuc.us oily mattPr, run- with his rebellious team in the most vigorous man· their neighbors, for tl1ey had neigl1bors at that early
ning into the water, giving it the name of Tallow ner, first by l!pplying the lash, and that failing, d~ty. After tl1e last of these kings bad passed
Well, or Grease ~prin.q. Zante bas been subject to jumped down and applied the butt of his whip over off the stage the state passcrl into the hands of
severe earthquakes, and their recurrence comes about the heads, ears, ribs, etc.,.of his poor team, as though the priests of Apollo, for the Egyptians who came
once in every twenty years. On Dec. 29, 1820, a he had not much mercy for them. This was a nov- here brought their'gods with them and enthroned
very severe shock took place, shattering the walls of elty at first, and we rather enjoyed it, but it took them in this rocky country, and Apollo was one of
the most ptominent building, thowing down neal'ly but a short time to become monotonous and uninter- them, though his name was changed from Ra and He.
a hundred houses, badly damagh1g a thousand others esting, and but a short time more for the feeling to lios, which were his 90gnomens in the land of the Nile.
and killing forty people. Twenty years later another change to disgust. To such a pitch did this feeling
Greece is but a small country, containing with all
F~hock took place by which eight persons lost their soon arise that we alighted from the carriage and its rocks less than twenty thousand Fquare miles, or
seated ourselves in another, which I am pleased to about one-third the area of the state of New York;
lives.
A few words abcut the currant crop of this island announce soon landed us at our hotel. I think, but, small as it was, it con~tituted several kin-gdoms
may not be out of place. The current bush or vine however, that the angry driver succeeded in his per- which warred upon eauh other with protracted viru.
requires careful pruning and dressing during the ~uasive manner in convincing his hungry steeds that lence and deadly hate. That was an age when war
winter and spring. The vintage is a very interesting tb!'y had better deflr their visit to the stable till a was the fashion, and it was followed as closely as
and important period to the inhabitants; and the more favorable opportunity, for be was soon around fashions are followerl now. The kingdom of Argos
rich proprietors then take up their abode in their at the hotel claiming his fee for bringing us from was fouuded 1856 n. c,, its first king being Inachus
country villas to tluperintend the cultivation of the Pirmus; but, if I am correctly informed, be did not the son of Oceanus and Zethys. Like most of the
crop upon which they principally depend. Every succeed in collecting it. I feel morally certain that histor_y of that ar•e of the world the story of Greece is
·
d ·IS care f u 11y protec t e d b y an arme d wa t ch - old Jupiter
himself would not wish to ride after so blended with
· "'fable and mythology that it is diffivmeyar
.
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man, or w om a guar - ouse IS cons rue e o m.
cult to tell just how much should he believed. A
terlaced branches of trees, covered with leaves or Americans, one of whom has his expenses paid list of nineteen kings is said to have succeeded this
thatch, and sometimes elevated on poles. When the around the world, and who expects his horses to go first king of Argos, the third of whose name was
crop has matured, it is gathered and spread out for when they are told to, and not to act in that disrep- Apis, s11pposed to have some connectiun with A 11is thar
some t wen t y d ays t o d ry on 1eve l p l aces prepare d utablemanner.
bull, which for centmies was worshiped as a god
in
for the purpose. A great deal depends upon careful
Yes, here we are on classic ground at last; the Egypt. The tenth king, Dana us, was said to be a
drying. A shower of rain will diminish by one-half land of Homer, Hesiod, Thales, Pythagoras, Lycur- usurper who fled from Egypt after having vainly conthe value of the crop, and a second wetting ruins ·it gus, Solon, Bias, Xenophanes, Aristides, Antisthenes, spired there against his brother Se1w~tris, and landed
altogether. Dried by the sun and air the fruit Socrates, Platot Democritus, Protagorul'l, Diogenes, in Greece in 1474 n. c. From him, it is claimed, deis transported to the city and stored in safe places Pericles, Demosthenes, Sophocles, ThucydidPI'l, Prax- scP.nded by the mother's side Perseus, the son of Jucalled seraglie, whence it iF~ shipped for exporta- iteles, Phidias, Zeno, Epicurus, Aristotle, Herodo- piter and Dame, who, having ~Jccidentally killed his
twn, largely to England. The exports of curra::1ts tus, Xenophon, JEschylus, and lots of those worthy grandfather Acrisius, withdrew from Argos and
of the Grecian Isles, important among which is old philosophers, sages, teachers, poets, historians, fonnded the kiJJgdom of Mycenm, where Eurystheus,
Zante, is said to amount to $12,000,000 per annum. and statesmen. Here is the ground where old Jove Atreus, Agamemnon, Oreates, and Tisamenu~, .or
By this it can be seen that the currant busineos is a used to reign, in more than regal splendor, where be PenthiluE~. The history of the first and of the twelve
very important one, as the export duty is one of the used to indulge in those naughty capers of his in get- labors of Hercules will be remembered by many. It
principal revenues of the Greek nation.
ting children on the sly outside of the family and is hardly to be doubted that Hercules was a borCytheria, the last of the Ionian Isles, was often thereby setting a bad example to the one-horse Jew- rowed deity, as such a god was earlier believed in in
mentioned by Homer. It was here that Venus halted ish deity who attempted to run a little worthless Asia as weU as in Egypt. The Jewish Samson was
when she rose from the sea. It was to this loving seven-by-nine country at the eastern end of the Med- only a crude copy of him. Grecian legends have it
goddess what Delos was to Latona, and was believed iterranean sea, but made a total failure of it, and who that Hercules never came tot h e t b rone, but that his
to be her favorite abode. She had a temple here, of perhaps would never have thought of taking a pretty descendants recovered it about 1140 B. c. The last
which some ruins are said still to remain, as well as young damsel to his bosom if amorous Jove and a king, Diomedes, distinguished himself at the siege
few other sly and roguish gods had not set him the of T roy.
other antiquities.
The length of the island is twenty miles, and the naughty examp 1e.
This district of Athens was originally called Atgreatest width something more than half that dis- - But this letter is long enough. I will make it my tica, and is supposed to have been founded 'by
·
tance. In historical times it was generally a d epend- business in my next to give you some further account C ecraps, an E gyptian,
about 1556, t b oug11 t h e 1egency of Sparta, and its inhabitants were classed with of this city and this country, and possibly confide to end runs that be married the daughter of Actmus,
the Parireci, and to them waR yearly sent a magis- you a few of my impressions touching the same.
who was the king of the country before him, and
Th e fi I am getting a good long distance from you-about succee d e d to the t h rone b y rig
· h t o f h"IS WI"fe. I tIS
·
.
trate to presirle over their courts of Justice.
possession of the island was hel"d to be of the first ve thousand miles-and wonder if you think of me related that he brought with him fr·•m Egypt-a large
importance in the days of timid navigation, and as often as I do of you. Hoping that you do, I will colony of Saitf', a people who lived near one of the
would be still had it good harbors to aff.ord security say good-bye for a few days.
D. M. B.
mouths of the Nile, who probably helped billl: to
to sea-worn vessels. In the middle ages it was
conquer the country. He seems to have been an orcalled "The Lantern of the Archipelago." HerodA Few Days in Athens.
ganizer, for he divided the country into di8tricts
otus wrote that Demaratus advised Xerxes to occupy
ATHENS, GREECE, Oct. 23, 1881.
with a chief town in each, and established laws and
it with a fleet during the Persian war, quoting the
DEARLY BELOVED: I have seen Greece; I have rules for the government of the people. One of the
opiuion of the Laceclonian sage, Cbilon, who had stood on the Acropolis; I have seen the Parthenon; commendable institutions which be introduced was
declared it would be of great benefit to Sparta. if I have stood in the temple of Jupiter Olympus; I marriage, which previous to that time had been unthis island were sunk in the sea. These apprehen- have visited the Amphitheater of BaGchus; I have sat known to the people, who bad hitherto used the
sions were realized during the Peloponesian war, in the front seats reserved for the priests of the va- women in common. He is also said to have inauguwhen Cytberia was conquered by the Atheniansjrious gods; I have seen the temple of Minerva; I rated the worship of Jupiter, he also being an imunder Nicias; and the Spartans were greatly an- have visited the tower erected to the gods of the portation from Egypt. He taught the art of naviganoyed by the hostile garrison so near their coast. winds; I have entered the· temple of Theseus; I tion and founded the court of Areopagus, which
The island was surrendered to its former owners at have stood in the prison where Socrates drank his Solon afterward improved. A line of sixteen suethe peace of 421 n. c. Since that time its fortunes dose of hemlock and lay down and died like a hero; cessors followed this good king, one of whom was
have been as varied as those of the other Ionian I have visited the place where Plato had his acad- Theseus, the son of JEgeus, famous for his many
isles.
_
emy and taught his pupils; I have seen where Epi- heroic achievements, and for uniting the proIt was in the night when we passed the shores of curus had his garden and taught the grandest phi- vincial towns into a more compact confederacy, prac.
Arcadia, and later when we rounded the southern losophy the world has heard; I have looked over the tically introducing a democratic form of government.
peniusula of Sparta, so famous in the ancient place where Zeno iustructed the Stoics; I have vis- :Sut notwithstanding this the people were ungrateful,
wars of Greece, the home of Lycurgus, Solon, and ited the very spot from when:-:e Edipns was taken by and were more favorable to Menesthens, who drove
other sages and law-makers, and which for a long the clouds up into heaven after he had killed his Theseus from the throne to retire to Sycros, where
tiple was the antagonist or competitor of Athens. daddy; I have stood on the bema where Demosthe- he was killed by stratagem. l\Ienestheus reigned
When daylight appeared the steamer had turned her nes poured fourth his eloquence to his fellow-citizens till the siege of Troy, when he was slain. The last
prow toward the north and we were making our and roused them to deeds of valor; I have climbed king of Attica. was Codrufl, and be voluntarily sacriway toward the proudest city of ancient Greece. upon Mars Hill and stood in the identical spot where ficed himself in 1068 n. c. to rescue his country from
Before 10 o'clock we had cast anchor in the harbor Paul stood when he addressed the men of Athens the inroads of the Dorians, and with him the royal
of Pirreus, the port of Athens, and has been since and told them they were too tmperstitious; I have title was extinguished.
Themistocles administered the affairs of Athens, and visited the palace of King George, and now I don't
After the kings come the archons, or chid magiswho fortified the town and projected a wall to also know but I ought to die and go over to the major- trates, of whom thirteen were hereditary and for
reach to Athens. Pirmus contains 30,000 inhabit- ity. I wish, however, bPfore I die to see Constanti- life, and taken from the family of Codrus. This inants, and is said to be increasing in manufatures nople, Palestine, Jerusalem, and the pyramids of novation did not arise so much from a dislike to
and business. The only railroad in Greece is five Egypt. I have a]s:) jotted down upon my programme royalty as from a respect to the last monarch, who
miles long, running from Pirmus to Athens. We, several other things and places beyond the Nile; so sacrificed his life for the good of his country. The
however, did not patronize the railroad, but Mr. I will try to live just as long as I can, and in the government of the archons for life continued till
Clark provided carriages in which we rode to the mean time tell you something about Athens and 752 n. c., when the office was made decenial, and uncapital of Greece, over a level .Plain .. A p_art of the Greece. .
der this change seven successive archons held office,
way looks barren, and a yart 1s prohfic with grape.
I am qmte sure, you ·all understand that Greece was reaching down to 682. After this their authority
vines, olive-trees, and occasional fig-treee.
The settled a good many years ago, and that it is a matter was further reduced to the term of one year, and
country is extremely dry, a shower this week being of some dispute who the first settlers were; some in. was divided among nine persons at a time, one of
the first for six months or more. The soil being a sisting that they were the wild Pelasgians, some a whom was chosen as chief. ·when Draco was seheavy clay of lime soil it grinds into dust and gives people called Hellenes, others that they were men leptcd as chief archon he established a code of laws
a. limy appearance to every thing. The hills all from Egypt, while others again insist that they were so severe that they could not be practical and operaaround are naked rocks; the valleys are dried np so Phrenicians. I am of the opinion that they are all tive; and the state of anarchy which supervened was
that scarcely anything remains alive; the only green partly right, and that all the peoples named helped removed by the wise councils of Solon, one of the
things to be seen are the olive-trees, fig-trees, accacia, to settle Greece and brought with them what they seven wise men of Greece, who was chosen chief arand pepper-trees, with grape-vines, century-plants, knew of art and civilization, their notions of gods chon, and from his wise measures the Romans are
pa.ctuses, eto. A ride of less than an hour brought and religion, and that they were e.ll );~ranches o!_ the saiq ~ have subsequently co;pied largely.
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Bretia, afterward called Thebes, was founded in port~ons of Greece, and, as claimed by Caranus, an the Persian was only too glad to decamp. The sub1455 13; c. ?f Cadmus, ":ho brought the a1J~habet Argive, a descendant of Hercules, in 813 B.c. It is in sequent simultaneous battle at P_latrea, a~d the naval
from I bre:1JCJa, and he d1d much toward hullding th~ northern portion of Greece; and possibly from engagement at Mycale, were qmte suffiCient to satup the literatnre of his adopted, country. He also this Jact made slower progress in civilization than isfy the Persians and to induce them to leave for
introduced navigation and trade, and taught the nse the other states. It remained almost unnoticed for their own homes.
.
of brass. He had several successors, the last of whom five hundred years till the time of Philip and his
The Greeks were of course exultant, and at once
was Xanthns, who died in 1126 B c. The state then be. son Alexander, who became the maAter of the world, conceived the idea of following up their victories by
came a common wealth. The lkel.i;;.us had bitter wars and with whose career you are doubtless familiar.
carrying the war into Asia. Their pretext was to
with the Thracians, by whom they were expelled
Of the petty stateR of E!is, 1Etolia, L,ocris, Doris, free their brotherA in Asia from the Persian power.
from the country to take refuge in Tbessaly at Arne. and Archis little need be said. One of the kings of A long contest ensued, which lasted for thirty years,
Arcadia is said to have received its name from Elis was Augeus, the owner of the Augean stables, nt which time, after the complete defeat of the
Areas, one of the numerous sons of Jupiter his so thoroughly G}.eaued by that wonderful stable- Persians ·in a naval engagement near Cyprus, conmo!her being Calista. 'fhe Arcadians had legends cleaner, Hercules. Another was Epesus, who was ducted by Cimon on the part of the Greeks, ArtaxwhiCh told of a succession of twenty-five kings, of present at the siege of Troy and the construction of erxes I. of the Persians was forced to sign a treaty
whom the eleventh, Agapenor, was at the siege of the famous wooden horse which contained the sol- acknowledging the independence of the Asiatic
'!'roy. Among the last three kings were Aristocra- diers who caused the overthrow of the city. A third Greeks. This bas been justly declared the proudeEtt
tes .I. and H., who were stoned to death hy their was Iphetus, the restorer of the Olympic games. Of period of Athenian power and glory. Herodotus
subJe~ts, the first for ravishing a virgin in the tern- 1Etolia one of the kings was <Eneus, wbos.e daughter, wrote in these wcrds: "I will say that liberty pror!e of. Diana, the sec?nd for ingloriously betraying Deja1)ira, was married to Hercules. Tydeus, a son ceeded from Athens. Many will murmur, but I will
h1s alhes, the Messemaus. The regal dynasty closed of <Eneus, was a great hero, and his son, Diomedes, \lay it, for it is true."
.
.
in 668 B. c.
distinguished himself in the Trojan war. The little
But no sooner.was pe.ace made With the foreign
It is supposed that the state of Thessaly received state of Locris also sent a hero to the same wari hi11 fo~ ~han c.ontentwn. agam broke 0.ut at hom~. dThee
its name from Thessalus, the father of Grrecus, after name was Ajax. But the state derives quite as great spuit of l'Ivalry which for centunes had existe b w.h?m all. Greece wa.s n~med. 'l'he country was first honor from Amphictyon, one of its braves, who, at .tween Athen.s and Sparta broke out anew. Athens
divided mto four d1stncts, and afterward into ten Thermopylre, established the well-known Amphicty- ?Y her superiOr n_aval ~trength.v.as enabled to_.h_old
Deuc:tliou was king for a time, and during his reign onic Council-a confederacy between twelve nations Ill a. sort of subJugatJO~ the Islands a"?d mautime
it is said a flood occurred, which has been called the to assemble once in six months to consult upon each portiOns of .Greece, whJC?, however, y:elded but a
deluge of Deucalion. Many have supposed it must other's affairs and settle all disputes pertaini110' to forced obedience, and tins state of thing~ enabled
have been identical with that said to have occurred Greece at large. The Dorians were distinguished Spar~a to. ass~me th~ role of g_eneral defe_nder of
in Noah's time, but as that is unquestionably fabu- for their migratory disposition and their conquestR GreCian liberties agamst Atheman ,aggresRIOn and
lous, the deluge of Deocalion is supposed to have by which they created almot't a revolution of races: tyranny. A war of twenty-sev~n years followed,
· t o t we 1ve sma11 repu bl.Ics, Wl"th wbicr
was called the Polopones1an
. was a·lVI·a ed m
been a irruption of the Et1xine Sea, perhaps caused A ch 1a
.
T .
f war.
Ath It ·ended
403
by some subterranean commotion, which caused the democratic constitutions 1 and the twelve division~; With the capt~re and bumt Iallon
ens m .
Euxine, for the first t1"me, to run "own 1"nto the l\tred- mutually united by a l eague based upon. perfect B c., after whwh the pe~ple of Greece found thmr
''
J.
rt
d
t 1b
fit
new masters more exact!DO' than the old ones, and
iter~anenn. lE~on was king in 1280 n. c.,his brother equa 1 Y an n:u ua ene ·
new burtbens were laid upon them. The political
PelLas, who succeeded him, being the one who sent
~he formatiOn a~d development of Greece as.a humiliation to Athens, of course, was galling, but
the rightful heir, Jason,-to Colchis in search of the natiOn took pl~ce. m what a~e called the HeroiC her loss was absolutely a gain to .her, for instead of
Golden Fleece, which was probably done to open Ages. The pnnc1pal ey~nts m those ages are as pursuing wars of conquest and subjugation she apwith tha~ country a trade in flax, its staple produc- follo":s: 1. The expeditiO!l of the Argonauts to plied herself to the study of literature and philos~ion ..Thts is the story of the Argonautic expedition, Colchu; about t~e year ~2lo n.c; 2 .. The war of the phy, and in this direction her distinguished sons exm whiCh the fl?wer of all Greece ~as engaged. The Confederate princes agamst Theb~s m.1.225 B.C.; 3. celled all the other nations .that have existed in the
next ruler _of fhessa~y !Vas A~h1lles, who .took the The capture. of Theb~s by the Ep1gom. m 1215 B.C.; world. Setting aside all the great victories won by
most promment part lU the TroJan war; whiCh, how-" 4. The TrOJan war m 1194 B_.c. _This last great Greece in the centuries of her military glory, to now
ever, :was brou~ht to a ~uccessful termination by the event was f?llowed by a st?rmy perwd,_ t~e re~ult of take a glance at the small territory comprising the
sa~~mty and WisdoJ:?- or a ~reater ge~eral, Ulysses, the. many ~I.sorders and differences. ex1stmg m the country one is overwhelmed with wonf"!.er how a
a kmg of a petty Island 111 the loman Sea. The rulmg families of the country, particularly the Pe- country of such limited dimension'! could have promost noted wa.,r of Th~ssalY: was with Phocis, ~nd it lops. Still m?re violent commotions .arose, induce? duced such a great number of extraordinary and
was pursued on each side With bloody a~d pers1st~nt by the rude tl"!.bes of the north, espeCially t~e Don- talented philosophers and sages, whose thought ~nd
hatred. _The war arose from the Phocwus havmg ans and 1Etohans, who, led by the descenaants of conclusions have influenced tle world to an astomshplowed 'certain lands consecrated to the Delphic Hercules, strove for the possession of. the Polopo- ing degree and must continue to influence it for
god, for which a fi~e was imposed upon them by the n~sus. The whole of Greece was convulsed by these centuries to c~me.
court of _the AmphiCtyons, but the payment was .re- disturbances, and ~he result was th!lt Argos, Spart~,
The career of Philip of Macedon has been alluded
fused, and a long, bloody war was the result, whiCh 1\fessenes, and Connth were occupied by the Don- to His first great effort was to obtain the aclmowlwas not terminated till the ~ime of ~hilip of Mace- ans, :while Elis wen~ into the possession of the ed.gmeut of his state from the Hellenic League.
don, who finally de_feated tne Phoc10ns and ended_ 1Etol!ans: The D~nans also forced se:'eral of the He next became the deliverer of Thessaly and made
the prolonged confliCt.
.
.
.
C!"reek tnb~s to e~lgrate and take forCib~e po?ses- it a province of his own kingd?m· He nex.t took
The small state. of Cormth IS cla1med t? have swn of varwus po~nts on the coast of J\sia Mn10r, advantage of the war waged agamst the PhoCions to
been founded by Stsyphus, the son of 1Eolus, m 15l4 where they estabhtihed successful colomes. They enter Greece reduce the Phocions, defeat the AthenB.c., a, line of eight kings succeeding, when the went out as soldiers, sword in hand, conquering new ians and Th~beans which in the face of his aggresporians drove them out, and Aletes became. kic.g ~omes for themselves, often taking wiv~s by force sions had united to' oppose him. By this result the
In 1089 ~.c. He ~as succeeded by eleven prmces, ~rom those they.couquered, a;nd.at other t1~es secur- independence of Greece was ended. The Spart~ns,
after whiCh a magistrate called Prytane was elected. mg them by fnendly negotiatiOn. The Islands of very unusual for them, kept aloof at the very trme
Iu 657 B.C. Cypeselui! wrested the sovereign power the 1Egean and the Mediterranean seas we.re also when the best interests of Greece required their aid.
from the ruling· magistrate. Ris son Periander sue- seized upon, and the whole face of Greece VIrtually Philip well understood the advantage to be gained
ceeded, and his nephew P>~ammetichus after, who changed. 'l'he system of governmen~ was equal~y by their indifference. After the battle of Chreronre
reigned till 584: n.c., whe~ the Corinthi~us threw off ~odified. From the sy~te~ of hered.Itary c_lansh1p he was selected as general of the Gree~s by t~e
the royal yoke and established a republic.
different forms of repubhcamsm came mto existence, Amphictyonic Council to wage the war With Persia,
Sparta was originally called Lacona, and was each state or locality holding the form preferred by and in this he was only too well pleased. While he
founded by J..elex in 1516 n.c. Myles, the third I itself, but uniting into one body or force for pur- was preparing for this campaign, however, his life
king, changed the name to Spart'l,'after his daughter poses of aggression and common defense. Athens was cut short by the band of an assassin-an officer
Sparte, and Lacedremon, after Sparte's husband, who and Sparta aspired to superior positio~s in the con- of his own guards-who stabbed him to death in .the
was the last who succeeded Myles. The seveuth federacy, and between them a long senes of conten- midst of the festivities in celebration of the nuptials
s~ccessor to Lacedre~ou was Hippocoon, who, with ~ions took place and con.tinued until they were ~~ld of his daughter.
.
his ten sons, were killed by the athlete Ilerculel'l, m abeyance by the Persian war. The causes w .1~ch
The entire efforts of h1s son and Stlccessor, Alexupon which Zyndarus, his brother, was raised to the produced that war m~y be brie_fiy stated: ~h.e van.Ity ander the Great, were directed to obtaining victories
throne, anrl his daughter Helen it was who gave of the queens of Persia, who wished the mm1strat10~ over the Per1~ians. How he won the battles of
rise to the 'l'rojan war. After several succeeding of Grecian women as slaves; .the revolt of the As1- Granicus and Issus, in Asia Minor; how he entered
kings, Aristodemus, was succeeded by hi~ t~in a~ic Greeks against the Persia~ power, the same Syria and Pal~stine; how he dive~ged in~o -Egypt
sons, Eurystheus and Proclos, and from their time aided and abetted by the Athemans, who. alao to.ok and conquered Itj how he returned wto Asia, pa~sed
the government took a permanent form- a bipar- part in setting fire to Sardes, together W:Ith the m- the Euphrates and Tigris, and defeated the Persians
tite succession, which continued for several gen- trigues of the Athenian refugees, ~artiCularly of at Arbela. how he went to Hycrania and the .Caserations. The history of Sparta for several cen- Ilippias in the Persian eourt. Darms Hystas~es, pian Sea; 'thence to Parthia, Bactria, and Sogdiana,
tnries is continuous with war and bloodshed. The the .Persian monarch, sent around to all the G~eCian and defeated the Scythians; how he crossed the InSpartans were truly a belligerent people, and had a states a requisition to acknowled_ge the authority of dus into India and gained a victory over. Porus, the
great many conflicts with thei~ neighbors, p~rti~n- Persia. 'fhis was complied .with? e~cept on .the king of the co~ntr;v; how he started on h1s return to
larly the Aryans and the Atbemans. DomestiC d1s- part of Athens and Sparta, wluuh d1sdamed to yteld Greece after s1ghiDg for more worlds to conquer;
cords also weakened them not a little, and theRe obedience to the imperious demand. 'What followed and hdw he drank himself to death at Babylon, or
were cause~ mos.t frequen~ly hy the qn~rrels be~ ween is well known. An ~~:mY. of. one hundred thousand, was poisoned, as th~ ?ase may be-are all too well
the two ruhng kmgs. This state of thmgs contmued -or, as some authont1es l!lSist, three hundred thou- known to need repetitiOn here.
till the time ~f ~yc~rgus, wl.wn ~he government was sand-:-was sent from !?e:sia to, i~vade Greece and
The generals of Alexander assumed c?mmand a.fremodeled. rh1s Wise lawgiVer mtroduced a sen~te teach ns people submissiOn. ~his proud army was ter his death, but they soon became mvolve.d m
with thirty merubers endowed with supreme power met at Marathon by an Athemau army of ten th?u- quarrels which allowed Greece to resume her ~n.de
in all civil matters, and all that was left to the kings saud, and the Persian army was defeated. Dan us pendence; but Rome bad then ?ecome a rii:lmg
wa.s ~he title a~~ honors,. with the ~~nagement of raved with fury, and vowed vengeanc~ upo~ ~he power, and about 147 B.c., at the t1me of the_ down' rehgwus and m1htary affaus. He d1 v1ded the lands Greeks. Death, however, prevente~ h1s. cany1.ng fall of CarthagP, Macedon and Greece were s<~.bdued
equally among the people, and wrested from them out his threats; but his son Xerxes mhented ahke by the Romans.
so far as possible everything that tended to luxury. the crown and hatred of his father, and h~ per~onally
LTo BE coNTINUED.}
His objeot was to make the people good citizens in headed a still mightier army fo: the mvas10n of
peace and brave and hardy so~rliers in war. He pro- Gr·eece. The opposition he met w1th at Therm,opylre
WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
~ibited the circulation of all money save that ·of from a meager band of three h~ndred Spartans gave three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
Iron, and no trade was allowed. '!'he mecha-nical him a pretty clear comprehensiOn of what stuff the Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
arts were exercised only by slaves. The country Grecian army was composed of. Next follow.cd t~e are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
was thus couverted into a military commonwealth, glorious naval victory gained by the Athemans lll around them-which can be procured from picturethe 1·esult of which was afttr this the Spartans be- the Bay of Salamis, which utterly _destroyed the frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
oame brave and unconquerable in exoes~ of auy Persian fleet, while all that the Pers~ans were able to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
QQuntry of its size and poplll~tion.
to aacomplisn in return w4s the burowg of A then~, by mail at the following prices; D. M. Bennett anq
l\:Iaoellgll wa1 fgUDded a' a Jaw ilate tha~ othe1· whiGh ~lle iu.~ab~t!l.Qt§ bNJd 3b!IJIUi9l!tHl. After thtlll B. G. lngeri!Qll, 90 G~~ti tllloh; 'l'b9m3ll Paine, $1.
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exorcised demons, for that was the main object of short gobpel is attributed is the same Mark mentioned in Acts·
the apostles. It is said in more than one book of the as t.he companion of Paul and Barnabas (not of' Peter, as it
gospels that Jesus came upon earth expressly to appears), nor the same as mentioned by Petet· (1 Peter xiii) ashis son. Mark was one of the commonest Roman names; and
chase away devils.
·
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
That was an old prerogativ of the people of God. it is believed that the idea of the identity of the three Marks.
AN EXTENSIV EXAMIN'ATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOC- There were exorcisers in JerURalem who CUl~ed those was a-fancy of Papias onl¥. Mark it, there is very little value·
TRINS.
possessed by the devil by placing under their noses or reliability to be attached to the gospel of Ma1·k.
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
a little of the plant called Barath and murmuring a
707. Luke makes no pretense of being an eye-witness of'
few words from the Canticles of Solomon. Jesus what he wrote. In his preface he simply claims to set forth
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.]
him!lelf avowed that the Jews had that power. that which he had heard from other som·ces. How much
CHAPTER XIV.
Nothing was easier for them than to make a shilling weight s.)lch evideuce would have in a court of justice the reader
BOW THE FIRST CHRISTIANS CONDUCTED TBEMSELVS or two by expelling the devil from the body of some
UNDER THE ROlii.ANS, .AND HOW THEY FORGED THE rascal.
A Jew or Galilean, afte1;, a little while, can decide for himself. What Luke tells us he admits to be
VERSES ATTRIBUTED TO THE SIBYLS.
found it easy enough to chase ten devils by the day, mere rumor, and can have little value, even if he wrote it;
but when it is borne in mind that no one kuew that the narraPeople of good sense ask how that tissue of fables for a guinea. The devils did not dare to take poswhich so plainly ontrages common sense, and the session of the governor of a province, or -a senator, tive existed till near the. close of the second century, its value
blasphemous tales which impute so much that is or even a centurion; onlv those who were needy and still lessens immeasurably-it becm:pes worth nothing at all.
Irenreus is the first one to mention the third gospel and to
horrible to God, could find any credit. They would had no power were ever possessed by devils.*
inde~d hav cause for astonishment if the £rst ChrisIf the devil should hav seized_ any one, Pilate was claim that it was written by Luke. He happens to be very
tian believers had persuaded the court of the em- the man, but he dared not touch him. For a long poor authority and unworthy of credence. Luke, like Matperor and the Roman Senate to believe them instead time the priests were compelled to exorcise the com- thew and Mark, will have to be set aside.
of a coarse populace no less contemptible than them- mon people i_n England. But as soon as the Chris708. There is scarcely the slightest grounds for believing
selva. This is true, as the Emperor Julien said, in his tian sect was established by long custom, such stuff that the fourth gospel was written by the apostle John, and of
discourse to the followers of Christ:
as exorcising, etc., ceased to be necessary except in this close Bible critics and scholars are becoming more and
"It was sufficient at first for the Christians to con- the countries which were ruled by the pope, and in more convinced. One of the strong proofs argued to support
vert a few servants and s few beggars, as Corneillus those which were unfortunately under the control of the theory that John did not write that gospel is that, accordand Sergius. They may regard me as the most bishops and monks.
ing to three previous gospel writers, several important incidents
unprincipled impostor if they can find among
The effect of this has been to destroy the primitiv
occurred of which John is claimed to be an eye-witness, which
those who embraced the Christian religion under simplicity and customs of the Christians, instead of
Tiberius and Claudius a single man of good birth making governments better, as has been thought. he does not mention nor allude to; among them may be
or merit."*
The baptizing of nude women by men; the dreadful named the transfiguration, the raising of JtHius's daught<Jr, the
The fit·st Christian reasoners preached on the cor- baptism of the dead, exorcisings, inspirations, and agony in Gethsemane, etc. Now as the fourth gospel makes
ners and in the towns to the pagans, who excelled diabolism, debauching suppers-all these are oi.Jso- mention of many things of le:os wnsequenee than ths foregoing
-things, too, of which John was not au eye-witness, it is only
them in debate. They said: Be not frightened at lete and only the sect remains.
our mysteries.
Yon can ha v recourse to penitence
The Christians gained the reputation of being a fair to conclude that had he been present when the above
in order to purge yourselvs of crime. We hav a petty sect during the whole of the first century. events took -place he surely would have given his testimony in
form of repentance that is very wholesome indeed. They were let alone, being regarded as a sect of reference to them ; but he is silent lis to things he is said to
Your oracles are not as effectiv as ours, and in order Jews, who were tolerated. The Pharisees, Sadducees, have seen, and relates with particularity the things he did not
to convince you that our sect is the only. good one, Therapeuts, and Essenians were not persecuted, so see, we must conclude that John did not write the fourth
we will show you that your own prophets hav taught then it is all the more reasonable to say that the gospel, or, if he did, that be is a very unreliable witress. Ann
you all that we are teachiug and all that our master Christians were not disturbed in their obscurity. as observed with regard to the three gospels, where it is found
Jesus Christ has done. Hav you not heard of the They were so insignificant that neither Flavius that the fourth gospel had no existence till the year 180 or
sibyls?
"Yes," answered the pagan disputants; Josephus, Philo, nor Plutarch deigned to speak of thereabouts, we not only are forced to the conclusion that John
"all the sibyls were inspired by .Jupiter himself; them, and if Tacitus mentioned them it was to con- did not write it, but that the claim he did is only a falsehood ;
their predictions are true."
found them with the Jews and to remark upon their
that it is unknown who did write it, and, like its predecessors,
"Very well," reply the Galileans, "we can show contemptible condition. They had, then, a great
is unworthy of credence and cannot stand as the authoritative
you the sibyline verses whieh clearly announce that opportunity for extending their sect. We hear of
inspired word of God. Much more could be said of the very
Jesus Christ will come and render good unto ye them a little under Domitian. A few were punished
men."
under Trajan. After this they mingle and mix in marked differences between the fourth gospel and the other
At the same time they undertook to forge Greek an undistinguishable mass the few truths about their three, but probably what bas been said is sufficient to convince
the candid reader that if the three first gospels are true and
verses worse than any which hav yet been composed martyrs with a thousand falsehoods.
reliable the fourth must be untrue and unreliable. They could
-verses similar to those of Grub street, manufac[To BE CONTINUED.]
not have all been inspired from the same source.
tured by Blackmore and Gibson. They attribute
*The same spirit was shown in later Ages whPn old and un709. I ~annot think that Matthew was truthful when in
these to the sibylP, and for four hundred years they
protPcted women were accused of w~lcbcraft by younger people twelve instances he attempted to 1 · th t
· t
h ·
did not cease trying to establish Christianity upon rn
order to hav them put out. of their way. No man of power,
. c mm a anmen prop emes
that proof, which was of equal importance to the no woman who was young ami pretty, and was desired as a -referred to ~esus as the Messtah who was to come. The condeceivers and the deceived.
The first step being wife or Eervant, was ever aecused of witchcraft, only the old use- nection between what are called the prophecies ano.l what are
made, we find those pueril lies accepted upon the less and helpless women. [Note by translator.]
called the fulfillments bear insufficient relation to each other to
testimony of sibyls. Even the acrostic verses which
admit of one being a prediction of the other. The first about
make up the name of Jesus Christ are religiously
a virgin conceiving and bringing forth a son, as given in Isaiah
What I Don't Belien.
believed to be divine.
vii, 14-16, certainly had no reference to Jesus or anybody of
PAHT
II.-NO.
61.
Lactantius has preserved for us a number of these
his
time. The language was not a prophecy at all, and referred
704. The gospel of .Matthew was hardly written by one perrhapsodies, and calls them authentic.
To these
only to affairs then existing between King Ahaz and his people.
fables, the sibyls added miracles, which they per- son; its abruptness· of transitions, the fragmentary style of its
forffied publicly. It is true that they nev.er resus- narrati>e, frequent double narrativPs of the same event, as the The matter of the Tirgin and child (the wo~d "virgin " there
citated the dead, as Elijah. They never made the miraculous feeding of the five tbomand, the entire absence of means a young woman) was a sign given Ahaz for his sole bensun stand still, as Joshua. They never crossed the details as to the mode and object of the freq ueLt journeys in- efit, and had no reference to affairs that should take place
Red Sea with dry feet, as Moses. They never caused dicated, all point to the only reasonable conclusion that the eleven hundred years later. The solution of the langqage
themselvs to be transported, as Jesus did, to the top story is a compilation, and not a connected narrative written called a prophecy is found in the language recorded a little later
of a little mountain in Galilee, where one could over- by a single person. I do not telieve that Matthew wrote it, or on: "I took unto me faithful witnesses to rtcord Uriah, the
priest, and Zechariah, the son of Jebrechia. And I went in
look the whole earth. But they cured fever when it that it was originally written by any one person.
unto the prophetess, and she conceived and bare a son." This
was on the decline, and the itch when the patient
705. It has been conjectured" by some persons that the
makes the matter of a virgin conceiving quite plain, and that
had been bathed, bled, purged, and rubbed. They
writers of the gospels of Mark and Luke had, when they wrote,
the words referred to what took place between the prophet and
of Matthew before them. If this was so they cer* It is slttJ,nge that the Emperor Julien called Sergiua a good- the gospel
·
the prophetese, and not what wtts to occur seven hundred years
for-nothing beggar. lt must be because he had read the tainly could not have regarded him as an eye-witness or very
afterward between Jehovah and a young Jewish maiden. The
gospels with little attention. or became it had escaped his accurate authority, as they hesitate not to abbreviate, retrench,
memory that moment, as is usual with those who charge and change his statements, omitting some incidents altogether. following, stiJI further on, only confirms it: "Behold, I and
their mmus with weighty affairs, and yet wish to take up the Be:oides this the introduction to Luke's gospel must be regarded the children whom the Lord .hath given me are for signs and
burden of a conlro>ersy. He deceived himself, and the Acts of
,
for wonders in Israel." When Isaiah sHid expressly to the
the apostles, whi<:h he reftttecl, also evidently deceived him. as fatal to the hypothesis of the authors of any of the gospels king, "Before the child shall know to refuse the evil and choose
Sergms was neither a bpgg11r, as Ju:ian says, nor proconsul, nor then in existence ha1. ing been either disciples or eye-witne~ses.
the good the land thou abborrest shall be forsaken of both
govf'lnor (,f Cyprus, as the Acts say.
It must be clear from what Luke saiu at the outset that alThe;e was only one proc:onsnl lll Syria, upon whom the though many stories or gospels had been previously written, her kings," it is clear enough that the lnnguage referred only
island of Cyprus dependtd, and he was the praetor of Cyprus.
to the king and what pertained to him, ami that Matthew was
But the praetor was always a man of considerable impor- none of them had any apparent or recognized authority. Be- wholly mistaken in imagining that it bore allusion to the patertance
.
sides thie, the writer uf the first gospel seems not to have been
PerhHps the Emperor Julien spoke of another Sergius whom acquainted with any portion of Christ's ministry except that nity of Jesus. It is quite possible that the desire to make this
the Acts of the Apostles had so nnnec:e-;sarily supposed to be a portion of it wbich transpired in Galilee. It cannot be safe to appear a prophecy of Jesus was what prompted Matthew to get
proconsul or pradur. The Acts are mere rhapsodies full of
up the story of Joseph's dream and the feat performed by the
contradictiom, as all that which the Jews anu Galileans hav attach much importance to it.
Holy Ghost. His imagination must have been very active.
706. The second gospel, like the first, bears no author's
wrilleu.
710. The second prophecy noticed by Matthew as referring
They ~ay ihat Paul2ud Barnabas found at Pap!ios a Je\\ish name, nor does it lay the slightest claim to inspiration. Some
magici3n uarncd B;tr-J esus who wished to hinder Sergius the of the early Fathers, as Irenreus and Papias, without any to Jesus and his time is from Micah 2, and is made by Matthew
praetor from making himself a Christian; this i8 in chapter
xiii. Aftetwards they S>iY that Bar-Jesus called himself knowledge -.upon the subject, assignPd it to Mark, and ever to rtfer to Jesus being born in Bethlehem of Judea. The
Eh nias, and that Paul atJd Bam a bas ren~ered him blind for since the chm ch has followed tbPir lead and continued to call it language of Micah referred to a military chieftain who should
several days, llnu that miracle cansedthe praetor to become a .Mark's gospel. There is undoubtedly insufficient 1mthority for deliver the Jews from the Assyrians. It had not the slightest
Christian. They know well enough the value of such a tale. this; but even if it was not so it mHtters little, for Papias ex- refe1ence to Je~us. Matthew was again at fault.
We h~tv only to read the discourse held between Paul and Ser711. The third case involves another dream on the part of
pressly says that Mark was neither a hearer nor follower, but
gius to see that Sergius was unable to comprehend anything.
The chapter m•Js by sayir.g that Paul and B~trnabas were claims that he compiled his gospel from information received Jo:;eph when he was warned to flee into Egypt that the life of
chased from the island of Cyprus. Why did Sergiu~, who was from Peter, whose companion and interpreter be was. This is the young child need not be taken-that the prophecy "Out of
master, allow him to be chased from the islanu, since he had sufficient to convince any one that Mark was not an eye-wit- Egypt have I called my son," is an unfortunate and unskillful
embracPd the Christian religion'( Why did Sergim, who was
the plincipal dignitary in the island, permit Christianity to suf- nPss, evm if he wrote the sixteen chapters bearing his name, effotton the part of Matthew. The language calleda prophecy
fer sueh a blow r Sergius was no fool. Why did he let his and consequently have little value j but when it proved that was not a prophEcy, but a retrospect with reference to the
fellow-r~ligionists suffer?
even those sixteen chapters were not known to have an exist- former residence of the Israelites in Egypt and the calling·of
t'll 1 d d
f
·
Are not all suc:h " tales of the tub" palpable absurdities?
Observe, above all, th~t Jesus, in the Acts and in all the dis- ence 1 a mn re years a ter .Mark was placed in his grave, his sou Jacob from that country. Matthew was again at
',
courses of Baul, is never reg<trded otherwise than as a mf<n, and -the value and authenticity of those chapters lessen very greatly fault.

f!I~anslaticrns.

'

th>tt there is not 11 siJJgle "uthentic text where there is a ·ques- -they possess no value at all. It must'be remembered that
712. The fourth pretended prophecy of Jesus on the part of
tion of his pretended divinity. [1771.]
there is not the Sli&"htest ce1tainty that the Mark_to whom thiiJ Matthew was abont the weeping of the motherll when the il:mo
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cents were slaughtered. Matthew says: "Then was fulfilled sPrious attention, and its discussion "may develop the requisit
A Word to the Wise.
that which was spoken by Jeremy "the prophet, saying, In facts. Perhaps those who do not attend church could throw
To
THE
EDITOR
OF THE ·TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
Rama there was a voice heard lamenting and weeping and great some light uprm the subject."
I hav been counting up the starless names in the
mourning, Rachel, weeping for her children, and wGuld not be
There are many good reasons . in the way of Round-the-World list, and I find forty-eight of them.
comforted because they were not." This effort is extremP!y church conduct in this city why this fellow of the Two hundred and forty dollars ! It is a big sum,
far-fetched on the part of Matthew, for the language of Jere- Telegram expresses himself thusly. The old Episco- and I hope it will soon be made good. I somehow
miah was not a prophecy at all, but was in the past tense, and pal concern. of this city ha~ recently concluded a feel it a personal disgrace whenever a truth seeker
referred to events that had already taken place with refer~nce most sangumary _battle, w~wh f~r ~erceness ~om does not come up to his promise, or fails to be a good
to the oppressions of the Jews f 1·om the king of Babylon. It pared favorably With the anCient sk1rm.Ish at ~ntioch, and true man. Now I propose that all who can~10t
had no more refPrence to the killin of babies b the. uer of although there were n<>t as many slam, whwh grew pay shall pen a card to THE TRUTH SEEKER te~lmg
g
! or
out of an attempt on the part of a fellow who was us why, and all who can shall r~dee~ our cre~I~ as
Herod
·
t d
M than to
. the marsa~re of St. . Bartholomew 1n France or recen tl y Impor
e an d evi"d entl y a near re 1at"IV of
the ountalll Mead<fw massacr~ m. Utah. There is, besiues, Black Henry the VIII., who established the Protest- soon as possible; and if any hav died smce promismg,
extreme uoubt about Matthew s statements about Herod's ant church. His name was "Gurteen " and his home let their friends speak for them.
I promised Bennett when be left that I would do
ordering the innocents to be ~laughtereu; it is quite possible he some distance south of the "Grampi~n Hills."
all I could to help keep our darling paper in a prosdrew upon his imagination in the matter for the sake of showAnother magnificent ~pecimen of manly and womperous condition, and that I would pay five or ten
ing another fulfillment of _prophecy. No one but himself anly church warfare came off the past year in West- dollars a year toward his business as long as he was
seemed to know anything about the murdering of the babes.
minster church, one of the " Beecher wings" of gone. jVell, I hav paid in twenty dollars ·for
713. The fifth case is with reference to another dream of churchdom, and the faction opposed to ritualism, books since hP. left,. and hope to do as much more
Joseph's. He was a distinguished dreamer, and Matthew was left the old hive and junctioned the Unitarian con- before he returns. I hav induced two persons to
the one to know his dreams and tell them. This Joseph, ac- cern, .and went in cahoot with the~ .u~der !I' modi- subscribe for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and never neglect
cording to Matthew, having ~reamed himself into Egypt, could fied code, taken from th,~ old Cal~Im,~tiC ~t~mg, and an opportunity to speak a good word_fo~ it.
not do less than to dream btmself out again. This time he can be safely ter~ed a ~?ndesci~pt_ ,rellgwn, very
We must show our love for our prmmples by our
dreamed that Herod was dead and that it would be safe for stron~ly resemblmg the What-11!-It of ~arnum deeds. Nice words will never make the pot boil.
him to return again to his own country ; but being still a little notonety. And. another o~ the same bnmstone We need to giv energy, work, and money.
,1
fearful that Herod mi,ht not be quite dead or mi ht come to b_ranc_b, ~nd consid~red t~e high-toned concern of our
"And
having
these,
the
work
shall
grow
;
.
.
:'.
.
'
g
. mty IS m great tnbulatwn on account of a sweet
Each effort shall set free
life ngam. and go. to. lnllmg more babtes, be turned slyly astde smger
· ' of th eir
· ch Oir,
· w h o h as 1eft th e ch urcb , an d
Kthinking man, whose voice shall go
and tamed awhtle m Na_zareth. Matthew says this was done one of the deacons is engaged in a $25,000 libel suit
To shout for liberty."
that another pro~hecy m1ght be fulfilled,'· He sbal! be called a on account of of alleged libelous language published
- EunNA DRAKE SLENKER.
Nazarene." 'fhts was also rather an awkward piece of work in the 1'oledo Sunday Democrat which he has prosSnowville, Va., Nov. 22, 1881.
on M_attbew's part, though he seems to have gotten up the ad- ecuted, and claims the above s~m for damages by
vent mto Egypt and the return from there for the sake of show- him sustained. And the old Methodist concern,
ing the fulfillment <'f prophecy, for first, though Matthew says "St. Parks," is under an awful financial cloud, which
Obituary.
the words quoted were " spoken by the prop}lets," not one of is not likely to clear away soon. One of its best-payDIED, in Brentwood, L. I., at a. quarter_ past six, M?nday
the Bible_ p··ophets spoke them. In the second place the term ing members being of an intelligent and inquiring morning, November 14, 1881, A. Br1ggs DaVIs, for~er e~Jt~r of
· use till a long time after the old min
· d , atten d· e d severa
·
1 of I ngerso ll' s 1ect ures, an d the
andH"founder of fifty
the Independent
Tract :5ocJety,
"Nazarene" was not m
W Battle
t A:ve
M '
yeai·s las• February
· h e can~o t · orces er, ass. . ,JS age was
"
. ..
- ' says· t h at f rom h"IS presen t st an d pomt
prophets wrote. Possibly Matthew h9d in his mind the word now
"Nazarite" which was applied to Samson and which meant honor any further brimstone drafts. Thus the posies
Brother Davis s was a fine, compa~t, _sen~I~IV
one whose' hair had not been cut. This ,;ould be very incor- pine away and die as the light of science and truth nervous or~anization:-a. m an ~f kclear, hmtmdt~v,
·
.
. shines upon them.
M. 0. WAGGONER.
comprehensiv, expansiv mte1lect, a een, s arp ISre~t to apply to JeTshu~,dolf ~thoml~thwas bnot clmm~d th~ttehts
,
. criminator, a large, forgiving heart, tender, clear
barr was not cut.
1r y, 1 wou ·~ ave een very mcons1s nt
conscience, and a practical worker and energetic
to~ Jesus a Nazarene because ~1s p~rents had stopped a few
A Bigoted Paper Scathingly Rebuked.
philanthropist and reformer. ~e was. a. rna~ of
days m Nazareth when he was an mf~nt. At these attempts to
Although we are living in an age of advanced versa til genius, a poet, painter, prmte~, critiC, editor,
show that prophecies had been fulfilled in Jesus, Matthew ideas we still find many who use that old and con- mechanic, jeweler, farmer, stook raJser, carpenter,
simply succeeds in making himself rtdiculous.
temptible weapon of the church, insinuation. In and he could excel in any one of these departments714. Matthew's sixth case is equally unfortunate. He de- past ages, when witchcraft was ~n fashion, if a. man He had originality, i~ventiv, d_ram.atic, and musical
taches some words from Isaiah by dividing parts of a sentence was suspected of being a heretic, some one hmted ability. He was religwus, Chnst-hke, and~a brother
where there is no comma relative to an event that had already that he was a witch, and the good people, obeying to the-human race. He was devoted to the elev~
occurred, thus destroying the sense for the sake of making a the instru0tions of God's holy word, put lim to death. tion of woman from the curse· of b?ndage and S?CIpretext that a prophecy had been fulfilled. Such efforts are no Thanks to the brave thinkers who are gone, such a ety, and had the most advance_d, ratwn:~;l,. and philobetter than out-and-out falsehoods.
thing is now impossible; but with what sting they sophie views on every questiOn. per~ammg to the
hav left they try to poison a man's character and sexes. He was a prophet and mspir~d .. He was
make
his life unbearable, simply because he dares do " true as steel " a man of fine moral prmmples, and
Church Attendance.
his own thinking.
died a martyr' to the cause of human elevation and.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Bjr: Here is their latest:
improvement. He died in honesty and want.
Thinking you might hav room in your· paper for
"We regret to see the respectable pRges of the No1·th AmerI hope to collect his poems and works and
something regarding the movements of the Liberal ·ican Review very disproportionately devoted to the raving~ of publish them, together with his life, priv~tions,
cause in this corner of the· earth, I send an editorial a person whom we do not even care to name unnecessanly. heroism, and sufferings; a~d an ac~ount of his ~ast
from the pen of the editor and proprietor of the To- He neither 'fears Gocl nor regards man,' and as notoriety five months of suffering, Illness, his hopes, aspuapas~ionate pursuit, we think it a
ledo daily Telegram of the 29th inst., in which he seems to be his one object of
Jd d r b"
I
11
b tions, and future plans.
·
pity
that
decent
pages
shou
a
ver Jse tm .. ~~a :' e nnm. er
If any one has hi"s book, "True Love: What It Is
quotes the Inter- Ocean of Chicago. This Telegrarn of the Sftme Review be was allo1ved
to explozt h1mself wtth
is the only brimstone publication in our city of J ud~e Black tr• refute him, which he did eil\·ctu"lly; but here, and What It Is Not" also back numbers of the
wheat-gamblers and churches, and from the tone of in an interminable No. Il., he has it all to himself, and a peri~ Battle Axe, especially the one containin~ "A Pray~r
its pen it is obvious that they see in the near dis- odical of good crediL cnmes into one's f.tmily in. such a shape for Pure Food," or any memento or pi~ture of hiS
tance the ominous handwriting upon the bleak walls that it cannot be safely laid upon the table, norm any way ex- face they may hav, I will use the s~me In the composed to the eyes of young girls and boys."-J'he Churchman. pilation of the work and return agam to the ?wner.
of their old deserted churches.
The Chicago Inter- Ocean, in referring to this sub- ·Once, at least, they hav found a man so_far above
Also I gave my life, substance, all, .to his c!'lre
them that their infamous slander and hes cannot for five long months. un~er the m~st discouragmg
ject, says:
" It would seem that many people in on!" times, even among reach him. Mr. Ingersoll may not need defense circumstances and SituatiOns, and If any o.n~ has
the educated and nomiually Christian clas~es, are strongly in- from such attacks, but it is a duty we should never aught to send me to. re~ieve _my_ present co~d1t10n. of
clined to try over again the old experiment of practical hea- forget, to express our decided contempt for any and prostration and to !l-Id Ill; bnngmg out the I~ner hfe
thenism. A.nd they are already treading very near the border all such utterances.
of A. Briggs Davis, whtch I assure you will. m~ke
of downright, open paganism, without any of the restraints
They
re~ret
to
see
so
much
val_uable
space
devoted
an interesting volume, I s~all be glad to receive
which the old paganism imposed. They hav set aside the
.
authority of God's law in its plainest, most emphatic precepts, to his ravings. What a consolati?n ! when they find any donations that may be given. ·
He did not want to .die and leave his work unfinand what hav they left? They attend no Christian church, it impossiJ:?le to answer one questiOn propounded by
they worship in no Jewish synagog, they hav no Mohamme- him, to call them ravings.
ished. He bad a "Testimony to the Nation" and
dan mosque, they swear by no Koran, and they do not obey
And they do not wish to contaminate their paper "A Testimony to Reformers."
.
the Bible. They are more than half persuaded that the Bible with his name; but let them remember that long
Please send Battle Axe, books, pictures, or poems
has been exploded, and that Christ Jesus was only a good .but after they and their wor._ks hav 'lUnk into w:retc~ed addressed Mrs. Minnie Merton, Brentwood, Suffolk
unfortunate man. They hav no respect for the Lord"s sanctuM. M.
ary, or for the man who fills its pulpit, or for the people who oblivion, the name of Robert G. Ingersoll Will shme county, Long Island, N. Y.
fill its pews on. the Sabbath. They are practically to all in- with increasing brightness as one of the noblest and
tents and purposes pagans of the old Grecian and Roman best men of his time. He neither "fears God nor
DIED in Westwood, Bergen county, New Jersey, October
type, without any pagan deity to worship, or any. such motivs regards man!" No~here in t~e pages of history can 16, 188i, after a long, s~rious illne~s, and under great depresfor virtue as those which influence the better class of Greek be found a blacker he than this.
sion of mind, Miss Hannah L. Marsh, ~t the hom.e of. h~r
·
She was the owner of the Bushkill property m Pike s
a.ud Roman philosophers."
Who is there, familiar with the name of Inge~soll, brother
county,.Pa., where she went with E. Z. Wickes to found a.
Remarking upon the above, the Toledo Telegram that does not know of his high regard for the nghts
community.
says:
of man, woman, and 0hild ? .
.
.
.
.
Miss Marsh was of a lovely disposition and a very
Where
is
the
man
acquamted
w1th
his
daily
life
"There are doubtless many causes operating to produce the
superior
woman. Her marty_rdom has. yet _to be
result complained of. Some are governed by one thing and but knows that he spends his ti)lle and means in strew- written. She sacrificed her hfe and died With?ut
some by another, and no two wou~d agree as to the cause. A.s ing flowers of happiness in the path of every one··he
to the increasing tendency to rem>Llll away from church on the meets? Always ready to listen to the his fel- overcoming the thousand and one obstacles tha~ ImSabbath, there is not a doubt; but perhaps a majority of the low-beings; and, if necessary, with his purse to ma~e peded her progress in the way of _hu~an happmess
absentees could scarcely giv a reason for .their ..absence, or at
and reform. Mr. Davis and Mmme Mer~on e~
least would not giv the true reason if asked •to do so. lt is a their life brighter. Not one in a thousand of this tended her a helping hand, sympathy, ~nd aid unt1l
subject which should be thoroughly considered by the churches class of people has the moral courage to read ?ne the greater illness of brother Davis ~reven.ted
with reference to the removal of the cause, or causes, so far as word of Mr. Ingersoll's lectures or k?ows anythmg further exertions to save Hannah, and she died Withpossible. If it results solely froJl1 a feeling of indifference and whatever of the sentiments they con tam; but to peris not a matter of principle, much may be aecomplished by form an imaginary duty, to _an imaginary_ God, the~ out the necessary conditions to.restore her to he_alth
and usefulness. Few lived With such broad VIews
the way o'f. influencing people to attend church. lf it ttrises
from skepticism, then it would be well thnt the fact shoulu be debase themsel vs in attemptmg to scandalize a better and philanthropic purposes.
man.
known.
It seemed sad that her light should be lost t? the
After carefully reading and considering the points
"There are well known causes which keep many from
world, as she had an experience calc~lated to qmcken
church, but what it is that keeps so many away needs investi- of this discussion, the man who can say that Judge
gation. The complaint is general. It is confined to no partie· Black effectually refutes any statement made by ~n and benefit humanity, and we need JU~t such homes
ular locality. It may be tb.e f•tult of the preachers, or of the gersoll is either an idiot to be pitied or one with as she and brother Davis would establish.
people. 'l'here is something wrong somewhere, and that some- such little regard for the truth that he should forever
A.CATALOG of our publications will be Bent free
thing cannot be discovered too soon. Talmge thinks it is for
the want of live preachers, but he is scarcely a fit person to after be excluded frorp. t4e society of honest and upon applic\lotion.
SuBSCRIBER.
pass judgment in such a case. It is a subject demanding respectable men.
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Whenever a despotic ruler has entered upon a war a that is divine justice poor fallible human beings canlittle more cruel than any other it always turns out not be blamed if we giv the ones who subscribe now
that he bad a priest at his back egging him on. just as fine a book as those who subscribed to se!ld
D. M. BENNE_TT. EDITOR.
Priests and men of God it was who, in the eleventh the editor off. We can call it that the first sent h1m
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $S.OO PER YEAR and twelfth centmies, instigated the wars of the away and the last bring him back. Send on the V.'s.
Crusades against the Mohammedans of the East, the
"The Godly Women of the Bible."
Moors of Spain, the W aldenses and Huguenots of
The 7nrgest and cheapest Radical J()Urnal p'lihlished in Europe France, and the Albigenses of Piedmont, by which
Owing to repeated illnesses of the Ungodly
or America, containing Marly seven hundred square inclus more millions of human beings were slain and human
Woman, the publication of this history of tl1e female
of reading matter than any other j()Urnal of its kind.
blood enough spilled to float a)l the ships of the ornaments of the Bible has been long delayed, but
world. And it was this same class of men who we are happy to 'announce that it is at last comNEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 3, 1881. built arid managed the/ Inquisition-a word no pleted, and ready for mailing to whoever wishes a
human being with a heart can read without a shud- copy. It. makes a book of nearly three hundred and
der-for the trial of the heretics who had become fifty pages. Its title-page is adorned with a sylloMinisters.
convinced that the priests were not quite the holy gistic proposition which shows the absnrdity of BibThere are a good many useless institutions in this men they professed to be. And it was they who lical reasoning, and it is dedicated, hopefully, to the
great city and its neighbor, Brooklyn, but if there is deluged the Netherlands in blood; and in shameless believers in plenary inspiration. It takes up nearly
one so completely useless as the ministers who eyery reference to those abominable persecutions, that all the women who figure in the Bible, and shows
Sunday preach to their different congregations we fiend of the church, Alva, boasted of having "law- just what they were. Among the characters treated
do not know it. From Beecher down to Talmage fully" caused the death of thirty-six thousand de- are: Sarah, Mrs. Lot and her nameless daughters,
they talk much nonsense, especially when they fenseless men and women, to say ncthing of the Rebekab, Leah and Rachel, Tamar (Judah's motherleave their threadbare Bible texts and orate upon burnings and assassinations of numerous others, with- in-law), divers women, Rahab the harlot, various
science and Infidelity, as they call the great Free- out even the color of law. And who else but priests godly women, the Levite's uoncubine, Naomi and
thought movement in this counry. Sunday before were the authors and instigators of the notorious Ruth, Hannah, Michal, Abagail, Bathsheba, Tam:u
last the great sensation clown of the Brooklyn Taber- massacre of St. Bartholomew, when forty thousand the sister of Absalom, ten concubines, Abishag and
nacle gave a so-called sermon upon the evils of bad innocent people were cruelly murdered, and during Bathsheba, Elijah's widow woman, Elisl1a's women,
literature. He seems to get his inspiration from the three succeeding days in other parts of France J eze bel, Athalia and Huldah, Queen Vashti and.
Comstock and his facts from that notorious person's twenty thousand more were wantonly assassinated, Esther, Mrs. Job and Hosea's women, Elizabeth and
diary. Of course he had to lug in the "literature of and for which religious slaughter the pope ordered Mary, the Virgin Mary, genealogy of the Virgin
Infidelity," and of course he had to lie in order to special thanksgiving to be rendered in his churches Mary, a summary of the godly grandmothers and
make his point. According to him, the only way to and Te Deums and masses to be performed?
mothers of Mary, Joseph, and Jesus, the sisters of
preserve the country is to have a cerisor of morals
Instead of being a bleRsing to the world, the min- Lazarus, the anointing scenes, five women (Mary
and mails. He glibly repeated the old lie that the isters hav ever been a curse. Worse enemies than Magdalene, Joanna, Susanna, and other Mary and
Liberals, led by R. G. Ingersoll, are all in favor of they the human race never had. They hav talked Salome), the woman of Samaria, the women taken
debauching the whole world and of circulating about the lov~ of God, but they hav hat~d.wit~ the in adultery, Herodias and her da1...ghter Salome, sunbase literature without restraint. His opinions are hatred of devils.~ T~e church a?d her mm1ste!s hl!'v dry women, sundry nameless women healed and comof but little account, but when he tells a whole ·b~Pn perfectly consc.Ienceless, .w1th but one obJect m forted by Jesus, the apostolic women, etc.
churchful of presumably decent people that Infidel- v1ew-the per~etuat~on of the!~ own power. If. they
The facts are taken from, the scripture, and the
ity is the foster-mother of all the vices of this cen- could accomplis~ this by ke~pmg t?e people Jgno- comments are in the Ungodly Woman's inimitable
tury, not one excepted, the reverend liar should rant and wheedling them with homed words, they style. Those who hav read it in THE TRUTH SEEKER
have his words thrown back in his face. If he had were content. But w.hen soft words .were use~ess will want to read it again, and those who hav not
said that the church is the corrupter of the age, and t~ey resort~d to the sword and st.ake Without hesita- will miss a treat unless they order immediately.
that the miniF<ters make the church what she is, he t10n and Without remorse. The1.r ~otto has been, Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
would have spoken but the truth. The church bas Keep our places and ~ower .easily 1~ we c~n, but
at some time sanctioned every !!pecies of crime, and keep them a~yho~. History IS red Wl~h their mur0. B. FROTHINGHAM has been back to this country
its leaders have committed more than they have up- der~, and lund w1~h the flames they kmdle.d. !nfi- for some few months, and is engag~d in writing a
rooted. It has been shown time and again that in dehty neve_r ~omm.Itted ~urder or engaged m cnme, life of George Eliot. Lately some newspaper reproportion to their numbers more ministers are in and yet rehgwus hars, hke the Brooklyn clown, hav porter interviewed him as to his religious opinions,
the various peniter:tiaries than of any other profes- the e~r?ntery to make the charges he does. Had and he made some curiou11 assertions in the light of
sion. Everv week in ·this city the police lock up _the mi~Isters a spark of honor left they would bl~tsh what he taught when lecturing. He had no inclinatwelve or fifteen hundred persons for all sorts of for their brother. But w_e do not expec; they will; tion to go back to the church, but be thought the
crime, from drunkenness to murder, and in that ?n the other hand, th_ey Will re-echo the he and send Liberalism of the present day was tending to a
large number none are Infidels. They are Catholics It along do~n the line for the glory of God. L~t "dark Materialism" which he did not like. )Ie waH,
and Protest:tnts. Not even Jews or Chinamen th~n:t· :rh~1r day as leaders and formers. of pubhc he said, dissatisfied with it, and was waiting for
figure in our police courts unless as complainants opmwn Is a.ready gone, a~d _we trust that It .will n~t more light. This has been seized upon as a handle
against some good Christian who shows his zeal by be many ye.ars before a m1mst~r who uses h1s pu~p1t by the church, but we cannot see much in it. ;Mr.
some outrage against them. And yet clerical clowns to s~a?der hberty_ of thought Will be made an obJeCt Frothingham has al was been more of a dilettante than
like Talmage go on day after day lying for the o_f nd1cule and .his name be used as .a synonym for whole-hearted V.beral, a keenly intellectual man, but
glory of God about Infidels being responsible for all har. For that IS only what Talmage IS.
not one who saw in the religion of humanity a subcrime. They care no more for facts than they do
stitute for Christian superstition. His plaint seems
Around the World.
for truth. 'l'hey are endeavoring to make their own
to us like a sigh from onewearyof intellectual strife
easy positions secure by trying to convince ChrisWe hope there will be no cessation in taking shares and wanting rest. As Mr. Robert Collyer says, he is
tians that they are the bulwarks between' them in the Round-the-World journey which Mr. Bennett growing old and is sick. He doesn't feel able to do
and the waters of death; that without them as is now engaged in making. The expenses of the more fighting, yet is weary and cold. When he
guides the world would be given over to crime and trip will be close upon $3,000, and the cost of the gets his health back he will be the same as when he
corruption. Their lives are living lies. A majority books, with their illustrations, will not be less than lectured in Lyri_c_H_a_l_L_._.._ _ __
of them know better, and if there is one who doe&
THE Chicago Liberals hav started a little mite of
not he must be deficient in intellect or fossilized in $1,500 or $2,000. So his friends who hav sent him
away
will
!lee
that
many
more
names
are
necessary
a
League
sheet filled with crisp paragraphs and news
the superstitions of his childhood.
It has always been the policy of the ministers to before the bare cost of the undertaking is paid. of the League. They propose to open a subscripkeep the masses in ignorance, for they can control The idea is that the work shall be a sort of joint tion list and take subscribers at twenty-five cents for
them when they know nothing. But let a man be- enterprise, the. l?eopl~ c?ntributin~ the m?ney and six months. They will send a bunch of sample
come enlightened, and he begins to doubt that the ~r. llenn.ett givmg his time. It IS ·not fair t? as_k copies to any one sending their name. The address
Randolph street, Chicago,
priests are in direct communication with God, or h1m. to g1v the year necessar:y: to make the Clrc~It. is Liberal League, 319
that they know any more about the other world of ~u.r globe and pay for get~mg out the books .m Ill. The Chicago League meet every week, and hav
than the laymen. They are a burden upon the additiOn. A~d, besides! he IS not able to do. It, good lectures. Last year they were apathetic, but
work will b_e dedwate~ to those adv~ncmg seem determined to make amends ,this year.
working world-self-imposed it may be, but none The
the $5's, and theJr names Will be enrolled Ill the
the less a heavy burden that should not longer be first volume, which is being fvrwarded at the rate
"Voltaire in Exile."
borne. , With the exception, perhaps, of some coun- of thirty-five or forty pages per week. It will take
try clergymen, who hav to dig or starve, the minis- until about next January for it to be finished, and unI hav just finished reading "Voltaire in Exile,"
ters hav always been idlers and non-producers. til that time the starry roll of honor is open to those and find myself more than ever in love with the sage
For their useless services they hav demanded heavy who want t.o be pioneers in getting the truth. There and philosopher of Ferney. It is rarely that we see
payment. They are intellectual dead-beats. But hav been plenty of books of travel written, but all so many good and useful qualities combined in one
their living upon other'f! labor is not by any' means hav catered to some pious church prejudice, and, so person, or that one single mind can control and move
the worst feature of the unholy business. If they far as telling the actual state of affairs existing in so many other minds toward all that is grand, free,
only took the droppings from the tables of plenty the " Holy Land " and the orient., were worth no gloriout!, and progressiv, as Voltaire d1d.
_
and were content to be called what they are-pam- more than what they would sell for as waste paper·
In this little volume costing only one dollar you
pered paupers-perhaps the world could stand it. Those who hav read Mr. Bennfltt's travels in Europe, hav a brief epitome of the great genius whose grand
Instead of this, however, they push themselves for- written last year, will agree with us that his descrip- work moved whole empires, nations, and kingdoms.
ward and demand extraordinary consideration as the tions are faithful portraits of actual facts. He tells "In London, Berlin, Brussels, and Amsterdam Volplenipotentiaries of the Almighty, the revealers of everything that he sees, and he has a shrewd way of taire found the lever of Archimedes, the fulcrum
his will, and the executors of his trusts. In order to seeing everything that is going on around him. His that was necessary to him in lifting the world and
do this they hav to lie, and then their lives are lives letters so far hav been marvels of descriptiv writing. enlightening it. It was abroad (in exile) thstt he was
of deceit. They are plotters against secular gov- The work, we feel sure, will be greatly superior to able to fight openly, to write freely, to publish his
ernment, for they strive in every way to seize upon any account of a journey around the world we now works, to propagate his ideas, without risking, as it
power to make their place secure. Being humbugs, hav, and we want all our friends and,.their friends to had happened him in France, to be bastinadoed, emand knowing it tbemselvs, they are afraid the peo- aid in disseminating it. There will be over one hun- bastiled, and to see his books burnt by the hand of
ple will find it out and turn them away from their dred and fifty full-page illustrations of scenes de- the executioner." Voltaire lived sixteen years at
sinecures. In their insatiate greed for power they scribed, besides many smaller cuts. These will Ferney, and converted a "miserable little borough
hav not hesitated to Bpill blood without stint. They add greatly to the interest of the work, and with the into a prosperous town hy building three schools, pathav been the inciters to dissensions, the promoter8 faithful and close description will present Old- World ronizing agriculture and industry, spreading ease:, and
of discord, the instigators to persecutions, and the places in a very familiar light. It will be as good as comfort, and placing capital as suggested to him by
prime movers in numberless wars. They hav beeu making the journey. And in order to pay for all this his large experience, profound knowledge of things,
the cruPl, corrupt, and implacable enemies of prog- we shall keep the list open yet awhile longer in the and acute intellect." Every one, even Catholics,
ress, of. science, of art. They bav endeavored to hope that many more will yet send in their names. loved him and consulted him and regarded him as a
lock men's minds in the intellectual dungeons they It isn't exactly square that the eleventh-hour labor- part or the family. When a famin came "Voltaire
bav built1 and :put the keyl! i!l their gwu p_ockets. ers should get as much 38 the early w~ ·*••.t if distributed ~ll tht~ gr~ ~ ~is )?Ql!StliJ!liQD! ;lit! Dt!Y~~
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-THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 3. 1881.heard of a misfortune wi tbout hearkening to alleviate
it. He was good, affable, and humane withal. At
e"ery turn he :vould !oan money without tl1e slight~
est hope of bemg reimbursed. When unemployed
wnrkmen knocked at his door he gave them work"
and be boasted, "There are no \onger any paupers ~n
roy land, despite tbe revenue hounds." It is Raid
"he neves refnsed a.ny one money> counsel, or time,
and Ferney was Mecca and Rome combined-the
Mecca and Rome of Freethought."
All pe~sants who passed through Ferney 'found
there a dmner re~dy and a twenty-four-cent piece to
help them on theu way. So we see this great man
w.a~ a practical.worker. for the good of humanity,
giVIng for physical as well as mental needs. Fighting ev~ry evil, every superstiti~n, and every wrong;
attackwg the conduct of the kmg on his throne or
the priest in his sanctuary, and his whole aim was to
elevate, purify, and happify' thl:f human race.

what is singular about these dead, the framework
The climate is warm and somewhat wet. Crops
does not decay as when buried in the earth, but never fail, even with the poorest kind of farming.
skin and muscle shrivel up and adhere to the bones as The rivers are full of fisb, the forests are full of
dry as a stick.
game, and there is no end to wood and water, and
Some people ~ith a morbid taste for curious speci- the man who simply desires a living can make it
mens find here a rare, as also a bare, chance to get' a with as little labor in Oregon as any country I know
mummy or lose their scalp, as the island is con- of. As for society, it will average with any of the
stantly watched with jealous care, and such is the Western states; as to schools, we think not so good
sacredness of the island in the min·ds of the Indians as in California; as for churches, too many by half;
that on no account, for money, love, or whisky, will abd for religion,· every religious hnmbi1g on earth is
they allow anything to be taken from the place, and represented in Oregon. It is chock full of religion,
only at the peril of life can be removed any of but of morality has none to spare.
Our thanks are due to T. J. Baumgartner, A. L.
the relics with which the ground is strewn. And as
I gazed on this city of dead Indians I thought that, Davis and wife, 0. R .. Ballou, W. S. Gilliam, and
f!"om the cruel depredations. of these savages upon especially to. the editor of the Walla Walla Watchhie and property all over this wild country, the only man for the brave and noble stand he took in our
really good Indian in the world is a dead Indian.
behalf and the cause of truth.
I gave three lectures at The Dalles, two at the
My next point was Dayton, W. T., a beautiful
Court-House, and one at the l3aptist church, by re- little town of about one thousand inbatitants nestled
'' Lie fought his doubts aml gRthered strengthquest, on "Romanism and Our Schools." The the- in among the l1ills, about thirty miles from Walla
He wonltl• not make hi> judgment blindater could not be obtained for a lecture at any price Walla, situated at a terminus of the great Northern
Be faced the ~pecters of the mind
on that subject, as the author is a red-mouthed Cath- Railroad. Its prospects are flattering; its people are
A.nlllaill them--"
'
olic.
bright and intelligent. That disease known as reELMINA D. SLENKER.
Tbis town is cursed on one band with Rome and ligion bas but a light hold upon this town. The
rum-a combination from natural affinity which ile- Hev. :McAllister and his noble wife hav occupied
California Letter.
stroys both body and mind-::and."on the other by the this field of labor for some years past, preac.bing the
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: orthodox dry rot, which bas produced more bypoc:rits, gospel of univers11l salvation through Christ. A fine
As it bas been my custom for several years past to Sllf•aks, and moral cowards in this place than in any large church, the best in the town, stands as a mounreport myself in your valuable paper on my return other town of its size on the coast.
ment of their labor. But the people bav lost their
home from the lecture field, I hasten to this duty to
And yet we did our best to kindle a fire here that hold on Jesus in a great degree, and were in a rece-pthe cause no less than privilege to myself to jot down will not cease to burn for years to come. Our thanks tiv state for salvation by natural development. The
a few brief notes from the lecture field of the great are due to Mel'l~rs. Crossman, Cinney, Hayden, and trustees of this church kindly gave me the use of the
northwest.
others, who stood in the front and helped us to hold church free of charge, in which I gave six radical
For fivP. months past my work bas been a constant up the banner of truth against this tripod of mental lectures to an audience not less than four hundred,
·
with a prom is to return in the near future, and I will
fight against the flesh and the devil, as represented and moral cussedne8S;
in modern paganism, known as the Christian church,
One night's ride by rail up the Columbia brought always remember with gratitude tbe kindne8s of 0.
which has a strong bold as yet upon the people of me to Walla Walla, which I found much improved F. Clark, Dr. Day, Mr. Crow, ann others who helped
Oregon and the adjoining territory.
since my visit five years ago. I gave five lectureR to make our work a pleasure in Dayton.
Leaving my home in San Jose, the garden city of to large audienc~s, and much good feeling prevailed.
Taking my leave of this pleasant city, I dropped
California, in June, I touched at Astoria, where I hav I also held a grove meeting in the country, six into W aitsburgh on our way to Pendleton, and on a
lectured many times during the past eight yearR. miles from Walia Walla, near the little town of short notice gave two red-hot lectures on IndividualThe Liberal element here is quite activ, and always Milton, which was well attended, all the sects in re. ity and Religion of the Intellect. The little town
responds with a warm welcome and large audience. ligion being well represented. Hence some were was frightened almost out of its wits; it took them
My t-hanks are due to friends Chainey, McGloclin, glad and others were mad to hav the bare bones of so unprepared they had hardly time t6 ring the bell
and others for helping hands. Ingersoll, Bennett, their gods and the deformity and rottenness of their and circulate the cry of mad dog before it was all
and Paine are the gods which these people hav set system of salvation revealed to sight.
over, the fire kindled and the seed sown for good or
up, judging from the avidity with which their writThe country here is wonderfully adapted to the ill.
,
ings are read and from the numbers of their pictures raising of wheat, growing from forty to seventy. The town of Pendleton bas ·m01·e than doubled in
which adorn the walls of the homes here. My stay bushels per acre on the high upland and foothills. size since my last visit five years ago. It has rail
communication with Portland by a branch from the
was short on account of being over-due at Walla Everywhere seemed one ocean of wheat.
Walla and other points east of the Cascade mounThe great drawback to this country is the impossi- maint~unk, which is to be continued over the Blue
tains.
bility of having wells of water on all the high lands Mountain to Baker City, and thence on to Boise, and
Moving up on the Columbia, the monarch of rivers, where the largest wheat is grown. They haul their ultimately to connect with the California Central at
to Portland, we found the city in great excitement water on a sled from the river or springs.
or near Kelton.
over the news of_ the attempted assassination of
Hence you will see that good homes are not so
I gave six lectures here in Sanford's theater to a
large and appreciativ audience. Here it was during
President Garfield, which cast a gloom over our easy to make as in the Willamette country.
whole country. Making arrangements here for a
Man cannot liv by bread alone, and simply a a lectu-..:e on Romanism, an unrr,generate Catholic,
course of lectures, to be given on my return from the wheat-field, devoid of water, does not make home. fresh from the bog, grew hot under the fire, and reAnother drawback to this country is the want of tiring without ceremony from the audience returned
upper conn try, I took the train for Forest Grove, and
·had the pleaAure of speaking again four times in the wood, many having to haul their firewood and poles the fire, not with logic, but a brick thrown with rnanew and beautiful hall, the gift of a noble and goort for fencing twenty-five to thirty miles. I saw many lignant violence through the window into the theaman, who died recently at :Forest Grove, leaving people who had left good homes in the East and ter, breaking the sash, but fortunately doing no damwhat pro-perty he possessed for the erection of a fine traveled over a vast sweep of country, much of it age to life or limb. This incident cost the red-mouth
hall bearing his name, Werts Hall, and dedicated to bt::tter than this, to get here, to find plenty of land, thirty dollars fine the next day, besides furnishing
with but few homes or the possil;1ility of making to the people a practical illustration of my lecture on
Freeth ought.
Romanism and its history of cruelty and outrage in
WhP.D I spoke here first, eight years ago, there them without wood and water.
The .formation of the Walla Walla valley is most all the past.
.
was only a handful to hear. Now a hall, well-filled,
Another point was furnished in this affair worthy
tells the story of what THE TRUTH SEEKER, Investi- singular. As a rule, valleys are formed from the
gatO?·, Banner of Li_qht, and lectures are doing in wash of the hills and mountains, and consequently of mention. While this Catholic brute was disturbcompo~:~ed of the richness of the hills. Not so in this! ing my meeting by loud and angry conversation and
the minds of this hitherto priest-ridden town.
Now I don't want anybody to die for Christ or case; only here and there an Qasis, or little farm the use of such kindly epithets as "You're a damned
any ot.her man. But whPn they do pass on, I would with orchard and home comforts, while the larger • liar," etc,, two Catholic policemen stood near him
like to see them follow the ~xample of this Forest part is barren, covered with coarse gravel broughtj without making the least attempt to quiet .or arrest
Grove disciple of Paine and leave such a lasting fr.om the mountains by the river, which at one time him, but left him to be arrested by tbe fnends the
monument of reg:ud for the cause of truth. Can it and another has changed its bed so as to run over following day. This shows clearly to my mind that
be our people are all poor? I would rather put it almost every part of the valley. So it happens that only Americans should be placed on gnard as officers
desirable homes bring a good price here.
of the peace. A Catholic cannot, in the nature of
so than to feel that they were stingy.
The climate in summer is hot, without. rain. In his religion, owing allegiance to the pope, be a
Thanks are due to frieRds Leiser, Hudson, Hinds,
Clow, Todd, and others, whose hearts seem to be in the fall comes the rain, and in winter more or less true American, and their oath of allegiance to our
snow, sometimes so severe that the cattle and sheep government is a bond of straw. I would as willingly
the right place.
Moving on by steamer from Portland to The Dal- perish for want of food and shelter. But, with the lose my right arm as cast a vote to ylace any Oatholi~ in office, knowing as I do their h<ttred to our
les, I stood once more in view of one of the world's average winter, stock keep without feeding.
Villard with his railroad boom is moving things government and schools; and the so?ner ol!r pe~p~e
great wonders, the passage of this mighty body of
right and left. New towns are springing up on ev- wake up to the sacred duty ?f :Amencans, In spmt,
water (the Columbia river) through The Dalles.
For natural scenery the passage by steamer on the. ery hand, and men who hav money, and wisdom to ruling America, the b~tter w1llit be for the perpetuity of our free institutwns.
. .
upper Columbia is equal, if not sup~rior, to· anything invest it, can make fortunes here at this time.
But the poor, plodding laboring man, without
Our thanks are due at Pendle~on to. Jerry Desp~m
on this continent. The Dalles, a smart business
town, is just above the cascades, at a point where means, is but little better off for all this stir, except and wife, who made me happy m theu home dunng
the great Colnmbia makes the passage of The Dalles as he partakes of the general benefit conferred by my stay; also to 1\lr. San~ord and the Y?ung l~wyer,
or narrow rocky channel of great depth, through improved markets for wheat, the great product of as well as the Hewson sisters, for their music and
song at each lecture of the course.
which this mighty volume of angry, pent-up waters the country.
I am constrained to write thus plainly about this
J\n all night's. ride b~ stage brough~ us to Hepn~r,
rushes with great velocity. ·
Apparently the river, about one mile in width portion of the country from the fact that numerous a distance of sixty m1les, a smart little town h1d
above Tqe Dalles, has turned on edge at thiP point, letters are reaching me from the readers of THE away in the hills, suppo~ted by th~ cat.tle and shc~p
and for ages has cull' this passage deeper and deeper TRUTH SEEKER desiring information about it. trade, the principal busmess of this w1ld mountam
Now let me say in all candor to any who are anx- section of the co~utry.
through this rocky barier from the mountains to the
sea.
· ions to move, if you hav a good home and are makI gave three mghts to Hepne~, and although I ~elt
At this point in the river, on an island, is situated ing a living don't dispose of it for a song, as I did sorry ~hen I entere~ the town m. the early mormng
the great burial ground of the Indians of the entire mine to come West-not at least without first com- from a cold and dis:~greeable nde, they made me
ing t~ see for yourself. l'o travel' and prospect a lit- happy by large audiences and the sincere interest
west and northwest.
mauifest on all hands.
Here rest the nob~e red ~en of many generations, tie iii cheaper than to sacrifice and ruin all,
'With the man who has nothing to lose, moving is
No Liberal paper bad eve~ bee~ take,n here-not
~rought here from Incredibly long distances to rest
m sacred ground, stacked up wrapped in their blan'k- always in order-unless he is leaving rich relations! so to.day. They now hav six copies of !l!E TRUTH
ets, one on top of another, a hove the gronnd inclosed I:Jehiud. To the lazy man let me say, it givs mejSE:J'KER..
.
My thanks are due t~ L._ ~· _Sh!pl!3y, ~I.D., G. W..
in small 1·ooms made of sl~tbs of ced~f yack~d from a pleasure to point you to Oregon, west of the Cas·
greQ,t distaJice on theh· pop.y.llorse!). ~ier!l they lie, cades, as the best gg~.mtry ou the gg,utiuent fm· !§zy Swaggart, and others, wr kllHlue~>s recem~d.
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hoary-headed error." By this expression, empha- wise, and ali-good, and all-powerful, orders the se,
sized by myself, he meant all the old orthodox quence of events, stretching from the eternity of the
churches, then, as now, in existence, and, indeed, all past to the eternity of the future, so that his intelli.
others too; for they all rejected the "ancient gos- gent creatures might hav confidence in him as the
Was Garfield Orthodox 1
pel" of baptism for the remission of sins, the sole ruler of the universe. In the department of religion
A LECTURE DELIVERED BEFORE THE PITTSBURG LIBERAL doctrinal peculiarity of the Diflciple or Campbellite his wish ''is to bring back his revolted subjects to
LEAGUE, SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 20 • 1881.
church. Remember, this letter was written in 1855, their primitiv allegiance to him.; and to secure this
BY BON. A. B. BRADFORD.
when he was about twenty-four years of age, and object he sends his f!On, and his son's apostles, to
Now, since the late President has passed 0 ff the when he firmly believed the correlativ doctrins persuade the rebels to be reconciled to God. This is
stage of life and joined
that all men are by nature in their sins and exposed the theory. To convince them that Christ and his
"The innumerable caravan which moves
to the wrath of an angry God in eternal hell-fire; apostles are his authorized spokesmen and embassa.
To the pale realms of shade, where each shall take
and that the only method of escaping the impending dors, he invests them with the power of worldng mirHis chamber in the silent halls of death, ·•
doom is by exercising faith and being buried with acles, expecting, or seeming to expect, that the
thQse of the public who feel interested in the subject Christ in the waters of baptism. These were his rebels, when they see the credentials of divine auare beginning to inquire what right the church peo- deep and honest opinions, and he acted accordingly. thority, will lay down the arms of their rebellion,
pie hav to claim that he lived and died a Christian, Had a seat in the House of Representativs, the believe, and be saved. But after all this display of
in the meaning generally attached to that term.
Senate, or the Presidential chair, been offered to him pOt;;itiv proof only a few, comparativly, see and be.
In a- republican country like thi", where the church at this time, ·he would probably hav rejected it as he lieve. All the rest stand out in their unbelief.
is as yet so strong an institution, a politician or even would one of the baubles of childhood, or as a temp- God is disappointed and foiled; and almighty as he
a statesman who is ambitious for place and power, if tation of the devil; for his highest ambition was, as is, he is not almighty enough to remove the obstacle
he does not agree with the prevailiiig religious senti- a minister of the gospel, to snatch condemned sin- out of the way so as to carry out his benevolent
ment, finds it necessary to conceal the fact. There ners as brands from the bm-ning and hav them plans.
is ne more freedom of speech and action under our placed as jewels in his crown of rejoicing in the day
The resurrection of Lazarus, who had been dead
government than there is under a monarchy. The when Christ should come to judge the world. It was four days in a hot climate-if the event ever oclate Lord Beaconsfield was all his life an Infidel to this "ancient gospel," as he called it, and its ada pta- em-red-was the most stupendous reversal of the
the Christian religion, although as Prime Minister tion to sweep the world of all opposition to it, that law of nature recorded in the New Testament. Yet
of England he exercised a kingly power over the fired the soul of the young preacher, and made him while we are told in the eleventh chapter of Johnchurch in the appointments of bishops, archbishops, consider everything else as dross in comparison, for the other three evangelists never allude to this event
and other clerical officials. He was also an Infidel to "what shall it profit 11. man," said Jesus, "if he shall -:that Jesus wrought the miracle "to the intent
the Jewish religion, in which he was born, as is proved gain the whole world and lose his own soul? Or that we may believe," and "that the son of God
by the circumstances attending his last sickness, what shall a man giv in exchange for his soul?'~ I might be glorified thereby," and "because of the
d~ath,_ a?-d burial. But as long as he did not express know not whether, but I su~pect that, like all the people which stand by, that they may believfl that
his opmwns and attempt to weaken the confidence of other Protestant sects, the Disciple church believes thou has sent me," it appears to hav signally failed
the masses in the church, and thus arouse the oppo- in a divine "call" to the ministry of the gospel, so in producing the desired effect, for while we are
sition of the clergy, there was no bar in the way of that its preachflrs can saywith Paul, "Woe unto me told that many of the Jews did believe, so many
his political promotion.
if I pr{Oach not the gc-speL" At. all events, from con- more dis-believed that Jef!us was compelled by his
The policy of such a course in a government where temporaueous history it is very clear that this love unpopularity "to walk no more openly among the
the church is as much a ·part of the Constitution of for the "ancient gospel," for its divine founder, and Jews," but to go "thence into a country near the
~~gland as the army, navy, and judiciary; and where for the lost souls of men, was an affection of such wilderness, where he continued with his disciples."
It IS supported at the expense of the public, made up expulsiv power that it drove out of Garfield's soul And the whole history of the resurrection of Lazarus
of Catboli@s, Jews, Nonconformists, and the large and subordinated all other loves, and led him to de- winds up with the lamentable admission that
class who profess no religion, is ignoble in the same vote all the powers of his mind and body to his call- "though he had done so many miracles before them,
degree that the subject of religion is more important ing as a preacher. One sermon of a Saturday night yet they believed not on him." Thus we see from
than any other subject, and that it is outrageous in- and three the next day were a sample of his zeal in the testimony of the Bible itself that miracle-workjustice to compel the vast majority of the people to the responsible work of saving souls.
ing is no convincing proof of a divine mission. It
support a religion they do not believe in. And this
In process of time, say four or five years after- is only deemed such by those whose interests are
is one of the many unpardonable sins of the church ward, the mind of this ardent young preacher un- promoted by the phenomenon. And the truth of
everywhere, that she takes advantage of men who folds, and enlarges its powers by study, and he falls this remark is substantiated by a fact taken from the
depend up&n popular· favor for their .position and in with the writin~s of Mill, Tyndall, Spencer, Hux- Old Testament, which I have never seen noted bebread, arid compels them either to ~top all inquiry ley, Haeckel, and Darwin, which were then attracting fore, that the same God who authorized the apostles
and swallow the dogmas of the creed, or else to prac- the attention of all thinking men in Europe and of the Christian religion to prove its credibility by
tice the low arts of dissimulation in regard to their America. It is well known that he was especially working miracles declares, in Deuteronomy xiii, 1,
religious opinions, and to lead lives of hypocrisy and struck with the essays which came from the clear that if a prophet rises up among you (Jews) and·
self-contempt. The only classes in a priest-ridden and prolific mind of Herbert Spencer, who, accept- proposes a secession from the established religion of
community who are safe from such malign influence ing the evolution theory cordially, carried it into and Judea to some other religion of the neighboring naare the servil and the wooden.
enlightened realms of inquiry which Darwin and tions, and performs miracles-" signs and wonders"
This policy of silence on the august subject of God Wall ace had not fully explored. In the essay on to prove the truth of his mission as a seceder, the
and our relations to him, as already hinted, is deemed the evolution of life, which you will find in chapter people wbo see his miracles are forbidden to believe
quite as important in an American as in an English ii, part 3, of the volume entitled "Principles of Bioi- him, and the prophet and his followers must be put
politician; for, although our Constitution and gov- ogy," Mr. Spencer discusses at length the special to death immediately.
ernnient are purely secular and ignore -all kinds of creation hypothesis, as connected with the newly
The miracles recorded in the sacred books of the
religion, the voters can be influenced by the clergy, elaborated truth of the correlation and persistence of world's multitudinous religions are numbered by
who,_if they see fit, can raise a hue and cry against a the forces of nature, thus establishing the reign of thousands, and they vary .in dignity, from the childcandidate for office on account of his heretical opin- law.
ish miracles of Jesus in his reputed father's carpenter
ions. Hence, in ascertaining the religious views of
Now, the Almighty God never constructed a hu- shop, and recorded in the apocryphal gospels, which
a public man we must first resort to the testimony of man intellect in ,this world, or any other world, were believed by the Christian church for three
his confidential friends, to his private correspond- which, when free from prejudice, with the love of hundred years, to the flight of Mohammed's coffin
ence, or to that circumstantial evidence which, after truth as the impelling motiv to inquiry,· and with through the air. And it seems an obvious concluall, is the best proof of a flrnt, since actions always ability to know, when a proposition is proved to be sion to the mind of a candirl man that if the false
speak louder and more truthfully than words.
true, that can read this chapter without being thor- prophets of the Old Testamen~ worked miracles, and
In my opinivn, General Garfield, like thousandR of oughly convinced of the falseness and absurdity of the false prophets of the New-Simon Magus, for .
others in this age of reason ·and inquiry, who had· the idea that the iron-linked sequence of natural instance-did so too; and if the Catholic church
been brought up in a church and accepted its dogmas events ever has been, or· ever will be, destroyed by from the beginning has worked, and still works,
as a matter of one-sided religious education, outgrew an intervention called miracle or special creation. miracles, this world would be au unsafe place to liv
his creed, and all creeds, when he came maturely and To make this statement plain to any mind capable of in, for there is no telling what day some teacher of
impartially to examin their claims to his belief. For c0mprehending the truths of the Inultiplic'ation a new or old religion, in order to strike dumb llill
this opinion I respectfully offer such reasons as these: table, let us understand what a miracle is by sup- opposition to his claims, may suspend, for instance,
When a young man at college, Garfield wrote marry posing a case. The teacher of a new religion, say a the law of gravitation, unsettling all standards of
letters to his bosom friend, Corydon E. Fuller, from Mormon, or the general of the Salvation Army, weight, and whirling all loose things into space by
a list of which, published in the New York Times, I which is liiJl,king such efforts to conquer the world the centrifugal force of the earth's motion on its
select for my purpose the following:
for Christ in England and this country, stands upon axis. If these great laws of nature, on the steady
"WILLIAMSTOWN, June 19, 1855.
the bank of the Niagara river expounding his view operations of which we all depend in our calcula" MY DEAR CoRYDoN: Your favor of the 4th inst. was re- of the gospel to an open-air congregation of doubt- tions, are, nevertheless, liable to be reversed by some
ceived abo~t te1_1 d~ys ago, but I hav been entirely unable to ers, who demand his credentials. To remove their prophet of a new religion, who would build a house
answer unttl thts ttme. A day or two nfter it came I left for doubts and bring about the state Df mind called or a railroad, with any assurance that they would
Pittstown, N.Y.' to attend aJearly meeting of Disciples, where faith or belief, he lifts up his voice, and by a com- fltay~ where they were put?
I spent some four days, an last Satmday I left again for
Pooste';lkill, and spoke ,to the people Saturday ·evening and mand reverses the law of nature that water always
In contrast with this fitful government of the
~hree discourses on Lords _day. . . . We had good meetings runs dowc. but not up hill, and order the :floods of world by miracles, shaking the confidence of manm each place, and mt1ch 10terest. I cannot resist the appeals Lake Ontario to roll back and over the precipice of kind in wise management, and failing, after all, in
of our brethren for aid while I hav the strength to speak to Niagara upon the watHs of Lake Erie. -This viola- accomplishing the avowed purpose of the miracle,
them. · • · I tell you, my dear brother, the cause in which tion or suspension of natural law, if it took place, modern science teaches that the world is a plan-a
we are engaged ~ust t~ke the world. It fills my soul when I
ld b -, d'
·
reflect upon the light, Joy, and love of the ancient gospel and wou
e Go s testimony to the trur,hfulness of the panorama, if you please-and that as millions of
its adaptation to the wants of the human race. . . . I long man's utterances as an apostle, and the miracle is years have been taken up in executing and unfoldto be in the thickest of the fight, and see the army of truth wrought to convince the spectators of the fact, and ing it thus far, millions of years more will be recharge home upon the battalions of hoary-headed error. But to cause them, not only to believe in his divine em- quired to show its ultimate intent; and, in this proc1 must be content to be a spy for a time, till I havreconnoitred baesadorship, but to do whatever the mirale-worker ess of evolution, so uniform_is the sequence of cause
the enemy's stronghold, and then I hope to work. Ever your directs in the way of duty. They would be J"ustified and effect-every effect being only a new cause to
friend and classmate,
JAMES A.. GARFIELD."
in this, for they could say, as Nicodemus did, "We produce another effect-that no supernatural event
In this letter, which I regret was not published in know that thou art a teacher come from God, for no has ever occurred during the long round of the past
its entirety by Mr. Fuller, we see a young convert mau could do the miracles which thou doest unless ages to disturb the harmony of the plan, or ever will
coming up out of the water of baptism for the re- God be with him."
occur in the countless ages of the future. The
mission of sin, full of zeal, with a faith strong enough
If, however, ·after all' this display of Almighty whole universe, and every atom that helps to comto remove mountains, and saying to his fellow-con- power, loaned to the miracle-worker for the time be- prise it, is under irrepealable, iron law.
vert: "I tell you, my dear brother, the cause in ing for the _spedtic purpose of maldng the spectatorA
Now these ideas, so in accordance with common
which wear~ engage~ must take the world. - . . believe in his claim, they ~;till hold out iu unbelief,. sense, and r·efiecting such honor upon the great unI long to be Ill the thwkest of the fight, and see the then, clearly, God is as much disappointed and de- known cause; and the church ideas, so utterly una~my of truth _ohar~e home upon. thfJ battalions of feated in hill aim as his servant is. God being all- reasonable, and reflecting such dishonor upon_God,
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struck the mind of Garfield with tremendous force· by the earth, neither by any other oath; but let your public knew his real sentiments on the subject of reand the brightnest!!. of the new light, as it graduall; yea be y~a~,and your n~y, nay, lest ye fall into con- ligion, his political opponents would get up the cry
dawned upon his soul, extinguished the darkness of demnatwn.
Yes, he d1d all these things I admit of "Infidel" and defeat him at the polls.
the old faith. From that moment his intellect was but in doing so he yielded, as thousands' of othe;
At this moment Charles Bradlaugh, of England,
disenthralled, and he became a Freethinker; and good men hav done, to the force of circumstances. who, on account of his eminent talents and states- ,
taking courage from the remark of Farraday, the It was the obtrusiv sectarianism of Chief Justice manship, was elected to represent a Nort.hampton
great English chem~t, that" in knowledge that man Waite that ma~e Garfield act so inconsistently.
constituency in the British Parliament, is net peronly is to be despised who is not in a state of transiThe Constitution of the ·united States directs in mitted by the Tories and weak-kneed Liberals to
tion," he went forwat:d in his career of inquiry and Article 2, Section 1, that "the Presirlent elect shall take his seat, simply because he disbelieves in the
ceased to be a Christian in the sense of the church, take the following oath or affirmation, , I do sol- God of the popular theology. Plenty of others hold
while he became a better Christian than ever in the emnly swear, or atlirm, that I will faithfully execute the same ideaR as he doPs, but they do not avow
sense of Jesus himself, who declared that the sum the office of President of the United States and will them, and in order to arouse no opposition go through
total of religion consisted in a reverent and obedient to the best of !DY .ability, preserve, protect, and de~ the empty formality of the oath. The scriptures
love to God as he was displayed in his works, and a fend the Const1tut10 n of the United States.'" Gar: often represent the church, on account of her sinfulconsiderate love to man, who is our equal brother. field had a right to expect that, on the occasion of ness, as a strumpet and adulteress, who will barter
This is what he meant, I think, when he calmed the his induction into office, the Chief Justice would ad- her love ·and purity for money. She still retains this
fears of one of his friends who was still in the bond- ministe~· the Constitutional oath or affirmation. in- characteristic in England and this country; for,
age of Egypt, and who was alarmed at his seeming stead of which, he required him to kiss the ·book although the theory is that the door of heaven is
departure from the ancient gospel of baptism for the like a priest-ridden papist. It was too much to ex: shut against all who do not believe the creed, even
remission of sins, by saying that his ;religion had pect under the circumstances, that Garfield would Infidels and Atheists in both countries, if they
onl_y "broadened."
.
a·ISt urb t h e h armony of t h e occasion by a protest. promptly pay a hundred dollars a year and put in an
If I am asked how I know this, I answer, only from But it would hav immortalized his name, and hav ad- appearance in their pew once in a long while, may be
circumstances and conceded facts. He soon declined mitted him intq the company of the great founders ticketed clear through as outside passengers on the
and ultimately ceased entirely to preach the "ancient of the republic, if he had said to the Chief JusticE' chariot of ~alvation. Bradlaugh does not do this.
gospel," which, in 1855, he thought must take the "No, sir; our government is a secular institutio~ On the contrarv, he believes the church to be the
world. His former pity for the lost condition by alone, and I prefer to take the oath or affirmation refuge o.t' bigotry and superstition, and a hindrance
nature of his fellow-beings of mankind changed into prescribed by .the Constitution. Garfield's successor to the cause of civilization; and with a moral charindifference, for he now saw that, bad as the race is, did take the Constitutional obligation when he was acter unimpeached and unimpeachable, withunquesit is in a better condition than it ever was before. He -sworn in at New York. But when he went toW ash- tioned ability and patriotism, declares as a thinker
repudiated the doctrin of total depravity with its ington the Chief Justice swore him over again, and and reformer, but not as a member of Pa1·liament,
twin dogma of eternal hell fire, apd regarded them made him, too, "kiss the book," a proceeding which his honest opinions on the subject. Therefore the
as a blaRphemous charge against the father of man- ~as highly disrespe~tful to the opinions and prac- Tories, and enough of the Liberals falsely so called,
kind and a cruel slander against his children. His twe of all the Amerwan people, except those of the join in the howl of the church against him, and he is
zeal for the glory of God by the salvation of sinners Catholic and Episcopal churches.
ejected from the Honse of Commons to which he had
There is tremendous force in circumstances. In been twice elected. I am no Materialist or Atheist,
which, in 1855, was at fever heat on the thermometer of religious feeling, sunk down to the freezing 1879 the Rev. Dr. Bacon, of Connecticut, got up a but I honor the man who respects the divinity of
point, for his ideas of God had fundamentally crusade against l!'teamboat excursions on the Sab- truth and the freedom of his own intellect enough to
changed; and as to man, the only damnation he is bath, and succeeded in stopping them. The design hav convictions, and to express them on all suitable
exposed to is the damnation of ignorance and super- of these excursions was to giv recreation to that occasions before his fellow-men. The Abolitionists
stition. And in the full vigor of bodily health, with large class of working men, clerks, and buainess men did so forty years ago when their opinions were as
sound lungs, and no throat distemper which retires of all sorts, who are confined to the house all the week unpopular and odious in the eyes of the church and
from the pulpit so many clergymen when they marry by tlieir vocations, and who, not frequenting the politicians as "Infidelity" is now. But the times
rich wives or find any other bona11za; with remarka- churches on Sunday, prefer, instead, to take their change and we change with them. Ani! as our own
ble qualifications as a man and an orator, he quietly wives and children into the country for 1·elaxation South, redeemed, regenerated, and disenthralled from
left the pulpit forever and betook himself to the pro- and amusement, as John Calvin and Martin Luther the triple curse of slavery, and restored to her right
fession of the law and to politics. If the pastor of a did and allowed. - Such a way of spending the Sab- mind by the genius of universal emancipation, will
church in Pittsburg, drawing a salary of $3,000 or bath, however, is a violation of the state law, and soon be ready to erect a monument to commemorate
$4,000 a year, as young, in as good health, as gifted ab:>ve all, a violation of the laws of Sinai, as D.r. the patriotic services of Garrison and his fellow Abin magnetism, as winning in his ways public and B11con teaches, where Jehovah spoke amid 1St the thun- olitionists; so the marble may be already quarried
private, and as well calculated to convert sinners and derings and thick darkness, and said, "Remember out of which the children of his enemies will build
build up the church as Garfield was, would do such a the Sabbath day and keep it holy." But last sum- a monument to Bradlaugh for his heroic sacrifices in
thing as this the isolated fact without a word spoken mer ex-President Hayes made a visit to the reverend the cause of human enlightenment in general and
would satisfy all but iht fools that he no longer be- doctor, and when Sunday came, and the weather was the freedom of Euglish people in particular.
lieved his-church creed, but had become what that fine, and the roads good, and the ex-President looked
All true reformers can bide their time; for the hisfact proved, an Infidel to his religion. To the truth- anxious to enjoy the open air, the reverend doctor bar- tory of human progress declares in hundreds of inloving, truth-perceiving, and truth-appreciating mind nessed up his hor11es and took his guest out riding, thus stances that what are deemed sacred truths in one
of Garfield, the doctrin of miracles, or special crea- violating the statute, incurring a fine, setting a bad age become cast-off errors and impediments to the
tions; falling to the ground, brought down with it example to other people, but what was infinitly more march of civilization in the next. To be sure, the
the whole superstructur~ of dogmas -and ceremoniel! inconsistent aad criminal, insulting the majesty of reformer who dies and turns to dust before the trithat had b.een erected on it, and left him nothing in Jehovah by trampling his solemu command under umph of his principles don't get much compensation
the shape of religion except the simple but all-com- foot, and leading common-sense people to say that, for the trials and losses he endured in their advoprehensiv religion which Jesus taught, love to God in regard to his zeal in stopping the steamboat pleas- cacy. As the theory of evolution by a struggle· for
and love to man. He had now become," but secretly ure excurs_ions on the Sabbath, this example of "ba~ life, and the survival only of the fittest, while it adfor fear of the Jews," what the church, in her arro- con" was "gammon," which W ebliter defines as vances the general good of the race sacrifices the in.
gance and presumption, calls by the reproachful epi- " humbug," an attempt to play on the credulity of dividnal, so the reformer in a good cause must get
thet of "Infidel," having given up the religion of the the people. But we must all extenuate,. if not ex- his reward as he goes along in the consciou.;ness of
hull and accepting that of the kernel. Instead of be- cuse, this gross violation of the law and the doctor's doing right and in the gratifying assurance that his
lieving the discouraging doctrin that man fell from own religious convictions, because he committed it self-denying services will contribute to the general
his high estate of holiness, intelligence,_ and happi- under the stress of circumstanceR.
good.
When Garfield received the assassin's shot, and
But you ask, if Garfield experienced such a radical
ness in the Garden of Eden, nearly SIX thousand
years ago, he accepted the evolution theory, so full change in his religious opinions as you hav described, life and dell,th hung for weeks in the even scale of
of hope and encouragement, that? ~he~eas we hav ar- why did he not annource it to the world, and make doubt, he had full possession of his intellectual facrived at our present exalted positiOn m the scale of amends for his past folly by devoting the rest of his ulties, and said to his physicians and heart-broken
being by the operation, during millions of ages, of life to the enlightenment of those who were still en- friends as they stood beside him, "Be hone~t with
the great law of the struggle for life and the survival thralled in the darkness of the old superstitions? me; tell me the worst, for I am not afraid to die."
of the fittest, our race is destined to reach in the ages This is a fair question, and is entitled to a fai1· These were nearly the very words Washington utof the future a bodily, intellectual, and spiritual de- answer. In the first place, he felt what is true, that tered to his physicians as he lay on his deathbed in
velopment, the grandeur of which no mind can con- a man's religious opinions is a matter between his 1799; and in both cases they proved the men to hav
God and himself, and that under a secular govern- had settled opinions. But as Garfield's strength
ceive of now.
But did not Garfield, when he took the oath of of- ment like ours, whose Constitution intentionally wore away, and God turned a deaf ear to the prayers
fice as President of the United States last March, and entirely ignores all religion and has not in it the of millions of people who agonized for his recovery,
"kiss the book" like a good Christian? Yes, he did name of God, or of Christ, from beginning to end, a no clergyman of his own or any other church was
swear by t.he book of Genesis, which condemns man's metaphysical ideas about God, and our rela~ called in to help him read his title clear to mansions
astronomy, geology, paleontology, "'and archreol?gy, tions to him, is a subject which the public hav noth- in the skies. Mr. Errett, of Cincinnati, his life-long
scieuces which he used to teach the students of Htram ing to do with. There is no doubt at all that the friend, endeavors to explain this fact by saying that
College as true beyond all contradiction. He did founders of the republic, with an exception or two, his life had been such that he nee,led no particular __
swear by the Song of Solomon,- the polygamist, who were Deists who believed in the existence of a God, preparation for crossing the river of death as its cold
had seven hundred wives and three hundred concu- but who could not intelligently and conscientiously waters dashed against his feet. This was strictly
hines and in the inspiration of which he bad no accept the Christian religion as defined by the true according to my theory, for Garfield did not
more'belief than he had in the divine inspiration of creeds of the church, but who did not feel called to feel that he was going into the presence of an angry
the odes of Anacreon, or Burns's "Tam O'Shanter." make war upon it. Garfield imitated their policy of God who could only be propitiated by the blood of
He did swear by the one hundred and ninth Psalm, silence He did not profess to be a reformer. He his son and the prayers of Christians. The force of
in which David, the man after God's own heart, felt that every man must work his own passage out truth had driven theso ideas entirely out of his becursed his enem 1es and his enemies' children, born of the land of Egypt and the house o_f bondage as lief. But :Mr. Errett knows that in all cases where
and unborn. He did swear by the thirteenth chap- he did, by his own reading and retlectwns. He was Christian believers die and are supposed to enter
ter of Deuteronomy, which has been the warrant of only a lawyer, making a living for hi~.s~lf a1~d his into the presence of God, the evangelical custom reauthority during long ce~tnries of darkness and ~u- growing family at the bar, and a poht1c1an In the sembles that of the Catholic church, and the clergyperstition, and is so regarded to-day by some Chris- se1·vice of his country. In the second place, he man, or priest, by ~rayers and p~ous conversation,
tian people, for putting men to deat? on account of knew that if he announced his ·honest opinions to strives to see the dymg man, spemfically and by an
their religious. opinio~s. An~. he ~1d swea~ by_ t~e the world, as his friend Ingersoll had done, he act of faith, accept the garment of Christ's righteousgospels, in whwh Christ exphmtly dtrected hts d1sm- might succeed, like Ingersoll again, by dint of his nes" by virtue of which he expects to be justified
ples to "Swear not at all; neither by heaven, nor by tal~.mts and legal learning at the bar, but must giv befdre God and admitted into heaven. In Garfield's
the earth; but to let their communication be yea, up all hopes of political preferment. Few men in case there was nothing of all this. No cry to God
yea and nay, nay, because whatsoever is more than our history had more personal magnetism and the for mercy, no tear of repentance; no call for a
the~e cometh of evil." He did swear by the Epistle other elements of character which go to make a man clergyman; no doubt or apprehen~ion concern~ng his
General of James, who said: "But above all things, popular and successful in p:>litics. Jht he knew full relations to God; not an evangehcal expression esmy brethren swear not; neither by heaven, neither well that if he were a candidate for office, and the caped his lips, so f&r as the public ha.s been info!·med.
1
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if possible. When the proper person is designated racies, and I am opposed to all oppression in every
to receive funds for the above purpose, l am ready form. What the people need now is education, and
that education a_ common sense one-one under
to forward my shares.
D. D. LAKE.
whicll they can evolutA from the quagmires of superstition entailed- on them by church and state, for
LION CITY, MoN., Nov. 14, 1881.
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: I am JdOt a we are willing slaves to both .. Our so-called. repubresident or the West-in fact do not liv not qnite lic is only-such in name. we· are paying extortion·
as far West as your city; but this much I can say, ate taxes to supJJort an army of county, state, and
and firmly believe, that there are a great many in national officials, who are binding upon 11B burdens
this western w0rld whose minds· are not so 1hickly of debts too grievous to be borne-, and, to allridge
oversl!adowed with superstition that no light can it, we hav too many officials and too many laws.
penetrate. I find, sir, there are many who try to The church is another unnecessary evil. Think of
elevate your paper. I ,,m be more modest, I will having sixty-five thousand priests to support, and of
subscribe for it, and in my modest w~y will also half a billion of untaxed church property. The fact
try, as we say West, to get a few partners. A g?od is, we lack confidence in our fellow-men, and put
or<~tor seldom blusters.
At first a long-standmg our trust in gods, 1\ings, presidents, bishops, and all
n .)rth-wester seldom commences butt end f9remost. the · dignital'ies of church and state; this is all
And as I've already said, my_ ways will be modest wrong.
0 man l iu whom we should learn to trust,
or mild. To force science will neYer succeed. Be
Thou
hast made thy gods from paltt·y dust,
mild but energetic, form points from the best authorAnd given t·hem attributes, all divine,
ity, and stick to them. There's where Mr. Mair
And sung and worshiped at their shrine.
failed; his weak repetitions gave you a convert, a.nd
Thou hast caused the world to momn and lament
For the lh·es thou hast slain in their defense.
an unbiased one.
The o~trth has been deluged in human blood
I hav visited most of the places that are named in
To satisfy the venl!eance of an angry god.
the European tour, and can honestly say a more
l\Iouarch~, kings, bi;hop~, uud pril'sts,
con;;ise and straightforward account could not be
Bav vied with each other to establish 'the cross
give-n. I hav watched with particular interest THE
In lands where Bmhma and Clll·hhna were adored
TRUTH SEEKER, and will conclude to date that I hav
For ages before the birth of your lord.
ever read any paper that contains so much in so
Youn1,
CHRIS BROWN.
little. I must say this: that most denominations
hav a press, and each Sunday those who rent a pew
OscEOLA, IowA, Nov. 17, 1881,
will find a pamphlet-one or more-whose contents
Mn. EnrroR: I see by ttJe Chicago Tribune that
are so stale that I hav seen it or them thrown down i\Iessrs. D. Appleton and Co. hav commenced their
in disgust and looked at with loaLhing, much the contest with the editor of the North .Ame1·ican Review
AMHERST, MAss., Nov. 19, 1881.
same as a refined artist would look at a water-color because of the publica1 ion of the Ingersoll-Black
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed you will find check for of the Prodigal Son.
controversy. Let every Liberal put the name of this
$5 for your Round-the-World trip.
I feel interested in "Alaruontada "-not the love and all other bigot('>d firms on his black list and reYours truly,
L. W. GooDELL.
part, for I know the moral does not rest there. fuse to buy any bool{ bearing their imprmt. Fight
THE TRUTH SEEKER'S columns are not for fiction, but the devil with fire, is the old saying, and let us all
GRANTSVILLE, NEV., Nov. 14, 1881.
something I am in search of-truth.
trv it once. I think it would also be a good plan
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for Round-the
R. YEAMON.
Respectfully,
for every Liberal to write to the editor of the Review
· World trip, and I am well pleased with- your paper
and express their sentiments as to the action of the
and the book that you sent rue. It is worth all the
firm of D. Appleton & Co.
PROHIBITION IN KANSAS.
money.
am your well-wisher,
JOHN NIMMO.
Fraternally yours,
CHARLEY W. DIBBLE,
BuRLINGTON, KAN .. Nov. 21, 1881.
EDrroR TRUTH SEEKER: As there has been a great
HANoVER JuNCTION, VA., Nov. 23,"1881.
RusSELLVILLE, TENN., Nov. 15, 1881.
deal ~aid -and written in regard to t.he new liquor
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Inc! osed please find check law, some telling the immense good it has done, if
MR. EDITOR: On the 27th of last month I left Califor $5, to be placed to the Round-the-World fund in permitted through your columns, I would like to fornia for this country, the land of my nativity.
the name of J. C. 1\J:cA\lexander. He says he had no state the true workings of the law. Probably you Thirty-three :rears ago, when a young man aged
han<] in sending vur noble old veteran away, hence hav read what Gov. St. Johns has said, that "ther·e twenty-three, I left this country and my many relahe contributes his mite to bring him back. With was no liquor sold in Kansas with the exception of tivs and migrated West. I left this country on the
kind regards to yourself and 1hose engaged in dis- some of the large cities," which is as false as false 7th of October, 1847, and hav lived in California
seminating the truth, I am, Very respectfully,
can be. Since the passage of this bill by the last thirty-one years of the time since then. My life
'
JAMES B. DENTON,
legislature of our state, the law going into effect during all, or nearly all, of these long years has
May 1, 1881, there has been more whisky and beer been one of partial seclusion. I hav kept myself
VALLEJO, CAL., Nov. 18, 1881.
sold than in the same length of time ever hereto- away from psalm-singing and gospel-spouting asMRs. D. M. BENNET'!': Inclosed please find post- fore. To hear the old woman's fanat.ical society talk semblages. I hav studied the great book of nature,
office order for $10 for Mr. Bennett.'s forthcoming about this law a person would be led to believe the Freethinker's Bible.
hooks, "A Tour Round the World "-one for Mrs. that there never were any spirituous liquors made,
On last Sunday I accompanied one of my sisters to
B. Lister and one for Robert Bruce. With best and, if there were, they were sent right into Arkansas church. It was the. fir3t time in thirty years that I
wishes, I remain
Yours respectfully,
and never reached our growing young common- had darkened the doors of one of those places. The
ROBERT BRUCE.
parson's text was, "God is good." He endeavored
wealth.
Right here I will say that Kansas has, since her to show that God had been very good to Moses and
FARMI::>GTON, UTAH, Nov. 12, 1881.
admittance into the Union, never had a worse blow all the old Jews and to the antediluvians, and to
. MR. EDITOR: I hav been silent a long time, but to mar her welfare than the new Prohibitory law. the spirits of his children after they are dead. But
none the less anxiously watching the movements of In nearly every town the grog shop is open, and in he utterly forgot, or didn't choose to tell, how mean
Liberalism and of our patron saint, D. 1\I. Bennett. nearly all the counties where prosecutions hav been it was to drown the antediluvians in that big flood
No paper is more Pagerly watched for than THE commenced they hav failed to convict, and the state after letting them struggle along for ages in ignoTRUTH SJ<:EKER, -though there is one paper which we has had the costs to pay. This law has been plas- rance and destitution, living in holes and caves in
are watching for as anxiously just now, namely, the tered on our statute books by a class of people who the earth like wild beasts. Nothing c~mld be more
next number of the Liberal Leaglle Man, wi1 h a more make their livelihood- by keeping the old supersti- cruel than the advice he gave to his favorit people,
full report of the Chicago Convention. You must tions alive; and as theology gets too irksome for to wage war with the neighboring nations who were
not omif enrolling me with the Round-the-World their weak brains they branch off on a subject that weaker than themselves, which they did, murdering
patrons. I am obliged to confess that I am a little is much more easily handled-temperance. There is all the men, children, and married women in the
selfish in this, as I put it in this light, that friend not a rr::an of sound mind but who knows that most cruel and barbarous manner, and saving the
Bennett. is doing the wnrk, while I am going to get temperance is a good thing. But are the only tem- virgins for the gratification of their barbarous, their
the benefit or the same at thA small cost of five perance people on earth church-members? Every cruel, their hellish lust. Think, too, of how, when
dollars. In referring to the Chicago Convention Sunday in our churches all that is heard here of God made thfl human race, he instituted a plan to
permft me to say that in conuection with the Lib- late is the "hell-holes of iniquity that are allowed damn nine-tenths of them forever in a burning lake
eral League of Utah I am very proud of the results to be run," and yet all this precious flock do to en- of fire and brimstone. And so on to the end of this
accompli!=:hed there, and look upon it as an epoch force the law is to furnish wind at their houses of rotten ·system.
in the Liberal League movement. It more than worship. They hav no cases commenced ag:l.inst
My greatest desire is to do all that I possibly can
mE'ets our most sanguin E'XpPctations. And to t!Jink these law-breakers, whereas it is as much their duty to free my relativs and friends in this country from
that our old friAnd, H. L. Green, is in the ranks as any other citizens. And then the good people the fetters of theology, I shall do all I can for
again, and that he has brought with him such a who do not indorse the farce are insulted by this THE TRUTH SEEKER. Orthodoxy has a strong hold on
grand army of f'OldiPrs. Who says the age of won- pious crowd and called "whiskyites." A few politi- the people here, but I can plainly see that its power
ders is past? Well, I feel I could keep on writing cal scabs hav taken . hold of this temperance law has gr:eat.ly decreased since I left here thirty-three
now I hav got started, but will not impose longer and talked early and late for it, but it is done for years ago.
on your time, so wishing you good-speed, I subscribe rolitical influence. All of the best newspapers are
I remain your colleague and brother in the great
myself, your brother in the cause,
WM. L. WARLEY.
working hard for its repeal, notwithstanding Mothers fight for mental freedom,
WALTER WALKER.
De Ju Call, Amanda May, and others are chartering
the cause to help the one-idea guvernor into the
WEsT BELLEVILLE, ILL., Nov.14, 1881.
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Nov. 15,1881.
United States Senate, but he is left, for we Kansans
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: You will find inclosed $3. I
MR. EDITOR: In your iss,Je of the 12th iust., just want a Plumb. In conclusion, 1\J:r. Editor, I will say hav been longer in renewing and paying for my subread, I see a proposition from friend Dwill'ht, of Flor- thf!.t there is not a town of one thousand souls in scription than I expected to be, but circumstance3
ida, regarding the establishment of an orphan's home Kansas that has not more or less liquor sold, prov- over which I had no control were what prevented, me
under Liberal auspices and management by the con- ing very plainly that "Prohibition does not pro- from sending sooner. In the first place I was sick
tribution of ten cents from each Liberal in this coun- hibit."
LAw. _ for some time and could not work, and in the second
try, which meets my hearty approval. Will you
place after I gJt well and started to worlc I had only
please put me down for six sharE's, one for each memBURLINGTON, KAN., Nov. 28, 1881.
worked two days when my brother got his leg broken
ber of my family, notwitbstanrling I am the only LibMR. EDITOR: I am not ashamed to hav the world in two places and his collar-bone broken by a fall of
eral member thereof. 1\fy family is nearly grown know that I am an advocate of 1hose ideas and coal in the mines, and I hav to stay at home to atup, therAfore I cannot expect to realize any direct principles usually denounced by public opinion as tend to him.
benefit from it, but contribute freely with the hope humbugs and madness. In fact, I often say to the
Now, Mr. Editor, do you not think that God had
that the children of some other poor, ruhmnderstoocl wiso:>acres of the churoh when they are denouncing a hand in that business? kindE'r inspired the coal
Liberal Day be benefitPr1 therehy. I find that the the reforms of the clay that I am an advocate of all to fall, you know, for he's always playing some
path or an ontspol{en Libeml is a rough one in a modern humbugs, and I consider it will not be out monkey pranl<s on us unsuspecting, innocent men?
community such a'! this, ancl through the inflnences of place to reveal to the readers vf THE TRUTH If it was 'not for the fact that he plays pranks on
of the merciful and just teachings of Christianity we 8-I!]E~EE tlu~ot I am opposed to all monopolies of Christians as well as :tnfidels, I would thlnk that he
are liable to need an asylum for our children when every form, both in cburch and state. I am oppo;;ed did it as a chastismeut tor our ungodliness, But
W@ W0 1£ QQ'ieJ:t,Y; M ts~ 9!U!Ii9!auWilQ!g 995BP8l U§ to to~,.,..,..,_ "ii1b:9lliQ IB9S9POU!ll ~DQ lii&Q il'iitOQ• WQIUll ~- -M ~, U~iY&mlll.ll PI'~;)'@[ tg&~ 9A'tl'@Q ijp

All was calmness, and h(: died like a man who had
made up his mind long before, and was ready, not
only for Jeath, but for the issue thereof, whether it
shall be a total extinction of his personality or a continued existence in higher spheres of action, and under the same laws of evolution and improvement
which prl:lvail in this world.
I hav now traced the circumstances of Garfield's
life, as they bear upon the point of discussion, from
1855 to the sad hour when all our hopes of a brilliant
and patriotic administration of the government under
his PreE:idency, uniting the hearts of the American
people in bonds of brotherhood_that could never
again be l.roken, were cruelly and hopelessly blasted
by a religious assassin-the most dangerous of all
kinds of assassins-who felt it his duty to God to
"remove," as he called it, one President and put in
another. And I appeal to your candor and your
love of truthfulness to say-whether the circumstances
I hav narrated, the facts I hav cited, and my reasoning upon those facts, do not justify me in denying
that Garfield either lived or died a Christian in the
meaning attached to that word by the church, viz.:
a blind-eyed person who believes in a set of contradictory and unintelligible dogmas called his creed,
and prac>tiues a round of empty and superstitious
ceremonit:!s which he calls his worship.

t
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in beha~f of Garfield, I'm obliged to conclude that
such thmgs happen because God has not yet evoluted out of monkeydom or monkeylsrn. When God
gets ali of tlil·· nJOnkey out of him by evolution, and
becomes a full-grown, civilized man, he will quit all
his dirty, low-live<l tricks. He will not then kill any
more Presidents, ,send no more Bennetls or Heywoocls to prison for opinion's sake; no longer will
he deny to Bradhtugh his seat in Parlhtment to
which he has been elected; burn no more heretics
or witches; in short, he will cease his persc>cution.
Yours for truth and justice,
En. MooDY.

\

-

'

and its corrupt principles. Whatever system is con-~ misrepresentation or the truth by avaricious and
structed on·a basis of falsehood ought never to be hypocritical priests. In this way of being mystifh:d
respected or sustained. Whoever goG's back to the their moral conc-eption of what is r ght or what JS
origin of these systems can clearly discoYer that the wrong, what is true or what is falsP, i'l terribly imwhole businees is nothing but a tissue of frau<.! on paired, and in this state of mind they are uualJ!e to
the one hand, and extreme gullibility on the other.' conceive, much less believe, anything that pertains
Place any one of these systems on the plane of to nutural laws an<l !acts.
honest, legal proof and none of them hath one peg
Many Cluistians seem to think that thelt' religion
to hang a truth on. Take the old Jew-book closely is the only religio.n because it is the popular belief.
investigate its pages, and very so:>n can be d'istinctly We Infidels, who can ~read the signs of th" times,
seen that it is a monstrous compilation of intolerant are perfectly willing that they should think r.o, espepriestcraft for no other motiv than to enslave man- cially since the last decade, when we come to note
kind aud make him the tool of arrogant assumption. the rapid decline of Christianity both in power and
FREDERICKSBURG, IOWA, Nov. 20, 1881.
Sir, the coming man who will bravely and boldly popularity; and in spite of all its strenuous and
MR. EDITOR: I see by the tab on my paper the beard this corrupt hydra and expose its pretensions greedy efforts. to still maintain it.s ~wn it. ha~ I;st
time is up, and that I should remit. You wiil find deserves well of his country, which is the world.
~round, and, hke ~ huge oak. begmmng t? d1e, Its
inclosed money order of $2. Please giv me credit for
These priestly systems are a widespread treason hre already recedmg toward Its center, With many
the same. I cannot do without the paper, it keeps against the liberty of Irian and should not be treated of its branches leafless and almost lifeless, its life is
me posted, so that I feel : ble to meet the Godites, lightly or with indifferenc~. They hav for ages ruled destined to a speedy end.
·and then Bennett's letters are worth five times the with sword and flame, and to-day they detest the
The Infidels ~nd Liberals of .A,merica ow: much
price of .the paper:
man who fearlessly utters his honest opinion, which thB:nks and praise for the grand and lJero~c work
Diphtheria is raging here, and we can't get a pray- casts its beams of light upon their dark and mystic which has been wrought for the advancemcpt of Ining man or woman· to come here to help take care deceits. It is time the long sway of priestly arro- fidelity and the Liberal cause wilhin the last decade
of the siclr. They stand back in holy horror arid say gance and self-constituted authority should experi- to .such men as R. G. Ingersoll, D. 1\L Bennett,
if we go we shall get the same disease, and we would ence a great reverse instead of riding rough-shod on Wnght, Bell, Underwood, and Wakeman, and many
all die with it. 'l'hey are afraid to meet their God, the necks of the people. The people should, with- others eqnal~y. as worthy of mention,
a.nd the ones that come forward and take care of out delay, emancipate themselvs from the galling
In my. op1nwn, althou~h ~he past t.en ye.ns bav
the sic!\: are the very ones that the churches call In- yoke of theological serfdom and join the brave army been frmtr~l years for Intidehty and Liberahsrn, the
fidels that don't fear God, man, or the <levi!.
of Liberal Freethinkers.
next ten w1ll prove far more abundant, because we
Yours for liberty,
H. B. CARPENTER.
Let the bondsmen of church domination be for are just now in a position by which we may expect
ever free. Then and not till then will this beauti- and which we surely will realize big gains.
CoRVALLIS, OR., Nov. 1, 1881.
ful world be val~ed and, above eve~·ything else, ap~Ve hav now quite a th~ifty. Lil.J~ral fraternity _in
FRIEND BENNETT: I am fifty-two years old this preciated. Then will go forth from every seat of this country, and one whiCI~ IS bemg almost daily
month, and never heard a lecture by a man who learning the true intellectual thought and wisdom stre?g~hened I?Y ~he acc~ssJOn of many from the
knew the truth and wasn't nfraid to tell it until last which is ever the result of unshackled minds.
Chnst1an pulpits mto acnv Infidel workers and reweek, when Dr. Yorl\:, of California, came around to
Freedom of thought is the grand highway to the Iorrners. With snch encoura.~i';lg .conversions a_nd
our town and delivered two of his famous lectures, highest order of civilization. This should be the support f1:om ~he ranks of <:hn?t.lamty, ~oge ther :VIth
1 nHncls
which I hope will be a benefit to people yet unborn. sublime conditio·n of the masses. Every people and the growing, mdepen~ent mtell.lge~ce In t,w
He found our town as full of Freethinkers as God clime should feel its benign effects and gladden their of th~ I?eopl.e to do t?etr ow.n thwkwg upon ma~ters
found the cities of the plains of Sodomites and (to hearts with freedom's joy and solid happiness for of religiOn, Irrespecnv of B1ble or ~re<Jds, (l.nd ar~ed
him) Liberals a!l plenty as righteous men in Sodorn. this, their ·present and only life. Abrogate forever on by o~r great Infidels to the falslt~ a~d ~bsurdlly
He found me first, center, and last., I rented the the dreams, fables, hobbies, and fulsome nonsense of the Bib!~, we ~av nearly all, the lnchcauons that
hall and paid all the expenses of the lecture, which peculiar to superstitious ignorance, with all its creeds co~ld be Wished for for th.e rapid advancernput and
were over $20, and I rejoice over it as tlle b('st invest- and dogmas, and frown down the idle drones who ultimate success _of. Infidehty.
.
ment I hav made in Oregon, while those I thought sponge on the credulity of t!ote world, Away with
As far as the mteliectual and mora.! part 1s conI 'could depend upon because they were Freethink- the dull and insipid monotony of monasticism cerned we hav all that could constitute, a noble
ers slunk awll.y for fear it might cost them a nickel. which more or less ·pervades all kinds of religion' cause, but we need n. much larger fratermty, We
Yet curiosity drew quite a crowd, who rushed in for and b'asten in the 'good time of general cheer t~ need more men to advoca.te ~he_ cause among. the
a free lunch. Numbers of church-members who soon chase all gloom and sadness from this lovely planet people. We need a freer ClrCuiatwn of Iufidel litercowered and slunk when they heard that Jesus of eternal duration. Let wisdom shine on every ature. We need more workers and le.~s lookers-on.
never lived and the devil was dead. Hurrah for hell, hand and bow to nothing but human right and We ne~d more men who are nut afratd to act:vocat.e
and Liberals to the front! I want a few copies of equal justice. ·The idiots of past ignorance must be- Inficlehty, and. w.ho ~re not ashame<.! to own 1t any
the "Crimes of Preachers," Darwin's "Descent of come extinct, and the present snperstitions must place, All tins IS tl ue, but we mus.t n_ot expeet. too
Man," and some of those colored posters.
giv place to reason, the only true gui<le of th 8 JJ?UCh too soon, because o~r. cause 1s JL<s.t. n?w getN. B.-I hav money left for the next man who world. When these glorious changes dawn on bu- tmg a good start and a positiOn whereby It wul soon
dares to tell the truth.
Yours truly,
manity faith in man will be the rule, and the out- be able to do much.
.
.
.
B. F. HYLAND.
come will be general friendliness, brotherly kind- t We, a~ Infid~ls and Liberals, hav h.ttle to fear ~n
ness, and every charm t.hat human wisdom and en- he future, while we hav much to be JOyous over Ill
lightened civilization can possibly devise and inaug- the grand prospe?ts spread out. before us.. We are
So. DARTMOUTH, MAss., Nov. 21, 1881.
not b1go,ted or_ mt.olerant
MR. EDITOR: In THE TRUTH SEEKER of last week a urate. This world is a paradise. When truth and p~oud of our. b:hef,
correspondent from Seneca, Iowa, inquired if any of love rule the multitudes every phase of idolatry wuh our Cllns~Ja,n fnends who d1ffer with us. \Ve
the readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER knew of a cure for should cease, and the priests of all these systems of are pe~fectly Wilil?g t~Ja.t every one should ~av the
nasal catarrh? I would say that I hav known of idolized gods should cease their babble and not de- same ngh~ to thet~ o~mu~ns that we c!aim for ourseveral cases of that complaint cured by the use of eeive the people by misleading them and filling their ~elvs. Thts one pr_mclple IS ~he ~mma~uty of Iofi~el
Dr. N. Br-yant's catarrh snuff. ,It is prepared ·in minds with that of which they know nothing. It is no Ity, a.od t~e practtee of winch B doi~g s~metbmg
wooden boxes by Dr. N. Bryant, Natick, Mass. Send less idolatry to worship an imaginary deity in the to Liberalize ~be world and. make. It. Wtser and
your order by mail, and I doubt not the article will air than on the earth or the ocean; it is all a phan- better, and whwh, together w.It~ ac.tiV Freethou,;~;ht
reach you in the same manner. The last box which torn-a deceptiv shadow that vanisheth forever at the an~ work upon matters of rehgwn, Is sure to be the
moment of death. Solidity for this life is sound savwr of the world.
.
I procured cost me thirty-fl. ve cents.
H. BARTLETT.
sense; faith in another life is nonsense. The theo~ 0 let us, as Infidel~ and Lib~rals, be tolerant and
·
Yours truly,
logical driveler knows this but he still imposes on Ltberal; let us be kmd and Just, and lovers and
ignorance for filthy lucre. '
T. WI:sTER.
seekers after truth, and. abhorrers and denouncers
A LUSUS NATURlE.
of falsehood and hypocnsy. Let us not be selfish of
OscEOLA, IowA, Nov. 15, 1881.
our belief, nor afraid to circulate our I.Jooks and
UNIONTOWN, KANSAS, Nov. 10, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: There is in Missouri an infant town
papers among those over whom we think they will
FRIEND BENNETT: I am a new subscriber to your
but fifteen months old, and a population of, it may
hav an influence, and by so doing we will spread the
be, three hundred, with no gods, devils, spooks, sa- paper, but it has created great enthusiasm in this light of truth anrl sciPnce, and free humanity.
loons, or (I had almost said) Christians, but of little village of Uniontown, where a Methodist
Yours fraternally,
E. INGERSOLL.
the latter a few insinuating rogues had crept in church is being erected at the expense of the ppor
under false pretenses. As the Tpeban band fought class of people. The money was raised by subscrL CANTON, ILL., Nov, 26, 1881.
the barbarians of a former day, so this band of Lib- tion, an<l it has caused many a poor child to suffer
MR. EDITOR: There was something said at Ihl"l Chierals of to-day are opposed to the uncivilized Chris- for bread and meat and stop at home from school cago Liberal League Congress about organizing a
tians around them, An ovet·whelming majority of for the want of shoes to wear. Please fin<l inclosed lecture bureau. We suggest that a good plan would
Liberals in any locality is a novelty, and the futil $1. I want my name in the Round-the-Worlr1 list.
be to put the question to every Liberal outside of
Yours for ever,
RoBERT DYER.
efforts of Christians to boss or to outdo this little
the Liberal League as well as in, What will you giv
community is amusing and instructiv. This infant
a year to support (your church) the Liberal cause on
APPLE RIVER, ILL., Nov. 14, 1881.
colony will grow vigorously. A torch to light its
condition that you are to hav at least four courses
1\IR. EDITOR: It has been several months since I of Liberal lectures within a year in Y•)Ur own town
dim surroundings, an oasis in a moral desert, it must
and ought to thrive. In the near future southern hav written anything in the way of a letter for your or place of business? I will giv $12 on the above
Missoud will be pro~td of its pioneers in progress, paper, and I would not now ask for space to say conditions for one year. I am,
and Christianity, when its opposition shall prove a few words through its columns in behalf of InfiYours truly, •
JOHN \V, ABBOTT,
futil, will try to share the merit of founding the new delity did I not feel deeply interested and imbued
enlightened colony' callerl Liberal, Barton county, with the grand truths and principles of this subject,
Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.
Missouri. A few of its advantages are: a neat pub- which your paper so fearlessly and nobly advocates.
I hav been a constant reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER
lic hall to talk sense in in8tead of a church for nonRead the following testimonial:
sense, a good soil, cheap land, genial climate, med- since last M!trch, and must say that never before
.
ELGIN, ILL., Nov. 5, 1881.
ioim.l waters, plenty of coal, on a railway, good from any other paper hav I derived such deMR. DAILEY, Dear Sir: The drculars are here, and are very
sired information and comfort as from reading THE nice indeed. I am very much pleaRecl with tbe work.
market, and, to crown all, good society.
MRs. H. S. LAKE.
Very truly,
Inclosed is post-office order for $1 for THE TRUTH TRUTH SEEKER. I am proud to be a subscriber to
such a paper, and am exceedingly glad to think that
SEEKER to March 1, 1882.
F. J. EMA~Y.
Addr.ess. R. Dailey, Jeffersonville, Ind., for your
we hav in this country such a grand and fearless work.
2t48
organ in the advocation of truth, liberty, justice, and
CINCINNATI, 0.' Nov. 18, 1881.
'
MR. EDITOR: Knowing you to be the outspoken morality.
WE hav plenty more of those colored posters on
At first thought, to some readers of THE TRUTH hand which we will gladly send to any friend who
advocate for the suppression of all pious shams and
superstitions in general, I believe the time. has come SEEKER the question may arise, ''Why has THE takes enough interest in THE TRUTH SEEKER to aid
when a bold and truthful statement should be made 'rRuTH SEEKER not a !urger subscription ?" ·But a in ext&nding its circulation.
to the world, which is this, that religions of all moment's reflection will readily answer this: It is
kinds are the outcome of either knavery or insanity. because of the widespread popularity and influence
A RELIGIOUS controversy at Nevada, Ia., resulted
Let any one of these systems be sifted <lown to its of Christianity; it Is because the people hav not yet
very root, let the light of truth and reason shine ft·eed themselvs from the clutch of it and are still in the election of four Antichristians out of the six
thereon and penetrate its deepest recesses, then can being blinded and misled into the b.elief and practice !school commissioners, and the Bible has consequ~ntly
g1·oes Ues and been e;;cluded from the public sohool.
pe clearly seen u.~ ~~~~~ ~ijq deceitful deformities of improbable and. ~ationa.l thins-~
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LIFE-SIZE

A. Sun- Worshiper's 'l'hanksgiviug
Hymn.

WILLIAM WILSON,·

LITHOGRAPH

BY ROBERT SW AIL.

Thou rnlest here, 0 Sol, supreme;
Thou cansest day and night:
Thou art the great eternal spring
Of motion, heat, and ligl't.

OF

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

D. M. BENNETT.

Yea, all sensation, strength, and thought
.Alone in thee find source:
In nature's moves on earth thou art
The great propelling force;

Heavy Plate Paper, 20x28,
Inventor oef the "Wilsonia," and Lecturer on Electr.ical Thera.o
pcuti~!l, Autltor of' " The Trial of' Medi~ine," "Tile Langua~e of' Disease," '·'Medical Fallacies," Etc., Etc,

SUITABLE FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.

Thou dost man's destinies control;
Thou for!)) est every ilower:
We recognize m tbee the great
And all-s1ifficient power.

St'nt.b} Ma or Fifty cents

1\Iankind, in death and nothingness,
Without thee would be lost;
All beauty;love, and life would sink
In one long night of frost.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

1\Iillions of ages thou hast shone,
The t1·utbs of science show,
.And prove 'tie false, that thou wast made
Six thousand years ago.

CENTRAL OFFICE,

4:65 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

TO TRI.\L SUBS<1RIBEIRS

THE TRUTH SEEKER.,

Though lies are said of thee and bred
By ignorance of Old,
Thy mge moves not at puny tales
By petty pigmies told.

A WEEHL Y LIBERAL .JOURNAL

lilA Y BE CONSULTED DAILY FROl'll 10 A. l'll. TO S P.M., FREE OF CHARGE,

With sixteen, large pages, win be sent
t·or THREE UONTHS, posta~e paid,

Inste9.d of pouring- out thy wrath
Tbou blessest man each day,
While in grandeur, strength, and greatness
Thou rollest on thy way.
We see the ancient myths expireGods made by human skill,
Not one transcends thy potencies,
For thou art shining still;

FOR

FIFTY

CENTS.

Full letters from the Editor, now on a
tour around the wo•·ltl, apJ>ear weekly.
These alone are worth the price asked.
D. J!I, BENNE'I"I',
141 Ei~hth st., New York.

Address.

.And thy warm sunshine givs us life,
We know most certainly.
Our praises then and thanks belong
Most rightfully to thee.

'f he " WILSONIA" appliattces are not mere pads which Jose their
eflicac.v in a few weeks, but are so scientifically constructed that they
WlLr~ LAST FOR 'l'WEN'I'Y YEARS, and can be worn by d.iftere11t
members of the same family from time to time.
EASTERN DISTRICT BRANCH NOW OPEN AT 4.<1 FOURTH
S'I.'REET, NEAR SOUTH EIGHTH STREET,

-------------------------------------

WHAT OBJECI'IONS TO

We thank thee, then, for clothes and food,
For crops. for wood, and coal.
But for our lovely maids and wives
The most Of all, 0 Sol.

CHRISTIANITY

Then hail, all hail, to thee, 0 Soil
To thee we bend the knee;
We shall, for all we hav and are,
Giv thanks to only thee.

Bennett·Mair Discussion.

No. 695 RROA OW AY,
No. 1337 BROAHW A Y,
No. 2310 I'HIRD AV.,

THE

QUALIFIED AS~ISTANTS ALWAYS IN ATTENDANCE.

BETWEEN

D. M. BENNET'.i' and G. M. l'f!&iR.

Lines
REPLY

TO

BY R. F. S.

This Ingersoll with wit and lore
Is bringing minds to rack.
In such a plight we need more light
Than can be shed by Black.
You are so numerous and so wise
That champions cannot lack.
You ought to send, you may depend,
A better man than Black.
Don't send a weakling to the front
When you again attack,
Nor will yon need a fertil Weed
That does not equal Black.
No feeble souls are wanted now,
Who make a constant quack.
Or still again, Van Bockelin, U
Succeed the vanquished Black.
Yon may think this a childish game,
Requiring little knack;
That you can bring a fancy Swing,
.And push us off with Black.
But tf. you want to " hold the fort,"
.And keep your narrow track,
We do advise, it would be Wise
To trust no more to Black.

TO

Tbls book Is a. tbo:ough examination of. the Christ tan
:.ystem uf religfun. divlcted into the follow:mg theses:
1. Christia.nuy is neither new nor origmal, being borrowed Dl' copit!d from much older systems of re!fgton.
(a) The b~JJd in an ofrspring being begotten by a god
upon a. human virgin is nea.rly a tliOl:lsand yeers older thun
tlle mytuica.l story of Jesus and Ins virgin mother. (b)
Other so-called suv!ors and redeemers huv been believed
in and reported to hav been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hunrlreds of years before the flame was In .Annver to H S Open Letter
said of Je~us. {c) There is not a dogma, rite, sacrament,
or ceremony in CtJnstianity tbat did not exist in p8g11.n
Newspa})ers,
Sent to
s_ystems from five hundred to two thousand years before
Chrlf:tiantty was known in the wor.ld.
2. Miracles and supernatural achievements bav been as
fully and truly ascritJed to other teachers and founders of
465 FULTOX 8T. 1 BROOKLYN,
religion as to Jesus.
s. The story of Jesus a.nd his mission in t.he world is un-· SIR: I hav bPfore me a seyen-paged open letter, ad·
h1storica1; it is not. corroborated by contemporaneous his- dresHed to myself, tnt ended for publication in all the even-

Anthony GOmstoek

•
:<,:5.

...,.

jui': 1·~~~~\:j~· and

ChriBtlanity are uuprogresslv !n their ~~~~~ :c~~~~~~feaJt~~ ~~~ft;f~~~~t~!;~:;, fs~ lh~~raa~~·e~
nature; they are founded upon the doctrin and authority cial court haa to be set aside for my special case against
of bOd himself, and are therefore incapable of progress you. WeJI, Jet us exam in as to wbat fol!owed. I stood
Y.
th,Jre without counHel, ready to defend my order of arr_est.
ans~ ~n:,~r~~f::e!'~d Christianity do not teach the· hlgber I was strong in tbe proof of my charge against you, and
clas:io of truth and the best variety of religion which man- did not require an attornry to quibble on points of law.
kind are capable of receiving.
You, on the other hand, had an attorney-a man in whom
Price,
$1.50.
~~~s?:w~a&at~~~ta~~~i~ga~~~~ ~&~~ak;~vj~e;n:n~yoo~~
dress
D. lll. BENNET'I\
solicitor, is a gentleman anrl anoble-heartedman. ifemust
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ew_Y_or_k_._
;~~~t ~g~~~~=lre~i~er:VS~~kihe::e~~r~~~~ B~s:~ta~~~thf~~\~
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shows t.he design and size, but not its
U
cept1on ou points of 1aw,and attempted to sh')W that. not
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the spirit and intent of your libelous letter should be gone
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Rubb!'r Elastic Appliance
io 30 Dt>)"S,

Ueged Cf·mmunicatlon, and on tbis ground pleaded for a
ditm.iissa.l. This I objected to, whereupon your solicitor

Reliable references given. Send stnmp ror circuhl.l
q8 y In wh!Lt i~d~~lsou saw J~~~~~~'f.s'B6'ri.INGS,
J3t46
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~~~g~~~ ~;-~~~~f:lnr~f~fn~~r;g~ s;~~i~l~ f~!tai~~,s~~a:

1 then stated in the preHence of that court, that all Irequired was a fuUi.-vestlgation lnto tb.e facts. It was then

ananged tllat the District Attorney Bhould take charge of
the case. as prosecuting counsel. on behalf of the people
against Anthony Comsto.ck, I being promised at~ that time
8
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APPLETON'S latest, 800 to 860 pages (6%x9U lncbes).
Publlllher's prlce,"$5, $6, and $7. Our price. prepaid, $2.
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.a::R"EE BOO:K FOR THE SICK,

Sixt~en

!ifavior!! or 1\'oue.

BY KERSEY GRAVES.

eral V9ices were heard. The door was opened in response
to the knockinr of the officer, when a number of gentle
men were seen sJtttng around a table as if in committee
Anthony Comstock was Inquired for, and denied being
there. Up,on retlrln~ voices were heard In a room close

I

1

p;

r~.:'t w~~n;~;:whereupon
~;~~ j~~~:nht~id
du ~~r~:o~t~~~~h;~~'
the officer, acting upon the in

1~r~r~~~u f~';;1~ bJ'Pt:C~· g;~~c;:~~~oJJ;u~f~~e~h~~~~e!;.~

Jesus are defectiv in morals, intelli· ~g pa~~~O~~irneg B~~fte~~· ~~~~~S cr:tl';~~Cdb,Sle:~~r.;~~k~~
gence, and set entitle inform<J.tion, and, so far as they are of papers, the gubUshers of which refused to publish it,
value, his moral precepts and teachings were equa.led ~Y
many sages and teachers who preceded him. The Bible It· ~a~~~g~!~~rtb:alert~ctp~~ tb~~~~c~ ~ful~~~~~ba~r,t t~o~1~
sell was written l>y men illy informed in sc~entlfic knowl· hav given me an admirable opportunity to show thP. pubedge. and does not harmonize with the facts and principles lic the true tnwtlrdness of tbe man who could pen such a
in nature known to be true.
.
letter, and yet c1 1m to be a Christian and a protector of
5 Tlle-doctrins and claims of Cbristia.nJty hav been a the public from the vicious members of society. A more
vicious letter could not be penned, and the evidence of
¥~~::a~n~ieb~i~~ ~ ~~11:1~~ ~ ~~~~1[ db!~ ~!r:/ :~:f1~~~~ ma!tce crops out in every sentence You first claim that
of hate. contention, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
1gnorance superstition, and falsehood, and has retarded ~~~~o'i[~~hpnono~fab£& ~c~~~~:1~6~~;abfe! ~~~~~l~i.th~o~
education' and science in the world. It recognizes and were arreste~for publishing a mallcious11bel, and taken in
supports the obuoxioud systems of kingcraft ttnd priest the charge of an otllcer before the magbtrates. You then
craft, upholding slavery, despotism, and every form of op11
pression in its assertion that all power is of God. As a :~~~e~o~x:~~rdat~!n~x!t~i~ili~~d? wrlt~~~ ~~~~fnut 1it ~g~
proof of this the le•ders o.ud bright stars of the Chrl•ttan y~~[.t to confront you on your vlle charge. You were sichurch hav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
.
of human lii>P.rty the world has known.
After the lapse of several weeks I received an order
s. The Bible and Christianity ha.v o~pressed woman ana from Judge Smith's court to attend such cou'"t respecling
hav depriyed her of the rights to which by nature she is m.y charge against ynu, and believing that you would sub-

.RUDtures ""ured

h~1d~th~~~~~~~~~~~~~ rhe;; ~~~trrrr~~~p!~~ ~0 ~~~;v~

1wouldreturn~

tor~ The teachings of

Freethinkers' Badge Pin.
~,

er, David Cotter, called at your omce, in response to a tete
grnm received hy me. Be waS then told tbat you were
away in the country. Be went straight from Y<'Ur oftlce to
that of Howe & BummeJ. and there met a prh·ate detecth'
who offerPd t.bere 1mfl then to dlcclose the whereabouts ot
Anthony Comstock. 'f the $100 reward, which I had oJiered
for hfs arrest, !'hculd be giyen him. Tbts was E{om1sed,

OPEN LETTER

The t"nliest Discussion yet Published,
~i"Ving the Do;;-mas and Claims ot
Christianity a thorough Ex·

antiun.tiou pro and cou.

Now, Christians, forward l Do not fail
To try and answer back;
But you will want an abler man
Than this "policeman" Black.

Rochester, N.

------~

(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)

WRITTEN ON READING INGERSOLL'S
BLACK.

} NEW YORK

W~~~~~~~~~eA~f.d~~J~i ~~o~~~a~etl~~~ew~~ ;~~ef~:~~~~~

!i-b·e £~~~,?w'ti~' ~"enee.\f ~~t~gg; fe~'ll~IJ'c~:ta~~~t~\:'T
Comstock was not there, when the door was closed. My
IJalf·brother, who was waiting In the lobby, made a ruse as
if running down stairs, the officer, all tlie time standing
outside, beside the door. The same person who had be
fore opened the door opened it again. The ofticer, by a.
rnptd movement of the foot; kept the door open and then
walked In and arrested yourself, Anthony Comstock. If
th1s wns not hiding from arrest, I fail to understand what

n~dJ~N ili~af~~t ~ff ~ y 1I0a~i~:~J~r~3~n~P~~na~~tJrd~:~;
8

8

rewllrrl, and that I had refused to pay the person giving
the information, I beg letl.ve bere to state that th~ hundred do'lars was paid to the detectlv In 'the presence of
several witnesses, one of whom was a merchant and man-

~~~:~f.re~o ~u~g~~/~~~~i:rt:st~e~~:j[~i~g g~ w~:~~~

evasion?
Now, as to the next portion of your open letter: Yon
say there Ia a Jaw prolJibltlng the transmission of letter&
and circulars concerning schemes to deceive and defraud
the publtcorobtain money by false pretense~tbrough the
mails, You knew very well wheu you were writing that.
1

f~~~~ucceht~:~1!~ ~gfta~i~E~ ~~~t\~~t~~~t~tig~~~sk1a~~agl

Brooklyn wus before you, otrerJng every pbysUca.n or scientitle man a free entry into my factory and consulttnf

f~r~~~o~~g o~ ~~eg~~~et~e:~:~Pggre~1n~:06~1;~~uW~~ ~~d

yt·u not Rvan yourself of tbe otter and hay called at my
consulting rooms and manufactory for inquiry before

~~~l~f Yy>~~ ib~yJo~:v1 ~~,~~J~s~h.:'s Poun~:~sus~~~~• .Fa;

this reason, viz .• th:tt my establishment is one of the mas\
prominent in Brooklyn, and Jn close proximity to your
own residence. so th»t notbing but mal!ce aforethought
could hav induced you to hav written such a. letter, wlitle
the followln!hol!er to the physicians of Brooklyn was be·
0

{~f~ld fb~nn~~e~i~i"~; g~tf:~J~~e;,~~~ ra~i~~lt~~ 0 ¥t

you wish to excuse yourself re-read the foll~wing:

WM. WllSOH'S OrfN l~TTfR
To tbe Physicians and the Commiseioners of' Cl1arities of'
the <:ity of' .Brooklyn,
GENTLEMEN-Two years ago In Europe I Invented and

Nf::~st;_d a~~a~~:i!~aff~~~~c~6~[ ~:s r~l!~~:nbdef;-ee ~t~

l~f~~~;,:>.:'~t~s~~:~Yt !c6\~tg~~c~~ 1;c~~u"c':,g;~!J:~~ltm~
r~,~i~~~l ~O~nplfo~~daO~de~~ ~~~;~~~ ~ngfn~y~~~!d z:~~~l: inception,
has en. used thousands to wonder wJly so valua.
:i~~~~!;~;~~~ ·~~.d~~' !~t ~\~.~ Ri~~~~t ~t~~~n<~~:~~(yos~~

but myself aud attorney applied at Jefferson Market Police Coun next da.y. and we were told that Justice Solon
Smith had gone luto the country, and would not be back
until Monliay follow_ing. the C(·urt v1licer to whum we spoke
Intimating thu.t us t te Comotock case was in the hands of
Justice Solon Smith, nothing would be done until bis return. Picture, tl!Crefore. my astonishment up0n receiving a notice from the courG tba.t the case bad been dismissed without an Investigation Into the facts which led
to the writing of your letter, neither myseJf nor one of my
witnesses being Ct\lled, a· d yet you hn.v in your lettertbe
iJUdacity to t.eU the public that you were honorably ac.
qujtted. May heaven save tbe public when such honor.
able acquittals shall follow the publication of such vile letten~ u.s th·1t penned by you to hundreds of my pattentsl

1

ble an addltlou to the necessities of our race should bav
been so long overlooked.
·
Th• success of my appliances In the cure of dlseiLSe In
1

::0~~ ~g,:;"glg~~~~dL~~t t~~:. Jn~ ~ltYoJ~~~~~fP..lu':.'";
1

when the proper appliances were worn as recommended.
In the face of such t~uccess in Europe, I determined that

t~: r:~~l1 ~iTt~:n~c~r~~~w~ ~u"i/'.~l~~~ ~a~~~~t~~oW.f~~

commenced the Bille of my goods at No. 465 :I!'ulton street,

~~~;re aw.P:lf8u~'f~1 h~ri;.!~~~~~:r~ a::,~ ~~~~~o.;.::,o~gr

the diseatJea above mentioned-all of whom cu.me to me
only us a last resort, having failed to get relief from any of
1 1

f/~e,}!J'~~· ~ ~':':·tl~~~ g~c~euf~~!~~l"J~H~:Jf~~flio~ti
CENT of whom will tell you to-day on ar,plloatlon r.o

~~ ~~~;~dl3~~;~~ gr ~~~!~:~1~~~;a~;·e t~~:'e' ~! t3id~~~ ~1 ~~~~e"J T.{ gf~1;ngl?:g~v~st~'f;o"~~ td~~J~~a1~m'!'~~"o~
0

R~~s~~sn1~ Y~~~r g~~i~~a;Jro~ ~~~ ~7nbeu~n~~ t~in~~~fJtJ'y

"Antichrist:"
Proving conclusivly that

THE STORY OF JESUS CHRlS'f,
HJi Birth, Lli'e, Trial, Execution, etc., 111 a Myth,
.fJlce

f3,W

1!01 P.IO lltt tb1• OIDGO

0

dream of huvlng you arrested until after I had written may s"tlsfl yourself or the truth of the above statement.
my letter to you, wllich appeared in all the newspapers.
10
I cantd at your utllce personally three or four times, as did ~1 P~J'g"~~ ~r~'fr'i~~rJH~1h'¥ M'8~~~1'{ tttl'L'L'l'i~:
also my half. brother, David Cotter. We were each told by worth of my appliances. to be used only Pn the pert~ons of
the sick plor nvw and Jlk~ly to be In Yt•ur cha1·ltable lusLl·

4!66 A WEEKJ.n...fOUl own town

..

Term•

frto, ;q;, ,IIAIIO". Qo.,l'u~cl,lll), lltll

4

fl1

ou

pe 1 sons on Nassau street that you were seen in the imme. ~~~'::!: ~l~~h~ore~t~~i~:~~ea~~~d'l'.i':~~~/ .:'~':,I<J"u:J'g~~t~
dlute nelghborl!m·d not long !Lfter mr; call!nf,, I felt tuat and be ullowed to ret,.ln watcher• at my own expense tt1at
paleuts do not receive any medlclu during the wear·
f~~ ;a~~seci'f~~~~n:,ht~ ~~~~~~~~~[e1J 1~:d1~;Seg~1aTe~ the
lng ofmy appliances, !Lnd that a proper report oe supplied
ments ttgu.inst me. It was your thus evading me which from lme to time, so tlmt 1, at my own expense, can puh.
caused me to take criminal proceedings agaiust you, und llsh t.he record of the cures by my appliances. I furtuer
fortllwitb instruct counsel to sue out a warrant n.gu.Jnst you wleh that every medical man In .Brooklyn should call at my
for criminalllbel. After such warrant was in the handS of mt~.nufr~ctory and exuminfor blmseJf tbe processes of man
the dttlcer. such o:tlicer and several of my witnesses sought
you at your office. They were told by persons In lour of. ::f;~~'ft:d:~dM~'f~~irmfse~;~~~~~~~~ec~2:~~~!Jdh~~~
tilt ftce t)lat you bad gone Into the country, as I ha before to any pbyslcllm, che.m!et, or •c:lent!etliand in close J>NX•

but!l wid, 011 ~· IUOrlllila Ot JOW "f'OJ~ Jllflulit•JII"O~ij llill»' W rAJ 11'11'11 IIUIIIIIH J;llll!liiOI $

e fllltlllt

piiJIIV~

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBE::i:t 3, 18St.
maY see for themselvs the patients who hav been t"elleved
bY roy appliances. All physicians and chemists-who hav
amined my goods hu.v availed themselv~ of tny inven:i~n are to-day wearing my ~ppllij.nccs, and recommendinK ihe same "to the1r patlent'r1 w1th mnrk.ed success.
·
Tile aforesaid gift of FIVE 'l'HUUSANl> DOLLARS'
rth of goods 1vlll be ,delivered Jrom time to time! as
:reed upon by n committee of yom·selvs, on applicat u'n
me a few dtlYS u advance, stating the dlsense fur wh tell•
ft!ey ure required, B\.1 th11t I can supply the best possible
rorro of my luve1 tion. Hoping you w111 avail yourselvs of
royolfer, I remain, gentleme~ILLfA~f' -w'I't~~~~Y,
No. 465 Fulton ~:~t., Brooklyn.
In f&ce of the above letter, what pretenijo ca.u you tlnd
for your conduct~ Why did you not giv me the names of
the parties whom you pretended had wrl'teu to yon? The
fact is, no one did write to you except n. lot of conspi~ing
doctors, and to please them you became their tool.
In the next part of your open tetter you refer to a lettel'
you sent ·ne, and say as follows: •· Why did you, like Ana.
nlas and Sapphira of old, keep back a part; wily did yuu
not tell the public that I wrote you per•ouully on the 15th
of september?" Your memory mu~:~t be very bad in this

fruitless research,.and by an accident, he goes on to say pear when the Wilson Ia Ma.gnetfc Garments are used ns dlth'*(i~Jl~~e !!U?~:~~e~af~·~ 1~1°~c~{31t~g the above formul!l rected. I wUI undertake to cure 90 per cent of the so-called
that WILLIAM WILSO~·s
pattnt was tn.ken out tw~ iucurableR
now in the hospitals lu the United States, and
1 1
8
and a half yt!ars before Professor White made hts state ~~~ ! Pd~f; g~ricft~~T~e¥t n~~~~'b~ci~fat~~tt~~~e~~i~~il~Y:s
1
mf~ t1 ;\~~~~lltft~e1{~~~~~~~~c~i~~i;1~~Zdpat.euted by :MR gnverntng
such hospital8 shall not allow anymedtctn to
1
W lLSON, t!lat the secret of the "WILSON lA'S '' force ~~~3 tvh~~ ~\!~ ~'~ti;~t:~~tY{/JL~gPt~~i6I~a~~~~~~~~a :~~~oe~~~
wholly lies.
made. <.:IT1ZJ£NS OF AME-BIC A! when and where In
Physicians, electricians. and scientists are, therefore the histnry of the world has such an offer as t.his been
invited to exam in cl·ttiC;I,llY Into the nature of the .. WIL made? Here,tu New York and Btboklyn alone, there are
SONIA" MAGNETic CLOTHING, and, with the formu thousands of poor luvaltdsln our hosplta"s passing through
lu lle ore them, go inLo their Ia.boratori('s and experi. the ordeal of a protracted and !lvlng deatti who might, If
ment for themselvs. They will then know that the
my ofi'cr be accepted-, he r\·ijtored to the world as useful
memllers of society, and this fl·ee of charge. lf my offer
be not accepted by the physicians of the hospitals. then

WILSONIA MAGNETIG CLOTHING

~~~~eFe~~~~;~:~~w~~dt ·~{~t~n~r)~~n{~~;~fds0 ~~~~s~~~e ~oc~hae~~

care. 1 hav sc.Jd my patent to a company with a view of
manufllcturtng on a very large scale, so that with increased
facilittes in ttie form of valuable machinery spectally prepared for our -rurposes, we shall be able to place upon the
~'::"1\'.:'~c~~-unllmited supply of these wonderfully curatlv

D. M. Bennetfs Publications.
Truth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•

~~~~l~t~i:gu!I~~d ~!~:;!,~~';:':d"f,hW~;o"p~~d[~~o ;..~~=
0

~not

Christians), irom the time ot" Menu to the ~resent.
~o~~~~·~fit JJ.?;gs?~.'i:J: Svo. Cloth, $3.00; eather.

fJ.J];"

"l'he ()hampions of the Church ; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Biographical sketches
of prominent Christians far worse than Iriftdels. A com·

R~~l~n ~g.k f?t~~ TP~~;:,o[A~'~h~als~Sb'~ e~8th~l, ~,M·; B:_~·

rocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

• th A
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
Modern 'l'imes. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the
I s th e Gref!,t est Wonder 0 f e ge,
gods the nations of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jehovah, Satan, The Holy Ghost, J e•us Christ, Vlnrln
and yet withal one of the inost tr~~m~~~~~~£~~~~~Y~~vt}~"o~"W~~ ~~ ~:;;~t:;:~d~fr:;~~"y Mary, and tile Bible. 835 pages, 8vo. Vol. II describes fUlly
improvements on mv first conception of what was needed a.lltlle religious systems of the world, including Judaism,
fer tl•e relief and cure of disease unttl the'" Wllsonta" in
f~'~~i;lW:~ll~~lr~~~~!~pneo;r~~a~~~w~~7r~~'~ 1~~~;~~~~~~u~g
1
~imple of Inventions
its present form contains all the elements of what bas r-&~~~e~e~~~~TUii:1nfohfl:t~~~ti~~. t~:9 a~~~~. o~;Rilf.
sept~->mber 20th, under the captlou of" The Romance ot
gone before in the same direction. The continuitY of cur·

Anthony Comstock's Anest. and what Led to lt," and directlY following the $\00 reward, I refer to the very letter
which you say I never noticed:
"And tlle llext morningirt!ceived acringing letter,
written after tlw reward was offeied,as shown by the pus.

~~~~~ rs~ t~o~nr~~~~et.~~oi~'hla ~~1t~m~~· ~J:e ~5t~tet

september, at. two iu the afternoon, tllllt he had gone away
for a week. Who told the He? .Uid he order h1~:~ suburUl-

~~~~8d8~y~~~gt~~~~~~~. tl~~f:. ~~#~~~fl"t~il!f,~~~.; ~~~y~xid bo;{~~~~

with the detectlv8 u.Htl the court • lliccr, _went to Cum.
stock's office. They were told tllat he WUii m the country,
and dtd nut know when he would rcturu. Tiley were t 1en
told that. I\ Jetter was written Oy Uomijt··ck to W till am 'Vll.
son t.h'"' night previous. At this tile clerks SP.emed surprised. u.nd ·said I ' Well, we do not know wllere he is, nor
when he will return.'
u A private dttect.lv then told my half brother where
to :llnd him, and stUd he wu.i hid away iu an upper room in
the su.me building. There the olliccrs w~nt, .knockillg nt
one door where voice~ w~re heard witlllu,l.Jut t.lle aoor
was locked. Then In u.nuther room adjacent u.n attempt
was made to discover him u.mong u. cou1pu.uy of gent!emen
sitting apparently iu committee, but Com8tuck cuu1d q.ut
1

~g ;:~r~ce1hr~~·es~~p~u;~Jt fudtt~n~ ~~au~d~~~ s~~~ie~~~~

1

--.

rent is made complete, the d,.ngers of non-ventilation nre

~~Viis:fni~~~r~~~·saJ(Psisois p~~s~~P~~~a~~.S~ins;.~~r1~~
pl~ ;~~ :~i~i~~;~~ ~~~~e~~bt~c~)~~~t~:n~~~o ~~ea~s~~fnag. fr1,m
the e:fl'ects of retarded perspiration, having had

that, becauf.>e I had been a cabinetmaker, I could not
therefore attain to a knowledge of curativ agencies distinct frnm tlle methods laid down by the schools. In an
swer to thil3 as~mmptton uf your~:~. I can only su.y that I pity
you for vour stupidity. Do you not know tiJU.t the celt
IJrJted Dr. Jolin Hunter of London worked at the !Jencl!as
a cauinetmaker ut fort. -two years of age, and arterward
became the mo8t eminent surgeon in Europe? emU to.clay
the Huuteriau Mu~eumin London is a living monument of
th;Lt. cu...IJinetumker'8 ~;;kl!l? Do you uot al~u know that all
g1·eut inve-ntions ever made emanate from among those
whom -we !east sm;pect u.s the orJghw.tors of new thought?
Another Itn~Jurtuut r~_ference in your open lettel' I I'efer
to: On a hou.rrl sigu y( u~ay as follows:" Read the Anthony
Comstock lettel'ti in favor of• Wilsonta.. '" In answer to
which I shnply' say that I hav the copies of tlft' -1lve letters
sent to yuu In favor of my garments, the pu.rties sending
0

not olfer. viz: ·That you shall. upon the examination of the
deeds referret-1. to in my letter as above, between your atb~~~ torney and Mr. Colgate, upon the conclusion of suc11 iuves-

WHS

~~[t~~eble{~cur u~~J~ ~~le~ ~~ ?as ng:vr~~ ~~eo~v k"c~?

~~~~Ji~u~J~~\1~ ~~~f~~ ~~f1 °e~o"na8~~~ Forthy~.~~~·a\rg~~g~f~
~h~~oc~~~~)~~iY~~~J!~U:~!~f :te~g~t ~~~!~~~l~>~~c~~~es.

Ji~~;~d~~ ~~~l~~;~~~:~irln~ele~~n~~r~e
tb~~r~~f~~~~fi~~t~~tir0t~o~em~ste~f~~lte~~e~~f~f~~btt1~ ~~~f~ftrf~~s~;;
willing to u.ccep~ your plea of ignorance of the facts. and

letter written by you on the 15th. You ~llerefore utterly
fall to show In you•· open letter thatl had kept anything that you were deceiveu by others.
back. In the same open letter you refer to a lawsuit. iu
letter of
Ireland between Wetton & Co., and William ·wuson, of
No. 6-!)i Putrick. street, Cork, and tbe most malicious act
that any man could conceive is the taking the trouble ot
wrttiug to Ireland t"or information 1·e.t<pect1ng a man, aud
when such tuformtt.tlon is received, teJUng one.halt the
story In a open letter-to the public and keeping buck the
other half. ThiR you know you hav done, and 1 challenge
you to publish at your own cost your open letter. us 1 at
my own cost shall pubUsh this. ~uurmu.llcious act in thus
concealing r.he realuu.ture of the lu.wsult between Wetton and myself as rival manufliturers and large emph;yCl"s
of labor is an act unworthy of the commonest intormer.
I hav a deed from the llritish government wherein, ou
the se tlement of thl\t suit as a.bove referred to, such
deed binds my opponents to pay me a large sum of money
COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.
in settlement thereof. Your attorney, .Mr. Tenney. or
Mr. FRAZER, corner of Reade st. and Broadway, New
Mr. Colgate, your President. can see that deed whenever
they choose to call at my offices. Yet yvu,in your open York.
Mr. DEGRAFF (DeGra.tt & Taylor). Fourteenth st., New
letter, attempted to show that I had been guilty of a crhnE:'.
If this was not vlndlctlv malice, what w«• It 'I Again. In York.
Mr. TAYLOR,ofthesamefirm.
the same open letter, yo 1 would Insinuate thu..t my patent
Mr. FAYERWEATHER (F. B. Hoyt& Co.), Spruce st .•
and Edgar Wetton's were tbe same. Yet you know Yery New
Ynrk.
well that the circular !rom which you obt~lued the
Senator McPHERSON, Washington.
name~ of my patients contains also the following descripl:i.
B.
STIMPSON, Spruce st.
tion of my patent:
THOMAS HALL (Kestler, Hall & Co). Ferry st.
"During the past few years seven or eight di:fl'erent
N~~luy~I~k~AYAiill CLARK, 54 East Forty.ninth street,
1
t~\~~tgu~a~h~e:~~tu.~!tneri~uiuf~~c~ ~~~·i~lfno~ ~:TI~~~!~ Dr. DEMAREST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st.,
been a want of means whereby the magnetism once hp.parted to them could be retained. This deJect has been Harlem.
Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertaker,S30 Clermont ave.
tullv overcome in the 'Wilsonia' invention. Williu.m
Mr. E. S·rCLAIR CLARKE1 758}~ Lafayette ave.
Wilson struck the happy Idea of att~ching a series of
Mr. YOUNG, Artist, Bergen st., Brooklyn.
Voltaic Piles to the Magnets, which by absorolng the natura.! exudations of the sKin giv out a cunsta.nt galvanic
current, and thus keep up a. continuous tmpply of 1\lllgnet- a ~~~s~~::~~~s~~~~d~1~~f~~lft~a~u~~ ~eef:[~~~~etg aft~~
ism. ..s..noLher Very: important feature or tue · Wilsorria' above?
invention Is this. Wea.rers of these garments never experience unpleasant shocks and are never atllfcted with
sores, which inevitably result from wearing galVllnic
chain bands-they havJug to be steeped in vlnegtU' LOren·
der them capable of imparting any curatlv prvperty. u.nd

a!Pr~~~;:rc~~g~~!d~~~.

".Wti'}3•.lJI~Yl,~hg~w

"

Also the .Method of Manufacture.

"W1Jsoni~'

Magnetic Clotnmg:

IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
;
COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY S1"0RE,
:
PRIVATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,;
AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WITH FEMALE
ASSISTAN7'S l<'OR LADIES. ALL OUR GARli!ENTS ARE THE SAME, NO MATTER AT WHAT
DEPOT THEY IIIAY BE PUR<.:HASED.
OFFICE HOURS, 10 A.M. TO 8 P.III.

j

Analysts of Religious BeUeC. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred Writings of the world.
By Viscount Amberley son of the la.te Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of Eng1a.nd. Comfilete from the London
~~~~~Q,7~rll~~r::s, t~OO. In clot , $3.00; leather, $4.00;
The Great Works of Thomas Paine. In·
eluding The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecies,

4

$500 REWARD!
th!\\r}L~O~l~g~~~i!liW~ ~~a1r~~~!f~~gt1~~b~~~
reward upon the conviction of the offenders.

Suffering Invalids,
PaJp.phlet and Price Li · t,

G0d

A LECTURE.
By .J"am<J§ "lV. Stillman.
An ably.written and handsomely-bound pamphlet of
34 large pages. Prise, 15 cents. Address
D M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth street, New York.

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRA.illNG

8~;~~~~~~~?g~ tft~~t;~~~~~~gg~t;;;;~'n~.vl~t~~~~ ~~:e1~&~ ~~~i1~n~ :;~ret~~i~~P ~sn~~n~~rri~ii~t~l~~~Y~. P~l~~~~~ff
whole with "llulug of auy material to snit the fancy of
the wearer, but preferably cauton tiaunel should bo u~:~ed,
When the garmem Is so far llulslled It Is magnetized by
a powerful electro magnet until evet·y phtte oi the whole
series is thorougllly saturated with maguet1sm,
Having descrilJed the process as above, 1 llgain say tbat
1f you make the gu.rmeuts as I direct they will do you
lust as much rroou .as tbougb I mu.de them myself. But
~~~:Sb:~~'k~~h~~ ¥~~e~t~Jt~h:~l~~~!f{~~~arfieo~~:~~

ri~o~~~ ~~:~~wwige~~ P~ci:~:tf~g<iuackery with

with the
"W1LSONIA ?" Why do not the advertisers of quack
nostrums tell purchusers how to make their compouutls?
Now, as to P1'of. White's great di8covery: He told us a
few weeki ago, through the columna or the New York
-He~·ald, that he hu.d wade a marvelous discovery, v1z.,
that tlle whole secret of the electric charge lu the Gym.
notus, or electric eel, lu.y wholly 1u the fu.ct that the au.ld

g~':.':~e ;::Sw:~~~~~~~~d ttl: ~~;v':;~0e~~ebJ!.~gv~~l,t~~
M~UII,

Willi QJ\1¥ wade a11>er ell' and

tllre~·ll11111'1i8r

:vem11t

than find tlHlt an attemtJt at imltutton httt~ been made by
an engraved clreula.t·coutatniug copies of my own circular

~!r~~odv~~;,~tl~t~t ~~~ti~~ ~~~~~~~V~~g l~tt1se ~~~d~c~~~g1~1 ~~~h

clrcuhll' will Hnppose tlmt the garmcuts so purch:1sed were
ldeutlcal with my own. ~ut Wilen seen t.ogetilel" tlley Me
u.~ dit.rerent as anythin~ can possibly be conceived. If

~~';kv~~' ~~~gk~~~i,11 ~~n~Is~\vh~~~ri~u[h~T8~;¥~diS~~~

where Wilsonfa depnts a.l'e o/>ened, they may ha.v every
thing made clear to til em. T 1e cla.m or CHEAPNJ<:SS is
a pour pol nt to put tor"•n.rd when the matteJ· of disease
and life and deu.tn is iu the bah1uee. .My I'eputattou now
is so unpar~tlleled thu.t never before In tile history of tile
world hav such rem;Lrl\:!~blc CUI'l'8 bet~n e1Iect·ed as those
foUowiugtne timely use 111" th!! now world-renowned \Vii
soniu. garments. The blind hav been mu.de to see, the
deaf to hear, the helpless ll:.Ll'alyt1c to wulh: erect, the demeuted to IJccome su.ue, the martyr to catarrh aud ttsthma
to speak and breathe freely, the t~ri"Illcd with heart dis
ease to walk forward among the pUblic without the terror
ot ~POD41D!r lleatll. AU 11114 OYOfY fQI'I!lllt lllle~o ~~

lnvestl~tlon

ot trne
n the world.

The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. t<> XVL
inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Rights of Man. For the oppreBBed ot hnma11o
1ty. Paper, 40cents; cloth,75cents.
D. M. Bennett's \Vorks.

The Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes and Persecutions. Svt>. 1,119 pages.
Cloth. $3.00; leather. $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

BY E. B. FOOTE, M,D.

u~!l~..Cf.~J•r..;"!:~~~ rw<;,·~~~~-o~M~~~~t r'ts~:!:

This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or$5.00 for the two voPumea~
1nleather, $7.00; tn morocco. gilt edges. $8.00.
·aa.bits of men and women, the causes and prevention of
F••ont Beltin<l the Bars. A series of letto•s
disease, our sexual relations and social natures. It famed- written tn prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
icalcommon sense applied to causes, prevention, a.ndcure
An Infidel Abroad. A series of letters written
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and during a. visit of ten weeks i.n Europe. 850 pages. Price.
$1.5(1.
women to each other, IWCiety, love, marriage, parentage,
The Sen1itic Gods and the Bible. Treating
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
8
$1.50. Sold by

D. ltl. BENNETT'
141 Eighth •treet, New York.

~20 PER DAY at borne. Samples worth
~

free. Stinson

&

Co., Portland, Me

f!i

THE

Angel of Horeb.
Acrltlcalreviewof BlbllcalinsplmtlonandDivlnlty. By
M. B. Craven. Prlce, 10 cents. Address~
D. :u. BENNETT,
1418th street, N.Y.
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The Age of Reason.

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Re•
~~~~~I~~ it ia~:s;$f~: svo. Cloth, $3.00: leather, $4.00 i

By ALLEN PRINGLE.
This pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attae<lng l\Ir. Pringle refu&ed to pui>llsh his reply
to it. Its criticism was upon Mr. Pringle's argument
wJilJ.r f1~eeaJ ~~'ici.~J~eluA ~,{ 1 h1'iPN~\'~tJ:'e~ ~clr.:~ ag<\lust t!eslgnln nature, and this work contains both tl!e
t
attack and reply. It Is valuable. as It presents the strongu.llost of speculators to pl.lce upon the market sevem I >Oc est Christian evidence for the existence of G-Dll with the
Take a sheet of cloth, or any woven fabric, Jay It upon gus arru.ngemeuts under the specious t1tl»~ or "MagneU
comJYlctc ttnd overwhelmin~ refutation.
another sheet or gutta pel'Cha tissue. then lay fi Sht:Ot
0
Price 10 cents. Sold at tll1s otlice.
of muslin correHponc.ting in 8iZe; l"asten these toger.her. ~~~~~~nff~~ ~ ~;~,~fl~gg~~:~d ~~;J~~~~~~~ng 1?e~>:~~g~¥f~!f1~~
Then take ha1·d steel pMes (brittle us gh\ss they need be clothing, so t.Imt a per81Jil not ijCeing the garments would
for our purpose), cut them tutu na.rrow strips about one
0
~iJ:~ t~1~e sgn~~.!~i"~~;~e';~!;e~~c
and a hu.lf inches lut1g; perforate ench plate, w.,kiug a ~~~f~~; ~~r tT:~u\~i
hole large enough. to take ill au au ordinary ~:~hoe eyelet.
1
NEHVJ<: INVIIXORA'l'OR. Over these ph•te8", when fns· This 8ame person has copied, almost verbatim. the Ian
tened"to the fabric, wo place another sheet of India rub· ~uuge of my own ct~culars. Oue of these garments was
bert1ssue. Over tllls again wu place un01her sheet of
1
muslin and fu.~teu the wJ.tole mat~s together with hot dl~~~~~\l:n~atl~ri~~ Uipmi};~~em~~~~~re g~r~l; :nf; ~~~l(Pee i~
irons. We theu puncture the eyeletB the whole thicRness EuroPe sum~ tlfteen years ago. 1 would therefore ask the

sel,7~~¥~;scJ:~~:~~-m:h~o~lfl~:~ 8f~rg~$f.50?ommon
The A ~e of Reason and An Examination
or the 'i>•·ophecies. Paper, 40 cents; elotb, 15
cents.
Comnton Sense. Paine's first work. 15 cents.

1

'VIto H~tv Been Deceived b:y A<lve•··
tising Nost1"llllt Venders.
di
h i
f
f

i}/SLb

A ~R;,~~~~on~A>":!:~~li~~nao\ ~o~~rJs, l:~~~!~t, 1~:
Blf.llop of Llandalf, Reply to Mr. Ers~lne. Letter to Camille
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and o. steel.plate
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers. $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one volume, as above. "$3, $4, $4.50.

~~~efr~~~lg~~t!,hoero~og. $l_wg~~~: ~ c~~~~.

~Impo1•tant to the Suffel"ing and Afflicted

\\~~~l~t~~~~ggbt~~~~f~~~dt~h~ ;}~Het~~~~~~~;~~~c~~[g
te~~scr r~a~~~ t~~~·~g.n~i~bse~tli~t~;g~· t~i~~a:rl~ ~~e~~Jin~~·~ a!~ff
worthles-:3 arttcle fol' the cure of some mu.h\dyor other

ft~fu~~~~~~~r!:!~~~r~~e~inJe~~~~et~c:n~fr!!:

tures. lllustrated by 260 w.ood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
~iP~d~~s~$f.'i:J.'Svo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco,
1

Containing thousands of referenees in Brooklyn and New
York. One hundred thousand persons are ready to te"tify
to the va1ue of "WILSONIA." Therefore ask for the
" \VILSONIA," and see that you get it.

unknown

~i~~i:s~~~:lfo1~/ w~H t~e g~~~~~~cr,;~!itert~~dP~T~ ~l

Paine's Works.

Before you ourchase any bogus arrangement, send for

The

Man; the whole £receded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
l:!~~~J'.7~t~1f~~Jgel~}.t·. Svq,. Cloth, $3.00 ; leather, U.OOJ
The foregotn~ eifht volumes are called "The Truth
each.
Natu•·e's Revelations ot· Character; or

································· ····························· "Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."
Process of Manufacture.

edges, $4.(10i morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
• Pilupernatnral Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelati~n. Decidedly tne most thor•
ougll u.nd exhu.ustiv work on the claims of supernatural;

$4.00; leather. $5.00; morocco. gUt edges, $5.50.

wm cnntinue the sa. me price as before offered; but tf you
wish tbe cheaper kind. as offered elsewhere, we wtnsell
at the above pricPS, l>eing one htilf of the cost of the same
articles elsewhere advertised.

Read also the Testimonials ~.:!'5 to
Printed in " 'l'he Truth Seeker"
~~r~~l:~;s~~e~:r ~~~~~e~~~h~~~1~~g~i~~ i~u~~~~~:~ of Nov. 19.th.
forta.ble to wear as any undergarment. 1"hese appliances

keep the body warm in the coJd season, and, oy their
power of absorption, impart, in the summer, a refreshing
coolness."

rf:~~e~~ff~h~~s~~o~~eg~1ii1>.n$3~oo~~~~tt~~ :CJ~~~~~re~

~rJfet~:a!sf~~t~~ ~~an8:!1k:t~~~J~n~fh~r~~ft~i~~~
Wilsonia Magnetic .A.pplianees" Deism,
Common Sense, The Crista. and 1'he Rights of

READ 'I.'HE FOLLOWING REFER-

ENCES SHOWING MR.
COMSTOCK HIS
MISTAKE:

edges, $3.00
Volt~tire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con·
taining nearlfr 1,300 pages-a. complete edition-with two

!~~~\~vi~:L~t~agn u~1v:ra~· ~~irf~~e~:nsC:~~u~~?Jr:,

LIS 'I'.
LUNG INVIGORATORS ....................... $6 00
BODY BELTS ................................... 5 00
THROAT PROTECTORS ...................... 1 00
KNEE CAPS ..... : ................. ~ .......... 3 00
LEG BELTS .................................... 4 00
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 00
HEAD CAPS .................................... 4 00

1

my pu.tlentB the .Antllony Comstock letters, aud shu.ll con
tinue to publish t-hem in u. pamphlet dedicated to the
Yonng Men's Christhm A~socfati,·n of Brooklyn a.nd New
Yo•·k; nor you nor your •uciety shall Intimidate me against
such pul>,tcation. Notlliog shall lie hidden nor held back

5f~fct~ub~hk~~~i~i ~i~~ ~e~~~tl.ikir~:ac~~~Jla~!altftr~!~~ t~~:f1~lfe ~~y:;gofueb~Yc~~~'ite;J~~I h~~~!7A~~~i:~ ;~~~~1~
5

1

fNJ~t~~stt~~~~~nn~~,~~~~~.t Th ~~~tc};.~ul ~:~~ tc~:s~efe~~e~~~~

open that had before been tried and found locked. The
otllcer slipped his foot between the duor ja.ml> and, walk11
1
0
1
ing Into the room, arrested the great Aut,uony Com~::~tuck. ~~uc: ~l·~}~t~~ bo~J ff~~ $~00~1f t:O~ ~~~o;~~~ ~g~i i~en~1
He was taken before Justice Smith and committed in tile
0
1
1 0
~~~fo~si.ngrtroP~:~~~~~ Jnt~~i~ec~l~~;.~slf1 ~1 ~ u"e~~e~f ;}~~
following worrls of committal:
"•It appearing to me !Jy the within dP.positlons and was not derived a.8 promised on tile purcha-;e of the go 1ds,
statements that the crJme there:nmentfoued lms beeu such goods_heing worn as dlrtcted as to qudntity and to
committed, and that tl.tere I~ sutticlent cause to l.Jelleve the .time. I believe your society requires money to c trry ou
its operations; here. therefore, is a chance to add to 1ts
~~rhr:;~aemhee~dAt~t~~~~~r0~~~~kuff~J1liie~ui~e~~it1 t~rr~~ funds.
1 will u.Jso sign bonds for a Itke sum If you can show
sum of five humlred dullars, and be committed to the war- one testimonidl pnuJislled by me that was not gcnuin, andu
den or keeper of tile city prison of tlle city of New. Yurk
;i1JlJ~~1~~ ~f1e/~~eit. ~~e~;~~kiYP~!!~c!a~;d~~;~~~PI~r...
until he glvs such ball.
SOLON B. SMI1'H,
form in the United States, ana prove to an audience of
u' Police Jw~ttce.
111
Dated September 16, 1881.'"
~~~~n~~s~~~~~tJ~\~s.etg~Yc~~~~fl~t~~~~fn~~~~~fogJ, ~~; :hae
dtiTerence between electricity and magnetism as a curaWILLIAM WILSON.
You will therefore see, on· referring to your open let tlv agent.
ter, tllat you admit thut my first public com ruunicatiou
against yonr act WllS pr~utetl ou tile 14th day of Sept., and
ln my commuhlcution of the 14tlt, thu.r.. which

thrown uar.k into the organism the poisr>nous emana.Lions
of tha body. The expensiv nature of the "Wllsonia"
combination in all its entiretY makes the price somewhat

Bennett, written in prison. In cloth, $3.~ per volume. or

$5,00 for the two volsumes; in leather, $7 00; in morocco

~gilt

Modern Thinkers,

1VHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Introduction by R. G. IngersolL
.Bc~~:.t~;J,1 ~~taT~%~?:~:~afi~~E--~rir~e~,e~~~e~~,S~~~~~!,
and Prof. Ernst Baeckel.
"Pri tJ, :Sl.f.CJ.
For sale by D.l\1. DENNETT.
141 Eighth street. N. ~.city.

THE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
Address,
D. M. BENNETT,
1'\ ~lltll @~•• New ¥ Qrk.

Jggg,~~e s~~'tct~. g.~etil~I;e~i~!~, 3~~~sn C~~f~~~~n; v'f~:P~

Mary, and the Bible. To the latter 230 pages 1HC devoted,
showing that book to be a very inferior prnductlon for a
first-class God. 333 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents i
cloth,$1.
.Jn<iaisnt, ChristianitY, anti llJ;oiuunmed·
au ism ex,unined hfstor!cally and crttically. lt f s
thou.;.ht
to be the most dtunaglng exhihtt of C!Iristianfty
0
that has appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.

Thirt.y Discussions, Bible Storics,Essays
-and L~ctures. 700 p11ges. Paper covers, 75 cents i
cloth, $1.
'l'he Humphrey-Bennett Ulseussiou. A
debate on Chrlstbnity and Infidelity, betwe~n D. M. Ben•
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 53-Ll p:t.ges. Price. $1.
BcnnPtt•Tccd Discus,.ion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed . .Jesu~ 'the Lord God
CrcHtor of Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cents; cloth, 50
cents.
Iutcrro;;:;atories to Jehovah. Belng3,000 ques .
tiona propounded to his Jewish Godshir_upon a great vari·
ety of sul.Jjects. Paper. 50 ceuts; cloth. jO cents.
'Vllat 1 Dou•t·Beli<"·e. 'VIlat I Do Believe •.
''IVhy <tnd \VIterefo••c. (Forthcoming.) 350 pp ..
l2mo. Papel'. 60 cents~ cloth. $1.50.
Deacon Sl<idmOJ"c's J,pttPrs. First Deacon of
Zion Hill Baptist Church. giving many church inctdentsa.ua his evolption from Chrl::;tiauity to Ltberullsm. Paper .
50 cents; cloth. 75 cents.
Anthony Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and•
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 ceut<.
Ei~hth and Last Letter from Ludlow•·
st ...'i'ct Jail. 10 cents.
J,cttcrs fr0111 A~bany Penitentiary. 2S
!.?Cuts.
:flatter, :.lotion, Life, und 1tlintl. tO cents.
'!'it<> Go,ls of Su~>crstition. R cents.
'i'he Great Rcli;;:;ions of the \Vorltl. lOcts.
O;>cn J,cttcr to SanuJCI Col;;:;ate. !Ocents.
J esns <Jhrist. Considered as an InfideL 10 cents..
An IIotu \\'itlt tbc Devil. 10 eeuts.
Sinful !'!:tints and Sinful Sltcpher<ls. 10
t:euts.
Houc"t questions and Honest Answers.
5 cents.
.-\.n O;>en i,etter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
B. I·'. Un<1crwood's Works.

E""":t"S aull Lectures. Embraclug Infinence of

CI 1 rit~Liai'lity on Civilization; Cl1rtstis.nl~y ana Materialism;

What LllJemlism utiers in Place of Cht:"Istianity; Scientific
M<tterbHsm: Wom:1n; Spiritualism trom a. Materialistic
St:md\wint; Paine tile Political and H.eligious Reformer:
.Mate1'1.1lism and Crime: V{ill the Coming M:n.n Worship
God "I Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the AuthoritY
of the Btblet Freethought Judged by its Fruits; Our Idea.!
of Ged. 300 pp., p:\per, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
Inllu,.ucc of Christiani-ty upon Civilizl\•
tiou. 25 cents.
''Ubristiauity an<1 l!Iatcrialism. 15 cents.
'Vbat Libernll!nn Offers in Place of
Christianity. 10 cents.
ScientUie MateriaU.m: Its KeaDiDir •at,l

Tead
eae:r.
( .
- 10 cen'!l.

784
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LIBERAL HOMES
ANDA

AND

SAVE THE EYES
HEARINC.

LIB~RAL
Thr- ~ltRkm· Eyeuud Ear Balsatn
The Libe>·nl 1• n monthly mngazlne pul>llslled hr G. R. Has for fifteen years proved the best remedial application
W1dser nt. LllHr:tl, ~lo .. nt th" low prict: of ilfty cents a
yeur Till~ mngJZine Is l:iQued In the ~nt"rt!·t itt" trne Lit>- for Fuil!n::; Si::;ht, Imw•nh-ell Jlt•ni'inl;l'. OJ> b.,
f,;~1i~,'~~r~~ft~:;,6~~ ~W1J~~~~·~~~~~~~d~~d~t·~fl~''L?t:~~~~~~~l~~~if thalmln, u.ud u.ll lntlammattons and t<!Tectlonn of Eye
8
Sptrtl u.llfsts. wll' re tht•y cu.n t'llj,,y t.lio full fruition of
univert:al ment.tl ltllel'ty. The town h~ gruwing rapidly. and Eara. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing tbe
lt llH.s nt) pl•tmch~r, no churc1J. no drunkenness. no B=1lon11,
no Hod, no Chrl~t, no h· 11 no deviL l·ut pettce, clv11fty, eyes find an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts bu.v been
~~~1A1ie~WPPl'd~~~Cs!nd Bo~I'~~VA'i~'rR,efl~::~~ M~?ug ~~e removed by It, By Its use the wearing or glasnes 11 de.
terred, Prlce, 80 centa.
THE
G. A. LOMAS.
Made and 110ld only by
Sltf
Shakers P. 0 •• N.Y.

M i\CJ!Z!NE.

BALL dresses this winter will be cut in the low
WREN l'ellSOn. j"dgment, and <'Xj)Prience dPcid.e
that an act is wrong, no matter how plc"Slll'able to and behold st)le.
us this act may be, we shonld 1 efrain from it and
A. Y. liL C. A. young man,
turn our longing3, def;h·e~, and even tllonght!?, into
Go-to-church-every-day young man,
another channel. To g-iv way to wishes and pas-•
llret hodist-Eplscopal,
~tons for momentary enjoyment !s we11k and childDouble-and-twisttcal,
like. With the growth of reason and jndgment
No-money-to-pay young man.
should follow that of well-doing.-Elmina Drake
Blenker.
:BEWARE!
ON every sidP- in all soctal phenomena In the edHe who courts and goes away
ucation of children, in the tone and s11irit of literalllay liv to court another day;
ture, in the forms and usages of life; nay, even in
But he who weds and courts girls stlll
the proceedings of legislatm·es, in the history of
1\!ay get in court against his will.
statute books. and in the decisions of magistrates,
-Salem Sunbeam.
we find manifold proofs of that women are graduA LADY who suffered from phthisis,
ally making their way and slowly bnt surely winWhen asked by her lover for khthlsla,
ning for themsel vs a posit lou superior to any that
Said, •· I've snch a cough
they hav hitherto attained. This is one of the
You had better go ough,
many peculiarities which 'distinguish motlern eivAnd be courting some healthier mbthlsls."
llizatlon and which show hr.w essentially 'lie most
-San Francisco News-Letter.
advanced countries are ditferent from those that
formel'iy flourished.- Buckle's Essays.
"HAV ye any gud plannles !" she asked, as she
WHATEVER the imperfections of the l'eVised ver- stepped into a plano wareroom on E11.st Four!lon may be, still it must be admitted the revision teenth street the other day, displaying a prosperis a good work accompli"het!. It will at least ous-looking pocket-book. "I want wan fur me
awaken thought and· stimnl,•te inquiry in quar- datter, who Is comin' home from the aemetary
ters In which tiJes~; hav been too apt to slumber It wid R finished eddication."
·
breaks the shell which the old authorized version
"What style of Instrument do you prefer!" •aid
had thrown over the religious world, or at least the clerk displaying an upright. ''This piano Is
the English Protestant part of it. People will no the double-patent-qnadruple-strlnglng-hoard-nevlonger look upon the English Bible, chapter heads er-stay-ln-tune and celluloid keys "
and italics included, as if It had been dropped from
•· Ocb, never a happoth do I care about the
heaven just as it is; and perhaps it will be more shtoile so long as it's a strong case l Hav ye any
easy than it was to get a truth of modern science wid Iron cases?"
into the heads of ordinary religious people, even
"No. ma'am; but all our cases are made extra
in the face of apparent ditlicult.y arising on the strong."
·
side of the Bible. '!'his will be a gain to the cause
" How much'll von take for thR.t pi annie!"
of truth and reason which ·an truthflll >md reason"}.,our hundred dollars, ma'am."
able men will ue glad to sec.-Rev. G. Vance Smith.
"Do yon sell on the slow-pay plan!"
"Yee,
occasionally we sell to reliable purchasers
IT is impossible to calculate the moral mischief,
If I may so express it, that mental lying has pro- on the installment plan. The installment on this
dnced In society. When a man has so far cor- piano wonld be $15 a month."
'' Will ye throw in a cover and shtule !"
rupted and prostituted the chastity of bis mind as
·• Hardly fair to ask it, ma'am; but we'll throw
to subscribe his professio;,al belief to things he
does not believe, he has prepared himself for the in tho!'e articles this time."
HAn' a buk o, music?"
commission of every other crime. He takes up the
•· Ye8, we won't be mean about it."
trade of priest for the sake of gain, and, in order to
"Now, if ye'll insure the piannie I'll take tt."
qualify himself for that; trade, he begins with per"Well, really, ma'am, the purchaser usually Injury. Can we conceive anything more destructiv
sures the Instrument; but, to close the bargain,
to morality than this ?-Paine's Age of Reason.
TIIE women who rebel against the limits im- we'll insure this piano and agree to take all risks."
"Ye see, bbtwane me and you," said she, after
posed by sex may take comfort ft'o.m the thought
that a vast qnant!ty of the best work of the world she had made her mark on the necessary papers
is of no sex. It is the wot·k of preeerving and en- and deposited the :first installment receipt in her
larging the geneml inheritance of mankinrl, of, to bosom, "I'm glad to feel aisy about the insurance,
use the now stereotyped expression, leaving the as I want to get the better of me ole man, who tuk
world better than we fonnd it. llforal progress, r:.n oath tbat if I brought a pi annie into the house
knowledge in all its branche~, art in all its form•, he'd smash it up wid an axe: an' faith he's the bi
literature, culture-these otfer inexhaushble flelrls to do it the next time he gets dhrunk."-Oincinnati
in which every advance will rev•·al a new horizon, Musical People.
every conquest new worlds eo conquer, and in
which there will be no question of man or woman,
but only of the human powers eacll individnal can
bring to the common stock of humanity.-.Jfrs. William Grey.
AT last
She rose upon the wind of prophecy
Dilating on the future; e1•erywhere
Two heads in cpuncil, two beside the hearth,
Two in the tangled bnsiness of the world,
Two in the liberal offices of life,
Two plummets dropt for one to sound the abyss
Of science and the secrets of the mind;
Jtlusician, painter, sculpto1·, critic, n1ore;
And everywhere the !Jroad and beauteous earth
Should ha v a donble growth of these rare sc:.nls,
Poets, whose thoughts enrich the blood of the
world.
- Tmnyson.
:MosT truths are as dull as they are precious,
simply because in the course of ages they hav
worked their wav to the exalted, but not InterestIng, position of tmisms. -Si1•1Iem·y Taylor.

YESTERDAY morning a tall young man of twenty
landed at the Union depot with a bundle under
his arm, and after three or four minutes spent in
getting his bearings, he walked up Jefferson
avenue and turned into a clothing store.
"Do yo•1 wish to try on some COllts and wests
for a dollar?" asked tile propnetor, as be rushed
from behind the counter.
"No, I guess not. Do you deal on tbe square!"
"lily frent, dot Is exactly vhat l does. I vas so
squa1·e dot I lose $3,000 last year. Can I sell you an
~vercoat for ten dollar?"
" No, I guess not. Here is an overcoat that I
bought of you four weeks ago."
H Bought of me ?n
"Yes, I think you are the man. When I got it
home we found that it was moth-eaten. I can
pick it to pieces in a dozen places."
" Is dot possible! U nd how much you pay!"
u Eight dollars.''
"lily shtars I And vhat you vant now?"
•· I want my money back."
"Vhell, vhell. lily frent, I am sony for you.
You seem like an honest poy, and it vhas too bad''
"Yes, it was a swindle, and 1 want my money
back."
"Dear me, but I wish you vhas here yesterday.
Let me explain to you. You bought dot coat four
weeks ago?"
"Yes, four weeks to-day."
•· Vhell, 1 had sold oudt to my cousin Philip
shust one day before. Philip ish not a square
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ORIGIN OF LIFE;
OR,

·wHERE MAN COMES FROM.

WHAT would be the use of laws against murder
The evolution of the spirit from mat,ter through orif the condemned criminal could obtain his liberty
ganic processes; or, how the spJrlt IJody grows.
by apologizing to the queen of England or the
Two papers gll'en In the Interest of !;ptrltual science
·by the dictation of the late PROF. M. FARADAY, 01
President of the United States? Yet such is the
England.
Price 10 cents Sold at tilts olllce.
Christian system, which, though in one sense beautiful on account of its mercy~ is also Immoral on
account of its indnlgence. The supposition that
the terrors of hell-fire are eseentlal or even conduce to good morals is contradicted by the facts of
DISEASES~
history. In the dark ages there was not a woman
Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, the Diseases or
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes,
from Scotland to Nuples, we doubted that sinners man.''
"What bav I got to do with Philip 1''
were sent to hell. The religion which they had was
f~::~t!\~~~t ~n~~kes~'1!~~~Nt~ffi.t~e t~l~ tt~{~ei1A~
"Let me explain. In dree days Philip makes
1
be same as our~, with this exception, that every
U~J::ge~,v~
assignment to my brudder Louis. Dot Louis rs a fifu~t~!~~;~~:s~~~\P.~·Jlf¥~~t~M
one believed in it.- Win wood Reade.
New York, to whom alllettera from the sick should be adleedle ott'. He would sheat your eye-teeth away dreSBed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
IT should be clearly understood ·-that every man from you."
BEEKER thus speaks of Dr. ~-ooTJJ: and hts medical publications: "We know htm (Dr. Foote) personally and tnt!has an Irrefragable right to treat any doctrin as he
"Yes, but I havn't ·anything to do with Louis."
1
thinks proper; either to argue against it or to rldi_
" Let me oxplatn. Louis kept der place a week, ~~~~; "th~t"~!a!s ~~;::..~ otf~~;sy;;~~~~tt~~~:~t~~le~~3
cule it. If his arguments are wrong, he can be re- und he giv a shatel mortgage to my fadder-law, motlvs, whose life baa been spent lu instructing and im·
futed; If his ridicule is foolish, he can be out-ridi- and vhas bounced out."
~~~i~~,c~\~i:Jlo~~~~~tWe ~b~~~gu~u~~i:tg~~~·it1~,n~grt:
happy, and to be better a.nd more usefuJ men and women.
culed. To this there can be no exception. It mat·• I don't know anything about that."
1
ters not what the tenet may be, nor how dear it is
"Let me oxplain. llfy fadder-law vhas took mit f!iarga~~~cs~:3~Yio~~~~Y~~ tr~':J f:ba~;3:~3~ ~~dtR~~a~~~~
to our feelings. Like all other opinions, it must a :fit aud died, and he leaf dis place to my wife. of !amtlles, WhO to-day stand ready to bear wtlltng testtmuny
to
tile
great
benefit
they
hav
derived from the pbystake its chances; it must be rongbly used; it must lily wife was gone to Europe for two years, and tological. h,rgtentc, u.nd moral lessons
which he hu.s so ably
atand every test; it must be thoroughly discussed she leaf me as agent. Now you see how it vhas.
and sifted. And we may rest assured that if it re- I gannot tell you who sold dot coat. lllaybe it lm:J'.!'r';~~a~rs of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to
CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, In person or br. mall, FREE.
ally be a great and valuable truth, such opposition vhas Philip, maybe Louis, maybe my fadder-law: Price of tbe new Popular Edition, by mat , Josta{lj wewill endear it to us the more; or that we shall It couldn't haf been me, for I vhas in Shicago. If ~~-onlyJt~Bf~n1e~ r8\M~'ifiNt<t~n.ft!!AN~, 1'cling to it the closer, in proportion as it is argued you leaf dot coat I will write to my wife. She is
129 East 28th st .• New York.
against, aspersed, and attem11ted to be overthrown. square, sbust like me, and mayl1e she writes back
800US
BY
JJI. B ·~BCOVK.
-Buckle's Essays.
dot you can take a linen duster and two white
'Vhy Don't Gotl Ji:iJI the D<lvil 1 25 cents.
A RELIGIONIST may be an enthusiast and imagin vests and call it all right."
b:~·.:,~.~~:~:.~o~~;c!~~~- Relig•on ot Believe or
he sees what has no reality; he may know his nar"Say, this is a sneaking swindle," exclaimed the
'I' he Ghosa of St. John!!. 2~ cents.
rativ to be false, and yet persevere in it with the young man.
The above books are having a btg run. They are full of
best intentions in the world, for the sake of pro.
fire, Ufe, and soltd fa.ct.S; and are backed l>y hosts of testi.
"ll1ayhe It vbaa. Philip vhas a great liar."
monlala from the most eminent Freethinkers.
moting so holy a cause; or, even, when thts delu"I'll go to the police.''
"
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
sion has not. taken place, vanity, excited by so
"Vhell, dot Is all right; maybe derpolicevbill
141 Eighth Street.
powerful a temptation, operates on him more pow- help me catch Louis. l shust found oudt last night
erfully than the rest of mankind in any other cir- dot he cut all der hind buttons Off _all der coats in The World's
Sixteen Crucified
cumstances; and self-interest with equal force. der store before he left."
Savior~>;
His auditors may not hav, and commonly hav not,
"If you'll step outdoors I'll mash you"
OR,
CHRISTIANITY
BEFORE CHRIST.
auftlcient judgment to canvussbis evidence; what
"Vhell, I like to ohlige you, but you. see 1 vhas
judgment they lmv they renounce by principle, in only agent for my wife."
By KERSEY GRAVEB,
these sulll!me and my"terious Enl>jects; or, if they
" Well, you'll hear fl'Dm me again, and don't you Author of "The Biography of Satan" and "The Bible of
were ever so willing to employ it, passion and a forget it," said the viclim, a~ he went out.
~~i!~~~~co~?;;~t;!f.t~ig:~;r~gt~~¥r~~~~~~~~~~:~~fa~~~:~~
heated imagination distnr'> the regularait.y of its
"I hope so-l hope so, l like to make it right. religious ~!story, which disclose the oriental origin of u.ll
OpPrati 0 ns. '!'bell' credulity increases his Impu- I vhas only agent for my wife, but I feel so square the doctrtns, principles, precepts, and miracles of the New
Testament, and !urntslltng "'key for unlocking many of Its
dence and his impudPnce overpowers their cre- dot 1 take dot coat back for $3 if you vhant to trade J~&Cred mysteries, besides compr!alna the htatory of slx~en orient&! crnctfted f!Qdl,
dUlit;y,-.Uu1116'1 EH<J'I on Mir~.
lt oud~ In paper collars."-DetruU Fru Pre11,
frtCe, p. ~~p,lll bf
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M'e and otai911l what pa,por you saw 1-bia.

{From the Huuu and H<!'rM, .N. Y.)
Among the su'ccessful pbystctans who hav departed

ft'lm the narrow beaten trnc'k of orthodos.y, we mti.y rank
Dr. Fellows, o-f VIneland, N. J. Hts principles are true,
Ill system based upon sc1entftc fact."
{From the (Mo.} Ltb<ral.
The reputation of Dr. Fellows tn sullletent to wal'l'llnt
any one In reposing confidence In h 's sk111 and abtltty.
1 hose tn need of hts ala s!Jould not fall to cnllsult htm at
once. Procrastination Is tbe tiltef of t.tme, and o!ten colitl

the Ute of a humtt.n belna:."
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and poet, and setttn~ forth whLLt faultR he hnd us a man.
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tru.tture of a truly remi.Lrkul.lle mu.n, whether he is viewed
as the champion of LiiJera.Usm, a powerful and persever
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erance and lt!Jerty. It ts the arsenal from which Ltberalll

will draw weapons to refute the slnnders and UeB of the

church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation will
make It tlte authority tn regard to bts llfe, lits work, hla
death.
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BY D. ~I. BENNETT.

THE authorities at the Vatican hav rejected
an applicatwn to put a telephone in tha.t palace.
A GREAT many people who hav something
the matter with them cannot tell whether it is
dyspepsia or religion.
A SoN of the late Rev. Dr. Nehemiah Adams,
of Boston, a highly orthodox divine, has become
a speaker and writer against Christianity.
"THE asylum for idiots at Clerkenwell," is
the respectful manner in which Punch speaks
·
of the Middlesex magistrates.

l
f

~

~e-w

York, Saturday, December 10, 1881.

partook of the communion, but instead of eating the wafer he stuck it inside his prayer-book,
and when he got outside made uncomplimentary
remarks on the whole performance of the ritualistic parson and his bevy of damsels. For this
offense the magistrate fined him forty shillings
and costs. The Rev. J. Carter and his damsels
will probably thank the Lord over a tea meeting in the vestry.

j SCIENCE HA.LL, HI Stb St., (

1

NEAR BROADWAY.

THE London F1·eethinker says : " The (JJwistian Commonwealth last week had. a long article
on 'Atheism vs. Christianity,' in which it makes
the admission that ' Christianity has too long
repudiated the honesty of her opponents, and
has too often consoled herself by thinking that
only the fool can say in his heart, " There is no
God." ' But soon afterward- tbe Atheist is
likPned·to 'a beast treading down the flowers
that made glad life's desert places.' The same
article says that Atheism puts. out the light of
hope. No, it only puts out the light of hell. It
then asks what Atheism will giv religionists in
the place of what it takes away. What does
the doctor giv when he drives out disease?
Health. So Atheism drives out superstition
and leaves our minds healthy and free. Next,
Atheism is requested to 'giv us a more lovable
deity.' But Atheism doesn't keep deitiPs in
stock. Last, Atheism 'repudiates the Mosaic
account of creation.' So does every educated
man outside the lunatic asylum and the pulpit."
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J/ltws of tht !Jjftth.
cO~~TOCK was fooling around Statjon " D"
post-office Tuesday night.
ALMOST unprecedented storms on the Atlantic
are reported by incoming steamers.
AN editor in Rome, Italy, i~ on trial for publishing articles construed to be insulting to the
pope.
THE former home of President Madison, in
Orange Court House, Va., was sold at auction
on the 1st.
A STEAMER went down near Owen Sound;
Out., last week with all on board, twenty-eight
in number.
ARRESTs and evictions still. contit1ue in Ire•
land, with no vioible signs of an improvement
in the state of things.

A BmnnNGHUI paper says : "The uses of a
curate are not altogether of a spiritual kind;
otherwise a married one would be certainly
worth as much as a single one. The curate is
expected to act as a parochial lady's man; to
make up a set at tennis, to pop in and discuss
THE Vicar of Epsom, in an advertisment for Tennyson at five o'clock teas, to lend, in fact,
a curate, savs: "'No blasphemous hymns' are a sort of flavor of holiness to the mild pleasures
sung in his church, which is 'free from ritual- of angelic damsels."
istic folli~s.' "
TAL~IAGE, last Sunday, preached on the subBY a vote of the Baptist deacons at Mendocia,
ject of loteries, gambling, and games of chance.
Ind., a figure of Venus, which had b' en emHe was particularly severe upon the game of
THE House of Representatives was organized
broidered on a screen by the pastor's daughter,
ten-pins. He saitl it wam"t the pins alone that
on Monday the 5th, with Gen. J. Warren Keifer l
was declared mtfit to be sold at the church fair.
went down; souls went down with them. He
of Ohio, for speaker.
THE Torch of Lzoerty says : "The assassin
IN the Legi:;la.ture of Washington Territory a ought to be thankful. It givs him and the
SIX more indictments in what are known as
bill giving suffrage to women possessed of $500 small boys a chance to" set 'em up again," now on trial for the highest crime known to
man claims that the deed was that of God, he the Star route ca~es were brought in by the
in property was passed in the lower House, but which is what he gets big money for.
being only the instrument. He says : ' My grand jury on the 2d.
killed in the council by a vote of eight nays and
SoME idea of the wealth of the mines on the defense here. is that it is the deity's act, not
THE president of a defunct Jer::ey City bank
one yea.
Pacific coast may be obtained from the fact mine; and I expect he can take_care of it. He was sentenced last week to eighteen months,
MR. GEoRGE HowELL, the workingman Lib·
that in 1877 there were $76,000,000 on deposit
eral candidate for Stafford, has the cry of in the savings banks of California. This is the has taken care of it pretty well so far.' This imprisonment in the state prison.
THE directors of the broken Pacific bank in
"Atheist" raised against him. The new Dean largest amount of money ever held by the banks looks like _good Bible doctrin, and we don't see
of Carlisle advises him to take no notice of it, of the state at any one time, and its accumula- exactly who is going to dispute the wretch and Boston are endeavoring to restore it to life.
and says that " cannibal" would do just as tion was the result of the mining prosperity at the same time hold to the doctrin of ' the Five hundred _thousand dollars are needed.
divine interposition of providence.' Arthur is
A PRIEST was shot in Greenfield, Mass., on
well.
that had prevailed for some time previous.
on the side of Guiteau. He says, 'It hath the 4th inst. by a man whose wife was living
THE Rev. G. W. Hamilton, in a sermon at
Miss CAMPBELL, an English lady, called the pleased the almighty in his inscrutable provi- with the priest in the capacity of housekeeper.
Salem, New Brunswick, explained that the
"Queen
of Corsica," has built a church at dence,' etc. There has been two unsuccessful
assassination of Garfield was ordered by God
TRACY R. EnsoN, founder of the American
attempts made to kill the· a~sassin, but he has
as a punishment of the nation, because of the Ajaccio, and rules her chaplain with almost
Bank Note Company, and in>entor of the green•
worthescaped
with
hardly
a
scratch
upon
his
popular and semi-official reception of Parnell tyranny. If the sermon is too long, a large
back as originally printed, died in this city last
watch is drawn out of her pocket and held over less body, so that his, 'He has taken care of it week.
in this country.
pretty
well
so
far,'
is
not
a
grim
joke,
but
a
her head until a conclusion iS put to the irkA METHODIST minister eighty-three years of
KING HuMBERT, anxious to pay his father's
some discourse, to the amusement of the con- veritable reality. If Guiteau is the chosen
age was convicted of perjury in a Long Island
extraordinary debts, practices an economy uninstrument
of
God,
then
all
efforts
to
punish
gregation and the discomfort of the divine.
paralleled by a crowned head. Besides reduchim will fail, and, according to the doctrin of court last week. Other indictments are hanging
THE inhabitants of Marpingen, a small vil- divine interposition, God will protect his chosen over the aged sinner.
ing the royal stud to a minimum, and diminishing the court officials, he has tried to sell lage in the Prussian Rhine province, which ob- servant against the world, even to the shutSTAR chamber trials are to be inaugurated in
tained great notoriety some years ago by the ting of lions' mouths, the turning back of seas, Russia, a recent decree having been issued to
several of the royal palaces.
A CoNNECTICUT deacon refused to pay taxes all.-ged appearance of the Virgin Mary and the the stopping of the sun and moon, and many the effect that hereafter all offenses against the
on his residence on the ground that, as he held consequent miraculous cures, seem to hav lost more improbable things. For one, we are state shall be tried with closed doors.
religious services in it every morning and every much of their faith in the Ultramontane party. heartily tired of this nonsense. We don't beA MOB in Kansas last week got possession of
evening, it was by law exempt as a "house of At the recent elections the Catholic candidate lieve in Guiteau and his God, and we think one of the officials of a broken bank, and threat•
worship.'' The collectors, refusing to allow obtained 71 votes, while the Li8eral polled 184. even if he is a servant of the meek and lowly, ened him with lynching unless he disgorged the
his claim, sold the building.
funds which he had misappropriated.
"VoLTAIRE IN ExiLE" is the title of a brief the sooner he is jerked to Jesus the better."
A NEW trial has been granted in the case of
A NUMBER of Chicago men, including a Jew- and well-written biography of the brilliant wit
AccoRDING to Foster's' Democ1·at: "The Clarke agt. Bradlaugh. The latter filed affida·
ish rabbi, a bishop of the Reformed Episcopal and writer, antichurchman, and champion of
church, and the pastor of a Unitarian society, intellectual liberty in the eighteenth century. Board of Assessors of Concord, N.H., has voted vits to show that the writ in the action was
hav addressed a petition to the Board of Educa- It is th<J work of Benjamin Gastineau and trans- to abate the taxes levied against all the churches issued before the offense of alleged illegal voting
tion asking that the first forty minutes in each lated from the French by F. Vogeli and Edmund of that city under the provisions of the law re- was committed.
school day be devoted to instruction in unsec- Dubourg. For readers who hesitate to take up qeiring that such property, in excess of
AN unknown man walked away from a
the larger biographies this little duodecimo may $10,000 in value, shall be assessed. The tax Cleveland, 0., bank last Saturday, with $117,·
tarian ethics and phys!ology.
abatement amounts to upward of $1,200. So 000 in coupons which the president of the bank
be a welcome substitnte.-Home Jou1nal.
THE Rev. Thomas Baskerville, of Bloomfield,
it will be perceived that the abatement ball has had just cut off and placed in a box, and which
IT is no answer to Mr. Ingersoll and to those
pastor of a Congregational church, clerk of a
been started and very likely it will go on until the thief picked up unnoticed.
Congregational ministers' association, and agent who believe with him to say that he is an Athethe taxes of every church in the state will be
of the Congregational mi>sionary society, has ist and will be burned in everlasting perdition,
THE Nonpareil Rowing Club, composed
abated and they will all go free. The Dover
eloped with with a servant girl, taking along all or that he is a man of bad character, or that he church people are ah·eady moving and had a largely of printers, and of which some of THE
the money he could borrow, and leaving his will possibly die in agony and shame. This is hearing before the Board of Assessors to-day TRUTH SEEKER compo~;itors are members will
sick wife and three young children without a the general tendency of most ecclesiastical re- for the purpose of getting exemption. The plea hold its annual ball at Tam~any Hall or: Frisponses to attacks o:t this kind. But what the of the Methodists i~ that the society or church day evening, the 16th. Those who lika to
dollar.
WHEN a Texas couple stood up to be mar- people expect from their clergymen is that the either or both, as such, own no church prop- dance can find no better society to do it in than
ried, the minister saw the handle of a pistol eloquent and specious philosophy of so distin. erty above the $10,000 which the law exempts, these gentlemen, who erstwhile arrange the
protruding from the bridegroom's pocket, and guished an agitator should be answered. The but the pew owners, as such, own and hold the alphabetic metal, and anon urge the propulsiv
suggested that, out of respect to the solemn warning of Dr. McCosh as to the decrease of property, and it is all covered in the pew valu- oar through the pellucid waters of the Harlem,
ceremony, it be laid aside, The advice was clergymen should be taken seriously to heart ation. . As the law exempts pews, as such,
GuiTEAU's trial is progressing. He has been
heeded.. The11 the bride demurely drew a dag- by all who wish well to the cause of Christ.- from taxation, the soc~ety cannot be liable. upon the stand as his own witness, ~tnd related
ger from her bosom and tossed it beside the He1·ald.
Here is a nice point, and it may be a good and the story of the shooting and the events leaafug
other weapon.
A CORRESPONDENT from Danbury, Conn., valid one for aught that we can see at present. up to it. He considers himself a child of desMRs. BESANT was the only student who this writes to the Sun as follows on the subject of But where the society or church, as such, own tiny, foreordained from the beginning and in~
year obtained a first-class certificate in the ex- dancing : " In the Sun report of some remarks the whole and rent the pews, it is a different spired by the Almighty to remove Garfield and
aminations at South Kensington in the advanced made by the Rev. Robert B. Hull about danc- case, as is alleged. But be these things as they save the republic. It is probable that Guiteau
stage of general biology. Twelve students went ing I find the following words: ' The biblical may, it looks to us tliat the Concord assessors is " cracked," but whether legally a lunatic or
up for examination, Mrs. Besant passing first- dance was very different from ours. It was are assuming a good deal of responsibility only a victim of that milder form of insanity
class, six students passing second-class, and five a religious act. You may be sure that when when they undertake to say that the public known as religion is the question to be settled
failing. The examiners were Professors Hux- David danced no one called out, " First and good (we believe they put it on this ground) by the jury. In the cross-examination by
ley and Foster.
second coti:ple forward and backward."' Now, requires the exemption of property which the Judge Porter the theory of inspiration is getting
a severe overhauling, which Christians would
THERE has been a dreadful ecclesiastical would you allow me to inquire of the reverend law says plainly enough shall be taxed. Those
asses~ors appear to be a law unto themselvs. hardly relish if applied to some other charac
storm in a teapot at Manchester, Eng. The Rev. man if _he would recommend us to imitate
All we hav to say about this matter in Dover ters who hav claimed divine guidance. When
Carter, rector of St. Lukes, is a high-church- David's dance in the manner of dress and
is,
Let right, justice, and equality prevail, and Guiteau hangs, Christianity will pull at one end
man, and his cougr<~gation sometimes numbl3rs other particulars, as described in 2 Sam, vi,
of the rope.
nobody can reasonably find any fault."
14-23?''
~leven, One morning a s4'anger entered and
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Lyceum there, and pam ted Stoa next;
Then shalt. tho~e hear an,Jl~arn the secret power
Of harmonv. in ton<·S and numbers hit
Bv voice or: hand; and various me>Jsurecl verse,
ATHENS .AS IT IS.
1E"linn charms ,,ud llorian lyric ode•,
A Few Days in Atllens,_:Continned.
We of the party named in my last letter do our
A11d Iris who gave them bre-rth, but higher sung,
sight-seeing together, so that. one guide answers for
Bli11d Mel.;ig ne", thence Homer called,
Much of the literature and religion of Greece W!ls, all. The first place we visited nfter partaking of a
WhoS<' poenrs i'lroohus chH!Ienged fot· his own;
Thence what the lofty grave trag,,diuns taught,
of course, borrowed of other nations, religion espe- lunch on the day of our arrival was Mount LycaIn chorus or Iambic, te11cht>rs best
cially being an article that has from time immemorial bettus, in the northern part of the city, or ju!lt withOf moral pmdence, with· delight receh·ed
been borrowed from one nation by another, even out it. It is a· steep, abrupt bill of rock rising from
Tn brief Eententious precepts, wbile they treat
down to our own time. There is not in Christendom the plains of Attica, at an ant-!le of about fifty feet,
Of fate, und chance, and change in hnm11n life,
to-day a religious dogma, rite, or sacrament that was to a bight of over five hundred feet, and on the
Eigh actions nnd high p~s5ion' best describing;
not borrowed from pagan nations. The fertile top there is just room enough for a small Greek
Tilence to the famous omtor~ repair.
Tho~e ancient•, 'whose resistless eloquence
brains of the Greeks soon added to the number of church and for a dozen people to stand and surWielded at 11 ill fierce, democratic,
gods which they imported from other nations, and vey the beauties of the splendid panorama beShook the arse11al, and fulminated over Greece
they easily personified the arts and sciences by tyi?- fore them. Around the base is a barn, sterile eartll
To M~tcedon and A1taxcrxes' throne;
ified wisdom, beauty, and love. The or<~cles, fest1- composed of stiff clay and stones, and in this the cen
To sage philosophy next lend thine ear,
valR, and games were doubtless Grecian institutions, tury plant, cactus, and a fpw pepper-trees seem to
Prom heaven descended to the low-roofed house
Of 8ocratt>s; see thou his tenement,
though based on the borrowed religious notions.
lnxuriate, but we soon rise above them, finding little
Whom well im'p'r~d. the orac)e pmnouncerl
Decidedly peculiar to Greece were the gardens and but rock and occasional small hardy plants, nativeR of
Wisest of men; from whose mnuth i-suerl forth
groves of her greatest philosophers, where, as it has .this locality. If you rememher h0w Christian and
Mellifluous ~trearns, th11t watered all the schMls
been said, an alley of trees and a row of flowering his companion Faithful looked climbing the hill DifOf academies old and new, with thr:se
plants separated from each other the most radical ficulty in Bunyan's "Pilgrim's Progres,.," you can
Smnalllec1 peripatetics, and the sect
diversities of opinion. Great mental achievements form some idea of how our company looked ascend.
Epicmean, and Stoic severe."
were wrought out in tho11e quiet retreats, and the ef- ing this hill Difficulty; and it waS only by keeping the
Byron describes an Athenian sunset thus:
forts of those intellectual giants were crowned with zigzag path roughly cnt in the reeks that we could
"Slow sinks, more lovely ere his race be run,
astonishing succes!l. In no country of the world, make the thing po@sible. Fortunately we bad not
Along l\.lorett"~ hills the >etting sun;
either in ancient or modern times, was philosophy such a pack to encumber us as poor Uhristian had,
Not, as in norlhem climes, f>bscurely hright,
or intell~ctual culture more thoroughly brought out nor such trepidation about the past or the future.
But one unclouded bl11ze of living light!
O'er the huslwtl deep thA yellow bet~m he throws,
than in Greece in the sixth, fifth, and fourth centu- As I cannot well claim to be a Christian, possibly I
Gilds the gr·een wave, that trembles as it glows.
ries before the Christian era.
may pass for Faithful, and I am quite sure that at
On old 1Egina'~ rock nnd H1dra's i-le.
'
We should even go back farther. Homer lived any time I bad rather be Faithful than Christian.
The God of gladness slreds his par1ing smile;
nearly a thousand years before our era, and his songs
Well, we made the ascent, or rather all the com' O'er his own regions lingering, loves to >hine,
of the proud :whievements of his countrymen of the pany save the two younger members of it, who
'l'houeh thPre his 11ltars 1He no mnre rli vine.
preceding millennium, were, all things considered, turned back on account of the difficulties of the
Descending fa4, the mountain shottlows kiss
The glol'ious gulf, unconquere<l Salami,!
the grandest that have ever been sung. Truly has journey, and I must boast that I was among the
Their >·Znre 11rehes through the long ex parse
it been said, "The poems of Homer have never tirst who reached the summit. And from that eleMore deeply purpled meet h1s mellowing glance;
been -rivaled. We have no hi11torians to place side vated locality a splendid view is obtained of Athens
Auc1 tenderest tints, alo11g their ~urnrnits dl"iwn,
by side with Herodotus, Tbucydides, aud Xenopbon; and all the country round about, a~< it lies like a map
~I a• k his ga,y cour>e, and own the hues of heaven;
no philosophers (notwithstanding their antiquated unrolled before you. Athens, you will remember, is
Till deeply shaded from the land and deep,
Bebind his Delphian cldi he sinks to sleep."
notions ard erroneous methods of reasoning) to take about five milPs from the sea, on the plains of anthe precedence of Pythagoras, Socrates, and Plato cient Attica, which is boundeQ. on the northwest by
Though all are not able so fully· appreciate the
(and to them should be added Zeno, Epicurus, and Mt. Parnes, on the northeast by Mt. Pentelicus, on architectural beauties of the ancient temples of
Aristotle]; scarcely any dramatist besides Shakspere the southeast by ::Mt. Hymettus, and on the west by Athens, yet scarcely any can fail to admire the magto rival ~upbocles, Euripides, and 1Eschylu~."
Mt. 1Egaleos. On the south it iR open to the bay of nificent assemblage, they form in their position, outThe highest arts were also carefully cultivated by Salamis, or Saronic Gulf. To the left of the bav are line, and coloring, where they can trace the pictures of
the Grecia us. The finest statues the world has seen the 1EO"ean sea and the rano-e of mountain land be- the poets in "the vale Cepbissus, the bill of Uolonos,
were. wrought out by Grecian b;ains ·and hands. It yond, ~nd on the right is se~n the high rocks of the the ridge of Hymettus," where he can view on one
is said of the Venus of Praxiteles that the gazers little province of Corinth.
side the bay of Salami~, and on the other the bights
believed ~hat. the marble moved and was. ab?ut to
On the opposite side of the city, and at a distance of Pbylre. "Nowhere is antiquity so well substanspeak, whwh 1nduced ~an_y to apJ?l.f the1r hps to of perhaps one and a quarter miles, stands the far- tiated as at Athens, or its outline more completely
those of the statue, takmg It for !l hvmg form. ~he famed Acropolis, rising up, a craggy mass of rock, filled up to the eye and to the imagination." Thus
Greeks were also well advanced m the ~rt.of pamt- three hundred feet in bight. In its immediate Murray: "The character of the landscape· round
ing, and they had more an~ bet.ter pa1;ntmgs than vicinity and to the right is a lower hill of rock, called Athens is very peculiar 1 its simplicity of outline
all the rest of the ~orld; bes1des, m architecture s~e the Areopagos or Mars Hill; still further to the right and coloring, combined with the magnificence of
rivaled all the natwns of the earth, and even to th1s iR the Pnyx and to the southwest is a fourth hill form and extent. It cannot be called rich scenery,
day the Grecian styles rank the highest among the Museu~. On the southeast of the city runs th~ for with the exception of the olive grove on the
mankind.
river Ilissus, and on the west the Cephissus, or rather plain the landscape is devoid of wood. An air of
It may also be cla~med that Greece was not be- the places are there for the two streams, but the repose is one ef its chief characteristics; the form
bin? in all that perta1?ed to ~be welfare o.f ~uman water bas departed. Even in the rainy season -thPy of its biliR, and the plain terminating in the broad
somety. As a. ~ercantlle _natwn she rose lD 1mpor- cannot be very large streams. They empty into the bay of Salamis, contribute to prof'luce this effect,
tance as Pbremma fe~l beh1?d; and she was so thor- bay of Salamis not fllr from PerreuR, or rather they which is, however, to be ascribed more particularly
oughly master of th1s busmess. that the h?rrors of are swallowed up by the marshes in that vic:.nity.
to the eye finding a resting-place on the bight of the
civil war were not .allowed to 1nte~fere With comWhile the landscape view from the top of Lyca- Acropolis, and the magnificent ruins covering the
merce. Every spe~1es of me~chand1se was allowed bettus. is not so lovely as it would be if the raL ges summit."
to pass through then• several hues unmol~sted. The of mountains five, ten, and fifteen miles away were
The little church on the summit of Lycabettus is
ambulatory commerce of Greece was Simply wo~- covered with forest trees, and the intermediate val- named after Saint George, and I learn services are
derful, and ~er merchn:nts trav~led far a;nd n.ear lD ley rich with luxuriant verdure, still, froiil"the pecul- held there on S11ndays and a few faithful devotees,
tbe prosecutJOn of their avocatwns. It IS sa1d ~he iar clearness and softness of th '3 atmosphere, the attracted, probably, as much by the romantic position
caravans of Greece penetrated even as far as Cb~na cerulean blue of tb~ Rky, and the peculiar and 'llld the maguificent views, as by the rites of the serwith the products of the West, and took W1th agreeable tints which meet the eye from the bill-fops vice, climb up there to worl'lbip. It is only repeating
them on their return the riches of the Orient. In around, there is a decided charm in the Athenian the customs of the ancient Persians and other pagans
their mercantile operations the first bills of ex- landscape. In May it is undoubtedly very lovely to build their temples on the highest places and to
change were brought into use. !socrates mentions here, when the whole valley and the bases of the ascend ther<J to worship. In n11merous ways is
a trader who came to Athens with. grain having mountains are clothed in green, and everything paganism seen repeated in Christianity.
delivered, a ~haft of m~ney due to h1.m some:where teems with new life and vigor; but at this season of
THE ACROPOLIS.
on the Euxme Sea, wh1ch was negotiated Without the year all is sere and dead save a considerable
difficulty, which perhaps is the first tran~action of growth of olive-trees on the plain and stunted pines
Let me next tell you something of our visit to the
the kind on record.
on the bills, ~'everal vineyards in different localities, Acropolil'l, the great point of attraction about Athens.
The political instit~tions of Greece should no~ be numerous public and private gardens, and small Fifteen minutes' Witlk from our hotel brings us to
lost sight of. Very hkely she borrowed her notwns parks in the city-the trees and plants of which have the famous pile of rocks, which like a citadel rises
and practices of' monarchy and royalty from the to be watered-and numerous acacia and pepper, above the plain. In fact, it was first URed as a citanations which had preceded her; but she was the trees, both of which have a beautiful foliage, with a del in the early days of Athens, before the temples
first nation to introduce democratic and practical plentiful growth of the aloe, or century plant. of the gods were erected, and even since that period
republics. She had an innate and fervP-nt l<we for Despite all these, the view is almost painful from the it has still been regarded as a citadel, which it is by
liberty and equality, and really, especially when she more abundant appearance of a dried-up and dead nature. It is wholly inaccessible at the western end,
became advanced in civilization, she exhibited little condition of thing~. If this country could only have where an extensive marble staircase of sixty steps
love for hereditary power and royalty. In her, po- timely and frequent rains itwould be the most lovely Reventy feet wide led and still leads to its summit.
litical freedom had a firm home.
climate in the Wl)rld, being neither excessively hot The Acropolis is in general form that of a rocky
Greece, of course, had her faults, and prominent nor excessively cold. Now, in the last week in Octo- platform of irregular shape, eleven hundred feet
among them was a disposition to waste her life and ber, the thermometer stands at 72°, with an altitude in length, four hundred and fifty wide in the
strength in needless in~erneciile wa:s. -This t~a~t ten degrees greater in the w11rmest part of the day. broadest part, and three hundred feet above the city.
of character, blended With an excessive party spmt The mt:morieR of the ancient city of Athens and its At the western end, at the head of the broad marble
in the place of real patriotiRm, effect.ed the sacrifice charming surroundings are thus beautifully dilated staircase stands the Propylrea, m·grand entrance. The
of the national cause, when the decline of the coun- upon by JYlilton in his "Paradise Regained:"
portico is sixty-nine feet broad, having six fluted
Doric columns, five feet in diameter, and twenty-four
try became as rapid as its elevation had been mar"WhPre on the 1Egean shore a ciry stand,,
velous. But taking the Grecian nation, all in all, I
Built nobly, pure the air, and light the wil;
fGet high. The two wings are seventy-eight feet
must repeat that one is inevitably filled with wonder
AttJens, the eye of Greece, mother of art~
apart. These wings faced each othe~ and conhow so small and sterile a·country, especially in that
And eloquence, native to famous wits,
sisted each of a stoa or porch of three DoriC columns,
age of the world, in the various walks and avocaOr hosp1ttlble m her sweet recesses,
ranged between the ~quare pilaster!'!, called autre.
tions of human tffort, could have produced such
City or suburban, studious walks und shades.
The northern wing remains in perfect shape. A
Ste there the olive grove of Academe,
porch facing the ~outh? thirteen feet deep, led to.a hall
wonders.
Plato's retirement, where the Attic Lird
I trust, my friends, that you will pardon me for
Trills h~r thic.:lr-warb'ed notes the surum~r 1ong.
thirty-five by thnty feet, usually called the Pmacodwelling at such length upon ancient Greel{ hi~:~tory,
There fi,,wering Lill I:Jymettus, wi h lhe sound
thea. The walls of this apartment were once lined
which many of you !lre doubtless familiar with; but
Of bee,' i~>dustriou, murmur. oft invites
with paintings. It is now occupied with fragments
To studious arming; there llis:<ns rolls
since visiting these famous shores I have run over
of statutes and architectural carvings, with inscripHis whi,pering stre,,m 11ithin the Wblls; there view
tionl'l, etc. The whole is of white marble from
the record of their past history to refresh my memThe sdwols of andrnt sages; hb, who bred
ory, and I felt as though I should properly give you
Great Alexand~<r to subdue the world,
Mount Pentelicus, ten or twelve miles away.

lf ~rutlt ~tthtr J!,round tlrt flforld.

the benefit of it. I will now attempt to tell you
what I have seen myself.

THE
. The southern part is much in ruins, ani! is partly c!'lrya_tids have been copied exac.tly. The concepconceal<'d by a loftv mf'di~>val tower, which forms a tJoi; Is, of coprsr, a pretty one, but still they are
ve.ry conRpieuo~Js ohjl!ct. in all view~ of tl1e Acrop- ent1r~ly p~~an, and the faet nffords another proof of
olts. <?n the s1de of t_he f'nt mnee opp0site to the the ?18(JOSttlon which Christians han! so many timell
tower JS a moderate-~<Jzed l>orie temple of Nike ma~If!"sted to apJiropriate pag:n1 icleas, faRhions, and
Apteros, or 1Vingless Victory, whicl1 rdains wore of hPhefs. In the interior o£ the temple were origi~he ori!!'iqa~ ·edifice thsn some of the other templ~s nally many statues Of gods and goddesses, among
m the local1ty. All of. them have been greatly in- which were prominent those to whom thP- temple
jured by the attacks of enemies, notably the "Per- was erected. A great deal more iR said touching
sians, the Romans,. an~, worse tl1an all, by- the Turks. the early notions with regard to this temple, but
who not only by their hombardment shattered the probably I have given enough.
temples, hut after coming into possession of the
But it is the Part11enon, standing near its center,
plnce, and using it for a magazine, an explosion took which is the great feature aJJd glory of th& Acropoplace which spread great ruin amidHt all the temples li~. _It was als~ or!ginally called the Temple of the
of the Acropolis. The ma~sive and imposing col- V1rgm. The f-rrecmns thought. a great cleal of their
umns remaining are those which withstood this ter- clivir:e virgin, and mfHle as mnch ado over her as the
rible ordeal.
Chri.•tians i!o over theirs. In fact, the world h::~s
On the north side of the Rnrfac_e of the Acropolir1, for thousands of years entertained great reverencl:'
and in the center, as tegari!s enHt and west, standR for virgins. The Per~<iflnR hari their _;\i;tarte, the
the Erechthenm, which is claimed to have been A~8yri:mR h:=~d their Ishtar, the EgyptianR had their
more revererl by the ancient Atlwniam; than anv lsi~, the IIindoos hail their Devaci, the Druids had
o~her of _th~;ir !emplPs, .a!1d it WAR cloRely connecte~l their Crredwen, the Scandinavians had their Frig:1,
With. then eariJeRt tracht10ns. Erechtheu~, or Erech- the GreekR had their Athena and their Diana, even
tbomu~, for bot.h names have been used, occupieR a as the Christians had their Mary. Theirs is the latmore 1mporta11t place in the Athenian religion. est virgin of the lot; all the other~, and several mon·
·Homer represPnted Erechtheus as born of the earth not mentionei!, being in ailvance of the virgin of
and brought up by the gocl(JI:'H! Athena, or l'.Iim·rva Palestine. Truly, if Christianity were divested of
.and the Athenians off,·red him annual sacrifices: all it has bon:owed from its pagan predecessor",
According to one form of the legend, he was placed there would be nothing left of it.
iby Athenap in a cht>st, which was intrn"tcd to
.A
W orrlsworth had the grace to say that the Parthe. g 1auru~, androsus, and IIereR, the daughters .of non waR" the finest edifice on the fiHeRt site in the
•Ce<\rops, 'With strict ordt·rs not to open it; ~but that world, hallowed by the nohlest recollections that
~tglad~ruls andd Itllert>s, unable to control their cnri'Os- can stimulate the human heart" Murray says.
· temr 1e ~n a1·chnecture
·
· whwb
·
f y, lAO
f tlleye 1 ·J-j 1e command·
· d
.' land npon seeing the " I n t 1liS
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0 !m 0
Wit 1 a serptnt, thl:'y W"'f'lfe through ages of refinement, until it culminated
• 1e c 11 ' entWille
~eized With madm·ss and tltrew the~Jselves down. there was combined with the work of the greateRt
rom the steep~Rt J~art of the_ Acropolis. Th1~R ~hifl i :sculp~or Greece and the world ever produced; and
te~ple W~t:l trmlt 111 cnn;~ etwn_ ~~t~ the reiigi ons!1 un le~s we ta.ke into con~id~:ration, the pf'rft>ct unisoll
~ 0 lOllS 0
le peop 1e..
Je ong1na temple bl:'i.ng ..qf those two artP we cannot do justice to Gretk arb e~:~~ye_~ bl the ,Perswn~, a m:Jgl~ificen_t one was -ehiteeture, mnch ieas the Parthenon.' Painting also
ui .Ill I sPace, t.ne remams of wbwh still stand as w.as there and althouab we can thoroughly realize th"'
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'
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ErechthPus is claimed to have been buried on the three sistl:'r art~;~, we dare not queHtinn it~ propriety.
site of the temple, as he was regarded a11 the foun-der Our }'re8ent olj<·ct, however, is chi~-tly with the
?f the ori~iu~l ~tructnre, as we!l .aR the one m.o~t arcb~«-eture, for the remains of the paintings ar~:>
mst;umental In 1ound ng the rehgwn of Athena 111 almoRt evane~cent, and the sculpture, although som~:>
AttiC~. Here was the fir~t ~tatue of Athena Polias; mention of it must be made, is no longer the.re, with
that IS, Athena, the. guardvm o_f the city. Th.i~; the exei:'ption, at least, of a very small portion.
statue was made of ol1ve-wood, sa1d to have been let
"The Parth<'non was built under the administration
down from heaven for the purpo8e. Here also was of Pericl·efl. Ictinus and Callierates were the arehithe Racred olive-.tree, which Athena called forth tects, while tbe general supervision was intrusted to
from the earth m her contest with Poseidon, or the great sculptor Pheidias. It is not kuown how
Neptune, for the posses~>ion o~ At!ica. Here, also, many years w.ere required in the com;truction, but
was the well of salt ~ater_ whwh Nep~une produced as the Propylrea required five yearR, the Parthenon
by. a stroke ~rom his tndent, the 1m pression of should have required at least twenty years. It was
wh10h was claimed.to be seen upon _the rockR. Ce- completed about 438 B.C. The cost has been esticr?ps was also buried here. The temple also con- mated by Leake to amount to one thousand taltai~ed a separate sanctuary of Athena Polias, in ents, or $6,500,000. It was built entirdy of PenWh1Ch the statues of the goddess was placed, and· a telic marble, obtaine.d from the Pentelic mounseparate sanct.uary of Pandrosus, th: only faithful one tain, some twelve miles east of the city. The roof,
of the three Sisters to whom the child was intrusted. bowever, was l:arian marble, obtained from the PaThus the Erec~1theum comprised two temples-one rian quarry. In technical language, the temple is
to Athena Po has, and one to Pandrosus; but it was peri petal aud octastyle-that is to say, it consists of
very frequently calle~ aft~r 1\_t~Jena Pol,ias, who, a portico of eight columns ·at each end, and has a
by the bye, was not IdentiCal w1th Athena Pallas, colonnade of seventeen columns on each side, which
whom the Homans afterward worshiped as Minerva. would make, counting the angle columns twice,
Athena. Pohas seems to have bten the lgcal deity forty-six in alL Of this number, thirty-two are still
for AttiCa or Athens.
standing, to say nothing of abortive attempts at
The new Erech~~eum was a structure of singnlar restoration on the north side. The entire length of
beauty and magn_Iticence~one of the greatest tri- the temple on th€ upper step is 22g feet, the breadth
umphs of Atheman arch1teeture. It was of the 101 feet. The ·eo.Iumns are of the Doric order flix
Ionic order, an~ formed a striking contrast with the and a quarter feet-in diameter, tinted, and thirty-four
.Parthenon, wluch was of the Doric order. The and a quarter fel:'t in :bight. The architrave above
-fotm of th_e Erechtheum, was different from every these columns was adorned with gilded shields of
-other GreCian temple. 'I he temples of Greece were bronze, which were :placed beneath the metopes.
•usually of an oblong figure, standing east and west, Between the shields there were inscribed the names
\With 11: portiqo at each end. But this struct!lre had , .of t.he dedicators. The impressions left upon the
:a portico ~t the eastern end, but none at the western : parts covered by tbese shields are still visible upon
end; but m pl:.~ce one each on the north and south the architraves. The shields themselves were carsides, forming~ transept. Cousequently the temple ried off by Lachares, together with the gold of the
had threepo~·ucoes. The easten: porti~o, regarded statue of the goddess, when Demetrius was besieging
as the prmCipal, cons~sted of six IoniC columns, Athens.
There were also upon the architraves
standing i~ a siugle l~ue before the wall of the celia, bronze nails or pegs, upon which festoons were hung
five of whwh are st1ll staudmg. Six other Ionic QU days of festival. The ninety-two metopes of the
columns formed the northern porticoes, four in a line, frieze were filled with sculpturt=s in high relief, ot
and one on each flank; these are all standing. They which only one remains in a good state of preservaare three feet higher, and six iuches more in diaru- tion. 'l'lle ]Je<iimeuts or actoi were fi!Jed with
eter than those of the ea~tern portico. Tliis is sculptures of a size much greater than life. Tbose
thought to have been done on accouut of the found a- of the eastern portico related to tbe birth of l\lintion rock being lower htre. The soutllern portico nerva; those of the western to the coutest of -Minwas entirely different in character, and, instta<:i of nerva and N eptuue for the soil of Attica. All are
~eing supported by column~, Is upheld by six carya- now entirely gone save three llorses' heads in the
t1d~, or large mart,Je fewale figures in loug drapery. :corner of the eastern, arid a single group on the
The four front ones are in lint>, with one on each , western pediment, supposed to repre~ent Uecrops and
:flank. They stand 'upon a basement above the e4-. Aglaurws, of wbich all the finer parts are much
.terior Ieve!. Tlle I'oOf which they support is flat, oiJhterated. The bight to the apex of the pediment,
·and some fifteen feet above the tlo0r. One of these exclusiv·e of the ornament of the acrotenum which
:caryatids was taken to Eogland, and is uow in the there must have been at the top, was fifty-rine feet
Bri!Jsh.Museum; but in place tbe people of London above the upper 8tep, or with the addition of the
were kwd _enough to seud back a copy cast from stylobatl:', sixty. four. The level of the pavement of
. cement, whwh now stands with the other five origi- the temple wao; uuly about t:Hx feet ut!uw the ridge
nal ones, though of a darker color A .Frl:'uchma.u,' of tile roof of the .Propy imc~,, and was raised h1gu
. M. P1seatory, an. embassador to this government, above all tile platform~> m the Aeropolls."
·was iustrumeut~llu havwg these beautiful caryatids
The easteru eud of the temple oe~uvtes the higbe11t
·restored to their or,_glllal pot:Htlou. It may be welt part of tlle groundll. The uorthea~t angle of the edenough to remark Ill th11l couuectiou that in the 1ticoe,, w hicl11orlllll the plat1orm ou wLtwil the column;;
·Qb.'lJ"Qll 9f S~. P~ucreasl in Loudon, these six pag3n ~~td, rises i.m.vl~~tely tr<>m a leveled bed culi in the
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rock. It consists of tbe solid st~ps of Pentelic mar~
ble about twenty-one incheR- thick, j;!et on a plinth
one foot high, of the same material. It, iR thought
this second temple W3S built in conformity to the
style of the original temple, which !'tood on the same
spot, and which was deRtroyed by Xerx~::s.
Leake speaks of the Parthenon-in this langnagei
"Such was the simple structure of this magnificent
building, wbicb, by its united excellence of materi•
als, design, and decorations., was the most perfect
ever executed. Its dimensions_ of 228 feet by 101,
with a hight of 66 feet to the top of the pediments,
were sufficiently great to give au appearance of
grandeur and sublimity, and thiR impression was not
disturbed by any obtrusive subdivision of part!', F~uch
as is found to diminish the effect of m<tny larger
modern buildings, where the same sit~glene,..<t of design is not apparent. In the Parth~:>uon there was
nothing to divert the sp!"ctator's qoutemplation from
the simplicity and r;najesty of ma~s and outline,
which forms the first and most remarkable object of
admiration in the Greek tem}Jle; for the statues of
the pediments, the only decoration whieb was very
eonsricuous by ita magniturle and position, having
been inclosed within frames which formed an esRential part. of the designs of each front, had no more
obtrus1ve effect than an ornameuted capital to an unadorned column."
It would require more space to give a description
of the maguiticent statn.es which, accordiug to the
varinus authorities, adorned the Parthenon, than I
can take, bu.t from thfl accounts that ar,.. given of
them they were wonderful indeed. I mlist, however, have a little to say «bout the magnificent colossal 11tatue of the virgin goddess, Athena, or
Minerva, which stood in the portion of the temple
called the Naos, which is 98 by 63 feet within the
walls. This colossal statue of the virgin gorides~,
with the exception of thf> st:J.tue of Jupiter at Olympia-both by the hand of Pheidias-was the mnst
eelebrated statue of antiqu•ty. It waR called the
chrys elephantine, because ivory was employed fur
all the uudraped parts. "The dre~s aurl other ornaments w~>re of solid gol9, of a weight l:'qual-that of
£10,000-so contrived by Pheidias that thfl whole
could be removed if ever required by the exigencies
of the state." It is E>aid that an aecuRation was
brought by envious persons ag;1inst PheidiaR, that he
had :tppropriated to bis. own UEje some of the gold
whiuh was intrusted to his eharge for the makiug of
this statue, which he proudly refuted by having the
gold taken from the statue J<nd weighed in the }Jresence of his accusers. This gold, however, was finally
plundered, so cbimed, by Lachares, who lllade himself master of Athens about 300 B. c.
The bight of the statue was forty feet. It was
clothed with the ::egis and a robe reaching to the
feet, with a Medusa's bead in ivory, on the breast.
At her feet lay a shield, bearing on the· convex side
the battle of the Athenians and Amazons, and on the
concave the strife of the gods and giantE>, and on
the sandals was carved that of Centaurs and Lapithm.
The goddess bore a helmet surmounted with a
sphinx, with griffins in relief on either side. A spear
was in her left hand and a serp•mt near the hutt end
of the spear sought refuge under the shield. A
most remarkable teature ot this statue was an image
of,Victory, four cubit!!! high, which stood on the outstretched hand of the virgin. A metal railing, of
which some traces remam on the pavement, surrounded the statue.
The pediments, or what in common language
would be termed the gable-ends of the temple, as
already hinted, were ornamented with exquisitelywrought statues above life size, the largest being
eleven feet high. They stood out far enough from
the wall behind them to allow one to pass
alonu in the rear.
As before rem:uked these
sculvtures bore relation to the miraculous or immaculate birth of the virgin and her contests
with Neptune. On the eastern pediment was
sculptured Hyperion, or day, rising in the south
corner; next came Theseus, otherwise Hercules, or,
according to somP, Cephal us; then the seasons; then
a gap which authorities ca,nnot agree in filling, after
whieh came the draped torso of fortune, and then
the fates, and in the north corner night going down.
Three horses' beads, two of which uelonged to night,
remain. Oil the opposite or western eud were represented the rival deitieE>, Neptune and Minerva,
the first on the south, the other on the north, true to
the relative po!iitions of sea and land-Neptune with
his weight thrown a little back to war, i the south, as
though yielding his ground, Minerva leaniit~ a little
to the north as if about to advance across h1s path;
thus, while the expression of ~ctua_l collision is
avoided, that of an a.dvautage gamed IB clearly portrayed. The figure of Neptune was nude and over
eleven feet high; that of Minerva, a~; usual, draped,
and of about the same higbt. Of the statues of
Uephissu8, Uecrops, ~Aglauru><, attendan~s on .Min~>rva,,
Pawlrollul:l, Heres, EreehLheu::!, Aphrodite, or Venus.
Tileti~ uumerous goddesses aud female tigures,
Tetlly~, Veuus on the lap of Dioue, llissus, Oallit!hoe,
witb centaurs, hort~es, etc., etc.
''The metopes, or the sculptures in high relief on
the eJ:terior fneze of the _pensty le between the tJ:i·
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By the south siile of the Acropolis, and central The stones cotnposing the architraves are of great
glyphs, were ninety-two in number, fourteen on the
fronts and thirty-two on the sides; their form is east and west, is what is left of the ancient temple of size, and weigh about twenty-five touR. The temple
generally nearly squ!lre, four feet two inches each 1Esculapius, the healing god of the Grecians, who was begun by Pisistratus, but remained unfinished
way. Part of the preeminenne of the Parthenon not only used to cure all manner of diseases, but four hundred yearfl. Augustus took it in hand, but
over other Greek Doric temples was due to the even raised the dead. This was before t.be same did not live to complete it. When it was comfact that all the metopes were ornamented with feat was performed by Jesus in Palestine. The pleted the worship of Jupiter had fallen into disuse.
'l'he arch of Hadrian
sculpture; these metopes were of remarkable spirit temple was once adorned with statues, but they are So the gods pass away.
and variety of treatment, and were executed, as gone, and nothing is left but broken fragments not stands near this old temple; it is twenty feet wide
there is reason to believe, by different artists under considered worth stealing. EaPt of the tt:mple, and and twenty-six high. There is no special interest
the superintendence of Phiedias. All those in the a little farther from the Acropolis, is the vast amphi- connected with it.
The temple of Theseus stands about the same dismiddle part of the flanks were thrown down by the theater of Dyonisus, the Greek name for Bacchus.
explosion. Those of the two fronts remain in their The plain was largely an excavation in the hill- tance to the northwest from the Acropolis, and is
places; and, together with those which remain on the rock and earth. Many of the marble seatR are still the best preserved of all the old pagan temples in
north side, are, and have been for a long time, for the in place, including the front seats for the priests of Greece. It was preserved during the dark ages by
most part, in a mutilated state. Those of the south the different gods. These seat have a hack ol being converted into a church of St. George; and as
side, for a cause not easy to explain, escaped mutila- marble, and were in finer style than the others. The the architecture and sculpture is considered only
tion; and in consequence of their better preserva- names of the gods whose priests occupied them are inferior to the Parthenon, it was fortunate that the
tion, were drawn by Carrey in 1674, whilst he omit- still cut in the marble. I sat in several of them, and destructive Christians dedicated it to Yahweh. It
ted the rest; and such as escaped the explosions were tried to realize the time when the plays of 1Eschy- is not large in size, being 104 feet in lengt.h, and 45
removed -fifteen to London, and one to Paris; one lus and Sophocles were played upon the stage bt:fore in width. The columns are nineteen feet high, and
only, the westernmost, remains on the temple."- me. The seats rise in regular gradation from the three feet and four inches in aiameter. The sculptcenter to the outer part of the circle. The distance ures of the metopes relate to the labors of Hercules,
.Mitrray.
The entire Acropolis, together with the main ave- from the inner circle to the upper and outer was and those on the flanks to the labors of Theseus.
nue leading to it, was, in the days of Athenian glory; three hundred feet, and the place was capable of The pediments were filled with sculptures, but the
literally covered with statuary of the kind, but they holding thirty thousand persons, an audience that Christians took them away.
have departed, save the fragments that remain. The any modern theatrical company would indeed be
The Tower of the Winds, as it is usually called,
Turkish and Christian vandals-having sister sys- proud of. Date 475 B.c.
or as it was anciently denominated, The HoriloAbout the same altitude, and west of the temple gium of Adronietts Cy7"7"hestes, is deserving of
tems of religions-did the business.
The Turks were actuated partly by a feeling of of 1Esculapius, is the Odeum of Herodes, built in notice. It is an elegant octagonal structure, fortyhatred toward idol-worship, regarding the statues as honor of his wife Regilla. It was 240 feet in dill.m- four feet high, with a god of the eight winds sculptlittle else than idols, and partly bJ a desire to make eter, and was capable of seating 6,000 persons. The ured on the upper part of the eight sides. Eolus
their conquest over the almost defenseless country as roof to cover so large a place required great archi- was the presiding god of the winds, and uni!er him
thorough as possible, But it was the Christians who tectural skill, and was made of cedar. The place were Boreas, Libs, Notus, Eurus, Zephytus, etc. In
were the greatest vandals. They not only destroyed, was largely embellished with statues, of which only 00nnection with each god the weather and resnlts
but they plundered and stole by wholesale and retail. fragments now remain. It was constructed after the which the god is supposed to bring are represented.
The museums of the Christian countries of Europe theater of Bacchus. Between the latter and the A sun-dial was on the tower, the remains of which
have been enriched by the many hundreds of price- Acropolis is cut into the hill what now looks like a are still to be seen. A water-clock was inside, run
less 3tatues stolen from Greece. Lord Elgin, of cavern, and was once a Doric temple to celebrate the by water brought in an aqueduct from the Acropolis,
England, preeminently a Christian conqueror and victorious Choragic contest. .Above the same are but a short distance to the south. Its date is thought
thief, in 1802 took great quantities of the statues, two columns with triangular capltals, which formerly to be 150 B.c.
The Areopagus, or Mars Hill, is about one hunbas-reliefs, etc., not only from the Parthenon but carried tripods. Its date was about 325 B. c.
In the northwest corner of the Acropolis is~ cave of dred feet west of the Acropolis, and not more than
from other parts of the Acropolis. He caused his
men to tear down the artistic bas-reliefs from the considerable dimensions cut into the body of the hill, half its bight. It is also an abrupt pile of rock
friezes and the metopes, breaking many in the remov- said to have been dedicated to Pan and Apollo, (limestone), into which steps are cut by which to
al, and these were taken to London, and are now rn but there is nothing connected with it at present reach the top. Here was held the high court of last
resort of the Athenians. Here are two rude stones,
the British Museum. This was a species of vandal- worthy of special notice.
The Gymnasium of Hadrian is about seventy one for the accuser, the other for the accused.
ism and theft that cannot be too strongly denounced.
Egypt, India, Assyria, and Italy have been treated yards north of the grand entrance to the Acropolis, Other seats are for the judges. The court was held
in the same way, and by such wholesale stealin~ the where commences a colonnade of the Corinthian or- in the open air, and the place was invested with
British Museum has been made as rich as it is. This der, consisting of single pieces of gray marble, not great reverence on the part of the people. Here is
is all wrong. Copies could have been taken, but the fluted, three feet in diameter and twenty-nine feet where Paul stood when he delivered the following
statues should have been allowed to remain in the high, and extended in a northerly direction. It is sermon to the Athenians:
countries where they belong, and should have been said a hundred columns from the quarries of Libya
'' Ye men of Athens, I perceive that in all things ye are too
so rest)red and preserved as to last for ages in the once -stood here; also a temple of Juno and Jupiter, superstitious, for as l passed by and beheld your devotions I
found an altar with this inseription, To the unknown God.
countries where they were produced. Greece has and a sanctuary common to all the gods.
About one hundred yards southwest of the outer Whom, therefore, ye ignorantly worship, him deelare I unto
been so robbed by Christian thieves that she has not
you, God that made the world and all things therein, seeing
enough statuary left, out of the thousands of works corner of the Gymnasium of Hadrian are some re- that he is Lord of heaven and earth, dwell~th not in temples
mains
of
a
marble
builaing
of
excellent
masonry,
which her talented sons produced, to fill one goodmade with hands; neither is worshiped with men's hancls as
sized room. As a compensation Lord Elgin sent the where was located the Gy~mnasium of Ptolemy, sup- though he needed anything, seeing he giveth 1o all life and
Grecians a clock for one of the steeples of Athens, posed to have been constructed about 300 B. c. Here breath, and all things ; and hath mane of one blood all nmions
which is still retained, but it was very small amends equestrian and gymnastic sports were indulged in by of men for to dwell on all the face of the earth, and hath determined the times before appointed and the bounds of their
for the high-handed stealing which he perpetrated. the students and young men of Athens.
habitation; that they should seek the Lord, if .Laply they
In
the
eastern
part
of
the
city
is
the
Panathenaic
More appropriation of the property of paganism
might feel after him and find him, thongh he be not far from
was shown by sacrilegiously convertiBg the Parthe- Stadium, being a partly natural hollow and partly every one of us, for in him we live and movP. and have our
non into a Christian church in the sixth century, tak- excavated oblong amphitheater with elevated seats for being; as certain also of your own poets have said, For we
. ing it from Minerva and Jupiter and giving it to the spectators, where chariot-racing and afterward are also his offspring. Forasmuch, then, as we are the offspring of God, we ought not to think that the Godhead is like
Mary and Yahweh; and this thing they did in "Cores wild beast contests took place. It is supposed that unto
gold or silver, or stone graven by att and men's device.
upon scores of cases in Athens, in other parts of the people at first sat upon the grass, with the sur- And the times of this ignorance God winked at; but now comGreece, in Rome, and in other countries. In this face of the ground in its natural position, but after a mandeth all men everywhere to repent, because he hath apway the " blessed religion of the Virgin and her time it was enlarged and improved by Lycurgus, the pointed a day in which he will judge the world in righteousness '
son" has been shown to be superior to the pagan son of Lycophron, 350 B. c. Herodes put up the by that man whom he hath ordained; whereof he hath given
unto all men in that he hath raised him from the
systems, and to prevail over them. Upon the con- steps of Pentelic marble, and greatly enriched the assurance
dead."
quest of Athens by the Turks the Parthenon became place. It is said to have held over 40,000 people.
a mosque, and down to the year 1687 the edifice re- At the eastern end a tunnel is made through the hill,
It is not difficult" to suppose that the summon must
mained almost entire, with the exception of the where the wild beasts were let. i~. This was done have been quite an enigma to the people who stood
roof. In that year the Venetians bombarded Ath- under the Romans; the Grecians did not engage in in the plateau, called the Agora, before him, and one
ens and a shell fell into the Parthenon and destroyed wild beast contests or amusements.
might suppose he could have made the latter part of
the central portion of the building; eight columns
his short discourse a little more comprehensible.
OTHER ANTIQIDTIES.
were thrown down on the northern side, and six on
Now Paul was partly right and partly wrong. The
the southern; while of the pronaos only one column
Around the Acropolis on all sides stood the ancient true God of the world and of all the worlds dwelleth
was left standing. The two fronts escaped. After city of Athens, which in its glory is said to have con- not in temples made with hands, neither requires he
the captui·e of the city the_ Christian commander, tained over 400,000 inhabitants, but now the city, of to be worshiped, as though he needs anything, seeMoorsini, attempted to flteal a lot of the statues from less than 100,000, is north of the sacred hill, though ing he giveth to all life, breath, and all things; but
the western pediment to carry to Venice, but his men coming up close to it. The old town around the Acrop- Paul believed in a God who used to live in an old
were so careless and unskilful that the statues fell olis was called the Asty, and was inclosed by a wall, box made witk hands, and only three or four feet
while being lowered, and were dashed in pieces. the remains of which, however, are to be found in square at that, and who seemed to need a great deal
Next came the robbery of Lord Elgin, already al- but few places: Within the Asty are several remark- of burnt blood and roasted flesh to make him feel
luded to, in 1804, and in 1827 fresh injuries were able ruins, which were visited by our party with comfortable. So far as I can see, the ideas of God
perpetrated upon the Parthenon by the bombard. great interest.
held by the Greciant~ were far more sensible than
ment of the city. The columns were wofully deI will first mention the magnificent temple of Paul's. They scarcely believed in the blood and
faced, especially on the western portico, but with all Jupiter Olympus, which stands, perhaps, the tenth flesh necessity of God, and their conceptions of him
the injuries the old structure has received it is still a of a mile east of the Acropolis, and two hundred were only a personification of nature's forces. If
grand monument of the skill and energy of the an- and fifty feet lower. I will not enter irito a long Paul ha.d used the term nature instead of God he
cient Grecians, and strikes the beholder with aston- description of it, but will content myself by saying would have been far more correct. N.tture is truly
ishment and admiration. I was filled with wonder that its size was materially larger than the Par- the source of life, breath, and the power of motion,
at the engineering skill that must have been required the-son. It was in the Corinthian style, and was and is at all times near every living being. This
to raise up those abrupt rocks the large blocks of built at a later period than the Parthenon. Its ever-present power was never made nor devised,
marble forming the entablature, the architrave, length on the upper step was 354 feet, and its while the God Paul believed in was devised in the
frieze, and cornice, as well as the other portions of breadth 171. It had 124 marble columns, six feet minds of ignorant men. .Paul was also wrong in
the edifice. I measured one block which lies un- and four inches in diameter at the base, with a supposing that the world and all things else that
broken on the grounil, an.~ f, .nd it eighteen feet in bight of 55! feet. But fifteen of these grand col- exist were made; that is, produced from nothing.
length, four in width, and two and a half thick. It umns are now standing, the sixteenth having fallen Not an ounce of matter was ever evolved from nothmust weigh forty or fifty tons. Hundreds of similar in a severe storm on October 26, 1852. The eigh- ing, and a thousand or a million men and gods comblocks were hauled from the Pentelicus and elevated teen pieces which formed it still lie as they fell. bined may well be challenged to perform the feat.
on the Acropolis. It was only one of the many very The different blocks were fastened together with Whatever exists to-day ever did exist in some form,
extraordinary feats connected with that wonderful iron bars or dowels. The capitals are exceedingly and ever must; and thus help to make up the nature
!I ill.
well carved, and are eight and a half feet square. which Paul should have better understood. But let
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us leave Paul and his errors and talk a little more and commanding a distant view of the road of Pha- connection with the university, not yet wholly com.about ancient Athens.
lerum, was ~he position taken by the Athenian army pleted, which is a magnificent structure. Statues
Immediately beyond the Areopagus, and between aftE'r ~~e victory of M~rathon, when they heard of and other sculpture ornament the outside of the ediit and the Pnyx, is the Agora, which was the public the sa1lmg of the Persian fleet around Sunium to- fice, and two fine statues twelve or fifteen feet
square of the ancient city, a kind of market-place, ward Phalerum, and marched in all baste to the de- high, one of Apollo and the other Minerva, on which
and where tlie people used to gather to listen to fense of their city.
artists have been at work nearly two years, and have
speeches, and discuss public matters. Tl::iere is some
A little S. S. E. <>f the Cynosargus was the Ly- nearly completed, are to be elevated on two fine
difference of opinion as to the precise bounds of the ceum, one of the chief gymnasiums of Athens; it marble pillars in line with the front of the edifice,
Agora, but it was embellished with colonnades and stood near the banks of the Illissus, and was, like the and seventy-five feet high. They cannot fail to
statues, and was a space capable of holding from academy, celebrated for its plane trees. The sacred make a very imposing appearance.
ten to twenty thousand people.
inclosure of Apollo Lycius was embellished by PiThis beautiful structure has been erected with the
The Pnyx is an elevation of rock, to which some sistratus, Pericles, and Lycurgus, son of Lycophron. money donated by a rich Greek named Baron Sina, ·
additions and alterations were made, southwest of It seems to have been a favorite haunt of Socrates, who made his money in Vienna. The Schleimann
the Areopagus and ailjoining the Agora. It has a and became the school of Aristotle, whose followers Museum was constructed with funds donated by
levelish surface, and on the front part is the bema were celled Peripatetics from their custom of deliv- another generous Greek who made his money abroad.
or pulpit, a hewn level surface of the rock,Jwhere eTingtheir lectures while walking in the grove of the In fact, it is with money made in other countries
the orators used to stand when addressing the Lyceum.
that most of the modern improvements in the modpeople, being some ten feet higher than the Agora.
The Ceramicus was so called from having been ern city have been made.
Here is where Demosthenes, Pericles, Solon, The- occupied by the Athenian potters, who carried on a
Monday, Oct. 24th.-To-day our company charmosticles, Aristides, and others were wont to assem- great export trade in ancient times. It was divided tered two carriages and rode out twelv.e or fourteen
ble to address the multitude. And still further over into two districts, the inner and outer. The one miles in a northwest direction to the ancient town of
toward the sea is another bema or pulpit, a place comprehended the Ajora, and contained the princi- Eleusis, where are the ruins of two very ancient ternevidently artificially leveled, where speakers often pal street of Athens. This street, at the gate Dipi- pies, one to Ceres, the goddess of agriculture, the
used to hold forth. It is said Demosthenes used lona, divided into two roads passing through the earth, or in other words, of nature her~elf; the other
also to speak there. The Pnyx was also used for outer Ceramicus, one sacred road leading to Eleusis, temple to Artemusia, whom the Romans called
legislative purposes, being the place for the parlia- the other to the Academy, the most famous of the Diana, and where the famous Eleusinian mysteries
gymnasiums, distant about three-fourths of a mile were inaugurated more than a thousand years before
ment or the assembly.
Southwest of the Acropolis, and south of the Pnyx, from the gate. On each side of these two roads our era. Our ride first lay through a mile or two of
is the Hill of the Muses. On the top is a somewhat were the tombs of those citizens who had fallen in olive groves and vineyards on the plain, many of
imposing monument to Philopappus, of Besa in Syria, battle, or were otherwise famous. Of these only a the olive-trees being very aged, estimated at from
who removed to Athens, and held important gffices, few rude masses remain, not unlike the tombs of the one to two thousand years of age. They are said to
at the close of the first Christian century. The Appian Way-near Rome, but smaller. When per- reach an age of twenty-five hundred years. We
monument is of white marble with a slightly concave feet they must have added great effect and interest after reached a narrow valley of very hard, poor
and imposing front, but possesses no special beauty. to those two approaches, from which, of all points, land between two ranges of hills of rock, on which
It is in the base of this hill and on the side toward the Acropolis shows itself to the greatest advantage. there is no soil; on the left are high prominences
the Acropolis that two or three prisons are excavated Pausanius has recorded many of the tombs. Some called Mount 1Egaleos, but still where stunted pines
in the rock, being small-sized rooms, with a door were only simple pillars, on which were inscribed manage to prolong a precarious existence. When
of ordinary size. The west one is said to be the one the name and time of death of every citizen who had about two-thirds the way out we came to Daphne
in which Socrates was confined and where he died. fallen in particular battles, not omitting even the Pass, where is an old monastery built in one of the
It is a double room, the inner one being circular at servile class. Near the gate, and on the road to the early Christian centuries on the foundation of a ternthe top, two feet in diameter, allowing the daylight Academy, were buried Thrasybulus, Pericles, Cha- ple of Apollo. The monastery is in Byzantine style,
to enter. The room is twelve feet in diameter, and brias, and Phormio. Beyond these are the tombs of or of a r;quare form, with a dome at the top in which
leading to it is another containing about the same the Athenians who had been slain in battle by sea in ancient mosaic is a doleful representation of
number of square feet. As I stood there I realized and land, with the exception of those only who fell Jesus. It bears much the appearance of some of the
anew what a grand, brave old fellow Socrates was, and at Marathon and were buried there. Here were the old Roman Catholic places which I have seen, though
how like a hero he died. When the sentence of victims of the disastrous expedition to Sicily and the the form of the structure is more square. The
death was pronounced upon him and the hemlock defeat of 1Egospotami, Nicias, who had surrendered sacred lamp was burning, and i+, looks as though
was handed him, he took it and drank it like a man to the Syracu,sans, being alone omitted; and n~ar religious services are still held there.
Further on we came to a spot where once stood a
of true courage. I could not help thinking, as I them those who fell in the brilliant double victory
stood there in his prison house, and where he breathed of the Eurymedon and in other victorious battles. temple to Venus, marked by excavations in the
his last, how much more bravery he exhibited than a Here were also the tombs of Zeno, founder of the almost perpendicular rock, at the foot of which
certain individual who over four hundred years Stoics, of Harmodius, Aristogeiton, and many others. doves carved from wbite marble have been found.
The Academy was surrounded with a wall bui:lt by Very little of the temple remains on the foundaafterwards, over in a narrow strip of country in
Syria, called Palestine, who seems to have had some Hipparchus, and was planted and divided into walls tion. At length we came to the beautiful Bay of
notions of becoming a king, for which unwarranted and embellished with fountains by Cimoon. It was Eleusis, which opens upon the view a like a lovely
ambition, together· with some remarks he was re- celebrated for its plane trees. That part of the plain picture-an arm of the sea, nestling in a very quiet
ported to have made, he was sentenced to die. But his bordering on the Cephisns and the olive grove is still spirit among this bold hill of rocks, and presents
dread of death seems to have been very great. called Acadhiminia. Not far to the north are two the appearance of a lake, the island of Salamis
When he realized that the event must ta.ke place, he small eminences; the southernmost is the hill of the closing in the outlook. We drove along by the
yielded to terrible unavailing mental agony. To sacred Colonus, celebrated by Sophocles as the southern end of the bay and up the eastern side
such an extent did he dread to die that he wailed ex- scene of the death of CEdipus, who was here taken toward the ancient vilJage, passing several vineyards and quite a stretch of plain, containing several
cessively, and it is stated that in this state of agony up by the clouds into heaven.
Among the antiquities I should mention our visit thousand acres, which, if rain could fall frequently,
he absolutely sweat several great drops of blood.
And though it was no worse ~or him to die than for to the'museum containing the relics and antiquities would doubtless be very productiv. We passed
every other petson who has ever lived in the world taken by Dr. Schleimann, the great excavator, at _several wells where water is raised by hor~<e-power
to do so, and though death was the only portal by Mycenm and Spatta. They are arranged in cases with and other means to irrigate the land. At the south ,
which he co~lld enter that world of exquisite happi- glass tops, and- consist of bronze weapons and instru- end of the bay we saw traces of the" Sacred Way,"
ness which his followers believed he had left some ments, vases, lamps, tear-bottles, and numerous arti- where the religious processions in olden time used to
thirty-one years before, so greatly did he still fear cles of pottery and terra-cotta works, ivory orna- pass between Athens and Eleusis. We saw the
death that his heart quailed and he exhibited what ments and trinkets, coins, gold ornaments, masks, grooves cut in the rock where the chariots and other
has been j1.1stly characterized as cowardice and want etc., found in the tombs, with cameos, engravings, vehicles used to pass. These processions took place
of firmness and self-control under trying circum- etc. Many of them were found in the tomb of once in four years, connected with the observance of
stances .. He is said to have cried out in his despera- Agamemnon, and a representation is given of the the Eelusinian mysteries, and were festivals of great
tion, "Eloi! Eloi! lama sabacthani!" (My God! grave of Agamemnon, with his bones, or part of importance. In the same vicinity are the saltmy God ! why hast thou forsakell me? ) Although them, lying side by side with those of his wife. springs, which once formed the boundary between
many affect to believe him. the creator of the uni- Many articles of bronze are found, nearly cor- the .Athenians and the Eleusinians, and now turn a
verse and the source of all power, he was on this oc- roded away, but I saw nothing made of iron or steel. mill for grinding grain. Half a mile or so from
casion as helpless as a child, and died with just about Can it be possible that iron was unknown at that this place is the narrow street where the battle of
Salamis was fought, and under the "rocky brow,"
as little firmness and courage. Ah ! Socrates was period?
In a part of the establishment is a collection of which is identified by tradition with the seat of
far mote brave and heroic than he I
The Hill of the Nymphs is west of the Pnyx. It Egyptian antiquities, including sarcophaguses, gods, Xerxes during the engagement. The islet at the
was also called the Nymphceum, and in these mod- etc. Among them I noticed twenty or thirty figures entrance of the bay is Psyttalea, which was occupied
ern times is remarkable for the observatory which of the virgin and child, representing Isis and Horus, by the Persian detachment.
The great plain mentioned as we turn north
has been built upon it. South of the bill the ancient and which were made many hundred years before
road to Piraesis is located. There are many other Christianity existed. I called the attention of the toward li.he village of Eleusis is the Thriasian Plain,
points of inter~st in the ancient city, but they have Rev. Mr. Getz to this particular feature, and re- so called' from the demons of Thria. Half a mile
become so obliterated in the course of the time that marked to him that he could there see the source from the salt-springs, toward the plain, is the Tomb
has elapsed as to now be scarcely discernible, and it whence the idea of the virgin and child was taken, of Strato, of which some ruins still remain. Many
is hardly worth while to undertake a description of and remarked in addition that the first painting of of the peasants were working at plowing; but what
the Madonna ever known i!?- Christendom were paint- crops can be raised where it does not. ra:in fo~ s~
them.
Among the vineyards about a mile northwest of ings of Isis and Horus, executed in Egypt before the mo~ths I can ~ardly understand, sav~ It IS by Irnthe city is what is said to have been the home of era of Christianity and taken from there to Rome. gat~on .. The vmeyard_s look n;o~e th_nfty than cou~d
Plato, where he had his grove and held his academy. He seemed ready to admit the great antiquity of the i be lmagmed. I saw signs of 1rr1gatwn, h~wever, m
A modern house is now on the adjacent ground, but images, but he could not admit that Christians bor- several p}aces, If . water can be applied when
nothing marks the spot where the old sage and phi- rowed the idea at all. Oh, no, simple, honest Chris- needed, a good crop IS doubtless secured.
[To BE cONTINUED]
losopher had his home. The garden of Epicurus is tians have never borrowed anything, and never have
located on the opposite side of the city, and about taken anything that did not belong to them, which
.
.
as far out. Probably the traditions which point out they were unable to carry or remove. Oh, no !
these spots as the homes of those famous old teachers Christians never take anything(" in a horn"). On, WE hav _for sa_le the ~1thogr~ph likenesses of the
cannot be relied upon; but that they lived here in one of the sides of the c.:>nrts I saw a statue repre- three leadmg Liberals of this country-Thomas
Athens and taught the soundest wisdom and the senting Prometheus fastened to the rock with vul-. Paine, D. M. :Sennett, and R. ~· _Ingersoll. They
turefil gnawing at his liver.
•are all splendidly_ ex:g~~f.d, ana w1th a neat _frame
purest morality there is no doubt.
Dr. Schleimann resides in Athens and his resi- around them-which u(l.il be procured from pictureAt the southern base of Lycabettus was the gymnasium called the Cynosargus, the school of Antis- deuce is a fine white marble edific~ three stories frame makers at slight expense-will be an ornament
thanes, the founder of the Oynics. It gave the name high, with some ten statues on the roof over its to any ~om e. They wil_l be se~t, secure from breakage,
to the suburb in the immediate neighborhood. The walls; it is one of the prettiest edifices in the city. by ma1l at the followmg pnces: D. M. Be~nett and
We also vieited the new Museum of Fine Arts, in, R. G. Ingersoll, 50 cents each; Thomas Pame, $1.
·Heracleum Cynosargus, being on a rising ground,
1
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it might be ful fllled which was ~poken by the many then- will e~cape the fina.l doom of t~e Sabbathprophets, He shall be called a Nazrtreue.'~ No, breaker, at-~ awfully portrayed by _tlle wnter of our
prophet said these words. Matthew speaks without awfnl tract? ~,t seem A to . m~ as _If echo ans~ered,
knowledge, Luke ventured to say: ·"And there "How· many? thereby mt1matmg there. Will be
The Tomb of Fanaticism.
Shall l)e E<iO'nS in the sun ani! in the moon and none. NeverthPieE<E<, I suppose there do f?XlSt or hav
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AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION oF LORD BOLINGBROKE's DOO- in 'the stars; and upon the earth dis treE"S of nations, ex1ste a ew morta s man~ e~wng 1 to ;:eep Ill Illlll
with
perplexity;
the
sea
and
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waves
roaring;
the
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one.
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TRINS.
men's he:irts failing them for fear, and for looking~ aflnnttlng tlw~, It JS plam that at the end of time
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN 1767.
after those things which are coming on the earth: i God could not gather enough of them to decently
for the powers of heaven shall be shaken. And repopulate. the fro~e~ and deE<olated moon .. And
[Translated from the French by Avery Meriwether.] -'
then shall they see the Son of 1\Ian coming in a cloud who can with eqnam.mity contemplnte tb~ destmy of
CHAPTER XV.
with n.,ower ai!d great glory.
Verily I say the .numberless ruult1tudes thus left out m the-HOW THE CHRISTIANS CONDUCTED TREMSELVS :AMONG Unto you, this generation shall not paSS away. till fire?
THE JEWS.-THEIR RIDICULOUS EXPLAN:ATION OF aJl be fuJtilled "{Luke, chap. xxi, 25.32).
.
All of wbi~b, ~i~hout taking _in ~onsi?Pration the
TnE PROPHETS.
The generat: 011 did pass away; and if nothing econ?m1c ~dVJ!'abi_hty of open a1r dive1'f!IOns and art
comes from all that, it is not my fanlt. Paul, a or sCience mstructwn for. the m_asses on ~t;tnday, goes
The ChriRtians were never ahle to spread among little after this said in his letter to thR Thes>~alo- to show the baneful effeet of snpf'rAtitiOn on the·
the Jews as among the ,..."'entiles. Those who con- nians "Then we' which a 1·e alive and rf'mnin shall m111
· d . s uc h mcorJBIS
·
· t ell(~y of 11e1'1e f an d practiCe,
·
of ·
tinned to liv according to ~he Mosaic law, as Jesus be ea~Jght np together with them in the clouds to prenching ~.lid ~J'alJ~gre~~ing, of zeal in procl,aiming,
did all his life, and to abstain from eating 'what mePt the Lord in the air" (1 The"., chap. iv, 17.)
~he law wlnle viOlating Its dJctat~~, would be astound-·
they pretended was impure, and who did not proEvery oue natur:J.Ily lLsks here, What would haj>J)Pn mg. O_nlr. we n_fieet that a mind .c:lp>~ ble of such
scrihe circumcision, were not regarded as a particu- if the dect>jlti.ms and follies of fanatici~m were aero 1Jatw 1e)jt~.' o t 1w ]112 f a~ are refJ.IIIl't' d b .V t h e marlar clat<R of Jews, snch as the S:~dducee~;~, Essenians, testPd to the ntmo,:t? \Vhen we see what is swal- Vl' 1ous tll 1l'S 0 f t 11e 11 o 1v 11>1 1•1e l JaM 110 ]011ger t 11e f ac-·
and Thempents. They maintained. that .they had lowed now instead of as in ol.len times the an- ul cy of d i~eerni ng even the gi·ossest contradictions,
been inJ'ured by the hanging of Jesus Christ, that cient hi~tory
' tales about. dreams, the fatherR
' of the th f' mo~.
t a 11snr b uwompatlvl
·
·~.·r·t·
I 1es.
he was a sainted man sent- by God upon earth, and church will not fail to say that Luke and Paul inYet thts dreadfnllll_ent.al and l.noral d.m.·angemen. t,
that
_ he was re!'urrected.
.
.
.
tended to predict the destrnction of Jerusalem. Bnt 80 pro d ~lCer1 res:t 1t~ In won;1er f t~ l actt.vtty, as mThat argument,
Ill ti uth, was not favored m Jeru. d
·. tl ]'f
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ey r~p 1Ie to -salem before Jesus Callie in clouds with power and the means of hu!ll?le and contemptible tools, of
It thus, that schtsm only produced altercatiOns bet
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There is a passa.,.e in the gospel attributed to terror to 80 many weak hum au hearts and frighten
Christt~n'l behevefl t_hey found p_assag~s In the scnpt- John which proves ~hat the book was not written hy J back so many heRitating minds al'ready scouting on
ures whwh could
m their favor. They
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pret_en d ed tl :a~~ e pr:>p e B pre ICe.. .e commg 0. unto you, Th'l.t ye love one another" (St. John xiii, Therefore, there is a leR~On for us in this-the nece.sChnst and Cite 1tl their favor a passage trom Isaiah. 34) Th' . f f
b .
It. . L 't'
Rity of ext'rting otm<elvs mn<'h more than we hav
Speakin~.r to the king, Isaiah says: "Behold, a virgin
d.
IS IS .J a:r rom eJ~Jg new.
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st'mH:ated a1j(l far ns well ·ts mmntely re·whntg In
his name Immanuel. Butter and honey shall he o¥J y nt~ orhas t yse.ll . ~":I ICt~~ ~~IX
bl flnen~t'>l of wh·tt' th,e FreJ;ClJ IW aptly call, Ignoranteat, that he may know to refuse the evil and choose t o cd•on~ .uh e,tw ?ever .will fi g}v. Imslel th Je rou e ism It is wei! the Le·lgu·' f•'els th~ need of mor~
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t h e goo d . Th e l an d . t h a.t th ou a bh orrest s h a 11 b e which the disciples quote from the Old. Testament, work. And we hope soon ~.0 Aee the day :vhen Libforsaken
kmgs, ·
·
era I Snnday · SL•hools
and Ltueral t·racts will spread
th her
fl tb t ·, · th
tt· and the
t Lordf wrong wor d s an d f a 1se mar k s on every page.
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f both
their teachings and reach the millions to-day left at
sh a II . h ISS or , e Y a ItS In e u _ ermos. p~rt _o
the nvers of ~... gypt and for the. bee that IS lil tlle *For a long time the people were so absorbed with the idea the mercy of biblical tract writt'rS and distributors.
land of Assyna. .
· And Ill ~he ~arne day the that the wr•rld was comirrg to au end thttt even in the >ix- \Vith no one to oppose their efforts and counteract
Lord shall shave Wit? a razor that IS hn~d, . . . te.,mh. seventeenth and e:gl•teeuth eeuturies they leg•n their the brutalizing efteets of their av}Jeals to the lowest
the head and the hair of the feet, and Jt shall also \vills 1hus: "Chrbt reigns, the end of the worlu approacheo; elements of the hnman mi 11 d it is no wonder the
consume the beard.'' "Th~ L?rd.sai~ unto me~ Take therefore to prut,ct my soul, I," etc.
"black frocks" hold the. mtll;itude in the bonds of
thee a ~reat roll, and wnte m It with a mans pen
'l'he Sabbath in New York.
ignorance and superstition. ·will they keep their
concermng Maher-shalal hash· baz [make-speed-toground long w ben we follow them up and battle
the-prey]. . . ·. And I went unto the proph~tTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SF.EKER, Sir: with them where we hav so long left them undisesA, and she conce~ved ~nd bare :; son. Then said While traveling one rJay last week on the elevated turbed masters of the field? Certainly not, if we
the ,~ord to me? Call his nam~ :rt:.:her-shalal-hash- road, a rather old, and, I must say, imbecil looking b~v any ~aith in the uapacity of the general mind to
baz [hasten-qnwkly-to-the-spmls].
lady saw fiL to hand mP, among others, a tract ou d 1scern light irom dark common sense from non" Any one can clearly see," says the Christian, that most absorbiug subject," The Sabbath." Taking sense truth from error
only it be given a chance.
"that all this refers to the advent of Jesus Christ. it partly from a desirR to see what inane stuff could
'
'
EDMOND GASTINEAU
The virgin who bore the child is Mary; Immanuel, he put into print in the form of a tract, partly to
·
·
or hasten-quickly-to-the-spoils, is Christ, our master. gratify the won;.an's mild insanity, I read, as a first
Christian Plagiarism and Slander.
At. for the hired razor with which he shaved the paragraph, the law of the state of New York,
The
religious press are almost unanimous in their
hair of the feet of the AsFyriau king-why, that is "There shall be no sho'1ting, hunting,
freanother affair." All these explanations resemble quenting of tippling-houses .
. on the first day expressions of horror at the charge that Col. Ingerthose of Lord Peter in thfl "Tales of a Tub" of the week, called Sunday; nor shall any person soll is guilty of stealing a temperance speech from
(Tonneau); by our frienil, Dean Swift.
travel on that day, unless in cases of charity or Dr. Gunn. The charge has been made and met
The Jews answer: "\Ve do not so clearly see that necessity, or in going tour returning from wor!lhip; time after time. Still, in the face of all this, the
hasten-to-the spoils and Immanuel mean Jesus, and . . . nor shall there be any servil laboring or charge is repeated. The publishers of Dr. Gunn
that the young woman of Isaiah is a virgin, and that worldng on that day, excepting works of ne·cessity admit the temperance speech was not in the first
edition of Gunn's book, but was in tbe second edition
Alma, which means either a girl or a young woman, and charity."
-signifies Mary." They laugh in the face of Chris
This is blueenongh for any state, you will admit, and published in 1857. They judge be wrote it, because
tians.
is well qalcnlated, as indeed. it is intended, to make us the sty Je is like that of other articles in the book.
When the Christians say: ".Tesus was predicted evil-doers who will not believe that three times one Here is one ugly fact for them to meet. In the
to be the patriaruh J udab, because the patriarch makeR one, or that it ill lawful to defraud our neighbor llfason Cily Jo·urna.l of ~brch 4, 1881, published at
tied his ass with a vine and washed his mantle in from his wife so we but repent before the Lord, or that l\Iasor. City, Ill., is an article in whiuh the editor adthe juice of a vine ; Jesus entered Jerusalem upon a righteous God ever stopped the whole machinery of mi~s that Col. Ingersoll denied the authorship of the
an ass, therefore Judah was, figurativly speaking, the heavens to all0w a Jewish chieftain the time to Hpeech as soon as his notice was called to it, and the
Jesus," ~he Jews laugh still more at Jesus and his slaughter a few more of that God's. images in human editor charges that Dr. Gunn plagiarizP.d it. With
ass.
flesh. It is well calculated, I say, to make us hard- the exception 9f the following lin.es: "It does all
If they pretend that Jesus was the Shiloh who ened unbelievers sh ,ke iu our boots lest the law, that and more-it murders the soul. ' It is the sum
would come when the sc~pter no longer rulej in awaking from her long slumber, should suddenly of all villainies, the father of all crime!!, the mother
Judea, the Jews. can answer them by saying that seize us by the collar as we stepped out in the street of abominations, the devil's best friend, and God's
ever since their captivity in Babylon, and even since to buy a cigar or giv vur children a little fresh air worst enemy," the temperance speech was part of a
the time of Saul, the scepter, or wand, between the in the park on Sunday. But our terror knows no memorial from citizens of Portage County, Ohio, to
legs, has never been in J u~1ea. So the Christians, bounds when this distraeted tract winds up by threat- the legislature, prPsented in l 837 or 1838. It was
far from converting the Jews, are despised and ening us with the everlasting wrath of God should published in full in June, 1838, in the IUinois Temhated yet by them. They are regarded as bastards we a?y longer persist in breaking the Sabbath by perance Herald, edited by A. W. Corey, and pubwho wish to despoil the children of their home, showi"g our rebellwus selvs outtlide of our dwell- lished by the 1Jliuois State Temperauce S.Jciety.
Ingersoll's address to the jury in the l\1unn trial
under the pretnt of a false title. They hav re- ing. "Ob, turn not away from it," it entreats in
nounced all hope of gaining the Jews to t,beir side, toues of deepest concern," Jest its slighted privileges was puhlis!Jed in the Chicago Times of May 23,
and.now addretis themselvs entirely to the Gentiles. weigh you down iu deep auguish, and wo at the 1876, and does not contaiu a siugle word of the
last as you hear this word, 'So I sware in my temperance sneech. Yet the finn of H.bodeR &
wrath, They shall not enter into my rest'" (He b. McClurP, who hav done a large busiue!is in pimtCHAPT.ER XVI.
ing Col. lugersoll's copyrighted books ~nd lectiii, 11).
Thit~ is all very fine, and its salntary effects were ure~;~, jJUblish this temperance Kpeech as Col. IngerTHE FALSE CITATIONS .AND PRED!Cl'IONS IN THE
exemjJlified in our staying horne this Sabbath to peu ~oll's. Other Chrit>tiaus at OJJCe rush to the task of
GOSPELS.
down these hurried words, but did the inconsistency exposing the plagiarism. Most of them giv Dr.
In order'to encourage those who were preparing of his dramatic ar>peal and reference to the blue, Gunu the creflit. H.ev. T. J. H.eid says it was stolen
for bapti~m, it was cout~idered well to quote the an- blue Jaws of our prugressiv state ever strike. the able word for word from a pamphlet J..>Ublished by Hev.
cient prophecies and to rewrite them iu an entertain writer of that able pamJ>hlet? How m'lny ChristiaLs Henry 1-Lurie, entitled "Ulu Juh11 Harley Corn."
ing ma11ner. For this purpose the fathers quoted would es(;ape the penalties of the law were it put in The questiou now is, What 0hrisLian stole the speech
the books of the ancient prophets without any con- force to-day? HtlW many ChriMtians (probably first?
sideration for truth. M:atthew says: "And Joseph counting the tract writer in) will, for instance, abThe most persistent fellow in the exposure busicame and dwelt in a city called Nazareth, that stain, a11d hav their servants, private or public, ab- ness is one who has made this charge of plagiarism
*
..
....
.
. stain !rom "t~ervil lab:niug or workillg on Suuday ?" the svonsor fur other fal~;e charge~, and who prolsa ah, chaps. vn, 18, and, HJJ, 1. . By. what kmd of fa1th Certawly not those wllh whom, for all their devo- pOISes to publi~h tbe full text ot Iugersoll'~; lectures,
do the m.Hduene~ followerti o.f Uhrbt mn~~t,iJn 1h .t .Alma always I tion it has often been our good fortune to e· t.
d With hit~ reply. lie thus jJUbllshetl h1mself to the
means vll'l(lll? lbere are m tt1e Olu J ~stawent tw~my pds-1 h 'd- , . .
. .
.
. . a. a goo..
sages where the w• rd Alma means woman, or eonCI:biue, .. s,, ot mn __l after the_Jr I etuJulllg frPm chuwh I l l Lheu world as a thief of another mau's }Jroperty, and then
f!Jr iusta''""' '" tllu Can i··leti, Ll'al'· vi; .Joel, dJHf'· i. Up to coach or 111 an OllliHbus. llow mauy Chrtstmus are assails that UJiJ.u'o character. The churuh liS welcome
the tim~ or the Abb •I Tritilellle, tile1e was 110 l•·arneJ muu irt there wl10 do not or hav nut tlJl'bC tlliugs doue, say. to its WlttJeSR. If such a man as he Itl the ret~ulL of
the CJ1U' ch wJ,o unJrnt·,.u Heurew, exc:ept Uri,.;tn, Jerome, iug l!othing of Suuday potJ->er reauing, uovel read111g, revealed religiov, of mtiuiL faith, of the l:!aving reand Ephram, unless perhaps 1t was a Jew. ll77l.J
j vulgar jesting, and baukbitin~ of neighbors? How sults of immersion:,.and such men are to be the elect,
1

·/!{ttnslations.
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special attendants of tbe Almighty_ in heaven, it is
better to believe in the utter annihilation of the
sai~ts.as well as sinners. It is better to accept Matenahsm than a heaven full of such sainted spirits.
B.
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cated to God now by a handful of the meek and fine speaker and noble woman she is, and as radical
aR fire, c.utti.ng clear to the bone of t~e old Qrthodox
lowly, and hence if'l too good for human uRes.
So it would be with the church, if they should carca~s. Dr. Dean Clark is here, jnst returned from
succeed in cheating tl1e people into the building of a the northwest, where he has been doing good work
chapel to memorize Presiile!)t Garfield, the l~st new in the lecture field.
I am now at my home in Ran Jose, resting- up for
dodge for Christ's sake. There are stanch RepubliCalifornia Letter.-Concluded.
c::tns and loyal Democrats here who mourn our na- a few week", after which I lihall do some wnrk in
Another all night's dile found me at Blalock, a tion's lo~s. But they love humanitv too well to Stockto~, Sacramento, Modesto, Merced, and Fresno
station on the rail, on the Columbia, kept by B. W. build a so-cRiled free chapel, to be dedicated to the City. I want to "ay to the friends at Grand H.ound,
Baker City, Prairie City, Canon City, and various
Griffin, a red-hot. reader of THE TRUTH SEEKER, Christian God.
points
in southern Oregon, that I am sorry I coulil
who kindly cared for me while I rested and slept
My next appointment founil me on time at the pictwaiting for the down train to Portlnnd. He would uresque and thriving town of Brownsville, twenty not reach them this trip, but hope to start north
take no money for my bill, and in addition gave me miles from Albany. This little town has sb.: churches, again next May overland from San Jose to Boise in
three dollars for vour paper for one year. So I go and is almost rotten with so-called religion and bored Idaho, and from thence down the Columbia to Seattle
happy again, for I had already forgiven that }JOOr to death with boomerang preachers and religious hyp- and otl:er points on Puget Sound.
With many good wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER
oerits, and yet moral life and true virtue starve unignorant creature who threw the brick at me.
Reaching Portland on time, 1 found that I was der the shadow of these god-houses. The Baptist and its editors both at home and abroad, I am yours
J. L. YoRK.
already advertised for a course of lectures, which I preacher here favored us with his presence at the for every good word and work,
San jose, Cal., Nov. 12, 1881.
opened the following Sunday on" Evolution; or, The c1ose of his service on Sunday night, which was
World we Liv In," to a fine audience of bright and short and thinly attended.
Atonement.
good people. I gave eight lectures at this time,
He came in good time. My topic was, "The Reb~in~ the seven_th course of lectures given here ligion of Nature vs. Creeds and Dogmas." My &uI believe in the Atonement.
Withm the past e1ght years. ·
_
dience was good, and steam was well up, but someOn a visit to the land of my -nativity, at St. ArBy request I repeated my lecture on "Romauism how he did not take kindly to my style of handling mand Station, a gentle~an of Philipsburg came
and Our SchoolH," as the people of Portland are quite sacred humbugs, but grew hot and b'eat a hasty re- board. He, too, was go1ng to Montreal. I asked
awake to the inroads of this Catholic mother of treat-1 suppose to pray for me.
if be was acquainted in Montreal. He saiil he was.
abominations, which drew a column and a half of
What cowards these ~odly men are ! I go of- I said, "Please tell me the best hotel." He rewormwood and gall from the Catholic Sentinel of ten to hear them, anil qmetly suhmit to a deluge of sponded, "Go to the Albion; I'll introduce you to
this eity. By vote of the audience I promised to hell-fire and damnation nom;ense and never think of the coachman; I will be there by and ty and introlecture on "Mind, Matter, and Spirit,"' on my return getting mad. But then they are all right and I am duce you to my friends."
He came and introduced me to quite a respectable
from up the Willamette ; circumstances preventing, all wrong, you know.
for which I am sorry and can only express my thanks
The Liberals at Brownsville are prompt, and left company, t~usly: "Here is_ a ge~t~eman who has
to Mr. Beal, the President of the Liberal society nothing undone to make our work a success. Our come to visit the land of his nativity after an abhere, as also to ·walter Hyde, Father Hamilton, Mr. thanks are due to M. B. Crane, C. Hodes, and oth- sence of more than three-quarters of a century. He
Rohinson, Dr. Truesdell, and others.
ers whose names hav slipped my memory,· for many says so, and were it anybody else I'd not believe a
Now I must bring my letter to a close, lest I tran- expressions of kindness. With a promis to come word of it."
They expressed surprise, and wanted to know how
scend the limit of space kindly placed at my dis- again, I took my departure in good spirits for Halposal.
sey, a little town twelve miles from Albany, as full of I had preserved my vitality.
.
I replied, "I've been a Shaker most of my hfe;
But in justice to the friends and readers of THE religion as a dog is of flealil, with two churches, in
TRUTH SEEKEn in this far-off land by the sea, let me which fashionable,J1es :1re told, but not a hall or pub- that cuts off one heavy drain upon vitality."
One gentleman replied.: "That's so, that accou?ts
mention as briefly as I can the remaining appoint- lie place where the':1ruth may find utterance.
But somehow, real good women are always on my for it. You're a Catholic, you're not a Romamst;
ments of this trip, that I may not appear to slight
those people whose hearts and hands are ever ready side, and so it happened here. The landlady of the there are many Romanists that are not Catholics,
best hotel gave me the use of her dining-room for but you are a genuin Catholic."
to respond to the cause of truth.
I responded, "I'll admit that Catholic~ hav all
Taking leave of Portland, I struck a bee-line for the lecture, which I gave, served as hot as possible to
Eagle Creek, to giv three lectureR, at the urgent so- meet the exigencies of the case, as I was to speak the religion, outside of Shakerdom, that Is of any
licitation of two constant readers of THE TRUTH but once here on my way to Lebanon.
practical value."
THE TRUTH SEEKER bas afew stanch supporters
One gentleman replied, "The Catholics hav the
SEEKER.
These people %recut off from the surging tide of here, among whom are F. A. Powell, Chas. Duyer, best religion, if lived up to; if not lived up to, it
human life which beats and throbs in the towns and and Postmaster Koontz, and I thank them, together ·makes the biggest devils. For instance,. here is my
cities, and yet through your paper and books their with the landlady, for all their kindne!ls.
case."
After a short but pleasant ride by rail I reached
With as much childlike simpli11ity as if I had
souls keep time and step to the music of reform.
Country people are usually g-ood listeners, and I the splendid little town of ~ehanon, grown double been his confessor, he gave the history of his departure from purity and right, until about to make
found them so in this case. They bad never been in size since my visit here six year'l since.
I gave four lectures here with great success, the the final plunge, "when something struck me here"
favored with a Liberal lecture- before, none but
Christian preachers having ever attempted_ to stir last being followed by a social dance, which is in (striking his breast). "It was my religion ! From
that day till now I have been working my passage
the mental waters of this community, of which but a perfect keeping with my religion.
My thanks are due here to A. H. Peterson, a warm back. I find it an up-hill business, but it must be
few silly sheep would drink, while the goats or sinners stood back, waiting for somebody to come and friend of the cause, and a true man. Also to Messrs. doue."
Cloughton, Seattle, aud Irwin, all strong friends of
That gentleman was making the "Atonement."
appeal to their reason and common sense.
Let every" backslider" make the Atonement. ';l'he
We had no right to expect a large audience bere THE TRUTH SEEKER.
On reaching Albany I found that I was well ad- sooner he begins the better. The further he shdes
in the woods, twelve miles from the railroad, with
only eight or ten houses in sight, but I was agreeably vertised f0r one leuture onlv on "Roman ism and down the fmther he'll hav to climb up, and he'll
sul'prised by finding not less than two hundred peo- Our Schools." As the thea"ter has recently been find an up-hill business. Amen.
PRENTISS.
See Isaiah i, Hi, 17.
ple seated in a fine, large hall, just finished, and to burned, no place except the court-house could be obtained, and that ouly for one night.
----~---be dedicated to Freethought on this occasion.
My audience was good, and I regretted that I
Col. John R. Kelso.
So you may depend I braced up to the work with
as full a tide of inspiration as though speaking in could not giv a full course of lectures here at this
To THE EDITOR OF 'FHE TRUTH SEEKER. Sir: I
time.
-~
· Paine Hall in Boston.
.
am much pleased to learn by THE TRUTH SEEKER
Albany is a prosperous town, with a fine water that Col. Kelso of California is to take the Liberal lectI gave three lwtures here, with the promis to
do so some more next year. I left these good peo· power, and is the finest business point between ure field. I beard the colonel at the Chicago Congress,
ple, thinking what a power for good two ii ve men Portlaud and Roseburg, the present terminus of the and was more than delighted with him. He is physmay be, if they arc not selfish and stingy. A whole rail.
i..Jally and mentally every inch a man, and a most
neighborhood for twelve miles around may be pleased,
Many thanks are due to my friends Mansfield, eloquent speaker. His term.s are liberal ::nd ~e
warmed, and fed through a little effort on the part John Usher, G. B. Bruce, Mr. IUchards, and others. should be invited to speak 1n every town lll this
With a proruis to come again in the near future,
of two live men, such as your subscribers and my
H. L. GREl"N.
friends, H. \Vilburn and H. 1\IcElsauder, of Eagle I left by stage for Corvalis, a handsome town on the country.
Creek, Oregon, at 'Yhose home I found rest and bank of the Willamette, ten miles from Albany,
THE Prussian National Gazette states that a few
comfort during my short stay.
where I gave two lectures.
days ago Prince Bismarck received a Jewish gentleThis town is literally cursed with religion and a man, owner of a large manufacturing establis.hme_nt,
My thanks are due to others hel'e, who chipped in
to pay their preacher-as they called it, to help the stupid indifference as to whether Christ was before as a guest at his country seat. In replytoanmqmry
cause-and one, a lady, who would not care to hav the flood or after it.
whether he approved of the anti-Je'Yish agitation,
her name mentioned, put five dollars ii1 my hand,
Here liv Father and .Mother Grimsley, almost the Prince readily answered: " Certamly pot; nothwith blessings on my head. Of her religion I only ninety years of age. They were out to both lectures ing can be more .unj ?st. I ~m most deCldedly opknow her Bible i's THE TRUTH SEEKER, and one of as bright as a dollar. They are the dread of all the posed to • this agitation agam~t .the Jews, whet~er
her gods is now at Jerusalem in the Holy Land.
hypocrits in town, hav taken THE TRUTH SEEKER from the point of view of rel1~pon or race. WIth
So I left Eagle Creek, about forty dollars better from the first, and swear by Bennett.
equal right they could on.e day fall upon Germans of
in po?ket and a thousand dollars better in ~:~pirit,
My thanks are due to one man, who~ I would ~ot Polish or French extractwn and say th~y ~ere no
and pitched my camp a day's march nearer home, at forget for my right eye. He alone pa1d for the Clty Germans. That the Jews show a pr.edtlectwn ~or
Silverton, a tiue village in one of the riehest sections hall two nights, advertised the lectures, gave me the trade is a matter of taste; their prevwus ex~lus~on
of Oregon, about fifteen miles from Salem.
comforts of a good home in his family, a~d money from all other professions may, perhaps, well JUStJfy
'l'his town is preemiJJently an Infidel town, and, be~ ides; and wben I ldt Portland he said he was it. But it is certainly n~t warran_table to talk about
although an old town, has so far escaped the deviltry glad I came, and hoped I w0ul<l come again, as the their superior wealth 1n that mtlammatory way
of sectarianism, for there is not a churc1 iu it. money he had invested wa~ put to good use.
which I find wholly contemptible, as being c~lculated
Score one for Silv~rton and two for Thomas Paine.
This man is a reader of Tu E l'RUTH SEEKER, and to excite the envy and hatre~ of .the m.ultitude. I
And as I stood on the t:JChoolhouse green and noted hates all liars and shams. lh! book-cas~ is full of will never agree to the constitntwnal nghts of the
the large number of bright faces full of glee and volumes bearing the iuqninl of lJ. M. Bennett. He J
eing restricted in any way. The mtellectual
ews b
- genera1.memes
l'
gladness, I thought, How passable and i·efreshing signs hit! name, B. F. JlyLtnd.
crganization
of the Jews m
t h em t o
to know that all the elements of a true and natural
And now, thanks to the pilot and engineer of t~e criticism and the greater number of them, therefo~·~,
life may be reached through the schoolmaster with- finest and fastest ship on the coast, the steamship are on the side of the Opposition; but I make no disout the priest !
State of California, I lauded in 'Frisco safe and tinction between Christi~n and Je~ish_opponents of
. I gave four lectures here to large and attentiv sound, to meet wife and children once more.
my economic policy, wh~ch ~ ccnsClentwusly hold to
audiences.
Hemaiuing in the city over Suuday, I Lad the be protita ble for the natwn.
My thanks are due to many friends here, and es- pleasure of meeting witb many old friends of. the
h' evils comP not, then our fears are vain;
pecially to the youug ladies for their sougs, in spite of J!'irst Society of Spu·itualists in lxora Hall, pres~d~d
Anu if they do, !ear but 11ugme11ts the pame.
the refusal of the Sunday-school organ, bought with over by a lady president, Mrs. Matthews, and mims-Moor,.
the people's money for public use. llut it is dedi· ten:d to b¥ Mrs. Watson, from Pennsylvania-and a
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previous case. The Toronto Tele,qram denounced which lakes the matter seriously to heart-why the
the proceeding in no uncertain tones, and in com- ranks of able preachers are decreasing, we quote:
menting upon the rebuke administered by the Lon" One reason is not far to seek. We can best interpret it by
D. M. BENNETT, EDITOR.
a biographical sketch-not altogether fancy.
don Free Press the Toronto World says:
"A young man enters college, with a real though possibly
" The London Free Press. is severe upon the Toronto collector
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT $3.00 PER YEAR of customs for his second seizure of books. It puts tho case not very deep or very intelligent piety, and a sincere, though
much as it has been put in these columns before now. It is perhaps not very resolute, purpose to enter the Chri•tian minneedless
to demonstrate again and again that upon the literary istry. But he has been brought up whnlly oa traditional theThe largest ani], cheapest Radical Journal published in Europe
shelves
of
of our best citizens will he found such works ology. He bas b~en taught at hoJpe and at chmch, in family
or .Ameriea, c<mtaining nearly s8'Den hundred square inches rrwre as Volney'smany
'Ruins of Empires' and Pnine's 'Age of Rea- and in Sunday-school instt'uctiou, to regard the Bible as the
of reading matter than, CN11J other journal, of its ldnd.
son,' to say nothing of many otl1ers much more objectionable very words of God. He htts been brought up to believe in a
to puritanical and orthodox criticism. Not to possess and read six days' creation of the world, in a six thousand year~' age of
man, in a literal temptation of a first pair by a conversational
NEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 10,
.
Shakspere, to sa.y not.hing of Ovid, whom Mr. Crooks has con- sm'pent. He .has heard theories of the antiquity of the race
1881 demned to be burned by the hangman, is to argue one's self
illiterate, and we hav no doubt that Mr. Patton would permit and the development of the species referred to in the pulpit
Shakspere to pass through his sieve without a murmm. Yet only to be sneered at as exploded, or assailed as Atheistic. He
there are things iu Shakspere, Christian gentleman that he was, gets to college, and he discovers to his amazement that no sciMore Canadian Tyranny.
entific men believe in a six clays' creation, or a six thousand
which Paine would not hav stooped to write.
The Canadian custom house authorities are bound
" When the Free P1·ess leaves Mr. Patton to belabor the min- years' age of man; and very few in a literal fall. lf nt college
to write themselvs down as bigoted asses. It was ter of customs, it proceeds logically, and, for a Tory organ, his professor of moral philosophy and his profes~or of biology
were in spiritual accord, he would perhaps effect a changE' of
to be expected that after seizing Paine's "Age of courageously. lt tells Mr. Bowell, right at the heels of the opinion
without an impairment of faith. But, after learning
Reason" and Voltaire's "Pocket Theology" the great Tory convention, that his ' instructions to his offiJers all the week that innumerable scientific indications in the
smack
of
intolerance
and
reek
with
bigotry.'
And
if
it
had
collector of Toronto would hold on to them because added that be has never read. enough of any matter to be in a mounds of America and the chalk beds of England and the
to rescind .his decision would be to stultify himself pogition to giv such instmctions, it would hav piled truth upon lakes of Switzerland point to an age of man running back many
and practiCally say to the world that he did not truth. Our London contemporary asks why such 'Rnssian- times six thousand years, he is taught from the pulpit, as beknow what he was doing, and. besides it would not ized methods, not to be tolerated by a free people,' are not fore, the origin of man in Eden, and the fall or the race in
Adam, 4004 B c.. The data is even printed in his latest Bagbe or.th?dox, for thos6 p~culiar gentry hav the char- practised upon the library at Ottawa r
star Bible. He becomes perplexed. He becomes, not a di,be"Emerson
says
that
Methodists
are
saved
by
grace
and
Episactenstw. of never lear~mg. or forgetting anything.
copalians by taste. Mr. Bowell thinks that Canadians are to be liever, not a misbeliever, but an unbeliever. He is told, with
But we did not expect, m VIew of the action of the saved
great earnestness and all possible gmvity, that the whole system
by book seizures."
of revealed religion depends on the Mosaic story of the creal ion
Freethinkers of Canada and the attitude of the
We do not believe that seizure of all the heretical and the fall; that to deny Moses is to deny Christ; that to
Canadian press, that the bigoted Christian who has
books sought to be introduced into what the custom deny Christ is to deny God; that to doubt the 4004 n.c. is to be
?ont~ol.of the custom hou~e would proceed further
an Atheist. He is not an Atheist; he has no sympathy with
m his mtolerant censorship of the literature which officer evidently believes to be his pocket-borough Jngersoll; he still desires to believe in God, prayer, Christ, the
the people of Canada may choose to read. We will stop the spread of Freethought. If books can- Bible. But he cannot believe, at all events he does not believe
thought it impossible in these times for hatred of not be imported they will be printed in Canada, and any longer, what he has been taught from his infancy toreheretios to go further than it has in the matter of Messrs. Patton and Bowell can hardly hav authority gard as the 'fundamentals;' and the intellectual bewilderment
heretical writings. In this, however, we were mis- to break all the printing-presses and melt up all the 'Y~ich ensues he rightly judges is no fitting preparation for areteacher.
taken; Mr. Patton has evidently taken a slice of type in the Dominion. The two alleged gentlemen ligwns
•' If now he comes to the right conclusion that don btfnl
the sixteenth century and inserted it into the nine- will find that what the people want they will hav, disputations about the mode of creation, the antiquity of the
teenth. He has now seized Paine's " Rights of even though they thereby incur their august displeas- race, the origin of sin, the method by which humanity has
1\'Ian," "Common Sense," "Crisis," and Volney's ure. It will undoubtedly take several little custom ~een brought into its present condition, and its biological rela"Ruins of Empires." It is apparent that the collector officers to effectually suppress Infidelity. Comstock, tiOns to other races aro no part of religion ; that the world is
equally God's, whether made in six days or six eons; that
does not know what he is doing, and that he has of this country, is meaner than either Patton or mtm
is equally God's, whether he was created 4004 n.c., or
Bowell.
Yet
even
his
meanness
was
not
sufficient
never read the books he has detained in his house
developed out of a lower race in some remote and prehistoric
to
suppress
Freethought,
its
newspapers
and
books.
for there is but little-next to no-theological opin~
antiquity; that sin is sin, whether Adam ate forbidden fruit
ions in Paine's political works. As to Volney's He has sunk into deserved obloquy, and we trust the or no; and temptation is temptation, whether the first tempter
"R ums,
. ".It has passed unch allenged for years N 0 time is not far distant when the two Canadian bigots was an erect serpent or no ; and discarding all such don btful
c.hristian heret.ofore has e~en dreamed he couid lay will be laid in the same grave of dishoner. The dispu.tations, h~ resolves to enter the pulpit to preach Christ as
a saviOr from sm, real, actual, every-day sin-sin in 1881 A.D.,
his hands on It and call It either blasphemous or world is bound to move ahead, and these little ~ot
4004 n.c.~he ~nds an angel w1th a flaming sword gnardobs.cene.
But here comes this Canadian Don chunks of filth are not sufficient to stop its revolu- mg the pulp1t ag"mst all such preachers. The Methodbt
tions.
By
getting
in
the
way
they
only
flatten
themquuo~e and fearlessly grapples with this enemy of
church, which has just driven Dr. Thomas out of the pulpit
for doubting the dogma of endless suffering, say~, 'You cannot
his faith. That by so domg he is making him- selva.
preach here.' . The Presbyt~rian church, which has just ejected
self the laughing-stock of all well-read men and
United States Postal Tyranny.
Robertson Sm1th for teachmg that Deuteronomy was written
women is nothing to him. So long as he imWhen writing about the Canadian custom house in the da¥s of the capt!vity, says,' You cannot preach here.'
agins he can serve his God and his church he is
The Baptists, who hav JUSt refused to send abroad as foreign
tyranny,
we little thought that we should hav to missionaries two devoted ministers of the gospel because they
willing to be not only a b~tt of ridicule, but to play
chronicle
an
outrage
worse,
if
possible,
than
that.
of
doubted the doctrin of plenary inspiration, mys, 'You cannot
the part of petty tyrant m a way that all decent
people would abhor. This collector is evidently Messrs. Patton and Bowell, perpetrated upon our preach here.' The Congregationalists, who bav just been agiafraid of the name of Paine. The name has the old friend, Dr. Foote, by the officials of our own tating the question of setting up a guillotin, and who hav ouly
been prevented from beheading heretics because they bad
~arne effect upon him t.hat a red flag has upon aSpan- post-office. His letter will explain the situation bet- none, say, 'Look out how you try to preach here.' What is
ter
than
any
words
of
ours.
As
the
case
now
stands,
~sh bul~. For there Is not in Paine's political writthe result r The majority of men who think for themselvs turn
mgs a smgle sentence which could be objected to by the Health Monthly is paying postage to Canada and aside from a path beset by so many hostilities from withoiJt
the m~s~ violent Presbyterians, who are the meanest of then being destroyed by the postal officers of the and so many suspicions from within to professions in which
all rehgwus sects. The value to this country of Paine's United States. Such arbitrary proceedings are an every doubt is a legitimate road to inquiry, and every inquiry is
"Common Sense" and "Crisis" are well known outrage upon the rights of any and every American a broad, traveled_highway to final and positiv conviction.''
This, it seems to us, is an important admission by
'!hey were III:ore . terrible than an army to the Brit~ citizen. But it seems that there rs no redress, as the
Ish, for they mspired the colonial armies to fight on post-office men are the sole judges, under the law, of an evangelical newspaper. It shows that the church
for liberty and independence when they could not what is mailable at second-class rates, or mailable is fast breaking up. It is riven wit.h doubts and besee a "star of hope in all the wide horizon of de- at all. Such law is not good for a republic. There set with all sorts of difficulties in keeping the brain
spair." The "Rights of Man" is Paine's unanswer. should be some apppeal from decisions such as the of the country within its folds. Already the brightable reply to Burke's infamous ~ttack upon the one Dr. Foote says has been made in his case, ac- est, bravest, and best are outside, and it looks as
though they would be followed by all who hav
French Revolution. The arguments are unequaled cording to the following letter:
strength of mind enough to think at all for themselvs
by any contemporaneous writer. As to Volney's
120 LEXINGToN AvE., N.Y., Dec. 5, 1881.
FRIEND MACDONALD: As I am sure that a. good many of your on theological subjects-subjects of the gravest im"Ruins," everybody knows that if that book is to
suhscribers
btke the Health Monthly, wo·uld you do me the fa- portance to the human race, inasmuch as at present' the
be tabooed by Christian censors, two-thirds -of the
vor to put in a little item to the effect. that our November num- race is feeding and clothing thousands and thousands
best li~erature of thiR or any age must be denied the ber
has been practically suppressed by the U.S. government?
Canadian people. It cannot even be construed to Having received comphdnts from all quarters that the Health of men, for no earthly or unearthly good, who
be blasphemoug except by such intolerant ignora- Monthly for November had not been received, we Look pains to are doing incalculable harm in telling the people
mua~s as the collector of customs at Toronto and his look around among our subocribers about the city, and found what they hav guessed about a world which they hav
backers. Some time ago he seized some of Inger- that no one bad received a copy, although they· were all mailed supposed exists. We are far from sorry to see the
Canada before the end of October. On applying at the church losing the great power she has so long unsoll's lectures, .but ~hey were released from his from
New York post-office to know why the New York subscribers
clutch. If he Is gomg to build a fence between bad not received their papers, we were coolly informed by Au- worthily wielded. We see in her decline nothing
this country and Canada over which Volney's ditor Blakeslee that if they had reached the New York office but good to the human race. In her downfall we
"Ruins" aud Paine's political works cannot pass he they would hav been put into the waste-paper basket. He see the uprising of science, the supplanting of error
will hav to build it close and strong enough to stop claims that the postal authorities of Canada violate their treaty by truth, of guess-work by facts, of prayer by work,
not only Ingersoll but Draper, Huxley, Tyndall, with the United States by putting us in as second-class. As of faith by reason, of ignorance by knowledge. It
we hav to guarantee the payment of the transient rates in case will be a glorious day when men are really free and
Haeckel, and all the scholars who do not begin at the
decision is against us in Ottawa, it will therefore be seen the great majority of the world does not cast itself
Genesis and finish at Revelations.
that we hav to pay postage at the regular transient rate, and
That the people of Canada will submit to this than hav our paper go into the waste! As our December upon its face before the idols of a barbaric superstipetty despot's spite is a matter which can hav but Monthly was out about a week or more ago, that has probably tion.
one answer. If he persists in his course he will feel gone the same w~>y as the November number.
"'l'he Godly Women of the Bible.H
Yours truly,
E. B. FooTE.
the weigh~ of an outrag<>d people's anger. If his
Owing to repeated illnesses of the Ungodly
P.arty contmues to sustain him it is only a matter of
Fewer Fools or Hypocrits.
Woman, the publication of this history of the female
time when that party must go to the wall. Sir John
A. Macdonald, the premier of Canada, is a statesThere has come over the very Christian Dr. McCosh ornaments of the Bible has been long delayed, but
man who a.ppears not able to see this at present, for a wonderful streak of honesty. He is reported as we are happy to announce that it is at last comhe has demed !tlr. Cooke a hearing, intimating that owning the fact that there is a decrease in the num- pleted, and ready for mailing to.. whoever wishes a
he can do nothmg, but that the case is one for the ber of young men who appear anxious to devote copy. It makes a book of nearly three hundred and
departments of customs and justice to decide. The their lives to propagating lies and upholding super- fifty pages. Its title-page is adorned with a syllodepartmen.t of cus~oms has already given its infa- stition. The Christian Union also cannot deny the gistic prQposition which shows the absurdity of Bib~o~s verdict, and .It looks as though there were no fact, and givs its opinion as to the cause. It seems lical reasoning, and it is dedicated, hopefully, to the
J~stwe to be had m a country which tolerates such to us the reasons are sufficient not only to deter believers in plenary inspiration. It takes up nearly
high-handed outrages. But there may be and we young men from entering the ministry, but affords all the women who figure in the Bible, and shows
hope the. Canadian people will, like Br~dlaugh, excellent grounds for rejecting the Bible scheme of just what they were. Among the characters treated
carry theu case clear to the House of Lords, and the "fall" and redemption of man in its entirety. are: Sarah, Mrs. Lot and her nameless daughters,
the~ appe~l to the peop!e before submitting to hav Between growing up a minister of the Talmage Rebekah, Leah and Rachel, Tamar (Judah's mothertheir read.mg matter revHled for them like a parcel of stripe-the only kind that succeed in making a uoise in-law), divers women, Hahab the harlot, various
Rchool children.
in the world-and committing suicide, we thin'k godly women, the Levite's concubine, Naomi and
. It is pleas.ant to .know that the press is as outspoken any young man of ordinary self-respect would prefer Ruth, Hannah, Michal, Abagail, Bathsheba, 1'amar
m condemning this latest outrage as it was in the the latter. From the reasons of the Christian vnion- the sister of Absalom, ten concubines, Abishag and
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Bathsheba, Elijah's widow woman, Elisha's women,
Jezebel, Athalia and Huldah, Queen Vashti and
Esther, Mrs. Job and Hosea's women, Elizabeth and
Mary, the Virgin Mary, genealogy of the Virgin
Mary, a summary of the godly grandmothers and
mothers of Mary, Joseph, and Jesus, the sisters of
J"azarus, the anointing scenes, five women (Mary
M11gdalene, Joanna, Susanna, and other Mary and
Salome), the woman of Samaria, the women taken
in adultery, Herodias and her daaghter Salome, sundry women, sundry namelei:!B women healed and comforted by Jesus, the apostolic women, etc.
The facts are taken from the scripture, and the com
ments are in the Ungodly Woman's inimitable style.
Those who hav read it in T:HE TRUTH SEEKER will
want to read it again, and those who hav not will miss
a treat unless they order immediately. Price, paper,
50 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
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spired. The origin of the books having been forgotten, men,
credulous and in trouble, came to think that because the books
were written of God they were written by God. The reformers
declared that the Bible and not the church was the sole •ource
of authority. This succeeded, aud the thunders of the Vatican
were answered by the thunders of artillery. Armies swept
across the face of Europe, and it was amid the roar of cannon,
the shock of battle, and the shrieks of the dying that the doctrin of the divine and infallible inspiration of the Bible grew."

I hav been much interested in the little pamphlet,
"Science and Theology: Ancient and Modern," by
James Anthony Froude. It opens with a truism
which all who reflect a moment must own to be a
fact: "Each generation thinks highly of its own
importance, and inclines to believe that it wiil
mark an epoch in human history."
The book givs a digest of the teachings and sayAn Open Letter to Talmage.
ings of Lucretius, a celebrated Roman writer and
MR. TALMAGE, BRoOKLYN, N. Y., Rev. Sir: In
poet, one of the boldest Freethinkers and Material- your sermon of ~ov. 20th you take special pains to
ists of ancient and modern times. He was born 96 throw stones at some of your betters; notably Mr:
B.c., and was a disciple of the great and good Epi- D. M. Bennett of THE TRUTH SEEKER, who is now
curus. He taught the same philosophy t.b.at his cele- on his way around the world, where his many friends
brated master did, and his -eloquent exhortations hav sent him. And as your sermons are pretty
against unworthy ambitions, cruelt.y, luxury, lust, widely read, I deem it no more than justice that you
and all dishonest ple_asures of the body, as well as all be set right in some of your wild assertions, which
turbulent pleasures of tbe mind, hav never been ex- you stand in the pulpit and hurl with all the venom
celled by any. He taught the "original generation a-nd spite of a sixteenth-century persecutor at one of
The Radical Pulpit
of man from the teeming earth, and the production, natme's noblemen, and as good as ever pounded a
Is now completed and will be mailed to all appli- at the beginning of the world, of a variety of de- Bible, or led in prayer at a country prayer-meeting.
cants on receipt of one dollar. It comprises the fol- feetiv monsters, which were not allowed to multiply ·Although you do not mention his name, it is easy
lowing discourses by 0. B. Frothingham: ''TheN ew their kinds;" that nothing could ever be made from to guess who you mean when you say that "one
Song of Christm~s," "'l'he Departed Years," "Life nothing; and that nothing can ever he annihilated of the worst of the men who had been sending
as a Test of Creed," "The Sectarian Spirit," "The and returned to nothing. These ideas, conclusions, obscene papers through the mail was tried, conAmerican Gentleman," "The Dogma of Creed," and utterances Mr. Froude compares with the Ma- demned, and put in prison. Presid~nt Hayes was
"The Value of the Higher Sentiments,"" The Amer- terialistic philosophy of the present day, and finds applied to for paTdon, but having examined_ t~e c_ase
ican Lady," "The Consolations of Rationalism;" and but a trifling progress in all the years hetween. and finding there was no excuse, and no m1t1gatmg
the following by Prof. Felix Adler: "The Ethics of The Lucretian creed was a noble one, and was "nat- circumstances for the villainy, he refused to pardon
the Social Question,"" Emancipation," '-'Anniversary urally accepted by resolute men who were too proud the culprit.
"Then a society of so-called Liberals passed a
Lecture,"" Onr Leaders," "Hav we still a Religion?" to play intellectual tricks with themselvs, . . .
while the multitude continued their offerings at the resolution of deepest sympathy for this filthy crea"Conscience."
Th& reputations of the two gentlemen are too well temple,. consulted the oracles, or affected to pray to tu.re, and the resolution was presented by Robert
known to need any words of c:ommendation. These the gods." Just as they do now. One cannot help Ingersoll and passed with great enthusiasm."
thinking of the lines of Lincoln's favorit· poem as
Now, in the above quotation, you hav either ignolectures are some of their best utterances.
he reads of the similarity betwePn the ideas of the rantly or maliciously misrepresented the facts in the
old Roman philosophers and the thinkers and schol- case; for, when you say that D. M. Bennett is one
Three New Pamphlets.
of the worst men who had been sending obscene litars of to-day.
We hav just had printed ·and bound three new " So the multitude comes, even those we behold,
erature through the mails, I must inform you that
To repeat every tale that has ever been told.
Mr. Bennett does not belong to the American Bible
books, which we shall be happy to supply to all who
For we are the same our fathers have been;
Society, who Rend out more filth and obscenity every
wish them. They are:
We sec the same sights our fathers hav seen;
·
B'bl h M B
d 11 h
Science and Theology : Ancient and lhodern.
We drink the same stream and see the same sun,
time they mail a. 1 e t an r. ennf-tt an a t e
By James Anthony Eroude. Price, 25 cents.
And run the same course our fathers hav run.
Infidels is the United States ever penned (that was
The Pymmid of Gizeh. The Relation of Ancient The thoughts we are thinking our fathers would think,
not quoted from the Bible). In fact, the very pamphlet, for the sending of which Mr. Bennett was
Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew N arrati vs in From the death we are shrinking our fathers would shrink,
To the life we are clinging they also would cling,
sent to prison, wa.s examined by the Attorney GenGenesis and Exodus, and the Relativ Claims of
eral of the United States, and pronounced "not obBut it spPeds from us all like a bird on the wing."
Moses and the Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
I hope all our readers will enjoy this book as I scene." And even President Hayes said that he
By Van Buren Denslow, LL.D. Price, 25 cents.
Ecce IJiabolus, in which the worship of Y ahveh, hav, and feel grateful to the publishing house of D. could not see that Bennett had committed any
or Jehovah, is shown to be devil worship, with some M. Bennett for having given so many good, interest- crime, and had even gone so far as to order a pardon
made out, when remonstrances from all the churches
observations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance ing, and useful hooks to the world.
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
. .
A ssomatwns
. .
. th e
and Young 1\,
J.tlen ' s Ch r1stran
m
of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings. By the Very
country, added to the personal appeals of the clergy
Rev. Evan Davies, D.D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of
A SHoRT HISTORY OF THE BIBLE. By Bronson C. Keeler. (who hav ·always favored persecution for Christ's
Great Britain. 'Price; 25 cents.
Price 75 cents. For sale at this office.
sake), were brought to bear upon a weak president,
The title pages of these little works giv a good
This
is one of the best little books that has been and it was decided to keep the '' old Infidel" in
and clear idea of their contents and nature, and the
authors' names are guarantees of the ability with printed for a long time. It Las received the favora- prison, and to break down the paper of which he
which the subjects are treated. The classic scholar- ble commendation of many prominent Liberals as was tbe editor. But, in spite of it all, the paper livs
being what.its name implies-a short and thorough and flourishes to-day, with probably double the numship of Fronde and Denslow is acknowledged by all,
and Mr. Davies, the Arch Druid, is fully competent history of the Jewish Bible, and a popular account ber of subscribers which it would hav had if the
to tell of the early traditions of Judaism. As an of the formation and development of the canon. .In church had let its editor alone.
writing the book, brevity has always been kept in
And I am thankful to Infidels that to-day there
initiated bard of the Drudic order he is well preview,
as the books heretofore written upon the sub- exists a country upon earth where one-horse preachpared to prove that the most notable gods of the oriject are too voluminous ,for the average busy rna~ or ers and bigoted postmasters cannot define the word
entals were only symbols and bardic myths deified.
busy woman to study. And yet about all of Im- obscenity as suits their individual notions.
As a historian Fronde's reputation is world-wide,
portance upon the subject is presented. The B_ible
And now, Mr. Talmage, as you propose to demonas is Denslow's for industry and ability in Egyptis shown to be an unsatisfactory record of the domgs strate that" Christianity is the mother of all virtue,
ology.
of semi-barbarians, and the canon the work of igno- and Infidelity is the mother of all vices;" and, as in
A GRE.A.T many of THE TRUTH SEEKER subscribers rant and incompetent men, among whom there was all probability, if you are honest, you want your
act as though they thought we did not mean it when not one scholar distinguished for historicalleaming; proof to reach the greatest number of Infidels, I
we asked them to pay up. Now, we hope none will not one who was fitted by special study lor the ex- propose that you write out your proofs of the same
think we do not need the money, for we do. THE amination of a subject in which the truth could and present them for publication to THE TRUTH
TRUTH SEEKER has no source of income but from its alone be determined by the voice of antiquity. The SEEKER; and as I know that Infidels are, generally
subscribers, and as it takes a great deal of money to fact is emphasized that the Catholic Bible is not. speaking, seekers after truth, there is no doubt but
maintain so large a paper, we are in need of every what God said it should be, but what such men as you can accomplish a great amount of good and
dollar due us. We ask all to examin their tabs and above described said it should be. The absurdity reach those who are most in need of your medicin.
if they find themselvs in arrears to promptly remit. of the positions maintained at various times by the For, if Christianity is true, the Infidel, of all persc..ns,
is the most in danger of hell fire, as only by faith we
We only want what is honestly due us, but we do religious world is shown by the fact that
" The Eastem church, which had for one thousand three are saved, not by works. But after saying that any
want that, and we would like to hav it immediately.
hundred years declared persistently that Revela~ion was. not man who could petition Congress for the repeal of
Friends, don't delay.
written by John, and was not eut1Lled to a place !11 the Bible, the obs@enity laws is a foe to every decent man in
wheeled squarely about, and in a council held in J erusalern in
WE would ask our friends who_ write us to change 1672, adopted the decree of Trent, Revelations and all, and to- America, and offers an insult to every clean-minded
their post-office to always be careful to giv the old day considers Revelations as much the word of God as any anrl pure-hearted man in Christendom, in all probability you will feel ashamed to look an Infidel in the
address as well as the new one, as it will save much other book."
How the Protestant church came to substitute face, and instead of seeking Infidels out and proving
unnecessary work in the office and e_nable the change
Bible-worship for church-worship is thus shown, to their face that they are hugging to their bosoms
to be made more quickly.
and with this quotation we must end our notice of a such a vile monster as the " mother of all vice,"
THE price of the elegant busts of Col. Ingersoll book which could advantageously be quoted entire: they, on the contrary, will hav to hunt for you in
has been reduced to $1.50. They are cabinet size,
" The Protestant church is a book-worshiper. It makes a that "coward's castle," the pulpit of Brooklyn Tabthe same as hav been heretofore sold for $2.50. They fetich of a book. 'l'he Catholics C~Lre little for the Bible, and ernacle, where you can squirt slime through your
are splendid likenesses of the great Liberal, besides ever hav. They say,' Take awaythe whole book if yon like, big-bored squirt-gun without the danger of getting
the church will still r~main iu all its power. TJ1e i.Juok is yourself besmeared.
being fine parlor ornaments. By writing to us any and
the creation of the church, nut the church the creation of the
You also say that it is very remarkable that there
one can hav them sent by express.
book.' The Protestants, finding themselvs confronted with are more of the publishers of these obscene books
an infallible church, had to oppose it with an infallible llook.
And they made a book infallible. which before had not been living in the City of Churches (Brooklyn) than in
. As w-e go to press the Institute of Heredity is B.old- considered so. And well they might, for they were compelled any other city of the United States. I do not think
mg a two days' convention at Repnblican Hall, this to. lt is commonly the case that the overthrow of one super- there is anything remarkable about it, for the
city. Three sessions a day are held. The Wednes- stition is only accomplished by the establishment of another in churches and the Bible God hav dealt in those artiday morning session was addressed by Loring Moody. its place. By friction and con~rast the two will in time we1•r cles called obscenity and nastiness from time immeeach other away. But those mmds hav been exeeedmgly few
He will be followed during the day by Messrs. which conltl reject a theology and retain the calm equipoise, morial. And, to conclude, if we are going to hav a
~alsh, Newton, Samson, and- Buchanan. Thursday the pbilosophict~lattitn~le '?f non-belief_in any .. The Catholics governnHont in which. every postm.aster is to be ~he
Wlll be devoted to reading of letters and discussions. had the prestige of ant1q111ty and of betng ~onsJtlere<l the only judge of what constitutes obscemty and morality,
In the evening Stephen P. Andrews and Samuel P. true church of God, ami they threatened wtth eternal dnrnna- and as Christianity claims to possess all the morality
Putna!ll will speak, the former upon "Heredity: Its tion every man who fullowed Luther. The masses of the and all the virtue, let us join the church to the state,
people of the North, ignorant ant! supcrsti!ious, were nalumlly and burn and hang, draw ana quarter. every one who
Place m the Scale of Subjects for Scientific Investiga- terrified
and cowet! by the awful threat, ant! the on!~ wonder is
tion," and the latter upon the "Philosophical Aspects that they ever stood before the storm. To meet 1t, Luther, does not bow down and say that three is one and
of the Question."
Yours, etc. 1
T. J. ELLswoBxH.
Calvin, aud others said th&t the Bible W!IS aupentaturrilty iu- one is three.
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cated in theory, culture, and practice in each of the
Notes an£1 News.
sciences so as to combine all as the basis of his life,
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir :
we should have a man at once scientific and in the Since the Chicago Congress my notes of travel hav
highest degree, and in the best and truest sense, relig- been intermpted by stress of circumstances, but I
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
ious.
hav not been idle.
The Harmony an£1 Meaning of the Scientific Such a man may be idealized from among our Taken all in all, the Congress was a grand sucspecialists by imagining that one man had attained cess, though I cannot but regard as a mis.take the
GospelsTWO LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB to the culture and education of each science, if not passage of the one resolution-Iectified though it
to a complete knowledge of its details. Such men will, WllB in part by the arloption of Mrs. Severance's
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
we hope, hereafter stand on American soil. The resdution reaffirming the repeal resolutions of last
LECTURE I.
taint of theology, and the loss of tirne in pursuing its year.
methods and fables, render such an ideal beyond our
In the Congress I met many men and women,
1'HE OBJEC1'IVE ORDER--CONTINUEDpresent hope or that of our generation. The time now comparativly little known to the masses of the
X I . - THE CLASSIFICATION OF THE SCIENCES CONlost in youth, the seeil-timfil of life, the time when
STRUCTS THEM INTO .A POSITIVE PHILOSOPHY, AS the growing grain gathers its strength and mr.terial American people, who, in the years to come, will
TO WHICH THERE IS GENERAL .AGREEMENT .AS TO for life, who can restore? The life we can devote occupy very advanced positions in the armies of reITS (1) EXTENT, (2) METHOD, AND (3) IMPORTANCE. to truth and Humanity is now but a mutilated frag- form. They are men and women with ideas and
purposes.
They think and express their own
This is our eleventh harmony, and should be con- ment at best. Had the time spent over useless thoughts, and they will liv their own lives, spite of
sidered in each of the three aspects above named.
sermons, catechisms, gramD!ars, lexicons, and texts the envious carpings and cankering criticisms of
(1) First, then, as to the extent of the Positive been devoted to the rudiments of the sciences and certain saints w~o are almost too good for this sinphilosophy. Theologians and metaphysicians have arts, and in~pired by the enthusiasm and culture of ful world.
·
been much wot:ried, as though science could or ought humanity, we should not now have to look upon the
The Chicago concern has been wonderfully
to be in some way fenced off from their domains.· world auout us as moi!tly a sealed, because a neg- troubled concerning the Congress, the women promThe impossibility of this endeavor is becoming more lected, book. Still, with what remains of life, we are inent there, and the books and pamphlets exhibited
and more apparent. There is nothing outside of bound to repair our loss so far as possible. To that for sale. But spite of its disapprobatior1, 011e sweet
science but ignorance.
end each must become his own instructor and do consolation remains to the Iowa bookseller. He
Science includes all of the knowledge that human what he can.
had among his publications no copies of the Garden
nature is capable of; its only limit is the limit of
To avoid the limitations of theology it is plainly City What-Is-It. 'fherefore he has nothing to be
human capacity.
the duty of every Liberal person to become acquainted sorry for or of which to be ashamed.
There is no twilight domain or happy heaven that with the rudiments and the general methods, laws,
Here at Cedar Rapids Freethought ideas are
can be reserved in the human soul as the·home of and results in each of the sciences. The money slowly but surely spreading. There is more and
gods, goblins, or mysterious and unknowable enti- saved from tobacco, and alcoholic drinks (which I more demand for books of a radical nature, and we
ties. The philosophy built up by the classified sci- hope all Liberals wiil drop forever), or from frivolous may hope that in the not too distant future a good,
ences is in its method, promise, and potency, at amusements, may furnish the 1neans; the time saved live secular organization can be started here and
once synthetic, cosmic, positive, and integraL In from gossip or novel reading may give the opportu- flourish in spite of the great wealth of the churches.
common parlance, this positive philosophy is called nity. As to the importance of this new philosophy, But onr peopie must learn that Freethought means
"Science," and thus it is distinguished from the there is but one voice from all scientists. This knowl- something more than mere opposition to the teachspecial sciences, of which it is compo~ed, and the edge will pay for the severest struggle to obtain it. ings of Christianity. We must learn to cultivate
theology .,and metaphysics to which it is opposed. For to progress in it is to rise in the scale of being, the broadest catholicity, and ostracism for opinion's
It includes everything knowable, and even scientif- nobility, and usefulness. It is only by such education sake must be unknown among us. We must work
ically accounts for the limitations of human nature, that every Liberal can hope to be ready to give a shouldf.'r to shoulder with those from whose views
and the very ignorance and Philistinism that de- reason for his change from the old faith to the new. upon certain subjects we dissent in toto. There can
ny its research, or refuse to become acquainted This study soon becomes the greatest pleasure of life be no advance oLherwise.
with its methods. Not long ago the view generally -the pleasure of knowledge, of culture, and of
On Monday, November 7th, I started out upon a
entertained was that science referred to a particular power. Nor let any one despair if he has not had, or ten-weeks' trip through portions of Fayette, Allaclass of subjects-the outer, or material world, for cannot have, a uollege education. The escape from makee, and \Vinneshiek counties, visiting Maynard,
example-but that it had no applicaLion to the inner that, as at present generally conducted, is rather a sub l{andalia, Fayette, Postville, Oilsian, Elgin, West
world of man and its manifestations in society or ject of congratulation. Get as close to "Nature" Union, and Oelwein, aud thence to Winthrop, in
morals or art or language, or the thoughts and feel- and Humanity as you can, and they will instruct, Buchanan county. The first week out wind reigned
ings of man, or to "religion," as the sum and the cheer, and comfort you. Remember Carlyle's word, supreme, and travel off from the railroad lines was
coordination of these. It would be said, as Galileo "The true University of these days is a collection of well nigh impossible. Then we had an Iowa change,
and the first scientists used to do to save themselves boob." Better had he said a wise selection of and for the next week frozen mud was the order of
from persecution, that the Bible was not revealed books. It is noteworthy that the great leaders of the day, and travel was not much better than before.
to teach science, but religion and morality.
Liberal and constructive thought have been mostly
At Maynard Ed Gould is a Liberal, and he is the
The latter-day theologians try now to escape by what are called self-educated men, men who have proprietor of the hotel at the place-and such a
-this same excuse that their opponents formerly used. had nothing to do with colleges, or who have left hotel ! If any of our friends go that way they
But the day for it has passed. When first used it them in just disgust. Freedom is often the best mas- want to be sure and stop off at Maynard and get a
was excusable, because then the method of sciencP ter. So was it with Descartes, Bacon, Spinoza, Locke, good dinner, supper, or breakfast, as the case may
had only been extended and vindicated within the and Gibbon; and still later with Comte, Mill, Grote, be. They will never regret it. E. B. Snedigar and
domains of the more general sciences, viz., in logic, and Spencer. The love of learning and the earnest Mr. Gregory are pronounced Freethinkers, and I
mathematics, astronomy, physics, and then in chem- desire to be of some service to humanity are the best think they are oowing more or le~;s of the good seed
istry, and gradually in biology. That its methods and the most successful incentives. The text-books in their neigh horhood.
could be extended over the still higl::er domain of that will give the substance of the twelve sciences
Jerome Carter and lady, Nelson Carter and Mrs.
society and the whole of man's inner and emotional are now abundant and within the reach of evtlry Carter, Sr., hav about killerl old orthodoxy in Ran-·
life, binding them all into a true or scientific relig- one. To these may be added works of the concrete, dalia. The once flourishing Sunday-school is a thing
ion, was not then supposed. Those subjects were practical, and descriptive Sciences and the Arts.
of the past, and they no longer talk of snubbing
therefore left to metaphysics apd theology.
Such a library, arranged in the order of the sci- activ Liberals. So much for fearless expression of
But this excuse avails no longer. There is noth- ences, would be a most useful collection and a source unpopular opinions and earnest propagandism of the
ing in Biology, Sociology, Art, Language, Emotion, of constant information and pleasure. It would be religion of humanity. I regret that the Carters are
or Thought ; no Society so complex; no fancy or a true and comprehensive encyclopedia ever at hand. about to leave R<tndalia f.or some new land of promis
dream so evanescent; no real or imagined heaven
To students, schools and colleges th1s further sug- still further toward the setting sun_ Ever hospitatoo high or far; no ignorance so wilful or stupid, or gestion may be of value; t.hat is, that the mind ble and generous, may success attend them in their
learned or profound, that the laws of scientific cor- acquires knowledge easier and faster, and retains it new home!
Daniel Davis, at Fayette, has never lowered the
relation do not catch and account for and expla.in it, better, when the sciences are pursued and studied in
the positive order. The reasops for this will appear standard of secularism, and the light of science is
and so bind it to the world as a whole.
(2) About the method of Science we gain a clearer to any one who will recall w bat has been said as to darting its genial rays even through the heavilyidea by considering it as the continued application the historical, genetic, and accumulative nature of shuttered windows of the Upper Iowa University, a
Methodist institution of learning, located at this
of the most general law, and never forget that SCI- that order.
ENCE IS CORRELA.1'10N. We think and know by relaThis educative value of the Positive Classification place. The students are reading a great deal of
tions. Knowledge is co-relation tested by experi- may sometimes also usefully determine the lectures, Infidel literature, and the faculty can't help it.
:Mr. 0. Caldren and A. S. Hollenbeak are outence. The method-i. e., mode of application and readings, or exercises for the several days of the
testing-differs more or less in each of the sciences; week; for instance, let them be devoted, in part at ~poken opponents of churchianity. On the whole, I
think that our cause is flourishing here. Our friends
that is, as to each general class of phenomena. It is least, as folio ws:
are talking of having some lectures soon, and I think
this difference of method in each t!pecial science
On Monday, Logic and Mathematics.
that a visit from :Mrs. Lake or W. ]'. Jamieson
that caused the old belief that Science was limited ·On Tuesday, Astronomy and Physics.
to certain classes of things, and that beyond it there
woulil. badly irighten old conservatism.
On Wednesday, Chemistry and Biology.
At Postville Messrs. \V ard, Douglass, Yonker,
was a domain of faith rightly fc.unded on someOn Thw:sday, Sociology and .Morals.
Bishop, aud Blancheim are all interested in prothing beyon~ the reach of sc~entific methods.
_
On Friday, Language and 1Estbetics.
It is this difference that still causes many spemal
gressiv thoughc, and it seems to me that the time is
On Saturday, Psychology, Art, and Hecreatiou.
scientists to regard the method of their own particuOn Sunday, Rest, General Culture, and "W or- now ripe for an organization of some kind at this
lar science as having greater value than any other, shi-p."
place.
and ali! bt:ling par excellence THE science. This bias
When I reached Ossian the weather was so very
Many of us can remember the earlier days, when
is particularly f~equent wheJ?- the specialist o~t~ide it would have been a joy unspeakable to have pur- unpropitious that I saw but few of our friends at
of his specialty IS a theolog1an or a metaphysiC~an, sued the Sciences under a competent teacher in the and in the vicinity of this town. Our people here
as is generally the case. How few are our sCien- order in which each week would have furnished a nearly all liv in the country, and the difficulties
partial survey of the whole of man's world. Alar;, usually attending organization are thereby much
tists !
In America it may be said to be the object of our to many of us those days and opportunities are goue increased. But the church can never more flourish
in this neighborhood until there is a very radical
colleges and universities, in ~0 far a_s ~~ey are under forever!
clerical control, to prevent tne possibility of the exW '3 can now only glance, in passing, at the fields change in the character of that population. There
istence of a generally and scientifically educated we might have cultivated. It will be ur;eful to do are too many women and men here who think for
man, a man with the general education of a Goethe so much, at least, so that we may know the bounda- Christianity to prosper.
or a Humboldt, for iustance. Our colleges have thus ries, methods, and main laws of each science, and not
I attended "divine service" Sunrlay at the church ·
become to a great exteut theological d wariing insti- have them confused, as they very generally are, iu near Bro. Danael~;'s, and among the many atrot:ious
tutions. There i~; no reason wily a scientific man the theologico-metaphysical chaos which we call·the sentiments uttered by the reverend blasphemer of
cannot be raised and educated in America. We thought, literature, and art of our age.
huma11ity was this, "We should always liv and
have had and have a great number of speci~lists of
That sho1·t survey must be, then, our next har- serve God, for he is much nearer and dearer to us
great learning and l'!ibility. Could & ma.u 1!11 lildu- mony.
than our mothers even.'' No wonder that_ the church
(To nx OOl'lTUiiVEP.)
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is losing power when its ministers thus profane the
sacred name of mother to glorify a myth.
Stopped at Clermont to see G. L. i-Ienderson, hut
f~und that t?e apostle of liberty was up near PostVIlle gathering corn, and ~ 0 .I bought a ticket,
checked my baggage, and, taking my sample packages, walked down thll railroad track to Elgin
where I found Peter Nicklaus and M·r. Cooley st'Ill'
alive to the needs of the hour. To Mr. Nicklaus I
am
under many obligations for kindnesses, and may
h .IS stave mill ever bring him good returns for labor
·
d ·
·
mveste IS my earnest Wish. Since the death of his
b roth er, a f ew weeks since, friend Cooley has two
stores to atte_nd to, and . it keep~ him pretty busy,
but not too .busy _to ta~~ 1_nterest m human progress.
West Unton and vicimty boasts of such earnest
Liberals as J. F. Smith, Jr., and' lady, Thomas
Reeder, 'Mrs. Reeves, C. H. Carpenter, and Messrs.
Hogg, Kinser, Shaw, Whitney, and S. S. Ainsworth,
last but not least.
The West Union churches
bemoan Rparsely-filled pews, and now is the hour to
strike, organize, bav g<:>od lectnres occasionally, anil.
proceed to develop the social side of our work. We
hav some very enthusiastic workers among those
first named above, and the future looks promising.
I hav never before stopped at Oelwein, but find
here Mr. Phillips, H. C. Hollen beak and lady, and
George Thompson-all alive and williug to work for
a higher, better, freer, humanity.
One orthodox
lady very spitefully remarked that Iu_O'ersoll's lect,.,
ures bad no use except for kiudli,ng, and were
"hardly fit for that." She thought that no one
should be allowed to go around selling such literature. She would hav made a vrime inquisitor.
Luckily, she lacks the power to do more than burn
her weak husband\l i~'t·eethought books.
At Winthrop Alexander 'Risk gave me cordial
greeting and made me comfortable during my stay
over Sunday. He has a fiae library, aud is an intelligent, appt•eciativ reader of the same.
May joy
ever be his!
E. C. '\V ALKEU,
Sec'f'I. L. L.
-----------
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s~verelY: alone. Orthodoxy and good teaching are another occasion, when the Jews would return from their capdiametrically oppo~ed to encb o,tber.
tivity, and did not refer to Jesus at all. Matthew was sure to
"That bent of mind which makes a believer is not be mistaken in his applications.
tha_t doubting, inquiring, searching, analyzing spirit
718. The tenth case is a very'weak one. When, at the ar~hwh makes the first-class teacher. It is but a, short rest of Jesus, Peter drew his sword and cut ofl' the ear of the
~Ime a~o I. h_eard, a tea?her t.alking to,his class about servant of the high priest, Jesus chided him and said those who
angels p1mons
takmg b 1s th 1
·-" I h
d
.
-;- ,
.
eo ~gy, as so many 1drew the sword should peris):l by the swmu. n t e same .
. o, from ~~~tons Paradise Lost -and I could hour be spake to the multitude, "Are ye come out as against a
not help WI~h~ng t.hat teacher might receive at least thiPf, with swords and with staves for to take me? I sat daily
enough trammg . m natu
.
ra 1 h'ISt ory t o k now tb
· a t with you'teaching in the temple, and ye laid not hold on me."
feathers and ha1r WinO'S :md arms never go to
.
.
.
·
.
'
"'
'
- To th1s Matthew exclaims " All this was done that the scnptgether Sunday-school hymns to the contrary not
. '·
·
· ·
·
'
·
- ures of the prophets might be fulfilled." But thed JokeMof Ith IS,
w1tbstandmg.
. . .
"The heterodoxy of one age is the orthoiloxy of there is no prophecy for this fulfilment to fit. I efy att ew
the next generation. We cannot emphasize too or :my one else to find a prophecy which this fulfilled. There
strongly or too often that to be a doubter is the i~ nothing. ~t all l!ke it. Matthew undoubtedly thought it ';as
sign of a thinker. Belief in a text-book shuts out time for h1m to mtro~uce another prophecy, and presummg
thought, and the investigation thereof is the making there should be somethmg to fit the case, he ~aguely alluded to
.of thought· and of new ideas."
· the supposed prophecy, or several of them, m general terms,
When teachers come out thus plainly in favor of thinking that perhaps there ought to be a prediction to fit this
banishing religion from our schools, we may guess fulfilment, though he had not time to hunt it up, and could not
the day is not far distant when our text-books will have found it though he had looked a month. fn slang Janbe purified from gods, angels, and devils, and be guage, Matthew showed himself "too fresh." It has been
wholly devoted to science, fact, and real knowledge. thought_ it was extremely unlikely that PeteF carried a sword.
Let us each one do a little every day an_d every hour He was but an obscure fisherman, and as the Jewish people
to ad vance the cause of human progress and mental were in vassalage under the Romans, it is quite unlikelv that
and moral growth, and
obscure pPrsons would have been permitted to carry swords.
"Slo:vly, surely, brig~tly, g;andly, speed the glorious light,
Neither is it likely that Jesus would have permitted his disciples
Harbmg:er of all that s prel:wus-freedom, truth, and r1ght." to carry swords. The sword story is very improbable.
ELMINA D S
K
· LJi:N ER.
719. The eleventh caEe is in connection with th~ repentance

What I nou't Believe.

of Judas after betraying his master, when he threw down the
thirty pieces of silver at the feet of the priests and went out and
PART II.-NO. 62 ·
hanged himself. Matthew's statement is that this money being
715. The seventh case was when Matthew tried to utilize !he the price of blooo, was not put into the treasury, but used to
mattPr of casting out devils-more devils and more·prophecies buy a piece of land with for liurial purposes, and then says,
-to apply to this saying of Isaiah, "Himself took our infirmi- .rThus was fulfilled th>J.t which was spoken by Jeremy the
ties R.nd bare our sicknesses." If Hnyb~"cly can see anv con- prophet, saying, And they took thirty pieces of silver, the price
ne<·tiou betwten casting out devils and bearing one's infir~ities of him that was valued, whom they of the children of Israel
they- poss~ss gre~ter acuteness of vision than average people. did v•lue, and gave them for the Potter's field, as the Lord apThere were no devils at the time of Isaiah, and it would conse- pointed." Matthew was again at fault her~; the language
quently have been impossible for him to have alluded to cast- n~erl by Jeremiah refeiTed to a piece of land which he bought
ing them out. Br.oides, Isaiah spoke in the past ten~e, and was of his cousin Hauameel, the son of Shallum, and had no referumloubtedly bewailing the death of some pe,rson who bad ence whatever to the land bought with the money returned by
Liberal School-Books.
alrea<ly
died; and it took the genius of a Matthew to meta- Judas. The money spoken of by Jeremiah wus ~eventeeu
To THE EDITOR oF TITE TRUTn SEEKER, Si1· : It
ha§ beeu proposed by several of thy conespondents m01·phose it into a prophecy. And st-ill again, if the casting shekels of silver, and not thirty J1ieces, aud that discrepancy
that some Liberal o;hall get up a set of school-readers out of devils was a good and beneficent work to do, it would "lone is ~nough to show that the language of Jeremiah could
that shall not be adulterated with the Christian my- seem that Jesus should be willing to engBge in it because of not correctly apply to Judas's money. Besides this, the disthology, and my name has been proposed as one who the gooll he would thereby perform instead of fulfilling some crepancy between Matthew's stt~.tement about Jul!as and that
was to select or write some of the le~;sons for the ideal prophecy that had been made seven hundred years be- gi,en by the writer of Acts must not be lost si:ht of. Matthew
books. But I think the time has not yet eome for fore. Matthew is the first in the New T~stume;It to' mention sqs Judas threw all the money at the foot of the 'priests and
such a movement. As long aR Libe!'a.ls cannot start the feat <•f casting out devils, and be is also the only one whc. went out and hnnged himself. The writer of Acts says Judas
and sustain an Infidel Sunday paper for the young, discovered any connEction bet'<'een that occupation and there- invested the money himself, when he fell heaJloug a•,d burst
it will be found that they will be totally incapable marks of Jsaiah about bearing the griefs and sorrows of others. in the midst, and ttll his bowels gushed out. If this statement
of getting a set of school-readers into the public Matthew's imagination seems always unusually active; he Eees i; true ihen.Mat'hew's is false, and we are left to conclude that
schools of our country. Perhaps here ancl there a coincidences whEre others cannot.
iiiatthew again falsi fled ft•r the sake of weaving in another
school where Liberals prP.dominate might be induced
716. Matthew's eighth attempt was to ~how that when the prophecy fulfilmmt. He seems to have had a perfect mania
to use them, but it reqtlires more intlw>nce than we Pharisees went out aud held coun(il v.ith reference to Jesus for prophecies and pointing out their fulfilment.
can at present wield to make such books pay in a and how they might d~stroy him; and that when Jesus d~s~
720. Mat! hew's twelfth and last effort pertained to the castfinancial sense. We must begin at the foot of the covertd it he withdr~w when great numbers followed him, ing of lots for the garments of Jesus after he was crucified, and
ladder, and go up slowly and carefully, if we hope and he healed them all, it was a fulfilment of the prophecy he says this was done "that it might be fulfilled which was
to reach the top.
of E-aias: "Behold my servant whom l have chosen; my be- ;;poken by the prophet, They parted my garments among
When we contrast the school-books of to-i!ay with
loved, in whom I am well pleased. I will put my spirit upon them, and upon my vesture Jid they cast lots." This language
those of only forty-five years ago, we see such a wonhim, and he shall show judgment to the Gentiles. He shall is from none of the prophets, but in Psalms n:ii, 18, occurs
derful dropping out of the old theological element
that we can hat·dly realize it ia a fact. I hav here not strive nor cry, neither shall any man hear his vr>ice in thP this language: "They part my garments among them aud cast
before me St.ephen Byerly's spelling-book, printed in street. .A brnired rePd shall he not break, and smoking flax lots upon my vesture.'' No one knows who wrote the Psalm~,
Philadelphia in 1836, and I will make a few extracts shall he not quench till he sends forth judgment uuLo victory. but it will be observed that the lan~uagc is in the prtsent tense,
from it, showing what was then considered the best An in his name shall the Gentiles trust" (Isa. xlii, 1-4). The and is not a prophecy ~t all. 'l'he writer was probably in a
langnage of this text is obscure enough in all conscience, and gloomy state of mind, and used that figurative lauguage to give
reading matter for school-children:
it is enough to puzzle a Philadelphia lawyer to tell who the expression to the despondent state of his feelings. It is only
Let us serve God .in our you11g days,
writer was talking about. It could not be Jesus, for did he not !ll~ttthew who could see any allusion in this language to the old
Par we can do no wurk in tlle grave.
strive aguir·st the wrongs of his time which he conceived to clothes of Jesus. This is the closing imtance of Matthew's
.
I am a CJ'eature of the Lord,
exist? Diu he not cry against the evils which he opposed? overstrained efforts to get up prophecies ami their fulfilments.
He made me by his po wer:ful word,
Was not his voice heard in the streets and in all the public In twelve instances he strove hard to establish his pet theory,
And he will bless me while 1liv,
places which he visited? As the language w!'ts used by the and in the twelve instances he signally failed. Iu not one of
And when 1 uie my soul receive.
.
Dentro, or false Isaiah, and was written in the time of Cyrus, the attempts he made is there the slightest warrant for supThe devil tempts one motlwr's son
it is far more likely' that it referred to him than to Jesus. If it posing that those persons cal!P.d prophets had the faintest con'l'o r>~ge against an"ther,
was meant for a prophecy of Jesus, it is very clear it was not a ception of or made the slightest allusion to Jesus.
So wicked Cain W>tS lmnieLI on,
correct
one, aud it was only a forced construction on the part
721. Mark has but little to do with prophecies, though he
'Till he haLl killed his brother.
of Matthew to make it to apply to Jesus.
tries his hand at it a few times, and once at the very beginning
Let sweet works of prayer and praise
717. Matthew's ninth discovery of prophecy. fulfilrueut was of his gospel-" The beginning of the gospel of Jesus Christ,
Employ our y011thful breath,
on the occasion when Jesus wished to ride into Jerusalem in a the ~on of God: as it is written in the prophets, Behold, I send
Thus we're prepur~d for length of days,
manner befitting his condilion as prospective king of the Jews, my messenger befor~ thy face, which shall prepare thy way beOr fit for early deuth.
and when he sent two of his disciples for au ass and colt for fore thee." The quotation is from Malachi iv, 1, and is not
'Twas God who ma(le the earth and sea,
him to ride. In this incident Matthew finds a fulfilment of quite correctly given. It reads thus: '· l will Eend a messenger
To whom tho ungels bow;
'1'was God who mttde both thee aud me,
this prediction, "'rell ye the daughters of Siou, Behold, the uud he shall prepare the way beforll me." According to Mark,
'!'he G"d wlw se ·s liS now.
king cometh unto thee meek and sittiog upon an ass and a the way is to be prepared before the person talked to, while in
'Tis God that Rends us all things good,
colt, the foal of an uss." Matthew was so anxious to nmke the Malachi it is before the person who is doing the talking, whoOu,· hal'\· est and oUJ' gr,liu: .
He makes the earth produce our food,
fulfilment fit the prophecy that he had the disciples bring an ever that may be. Mark seemed to think the words applied to
.And sends us wiutl auclmiu.
ass ~tnd colt, which he says Jesns rode-awkward and difficult John the Baptist, but he was evidently ir) error. John was not
Now let us_conti'ast these superstitions and false as the feat was-while neither M~trk, Luke, nor John says auy- a road-maker. We have no account of his fixing up roads at
utterances with the teachings of the schools forty- thing about a colt iu the cuse at all. But Matthew geuerally all. His occupation was hunting locusts and wild honey,
five years later. I hav before me a critieism deliv- mauag~s to overdo the business. The pr~dictiou was made of preachiug, and wushing people in the Jordau, ~tnd had no posered at a teachers' institute in California, ancl by a king riding an ass to be a mark of humility; but that was sible connection with making roarls. lf John is to be regarded
one of her best teachers, and from it select the fol- far from being the ease with Jesus when he rode the ass into as a mes~enger, the words apply to him no more than to other
lowing paragraphs:
Jerusalem, when his attendants waved olive branches, threw messengers, and there have been thousands of them besides
"As to the much mooted point of morality andre- down their garments in the way for him to ritle over, and John. 1 would s.uggest that had either of the old prophets
ligion in the public schools, thaL morality shotdd shouted hos~~nuas aloud in his praise; it was far from a wished to make tt prophecy about Jesus or his times, he should
be t:lught we all agree, but he that still advocates mark of lwmilily; it was r>ttber a mark of hilarious euthusi- have done it in clear, exact lauguage that anybody and everyteaching re Iigion in the public schools is but a poor asrn and joy because they thought theil' favorite was soon to b~ tJody could understand 1\ithout an interpreter or a guide board.
reader of history. There has been for the past one' cro11ned king or the Jews. It will be seen at once that wh>tt Language that applies equally well to huudreds of persons is
hundred years a gradu,d, yet complete, revolution in Matthew wus pleased to consider the fulfilment was au eritire not spedfic Pllongh to be of auy Vt1lne in any given case. It is
this respect. From tead~ IJJg but I i ~tle theology, we different spirit from what he was pleused to l:ousider the pwph· "ot ut ullltkely that Mulachi had the slightest. couception of the
hav now come to the pomt of lettmg alt theology j ecy. Besitles, the lang-uage of the prophet clearly referred to Baptist, for if he h11d he would doubtless hAve m11de some 111.
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may not a very subtle material of matter exist in a thoughts, the unprejudiced will see who has the
solid, or in layers, in spheres, in all directions from best thought and mal;:e it one of tht,ir own. Which
the earth as far as the eye of man can see even with of the following lines are the most attr~ctiv?
the most powerful glass that has ever been in'l"ented?
" There are DD acts of pardon passed
Tn the'cold grave to which we haste;
May 'we not suppose that nature to us is unlimitPd
But darkness, death, and long despair
in her caPacities.? And may we not also reasonably
Reign in eternal silence there,"
suppose thai the wise of our time hav mn.ny things
yet to learn before they know all that may yet be or these:
known, as well as to hav some things to unlearn ?
"In the sweet by mid by
We will meet on that beautiful shore?"
Taking all of these things into consideration, who
is prepared to say that there is· not plenty of room
I was not in favor of Mr. Bennett taking the trip
in this vastness of so-called space for material and round the world. but as he is gone I inclose postal
spirits too, if there are any such beings ? J'liay there order for the books "Around the World.".
Respectfully yours, •
D. THING.
not be materials so fine and beings so transparent that
mortal eyes cannot see either? Nature, in my opinion, ha" no vacuums and no space unoccupied. Some
PIKE, N.Y., Nov. 29, 1881.
say, "Disprove immortality, and the whole victory is
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Back from my nine months
won." Very good, but is that not a task which will of wandering in western states, a portion of the time
be hard to do? Suppose some think that the child dispensing temperance gospel to the people-not
is plaster, and that spiritism is by teaching kneaded "gospel tPmperance, •· if you pleftse, Mr. Editor-to
into the hrains of the young as yeast is kneaded into the old home again where THE TRUTH SEEKER comes
dough. That does not make it a fact, even if they rlo each week, with its well-filled pages from the pens
think so, for it must be an admitted fact that. man- of those whose names hltV become household words,
kind are as near alike mentally HS they are physi- to cheer and instruct.
cally, and lhat nature shows uo partiality in her
As mv work took me principally into the churches,
works; any given part is in harmony with all other and among professing Cluistians, I had little opporparts of her works, and we cannot take from nor add tunity of gaining information relativ to our ,Liberal
thereto permanently. If any require proof of this movement.. Indeed, if any one were to judge of its
fact they nre referred to Gen. xvii, 10-16. It appears growth by what they beard and saw outside the
that the Jews hav been taking from the physical ranks, there are times when tile most sanguin must
man for some thirty-five or forty hundred years, and conclude that that movement is retrogressiv instead
still nature does her work just the same as though of progressiv, and become us thoroughly di::.couraged
there were no cruel men tct mar her works; and we concerning re~>ults as Mr. Frothingham seems to be
infer that it is just as true of the mental man as it af1er his twenty years of faithful service to the cause
is of the physical; we can neither take therefrom of Freethought, even 1hough they should not be
nor adrl thereto. We also see that mankind natu- troubled with as many clonbts whether, after all, the
rally take to the belief of spirits and of spirit condi- doctrins of Christianit.l' may not be sufficient. to meet
tions as an infant does to its nurse.
the needs of the people.
There are in this vicinity a plenty of Indians who
As to the churches of New York city (which Mr.
know nothing of God, Jehovah, nor Jesus Christ; and Frothingham asserts are better attended than they
t.hat is not all; they don't want to know anything were twenty years ago, although certain newspaper
of them. But they are all, to a man and woman, correspondeuts of that city do not seem to agree
believers in the existence of indepPndent life after with him) I know little, yet I will say this, that
the physical body has been laid aside as an old ga.r- while I hav found in my journeyings not a few !lOuses
ment is laid' away when of no• more use. They never of }mblfc worship fallen into decay and uisuse, and
borrowed this of the Bil;>le, neither did they get it of many more thinly attended, I hav also observed
white men; only of nature itself. And what is true quite as many, if not more, fur more costly ancl elein this respect of the Indian, I believe to be true al3 gant edifices in process of erection, toward which
a rule of all nations, that is, that mankind naturally many Freethinkers, or those at least who make no pretake to a belief in spirits upon tt' e same principle tension of believing in the creed taught therein, hav
SAGINAW CITY, Nov. 30, 1881.
that ducks take to water that are hatched under a contributed generously. Why? Simply ,because it is
MR. EDITOR: I wish to hav my name in that list of hen, and that is by attraction. So mankind are at- popular to giv in that direction, and a new, handsome
noble heroes who hav sent in their $5 to bear Mr. tracted to spiritual things and spiritual scenes, not church will be an advantage to their young and rapBennett's expenses on his trip around the world. I much to holes in the ground to be smothered there idly-growing railroad town, and their business proam late, but better late than never. I inclose $5.25 for ages without a ray of light or a zephyr to purify portionately. So they 11ocket their consciences and
to make it as good as an ea.rly one. I like the paper their cell. I don't think I know any power outside play the hypocrit. Again, human beings are such
better than ever. Mr. Bennett's letters and Wake- of attraction and repulsion in their multifarious com- "creatures of habit," so pre-eminently social in tl.Jeir
man's writings, with a· little nuw and again from M. binations. Some speak of death. Poor me, that is natures, that the more extended my observation the
Babcock, with all the other letters from kind fliends, something I thought had played out. I see and rec- more thoroughly am I conYiuued that the great mamake life more desirable in spite of all the ups and ognize many changes, but know nothing of death jority attend church more from force of habit and
downs of Christian hypocrisy and maladministration because I see a substance at rest or undergoing a for the sake of getting out of the ha.rness of everyin our government everywhere. To Mrs. Bennett change. I see no sign of death therein. All things day work, which too often frets ancl galls cruelly,
everlasting praise.
W. G. ELMER.
are alive, •)r the germ of life is within them. But donning their "best clothes," for none but the very
perhaps some think as an elderly gentleman did best are deemed worthy to wear inside the house of
when he hearu a person make the remark, "I never the Lord, and exchanging a word with their neighALTON, ILL., Nov. 22, 1881.
J'liR, EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for Mr. Ben- expect to die." The old man's reply was very curi- bors, than for any spiritual good they may get or de·
nett's trip around the world, as you hav so kindly ous, as follows, "Well, by God, you'll see if you liv sire. Hence the necessity, as many hav already suglong enough."
gested, of organization among Liberals, of providing,
kept the door open so long.
D. R. SPARKS.
If mau retains an independent individual existence so soon as can be done, places for regular meetings,
MARKHAM, VA., Nov. 28, 1881.
after the dissolution of the visible physical body he where the people can receive not only such mental
MR, EDITOR: Inclosed please find $5 for Mr. Ben- must hav an invisible physical body, which is formed food as they can enjoy and appreciate, but can help
netts book of travels round the world.
simultaneously with the visible body. The visible one another over the rough places in life by a free
ALFRED VAUGHAN.
physical body is easily dissolved, but the invisible interchange of thought and friendly greeting.
physical body must be proof against dissolution. Let
Some of the most radical FqJethinkers I hav ever
DALLAS, TEXAS, Nov. 21, 1881.
us call on our unfortun:::.t.e neighbor who has had an met-those who at their homely toil with plow or
MR. E. MACDONALD: Please find inclosed post-office arm amputated. We see that the visible arm is gone hoe ha.v settled for themselvs many of the problems
order for $6.50-$1.50 to pay for the paper, and $5 forever, but he tells us that he still has the same which hav vexed the souls and bewildered the minds
for Mr. Bennett's around the world books. Send feelings of arm and hand as he ever had, even to thf' of erudite theologians for ceuturies-are to-day atthem soon as published. Yours fraternally,
itching of a finger. You see at once that the invis- tendants of orthodox churches, and contributing toALLEN JOHNSON.
ible physical hand and arm has not been cut asunder, ward the support of such ministers as a certain one
nor can it be; it still remains attached to the invis- of northern Ohio, who boldly asserted from the pulSAN DIEGO, CAL., Nov. 21, 1881.
ible physical body, and here I think we find some- pit on the Sunday following the shooting of PresiMR. EDITOR: I wish to say to you and the readers thing of a spiritualistic nature which will be hard to dent Garfield that such crimes were the natural
of your paper that I appreciate it very highly. I prove is not real spirit. This invisible body must, of effects of the teachings of such men as Thomas
hav had many a. hearty laugh while reading it, to necessity, be composed of the finest material which Paine and Robert G. Ingersoll, while they never
see the great variety of thought therein contained. our mother sun has in all of her domains. And most think of subscribing for a Liberal paper or giving
Some think the earth to be a huge intelligent being, aswredly man partakes of all things beneath him. anything toward the support of \)ur cause in any
and of course its mother, the sun, is intelligent too, And may not all of the forces of this planet center way. When remonstrated with concerning their inas well as Neptune and all of the remainder of her in man; and is not matter eternal? And as man is consistency, they invariably take refuge in the plea
desceudants. Only think what a quantity of intelli- the climax of this plant production, and being com- that the church is about the only source of recreagence they all possess when in council they assem- posed of the real essence of this planet, this invisible tion and social intercourse within their reach, that
ble. I will let this be as it may; true or false, it physical spiritual body having passed through all of they are too few in number and too feeble in purse
matters not to me. But rather let us think of the the refining processes of nature, culminates in a to organize and support a meeting of their own, etc.
vastness of the power that is contained within this spiritual being, refined and powerful, po<sessing the
Let no one imagin I say all this to dishearten or
group, whose center aud mother is the sun. Why strength to resist dissolution at the dissolution of the discourage any one in regard to the progress of
does mortal man attempt to think th. t he has found visible physical body with which it has made its "L\beralism ;" far from it, I hav simply given a few
out where the outer bounds of this; great workshop growth, comes forth fltrong enough to· pass through facts which hav come to me from points of observabegins to work or ceases to end its labors? I am at the Christian's hell whistling as merrily as when ti0n outside the great moving current itself, not forthis moment using glasses, that I may the better see passing through the Christian's heaven; it, being getting, by any means, that one needs to be an
to pen these lines. Glass is a hard substance which composed of the finest of the essences of matter, can activ, interested worker along the channel of any
air and water do not pass through, but light will never be dissolved. Hell itself can never mar it or reform movement, to note all th~ signs and· indicareadily penetrate. Must I necessarily suppose be- singe a hair. Some may ask where was the soul a tions of the widening and deepenmg of that channel.
cause I see through these glasses that there is no thousand years before the birth of the child if by I sincerely hope that those activ old veterans, who
substance more than tfle air between my eyes and soul.is meant what I call a spiritual being. I would are endeavoring to ldndle the flr~s of truth, justice,
the paper I write upon. Of course I .aeed not sup- answer that the germ of all living, moving, breath- and liberty all along the shores of the grand chau·-pose any such thing, for I know that I am looking ing beings has existed through all time, spirit in- nel of Freethought, will not weary in well-doing, nor
through a very hard substance. Now, as we are so cluded, aurJ all that was ne!~e,,sary to. bring them yet faint by tile wayside for want of proper nourishconstituted as to see clearly through a substance so fort.h wvs proper or favorable conditions.
ment and appreciaLion by those in smypathy with
hard as glass, which all may come in contact with,
I am of the opinion that the publication of the their labors. But I am making my letter too long.
feel, and handle, I would ask why in the name of many letters of your correspondents will do much Please find inclosed $4, which giv credit as directed,
Yours truly,
M, S,
this vast workshop ot both coa.rse and fine material, good; no .matter how widely they differ in their

lusion to the baptizing business, as be was more distinguished
for that than anything else. Such a vague allusion as be made
can be of no possible use in any way. In the third verse Mark
continues what is meant for a recital of the words of the
prophet, thus: "The voice of one crying in the wildernes·s,
Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make his paths straight," and
applied that also to John the Baptist. But he changed hiR
prophet rather suddenlv, relinqubhing Malachi and taking
Isaiah (xi, 3, 4), which reads thus: " The voice of him that crieth in the wilderness, Prepare ye the way of the Lord, make
straight in the desert a highway for our God. Every valley
shall be exalted, and every bill and mountain be made low."
Now this is not~ prophecy at all, but simply a command and a
promise which has never been fulfilled, and probably never
will be. If the command was mea.nt for John the Baptist, he
did not obey it, for be neither straightened old ro11ds nor made
new ones. It would seem more appropriate for thousands of
other persons than him. Perhaps when every valley on the
earth is elevated to a bill, and every hill and mountain is
brought low, we will know what Isaiah meant, or was driving
at, but we will probably have a long time to wait. The writer
of Mark concludes with an out-and-out prophecy, but unfortunately it lacks a fulfilment. It reads thus : "And these signs
shall follow those that believe ; in my name they shall cast out
devi!Rj they shall speak with new tongues; they shall take up serpents, and if they drink any deadly thing it shall not burt them;
they shall lay hands on the sick and they sb!lllrecover." Now
here is_a prophecy that amounts to something. It is definite,
and one is not left in doubt as to its meaning. But the worst of
the matter is, it is hard to find a fulfilment to match it. When
we see believers in Christ casting- out devils, little and big, speaking new languages, taking up rattlesnakes and cobras with impunity, drinking a solution of arsenic, corrosive sublimate, cyanide of potassium, and prussic acid, without injury, and curing
ing all manner of diseases by .the laying on of hands, we may
begin to think that the days of fulfilment of prophecy have come;
and it will be worth a thousand times more than all the vague
talk about straightening highways and making straight roads
in the desert ; but probably it will be several years yet before
all these things take place. The fulfilment of such definite
prophecies come very slowly.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 10.. 1881.
CooPERSVILLE, MICH., Nov. 29, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Your lady reader from
Seneca, Iowa, E. M. B., asks for a remedy for the
catarrh. Please say to her and others that gum
arabic, camphor gum, and loaf sugar, equal parts,
pulverized fine and used as a snuff, is the only thing
that has done me any good, and it has cured me
and others.
Yours truly,
OscAR ALLEN.

end. I hav no doubt that each subscriber of your
paper could giv ten cents per year, and it would be
safe to say we could get one thousand dol :ars per
year which would soon build up a charitable instituti~n which would be a credit rtnd a lasting good to
our cause, rtnd which would be a great influence in
general tbereto. 'Ve are greatly behind the church
in this matter, which is quite a consideration to .the
many who are sitting on the fence. I will pledge a
dollar for the cause, which will be forthcoming as
soon ~s I find out where to send it, and will agree
Yours truly,
ERDMAN W. FITZNER.
to send that every year as long as I am able to do
so. If the enterprise is started I think I can raise
BROOKSTON, TEXAs, Nov. 19, 1881.
ten or fifteen dollars from my friends, many of wnom
MR. EDITOR: Yours of the 8th instan"; is before me. are inactiv or unconcerned LiberaL;, but generous to
The tracts came to hand in good condition. Please any charitable cause. Let me hear from others on
find inclosed $5.
the subject.
Yours in earnest,
A.. J. STOUGH.
Let me refresh your memory concerning my age
by saying I was born January 31, 1799. l\fy health
and strength are very extra. I am the oldest man
ADRIAN, MICH., Nov. 29, 1881.
I know in Texas. I think I am as well satisfied
1\'lR. EDITOR: I wish to sa.y a few words to the ever
with my Infidel religion as any thinker is with open, honest, and faithful TRUTH SEEKER. I hav just
Christianity. Indeed, can any thinker who loves read friend Green's article in the last number of
truth love the Bible? I expect to doubt the Bible THE TRUTH SEEKER, which in the main was quite
being any holier than Paine's "A.ge of Reason" to good. But when he came forward with his plan to
my latest breath. But I try to be a good man all increase the circulation of the paper, and then added
the time.
that he did not do this so much to help the paper
I hold to immortality. I also hold that no man and its proprietor as to help the Liberal movement,
should expect a heaven after death unless he takes with me friend Macdonald, this drawback in his
it with him. I believe in a mental heaven, and also article spoiled it all. Whatever mistakes the propriin a mental hell. I believe that all who fail to learn etor of THE TRUTH SEEKER may hav made in the
in this
that to be good is the best policy will times long ago, which was used as capital by his
learn that truth after death, and when they hav enemies, while he was serving out his time and his
learned it they will practice it. A.nd then the prac- life in the penitentiary, and thus unable to defend
tice of doing good will receive its reward-happiness. himself for no crime whatever, but merely to gratify
All persons, sooner or later, will be happy, and Christi~n spite am\ Cbristian hate-I say that while
happy forever. No everlasting misery for any ~er the minions of the Christian church were t.reating
son. Progression is my favorit theme, both in t1me Mr. Bennett in this way and his personal enemies
and eternity.
were trying to ruin him as a man, and to break
In friendly recollection and good wishes for your down his paper, so as to build themselvs and their
safe return to your own dear home and thousands of papers up; there were a few of its friends that stood
friends, I giv you the name,
J. A.. RUTHERFORD.
by it during these stormy time, determined, as far
as we were able, to keep that noble organ of free
MERRICK, N. Y., Nov. 30, 1881.
thought, free speech, and free mails open to the
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed find $15, $12 for the re- Liberal breeze. How far Mr. Green was one of that
newal of THE TRUTH SEEKKR for the four persons number I will leave with himself and others to
named and $3 for myself.
judge, and as he has now been some two months
The wickedest man on Long I land has com- lecturing in this state, I would like to know how
posed some lines that we would like to see it the many names he has sent in for THE TRUTH SEEKER.
paper,
Will our honest friend please tell us in his next artiThe Christian says there is a God.
cle, so that when we go out to lecture we may hav
I do not know upon my word;
a standard to work from?
S. D. 1\fooRE.
There may be one, or a hundred moreWho ever thought of it before ?
stumbling over 'many errors and falsehoods on every
page. This book; like commentaries on the Bibl~,
twists, bends, and p:;~orableizes scriptures and their
meanings, and the resultR C!erived therefrom, until it
fits present conditions and satisfies the mind of the
rabble. Schiller said;
" Dangerous it is to arou~e the lion;
Annihilating is the tige1·'s toot.h,
Though the horror of all horrors
Is the man in his delusion."

AN OPEN LETTER TO MRS. ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
NoRD, CAJJ., Nov. 13, 1881.
RESPECTED FRIEND: "John's Way" and "The Darwin's "-these two domestic radical stories-were received, read, and forwarded to married friends of
mine.
The above-mentioned two books portray characters
that exist in every-day life. The dark creeds and
dogmas of the Christian church, and the evolution
from Christianity to Freethought, are both truly represented. In the place of such trashy, improbable
Christian stories as the people are generally chained
into slavery by, you gave the world two stories of
real life, clothed in common-sense language, dictated
by a rational mip.d.
There are, unfortunately, only too many men who
prefer such-by chutch and priests chain-bound
slaves-for wives. Men of a tyrannical character,
who won't even allow their wives to do their own
thinking or reasoning on any other matter or affair.
can always be found willing to uphold their religious
whims thus not finding it difficult to press them in
the y~ke, as the priest perpetually is doing it for
them. A.s long as she worships an imaginary idol
and bends her knee in obedience to an angry God,
who is supposed to hav a furnace constantly heate.d
for those who don't, she is also forced to obey his.
command to be subordinate to man. So her husband
finds no trouble to crack the slaveholder's lash over
her. However, as we count millions of men of selfrespect in our files and ranks, not all the women
are doomed to such a wretched life. With such men
my appeal to purchase your books w1ll not fall on
barren soil. Men who hav buried the selfish idea
that God had placed one sex above an other will
strain every nerve to rescue women from the grasp
of the church, and restore to .them freedom and
equal rights. A.nd as the great majority of women
seem to prefer a literature of romance to one of. a
historical and scientific nature, your books, as an mtroduction of truth, Liberalism, and Rationalism, are
urgently recommended as a death-blow to church
slavery.
While "John's Way" and "The Darwins" contain
According to the Christian creed,
WEsT MERIDEN, CoNN., Nov. 16, 1881.
nothing else but the true and real life, a book that
In ancient days those gods did breed;
MR. EDITOR: I would like, by your permission, to
If they did ever breed at all .
just happens to lay before me on the table, known
make a few remarks.
There must be thousands great and small.
as the "Union Bible Companion," by S. Austin AliiFirst, Mr. Bennett made, I think, a little mistake
bone and anxiously read and studied by all who
But here comes trouble; we opine
concerning the Irish Land bill. I cannot see any
conslder it most important to prepare for death inThose ancient gods thsy cannot find;
benefit for the Irish people from that bill unless Engstead of learning how to liv, must, by the intelligent
They all hav died or gone away
land abolishes her aristocratic hereditary law which
Or never were, as some do say.
reader be found full of false and hypocritical stateexists at the present time, and brings another com.
ments: It commences with that tremendous lie that
They never were, that is the truth,
pulsory sale under the Land bill, as under the present
we believe that the universe came into and conAnd should be taught now to the youth;
law. The father is not permitted to divide the land
tinues in existence by chance. Everybody who makes
They EOOn would see and understand
equally among hiEI own children. The first son
this assertion either brands himself a liar or an igNature and her divine commands.
claims all the land property after his father. Supnoramus. Space and time don't allow me to comFor_ nature's laws all must obey;
pose I want to buy a piece of land, and the landment on all the falsehoods that this book contain;,;
Thev are absolute, and we must pay
lord cannot sell it, or will not, as he has more benhowever I wish to refer to some of his comparisons
The penalty for every crime
efit by renting the hall. What good could I do,
between' Christianity and Mohammedanism. He belNo matter what excuse we find.
or how much would I benefit by it in such circumlows about the rapid growth @f Christianity, although
Yours for truth and right,
E. HYATT.
stances? I suppose nothing. If it was not for that
Mohammedanism is the only religion of the day
aristocratic hereditary law the land would be sold, or
that shows any ga.in; and Rev. Talmage admits that
divided into little parcels among relativs to till.
Christianity has to giv up two to every one it gains.
l\fiTCHELL Co., KAN., Nov., l881.
Second, I am sorry that Mr. Bennett did not visit the
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $1.50, for which
The Protestant church can't show thirty million
members to-day. The author goes on in his com- send me THE TRUTH SEEKER six months. We hav Russian empire and giv his description, for the benefit
parisons and quacks of the superior knowledge and hoped for years to read a journal advocating the of those fine Republicans and Democrats who sympacivilization of Christianity over Mohammedanism. principles of right, and having the courage to in- thize with that civilized nest of despotism. I would
He forgot that Mohammedanism is six hundred vestigate and denounce the unreasonableness of the like to read .a description by Bennett of the oppresyears younger than Christianity; that Christianity scriptures. We think the masses of the people are sion, tyranny, and butchery which are going on all the
six hundred years-yes, even three hundred-ago getting too wise to be humbugged rnuch longer by time, and a little about the czar-that tiger of Russia,
was far behind the Mohammedan civilization of to- orthodox churchmen. The doctrin of so-called Infi- and his family of hyenas. It is a burning shame that
day. He forgot, or didn't know, that the Moors, delity is gaining ground fast. We want to see the those fine Republicans and Democrats prevented poor
after their conquest of Spain, had brought back church edifices turned into schoolhouses and the Hartmann from giving his information to the public.
knowledge and light to Christian Eur011e, whose ministry into schoolmasters-in those cases, at least, I believe it is a disgrace to the Republican governpopulation at that time was in almost the. same sa:'- where their moral character and qualificatiom; will ment to come so low as to bow humbly before the Russian czar and obey his bidding.
JOEL l\IcCOLLISTER.
age state as the so-called savages of the day. Th1s warrant it.
I hav read Mr. Truesdell's answer to Mr. Hull. It
hypocrit won't admit that the youth of Europe
would make a dog laugh to read that reply, so full of
went to Cordova to learn from the Moors. He won't
CARSON, NEv., Nov. 25, 1881.
contradiction and repet-ition, the author so peradmit that Christianity burnt at the stake all those
MR. EDITOR: I must mention that I am impressed
who undertook to introduce knowledge and science. by the great defeat we hav met with in the death of sistently avoiding every kind of discussion about the
He won't admit that all the great inventions down our late lamented President. When we consider the, affairs of the country that concern the well-being of
to the present day that civilized the earth were the as Rev. Powers said, "One million million prayers, every man and woman in the country. A.s Mr. Truesproduct of Infidels. He won't admit that all and hopes, and tears of Christians," and the hopes of a dell is a bond-holder and has sometbing to do with
every great scientist of the past and present is an million Freethinkers that their prayers would be b£Lnking affairs, and consequently is a Republican, we
Infidel. None can be traced further down toward answered, it is certainly a great defeat. Tbere is must expect nothing more from him than a desire
the orthodox church than to Unitarianism. The or- something wrong, and somebody is to blame for all to be left in quietness to pursue his occupation, either
thodox churcb stands without a single scientific this unrewarded issuing of proclamations and un- good or bad, and the business of the people that conlight .of brilliancy. What little science they adopt ceasing prayer. Is he to blame who said, "Again I cerns the people the most may go to the dogs.
For example,. let us look to that man of God, that
is forced on to them by Infidelity.
say unto you that if two of you shall agree on earth
The same author also twaddles about Jesus's infe- as touchin~ anything they shall ask, it shall be done perfect Christian and Republican, the cashier of the
riority of birth, being the child of a poor and un- for them of my father which is in heaven?" Or are National Bank of New Jersey.
Yours most respectfully,
JOSEPH FRANKOWSKI.
known family, while Mohammed was of the most the Christians to blame, a" Rev. Pool says, for praypowerful family. Although this latter statement is ing "that which is against knoWn laws?" I think
not true, I shall refer only to the former. Does not they had better pray, "0 Lord, teach us how to
WHEELING, WEsT VA., Nov. 20, 1881.
<Jnristianity claim that Jesus was the son of God~ pray and what to pray for," as I hav often heard
FRIEND MACDONALD: Inclosed you will find $3-half
How can he be inferior in bil:th to the most power- them pray. Then, if the Lord would answer that
ful man ? He speaks of his parents as an unknown prayer and tell them what to pray for, he could not for three trial subscribers and the other half for a
copy of Voltaire's philosophical "Tales, Romances
family, although they tell us, beside "God the go back on himself; he would hav to answer it.
and Satires," which is for myself. I liav taken th~
father," of two genealogies from which that remarkI would say that I am much in favor of !L Freeable child descended. The fact is, no man of a lim- thinkers' orphan asylum. " Dwight," in the issue paper for about four years and find that I cannot
ited knowledge ever can read that book without ot Nov. 12th, givs an easy place to accvm,plish tb.e do :without it, and will stick to it as long as I can
get money to pay fo:r ~t,
A, J, SEIF.~m:r,
\'
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To Jamie.
BY ALHAZA.

The sun would be dark wiflumt Jami<',
The dew on the vio!Pt's wrcatt1
Is parched as the wind of ·the de•ert,
Compared with the balm of his breath.
While the priest.an<l the Levite go by;
.And the rose would giv half of her •wee! ness
To liv on his pitying sigh.

D. M. BENNETT.
SUITABLE FOR FRA.ME OR
WITHOUT FRA.ME.

He would never hav fought under crosse~.
To humor great Charlemagne's whim;
For ·• freedom and truth" was the motto
On tbP. banner that waved over him.

Son Ill

m,

Invento•· ~:f the " Wihouia,'~ anti I.ccturer ou Electrical TIBCra.
pcuti.e!i, Author of "The Trial of lllcdicine," "The Lan.
gua;;e of Disease," "Medical Fallacies," Etc.,. Etc.

or Fifay ceDts

IADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

And when the dun war-clonds waxerl paler,
· The din of the battle at rest,
He called for no Bibie to cheer him,
While wom1ded the cold earth be prest.

TO TRIA I ...

CENTRAL OFFICE,

SUB~CRIBERS

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

THE TRUTH SEEKER.,

tn~rgin,

Could whisper what Pel"icles ~aid;
While Socrates, pleading in Athens,
Wouhl wake the calm, beantifnl dead.
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O'er these, in some cool if)afy arbor,
He hent, through the fiercene8s of 110on.
While the wind in tile branches ahove him
Seemed humming a Liberal tune.

FOR
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Fnli letters fro:n the Editor, now on a
tour around the world, appear weekly.
These alone are worth the ]>rice asked.
Address
D. JI. BENNETT,
141 Eighth st., New York.

The lnte would lose all it.• best ill>15iC,
The follntain's cool drop would be gone,
If Jamie should ever forsake us,
And the peace of our hearts would be tlown.

WHAT OBJI01IONS TO

RY ROBERT SW AIL.

Jehovah, e'er creation's dawn,
Exisled without •ight;
Lorig, long ago, before he spake
And said, "Let there be light,"
One glimmering ray, or peep of day
He never shone upon.
The great I Am's benighted mind,
For d<trkness rcig-netl alone.
The faintest tinge of color then
Did not exist in space;
In its vast realm, those forms of light,
Had never found a place.
He lacked t!Je sense of taste and smell,
He we.s as deaf as a post;
He sh>tred his wants in company
With Son and Holy Ghost.
With nought to see or bear or Bmtll,
The ~enses coul•l not he
To him of any use at all
Through past eternity.
E'er be began to make a sun,
In those dark times of old,
His only feeling possible
Was to feel dreadful cold.
He struck a light that dark, dark night,
And being nearly fi"Oze.
He made the sun to toast his shins,
And hell to warm his toes.
To tend its fires, old Nick be hires,
To fireman's omce fill,
]"ot· fear the ll>;e might fizzle out,
He won't the devil kill.
Great mysteries of godliness I
Bnt faith knows wby he bore
Those ills so long and patiently,
Nor sought a change l>efore.
How he got his ears and nose and eyes,
The wisest never knew.
Faith leaps the chasm triumphantly.

'fhe '' WILSONIA ~ applial!ces are 110t mere pads which Jose tlwir
effic.acy in a few ""et- k~,- bur. art~ sn scient itkally eonstlllcted tlwt they
WILL LASl' FOR. '1'~\ENI·Y Y.I.URS, a11d C;•ll be w11rn by diflert-llt.
mt>mbers of the ~arne family fcom time to time.
EA-.TERN DISTRICT RRt\NCII NOW OPEN AT 44 FOURTH
STREET, NEAR SOU"HI ~IGIII'II STREET.
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The htUe>!~ iH,.cnssion yet Pnblis!ted,
;l;'~'ring the i)O?:"flU\!!i and <HaiHIS of
Christianity a thorough Ex·
a!ni:ut.tion i'ro and con.
This book 1s a t-horungh examination of the Christian

syf~~gri:tr:A11~~o~. ~1~~~;~{ ~~~~t~~;a~~~;l~a~,tg:r~s: bor-

rowed or Ct)pied from much older syslems of reffglon.
(a) The beli~:~f in an ofts~rlng Oeing begotten by a god
upon a human vi: gill is nearly a thousand years older th~tn
tile mytitical story o! Jesus and llia vir~in mother. (b)
Other so-called SJ.vlors aud redeemers hav been helteved
in and reported to hav been crucltled and to hav died on
ttle cross m,my hundreds tJf yeara before the Rame was

~~~~~:e~~~;·lncc:6h~~s~f:n~~Yn't~a~ ~i~~~tr~t:iistaf~~~~~

systems from nve hundred to two thousand years hefore
CllrJetlanity waR known tn the world.
2. Miracles and tmpernatural achievements hav been as
fully and truly ascriiJed to other teachers and found~rs of
religion as to Jesus.
3. The ~;tory of Jeeus and hi! mission in t.he world is unb1stortcal; ir. is not corrobora-ted by contemporaneous his-

t-aJ~The 'teachings of Jesus are defcctlv In morals, intelligence, ana acleutltic information, and, so far as they are of
Vli.lue, hts mural precepts and teachings were equaled by
many aages and teachers who preceded him. The Bible itself was wri!..ten oy men Hly iuformed in scientific knowledge, and dues not harmon1ze with the facts and principles
in nature known to be t.rue.
5 The doc~trins a.ud claims of Christianity hav been a
curse inste~d of a blessing to mankir d in many respects.
lnatead ut being a rel_iglon of love,It has been a reltg!on
of hflte. contention, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered
ignorance, superatitlon, and falsehood, and has retarded
education aud scleuce in the world. It recognizes and
Rupports Lhe olmoxious sy~tems of kingcra.ft and priest
cra.rt, upholding slu;very, despotism, and every form of oppre~8ion in its assertion thdt all power is of God. As a.
pruof of this the leadtrs and bright stars of the Christian
church bav been aml)ng the worot tyrants and oppressors
of human lilH~rty the wurld has known.
6. The lolil>le and Cbrlstlanlry uav oppressed woman and
hav deprived her of the rights to wlilch by nature she Is

And cries, Hia senses grew.

ju~~1f~:~~~~~· and

Chr!Btianlty are unprogresslv In their
nature; they are founded upon the doctriu and authority
of bod himself, and are therefore incapable of progress
and improvement.
8. Tbe l!lble and Christianity do not teach tbe hlgber
cla.so of truth ~~nd the beat variety of religion which man·
kind are capable of recelvlnl<.
$1.50.
Price;
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Anthony Comstock
In An aweJ• to Hlg~:t Opel' I ... e•tcr
a
Sent to tile Newspapers.
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._

two of America's clearest thinkers.
By 0. B. Frothingham:
The New Song of ChristThe Do~ma of Hell.

Rubber Elastic Appliance
in 30 D~ys.
!(eliahle references given. Send stamp ror circular.
'·•Y In what i';ld~~rson saw J~~~/~~~'11.sl[l6'LirNGS,
l3t46
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~r{r.err.1!N;?.~i~d. ~~inljf{~;;~~;y:lg:: I
tionalism.

By Felix Adler:

T~e,.~;e,J.;~ of the Social

~'!_~ ~$~dJ'G~i" Religion?

Etuanclpatlon.
Lecture at the Second Anlveraa.ry of the Society for
Ethical Culture.
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Price, In cloth, $1.

Thomas Paine Was Jumm.
Obj~cton

AC HI NERY

46j FULTON

ST., BROOKJ.Y~,

Sm: I haT bPfore me a. seven-paged open letter. ad"'
dressed to myself, intended for pul>licatlon in all the even·
tog and morning papers, copies of which. I Rm prepared
to prove, were sent to every datly and several wo~kly

g~E:r~~~~e tE~b~~~~;l~8u~f P~~~c~i ~~f~~;gr t1t~b~~~~~~l\l~~

waste paper basket. Forth's lam trulJ sorry. RS it would ~~:'i~~~~~·-~~lN~~t. ~ ~~~ r:~~:ei!e~~ i~y8~<~t~ i~~ ftj~i~~~':
hav given me an admJml>le opportunity to Bhow th 1' pub- cJred do.J~rs was puid to the detectfv in tile presenqe of
lie the true inwurdness of the m~m who could pen such a sever1d wit.nesses, une of w1 1om was a merchant and manletter, and yet cl 1m to be a Christian and a protect,Jr of ufactu.rer In your immedJute nclghl>orhood of N
11
the pul>tic from the vlctons members of ROclety. A more street So much fur your arrest. "\Vas It wltll or 1·than~
vicluusletter could not be p~ttned, and tbe evidence of evasion~
~
au
m:i.Hce crops out in eYerv sen,ence You tir~t C'hdm that 1 :t-.:ow as to tlle nex~ portion of your open letter· Yon
t_he court9 honorably acquitted you. If they did, then I , say there lfl a law pronillit1ng the u-ansnJission of iettera.
know nothin! of l.h · words bono~able flCqu!ttal. You l aud circulars concerning schemes to deceive n.nd defraud
were arreEte f01 publishing u. malicwusltbel, and $a ken tn ; the pul>lt~ or ol>tain muncy I>Y false pretPnse, thr mgll th&
th~ charge of an otJicer l>_efore the mngiFtrates. 1 ou then · mal's. You knew very well when l'OU were wrl~lug that.
watved examination. It you hdd written truthfu!Jy, why: scnurce thut ft 11at11w appJJcatlun ,•..-hutevcr to my ~e
were you qfraid of examination? I w,ts llres('nt in the Jnu~much •IS the 1"ollowio~ open lett r to tile pl 1ysieia.n 8 of
court to confront you on yeur vue charge. You were Si· Bruu_K!yn was L>efnre yun, offering every phystlc:an or Eci..
Ieqt;
entillc man a free entry iutu my factory and consulting
.LUter the lap~e, of several weeks I rece1ved an order rO(JffiS, uud in the surnc Jetter utferiug five thousand dolfrom Judge Smiths courttt> attenrl such cou'"t res peeling lu.rs' wmth of my goulls tu the poOl· uf .Uruukl_yn 'Vhy did
my chlirge against you. aud l>ellevlng that yuu would sul>- Y·~u nc~t., vail yourself of the offer and h·lv c-\lled t my
mit to KD examination and gly some e1:cuse fur ~our act. I consulting rooms aud muuuflLctury for inquiry b~fore
went, accompanied by over 1if~y wltnest~es, so tnat a spe- writing your libelous letTer tu 1he humlredli ot my pa.
clal omrt had to he set aside tor my s~e~lal case again at tients "t You could hav no exeuse 11s to tlrne ~nd phtcr, tor
you. "\Vel!, let us exam in as to whut l"ul.uwed. I stood f,IJis rC!\BOH, vtz .. r.tt .• tmy e~taiJIIsllment Is une of the most
tlNre without counsel, ready to defend my order of arrest. prominent In .Urool{lyu, and tu close proximity to your
I was strong in tlle proof of my charge against l"Ol!-, and own realdence. !:!U th ·t nothing hut mal ce aforcthnught
did not require an attorn,.y to qull>l>le 011 points (~t lu.w. could hnv luduccd you 1 a hav wrlueu such n letter, while
You, on the other hand, had an att•>rney-a man in whom the follow tug utter tu the physlcfatJA of llrookJyn wus be ..
any person may trust, their case ab a Ieg-c1l '-~dvtser, and out- fore yuu in the clrcubr or pmn 11 hlet fr·•m whlch you ol>sille tl1e law I bav rea~on to know that Mr. Tenney, your tuined the names of my paticut~ tu whom yuu wrote It
~~:tcf!~['a~r~lfz~ft1i~a~::~n~:'bJF":~~;t~~s~aans. s~i ::;~ts~ you wish to excuse yourself re-read the following:. •
in your libelous f~tter. and therefore. as au act of charity
0

I

0

Hy My Medical Compound an.n

Comprlo!ng discourses of advanced thought by

0. B. FROTHINGHA.ltl and FELIX ADI,ER

th:o.t you WPre awa'll' find they rifd not know wheu YOUt

woultl f(•turn: whereupon the ollil~er. acting upon the ln-.
form;ttfon given L>y thH dctect~v above name(i, proceeded
to a rnom in tl1e upper part of the building wherein sev.:
~ral vc;icee- were heard. The door was opene•l tu response-.
to the koockhtf or t11e ollicPr, wheu u. number of g~-"ntle-.
men wert seen sitting urou:·d a r.al>lt us if In committee •.
Anthony Cum<tock w"s 1nquli"ed fur. and denied being;
there. Upon r"tirm~~t ,~o1ce.::; were heard in a room clolie.
h_Y. In~mry waq made if Anthony Comstock was wtthln•.
'l)Ie pei~I)ll who opene•l the door replied that Anthenv·
CumstrH~k was nut there, when the door wus clnsed
MT
lwlf-trrotht-r, who Wtts waiting- in tb.e Iobby.mnde u. rUse sa.
if running down stairs, the otlic~r. ull the time standlne;
outs1de, l>P.side thP door. ThP. ~:~ame person who had L>e ..
fore upene<l the door o~ened it UJ;>lln. The otHcer, by a.
rapid movement of t.he toot. kept tile door open and then
wu.t~ed tn and ~ure~tt:d yoursC!•', Anthony Comstock. If
th~s was T!l•t htditrgfrum arrest, I tu.ll to underF-tand what
hldfr 1g mean~. and us yuu ha\· fn your Opt-<ll lt:tter ment-loneu the fact or my having offered one hulldred do !lara

~:,~~~J~~i~~~~~g~ua~~ril~l ~\g:Jii ~~j~!~f~~de~~i!k~tt~~~

.Ruutures Cured

THE RADICAL PULPIT.

er, Da'\'"ltl Cotter. called nt your office, in response to a. telegram received hy me. He w.•s then told tflut you were
aw.-1y l_n the cnuntry. He we,-.t ~t.r:~.ight from your uftice tothat of Howe & HumnH.•l. and 'there met a private detectiv
whn (1ffer. d 'lterc aurl then to dl-cl•,se the whereabl•Uts of·
Anth_u,:y Comstflck. 1 f the $100 rt:wurd, WlliClt I Juut•·tfered~
fur lns nrre~t. <.:.huuld l>e gh#en h1m. Thts W>!.S P'"Offilsed
n-nd David Cutter then we t and upprf .. ed tl1e uttlcer whO.
lle!d the. w<trrant. and they w•·nt m cornprtny tu your of.:
fice, when thev were j1dntly told hy personA flitting there-

OPEN LETTER

I

How once without them he could think,
May seem to reason strange,
But all such trifies faith can grasp,
They come within her range.
These views may seem dogmatical,
But persons we defy,
To point the smalleet errors out,
Or prove a single lie.
But reason vile they must not quote,
Faith's rules alone must do.
We hearken to no other voice,
But stick to her like glue.
To silence those who ask the source,
Of news •o long concealed,
We'll gag them with tl'is holy gogThose statements are revealed.

All Objtctious Confuted;

MEDICAL ELECTRICIAN,

llc:R.vy 1•1ate Paper, 20x28.

He mutter~ no wild incantation
To a brainless chimera abovto,
But thinks, like the dweller at .l<"erney,
That the purest religion is love.

Tb~ A~nerJcan Gcntieman.
The Language of the Old
Testament.

1.0, l8B_t.

WILLIAM WILSON,

OF

He cheers the lone heart in its 8adness,

No lnissal, with quaintly lit

S~ER:ER, DEO~MB~R

1

ceptlon on points uf law, and attempted to sh ,w tltat. 110t
the l:§pirltand intent of your ltlJeluu~ le[ter should Ue gone

u.uanged tllat the District Atwrne,- should take charge uf
tu~ case as prustcuting counsel on l>~half or the people
aga.ink4t Anthony Cutnstuck, I l>elng prumtsell Ht thut time

w~~~~~aJ~.vent~fa~~~itn~ ~:?a~ett!~f.~ew~~ ;~~~~~/·~:~~~~~ti
r~!~l~~:~~Ilf;~~,U~~cru~Cau~· ~~~;g~~~ ~:·~f.i/~~aF~~~d {~~~~~t~

a letter to the Jud~e, to the lJtstrlct Altor111•y, aml your
atto 1 ney fur c py ur nature ot· such l>r e1 • .Nut only s-•,
L>ut luy~:;clf and attorney a1•1~Ue£l Ht Jcnerson Market Polfce Coun next day. aad w~ were tuJd that Juat.lce ::iuJuu
ifi;a.OO.,~"n<!.PCII'I'e~l'h·e"el!. ')1-'~orl!.OI!Ail.'l:md&. timlth bad gone luto tlle cuunuy, and would not IJe !Jack
UJ•til Mundu.) folluwhlj2:. rhe C· urtotlicertu wh(·ffi we ~puke
;-~t1;n,g JfJW(. "' B.._,wlt1J,
lntJmating that as L te C••m.-'\tl,ck ca~;e was 1n tltc hautitt o1"
Ju~:~tice tiulon timlth,-uotlllng would l>e duuc until his return. }'ic.tur~. therefore, Illy u.s· uu1sluuent upun recetvln~ a notice fronJ the cuur, that tlJC Ca8e llad bePn lllt:>nttsijed without au Jnvcstlg1ttivn Into the fueLs wlJicll Jed
to tl.te writiug ut your lcttur. neither myeelr nor one uf my
w1tnesses L>e1ug called, a d let you huv In your letter ttJc
BY KERSEY GRAVES.
<:~Udaclty to t~U the puiJUc that yuu were honoral>!y acBeing a reply to John T. Perry's "Sixteen saviors or qmtLed. May heaven save tlJe puolic whtm such honot.
One." Two hundred and t,wcnty-foar errors are pointed al>le acqult1als shall foll ..w the puollcd.tlun of toucn vile letterP. as th·1t penned by you tu hunctreds of my patleotfll
out and thoroughly uxpuaed.

E. B. STIWJPSON, 3:0.SpruceSt.,X.Y.

JfT~~-~~~j~tr;e~;~~p~~~~:l~s~f~~f 6~~~~~ f~ ~6~611°~~ ~~vlfn~~:~Jld~;·;: ~:~~ o~ ~~~~~ti'~1-~~t~a~;~ ~~:'~ ~1 tdtJ~~~-

0 0

exa.mins all of Mr. Perry's witnesses and authorities, one

tfm~~~:r~st3M~:~;:~mllr~~~F~ ~a~~ ~frne:sa:~?n fl~~r;

drei:Lm ot -lmvtiJg yuu arrested 11n1.il after I hud wrltteu
tny letter to you, which appeared in a11 thA r.wwspu.per.,,

Confounded No Incomp<ttibl.;
~J~~~~~~ 1taf~~~~~~;;, f>i":~n~~{t~~~c~o: ~u~~-~ t~~nci~t:;~d~~
m·oss~examlnatlon not only rontradict each other and
themselvs, but condem.n each other, ellowing some of them persons tn yt~nr uilice that you h :d gnue iutu tho eountry,
Fa1~t; 'l'he Frl!ndHcan 'fbeare not qualtlted to act as witnesses 1n tt!Je cu.ee. 'l'bta H>l.ld would not be vu•·k Jol' a w•·eK; 1Jut on 1Jci11g tuJtlUJ
~~:t~~~e~fr~ft~r:'~~ki;f~.r~a~~~~~g:r~~:- \V~a8thg:' 8d~~~~~Z pe aon~ on Nn!:U!ttU Ntreet that y~u were scan Jn the ltHtneor.v Exploded; The Inbut that some of his witnesses seem to turn •• state's evi- ~~~~~~i-~g~l~~J~~~~ ~u~~~~!~n!l~n~J;J.a~~rY ~~~~~~f~i t~e~\vti;~~
him and testify tor Mr. C!fraves. And In the
of ttu.se wholll )UU prctendell
matlc Htu.tctegrity and Eloquence of J ntdns dence"0 agatuat
1
lllt;Uts .,gatn~t me. lt wus }our thus evadtng me Wide,,

;:r

WM. WllSO~'S OPfN lETTER

~~~ih~~\~~~~et~crteu~:~:~:~~~h~~1fd ~~~u~J1u<~~cd0~s8 i~~~~e:
~~~~~s~·~~~~~!cf'~~j~~f-~ 1~. ;!'1~~~~r~1~uund l~~~dse~i~Yiu~ To tlJc Pby!llcians and the Com•
propo2 .. d thkt a Ort~f Oe prepared, aettinJ! forth the rellmis~hHicrs o:f Cllaritics of
B'JDS why my complaint agai11st you should be dismissed.
1 then Btat cd in the pretii:!IJce uf that court, that all 1 rc.
quired was a full I vestlgation into the facts. It wt~s tllep
the City ot· .Bt•ooklyu.
0

I

'

name~:~

h,~u

GENTLF.MEN-Two years ago fn Europe I invented and

patentcdn magnetic uppllauccfur the rt:llcf and cure at
My .sy~;:Ot·JIJ J~:~ ouc that w.ta never vefore at.-

Ul~ea!:-e.

It~:~ altupltclry piacc~ It umong the muuy great.
imvr~,vcmcuts In tltc lllsiUl'Y tJi ach·uce which, alter ttB 1
inecpLion, has cau:~ed tlwusun~ls tu woutlct' wuy su vu.lua-.
tJlc au u.ddltinu w the ue.;et!SlLicauf uur race should llav·
he en t~rJ loug: uverluokerl.
'l'ht succctos of my applhmccs In tlle cure of disease in1
~:~~}t~I~!I'~v,~lt~~~~~lll t~J~ltt~~~~:
J ~;:~~ yo~'t-t~!!~~r &truer~:
when the proper ap(Jlht.hCCI.i were Wt~rll us r~cummcnded..
lu the tac~ of tmch ~·Ucce~tl in hurope, I tictcrwluetl tha'-;
tlte veoplc of America should lle litH de nCtjUu.lutcd wtthl
the tact. 1 arrive•. tu llruuklyu only IL 1cw IHunth~ UK'U aud.
cummcncerl the s.lle ur my guotls 1lt .No. 465 FultullBLI"eet •.
I:!Jucc whlcll time 1 hav, iu llrouklyu ami uciKblJoJ·huud •.
tlYeraTHOUtiANU persuJJs wcu.riug my applitt.uceaforthc dtsca~l:'Btl.IJuvc m~ut,l •ucd-utl uf whom came to me:
only us~~ last, resort, lun-Ing failed tu get relief from any of"

tempted. hut

:;;11

f~~;.i~t1:~" 1~:~,~~--tt~~~ ~¥1:t~~~~~~~,~~~t~I~r~~Nf~~JI~~~
0
~~~Tth~fnV:yu~~JI:~~c~~~/e ~~~-~l7~li~JJre~Jtr'~~r~~~~~e~
A Jlrlnted latof my clJeurs Jsaty urdbpusalsutllu.tyuu
mu.}: sut11:1fl yuursulr or the trutn uf the above statement.

My pr1J{>u1-:1ltlun tla:refure Is that 1 hand over to the m~::di
e•l men of llruuklyn nV.b: '1' 1UU::lAN!J VOLLARS
worth oJ my upplhtUCCH. to l>e used uuly con t.he pH~:~uJ 1 Jt

th'""- sick p 1ur uow a11d likely to be In y ur chat"ltu.L>le h~a~Lie
lUtiullli auJ lwspllull:l. 'l'tte only cundJtlun l1uu.k~ IS that I
III}BClt ciUdlC tue patteutttac~.:un.illll<:' tu my owu Jud"nucut
<Lnd IJc .llowed tu retu.lu WI.Ltclitns ut my uwn expense tiJN.t
the (Jtdeuta do Uut receive uuy lliCliiclu duriug tll~ wear•
tng ut'Iuy a.pp!Liuces, atHl that u l>l'upe'' repu• t ue sup piled
1

1

il~-l~~~~~a~;i;~o~~~ ~agfst~rf~ caubed u.;e tu tu.ke crimina.l J!l'oceediogH ag;lfttsL you. uw. L'~~!~h cu';l ~~~~~n~~,. ~Y,! ~~tr~B ~; W,~ ~~~~~~.~:~~c1 ci:~\f,~~;
A pamphlet of :!8 pages; wl!l be sent gratis to TRUTH ~~~~~ ~u~h~ ;1t?~:·
t.et5t1mony ~atnst Mr. Perffi' tlutt, is d.heu1utely overwhelm. fortuwltll: instructcouneeJ to sue uuta warrant ugaJnAt you WtSlt tJJat C~Cry llled.C.tllllall in Jj)'Q,,Kij • ..ilJOUid C.tl!at my
SEEKER subscribers who wlsb lt.
for crlmlnalltutll. atter such warrant wastu the haudt1 ol m ~uur ctory u.IH.l exuut1ulul" l.JmtStjiJ tile vruc ...·s~cl:l uf Ulan
lllg. Price, 5 cento. pan:,~>~:!le $~;. bou~~M. BENNETT.
the otlicer. auch utticer and l'!everal uf my wtuJe::~scs suugl1t uf 1ClUI'6 aud Uhl.ke hliiJ.Selt" tlloi\JUgl.ii} acQUalUtt"'d With
Address
111y system. .My t~tury 1s ope11 lor tuupectiuu u.t all hour•
W.H.BURR,
~ ~L~~'¥o~lli;~ g~~:r ~~~~~~~~~i&~:~~i lt~.n~r~/6 to any pbyslcllm., chemist, or •clenti•t.and ltr
WEEK_PI_your
own
toW!J..
'l'enn.
•
uuliSOliUt
WfQ
Wllllhlngtdl!, :p,
bea wid; 9ll ~~~ 1!1:1!f~P!a 9t JQllf II.TII" ~ llilf•bn!~ ID}1'J Jill Olfll '11\WaHII Pre~• Uio ~· Pill

c.

$66Atr••·

Jl, ~·". C9" ~ ~

w

cloae.-
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 10, i881.
pear when the Wtlsonta M'agnetJcGannPnt~ 11.re used as di{~~1~~~~~eti~r~~~:sn~~le ac~~c~1tgt~~t, he goee on to eay, rected.
I will undertake to eure SIO per cent of the Sl)-ea.lled
Now It w1ll t1e s~>:en from reading the abov~ formuH,
that WILLIAM WILsO:-.':> patent was taken out two

ill(~umbles

'

---

fo~ny~~"rec~~~~~:~ow~~~t~~~· ;;~a!or:~~~:
~r.~ l~~.e~~~
1

1 1

doctors, and to please them you became their tool.
Intilenextpartofyouropen]etteryourefertoaletter
you oent ne, and say as follows:" Why did yuu, like Ana.
nlas and Bappllira of old, keep back u. pt~rt; why did yuu
nut tell the public that I wrote you persun<tily uu the l:itll
of September?" Your memory must be very Uad In this
particular. or you did nut rend the newspapers. insomuch
that this p.uagrn.ph appeared In the 'l'tuth uew!:!paper un.
Sept••mlwr 2Uttl, under the captlo,n of u '!'he Uoma.uce nt
Anthony Comst.ock's Arre8t. u.nd what Led to lt,u aud di~~~~b fu~~=1~f ~~~!~~u~~~:e·:{~' 1 refer to tUe very letter
u Ana tile hext morning I received o. cringing letter,
Written after the reward wns uffcted, u.s shown by the pvsta.l date or\ the envelope . .BruoKIY 11 postmark, 2 4\. M •. ::September 16. Now I wa~ tuld tn hit~ oU\co on the 15th ut
Septem!.Jer, at two tu the afternoon. tllltt he had goneu.way
foriLWeek. Wllotoldthe He? lJidheorderh!ssullurtil-

gr)Veruiug such lluspita.ls iihall not <:!How 11.11y
1

m~dlcin

0

care. I hav sold my patent to a company with a view or

~~i1Yl~~tf~\nbge f~~rri~?'i:r:a~>~~a.~a~h~~~~;~~~~h:if;~r~~
0

i

I S th e Great est WOn d er 0 f"th e A·
ge,

·

pared for our purpo~es, we &hall be able to pluct- upon the
market an unllmfttd supply of these wontlerfully curt\tiv
appliances. ·
·
Aft.er ye~rs of study tn the particular direction or electrical therapeutics 1 1 hav from time to time made ID!\DY
improvements on mv :first conception of whnt was needed
fer t11 e rellef and cure of disease untll the ~r Wilsonia" in
ita present form contains all the elements of what has
gone before in the Ra.me dfrectton. The continuity of cur.
rent I.e m~de complete. the d ~ngers o! non.venttlatlon 11r.e

and yet withal one of the most
~imple of Inventions
__

In the same open letter wblch you sent to the news apers you maliciously Mttempt to belittle me by assumfng
that, becau:.:e I had been a ra.l>lnetmaker. I could uut
therefore a.ttu.iu to 11. knt;wledge of curatlv agencies distinct frum the meth•)llR l.t.1d down by the schools. In an:
. sw~~r to thi~ uli!RUHI ptlou of yours, I cMn only aay thav I pfty
i T;ouforvuurstupldtty. Do yuu not know that the cele-

~rwrts~~~~~rT~~-saJ~i~o:s P~~e~~P~~~a~-d~~ostu~~rl~:

from the eJTects t)f retarded perspiration, having had
thrown IJU.('k lnt.u the orl{alll"m the pobmons em:!n1~lionli
of tha body. The expenstv nature of the "Wilsonla'"
coml>tua.tion in u.lllts enttr~ty makes the price somewhat
hl~h. but ;.-et It is far the cheapest in the end. inasmuch
as the cura.tiv force wil! continue for years, althougll tL

$4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gill edges, $5.50.
Analysis of Religious Belief. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, a.nd Sacred Writings of the world.
By Viscount Amberley son of the late Lord John Ru3sell,
twice Premier of EngLand. Complete from the London
edition. W> p11ges, 8vo. ln cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.001
morocco, gilt edges, $4.S>.
The Great Works of Thomas Paine. In.
eluding 1.'he Age of Reuson, Examination of Prophecies,
He ply to Ills hop ot Llandaii, Letter to Mr . .l!:rsklne, Essay
<On JJrea.ms, Letter to Uamllle Jordan. The Religion 011
Deism Common Sense, The Crisis, and The Rights- ot
.Man; ihe whole preceded by the Life of Paine, and a. steel
wlll cnntinue th~ fi;Ulle price as be:f't\rO offered; but if You plate ponrnlt. 800 poge•, Bvo. Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4..00:
wish the chea.pt}l" ktnd as oifered elsewht:re, we will sell
~tt the above pric··8. heing one-h i.lf of the eo8t of the aamt}
mTto;cfO~~~~~dgeegii!i'rft00 'votumes are called 11 The Truth
articles eisewhere advtSrLhw~.
Seeker Library~' It all are ordered tus:ether and sent llJ
express, one dollar will be deducted nom the price of
each.
Natnt·e'!J Revelations of Character; or
PhYSiOifillODtY Illnstrated. The science of Indlvlilual traits portmyed by the temperaments and fellotures. IUusorated by 260 wood cuts. By Joseph Simms,
M.D. 650 p~ges .BYo. Cloth. $3.00; leather. $4.00; morocco.
11llt edgeo, ~.50•
Paine's Works.
LUNG INVIGORA.TORS .......... , ............ $6 00
BODY llKLT~ ............................. , .... 5 00
THROAT PROTECTORS ...................... I 00
KN!i:E CAPS .................................. S 00
l.EG HELTS ....................•... · ........... 4 00
SCIATIU APPLIANCES ....................... 5 Oli
HEAD CAPS .................................... ' 00

1

was Jocked. '.l'hen In another ruum adj,,cent au attempt: lil.H~lous communication. Tl.!erefurtl I Cdll these ktters of
w~ made to dltiCOVtjr him among u. conlpuny of gentlemen ' my patients the Anthony Comstock letter.s, i!.nd shall cuntime to rtud the dour gently

1

\i ~~~ g t~ e~~~~t~i;:~~~A~~~~craat f ~li:)~tB~~~g~~;~e~nJ Nt~r:
0

"Wilsonia Magnetic Applianee.s"

York; nur you nor your society slmll intJmldate me against

~Jtiec~~~ftt ~:~ ~~~~~~tg:~~~ieeg t~~ddC~~J~rr:tic!~a: w~fk~ i~c~u~~p~~Y~~~oy. R~¥~ 11 ~~~k~!~~~ef~l~~~i~:~~h~~~~ u~c~O

ing tnto tEe room, arrested the great AuLnuny Vou1stut;k,
He was taken before Justit.:e Smith and committed In the
following wur~ts of comuJittul:
'"'It app~tLI'lng to me IJy ttle wJthln deposlr.lons and
statements tlmt the cl'ime there·n mentioned has iJecu
commuted, and that there I~ sutlicieut cause to b~lieve the

dt

you: To· slgu bonds fur $5.0UU jf you c,ln pruve that I
not
cut·e ninety p~.:r cent uf th~' incurables given over hy tile
ductora, or to produce one case where all the IJenefit was
was nut derived a.s promisert on the purcha~e of the go •ds,
such goods being worn as directed ao to qu.~ntity u.nd to
1 t1me. I tJelieve your society re~utres money to c 1rry on

$600 REWARD!

~i!:.~:~;~~~~~e~uA~t~~~~~~ru~;~~{fb~k~t~~~ft[e~ 1 ~~eb~nii~re~~ ! }~n~~rl~~!Yt7~\s~~f;n \~oe~·:r~·f~;·a. ~~~~~~~:1f ;oo~~nt~h~~

sum of five tmnd1'ed dolh~ora. and I.Je Ct•mmtttcd to the wu.r~ I one testfmoni-t) puullshed l)y me th1t was not genuin.a.nd
den or ket'per of tlle clty prisou or the city of New Yul'k I wUI p.~oy u.il expenses of the six phyiiiGicLnP ou whom vou
until he glvs sucil ball.
SOLON B. SMITH,
rei led, und wlli meet them singly or as a body ou ~ny pl•t-.. 'Police Justice.
t'orm in the United States. ami prove to a~ audience of
11 1
Dated September 16, 1881.' "

Suffering Invalids,

~~~~u~!s~~;~~.~tJ~[ds1etf~~ycs~ri~~~lixtf~~'6rni~~~~~ogJ, ~~~ ~~~

You will therefore see, on referring to your npen let
ter, tllaL you admit that my tirst pnlJtic communtclltiou
agalu.:,t yuur act w.~8 printed ou the 14Lil day of Sept., and
yet you charge me with Ueiug li.h.e Ana.utu.a a.uu S.tt>IJhlra
of ulU, by ke~piug uacK a p_~.rt. How could I menr.luu,
in my cummuuicution of the 14·11 that which w 11 s nut
written by yuu until the 15th? .uu't vuu know very well
tbti.t tlJe letter you refer to u.s JJ.avlng been ki:!JH. lMck
wus referred to.~ u.Uuve u.n the Wtu day uf ticptemUer,
that being tlie lll'i>t letter trom my 8t·lf a.rter receivlug the
letter wruteu Uy you uu the 15lh. You werefure uttCr 1y
fail to show in your open letter that 1 JJ.ad k•lpt anytulng
back. ln tlle same uvculetter you refer to a law!iuit In
Ireland between Wcttun & ·co., and William \Vilsuu,of
No. 64}S. Pd.trtck: street, Vul'k, and tue mu~t malicious u.ct
that auy man Could cvncelve ttl the taking the truul.lle of
wrttiug to lrelaud tor lntorm<~ttou re.::tpt:ctt ug a mun. and
when such information is receh·ed, tc!Jtug one-halt Ute

Trnth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Reformers. The Blugr..pilles of tilreQ ilundred or the
must distinguished teachers and phlloaopllers (who were
not Christians), trom the time of Menu· to the present.
J!y D. M. Bennett. 1,075 pages, Svo. Cloth, $3.00; 1eather,
~.00; morocco, gilt edges, !4.50.
The Champions oi" the Church ; Their
Crinaes and Persecutions. Biographical sketch eo
of prominent Christians far worse than 1ntldels. A companion book to "The World's Sa._ges," etc. By D. M. Ben·
nett. Svo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, ~.00; leather, $4,00; mo
rocco, gilt ed11es, $4.50.
'i'he Gotls and Religions of Ancient and
Mottern 'l'imes. Vol. 1 glvs a full account of all the
goda tlle DtLtions of the earth hav worshiped, including
Jeilovah, Satan, The Holy Gilost, Jesus Uhrlst, VIrgin
Mary, and tile Bible. 8S5 pages, 8vo. Vol.ll describes fully
all the religious systems of the world, tncludtng Judaism,
Mohammeuanlsm, and Chrlotlanlty; the latter occnpylng.
872 pages, going fully Into Its merits. 949 pages. By 1>. M.
Bennett, written in prison. In clotb1 $3.00 per volume. or
$5,00fur the two volSumesi in leather, ti7 OU; in morocco
'iillt edges, $3.00
Volf.•till'e's Philosophical Dictionary. Con·
taining nearl,Y 1 sou pages-a complete editlon-wlth vwo
steel engmvmgS-a mellu.llion portrait. aad a. full length
likeness of the iLUthor. Uloth, $3.00; leather, red Uurnlshed
edges, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
!iinpe•·natnral Religion. An Inquiry Into the ,
reality of divine revelatl®n. Decidedly tne most thor•

~h~~o~~~~.:h~;'~~tJ~~U:~~~~ ~~e~g~t iu1l~\~~~:l~~~c~~~C!s.
fs~~~~~ ;~~~~~~iv ~u1. W~:w~~ 8E~:r~p;:n;~~;:~
P!C.ICIE
aor <•f the London University 1,115 pages, Bvo. ln oloth,

to ~*d ~~~~eng~~~Jt~~ ~~j~~id ~w~i'~~~~~ ~~~~~e:·o~~ei: ~ ~~i~1ru{~,;~~f;~~~~h~!~vff~a~ ~~;:~~~~~~:~;'flff!~t::fe~f.e~~
~~: ~cig; ~~~~!n~O~~~~~~r~h~e0u.~cfc~~~ftfu~tb~~~i~~tJ~gu~; j :~~tt~eit~~s1 ~tl~v:r~~~ie~~ Jg:~~e~~~ thtlaed ~~~~~s ~~n~~~~
~i;~i~fn ap~~~~~~~/~.~~~ ~~ 1t~~';,~'~~ aTr~11 ~~~osc~l~~~1.do~y;

D. M. Bennett's Publication&

to

WIL(II) 0NIAMAnNE·
T!U
~ n nLO If HI ai G~~~efe~~~~~:t~w~~~t :~~n~o~~nl~~~i!ts 1d~r~~~~~eg;~l~:i~
U
lJ
1~

i

~n

and

~~! t'bed~ ~r~ ~.~ti:~ts~~l~~{~r~gP~~~~~t~·a~S~~~lt~~d ~:~~?oe~~~

~:~~sd8~y~~~gt~'Tn~~drtiG~&.~;)l~frt~;l!f~~~~~ fl~~y~u bu;{~~~ i a ~~~~~~~~t~n'!k~~ ~~:.ur~t~~~·~:~o~~~~~s~~r~:~.a~~~~~~~~~~~~
with the deteetiv~ tLm.l tlw court '1llccr, weut to Cum-~ bccmne the most...emlnent surgPou tn Europe? and tc-du.y
stock's o1llce. "l'hey wer~ told' that he wus In tho cuuntry, the Hunterlan 1\lu.,:eutn In London l!i a living monument of
and dtd nut know when he won:u return. '!'hey wet·e t 1cu , that cablnctinaker·s sJ{I:l? Do yun nut al~o know tha~ all
~)lt.i that u.lPtter wns written Uy VolllMt ck to \Villium \Vll· I great Inventions ever made emantite from among those
aon th~ ni~ht Rrcvlous. At thiH tho clcrl\s s~e1ued sur- whom we !cast, tmspect as the originators of new thou~ht?
~r~~~dh:uw 1 r1t~·~t~r':.~u~ wo do not know wuere he ts, nor 1 to~O~~t~ly,~~~r~,~;:~~~ ~c:;;~~~~~ 1\g\~~:u.~ lfe~~ tht~~~th~,f;;

to retrace their step:! just

Sta~.tes,

made. UIT!ZENS 01<' AMEHIC-\! when and where In
Phys1ctans, electrictanR. and scientists are, therefore, the bistr•ry of the world lli\s such an offer as thl~ been
Here. in New York and Brooklyn alone, there are
~b'Atfg ~PMl!WJEtl\~1 ~t~iHi~~~ea~'dt.~~t~f tt~: ·;o':"~~: mude?
thom~o.nds of poor invaltds In our hosplta's passing through
la be ore them, go int.o tllelr h~IJor<ttorlrs and experi- tbe ordea.l of a. protrrtcted and living death who might. tr
ment for themselva. They will then know that the
my ofi~r be accepted, be r •Rtored to the worJd as useful
members of t:tocit::ty. and this free of charge. lf my o:l!er
i
--be not accept'Zd by the phrstelans of the h.ospttals, th~n

l~gt~::~~~~~~~l:l~~~fe'"~J~~~e~~~P'i~ ·I~~notru!o~~~~~:::

1

now to the ho.Spttu!s in t.he United

rlt ~ l~~f: ~ri!ttr~e¥ts~~~~18b~11~~l~~~rt~~~e~ ~t~~1~f!s

u.n<la. lmlr yca.rs heforl:! Professor Wh1te made his statement througl1 tile eolumns of the llerald.
It 1~ upon the GuLta. Perch<L !<'tim pfl.tentcd by 1\IR
WlLSON, that the 8ecret uf the "Wll... SONIA'S 11 force
wholly lies.

~~~'f=~~~~~ between electricity ani\.-~flA.~fmWl'tSb~~a-

Paine's Theolo~lcal Works, Including The
Age of Reason, Examlntl.tion of Prophecies. Letter to the
Bfshop of Llanda!I, Reply to J\!r. Erskine, Letter to GaiiJ~ltle
Jordan, etc., etc., with a life of Paine and a steel•P..a 0
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers. $1; cloth. $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete) In one vol.
ume, as above. ·$3, U. $4:.50.
Paine's Political Works, Including Commo.:.
Sense, The Crlslo, and Rights of Man. Ulotll. $1.50.
The Age ot Beason. An Investigation of true
and fabulous theolO!!Y· Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 for $1. Cloth, 50 cents.
The Age of Reason and An Examination
of the :Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
oents.
Common Sense. Paine's !lrst work. 15 cents.

Before you nurchs.se any bogus arrat!gement, send fllr

__

d
tt
d 1 hi
Hav 1ng thus openly answere your 1e. er. a1. w s ng
Pamplilet and Prlce Li t,
the whole thing to be clo~ed up.IlJerewlth make YOll: thls
offer. viz: That you shall. upon the examination of the C11nta.ining thonsa.nds of references in Brr.oklyn and New
deeds referre({ to lu my letter as abuye, between your at- York. One hundred thousand persons are ready to Le~ttry
tor,;ey u.ud Mr. C.Jlgate, u~ou the courl~slun of sucn inves- to the value ('.f •' VllLSO~lA" 1.'herefure ask fur the
tlg:nt.un, glv me a.l,...tt~r ot apulog~ for LHvfng bee.n~nstru "\VILSONIA.," and see that you get It.
mental in ~t._Stlng di~c~ t>dit u~on u.~ luventlon. I ~1. quite
willing to u.ccepr. yom plea of 1gnmauce of t~e tacts. and
th~t yuu weJ'e deceiveu by otlu;rs.
Ill i hdra
Upon recelp.t ~f sucll letter of apology, 1 w w t N w
allfurtherpruceedings.
'VILLIAM WlLSO .
---

I

The Unknown God.
A LECTURE.

READ THE FOLLOWING REFER~gy .Jam ~ W. Slillman.
~\lt'lr hu.li~P1!hf:~~~ ~nt~; ~~~lhca~~~n~~~~~f ~h~1~~~~
ENCES SHOWING MR.
you to puiJ1isb at your uwn
your open
us 1 u.t
my own C·JBt shall puullsh this. Yuur m<LHciuus act iu thus
15h:e~~~~ml!fci~~isnd PP~mphlet of
34~~rg~b~;~~1.tti>~·i:e~d
COMSTOCK HIS
couceallug the rtjaJ n:uur~ uf the la.w:,uit Uetwet!n \Vet.
D 111. BENNETT,
1

cv~t

The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to .XVL
inclusiv. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Rights oflllan. For the oppreBSed of bumau..
ity. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.

Jett~r.

ton and my15eli as rival manuft~oturers a ad large ewplu}rera
oi labor It~ au act unwu1tuy ut tue couuuune8t lniUrlUidr.
I ha.v a deed Jrum the Bntish giJverument wherein, on
the se t1ement of th.lt ~Uit u.s allove ret erred to, such
deed binds my opponents LO pay me a ld.rgc sum or muney
COMMODORE GARHlSON, Bowling Green.
in settlement. thereur. Your attorney, Mr. Tenney. or
Mr. F HAZ.KR, corner of H.eade st. aud Broadway, New
Mr. Vulgate, your .President~ can·see thu.t det!d w11enever York.
theychuosetvcaltat my ullices. Yet Y(JU, in your opt:n
Mr. DEGRAFF (DeGratr & Taylor), Fourteenth st., New
letter, atLempt~d to show that 1 had been guilty ot acrtull'. York.
.
If tJJ.is was nut vludictiv mulice, what was ir. '( .Again. In
Mr. TAYLOR,ofthesamefirm.
the sdome opt:n letter, yo 1 would instuuate tuat my pateut
J\lr.l<'AYERWEATHER (F.ll Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st .•
. and Edgar \V¥tt.un·~ were the same. Yer. yon know very New
Y rk.
well that the circuh~r rrom wluch you ul>t!lined tllu
Senator McPHERSON, Washington.
name~ of my patients contains also the fullowwg descripK B. ~TIMPSON, Spruce st.
tion of my paoeut:
THOMAI:i
HALL <Kusoler, Hall & Co). Fm·ry st.
.. Vurllig the past few years seven or eight different
Culuuel BAYAHD CLAllli., 5<1 East Forty-ninth street,
1
1

MISTAKE:

14l Eighth 8treet, .New York.

-----------------------------PLAIN HOME TALK~
EMBRACING

D.l!I. Bennett's Works.

I

Med<mtl Co.c.e,mon Sense.
BY E. B. li'OOTE, M V .

Tills book 1s a plain talk about t.lle human system, ohe
habit.s of men and women. the canses and preventien o:t'
d1sease, our sexual relations and social natures. It Is med·
~~~~~teu~ai'b~e:~~~a~;~~~~uinf~~ct ~;~ ~I~ao~ tG:TI~e~!~ Nb~. ~j];'~REST, One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st., leal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
been a wt~.nt of means wherelly the magnetism once im- Harlem.
of chronic diseases. the natural relations of men and
parted to thtm could be reta.lned. "l'hld de1ect has been
.Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertaker,330 Ulermont ave.
tullv overcome 1u the • Wllsonla' 1uveutlun. Wll.ta.m
l\lr. K S-rCLAIB Cl,AHKE. 758)> Lafayette ave.
women to each other, society, love, mR.rriage, parentage,
Wilson attruck the happy idea of atta.chiug a sene8 of
Mr. YOU Nli, Artist, Bergen st., llrooklyn.
Voltaic Pile!:i to tlle Ma.~net~, which Uy a!Js )ruing tllc uutuetc. EmbeHished with two hundred il!ustru.tlons. Price,
ra.i exudations of the s.tun glv out a CJnStd.nt g<~.IV.t.uic
current, and thus keep up tt.cuntlnn u::. suvpty of 1\lagnet- a ~~~s~~:.:'~~:;."s'~~~~d~~~~f~~'"ft~a~u~~~:;[J~~~;~ a~t~~: $1.50. Sold by
D. lll. BEXNE'I'T,
ism. .a.not.her very lwpurr.ant t't;tuture Ol Lllld · Wtlsuaiu.' above?
141 El11hth •t.reet, New York.
invention is this Wea.rdrs of the8e garmeuts nevtr experience unpledsant shucks and are never u.t:Hicted witll
sores, whicll 1uevitalJly result from wcu.ring ga.lvu.uJc
~~ to l1l>
prr~eR.
DAY at heme. 8•mpleo worth ~i)
tiJV
~
8ttnson & Co., Po~lll!Jd. M.e.
obain bu,nds-t/tey naving to L>e steeved 1u viur•g.u LO reuder them capu.Ule ol' imparting any curu.tlv prJperty. nud

~~r~~rP:~~,!l~e~:r ~~~~~~e~~~h~~L~V1f8~~~~1? 1~11 ~~~~~~~

forta.bJe to wear tt.s any undergarment. 'l'hese appaauces
keep the body warm in tllo cold season, and, uy their
power of abaorption, impart, in the summer, a ref1·eshing
coolnees."

Also the .Method of Manufacture.

Magnetic Clothmg:

Read also the Testimonials
Printed in " The Truth Seeker"
of Nov. 19th.

··········-··································-··················
IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY STORE, :
PRIVATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,:
AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WITH FEMALE ;
ASSISTANTS FOR LADIES. ALL OUR GAR- ;
li!ENTS ARE THE SAME, NO MATTER AT WHAT;
DEPOT THEY MAY BE PURCHASED.
OFFICE HOURS, 10 A. M. TO 8 P. ],[.

:

These goods are made as explained below, and every
person following out the imstructions here given ct1.n
make for themselvs u.ud tlleir own wearing u.ny garments
to suit their maladY.
Altilougtl 1 hav patented tile Invention, I glv any one

~~: l::~td~~~:Oke~~~~ll~tie:l±~r b0~hs~~~~~t~r~:;~~t~;L~~

sell.

ctt-20

'!'HE

Angel of Horeb.
A critical review of Blollcal Inspiration and Divinity. By
M. B. Craven. Prlce, 10 cents. :Address
D. ill. BENNE'l'T,
141 Stil street, N.Y.

.. DESIGN"

~N

NATURE.

REPLIES TO THE

··························· ..... ······························ "Christian Guardian" and" Chris·
tian Ad\'ocate."
Important to the Suft"ering and Afflicted
\Vho Hav Been Deceived by Atlve•··
tisiug Nostt•nnl VeuderR.
1

By ALLEN PBINGLE.
Tills pr.mphlet wus considered necessary because the
paper attac.:lug Mr. Pringle refu•ed to publlsilhls reply

:~litst a~s~~~\i~t~:u'i:,sa~llocltt~f~Ol;r~~~~~~~fnsa~~~~n~l~~

w:f. ;J.t~.~;:J ~~i"i.~(~~enl~~.(~~lii~~~'!~t~.::,l<;.fcli::~ attack and reply. It Is valuable. !Is It presents tile strono:-~
a llostof specul<Ltors to pi ~ce upon the market se\~eral bo. est Uhrlsthm evidence for ohe existence of God with tho
Tn.ke a sheet of cloth, or any woven fabric, lay it upon gus ltl'rri.ngemeuts under the spi!cluus titl"e of '"Magnetic comftlcte and ovcrwhe!minJ.t refutation.
another sheet ot gutta percllll. tl88ue. tJJ.eu ld.y a 8hl et t.;luthing '·or·· Mt\~netlc tT:~rmetttR." One unprmcipled
l'r ce 10 cents. Sold at ouls utlice.
of muslin corresponding In size; tasteu these togetller. person hu.<.~ nctm1.l]y copied tny engl'tivlng rcpt esentlng my
Then t~ke ha•·d ste~l platc8 (Urlttle us glass they net!d be clothing. so thu.t ~~ pcr8ull nut seeing the garments wou'd
for our purpuse),cnt tlicmiuto n.t.rruw st1ips u.buut one tu.lce It fur granted that, the goods so udYel'tlscd were he
0
1
sllnllosof the \VIIJSONiil.~ the en~Z:r~~vlug~ representt~~eala~~~ e~~~~~~: t~ ~:JeP1~. ~~~~~ ~~~~t~ll~~!;Lstto~ ·~~fet Ing the cloth1ng l)eing ldeutict~l with those l~::med L>y myThese p1atca to the nnmiJer of 250. wltll5UU eyelet::., ra~. sell thus teuding to defraud tile public by their purchasing
tened to the cloth, are sulllcieut to un~oH:c an urdluary a worthless a•·twle fur. tile cure or SIJI11e mala•.ly or oth~r.
NEUV.l!: lNVIUOHATOH. Over these plates, wileu fa•· Thl8 s11.llle persou Jli\.S copied, almost verl>u.tlm. the lantened to the ftll>rlc, we ph~occ another sheet of India rub- gUILge of 1ny own circulars. one of these g,umeuts was
ber tlsl:§ue. Over thi~ ug,~olu we pluc~J <1nu1 her sheet or l>I'ought me dtrect from the vender. I .H11d tt W be a
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
muslin aud fa:Jten the w11ule ma~~ togetllet" with hut clum::~y imitation of thf' first nu1gnctic ga.r111ents mt~de 1u
irons. We tUen puncture the cyeletli the whule ttlickness Europe some 1\fteen vears ago. 1 would therefore U.f'k the
of tne fabric ao fastened together, having about ti \'e hun- public to see ttte Wilsunin gtl.rtuents Uefore purchasing
With an Introduction by R. G. IngersoU.
1 1 1
1
dred openings through the garmcntt:l. 'l'llen w~ cover the
whole w-ith u.llulug of ~.my material to suit 1he faucy of ~~~~~~~~~ ~·~~~[~~s;~t~gm~t l~~~~~~t~tt~t~; G~~ ~ ~~·e~ ~~tlew~~
the wearer, but prtjrurably cautou tlanuel stwuld Ue used, an engravedcircul::u·contu.tnlng copies ut my own circular B~~~~~:.1 lhfa.%~:i~~.s~af;.;:"~,~':irre~."~~~eg::f·sti~~~l.
Wheu the garm~nL is 8o far !lnlshed Jt i8 muguetlzed by us auove stated, tLnd so cunuln~Zly has the device been
Prof. Ernat Haeckel.
a powerful ~lectro ruagnet untU every plate ot tllc whole ct~.rrted out that partiCH purch~o~slng tlle goods trom sucb. and
Prt
.;.o
For sale by D. M. BENNETT,
circular wlllsuppu~e that the g:Lrmcuts so purcila.~ed were
aeries is thoroughly su.turntcd with mu.guetjsm,
141 Elgilth stroct. N. Y. city.
Having descrtiJed tile process u.s u.L>ove. 1 uguin say that Identical with my own, Out wneu seen together. they are
as dlttereut as nnythlug cu.n possillly be conceiVed lr,
0
!~~t ~s ~~~~ t~~5u.;s~~e~~~s ~![J;t tf~~~~r :~~~e~~ t~~ however, persons will call tLt any of our STOl-tES in New
the above l>erng my pateut, Isllu.Jl prosecute any one WllO York or "Brooklyn, ur elsewhere in the United States
THl:~
dares to make them fur p10Jlt, anll shall use the utmost where Wllsun1a depnts a1·e opened, they may h1w every.
thing madu cle11.r to them. Tl1e clu.m or CH.b:.\PN !:!.:tiS is
ri'1o~:~ i~~~~~il~e~~ p~·~~~itf~gquackcry with with the a poor point to put forward w heu the matter of di8el~se
Wi.L80NIA ?" Why do noo tuu udvertlsers of quuok and life u,nd deu.tu tsln the bahmce. My reputation pow
is so uupttralleled that never Uefure in the. history of the
BY
n~~~~~ i~~~~,~~~~t~~~~~~ !!o~r~~~~~1!cio~~~~ :c~~l~~%1~~?a world llav such reunLrkt1.blo cun s been ellccteti us thu::~e
.ew week» ug:u, tllrough Lltu culunms or the New York follt)wing tne timely use 11f the now wurhi-reuuwned WUSTEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
Herald, that JJ.e bad wade a marvelou8 discovery, VIZ., sonia gu.rmentl'l. 'l.'be ))ltnd hav heen made to see. the
tilut tile wl.wle secmt of tile electrlu uilargo lu tile Gym. ·detlf to hear, tlle helpkss.pu.rtll.}·ttc t.o wnllc erect, the de·
PRICE TEN CENTS.
notus, or electric eel, lay wholly In tlle t'al.:t that the Hald mented to become stme, the martyr to e!i.Larrh and asthma
to speak and breathe freely, tile terrified with heart dis
Addl"ell8 1
D. III. BENNETT,
:~~~c ~~w,:~e.;;:~~~~~d i!tt: ~~r~\::'~:bd't.~v~~;,t~~ ease to walk forward amonK the publlc without the terror
~d, WI!B QJily wlld.e after Jlx and tbreQ-<Iua.rtllr Yllal"llllf of !,mpelldl.lla cloath· AU ~~~ 'ITIID' fonn of dlnlllle illlaP·
lU ~ ~~'""

Process of Manufacture.

'".rhinkel~s,
tVHAT THEY THINK AND WHY.

Modern

l

LABOR DOLLAR.

1'«.,

The World's Sages, Thinkers, and Be•
Cormers. 1,07> pageo, Bvo. Ulotb, $3.00; leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, $4-.50.
The ChamP.ions oi" the Church; Their
Crhnes and Persecutions. Bvo. 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $3.00; leather. $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
M.odern 'l'intes. Two VOlumes. Written in prison.
In cloth, $3.00 per volume, or $5.00 for the two \'olumes:
In leather, $7.00; In morocco, gilt edges, $8.00.
From Behind the Bars. A series or lctte•s
written tn prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.
An Infidel Abroa<l. A series of_ letters written
during n visit of ten weeks in Europe. 850 pages. Price.
$1.5().
The Semitic Gods and the Bible. Tre:>tlng
upon the gods of the Semitic nattous, Including Allah,
Jehovah, Satan the Holy Ghost, Jesus Uhrlst, tile. VIrgin
Mary, and the Bible. 1.'o the IJ.tter 230 pages are devoted,
showing that book to be u. very Inferior product ton fur a
first-class God. SS3 large pages. P11.per covers, 60 cents!
clotll,$1.
.Jndaism, Christianity, anti ltlohn.>nmedanistn examined histori.caJry and crlttc.~lly. it is
thought to be tile most damaging exhibit of Cl•.rl•thmlty
tha.t has appeared. 500 lm·ge pages. Price, $1.;JI).
'l'hirt.y Discussions, Bible Storle,.,~"'l""YS

and Lectures. 700 pages. P ..wer co,.rera. w ceute i
cloth, $1.
The Humphrey-Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Intldel_lty, IJetwe-;nD. ~} Ben.
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pJ.ges. l nee, :pl.
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Romulus Teed. ,Jesus tile Lord God
Creator of Hea\·eu a.nEl Earth. Paper, 3lJ cents; cloth, 50
centa.
Interrol'atories to J ehovah.BelngS,()(I() qacs·
tlons propounded to his Jewish Godship upon a great, vari·
etyofsubjects. Paper. 50 cents: cloth, 75ccnts.
What I Don't Re!ieve. 'V!tat 1 Do Relieve,
Why and Wherefore. (Forthcoming.) s:;o pp.
l2mo. Pa.per. 60 cents: cloth. $1.50.
Deacon Skidmore's !.etters. First Deacon o.
Zion Hill Baptist Uhurcll, giYing many ~hurch incipents
ana his evolution from Christianity to Lloerulism. 1 u.per .
:;ocento; clotil, 75cents.
Anthony Comstock: His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 ceot•·

Eighth ~nd Last Letter fror:n Ludlow;·

Street .Ball. 10 cents.
Letters from Albany Penitentiary • 25
cents.
Matte!', 1!iotiou, Life, anti Jliind. 10 cents.
Tile Gods of Superstition. B cents.
The Great Reli~iom• of' the 'Vol'ltl. tOcts
open Letter to Saanuel Col~ate. to cents.
Jesus Christ. Uonsldercd as an lnficlcl. 10cents.
An Uou• \Vitb the Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful, Saint,. and Sinful Shepherds. IY
centt:J.
· Hone§t ~nestions an<l Honest Answer§.
5 ceut.s.
An Open I.etter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
B. J>. Uudea•n·ood's Works.
E<~ssys anti Lectures. Embracing Infinence of
ChriR'thnity on Clvilizntion; Christianity anU Materla.nlltsl~·~
Wh·Lt Liberalism offers in Place of Christianity; Scie
....
M:tt'cri.Ilism; \Vomu.n; Spiritualism from a Mu.teriallstic
St:tndpiJint; Pa.lne the Poll~ical and Religious Hefonner;
~!>lterhllsm and Crime: Will the Comln~ M:m Worship
God? Crimes and Cruelties of Chrlst!Rnl~: the Authorlt.y
of tl1e illi.lle ~ Froeth0ught Judged lly Its r rults; Our Ideas
of God. 300 pp., paper, 60 cents; cloth, $1.
InOtwnee of Christianity UllOD Civlliza•
tion. ~5 cent,;.
''Cllristianity and Jtlaterialism. 15 cents.
What f,iberaU"m Oft"ers in PJac"k of
()hrilltianity. 10 ceLta.

8elent1fte JllateriGU.m 1 11111 KeaDIDir
',1:''-ndene;r. lOoonu.

au
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THE TRUTH SEEKER. DECEMBER 10. 1881..

~- ~tlds mul _finds.
I CANNOT find one argnn1ent'that proves tbe im·
mortality of individnnl identiti~s. It is tllct'e that
halt. an<l it is of this tll·<t I mn~t fit·st l.Je con--vinced It is true rnatter is eternal, and cann~t be
1'endered obsol0tc-no particle can be destroyedBut is it true that light is a eubstunce, or thut elec·
tricity or magnetism are substances? Are they
not, like life, mere forms of force, interchangeable
and convertible one into the other, as heat and motion are, as different velocities in the rays of light
create different colors? Is not what we call mind,
soul, and spirit, an etfect of m·gonization? When
the child is born it has no mind or soul, but the
mind is created by impressions of extPrnal and internalinfiuences. Everything that induces thought
creates more mind.. A child confined in a dark
cellar from infancy to maturity, as Casper Hauser
was, bas hardly any mind at all, because it receives
hardly any impressions from outward influences
to create it.-Elmina IJra?te BlenkEr.
HENCE, vain, deluding joys I
The brood of folly, withont father bred;
How little you beste8.d,
Or fill the fixed mind with all your toys 1
Dwell in sorne idle brain,
And fancies fond with gaudy shapes posseRs,
As thick and numberless
As the gay motes that people the sunbeams;
Or likest hovering dreams,
The flcsle pensioners of l\Iorpheus's train.
But hail, thou goddess, sage and holy,
Hail, divinest meJancholy !

LIBERAL IIOMES

SAVE THE EYES
HEARINC.

ANDA

LIB~RAL

"Js your father a Christian?" said a gentleman
to n little boy on one oCCt1Sion. ~~Yes, sir,, said
tlte Httle hoy, "but I believe he !Jas not WOl'ked
mnch !'tit lat<>ly."-IJrtroit Fr<e Press . .

M 1\CAZINE.

The Libel'al !R n monthly magazine published by G. H.
-W,\lser at L1bl r~tl, Mo., at the low price of filty cents a
year. This magazine is is.:. ned tn tho lllt"re;;.t of true Ltb~
ernlism and gtvs full nnd accurate informntion concerning
the town and colony of Lillerrtl-t'ounlled f, 1· Lt!Jern.ls ana
Spiritualists, whf>re they cu.u enjoy the full fruition of
CURIOUS folks in Chicag-o. A clerical gentlemnn uniyersu.l mental liberty, The town is growing raptdly.
It hns no preacher, no church, no drunkenness, no saloon,
in Jttnesville, 1Vis., sent to a CLJicngo bookseller no God, no CllrJst, no hrU, no devll. But peace, civility,
for l<'armr's "Seekers After God " The bookseller lf~~t~\~~mppl~~rses~nd <.~o~~WA~~~nR,e.Lfb:~~ ~I~~ng ale
simply wrote back. "No such persons in Chicago."
THREE FISSURES.
Three fiss•n·es went opening out to the East,
Past the East Wall, as the sbnft went down,
And as they openecl the ore increased,
Atld the news went spreading all over town.
For men must work while the world's asleep,
And the bullion yield must mcrease to keep
The stock at the Bay a-booming.

THE

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE.

Til{'

~hak«'l"

fvr ),'ailing Sight, lin}~nh•ell Hearing, OJih·
tJut hnin, Rnd all !nfinmlil"t!ons and al!ect!ons of Eyes
Printers, a.rttsts, o.nd those overtaxing the

and E:lrs.

eyes find an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts hav been
removed by !t. By Ita use the wearing of glasses Is de.
!erred. Price, SO cents.
'' a de and sold on Iy by
G. A. LOMAS.
Sltf
Shaken P. O.,N.Y.

:'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"

BYAN

:OR. FOOTE'S

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.

Rand-Book of Health Hints

Nearly 350 pnges. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.

Three bankers sat in Nevada Block,
And they told their wealth as the sun went
downTheir wealth in bullion and wealth in stockAnd rend the news from Virginia town.
For miner's work while the world's asleep,
<lnd the bu Ilion yield must mcrease to keep
The stock at the B>iy a-booming.

AND READY RECIPES.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY :
Ancient and Modern.

Wor•th $25. Cost 25c
By tho o.ntbor or

H

By JAJIES ANTHONY FROUDE.

PLAIN HOME TALK'' AND "1\{EDIGAL
COMMON 8ENHE • .,

l2S

Price, 25 cents.

of htgh rcput.,, and directions for prcptl! !ng
J;oo(\to~:luvalids •

CONSULT!"·

HEALTH MANUAL

FOR THEM.

.erAC.ENTS WAN.1'ED. '

Addre .. D. M. BENNETT
141 Eighth st., New York

ECCE DIABOLUS,

ELMIN A

~~~~~r.~~~:t~~~~cCn~-~o~t; J~~~;~,~;l~\\~

monts in vnlunhlc Book of Rcforcnco fur every
Fllmily. o,1ly 25 ccuts.
Th.~ Hnntl!Jnok C!)l\ tntna chnptcrB on Hy~hmo
for nil seasons, CotnllJon StHIEHl on Common
Ills, Hy~lcnlc Cnmtlvu l\lt~mmres, How to
Avoid Unlll'Birablc Clt!lrlrl!ll, Kutlclts Worth
Knowlns, Hlnls on Bt\thlng-, on 1\urslug tho
Sick 1 on Emcr.~onclt't-~ 1 llluts fol' Prcg-nnnt
Women, together with some or tho ra·h·tlto
Formulto of Dr. FooT&, tontl other phy~lc!!ms

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.

Three brokers stoocl in the noisy street,
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian CivAn<i they cursed their luck as the stock went
ilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
down:
Each hour th.,ir ruin was more complete,
in Genesi3 and Exodus, and
And nothing carne froru Virginia town.
the Relativ Clain1s of Moses and the
For miners must work while tl1e world's asleep,
Pyt·amicl to Inspiration Considet·ed.
And men must starve. and "·omen must weep,
-,Vilton's Il Pensero<o.
.And stock is seldom booming.
By VAN BUUEN DENSLOW, LL.D.
DEMOLITION is undonbtedly a vulgar task; the
-G. H. J<ssop i1! Puck.
Price, 25 cents.
highest glory of the statesman is to construct. Bnt
there is a time for everything-a time to setup and MR. SA W"fER'S rHOl\liSING CO:NVERT, AND HOW HE
a time to pull down. Tbe talent• of revolutionary
LOST HIM.
leaders and those of the legislature hav equally
Brother Sa"\vyer runs a gospf>l tempen\nce meet- in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
their use and their reason. lt is the natural, the ing Sunday nights at Cooper Institnte. He gets a is shown to be devil-worship, with ~ome ob
almost uniVPrsnllaw, tbat the age of insurrections salary of Sl,SOO per year for relating- once a week
servations upon the horrible and cruel ordiand prosco·iptions shall precede the age of good the story of how he fell to the Jp•;el of a common
lWUCe of bloody saerifice and burut-o:fi<>rings.
government, of temperate liberty, and liberal or- drunkard and then, throug-h divine mercy, was
der -Macaulavpermitted to rise again. He makes an occa~ional Uy the VEU Y REV. EV.A.N DAVIES, LL.n,.
conver: to the gospel of Christ and temperance,
Arch-Druid of Great Br!tatn.
Price, 25 cent::J.
IN fair nights, Henry, the Navigator, fourth son·
but, jndging from the career of one of them, tbey
of John I., king of Portugal, might be seen for
THE
do not all stay. The police offic·er whose duty it is
hours and hours on u Tower of Babel which be had
to enforce the maJesty of the law around tbe outbuilt near Cape St. Vincent, holding a strange
skirts of Bro. Sawyer's m€etings is an original
weapon in his band, the astrolabe, and turning it
and somewhat loquacious character, and lias a
toward the different quarters of tbe sky. There
Devoted to healing by mea.na of nature's higher fm ce~
way of embellishing his nurrativ with shining
was an orthodox geography at that period, tbe
streak" of profanity that might astonish any one ;.ncllld!ng the
middle of tbe eighteenth century, fonnrled upon
HEALTH GUIDE,
nnused to langna!!'e illuminated in tbat way. He is
statements in the Jewish writings, and by tbe
also 801nething of a philanthropist in his way, ReTised and improved, together with brief treatises on~
fathers of tbe cPurch. The earth was in the center
of tbe universe, the snn and the moon and tbe stars very lenient toward 1he offenEes of extreme youth ~~~~i~ ~~r~~;.~i~~~IgJ:ni~l~mCh~~:o~i~~'D[h~r~::
and never arrests a Cj'inlinal under six years cf science of healing by light and color.
humbly revolving round it. Jerusalem was the
By Edwin »- BabbiU, D. M.,
precise center of the earth. In eastern India was ag-e. An indivillus.l connected with THE TRUTH
the terrestrial paradise, situated on ltigb ground, SEEKER found this person oue Sunctay afternoon Author of ·~Principles of Ltght and Color," •• Wonders o
recently, dressed in citizen,s clothe~, in a wine Ligbt and Color.n Price, cloth, $1. Sold at this office.
and sm:rounded by a wall of fire reaching to the
cellar adjacent to the Institute. Conversation
sky. The fathers opposed the antipodes as being
drifting toward the subject of Mr. Sa·wyer's lalJors,
C_MPUTATION ~~MECHANISM
contrary to scripture. There could not be people
the officer was asked what he thought of them.
Ad<lition 1Subtraction, Mnl·
on the other side of the earth, for how could they
\• Damned little,,, said lie. "It is my conclusion."
tii>lication, and Dhision.
be able to see the Son of God or the Son of l\Ian dehe went on, profanely," that there is more gospel
Sample Machine, postage frcb,
scending in his glory ?-RMde's Jfarty1'dom nf Man.
than temperance about them meetings, and a
~~~ied?irF~~~~J.r~~te~~~~;:
THEY say that had it not been for the first sin of damn sig-ht more deviltry than either. I don't •
Conn. Address the Patentee~
Adam there would never ltav been any devil in know whut in tlmncler there is about Sawyer that
Wlii.HART,Kirksville,iii.Oa
this world, and if there had been no devil there ent itJcs bim to tbe salary he gets. He hasn't got m>C~
would hav been no sin, and if there had been anything but his experience as a bummer to fall _____:__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
no sin there would never hav been any death. back on, and every tramp bas that; but he works
SEND TO
For my part, I am glad there was death in this it for all it's worth. But his nose givs him away·
Did you ever get on to it? [The other party signiworld, because that gave me a chance. Somebody fled that he had tumbled to the rubicund appear-

~~!e~0r~f~et~i~ii:gmt~ \~~~~~~go~::~:Ufllt:; :~~~ ~f ;J~~b~~~~; 0~ef:~:~ ~~-;t ~~~'ty~~:;~r ~~;

l'yc and Ear Ba!tmm

Has for fifteen years proved t.he he•t remedial application

VINELAND,, N.J.
A regularly eduel\ted and leg11.Uy quallfted pbyalcl!m, Blld the
..[.l'Ctsuccesstul, na his pr!'lctice will prove.

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS..
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,

na the result of self·abute In youth, 1exual excesses tu maturer

~e::;~~:n~~~:~~\lhte:I•£:Ui~:(~ifht':!f~t~~~ ~~\~~~~a)~D~~

~:'!,01~~:~ Poe~\!:y !}~~~~le~~~~si~:C:lid!!:,lf.oeauoof

Sexna: .l?ower, &:o., rendering mar.'iage improper or unhappy, we

th('ro;:;gcly nndpermanenny cured by nn

EXTERNAL APPLI(' TION,

wbich ta the L:octor'a latRat nnd ge.a.U!tt

mur
1

:'t!!C:: ~~'::u~a{~:J~~~~~ff~ a h;~n~ieu~~~s
wera in a terribly abnttered condltlon-had

discove~an4

fje~~tei~f t~!:
1

in the Jueane

d~::~~t~~~!g1fea~i~uegrs~~~~~~: OJ~:t;h~~~
able ~o take care of themaelvet.
SYPJIILIS /io.ltivelij cured and entire~ eradicate-d from

[;:f:~:r; Jfu~tur~~lf1e~~r!d c?tfe;~~~at:r~:~ ~~~

0

cmed.

Middle-Aged and Old Men.

v;~~ro~ah~~!:f :!atc~ea~fo~ C:r ftl;~~d:r~!f~h:cc~:~~~b~
:-alight smarting or-

burnln~

sensation, and a weakening of the

svstem in a manner the patient cannot account for. On e::z:a:r.ining
the urinary deposits a ropy or cottou·like sediment, or eometirnca
small parttcles ofalbumcu, will appear, or tho color will be or s
1

!~~~,o;hi~~~i:ru~;~h~£:i~h~~~~;~~~~~::~~~l~t!f~~:~~~!:

place. But whether there is another life or not, if opinion ig that if Sawyer ltasn't bad his ltooze
~~e~~ aDr.F~JJo:s~nE';~~~e R~~~d/~.~u~~fri~~b~~in! pO:r~~~
there is any being who gave me tbis life, I thank every day for the last five or six years, he's found
9
1
him from the ltottom of my heart, because, on the a fast color for his nose that bents the world. I
cu~Co:!~t~~~~l~n~~; Ie~~! ge:~~ J~~~e:e~~gh~~~ot~~~;[:~i;
and cGneapondence strictly con.flde.ntial.
whole, my life has been "a thing of joy" and "a
heard him say once that he used to drink whisky,
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
perpetual feast."-InqersoU's HeU.
and kicked his mother one time when he was
1
1
.,~_:ti~~o::~;:~S:O~b~~ lrS;:U~!~JtW~!t~e~~-~~:g~\::=
IT is a happy world, after all. The air, the earth, drunk. Now I've drank whisky ever since I was
&
,...::Ltoms, horribleeffecta, and cnre, followed by strongteatimon~
the water, teem with delightful existence. In a :t:iftc_en years old, and n~ver_ thou_ght of doing such
OR,
nti~ b{;;-n n~r:!::.'~:: !"oth:!~Ni~h~~c~~asg•.;;!:~~d1~
s ·
noon or summer evening on whichever a thmg. A man that wtll kiCk hts mother has got 1
~R. R. P. FEJ,LOWS, Vlnelnnd, New J.,rsey. Be
sf::'f turn 'my eyes, myria<ls of happy beings. some~hin_g in ~!n:'- ~but ?e di~n't swallow. 'Twas
~and ltate 1Ro wlul.t p&ROr ;you saw t:Jda.
crowd upon my view. "'L'be insect youth are on (born m hnn. 'I am t wb~sky.
The evolution of the spirit from matter through or.
[From til< H{)U8e and H~»M, N. Y.J
, Swarms of new-born flies are trying
"Does l\Ir. Sawyer gam many converts to the gan!c processes; or, how the sp!r!t body grows.
th e w i ng.
'.i"
T..wo papers given in the interest of Spiritual science
Among the successfnl physicians who hav departed
their pinions in the air. Their sportiv moiions, cause·
.
by the d!ctatton of the late PROF. -M. FARADAY, ot
tr>m the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
their wanton mazes, their gyrations, activity, . ~·He _m_ade one that I ~now of. It was sometb~ng 'J England. Price 10 cents Sold at tills olllce.
Dr. Fellows, of VIneland, N. J. H!s principles are true.
their continued change of place without use or ilke tbt~ .. one ~unday n.tgh~ one of them gaugers- • ~72 .A WEEK
day at home eas!l made. CostlJ hi system based upon •clentfic fact.''
purpose, testify their joy and the exultation which a r~gu~ar beer-keg clram.et-came alo:'g and blun-: <I'
out.ftt f<eo Trne & Co., Auo:u•ta. ~atne
[From tht (Mo.) .Mberal.
they feel in their lately-discovered faculties.-Pa- dered I_n where Sawyer was a-holdtng forth. I
The reputation of Dr. Fellows !e sufficient to warmnt
ley's Natural Theology.
never like to h~ar Sawye.r spout mys~lf, b~cause
any one !n reposing confidence !n h's sk!ll and sblllty.
he always remmds one of a man thllt s trymg to i Embracing those of the blood and Nerves, tlte Dtseo.sesof Those !n need of his ala should not fall to consult h!m at
talk and eat a hot potato at the same time. The i Men, the Diseases of Women, and the var!ons canses, once. Procrastination !s the thief of time, and often coati
BY ceaseless action all tbat is subsists.
the l!fe of a human beln!Z.''
Constant rotation of the unwearied wheel
fellow went forward to the anxious seat. He was i rgrt"!c~l~~~ ~~c~~ok~~'i!Eil"Nt~gM'~e -F~l. ti'i:t~A~
That nature rides upon, maintains her health,
all ready to reform and come to Jesus damned ING~EDICALCOMMON SENSE-near11,1,00o pages,200
0
Her beauty, her fertility. She dreads
easy. He said he nev~r would drink another drop w~:r~~~;:;stob~J?JinEaJlie~~~~~;~~o~h\~ s!ci~~~nb~v:d:
An instant's pause, and livs but while she moves. of liquor, FO help htm God, and I don't know i dressed. In Its Issue for Jan. 19. 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
BY .JAMES PARTON.
Its own revolvency upholds the world.-Cowp•1'.
what he didn't say, for he was a ready talker: ~~~~~~ 1!.t~u: sj;~~sgfJ?ri.fi:?O/o~tae}d Phi~s~ri'a'\lf~~~bPn~'t
and had a good deal of fluency into his speech. · mately, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge With Portraits and other Illustrations.
IT was impossi"le for Moses t?raise the mi:'ds <?f He!! I Sawyer couldn't begin to chin as tbut feller Impart-s that he Is a man of the highest !ncentlvs and
Th!s work, which has occupied Mr. Parton many yean
his people to a nobler conceptiOn of the deity; It could. Well, the result of the whole thing was ~~~(~· 'j;f.°F.\'n~~~b~f~ bebe;? gm'itnt i~c~~~~';,~~n..~t,':tda~'Y~
would haY been as easy ~o make ~hem see Roman til at the committe took him in hand and listened well ca'!culated to enal~ them to~e more healthy, more ~nn!!~.P~:~::;~o~~ i:r~~:dr~:i'!Ttedlitn i~~~' ~"fe~r~~~t~.vol·
Mr. Parton as a hYatorlo.n a.nd biographer has no superior,
0
noses when they loo_k.ed mto a _mn·_ror. He th~re-. to his story. Then they dressed him up in a four. 'fi~~\'Ke~fc~f~~;:,e;~~~e~~~~ {;f ~~~~~~~~~a~~dhii~~;~n as his bioFaphies of Jackson, Franklin. Je:frerson, Greeley
fore made us_e of then supersl!tiOn m order to 1 ule \ dollar suit of clothes and got him a job over on Introduced and thoronghly read fn hundreds of thousands ~~~·f:~t i~u:~1~ ~grk~' al~di~~ r:beoart ~~i\~t~ei~ :av:.~l?~::
the~ for then· ow~-~ood, a~d d~scende~ to ~n~m- the west "ide at seven dollars a week. About a ::io~~~~ 1t'\:'e w~e"attg~dr:':fist~~~ r~:~1~~!i'e"d'}r';;'~1 \~';. ~'!,~~ monument of research a.nd scholarship. It is just, candid,
petings and fire-tuc~s, wht?hd~ha~ber mora~_st~ month after that I found him in the gutter on !ologlcal, h,Yg~en!c, and mo~lessons which he ho.s so ably discriminating. and exact, describing Voltaire as he was, a.
transcendent philosopher, a great rel'ormer, o. brilliant wit
may condemn with vrrtnous m tgnatwn, but w rc
l''ourth avenn_ e drunker than an owl· co ld 't l'ft
!mparteu.'
wlt tit is to command a sav'
u n 1
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at Uberty to and poet, and setting forth what faults he had o.s a man.
h
k
men who _av nown_
~
. . .
.
' his hand up to his heud. I took him to the sta- CONSULT ITS AUTHOR, !n person or bf. mall, FREE. It Is the first truthful and thorou~h biograph~ Voltaire ha8
age mob will not be mclmed to Cl'lttctse severely.! tion-bouse of course. Next. time [seen Sawyer I Price of the new Popular Edttlon, by mai •J'ostaw
~r':.~t~·~ho~ !~~~~~r~a~~~;~~ie ga~.a,:y,~~f,~~ ~~er;\?fe~~~
-Mr. Reade.
says to hir:r, 'Your new rnan Wilks, there, has sort ~~-onlyJh:rlRf~n~eif1. il'8~d~'iiiNa"b~JJ!AN~. T- as the champion of Liberalism, u. powerful and persevor
TIIE present is better than the past, and the of slipped back on you, hasn't he?' 'Is it possi129 East 28th st .• New York.
~~!!~f~."r!~:r~:~~'J·a~~o~al~ea~~~~~..~~~~~~~~~vheP'ie b~;~~
erance and liberty. It Is the arsenal from which Liberals
golden age of the world is in the future.-Undtr- ble?' snys Sawyer. 'Well, it's damned probaBOOKS BV lll. B ilBCOCK.
w!U draw weapons to refute the slanders and l!es 'of the
wood. Say not thou, What is the cause that the • ble,' says I, 'for I took him in the other day, and
Why Don't God KtU the Devil 1 25 cents.
church about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's reputation w!ll
former days were better than tbese? for thou dost the judge fined him ten dollars for being drunk
I'>!UJJer,.tition; the Uelig-Iun ol'Believe or make !t the authority In regard to his life, lila work, h1l
death.
not inquire wisely concerning this.-Ecclesiastes, 1and disorderly. He couldn't pay the fine, and be's b~,paa;};aod. 2j. 'i,?~tsj h
In two vols. Bvo. Prict, $6; half calf, $11.
25
vii, 10.
on tbe Island.' Sawyer felt cheap about it, but : Th!~bov!~~~:! are bavl~g
run~e¥~·ey are full of Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
didn't say much. A f01tni1<ht later on Wilks came fire,llfe, and solid facts; and are backed )'Y hosts of teetiWE sleep, and wake, and sleep, but all things back. 1 said to him, , Where are you going monlals from the most eminent FreethinKer&.
1
move;
now?' 'For God's sake,' says he, 'don't say a 1
For sale by D. 1 :f·/:~Ii'f~~et.
The sun flies forward to his brother sun;
word. I want to see Sawyer.' 'Well,' says I, 'yon 1 --------------~~~~:_:~~:__
The dark earth follows, wheeled in her ellips,
can see him.' So he went into the committee I The World's
Sixteen CrucUled
Lectut·cs by George Chainey.
An<l human things, returning on themselvs,
room. In about two minutes Sawyer called me.
Saviors ;
Move onward, leading up the goldon year.
VOL. J, CONTAINS
I
knew
what
he
wanted,
and
took
Wilks
out
into:
OR
CHRIS'l'IANITY
BEFORE
CHRIST.
-Tennyson.
the street, and bavn't seen him from that day to
'
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen • Minot
WHEN the polemic tells you that "nothing can tnis.
By KERSEY GRAYES,
Savage's Talks about God; Moral Objections to the God
1
0
Unitarianism; Robert G.
be clearer," prepare yourself for what i~ specill:lly
"_sawyer do?'t convert any man twice. He's ~ft,\~~~. ~~~:J:r,st~~~rt.\'s':fr! \ 1 ~~~f~~~~~Y:~J'vhe"n ~\t 1~:f Idea; Nature and Decl!ne1 of
1
0
1
obscure; when he insistA that "there rs nothmg sattsfied there s grace enough to save all hands conta!nln~ new, swrtllngd anE extraordinary revelations In ~~11L"~~~h~~~"¥'6~"~g::,!~ ol ~1e ~~~~s~ ft~trc:~~ B~r'11l,.~~
more certain," look out for whnt , is sin~~larly on~e, but he ain't sure_ about the second time. {~l~gJgg~~~:~';J;,i,j~~~~, P~~~~~t'..t~ri'd '::;\~:~s ~/f~~ ~:~ ~~: f~~:, s*~\~"*~~~~~o~rJ~vl\'!~~~~~;s;o~f fWe1\o:
doubtful; and when he amtOPtln'" :t poRtttv es- Wrlks was a good deal llke many another man-. Testament, and furnishing a key for unlocking many of Ita !ous Experience; The Ideal Man and Woman; "'hat
sential,'' exl?e~t a con~radiction -.Oiar!inwu's Ra- be coni~ bea~ gr:'ief with a smile, but couldn't' ::.,r:~.fe~:!f~~c~~~d~~<;<>mprlaiD& the hlitor:v of alx- Moral!ty? Wlla~ II :BeU&Ion? The Chnrch of the Future.
l'rtc~
l), M, BENNETT,
~jvnalfCI/ Rel~fliOllslnfJ.ulrv,
11tand p10spenty worth a da.mu."
l'rloo.ta. Four.lo b:
~. x.B~.
1'1.W.II.tlu~, !{, T,
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Hence they infer that butternut candy is more gentlemen hav wisely discerned that the publidear to our President than the political rights cation of the discourses carri~s them to a conof his female fellow-citizens.
gregation of readers many times larger than
PRoF. HaECKEL is.now in Ceylon for the purNow murder is all the rage, and the hangman that of the hearers in church. These gentleJEFF DAVIS has returnedfrom Europe.
pose of extending his scier.otific researches.
and the jail chaplain are likely to hav plenty of men couoider it no sin to hav the sermons put
THE
Pope is sick, and lies in a weak condi·
in type on Sunday that they may appear on
WHAT is the matter with art in Boston? wmk on their hands j it is well to relieve our
Mo~day morning. But there are some who tion.
The Boston Herald sn.yJ>: · '' So you want to ! horro: wit~ . a true Etory. A. bishop out in consider it a profanation of the day to hav the
INCOMING steamers report terrific gales on the
laugh, do yon? Then stroll down to the Mu-! A.menca VISited one of the state prisons and
sermons set up. And there are yet others Atlantic.
senm of Fine Arts, and look at thR Christmas ' offered to officiate. "No need of you here,
who are so exceedingly nice about it that
PouR hundred cigar-makers are on strike at
card designs."
I sir," mid the head jailer, "we hav eight
they draw the line on the midnight hour. They Milwaukee, Wis.
'T' ·
•
•
preachers safely locked up, who are brought
~HE Rev. T. E. Alrlr1r.h, a Pfl~tor of Middle- out each Sabbath to minister to their fellow- are willing that the sermons shall appear on
IT cost $2,215,639.27 to run the government
1
Monday morning provided no type-setting is
to.wn, Conn., hns boPn arrested fot· beating his pl'isoner·s !" Exit bishop.- Freethinker.
done on them until after the final stroke of printing-office last year.
wife. He has been a successful temperance 1
RowELL, the English pedestrian, won another
THEY hav some good men out in Montana twelve has sounded. lt is suggested that these
worker, but, it is charg-ed, usually got drunk
after every sermon, and whipped his wife when One of them, who is a liquor-dealer, states in a clergymen shall preach about straining at gnats race in Chicago last week.
, card to his customers that he firmly believes in and swallowing camels.
he got home.
THREE Russian police officers hav been ex•
n Th
th Ch'
d' the Sflcredness of the Sabbath, and conseT R
iled for three years for failing to discover a Ni·
EvERYWHERE
1
he
clergy
are
showing
Eigns
of
HhE . etv.l r.f omdas, p e ,ICag-ho expelle quently, though he breaks old customs iu dot 1
a eop18 s u urch ' and mg
·
· t h e same alarm. Even in godly Scotland able doctors of hilistic mine.
,Me O< IS.,
. IRS. onne
.
so, h e cI'oses on that day; but m
divinity like Principal Caird and Prof. Flint
Ex-SENATOR FRELINGHUYSEN, of New Jer•
IS. preaclnng
to
twwe
as
manv
peoplA
as
before
d
h
h'
f
·
d
tl
t
h
k
. . .
·
' car e a<s ures 1s nen s ta e eeps as goo d
hil.v been exhorting ministers and students to sey, has been .chosen successor to Jas. G.
for twwe as. much
~ahry.
The
only
creed
the
1
t
k
f
h'
k'
·
th
t
·t
.
.
r a s oc o w IS 1es as any man m e ern ory,
IS the. Ten Command- r an d urges th em t o rna k e sue h arrangement s as rry and keep abreast of the thought of the age. Blaine as Secretary of State.
new orgnntzfltiOn holds
.
ments and the teachmg of Christ.
· good son wee·k They see that when the best intellect of a
ARCHDEACON PARNELL, clerical secretary of
WI"ll enabl e th em t o buy tl1e1r
nation leaves a faith it is bound to decay. In- the Episcopal synod, Kingston, Ont., Ca.n., is
TnE list of agt·m·iq.JJ outrages in Ireland is in- days.
ferior religionists are trying new sensational
crea~ing. One !lublin paper prints a record of
THE French Protestant church is seriously forms oE revivalism- Both are unconsciously $12,000 short-in his accounts.
two hundred a11d fifty OVPrt acts by the Irish , considering tho i~sue of a revision of the Bible aiding the cause they least desire to aid. SuTHE Star route cases are still before the
tenants. for the .mr·I~th of .November. Free: for use in France. The Synod which recently pernaturalists are striving ;~gainst a stream grand jury, and it is said that the government
speech Ill that c·1ty IS practically suppressed, : met at Marseilles appointed a commission to con- stronger.than themselvs, and know not whither expects six or seven new indictments.
and RV<'rv. one connec·ted with the newspaper · siuer all existing French versions of the Bible, it is carrying them. We, mounted on the tide
THE deaths in this city during the last eleven
called Umtecl Ireland has been arrested.
both Old Testament and New. It is thought of Freethonght, are bounding forward and know months number nearly 35,500-an increase of
THE Rev. l\Ir. Hull, of this city, said last by some that one of these versinns may be where we are going. With science at the helm 22 per cent over last year's death rate.
Sunday th,,t he hfld no objection to any body's adopted, but the prevalent idea is that nothing our course is kept straight, and our topmast
THE electric light is fast superseding all othdancing the way David dil.uced before the Lord, short of a new version will giv entire satisfac- men begin to see the haven in sight. Driving
ers for lighting the streets and large rooms in
as described in 2 Sam., >i, 14-23. The pas- tion. In this connection it may be mentioned backward by our tide, they dread untold danmany of the cities of the United States.
sage 3 in question state that ,, David uncovered that the late Engli::h revision of the New Test- get-s, and screech ont that the ship of society is
TEN men werjl burnt to death in Pittsburgh,
bound
to
destruction
because
it
deserts
them
himself in the eyes of the handmaids" to such ament has become a drug in the New York
and the ways of steering laid down in their Pa., on the 10th, in the destruction by fire of
an extent that his wife was ashamed of him.
market..
sacred, antique chart. You hav had your day, a boarding-home in which they were sleeping.
SmiE of the Danes living in Leadville belong
A CHURCH-oF-ENGLAND priest in one of our ye black-robed, white-chokered gentry; and a
ONE of the directors of the defunct Mechanto a religious body called Skages, who centuries agricultural districts walks about with his wife fine mess you've made of it. Clear the way.
ics' National bank in Newark, N. J., has subago practiced human SfiCrifi.ce, and still hold to on one arm and a widow on the other. He
THE assassin Guiteau is a devout Christian scribed $250,000 toward paying the depositors.
it in theory. The Leadville colony htely met carries a dog-whip and sports a terrier at his
A. coLoRED convict was stabbed and killed in
on an anniversary occasion, anrl, as a part of heels; and in church, we are told, he is fond believes in God, Jesus, Holy Ghost, and Virgin
the rites, their leader cut bim::elf ceremonious- : of " carrying his mortar- board from the altstr Mary, and says that God employed him to re- Sing Sing prison by an Italian fellow-convictly in the arm, shedding a bowlful of sacrificial . to the pulpit." A. profane parishioner sent him move President Garfield. President Arthur on the 9th. This is the Italian's third murder.
i a note to this effect: "I believe in the trinity of corroborates Guiteau's statement by saying," It IT is said that Mrs. John Davis, wife of Presblood.
WITHIN the last week Sir John Astley's house! the thrt'e hats; fi;st, the priest'~ hat; :oecondly. hath pleased the Almighty in his inscrutable ident Arthur's private serretary, will do the
has been burnt, the library of the Duke of the field-marshals hat; and thu·dly, the money providence to remove," etc., and the question honors of the White House dming the present
Sunderland has been sold at auction, the Earl hat; an?, yet they. are ,not thre~ hats; but one is, Can the twelve j11rymen (they are all Chris- presidential term.
of Crawford's body has been stolen from the . old hat.
Th~ w1dow s name 1s Mar§hall.- tians) deny that it is so ? The Bible says that
THE Ring Theater, Vienna, Austria, was
God commanded Samuel to butcher Agag, and
gl'ave, and a divorce trial has brought out the : London F'reeth~nker.
the divine record also teems with butcheries burnt on the night of Friday, the 9th inst.
rehearsal of how the Earl of Shrewsbury stole 1 P ArNE's " Age of Reason" has been seized ordered by this same deity. Can these jurymen About one thousand persons are supposed to
1
the wife of Mr. Muudav. All this in merry at the Toronto (Can.) Custom House as indecent. believe the one story and not the other? If hav perished in the flames.
England.
This is quite a new way of suppressing heresy. Samuel andl\Iosesand David were God's chosen
GEN. JuDsoN KILPATRICK, htte United StateB
PRoF. RoBERTSON SmTir, the Scotch theolo-l Darwin's "De~cent ?f Man" w~ll soon be pros- instruments to kill people, why should not Gui- minister to Chili, died at his post in Santiago on
· d f 0 1· f · d
l'b
ecuted for deahng w1tn the habits of monkeys, teau, Freeman, and others be so also? It might the 4th. He served in the late war, and was
10o0'1·an , h as re ce1ve
r m liS r1en s a 1 era1 1 d H 1 , ,
, f
· d
·
t
.
b
k
f
:
an
ux ey s ' Lay Sermons
or m ecent
.
f
h
t
b
d ona twn o cas , o e mves ec1 m oo ·s or
. , be well to establish this thing now by making the youngest of the dist.inguished Northern gen·
. l'b
. t'Ime t o l"t
· devot'wg 1lis
h IS
1 rary. H· e IS
1 erary attackshon the
b cosmogony
.
b of Moses. Pame s ., a man after God's own heart" of Guiteau erals.
't 1
1 ·
t'
'th th .. E
works av een bed a out often enough, but
Two murderers were hanged in Arkansas
pursm s,. arg~ Y m_ co~,n.ec Ion Wl
e
n- until n'lw we ha v never heard them called in- for the '' spiritual " benefit of nations yet un· 1 born. BnL if Guiteau should perchance be last week. Both died happy. One was glad to
cyclopedra Bl'ltanmca,
h
. of decen t , an d th e ch arge comes w1'th espeC!a
f h'm tbe early volumes
.·
the · present edh1tlon h'
o wth1c11 appears t . e artiCles
· f rom th ose wh o pu t th e B"bl
· t h'l pronounced guilty by his Christian peers, he leave this world of woe, and the other saiil, "I
. grace
1 e m o c 1•
wh1ch broug t on 1m e condemnatiOn of h1s d , h d
th
d f G d Th t h 1 will go straight to heaven to join the immortal know that the Lord will let me into the king•
•
reus an_sas ewor o
o.'
a. o.y band of villains, cut-throats, and murderers
brethren.
book contams some of the filth1est stones m that hav gone before him.-Anti-.Monopolist. dom of heaven."
A. l\lO'IION was recently carried in the Wash- existence.-Lonclon Freethinker.
A. wo:MA.N recovered $1,700 from a man in a
A METHODIST minister traveling in Michigan breach of promis suit in this city, lately, with·
ingtou territory legislature to exempt from taxGREAT bugler in the army of the sky l
was entertained by a family whose hospitality
ation ''all pr·operty belongiug to institutions
Thy trumpet notes the faithful hear in was greater than their means, and who were out being able to prove that he ever promised
having for their objects the adv~ncement of
to marry her, or that she had suffered in health
heaven,
short pf meat. In order to spread a good din- or reputfltion in consequence of her association
science and Freethought, and the education of
Glad note to knaves and fools who die for- ner for the parson, it was decided to slay the pet
the people, untrammeled by narrow theologwith him.
given,
hen which belonged to the little boy of the
ical dogmas or church creed." Motions to exPRESIDENT ARTHUR has sent his message to
And go lo lounge in golden streets on high;
f,.mily. This was a sacrifice, but the interests
empt the property of ministers and Masonic
Congress. It is of enormous length, and
Apart the clouds at thy command are riven,
of religion and hospitality seemed to demand
orders were lost.
touches upon most of the subjects of contem•
And he alone who best can cheat and lie
it, and so the bird's neck was wrung. After
SoME of the gentlemen who are wise in eccleShall through the f0lds of fleecy fabric fly, dinner the minister was asked to lead in family poraneous nathnal interest. He advocates an
siastical arithmetic hav been summing up what While honest men, who dare to doubt, are devotions, which with true clerical courtesy he increase of the standing army to thirty thousand
men, and the rehabilitating of the United States
has been done toward converting the world and
driven
consented to do. The family being called tocomparing it with what i~ yet to be done. They By thy dread blast to dark and sulphurous gether, all knelt down on the floor, which was navy, and also calls the attention of Congress
to the subject of presidential inability.
hav concluded that by commissioning men
hell,
of boards, liberally adorned with knot-holes.
enough as missionaries and providing them with
Forever more in torment fierce to gHsp,
THE Guiteau trial has developed hut few new
While the prayer was going on, a lonely little
While thieves and murderers forever clasp
money enough to do the work the whole world
chicken, one of the children of the deceased features in the last week. T~stimony in rebut.
can be converted by the .close of this century, The golden harps that endless music swell;
hen, came running under the house, lamenting tal of the evidence of his insanity goes to show
Some of theit· estimates are a little wild.
T9wn clerk and crier of the llngel choir,
the loss of its mother, The nfilicted little lad that Guiteau has for years had a morbid desire
put his mouth to a knot-hole, and sympathetic- for notoriety; that as early as 1878 he prom•
AN old lady in Vermont sent President. Ar- Blow on, while skeptics shriek in endless fire.
Amen.
ally r;aid to the clucken: ·'Peepy, peepy, I ised to some day muke himself famous all o"I'Ar
thur a box of butteruut candy for Thanksgiv·
ing, whi;h he acknowle~ged with t~anks. The
SoME of t~e clergymen of Clev~la?d,,O., are didn't kill your mother. They killed her for the world; and that his conduct through life
Woman s Suffrage SoCiety sent lum a copy of much exerCised as to whether 1t 1s nght or that bi~ old preacher's dinner." That "big has been that of a depraved r>IScHl rather than
"The History of Woman Suffrage," elegrtntly wrong to giv the newspaper men the manu- old preacher" was startled out of all sense of a lunatic. A. Baptist minister in this city tes·
~ound in calf, wilh the com~liments of the ed-~· s~rip~ of their sermons on Sunday for publica- prayer:hrlness, and suddenly brought his devo- tified that six yearo ago Guiteau was expelled
from Lis chlll'ch for gross immoralities,
ltors, and hav as vet received no response, tlon m the papers of Monday. A. few of the~e tional exercises to a close.
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and engaging in such works of ~nterprise as would
be well for them to do. A few yearA ago a Fr·enchman came here to enaage in tht> ~-<ilk businN!!I 1 bringing with }dm a P-apital of 50,000 francR, which he
A .Few llalS in Atltens.-Conclnded.
d1-posited in one of the hankH of this city as a surety of the eanw~tne~s of his inteutions. lie set out
Elen~is is t<till ('onsiderahle of a village, though hy
a lar·g0. numher of mnlherry.trN·R, and went to other
no means heantiful, and ~tands near the bay. The
!wavy expelll'('~; and when hi~ hnsirH'I'S had pro.
anciPnt city clatPs from the mo~>t early time~, and is
gressed so far as to rPqni,·e the labor of many persnppo~erl to have flelived itR uame hom the advent
~ons, both male and female, there were plenty here
of Uerl'!l, who, w1th PrnsPqiine, was wor8lriped here
capable of performing the service!!, nnd wLo needed
With ancient J>rOCt'SRiOnR anO the CelebrationS Of the
the monf'y he had to !Jay them. Bnt it was not long
Eleusinian mysteriel'! already alluded to. The town
before he learned that a spirit inimical to him exwas a mile in length, and was built at the eastern
isted among the people. They wPre jealous of the
end of a iow, rocky higbt, parallel with the shore of
success they perceived he was making and evinced a
the bay, and sep;.ratf'd on the west from the falls of
disposition to interfere with him. It was not long
Mount Kerata by a narrow branch of the plain.
hefore the priests told the woman working for him
Tbe eastern extremity of the hill was levelled artithat it was impr0per for them to work there in comficially for the reception of the Hierum of Demeter
pany with men, anrl that they mnRt desillt. A sim(Ceres) and the other sacred buildings. Above
ilar influence was also brought. to bear upon the men,
these are the ruins of the Acropolis. A triangular
and one morning the .Frenehmau was much chaspace of about five l11mdred yards each side, lying
grined to find tbat every one of his employee• had
between the hill anrl the shore, was occupied by tbe
deserted him, and that he could not induce t.hem to
town of EleJsis. Ou the eastern side the town wall
r~sume work.
What was he to do? He bad inis traced along the summit of an artificial em bankveRted too much money in his business to allow it to
ment, carried acro's the marshy ground from some
pPrish by default of ·labor. lie went at once to
bight above the Hierum. The wall, according to
France :1ud Italy and secured such help as he required
the praetice of the Gre~:ks in military architecture,
to conduct his 1)1l~iues~, and soon he w~s all right
was proloDged into the sea so as to form a mole
again. But. the Greeks d~termined that he should
shelt~ring a harbor, which was entirely artificial,
and was formed by this and two other longer moles,
not succeed among them, and ere long, on a certain
whieh projeet about three hundred feet into the sea,
night, his property was destroyed by evil- minded
persons, and at a lo~s of his capital he was compelled
the foundations of which remain a foot or so above
the w;lter. There are many remains of buildings
to reliuqnit>h hifl ente1·priHe. It seems siugular that
and walls along the shore, as well as in other parts
any peoJ.Ile should be so short-sighted to their own
of the town and citadel.
best interests ns to prevent an enterprise so ueeful
Upon approaching the town the first conspicuous
and so benefidal to the eountry, for Greece is probobjeet is a delapidat~d pavement, terminating in the
ably as weli adapted to the silk culture as almost
portico of two temples, now in complett: ruins, and
any other country in the world, and sadly needs
the larger share covered with eartb, upon which
just such industrial enterprises to prevent the nestand several humble dwellings. The first temple is
ce~>sity of illlporting, and also to a~sist in raising
that of Diana. The foundation of the portico, and
the revenue required to keep up a government.~ It
the steps and fragments of pillars are about all that
is to be hoped that a better kind of sense is gaining
remain. . Tbe t~mple of Ueres close beside it is
ground here, and that foreign capital and enterprise
thought to have been far more imposing. The porwill be welcomed here, which are needed to develop
tico and portio11s of the columns, etc., are lying on
this beautiful country. I think the English and
the gronud, but no part of it is in an upright posiSt.:otch who are running tht> few mill:! in the country
tion. Nearly all of it is covered with earth, which
are now meeting with no oppo8ition. The Greeks
will baye to be excavated before auy facts can be arare an iugenious, active people, and they greatly
rived at with re~pect to the dimensions of the temneed capital and enterprise from other Gountriell.
ple and the eoudition of the statuary in it. From ap.
I have looked around a little among the shops
pearatces and the out-crop!Jingll of the pillars, etc.,
here, and while I see evidences of mechanical skill,
the marks of thrift are not as compiouous as one
at the west end, we jud!!ed that the temple must
have been from three huudred to five hundred feet
would wi~h. Manv of the domestic branches of
manufaeture an."l pr~secnted in a very primitive manin-length. A company for excavatiug has the matter in lmnd, and w1ll soon commence unearthing the
ner. Shoemakers sit on a stool by the side of the
temple, when it is thought many statues will bP
streett:, and even uud~r the shade of a tree by the
found and mueh of great interest. The ends of the
roadside in the country or far ontside the city, and
two temJ.Il~s uow to be seen were unearthed some
tlH~ir kit of tools is extremely limited. When in
twelve y~::ars ago. The temple of Ceres is said to
my youthful days I worked four yMrs at shoemakhave been the largest temple in Greece, and it is to
MODERN GREEKS.
ing, I woald hardly have felt that I could prosecute
be bop~J that in a· year l'l' two much more will be
Any one who visits Greece to-day will inevitably it under such co!lditions:- I will remark, however,
known about it than is known now. Some fonrteen be impressed with the conviction that tl'e present iri- that these outside workmen are cobblers rather than
houses are to he removed to make the excavations. habitan1s of the country have deteriorated from the makers of new work, though I have seen both branches
In a humule huild1ng we saw hundreds of pi~ces of proud standard once maintained by the people. The going on in the open air. I have seen men reeling
broken statuary wh1ch unce adorn~d the temples.
reasons for this are doubtless ample to account for and twisting silk in the open air, on a vacant lot in
After linguwg around and meditating upon the the falling-away that has taken J.!lace. If the pres- the city. Their implements remirvl one much of
ruins, a part of the Ct'mlmny walked dowu to the ent race of Greeks are the absolute descendants of the rope-makers' apparatul<, and the two young men I
waters' edge and looked at tht' mole, the wall;;~ of ancient dwellers in this land, their repeated subjec- "aw thus at work displayed much aeti\·ity and l'kill
which prujeut /Somewhat above tl.e water. We also tions by the .l:tomans, the Venetians, and lastly by in handlirg the thread~, donuling, twisting, reeling,
ent~r~L1 au otl mill, where we saw a pile of olives the Turks, under whom they long groveled iu the etc. It is very common to see women S}Jinning cotready to he mash~:d up. The mill in which they are most abject servility, were sufficient to seriously af- ton or wool before their cottage door!l, anti even
grouud i~:~ astunf', weighing nearly a ton, traveling in feet their wanhood, and to account for the defects while walking the strtets; and the process by which
a bed or circular trough. The pumice is put into found in their character. It must be borne in mind they do it is extremely simple. On a small distaff
stout cluth«, and prl:Bl'l:d in a heavy pre~s, by mueb that wl1en Greece, fifty years ago, escaped from the which they bold iu the left hand, or by the forearm
the same process a~ lard oil is manufactured. Many heavy yoke of the Turks, she wall reduced to the low- passed agaiust the side, is the material they are spinof you, liuuutle~s, are aware what kind of fruit the est condition compatible with existence. Athens uiug; they draw out the thread much :~a is done on
olive i~S, butfur tlwse who do not know 1 will state th:J.t was in ruins, but a single residence being left unin- t.he spinning-whed; the thread iswoun•l upon a bobit it> au uuloJJg oval abottt an inch in length anc about jured, and the whole of Greece being devastated and bin, which hangs dangling before them, and the
the SlZC auli bha}JC of a J!eUan nut. lL is of a tieto!hy VIrtually in ashes. If we now find the inhabitants twisting is ·done by gtviug the bobbin a skilful
character; some of. them are black when ripe, while behind those of other European countries, we must whirl. In several shop!:! I SJ.W wax being manufactothert! are gr~en. The trees bear very fttll, but only reroember the degraded state from which they have ured into large candl~s f0r worshipful and decoevery seconu year, much as wiLh a1rples.
emerged, and that what she is she has accom}dished rative purposl:s. Mueh fantastic work is put upon
'\Ne saw near the Fbore of the bay a modern-look- in half a century. It is but a small couutry, and them, and ·decided ingenuity displayed. These caning manufactory with a tall chimney, and learning it much of its lands are mere piles of rocks, while the dl~=s vary in size from six inches to four feet in
was au iwproved uilruill and soap iaetory we wished aridity of the climate in late years renderR the more length.
to see it. .t\.t. the entrance we were met by l\ vt:ry le"\·ellaud far less productive than it would be under
It cannot be denied that the Greeks have an unengentlemanly person who bpoke excelleut English, aud other circumstances. But the country has made rapid viable re}lutation in some direetions, aud particularly
who, 11pou our making mu· wishetl kuown, very kiudly strides since obtaining its independence. Although as regards tmthfulness and integrity. To "lie like
showetl us over the establishment, which comists of at that time this city of Athens bad but a single a G1·eek" bas passed into a proverb, and is considtwo SeJ.Iarate btnldmgs, one fo1· oil, the other for house uninjured and its inhabitants numbered but ered a "\'ery strong comparison. They are clearly
soap.ruakiug. The 011 is obtained from the pressed five hundred, it is now a well built city of nearly one ~;harp in trade, and it is uoturions that they resort to
pumice of tile ollve, which appears so dry that one hundred thousand. The population of the country, trickery, misrepresentation, and downright dishonwould think very little oil is left in it; but by being witb the additions that have recently been made to esty to effect their purposes. Jews exhibit much
ground up and treated wi~'::t a liquid called sulpbur- it, is between one and a half and two millions.
tact in buying and selling; they will buy as cheaply
oarbon,.or sulphurated carbor:, obtained by distilling
The country has not had the time or wealth to en- as possible, and will sell their mercbaudise to the
sulphur in contact with charcoal, a vapor arises, gage largely in manufactures, but is perhaps doing best })Ossible advantage, but when that is said, all is
whu:h, in a condenser, is reduced to a liquid state. tolerably well in that direction. One paper milllto! Raid; but Greeks have the 1·eputation of resorting
'The oil cake, treated with this iu elose b01lers, parts in successful operation at Pirreus. Several cotton, to conspiracy, intrigue,. and downright rascality
with its oil, and some fourteen per cent of oil is ob· mills are at work, some silk is produced, and sev. i that a .Jew would never be guilty of. This has
tained whwb otherwise would be lost. This oil is eral branches of minor roanufactuns are being prose- been their character in the various cities to which
not as colorless as tirst-cla:ss olive oil, but it is very cnted, includiug shoemaking, pottery, blacksmithing, they have emigrated, to wit, London, Paris, Vienna,
good for boap makiug, for rua(~hiutory, and man} stoJ,e-cutting. and the varwus..other trades r~quired Venice, Trieste, Uonstantinople,. Smyrna, Ah~xandria,
other jJlH'J.IO~l:IS As the oil cake is o htain~d in large in iiomestic life. The manufactures that have lteen the citi, s of Syria, ttc. They La.ve mually been suequautnie~, the q1tautity of oil produc~od is very cou- started, especially the cotton works, have b~en don(:j cessful in getting wealth, lmt have not, as a rule,
SH1tral>le. The oil, after se}'arating, settling, and by people of other nations, notably the English. It doue it aslwnc,stly as they should have doue.
fining, lB pumped into the other bnrldiug and made must be said, too, that the Greeks do not show as
They also have the charge of b1·igandage laid at
into olive oil soap by boiling it for four days wit.h a much favor tow,.rd foreigners coming among them their doors. There is probably nothing of the kin!!

J!Erutlr ~ccltcr J!tound fltt §orld.

solution of oanRtic soda, which is much the same
process as that hy whkh soap is made from animal
oils and fat, We saw the large boilers in whi<"h
the union between the oil and alkali is effecteo.
'Ve saw the vats into which the soap is placed
to cool and harden into large cakeR ten fet>t ~qnare,
and .where, when cold, it is cut with a lar.ge knifP
into cakes two ·feet ~quart>, a11rl afterwards r.nt up
with wires into cakes of uniform size weighing
a ponnd, when a company of Grecian gir!R pa~l'!
the eakf'!l through. prN!~es, stamping them in Gr~ek
The Eleusis Soap lVorks, and then· packing them
in boxeR for market. As fancy soap making is
one of the avocations I have pursued in my scroewhat checkered career, I was very much interested
iii looking over this establishment, and was glad to
find so practical an enterprise in this classical land.
The soap turned out is of excrllent quality, and
none of it is adulterate<'!. with rosin, as is the case in
onr country with all the common grades of soap.
Here the oil is so cbeap there is not the same inceutive for adulteration as otherwise might be the case.
A scented soap is also made in the same establishment, and pressed in cakes &hout one-fourth the size
of those already alluded to. Upon expressing a wish
to buy some for samples of Grecian-made soap to
take with us, the very courteous gentleman presented
UR eaeh with one of the large cakes and three paper
boxet> containing three cakes e:wh, and utterly refused to take any pay for them. I expresseo my
gratitudP, and said I should be pleased to mention
the establishment and his kindne@S in the volumes
descriptive of my journey which I am writing. Upon
his saying he would be pleased to see the work, I
premised to send him a copy whPn published. So
here is a market for one more copy.
The firm which owns the works is Me8srs. Cbarialaos & Ralli. The name of the gentleman who
conducted us over the establi8hroent is Deinitriades
He is nephew to one of the firm, and has an intere~t
in the business. He has spent some twelve years in
England, which accounts for his speaking Euglish so
well. He said, however, that he is a native Greek,
but not a brigand.
I must say that our ride to Elensis, and all connected with it, was of the"·inoRt enjoyable character.
The weather was roost lo-vely, the roads good, and
the as~ociations and memories connected with the
locality such as to keep the interest hightened to the
utmost. We were pleased to learn that next year
the five miles of railro11d now existing will be continned to Eleusis, on to Corinth, and perhaps to Thebes, which is still out beyond Eleusis. The latter
town, so pleasantly situated on the lovely bay, iR a
charming place for a residence, and as Gretce increases in wealth and improvements it will no donbt
become a point of extra attraction. We got b~ck to
the city in time for dinnei'-6: 30-feeling more than
pleased with what we bad seen.
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attEimpteil here in Athens, hut I am informed that in but perhaps fulness is a mark of beauty in the eyes than visit it, although tl1e king and queen are not
the rural clistrictA it iR Rnarcely safe for a stranger to of a modern Greek. The~e skirts stand out like the present to acknowlerlge our great cnnde!'<'ension, be~ravt!l hy himsPlf, anil that he runs great ri~:~k of be- short drPSS of a dancing girl on the stage of a the- ing away looking after some of the new f'Oill'f'Sf'ions
mg attackecl, all his money and valuables taken from ater, and the legs are seen at whole length. ·what that, have rrcently been ced• d to them. The p·1lace
him, and his perwn held to secure a ransom, much there iR in the way of pants or breeches are nearly as is a plain,, heavy l'llructnre, thrFe stories high,· and
as the brigands· of Italy have persecuted for cPntu- tight-fitting as the stocking!'!. This dress is worn in thrPe hundred feet or more in ·Jength. · The hroad
ries. ln fact, the two peoples seem much alike. great numbers, eapecially hy peasants and co11ntry stairway lead•np to the general ree!'pt ion rourn, more
They have the same dark, swarthy skins; they have people, and is rather of Albanian fashion. There thlln a hunrlred feet in IH gth and fifty hrnad, with
much the same feature~;~; they are just abuut as dirty 11re sgveral modifications of it harilly nece•sary to a floor of marble. The thJ·one ron111 is rieh t-nough,
in their habits, and their cries in the strPets and del'!cribe. In the rural districts but little of the mod- hut still plain (·ompllred with tht- Qllirinl!l Palace in
j11bberings Aound much alike, and alike they are thfl ern European style of dress is to be seen, everybody Rome, where King Humhert is dowiciled. But that,
degenerated descendants of two great and noble wearing some variety of the national costume. The come to remember, was fitted up for the vicegerents
races of people who did great thingR for the civiliza- peasant women wear skirts of rather a small pattern, of the meek and lowly Jesus, and which thq were
tion of the world, but unfortunately fell into dissi- and made of a kind of wide stripes of plaid in high under the necessity of vacating in favor of their sucpation and crimP., and virtually paqs~ from the colors, and often of wool. The men seem partial to cessful rival, tbe king. That palace is extnmely
earth. With regard, however, to the brigandage in white garments, while the women show a partiality rich, the gold and crimson being in profu~ion; but
both countries, it is to be hoped it has very much for bright and strong colors. Botlf go barefooted this palace of King George anrl Q11een o:ga is no
to a large extent, especi11lly outside of Athens; and liner than many private persons boaRt of, though the
.les~ened, and is rapidly passing away.
The venality and co,ruption of the governmental when they wear shoes they are of peculiu fal'lhion, rooms are larger than those of most private ma11Sions.
officers of Grt'ece are matters of general remark. with sharp, turned-up toes, with a tassel or frizzly The ball-room is large and pretty; it is three large
room in one, separated l>y curtarnl', which are withPositions under the government are said to be pro ball at the very poit.t.
I cannot call the women of modern Greece pretty. drawn when OCClJ.~ion rt>q•lin-s. The floor iR ingencured hy purchase, favoritism, and without regafll to
~tne~s ir~ ex(~efls of almost any other country. L"g· f have seP.n some not abwlntely repul~ive, lmt no iou", marie of wood of different colurs, and laiJ in
Islatwn Is al~o prOCIIrPd by open-facerl bribery and Helens that would need to be the cause of another ~q,tart>R, diamond,., llt•d variout" tignn~s- T!Je same is
corruption, nnhear·d-of, perhapl', save in our own Trojan war on aCCl•Unt of their beauty. Mat•y of trut> of many of the flours in the pal .ce.
The king aud qut'en h:we t'aeh a chapel of their
country. It is a comm(ln thing for the coRt of get- 1 hem have high cheek-bones and rather short upper
ting certain a!!ts p:uu;ed through the Parliament tv li!J~, so as to show their teeth much <1f the time. own under the same ro •. f wlwre they live. Klllg
be discus~en, a.s the price of wheat or mules. Cus- They remind me a little of Americrtn !'quaw;:o, manv George is a Dane, a l·rothH of the p, i"c•·s~ of \Vales,
tom house officers are also raid to he very venal· by of them being nearly as dark. The men are still England, and he wor~hips God ac<·ordiitg to Martin
sli_Pping slyly into thell' hanrls a sum of monl'y of rlarker, being more in the sun without anything to Lutller, while thfl qut'tll, heing a Rut<'i"n princesc;;,
smtable amount, merchants are able to get their t:~hade the facP, and I presume they do not make an belongs to the Greek chnrch and can t;tke no lot <.r
goocls through far below the mmal rate~; while on excessive use of the Eleusis soap. Without par- -Rhare in Lutheranil"m. If they both wor,hip at the
the other hand, thoRe to whom favnrs are not to he tiality, I must ~>ay I think the men are quite as good- same time it wonld Ollly st>em rea,onable that if God
atteud~ eqnaliy well to b.oth of thPm he ll!USt get a
shown have to submit to enormous exactionR, heavy looking as the women.
There is no theater in operation in Athens at tht> tritle mixed as to the forms aud d~CRires of the ~;arne
bills being presented, without PDllmerllting the itemR
in an honorable manner, and far in e1>.Ce!'s cf th!:' presPnt time, or I am not sure hut I should havt> royal household. I imagine, hnwt'ver, he has a
requirements of the hw, aud which have to be sub- yielded to the tt>mptation of attending, although it happy way of turning those things • ff Vf-'rycavalierly,
mitted to and pa.id before the merchandi8e can bP would have been all Greek to me. The Ol•ly amuse- not ea1ing a straw hnw they wor~hip, what they be·
obtained. I h·arned that this cour~e is eRpeciallv ment I have .henrd of is a sorL of drinking.room fi .. ve, what tl1ey think, or what they do. 'iVith him
pursued at the Custom Hou~e at Corfu. H.Pally, it concert, where tht>re is one female actn-ss anti a kingR and f!UI•jectR staud upon a levt'l, and he do< I!
IS to be feared that the Greek~:~ are nearly as dishonest band (•f Bohemian girls who play 011 music:-<! in!'tru not bother hi:-~ head al,oui •·ither of them. It is as
ment!', aud for pay take up a collection nmong thP m1wh az; he wautz; to atteiHI to to run l11l'l cPieRtial rloas Americans.
The Greeks are apt scholars, and even small chil- audience. There is a peculiar characteristic aUJoz•g m~in about the clouds. The chmeh whid1 the king
dren le:un with extraordinary celerity. :Mr. and thef:le Bohemian girls worthy of mention. Great uReSis much larger than the chapel of the queen, but
Mrs. Hill, AmericanR, formerly of New York city, numbers leave their homes in Bohemia to vil"it hers is the more showy anrl has the most fJieturt'S of
and teachers, have been here in Athens for many Trieste, Venice, Corfu, Athen>~, Conf<tantinople, the Virgin and her ~ornewhat noted son. She woryears, and have had charge of the female school;::, Smyrna, Alexandria, Cairo, aud othrr cities, to sing z;hips in Gret'k, wl,ile George got-~< it in Dutch, but
and they 1·eport the remarkable-readiness with which and play on mu<~ical instruments, which avocation i"' God is said to understand one j•I~t as w<dl as he doe!!
Greek children acquire the Engli.;h langullge, as well largely carrit>d on in cafes a11<l drinking-vlace~>, vis- the other; in fact, he is said tu be Luniliar with the
as other branches of learuing.
J\lauy iustanceR ited only by men, where they are sul•jecteil to tiH· three thousand different la11gn~ges ar·d dial~:cts that
illustrate thi>1, oue of which I will repeat. A lit- gro~sest msultt~ and compelled· to hear conversation are used amoug men. H Ll>iN i~< "o he is far tbe best
tle girl ab0ut eight years of ~ge attemlPd their rno~t unfit for young girls to listen to. All this they linguist I ever h!:'anl of. Elihu Burritt could nut comschool, and among other studies took !fessons in Eng- «ubmit to with becoming resignation, ofteu taking pare with him. I wi~<h I cvuld borrow fnr· Rix months
lish for ahout six month;::, when on account of sick- part in the conver5ation, for it iH from this cla!'S that his knowledge of eight or Lt•n langnagt's I ean name,
ness she was compelled to remain three months at their patronage is obtained. What is rno~t strang~' but I am very sure he would not lend it. I have not
home, and where she had t)J.e advantage of no les- is that though these girls pass the day and much oJ ;tAked him, uecause I thought it would do no good.
sons, and where she heard no English S!Jnken. U!Jon the night in thol'le places, and are a!JfJI'Oached con- If his defend<-'rl'l are correct, he knows perfectly
her return to school she was banded the New TeRta- stantly by the most d.:signiug and unprincifJl~d men, well that I need a knowledge of Greek, Turkese,
ment and a8ked tO read the second chapter of .l\lat not one of them bas been known to go astmy. They Syriac, Egyptian, llindo!'tanee, Burmese, Siamese,
thew, which she did in good Englit<h without making will be very sociable, and talk and laugh freely with Chines!:', Japam·sP, aml Tahiatian, to get along cona single balk or mistake. They also report the chil- those who talk with them, hut they will not tran- veniently in the long journ"Y before me, and to be
dren of both sexes c;;how great avidity for learning, scend the line of female propriety. They travel in able to learn facts and to give the readers of THE
and make astOIJishing- progress. A very good system companies of from six to ten; they are together TRUTH SEEKER all they are en titled to; and still,
of free public schools has been inaugurated here. I through the day and occupy the same room at nigbt. though I am perhaps as deserviug as the next man,
leal'n, however, that but few books are published iu A man and his wife and daughter frequently travel he has not had the generosity to impart a bit of inGreece, and that the people nre not specially fond of in this way and take six or eight of these girls with fo.rmation upon the subject, and I know well enough
readiug. Several paper1:1, weekly and daily, are pub- them. Every man who hires these girls to accom- he would not though I besought him in tears. If
lished here, but they are not large, and the living pany him for one or two or three years to sing and he would not even let gooil James A. Garfield live
power which the boys exercise every morning to sell play gives security to their pareuts that the girls when millions of pious Christian men and women,
them argues that they do not sell very readily, or shall be returned as pure and spotless as when they backed by one hundred and fifty thousand ministers
. that their anxiety tc effect sales leads them to make left home. l\'ly informant tells· me that this con . and priest~, asked him so pretty, and said "Please,"
a great ado in accomplishing it. It sremed to me tract is invariably kept. I have beard one of this and repeated the reqnest so many timt>s, I have not
that so far as noi~e is concemed the boys of AtheuR band of Bohemian girls playing, some on one instru- the least idea he would teach me Greek any quicker
throw the New York Arabs far into the shade. As ment, some on another, making altogethPr very good than be would Choctaw, neither as a matter of grathese Athenian papers are priuted in characters and music. It is indeed singular that thrse girls of <~ious kindneAs, nor if I even gave him a half interest
words which I cannot understand in the slightest de. Bohemia should, under the most trying circum- in THE TRUTH SEEKER. I used to 1ry him, time
gree, I will not attempt to give you an idea of the RtanceEt, maintain their virtue perfectly untarnished, and again, a good many years ago, before I learned
editorial talent employed. I even have not attempted while in localities not far from their homes-Vienna, better, and though my request~ were varied and sinto rake up any editorial brotherhood. I will say in Galatz, and other places on the Danube-a very low cere, I cannot remember that he was iufluenced by
one of them in the sligbtest dt>gree.
this connection that the modern Greek language, state of morals exi~ts.
I cannot think that would he my disposition. If I
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•Greek as the modern inhabitants are unlike theii· as they are in contact with the corrupting influences could only be God Almighty for ~ix days and a half,
illustriouR predecessMs. The modern Greek is in of modern civilization, some of them become prosti- and possess infinite power, as it is sai,J he does, I
Roman characters or letters, with the addition of tntef:l, but in the interior proviiJces, ar.d away from would open my ears wide and my heart still wider.
•sevual with a decided Greek appearance. The mod- the cities, such a thing is almost unknown. If some I would stretch out my hands-or it seems to me
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The costumes worn by the natives vary not a chances to see one of these unhappy exiles, and says
I would auswer thPm, too. In fact I would anticilittle. The women seem to adopt modern styles afterward to the father or brother, I saw your
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opportua kiud of g;,rter. They Wt:'ar·a kind of llkirt or kilt,
merit, or disease that can Le imagint·d. I should
uity
may
serVH.
The
pun1~hment
t~hould
always
be
made of uncolored muslm, tiftt:en or twenty inches iu
feel that if I !JO"sessed iutinite J.lllWl·l' aud did notrelength and auout two tlJirds of a yard in width, as heavy upon the male as upon the female.
move these evdtJ from the earth I would be j11:.t as
The
hotel
wh!:'re
we
stop
is
immediately
in
front
gatht-red f:iuely iu plaits aud tied about the waist,
responsihle for their exi!ltence as thongh I had
reaching nearly to the knees. Dotlule the amount of the kiug's palace, an esplanade or puultc ,;quare
created them especially to afliwt mankind. I would
. gf J)luslin is used in makin~ that seems necessary, only intervenin.g. Of course we could not do less
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not suffer the feeble old women that live in the attics ings, the universities, the museums, and many hotels them fair wages for this country-three and a half
of our cities to be compelled to work eighteen hours and priv;lte residences are also of a creditable char- francs to laborers, and five frnncs to mechanics. He
a day making shirt~, pants, and vests for ~he sl~p acter. The streets are not p::tvcd, but macadamized also sub~cribed money to help cnt a ~hip canal across
shops for twenty-five cents a day, to eke out a nus- with broken stone and rolled down smooth with a the isthmus of Corinth, which will shorten the paserable existence in a world which thE>y were com- heavy roller. The better sha!·e of the improve- sage from Corfu to this point by a day's travel. A
pelled to enter without having any word m· choice ments, however, have been done with money not canal was cut there in the days of ancient Greece,
in the matter; I would take good care of the widows, made in Greece. Greeks who have been successful but got filled up and was aband01wd. He says he
and provide the old maids with husbands. I would in making fortunes in other countries have contrib- expects no return from the investment, but he thinks
not let any of the old men p;o hungry; I would ban- uted liberally to improve this city. If the Greeks the good of the country requires the canal. He has
ish a:ffiiction and suffering from the face of the have their faults, they certainly possess love of also subRcribed money in a line of steamers, and the
earth; I would not allow any one to die except of country and patriotism in no stinted degree. As re- company wish him to be one of the directors, but be
old agE>, and then like a little babe going to sleep; I gards King George, I think be is not very popular declines. He has built a fine house for his deceased
I would cause the people to be so happy that their with the Greeks. They think he has very little love brother's children, and is very good to them. He
faces would never be long nor sad. I would have or affection for the people. They did not like King seems like a most excellent man.
smiles take the place of tears. I would so order Otho because he bad no son to succeed him, and he
It is, of course, well known that Greece is a Christhings that all human beings would delight to be virtually vacated the throne, deeming himself safer tian count1'5T; she is no longer pagan, as she was two
good to each other and to always refrain from un- out of the coj;lntry. Since George has become king and three thonsand years ago. Priests are as thick
kind conduct. I would banish sighs and groans and he has an heir, now almost a young man, who will here as toads after a shower. I have not learned
sorrow from the world; I would make everybody be ready to succeed him, although the king himself how many priests are in the country, but judging
happy, loving, and healthy; I would cast out all the is less than forty years of age. The Greeks entertain from the nnmbers I see in the city they must amount
devils that. trouble mPn and women, and would do it a higher opinion of Gladstone than of any other to a few thousands. One can hardly walk a square
so effect,Jally that every devil should die and never man, because he would not let the Turks pitch into or two without meeting two or three priests going
trouble man nor woman again. It might not he a them. They would like to have him come and be about with their long black robes and black Rtovepracticable thing to make a first-class god of me, but king over them. It is said that the king recipro- pipe hats or caps. Their hats are about the bight of
if it can be done, and I can only be invested with cates the feeling toward him by not liking the an ordinary "plug" hat, but have no brim at all;
inlinite power, I will agree to acquit myself one hun- Greeks very well. , When the crown was offered him but the top projects about an inch beyond the body
dred per cent better than any god I have heard of, by England he hesitated about taking it, and de- of the hat. 'l'he people all belong to the Greek
and prove myself a blessing to the world, instead clined to do so unless the Ionian Islands, including church, which bears much reBemhlance to the Romish
of a curse. I am sure it would add to my own happi- Corfn, which formerly were Greek possession", were church save they do not yield allegiance to the pope
ness to increase the happiness of my subjects, and if added to his kingdom. His request wa!l therefore of Rome. The head of the Gt·eek chnrch is a Grand
I found it inconvenient to carry ont the things I acceded to, and Corfu has since been part of his do- Patriarch, who resides at Con9tantinople. His posihave enumerated, I would commission, if necessary, minions.
tion and power iu the Greek church are much the same
a million angels and archangels to accomplish it all
Greece maintains a standing army of twenty-five as that of the pope in the Romish church, though I
with promptness and dispatch. But this is a digres- thousand, which is obviously much too large for such am informed that it iR not held as a dogma in the
sion. It may all be very idle talk; but as I am here a small country.
Greek church that the Patriarch is necessarily infalin this very godly city, where so m)l.ny gods ha"<Je
Greece follows the general fashion of the time by lible. With all the vicegerents which Christ has to
been believed in and worshiped, perhaps it is just a having a national debt, which W!lS largely increased act for him on the earth, to wit, the Pope of Rome,
little excusable for me at the moment to wish that I by her late preparations to engage iti war with the Patriarct of Constantinople, the Arch bishop of
might be a god myself, if only for a short time. I Turkey. She increased her army, and took other Canterbury, with Howard Crosby, Prof. Cook, aud
will, however, return to King George's palace.
expensive steps for the expected struggle. I am told any quantity of others in America, it is pretty hard
On the wall over the main stairway is a magnifi- that her debt now amounts to $40,000,000, but am to tell which if' really the simon-pure vicegerent who
cent painting of Prometheus, the son of a god, fas- far from sure that this is correct. Her revenue from bas the power to act for Christ, and who most nearly
tened to a rock, with the vultureR gnawing at hi~ imports and exports amounts to $10,500,000, her an- represents the meek and lowly one who had not
liver, and this rlivine son writhing in agony in his nual expenses to about $10;700,000. She imports where to lay his head, and who taught that mendiunpleasrtnt position. It is almoAt singula!· that Chris- nearly all kinds of manufactured ·articles. Her cantt< and beggars are the only true followers of him
tians wiil allow tbis painting in their palaces; not principal exports are currants and olive oil. The and the only ones who have the least chance of getthat there is anything very bad in commemoratino- amount of live stock in the whole countrv is thus ting into heaven.
The churches here are numerous enough for the
this heathen idea, but it is rather damaging to thei~ given: sheep, 2,265,822; goats, 2,287,000; hogs, 38,system; or, in other words, it is proclaiming that the 353; oxen, 9,836; cows, 57,769; horses, 70,776; wants of a very pious people, and I think every
fundamental idPa in their system is a borrowed one, mules, 30,443; donkeys, 67,456; buffaloes, 743; cam- church is supplied with several priests, who, for their
services in indacing God to let this world to run on in
and that the Grecians entertained it hundreds of els, 67.
The amount of agricultural products, and the about the way it does, manage to pick up a very
years before Christianity had an existence. Prometheus was the son of the principal_ god in the heaven number of acres in cultivation I did not lear,n; but comfortable living, and to work less and dress better
of the GrecianEI, and his fa.ther doomed him to die I think the general acreage in cultivation is small. than any other class of the people. The churches
an excruciating death, and to be a propitiation for It would doubtless be much larger if rains were are generally built in the Byzantine style, nearly as
the sins of mankind. It was written in early times more timely and frequent. If forest trees could large one way as the other, and thev are sufficiently
that be was crucified, while other authorities, perhaps cover all the surface of the country where they decorated with pictures of the virgin and dying
to have the likeness to a later story less palpable, would grow, they would undoubtedly contribute gods, though I judge the Greeks do not go to the great
rendered it that he was chained to a rock. At all essentially to the annual rainfall; but such a growth extreme in this direction that the Romanists do. I
events, the poets of Greece put the story in beantiful of forest trees can hardly be looked for so long as have seen the paintings of many saints, hut not as
language. 1Eschylus, one of the grandest poets of goats are so largely raised. Geese are said to once many as I saw in Italy, and I have seen very few.
those times, wrote a drama upon the theme, and five have saved Rome, and it is quite as true that goats statues of saints.
On Sunday m()rning Mr. Bridges and I attended
hundred years before the dawn of Christianity the are proving a curse to Greece as they have to Cydrama was played upon the stage of the theater here prus, by eating all the growing sprouts which would the cathedral before breakfast. The services were
in this city of Athens, and the death of the Son of make trees if let alone. Here in Greece the peasants in operation when we arrived. We found about
God for the sins of mankind was portrayed upon the in the fall of the year, when everything is dry, burn one hundred and fifty men and boys standing in the
stage. The drama has been carefully translated into off all the growth that has been made during the middle of the cathedral, fenced off from the inner
English, and it must be admitted that the expressions year, that their goats may have -the early shoots of part by an iron railing, and three or four priests, in ·
sound extremely like those of ChristianA about their sprouts and new trees to feed upon in the following long white overgowns, were chanting the service
similar story of the death of their demi-god for a like spring. In this way thegrowth of trees is retarded and going through various genufiexions and evolu·purpose. Let me here quote some of the language and the country kept arid and parchl'd. Goats con- tions, and on either side of the large space was a
tribute largely to the sustenance of the people, and man with a number of boys around him, and these
of this drama, as translated by Potter:
they also are a deadly enemy to growth of young did essential service in doing the heavy singing, the
"Lo, stt·eaming from the fatal tree,
trees. The Parliament have passed very stringent man singing tenor and the boys coming in with
His all-atouing blood !
laws against this annual burning over of the land, sharp, shrill, and clear voices on the alto. The
Is thi:l the lufinite? 'Tis be,
Pwmethtu5, and a gou!
and have even made the offense punishable by death; priests have a platfQrm, !lomething like a stage, on
Well mi,_bt the sun iu darkness bide,
but it does no good. The fires are started slyly, which they move about a good deal, and from which
Aud veil his glories in,
perhaps in the night, and if it were even known who platform a doorway opens into an inner room-holy
When God, the gt·eat Prometheus, died
started the fire, the person knowing it would not of holies or sanct'um sanctorwn. In the holy of
For mau, the creature's, sin."
dare to report it for fear of incurring the deadly holies a table, or counter, some ten or fifteen feet
The similarity between the Grecian pagan idea enmity of the class who have an interest in those long, runs crosswise, and upon it stands an image of
and the Christian idea must be apparent to every fires, as his life would doubtless pay the forfeit if the virgin and a crucifix with a dead god impaled
reader. As t~e Grecial?- is fully five hundred years they knew he had played informer. If Greece ever upon it. About half the time the priest is in the
the older, I Will leave It for every reader to judge becomes a productive agricultural country, some holy of holies, chanting before the statue and kneelfor himself whether it is probable that the pagans means will have to be taken to encourage the growth ing frequently; and half the time he is on the front
borrowed the idea from the Christians, and if the of forest trees.
platform motioning to the audience, extending his
idea is not as beautiful in the first instance as in tl1e
It is gratifying to learn that there are public spir- arms toward them and waving his sanctimonious
second.
ited men among the Greeks who have made money benediction over them. singing, or chanting, with
The city of Athens has two sides, one consisting of elsewhere, who are disposed to ·use it in benefit- but little intermission. The men and boys which
small, poor dwellings, where the poor people have ing their native country. I have already said that form the side-show keep up a constant singing at the
their homes. Here the streets are narrow and a large share of the fine buildings have been same time; and when the company on one side seem
crooked. On the other si<;le the houses are of a very erected with money made elsewhere. I have met a to be a little tired out the company of a man and
pretty character, and the streets are wide and Mr. Theophilatus, a Greek llailor and speculator, boys on the other side take up the refrain and come
straight. When King Otho was in power here, he who has made hiu.self a millionaire, and is using in most sonorously with the chanting. I must say
brought on a Bavarian engineer, who laid off the his money to benefit Greece. His first fortu- the boys are capital singers; rarely have I heard
streets crooked and running in all directions. His nate enterprise was several years ago, when, learning clearer, shriller, and smoother voices. The tenor
services, however, were dispensed with, and a French that several articles of produce were scarce and singers are also very good.
.
engineer was next set to work, and he laid off the high in England and very plentiful on the Danube,
After chanting for some fifteen minutes, a tall
newer part of the city in straight and wide streets, he engaged largely in the purchase of them, and priest with a long black beard took the censer and
which accounts for the. diversity that exists. The hired every vessel he could to carry his produce. commenced swinging it all around the image and
buildings are mostly made of rough stone, and plas- The result war~ he made a sum equal to $500,000 in table in the holy of holies-making it all blue there
tered over, while a few are of pres~;ed stone. Marble that one venture. Subsequent ventures were also with the holy smoke; and then he came forward
is so abundant at the Pentelicus that doubtless many very fortunate. He has purchased ten thousand with his smoke-pot and smoked the front stage in
fine buildings will yet be erected. The city has a acres of land on the plain near Athens, and is en- the most approved manner, swinging the censer
very new appearance, and the better share of the gaged in various branches of agriculture, stock-rais- toward us of the audience, as though giving us the
buildings are very creditable. The Parliament ing, grain culture, vineyards, and the silk culture. benefit of the holy smoke also. 1 could not-help
House, the Post-Office, the other government build- He hires many of his po-;>r countrymen and pays thinking that if the Lord is fond of smoke he must
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have been particularly well plea~ed on that morning, bread and wine by the 'mysterious and miraculous
Refused !
for t~e pi:i~st made a thorough job of.it and .sh.owed process of transubstantiation. It was of cours.e re-~ To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER. Sir: A
no dtspositwn. to spa.re the smoke. I Judge It IS not garded as extr~mely holy, and the small audience correspondent sent me the California Jl£orninr1 Gall,
a ~ery expensiVe arttcle, or tha~ th.e funds were ~nf- towards whom I~ was pre.se~ted, save myself, .rever- containing an article slurring Infidels and Infidel
fie1ent. to the expense. Th~ smgu1~, or c~antmg, ently bowed their beads. 111 Its presence. I did. not j publications, and asked me to write a reply, and said
was. still kep~ up all. the time, as It was,. m fact, I care to partake of, the v~ands, as I am. not. specially she would hav it published in the Galt. 1 wa 8 sure
dur.mg .the e?tire servtce when one of the pnests was fond of ?ead goa, fearmg, too, that It. m1g?t spo~ll1 the p~per would refuse it, lout, nevertheless, I sent
dehvenng h1s s.ermon.
.
~y appetite for h:eakfast. He then .r~tll'ed 111to his 1 the article. It Cltme back on the plea that the colThe next tlnng was1 four boys, .dressed 111 lo~g, h.t.tle holy of hohes and shut the ~hdm~-door after· umns were too much occupied with other matter, and
sky-blue robes, came m from a Side door bearmg him, so I could not see what be did. Whethei h.e now my correspondent asks me to send it to our dear
candles three or f?ur feet long, and they were fol- ate and drank the dead god I cannot say. After this TRUTH SEEKER, and here it is:
lowed ~y two prreRts an~ a bal~-headed old man ~e brought out a ~arge .book a?d sang.a chapter from
"FRIEND EDITOR: A copy of the Jlforning Gall bas
about eig?ty years old_, WI~h a ri~~ and,[ancy gar- It, and at a certa111 pomt 'Y"bile readmg two wo~en 1 just fallen into my bands, and I hav read the article
ment, whwb, perh~ps, IS called a s~olt; (though I advanced and bow.ed th~u beads lo'Y" befor~ hi~, entitled, 'The Secular Press,' and, though only a
do not s.uppose this was st.olen), ana h~m_l took.to and one of them raised h1s apron, whtch possibly IR woman, ask thy permission to say a few words in
be the his hop, for m<;He deference was paid to ~urn' called an .ephod, and pat her b~ad under t~e apron 1response. 1 8 gree with you that the 'secular press'
than to the ot~er priest. He marched at. once mto and ~eld It tber~ _for several minutes .. Aftei wards at i should teach 'general righteousness;' that is, teach
the holy ?f bolles and k?eeled ~1efore the Image and c~rta111 ~t~e~ pomts.they kn~eled, which, ~owever,. I a pure morality and a correct mode of life; but I do
chanted .m a fee~le votce, while tb~ tenor an~ the d1d not J?I~ m, fearmg ~ might by so do111g obta~n not ~ee why the opinions, arguments, and ideas of Inalto outside acqmtted tb.emselves With extra y1gor. mo.;.e. rehgwn than I WIShed. I sboul.d remark
fidel speakers and writers should be rejected from its
After be had stood on his kn.ees s.ome five IDI?utes admtwn that seven candles were burmng-, as well columns as 'assumptuous :.nd illegal' any more than
he rose and. put on a black whig, With long barr be- ~s the sa:me number of lamps, though the .morn-j sboulrt be those of Christians, Jews, Mohammedans,
hind reachmg a foot down the back, and then he' mg was light and clear. It was .the same m. the and lVIormons. If only one side of the subject be
we?t through various gestures and movem~nts, cat11e.dral. .:W:hen I felt as though I had received presented, the readers will all become narrow, bigwhich, of course, were very holy. He several times suffiCient rehgwn to answer my purpose I concluded, oted, and of one idea. The public press should be the
came forward to the front of the platf~rm and to retire and .look aft~r my breakfast, and as I d.e- i voice of the people, and for all the people, and I
spread his paternal hands toward the audtence, as scended the hill I meditated ~pon w~at I bad Wit-~ claim that in this day a large majority of the readthough to confer his blessing upon them, which they nessed, and, ~ear reader~, _verily, veri!~ I sa.y unto ing, thinking, and really intelligent portion of the
gratefully acknowledged by inclining their heads you that I beheve the rehgwus ceremomes and c~eed people are Infidels. Nearly all Unitarians, Hicksites,
forward and crossing themselves several times. of the modern Greek~ no better and no more sensible • Q 11 akers, Spiritualists, and Universalists are also
Then the smoke-pot was again brought forth, and than those of the anCJents.
.
.
really Infidels; that is, they do not believe the Bible
all bands were well smoked down; and then a priest
The priests of the .Greek church, unl~ke the prrests to be the word of God, or that Jesus Christ was the
climbed up a circular stairway to the pulpit on one of Rome, are perm~tted to take a Wife each unto real son of a god, nor do many of them believe in the
side, nearly twenty feet above the floor, anJ in themselves, t~ough If they are_ so un~ortunate as to 1 personal identity of a God. A large majority of the
a very good voice sang or chanted something out of lose their WIVes they are. not perm.Itte~ to .marry 1 regular preachers in all the Christian churches do
a book as long as a full-length chapter in the Bible. again. The rermlt of this regulatw,n IS t~at .the! not believe these things either, but they preach them
Three attendants went round among the audience, priests, unlike most of the Greeks, treat their Wives l for popularity's sake and for their bread and butter!
each carrying a wide platter to collect the coin the v~ry kindly, lest they may _Jose them and ~ave to go Preaehers are precisely like your "secular press"pious worshipers were inclined to give. I bad seen Without. The Grand PHtnarch. and t~e ~Ishops. are they preach what is most popular at the time and
the platter with a few copper eoins upon them, and not allowed to marry. Confesswn of. sms Is enJOI?ed what they think will most advance their pecuniary
very piously I added one to the number, doubting in the Greek church the same as I~ the ~omish. interests.
not I would get ten leptra's worth of religion; but
We have seen three funeral pro.cesswns '!'bile here.
"In the olden days, when the gods of Olympus
when the men bore the same platters among the They have a style for funer~ls unlike anythmg I have reigned in Greece and Home, the secular press spoke
audience, fearing I had not paid enough for all that hitherto seen. ~he corpse IS preceded by a dozen or reverently of these mythical deities and their oracles
chanting, and all the smoke, and all the \Jlessing, I ~wo of_men bea~111g symbols an~ banners and carry- an.d prie&ts, and the .sc~entis~i:l, philosophers, and
put my hand into my pocket and gave a~other ten- mg two pol~s Wit~ what lo~k like lanterns on top.\ thmkers bowed submiSSivly, JUSt as they. do now
leptra piece, equal to two cents; and that IS as much The corpse IS not m the cofi?.n, but seems to be la1d 1 (many of them), to tht. popular superstitions, and
as any one gave. I saw tiothing but copper coins on on something w?i~b raises It above. the top of ~he 1 Atheist~ an~ unb~lievers '!ere sti~m'ltize~ as imthe platter.
., ?offin, and .the lid .Is not on. These. m advance SI~g; moral, lrcentwus, vrle, and wrcked. 'la,k~, for mstance,
The last scene in the play was another very grave- m a drawhng vmce a very unmusiCal sor~ of air, i that grand, noble, and good man EpiCurus, a man
looking priest ascended up into the pulpit aforesaid, which, perhaps, answers the place of a requ1e~ A I whose whole life was moral, temperate, wise, and
and solemnly began to address the audience in abont larger company follow after t?e corpse. M.r. Brid~es good, and who devoted his existence to teaching a
as good moO. ern Greek as I. r~member. having be~rd. follo~ed one of these proc~sswns I:ai£ a mile outsrde: b~autiful and loving systel? o~ philosophy ~bat should
I presumed he was expla111mg to his hearers JUSt the City to the place of bu~·Ial to Witness that part of i b111J. the whole of humamty 111 sweet ch~ms of true
what God wit>hed of them and what they had to do the ceremony. They had lrttle or no ceremony there.' and tender sympathy. He taught a wrse research
to enter Abraham's bosom. But as I have not been The grave seemed to hav~ been badly ~ug, and,: into the laws of life and nature. Yet be was misunhere long enough yet to understand modern Greek measuring it by the coffin hd they f~und It 'Yas not· derstood, maligned, and vilified through life, save by
first-rate I concluded to not stay and see it out, but long enougl:, and the company watted while the' his m?Rt int!mate friends and pupils, wh.o almost
to return and partake of breakfast. Upon retiring I grave waR tnmmed longer. Then the bed under the wor<>hiped bim as a god. But the outsi~ers,. the
saw bnt one or two women in the audience, and one corpse was taken out and the corpse allowed to rest 'secular press,' the greaL, ignorant, and miRgm~ed
was kissing a picture of the virgin. None of the on the bottom o.f the coffin, ~ut It was shallow and majority, treate.d him j_ust as you ar~ now treatmg
audience sit during worship; in fact, there is notb- the body was still above .the ~Ides. It was~ female,, the In fide~. His beautiful name, whwh sho~ld be
ing to sit on save the floor. I am inclined to think and the. corpse was ha.bited Ill a fin.e dress' but be-! ~ngraved m letters of go!~ upo~ the pages of history,
one point is gained by having the audience stand fore lett1~g It down to Its final restmgylace ~ man: IS mere~y a synonym for h~entwusness and excesses
during worship-they are less liable to go to sleep took a p~Ir of s~ea;s and cut tb: dress mto stnps, so; of all kmds, for the very viCes be most a~borre.d and
than as though leaning back in cushioned pews. I as to entirely rui.n_It. The c_offin ~as then lowere.d, labor_ed hardest to oostroy. He wooed Vll'tue m her
I concluded, moreover, that neither Jupiter nor into the grave Without the II?- bemg put on, but It' loveliest form. To her he sang:
Yahweh was offended at the ceremonies I had wit- was too long to go down easily, and .a man stepped
"'Come, goddess, come! not in thy power,
nessed, for the sun was shining jm;t as pleasantly as in on the sides of the <;>pen coffin and JU~ped up a~d
With g11it anJ garb austere,
though nothiug of the kind had l.Jeen done.
down, and finally got It do.wn, but considera~le di~t
And threatenin>4 brow severe,
I will state that the ordinary priests at t'lervice fell in upon the corpse during the process. But thu
Like stern Olympus in the judgment hour;
Cume with smiling eyes alluring,
wear a Ion()' white overgown, which eomes down to was not enough; several of those pr~sent took a handMoving soft to Lydian measures,
the feet, :nd many of them· wear wigs with long ful of the c~arse dirt and .dropped It upon th~ corp~e
Girt wir h graces, loves, anJ pleasures,
hair reaching down the back. I noticed the old befo~·e the hd. of the coffin was put ~:m. After this:
Bound B11sile>t's zone.
bishop took off his wig and put it on again several the lid was laid upon t~e co~n, ~mt It was not fa.s- 1
Come, virtue! come! in joyous tone
times during his performances. I could not gather tened down at all, ne1tber did It cover the co~n i
We bid thee welcome to our hParth,
For well we know that thou alone
why he did so. The cathedral is rather showy, with properly;-one foot of the corpse stuck up b~ ~he SI~e ·
Canst giv the purest bliss of earth.'
numerous paintings of virginl:l, priests, etc., and of th~ lid when the earth was. thr0wn huuiedly m
some mosaic figures in the dome .overhead. The upon It. The scene was a. revoltmg one. We learned
"ELMINA D. BLENKER."
glass in the windows is stained, but not in figures as afterw~r~ that the cuttmg of the dress was done
is so common in Catholic cathedrals, but is red, yel- to spoil 1t so no one would be tempted to rob the
low, and blue in round pieces some eight inches in grave for the sake of the dres~---:a bad commentary,
'l'he Taxation of Church Property.
diameter, which, interspersed, make up the windows. indeed_, ~m th~ ~o~als of a Chnstian peopl_e ! It must; To TBE EDITOR oF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
On a moruing or•two after visiting the cathedral be a pittful Clmstian wb_o w.ould rob a grave for the,, The New York State Legislature will commence
.•
h its session January first and immediately thereafter
I concluded to make another ascent of the Lychabet- dress the corpse was bu_ried m!
tus and take a second bird's-eye view of the city and
Possibly I have detawed you qmve 1~lg ~nou~ :the friends of state sem~larization should commence
surrounding count1•y. As I have visited the Acropo- with details about ~thens and Gre~ct;· b ·d~ mo~~' to send in petitions for the taxation of church proplis and other interesting points, the second time I of course, can be smd, but perhaps lt Is aiN Y W~It. : erty and clergymen and priests the same as other
started before suurisa · but when I arrived at the while to ask you to listen to me 1anger. ,.r ow 1 IS i en
·
·
summit I found a small' company there already an d approac h'wg W e d nesa~y
ev em· ng '. Oct · 2ti ' and we I m Allow
me to request the vice-presidents of the
wQrshiping in the little ehureh of St. George. The are about to .take carnages for .Prrreus, to h em ~a~k: New York State Freethinker's Association of the
audience consisted of three men, four women, and a for Constantmople, where we w~l b~ on \ e .. t ··various counties of the state to make the circulation
little girl. I concluded to join them for:.:, time. in We have had most lovely weat ~· ~re, t b~ an a~ of these petitions their special work during the
worship, but while they worshiped a dead god I wor- warm and balmy as sUJ;nme:r:, an~ t e s Y ~s .. ~e ;n. winter. 1 hav no doubt but TuE TlWTH SEEKER
shiped living nature. The ceremonies were much of serene as you can possibly IID:agme. Om 1ISIL te~e office will be pleased to furnish blank petitions.
t~e sa~e character as previously i~1 the catliedral. on th~ ~ite of the grand old City has been P easan Ill: And 1 hope the Liberals of every st.ate ~ay. m~ve
1he pnest kept up a constant chantmg, somP of the the extieme.
.
f b H
d A _ in this matter. Every man who believes m JUStice
ime from a hook, but more matter that he had by
I must say~ word In ?ehalf 0 t e ote 1 e nf will willingly sign such a petition. H. L. GREEN,
heart and besides what he did an old man also kept gleterre. It IRa splendid house, and well kept. I
Sec'y N. y State F. A.
up a ~onstant chanting of an independent character. any of you should visit Athens, let ~~ recommend
·
The priest also did up lots of smoking with the cim- you to stop at the Hotel de Angletene. I am off.
A C@UN'l'IW paper in Illinois says, among its local
Good-bye,
D. M. B.
ser, throwing it into corners and sending some of it
items: ''No word has yet been heard from Abraham
toward the audieuce. I"ater on be brought forth a
W. F. JAMIESON's tri to Illinois is now elo8ed, Lever, who went of!. two w~ek~ ago with. his wife's
plate with somethiug on it and a ve~>sel containing
p
11 f
lectures in red-headed hired gn·l. Unt1l hiS return, his Sabbathwine. Both were partially covered. The plate had and he is prepared t~ accept
ca . s o:c
He school class will be in charge of the Hev. Mr. Per.
on it a portion of the body of Christ and the vessel a Michigan and Wisconsm_for th~ ~mter season.
\ kins."
portion of his blood, which had been changed from can be addressed at Albwn,.Mwhigan.
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"poken, and they explained the Ol<l TPRtament in
th~ light of being alleg-ories of the New TeBtament.
It rs not _at all astonishing that the catechumens
were fa@ctnated by those who wished to form a new
party, and _allowed themflelvs to be seduced hy the
tm_ageE~, wh~ch always plt>a~ed the people. ·This one
t~Ing cont.r!h'!te? more _than all else to the propagatron of Chn~t1amty, whwh extended in a secret way
from on_e e~d _of the empire to the other, the magistrate~< di~dainmg to take any heed of it.
PI· pleasant !l'ud easy tlling of the imagination
t.o turn thP. hts~orv of a troupe of beg-gars into
figureR of rhetortc and prophecies of all that which
would happen t~ the world for all ages to come.

~nly ha~ Je~u!'l heen introduced upon the scene
pn~dtctl!lg tlw end of the worlo <'luring- his lifetime

CHAPTER XIX.

E~anslations.
Tl1e Tomb of Fanaticism.
AN EXTENSIV EXAMINATION OF LORD BOLINGBROKE'S DOO·
TRINS.
WRITTEN BY VOLTAIRE IN

1767.

[Translatedfrorn the FrPnch by Avery Meriwether.]
CHAPTER XVII.
CONCERNING TilE END flF THE WORLD .AJ\"D THE NEW

In chapter xxiv the bishops are ranked above emperors and king~, a precf pt from wl>ich the church
has departPd Jess than iR thought: Quanto animus
praestat corpor_e ta~tum s~cerdotium regno. By as
much as the mmd IS supenor to the body so is-the
priesthood to kings. This is tbe ~ecret 'source of
that . terrible ·power which the his hops- of Rome
usurped for so many ,c... nturie>~. All the fictitious
hoohs, all the dreams which they dared to label as
holy, WPre only in the hands of ·pPople ·faithful to
them. It W:lR a g-reat crime to communicate any of
these to the Roman!'~, who, for two hundred yPars
had little or no knowledg-e of their exii!itence. Thu;
the sect increased every <'lay.
(TO BE CONTINUED )

N?t

•

More Gods Wanted.
but that fanntit~i~m Wll~ the produet of tho~e who~ CONCERNING THE INTERPOLATIONS .AND THE FICTIWe. are told that the fool hath Baid in his heart
~e call hiR apo~tl• sa nil _ili~eipl!-s. Father Barjonah,
TIUUS BOOKS.
lll th" fir~t t'plt<tiP at.tnbuted to l1im (chaptt>r iv)
there IS no Go~l. Now I am not going to be a. fool
In
oriler
to
gain
novitiates
in
the
first
century
the
and Bay there IS no goil, althoug-h I sometimes think
Ba>fl, "The rr•·~p<'lR hav ht>en prt"ached to the dead'
a.nrl the enil of the worlcl ::q)proachf'R."
' foll_owers of Christ did not fail to represent that tl1e fool may hav told the truth I never hav sPen
In the !'lf'Conil epi~tle (dJa)JtE'r iii)," Let us attend the1r ~ect wa!'l rP~pectPd by thB Romans anti by the God nor any of his workR, so far as I know. We
emperor himself.
They were not satisfied .with are told that God will save a few men from fire in
to the nf'w hf'avf'n ann new earth''
The fir~t E>pi~tlf' attr.ihuted to .John ~aid (1 John ii, forging a thousand writings, which they attributed the next world, and that iB very good, so far as the
18), "ThE-re hav been many antichrists, whereby we to Jesus, thf'y even made him write to Pilate next world is concerned; but that whil'h is most
:Tustin a~d Tertullian cited tho~e letters, which wer~ needed just at this time is a god who will save men
knnw th:it it i>' tlw ]aRt time''
The f>Jli~tle wl•id1 was accepted upon thP. word of ~nsertPd m the gospels of' .Nicodemus. The follow- from tire in this worltl.
Ing are a few pa><~ages from the first letter of Pilate
Within the ,last two or three days I could see and
Thaodl"t~~. ~urnRmPd .Tudt>, !'")'eats the ~arne folly
(Jude xrv), "l3PII(Jid, thP. Lord cometh with ten to Tiberius. They are cnrious:
smell the smoke of the fires that were consuming
, ''It haR happened recently, and I hav verified it thousands and thou!'ands of hai'PY home!'! hou>~es
thou~nnds of Lis saiuts to execute judgment upon
that the .Jews hav hrought upon themflelvs bv thei;. barns, sta.ck'3 of grain- all wet·e burning 1burning
all mt•n''
His ridir.nlom< ioea existed for ages. If the world envy a cruel condemnation. Their God promised and the awful fin·s of this world were' burning'
was not de~tn>yPd nndPr Constantine, it would then them to send a l'laint from l1eaven who would be roasting, Rnd consuming hundredB and hunored~
come to an end unoer Tht'orlo!lia. And if the end jrtstly entitled their king, and be born of a virgin. of men, women, and innoccent little chilrlren. Thoudid not come in Tlwodo~ia's time, it would come in fh~ God of_ the .Hebrews has SE>nt him, in fact, sands of good Christians wt-re praying to God for
Atilla's time. For a thousanrl years this irlea has while I }n:esided m Judea .. '!'he leadi11g Jews de- help; frantic mothers and helple~s children were
brought riehes to the convents and monasteries. nounced him to me as a magtcian. I believed them begging, ~crea~ing, a~td crying for help; mothers
Reasoning like the monk!!, the people thought since a?d had him well scourged, and even abaudoned threw their chiidrP.n mto wells and cit~tPrns and
there wonlci be neither men nor lands when the hi?J- to them. They crucified him. The guards then in their desperation leaped in themselvs ~here
world approached its enrl, therefore :J!l the land hemg taken from the grave, he was resuscitated their dead bodies were afterward found. ' Hunshoulrl be handed over to the monks, the agents of upon the third day."
dreds of the dead were found in all directions.
T_his very old letter is an important one inasmuch Sheep, hog~, and human beings scattered about
the Creator.
Upon such madr>e~s as this is founded another wild as It proves that the primitiv Christia~s did not ?ead and dying, was an awful sight to behold. It
idea-that a llPW city of Jerusalem would de~cend vent_ure to think that Jesus was God. They spoke Is e~timated that fifteen 01· twenty thousand who
fr?m the heavens. The Ar10calyps announced that of him only as the "one sent by God." If he had barely escaped with their lives, to-day are without
this evE'nt w::~s near. All the followers of Christ be- been God also Pilate would not hav failed to homes. And where, oh, where, waR God?
~ieved _it. They manufactured new sibylline verse@, sav so.
In my judgment, if there was ever an opportunity
m whwh ~he uew .Jerusalem was prt>dicted.
It 'rn th~ second letter he says if he had not feared for a God to lend a helping baud in_a good cause
appeared m the same way as that new city where a reb_ellron that verhaps that noble Je1c would Rtill t?eu and there waR the chance. And I want to say
the followers of Christ would dwell for a thousand hav liVed. Furtasse vir ille nobilis viveret. Thlily rrght_ here that I would not giv a fltraw for the
years after birlding farewell to the world. It took could ~av forged another narrativ from Pilate with pt·omis of a God to save men from fire in the next
forty consPcrltiv nights for it to dt>scend from mo~e cu·?umstantial evidence in it if they had tried. world_ ~nti~ ?e shall giv some evidence of his ability
~.. useb1~s of_ ~esarea, in book 7 of his "Ecclesi- and di~positton to save men from fire in this world.
~eaven,- Tertullian saw it with his own eyes. The
~1me ~Ill come when all honest people will say," ll'l astrcal History, assures us that the woman cured
We are told that God knows best. Yes, he knew
It possible that they spent their time refuting that of the bloody tlux by Jesus Christ hved in Cesarea what was best for those poor, pitiable creatures.
He had seen, he says, her statue at the base of that By hard work they had secured their bread· God
tale of a tub!"
Here, then, are the opinions for which half the of Jes~s Christ. Th.ere were J!.rOund the base of it saw it all burued; and in his Bible he tellR them if
human race has been plundered and diiiturbed. See the variOus herbs whiCh cured all kinds of diseases they want daily bread to pray for it. But those
how power£ ul the principahties and kingdoms of A request of that poor woman, whose name was s~ empty stomachs to-day would giv more for a single
the deceiving priests hav become! See that influ- they say, Veronique, is handed down to us. She bag of wheat than for all the promises upon the
ence w~ich bring~ up imbecils in the cloistered cells told Herod of the miracle wrought by Christ upo bread question that God ever made.
of the Catholics! It is by the meshes of such her, a~d asked permi~sion to erect a statue to Jesus~
Whilst the fire was raging, in compliance with
spid~rs as these that we :lre surrounded and caught Bu~ th1s was located m Paniade, and not in Cesarea the governor's proclamation, thousands in our
' churches were on their knees prayinp God, if it was
and they hav discovered the secret of changm~ whwh makf's poor Eusebius very >~ad.
~
prP.tended
proclamation
of
Tiberius
was
found
their we hs into chaius of iron. Great God ! Is it
consistent with his will, to do about the right thing
for sueh fooli~hness a.s this that Er;rope has been whrch declares that Jes!1s was ranked as a God. by the President by doing just what he oug-ht to
deluged in blood aJl(l CharieR b was sacrificed upon Letters of Paul to Se!llcus, and Senicus to Paul have done long ago without being asked. Now I
a seaffold! 01~, destiny!. \Vhen those half-fledged were manufacturerl. Emperors, philosophers, apos~ am not going to find fault with God for not attendJews wrote their aRtouuding- ta!Jies on their houses t~es-all ~~re made to contribute. It is a succes- ing to the wants of the President and those poor
little did they thiuk that they were preparing~ siOn ~f umnterrupted frauds. One class are entirely creatures in the northern part of our state until I
throne for that abominable Alexander VI., and for fa:1atrcal, and ;J.~other class are political in their first know if possibly be may not, as I suspect, hav
nature. A fanatrcal dream, for example, is such as l!ad too great' a p!'ess of business on hand. If God
that daring rascal Cromwell !
the Apocalyps, supposed to hav ·been written by is ~o!ng all that he can, what more can we expect?
St. Jo~n.
'l:his is only absurd. B11t a political If 1t 1s all that he_ can do to a~tend ~o the things in
CIIAPTB:H. XVIII.
dream IS, for Instance, the books of the Constitution the next world Without botherrng w1th the things in
THE ALLEGORIES.
attributed to the ap?stles. We find in chapter xxv this world, it proves our need of another god or
the-pnests were to receive the te Uth'
Those whom we call the fathers of the cbnrch book 2, that .
S gods.
There is businesR enough for a dozen gods to
discovered a very. singular method for confirmiu!! an dfi rst
Q frmts. They are called kings in chaptel. attend to the things i8 this world if we only had the
their pupil_s in the new doctrins. Afterwhile they xxV!:. ut epzscopzts est~ hie vester rex et it ynastes. gods and they would attend strictly to business.
lt_ls ueceR~ary, accordwg to chapter xxiu, tore- We want a set. of gods who will be so good that
founJ. dJ~Ciples who- were capable of reasoning a
little. ThPy 8ai·l to the~e that the Old Testament ~erve t~e best plac~:s for the bishop at the love- everybody can't help loving them. We waut them
was only a tignr1.tiv part of the New Te!!tarnent. teastb* If he happened not to be at the table. It every till.Je that they see a chance to l1elp a fellow
They Raid th;tt the lcttle piece of red cloth, for in- was a!so ornered that a double portion be given to to p1 tch in and not wait to be a~ ked. Yes, we want
st~nce, which the Lt~civions Rthab put over her the prrest a.ud the deacon. The titles of the uishops more gods-enough so that they will be able to kill
~lnc!~w m order to shct,t out the spiPS of Joshua, were t,hen augmented, but above all stood the bish- the devil and narrow the broad road that leads to
Signitied the lJ!t~o•i of Christ poured f-orth for our· O}JR of H.ome.
sin by tilling it with rattle-snakes and making it less
~ius. S tr>J.h a,Hi her ~ervan~ lLtgar, Leah, the weepinviting than it now is.
~
Ing wom:w, ac1d the ue>J.utJftd H.1ehd reprt'sent the
* ~Ltny people accuse the early Christian societies of con- And until we can find better gods, I don't know of
s.ru~gog or the ch,rreh. JHo~es lifting his hand~ vel"!,•g the l_o•e-fe,Slti inlo sc~nes of the grossest ch"racter
any better way than for every man to set himself up
when he g:tve hattie to the Am>J.Iekites very evi-- <tud ti•hl "lth t.ile. g-ce.tetit mystrry. lt is uece~sary tu ob:
dently repre,-\P!JIS tlllJ crviS>~, ue··-ause when lle ex- -elVtl tt.at the Ch l~ll<tll~ at:eu,e onO< <tiJOticer. EpiphiilJOS i~ for a god, and do all the good he can. If a neighbor'~! fence or house or woods are on fire, piteh in and
tended his ar'll~ w the right aud left he f'ul'tne-'u t'le
CO,VIliCe•.'
tile were
b""~•!Cti,
Wl·r"dbtolute.
the only le"''"etl!'eople
'
<tlll?"g t.,.,that
,e,_.ts,
mo1:ewho
than
H~re are the help him and not wait to be asked.
llelp feed and
1
figure uf a cru,R. Ju~eph ~wid by his brother~ 1~ W•·Ids he JJSetllu b"•·k 1 "g .. llcSt l easy:
clothe the poor, and try to get up more heavens here
Jesu~ Chrillt.
Ttte rwtu"a i<> the euchari«t. The
'· AftPr tiiPy f'lO-traleLl themsehs before each other they below and never mind the heavens above. And if
f~ur wiud~S are the four ev<Jugelitlts.
The ki<!~es brought to the lLdll h" "h 0 1\ati elected. A womau t11 kes 'lim
gtven to the Shulamite (C>J.11t. vi, 13) upon the ~y ' 11 ~ hand~. Un ho~ume rewj,lJt "uti,i sa ma1u tle J'ej,cul;,. you see a man rai~e a pistol to shoot the President
any other good man, go for the cuss with a. sharp
mouth, etc, in tlte :::ir>ll!!; uf So11gR, eviuently re 11 re- 'l't dun galcu~c j et llti t!Jsenl a Uien. Nc•U" te pre~eutnus
.c e Pffrar,U. q••l est Je corp, de l'hri>t, B1>suite hommes eL t~llck and smite him till he Rhall die. And rememsents the m>J.rriage of Je~SU>< Cunst wtth tl!e church. femO:e' avdPut ('e ,speJme, .-t s'ecriellt; c'est Ia paque . .Puis ber that any god or being, human or divine, who
The uride had IJU dowry, for she was not yet sutli- Oil f.Jlend Uli,Sallg d liJJe femme qlli a&eti ortlill.ires, on l'avale has the power to prevent the shooting of a. President
ciently well eHt>tbli.;hecL
H nu dJt, C <S~ J., sang de Chrcst."
LThe amhur deemed. it
an~ who negleets to do it,. both legally and morally,
. Here_ we do uot knuw what to believe; no .oogma best to le<tve tills pHStio~ge untraLslat•d.J
IS preetsc·ly st:tted. _Jt>sn:; 11ever wrote anythiug; C lf a. I' a• her of the ehucch was siJUekPd at these horrible ttl Jn~t as gutlty aB the vtlhan who tirts the shot.
No doulJt tllere are some of tho~e destitute creahe Wall a t!LI';U,ge leg,,d ,,tur, t rom w hum we ha v uuL JorcsllMt 1'1~~~, he w"s l'Pga,·Jed as Jill oJ,tu,e calunwiat• r a
h I
~·,r:lllper .~f l;et~-, of Jc•piL~r., t:e'·.bups they deceived the~- tures who are pt•~tying to God for bread and thank.
a• SIJ m·.wh :u; a l~ue. _lL !Jeeame uecessary for :e 1 ·: lL 1~ pos,lble that Lice lhnstl.us were C'ttjJ~tble of the-e iug l1.i?I that tl,rir.g_~ are no wort~e than th~ty are.
some one tu Wl't'e tur hurl, ~o h1R d11wipl~tl gave uocnu!P Lhulgs, anJ thnt they ,,fterwarJ ('Orrt<.:Ltd ttlem j 't And 1f God ca11 L re~:>tore their homes and barus and
themselvs np L•J the gl.-td ttd111g-; (bonnes 1wuvetLes) fstheH.o•u" 11 ,'ourt sub~titutt--d,"fler~tl•n:.r iuteJv~l,J,ce~~sv.
to the gosl><:h;, to tht: aCt:! of whicll Wt: hav alrt:ady' or tbe:r l"s~•vtoUti rctes, wtttt which they burdened the ch rch fill them with wheat in a singl~ day's time, he ain't
for more than five hundred years. [1771.]
u
no great shakes of a God no how. But also they
0

0

0
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are praying to men and their prayer is being answered.
Fifty or a hundred thousand dollars
already has been contributed by the great whole
souled gods of this world,. and men are still sending
forward bread or funds with which to buy it. Yes,
giv us more gods and better gods-gods who will
attend to the things in this world. If we ever get
to another world we will then perhaps want a
God to help us to attend to the things in that world,
and if so we will say so when we get there.

I clip the.following from to-day's paper, which is
a sample of the many reportlil received.
_
"The closest research faiisto find one single gleam of li,;rht
to brighten the tale ,,f horror coming from the fire-swept Huron peninsula, as will be s€e!l by the following address:
"'PoRT HunoN, Mich., Sept. 11, 1881.
" ' To the Ame1·ican People:
·
" 'We hav to-ni~ht r•·turned from the bnrnt di~trict of IIuron
antl Sanilac couuties. We h>w seen the hurn~d, eli-figured, and
writhing botlies of men, women, an<! children; ro11gh bOll!"• I
coffins containing the dead, followed to the gaave by n few
blii1ded, <lespairiug rela.tivs; crowds of hnlf-<tn·vrd people at
some of the l't•ltious a,;king bread for th<it· familie~ and neighbors. We heartl r·f nwre th~n two hundterl victims alre11tly
buried. and more chtnred ancl blon.tf'cl bndies tinily di•covered.
A.lready more thtUI tifte€n thonsunrl f.unilies ar~ fonml to be
utter! v destitute antl house], s,. They huddle in h>•rns. in
schoolhouse~, in their n~ighbnrs' houses, fCoru!ted, blinded,
hopeles<j som<l still wand<'r hnlf-crnzed around the ruins c•f
their habita•ion~, v.dnly seeking tiFir <lead; S•1me in speechless agony wringing theil· hands at•tl reft1~ing to be comforted.
"'More than ten thou~and people, who, only a we~k ago, occupied happy, comfnrtnble homes, are to tl~y houseless and
homeless sufferer~. They are hungry and Almnst naked when
:found, ~tn<l in such ~ro>at nnmbf!".-i ,.ntl so widely SCMttrretl that
our b•st efforts and greatest resources f!iil to supply their immediate wants. .
'''Without ~peedy nill m><ny will reri'h anrl many more will
suffer Hnd become exile~. Our people will do their utmost fnr
th~ir relief, but all our resources would fail to meet their ueces»ities.
"' Vle appe><l to thA cb~rity autl g-enerositv of the American
peo11le. Senll help wi1hnut delay. (Signe I) E. C. C.mr.ET0:-1.
'''.Mayor of Port Huron and Ch. of Relief Committte.'"
St. Johns held a relief meeting the other night.
There were no ministers pre!!ent. Theil· business is
to san souls, but in my judgment the hest way to
save a soul is to feed the borly.
JU. BABcocK.
St. Johm, Mich., Sept. 12,.1881.
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2. The importa11ce of ethics. The above reflections mav lean churches, says" Law." Does he not know that in
US to See that the import>tnCe of mora] srstems h4S been good
deal e;<:>~ggerated. 'l'hey a~e but st,ttrmentsof what. the average nine churches out of ten in most of the states of the
man lfl any Bge thmks Hght. To him who would be beller Union no temperance speaker is ever allowed to set
than the average, they are a stumbling-block· to him who foot upon their platforms or let his voice be heard
would be like othe· s, only, are they anv belp. 'Jf we will but in their sacred temples?
~ook around at the world in whi<.:h we liv, or at the pictures of
Take from the churches-as Anna Dickinson said
1t drawn by OU1" greatest dramatbts, we sh,Jl SPe on every side
that the art of tht> mere preacher is not very hizh or salut•ry- in Chicago some years ag-o-every lJrick in their
that goodness positi vis due to nature, and l'oodi:tess negativ to wa1Js that the rum-sellers hav paid for and they
custom and law. Let us take a random illustnttion or two would all tumble to the ground in ahsolute ruins.
from faet und fict"on both. W!liWer's ideal of a ·Chri•tian
If there is any real objPction to LiberaliRm, it is
martyr iR the young sister of charity dying amid•t the"' horrors not a "tendency to Materialism" or to negation, but ·
of a ehnler~~, hosp1tal in volll!ltary attenrl•nce on the sick. Yet that it has not as yet done positiv work for practical
how uoes this saint, whose whole previous life bacl bePn a trHining in holiness, surpas>, after ali, the con• tesan Annie Conk. of morality. Never can it succeed, never ought it to
Memphi~, whose i>fe, un:il a few weeks before ~he laid it down succeed, until with unabating zeal it strives to put
for_st.ran~ers du~ing the yellow fever epidemic, had been only a right-doing in the place of creed.
tra1.u1ng m profl1gacy _? Has all the cant of chivalry produc~cl
The great crime of our age is intemperance; it is
a h1gher type of ~anh_ood than Hector, who~e courtesy amidst the father of every other crime.
labor, suffenn;t, pnvatton, daneer, and the cPrta:nty of impendA drunken Christian is a pitiable sight; but a
ir'g ruin, nPver admitted an unkind word to Helen, who was the
cause of all this misery? Can any picture of feminin devotion drunken Liberal is a blight-a paralysis-to the cause
surpass that of Draupadi in the epic of polyanrlrous India? of Freethought.
::\foliern moralist~, particulurly Emerson ant! Carlyle, hav 110t
Liberalism is against' vice and crime; against
been backward in pointing out the significance of these thin as. everything that is wrong per se j against all that
I am far, indeed, fr<•m thinking, as they appetr sometimes"to makes the totality of human life legs noble, less
thiuk, thut there is no such thing as moral pr•'gress, but I do
not giv the moralists c·redit for it any more than tl1e theolog·ans. grand, less pleasurabJe.
I am ashamPd that a Liberal will use the natural
No prevailing form of vice or c1ime ever dimppeared in conseq ueuce of preachi!if!", but only by the fall of a cla,s amonrr results of a still unperfected.law while in the agony
whom it was cherished as a badge, ot· through changes i~ of its initiatory development, making, as it does, for
Lhe >ocial frame which rendered it difficult or impos!'ible. Du- the right-opening up, as ·it does, a highway toward
eling went out with aristocracy, highway robbery disappeared a gr)tnder civilization-to· strike it down, to wonnd
when railroads were invented. A si,gle important modern discovery, such as vaccination, has more to do with promoting its friends because they differ with him in religious
0 toleration, where hast thou flown?
right llvingthan all the talk since Adam. Napo:eon is reportetl matters.
to hav said th'Lt in a bHttle the ar:illery make the nobe, and the Ah, bigotry, has thou set thy vile feet upon the
caVH!ry the show, but the iufantry do the fighting. In the banner of Liheralism?
battle of human progre>s, the chnrches hav done the pomp, the
Freethought has no greater foe than intemperance.
sclwols the gush, but the umophisticateu men aml women the
If we recruit our ranks in the sinks of immorality,
work!
3. The substance of et hies. We come last to the question, where rum is sold, decency, respectability, and· inWhat course of conduct modern sc-entific ph•losophy recom- telligence must, of nec~ssity, in pure self-defense,
mends. Now, our frien<l, the new-light moralis~. knows very take refuge in the churches.
well that it recommetJtls equity in dealing with other~, contr.>l
Liberty and Liberalism hav no reason to seek mof tht> passions; willingness to -submit disputes to arbitration,
terriperance or crime for their bed-fellows.
subjection of the impul-es to reason, candor, indu~trv, pruWe· can never look for Spencers, Haeckels, Tyndenccl; in short, all the negativ virtues. Fmthermore, he
knows, for he say~ as much, that the leaders of modern Liber- dalls, or Drapers in the pot. house or tht! brothel.
ali.'m lay le>'S stress upr:n outward actions than inward.feeliugs; Such men are not the proilucts of such places.
they agree with Hll the sound mor,.lists in saying th,t while
The schools are the gardens in whi.rh to grow
cinllaw cannot look beyond the action, tho!'e who \VOu!d judge Liberals; the rum-shops are hells to every body.
character·mu:,t regard the motivci as of mueh greater conseLlllERTA.
quence, whtch; as he ~ay~, i'ets us free from tile bondage of nny

a

given" Ten u.,mmandments "-nine or eleven w .. ul,bpc·il th~
fJOL-aPd makPS men a law unto themselvs. All thi<, howewr,
1s h~trdly worth saying, f"r so fat" science tlnPs little more t~·an
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: reaffirm what, tbougl.t somewh,t !tigiJer than thP averal'e man's
The substance of the following was contained in a p1·"ctice. has been ~tucepted in theory fur ceotUJie~. 'l'he doeletter to the North American .Review, in reply to trin of '' ~llruism" (odious dog L>ttin wonl) is more truly tbe
that attaek on Liberalism entitled, "'\Vhat Hav Jo<:trin of ChrHial'ity than of Liberal people. The great
.
,
.
.
.
improvement m moral teactting matle by sctettCe gt·ows out c•f
We Left of lriorahty ~ whiC~ was pubhsl~ed .m the the disuovery that good conduct is mainly due not to morol
May number. The edrtor declined to publish rt. In_ te·:chmc-, not to SU!Je•sti;iCJus fear;:; buo to gord c:onditiom or
writing it over for you, I hav changed tJ,e form suf- Jire, indudittg two main element~, vtz., right comlitbns before
ficiently to make it intelligible to those who hav not t..irlh, a11d ti:.!ht conditions after. This 1s what makes tbe moral
C. L. JAMES.
requi1·em.ents of science so much superior to. thnse of any pred the article replied to.
rea
.
.
.
viou~ phl],,sophic system. The ECienbfic Ltbe1·a!, who would
"What hav we lef.t of morahty? Suc·h. lS the. ques.twn be worthy of bi' pr"fession, must not be content to observe t11e
rai;.etl in the May uuru ber of the Nu1·th Amertcan Revtew by an old "T~n Commctntlrnents. ·• He mu- t a•pil·e to leaYe the
annnymous wliter, whose 1'11titil"al put·pl•se is "uilici~nlly obri· world decidedly better than he fout,d it, und this not by the
ous. Wi:J it be _denneu a sat:sfautnry answer th~t, of what blunderi"g baphllz.uu method~ of the revivaJost, the temperthis g·-ntlemen w1shes us to understu.ml by mor>hLy, we hHV anc-e rdonnet·, and all the other wild-eyetl fanatics who huv
left just no,hi~>g "/ At all e\·en· s, no fuult mn be f~>Untl w1th sprung f, om Chdstian "altruism," but by the inrlnctiv ~ystem
this reply on the srore c;f ambigUity. It '"h·ars. the field thr r- of disr-overy, whic:h is the only source of useflli inventinns and
m1ghly. The gentl~m,m to wh• Ill ~ !Lm r.·plymg enumerat.e.s real improvements. In preportion as science ttiurnphs over
two or tht·ee syste?ls of mor,!ls-Chnstmn, 1runscmdmtal, uttll- ~uperstition men will become free, well feu, well clothed, well
tarian, ete., wuwh, h~ Jt~s.tly re,;SOIIS, h;tV been pretty bou;:ed, well taught, and iu the same p;·oportion they wtll bethorou~hly refuted hy S~leUlltie progress. ll1s scheme m·ghL eome not neces~arilv VIrtuous-it is au error to a!'sume thatbe critici>etl as not giviug all the sy~lems, nor distingubh- but iwprovable.
order that the seeds of vice shoultl be exing very clearly between the t:nclnngs an~ th~ gro~nds tirpaletl science must come to con:rol ge11eration The'' Newof any; but lei that go. H.<.J 1:5 nughLy nghL w saywg, Lio-ht l\lorulbt" ~onfe~s<.Js having inherited several depraved
or int1matiug, that science _makes 11: cie ·n sweep of them all. 11 ppetites, aud cries abjectly to be delivered ft·nm this body o£
All yom virtues, _my de·~· ~u·, are:· nltily rag,." Nut but wh~tt, d· nth. t:;urely he must be sensib~e that people Lhus unfortunate
likely enough, scknc~ Wlll somettmt·s •. ' Vdl frequent!~_", recom- were never the objects of so much pbihmtilrr•p'cal i'O!il"i1ude as
menu conduct very Ellllllar to that winch t~1e tl:eologl:ms 11nd now. llut whPn science has Iter perfect work there will be uo
moralists hav also Jecomnlelll.led, _llut 1t \\:Ill be on new more sueh penple. How Yery ineonsistent and in-incere it wa~
gronnd:s; ·a new sph~re and WHght ".Ill be aso1gned to moral f•'r the N-ew-L,ght Moralist, after the hbove confession, to romtea~..hing; and the dlff,-umces 111 det,,ll w1Jl be eudL,ss .. BeLter p'ain that in the rel>~.ticms of the sexes" our leaders" hatlnot
hav a uew tieal. . Yon cannot 1~eutl an old garrn>'llt_wlth new spoken with their usual cl~antess, ~nd that it seems as if they
cloth. t:lo we w1ll start by sa\ mg th:tt th~re 1:s nothmg left of were afr 1,id. Whv should the\" not be afraid when the i'tandmorality, and that th!.s gentlen~ttn was 1ight to adv~rtbe f~,r ». ing arguments of ihe consPnativs in this, a~ other questtons,
brand-new artide, wln~~ let us try tl) g~l. And ,qth a httle are foul and beHstly slander, the mob, the jail, and the asmore system tlum our f11end, let us cons1der :,epttl'xtely: 1, tlw sa•sin'~ btllet? But the cha,ge, however reasonable, iollnjust.
grounds of ethics; 2, tbeiwportanceof dhieo; 3, the substance Notltino- can be clearer th11n the uilerdHcPS of the leaders, and
of ethics.
.
.
.
. . .
many of tiHl followers have >poken p!,tinly enon§!h, though it
1. The gronntls of eth;cs. Our new-hght moraltst 1~ very must be confe>s~d th11t tlt~re is 1t11 a11im,tl whit-h no human
sensible in ~a_y!ng_as mneh .~ts th~_Lt neither "in1uilionu!" plati- coura;,:e was ev~r requi Pd ~o face! When in the course of
tudes nor uuluariHH theones ''"111 u:;uuUy make an<' mttrl do events the c·lou.Js of dogm~ttlslll ;~nd fog.; of metupbys1cs hav
ansthit•g. He ~hould lutv alidPll, l_wwev~r, that the fenrof hell disHppe!tred bdnre the all-searching anatysis of scieucP, it will
will nut. In the days of the Alrnge11ses, the l.lLJguenols, thP come to be understood that their diSjl<'tSi<•ll wa$ the wry first
Pu!ila.n~, the Covemwters, m~ all the o~t1er fu.nattc11l gent1·y 11 e,·es•ary step, nut only to realizing but even comprehending
whom he enumer11te~, only a smHI1 maJorlLy chose to suffer morality.
C. L. J.
anything for their Jn:inciples. ~oe~ iL_ require tbe eye ?f a
.llau Claire, Wis, May 19, 1881.
prophet to see that tins smttll mmonty, 111 Pilch case, con>l,ted
of per&ons who h11tl a pPuuli 1r lutturtd tempemme11t? Is it not
:Freethought YS. Intemperance.
the san.e identicul D>Lillr"l tt'mpel·,uueut wltieh givs the m:u·To
THE
EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SREKER, Sir:
tyr's spirit to the H.us~it1ll Nthtlists in-Lhe mines. at the eleetric
batte 1·y or on the gallows; Fmd to !he FretH·h c .. mnmtti•ts in Somehody signing himself "Law" seut you a letter
the iro1; furnaceso[ New Ca,lecloni11. "/ Dnngernus fellows these; from Kansas stating that the new Prohibitory law
capable, perhaps, of.deeds ~s erue! as tho'e of the Pmitaus was a failure.
I am astoni~hed that a Liberal
at Dro:!hedrl, tile Albtgenses JUSt befJre l>e .Montfort took them
iu hand or the Huguen11ts when they drowned the priest and should be so wanting in morality and a desire to
gave th~ enchari>t to a dog; but uble to ouffer as well ns inflict, elevate the morals of his community as to decry tbe
not for the fear of hell or tl.te hope of heaven, bnt for Lhe right efforts any one makes to get rid of this crime-makalone. Pur.'uing this· line of thu1'tght, we may >ee tl111t the ing, paupt>rizing, damnable thing we call aleohol.
grouncls of a new etl.tit!al ~ystem apply only to IJom refnrtuet-s.
When the Clmstians drop-though but for a
V('ry diff,•rent cons1de•ahoivi recnmlllend. 1r. b> <•Lher men.
Wilen it readws tt1em, it w1ll be au dd sy-tem. An•l that, 0 moment-their miserable superstitions, to advance a
man-afraid-of-eh,•.ns-wh ch )"Oll nHer will fall in with-tllat genuin reform, we should giv them our most emwilluot IJe u'ntil th<~ oltler sy~tew di·11J'pe11rs; neither will there rhatic encouragement. l\lore than that, we should
be any interval l..JeLW< en tii• ~· Ot.o dl;pL,crs t,he other. The J.H"t>SS forward to their side with all our power to
current morality of auy age 1s the ~tver,.g~ man s Idea of wbat help .them. A right action is just as commendable
he must do in order to avoid a mu~s Witt! his ueighbors. It
in a Christian as in an Infi<lel.
changes, therefore, !lllither sooner nor ~at"r. than the average
In Kausas they are· talking temperanoe in the
man's ide11 of what he can exact from hLS 11e1g·hbors.

The Grounds, Importan.ce, and Substance of
Ethics.

In

Obituary.
The 'whi•ening frost of death has tnken from onr midst
another lm ther. Henry l\I. Smith, on the 12th of i'\ov•mber,
at the ag" of thi1ty-1hree )eli!"~ and >ix months, sa.nk in'o that
ast solemn f!~"P wl,ich, i11 tlti~ \V<•rld at lensr, knows of no
awake11ing. He di-d, as he had lived, a very mdi a! ~lat-riaJ
ist. lle hated with an intense ha•red lytall"Y• whethrr exl.ibited in a nHm or a god. He h~ttl no respect f.tl" a. god who
would. damn to etero.a] pam J!is own children, or for a religon
that supports >Uuh a gotl; ~nd he tw,de ma11y enemies a t•ong
the slrindy orthodox by his outspr•ken denunciation of their
"damttable theolo:.;y." I hav ofien lHa•·J him sav that he
COUSi.Jen·d prieStS BS• nO better th:trl a thil'f. for tJtPy VOt their
living by p:·etending to giv tiJ,t which they did 110t t•Oi'S· ss.
Friet1d Smith had bPm a viutim of consumpt!ou for about a
year. He h"tl abo a diliiculty c•f the thr• at, ft om the eff, ct of
which he bad !teen uuable t" speak :tuo,·e a w!ti-p>r for ahout
six mouths. He -was a nativ of this town, but for several
yedrs has worketl in adj' iuing Lowus. Since he has be< n sick
he bas been sta)ing with his s'sters in ~t,.ddartl most of Lhe
time, but came bauk on a visit to his co11sin, Gemge :::imith, the
tiJ·st of NovembPr, and f>1ilrd so fa,t that he cuu1d not leave.
He was confined to his room but two day;, btJt hnd l•een unaule to go out of the house for a week. lie had known f, r some
time that he could not get wdl. His Ia t hours seemed to be
free from fl"in, and he P•"sed away as quHly as a child wonltl
go to ~leep upon its mother's breast. lie was unn,at-ri' d, but
leaves four sisters and a half-brolher to mourn hi• death.
Per;onally, I feel that ihe d~ath of fri•·nd ~milh is a great
loss to mP. He was but a few months cltler than 1 am, and I
bav known him Fince he was eight years o'cl. lie wus Yery
kind hearted. a! ways ready to help tho;e who were siL·k or in
truuh!e, no m"tter what their e:r,ed. 1:\o thought <•f f11ture
punishm,nt., no hope of reward. C(,ntrolecl hib a<.:t>'. His ~ense
•·f ti;.:ht and ju,tiue wns the law he ot•ep d.
•
It w"s his request that no prie,t should' me: ate at his funeral,
and he felect"d flll"tn 5 of" The Truth Seeker Colil'Cttou," and
hymn No. 21, "What Art Thou, Death"!" tn be rea<l at his
ftmer,il. llut as s0me ,,f his re~ations "re believe1 sin 1he Christian religion, though not. of the l·i..:ot ed cla:;s. and are honest in
their belief, and willing others ~hon!d believe as they think best,
tltey thought it would not look well noL to hav a prie,t. They
tried to get 11 Ut,ivetsali-t m'nister, l.ut wuld not get otw, so
thPy had a l>if!Oted ignoramus of a l\lethodisr 1I. JJ. He had
several fling~ at Inlilleltly; in fad, .his who'e di,cl)ur,e was
again;t Infidels. He said but. one thin~ that lte mn )•rove. and
tha.t \vas that all men di~, whil·· he >aH S<·nr I t hmgs which I
wn,;ider as ~enuin pion' ]it>~. Jf I II<td not knnwn tha.t I was
at a fune:-all ;.]10uld hnv thou~ht I WHS ,,t tt ille' ho,Jist re,·ival.
He would not even rPild the hynm that h11'l been se~ectetl by
the deceas, d. I tltink that it is proved beyond >111 doubt that
there is no spirit-life, for [ tbink if there \\!l.S any tnnh in
Spiritualism friend t:lmith's spirit wonltl hav beeu there and
ma<l~ it lh,ely for the D. D. for talking as he did.
Bradford, N.H.
J. A • .ALLE.'i, JR.
WE hav for sale the lithograph likenesses of the
three leading Liberals of this country-Thomas
Paine, D. M. Bennett, and R. G. Ingersoll. They
are all splendidly executed, and with a neat frame
arouud them-which can be procured from pictureframe makers at slight expense-will he an ornament
to any home. They will be sent, secure from breakage,
by mail at the following priceH: D. l\1. Be!111ett and
R. G. Ingen~oll, liO oP.nt.R P~nh: Thomas Pa.me, $1.

h' I owe Smith ten dollars and God forgivs me,
that don't pay Smith.-.lltgersoll.
"
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•A P Heywood,
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*John Leliou, Jr,
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*John A Drisko
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*Fred Mantey,
Holgate,
*Mrs A Everest,
*J Monison.
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*Ch~wles Bennett,
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written last year, will agree with us that his descrip- *W H Jordan,
*Joseph 1 Crosby,
*David Gifford,
*Leonard Walters,
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The work, we feel sure, will be greatly superior to '*R
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*W W Wood.
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Newton (two *WE Gault.
*A H Simmons,
the editor off. We can call it that the first sent him *George
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*R H Love,
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*John D Power.
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*Thorn·~s \Varwick
•c11pt Wm Huuter Jr
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*Luman Peck
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*James L Pierce
•c H Ln.tham
•c A Whlte
*T B Sama

"Dan. Brobst
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•B~ron M Smith
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*W J,Burns
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•J T Brown

*E B Foote Jr
*Frank Rivers
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*Alexnnder Doerle
*Rnh"rt J Adams
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*C E Coursen
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*Ernest Mctnson
*Jacob Tausig
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*RFWI!son
•DrBHamlln
*HE Duvis
*Lee Norton
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*E C Barkley
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•w .r Skidmore

*ColD Wllite
*,lennle Leete
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*J11hn P Lhrrd
•W R Me1'wln MD
*Eliz·tlwth Holgn.te
*Fred K use
*Alexander Cn.rstens
*August lhcll
*Peter .McFal'lnna
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*Alex GBishop
*Samuel Haubrlck
*Matt Boe·llert

*Samuel Mellor
*Elias Pelton
•A J Cnrr
•J N Hiller
*J·1me-s A Taylor
*John B1·own

*Mrs R SLuce
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We hav written to those whose names appear
without stars, but they do not respond to their
pledges, and the nE>xt time we print the list their
names will be omitted, as we shall conclude they do
not intend to send the V's, and we want the list to
appear compl te. We had hoped that all who
pledged would pay, but it seems that there·are a few
who will no~, and as they hav had ample time and
notification we shall reluctantly take their names
from the starry roll. We shall also place the names
in alphabetical order, preparatory to printin~ in
the first volume, which we hope to see completed
early next year. The exact time, however, will
depend upon how much the traveler wishes to
get in.
At present it is thought that he will
finish up Jerusalem in volume one, which will
make the book of some eight or · ni!le hundred
pages. 'fhe illustrations are being rapidly forwarded, and when the lettf'rs are in it will be but a
few days ere the book is ready for mailing.

Infallibility.
There are too many particular considerationns entering into the arbitrament of social and religious
questions to allow the establishment of an infallible,
general principle by which these questions may be
solved.
The cliurch, in its Roman form, asserted itself to
be this principle, but it abused its powPr and became
tyrannical; it pressed ihe infallibility dogma to such
an extreme that it is now being shorn of authority
by the inborn freedom of the hJman soul, and by the
freedom of political and social development. The
Reformation of the sixteenth century was a protest
against the religious de~potism of the church, and
there could not but be a breaking away from the authority of its self-assumed infallibility.
But the Reformation was .. compelled to substitute
some rule of faith for the papal infallibility now.: set
aside. Therefore, it set up the Bible as its arbiter,
making it the standard by which men were to regulate their lives. All political-and social problems,
at! well as all religious questions, were to be decided
according to the Bible. This Bible rule is the asserted rule of Protestantism to-day, and one reason,
if not the main reason, for the general failure of
Protestantism can be found in this assertion.
The Bible can no more be an absolute rule of faith
than the church.
'fhe one centers its authority in the priesthood
and papacy, which are made of fallible men; the
other centers its authority in a book written by fal- ·
lible men and interpreted by fallible men; it is fallible men in the end, and anything fallible cannot be
an absolute and universal rule of action.
Neither the church nor tbe Bible can be an infallible guide for any single individual.
The church is full of error, and so is the Bible.
If a man is to totally obey the Bible in all its respects and strictly follow its inculcations, he will
become the worst criminal on the face of the earth,
that is, according to modern ideas of criminality.
There is hardly a vice.in existence that is not outlined and encouraged by the Old Testament. It
really places a premium upon social and personal sins
and crimes that shock human propriety and human
decency. God's favorite characters, as represented
to us in the Old Testameni, numbered among them
those who were polygamists, adulterers, drunkards,
liars, and defrauders. In so far as we m:rintain theinfallibility of the Bible, we gi v ou1· indirect sanction to these m·imes, unmistakably condemned by
Jesus and by every lover of purity aad morality.
The Bible, as such, cannot, therefore, be a standard of right and wrong.
In the New Testament we are confronted with a
code of moralit.y entirely different from that of the
Old, and infinitly superior to it-the morality taught
by Jesus. He added nothing new to the fundamental faith and hope of mankind; all that he said was
simply the attestation of a sincere and good man to
the moral teachings of preceding reformers. But
his teaching has been so encumbered with tradition
and miracle and dogma that the Christian church,
taking its cue from Paul, has completely buried the
original Jesus and substituted a wretched caricature
of the simple Nazarene peasant. Based upon the
vicarious atonement t~eory of his crucifiJCion....,-a
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theory of which he himself had not the slightest conception-the Christian church has formulated a code
of belief which is an outrage upon man's reason and
is really subversiv of morality.
·
This has recently been made prominent in the case
of Guiteau.
According to Paul's Calvinistic theory· of Christianity-a theory virtually held by all orthodox
churches-··Guiteau was a necessary part of Goil's
plan and decree. Nearly every resolution of condolence passed upon the death of President Garfield
asserted that he was removed "by the will of God,"
"by a mysterious dispensation of divine providence."
Officials tate papers asserted the' same thing, strangely
forgetting that by doing so they relieved the assas.
sin of all responsibility, and only emphasized what
he is continually claiming, namely, tb.at be was inspired by God to "remove., the President.
To say that "in his inscrutable wisdom it hath
pleased ·God to remove from us the illustrious head
of the nation," is simply saying that God authorized
the assassination; therefore the sooner we release
Guiteau, and look upon him liS God's vicegerent, as
a man chosen by ·an in tin it deity to w<.rk out that
deity's will, the sooner will we do him justice.
Only, then, let 11s turn and deny the God who could
be guilty of such an outrageous infamy.
According to the logic of the Brooklyn Tabernacle, God makes good use of such men as Guiteau,
and he made use of the sufl'.Jring of his victim to
bring the people of this nation to their knees in
prayer for his recovery. If this be true, if God
rules the world by special providences, if he allowed
the innocent victim of an outrageous crime to suffer
so much in order to induce people to pray, only to
deny their prayer in the end, knowing that he would
deny the prayer, then the sooner every man in this
broad land becomes an Atheist and denies the-existence of a God like that, the sooner will we be rid of
the vilest blasphemy that has ever been uttered
against the character of thf\ supreme ruler of the
universe.
All these immoral notions spring Irom the vicarious atonement theory of Christianity, a theory in
which Guiteau himself firmly believes.
Liberal
religionists are to be congratulated upon the fact
that he is a warm adherent of the Christianity now
called "orthodox." He believes in prayer, and if be
only keeps on praying, some pious minister will be
found to assure him of an immediate entrance into
heaven when he dies-that heaven so generougly
promised every murdered who says he "believes in
Jesus." His case illustrates the false code of morality which the Christian church has substituted as a
rule of faith and coudu11t, instead of that simple,
pure morality taught by Jesus in common with every
other motal reformer.
The Bible has been set up to be rejected only upon
pain of everla,;ting misery; a false hell has been
built, and an imaginary devil introduced; God has
been made to appear a hlood-loving, revengeful, uncertain God who created man and then was sorry for
it; who damned little children before they were
born; who decreed one man for hea veu and another,
with a better moral character, for bell. These ideas
hav been drawn from the Bible and set forth as an
infallible creed for every soul that would get to
heaven, but a creed (let us be grateful) that is now
seen to be, by thinking men, unworthy the confidence
and respPct of any man who respects his own man-

hood.-Jht.th.

Murder and Bigamy by God's Command.
The following, from the Sacramento (Cal.) ReoorclUnion, is a very sensible editorial on the revelationfrom-God business, which at present is being very
much overdone in this country:
"The Mormon delegate to Congress, George Q. Cannon, has
filed a decl"ration in his conte:;ted election case, in which he
admits that he is a bigamist, and also aJmit5 1 that in public
ad.Jres;oes, as a te·teher of my religion in the United States, I hn.v
defended saicl tenet of said ehureh (polygamy) as ueing, in my
belief, a revehttion from God.' 'L'lte extent to which alleg~d
divine revelations a\'e being employed at present to justify
breaches of hmnn.n l>tw is becoming embarrassitJg. Guiteau
murders the PrPsident and claims that it W>1S reveal ell to him
that it was his duty to commit thnt crime. Cannon m·uries sei"eral women, and declares tuat he and his church hav been in
like manllPr commanded to commit big•tmy. The Catholics
would no doubt say that t.his coufLtsion grows out of tile !tbttndonment of the church of Rome, whieh, according to them, is
the only organiz1.1tion possessing tlw Jigllt. and ttntilority tA determin what God haq revenl~d and wl!P.t he bas not. But in
the absPnce of that final authority it is extremely diJ!icult for
those who believe in t.li1'ine revelations at all to draw a sharp
line and say that outside of it no nlleged revelations ure or can
be gennin. We suppo~e it must be acknowledged that 1\Iormons
may and do really believe in their cret'd, however absurd it m~y
seem to out8idcrs. Antl if the r,~ligious view was the one which
controled American governmental policy and legi.;httion, and if
the Protestant theory of ChrisliaHity was olliehlly ncceptetl in
our Con,titntion, if would be found very diflicult to dispose of
such allegations as those of Guiteau and Cll.nnon.
"The pretense of a sttpernatural authority OL' command for
certttin lines of _action or uoctrins has been employed so freque11tly, and With w much success, thflt L was. until qnite recently, had recourse to very naLurally whenevPr t.liffien 1lies !L!'OSe.
This preteuoe, howevPI·, CMtld not produce its full effects snve
when the organiz>ttion emplnyiug it possessed the power to enforce its views by temporal agPncies. Where opinion is free
questions will be asked,and when it becomes possible to inves·
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tig~te ~he credent~als

of those who clair;n supernatmal authority,
They were greatly opposed to all' sacrifices of ambelief m the genmnness of the revelatJrm is very apt to decline. mals, and more especially of human beings, to the
It fortunately happens that the founders of this republic were
wise enough to insist on a complete separation of church anu gods, while nearly all the nations and peoples around
state! and therefore, when the laws of the country are broken, them believed in such barbarities. Moses, Aaron,
and m defenEe of such law-breaking a divine revehtion is set and all the patriarchs of the Bible thought bloody
up, the plea need not be admitted. There is in fact nothing to sacrifices pleasing offerings to their deities, and it is
prevent American courts from deciding that American law has judged from hints and expression found here and
preceumce in the Ucited States over alleged divine revelations, the1·e in the Bible, that they all at t~mes sacriand recent events hav shown this supremacy of secular jurisdiction to be really quite necessary to the proper carrying on of ficed human beings on their bloody altars. Our
author says," Probably human sacrifices of children,
government:
''We hav seen that thete is literally nothing. too extraordi- especially the first-born, was customary among the
nary to be defended on the plea of revelation. Prom the assas- Jews during most of the time they held sway in
sination of the President to the m•rrying of many women this Palestine, and later on than is generally thought !
elastic snd comprehensiv line of defense extends. It covers at
once a Guiteau and a Cannon. rt is employed to excuse assas- But the Christians hav resuscitated tho idea in the
sination on the one hand and polygamy on the other. And it worst form. They assert that it is the-only way by
is eviJent that if such a plea were once admitted thP-re is noth- which their own awful Jehovah could be appeased
ing to which it might not be applied. It is, indeed, more dan- finally, to wit, the sacrifice of a human being who
gerous than the insanity plea, for it is still more impossible to was innocent and the best of mankind. Are they
test it by the ordinary rules of evidence. The usual cu,tom in willing to acknowledge th<:tt if their deity is not the
such cases has been to make the thing revealed the proof of the devil deified, his attributes closely resemble him?
revelation, and the alleged revelation the proof of the authority
of the thing revealed. This, of course, is arguing in what the And they who teach that their sacrament is eating
logicians call a 1 vicious circle,' but it is the only mode of argu- the flesh and drinking the blood of that human sacment these cases admit of, and heretofore this peculiar methou rifice, which insures life eternal to the partakers of
of ratiocination has been successful, simply because. any objec- the horrible feast, are apt to be offended if we sug
tion to it was denounced as wicked and blasphemous. The sin- gest th~t they are cannibals." In closing, he says of
cerp, Mormons no doubt hold that the laws a!.<ainst polygamv
are mcril•'.gious, and Ut• :·· nre consistent m that belief from their the Druids: "They were nature worshipers. They
~tandpoint. But the weo.kness of their case lies in the circum- held that to,wiu favor with the Deity they had to
stance that this govPrument was not mixed up, in its founlla- bridle their appetites, crucify their vanity and lusts,
tion, with any supernatural theories whatever, and consequently subdue all cruel and wicked feelings in their own
that every citizen of the republic has fair warning that its laws persons; to dev:>te their energies as a sacrifice for
ate snpr~me, and that there is no supernatural appellate court the common good, and obey the voice of nature.
in the United States.
"It has often, but loosely, been asserted that thts is a Chris- Their temples were never defiled by blood, idol-wortian republic. That i~ not the fact. This goverument is a ship, or pri.:Jstly delusions. Pm·e philosophical tempurely political one, and all who liv under it are free to believe ples were they, and their motto was 'The truth
what they choose, always provided that their religious beliefs do against the world.'"
not lead them to adopt practices which are in contravention of
It is always a great pleasure to see character resthe law of the land. And reflection will show, as indeed experience also shows, how very neces;:ary iL is to h>J.V a clear te:;t of cued from calumny and slander, and find something
what is permissible, such as the law give us. For if it bad been grand and beautiful where we hav expected only
provided that alleged divine revehttion of any kind was, under shuddering horrors and black ignorance. I confess
>my circumstances·, to take precedence of the law, we should hav I hav greatly enjoyed reading this testimony in favor
been plunged into confusion' worse confounded. It might then of the Druids, and shall ever after hold them in
hav been difficult even to get Guiteau convicted of murder, and
as for Cannon, we really do not see how his present declaration memory as a pure, holy, and deserving people. With
could hav b~en met. But, happily, the American people do not the Druids we too believe:
hlbor under any em barrllSSments of this kind. It is not neces"No sin-atoning sJ.crifke
Can banish pain and woe ;
sary to deny the alleged revelations even in any of these cases:
But manfully we learn to liv
Thus it may be said to Gniteau: 1 Possibly God did order yon
By re"ping what we sow."
to do what you hav done. But if so, he certairly must hav intended you to he hanged, for he knows that hanging is the punELMINA DRAKE SLENKER.
ishment we inflict for murder.' And to Cannon and his people
it may be said: Perhaps yon are right about your revelation
Now We Hav It!
regarding polygamy. But if you are, God must hav intended
you to be sent to the penitent.i~ry, for he knows that the Jaws of
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SREKER, Sir:
the United States declare bigamy to be a felonious offense.' The child is born, and its name is Ecclesiasticism!
Ther~ is in fact no objection to the assumption of revelation b£ The large-brained and large-souled Ingersoll thinks
anybody, but it must be cleady understood that whatever the all good ean be worked out in the old rotten Repuballeged divine commission may be, it cannot be advanced in I
h"l
h" k h
ld
arre&t of the judgment of American courts, upon C0nviction for icau party, w 1 e others t .m t e more rotten ~
brPaches of state and national laws. And we tJ·ust that Guitean Democracy would do all thmgs necessary. While
>end Cannon may hav early oppo•ttmiti~s of realizing this view, the cry comes up to us that it is too soon to form a
of the revelation question.''
new political party, the following new party program
is clipped from the Detroit News of Dec. 6th. Will
Ou.& enterprising monthly contemporary, the Kan- you please publish it? And I wish that the Boston
sas Liberal, began last month a serial story by those Investi_qator and all Liberally-indined papers will
two able and eminent lady writers, Mrs. E. D. Slenker copy it that the Liberals of the whole country may
and Mrs. J. E. Ball.
Although not professional be at once informed of the fact that the churches, or
novelists, they hav great skill in putting a story ecclesiasticism, is in the harness, full-fledged as a potogether, and always manage to giv much wholesome litical party, to confroLt us witll their opposit platinstruction. It is enough to say to all that bav read form of priestcraft and a preacherfor President. But
Mrs. Ball's "Clergyman's Victims" and Mrs. Slenk- enough; hereitis:
er's "Darwius" and "John's Way" that this last
" Rev. C. C. Foote, of this city has just retltrned from Gales'
joint effort is in no v. ay inferior to those. The Ran- burg, Ill.. where he attended the convention of 'the American
sas Liberal is published by M. Harman, at Valley party,' held there on the 1st inst. The party is a new on-3, and
Mr. Foote is filled with glorious visions of the future, to be atFalls, Kau., at 75 cents per year.
tained through it. They hav begun et1rlY, he snys, and will
make great h11voc in tbe ranks of the olu p~trties in 1884 and
H. L. GREEN informs us that he goes West on the celect
their presidential ticket in 1888. He says the lat·gest publi
19th inst. on his second lecturing trip, and intends hall in Galesburg was filled with people who interestedly listened
to visit most of the Western states. He says he will to the inauguration of this grand work of the Americt1n party,
make a specialty of obtaining subscribers for Lib- who there and then nominated for President of the United States
eral papers, and we authorize him to act as agent for in 1884, Rev. Jonath>tn Blanchard, president of ·wheaton ColIll., with Hon. John A. Conant, of ~onnecticut, for Vicethis paper wherever he may go. We bespeak for lege,
president. Mr. Foote was chosen to offictally announce to Mr.
him a cordial reception by our readers and the Lib- Blanchard his nomination, and did so in language highly la•lda.._.::.._
eral public generally.
tory to the nominee, concluding with, ' If-elected, your adm!nistration will be, we douht not, honorable to yourself and a nch
OuR friend W. H. Bun- is indefatigable in his ef. blessing to a grateful nation.'
•' Mr. Foote was questioned as to the strength of the new
forts to prove Paine was Junius. His latest pamphlet
is, without doubt, the best that can be said upon the party in Detroit and Michigan, but nothing ddinit .could be
from him. He was posted on its platform, however,
subject, and we are free to confess he makes strong learned
which holds as follows: 1. Ours is a Christian nation, 11nd God
points. As will be seen by reference to our advertis- is the author of civil government. 2. God requires and man
ing columns, he is sending the pamphlet free to all needs a Sabbath. 3. Liquor prohibition is the true policy. 4.
Cltarters of all secret orders should be withdrawn and their oaths
who apply.
prohibited. 5. Civil equa,lity of all citizens. 6. Nation11l arbitration preferable to war. 7. Bible in the schools. 8. AntiBook Notices.
monopoly, laud or otherwise. 9. Ample and sounJ ~urren~y
"Ecce Diabolus" seems to prove conclusivly that furnished by the government. 10. Mamtenance of pnbhc crelht,
the Jehovah of the Christian mythology is really the protection of loyal citi~ens, at~d justice ~o the lndi •n. 11. Ele~
black Saturn, the black Jupiter, and the black deso- tion of president and nce-prestdent by direct vote of the people.
lation of winter. It makes the Bible au astronomYours, etc.,
D.&. ANDREWS.
ical myth, with the sun represented as Christ, and
the twelve signs of the zodiac as the twelve apostles,
Mrs. H.
Lake.
and that the .Jehovah now worshiped by the whole
To
the
Liberals
of
.illinois,
Iowa,
.Lndiana, "WisconChristian world is actually the devil, or spirit of
sin, and Jb.iohigan:
evil, cold, and inhospitable winter, that must be proI should like to receive calls to giv lectures and
pitiated by sacrifices, by worship, and by adoration.
The DI"uids, who, like Epicurus, Voltaire, Paine, and organize Leagues wherever my services are needed.
others who were the real "salt of the earth," and My three months' engagement with the Elgin Libwho tried to teach truth, love, peace, and purity, hav eral League has been successful, resulting in the
been the . worst slandered sect that the world has addition of many new members and the promising
ever known, and yet the Druids of Great Britain inauguration of a Liberal Sunday-school. Those
were probably "the first people who taught the who wish my services for a revival of Freethought
Christian mythology and commenced the work of and the organization of Sunday-schools will address
me at once at Elgin, Ill.
MBs. H. S. LAu.
civil~ation and education."
1
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abstract relations, which are always invariable and stars and the moon, and still are to the'ignorant mawhich are therefore regarderl as "necessary anrl uni- jority of the world to-day. Among the more enlightversal." They are the general premises, propositions, ened this snrvjval of astrolatry has ·passed into
or axioms which experience proves to be. true the poetry. The splendid apostrophe of Byron to the
Liberty, Science, and Humanity.
moment attention is drawn to them. What is the stars is a beautiful example of this sentiment that
·
has become almost instinctive:
The Harmony an<l Meaning of ·the Scientific task and o hject of these sciences?
The task IS to draw out from (Latin de, from, and "Ye st~rs, which nre the poetry of he!tven,
·
· Gospels.
d:uco, I draw) general axioms, i.e., conclusions of uni- · lf in your bright [Paves we would_re11d the fate
Of men and en,pires-'tis to be forgiven
Two LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB Versa} experience the particula1· instances and relaThllt in onr nsr,ir,,lions to be great
BY T. B. WAKEMAN,
tions they involve. The method of logio is, thereOur destinies o'erlenp tllfir mortal stntP,
fore, one of the simple deduction from generals to
LECTURE I.
And claim a kindred with you; for ye ar~
particulars, or reversely it is one of simple induction
A be11uly and a mystery, and l'l'Cttle
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
of a general conclusion from observed particulars.
Jn us such love and rever<~nce from afar,
xrr.-THE ONLY UNITY OT MAN'S KNOWABLE WORLD IS
In mathematics the same method is applied, to That fortune, fnme, power, life, have namPd themse]v8S a star!"
-Childe Ha1·old, Canto iii.
MAN HIMSELF.-EACH OF THE SPECIAL SCIENCES numbers, and we have the calculus, that is, arithmeThis is grand as poetry, "the poetry of heaven,"
IS AT LAST CLEARLY DEFINED, .AND IS LIMITED tic and algebra; tO space, and we have geometry and
mo- but it is not the science of heaven. The modern adTO ITS OWN PHENOMENA, METHODS, LAWS, .AND trigonometry, and conic sections;h to. time and
.
RESUL'fS. TOGETHER, THEY EXPI•.AIN THIS WORLD. tion, and we have theoretical mec ames, statics, and verti~ing Astrologist, the seventh daughter of a sevdynamics.
enth daughter, is an interesting survival and monuWe place this as our twelfth ann last harmony beNow notice the confusions and pseudo extensions: ment of extinct worlds of faith which formerly held
cause it is the cap-sheaf of them all. Until lately,
(1.) It will be noted that these sciences are limited man supine under the celestial influences and control
that is, until the Positive Classification bad been to the induction and deduction of general laws and of the sun and stars. The great dead hierarchies of
worked out, there never bad been anything but con- relations; that they are abstract and exist only i11 Egypt, Assyria, Bahylon, etc., were instances of this
fusion a8 to the limits of the several Sciences and the the minds of men who deduct or induct them. For great faith. China is the t'urvival of such an empire
unity of the world. That confusion is generally instance, a dozen objects, lines, or triangles have no under the "son of heaven;" and CLina and her peoprevalent to-day, and is likely to be for a l0ng time relations to each other except as men by their reason ple ate not understood in our day because their
to come. The truth is, that each science bas it!' own impose them. In other words, as far as man knows, religion, which is a fetichistic astrolatry, is not unphenomena, laws, methods, and results, and that it logic and mathematics treat of relations existing in derstood. It is not uuderstood because our people
is only when the Sciences are positively and COITel- the human mind only. He makes them objective as neglect to study positive philosophy and ~ociology.
a1.ively classified and centered in Man, the KnowPr, he applies them and arranges an..J modifies phenom- It is only by them that the origin and succession of
that thev become a solution of the world, and the ena according to them. They are his ideal means of the faiths are explained; and by them it is done as
final Philosophy. The attempts to extend the meth- interpreting the world to his fellows, but the idea is s'ucce~sfully as the strata of the earth in geology.
ods and laws of only one Seience over another, or in his mind only. The things or phenomena be con3. Physics and Chmnistry are the experimental
over the world geufr:illy, so as to make an abstract ceives as external to him, and so they may be, but sciences.
'
ontology, has been for ages, aud is now, the common their relation is purely hiR inference and idea and
They give us not only the exercise of observation,
fallacy of Philosophy, of which volumes furnish il- that of his fellow-men. This was explained fully as in the case of astronomy, but also of induction
lustrations. All schemes of Metaphysical Univers- in the Ninth Harmony, or the Subjective Synthel'ii>. and experimentation '!'heir problem is to induce the
ology are instances of this fallacy, usually sup11orted
(2.) This distinction of the subject1ve idea from general laws of the relations and pre perties of matabundantly by fanciful analogies between phenom- the objective thing brushes away an ocean of pseudo ter from the various forms in which iL is found upon
ena which are in no way correlatives of each other.
science and false philosophy that has come down to the surface of the earth. These are, therefore, parSuch efforts of the fancy and imagination may us from time immemori:d. The Pythagorean system ticularly the inductive sciences.
have their uses in poetry and in the subjective of explaining the "universe" by the relations and
Cheniistry treatR of the movements, relations, and
method, as we shall see, but thev must not be con- "spirit of numherR," is a ~pecimen of this false 11roperties of the elements, supposed to be atoms and
founded with Science or true Philosophy. There method, and still has its suc~essors. Speculations molecules, which compo~e the masses of matter.
are no g1'neral laws, except the law of Correlation, upon the meanings of the numbers 1, 2, 3, and 7, Between and connecting these two sciences are found
which apply to all phenomena, and so bold all the etc., still fill large volumes; and that ''God geome- the motions or properties of matter known to us as
world together. That is done by Man; the conscious- trizes" is an axiom of" Platonists," who still publish Heat, Light, Electricity, and Magnetism, leading us
ness of mankind only, beuause that only is the final a newspaper and a periodical supported by great up to, and beautifully illustrating by their phenomcorrelate of the whole knowable world. A Sub- learning and zeal. Those people have yet to leam ena, the law of correlation, which is the heart of the
jective-that iF~, a human-Synthesis is, therefore, that our inferences exist in our own minds and not sCiences.
the only oue posRible to Man. Even the law of cor- outside of them. It is merely anthropomorphic
The next step would take us from the inorganic or
relation becomes difficult to follow or apply in the fetichism to assume objective existence for them. material to the organic or vital world. But between
complexity of the phenomena which are close to and We laugh at the savage who projects his will into the two, completing the material world,- lies the condirectly dependent upon Man; as, for instance, in "dead objects," but the philosopher must not do the crete sciences,
the Sciences of Sociology, Morals, Art, Language, same with his intellect and so logicize or mathematiStellar Geography,
and P8ychology.
·
cize the "universe," except that he frankly acknowlMeteorology,
In those d 1mains of human science, which may be edges that such a synthesis or philosophy is purely
Physical Geography,
said to form or include the "Spiritual "world of subjective and ideal.
Geology,
Man, the correlates of the phenomena are of such
(3). Again, the simple relations of number, space,
And :i\lmeralogy.
complexity of changes as to the past, and in the sur- and time, and the general relations of logic, in no
Notice that the provinces of these great material
rounding environment, that it becomes difficult and wise include the phenomena which are trell.ted of in sciences are inductive. vVe do not know the whole
often impossible to follow them all. They are there- the other ~ciences, and so they can Le no philosophy of the world of matter and stars, etc. We induct
fore supplemented by the human will, and the phe- or Pxplanation of the world in and of themselves. It snch laws as we can from the facts which we can obnomena are changed and ordered, to suit human is only when logic and mathematics are applied to serve or experiment upon.
needs, use, and pleasure. That is, the closer we get the laws and phenomena of other sciences that they
Are these material sciences the source of conto man the more he subjects the objective to the are of immense value in extending those sciences; for fuaion and of pseudo extension? Certainly, much
subjective or moral order, and makes the social and example, when applied to the planetary orbits and to as was the case with their predecessors which we have
moral order the law of the complex world which extend the law of gravity in astronomy, they helped noted. The error of extending the properties and
closely touches or concerns him. But this moral law to discover the planet Neptune. But such an appli- methods of these material scieuce,;; to those science(g
and practical utility is but a part of his own will, cation is entirely different from the pseudo exteusion a hove them in the scale is the error of .llfateriali.~m.
and does not form nor belong to any objective order. of the "!!pirit of numbers," etc., to which reference
The "universe" was conceived of as a machine to
In any aspect, therefore, the modern student is to has just been made. Mathematics can only explain be explained by mechanics, the element<~ thereof
learn to respect the limits and methods of the re the mathematical aspect of the world to man, and were to be explained by chemistry, and the phenomspective Sctences, and never to confuse one with an- never the whole of it. It takes all of the sciences ena of life, emotion, intellect, art, language, etc.,
other, nor to make the mistake of supposing, because together to do that.
were to be eXJJlained by extettding the methods of
he changes or adapts things to his needs according to
2. AsTRONOMY is the great observational science. material science over them. This was and is totally
some moral or practical law of his own, that there- It is also the transitional science between Mathemat- unscientific, for the phenomena are not explainable
fore there is a moral or human-like Law in the world ics and Molar Physics. The positions, movements, by any properties of matter or of elements, atom", or
outside of man's will and his administration of facts and order of succession of the heavenly bodil:'s are molecules. The semi-assertion of scientists that
and phenomena. For fear our words may not be objective phenomena, but yet little more than so such is the case has done very much to discredit sciheeded, we ask your earneRt attention to the fol. many ideal points an~ lines _to w~ich a?stract entific philosophy, and has given rise to false notions
lowing admonition from KANT, to which Science mathematics and deductive and mductive logte may which it will take many years to eradic:.~.te. ,
be applied. The bas!s of this scienc~, th~refore,
since his dav has added incre&Red emphasis:
Let us take the next step into the organic or vital
"We do ?wt enlarge, but disfirJ'ur-e, the sciences rests chiefly upon logic and mathematws, with the world, and we shall see why l\Iaterislism can never
when we lose sight of their 1·espective boundaries and addition of obsbrvation of objective phenomena as be a philo,sophy, much lesw a religion.
allow them to run into one another."*
the means of obtaining the data, and verifying the
[TO BE CONTINUED.]
It would be well to take up the several sciences conclusions, to which the deductions of mathematics
and show what each does cover, and then what it may bring us.
H. L. Green's Lectnre 'l'rip.
does not, and which are it'! true laws and what only
The splendor of the phenomena, the immensity of
Since I wrote to you I have visited Homer, Jackhypotheseli! and pseudo extensions of each. Any one time and space they involve, the exactness and regu- son Ann Arbor, Adrian, and Franklin of Michigan,
who would do this thoroughly would remove con- larity of the motions and laws of the heavenly bod- and Freemout, Ohio. I stopped at Homer for the
fusions innumerable.
ies and their general explanation by the law of purpose of visiting some cousins there. I found
Perhaps if we give a few intimations the reader gr~vity, have made that science the grandest object them good people? but quite ortho~ox in their religmay be assisted in this work of which so much re- of human contemplation. It is sublimity itself.
ion!:! views; and lll accordance With the rule that
mains to do.
It is not therefore surprising ti.Jat before 1 he laws of when you are with the Homans do as the Homans
1. Lome and MATHE111AT1CS are the deductive sci- celestial phenomena h ... d been made out so as to clear- do, I attended the Methodist church with them
ences. They are also general because they deal with ly mark jts bounds, it was also falsely extended over twice on Sunday, and was also present at the Sunrelations which are common to all of the sciences; all other phenomena as the explanation and philoso- day-Behool. In he morning the old gray" servant
they are f'undamentat because there can be no sci- phy of ti.Je universe. The two words astrolatry and of God" preached on_ "The Resun:ection of th~
enc~ ":ithout them, and so they are placed at th_e astrology mark well that rudimentary stage of science Body," and in the evemng_ on "Salvati~m by Blood.
begmnwg of the seale, yet are common to and app~1- wbi"h became astronomy. Tbe influence of the sun, The audience in the mormng and evemng numbered
cabl~ to each science to a. certam extent. But _w, moon, planetfl, and stars were believed _to dominate about two hundred, and among that number there
them _we take up only the Simp~est and most_gen~Iall all other, and especially all hnman, affiilrA,,and so tr) were not rrore than twenty-live men, and so it is
experii:'nces of_ number, space, time, and motwn, ~.e.,/ furnil:lh at once a philosophy and a religion. The everywhere. The churc~es are rn_ade uy most enorder of the seasons, months, weeks, and week-dayfl, tirely of women. As a fnend of mme said the other
"' This is the motto to Mr. J. 1\f. Longs "Ciassifi_ed Scheme and their names were derived from thence. All do- day, ''The clergy run the women and the women
of Knowledge," a noteworthy pamphlet, to be obtumed of the
.
d
. lt l ~ ·
· fl
ced b the run the churches." And the clergy appear to be
author, Chillicothe, l\1o,
mestiC an agncu ura auans were m uen
y
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satisfied with this arrangement. The clergy depend Whelan family has done very much in that vicinity the passover and of the slaying of the first~ born of Egypt, with
on the sisters to g~et money enough out of the pock- for the cause of Liberalism. Here, also, they were instructions relative to the eating of certain animals. It bas
ets of their husbands to pay the expenses of the much encouraged by the size of the meeting and the not the glimpse of a prophecy about it. The forty-sixth verse
churches.
interest the people appeared to take in what was reaus in this way: "In one house shall it be eaten; th?U shalt
And, as I before said, I attended the Sunday. A~id. Mr. S. D. Moore and Mr. Jas. C. Eccles, of not carry forth aught of the flesh abroad out of the house;
school, and it was a sad sight to S\le two_ hundred Tecumseh, came some eight miles in a carriage to mither shall ye break a bone thereof." .The reader can easily
children being drilled for au hour on the bloody sac- attend the meeting. The friends at Tipton think of see what a forced and false construction it was in John to make
rifices of the Old Testament.
extending an invitr.tion to Mr. J. H. Burnham ani). those instructions about eating the passover tonpply to breaking
I could not find an outspoken FrE:etbinker in Mrs. H. S. Lake to speak :ior them before long. I the legs of Jesus; and this is a fair illustration of all the
Homer. It iRa dark, superstitious place, and needs hope they may do so.
claimed fulfilment of Bible prophecies. John was as fitr wide
light. It is good mi~sionary ground for the Michi~
From Tipton I went to Fremont, Ohio, where I of the truth as Matthew. Neither of them in this particular,
ga.n Liheral A01sociation to do !Wme Liberal work in. delivered a lecture to a small but intelligent audi- if, indeed, in any other, wi~l do to rely upon. Every pretended
The inhabitants of Homer believe every word of the ence. The audience here would hav been larger if claim in the New Testament of the fulfilment of Old Testament
Old Testament, including the speech of Balaam's the meeting bad been more extenRivly advertised.
ass; and I should judge from what I heard at the Messrs. E. R. More and E. B. Williams were the prophecies is nothing less than a falsehood. In every ca>e there
Methodist church that the distinguished animal geutleme!l who got up this meeting.
is misrepresentation.
above referred to would fill a Homer pulpit with
While at Freemont I was permitted to visit the
725. At the very close of the gospel of John a statement is
satisfaction to his blo'arers.
ex-President and see his Methodist wife. Mr. Wil- made which Matthew, with all hi• proficiency in that line, could
From Homer I went to J acl{son, a large, pleasant Iiams and myself took a walk uv around Mr. Hayes's hardly surpass. It beats the prophecies away into the shade.
town. There I made the acquaintance of Ira C. premise!', and Mr. Hayes was walking out in front of "Anu there are also many other things which Jesus diu, the
Hillman, who is pr~>acbitJg for the Unitarian church. his house, and, after speaking with us, he invited us which, if they shoulu be written every one, I suppose that
Mr. Billman is aU nit'arian of the most radical char- in and showed us his hbrary and the many curious even the world itself could not contain the books tliat should
acter, anu his society i~ made np largely of inoivid. and interesting things he had presented to him be written." What a monstrous suppo~i'iou that is, to be sure!
uals who take TuE THUTH SEEKER and in done it8 w bile Pre~ident. He was very sociable, ·affable, and Just think of it for a moment, the world itself could n(lt contain
Liberal utterances. Mr. Billman had just returned pleasant, and one could readily see what made him the account of the acts of an indiviuual who lived to be a little
from a visit to Boston, where he informed mB that gover[lor and President. It was not his ability, but over thirty years of age, when the srnallPst room, eight feet in
on Sunday he went, in the morning, to bear M. J. his affability. I learned that he always speaks to h;gbt, yes, the smnllest closet, could bold the books in which
Savage preach, and in the afternoon Georg<' every person he meets on the street, and does all in every act performed by a person who lived to be ninety were
Chaiuey. I judge, from the talk I had with him his power to make it ple~sant for all who call on written. Think then how many books could be piled over the
that he is not far from Mr. Chainey in his belief. him. He entertained Mr. Williams and myself for entire surface of the earth if iu tiers no more·iban twenty feet
And I think many of the western Uuit!l.rian clergy. nearly half an hour in conversation about matters in high. They could not only contain the account of eve~y deed,
men woulrl like to accept of a "call" similar to the general. There was nothing said about his refusing every breath drawn by a man living to be a bumlred years old,
one that Paine Ilall ga.ve Mr. Uhainey. They are the petition of t;vo hundred thousand persons to par- but ten thousand millions of them. I will leave it for t.be reader
waiting for the good time coming when they can be don Mr. Bennett, but as I bad been advertised in his
I to decide whether a man making such an extmvagant statement
.
P ermitted to do so. Mr. Billma.u very ~enerously village a~ the late Chairman of the N ational L 1hera
· which ~to deliver League, he may bav connecte d me Wlt
· h t he L.eagu• is a reliabie man, and safe to be believed upon any subject.
offered rnA the use of his church m
726. Jesus himself seems to have tried his han•l at prophecy,
a lecture, but his trnsteees d1 not conenr. At that pressed that petition. B~t one can rea d.1 1.Y. see
Jackson 1 made the acquaintance of Mr. B. F. Eg. what the man is made of. He lS merely a pohttetan, but not with remarkable success. Matthew gives five such inglet~ton, a !lubs..:riber aud great admirer of THE and has no ppinions on any subject. He cares no stances; Mark;, four; Luke, four; and Johu, three. Those in
TRUTH SERKER, who rendered me some valuable more for the church than he iloes for a Freethought the first three gospels are mostly definite and po>itive. Here is
aid. Hill clothing store seems to be the beadquar- associatiou, and if Freetbought was the popular re- a sample: "Behold we go up to Jerusalem, and the son of man
ters of the Freethinker!'! of Jackson. 'While at this ligion be would be on its.side. He woul~ pr?ba~ly shall he betrayed unto the chief priests and unto the scribes,
stJra I accidentally met your worthy friend, S. D. hav pardoned Bennett if 1t had not. been ior hts :w_tfe and they shall coude'illn him to ueatb, and shall deliver him to
Moore, of Ad£ian. He always carriel! with him and the clergy, for I think there IS no superstttwn the Gentiles to mock, and to scourgP, and to crucify him; and
Sllmple copies of TnE TRUTH SEEKER and TRUTH about him. What he lacks is back-bone.
Mr.;. the third day he shall rise again" (Matt. xx, 18, 19). When
SEEKER. pu hlications, and he has done a good work Hayes, I juilge by her appearance, is a .good-hearted it is rememberen that ibis account was not written, at the short•
for you in Mi0higan.
woman, who thinks she is a philanthropist, and pro b. est time, till thirty-eight years after the evPnt trampired, and
With Mr. Moore I visited Ann Arbor, and we ably would be one if she was not possesRed of the probably not till a hundred and fifty ye,1rs afrerward, and what
stopped for two days with 1\lr. Moore'~ daughter and irlea that there is nothing good outside of the ortbo- a great story teller Matthew proved himself to be in numer:t.er hUI:~band. They are intelligent, worthy people, dux church. If it were not for her rei igion she "Would ous instances, it can be readily umler,;tood that he coul•l ta>ily
but I regret to sa.y I have forgotten their names.
no doubt be a good woman; t~at makes hf'r .an in- have Jesus make a definite ;,tatement. But even here he could
While there I visited the Michigan University, tolerable bigot. Thousands, hke her, are sp~l.led by uot state it correctlv. Jesus was not three uays in the grave,
which is a grand institution of learning, but, Ire- their religion, and it t~eref?re behoove~ Llberals but one day and t~o nights. As a proof that Jesus made no
h
d
g ret to say, is most entirely under orthodox supf'r- evervwhere to keep their children f1.·o.m 1ts ban. eful
J
vision, notwithstanding it is a ~tate school. In ilB influence.
If we are to hav any re 11gwn, 1et 1t b e such prediction, it may be stated that after t e arrest an crucifixir·n of Jesus his disciples were perfecllv in the fog as to
reading-room I cculd not find THE TRUTH SEEKER. the religion of humanity.
· t? 1ecL~re
•
· what the finale of the matter was to be. They had no more
Some Liberal who bas money and the disposition to
During the present mont h I d cstre
In
do so should at once subscribe for a eopy for that central and western New York, after whwb I mtend expecbttion that their master would rise than that they would
reading-room, so that the fourteen hundred students to go \Vest on a lecturing trip as ~ar as Kan.sas. I ruke wings and fly to the moon. When Jesus was arrested in
in attendance there may see it.
detiire to hear from friends who w1sh my !'lervwes.
the Garden of Gethsemane his dbciples first attempted resistFrom Ann Arbor I went to Adrian, where, on
H. L. GREEN.
ance, of course not expecliug wlt .. t had just taken place, and
.
then the next thing they did was to forsake him and take themaccount 0 f a severe s t orm, I Was compe11 e d t o 11e
'J.rhat 1 l)ou't Believe.
· to
' PART Il.-NO. 63.
sehes off like a lot of cowards, ss they were. Had it not been
b y f or a wee k . A n d I was lucky
. 1n ge tt"mg m
good and comfortalJle quarters at the pleasant home
.
for the benevolent Joseph of Arimathea, who took charge of
of .Mrs. E. Comstock, the widow of the late Edwin
722. Luke touche~ prophecy very lightly. He mentions most Jesus's body and put it in the sepulcher, it is not at all probaComstock. This house for thirty years bas been of the iucitlent5 that Matthew did, but he never once says "this ble that the disciples would have taken any decent care of it.
the home of all the traveling Hadicals, Liberals, and was done that it might be fulfilled what was spoken of a certaill They sbo"·ed not the slightest reopect to their late master but
reformatory speakers. It reminded me of the home pr0pbet." Probably he did not think those events tr!lllspired went off and left him aloue. The women showell far more reof Amy Post, of Hochester, N. Y. Mr. Comstock expressly to fulfil some vague prophecy, or perhaps be had a ~pect to the execnted Jesus, for they !' watched afar off" and
was an earnest antislavery man, and his home was tlifte more of good judgment than Matthew possessed. It does brnugbt spices to embalm his boily. This trouble, however,
an " underground depot" during the antislavery not i,;dicate remarkable shrewdness to imagine that Jesus took "1\'0ulu not have been taken bad they known that he was so soon
conflict. Your valuable subscriber and corre<~pond- pain~ to do certain acts, 0r that certain deeds were performed to be with them again. And when after another day the3e woent, Parker Pillsbury, will corroborate all I hav around him, that some blind hint an old Jewish prophet had men reported ihat the master bad rhen, the disciples treated
said of this home. Mrs. Comstock is a great ad- -made seveu hundred years before might be matched. The the story as an id!e tale and believed uot a word of it. The
mirer of Tm~: TuUTII SEEKER, and is a most intelli- supposition is extremely improbable.
conversation of the two disciples on the way to Emmaus
gent, worthy woman, who is highly respected hy all
723. John does but little in the prophecy line, but tries his shows conclusively that they expected no resurrection. And
who know ber. There i.s a large n_umber of TIWTH skill in that direction a few times. In chap. v, 46, he makes when Mary ound the bouy gone she thought the garuner
Durtn g the wee~ I Jesus say, " For had ye believed Moses, ye woulu have believed had taken it, showing cleatly that a resurrection was the
SEEKERS taken at Ad nan.
stopped there I made some most valuable acqnam~- me, for he wrote of me." But neither Jesus nor John takes the most distant thing in their minds. Now is it a likely
· ances,. amon. g whom. are Dr. lYI. L. Sherman a.nd hJS trottble to tell liS what Moses wrote about Jesus, nor has anymost IDLe 11. tg<"nt WI f e, at w h ose b orne I recetve d a '·otly el·er _,.1scnveJ·ed it. The writer of Acts (ii, 22) undertook story that if Jesus bad told them a short time before just what
most cor d ta l we lcome, an d P ro f . W . F . L yon, w h o, u
t tu l\f
"d b0 t Jesus thus. "For Moses truly was to take place, they would have been so taken by surwith Dr. Sherman, is the author of a work entitled to.tell w 111 ~fot~hes saiA a . \ t b ll tbe ·Lord vour God mise prise and thrown into such a state of tli,traclion when the very
"Tb e I:I o 11 ow Gl o b e, " a very re~ar k a.bl e b oo k, au d sa1d unto the ·a ers,. brethreu
P10P e like
s auuto me· himJ shall ye hem· events tran~pire.d which he said woulu take place? No, not at
one worthy of perusal Ly any mtelltgent person. up unto you, of your
' ll
t ' on , Here is a all, and you may be sure that Matthew told a fal~ehood, as
Their theory is that the world is hollow and not in all tbmgs whatsoever h~ sha . say uu 0 Y ·
usual, when be narrated that preten<lfd prophecy. If there was
filled with fire and that it is a shell inhabited on the gross imposition by some Bible wnter. The language of Moses such a person as Jesus arresleu and executed, it is not at all
inner Ride as' well as outside. I also made the ac- allutleu to is founu in Deut. xviii, 15 • and the reference Mos~s likely that be knew what would befall him any faster than it
quaintanc~ of L. Vanclerburg, the activ Secretary of made W>1S to J nshua, his immeuiate successor, anu had notJ:sus took place. But when such imagiuatil'e and interested fellows
the Adrian Liberal League, also of Mrs. Brown, in his miud at all. It is most singular that those gosp~l wrlteJs as Matthew came, seventy or a hundred and fifty years afterdaughter of Mrs. Uorustock, Mrs. A. D. Carroll and must be constantly trying to make false reple~eutalwn~, pre- ward, io write the story up and mnke the most of it possiiJle, it
daughter, .Mr. au~ Mrs. Taylor, at whose very pleas· tending a prophecy to IJe maue and fulfilled, when nothtng of was very e>tsy to dress it up in striking colors and make a tellant howe I eujoy~d a most agreeable visit, aud the kiud WdS the case. The truth is, Moses never wrote a wort! ing story out of it. I believe very little that be has to say
many others that your spaue will not permit rue to about J, su~, nor uiu he WJite the book of Demeronomy from about the matter.
mention.
which this pretenued profl'hecy of Jesus is taken. When this
-~~------~lmday evening I _lectu~ed at t~e Dean Opera fact is borne in mind, the magnitude of the entire fraud can be
Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.
l~ouse to a large and Intelligent aud1eno~. The au- !Jetter appreciatfu.
.
Read the following testimonial:
d1ence was RO much larger than the friends there
JEFFERSONVILLE, IND.
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ANAHEIM, CAL., Dec. 3, 1881.
DEAR EDITOR: At the eleventh hour I hav been able
te send you the long-coveted $5 for the Round-theWorld fund. If it is as terse and telling as his other
works, for instance," What I Don't Believe," I shall
never hav cause to regret the investment. I think
that Worthy Putnam's experiences are duplicated in
almo&t every one's life; if they dare to discard the
God and heaven myths they are bound to be belied,
traduced, and ostracized. But as long as I am found
to be in such worthy company I am glad. Fort.y-five
years ago, in Chan county, New York, I was proud
of the honor of spelling on his side, when chosen
next to him at the old school-house in Lacona village. Often time will banish. memory, but Liberals
are the thinking, growing element that will not be
forgotten, nor hide their experiences from the world,
for when we are freed from creeds and superstitions
we feel like publishing the glad tidings. May our
hero Bennett arrive home safe and sound is the wish
of all the emancipated throng who read THE TRUTH
SEEKER. Yours for light and knowledge,
MRS. K. PARKER.
NEwARK, N. Y., Dec. 12, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find post-office order
for $5 for Mr. Bennett's hook of Travel Around the
World, as I wish to be enrolled as one of the truth
seekers of our great nation. I hav read all of the
letters published in THE TR.UTH SEEKER, and I like
them very much. I wish some of our Christi~n
fri'ends would read some of them, aml learn the true
facts concerning the old ancient worshipers and their
God, so they would be willing to grant equal rights
and belief in regard to our future state to all human
beings regardless of color or nationality, so the
world's motto would be, ;<Truth, mercy, justi"e, haphiness,and equality to all."
Yours with respect,
WM. H. H. STEBBINs.
BuFFALO, N. Y., Dec. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find post-office order for $8. 75,
$5 of which for the Round-the-Globe trip, and when
the books are issued send them t') my address.
Respectfully yours,
GEoRGE SMITH.
.
PALO, low A, Dec. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $5 for the Roundthe-World trip. I would hav gladly sent it before
this time if I could hav spared it, but l am not well
off as regards this world, but hav enough to liv on
by being saving and careful what few days I hav to
stay in this world. I often wish I was well oft', so
that I could buy some of brother Bennett's books.
I intend to hav some as soon as I can snare the
money. I will renew for the paper aR s :~on as possible. I remain
Yours truly,
JoHN STRATFORD.
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 3, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find post-office money
order of $6-$5 for the Round-the-World fund and $1
for "Voltaire in Exile.
Yours respectfully,
LEWIS BENJAMIN.
NEw YoRK, Dec. 1, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: You may put my name down for $5
more for the Round-the-World journey. I am glad
that Mr. Bennett is going to publish a translation
of Prof. Bruno's work on the "Latin Origin of Christianity," referred to in a previous letr.er. Please put
my name down also as a subscriber to 'this latter
book.
Yours truly,
EDWARD W. SEARING.
SANTA BARHARA, CAL., Nov. 21, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is a postal order for $8-$5
to be used ill the fund for your trip around the
world and three dollars to renew my subscription.
As I hav the means at hand I thought, perhaps, it
would serve to help you a little and lighten the burden of life during your absence. I often think of
you and enjoy reading your letters so very much
that many times they are so real and so life-like
that it seems I can almost see the places that you
descrihe. Hoping your journey may bring many
pleasant impressions, and make you strong for your
work when you return, I remain,
Your friend,
MRs. M. E. RocKwELL.
MARION, Omo, Nov. 24. 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed draft for eight
dollars-five for the Round-the-World fund and three
for THE TRUTH SEEKER next year. I hav given hundreds of dollars to Methodist priests for telling me
nonsense and falsehoods, but I hav now enlisted in
a more glorious cause. I am after truth. I first
subscribed for THE TRUTH SEEKER because its editor,
Mr. Bennett, was per~ecuted by bigots, and I hav
so fallen in love with it that, although I am a Spiritualist, you may consider me a life-subscriber. I
notice a proposition in 'l'HE TRUTH SEEKER by Mr.
Dwight (I think) for an Orphans' Home, constructed
on Liberal principles. I am .nuch in favor of it. I
like the plan and location proposed, and shall hold
myl:le!f in reauiness to donate one dollar as soon as
proper officers are elected, and will pay at least one
dime annually until the institution becomes selfsupporting. Would that Spiritualists and all other

That is the way they all talk and act. They won't
Liberalists would unite and organize. What a powerful body they would make, and how much good read the answers in THE TRUTH SEEKER, but are willing to hear your belief about a heregfter, knowing
they would do! Yours for truth,
FRANK EVERLY.
that from you they, or I, will get an answer tha;t
LocK BERLIN, N.Y., Nov. 20, 1881.
will probably put us on the right track.
FRIEND EDITOR: I am in arrears, and still the dear
As I am among M. E.s mostly, and am also a
paper comes to me every week full of golden words churchman, yon may know that the bigots will be
teaching men how to liv right, honorable lives. trying their old game when I least expect it. I am
May I exclaim in the language of the poet Ge,orge not a master of the English language, as I would
P. Morris?
like to be, which is my excuse for not ordering some
of your best books, but you may send me your cat" Thou truest friend man ever knew,
Thy constancy I've tried;
alog of pamphlets. I would like, if possible, to
When all were false I've found thee true,
get some in German.
Yours,
FRED. GARING.
My cOlmsellor and guide."
Those grand and ennobling letters of yours just
GRAND IsLAND, N.Y., Nov. 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find one dollar, for which
suit. My wife says I must send you five.,dollars to
help you to circumnavigate this earth, for we will s~nd to my address the best and noblest paper I hav
want to peruse them in years to come. You will find ever read for four mouths. Circumstances prevent
inclosed a "V" to help you travel around t!Je world. sending any more at present, but rest assured 1 will
renew my subscription when the time expires, for I
I remain your Agnostic friend,
TYLER ADAMSwould hardly lose a copy for a dollar.
I do not pray, for I do not know who to pray to.
BARRE MILLs, Wrs., Nov. 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you wiil find a draft for $8 If there is a persona.! God that supervises an these
for the Konud-the-World trip and your noble paper planets and systems in the knowable and unknowable world, I think he has too much business to atfor '82.
Respectfully yours,
H. SANDER.
tend to without listening to a worm of the dust like
MAsoN CITY, IowA, Nov. 28, .1881.
me; and to pray to Christ., a mere man born of a
MR. EDITOF: Inclosed find draft for eight dollars- woman. making him the equal of such a God, looks
five for the Ar0und-the-World fnnd, and three tore- too much like blasphemy for me. If Cheist ever exnew my subscription to THE TRUTH SEEKER.
isted, I am fully satisfied his resurrection was a stuRespectfully yours,
B. V. GLOYD.
pendous hoax, and we may just as well pray to a
wooden god or a stone god as to pray to gods that
BozEMAN, MoN., Nov. 17, 1881.
never answer and never can. If Christ was God,
MR. EDITOR: Please accept the inclosed remittance what made him look for figs on a barren fig tree?
for four trial subscribers, and $1 for "John's Way." Why did he not foretell the art, of printing his own
And n.)w that several readers of THE TRUTH SEEKER teachings, and in place of telling about wars and
hav written me recently for information relativ to rumors of wars, why did. he not tell something
this country, I shall, as a matter of convenience to about steam and electricity? Any fool might prophmyself, by your permission, briefly answer through esy on war and not miss. But I do not think, as
your paper; and for the sake of economizing space, some do, that Christ was necessarily a bad man; on
will merely giv what seems its leading features, the contrary, I think, considering the age in which
which will answer most of the questions asked.
he lived, he was a good one and taught the best he
Mining, grazing, and agriculture are the leading knew in those remote and barbarous times. I think
pursuits of this country, or at least the foundation of he suffered for free speech, and his death was judiall others. The days of placer mining hav passed; cial murder, just as friend Bennett's imprisonment
now all mining interests center in quartz. This kind was judicial barbarity. But I cannot believe Christ
of mining, although in its infancy, is undergoing con- ever intended to be worshiped as a god, but if he
tinual development, all the time presenting perma- ever existed, he certainly died for the common libnent improvement., and to-day is a leading industry erty of man. He was more hum11ue than the rest of
of Montana, which the shipments of ore and bullion his fellows, and that was his crime. He spoke the
will attest. It furnishes the chief demanrl from the truth as far as he knew it, a:; any truth seeker would
product of the farm. Hitherto the transportation of do, and they nailed him up for it, just as Comstock
ores hav been exclusivly freight trains, in conse- would hav served friend Bennett had they lived in
quence of which the lower grades would not bear that age. He was put to death by Roman law. It
the cost of shipment to reduction works. The result was Roman justice that condemnt>d him and Roman
is tha.t thousands of tons of those grades lie on the officers that executed him, and not Jews at all. And
dumps to-day awaiting the advent of railroad facili- all this fuss about the Jews crucifying the Christian
ties for cheaper transportation.
God is a silly lie. The Jews were the slaves of the
The U. T. N. railroad has already reached the vi- Romans and could not put anybody to death lawcinity of Butte City, and it is claimed the e. stern di- fully at that time. It was Pontius Pilate and the
vision of the N. P. R. R. will reach Bozeman late Christian ancestors that butchered their own God,
next autumn.
and now persecute the poor Jew for what they were
The grazing resources of Montana are truly won- guilty of themselvs.
WALTER SIMONDS.
derful. To appreciate, would be to see our immense
HEMPSTED, ARK., Dec. 4, 188L
stock ranges. Perhaps no country is superior to this
FRIEND EDITOR: Inclosed find SB on subscriptions.
in point of stock raising. Horses pass through the
severest winters with no attention whatever paid I hav tried to get a new subscriber to send you, but
them, and keep in good condition. In case of an the heathens here are afraid to read, their faith is
nnusually severe winter cattle and sheep require at- so shaky. They prayed for Garfield here in Arkantention. Yet no winter, thus far, has been so severe sas as well as in all other heathen lands. Ah! but a
but bands of cattle hav gone through, without hav- heathen told me the other dey that God knew best.
ing been fed a mouthful, with a percentage of loss Garfield might hav ruined this nation!
Yours,
D. G. MELEAR.
less than the cost of feeding would hav been.
Irrigation is indispensable to fa1ming here, but it
ELMo, TExAs, Nov. 7, 1881.
is attended with but littlu inconvenience, and is a
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed you will find one dollar,· for
protection against drouth. Farmers view it as a
which you will please giv me credit and continue to
blessing.
Without a doubt Agricultural land& in Montana are send me the paper, as I want to keep soul, body, and
destiaed to become valuable, as the percentage. of THE TRUTH SEEKER together as long as possible, As
that character of lands is so small in comparison the most of your correspondents are Materialists, if
with mountainous, mineral, and grazing lands. They you will giv this a place in your paper I would be
are of a most prolific nature, with ·a capacity of glad if some of them will answer the following quesyielding an incredible abundance. The health of the tions. Within the last three years I hav lost two of
country is superb, having a healthy atmosphere and my children. About one month before the death of
each· one I was distinctly warned of their death. Of
pure water.
Trusting this will suffice till my inquiring friends course I am a Spiritualist, but if the Materialist will
can come and see for themselvs; knowing, also, t!Jat explain to me how it is that I was warned of the
justice to the subject has only been butchered, brev- death of my children weeks in advance when they
ity having been my chief aim, I shall close with but were well and hearty, and all came to !)ass as I had
one more statement which seeems as important as predicted, and yet say that death .:mds all, then I
good health. 'Tis this, There are fewer thieves, beg- will !Jav learned something new under the sun.
JoHN E. PoLK.
gars, tramps, and preachers, and less religion and
less stealing in this section than any place I ever
saw. I know not of a single beggar or tra'mp in this
·wAMEGo, KAN., Dec. 8, 1881.
vicinity, unless yon choose to promote clergymen to
MR. EDITOR: 'rhrough the editor's class-meeting of
"Letters from Friends," Wamego wishes to tell her
that dignity.
Respectfully,
THOMAS BURK.
experience, so that all the great TRUTH SEEKER league
SHERMAN, IowA, Nov. 21,1 881.
may know she has been blessed, and be glad that
MR. EDITOR: THE TRUTH SEEKER is causing quite a the warm light of reason and truth is with us, and
breeze among our strongest believers in the Bible now occupies a friend's place in nearly all our hearts.
here. I hav shown this "dirty sheet," as they called
Mrs. Maltie P. Krekel lectured in our opera house
it, to a certain one-horse M. E. preacher, but he to large and attentiv audiences, last Saturday and
would only read 1\'Ir. Smith's letter about the ark. Snnday nights. As an exponent of Freethought and
He coinmeuced on the other side, looking up at me the practical teligion of common sense Mrs. Krekel
from time to time, and finally laid the paper away, has no superior. She uses no manuscript or notes,
saying: "Are you taking this paper? Before you yet. she can hold an audience for hours in an attiare thirty year;; old you will be as bad as Mr. S tude of atteu tion, eager to ,catch the beautiful gems
over thPre. Why, this is worse than Ingersoll's of thought as they fall from her lips. "Religion v~.
doctrins. I'd not take and read this paper if you'd Theology," and "The Coming Church and Coming
send it to me. Are you going to believe all that Religion," were logically and eloquently presented.
trash ? What are you anyhow ? "
We hope to hav her speak to us once in every two
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weeks this winter, and look for good results. We
advise all Liberal societies to secure the services of
Mrs. Krekel if they can, and also advise all Western
friends to subscribe for her paper, The M·irror of
Progress, published at Kansas City, Mo., ~here she
livs. It is a first-class Liberal paper, and should
visit every Western home.
Mr. L. B. Leach, of Wamego, is Liberal enough to
practically dedicate his opera house as a grand temple of Freethought, the like of which many communities cannot hav to enjoy. It is one of the best
buildings of the kind in the state.
Yours :gor universal mental liberty,
A. T. McMILLAN.
CENTRAL CITY, CoL., Nov. 26, 1881.
MR. EDITOrt: I suppose you begin to think me a
deadhead. but if you do you are mistaken. Inclosed'
find post-office order for $6,. to pay up and carry me
a little aheau. I am glad to see that THE TRUTH
BEEKER has such an able hand at the helm. Keep
clear of shoar water while our beloved captain is
absent. Giv us the truth, the whole truth, and
·nothing but the truth; and defy your enemies.
Yours for the truth,
JoHN JoRDAN.
--- ·
AsHLAND, OR., Nov. 28, 1881.
FRIEND MACDONALD: I inclose $6 as my mite to heh
send out the gospel of truth and righteousness another year. THE TRUTH S&:EKER is our Bible; om
Christ is the living Christ, D. M. Bennett. I hope hf•
will return home to family and friends safe and
sound from Yahweh's old stamping-ground, and may
he liv and enjoy life to the fullest extent, long
enough to see the grass grow over the graves of
Judge Benedict, Anthony Comstock, and the last
remnant of thA Young Men's Christian Association
Your humble servant,
· '
is the prayer of
0. COOLIDGE.
KENT, 0., Dec. 10, 1881.
FRIEND MACDONALD: The canvassers for the Garfielc:
Monument Fund in our state are making !"trenuous
efforts to gather every penny they can, going int0
the schools in true Christian style, persuading the
teachers to beg pennies of the scholars for the purpose. This is a shame and disgrace and insult, and
I hope you will giv those gentlemen and their work
a good airing.
Yours truly.
B. F. CoNAWAY.
THANKSGIVING.
1\foRRILL, K~N., Nov. 25, 1881.
0 thou great and incomprehensible being, so much
so that we with the feeble intellect that thou hast
given us can't comprehend why there is so much
misery in the world, why the few hav the comforts
and the many the wants, but nevertheless, 0 Lord,
we thank thee for the goodness, and especially for
the misery, because we know that it is thy will that
it is so. We thank thee for the shipwrecks, earthquakes, tornadoes, floods, fires, famins, wars, murders, sickness, in fact everything that will torture,
plague, harass, and make miserable a great portion
of thy creatures here, because we know it givs thee
great pleasure. 0 Lord, prosper our foreign missions; make them see the great necessity of spending a hundred thousand dollars on every poor heathen to save his soul from hell, when we hav thousands of poor here at _home, because there will be
more joy over one such than over a thousand of our
poor in our cities made comfortable with the same
money. Be with them, 0 Lord, because it givs employment and a rich living to hoards of thy priests
who liv off of the bounty of the people. 0 thou
great Jehovah, look down with loving kindness and
bless the millionaires for their bountiful gifts that
they hav lavished upon the v.idow of our late muchlamented President. Bless them for the many thousands bestowed upon her; als.o for a few hundreds
bestowed upon the poor Michiganders that lost th~ir
all in the late fires. 0 Lord, our great St. John has
expressly called on us all to giv thee thanks this
day. We do thank thee for short crops, chintz bugs,
hot winds, and no rain, because it will aid many a
poor mother and child to go hungry and wring
many a father's heart to see his family crying for
food and warmth. We thank thee for the floods that
swept over our river bottoms last spring, causing a
great loss of property and life, and creating much
sickness and death afterward. We thank thee for the
merciless fires that swept over Michigan this last
fall that caused hundreds of deaths and loft thousands destitute to face a winter in an inclement climate. In our· reverence for thee we thank thee for
removing our President whether we wished it or not:
also for hearing and answering the prayers of .Guiteau in place of millions that went up to you for his
life to be spared. Inasmuch as it was thy will and
pleasure to remove our President for our future benefit, which as yet we are ignorant of (the benefit), I
sincerely thank you that you did choose Guiteau to
do your dirty work instead of myself, because it will
please me far better for h m to pass in to glory for
the act th·m myself, not through any disrespect to
you, but I abhor blood. ·Bless t!ile rich so they can
afford to giv to the poor when you send famin, fires,
floods, and tornadoes. We thank thee for the great
monopolies that hav fastened themselvs upon this
country, for the humbugs, the thieving of men in
high :places, ~nd of ma.ny J'I).ore not mentioned,, 4ncl
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we will also thank you if you will be a little more applaud such statements, some of which I see floatcareful how you sling your tornadoes, thunderbolts, ing through the semi-religious press almost daily.
etc., around. All those favors we thank you for, and
The fool, Josh Billings, said that he didn't giv a•
you can hav the honor. Amen.
J. W. ScoTT.
d--n to hear Ingersoll on Moses, although he
would like to hear MosPs on Ingersoll. One MichiCENTER BELPRE, OHIO, Nov. 25, 1881.
gan woman had seen Ingersoll intoxicated in comMR. EDITOR: Inclosed yQu will find an account of pany with her husband. Ingersoll was appropriatanother disgrace of our country, the lynching of ing the language of others in his lectures. And so
Christopher C. Davis. The lynching of criminals in on. All these falsehood-spreading editors and priests
the United States is almost an every-day occurence remind me of that crowing Coo(c)k who among his
and why is it the press of our country don't com~ congregation slaughters Infidelity to the last man,
out and condemn such work! Why are you so mum? but when challenged, as he was, by Ingersoll in this
Surely you are not afraid of losing subscribers by country, and Bradlaugh in England, disappears in
coming out and denouncing such barbarous work. I his own boots. They go so far as to call the Infidel
do not believe there is one Infidel in the United lecturers sophists. As long as they only used the
states in favor of capital punishment, to say nothing name skeptic toward us, I felt honored, as it means
of the heathenish practice of lynching, which is get- thoughtful, reflectiv, looking carefully about, etc.,
ting to be of such frequent occurrence in our country. but to the tPrm sophist I take exception. The InAnd I doubt whether you will find more than one fidel's argument is founded on historical facts, sciLiberal in a thousand in favor of it, while in the or· entific demonstrations, and good, sound sense. Christhodox you will find about nine in every ten in favor tian theology is the study of a form of speech, which
of capital punishment. Yes, I will bet my bottom they deliver· in graceful literary form; but, alas !
dollar, if the truth could be known, ninety-nine out wlthout being able to prove any originality for the
of every hundred of the lynchers are believers in the Christian system of belief; not being able to disprove
inspiration of the Bible, As poor as I am, I believe the Infidel's assertion that Christianity is walking in
I wonll giv one hundred dollars to a society that the cast-off shoes of more ancient pagan systems.
will prosecute to the fullest extent of tte law every Every scholar knows this to be true, and can thereperson who has anything to do with lynching.
fore easily decide on which side sophistry must be.
Respectfully,
MoRGAN E. LEWIS.
The Infidel's desire is to know:. His questions are:
We do not approve of lynch law any more than What do we know'? How do we know it? By what
·mr friend does, and are not afraid to say so. When reasoning? On what principles? The Christian is
any government gets so weak that it cannot punish told to believe, and instead of questioning and inoffenders against its laws it is time for it to abdi- vestigating he snivels, "I believe." Infidels will say
cate. This country has not arrived at that point yet. with Socrates, "We hav not yet found what we were
The Young Men's Christian Association andAnthony seeking. We hav not yet got hold of the real and
Comstock's society are species of mobs, and the re- essential truth." What does the Christian say? "Becent imprisonment of Mr .. Bennett and other hereti- lieve, believe, or be damned ! " What a contrast becal editors was done by a sort of mob law. Ptlnish- tween the two ! While one is marching onward, the
ment should be meted out to offenders dy th'e proper other remains behind in the land of dreams and
government officers, and any ursurpation on the visions. I begin to believe that Yahweh used lice
part of any m'ob or religious society is dangerous to in Egypt as means for a smtening process, since I
the liberties of the people and the stability of the found in all my travels through the most orthodox
republic.-ED. T. S.]
Christian countries identical with them the softest
brains and the most of those little vermin. To
harden the brain of mankind once more, to get rid
NoRD, CAL., Dec. 5, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Surrounded, as I am, by a majority of insanity altogether, and that during a single
of people who still li v in the realm of the supernat- generation, too, I would advise our orthodox religural-in him, of whom Dryden says, "He whom I ious brethren and sisters to refrain from matrimony
fancy, but can ne'er express "-you will find it nat- and all sexual indulgence for that length of time.
" Tcmtu,m religio potuit suadre rnalorwn."
tural enough that I should take refuge under your
wings once in a while. My surroundings don't conERDMAN W. FITZNER.
sist of Christendom altogether.
Nay, by far the
greater port.ion of the Pacific coast people stand
New Commandments.
outside of that horrid institution, Christianity. There
These
commandments
came to me in the night.
are, however, many of Frothingham's type, who,
having arrived at "a haH~way point of Freethought, How came they I need not state. Dear reader, who
with heaven above and hell below, recanted, but seeks the go?d and ~rue, and longs f~r the leading
without having found the real heaven on earth, and of a better hfe, receive them on then own merit
came to a sudden stop. They bewng to a class wh<9 from your friend.
W. P.
are not superstitious enough to adhere to Christian
"Behold, I giv you new comma~dments!''
myths, yet superstitiOus enough to be prevented
from embracing real Materialistic happiness.
ETERNAL TRUTHS.
Lectures, like the one I read lately in the San
Honesty and goDdness are in harmony with immutable law
Francisco Occident, on "Science and Religion," by and their reward is sure.
'
Robert Mackenzie, are wil.ingly list.ened to and beDishonesty and crime are against all law, and by eternal fiat
lieved in by men who hav not cast off the whole are sure of punishment.
chain of slavery. Such lectures exercise a powerful
.THE FIFTEEN COMMANDMENTS.
influence over those who hav but half awakened to
1. Thou shalt hav no other god before him who is known to
the realities of the day. Mackenzie made several be God and good.
2. Thou shalt not take the name in vain of anythiug that is
false s1 atements in regard to the present condition
of science, and disregarded all the latest scientific known to be sacred.
3. Thou shalt keep, by thy words and works, all days holy
discoveries. He also proved how well he und'~rstood and
pure.
the grade of the intellects of those to whom his la4. Thou shalt be indush·ious and honor labor.
bor_ was devoted, by finishing up with the assertion
5. Thou shalt honor relativs that are true and all others that
that the creation tale, as told by Moses, was the deserve honor from thee.
6. Thou shalt not assault another nor commit murder.
only true one, although he had previously indorsed
7. Thou shalt not practice lewdness.
the correctness of present geological arguments
8. Thou shalt deal justly with all thy fellow-beings, and not
in regard to the age of the world and the appear·
another of his goods.
ance of life in the order of time. Most Christian despoil
9. Thou shalt not lie for any purpose.
papers, by mixing a drop of science with their my10. Thou shalt render justice for evil.
thology, manage to interest a class of people who
11. Thou shalt be temperate in the use of all things.
stand somewhat above the common orthodox rabble.
12. Thou shalt not persecute thy fellow for his religious
While speaking of the Occident, I am, however, com- opinion.
13. Thou shalt depress anger and use kind words in thy inpelled to admit that it is one of the few Christian
papers that desist from slandering more than nec- tercourse with mankind.
14. Thou shalt use domestic animals kindly.
essary for .their existence, while some of our half15. Thou shalt be honest, kind, just, and true at thy home
Christian press comforts the Chtistian portion of its and abroad.
WoRTHY PuTNAM.
readers almost weekly with some blackguarding reBe1·rien SpringH, Mich., Nov. 25, 1881.
marks about Ingersoll and Infidelit,y at large. None
more so than that leprous little sheet, the Chico
Ente1JJ1'ise. ·Its editor, a hypocrit and a deacon
'l1he Radical Pulpit
•
(these two always form one), stands, like all little I
t d
d 'll b
'l d
ll
dogs, off at a distance, and barks at the larger ones. s now comp.1e e an WI
e mal e t? a app11·
He is not man enough to answer a single Infidel's' can~s on ~ecelpt of one dollar. ~t compnses the followmg discourses by 0. B. Frothmgham: "The New
e n ts ' Yet h e continues throwing mud at them • S
argum
· t m~s, " "Th e D eparte d Y ears, " " L'f
Together
with some of his half-deranged school- ong 0 f Ch ns
1 e
ma'am correspondents (half of California's school- as a ~est of Creed," "The Sectarian Spirit," "The
mistresses seem to be bodily and mentally half-de- Amencan Gentlema~,'' "The. Dogma of Creed,"
ranged) he delights in such false statements as: "The Value .of the Higher Sentiments,'"' The Amer" Thom~s Paine and Volt11ire were Atheists·" "Infl- ican Lady,'' "The Consolations of Rationalism;" and
delity claims that the world came into existence by the following by Prof. Felix Adler: "The Ethics of
chance;" "Christianity is spreading," etc. Of cour::;e the Social Question,''" Emancipation," "Anniversary
their Christian readers, not knowing any better be- Lecture,"" Our Leaders,''" Hav we still a Religion?"
lieve only too readily such infamous lies. P1:iest- "Conscience."
ridden an·d gospel-suffering as they are, comman.ded
ThE! reputations of the two gentlemen are too well
by their priests to read nothing but their twisted, known to need any words of commendation. These
bent, and paralyzed Christian trash; and afraid even lectures are some of their best utterances.
to touch a scientific or historical work, they cannot
be expected to know anything but what their pastors
think necessary for their (the pastors') self-preservaA CATALOG of D. M. Bennett's publications sent
tloJ:l, ID thf)ir ignora.Dce a.nd in~ocoQ~, t~e pQQp•e free o~ -ppli<mtion to ~ otlioe,

SEEKER~

TRE TRUTH
Where is Heaven 1

LIFE-SIZE

BY HOWARD C. TRIPP.

Where is the b!e;;~ed c·lime of pf'!tce,
Where sorrows evermore Rhnll cea~e,
And white-rolltcl ~ng<"l• of the skies
Slu'tll come with h>lrp.• of 'hinin.,. gold
To guide ns to the shepherd'g fold,
Where all is pure to einner's ey«s 1

LITHOGRAPH

'Tis true. the scriptnre doth not tell,
Whe!"e all the ·• chm·chite<" yet will dwell;
'Tis true, the region is not found
Whe!"e ages will on ages roll
Withont the dying of a soul,
And all men dwell in peace around.
Some say it is in climes above,
Where all IS wondrons peace and Jove,
That we shallllv if we believe
The silly fabie• tllat are found
In God's own word of slime and sound,
Written by villains to deceive.

D. M. BENNETT.

FOR

RY ROBERT SWAIL.

CENTRAL OFFICE,

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.
MAY BE CONSULTED DAILY FRO~IlO A.M. TO 8 P.M., FREE OF CHARGE.

FTF'I'Y

CENTS.

Full letters front the Editor, uow on a
tour around the worl<l, appear weekly.
These alone are worth the price asked.
Address
D. :U. BENNET'J',
J<I.J Eighth st., New York.

'r e " \' JLSONr A" appliarrc~s are uot lner~ pail" which Jose thc>ir
e1fic»CY in a ft>w lH~• k •, but. hrtl "o !'cien tifitm Jy con"tr uct.ed th»t they
\'HLL LASt' }'OU 'R'\\ENIY YEARS, at1d C·•ll be worn by difterent
members of the .,arne f,tmily from time to time.
EASTER~

DISTRICT BR.ANCU l\'OW OPEN AT 44 FOURTH
S'J.'REET, .NEAU SOU'HI EIGII'I'H S'I'REET.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

CHRISTIANITY

No. 695 RHOA nw .\ Y.
l'lu. laa7 HBO..\HW ..\ Y,
No. 2310 lHH{D AV.,

THE

~NEW YORK

Bennett-Mair Discussion.

Religion must the nation rule
Is our priests' >Olution;
To giv it footing we would put
God in the Constitution.

QUALIFIED ASSISTANTS ALWAYS I·N ATTENDANCE.

BETWEEN

D, M. BENNETT and G. ltl. MiliR.
(CONTAINING 969 PAGES.)
The t·uuest Discussion yet Published,
giving the Dogntas and Clai111s ot
<Jhristiauity a thorough Ex·
a•niuation Jlro anti cou.

Amend it so, religion is;
l<~stablished finn and strong,
And then to hell all Infidels
We'll hurry right along.
With sword and Bible in our band8,
We'll pnt down evolntion
Just as soon as we can get
God in the Constitution.

Tt1ls book Is a tho,ough examination of the Christian

er, Davttl Cotter, cn.ned at your omce, in resp'1nse to a tele·
grnm rrcclyed hy me. He was then told that you were
aw11.y in the c·•untrv. He went. straight frtlffi your oftice to
th1tt or Huwe & Hummel. u.nd then~ met a private detectiv
who offer· d riJerl! a11d then to di cl~,se tbe whereabout:~ of
Antho·1y ComstPck. 1f the $100 rt~w.trd, which I had • ffered

.OPEN LETTER

TO

~~~~~~~!fJt>Cl~t;! ~ ~~~d>!.~l~ea"n~\~-prl~~~ 8tl~vett~B;~t>~~.b~
1

Anthony COmst0Ck

~ystem uf rcllgiun, div!ded ioto the following theses:
1. ChristiauiLy i~ uclthcr ne\v nor original, being borrowed or copied from much olde1· sys~ems of re!lgtun.
(a) The beli·d in an offspring being begotten hy u. god
upon a human vi,..giu is nearly a thous<~.nd ye~rs older ttl •n
tlle myt11leal story of Jesus and his virgin mother. (b)
Other so-called saviors aud redeemers ha.v been believed
In and reported w h<~V been crucUied and to hav died on
the cross tn11llY hundreds ut yearH before the same was I n A nS'\Vel' to Dis 0 pen Letter
sa.1d of Je"'U£1. (C) Th~re Is nut a dugmtl., rite, sacrament,
or ceremony in Chnst.ia.nity tllat llid nut exist in pu~:-tu
Sent to tile Newspapers.
systems from itve hundred to two thousand years before
Chl'H·tLmtty waR knowutn the world.
2. Miracles aud supernatural achievements hav been as
fully ~nd truly as~nued tu utller teacllers and foundtirS of
463 FL'LTOY ST., BROO'KLT::f 1
rel1glun as tv Jesus.
SIR: I hnv h~>fore me a seven.pag-ed open Jerter, ad..
S. The t~tury of Jesu:~, and his mission iu the world is unh ·storical; tu is not cvrroburated by contemporaneous his- dres!:ied to my.!<elt, intended fl)r puh11catlon In all the t-ven·
tory.
tug ttnd morning p~per~. copies nf wl11ch. I am prepl4red
4. The teac~ings of Jesus are defectlv in morals, intel11- t.o prove, were sent to every daily tlnd s~ver!Ll wef"kly
geoc~. t~.na scteutlric iuform:o.t ton, and, so fu.r us lhey are 01
ggg~r:~1~~e tK~b~:!1gi~:iz~fp;,~~~~ ~~~f~?~gr \1~b~~~~~~ll tl~~
1
W<U!-te paper basket. For til 8 tam truh sorry, as It would
~~~~;· ~~~e~nau:d t~~~~l~r,~dw~tl~dp~~~~~~n!~ i~n~r~h~ugtg~
selr was written oy men illy informed in sdentific:rknow1· hliV given me an admirab!f.. opnortunity to slJOW til .. pubedge, aud dues not ha.rmontze with the facts and principles ltc the true tnw . . rdneE~ of the· mtt.n wlJO could pen sucll &
Jetter 1 and yet cl 1m to be a Chrlst1~tn and a protector of
in nature known to be true.
5 'l'u~ duf'trtus and claims of Christ1t\nity hav been a tt?-e pulJlic frt 1m the vicious m~IllbPrS of ~oclety. A more
vici••us letter c1•uld nnt be pt"uned, and the evidence of
~~~~;d~~~~eb~t~~ ~ ~~~f~l~~ ~~ ~~~~{~ ~~ ~~~~Y ;~~~~~~i; lll-i.llce crop~ out tn eyerv RPntenee You firPt dl4hn that
of h'tte. conttmthJD, wai', and bloodshed. It has fos~:.ered the courtA. honorably ucqultted yPu. If they did, then I
ignorance, super::~titfllll, anu fah:ehuod, and has rett~-rded
~~~~ a.~~~~~:rf,~·f p~tblls~1;11:~~~~ft:~r~~~e111;'~~~~~~~;ke~l~~
educ..~ottun and scitmce in the world. It rec •. gntzcs ana
supp;rts the o!JIH,xtou::s syotems of kingera.ft and priest the charge of <l.n officer b'!fore the magi~ trHteR. You then
waived examtn>~.tlon. If you h .. d written truthfully, why
cre:~.lt, uph·,Iding slavery, desputi8m. and every furm uf opwere you -ofra.td of examin1-1tion? I w~s pres··nt in the
preo~lou tn its assertion that all power is of God. As a
pruof of thL.i tho le.J.der::; and brtght stars uf the Chrhtlan ~~~[.t to confront you on. your vtle charge. Yuu were eichurch hliV been am11ng the worJ:ot tyrants and oppressors
After the lrtp"~e of several weeks I received an order
of lluman Hu~-<rtv t·1e wurld has known.
6. Tile B1ble a.O.d Cllrlstla.nlt y uav oppressed woman and from Judge Smith'R c.•urtt" attenrJ Huch cou-c respecting
ht~v ~leprtved ller of the l'lgllts to wl11cll by nature she is my charge against you, and believing ttw.t you wnuld P.Uhmit to )ln examination ut 1d giv ~111 me ex<' use for your act, I
Jl stl.o entitled..
~•• !"he .Bi·,le and Christlanit.y arP. nnpr0gresstv in their went, aCC•11l1ptl.niPd by over tlfty wltne~ses, so that a spe.
nature; they are founded upon the d ;ctrln aud authority cml c·•urr had to be set aglde fnr my spec tal cu~e against
of vud himself, and are tllerefore incapable of progre~:~~ rou. \Veil. Jet us ex tmin as to wh.tt fol!uwed. I sto•Jd
tlure without coun 8ei, re tdy to defend my order of a.rre,'jt
and hnpruVe!ut-mt.
was strong in tne pr.>or of my charge ugainst you and
8. The Hlule and Christianity do not teach the blgber Idid
nut rt>qutre an att.urn .. y to quihiJte ou pointe of 'lzt.w
cl<~.Sd of truth "nd the best variety of reltgiun which man
Ynu, on tl1e other hand. had an utt~n·ney-<L m 11 n in whorri
kind are capable of recelvimz.
iiny person may trust, their cr~se ab a. ll•gal ·dvlser, !lnd out$1.1>().
Price,
:sitte tile Jaw I hav re;l!WU to know that Mr 1'cnof~Y y• ur
D. :u. BEXNETT,
:;ollcitor,iBagentlrmana.n<lanl)ble.ht'arted.man. He'm~st
Address
IIH.V 1elt serluu~ly the weakne 8s of your C,Lse, as Rtt rorth
141 Eighth st .. New York.
in your lib~luu::s letter, and therefore. as an urt of charity

With Comegys as presiden",
Comstock mstalled as vice,
Or else po3tmaster·-genm·a!,
Then all will move so nice.
Then Ingersoll will hn.v to git;
We'll bring his clan confuoiou;
We'll gag 'em all when we hav got
God in the Constitution.
We will enforce the Jaws of God
Tllat are laid down by Mo;es ;J
When jealous, we will kill our wives
With holy water dose•.

he!d the w trnmt. and they w nt fn company to your of.
1 flee, when thev wt~l·c j ·intly told hy person~ "'itting there
that y{lu WPre awa: wntl they did not know when you

would r• tum: whereupon the ull!<"er, uctlnl! upon the ln.
Iformntton
given by the detectiv above
proceeded

All tho'le who tempt us into paths
Tne Bible bids us shun,
We'll take their heads, by God's command,
And hang them in the sun.
By God all friends of reason will
Soon suffer persecution,
For lim! will reign alone when he
Is in the Conscitutiorl.
Yes, put him in, and be will lead
Our armiP.S into ba.tlle;
He'll burl great stone; upon our foesHelp us to steal their cattle.
All unbelieving scotfers, with
Their Liberal Lectgue pollution,
His sue-bears will devour if .be
Is in the Constitution.

.R.untures Cured

Like Solomon and David-both
Men after God's own heartOur p1·iests m<~.y win a thousand wives
With their seductlv art.

By My Medical Compound an4t
Rubber Elastic Appliance
iu 30 Duys.

And none must sneer, or by our God,
Who batetb snell intrusion,
We'll giv 'em hell wlwa once we get
God in the Constitution.

Reliable references given.

Bend stamp for circular.
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A11thony Com•wck was Inquired for. and denied being

there.

hl,'·

1 he

Say In what i'tct~~:sou saw J~t~ a~~r,r,s't)I','LY,rNGB,
!St46
Smithville. JelTereon Co .. N. Y

By Jaw we will demand a tenth
To help support our preachers;
Our Cook; no more shall beg for breadOur Talmages or Beecbers.

MACHINERY.

were heard in a roum close

Brooklyn was before you, otl'cl'lng every physikan or FCientitle man a. free ... ntry ill to my factory and consulting
rO>~lpB, and in the same letter o1Ieri11g 11ve thousand dol·
lara worth .of my ~oOll!:l to the poor of Brooklyn 'Vhy did
YuU not ' 1 VJ.Il yum~:~e1f of the utTer and h1~Y C'illet.l at my
cons~ltlng rooms u.nd m11nufa.ctury fur tnquir,r before
writw~ Y~'ur lll>~lous h.>t.rer. t.u the hunllred~ ot my pa..
tlents r \on cou d hav no excuie tiS to time ~nd pl'lCP, 1or
thts re<'Snu, vfz .. th .t my e~talliu~hment is one of the most
prominent tu llrooklyn, and In clu8e pl'oxhutty to your
own re~ldencc. fl.o th t nothln~ but ln;d cc aforethought
i could huv tnduced you ro Ita v writleu s.uch a letter, while
tile following utlt>r Lo the PIJyslclans of llruoklyn was be ..
fore you tn the c!rcul11' or pamphlet fr 'lll whiCh you obtat ned the names of my pu~ienl.8 tn whom yuu wrote. If
you Wi8h to excuse yuur:;elf re-read the following:

I

WM WilSON'S OrfN lfTTfR
--

that thereto•re the same shoulrl he adjudl!ed as a prlv:
0Imd
lege~ C' mi!l,unlc.ttfon. 11nd on 1 hh-1 g ..uUtlfl pJ,~aded lor a
dl8llllS•al. llrlsl object··d to, wlrereupon yours llcltor.

propos .. d thxt <.L hr1P.f be preptt.red, swrting forth the rea-'

dismissed.!

1 then rta.1ed m the prel:leuce of that court, that all Ire-

quired was a full! ve•tlgatlnn Into tlle facts. It w•,Rthen

aJ.ranged tJmt the DfMtrrct Atto .. ner ehuuld tttke charge of
tue case as prost-cuting counsel on befntlf ot the people

votce~

1~::!~~~~1t,11 1:t~~~ 1:~flo~~i~E 1~1b~'~t 11~~~t ";. 1 ~~t~~~~~.~~sTc1a~~sgf

w~~~~l~~il~~~i~~ds~~gi~lotp\~.~(w:.~,i;;~~j~~J~~~!k~ti~~~

IJC

Upon r•·ttrinr;

Inquiry wa• made lf Antl•uny Comstock wu• within.

per~un

who openetl tl1e door replitd that Antlumv
Comstock was not tltere, wht>n the duor was clnsed. My
h!itf-brotht"r, who was waiting In tile lobby, made a rtise as
if running down stairs, tlle ollicer, ull the time standing
outside. brs1de th ... door. ThP same per8ou who bad lJe ..
fur"" opene•i the door opened it again. The officer, JJy a
~t5'~e~~~e1~1~11 ~ 1~~!~~PC/~~~r~~~·~ ~!~ 1~g~~ 'tJ~~s~~gk'..hyj
thfa was POt htdll g frutn arrc~t. 1 latJ to undet'Jotu.nd what
hiding means, and as ycu hav Jq your op""u lt=tter men.
tlonell the fact of my h~Ving offer~d une hundred dol]ara
rewd.rrl, and that I h •d refu8cll to pay the pers·1n glvinl'
the tnfurmatldn, I beg lea,·e !Jere to Etaw tlmt tt 1 e hun..
clred do Jars W1\8 P<ttd to the dctertiv tn til~ presence of
severtll witnesses, one of Wllnm was a merchant and man·
ufacturer in your immediate nctghtJnrlwod of Nassau
etreet So much for your arrest. ''Vas tt with or without
ev~~i~~ ~s to the next portion of your open letter: Yon
say there IRa law prohillitlng the tra.nstu1ssiun of letters
and circulars concerning ttchemes to deceive and defraud
the puiJih;or ul.>tatn money by f.~lse prett>nse.- through the
mat's. You knew very well when you were writing that

ceptlononpointsoflaw,andauemptedtosh··Wthatnot
tlle spirit1LDU intent of your libelous letter should be gone
Into, but the actual wording only Rhuuld IJe eonsldered

suns why my complal»t against you should

nt~med,

to a r"om 111 the upper pa1t of the bu1'ding wherein sev..
eral voices were ht'ard. Ttle door was open e. I in response
to tbe knockil•f of the oftict>r, when a. number of g .. ntte.
men were seen sttttng aruu"d 1t t.tble as tf In commlrtee.

f{.

Blasphemers and old witches will
Be br·onght to execu ion;
Stone Sa.bba.tb-llreaker•, when we get
God in the Constitution.

1

·

1

·
•

To tbe PllysicJans and the Com·
mis~iOJI crs of CIJaritlcs of
the City of Hroolilyn, .
GRNTT,F.MF;:i-Two yearR ngo in Europe I invented and
11

~ff:i~~ct~~~~~~~~~rrts;l~~~~u~d>~~n~~~~m<~~~e~,~~~~ ~!~~~~~~~e ~fsti~~~e.d a.l\l~~~~~=;~~~n af~P , ~~~c~~~~[ ~~.~s r~~~!~·~ra.~?efoui'ee a~~

Wednesday. But. feeling ttmt thel'e wa.s some crooke~ tempted. hut ttt~ simplicitY places It, <t.mong the mauygreat.
buslnes~ gning on. a dan att<>mpt l.>d'!g made t· •1'ru~trate impr•Jvcmc!lts in tile his wry uf scit'nce wlltch, arter Ita·
ju:-tice, l emploved one of 0 1 tr best at turney~<, and he wrote inception. has C;tusrd tlwus<.~.nds to wouder wuy so valuo...
a letter to t11e Jwlge, tr• the 1Ji~:~tl'ict Attorn~--'\'. and your ble au additlnu to the ne,;essiLiesof our mce slloutd ha'V'

·~~~~;~~:Ieffra~dPfttgfn~~\~,~~tf:ds~~~~eu;e~~n ~~.~r~~~Y ~~~ b¥1~t-~~~~~~~~~;F~rI~ 1~~~itrmces

1 0

i&:aOO, ~.tlll!iliinli! l"'cwer Prt.'l!se&. l!>i" 'W o•l!: cl' ill.!. 'nnc'ie.

THE RADIOAL PULPIT.
Comprising dl•courses of advanced thought by
0. B. FROTHINGUAltiandFELIX ADT,ER
two of America's clearest thlnkera.
By 0. B. Frothingham:
The Dogma of Hell.
The New Song of Christmas.
.
The y,,Jue of tlte Higher
tientiment8.
The American Lady.
The Uunaula.tlons \.If Ra.
tionalism.

Testam~ut.

By J'elix Adler:
Tbe Ethics of the S~clal
Our Le,rders,
Que<tt.,n,
H.v we tiL Ill a Religion?
Uont.Cience.

.1.

lhomas Paine Was Junim.
All Objrctions
Confo11ruled

0

1

1 1

tn the cure of disease In

u~;tfll ~~~ ~~~~~dt~rtoa~gew~:~'J,~[iy .t~~(~ ~~:~1i~:~.i ~~ ~J~~gk ~;~~~~gl': ~lt~r~~~ d tit th~~~. :tdJ l ~~'J~Yo~~~~~~rgiru~~
JP-obfr~Un{J Df.eF; G 8"""8Ciat~,
~!~~~~t~g~~b~~ 1~~~'~ ~~gc~~~~~;;~~tc~~ec~\~1 1ri1 ~'1~ r;~,~S~7~i -r;:~~~~et}!~S~;.~C:ci; P~P~~~~~~~l~~ ~~~~.:~~~:uI a~~i~~~r::l~i~~h~t.
E. B. S'fUVIPSON, a:..SpruceSt.,N.Y, t:::~~ce Pt!~~r~1~J1J~hr~~~;~,1 ~~y~~~~~~~flt~~~~~ U~)~1~! 1 ~:~f~e~~: U!~ r:~l 1 1 ~~~.~~~er~cftr~~kl~~l ~;1/~:f~~ ~~~~~l~~t~~o~i~~

.By force we'll make men go to cbnrcb,
Is our firm re;o!ution;
They'll toe the mark wben once we get
God in the Constitution.

l'rlce, In cloth,

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

A WEEULY LIBERAL JOURNAL

The only way we Christians can
Stamp our opponents out
Is giv us laws witb which to crush
All blasphemy and doubt.

~~~1~ 'l[J~~t>Clety for

or Fifly cents

With sixteen large )>ages, will be sent
tor TJIREE ltiON'I'HS, J>Ostage paid,

The Christian's Plea for God in
the Constitution.

Eui.:~.nclp<uton.

y Mai

ELECTRICIAN,

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Imagination in disgnise
Leads''" to hmds with golden skies,
Where friendshiP nevermore shall cease;
And w bile we see that golden clime
We sail adown the shores of time.
And soon we sleep to ,·est in peace.

Lecture at the Second Ani-

Sent

1881 ..

Inventor ~f' t11c "\Vil<~onia,'~ antl Lectnrcr on ElectJ•ical Thera·
pcnti<.l!i, A~ltbor of "Tiae TJ•ial of .!Ylcdiclnc," "The Lan·
;rua;e of Disease," ".Medic
Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

TO TRIA'L SUBSCRIBERS

Throngh superstition's fairy land
We often stray to meet the band
Of silent sleepers now at rest;
And while we roam ,o'er fancy's clime
We think we see a realm sublime
·Where hearts are joyous in each breast.

The Language of the Old

~IEDICAL

lleavy Plate Paper, 20x2S.

SUITABLE .FOR FRAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.
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WILLIAM WILSON,

OF

While othe1·s claim they comprehend
The son! of nature, and they lend
Their lives to find the hidden artJ
From nahu·e·s store, that they may share
The ills of life we all must bear,
Or fall beneath deatb's wep-aimed dart.

The Departed Years,
Life as a Teet of CreP.d.
The s~cLaria.n 8pii'Jt.
The Amen,:all Gentleman.

DECEMBER

tng a notice from the cour·, that tl1e cal:le hatl heP.n diHm1s8ed without an lnvestig;ttton into the facts which Jed
to the writlug ot :,·out· letter, neither myself nor one of my
wftneRsesiJeing c:dled, a· d yet you hav In ynur l<~tter the
.udacity to tell the public tlmt you were honorably ac-

~~~~L~·gQutt,~~ ~~.DIF<~~t~1ht~1 ~u~~;~!,~~if~tb<~~fn ~~~~~hvn~~~~~:

ter!< as th •t penned by yr1u

to

huntlretls of my p.ttients!

commenced the s.tle of my goods at No. •J65 F'ultun BLreet•.
since which t1111e I htLV, in ill'OlJ}{Iyn unU nelgllborhood,.
over u. THOUSAND persons we!Lrl11g my upplt;LtJces for·
the diseaHt·s al>ove menti ned-ntl of whom CiLUle to me·
011ly us u.J,L~t resurl.lhlVIng ftlite(l tu get relief from any of
f11~(~1~l':,~sl~~~t:!~· tlw!1 <~~~·~;~r~~~~Es f..~~~~~NrN1Jl~E~
Ul1~N'l' of whom will tell yu•1 tu-da.y on tl~lllictLUon to

g

~~:!~~~~£/£~~;: ~~uonru~~~~~l~~~.~~i~'l;~~ t~~~· :a~ tgid~~~r ~~~~~~~~~ r;~r,~rr~l~u~~~~7~sv~8t~;~~ ~~~ tJll;;~~~,~~.~l~l~~~~~

dream of haVi11g you arrested until aft,rr I had written

mays ttisfl yoursoll' or the trnt11 of the above statement.
1

in&t:~~J~tt \%)~~~ft~~~~~r~f~~~t:~~~r~~~ ~~~ f;::;;_ 2t~~~~~~~~rd ~1 P~~~~)!:\~~~u~r~:S{~~~~>ry..l~~~~l~ ~< /fi'Bdn~ff ty)s~r:~~J·

;.tlsu my half-lJI'ut!J~r, Da.vid Cotter. We wt•re e 11 ch toM by
per~:~ous 111 y1ml' ,,flice that you h •d gf)ne into tht, r,ountry
u.nd won'd nut be lmt•k tor a w•·ek.; hut, on beJng told 11,Y
pe BOI18 on Nass<~u Rtrcet that you we1'e :-iCen in the fnuneli.late ne1ghuuriJUr·d not l1111g after my calllnl-{, I felt t·mt
you were evading me, aud ut•lthemtcly re!u::!tng to glv me
; he name~t of t 1H se wh11tn } ou pret11uded h.vl madt~ st,Lr,cm~nta c,gaintit me.
lf. was ) uu1' tiPw evalling 111e WHich
caubed n.e to take crlmtu~Lii•rrH·t·e·liT·gf! ag,tlut;t, yuu. and
rorttlwltllln~;tl'uctcuunt-el to sue nut a w,lrr.~nt al<!alnRr. you
for crtminallluci. After ~:~uch warr.v t wasln the bauds of
the utlicer. such utlirer and tmveralot' my witne~uws s ·U~ht
you at )OUt' officfl, Tuey were told Uy perr!uns In vour of-

worth of my Hppliu.ucc8. to l.>e used nnly nn the pt•r80IIOt
thP !:11Gk p Jor now nud 1ikely t•} he in y· ur cha.rtta.Ule tnst1.,
tuti110S and hnspltalt;. 1'he only cundtti •ll I nm.ke IS tllati
tll) self ell) I he tue p 1tients ;tC-Jordl n~ to my owu jud~ment
n.nd he llnwed t> retain wa.tc11ersat my own exptml:le that
the p dents dn H•lt receive any metlldn during the wearlng of111y appliances, ltlltl that a JJI't•pet· repu t. 11e supplted
from fUle w time, so 1l1ut L. <.l.t. my own expeosti. can publit~ It the r··c trtl of t.he eures hy mv apptt.~t.ce8. 1 furtJ,et
wiMh t!Iat every med c d man In Bl'thklyu ~· 011 1•1 call at my
m uuf ctury ttnd ex.tmlntor lnmself Lhe processe8of unm
uf •cl ure t1Ud nuLke himself tho.••, U,<;bly u.cqUalllt ... d with
lliy system . .My t'aetorY. Is opeu tor tuspecl..i.• u tt.t all houn
~66A WEEK_!n __your own t.nwn. Tel'lllll and 15out1lt l!ce that you had gone Into the country, as I bad before to any pbyslclan, c!Jemlst. or •clentlst. and In close .Pl'OJ:•
olD. told. 9n tllo morolnlr ot J'Ol!l' erre~~ Ill)' ll,ait·b~otll lllllw to Ill)' O'!D. bliJIIUIIIII prem)lea tho llaiJie Pbnlolt!lf
-«'
tree. H• .lilllltltt ., co .. l'OltlaiiA, Mu.

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER l'i, 1891.
mav see for themselvs the patients who 1Iav been relleved
"e!nmmy111aeptH 1nayn~e s11.d A lalvpl t_Yv~•llcl~~ldns ~nnds"c 1vte1 m,,lr•t.s11wy h onvl!.an~
....
d
"
..... v
...
..,
...
tlon, are tn·da.y wett.ring my applt_u.nces, and reCommend·

1

0 8 11

1

1 11 1

1

1

in~~~e ~~~~ne~!ldt'~t:r ~~;t,'ilt~Jt~~U~r~J~~\e~ ~u'G6~LARS'

worth ofguuds w11l be delivered from time tu tillle, as

~~rrri~dKut~'~ t~;Y~ ~u~~~!~,~~~'~ R¥~d:~~~f1~1r1~s~:1Iseaf,~1~1~~~f~l~

they u.re rcqulrell, S•) th•lt I Ct~H supply the Ut!st poH:dble
form of my tuve tiun. H 'pl·1g you wiiJ <tVILll Y«U1'8clvd uf
my otrer, I remu.in,gentltHuen.
y,u,·· "lredlt~utly,
WILLIAM WlLSO.N
No.-165 11'u,ton~:~t., llruuklyn.
u

In fnce or t.he n.bove lettP-r. whnt pretense can you find
for you1· conduct 1 \Vhy did yc>u not glv me the nu.mes of
the pArties whum y 111 preLeulletl hall w•·l Len to you? The
fact Is. no one did write t,o you except. u. l"t uf cunspiriug
doctors. and to plcu.lje tlle111 yuu bt~cu.mc their tuol.
In tlle ucxt part of your opeu letter you n•fer to a. letter

U~~~~~~c~l~et~~gc~:Sn~t~ac~~cpc 1f~t~~t, he goea on to say,
Now It wlll t)e s_.en rrnm readin~ the above formuh,
that. WlLLl.\M \VIL::>O:\'~ P<ttl"'ut, was t!Ll{t!ll nut two
~~l~nt t~~~:.6~~br~h~~~~:i~7n~!~~e~~~~·~~.~~}~~ made hls st~teIt 1~ upon the GuLLa Perella Film p·~~teuted by MR.
~~,~~~~, ~hat ttl~ ~::~ecret of tlJc •• W~LSON1A'S" force
Physicians, clr>cr.rlchtns. and sclenti.-ts are. therefore,
Jnvlt.\~d to f'xamln critic ~llv \'lto rile IHrure uf tile .. ·wiL.
SOX1A ".M \G~E.fl• CLOTH1XG, a·•d, with the forniUlt1. Ue ore thc111, go inLo tllei•· lu.IJorutorlf'S and experlment ror them~::~elvs. 'fll~y "'"111 tl.ten know thl:lt the

1

8

I

WlLSONIA MAGNETIU GLO I'BING

Is the Greatest Wonder of the Age,
~?~~ ~cundt 8~~P~~~~as~¥ ~,J·~~~:i~: ~~~ 1 g!L~·t f~~i; ~TdA;~~~
not tell the public tllllt 1 wrote you persuna.lly
tlle 15th
and yet withal one of the most
of September?" Yuur memury nm1:1t be very bad in tills
f~!~~~~~l:~~~~Jr~~~ ~~;e0:r~~u~ ;~~~~~e2~~f,~P~~~~g=~~~u~g
~imple of Inventions
Sept .. mlJer :Wtu, undt!r t.he c11ptlon of •• The Houw.uce nf
11

1

011

Anthony Comst.ock'H

.Arre~:~t.

und what Led to lt," .and di·
tuc very letter
"And tlle next morning I received a crlngtng letter.
wrft.ttm after the reward was oii'eied,as siluwn by the p.;s-

~~~t~h ~od~::~f~~~~~1;t~0~1~'~·~,I r~fcr to

1

I

bi

•

h

pe~ ;~~ ~~i~i~R~1~ ~~~~~~~ tochu~lWt~:n~t~ ~Y ea~s~~fnag
1

thut, bccau?e I had been a eabinetmu.ker, I cl)uld uut

re~~~~~ 16'. t~~~nle~~et.~du¥: 1 Lfs 1:,~~~~IaJ~· ~ttC ~:~·t~eEt ~:~e~~e;~~~~~ ~.~~~\~~(l~>~~\~'YJe~?~~n°Lyc~~~~tis~ha!t~~.ci¥~ ~i~:
September, at. two In the afternoon. that he
1

IJ,~llJ<:ulle
1

away

swer to

thl~ u.~Mumptluu

of yuui'S, I can only s<:t.y that I pity
1

~~:tl':;~~·do:~.~!~fd ~~~~ed~!~J of~l?t//1~u0~~~c~~~u~·~ ? 0 u{};I~ y;;~~t~~tb::.nJ. ~i~~ 111\'~~~~~r ~:'L;~~o~0!o~~~~ ;th~l~e t~:n~fi :;

next dtLy, :)cpten_tiJer ltith, my half or,~tllcr, 1Jav1~1 Cotter,
with the detectiVd autl the court 1 1lice1·, weut to Com.
etoclt's ntllce. They wer~ told t:hat he was in the ceruntry,
and did not know when ht! wou d l'cLHI'll, '!'hey we1·e t :en
told that u lt·tt.er wus Wl'itwu lly Cum~t ck Lu Wllllnm W1L

~~·~s~ d~ ~!~~ ~~~~PJ,e.v~V~f( w1it lf~1 ~o~ 1l{~loc~c ~<t~e~·~e~~~ei~i, 8t~~~
1

1

when he will return.'
'"A (lfi\'"~te d1·tectiv then to!d my lmlf hl'<Jthcrwhcre
to O.nd llllll, und s:lltl llc wu.• hlt.llLWI\Y ln au upper room in
1

1

at fort -two years uf age, and a'terward
lJ••cnme tlle most emluent :sul'gt.'.Otl in Eul'upe? and w.du.y
tlte 1-lunterlnn Mu -eumin Lt,lldun ls a living monnmentof
th tt euhinetmtd\.cr's~:~kil? Do yuu nut al.,u know t!Ja.t. u.lt
g•·eu.t Invent Ions e\·cr made eman .• te from among those
a

Ci.LIJ~uetm<~ker

w~
h:r r~~s~~~~~~~~~~e~~r~~~~~W~nua~~;lsP~~ ~~~~:~!~~?;~
to: Ou u. hoa1·ri sign y u.say t~.sfolluw~:~;" Head tile Antb1my
Cow::~tock lertel':~in fo.1Vt1r ot"' WtlsulliJ..'" Iu ~~nswer tu
which I ~::~lnl!Jiy thLy t.llH.t 11mv the cuplcsuf fift~.five letters
1

;;::t

0

0

1

8

~~~~au~~ ~~~~!u~01Jt: ~~~r~II~el~~Jc,~1L\~Il~t~~~~~~~ ucru~~! :~~~f~tr~ltl~~s ~~~~ig ru~~e ~~ ~:~~~~e~~~ 1~~ d~~~~~ y~~n~~~~
1

waalucked. Then in anutlll'f ruum u.dj .ccut un attempt ~UIJelous commuulcation. Therefvre I call these letters of
wu mad.e to dit;cover him tunuug u coUlpany ut' genLlt·men my patient:< tl~e Anthony Comstock lettera, and sllall conslttlug apparently in commlttte. Uut Cum~onock cou1ll not Urme to pui>IJ!::III t.Jtem in a pam pillet dedicated to tile
be seen A ruse of runnlllg Uuwn slairo was made, uuly Yonng Men's Christian A~soclatt. n of Brooklyn and New
to retrace th~lr stepd ju:Jt lu time tt1 ll.nd ttcc dour g~ntly York; nur you n1)1' yuursocleLy shal\1ntimicla.te me against
open tllnt la&.lllJeforG lH!~H trlcll unll found lockotl. Tll~ ltmch puh.icatiun. Nothing shall be hidden nor held llack.

pear when the WIJsonia Magnetfc Garm"nts are
d1..
rected. [will u~derta.ke to t.:ure QU per cent of the 8!1·C31led
im·ural.Jles now m the hospitals tn the United State!, u.ad
w111 phce mv ~u.rments unun such pat.lents free of charge,
the only cuud1tlon l make IJI:!ing thut tlle nuthnrlties
governiug such hospltnls slHLll not Mllow any Illedicin to
IJe given the patleuts duriug the wearing of my ~a.rments,
and thlit tc,e cures sf·all IJe put)\1cly advcrtls~d as S'IUn as
Illilde. CITIZi!:Nl:l UF AMI>IUC~! wllen and where ln
the hlst"l'Y uJ: tJ1e world ha8 :;uch !l.n .. tfer as thl~ been
IU21ller Here, 111 New Yurk and Hrouklyn alone there are
tiitJUR<~n<1s of puur iuvaltos 1D1Jur hospita s pass trig through
the ordeal uf a protr•• cted and !lvi~g deatll who might, if
my ufl~t:r be acceptell, he r storell t•J the world as userul
memhers uf suci~ty, and this free of cil.1rge. If ID} offer
.he notaccepttJd by the pti}tiiC1ans of the hnspitals. t~1en
tlle pllyslCiaus ruu~t sta.ntl cunvtctt-od of inc.linerence and
C1trele~sue~s toward tile p )fJr invalids lntru~ted to the 4 r
care. lllt1.v sr1lll my pntcut to a company with a. view of
mauufuc.turing on a very large sca.le,su tUt~.t with increased
facihtl.et; in the form ut valuable macll1nery specially pre.
pared for our purposes, we shall be aiJie trJ pl..tcP upun the
market an unliHiitt:d supply of tllese wonclerfuUy curd.tiv
appliances.
·
After years of study tn the particu1ar ·direct ton of elec
trlcal tt,~;:.ru.peutics, 1 hav from time to time ma.do ma.nj
improvements ou mv first conceptiun of what was needed
fer the relief a.ud cure of lllsease until the" Wl!sonta"ln
its present !orm contains all the elements of what htU
gune before in the same direction. TPe continuity of cur.
rent 11:1 made complete, tile d-t.ngers ot ··u.ventilation an
entir~ly overcome. 'l'llis is an import.
+ point in tllt
.. Wllsonia." Thousauc.ls of pt-rdons a.,.e tu q,y sn:f!erigg
frum tlle etrects uf retarded persp1ratlon.
ving had
thrown uar.k into the organi:Fn the pols· moue en.. ··allons
of tha body. The expeusiv ntLtUI'e ·"{ tlle '' ·w1. '1ia.''
comblna.tiun in u.llits entirety U'lakes t"J. · T}rice some\'~ qt
hi(!; h. Out yet tt Js far the cllexpetit In tUe:. 1nd, inasmuch
u.s the cu1utiv fu•·ce will continue for yet~. o{ although a
CO'l"lffiuncr kind w111 frequently result in mar,' 'ous cures.
l'llese cumm mer goods we sell at tllc fulluwing p ...1ce~:~:

PRICE

A.IS'J.'.

LUNG INVIGORATORS ....................... $6 00
BODY BELTS ...................... , ........... 5 00
THHOAT PHOTECTOHS ..................... , 1 00
KNI>E CAPS ................................... i 00
LEG BELTS .................................... 4 00
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 Oll
HEAD CAPS .............. ~..................... 4 Oil

"WHsonia Magnetic Appliances"

f~c~~~~~~~~~~u1:A~ ~~~~8~~~~~~~~~~.~~t u~u~l1~~!~ ~~~~iH'i~~~: ~~uc:'J!f~f~f~~rto~~:;~~ $~~~f ~~0u ~·~~o~~~~ ~~~~ 1 ~en~~
1 1

ruYt::rut;~~~,\)se~tt~"ut~l~J~~~~:l ~lllitll and

CUJUllllttcd in the
.. •It appeariug to me by the within depositions and
statemehtll tllat the crt me there n uwntluncd has been
comw1· ted. and that tllt!l't! ts suttic1entcnu:-\~ t•) believe Lhe

wiHcr)ntloue the same price as before offered; but 1! you
wisll the cheaper klnd. as utrered el~ewhere, we will seH
~~~~u~~.~~~rtil;::)d~~~ UJnt~l~i~ec~r~~~~~s a'l'';,1~ o;:;~e&r !]~~ at the above priCPA, tJeiug one-llJ.lf of tlle cost of the same
WtU:I not derived as promised on the purcha.;e of the go 1ds, articles elsewllere advt!rtised .
such goud!::l bemg wurn u.s Ulrectl~d ar~ tu qu~ntity aud to
tune. I ueii~Vt! yuul' Muclety rtgufl·es money to c 1rry on

tit1!~f~~ta~ 11~if~t~~~~~~~o~;,~f\',~kKlfr~N,~re~11 i(•~e~~·u1 t~ 1·~~~~· }r:nd~~rt~'fN~~~sc ;~r;l1 t~~e~j:f~~·d~ik~~~~Tr ;uo~~u t~h~~

aum of five lmnd•·ed llr~llars, u.nd be C•Jlll!Hlttcll tu the war·
den or keeper of tlle city prhwn of the ciry ur New Yurk
until he glvs sucll ball.
SOLON B. S.M1YH,
•• • Pollee Ju:Jtice.
.. • Dated September 16, 1881.'"

You will therefore see, on referring to your pnen let
ter, tUa.l you admit that tny Urst pui.Jiic cuui!IIUnicutlou
agtLinlit your act w,~s prtntcll on tlle Ht.h day uf Sept., and
11

11

1

~Ftuf.i~ub~ k~~~ltJ ; ~1~~ ~cb~f.t .1 kH~~acu~~ida•yJ ~~~~~~1~~~~

in ruy conunuilicutlon of t11e 14'h. thU.L wllicil was 11ut

1

one testimoul·d puilllshed oy me th!tt was not genuin, and
wlll poLY ttl! t!Xpeuses of tlle six plly!!iei:l.n" ou whom vou
retied, and will 111eet them r;lngly ur u.~:~ a bully on }iny pl.itforwin the United States, aull prove to an audience of

~~11r~u~~s~~ ;;~~tJb\~8,eth~}~~!~~tititt1g~'6f ni~~~~fvgJ, ~~~ ilia~

d 1 Terence beLween electricity and magnetibm as a cnra..
lv ae:ent.
WILLIAM WILSON.

$500 REWARD!

Suffer1ng Invalids,
Before you purchase any bogus arrangement, send for

Hav!ug thus openly answered your letter. a~d wishing
the whole t11ing lUbe cTo:.seU up, lllerewith make you thiS
otte1·. viz: That you 81uJI. utwn the examination of the
deeds refl.!r•·eti to In my letter as above, between your at..
tJr<~ey and Mr. c~~Iga.te. upon the conclusion of sncu invesr.ig-atlun, grv me a l .. trer of apology for having been·instru.
ffil!ntu.l iu c l~t.lng dbcn~dit upuu UJY Invention. 1 lt'11 quite
wllJiug tu.atcept- yuur plea of Ignorance of the tacta. and
tmtt yuu were lit!celyeu by utht"rS.

Pamphlet and Price Li·t,

~~~fr~fnb~etg~~~~~~St~~l~~~Jepne~~~~~ a~~OI?e~ta: ton~e~?tj

~;1:L~geb1t!{~~ur u;l~~ ~·~~e} ~~ asllJ~!v1~~ c::~~~ k~~~( b~~~
t.o the value of "WJ.LSU~IA." Tbet·efore ask for the
to as aiJt,ve un the ~Jth d..t.y ur tiepte•uber,
" WILSONIA," and see t!Jal;_you get lt.
that IJeing Lhe llrstlettcr rrun1 myijt~lf at1er recdvlug 1ile
letter Wfll. tcu Uy you un the 15! 11. l~ou tncreturc uttc1·1y
fail wallow In yuur upen letter that 1 Had Ji:·•pt HUytll1ug
b:tck. lu tue same upeu leLtt!r you refe: to a lawsuit lll alR~~~li:rc~~~~~~d~~~~- letter ut u~oif.i:illtii~'f{~llJ~~w
lrelu.nd between Wettun & Co., and Wllllum W1isu11,of
No. 6-!)i .Ptltrick: street, Cork, and tl!O 11.1ust malicious act
that auy mau could cunceive is tlle takiug tile truuiJie of
Writing to ll'elund ror inform,ttion resp~ct~ng a man. a.ud
A LECTURE.
wlle11 :~nell information Is received, telltug one.u ..df t!Je
story in a Ul>en Jetle•· tu Lnu ~uolic and kct:JJlug IJ·1cli tne
other llnlf. TltiM yuu Kuuw you h•tV d.uu~, d.U<! J. cLit~.Jl~IJge
By James W. Stillman.
you t<J puiJiisll w.t yuut· uwu ~o~~t your opeu. IctttH. as 1 u.t
my own c •iit8lld.ilpuolhd1l.l.Ji:J. Yvurm<.~.IIClUU-t act iu tllus
C0..1C~a1tug: tlle reu.I11u.t urt! vf the 1aWt!Uit Uetwet!U \V~t
ton 1t11d lllye~H tt.ii ri va.Juu.nut-.turer• u,.,u lart{e empl ,yers
or labor 13 au act unwo tUy or tne cummuuetit lll•urmer.
I hav u. deed 1rvm tlle llrlLish guverulllcnt wherein, un
the ~e tleUJeut of tll1t t-Ult u.~ u.IJove relel'rcll to sucll
d~ed uiudsmy opponents w pay met\ l.irget;uUl ot muuey
COM~10DORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.
in settlemenr. th~;;reuf. Yvur attorney, 1\lr. Tenney ur
Mr l1'HAZ.h:l~, cora~r of Heade st. and. Bruadway, New
Mr. C...:u!pte, your .President, Cd.ll ~ee tllat de,~u wuenever Yurk.
EMBRACING
tuey clluua~c tv cc~.ll u.t IllY olllcet~, Yet y~.u,in your open
Mr. DEGRAFF (DeGmiT & Taylor). Fourteenth st., New
letter. at.ttempt'"'U tu sllow tlla.t 1 hall IJeeu e::uilty or acrtllll'• York.
If tuis waa n\Jt vtndictiV 11111hl'e, wllat WA~ It·( .Again in
Mr. TAYLOR,ofthesamefirm.
the s ..,me opt n h:tLer, yo 1 would luslllua.te tmLt my patent
Mr FAY.h.I~WJJ:ATHEH (~'.B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st .•
ant! .h.dgar Wwttt:n"!4 were •he oU.llte. Yet you k11ow vccy NewY rk.
BY E. B. lt'OOTEJ M D.
well that the circuid.r .lrum wtnch yuu. orJt-dneU tne
Seuator McPHERSON, Waslllngton.
nawe of my patienttt c..>ntailllt u.h10 t!Je fo1lvwmg lle::~cri 11·
E.ll. ~TIMPoU~. Spruce st.
Thls l>ook ls a plain talk about the human system, the
t1oo uf my pa~,oe.Jt:
u lJuril.K tlle pust few years ecven or eight different
Z~~~f'tff".ki{ifl:r.tfuf.'~ '1~~l/o;r7u~~th street, aaults of men and women, tile cau•es aud preventlan of
pB.tenLs liav been taken vut fur hleCtliC aall .Maguetic New York.
dtsease, our sexual relations and social natures. It ls medBe,t•, Lut tlle vital Ue• ec. in each and ali of tll,jru has
H!~c~~~IAREST
• One Hundred and Twenty-seventh st., leal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
lleen w.wautof means whereoy.tlle m.tguetlslll uuce llllpu.rted to tiltlll couill be retaiued. Tlli::~ lle-ect hti.s heen
~}~: ~·. ~~(?L<i~~' 8E11{~~.6{5~~0 E~f~~~; !~~:
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
fullv uveLcome 111 tlle • 'Vlh~unla.' 111veut1u11. \VIl~iam
Wilsun t~Lruck the hu.ppy tdeu. of u.tt.~clllug u. series of
.Mr. YOUNG, Arthu, Bergeo st .• ilrooklyn.
women to each other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
Voltalic Pi1t!1:1 tu t!J~ .Ma~uet)O, w llielliJy abs ruing tue natu.
ra~.l a.xu.dut1·JUB uf tlle Sri..ln gi\' out a c 1U:JL..~oUt g •.t.I\'J.nic
These and thnnsancls of others can be referred to Dare etc. Embellished with two huudred ll!ustra.ttons. Price,
curieut, and thUt! keep up tl,·c\Jutinu U,:, tSUtJply ot Magnet· a mou Uke Cumstock mingle witll such gentlemen as tile $1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
ism. ~no~.oiler very llllponaut teature u, L1Ie · \Vllsuo..~.iJ.' auove?
141 Eighth Htreet. New York.
invention Is Lbis We.l.l'o.!I'S of th~r~e g<~.rmeuts uev~::r experltmce unt.~leJ.s:t.nt sll•.;Cks and are ut~\·er atllictell wit_IJ
sores, WlHcu lueviru.IJly t·e~ult from wearlll~ galvamc
t $'>0 PER DAY at home. Samples worth'"
cllaiu btutdtt-lltey UH.vlug to Ue steeped Ill viu··g.Lr t..O rell,pv
rree. stlnO<Jn & co .. PortlondcMe
d~r tllem capu.ule of lmparttug uny curuttv pr ope·ty, autl
5

1

was referred

The Unknown God.

ItEAD THE FOLLOWING REFERENCES SHOWING MR.
COMSTOCK HIS
.M.IS1'.AKE:

PLAIN HOME TALK,

Medical Common Sense.

~~r~~~P:~~:i~~~:r ~~~~~tie~~~~h~ ~L~v~:~~~~tt~~ ~~"~~~~~~~
1

fortallle to w-.::ar us il.ny u~>llergurmeut. 'l'ht::JC app.lanc-.::8
keep tlle IJudy wa.rm iu tlle CJic.l seusuu, und, oy their
power ot ab~::~orpLiou, iwpH.rt, in tlle summer, u. refreshing
cooineu.''

Also the Metho(l of Manufacture.

"WJsonia" Magnetic Clotn;ng:

Read also the Testimonials ,~<;;
Printed in " The 'rruth Seeker"
o "'
of Nov. 19th.
IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
; COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY STORE,

i PH!VATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,

'l'HE

ASSISTANTS FOR LADIES.

A critical rPvlew of Blbllcal ln8plratlon and Dlvlnlty. By

M. B. CrH.ven. Prtce, lll cents. Address

D. M. BENNETT,
141 Stb. •treat, N.Y.

ALL OUR GAR-

MENTS ARE THE SAME, NO MATTER AT WHAT
DEPOT THEY MAY BE PURCHASE::>.

'"DESIGN" IN NATURE.
REPLIES TO THE

OFFICE HOURS. 10 A. 111. TO 8 P.M.

··························· ..... ······························ "Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."
Importaut to the Suffe•·ing and Afflicted
\Vho 1~ 1"' ~een. Deceived byAdver•
tuoing NostrJllll Vendeu•.

1

8

0

1

By ALJ,EN PRINGLE.
Tills pamphlet was considered necessary because the
paper att•cKinf. Mr. Pringle refn&cd to publish his reply
1

1

8

0

1-'ruth Seeker Library.
The World's Sages, Thinkers, Rn(l lee·
f'ormers. The Blogr~~ophles or, threo hundred of the

most distingui~llcd teu.cner~ and phllusuphers (wiJo were
nut Christianr3), trulll the time of .Menu W tht_! I?J.'~~Q~ut.
:~~-~~.e~fit iJc:1~s:$!.~'. Svo. Gluth, $S.~Jo ,:..-..1er

f[.Jl;

·rhe Champions of "the Church ; Their
Crilues ttlld ¥eJ•seeutions. lliographicalsketcheEof prominent Christians far worse than lntlllels. A COlll·
pa.niun I.Juok to" The World's Sages," etc. By lJ. M.llen.
: leather, $4.00: mo

~~~.~:~l~ed~~!~ J~J{s. Cloth, ~.oo

The Gods and Religions of' Ancient and
Jtlodern 'rimeEO. Vol. I gtvsa full accouut of all tile

golls the natious of the eurtll lla v wurslliped, 111ciudlng
Jehovu.ll, l:itt.tan·, The Holy Gllost, Jesus Cllrist, Virlrlu
Mary,aud tltalllblc. 835pagcs, ~vo. Vol.ll describes fUlly
a.lltlle religious systems of the world. including Judaism,
1

1

~~~e~e~o~~~fu,r:tn~hfl:t!~~~\~~-t~t9 a~~~~. o~~IT ~

$3.-:J

Bennett, written In prison. In cloth,
per volume. or
$5,00for tlle two vulsumes; in leather, $7 00; in morocco
roUt edges, $8.00
Voltaire's Philosophical Dictionary. Con .

~~~\n~n~~~~1fni~~ ~~~~~iito;0~~!~!Tt.~~idi~n~;Ti\ ~nt~g
1

likeness of tlle author. Cloth. $3.UU; leather, red IJuruished
edges, $4.lXI; morocco, gUt e~gc11, $4.50.
Supernaturak Rcllgton. An lnqnlry into the
reality of divine revelati(!IU. Decidedly tile must thor·
ough and exhu.ustiv wurk on_ the claims of supernatural.
ism ever written. By F. w Newman, Emeritus Profes·
sor llf tlle London University 1,115 pages, Bvu. In clotll,
U.OO; leather. $5.00; morocco. gUt edges, $5.50.

Analysts ofReJigions Belief. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, a:.1d 8acred Writings of the world.

By Viscount Ambcrlt:y son of the l..t.te Lurd ,John Russell,

twice Premier of Enr;Jand. Complete from the London
edltlon. 745 pages, Svo. In cloti.t, $8.00; leatller. $4.00i
morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
.
The Great Works -or Thomas Paine. In·
eluding The Age of H.ea.son, Exa.min:.ltion of Prophe<?ieBt
.ttepl)r to Bisllup ot LJanllaff, Letter to Mr. Erskine, Kb~)l
on Dreams. Letter to Camille Jordan. 'l'ne Religion ot
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis. and The H.ights of
.Man; the whole preceded Uy th~ Llfe of Paine. an <.I a stee;
plate portrait. sou pages,Svo. Cloth, $8.00; leather, $-\.001

m¥~icf~r~i~~fige:ig~{~JVorumes

are called "The Truth
Seeker Library~' lt all are urdered . .togetller and sent by
express, one dollar wiil be deduCted from the price of
each.

Nature's Revelations or Character; or

Pbysio"'nmny lllnstrated •. The scleuce of. ln·
dividuul traits portrayed IJy tlle temperaments and tea.
tures. lllustrated by 260 wood cuts. lly Josepb Slmms,
M.D. 650 p~ges ,Svo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, U.OO; morocco,
gUt edges, ~.50.
Patp.e•s Works.
·paine's Theological 'Vorks, including The

Age Of Reason Examination of Prophecies. Letter to the
Bishop of Llandal!, He ply to Mr. Erskine. Letter to Camille
Jordan. etc., etc., with o. llfe of Paine and u. steel-plate
portrait. 12mo. In paper covel'il, $1: cloth. $1.50.
Paine's Great Works (complete) ln one voJ.
ume, as above. $3, $4. $4.50.
Paine's Political Works, lneludlng Commo.:.
Sense. Tile Crlsls, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age of Reason. An lnvestlgatlon of true
and fabulous tlleology. Without a peer in the world.
Paper, 25 cents, or 5 fur $1. Clotll, 50 centS.

The Age of Reason and An Exa•nination
ot' the Prophecies. Paper, 40 cents: cloth, 75
cents.

Common Sense. Palne'o first work. 15 cents.
The Crisis. Containing numbers from 1. to XVI.

1nclu.siv. Paper. 40 cents; cloth, i5 cents.

The RlgbtsofMan. For the oppressed of hnman..
tty. Paper, 40 cents; cloth. 75 cents.
D. :u. Bennett's Works.
The World's Sage!J, Thinkers. and Re•
f'orrners .. l,U75 pages, Svo. Cloth. $3.00: leather, $4.00 i
morocco, gilt edges. $4.50.

Tile Champions of the Church; Their
Crimes nn(l PersecntiOliS· Bvo. 1.!19 pages.
Cloth. $8.00: leather, $~.00: morocco, gUt edges. $~.50.

The Gods anti Religion!J or Ancient and
Modern 'l'imes. Two VOlumes. Written in ~rison.

f~l~~:ither~cN:hf:ei~ ~~~~·o~~f~~d~~~.~~~£.vo

vo

umee~

From Behind the Bars.

A series or lett•"•
written ln prison. ()ver 700 p•ges. Price. $1.50.

Au Infidel Abroa(l. A serlos of_ letters wrlt~en
during a visit of ten weeks in Europe. 850 pages. Pnca.
$1.50.

Ti:Je Semitic God!J and the BihlQ. Treating
upon the gods of the Se.p1itic ntt.tiuns~ including Allali,
Jehovah, S.ltan. the Holy Ghost, Jes~.s Christ., tlw VIrgin
Mary, and the Bible. 1'o the l.ater 2JO p:tgt~s are llcvuted,
showing thut book to be a very inferior pt"<Hluctlon for a.
first-class God. 833-large pages. p,~per cover:!, 60 cents r.
cloth, $1.
Jn(lais•n Chrlstilt.nlty, anti :ll~!l:ttnmed·
n.nistn exakined histur!c..~lly and. crltiC;t,Jly. 1t is
thought to be the most d,~m..tging exhibit 1,f C.!:_risttmity
that llas appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.5<!.
Thirt.y Discussions, Bible Storics,~c"say~

Angel of Horeb.

: AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WlTH FEMALE

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

11

and Lectures. 700 pages. Paper covers,
cloth, $1.

1;:1

cents,

T!ie Humphrey-Bennett Discussion.

A
debate on Christhmit.y and lnfid~~ity, betwe~n.D. ~!-Ben...
nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. .,:)IJ p.Lges. PriCe, ;:~1.
Bennett-Tee(l Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett 1\.Utl Cyrus Romulus Teed . •Jesus tile Loru .Qod
Creatv.r of Heaven and E~rth. Paper, ::3U ce..'.lts; cloth, 50
cert.s. :._
•uterro~atories t.o ..Jeho.~an. DeingS,OOO ques.
tions propoumied to his Jewish(ioilshi_p upon a great variety of sui.Jjccts. Pa.per. 5U CJ;!.nts; cloth, ,5 cents.
I Drna"t :Selieve.., \Vltn.t IDa Believe,
Why and \Vherefore. (F'urthcuming.) 350 pp ..
12mo. Paper. 60 cents~ cloth, $1.50.
Deacon Sl<idmore's Letters. First Deacon of
Zion Hill n.~ptist Church, giving ma.ny church incidents
ana his evolution from Chrlsttauity to LllJerallsm. Paper
00 centst clotll. i5 c011ts.
Anthony Co•nstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D . .M. Bennett. 25 cent<;.

what

Eighth an(l J,a..t Letter fro1n Ln<llow

wJrV~.t! ~~:J ~~ici~ St)~ In1 ~l~~i~N~t.ISt~ll~ l~fct:fi ~a ttst It~sl~!tt; ~~.u~:. a~S tlii~~ortr~~~~~~ns ~~~~n~h~ Street .J aU. 10 cents.
a no 8 t uf speculatort~ to pi Lee upon the market several l>o- attack and reply. It is valuable. as it presents the st.rongLetters l'rom Albany Penitentiary. 25
Tnke o. sheet of cloth or any woven fu.l>rlc, lay it upon gus nrl'<~ngemelltl:l under the speciuus titl··e of "Mu.r.ntetlc est Christiau evidence fur the e_xi::ltcnce of God with tllfl oouts.
'
another aheet of gutt<: percnu. tltkme. tl..leu ldy a silt et lAuthing" or" Mu.~netic lfln·metlt~." One unpr.ncipled .-complete and ovenyhelmlug rct~tntion.
I Matter, Jiotion, Life, and :tliaul. 10 cents.
of ncusliu corre~puulling in ~:olze · tu.~:~LCll the8e tugetuer. pe1·son tm.q uctual~y ccJpled my engraving rcpc esenting my
Price 10 cents. Sold at tUie otlicc.
• Then tu.k" ht~.c·d ste"'l pla.LC~ (lH'itLlo as glass they ueljll be cl«Jthlng, so I hat a pel'sun uut :accing the garments wou •d
1
The Gods of§n}>erstJtion. 8 cents.
for our purpcJse) cnt theuJ Into narrow st1ips ulJuut oue I ttLke it ror gl'tt.ULerl thut t 11C gol)di sn u.dverttsed were tac
·
The Great Religions of the \Vorl d. 10 cto.
and a ll"'lf iucu~s h>ngj perwrate cuch plate, lU·oklug a r similes of till:' \\'li .. SONIA., the engravings represeu~hole large cnungll to tu.Ke in U.ll Hll Ul't..lluury I:IUUC eyelet. ing_the clotii111g IJelng id~lltlCld wh.ll those ls:JUt!d by In)·
or>en Letter to Sn•nncl Colgnt". !Occnts.
Thea~ 11 ,u.tes·to the uumbcr of 2.iU. with 5UIJ eyoleLs, fu.s. aclt tlms t~uding to <h:fraull the pulJIIc by their purclllLSiug
'
Jesus Christ. Considered as an Inlldel. IOcents.
tenell to tl•e cluLll u.re sutllcieut to mu.n..e u.11 ordinary a wol'thless lLI t1de fur the cut·e or some mu.Iatly ur otht->r.
:Njj;U.V~ lNVIG-OHA'l'OH. Ovcl' these plutea, Wlh:Hl fa!!- This StUne per8un has COt>ied. almostVCI'baLIUl. the lan.
~VHAT
An Ilfotu \Vith the D"'"il. !0 cents.
toned to tlle fu.IJrlc, we pla.Qe another sheet of iudla rulJ- guage of my own ci~'Cuh~rs. Oue of these garments was
bert18sue Over this 11.galn we vlu.ce 11no11ler sheet ur lJruugllt me direct from the vender. 1 tlull It to IJe a
Sinl'n' Saint,; nnd Sinful ShcJ>herds. 10
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
musliu u.n'd fa~ten the wnolo ma-os together with hot clumsy imitation of thP tlrst mttgnettc garments made tu
CCfl.tfl.
irout:J We tllen puncture the cyelet.a tlle whole thlckne.ss Eu1·ope som~ fifteen vears ngu. 1 woullt. tllereforeluk the
Jlonest (lnestio.:co and Honest Answers.
of tu6 fu.Orlc !:!.U fasten ell together, having abvut 1\ve hnn. publil) tu ~::~ee t•Je 'Vilsunla gtnments before P~fcllasing
With an Introd'Udi.on by R. G. Inger.~oa.
5 cents.
dred opening~ tll• uugll the KIU'Ulent~:~. '!'Ben we co\·er tlle Mlything represented l~t:J '" mHgnetlc clothing. 1 hey will
wholo with tt. l111ing of nuy nmtcrftl.l to suit tho fnucy or then tlnd t!Iat au attOml"t :t.t llttltathm lws been mtt.de by
,\.n Ol>"n J,ett"r to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
the wearer, but. prcfcl'tLbly ctmtunilannel shuulll Ue u~:~cd, an ongravedcireultl.rcuntittning copies of my own clrculu.r
When the ial'IUetuis ~o f:u· Huislled it Is uiu.guctlzell by us aDuve staLed, tlllli so cunumllly has the device been
B. F. Underwood's Works.
a. powerful electro muguet unLil every phLte ur tlle wllule c.ll'rlell out. tlhlt pnrtlcs purch,l!::11ng the g1>otls fr~m 8uch
Essays and LectureR. Embracing Influence of
serlosis thoruughly st\LUratcli with IU<~gnetl~;m,
ctrcula.r Willll-Uppu~:~.c tilat tile gtU'ntents s~ purch!L~eu were
Christtauity un Clvillz:l.tlun; Cllrlsthlnity )illil Mat~rlnllsm;
Havtug de.scrliJell tl.le prvce!::ls a::~tLl.wve. 1 ugaiu say thnt identical wltll IllY owi.I. tmt when seen together they are
What LilJeralism offers in Place of Cll~1:!tl<Hlity; Scientific
if you mu.Ke tlle g.1rmentM as I lliroc~ t.hey wili au you u.s dltha'ent us u.nytlung Ct\.ll possibly be conf~l,vell If,
Mi\t.erhdism: \Vomau; Sptrlt.u;~llsm tron.t a M:1~crtallsti~
just liS much gooll lif:l tiJuugh I mu.do them--mysclr. llut ) however, per~ons wlll Ctt.ll tit any of our STQlo.lt.Sin Ne\V
Suudpulnt.: P,t.lne Lhe J>olitlcal and Hellgtnus hefotmer.
the u.IJuve Uclug my pateu1.., 1 shu.ll vrosecute nny one whu 1 Yorlc ul' Bn)uklyn, ur elsew.here tn the United StH.tes
~.btcrbllsm and Crime: 'VIJ) the ComlnJ! Man Worship
dtU't!H to make Lllelll t>Jt' p1 ollt. nuct ::~hail Ul!e tlle uuuust where \VIlftonlo. tleW't:i a•·c openPd, thc,r ~l\.Y, hav e_v:e.ry.
God 1 Crtmes and Cruelties nf Chrtstlanltv; t.he Authority
rlgol' or the law in so prust:cuLing.
I thilll>{ llltlllt.: cle.~r to tllem. The ch.un ut CI:IKAP_.Nh::::i~ is
of the Bihlt~; Frcethought JnflJ!Cd hy Its Fruits; Our Ideas
.Now then wlle't·c comet! in quackery with with the a pour point to put forward when the mM.te•· of dh;ease
, w 1LbO~ J A?'' Why do not tile mi vcrtltSel'd of qutLt:k . and II t e <Lilli de~ltrii is in the baht.~tcc. .My l'eput<lt.iou now
of God. 300 pp., paper. 60 ccntA: cloth. $1.
'lOtltruml:i tell purchat~ers how w make tllelr compuUtHI!::I? : is so unp~.u·.lllekd that never be tore In the hi::Jtory of the
Intlo<'n<'<' of Christianity upon Civilizac
BY
1\ow,astu 1-'rof. \\"llt~e·~ g•·eut di::~cu\'CI'y: Uc tutU us a' worlll hav sueh rem.lrlmb!o curc•s been e1Iected as tllt)~e
tion. 25 cents .
."Jw weekli l~gu LUl'ougU Lho culunm!::l of the New York foll·cwlng tne tilutdy use ,,r the now worlJ..renowned \Vll.
STEPHEN PEARL ~NDREWS
f:J~·ald tlnt u~ hallwH.do a uutrvelou:i lll~:~cuvery viz
souitL g.ll'IHent~. The Ullnd h<n~ been mu.de to see. the
, 'Christianity an(l Materialism. 15 cents.
tllu.t til~ wi10Ie secret ur tiJO clcctl'ic cllu..rge ln the 'thnl: tleotl' to hC;ll', tHe helpl~Hs par;\lytlc to wu.lk et·cct. the do.
PRICE TEN CENTS.
\Vhat J,lbcrall,.,n Offers in Plac} 01 _
notus, ol' tlectrlt.: eel, lay wholly hl tllti Jact tba.t the &Lill ruentell to become sane, the martyr to c·uu.rrh and ''stllmu.
Christianity. 10 ceLts.
electric ell was euvuloped in lL film, whereby tts electric to spe1.1.k aud Uroatbe freely, tile terrtfted with heart dis
#-<ldreu,
,D. M. BENNETT,
•bar11 e wua allllmented. l'hlo marvelous dl•covery, he 1 ease to walk forward amon11 the public without the terror
~ClfJDUOtl U aterlalUID I ltllllleAIIIDJI; aa~
W &14
""~•'I'TCir..
l!llillo -~~114' ma4e att;er ,~.x a.~~ll ihrop.qw.IWl' JtiU'II ot Qf IDIP1111ti1l11 dqtll. Alllllld ITIII'f fOI'III of lillltlllll lliiQl''a'en4 e».tllr• 10 Otlltll.
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V}dils and f!lnds.
~-------------------------

OLD theologT i:-.: <l=J0med, bnt she will ~trngg-J.
long in her death-tluoeR, and. thonsancls wilJ con
tinue to marshal themselvs in her !"Rnks, deter
mined to save her at any risk. But ever the trutl
comes uppermost, and in thP flnd error mnP'
yield. So let n~ gird ou our armor for right ancl
justice, and each dn our level best to hasten th<
glad day when

"Superstition bows her head,
Falsehood sleeps among the dead,
And bigotry's exulting t1·eacl .
Will ne'er be heard. ".J

-Ebmina Drake Sle11ker.

f THE continually progressiv change to 'vhich the
meaning of words is ~ubject, tbe want of a universal language, which renders tranelation neces-

sary, the errors to which

u·muo~.Jations

are· again

subject, the mistakes of copyists and printers, together with the possibility of wilful alteratioD, are
of themselvs eviclence8 that the human la11gnage.
·whether in Fo-pecch or in priJlt, c-annot be U1e veb1·
eJe of u tlJC word of Gnd. '~ The word of God existt
in ~omething el~e -Paine's Age of Rert~on.
TEERE are tbose who Hre v·ery assiduous ir
Teading. and }Ot do not much advance tlreiJ
knowledge by it. They are delig!rted with til!
stories that are ;told, and perhaps cun tell then
al!ain. for they _make all they read not!Iing buo
hH;tory to 1l1fmeelv~: but not rt'tiecting on it, no·
Dlfikjng io thernselvs Oh!?ervnti0ns frotn wh3.t the)
read, they ,,-e ''ery little improved by all tha•
crfOwd of particnlars tllflt either pass through 01
lodge them~elvs in their nnclers!anclings. The~
dream on in a con~tant cour!?e of reading a.n<l
cramming tbemEclvs ~ bnt not digesting anything,
it produces nothing hut a !leap of crude lles.Lncke's rono·vct of the Undn·siandil>g.
IT is important to remember that, in strictneF~.
there is no such thing a~ an uneclncuted mrrn.
Take an extreme case. Suppc'e that an adn!1
man, in tbe full vigor of his facultiE:s, could be
suddenlY plaeed in the world, as Adam is said to
hav been, and then left to clo as he best might
How long would he be left uneducated? Not five
minutes. Nature would begin to teach him
through the eye, the ear, the touch, the prcpertie~
of objects. Pain and pleasure would be at hi'
elbow telling him toclo this and avoid that; and b;slow degrees the man would receive an eclucatio~
which, if narrow, would be thorough, real, and
adequate to bis circnmstallces, though there woul<1
be no extras and very few accomp!i3hments -Huxley.
CoULD I ''egin my existence again, and, what is
equally impossible, could I see before me all I h1h·
seen, I would cboo;;e few acquaintances, fewer
friendships, and no familiarities.- W: 8. Lander.
WE may rely npon it that as long as we look
upon an Atheistical writer as a moral offender, or
even as long as we glance at him with suspicion.
Atheism will remain a standing ttncl a permanent
danger, beC'allse, Ekulldng in hidden corner~, it
will use stratagems which their secrecy will prevent ns from bnfiling; it will practice artifices to
which the persecuted are forced to resort; it will
number its concealed proselytes to an extent of
which only they who bav studied tbe painful subject are aware; and, above all, by enabling them
to complain of the treatment to which theY Rre
.expo•ed, it will incite tim sympathy of many high
And generous 'natures who, in an open and manly
waTfare, might strive against them, hut who, by a
noble instinct, find tbPmselvs incapable of contending with any sect wbic!1 is oppressed, maligned, and intimida_ted.-Buckle's E<says.
THERE is no moi·e certain sign of a nar-row
mind, of stupidity, and of anogance, than to stand
aloof from those who think differently from om·eelvs. If they bav weighed the matter in dispute
as carefully, it is equitable to suppose that they
bav the same ehance as we bav to be in the right;
if they hav not, we may as ree.sonably be out of
humor with our footman or coachman; be is more
ignorant and more careless of it still.- TV. s.

Lander.
succEESIV generations, the purest and the mosl
gifted of the race, hav sought to peer into the great
unlrnown and tell its secrets, but in vain. How
crude, absurd, ridiculous, seem to us now many of
the theories of the life to come which they hav
formed, and which, it may be, hav held no very
limited sway ovel' the minds of men I Even tbe
last desperate attempt of the popular mind to
penetrate the awful veil and make familiar to t\s
tile things that are bidden beyond it has ended in
failure. Modern Spiritualism bas revealed to us
no new truth. It has given us nothing which we
did not lrnow before.-Rev A. P. Putnam's Life to

come.
THE penalty nature makes us pay for harrtness
is dullness. If we are bard, our life becomes
dull and dismal.-.ilfatthew Amold.

ANDA

LIB~RAL

M~CAZINE.

"YEs, Job qn1fcred some.'' said Rn Illinois <leaThe Liberal!• a monthly mnp;lizlne published t>y G. H.
con, H bnt he never ];::new what it was to hnv .his ':Va.lser fit, Libn'nl, Mt)., at tiP' lnw pric~: of fifty cents a
1
1
1
team run away nnd kill hiR 'vife right in the bUsy ~~.~~~SmT~~~mi<~~('[~~ltea 1~~~~~~~~~a~ ~ ~~j0 r~~~f~~~~1 ;1~~~~r~~} ~
"'eason, when hired girls want three dollars n , the town
colony of Liberal-ftlundt•d f, r Liher:Lls antl
w·eek:•
I Spiritualists, whPre they can enjoy the full frnltlnn of
untversalmentalliberty. The town is growing raptdly.
.\. 'VORD to the wise is sufficient. A minister It h:tts no preacher, no church, no drunkenness, no S!Lloon,
•lJU~C ftll internlinn_ble Cftll upOn a lady Of hiS fiC- rr0u~~~dh:;pr~~!~~~a~~ ~~~·ig~ ~:rt~.A i1~%~e~1~~~~g~'ilnr~
,1uamta1We. Her l1ttle daughter wbo was present people.
Addres• G H. WALS'kR, Ltoerni,Mo.
tf
'{rew wem·y of his conversation, and whispered in
THE
·m audible tone, "Didn't he bring his amen with
lJinl?u
THAT was a good, though a rather irreverent
pun which wRs made by an Edinburgh student
.vhen he asked," Why is Prof.-- the great reBYAN
'ivalist of the age?" and, on all giving it up, said,
'Becau>e at the end of each sermon there is a Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.
NearlyS50 pages. Price, paper, ~ents; cloth 1 75cts.
'.{reat awakening."

n.nN

GODLY WOMEN OF 1!HE BIBLE.

WHEN Anna Dickinson, as Hamlet, stoops to
olnck a posy from the grave of Ophelia, and her
back suspender,buttons snap off, it will be worth
·he price of admission to see her grab the waistIJnnd of her trousers and ram the fingers of her
')ther hand into her mouth i•t search of pins.
BIBLICAL lore: " Who was Lot's wife ? " " The
pillar of salt that Jacob lay his head on after he
came down from l\fount Sinai to offer up his son
Isaac because his strength !Ry in his hair after
fasting forty <lays and nights in the belly of a
whale according to the scriptures."
"YES, I always make a practice of sending some
poor family a Thanksgiving turkey," be was say'ng to tile grocer," and shall want an extra one
•his week. Yes, I must make at least one soul
happy."
"Ah, heaven bless you!" called out a mRn who
:Jnd been asking the price of onions, "you are the
nan who sent me that turkey last year."
"Is that so? You were living on-- street?''
"I was, and I WRS !Rid np with a lame foot and
my wife was nearly dead with the chills."
"Well, I'm glad to meet you. I told the coachman to giv the bird to some deserving person, and
I'm glad you were made happy."
"And I shall never fon~:et you, sir. I put that
turkey up at a rafile, rRked in $3 on him, and, outside of a pint of whisky for my wife, I !>tid i'n
enough of tobacco to last me si" weeks. :May you
never know what it is to be poori"-Detroit l!'ree

Press.

son 1

1
'

WHERE is the teacher who bas not felt, at least,
"How do you get the help for such extensiv opif not said, No man cometh to the father except erations?" queried the New Utrecht man.
through me !-l!'roude's Nemesis of l!'aitk.
"Ob, labor is cheap," replied the D.tkota man.
ALTHOUGH Epicurus laid down the cloctrin that "You can get all you want at from $2~ to $47 a day
plea871>'e is tha chief good, the life that he and his -in fact, I never paid over $38. u
•· Is land cheap? "
friends led was onP. of the greatest temperance
··No, land is high. Not that it costs anything, for
and simplicity. They were content, we are told,
it
don't; but under the laws of the state you have
with a small cup of light wine, and all the rest of
their drink was water. An inscription over the got to take so much or none. I was in luck. Had
garden gate promised to those who wished to a friend at Yankton who got a bill through the
enter in no better fare than barley-cakes and Legislature allowing me to take 420,000 sqnare
water. The charity of Epicurus was so incontest- miles, which is the smallest farm out there, though
able that his opponents, In order to deprive him it is--"
"Look here," said the bartender, as the Eastern
of all merit on the score of it, ascribed it to his
being without passions. The calumnies which the husbandmen strolled out in a bunch to consider
Stoics circulated concerning him are unworthy of the !H.st statement. "Js all this thing you've been
notice, and were at no time generally believed. telling true?"
"Certainly," responded the Western vete1:an.
The success of Epicurus as a teacher was signal;
great numbers flocked to his school from all parts "At least, H is a modification of what I saw in a
of Greece and from Asia 1\Iinor, most of whom Dakota paper that was wrapped around a pair of
became wurmly attached to their master, RS well shoes la't night. I didn't dare to put it as strong
as to his doctrins, for Epicurns """mR to hav been as the paper did, for no one woulu hav believed
characterized not less by Rn,hLJllly uud benevo- me. You can just "slate that last round or drinks
lence than by force of inteilcct.-Chamb•i'S's Encv- and I'll pay in the moming. I ~v right on MyrUe
!l-Venue."
fWJI#diiJ,

T!H· 'i<~utk«'lr "f:;re <i!~!d F.R1' BZah•"m
for. r. rtecn years p1'0VC11 tlit~ ln!8L I'L~Hlt'<li.ll uppi1LI1tion

H:·lS

for

raHJiU~ SJ~ht,

!lfll.Ntiu·<"d

.flft>:nt~in~· ..

Opb.

ttiu:hnjn.., nnd all intlummations ·and n:trectious of Eyes

nnct Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtn.xing the
eyes find an Immediate relief. Soft cataracts h"v been
removed by it. By Its use the wearing of glasses Is deferred. Price, SO cents.
Made and sold only by
G. A. LOMAs,
S1tf
Shakers P. O.. N.Y.

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"
DR- FOOTE'S

Hand-B~ok of Health

,

Hints

AND READY REOIPES.
Worth $25. Cost 25c.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY:
Ancient and .Mo{lern.

lly tho n nth or

0

r

u PLAIN Ho:'lrE TALK" AND _, MEDIOAL

CO:\'CMON SENSE,.,

12 S ~~~f~~~:~;e~f!~;cc;u~~o~•; gon~~in!n~1\~

By JA"IES AN'I'UONY FROUDE.
Price, 25 ceilts.

mon~!l;

n valuablo Book ofH.efcrouce for every

Ft:~~~~iin~l~~ok~~\ t~\~~~ ~1mptors on H;rgfono
8

for nllth·t~~OnA, Cumlllou Sl'IISO on Common
Ill!~, f-IY!.:'ICnlo Curn.ti\·o Menllnns, llow to
A void Undl'slmhlu Chtl!lrt>H 1 Kttn('lts \\'orth
Knowing, H1nta <lll llatllin1~, on l\UJfl!ng tho
1:'\ck, ou Erner~t~Ucil•t1 1 Hints for l'regnnnt
togt!thl•r with aon1o of Ew P1·tvnto

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEU.
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the IIebrew l{arrativs
in Genesis and Ex-odus, and
the Relativ Claims of JJ£o8es and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.

of Dr. Fon'l'F., 1\111\ othl'r phyt~\clnna
au1l tlln•('ti••Ha fnr prep1ulng

'

t\)!lllftl.

Wrlllvtd!Js.

lf]Y-Am<:NTS WANTED.

D. M. BENNETT
141 Eighth st., New Yorl<.

Addree~

CONSULT!,

By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LI•. D.
Price, 23 cent~.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
is shown to be devil-worship, with ~ome ob.
servatious upon the horrible and cruei onli11Rnce of bloody sac-rifice and burnt-off"Iings.
By tile VERY REV. J<:V AND-"-VIES, LJ,.n •.
Arch-Druid of GreRt Britain.
Price. 25 cent":!.

THE

HEALTH MANUAL
ill~l;_~y~~dt~~ healing by means of nature's higher fat ce::;

FAR)ITNG IN DAKOTA.
u YeEl, sir,~' resumed the Dakota man, as the
crowd of agricultur"iats drew back irom the bar
and seated themselvs at a little table. •· Yes, sir,
we clc thinge on rather a sizeable scale. I've seen
a man on one of our big farms start out in tl'e
spring and plow a straight furrow till fall, then
turn around and harvest baclr."
"Carry hi~ grub with him?" asked a Brooklyn
farmer who raise-s cabbages on the outskirts.
"No, sir. They follow him up with R steam bote!, and bav relays of men to change plows for
him. We havsome big fttrmsup there, gentlemen.
A friend of mine owned one on wbich he had to giv
R moTtgage, a nell plc<lge you my word the mortgage was due on one end before they could g-et it
recorded on the other. You see it was lftid off in
counties.'!
There was a murmur of astonishment, and the
Dakota man continued:
"I got a letter from a man who livs in my orchard, just before I left home, and it had been
three weeks getting to my dwelling honse, though
it traveled night and dRy."
H Districts are pretty wide up there, ain't they f"
asked a New Utrecht agriculturist.
"Reasonably, reasonably," replied the Dakota
man. " And the worst of it is, it b1·eaks up families so. Two years ago I saw a whole family prostrated with grief. Women yelling, children bowling, and clogs barking. One man had his camp
packed on seven four-mule teams and was around
bidding everybody good-bye."
"Where was he going?" asked a Gravesend man.
"He was gcoing half-way across his farm to feed
the pigs," replied the Dakota man.
"Did he ever get back to his family ?"
"It isn't time for him yet," returned the Dakota
gentleman. " Up thE:re we send young married
couples to milk the cows and their children bring
home the milk."
\'i
''I understand you bav fine ~nes up that way,"
ventured a Jamaica turnip-planter.
"Yes, but we only use the quartz for fencing,"
said the Dakota man, trying the edge of his knife
with his tbnmb preparatory to whetting it on bis
boot-leg. "It wouldn't pay to crush it, because we
can make more money on wheat. I put 8,900 townships in wlJ,;at last falL''
u liow many acn:. s would that be?"
"We don't count by acres. We count by town
ships and countres. l\Iy yield was $68,000,000 worth
on wheat alone, and l'm thinking of breaking up
from eighty to a hundred more counties next sea-

SAVE THf£ ~Y~S AND
HEARINC.

1:-lEAL'rH GUIDE,
ReTised and improved, together with brief tro:>:atise" on.
the Fine Forces: Vital .Magnetism. in answer to Dr. Brown
~d~~~~dofge~f~;b!ti~h~·a~~~o~~~,~mupathy, the new

By Edwin D. Babbit.t, }), l!.i.,
Au~hor of ''Principles of Light and Color
"·wonders o
Llgnt and Color.'' Price, cloth, $1. Sold at this oftlce.
1"

tMPUTATION by MECHANISM
Addition. Subtraetiou, niul·
tiplication, and Dh·ision.
Sample Machine. Po3tage fr:e::,
$2.50. Circulars Free. Age..1:
·wanted. Factory. Wnterbm y
Conn. "Address the Patente~

WM-DART. Kirksville.,•!

VINELAND, N.J.
A regularly f'dncntod end legntly qnaltfied phyalclan, and the

ns his rr·lctice will pro,·e.
Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DISoo
EASES.
Spermatorrhea an(l Impotency,
~no::tsuccesstul,

the result of self.nbuse In youth, se:rual excesses In maturer
or other causes, and producing some of the following effect&:.
t,.ervonsn;ss,Seminnl ~missions (night emll'sloz:.s bydreatlls).Dim--

fl8

~;nrs,

~~~~l:e1~¥;~ foe~~~~~~y ~}F~:Jdte~:<:~i~sl~~c~fid~~~~!a0~

~:~ht~w~d ~~;~:n;g~~~~~g~mproper or

E!XTERNAL APPLIC

unhappy,

an

-~.TION,

t\"bc.n ts the Loctor'a lat~st and greatest med' I discovery ancl
owh~ch he hns so fnr prescribed for this baneful
nplnint in ~I ita
stnge~ without a failure to cure In a. single cnse
od eomeo! them
Re:ra i~ a. terribly shnttered condition-had en In tho Insane

~!b~~~~~~~~;h;glfoa!~bne~~~~~:i:a~i~~ bson~~~~

able ·~o take caro oJ themselves.
SYPJIILIS Eoeltively cured and entirely eradicated from
if!_:•;stetc; (HtNORI~UEA, GLEE~', Stricture, Orchitis,
=~ (or Rupture), P1les, Wld other prtvnte disev.ses quickly

Middle-Aged and Old 1\'Ien.

SEND T0

~ere

are many at the a,ge of thirty to aixty who are troubJtJd
too frequ~'lt evacuatton of the bllldder, often accompanied by
r alight. smartmg or burnl!l~ sensation, and a weakening of the

ELMIN A

w~tb

1

;ra~ri~~ den;o~~;st~~tP~; ~~tc~~:.t~~~~~r~~~t ~~ :~~~!i~~~

FOR. THEM,
The Darwins. Price, paper. 50 cenis; clot.h, 75 cents.
The Clergyman's Victims. Price, 25 cents. John's \\"ay,
15 cent• Stu~lng the Bl~le, 75 cents.
Specimen
~~f~~~- ofA~~~ess hysiologis~.1t_c~f~N'Kijnmps glad I v rc-- 40tf
Snowville, P11iAAld c~ 'VQ.

ORIGIN OF LIFE
OR,

WHERE MAN COMES FROM.
The evolution of the spirit !rom matter through organic processes; or, how the spirit body grows.
Two paperR given in the interest of Spiritual scienct.:
by the dictation of the late PROF. ll!. FARADAY, ot
England: Price 10 cents Sold at this o1llce.

particles

small
of albumen, will appear or tho col~r will be of a
thin or ~ilk!~~ hue. a~::~in changmg t~ a. dark and tol])ld npp'are.nce, whtcb p.ntoly ehow!3 tha~ the seJ?enr.n.sscsoffwttli the urine.
There are m~ny men wLo dto of thtl dtfficulty, t..,.nornnt of the
cause. Dr. Fellows' E::s:tcmal Remedy wi.I bring~houL a perfect
cure ln nil euc_b cnses, and a healthy restoration ot th'J organs.
~~~~~~~d~c~s~~~~i~f ~ 0: Zfi~~8a~vited. Chargea reasonable

1 0
PRIVATE COUNSELOR.

Sf'l!t tolUly address securely sealed for two thrcc•ecnt flt.nm.,..,
b.<JntlDI(On Spe:matorrbea or Seminal Wenkn£>ss, giving ita can~
r-·_mptoma, hombleeffects, and cure. followed bv strong testimonials.
'- ·.acled by an uflltlnvlt as to their f!Cnuineness. Should beuad

~.J all. @"'Remember no nte(llclnc 1~ given
Addreu
,IJ:Q... R. P. FEI.L(H\T8, VJueJnnd, New J~sey,
Be

-.;.-:land stato to what FAllor ~ou saw this.

•

[From the H<1U3e and Hrnne, N. Y.]
Among the successful physicians who hav departed
!r:Jm the narrow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank
s~~m:•t),;;,reJ~~~~~gie~w~·fa~tl.~, principles ar_e true,

f?t"

[Franz the (Mo.) Lzbeml.
Tbe reputation of Dr. Fellows Is sufficient to warrant
0
1
1'l?'o;.nrn hnee~m~J:.gai~ ~~g~~~c~~~ ~:~1 st~ ~o~~~~t~l~t~i ·
Embracing those Of the blood and Nerves, tile Diseases of
i~~1irep;fo~~\~~~~~tlg~i~s~:He
thief
of
time,
and
often costs
Men, the Diseases of Women, and the various causes
pnyslcal and social, leading to them are plainly treated b,;
that plainest of books, PLAIN HOME TALK. EMBRAO
ING MEDICAL COMMON SENSE-nearly 1 uOO pages :w0
Illustrations, by Dr. E. B. FOOTE, of 120 Lexington a've
New York, to whom all letters from the sJck should be ad~
dressed. In its issue for Jan. 19, 1878, Mr. Bennett's TRUTH
SEEKER thus speaks of Dr. FOOTE and his medical publica
BY .JAMES PARTON,
tlons: "We know him (Dr. Foote) personally and Inti:
mate1y, and we say with all the assurance that knowledge With Portraits and other Illustrations.
Imparts that he Is a. man of the higlrest tncentlvs and
This work, wllich has occupied Mr. Parton many years
motivs, whose life has been FJpent in Instructing and 1m~
proving his fellow-beings by giving such Information as is in its preparution, is now ready. lt is in two Jurge vol·
well calculated to enable tnem to !Je more healthy more umes. on heavy paper. and printed In hold, c~ear type.
Mr. Parton as a historian and biographer ha~ no superior.
happy, and to be better and more useful men and wOmen
His medical works possess the highest value, and hav beezi as his llf 1 d~Ta.ph1esof Jackson, Franklin. Jefferson, Greeley
introduced and thoroughly read in hundreds of thousands
1
11
of fa.m!Jies, who to-day stand ready to bear willing testi- ~~r:~f~~t i~u[:~1~ ti~r~~· al~d1~ ~~ f~i~l; ~~ 1~~~s :sv:.~lf~::
mony to the i;l'eat benefit they hav derived from the phys- monument of research and scl1olarshtp. It Js just, candid.
discrtmfnnUng.
and
exact,
deacrt!Jtng
Voltaire
1ts he was a
Iological, h,Ygrenlc, and moral lessons which he has so ably
impartea.'
tra.nl-!cendent phflosopher, agrcat reformer, a IJrlllfantWit
Purchasers of PLAIN HOME TALK are at libert to nnd poet. anrl setting forth what faultti he hud as a man
lt is the Urst truthful and t.Jwruugll btugmphy Voltaire ha8 ~
CONSULT l'rs AUTHOR, In person or
mail
Price of the new Popular Edition, by mal po 8 t~ge pre" had in tltc EngU~:~II language. It Is a most intereatlng por.
paid- only $1.50. Contents table free. AGENTS wANT: traiture of a truly remarkable m1tn, whether he Js viewed
as t11o champion of L11Jer~t.11sm, a powerful and persever
ll:D.
MURRAY HILL PUBLISHING COMPANY
tug foe to bigotrv, or as the fertflscholur of every branch
129 East 28th at.. New Yo;k,
of literature and advocate always and everywll<'re of tol~
erartce and liberty. It is the arsenal from which Liberals
SO()KS BY .ttJ. BJ.BCOCK,
will draw weu.ponfl to refute the slanders and lfes of the
'YhY Do~·'~ God Utll tile Devil? 25cents.
church about Voltaire. n.nd Mr. Parton's reputation will
b:~~~~~:'.tO:~~o~~\-,!~~: Iteligum on~elievc or re~~~.lt the authority In regard to his life, his Work, his
'l'ile Gilo!U of ~t • .fohns. 25 cents.
In two vats. Bvo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
The above books are having a big run. They are rull or
Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.
fire, life, and soUd facts; and are backed IJy hosts of testf~
monlals from the most eminent Freethinkers.
For llRle by D. M. BENNETT,
141 Eighth Street.
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oh~ervation. A. small spv-glaes will show its
four moon~. The line whit" star several degrpes southwest of JupitPr is Saturn. It comes
THE Jews' Free School, Lonclon, i• attl'nded
to the meridian at 9:16 P.M., a little south of
THE Pope talks of leaving Rome. He may
where Jupiter crMse•,
ab<·tlt
- · .·1n·'·sers
u
· 4 o'clo··k
c
b y 2 , .,~ 93 c·hi]·'urPn, and is the largest elementary
come to Ameri<-a.
school in England.
next morning. :Mars rises a little before 7 A.M.
ANTHO~>Y CoMsTocK has made another jump
away in the northeast. It is a bright red st 11 r
CHARLES BECKER, the forger, convicted of
always noted for its fiery appearance. It at the lottery men.
counterfd:ing one thousand franc notes on fue
~lowly ascends the eastern sky and crosses the
M. BAVIER has been elected president of
bank of Fr,mcP, hRs be'n sentenced to six
meridian high up, nearly overhead, about 2
Switzerland
f0r the year 1882.
·
·
It se t s m
· th e north west
years and six months imprisonment.
JuGGERNAUT is triumphant in India after the 0 ' c1ock nex t mormng.
PRmcE
BrsMARCK
is
report!'d
to
be
"
really
Two PhiJadt>lphia mPchP.nics claim to hav trouble.•ome times vexed his adherents. A. set n.bout sPven and a half hours later. 'uranus
invented a de dee for runnin~ street cnrs by a of discontented Hindoos tried to burn his temple, rises about midnight, nearly ea;t; ~ouths about and truly somewhat seriously ill.''
SEVEN hundred and fifty-four bills were pre·
series of powerful ~tee] springs. At the end of just to see what would come of it. The attempt 6 A.M., and Eets s<,on after noon next day. It
each trip the car is wounu U[' like a clock.
proved a fMilure, and Juggp,rnant is now cnnsid is very small, bHt is just vi>ible to the naked sented to the House of Representativs in one
TowN CousciLLOR KELLY arrrste<l, United ered a fire-proof deity even by the verydi•turb- eye and not of much intPr st w1thout a teh• day last week,
Ireland ~uppressPd, Par,~ll very sil·k in jail, ers of the T'eace who attempted to wreck him. scope. Neptune is a few dPgrPes nearly east of
MR. B. H. BRll:WSTER, of Philndelphia, has
and a farmer who pai,J his r1·nt. shot dead are The grea~ idol of Juggernaut in this temple is S~tturn, but quite invbib~e without a gla·s. been nominated by President Arthur for A.t;..
the lale't aspN:t-; of the troubles in lrelaud.
an old-fashir-ned one, made of wood, and there Venus ami Mercury are moruing ;tars, and torney General.
ht ·
ld b neur together southeasterly about d11ylight.
. a1 th
A.N Anti-Polygamy Snduty exists in Brook- fore t h e incen• l iary radlC s ong 1t won
~
LAWYER ScoviLLE, Guiteau's counsel, lectThey rise about 5:30 and sonth about 10:40.
h
fl.
lyn, and three thous-tn'd "ChrHian" women an easy prey tot e ames.
Venus is quite bright, and may be seen on the ured on the aspects of the case in Washington
hav ~igned a petiHon to Congress a~king for 'a
AN examination of the delta of the :Missis- meridian with a good spy-glass. Mercury is one evening last week.
speedy abolition o[ the plural wife system in sippi shows that for a di5tance of about three two degrees east of Venus, and may still be
TwKNTY men hav been expelled from the
Utah.
hundred milts of this deposit, there are buriec,) seen with nHked eye about daybreak or soo11 Massachusetts Fifrh for unsoldierly conduct at
"' Lours prayPr-meeting was b ro k en up forests
of large trees, one .over
· Wl"!1 di SHppear m
· a f ew d ays. "
rhe Yorktown celebration last fall.
A. oT.
.
_ the other, with af ter, but 1t
by a deputy sha--iff. who levi ·d on the chu·ch 1ntars?aces of sand, Ten ch:,tmctforest.growth~
GEN. JoHNSoN accuse5 Jeff Davis of having
furniture for debt, afrer ullowing "ju--t one of thts nature bav been observed, wlneh musr
GEN. SHER~IAN has been attending the At- taken with him and never returned $2,500,000
more hymn, and one more pra)er, if not too hav succe,ded one'another. The•e tre<s are lauta Exposition. He WPpt the other day, af- wben he fled from Richmond to the South.
the bald cyprPss of the 8outhern stat~s. Some ter hrR.rmg "l\larchir•g Through Ge· rgia"
long."
HuGo FRITSCH, consul of Austria-Hungary,
.
hav been observed over twenl y-fi ve feet in dt- played at a banquet. His neighbor, Gen. Grant,
WALT WHITMAN prarses Emerson as the amet~r and one contat·ne" 5 .-,oo anr,ua! rinus. sked him '·Wherefore do t th
?'' Th has appealed to tlie AmeTican p~ople on behalf
"truest, ~ane•t, most. mor~l, sweet~st literary In s;~e instances, too, t~e;e large trees hav ~ener~tl a~swfrt-d: "I ne,ver ~~=~-:~all-fire~ of the sufferers from the recent theater fire in
man on record-un~orle~ by pecumary.or_any grown over the stumps of others equally largP, son-y th;-~t I marched through Georgia as I hav Vienna.
other wrap-e•·er te_achu~g the l"w wuhtn-:- From these facts geologists hav ussumed the bem in the la~t five years. Georgia be darned.
THE sixteen days' feast of..San Guaduloupe is
ever loyally ontcroppt•rg hts ONn self only-h1s antiquity of each forest growth at ten thou,and The people are gond enough, hut I'm liste~ing in progre;s at Paso del Norte, Tex. Bull
own poetic and devout soul.''
. yell.rS, or one hundred tuousand for the whole. to that ttme for the 3,4tl5,857th time. How fights and other Spanish amusements are re•
'
THE erlitor nf the Index, Agnostic, hos had This e,timate, howevPr, would not include the would you Lke, Uly>s~s," he coutiuued, "to sorttd to.
II.tafk-wiili M'r. Fi'ol1iingli;Lm, and '·finds that interval nf time-which doubtless was very con: ·~ne>r tl,aL infemal m•·hly over three million
DR. I~AAC I. HAns, the Arctic exrlorer, and
they stand as u.-ar toge•her in their views, sider .. ble-thut ~>lapsed between the endit'g of :imes? They hav pl"yed it to m~> from M"it'e companion of Dr. Kane, dietl in this ctty last
symp~thie~, and hopes as they did when they one of the-e v .. st and wondtrful forests and the to Texa~, and from Florida to Toronto," a'1d -iaturd"y of heart disease. He was forty-nine
worked toguther as presid~>nt and secretary of beginniug of another.
here be wept ufresh. But Gen. Grant quietly years old.
"
'1
p
anti said·.
the Free J:{eligious A.•~ociation
·•
·
THERE is trouble in a Stonington (Conn) pub- .tted the hero on the shou!-'"r,
u.
ATLANTIC steamers are arri'l'ing at this port
LONDON has a population of four millions and lie school between Prote~tants and Car holies. ":::lberm!ln, it is ouly one of the pentalrie< of rweuty duys late, in <:onsequence of protracted
1
a h •u· f • Of th"1s mu I11't ud e on 1Y 60 ,000 are A. f.,w uays ago a Catht•lic pnpil, a boy, refused g'eatlleSS. I ~uffer worsA thar, you uo-I'Vt' ,t• rills. The Bath C1ty, from Liverpool, is re•
1
ch urc h mem b er~, ll.llu· on 1y 200 , 000 lire regu1ar to bow hi$ head while the teacuer, a lady, con- h~d >even million <:igars given me beC»UFe peo- ported lost.
h
t
1·
·
·
Of th e work'1ng ducted Protestant religious exercise~.
tt
d
a en an..s a· re •gwus serv1ces.
She pte thir•k l like to smoke, 824 bull pups, and
SToCKHOLDERS in the Keely motor hav been
.
· sra t ed , on as good au th on·ty as culled the boy to her clesk after the service&, and more horses than I c·an count. Sherman,'
popu I a I1on
1"t lS
holding a council. The majority expressed
th e BB. hop of L"t
I chfi e'll , th a t on1Ytwo per cent whippPd hirn. The boy continued to disobe} continued the Oen~ral, "wh--never I see a
·1 h
b
h~>rse, a cigar, or bull pup I feel J·u~t HS badiy as :;orne mi•givings as to the ultilllate success of
&re ever f OLIU d II c nrc •
I the rule on srtbseqnent moruiugs and the teacher
you do. but l never giv way to my feelings. 1 ohe •' motor."
THE frig>tte Constitution-" Old Ironsides" called in a committee man, and he whipped th.
-1 Eell 'em." "Yes,'' awmer"d Sbermc~.n beJ. T.TowARD WELLES bas been indicted for at·
-was put (JUt of cornmissi,1n in the Brooklyn bny >everel_v. The pa: euts withdrew their chil"
twreo his fobs, "you can sell cigars, bull pups, tempt at 10ubery l.Jy th•euttnillg Jay Guuld's
Navy Y~tr<llast week. She wa• built in Bos- from the school aml are preparing ro bring " ar,d horses, bu.t I can't sell that d-d tune for
ilfe ur,Jess the !at ter woulu consent to giv him
ton in 1794. at a <:ost of $300,000. She bPat suit against the t~acher and committee man tive cents."
"pvints" Ill r~guru to raiJr, n,l stock.
the British frigate Gu-rderre in 1812, anrl dis- They propose to hav fue question of cornpulsor.
A. CORRESPONDENT of theN. Y. Times writes:
tinguished herself in various other ways that obsrrvance of Proteslaut reli~ious rit~s in the
A. DEFALCATION of bet«een $-10,000 and $50,•
puLlic schools thoJOughly tested. They hav ·• A mewber of the order (Jf r~ligious 'cranks' 000 was recer,tly discovered iu the account of
hav beeu recorded in song and story.
hai: just ani ved ill this dry, and is endeavoring 1he paying teller •·f the Poughkeepsie, N.Y.,
A. BLACK man and white woman at Logans- secured the legal Eervices of the Hon. T. M.
to <:reate some excitemeot here. He is singu- Nution11l Rmk. He has beeu 11rre;ted.
WallH,
of
New
Loudon,
state
attorney.
T·he
port, Ind., are advertising for a de"gymun or a
larly reticent in regard to his name and place
justice who will m>trry them. The man has other side are about to retain eminent counsel.
THE soldiers and populace hav demolished
,,f residence. He c11.me here from Saugerties,
and
fue
case
will
go
to
the
courts.
The
peomoney and determination enongh to test the
b1it S>iys be bas no abiding-pl!ice wbieh he calh- several Jewish shops in Theodosia, in Crimea,
ple
of
Stonington
hav
taken
sides.
constitutionality of the state law again~t misSara Berohart, the actress, was
home. He trusts to th<l Lord fer that. He Rus-ia.
cegenation, but he oannot find anyhouy qu11li·
ADvowsoN to be sold of a desirably-situated
has a spedal mis-ion direct from God, he says, mobbed in • tbe S!lme country for being a Jew,
fted to pPrform tho cerPmony "ho will tisk the liviug in the North. "Net income from ti:he
~tnd he is trymg to secnre a plMce in which to
THE gnvernment of CanAda, to keep up its
oter £tl00. Good house, healthy situution, lecmre, when he woll proclaim it to the people.
penalty proviued by t!Jat law.
reputation of being the stupidest in the civilized
IN Kun•as the~e i-< a littlA town which bears gravel soil; price low. Prospect of • immedi- He is a man 11bout sixty years of agl', of good
world, bas refn,ed Mark Twain a Cauadian
the nRme of Liberal. Tbo-e who settled this ate posse·~ion '-that is, of conrse, of the im .tddres~, cou•tt-ou&, and ~ell drfss~d, ~!though
copy igbt on a book wLich he has ju~t pub·
plac<> claim th>tt it is a sort of Ed<'n i•t i:s ~ay. minent death of the rre~ent incnmbeut." Thb hi!. beaver h11t is of a somewhat autique model.
lisheu.
They believe th>Lt there is no G"d, no heavt-n, is how ~ouls Me we~kly veuded•in the church He h11s ~tlre~~.dy called upon severn! leading c;tiFoR r<>fusing to reveal far·ts concerning her
and no hell. One of their declarations is a of England, and the scandal seems to fl.outi~h zens hHe, among· them two or three dergymen,
travesty of seriptur"s on this wise, "The fool all the more bee .. use of the frequenrly-express<d whom he sougbt to euli-t in his work. He stt-p f!!ther, a young woman of niueteen was
has saiu in his heart there i;; no God; but the public condemuation it has received. The Cn. drtims to bav a speci·Ll message from the dtity lym:hed iu lotli tna last week by a g.,ng of rufwi.>e man knows there i.> none."-Sun.
rate's Alliance ought to endeuvor to bleed these to the wi.:ked people of Kingston, anu he says fians calling themse1vs the "Knights of the
1
''desirable livings" of a couple of hunured of it is a dully solemn and particularly severe in ::!witch."
SWISS papers are complaining bitterly of the
.
. t o S WlSS
· SOJourn·
the pounds wh1ch are drawn from
ABouT the only fresh feature in the Guiteau
con d uct of th e F rene h po IICe
. the
•t pockets
h its nature. But, being commissioned to deliver
ers in France of the pooret· sort, whose sole of- of the farmers. £400 per ~unum IS qm e enoug it, he cannot help its character or import. The case is the pri,oner's increasing contumacy and
·
t able recompense
for the
.
. serv1ces of. a country
.
· par- Lord had sent him to Texas a short time ago general disorderly conduct. He has nearly giv·
f ense appears to b e tb a t th ey are re~pec
aud industrious working people. The police of son, and there 1s no reason m I_tfe why_ ~he on a similar errand, and, although robbed on en up the hope of proving himself to be insane,
the republic they say are just as arbitrary as holder a cure of_ souls ~hould be m a pos1t1on his journey thither, he went tight on and deliv- but sticks closer than ever to the theory that he
' au· d as Jgnoran
.'
t as ever were 'th e to vie w1th the ne1ghbormg gentry,
. .or to
. show ered the message. He olaims now to be sent was under a divine pressure which he found it
unreasonabl e,
·c
f
th
i
Wh'l
F
h
forth
to
all
men
how
vaotly
supenor
1s
h1s
l
1 e rene men are
. .
.lot. to here. He likPns hims~H to M11seg, and says he impos:oible to re;h<t. Experts on the subject of
po 1 e o
e em1' re.
· t S ·t
a 11owe d f r•e en I ry m
o WI zer1an d ("111 Gen.,va that of the fir:;t mmtsters of. the Chnsuau is uot giftetl wirh e'oqueuce, which makes his ins"Hity hav testified l.Jotil ways in reg .• rd to
alone tiler" are twenty thonsaud of them), and church.- London Secula1· RevMw.
mis>ion all the more terr,l.Jle to perform. Tht~ the prisoner's mental coud1ti< n. The impres·
may seek work any.vhore withooJt ht or hin·
PROF. W. DAWSON writes to th" Indianapolis subject or his revelutiou appears to b" in con- siou of a nv.jo•tty of tlto,e who huv attended
drance, hardly a d11y p~t~ses that :Swiss citizens, Journal under the d11.teof !Jec. 5th, as fullow~: nection with diVine provideuee, or God's power the trial is that if the t·astJ were given to the
whose sol" offense is as'o:iug fm· employment, "Jul!iter is the bright star in the east. It rises on e11rtb. He has wdtren 11 voluminous chllp- jury immediately a veruict of Wilful murder
are not summa1•ily an·ested, and; without any about 3 o'clock iu the afternoon, some dbtance ter of his life, which he tries to read to persous woulu be returued. 'l'he prosecntiou i:> consort of trial, sent out of the country. Swiss north of east, and souths, or ~r·o.<ses the meJ'id. on whom he ca:ls. But S<l far he h"s met with d11ctetl in a by no means 11ule manner, but the
citizen• in regular empl()fment are arrested on ian, at .1 0 P.M. It sets north west at 5 o'clock but little eucceos here, aud nobody seems· im- prisouer, by his own acuteness, appears to be
convicting himself,
•lJimple police order,
, in the Jllofqing. Its position is exoellent for pressed with thei!Olemnitr of hie mission,"

Jlof~s and fll,lippil(gs.

SE~SITIV church folk at :Malvern, Ohio, ar~
scandalized because a portrait of GHrfielu has
been hung behind anrl alove the pulpit of the
Disciple church. They think that only a p;cture of ' or relatt'ng to ' a· mPmher of the Trioitv·
~hould receive such an honor.
These arr
douht!PSS old-f>~shioned people who were born
berore Ohio became incurably affe<:t·d with the
:itch for office and began to mistake Washington
for paradise.
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lJ flrutlt ~eelur Jlronnd fltt JlgirorJd. erected
stands.
To Constantinople, and Six Days There.
CoNSTANTINOPLE, Sunday, Oct. 30, 1881.
KIND FIUENDS : I have been here in the city of
the Sui tan two days. We rode from A t,hens to
Pirrevs after the shades of evening had set in, when
the day was changmg into night, and by the time
we reached the wharf it was dark. The harbor was
calm, however, and the boats took us very quietly to
the Austrian Lloyd steamer Satumo, which seems
the counterp:ut of the Cere~, on which we came
to Athelis. All the steamers in the line have
been named after t.be old Grecian divinities. It will
be seen we have been promoted-first we ha~d the
Ceres~ who was a very fair sort of a goddess, but
Saturn was the father of the gods.
Owing to the amount of freight to be taken off,
and the slow way of doing it, the steamer did not
leave the harbc.r of Pirrens until 3:25 A M. When
daylight came we were well out in the .LEgean Sea,
or the Grecian Archipelago. We passed several
islands noted in ancient Grecian story. On Cape
Suniun,, w11ich we pas~ed soon after sunrise, we saw
the ruin8 of an ancient temple of Apollo, a few of
the columns still standing. Later on we passed
Keas, and then between the islands of Euhrea on
the left and Andros on the right, with Zinos further
away. These islands are only piles of volcanic
rocks thrown up hy some terrible upheaval of the
earth, which, p.:rhapg, occurred a hundred thouBand
years ago or more, and have ihe same naked and
barren appearance of the islands snd mainland
before described. lrr some places we saw a stunted
growth of shru hbery, and once or twice a small, partially level plateau where a small number of houses
were erected, showing that a few people lived there;
but for the most part there were no signs of life of
any kind. Still, with the beautiful sky and the soft
tints which seemed to hover about the rocky eminence8, a picturesqueness and charm were everywhere
preser;t; but were those islands more gently sloping
and covered with a fine soil and luxuriant vegetation
the scenery would be infinitely more pleasant. The
Jay was most .lovely, the waters smooth, and everything agreeable. In the afternoon we passed in
good view of the island of Chio, where the terrible
earthquake oecurred a few months ago, when a city
was thrown down and a large number of ~eople were
killed.
Off pretty far to the left we pa~sed the mouth of
the Bay of Salonica. On its shores is Mount Olympus and the Vale of Tempe. Here the old Greek
gods were supposed to live and perform their godly
exploits. Upon the summit of Olympus (llapus) is
said to be a Druidic temple. Sa.lonica (Thessalon.
ica) is the plac-e where Paul lived for some time and
preached in the market-place to the people living
there. To the people living here the epistles to the
Thes~alonians were addressed.
The inhabitants
are largely Jews, the descendants of those who were
so cruelly expelled from Spain by the Christian rulers,
FerdinaN1 aud Isabella. Torqu~mada, the inquisitorgeneral of the church, was a zealous champion of
Christianity; he suppressed heresy and freedom of
opinion in :Spain, but he nearly suppressed the life
of Spain in the proce~s. Byron said: "Uervante's
smiled Spain's chivalry away, but Torquemada terrorized her into such a state that she has never recovered her courage." Alphomso, the present king
of Spain, invitt:s the Jews back, with their capital
and keen commercial energy; but be will probably
have to invite them several times before he get~;
them back there. They are not likely to go to a
country which was such a deadly enemy to them
and where there is so little thrift and no more
chances for money-making. Salonica belongs to
Turkey.
Here in Salonica there is evidently a great amount
of religion, and a liberal share of Sundays are kept.
Friday is the day kept by the followers of Mohammed, and the custom house and all government
business stop on tbat day. Saturday, of course, is
the JewislJSabbatb; andas the Jewsare the bankers
and the principal business men, very little commercial or banking business is attended to on that day.
Sunday, of course, is kept by the Christians, and consult~, etu., close their offices, and ships do not work
on that day. Monday io the Greek's day; but as
they are getting to keep the Christian Sunday, it is
·not generally observed. If they only had a few
more nationalities they might have some to bold
every day in the week as Sabbath. All the days
are regarded as holy days by portion of the hnman
race. Thus, Monday is Greek'~; day; Tue~day, t!Je
Persian's; \\T tdnesday the Assyrian'l:l; Thur~;day the
Egyptian'tli Friday the Mohammedan's; Saturday
the Jew's, and the seventh day Baptist's. Here at
Sa!onica the Jews are said to labor as boatmen and
long~boremen, which is hardly the case anywhere
else m tLe world. There are some ruin~; here. The
Bomas, built by Alexander the Great in memory of
Hevhestion, w Lorn he killed in a drunken spree, is
now a mo;;que. It is claimed that its walls are over
thirty feet thick. The Toxon 1 a memorial arch

to commemorate the fall of Troy, still
It is beautifully carved wi~b figures of
Achilles, Ulysse~, etc., in relief. It is said when the
inhabitants are a~<ked when and by whom these we1·e
built, about all thfly can say is, "It is ten thouBand
years old ;" yet they believe, as many c;:>ther illinformed people do, that it is hardly flix thommnd
years since the world was spokNI out of nothing.
The market-place, where Paul preached, is said to
be still in use.
After Abdul Aziz had been to Paris and seen what
a beautiful city it is, he thought Le would remodel
Salonica and make it equal to Paris. He ordered the
streets to be made wide, and the fronts of the houses
bad to be taken away at the expense of the owners.
This, in many instances, only left the rear wall
standing. -The people objected, but the Sultan ordered it, and it had to be done. Here the massive
gates are cloRed every night, and armed sentinels
postf>d, but by going but a E~hort di~>tance to the
right or to the left 011e may walk into the city without obstruction. A great deal of statuary has been
taken from this plac~: by Cbrit;lian plunderers.
Not far to the fast is l\iount A thos, with its famous
monastery, where no Wl>man or female animal of any
kind is said to step her foot. The monks are so holy
it would not answer for them to be polluted by a1•ything belonging to the female sex. It is said,
ho.wever, that bedbugs are there in large force of
both sexes, and that they propagate exceedingly fast.
These monks have some very astonishing relics.
They claim to have identical feathers which came
from the angel Gahriel's wings at the time he visited
tLe Virgin and told her about hEr beivg overshailowed by Yahweh, or thP Holy Ghost. In this locality it is to he seen that the Greek church retains
much of the Diana, or moon-won•hip, as the Romi,;h
church retains in its worship heroE-s, demi-gods,
and deified men under the name of saints. The
old Druidic myths form the warp and woof not only
of the Grecian mythology, but of the whole Christian syRtem.
A bout half way between Mount Athos and the
Hellespont is the island of Lemnos with its high
mountain rocks- Its area is one hundrt:d and fiitv
&quare miles. The most ancient ii;hahitants, according to Homer, were the Thracian Sinties, or robbers.
W ben the Argonauts landed at Lemnos they
are said to have found it inhabited only by women who bad murdered all their husbands. It is
~Iso said some of the Argonauts settled there and
became by the Lemnian women the fathers of the
Minym, the later inhabitants of the island. These
Min; re are said to have been driven out by the Pelasgians even as the Pelasgians Lad been expelled
from Attica. It is also claimed that the Pelasgians
carried away from Attica some of the Athenian
women; but as the children of these women despised
their half-brothers, born of Pelasg-ian women, the
Pelasgians murdered both them and their children.
In cons~quence of these horrors, Lemnian deeds became a proverb in Greece for all atrocious acts.
According to Pliny, Lemnos bad a famous labyrinth
of one hundred and fifty columns, of which but little
trace has been found in modern tirrws, but if excavations could be made there it is thought the ruin;; will
be found. There are about thirty thousand inhabit:
ants on the island, mostly Greeks. The whole iRland
is said to bear the strongest proofs of powerful volcanic actions, which may account for its legendary connection with Hepbrestus, or Vulcan, who,
when precipitated from heaven, was said to have
fallen on its hospitable shores.
On the right we come)n sight of the island of
lVIity lene, which is famous in ancient history, taking
its share in the wars so common in this part of the
world. It has four or five moderate-sized towns
with a joint population of forty thousand Greeks and
Turks. There were formerly sixty thousand people
on the island, but since the Greek revolution its population has been diminished. On March, 1867, Mitylene was visited by a very severe earthquake, which
almost entirely destroyed the town of Castro, and
injured e,rery town on the island. lt is computed
tl1at two thousand persons perished by the catastropbe, and- the survivors suffered severely for want of
food. The town has since been rebuilt.
It was nearly midnight before we reached . the
Hellespont, otherwise called the Dardanelles,· the
comparatively narrow passage or strait connecting
the .LEgean Sea with the Sea of Mamora, at the mouth
of which Leander in olden times swam across to see
his lady love, Hero. The same feat was performed in
modern times by Byron in seventy minutes. The
distance is said to be a mile and three-quarters.
Here Europe and Asia come very near1y together,
and the strait is strongly fortified and manned, with
a great number of Kru.!Jp guns. It is !laid to be one
ol the bel'!t fortified places in the world. Near here,
on the ABiatic tside, is the town Darda11elles, or, as it
is more generally called, Cbanak-kalesi, a town of
two thoubaiJd howsll:', inbauittd by both Turks and
Jews. The locality is said to be productive in olives,
figs, etc.
At the mouth of the entrance of this narrow -pas, age between the two e;eas, on the Asiatic side,is'the
famous Plain of Troy; where stood the city of the
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same nam(', so celebrated for the war caused by the
beautiful Helen. There has been much dispute by
the various authorities who have writt('n upon the
E~uhjeet as to the place where the city of Troy stood,
Rome three or four placeB being claimed ns the Elite,
but Dr. Scl1liPwann hal'! pretty tl1orouglJly r;~et the
question at re!'t hy his exC'avatiow1 at a point, the
present name of w hi('h is Hi@sllrlik. He began his
t>xcavations in 1870, and continued them amid great
difficulties and op}Josition for nearly four y~ars, and
entirely at his own expense. He found an accumulation of rubbish and ruins on the top of the hill no
less than fifty-two feet in thh:kness. Through this
he dug down to the native rock, laying bare four
successive strata of remains, each representing a distinct city, which had been erected successively on the
same site. Of the8e st1~ata Mr. Smith rf>ruarks in his
introduction to Schliemann's works: "First Homer
recognizl'B a city w hicb preceded the Ilium of Priam,
and wlnch had been drstn•yed by Hercules; and
Schliemann fo:pnd a primeval city of considerable
civilization on the native rr,ek helow the ruinfl, which
he. regards aR the Homeric 'l'roy. Tradition speaks
of a Phry~ian population, of which the Trojans were
a branch, as havi11g llpparently displaced and driven
over into Europe th':l kindred Pela~gians. Above
the second (Trojan) Rtratum are the remains of a
third city, which, in the type and pattern of its terracottas, instrumentE<, and -Ornaments, shows a close resemblance 10 the second, and the link of connection
is riveted by the in!'criptions in the ~ame character
in both strata. And so in the Homeric poems, every
reader is struck with the cPmmon bonds of genealogy
and language, traditions and mutual intercourse, religion and manner8, between the Greeks who assail
Troy a11d tbe Trojans who defend :.t. If the legend
of the Trojan war preserves the tr:>ditiou of a real
conquest of the city by a kindred race, the very nature of the. case forbids us to accept literally the
story that the conquerers simply sailed away again.
It is far more reasonaHe to regard that ten years of
the war aud the ten years of tbe return of the chiefs
as cycles of ethnic struggle~:~, the details of which
have been sublimed into poetical tradition& ! The
fact that Schliemann traces in the th,rd stratum a
civilization lower than in the second is an objection
only from the point of view of our classical prepossessions. There are not wanting indications in Homer
that the Trojans were more civilized and wealthy
than the Gre~lis, and in the much earlier age, to
which the conflict (if real at all) must have belonged,
we may be sure that the Asiatic people had over
their European ki1;dred an advantage which we may
venture to symbolize by the golden arms of Glaucus,
and the brazen arms of Diomed. Xanthus, the oldest
historian of Lydia, perceives the tradition of a
reflnm migration of Phrygians from Eur0pe into
Asia, after the Tn,jan war, and says that they con·
quered Troy and settled in its territory. The migration is ascribed to the presence of the barbaric
Thracians; and the f0urth stratum, with the traces
of merely wooden buildings and other marks of a
lower stage of ciTilization, corrHponds to that conquest of the Troad by the same barbarian Tbracians,
the tradition of which is preserved by Herodotus and
other writers."
Schliemann considers that the first settlement on
Hissarlik was of the longest duration, as its ruins
cover the rock to a bight of from fifteen to twenty
feet. Its houses and walls were built of stone,
joined with earth. The vessels and other objects of
terra-cotta found among the ruins were of a quality
superior to those in the upper strata. In color they
are black, red, or brown, ornamented with patterns
incised and filled with a white suh~tance. The people, Schliemann supposes, belonged to the Aryan
race, as Aryan or Druidic symbols were found on the
pottery.
The seeond settlement was composed, as Schliemann concludes, of the Trojans; and the debris of
their city lies from twenty-three to thirty-three feet
below the surface. This stratum bears marks of having been exposed to intense beat, consisting largely
of the red ashes of wood, which rise from five to ten
feet above the town of Ilium, the Seman gate, .and
the inclosed wall. They show that the town was
destroyed by a fearful conflagration. A farther
proof of the action of fire is a stratum of scorire of
melted lead and copper, from one-fifth to one and
one-fifth of an inch thick, extending nearly through
the whole hill. Among the debris were found l\uman bones, skeletons, with hamlets, quantities of
terra-cotta in fragments, and, most wonderful of all,
"The Treasures of Priam." This treasure was discovered by the side of the palace, at a depth of
twenty-seven feet, covered with five or six feet of
ashes, above which was a post-Trojan wall nineteen
feet high. The articles appear to have been packed
in a wooden chest, the key of whwh waR found.
They com;ist of vases, bottles, cups and dishes of
gold, silver, and electrium, caldrons, and shields of
eo}Jper; -bracelets, rings, chains, and many other
ornaments of gold; battle-axes, spear-heads, and
daggers of copper, and many other articles, some of
which are fused together by· fire. The intrinsic
value of this treasure is very great, and its arohre~lo·
,~ical value is, of course, much gre~~oter,
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None of the articles in the treasure contain inscriptions, bttt inseriptions were found on vases of
terra-cotta, seals, and other ohjectA, the purpose of
which is unknown. Among the latter are a great
number of little disks of pottery, called "whorls"
by Schliemann, ani! supposed to be either household
idols, or votive offerings. The letters of the inscrip.
tion resemble to some extent those upon tahtets an@
terra-cott.as in Cyprus, and seem to be ::tllied to the
, ancient Phrenicians, but they have not yet been satisfactorily disciphered.
The thud settlement on Hir~sarlik was by Greeks.
The ruins of their city make up a stratum ten feet
or more in thicknf'SI'l, containing pottery of a coarser
kind than the Trojan, m::trbd with religious sym
bols; alf'lo containing fragments of copper implements and weaponR, ani! muRic~tl instrumf'nts made
of ivory and t>tone. The architecture was not so
massive as the Troj<tn, the walls being- mixed with
clay, and ahw occasionally of sun-dried brick. The
debris presented one peculiar feature; it containeil
immense quantities of small mus~el shells, bones,
and fish bones.
Schliemann ailf!A, regarding an upper or surface stratum which covers HisRarlik: "When the
surface of the hill was about two metf'rR lower
than it is now, Ilium was built by a Greek colony, and we have aheady endeavored so prove
that this settlement mnst hotve been formed about
700 B. c. From that time we find the remains of
Helfenic house-walls of large hewn stones joined
without cement. . . . We also meet with great
numb~>rs of coppPr coins of Ilium, of the time of
the Roman emJ.Iir.. from AugnAtuA to Constans II. and
Constantine II., likewise older Ilian coins with the
image of Athena and medals of Alexandria Troas.
In my three yeflrs' excavations I have not
founrl a single medal of a later date than Const~tn
tine II.
And as there is here not the re
motest trace of Byzantine masonry or of Byzantine
pottery, it may be regarded as certain that the Ilium
of the Greek colony was destroyed toward the mid.
dle of the fourth century after Chri8t, and that no
village, much less a town, has ever agairi been built
upon the Rite." He ~tilds: "To judge from the area
of the Ilium of the Gt·Pek colony, it may have pos.
sessed one hunilred thou~and inhabitants. It must
have been rich, and the plastic art muAt have attained a high degree of perfection. The site is
strewn with fragments of excellent scnlpturt>s."
As to the extent of the Troy of Homer, Schliemann s~tys it was confined to the small area of the
hill of Hissarlik, and could nC't ther .. fore have contained more than fivp thousand inhabitants j but, he
adds, it coul•i always raise a considerable army
from among its subj, cts; and as it was rich and
powerful it couid outain mercenaries from all quarters. Mr. Smith t;uggeAtS that His8arli k contain eo
simply the palace aurl p.-rman-eut citadel, while the
houses of the great body of citizens were scatter~:-.d
over thH surrounding region. Be this as it may,
there seems to be goorl grouud for believing that
we have here the real site of the Troy of Priam,
which Homer has immortalized. According to
ancient tradition, Troy was founded by Troas 1462
B.C.
He was suc,\eeded by Ilus and by Laomedou,
under the latter of whom the walls were built.
The fall of Troy, accordlllg to the chronology of
Herodotu~, was in 1270 B c.; according to the inscription from Parr,ro iu 1109, and according to Krastosthenes, in 1184 B c.-Murray.
I have neglect~·d to say anything of our deck
passengers.
We had nearly a hundred Turks,
Gre~>ks, Armeuians, etc., who did not take cabins,
but who hy upon their beds on the deck along by
the side of the staterooms used by the cabin passengers, and by the side of the dining-room. The
women had an awning stretched over them for a
shelter, hut the men had no shelter over them.
.They were indeed a motley lot of Turks, Jews, and
other nationalities, and wore the most grote11que
costumes you can conceive of. The Turks, in part,
wear a fez on the bead, which is a small skull-cnp of
felt, just enough to cover the top of the head,
looking much like a small earthen flower-pot turned
bottom upward, with a tassel fa"tened on the top.
It is of a bright red, and has 110 rim or brim. Some
wear a turlmn, made of a loug piece of light dryJ!Oods wound around the head. The other garments
are quite uulike- thoKe worn by other Europeans,
some, instead of pants, wearing something like a
woman's skirt, sewed togt'ther at the bottom, with
tv. o holes left for the feet to go through. Some
are bare~lt·gged, and others wear long stockings.
The uppPr part of the body is clothed in a red shirt,
or of some other color, with pet·haps a sa!lh worn
about the waist. They ful'IIish their own food, and
tlie dishes look quite uninviting, and appear to be
comjJOUnd stewo; With black IJrend. They have
good, comfortaule-lookiug lllaukets to lie on, with
plP11ty to covPr them. They are of a swarthy complexion, but ruaiulv lnok stout aud healthy. The
WOillPn are rohed in rt'gul<tl' Turkish sLy le-consisting of a loo~e, fl· wing roue of some light goods,
- mo~:~tly of bright colors. I think the lower l1m1Js are
inclosed in a croRs between a skirt and a _pair of
TJan~, with a loose robe reaching from the bead to
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the heels.

They wear no bonnets, but a thin, white

We were here introduced to a new phase of life;

hand~erchief of large size is wound around the face, from the shores of the Golden Horn we commenced
covermg all save the eyes and nose. Sometimes the on foot the a8cent t9 our hotel, in the division of

robe is put over the top of the head and persistently Cm'lstantinople callRd Pera, situated on the eai!t side
hf'ld over the mouth with the band. All this gives of the Golden Horn, and called the Christian porthem no form or comeliness. I have never seen a tion of the nity. Much of it is occupied by Greeks
ghost, but in a dim light these Turkish women look and Armenians, but many Turks are also mixed
more like what I imagine a ghost to look like than through it. I fear I will not be able to give you a
anything else I can think of.
clear view of the miserable houses, the greasy, dirty
I came near getting into a flirtation with three of inhabitants, the narrow, crooked, and filthy thoroughthose Turkish damsels. Whether they were a trav fares, with no gutters save in the middle of the streets,
eling harem I cannot say, but they seemed playfully where all the filthy wash and drainage has to deinclined. I was writing in the dining-room in the RCend, no such thing as underground sewerage being
evening, with my back toward the window where known here. It was Friday, the MohammPdan Runthef'l_e Turk_ish. wom~>n outside were allotted qnarterR day, and we were too late to attend the mo~que and
While busily engaged I heard whispering aHd slight see the sultan, but we saw m~tny of his suhjPcts, and
laughing behind me, and, lnoking round, I Aa w a hard at wm·k, their Sunday though it was. We
J.lair of dark dreamy eyes in the Ahadow watching turned from one narrow street to another, and
me from outside the window, but they drew baek aR climbed steep ascents over poor, uneven pave~oon as I looked. I resumed my writing, but when ments, passing scores of men filling the position
I next looked the eyes were there once more, to be of pack-horseA, carrying loads heavy enot!gh for a
11gain drawn back. In a short time there were two mule, one bearing on his back a four-bushel basket
pairs of eyP!l, and they did not withdraw when I looked full of mPlons and vegetables of other kinds; another
uound. The laughing and whispering increased. a big Saratoga trunk; another a full-sized w~trdrobe;
Soon I saw they had plac~"d a small white parcel in another a heavy stove; ~tnothPr a large Aofa and two
the window, but I did not touch it. l'.oon, after a .. asy-chairf<; another three or four Bmall trunks and
little more laughing, they pushed it off on the seat ~atchels (all our luggllge was trant<portPd half a mile
where I was sitting. I picked it up and found it to iu that way); another h,.d a bureau, and another a
(\Ontain very small su~ar crachrs. I ate two of box of merchandise eight feet long by three feet
them hy way of sociability, and was sorry I could no1 wide and high. I could not think it was filled with
converse with them. That is all there was of it hardware, or even books, but I judged it to he hoiThey soon retir,-.d, and so did L
low gla!!sware, like lamp chimneys. I have since
Pa!lsing from the strait. some fifty mileR in length, seen these Turki~>h me11 carrying paving-stones on
we moved into the broad waters of the S.. a of Mar- their backs-flaggi11g that wPnld WPigh at lea!!t one
mora, but were not out of sight of land on either side. hundred and fifty pou"ds. These cal'l'iers or porters
The weather being of the most low·ly description, tht> have a thiPk wedge-f<hapPd saddle which I'eStH upon
steaming up the sea could not he oth<'rwise than the hack, the arms going through Rhoulder-straps
enjoyable. The rugged rPcks have disappeared on which hold the saddle in its place; when they walk
the northern·slope, and as soon as we can get a good or stand in a stoojJing position the upp~>r side
Might of the land we see it is arl~pted to cultivatiOJJ of the saddle is about level, and it is a~toniAhing
and that signs or fertility abound. We were all on to see what loads they carry, how tiers of boxes
the lookout for the towers, !!pires, and minarets of the an'd almost everything else can be piled upon these
ancient city of Constantinople, the Byzmtium of ~;~addles, and how the men will walk iu a bent attiolden times.
tude, up hill and on level ground, Without the goods
It was nearlv one o'clock p, M. before we ohtainerl falling off. When their loans are Vt'ry bulky they
a full view of the city. Glasses w .. re in r\'qui~ition, give what sounds like a cry of ago,.y, uotifying
and we were all trying to s'"e a11 much as po~si- pedestrians to g~>t out of their way and let them pass.
hle. The city at a dit~tan(le presented a bl•autiful fl~rom four to eight of the~;e port(•rs are employed to
appearance. There is, perhapR, not a grand .. r sight tranAport heavy cases and halt'S of goods. I have
in the world than the approaeh from the Sea of seen bales of goods being thus transported so heavy
l\'Iarmora to Constantinople on a pleasant day. Th~> as to make eight men "tagger undt·r the weight.
large domes of the numerous mosques, the tall, slim, Iu such cases they use poles some fifteen feet in
graceful minarets towering up hy the side of thP length and thick enough so they will not bend much
mosques, watch-towers in ddi .. rent. partA of the city, lli der the weight.
the large, imposing gov .. rnmental builning~, the
Everybody walks in the midille of the street, beseven towers of the old city wall at the lower point cause, there being no sidewalk, there is nowhere else
of the city, the hright lookiBg buildings on the for people to travel. Loaded donk<'ys and horses also
ascE>riding grouud, interlilpersed with green trees and help to in11ke up the ruotlPy thro11g, aud they are as
shrubbery, giving the town a mixPd appearance of heavily loaded a~cordingly as the men. The queerest
city and garden, presented a charming view inrleed. loads one ever dreamed of are placed upon the backs
It is simply magnificent. What a pity that a closer of donkeys and mules. Among the commodities so
acquaintance does not bear out the favorable opinion transported may be named firewood in pieces s•x or
which one forms of the city while steaming up by eig]J,t.-feet long, charcoal in sacks and basket'>, planks
its four miles of frontage, from the seven towers to and boards fifteen feet long, bnilding-st.ones of all
the Seraglio and the old palace at the mouth oi the shapes and sizes, brick, straw, hay, fruits, and vegeGolden Horn.
tables of all kinds. I have Reen little donkeys a
It was but a short time, comparatively, before we trifle larger than a. pint of cider loaded down with
entered the BoAphorus and turned iuto the f-l-oldt'n brwks and trudging along without a rein or bridle of
Horn, which is stmply an arm of the sea or of the any kind, like the steadiest and gravest specimens of
BosJ.Ihorus, forming a commodious an9- safe harbor, animal life. The way of loading thPse little animals
with a compact city built up on both sides. We with bricks is to have small r0pes pass over the sadsoon came to anchor, ::tnil p~.tiently aw~tited the ex- dle, with loops near the grotu,d; two tiers ·of the
amination of the health offieers, who have to make bricks are piled regularly in these loops, one side
their report before any passengers can go ashore. balancing the other, until they meet on the top of
In time this was accomplished, and ourselves and the saddle. Over fifty bricks are thus packed on a
baggagP, with the hundred deek passengers, were smgle donkey. Lumber and poies are divided, half
placed in boats to take us ashore. There are no on one aide and half on the othf'l', thus balancing
docks here, and the steamers cast anchor in the each other, and when they are very l011g the ends drag
lower part of the Golden Horn, and all the passen- upon the ground. The larger share of the hauhng of
gers and all the fre1ght have to be taken atlbore in the city is thus done on the backs of men aud donsmall boats. The proce~s is a tedious one, and makes keys. The streets are roughly paved with roundish
one wish the city was supjJlied With good convenient stones of uneven size and surface, so that the surface!!
docks likt English or American seaports. The water are very rough and· illy calculat.ed for wheeled carall around us was tilled wtth boatmeu anxious to take riages; and in many places the hills are so steep that
passengers and baggage; and such a clalllOI' as they carriages would be impracticable; but UJ.I these steep
kept up, calling out to tho><e ou the stea~ter, and hills the patient men and doukey~ carry then· heavy
!lolititi 11 g their jJatron_age, was almost a cunosity to load!!. The men, when exhausted, ~;owetimes stop,
hear. One would thwk bedlam bad broken loose. rest their burdens upon some bauk or elevated place,
Not le!:H! than a huudred boats, hwiug each two boat- and take breath for a few minutes before continuing
men on an average, were all around us. Til ere are said their ascent.
to bethirtyt.housand boats aiJoutConstaut.iuople,and
On our way to our hotel we had to ascend one of
from what I have seen since arriving, I am incltned these steep, narrow streets, and on each side were
to think the estimate is not very extravagant. Many the workshops of mechauics aud the stores of de~tlers.
of them are sm11ll, sharp-poiuted boats, called caiques, The buildiugs in which these esta1Jli11hments are con·
which run swiftly, and upllet eallily ahw.
d ucted are son:.etillles but one ~tory high, and, if
At length, the red tajJe bemg duly attended to, h1gher, the nppt:r !Stories project into tbe street till
we went down the st(·ps at the ~;teamer'~< side aud they nearly meet. UaqJeiJterll, cal>inetwak .. rs, fez
tonk two large-sized row- boats, aud it was not long m~lkers, basket rna ker~, ulack~tuillJ~<, cooptrs, shoebefore we ~Stood ou Tnrki~h soil. The next ordeal maker~, etc., were wurkmg in were twle!l t!LX Jr eight
was t!te exarniuation of IJa"g»l!e by cu~tnm houiSe feet ~quare, all OjJo:JU in front, ISO that Lhe eut1re
otlhers. TbiR, however, was'"'·~
uut t!t:Vere- 'I' he 1arge ~;hop i~ the same as out,i oor~. ll:law two t>hoem-~kers
truuks belong111g to Judge L twson 's wife aud workiug In J.lackiug-lJOxes placed un end, With the lid
daughter were sl1ghtly examined; al~o one belong- removed. and. the op~u "'1de toward the ~Street, their
ing- to one of the ladies of Ot•r party; but tho~e of l~;hops uelllg JUSt htgll enough to clear tllelr heads
us who had satchels only werP. not SUJ.Iposed to have when JSittJug. I relwll'ked, "Oh, what a shoe shop!"
much tobacco or contra baud good<~ of any kind, and j The fez makers were bowi11g the wool for tbetr little
our baggage was allowed to pass unexanuned.
brimless hats right on the tloor of their little shops,
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on their feet during the prooes!l. CarpenterA
and cabinetmakers were also working on the floor,
with little appearance of benches, and with a limited
supply of tools. The blacksmith shops are not large
enough to swing a cat in, and as the smith stands by
the side of his forge and anvil there is no room for thf'
cnstorner, and he has to !'ltand in the ~treet. .Thf'
bake shops are very primitive looking; the oven i~;~ in
the rear, and the shop is not over ten feet square
where the loaves ann cakes, in rings and like pretzels, are exhibited. Under such circumstances, and
with such surroundings, they do not seem very invit.
in g. An American would have to be very hungry to
gain his own consent to eat the black-looking bread
from these bakeries. Shops like these are closed for
the night in a very primitive manner, some of them by
drawing down a heavy curtain and fastening it; sonH
with a rude hlind, and others with a sort of door,
but none would seem to be very secure. An expert
house-b,·eaker conld get into the best of them in le8s
than five minutes.
The green grocers and fruit dealers also have their
little shops of a similar size and style, sometimes
consisting only of a single large basket by the side
CONST.ANTINOPLE.-VIEW FROM THE PHANAR.
of the street. There are also an endless numb~::r of
peripatetic dealers in all kinds of fruits, vegetables,
bread, cakes, and n!lmerous other wares, which are ful, and their dress unshapely, unattractive, and a more prolific place for getting up hydrophobia.
carried around in baskets and big trays, and the air simply ridiculouFI. The women, like the men, em- Every street oug,ht to furnish several genuine cases.
The beggars of Constantinople are another feature
is made resonant with their loud and ULmusical cries, hrace all shades, from the lightest Circallsian to the
letting everybody within the distance of a square blacke!lt African, of which latter shade I see many. which cannot be ignored. One can hardly walk a
know what they have to sell. I have since observed As the Turkish women have few beauties to hide, I rod on any strPet 1hat he does not meet children or
that they commence their noise before daylight in am led to infer that it is their ill-looks they are so adults who hold out their hands for alms. The cbildren learn to heg from their mother's breast. A
the morning and continue it till ten at night; and careful to conceal.
There is one feature of Constantinople which no mother approached me and begged in the most pitasome of the cries are the most unearthly sounds a
poor mortal ever uttered. There is hardly anything, visitor can fail to observe and be annoyed with, and ous tones, and her child in berarml'l, not large enough
especially in the way of vegetables and fruit, but that is the dogs, which abound in immense numbers, to walk alone, held out its hand intuitively and atwhat these poor human pack-horses carry around on and are seen everywhere. There are said to be in tempted to plead for alms. I could not·resi1:1t that
their backs from mornii!g till night, crying them Constantiuople-witb its suburbs, Pera, Galata, and double appeal, and placed a small coin in the child's
forth almost inces~antly. Every street is thus vis- Scutari, the latter of which is on the south side of hand. But it would exhaust the wealth of a Rothsited, and every family is bound to hear the outcries. the Bospboru~, in Asia-a population of a ruillion child to give to all the beggars here who ask for
I have seen these pedlars packing around four bushels and a half of people. I am not aware that any money. It seems to be a sort of second nature for
of el;!"g-plant upon their backF~, at least four bushels cenRus of the dogs bas been taken. It may be that the women and children of Con11tantinople to beg.
of muskmelons (which appear to now be at their the number of dogs does not equal that of the peG- Whenever they see a stranger they at once go for
bight), two or three bushels of grapeR (which are pie, but it cannot fall very far short. Canines him, perhaps not so much with the expectatiQn of reextremely abundant), or four bushels of onions, pome- infest every street, and from half a dozen to a dozen ceiving anything as to act out their irresistible nature.
granates, watermelons, squaF~hes, tomatoes, potatoes, may be counted in a group as they lie asleep, for I do not know as it is because I look so mueh more
they seem to sleep their lives away, lying often in g&nerous than the others of our party, but I seem to
aud all other garden products imaginable.
At length we reached the best hotel in the city, the middle of the street, as well as at the sides; and be the one selected by these little urchins to follow
the Hotel de Angleterre, though in appearance it in walking the distance of a square thirty may be after and importune and to be made the victim of their
does not begin to compare with the hotel by the counted. Constantinople might he called dog. heaven persistency. I often have half a dozen after me at
same name in Athens. We were, however, glad to were it not for the numerous drawbacks the poor once, and ~ometimes theJ: will follow me for a quarfind a haven which we might regard a11 home for a animals are incirlent to. These Constantinople dogs ~er of a mil_ e. On the bridge over t~e horn connec~
few days. It was 3:30 when we reached the hotel, and are the sorriest, dismalest, saddest, the most heart-, mg Pera With Stamboul, o~ Constantmople proper, II!
found that all our watches-as we had got so far broken, dejecte"d, and discouraged looking dogs I have' a great place for tbe8e httle beggars. Tbous~nds
east-were now too slow. We were, however, soon ever met with. I wondered if the religion of Mo- pass tber.e, and probably a hundred of. these httle
made sad by the information that in consequence of hammed bad this sorrowful effect upon them. To pes~s Rtatwn ~h~m~elves. along. on the brl.dg~' and pir,
a late arrival of persons connected with the English say that thev are mangy, sickly, sore, poor, half- th~1r arts, their ln~<muatmg sm1les, and ~amt please
and Austrian embassies room enough was left for starved, flea-bitten, and in many cases hairless in t~ mduce som~ !!Oft-hearted stranger hke _mystlf to
only a part of our company. Judge Lawson and places, would only be stating it mildly. They have g1ve 1he~ a p1a~ter. Man.Y of them a~e httle g~rls,
his family, with two Englishmen whose acquaint- not life enough to get out of the way neither does and, barrmg the1r dark, olive complexiOn, are r1ght
ance we bad made on the boat, concluded to remain, anybody expect them to move, nor have they the pretty. One et~pecially attracted my .attention. She
while our company pt·oper walked over a square or least expectation of it themselves. Everybody, in- h~d ~very pl~asant ey_e, a sweet smile, _and a soft,
two fltrtber east to the Hotel de Constantinople, eluding the donkeys, patiently turns aside and lets the wmmng tone m be! v01.c~. I w~nilered 1f sh~,was a
She
where justice requires me to say we have found very dogs continue their repose. When c1. carriage comes Turk, and a~ ked mqmrmgly, You Turk?
. good accommodations and a table abundantly sup- along they make an effort and get out of the way, answered, "Arab." So I perceived she was a child
plied with well-cooked viands. Some of the dishes but that is the only instance. These canines have of the desert, but Ehe looked so pretty and .talked so
are served up in a style rather too oriental to suit no owners, save the city, which fathers them all; s_weet and foll.owed me. so far, ~~ougb I d1d not besome of our uncultured tastes; but upon the whole they are the recognized scavengers and police of heve she was m a suff_ermg conditiOn, that I c~uld do
the city; they pick up and eat whatever is thrown no less than part With one of my small coms for
the food is very good.
We bad an hour or two before dinner to look into the street, inclnding pieces of bread, occasion- her benefit.
_There are, doubtlefls, about the usual number of
around the city and see a little of Constantinople ally a piece of meat, a bunch of grapes, or whatever
life. I took a stroll by myself and ventured on else good fortune may send them; they are looked,, cripples and def01:med I?ersons here, but I ha!e not
several streets, and in several bazars or large stores, to to keep the streets free of garbage and other im- been a~ fo.Ii:unate m find1ng ~hem as }lark T~am was
one running back three hundred feet, and having purities, but they perform this duty very indifferent- upon h1s VISit ~ere .. He desnri be~ a woman With three
almost every variety of goods for sale, nearly ly. The streets, with all the dogs accomplish, are le~s, a man With b!s eye upon his cheek, and another
all imported. Turkey manufactures but little. I horribly dirty. Perhaps they do better as police- with fingers on his elbow. I have not ~een them.
everywhere found the streets full cf pedestriam;, and men at night, for I often beard them harking furi- They may be away on an autumnal professiOnal tour.
in all the grotesque garbs imaginable. The com- ously, as thon~h they had caught a criminal of the
Our first sight-seeing on Saturday morning was to
moner classes of men have little on but a fez, a rude first water. They are said to sometimes be severe visit the stone tower of G3lata, two hundred feet
shirt, and a pair of breeches; the legs are bare below upon strangers who are out late in the evening, A high and forty feet in diameter. It was built. hy the
the knee8, and of course the feet also. Their legs, be- very peculiar characteristic with these dogs is, while Genoese before the city was taken by the Turks,
ing thus exposed constantly to the rays of the sun, be- they have no one to look to as master, they apportion nearlv five hundred years ago. We climbed up its
come as tanned and brown as an American Indian, themselves over the city, a particular set of dogs laborous bight-and had from its top a splcw:tdid bird'RGreat numbers of these traveling merchants, witt. occupying only a particular street, or part of the eyA view of the city, the eastern part of the Sea of
their stock of goods upon their backs, are to be met town. A given lot of dogs spend the1r lives in a Marmora, the Goldt-n Horn, the Bofilvhorus, Stamboul
with at all times, on all streets, and with nearly all given street, and never think of looking about the (the Turkish name for Constantinople proper), Galata,
kinds of portable goods, including dry-goodfil, no- town and visiting other streets. It is said if an Pera, and Scutari, the portion of the city on the south
tions, etc.
enterprising dog indulges so far in a taste for n-avel side of the Bosphorus. We could set• great numbers
Of course, I met with many Turkish women, with as to venture into a street or quarter where he does of mosques, with their domes and tall, slim, neattheir loose, flowing robes and their white veils, or not belong, the other dogs jump upon him, and, by looking minarets shooting heavenward to the tune of
very light fabrics wound around the head and face, their rough treatment, make him soon comprehend one hundred and fifty feet, and painted white. A ..
leaving uncovered only the nose and eyes. The that he had better stick to his own quarters. Thel·e minaret looks a little like a tall smoke-~tack of a
goods thus worn are so thin that by getting close to are very few fine-looking dogs among them; such manufacturing establishment, only they are slimmllr
them the features can be discerned. But I have a wolfish, byenaisb, miser:oble, bang-dog-looking set and more graceful in appearance, being made the
seen very few pretty Turkish women. With the of curs I never saw before. On my first walk out same Rize all the way up, save some twenty-five feet
exception of some half a dozen Circassian women, in the city I saw one dying by the side of the street, at the top, which tapers to a point, often ending ~ith
who were pointed out as snell, I have not seen a apparently from the effects of strychnine; and had a cross. The muezzin8, or Mohammedan town-cr1ers,
pretty woman wearing the Turkish costume. Their there been a thousand instead of one I could hardly ascend them by a apiral staircase, and from a place
eyet! do very well, are generally intensely black, and have wept. It is said the Turks are good to the dogR, for outlook and outcry they call the faithful to ·
have a soft, dreamy expression, but the other features believing it not right to kill them or abuse them; prayers four or five times a day. In thiR city I think
are coar~<e; the nose and mouth are too prominent, and occasionally a benevolent Mussulman makeb it a it is four times a day, but in most Mohammedan
the nose is too thick and large, and the complexion has religious Juty to fumish a certain number of them countries it is five times a day, to wit, at five o'clock
a Rort of sickly appearance. The foreheads are low, with a good meal. But notwithstanding this kind- in the morning, at twelve o'clock, at two hours be-·
and in keeping with the general intelligence of the ness ou the part of the Turks, the poor brutes have fore sundown, at sunset, and lastly two hours after
Turkish women. Very few of them are taught to more sores, scars, and bruises than any set of dogs I the going down of the sun. The morn in~ cry is in
read, and of course their sphere of information is ever met. They must often receive rough treat- Arabic and is thus: "Allah akbar, Allah akbar, La
very limited. Their gait is slouching and ungrace-. ment !rom somebody. It would be hard to imagine Ulah il Allah; Mohammed res()ul Allah, Allah als;.
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bar," which means: "God is great; there is no God this elevated fig-tree exhibited, and appreciated its have you leave without buying it, they will let you
but God, and Mohammed is his prophet. Awake, earnest efforts for life under the greatest difficulties. have it for six, which is a " fixed price" with a venawake, and pray. It is better to pray than sleep. I said, "Go it, little fellow; do the best you can geance. This was Saturday, or the Jbws' Sabbath,
There is but one God, Allah." At noou the call is: with yQur bard lot; root, fig, or die I" From this but I think here in Constantinople they are notre" Come to prayer; God is great; the world is wicked. tower, I repe·at, th8 city below, with its tall cypressefl, markably strict in the observance of it, for rather
There is but one God and Mohammed is his prophet. its public· buildings, its domes and minaretli1, and than than let the opportunity pasR to make a few
Allah is merciful.'' I have heard some of these calls its busy people, looks very interesting; but when we francs they keep their bazars open on their holy
in a loud chanting or half-singing voice, and have come ddwn and wind around among the narrow, day, and do their best to chf'at such wandering r>ilseen men drop on their knees at the sunset call, right filtby lanes and alleys, stumble over the dol!!l, and gr1ms as may pass their way. There are from 50,000
when they were at work, and pray for ten or fifteen run against the dark, greasy Turks and Arabfl, the to 75,000 Jews in the city, and a large share of the
minuteR, They first stand in a solemn attitude, then imaginary thing of beauty takes wings and flies the men are engaged in Reiling goods, and handsome
bow, then kneel anrl Rit back upon their heels, and, away. The foul odors and the unsightly scenes, fortunes many of them have made at the business.
bending over, put their faces to the earth or floor, however, remain behind.
I judge the Turks are fond of high colors, and
which they kiss, muttering a prayer to Allah in the
Our next business was to cross over the bridge that much of the calico and other goods is manumean time. Some of the time they sit up straight: spanning the Golden Horn into Stamboul, or Con- factured specially for this market. England doubtand again with their faces to the earth, occasionally tJtantinople proper, .and visit the world-famed less has the largest shl\re of this trade, though I have
rising to their feet and bowing, and then resuming bazars for which Constantinople, like many others been told that not a few American manufactur~>s are
their kneeling position with their feet under them. of the large Mohammedan citiefl, is so noted. The brought here. Great numbers of the Turkish ladies
I fear I would not make a good Mohammedan wor- crossing of the bridge is of itself a curiosity. Here throng the hazar, and I noticed several of them
shiper-my knees and hips are so stiff that it would as many varied forms of humanity are to be seen as making purchases. Some are very richly attired,
be excrutiating to me to· place myself in the position at any point·in the world. The Turk, the Arab, the having silk wrappers, or whatever their over. garthey usume and retain it so long. I shall not at- Moor, the black African, the Armenian, the Bul- ments may be called, often in brilliant colors
tempt it. I will try and get alon~ the balance of my garian, the Greek, the Jew, and undoubtedly repre- and in wide stripes I need not tell you that visitlife without praying to Allah, Jupiter, Yahweh, or sentatives of numerous other races, are here hurry- ing the bazars is an interesting way in which to
Mumbo Jumbo. There are probably no people in the ing past, clad in their different national costumes spend a few hours, and one can see much to attract his
world more religious than the Mohammedans, or who and with their different complexions and casts of attention. To walk by these hundreds of shops and
spend more time in prayer. But they pray ouly to features. Here the porters are struggling across see the owners an'd clerks sitting complacently and
Allah and believe he is the,·onlv one possessing the the bridge, a third of a mile in length, bending waiting for customers to come their way, and to
power to answer prayers. They believe nothing under their heavy burdens; here the beggars con- watch the thousands of buyers and visitors who go
about thrt'le gods in one, about a son being older gregate, paying particular attention to strangers, there to trade and to see what is to be seen, is a study
than his mother and as old as his father, or about a whom they know in a moment, and showing a per- that does not often fall under one's observation.
Holy Ghost prooeeding from both. It is only Chris- tinacity in their appeals hardly seen elsewhere. On Some of us found it so inte~esting that we made a
tians who have faith enough to believe iu such holy the east, or lower, side of the bridge are the land- visit. the second time.
absnrdities. Mohammedans and Christians, though ings for many moderate-sized ste~tmers running up
In tha afternoon we chartered a good-sized boat,
brotberR or cousins in religion, both having the same the Bosphorus and across it to Scutari and other and two muscular Greeks rowed us np nearly five
Jewish deity, both acknowledging thfl same Abraham points. A continual stream of human life is pour- miles to the upper end of the Golden Horn. It was
the father of the faithful, both acknowledging the ing over the bridge in both directions, imparting to a beautiful day, and a beautiful ride. The Horn, as
divinitv of the same Old Testament, differ very the scene a peculiarly animated appearance.
I said, is an arm of the Bosphorns, the water setting
widely in the more modern part of their religions.
The first hazar we visited is but a short distance up like a river for the five miles or more, when a
The Mohammedans~. however, are the more generous. from the Stamboul end of the bridge, and is devoted small strpam empties into it, which the natives call
They grant that Jesus was a good m~n and a true principally to the drug trafle, with a long wing near "Sweet Water," in contradistinction of the ordinary
prophet, but will not admit that he was God, creator the upper end for wool. The building is some five salt water all around. The Horn-perhaps so called
of heaven and earth. With them there is but one hundred feet in length, and is built of stone, in the from its slight resemblance in shape to a horn-is a
G0d and his name is Allah (the first syllable short form of a continuous archway, being some twenty most S'J'lendid harbor, the largest vessels being able
and the strong accent on the last, with the a broad, feet or more to the crown, and lighted with small to go in pretty close to the shorP.. A tolerably exas in ah). The Christians, on the contrary, not only windows in the top or roof. It is by no means ele. tensive quantity of shipping is to be seen, but not as
deny that Mohammed was a good man, but denounce gant, being a plain stone-wall, plastereil, and with- much as I looked for, and not nearly as much as is
him as an impostor. If he was an impostor, he was out any decorations. The whole length is divideil seen at New York. Thd commerce of the city IS
a man smart enough to induce many millions of peo- on both sides into spaces about ten feet wide and considerable, but not as great as if a more enterprisple to follow him and to have the utmost faith in the same in depth, with a passageway eight or ten ing people inhabited this splendid country. Here
him. As a man of ability he undoubtedly far out- feet wide between them. Each space is occupied lies the Turkish navy, consisting of several ironclad
ranked Jesus. But although the devotees of the two by a different firm, and takes the place of a separate steamers. They look as though th!'y might be pretty
sy11tems of religion are so nearly allieJ with respect store, though there is no partition wall between formidable, and doubtless would be if competent
to the foundations of their creeds, they have always them. The drugs offered for sale in half-barrel!! engineers could run them and trained and competent
hated each other with the most intense bitterness, and open tubs and boxes are principally crude arti- seamen could man them. As it is, they are operated
and it is hard to say whether the Mohammedans have cles, among whieh are prominent sarsaparilla, gen- by very unskilful crews. There are even no compekilled the most Christians or the Christians t.he most tian, ginger, cinnamon, sulphur, anise seed, fenu. tent engineers to manipulate them. They lie there
Mohammedans. Tiiking the wars of the Urusades greek, sunflower, flax, and several other kinds of reposing in the Horn like so much valueless property,
into consideration, they have each caused the death seeds, with numerous gums and ~>pices. A few of save once in a while one of them iR brought out to
of many millions of their opponents; they have each the articles are kept in a powdered 11tate, particularly make a show, making, perhaps, a triP of a few
shown the most implacable hatred, though it must insect-powder, of which a pretty large quantity miles up the Bosphorus. But the affair is handled
be admitted '.hat Christians were usually the a!!'gres- seems to be sold. I tried to ask the clerk what it so unskilfully that the steamer can Ecarcely pass
sors. They invaded the :Mohammedan territory was, and he pantomimed that it was for lice on the through the draw of the bridge without running
oftener t~an the :Mohammedans invaded theirs. head, acting as though he was troubled with them against one or another of the abutments and doing
Both have proved themselves adepts in slaying each and they were biting. A few chemicals only are more or less damage. So much is this expected that
other for religion's sake, though Christians have kept in these place£<, which are not the regular when one of the war-steamers is seen preparing to
shown themselves the more fond of shedding blood apothecary shops, but the places where the crude come out, every one on the bridge runs for safety,
and the more cruel of the two. Mohammedans have articles more particularly are sold. The wing for well knowing that some calamity is about to take
seldom or never engaged in killing each other, while the stocks of wool is about three hundred feet in place. It is extremely improbable that the Turks
Christians not only to this day engage in bloody, length, divided off for different dealers in a similar will succeed in making their navy, though built by
internecine wars, but they have put one another to way. A large amount of wool is to be seen here in the skilful mechanics of other nations, very injurious
to their enemies.
death in cold blood, or inflicted the most cruel tor- its crude state.
Passing up a busy, narrow street, lined with shops
We landed some two miles up an~ visited a
tures the human mind could devise, and all for the
religion of Jesus. Although Mohammedanism is of various kinds, including bakerA, confectionel's, mosque where the sultans are coronated, and which
l!ome six: hundred years younger than Christianity, it tinsmiths, carpenters, and particularly toolmakers, is regarded as too holy to be profanated by the foot
baa apread itself about as widely over the world; it forging formidable looking butcher-knives and clay- of a Christian, as none but Mussulmans are allowed·
has about ail many adherents, and with all the effort mores, we came to a much more extenaive hazar, to enter there. We wel'e admitted as far as the
Christianity is making and all the money being being not less than a thcusand feet in length, with door, so we could look in, but could go no further.
spent, Moh1.mmedanism is to-day spreading faster several cross divisions nearly as long. These are It has a mosquish appearance, but possesses no
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t with here and With ornamental tombstones erected over them.
gress. I ascended higher up into the pinnacle of
pr?mmden 1t0
t bme~tc alnf fiseo mfieft to a hun'dred From this point we walked up through an extensive
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a long flight of stairs above the general look-out different stalls or divisions being devoted to this ur IS cemetery to e P . p~e ty tg groun ~
place, and coming to a door, gave it a shake. A clasa of oods. Next come half as many shops for where we h~d another extensi.ve VIew of t?e Gold~n
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J A other the Jewish quarter, the Jewish cemetery in the rear,
shook his head. We held an animated conversation m I!! to otr~amfenbs 0k ~oF' S!hver,d etc
T · k yn An and much that is beautiful at a distance.
for some time, but neither of us knew a word of d epar men 1s or oo s m rene an
ur e · . [To BE COI<.'THlUEn.]
what the other said. At length I handed him two othtr for second-hand goods; another for clothmg,
piasters--'·about ten cents-which he understood per- males' and females' articles kept by different deal1'HE Kansas liquor dealeril and others opposed to
fectly well. He let me up where he was, gave me ers; while another department is for the sale of the Sunday law are organizing societies to resist its
the freedom of the establishment, and allowed me fezes, ttc. There are several hundreds of th~se shops' enforcement. It is said that a fund of $125,000 has
to look over the city to my heart's content; he also and dealers all together, and the salesmen seem to been pledged by the League of Freedom with which
took tDe up still another story higher, to the very be largely the sons of Abraham, and one .perhaps to resist the law. The president of the league has
highest point of the whole affair. I must mention in fifty of them can speak a little English. Charac- serct out a large number of circulars giving iuformathat up on the wall of that tower, nearly two hun- teristic of the race everywhere, they se.em very enter- tion to auxiliary leagues in other cities and towns
dred feet above the earth and everything like soil, prising and disposed to sell. They will even follow when it is intended to resist the Sunday law.
between the crevices of the stones composing the you and importune you to call at their place and exW. F. JAMIESON is to deliver several lectureR in
wall, I saw a fig-tree in a tolerable degree of vigor, amine their goods. "Come see my shop," "Let me
and several years old. It was not bearing figs, but show you some goods," "I sell you very sheep," Greensboro and Spiceland, Ind., beginning Dec. 27th.
I did not get angry with it on that account, and meet you on all sides, and it is nearly af! hard to get His contemplated visit to Mauston, Wis., is postcurse it; but probably I was n·lt as fig-hungry as rid of this class of pests as of the beggars. They poned until after his Indiana engagements. He
Jesus, when, on a certailil occasion, he became en- are extremely anxious to turn their goods into may always be addressed at Albion, Mich.
raged at a certain fig-tree because it was not in bear- money, and at a very fair profit. They are not, howIF the world doesn't come to an end within a week,
ing at the wrong time of the year, and cursed it to ever, confined to one price. They will begin by
death. I simply admired the fondness for life that asking sixteen francs for an article, and rather than Mother Shipton's prophecy will meet with a reverse.
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vonr g-ihhet~ ann yom 1·acks, yo~,. Goi!s, your d'wih,,
ann vonr prie!l.tS. And when the last have been entom hen, then g-athrr np the hleached and crumbling
bone!~ of the one hundreil million human beings who
hav perisheo at yonr hand", and let thia ghostly piJ,..
rem!lin, a moRt befitting monum!;lnt to your unbounded cruelty and crimes!

tF,.mn Rem.llbu,·_q'g Q,·ationon ThomaS Paine.]

ImpPaclunent of the_ Church.

bonds and monetize the nationa1 credit as far as
legitimate lmsiness rpquirPs.· I he former syRtem enables Shy1ock to ex:tct a tribute from industry, and
thus rob the producer of the fruits of hiA!abor. The
latter proclaims indm,trial freedom, and proposes to
make the Denlaration of Iudependence a reality in
stead of a sham.
This is the great living idea of the Greenback
party which will en:tble it to outliv all mistakes and
overcome all opposition. Fall in line, Brother Truesdell, and help us develop it. Let not the flesh-pots
of Egypt seduce you from the plltb of duty. Humanity needs your assistanee. So put yourself in
poF>ition to help on the goori work. Criticise every
ilefect- you can find, but clon't for pity's Hake imitate
•he boy who whi!~.tled to keep his courage up by
shouting, "The Greenback party is dPad."
WM. LOUDEN.
Fairfield, Iowa, Oct. 20, 1881.

The church-the church alonP-is rP!l.pOn!l.ihle for
the obloquy that has !wen cast upon the nwmory of
Thomas Paine. A11rl let me Qny to the chnrch, hill
becomes you to point to the moral delinquencies of
this man while yom· uwn g:nments are !~Oiled and
crimsoned hy the vice and crime of centuriPs.
Hades, Hell, & Co.
Yon claim that amid the thunders of Sinai God
gave the Decalog as a moral g-uide to man. Jndgeo
To TH"E EmToR OF THE TRUTH SREKER, Sir :
even by this standard, the, __character of Tho maR Having ohAeJ•veil rt little di!l.nU!l.Aion lwtween two of
Paine will not suffer by a comparison with that of vour correRpnnoents about the u!le of the word hell,
yours.
I ha.v here boiled down the facts into a few words.
"Thou shalt have no other gods before me." "I 'I'hrre arfl three t.ermfl in the Greek Testament which
believe in one God and no more," said Thomas hav bern translated helL The most common one i~
Paine.
·
hailrs, whi<'.h means" the unseen world," the place of
"Thou shalt not worship any graven image." No the ileparted Rpirit~. This word, heing untran!l.latahle.
wor~hiper of images was he.
i" given in the rPvi!-leil version without trans]Htion.
"Thou sh~ It not take the name of the Lord thy Bnt t.hiR if' notli;ng- new. It is so given in John
God in vain." He ahstainerl from profanity himseif Weslev'R New TP!l.tament, which is some used by The Evidences of Christ's Miraculous Birth.
and always rebuked it in others.
Methoili!l.ts. No scholar of anv denomination doubt~
The whole structure of Chriiltianity stanils on the
"Rem em her the S:tbhath day, to keep it holy." that bell for h::~de!'l iRa grosR rhistranslatiou. Another te!l.timonv of one man relateil as hear~ay. If a hunHe observed this law as faithfully, at least, as did N "W Te~tament word ir::~nslaterl hell is Geh~'nna dred men relate that I drP::lmed a ilream, the hunhis Chri!l.tian 11eig-hhors.
ThiR is not, like haileR, a GrPek, but a Hebrew word, dred are not testifying. It lf" impoflflihle that one
"Honor thy father anrl thy mother." His parentR ani! means the valley of Hinnom near Jerusalem man can know that another mJln dreamed of any
were the objects of hiA reverPnce and love.
(Ga-Hinnom). It was here tl1at Solomon offered hu- eertain thing. Now Christianity Rland!l. 011 the the"Thou shalt not kill." The white-winged angel man ~'<acrificeA to iclols; hence the spot was held ac- ory that J e~us ChristcJwas conceived of the Holy
of mercy never had a more ardent devotee than cursed and made a place of execution.
Ghost and horn of a virgin.
Paine.
"ThP plea•ant vallpy of Biw·om. Tophrt thPnce,
If tbPse two facts he not true, down goes Chris''Thou shalt not commit adultery." This charge
A11d blnt'k Gehenn~, CMlled th~ tl pe of hell."
tianity; for all eiRe may he true, and if these statewas made again~<t him, and thfl mi~creant who madP
This wori! occurs only in the utterance of the meek ments are fal~e. there is nothing left of it. Now
it was compelled to pay a heavy fine for his libelous
and lowly Je!l.nR. When the mP<-'k and lowly talkeil what evidPnce hav we aR to Cl r1~t'~< birth aJ1il pA.rassault.
eutagP? Nothing in all the widP world hut there"Thou Rbalt not steal." Were all mankind as of coming baek to get even with his enemies he port thatJo .. eph dreamed the angE->1 Gabriel toW him
threatened
to
E>enil
them
to
Gehenna,
"where
the
honest as he was, the locksmith's avocation would be
worm dieth not ani! the fire is not q•wnched." Ge- so. Christ may bav done a thotmtnd mirades, and
gone.
they prove nothing as to his bir•h and parentage.
"Thou shalt not hear false witness." From his henna i~;~ translat"d hell in the reVi!l.Pd version, but a Unless he waR God'.- Aon, horn as !l.taterl, it amounts
note givs the original word, without, ho~ever, an extruthful lips no one ever heard a falsehood fall.
to nothing. How did MatthPw or.Tohn knowJoseph
"Thou shalt not covet." A man who conRecrate.s planation of its true meaning. You see how tight drPamed ? They never <.'Ven knew the man; ntvE->r saw
the
Chri!l.tinn
minil
holils
on
to
eternal
torment.
his life to the welfare of humanity cannot be acThe third New T ... !l.tament word translated hell i!l. Christ him!l.elf nntil after he WliS thirty years old.
cused of covetousness.
'I'artarus.
This word, 1ike hades, is purely Greek Ro that it all stands on a tradition bPard by them
And now what is your record? How hav yo11
and
come!~ nearer to meaning hell than rither of the that the ancient JosPph, who had married, as be
kept even the commandments of your own law?
supposed, a virgin, some thirty vears prior to Mat"Thou shalt hav no other gods before me." And others. Tartarus is the part of hades where the thew's time, and some l'<ixty ypars before a gospel
wicked
(Tantalnr,:,
h:ion,
&
Co.),
were
punished.
It
yet you hav persecuted, imprisoned, tortured, butchwas written; had found her to be prE->gnaut, and was
ered, and bnrue.d thousands for not believing in a occnrs only twice or tluee times in the New Testa- minded to divorce her, but was prevented by his
ment,
ancl
iR
sometime!~ rendered ''hell," sometime>~
trinity of gods.
dream. Ami yet here is the whole civilizPd world
"Before no idol shalt thou bow thy knee." Yet '·the bottomless pit." Either translation is suffi- supporting a most costly establiflhment, contributing
ciently
corr
...
ct,
for
T11rtarns,
etymologically
consid.
your places of wor~hi p are fiUed with idols-virg-ins,
hundreds of millions every month, on the faith in
crucifixes, and Bibles-objects of as blind adoration ered, means a profound ahyRs, and it was so repre- thiR dream.
senteil
hy
Homer,
Hesiod,
Virg-il,
etc.
as the wooden idols of China and Japan.
Suppose some ancient and innocent Joseph of
The Old Testament word Scheol is said to be the
"Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord thy
Hebrew
equivalent
of
hade!~, and Tophet (::~l~o used to-day had married a few wPeks ago, and came into
God in vain." On every hand our ears are greeted
his countrv town and disclosed the secrets of his doby the oaths of those who, whether be.longing to any in the Old Testament) of Gehenna. C. L. JAMES.
mestic trouhles, together with his dream that his
particular Rect or not, yet believe in the existence
virgin wife was about to pn sent him with a son of
"The Dead Greenback Party."
and divinity of the God and Christ they curse.
God, how would people regard bis st0ry?
"Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy."
To THE EmTOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir: The
Whv is tbfl story of an old man's dream any more
For eighteen hundred years you hav not kept a sin- always-dying but ever-living Greenback party ap- reliable because it was related eighteen hundred
gle Sabbath of your God, observing a day he never pears at last to hav actually" kicked the bucket." years ago?
authorized you to observe.
Brother TrueRdell bas said so, and he holds " that no
In all t be lap!le of time, ani! arr ong all the tradi"Honor thy father and thy mother." And yet good can grow out of politieal or religions discus- tions, tales, and creeds of men, the most amazing,
the very Christ you worship spurned and dii!honored sions, unleRs we can impart and receive information the most incredible, th. mo;;t startling, is this one
the loving mother who bore him.
fonnciea strictly on faet_" But after making thiR tb'lt God begat a son by a woman of m"rtal ~ind.
"Thou shalt not kill." For centuries earth re declaration it seems strange that he should as~ert It is a tale of a thing the most contrary to the order
sounded with the shrieks of murdered millions, that national banks cannot suddenly retire their cir- of ~od's providence oi anything conueivable. Think
victims of your relentless fnry.
cu]'ltion.
_
for a moment of the majesty of the universe; of the
"Thou sh~lt not com •.uit adultery." Yet your
True, it may take years to gather up their cur- worlds on worlds rolling in space! Thiuk of the
most immaculate 8aints violate this commandment rency, but this is a mere dodge. Other currency of unchanging order of nature; no interference, even
and bef'.ome a stench in the nostrils of decent people. equal amount is withdrawn and held fo,. the redemp though millions of lives are at "take. And then con"Thou shalt- not steal." To-day the prit:~ons of tion of th(•ir currency. So the immediate effect is sider of this woz1drous tale that only eighteen hunEurope and Ameriua shelter three hundred thousand a contraction fqnal to the amount· of their circula- dred years ago a virgin was found with child by the
Chrtl'tian thi ... vee_
tiou. If it takes ye::trR, as Mr. Tmesdflll says, why author of nature him~elf. Surflly it would require
"Thou shalt not hear false witness." Yet pPrjnry did the withrlrawlll of nineteen millions hy the banks more evinence of the highe•t character known to juis rife in Cbri~<ten!lom, and eve,, in heathen hurls the l,_"t winter prod nee a monetary Atripgency that would risprudence to prove this ~;taternent than it would to
very flame of Christianity bas become a Ftynonym hav ripe11ed into a panie had not the government prove that an army of men were raised from the
for falsehood and deceit.
relieved it by the pnrcha!l.e of bouds?
dead. Y "t what hav we? The clrPam of Joseph
"Thou shalt not covet." Ani! yet yonr history is
Let nR see if the Greenback party is dead. We related by men who probably never s~w the man.
but tbe h isrory of cov• tonsneAs itst>lf. Rome iH d y- ktl<>W that the Green hat,k currency still survives.
Surely we cauni)t hoaflt of our civilization so ]opr•
ing of indigestion from h~ving tried to devour tbP We also know that t.he intention was to fund the as the mass of mankind hav such small mentaJ-r ·
world. A little while ago we IUW the Greek cn•ss greenbacks i'·to iutere8t- bearing bonds, and to make they can btlieve such stuff on such evidence...d
planted upon the Balka,g, ~<aw the RIII'Bian e;;gle national bank not~s the" permanent currency." In we analyze it adually, it is iuferior to the .he
perched upon those ~nowy cragR, gloating over tflf' pursuance of th1s intention a resumption act was jumbo of the wtld, fliit-nosed black c:ln4..-·d
misfortun•s of Turkey, eager to ulntuh iu hi~< greedy Jmss<-'d provid11:g for their withdrawal, but the Africa. And yet we boast of the march of_ mte!talons the territory of Islam, and prevented only by Green hack ag-itatiou in 1878 compelled the ena~t lec·.
HoLT.
thfl jealOTH< wolvt>S of Protestantism.
ment of a I w by which they were kept in circulaOre,qon, Mo., Sept. 18, 1S81.
Such, 0 Church ! is your infamous record. You tion. FurLher, it was propnsed last winter to refund
may cry, ''Out, damned spot!" but you cannot for thirty years ilt'Ven hundred millions of bond11.
An Agnostic in Court.
erase it. No wonder that the warmest hearts ·and Bnt the Gre<>nbaek fletJtiweut of the country dtlDuriMg the progress of the Mnrdoeh case ~t T~
brightt>St i11tellectR are leaving you. Upon your f~oated it, and now these l,onds are being rapidly
walls they read tbe fat,..ful words that met the tt>rri- paid. It lo< ks as if the National Bank party will ronto, Can., Mr. H. J. Belford was called to g1v evlfied gaze of Babylon's sinful king. Ignoraat of die fir~t. The co11tinued p·•yment of the bouds is denc.. on behalf of Mr!l.. Murdoch.
Mr. MurphY, COlllJI:lel for Mr . .Murdoch, a11ked that
your impending doom, you are looking- forwa1·d to wa~hi,,g th(etr foundation away. Alreacly they are
a millenr,ium wht-n yonr power ou f'<uth shall be su- casting abou1, for a new" basis." About that time Mr. Belford should be swcrn on the voire dire,
preme. Vain dfolu~ion! Your millennium haRco•ne the people will di~covf'r that they don't like the which was donP. The voire dire is a form of oath
and gone. That dark bl,,t on the page of history, "wilduat," and will make the much-abused green- applied to <t witnesR who is ~UfJpot-~od to be irwompethat Wl~hering yall Rtretuhing across the_ cemurii:!A bat·.k a chief c"m.er-~~or1e in the temple of liherty. tent, and he is sworn, not iu the cause, hut to truthfrom Constantlile to L.•tt~ler-that ('onstJtntes the
The great qltt>l'tlOD 1~, Who shall control the cur- fully answer the preliminary q•JeRtion~ put to him as
thousand yearR of Chn"tlan rule foretold in the reney and reap the profit of its ill•Ue? Credit money to hiR belief. After Mr. Belfo1·d had taken the oath
Ap~1·alyp~. But that hal'! passed, aud. youryower is of t-~~>me kind is an aiJRolute necessity. Whose credtt aud ki1:1sed the hook, 1\lr_ :Murphy que!l.tioneJ Lim:
"Are you thP H J. Belford who g<~ve eviden.;e in
vamsh1ng, never to l1e re,tored a gam. 1< rorn the. shalt be monetizerl-the credit of the nation or that of
ashes of that dauntleSH hero, C<iordano Bruuo, young a few rich individualH? The former iR in the interest a ca1:1e in May, Hn9, alluded to in a jltdgment of the
Science pj renix-l1 ke aro«e, 'l-fld in the Boil prepared of the many, the la: ter in th,.. iuterest of the few. The late ChiE->f J u!ltiC~-' Moss i'"
~h. Belford; I am. I hav modified my belief
by L•tth ..,r ,;owed the l ~ ... ed who~e harvPAt iA your _N ;~,tiona] B 111 k party says, Fun.l the national credit
~f'al~. Even nuw, met•Jlllks I h..,ar your death-knell 111to ].Jt'rpet11al lllterest.be>~rtug boucls, and mouet1ze sirwe then.
Mr. Murphy: Do you believe in a God?
nngi .. g-evf'n now I g•tze i11to a !!epulcher wht-re the 1•r<-<.lit. of the bondholder to whatever extt-ut he
Mr. Btllford: I behtlve m au Uu]{nowu Power.
soon mullt lie your B1-1Jh:~ and your creeds, your staktls, 1 desires. The Gn:tJubauk party says, Pay off the
1
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Mr. Murphy: Do you believe in a future state of Don't you see, my' god-believing Liberal, that you comprehend the gentile; the Roman has misappreare driven to the ~arne conclusion that our orthodox hended the Greek; aristocracies hav maligned the
rewardR and punishments? .
Mr. Belford: I do not believe, nor I dare not dis- frieuds are, simply that God made the nniverse out people; mobs hav not known their kings, nor kings
of nothing? Thus you see the God idea will not their people; the weal thy hav frowned upon the unbelieve.
..
Mr. Murphy: Do you believe that if you are bad bear the test of reason. I accept the Epicurean phi- fortunate; the law has exeQuted the poor, and the·
losophy, that this universe is composed of atoms. I judge has insulted the criminal. Is it not well,
in this life you will he punished in the fnture?
Mr. Belford: I do empha.ticallv, if there is a believe the atoms always existeJ, and that e~ch one, therefore, that the oldest, grandest, most intellectual
before passing through the developing process, con- effort of the human hand aud brain should remain,
future; hut how do I know there is a future?
·
Mr. Murphy: Do you believe t.hat you will be re- tained an immortal Aoul. I believe the life-principle as always, a monument, simply and Rublimelv, of
.. •
which animates each human being was in the atoms man's incomprehensibility to himself?"
warded for good in a future world?
which entered into the organization of this planet,
Mr. Belford: Yes; if there is a future world.
Mr. Murphy: Do you believe there is not a future and subsequently passed on up through the mineral
"TBE RADICAL PULPIT."
and vegetable kingdoms, then to the animal, and on
world?
Among the many books kindly sent us for review,
Mr. Belford: I dare not disbelieve, because I do up until the "Genus Homo" is the result. By this
not know; but I hav not sufficient evidence to justify process of reasoning it is clear to me that there few meet with a kinder reception than the book with
never was a beginning to" man, no 'beginning to life, the above title. It comprises discourRes by 0. B.
me in believing in a future statA.
Mr. Murphy: Tell me, do you believeinaSupreme matter, or motion, bnt all coexistent and coeternal. Frothingham and Prof. Felix Adler, fifteen in numHence no need of a God to create and start things ber, and every page is permeated with the true and
Being?
Mr. Relford: Define what you mean by a Su- going. No s:tne, reasoning person can beli<'lve for a beautiful spirit of sincere and lofty manhooo.
single moment that God interferes with t.he affairs of
While reading these essays one feels lifted into a
preme Being.
His lordRhip ruled that Mr. Belford must under- mankind, or ru]eii the destinies of nations. If he purer atmosphl:lre, where, roammg free over green
don't do anything, of what use is he, and what do we fields and fragrant meadows, he drinks in new and
stand the term.
Mr. Murphy: Do you not entertain the- peculiar need him for? The fact is, the belief in a God is sweet perfumes.
Di~r.ourses like these hav a true and lasting value;
belief that if a man does wrong he will be punished the result of education, and it is time we Rhould stop
and think to see if it will stand the test of reason. they are like the fresh breezes at eventide that invigphysir.ally?
Mr. BP!ford: YeA; but I also believe that his con- It is time we should develop our individuality and orate and enliven, that cheer and strengthen the
science will punish him. Very likely my conscience stand alone withont leaning on a God. Let each and weary spirit and encourage it to go forth to battle
every one lean on him or herself, and grow, strength- for the right. Mr. Frothingham's mind was in its
is part of what yon call a Snpr~'me Being.
Mr. Murphy: Do yo believe in God? Please giv en, increase, and worship the divine within, for just most healthy condition when these very puctical
in proportion as we incre::tse the divine within, just thoughts were written, and they will be treaRured as
me a direct answer.
Mr. Belford: I believe in a Supreme Power which in that proportion will the devil inherent in our or- pleasant remembrances of a pure and upright charI know nothing about? Do you know what an Ag- ganization stl:lp down and out. Hence the divine will acter and a true and sincere man. The addresses of
ultimately prevail, and mankind will. yet reach a Prof. Adler are as earnest and delightful as is everynostic is?
thing from his pen.
Mr. Murphy: No; I hav heard of such people, state of harmony and h<tppiuess without a God.
J. ALLEN NoE.
We remember the only time we ever had the pleasbut I find them all disagreeing as to what an AgnosWest Farmington, Ohio, Nov. 25th.
- ure of listening to him, and how his calm yet glowtic is.
ing words seemed to elevate and ennoble his listeners;
Mr. Belford: I am an Agnostic, and I do not beand so, again, these printed thoughts of his renew a
lieve in anything I cannot prove; I do not believe in
Book Notices.
sweet and trustful hope in humanity and shadow
God.
forth a better day for our race.
"Science
and
Theology;
Ancient
and
Modern,"
Mr. S. H. Blake contended that the law did not
This book is good Sund11y reading, and every one
require a belief in future punishment, but in a pun- by James Anthony Fronde, is a VPry excellent work,
will
want it, if not for that day for some other day,
and
one
cannot
willingly
lay
it
down
until
every
ishment either in this world or the next.
His lordship, Mr. Justice Osler: No one can regret word is read. The author rapidly reviews the past, and it is adapted for all times and seaflons.
SusAN H. WrxoN.
more than I that the law here is not as in England, when ships crawled lazily across the Atlantic, conwhere a person holding such a belief can giv evi- suming six weeks in transit; when, in place of steam
dence. I hav no doubt myself that such evidence cars, stage coaches jogged slowly over the rough
Liberal School Books.
would convey in most cases to the mind of the judge high-roads; and it was considered a sin to think
some
thoughts
aloud.
Progre~s
through
Greek
and
To THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, J:)ir :
as much conviction as if given under oath. But
according to the rule in Canadian courts such evi- Roman philosophy is beautifully '~raced, and the Nothing is more apparent in our schools than the
teaching of the splendid Lucretius is appropriately lack of a good and useful class of text- books fre(l
dence cannot be received.
noticed. The comparison between the things that from superstition, cant; ancl the miasmatic influences
hav been, and those which are now, is aptly shown, of a dead and deQaying past. It is a disgrace to the
God or No God.
and this book is well calculated to awaken thought intelligence of the country that our histories, in
I see the God question is being agit11.ted somewhat and set people to thinking. The author infers that common use in our schools, contain no allusion to
through THE TRUTH SEEKER, and 'tis well; for, to my the message of science is not the last or the best- the illustrious Paine, whose brave words did more
mind, those who hold to the idea that there is an in- that the time will come when we shall not be dazzled toward the establishment of a free republic on this
telligence beyond ann above man are not entirely by that we call progress-when great wealth will continent than any other mind of his time. :Amerifree, whether they be Liherals or Christians. In not satisfy, and men will take a purer and grander cans should blush with shame and indignation at the
your last issue is an article from C. L. James, of Eau view of life, making it the thing it should be.
manifest insult.
Claire, Wis., in answer to Clark Irvine, in which he
And, while our school readers contain extracts and
says: "I am not an Atheist in the full sense of the
"Ecce Diabolus" (Behold the Devil) is by the essays from many leading minds of the past, there
word; perhaps no man is." I am aware that most all! Very Rev. Evan Davies, D. D., L. L. D., Arch-Druid is _.no allusion to the inspiring and noble words of
Spiritualists hold on to a God, a great Central Intel- I of Great Britain.
one of the greatest men that ever breathed the
ligence, a beginner of all things, etc. As I said, it
In this little book of sixty-three pages we certainly breath of life.
~Seems to me a believer in a God cannot be free; hence do behold the devil in "bloody sacrifices" and
True, as Mrs. Slenker, in a recent number of THE
you wil.l bear with me in offering a few thoughts on j "bur?-t-offerin~s.". His genealogy, history, ~nd gen- TRUT 1 SEEKER, says, "There is great improvement
the suhJeot. Perhaps no man of my age has wrestled 1 era! mtrodnctwn mto good soc1ety are plamly and over our past teaching, but yet there is room for much
with the God idea more e"<tensivly, or sincerely, faithfully traced. Everybody would like to know more."
But text-books of a fair and impartial character
than the writer has, ann the result is I am an Athe- about this mysterious personage-who he was,
ist in the full sense of the word. I cannot conceive whence he came, and what's his name-and alw cannot be introduced in our schools so long as the
of any intelligence in the universe except that which the ignorant and brutal system of devil-worship, all Bible is read and prayers are offered there by order
is manifested through organization. I can conceive of I of which is tersely told in this pamphlet, where of the general statutes.
no intelligence except that which unfolds through it is also shown that the worship of Yahweh or JeOur schools must be liberated from this barbarism
matter. Ah ! says the God man, everything must hovah is one and the same thing with devil-worship. before any great change can be hoped for in texthave a beginning. Indeed! Pray tell me when: Not the least interesting part of this work is the al- books, for if a book of a Liberal type could be proyour God began. From whence came he? My Lih- i lnsion to the Druidic philosophy; and the essay cured it would be next to impossible to get it into
eral friends, I know it to be very unpopular to argue closes by saying: "Our temples were never de- the schools because school boards are composed
there is no God, but just stop and think. All we: filed by blood, idol-worship, or priestly delusions. largely of the orthodox element, and from a three
know of intelligence manifestA itself as above men-) Pure philosophical temples were they, and their years' experience with such a board, I know how
tioned. All will agree to this. Then I ask, Has' motto was always, 'The truth against the world,' quickly any such innovation wuulcl be voted down.
your God got an organization? Has he a brain which is our motto also."
I hav been frequently asked. to prepare a reader
for children that should he free from the thorns of
'·,..~ ~hrough which intelligence manifests itself? No, in" ·~· ed. If so he would be a personal God, the Chris"The Pyramid of Gizeh," by Van Buren Dens- ignorance and hypocri~y, but such a book at presn's God. But, say most all Liberals, there must low; LL. D., is another work worthy of notice. ent would he of no avail.
Let us seek first to pave the way for such books
,c' an intelligence that started all things, etc. Well, We are always pleased to read whatever comes from
.now, come right down to the point, Can this intelli- Prof. Denslow's pen, and when we saw his name by breaking down the barriers to true progress that
gence manifest without a brain? If so, how, pray upon the title-page of the pamplet now before us, present themsel vs in the shape of prayers, chaplains
tell us? Oh! some say, great is the mystery of god- we knew at once that we were to be instr~cted, and in Congress and legislature!', pious teachers in
liness. That will do for Christians to say, but it that the time spent in reading it would not be thrown schools, etc. .Science has already entered the doors
of our school rooms, and is making havoc with the
don't satisfy the writer. It seems just as unreason- away.
able to me to believe in one god as to believe in
Prof. Denslow is well read in Egyptian lore, and old theories and superstitions.
A class in geology was reciting a lesson, and one
three.
'
.
has here given an interesting account of the location
Humboldt struck the key.note when he said, "The, of the great pyramid, and a description of the same of the bright pupils remarked the discrepancy beuniverse is governed by law." Natural law, or the; from socket to capstone. Anything relating to the tween· the Bible account of creation and the geologinherent forces of nature, brought us here, holds us,' pyramids of Egypt, and especially to that of Gizeh, ical statement, and ventured to ask the teacher which
and will take us hence. We must all succumb to reared centuries ago, by hands now unknown and she must believe. The teacher, with a puzzled exthe inherent forces of nature. I am here .the result' long since moldered into dust, is very fascinating, pression, replied, "We cannot doubt the testimony
of these inherent forces, as much so and no more than 1 and this ar.count is no less so thau any previously of the rocks-but-but-we must not disbelieve the
the pel?hle? the blade of grass, the upas-tree, or the· written. This pyramid is generally supposed to be Biple." "I don't see how we can help it," bravely
boa-constrictor. I am here by a law that compelled the oldest structure now in existence; but wby or said the bright-eyed girl.
The whole class was set to thinking, ann it is just
me to be here. I shall not try to get back of these for what purpose it was hnilt remains as much a
inherent forces, while those who believe iu a God mystery as ever. We join with the author in saying such thinkers who, by and by, wi!Lrevolutionize the
must go back of them for an intelligence which that it has rendered at lea~t this service: "It· has system of school books. Our business now is to
formed them. Think of it, a great intelligence be- stood as a monument of man's incomprehensibility to make people think, and in due time there will appear
fore there was any universe, any space for that intel- himself. As we cannot comprehend the builders, a proper system of text-books that we shall not he
SusAN H. WIXON.
ligence to abide in ! Then think again of God mak- nor they us, so from the begiuning the greatest mys- ashamed of.
ing a natural law. What did he hav to make it of?; tery to mankind is man! The Jew has failed to . .Ji'all River, Mass.
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paradise considerably different from New York, for misery? Can you tell what beneficent purpose is
serverl by storm and cyclone, by pestilence and
here there ar" thousands out of work.
·
D. M. BENNETT. EDITOR.
In face of the fact-which he reluctantly admits- famin? Can you tell why a father who loves his
that the churches hav not increased as fast as in children should doom them to die by his own cruelty?
He made the weak and the strong-why does he let
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R. former years, this minister coolly says:
- - -~
--~--~ "And bPtter thll.n all. else, the religion of Jesus Cht·ist is the strong oppress the weak? If neither the Bible, 1
the church, nor religion creatPd crime, who but God
TM wrgMt and cheapest Radical Journal 'f!'llhlisMd in Europe making he,dway the world over.
or America, containing nearly seoen hund1·ed square inikes more
"Rev. Fr•·thingham, of New York city, the _most cultured did? Is he not the author of all things? Did he
of reading matter than any other ?oumal of its kind.
and ~chol":rlv and ablPst exponent of LtbPr·~h-m and FrPe- not make the storm as well as the people to perish
thou,g;ht th1s or any other country e•er p•oducPd, and who for in it? How does it help it to say we must" accept
,
the ·last two yPars has bPen travPling- all over Eurore and cert.ain postulates of the Bible?,. Is not that a
NEW YORK SATURDAY DECEMBER 24 1881 America, and who has very recently been led to modify and grandiloquent phralle by which You hope to blind
'
·
'
'
· change his antagnni•tic views of evangeFcal rPligion, said the
other day to a reporter of the New York Evening Post,' Evan- your hearers and escape from the base being you
God's~. Providence and Ministers' Prevarica- gPlical relhdon is stronger in the world to-day, the churches are hav conjured up? It looks that way to a "man up a
better filled and bPtter sustained, and there is more of there- tree."
tions.
li!l'ious ~pit·it ahroad in the world to-day tban when I began my
But can the minister be so sure that science cannot
When ministers talk on secular subjects tbey are work twenty years ago.'
explain these phenomena? The storm, the famin,
"Her£>
then
we
hav
t<>stigJOnv
of
one
of
th£>
profoundest
ann
apt to blunder aM badly as whf'n they talk of heaven most c;bsPrdng champions of Freethought to the present power the cyclone, the pestilence, are the result of natural
and its cheerful concomitant, hell. The nature of and pro!!"ress c;f our holv Ch ,j,tianity.
causPs and not the manifestations of the wrath of an
their calling makes them deceivers-smooth talkers
'' A.nd we mHy SPt this gratuitous testimony in fs;vor of re- angry God. The universe is a big machine governed
who tell the people they are prosperous so they will ligious progress and pnwpr over ag-Ainst the wild, loo,e, igno- by its own laws and n,ot by any God. There is no
not feel so much the heavy burden of supporting rant, EenseiPss, illo!!ic>tl, and b!.tsphemons diatribes of such room for one outsirle of it nor inside of it. Matter is
mPn aq Ingersoll, Ch»iney, and UTJderwoml, and then draw
kid-gloved paupers. They are conservativ'l and our
own l"alm inferencPs as to which side of the grPat contro- uncreated and self-existent, and is indestructible.
hold-backR, who dread the time when they must go ¥ersy is entitled to the ~trength of the argument and the Something cannot be made from nothing; it is unto work, and do all in their power to put it farther preponderance of evidence."
thinkable anrl impossible. The force which we see
and farther away. Prominent for a t1me among
in the storm is but matter in motion, and without
these is the Rev. Dr. Krohn, of Joplin, Mo., who
Now there are a good many prevarications in this matter there can be no force. God did not and could
seized upon the recent Thanksgiving Day to tell his flhort extract. In the first place the religion of not create matter, and he can hav no influence upon
congregation bow thankful they ought to be. "Iu Jesus Christ is not making headway the world over. or over it. The human race has been evolved through
everything," he said, quoting from the Bible, "giv On the contrary, the wnrld is growing away from countless ages from a low and savage condition, and
thank~";" and then he proceeded to state in detail the religion of Jesus. The orthodox church is not in his constant struggle after better thingR the weakwhat there was to be thankful for. First and fore- the same now all over the world as when it tortured est must go the wall. It is the inexorable law of
most Wt:l were to be thankful to "God," from" whom and burned Pvery heretic it could lay its unholy nature which knows no pity for man over the brute.
cometh every good and P• rfect gift." There was hands on. llhny of the cburche~ are growing more In his stru!!gle man has had to <'Ontend with innunothing said about ha9- and imperfect gifts, and we Liberal in preaching anil. practice. Hell-fire is not merable difficulties, chief among which hav been a
are left to snppose that they do not come from him, as bot now as when John WeRley founded the class of men called priests, who hav tried to keep
but from the'' other fellow," his creature the devil. .Methodil't chur11h and Jonathan Eel wards ruthlessly him back in an ignorant condition so they could
But ac..:ording to the Christian theology this thing consigned unbaptized infants to the flames. As for Iiv easily. A famin is cau~;ed l'y shortness of <'rops,
cannot be. "From God proceeds all things" bas Mr. Frothingham, he bas re-confe~sed. The re- not by divine wrath; but. poor man in his deRpair, as
bePn taught by all theologians. Not o~ly the sun- porter did not get his words nor his ii!eal'l, and so be looked upon the famished faces of his frienos and
shine but the storm is his gift; the pestilence anrl our minister cannot draw much consolation from thought how horrible it all was, and not undPrstandthe famin equally with plenty and pro!'perity. In- him. Much of his first and second "confessions" ing the phenomena of nature, bas thought there must
deed, he givs more bad gifts to the square inch on are but "hair-t>plittings ;" but when he gets ilown be some outside power that controled all thingt1, and
our globe than be does good. If we were to believe he flays he does not think better of the evangelical bas prayed to it. And designing men took advantage
the theology of the church we must believe him to church now than then, and bas not the least idea of of his ignorance and said it was Goi!, who could only
be a monster of iniquity. He is rel'lponsible for all joining one. We are sorry for the Rev. Dr. Krohn, he placated by supplication and self-abasement.
the wo and misery which even the most blind can- but Mr. Frothingham cannot help him. We would From ignorance and fear the priesthood sprung, and
not fail to see all over our land. Every poorhou<~e a.lF.o respectfully inform him that he is the first one by loud-mouthed pretensions does i~t strive to hold its
is a monument to his indifference to the welfare who has made the discovery that Ingersoll, Chainey, place. Why should God place men in the world to
of his creatures; every asylum is a witness that and Underwood are illogical. The editor of the suffer if he had the power to prevent it? Why
he does not care for his children. He would let the Revie'o would hardly admit an illogical man to should God decree men to toil when he could just
poor starve and the decrepit die, and it is only by its columns. We even doubt if Mr. Krohn himself, as easily hav given them happiness without it? If
·the works. of men that they are not left to perif'b, as logical and reverent as he undoubtedly thinks him- we accept the fact that the universe cares nothing
a tree blown over by one of" God's" gales is left to self to be, would gain easy access to its pages, un- for man, then we can see why it is necessary to labor
decay and die. His" fatherly protection" of nation~> lPsS in the advertisinf, columnR at regular rates. and to study its laws, that by taking ad vantage of
is all a. sham. He is always on the side of the strong. Underwood has long been rPgarded as ~"xcelling in the good ones we can overcome the bad. Every tear
est battalions, and in battle the nation with the the depth of his logic. If Cbainey iA not logical in that courses down the cheek of sorrow carries conmost men and powder iR sure to win. Put one of his his mPthods, it is the faul,t of the Christian college viction that omnipotent love does not rule the uniown special children to sea in a leaky ship, with no in which he received his ministerial education. But verse. Good and bad come in the natufal <'Our!'e of
human help near, and all the prayers that could be perhaps theological seminaries do nut teach logic. events. Nature givs us the rose and the upas-tree,
uttered in a miliion years could not save bim from We hardly think they do. Br1t Mr. Cbainey is not the sunshine and the cyclone. Between the two exdrowning. God does not interfere in the affairs of indebted wholly to them, an~ but few men hav a tremes there is a wide distance, but we can find no
men. A well authenticated miracle is not on record, wider experience i~n ·lngically tearing to pieces the room for any God. If men are to thank anything it
while there are millions of accidents recorded which liimsily-constructed fabric of Christianity.
should be themselve, that they hav overcome the
be did not lift a finger to prevent, when, if be ever
As if be had not crowded enough fab1·ications into forces that work ill to suuh an extent that they hav
did or was ever going to, he should hav done so.
the above extract, Mr. Krohn goes on:
prosperity and plenty, and can even spare a living to
But in spite of all this the self-appointed ministers
"We must admit that there is a dark, hard side· to nature the useless drones who pray to the unknown that
of his will tell us that all blessings are his giftfl, and an•l life.
their bread be not taken from them. God never
that when anything goes wrong we must fold our
"Gr€'at n"tnre moves with stnpendons and appalling tread, made a man prosperous unless he worked. Let us,
bands and Ray, "It is all for the best; God's ways in fire anrl flood. and volcann Mncl storm and cyclolle. and we then, thank Labor instead of the Lord for the turkey
" I
· h
·
are a• nothing bef«re it. L"ok at the want and waste of n"tur~
are not our ways.
t seems to us tne ypocnsy of It d life. The want oft+n greater than the supply, and lhe and cranberry sauce we ate on Thank8giving Day.
such a sentiment ought to be apparent to all men, war 1t oftm in one pl"ce aw:l tr,e ~upply in anottwr; the bread
but either it is not so to the ministers or they an1! water in the VMlley, the hungPr ,,,d thirst on the rn<•untain.
WE giv in this issue the first of a sPries of illuswill not admit it. The Rev. Dr. Krohn can even sef' Look bt the tlisea-es of the worh.l; at. it- a•·hPs aDLI pnins und tration which we propose to furnish, descriptiv of
~od's fingPr in G.u:fi.eld's death, and derives satisfac tm ments. ~ook "ga•n "~ the hard do~rk ~hing'l in thP great .the places which M1·. Bennett will visit on his trip
t10n from the fact that he turned a deaf ear to the snc al or~l~r_, g .. vernment~ ale. c••rrnpt, legl-lators bought " 11 d around the world. The cut in our pre~ent issue is a
. .
f
th t
t d f
h"
.~old, politicians selfish. 'I he ru::h and stron~ often opp. ess the
.
fC
.
I f
h Ph
. tl
m111 tons o prayers a w e~e ut ere
or IS recov- !•Oor nnd weak; love often d•s"ppnint•d. confidePce betrayed, v1ew o onstantmop e rom t e
anar, a 1It e to
ery. A God who could deliberately shoot a man lD dru,,k,mws~ a 1,d Just and riot hold fl)rth evervwhere. How the north of the fifth hill of the seven upon which,
the back, and let him suffer long weeks before death, shall we Pxpl"in th.se things; how hnrmonize ihem with the like l~ome, the city is built. It is from the south
must be a brute. Or, any God who saw a man thu~; though~· of a wi·e and lovil~g provi~ence so "s no,t ~nly to bea; side of the Golden Horn, opposit and a little above
.
shot, and would not help him, when millions a~< ked th;)ll with compn~nre, but 111 the mldst of all to gw .thanks? Galata, the point from which our traveler made his ~~ ,/i
him
of. hard-heartedness.
!t rnusr.
ran Brble
explam
orhar. •,. _·. '.:_...-·.·.'· ·...'·.:·' .•,·. !.[
. to
. ' must be a monster
,
.
. Yet monrz~
themb"orremembe·ed
not. thc~y areth,.twh·thet·wp
stJll facts. The
does
not observations,·. but the towers, do.m.es, minarets, a~
this 1s exactly what God dtd or d1d not do m the <:rPate them nor did the <:hurch create thPm. nor is the 1:1 bles cypresses which he noted are VISible. A.cross tl.f; .•,'.\·~~ \
case of our ldte ·President. Either Guiteau was his rel'gion, or the chur<:h responsible for them'. The rnyste· y ir. Bosph?r?s, to. t?e left, the _part of the. City call~;_'~~.~·· ...
instrument, or he was not. If he wa~, then God not in the Bible. or religion, or the ~burch, but in nature itself. Scutan, m AsiatiC TurkPy, w1ll be recogmzed. And "-•
committed a cruel murder. If be was not then God Th.sP mysreric·us kl•d r•erple"ting facts of nature and life lie to the right, just over the Golden•Horn, is Galata.
calmly saw a man struggling for weeks f~r life and _whdly o111side of the book. and not in it! !tnd they would exist
"ft fi
~
h"·
th
h
If the book were blotted out. And out,JdP of the great swPep
TRE Theosophist comes to us from Ceylon printed
wou ld not l I a nger to s:-ve lm, even ou~ . ap~ of Rible and truth it is impossible to fi11d a11y Fatisf»ctory expealed. to by a whole. na~IOn. Let the ClmstiaDf'; planation. N>~Lural theology does not oolve the problem. 'fo in English. It seems like a visitor from some untake either horn of th1s dilemma they choose, they s"y thnt there is more plenry than wnnt, more happi"e's than known shore. It reveals strange countries, strange
can but make their deity out a cruel murderer, or an m·sery, does not fully meet the difficulty. Why, when there is people, and strange ways of conducting magazines.
unfeeling God. And they continue to debase them~ so ,m~<:h wnsted in namre, h; \hPre any o,yant at all? .
It is a curiosity with its unreadable Indian characters
selvs by wor,hipi·ng him.
~
.
·Nature ?o~s not answer these q!1estJons; RatiOnah~m does interspersed through the. text. A plain, truthful
.
·
not; l\lateriHhsm dres•not; Tnfhle!Jry does not. Is there any
In order to_make the dopars come easter from t~e pxplanation of them to be fonnd anywhPrP? Doe' the Bible traveler like Mr. Bennett is needed to reveal to us
pockets of his cor•gregatton, Rev. Dr. Krohn satd offer any? noes religion solve lhe problem? Yes. They some of the hidden things over in the land which
that "our streets are no longer filled with men beg- an-wP.r them, or ut least c·. me to us with a ~ystem of truth or a bav heretofore been exploreil only by ministers who,
ging for work, but every kind of labor is asking for rheory of l fe in whi<:t~ the t~ue answer m11y be found. l:lut to accordin·g to the Theosophist, hav told little truth
men. Business men are regaming their lost for- be where Pxplanatwn IS pnssthle !Lad unclers!a~rlable, we must and many falsehoods. .Mr. Bennett will probably
.
.
I. accept certsun poftulates of the Bible and rehg1on. not contrary
11
tu!les, an d a ll cla11ses are paymg tbetr debts.
~ to n•ason, not above it, but in pPrfect aceotd with it and thtl ere long have the pleasure of renewing his acquaintthis so? Are the fifteen thousand sufferers by the l··l!'ic of facts. But is not this to rest ou faith? Yes, and that ance and shaking bands with the conductor of this
Michigan fire "regaining their lost fortunes?" Are is juFt where we mm't a'! come at last in all these great ques- magazine, Madame H. P. Blavatsky, who, before she
the defaulting deacons of the Newark savings bank ttons that lie beyond the low 1md narrow horizon of the senses.'' went to India, was widely known in this country.
paying their deb_ts? Are the;e no tr~m~s now out
Yes, Mr. Krohn, that's it. Tear your Bible out
VICTORU WooDHULL is hack to this country denyof work and askwg for bread ~ In this mty several of its cover~, distort its words mangle its meaning
hu~dreds apply fur lud~i~gs e_very .week .at the and try to discover if you can 'why God permits such ing in the fltroug!'st possible terms that she was ever
pohce statwu Lousts. If m M1ssoun all kmds of a dark side to nature. But can you do it? Can you a Freelover. Ste is almost ail talented a liar as Tal·
businesses are asking for men, that state must be a see why a God all goodness should allow so much mage or Anthony Comstock.
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Liberal News.
·THE. Investigator Society has been sleeping for
Three New Pamphlets.
J. E. REMSBURG, of Atchison, Kansal!, is open for some t1me past, but has awakened refreshed and will
We hav just had printed and bound three new
hav a course of lectures under its auspices· which inlecture engagements.
books, which we shall be happy to supply to all who
duces
us
to
ask,
Where
is
the
course
of
l~ctures
the
PAINE MEliWIUAL has got a contribution-box.
wish them. They are:
New York Liberals were to inaugurate? Hav the
May it be filled every Sunday!
Science and Theology : · Ancient and Jhodern.
leaders tumbled into the warm bed just vacated by
By .Tames Anthony Fronde. Price, 25 cents.
JouN S. VERITY has removed from Cambridgeport the Investigator Society?
to 10 Porter street, Lynn, Mass.
The Pyramid of Gizeh. The Relation of Ancient
MR. S. P. PUTNAM has been very successful in his
J. M. HAGAMAN's Liberal circulating library at course 'of lectures delivered before the Paterson, Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs in
Genesis and Exodus, and tbe Relativ Claims of
Concordia, Ka::~sas, is prospering.
·
League. He has already given seven lectures, and Moses and the Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.
A NEW paper, called the Spiritual Reasoner, has will giv five more at follows: "Truth Immediate to
been l!tarted at San Francisco by J.D. MacLennan. the Soul,"" The Greek, the Roman, and the Jew," By Van Buren Denslow, LL.D. Price, 25 cents.
.Ecce IJiabolus, in which the worship of Yahveh,
MR. BENNETT's address for the next ten days will "Romanism, Calvinism, and Liberalism," "Science or Jehovah, is shown to be devil worship, with some
be care of London, India China Bank, Calcutta, and Humanity," and " The Ideal American." They observations upon the horrible and cruel ordinance
are delivered every Sunday at 3 P.M., prompt, in Inter- of bloody sacrifice and burnt-offerings. By the Very
India.
DR. MoNRoE'S son has started a bookstore in In- national Hall, corner of Fair and Main streets, Pat- Rev. Evan Davies, D.D., LL.D., Arch-Druid of
dianapoliR. He has THE TRUTH SEEKER publica- erson, N.J.
Great Britain. Price, 25 cents.
'
tions for sale.
The title pages of these little works giv a good
M. CUSHMAN, of Teller City, Col., has our sincere and clear idea of their contents and nature, and the
WARREN CHASE is lecturing before the Second
Spiritualist Society of this city at Frobisher Hall. thanks for his generous list of thirty-five trial sub- authors' names are guarantees of the ability with
scribers. If all our friends should do likewise we which the subjects are treated. The classic scholarMoses has gone West.
·
might in time hav a much larger list of permanent
A VERY MERIWETHER, the translator of Voltaire's subscribers. May Mr. Cushman prosper in all things ship of Froude and Denslow is acknowledged by all,
"Tomb of Fanaticism," is publishing a free trade as. he did in his evening's work for THE TRUTH and Mr. Davies, the Arch Druid, is fully competent
to tell of the early traditions of Judaism. As an
paper at Memphis, Tenn.
SEEKER.
initiated bard of the Drudic order he it~ well preH. L. GREEN lectured for the Pittsburgh League
pared to prove that the most notable gods of the orion Sunday. From there he will go west as far as
The Institute of Heredity.
entals were only symbols and bardic myths deified.
Kansas on his second lecturing trip.
As a historian Fronde's reputation is world-wide,
The convention of the Institute of Heredity, reSHERIFF PAT GARRETT, the slayer of Billy the cently held in this city, was in the main quite suc- as is Denslow's for industry and ability in EgyptKid, is a Freethinker aLd patron of THE TRUTH cessful. The speeches and essays were of a high ology.
SEEKER. Billy the Kid was a Christian.
order, and the subject was treated in a comprehensiv
The Pyramid of Gizeh.
OsGOOD & Co. hav issued Walt Whitman's manner. I suppose that every one will acknowledge
"Leaves of Grass," without abridgment, which the importance of knowledge concerning heredity, alVery many persons hav written upon the pyrabothers the Free Religious Index very much.
though a few semi-barbaric newspapers seem disposed mids, or founded theories and conceived imaginary
IN consequence of the death of his sister, B. F. to ridicule any effort in this direction. They seem Rystems of philosophy and religion concerning them;
Underwood has postponed going West till January. to think that we may know the stars, but we cannot but there is so little real data to go by that all huknow human bodies. But it is possible to hav bet- man ingenuity has failed to settle when they were
Mr. Underwood has our aympathy in his loss.
ter bodies and better children. We can increase the built, by whom, or for what purpose.
Dn. E. MOYER, of Nevada, 0., goes West next health and well- being of society. Whatever we
Mr. Van Buren Denslow has carefully gone over
week. He has any number of "Paine's Great may say of the~spir;t, so far as we know it is entirely the ground taken by some of these writers, thus givWorks" and the "Humphrey-Bennett Discussion" dependent for its operation upon our bodily organi- ing in a few words much real information about
to sell.
zation; it has no independent existence. Therefore them and showing the fallacy of the conclusions of
THERE are over fifty volumes of Paine's life in the it is all a sad piece of nonsense to glorify the mind others, and especially of the Masonic theory, which
township of Berlin Hights, Ohio. M. M. Fish and at the expense of the power by which alone it can he destroys by telling us that "all evidences of the
his young friend, G. W. Myers, are responsible for work. Hamilton m{ly declare that the mind alone existence of Masonry prior to the ninth century are
this state of affairs.
is worthy of study, but in so doing he shows him- imaginary," and.concludes hill essay by saying: "The
TnE ALWATO CLUH meets every Sunday at ? P.M, self to be a learned metaphysical fool, and Dr. great pyramid, so solitary in its wonders, is not
but the very oldest structat 201 East 34th street. Mr. S. :P.. Andrews, the pat- Maudesley has rightly called him to account for his only the largest .
entee of the new language, presides, and all of an silly remark. We hav "cranks" like Guiteau be- ure ever built by man. What were the ideas that
cause we hav directed attention to the mind rather caused it to be built? We don't know. No theory
inquiring and studious mind are welcome.
THE genial author of "Exeter Hall," "Heathens than to the body, and all our civilization to-day is that has been presented is more than barely plausible.
of the Heath," "Family Creeds," etc., Mr. McDon- in a sick condition, full of morbid sentiments and The pyramid, therefore, is a good stamping groun,d
nell, of Lindsay, Ontario, has gone to California to ideas and insanities, because the mind bas been on which, in this age of universal pretense, to learn
crammed and pushed ahead without sufficient phys- how to say, 'We don't know, and we can't find out.'
apend the winter on account of poor health.
ical stamina to maintain it. The splendor of our But the intelligence required to build it is such that
ON the first of January Mr. Chainey's Infidel civilization in art and poetry depends upon our we can easily assure ourselvs that those who did
Pulpit will be changed to This World. It will be healthful material conditions. The Greek gave us build it well knew that wondrous 'why.' .
enlarged by the addition of a Liberal story by S. P. the best philosophy, the most splendid poetry, and One service the pyramid has rendered. It has stood
Putnam, and the price raised to $2 per annum.
the most beautiful art, because he was an athlete as a monument of man's incomprehensibility to him·THE LIBERAL CLUB took a new departure and had -because he made his body strong and supple, and self. . . . Is it not well, therefore, that the oldProf. Sedgwick and his stereopticon before it on capable of supporting and vivifying all the actions est, grandest, and most intellectual effort of the huFriday evening, Dec. 23d. The views exhibited .of the mind. We hav neglected our bodies-that is man hand and brain should remain, as it has always
were of the Yosemite Valley and California scenes. the sin we hav committed in thess modern· days, and been, and now and henceforth must always be, a
ToE Republicans of Keene, N. H., hav renomin- that is why we suffer from so many diseases. The monument simply and sublimely of man's incompreated for mayor of their pleasant little city Ira W. healthful action of the sentiments depends upon the heusibility to himself?"
The little book will well repay a perusal, and is
Russell, a Freethinking dentist. It is but fair to say healthful action of the muscles and nerves, and if
ELMINA DRAKE BLENKER.
of the Republicans that they don't know he is an In- one has a poor set of muscles and nerves he is sure fully worth its price.
to fail in some essential point, no matter how brillfidel.
Obituary.
OuR Liberal friend Leach, of Wamego, Kansas, iant his genius.
1.
Now
the
object
of
the
Institute
of
Heredity
is
to
has a very fine opera. house, which he is constantly
Lester C. Parker, an earnest advocate of truth and
improvmg. Judge Krekle, of the United States Dis find out about these things, to become "posted," as brave champion of right, passed away August 25,
trict Court, recently spoke in it upon the subject of the saying is, to discover the laws of heredity, and 1881, aged seventy-nine years. He was for years a
apply them. We wish to begin the education of the subscriber to ToE TRUT 1 SEEKER, and by his zeal in
"Tolerance."
child with what benign influence we can before its
THE San Francisco Alta hasn't much reverence in birth, and thus bring into play all the resources of Liberal and progressiv movements was the means of
its composition. It recently made this announce- nature for the development of man. He grows out furnishing subscribers for that bold and fearless
ment: "Bob Mackenzie, pastor of the Howard of the past like a tree out of the soil, and sustenance, paper. All honor to his memory, and many can tesPresbyterian church, will lecture this :evening on not simply physical, but intellectual and moral, tify that their lives hav been the better for having
been associated with his.
Bob Ingersoll."
flows to him while in his mother's womb; and beHis brave soul did not falter
THJ: SPREAD THE LIGHT CLUB is the name of an or- fore he comes into the li!lht of day he receives his
In the cause he felt was right,
ganization which gets together every Thursday even- characteristics from the delicate and quick organizaA.nd at truth's sacred altar
. ing at 8 Horatio street, this city. Just what kind of tion in which he livs. The process of birth is wonHe rejoiced in wisdom's light.
light the club spreads we are not prepared to say. derful; it is a miracle, and it should be studied with
Each false sectarian notion
All sorts of speakers upon all sorts of subjects.
the sweetest and purest fe-elings and delights, and a
He helped to tear away;
Out on life's Liberal ocean
THE SoMEBODY CLUB holds sessions every Sunday purpose to know how the fine fountains of life can
He brlj,vely plowed his way.
at 3 P.M. at Clarendon Hall, this city. The osten- flow most clearly and beneficently. Motherhood,
And though full oft a breaker
sible object of the Club is to find an answer to what a world of poetry, of glory, of hope, of progress,
Raised its opposing force,
Truthfs conundrum, Who is the somebody that gets lies in that divine, that imperial power; and to
He, being a truth seeker,
all the profit of labor? Good speakers are on hand make the motherhood of the race more noble, more
Ne'er faltered in his course;
strong, more capable of receiving all the virtue and
every meeting.
But
onward sped to duty
H. J. THOMAS, formerly proof-reader in THE TRUTH intelligence of humanity at any period of its develThough all tbe world might frown;
opment
and
transmitting
these
in
healthful
environSEEKER office, is now editor of the Sewing Machine
The truth in all its beauty
Journal, and has his headquarters in the Bible House. ments to new generations, this is the purpose of the
Could not be trampled down.
When the trustees of the building find they hav a Institute of Heredity, congenial and necessary to
This
was his precept ever,
real Infidel in their house they will probably want every other purpose of Liberalism. He who is interAnd, though he's pas~ed away,
ested at all in human improvement must be interHis earnest life will never
more donations for prayers.
ested in the purification of its fountain head.
Be like seed thrown away.
AUXILIARY Liberal League No. 190, of San FranSAMUEL P. PUTNAM.
For
we shall find it springing
cisco, m(\t on Monday evening, the 13th, at the office
In all tbe good that thrives,
of Dr. Hoadley, 5! Kearny street. The object of
And fed its l' weetness briuginji
VoLTAIRE IN ExrLE.-This little history of Voltaire
the meeting was to elect new officers and take such
A blessing to our lives.
steps as would aid in completely divorcing church was gotten up as a substitute for the more volumiNew Haven, Conn.
ELLA A. BAcoN.
and state, the just taxation of all property, and the nous and expensiv histories of the great Freethinker.
abolishment of all laws which a1e in confliut with the Those not acquainted with the history of Voltaire
J.•liiES FREEMAN CLARKE says he is not an ortholetter and spirit of the Constitution. StlYeral highly will find this book a valua tle and correct reference.
dox
clergyman. He was orthodox enough in hia
Published
by
D.
M.
Bennett,
141
Eighth
St.,
New
educated Jewilih-Amerioans are members of the
opposition to Mr. Benuett'11 release from prison.
York.-The
Li1Je1·al.
Leasue.
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of the matter that forms the earth. This has been
pointed out as the great defect of the works of Mr.
Spencer a1_1d Prof. Fiske, Bnd the point seems to be
well
taken. They biologize the whole Cosmos, apLiberty, Science, and Humanity.
parently under the influence of thii! false analogy.
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific It would seem to be for this reason that the physical, or abstract concrete sciences-i. e., Astronomy,
Gospels.
Physics, and Chemistry-are wholly passed over and
TWO LECTURES DELIYERED BEFORE THEN. Y. LIBERAL CLUB
not elaborated in their works. These sciences are
BY T. B. WAKEMAN.
the very basis of any and of all objective science,
but they are omitted, and we are left to wonder how
LECTURE I.
they could possibly be treated as examples of the
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONTINUED.
"universal law of evolution." There is really no
4. BroLOGY. We next turn the leaf from the ma- evolution in them.
terial to the vital world. The discovery of the Law
The hypothesis of the growth of the solar system
of Correlation now enables us to take this step with- from a presumed preexistent nebula seems the basis
out a break in the ordeT of snientific unity. There of science with them. This is an example of the falis a gulf, a duality, as was formerly supposed, he- lacy before us. This hypothesis hap been administwt>en the great world of inorganic matter and the tered very persistently, autboritively, and in so many
comparatively small world of vital organisms; but shapes hy Kant, Laplace, Herschel, Comte, Spencer,
that gulf 1s no longer unintelligible and impassable, Fiske, that many people suppose that it is science,
as it was formerly thought to be. The bridge be- and its consequences are placed in school books as if
tween these two world!', so exceedingly different, is proved. It should be borne in mind that it is, and
founded, it iR true, in chemical corrtJlation and com- probably never can be anything more than, a hypothbination of the elements which compose protoplasm, esis, and a very dubious one at that. It fnrniAbes a
which is the physical basis of life, and the one pe- twofold instance of this fallacy of misplaced method
culiar substance of which all living things are we are illustrating, for in it the methods and proformed. It is, therefore, by far the -most wonderful cesses of abRtract mechanics and of biology are apsubstance -in existence. But neither its chemistry plied to explain the dispm·ate phenomena of astronnor the properties and potencies of its chemical at- omy entirely beyond their reach.
oms or molecules in any wise accounts for or gives us
If solar systems could be made experimentally or
any explanation of the phenomena called life.
mechanically, or could be hatched and raised biologThe chemists are on the wrong track in attempting ically, as Mr. Darwin raises varieties of .pigeons, or
to find life in the properties-e. ,q., magnetism, etc., if they could be found growing, so that either the
-of atoms. They might as well try to find water method of experiment or conipariAon could be apin oxygen or hydrogen before they have chemically plied, grounds might be found upon which to sustain
combined.
this hypothesis. The spectroscope, it is claimed,
Life is a property of protoplasm as a ma~s, and does show veritable ne bulre, but this is not sufficient.
only after it is formed, and not at all of its chemi- It must be shown that they are condensing and rotatcal or physical components before they combine and ing and working out or growing into solar systems;
extinguish each other in making this wonderful sub- but of that no reliable instance is reported. If the
stance. Much less is there proof that life exists in stars, suns, and solar systems have been thus fm·med;
any other of the sixty-seven or more chemical ele- some of thf)m ought to be caught in" the process of
ments which make up the material world, and which growth now. Until a real instance of the kind is
are not even protoplasm at all. Protoplasm must found the whole hypothesis stands as a misplaced inbe regarded as a simple bomo_Q"eneous substance stance of mechanical and biological analogy.
when considered as the has is of life. It is true it
There seems to be great need of reference to this
•is a nitro-carbon, consi»ting proximately of nitrogen, matter, so that the difference between science and
sixteen parts; carbon, fifty -five; hydrogen, seven; ox- hypothesis may be kept distinct. The danger of conygen, two; phosphorus, one; and sulphur, one. But fusing the two could have no better illustration tl:.an
none of the previous qualities of these component Messrs. Spencer and Fiske have afforded in hatching
parts appear in the substance itself after it has been this nebular hypothesis. Their classification of the
.chemically formed. The atomic chemical combina- sciences seems as if· made to perpetuate this confution is given proximately: carbon, 400; hydrogen, sion. Astronomy and biology are included in the
310; nitrogen, 50; oxygen, 120; plus sulphur and same department as "aggregate " sciences, and then
phosphorus.
are treated to a full dose of biology. Evolution is
Life is the reactive proceEs of this substance, con- thus propounded llS a "umversal law" of unquestinuously made against the forces and changeR of tioned extent and validity in the astronomical and
the environment-that is, of the whole world about material, as well as in the organic world. This law
it. Life is not the result of the several chemical outside of the organic world rests upon hypothesis
steps and changes that have led up to the formation only, and the difficulties seemed to be carefully kept
of protoplasm, but it is the reaction of the substance from sight. The "aggregate" of Astronomy, if it
after it is formed, as against everything around it. means the whole of it, must be infinite. How, then,
Life is a constantly-adjusting correlation between the can we reason from the whole to a part, or by comsustained changes in prot:>plasm and the changes in parison, as we do in biology?
its environment. Materialism can therefore never
The words ,qrow, evolve, develop, always, by
adequately explain life, any more than it can explain use and etymology, apply to organic hodies, and
fear, or love, or hope, for none of these words ex- otherwise have but a figurative or poetical meaning.
press any qualities or properties of matter itself. The organic world consists, comparatively speaking,
They express feelings which may be reduced to of only a little film or mold on the earth's surface.
PROCESSES of the nervous systems of animals or men, In comparison it is smaller than the rnst or fungus
but in no wiRe can those feelings be found or ana- on the surface of an orange. It is entirely dependlyzed by physical observation or chemical analysis ent upon the forces and protoplasm upon the earth's
of the elements of protoplasm, or any matter what- surface for its existence, as well :>s the form and
ever. They are, rather, social products, and belong mode of its increment and evolution. The words
to a higher world. Materialism is simply the expla- accumulate, form, change, aggregate, are words that
·nation of the qualities and properties of matter. It describe the processes of outward formation in the
cannot explain life, which is not matter. Life is a material world. In the organic world the increase
fact, or synthesis of facts, which we call a process, is 'Within, that is, in each cell of the whole mass,
constantly taking place between the b0dies of proto- which thus evolves from within outward, inAtead of
plasm in which it is observed and the rest of the forming on the outsid~ like crystals. This difference
world. Materialism cannot explain this balancing of incremt.nt iR fundamental.
equation. The error of extending Materialism beWe must beware of mistaking our metapborA and
yond the explanation of matter, as was done largely figures of speech for laws of science. Not that hyby Lucretius, and in the Materialistic schools of the pothel:!is :1nd imagination are not useful; they are
last century, is a plain extension of a false and mis- the scaffolding of science, but not its substance. And
leading character. Prof. Tyndall's expressiOn about in this case it seems that a better hypothesis is at
finding the "promise and potency" of life in atoms band. We refer to the aggregation hypothesis. The
or matter other than protoplasm is entirely mislead- materials of that hypothesis are being found in the
ing. ·Materialism of this kind will soon discredit phenomena treated of by meteorology and cometitself. Life is not in matter; it is the action andre- ology. It is that the sun and planets have bPen
action of protoplasmic bodies, and in them only is it formed by the slow aggregation of comets and
found.
meteors.
But the success of Biology bas .been attended with
Mr. Proctor, in chapter ix of his book, "Other
a similar but a reversed danger of misapplication of Worlds than Ours," and in variouA lectures, has pre.
the facts, laws, and methods of life to material, and sented this hypothesis drawn from the sciences last
therefore to disparate phenomena.
named, whereby the genesis oi the sun and solar sys.
As the organic world was formerly materialized, tern is accounted for by the gradual " aggregation "
the material world i~; now being biologized by aRal- of cometic and meteoric matter during tbe infinity
ogies borrowed from the higher organic sciences. of past time.
In this way the great law of Evolution, which apThis latter hypothesis is an appeal similar to that
plies to the organic world only, is thrown hack even of Lyell in geology to known causes, whicl::J, with
to the very basis of Cosmogony, as though nebulre unlimited time, seem to be sufficient to produce the
were so much protoplasm or colloid matter. In this t>ffects we see That the sun is a target for comets,
way, it is sought by a vegetable analogy to frame a of which there are "more in the heavens than there
hypothesis that shall guess out the origin of stars are fish in the sea," we are constantly reminded.
~nd solar systems aud the masses and distributions That tous of meteoric matter are added to the earth
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every year may be learned from Dr. P. H. Vander
W eyde's article on "Aerolites" in Appleton's Encyclopedia. This hypothesis has, then, good and
known ground to start upon, and Mr. Proctor goes
on to explain on this supposition, as the nebular hypotheAis cannot, the motion and heat of tlie sun, the
position, size, and weight of the planets, and the motion of the whole system in space. By this hypothesis the sun and his system have a chance of slow but
continual enlargement from the straying matter it is
constantly picking up in its path th'rough space.
Its ingenious author gives us an explanation of
the zodiacal light and the rings of Saturn, and indeed seems to make out a very plausible hypothesis,
which, in process of time, may be verified, modified,
or rejected. Bt:.t this hypothesis is legitimate; it
deals with known facts and forces and borrows nothing from other Aciences. The forces that move our
@Un and system, and of which its heat and all of its
motions are correlates, :10me from the infinite and are
exhaustless as far as we can know. Our sun is, then,.
but a globe of glowing matter and gases in the current of celestial forces. Thus, if we must have a
genetic hypothesis of the solar system, let us take it
from meteoric, material physics only, and rest it
upon known nauseA, and observed facts of that domain,
and not confound the formation of suns with the
growth of microscopic cells and organisms on o'ur
little planet.
This cometic or aggregation hypothesis has other
advantages as a working bypotheRis in the structure
of a philosophy and a religion. It is optimistic and
hopeful. It relieves uA, happily, from the last chap-.
ters of Spencer's "First Principles," which are not
science, inasmuch as they have nothing hut. the illegitimate extension of this biological law formed into
an astrogeny to rest upon.
These chapters are decidedly the most baseless, repellant, and horrible in human literature. They sing
the death of the solar system out of pure imagination. They have little more scientific foundation
than Byron's dream of" Darkness," which seems to
have suggested them and which they exceed in horror. Upon the aggregation hypothesis, on the contrary, and resting upon known facts, the solar system
bas but begun its course of enlargement, and mankind only commenced its course of adaption to the
increa"ing grandeur of his little earth and its environment. The increase of his capacity attained by
this constant development required by the increase
of the earth and solar system may possibly enable
mankind to realize the wild dream of Winwood
Reade, in his " Martyrdom of Man," of communicating with other planets and other races than ours,
if such exist or are developed in them in the course
of time. The Cosmos may not be merely the scene
of our solar tragedy after all, but rather of a human
draina, following a higher destiny of planets and
solar systemA.
As Mr. Mill teaches in his last essay, we should
meet and examine all that comes with a noble and
sublime resignation, hut with the remembrance that
hope, which is the growing impulst>, is fed only by
the optimist. To him we may, therefore, turn over
the duty of making hypotheses about the origin of
solar systems, until there is reason to suppose they
can be actually verified. At least let him have an
equal chance with the destructionist and pessimist.
In the common use of the word, Evolution is a law
of the organic world only-. The gulf between Chemistry and Biology is bridged by correlation onlynot by Evolution. Plants, animalR, men, and societies grow, evolve, develop, die, and dissolve. Suns,
planets, rock!', stones, fluids, ani! gases do not. Mr.
Spencer's big words and long definitions have merely
confused the plain distinct1on that common people,
as well as scientists, have agreed upon and have before them in forms too plain to be mystified by metaphoric analogies. Before the scientific world his
notions of inorganic development stand as hypotheses only, nebulous as well as nebular, and not as
proved scientific theories-that is, not, as science.,not as parts of the'' New Gospels."
The proper use of the words growth and Ev~lution
will further appear as we now pass forward m the
organic sciences, of which they arP the very foundation. In them both Spencer nnd Fisk~:: grandly compensate by their services for the ~efe_cts we have ju~t
pointed out. They are as grand Ill bwlogy and soCIology as they are mislead_ing among the nebulre ..
The story of Biology Is the story of EvolutiOn.
It is the growth and multiplication of. cells into organisms, ever more and more complex In organs and
functions, as their environments ever renewedly preseut to them the alternatives of higher changes or
of death. Life is the correlate, not only of the chemical and physical changes in the organism, but also of
the forces that surround and impinge upon it from
the environment. Both concur in forming and sustaining life, and bot? must be tak~n in~o account i_n
explaining it, from ItS lo~est to Its highest m~m
festations. As the Copermcan theory, anti gravity,
are the explanatiOn of Astronomy, t?e theory of
Evolution and Selection is the explanatiOn of the organic world.
The works of Darwin, Huxley,
Haeckel, followed up by the philosophy of Spencer
and Fiske, make a new era in human progress, only
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second to that made by Copernicm• and Newton in credibility and gullability, and throwing the gospel miracles this uncertainty we may con~ider ourselves that it does not make
far into the shade. The discrepancies between Acts and some vt>ry much diffen•nce. If it be given up that Pault-e>~lly wrote
Astronomy.
[To BE coNT·INUED]
nf the epistles are unfortunate and deotructive o{ the idea of them, or the most of them, it d~"'es not make them materially
aecuracy and truth. In Acts, soon after Paul's conversion, be better or worse. He was only a man, and possessed prejudices
What I Uon't Believe.
is saiu to go up to Jerusalem, where he commenced preaching and faults much the same as other men. That he was commisPART II.-NO. 64.
727. In Matt. xvf, 4, is the following allusion to what is Chricltianity. Paul himself, in Galatians, suys be did" not go up sioned by heaven to write what he did any more than I am
reckoned a prophecy: "A wieked and arlulte,·ous gPneration to Jerusalem for three years, and that he commenced preachin§! commissioned to wri~e what I am writing now, I do not beseeketh after a sign: and there shall he no si~n given unto it in Arabia. ln Acts xv an account is given of a council held iu lieve.
733. Thel'e is one feature in the Pauline epistles, and in fact
but the sign of the prophet Jonas." Aft~>rward it is cnntinuecl Jerusdem to which Paul and Bamabas were sent from Antioch.
in these words: "Jonas was three days and three nights in the Paul himself gives this statement the lie by giving an altogether in nearly Rll of them, vrell enough to be mentioned. They set
whale's belly, so shall the Son of :'l.hri be three flays and three different account, and he ought to know bPst. In Acts it is np no claim for the miraculous conception of the Virg-in MRry,
nights in the heart of the earth." If Jesus spoke these words decreed thl!t even gentiles must ab~tain from merrts offered to or thut J esm had not a nat ural father the same as other men. ·
he spoke an untruth, for he was not three d·•ys and three night• tdols, while Paul, in his epbtle to the Corinthiam, says directly They were written seventy-five years or niore before the gospels
in the heart of the earth, but, if the story is true, only onll day to the contrary. Acts mentions a visit by Paul to Jerusalem and the book of Acts were penned, and before the absurd docand two nights. And he was not in the heart of the e11rth at between the first and second council. Paul di~tinctly implies t<• trine of tha immaculate conception had b-een set up. That was
all, but on the onter cru~t of it, but a few fPet at most bf'low its the contrary. Acts characterizes t~e gift of tong,ues as a 1e- "dogma added to the Christian creed long after the lime of
surface, while to re11ch the hPHrt of it he would h>tve hHd to go markable gift of the Holy Ghost, but Paul declares it unmean- Pal!L It should also be observed that the epistles do not recite
four thousand miles. It would be well for prophets and their ing, unintelligible gibberish. The account in Acts of the arrivaJ such impossible miracles as the. gospels and Aets abound with.
recorders to-.be. more ac>curate in thPir hmguage and not be of Paul in Home is entirely different from what Paul himself :\firacles were undoubtedly also an after-consideration, and did
guilty of such egregious mbt"k~s. lVI.ttthPW m"kes Je~us rec- says about it in his epistle to the Roman~. In the first Chrls- not form a part of Christianity in its earliest stages. As the
ognize actd acknowle1lge as true one of the most absurd stnrie' tianitv is virtually unknown; in the second a flourishing church time elapsed from the date when Christianity was said to have
evet· tolrl-that a mHn conlrl !ivA threP days in the belly of a fi~h is in existence. At the time of Paul's conversio;1 his compan- tts birth the rPmarkable m-iracles were hnn~ed out to the people,
under w,;ter. H Jegus ever gaicl the WOI'US that ~latth(•W puts iOIJS are represented l.Joth as bearing and as not hearing the and they were requ'red t.o believe them, and thus they became
into his mouth. he had fa1· less set1se and judgment than the voice of J esns. Annl\s, the high priest, is represented as a incorpnrated into the system. and devotees of the system were
world usually give< him credit for. But it is not likely that he ;:iaddncee; it is known he was not so. The llCCotmL of Simon rPquired to believe th~m under penalty of an eternal roasting.
ever SHid a word of the kind, but that. it was an p:ffort tn get up Magus is full of doubtful particulars. Serious doubts have l discard thRm.
anothPr prophecy and fulfilment. His fond•oess fot· tb,t Fort been entertained whether such a person ever existed. In the
of thing sticks out on all occasions. I cannot indorse his big se<:ond century he was identified with Paul. In short, thP nar- • THE Liberal and scientific publiE~hing house of D.
rati "es in Acts will scarcely bear examination. They abound M. Bennett, 141 Eighth street, New York city, is a
stories.
728. The prophecies which Jems is sAid to have made with in contradictions, incnngruities, and impossibilities. There i~ prolific source o£ Infid.,,Jity in hook form. Its iatest
regard to-his second corning are hadly m'x"d up with those of very mueh in the book which a person cannot bdieve unless production is a volume entitled, "What Objections
to Christianity ? the Bennett Mair Discussion," bethe destruction of Jerusalem by Tims, which is very difficult ~xtremely credulous and- fnll of faith.
tween D. M. Bennett and G. M. Mair, a book of nearly
for theologians to ~atisfactorily expl .. in. The clear mPaning of
730. The various speeches by different persons RS givt>n in a thousand pages, containing twenty-four letters from
the lan~l1Age is thnt the Fecond C•·mi11g of Christ would f"llow Acts are too similar, too much in the same style, to have been each of the above- named gentlemen, in which a mass
"immediately" sfter the de~truction of· the city, and that gn·en by different speakers and on diverse occasinns. The' of information and argument on both sides is prewithin the lif~time of those preseut. We have this laHguuge: elearly show themselves to have beep gotten up by a person who sented in a· way that cannot fail to interest and in"Verily I •ay unto you, this geueration shall not pHSS away till could bardly aff,•ct two stjles, and he was undoubtedly the struct whoevt<r peruses the book. To that numerous
all these things be fulfilled" (Matt. xxiv. 34); '' TherP. he~ome 11uthor of thP speeches instead of those whom be pretended to class of people who wish to fortify themselvs for the
standing here whieh shall not tustP death till they •eP the Son report. Pett>r, Stephen, and Paul all speak tbe same thoughts di~cuss\on of theological subjects it will prove of
of Man coming in his kmgclom" (M«tt. xxiv, 28·; and again, and in very much the same words. Peter was a Jewish Chris- grell.t value.
"Verily I say unto you, ye shall not have gone over the cities tian, bltt his reported speeches in Acts m"ke him a Pauline
The above house has also recently is•med a book
of Israel till the Son of Man be come" (Matt. x, 23). Here. Universalist. Paul's spEeches have not at all the ;,tyle of his which should be in the library of every Freethinker
Matthew is again deep in the prophecies, and with ahout his epistles. It is said that the Greeks and I'tomans used to make in the land who has not already something of the
usual success. If Jesus spoke tbnse words he prov~d himself up fine ~peecbes and put them in the mouths of their general- kind. It is entitled "Voltaire in Exile," giving his
very untruthful, for his secnud coming did nnt take pluce while und emperors. The writer of Acts seems to have acted upon life ~nd works in France, England, Holland, Belgium,
those around hjm werP alive. nor has it taken place down to the same fictitiou~ plan. ln Acts Paul is representet1 as begin- Prussia, and Switzerlanil, with unpublished !etters of
this day, thou~h 1,850 y~ars have passed away ~ince that pre- ning hh preaching at JP!'usalem among his countryruen, and Voltaire and .Madam Du Chatelet. The book is a
diction was made. Be indeed shot very wide of the mark. It that it was with reluctance that be left them to preach to the translation from the French of Benjamin Gastineau,
is quite prob .. ble that 1,850 years more will pass away before gentJ!es. He is represented as seeking the Jews first and leavini! made with the author's approval by MeARrs. F. Vogany such event occurs; and long before that time entirely new them only from the direst compulsion; but Paul's own statement eli and Edmond Dubourg. In the table of contents
religions will be embrac~d by n1en, nnd the story and predic- contradicts these representations altogether. The account i11 we find the following titles among otherR: Voltaire's
tions of Jesus will not be regardPd as worth a row of pins. It Acts and his own epistle differ just as widely with regard to his vouth, Voltaire and J. J. Ronssean, Voltaire and
B'rerlerick the Great, Voltaire and Pope Benedict
must be remem\Jereu that the predictions reganling- the de:itrucrebtion to the other apostles. His own account is that his work XIV., life in Paris, Berlin, Switzerland, and at Fertion of J~rusalem were not writte" bll afler the event had li'Hnsw>ts originul, undertaken at his own instance, and c·trrietl on ney, Voltaire and Catharine II., the works, propapit·ed, when it was quitP ea'y with such ruen as M>ttthew to
according to bis -own views; while in Acts the gPfJti!e work is gandism, and philosophical system of Voltaire. .A·
make the propheey tally with the fulfilment. The end uf the
world was at th>tt time thought to be near at hand, as has been reprefented as being carried on under the supervbion of superi- chapter is devoted to the enemies of Voltaire and to
the case hundreds of times since, but Matthe:v shows conclt;- ors at Jerusalem. It. has been truthfully said that the Paul of Voltaire as a poet and dramatic author. This" wandering .lew of iut.elligence and Freetbought," now
sively th .. t he could write prophecies of the thi11gs th.,t had al- Acts nnd Paul of his own epistle are two very different characthe idor of the French nation, from which he was
ters.
The
book
contains
many
representations
in
similar
conready taken phtee far better than of what was still in the fuduring most of his life an exile, deserves to be better
flict
with
other
books
of
the
New
Testament.
Tllut
they
are
all
ture. If Jesus so,id those things, a11d had he bePn a tru~
known in America than be is, and this book will serve
prophet, he would have been equally truthful in both cases; be truthful, all reliable, is impossible.
well to introduce him. It ought to hav a wide dis~1.
The
boc.k
of
Acts
is
entirely
anonymous.
No
one
would not have had a hit in one CHSe and a miss in the other.
t.ribution and large sale.- "Winsted Press.
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written
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time
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it
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written.
kn..
The word ''elect," which Matthew mahs Jesus U<e, is a ven
strong proof that Jesus never u,ed the langtwge, for the word, ThPre is • account or any such book beiug in existence till the
I hav read "Voltaire in Exile," and was highly
in the sense there employed, was not in me 1illa long time after latter part of the S'econd century. The ascribing of its authorinterested in it. The perusal of this volume has
Luke
was
not
done
till
a
hundred
years
after
his
death,
ship
to
the period at which Jesus is saH to hnve lived. This is a clear
whetted my appetite for more and better knowledge
. case of manufacturing the ·'word of God "-the putting into and was undoubtedly done by some interested party to increase
of this wonderful man. I shall soon take up Parton's
1he
cred1bility
desired
to
be
accorded
to
il.
Ttat
Luke
wrote
the mouth of Jesus words which be never spoke. Much more
great work on Voltaire and continue the feast of
coulu· be said on the falhwy and ridienlousuess of prophecy. it is wholly improbable. It was most likely written in the reason. Benjamin Gastineau has presented the pub·atter
'part,
of
the
second
century
by
some
zealous
partisan
of
Some things like eclipses and results whic:h d~pend upon n~tura1
lic with a very racy and exciting description of the
causes ean be foretold with accmaey. but I do not believe that the church who was not at all scrupulous in the s.tatemmts adventures of the sage of Ferney. One wonders
he
made.
he
miracles
given
are
of
too
astonishing
and
iruthe old gentlemen culled the Jewish prophets knPW any mote
how such a man could li v in such an age and country.
of what W11S to tuke place dx or e'ght hundred y•·ars afterward possi ble a cbaract~r to be believed for a moment unless cot·rob- But I will not attempt any criticism on the book, but
than do the old meu or thP prese11t timP; n"r do I believe that orated by the most reliable evidence. No sensible man can will say it is excellent.
W. S. BELL.
Matthew understood tl1ese things any bett~r than thousands of reHsouably believe such increuible assertions when made by a
wholly unknown person, and snsiained by no proof whatever. A Goon \VoRD FOR THE DEVIL. By Rimeon Palmer, M. D.
other perFons, or that be was a reliable, truthful writer.
729. Having p~rtially glanc~d at the four gospels, the In my opinion it is just about as true as the tales of Barnn
Price. GO cents. For sale at this office.
remaining books of the New 'J'e,taUJent require a brief notil-e. .\lunchuusen and the stories of the •' Arabian Nights," though
This pamphlet is the musical musings of an Infidel.
We will first look a little at tbe book of Ac-ts. It is usually not as well told.
The verse is bettt<r put together than in many more
732. Of the Epistles little need be said. A. part of them are pretentious volumes, and wit, humor, and pathos are
claimed to hav been wnt1en by Luke. I do not believe that it
was, nor that it is a truthful, reliable history of the events of probably genuine, and a portion are very probably not. A.ll all found in its pages. It contains a frontispiece of
which it treats. Renan sty Ills the book of Acts as the" Chris- the bPst judgPs admit them to be the most authentic of any of the wily serpent, the evil tree, and Adam and Eve
tian Odyssey," and be was probably not far out of Uw wuy. It rhe books of the New Testament, and by fur the oldest por- in their simplicity of dress, copied from a Babylonis perhaps just about as mueh a work of the ima!!ination a~ tion. 1t is most generally conceded 1hut Paul is the author of ian cylinder, and a picture of the primitiv couple in
HomPr's celebr,.ted poem. The boc.k pmports to be a record the Epistles to the Romans, the Corinthians, the Thessalonians, the act of partaking of the fruit, copied from an old
of the acts of the apostles, but it luts little to say of any save the ColoFsians, the Philippians, and barely the Ephesians. New England primer of 1777, which givs a good idea
PetPr and Paul. The first twelve chapters are mainly o<.:CU]JiPd Among those which it is pretty certain be did not write are the of what our Puritan forefathers thought to be the
with Peter and his doings, after whieb Paul becomes the prin- epistles to the Hebrews, to Timothy, and to Titus. Heb1 ews orthodox plan of the "fall" of man. The book is
printed on good paper, in large type, and contains
cipal fil{ure. A ~tt·· ·ng argument ag .. in~t Luke beit•g the anthot· dnes not even c.laim to be written by him, while sot1!_e deny that
136
p3ges. It will serve to amuse a good many, and
of the work is the conb·,.dictious between it and the go~pel of he wrote Colossians and Ephefians. Even the authenticity of
I?nch instruction may also be gleaned from its pages.
which he is claimed to be the author. For instuncc, in the ac- Rmnans, Corinthians, and Galati"ns was denied by Bruno Bann.
count of the a5C'ension in the gospel of Luke it is claimed to The noUJinal epistles of Paul are classed under four heads-thoFe
Not a Blooming Specimen,
have taken place in Bethany, -wliile in At:ts it is said to lla1·e that are certainly by Paul-Romans, Corinthians, and Galabeen on the Mount of Olives. Both statements cunnot be true. tians; those in dnubt as to his authorship-Ephesians, ColosTo THE EDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER, Sir:
nor is it at all prob11 ble that boLh accounts conld h.-ve been ,ians, Philippians, second Thessalonians, Philemon, first Thessa- The trial of Elder Atwater, of Huron, Wis., for
written by the fame p· rson. Ag,•io in tile go~pel the asccusinn lou inns ; tho~e almo't certaiuly not by Paul-the t\vo Timothys, ad.ul tery is po~tponed to the March term of the ciris put.up<>n the same day of the resur··~clion, while in Acts it is and one to Titus; one c~r~ainlynot by Paul~the Epistle to the cutt conrt. The elder is not, as lately issued in THE
said to be fu1ty.days a•terward. Nn sa11e writo·r in g1ving two H··b~e''S. The a?Iest cnhcs a_ccord _fo.ur ep1s:l~s. to Paul wtlh TRUTH SHEKE~, a blooming Rpecimen of physical
accnunts of ~nch un event coul,J hardly be !!Uilty of such fabe- cou>tdentble certam1y, aucl the reruannng c>nos wtth gre~ter or manhood, but IS lean, pale, and cadaverous, and piven
hoods or differences of sttttement. The book , f Act:< al,ounds less donut, and· believe them to have been written from 55 to 65 to ''nervous prostration "-in short, a typical holyC. L. JAMES.
in the most startling and impossible miracles defying the utmost A. D. In reality, however, but little is known about it; and for ghoster.
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OAKLAND, ILL., Dec. 9, 1881.
MR EDITOR: Please find inclosed $8-$5 for the
Round-the-World trip, $2 for the balance of my year's
subscription, and ,$1 for THE TRUTH SEEKER for four
BALTIMORE, MD., Dec. 5, 1881.
PETER GoBERT.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed plt>ase find check for $8 in months to a new subscriber.
payment of my subscription for one year, and $5
FoREST GROVE, OR., Nov.'lO, 1881.
to your Round-th€-World trip.
Very truly.
FRIEND BENNETT: Inclosed please find $6-five for
LEWIS WAGGNER.
the Round-the-World fnnd, and one·dollar for a large
picture of yourself and Bro. Ingersoll. I sent my name
OSKALOOSA, low A, Dec. 10. 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed is $5 to help bring that noble among the first, but· hav only just got the money to
old truth seeker home.
Thy !rienrl,
send, so I hope we won't be counted out of the faithful
G. B. NELSON.
at the day of judgment, viz., the day of distribution of
the book "Around the World."
HowLAND FLAT, CAL., Dec. 1, 1881.
We hav a Liberal League at Forest Grove of over
l'lfR. EDITOR: Please find draft of $5 on the Round- forty members; some of the very best men in the town
the-,Vorld enterprise, $3 on my subscription, and the are stanch Liberals, and what we want is a good lectremainder as directed. Yours, · H. J. WILSDORFF.
urer to stir us up once in n while. We hav had no
Liberal wedding here. as Mrs. Dean wrote you from
OTTUMWA, IowA, Dec. 10, 1881.
Joseph, Oregon, but we hav had a Liberal christening,
MR. EDITOR: I never promised anything to send which is just as good. 1\fr. and 1\frs. Clow of this place
Mr. Bennett around the world, for I was of the opin- hav a little daughter which they allowed myself and
ion we could not well do without him at home. I 1\Iiss Hampton, a daughter of our Liberal postmaster,
am well pleased with THE T:~~UTH SEEKER and the able to name. We stood sponsors for it, and named it
manner in which the present editor has conducted Genevieve Ingersoll. We had no priest and no water,
it since Mr. Bennett left. Herein find $5 to bring but Wf' know if the young lady Hvs to be grown she
him back home to friends and editorial seat, $3 to will be proud of her name.
~
my credit, to be added to the next year when my
We had a course of lectures delivered by Prof. York
time expires. Yours truly,
JAMES M. PEcK, SR.
last summer. He is a clear, forcible speaker, and
g·enerally makes a rustling among the dry bones of
WEST LEIPSIC, 0., Dec. 10, 1881. - orthodoxy when here. If we could only bav more of
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Please accept this $5 as a the same kind it would be better for the town, for we
contribution to the fund for the Round-the-Word hav some church-members here that are completely
trip of friend Bennett. I was not among the early fossilized; they oug t to hav lived in 'Calvin's time;
sub~cribers to the fund, not wishing him to go away
they would hav carried fagots for the burning of Seron a long and perilous journey, and believing that vetus with the greatest pleasure. These are only very
he and the means so invested could do more good few, however, and the all rest are cultured, Liheralhere at home. But now that the enterprise is under- mindecl, pleasant people that it is a pleasure to be
~aken, and Mr. Bennett, is off, and more aid is needed
with. We hav a college and university here that
to com])lete the noble nod ambitious undertaking, would be a grand thing for the country if the facultv
and time for subscription is short, I hasten to hav could only remember that it was a school for th~
my name enrolled "before it is eternally and ever- dissemination of knowledge and not a J<>suit establastingly too late-ah."
Yours trulv,
lishment. But they cannot be made to SE'e that, so
DR. W. E. WooDDELL.
they hav their Sunday SE'rvices, their student's prayermeetings, and the students get nothing without relig.
HENRY, CoL., Dec. 12, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Please find inclosed $6, ion in it, not even arithmetic, for I supnose when they
which you will place as follows: $5 for Round-the- hav the rule of three they only hav it to prove til at
World bool<s, which vou will please send to Miss three gods are one anci is three. They bad one very
Laura l'lf. Coryell, Glidden, Cu,rroll county, Iowa, popular Jll'efessor, a Christian too, but who was a genand $1 add to my subscription. Although I am late ial, pleasant, ft•iendly gentleman who believed in letin the list, I hope I will not be left. I am satisfied ting every one think for himself, and who would favor
that the books will be of more use than five dollars' Jetting the studen~ hav a. little fun once in a while
besides prayer-meeting. He taught aere six years,
worth of superstition and darkness.
gave
the best of satisfaction to the students, but didn't
Yours for success,
R. C. CoRYELL.
suit the intensely orthodox; so at a meeting of the
board of trustees they trumped Up a few charQ"es, got
HoYTVILLE, MICH., Dec. 12, 1881.
EDITOII. TRUTH SEEKER: Inclosed please find $9.50- his dismissal secured, kept it quiet for six weeks dur$5 for the Round-the-World fjlnd, and as my sub- ing the summer vacation, giving him no chance to
scription runs out on the first of January next please meet any of the trumped-up charges, and then sent
credit me with the same for one year from that him the notice through the mail. His friends hav
date. I would state that I saw Mr. Green's notice been and are very indignant at the way he has been
erne students hav left, going to the mort:>
in the papf'r how to work for our cause and how to treated.
help the THE TRUTH SEEXER and encourage our old Liberal college at Eugene City. Others are threathero abroad by getting as many new subscribPrs as ening to follow suit, and altogether the board hav
possible. I have found three subscribers. Please made themselvs very unpopular and hav not done the
gentleman any harm, for he has given up teaching
send the papers as directed.
and gone into business where no one will hav a mortFrom your well-wisher,
CALEB WoLLFERT.
gage on him, body or soul, and where he can liv up to
his honPst convictions; and just now I believe his
PoiNT PLEASANT, W. VA., Dec. 13, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Inclosed please find post- honest convictions are that Christians can do very
office money order for $5 to aid in your trip around nasty tlrings sometimes all in the name of .the meek
and lowly. Prof. J. D. Robb is the man's name, and
the world.
Yours truly,
HENRY J. FISHER.
he and his estimable wife are among our first citizens.
He has the sympathy of all our best .people, and we
READING, MICH., Dec. 18, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEJ(ER: Inclosed please find $9.30, hope be will do so well in his new vocation that he
$5 of which please credit 1\Iilo Marquette with for will never be under the necessity of askillg a favor
the Round-the-World trip, and the balance, $4.30, as from another orthodox school-board.
Wishing you a happy, prosperous journey and safe
directed on inclosed slip.
H. N. PROUTY.
return, I remain,
Yours,
MRs. SARAH C. ToDD.
SAN ANTONIO, TEx., Dec. 9, 1881.
MR. D. M. BENNETT: Herewith find $5, which you
BART, Dec. 1, 1881.
will please credit in the Around-the-World list.
"The eminent jurist excoriates the great Infidel. The inlk>mYours,
J. M. HENSON.
perate abuse of God and the scriptures condemned in plain language that cannot be misunderstood."
WAUMANDEE, Wis., Dec. 13, 1881.
Such is the bombastic language that heads an arMR. EDITOR: Inclosed find money order for $5.50$5 for 1\fr. Bennett's Round-the- World trip, for the ticle in the_ Philadelphia P1·ess of November lOth by
last will bring him back, and fifty cents for a new Judge Black. This great new Infidel smasher and
defender of the faithful has called a halt, kicked out
subscriber to THE TRUTH SEEKER for three months.
of the h!!.rnes!3, cursed Ingersoll and the North AmeriWM. LOESEL.
can Review, and quit. Now this judge is great, he
is talented, which is clearly proven by this article
PORT TOWNSEND, WASH. TER.,Dec. 1,1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find money order in your favor from beginning to end. His ability and genius crop
for five dollars, my share to the great trip around our in everything- he touches, particularly in the line
of throwing mud and slime. For proof witness this
the world.
Truly yours,
FRANK H. WINSLOW.
article of his in the Philadelphia Press. He says:
LA CROSSE, Wis., Dec. 10, 1881.
"Fifty pages of the foulest and falsest libel that was
Mit. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $7. I hav just ever written against God or man was sent to me."
read your article on "Ministers," and I think you hit How is this for ability as a blackguard and falsifier?
them just right; they are nothing but debasers of Does it not stand pretty high? According to him,
the human intellect or perfect dead beats, a curse to Mr. Ingersoll is the foulest and falsest liar now o 11
society.
Your well wisher,
J. PET~EY.
the face of the earth. But I should not wonder if a
great number of intelligent, people should conclude
CITY PoiNT, FLA., Nov. 20, 1881.
that Judge Black himself was fairly and honestly
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $8-$5 to help you entitled to wear the 9hampion's belt.
make your journey around this little world of ours
Next to Mr. Ingersoll the editor of the Review
and $3 to renew my subscription. Long may it comes in for a little of his excoriated mud. But; hear
flourish as a terror to the servll minions of the in- him: "The barest thought that the ju,lge of all tlle
famous church, a beacon light to those that dare to e~trth aids right fills ·him (Ingersoll) with rancor
do thoir own thinking and seek for the truth.
which. he pours o~t page after page, a~d then repeat~
Yours truly,
E. L, FAllER. it a.ga1a auu agam, unpacks his hea.rt with words,

======================--

and fa lis to cursing like a very drab, a scullion
These furious outbreaks of intemperate use of God,
his laws, and institutions do not disturb any one's
belief at all or diminish the awful reverencfl which, a
Christian feels for the supreme object of his adoration. He is simply doing the part of a common
scold, to whom tbe idle listen for the sport of the
thing, while other;::, taking counsel of those outraged
feelings, think him a nuisance that ought to be
abated. This is, perhaps, not very ensy to do. A
woman for such an offense could be ducked under
rule of the ancient law, but. when a communes vexatrix of the male gender vexes the peace of a neighborhood in this way the remedy is difficult and
doubtt'ul."
Had the judge lived in the days of the Dulte of
Alva or of John Calvin he might hav rivaled these
two pious worthies in spreading the gospel by fire
and fagot to his heart's content. He has, no doubt,
done his very best in this discu~sion with Ingersoll,
has utterly failed, got mad, kicked out of the tracas,
and has now got down on the low plane a brutal,
slanderous libeler and mud-thrower. No doullt this
dirty, slanderous article of his in the Press will cause
thousands of tne faithful to believe that <Jol. Inger8011 is a vile, blasphemous wretch and not fit to liv.
Probably no one knows better than Black himself
how completely he has been whipped, but, like a
cowardly bigot, he has sought to crush his able and
generous opponent by defamation and slander.
Finding himself unable to prop up the tottering
fabric of Christianity and that old barbarian book,
the Bible, against his aLle antagonist, he has become
desperate, and with a malignant rancor worthy tbat
old demon-god of the Bible and of Christianity seeks
to rlestroy him by the viiest slander.
Not content with slandering 1\Ir. Inger~oll, he must
pitch into the editor of tl.1e Review for no other reason, it seem~, than trving to be impartial anu giv
each a fair hearin~=r. Had the editor been partial to
Blflck, had he headed his articles like this one in the
Press, had he petted and patted him on the back
and belittled lnger:3oll, that would hav been all right.
But being soundly whipped, and smarting under the
lash. be strikes out wildly a.nd aims a blow at his
own friends in his despention. Slander and proscription is the old, old arg·ument so common and so
l'fft>ctful from the days of C ·nstantine down to date.
WhPn foiled in argument with heretics and Infidels
they could imprison, bang, or burn them. This kind
of argumPnt was extremely satisfactory and most effectual. It abated all heresy and Infidelity, and kept
their religion pure and undefiled.
It has ever been the PiJlicy of Christians to treat
Infidels as if they hH.d no rights Curistians were
bound to respect, and to lie and slander for the glory
of God and good of the church has been counted
meritorious. Judge Blaek should remember in these
days of railroads, telegraphs, schools, and printingpresses, a lie started may travel fast and far but the
truth sent ont in pursuit may soon overtake it. This
slander, "excoriation of the c:reat Infidel by the
Judge," will hardly take so well in this age of reason
:.tnd science as did the vile slanders in the days of
Pd.ine and Voltaire. They will hardly s·,ick except
to the ignorant find bigotPd faithtul who swallow
everything from the Holy Ghost to a Noah's ark or
a whale.
The judge boasts of applying the judicial test to
Ingersoll's assertions; hear him: "A just criticism
could not be made without some reference to his
mental peculiarities, which, w:ith habits of shallow
thinking and rash talking, made him an utterly inf'Ompetent judge of the subject he pretended to argue.
I found the proofs of this within the four corners of
his own paper. There, also, I learned that he was
without any acknowledged standard of right and
wrong I It was legitimate to notice that because it
accounted satisfactorily for his other utterances."
Phew! what a discovery; most wonderful! What,
Rnbert G. Ingersoll, one or the few greatest men of
1 his age or any other age, the finished orator, the
~hA just, upright man, the model husband and father,
A. fool, an idiot that don't know right from wrong!
Can this be so? Is it possible that after all the great
Ingersoll is a fool ? The PhiladPlphia Press calls him
"the great Infidel," but this eminent judge calls him
a fooL and he ought to know b"y this time. Now this
excoriating business is a game two can play at, and
I congratulate Mr. Ingersoll on the nice little breakfast job that's cut out for him. It will not take him
more· than ten or fifteen minutes to do up this lordly,
egotistical, judicial blackguard and slanderous disciple of Blackstone.
J. M. KING.
MEMPHis, Mo., Dec. 1,1881.
MR. EDITOR: I see by your last issue that friend
Lake feels agrieved by my commending to his consideration the following, which I chanced to see in
some paper as I was about to reply to his "Open
Letter:" ;<The trul.v sane man has no opinion with
regard to a matter about which he knows nothing,"
I still consider it a self-evirlent truth. B.1t as my
friend considers its application as interfering with
his rights as an American citizen, the edict is hereby revol<ed, and in ~future he is to hav perfect liberty to believe the mool!l to be made uf green
<:>heese, or to pronounce an opinion ns dogmatic as
he •· da.rn please>s" on any subject whatever, whether
he knows anything about it or not.
STEPHEN YovNa.
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Achsa lV. SpraKne and lllary ()lark's
1
Scpher Tol<loth Jeshn; or, the Book of the ¥~~~~~ 0~1~t,Pcr~~e,l~~~~~.ua and Arjuua. By J. Cookbuf!l
~~~~~t.\l~~~~uWo~;~·~ g{tr'ftc,;ayl~,~~f~~~n~tu.r;il'..~fi~~ Gener.ttion
EXPERIENCES IN THE FIRST
of Jesus. First translation into Engtlsh of o
1
The Clergy a Source of" Dan~rer to the
~t~~e~f:~N~~li ~;~~nbr~~~ee ~,~~~i~~\1~! go~ei~~~~y=;'~o~~:fJ ~~{S~ft~'tt~~~to~~t~jos~~c~~e~~~i~1~~ ~~e~~~Jnal ~ron: .i\.meric:vn
T~N
Republic.
By
w.
F.
Jamlesnn.
Prloe,
God 1 t:l"lmes and Cruelties of Chrlstlanlt~: the Authority
flOO.
of the Bible; Frcethought Judged l1y Its r rults; Our Idea a , El;~;ht S~ientific Tracts. 20 cents.
Medlum-ATllALDINK SMITH. OsweJZO. N. V.
of God. BOO pp., paper, 60 cents: cloth,$!.
Yon1h's Liberal Gnlde for their Moral Culture r,.,ce 20 cents. SolO at this oflice..
The Truth Seeker; In Bound Volumes. Volume
A~~
He¥~/g.;>,"$~nllglltenment.
By
Prof.
H.M.
Kottlngm:
[.,
$1.5ll;
Vol.
ll.
(11;
months)
III
.•
""d
IV.,
$2.50
each;
Vsls.
1 nOuence of" (Jhristl>tnity upon (Jtvll:lzao
1
V ., V 1., uud VII., $8.50 each. Entire set, by expreBB. $15.
tion. 25 cents.
American Heallh College
Orth(ldo:.o: Hash with a (Jhange of" Diet.
New Englaud an<l the P.eople up Ther<
,{)bristianity and Materialism. U cents.
BJ Warren Sumner B&:rl'ow. Pr.c~. H cent&.
$
Spring term commences tlrat of .lll•reh tor phyolelana,
A Humorous Lecture. By George E. MacdonaJa. 10 cent,
lVbat Liberalism Off"ers in Place... oi
The Voices. .A poem In tour pam. By Warren healen, and mediums. Highest dlplom" and fyUesiijroBlakeman's 200 Poetical Riddles. 20 cent~
l'hl'lstlani~. 10 cents.
.,.
•
Sumner Barlow. One ot the moattrenohaut)'etsenlllble tectlon to aU. Address lte Presld&,llt, l'rof, J. lJ, Cl
.
... BBLL, )l.t>., V.l)., Faii'JIIOI1Dt, QlnCillll&tl, 01119,
The Godl;r Women or tbe BibJe, li\barr 19tlre1 ou tJi,e DOI,Ioal, superstlt1one, do~lt and IIIWIIo
,~<ll1!~mWI!c:tla'ed.~IOlill& JI~U~N4
'lltO!It ltl'llfWQot ff .-~~$t~~ O;J~$0 . ¥J190t fl, ..
IIIII teUfnjllll Uf)llo fi'IIP~ri (i\)cqn;" alo~ll,1~g~lil"•
)ot•~(IJ.<Jilfl~7• \$"!\..
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SPHERES OF SPIRIT LIFE •
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TRE TRUTH SEEKER, DEOEMBER

LIFE-SIZE

Io Victis.*
{sing the hymn of the co"quered, w11o fell in the
battle of lifeThe hymn of the wounded, the beaten, who died
overwhelmed in the strifo;
·
Not the jnbilant song or tbe viotOt·•, for whom the
resmmding.acclaim
Of nations wa~ lifted in chorus, whose brows wore
the chaplet of f<tmeBnt the hymn of the low and the humble, the
weary, t.he broken in heart,
Who strove and who failed, acting hmvely a silent
and desperate part;
Whose youth bore no tlower in its branches, whose
hopes burned in ashes away,
.!<'rom whose hands slipped tt1e prize they had
grasped at, who stood at the dying of d:<y
With the work of their life all al'Ound them, unpitied, unheeded. alone,
With deattt swooping down o'er t'>eir failure, and
all but their faith overthrown.

D. IVJ. BENNETT.
H.cavy I:»Jate Paper, 20x2S.

SUITABLE FOR FRAME
WITHOUT FRAME •
Sent

y Mai

OR

or Fifty cents

~IEDICAL

E.LECTRICIAN,

Inventor ~f' tile " Wihonia,'~ and Lecturer on Electrical Tlaera•
pcuti-es, Author of' .. The 'l'rial of' lUcdicine," "Tile Lan·
ua;;e o:t· Disease," "lUedt'c
Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

ADDRESS THIS OFFICE.

While voice of the world shouts its chorus, its
TO TRIAL SUB§CRIBERS
prean tot·tho:::e who IJav wonWhile the tn1u1pet is Rounding trinm11hant, and
bigh to the breeze and the sun
Gay banners •ne waving-, llauds clapping, and
hurrying feet
A WEEKLY LIBERAL JOURNAL
Thronging aftee tbe lanrel-~1·owned victors -1
Witlt sixteen large J•ages, will be sent
stand on the field of defeat,
l'or THREE lUOX"I'HS, J•osta~e paid,
lu the sha·low, 'mongst those who are fdl!en and
wouncled nnd dying-and there
FOlt FIFTY CENTS.
Chant a. req11ien1. low, place rny hand on their
Full letters from the Editor, now on a
pain-knotted brow~, Urea the u. prayer,
Hold the hand that is hapless, and whi:;per, "'l'hey tour around tbe world, ap1•ear weekly.
only the victory win
These alone are wort-h the price asked.
Who hav f:>11gl!t the gootl fight anrl b" v vanqnishet!
Ad<lres8
D. M. BENNETT,
tbe i..lewon that tempts 11~ within;
141 Ei~bth st., New "J:ork.
Who l!av held to their faith unsedneed by the prize
that the world hoi<ls on hit:h;
Who hav tlared for a high cause to sutfer"t 1·esist,
fight-if neeU be, to die."

1881.

WILLIAM WILSON,

Ij ITHOGRAPH
OF

~4,

CENTRAL OFFICE

465 JUL'ION SIREET, BROOKLYN.

THE TRUTH SEEKER,

Speak, hisloty! Who are life'e victord Unroll
thy''loug- unlUtl~ and ~ny,
Are they those wt;om tl1e world called the victor;
'vho won the success of tile day?
The ruar1yrs, or Nero? The Spartans who fell nt
The1 mopylaJ's tryst,
or the Persians "nd Xerxes? His j>1dges or So(;ru.terl ~ Pi!a.te Ol' Chrh;t?
-IV. lV. Story, in JJlackwood'sllfagazine.
i!

Happy the n1un w ho::e far re,uove
.From bu;:;ines~ P..Uti tbe giddy tlJ.rong
}<'its him in the paternal groove
Unquestioning to glide ulonK.
Apart from struggle and from strife,
Content to liv by labor's fr•1its,
Aud wander down the vale of life
In gingbam shirt and cowhide bGots.
He too Is blest who, from within

By strong and la~Hng in1pulse stirred~
Faces the turmoil and the din
Of rushing life; whom hope deferred
But man incites: who never strives,
And wants, ~1nd works, and wttits until
The multitude of other lives
Pay glorious. tribute to his will.

But be who, greedy of renown,
Is too tenacious of Ins ease,
Alas for him! Nor busy town
Nor country with his mood agree•;
Eager to reap, but loath to sow.
He longs monstrarZ aigUo*
.A.nd looking on witlJ envious eyes,
Livs restless and obst;nrely dies.

THE RADIOAL PULPIT.
Comprising dlacouraea of advanced thought by

No. 695 RRHAiiWAY,

No. l3:J7 HROA n WAY,

No. 2310 I HlltD A. V.,

THE

Bennett-Mai.r Discussion ..
BETWEEN
.B~~""E'I'T

} NEW YORK

QUAiJFfED ASSISTANTS ALWAYS IN ATT£NDANCE.

and G. l'ti. MtiR.

The fullest Discussion yet Published,
~~;ivht~ the Doguoa8 and Clabns ot
Christianity a thorough Ex•
an».ination ))rO an~t con ..

~Y~f~{ub~f~e\~gtl~~~~~i~~8~t! ~~~~£~~tj~fto~l!g~ll~~:~~ttan

~ 1. Christianity is ueitllel' new uur original, being borrowed or copied from much older systems of reHglon.
(a) Tbe beli•~f iu an oir'3!1ring netng begotten by a god
upon u. Uullia.n Vi-:-gt.u is nearly a. thoU8H.Ud ye,..rs older ttl-\n
the mytl.tical story o! Je~us and his virgin mother. (b)
Other so-called saviors and redeeme1·s hav IJeen believed
in and reported tu hav been crucified and to hav died on
the cross many hundreds ot years before the aame was

~~-i~~;e~~~~~· i~c~~:~~i~~r~n\~ynt~a~ ~i~~t~tr~t:lsiai~a~~~

er, David Cotter, called nt ybur office, In resprmse to a tele·
grum received hy me. He was then told that you were

OPEN LETTER

aw LY iu the cnuntry. He went strllight frnm your oftice to

TO

thnt of Howe & Hummel. uud there met a prlv~te detectiv
who offer .. d there aucJ then to dl--close the whereabouts of
Anth0 1·Y Comstock, 'f thr $100 r~wu.rd, which I had, tiered
fur his ttrrt>~:-t. q}14 uld he given him. Thts w;js}tl'"omtsed,

Anthony GomstOGk
I

1

1

'J person• •ht!ngthere

I ~!~~Jd~~t~~~ewh~:E'u~~~ t~l~e~~~er ~~~ti~~0;p~h~b1e Y(n~

~r~r~~~nF~~1~e bJPtv~er ~:~~c;l'~b~ 0b~udi'~e;b~~~~e!ev~

In Ans,ver tO" Ui!ii Open Letter
Sent to ihe Nen !iJ)apcrs.

?l

presgtoo in its nssertion that all power is of God. As a
pruof of thla the lea-ders and bright stc.~rs of the Chrietian
church hav been among the worst tyrants and oppressors
of lluma.n Iitu~rty the world has known.
6. The tHUle and Christianiry taav oppressed woman and
hav de prlved her or the rights to which by nature she is

1

bte1d ~h~ ~?~~~~~~1~:~~~ ;ht>eyt ,~n~tfrir~~~P~~~~ tu ~~~~~f-

'flee. when thev were J• lntly told

&ystems from five hundred to two thousand years before
Chrl!!tianity was known tn the world.
2. l\tlr:.!.cles aud !lupern~tural achievements hav been a.s
fully and tJuly a~:.;rliJed to other teachers and founders of
463 FULTON ST., BROOKI.YN.
religion as to J c:;u~.
SIR: I hav bPfore me a seven-paged open letter, ad•
3. The story of Je~ms and his mission in t.he worW is uuhistorlcal; it is not corrobors.ted by contemporaneous his- dres::5ed to myself, Intended for ;miJltcation in all the t-Ventory.
t~gpar~~~o!,~~~g fe~e~ ~~~~~s-J:~u;~~cdl·s~~~~fr~~~~~~
4. The te3-ch\ngs of Jesu~ are defectiv in morals, inte111gence, and sctentiric infoJ·mallon, u.nd. so far as they are of ~~g:ir:~i~ie tE~b~;~l;i~~~f ~~~cc~ ~~f~soe~~ 1~b~~~~~~h tll~
1
wa~tc paper basket. ~.. or St!siam trul' sorry. as it wnuld
~lri;·e~~t;~u;~ t~~~fi~~~ 8~~~dp~~~~~~n~~i~~r\·~~uBfg~
hav given me an admirablf' opportunity to elww th pub~elf was written Oy men illy informed in selentiftc knowllic the true iDWd.rdnt:ss of the mu.n who could pen such H.
edge. and dues nut.llarmon!ze with the facts and principles letter.
and yet cl Jm to be a Chrlsticm and a protect~~r of
In nature known to be true.
5 TtJ.e doet.rins and clnlma of Christianity hav been a the putJlic from the vicious members of society. A more
vicious letter could not be penned, a.nd the evidence of
m:..~.lice
crops uut lu aver~: sentence
You first claim that
~~~~:a!f~~eb~l~f ~ ~~~~~{~~ ~~ 1~~~~f[ ~~~ ::!!~y;~:ft~~~~
ui hlite. couten~on, wu.r, aud bloodshed. It has fostered the courts honorat>ly ll.CQuit.ted you. If they did, then I
1
ignorance, superdtitiun, and faleehuod, and has retarded
educu.tton and science in the world. It recugn1zes and ;~~: a~~etb~~n!f~f p~ ~Iis~i~:~ J;~~ri~reg~eltb~I~~:J~~keTtt;~
the charge of an otlicer before the maglFtrates. You then

~~flt:~~h~~~i~~~?;~~~~ ~:st;~fs~~ a~id~~~~r~ f~~~~l~s~-

*To be admired.

E.<\STERN DISTRICT RRt\NCH NO'V OPEN AT <14 FOURTII
STRE.L'I-, !\EAR ~OU I H .t:;It.. II I H S I'REET.

CHRISTIANITY

(CONT.\.DIING 969 PAGES.)

All or Nothing.

· " WIL~ONIA H applial•f;*'" are not m~rfl pads which Jose their
eftic.acs in a ft'W Wt'e s, bm ~rt-\ ~n scie,.tifit·.a·ly <·.onl'ltJucted th»t they
tHLL LM-H' .FOB ·n\ EN I Y YEARs, a1•tl c .. n be wttrn by difl:ertmt
mt>mber!>l c.f the ~<am{) f,,miJJ f, um t1rne to time.

WHAT OBJECTIONS TO

D. M .

Hurrah for the con<J.uered!

ltiAY RE CONS1JLTED DAILY FRO.ltl10 A.M. TO S P.M., FREE OF CHARfE.

eral voiceto were beard. Tile duor waH opeuerl 1n respuuse
to the knocklllf 0f the ofticer, when a number uf g~ntle·
men were seen eftting around a table as If in committee.
Anthony C<>m<tt•ck wu.s inquired for. and denied belng

f.treinqY.Fr~n;~!~~~~evyjc,t~~~~,~~ ~~~~tr\~k·;~~~~~~~~~

The person whu l•pene•l the dn(lr repUt:d that Anthenv
Comstock WHS not there, wh<>n the door was closed. My
half-hrotht-r, who W11B waiting in the lobby.ruade a ru9e as
if running duwn stu irs, the otlic~r. all the time standing
out~lde. beside tbF> door.
ThP su.me person who bad be.
for~ ()pen en the door opened lt again.
The o:flieer, by a
raptd movement of tht~ foot, kep_t the door open and r.hen
walKed fn and arre~tt:t.l }"OUr~eH. Authony Comstock. If
thls was r>()t hfdi.ug from arrer;t, I fafJ to undenotand what

g~d~~N ~~~ufu~tu.g1 ~8y )1·~~·f~:~J~r~g~~n~Ph~n~~~CJrd~:~

rewarrt, and that I h-.d refuecri to pu.y the per.ann giving
the lnfurmatluu, I IJeg leave here to state that tile bun·
•lred do·la.rs was pu.ld to the detectiv 111 the presence of
several witnesses, one of whom was u merchant and man·
1

~t:ec~~reSo ~u~h~~/~~~~ irteest~eW~~~[~i~g

g: ~~~~~

evasion?
Now. as to the next portion of your open Jetter: You
say t!Jere is a law prolliiJiting the tru.nsmtssion or letters
and circulars concerning schemes t.o deceive and defraud
the public ur ubta!u money IJy false pretense .. through the
:~~:e~o~x~~~lfdt~fnexi~~~~,!U~~d? writ~~~ i;~ts~f~~~)~ ~~~~ mai's. You knew very well when you were wrtting that
court to confront you on your vile chu.rge. Yuu were si sente ce tllu.t it llad no appllcattun whatever to my case
.lnHsmuch
.,-s the following open lett r to the physicians ol
lent.
After the lapse 1 of several weeks I received an order Bruuk!yn W1lS lJefnre you, uffcriDg every physikan or sci·
entitle
man
a free t-ntry into my fuctury and conaultinf
from Judge Smith s courttu attenri such cuu .. t respecting
;;· ~~eg~~~\~e;~;rP~~(~~u~r~~fri~~ou~~~ ~~d
~~t ~~a~·~~i~~~i~~O~;~\~~dd ~~1 ~~~~~~ge~~~~eYf~~ ';~~~~u.~~~)i I~~s!ill~o~~~
went, accomptt.nied by over fifty wituetl~es, so that a spe- y u not ''Vail yourself of the offer aud haT cttlled at my
0
0
cial court had to be set aside fur my special cuse agulnat
you. Well, let us examin as to what followed. I sooud ~ r~~~:~lny~.~~?~f6~1ou.~sdle~~~u[~~th!Y h~ :ai:Jlau~f ~~for~
th~re without counsel, ready to defend my order of tJ.rrest. ttents "( You cuuld bt~.v uo excuse us to time OLUd placP, for
I was strong iu· tile proof of my charge agutnst you, and thia rel!son, vtz .. th .• t my estalJhahment is 011e of the most
did not require an attorn' y to quibble un poluts of la.w. prominent tn Brooklyn, and 1 In cluae proximity to your
You, on the other band. bad ar' attorney-a ID1tn in whom ~;;;id ~~1~d~~~d~ec:~ yto~, ~.o nbo;~ ~~i~r;ll"!~1c~1e a ~~~~~~?~u~~!
:ff~ ~~~s~~wmtfi;;u~~t~;~;i~~~:;;~ ~b~~a~l~v.}~e;~:n? Y~~~ the following otter to the phys~ciane of Brooklyn was be.
aollcitor,ia gentleman an1 anuhle-hearted mu.n.
must fore you in the clrcul~r nr ~u.mphlet fr· ·m which yuu Ob·

ju7'~ f~~~~~~~- and Christia.nity arA unprogressiv in their
two of America's clearest thinkers.
nature; tlley are founded upon the'ductrin and u.uthorlty
uf ~~od himself 1 and are therefore incupu.ble of progress
By 0. B. Frothingham:
and improvement.
8. The Bible and Christianity do not teach the higher
The New Song of ·christThe Dogma of Hell.
mas.
The V,•Jue of the Higher clas::~ of truth Hnd the best variety of religion which man
kind are capable of receivinJ;C.
The Departed Years,
Sentiments.
Life as • Test of Creed.
The American La<ly.
$1.50.
Price,
The Sectarian Spirit.
Tbe Gunaulat!ona ~f RaD. ;u. BEIIO'NET'I'.
Address
The American Gentleman.
tionalism.
8
1
0
141 Eighth st .• New York.
The Language of the Old
r:;6~~tlig~1~~~~~~i~er:va~~kJ;::ef~r~~~: a~aa:ctl~;~\~~0r~~ ;~\~~di~~ ~un~~c~ a~fy~Jrfe1} ~g-~e~d f~e fcitl~~::;>te. U
Testament.
toward you, advised you not to su!Jm1t to an examlnatt~~n
<!'.': ; ; to
20 Address
per day at home. Samples worth ~5 free.
By Felix Adler:
0
tJDu
•
STI.YSON & Co., Portland, Maine. ~e~t~g~~~~~1iits ~/r:;~~~s~:~~~~~,t~~c~ee~h t~ t~~~r. ~~~
Our Leaders.
The Ethics of the Social
the spirit ttnd intent of your Ubeluus Jetter sh"uld IJe goue
Hav we St!lla Religion?
Question,
into, but the actual wordiDg only should be eonsldt!red.
Emancipation.
ConsCience.
Lecture at the Second Ani·
iJ~~!~a~.t~~~~~~~:l~~~~de ~~0 ~1~~sh:r~~~ga~l~:3e~ ~~~v~
M~~) 'll'JrJ.~~c!ety for
dismissal.
This 1 object~'d tu, whereupon yours licitor To tbe Physicians and 111e Com•
By Jny .Medlcnl Compound and
Prlce,ln cJctb, $1.
r~~g~h~
~;~~~~~:~~.tlJ~::ien~~r;(~~
s:~t1~11~ fg~t~i~!~~s~~~t
mis~i4mers of (;bari1ies of'
Rubber Eta.stJc ApJ;IIancc
1 then stated in the presence of tt1at court. that n.ll l re.
quired wa.s a fullt vestlga.tlon iuto the f<~cts. It was then
tJ.-c Cit)' of' Brooklyn.
in :$0 Days.
uJ.ranged that the Dhstrlct Attot-ne-r should take chargt! of
GENTLEMEN-Two years ago in Europe I invented and
tilt: case as prustcuting counsel on b~IJalf ot the people
Reliable r~ferencee given. .Send stamp for circular.
1
~IT!~~~ct~~ ~~~lii.t0tT~~'ft~'u~db~~n~~dc~m~~e~l~t! ~~j1~,~~e s~t:,~~e.d a~~U~~::~~~~fl]1i)~I!C~l~~[ ~l1~er~l!~~:n~ef~ree &Ot
Proving conclusivly that
~•Y In what i':fd':."elsou saw J~:,S.~~~T~~I'iri.rNGS,
We(lnesda..y. But. f.eeling that there was some cro()kea tempted. but Its simplicity pluceslt umong the many great
13t46
Sm1thv11le. Jefferson Co .• N. Y
impr.,vemeiJts in tile history uf sell• nee which, after ita
STORY OF
f~~sii~~~l~~np~u~·~dao:e~~ ~~~;~c~t ~:"l~'fn~:~~~;d hr~~~~t~ Jnccptiuu. la~a en used thousands to wonder wuy so valuu...
u.lt:tter tu the Judge, tu the District Atturnf-1-V, and your llle u.n additluu tu the ne ;esalties uf our ru.ce shouh.l haV'
uttoril.ey fur c py or nature of such br et. Nut only a·•, he en t:tolnug uvcrluukell.
Hill Birth, Life, 'l'rial. Execn·
Th~o succeHs hf my a.PI•lla.nces tn the cure of disease tn
but my~elf and attorney applied at Jefferson Market Pu.
1
lice Cuurt next day, and wr· were told that Justice S11lon
tion 1 etc., b
Myth.
8mlth had gone. iHlO the cour1try, and would not be back ~~~l~gr: ~slt~~;;~ d L\J~t th~~f. JnfJ I~~yo~~ ~~~~f Pa1 ruerx;;
Pltae 12.00
.., ·"01" AAlA at th1a fltfice
when the proper appllu.uccs we1·e wuru ns recommended ..
1
fnnl~~~\~~~a&~~~~~~~gc;l~s~<;~~tc~~c~:l~ {~~~~~~ 'ti~~S~~~~ lu the race of such t-Uccessin .h.ut·ope, I tletermlneu that;
Ju~tlce Solon Smith, nothing would be ~ctone until l.Jls re. the prople of America should be mnde acquu.lutcd wltb
turn. Picture, t.lterefore, ID.)' as•onlshment upon receiv- the fact. I arriVe<1 in Bruuklyu ouly a few muntht1 ttgo and
Ing a notice from the cour, that the case bad been dls- cummeuced the su.le of my goods u.t No. 465 fl'ultun sLreet.
11
mts~ed without an investig~tiun into the facts which Jc(l
~~ivnecro aw,p~c~U~~~ ~~~:;sigus8 ~~~~~f~~g u111t ~~b~Pa.~0f~u0 ~~f
Th18 Badge Is aaapted for the use of all
classes of ¥reethfnker~, . l Universal Man.
~~I~~s~:;~~fnot i:lll~~~e;.t~ry~(~~~efu!~Yr~l~~~~ 'l~it~: ~~~ the dlaeu.~ea alJuve 111ent1 ncd-111l of whum cu. me to me
tal Ltllerty" being ita device. The cut
..udacity to telT the public that yuu WbTe hunoraiJiy uc- only us a lu.~:~t resort, hu..vlng failed tu get relief from any of
shows the design and size, but not its
1
beauty. S01ld gold, 18k, dOuble thick,
~~~!t~gciuitr1~~ ~i~~rrg~,~~1t;~ ~ulbVl~!~i:nh;r to~~Yrvn~~I~~: fl~~~l~~s~~l~\~~ tl~~~ ~~t·r~~~r~~~~Nr'JE~~~Nf~1Pl>!~
M.OU ; solid gold, 'tOk, '1.75 ; silver, $1 Oll,
1
tcr~o~ as th''t lteuned by you tu hu!Hireds of my putleuud
f11~~~~11~{ ~':':~~~g~lt:-7J!~c~~~,Jc0~}rr~-~Lll~ll~ure~l~} ~::0t~~~~e~~
Postage paid u.nd packages registered.
0
~~~n~~J~JJ'd
~~;;~io~~o~~~~~l~i£~~i;a~;~
t~~~·
:a~
tJ\d~1~t
A printed fat of tny clients h; llt Y ur <Jil!lpusu.la.u t.llat yOU
~~~g a~~ ~~~9~tY~~c~h~~UPt:;P~rr.refi~~~;tp~
dream or having you arrested until after I hucl written may s .• tist"l yuursolf ut the truth of the above sta.tHment.
tiv circular. with terms to Leagues, etc., free. Addret~s
my letter to you, which appeared in~ all thf' new..apu.per11.
~!J P~~~~~MbVu~,.~~'k~~~u~.l~U~1~ ~J1ijt~~\~f{ ty,gr;(~~~the originator and patent"L'ucy L. CHURCHiLL
Coufoundt~d
No I neon,
~I~~~~~ lh~ft~g~o~~~;, b~;tdn~rt~~~e~o: ~0r~~ t~~~~19 i,~fd d~~ wurth oJ my L~l)pliuuces. to be use(l onty •·n the P~""rsuJ aot
6meow25
West llichfield, Summit county, Ohio.
persons in youro:Hice thut yuu h,.. d gnne into the eountry, th" sick puur uow u.nd likely t' ~ be in y ur chu.rtto.IJle illl~ti
a.nd wonld not be tuu·k tor a w• ek; but un lJel1,g told uy tutt11ns uud hospitals. 1'hc only cuudJti<tll 1 wake Is tJu~ot I
Franciscan
pe•sons.on Naasuu street that you wcJ'e ~::~een Iu t.hc imme- Ill.) self clul he the p,,t1euts ac1;ord lug tu tny owu Judgmont
and Ue l\•,wed t" retldll watchers nt my own expense tlnl.t
FREE BOORS FOR THE SICK.
ory
In·
~~~~~~~g~~~~J~1ri~-~ut~<.•~~d1~ei1';~:t~a~1{y ~~~l~~~~;i t~Je~\vt~~·.t~ the palcuts du Unt receive a11y meUicln during til~ wear•
the names of ttlt.se wlwm 1·uu preteuded h<t<l mudti state· lug of my u.ppiL,uce~, and that u. prupu1· repu•t 11e suppiled
mtnts t:gainet me. It wus }our thus evudlug llle w•·ICII frum iUJe to time, so tllat I. u.t IllY owu1expense. cu.u pub·
~~~taJg:~~~~~f~~.i~ C~~g~ r:galr!~':;&hJ~~e~~ ~nsgr~;~~. te-grity and Eloqn~nce of .Juroin~ caused
11,e to take crlulitml ,.roceerllf·gs agai1.8t you. uud ll~h 1 he r•·cnrd uf t.he cures t1y Illy U.IJp 1ai.C(jS, l furthel
nat system of practice. lt contains valuulJle and aug·
A pamphlet or 28 pages; will be sent gratis to TRUTH t"urtllwltlllnstruct count--eJ tu stie out u warra. nt <l!lU.inHf· yuu wl~:~h thu.t every medical ma.u 1n Hro~,klyu St10Uid Cu.ll at my
fi!!estiv nutea on nec:.rly an the chronic ill a to. which thEfnr
criminalltuel.
alter such warra.· t wu.~ lu t ht! hand., 11f m .nuf ctury und exumlntur Ulmsclf ti.Je pruccs~e~ of tnan
human family Ia subject, besld•• lltuetrdll' cases, and w!U BEEKER subscribers who wish it.
the o:t:J:icer. such otncer and several ut" my wit11ess~s a ug-l1t uf •Ctul'e u.ntl make hm1self thur~~uglil.)' tiCQUulntt"d with
be sent by m~ll to a:ny one sending their addreBB and a
Address
llJ.y system. My footury ls open t"ur tnapectiun at aU hours
K~~ ~~r~o~m;~ ~r~~:)'t-:i:;~~~~~~e.;~~~or h~Jl:~fc:'~ to any physlcllLn, chemist, or •Cient!s~Land In close .)lrox•
three-oentstam;a,¥J"Riftl.f'jif{f~~~iJsB IN G co.,
W.H.BURR,
betu Will. 011 tAll momUI,I ot :row an111~ DlJ lllllt·l1ro~ 1m1$J ~ IDll own buln1111 vromlee1 w.a IIIDle pb:ral~
15V East 28Ulst., .New YDtk,
•too
W~lllngton, D
0. B. FR.OTHING.iiAJtl and FELIX ADLER

a

ile

$'

WM. WlLSOM'S fiPfN LfTT[R

Ruutnres Cured

"Antichrist:"

THE

JESUS CHRiST,

Freethinkers' adge Pin.

MACHINERY.

fi

Thomas Paine Was Junius.

All ObjPctions Confuted; Qbj"cton
patible
Fact; The
TheExploded; The

o,

THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER 24, 1881.

In face Ot the above letter, what pretense call you tlnd.
for your cunduet ·~ Wlly did you not giv me the names of
the pu.rtJes whum y:1u pr~tended had wrl ton to you? The
fact IB, no one did write to you except a lot of conspiring
doctors, and to please them you l>dcame their tool.
In tlle next. part of your open letter you refer to a letter
you sent fl.e, and say u.s follows: '"Why did you, like Ana-

pearwhen ihe Wilsonla Magnetic Gat'mP.ntsare usad as directed. I will undertake to cure 90 per cent of the au-called
ineurnbles now in tlle hospitals in the United States, and
wlll pl::tce mv garment~ uoun sucb patients free of charge,
tbe only condition I make uelng that the authurlttee
governing such llospitals. shall not alluw any medlein tu
be given the pat tents durtog the wearing of my garments,
and that tne cm·et~ shall be ~ml)ltclv advertised as soon as
made. CITIZb:NS 0~' Al>IER!Cn 1 when and where In
the blst,•ry of the world has such an uft'er as this been
madei' Here, In New York and Urooklyn alone, there are
thousands of poor invahas in our hosplta:a passing through
the ordeal of a protrhcted and living death who might, it
my offer be accepted, be r ... stored to the world as usetul
members of society, and this free or chttrge. If my offer
be not accepted by the physicians of the hospitals, then

WILSONIA MAGNETIC CLOTHING

Is the Greatest Wonder of the Age,
~~"t~~dt~~PJ'u~/i~ ~~a~ i·J~oet~ ~~~kp~rl:;~;il;~~ &~ f5tg
and yet withal one of the most
of Septembet' ?" Your memory must be very bad in this
f~~~~~~~l:~~{r~~~~~p~o!r~~a~;~~~e7~~f~P~~~~~!~~ug~
Simple of Inventions.
1

i~~~~~cJ{~t~;.~c~~~~~~:~it~~t:;Jo~ti:t·~~~~o ~~~nat~d Ji~

~e~1t~t ~J~:'a~nf ~~~:~~o~~:e~~·~~ I refer to tlte very letter

11
And the Hext morning I received a cringing let.ter,
written after the reward WILS offe1ed, as sbown by the pvs~
tal date 011 the envelope. BrouH.IY'l postmark. 2 A.M •• i:iep~
tembel' 16. Now I WtU:! told iu lli1:1 ottice ou the 15Lh ot

0

1

~gl)!e;~~ek: a~~g t~!1J ~~~:rft~r?o'WiJ~~~t ~~~~~ifs ~b~'i~~l

nn.tesso to do, t11' did they do so of their uwn accoJ"d '( 1'l1C
next day, S~ptember 16th, my ht~lf t.n·uther, !Javid Cotter,
with the detectiVtl and the court 1 1liccr, went to Cumstock's utllce. They wer~ told that he wus In the country,

. ~~ ~:~ar~t~~~~~~vw~~·~~-R~e~

u~ i~~t~~{~k~~~~~~'n~~ \V~~
1 1
~~~~~~ a~J :f ~~L&~~\~~n: w~t J~Ihtfut 1k~uc~~~(~c~~e~~ftl, s~~~·
0

1

wheu he Wllll"eturn.'

11

w·~~d ~~~~~~g;~rJ~~~ ~:~nhf3~wT!t~ ~~ ~~~~~e~o';;~er~

the atune builtl1ng. Till-He tlle utllcers weut, knockiug tit
one door where vuic~~~ were lleard withlu, Uut the door
w,as locked. 'l'llon in another ruutn adj..cent an attempt
was made to dlt;cover hlm among a compu.uy of gentlemen
sitting apparently in committee, Uut Cuu1stuck could not

pi~ i.~~ ~~~~~~~~~~ ~~l~~~ht~clb~r~~L~~n:nt~ ~~ea~seu~fnag

that, becauH-e I had been a cabinetmaker. I could not
therefore attain to a knowledge uf eura.tiv llgencles distinct from tlle methods laid down by the schools. In answer to this assumption of yours, I can only .e~~Y that I pity
yuu forvuurstupilllty. Do you not know that the celebrtLted Dr. Juhn Huute.r of London worked at the bench as
a caoinetmaker at fort,·.two years of age, and afterward
became the most eminent sur·geoc1 tn Europe? and to-day
t''e Hunterian Mu 1eum in London is a living monument of
tha.t cahinetmaltt:!l''s skill? Do you not ahw know that all
g1·eat invent-ions ever made eman~~.te from among those
whom we least suspect as the originators of new thought?
Another Jmpuru.mt reference in your open Jetter I refer
to: On a hoarrl sign y usay as follows: .. Read the Anthony
Com::-~tock lettf~l'tl in fu.vor of • lVilsonla.'" lit answer to
which I simply •ay that I hav the cuples of flft•-flve letters
sent to yuu in favor of my garments. the parties sending

ri~~t>~Ktt~~~l~~nu~i:t~~~-tOT'h~~~o~~~ ~:~~ t1?~~e~~~ge~~~~

my patients the Anthony Comstock letters. and shall con.

0
\!~~~gt~epn~~~~~·i;R~~1~~cfa~r.~h~~tB~~g~f;~e:nJ Nt~~
~~ :::~ce 1t;e~~es~!P~uj~tJttnfud~l~0e ~~a~~cl ~~~ ~~~~e~~~}~
~~~~b~~~~l~tio~~r )¥g{llsi~~~ifa~f~~ h~~~~d~~~ ~:~~~a!~k~
0
0
0
gE[c~;~ftt ~:~ ~~~~ f~~~~~~~~i:;~ th~ddE~~J~m1bc~~~: w~:k~
1
ing Into tge 1'oum, arrested the gteat Anlhony Comtftuck. ~~t~: *~~f~~ bo~Jlagt~~ $~~~f ~ho~ ~~~o;;~~~ ~~~i i~e n~~
0
1
He )Vas taken Uefore Juotice Hmitlland committed in tlle
~~~ro~1.'~rti'op~-iu~'h~~ ~nt~~i~ec~~~:~s a~I ~1~ o;ee~e~i ~~~
follOw lug wor1ls of committal:

•• •It app~al'tug to me by tlle within dePositions and
statemeuts thu.t the c1·ime thel'ein mentioned has neen
commit ted1 and that there Is sull1cient cause to believe the

£h~~~hn~~~~ee~dAt~t~~~~;ru~~tb~kaft~H~£e~11 ~~e~~'t?t~r~~!

sum of five hundred liollars, and Ue cumlllttted tu tlle wu.r.
den or keeporof the city prison of the city uf New Yurk
until he glvs such ball.
SOLON B. 8Ml1'H,
_. 'Police J ut~tice.
11
• Dated September 16, 1881.' "
You will therefore see, on referring to your pnen let
ter, tllat you admit that my first publ~ commuulcu.tion
against your act w.as printed on tbe 14th day of Sept., and

~~~ePe~~~i~~:~ciw~~dt i~~n~o~~n[J~~~~s0 1n1~~~~=~t:~l~e~~

care. I hav sold my patent to a company with a view of
manufacturing on a very large scale, so that witllfnureased
facilities In the form or valuable machinery specially prepared for our purposes, we sllall be able tfJ place upon the
market an unl mittd supply of these wonderfully curatlv
appliances.
After years of study m the particular -direction of elec
trical therapeutics, I lla.v from time to time made man}'
improvements on mv flrst conception of what was needed
fer the rellef and cure of disease until the •• Wllsonia."in
its present form contaius all the elements of what ha£
gone before in the same U1rection. Tre continuity of cur.
rent fs made complete, the d-:mgers ot
·n-ventllatton art
entir~ly overcome. This Is an import.
' point in tllt

j~~noePer!t~g~iitE~~eurth~~.i~;rr~~Y~~r~~a~~~n~~ t~dd\~IJ ~t~

f~~\~d{:~l~ewJI!l~e~e~r~~e~ ~~tg! 1~~v: ~ob~c:l ~~~~i~c~ 't~
~~~;n~:s~~ ~~~tJ~~~~etf~~~~~~~ft~t~d~:fnf~~~~fogJ, !~; ~ha~
1

8

Pit ICE LIST.
LUNG INVIGORATORS ....................... $6 00
BODY BELTS ................................... 5 00
THROAT PROTECTORS ...................... 1 00
KNEE CAPS ................................... 3 00
LEG BELTS .................................... 4 00
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 Oll
HEAD CAPS .................................... 4 00

" Wilsonia Magnetic Appliances "

$500. REW .A.RD!

Suffering Invalids,

th~a;~~Te i~Y~g l~eg!Yc~~~~e~;~l h~~~~et\~~:~~ :0 ~~~~~
KF~fd~ub~hk~~~~~: b"~i~~ ~e~~W.tl.ikH~~acnJ~tdanp ~tJri~~~~~~ offer,
viz: Tha.t you shall. upon the examination of the
1

Pamphlet and Price Li•t,

in my commulllcatlou of the 14•h, that wllich was not
Cflntaining thousands of references in Brooklyn and New
Written by you until the 15th? But vou kuuw very well deeds referrecl. to in my letter as above, between your at- York. One hundred thousand persons are ready to te'-~tify
that the Jetter yuu reter to as llu\'iiJg been kept back ~f~~~t~~n~n~:i~ie0~\~~~:~ ~¥~~~~~~~~~ 1t~!~~~~t~~~h~~~I;~~ to tile value of .. WILSONIA." 'l'herefore ask for the
was referred to as abuve un tlle :wtll day of t;epteruber, mental iu c·~Mting dbcredit upon my invention. I am quite '' \VILSONIA," and see th~t you get lt.
~:tt~~~~Fttt~ne ~;~~~~~~~~~~~rs,~grs1-!~~f~~~~~~:f~~;i:~~~~:1; willing to accepr. your plea of ignorance of the f~cts. and
fail to show in yuur open tetter that 1 llad k·•pt ,,nythiug tHat yuu were decelvea by others.
b~ck. In tlle sl\me open Jetter you rcfe,· to a I~wsuit in au~~~~;;rcg~g~~~d~~~- letter of ".Wif.Hl:l~fl~hJ~r
Ireland between \Vet ton & Co., and William Wllsun, of
No. 64>i P::i.triclrstreet, Uurk, and tue mul:lt malicil•UB aet
that auy ma.u could c~~nceive is the taking the truuUie uf
wnttug to lrelanli for mform<Lti~::>u· retipect·,ng a rnu.n and
A. LECTURE.
when such tnformatton ls rece1veri. tedJng une-llu.lf tlle
story in a open letter to the pullllc and keeping blicli tlle
otller llalf. 1.'lliR yuu know you hav clune, and. 1 cllaUenge
8y Jam"s W. Stilfman.

The Unknown God.

READ THE FOLLOWING REFERENCES SHOWING MR.
1
0
~~E~~~ ~!1:f~~~~'ils hwtt~~st !~~~ ~Kl~giJ~~t!Jt i~ tL~~
COMSTOCK HIS
concealing tlle real natur~ of the lawauit oetweeu Wet34~,;',.gaeb~;;.;.ltti>~ 1 .~~d15hc"e~~~~m1:I'ci~~~nct pamphlet of
ton and myselt as rival manufc&.turers a ,u large empl,,yers
D M. BENNETT,
ofJabor is an act nnwo• tllY of tlb.e commonest inlurmer.
141 Eighth street. New York.
.MISTAKE:
I hav a deed from tlle British government wherein, on

ri:

the se tlement of thttt suit as above rererred to. such
deed binds my opponents w pay me a large sum of money
in settlement. thereur. Your atttrrney, Mr. Tenney or
Mr. Colgate, your President, can see that deed Wl.Jenever
they clluose tu call at my utlices. Yet yuu, in your open
letter, attempted to show that 1 had Ueen guilty of a crime.
If this was nut vindictiv IDH.!ice, what wa~ it 't Again in

COMMODORE GARRISON, Bowling Green.·
Mr. FRAZER, corner of Reade st. and Brqadway, New
York.
Mr. DEGRAFF. (DeGraO: & Taylor); Fom·teenth st., New
York.
Mr. TAYLOR,ofthesame:finn.
Mr FAYERW.ll:ATHER (F.B Hoyt& Co.), Spruce st ..
~~~ s~~~~\V~l~~~~:'J~r~~g~l~a~~l-nn~~~ ;~~t~:[u~a;:~; NewY
rk.
well that the circular rrom wllleh you ubt,dned tlle
Sanator McPHERSON. Washington.
name· of my patients contains also the fullowlng Ueaerip~
K B. ~TU1P80N, Spruce st.
tion of my pateut:
THOMA::> HALL (Kestler. Hall & Co). Ferry st.
"During tlle past few years seven or e!ght different
Colunel BAYAlW CLARK, 54 East Forty-ninth street,
1
0
New
b~t~~~t~u~a;h~e;Wa~a£:~~~.~~nf~~ct ~~tJi~If o~ t~:~ne~!; Dr. York.
DEMAREST, One Hundred and Tweuty.seventh st.,
been a want ot' means whereby tlle magnetism once im. Harlem.
J. DUGGAN, Undertak·er,330 Clermont ave.
f~ll~e~;~r~~~e c~~~~t!'ee ;~il~0e~i~' ,~~~se~~i~~~ 11~U~i~~ Mr.
Mr. E. STCLAIR CLARKE. 758)> Lafayette ave.
Wilson Mtruck the huppy tdea of atta.clllng a series of
Mr. YOUNG, Artist, Bergen st., .Brooklyn.
Voltaic PUe1:1 totlle Magnetl:!t whicll by ab:; ,ruing tlle natu·
ral exudatiuns of the St(ln giv out a cl)nstu.nt galvanic
These and thousands of others can be referred to Dare
current, and tllus keep up u. contlnu Ub supply ot Magnet- a man like Comstock mingle with such gentlemen as the
ism. .anoLI.Jer v~ry hnportunt featur~ OL tne · Wlisuuia' above!
invention Is tllis Wearers of tllth:!e garments never ex·
per1ence unple.tsa.nt shucktl and are never atnictcd with
sores, wllicll iuevit.ably result from wearing galvanic
chain bands-tltey llaving to be steeved 1n viut•gtl.r to ren.
der tbem capable of impart1ngany cumtiv pr,Jperty, and

}~r~~rP:~~~~e~:r ~~~~~et~~u~~.\~~i~~~~~:~ i~~~~~~~~

fortable to wear u.s any uodergarment. These appliances
keep the body warm in the coJd season, and, oy their
power of absorption, impart, in tbe summer, a refreslling
coolnesi."

Also the Method of Manufacture.

'WJsonia" Magnetic

Clot~lng:

PLAIN HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.
BY E. B. FOOTE, M.D.
This book Is a plain talk about the human system, the
!labita of men and women, tbe causes ::md preventian of
disease, our sexual relations and 80Cial natures. It Is med·
teal common sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
women to et1.cll other, society, love, marriage, parentage,
etc. Embellished with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
t1.50. Sold by
D. M. BENNETT,
141 EIKhth •treet, New York.

Read also the Testimonials 79. A WEEK
Printed- in " The Truth Seeker'' $ outfit free~
of Nov. 19tp.
IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.
o
COMPETENT ASSISTANTS IN EVERY STORE, :
PRIVATE DRESSING AND CONSULTING ROOMS,:
AND EVERY CONVENIENCE, WITH FEMALE
0
ASSISTANTS FOR LADIES. ALL OUR GAR- o
MENTS ARE THE SAME, NO MATTER AT WHAT
DEPOT THEY MAY BE PURCHASED.
OFFICE HOURS, 10 A.M. TO 8 P.M.
i

~~t~.hU~~~~·~~ti."~.ch~ep;~~.~ s~o.M'b~~t~~~; ~~""m·

f4.00; morocco, g:ilt ed~es. $4.50.

-.

c:l::ie~:::.:r.Jt~~:c::ft:!::. ~~~;,:pf(.~Jls~~.:h\~

of prominent Christlamrt•r worse than lnfldels. A com.
panlon book to "The World's Sages" etc. By D. :M. Ben.
nett. 8vo. 1,119 pages. Cloth, 1'!.00 ; leather, $4,00; mo
rocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

Tile Gods and Religions of Ancient and
ltlodern 'I' hoes. Vol. I glvs a full account of all the

~~t~~t n~!~~~ !lfh~h"H~~f'~6'~~. 'j~".!:,1 Ptg;l;t~e!y'~gyu

Mary, and the Bible. 835 pages, Bvo. ·Vol. II describes fUll
all tho rell~lous systems of the world, Including Judaism,

ij'i~~~~e~egofo~'f~Itr~n~Nf:t!;;~~Vt~. t~;9la~~~~- 00:ri'~R1~

$3.::E

Bennett, written in prison. In cloth,
per volume. or
$5,00for the two volsumes: in leather, $7 00; in morocco
ogllt edges, $8.00
steel engravings-a medallion portr<Lit. ai!d a fulll engtb
likeness of the author. Cloth, $3.00~ leather, red burnished
edges, $4.(10; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.
l'ilupeJ.'natnJ.'al Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelatiE>n. Decidedly tne most thorf
oughand exhaustiv work on the ehtims of supernatural:
ism ever written. By F. W Newman, Emeritus Profes·
sor of the London University 1,115 pages. Svo. In cloth,
$4.00; leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.

Analysis of Religious BelieC. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, aud Sacred Writings of the world.
By VIscount Amuerlcy son of the late Lord John Russell,
twice Premier of Engtand. Comglete from the London
~J~~~Q,~flt~?::s,
In clot , $3.00; leather, ~.001

t?OO.

Tile GJ.'eat Works ol" 'l'llomas Paine. In•
eluding The Age of Reason, Examin~tion of Prophecies,
1

~:YJre:,<>m~!"l~~t~~ ~~a't:!·1kit~"o'"rJ~n~ fh~rs~~fi~it':""J

Delsmt CommQn Sense. The Crisis, and The Ri_gbts of
blan; the whol~eceded by the Life of Paine, and a steel
:;:~;.~fc'6';t~tl~edgel$f.'i:J: SVo. Cloth, $8.00 ; leather, U-001
The foregoin~ elyht volumes are called " The Truth
1

:;~~;s~~~':;:1ol~r w~N ~~e g~~~~~~Jof:;~e~~~dp~r:; ~I

each.
NatuJ.'e's Revelations ol" <JIIaJ.'acteJ.'; OJ.'

~~lu~~faft?~~,!~!:'t'{ft.~e~m:e~i~~~et~c~n8ft ~'!:

tures. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By

Before you purchase any bogus arrangement, send for
0

l"''

Jo•~h

:J.if~d~~s~if.'l:J.'Bvo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4.

1

ditl'erence between electricity and magnetism as a curalv aozent.
WILLIAM WIL"SON.

TJ.'utll SeekeJ.' Library.
The WoJ.'ld's Sages, Thinkers, and
formet•s. The Blugraphles or three hundred of the
must distinguished teachers and philosophers (wbo were

~~r~n!Is~g~a-;fi~~~~~fa~~~a~~eSPr~~~P~;:tt~n, .~Y ~r~er~iff ".-~~~t;,-t~.r;s1~:!~:,!..~~~~~~e~ 1~~~?o~~~lth ~~~

thrown back into the organism the pols·mous e11. -.at.ions
of tha body. T11c expeusiv nu.ture 't: the "Wt.. ~lia"
combination in all its entirety makes th, flrlce some" itt
high. but yet tt Is far tlle cheapest in thb. '1nd, inasmuch
tts the cura.tiv force will continue for yet~. ,~ although a
commoner kind will frequently result in man • ~ous curds.
fheae comm mer goods we seH at the following p .. tcea:

wm Cflntlnue the same price as before offered; but if you
wish the clleaper kind. as offered elsewhere, we will sell
at the above pricPs, heingone-hd.lf of the cost of the same
was not derived as promisert on the purcila.~e of the go 1ds, articles elsewhere adverthmd.
sucll goods !Jelng worn u.s directed u.s to qu<t.ntity and to

funds. I will ~Jsh sign bonds for a like sum H you can sho\v
one tcatltnonbl puiJJished by me that was cot genuin, and
w111 p.Ly all expenses of the six physicianP on whom \"ou

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

kl

$12 a day at home easily made. Costly
Address TRuR & co., ~ugusta, Maine.

THE

Simms,

; morocco,

Paip.e's WoJ.'ks.
A ~~~~~~on~:x~~:.'lf~nao\ ~~~~7J.~~~~~~~t,1g:
Bf.hop of Llandatr, Reply to Mr. Erskine, Letter to Cam!Ue
Jordan, etc., etc., witfi a life of Paine and a steel·plate
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine's GJ.'eat WoJ.'ks (complete) In one voJ..
ume, a.a above. $3, $4, $4.50.
Paine's Political 'VoJ.'kS, lneludlng Commoo:.
Sense, The Crisis, and Rights of Man. Cloth, $1.50.
The Age ol· Reason. An lnvestl~atlon of true
~~~e~~~~~~~t;,h0~oJofJr·$ 1 .wb\~~g;~c~~~~. n the world.

Tile' Age of Reason and An Examination
o£ the J• ..opllecies. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 75
cents.
(Jomnton Sense. Paine's flrst work. 15 cents.

In~~~- C1f:eir~4o ~~~;~nd1~~h~~~~~~- from ~-

to XVL
Tile Rigllts ofl'llan. For the oppressed of humantty; Paper, 40centsi cloth, 75eents.

D.l'tl. Bennett's wo ..ks.
Tile WoJ.'Id's Sages, 'l'binkers. and Re·
~;"~~~~it ict~:a;$1.~: Svo. Clotll. $3.00; leather, $4.00;
The flhampions of tile (JhuJ.'ch; TlleiJ.'
<Jl'ime.t "ntl Persecutions. Bvo. 1,119 pages.
Cloth, 116-•; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.00.
The Gods and Religions of Ancient and
ltlodern T itnes. Two Volumes. Written in ~rison.
fril~~e'r~l;r:'CMf.ei~ ~~~l~~~o~~~ft~d~:~.\hs~JJ~vo vo umes:
From Bellind the BaJ.'S. A series of lett•••
WTitten in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.00.
:_:
An Infidel Abroad. A serlos of letters written
during a \~isit of ten weeks in Europe. 850 pages. Price.
$1.50.
The Semltie Gods an•l the Bibl.<:- Treating

~gg~v~g~ s~~:, i~et~~1:~i~~K ~~~~~sn~~~f~~~~~ #i~;Pz:

Mary, and the Bible. To the latter230 pages are devoted,
showing thut book to be o. very infer lor production for a
flrst-chLss God. 333 large pages. Paper cuvers, 60 ceo ts 1
C!oLh, $1.

f.Th'!.'!i~~;nfn~cfir.r:t~:re1~&· ~~·· ~~?t~.ft;~or~~;

..
tlwught to be the most damaging exhibit of Christianity
that -llas appeared. 500 large pages. Price, $1.50.

'l'ldrty Discussions, Bible Stories,Essays
n.nd Lectures. 700 pages. P!\l)er covers, 75 cents;
cloth, $1.
,
Tile llumpllrey·Bennett Discussion. A
debate on Christianity and Infldellty. betwe~n D. M. Ben•
A critical rAVIew of Biblical Inspiration and Divinity. By nett and Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 550 pages. Price. $1.
M. B. Craven. Prtce, 10 cents. Address
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett u.nd Cyrus Romulus Teed. Jesus the Lora -God
D. :u. BENNETT,
Crcatur of Heaven and Earth. ~Paper, 30 ee~t.s; cloth, 50
141Bth street, N.Y.
CCI'tS, .. utei'rogatories to JehO.l"J-ah~ Bcing3.000 ques~ions propounded to his JewishrGuilship upon a great vari·
e.ty of subject~. Pap~r, 50 q~p.tsi clotll, 75 cents.
\Vhat I Don't Believe, What l Do Believe,
'iVJJy IUJd \Vherefore. (Forthcoming.) 350 PP•
REPLIES TO THE
t2mo. Paper, 60 cents: cloth. $1.50 •
Deaeon SkidmoJ.'e's LetteJ.'s. First Deacon of
Zion Hill Baptl 8 t Church, giving many church Incidents
tmn his evolution from Christianity to Liberaltsm. Paper
50 cents~ cloth, 75 cents.
Ant bony Comstock : His Career of Cruelty and
Crime. By D. M. Bennett. 25 cents.
Eigllt.ll and Last Letter from Ludlow<
Street .I ail. 10 cents.
I.ett~J.'S !"rom Albany Penitentiary.
25
~ants. ..''I
:llatte•·· liiotlou, Life, and Min<l. 10cents.
"I' he Goll!i e>:Superstition. 8 cents.
The Great Religions of tbe \Vorld. 10cts.
011en LetteJ.' to Sa1nnel <Jolgate. 10 cents.
.Jesus CbJ.'ist. Considered as an Infidel. 10 cents.
WHAT THEY THINK AND WHY. An Jloui With tile Devil. 10 cents.
Sinful Saints and Sinful SheplleJ.'dS. 1Y
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.
;cnt&.
·Jlonest (tuestioo::s nod Hones' Answe ..s.
With an Introtlu.dion by R. G. IngersoU.
$cents.
&.n 011en LettoJ.' to .Jesus <JIIJ.'iSt. 5 cents.
8

Angel of Horeb.

.. DESIGN" IN NATURE.

.................. .... ····· ···· · ···· .................... ······ " Christian Guardian" and" Christian Advocate."

ImpoJ.'tant to tile Sufl"eJ.'int; and Amicted
'VIIo Ilttv Been Deceived by AtlveJ.'•
tising· NostJ.'nm Vellders.

Process of .Manufacture.

its~~~i
of 1nuslin corresponding ln size; tu.steu tlleso togetller.

an~t~gras8~eeeett g{ ~l~~e; 0to~~fiawr~~~e~~\~~~, 1~J

Then take hard ste~-11 pl"tes (IJt'itt.lo us glas.~ they need be
for our purpose), cut themiuto narrow strips about one

wl:~J.f!,~".;~ ~~'icJ'.~J~ei"11 ~l~llj'jE~~>:~t):>.~ 1':fc1~a

a host of speculators to pll,ce upon the market several bogus nrrangemonts uuder the specious titlPB of ".Magnetic
CJJuthing" or "Magnetic Garments." One unprmcip1ed
person llas actually copied my engraving rep1 esenting my
clothln~, so thu.t a person not seeing the gurmcnts wou!d
0

~~~r~~~ ~~r tf:\\'ii£~M~tf~ t~se "gn~~~~~~~;~e'~~!~e~"t':
0 1
t~te~a~:~ e~~~~~~ t~ ~ t~Jlie;r~~·a!~ ~~8l1n~~~;ts~cie~~:~Fct~ !~~ ~~~~~~~t~~~gbt~~~~f:·~~~ttg~I ;'J~~ct~~~1~~~;~~~ct>'aa'flg
1
1
ie~~s£ £~ut~~ t~l~~~,n~~~ bs~tli~;~~· t~ ~~~ ~ho~e~~Jin~~~

a worthless article for the cure of some malady or other.
NERVE INVIGORATOR. Over these plates, wlleu fa .. This same person has copledJ. almost verUatim, the huttened to the ftJ.bric, we place another Hheet uf india rub· guage of my owu circulars. vne of these g;.Lrments was
ber tissue. Over this again we place unut.ller sheet of brougllt me direct from the vender. I find it to be a
muslin and fat~ten the whole mass together with hot
irons. We tllen puncture tho eyelets the whole thickness ~~~~~ ~g~:t·lf~e~~l t::af.}t!~~~ay~~~!1i?tl~~~~~~·en!s1etri~
1
0
R~~~1°tnto ~~i~r:~~i:Jls~n!~n~~';i~~~~t~l~~f~i~. p*~g:~Ifi
8~i~~~~~~~~g~ tft~~t~~~~l~~gge;~~~n~:.v 11~~~o;~ ~~~e~fi~~ then
tln~ thu.t an attempt at hnttu.tton has been made by

whole witll t11ining or tLDY mutorial tu suit tho fancy of
the wearer, but preferably canton ilannel should Ue.w:1ed,
Wllon tlle garment Is so f11r tlnisl.teli it fs mag:nctfze<ll>y
a 11ower!ul ~lectru magnet unttl every plate or the whole
serlos is tlwruugllly satumte<l with mngnettsm,
Having described the process as above. l again aay that
If you make the garment• as l direct they will ® you
just as much fiood u.s ttwugil I mudo them myaelt . .Hut

an engraved circuh\r containing copies of my own circuJar
dB al>ove stated, ILlld so cuunin~ly lias the device been dn~~~~:,~~~~<§~~~~spafi~~~e~ri e';,ell;~~~~,s~:~~~l,
c11rrled out tlmt parties purch11stng tile goods from such and Prof. Ernst Haeckel.
For sale by D. M. BENNETT.
rd~;~\~1~\\tuhr~s~;~~t~l;,~:~~~!~ s~~~[g~~~1~e~:~: Pr:ce, $1.50.
141 Eighth street, N. Y. city.
as different as auytllln~ can possluly be conceived If,
1

~~":liv~~, t~;~g~l;ii,11!)~ails~~~~~~ftriu{h~ '8~l~:diSf!i:S
~~~eaHb~6~~k~f~~~~~j~~e~t~Jt~h:~f~g~ylc~~~ arJ'eo~~!~~ t"~~~~em':J~~f~:rdt':,l';~~~~e ·m'::1~~~h~181'~l'~1~~~1;
~0~~~ t~~~~ww\iesr~ p~g~~~~tf~g<iuackCI·y ~ith with the :n~0l~~op~~~td~~ttui~ f~\Yt!r~Jahn~~-th~~~~etft~£tg~s~~~
W IL::>O.N !A?" Why do not the advertlsera of quaok
is so unparalleled tllat never before In the history of the
0
n~~~~~ ~~1\r~~~~J~~~~i1~~ !! ~r~~{~fi~~o~11e~·~ :c:lJ~Pt~Yd~~ Ya world hav aucll remlLrkablo cures0 been0 effected as those
1
'JW week~:~ ago, through the culumuli uf tho New York
He,·ald, that he had u1ade IL umrvolous lllocuvcry, VlZ., !~~~~:~~~~~~:n~ ~~eifii~s.tl?!dt~~~ b'!:ri ~d~~~ni;r~:~. '£1~~

th!lt the wl.lole secret of tile electric charge In the Gym. del\! to hear. the helpless pamlytlc to walk erect, the de·
notus, or eiectric eel1 lay wholly in the fu.~t tha.t the said mented to become st:tone, the martyr. to car.arrll and astllma
to spMk and brMthe freely, the terrlfled With ht,lart dis
:l::;;;~c ~\!.w:~';;;:~~~~~d 4~~: ~'!'rv~fo':faebdb•~v~~t~~ ease to walk forward amon~r the pubHc without the terror

1!114olfliJ llllli IIUI40 llf"r

m toll4 ~bfOO·q~r$1f JINII Of

Modern Thinkers,

ot IIDP•II~ 41111t.ll. 6111111d ITN'r forni ot 411illllllllap.
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LABOR DOLLAR.
BY

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS

PRICI<l TEN CENTS.
D. Jtl, BENNETT,

4cldrell8.
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.._,IID'I'Tt$•

B. F. Underwood's Works.
i'.:ssays anti Lectu .. es. Embracing Influeuce of
Christianity on Clv!llzatton; Christianity una Materialism;
What Liberalism offers tn Place of Christianity; Sclent1flc
Materialism; \Vom~t~; Spiritualism fro~ a .Mll.terialiatic
standpoint: Paino tnc Political tllld Religious Reformer;
Materialism and Crime: Will the Coming Man Worship
God y Crimes and Cruelties of Christianity; the Anthodrlty
of the Bib!<>; FreethOn~ht Jurlged hy Its Fruits; Our I eas
of God. 300 pp., paper. 60conts; cloth, $1.
Influence of Cllristinnity upon (Jivilb:ation. 25 cents.
t;llristianit.y and Materialism. 15 cents.
\Vhat Liberali!itn Offers in Plae-;._ oCh:risttanity. 10 cen\.8.
.,..
. ~tDtUIC liJ.atel<'iitU.Di I , . . . ....,.,. . . . .
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, DEOEMBER 24., 1881.
LIBERAL

tJdds and Bnds.
''lluT," says a zealous fr·te.nrl, "if It wer·e not fot·
oar rellglnn and the belief, where woulr! the fe
m'•.le be!" Jnst where she sho.,ld be-the eq11.i1
of man; the companion, the helper·, thP c••mplet ..
-complement, the per·fect half or a pe!·fect whole
'Christianity and all other for·ms of superstition
bav kept woman back-bav placed be!' under
man's rule and dominion and robbed her of her
birthright as qneen of the world and as one fitted
to reign and rule side by side with her kingly
brother. Gladly, joyfnlly, will woman •· take the
chances" of "going back to nature,, and to sun.
worship lf she only may be permitted so to do.
"Christian principle" bas never "amelioratell
her condition." Never, never, never! Eightee11
hundred years of servitude has it given to woman.
making her less even in the eye of the ht w than a
negro. Sbe has no rights only as man condescends
to lend them to her. It is only as· sh!! tramples
Chri8tianity and the old .l!:Od-book of Christians
under her feet, and throws otf the fetters of Paul.
Jesn8, and the priest, that she is enabled to advance one step toward enfranchisment.-Elmina
Dralce Slenker.
)[y heart leaps up when I behold
A rainbow in the sky,
So was it when my life began,
So is it, now I am a man,
So be it when I shall grow old,
Or let me die.
The child is father of the man,
And I could wish my days to be
Bound each to each by natural piety.

LIB~RAL

M ac•Z.INE.

SAVE THE

AND

EY~S
~EARINC.
TIJC' ~bakt'r E)·e and .Ear Balsam

u l\IY dcnl\" ~aid tbe grocer, "we hav all been
The Libe>'n/1• Bmnnthly tnnjlnZine puhllshod hy G. H. Hne tor llfteen ye<trS proved tho best remedlale.ppllcatlon
converted and can't •ell milk on SundRy, but if yon \V,~lser at. Lfb' r>tl, Mo •• tit th·· lnw prh:t= or t\fty cents a
mllg:•zlne fs h~"'tiPd In the nt•·rc t t•f trne Lib· for Fnliing Sie,:-hl, Itnglalred H<>artug, Ollh.
happen to want a little just come in by the back ) ear1 'Thf8
1
1 1
~,~;~ t~'~- :~ :~~~ gl~~l :,~ ~ ~~~t~\~~~.~~~~ t ~~ ~.'d~!d ? ~)'Lft!·~~~;,~~~~1~ ~ thalmla, ~nd nil lntlnmmatlon• and uffeotlons or Eyes
~te, please."
Sptritn~~u~ts, wh•·rA tlH·y can t'llj,,y t.!Jc full fl•u1t.h•n of
A PREACIIER •aid to n peasant, whom he univer~al ment11.l Uberty. The town is gruwtng rnpldly. 1\lld Ears. Printers, artists, and those overtaxing the
lt has no pn~acher, no church, no drunkenness. no R·tl<Jon,
thought rude," You are better fed than taught." no
lfod, no Christ, nn h• 11 no devil. l~ut pou.ce, clvllity, eyesllnd an Immediate reUef. Soft cataracte hav been
•· Sbonld think 1 was," replied the clodhopper," a~ truth. bappineas, and sobr1Q!._y re1gnR supreme umong the removed by lt. By Ita nae the wearing or glaaaea Is de.
people. Address G H. WALSER, Ll~eral, Mo. . tf
I feeds myself and you teaches me."
felTed. Price, SO cent&.
A SMALL child being asked by o. Snnday-scbool
Made and aold onlY by
G. A, LOMAS,
THE
teacher, "What did the Israelites do after they had
Bltf
Shaken P. 0., N. Y,
crossed the Red Sea?" answered," I don't know,
ma'am, but I guess they dried tllemselvs."

GODLY WOMEN OF tHE BIBLE.

"FoRMERLY one sermon converted three thousand 8inners," said EldPr Burgess, of Butler University, Ind., in a sermon l'ecently; "now It takes
thrAe thousand sermons to convert one sinner."

DB.- FOOTE•s

J

E:and-:B:)ck pf Health Hints

Ungodly Woman of the 19th Century.

AND READY REOIPES.

Nearly 850 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.

Wor•th $25. Cost 25c.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY:
Ancient and .Modern.

tyrs thrown to 1 be lions. He startled his friends
by shouting, "llfal ob, mal jnst look at that poor
little lion way behind rllere. He won't get any,"
CLARA LOUISE KELLOGG acknowledges that sbe
became engaged after a com·tship of but fifteen
days. As this isn't long enough to learn whether
or not a future husband snores or walks in his
sleep, it looks like a very dangerous proceeding.

:.'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"

BY AN

A LITTLE boy was shown the picture of the mar-

AN inq11isitiv old man poked his head In a
printing-office door and asked, " Who, is dead 1"
·rbe man at the wheel answered, "Nobody that 1
hRv heard of.;• The old fellow asked, "What is
this crape on the door for!" The boss then went
ont and found that the •· devil" had bung the job- Word~nvmth.
I SEEM, for ·my Part, to see the benevolence of office towel on the doorknob while he chased a
the Ddty more clearly in the pleasures of very lame pigeon up the alley.
young children than in anything .in the world
WHAT Is fame 1 Something that you win by carThe pleasures of grown persons may be reckoned rying a bunch of shingles up a !udder and tac·l<ing
partly of their own procuring, especially if there them on the roof, when yon might. hav 1nade jnsr
bas been any industry or contrivance or pursuit to as much money by peeling ~ha'4ings from a board
come at them; or if they are unfo•mdefl, like on the work-bench. The people who persist in
music, painting, etc., upon any qualification of walking and working in the npper strata of the
their own acquiring. But the pleasures of a world's industry hav a harder time and no more
l1ealthy infant are so manifestly provided for it by pay, but then, they win fame, do yon see?
another, and the benevolence of the provision is
THERE is no Indian war now going on. The
so unquestionable, that every child I see at its
sport atfords to my mind a kind of sensible evi- fact is. tbe weather is so cold in the West that the
dence of the finger of God and of the di•positiou government agents, who are appointed to rob and
Which dlt·ects It.-Paley's Mm·at and Pvlitical Philos. plunder the red men, are compelled to sit by tbl:'
stove. In the mean time they are mapping out a
ophy.
ALL hail to those bold and feaTless natures-the program which will stir up the Indi!llls from tbe
heretics and innovator• of the day-who, rousing British possessions to the Rio Grande. In a small
men out of their lazv sleep, sound in tlleir ears way, the counn·y has no abler statesmen than the
the tocsin and the clarion, and force them to come agents who plunder the Indians,

forth, that they may do battle for their creed.
Of all evils, torpor Is the most deadly... Giv us
paradox, glv us error, giv us what vou will, so
that you save us from stagnation. It is the cold
spirit of routine which Is the nightshade of our
nature. It sits upon men like a blight, hlunting
their faculties, withering their powers, and making them both unable and unwilling either to
struggle for the truth or to figure to themselvs
what it is that they really believe.-Buckle's

HO~IE$

ANDA

u

By the allthor or
PLAIN HOl\IE TALK I I AND ., MEDICAL
COltMON SENSE."

12 S ~~~~~e~~e~\l~;~cCu~~o:; Jb"~~!al',\~

By JAr.IF.S AN'I'HONY FROUDF..
Price, 25 cents.

menta; a v.\lllnllle Book or Reference for eYery
FamilY Only 25 cen111.
~·
TM Handbook con tnlna chapter~~ on Hygiene
for all B..:tlrJon~, Cummon 8onu on Common
Ills, Hy~lcnlo Curative 'Mttelsttrn How to
Avo1d Undt·l!dl'ahlo Chllcircn, KlH,~ks 'Worth
Knowing, Hm Is on Bathing-, on 1\ unlng tha
~lck, on Emcr~auclel', Hint• Cor Pregnant
Women, togctbo1' wltb aome of U1o Prlvo.te
Formulm of Dr. Foo·n:, and otiler phylllclana
o( bfgh TepUtd, e.uJ flh"f"C'IJnne for prepru·Jug
~«Hi tor Invalids. ~AGKNTS WANTED.

THE PYRAMID OF GIZEH.
The Relation of Ancient Egyptian Civilization to the Hebrew Narrativs
in Genesi:J and Exodus, and
the Relativ Claims of Moses and the
Pyramid to Inspiration Considered.

.Addre111 D. M. B&NNE·r·r
141.Klgbtb at., New York.

By VAN BUREN DENSLOW, LI•. D.
Price, 25 cents.

ECCE DIABOLUS,
in which the worship of Yahvth, or JPhovah,
is shown to be uevil-wol'ship, with ~orne oL
servations upon the hornble and cruel orui
nance of bloody Sll.<>rifice and burnt-off,.rings.
By the VERY REV.EVANDAVIES,LL.D ..
Arch-Druid or Great Britain.
Price, 25 cent•.

THE

HEALTH MANUAL
Devoted to healing by mean• of nature's higher fo1 ces
including tlle

HEALTH GUIDE,
ReTlBed and Improved, tojlether wltb brier treatises on.
the Fine Forces: Vltalll!agnetlsm. tn answer to Dr. Browt
Sequard on Nerve Force, and Chromopathy, the neVI

A SMALL boy got up to read a composition on science of heaUng by light and color.
"Tbe Tree." He got us far as "This subject bas •
By F.dwin D. Babbitt, D. M.,
many branche8," when the teache,· said,
Author of ·• Principles of Light and Color;• •• Wonders o
Light and Color." Prtce, cloth, $1. t!Old at this office.
"S'op; you hRV not made your bough yet."
"If 'S 0.1 int{irrupt me again," said the boy," I'll
leave."
C_MPUTATION b1 MECHANISM
" You glv me any more of your impudence and
A<l<lltioni Subtraction, lllnl•
tiplicat on, and Division.
Pll take the sap out of you. Do you understand?''
1
1
"I twig," said the boy, aud then the regular m·$2~~~P 6,~~~::'iiJ:. "1" Z~t's
der of business proceeded.
Wanted. Factory, Water~ury.,
EBsav•.
Conn. Addreea the Po.tenlee,
THE rich, as well as the poor, hav their crosses
1 HA.V now gone through the Bible as a man
Wll. HART, KlrkBYille.fifu.
to bear. ~Ir. Louis Lorillard, of New York, otfers
would go through a wood with an ax on his
$500 for the conviction of the person who stole his
'!boulder and fell trees. Here they lie, and the
·• black French poodle Flora," and says he will
SEND Til
priests, if they can, may replant them. They may,
expend $10,000 to send the thief to prison. It is a
perhaps, stick them in the ground, but they will
sad case. Picture to yourself the agony of a
never grow.-Thomas Paine.
we»ltby young man who is obliged to worry
FOR THEM.
WHEN Samson ran otl' with the gate-posts of through the winter without a ·• black French
Gaza, if he ever did so (and whether be did or not poodle"-no frisky Flora's tail to wag and eye to
Is nothing to us), or when he visited Delilah, or grow brighter at his coming. When a poor man
caught his foxes, or did anvtbing else, what has loses a dog he doesn't o!l'er $500 reward for him.
revelation to do with these things? If they were He assuages his grief by Plj-Ying half a dollal' for
facts, he could tell them himself, or his sect·etary, three new pups.
If he kept one, could write them, if they were
0 COME to tbe onion-bed,
worth either telling or writing; and If they were
The day is past and gone;
fictions revelation could not make them true; and,
on,
There rest thy weary bead
whether true or not, we are neither the better nor
Till the blush of another dawn.
the wiser for knowing them. When we contemWHERE
MAN
COMES .FROM.
plate the Immensity of that being, who directs and
To the onion-bower hie,
governs the incomprehensible whole, of which the
ga~~~
p~g~~~~~~
~glr~~~~~'l:o~at~~~s~brougb
or.As the evening star appears,
Two papers given In the Interest .or !/l,trltnal sclenct
utmost ken of human sight can discover but a part,
And bathe thy sadd~ned eye
we ought to feel shame at calling such paltry
In a cataract of tears.
~i~~~d~lc?flg: t%rc~~:;, la~~~!!;~{is ~m~::RADAY, or
stories" the word of God."-Paine's .Age of Reason.
For the wo-sealed ducts tbat'bind
week \n your own town. Term• and $5 ou~tlt free
0 1.!U a Address
HE dlvideth the sea with his power, and, by his
H. H..a.LLET & Co., Portland, Mame.
The briny thou woulds't shed,
understanding, he smiteth tbrough the proud. By
A solvent charm shall find
hls spirit he garnished the heavens; his band bath
In the fragrant onion-bed.
joined the crooked serpent. Lo, these are a part
"WHAT do you intend to be when you grow
<>f his ways, but how lit tie a portion is heard of
him and the thunder of his power who can under- up?" inquired a New Haven philanthropist of a
small boy who was shivering on the corner.
stand ?-Job XXDi, 12-14.
" I Intend to be a sharp."
GOD requires not men to wrong or misuse their
"A sharp 1 And what's a sqa1·p ?"
Designed Especiall;r: to Develop Meclium•
faculties for him, nor to lie for others or themsPlVs
btic Per!IOII!I a!l W1•itiu;r JUeditun!l.
"Don't you know what a sharp is? Why, a
for his sake, which they purposely do who will not
After mnnths of careful stu1y and experiment, Mr.
sutfer their understandmgs to bav right concep- sharp is one of these men that says he knows
James
A. Bliss. the well•kuown medtum, or Providence.
tions of the things proposed to them and design- something that nobody else knows o.nd makes R. 1. (formerly or Philadelphia, P~.), bas perfected b<s
edly restrain themselvs from having just thoughts eYerybody believe him. This· glvs him • poslsh,' Writing Pla.nctJette, and although many impruvem~nts hav
been made, th .. price rem tins tJJe same as heretoforP.
of everything, as far as they are concerned, to in- and be coins money."
Bliss'!! Eleetro·Uagnelic Plauehette Ia a
The philanthropist saw no need of further inqulre. And as for a good cause, that needs not
';r0 ~ae;;u~~~t;~~! 11 ~b~mha0:· nl!e"'; 1 ~i:f~h~t·1e~~ilJt~1~~n~i
such ill helps; if it be good, truth will support it, quiries.
Bplrttual manlfest><tluns lt ha8 convinced thousands that
and it has no need of f..U!acy or falsehood.- Locke's
"I s'PoSE you has read de President's message?" tt was· moved by a power indepeudeut of uands phJ.I'ed
Conduct o(the Understanding.
inq•1ired an old colored man as he was sweeping :~~~.i~rg~ 1 ~ e,~f:~~~~~~;ti~~:,~!~t~~~';."ouet:;g;,~
IF we had been slaves to the Dey of Tripoli we an office on Laurel street the other day.
derful communrca.tiuns frum your spirit friends.
~hould hav been too much sunk in intellectual and
HOh, yes."
Skeptics are f.'::~~c~~li.f~::lted to exper·
moral degradation to be capable of the rational
" Anything speshul in it?"
and maulY discontent of freemen. It is precisely
uNo, not mucb."
The general verdict of the persons that. bav used Bliss'•
because our institutions are so good that we are
"Say anything 'bout de way pertaters has rlz up Pl·nchette Is, 'rhat it will write 111essages
not perfectly contented with them, for they hav in price?"
~~a·:.~:::h~c:::~w: :!~~~~~:·n~.::~~,-~~';.~·
educated us into a capacity for enjoying stlll better
"No."
Itemember this· Planehette i!l not only
institutions.-Macaulay's Speeches on Parliamentary
" Anything 'bout de world gwine to end on de the bflst, bnt it Is the cheapest ·tn the
market.
31st?"
Rejrmn.
The Planchette, w'tb wheels, pencil. and full directions
'· Gues!5 not.''
THE Iliad and the Odyssey were not only ·rewill be •ecurely Inclosed In a box and mailed to any •d" Git any figgers In dar to play poUcy on!"
dressln the United Btatee onlv, upon t.he receipt of 50
garded as epic poem~. but as sacred writ; even the
cents.· For Bale a.t tlle office of TnE TaUTU BEEKER.
"I didn't see any."
geography had been inspired. However, when
"Did be say it was gwine to be a hard winter!"
the Greeks began to travel the old legends could
The World's ~lxteen Crucltled
"No; be didn't even mention the subject."
no longer be received. It was soon discovered
Se.vton ;
"Didn't giv any cure for chilblains or eore
that the places visited by Ulysses did not exist,
that there was no River Ocea" which ran round froat ?"
OR, CHRIS'l'IA.NlTY BEFORE CHRIS'!'.
uNo."
the earth, anll that tlle earth was not shaped like
By KERSEY GRAVES,
"Den what's de good of any message 1 What's
0: round saucer, with the oracle of D,elpbi In its
Author of ' The Biography .of Satan " and "The Bible or
center. The Egyptians laughed in the faces of de use of sit tin' dar an' foolin' 'round an' burnin'
the Greeks and called them children when they out de gae ? Sakes to gracious I 'Pears like if I ~~h~~~~~co~r:;~~M,~:~~~gt~~~r~~~~g-~~~~J:.~~b~:Vn
rellglous ~!•tory, which disclose the oriental origin of all
talked of their god~ of yesterday; and so well did coulun't squeeze in at leas' one leetle cnre fur tlle ~doctrlns, principles, precepts, and mlrncles of tbe New
their pupils profit by these lessons tilnt they soon corns in a seben-column message I'd let de old Testament, and furnishing a key tor unlocking many of Ita
myeterles, be•ld!lll COIPiirlltnc tile lilltoi'J' of atxlalJlrbed at the Egyptians for believing in the gO(ls fing go an' take. my chances on a ratne fur a &!l<lred
teen or!ent;al C!'UeiAe<l IOfll,
_
rr~Gt, No ;f9r M bJ
p. ~·
Ctuistma• soot•·"
,.~ a.U<-6fHf'' .llarlvr®m 0/ .¥an.

ELMINA

ORIGIN OF LIFE:
g;, ;::

[From tho Howe and Ot1111t, N. T.)
Among the sncceesfnl phy•lclan• who hav departed

~fr?."t.~ft~~:.~~wv~~~~=~J:~~kif ~%b~p;Jtj,fe~ ~~~ :UO::

nI system based npon eclentllo foot."
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BLISS'S

[From tlu (No.) LWeral.

The reputation of Dr. Fellows le sufficient to warrant

~'Vo.~n1'h ~~:d•gr~r.gat'i:'~gg~l~0 'h~~ ~~~·~~~~~lt"!l'l~t~

once. Procraatlnation Is the tb1ef of time, and often COitl
tbe life of a bnman beiW<."

Electro-Magnetic
·
Plan chette. LIFE OF VOLTAIRE.

,JI!QlT.

BY .JAMES PARTON.
With Portraits and other llln8tratfons.
This work, which has occnpled Mr. Parton many yean
In Its preparBtlon, Is now re~dv. lt Is In two large vol-

lmee. on heavy paper. and printed in bold, c!ear type.
Mr. Parton a.s a h]storlan and bloRrapberhaRno auperlor,

•s his b!opaphlesof Jookson, Frnnklln. Jefferson, Greeley

~~~r:~t l~ut/,~~ ~.;'r~' al~d~~~: lf~o": ~~~\~~,f~ .::,v:~~~::
:nonument of research and

echohushi~.

It ts just, candid,

~~=~~~~:l~~~r~·~~Pu~:;I~ ~~: ~~~';~~~r~'or~!~~r: ~:tft?a:~~;
1

"nd poot, and settfnf forth whut fu.nltR he had ae a man.

f:

&~~ ~ht;,riint~~!gfl!ua:ud..:;~~r~~~~ ~~~~~~te~~~tt~rep~

trnlture of a truly remarkable man, whether be Is vl'f,wed
a• the champion of Liberalism, a powerful and persever

~~glf~e~!'lu':!:~;'d·a~~;,.i~e~;,_r;~1."~~81 :~~~vbe~7e h~mt

erance and Uberty. It Is the arsenal from which Llberala
will draw weapon• to refute the slanders and Ilea of the
chnrch about Voltaire, and Mr. Parton's repntatlon wtn
make It tlu authority In regard to his life, biB work, 11111
death.
In two 11ol8. 8110. Prie<, '6; hall calf,
Address, D. M. Bennett, 141 El~tbth at., New York.
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gushed out of the pump and broke the lantern
into fragments, leavmg the Auburn deacon in
the dark and his water pail in a thirsty condition. If it had been anybody but an Auburn
A CREMATION society bas been organized in
deacon people would hav said-well, what
San Francisco.
wouldn't they say?"
WE are requested to state that the Mr. IngerWHEN he earned a miserable living in Rosita,
soll who is one of GuitPrtu's counsel is not Col.
Colorado, by doing errands for a stablemRn, he
R. G. Ingersoll nor a relativ of his.
was called Old Man Bassick, and his wife and
IN consequence of an ukase from the emperor daughter worked at the wash-tub. One day he
of Russia one-third of the convents and monas- found ore in a mountain near by, and within
teries of the empire are at once to be closed, the year has become a half millionaire. Now
owing to tbe extreme poverty of their numerous he is respectfully mentioned as Mr. Bas8ick.
inmates.
There are those, however, who lmeer at the
A BOAT de,tined to be propelled solely by family's ignorance, as thfl following anecdote
electricity ha~ just been completed in Fmnce. shows: Mrs. Bassick was at Canon. It was
The owner, 1\I. Tellier, inte·n,ls to launch it at noticed that she frequently walked out upon
Boulogne, anu to cross in it to Folkestone, in the hotel porch as if looking for some one.
company with a friend. The boat is about 18 "Do you expect friends? " asked the obsequious Boniface. "No indeedy ," she _replied,
feet long by about 6): feet wide.
"I'm expecting my phantom." H~r pretty
IT does not appear that l\1oody and Sankey phaeton. for which she had paid $3,000, afterare repeating their triumphs in England. Their ward rolled around the corner.
audiences are comp[l,rativly small, ~nd the clergy
ALI, the female convicts in the Indiana penido not, as before, countenance their revivalism.
'l'be London 1'ime3 ~ays that nearly all of the tentiary. were turned over to Sarah Smith, a
converts malle duriug their first visit are now philanthropic Qnakeress, seven year> ago, for the
purpose of testing kindness as a means of reforbn.cksliders.
mation. Success ill claimed for the experiment.
ON the maste1:ship of University College, Two hundred women and girls a e now under
Oxford, becoming vacant recently by the ap- Mrs. Smith's care. They are requireu to perpointment of Dr. Bradley as Dean of West- form certain work, from which they earn their
minster, a request was made to Mr. Goldwin own support, and they are k~pt within an inSmith to allow himself to be proposed for the closure, but there are no high walls, dark cells,
post. Mr. Goldwin Smith declining, a similar barred windows, nor armed gnards. Eight
unsuccessful request W!ts made to Prof. Huxley. women guards are are all that she reqnires to
THE Sunday law advocates are at work to control these prisoners, and severe pnnishments
enforce the observance of the Puritanical Sab- and deprivations are unknown. It has been
bath iit this city. It will be accomplished when proved, says an official report, that eighty per
the average San Francisco citizen is an angel in cent of these convicts are so far reformed that
a new suit of Sunday-go-to-meeting apparel and on release tbey begin to lead repntable lives.
a prize in the shape of a celestial chromo of the
AT every opportnnity Prof. Adler makes a
witch burners is offered to every " heathen" plea for Snnuay amusements for our poorer
(and there are many of them) in onr midst.- citizens. He advocates concerts of wholesome
San Francisco Jewish Times.
mnsic, anu the opening of such places as the
A LoNDON paper says:· "Fatal enconnters museums in Central Park, either free or at such
between gamekeepers and poachers hav- been prices of admission as every body can afford to
terribly frequent of late years. They amount, pay. He argues that Sunday is the only time
as it has been but too aptly said, to the practice the laboring people can find the necessary
of private war, and to protect the amusement diversion from their dull and steady employof a few rich the lives of scores of poor are an- ment, a.nd now they hav on Sunday the choice
nnally sacrificeu. Surely it needs some radi- only of going tc church or going to the grog
cal change in the game laws to prevent this shop, and as their welcome to the latter is more
awful sacrifice to what Sydney Smith called the hearty than that extended to them by the
churches, they prefer the saloons. He claims
Christian pheasant and the immortal bare."
A REPORT from Kingston, Jamaica, is to the that if they had the preference between grog
effect that the Rev. A. c. Walsh, the rector of shops and inexpensiv amusements they would
Port Royal, has just left the island for Mon- prefer the latter, and many of the evils resulttreal. He got into tronble with his chnrch ing from intemperance would be eradicated.
wardens and congregation, who nailed up the There is no doubt that thousands now of a
church against him. He raised an army of car- Sunday waste their money, their strength, and
penters and laborers and broke into the chnrch their character, who, if they could find some
amid the execrations of the'popnlace. The dis- wholesome and attractiv diversion elsewhere,
tnrbance continued for two we~ks, and the most :wonld conform much more closely to a correct
disgraceful scenes were enacted. The parson, , tdea of what a good man ought to be.
on the recommenuation of the bi~hop, resigned 1 SPEAKING of the trouble in the Stonington
his charge and started for Montreal.
· (Conn.) public school, caused by a Catholic boy
1
THE Rev. Dr. Parnell, secretary to the refusing to join in the ~rotestant. mummerie~of
Episcopal Diocese of Ontario, says he is unable the ~eacher, and for wbtch the c~t~d was severely
to account for the shortage of $12,000 in his pu~t~Dhedbytheteacbe;aTn~copm~ttteem:,~s
accounts, as he has not knowingly misappro· tm· s em~c1·at says: '
e ro est!lnt ac er
priated the money. He rather thinks his book- andcom~tttee. man referred to ought to be sent
keeper is fanlty, aud hence the deficit. He is to the pemtenttaryfor ten years at l_eastfor cruelwilling to turn over his life insurance policy to ~y to th'l_t boy. We should say prectsely_ the same
the church so that the loss may be made ood tf the thmg were reversed and a Cathohc teacher
at his death, but he cttnnot promis an e!·lier and cm;n~ittee man ~hould act a~ these Pratesreparation, as he owns no property. The case tants dtd m the Stonmgto~ pubhc school. Call
is peculiar, and opinion seems to be divided on t~at tea?her a lady 1 a vtxen, a termagant, a
tbe question whether the clergyman is a knave vtrag~, ettber ~f the terms would be more appropnate. It ts a great outrage that any sort
or in a financial sense a fool.
'
'
of religious intolerance and bigotry should be
THE Lewiston (Maine) Jou?•nal says: " One taught or tolerated in the public school, or anymoonless night recently an Auburn deacon where else for that matter, in this country. The
lighted his lantern, took his 'water-pail, and idea of whipping a boy or girl because he or
went out-doors to the back-yard pump to get a she would not follow any sort of religions or
pail of water. He carefully aujnsted the wooden sectarian form in a public school, contrary to
pail to a favorable focns, and absent-mindedly the parental examples, teachings, and princihnng the lantern on the pump nose. He then ples set, taught, lived up to, and enjoyed at
seized the pnmp handle and worked it as vigor- home, is too monstsous to be tolerated in a free
ously as a well-preserved but absent-minded country. What sort of old Puritan bigots and
Auburn de!'con might. The strea-m of water asses hav they in Connecticut these days?

_l SCIENCE HALL, 141 Sth St., ~ $3
NEAR BROADWAY.
5
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They are trying to revive the hellish persecutions so vigoronsly practiced by their ancestors,
who whipped and burned alleged bewitched
women, tied them to the cart tail, and dragged.
them through the town. They are not yet half
civilized in that state. The aggrieveu parents
hav nne of the ablest lawyllrs in New England
to manage their case. We know Tom Waller
well, and when be t~tkes hold of aca~e he means
business. We hope to hear that be bas made
tbe superstitious, intolemnt persecutors snffer
most severely for their infamous conduct."
SOCIETIES FOR THE PREVENTION-Whenever a govemment grows
To be wealthy, conupt, and paternal,
It uses its ears and its noRe •
With freshness exceedingly vernal;
Then new institutions arise,
Beyond its creators' intention,
That make of our meddlers and spies
Societies for the prevention.
Societies though they are named,
They are deputy governments, rather,
And widely they come to be famed
For bother and bluster and blather.
Their powers they bliodly abuse,
Because they are mainly despotic,
And often the methods they use
Are, sad to relate, idiotic.
No doubt there is goon they may do
If fairly and wisely conducted,
And courses of crime, it is trne,
Hav sometimes been duly obstructed;
Bnt all their prevention is vain,
If won by oppressiv abuses,
And small is morality's gain
If freedom its better part loses.
When the people are governed too much
And suffer too much interference
Of government side shows, and such,
Some day they will order a clearance;
Then some institntions, unless
They are managed with better intention.
Will learn what it is to suppress
Societies for the prevention.

per year.

Jltws of! tltt l(tth.
JoHN ORVILLE EvANS, president of the Mutual Telegvaph Company, died on the 25th.
THE latest official list of the victims of the
Vienna theater fire estimates the missing at 449.
THE right of suffrage bas been granted in
Italy to all male citizens wlio can read and
write.
FIFTEEN men started in a six-days foot-race
in this city last Monday morning. All go as
they please.
HoN. HANNIBAL HAMLIN, the new U. S. minister to Spain, presented his credentials to King
Alfonso on the 20tb.
ANOTHER plot to kill the czar has been discovered. It failed because the czar did not
appear when expected.
FoRTY persons were crnshed to death dnring
a panic caused by a cry ~f fire in a church in
Warsaw, Eng., last Sunday.
THIRTY milk dealers were arraigned in this
city on the 22d and fined from $50 to $100
apiece for selling adnlterated milk.
THE ancient heathen festival called Christmas was celebmted by various persons, heathen
and otherwise, on the 25th anu 26th insts.
Ex-FRAUDULENT R. B. HAYES declines to
contribute anything to the Garfield monument
in his state (Ohio), urging poverty as an excuse.
THE editor of the Hanau, Germany, Gazette
has been sentencPd to four months' imprisonment for criticising Bismarck's attitnde toward
the Jews.
A CQRRESPONDENT of a London paper in Constantinople was recently sentenced to six
months' imprisonment for using abusiv langnage about the sultan.
JuDGE STILSING, of this city, one day last
week refnsed to detain a man arrested by Com·
stock, and, the latter left the conrt-room in a
state of great indignation.

A VERDICT of $5,583.56 has been rendered
against the American Tract Society for money
WE do not believe that Victor Hngo ever said
which they insisted upon keeping after the will
this. If he did, he does not know the woman,
which gave it to them had been broken.
for she is no more fit to be president than TalTHE city auditor of Newark, N. J., recently
mage is to associate with decent people. Bnt it
is reported that he said : "Even gentlemen confessed that be had embezzled $125,000 of
hav crossed from America to England. They the city's funds, and lost it in stock specuhav been deputed by a large number of their LJ.tion. He then gave himself up. The city
fellow-citizens to offer the presidency of tbe clerk, also implicated, has fled.
United States to a woman. Fontenelle Faid of
EDWARD HoPPE, of College Point, N. Y.,
Mme. de Savigne that she was a man_:_a mot shot anu killed his wife and then committed
more flattering for Mme. de Sevigne personally snicide on Christmas morning. This conrse
than for women generally. Mrs. -woodhull is was resorted to by Mr. Hopp~ to settle slight rean American lady, very popular in her own ligious differences which existed between himself
country, where she has made herself the apos- andMrs.-H.
tlil of social reform and the emancipation of
SoME of the crew of the steamer Jeannette,
women. She bas come to Em·ope, there to
sent out byJ. G. Bennett to discover the North
continue what she h[ts commenced in America,
Fole, hav landed in eastern Siberia. The vesand there to meet with ovations. Thousands
sel became frozen in the ice off that coast, and
hav flocked to her meetings in London, Nottingthe men spent three months in the Arctic sea
ham, Liverpool, etc. The English jonrnals are
in open boats, undergoing great sufferings. One
full of these gatherings. One of them estimates
boat was still missing at last acconnts.
at forty thonsand the audience of her ten LonTHERE is war between the Connecticut Bible
don meetings. She is pretty, whic.h is no drawback for a woman. She bas a manner all her Society and the American Bible Society. The
own; no bureau, no platform, no friends on the former org.mization makes the grave charge
stage; there she is alone, standing, and when an that the latter society has "understated its asidea moves her most forcibly she walks np and sets and overstated its benevolent expenditures,"
down the platform-an unfettered eloquence and demands that a committee be appointed to
which is weirdly striking. But withal, Mrs. investigate.
Woodhull is a woman, and thus the serious can · VERY little business has been done in the.
not retain their laughter at the thought that a Gniteau case for the last week. The assassin
woman could be President of the United States. continues his abuse of wib1esses and council.
Hold 1 Is England a repnblic? We thought His divorced wife, Mrs. Dunmire, has been on
that in England there was a woman at ~he head the stand. Her present husband sat beside her,
of the government. We imagin that in England and is S•tid to ltav bad a revolver in his hand
the ministers are presided over by a woman. prepared to shoot Guiteau in case insnlt was
We were under the impression that in England offered to th" lady. Kno~ this, Gniteau was
a woman did send messages to the lords and constrained to be civil while she gave her testicommons. Certain it is that England is a mon- mony. A pl'lster cast of the assassinjs head
archy, and her monarch is not a man, but a was secureu on the 19th. The trial will last
woman. And this queen is called Victoria, just the year out. Ex-Distr:ct Attorney Reed, of
as Mrs. Woodhull. If one Victoria can govern, Chicago, has joined Mr. Scoville as council fo.r
he defense,
why should not another preside?"
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"Allah, abak, boo," when the dervishes again bow exerciAe a.s to wish to remove their outer clothing,
their heads to the floor and kiss it, repeating in a the floor-managerA took it and laid it away without
low, mnttering voice the words the sheik had ~poken. interrupting the er,1-ertainment. An explanation was
Tbe sheik 11tters other 11entences, probably quotations given me as to the reason wl'Y thry turm'd alterTo Constantinople, and Six Days There.
from the Koran, for his words seem to impart great nately to the right and ]pft. They ht-lieve that on
TURKISH CEMETRRIES.-CONTINUED
solemnity to the faithful, and they a1·e much im- the right of evpry rPrAon is a good ~pirit, and on the
A Tr.rkish cemetery is wholly nnlike any other in prt->f'Fed ~hen he rf'peatA the solemn periods.
left a bad spirit. Tl~t•y turn to the gooo Rpirit and
the world. The tombstones are different in shape, in
I should ohAerve that in addition to the fifteen aRk him to aid and prntPct them, and a~k the had
style, ann arpeamnee. A part of the graves have a dervi ... h~s in the inner plal'e mentioned, twice that 11pirit to l10t he ur·kind to thPm or dn nnght to injure
horizm 1tal stnne five or six inchf>R thick, with a hPlld- numbPr are in the wide circ·uit or Apace armind the them. The reiPrity with whieh they ttnne11 from
stone and fnnt-stone mortised into it, and thf>Sf' cirde, and they al~o stand on their knees in the same the right 10 the left, and the unison in whieh thPy
stand upright when they do not fall over. Other way, and jom in the praying ceremony the same as moved, all riaing together, falling together, bowgraves have the upright stones simply set in the those in the center. In the gallery were as many ing together, turning together to the right and
earth, which are very sure to fall over or lean more, joining in the same exercisPs. Tho~>e in the to the left, and all howling together, made the exerbadly; and as the Turkish rule is never to repair center were barefooted, and tbtir numbers were in- cise a singular one. 'I he poor devotees doubtle8s
anything, their cemeteries have a very dilapidated creased from time to time by other dervishes coming thought they were worshiping Allah in the most
appearance. These upright stones are of various in and joining them. After the prayin~ had thus acceptable manner, and entPred into the work
sizes and of diverse shapes. In size they run from been kept up for half an hour, one of the" dervishes with great earnestnesA; but it reminded UA, who took
two feet to six feet in bight, and from six inches to in the gallery commenced chanting certain passagps, no part in it, of the equally wild scenes we had
fifteen inches in width. A majority are a third and at times all the dervish.es in the bouse bent their seen . in revival meetings in our own country,
wider at the top than the bottom, some are par- faces to the floor and called upon Allah repeatedly. when persons, exeited in a similar manner, f~ll
tially lyre-shaped or scolloped at the edges, while Not long after this a kind of inRtrumental music was into involuntary convulsions and contortions 11nd
others are simply round columns six or seven hegun in the gallerv, with a reed instrument sound- passed into a· st-ate of trance. I have witnPsRecl in
inches in diameter, but a third larger at the top than ing much like a flutE', accompanied by. a sort of the kind of meetings allncled to operations fully
bottom. The 'lettering is put in lineA running ob- dmm. The music is not exquisitely pretty, but it as sen8eless as those the dervi~hes eugage in.
At length one of the tloor-mansw·rs unrolled and
liquely, the left hand being con~iderably higher evid+>ntly sounds very solemn to the faithful, and is
than the other eno. In some cases, however, the kept up for fifteen minute!!, accompanied by chant- 11pread out upon the floor a sheq.J;;kin dressed with
lines rnn ~quare across. But such letters few Amf>r- ing. .At a sij!nal the dervi~hes in the central place the wool on. ThiA waR f')r invalids and those disicaus ever saw; they do not look nearly as much arose and laid off their cloaks, leaving on a white eased in various ways to lie upon while the sht>ik,
like letters llR Hebrew, but appear as though a lot of skirt coming nearly to the feet, and commenced a who, by long abstinence from food, has prepared
children had been attempting to write shorthand. slow, solemn march around the circle. When they himself for the work, performs the act of healing
In many cases-I presume when the parties we~ reached the side nearest Mecca, they made, one at a them. A dozen men camA :forward and approached
wealthy-the backrrround of the stone is painted a time, a solemn obeisance by bowing, and then, ad- the chief, requesting bim to cure them of the iliA they
bright green, red, purple, or some other color, and vancing some six feet, each turned again and bowed labored under.
After the sheik had placed his ·
the letters gilt or black. In no case are any images to the one _behind hi~, and _this was don~ hy all two hand where the ailment wad located, the invalid laid
or fiO'ures of angels or any kind of animals allowed or three times. Thrs portwn of the ceremony was upon the sheepskin, f;ice downward; the sheik placed
in th"'eir cemete;les. The ·Mohammerl ..ns are strictly solemn ~nd impressi~e_. When it was completed the his right foot upon the lower part of the ~omfferer's
· ?PP?SPd to the _wors~ip of image~ of all kinds, regard-J fi.rst sheik _took. a position o~ the Mecca s1de of the bar:k, and putting his whole weight upon the prosmg It as a species of Idolatry, whwh they detest in the c.Ircle, facmg m towar~ his fellows, and one ~t a trate person, pas8ed hiA left foot over the shoulders
strongest d.-gree: Th_e nean:f':t ~pproach I have seen t1me th~y went UJ? to him and .appare~tly r:c~Ived and back. He th.P~ stepped off, and, stooping over,
to a re}.lr>'sentatwn,, m _stone, 1s a rude form of a somethiilg fron;t him-perhaps_ his b~ess1~1g-"he m- blew upon the ailing o11e, who at once arose, and,
fez, or a tnrban, wbwh IS often _seen. c.ut i!l stone. at strumental music at t~e same ~Im~ ?emg Ill pr~gress; I as a mark of gratitnde, kissed the band of the sheik.
~he top. of tombst?ne~. What Is_lackmg_m qu~hty lin? as each_ one received the lUVISible somethmg he This did not look so monstrous as what took place
m Turkish CPt;netenes IS made ~r !n quantlt~. J; rom excended bt~ arm~, and began ~urmng, the .mos~ of later. . Some twelve or fifteen infauts, apparently
what I have smce seen of the mtv s cemeteries, I am them revolvmg wuh such veloci~Y that their sk1rts from six to twelve months old, were brought forprPpar~d to say I never saw so man~ graves around stood out a.t an ~~gle. of fortJ:'·five degrees .. E~ch ward by floor-managPrs direct from the mother's
a c1ty m my life; and the wonrler IS where Turks took 3: certam_ p~s1twn m tne Circle and k~p~ 1t w;th arms, and laid upon their backs on the sheepskin,
enough could .be found to fill so many graves. veryht~levanatwn. Soontheywere.allw~'J.rhngsa_ve when this heavy sheik, six feet in bight and
Surely many millions of Mussulmans must hav gone two sheiks, one of whom. retamed his positiOn, while weighing nearly two hundred pounds, absolutely
from this locality to heaven, or to some other place the. ~ther walked slowJy among those w?o were placed his weight upon these infants, putting his
more or less 1~ucertain as to di8tance and direction. whuhng. Th.-~e geutlemen !ooked.very Serious and right foot over the pt-lvic bonE', standing upon it,
After returmug to the boat we continued up the devoted, and doubtle~s _felt the exerCise a very solemn and passing his left foot over tbe brea!'t and ~<tom
Golden Horn as much farther, and saw ~<everal beau- on~. Some turned With great ev:enness and regu- ach. It look~d as though so hPavy a man would
tiful sites, and some fine buildings. We bad go1 la~Ity. When ~his had been contmued some fifteen certainly crush the life out of the infants, but
above the shipping, and where small boats only mmute~<, at a signal all. st?pped suddenly. None of they did not seem to mind it, and did not cry save
could. _find water enough. We s_aw the tile wo.:ks, th_em show~d th~ least diZZI?ess. The_Y th~n for a ~ew from fright. The infants were brought there by
the bnck yards, and a few triv1al manufactories. minutes umted m the praywg exermse of kneeling, their mothers who believed that the sheik had the
Many beautiful sites for dwellings line both sides. etc., after which the.whirling w~s renew~d _the same power to pe1:form a cure. The mothers were not
At length we reached the palace erected by a. former as before, some h~ldmg out thetr arms horizontally, admitted into the same apartment with the men, but
sultan for Empress Eugenie uf France, which, how- and others elevating them at an angle.
were put into an end of the room, separated by a
ever, she occupied but one day, and which is now
When we had. watc~e? these chaps long enough, kind of screen, which enabled them to look up~'n the
vacant. Th.e sultan alsoha~ a sm:,merpalace farther we left ~hem still whll'h~g !lnd made our ~ay some performers without being seen themselve.f.'. Many
up, but he IS there. very lutle, If any. There are half a mile t~ another bmldiDg, ~here ~ rival com- doubtless came on purpose to give their ehtldren the
four or five magrnficent palaceR near the water's pany of dervishes were engaged m a different style benefit of being stepped upon by the sheik and
edge, at the cor,~uen_ce of the Bosphorus and the ~f wors~ip. These were the h?w ling dervishes. So_me thus rendered healthy. It was, upon the w h~le, a
Golden Horn, built with borrowed money by former five or SIX of them .were kneeling up?n the floor facmg very sing~lar proc~eding, but perLaps no more absultans, but the ~rese~t sultan refuses to occupy any each other, at a distance of some SIX feet apart, ~nd surd than Cbri.;tians have often ·perpetrated. We
of them, as he thmks It unhealthy down so near the at the end of the room a row of fifteen were standtng did not wait to see the verformance over. I did not
water. He occupies another palace on the high close together. Those on the floor were chanting know that ·what I bad seen was much more extravaground in the r~ar of them. The water in the pass~g~s fr?m t~e Koran, while th~ fiftee~ in t_he gant than the' Christian performance I witnessed the
Golden Horn, as m. the Bospborus? the Sea of Mar- row JOmed I~ a kmd of ?horus, swaymg their bodi~s week before in the cathedral at Athens; and upon
J?-Ora, and the MedJ.terranean Sea, 1s not affected by somewhat v1gorously nght and left. The music emerging into. the open air, where the !!Un was so
~!des, or rather no ttdes are here; and thus the land- made, though doubtless meant to be solemn, was pleasantly shinmg, I was led to conclude that Allah
mgs and docks, such as they are, are free from the dolorous enough. I don't know as I ever heard the cared just about as much for this fanatical operation
annoyances which ebbing and flowing of the tide en- ~une "~he old c~'!' died on," but if .an ?ld cow ~as I had witnessed as Jupiter and Yahweh had the
gender.
IDa dymg conditiOn, and that mustc dtd n?t fimsh werk previous.
Indeed, what absurdities religious
SEEING THE DERVISHEs.
her, I would be forced to conclude that she died very superstitions have led the chilrlren of men into !
ThU?·sday, Nov. 3d.-The following day being hard indeed.
One more word with rt gard to the oervishes.
Sunday, we bad but little sight-seeing to attend to,
Two tall, active Turks, who were perhaps sheiks, None can unite in the whirling services save the
save the whirling and howling dervishes, who have seemed to act the part of marshals, or floor-man- dervishes tbernselvts and t.hose who belong to that
public meetings some three times a week,·Sunday be- agers. They were each provided with a long red particular order, while the service of the howlers is
ing one of the days. The guide took us quite a walk scarf, before vutting whiQh around them they stood free for any one to join in who can bowl. In the
down the steep hill, through narrow streets and before the holier part of the room and repeated a latter company was a soldier, a black African, and
dirty lanes, to the lmilding where the dervishes wor- prayer, first holding out their hands, palms upward, others not dervishes. It may possibly be esteemed
ship. Dervishes occupy a position in the Moham- and putting their hands to their eyes. After thi~ a luxury here that howling is free. It is said these
medan religion similar to that of the monks in the they slowly adjusted the scarfs around them, stop- dervishes sometimes get so enthusiastic and carried
Christian. Tbey do not marry, and liv in morias- ping at each moment and muttering a few words of away with the excitement which they work up that
teties, or something of the kind, and hav their posses- their prayer. When the scarfs were duly adjusted they fall to the firJor and become perfectly rigid and
sions in common. They have considerable property thPy seemed to make it their business to attend to as livid as death. Indeed, we saw two of them
of their o'wn, such estates as have no heirs to inherit the fifteen standing in a row, who were still swaying carried out who seemed utterly exhausted and almost
them falling to them. There are several different their bodies to the right and left, rising on the balll:l unconscious. Such practices are called religion, and
orders of dervishes, as there are of monks and friars. of their feet and coming down solidly upon their are thought to be pleasing to the supreme being.
When we entered the 1)Uilding the services had com- heels, kePping up constantly a grunting or groaning
VISITING THE AlllERICAN MINISTER.
menced. Fifteen dervishes were kneeling on a circular sound, while the chanters on the fluor continued their
After returni11g from the dervishes Mr. Bridges
floor, some twenty-five feet in diameter, in the cen- doleful music. The motions of the fifteen became
ter of the room, with their faces toward .Mecca. Their animated, and the strength and zeal devoted to their and myself called upon General Lewis Wallace, the
He
posture might be called both a eitting and a kneeling exercise increased. Their movements became more American minister at the Sublime Porte.
one. They were really on their knees, the feet, upon rapid, they rose higher on their toes, struck more resides in a commodious and rather fine edifice,
which they sat, being directly in the rear. They fre- solidly upon their heels, swayed from side to side though not so large as those Ol'cupied by the British,
quently bent theirfaees forward to the floor and kissed more vigorously. In other words, the steam seemed Freneb, and German embassies. Upon sending in
it. DLtriug the praying, wbLh is generally performed to be getting up, and the grunts and groans of the our cards be iuvited us up into his parlor and gave
in silence, they occaSIOnally rise to their feet, bow fifttoen changed to howls, the exercise becoming more us a very kind reception. Mrs. Wal.lace a.l~o came
low three time~, and then fall easily upon their knees, and more violent. As their contortions muluplied, in, and we had a }.lleasant conversation. 'I hey are
assuming aloo the tlitting posture, and placing their and their fezes "eemed likely to fall off, the fluor-man- from Crawfordsvill~, ludiana; aud as they left the
lips agam and again to the floor. After this has agers went to them, took the fezes from their bead~, United States in July, they have. been but a few
been kept up for a long time, the leading sheik, or and replaced them with a white, close-fitting skull- months in the country; and having bad but few
priest, speaks out in a chanting, half-singing voice, cap. If any of the fifteen became so warm with the call• from Americans in that time, seemed plea11ed
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to see us. We talhd considerably upon Turkish in-law, his nephew, his own son, and his wife; a man 'fhE< doors were of. ivory, am be/. and cedar, the •
matterB, and ']earneil from them facts about, the who had shea the blood of thousands of his fellow- principal door silver-gilt. Three~Of these doors were
conilition of the country which we were glad to beings, was a fit person to erect a temple to the veneered\ with planks ch>imed /to have heen taken
know.
Holy Ghost and to act as vicegerent to JeMns Christ. from Noah's ark. Wonderful planks, indeed l
It cannot bP disgnised that the TurkR are in a Such a man was Constantine, who built this churclr,
The. bringing together and preparation of the
very bad condition, financially and otherwiRe, and as well as the city, whieh was named after him.
building materials occupie.d seven and a half years,
have a most diseolll'aging outlook for the future.
Thirteen years later the church was enlarged by and the building occupied eight and a half, makThe nation is heavily in debt, which there is slight Constantius, a son of the former emperor. In 404 ing sixteen years altogether. When completed
prnspect of its ever lf's~ening. 'fhe ex.penses of the it was burned down, having been set on fire by the and fully furnished with all the sacred vessels, the
govemment are far in excess of itA income. There party of St .•John Chrysostom, in the tumult excitfd emperor, accompanied by Patriarch Entycbiu~, drove
is an army of nearly ~eventy thousaud soldierP hy thPir being sent into exile. Theodosins Il rebuilt in on Christmas eve in 548. When he entered the
around Constantinople, the entire city being little it in 415. In 532 it was burned a second time, in a church be stretched out his arms and thus eYclaimed:
more than an entrenched camp, and many of these revolt, and was again rebuilt, in an enlarged form, "God be praised who hath esteemed we worthy to
soldiers have not had a cent of pay for fifteen by .Justinian in 538. Twenty years aft(lr, half the complete Ruch a work. Solomon, I have surpassed
months-nothing Rave the meager food which barely dome fell in, and overthrew the holy table, the tab thee!" On the following morning, Christmas, the
serves to sustain life; still the men are patient and ernacle, and the elevated terrace, but Justinian re- church for the first time was formally opened, and
faithful. But many Turks are becoming sad and Rtored it with still greater splendor, and re-celebrated the sacrifices and thanksgiving continued fourteen
discouraged. They see it to be inevitable that as a it on Christmas of 568. The magnificP_nce ar.d vari- days.
.
nation they must go to the wall. Their load of ety of the marble columns surpassed all bounds.
But notwithstanding all thiE~, notwithstaniling it
debt is heavier than they can carry. A deputation Every ~pecif's of marble, granite, and porphyry- was dedicated to the Holy Ghost, the magnificent
is now here from the principal gov(lrnments of Phrygian white marble, with rose-colored stripes, cathedral-planned, presided over, hurried, and
Eluope to learn, if j)ORsihl(l, what the public debt of which sy·mbolized the blood of Atys, slain at Synada; largely paid for by the angel-was allowed to fall
Turkey is; hut thP affairs have been so badly man- green marble from Laconia; blue from Libya; black into the hands of the Infidel Turks in 1453, the year
aged, and the accounts so loosely kPpt, that it iR Celtic marble, with white veins; The1;1salian, :Molos- in which they took Constantinople under their Sultan
nearly imposFible to aRcertain how matters are, save sian, and Proconessian marbleF<; Egyptian stained MahomPd, since which time both the angel and LLe
that th(ly are bad. The government here is mucb g-ranite, and Sailic porphyry- w'as employed. Holy Ghost have had no recognition there.
like the man who fonnrl it.'' again~t his principle to Among the largest and mo~t beautiful were the eight
The exterior of the mo~que is plain and unattract· pay the interest upon the debtR be owed, and against porphyry cclumns which Aurelius had taken from ive. Without thP vestibules it measures 235 feet
his interedt to p~y the vrincipal." Little interest the temple of the Sun at Baalbec, and the widow from north to south and 250 feet from east to west.
has been paid by Turkr>y for a long time. I have Marina had sent to Rome; eight green columns Raid to At each corner of the edifice is a minaret, the first
just heard that the· government has recently secured have beP-n taken from the temple of Diana at Eph(lsn£ by Sultan Mabomed, the second by Snltan Selim IT.,
a loan from the Ottom:m b?.nk (owned by the Brit- and those which were carried off from the city of and the la'Bt two by Sultan Murad III. Mohammed·
illh and French) of £400,000 hy paying ten per cent Troy, Cyzicus, Athens, and the Cyclades. Thus bad an~sm here triumpherl over Christianity and, whPtber
intere~t, and giving in pledge the government rev- many temples of older religions contributed to the it always retains it, has retained it for over four hunenue for 1882 and 1R83. But even this loan could temple of the Holy Ghost in Constantinople, just as dred years. The original paintings :md mosaics of
not be st::cnred except by paying off a debt to the the dogmas of the older religions were drawn upon the cross and certain saints were obliterated or
same bank nf•arly two years overdu~, so that but to make up the Christian creed? The edifice dedi- painted over when it came into the hands of the Moabout £100,000 was absolutely banded-over to the cated to the Christian Holy Ghost was supported by hammedans, and symbols and devices of their own
government, which has pledged its revenues two the co!umns which once su!'tained the temples at rPligion substituted in their place,_ but the job was
years iu ad vance and paid ten per cent interest to Heliopolis at Ephesus, of Minerva at Athens, of not so thoroughly done but what the crosses can still
borrow money to pay an old debt. This may serve Phrebus at Delos, and of Cybele nt Cyzicus. The be Eleen through the covering.
as a tl'lling instance of the terrible straits the coun- sacred cross was planted on the great column which
The entire floor of the mosque is carpeted with a
try is in. The hundred thousand pounds will soon previously bore the equestrian stP..tue of J nstini'an. kind of durable matting, and all vi!:'itors are required
be expended, with but little chance for negotiating The cross fell down in the earthquake of 1371.
to remove their boots and shoes and walk in siipper!l,
another loa.n. This condition of things cannot last
This magnificent church became then the theater We first ascended into a pretty high gallery for fealway!<, and but little save a general collapse can be of the grandest !tnd most Rolemn transactions of males, which run around on three sides. It is 180
seen in the future. I learn that a nnmber of the state, of the nuptials and puhlic churoh ceremoni(ls feet in width, and of course capable of holding a
government officials are in favor of some of the of the emperor. Tradition and history united in great number. Here we could take in at a glance
other powers of Europe taking the finances of pronouncing this place of worship, from the moment the grandeur of the place, with itR wonderful dome,
the conutry into th<'ir hands and practicably admin- of its constrnction to that in whieh it was converted balanced, as it were, in the air, with a half dome on
istering the government. It is, however, very into a moeque, to he the most remarkable temple of either side. The central dome iF 107 feet in diamedoubtful if the government haB enough to hand the empire, if not of the world. It is said the con- ter, 46 feet high, and 180 feet above the ground. It
over to make it any object for the other governments struction was entrusted to one hundred architects, is thought that no church exists whose interior IS so·
to undertake the responsibility; but something will under each of whom were placed a hundred masons beautiful as this marvelous creation of Byzantine
have to be done. General \Vallace informed u!' Five thousand worked on the right side and five art. Truly, the boldness of the scale, the beauty of
that there is a party in Turkey who are able tore- thousand on the left, and all acnording to a plan laid its proportions, redound to the skill of the architect.
alize the hopeless condition of the country, and per- down by an angel who appeared to the emperor in a To my mind, however, St. Peter's, at Rome, is more
ceive that they will eventually have to r(ltire from dream. This same angel after appeared to a Punueh magnificent.
The different kinds of columns which were taken
Europe and return to Asia, which they regard as and again to a boy, with regard to hurrying up the
their real home; they favor this step, and wish to work on this cathedral; and when the money was from the various pagan teruplrs, and which are still
effPct she be~t arrangements with the governments exhausted and the work was about to stop for want standing and supporting this Mohammedan temple,
of Europe possible. The great majority, however, of means, thit! same useful angel for a fourth time present a very rich appearanC'e. The present owner!
are firmly opposed to relinquishing their. hold in stepped in and removed the difficulty by taking sev·- have of course made some changes. They have put
Europe, and wish to retain their loved city, Con- era! mules to a subterranean vault and loading them in two pulpits, from one of which discourses are destantinople. How they can continue to do this is with nearly a thousand pounds of gold, which was livered to the people, the other being for the special
ample to complete the church: I must say that, benefit of the sultan when be attends. Several large
not easy to s'"e.
Cake and tea were served, aftp,r which we retired however improbable the story, that angel was one of round shields or tablets, twenty-five feet in diameter,
to our hotel, highly pleased with the pleaflant visit the most useful I ever heard of, and I heartily wish covered with quotations from the Koran and other
that half a dozen of the same variety would now· pious phrases in the Turkish language are placed
we had enjoyed with General Wallace and lady.
come to the relief of the Turkish government. It is against the walls some fifty feet from the floor. In
THE JIWSQUES.
very convenient to have such an angel for a friPnd. the holiest part, near the altar, are the large~t wax
On Monday morning we crossed over to Stambonl Inasmuch as an angel put it into Justinian's head to candles I ever saw; they are some fifteen inches· in
and took carriages to make the circuit of the city, reconstruct the edifice, inasmuch as an angel fur· diameter abd twelve to fifteen feet high. These are
visitiug the principal m(~ques, the old city walls, nished the plan and a good share of the money, and only lighted on certain occasions. They have been
etc. We were first oriven to Seraglio Point, at the hurried up the work, I suggest that the building standing where they are for thirty years, anrl at the
termination of the city, where t-be watl'rS of the should have been dedi,.ated to the angel who <lid so .rate they have besn consumed they muRt last fully a
Golden Horn and the Bosphorus meet. The olti pal- ruuch, in place of the Holy Ghost, who seems to have hundred years longer. A great number of rather
ace stands here, and her,, in former times, the court done nothing. It is to be regretted, however, that plain chandeliers are su•pended by wires from the
was held, but now the place looks deserted and in a notwithstanding the angel laid the plan, directed top of the mosque, and are ROme fifteen feet from
state of decay. vVe were not shown through the the work, and furnished the money, the dome should the floor. In these are glass bell shaped cups inpalace, but ~aw the marble block where many grand afterwards have fallen to the earth, doing great verted, partly filled with water with olive oil on the
top, in which floats a wick, with an arrangement to
viziers bad been beheaded in the centuries past. damage.
The an11:el who bad done so much was good hold it upright. On occa~ions of great festivals
Tne grand vizier is the principal minister of the government, under the sultan. So long as everything enough to appear still once more; when the emperor these, numbering eight thou><and altogether, are all
goeR right he is allowed to hold the Qffice, but as and bead architect disagreed as to how the light lighted. One of these festivals of four days iA now
this is very sure to not always be the caRe, the grand should fall into the building, whether through one in operation-the Koorhan- bairam-or the feast of
vizier is often blamed, and when the di~satisfaction apse or two win?ows, the angel !lettled ~be. dil'lpt~te @acritice, which is celebrated by feastings, sacrifices,
becomes too strong off goes his head. He is notal- by again appeanng to the emperor, clad m 1mpenal and rejoicings. The Mohammedan lent-the Ramalowed to resign and retire to private life; he knows pnrple and red shoes, and giving instructions that zan-lasts for twenty-eight days, and during that
too much of the secrets of the government to be per- the light should fall upon the altar through three time every one of the faithful is required to abstain
mitted to live, and thus when: he is no longer wanted windows in honor of the Father, Son, and Holy from food and drink from sunri8e to sundown. At
at the head of government, decapitation is prescribed. Ghost. The altar was demanded to be more costly the termination of this time the feast of BaiJ·am, the
In this way many of the grand viziers of Turkey than gold, and consequently was made up of every Mohammedan Easter, takes plaee for threP daYs, eelhave closerl their careers. Who would wish to hold species of precious stones and material, b.edded to- ebrated by illuminations, feasting, and J'Eejoicing.
getber with gold and Silver, eucrusted With pearls Seventy days from that time the feast Koorban. _
office under such conditions?
We next visited the great mosque of St. Sophia, and jewels. Above the altar rose, in the form of a bairam, or sheep bairam, takeR place, and this is the
oonsil'lered the first in the nation. lt was originally towe 1·, the tabernacle, on which rested a golden one goiug on at the present time. This aceounts for
a Chri~<tian cathedral, its foundation being laid by cupola, ornamented with . gold.en: lilies, between the appearance of numerous flocks of "he<"p in vari.
Constantine the Great early in the fourth century. which was a gulden cross weighiDg seventy-five ous parts of the city. In view of this feBtival the
lie erected. it to the Holy Ghost, or Eternal Wisdom, pounds and adomed with precions stones. Tb'e p(lasants from the country have hrougllt in the sl:!eep
as that unknown part of deity was sometimes called. seven ~eats of the priests, together with the patri- to supply material for the feast aud for sacrifice.
The original stru~;ture was erected in tire twentieth arch, which surrounded the altar in '1 semicircle from The latter, I learn, is not of a de~trnctive charact.,r;
year of the reign of Constautine, An. 325, the same bebiml, WPTe of silver gilt. Tbe altu was hi<iden the meat is not bumt np, but simply wdl ro11sted.
year in which the famouR Uounetl of Nice was from the eyes of the people by a wooden wall;. and After thus being made holy, part of 11. is eaten at the
'opened. Possibly a man who had put away one this wall, through which three doors, covered w1th a time and part laid away in jars for future use. This
wife to marry another; a man who had caused the veil, led to the sanctuary, was omamented with is a" decided improvement over burning good meat to
death of his father-in-law, who murdered his brother- gilded pictures of saints and twelve golden columns. a cinder, and. probably answers the serVices of deity
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just as well. We bav seen great numbers of Turks
examining those sheep in the public places, trying to
select one that would be satisfactory to Allah and
themselves, and when the choice is made and the
animal paid for, they tie the fore leg and hind leg
on the same side together and get the sheep upon
their backs, and march off triumphantly, holding the
animal by the fore legs, which come over the carrier's shoulder. I saw hundreds of sheep being thus
transport~d about the city, and the patience of the
Turks and the sheep struck me forcibly. I did not
see one sheep making the least resistance, or hear
one so much as bleat. In fact I thought they looked
as though they rather enjoyed it. They reminded
me of the lamb mentioned by Isaiah, which, when
brought to the Rlaughter, opened not its mouth. As
these sheep are of large size, they make a g~:>Od load
for a man. In this connection let me mentiOn a peculiarity of these eastern sheep-they have a large
appendage of fat attached to the tail, or forming a
part of it, which flaps aR the sheep walks, and looks
unusual to one not familiar with them. I think I
have seen some of these developments that would
weigh seven or eight pounds. They are said to be
exclusively fat, with the exception of a small bone,
and are used in the place of bl}-tter. The sheep he~e
are very fat, and the mutton IS good. If Allah IS
fond of mutton as Yahweh used to be before his
tastes changed, these Turkish sheep ought to pleas<>
him remarkably well.
To return to the mosque, I- will say that the regulatwns of Islam require every one of the faithful ~o
turn their face toward Mecca when they pray; so m
the mosque, instead of turning their faces toward
where the altar used to stand, they turn them toward
the southeast, -in which direction is the Kuble, that
is, the holy house of the Kaaba at Mecca. One of
the pulpits mentioned is the Minber, from which on
Friday the Kiatib or priest reads a solemn prayer for
the sultan. Here, as in all mosques first dedicated
to Islam through the power of arms, the orator still
mounts the pulpit with a wooden sword, in commemoration of the conquest and foundation of Islam,
which the prophet preached and propagated with
the Koran in one hand and with the sword in the
other. Two flags are suspended on either side of the
pulpit to denote the victory of Islam over both J udaism and Christianity; of the Koran over both the
Old and New Testaments. The minber is to be
found only in the great mosques in which the KhutJ;e
is held on Friday, and differs from the pulpit m
which ordinary preaching is performed. On each
side, between the two porphyry columns taken from
the Temple of the Sun, stands an enormous marble
vase, brought from the Sea of Marmora by the commaud of Sultan Murad III. Each holds one thousand
measures of corn, and one of tb.em is said once to
have been filled with coin. They are now filled with
a cheaper commodity-wat.er-for the refreshme~t
of the faithful. They remmd one of the fonts m
Christian churches.
On the top of the minarets glitter creRcents (the
ancient coat of arms of Byzantium, which are to he
found on Byzantine coins, and was adopted by Mohammedans). The largest is on the cupola. Sultan
Murad III. is said to have expended over fifty thousand ducats in gilding alone. These gilded crescents
may be seen several miles from the city; some say a
hundred miles, but that must be a mistake. Th.e
dome of St. Sophia has been called the Islam Olympus
· There are numerous pious and impossible stories
narrated about St. Sophia, as there are about almost
every important Christian church. Amongst others
an excavated block of red marble is shown as the
cradle of Jesus in his infanny, and near by it is a
basin in which Jesus is said to have been washed by
his mother. Both are claimed to have been brought
from Bethlehem, but nobody believes it save overcredulous Mohammedans. Even the Christians, who
are so fond of relics and miraclee, take no stock in
these big stories, probably because Mohammedans
claim to have the relics. Here is the famous" sweating column" which has performed so m'l.ny miraculouB cures for the fait-hful Mussulmans. It stands at
the left of the entrance on the northern gate. The
base is surrounded by a sheet of rolled brass, with a
hole in it reaching to the column, which has been
worn and enlarged by the hundreds of thousands of
credulous believers who have there inserted their
fingers to obtain some of the ~oisture, ~he res.ult ?f
condensation of the dampness m the au commg m
contact with the colder column. This" sweating" is
believed to cure all the ills flesh is heir to. It is
hard to say whether Mohammedanism or Christianity
has given rise to the most extravagant claims, and
the most absurd traditions to be believed. Any systern of religion which has supernaturalism for its
basis necessarily implies an unlimited amount of supernatural events. If a religion iR founded on mir-·
acles and the assent is given to the claims of supernatu;alism to start with, it is hard to say where it
will end. If the principle is admitted in the first
place, it is a little embarrassing to say no afterward.
The most brilliant illumination of the mosque in
the whole year is said to be the Leilet-al-Kadr,
~hat is, the Night of the Predestination (the twen~-

fourth day of Ramazan), in which the Koran was
sent down from heaven, or rather, in commemoration
of that event. On this night the sultan repair11, with
his whole court, to St. Sophia, and after there at.
tending the night serviceR he retires amidst a procesRion bearing innumerable many-colored lanterns
to the Seraglio. During all these nights of illuminationR the numerous priesthood of the mosque are
in full movement of the exercise of their office.
They comprise the imaums, sheiks, kiatibs, muezzins, dewn kooran, naatshuran, bewah, ferash,
and kasim. These are the different orders of the
priesthood. They have different duties to perform,
and may be considered the counterparts of Christian
priests, deacons, sub-deacons, readers, singers,· doorkeepers, lamp-lighters, etc.
The doors of the
mosques are always open, but for strangers to enter
St. Sophia requires a fee of seven francs, or $1.40
each. In addition to what I have mentioned, the
mosque contains many tombs of the dead sultans.
We next visited the mosque built by the sultan
Ahmed, said to be the most pious of the Ottoman
sultans. As every sultan is expected to erect a
mosque to perpetuate his name and secure the blessing of heaven, so this sultan, of course, must erect a
very fine mosque, and he wished to furnish six minarets; but the great sheik-Islam, objected to this,
saying there was but one mosque in the world allowed to have six minarets, and that was the one at
Mecca. The pious sultan replied that the one at
Mecca. had seven minarets, but the great sheik denied
this upon the authority of his own eyes, for he had
been there and seen it. The sultan still persisted
that it had sev:en, and proposed that a special messenger be sent to count them. ·Though the sheik knew
positively that the number was six, he was constrained
to yield to the sultan that a messenger be sent out to
count them. Before, however, the messenger was
despatched on this holy errand, the sultan sent in
haste a private agent to hurriedly erect another minaret, if only temporary, to the mosque at Mecca, so
when the messenger arrived he found there were
seven minarets, and he returned and reported accordingly, in consequence of which the sultan was
allowed to have six minaretR to his mosque, and it is
the only one in all the Ottoman empire that has that
number.
They are graceful, and impart much
beauty to the edifice. It measures 235 by 210 feet.
It has four enormous pillars at the four corners,
measuring 108 feet in circumference. They support the dome and rise above it at its four sides,
looking like towers. The cupola of the great dome
is surrounded by four half-cupolas, each of which is
joined by two round cupolas, forming behind the
four enormous pillars the four corners of the mosque,
which therefore appear on the outside to be composed
of nine cupolas. Round both sides of the mosque
runs a double gallery, one on .the outs-ide, the other
inside, in which, under the benches for the readers
of the Koran, and above them, there are treasure
vaults for depositing gold and other valuables in
times of danger, as is _aleo the custom in the other
great mosques. It has five thousand lamps, like those
before described, for the important illuminations.
This is the season of the festive procession of the
pilgrim caravans, and of the solemn meeting of the
court and officers of state to celebrate the Mirlood,
or the festival of the birth of the prophet. On this
occasion the sultan appears in his greatest splendor,
surrounderl by all the functionaries of church and
state, to aRsist in singing the praises of the prophet.
The income from this mosque is -annually 200,000
piasters. Adjoining is a round edifice, the tomb of
the sultan who built the mosque.
Here in the
J;Il.Osque are huge white candles, which are lighted on
occasions o:(_illumination. Some of his moRt esteemed
wives are buried near him. On a peculiar kind of
book ra.ck, wrapped in richly embroidered cloth,
lies a copy of the Koran, most neatly executed with
a pen, and embellished with elaborate gold ornamentation. An immense amount of labor and care
was requisite to execute it.
The mosque of Sultan Suliman is considered a
beautiful specimen of Osmanli architecture, and iR one
of the most conspicuous in the city. It is a regular
rectangle, 225 by 205 feet. As it is to considerable extent a copy of St. Sophia, I will not need to
give a detailed description of it. And as there are
som(:> twenty-five or fifty mosques in the city you
could hardly expect me to visit them all or to attempt
a description of them even if I had visited them. I
am sure neither would be desirable, but I did visit a
small mosque, converted from an old church, which
I will mention. It is Mosque Kakhrick, and is said
to be a hundred and fifty years older than St. Sophia.
It is in the Byzantine style, and in the arches overhead are fine antique mosaics of Jesus, the virgin,
and several saints. Some of these representations
are whitewashed over, but the whitewash has been
removed so that the original pictures show again.
Among the ancient representations I noticed a phallic
emblem, formed .of two fishes in the shape of the
yoni, inclosing a figure of Jesus. This is clearly a
borrowed idea from one of the oldest religions in the
world, and is another illu11tration of the tendency of
Christians to appropriate older religious notions.
We visited several tombs where sultans are buried,

with wiveR brother!'!, etc., by their sides. Some of
these are g~tten up with great expellR", and exhibit
quite a de~ree of magnificence. 'fhe large wax
candles the chandeliers, the rich copy of tl1e Koran,
are gen~rally to be met with. We visite~ an open
space called the Hippodrome, wber" puhhc sports
used to take place. Here the pillar of Pompey, an
Egyptian, is erected 1 and another n;onu~ent of st?ne,
formerly covered with bronze, IS sttll standmg.
There is, however, litt.le hel'e to intet·eRt the visitor.
We next visited a museum containing figureR gotten
up to represent all tbe officers in the nation, from the
sultan down to the executioner, as well as the firemen
and tradesmen of different kinds. There are perhaps
some hundred and fifty of them all, and rather a
hard looking lot they are. The sight is not extremely pleasing. Next we visited what are called
the Thousand and One Columns, which is an underground reservoir for water for the use of the city,
constructed ~orne hundreds of years a~o, but which
long since passed out of use. The way a thousand
columns are counted is by counting one as three,
holding that each column is composed of three, one
over the other. It seems like a vast cellar, now quite
dry, with stone columns all through it to hold up the
roof of earth. Several lads were reeling and twisting silk in there, the coolness and partial dampness
of the air being congenial to the work.
THE WALLS OF CONSTANTINOPLE.
We rode by caniage Rome two or three miles
through the central part of the city, ov~r extremely
rough and narrow streets bounded mostly by miserable, dilapidated, wooden hou_ses that seem to be of
little value save as food for flameR, to the seven
towerR in the walls of the city, which are four
miles from Seraglio Point where we started. The
walls commenced by Constantine and completed
by Theodosius, are triple, and built partly of
stone and partly of brick, with towers every one
or two hundred feet. The inner wall is about _thirty
feet in bight, and the towers are capable of hold~ng
fifty men each. Outside the walls w~s a moat, whwh
when filled with water, addPd mater1ally to the defeuses of the city. The whole length of the wall is
about thirteen miles, and takes in all of Stamboul.
It was supplied with numerous .gates used for admission to various parts of th~ Cl~Y· But the walls,
from time, earthquakes, several Sieg~s, and ueglect,
have passed greatly into decay, and m many places
have fallen over, and the towers split, riven, and broken. The seven towers at the lower point of the city,
on the Sea of Marmora, are larger and stronger than
the majority of the towers, a~d a.re at least fifty or
sixty feet high and forty fee~ m dtameter. Tbey.are
heavily built of stone and still look capable of withstanding a siege. We ascended to t~e top of one. of
them and had a fine view of the parLS adJacent, mty
and dountry. We rode a few miles without the walls
and saw something of the gardens and mile!! of cemetery where the bones of the faithful have moldered
to decay. In_ several places we saw the natives
plowing the bed of th.e ~oa~ for ~arde~ yurposes,
and noticed numerous mdwatwns of fertility. The
soil is good. The tall, dark cypress-tr~es, a hundred
feet in bight, are abundant and afford ncb ness to the
landscape. They are a peculiarly formed tree, narrow as well as tall, in form somewhat like a Lombardy poplar, but more graceful in appearance. We
were shown the gate in the wall where. th~ Turks
made their entrance when they took the mty m 1453.
We were not shown the holy fish of Constantinople, but were told concerning them. The st~ry
runs in this way: At the time the Turks took the mty
the news wa'~ conveyed to a certain person who was
engaged at frying fish in a pan. He discre~ite~ the
news that was told him, and he expressed his disbelief, saying he would as soon believe that those ~sh
before him would jump out of the pan and be ahve
again when, strange to relate, no sooner had he
spoke~ these words than sure enough the fish did
jump out of the frying-pan alive and well, and of
course became very holy fish, insomuch that ~hey
have lived some four hundred and twenty-eight
years, are alive yet, and bid fair to stand it several
centuries longer. Of course I do not expect any
more of you will believe the story than are convinced of its truth; but I beg to assure you th~t the
fish are still pointed out, and that the st~ry IS .no
more fishy than some other ~oly _fi~h stones whwh
thousands are able to believe Imphmtly. Why cannot you believe as well as they?
UP THE BOSPHORUS.
On Tuesday morning we repaired early to the
steamer making regular tr~ps up the BoRphorus to
the Black Sea some twelve miles distant. The Bosphorus, as yo~ well know, is the stream which connects the Black Sea with the Sea of Ma,rmora, and
through the Dardanelles with the ~editerranean .. It
is about as wide as the Hudson nver twenty miles
from New York and for beauty of sites and formation is not excelied either by the Rhine or the Hudson. Its best sites are mostly occupied with villages
and fine residences, but there are still many not improved. The European side is the pleasantest and
by far the best improved, the. villages alon~ the ~est
bank making an almost contmuous town for m1les.
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We made numerous calls, putting off and taking on being erected. The school is under the care of Dr. if thousands more could be established in various
passengers all the way along.
·
Woods, who, I think, is a New England man, assisted parts of the East, I cannot object to the effort;Close by the water's edge, as we round into the ,by Miss Williams as principal lady teacher, who, I the only change I would suggest is that the Bible
Bosphorus from the Golden Horn, we pass three or understood her to say, is from Utica, N. Y. They lessons be omitted, leaving the Moha.mmedans and
four fine palaces built by the sultan& who are now received us very kindly, and politely showed us over all others to study their own Bible, or any other, or
lying in their graves, which cost princely sums of the establishment, including the school-rooms, din- none at all, as their tastes dictate. This compulsory
borrowed money, but are not now u~ed, the present ing-room, and the sleeping rooms or dormatories, ru1e of studying t:1e Christian Bible, nolens volens, as
sultan, as I observed, deeming the location less which are rather narrow rooms twenty-five feet in in our own country, is of course objectionable. And
healthy and far more unsafe than the palace on the length, holding each ten single beds. The whole is as the first pen;on who has yet been converted from
hill in the rear, where he resides. I head a person kept very neat, and it ifl not _hard to realize that Mohammedanism to Christianity bas yet to be r~
who visited one of these palaces describe its magnif. American enterprise and thrift have had something ported, it would seem that insisting upon the study
icence and richness as· exceeding anything he had to do in this far. off Asiatic land.
of the Christian scriptures is scarcely a paying investever witnessed, the splendor outdoing the most
There are eighty scholars in the school, ranging ment. And I must repeat that, as charity begins at
extravagant fairy tales and the glowing pictures and from twelve to eighteen years, fifty of whom board home, and we have a gr~at. plenty of godless Clhildren
imagery of the "Arabian Nights," gold and tinsel in the establishment, and thirty live at home and growing up in ignorance in America, it would seem
being used. without the slightest stint. It seems like attend school only in the establishment. The educa- that those very benevolent persons who contribute to
immense folly that an impoverished nation, which tion is chiefly in Eng-lish, though some other Jan- keep up this ~<chool might find near home a field large
has so many needs for money, should throw it away guages are taught. The principal studies are the enough to occupy all their zeal and surplus money;
in such a foolish manner. "Pride goeth before a English language, history, grammar, geography, besides, as the work would not be so far as arm'sfall, and a haughty spirit before destruction."
mathematics (the simpler branches), nstronomy, and length, it could be much more easily performed.
Very noticeable features in all the little villages the principal natural sciences. Sectarianism is said
We next drove a considerable distance south of
along the banks of the Bosphorus are the numer- not to be taught, though considerable attention is the town to the English cemetery, where the British
ous minarets, telling that the houses which they sur- paid to Bible lessons, which are attended to every soldiers who fell in the Crimean War, or rather those
mount are for Allah. Minarets, indeed, are plenti- day. The girls are of various nationalities-Armen- who died in the hospital here, were buried. It is
ful, but the c!o'mneys of manufacturing establi'sh- ian, Bulgarian, one or two Greeks, and two or three within half a mile of the hospital or barracks where
m~nts are to be seen nowhere. I could not suppress Turks, who join in the Bible lessons with the other Florence Nightingale showed such wonderful skill in
the reflection how much better it would be for this girls. It is not expected, however, to make Chris- nursing and caring for tbe poor wounded and sick
country could all these minarets, now so useless and tians of them, as Mohammedans turn Christians as soldiers. The English people caused a fine granite
and unproductive, become the chimneys of thrifty seldom as Christians become Mo.hammedans. A de- monument, about seventy-five feet high, with the figmanufacturing establishments-for the use of human- cidedly religious air pervades the establishment, and ures of four large-sized winged angels (also in g:ranity instead of God. There are people enough now numerous pious cards and mottoes are hanging up in ite) at. each corner, as a memorial for the brave men
idle to work them, and consumers enough to use up the halls and in every room, reading like this: who fell in that bloody conquest. The graves of the
all the goods that could thus be manufactured. "This house is for God," "All for Jesus," etc. We officers are, of course, marked with pretty and someWhen one looks on this city and country and sees were taken into the school-room and heard the reci- what expensive monuments, lying horizontally over
the fortunes that have been spent in building houses tations of a class of large girls in exercises of giving the grave like a marble box, while the graves of the
for Allah, and the hordes of priests requisite to run definitions to words, spelling, etc. For persons who common soldiers are not even marked. So in death,
them, who spend their days in idleness, like drones have been studying English but one or two years as in life, the poor, common man passes unknown
in what should be the hive of industry-a dead weif,ht they did remark::l,bly well, and seemed as bright and and unseen.
On Wednesday the time was spent in revisiting
to those who do work-he cannot help wishing that active as American girls; in fact, though some of
man would learn to let the gods take care of them- .them look a trifle dark, many of them are as light in the bazars and other points of interest as each pre1elves, and that he would give less attention to the complexion as though of English or American birth. ferred. Bro. Getz and two or three others visited
the American Bible House in Stamboul,
affairs of another world and rlevote his
but as I have the privilege of living close
time and abilities to making this world
to the parent establishment in New York,
better, and to increasing the comforts
and without deriving any appreciable adand happiness of those in this life. The
vantage from it, even in a course of years,
goods do not need man's efforts, while
I,was not specially anxious to visit the comman himself has need of all of them.
paratively inferior branch in this quarter.
Oh, that t.he world may ere long learn
Mr. Getz reports, however, that little was
to let ~he gods go, and to work more for
to be seen save the offices where the busithe brothers and sisters of humanity!
ness is transacted, the same heing undE-r
Our own America has much yet to learn in
the supervision of an American by tt.e
this direction.
name of Bliss. If the books he causes to
Some four or five miles above the city,
be distributed only bring bliss to the rehigh up on the bank of the BoRphorus, in
cipients, it will indeed be a bliAsful tra,;,.;.
full vie1f of the passing boats, stands
action altogether. I learn that the Biblu is
Rvhert College, the product of American
iosued here in several languages, including
energy and capital. The money to build
that of Turkey, but the converts made
it, and to pay the board of professors,
thereby from the following of M9hammed
was raised by the zealous CbristianR of
may be counted on the fingers or even on
Americ~, under the auspices of the Board
one thumb.
of Foreign Missions, for the sake of givBRIEl!' HISTORY OF CONSTANTINOPLE.
ing the young men of this country a ChrisAncient Byzantium was situated on
tian education. I learn that the estabshe extremity of the promontory where
VIEW ON THE BOSPHORUS.--KENI KENI.
lishment has been rather successful, and
the Seraglio now stands.
now has nearly two hundred scholars.
The modern city, like Rome, stands on seven low
The most interesting feature which we saw was
Funds, however, are not quite plentiful enough,
and Dr. Washburn is now on a trip to America the gymnastic exercises of twenty-four of the larger hills, one rising above the ether, in the rear of Byto beg more money from the people to keep up girls, from fourteen to seventeen years of age. They zantium. Probably no city in the world has a more
this school. Money could doubtless be used much are dressed in a suitable and becoming uniform-a favorable or beautiful position. Nature has done
more foolishly, hut it is very questionable whether skirt reaching nearly to the knees, with a belt round her full share by this locality, not only with regard
sustaining a sectarian school in this far off land is the waist and something like pantalets fitting closely to the site for a city, but also including water facilithe best use the money could be put to. Of course around the ankles. The room in which they exercise ties for commerce, easy means of defense, climate,
every child who receives a good education is greatly is forty feet or more in length, by twenty in width, soil, and healthfulness. Commanding the navigation
benefited, but when his mind is filled with silly dog- with a platform nearly two feet in bight, and a piano between the Euxine and the Mediterranean, and the
mas, not sustained by truth, a serious injury is done at one end. We were placed on the platform. The converging shores of Europe and Asia, it unites the
him, a species of mental weeds are planted in his exercises consisted of marching in varied evolutions, advantages of security, and great facilities for trade,
mind which are of no use to him, and are uprooted skipping exercises with dumb-bells, rings, or broom- with the most striking scenery. Scarcely another
sticks (or what looked like them). They moved in place on the globe is so well adapted as the center
with positive pain and toil.
We did not get far int:> the Black Sea, but can say concert with military precision, and reminded one of of a great empire.
The foundation of Byzantium is ascribed to the
we saw it. The return was as beautiful as the ride the evolutions of a well-drilled company of soldiers,
or a good ballet troupe. They have been well Megarians, who settled here 667 B.c., a few days
up, and we were back in time for lunch.
drilled, and the practice, while not extremely labo- years later than Chalcedon, across the Bosphorus
SCUT.A.RI.
rious, affords excellent exercise. The evolutions lasted below Scutari. The place is now called Kadi-Keng.
In the afternoon we took a steamer and crossed some fifteen or twenty minutes, and, being accom- It faces the shores of Asia, and meets the waters
the Bosphorus to the branch of the city on the oppo- panied by good piano music, it seemed like a fair of the Bosphorus. Tradition has it that an oracle
site side, called Scutari (accent on the first syllable). entertainment. We were afterwards taken to the directed the first colonists to build their new city
Here for the first time we placed our feet upon the top of the house, where we had a splendid view of " opposite the land of the blind," in allusion to the
soil of Asia. The town has no great beauty to boast the city across the Bosphorus and the surrounding superiority of this site over that of its neighbor,
of save the fine sites it enjoys for a fine view of country. There 'are four female American teachers Chalcedon. Its position in all ages made Byzantium
Stamboul, Galata, Pera, and the harbor of the Golden in the school, besides an equal number who teach the of great importance, and its possession was fiercely
Horn. The streets are steep and narrow, the houses languages spoken in this part of the world.
contested by the Persians, Spartans, and Athenians.
mostly poor, and everything wears a dilapidated,
The conduct of the school affords a very fair posi- It was beseiged by Alcibiades. Three hundred and
thriftless appearance. We took carriages and climbed tion for the American teachers who are here, but it forty years before o'tlr era the Athenians, urged on
the abrupt hill, calling first at the American SC'hool is said ·one of them could receive twice the salary she hy Demosthenes, helped to defend the city against
for girls, conducted under the direction of the Amer- now obtains by remaining in America. Probably Philip of Macedon, who was at lal'lt forced to retire.
ican Foreign Mis!lionary Societ), as is Robert Col- she thinks she can do a greater amount of good here; During this memorable siege, on a dark night, when
lege. The school, which has been in operation ten but unfortunately we have any number of poor rag- the Macedonians were on the point of carrying the
years, was for two years conducted in a hired build- geJ little heathens'in our own country on whom any town by assault, a light is said to have appeared in
ing in SLamboul, when it was deemed desirable to quantity of philanthropy and good will can be ex- the heavens and to have revealed their danger to the
occupy premises of its own; by the exertions of t.he Ipended, ana perhaps with as much benefit as here. inhabitants of the town. The crescent, which, as
ladies of the American Missionary Society, particu- ~But foreign heathens have a peculiar charm for our before remarked, is found 011 the old Byzantine
larly in Boston, the sum of $50,000 was raised, the' devout Christian friends. This school was a heavy coins, and which was long after adopted by the
ground bought, and the buildmg erected now occu- ·expense to the American donors for the first few Turks at> their device when they had. taken the city,
pied. A year ago a wealthy Chrit~tian man of Amer- years, but it is now getting to be self-sustaining, as is supposed to commemorate this portentous event.
ica visited the place, and seeing the need of an the parents of many of the girls pay for their tuition
I will not pretend to trace all the events that hapadditional building, donated the sum of $25,000, and and board. It is a fine thing to have so good a pened to the old city, but they are represented to
with that generous SUIJl ~durable building is now school for girls in this benighted neighborhood, and have been strange and varied. It fell under the
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power of Rome, with the reRt of the Grecian worlil. country, for the women in Constantinople seem to than the adherents of any other faith. They look to
before the ChriRtian era, and was made the seat of have but little to do. Here marriage is a matter of Allah with the most implicit confidence that he will
empire by Cow:ttantine in 330. It was he"ieged hy oargain and sale more than love. The const>nt of nirect f'Verything for their he11t, goon, and that be
the t>mpPrAr~ Severus, :Maximns, and Constantinl'l the girl iR not asked, but the bargain is effecten manages and directs everything to takP. place just as
In 527 to 5fl!) .Tustini:m enriched and beantified t.hf' ~ntirely with her p~rt>nts. If the terms are agreeo it does. To such extent is thiF~ f<'eling carrien that
citv. In 616 it was besi<'ged by ChosroPR II., and in uoon between the bridegroom and the young woman'!' they are little more than fatali~tR, believing that
626 by the Persians and Avars. In 668 the Arih" father, all that remains for her to do is to passively every event is planned by Allah. They !'pend a very
for th.e first time attacked the city, hut wererehnffeil accept the lot fate ca~ts for her; if she can learn to considerable part of their time it1 wnr~hi1•ing him
by the Rtrength of the walls and the strangp effPctF .ove her destined husbann it is all right, but if she and sing-ing his prais!'S. "In tbit-1 very direction is
ot' the Greek fire. In the second siege, from 716 t.A cannot love him she has to submit all the same. If where these people are greatly miBleil; herein exists
718, they were again compelled to retreat. In 86fl d. peasant, or a countryman, after marrying a wife, the great error oi th•·ir exiRtence-they think far too
the RnRRians made their fir~t. attempt to take the proF~oers somewhat from being able to keep one cow, mucJ. of Allah and not enough of themselves, or care
city, fol1owed hv a ~:teconil in 904, and a third in 941. and becomes able to keep five. cows, or an equivalent too little for their own welfare. The poor Mohamand a fourth in 1043. In 1203-4 the Latin Crusader!'! numb.er of goats, and finds he needs more help to medans have too much relig-ion; it is a positive disunder Danilalo, the Doge of Venice, conquered anil perfm:m the increased quantity of work to be done, advantage to them and holds them in an enoneous
pillager! the imperial city, ann set up L~tin emperor!'! he takes the second Wlfe, or the third, as the case conrse of life; in other words, they have too much
of the house of the court of Flanders; hnt it was re- may be, finding it cheaper to marry and own hiR help superstition; they believe in too much' fa.!Pehood;
coveren hy the GrePks in 1261. In 1422 it was he- than to hire other labor. A wife here is little better they disn'gard the powers which have a real existsiegp,Q hy Amnrath TI., c::tllen hy the Turks Moorad, :nan a ~lave. She is not expected to do much think- ence, and pay allegiance to an imaginary being which
and finally fell on Mav 29, 1453, before the conqner- ing, to acquire any tducation, to have ~ny independ- has none. In this reRpect they ~tre by no me~tns alone,
illg swol'd of 1\iahomed II., called by the Turks Mo- ence of character, or to be anything more than a but as a people they probably cal'l'y it farther tbari
hammed. Since that perion it has bt>en looken up mere cipher.
others, and to such PXtent ns to make their lives fruitto both by Turks and Greeks as tbe seat of the RUSome of the Turkish womPn turn out to be prosti- less and of little effeet. In them is to ·be seen a full
preme spi~itnal and tPmporal power of the snlt!!.n tutes, but a smaller percentage than the women of illustration of superstitions belief carried to the exa'ld the Greek prttriarch; the one at the hPad of the most countries; and those that take that unfortunate ti·eme.
Moh:JmmPilan faith and the other of the Greek course do so less openly than their sisters in shame
I S3id no one can douht their sincerity or honesty
church. The heir of the c'lliphs haFI become also tbe in other places. There are said to be prostitute!'! of purpoRe; they show this in thousan(ls nf instances.
heir of the Cmsars. Cnngtan.tinople has been besieged enough in Constantiuople, but mostly foreigners, and During their month of fasting, called Ramazan, in
twenty-fom times and taken six.
amoqg them may b~ counted many English, French, which they are taught it is wrong to ta!lte food or
The following is a list of the sultans since the ann German women.
drink from sunrise to sunset., they observe it with the
conq'lf'i'it of Con~tantinople; and each one built a
The discouraging state of things which exists in utmost strictness. AR their time is divided off into
mosque bearing his name.
Turkey is said to have led to some very reprehensible lunar months, this tweuty-ei~htdays of fasting comes
l\[ohe.mmen rr lllf>lhorned) the Ahmed n. c8 onof Ibrahim) died practice~. I lParn that infanticide and abortions are four weeks earlier every succ<'ed i11g year, and a porConqnPror "iP" 1481.
160/i.
exten~i vely practiced. Men and women will hoth tion of the time it comes in the loPg hot days of
llc~"<PZ;,J ( Baj tzet) H. (llis_'son)
llfllf'tAfR.
II. (onn of Mohammed
· a f ami'1 yo f c h'ld
I am m
· f orme d , b y t h ose w ]10 h :1ve h a d
diPri
in 1:; 1 ~.
IV.)
re•i!?nPnl7o3.
say, "W iJy s hou ld we ra1se
1 ren only ~ummer.
SPiim 1., the Great (his 'son) ~hme<l nr (son of Mohammed to inherit the ills which will be sure to await them? opportunities for observing, that the faithful Mussuldierlli\20.
IV.)
di<,dl730 V. (son of JHustafa .P..,... vi'l d ays are b. e f ore us, an d we won ld ratner
·
· t b e l JOt, l1urnmg
· !'inn f rom sun1
Snleinum •11e l\fagnificent (his
:l\fohammPd
nave
man WI'11 toi'l out lll
son)
niPrllo66.
II l rlied 1754.
no
cbildreu
to
flee
them."
rise
to
sunset
without
puttinrr
anything into his
SPlirn IT (hio. !'on) diP!llii74.
0-mnn III. (son of Ahmed Ill).
~·
l\Imw' canmr,th) HI. (his son) dier! 1757.
The men of Turkey are a harny, muscular, endur- mouth, either food or drink, or even swallowing
dii~~":~;m,rl TIL (lllahomed) di~~·;;;.[a III. (son of Ahmed III) ing class, and make the very best of soldiers. No the saliva that might gather in his mouth. So rigid
(hio "0 ") rlierl 1603.
Ahrlni R"mid (son of Ahmec'c men can enilure hardship and privation more patient. is their observance of this fa~t, which they believe
Ahm~<l r (hi" !'on) diPd 1617.
III.) di<"rl 1789.
h
ld d
llr""'"f·• r (brother of the last) s~lim nr. (•"n of ll1ustafa III.) ly, and the fear of death ia unknown to them. The to be demanded hy heaven, that t ey wou
rop
18
de8~~~~, ~~~~11 of Ahmed I.) stran- st~~~;;;g, i~ ~!im of Abdul Ha- promise of their prophet was that every faithfull\Ius- gead in their tracks before they would do as much
g-IP<i in 1622.
min) died 1808
sulman upon dying should enter at once into para- as take a mouthful of water, or a crumb of bread.
J\I··, .. ·rl IV. (son of Ahmed I.)
llhhrnonrt
If. (son of Abdul Ha- dise, ani! that nine beautiful houris should be h1's llOl'- They often make amend~, h0wever, by indulging in
diPd
1640.
mid)
rtierl 1839.
r
Ibrahirn (con of Ahmed !.) Ahdnl M• itd (son of l\Iahmoud tion. Having implicit confidence in this agreeable excesses as soon as the sun has gone down, and keep
stJ'"n!?IPd
irt JG4S.
rliPcl1861
• d eath lS
• more to he wishe d than prolonged up tbl'ir feasting for ha 1f t h e rug
· h t. I t of course
lllohammer!
lV. (his son) re- II.)Ahitnl
Az'z (•on of ll1ahmoud promise,
sig-n"d
in
IU87
II l rlepo.,, ' 1876.
life,
and,
!'O
far
as
indifference
to
death
induces
must
be
au
ignorant,
SUJlerstitious
people that could
SnlPirnan li. (son of Ibrahim) llbrad V dep0°Pd 1876.
~
died JGDJ.
Abdul Hamid II. the present bravery, the Turks are freely endued with it. What yield their assent to such a course, and tpink that
sultan.
they need is good gt:meralship; with that they would thereby they were pleasing the being who created
In Turkey's palmiest days it is quite probable that make an army able to compete with any in the the world. But all religious devotees believe in
the sultans and the government occupien a proud world.
'
fasts, and all indulge in feast~ and ex~esses when the
position among the nations of Europe, but it is sadI said the women of Constantinople have little fast is over. They believe that fasting and prai8ing
dening now to realize that all this greatness has work to do. It is so when compared with the other incline heaven most favorably toward them, and that
dep~n·ted.
Since the Crimean war she has been women of Europe. In England the women act as the deity is most pleased when they are doing the
steadily going down deeper and deeper into poverty clerks and helpers in nearly all kinds of vocations. most violence to themselvPs. If the time'" the :Mottnd insignificance. In that war, when her selnierA Among the peasant class they work in the fields, but hammedans spend in prayer ani! in worshi]J was occucame in direct contact with the soldiers of Great perhaps not so generally -as in Germany, S<txony, pied iu learning the truths of science, if the time
Britain and France, the Turks were sensitive and Bohemia, and other portions of Austria. In thosP they devote to God was devoted tn agriculture, they
obRerving enongh to realize their inferiority to tbe countries I saw women doing nearly all kinds of would be infinitely better off. These remarks will
English and French, and the most sensible of them farm labor, including driving oxen, loadmg hay, dig- apply with equal truth to the superstitious devvtees
have realized that it was only a matter of time when ging roots, binding grain, eta. In Vienna I saw of other systems of religion. .
they would he compelled to leave Europe and retire women mixing mortar and carrying the bod one or
I am pleased to say we have had very favorable
to Asia, which is their natural home. They have two stories from the ground. But here in Constanti- weather since we have been viewing the city of minheld Turkey in Europe for four centuries because nople I see no women tending any kind of shops, arets. 1'he air bas been mild and balmy, the temperthey conquered it., and not because they have a real selling goods of any kind, or doing any sort of work. atnre being about seventy-two degrees through the
right to it, or are fitted to occupy it ; and it is this I see many on the streets, but they :;,ll seem to be day and some ten degrefS lower at night. The sun
consciousness which has brought a portion of the out shopping or walking about for recreation and has been bright aud the sky blue an~ soft, and fl.ecked
people to a williugneas to sell out here on the best pleasure. I have seen none acting as cham berm aids with l•gh t, fleeey clouds. But last mght the ram fell
terms they can, to remove to Damascus or Bagdad, or waiters at hotels; the cooking is done by men; freely and continued for several hourR. This interand begin au empire anew. There are, however, so the rooms are cleaned and the ·beds are made by fered with the granu pageant designed for this
many difficult.ieR to be surmounted in a great move- men, and I am told the women of the city have very morning. The sultan was to ride on horseback from
ment of this kind that it is impossible to see how it little to do. If I have wronged them in detlcribing his palace to St. Sophia moFque, and be then;l in time
is to be accomplished.
them as not good-looking, I beg their pardon if· I to open the religion<! services precisely at sunrise;
The Turks have many traits of character much to have done them an injustice, and I must admit that the military were to accompany him in large force,
be admireil, as well ~s some not so admirable. As since writing those strictures I have met some Turk- and tens of thousands of the faithful, with spectaa people they are honest, patien1, faithful, and kind- iflh women who were not ngly, and would pass for tors and strangers, were also to be .o~ h~na to ~-itness
hearted. 'Vhile on the passage from Corfu to Athens tolerably good looking.
the grand disvlay. We were to lillil In seeing the
I got acqllahted with Mr. Foster, an Englishman,
I also see too many idle men as I rzo about the big show, by turning out at five o'clock in the dark,
the principal of the Ottoman bank in Constantinople, city. In every principal street number~ of these are to intercept the procession somewhere on its line of
a bank, hy the bye, whi3h has a paid up capital of sitting about with apparently nothing to do. Tur- march. But wf.en we heard the rain freely falling
$25,000,000 (belonging principally to Great Britain key is very deficient in manufactureR, which is one we con.cluded to let the sultan and his soldiers wend
and Franct>); he has resided in this city for ten year~:t of the misfortunes of the country. The poverty of their way to the grand mo~qne without our society.
and has had much dealings with large numbers of the government is such that an export tax has to be They, however, performed their part of the display
the Turkish people. He says they are remarkable levied, which discouragPs effort in the line of export in the rain, though with a limited number of BpPctafor their integrity, good nature, and genial qualities, and manufacture. If Turkey could be induced to tors. To-day is the first day of the feast of Ko<:>rb~n
and. far exceed in these J'espects the people of some manufacture ten times as much as she now does, and hairam, and the faithful abandon themselves to JO!hty
other nations. He says they are very loyal, and if to produce three times as much for export, her pov- and thoughtlessness. It should, however, be a mou~n
they only bad an efficient government, and if the erty would soon take wings. The priucipal exports ful reflection to them that the very money With
leading men of the co•mtry were competent to lead I hear of are opium, ottar of roses, figs, raisins, rno- which the government pays the expenses of this
them aright, they would make a most excellent peo- hair, and Rome carpets and silk, but the quantities of feaRt was borrowed from the Ottoman hank, at the
pie. T!Je great trouble is the public affairs have been these might be largely incl'eased with enterprise and ruinous rate of ten per cent interest, and on a pledge
terribly mismanaged, and a cl:fss of incompetent men enPrgy. Tbe -hand of the government is· .also so of the revenues of the government two years after
have been in power for a long time, and the finance, heavy upon such industries afl the people tardily ex- the pre~:tent year. This is ahs~lutel~ ~he basi~ on
the courage, and energy of the people have sunk to er_cise as to discourage the efforts that would other- which the people are keeping th1s rehgi?ns f~stn:ai.
so low au ebb that it is hard to see what is to save wt~e be made. From all I can learn, the agricult- The ceremonies began last mght, by the .rllummatwn
them from inevitable and total ruin.
ural pl'Oduc:ts of the country are far less than they, of the eight thousaud lamps at St. Sopb1a, five thouI inquired of biro with regard to the customs of ~ight.be, as around Constantinople much good laHd Isands at the Mo~que Ahmed, five tl~ousand at the
thP people, especially with respect to polygamy. He IS cultivated but little or not at all; so it is through Mosque Sulieman, and a correspondrng number at
says the sultan, some of the pacbas, and a few of the the interior. The country is undoubtedly capable of the many other mosques. We all talk~d solll:e of
wealthy men have more than one wife; and, while producing five .times as much as the Turks manage going to St. Sophia, Lut as the dist~nce .Is considerthere is no ]Jrohibition as to the number of wives a to get out of It if occupied by a really industrious abiP-, and as more or less danger. lS sard to attend
J:?an may marry, the_ great bulk of th_e people confine pe~ple.
sight-seers in Constantinople at mght, we concluded
tnemselves to one wtfe. The exceptwns among the
The :fidelity of the great bulk of the Turks to t11 eir to forego the pleasure.
lowe~ clas~es as where men think _they need a "~cond religious superstitions cannot be doubted. There are
The question, in view of all I ~ave seen and
or. thn·d wrfe to ~elp them do the1r work .. T~1s ap-1 perhaps no more sincere religionists in the world. learned of this country, arise~, What IS to ~ecome of
plies more partwularly to those who hve m the •These Mohammedans S}'end more time in prayer this poor people, and what Will be the ultimate fatQ
1
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of the Turkish government? The sultan is said to of amusement, where singing, bgllet performances,· pal wiod15of heaven, and because there were four cherubim with
be a very genial, well-disposed sort of man, but dancing, and bad acting are to be enjoyed. The four heads around the throne of G~d. WhPn such reasons as,.
lacb energy, decit'!ion.• and foresight. He is clearly actors are principally young women from England, these a1·e as>'igned by a prominent father, who could ~oubt. the
not the man to lead hts unf01-tunate country to pt·os- France, Germany, and Bohemia. The admission to, reasons why just four of the many gospels were admitted wto
perity, and none of the leading men of tl:.e govern- the most of them is little or nothing, the pay being 1 the canon, and who can blame Irenreus, when he had such poment are equal to the necessities of the situation. obtained from the drinks that it is e:Kpected will be tent reasons to impPI him, should be take it upon himself with
There is no J}foses berP. to lead this people from the called for by the audience. Still more money i!j such assistance as he required, to get up the fonr gospels so as to
state of bondage and want in which they are groan- made in connection with some of them by the gam: be sur~ to hAve the right number? Marcion, though considered
in g-uo M oh:tmmed to lead them to victory and tri- hlin~ th3;t i8 carried o~ in an a~joini~g room, w~ere a heretic, in the second century took quite an interest in coll~ct
umph. In place of this they are constantly sinking playm~ IS kept up till two o cl?c~ m t~~ ~or!lln~. ing the gospels and epistles together, and anopted most of those
deeper in deht :tnd daily approaching the shoals and T~us ~t may be seen how ChnR~lan C!Vlhzatwn lS in the present canon, though of course h'l knew noth\ng of the
rocks of national bankruptcy, which are even now but bemg Introduced among the bemghted Mohamme- present four gospels, for they had not yet been·written. It may
.
. .
.
. .
not be amiss to give the opinions of some prominent writers
a little w~y ahead. What is to be done? The na- dans.
tions who have heavy claims agaim1t the countryI ~a.ve .spent this kday priftpa11?" In Wrltmg,;~d with reo-ard to father Irenreus, who seems to have had not a
who bold mortgages against all that is valuable in n:ffowfit ISS time to Rbehtad e m ~se to t ~ stBea.mertan Wee little to do with getting up the four gospel•, or, at all events,
the land-will have to foreclo~e :wil take the coun- o
or myrna
o es yprus, ann e1rou •
try under their own control. The Turks will have to will take the 'same st~amer-the Saturno-which with bringin!\" them to· the attention of the churc?· Cooper
ht
h
f om Athens and which has been styles him" ignorant and credulon~, of thRt supers!Ittou~, cunreti1·e to Asi·a, to relinquiRh the country and city con- b
roug us ere r
'
.
1 d·' d h
1
f
, D Wh'tb
1 Y
quared by the sword of Mohammed, and let nnother lying here for six days. 'The general age?t or di- ning. a~d, I. wil a u,. is ~nest c a.ss 0 men.
;·
people, a better civilization, and better enterprise reetol· of the Austrian Lloyd steamers restdes here, cornplams bttterlyof his havmg handed down thBllcto~sof the
develop the uatural rPsources of Turkey in Europe and directs which steamers shall go up the Black apostles and the di~ciples from paltry rumors anr1 dubtntls ~e
which they have failed to bring out.
Sen, which to Alexandria direct., and which shall go ports, and DS having sc~tndalously debauched the world with
England hils the heaviest claims against Turkey, hy the route we are to take. Four or five ~~enmers fables nnn lyin~ narrative•." Is not that a nice sort of man
and it seems to me if !1he could be permitted to take of this line are lying here for orders, or waiting for 011 whom to rely for the authenticity of the goopel•? The Rev.
the country, give the Turks a few hundred thousand the time of their departure.
. J. H. Horese certainly ha.d very gnod re11.sons for n•ing such
pounds to enable them to make another start at.
We will now soon be off. The street porters Wlll langnage as this: ''The accounts ]pft ns byecclesiqstical writers
Damascus or Bagdad, and dispose of the land of soon be here to pack our trunks arid satchels· down to of antiquity concerning the times when the g0spPl~ were written
Turke;v at reasonable prices to such settlers as would the wharf, and we will ag.a.in
tr?'nsp.orted by small or pub'ished are so vague, confused, ~tnd disC'or?ant that they
come In and occupy it, aclmiuistering the government hoat to the Satnrno, wh1.eh IS lymg In t.he Golden lPad to no cFrtain or s0 Jid determinati"n. The PidPst or the
with her usnal ability, it would be the brst thing Horn, ·and, at 4:30, we w1ll steam down lil front of ancient fathers collected the repnrt5 of thPir own times and set
that can be done. But another question arises, Who Stambonl into the Sea of Ma~mora: Good-?ye, Con- them down as cert:tin tru<hs, and thos 11 who fnJiowed Rdr.pted
are to step in and take the place of the Tnrb? stantinople. Good-bye to fnends Ill Amenca.
· their acc~unts with implicit re,erence. Thus traO.itio~, true or
Where are. the people who will re-people Turkey in
D. M. B.
falsP, passPd on from 0ne writer to anothPr wi'hout exam inacase the Turks leave? Another difiieulty is, thfl
W1Iat I Uon't Believe.
tion, until at last it became tno late ior them to examother nations of Europe would not consent that
ine them to any purpose." This is indePd a Sitd confesEngland should have Turkey alone. Constantinople
PART II.-NO. 65.
I
·
t cannot he true
is too important a point, too eomman<iing a position,
734. With regard to Paul, whom faithfLll Chri~tians regard sion for a divine to be comp"lleil to makd.
to be quietly turned over to 11er. T hey WI·1 1 pro b ab ·
h
1t0
·ry to mo1·tals the will' f heaven th~tt a l'eries of · gospel• a.arl epistles gotten up under such con.
k"
.
as e1ng a c osen·ve~se.
cal
·
' ditinns are worth.y of confidence and respect.
bly unite again in preventlllg nnssia from ta IDg ~t; it must be admitted that he had the same right to entertain his
but they will not agree that Ellgland shall have It.
738. l\Iany learned men have had strong rredelictions in favor
_
peculiar_ views as all othet· men hMe to exercise the same priv_
f h b k
h. h
a· 1 1
·
A J·oiut government may be e8tablished, or perhaps
d of many o t e oo s w IC were Jscarr.eL as t'pnrJous, conilege,·
but
there
is
no
proof
that
his
dictnm
or
his
views
shoul
.
h
.
.
th
1
·
h
the country may be divided up between England,
sirlermg t em qmte as gpnu111e as ooe w nc· <'om pose th e
. "E"xac t• T"1me ,, (p. 28) ,
France, RllF<Sia, Germany, and Austria·, but if that be any more authorative, or were of any more valnP, than the canon. Th e 1earn~ d Dr. Wb"1st on, m
·
views
and
notions
of
other
men.
I
ean
see
no
reason
why
his
.
.
is attempted, se1ious difficulties will undoubtedly
mes this hmmage: "Can any one b e so WPa k as to 1mag•ne
arise. I will not, however, anticipate them.· I have ipse dia:it should have any more weight and consi<leration than Mark and Luke and James and Jurle, who were, none of thPm,
bad a pleasant visit here, and now we will leave for the S11.y-so of Pope Alexander VI., Torquemada, Luther, Cal more than compani"ns to the apostlPs. to bR our sncr~d and
countries Rtill farther east. One visit, however, to vin, Cardinal McCloskey, the R~y. Boward Crosby, or Dwight unerring guides, while BHrnabas, Thacldeus, ClPment, Timothy,
this city is enough ; I think I shall never care to L. Moody. He appears to have been a man of strong preju- H~rrnas, fgnatius, and Polycarp, who were Pqnally companions
make another. 1 shall remember it as a city con- dices, au overbeadng. oppressive disposition, strong convictions, of the apostles, are to be no authority at all?" The Rev. James
taiuing many capacious mooques, a city with miles and an unyicl<ling will. Tbat he was any purer, holier, or more :llfartinean, in his" Rationale of Religions Enqnirv," ob;;erves:
of busy bazars, with many ~>tately buildings, but inspirerl than other men I cannot believe, nor th .. t he was se- "If we could recover the go5pels of the Hebrews and tbat pf
with narrow, irregular, rough, filth_v streets; tens of lected by the creator of.the universe to write his Fpistles. 1f a the Egypti.ms, it would be difficult to give a reason why thPy
thousands of dilapiclated, tumble-down wooden man should doubt the truth of them just a trifle I do not think should not form a part of the New Te~tament; ~tnd an epistle
houses, better adapted for making ashes than any- he ought to be sent to hell for it.
actually exbts by Clement,-tbe fellow-laborer of Paul, which
thing else; thousr.nds of Rcheming, money-making
735. Of the remai~ing seven epistl:s it is .necessary t~ say bnt bas as good a claim as the Epistle to the Hehrev,-s, or the Gospel
Jews, thonsauds of equally scheming Greeks, thou- little. Sorre are a~m!tted to be ~enume, while o.thers a1e ~rontly i of Luke. 1f none but the works of the twrlve ~postles were
sands of medieval Armenians, thm;:Rands of the sons denounced as spunous. The ep,stle of James IS much dtscred· admitted the rule would be clear and simple; but what are
of the desert, the simon-pure Arabs; thousands of ited. Luther denounced it as a "strawy. ept~tle;" pe1:h~ps Mark a~d Luke, who are receivpd more than Clement and
toiling, patient Turks, and tens of thousands who because it •dvocated gnod works aud not fallh ~.one. Opmwn Barnabas, who are l'xcluded?" His reasoning is unll.nswerable.
seem to have a little or nothing to do, sitting idly in is divided as to the epistles of Peter. Some cl~Irn tb.at the first Archbi>'hOIJ Wake actnally translated f•·om the Greek the apostbe streets, in the cafes, in th<'l market-places, and
d
b h
Th
·
on all ha_nds and sides. I will remember it not only is genuine, while the others con emn ot
b past spunous..
d d d et tolic fathers of the first century, to wit: St. 'Barnabas, St. Ciem•
:;-econd l'pistle was certainly not writtenb Y e der, ant
I Tb
no ent, St. Ignatius, St. Polycarp, and St. Herrnas ,· and strongly
. ·
as the headquarters
of the Mohammedan re 11g10nthe sultan being its first official-but the bea d qnarters make its appearance till the close of t e secon cen
a· ury.
· The recommended them to the Chri3tian world as "iuspired" and
for the Greek Ohristiau church is here, the partriarcb short epistles of John stand in much ~he same .con IiJOn.
e containing "an autborat~tive declamtion of the gospel of Christ
beiug stationed in Constantinople, as is the pope of thil·d is universally pronounced spor~ous, whil~ ma~y try to to ns." Who shall say he was not correct? The learned
the H.omish church in R,lme. The patriarch has not claim tbe first two to be genu~ne. This uneeJ~t~mty will ?r?h~- Bishop Marsh positively avers that" is is an undoubted fact
so gorgeous a palace as has the pope, but be still bas bly never be removed, Hnd it lS not a very ser~~us matt.er if.It IS that those Christians bv whom the now rejected gospels were
a princely looking mansion, auJ the chief Greek not. The great:~t probabilit~ is that John dJa ~~t ~rite enh~~ received, and who are now called heretics, were in the right ~n
church looks well at a distance. A fine edifice for of them. J ode IS generally discarded by the CUI Irs, but a.s 1 many points of critidsm when the fathers accused them of wilschools, new and capaciout:, looks well from the is a single chapter of twenty-four verE:s _only. aud has notbm~ ful corruption." There is little doubt but what many of the
Gold<>n Horn. and from the Pera side. I think the very startliog to ~ay, I am perfectly w~lwg to consent that .1t discarded bonks were equally as genuine and equally as much
Greeks are patiently waiting their time, hoping that might have been written by Jude himself. l.f' however,. Jt iaspire<l as those which now form the canon.
by some fortunatP. turn in all airs they may become should be disco~ered that somebody else wrote Jt, I will thmk
739. It may be stated as a f•ct th~tt from the mission of
the possessors of all this country.
just as much of it as I do now.
.
.
Christ until the latter part of the fourth centmy there was no
There are many points and peculiarities of Con736. A few words now abont the book of. Revelatwn, whiCh authorized collection of the writings of the N~w Testament.
s~antinople wort~1y of note which I have not. men- closes the Bible. It is an insane medley that has distracted All was doubt and dispute for the first three hlmdred years,
twned. One_ I. mtended to call yo,1;r at~entiOn to, many weak miucls. Luther said of it th>tt it was fit to be thrown and during the very time when everything f'hould ha~e been
and perhaps It IS not yet too late. Ihat IS the way 1•11to the Elbe and he WAS doubtless about as nearly correct us
t.
d. ,. f t .
An-'J"f 1·t was d 1mbt ani uncertainty
·
h ·1 ·
I
•
cer a\D an >a IS ac 01 y.
u
·
· [.
· h
1· d th
lll Whw . the n~g ~faRs~s lU t ~ c.ttyh
.
t
e in anything be ~aid; and if all the copies ever printed h<Jd been for thret> hundred vears it cannot be b~lieved that ther~ wa• any
Jl~lrleet.cn~rls a~ ~e ar~. ~P~hup t t r orn ~ ~uges. cou~igned to the Elhe the world would not have b~en he>tvily new li•>ht thrown ~1pon the dark subject af1er"a1·ds to render
thi tefnlol u oct' al terTwh IC l. e po tcemena alon <Y ·~u~~l the loser. Dr. South is reported as ~Ryiug of it: "It either cerlai: Hnd true that which was before uncPrbtin nnd false.
ave u · con ro .
e po .we men carry
n_ e
k h"
" c 1 · wrote a comrnen
h' l
b
a nn
·
740. It was about the midd<e of the t 1n century w en
I
h . ·h I h Id ·. d e to b of hard 'Wood finds a man mad or ma ~s 1m so.
or po e, W IC
s ou
Ju g
e
·
'
k f th l·fbl but d1d not venture to enh h d 1 t
-' h" ·h they bt·I·n.., down U]JOn the pavement end- t~try on the other boo s 0 · e 1 e,
·
. Oril:ren a celebrated Christian father-a man w o a amos
an•• w IC
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·
. ·u d ·t v lneless. He 1s
'
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wise with such a thud as to arouse all the neighbor- ga).!e wuh this. He E'VJdent 1Y consJ ere 1 «
.
unlimited pov.-er m the church-as::urned the au thorny to rna e
hood including those asleep in their beds. We call' not to be blamed for not wbhiug to exf'lain the meanmg of the a selection from she great number of hooks tbPn circulating
it '' ~efltling." It seems a very useless disturbance, beasts, tl~e dr,gons, the SPals, t~e trurn?ets, and all the re't of ~urrenrty among the churches. His selection was mut:h the
and we have been not a little annoyed by it. The the imaue figures and ~yrnbols m that mcobPreut bo •. k. If Jt mme as the canon h!ls been nearly ever since, thou.:h it canonly good purpose we can see to be ~ubserved by it 1wus written by inspiration it must have ?een of a crazy charac- not be truthf, 1lly claimed that he had ~ny superior facilities for
is the warning it gives to thieves and prtr~vlers that Iter. And if the writer expeet.ed the fulfilmeht 0 ~ the astound- telling the true from the spurious. He rather dedtled by hiS
the policeman ~s arou,nd and th~y must h1de them- ing predictions to take pbc~ Ill ~ny reason~ble lime after they own arbitrary will which should be accepted as the word of
selves for !1-W.hJle. 1he e.verlastm~ pestle seems to were written he did not re~hze.lns Pxpectu~1011 ~·, ~uch ex~res- God and which should be discarded. He. had such almost
say "0 ye thieves, here we are. Secrete yo~rselves sions as these: "For the tlme 1s uear at ha~ld,
. The things supreme power !~he church that thA selee:tl·•n he was pleased
till we take another street and leave t.h.e neighbor- must shortly come to pass; " "He. w~wh testlfieth th".se to make gradually became popular, and in 363, by the couPcil
h~od, ~,hen you can pursue you.r .a;ocati~I.I .at your things saith, SurPly I come qui?kly,, I~ldicut~ that the f<~llil· of Landice~t, "was <leclared to be the only,, g<'IInine scripture~."
le1su~e. The dogs keep up a fea1 ful ba1 k~ng and, rneut was expect• d. speecl1ly. 1 he'e expect" twos ~vrre ~11 11 Y Httd it 110 t pie ,spd this rhris 1i, n dkta1or tom ke the >eleetwn
howhn~ through the mght, and make one WISh they: fouuded, ttllu the buok may be put down >tS a f,·enzleu 11115' ake. he tlitl or h ,d he not po·se~sed such domit eeli g co"trol, I he
were of a l;u_-ger an~ better breed, 3;nd w~r~ made t,o. It is nttl·ibuted to St. John, buL it is hoped he bad a llead C~tf!a canon' woultl untlonble<ily f e qui' e diffe,·ent from w!Ht it is.
pel·form useful serV!Ct>, all ~~··y do lild lll wssell', !~- ble of writing II. more sound and sen,iule b•·Ok.
.
What is now the " wnrtl of God" wou d not he so-regarded,
sCterdam, .aud ll{otterdam.fi hlere ~~-ed otglrs enot~g d If. 737. The ruanuer in which the books comprising lhe New am! "hat is now counted a> '·spurious," would insttad be
on~Staut!Uop e to earn
ve 1UlltJI e
lOU~:! an
o -:
. , t tl u Jon tmtl receivetl by the ehurch
.
.
Iars a ·year if they were Lau<Yht to be useful and in- Testament canon were ~e 11e I
· d
.
. th •·bvered as God's mop1retl word.
1
"'
· ·
de
. some nttPntion As has b~en state , reureus wa. "
dustriuus. There would be more peace for VIJS!tors 1 serves
- to kn~w of the ·fobr gospel; and to speak of
and citizens-were this the case.
1 first who seemed
.. f
MICHIGAN has forty Baptist churches without
· runmng
·
There are no regular theaters at present In
i' them; an d h e gave h.ts reasons why there should bef Just . our. pastors.
order in the city, but there are several cheap places gospels, no more and uo less-bec~t,use there were our prmcl-
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. Guiteau to be a Christian. As he is tried befortl a god for everything-god of the wind, god of the
:Christian judge and jury, why not accept the advice wave, the clouds, etc. As man progressed from a
D. M. BENNETT. EDITOR.
Iand throw away the insanity dodge ? Do not the savage state he dragged his gods along with him.
Christians before whom he is being tried believe in By and by the monotheistic idea came to him, and
PUBLISHED EVERY SA.TURDA.Y A.T $3.00 PER YEA.R divine revelation? Do not they believe that God the god of the Christians is only a lot of compressed
::c.:::-.:::c:_--·::_ revealed his will to Moses, Abraham, and the other pagan gods. Monotheism is boiled down polytheism,
TM la'l"gest and Gheapest Radical Joumal p-ublished in Ewrop-e prophets and patriarchs who figure in the Old 'Festa- and the product is like all condensed things, stronger
Of' A11Ulrica containing nearly s81Jcn hundred square inches mo'/"e I ment?
'l'hen why should they deny that he did see taan the original. 'l'he worship of the pagan gods
of 'reading ~te'l" than any othe'l" jou'l"nal of its kind
to Guiteau? Do they suppose that God ceased taking was bad, very bad; but the worship of one god, tbe
===================·==== any interest in the affairs of this world when Christ despotic essence of all the gods, is worse. 'l'he
was crucified on Calvary? '!'here is as much evi- pagans offered sacrifices to theirs, but they never sacNEW YORK, SATURDAY, DECEMBER 31,1881. deuce for Guiteau as there was for Abraham. If we rificed human beings because they denied the existare to take the word of a Jew who livPd many cen- ence of their gods.
'l'bere is no foundatiQn for a personal god outside
turies ago, why not take the word of a Christian who
A Genuin Christian on the Guiteau Case. is
of men's minds, and we strenuously object to putting
alive now?
·
To Jh. Scoville, Guiteau's GourUJel:
.
We should like to see the insanity plea dispensed another o and a big G to the word and bowing down
Why torture yom head about witnesses? Rivet your trust with and the accused and his coansel come boldly to it, or even to worshipjt. Worship is debasing to
in Jehovah. Has he not twice already snatched yom client,
Guiteau, from the jaws of death? Be assured, then, he will forth and put their faith in God and his providence worshiper and worshiped alike. We want to do
not desert you or him. I'm told, sir, you are a "Christian" to shield his instrument from harm. We should like away with the idea, and we hope friend Putnam will
-Guiteau we know is. Then throw to the winds insanity as to see what would be said by the Christian world of help by doing away with his first commandment.
a 'defense. Go boldly to trial demanding the recognition of to-day to such a plea. How many men of God would
'l'he second is another relic of superstition. Sacred
God's supremacy. That it was his will Garfield should die is accept it? And yet, how could they logically deny is a word applied too promiscuously. '!'here is nothalready proven. Harl the bullet missed. would it not hav been
providential? As it hit, was it not equally providential? Who it? Such a defense on Guiteau's part would do a ing sacred but our mothers, wives, and daughters,
but an Infidel would my God had not the power to stop the great deal to reveal the number of ministerial hypo- and the feeling of reverence with which we regard
leaden messenger? All Christians agree, if God willed it other- crits now occupying pulpits. 'l'hey would then hav them. Outside of them we don't know what is
wise, it would hav heen otherwise. Could he not hav palsied to either throw away their Bible or accept the fact sacred. Certainly superstition is not. It will be well
Guiteau's arm had he so wished? When Guiteau raised his that God reveals his will and chooses his instruments for the world when every idol is smashed, every fetwea.pon in his name would he not hav stopped him, as he did just as much now as when Moses led the children of ter broken. 'l'he oftener the now !'o-called sacred
A.braham of old, had it been l1is will?
things are spoken of with a disrespect which has for
Isaac was rescued by God, Garfield was killed by God. Israel through the wilderness, if he ever did.
Giving God all the power and the disposition to its object their abolition, the better for the race, and
Fifty millions of people went down upon their knees imploring his life-God answered them with death. Their prayer good that our correspondent claims for him, and we the quicker will come the time when men are not
ww, "Oh, spare our president, if it be thy will."
fail to see why Garfield should hav been shot. If afraid to speak their minds for fear of offending
To-day that will is known and recognized throughout all he could hav pallilied the assassin's arm, why did he some imaginary being.
Christendom.
It would hav been a good thing for the world if
not do it? If he is responsible for Garfield's taking
Hearken to the messengers of the All-Wise:
Rev. Dr. Morgan (in Church of Heavenly Rest): "God had off, as our friend says, let the authorities at Wash- Moses had written on his tables the twelfth comrefused to .prolong- the life of our beloved president. IJe had ington immediately discharge Guiteau from cuRtody mandment of Mr. Putnam and the religious world
refused it deliberately, and because it was best to refuse it. and put God on trial. And as they would undoubt- had heeded it. "'l'hou shalt not prosecute thy felLet Christians be sme of that. Let them know that God was edly hav some trouble in getting the prisoner to low for his religious opinion " is a grand commandalways right. Let them kneel before the body of the rlead
president aud say: ' Onr father which art in heaven, the blow come to the bar, we suggest that they put the priests, ment. Of all persecutions, that for mere opinion's
is heavy. Thy providence is dark, but thou knowest best-we his mouth-pieces, cin trial, and if found guilty, as sake is the very worst. It has also been the persecuGuiteau will probably be, that they hang the whole tion most practiced by the Christian worshiners of
can trust thee when we cannot understand thPe.' "
Rev. Henry Ward Beecher (in praver): "Thou, Lord, hast lot higher than Haman. Of course God did not in- the one God. All the evil attributes of the thoulaid thy hand heavily upon this nation. Thy ~ervant thou hast spire Guiteau any more than he did the Bible, but sands of pagan gods seem to hav been condensed
taken to thyself in a way that fills us with shame and horror. there is no doubt that religion and the priests are re- into the one Jewish God. His worshipers hav been
We believe that thou art anointing this great people and by
sponsible for this foul crime, as they hav been for arbitrary, tyrannical, and cruel, and he has consethis great sorrow raising- us to a higher plane."
'
Rev. Mr. Crawford (42d st. M. E. church) : "Garfield's lo>s the most atrocious crimes perpetrated in all times. quently been the same, for all gods are ·only what
was a great one to the nation, but the wisdom of God could not Guiteau is undoubtedly a murderer, but he is also man has made them. 'l'hey hav always possessed
be questwned. as he did all things for the best."
very religious,_ and if he hangs he can thank his exaggerated characteristics of their followers.
Rev. Dr ..Morg-an Dix (Trinity): "God made the world· he church for it.
We do not believe in gods and do not go much on
governs it. His never-failing providence ordered all things in
'l'he Rev. Dr. Morgan's speech is very trashy. the sacred things. 'l'he rest of Mr. Putnam's comheaven and earth. \Vhatever c~-meth hath a meaning. The
e'V'ents of the hour and the day are not the result of chance. How does he know that God deliberated on the case mandments ~re good and just what any honest man
God it is who orrlers or permits whatever occurs on earth, in and finally made up his mind to let Garfield die? would write.
heaven, in hell, ahove, below, around us. It may be there are If he deliberated on the case at all, and had the
those who do not feel in all this (the assassina.tion) that God is power to save and did not, he was very cruel, and
OuR thanks are due to Mr. Alex. Cochran for his
chastening, afflicting, punishing, visiting."
donation of $2.00. As he givs',us the choice of uses to
Dr. Talmage: •' Garfield's death accomplished more than his all the talk about his "providence" being "dark" which it shall be put, we will use it to help illuslife in setting forth the truth that when our time comes to go cannot alter it. Saying that" we can trust thee, even
the most energetic and skilful opposition cannot hinder the if we do not understand," is a most foolish exhibi- trate the Round-the-World books. We shall also use
event.'' The doctor (in prayer): "Uod bless this dispensation tion of blind faith. It is the resort of ignorance. Mr. Robert Laramore's donation of ninety cents for
[the shooting of G~rfield] to the nation, and may the people Dr. Dix's remarks that God orders all things upon the same purpose, and for which he likewise has our
yet shout, 'HallelUJah, the Lord God Omnipotent reigns.' "
- the earth, if true, would make that God a brute. gratitude.
!-tev. Dr. St.orrs (Brooklyn) :. '·To-day I ask you to hear the
voice of God m the lessC'Us which he brings to us through this All the utterances of the minister quoted by our
We hav begun this week to send out, bills to all
sad and strange and unexpected dispensatiOn of his providence. Christian are only exhibitions of ignorance, the
Men sometimes sav the cause of providence is not in it at all· mouthings of men who must say something to keep our subscribers who are in arrears. We are needing
it was mere humm\ mort~.!s; it, was 1he insanity of a mind di~ up their reputation for being the servants and ex- the money and hope none will take offense at receivordered. Bnt God s providence controls the wills of men."
pounders of the will of the Lord. It would not do ing the notice, for all may be assured it would not
Rev. Dr. Bellows: " Already blessings manifold had fol- for them to say that God had erred in letting a most be sent were not the money needed. We hav, of
. ~owed the shooting of the l:'resiuent, and the effect of that good
mfiuence was s~en tt1roughout the whole nation. Sublime cruel murder be done, so they say his ways are in- course, a great many bills presented to us, and hav
confidence in God was reached whsn we could say from the scrutable and his providence dark, and mystically to scratch around and pay them, and to do this the
he~rt, ' 'l'hough he slay me, yet will I trust in him.' God did infer that he has some purpose.
He does not per- hundreds of little bills owing to us are necessary.
not permit his ways to be placed under our microscopic inspec- mit his ways to be microscopically examined simply We hav reckoned the bills up to January, but
tion.''
Clearly, lYir. Scoville, Guitean was inspired from on high. because he has no ways. He does not interfere in hope all who can will renew in advance for 1882.
'l'he amount is not large for each indivi<Jual, but is
Let this nation dare harm a hair of his head and it may go out in the affairs of men, never did, and never will.
'l'his nation may go out in blood if Guiteau is the aggregate the accounts amount up to a handsome
in blood. God issued this order once (and he may a second
time): "Pnt every man his sword by his side, and go in and out hung, hut it looks_as though the experiment would sum, and if paid promptly will make 'l'Hit 'l'RU'l'H
from gate to gate throughout the camp, and slay every man his be tried. Our friend may be gifted with prophecy, SEEKER all right for the coming year. We earnestly
br?lher, and every m~tn his companion, and every mau his and may be as fully inspired a'l anybody, but Chris- ask our friends to pay early attention to the bills.
neighbor. There fell of the people that day about three thoutian prC'phecies are hardly ever fulfilled. ~'\ccording
sand men.''
If God's wrath is again stirred, he may not slaughter three to the Bible, God has issued a great many murderous
'l'HE leading article in the North American Review
orders, and if he could we hav no doubt he might do
thousand only, but fifty millions.
W11I. T. WISNER.
Madison avenue, Fonlham, N. Y.
it again. His wrath is easily stirred, and his ven- for January contains the judgments of five of the
geance dreadful. We are of the fifty millions, but most distinguished American authoritiesupon "'l'he
'l'he writer of the abo\'e is evidently a genuin we .-lo not fear the sword of the Lord in case the Moral Responsibility of the Insane." Just at present
Christian. He is the first logical one we hav heard twelve Christian gentlemen now in the jury-box at this subject occupies a very prominent place in the
speak upon the subject. All the rest are illogical, Washington should conclude that religious fanati- minds of the American people; but quite apart from
denying the inspiratinn and insisting upon hanging cism is a bad thing to let go around loose, and hang its momentary interest, as connected with the extrath~ ass~ssin: Indeed they hav been very blood- the man who has so much religion that he has to ordinary trial now in progress at Washington, the
th~rsty m this case, three different Christians having murder his fellows in cold blood.
problem of determining th_e fact of inbanity, and fixvamly endeavored to take Guiteau's worthless life
ing the"limits of responsibility of the insane, is one
forgetting that the Lord said, " Vengeance is mine'
that in itself possesses an irresistible attraction for
Some New Commandments.
I will repay." Religious editors all over the land
every generous mind. 'l'he wreck and ruin of intelh~v cried for .the blood of the poor wretch now on
Our old friend, Worthy Putnam, had some new lect appealg at once to our highest sympathies, and
tnal at Washmgton, and while millions of prayers commandments come to him the other night. How to whatever is noblest in human curiosity. 'l'he auwere uttered for our stricken president, but one only they came he does not say, so we shall not pretend thors selected for the discussion of this subject are
so far has gone up for his slayer, and -that from a to guess. It may be that the spirits brought them Drs. Beard and Seguin, of New York, Dr. Elwell, of
poor negro who was formerly a slave"to a Christian. and it may be he dreamed them, being a sort of re- Cleveland, Dr. Jewell, of Chicago, and Dr. Folsom,
Why don't the church pray for Guiteau.if there is flex of his waking-hour thoughts. At any rate, they of Boston. 'l'he other articles in the January numjoy in heaven over one poor sinner? Perhaps they are in the main good, only, perhaps, modeled too ber of the Review are: "'l'he New Political Machine,"
regard Guiteau as too good a Christian to need closely after the Decalog. But there are one or by W m. Martin Dickson; "Shall Women Practice
prayers. He is certainly a devout believer, more two that it will hardly do for Liberals to adopt. For Medicin ? " by Dr. Mary Putnam Jacobi; "'l'he Ge
ready to testify by works the faith that is in him instance, the first is, "'l'hou shalt hav no other god neva Award and the Insurance Companies_," by G. B.
than any minister in the land. But the commont.st before him who is known to be God and good." Cole· and "A Chapter of Confederate History," by
murderer that ever swung from gibbet to heaven has Now, -we object to borrowing any god either from F.
Ruffin. 'l'he announcement is made that the
ha.d ~he fr~e servic~ ~f the church; why should not the Christian or pagan mausoleum. 'l'he idea of a February number o~ the R~-~iew, to be iss~e~ Januthis Illustnous Chnstian wretch ha v the ministra- god came from fear. When the pagans saw the ary 15th, will contam part m of the "ChriStian Retions of that religion which made him murder Gar- effects of one of nature's storms they went to work ligion" series of articles, and that it is to be a v_ery
field?
·
to propitiate the elements. 'l'o do this they personi- able defense of the Christian faith and foolishAs our Christian correspondent says, we know fied them and called them gods. 'l'hus they had a ness.
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Liberal News.
selvs you are celebrating, and there is another in- stands where she does to-day. Education, science,
J. F. BAXTER is lecturing for the Spiritualists of consistency, but one that is very like you diputatious and Liberalism have elevated her, not Judaism or
and contentious people, who never agree upon any- Christianity."
Willimantic, Conn. ,
thing but Boston.
·I hope each woman who believes in the equality of
J. R. MoNROE, of Seymour, Ind., has started a
"Now, those Pilgrims were a hard lot. They were the sexrs, in woman's right to herself, will buy this
local paper called the Item. The doctor is a lively
better than their neighbors of European tribes, I'll valuable and interesting book, and induce every one
cuss, and d·eserves success.
admit, just as yon are better than your forefathers; to read it that she can. Many of yon hav read it
THE League directors are "sharp. They hav and this is the first time I ever perpetrated an im- in THE TRUTH SEEKER, but it has far more interest
" euchered" Butts out of Man and will hereafter pub- measurable slander at the departed. I am a border as a book. Here it is all together. No break-o:ffs
lish the paper themselvs. The first number of the ruffian from the banner state of Missouri, but am a and long waits for more, and the volume is prettily
new volume is out.
Connecticut man by adoption. In me you behold bound and will be an ornament to your library or
D. VAN WILKINSBURGH, of Millville, Wis., has a the physical perfection of one section \].nd the high center-table.
complete file of 1880 TRUTH SEEKERS, and part of culture of another-the perfect man. My ancestor
" Standing on what too long we bore
1881, which he will send to any one wishing who was an Indian. Your ancestors skinned him alive.
With shoulders bent, and downcast eye~,
will pay the express charges.
I'm therefore an orphan. I'll admit that your anWe may discern, unseen before,
- A. 11ath to highPr destinies."
D. P. WILCOX will open a Liberal League Hotel in cestors wanted my ancestors' fur. They abolished
Snowville, Va.
ELMINA D. BLENKER.
Deadwood, Dakota, on Jan. lOth, with a Liberal everybody else and left me without ancestors. They
"jamboree," and thereafter make it the headquarters wanted to establish free conscience and untrammeled
liberty of worship, and they weren't going to let a Mr. Frothingham's Recantation,_ Admission,
for all Liberals and Freethinkers.
pestiferous lot of Quakers interfere with them.
T. C. LELAND, spent Christmas Sunday among the
and Confession.
'' Roger Williams was an ancestor of mine, and I
Infidels of Newark, N. J., and lectured before the
To THE EmToR oF THE TRUTH SREKER, Sir :
League there Sunday night on " Organization of the forget what you did with him, but it runs in my mind
that you felt that you were carrying harshness too The editor of tbr Banner of Light, and his correLiberal Forces."
far, took pity on him, and burned him. You made spondent, Mr. Wetherbee, seemed puzzlPd to know
THREE new Liberal Leagues hav recently been it pretty tropical for some witches tha~ were ances- in what category to place Mr. Frothingham. I do
organized-one at Liberal; Mo., S. Paris Davis, sec.; tors of mine, too. Now, be guided by me. You not wonder at it. Mr. Frothingham bas been out of
one at Youngstown, Ohio, Wm. W. Crawford, sec.; don't want any more New England societies. You'd this eountry for several years, and has been breathand one at Fall River, Mas,.., Samuel Whitler, sec. better stop and disband what societies you'v got. ing the soporific atmosphere of the Old World. He
THE Liberals and Spiritualists of Hannibal, Mo.; If you don't, this thing of hosannaing Plymouth has come home, therefore, slightly hallucinated, as I
hav organized themsP.lvs into a society. Their creed Rock and New England will beget in you a disposi judge from his utterances since his return. · When
is love,, and their religion philanthropy, and they tion to prevaricate and exaggerate. Now, stop while the organs of all the Protestant churches in the land
also indorse the principles of the National Liberal you are temperate in your appreciation. Get up an admit, and mourn over the fact, that their churches
League.
auction and sell Plymouth Rock. Your ancestors are losing ground; while the Presbyterian church,
THE Weste1·1~ Iiansas Liberal says: "THE TRUTH of 1620 were to be pardoned for hopping .ashore the richest, and one of the largest and most influenSEEKER is full every week of just that kind of read- on and clapping an iron railing around that rock, tial, publishes and declares that, after a year't-~ labor
ing matter that suits the tastes of Liberals." Thanks; for they had never seen one that was worth anything in all their congregations, the ratio of increase is not·
we try to make the paper interesting, and hope we and that wasn't watched, but it hal's been different one conversion to each of their4,000 churches; while
with you. You'v been educated among rocks.
Dr. McCosh, of Prineeton, says that not only in his
succeed.
"At least throw open Plymouth Rock to the pat- college, but in all the rest of the 300 or more scatThe Cloud County Blade says: "Now is a good
time to subscribe for THE TRUTH S:EEKER, as Mr. ent medicin men, and let it earn its taxes. I entirely tered over the country, the number of young men
Bennett in his Round-the-World trip has reach&d a agree with your high estimates of. the New England designed for the ChriRtian ministry is small, and
point, Constantinople, where his letters are of absorb- idea and New England people, and believe you can growing less every year; while many of the wealthiscarcely get a much better race unless you send out est congregations in our large cities are without
ing interest."
and hav them born in Missouri."
• pastors because they cannot find men of sufficient
GEo. CHAINEY lectured the other Sunday on the
ability and education to fill their pulpits; while there
Liberal press. In the course of his remarks he said,
"The· Godly Women of the Bible."
is a general mourning that revivals cease, that church
"No one is worthy of being called a Liberal who
This book, written by a woman, is one of the few attendance is falling off, and that t.he heretical
does not giv support to the cause by subscribing for volumes that every woman should read and feel an preachers hav the largest audiences, Mr. Frothinga Liberal paper.
interest in the circulation of. If you want to know ham, who bas been abroad for several years, and has
THE Duke of Northumberland has subscribed precisely what the Christian religion has done for not read our religious newspapers, comes back home
£100 to help keep Bradlaugh out of his seat in Par- woman, and the sort of women it upholds as exam- and makes the statement, without offering the least
liament. The British "haristocracy" mean to crush ples for the women of to-day to revere and follow as particle of proof, but in face of the admissions of the
Bradlaugh if they can, but we fancy they hav under- guides, read this description of the character, nature, churches themselvs, that orth 0 dox Christianity is
taken a large contract.
and status of the "godly women of the Bible." It stronger to-day than it was twenty years ago !
MR. LELAND, secretary of the National Liberal is certainly a masterly work, and the writer well
If the saying which has become current is not inLeague, says he is receiving many letters from Lib- understood her subject, root and brau,ch. She has spired, it is as true as if it had been inspired, that
eral, Antichristian, and Spiritualists, making over- given the genealogies, the heredity, and the po;;ition the tread of modern thought is in but two c!eep chan.
tures to unite forces to secure a free secular state as of these women as wives, mothers, sisters, and sweet- nP.ls, the one leading to H.ome and the other to Reathe first thir;g in order.
hearts, as well as slaves, dupes, and merchantable son. Forty years since, John and Fmncis Newman
were two of the finest scholars England ever pro· MESDAMES CoLBY AND SMITH hav just closed a very property.
Read the little story of Ruth and Naomi, and ask duced. They were thinkers. To-day one of them
successful engagement of two months at Philadelphia. They will be here in New York this winter, yourselvs if any of you would like sister or daughter is a Roman Catholic cardinal,-and the other is the
beginning next Sunday evening, Jan. 1, 1882, at the to win a husband as Ruth won hers.. Read Queen author of "Supernatural Religion," a book which
Harvard Rooms, between Forty-first and Forty-sec- Vashti and Esther, and a!!k yourselvs if you would has gone through six eqitions in England, and takes
marry a king who had tested one thousand virgins the most radical ground in religion, making reason
ond streets, on Sixth avenue.
ere
he found one in whom he "delighted."
There is no half8 ole judge in all controversies.
AT last accounts F. F. Follett had let out his "auld
Read of Leah and Rachael, of Tamar and of Rahal:>, way house between Rome and Reason. Thinkers
grl!-y mare" Topsey, and " lit out" himself on foot
and by rail through Illinois, preaching Liberalism and ask yourselvs if such stories are fit productions must move on to their destiny. Owlish men, whose
and scattering Freethought literature. The same for the youths of to-day to read and take as exam- eyes, like "the dim r·eli_qious li,qht," and whose olfacmay be said E. C. Walker, of Iowa, only he hadn't ples of godly conduct. And the New Testament tories delight in the "odor of sanctity" which proceeds
women are but little better if the real truth were from cathedrals and charnel houses, are bound by
any Topsey.
plainly told concerning them.
the law of necessity to find rest in that religion
ON account of receiving a number of invitations
Very few can read the Bible understandingly. which flourished in the middle ages, when ignorance
to lecture in western New York and southern Penn- Its halt-told tales relate to times and customs so dif- and superstition reigned supreme; while men who
sylvania, H. L. Green has deferred his second lectur- ferent from our own, and the style of the language love truth as truth, and are brave enough to follow
ing trip west until about the 15th of January next. is so ancient, the chronology so mixed, and the whole wherever it leads, will never be satisfied till they
Friends desiring his services will address him at Sal- volume so clumsily got up, that only scholars and can giv a substantial reason for every proposition
amanca, N. Y., until that time.
Bible students are able to make things hang together; they accept. And when I see a traveler toward the
JOHN SnooK, one of our patrons at Preston, CoL, and it takes a deal of stretching, matching, tmpply- land of promis, shivering at the coolness of the atis one of the largest stockholders in the Gibson Hill ing, and passing by, for them to do it. But, in this mosphere and expressing doubts whether he is not
Mining Company, capitalized at $3,000,000, and in volume now offered us the narrativs of the women on the wrong track, I set him down· as one who is
the Preston Mining Company at $5,000,000. Mr. of the Bible are as plainly told as in a novel, and hav faint-hearted and weary, who has no abiding confiShock has about tmcceeded in organizing the Gold that peculiar interest attaching to them that no other deuce in the divinity and safety of truth, and who
Run Mining Company, capital $1,000,000.
work of fiction can gather around itself. No Chris- will, sooner or later, turn to the right-about-face and
AT the New England dinner of the Pennsylvania tian will refuse to read this volume, for every inci- go back to the quiet regionfi of the church, where the
descendants of the pilgrims Mark Twain was down dent is verified by their God-book. It ought to be earthquakes of doubt and investigation are settled
for a speech. In introducing him, Mr. Rollins spoke in every Liberal library, and in the collection of all by the authority of popes and councils.
The orthodox roosters all over this western connof him as one who, not having been. born in New who wish to own our best and most valuable works
try, each mounted on the top of his pulpit, are now
England, did the best he could under the painful of reference and explanation.
With this book and "Holy Bible Abridged," the crowing with delight and defiance over what they
circumstances and had all children born there, thus
making himself a New England ancestor and a man dullest tyro will be enabled to conquer the best call Mr. Frothin~am's "recantation," and over his
of mark. Mark Twain, in reply, returned thanks for scholar who attempts to prove that Christianity is admissions that his own radical preaching did not
the well-deserved compliment paid to himself and woman's friend, or the Bible a book that teaches a,mount to anythin&_ and that the orthodox church is
stronger to-day than ever. But they do not tell
his posterity, and that he would endeavor in future purity, love, tenderness, and home affection.
Speaking of this record of the old patriarchs and their hearers all Mr. Frothingham says, and thus a
to merit such compliments.
"Coming down to business," he continued, "I would prophets, our author says: "Away with suGh a book, half-truth becomes a whole lie. They merely use
ask what you want to celebrate those 1620 people for? that blasphemes woman, that makes her in the begin- his thoughtless and inane utterances, as Oakes Ames
I refer to the Mayflower gang. It was thin enough ning the source of all evil [Eve], that places the did the Credit Mobilier money-putting it where it
to celebrate the people themselvs, but it is thinner mother beneath man's feet, and prostitutes her nature, would do the most good.
If any one should ask my opinion of the symptoms
still-the thinnest he had ever hP.ard of--to celebrate unsexes her rights, levels her to the brutes, puts to
their landing. Recollect, they had been three months shame the light of day, and renders darkness neces- in the case of Mr. Frothingham, I would say that,
at sea, and they ought to hav come ashore. If they sary for man's foulest deeds against her honor and judging from his antecedents and concomitants, and
hadn't come ashore it would hav been different. To life. Never while woman is thus subordinated will especially from the complexion of his mind and
make out that this reasonable and natural proceeding a true civilization prevail. She will always be re- moral character, he will find no rest for his troubis worth celebrating 260 years after it occurred is garded as the inferi0r of man while King James's led, doubting, and waiting soul till he lies down in
preposterous. A horse would hav known enough to Bible is revered and held as sacred authority. It is the soft bosom of the Catholic church.
J)ec. 18, 1881.
DAVID JONES.
hav landed. But, after all, it is the Pilgrims them- only by not believing it, by ignoring it, that womau
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hold, he left the world without repentance, Rnd exchangt>d the church property dnring the same period, 96 per cent; ratio of
borrnrs of a death-bed devoid of hope, for the infamy of a dis- increttse of population during the secm•d named pHiod, 22 pAr·
cent ; increase in church property, same period, 106 per cent.
honond grave."
are omittrd in these computations.
As there is not, and never was, a particle of evi- Fractions
returns of church stati~tics as by t'J.e tenth crnsus are
Literary Servility.- AUibone, for ExP..mple. dence to sustain this charge, and it is contradicted notThe
yet acceosible. The population- of :Mic·higan, however is
:Man, in his rude st'!te, has been the slave of l1is by Allibone himself, who says Paine did repent, I shown to be 1.634,096, or an increase of a fruction over 38 IJer
since 1870. This is abo11t two-'th'rds the ratio of inr·rea~e
own imagination. The human imagination, like ~ould candi_dly advise the clergy of all denomina- cmt
for tbe preceding dt-eade, and if we pnsume the sume ratio of
fire, is a good servant, hut a hail master. With the tions to bestir themselvs before· it is too late, anrl increuse in the value of church property it would giv 1111 al!greimaf:ination uppermost, reason is dE'graded like a hav those palpable and uncharitable lies expunged g>\fe of over $26,000,000 as the value of that class of property
in Michigan in 1880.
chanoteer dragged beneath the wheels of his own from our great literary dictionary.
ELIZUR WRIGHT.
'l'he llSsurue<l vnlue of chmch property in Michigan nt $26,chariot.
000,000 seems 11 lare:e figure, but yPt the Ninth Ceusus givs the
Look at history, so called; some t!'Uths mixed
value of this dass of property in the Btate of Connecticut 11 t $13 Church 'faxation in Michigan.
with many lies-the "sacred" part falser than the
428,109 in 11 pnpul>ttion less than nne-third tbepopuhttwn of Micl::To
THE
Em
TOR
OF
THE
TRUTH
SEEKER,
Sir:
It
is
profane. It teaches that priestf! and kings hav
igan, and i'l Mas~achusetts at $24,488,285 in a population more
always mounted to inordinate power by contemning understood that the legislature of this state will be than 175,000 le's than the present population of Michig-ttn. and
the senses, reviling knowledge, and cultivating- the called together in February to act upon a revision of in NPw York at $66 073,755 in a total pl)pulation of 4,382;759.
fictions of the brain. Onr grand old fathers of 177U the tax laws. The subject of church taxation is be- In other words, the reported VHlue of church propPrly to each
in Connecticut in 1870 was within a cent and fracdiscovered that kings were nuisances, and most of ing agitated, and I hav circulars and blank forms for inhabitant
tion of $25; in MasRachusetts $16.80; ai1d in New York
petition,
which
I
will
be
glad
to
send
to
anyone
on
them thought priests useless. Only one or two of
$15.07; while the figure that we bav assmned for Michigan
them exactly said that, because the clerical profes- application. The petitions should be circulated and C'>mputPd on the basis of the population of 1850, placing th~
sion consists of men who can and do make themselvs signed by men and women of full age and. returned ratio of incre·•se in the value of church property at two-thirds
that or the prt>eeding decade, would giv a per capita of $15.93.
more or less useful to their fellow-beings in a vari- to me by the middle of February.
I am certain t.hat THE TRUTH SEEKER will ren.ler In fifrePn No1·t.hem statt>s e!lst of the 1\Jis•issippi. including
ety of ways, though nevPr the more by their unl\Iichigun, the popnlatinn in 1870 was 21,872,953, and value of
worldliness. In their clerical capacity, strictly, the a valuable service to its many readers in 1\iichigan l'imrch property $278,037,777, or a fractio •n Jess than $13 P"r
reverend lobsters are always advancing backward. by publishing this communication.
t·npitiL. The poflnlati"n of the snrue stiiiPs in 1880 w1ts 27S. B. McCRACKEN.
Their organizoJ.tion ifl always a simple obstruction to
06il,692, or. an incrPase m·er 1870 of about 24 per cent. lf we
allow the mme ratio of increure in the value of chureh pi'Opertv
the progress of the race. vVhat the race wants is To the li'1·iends of Equal 1'a,vation in Michigan:
naturalists, investit<ators, inventors, civil and meAt the.la<t ses,;i?n of th~ l~gisluture !til act was passed for in the counhy Itt large as shown for the prect·d;n..: decude 1860
to 1870 (106 per cent), it will show an Aggreg·•te vu'lue of
chani~al engineers, popular and truthful explainers the appowtmeut fJf >1 commlS~IOll to prepare a revi~ion of the
dtUI'eh property in the fifteen ~tates of $572,275,782, or over
. of sctence, edtlcators; and in deference to all these. rax laws of the state, >~nd the result of its labors will probably $21 per capi1a. So that, juolged by these compnrisc·n~, the estibe submitted at a spt>mallegislativ session to be held some time
and adorning all, poets and dnmatists.
' during
lll~te of $26,000,000, or $15.\lil per capi.tll of. th~ preFent poputhe coming winter.
Nothing is the matter with the pulpits but the
The Commission, at its firtit formalrneet·ing, issued a circular hth"n, as the value of church property Ill Michigan, is not too
presence there of the old tattered shreds of the a-king f~r a popul~r expressio~ on a number of topics con- high.
Let us place the rate of taxRtion in Michi!mn, for all pursupernatural, either excluding entireiy or defiling all n.ected w11h the snbJPCt of taxation, and among them tile taxaposes, state and locnl, at two pt>r cent. It will probably aver- .
that there is of the natural, the true, and the beau- ti.nn of c:hlll'ch property. 'l'hi< question is thus brought c·ffi- >•ge considt>rubly above th"t in the larger towns, "here most of
tiful. Theology, the science of the unknowable, mally before the people of l\lichi:s~~n. Those who bPl1eve that the PX€mpt.ed p1 operty i:; ~ituated. Two p!'l· cent on $26,000,c.:hurch prnperty shoul~ be taxed are thus cbal\,_nged to 11ppear
there attempts-I will not say insincerelv, for the and gtv reasons fo1· their belief. They are cba.llen!!t>d to come 000 is $'i,ZO,OOO. By reason of the exemption, this sum of
hum'ln mind is a mysterv-to teach justice from an to the front and make theniselvs known, in ordt>r that those in $520,000 h11s to be levied against the property of the state that
imagined foundation of supreme inj 'I Stice. It is too auth~rity may judge -of their numbers and charu<:ter. They is taxed; in other wurcls, the taxed property has to pay annuallv $520 000 more than it wou!d be required to pay if the
~re yu·tually bidden, as at a marriage ~Prvi<:e, to make their olilate for that.
$26,000,000 of ehurch property was taxed. This is Pqnal to an
J"<:twns
know~,
or
ever
aftPr
to
holc.l
their
peace.
lf
the
fr:eud•
_ One of the greatest services which the pen of man
equal taxatwn do not make themselvs heard now it will be annual tax of a fr,1ction over 31 cents pet· capita for every man,
ever conferred on mankind was the "Age of of
folly to a&"itate the qi.lestion a!!aiu for twenty-five yea:.s to cnme, woman, mill child in the slate. Or, apportioned upon the
Reason," by the Quaker Deist, Thomas Paine, re. becnuse silence ll<'~ B .coment Hlll~ acquiescence on the part of Plltire property of the state (except exempted prope1 ty', it is
ducing the Jewish and Christian scriptures to tlw the present generatiOn Ill the ex•stwg policy nf church exemp- equal to 6 4 lllilb on the uo!l,tr of the total equ11hzed valuation
of $810.000,000, so that praclically every tax payer ha-; to pay
level of other human writing8-a mixture of tradi- tinn •. wh1le if they !fiake ;:t .protest now, even though unsuccPSS- sixry-four
cents on each $1.000 of the HSSessed valuation of his
ful,
It
Je,~ves
the!?
m
pos1:10~
to
renew
1
he
dt>ruatH1
at
any
time.
tions, myth6, fine poetry, frivolous ceremonies, and
prnperry for the support of churches:
baleful superstitioPs, altogethe1· unworthy, as to its . Tbe ,~,~n~ntun.on of 1\lichign.n, ~rticle xiv, section 11, proIf ~11 1he people were church-memlwrs. the ext>ruption would
vtdes, I he legtsiltture shall pro'ide a uniform rule of taxatheology, of any deity to be imagined in our day.
II•1n, e;ccept on property p11yin!! spec·ific taxes, ·and taxes shall still be in conll.ict with the plinciple of voluntnry sup[Jort; but as
a large pi'Oponion of tlwm-much more th11n half-are not
It was no wonder that the clerical profession did be lened on such property as shall be prescribed by 111 ,v."
not like that book. They tried to anRwer it, and
''A uuifo~rm rule of t11xation," whatever else ic may com- church-members, never attend church, and feel no int~rest in
"up porting churches, the increased tax upon them is nothing
made hundreds of failure•. Their bread and butter prehend, woul.d seem to i~ply at least thut all private property short of legaliz~d extortion.
were in peril. The Infidels, Fril.nklin and J e:fferson, should be subJect to taxation by "a umform rule."
The exemption works with grt>at inequality as between
~ut in framing the tax law, the legislaturP, following an
were too large game for their courage and their ancient custom, bavwhollyexempted certain clotsse5 of property churcht>s themselvs. A modest church co;;ting but a few
guns. Paine, by his transcendent humanity, had from taxation, aud classes of property, too, in which onlv a thousand doJlars-'· the little church around the corner "-is
got himself into the grim clutches of the fanatical limited !lUmber of persons are interested. Whether this excmp- not unirequently the center of a comprehensiv and unnbtrusiv
benevolence, whila the mttgnificent. temple on the fashionable
Robespierre.
Washington, his old friend-when tton be JUStified by the last clau>e of the section that we hav srreet,
costir,g a hm,dred or more thou, and dollars, is too often
the peu and the sword fought sidt by siil.e for lib- qnote<l, namelv, that" taxes shall be levied e-n such property a~ nothing more than a soc.:ial center for the wealthy people who
shall
be
prescribed
by
law,"
is
a
constitutional
que~ti011 whit·h
erty in the J erFeys-sympatbizing with the chastised we must leave to the constitntinnal l>twyers. Our purpose is support it.
But it is saicl that chmch property is unproductiv, and that
and recreant Burke, rather than with the French rat~1er .to p~esenL the question in its populur aspect.
revolutionists, had strangely gone back on him, and
!:'ectJon five of the gen~ral tax law of the state (compiled law~ therefore it ~hould not be taxed. This cannot be true in its
sensP. Church parsonages, as residences, are productiv
did not lift a finger to save him from the remorse- of 1871, pa..:e 360)prescnb:s what cla,ses of pt'Of,el'ty shall bt> fullest
to the same extent th~tt or her resideuce property is produdiv to
exempt
from
taxatiOn,
the
e1ghth
and
ninth
subdivi~ion
bein"
as
less guillotin. But he escaped-as the D.D.'s, to
0
the owu~r and occupier; and wht>re church property is leased
be consistent, ought to say, by "divine providence" ~fun:
for a staled rental it is also productiv. Nor will tho,e who
,Eighth. T.he p~raonal properly of all library, benevolent. charita- build, support, and attend churches deny that they bring to
-and came bllck to the republic he had founded lhe,
and sCJenttfic mst!tut1ons incorporated within thla state, snfl
here, and, thanks to the fatlrers, it was not wholly >'UC!J 1·eat estate belongmg to or leas~cl by such inslilutions as shall them certaiu valuable if not substantial results. But admitting
be actually occuptted by them for the purposes for whic.:h they werte the argument of unprotlueii,·ne~s us fully as it Ctm be urgc·d, it
ungr::.teful. But the clerical profession, or church !IJenrporated.
.
Nii.uh. All the houses of public worsbip. witll the pews or slips and proves too much, becau~e if OI)e !dud of property is to be
as a body, bas never been grateful to its best fm:mrure
tlletem; also the land on which such houses of worship ~xempt for this re"son, all unprouuctiv property should be
friends who, like Voltaire, hav labored to make it may stand, FO fa.r as Occnpied. by such houses of wol:·ship. and for nt' exem!Jt for the ,arne reason. Iudt>ed, the principle. if admitted,
purpo"es, and rights Of burial and tOmbs, while in use as l'erespectable. It libeled Paine while alive, and had other
posllones <~f the d<;oad; and ~!so ';IllY parsonage owned and occnpied ·., ould mvolve a new rule for levying taxes, namely, according
to smart for it. As soon as he was dead it began to us such by any rellg1ous somety mcorporated under the laws ot thib t'l the income Jeri ved from property, inst<Jad of by its intrinsic
value.
·
concoct the most infamous lies to blacken his mem- state.
If by church connections men find consolation and comfort
ory. If these were confined to the pulpits and tbe . As touchii~g. the exet?ption of the property mentioned in the and peace for their souls, they pluce but a light value upon
subutvl~IOn, If Jt were propo,ecl to appropriate public
New York Observer they might well be left to die etghth
money to any pnvute institution coming within purview of th>~t these benPfits when they conseut that others shall help pay for
with those institutions; but they ha v invaded the <:lanse, the proposition would meet an unqual,fiedne~ativ on all them. When, by means of these ~arufl church connections,
sanctuaries of literature-text- books and reference hands, and ~tis difficult 0 perceive the difference in principle men derive social and business advantages to the corrt>sponding
books, from which, for very shame, they ought to between a chrect Rppropr!Htion of money to an institution au<l prejudice of persons ont•ide of tho~e connections, the injustice
the exemption of its property from public burdens that ~ther of the demand that those out,ide shall contribute toward lhe
be expunged.
mainlen>Jnce of the agencies through which these advantages
For example, Alii bone's "Dictionary of English classes of property are required to bear, thereby adding to the are secured becomes the more palpable and glaril>g.
l.mrJeus iwflo:•ecl upon other classes of property. And the
Literature and British and American Authors" is an same in regard to the exemption of church property.
Church organizations derive their <:orporate existence from
exceedingly useful, if not necrssary book, and the
On thts head >~iso, another clause of the Cow,titution article the c vil government whieh other clas~e' of property are taxed
author deserves everybody's. thanks for his patient, four, seetion thirty-nine, provides that no person shall be com- ttJ maintain. They enforee cnntr"cts through the civil courts
faithf11i, and pe"rseveriug labor. If his soul were a~; pellecl " to attend, erect, or support any place of rPligious wor- which c.ther classes of proprrty are taxed to supprort. Church
congregationR are protected in th· i1· peaceful a'semblies by the
free and broad as his undertaking, and as unbiased as shtp." To t>xempt a ctmrch f~o.m tax~tion, and therel>Y compel polil'e power of the civil government, and if di-turbed they
ttoe
o~ner ~f the property a~Jollimg 1t to pay a higher rate of
is the ~<pirit of modern science and literature, he taxatiOn, ts 111 so far, compellmg snell owner to contiibute to tbe H.ppeal LO the civil courts for redress. lf a church is threatened
might well be indulged in moral judgments on his ·' support " of such church.
with damage by fire, the common protectiv means which society
subjects, dead or living. But it is deplorable that For the purpose of exhibiting this injustice on the basis of employs are used to protect it, and for this all classes 0f propon certain heretics, such as Robert Taylor and Thomas dollars and cents, some fig-ures are here introduced from the erty exct>pt chnrches are taxed. If a church suffers damage or
at the hands of a mob, the church appeals to the
Paine, he makes himself the tool of a set of cowardly ~ffi<:ial. report of the Ninth United States Census (1870). 'l'he spoliation
the civil government for indemnity, and for the purpose of
followmg
table
shows
the
population
and
the
value
of
church
clericalnincoms a.nd liars, even to the extent of conin the state of Michigan and in the United States for paying such indemnity all classes of propertv, except chnrch
tradicting himself. He makes the great popular In- property
property, are taxed. In all its rights, privileges, capacities,
the years named:
MICHIGAN.
remedies, and guarantees, a churcll corporation holds toward
fidel, Franklin-under the proper head-die, as he
1850.
1860.
the civil government the relation of a natural person, except in
did, in 1790, loPg before a line•of the "Age of
1870.
397,65·1
749,113
1.184,059
the >ingle privilege of paying taxes. It would hardly seem that
Population
- Reason" was written. And yet, under the head of
O!mrch prop , value $723,600
$2,334,040
$9,133,816
in thb single relation the church would consent to hold the posi"Paine, Thomas" (p. 1484), he repeats the miserable
UNITED S1.'ATE8.
tion of a common pauper.
and stupid forgery about Franklin's advising Paine
31,183 744
38,115.u41
'l'he furthet· argument is advanced, iu favor of the exemption,
I'opulation
- 23.067,262
Oh.
prop.,
value
$87,:328,801
$171,397,932
$354,483,581
that t·hurches are a public benefit, and as such contribute to the
not to "unchain the tiger." And then he proceeds
Perhaps the most noticeable fact which the above table dio- moral well behg of the body p<>litic. - 'l'his is a qu(!stion on
to put in quotation marks, garnished with italics, the
very words of Paine to an "Infidel admirer," to doses is the great in01ease in the value of c·hnn:h property a~ whic.:h every illcJiviolu~tl citizeu has a right to form his own judgwith the advance !n population, showing Lhe tendency ment. It is a que>ti ·n which the st.te cannot det .. rmiu. Until
the effect that he "would giv worlds" if he had comp!lred
to muluply aud doui.Jle up m t!Jat cl11ss of privileged and ex- the dtiz n hus determiued it ~Jlirnwtivly in his own mi• d he
rever written tbe "Age of Hrasou "-a lie which empteu p:operly.
.
c.wnc•t be justly ca.llpcl upon to cnntribute to the support of any
probably owed its birth to a suborned kitchen-maid
ln the ~ta1e of M)chigan the ratio of incrPtt<e in population church or, nv 11umber of churches, a!Jll having so c.letPrmiued
as .~hown b.! the c~nsus of. 1860 over 1850 W>~S 92 pPr cent, be will make his contl'ibulion voluntarily, as he may feel able
who rejoiced in two names.
The basest lie which Allibone, as the humble whtle tho ratwn of iliCreHse m the v,!ue of cbmch propc· ty f ·r and incliued.
lf the state m"Y deterrnin that churches h!lv tt moral value,
the s,uncl per:od was 221 per cent; increa;.e in populu.tion in
drudge of the reverend clflrgy, tahs npon his soul is 1870
over l!lGO, 58 per cent; increase in value of church prop- it rn 1q equnll.y determin wbat t·hurches cr.mtribute the gre>~t~st
this:
erty for the ~ttrne .renou. 291 I?er cent.
amount of moral good to the public. Iiideed, placed on the
"Intemperate, tyrannicu.l, licentious, and profantl [so was
ln the Unlleu St~te,; the ratio of increase in population dm·ing. ground of moral value alone, wher" shall the stale draw the
Washington], a torment to himseli and a terror to his house- the first named perwd was 35 per cent,; increase in value o! ·line between the church and the newspaper, the book-maker,
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and the book$Pller, m· in fact any industdal enterprise, for there mother's love would not allow her to abandon; and human feelings by means of external forms, signs,
it~
morul value to the great whole of society. A. good man is un- then to both mother and baby for compelling the 'and sounds. How it i8 or ongbt to be done is an inquPstion ... bly n public hles~ing, and on this theory of church father to some !!ense of care and responsibility for teresting inquiry upon which we cannot venture
exemption, his house, being a fountnin of charity, shonl<l not th.,m. This discovery and the appreciation of the here.
'fhe more special interpretation of the phenomena
be taxed. Further, to giv the theory a nractical consis!Rnov, baby steps by which mankind were thus enabled to
taxation should be gmr]UR.~ed ACCOtdi ng to the public Utility Of pass from high apehood and savageness to man, of the individual gives us the next Science, also a
the propPrly; hPnce that which in its use makes most for the ~eemR to be largely due to Prof. Fiske himself, and composite, with a plural Mme, viz.:
public good, shr!uld be lens! t .. xed.
9. LINGUISTICs.-This Science includes the more
View the subject as we may, church exPmption can rest upon rf he had no other claim to remembrance, (and he has
no otlwr fonnd,tion. in reason or out of rea~o11 tlum as a leg- many,) his chapter on this subject in his "Cosmic Apecial expression, interpretation, and culture of the
acy from the r11le of chm·ch n.nd stute, whieh th~ in~titutions of Philosophy" should keep his name alive in the his- individual's emotions by means of spoken or written
thi~ country hav in theory at least, long ago rrpudiatet!. It tory of- Sociology with those of Darwin, Tylor, signs, words, and symbols, including all that bas been
comes from the nnciPnt traditi"n thR.t the civil government mu•t Mclennon, Morgan, and Maine.
·
described as Language, Hermetics, and Literature.
decl>t:e for the suhjpct that religion is a good and necesoay thing
(5) That mankind ·has been gradually enlal'ging The scientific, as well as the historical order of its
for h1m to hav, and ordain what kind of religion he shall hav. and consolidating tribes, peoples, races, and nation~, divisions, seems to he.
In this republic the citizen is the sole judge as to whPther he
(1) Language in its simple forms and relations.
wants any religion at nil or not. Hnd it he does, what kind of iA the snbst,ance of all human history and progress.
(2) Poetry (not as a fine art, but) as the rytbmic
religion will suit him best. Government exceed• its functions Gradually mankind bas recognized a general kinship
whPn it assumrs to decl.u·e at nil in the mattPr, which it does by in his origin and needR, until at last the sentiment of use of language.
·
inference whPn it g'l'>l!lts to religion speci"l privileges antl ex- humanity bas become organic and therefore instinct(3) Prose or the common language and body of
emptiOns. To eXPIDpt church property to a given amount and ive, and.bas melted the whole civilized world into a literature.
tax 1t above that amount would be conceding the vitalr•rinciple
(4) Fiction and S_vmbolic or Hermetic writings.
at the ror1t of the whole matter. "Justice for all privilege for grand l!lympatbetic convergence! To the people
thns advanced the savage and barbarous races have
For example the Maercben, or Tale of Goethe, so
none," is the only 1kht rule.
'
Forms of petition to the legislature for the taxation of given away or become appendages. To mankind tbe beal!tifully translatPd by Carlyle, or the second parts
church prnpevty mav be procured by applicalion to the Provis- plants and brutes are also subjected for use or fo.oq. of Faust, or of Wilhelm Meister, are Symbolic or
ional SccrPtury at Detroit.
The pyramid of the organic world is therefore com- Hermetic masterpieces.
Provisionul Executive Corum!ttee: E. W. llledd.auab, l(>trl pleted in Man, which is the organic Humanity.
10. PsYCHOLOGY stands next and last in the scale.
~clnnenuutn, Mdwnr1l Chope, C. L. Ortmann, De'rnit; Henry WilliR,
Battle Creek; WrPntnam, Berrien Spring-s; H. 1•'. PPnnington, Ch!U·(6) The result is that, of all the forms which, to The interpretation of thought by language brings us
lotte: 1'honut~ Rtx, Dowa!.!iRc: ChHl'l<~S A. AndJ·ns. Fln::zhin~~ w. J.
C•·onk, ~'lm•; l\lrs. M. K French, Gt·.eenville; L. R. Pierson, Hnd- a distant beholder, and considered in proportion to finally to the SL~ience of the s:JUl, or the thinking and
son: Ut· l<' l!'nmch, Hill"dule; Mrs H. A. Hllntres,, J·,ckson: L. S. the earth's size, appear only as a vegetable and ani- feeling process itself, i. e., to its true origiu, process,
lJUJ·flH~k.l{·duni!lZoo: E. A. Chag-rnnn, LowPll: A.l£. Nugent, Lansing; l\IJ·s. III. A. Jmvett, Lvonll: N P. Wadsworth, Lapeer; A. N. mal mold upon its surface, all of those forms, so and unity of the Ego. From the distant stars we have
lllller, Escanaba; Lemuel Srnifh, N~tsllville: J. H. B11rnham, 'l'hos. important to man, but in the Cosmos so small, which followed Science by steady advances, until she bas
L. Jat;kson, S.t;!inaw City; l\1. Balwock, St. Johns: Otis Shepard"On,
Sturgis; S L. Shaw, Saranac: H. lllilkino, Wyanuotte; S. H. Ewell, fall to rest as the sun sets, and rise again to greet his penetrated to the very center and core of man, to the
R;,meo; A . .B.lllor"e, Ionia; lllrs. E. C. Woodrn1J, South Haven.
return; all, in a word, of the wo1·Zd of' protoplasm, ultimate changes in his brain, of which there may be
The followinec subscriptions to the Equal Taxation fund are an- in its various forms of plant, animal, and man, bas external iuterpretation only by sign or word. This
nounced. to date:
$I thus become in manifold ways interlocked as one or- is the last stronghold of alleged "mystery," for there
E. W, Meddangh, Detroit,
$5 l\Irs. Dr. Purple, Lowell,
C. L. Ortmo~Jl, JJeiitdt,
3 CIJnrles V, Warrtn, Hart,
} ganism, of which the dominant and controlling power modification is constant and unseen, and it becomes
Lentnel Sudth, Nu.shv11le,
. l Hiram OJm"1eud, Saranac,
B. Chope, Detn)it,
I is mankind-the human factor. This fact within but another name for life itself. Yet all that life is
~
John Halstead,
••
W. N. llailmttn, Detroit,
1 W. G. Clark,
i the human snecies is attended by the feeling of kin- but the re'sult and human ~;ummary of the whole
L. H.. Pier·~on, IludRon,
l A H. Pardet<,
Stephen 1\Iarx, Detroit,
l S. L. Shaw,
~ sbi p ( caritqs humanitatis), of interrelation,of depend- world around it and to that world it responds.
Spiritu"list and Llberulist SoS. M, Ur"wford,
1 enc~;, of social love, which compels consent, union,
Wh~;n Comte closed his preparatory studies in
cietv. Detrott,
5 Wrn. 1\lPrcer,
H. 1<'. Pennington, UhRJ·Iotte,
I WiJ!ar<l Cahoon,
"
} convergence, cooperation, and government; and 1830, thel'e was no such science -as Psychoiogv; nor
Karl Schmemunn, DHtroH.
3 C.. L. }i,rost.
I which the heredity of ages has consolidated into an indeed bad .LEstheticll or Linguistics been more than
Henry Willi", Bat•Je Creek,
I A. W. Goodsell,
K A, Cllapwan, Lowell,
5
ever progressive Humanity!
just named as possibly subject to scientific metbed,
Further contributions a1·e indi~pensable for carrying on the
This is 'the grand fact in the history of the whole order, or form. That it is far otherwise to-day is
work, and \\ill be acknowledged 11S receivrd. Address
organic world, and its discovery, or rather recogni- our excuse for the attempt to differentiate theRfl
S. B. McCRACITEN, Pro. Sec..
tion and appreciation, by Auguste Comte is sure at sciences and their phenomena from Biology, SociolDetroit, Mich., Oct., 1881.
Room 84, Seitz Block.
flome time hereafter to become ~isible as one of the ogy, and Ethics, with which he left them commingrPat events in the history of mankind.
glcd. We have for the first time placed them in
Liberty, Science, and Ht6manity.
The sciences, Ethics, .LEstbetics, and Linguist.ics, their true order in the Positive scale. The necessity
The Harmony and Meaning of the Scientific which succeed Sociology in the !Wale, are dependent of this course was first made manif~;stfrom t.he inconupon human progress, and so are mainly deductions .venience of arranging a library, according to the
Gospels.
from this Science of Man. For all races, peoples, Positive classification, until these sciences were sep;r.wo LECTURES DELIVERED BEFORE THE N. Y. LIBERAL CLUB nations, tribes, families, and individuals, and their arated and placed in their proper positions. The
BY T, B. WAKEMAN.
history, religions, and moral~, are but parts of this doing of that COmpletes the pc.sitive CiaHsification,
LECTURE I.
g,rand convergence, and can have no scientific solu- anii enables any library to be most usefully classified
THE OBJECTIVE ORDER.-CONCLUDED.
tion hut as parts of this _great Being, which. they unr'!er it.
.
.
•
. .
.
help to compose and to whiCh they are subordinate.
The questiOn wbetl1er Psychology IS properly at
6: SoCIOLOGY.-Tbe llgbt thrown upon this Science/ Hence we have the basis of Politic~<, Law, and Gov- the head of the series will be seen to be the question
durmg ~he last t~enty years has b~Pl!- very great, ernment, which are practical Soci?logy.
~het.ber it is o: can be a s?ience at all; _or whether it
and confirms the VIeW of Comte that It IS to man the
7. ETHics.-The next science m the order of de- rs only an adJunct to Biology or Sociology where
f~ndamental. science. For b.y it b~s e.x!stence ~nd creasing generality is Ethics (from Greek, ethos, or Comte and Spencer have left it.
his ?uty receJV.e the o~ly p~ssi~le smentrfi~ RolutiOn. custom, or ethos, a habit). This Science describes
That the changes of the ~go are the rest~lt and efBy 1t all of hrs relatw.ns In life are mar?ly deter- the relations of the social parts of the grand biiman feet of the whole .world outsHle of the man IS ev.ident
mmed. How true and Important all of this may be world to each other, and to the whole under the at once. Man thmks, then speaks, and thereby mterwe shall see when we estimate its religious value. general Bond of Humanity. It includes:
prets bis feelings, thoughts, and acts, so as to find reFor if Sociology is a Science, it is practicaily a Relig(1) The relations of Communities, Tribes, Peo- lations to his fellows, and then to society. He finds soion. It is the Science of History, the story of the pies, and Nations, etc., to each other, which are ciety a part of humanity, and that he finds to be supconvergence of mankind on earth. It bas been al- embodied in International Law. The fundamental ported by the animals and plants that grow from the
ready partly illustrated by the law of progress, de- principle of which is that the interests of each nation inorganic world.
velopment, and of deanthropomorphization, which or people are sul.ject to the interests of Humanity;
The true objective order, then, of itself places this
we have already used. 'J'here is no longer any se- that is, to the good of the wh0le, or, in other words, science as the last and most special and complex of
rious question as to its main conclusions, which may that politics, international or national, are subordi- all of the sciences. The Ego, and the science of its
be summarized thus:
nate to morals.
changes, is inevitably the terminal point, therefore,
(1) Biology leaves no doubt but that mankind are
(2) Then follow the relations of the individual of the objective, as it is, of course, the beginning of
descended from anthropoid ancestors on the earth, to the state or community in which he lives and its the subjective series.
who were gradually evolved from lower animal members. This gives us civil law and the morals of
Tbis recognition and. position of Psychology in our
forms.
the family and society, or social Moral Science.
classification makes it nry greatly from other classi(2) That mankind became gregarious by natural
(3) The last division presents us with individual fications, but the verdict must not be from our past
selection, as other animals have done, because in morality, or the relations of individuals to each ignorance, nor from the great authority of either
union lay strength, provision, and safety.
other-the most special of human relations, and Uomte or Spencer, hut from their actual facts and
(3) That mankiud were elevated above the brutes which may also include their relations to animals. their law. Comte left this science included with
at first by the natural selection of intellect as their The concrete and descriptive Science of Bioarapby Biology. Spencer makes it a separate science heprincipal weapon of defense, provision, and associa- gives us the materials of this science, the art ofwhich tween Biology and Sociology. The verdict on our
tion. Their progress thereafter lay in the ever. in- is rPpresented in the- practical conduct of life change of it the bead of the series must co!_Ile from
-creasing development of intellect and sociality by toward others. That is summed up in the motto, the facts of the Positive method and the future of
natural selection. So that while be still rnmained, Live for others; live for all; live for and in the science. ·
and still remains, an animal in form, be has passed Race, of which each is a part.
That Psychology is a separate science seems
far beyond all other animals in mind and social
8. .LEsTHETICS (that is, the Science of the Emo- clear enough from the distinct character of its
power. The child is but a repetition of the race-his- tions and their Cult,ll'e).-We have now reached the phenomena, as Spencer shows. Consciousness, astory in epitome.
more special phenomena, which relate only to sociation, sensation, intellect, and emotion are evi(4) It follows from this and the law of heredity the single or indi'!iduallife-the cnltnre of man by dently a distin~:t world from objective Physiology and
that the child could not attain to this intellectual and within himself. We find that his emotions are Anatomy, or Sociology. A new order of pbenomand superior social qualities until after it bad nearly the more general phenomena of his individual ena requires new methods of investigation, yields
attained its physical, that is, its animal structure and, nature, and that they are the foundation of all of new and different results, and thus constitutes a
growth. Nat ural selection has therefore preserved. his subsequent culture and thought. Art, iu the special science. But if a separate science at all, it
only those human tribes who would let their l form of ornamentation and rude music, was the first is the most individual, modifiable, and specral, and
women nurse the children for a long period and who factor that aided our social intellect to raise the half- therefore the last of all of the Sciences. It, certainly
would support them in so doing. 'fhe others per-\ human, gregarious troop into a society. Art still assumes and is dependent upon them all, because
is bed, and are the "missing links" between the grega- ·controls the general culture of the heart, from whence the result of all. Man is not man except in Society.
rious anthropoid apes and the savage human socie-' spring the higher aspirations of mankind. Hence In fact, as Sir Henry Maine shows, individual man
etjes. By this care of infttncy and its intellectual' the injunction, "Keep thy heart, for from it are was an impcssibility until recent times in which the
and pl'Ovisional necessities man made the first step: the issues of life."
increasiug integrations of Humanity have worked him
from the l1erd to the tribe, then to society, then to i This Rci~;nce, _2Egthetics, is composite, like Physics, out individually as a special so0ial organ. It must,
·the community, then to the village, and finally to the Ethics, and Linguistics, and has therefore like them then, .in the Positive classificaLion, stand not only
city and state.
• a plural name. The order of decreasing generality after Socioiogy but after each of the more general
It may increase our paternal patience with baby-· within it seems to be ae follows: (1) Architecture, relations which stand between man and Society, viz.,
hood not a liLtle to find that we owe our social nature (2) Sculpture, (3) Painting, ( 4) Poetry, ( 5) Music. Ethics, .LE.ithetics, and Linguistics.
'
and civilization to that "squalling baby," ~ch a' Art is the embodying interpretation and culture of
This is but another way of saying that it treats of
is scarcely a conceivable leiritimate human pursnit but has
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the most modifiable of all phenomena. And this
touches the fact that it is half objective and half
subjective ; that it is the cardinal or hinge Science
between the objective and the subjective or human
worlds. This fact also settles its true position in the
scale beyond question. It is the central point where
the objective world is summed up in consciousness
by the single individual. It is also the point where
man turns consciously back upon the objective world,
which has produced him, to subdue it to his own
uses and ends, and to those of his race. This, therefore, is the last of the sciences, and ends the story of
the OBJECTIVE ORDER.
We are often told how the great German philosopher Kant was wont to say that two things,
the more he learned, filled him with ever-increasing
awe and reverence-the. starry world above, and the
moral law within him. We have shown that the
chain of the Sciences has linked these two objects of
reverence together. The wheels of human fate are
moved from the stars in a real but far different sense
than Astrolatry or Astrology dreamed. Will the
reverence remain? Will the links of the chain
which reaches to us from the Infinite be tarnished,
or turned to purer gold, by the knowledge of their
human uses and worth? 1 hat the su~jective ORDER
of this world, which our next lecture will disclose,
will show.
(TO BE CONTINUED.]

LESLIE, MICH., Dec. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find five dollars for Mr.
B~mnett's trip around the world. We r~ad his l 0 tters with great interest every week. Hoping Mr.
Bennett. may return to us in safety, I remain, as
ever, true to the Liberal cause.
Yours for truth,
SARAH A. HaYNEs.
NAVARINO, N.Y., Dec. 16, 1881,
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed eight dollarsthree for THE TRUTH SEEKER for the year 1882, and
five for the Round-the- World book. I see by the last
TRUTH SEEKER that you will keep the list open till
Ja.nuary, and giv me just as good a book, and the
name of helping the traveler home. THE TRUTH
SEEKER I must hav just as long as D. M. Bennett
and I liv. I hav been a subscriber for many years,
and ;:hould not like to giv it up, for it hns a clear
ring.
C. T. CHAFEE.
FRANKFORT, MICH., Dec. 14. 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Incl0se<1 please find money order for
nine dollars. Please apply five dollars to help defray expenses of the grand old Trojan on his trip
around the world, three dollars to renew subscription, and the other dollar for two trial subscribers.
Yours most cordially,
N. A. PARKER.
APPLETON, MINN., Dec. 14, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find my check for $8-three
to renew my subscription from January next, and five
toward filling out the Round-the~ World fund. Though
I am not Christian enough to believe in the eleventhhour dodge, I do think it is better late than never.
Hence I send my V.
JoHN N. BERG,
FREsNo FLaTS, CAL., Dec. 13, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $10-$8.05 for the
list of books sent herewith, $1 due by me on the
paper, and the balance to help take you around the
world.
Yours truly,
ROBERT LARA.lliORE.
PLANTSVILLE, CoNN., Dec. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose $5 for D. M. Bennett's Roundthe-World trip. Keep your coiumn open as long as
you can; in fact, keep it open until his return.
Yours respectfully,
JosEPH G. WITHAM.
CoBDEN, ILL., Dec. 20, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed please find $11-$5 for the
old Infidel's swing around the circle, $3 for renewal
of THE TRUTH SEEKER, $1 for lithographs of D. M.
.Bennett and R. G. Ingersoll, $1.50 for "Modern
Thinkers," and fifty cents for "Science and Theology" and "Pyramid of Gizeh."
J. B. CouLTER.
BRIDGEPORT, CAL., Dec. 11, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Inclosed find the sum of $11-$3 to pay
up for my subscription for 1881, $3 to pay for THE
TRUTH SEEKER for 1882, and $5 to bring Bro. Bennett
home again. I am sorry to hav kept you waiting so
long, but better late than never. I did not get there
in time to send Bro. Bennett away, but I hope I got
there in time to bring him back.
HENRY DoNNELL.
ST. JosEPH, Mo., Dec. 15, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: I am one of those who come in 0n
the home stretch-one of the reserves who come into
action at the last moment and crown the victorsone who thought that his aid would not be needed
until he heard the cry," Comstock, the sleuth-hound,
the hyflna of religion and persecution, is at bay.
One more fire, my boys, and tile day will be ours,
and human, fteedom will triumph," and then I came
with the sinews of war in my ha.nds for you -yes, I
hand you that which makes and unmakes gods,
kings, potentates, despots, empires, human govern-
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meuts, laws, rules, societies, religions, churches,
hypocrits, liars, and thieves-gold. Yet it is all-powerfnl in the hantl.,; of the just to do g·ood, reform
and benefit mankind ; for which purp0se I know
you will use it. I am greatly pleased with your corrPspondence, though in 1879 I visited the same
pla<?es. Yet I am pleased to read your letters, for
you see many things that I did not, and your descriptions are very interesting. I hope you will hav
good health and continue in your good work until
the circle is complete.
Yours,
P. V. WisE.
FOREST GROVE, OR., Nov. 25, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Please find inclosed $4.50. I received
the lithograph of Mr. Bennett and am highly pleased
with it; it is finely executed, and if those of Ingersoll
and Paine are as fine I will be perfectly satisfied.
Any family that has the walls of their home adorned
with these lithographs, and whose library contains
the writings of Paine, Bennett, and Ingersoll, will
be free from the debasing influence of Christian theology; its teachings of superstition cannot becloud or
enchain their mental faculties, for any unprejudiced
person who will read the works of these three great
champions of Freethought will not be liable to let supersit.ion take the place of reason. A few days since
I handed to a pious friend the" Bennett-Mair Discussion," and requested him to read it and giv me his candid opinion in regard to which of the two had the most
facts or arguments. In a day or two he returned the
book with the remark that be would not read it all
through, for if he did he would become a confirmed
Infidel, and he preferred believing the Bible. He is
a fair sample of the many mental cowards of which
Christianity is the paternal owner. The Jewish Bible
God may feel honored in having mental cowards to
amuse him by praying and grinning, but I fail to
see any honor in being worshiped by cringers.
I asked a soldier of the cross (just after the death
of Garfield) if he could tell me why his God failed
to answer the miliions of prayers that were uttered
for our dying President. He answered me by asking
if I knew. That is easily explained, I replied. You
Christians h:w talked your God to death years ago.
I gave the soldier of tha cross the tra"t, "Discussion on Prayer," by Bennett. He promised to read
it, and if he dnes I think it will put a Liberal flea
in his ear that will tick out Rome of his theological
ideas of prayer. If every Christian in the laud would
carefully read the wrilings of some of the great Liberals there would be a great falling off in number;;
from the followers of the mythical Jesus, and the
religion" of "belieYe nr be damned" would son sink
into the shades of oblivion, and the sooner the religion of humanity would spread over the world, and
the condition of mankind would be thus improved.
The Christian superstition has for the past eighteen
hundred years retarded the elevation of mankind.
What little guod Christianity has done is but a molehill compared to its mountain of evil. The sooner
churches are converted into schools, and teachers
take the places of parsons, the sooner crime will de·
crease, and want and misery will be greatly lessened
in the land. Instead of annually squandering millions of dollars for the dissemination of superstition,
let it be more appropriately spent for tile dissen ination of truth and general education. There is nothing ennobling in the Christian system of teaching
people to do good for the promis of future reward.
There is not the semblance of what ·., ould constitute a good rule to pattern after or follow. A person
who does a good act for reward, or through fear of
hades or punishment, does not command the respect
that a person does who would do the same act because it was right to do so, and because it gave pleas·
ure to do good for the love of doing good, A child
that obeys its parents because it takes delight in doing so is, in my estimation, far superior to thR child
that obeys through the promis of candies, cakes,
nnd knick-knacks.
An overly-pious lawyer from Portland, Or., delivered a discnurse at the Long church in this town
some time since, and he told a long, pitiful story
about a Liberal colony in Iowa that became so bad
that the more intelligent Liberals in the colony were
obliged to send for a Christian revivalist for the purpose of introducing Christianity amnngst them. I
hav heard so many of these gospel slander mills
grinding out their grists of slander that I hav become
used· to their misrepresentations, falsehoods, and
slander, and do not pay much attention to them, but
there are plenty who do believe them, not being
posted on the wiles of theological windmills, and for
the benefit of that class I woul'l like to inquire,
through the columns of THE TRUTH SEEKER, if there
is a Liberal colony in Iowa that has had to send for
the Cbristian doctrins of "believe or be damned."
I would like to hav the name of the colony and the
full details in regard to the case, as I would like to
call upon the legal lion's lawyer to substantiate his
assertion in the sweet by and by,
Friend Macdor.ald, perhaps you sat down on our
poor web-foot parson a little too hard, as I hav
not seen or heard of him or his ark since. I hav
an idea he has gone in search of the pieces of
the ark, which he asserts remain even to this day,
and when he discovers those remnants I will pity
you, really. I would suggest for our web-footed
parson's perusal the discourse of Prof. Denton's,
" Do luge in the Light of Modern Science," It will
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only cost him the nominal sum of ten cents, and I
assure him he will derive more information on the
subject than he will learn from all the Christian
books in the world.
Please send me, as soon as issued, "What I Don't
Believe, Why, anq Wherefore," as it will be a valuable acquisition to Liberal l~rature. Hav you the
large photograph of Annie Besant, and also Bradlaugh? If so, please send me them, and the money
will be forthcoming on receipt of the same.
Radically yours,
W. C. CLOW.
BATTLE CREEK, MICH., Dec. 5, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: Fifty years ago lq.st May I
was in company in Philadelphia with Willett Hicks,
of New York, who was attending a yearly meeting
there, and one of the company, Abraham Lowell,
asked Willett if he had not known Thomas Paine in
his lifetime. Yes, he knew him well. " Had he
renounced his belief in the divinity of Jesus?" I
asked, "or recanted his Infidel ideas on religion?"
Willett answered: ·'The day before Paine died Elias
.Hicks and I were about to start on a lnng journey,
and both concluded to make one more effort to get
Paine to recant, and used an the arguments we
could to get him to say that Jesus was the only begotten son of God, as we bnth believed. Paine listened
patiently, then held out his hand and said: • Friends,
my time is but a few hours. I believe in a divine
principle called God. I caunot retract my declaration that God or nature never suspended a law for
the special purpose of causing a child to be born as
stated in the Testament; it is contrary to reason and
common sense, and I cannot retract one iota of my
honest belief to which I hav attached my name, and
generations after me will do me justice. I hav no
fears of the future in those sentiments I hav left for
the benefit of mankind.'"
Such was the evidence of Willett Hicks, IJ.. Quaker
preacher. Although he was an intimate friend or
Paine's, at that day he thought that the scriptures was the true guide for all. I then asked if
Paine was not a common drunkard. No; he never
saw or even heard that charge until after his death.
In 1844 I was at Grant Thorburn's Green House in
New York. His foreman handed me a small pamphlet, in whicll Tl10rburn asserted be heard Paine
had recanted. I told him what Mr. Hicks had declared in Philadelphia in 1831, and that I thought
Thorburn had made a great mistake; and on further
perusal of the pamphlet I found that Tllorburn had
been made a du11e by a clergyman, and had asserted a downright falsehood. The t1vu Hickses had
the most profound friendship for Paine, but, like all
Quakers of that day, thought that the scriptures of
truth, as they termed it, should be read to their faroily at all convenient times, Had Elias Hicks lived
twenty years longer he would hav been a true Spiritualist., I believe.
Inclosed find $1 for a copy of your excellent paper
for four months. Yours for free thought, freedom,
and taxation of church property,
H. WILLIS.
RICHFORD, V'l·., Dec. 14, 1881.
FRIEND BENNETT: I do not believe that there eve
was a personal, real, superhuman being known to
any man in the universe, such a character as the
Jewish Bible describes their Yahweh God to be, because there is no evidence aside from the mere
affirmation, assumption of the book, which is no evidence at all. I do not believe that anything but a
lying priesthood ever wrote it. The book itself
proves it positivly. I do not believe that any woman
ever had a child without the intervention of the
male sex any more than I believe that all women,
hav been mother to all jackasses. I do not believE'
that there ever was such a real person on earth,
known to any man as Jesus Christ, as is described in
our four gospels, because the writers of those gospels
all lied. '!'here is no evidence aside from the book's
affirmation that there was such a real man God or
God man. Commentators furnish abundant proof
that there was not. I do not believe there ever was
a man or real devil or God who made a man-trap
(as Gen. ii, iii), by which all children were born sinners and exposed to .,ndless burning in hell. So the
Father had to beget a baby on another man's woman, a holy virgin "to die for all," "taste death for
every man," "not wiliing any should perish,"
"came into the world to save sinners," yet saved
only one-tenth, and sit in heaven eternally and laugh
to see the rest kick and scream in hell (Ps. ii, 4).
Inclosed find $1 post-office order to pay for THE
TRUTti SEEKER for four months, from January, 1882.
Very respectfully,
JosEPH NoYEs.
PITTSBURGH, PA., Dec. 17, 1881.
1\iR. EDI'l'OR: Thinking that some Liberal news from

the "Smoky City" would be welcome to your columns, I venture to send you a few items illustrativ
of tile progress of Freethought among the descendants of the Covenanters.
Last summer when our Liberal League took its
vacation there was great rejoicing in the camp of
the unco guid, as they fondly imagined that the
LAague was dead beyond the hope of resurrection,
But, like Jarius's daughter, it was not dead but
sleeping, for on the fourth of September it opened
up with a lecture on Paul, by Jane Gray Swisshelm,
follo.wed by Mrs. Amelia Colby, next A. B. Bradford,
J. E. Emerson, and others.
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The Dispatch, usually, and sometimes the Leader,
reports the lectures fairly, but the other papers are
under the influence of ecclesiasticism, and of course
hostil to the League, and spare no pains to slander
and misrepresent it and its lecturers.
A conspicuous example of this Christian spirit is
the Times. On a recent Sunday, Harry Hoover, eecre-tary of the ClearfiE~ld Liberal League, lectured
before the Pittsburgh League, and as the reporter
of the Dispatch, to whom the duty of reporting tbe
League lectures wafl usually assigned, was absent
from the city, the scavenger of the Times had it all
his own way, and he did not hesitate to use his dirty
pencil to do the dirty work of Christianity. The subject of the lecture was, "A Substitute for
Christianity." The crimes and cruelties of its Drofessors, and the fatal defects of its claim to be an
original and perfect system of morality were fully
ventilated, and the scientific ethics of the nineteenth
century offered as a substitute.
Yet the only-r11port that appeared in the ~ity papers
was so outrageously· false and unjust that I feel constrained in the interest of truth and justice to let the
public know the true character of the wretch who
daily abuses the courtesies usually shown to representative of the press.
During the winter of 1878-9 the citizens of Petrolia,
Venango co., Pa., were afflicted with a nuisance in
the form of a va.gabond Bohemian, styling himself
Darante, but more familiarly known by the euphonious title of "the cinnamon reporter." Ostensibly he
was a reporter for the Parlcer Daily, but his actual
occupation was that of gutter snipe. What he lacked
in morality and culture he more than made up in
impudence, and when the slums of Petrolia got tvo
hot for him he concluded to travel on his chsek.
Coming to Pittsburgh he found the Times run by
"scabs," and being himself scabbier than any of the
lot he got a position at once which he has ever since
used to demonstrate the doctrin of" total depravity."
Yours,
ONE OF THE LEAGUE.
CHENEY, WAsH. TER., Dec. 6, 1881.
MR. EDITOR: Cheney is growing, even in the .snow,
building in every direction going on, and talk is of the
capital of the territory being iocated here soon. But
I cannot -think that, as we are so new and so far
away from the center. People are flocking here from
all parts. A great many Liberals are here who only
need nursing into activity and organization by good
sensible radical lectures. There is a wide, rich field
and the harvest is ready.
Some Baptist ladies came to invite me to their sociable. It was to be general-all sects and no sects.
Wonderfully Liberal, I thought! Now it leaks ®ut
that they want to form a mite society to furnish the
new church, and heathen money is good as any. It
is saddening to see my sex so bigoted and creedbound; because I did not favor it they threatened
to take my patronage from my millinery store, and
they refused to read any book or paper. I am sorry
to see women support a cause that has always oppressed them. There is one Li6eral, well-read woman hE_Jre, I am glad to say. She said truly the other
day, "There is no class of people so ha.ppy and satisfied as we Infidels. Christians are a! ways fluctuating
between hope and fear."
I rejoice to know that when the Northern Pacific
Railroad is completed we can· go through east in a
few days and can convene annually with our fellowLibedtls in feasts of reason. I hope as many as can
will settle in Liberal, Mo. It is my intention. I beg
to len<il my voice with the reformers of our schoolbooks to the end that ortt.odoxy may be left out
that poisons the young mind, as mine was, by reading continually of the goody-good children who went
to Sunday-school and prayed, always turning out
well, while the impious one came to grief-stories
as degrading as untrue, and given in more dangerous doses in the higher readers. It makes dupes and
fools of children, givs them false ideas of life that
are afterward hard to eradicate. How wrong, when
so many useful things ought to be learned during
the precious time of youth! I will contribute $1 to"'a
fund for revising or compiling school-books for our
children. It it more important that we giv our successors this justice than that we build up a Garfield
monument. Mr. Bennett's letters are just splendid.
Fraternally,
MRS. A. EVEREST.
CINCINNATI, 0., Dec. 18, 1881.
EDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: It is self-evident that all
past and present religions are the outcome of traditional ignorance and erroneous conceptions. There
is not the least proof to convince a rational mind
that the slightest inspiration or divine authority was
ever promulgated independently and distinct from
man's ewn volition. Every religion is man's invention, and is in no case binding on the p~ople. The
priesthood of every clime are a self-constituted body
of assumptionists. They can be proclaimed as the
great army of leeches,·ever sucking and draining the
swarms of dupes who blindly follow and slavishly
cringe to the false pretensions of hypocrital drones
who possess no rights to propagate impostures and
should be held accountable for the frauds, lies, and
swindles perpetrated on a thoughtless and greatly
mistaken people. The schemes, tricks, and pious
quackery resorted to by the heartless mountebanks
in the most unblushing manner is quite suftlclent

to point the finger of scorn at nny or all of those
deceivers of humanity. They are 1 he boldest spongers
and bummers that ever cursed 1 his planet. Tons of
money are extorted from the m ultitnde, and for no
ot.her purpose than deception. They hav their gospel shops free of tax, and continually tax the public
for listening to their babble, and all which they say
is not worth one snap. It is the most unmeaning
bosh that ever insulted a sensible mind. There are
very few of those clerical spouters who believe inwardly what they preach, but the almighty dollar
impels them to keep up the deception, as it brings
idleness, luxury, etc., and panders much to personal
vanity, and a long distinction. But it is time the
scales drop from the eyes of the mult.itude who hav
so long been blinded by the delusiv superstitions ·of
the clergy that they might see clearly through the
thin veil of pious twaddle and nothingness. This
godology business is a most expensiv incubus, and
should be frowned down by the lovers of honest purposes. Let the millions of money squandered for
superstition be applied to the wants of the poor and
needy that the sorrow-stricken heart might receive a
thrill of joy and speak well of the religion of humanity.
T. WINTER.

CoHOES N.Y., Dec. 14, 18tH.
FDITOR OF THE TRUTH SEEKER: Our friend is a great
way from us, but when I read his letters it seems
to me I am wi; h him. 'fhe inclosed is $6 for two
years' subscripti n to THE TRUTH SEEKER. 1\Iay it
prosper!
Yours respect-fully, PETER GRANDIEAU.

MooERs, N.Y., Dec. 18, 181111.
MR. EDITOR: I inclose thrt:'e dollars to renew my
subscription, which would otherwise expire in two
weeks.
Accept my best wishes for THE TRUTH SEEKER, and
long life to its publisher, Mr. Bennett. May health
and cheerful spirits attend him clear around the
world. The trip will pay us well if our hero does
not suffer from it.
The Catholic priest at Moo rS to-day told his congregation they were God's pets. No other denomination of Christians received from heaven &o many
indulgenres, so much grace, so many favors, etc.,
but in French he rendered' it in the adulterated language, "Nous somm.es ses enjants gates," which literally translates, "We are his spoilt children."
That's where the truth unintentionally C'ame in. I
drew a long breath, bit my mustach to hide my
upper teeth, and rushed out-doors for fresh air.
Yours ever, as ever, and, I hope, forever,
HARWICH, MAss., Dec. 18, 1881.
CHAS. LAPERCHE.
MR. EDI',L'OR: How glad I aqJ. that there are men
in this world capable of thinking originally, and
FoRT KEOGH, MoNTANA, Dec. 2, 1881.
when I read· articles in THE TRUTH SEEKER from such
MR. EDITOR: Please send me specimen copies of
deep, philosophical, scientific, original thinkers as
are your contributors I feel hopeful of the world, THE TRUTH SEEKER. I hav organized a Liberal League
and take courage, feeling that the ca-use of truth is among the soldiers, and we need help such as THE
in safe hands. Materialists and Spiritualists alike are TRUTH SEEKER can giv us. I can get you quite a
doing nobly in pulling down that Atheistical hum- club here.
We hav the Catholics here to fight. The chaplain
bug, the Christian church, and the time will soon
of
our post is a priest, and he preached last Sunday
come, I hope and pray, when the world will cease to
be cursed by such a gigantic barrier to human prog- against our League, consigning us all to hE'll. But
ress. Science is working wonders, is correcting line as this is a very cold climate, he failed to scare evafter line of religion, and soon, let us hope, there ery one. We all think we would enjoy a trip to
will not a line be left uncorrected.- Already clergy- that warm country, especially during the winter
men are succumbing to its potent power and ground- months. We now hav a membership of sixty,
ing their arms at its feet, and no longer find it for though we started with only seven. Ten joined us
their interest to preach infant damnation, and even in the afternoon following the delivery of the beadults are exempt. In fact, they hav expunged the fore-mentioned sermon.
Please inform me how to organize a regular
word hell even, and found a substitute for it in the
new version. These facts are presages of the ''good League, if there are any rules.
Yours for the right,
C. W. STEPHENSON.
time coming." Let the earth rejoice!
" Ever onward, ever upward, who shall say
DEADWOOD, D. T., Dec. 20, 1881'.
Science shall not chase old errors all away,
MR. EDITOR:· The outlook of the League in Dead_And EgyiJ.tian darkn~ss turn to light of day?
wood was somewhat discouraging at my last writing
Generations now new born
-so much so that I had concluded to go to Far ~-o
Usher in the glorious morn,
and try again, but I hav concluded to make a grand
Long foretold by sage and seerEven now methinks I hear,
rally of· its forces in the shape of a Liberal League
'Lo I the nimbus cloud is about to roll away,
Hotel, having rented for that purpose th" National
And unfold to light the glorious orb of day.'
Hotel near the court-house, which has heretofore
Men of thought and men of action, clear the way."
been a rum-hole run by Christians and courtesans.
B. F. ROBBINS.
I shall change its name, kick the bar into the street,
occupy its place with the League library, hang the
CoMET, KAN., Dec. 12, 1881.
charter in a conspicuous place fronting the main enGENTLEMEN OF THE DEVIL'S MACHINE: Inclosed find
trance, spread mottoes upon the walls of the manmoney order for $3.50-$3 for the machine for an- sion and upon the extreme front, use the bar-room
other year, and 50 cents for the ghost of D. M. Benfor a public reading-room, free to all day and night,
nett, now a miserable tramp. As you New Yorkers and keep an orderly, neat, and well-conducted
can't or won't hang him up as Ligh as Hamon, I
house, that cannot be otherwise than sought and
shall take law in my own hands a.nd do it. All the patronized. The meetings of the League will be
interest I take in your miserable sheet is just to
held in the dining-room free of charge, and the
hear M. Babcock pray, and he don't pray often latch-string will be at all times on the outside. We
enough. Be.ing a Christian, I would like to giv you hope in this way to giv the cause an impetus which
some good advice, but not having much brain, I will soon result in abandoning the dining-room for
shall leave it in the hands of my countrymen, Rob- a larger place. Shall open January lOth, and will
ert Burns. By the bye, could you send me a faithful report progress from time to time. I hav often
likeness of the poet for framing as large as Inger- heard gospel mini!!ters urge their dupes to carry
soll's or the tramp's?
their religion into their business, and hav concluded
"And now auld Cloots 1 ken yere thinkin'
to heed their injunction with the boot on the other
A certain bardee's rantin', drinkin',
fellow's foot.
Soma luckless hour will send him linkin'
I hav staked largely on this issue, and am myself
To your black pit,
in doubt as to its finanrial results, but in any case
But faith he'll turn a corner jinkin'
sh"ll hav the satif•faction of making a big rumpus in
And cheat you yet.
Deadwood among the enemies of human liberty
But fare yon wee!, auld Nickie ben,
which can only result in good to others. As I shall
0 wad ye take a thought and men,
he necessarily the best advertised house in the counYe ablins might, I dinna ken,
Still hae a stake,
try, a saving may be made in that direction. The
I'm wae to think upon yon den,
proposition is regarded by some as audacious, and
E'en for your sake."
already pressure is being brought to bear to prevent
JOHN KENNEDY.
the catastrophe, but it is already too late. I hav already embarked for six months, with the privilege
A DIVINE CONFLAGRATION.
<Of a year, and shall know hy that time whether I
NoRwiCH, CoNN., Dee. 11, 1881.
can stand it any longer. I will say this most emEDITOR TRUTH SEEKER: The Lord's people at this phatically, that so long as a bare living can be
place had quite a scare at an early hour this morn- squeezed out of the enterprise, the Liberal League
ing by the discovery of fire and smoke bursting Hotel Qf Deadwood will be a fixture. It is an open
forth from one of God's terrestrial Sunday-houses. warfare., and why use concealed weapons ? Another
The venerable Sunday-book lay upon the sacred thing, the lines will be drawn with more distinctness
altar in imminent danger of destruction, and no and all
find their level. :Skulks and dissenter~
time was to be lost. One of the faithful rushed will be - - - , say it yourself. .Advice is needed here
through the fire and smoke and rescued the hoary from our generals.
Most sincerely yours,
book of holy indecency from the devouring flames,
D. P. WILCOX.
and impious neighbors were thus spared the "sweet
[The
foregoing
is
a
League
movement
in a new
savor" of sublimated obscenity offered up on the
direction.
If
it
succeeds
it
will
be
a
good
idea to
sacrificial altar in place of he-goats and innocent
follow up.-ED. T. S.]
lambs of the flock.
-------~-----But the gallant fire-laddies came to the rescue in
Reuben Dailey's Printing Office.
time to save a large portion of God's real estate in
Read the following testimonial:
a damaged condition. However, since divinity had
JEFFERSONVILLE, INn'
the sagacity to hav his property well insured against
MR. DAILEY, Dear Sir: The circulars hav been receh·ed.
the dread uncertainties of his own fiery wrath, no
are very nice.
Mtss J. L. DANFORTH,
doubt he can afford to reconstruct it in condition They
Pres. Sunday-school Sewing Soc'y l Unitarian), Snowvill~, Ky.
good as new, especially since impious Infidels so
Job printing sent by mail, postage prepaid, any.
kindly allow him to shi~k the payment of taxes.
wherl} ~n the United States or Canada.
~t
BYl\ON BOAllDM"-N·
0
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LIFE-STZE

Rub or Rust.
Idl<'J' . .,·hy lie down to die 1
Detter rub than rn~t,
Ilarl<! the ]cork singR in the skyDie when die thou must I
Day is wRkil".Q", leaves are ~baking,
Better rub than rust.

LITHOGRAPH
OF

In the l!"l"nve there's sleep enonghB~tter rub than l'JBt,
Death.J1erhnp•. i• hnnger proof,
Die when die thou mnst:
::\len arE> mowing, breezes blowing.
Better rub than rust.
He who Will not WOI'k shall want!
Naught for naught is justWon't do, must do, when he can't,
Better rub than rust,
Bees are fiying, sloth is dying,
Better r·ub than rust.

D. M. BENNETT.

WILLIAM WILSON,
~fEDICAL

l!ienl'l' Plat.e Pa.per, 20x2S.

SUITABLE FOR F.RAME OR
WITHOUT FRAME.

ELECTRICIAN,

Inventor of" tile ""\Vil,.onia," and Lecturer on Electrical 'I'Iaera·
peuti.c~, _1\.utllor of" "Tlae 'l'rial of" .IJicdiciuc," "The Lanna;c of Disease," "Medical Fallacies," Etc., Etc.

Sent !ly Mail for Fifty cents.

ADDRESS i HIS OFFICE.

Looking Rack.
Fair were the dreamful days'<lf old,
When, in the slt>epy snmmer shade,
Beneath the beeches on the wold,
The shephel'(!s lay, and gently p!R.yed
![usic to mai<lPn~, who. afraid,
Drew Rltogetber raptnt·onsly,
Tl1eir white, EOft hands, like white leaves laid,
In the olrl, <lear days of Arcady.
)len we1·e not then R.S tliey are now,
Hannted am! tel'ifie<l by creeds:
They songht not then unce:1singly to know
The end, that as a magnet leads;
X or told, with rm~tcre fingers. beads,
Nor reasoned with their grief and glee:
Nor rioted in pleasant me~.ds.
In the old, dear days in Arcady.

CENTRAL OFFICE
'

TO TRI,\L SUB§CRIBERS

465 FULTON STREET, BROOKLYN.

THE. TRUTH SEEKER.,
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MAY BE CONSl.TLTED DAILY FROlll 10 A. i'l. 'fO 8 P.i'I., FREE OF CHARGE.

With sixteen !arge pages, will be sent
t·or THRI'E ~ION'!'HS 1 postage paid,
FOR

FIFTY

CEXTS.

Fnll letters fron1 the Editor, now "n a
tour around the world, appea•· weekly.
These aione are worth tbe price asked.
Address
D.l'll. BENNETT,
14.1 Eir;:-ht.h st., New York.

" \\ lLSONIA, app!i:u.ce8 are r1ot JD{Ire pa(ls which Jose tht>h'
efiu,acy iu a f~:~w "ee s, but. arA so scieutificaily constructed ttt»t they
WILL LAST FOR 1'\VEN I"Y YEARS, and can be worn by difterent
members of the snme family from time to time.
EASTERN DISTRICT RRANCII NOW OPEN AT 44 FOURTH
§'I.'REF~T, NEAR SOUTH EIGUTH STREET.

The fdnre may be wrong or rightThe present '" distinctly .wrong;
For life and love hav lost delight,
.And bitter even is our song.
And year by year gray doubt grows strong,
And death is all that seems to dree:
Wherefore will weary hearts ere long
For the old, dear days in Arcady.

No. 695 BlWA iHY ..\ Y.
~o. 13~7

HROADWAY,

No. 2310 THIRD AV.,

~NEW

YORK

ENVOI.

Glories an<l trinmphs ne'er will cease,
But men may sound the heavens and s.ea;
One thing is lost for aye-the peace
Of tbe old, dear days in A ready.
-L' 11dou Sp£cifliOI".

QUALIFIED ASSISTANTS ALWAYS iN ATTENDANCE.
The fullest. Discus,.ion yet Published,
~-i,·Jng tile Do~nu~.§ and Claiins ot
Chrislinnity .-. thorough Ex·
a.Juinaticn JJro- and cou.

THE BOSTON

The oldest reform journal in the
United States,
This book is a tho!"ougll examination of the Christian
sy:~t~r~!tft~~i~~~o~. ~i~~\t~~- ~~~~v tl~~~~{~~i;i~a1,tll~f~~: borIq pttbfished eiJery Wednesday at the rowed
or copied from much older systems of religion.
(a) Tile t)eli .. f in an otrspriug being begotten by a gnd
Paine Jlfemo?'ictl Buildin,q,
upon
a
human
virgiu is nearly a thousand ye1.1.ra older thnn
I the mytuicul storY
of Je~us and his virgin mother. (b)
Boston, lifass.,
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OPEN LETTER
TO

; er, David Cotter, called at your office, tu resp'lnBe to a tcle...
gram recelvetl !)y me. He W:iS then t.olfl thu.t you were
1 away in the cnuntry. Ile we1•1 R~.rntgltt fr,~rn y11uroftice to
· that of Howe & Hummel. and there met u. privute detectiv
l who n.fl'er•·d there a11fl then to df . . clnsc the whereabouts of
i Anthony Comst0cl;, If tht> $HXI Tl'Wnrd, which I lind •·1fered
1

Anthony COmstOGk

1

~~~~~~t;fcfCC<~t~~·~~~nb!~ \~:~{f 1 ,~·1lrf?'~~sthe~~E{ge~~~1~

held the warrant, and they w···nt. fn company to your of.
1\~.~\ w~~~n~~;: ~'~~e~ j~·~dtl~ht~;.d ritr ~~~~~~nQo~~~~fc~~h:~~
wouiJ rt·turn.; wherPupon the ofticer. acting upon the lnforrnatil•n g1ven by the detectiv al>ovc nameo. procet-dt-d
i to a rnom lD the upper part of the building wherein aev.
• erai veices were beard. 'file dour watt upeuert In response
0
1

I ~:~~~~~~~~~':[ sf{rfr~~ ~~r~}~~~;~' :·t~~~reaa~ ~?fnerco ~~;1~t~::

Other so-called saviors and redeemers hav been believed
in a11d reported to hav been crucHled ani'i to hav died on
the cro~s many hun(lreds of years before the Ra.me was In An!f\Vel" to Hh Open Letter 1 Anthony Com<tc•ck w11• Inquired for. und denied being
S<tid of Je~ud. (c) There is not a dogma, rite, sacrament,
Sent to the Newspapers.
f,h:reinq~ft~n~~~~~:~Nevfi~~~ill~~~ ~eo~~~t~~k·~~~~i~~~~~
or ccreawny in Chnst.ianity that Utd not extst tn pagan
1'1"1e person who opene•l the door repltt:<l that Anthony
systems from tive huotlred to two thousand years lJefore
Comstock was nut there, whf'll the dnor was closed. .My
Edited by HORACE SEAVEBt. Chrh-tia.nity wu.~ known in tlle world.
h~lf.bmtht>r, who was wafting in the lobby, mude a. ruse as
2. Miracles and supernutural achievements ha.v been as
46j FtrtTON ST., BRoOKLY:'<i" 1
tf running dowrt stairs, the oJtlcer, all the ttme stnndtng
fully and t1 uly aacril>ed to other teachers and founders of
PRICE. $3.00 J>er.'•nnnnl: ."'in;.:-Ie copies, rei !gion a~ tv J esna.
SiR: 1 hav bPfore me a. seven paged OJ?en letter ad~ outside, i;es!<le thP duor. Tht• same person who had be.
3. The btory of Jcsu~ and his mission in the world 1!:1- un- dreseed to myself intended for puLJllcatfon lD all the .,'ven- fure openert the door opened it o.Jgaln. The officer, by a
sevt"n ce·nts. SJJt•enneu co1nes sent on r•~·
ceip't ol" a t,l-o•ceut stanlll to pa.y posta~;;e. hist.ortcal; ir. is nut currol.Jorated by contemporaneous hiB- tog and morning· Papers cop'ea ot wt11cll I am prePared rapid movement of ~he foot. kept the door open and then
tory.
to prove, were sent td ~Ye~·y daily and 'sev~ru.l wePkly • wc~lked tn u.nd ~r.re!:;t;u yo~rse~r, ~ntllony <..:un;tstock. If
4. Tile teachings of Jesus are defcctiv In morals, 1ntell1- papers, th~ publishers of whieU refused to publish it, th s was r:~t hi~u ~fn1~ u.ne.:)t, I fail to underHand what
The Jnvesllqatrn- ts devoted to the Liberal cause in relfg. gence, a.nd seientltlc tnformtlt ton, and, so far as they are or consigning the precious product of your l<l.burs to the hidil~g means~ .md as yt. u_.hav tn your op.-u lt:t~er men·
ton; or tn o•lier wordFI. to ut_Iiver::::;.q mental lltH•rty. Indt•waste paper basket. ~·ur th 's 1 am trul} sorry, as it wuuld t.tuneo ~lie fact of my lH.-.JOg otrerecl une hundred dollars
]J€'ndent tn all its dlto:CU"t-lODS, discarding superFt.ttiuus ri~!~;·s~~e~au;d\~~~~~~~sw:hnud p~~~~~~nf~i~~reT~~ugl{~~ ~[. hav given me an admirable opportunu,y to show til ... pub· rewt!rr'l, an~ tl!ut I h ,<1. ren~eert to pay the pc~snn giving
theories. ut" what neyer c)lll be "b:llCiWrl, tt devotes its colw aelr was written Dy men illy tuformed tn sctenttftc knowl- lie tlle true tnwardue!:'a of the rna~.n who could pen Hucb a the information. I ~·eg lea' e !Jere to stute tll.~t tLe bunumns to things uf tliiB world alvne. and leaves the nrxt, if edge, u.nd <lues not harmonize wittl the facts and principles letter and yet cl ,1m to be u Chrtstta.n und u. protector of rired do lars was pa1d r.o the detectiv lu tile presence of
th~re be one, to thos~ whu haY entered tts unknown in nature known t.o be t.rue.
tbe p~blic from the vicious meml.Jers of suctety. A more several wttnesse~, one of whom was a merchant nnd man~
shores. Belit>ving tp.ar. _It is thP. duty of mortab tc, work
!i The duetrius ~Dd claims of Cbrtstiantty hav been a vlciuualetter C'JUld not be penned. and the evidence of u.racturer in your imme<~btc nel&llborhood of Nassau
fr•r the 111tert'H~ of _tln.s ttm·td. tt couJi.nel'l tt~elf to th~
rn~!ice crops uut tn eYerv sentence
Yuu tirst claim that slreet. So much for your arrest. "\\us it with or without
things of this Hfc entirely. It hilS_ arrn·e<l at the t~ge of l~~~~a~n~~eb~~~~ ~ ~~~f~l!!~ ~1 ig~~~f[ ~1!~ 1r;!!~Y ;~~rt~~~; th.e courts honorably acquttted you. If they did, then I e~slon 'i'
,.
fifty-one ypara. uud a~ka foi o suppnl"t from tlwae wlu are of hnte. content-ion, war, and bloodshed. It has fostered know nutbing of til wvrds honorable .. cqulttal. You
J..:uw, u.s to the ne:xf por~ton 01 your open letter: Yon
fond of sound reaaoniPg, good read 111g, reJiilule news, an- Ignorance, auper;,tithm, and ful~iehuod, and ltas ret<l.rded were arrested fo' publishing a mtS.Uciuus ltbel and raken In say there is a h&.w pn~.Jtl.JJtmg the tru.namtaslon or letters
ecdctes, ~cieJJCe. urt, aiHI a useful famtly i urna.l. Re<~.der, edUCi;i.tton and ~cience tn the world. It rec..,gn1zea and the charge of 11-D oulcer befure ~he magiFtrates. You then and circt~lal'S cuncermng schemes to deceive nnd defraud
pleflae send your subr::criptii•D fur . . IX me lltllB or one year, supports t.he o!Jnoxlou~; syt;tems of klngcraft and priest waived exu.mtnratton. 1f you h'ttd written truth.fully, wby the publlcor~bt;tin money by false ?rett>DSe· through the
an<lif you are not S<ttl!<1lt:<l with the wa.y tlJe Invt>.~tigator crutt, uphuldiug ala. very, desputism. nod every form uf op- were you o(trat<l of examinutlon ~ 1 w s prea'""nt tn the mal s. You l~new very well wheu JOU were wrltlug that
1
ts conducted, we wun't ask you to continue with UM any presE!iun in tts assert-Ion th1:1t -illi power is of Gud. As a court to confront you on your vile chat:g"'
Yuu were st. sente• ce thut it lla<l nu appltcattun whrttever to my c~u~e 1
.....
inasmuch fiB the following open lett r tot !Je physicitS.na or
longer.
3m 53
pruof of this the leudel'!:' and bright stars of the Christtan lent.
church hav been among the wor~t tyrants and oppressors
After the lapse of several weeks I received an order Brooklyn wtu! before you, ofiering every physlt1~n nr fc1~
of human lit>~rt.v the world has known.
from Judge Smith's CfJUrtto attenrl aucb cuu'\. respecting entitle man a free entry iiJto my factory and consulting
6. The Bible aD.d Cllristlanir y ha.v oppressed woman and my churge against you, and ue_l1evtng that yuu wuuld snlJ. rooi,U!!, and t~ the same Jetter un'ertug llve t_IJousand dolhav deprived her of the rlghta to which by nature she ts . mit to ,.,.n examination and giv some excuse fur your act. I Jars worth of ~Y goods to tlle poor of llruukiJ~ Why dtd
Comprising discourses of advanced thought by
1
accompanied by over tl!ty witne~~ea, so that. a ape- Y'-'U not uv<til }ourself of the o!fer u.nd bnY CJ.lled ut my
ju~~
{·~~~~h1~· and Christiautty nrP. unprogresaiv tn their went,
court had to be set aside fvr my special cu.se against consulting rooms and manufactory for inquiry before
0. B. FROTHINGHAi'l and FELIX ADLER nature; they are founded upon the <luctrtn and authority cia!
you. Well, let us ex~t.mln as to wbttt followed. I stood l\'Titln_g your ltbelous _lrtrer. tu the lmnQ:re~s of ~Y pa.
of· \..:JOd btmself, a.nd are therefore incapable of progress th ~rc without counsel ready to defend my order ot alTest tf~nta? You cuuld hu:v no excu!-:IP us w time ~nd_pl~t', tor
two of America's clearest thinkers.
and improvement.
I ;as strong in tllc p'roof of my charge against you, anJ this reason, viz .• th .t my estalJl!shment Is one of the most
By 0. B. Fi'Othinghant:
8. The lllble and Christianity do not teach the higher did not require an atturnry to qutiJbJe on potuta of law
prominent tn Brooklyn, and In cluse proximity to your
clasd of truth and the best variety of religion which man y (lU on the otller hand had an atLOrney-a man tn whorri own re~ldence, so th -t nothing but IDu.l ce aforethnugllt
Ti\iasNew Song of Christ·
~~a g[ ff,~l Higher kind are capable of receivim>:.
any Person may trust uietr case aha legal -~dviser, and out- could hav tnduc~d y~u t.o lmv written such a letter, while
sitte the law I lmv reason to know that 1\lr. Tenney your_ ttJC following otter to the physicians of Brooklyn was be~
$1.!)0.
Price,
The Departed Years,
Sentiments.
soltcttor,ts a gentleman an1 a noble-hearted man. H~ mm!lt fore yuu tn the C!TCUltr or r:t.mphlet f\'··lU !'lllch yuu obw
Ltfe as a Test of CrePd.
The American Lady.
D. i'l. BE~NET'I',
Address
h.uv 1elt serlou~ly the weakness of your Ctlse, as ~:~~::tfurth tained the names uf my pa~ICDt!:! ~n whom jUU wr~te. If
The Sectarian Spirit.
Tbe C..:onsulatlons of Ra,.
141 Eighth st., New York.
in your libelous lc:ttcr, aud therefore. HB an a(".t of charity y9u w1Bh tu excuse yuur~elf re-read the folluwtog.
The American Gentlewan.
ttonu.Usm.
towurd you, advised you nut to submit to an examination.
The Language of the Old
Testament.
~e~t~g~do~~~~:tsb~/P:~~~nt;~~~~~,t~Jc~~e~h ~ tt~~:t. ~;~
By Felix Adler:
the spirit and intent of your libelous letter should be gone
Our Leildera.
itlto, but the actual wording only st10uld be considered,
The Ethics of the Social
Ha v we St!Jl a Religion?
and that therefore the same should I.Je adjude-ed as a privQuestion,
Conscience.
Beged Cl'mmunica.tton, and on tills grouud ple-aded for a
Emancipation.
dtsmissu.l. This! object••d to, whereu-pon your B'·Jic1tor To the Pllyslclan!l and tile ComLecture at the Second .Ant.
By My Medical Compound and
versttry of tbe Sucletr for
8
1
r~~g~h~ :;~~d/;f:{n~~f:ten~~r;~~ ~A~ ~1~ fg~t~r~~~s~~~:
mis~o>ioners of" Cllaritics of
Ethical Culture.
Price. In clot b. Jl.
Rubber Elastic Appliance
1 tben ~tared tn the prct~ence of that court, tbat all 1 required was a full t · vestlgatton tnto tlle f~tcta. It was then
the City of Brooklyn.
in 30 Dnys.
a.uanged that.. the Dl~:~trJCt Attorney Bhould take charge of
GENTLEMEN-Two years ngo in Europe I Invented and
the ca.ae as prosecuting counsel. on bt3balf of tbe people
Rellable reference~ glven. Send stamp tor ctrcnlnr. against Anthony Cumatuck, I being promised at thH.t time patented a magnetic llPPiht.nce for the nllef and cure of
dtaeu.~oe.
My sy~:~t~:m ts one thnt. w~s never t>efore at;.
Bay in wbat i':&~~~sou saw J~~~~~~T."'tJ&'LliNGS,
W~~~l~~~~;.veB~f.a}~~~~ku~:~a~eth~~~ew~~ :~~er~:~~~~a tempted. but !t.a slmpl!clty places It umong the mauy great
Proving conclusivly that
13t46
Smithville. Jellcrson Co .. N. Y
busineal:l going on. a·'d an att"'mpt bPing made to frustrnte improvements in tile history of scteuce which, atter its
jut~tice, I emrJ1uyed one of OHr best attorney~o:-~ and he wrote tnccpttun, tJaa caused tlluuaunds to wonder wuy so valua.
a letter to the Judge, to the Dll;trict AtturnP.y, and your ble an ad<lltlun tu the nel!easlttes of uur race should hav
attorney fur c py or nature of such br er. Nut only Br•, been eo long overlooked.
TJt"" success of my appliances In tlJc cure of dtsense in
but myself and attorney !Jopplfed at .Jefferson Market PO·
HJs Blrtll, Life, Trial, Execulice Court next day. and we were told tiiut Justice Sulon
Smith had gone into the cuuutry, anU would nut he back ~~~~~~r~~~iGi\~~~d "r~tt t~~~f, :rr~a ~~;JtYo~~ll~~~~r&~ru~~
tion, etc., Is Myth.
unttl Monday folluw_ing. the CtJUl·t utlicer to wh1•m we spoke when the proper appliances were worn u.s recommended.
Fol' IUI.le at thlA o:fHce
tntimat!ng thataat le Com~:~tuckcaac was in the hands of ln the face of such ~ucccsB In .b:urupe, I determined. tl!at
p,!ee 12.110
Justice Solon Smith, nothing would be done until his re- the people of America atwuld be mu<le acquainted with
turn. Picture, therefoi·e, my as•onishment upon recetvw tile fact. I arrived in Brooklyn only a few munth1:1 ugo and
tog a notice from the courr. that tlte case llatl. been dis- commenced the B;t.lc or my goods at No. 465 Fulton sLreet.
missed without an investigation into the facts which led ~~~necrea";p~c8u~A~N~ h~~;s~0na3 ~~~~h~g a~~ ~~~m~~of~~v~gi1
~~ii~~s::it~~fn~fJ~~~~d~e;.tdrY~te~~~0{u~~Yfg ~g~~ ~~~tg~ ~~ tlle diseases above mentt .ned-all of whom cu.uJe to me
This Badge 18 aaapted for the use of a'l
uudacity to tell the public that you w~re honorably uc. only us a last resort,, having fu.tled to get l'~lief frum any of
claa~ca of FreethtnkerP, ·• Universal Men1
1
quitted. Mu.y heaven save tlJe public when such honortal Ltberty" being its device. The cut
able acquittals shall foll• •w the puJJUc,ltton of Buell vile let- fl~~ :! ~~st~·~~~~- tlt;~~ ~~~l Th~~~~~~~~N 'i:.!JI~i~~Jt~'tP~~~
shows t.he design u.nd size, but not its
ters as th •t penned by you to hun <I reds of my patients! CENT of whom will tell yon to-<.lay on appltcatlon to
beauty. S"lld gold, lSk. double thick,
:Jo mucll for yuur •• honorable acquittal." Now, u.s to your them thH.tmyappliu.nce~:~guve time ull tile relief promised ..
$4.00; aoltd gold. 10k, $1.75 ; silver, ;f>l oo.
!laving evaded ctrr,·st or uot, the t"uct.s are thPse: I did not A printed 1st of my .cllents 11:1 nt y ur dtt~postd su that you
Pvl:ltage paid iind packages rcgi~tered.
dream of having you arrested unt1l after I had written may a.1.tisfl yourself ot the truth of the abuve ~tatement.
Obj~'cton
l~~~:: a~~ £o:~t~~nc1ll~~<lpeJP~rr.refl~~~;fp~
my letter to you, wlltch appeared in all thP. newspapers. J\ly propoHitiun therefore h~ t!Jnt I hund over to tllf' mt-d1·
I ca.lkd at your (;tlice pcrt~onally three ur four times. as <lid cal men of Brooklyn F1VJJ: T .oU~ANlJ DOLLARS
ttv circular. with terms to Leagues, etc., free. Address
also my half-brother, Davtd <.:otter. We were each told !Jy worth ot my appltances. to be used jtnly ''D t.hc pt·r~oiiOt
tlle originator and patent~UCY L. CHURCHILL
persona in yonr otlice that you h~td gone into the r.uuntry, thP. Bick poor now and Jtkely tn be in y ur chu.rltaiJle 1Lst1
aud would not be IJack ror a W'"'ek; lmt on IJeirog told t>y tuttona and hospital!:!. 'l'lte only coudlttun I Uluke IS that I
6meow25
West ltichfie.ld, Summit county, Ohio.
pe·sona on Nassuu t~treet thut you were seen In the lntme. myself clot he the PtLtients according tu my owo ju<l6!ment
dhtte ne1ghburlloc·d n{lt long after
ca1~1nft, l felt tlmt 1md l.Je Bowed tu retain watchers ut my own expense that
the patents do not recelv"' uuy me<lfctn durh1g the wear..
FREE ROOMS FOR Tlli.E ~U::h
[g~ :a~~se~f~\?<-gs~ 1~,~~~~~ ~g~1 ~~~t~;~edet~~~ll r!~~~3eg~~a~~~ lug ofmy uppJi,~ucca, aud that a prt•per repu•t IJe supplied
Containing nearly 100 page•, in pamphlet fOTI!l: shows
mljnts vgatnet me. It wua )'our thus evading me WI•ICI1 rrom iu,e to time. su tltut l. ut UJy own expense. can pubhow Chronic Diseases C3D be postttvely cured Uy an origicaut>ed n•e to take crtmtnal lJTOC~edJ••ga ugul11Bt yuu, and ll!:!h the Tt'Cnrd of th~ cures hy my app'lnt.ces. 1 furt11e1
nal !iyatem of practice. It contains valuable and augA pamphlet or 28 pages; will be sent gratis to TRUTII furtllwtth tnatructcoun~el to sue uut n warrant u.gu.lnat. yuu wfijh thut every medical man lu i>ro•tklyu st.ouJd cull at my
~eetlv notes on nearly all tbe chronic ms to which the
for crtmlnallloel. A Iter such wu.rru.11t was in the haud1:1 of tn1.11Uf=·ctory u.nd cxumtufur hnnaelf tlJe pruccs~eij of nu~n
lluman family Is subject, besides lllustrat!v cases, and will BEnn subocr1bers who wish lt.
the otlicer, such ofilcer u.nd ijev~ru.l of my w-1tnesRcs B• ·ugh_t uf·1cture and make himself tllorvuKhly acqutt.lnted w~t~
}19 aent b:y maU to any one sending tl!el!· addre&ll and a
Address
yon at your ollice. They were told by per•ons In your t • wy system. My factory Is open fol" Inspection at all hourw
..,._llU~P to_21'f cost of mailing.
ace
thi!.t you bad gone Into tile country, as I had before to any physician, chemist, or •CientisEL and In close .PtOX•
W.B.BURB,
·
·
lll1~Y HILL PUBLISHING CO.,
ilDIIIW~ Oa tlle m<!I'DIDI! of rour arrett I.IIJ lllllt·llro'll IIIII~ too DIJ O"Wil bu~IDO~B premllea Will laJIIU phyal~
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THE TRUTH SEEKER, DECEMBER Hl .. 1881.
ld t
may see tor themselvs the patients who haV been rellev•c1 fru ltless research and uy •n
pearwhen the Wflsonta Magnetic GarmP.nts~J.re usad as diby my appliances. All physlcla11s and cllemlsts who hav tht;_ whole t~lng w~s made con~~~et:~ 'he goes on to say rected.
I wUI undertake to cure 90 per cent of tlle so-called
Now It will lle s~en from readlnfill' th
b
exumined my goods ha.v avulled themselvi of ,ny 1nven- thut
WILLIAM WILSO~·, .
a
e a ove tormul~. lncumbles now In the hospitals In the United States, and
tiou, nre to~day wearing my applta11ces, and r·ecnmmend~
and a h~Jf yeH.rs before Pi-o~es~~~t>.Wh'fus taken out two w111 p1qce tnv garments uoun such paL1ents free or cllar~e
the
only
I make l.Jeiug that the autlluritl..::~
In~~~· .1~~~,;;;r'JI[ ~·~tl*?~)t!j~,'fu~~~ ~u'fl'6~LARS' mcnt through the columns of the JJe,·az~r mude his state* gL-verniogcondition
such hospitals shall nut aJlow any mf!'dlcin to
worth of goods
L>e dell vcred from time to time u.s
It f~ ~pou tile Gutta Percha Film Patented L> MR
agr~cd upon by a committee of yourselvs, ou uppllcu.tlon ~~.~~0 );,· ~hut the secret of the "WILSONIA'S force ~~!libea~ ~~~ ~~ti~~t:~~~r~'!gPt~\~1'6I~a!~~~~t1:;a ~:~!~;:~~
to me a f•~w d1l}'S n au vane~. Atatlng the cllsea!H~ fur which
CITIZENS OF Al>IERIC.-l.! wllen and where In
they u.re required, su tlht.t I CtUJ supply the l>est pos:Jible
Physicians, eJ~ctrlclll.nB, and scientists are therefore mad!l.
ll~stqry or tlle world has such au o1Ier as t.his been
ful"lll nr my love· Uon. Httplng you will u.vu.tl v••urselva of U<J.J!·ed ~p f>Xumin CJ·ttfc tlly tnto the nuture of' t·he 11 WIL: the
Ht!re, In New York auU Ul'ooklyn alone, there are
my otrer, I remain, gentlemou.
Your.• nlJedlcutJy,
l .1. LA MAONETIL CLOTHING. and, with the formu- mtLde?
thuusauds of poor lnvaUus in uur hospitd. s p:d.sstng through
WILLIAM WILSON
a l>e ore thc111, go int..o their Ju.Uor~ttorl~s ancl expert- tb.e ordeal of a protracted and !lving ded.tll who might, tt
No.4ti5fl'Uitun st.,llruuklyn.
, ment for themselvs. Th~ty \\o·lll then know that the
my offc:r L>e accepted, be r ~stored tu the world as useru1
members of socit!t.f. and this fre~ of Churge. If ID} o:1fer
be not u.c~epted by the phystcla.ns of tlle hosplt~t.Js, ttten-
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ducturs l\Ud to please th~m you bt!cu.me their tuul.
In tile uext pu.rt of your opeu lett~r y(ju r~fer to a letter
you sent .••• and ••Y as tolhJws: •. Why did yuu, like Au•·
nlas and Sapphira or old, keep back a part; why did you ·~
not tell tlle public th<~.t I wrote yuu personally on tlle 15th
or Septemuer Y" Your memory mu•t l>e very l>ad In this
particular, or you dJd nut l'13ud the u~wa~apers. Insomuch /

wILs0NIAMAr!UNETrnU UnLnUTHIN[\f U

1s th e Great es t Wonder of•the Age
'
and yet
"th I
f th e mos t
•
Wl a one 0
:-..

~~~\~~tY:~f.~:·P~\,~~~~t~~e~.~~~;~·~r:.·~~.n"R:,~g~~~~ ~~.

:Simple of Inventions.

Anthony Comstock's Arre~t. and whu.t Led to lt," and dl-1
-rectly fulluwtngtbe $1W rew..trd,l refer to the very letter
w~lr.h you su.y I nuver noticed:
In the same open letter which yon sent to the newspa. And tile ttext morning I received a cringing letter, pers you ID<LIIclously ~:~.ttempt t11 !Jelittle me by assuming
Wlltten after th~ reward WllB o1fe1 ed, u.s sh1JWll L>y the pus- that, becau$le I had Ueen u. cu.!Jlnetmaker I could uot
tu.l date 011 the envelope. BrouKiy'l IJusuuu.rk. 2 A.M •. t:;ep- therefore attain to a knowledge of curativ 'agencies diR·
teml>er 16. Now I wu.s tuld tn obis otlice on the 15Lll ut tinct frqm the methudsla.tcl down by th~ schools. In anse,,t~mt>er, u.t. two In the u.ft.ernuon, tllut llc L>adgune away swer to this liS~umption of yours. I can only st~.y that 1 pity
for a w~ck. Who t(Jld the lie? lJid lie order h.s sul>urdl- you fur vuur stupidity. Do yuu not know that the ceJcnu.tcs so tu, do, or dl~ th.ey do so of tliclr uwn accord? The bruted Dr. J•thn Hunter of Lund•m worked at the IJer:ch as
next du.y, :September 16th, my ha.lf llr,lther David Cotter u cu.r.~inetmuker at tort ·-two years of age aud arterward
with}he d,etc~tlV:i u.nd the court • tliccr,' w•~nt to Cum~ Uecu.me the most eminent surgeon in Euru'pe? and to-day
stuckd •dnlllce. rhey wcr~ tvltl that he. wu.~ In the country the Hunteriun Mu·eum in Lrmdouis a living monument of
and 1 nut know when he wun'd return. They were t c~ tlHt. (itLIIin~truuktr's skH P Do yuu not al·;o know tht~-r.; all
told ,th;Lt a lt·ttcr Wt.\S WI'lttcu l>y Cunu:1t ck tu Willhtm \VII- great Jnvcmions ever mu.de eman .• te from amon~ those
sou h night prt:lvwus . .At this the clerks s~emed 1mr- whnm we 1cast sm;pcct us the originators of new tllou~ht?
Ptscd.
1
aud stLid, • \Vell, we du uut Jcuow where he is IWI': Another IIDrJurtant reference fu your open JP.tter I refer
w!'!eu he wlll return.'
'
it?: On u. hoar18ign y usay u.s follows:•• Read the Anthony
A private dt·tt!ctfv then told my half brother where Comstock letter.-. In f,wur of• WJW•,nla.'" In answer to
to find llnn, u.nd s.dd he W..L» hid away in u.n upper room in whlcllisimvJy say that 1llavthe copies of ftft' -five letters
the same Uuildlng. 1.'here the o1llecrs went, kno.clring at sent to yuu in tavor of my garments. tne parties sending
one door wllere vuiCeol were lle1Lrd wiLlll u L>ut 1 he doot such letters l>elng those to whom you hu.d conveyed your
was locked. 1.'1lcn In a.nutllt•r ruum adj .ceiu un attempt libeh.us cummuntcutiun. Therefore I call these letters of
WtJ.~ mud.c to dl:~cov~r him umong a com puny or geutl~meu my pn.ttentl3 tl~e Anth.ony Comstock letters, and sbdl consitting apparently in cummttt~~. tJut Vum~tock could not tlnue to publish tllem in a jlamphlet dedicated to the
be seen A ruse of ruuuiug down slairil wa:1 ma.de, only Yonng Men's Christian A~soc at1· n of Brooklyn and :New
to retrace their step:~ just iu time to tlnd th~ dour gently York; nor yoq nor your society sllallintlmldate me against
open that had l>efure IJ~~~~ tried and found locked The sucll pul>.tcu.tion. Notl>illg shall Ue llidden nor held !Jack
officer sllhped .his foot l>etweeu ttlC door jaml> u.ud ·Walle- ! In cunclu~lon. I n~ain ffiit.ke the following cha!lenge tO
iuto t Je room, arrested the great AuLlwny (.;uni~:~tuci:L : you: To sign bondR fur $5.000 if you can prove th~tt I do not
fo!It7~1nt;~~~~~seb~~eul~~~l~~~l ~mlth u.nd committed in the i s~~io~i.11oertlop;~o~it~~ 0Jnt~~iiec~~~~~~s nTllVt1~ ~j:1~e~t !!~~
11
'It U.J}pearlng tu me by the within depositions and l was nut derived as promise.-! on the purcila~e of the go Jds,
statements that the crlm~ tbere u mentioned hllB u~en ' such goods l>emg W•Jrn as directed 2.:i to qu<~ontlty and to
co mull' ted, and that there Is sulliclent cu.u:ie tu L>etieve the time. I JJelieve your ijOCicty requtt·es ffi(\[!ey to c trry on
wltllin-named Authouy Uum:Jtrtck ~ullty tilereuf 1 urdor its operations; llcre therefore. is a chance to add to lts
that he l>e held to answer u.nd Ue aanJittml to ua'n iu the funds. I will H.lso slgu JJonds for a like sum If you can show
sum of tlve llundred dollars. u.nd be cummltted to the wu.r- one r.estimoni:.tl puoJ1shed L>y me that was not genuin, and
deu or keeper of the city prison of tllc city of New York will PJ.Yall expenses of the stx physician~ on wllom vou
untillle givs sucill>tLtl.
SOLf?fi_;)~ic~~~!~~~e li ~~~~ ~uinu.rgewJl~ft~ede~~~~~~: ~i~cfl~~~·v:S ~b~~ ~~di~~.;c~la~f
u • Dated September 16, 1881.' "'
,
·
scientists that the8e phy~:~icians know nothtng of the nature ot' nerve fluid, the cunt~tltution of the blood, nor the
--dl!terenco between electricity and magnetism as a euraYou WilJ therefore see, on referring to your pnen let iv eeent.
WILLIAM WILSON.
ter, t11ut you admit that my tirst public conunuuica.tion
-agnlnstyuur act WiS prlutedun the 14th du.y of Sept and r
yet you ch,lrge me with beiug like Ananiasana SapPhtnL l Having thus openly :,tnswered your letter. aod wishing
of uhl, Uy ke~plog l>ack a p.t.rt. How could 1 menti• 0 : the Wh?le tiling to be c·osed up, I herewith make you th1s
in wy communication of the U,.h, that which Wilt! ~oi; otrer, Y1Z: Tha.t you a bull. upon the examination or the
written L>y you uutll tlle 15th? But vou kuuw very well: deeds referretl to in my letter as a!Jove, between your atthd.t tlle l~tter you refer to as h~ving u~en kept back i tor.,ey and Mr. Colgate, u~on the concl,uston of sucu inveswas referred to a 8 tt.l>uve un the 2Utll day of tiepteml>er ~ tlgation, glv me a l1·tter of apolog}· for nuving L>eeu instrutllat l>~lng tlle tlrst letter rrom mys!•lf after recdvlng th~ ; mentaliu c v;.ting discredit upon my invention. 1.u.'Tl quite
letter wruten IJy yuu un the 15th. "i..ou tllerefurc utterly 1 willing to accept your plea of tgnorauce of tlle facts, and
fu.il to t~how in your open letter tllat 1 uad k. .. pt anything ! that yvu were decetvea by otht:rs.
back. 1n tlle same open tetter you refer to a lawsuit in ! Upon receipt of ~uch letter of apo1ogy, I will withdraw
Ireland between w~ttuu & cu., and ,Villfam Wllsuu, of . all further proceedmgs.
WILLIAM WILSON.
No. tH.!i .Piitrtck streljt, Cork~ and tlle muijt mu.lteious t'-Ct 1
-that auy man could C\JnCeive h:1 the taking tlle truul>le of •
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:ff~hu~u~t/f~J~~~~~~l~~lfi~r';e~~~;e~1i~:;&~h~g~~e%~ll t~~! READ THE FOLLOlVING REFERENCES SHO\VING MR •

story in a open letter w the pul>ltc and keeping h>tcK the
otherhalf. 'l'lliRyuu lmuwyouhavtlone,andlchallenge
you to pullltsll at your own cu~t your open letter. as lt~t

I

~t~e~~~g·~\~8~~:~1.S~~~~~~t!t~~s.t 11~u~r~~~{~c~uc~:.~\~~u,V~~~

COMS1,0CK HIS
MISTAJ(E

ton 1md myselfa8 rivul mc~.nuf·~turert:~ald lu.rg-~ empl,yersl
0
0
¥f ~:~o~~ i~:~d ~~~u~ tti~ ~~ftfs\1 t~~v~~~:e uie!th~~-~~~~~~
the se tlt>went or th•t emt as H-l>ov~ retencd to such
deed binds my O(Jponents w P<~Y rue a l"rgc •um ot money ·~

,
:
-COMMODORE GARRISON Bowling Green
y~~k:F'HAZER, corner of He'ade st. and Broadway, New

~r~e~~\~~~~;;~re~~~~·ide;~,u~a~t~~~u~fi~t 1~!:~J'~~~~cv~~

f~t~~r~~~~::h~\Jt;d~t:l.~h~~ ~~~1sliaJ·~;e~u:~lJ~ ~f~rcr~~c~ I y~~~ DEGRAFF (DeGratt & Taylor), Fourteentb st., New

If this w~s n•Jt vlndiet1v malice, what was 1t

:f

PRICE

8

1

LUNG I:i',''VIGORATORS ....................... $6 00
BODY BELTti ................................... 5 00
THROAT PROTECTORS ...................... 1 00
KN!l:E CAP8 .................................. S 00
LEG BELTS .................................... 4 00
SCIATIC APPLIANCES ....................... 5 UO
HEAD CAPS .................................... ·l 00

" Wilsonia Magnetic Appliances"
wUlc'"~ntinue

IMPORTANT TO INVALIDS.

Also the Method of Manufacture.

i1.&;·

~b.nt•ch;

'.file Champions of the
Their
Cri;--nes and l,ertJecutious. Biogr:upllicalsketclleJ?
of prominent Chrh;tlans tur worse than lnhdels. A companion IJook to •.• The World's Sages," etc. By D. M. Den·
~~~O. g~ytoed~~~~ ~~~~s. Cloth, ~.uo ; leather, $4.00i mo
The GothJ and Religions of Ancient and
Modern 'l'irnes. Vol. 1 glvs • full account of all the

~~~o~t~t n~~~~~ ~h~heH~~~~:gs~, 'j~~~p~~~sit~c\V~ing
M>Wy, and the Bll>le. 835 po.ges, 8vo. Vol.ll describes

fJTI~

all the religious systems of the world. including Judaism,
0

1

~~~~:~e:~~~TUlf:1nfoha:t~~~tiU.t~19 a;~~. ~~\!i~

Bennett, written in prison. In cloth, $3.txY per volume. o'f

$5,00 for the two volsumes; in leather, $'i OU; in morocco
~:lit edges, $8.00
-

Voltaire's Pbilosophtcal Dictionary. containing neu.l'lfr 1,300 pages-a complete edit1on-w1th two

~t::~e~~~r-fih~~trt"~o~~8k,1~~n$3~~~~~~t:i~ r~J~l~ri~~N~~

edges, $4.l'Oi morocco, gilt edges, ,4.50.
l'inpernaturat Religion. An Inquiry Into the
reality of divine revelati~n. Decif!~i'dly tne most thor•
8
8
0

Y~~;~~ :rt~t~~~iv ~ ~~ W. W:w'in~~ E~e r~f~~n:;gJ:~

~:{fJ~e~~~st~~t~1r ~~anB!!·dr:t~"o"rJ~n~\fh~rsJ~~:i.;;n'~~
Deism, Common Sense, The Crisis. and The Rights of
1

~:~~ J~it:l~~1 8&r~~:~~~s~~.thdt~l~~~:&;~ ~:a~ggr:\ii.~:

the same priceu.abefore offered; l>ut if you
wish the cheaper kind. as offered e\8ewh~re, we willJ-:~CII
at the al>ove prlc"'s, being onc-hJJf of the cost of the sa,me
articles el5ewherc advertised.
-

mor-occo, gilt edges, $4.:)(1.
The foregolnll elr,;ht volumes are called "The Truth

$500 REWARD!

each.
.Nature's Revelations of' Character; or

Any person gl \'lng information of the infringement t)f
the Wff,!'IHNIA. PA'.I'EN'I' shall receive tlleahr•·;e
rcw1u·d upon the conviction of tlle otl'ende-rs.

~i~~:~s~~~r:IJo~/~~U t~e d~~~~~~Jof;;~ert~~d p~Tcuet ~1

fi~.fu~t~fa?t~~ftr!m"t~r:t~e~~;.,li:-~~~:;t~c;ngff~~

tures. Illustrated by 260 wood cuts. By Jos&f:h Simms,
:fiPed!~;tf.~.'Bvo. Cloth. $3.00; leather, $4. ; morocco,

Paine's Works.

Suffering Invalids,
Before yon purchase any bogus arrangement, send for

Pamphlet aud Price Li·t,
Cnntaining thonsands of referenc~s in Br."oklyn and ~ew
York. Oue hundred tllousJ.nd pers~ns are reatJy tu te·r.!fy
w the value of •• \VILSO:·HA." 'l'ilercfore u.sk for ttle
"\VIi.SONIA." and see that you get it.

The Unknown God.
A LECTURE.

By Jamv!! '\V. Slillman.
pampblet
34"t~::lf;;i,.~ttj,~ 1 "~~d15hc"e~~~~ml~d.~~,::.nd
lJ lll. BENNETT,

of

Paine's Theological \Vorl<s, Including The
Afae of Reason, Examination of Prophecies, Letter to the
fo~~~~.0!t~:.a~~~;mct~ t?lfir ofr~l~:· t~~te~ .;::e~f.~~~~
portrait. 12mo. In paper covers, $1; cloth, $1.50.
Paine'g Great Works (complete) In one voJ.
nme, as above. $3, $4, $4.51!.

Se~.:!~¥~~scrf.:.:~:!~'k't:h~V~'},~~? 1Bf~~g,l$f.50?ommoa
The Age of' Reason.

PLAilr. HOME TALK,
EMBRACING

Medical Common Sense.

'l'HE

Angel of Horeb.
~.c11.tb":;/J:ci~"~r~~e~\Sl~~~\!~s~~,~~~~ and Divinity.
D.

~I.

By

BENNETT,
1418t,h street, N.Y.

••DESIGN" tN NATUiU:..
REPLIES TO THE

An Investigation of trne

and fabulous theology. Without a peer In the world.
Paper, 25 centil, or 5 fur $1. Cloth, 50 cents.

The Age of Reason and An Exatnlnation
of the 'l>rot>hectes. Paper, 40 cents; cloth, 7e
cents.
ComJDOD Sense.. Paine's first work. 15 centa.
The Crisis. Containing numbers from I. to XVI.
incluslv. Paper,40 cents; cloth, 75 cents.
The Rights of~lan. For the oppr~•sed of humantty. Paper, 40cents; cloth, 75eents.

141 Eighth street, New York.

1

power ot al>~urption, impart, in the summer, a refreshing !
coolness."

Truth Seeker Library.
The -n'orld's Sages, Thinkers, and ke•
for1ners. The Biographies of three Imndred of the
most distiuguiijll~d teachers and philosophers (wbo were
not (;hr18tiu.n~). trum the time of Menu to the l?ro~;?-.sent.
~O~~~~e~fit Jct~:s~~-~~~ Bvo. Cloth, $S.t~h 1:..-.~er

The Great Works of Thomas Paine. In•
eluding The Age of Reason, Examination of Prophecfea,

I

I R ead also the Testimonials
Prtnted in " The
}gr~~tP:~~:t~ett!::r ~~n~~e~~~h~~L{{r~f8~,~~:~ i~u~:~~~~~ f Nov. 19th.
fortable tu wear ~s any undergarment. 'rllese appnu.n.;es I 0
keep the Uody warm lu the Cllid season, and, uy tllelr

D. M. Bennett's Publications.

-eor ef tlle London Unlvereity 1,115 pages, Bvo. In cloth1
$4.00: leather, $5.00; morocco, gilt edges, $5.50.
Analysis of Religions Belief. An Examination
of the Creeds, Rites, and Sacred .Writings of the world.
By Viscount Aml>erlcy son of the late Lord John Russell,
twJce Premier of England. Comglete from the London
~ci~~~~'7:fltpe~::~.t?ro. In clot , $3.00; leather, $4.00;

LIST.

Mr." TAYLOR, of the same firm.
;~~ 8,b:~~~PW~~~~~~:· ~~r1e";h~l~a~~l~uy~et ;~~kJu~"'~:~~ N~I~. ?~~~UW ~ATH~R (F. B. Hoyt & Co.), Spruce st .•
. BY E. B. I!'OOTE, M, D.
well tlla.t the circular nom Which you ol>~<~.ined the
Senator 1\I('PHERSON. Washington.
name· ot my p<.\tlenta cuntaius aLw the fullow1ng descrip.!!:. B ~TIMPSON~ Spruce st.
This book Is a plain talk al>out the human system, the
tl~~ of my pateut:
THOMA:; 1:1 ALL (li:e.stler, Hall & Co), Ferry st.
!Jurlug the pust few years seven or eight clllferent
Coluucl BAYAlW CLARK, 54 East Forty-ulnth street aa.bits of men and women, the causes and preventlen of
li!tents hav been taken out for l:l.lectric auU Magnetic New York.
' d1sease, our sexual relations aud social natures. It is medb;~~all~;n\~ef ;;;~~~n~~t~,~~.Y etuhc~ ;ri~l~n~l~ 1 ~~ t~~g! ~~~ H~r~e~~MAREST, One Hundred and 1.'wenty-seventh st., lce.lcommon sense applied to causes, prevention, and cure
puarted tu thtm could. be n~t,\lued. Thid dc·ect has tteen
Mr. J. DUGGAN, Undertaker,330 Clermont ave.
of chronic diseases, the natural relations of men and
Mr. E. S-rt:LAIH CLAHKE. 758~ Lu.f1\y~tte ave.
! ltv ovetcome in the 'W118Jnia • inventlun. WILid.W
women to each other, society, Jove, marriage, pa-rentage,
~oV: ~ ~~f:c~o t~! !tr:~glt~l.d;t ~~ ~~t~bl~i.~~in~ ~~!i~!t~~ Mr. YOUNG, Artidt, Bel'gen st., Brooklyn.
ral exudatt.JUB of the Bll.ln giv out a c JOSt"'nt gt!IVd.nic
These and thnusands of others can l>e referred to Dare etc. Eml>ell!shed with two hundred Illustrations. Price,
current, u.nd thus keep up ~cunt.lun Ul) 8Uppty of Al.tguet- a ma.ulilre Cumstuc& mingle with such gentlemen as the $1.50. Sold by
D. ~I. BENNETT,
ism . .ADOI..iler vc:ry IUllJUrtant l~uture Ul Llle. Wllsuula' al>uve't
141 Eighth street. New York.
invention Is this Weal'~rs of theMe gu.rmeuts nev~r ex-1
~
perlence unple.:i.Sant shuCks and are never attllcted With
Borell, wl>iCLl iuevlralJly re~mlt from wearing g~t.lvaulc
ch~in Uaud~:~-theg uavtng to l>e steeved 1n vin•·gar wren"
der them capaule of Imparting any curatlv pr Jpe• ty. and

1

AgaJn in

~~~er~~~~~~:~~~~~dt ~~~n~n~~n~~~.~~fctso~n't~-~~~~!~e~~~~~l~

Cd.re. 1 hav snld my patent to a company wttll a view of
manufacturing on a very large,scale, so that with increased
facillttee in the form of va.luu.Ule machinery spoclaJly prepared for our pur:puses, we aualll>e u.l>!e t•J p1act' upon the
~~~~i~cae~.unl1mlttd supply of these wonderfully curativ
After years of study m the particular direction Of elec
trJcal therapeutics, 1 hav from time to time m~t.de mtt.ll}'
hnprovements on mv first conceptiun of wllat was needed
fer the relief and cure ur disease until the •• W 1lt1onia"in
its present form contains all the elements of what haf
gone l>eforc in the same direction. Tt'e continuity of cur.
rent is made complete, the d-i.ngers ot ·n-ventllation art
entlrP.Jy overcome. This is ~t.n impon + point in thE.
.. Wllsonia." Tllousands of ptr.::~ons are tv ~y suftering
from the effects uf retarded perspiration,
ving hud
thrown oa~k into the org~t.nhnn the pois,mous eiL ·~aLiou~
of tha body. 1'Ue expensiv nature '1' the .. W1.. "lia"
combination in a.llit11 entirety milk~s th . . orice some"" "-t
lll~h. but Jet it is far tlle cheapest in thb. 'md, ioasmuch
as the curatiV force wm contluu~ fur yeb.. .., although~
C?rr•muner kind wUI frequently result in mar\ c; 'ous cures.
I hese oomm . mer goods we sell at the following J>""lcel:!:
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D. J!l, Bennett's Works.
The World's Sages, Thinl~ers, and Re•
t"ortners. 1,075 pages, Bvo. Cloth. $3.00: leather, $4.00;
morocco, gilt edges, ~4.50~
The ChatnP.ions of the Church; Their
Crhnes n.nd .Persecutions. Bvo. 1,119 pages.
Cloth, $3.00; leather, $4.00; morocco, gilt edges, $4.50.

itlo~~ rC:.<?fisn~~ ~~l{;fffu~~~. 0 ~:;::~!1~tp~;:!:

In cloth, $.'1.00 per volume. or$!).00 for the two "Volumes•
in lea tiler, $i.OO~ In morocco, gltt edges. $8.00.
Front Behin<l the Bars. A series of letters
written in prison. Over 700 pages. Price, $1.50.

An Infi•le! Abroad. A series of letters written
durJng n. vistt of ten weeks tn Europe. 850 pages. Price.
$1.50.

u~~·~~~":?~~~:~o~ ~h~'~e:~~~ ~,~ti,.!,~Nti'uhr~·exll~l.
1
~l~~~.~-~~~i~,~~~%i~n:.a*~ t~~0l~~itg;~~ P~~~~:~;rt~ dc~~~~~

showing th11t Uook to L>e u. very inferior production for a
first-class God. 338 large pages. Paper covers, 60 cents
cloth, $1.
.rndaistn, Chrlstinnity, and MoJuuntned
nnisiln examined historically .and critlc;tlly. It Is
thought to be tile most dnmaging exhil>tt <Jf Christianity
t.hat has appeared. 50!1 large pages. Price, $1.50.

Thirty Discussions, Bible Storics,E,.says
n.nd Lectut•es. 700 pages. Pu.per covers. '15 cents
cloth,$1.
,
'l'he Hntnphrey-Bennett Di,.cussiou. A
debate on Christianity and 1nftdcltty, l>etwe.Jn D ..\1. Ben·
nett ''ud Rev. G. H. Humphrey. 551! pages. Price, $1,
Bennett-Teed Discussion. Between D. M.
Bennett and Cyrus Rnmulus Teed. Jesus the Lora ,God
Creator of Heaven and Earth. Paper, 30 cent.s: cloth, 5o
CCT't-S.

-

~uteJ•rOf:~\tories to .J eho~Jnh. Bciug 3.000 qnes
tious propoUnded to his Jewish:GJilship upon a great variety of_ subjects. Paper. 50 cep.ts·: cloth, 75 cents.
\Vl!!•t I Don't Believe. What I Do Believe
'\l-Joy "nd \\'hcrefot•e. (Forthcoming.) 35<! pp
t2mo. Papel". GO cents: cloth, $1.5t.L
Deacon Skidmo••c's Letters. First Deacon of

"Christian Guardian" and" Chris1
tian Advocate."
~r\~11lt~ 1~~~~~Pt~~~~ f~~;:t~1~'rf~~~~~t~ ~nLt~g~~l~!iu • c~~~~~
10

By ALJ,EN PRINGLE.
This pn.mphlet was considered necessary because the
paper attt\CKing Mr. Pringle refu&ed to pul>llsh his reply
1

~~a\~st. ft~st~!tl~t~~luiY~t~a~llo~~tt~ ~o~r~,~~~;~Tn 8'\~~~~~h~

attack nud reply. lt is valuable. as It presents the st.rongest Christian evidence for the exl•tcnce of God with the.
com~lete nnd overwhelming refutation.
Price 10 cents. Sold at tU1s ottico.

Modern Thinkers,
IVHAT THEY THINK ANDWHY.
BY PROF. VAN BUREN DENSLOW.

With an Int·rodudion0 l>y R. G. Ingersoll.
With Eight Portraits: CoUlFte, Sweden borg, Jeremy
~~~'lt#~~:·E~~~~J~~~~~· .Pu.lne, "ourier, Heru,.rt Spencer,
1
Pt· ce, $1 !\().
For sale hy D. M. BENNETT.
141 ~;Iv.l>thstrcet. N. Y. e.lty.

'I' HE

LABOR DOLLAR.
BY

STEPHEN PEARL ANDREWS
PRICE TEN CENTS.
4dclresa.
D. l!l. BENNE'I'T,
l4l Eighth etreet, N, Y,, oi"Y

00 cents; cloth. 75 cents.

cft~~hE;\r :f~~~~~k2 ~ ~~~~t.~areer of Cruelty ani!
Eightlt and Last Letter from Ludlow
§treet Jail. 10 ccn ts.
J,ett\'rs l'rotn Albany Penitentiary. 2
cents. ...._
'
Jiatt~t·, notion, Life, anti Jlind. 10 cents.
The Gods o:Snt>crstition. 8 cents.
'l'ir.e Great Religions or the \Vorld. !Octs
0J>cn Letter to Santnel Col;:-ate. lOcents .
.r (loS US Christ. Considered as an ln11fl~I. tO cents..
An l!Iotu \\'ith t lie Devil. 10
Sbtfu \ f'nints nnd Sinful Shcphertls. 1

cents.

Honesi (lnestio•:o and llonc"t Ausw••rs
5 cents .
.\.n O!>en Letter to Jesus Christ. 5 cents.
R. 1'. Underwootl's Works.

c1~~~~~~~Y ~~~·~,v~ii~~tt~~~tT;ris~~~r~;~~\;wl
~r.~l~~.ra~fs~
1
;.¥1~~~-t~P~~l~~·~Ji~\~~l~~~~~ 1 gpi[;~~ct7al~~~~ 11 f1.~,~!~ !ttKt~\~~~i:l~1tsit~~

St:uldpoint: P.line LilC rolit!Cal and l~elifdons Hefmmer
!ll<Ltcrblhnn and Cl'lmr: Will the Com in~ M<m Worship
God·~ Crimes and CruPltles of Cbrist!anttv; the A uthorlty
of the Bible; Freet,hought ,luflged hy Its F'rntt.s; Our Ideas
of lforl. SUO pp .• J);rper. 60 cent:J: cloth, $1.
.
lnfltt<•ncc of Christianity upon Civilization. 25 ccn ts.
15 centB.
VllrlstianUy
What. I.iheralhmt Offers in Place~ o\
Christianity, 10 cents.
'
~"'~~ll!l~C M:mte:r!'l\~~a • I:UM•~~
~:ad~••,.. 1$ ltate.
.'

""'1 ;l(nterlallsrn.
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IVHAT a soul that is which is ren(Jy, if at any moSILVER dollars w~tll Lolcs in them. are pHillfnlly
ment it must he sepurated from the body, and JltJmeron~, but they re 110t }JHlf ~o p:unfully nnmerous
as holes without nny silver a 1·ound them.
ready either to be extingui•hed or dispe,·•ed. or to
~
contmue toe'<ist; lmt so that this rendinesg comes
A
b
k d . ce tl if he knew

SAVE THE EYES AND

LIBEHAL HO.i.\t.l.b.: 3

fldds and Jlnds.

HEARINC •

.AND .A

LIBERAL

M~CAZINE.

'l'llr ~Ju\lu·r EyeandEur Balsam

The Liberal!• a monthly magazine published by G·. H. Has for fifteen years prayed the best remed!lll appl!catlon

Wulser at Libt>ral 1\lo .• at the low pr\ct of fifty cents a:
_
_
Iyear.
This magazine !s·ls•ued In tile tntore't of true Lib·~ for Failing Sight, hll})IUi"e•~ UNtr!ng, Oj&h•
cra.Usm and givs full and accm·are tnfortn:ltion cotlc.erntng

the towu at1ll c{duny ot" I~th~t'<tl-ft'Htldctl f r LH·<·r,th; ~md f.hu.h·hin .. nnd all 1ntlannnut1onfl tmd :t.ITeetiorH~ of Eyes
LITTLE . oy was as e te n Y
Spiritu!tlfgt.s, wh•·re they caH enj.,y t.Jw full frutti•)ll of .
p
,
E
from a man·~ own judgment, not from mere obsti~ where
the wicked finally went to. lie answered. univereul mentll liberty. The town ts growing r 11 pldly .. · tH1 ars.
rintera, artists, and those ovcrtnxtng the
1
nacy, as with the Christians, but considerately and ''They study theolog'Y her~ a Hpel1 and then get It hns 110 pl'encher. no church. no tlrunl\:enncss. no s.~tloou,
eyes find an tmmedinte relief
Soft catfiracts lmv lJeen
. ,
'
no God, no Cl1rl!i!t, no h• II, no dcy{l. J~ut pen.ce, ctvlltty, r
·
with dignity and in a way to persuade another,

into the pulpit.
truth, happiness, and sobrlW, re!!kn" supreme among tlie 1 removed by lt. By Its use the wearing or glsBSeB Is de.
•· GEORGE, dea1-. don't you think it•s rather ex- people.
Address G H. .ALS 'R,L!beral, Mo.
tf
rerred. Price, SO cents.
.
traYagant of yon to eat.bntter with tbat delicious
THE
•·ade and sold only by
G.A.LOMA8.

without tragic show -M A . .A.ntoninus.
~foRTALS! that would follow rue,
Love virtue; she alone iR free:
She can teach you how to climb
Higher than the sphery chime;
Or, if virtue feeble were,
Heaven itself wonld stoop to her.
-.Jfilton.

~~:~d~,e~~~I~~:~~ .• ~conomical.

C

THE poet [Lucretius] that beautified the sect [Ep·
icureanj that was otherwi•e fnfeJ·ior to the rest,
snilh yet excellently well," It is aple<t•nreto stand

No I we are not Christians, .A few try to pass
themselvs o:IIas Cbi'istians because whilstsnbstantinlly men of this age, they can cheat themselvs
into using the old chn1·ms in the desperate attempt
to conjure down alarming social systems; a great
number call themselvs Christians because in on
way or another the use of the old phrases and th
old forms is still enforced by the great sanction o
respectability; and some for the higher reason th~
they fear to pa'It. with the grain along with th
cha:II, but such men substantially, though only
few, hnv ceased avowedly to be Christians in an
intelligible sense of the name. How longtbe shado
onghtto sm·vive thP. substance is a ouestion whic
maybe commended to serious considerntion.-Le
lie Stephen.
.A.s to what evil Is, as to the cnuses of crime, Of
pauperism, of all the ills that undermine human
happine••, that shadow the worln. and blot ont the
light of !Jeavtm-tbese are not matter" that depend
on testimony; they are questions for observation,
for experiment, to be settled by scientific method.
.And so of all the great problems-tuose of religion, those of morality; the deepest questions Of
society and statesmanship and the practical con.
trol and conduct of life-are not those concerning
which we need to be in doubt. They do not depend
upon any gospel, or Bible, or book, or testimony of
·any witness who is not dead; they depend upon
·the great facts and laws all around us, in whose
arms we are, in whose p1·esence we stand, by whose
;power we liv and breathe-they depend upon tl'ose
things thiugs that are open to the obeervation and
experiment of tbe world.-.Jf. J Bavage.

HoPE! when I mourn, with sympathizing mind,
The wrongs of fate, the woes of hnman kind,
The blissfnl omens bid my spirit see
The boundless .fields of rapture yet to be;
I watch the wheele of nature's mazy piau,
And Jearn tbe future by the past of man.
-Campbell.
SOME time ago 1 attended a large meeting of the
clergy, for the purpo'3e of delivering an address
which I had been invited to giv. I spoke of
some of the most elementary facts in physical
sciences, and of the manner in which they directly
contradict certain of the ordinary teachings of the
clergy. The resuit was that, after I had finished,
e tion of tbe assembled ecclesiastics attacked
: : ~i~h all the intemperance of pions zeal for
stating fact• and conclusions which which no com-

BY .AN

n1nn who is afraid of rain hasn't the nerve necessarytostandthehotwatertbatsometimesaccompanieS a matrimonial ~quabble.

I
said old Blunderbnss. "That

"There·s one thing like abo1.1t the new version,"

ere text about • the
bov being father to tbe man' is left out altogether.
!always thought that was wrong end to." And he
didn't know why the smile went round.

DR. FoOTE'S

Ungodly Woman of the 19th 0 entury.

.r.1.
AND READY.r.1.REOIPEe~,
o

Worth $25. Cost 25c.

SCIENCE AND THEOLOGY:
Ancient and .Modern
B~

JAl!IES ANTHONY

of ,..,.aalth Hl'nts

"'and-B'"'ok
n
~

Nearly S50 pages. Price, paper, 50 cents; cloth, 75 cts.

"PL.uN

Ho:,;;~:~~t~;·~~"MEDIOAL
Co>IMON SENSE."

FBO~DE.

128 ~;;,fTI~,r,~,:r~:~"cu~~o~•: g~~i:.!"X\\~

"'

was raining a Western youth refused
to gO to the cburcb while a bride awaited him. A

nocntR; n ""luahlc Rook ofRofoeonco for evorr
F~~~~1 f-inn~l·~~!;;lk~~ ~~~~;~~~~hRptors on HYgiene

1

Price, 25 cents.

Y A ID
G
H
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By VAN RUBEY DENSLOW, LI,.D,
WHEN a grand hunt is given in honor of the
Price, 25 cents
Queen of Spain a deer is tied to a tree, the Queen - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - rests a musket in a forked stick a foot from the
ECCE DIABOLUS,
animal's side, and, as t:ne gun goes o:II and the
deer drops, everybody yells: "WhooP.ee, ga-loryl in which the worship of Yahveh, or Jehovah,
'Rah for us I"
is shown to be devil-worship, with wme ob
"How d'ye like the sermon this morning?" servations upon the horrible and cruel onli·
asked a good brotber of the dencon as he passed nilnce of bloodr sa<:rifice and hnrnt-off<>rint?S·
out of the vestibule,
By the VERY BEV.EVANDA,'IES,Lf,.D,.'
"Good, loud, forcible speaker," replled the dea·
Arch-Druid of Great Brttafn.
Price, 2!i cent".
con, "but when there's so much noise I always
THE - - - - - - - - think it was made by a blank cartridge,"

I

Now Joaquin llfiller wants" to rest where the
wide-eyed rabbits play," The thing can't be done,
for as soon as the warbling Joaquin waltzes in the
Wide-eyed rabbits will get right np and go a W!'Y
f1·om there. They would clamber into the dim distance and wink their unimportant tails at him.
Joaquin is a poet, and even the wide-eyed rabbits
lrnow that poets are a huogi·Y set.
"Drs boy ob mine is de best scholar in dis town,"
said old Isom, placing a heavy hand on the happy
head of bis son.

"Howmucb is six times ten?"

"Sixty," answered the boy.
·• Ain't dat rythmatic fur yer, gen'lemen? Now,
ef I had eight chickens an' gin five ter yer, how
many would I hab left 1"
"But you won't giv me none of the chickens,"
said the boy. "They are under the bed now, and
I 1m owed last night when you fotched 'em in."
"Boy, yer's done forget eberthing yer eber
know ea. Go 'way an' donn cnm roun' de bouse no
mo' ter-day. A nigger will be a nigger, donn keer
ef yer feed him on science an' gognfy."

I
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to much, any way. Please go to

And the tailor was struck nttei·ly dumb when he
opened a parcel and discovered the picture of his

II
HEALTH MANUAL I VINELAND, N.J.

Devoted to healing by mealll\ of nature's higher fotces
Including the
.

HEALTH GUIDE.
ReT1sed and improved, together with brief treatises onthe Fine Forces: Vital Magnett~m. tn answer to Dr. Brown
Sequard on Nm•ve Force, and Uhrumopathy, the new

sciencE!- of healing by light and color.
By Et!win D. Babbitt, D. :11.,
Author of

·~Prlnc\ples

of Light and Color,''" Wonders

Llgbt and CQlor:· Price, clUtll, $1.

Sold~[;

c-~~PUTATION

•'J

tl.J.is otlice.

by MECHANISM

Adtlitlon 1Subtraction, !Jul·

tiplication, and Division,

Sample Machine. postage fr.:!c.
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Conn. AddreS8 the Patenteep
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A regalnly

lognlly quolllled physician, and the
na his pr9.ctice will pro\'"e.

edueafe~ an~

~nosteuccesstul,

Cures all forms of PRIVATE,
CHRONIC, and SEXUAL DIS•
EASES.
Spermatorrhea and Impotency,
aa the result of 11elf-a.buse ln youth, sc:roal exce13ses tn maturer
-vears, or other cnn.ses, and producing some of the following eff'ectsr
Nervouenesa,Seminal Emlssiona (night eml~slons bydreams).Dimoo

~~ol_!i~~!~-~e~i!:y~~e;~~.;,!:~~~l.id~!¥.:.,~

Bexua·. :~ower, &e., rendering mnr.lago improper or unhappy, an
l.hcrct<gi.ly and permanently cured by an

EXTERNAL APPLIC' .TION,

lVl:icb is the Loctor'a latest and greaWst m£"ri
svbicb he hna eo far pl'Eltcribed for this baneful
stage~ without a failure to cure Jn a single CIJ~.
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able to taKe care of themselves.

WM. HART, Kirksville, ill<..

~~~~~l~~O~R~EA~~L~~~~l~~~~~~~~
1Bem1a (or Rupture), Pilea, and other privAte diseaaea quickl)'
toued.
•

SEND T()

Middle-Aged aml 01<1 Men.
0
1
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ELMIN A
FOR THEM.

r. aHght smarting or burning sensation, and a weakening of the

:L!~ri;:; dca;o~r~ ~~J';;i~~t~~~n~!ik~~~d;~~~t. ~: :~:n~:i!~~

amaH parttele.e. or nlbumcn, wm appelll', or tho color will be of a
thiD or milhish hue, again ehnngiDg to a dark and toJ1)ldappPa.r.
anee, which plnln ly shows that tbe semen P.n.ssesnffwitli the urine.
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cure tn nil such enses, nnd n healthy restoration ot tho organs.
tif"Consultations by lPttcr free nnd tuvited. Chargea reasonable
and correspondence strictly confidentiaL

EXTRAORDINARY OFFER.

PRIVATE COUNSELOR.
Spermatorrhea. or Scminnl Weakness, giving its cau~

Sent to any addres.ssecurelysenled fortwotbree .. eent ~tnm}HI,

~'llltiDI( on

r-::l:tome, borribJeeffects,andcuro, followed bystronj!teatim~

~? nlf. b{Tn /l!!!;!::;.•~:: ~o t~~~fff~~~~e~~asJlh~:~~ldA~

TEN

CENTS,

ONE BOX OF

DR. YORK'S

Liver and Kidney Pills,

Wn.and
R. P. FEI,unvs, Vlnelnnd,
5-,.
eta to lu wh.. •. t'&,110r ~ou saw tbla.

New

J.,rsey.

Be

[Frmn tile How;, and Hmn<, N, Y.J
Among the successful physicians wbo ho.v departed
f!"'Jm the nanow beaten track of orthodoxy, we may rank

Dr.

Fellows, of

V!nel~nd,

N. J. H!s principles are trne,

bt system based upon eclentftcfa.c.t."
[Fram the

(Mo.)

L1bera/.

The reputation ot Dr. Fellows Is sufficient to warrant
Or Three Boxes tor 215 cts.
auy one In rcpo•!ng confidence In h's skill and sb!llty.
1 hose In need of hi• ala should not full to consult him at '
These pllls wlll be found (If taken according to d!rec· once. Procrastination Is the tb!ef of time, and often costs
t1ons) a SURE cure for ALL diseases of the liver and the Jife of a human bein~."
kidneys.
This offer will hold good only from Jan. 1st to .Apr.lst
~S::·b,;i~t:~o~$f.3olst the price w!II be 25 cts. per box, or
Address, wtth one-cent stamps inclosed,

delinquent customer, with a note that said;
"When you gaze upon these features, think how
much I owe you."
When the unfortunate young man called around
that evening to receive the happy acknowledgment
of his sweetheart, he was very ostentatiously
shoved o:II the steps by the young lady's father.
JAMES A. BLISS,
THE other day a show came to Little Rock, and
l3t53.
47 Greenwfch St., Providence, R.I.
was shamefully imposed upon by Uncle Isom.
While standing near the tent he saw a crowd of
66 a week In your own town. Terms and $5 outfit free
Address H. HALLET & Co., PortJand, Matne.
low-spirited boys gdeving on account of financial
depression.
"Does yer youngsters wanter go to der show?"
he asked.
The boys responded in noisy chonls. "Well,
come on, den, I uster be a chile myself, an' un!lke
de mos• of men, I hnin't forgot it. Count dese
boys." he added, addressing the doorkeeper. The
EspeciaJIJC to llevelop1Uedinm·
man began countiug, and by the time the boys had Designed
istic Persons as 'Vriting l!ledinms.
passed in Isom was walking around talking to
After months of careful study and experiment, Mr.
acquaintances from the plantations.
James .A. Bliss. the well-known medium, of Providence,
"Here," said the showman, giv me twenty tick· R. 1. (formerly of Ph!ladelph!a, Pa.), has perfected biB

LIFE Ojj' VOLTAIRE.
BY JAlUES PARTON.

With Portraits aud other Illustrations.

$

BLISS'S

Electro-Magnetic
Plan chette.

ets."
WHAT right has any Christian to protest against
"What for? Does ver think me a lottery-dgent?"
the teachings of the sacred, holy, and all-perfect
"You passed in twenty boys, and I want the
mother xeligion 1 Were not the apostolic fntherA tickets or the money.""
all Catholics? Was not every Christian a Catholic
"!donn owe yer no tickets, and I doan owe.yer
before Protestantism broke out among the true be- no money. I didn't tell yer ter pass de boys In. I
lievers 1 was not the Bible, your own sacred God- said count 'em. I'se always heard dat showmen is
book, a Catholic Bible and in the hands of Catholics 1 good on 'rithmatie, 'an' I wanted ter satisfy myfor hundreds of years, and did they not later: self. Yer say dat dar WflS twenty boys. I donn'
change, and manipulate its texts and dogmas tq,l 'spnte yer word, 01i.se I ain't no matherticlan.
snit themselvs during all those centuries of owner- J Sposen I take a lot ob boys ter de cashier ob a
ship 1 Did they not quarrel. fight, au<! murder one bank an' axes him ter count 'em, floes de.t signify
another in religious discu5sions as to the meaning dat de cashier is gwine ter pass 'em into de money
of certain parts <,f it, and wrangle, dispute, and room? No, sah. Go back ter yer tent, I sees a
even put it to vote which pOttions of the so-called crowd goin' ln."
sacred writings should be canonical, which apocry.
The showman, remembering that he had left
phal, IIJld which should be c~st out entircl,Y as the entrance un~rded, turned, and lsom walked
i'!WiOWI Mil ~Ohi'ITIIJna JJ,tsun/ur.
awo.;v,

'

s_ltf
__________
sb_a_k_e_rs_P_.o_
.• _N_.Y_._

~'JUST LET ME SHOW YOU"

BECAUSE it

-.A YOUNG lady gave "ller young m!l.n" a bennti.
fnlly worked pair of slippers, and he acknowledged
the 1n·esent by Fending her his picture, encased iu
a handsome frame He wrote a note to send with
it, and at the same time rep tied, angrily, to an oft·
repPated dnn for an unpaid-for suit of clothes. He
gave a boy ten cents to deliver t11e packages and
note~, giving explicit directions as to the destinatiou of each.
It was a boy with a freckled face, and he discha.Tged his errand ina mann<·rthatshouldgiv him
a mche m the temple of. fame.
.
The young ln.dy received a note m her adored
!' one's hand writmg, and flew to her room to devour
its centenls, She opened the missiv with eager
fingvrs, nud read:
•· I'm getting tired of your everlaMing attentions.
petent judge dou'•ts; while, after the first speaker The suit is about worn out already. It never

ity rose to tell me that I had taken wholly superfiuous pains; that they already knew all about
What I had told them. and perfectly agreed with
me. .A hurd-headed friend of mine who was present put the not; unnatural question, "Then why
don't you say so in the pulpits?" To which in·
quiry I henTd no reply.-Huxley.
IF a man of science thinks that a thing lies out of
his province he will be very likely to say that he
kno.ws nothing ~gainst it .. He will no~ meddle ~~th
reVIvals nor dispute on mfnnt baptism. PolitiCs
he may ig!'~re .. If he. is l.ed ~o ~ve~tigate the
modern Sptritnallsm, hiS sCientific mstmct detects
the shadowy nature of the claim that spirits intrude into the organization Of living persons to
control them. For the breath of his intellect is the
idea of non-Intrusion, n?n-interve~t!on, the inviolability of every p;o;mcc. t?at IS ~ntroled by
necessary laws.- ff<tas B Amc?'lcan Rellgwn.
WoRK Is the mission of man on this earth. Let
wasteflJlness, idleness, drunkenness, improvidence
take the fate that God has appointed them, that
their opposits may also hav a chance for their fate
-Carlyl•.

GODLY WOMEN OF THE BIBLE. __

WESTERN papers report the cnse of a man who
attemp•ed suicide because his conscience condemued him for drinking rum. This is a hint for
the wives of red-nosed husbands to tum the mlrrors to the wall.

U}lOn 1t1c s-hore Rnd .:::ee ~hips to~~ed npon the s.ca;
a pleasnre to stnnd in the ,•;induw of a castle and
to seen battle und the r:dventnre~ thet·eof below,

but no pleasure is comparable to the standing upon
the vantage ground of trnth (a hill not to he commanded. and where !be air is always clear and Fe.
rene). and to see the errors and wanderings. and
the mist• and tempests in the vale below," so Illways that this Prospect be with pity, and not with
swelling or pride .. Certainly it is a heaven upon
earth to hav a mau·R min<! move ill chl\rity, rest in
Providence, and turn upon the pole;; of trnth.Bacon's Essavs.

Same piece of

WHEN a boy was asked," Where was the text
this moi7ling1" he quickly replied," It is somewhere in Hatchets." "In Hatchets? No, it was in
th
d
.Auctt.~;" "Well,Iknewitwassome ingthatwoul

Writing Pla.nchette, n.nd alt.h.ough many improvements hu.v
been made, thP. price reffiflins the same as heretuforP.
Bliss's Electro·l!lagnetic Plancbcttc Is a

6t~da~:u~!~t;b~!n~h~m::;·ne1;e~i\~a cf~f~~tie~~:hf~ltftnY~
0

Spiritual manifestations It has convinced thousands that
It was moved by a power independent of llands plar.ed
1

1
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derful communlcaLlons from your sp!r1t friends

Skeptics are f.':l~~~f~lft!'J:?t~d to exper·

In two vols. Bvo. Price, $6; half calf, $11.
.Address, D. :n. Bennett, 141 Eighth st., New York.

"T be Infidel Pulpit.'', '
Lectures by

The general verdict of the persons that. hav used Bliss'R

Pl,ncbette Is, Tbat it will writt! tncss~tges
wllere tl1e eoJnmon wooden unlnlt~·net
ized )>lancbette Will remain•uotionle!is.
Uentember this J>Janchettc is not only
the best, but it is the cbeaJ>est in the
market.
The Planchette, with wheels, penc!l, and full directions
w!ll be securely Inclosed In a box and ma!led to any ad.
dre!Bin the United States onl~ upon the receipt of GO
QOil~, Ji'O~ W!!IO at tllO olll~e Of ·u1E TBtrTJl SJ!:!IItBR,

Gco•·~e

Cllainey,

VOL. I. CONTAINS
Lessons from the Life and Work of Karl Heinzen; Minot

Savage's Talks about God; Moral O!Jject.!ons to the God
Idea· Nature 1\nd Decline of Unitarianism; Robert G.
Ingei-soll· Assa.sslnatlon of the Czar; Lfghts and Shades

of Liberalism; The Spirit of the Press; Relics of Barbar•
Ism· The Sphinx; The Choir Iuv!slble; Lessons for To.

day,'from Walt W-hitman; True Democracyj 1r:!_y_ Relig..
tous Experience; The Ideal Ma'' and Woman; What !I
Morality 1 What Is Relll!lon1').'he Church of the Future
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